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Achimeues, 69
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Acre, dimensions of, 14 ; English, 680
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468
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ing, 508; remarks on do., 506,522,571; new
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Agricultural labourers, 765; dwellings of, 28,
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822
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119; reaping machine in, 141 ; "Wheat in, 140;
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Botanical Gardens, 4V0, 484, 547, 628. 660

2S0, 5S3; consumption of fuel at do, 9
279: Dr. Hooter's appointment in d:

Cactus house at do., 486: Glasaerii
from the annual report of, 152 ; tfiects (

frost at do., 278; continental. 4C4, 405.

Botanical Geography, De Candolle's, rev., 615
Bottomley on Hand'Tlllage. rev.. 444

Bradbury's Ferns Nature Printed, rev- 223
Bran, analysis of, 621
Bread, detection of adultera'ed, 362; household,

762; Potatoes ii -.-

Brewers Atlas, rev., 743
Brewing, Dr. Kemp on. 695
British Association, 647
Broccoli, seeds, 70; clnb in, So; success;:'

Brushwood, drains with, 732. 780, 796
Bryologia Britannica, 2S3
Budding knife, 520
Buddleia Colvilei, 516
Bug, Chrysanthemum field, 757
Buildings, axboral records of, c'

-

farm, 764
Bolbs, treatment of after flowering, 1

of Dutch, 483 : list of dirt -

.

Stephens's the Yestex Deep Land Culture, Bulls, short-horned. 89, 245, 247, 265- 296, 307.

347; Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry, 358
Lindley's Theory of Horticulture, 359; John-
ston's Analysis of Soils, 364: Bath Agricul-
tural Society's Journal, 361; Drew's Meteoro-
logy, 374; Dickinson on Italian Rye Grass,
380; Houren on Human Longevity, 391;
Clark's Mollnsca testacea, 407 ; Hooker and
Arnott's British Flora, 423; Piper's Military
and Naval Dictionary, 423: Stanford's Map
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;
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€05; De Car $

122, 410
. taste of, 290; pr:

. Ml, 345. 363. 425, 4.7. 441 4.5 1£

475, 49 23 572, 5SS

Cabbages, afl ; ecra

Cabbage leaf, menstr: a -

Cactus house. Re^. 4S5^

Caird on the harvest. 731. 7cl. 7;.. . .

.

Cake, earth-n-' -

Calceolarias, herbace; de

California. Marrysr's life in

Calves, rearing of. 74 : T.in *-

Camellias, propagating. 23: sw^£:
70,86: to bloom, 69: buds dropping "

533: reticulata at Bank Grove. 29; i?
wall, 317; to set, 566

Canvas, to waterproof. 192
Caoutchouc, manufacture of,31S
Capers. "

i

cams, to pickle, 6?4
. _

Sons, sporting
283 : running



IV INDEX.

Carriirre, on CoLiicis, rev., -i55; uu transplant-

ing, 499
Carton ( Mr.), and his family, 54
Carts, small, 574
Catalogues, nurserymen's, 54
Catalpa Bungei. 768
Catasetuni incurvum, 4

Caterpillars, Gooseberry, 24, 231, 302, 35S, 500,

517, 518, 632, 533, 540,550, oG6
Cattleyas, sale . .r, 316
Cattleya Mossim, seed pods on, 614
Cattle, measurement and weight of, 10, 11, 4^.

510; maiket, new Sniitbneld, 25, 41, 42, 67,

71, --'.». "
|..:-i. ..'7; -ji.i:i oi du.. -Jo; opening o

do., 411; feeding. 170, 732. 796; statistics i i

do., 75,90, 107, 125; Mr. Hatton's aysteni of

do., 77; how prize are fed, 125; to stall feed,

700, 761, SI 1; green food for, 307; ttraw char)

as do., 307 : do. for voung, 557; pedigrees ot.

S9, 139, ISO ; short-horned, S9, 245. 247, 265
r
286,

305,307,309.322,410, 525; pleuro-pneumonia
in. 103; shedding for, 14"; breeding, 211 ; will

they pav their keep? 250; management of

dairy. 324. 345, 379 ; show of at Paris, 341, 393,

395.441; Prof. "Wilson on do., 795; disease,

Russian, 443. 475 ; at the Agricultural Society's

meeting, 5C9; remarks on do., 572; shows or

far, 729; fatiguing of at Kilrush Farm, fall!

report of at Sniiti.field club, S09, 825, 826 ; dn,

at Birmingham, $20
Cauliflower, seed ot to sow,2C2
Celery, culture of, 469
Cemetery, city of London, 535
Centradenia rosea, 85
Ceylon, Baker's, rev., 710
Cbterophyllum Prescotti, 372
Chaffcutters,491, 50S
Chair, cottagers', 69
Chandler's (Messrs) nursery, 176
Charcoal, uses of, 6U
Charity, administration of a, 140
Cheese, Cheshire. 461; mity.SyO: manufacture.
669

Chemical Field Lectures, by Dr. Stuckhardt.
S37

Chemistry, Harcourt on the connection of with
agriculture, 13S; farm, 161, 322: of the atmo-
•sphere, 2S6; Liebig's Agricultural, rev„ 353;
new principles of do., 521 ; Lawes on, 667, 682

Cherries, brandy, 5S4 : (Pruuua cerasns), 696
Cherry trees, effects of spring frost ou, 454
Chili, natural resources of, 119
C^tir. pfrof-c of the rebellion od, and its pro-
ductions, 502

Chinese tninrosp, 7, 23 ; Yarn, 19. 318, 517, 5Sl f

599, C14, 646, 693, 709, 755. 773, 775; Note
Book, 242, 31$, 502; plants, hardiness of, 318;
white wax, 33$: flower-pot, 357: silkworm,
436

Chiosso's Gymnastic Polyruachinon, rev., 488
Chiswick, exhibitions, 3 ; fall of rain at, for the
years 1841—1854, 8: garden noticed, 71, 139.
207, 303, 375, 438, 518, 599; temperature at,

99; fetes at, 333, 419, 467; reports of do., 336.
422.470; list of awards at do. for Mar, 333;
for June. 41S; for Julr, 467; promenade at,

483; orchard house at, 611; sale of plants at.

744; discon'inuation of exhibitions at, 709
Cholera flies, miscalled, 710
Chorozemas. 317
•Ciitysanthemums,cnltnreo£283, 440; Pompon?,

375; Mr. Salter's, 807; in the Temple Gardens,
823; out-door, 839

Chrysanthemum field hug, 757
Churning, 250.267, 324, 345, 363, 425, 427, 441.

443, 459, 474, 475, 490, 522, 533, 572, 5SS
Cincinnati, hog population of, 525
Cinerarias, compost for, 192; culture of, 223

633; new, 791
Citronwors, to nropagate, 533
Civil service, 131
Clark's Moliusca testacea, rev., 407
Clay, Figs on he.ivy, 659 ; burnt, as manure,

698; soils, treatment of, 697
Climate. Crimean, 36, 171, 189, 191 ; of Nice. 37,

69, 85, IIS, 189, 221, 302; of Naples, 221; «.f

Madra=, 241; of foreign countries, 3S9; of
Orchids, 472; local, 564; effect of. on fertilitv,

602; Indian, 7i3; remarks on, 757
Climbers, greenhouse, 360
Clod crusher, new, 605, 652
Clover, tn ^ow, 308 ; and haymaking, 350
Club in Br-jccoli, S5
Clubs, Sparrow, 427. ("Farmer's, see Societies.)
•Coccocypeelum cordifolinm, 8J4
Cochineal, Australian. 339
Cocknejfied, what is? 662
Cockroaches, to kill, 360, 421
Cockscomb*, culture of, 3S
-Ccelogyne plantaginea, 20; micrantha, 173
Coffee cultivation, 711
College, Cirencester Agricultural, sessional exa-
minations, 45S

Collins', the case of the, 620
Collomia graudifora, 536
Colour of treys. 7f 7

Commutation averages, 41, 57
Concrete, 618
Conifers, collectors and cultivators of, 22: tn

graft, G6: naming, 190; new, 263; illeffectsof
keeping in pct>. 281; hardiness ol, 302; Car-
rtere on, rev., 455 ; to group, 7S7

Conservatory borders, 118
Constantinople, Oypr.^cs at, 707,806
Cooke on "\Vl:ca: growing:, rev.. 733
Cookery, Eliza Acton's, rev., 471, 839; French,
790

Copper vessels tmd preserves, 241
Com, imports of, 5S; averages of, 44. 59 : origin

of. 151, 188, 355; tillering of, 556; supply of,

743, 794, 810 : C'aird on do., 731, 761, 762
Com trade, influence of statistical information

on, C19
Cornmiil, Turner's, 556
Comer (Miss;, Familiar Fables, 103
Correa, Brilliant, 436
Corylus avellana, 599
Cottages, labourers', 23, 211 ; ornamental, S23
Cottagers' comforts, 69
Cotton Plant, seed of, 855
Cotton sc*d, oilcake from, 69S, 796
^Coverings, woollen netting as, 24; for glass

structures, 677; straw, 135; wall, 336, 873,
677; snow. 100. 134; spring for wall trees 189
239, 302, 317, 389, 406, 502, 51S ; for frames, 773
775

Cows, history of Duchess, 139, ISO, 245, 247:
Ayrshire, ISO: produce of dairy. 260, 341 345
363, 379, 425, 427. 441, 443, 459, 474, 475 d^
522, 538, 572, 5SS, 732, 747: in milk, 540:
Alderuey, 558

Crag, discovery of red, 566

Crickets, trap for, 136
Crime aud puuishment, 194, 246
Crimea, preserved vegetables for the, 23;

climate of, 3t>, 171, 189, 191 : and Odessa, by
Koch, 171 ; seeds for the, 3lS; gardeners for

the, 373: Miluer ou the, rev., 487; flowers of

the, 666, 567 : Stanford's map of the, rev., 743
Crithmum lnaritinium, 336, 2S1, 303; an anti-

scorbutic, 317
Crops, fleets of various kiuds of manure on Tur-

nip, 76, 108 ; ro ation of, 91 ; ton-dressing for,

194; root, culture of, 22S.249.796; Wheat, 226,

5SS; green, weight of, 269; in Yorkshiro, 379,

459,588; reports of, 521, 538; returns respect-

ing the state of, 553, 554, 794, 810, S27; green
do., 553, 554; iu Hants, 572; Fen,5SS; in Ire-
land, 605, 637; Mustard seed, destruction of,

726; composition of, 797; Cairdon the, 731, 761,

762, 777
Crystal lalace, 567; plants in the interior of

263
;
grounds of, 7, 263 ; horticultural show at,

387: report of ditto, 390 ; Fern judging at do.,

389, 4C6; awards at do., 402
Cucumbers, Ipswich Standard, 190, 75S, 774, 792

;

ridge. 206; roots, excrescences on, 220; disease
in, 260, 301, 741, S38 ;

gigantic, 438 ; amount of

pruduced by one plant, 693,710, 727, 742; Star
of the West, 773; pit for, 776

Cucurbita perennis, 836
Cupheas, standard, 727
Cupressus, Lawsoniana, 372; Macnabiana, 420
Currants, to prune, 102; to propagate, 153 ; new
way of ditto, 454 ; Champagne, 646

Cuttings, raising Vines from, 262
Cyclamen cilicium, 708
Cypresses at Constantinople, 707, S06
Cvtisus Adami, 136

Dactylis glomerata, 140
Dahlia, SS; seedling, 56; for exhibition, 338;
and Hollyhock show, 679. 696

Dairy, produce, 522, 53S, 588, 732, 747 ; effect of
temperature on ditto, 267.289.344; manage-
ment of a, 250, 341,345, 363, 379, 425,427, 441,
443, 459, 474, 475, 490, 572, 588

Darnel (Lolium temulentum), 373
Datura ceratocaulon, 54, 70
Davallia dissecta, 469 ; bullata, 532 ; canartens is,

5S4; tenuifolia, 709
Davy's (Dr.), Angler, rev., 429
Decaisnea insiguis, 515
De Candolle's Botanical Geography, rev., 615
Delamer on Flax, rev., 13 ; do. ou Kitchen
Garden, rev., 679

Deudrobium cumulatum, 756
Devonshire, temperature, &c. at, 6; the late
winter in, 773

Diarrhoea, cure for, 758
Dielvtra spectabilis. a vegetable. 262
Digging, prices of, 3, 6, 37, 38, 63, 154; ditto of
double, 22

Dinscorea Batatas, 19. 313. 517, 582, 599, 614,

646, 693, 709, 755, 773, 775, 820
Diplartenia crassinoda, 117
Disa grandifiora, 262
Discoveries, Reviewers', 3S
Diseases, on Araucaria leaves, 36; in Iambs,
108; Vine, 18S, 205, 264, 440,- 532, 582, 693,

694, 710, 773; ditto in Madeira, 205; ditto new,
264; Cucumber, 2G0, 301,741,838; of plants,

376; Onion, 421. 484, 502; Russian cattle, 443,

475; Oat, 569; effect of sulphur in curing Hop,
563, 579, 5S1, 597, 630, 678, 742; "calico,"

Potato exempt from, 59S; GladioJi, 676;
Mangel Wurzel, 783 ; Payen on, 788 (see

Pathology)
Dorset, rain in, 22; farming in, 290; the spriog

in, 358
Dorthesia Seychelles, 836
Downing' s Hydraulics, rev., 775
Dracaena indivisa, 264
Dracophyllum gracile, 134
Drains, stoppage of, 1 40 ; roots in, 228, 268, 363

;

to clear choked, 421; with brushwood, 732,
7S0, 796 ; running of, 764, 812

Drainage, ISO: Denton on, 60, 105, 825, S28,

841 : companies, 105, 122, 138, 15S, 161 ; sand
26S; experiences in, 287, 306, 344, 394, 426,

412, 6KG, 715; subterranean, 289, 708, 743.

758, S04; warmth conferred by, 651, 699,
732; Keythorpe. 762; different kinds of, 793

Draining, 123; deep, 540, 557; do. and shallow,
12 ; v. trenching, 179, ISO ; for Sugar-cane in
Jamaica, 646

Draw's Meteorology, rev., 374
Drill, dry v. water. 77S
Drynaria Fortuni, 703
Dry rot, 284 ; in Potatoes, 334
Dublin Botanic Gardi n, S55
Dumfriesshire, rain in, 38
Dung:, value of pigeon, 250, £90; farm-yard, 77'i)

Dutton Hall Farm, noticed, 661
Dyes, Lichen, 513

Earth-nct cake. 313
Economy, agricultural, 843
Edinburgh, park at, 339
Education and natural history, 53 ; agricultural,

363, 590, 685, 795
Electricity and plants, 708
Elms, Nottingham, 206; American, 2G2; cork-

harked, 790
Embryos, to graft. 627, 673. 632
Employers and employed, 63
Enteritis, cure for, 477
Entomologist's Annual, rev., 263
Enville Hull gardens, 790
Epidendrum bicornutuir, 406
Ereruuius spectabilis, 595
Erica tetralix alba, 517
Eriobotrya japonica, 408
Erytbrina macrophylla, 792
Escallonia pterocladnn. 36
Escholtzia tenufolia, 301
Esculents, new. 372
Eucalyptus cordata, 646
Eucharis grandifiora, 804
Evergreens, in peat, 222; select, 340: when to
move, 499, 517, 533

Ewes, in lamb, 813
Exhibition, Dahlias for, 338; Paris, 173, 452;
regulations of do., 207 ; admission to do., 277

;

agricultural do., 341, 393,395, 441,475; Prof.

Wilson on do, 795, 796 ; horticultural do, 500,

54S
Experiments, Mr. Lawes', 667, 6S2; Messrs.

Hardy's, 289, 605, 634,697; with Wheat, 701;
small, $57

Fagus antarctica, 792
Fairy rings, 772
Fallows, with grain, 123
Farms, sizes of, 227; number of, in Great Britain,

227; do. labourers on, 247 ; small, 699; Martin
Doyle on do , 325 ; cost of horse labour on
arable, 715

Farm, estimate of a, 5S; leases, 124, 30S; near
Chelmsford, 266, 811; Dorsetshire, 290; near
Stalybridge, 605; Kilrush, report of fattening
of cattle at, Sll

Farming, progress of, 9; Hints on, rev., 13;
Lois-Weedon, 3, 4, 6. 22, 37, 38, 76, 586, 636

;

modifications of do., 27 ; Lavergne on British,

26; in the west of France, 106; and geology,
121; and the weather, 122; backward, 140;
Wilson on past and present, 196; do. on that
of the French Exhibition, 795, 796; as a
science, 248; and chemistry, 161, 322; appli-
cation of steam to, 75, 226, 266, 267, 322, 345,
362, 364, 379, 410, 426, 427, 443, 458, 459, 475,
507,553,554,573, 620, 650, 652, 730, 781, Sll;
experimental Grass, 537; peculiarities of, 652

;

profits of, 682 ; function of salt in, 665, 700,
752; Iiish, 698; Hungarian, 701; improved,
763 ; sheep, 717 ; Yester, 797; Australian, S42

Farmers, 765; rain guage for, 411, 461; de-
mands on, 621; clubs (see Societies)

Farm buildings, portable, 764
Farm accounts, 287
Farm labour, distribution of, 74, 10S ; value of,

589
Farm horses, acreage consumed by, 27; food for,

139, 250 ; boarded floors for, 77
Farm-yard manure, 779
Fences, 334, 5S2; Yew, 320; formation of, 374;
Thorn. 468, 566, 573 ; mixed, 485, 518 ; how to

cut, 502, 533, 566; living, 713; hedgerow, 745
Ferns, morphology in, 24; Bradbury's Nature

Printed, rev., 223; Century of, rev., 191;
Sowerby's, of Great Britain, rev., 207 ; Allies
of, by do., rev., 759; new garden, 3S8, 468,
532, 660, 677, 708; hardy, at Sydenham, 3S9,
406; list of, 454; hothouse, 471; Hare's-foot,

584; Lowe's Natural History of, rev., 759;
names of, 760; Moore's Popular History of,

the British, rev., 807
Fertility of soils, 361, 378, 393,425, 442, 45S, 521,

537, 570, 5S6, 602, 617. 618
Fibrous substances, S7, 155, 204, $53
Fibrous Plants of India, Dr. Royle on, 204
Figs, winter, $6, 102, 119; Pregussata, 154, 206 ;

to propagate, 174; on heavy clay, 659
Filter, cheap, 102, 630
Finocchio, 2$4
Fir trees, to transplant, 600
Fire insurances, 73
Fish, enemies to, in fresh- water Aquaria, 339;
as manure, 492

Fisken's plough, 6$3, 700, 731, S10
Flax, Delamer on, rev., 13; in Ireland, 27, 45;

crop, returns of, 717
Fleas, cure for, 70; Turnip, 746, 7S0
Fli«s, miscalled cholera, 710
Flora, Yorkshire by Baines, rev., ; Hooker
and Arnott's British, 423

Floriculture, seasonable hints on, 191
Flour, imports of, 58; averages, 44, 59; detec-

tion of adulterated, 262; Horse Chesnut, 790
Flowers, of the Crimea, 566, 567; favourite,
727

Flower-pot, Chinese, 357
Food, Mr. Lawes on, 27; adulterations of, by

Hassall, rev., 71 ; of plants, 76 ; Swede Tur-
nips as, 174, 206; of Rooks, 363; supply of,

74S; Cairdondo., 731,761,762,777; to cook,
790; of cattle, 179; statistics of, 70, 90,- 107,

125; economy of, 122; horse, 139; Rape-cake
as, 179 ; for sheep, 243, 289, 321, 323 ; and pro-
duce of dairy cows, 250; green, 307; straw
chaff as, 307 ; markets, Prussian, 669 ; Mangel
Wurzel as, for pigs, 716 ; do. injurious to, 397,
411,475,491

Footmarks, mysterious, 176
Forbidden fruit, to get seeds of, 533
Force, vital, 435
Forests, Royal, 61, 85, 132, 133, 220, 221, 320,

334, 358 ; Whittlewood, 133 ; New, 700, 732

;

Woolmer, 758
Fork and spade husbandry, 3, 6, 22, 37, 3S, 63,

76, 174
Forks, steel digging, 289
Fortune (Mr.), advice from, 84
Fowls, to keep, 14
Frames, coverings for, 773, 775
France, agriculture in the west of, 106; mules

of, 178; small holdings in, 363; cookery in,

791 ; Yapp's Duties on Imports into, rev.,
790

Fraser's (Messrs.) Nursery, 103
Frigi Domo, injured by soaking in boiled oil,

71 ; cause of do. 87
Frost, severity of, 115; of 1813-14, 119; effects

of on plants, 153, 154, 207, 242, 315, 564; do. on
a Cherry tree, 454; in Hertfordshire, 175; in
Berwickshire, 174; Vines killed by, 222; at
Glasnevin, 260, 278; water an attractor of,

2S1 ; in Italy, 336; protection of frames from,
773, 775

Fruits, Pears, to raise from seed, 21 ; Benrre
Superfin, 22; Marie Louise, 3$; Choix d'un
Amateur, 85; Beurre" Ranee, 317; grittiness
of, 355 ; crop of, 565; decay in, 628; cracked,
724; in paper bags, 742; Verulam, 805;
Apple, DommiBka, 134; Gooseberry, 664;
monstrous, 692; juice of Star, 712; Peaches,
283, 726, 743, 758; double flowered crimson
Chinese, 806; Fig, Pregussata, 154, 206;
Orange, trifacial, 504; Plums, little known,
661, 693; double, 692; Columbia do., 693;
American do., 726; Cherries, brandy, 584;
Currants, Champagne, 646 ; Gooseberry, sports,
596, 612; small, to force, 358; to preserve,
456; Forbidden, to get seed of, 533; to
crystallise, 616; eaten by wireworms, 72G ; of
Gardenia Rothmanni, 436

1

Fruit trees, Pear growing, 4 ; on Quince stiks a
Natchez, 6; pyramidal, 72 ; seedling, It 7S8,

$54; tor exposed places, 320; culture \ 37 ;

do. in Scotland, 174 ; Gooseberry, to ]une,

102; Currant, to prune, 102; to probata
153 ; new way of do., 454 ; Cherry, enfts o^

the spring frosts on, 454 ; Orange, treanent

of, 504 ; French, 727 ; Fig, 86, 102, 11 ; tc

propagate, 174; on heavy clay, 659 ; Wjnut,.

to graft, 678; Apricot, non-production ol336,

358 ; in Orchard-houses, 806 ; Moss \ t
tc

remove, 40; composition for, 53 ;
pnmi$ of.

during the first year of planting, 86; ash
for, 102 ; spring protection for, 24, 100,134,1

135, 189, 239, 302, 317, 336, 373, 3S9, 406502,!
"518, 677, 821 ; training wall, 469; selectr36;>
dwarf, 614; effect of frost on, 153, 154,^07;
242, 260, 278, 281, 315, 564, S40

Fuchsias, pyramidal, 207, 391 ; monsbua
bloom of, 740

Fuel, consumption of, at Kew, 86, 102, 279 do.

at Messrs. Weeks, $6, 102, 175
Fumigation of soft plants, 7

Fungi, Pear, 724; Cucuniber,301

Gaines (Mr.) nursery, 23
Galls, different kinds, 116
Galton's Art of Travel, rev., 135
Galvanised wire, 615, 662
Gapes, cure for, 606
Gardenia Rothmanni, fruit of, 436
Gardens, Crystal Palace, 7, 263, 567 ; Kew, 28,

5S3; consumption of fuel at do., 86, 102, 27$

Dr. Hooker's appointment in do., 451 ; Cactj
house at do., 486; Glasnevin, extracts fro]

the annual report of, 152; effects of the froi

at do., 260, 27S ; refuse of, as manure, 40 ; Mj
Rucker's, 338; botanical, 420, 484, 547, 62,

660 ; continental do., 404, 405 ; irrigation q
421, 438; about London, 239, 438; count!
school, 538, 572, 714 ; Arundel Castle, 56J
winter, 565; Gunnersbury Park, 551; tran
planting large trees at do., 565, 582, 598, 61^
Wilkins' model, 723 ; Belvoir Castle, 759, 77J
Enville Hall, 790; Chrysanthemums in tl

Temple, 823; Orleans House, 839
Gardening, notes from Australia, 119 ; Welsl

119; Somersetshire, 5S1 ; landscape, 61*2

Australian, 836
Gardeners, for the Crimea, 373
Gardeners' Benevolent Institution, 469, 437, 1

anniversary, 405
Garden Ferns, new, 333,463, 532, 660, 677, 70S
Garden pots, new, 453, 470
Garden walks, weeds on, 156
Garden walls, 175, 277

;
protections, 24, 189, 239

302, 317, 373, 389, 406, 502, 518, 677 : non do.

336, 358
Gas from green wood, 281
Gas-lime, effect of on lawns, 2S1
Gas stoves, 695
Gas-tar, use of, 191, 208
Gas-water, for killing insects, 192
Genera Plantarum Florae Germanicw, 806
Genetyllis, 807
Geography, De C'lndolle's Botanical, rev., 615
Geology and agriculture, 121; Ly ell's Manual
of Elementary, rev., 304

Geonoma corallifera, 68
Geraniums, scarlet, 303; preparing do. for
bedding, 357

Giessen Botanic Garden, 405
Gladioli, diseased, 676
Glasnevin Botanic Garden, extracts from the
annual report of, 152 ; effects of the frost at,

260, 277
Glass, paint for, 518; on Peach walls, 551,

structures, coverings for, 677; artificially
frosted, 726

Glass walls, 175, 206
Gombo, 264
Goodsir on plant electricity, 70S
Gooseberry bush, red and yellow fruit on a, 596,
612

GoosSberries, to prune, 102 ; sporting, 506, 612
Gooseberry caterpillar, 24, 281, 302, 358, 500,

517, 518,532, 533, 550,566; salt for, 540
Gooseberry fly, 317
Gore House, 283
Gorse, culture, 14, 45 ; to sow, 93
Gosse's Zoology, rev., 583; Aquarium, rev., 838
Gossypium herbaceum, S55
Gourds, golden, 6; large, 710; distinction and
origin of, S03 -

Grafting, Beet, 20; Rhododendrons, 6, 20, 22,
38, 53, 70, 86, 102, 118, 134, 154, 502 ; Conifers,
66; stocks v. scions, 438; Walnuts, 678; em-
bryos, 627, 678, 692

Grain, fallows with, 123; growth of,668; supply
of, 748, 794; Caird on do., 731, 761, 762,777;
Wheat, distance to plant, 7S0

Grapes, Barbarossa, 119; growing, 389, 406;
Golden Hamburgh, 67S, 693; Scotch Wnite
Cluster, 824

Grape mildew, 183, 440, 532, 682 ; in Madeira*
205; new kind of, 264; Neapolitan, 693; re-

medies for, 694 ; in Portugal, 773
GrasB, Pampas, 6, 438; propagation of do., 614;

Italian Rye, 285; to sow do., 29, 781; Mr.
Telfer's do., 57, 158; remarks by Mr. Morton
on do., 158, 177; seed of do., 210; weight of

do., 211, 213; North country farmer's opinion

of, 267; Dickenson on do., 3S0; to top dress,

194 ; seeds, 861
Grass farming, 587
Grass land, gas water as manure for, 395; to

break up, 842
Grasses, permanent, 12
Gravity, specific, 678
Greenhouse, climbers for, 360
Greensted Church, $35
Griffith's Posthumous Papers, rev., 338
Guano, to test, 146; imports of, 213; Bird

Island, 225; v. nitrate of soda, 228; buying,

344; adulterated, 395; to apply, 408; and
superphosphate, 575; introduction of, 621

Guatemala, botanical news from, 282, 336
Guava jelly, to make, 614
Gumming, causes of, 616
Gunnersbury park, 551 ; transplanting large

trees at, 552, 565, 582, 59S, 614
Guthrie's Sermons, 854
Gymnastic Polymachinon, Chiosso's, rev., 488
Gymnogramma Ianata, 660
Gynerium argenteum, 6, 433; propagation of,

614



INDEX.

IlAIi.fVroftM I'vfniordlniiry, 281
llatlrttOIMH, 487
Jliirni Tillage-, hy Botfcomloy, rov., 444
JIiintiiiTii mi Agricultural BtatltitlcH, mv., 74H
Hapd»'ii(Mn««H.)expcrliumitH,28B, 605, (W4,fl'J7

Harfcmpn Hull, 823
Hiu-vmhi. w"]'k, economy of, 378; ('jih-il tin Hid
781, 761,762, 777; ylold of, 794, 810, 827, BJ'J

lliininiil, Food ninl Im Adulterations, rov., 71
Haws, to vogotftto,789| to now, BOO
ff lay, wcill minln, 837

Haymaking and Clover1

, 880
IliiyHtimkH, to moanui'0, 211
Heath, white MGdlterranoan, 8lt
Mciiiii.-r, in transplant, mi
lltmt

1

, bottom, for, bedding plants, 350, 80aj In-

fluence of on the pr,ogrusn of vegetation, 421,
437; of spring mnnthn, 429; "conferred by
drainage, 601, 690, 782

Heating, 800, 821 ; at Kew, 80, 102, 270 ; at Mgbhi'H
Weeks', 86, 102, 175: oue uollur plan of, 261,
318,835; at Porthwldden, 485, 72;,; Hood on.
rov., 503; and ventilating, 518. 583; plantnand
rtlflolftl.082; WUIlrtinson.GSl; gas, 69S

llohrlduti. horticulture In the, 046
lii'dg«B,334

( 582; Ynw, 020; formation of, 374;
Thorn, 468, 606. 673; mixed, 486,618; Iwir to

cut, 602, 633 560, i
i)

Uudge planls, 713
lledgo knives, 500
Hedgerow fences, 715
Uomp, Dolamer on, rev,, 13
Itendorson'M (Mejsra, E.G.) nursery, 859
HorbN, Kwvot, 172

Hntring on Paper Malting, rev,, 590
Himalayan, vocation, 616 ; Journals hy
Hookor, rov., 807

Hogs, Cincinnati, 626
MoIciih Bacdharatns, 35, 54, 100, 743, 790, 837, 854
Holding*, small, 863
Holly, (o restore, 222
oily hedgd, to renew, 40
Holly plunder, S22
HollyhockF, treatment of, 155; to propagate,

224; paper, made fr»m, 450; rope, 456 ; culture
of, 5S4; and Dahlia nhow, 679, 696; select,
711

'

Honeydew,566; black, 192
Hood, on Heating, rev,, 603
Hooker's (Dr.), Ontury of Ferns, 191; report on
Kew Gardens, 281; and Arnott's British ITlora,
rev., 423: appointment in Kew Gardens, 461

;

Flora Indica, rev., 723; Himalayan Journals,
rov. 807

Hops, to Krowors of, 179; and sulphur, 563,579,
581, 697, 630, 67S, 742

Horses, keep of farm, 27 : labour, distribution of,

74, 108; cost of do., 715; hoarded floors for,

77; food. 139, 250; at the Agricultural Society's
meeting, 609; remarks on, at do., 522,, 533 ; at
Carlow, 656; Beans for, 637, 683; Suffolk,
666 \

Horse Chesnut flour, 790
Horse radish tree, S39
Horticulture, Dr. Liudley's Theory of, rev., 359;

in the Hebrides, 646
Horticultural Society in New South "Wales, 691
Hothouses, atmosphere of, 727
Houses, plants in dwelling, US ; roof for a sum-
mer, 304; Cactus, at Kew, 486; Mr. Phill-
pott's, 485, 725 ; heating and ventilating
plant, 518, 533; orchard, 175, 630, G93, 726;
Apricots in ditto, 306

"Humbert on Encumbered Estates, S00
Hungarian fanning, 701
Husbandry, spade and fork, 3, 6, 12, 22, 37, 3S,

68, 76, 174, 697
Hyacinths, feather, 408; culture of, 4S3, 531;

list of, 4S4 ; in glasses, 661
Hybrids, garden, 451
Hydraulics, Dowuing's, rev., 775
.Hygrometer, Mr. Vivian's, 355
Ilylurgus piniperda, 612. 030
Hypericum, oiigm>-of, 222

tfes, treatment of, 40; trees broken by, 190
Implements, chuff-cutters, 491 ;

prizes for, at the
Agricultural Society's meeting, 50S; remarks
on at do., 606, 522, 571; new clod crusher,
605, 652 ; show of, at Paris, 812

India, fibrous plants of, 204; climate of, 723
Indigo, green, 84
Inkgull, British, 183
•Insects, Gooseberry caterpillar, 24, 2S1, 302, 358,

500, 517, 51S, 632, 533, 550, 566; salt lor ditto,
540; red spider, 488; cure for ditto, 24;
Freuch beans and do. 3S ; woodlice to kill, 54,
441; British inkgall. lSS; Gooseberry fly,
317

; ants, cure for, 376, 390 ; cockroaches, to
kill, 360, 421; Chinese silkworms, 436; and
Page's composition, 488, SIS, o6Q, 59S; wire-
worms, to kill, 493; reproduction of Aphides,
550; Pear fly, 582; Pine beetle, 612; Mustard
beetle, 726 ; memoranda concerning-, 742

;

Turnip flea, 746, 780, Sll ; Chrysanthemum
field bug, 757; Oak-galls, 7S9; vitality of,

819
; Seychelles Dorthesia, 836 ; -Mussel scale,

S37
'

Inventory, a Ladyday, 179
Ireland, flax culture in, 27; do. trade in 45;

winter in, 154 ; labourer's wages in, 181, 746;
crops iu, 605, 637 ; farming in, 693 ; agricul-
tural statistics in, 74S

Ireland's recovery, Locke on, 2S, 246
Iron, paint for, 104
Iron roofs v. slate, 813
Irrigation, 4S9, 681, 716; by submersion, 312;
Indian, 363; garden, 421, 43S; pipe, 570, 586,
604; subterranean, 709, 743, 76S, 804

Isle of Wight, shell-rain iu, 710, 726, 743, 753,
789, 821

Isthmus of Suez Question, by M. de Lessens.
rev., 583

Italian Rye-grass, 2S5; to sow, 29, 781; Mr.
Telfer's, 57, 153; Mr. Morton on, 163, 177;
seed, 210; weight of do., 211. 213; North
country larmcr'a opinion of, 267; Dickinson
on, 330

Italy, frost in, 336
Ixlas, 3S7

,f v
i lON'fl 'Mr.) nuntery, 5%

Jamaica, draining f< l* . u \ it cane In; 640 ; ti x-

tile plants Ot, 853
.in va, vegetation of, 889 «
Johnston (Dr.), the late. 697, I I

Juulporus [\. riforml i, 420; drunacca, 707

ICatjg, vju-I" rated Scoti I

Karon'
1 Dr.) Plmula m Mnttpi

. n v 694

Knnnedy, dlnmlaaul of the Ulght Hon, T. P.,

220, 221 :: ;l

Kijw gjn.i.'Fi
, , consumption of fuel at,

B3, 102, 270; appointment <<f Dr. Hooker In

451
;
pnotU I

-h-'ii'.", 480
Kitchen G uMen, Dcmmer's, rev., 079

Knives, pruning. 200, 222; budding, 020; Snynor
& Cooke's, 772; Holmes', 822

"Knowledge Is Pow»r," by Knlght.Tov., B5
Koch's Crimea and OdQSSa, rev., 171

L.

Labels, 284
Labour, distribution of horse, 74, 108; value of,

589
Labourers, 765; dwolllngs, 28, 211; chair, CO;
and masters, 180; wages in Ireland, 181, 716;
number of, on farms, 247 ; gathering at Coles-
hill, 457 ; schools, 538, 572, 714

Labuan, Motley's Natural History, rev., 790
Lambs, disease in, 108
Lambing season, 179, 211
Lund Improvement Companies, 105, 122, 138,

158, 161; cultivated and uncultivated, 247;
waste, 7S0; reclaiming do., 361, 411 ; fertility

and barrenness in, 361, 378, 393, 425, 442, 458
621,537, 570, 586, 602, 617, G16; grass, gas-
water as manure for, 305; drainage expe-
riences in regard to, 287, 306,344, 394, 426,
442, 666, 715; Yester culture of deep, 460;
grass to break up, 842; Highland waste, 859

Landed property, 826
Landlord, 7G5; and tennnt, 683
Landscape Gardening, 612
Larch, advantage of, 336; supply of, 513; va-

rieties of, 726 ; to plant, 759; to thiu, 773
Larch cones, monstrous, 438
Lastrea pilosissima, 677; recedens, 70S
Laurustinus from seed, 614
Lavergne's Rural Economy of Euglaud, &c, 26
Law expenses, 45, 75
Law cf tenancy, 810
Lawes'(Mr.) testimonial, 491, S09; experiments,

667, 6S2
Lawns, effect of gas lime on, 2S1 ; mowings and
sweepings of, as manure, 440; cure for worms
on, 760

Lawrence (Mrs.) death of, 54S; plants, 632
Layering pot, 420
Leases, farm, 124, 308
Leaves, Mangel Wuvzel, 269 ; skeleton, 2S4; ex-

crescences on Vine, 360; cure for burning of,

469, 51S; Cabbage, monstrous, 677; colour of
tree, 787

Leptodaciylon califoruicum, 516
Lettuces, to blanch, 156; Bedale Hall. 190, 222;
May's Magnum Bonum, 206, 222, 4S3

Libocedrns decurrens, twin, 35S
Lichen dyes, 513
Liebig's Agricultural Chemistry, rev., 35S; new

principles of do., 521
Lightning conductors, 693
LUium giganteum, 224; nepalense, 564
Lime and salt, 61; phosphate of, as manure,

409 ; to apply, 590 ; superphosphate of, 493,
633, 812; guano and do., 575; analysis of do.,

331, 604. 634 ; to make do., 750 ; refuse of gas-
works, 797

Lindley's Theory of Horticulture, rev., 359
Linseed crushers. 60S
Liquid manure, 723. 77S; subterranean applica-

tion of, 12, 13, 53, 76, 10S, 119, 153, 190, 709.
743, 758

Locke's Ireland's Recovery, 28
Loddiges' (Mr.) plants, 39; Orchid'?, 647
Lois Weedon, cost of diggii.g at, 3, 6; cultiva-

tion, 4, 37, 38, 76, 536, 636; modification of
do., 27

Lolinai temulentum, 373, 443
Lomaria discolor, 661
London gardens, 239, 4SS
Longevity, Floureus ou Human, rev., 391; of

seeds (see Vitality)
Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Plants, rev., 33S
Lowe's Natural History of Ferns, rev., 759;
Magazine of Natural Philosophy, rev., 775

Low (Mr.) nursery, 191
Loy, Irish, 154
Lungwort, 456
Lycaste misooblsena, 7S3
Lychnis Sieboldi, 116
Lycopods, hothouse, 471 ; luminous, 743
Lyell's Manual of Geology, rev., 3C3

M.

Machines, reaping, 13, 507, 652; trial of do.
selected at the Agricultural Society's meeting,
5S9, 635 649, 651 ; competition of do. at Stir-

ling, 618; Australian do., 141; root-grating,
6:-. mowing, 241, 303; threshing, 507. 780;
transplanting, 582, 593, 614, 646, 710 ; Potato
digging, 734; water drill v. dry, 773

Machinery, oil for, 124
M'lutosh's Eook of the Garden, rev., 155
Mackennaon Chili, rev., 119
Maclnra aurautiaca, 173. 203. 2SI, 302, 317
Madeira. Botany of, 175; Vine disease in, 205
Madras, climate" of. 241
Magnolia Campbelli, 515
Maladies, vegetable, 1SS (see Pathology^
Malt mills, 63S

Mangel Win /,.!, Utickroan on ilieKtmrtfi
hardiness of, 2U; leav«a, 200; >

,

pi«», 71**; Injurious to brwdlni sows, 397, 41 1,

476,41(1
; W hittingtOfl OD, 642; dJ*MAI i

Uangoatetn, 209,4 a, 371
Mann on ({^production
HAnoren, liquid, 728,778] mbtorranaM ap

tion ol do i ' i m,n II

749, 768 ; bl»od a«t, 28, 220, 807, 'Hi
; tim$ foi

applying, 29, 1S9 . graraen rtfa I

1 ori i": — for, 10 for Tornlp*, 7fl

sowago, 91, 157, l'.i, [93, I9tf, lf09, I

foe top'dTOAiing, 188; analyttiol I

clal, 194. 788;
troi . 284 nllro plio phat<

, 229, 260 07,344;
i;mt water aa, 396; pboApbatt ol llnw i

inporphotpliAte ol do. ia, 881, 493 . i

038, 084,760; Parr on, rav , n»; flah I

urine as,682; burn! clay
of,7Jii; farm•yard; 779; Mlta

,

Market", Prussian food, I
>

Marl, n^ti of, 26; And murling, 121; bow tfl

know, :.' 9
Marryal'n Monntatna and Molehill i, fat*, 108
Martin Doyle*!) Lt son Boole, rav., 606
Mawon's, Mr., V

r

lnlt to the AZOTAA, Su .

MaMiion',1 .Iri.-.l vegetabloa, 151, 174, Wi
Mi'juioivn, water, 6^7
Meaflurement, cattle cafcaAA, 10, 11

Meat manufacture, 195; dlscaaed, .'K/r ; it-:

ot'papnw on, 079, 7IO
Mcchl (Mr.), on Farmera' Claba, 26; "n town
AOWOgO,9l; annual gatherin,;, 626; lOCtlire at
Carllale, 567

bfeconopals Himpllcifollo, 516; Nlpalcnfda, 61

S

Melons, late, 1 IU
Me'on pits, 760
Me rat, on Tuherouti Plants as substitutes for the

Potato, &c, rev., 76
Meteorology, Lrew's, rev., 371

Meteorological Essays, Arngo's, rev., 631
Microscope, Schacht on the, rev., G17 ; cheap,
771

Mignonette, tree, 280
Mildew, on Hoses, 3*3; Vine, 188, 440, 682, 682,
710; and sulphurct of potash, 403; in M
205

Milk and cream, prices of, 213; cow in, 510
Mill, Turner's corn, 556; malt, 633
Millie and her Places, rev., 668
Milner's Crimea, rev., 487
Mines, plant growing in, 663
Mississipi, Pnars on Quince ntocks in,

Mistletoe on Oak, 3S3, 406, 438
Mole, the, 748, 780
Mollusca testacea, Clark's, rev., 407
Monkshead poison, 319
Moon, red, 120
Moore's Popular History of the British Fcrn3,

rev., 807
Moringa pterygosperma, S39
Morphology in Ferns, 24 ; iu Nyruphma, 54S
Mosquito Tobacco, 313
Mosb on trees, to remove, 40
Mountain Ash berries, 64S
Mowing machines, 241, 300
Mules, French, 178
Mushrooms, natural, 2S1, 303,317, 074; deformed,
792

Mustard beetle, 726
Mustard cake, sold for Rape cake, 73. 70
Mustard oil, 26S
Myatt (Mr.), death of, 5G

Naples, climate, 221 ; Vine disease, 693
Natchez, Pears on Quince stocks at, 6
Natural tflstory, ignorance of, 53; popular, iZ S:

of Labuan, rev., 790
Natural Philosophy, Lowe's Magazine of, rev.,

775
Naturalists, hint to, 35S
Nectarinia pectoralis (pectoral snnbird). 790
Nectarine, Stanwick, 531, 646; white, 643
Nepenthes, culture of, 549
Nephrodium venustum, 677
Nephrolepis davallioides, 388
Netting, woollen for coverings, 24
Newdegate on The Customs' Tariffs of all Na-

tions, rev.,*5S3

New South Wales, Horticultural Society in, 691
New Zealand, seeds for, to pack, 744
Nitrate of soda, 124. 138; v. guano, 223
Nice, climate of, 37, 69, 85, 118,189,221,302;
vegetation of, 37

Nitrophosphate mauure, 229, 266, 307, 344
Note book, Chinese. 242, 318, 502
Nursery Gardens, noticed, Messrs. Gaioes'. 23;

Loddiges". 39; Jackson's, 53; Eraser's, 103;
Chandler's, 176: Low's, 191; Rollissou's. 223

:

Barnes', 2S3 ; Veitch's, 319, 663, 307 : E. G.
Henderson's, 359; J. Waterer's. 424; Lof-
diges',647; Salter's, 679, S07; Turner's, 695;
Paul's, 711

Nurseryman, what constitutes a? 616, 630
Nut, the (CoryIns avellana), 599
Nut bushes, to prune, 153
Nympbseas, gigantea, 203; monstrous,

affinities of. 723

Oak, plantations. 117: Mistletoe on, SSS> 406,
43S: on a "Willow, 433; Durmast, 696, 72S

;

British, 72S, 742. 756, S03, S21, S54 ; rin^s ol

ancient, S21, S35
Oak-galls, 739
Oats, averages, 44, 59 ; for fodder, 290 ; returns
respecting the state of, 553. 554: disease, 5S9 :

chlorotised, 5S6
Obituary, Mr. Myatt, 56; Mr. Eolden, 93: Mr.
Pusev, 473: Mrs. Lawrence, 54S; Dr. John-
ston,597, 653 ; M. Pescatore, S20

Ochro. 264
Oil. Frigi Domo injured by soaking in boiled,

71: cause of do., S7 ; for machinery. 1-4:
mustard, K6S : Beech. S07. S51

Oilcake. 5SS: poisonous. 10S; to detect adulte-

ration in, 362; analysis, 557; from Cotton
seed. 60S

Oncidinm Skiiyieri, 629
Onion. Potato. 205; disease, 421. 4S4. 502; failure,

454 : fly, 457

7J7

tftatintotf

i •

Ouvlran
0*en'*(l'ft>fJ Lacttu <r, oxc, r*r».

" . tord P*v«rihan>, 46; d*;.

i

Vxaut Mud, to sow,

Paint t«r Iron 164,1
for gljuv, 618

L'ampai ( ptopagaUgB
in pou, 39

Papav, Infloenoe of, on meat, 679, 710
Paper, materials for, 87,166; HoUylwck, MA\

:*; »»»p, 7.VJ

Pariii, exhibition <,f, 173, '. . -» re-

specting, 207; admiitloD v>, '£11; *<rv
at, 3ii .' ;-;: Prof. WfUem

-

Parka, Edinburgh, 339 ; London, 2
aeroAA Bt JameVa, 629, I

-

876; Bonderiai
Patron manam, nsr^ HI
Passiflora. Australian, 710; dnnabarina, 72*
l'a*itnrt;Jt, weeding of, V26
Pathology, vegetable, 4, 20, ?/;,

-

117, 133, 152,173, :

301, 316, 834, 3.>i, ::'-i. :r,r,.:>-

r.j. 468, 186, 516,

644, 661 I I

821, 6 •

Paul's (HesATa.) nursery, 711
Paulovnia imperiali
Payen on diseases, 788
Peaches, Amygdalna peraiea, 283; double

flowered, 726, 743, 758; double Crimea
Chinese, 806

Peach walls, glass on. 551
Pears, remarks on growing, 4 ; on Qoiooe stacks

at Natchez se from leeda. 'J\ :

Benrrc" Superf n. 22: Marie Looise. 36; Cbcii
d'un Amatenr. 65: culture, in S«.Mai>d, 174:
Efurre lUnc>;. ::17 : gritfr

565: decay in, 628; cracked, 724: to ripen In

paper hags, 742; Vamuu ;ce of,

623; varieties of Doyenne Blanc, 835
Pear trees, culture of, 37. 174: pyramidal, 72

seedlinjr . 101, 788, 820,837 ; for exposed places
320; cankered. 837

Pear seeds, preservation and sowing of, 54
Pear fly, 682
Peas, early, 53, 101. 156; boiling, ISO: trans-

planting late, 262: new. 408; E*rly I

Marrowfat, 4SS; select, 520. 532: returns res-

peeing the state of crops of, 553, 554: ever-

lasting, 593, 6eS, 716. 745
Peat, uses of, 60 : fur evergreens. 222
IMa;v<: niuni Endlicherianux 5£

Peutstemon, 119
Peon's Maxims, &C, on Angling, DEI

Percepierre, 281, 303. 317, 336
Perfumery, Pit^ie'a Ax: of, rev., 753
Peruvian guano,
Pescatorea, rev„ 599
Pescatore (M.}_ de3ih of, S2»)

Pheasants, treatment o£ 379
Phlebodinm muHiseri&le, 469; ica^nale, 660
Phillpott's (Mr.) houses. 4^3
Phosphate of lime as manure, 409 .

Piesse's Art of Perfumery, rev., 759
Pigeons, 123 : laughing, 2*11 : raana.' ,22

value of, 290
Pigs, dentition of, 103; Mangel Wurzel f -

"

do. injurious to breeding sow-*. 397,41:
491; at the Agricultural Society's meeting,

509 ; remarks at do., 524
Pinus, insignis, 190, 317; spinulosa, Griflith:,

and Eh asyanus, 334: Beardsleyi. 453: CtaSg-
iana, 453:" Roylease, 612; Maceuensis, 334

Pine beetle. 612
Pipes, to clear choked, 421; irrigation by,

583,604
Pitcher plants. 549
Pits, Mr. Philpotfs, 725: Heywood hwe. 713;
Melon, 760; Cucumber. << 6: turf, 659. 854.

Plants, new. 4. 2-?. 53, SL 116. 132. 152. 173, 205,
241. 331. 316. S44. oJ5. c7. . i^,.

516, 564. 5S0. 596, 312, 629, 644, 7., 74
"

75S, 804. S52: soft, to fumigate, 7: Mr. Lod-
diges', 39 : :ood of. 76 : in dwelUng-bonses, 115 :

ejects of the frost on, 115. 153. 154. 207, ....

260. 275,315. 364: tepid ward for. 153: fibrous

of India. 204: for baskets, 208: becdiiig tor

ng borders, 251; barcine—
Chinese, 318: London's Encyclopedia of, rev.,

33S; and bottom beat, 356, 390: spring B

ing, 358; stealers of. 35S; yinegar, 336, S57,

390, 632: nursery names :" 389, 46: vital

force of, 435 ; nectar-secreting organs c f,

Hinialavan. 515 ; pitcher. 549 : scarce British,

567; specific do. of, 315; and artificial heat.

SS2 : importance of air to, 595 ; Mrs. Law-
rence's. 632 : lifting, 662; growing of, in mines,

653: sap of, 694; and elcc:r";::7 i 3; ledge,
713 ; production of, 725 : teinle. bo3

Plant-bosses, beating sad venularlng. 51S, 533
Plantations. Oak., 117: in VTs.lc>. 776
Planting, 551, 597, 538,629, 645; of grain, 124,

7S ; Artichokes, 189; Shallots, 232; ewx-
.
greens in peat. 222; Straw l rri£s»504; £s£ps
712: pruning :Vni: trees dnriLg the first yeir
". SE : Lwt* ""

Platyloma Brovmi. 335
Pleaxo-pneumonia, in cattIe,71CS
Pltiush. ani its uses. l«.y, 1 9, 666: sieiru, 322.

345,364,631,652,780, 7STJ96; FL.kei's, 6S3 7
'

Ploughing in snow. 123: and steam collivaiio

267, 57l7; Wheat withoct, 747 : iniiue, 781



VI INDEX.

Phims, little known. 661, 603; double, 692;

Columbia, 693 ; American, 726

Podolobinms, 5

Poinsettla pulcherrima, 3S
Polvanthus. in pots, -10

Polvgalas, 372
Polymachfnon, Gymnastic, 4SS

Folypodium (Arthropterisj tilipes, 3SS

Pomatum, 759

Pond, to bottom, 469, 4S6
Poplar, Black Italian. 104,317,502,759; Lom-
bardy and do., 175 ; and varieties of Larch, 726

Portugal, Vine disease in, 77:1

Portulaccas, treatment of, 136

Posoqueria revoluta, 173

Potash, snlphuret of, and mildew, 403

Potatoes, cattle, 19, 318; Fluke. 55, 174; substi-

tutes lor, 76; Lapstone, 175 ; amurun-plan ted,

206; at the Cape, 262; not hurt by frost, 262,

281; and tar, 301; curl and dry rot in, 334;

Bennett on, rev., 493 ; culture *f, 522 ; returns

respecting the state of crops of, 553, 554;

digging, 656 ;
growing, 572, 5SS ;

" calico " v.

disease, 598; method of cultivating, free from

disease, 677; value of haulm of, 700; seedling,

710; digging machine for, 734; produce of a,

7S1; crops, sound, 77S; in bread, 82S; pro-

duce of, S28 ; sweet, S20. S39, 854 ; in peat, 854

Potato disease, 565, 662, S37 ; Malani's observa-

tions on the, 300 ; in Wales, 373 ; in Essex, 550

Potato sets, roasted, 190

Pots, ornamental hanging, 6; Pansies in, 39;

Polyanthuses in, 40; ill effects of keeping

Conifers in, 281 ; Chinese flower, 357; layer-

ing, 420; new garden, 453, 470; Vines in, 822

Potting, lifting plants from the open ground for,

662
Poultrv, 162; keeping, 14; dairy, 124; com-
mon, 370; profits of, 429; pigeons, 123; laugh-

ing do., 211 ; manure, 250 ; value of dung,

290; entries at the Agricultural Society's

meeting, 524; cure for gapes in, 606; to fatten,

619, 635, 650, 667; Shows, Bath, 412; Anerley,

589
Preserve, and copper vessels, 241
Preserving, Pear seeds, 54; vegetables, 23, 151,

174, 190 ; frnit, 456
Primrose, Chinese, 7, 23
Pritzell's Iconum Botanicarum Index, rev., 338
Protections, wall, 24,336,373,677; straw, 135;

snow, 100, 134 ; spring, 189. 239, 302, 317, 389,

406,502,51S; for frames, 773, 775 ; for borders,

821
Pruning, frnit trees during the first year of

planting, S6; Gooseberries, 102 ; Nut bushes,
153

Pruning knives, 206, 222
Prussia, food markets of, 669
Puddling, 56S; ineffectual, 469, 486
Pulmonaria officinalis, 456
Pumpkins, S03
Pusey (Mr.), illness of, 5S; death of, 473
Pycnopteris Sieboldi, 463
Pyracantha, 582

Qctecus, lamellosa, 516 ; sessiliflora and pedun-
culata, 72S, 742, 756, 790, 803, 821, S24, 835, 854

Quick, to sow, 806
Quince 6tocks, Pears on, in Mississippi, 6

Rabeits, to prevent from barking trees, 88
Radishes (Raphanus sativus), 680
Rain, in Devon, 6; Dorset, 22; Dumfriesshire,

38; in Itcben Abbas, 87 ; at Rothamsted, 134;
at Cirencester, 154; in Herts, 175; at Witham,
190; amounts of, 3S1 ; fall in July, 525, 533

;

shell, 711, 726, 743, 758, 789, 821
Rain guage, farmer's, 411, 461
Ranunculuses, to water, 359 ; culture of, 727
Rape-cake, poisonous, 42 ; Mustard-cake sold for,

73, 15S; as food, 179
Raspberry, yellow, 154
Raspberry seeds, Dorchester, 739
Rata, water, 135; trap for, new, 453, 486
Reaping machines, 13, 507, 652; Australian, 141

;

trial of, selected at the Agricultural Society's
meeting, 5S9, 635, 649, 651; competition at
Stirling, 618

Red spider, 488; care for, 24 ; and French Beans,
38

Reproduction, Mann on, rev., 534
Rheum nobile, 516, 565
Rhododendrons, grafted, 6, 20, 22, 38, 53, 70, 86,

102, 118, 134, 154, 502; soil for, 54; standard,
69; glaucum, 119; hardy, 424; hardiness of
hybrids, 154; seedling, 173; hybrid, 190,206,
317, 390; citrinum, 205 ; Edgworthi, 262; Dal-
housijc, 373; Brookeanum, 404; javanlcum,
fruit of, 486 ; Falconeri, 550

Rhubarb, to force, 208, 242, 72S ; and Seakale, 262
Rice fund, 140
Roads, good, 12 ; economy and cost of do., 396,
412

Robinia pseud-Acacia, 249
Rollisson's (Messrs.) nursery, 223
Rondeletia anomala, 756
Roofs, brick arches*, tiled, 123; iron v, slate, 813
Rooks, food of, 363
Roots, machine for grating, 60; v. Beans, 108;

Seakale, 134 ; excrescences on Cucumber, 220;
in drains, 228, 268, 363; adventitious, 335; on
the 6tems of Vines, 358, 454 ; transport of, 852

Root crops, culture of, 228, 249, 796; finger and
toes in, 572. 804, 810

Rope, made from Hollyhock, 456
• Roses, mildew on, 86; manure for, 264 ; treat-

ment of yonng, 317 ; in beds, culture of. 709,
727,743

Rose stocks, 6SO
Rotation of crops, 91
Rothamsted gathering, 491
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, 280, 583 ; consump-

tion of fuel at, 86, 102, 279 ; Dr. Hooker's ap-
pointment in. 451 ; Cactus house at, 4S6

Royal Forests, 51, 85, 132, 133, 220, 221, 320 334,
35S, 700, 732, 758

Royle on Fibrous Plants of India, 20i
Rucker's (Mr.) garden, 338
Rumex vesicarius, 372
Russia, Books on, rev., 39 ; Tegoborski on the

Productive forces of. rev., 243 : north region

of, 408; cattle disease in, 443,476
Rye-grass, Italian, 285; to sow, 29, 7S1 ; Mr.

Telfer's, 57, 168; Morton on, 15S, 177; seed,

210; weight of do., 211, 213; North country
farmer's opinion of, 267 : Dickinson on, 380

St. James's Park, road across, 629, 643, 645, 675

;

sketch of do., 676
Salix Babylonica var. annularis, 726
Salt, for Asparagus, 66, 604 ; and lime, 61 ; for

Gooseberry caterpillar, 640; a fixer of am-
monia, 665, 700, 732; bacon to, 702; its uses,

849
Salt water, effect of on seeds, 242, 27S, 356, 580
Salt water aquaria, sea-weed for, 599
Salter's (Mr.) nursery, 679
Salvia splendens, 241
Samphire, 281, 303, 317, 336
Sandiway Farm, 861
Sand drainage, 268 ; hills, cultivation of, 717
Sap, in plants, 694
Sarracenia Drummondi^302
Savings Bank, Marylebone,475. 812
Scale, mussel, 837
Schools, reformatory, 2S8 ;

gardens for, 538, 572,

714 ; Martin Doyle's Village Lesson Book for,

rev., 605
Science, unity of, 535
Scillas, 357
Scotland, Arboricultural Society of, 100, 135 ; win-

ter in, 135, 153, 190, 222; Pear culture in, 174;
agricultural statistics of, 106, 180, 211, 227;
number and sizes of farms in, 227

;
pipe irriga-

tion in, 570, 5S6, 604 ; Edinburgh, 339
Scripture, Tares of, 454
Seakale, old roots of, 134; from seed, 174; and
Rhubarb, 262

Sea-water, and seeds, 242, 278, 356, 580, 773, 789

;

preserving of, in a healthy state in salt

aquaria, 535
Sea-weed, for salt water aquaria, 599
Seeds, to pack, 24, 744; Pears, to raise from, 21

;

do. to preserve and sow, 54; Broccoli, 70;
Seakale from, 174; Italian Rye-grass, 210;
weight of do., 211, 213 ; and sea water, 242,

278, 356, 580, 773, 789; Cauliflower, to sow,

262; sowing and earth temperature, 260; for

the Crimea, 318 ; Forbidden fruit, to get, 533

;

Shaddock, to get, 533; Preony, to sow, 600;
Californian Laurel, to sow, 600; Laurustinus
from, 614; Astragalus, 632; American, 648;
Cotton, oilcake from, 698; Australian, to sow,

696; Raspberry, Dorchester, 739; vitality of,

739, 743, 758, 773, 805, 837, 854 ; resuscitation

of, 741; Turnip for, 765; transport, 852
Seeding, thin, 12, 620, 637, 782, 763 ; thick and

do., 227
Senecio mikanioides, 84
Sewage, 91, 157, 161, 193, 196. 209, 212, 506
Shaddocks, to get seeds of, 533J
Shallots, to plant, 222
Shamrock, the real, 284
Sheep, cross bred, 26 ; mountain, 45 ; Shropshire,
44; dentition of, 108; poisoned by Yew, 249;
food for, 248, 289, 321, 323 ; at the Agricultural
Society's meeting, 509 ; remarks on at do.,523

;

fattening properties of, 603; farming, 717;
dressing, 813; Australian, 812

Shell rain, 710, 726, 743, 758, 789, 821
Short horns, 89, 245, 247, 263, 2S6, 305, 307, 309,
322,410,525

Shows, agricultural, 764
Shrubbery, trenching, &c, 710
Shrublaud Park promenade, 583
Silkworm, Chinese, 436
Slate roofs v. iron, S13
Slugs, to kill, 192
Smithfield market, new, 25, 41, 42, 57, 74, 229,

364, 397
;
plan of, 43 ; opening of, 411 ; old, 813

Snails, water, and aquaria, 568
Snow, a protecting material, 100, 134

;
ploughing

in, 123
Societies: agricultural, advantages of, 66S

Agricultural of England, 91, 179, 180, 411,
459, 525, 557, 748; pieuro-pneumonia, 108;
disease in lambs, 108; poisonous oilcake, 108;
dentition of ox, &c., 108; veterinary science,
108 ; oil for machinery, 124

;
planting of grain,

124; nitrates, 124; shedding, 140 ; Australian
Wheat, 140; stoppage of drains, 140; Cock's-
foot Grass, 140 ; analyses of manures, 140

;

Journal of, rev., 140, 477 ; agricultural che-
mistry, 161; French agricultural show, 211,
475; labourers' cottages, 211; essay awards,
268; atmospheric supply of manuring matter,
289 ; management of dairy cattle, 324, 345,
379, 427, 443, 475 ; Prof. Way's lecture on
chemical principles involved in the production
of butter, 345 ; use of fish as manure, 492

;

half-yearly report, 364 ; Russian cattle disease,
448, 475; death of Mr. Pusey, 475; Paris im-
plement show, 812; Australian sheep, 812;
Carlisle meeting, 91, 268, 308,505,506,556;
list of prizes for implements, cattle, horses,
sheep, and pigs, 508, 509, 510: remarks on
ditto, 506, 522, 523, 524, 538, 572; pavilion
dinner, 510; Baron Ricasoli's speech at ditto,
524: poultry entries at, 524; trial of reaping-
machines, 589 ; general meeting, 844

Agricultural Improvement of Ireland, 380
;

annual meeting, 540
Arts, uses of charcoal, 60; sewage ofLondon,

161, 196, 212 ; Denton on drainage at, S25, 828,
841
Bath and West of England Agricultural,

annnal gathering, 412
Botanical of Edinburgh, 38, 262, 358, 51S

533,567
.

British Meteorological, 243
Caledonian Horticultural, 206, 374, 439, 503,

838; Dahlia and Hollyhock show, 679, 696
Chester Agricultural, 845
Entomological, 119, 191. 358, 407, 487, 566

663, 678, 759, 822
Flax Improvement of Ireland, 124, 242
Gloucester Agricultural
Highland Agricultural, agricultural statis-

tics, 45 ; chemical department,45
;
plough and

its uses, 109; Journal, rev., 268; agricultural
statistics, 557; show of, 45
Hitcham Horticultural, 550, 646
Horticultural, 83, 87, 154, 222, 299, 318, 390,

551, 740, 774, 853 ; anniversary, 303 ; medals
awarded at the ordinary meetings of, 81, 146
217, 314, 3S5, 769: exhibitions, 3; garden

noticed, 71, 139, 207, 303, 375, 439, 51S, 599;
fall of rain at for the years 1841—1854, 8;
temperature at, 99 ; exhibitions at, 333, 419,
467; discontinuation of do.,709 ; reports of do.,

336, 422, 470; award of do. for May, 333; for

jHne, 41S; for July, 467; promenade at, 480;
orchard-house, 611 ; sate of plants, 744
Linnean, 22, 55, 103, 135, 175, 206, 282, 338,

407, 439, 759, 806, 822, S54
Malton Agricultural, causes affecting the

productiveness of the Wheat crop, 541 ; show,
641
Manchester Agricultural, progress of agri-

culture, 621
National Florlcultural, 304, 440, 472, 620,

535, 567, 695
New South Wales Horticultural, 691
Paris Horticultural, 173, 500, 548; regula-

tions, 207 ; admission to, 277
Pomological, 6, 175, 679, 743; anniversary,

634
Royal Botanic, report of its exhibitions,

319,406,454; awards of, 322, 416, 450; anni-
versary, 551
Royal Dublin Agricultural, 210; spring

show, 249
Royal South London Floricultural, 320, 515
Scottish Pansy, 603
Stornaway Horticultural, 646
Tyneside Agricultural, demands upon the

farmers, 621
Wirral Agricultural, agricultural statistics,

844
Farmers' Clubs :

Mr. Mechi on, 25
Berwickshire : reaping machines, 13
Botley : agriculture leases, 124, 308
Chertsey : high prices, 781
Crewkerne : allotments, 733
East Suffolk : agricultural statistics, 492
Golspie : sheep farming, 717
Grimshoe : economical feeding of stock, 796
Haddington : winter Wheat, 764
Hatfield : cultivation of the soil, S12
Killucan : stall feeding, 700
Knighton: Turnip crop, 717
London: subjects for discussion, 46 ; Mechi

on town sewage, 91; Morton on the different

cultivations of Italian Rye-grass, 158; culti-

vation of root crops, 228, 249 ; application of

steam power to agricultural purposes, 345

;

economy and coBt of good roads, 396, 412 ; stall

feeding, 761
Loughborough : agricultural statistics, 732
Newton Abbot : farm servants, 765
Oxfordshire: application of liquid manure, 13
Padiham : peculiarities of agriculture. 652
Peterborough

: prices of Wheat, 748
Smithfield : S09, 825 ; show of, 826
Tipperary : advantages of agricultural so-

cieties, 668
Wakefield : effects on Turnip crop of various

kinds of manure, 76
Wattington: supply of food, 748
Winchcomb : annual meeting, 700
Witham : ploughing, 716

Soils, for Rhododendrons, 54; Coleman on, 342;
Johnston's Analysis of, rev., 364 ; fertility and
barrenness in, 361, 378, 393, 425, 442, 45S, 521,
537, 570, 586, 602,. 617, 618 ; for annuals, 651

;

treatment of clay, 697 ; culture of, 812
Sowerby's Fern Allies, rev., 759
Sowing, Pear seeds, 54 ; Rye-grass, 29 ; Clover,
308; thick and thin, 459

Sows, Mangel Wurzel injurious to breeding, 397,
411, 475

Spade husbandry, 3, 6, 12, 22, 37, 38, 68, 76, 174,
697

Sparrow clubs, 427
Spider, red, 488; cure for, 24; and French
Beans, 3S

Squashes, S03
Stables, boarded floors in, 77.
Stainton's Entomological Annual, rev., 263
Stanford's Map of the Crimea, rev. 743
Star Apple (Chrysophyllum cainito), juice of,

712
Statistics, agricultural, 29, 45,90, 138,377,458,

491, 492, 551, 601, 634, 652, 66S, 683, 732,

842, 844, 857; Lock's observations on do. r227,
247 ; Scottish do., 106, 180, 211 ; Irish do., 748,

S45 ; Hannam on do., 748; of cattle feeding,

75, 90, 107, 125 ; dairy, 250, 341, 363, 379,425,
427, 441, 443, 459, 474, 475, 490, 522, 538, 572,

588, 732, 747 ; and corn trade, 619 ; new form
of, 843

Steam, cultivation, 75, 226, 266, 322, 345, 379,

410, 426, 427, 443, 458, 459, 553, 554, 570, 573,

620,730, 781, 811,858; cultivators, 362, 364,

473, 507, 650, 652 ; v. ploughing, 267
Steam-engines, 651, 684, 700, 812
Steam-plough, 322, 345, 364, 634, 652, 780, 796

;

and its uses, 109, 179, 6G6 ; Fisher's, 683, 700,

731
Steel, tempering, 187, 206
Stephanotis floribunda, 104
Stephenson the Yester Deep-Land Culture, rev.,

460
Stock, measurement and weight of, 10, 11, 45,

510 ; market, new Smithfield, 25, 41, 42, 67, 74,

229, 364, 397
;
plan of do., 43; opening of do.,

411; feeding, 179, 732, 796; statistics of do.,

75,90,107, 125; Mr. Hatton's system of do.,

,77; how prize are fed, 125; to stall feed, 700,

761, 811 ; food, green for, 307 ; straw chaff as,

307; for young, 557; pedigrees of, S9, 139,

180; short-horned, 89,245,247, 265, 266,305,
307. 309,322,410, 525; pleuro-pn'eumonia,108;
shedding -for, 140; breeding, 211; will they
pay their keep? 250; management of dairy,
324 345, 379; show, Paris. 341, 393, 395, 441;
Prof. Wilson on do., 795; disease, Russian,
443, 475 ; at the Agricultural Society's meet-
ing, 509; remarks on do., 572; shows of fat,

729 ; fattening of at Rilrush farm, 811

;

Report of, at Smithfield Club, 609, 825, 826

;

do. Birmingham, 826
Stocks, Brompton and other, 104; v. scions, 438
Stockhardt's Chemical Field Lectures, Tev. 807
Stone, meteoric, in a Willow, 388
Stone brashes, analyses of, 122
Stone breaking, 7SI

Straw chaff as food, 307
Strawberries, second crop of, 6 ; late, 208; Nim-

rod, 241; Sir Harry, 487, 565, 682 ; to plant,
504; culture, 518; new Belgian, or Delices
d'Automne, 614, 63\ 647, 662, 694 ; Hautbois,
664; growing, Mr. Underhill on, 693

Strophantus capensis, 664
Subsoiling, 540
Suffolk Natural History Club, 5S2
Sugar, equivalency of starch and, in foods, 27

Sugar-cane, culture of, 646
Sulphured Hops, 563, 579, 581, 597, 630, 678, 742
Snlphuret of potash and mildew, 403
Summer houses, roof for, 304
Sunderland Park, 646, 662, 693, 710
Sunflower, the, 6S3, 796; fibre, 712
Superphosphate of lime, 493, 633, $12, 859

:

analysis of, 3S1, 604, 634 ; and guano, 673

;

to make, 750
Swainsonia galegifolia, 37
Sweet William, monstrous, 2S0
Sydney, Horticultural Society in, 691

T.

TalegAlla, nidification of, 469
Tamarisk, 728
Tan beds, 264
Tanks, material for, 24
Tar and Potatoes, 301 ; a disinfectant, 301
mineral coal, 389

Tares, Cabbages after, 229; of Scripture, 454
Taxus adpressa, 356 ; Lindleyana, 484
Taylor's Bee-keeper, rev., 599
Tea, scented, 517
Tecoma velutina, 820
Tegoborski, Productive forces of Russia, rev.,
243

Temperature, in Devon, 6 ;
ground, 40; at

Chiswick, 99; since the year 1813—14, 115,
134; of February in Berwick, 174; compari-
son of, between the late winter and that of
1S54, 241 ; effect of, on dairy produce, 267,
289, 344; seed sowing and earth, 260; of
spring months, 429 ; fluctuations of, 662 ; and
drainage, 651, 699, 732

Tenant and landlord, 683
Teneriffe, botany of, 175
Textile material, 87, 155, 204, 853
Theory of Horticulture, Dr. Lindley's, rev., 359
Thermometers, position of, 134; Drew on, rev.,
374

Things, common, 38, 53, 69, 85, 102, 118, 134,
153, 174, 222, 302, 317, 357

Thompson on Annuals, rev., 551
Thorn, gigantic Cockspur, 677
Threshing machines, 507, 780
Thujopsis dolabrata, 241 «
Thyrsacanthus barlerioides, 132
Timber, American, 262; Black Italian Poplar,

104, 317, 502, 759; Lombardv and do., 175;
Larch, 336, 518, 726, 759,773; durability of
774; Elm, 216; American do., 262; cork-
barked ;do., 790 ; Canadian, 796 (see Oak)

Tineina, history of, 855
Tiptree, annual gathering at, 525
Tithe commutation, 44, 59
Tobacco, Mosquito, 318
Tomato sauce, 664
Tomatoes, to sow, 222
Tourgheuieff, Russian Life in the Interior, 39
Town gardens, 239
Town sewage, 91, 157, 161, 193, 196, 209, 212
Trade memoranda, 87, 153, 174, 223,307, 506,821
Training Nut bushes, 153; trees on walls, 469
Transplanting, Heather, 104; late Peas, 262;

Carriere on, 499 ; evergreens, 499, 517, 533 ;

trees at Gunnersbury. 552, 565, 5S2, 598, 614;
notes on, 581, 597, 598, 629, 645; machines,
582,598,614,646,710; Fir trees, 600; spring,

615; midsummer, 630, 662, 726
Traps, cricket, 136; rat, new. 453, 486
Trees, forest, 51, 132 ; age of, 84 ; to prevent

rabbits from barking, 88 ; Poplar, Black
Italian, 104, 175, 317, 502, 759; do. and varie-
ties of Larch, 726 ; reclaiming umbrella-
headed, 152 ; broken by ice, 190 ; Elm, Not-
tingham, 206; American do., 262; cork-barked
do., 790; manure for Rise, 264;.Argan, 284,

303; Mignonette, 2S0; Argan, 284, 301 ; Wil-
low, meteoric stone in, 3SS ; weeping do., 726;
ofUpsala, great, 533; Olaus Magnus and his
nnknown, 550; machines for moving, 682,
598, 646, 710; Barron's do., 552, 565, 682, 598,
614; transplanting, 5S1. 597, 598, 615, 629,
630, 645, 646, 662; Fir, to transplant, 600;
Mountain Ash, henries of, 648; Oak, Mistle-
toe *on, 388, 406, 438; on a Willow, 438;
Durmast, 696, 72S; British, 728, 742, 756, 803;
Pine, 190, 317, 334, 453, 612; wounds, 648;
paint for do., 154,156; Larch, advantage of,

336; supply of, 518; varieties of, 726; to
plant, 759; to thin, 773; Beech, to remove,
776; colour of, 787

;
grouping of, 787; fruit,

Pear, growing, 4; on Quince stocks at Natchez,
6; pyramidal, 72; seedling, 101, 783; fores-
posed places, 320; culture of, 37 ; do. in Scot-
land, 174; Gooseberry, to prune, 102; Currant,
to prune, 102; to propagate, 153; new way of
do., 454 ; Cherry, effects of the spring frost on,

454; Orange, treatment of, 504; French, 727;
Fig, winter, 86, 102, 119; to propagate, 174

;

en heavy clay, 659; Walnut, to graft, 678;
Apricot, non-production of, 336, 358; in orchard
houses, 806; Moss on, to remove, 40; compo-
sition for, 53; pruning of during the first

year of planting, 86; wash for, 102; to pro-
tect, 24, 100, 134, 135, 189, 239, 302, 317, 336,

373, 389, 406, 502, 518, 677; training wall,

469; select, 536; dwarf, 614; effects of frost

on, 153, 154, 207, 242, 260, 27S, 281, 315, 564
Tree wounds, paint for, 154, 156
Trellising, galvanised wire, 662 ;

horizontal, 824
Trenching u. draining, 179 ; &c, cost of, 710
Trifolium incarnatum, 621, 797
Tropreolums. to increase, 63 ; tricolornm, 335
Tulip-;, Mr. Groom's, 360; to plant, 712
Turf pits, 654, 854
Turner's (Mr.) nursery, 695
Turnips, manure for, 76, 108

;
grating, 137, 139^

Swede, as food, 174, 206 ; culture of, 228, 777;
Orange jelly, 475; starting, 540; fingers and
toes, 572, 804, 810; crop, to preserve, 717:

varieties of, 729 ; to store, 747
;
pests of, 746v

780, Sll ; for seed, 765 ; history, 794

Underwood, 840
Union, Newton Abbott, report of agricultural
committee of, 24S

United States, Pears on Quince stocks in, 6

;

Axes, 171 ; timber. 262; winter in, 456
Upsala, great tree of, 533
Urine, as manure, 582
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VjVooinium Hallgntim and sorpens, 016

Vonda holvola, 810: CatbcartI, 816
Van Ulouion's Lund, vegetation in, 635, 855

Viinlllii crystals, 582

yegetablos, preserved, for tlio Orln ,
v.:

1

,;

Massoi H (Jhollot's dried, 151, 171, 100;
DIolytrn npae(abllln ft, 202

Vegetable maladies, ihs

Vegetable pathology (see Pathology)

Vogotation, of tho Crtmoa,88, 69, 171, 189, 101

;

snow a protootor of, 00, 134 ; Nlco, .'17, 60, 86,

118, 180, 221, 002; of Java, 889; Influoncoof

heal on tho progress of, 421, 487 ; Himalayan,
r,lfi; In Vim Dfemen's Land, 686, 866) pro-

gress of, 608; of Asia Minor, 707, BOO; of Ah.
Mil l.lll,8fl)

Voltoli's (Mr.) nursory, .'110. (103, 807

Ventilation and boating, 518, 033; Dr, Arnott
596

Votorlnary solonoe, 108
Victoria Fif/.i'iiyana, '203

Village architecture, Weaver's hints on, rov.,

207
Vitiligo horticultural snelotlos, 550
Vines, killed by frost, 222; to propagato, 962;

to Htop blooding in, 317; origin of the, 8C6;
stain roots of, 358, -154; growing, 380, 4011;

Over fUmlgatlng, 078; in pots, 8122

Vino mildew. 188,410,582,682,710; In Madeira,
205 ; new, 261 ; Neapolitan, 003; remedies for,

1101 ; iii Portugal, 778; Cathlllon, 855
Vino Leaves, exereseences on, 300
vim. borders, 678 ; ohamborod, 744
Vinegar plant. 880, 357, 300, 032
Viola caplllarls, 162
VlolntN, Niiupolltan, 280
Vitality of soad8„789, 713, 758, 77:1, 805, 837, 854
Vitriol, green,! 2 ; blue, for Wheat, 307, 323, 303

Waous, labourers', in Ireland, imi, 740
Wales, Potato dlsoasoln,378; plantations In, 776
Wiiikit, weeds on, 160
Wall", garden, 175,277; glass, 200; train". [OH,

400; Poach, glass on, 561

Wall ii s, protection ol 24, 189, 289, 302,317,

886, 373, 889, 106, 602, 518, 677 ; rosult of not

protecting, 886, 858, 821 ; training of, 169

Walnut, to graft, 678
VViiiiliiui i-iihoh, 014, (117

Wasps, 470, 602 ; embedded In stoiu)/819

Wasp-papor, 756
Water, how to gol good In day districts, 22 ; to

purify, 186; toplu, for plants, 188; powor, 1775,

181, 190, 208; wheels, 175. 190; v ol to

do,, 200; an attrootoc of frost, 2hi
;

(tanan

culusos to, 350; SOO, and needs, 212, 278, 350,

580, 773, 780; gnu, fur killing Insects, 192;

do., manure, 895; mijiiily of to wells, «ic., 470

Water-drill v. dry, 778
Water flltor, cheap, 102

Water Lily, monstrous, 548
Water meadows, 587
Water snails and urinaria, 508
Wntorof'fl (J.) nursery, 421

Wax, Chinese white, 338
Way, Prof,, Chemical principles Involved In tho
production of butter, 315; use of fish us
manure, 402

Weather, Feb. 3, 80; at Chiswlck, 99; and farm-
Ing, 122; slncn 1818—'14, 115, 110, 131; in

Stirlingshire, 222: Mr. Glalshor on the, 243;
at, Knobworth, 818; in Dorset, 358; in May,
874, 475; tomporature of spring, 420; in
ArgyloHhiro, 742; in Septombor, 80G

WeatlinrcockH, zinc, 646, 002, 093
Weddell's Obloris Andlna, rev., 607
Woods, on walks, 100

;
poreoniul, 099

W<-'-k,-, ,Mi iri coi lumntlofl of An

Weigh' • 18, 610 ;
-I

Italian 11; e < a i I, 211/ 312 oi

716
''

t
"

i '|i[ily of wall. i
i

What In a nargoli

Wheat, culture of, Loll v.v,,|.,„, 4. 27. .37,

.38, 76. S 6 886 V
Imports, B averagos. 14, 50; Australian,
ii. orl (In of, 141,1
.i. pth to cover do., 41 1;

- r>:
Iliiniy'i,, 280, 0; and
b -.H. k, l. ...... :;,...
427; in liampshln
report re pei ting tbi

688; do. eanses affecting tba p
the, .1' returns respes ting tlu itats 1

1

581, 701, B10; mldgo, 567, 686 ; to son
iimiiiI in, 937, 668; growth of, 668; night
flowering, 862 o |. .iii.ii.i. i

. irlth, ri '
. pro

dnce "i. 718 growing, I

without ploughing, 747; prlcoof
balance iineer, I'41 lupp] of, 74 ' laurel on
ditto, 781,761,762, 777; winter, 764; distance
to plants, 780

Whitethorn berrle . !

Wliittington on .Miu.gil Will/..;!, 112
Whittle'. I Ion il, 13.3

wllklns' model garden, 72.3

Wllllanm on combustion, 681
Willow, meteoric stono in, 388; weeping, 72*;:

Oak on a, 438
Wilson, Agriculture, Post and Present^ 108-.

agriculture of the French Inhibition
790

Winter, Figs for, 86, 102,111); of, 1813-14, 1 111,

1.31; In tlio north, 135, 153,100; In Ireland,

154; effects of, 115, 151, 207, 242, 260,278; of
1854 55,241; at (Ilosnevin, 260, 278; in the
United States, 450

;
garden, 505; the late In

Devon, 773

. otea by, I'm

.2, 138,220,221

Wool, i -elidbl
•I 710

Wool,,,.

Vam, ' ;», «ll, ««
i, 766, 77.1, r.

YapaQna, a CDS) *, 768
Yapp's Duties on Doooru info Franc-, rtv..

Yards, envemd, 16...
limn by rtl/pl.eo*, ivr

,

400
Vo«r, shwp polsemd by, 219
Yew berrli

Vew bfldgi

Yorkahlre, Babies' Flora of, rev,8; crops is.
879. 486

Youth, crime, sad punishment, l&t, 248

ZKennra peadula, 356
Zephryaatbes, 6
Zoology, Gossa's Marine, a I



LIST OF WOODCUTS IN THE PRESENT VOLUME.

A.

Abies Krcmpferi, 644
Acrophorus hispidus,66l
Adiantuni cultratum,660
Apple, double, 692
Astragalus pod, 632

Beet grafting, 20
Bridge, St. James' Parle, C76
British Ink Gall, 189

Calceolaria violacea, 852
Catasetum incurvum, 4

Chair, cottager's, 69
Chinese flower pot, 357
Chrysanthemum field bug, 757
Cottage, at Harlaxton, 823 ; front, 561
Cucumber fungus, 301

Davallta fiissecta, 469; brJIafp, 532; tenni-

folia, 709
Dorchester tcmulue, 740

E.

Enytlle Hall Conservatory, 7S1
Escallonia pterocladon, 36
Escholtzia tennifolia, 3yl

Ferns, new garden, 358, 469, 532, 660, 677, 70S
Fuchsia bloom, large, 740

G.

Galls, different kinds of, 116
Gardens, plans of. 613
Garden pots, new, 453
Gardenia Rothmanni, 436
Gooseberry caterpillar, 500
Gourds in hanging pots, 6
Gymnogramma lanata, 660

H.

Hailstones, 487
Harlaxton, cottage at, 823
Heating, diagrams illustrative of, 4£5
Hedges, formation of, 374

Insects, British Ink-gall, 1S9; Gooseberry
caterpillar, 500; Pine beetle, 612; Chrysan-
themum field bug, 757; Seychelles Dorthesia,

836 ; Oak gall, 189

K.

I
Knife, Sayiior and Cooke's, 772

Layering pot, 420
Lastrea pilosissima, 677 ; recedens, 70S
Linseed husk, 362
Loy, Irish, 153

Mustard husk, 362

K.

Nephrodium venustum, 677
Nephroleple davallioid.es, 3SS
Nymphtea, monstrous, 548

Oak-gall, 1S9
Orchids, chlorosis of, 316

Paris Horticultural Exhibition, plan of grounds
501

Passiflora cinnabarina, 724
Pear, Choix d'un Amateur, 85; Verulam, S05
Pelargonium excrescences, 725
Pine beetle, 612
Platyloma Browni, 3SS
Plums, bladder, 532
Pots, Fry's, 453; Layering, 420
Potato starch grains, 188
Protections, fruit tree, 24, 189, 2S9, 373, 821
Pycnopteris Sieboldi,4C9
Pyracautha, 5S1

Rape husk, 362
Rat-trap, new, 453
Rhododendron Brookeanum, 404
Root excrescences, 220
Roots, adventitious, 335
Rose, monstrous, 510'

St. Jamks' Park Bridge, 676
Scakale pots, 453
Smithfield cattle market, plan of the new, 43

Spring protections, 24, 189, 239, 373, 821

Starch grains, 18S
Steam culture, diagrams illustrative of, 613, 620

Sweet William, monstrous, 280, 452

Thujopsis dolabrata, 241
Timber, effects of decayed branches on, 52
Tragacanth, 205
Trees, reclaiming umbrella-headed, 152; effects-

of decayed branches on, 52
Tumulus, Dorchester, 740

Verulam Pear, 805

Wa^l protectors, 24, 189, 239, 373, 821
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COUNTY ov GLOUCESTER and CHELTENHAM
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. — Tim clays

iit.'il fov the Exhibition B of the above Society for 1855 are

WEDNESDAY, Ma* ffj WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY,
June (J nnd 7; arid WEDNESDAY, September 5.—Schedules
nmy bo obtained on application to Henry J. CocnitANE, Secretary.

11. Colonnade, Cheltenham, Jan. 6.

GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
SEVENTH APPLICATION.

HENRY SCHNEIDER, of Ford, Colerne, Chippenham,
through his Advertisement, again appeals to the sympathy
and kind support of the Subscribers of this Institution, being
now 00 years of age, and in very destitute circumstances.
Ills testimonials remain unimpaired, and he is encouraged to
make another application to his kind friends who have hitherto
favoured him with their votes, and other subscribers who will
'•haritubly lend him their aid at the lorthcoming election in
«> miliary next.

Tho following gentlemen will be gratified in receiving proxies
in his favour:— Mr. Gregory, Cirencester. Gloucestershire; Mr.
Burbank, Grittleton, Chippenham, Wilts; Mr. Spencer, Bowood,
Calne, Wilts; Messrs. Garraway, Mayes, & Co., Bristol; Mr.
Trotter, Badminton, Chippenham, Wilts; Messrs. Arthur Hen-
derson & Co., Pine Apple Place, and John Arthur Henderson,
Esq., 01, Hamilton Terrace. London.

/^ARDENERS'_ BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
FOURTH APPLICATION.

"WILLIAM THACKER begs earnestfjlto appeal to the sub-
scribers, through the medium of an advertisement, from his total
inability to incur, for the fourth time, the heavy expense of
issuing circulars. He is aged 68, and he rests his claim to their
benevolence on having- been 50 years a gardener and five years a sub-
scriber to the Institution ; and that both his wife and himself are
totally incapacitated, through infirmity, from supporting them-
selves. His case is strongly recommended bv Mr. Alex. Dancer,
Fulham

; Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith Mr. T. Gaines,
Battersea; Mr. Barto Chaundy, Lewisham.

WANTED, 15,000 large strong QUICK, not less

than 3 feet in height.—Address, post paid, stating full

particulars as to price, &c, to S. H., Post Office. Great Mis-
senden, Bucks.

TXTANT ED, HOTHOUSE GRAPES, both Black
* * and White. Gentlemen, gardeners, &c, having any to part

with, will find an immediate purchaser tor them, at good prices.
Address, Lewis Solomon, Covent Garden, or Crystal Palace.

TO BE SOLD, very reasonable, 10,000 or more
GOOSEBERRY and CURRANT TREES, strong plants;

reat varietv of ORNAMENTAL FOREST TREES, from
S to 12 feet high; LAURELS, Bushy LAURESTINES, Ac-
Apply to Mr. C. Clark, 179, Windmill Street. Gravesend, Kent.

AMERICAN APPLE TREES.

TO BE SOLD, from 800 to 1000 very superior
AMERICAN APPLE TREES. The Trees were raised

from seed, and grafted in America, and imported four years ago.
To parties about to plant Orchards this is an opportunity rarely
offered.—To view the Trees and to treat, apply to J. Gregory,
Yardley Gobion, near Stony Stratford, Bucks.

MANGOLD WURZEL SEED.

TO BE SOLD, LONG RED and YELLOW
GLOBE, growth of 1S54, from superior stock.—Apply to

R. S. Heiys, Kelvedon, Essex.

Oneat .".-.
- '

i

FUCHSIAS WITH WHITL COROLLAS.
IUCOMBE, PINCE and CO. bog Lav.- toannounci
-J that thoy shall bo prepared to Bond oul tiro splendid nnd

ontiroly novol Seedling FucnslM, early In May n«xt. vi?„ .—

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.
I'ur,. white corolla, with brilliant Bcarlot sopal \, fluoly n

an extremely lovely and novel variety.

CALANTHIFLORA-PLENA
(The Doudlb Snowdrop Corolta'd Fuchsia,)

Pure double white corolla, resembling a One large double mow-
drop, with rich scarlet nopals ; altogether distinct from anything
of tho kind ever yol produced. Price 10*. Qd, each.

The usual discount to the Trade when throe or more an I

Kxetor Niirscrv, Exoter. -EftTAULisnRD 1720.

J.
(

EAKLY bANILL O'kOuHKE PEAS.
G. WAITE begs to inform tho Trade that he is now
ready to execute ordors for this valuable early Pea. Price

can be had on application.

Seed Establishmen t, 181, Hi_'h Hnlhnrn, London.

N EW CAULIFLOWER.
WAITE'S " ALMA," far superior to Walcheren,

very large and firm heads. Price to the trade 24.*. per lb.;

smaller quantities 2s. 6(2. per oz. No orders attended to for less

quantities than one ounce—Seed Establishment, 181, High
Holhorn, London.

CAMELLIAS.
CHANDLER and SONS beg to inform their frieuds

and customers that they havo a large stock of young
CAMELLIAS this season, beautifully Bet with flower bud h, and
now in a fit state to travel without injury. Fine plants, 30a. and
upwards per dozen.—Wandsworth Road, VjiuxhalL

RHUBARB ROOTS for FORCING or PLANTING.
—Stronp; one-year planted roots of HYATT'S VICTORIA

nnd LINNAEUS, MITCHELL'S KOYAL ALBERT, at 6s. per
doz.; HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT, 12s. per dozen. This is

a larger variety than the Victoria, and is extensively cultivated

about Manchester. Price to the trade of the above, per 100 or

1000, on application to Messes. J. MYATT and SONS.
Manor Farm, Deptford, Jan. 6.

SEKD WHEAT.— Samples and Prices of RED
HYBRID, NURSERY, and other kinds of Wheat from the

Chalk, sent on application to Mr. PI. Ratkbird, Basingstoke.
The Red Hybrid and Nursery are well suited for late sotting

after Turnips.

EVV SEEDS JUST HARVESTED can now be

obtained of the most genuine description, from
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
N
LYNCH'S STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,

the best frame variety in cultivation. For descrip-

tion, sccRendle's "Price Current and Garden Directory'"

for 1854.
Price Is. 6<J. and 25, 6d. per packet.—Apply to "William E.

Rendle & Co., Sped Merchants, Plymouth.

DIOSCOKEA BATATAS—THE NEW CHINESE
POTATO.— This new esculent was fully described by

Professor Lindley in the Chronicle of December 23, 1S54.

The Subscribers are now importing a choice lot of
Roots, and can supply than on the following terms;—
Four Tubers £0 10 1 Fifty Tubers £5 5
Ten „ 1 2 6 |

Hundred „ 10
First Orders will have the best Roots. -Apply to

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.'S Wholesale Cata-
logue of Seeds is now ready, and may be bad on application.

DIOSCOREA (JAPONICA) BATATAS, New Chinese
Potato.—A choice list of imported roots of the above. Price to

the trade on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. beg to draw the
attention of the nobility, gentry, and clergy to their superior

collection of Seed Potatoes, which they can recommend as de-
cidedly the best in cultivation. Price per bushel, of 4 stones:

—

Early Ash-leaved Kidney
do. do. Jackson's
Round Frame
Martin's Globe ...

King's
Hen's Nest

Early Emperor
Cockney
Oxford
White Rough
Fose's Seedling ,

American Native

For Late Planting:—
Yorkshire Regent, 7s.

|
Prince Regent, 7s. [ Fluke Kidney, 8s.

JAMES CHARTRES and CO. beg to announce that DIOSCOREA (JAPONICA) BATATAS, New Chinese
they have added a NURSERY to their Seed Establishment, Potato.—This was described in the Gardener^ Chronicle of

and arc iiow prepared to supply FRUIT TREES, PLANTS, &c.
Decemberj!3, which see for mode of cultivation, &c. Price, per

of every description, all of finest quality, and at moderate prices.
—York Nursery, Hanger Lane, Stamford Hill; and 74, King
William Street, City, London.—Jan 6.

GENUINE SEEDS.
TAMES CHARTRES and Co. beg to inform theirV patrons and purchasers of Seeds generally that their un-
rivalled Stock is now arranged, and they earnestly solicit early
orders, as many choice articles are deficient in quantity this season.

Seed Warehouse, 74, King William Street, City,*London.

GOLDEN DROP GREEN FLESH MELON]

J CHARTRES and CO. have succeeded in saving
• a limited quantity of Seed of this splendid variety, which

they can with confidence recommend: it is of moderate size,
oval shape, and beautiful gold colour. Six Seeds 2s. Gd.—Seed
Warehouse. 74, King William Street. City, London.—Jan. 6.

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO. beg leave to
inform their patrons and friends that their Stock of VEGE-

TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS (containing many choice and
iwrw kinds) is now ready for sending out.

root, 2s. 6d.\ per dozen, 24s.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.

EARLY SEED POTATOES.—Jackson's Improved
Thorough High-bred Early Ashleafs, price 9s. per bnshel,

and the celebrated Short-tops, 7s. Gd., are unequalled for quality
and yield; they by far surpass the "old stock," which is gene-
rally a sluggish bearer. British Queens, 7s. 6d., the earliest round
variety, known ; Early Frame and Ashleaf Seedlings, Ss.

;

Regents, from prepared cuttings, 6s. Free to London; no
charge for sacks. All orders must be accompanied with a remit-
tance.

—

Joseph Wilson, Seedsman, Ipswich,

rrHE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.—This excellent
-k variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being
more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-
vation. It was raised in Middleton, and may be had genuine in
any quantity at 5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.—Apply to John Holland,
Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

'I 'HE FLLKE POTATO.—A new second early
-i- variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting
the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most

Their Seeds may bo fully relied on as being in every respect l prolific Potato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s., bass included.
of fust-rate quality, and true to their sorts. Catalogues may be

;
To be had genuine of THOKNHILL & DICKSON. Lawrence

had on application.—Pine Apple Place, Edgeware Road. London.
|
Hill Nurseries : and No. 1. Wine Street, Bristol.
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application to A'.

tfST' A quantity of fine Tn
FOREST AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.
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Flobists, Lf-ith Walk, I-

CATALOGUES as above are ready, and to b« had free on
application.

EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSE*.
JAMES VEI'ICH, Jin., will be happy to forward

his new Retail VEGETABLE, AGRICULTURAL
FLOWER SEED LISTS on application, and deaires t/j unre
those who may kindly favour him with their orders, that

spared no pains in procuring his supplies from ttM

on the Continent as well as in this country, and that he will n*e
his best endeavours to give his customers entire aatisfe-

SEED GROWERS' SOCIETY.—The . Members of
the above Society are now prepared to send LI -

AGRICULTURAL, GARDE>\ and FLOWER SEEDS
who are desirous of having them genuine and direct from th*:

Growers.—Applications addressed to the Secretary, Joi;

Jun., Feering, Kelvedon. Essex, will meet -

r)
OBERT KENNEDY, Agent for Messrs. Phuz and

^ Son, Seed Growers, Erfnrt, has much pleasure in an r.

he has received their Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds
for the trade for 1855, which abounds with new articles of great
interest, and will be forwarded, per po^t, on appli:

R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
P.S. Also, R. Kennedy's General Catslogne of British sod

Foreign Ferns forwarded on receipt of six pr-stage L-

GERMAN FLOWER ;EE:S.
MOSCHKOWITZ and SIEGLING, Erfurt, beg to

inform the trade that their new Wholesale CatalT
Choice German and other Flower Seeds, is cot ready, and may
be had on application to their Agent, ilr. H. Ii

-

church Street, London.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that he h&3
v published a new Catalogue of his Rhododendrons, &c, as
exhibited by him in the Gardens c

Regent's Park, London. It describes the colours of all the
Rhododendrons considered worthy ofcnltivation, -with a Treatise
on their successful management, and may be had by enclosing
two postage stamps.
The American Kursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near FamboTongh

Station. South-Western Railway.

AMERICAN PLANTS.— A Descriptive Priced
CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for

the coming season is just published, and may be had by enclosing
two stamps for postage. As everything in t".:e -^27 of American.
Plants is grown to an unequalled extentaithis Knr-
purchaserswould dowell to provide themselves with this Catalogue.
WATERER and GODFREY. Nephew* and So

late Hosea Waterer. Knap Hill Nursery " ~ey.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
GEORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, i-c. as eih:"t:

him in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Eegenrs Park, may be had
I
bv inclosing two postage stamps.

j
*G. B. begs to call attention to his ns

; Hollies. Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, ic—American
I Nursery. Windlesham, near Bagshot. S^rrr-

StatJon, South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be
' obtained.

NEW WHITE PHLOX.
Plants T. \?.t t es M

JDOBSOX and SON beg to announce that thev sj-e

• in posses?; n of the entire stock of a new ''

PHLOX, named Omnifora compacts from its pr:
I and exceedingly dwarf habit, h was exhibited r.: the .

1 FloricnltuxarSociety. Sept. 7. l?x>L wfceni: 1

, of Merit. As a bedding plant it will be a great acquis:::
1

the scarcity of white flowers of this class: plants :__:r_ :ii> -:^:

Scarlet Geraniums it has 3 very pleasing effect, The "ft

report is given of it in the " National Almana*c''_i*. r jhibjesr^?—

"A white, of dwarf habit, verycomr : ._-.- smalL
of good shape and substance: strongly reco:

Extra strong plants in W •.-'-.. atSs. eacft

WoodlaiiQs Nursery, Islew^rtttr-

.;

- —
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TWO NEW CUCUMBERS.

SIR COLIN CAMPBELL AND
GENERAL CANROBERT.

'HE ABOVE are two of the Finest imJ most Superb New Hybrid Cucumbers ever yet sent out for Exhibition,

Wiuter Cultivation, nud eveiv other purpose for which a Cucumber is required.

SIR COLIN
The above Cut is an exact representation of one of the fruit

grown Uiis summer, which measured exactly ten of its diameter

long, being 2.) inches, with not more than half an inch handle,

it is a spleudid Black Spine, of a dark green colour, and free

rom ribs or shrivels; grows very quick, sets free, and curries its

bloom welL As a Cucumber for Exhibition nothing can surpass

CAMPBELL CUCUMBER.
it, and is very prolific, often throwing out four or five fruit from

every joint, and the vines are short jointed. The fruit is solid,

and eats very crisp, nnd for market it keeps its bloom well for

many days, not turning colour at the stem or point as most
varieties do Fruit was cut from the above in January last, and the

same plants continued to produce tine fruit until the end ofOctober.

CUCUMBER.GENERAL CANROBERT
swell off two or three fruit at a time on a plant, during the depth
of winter, and carry them out well, which it does with less heat
than any other : this has been proved when several varieties

have been grown together, this having the coldest part of the

house. The object of the raiser of the above superb varieties

has been to obtain perfection and hardiness, in which be has
succeeded, by continually hybridising different varieties.

This is also a most superb variety for winter cultivation, for

which it is best adapted, being a hybrid from Lord lvenyon s

Favourite and Phenomena. It has a great advantage over

Kenvon's in length, growing to about IS inches in the same

time' in which Kenvon's will grow 12 inches; it is equally as

hardy and productive. Of a dark green appearance, Black Spine,

and a free setter; fruits freely during the whole of the winter,

and always grows a very even size from stem to point. It will

Sold in Packets of Five Seeds, 3s. 6<f . each, or 1 Packet of Sir Colin Campbell and General Canrobert for 6s.

The followirj" fiue varieties of Cucumbers and Melons, which have been thoroughly proved and have given the

greatest satisfaction to all Purchasers, can be supplied.

MELONS.
Captivation
Phenomena
Lord Kenvon's ...

Essex Hero
Victory of Path ...

Gordon's White Spine.
Sunderland Wick

CUCUMBERS.
... 2.5. 6d. I Hunter's Prolific .,. Is. OS

...2 G j
Mills' Jewess 1

Cheltenham Surprise ... 1

Manchester Prize ... 1

Sion House True ... 1

Cuthill's Black Spine ... 1

Conqueror of the West... 1

The Queen
Bromham Hall...

Incomparable ...

Golden Ball ...

Bowood
Victory of Bath...

Camerton Court

... 1

... 1

... 1

... 1

... 1

... 1

Beechwood Is. 0d.

Windsor Prize 1

Emperor 1

Fleming'sHybd. Persian 1

Blackali's Green Flesh 1

Bailey's „ 10
Snow's Hybrid 1

A Packet of either of the Melons will be given to alt Purchasers of the two new Cucumbers advertised above.

A Remittance must accompany every Order by Cash or Penny Postage Stamps, and the whole, or any part (as the case may be),

ifill be immediately forwarded.

EDWAED TILEY, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, and FLORIST,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somersetshire.

The New Chinese Potato, Bioscorea (Japoniea) Batatas.

MR. JOHN HENDERSON,
Formerly of the Firm of John A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, London,

HAS tbe pleasure of informing the Public that he has just completed the Purchase from M. Paillet, of Paris,

of his entire Saleable STOCK of the above introduction from China, the nutritive properties of which are said so far to surpass

the ordinary Potato that it is likely, not only to act as an auxiliary, but entirely to supersede that valuable but uncertain esculent.

Tbe most satisfactory results have followed from personal experiments, and proved that when cooked in the ordinary manner,

from tbe large amount of farinaceous properties it contains, it can never become waxy, as is too generally the case with the

Potato. Its flavour resembles in delicacy an early Ash-leavf.d Kidney; but, independent of the above excellent qualities, there

is every probabilitv of its taking a still more important position in the economy of this country, for, when dried and reduced to

powder, it is equal to the best Arrow-root; or mixed in the proportion of one-third with two-thirds of wheaten flour, it makes
an extremely light and wholesome BREAD, as well as very superior PASTRY,

Messrs. Yiuiorin & Co.. speaking of it, observe:-" Of all the

esculent roots proposed as substitutes for the diseased Potato,

the DIOSCOREA JAPONICA is certainly the only important

one. It is easily propagated. The tubers are large and long,

tbe flesh very mealy and devoid of any peculiar or disagreeable

flavour. Tbe DIOSCOREA JAPONICA is, in our opinion, a
precious acquisition."

M. Pelk, Horticulturist, Paris, in his Supplementary Catalogue
of this autumn says :—" A new alimentary root, introduced into

France by M. Montignt, French Consul in China. Serious

experiments have shown that this tuber will be much more
advantageous to cultivate than the Potato, both in regard to its

quality as well as produce."

M. Paillet, to whom the Imperial Society of Agriculture and
Commerce of France has awarded the sum of 3000 francs as
encouragement for having brought it into cultivation, also notices

that "this tuber attains at least 1 to 2 lbs. weight. In its growth
it is less delicate than the Potato, which unfortunately has of late

years much degenerated. It does not require particular care, and
its abundant produce amply repays cultivation. Its taste is

pleasant, and being a root which contains a large amount of

farina, will be a great addition to the FOOD of the PEOPLE
as soon as it becomes generally known. It is so hardy that it

has passed the winters of 1853-4 in the open ground, without
having in the least suffered from frost. It is also found that the

sTEais and leaves, which are very numerous, foim, an excel-
lent FOOD for CATTLE."

Tubers, with description of the Chinese Mode of Culture, to be obtained of Mr. JOHN HENDERSON, Kingskebswell, South
Devon, at the following prices, for cash only :—

4 Tubers £0 10 1 10 do £1 2 6 | 50 do £5 5 | 100 do '.£10

Post-office orders are requested to be made payable at Newton Abbot, South Devon. Tbe usual discount allowed to the trade

when not less than 50 are taken.—P.S. All orders unaccompanied by a remittance will be considered as not received.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

BASS and BROWN'S NEW AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUE, supplied free for three Penny Stamps. They have

this season a very fine and vigorous stock of the finest Roses,
among which are a number of very superb new Continental
varieties, consisting chiefly of the perpetual class. The following
selections will be highly approved,

RO SES.
100 Standards in 100 very superior varieties £7 10

50 6 10

4

4
3
2 10
1 10

100

60 „ 50 varieties ditto, all selected from
perpetuals

100 dwarfs and half standards, or all dwarfs, in 100 very
superior varieties

100 ditto in 50 varieties, dilto •

50 ditto in 50 varieties, ditto, all from perpetuals
Fine mixed dwarfs, per 100...

Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Hollyhocks, prize-named Goose-
berries, Strawberries, Standard Dwarf and Trained Fruit Trees,
Flower Roots, and a variety of desirable articles offered in selec-
tion for present planting, for which see Gardeners' Chronicle,
Oct. 14, page 659, and Oct. 2Sth, page C90.— Goods, carriage free

v'not uuder20s,), to all the London termini, and all Stations on the
London and Norwich Colchester Line. Plants added gratis with
orders of 40s. and upwards.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
CHOICE PLANTS, &c, which they will forward to any

part of the United Kingdom or the Continent:

—

s. d.

Andromeda floribunda, fine, per dozen 12s. to IS
25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort on

their own roots 20
25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do. 16
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen 6 f>

25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort -.. 10 6
12 Rhododendrons, including Scarlet, "White and Rose
hardy varieties 12 O

Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 2 feet, per dozen ... 12 O
New hardy Yellow Rhododendrons, each ... 3s. Gd. to 5 6 •

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10 O
50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on their own roots 16 f>

Standard and half standard Roses, per dozen ... 12s. to 15
Fine climbing Roses, of sorts, per dozen 6
Greenhouse Azaleas, choice varieties, per dozen 18
12 Camellias, well set with buds, fine sorts 30
Orchidea Plants, fine species, per dozen 40
24 Choice Ericas, one of a sort 16
6 Bulbs Lilium Lancifolium, one of a sort 12

FRUIT TREES.
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, Plums, Pears, and Cherries. The best and
most approved sorts of these respective kinds, to name,
each, 85., or, per dozen 30 O

Untrained or maiden do., Is. Gd. each, or, per dozen ... 15
Apples, dwarfs and standards of best sorts, per dozen,J/Js. to 15 O
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per dozen 3
Figs, Medlars, Quinces, Walnuts, and Mulberries, each ... 2

Filberts, new thin shelled and red skinned, per dozen ... 3
Strong Vines, from eyes and layers, in pots, per dozen ... IS
Large stock of Transplanted fine Scotch Larch and Spruce

Firs, cheap.
New Gardens and Greenhouses furnished on moderate terms.

Priced Seed List for 1855 by pos?.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—Jan. 6.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS, OR CHINESE SUGAR CANE
(See Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 30th, 1654.)

MR. JOHN HENDERSON, formerly of the firm
of John A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, London,

bas the honour to announce that he is prepartd to supply Gentle-

men, Amateurs, and Professionals, with seed of this most valuable

and estimable plant.

As the Dioscorea Batatas seems well adapted to make good any
deficiency arising from failure in the Potato crops, so this appeai-s

admirably calculated to meet many wants of the present day. That
it may be used for the purposes of distillation, and may therefore

preserve the grain of the country, is not less certain than that

the leaf and stem (after the saccharine matter has been extracted)

contain a large amount of fibre, of such a nature as can be em-
ployed in the manufacture of every kind of paper. In both these

points, as well as in many others, this plant demands the atten-
tion of every Gardener and Amateur throughout the country;
the more so as from the necessity that at present exists for the
production of fibres that may be used in paper manufacture a due
remuneration may be fairly expected by growers, even after the
plant has, so to speak, paid itself by the saccharine matter
extracted from it.

Mr. Henderson hopes, in a few days, to have ready for the
press a more lengthened account of this plaut, as well as a com-
plete statement of the latest experiments in connection with the
Dioscorea Eatatas. As there are many varieties of the Holcus
W. J. H. can only be responsible for seed fonvarded by himself,

which he is prepared to do iu sealed (packets, at Is., 2s. Gd., 5s. ?

and 10s., according to quantity.

Orders to be accompanied with a remittance to Mr. Johx
Henderson, Kingskerswell, Newton Abbot, South Devon.

P*.S. Price to the Trade can bo had on application,

TO "GENTLEMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTING.
WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their stock of the following very desirable

HARDY PLANTS.
Araucaria imbricata, from 2 to

7 feet high ; as handsome as

From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTRACTS:-
" One ot the fields of this farm, the property of Mbs. Stanbury,

was planted with Regent's Potatoes in April last, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly

worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets, are not only iu a beautiful state of

preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth

the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Baxter.
" Eelmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 28, 1854."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gobdon, K.C.B., Marlee nouse, Blairgowrie.
" Sir,—I have received your i>ote of the 16th, The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted iu a piece of new ground, and according to the

directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
tbe plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;

I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of

large equal size and very prolific. There' were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of

them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great boon.—I am, &c.

t
John Shanks,

" Forester, Kildrummy Castle.
" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854,"

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,
without any manure; in ground where for several years I have
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
nest to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found , to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 of the others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.

" T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.
•' Blackheatb, Kent, 24th August, 1854."

Sold by Messrs. Chaklwood & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kernan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One,,Two,
Three or Fcur Founds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

plants can be.

Cedrus Deodara, in any quan-
tity, from 1 to 3 feet high

Do. do., 4, 5, 6, 7„ 8, and 10

feet high ; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, G, and
10 feet high

Pinus Douglasi, 3. to 10 feet

„ insiguis, 2 to 7 feet

„ Menziesi, 3 to 7 feet

„ pinsapo, fine plants, 3 to

6 feet

„ Nordmanniana, 1$ to 3 ft.,

all from seed and remark-
ably handsome

,, nobilis, lj to 2 feet; a few
larger, 5 and 6 feet high, on
their own roots, and with

Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lam-
bertiana, 4 to 7 feet

,, thyoides variegata, 3 to

4 feet (the variegated white
Cedar)

Juniperu s, Upright Irish,perfect

columns, 3 to 7 feet

„ cbinensis, 2 to S feet

Yew, common English,3 to S feet

„ Irish, 4 to 10 feet

„ gold-striped, 1,', to 3 feet

„ do., tall standards, 4 to 7 ft..

„ Dovaston, or Weeping,,
worked on tall straight

stems
Thuja aurea, the finest plants in'

the country
Libocedrus chilcnsis, the finest

plants in the country

Large variegated Hullies

n Standard Bays
Standard Orna-

perfect leaders

„ Montezuma, 2 to 4 feet

Also an immense stock of large Evergreens,

mental Trees, &c.
All the plants here offered may be seen, growing m our

Nursery; they are removed every year, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. Of some, such as Araucarias,

Deodaras, Golden Yews, Thuja aurea, Finns nobihs, Nord-

manniana, we have any quantity; and the plants, for root and

branch, are not to be surpassed. Priced Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage stamps, to Waterer
and Godfrey, nephews and successors of the late Hosea Waterer,.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station r

South-Western Railway, where all trains stop, and where capital

convevances can be obtained.

The2J. stamp Tvill also include, a descriptive Catalogue of their

American Plants, Roses, an Nursery Stock iu general.
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q UTTON'S SHOUT SEED LIST.—
O On inn last I'iiiK of the present Number of this

.'I'd/icr will I"' «'i'ii <• I'inii'i'v I'int i'f II"'- trading levnds of

Seeds, which it is hoped will he found convenient to

Gentlemen writing out their Seed order).

Early com mands will hum: the preference of ..rum sorts.

Button & Honh, Seed Growot'B, Heading,

O.UTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS,
O CARRIAGE FREE.

rAiiTicin.Aiiii of Hid South and QuAia'miM contalnod In But-

TON'B'CoHectlonB of Seeds will bo Hunt post ft'oo on receipt ol p

Btamped onvolopo wlthaddroiB.

y<v/ </i« perusal of lias List, U mil be seen thai, the wry

lest kinds of Vegetable Heeds may he obtained in full

quantities, and proper proportion* for one year's supply

of a large garden for the sum of 'il.,a/nd other complete

OoUectibns of equally choice sorts for smaller Gardens at

"21., \l. bs., and I 6b. Tim economy of coBt It) by no moans tbo

only advantage gal I by ordoring one of those Collections,

AddroSB, John Sotton St Bows, Beofl OroSvoi'H, Io-iidlng.

Ki:,\Di,i,'s complete collections ok
KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS are now ready

T!icy can be had to suit various sized Gardens at the

following prices

:

—
No. 1 COLLECTION S8

„ 2 „ V

„ 8 „ 15
"

1
"

... 15

Tho qunntltlOB are fully detailed In tliolr ",PrIco Cnrront and

Burden Directory," a new edition of whtoh Isjusl rinullBhed,

William E. Rkndli & Cp., S t Growers, Plymouth.
Ebtaiilibhicd 68 V igaiib.

C1HAHLWOOD and CUMMINS linvo to otter Seeds
) of the Ul.iu.u GIGANTEUM In paokflts of 100 s Is, al

20»., free by post. Also AcornB of tbo following vailetlOB of

American < tulcn :

—

Quorous alba \

;;,KX ::: .::»**«* *«
,, nigra '

One-year's Smiling Plants of oach ... per 100 ... 80. 0,1.

Abies plnsapo per 100 Heeds 8s. Qd.

They will also Lave in time for this Season's sowing Seed of

the Osago Orange, at is. per lb., for which early orders are soli-

cited. Their Catalogue of Agricultural, Garden, and Flower
Soods are roacly. and will be Rent free oil application,

li, Tavistock Kow, Covent Garden,

COLE'S CRYSTAL ~WHITE, & COLE'S DWARF
RED CELERY.

T THORNELEY,COLE,&Co., Nurserymen, Seeds-
" • hen, and Florists, Wltlilngton, near Manchester, beg to

nnnounco that they are now prepared to supply these two well-
known varieties, raised by Mr. W.Colo (late of Dartford).
CRYSTAL WHITE, A oz. packets, free by post, for 12 stamps.
SUPE11U DWARF RED, X oz. pktB., free by post for 9 stamps.

Price per lb. to the Trade on application.

€M <&Kt?$mtx& (Btivtmitlt.

SATURDAY, JANUARYS, 1855.

For some time past it has been known that the
Council of the .Horticulturai. Society had it in

their contemplation to introduflfe very considerable
changes into the meetings botlv in Regent Street
and at Chiswick. We have not, however, felt at
liberty to introduce the subject until the plans had
been finally settled. The Society having at length
announced its intentions, we are now able to say
with ceitainty what they are.

It appears that the number of meetings in Regent
Street is to be six only : the months of November,
February, March, April, May, and June being
selected, and that upon each occasion the subjects

of exhibition are to be collected upon a scale ap-

proaching tliat of the Garden Meetings, as far as the

space to be found in a London house may permit.

In connection with this plan, it is proposed that
the objects of exhibition shall be open to inspec-
tion for four clear hours in the months of February,
March, and November, and for five clear hours on
other occasions. A schedule of objects, the pro-
duction of which the Council are ready to reward,
is provided for each day of meeting, so as to enable
gardeners entering into competition to be prepared
beforehand, and also to render each meeting a horti-

cultural illustration of the advancing season. In
making the arrangements for these as well as for

the Garden Meetings, the Council have received
the active assistance of Mr. Ingram, of the Royal
Gardens, Frogmore, of Mr. Fleming, of Trentham,
of Mr. Si'encer, of Bowood, and of Mr. Davidson,
of Shrubland Park, under whose advice the classes

have been settled and the amount of prizes deter-
mined. The co-operation of gentlemen of such
acknowledged horticultural eminence cannot fail to
he regarded as a guarantee that the best interests
of the Society and the public have been consulted.

But so far as the meetings in Regent Street are
concerned the objects of exhibition are by iio means
limited to those enumerated in the schedules. On
the contrary, we are informed that the Council invite
the exhibition of every valuable article connected
with gardens, which may be either remarkable for
novelty or intrinsic excellence, and that the merits
of such objects will be recognised as far as the funds
of the Society will allow. Among the unenume-
rated articles which are more particularly pointed
out are Ornamental Plants, and Useful Fruits or
Esculents of all kinds, Models of improvements in
Horticultural Buildings, Improved Garden Imple-
ments, and whatever contributes to Garden Deco-

ration. The Council will also be glad to i m o

the production of i ampli i Id trating the opi ra

tiori of Arboriculture, whenevci thi cnlated

to throw lighl upon either the theory 01 prai i

that important, brancli of rur;il <-. on i ,i [ion the

quality of British-grown timber. 1 adde'd.

Raw Materials from the Vegetable Kingdom a

in ah
, Manufactures, or u Pood (Agi

produce excepted), whethei of home or colonial

growth. Even Honey in the Comb i
eluded,

as it has hitherto I"
i a.

It must be owned that this ia a very exU

scheme, but wo think not more so than may be

i pected from a corporation chartered "for the

improvement of Horticulture in all its bran

ornamental, as well as useful." These words, which

nre taken from the charter of incorporation, plainly

show that in the minds of the advisen ol thei

when llio charter wan grand I pnrpc 68 of utility

were to be placed before thoBe of ornament; by

now including thorn on equal ground, the :

is working out the main objects for which it wan

instituted. Its career opened with an

exclusive attention to subjects of utility ; at a sub-

sequent period ornamental gardening received the

greatest encouragement ; of late years both have

been combined, but wo have never before seen

objects of utility placed by the Society in so pro-

minent a position. Arboriculture and the Raw
Materials of Manufactures ! how extensive a field

of inquiry do these two subjects occupy, and of

what great importance to mankind.

The greatest uncertainty exists as to the real

value of even our own wild Oaks, to say nothing of

the effect produced upon the commercial value of

timber by different modes of cultivation ; little

or nothing is known of the real quality of the

timber produced by the numerous coniferous and
other trees introduced to cultivation during the pre-

sent century ; and even as regards some of the

timber trees wild in Europe, there is scarcely any
satisfactory evidence concerning the influence pro-

duced upon the quality of many of them by climate,

soil, or situation.

So with regard to textile materials, or substances

of a similar nature. The consumption of such arti-

cles has become so enormous that the gravest social

questions are connected with an abundant or deficient

supply of materials, to which, a few years since,

small importance was attached. The supplies, for

instance, of Hemp have become so insufficient for

the wants of manufacturers, even in periods of poli-

tical tranquillity, that recourse is already had to the

importation of many other substances, and there is no

doubt that the existing demand will hereafter be

greatly increased. It is, therefore, a question of

the highest public importance, whether more skilful

cultivation may not be applied to the crops of

textile plants already cultivated among ourselves,

so as to augment produce without deteriorat-

ing, if not improving quality ; whether new kinds

of plants are not at least as suitable to our climate

as those already grown among us ; and, most
especially, what of the innumerable species inhabit-

ing our foreign possessions, of which at present

little is known to science and nothing to commerce,
can be the most profitably introduced to notice,

whether by cultivation in the climates that are

natural to them, or by mere collection in the wild

state.

Cotton offers a still more striking instance of the

pressing necessity of this investigation, and of

further attempts being seriously made, not only to

improve its quality in those British colonies which
already produce it, hut to introduce it to others

which have not been hitherto thought suitable to

such a crop. Of course we do not overlook the

extensive experiments that have been made by the

East India Company— experiments worthy of so

great a body ; but it is greatly to be wished that

such attempts should not only be continued in

India, but imitated wherever circumstances are

favourable to the operation.

Another class of plants consists of those which
can be employed in the manufacture of paper. Raw
material for this purpose is already becoming so

scarce that even straw is largely employed in the

absence of a more suitable substance. Neverthe-
less, we are perhaps surrounded by plants whose
fibre may be advantageously converted, although we
are at present ignorant of their possessing the pro-

perties required by the paper-maker. It is possible

that such plants might be profitably cultivated ; it

is still more possible that the refuse of certain

branches of cultivation may have a market value

now unsuspected ; and it is at least certain that our

tropical colonies abound in the requisite substances,

now- wild and unrecognised, but susceptible of ready
collection or cultivation.

Upon these grounds we feel persuaded that the

proposals now made by the Council of the Horticul-

eventoally enable ui to know with certainly

what our home- Ol I

i of ana ded

n of intelligi I

bibilion of result*, and a <y the

ol medals and reward*, appi

bject.

If from tl Of the plan .'or ex-

tending the importance ol tru

• ardou

there also madi , allhoii rand*.

In the firsl place they ai

instead ol Saturday*. We are, moreover, ini

that " the coldnes* of our spring d the

backwai I

rendered tbi G •''<.• i*

part of May, that
'

anxious to Re
vick

;

and they announce officially that Her Maj
Commissione™ for the I 1851 have

most obligingly placed the grc I re lfou*e at

ol the Socii I which

the great meeting on Wedni 16, will b<:

held in that garden instead of Chiswick. 'I hi* will,

we imagine, be found a very satisfactory ai

'I be ground* belonging to the Royal Commi* ,',!iem at

Kensington Gore are very conveniently situated,

and v-ul adapted to the proposed purpose; and it

must be owned that to drive five mile* from

Park Corner to see an exhibition in a garden when
the trees are not in leaf, and all that renders such a

place most attractive is necessarily absent, doe*

seriously task the zeal of the admirers of Garden

Meetings and Chiswick flower show*. Jn June and
July the exhibitions will be held in the Garden of

the Society as heretofore.

We observe with pleasure that the Council have

contradicted as follows an unfounded report, to

which we adverted some months since :—" It has

been confidently asserted within the last two years

that the Society is about to abandon it* Garden.

Such a statement is wholly without foundation. The
Garden is held of His Grace the Duke of Devonshire

upon a lease, which does not expire till Michaelmas,

1881. It seems almost unnecessary to add that if it

had been the intention of the Council to surrender

the Garden, the Fellows of the Society would have

been immediately acquainted with the fact, and not

left to derive their information from common
rumour."

Such is the substance of the announcement that

has just been made. To borrow once more the

words of the Council :—" The Society has now
existed as a corporate body for forty-five years,

during which period it has constantly promoted the

interests of Horticulture to the utmost extent of the

means at its disposal. A very large proportion of

the finest exotic plants and fruits now common in

our Gardens has been introduced by its collectors.

A distinguished naturalist (M. Botteri; is at this

time engaged in exploring the rich vegetation of

Orizaba, and his contributions, which have already

begun to arrive in England, will speedily be in course

of distribution." We therefore trust that, even

amidst the din of arms, this great national institution

will be so supported that it may continue to remain

what it has hitherto been, the most distinguished

association of its class.

There is a letter in our pages ti-day.

T. R., on the cost of digging at Lois-Weedon ; and
we have inserted it,—not because we regard the

writer's objection as sound or his practice either

good, or like that of Lois-Weedon, but simply as a

vehicle for a few words of explanation on a point

which is generally useful to the cultivator of the soiL

The writer states his practice to be to dig hi •

land two spits deep. He does not state the depth,

of his staple ; but, taking it at the outset to be

6 inches, and each spit to be 10 inch - -

20 inches deep at once, bringing np 14 inches of the

raw clay subsoil, which will take years and years to

become pulverised and mellow, and fully prod

and for this comparatively unproductive operation

he has to pay the heavy penalty : ' - ™e-

Le: him mark the difference of the prac:

Lois-Weedon, and he will no longer wonder at the

difference in the cost. The rule laid down in the

" Word in Season to the Farmer " is " to bring uj

only 4 or 5 or 6 inches of the subsoil, accord

i;s nature, whether tenacious or loamy or light. To
bring np more at the outset would I

- A and

is expense" (p. 53, 13th ed.). And the

reason for that rule, with reference to heavy land

especiallv. is that it may have time during the

vears fallow to become mellow and productive for

the succeeding crop ; that its mineral elements of

fertility may become gradually soluble : and that its
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texture may be changed from cohesive clay into

friable mould.

To follow this rule, then, in the case of a ploughed

staple of b" inches, only 4 inches of heavy subsoil are

to he raised at the outset, and the depth altogether,

either at two shallow spits of 5 inches each, or at

one full spit, will then he 10 inches. The cost,

then, at the outset, of digging this one spit will be

about 60*. the whole acre, or about 30s. the half

acre—a price which, of course, will vary a few

shillings under special circumstances in the condition

of the soil, and according to the employer's know-
ledge of the value of labour.

At the next digging another inch of subsoil is to

be raised, and as the first 10 inches will now be

pulverised by constant stirring and exposure, this

second easier digging can be accomplished without

raising the price ; and so on, year after year, till a

well pulverised depth of two full spits be attained,

" beyond which it is neither needful nor convenient

to go."

There are other objections to Mr. Smith's scheme
of cultivation, resulting in failure; and, we really

think we cannot do better ' than lay before our

readers what Mr. Smith himself says, in the preface

to the new edition of his pamphlet, in a few words

to those who have tried the plan and succeeded :

—

" I have still a word for those who have tried the

plan, and not succeeded ; and in repeating what I have

said in the former edition, I again bespeak the indulgence

of those whom it may concern, wherever they may be.

I reiterate, then, my declaration, which I make with

great deference but with the utmost sincerity, that

I never Inao an unsuccessful case where I hare known
the plan to have been strictly carried out. Is it not

possible then,

that the ob-

scure direc-

tions have
been misun-
derstood, in

some cases,

in others

unknowingly
overlooked ?

Let me be
forgiven if I

presume to

think it possi-

ble, and with

that impres-

sion repro-

duce them in

another form, and place them
in a stronger light, clear, dis-

tinct, aud tangible,—the form
of question and answer ; and
let the unsuccessful experi-

menter look each question

boldly in the face, and reply to

it himself. Any annoyance,
any distasteful recurrence to

catechism, rather than stumble
on in error.

" To begin with the material

on which you work, put it to

yourself :

—

,:
1 . 'Is it Wheat land I am

cultivating,—clay or loam ? If

not, have I manured it ? Be-
fore commencing, did I drain,

clean, and level ?

" 2. ' In sowing, did I drop or drill my
well-selected seed, early; and give it a solid

bed.
" 3. ' In digging the intervals, did I bring

up only so mucb of the subsoil as could be
thoroughly pulverised and mellowed for the
succeeding crop ; of clay only a few inches,

of any subsoil just so much as would lose its

rawness during the twelve-months' fallow ?

" 4. ' In cleaning the rows of Wheat and
the spaces between them, did I hand-pick
and hand-hoe the weeds, and keep the sur-

face open.
"5. 'In scarifying the intervals, did I, besides cutting

up aud removing the hungry weeds, so time the opera-
tions of cleaning and stirring, that I fed the Wheat plant
as it required it V

" In the latter question is a high refinement in farming
which has been left in the directions to the judgment of
the operator. The intelligent farmer is fully aware that
early in spring a well-timed application of guano or
nitrate of soda is of infinite service to the poverty-
stricken plant. Now, a judicious stirring of the inter-
vals, under similar circumstances, is equal in its good
effects to a top-dressing of either

; just as an ill-timed
and injudicious application of the horse-hoe is equal in
its ill effects to a top-dressing of guano or the nitrate
given without discretion ; and the result of that is now
well known, in late tillering, over-luxuriance, and
mildew.

" There are many other questions to be responded to,
but these may he considered the leading ones. One and
all must be satisfied in order to full and entire success

;

most of them being indispensable to any success at all.

And if, as judge, accuser, aud
fc
defendant in one, a man

confess himself unable to reply to them affirmatively, he
stands convicted out of his own mouth, and I leave him
to the sentence of his own honest judgment."

New Plants.
108. Catasetum ixcuhviim, Klotzsch, in Allg. Gartcn-

zciti'.iH/, June 17, 1854.

The singular plant now figured was obligingly sent us
last summer by the Lord Bishop of Winchester, who
had purchased it at one of Warczewitz's sales, under
the name of C. secundum. The flowers are repre-

sented by our artist of the natural size, so that they are

probably the largest yet discovered among the race of

Orchids. Of a dull green, streaked and stained with

• purple, the great blossoms resembled nothing so much
as some portentous Arachnid seizing upou the shaggy
ear of an unhappy animal, and turning it inside

out in the struggle to grasp it, till a pair of horns
with which the Arachnid seemed furnished could be

plunged into the ear, in order to hold it fast. It is

most like C. saccatum, and, we presume, is what has
been called C. incunum by Dr. Klotzsch. Whether it

is a monster, as it well may be, or merely a gigantic

form of C. saccatum itself, we are unable to say. No
one, indeed, in the present state of knowledge can
pretend to form a positive opinion as to what are

measures may correct the existent evil, aud the affected
organism may return to its normal slate of health and
perfection. It is, therefore, strictly speaking, improper
to distinguish functional from organic disease. Our
powers of investigation may not be sufficient to detect
the organic change in what is called functional disease,

which may notwithstanding be more or less serious. Ic
is to be understood, then, that in speaking of functional
disease, it is not asserted that no organic change has
taken place, but only such a degree of disarrangement as
is not perceptible to ordinary powers of observation.

237. Functional disease is seldom so- formidable as
organic. From the very nature of the case, if death
takes place, there must be some organic lesion, and the
disease then ceases to be functional. Functional disease
may, however, so depress the vital powers as to render
the organism which is subject to it more exposed to the
baneful influence of any accident, or as to induce serious
organic disease, in consequence of defective elaboration
of the sap, inactive generation of cells, insufficient

deposit of nutriment, premature thickening of the cell

walls, or by exposing the various matters which enter
into their composition, or into that of the solid and fluid

substances which they inclose, to the ordinary rules of
chemical decomposition, and consequently to ultimate
deorganisation of the constituent parts of the plant. The
functional malady has in fact induced organic change,

238. However true it may be that vital force is only
a name for a certain set of phenomena, so long as the
cause of those phenomena is unknown, there is no
serious objection to the term, provided we retain a
proper consciousness of our ignorance. In functional
disease this vital force may either be excited to such
an extent as to produce unnatural development of dif-

ferent parts, to exhaust the powers by over excitement,
or by the production of insubstantial cellular tissue

which is not at all adapted for the maintenance of
its proper functions, or to resist external in-

fluences which under other conditions might
be harmless ; it may, on the contrary, be
depressed so as to prevent the completion of
certain processes, as the formation of the floral

envelopes or the proper impregnation of the
ovules when formed ; or, again, it may be so
deranged as to induce abnormal conditions of the
contained fluids, or the walls by which they are
inclosed. These various conditions again may
be so combined or modified as to afford the cul-

tivator many useful objects of cultivation, often

in consequence of their inducing organic change,
insomuch that the promotion or sustenance of the
peculiar functional derangement is the point to-

which his skill is principally directed. While
on the one band, for instance, sterility is the
most injurious functional derangement which
can occur, as in those trees which are cultivated
simply on account of their fruit, there are others
where the grand object is to encourage it as
much as possible, or to defer the formation of
fruit to the most remote period. A variety of
Turnip or Cabbage, for instance, which has a
tendency to run to seed, is perfectly useless for
the objects of the cultivator, as fertility can
only take place at the expense of the unnatural
development of the cellular tissue of the root.
The functional peculiarity, whatever it may be,
which in the particular variety induces an
organic hypertrophy, may at the same time
induce a second functional derangement by
which the formation of the organs of repro-
duction is retarded ; and other eases might be
induced where it is either altogether prevented
or where the formation of perfect seed is a com- .

paratively rare occurrence.

_
239. Tlte true bearing of the terms func-

tional aud organic being thus explained, and
their intimate connection with each other, I

shall proceed to the consideration of specific

diseases, keeping the distinctions above stated
as strictly in view as it is possible, where they
are so apt to elude the nicest appreciation. M. J.B.

natural, what monstrous, what permanent, what
accidental states of the genus Catasetum. The best
service that can in the meanwhile be rendered to science
is to publish figures of ther flowers of as many forms,
Iarvee, species, or whatever else they may prove to be
as appear to be different from each other. Eventually
we shall no doubt learn how to interpret them. As
regards the name of O. secundum, the drawing and dried
specimens to which that name was provisionally given,
although simUar in form, were so very different in
many respects, especially in size, that we can scarcely
believe this plant to be what was intended. In fact, the
name was suggested by the numerous flowers growing
in a long secuud or one-sided raceme.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LIII.

236. Classification op Disease.—a, Internal or
Constitutional.

—

Functional. It is probable that no
constitutional disorder of the system can exist without
concurrent organic change. Tliis change may be only
temporary. New circumstances or proper remedial

PEAR GROWING.
The observations of "H. S. H." in the

Chronicle, pp. 806, 807, 1854, prove that their

author is an attentive cultivator. He has the
rare good fortune to possess Peartrees which have

attained the age of three-quarters of a century. He-
wishes to leave his trees as they are, aud he is per-
fectly right. I would never induce any one to fell, or
to mutilate large fruit trees, even if they only yielded

fruits fit for kitchen use. It requires too much time
and trouble to rear them. Pear trees of that advanced
age must have retained all the vigour of youth, and
by proper treatment may be preserved a long time in

this state, and yield every year full crops. The care
which this description of tree requires is not expen-

fl

sive, and in an ordinary year will not exceed the oue-S
fifteenth or one-twentieth of the produce.

'

It is only necessary to bring the trees under a good
system of pruning, to remove carefully all insects, toll

supply manure every year in order to repair the ex-

haustion resulting from very heavy crops. Let us

suppose that the trees have been grown from their youth
without pruning, that the main stem divides at a certain

height above the ground, and that the upper branches
have taken the directions natural to the varieties cul-

tivated by " H. S. H." It is even possible that among'
them there may be some which, haye preserved an up-
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right stem. Tlio pruning applicable to tlic-Ho consists

in removing, every year, llio over-luxuriant Bhoots

which spring up in tho interior of the tree, and also

tho branches which cross and main; confusion! Tin;

secondary ami lateral branphes should bp kept in a

horizontal direction, or made to form a wide angle witli

tlio vertical stem, or with the larger branches.

If tho pruncr observe branches that,are too near caoh

other ho must thin them out, in oi'dor that the air may
eirculatc freely, and that tlio solar rays may have access

to produce their beneficial influence on the organs of

fructification. If ho see that these organs are too

numerous, he must cut oil' part, especially spurs that

aro clustered, weak, and exhausted from long and

abundant bearing. Judicious pruning will invigorate

these large trees, and retard the period of their

decrepitude. It ought to be borne in mind that the

finest ami best flavoured fruits are borne on young spurs

from vigorous branehen, or on tho upper part of the

vortical stem, lu cutting off weak and bad placed

branches, the cutis not made level with the bark of tho

stem or branch loft, but, only to the basement of tho

branch cut off [to those projecting rings which may bo

observed at the bases of lateral branches]. These

wounds heal much better if they are immediately

covered over with a mixture of clay ami cow-dung.

Uruisod and cankered portions and excrescences should

be cut to tho quick, arid then covered with tho above

composition. These operations should bo performed

according to tho nature of the soil and the vigour of the

treo—before the winter solstice in a dry soil ; and, alter

the severe frosts are over, in February, where tho soil is

strong and rather moist.

Immediately after tho trees aro primed they should be

cleanod from those insects with which they are usually in-

fested, ami more especially old trees. Iudeed, tho older

tho tree the greater is tho number of insects by which it

is attacked. The withered leaves, rolled or stuck on the

branches, twigs, or spurs, harbour myriads of insects.

The wrinkles between tho fruit buds or in the axils of

tho ramifications, the small grey rings which surround

the fruit-buds, and tho larger ones of a bright brown
colour which surrouud the last year's shoots, the nests

of every kind which may be observed in the crevices of

tho old bark of aged trees, contain legions of insects

known to the entomologist. All lliese receptacles ought

to be carefully removed. The old bark should be

.scraped oil' smooth from the trunk, and the latter done

over, from top to bottom, with a composition of clay,

cow-dung, and about one-third of wood ashes. A first

cleaning, carefully performed, will preserve the tree, and
the labour in following years will be of less importance.

If, on the contrary, the cleaning is omitted, all sorts

of insects will be hatched at the first flow of sap : some
perforate the corolla and devour the ovary of the young
fruit ; others attack the fruit already set, and destroy

it ; others cut the shoots, and devour the leaves,

destroying the verdure of tho Wee, the vegetation of

which thus receives a mortal strCTfe in the midst of its

spring or early summer development. When we see

the fruit drop successively in May, though scarcely set,

we must not attribute it solely to the severity of the

climate. There aro other causes. Has the tree suf-

ficient nourishment in the situation in which it is placed I

Have there not been left upon it too- many fruit spurs,

producing a superabundance of flowers, teuding to

weaken the productive powers * In this weak ttate, is

it not possible that insects, if not previously removed,
will complete their work of destruction ? Induce good
vigour in the tree by pruning and thinning the braucbes

;

keep it clear from insects, and give it as sufficient

nourishment as we would to other productions of the

soil : in these things consists the great secret of the

culture of full-grown Pear trees.

What is the kind of manure that a full-grown Pear
tree requires as nourishment and as a stimulant ?

I shall confine myself to the practical consideration

of this question. The Pear tree, when planted in a
kitchen garden, finds, by means of its fibrils, the

nutritive substances which it requires. For strong

soils, the preference is given to horse-dung mixed with

rotten straw. For light soils, on the contrary, cow-dung
is given. By the use of horse-dung in strong moist

soils the ground is rendered warmer and mare porous.

On the other hand, the excessive heat of light soi's is

moderated by cow-dung. It is in these decomposed
manures that the spongioles of the roots find the

nourishment indispensable for the production of

fruit. Nightsoil, cow-dung, or other manures in a
liquid state likewise produce stimulating effects

upon the vegetation of the tree and its products.

It' is also to be remarked that the Pear tree

planted in a kitchen garden always yields fruit,

and continues to be tolerably vigorous, provided that

the spade in the hands of an ignorant workman does not

destroy the upper roots of the trees, and thus neutralise

the benefits that otherwise would result from the manure.
If the trees are in an orchard where domestic animals
are allowed to graze, the same nourishment as in the

case of the kitchen garden must be given, otherwise the

trees will become barren ; or if they, by chance, bear

some fruit, it will be small and without flavour. The
turf should be removed round the tree to the distance

of 2 feet, iu order that the air and the sun's rays may
produce their beneficial e fleets upon the roots near the

surface. Throughout the winter these should be covered
with leaf-mould and various manures suitable to the
nature of the soil. At the end of autumn the turf
of an orchard should have a top dressing of ashes, lime,

rotten horse dung,'cow dung, or sheep's dung, according

to the nature ol tlio Boll. I his gi Dl ,
.•:

should be repeated every two years, and in

quantity ns the soil may require. An orchard

kept Cor fruit troes only n quires stimulating manure
every year, to the fun'. not oi .;j to 3 buslu i'"

50 square feot. .Stimulating manure in a liqul I

given in the first fortnight in Muni,, will contribute

greatly lownnlM starting the trees into a good stati ol

vegetation, and will promote Iho sotting of the fruit,

as] ocially d the trees nave been well thinned and cleaned

from insects.

it in needless to add that Ihe varieties of Pears plant I

in an orchard ought to be of a hardy vigorous nature, if

wo wish to obtain satisfactory result*. They ought to

be selected from umongHt those varieties that are adapted

for orchard culture. This important point di erves to

ho treated of in a special article. J. </ JongllC, Bi •
,

/Jo:. 'JO, IBM.
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TlIESE, when well-managed, are very band IOIUi

plants, and well worth a place* in even -< |i el colleotioni

lu procuring young plants of any of them from the

nursery beginners Bhould be very careful to obtain such

as are stocky, healthy, and not under or Over-potted
;

for any of the Podblobiums will be found to be some-
what difficult subjects if they aro ever allowed to get

into a bad state of health, and of course they should no'.

bo purchased in that stato. If they are obtained at the

present season they will merely require a careful i upply

of water and a rather airy situation in the greenhouse
during winter. Early in March place the young plants

in tho closest part of the house near the glass, and have
soil &C. in readiness to give a shift as soon as it may be
necessary; but defer this until the pots are moderately
filled with healthy active ro its. After potting water
cautiously, keeping the atmosphere rather close and
moist, and sprinkling tho plants lightly over-head on the

afternoons of fine days, in order to encourage the roots

to strike into the fresh soil. When fairly established

after shifting, a more liberal supply of water will be

necessary, but this must still be administered with care,

and air should be freely admitted on fine days,butavoid
cold drying currents. Plants that have several shoots

should have these tied out directly after potting, keeping
them thin and the points rather low, in order to induce

the back buds to push forward, and those that are at all

inclined to be straggling should he stopped as soon as the

roots are supposed to have got hold of the fresh soil.

As the weather becomes warmer in spring give air

more freely, and do not through impatience subject tire

plants to an artificially warm temperature ; for few of

our greenhouse hard-wooded plants bear anything like

forcing, and the Podolobiums are perhaps more impatient

of such treatment than most others. About the beginning
of May the young plants may be removed to a cold

frame, which will be the best possible situation for them
during summer. If cold stormy weather occurs after

the plants are removed hither, cover Ihe glass at night,

and regulate the admission of air during the day so as

to prevent their sustaining any check. In fine weather
too much air can hardly he given, and a thin shade
should be thrown over the glass on the forenoons of

bright days ; also keep the atmosphere moist by fre-

quently sprinkling the floor of the pit, and the plants

should be lightly syringed every fine afternoon, shutting

them up before the sun is quite off the glass, so as to

give them a good steaming for the evening, but air

should be given before night. Healthy vigorous plants

will probably want a second shift by Midsummer, and it

will be safer for beginners to give two small shifts in the

course of the season than to give a large shift in spring
;

the second shift should be given as soon as it may be
wanted, in order that the plants may get moderately
well rooted into it before wiuter. Attend to the stop-

ping of any over-luxm'iaut shoot and to keeping the

shoots nicely tied out, and aim at securing well-placed,

useful growth, and not such as will require to he largely

cut away next spring. Discontinue shading and sprin-

kling over head as soon as the weather becomes cool in

autumn, and give the plants the benefit of the night

dews, placing the lights when the weather is at all doubt-

ful so that they will throw off heavy rains. Remove
the plants to a light airy situation in the greenhouse
before there is any danger of their suffering from damp
or cold ; and during winter give them a careful supply

of water at the root, and turn them partly round at

least every fortnight. Also examine the under side of

the foliage occasionally for red spider ; aud if there are

any indications of the presence of this enemy, lay the

afl'ected plant oil its side on a clean mat, giving the

foliage a good washing with the syringe, and let this be
repeated as often as may be necessary to thoroughly
eradicate this pest. In spring the plants should be
removed to the warmest part of the house, and moist-

ened with the syringe on fine afternoons, to en-

courage them to start into growth. See to stopping

or cutting back the shoots as may be wanted, re-

moving the flowers as they make their appearance,
and treat them during the summer as recommended
for last season. After a second season's growth, if

all goes on well, they should be nice-sized little speci-

mens ; and if they are considered large enough to be

worth attention for flowering, let tliem occupy a cool

part of the greenhouse until after flowering, when the

shoots should receive whatever pruning or training may
be necessary, keeping the plants rather moist until they

start into growth, when they should be repotted, treating

them during the remainder of the growing season as

nearly as on former years as circumstances will admi f.

i i

• them In a cool i '<!.ou>*-

when they become loo l"i II well

which, with careful treatment, will laal for

prepared for the •

'jg plant! to L lie

careful to keep theui peril ctly free from red spider, ami

:
die soil in pi pi '• OS to Dioistatt, giving
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(Tcrcnt kinds of Annuals we bare now i

many iu cultivation, and yet their number i'. y<mrly
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showy plants which adorn our fiow-r gardens, whilst
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i an Invel table for the i
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them for a very trifling sum.
Barlonia aurca.—A showy Californian plant, with

rather a stra ' large

bright yellow Bowers, and numerous long

grows from 10 inches to '-' feet in height, and is veil

adapted for patches on borders.

Bahia lalifolia.—This is a strong-growing Cai

plant, which branches very much, and rises about 2 ft

in height. Its flowers are star-shaped, of a pale yellow,

and ore produced in abundance. It is well adapted for

patches.

Cacalia scmrMifolia.—This is a very beautiful Ea't

Indian plant, of erect habit ; it out a foot in

height, and bears flowers of a golden ur. It

is a most desirable plant for patches or beds, and
requires to be sown thickly.

Calandr'mia umldlata is a very dwarf plant, which
throws up numerous scapes of blossoms, about 6 inches

in height. Its flowers are of a rich glossy red colour.

It is a charming little plant, either for rod
patches, small beds, or pots; it requires to be sown in

pots early in spring, as it does no: bear transplun ting

well. It is a native of Chili.

Calandrinio discolor.—This is also a dwarf Chilian

plant, with thick fleshy leaves. It throws up its

racemes of flowers about 12 inches in

flowers being of a rich rose colour. It is well adapted
either for patches or beds, and requires the sa-X'. -

ment as C. umhellata.

Calceolaria clulidonioidcs.—This can be had in flower

in any season of the year ; it grows about 18 inches in

height, and produces abondar.ee of pale yellow blossom/,

which are, however, of short duration. It is a desirable

plaut for filling up vacant spaces, as it comes into flower

so soon. It was introduced through I. Ai;der;or
:

of Edinburgh.

Campanula (Specularia) rincajiora is a pretty plant
"when grown in masses ; it rises about 12 inches in

height. The flowers, though rather small, are of a
deep blue colour, with a white throat, and are produced
abundantly. It is a native of New Holland, and is

altogether a good thing.

Campanula (Specularia) pcrtiagonia.— This mcch
resembles the former in habit, but has larger flowers, of

rather a paler colour. It is a native of the Levant.
There is a variety with white flowers called C. penta-
gona alba.

Ccnia turbinaia.—This is a Camomile-like
plant, which flowers mest profusely. The flowers are

of a white colour, and rise about 6 or 8 inches in

height. It is well adapted for borders or beds, or it

would even make nice edgings. C. turbinata formosa is

a variety with yellow flowers.

CliMonia pvlcheUa is a delightful little arnnsl, which
is not so much cultivated as it should be. It is

adapted for pots, patches, or beds, and is best sown
where a gentle heat can be afforded it. It is a native of

N. W. America.
.— Ti.'s I? a showy plar-

star-shaped pale yellow flowers, with a purple centre.

It grow-s from 13 inches to 2 f*et huh, w-.th thin wiry
stems, and is of a straggling habil s a mcrt
beautiful bed, or it may be sown in patches,

native of Mexico.
Dianthiis Gardncri is a neat Pink, which thr:'

its flowers about a foot high. 1 re of a deep
red colour, with a fringed e^e. It is well worth crow-
ing in pots, and forms a beautiful bed through the

summer. It comes from the south of Europe.
-

. - -

which grows alcut a fcor in hei_h:. ai ". has "lowers

much resembling those of Clarkia Tuickell3, though
darker ; it is a most profuse bloomer, and is

adapted for 1 i . r . _ .- . := i-

>sa native .: Xorth America,
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Eucnidc Bartonioides is a very showy South American
plant, with large flowers of a bright yellow colour. It

grows about a foot high, and is of rather a straggling

habit. It is a tender plant, and only suitable for pots.

Eutoca viscida.—This is one of the best of annuals.

Its flowers are of a deep blue, and are produced in

great abundance ; it grows about a foot high. It makes
a pretty bed, or good specimens of it may be grown in

pots. It is a native of California.

Gaillardia picta.— This is a splendid thing, with star-

shaped flowers of a purple colour, with a yellow edge
;

it grows about a foot in height, with slender stems. A
good plant either for beds or patches. It is a native of

Louisiana.

Gilia achUUafolia is a neat Califomian plant, of erect

habit, and when sown thickly makes a most beautiful

bed. Its foliage is of a dark grass-green, and its

flowers of a dark purple and blue colour ; it grows
about 15 inches high. It is a stronger growing plant

than G. tricolor.

Gfnaphalium (Hclichrysum') bracteatum.— The old

Everlasting. This, although a very old New Holland

plant, is not seen in cultivation so much as it deserves

to be. Its large yellow flowers render it a very con-

spicuous object. It grows about 3 ft. hign. There are

also white varieties of it. It is best grown in patches

on borders.

Qodctia Schami.—Ol all the Godetias this one is the

best. It grows about 15 inches in height, and produces

an abundance of large pale rose-coloured flowers, stained

with a bright red blotch in the centre of each petal. It

is altogether a very desirable plant, well adapted for

beds. It is a native of California.

Hdiophila irijida is an interesting little plant, either

for green-house decoration in spring, or open borders in

summer. It grows about 9 inches high, and produces
abundance of small blue and white flowers. It is a
native of the Cape of Good Hope.

Hibiscus africanus.—This is a profuse blooming plant,

which well deserves cultivation. Its flowers are dull

white, stained with purple ; it grows about 18 inches

high. It makes a pretty bed, and is also a good thing

for borders, keeping in bloom throughout the summer.
It i3 a native of Africa.

Ipomcea Burridgi.—This plant resembles the com-
mon Convolvulus major, of which it is a variety. It is

a profuse bloomer, with rosy-pink flowers, melting into

white in the centre. It is well adapted for covering

trellis-work. /. H. Bechnan.
[To be concluded next v>eeh)

Home Correspondence.
The Lois-Weedon Cultivation.—I have always been

interested in the perusal of Mr. Smith's pamphlet, but

one stubborn fact has invariably met me, viz., the cost

of the double digging, and I may also add that of the

single or common digging or forking. I am a nursery-

man, and have many acres of land with a stiff clay as

subsoil under cultivation with the spade; this is a fine

Wheat soil, and has often given from 5 to 7 quarters

per acre of Wheat when under the plough. Now this

land when first broken up, and indeed, always, costs is.

per rod to double dig, i.e., to dig two spits deep, and
bring the bottom spit to the top; this of course is 81. per
acre. Now if I understand it correctly, I read in your
columns last week that the double digging of the spaces

between the crop on an acre amouuting to half an acre

of land, costs only 11. 10s., or 4^d. per rod. Again, the

single digging of the same quantity of land, costs 10s.,

or lid. per rod. Every year I have many acres of

land double dug; the stiff clayey land costs invariably Is.

per rod, or 4/. the half acre, and when the subsoil is

broken up for the first time, often Is. Id. or Is. 3d. per

rod, and a tender loamy clay without stones that has

been nearly a century under spade cultivation costs I0d.

per rod ; this is the lowest price I have ever given, and
the labourers require being looked after very sharply to

make them do it thoroughly and well. I have lately em-
ployed Parkes's forks, which have made the work less

laborious, but have not decreased the expense, as their

wear and tear is most rapid when employed for double

digging. For single diggiDgor forking my price is, for

stiff badly working soils 3d. per rod, or It the half acre;

for friable free-working soils, 2Jd. per rod. Now this

great difference in the cost of labour in counties so near

to each other as Hertfordshire and Northamptonshire is

of vast importance to the carrying out the Lois-Weedon
system. I am inclined to think that there must be some
error in the Lois-Weedon prices. Perhaps some
Northamptonshire friend can throw a little light on the

subject. T. JR., Herts.

Pears on Quince Stocks in Mississippi.—The following

extracts from the proceedings of the American Pomo-
iogical Society just published, are of interest as showing
the effects of a warm climate and rich soil on Pears.

The soil near Natchez, in which the tree3 alluded to

below grow, is a rich black vegetable mould 18 inches

in depth, resting upon a stratum of hard clay, under-

laying which is a yellow loam filled with fresh-water

shells. Climate : winters generally mild and open
;

snow seldom falls ; the thermometer has been known to

fall to 14°, but this is very unusual ; the temperature
during the months of Hay, June, July, August, and
September is almost torrid, the thermometer rarely

falling under 30°, and often rising to 90" and 95". The
latest kinds of Pears ripen early in the autumn.
Williams' Bon Chretien, on the Quince, fruit large, many
weighing fully 1 lb.; in eating during all Julyand August

;

requires gathering before ripe and ripened in fruit cellar.

Duchesse d'Angouleme : trees on Quince stocks, six

years old from the bud ; 20 feet and more in height

;

stems 6 to 8 inches in diameter ; fruit large, many li lb.;

flesh buttery, and very juicy ; in eating all July and
August. Beurre Diel : on Quince stocks ; trees seven

years old, large and vigorous, bearing heavy crops
;

after thinning this season, 150 specimens were left on
each tree, weighing from 1 to li lb. each ; they ripened

finely in the cellar ; in eating all July and August

;

quality first-rate. Winter Nelis : on Quince ; fruit

large ; flesh buttery and very melting, abounding in

rich aromatic juice ; in eating October and November
;

quality quite first-rate. Chaumontel : fruit very large,

weighing 1 lb., ripe in October and November ; flesh

buttery, sugary, and melting, with a slight perfume.

Glou Morceau : on Quince ; trees ten years old, large,

and growing very vigorously ; fruit large ; flesh buttery

and exceedingly sugary ; ripe in October. Marie
Louise : fruit large ; flesh very sugary, having also a

high vinous flavour ; ripe in August. T. U.

Zcphyranthes.—Am I correct in supposing that what
they now call Z. Candida is that which we used to

call Tubispatha ? I should also bo glad to know
whether the other species (such as Rosea, Atamasco,
Carinata, and Grandiflora,) are as hardy as that one
which flowers in my border without being near any
flue. A. H.— [The learned author of Amaryllidacese
considered Z. Candida to be separable from tubispatha,

almost as a genus, which he called Argyropsis. The
other species are always regarded as greenhouse plants,

unless in very mild climates.]

Tlie Golden Gourd in its present coat of rich green
and gold makes a pretty substitute for flowers in hang-
ing pots in verandahs and
other dry places, where they

last a long time, and become
arieh orange colour. Somerset.

Gynerium argmteum. — I

have been rather appealed

to in reference to this plant

;

but I can add little to what
has been already said about
it. Its head-quarters are un-

doubtedly in La Plata ; it is

found abundant near Cor-

rientes, on the Parana, as

stated by " A. W.," of Liver-

pool ; it is also abundant
at Conception, and on the

river Salado, and may extend to Buenos Ayres,
but I did not see it at the latter place. " A. W." has
confounded G. argenteum with G. saccharoides when
he states that it is found at Sanguexuga and San Paulo,

in Brazil ; the latter is found there very abundantly,

and I think is far the more ornamental of the two—the

panicles being longer and thicker, the stems stronger,

and the leaves nearly twice the width. My friend D.
Moore, Esq., of Glasnevin, states that the two plants

which he raised were both females, and that there cannot
be any male plants in the country. I have enclosed you
a spikelet from the St. Vulcen's plant, and one which I

received yesterday from Kew ; the latter is evidently a

male, the anthers being very distinct ; I am not aware
where the Kew plant came from. Yon will perceive

a great difference in the colours of the spikelets, but

this may be owing to the weather. K. S., Woodlands,
near Dublin. [The plant from Kew is no doubt a male,

that from St. Vulcen's is a female, as is the plant in the

garden of the Horticultural Society. The differences

you remark are sexual. It was too late to use the male
Kew plant when it was ascertained that it was a male.]

Rain and Temperature during 1854, at Castle Hill,

Devon

:

—

Quantity
of Rain.

Greatest
quantity
during
24 hours.

Highest
tempera-

ture
during the

month.

.Lowest
tempera-

ture
during the
month.

3.86
2.37

0.99
0.29

3.52

3.21

3.74

1.69

1.82
5.87

3.38

5.70

Date.
29
5
10
29
3
12
31
14
14
9
29
18

0.48

0.99

031
0.10

0.34

0.72

0.76

0.61

0.62

1.04

1.74

n.7:!

Date.
20
21
31
8
17
25
25
2S
4
1

1

14

50
52
65

75
74
80
85
90
85
75
57
50

Date.
6

10
1

25
4
7
20
IS
22
27
27
11

17
20
19
SO

May 29
34

Julv 40
4?
..,-,

4
IS
19

Quantity dur-

)

ing the year (
36.44

A. Saul.

Grafted Rhododendrons.—My remarks on grafted
Rhododendrons (seep. 821,1854) assumed considerable

leDgth, because I was called upon to explain the
principles on which my objection to them was founded;
and this led me away from the practical part of the
subject. I would now offer a few further remarks on
the practical objection to such plants, which holds good
alike in small and in large gardens, and is altogether
independent of the question whether the finer varieties

are dwarfed by grafting or not. These remarks apply
equally, if not with greater force, to Azaleas, which it

is now also the fashion to graft, as to Rhododendrons
proper. I do not of course speak of greenhouse
Azaleas, to which grafting is in many cases specially

applicable, but of the common shrubby species. All
these plants, both Rhododendrons and Azaleas, ore
thorough shrubs, continually throwing up sucker-like

shoots from the root stock wherever light has access to

it ; and the character and beauty of the plant consist

in this its natural growth. Now a grafted plant is pre
eluded from exhibiting this habit ; nor is this all, the
stock possesses and retains it, and the utmost vigilance

will scarcely prevent such shoots pushing up from the
stock and starving the graft. Their shoots may be
destroyed in the nurseries, where the plants are con-
stantly looked over, but when once the plants are
transferred to beds and masses in private gardens, these
shoots are sure to be overlooked. I have never yet
looked through a collection of grafted Rhododendrons
without detecting such shoots which had escaped the
gardener's eye, and often formed nearly half the
apparent plant. In the case of Azaleas, the evil is

still greater. Azalea pontica, which is employed as the
stock, is a very strong growing kind, with a peculiar
tendency to throw up sucker-like shoots ; and these
will in a single season out-top the rarer variety grafted
upon it. The Azalea has in fact a very great tendency
to renew even its natural growth in this manner—the
older branches growing feeble, and the plant being
renewed by strong shoots from below ; and this is

especially the case if its growth be checked by removal.
As far as my experience goes something of the same
kind takes place with all grafted Azaleas. They look

more like branches broken off and stuck in than real

thriving shrubs, and they are surrounded with a forest

of suckers. I consider that a grafted Rhododendron
is quite as objectionable as a grafted Fir tree,

though from a different cause, and much more inex-

cusable. It is difficult, or at least tedious and trouble-

some, to strike the genus Pinus from cuttings, and they
do not make good plants ; so that, if you wish to

propagate a rare species, of which no seed has yet

ripened in England or can now be procured from
abroad, you are almost reduced to the expedient of

grafting. In the case of Rhododendrons there is no
such excuse. They strike from cuttings with little

difficulty, and are propagated so easily by layers that

natural layers may be found around most old plants :

they are, moreover, raised with the greatest ease from
seed, and the individuals of a batch of seedlings differ

so little from one another, that out of the many hundreds
of alta-clerense which were raised from the same batch
of seed, and dispersed throughout the country^every
individual may be recognised at once as belonging to the

same species, though some slight individual differences

may be detected between them if compared. In con-

clusion, I believe that whenever a collection is formed
of grafted Rhododendrons, before many years have
elapsed the bed will be found to consist principally of

Rhododendron ponticum, the grafts having perished

and the stocks assumed their place. /. B.
Cuthill's Black Prince Strawberry. — I potted a

quantity of this variety in the latter end of July last,

and by the end of October I found that they were throw-
ing up blooms ; I therefore placed them in a Vinery
whose temperature ranged from 50° to 55°, where they
still continue to bloom and set fruit. I gathered a few
ripe berries on the 18th of December, and on Christmas
Day I had a beautiful dish of ripe fruit. To-day, again,

(1st of January, 1855), I have gathered another dish

equally good, and I have still a quantity of fruit set and
blooms appearing in succession so as to promise a
supply for the next two months. I think that by bring-

ing back the early forced plants of other varieties into

the houses and introducing this variety early in autumn,
Strawberries may be gathered every month in the year,

as I have only been out of them 6 weeks since February
last. George James, Pontypool Park.

Jeoricticg,

Pomological, Jan. 1st.—Mr. John Lee in the chair.

Specimens of a Sefedling Apple, exhibited by W.
Marshall, Esq., of Ely, were found to possess a brisk
flavour and considerable juiciness, with the aroma of
the Osliu. A collection of 8 varieties of apples, from
orchards in Gloucestershire, were sent by G. S.
Wintle, Esq., of Gloucester ; among them were fine

examples of Golden Harvey, grown on a clay soil; also

of Ashmead's Kernel, from a light loam on a sandy sub-
soil. The others were chiefly Cider Apples of the
neighbourhood. Mr. Cranston, of Hereford, exhibited
specimens of 10 varieties of Pears and 11 of Apples : the
former embracing many of the seedling varieties raised

by the late Mr. Knight. Four new members were
elected.

^.ctiasi of 3$0Q£t£i.

The Flora of Yorkshire; with a Supplement. By H.
Baines. 8vo. Longmans.

This is a reissue of the author's original work com-
bined with a new supplement of about equal dimensions.
The latter has been prepared by Mr. J. G. Baker and
Mr. John Nowell, aud when we say that it forms a
worthy companion to Mr. Baines' very useful work, we
place it where it should be, alongside the best of our
local Floras. The Supplement may be described as

a critical inquiry into the districts really occupied by
undoubted Yorkshire plants, and the claims which the

doubtful inhabitants have upon the Flora, together

with the relation that exists between the distribution

of the vegetation and the geological formations of the

county. In these considerations the new editors are
evidently at home ; they are well acquainted personally

with the greater part of the facts on which they rely,

they have had excellent assistance from judicious and
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experienced correspondents, and tHey have evinced great specimen* as those, and eipcclally the Palms, wi

good sense in separating tlio alion species now over-
' not «ay, serve in on eminent degree to nary Hie

running tlio country from the true original denizens of ancc of the place, and incroase Its interest, In the

the land. The book will be read with interest, not onlyby borders in front of the shrubs Hyacinths and other

the inhabitants of Yorkaliire and the neighbouring spring bulbs have been planted, with a view to keep up

counties, but by all who take an interest in the distri- a little gaiety in the early part of the year,

bution of plantH. The boskets of plants suspended bom the roof still

„ look green, and some of the climbers trained no the

supporl i are growing freely, a Wistaria brought from
Garden Memoranda. ,\i„ ,„.„. [,odulges bos been replanted with safety, and

The Crystal Palace, Sydenham—Many have been nn8 now nearly reaobed the top of the trail opi roi

of opinion that plantH would not succeed Inside the Preparations are being modi for planting tin

palaco, and Homo have oven gone so far as to say that [login and other choice aquatii in In the

tlio diliieultioH which brHot the attempt would ho found west nd of the hoiiHe. The soil is put in, tin

to he altogether insurmountable. Such, howevdr, wo
|
water pipea are laid, and in due time thi

aroha]i]>y to report, Iiiih not proved to ho the faot; in- |„, f,l|cd with water. At thi othl I I nd of the boil

deed, experience as yet is wholly in favour of the pro- water Is already Btockod with Water Lilies, among
joct; for the plants of all kinds with which the building which the blue one iH still in flower,

has been furnished could not, we think, nil things eon-, [n the tropical end of the building, some few of the

sidored, possibly ho in better condition than they are at tender Palms and very tender stove plants have, as we
the presont time. It is true that Homo of the Palms and

|)ftvo stated, been injured a little lor want of warmth,
vory tender Btovo plants have suffered a little for want

j

'phis has, however, been remedied, as wo have already

of warmth; but this has been remedied by partition- Btated, by enclosing this part with a canvas screen,
ing off the part appropriated to their growth by a which completely cuts it off from the rest of the house.
canvas Hereon, and now all is going on satisfactorily. Since this lias been done, any amount of beat can be

As regards Conifers, the building may ho said to ho maintained which is nccossary. As regards the eon-
rich in Norfolk Island Pines (Arauoaria excelsa), two dition of the Palms here little can he said at present ;

magnificent specimens of which, presented hy his (Jraeo thoy appear to havo got well over tho effects of removal,
the Duke of Devonshire, aro planted in tho centre trail- and to ho in good condition to commence growth 01 DOS
sept. Thoso are even now too largo for any ordinary I n8 spring shall have sot in. Among them are
conservatory ; hut here, wo need scarcely any, they havo ' noi,| specimens which, however, look small in this

room enough for ample development. In tho south ' great glass-house, compared with what they did in' the
transept on the west side aro two other specimens of Palm-house at Mr. Loddiges'. The Palmetto, especially,
this Pine, one presented by the Messrs. Veitch, from

J

;a n vorv fm0 example of this fine Palm. It Blonds
their nursery at Exeter, and tho other hy tho Ilorticul- conspicuously at tho end of tho transept, and is p
turol Society, from its large conservatory at Chiswick. \\a a cement-covered brick basin, 1G feet in diameter.
Tho latter has been but recently planted, and has its

;
Xhe Musas, with their broad leaves, are very effective

;

trunk and branches covered with damp moss, in order but at present this part of the house is rather hare of
in somo measure to prevent exhaustion till the roots '

foliage.

have taken hold of the soil. Two more examples of i Out of doors the grounds are fast approaching eom-
this noble tree from Windsor, presented by her Majesty, pletion. All may be said to he finished down to the
deserve remark
the building,

to their new

v. Ii.de ol

bi movi d to agn
• useful

leaved plants ol all kinds will withstand wit

tin in, provided tie b ry. I have
had Cini ,.»

l
nl,,j i'..

much injured after

damp. l.'-t the plants bi i re )ou
...»
plant be b< fari

, and it will soon lx! !.

of plants adhering from fumigation.
|

Cihki /'
.

' , ...-. »iu, lei

jeirom ivmuBor, presenieuuyner ivjajesr.y, pletion. All maybe said to he finished down to the
trie : they stand near the north-west end of water temples, which are nearly up ; the cascades below
and look as if they had already " taken "

j

them have been formed, and the ground about them put
situation. In front of the tombs have been

. mt0 shape. What still remains to be executed, is

very appropriately placed a few plants of the funereal

Cypress.

The noble Orange trees from the Chateau de Neuilly,

which line the sides of the transept, appear to he in

perfect health, with tlio exception, perhaps, of a few
specimens which have been lately imported, and which
suffered from salt-water and other accidents consequent
on removal. Most of these trees are of immense size,

with broad heads and clean stems, and serve in no
ordinary degree to embellish the noble edifice. They

the part about the islands where the extinct animals arc-

placed. Water has now been let into all the lakes
except the large ones below the cascades.

FLORICULTURE.
Carnations.— Your correspondent's remarks (see

. 839, 1854) respecting the colours running or sport-

ig of his Carnations, will doubtless be read with in-

are associated in places with standard Bays, and huge tere9t. I for one am sorry to say that I have had half

specimens of variegated and common American Aloes.
]

a dozen of my best flowers sport this season, and I am
A fine plant of tile latter, in the " Geographical dis-

;

at a loss to what to attribute it. I certainly cannot say
tribution of plants," is stated to h\ve borne without the

j

that high manuring is the cause of the evil, for in my
least injury 14° of frost, showing 'that these plants are case, having nothing but green manure by me, I had
rather more hardy than many have supposed them to he, them potted without any manure at all; high manur-
and that they might possibly be even employed, if pro- iug cannot, therefore, be the sole cause of flowers

tected a little in winter, for out-door decoration. sporting, although no doubt more flowers run from that

The rocks in the Europeau and Chinese departments
j

cause than any other, for they are not so liable to sport
are becoming tolerably well covered with plants, and in the open borders in common mould as in rich soil.

the Hypnum-like Saxifrage, which has been introduced
|

I have generally noticed that in hot dry summers the

pretty plentifully here, appears to be a good plant for flowers are very apt to sport; and I have no doubt
clothing the soil about them with verdure. In the that the season, as well as the soil, has a great deal to

north African and Australian departments a few Ferns ' do with the evil : we generally find that Scarlet Bizarres,

are growing in great luxuriance, and in the last-named Purple Bizarres, and Scarlet Flakes are the classes that

division we noticed a good plant of the Casuariua toru- j
are most liable to run, being very rich and high in

losa or Australian Beef Tree. colour. I am of your correspondent's opinion that

The plants in beds have been mostly re-arranged, and
j

manure water should not be applied until the pods begin

apparently replanted as skilfully as it is possible with to burst ; but it is a good plan to water them with a little

regard to effect. The Camellias, which at present form clean soot water, in order to keep the foliage of a good
the hulk of flowering shrubs of any size in the building, dark colour. The following compost lias been recom-
are well set with buds, and therefore a graud display of mended by an eminent grower for flowers apt to sport,

this glorious flower may soon be expected. White or we may say for the more delicate kinds, which are

Chinese Azaleas, too, of which there are some huge the most likely to sport :— 3 barrows full of good loam
;

specimens, promise to blossom well ; these are planted
;

1 ditto old rotten cow-dung ; 2 ditto ditto horse-dung ;

in peat, among masses of roots, which form as it were a
;

-i ditto sand ; h ditto lime rubbish, or old plaster, to be

sort of pot for them. Scattered throughout the beds are mixed well together 12 months previous to its being
such plants as Dractena indivisa, Yuccas, New Zealand

j

used. E. B.
Flax, Hedychiums, aud even Palms, all of which serve I The Chinese Primrose.—What more useful flower

to give an exotic appearance to this the cool part of the have we than this? My greenhouse at the present
house. Of Hakea Victorias there is a fine plant, as well time is as gay as it well can he with well-grown plants

as of Acacia grandis and decurreus ; indeed the latter of all the best varieties of it. Some of my sorts, all of

are, perhaps, the largest specimens of the kind in the
j

which I raise from seeds every year, have flowers which
country. Aralia crossifolia stood 14° of frost here, as measure upwards of an inch and a half across, and in

did also Stadmannia australis. Berberis nepalensis colour are of a deep glowing crimson. The beauty of

grows uncommonly well here, as do also Ficuses of all
' a fine head of such blossoms may therefore be belter

kiuds, whose ample foliage is very ornamental. The imagined than described. Fine blooming plants of the
two great Epacrises, bought at Mrs. Lawrence's sale,

j

Chinese Primrose, that will contiuue in flower through
have been planted out,aud promise to do well. Inter- 1 the whole of the winter months, may be produced as
mixed with the above are smaller specimens of many

(

follows :—In order to obtain strong plants, the seed
interesting plants, among which we remarked the !

should be sown not later than the first of May in a
Camphor tree, Olives, various Eucalypti, Gardenia

i

well-drained store pan, in a light sandy soil, and put
Eothmanui, Franciscea confertiflora, and other plants

i

into a cool frame, as near the glass as possible. When
which are usually kept in stoves, all apparently in a large enough to be pricked off into store pans the young
healthy condition,

Among the Palms which hid fair to succeed in the
temperate part of the building, where the thermometer

seedlings should be allowed a square inch between each
plant ; when that space has been filled, let tliem be
potted singly into 3-inch pots, and as the pots become

has been down a9 low as 36", are Areca sapida, Corypho
|

filled with roots, shift into a size larger pot, giving them
australis, Latania borbonica, the Wax Palm. Ghamae-

|
their final shift into 6-inch pots in the early part of

dorea elegans, Cocos plumosa, Chamcerops Martiana, September. The compost in which I have found these
Sabal Blackburniana, Seafonhia elegans, and one or two

I
plants to thrive best has been equal parts turfy loam

others. Caryota urens has been tried, but it is evidently ; aud leaf-mould, aud a little sharp sand. While grow-
euflering from cold. Near the above are some immense ing, a cool pit or frame suits them best : g've plenty of

specimens of Elephant's Foot, imported from South air, and be careful not to overwater them. Treated in

Africa, and associated with them is Ehipidodendron
j

this way the plants will be in flower by the middle of
plicatile, no Aloe-like plant, also of great size. Such November, and will continue ia blossom through the

Miscellaneous.
\)r. (;.

I''. Winslow, in i. inner/' a weekly
journal publi he i al San J .

account of bis excursion from "

I, to the site of thi

the very stamp of which be will

1854), the spot iteell beie
" Washington Mum:
bo depended upon (and it i

Doctor'n style ia both flowery and byperboKcal), »<j

learn tome new and interesting particulars reaj

Dlic tree :— I, That the accounts brought home
by our sober English traveller, .Mr.

DOl i ' be full height to which thi

one-fourth ; 2, that the locality seems to be circum-
scribed to an area of a few acres ; and '',, what c
ub more, now that Messrs. Veitch and Sonj have enabled
ub to possess living plants, that thi atmosphere
at the place of growth are singularly humid ; and in
this we think the Doctor ia likely to be correct. Omit-
ting then, the mention of " the sublime thoughts, such
as have rarely before impressed bis soul,"—" of such a

nature that he often involuntarily eurretj'iorei himself
to the idea that he was approaching the visible and
actual presence of the Great One who revealed himself

i es on the heights of Sinai," &c.—we shall

ourselves to the following extracts :
— '•' The road (from

Murphy's Camp) gradually ascending for several miles
over a varied landscape, becomes afterwards more level,

or rather it undulates and wind6 for a long stretch

among hills and valleys thickly wooded, and fit for

farms and deer parks. During the last three miles the
ascent is steady and through a virgin wilderness of Pine*,
Firs, Spruce, Arbor-Vi:te, and other cone-bearii. _•

whose magnitude perceptibly increases with the altitude

of the locality. The whole surface of the hill-tides '.s

covered with herbage or plants, more r r less verdant,
and in spots there is a freshness to the verdure which
reminds one of spring, and which contrasts strongly
with the arid and dusty plains and hills of the lower
sections of country. The wild Raspberry, Strawberry,
Pea, and Hazelnut mingle their humble or more pro-
minent foliage with the diversified undergrowths of the
forests ; and here and there new and attractive
flowers struck my eye so pleasingly, that I was
compelled at times to stop, gather, examine, and admire
them. The charm of these regions to the botanist
would he in the freshness and luxuriance with which
Nature elaborates her vegetable forms. The vital prin-

I

ciple, stimulated by the condensing vapours of the cool
fresh air of night,-and nourished by a • -bulum
in the decomposing soil, acts with a stead-

thousands of stately trees stud the hills in all dir-

so lofty as to amaze the observer, and to compel him

(

when near them to strain his eyes to catch a view of
their topmost off-shcots. But ike most amazing of a'J

these vegetable productions are here : and Nature, by
peculiar geognostic arrangements, seems to .

them to startle and arrest the attention of mankind,
and to strengthen scientific truth touching the special

distribution of organic races. So far as known, ihe
vegetable growth to which the name of ' Big Tree' has

' been attached, grows in no other region of the Sierra
Nevada, nor on any other mountain-range of 'die earth-

It exists here only, and all the individuals of its kind, so
far as I can learn, are localised to this vicinity. They
are embraced within a range of 200 acres, and are en-

closed in a basin of coarse silicious materia], surr

by a sloping ridge of sienilic rock, which in some places

projects above the soil. The basin is reeking with

moisture, and in the lowest places the water is standing,

and some of the largest trees dip their roots

pools or water-runs. The trees of very large --—ensions

number considerably more than one hundred. Mr.
Blake measured one 94 feet in circumference at the

root ; the side of which bad been partly burnt by con-

tact with another tree, the head of which had fallen

against it. The latter can be measured -. : feet from
its head to its root (!) A large portion of thi £

monster is still to be seen and examined ; and
measurement of Mr. Lapham, the proprietor of the

place, it
:

s said to ' in diameter at 350 feer

from its nptorn root (!) In falling it had prostrated

another large tree in its course, and pressed out the

earth beneath itself so as to be imbedded a number of

feet into the ground. Irs diameter across its re 1

1

feet. A man is nothing in comparison of dimensions,

while walking on it or standing near its side. I
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me was the greatest wonder of the forest. The tree 1 vatory. It is almost impossible, however, to give pre-

which it prostrated in falling has been burnt hollow.
|
cise directions as to the temperature which should be

and is to Urge, a gentleman who accompanied us from

Murphy's informed us, that when he first visited the

place two years ago, he rode through it on horseback

for 200 feet without stopping but at one spot as he

entered at the root. We all walked many scores of feet

through it, but a large piece of its side has fallen in near

the head. But there are many standing whose magni-

tude absolutely oppresses the mind with awe. In one

place three of these gigantic obf^cts grow side by side,

as if planted with special reference to their present

appearance. Another, so monstrous as to absolutely

compel you to walk around it, and even linger, is divided

at from 50 to 100 feet from the ground into three of these

straight mammoth trunks, towering over 300 feet into the

sky. There are others whose proportions are as deli-

cate, symmetrical, clean and straight as small Spruces,

that rise 350 feet from the ground. In one spot a huge

knot of some ancient prostrate giant is risible above the

soil, where it fell ages ago, and the earth has accumu-
lated so as nearly to obliterate all traces of its former

existence. The wood of this tree, I am told by Mr.
Lapham, is remarkable for its slow decay. When first

cut down its fibre is white, but it soon becomes reddish,

and long exposure makes it as dark as mahogany ; it is

soft, and resembles ill some respects Pine and Cedar.

Its bark, however, is much unlike these trees ; nearest

the ground it is prodigiously thick, fibrous, and when
pressed on has a peculiar feeling of elasticity. In some
places it Is 18 inches thick, and resembles a mass of

Cocoa-nut husks, thickly matted and pressed together,

only the fibrous material is exceedingly fine, and alto-

gether unlike the husk of the Cocoa-nut. This bark is

fissured irregularly with numerous indentations, which

give it the appearance of great inequality and rough-

ness. At 150 feet from the ground it is only about

2 inches thick on the living tree, which is now being

stripped of its bark for transportation from the country.

An hotel is built near the ' Big Tree,' whose bark was
stripped last year and exhibited in San Francisco ; and
an appendage of the house is built over it, so as to

constitute a hall for cotillion parties. At the root it

measures °G feet in circumference, aud a portion of its

prostrate trunk is used for a bowling alley.

To overthrow it, holes were bored through with

a large auger, aud after the trunk was mostly
separated, attempts were made to wedge and upset it.

But its immense size and weight prevented the success

of this undertaking, and on the fourth day it fell by the

force of a strong wind. In falling, it convulsed the

earth, and by its weight forced the soil from beneath it,

so that it lies in a great trench, and mud and stones
were driven near a hundred feet high, where they have
left their marks on neighbouring trees." The following

paragraph bears very hard upon Dr. Lindley. [It is

too rich to be omitted.] " The name that has been
applied to this tree by Professor Lindley, an English
botanist, is Wellingtonia gigantea. By him it is declared

to be so much unlike other Coniferfe, as not only to be
a new species, but to require description as a new genus.

Other botanists of eminence think differently. To this,

however, he has seen fit to apply the name of an English
hero, a step indicating as much persoual arrogance or
weakness as scientific indelicacy ; for it must have been
a prominent idea in the mind of that person that Ame-
rican naturalists would regard with surprise and reluc-

tance the application of a British name, however
meritoriously honoured, when a name so worthy of

immortal honour and renown as that of Washington
would strike the mind of the world as far more suitable

to the most gigantic aud remarkable vegetable wonder
indigenous to a country where his name is the most dis-

tinguished ornament. As he and his generation declared

themselves independent of all English rule and political

dictation, so American naturalists must in this case
express their respectful dissent from all British scien-

tific ' stamp acts.' If the ' Big Tree ' be a Taxodium,
let it be called now and for ever Taxodium Washing-
tonium. If it should be properly ranked as a new genus,
then let it be called to the end of time Washingtonia
Californica. The generic name indicates unparalleled

greatness and grandeur ; its specific name, the only
locality in the world where it is found. No names can
he more appropriate ; and if it be in accordance with
the views of American botanists, I trust the scientific

honour of our country may be vindicated from foreign

indelicacy by boldly discarding the name now applied

to it, and by affixing to it that of the immortal man
whose memory we all love and honour, and teach our
children to adore. Under any and all circumstances,
however, whether of perpetuity or extinction, the name
of Wellington should be discarded, and that of Washing-
ton attached to it, and transmitted to the schools of

future ages."

—

Hooker's Journal of Botany.

maintained, for very much depends upon the kind of

plants which the house may contain, and also upon
the character of the house itself, that only general direc-

tions can be given, and these must be accommodated
to the particular circumstances of each case. Where
Camellias, Epacrises, Heaths, and other greenhouse
things form the principal floral display, 40 at night Tu

by fire-heat will be quite sufficient, but where the

hardier stove plants or forced things are used for the

decoration, of this house, 45? will be the proper mean
night temperature.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—A night temperature of about 60° should

he maintained in the fruiting pits, allowing it to rise to

70° during the daj', or 75° with sunshine, and where the

fruit is approaching maturity 5° higher may be main-
tained if this can be done without injury to the general

stock. Also aim at keeping up a steady bottom-heat of

about 80°, which for the present will be high enough.

—The Vines in houses about to be started should receive

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDOiN
Forthc week endinjr Jan. 4. 1S55, as obaetred at the Qorticulrural Gardens.

a B\aOMItTBB.
TbMPERAT II BR.

Dec.
av.d Jan.

a g

53

01 the Air. |Of the Earth

Max. Mln. Max. Min. Mean!' 1001
,

~ teet
deep. deep. r

Friday 39 9 30.443 30.39 S 41 34 41 43 s.w.
Satur. 30 10 3H.444 30/154 47 39 43.0 s.vv.
Sunday SI 11 30.325 30.101 47 35 41.0 41 43 N.W. ,00
Mod.. 1 2*1.95

1

20.919 53 46 49.5 43 44 W. ,02
30.OG9 30.028 51 44 47-5 44 Ath N.w. .01

O 30.170 30.139 52 39 45.5 45 N.W. .00
Thurs. 4 lb 30.213 30.164 47 33 42.5 45 45 S.W.J .00

Average. 30.374 30.157 4S.3 39/1 43.3 42.7 43.9 ...

ec. SS— Closely overcast throughout.
30—Overcast; cloudy; fine;

- 31—Overcast; cloudy; overcast; boisterous at night,
'an. • 1—Cloudy and boisterous ; overcast; slight rain.
- 2—Densely clouded ; slight rain; overcast and mild.
- 3—Vine ; very tine throughout.
- 4—Uniformly overcast ; cloudy and fine.

Mean temperature of the week 6J dcg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK,
During the luBt 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Jan. 13,13i5.

Calendar of Operations.
{For tlie ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—In mixed conservatories, that is

houses containing the principal display of bloom, and a
miscellaneous collection of greenhouse plants, the use of

fire-heat should be avoided as much as possible, for

although artificial warmth is useful to most plants in

bloom, it is injurious to many hard-wooded things
which flower late in spring, and should be sparingly
used where these have to be wintered in the conser-

a dressing with the ordinary composition a few days

before closing the house, rubbing it well into the crevices

of the bark ; also get the outside border covered if not

already done ; this, however, should always be effected

before this season, so as to retain a portion of the warmth
infused by the summer's sun, and throw off heavy rains.

Where very early Melons are required, seed of

some established favourite should be got in at once.

Cucumbers being very generally grown for early use, it

is scarcely necessary to refer to these farther here

than to say that, if not already done, seed should be

sown at once. These and Melons require plenty of

light and moisture, and every care should be used to

keep them clear of insects, and this reuders it advise-

able to have them in a light by themselves. A small

quantity of Strawberry plants may now be placed in

a pit or frame where a temperature of about 45° can be

maintained, keeping them close to the glass, and giving

abundance of air whenever the weather will permit.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where any of the beds or borders require a dressing

of fresh soil this should be provided, in order to have it

in readiness to wheel on when favourable weather for

such work may occur. Fresh soil is, in most cases,

preferable as a dressing for flower beds to manure,

which is apt to cause too luxuriant a growth for a first-

rate display of flowers. On soils that are naturally poor,

however, and where neither fresh soil nor decayed

leaves can be had, a moderate dressing of well rotted

farm-yard manure will be useful ; but this should be

well mixed with the soil to the full depth of the bed,

and not carelessly turned in and left in lumps near the

surface ; for in this case a gross habit of growth would

be promoted early in the season, and as the principal

part of the roots would be near the surface in the

manure, the plants would soon feel the effects of dry

weather, whereas if the manure were well incorporated

with the soil, to the depth of about 18 inches, no ordi-

nary amount of dry weather would injure the plants

after they once got fairly established. Shrubberies may
be thinned where this involves only the cutting out of

overgrown plants or loping deciduous trees or the

hardier kinds of evergreens ; but where evergreens

generally require pruning, the work had better be de-

ferred until March, except in favourable localities ; for

although when the winter proves mild such work may
safely be performed at any time, it is never safe to

depend upon this. Avoid getting upon, or working the

ground when it is in a sodden state, and if the hands

cannot be profitably employed at out-door work, get a

good stock of pegs, Dahlia stakes, tallies, brooms, &c,
prepared and stored away in an orderly manner, so as

to be ready for use when wanted.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any transplanting of fruit trees has yet to be done

this season, it should be seen to while the weather is

favourable for such work; also see to getting ground

intended to be planted with young trees prepared, and

spare no pains or expense to have this properly done,

remembering that future success will very largely

depend upon how this is effected. Make sure of thorough

drainage, aud where the subsoil is unkind this should be

removed, replacing it with some good fresh loam. When
a large breadth has to be planted in one season this ex-

pensive kind of preparation cannot always be afforded,

but it is better to do such work only in such quantities

as will allow of every precaution being used to

ensure success, and it is useless to hope for this

on some soils without making expensive prepa-

rations before planting. Get pruning and nailing

forwarded as fast as circumstances will permit. Attend

to keeping up a supply of Seakale, Rhubarb, and Aspa-

ragus, according to the demand and convenience, by

introducing quantities of the roots into heat at intervals

of about a fortnight. Where there is room to spare in

the Mushroom-house, the two former will be found to

do exceedingly well there, and a supply will be obtained

with very little trouble. A quantity of roots should be

got up and laid in where they can be covered in case of

severe frost, so as to avoid the chance of having to take

them up when the ground is frozen hard. Also see to

providing a supply of French Beans. These are fre-

quently grown in the early Vineries or in plant houses,

but their liability to the attacks of red spider renders

them dangerous inmates of such structures, and where
it can possibly be done they should be grown in a pit

devoted to such purposes. a
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average.
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5 inches below the

Notices to Correspondents.
Box Edotxgs : PE. In answer to your inquiry as to whether, in

relaying Box-edgings, the surplus Box Belongs to the landlord or

tenant, we have to say that it is a legal question which can

ouly be answered upon a full knowledge of the circumstances. .

Impatiexs HooKEiu : B. A plant of this Balsam is now in full

bloom in the Horticultural Society's Garden, and a very beauti-

ful thing it is.

Insects : IF C, Etlgcware. The insects sent by you as injurious

to Cabbages aud French Beans are of two distinct kinds, be-

longing to distinct orders ; the small ones therefore are not the

young of the larger. The former are a small species of spriDg-

tailed insects (Bodura fimetaria) common in gardens, especially

among semi-decayed vegetable matter; the larger one is a

small species of Julus or snake millepede. This attacks the

roots of living vegetables, and can only be got rid of by a care-

ful cleansing of the soil. W.
Names of FisniTs.iJ T B. 2, Winter Nelis, and 3 is Ne Plus

Meuris; you have therefore not got Knight's Monarch. The

Apple No. 1 is Stunner Pippin ; 2, Mannington's Pearmain.

The other specimen of Winter Nelis is larger than usual.

Beurre Diel which you state to have grown 18 ounces, Easter

Beurre 14£, and Chaumontel 14 ounces, are above the usual

size-of these varieties.*-R'Eolertson. 1, Al thorp Crassaue
; 3,

Bezi de la Motte ; 4, Vicar of Winkfield ; 5, Duchesse d'Angou-

leme; 6, Too far gone—probably Sucre Vert; 7, Forelle.—

Aberdeenshire. 1, Eeinette du Canada; 2, Blenheim Pippm

;

3, Beurre Diel, a very good specimen ; 4, Easter Beurre ; 5,

probably Marie Louise from a late blossom.

—

E Pike. The Pear,

is Glou Morceau ; the Apple is not known, appears to be only

fit for Cider.
|| .;.',., L u

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now-

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—FA P. Yes; see answers to correspon-

dents in last week's Paper. £.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Holivinn Guano, SuperphOB-

nhato of Umo, Nitrate of Bodft, Sugar Scum, and every

dflflcripl.i'Hj of Artificial Manures, Llnmed CakoH, &c.

Wvt. rxnuH f!ATiN«. 10. Min'k l.mm, \ 1<\w\<.u.

rpjlh LOMMJJN MAN UniO COMi'ANY beg to call

X. tlui attention of A«rlcuIturlHtfl to their WHEAT and

CLOVER MAMUHES for proBont una, The London Manure

Company nlHo offer Genuine Peruvian Guano, Nitrate of Hmlu,

Concontrateil L'riitc, Bnporphosphato of Limn. Fishery and other

SaltH, and all Artificial Manurflfl of value. The London Maimm
Company guarai i Peruvian Guano and every Manure tlioy

nil|l ,,i v to be strictly ffonulne. Edwabd Pobhbr, Beo.

Bridge Street, Blackfrlars.

rpHJE I'oLi,OWING MANIJKKS aro manufactured
J- nt. Mr. Lawks' Factory, Dontford Creek :—Turnip Manure.

7.'. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/-; Hulphtirlc Acid and

Coprolltefl, (il.

Oflko, (SO, King William Btroot, City, London.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of bc«ia, Buiphato of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Mi res.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &«.— Miimilnc-tiircrHand

others ongagod In malting ARTIFICIAL maniikkh nmy
ol ihi in 0V617 necessary Instruction for tholr oc imleal and
.I,, .,,-,, 1 preparation, by applying to J, (*. Nrcsmr, F.G.S., &o.,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, [Connington,

London. AnulpicH of HoIIh, Guiuioh, Sii]i<'i'l llll,,i
l
,, ' |,|, '» n| 1,1 ,

Coprolltes, &o.. and Ahhuj-h of Gold, Sliver, and other Minerals,

are executed with acouraoy and dispatch,.

Gontlemen desirous of rooolvlng innt.rnrt.louH in Chemical

Anal; sos and Assaying, will Hud ample facility and accoi oda-

tlor at the College.

pORN CRUSHERS AND CHAFF CUTTERS.—
Vy a largo display of the heat Farm Implements shown in

Operation. Price Lists sent tree on application,

lilJKGESS and KEY,
103, Nowgato Street, and 62, Little Uritaln, London.

PUMPS AND HOSE l'IPJSS FOR GARDENS
ami LIQUID MANURE.—Bunonsa & Kby'8 Pumps

wore highly commonded by the Royal Agricultural Society of

England at Lincoln. Price Lists sent free.

103, Newgate Street, and 01!, Litlln llrltaln, London.

CHURNS.—ANTHONY'S PATENT AMERICAN
CB URN.—Since 1849 this Churn has obtained all the Prizes

awarded by the' Royal Agricultural Society of England. At the

trial before the Judges it nmdo In 10 minutes 4 lbs. 6 oz, of Butter

from l quarts of Cream, being 8 oz. more than any of the other

Chums from tlio omiiB quantity mid fjunlity of Cream.
103, Nowgato Street, London.

/CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTI1, and CO.'S
\J PRIZE PORTABLE STEAM-ENGINES, and COM-
BINED THRASHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING,
and WINNOWING MACHINE may bo seen at their London
Establishment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, Now Road, where all infor-

mation relative thereto can ho obtained. Theso machines are

eonstnictod to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of tlio

ohofT from the pulse. They aro fitted with Elevators, which
deposit the grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine
require no bands except to tako away the Corn, &c, as thrashed,

the whole of Iho operations being performed by self-acting

machinery, whereby the Com, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are

delivered In the places assigned for them.

C. S. and Co. have paid special attention to this class of

Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position

they have taken at the Royal and all the leading agricultural

shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines andiMachines aro not
surpassed by any other maker in England^ All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will havo immediate attention
;

and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

HOSE P I P 1 N G.—Great Reduction in Pkice.

PATENT FLAX TUBING (1 inch to 3 inches
diameter) is woven without seam, to stand immense pressure,

-and much more than leather, vulcanised rubber, or any other
bose, and it is prepared so as to be anti-rot. The difficulty of
producing this HOSE at a moderate rate has hitherto been its

only drawback; but, owing to recent important patented inven-
tions, the cost ot manufacturing it is now reduced at least SO per
cent., which advantage is offered to the public.

BURGESS and KEY, 103, Newgate Street, and 52, Little Bri-
tain. who on application will forward wholesale and retail prices.

WEEDS ON W ALKS.
MR. FLEMING'S WEEDING or SALTING

MACHINE for GRAVEL WALKS, COURT YARDS,
&c, manufactured and sold by Alexander Shanks & Son, Ar-
broath, Forfarshire, from whom particulars with prices may he bad.

"waterproof paths.—barn and cattle shed
FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it .and to every partof clean gravel add oneof sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
appli ing the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick? Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. Maybe laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. .White & Ebotheks,
Milbauk Street, Westminster.

PRIZE MED A L—1851.
AT A VERY ECONOMICAL RATE.

O AMUEL CUNDY, Mason and Builder, Pimlico
^ Marrlf. and Stone Works, Belgrave Wharf, Lower Belgrave
Place, Pimlico, London.

Marble Chimney-pieces manufactured by improved machinery.
The public are invited to view the stock, unequalled for quality
and price. A good Marble Chimney -piece for 405. Marble Work

. in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate for Halls, Dairies,
Larders, &c. Circulars sent ou application.

N.B. The "Royal Blue" Omnibuses pass the Works every
ten minutes from the Bank.

,

QTEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracechurch Street,

*Y
London, and 17, New Park Street, Southwark, Manufacturers

of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or
iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Gentrv, and
Nurserymen to their simple butetneacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

toe highest respectability can be given, and full particulars
1 lurmshed on application.

PARKCS' STEEL DIGGING FORKS i DRAINING TOOLS.
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MESSRS. BURGESS ani> KEY, as Mr, Pai
Wholesale Agents f^r England, have always In

largo assortment. ThoBO Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 <>f the Nobility and Fanners, memhers of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce then to bo the best

over Invented, and to facilitate labour at IctfWt 20 per cent. The
RoVa] Agricultural Society has Ihroo time's awarded tholi pi

-

Price Lists sont on application, and Illustrated Catalogue! 1 thi

best Farm Implements, on receipt of olglil postage stamps.
103, Nuwgatu Street, and 62, Little Britain, I

<

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for Iho use of Fan
tageSj Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not oxo

DIomoter Length of Barrel]

ofBarrel under nose. £ n. d.

a.Un. abort 1 ft. 7 In.

long JJ ,

ditto 3
,

ditto It

ditto 3
,

VI
gutta percha, I 1 15 "

or cast Iron 1-2 12
Hanged Ipc, !

1

\ ft« required, j 3 GO
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nnis •

ready for fixing 2 12
2.} in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

1 IVNDS 1MFR0\ I
J' T COM!

Kft'lhAfil-

I

.

hui'N'l Improvement, 1

1

!

1

1

1
....

mutual Improvement, sin
-

1

Dl IA SUPER EI)ED IN THE GROWTH
I t OP HEMP A D I \.
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1
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i

and fol Cftttl r,|ly.

A Li/ I UBE will 1 delivered on I

Mr. v.'n .

treat (l

. .

&c, &«\
r
will beexhlbl

i'h Willie tnnr/vnc+4 )n tbn
'}'„.-

, Daily A
day next.

After payment of lecture expenses, *nrpin* »-

Fund. Botany and Portable Garden, which will

Sun, to be rfoe bod on Wednesday and
• the place of h

i Do good and communicate,"

Walworth, Surrey, Jan. fj.

The short barrel Pump m very convenient
for fixing In situations of limited height and
spaco, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with noft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot. Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Kams, Deep Well Pumps, &c, ; also Eire and Garden
Engines, &c. Ace.—Engravings sent on application.

"JOHN MORREN, General Coutttmax A
' ' Ock Stre< t, Abu i-

'

of AgricuUural In plements, 31 an urea, Seedi, Ac, an-J

f Corn, dec.

&l\z ^tgntttlttttal (Ba^ettc.

SATURDAY, JANUARY <:. I

MEETINGS yOX THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tbur.-dat, J:.a. II—Agricultural Imp. Socielj of Irt'sii.

WARNJiR'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OK GENEltAL POETAIJLE PUMP.

Tlie valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clo£ in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price, of 4i, in. Pump, with legs, V. 3s.

The barrel is 27J, in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.
1^ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is, Gf/. per foot.

IA inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, Zs. 6d. por foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John "Warner & Suns,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of "Wheels,
Kams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

GALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTING.-
7d. pur Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-inch „ strong „
2-inch „ extra strong „

ljj-inch „ light „
ls,-inch. „ strong „
l|-inch „ extra strong,,

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

... Id. pervd. 5<7. per yd.

... 9 „" 6} „

... 12 „ 9 „

... S 6 „

... 10 „ S „

... 14 „ 11 ,,

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-

fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.

per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnard & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

" j^RlGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-i- Queen, Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, and Mrs. Lawrence, ol

Ealing Tark.
"FKIGI DOMO," a Canvass made of prepared Hair and

Wool, a perfect nou-couductor of Heat and Cold, keeping, where-
ever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floriculrural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind, and
from attacks of insects and morning frosts. To be had in any
required length, upwards of 2 yards wide, at Is. 6;i. per yard run,

of Elisha Thomas AncnrR, 7, Trinity Lane, Cannon Street,

City, end the Koyal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey.

To the general reader of periodical literatnre

there is not a more curious study presented during

the year than the various introductory essays which
are called forth by its commencement. Cast your

eyes where you will, te it Magazine or Review,

Newspaper weekly or daily; be the subject whst il

may, science, literature, politics, or gossip,—from

the ' leading article ' down to the advertisements, in

one shape or another, with view prospective or re-

trospective, in tone promise-full or regretful—every-

where you knock your head against 'the New Year/
saluted" after many fashions and in many sir;. —
sentimental or prosaic, moralising, or puffing.

There are moments when one is half tempted to

vote the good old custom more honoured in the

breach than the observance, occasions again when
the happy phrase or well-pointed reflection revokes

at once the undutiful thought, reminding us that we
can never be too often reminded of the precions-

ness not less of Change and Season than ol

itself ; but above all of that season which, standing

at the margin of the new page of time, commends
a moment for reflection even to the busiest way-
farer of life. All experience and observation, all that

lies without man. or within him, exemplify the need
at certain intervals of a fresh start : the feelings of

our minds, as well as the labours of our hands suggest

it, and outward nature confirms it.

But if any one more than another may be sensible

of this, it should be the Farmer. Constant and
never ending as is the round of his labours, yet

the changes which Nature undergoes are to him
the actual machinery by which he works, as Nature
herself is his workshop. Yet it may be feared, and
that, too, without departirg very far from natural

history, that here paradox is triumphant, and the

very opposite of what one should expect is the fact.

The deep-felt inward resolve to turn over, in the

best sense, the new leaf that life presents to

apt to be least felt where the routine deper. ie-:

upon change, has effaced the impression c

:

itself. Flatter ourselves as we may with the here-anc
7-

there sound or sign of progress, a faith one would

rather exaggerate than diminish, it is yet imj

to contemplate the amount of wealth employed, the

number of individuals engaged, the breadth of the

social state represented by agriculture in

country, and not feel that its importance in each

and all of these respects is, beyond all due propor-

tion with other pursuits, in advance of its intel-

lectual condition. Pampered, as some sup:

but more truly speaking, drugged and stupefied ly

false patronase based on false politics for nearly

half a century's legislation, till it verilv believe i ".ii
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tale that it was not in its own power to stand upon

its own legs, it has awakened but recently to find

what all things and persons long cramped and ener-

vated by artificial aids and stimulants must find;

that self-reliance long suspended has not only sacri-

ficed strength, but lost time and stunted growth,

leaving the individual behindhand, and with much
ground to make up, in the race of social progress.

Look at the question of Agricultural Statistics
;

look at the question of farming tenures ; take the

subject of farm-buildings, the feeding of stock, the

adulteration of manures, the collection, and the

application of town-sewage ; last not least, look at

that Augean Stable of accumulated rubbish that

blocks up and stifles the sale and purchase of land :

will anybody acquainted with the state of opinion

in the agricultural world upon these subjects, say

that they are in a condition, we will not say of fail-

progress, but of respectable debate ? All these are

questions in different degrees vital to agriculture,

questions that, perhaps with one exception, might
have been discussed fifty years ago as well and use-

fully as now. Look at them, as you would into a

horse's mouth, and say how many years' discussion

do they show ? Compare them now, after forty

years of peace, with the cotemporaneous progress

made in the other industrial arts. While the sea was
girt by steamvessels, the land by railroads, and both

by the electric telegraphs, what has been done for the
]

Islands has declinedfour million quarters

soil ! While even lawyers have been reforming and But
. if !t n!>d ?

.
If. that is to say, one thirti/-

simplifying their procedure in other respects, what
|

seventh of the land, in England alone (to leave out

iers of the soil obtained I

Scotland and Ireland), once under Wheat, were now

[Jan. 6,

a young and rising, and the drain taken from an old and have specified in detail the girth and length"cTonlv
stationary state, it may easily be foreseen bow important those animals whose carcase weights we have sincema short time the difference must become." Alum, been aWe to obtain b t the averages given underHist, of Europe ; vol 11., p. ICo [181o—j2].

By which we are given to understand, 1st,

that an overflowing and enterprising population is a
sort of senile dysentery, a ' drain' incident to states

that are grown old, aud so strangely tortured by the

complicated maladies of age, as to be overflowing,

declining, and stationary, all at once : 2ndlv, that

all the corn "shipped from the harbours of Russia"
is Russian corn ; it being but too well known that

j

each class are those of the whole of the animals
shown in each,—so that these averages may serve as

j

a record of the actual measurements of all the fat
stock exhibited at these two shows. They will serve
as records with which to compare the shows of future
years. And while single instances of extraordinary

!

weight are interesting as proofs of the early maturity
\

to which, under the most favourable circcumstances,
"'" cattle have attained, these general results will

lealousv of the enormous increase (more han :_j; . -.u , '
, ,

b
,%.

*«""-» wiii
J
j I,- \ c n. e ir u indicate with greater certainty the progress whichdoubling, year upon year,) of the corn of Moldavia

, j„ be ; n „ „„„„„., n„ „,„ j„
b lcoa " uluI

and Wallachia shipped at the principal Russian

port of Odessa, with a corresponding decline of

Russian trade, was not the least among the collateral

motives which led to a certain ' material guarantee'

_ generally made.
The table is interesting, too, as indicating the

degree of certainty with which measurement
furnishes the means of estimating weight. In an.

to her soil and climate, (with raritv presenting

the specimen of a perfect ear of Wheat,)—that
" the production of cereal crops in the British

have the owners, or the occupiers

from them, or attempted for themselves towards the

emancipation of their article from a thraldom which
in proportion as makes it unfitted for the market,

reduces by so much its market value.

Nothing but the magnitude of the scale, or to

use a phrase of more common coinage, ' the

importance of the interest ' blinds or dulls the

public eye to the anomalies that oppress the Com-
merce of the Soil. Let any man of business expert

in the transfer of any other description of 'stock'

that the world contains—that man acquires employs
or improves to the behoof or service of his

brother man, by the application of labour capital,

or both,—examine the incidents attendant on
the sale, or the hiring, of a hundred acres of

land ; let him study the title, and the costs, of the
' purchaser' in the one case, or the tenure taken by
the ' tenant ' in the oilier ; let him simply draw for

himself the conclusion which would occur to one
regarding the transactions from a purely mercantile

point of view : let him then look at the distribu-

tion of land in ownership in this country, on the

one hand, and the average condition of land rented

on the other : aud in aid of his conclusion let us

suppose him, in addition to his mercantile experience
possessed of the skill of the lawyer without his

habituated tolerance of fiction, the practical knowledge
of the farmer without his devotion to routine. We
believe the conclusion he would be driven to would
be that the subject of the economy of the soil lingers

in a state of semi-feudal infancy ; that the marks
remain upon it of some latent cause long operating

to check the progress of material civilisation, in this

regard, and to give an exceptional character to the
dealings between man and man in all that relates to

The Soil.

Let us, however, look at this question by the
light of a comparison recently instituted by a

great historian of our day between the agri-

cultural systems in Great Britain and in

Russia. After alluding to the
emigration of nearly 350,000
British Islands, and asserting

digious drains springing out of

necessities of civilisation cannot go on for

length of time without seriously weakening

mouves wuicn icu tu a, certain material gnaiauiee i- ..i /*-, i < °. ° . i

-the invasion and occupation of those produces by I °~J °t
gU38

f -
( /^ iJ™

1

?
5tan

.

ce
)l

ha™g

the troops of the Czar,-the infamous first act of the
I

Se
\„\\

to
,

he asceita'ned S}rth and weight of the

disastrous war in which we are involved. 3rdly, I

»™m^ belore J™', the weight is read off at but

we are to believe, upon the instance of two or three
I

on-\
t

p
.

la^i and ihoa^ the ™m?.
measurements

wretched harvests in succession, in England, and the i
™Pht 'n dlffe

^
ent «"™^« result ,n dliteren

J

t we,Sht!

wholesome cessation of a forced and unnatural , f
h
tfT?\ G

f I! ?',
an<

l,?
e an

£f M
-

d

export from Ireland of a grain-crop unadapted
de

fff
°f ¥«"" of

,
*e ftock, nothing whatever is

left to the judgment of the valuer m using such an
instrument as this—his instrument gives but one
weight for all these various cases.

In Ewart's cattle gauge,* however, the indications

of the instrument are various, according to the
estimate which the valuer makes of the influence of
these several circumstances. He reads it differently

according to the breed and fatness of the animal
before him ; and with a lot of animals of even
quality and one breed, a very great degree of
certainty is attainable. Excepting a few excep-
tional cases—by which an asterisk is placed in the
table—the actual weight of the animals measured is

very near indeed to the estimated weight ; an 1 we
have given in three columns the weights read off, as
" fat," and " very fat," and " extra fat " respectively ;.

and it will be seen that, on the whole, the cattle

were a "very fat " lot—those at Smithftrid exceed-
ing those at Birmingham in this respect. The
general results given at the foot of the table prove,
we think, that for estimating the value of a number
of fat cattle, a little skill in measuring, and the
very slight skill needed to determine the degree of

fatness which the animals possess, will, with the use
of this instrument, lead to as safe a judgment of their

weight, and therefore of their value, as the longest

and most matured market experience ; the only
difference—though we admit its great importance

—

being that the valuer in this way is not likely to

have so much confidence in his own judgment. The
rule for measuring is to take the girth immediately
behind the shoulder, where it is least ; and to take
the length as the distance between two vertical

lines, one of which lies on the general outline of the

hind quarters, and the other cuts the shoulder blade
just in front of its highest point.

As . instances of extraordinarily early maturity

among the cattle shown at Baker Street we may
refer to Nos. 36 and 38 among the Hereford oxen,

2 years and 11 months old, and weighing OH and
100 stones respectively ; and \o 5C, 60, 62, and 64
among the short-horn cattle, the same age as the

Herefords, and varying in weight from 90 to 103 I

stones each—the latter being the weight of the Duke

annual stream of

a year from the

that " such pro-

the passions and
any
the

strength and lessening the population," (as if an
overflowing and a declining population could be a
permanently co-existing condition) ; he proceeds as

follows :
—

" To this it must be added that the introduction of

the free-trade system into Great Britain has already
given a very great impulse to agricultural industry in

Russia, where it is advancing as rapidly as it is declining

in the British Islands. As this change has arisen from
the necessary effect of the wealth, civilisation, and
advanced years of the British Empire, so there is no
chance of its undergoing any alteration, and it must
come every day to evince a more powerful influence on
the relative strength and fortunes of the two empires.
Even before the free-trade system had been two years
established in Great Britain, it bad, despite the rude
system of agriculture there prevalent, nearly doubled
the exportation of grain from the harbours of Russia,
and tripled its. value, while it has caused the production
of cereal crops in the British Islands to decline 4,000,000
quarters.

^
The effect of such a coniinued and increasing

augmentation on the one side, and decline on the other,
cannot fail ere long to exercise a powerful influence on
the fortunes and relntve strength of the two empires.;
and B-hen it is recollected that the increase is given to

under some other crop—what then ? If the writer

could only have proceeded to show that one single

acre was consigned to idleness, returned to normal
rabbit-warren, gorse-bed, thicket, or morass,—that it

was not in fact better employed—yes better—in

virtue of this very importation of ' Russian' corn,

the argument would have been followed out and
had meaning. The answer to it, had it really any
truth in fact, were this, that what everybody saw
and remarked of every ill-managed farm he passed,

what each owner felt and each tenant as well as

agent knew upon each individual estate and farm,

was equally true, of course, of the aggregate—viz.,

that the very thing wanted for the perfectionising of

British agriculture was less grain-crop and more
green-crop,—less corn and more meat, less hand-to-

mouth farming and more stock : and the two or three

years of cotemporaneous low price and low produce

(traceable to the most obvious temporary causes),

while doubtless a season of great agricultural depres-

sion, had the 'jewel' of adversity 'in its head,'

and went no small way to effect what ' agricultural

societies,' and ' farmers' clubs,' and ' improving
owners,' and ' active agents,' and ' example
farms,' and all the other recognised organs of
' agricultural improvement,' had laboured at with
but modest results for many years, namely to get

more beef and mutton out of the land trodden by
the most beef-and-mutton-eating people in the
world, and to employ British men, British horses,

and British implements upon that branch of farming
business which the nature of the climate especially

favoured, and the habits of the people especially

required.

Burke was wont to say that the unhappy conflict

between England and her once American Colonies

was begotten by a metaphor—that of the 'parent

state and the offspring.' Something of the same of Rutland's prize ox, purchased by Mr. Ferris,

conviction occurs to one on contemplating the figure °' Bath.

of Russian agriculture glori ^ed as that of " a young Among the sheep we note the following instances

and rising state " by contrast with the " advanced :

which have been furnished to us :—Lord Walsing-

years of the British empire." Defend us all from ' ham's pen of 32-month South Down wethers,

murder, manslaughter, and metaphor ! If Moldavia I
bought by Mr. Bannister, of Threndneedle Street,

and Wallachia are Russian provinces, and the corn
]

weighed 483 lbs., besides 60 lbs. of loose fat. The

grown there, Russian corn ; if serf-labour is better I
pen shown by the Duke of Richmond, No. 195—

than that of free men ; if farming that takes " six : three 20-month South Down wethers bred by hi

cultivators to feed themselves and one other member .
Grace—purchased by Mr. King, of Paddington Street

of society " be in a fair way to overtake that of a weighed 390 lbs., which for animals so purely bred h

country where '•'

the labour of one man raises food astonishing. Indeed the South Down breed ar(

for seven," [see Alison's "History of Europe," II., rapidly becoming in actual weight what relatively

127.]—then indeed is "agriculture advancing in to bulk they have long been, i.e., the first of Englisj

Russia as rapidly as it is declining in the British breeds of sheep,

Islands :
" and if, on the other hand, a branch of We may also refer to Mr. Druce's pen of 21-

British industry only just out of leading-strings, month cross-bred Wethers, weighing 40 lbs,

and suffered to walk without the fostering care of quarter, as another instance of very early ma
Parliament and the preventive arms of the Custom-

I turity. The 20-month South Down and Leiceste

house, and still employed upon a ' raw material '
j

cross-bred wethers shown by Mr. Overman.
unemancipated from some of- the costliest relics

J

Rayham, Norfolk, weighed 484 lbs., besides 50 lbs,

of ' feudal tenure,' be citable as an arm of British of
"
loose fat ; and for extraordinary weight Mi,

enterprise and skill past the meridian of national , Clarke's 4 years and S months long-woolled e
strength aud progress and verging on decline, then i may be instanced, weighing 5-1 lbs. a quarter

indeed may the most unfavourable picture be true
|

. We add as an isolated fact that the only install

that the prejudice even of party-feeling can , in which we have been provided with the live
draw for Great Britain by the side of Russia, in a well as carcase weight is in the case of the o:

comparison of "the relative strength and future
| No. 12S, at Baker Street, purchased by Mr. Taylo,

fortunes " of the two empires. f Malton, which weighed 1104 lbs. alive, while
'

'

carcase weighed 771 lbs., or rather more than t
In our next page will be found the measure- thirds of its living weight.

ments and weights of most of the cattle shown at
|

i

Baker Street and Birmingham last month. We' * Jladeoy Mr. Tree, of Charlotte Street, Blackfviars Road
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AND AT BIBMI (Oil
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Ago. l,,'ii',|li Girth.

I n~ V.' i.i. .hi. ,-.
i i

.
.

3

A JO. <;irlh.

.

u ft k
:

:

Can i

'

.

>
Carmm.

1

2

8

DEVON STEERS.
Mr, Mombriiy, Mile End Now Rood, London

Jeffrey, Foubort'H Ploco, Roge.nt.4l,. I'

— Jeffrey, Foubort'H Place. .

— T. Slater, Kensington i>

— Jeffrey, Foubort's Placo...

yi'H. mo.
2 1

2 10
2 7
2 11

2 10J

ft, In.

-1 11

4 H

B 1

-t 9
r,

ft. In.

7 I

11 II

7
7 H
7 -1

l<

B7
se
711

711

117

IllOIIU/l

se
68
so
78
70

ii
1

', in. ii

111

80

89
70
.1

lit. Ibil.

HI

r,8 (i

76 2
. 1

i

08 10

J II,.

Ii ii

II 10

74

7-1

70

V : 5 17
1 9 1 •• <;- i.i

1

by Mr, U»IUrd,8now Hill, Birmingham.

'/; 4
>t. IU.
7 It

AvcniRo of previous ClasH (9), at Bnkor Street, 2 yrs. II J mo., 4 ft. ,'i in., 7 ft. -1 in. ; at Birmingham, ('.',/, 2 ym. 10 rno., 4 ft. 10 in., 7 ft.

DEVON OXEN.
Mr. Pothorbrldgo, 17, Hastings Stroot,

Burton Orotioont

1 1, iiniiii', Onnnon Stroot, City...

Petliorbridgo
— w. Smith, 8B, Soutbornbay, i'.xotor

W. Smith, Exeter |i

— Jeffrey, Foubort's Placo T

A vt.rngo of previous Class (10), at Baker Street, <l yrs. i mo., 5 ft. 1 in., 8 ft. 1 in.; nt Birmingham, (4), 3 yrs. 9 mo., 5 ft 3 in., 7 ft. 7 J in

DEVON HEIFERS.
|Mr.Hum& Son, Hope Clmpol-st, Clifton p| 3 8 I 5 1 I 7 <) 1 72 i 70 70 l SO 8 I 10 9 II 77 IP3 H l r, I

| 7 <; i 72 |
v;

, 79

Ehiblrk. K.mt MmilKoy. Surrey •• 2 10 -I 10 7 6 (17 70 711 118 8 (I 12 78 8 8 4 9 I 7 O 68 80

|-Jeffroy,F lort'sPlaco ... J' I 8 9 1.410 | 7 3 I 68 I 68 I 7o | 08 | ... || 79 |P2 10 | 4 9 | 7 4 | 64 I 87 I 70

Averago of previous Class (5), at Baiter Street, :i yrs. 7 mo., 4 ft., lOin.,',7 ft. 5 in.; at Birmingham, (3), 3 yr». I mo., 4 ft. 10 in., 7 ft. .'i in

DEVON COWS.

•8 r. o 7 r, 60 72 70

1 OJ r, ii H 2 92 911. 100

8 9 •1 9 7 8 70 73 70
1 4 r. o H 2 83 1-7 111

1 II 6 2 8 5 93 90 100

4 O r, 2 8 2 80 00 111

84 H 12.

911 2
1 -1 10 4

91 10
'

II 1

88

08
70
71

P 11 7

1 '.

.; ,

r, 4

u r,

5

7 11

7 7 .

.

82
78

!

i-l

82
'.

. i

i
'

I

by Mr. B

71 hy Mr. .'I!''' Blrmlii

8 :

. It 1

10 10 12

8 10
7 2

Mr. Ballard, of Snow hill, Iiir.viingaam-

by Mr. Harrison, Edgbaiiton, Birmingham.

Mr. Henry Gorrlngo, Lowed ... p 5 2 15 1 7 11 80 83 88 SI 10 8 8 78
— White Shadweli .. 9 5 1 7 3 07 70 78 69 10 11 2

Mr. ) llnydi.n, Carnhaltoll 1' 6 4 9 7 69 61 64 00 11 10 79

Smith Exeter — ... ... 7 4 5 2 7 10 78 83 87 83 « 10
— Andurstmi, Now CroSH, Sumyy ... 11 5 7 8 -01 (19 72 71 8 11 11

— Mr. Stookley, 20, Montpollur Street,

Brompton ... .. 7 9 5 7 5 09 72 70 72 10 12

Averago of previous Class (7), at Baker Street, 7 yrs., 5 ft., 7 ft. 6 in. ; at Birmingham, (1), 7 yrs. 7 mo., 4 ft. 10 in., 7 ft. 6 in.

HEREFORD STEERS.
IMr.'Ihuvmwood, Windsor pi 2 11 I 5 3 I 8 8 90 94 98 I 91 fi I 14 4 II 13 |P2 11 | 5 8 | 8 3 | 90 I 84 1 98

I
81 8 I

11

I— i.M.Smith, Westbury, Wilts l'| 2 11
|

r> 1
| 8 2

| 85 | 89 | 93 [*100 6 | ... |l Same as 36, Baker Street

Average of previous Class (5), at Baker Street, 2 yrs. 11 mo., 5 ft. 3 in., 8 ft, 2 in. ; at Birmingham, (1), 2 yrs. 10 mo., 8 ft. 2 in., 7 ft. 10 in.

HEREFORD OXEN.

10
13

3 1 5 9
J

5 10 | 9 | 117 I 123 | 130 | 129

No. 3 was bought by Mr. Burge, Bristol.

No. 24 by Mr. R. Kirke, Ckcsteficld.

Mr. Smith, Exeter 4 11 5 7 8 10 109 114 119 111 11.

— ( laiulwrlniii,'M5, High St., Exetor P 3 Hi 5 9 8 10 112 117 123 126 12 14
— mith, Kent Road 8 3 5 3 8 2 88 92 96* 82 12 8
— '.sepli Stevens, Oxford 3 9 5 8 2 92 90 100 101 2
— D. Bull, 9, Great Chapel St., West-

minster ... 3 7 5 4 8 1 88 91 96 92 8
— Bannister, Throaduoedle Street ... 3 3 5 9 8 9 110 115 120 110 10

Stevens, Oxford 4 6 6 3 8 1 86 90 94 86 4
— Hook, Old Kent Road 3 5 8 80 83 83 88 1
— C. Frampton, Wimborno, Dorset p 3 11 5 9 7 | 12G 132 138 127 S

Average of previous Class (10), at Baker Street, 3 yrs. 10 mo., 5ft. 5 in., 8 ft. 5 in.; at Birmingham, (il), i yrs. 4 mo., 5 ft. 5 in., 8 ft. 7 in.

HEREFORD HEIFERS.
|Mr. Stockloy, Brompton P| 3 10 | 5 4 [ 7 10

|
82 | 85 | 90 | 81 2 | 10 4 || 24 | 4 8 | 5 9 | 8 3 | 98 | 103 | 107 | 102

Average of previous Class (2), at Baker Street, 2 yrs. 1 1 mo., 5 ft. 3 in., 7 ft. 7 in.; at Birmingham, (-1), 4 yrs. 1 mo., .5 ft. 6 in., 8 ft. 2 in.

HEREFORD COWS.
|Mr. Martin, 95, Duke St., Manchester Sq.1 6 I 5 2

|
8 I 83 I 88 I 90

|
80 12 I 10 II 19 p| 13 8 | 5 8 | 7 8 | 83 | S8 | 93 | 80

I
— Stevens, Oxford p| 5 10 | 5 | 7 S

|
73 | 77 | 80 |

79 [ ... || Bought by Mr. Bygrove, Banburv.

| 16 6

| li

I | u

Average of previous Class (3), at Baker Street, 6 yrs. 7 mo., 5 ft. 3 in., 8 ft. ; at Birmingham, (4), 9 yrs. 7 mo., 5 ft 4 in., 8 ft. 1 in.

SHORT-nORN STEERS.
Mr. W. Palmer, Cambridge,..
— J. Snape, IS, Great College Street,

Westminster
— Ferris, Buth P
— Varney, ChaDter Street, Westminster
— T. Pannell, 169, Aldersgate Street ...

\ll 5 3 S 3 90 94 9S

2 S 5 2 S 2 S6 90 95
2 11 5 8 6 90 94 99
2 11 5 2 8 2 86 90 95
2 11 5 1 7 7 73 77 SO*

91 10

95 10
103
92
90 2

10 7

15 3
11 6
15
11 11

40 I

42 P

2 9

3 1

5 1

5 G S

80

96

BO

90

No. 40 was bought by Mr. Tylor, Birmingham.
No. 42 by Mr. Ogden, Wirkswortb, Derby.

Average of previous Class (8), at Baker Street, 2 yrs. 10 mo., 5 ft. 2 in., 8 ft.; at Birmingham, (4), 3 yrs., 5 ft. 3 in., 7 ft. 10 in.

SHORT-HORN OXEN.
Mr. Palmer, Cambridge
— Stone, Watford, Herts
— Ford, 5, Fenton Street, Russell Sq.— Watting, Marchmoutb Street ...— Botrell, 41, Rochester Row, West-

minster
— Crag, Mount Street— Smith & Son, Salisbury
— Woodley, Aldgate, High Street
— Mason, Queen Street, Chelsea

3 10 5 5 S 10 106 110 116
3 10 5 5 9 7 126 130 136
4 4 5 2 9 5 115 119 125

3 10 5 2 S 9 99 103 109

3 8 5 5 S 9 104 10S 114
4 9 6 10 S 1 95 100 105

4 S 5 6 S 10 107 112 118

4 2 6 6 8 9 105 110 115

4 5 3 9 106 111 117

113 10
'117

125 10
105 S

104 10
106 4
110
103
110 4

12
13
11
13

11
16
11
12
14

30 I 3 8 I 5 10 I S 7 I 107 1 112 I 117 I 113 4 1 15 6
32 3 9 5 S I 8 S I 105 HI 117 I 103 17
35 | 3 S

I
8 7 | 8 5 | 99 | 104 | 109

I
102 12 | 1

No. 30 bought by Mr. S. Hopkins, Leighton, Beds.

No. 32 and 63 by Mr. Raynor, Mansfield ; 35 by Messrs. Lucas & Morton,
Rugby.

No. 67 by Mr. Enniss, 56, Great Hampton Street, Birmingham.

Average of previous Class (14), at Baker Street, 4 yrs. 1 mo., 5 ft. 5 in., 3 ft. 10 in.; at Birmingham, (9), 3 yrs. 1 1 mo., 5 ft. 7 in., 8 ft. 6 in.

SHORT-HORN HEIFERS.
IMr.G.R. Banks, St. Neots, Herts pi 3 10 I 5 7 I S 7 | 103 I 103 1113 I »99
— Lipscombe, High Wycombe, Bucks ... 3 10 5 G 8 88 92 96 91

I — R. Lawrence, Twickenham I
3 9

I
5 2 | 7 S [ 76 I 81 | S7 I SO 12

13
16
11

G3
67

3 11

3 9
5 S
5 4

S
7 9

90
SO

95
ii

100
S3

95

SO

Average of previous Class (6), at Baker Street, 3 yrs. 9 mo., 5 ft. 4 in., 8 ft. 2 in. ; at Birmingham, (10), 4 yrs. 1 mo., 5 ft. 5 in., 8 ft. 1 in.

SHORT-HORN COWS.
Mr. Woodley, Aldgate, High Street ... 5 6 5 4 7 11 83 SS 91 I 84 S 11 S 48
— Worsell. Folkstone, Kent 5 9 5 2 SO 82 S6 90 91 16 4 51

ks, 14, liampstead Road 4 7 5 S S S 107 111 116 110 4 15
— C. Castle, Hounslow ... S S 5~5 S 4 94 97 102 *S3 12

5 I 5 5 | S S I 102 I 107 I 112* I 92
6 I 5 | 7 S | 74

I
77 | SO | 74

No. 4S by Mr. Thompson. Bakewell.
No. 51 by Mr. Albutt, Aston Road, Birmingham.

11
11

Average of previous Class (1 1), at Baker Street, 6 yrs. 2 mo., 5 ft. 4 in., S ft. 3 in.; at Birmingham, (10), 6 yrs. 1 mo., 5 ft 5 in., 8 ft. 3 in.

SCOTCH STEERS.
IMr. Mann, Crovdon PI 4 5 I 5 I S 7 1103 I 10S I 112 1115 I 14

I
— Symonds, Woodford, Essex ... p| 3 S | 5 1 | 7 6

I
6S | 72 | 75 | 76 4 | 12 S

No. 105, at Birmingham, by Mr. Slater, Kensington.
No. 10S, by Mr. Harrison, "Caroline Street, Birmingham.

Average of previous Class (3), at Baker Street, 4 yrs. 7 mo., 5 ft. 7 in., 8 ft. ; at Birmingham, (9), 4 yrs. 9 mo., 5 ft. 4 in., 7 ft. 9 in,

SCOTCH COWS.
]

4 | 5 1 | 7 S | 71 [ 75 | 7S | 7S 12
I
Mr. II. Edwards, Tonbridge Wells 11

105 4 6 5 4 7 6 72 75 75
10S 4 10 5 9 S 10 107 112 117
109 3 S 5 4 7 9 SO S4 S3
113 5 G 5 6 S 84 S3 92

79 4 12
15 4 14 6

80 9 4

83 13 :

WELSH STEERS.
Mr. T. Johnson, Bermondsey

Ditto ditto. ...

6 ||109 [by Mr. Edwards. Smsllbook Street. Birmingham.
No. 113 by Mr. Iviunersier, Newcastle-under-Lyne.

I
'-

4
3 10

5 1

5 5
7 4
7 6

65
73

68 71
79

72 12
72 4

Average of this Class (3), at Baker Street, 3 yrs. 10 mo., 5 ft. 3 in.,

7 ft. 3 in.

116 | 3 2 | 5 6 | 7 6 / 74 | 77
by Mr. Hall, Paradise Street, Birmingham.

WELSH COWS.
Average of this Class (2), at Baker Street, 4 yrs., 5 ft. to 7 ft.

;

At Birmingham (3), 3 yrs. 7 mo., 5 ft. 1 in., 7 ft

OXEN OF ANY OTHER BREED.
Mr. Greenwood, Monument Lane. Brighton
— Maries, Wellston Square, Warwick ...— T. Profitt, High Street, Walsall— Do. Do. Do.
— Crockford, Balsall Heath, Birmingham

Average of previous Class (2), at Baker Street, 4 yrs. 5 mo., 5 ft. 5 in., S ft. 1 in.; at Birmingham. (8), 4 yrs. 4 mo., 5 ft 6 in., S fr. 2 in.

COWS OF ANY OTHER BREED.
J o —

»
W» J

St ( 76 2 1 SO

SS 3 7 5 10 S S 110 115 120
S9 4 S 5 S S 6 102 107 112
99 3 9 O i S 7 93 97 100
91 4 7 5 6 S 1 90 94 SS
92 4 7 5 3 7 G 74 7S SI

Mr. It. Speed,
I Chelsea .,

r

6, Queen's Road, West,!
65

|
79 S3 I S7

4 7 | 7 7 | 63 | GG | .69 | '79 2 | 12 4 || 100 | 3 7 I 5 S I 7 10 | S7 | 91 | 94

Average of previous Class (2), at Baker Street, 3 yrs. 4 mo., 5 ft. 1 in., 8 ft.; at Birmingham, (2), 5 yrs., 5 ft. 3 in., 7 ft. 9 in.

13 g
Ill 14 :

10 12 :

90 3 12 12

S5 2 is i

SI 13

;:: 6 14 D

[ Imperial weights are used. (Continued on next page.)
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MEASUREMENT AND WEIGHTS* OF CATTLE AT BAKER STREET AND BIRMINGHAM, 1854—continued.

H
*S
o Xaues of Purchasers.

6 i
z 5

o

CEOSS-HRED OXEN.
113 Mr W Lambert, 3, Stockbridge Terrace,

Pimlico
11G — Mr EdwarJs, Tollbridge Wells P

SHOWN AT BAKER STREET.

Age. Lengtb.

CROSS-UUED HEIFERS.
119 [Mr. T. B. Garner, West llroiupton

121 — T. Spencer, Southampton

12j I

— J. Worse!, Folkstoue, Kent ...

vrs. mo.
2 5

3 8
3 S

ft. in.

4 11

Girth'.

Estimated Weight.

s,

fr. in.

7 6

S 9

stones

09

110

stones
72

115

stones

7G

120

Actual Weight.

Carcase.

C 4
s 6

59
102
77

61

107
SO

63
112
S4

St. lhs.

US 8

55 10

103 S
71 4

Loose Fat.

st. lbs.

8 .0

AND AT BIRMINGHAM.

Age. Length.

Estimated Weight. Actual Weight.

Carcase. Loose' F»

yrs. mo. ft. in. ft. in. stones stones stones st. lbs. st. lbs
Average of this Class (4), at Baker Street, 3 yrs. 4 mo., 5 ft. 6 it

B ft. 5 in.

SI PI
82 p|

6 9

6 8

LONG-HORNED COWS.
5 3 I 7 6 I 74 | 78 I SI
5 5 7 7 78 SI S3

7S I 8 8
77 2 11 12

Average of previous Class (6), 3 vrs. 2 mo., 5 ft. 3 in., 7 ft. 8 in.

EXTRA STOCK.
125 Mr. T. M. Stedwell, Twickenham
227 W. S. Jones, Featherstone Street,

City Road
12S — Taylor, Malton
329 — Austee, Barnet

132 — Bannister, Threadneedle Street ...

133 — Wells, Southgate Road, Belvoir Town'

Total Weight

11 59 61 G3
|

8 7 99 103 MS
8 1 8S 92 97
S 1 88 92 97
8 11 110 114 120

1 7 7 72 75 7S

12
15

-15
15
10

No. 98 by Mr. Slater, Kensington.— 100 by Mr. A. Todd. Coleshill, Birmingham.— SI by Mr. Roberts, Keuilwortli.— S2 by Mr. Bond, Stafford Street, Birmingham.

Average of previous Class (11), 4 yrs. 7 mo., 5 ft. 3 in., 7 ft. 11 in.

... | ... 1 6149 |
6341 | 67,17 |6425 | ... I| ... | ... |

'

1 2S78 |
3019 | 3134 I 2962 11

" Imperial weights are used.

Home Correspondence.
Spade Husbandry.—I trust you will be good enough to

give a place to the following remarks on spade husbandry,

which I am surprised to find so strangely neglected in

England in the face of our much and justly boasted

agricultural progress. I believe the advantages of this

mode of cultivation are fully admitted, the only objec-

tion being what is erroneously termed the expense. In

this, as in all other cases, ignorance and prejudice are

the greatest obstacles to advancement, for the spade or

fork is held to be costly only because men vjill not try

it. The Farmer's Almanac avers the expense of spade

and plough to be much more nearly balanced than is

generally imagined. Scientific men may astonish the

world by producing implements, but there is no real

digging machine but the able-bodied, expert, and in-

dustrious labourer. If you were to keep public atten-

tion fixed on this movement, we should soon have

enterprising agriculturists in many districts, fairly

testing the merits of the fork. Patience, perseverance,

and impartiality are all the requisites. The increased

comforts of our admirable agricultural population, the

diminution of poor-rates, the vast superiority of the

average yield of the land, the permanent improvement
of the soil, and the economising of human food, will be

found amongst the most powerful reasons in its favour.

I wish myself in an humble way to give proof of

my sincerity by practising what I preach ; and
I am seeking a small " garden farm," for I hold that

agricultural returns depend more on the amount of

capital judiciously invested, than on the actual extent of

your farm ; so I am of opinion that 50 acres worked to

the highest degree will do much more than 150 acres in

a slovenly way without capital, skill, or energy. I may
add, in conclusion, that stock, the source of all profit,

must be kept -to the largest number the land can carry,

for animal manure, liquid and solid, must follow the

fork. /. Hamilton.

Deep and Shallow Draining.—A few weeks since, you
stated that probably the generality of agriculturists, as

well as Mr. Walton, were in favour of shallow draining.

I am no theorist ; I have drained rather extensively in

several counties for the last 40 years, sometimes 30

inches, 3 feet, 4 feet, and not unfrequently 6 and 10 feet,

according to localities and circumstances. In some
places 30 inches, or 3 feet, prove more effectual than

4 feet ; but the subsoil being, as Mr. Walton says, fine

and good, I prefer the depth of 4 feet— partly because

at 3 feet, in a dry season, both green and cereal crops

will send their roots for moisture into the drains. The
most durable and efficient drains, and in effect the most
extraordinary, are those from 6 to 10 feet, driven up to

the head of the spring, and often draining a great extent

of valley land. It is the height of gullibility to believe

that any distant practitioner can, without inspection,

dictate the proper space apart and depth of drain for

every locality. One fact of very remarkable im-

portance relative to 4 feet draining has not been noticed,

as far as I have learned, by any essayist in favour of

that depth. It is now well known that under ordinary

circumstances and weather, during a bright day, the

rays of heat will penetrate the earth to the depth of

4 feet, and that during a following bright night the

heat will be returned from the same depth ; but if

obstruction by a non-conducting body prevent the daily

radiation, whether it be at "20 inches or 3 feet, the hoat

will be returned proportionately before the night be
passed, and the surface, being consequently colder

before day, will be covered with hoar frost long after

it may have disappeared on the adjoining land. Every
observing farmer in his early walks may have remarked
this. In a soil such as Mr. Walton approves I have
proved the capillary attraction of the water upwards in

a drain to be from 6 to 9 inches, according to the nature
of the subsoil. Suppose this constant moisture above a

drain of 20 inches, with or without the sea below, and

contrast it with a dry space of 4 feet daily penetrated

by the sun's genial rays, and take your choice. Thomas
Landor, Burton.

Green Vitriol.—I have been using green vitriol on

my liquid manure tanks, and also on my long manure
made principally in my cow sheds, believing that it was
a cheap and valuable agent to fix the ammonia, and
also speedily to decompose aud make ready for use the

long and green dung heap. Your able papers on

Coveney's manure lead me to the conclusion that

green vitriol is almost worthless as an agent ; it certainly

makes the dung-heap ready for use earlier than it other-

wise would be—an object to me ; but I suppose there is

no means I could employ to render the phosphoric acid

in it soluble. Shall I use up my remaining stock on the

dung-heap or in the liquid manure tank, or what do

you recommend me to do with it ? Can you also re-

commend me a cheap and efficient deodoriser for the

tanks, the stench from which is almost insufferable,

and must be injurious to the man who pumps their

coutents into the liquid tumbler cart, one of Stratton's.

O. P., Bristol, Jan. 2. [You had better sell what green

vitriol you have remaining, and use charcoal dust or

sulphuric acid to fix the ammonia of your tanks]

Thin Seeding.— Messrs. Hardy, of Maldon, state

the result of their garden experiments as follows :

—

a
ej 3

Time of Sowing and
Transplanting.

OP,
[3*3

O j-

a .3

c

a

O o

5
p

o

p
a

o r3

*
g a a =3

=3

sq.

ins. pints. bsh.

Sown 1st September 1

for transplanting j-

1298 so 80 6400 X finest. 50
144 20 60 120U U finer. 84

iu Autumn \ 72 10 50 600 9 fine. 70
Sown in Autumn V 7 1 50 50 G4 . fair. 50
from October to i-

December )

3$ A 25 25 12S thin. 25
2 £ 5 5 192 lean. 15

Grasses.—" Constant " will find the following mix ture
good for permanent Grass, upon strong damp soil, ynz. :

lbs. lbs.

Alopecurus pratensis ... 3 Poa nemoralis sempervi
Festnca duriuscula ... ... 3 rens 3
Dactvlis glomerata ... ... 6 Poa trivialis 3
Festuca pratensis ... 3 Medicagolnpiilina . U
Loliuin italicum ... 6 Trilbliuni pratense H

,, perenne... ... 12 „ perenne . 4*
Plileiitn pratense ... 3 ,.

repens • ti£

I have sown the above mixture along with Wheat,
Oats, and Barley, and likewise by itself. The seed will

always succeed the best by itself, but not to a degree

to compensate for the loss of a thin crop of Barley or Oats,

which is always worth harvesting. The ground should

be well prepared before the seed is sown ; worked
i down into a fine state, to allow the roller to pass over,

I without the soil attaching to it. The seeds should be

sown about the last week in April. If the seeds are

sown by themselves, you will have a good crop of

Grass for autumn use, to cut for green food or to eat

down with cattle. In cutting the first year, it will be

best only to take one crop from, it, and eat the second

crop down with stock upon dry days ; by so doing it

gives the finer kind of Grasses a better chance of esta-

blishing themselves, than by allowing the Clover to grow
for a second crop. J. Daniels, Woodside House.
A good road is a great saving in horse-flesh, carts, and

harness. If agriculturists would make a calculation of

the difference of draught on a turnpike, or through a
muddy lane or field, it would astonish them. In many
instances one horse in three would not compensate for

the increased friction and strain on a bad road. Taking
these matters into consideration, it becomes a question

whether the expense of keeping the ways about a farm
iu hard working order would not be repaid in a twelve-

month by saving the damage and wear and tear, both U
animals, waggons, aud vehicles of every description. Th(
exertion required to drag a load through deep ruts ii

most distressing to a team, and particularly injurious U
young horses, who are often lamed incurably by tin

unnatural motion consequent upon the unequal draught
The jerk to extricate the wheels from the slough o

despair is enough to rupture every sinew and sprin|

every joint ;— premature old age, or rather cripple'

youth, follows rough usage and over-work both in mi;
and beast. Farmers must acknowledge 1854 to hav
been a remunerative year, with a bountifuiharvest, mor
than an average, taking one crop with another ; ii

thankfulness for such a blessing, farmers should ope
their purse strings, give liberal wages, and employ labou

in improvements, though it may not produce direc

profit—indirectly it will, if expended in repairing road;

dressing hedges, opening ditches, collecting and stifh

burning rubbish, and other odd jobs— fit occupation

when frost, snow, or the wet state of the Ian

make it injurious or impossible to till it. At the.'

times how many poor industrious men are turne

adrift because ploughing and harrowing cannot 1

followed, instead of which their valuable services shou
be turned to account in different ways, giving them i

interest in what belong to their masters. There a:

unusual drains now thinning the population of the abl

bodied, war, pestilence, and emigration. It would 1

wise to prevent the last of the three as much as possibl

by finding plenty of work for the labouring classes at bom
It is natural for men to wish to improve their conditio

and they well know the facilities which exist for so doil

out of England, and are, therefore, only too glad

leave the land of their birth, where it is so difficult

provide the necessaries of life for their families, j

the same time, many who emigrate would rejoice

remain at home if the slightest encouragement w
given them ; a prospect of employment all the ye.

round, with fair wages, would induce many an hone
fellow to struggle on, rather than settle in a ne
country. Often is the following remark made—" Tl

land wants plenty of hands and would pay for tl

labour ; it is, therefore, hard upon us to be starvii

when we ought to be earniug a livelihood, and puttii

money into our own pockets as well as our masters

This is true enough. The want of either energy, monc
or charity, operates to continue the mistake of allow!

the best men to go away, rather than use their sine

in improving property, because the return is not imm
diately visible, but indirect. There will be no use

shutting the stable door when the horse is stoler

Falcon.

Payne's, Defiance Revilt Wheat Although I ha
grown on one field a fine crop of this Wheat, ourraille

declined buying it, except at a reduction of 10s. p
quarter, as compared with other red Wheat, and I he

the same complaint from others. The weight was got

about 62 lbs per bushel. Can you or your correspon

ents enlighten me as' to whether this objection is w
founded? I think the Rev. S. Smith, of Lois-Weedc

grows this kind of Wheat. /. /. Mechi, Dec. 23th. [J

the cone Wheats, and excepting perhaps the Ap
Wheat, all the bearded Wheats are of a coarser sc

than the common whites and reds.]

Subterranean Application of Liquid Manure.

Amongst the curiosities of agriculture may be

tioned a new system of growing agricultural produd

applying liquid or sewage manure to the subsoil unc

the roots, about 16 to 13 inches deep: The plan ha*

am told, been patented by Mr. Wilkins, at whose in

tation myself and some other gentlemen investigat

the operation, and estimated the results. On one sidi

number of plots or beds of soil were planted on t

patent principle with Mangold Wurzel, Beet Ro
Hemp, Potatoes, Cabbage, Lucerne, Italian Rye-gro

and Celery, each plot having opposite to it a similar I

:



8155.]

willi similar noil not on tlio putont principle. The

plants in both wore miwii the name day from (he same

Harcel of Bead, supplied l).y Messrs. Sutton, of Reading.

X ought here to mention that the ground so occupied in

clone to the railway station, Reading, and occupies about

one-8ixtb of an acre!. The contrast in every crop, on

every bed, wan very striking, the produce of the patent

bedH showing an increase in quantity of from 400 to 000

per cent. The plan is simply this : a floor is paved »iiii

brick or concrete at a depth of 16 inches from the

surface, with it rim or brick on eilge 'I
.J

ins. deep, like

tray ; half round pipes are placed on the floor in » lino

under the intended row of plants. These pipes ore

at tlio end connected with a vertical pipe reaching

to tlio surface, down which the liquid-manure is

poured, anil thus conducted to tbo half round pipes

below. Of course the earth is filled in to the level of

tbo surrounding soil, and the seeds sown over the lino of

tbo subterranean pipes. Liquid-manure had been applied

weekly through the pipes on the patent beds, but

none on the others, except on one where the manure each

time hail been applied on tbo surface to Mangold
Wurzel, which were very inferior to tbopo on tbo

patented bed. Several questions arise on this experi-

ment, first, whether the return will repay tlio cost, and,

if so, whether the sewage of towns could not bo largely

and usefully applied as a manure. There was a

remarkable appearance of quality anil luxuriance about

all the crops so treated, an abseuco of fangs, a delicacy

of root compared with the ordinary process, and

evidence of very rapid growth. One Potato planted in

June bad bines 6 feet long and numerous Potatoes, one

of which weighed 2 lbs., although tbo parent one was

small and of a small stock. The corresponding ouc on

tbo opposite bqjl was 'very inferior in product. The
former bad sent down a strong root to tbo neighbour-

hood of tbo subterranean pipes, and bad there

multiplied its fibres most abundantly. The Carrot

bad gone directly down to the liquid as straight as an

arrow, whilst its competitor in the opposite bed

was short nnd fnnged. The most extraordinary result

was its effect on Turnip seed sown in September on

tile surface. The seeds all vegetated, and the plants

were vigorous on the patent side ; on the other a total

failure, except one or two stunted and crippled plants.

The same principle is applied to flowers in pots

and vases, and an ingenious arrangement is proposed,

by which all tbo plants in a mansion may be simul-

taneously supplied with liquid from a single pipe, thus

converting the sewage of the bouse to an elegant result.

The flowers which I saw growing on this principle were
luxuriant. The whole question is worthy of a serious

investigation. I remember that my neighbour, Sir

John Tyrrell, in Essex, grew some luxuriant Celery by
applying manure in a somewhat similar manner. Plants

can do everything but speak—they will bunt for what
suits them. By introducing a single llibi'e into a drain

of running water, they will multiplj^t ten thousand
fold to absorb all the moisture for their circula-

tion ; we do not give vegetation credit enough for

sagacity, although its vitality and pulsation are as

obvious (through a microscope) as our own. I have
known an Apple tree in my garden convert leather

into Apples, and could adduce surprising anecdotes of

vegetative intelligence. I think Mr. Raynbird testified

to some interesting results of Mr. Wilkins' process at

Woking last year. If the cost of paving, &c, were even
1 00/. per acre, it becomes a question whether the rapid

growth and increase might not afford an ample interest

and profit. I should add that means are provided

during winter to remove superfluous water. From a

close examination of this system I deduce the conclu-

sion that " fanginess " in roots is produced or avoided

by the quality of^soil and position and condition of

manure. The soil in which this operation was effected

was sandy. In clays it might or might not answer as

well. /. /. Mccld, Tiptree, Dec. 29.
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aliout '!'/. ;
Hi'- rfttfl of ":' bclnfj fai >

>

170, nor wock, but no charge Is mndo foi MioIiqi i

Vvtm Mr VOVB, I .,:.,';.,, t.,,, Iloll IoHkIoiiI m«Cl
70 acres Wlioitt and Oats, and 20 sen Mow
about r> ncrafi por day. I "ii ,, 'l two iHffurisnt pair ol lioi ' lien

I In! tnocbtno ivu'i working* wn\\ I changed Ilium i ' ;. threi

hiii. wlir. I, Uiei'ii v/it'-. many itoppngi I in di ;em< >•' >.t Ilia

mftolilnory, ilh -.'.:.
i very "'"'" "" en G tin

i ronton!
iIhv. I found Mint a pair of liomcii could <<>' 3ncri
without being m ich dl tri ltd. i utnpl I m< >

and a Htcoror. t did not lift the corn alwi Ihot ilno, Tli«
wonthoi' wan no lluo tills mi in that Hot It Ho In the nwaIIk! mi h
wan rnndy for loading, and the llflcru were

Hold mi tlin machine t calculate the c pom < ol i lulling ivltli roy
machine tlilM Demon at S». pnr ncre, irus,, Interest on
machine and toar and wonr, I ropali on do.,2 poi

attondlng do., and feeding hot i pel v r« lifting and
binding, i . por aoro. This Reason tlio corn won In hucIi I

<iiii' ftarlylngrawcok In theswatha that It did notrcau
i, ,i.,,! o I hint 1 1 int the carta afti i the binders had lea II lioinc,

Llad it required Mtooklng It would bavo cost about i .peracro
additional. I have not allowed an thing fortln lioi i i cepi

the '"'in thoy Hi' 1

; had tboy not been working In M"' mai
would I"' Idlo and out at '- ran i.

Mr. Wilson, Edington Mains, used two of these

machines—ono of them Bell's original machine, with

the clipping purls ; the other Bell's as made by Cross-

kill, lie found the bitter much belti r than the formi r,

and less liable to derangement. Indeed, the result ol

bis experience with Bell's clipping machine is that, it

requires an experienced workman to have at least a
year's practice with it before be eiui work it. properly,

and even then it will not do its work well. lie was in

use able to reap an entire field with this machine,
With the two machines, as nearly as he could estimate,

be reaped 150 acres. The two machines reaped 32
acres, fully, of Oats, in two consecutive days, and that

notwithstanding great interruptions. The machine-cut
corn be found to get into condition for the stacks sooner
than the band cut, because it got less knocked about.

Ho used two pair of horses, and seldom worked them
more than three hours at a time. The horses were able

to go on day after day with the work be spoke of. He
was unable to give an exact account of the cost of work.
He was harassed with feveral unfortunate stoppages,

most of them were pure accidents, for which the machine
was not responsible ; but some of them, he thought,

were easy of remedy by the maker. He had no
hesitation in saying that his harvest labour this year had
been very much lightened by the machine.— Mr. ]).

M. Home read the report of a discussion at the
Haddington Club, and the speakers there give the
expense at about 5s. per acre. Mr. Hope, Fentonbarns,
wdio cut nearly 80 acres with Crosskill's machine, says
that the expense was about 5s. Go!, per acre ; whereas
for cutting with the band it would have cost him 11«.

per acre, and the machine made much better work.
Mr. Anderson, Blackdykes, cut 50 acres. Mr.
Hunter, of Thurston, cut 2(>0 acres at an estimated
expense of Us. 6d., a charge being made for two pair of

horses per day. Mr. John Hope, of Elpbingston,
during last harvest cut 79 acres with the sickle, 85 with
the scythe, and 35 with the reaper. The three scythes
cut 18 acres in four days at 9s. Sd. per aore. Bell's

reaper cut 15 acres in two days at a cost of 41. Is., or
5s. 5d. per acre. Twelve acres of Oats cut with the
sickle cost 101. 2s., or 16s. 10(Z. per acre. They might
hope that when their farm servants get more accustomed
to the machine it will do more work than it now does

;

and that when their farms are improved—made more
level, and the stones removed— it will cut still more.
Abridged from the Berwick Warder.

Farmers' Clubs.
East of Berwickshire.—Reaping Machines.—At

the late half-yearly meeting of this Society the secretary

read the queries respecting the working of reaping

machines, which had been addressed to those farmers in

the district who had worked the machines during the

last harvest : we will give a few of the replies.

From Copt. Logan Home, BroomJwuse.— Bell's improved by
Crosskill cut on an average about 7 acres of Oats per diem, the
crop standing upright. Four horses were used each day, viz.,

tvvo in the forenoon and two in the afternoon, and were kept in
harness about five hours each time. One man was employed
Steering the machine and one driving the horses, and nine
persons were employed in taking up the corn, binding and stock-

ing. I calculate the expense to be about 6s. an acre, viz., Is.

an acre for cutting and 5s. an acre for taking up, binding, and
Stocking. In this calculation I charge nothing for the horses.

From Mr. Dagleish, West Blaneme.—M'Cormaok's reaper cut
37 acres in 40.^ hours, 20 acres of which was a very strong crop
of Wheat grown upon a steep hank, and 10 acres Black Oats,
also a very heavy crop and partially laid. Bell's reaper cut
62 acres in 91 hours -Oats, Barley, and Wheat ; none of them so
heavy ns what was cut with M'Cormack's. The horses were
generally changed every four hours, although they have gone a
whole day in M'Cormack's, hut I found four hours quite enough
for Bell's. Two men went with each reaper. M'Cormack's
requires eight people taking up and four to bind and stook 10 to
IS acresaday; they easily managed 12 acres of Wheat. With
Bell's eight takers up and four hinders and stookers will do 7 to S
acres a day. I may add in conclusion that both myself and the
whole of my people are decidedly in favour of M'Cormack's
reaper, it not beiug liable to go out of repair, while it is so easv
work for the horses.

Sir. Turnbull, Kellocmains.—Bell's Crosskill's cut where
no stoppages occurred was about an imperial acre per hour,
requiring the horse to walk about the rate of three miles an hour.
Four horses' will 'work the machine 12 hours a day—3 hours per
yoking. The expense of cutting and binding per acre will be

Oxford : Subterranean Application of Liquid Jfanurc.

—At the late monthly meeting of this Club Mr. Wilkins
stated that he had taken a spot of ground near the Great
Western Railway Station, which be called his experi-

mental garden. He bad selected a piece of ground
100 feet square, which he had prepared on his patent
principle, and by the side of it he had 100 feet.square of

the same kind of soil, which was treated on the old

system. Both pieces were sown and planted alike, and
be bad advertised the day wdien the roots on both would
be taken up, and invited the public to come and see the

results, and judge for themselves. Those results were
— that on the prepared piece the Mangold Wurzel
grown was at the rate of 69 tons,' 2 qrs., and 22 lbs. to

the acre ; the Indian corn grown on it ripened and
came to perfection, but not on the unprepared piece

;

the Potatoes were taken up in 11 weeks, and when
weighed in the presence of several gentlemen were found
to be more than double the weight of those grown on
the unprepared piece ; the Winter Broccoli was taken
up and eaten before winter came ; and one of the

Cabbages weighed 1 6 lbs., although its stem remained
in the ground, and had now upon it 15 young Cabbages.

In the prepared bed he had -planted a Potato which be
bad picked up at Wokingham ; it was about the size of

a Walnut when he put it in, and it was taken up in the

presence of Mr. Mechi and others, when the haulm was
found to be 5 feet long ; the produce was 17 Potatoes,

weighing Si lbs., one. of them weighing above 2 lbs.

[This latter Mr. Wilkins produced, and handed round
tbo room.] They were 13 weeks growing, and were
planted in the early part of June. Mr. Wilkins then
exhibited some Lucerne, which, he said, was the third

cut, and contrasted it with the first cut of some grown
on the old system. There was a very marked differ-

ence in favour of the Lucerne grown on the new prin-

ciple, and the same might be said of the Italian Eye-
grass, the fifth cut of some ou the new- system being

contrasted with some of the old. The Mangold Wurzel
exhibited also showed the superiority of the new
system, where the roots varied from 12 to 18 lbs., while

on the unprepared piece they did not exceed 6 lbs. The

nrct tin o • biblled some remarkably Hi
•.I llcmp end Flax grown utWokiogham.adjoiuii •«

i

land belonging lo Mr. Waller, ol the Times, where
nothing would grow. He showed some ol ibefti
..i Hemp, which was 7 feet long, tod the second was
8 feet

|
in- stated that hi of Hi mp

and Flax in the year on the land at ••

'
; oo I ho bad c 'i hi . •

in 12 weeks. The li

cipleol i".
)

''in was to apply the liquid mat
roots of ile- plant Insti •> I oi sbovi , 1

1

ol tie- roi t the mo . mf, and the i

by whb
• tbibited i. ii proec . s »itb a
watorprool bottom and sides, l inches deep. At ore
corner waaa pip" for conveying the liquid

the bottom, which was distributed by means oi a hall-
drain pipe laid along the bottom ; .i

wan a pip- V, enable any one to Me if tier- was the
" " try quantity of liquid manure, 4 inches; and in
the opposite corner wan a plug, by lifting up '.<

the liquid manure could be reduced, or paaa off alto-
getbei into the oil below. The depth o( earth necca-
sary v.., eld be from 12 to 18 inches. At present be »m
constructing these waterproof beds of til<-, ibe coat of
which would ), per acre, bu
that a much cheaper mode might be adopb I by i

the waterproof ho' -

d, In which
case it would not exceed r-. Even at 100f.
per acre, and if it w.re done by the landlord,who
have 10/. per cent, for hia outlay, he was prepai
prove that, after paying that 1 dl. per cent., the tenant
should clear '.'Ml. per annum on every acre, bowel
the land might be[!!]

Notices of 3300&S.

IIIntu on Agricultural adapted Coin Midland C

Hamilton, Adarnn and Co.
This ia a little tract written by a lady who succeed,

as many of her sex have done, in uniting an acquaint-
ance with the field work of the farm with a kno
of household duties, and a Bympathy with all that U
kind and elegant in «oc:al life—all which in proved in

thecontents of these few pages, in the dedication by which
they are prefaced, and the poetry by which they are
garnished. The thing is necessarily as slight as it can
be, and we do not quite agree in fome of its advice. You
cannot pull a Thistle " too soon," (p. 15,) whatever old
sayings may exist to the contrary. And we do not need
to go. so far as page 15 for what appear to us mistaken.
The opening page, speaking of levelling land after dron-
ing, describes a very imperfect mode of conducting the
operation. The tract nevertheless contains, in very smail
compass, a good deal of useful information.

Flax and Hemp, and their Culture, and Manipulation.
By E. S. Dfrbraer, author of M Pigeons and Hal
E. Routlecge 6c Co.

A shilling volume containing in full detail al

mation that is needed for the cultivation of these crops.

It is strictly manipulation that is described. The
machinery for removing the seed, for rippling, and for
breaking and scutching the Flax is altogether ignored.
And a good deal of extract matter from the writings of
Mr. Warnes and others leads us to suppose tb .

writer may not himself be practically acquainted with
the management and handling of the crop as cxS.

and prepared for market, at least iu this country.

Calendar of Operations,

j a s r a r. v.
"West Supsex. Jan. 2.— VTe have got to the time

year ivhen everything looks the most cheer

is now such as would be suitable for March or April. I:

and mild, and there has been but little frost, which so::

peared. As a matter of course the mildness of the season has
shown its effect upon the "Wheat, which now loots very forward,,

the earliest sown rather too much so; it begins to assoa
a grassy appearance, but we shall, no doubt, have a little :"r st 1

check it yet. "With anything like a fne season we m3y look fcr

a good crop, for it was never put in in b^:::r :;:.-:: the land
was just in the state in which it works best—neither too we

:

dry. The price still rules high, and we do not think t".

likely to fall, for there has been a large quantity threshed
it was harvested it has been fit for the market, and prices being
tempting all have sent it in. There is ra:her r^ore than an ave-
rage sown, and there will yet be a good deal put in after 1
the land being in such good order for it. Barley nasi
well both as to quantity and qnnlity, bat has not maintained its

price so well ; at one time it got up to 40s. cr ove"

has given way a little. Oats tnm out well and are hea~ :

i

usual; the price from 2Ss. to SOs. Peas have this year :

better than they generally gst credit for: we nei

quality better, if so good: bnt Beans have been all bnt a I

Cattle are now confined to the yards or tied up in si

fatting, hut this is not very or Swedes which we
thought right in quality if not in hnlk.c:
much fitting property in them. We rather think that t

harm ifgiven in full allowance as Wegener:.
much 'f\~ "We find the cattle do better en hal:

.

extra cake instead of the other half. And this arr-
owing to the smallcess of the crop, suits ^s better -

Cake is dear, tut as that is the cas

we must not take notice of it, _
for it cerr^irxly win

not do to shorten our allowance. Turnips, on whie
depend mostly, have turned out very bac. thongh they looked at

one time well—the dry season beat them—and there u
patches of them r.:rtei entirely off; we fear those ]

moreorlt— ad will be anything hat he =."..'

no doubt partly :': S 3—
bnt Mangold," rrogressirg mere naturally, we mayexpe::
more sound. TTe have now begun to mil them Trith -

the fatting beasrs. The ewes have commerced to

appear very healthy : there is no lameness amorg : -z^

the case last year, which may of course be aK:::r.---- - :

wetness of the one season and dryness of the other. We
let them have Turnips until they lamb, out they have the
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run on their pasture and what hay they choose to eat,

care being taken not to let them out of their fold in

the morning before the frost is off, if there is any, as we
have seen great mischief done by causing slipping lambs from

this cause. The weather having been so open we have not heard

of that scarcity of hay that we expected: but still the price is

high—from 90s. to 100s. for good meadow hay. and good Clover

10s. to 15s. higher. The young Clovers that looked so very bad

after the corn was cut have now pretty generally made their

appearance, and we may expect that they will turn out as usual.

All artificial spring food, such as Rye and Tares, look well, so that

the want of roots will not be so much felt. All work is now well

advanced; there is little to do in the fields; the chief labour is

threshing, driving dung, and chalk for the heavier land^
;
and

repairing roads. G. S.

Miscellaneous.
Poultry Keeping.—On my way to Birmingham on

Tuesday last, I fell in with some amateurs who were

going to the Poultry Show for the first time. In the

course of conversation the oft-repented question was put

to me, "What fowls should I keep?" As I had had

experience of what are considered the most useful sorts,

I answered as follows :

—

1. Game Fowls.—Elegant and compact in appearance, hardy
in constitution, excellent caterers for themselves, good layers of

delicious eggs, excellent mothers and rearers of children, chick-

ens unsurpassed in flavour when dressed. The sole drawback to

this prince of breeds is their disposition to fight; but I cannot

say that this amounts to much, as during the time I kept them
I lost but four or five chickens from this cause.

2. Spanish.— Noble birds, abundant layers of very large eggs,

may be kept iu confined spaces more readily than other breeds,

no mothers, but the chickens hardy, only wanting extra attention

at about a month to six weeks old when feathering, good table-

bird—should be well kept.
3. Dorking.—Genuine old English fowl, somewhat delicate in

constitution, and seems to thrive most on warm and dry soils,

eggs large and well-flavoured but not abundant, fair mothers,

chickens not so easy to rear as other breeds, splendid table-fowl

where a large plump bird is preferred, wants liberal keep and
warm housing.

4. Gold aud Silver Pencilled Hamburgs.—Extremely elegant

in appearance, forage well for their living, but require more
feeding than the Game Fowl, lay abundantly, but small eggs,

never incubate, or but very rarely; chickens somewhat difficult

to rear, unless in very favoured spots ; nice birds for eating, but
small : must have a' good range to keep them in health.

5. Spangled Hamburgs.—Very handsome, abundant layers,

chickens tolerably hardy, and a very good bird for the table,

their incubating qualities are seldom manifested, require a
good rnu.

6. Polish.—Good layers, very elegant in form, rare incubators,

chickens very delicate at first, warm housing indispensable.

7. Cochin.—Varied plumage, hardy, excellent eggs, and more
abundant than any other breed, good mothers, chickens strong,

and grow rapidly under good feeding, good for table at four

months old but not after, require very liberal feeding, feathers

valuable.

This was my answer to the question above stated.

If you thiuk it can be of any use to those about to com-
mence a yard, pray print it. Thomas Proster

7
in the

Poultry Chronicle.

Notices to Correspondents.
Acre: TP. The following are its several dimensions:—

Square yds
Statute acre .. ... 4840 •

Leicestershire.. . ... 2308}
Herefordshire .. . ... 3226j
"Wiltshire . ... 3630
Devonshire . ... 4000
North "Wales (custo-

mary) 3240
Ditto ditto (erw) 4320
Cornish 5760

Square yds.
, 6250

. 6760

. 7S40

. 9000

. 10,240

Cuningham ...

Westmoreland...

Irish

W.Derby
Cheshire

Scotch standard acre 6104-12S1

Dumbarton 60S4-+

Inverness 6150-4

Tbe common statement is, that a Scotch acre is £ of an im-

perial acre.

Chickens' Dung: Sub. If you have several tons you had better
make a enmpost of it with earth, and use it either in the garden
or as a top dressing on the meadow,, at the rate of a ton or so

per acre. Do not mix lime with it.

Food fop. Lames: li cum N. will feel obliged to any of our
correspondents for information whether the large field Cabbage
is good food for lambs in August, September, aud October.

Lambs in the autumn are very liable to the scour from improper

food ; they require good keep, but not of too stimulating a
nature—hence the inquiry.

Goese : A Constant Header. [See Blackie's Cyclopedia of Agri-
culture.] "The best sort to cultivate is Ulexstrictus, so called,

which is, however, thought to be merely a variety of the

common whin. It is more herbaceous than tbe U. Europams,
' though of smaller and slower growth—but it cannot be grown
from seed. If it be selected, cuttings must be struck or layers

obtained, and these must be transplanted into the field on
which it is to be grown. The more common plan, however, is

to sow the seed of U. Europams. About 10 lbs. of seed may be
sown per acre, in shallow rows, of any light soil, in the month
of March; the rows may be 10 inches apart, and the best plan
is to sow it just as Wheat is sown iu some districts :—The
men opening a shallow drill with a broad light hoe, sowing the

seed along it, and then covering it with tbe earth taken in

opening the next drill. It can thus be sown for about 6s. an
acre ; and if 8 or 10 lbs. of seed, at Is. a lb., be used, the first

cost of the crop is not very great. Some people, however,

recommend a larger quantity, and sow it broadcast ; this is not

a good plan, for the only difficulty which the crop has to with-

stand arises from the obstruction of its early growth by means
of weeds, and these can, of course, be much more easily extir-

pated under a drill husbandry of the crop. In the second

autumn after sowing, having been cleaned at intervals during

both the summers, the crop will have attained a growth render-

ing it worth cutting; but it is well to cut only every alternate

row this time, leaving every other to attain a two and a half

years' growth against the following autumn; and, by pur-

suing this method, the half of the field is each year harvested

when two years old, having had the advantage of ample room
for development, during the second year of its growth, by the

removal of the alternate rows. It is cut with a short and heavy
hook, within a few inches of the ground, and tied up in bundles.

This is paid for at the rate of about 6d. per score of bundles,

each weighing about 20 lbs. 2000 faggots may be the average
produce of 1 acre. This, on being brought home in daily or

weekly portions, is cut up somewhat by hand, the stems and
very woody portions being thrown away, and the remainder
crushed for use. A mallet and block is the simplest apparatus
for the purpose. The Gorse being laid on the block, is first cut

to bits with the one end of the mallet, armed with crossed
knife edges, and then smashed with the other end, before being
given to cows or horses. But many more efficient and less

laborious methods exist, in which this manual operation is

replaced by a mechanical contrivance.

Xand Drainage Company: Correspondent. See advertisement.
Sainfoin : TP. We have grown it on sancy soils, but not with
great success. It prefers a limestone or chalky subsoil.

SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI-" EMPEROR."

EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock
• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-

deners, Thorngunibald, near Hull, begs to announce that he is

prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. Gd. each. This
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of

the Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the
EMPEROR, it sown at the same time, will come into use before
it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from
15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three
weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the

best price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well
known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
around London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the
Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow aflat to stand
for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, producing
heads from IS lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the
stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in
packets at 2s. Gd. each.
Each may be had of Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152,

Fleet Street; and Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London. Also of the Advertiser, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

NEW PEA.
WJ. EPPS, Seed Merchant and Grower,

* Maidstone, has much pleasure in offering the following

Pea, feeling assured it will give the highest satisfaction.

LORD RAGLAN, OR IMPROVED MAMMOTH.
This Pea was selected from Hair's dwarf Mammoth two years

since, and is unquestionably the best and finest in cultivation,

and will prove to be the standard Pea of the day. It is a dwarf
green wrinkled marrow of very large size, and an immense
cropper. Habit dwarf, brandling 3 to 4 feet high, producing
immense clusters of large bright green pods from the base of the

haulm to the top, and similar in shape to the Scimitar, but of

greater size, well filled with seven to ten Peas, which are larger

than the British Queen, and equal, if not superior in its flavour.

Price, 5s. per Quart. Wholesale Prices to be had on application.

Agent: Messrs. Hurst and M'Mullen, Seed Merchants,
leadenhall Street, London.

NEW CUCUMBER.
BURNETT'S PERFECTION.—At the express wish

of many cultivators, W. B. is induced to offer the above
Cucumber to the public. The following Prizes were awarded to

it during the past season :—First Prize at the great Horticultural

and Agricultural Exhibition held at Ripon; First and Second at

York ; also at Scarborough and Driffield there was not a Cucumber
shown that could compete with tbe nbove. u 'as been pro-

nounced by several gardeners to be the most perfect Cucumber
ever raised. Some of the fruit exhibited as above were cut 10 or

12 days previous to the day of exhibition.

W. B. also recommends Tully's GOLDEN QUEEN MELON,
as the highest flavoured Melon known. A Medal was awarded
to it at Chiswick. W. B. having grown no other variety for the

last three years, can supply it true. The Cucumber, in packets,

four see^s, 2s. Gd., or two seeds, Is. 6dL; the Melon, 12 seeds, Is.,

in penny postage stamps.
William Burnett, Monk Gate, York.

SPECIMEN IRISH YEWS.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON, having a large

Stock of fine specimens of this very ornamental tree, beg to

offer them at the undernamed low prices.

8 to 9 feet high, and Sfeet in circumference... 63s. Od. each.

8 „ and 4 to 5 feet „ ... 21 „

7toS „ and 4 feet „ ... 15 „
6 to 7 „ and 3 to 4 feet „ ...10 6 „

6 „ and 3 feet „ ... 7 6 „

Handsome smaller specimens at proportionately lower prices:

Kingston, Surrey. , __

BECK'S NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SEEDLING
PELARGONIUMS.

T DOBSON and SON'S CATALOGUE OF
v • PELARGONIUMS, containing full descriptions of the
following unequalled varieties, may be had on application :

—

3 Conqueror
*Lydia ...

*Laxira ...

Fidelia...

. 42s. Qd.

,
21
31 6
31 6

Silenus 31s. Gd.

Dido 21
Gem of tbe West ... 31 6
Commander in Chief ... 21

Those marked* wei'e figured in the "Florist" for September
last. Coloured plates may be had in exchange for 14 postage
stamps.
Fine show varieties, all the best out, from 12s. per dozen.

Fancies, from 12s. per dozen.
J. D. & Son beg to state that they are enabled to send out

extra strong plants ol the above, as they are under their own im-
mediate management, and particular attention is paid to this

class of plants.

J. Dodson's Practical Observations on the Cultivation of the
Pelargonium may be had in exchange for S postage stamps.

Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

CODFREY'S BLACK SPINE.
Splendid and Prolific Frame Cucumber.

WOOD and INGRAM beg to offer seeds of the
above beautiful variety. Colour, magnificent dark green,

with a very fine bloom; average length, IS to 21 inches, and
produces in great abundance through an entire season. Packets,
containing 12 seeds, 2s. Gd. ; 6 ditto, Is. Gd,

W. & I. will be happy to refer any persons wishing further

information respecting the variety to three or four Noblemen and
Gentlemens' Gardeners who have grown it, and prefer it to any
other.
London Agents : Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall

Street.

W. & I. have also the following esteemed varieties to offer, in

packets, Is. each, containing 12 seeds
Sion House
Barnes's Fearnought
Walker's Prolific

Coustantine's Incomparable.

Sagg's Royal Exhibition
Conqueror of the West
Improved Sion House
Manchester Hero.

Huntingdon Nurseries, January 6.

Ki*AKKKK be^s to oiler the iollowiug CHOICE
• SEEDS, all of which are warranted new and true to name :

GODFREY'S (BLACK SPINE) CUCUMBER, the finest

variety in cultivation, packets containing 12 seeds Is. Gd. ..

Also the following esteemed varieties ot CUCUMBERS and
MELONS, in packets containing 12 seeds, at Is. each :

—

CUCUMBERS.
Henderson's Black Spine.
Improved Patrick.
Walker's Long Rambler.
Manchester Prize.
Hunter's Prolific.

Superlative Improved.
Cutbill's Black Spine.

Ohio Squasha Custard Gourd, Gd.

Antirrhinum, from named flowers, Gd.

Calceolaria, from fine varieties, Is. Gd and 2s. Gd. „
Hollyhock, from fine named varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s.6d. „
Lilium giganteum, the most distinct aud noble species of the

genua, packets containing 20 seeds, 2s. Gd.

*»• A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

MELONS.
Victory of Bath.
Beechwood.
Brombam Hall.

Canteloupe.
Duke of Bedford.
Golden Perfection (extra fine).

Scarlet Flesh (Anderson's).

per packet.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, ROCKETS, SEEDS, ETC.
TAJ ILLIAM CHATER'S descriptive list of his superb
* " HOLLYHOCKS, containing hints on their culture and ob-

servations on exhibiting, &c, may be had on application by
enclosing a postage stamp. Packets of seed, consisting of 20
varieties, selected from the best show flowers, 6s. ; 12 varieties,
2s Gd. ; and from good double sorts, Is.

Very superior Quilled German Asters, 12 distinct varieties,
separate, 2s., mixed Is. per packet. Also Choice French Asters,
'12 varieties, separate, 3s., mixed, Is. 6d. Fine Quilled African
Marigolds, lemon and orange, Gd. per packet.
New Double Crimson ROCKET, excellent bedding plant for

spring flowering, 6s. per dozen, or 21. per 100. Double French
White, 4s. per dozen, or 30s. per 100.

Saffron Walden Nursery, January 6.

GARAWAY, MAYES, and CO., having a large
Stock of-LILlUM GIGANTEUM Seed, can supply full

picked seed at 10s. Gd. per 100.

G. M. and Co. can supply DIOSCOREA BATATAS at the
advertised prices. Early application is requested, as the stock
is limited.

Catalogues of Kitchen Garden, Flowers, and Agricultural Seeds,
may be had on application. Prices if desired. For prices of
Cucumber and Melon Seeds see Advertisement of Dec. 30, 1854.

. Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol, Jan. 6.

T> PARKER begs to offer the following:—
-LV. CINERARIAS (Seedlings), from nil tbe finest varieties,
carefully selected, including the new varieties sent out last autumn.
Strong established plants, in 4-inch pots, at 4s. per dozen. A
choice collection of named Cinerarias in strong established
plants, purchaser's selection, at 9s. per dozen.
ROSES, consisting of the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals,

Teas, Bourbons, &c, well established in pots. Purchaser's selec-
tion, at 12s. per dozen. List of names forwarded upon application.
A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

PYRAMIDAL PEAR TREES ON QUINCE STOCKS.

J
and J. FKASER have to offer a very fine collection

• of the best varieties of PEARS grafted on the Quince;
descriptive Catalogues of which may be had on application.
In offering these Pears, grafted on the Quince stock, we would

wish particularly to call attention to their many excellent
qualities. They are very compact in growth, and most prolific in
bearing, fruiting profusely while the trees are small ; thus form-
ing a great acquisition for a small garden. Planted by the side
of walks, in addition to their utility, they add much to the neat-
ness and beauty of a kitchen garden. Indeed too much can
scarcely be said in favour of these miniature Pear trees ; as a
proof of their merit the demand for them is yearly increasing.
Strong Trees, showing Fruit Buds, 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each.

Lea Bridge Road, Essex, January 6.

/ BARTER'S PROLIFIC RASPBERRY.— In con-
V_V sequence of J. Carter seeing his Raspberry quoted in a
Nurseryman's Catalogue, who J. C. has reasons for knowing
does not possess the true variety, and wishing to prevent impo-
sition, begs to announce that the undermentioned are the only
Nurserymen who have been supplied by J. C., or his agents,
Messrs. Hurst?& M'Mullen. Should other Nurserymen favour
with their orders their names will be added to the list; the stock
is very limited. Price may be had on application to Messrs.
Veitch & Son, Exeter; Rendle& Co., Plymouth; Wood&Son,
Maresfield; Low & Co., Clapton; Rivers, Sawbridgeworth

;

Palmer, Annan; Turner, Slough; Appleby, York; Dowling,
Southampton; A. Smith, Sydnope; Fisher & Holmes, Sheffield;

George Glenny, Fulhani; Urquhaet & Son, Dundee; T. Bon-
YARn, Maidstone ;' Hurst & M'Mullen. London ; or

JOHN CARTER, Jun., Nurseryman, Keighley.

wILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*** Plans and Estimates furnished.

BLOSSOM of FRUIT TREES. — WORSTED
NET to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees

from frost and blight, and the ripe fruit afterwards from wasps
and flies, Id. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of

garden, fishing, and sheep nets, made by machinery, and at very
low prices.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road,
King's Cross, London. __'

EASONABLE PRESENTS.—The most appropriate
offerings for this season of festivity are those which tend to

the promotion of health and personal attraction: none can be
more acceptable than ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for
imparting a transcendent lustre to the hair, and sustaining it

in decorative charm. ROWLANDS' KALYDOR imparts a
radiant bloom to the cheek, and a delicacy and softness to the
hands, arms, and neck; and ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or PEARL
DENTIFRICE, bestows on the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, and
renders the breath sweet and pure. The patronage of royalty
throughout Europe, their general use by rank and fashion, and
the universally-known efficacy of these articles give them a cele-

brity unparalleled.— Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton
Garden, London, and by Chemists and Perfumers.—Beware of
spurious imitations.

TyANTED to Rent, from Lady Day, a SMALL
» V FARM near London, from 40 to 80 Acres, chiefly Pasture,

with a good House upon it and the requisite Outbuildings; and
not more than 16 miles from town.—Apoly, by letter, to the
Editor of the Agricultural Gazette, 5, Upper Wellington Street,
Strand, London.

SPADE HUSBANDRY.
WANTED, from 30 to 60 acres of good sound LAND,
* *

. for cultivation as a Garden Farm, with ample convenience
for House-feeding Stock; also a VILLA or comfortable Farm-
house. References as to position, eligibility," &c. — Address

'

Mr. Hv Post-office, Farnham, Surrey.

WHITE PERUVIAN MUSK DUCKS. — A few
surplus Birds on hand of last year's broods, from the

Advertiser's imported stock, of this very beautiful and valuable
kind. Price 10s. each'; very large exhibitiou birds, 1 guineaeach.
The Peruvian Ducks lay very large eggs during nine mouths

of the year—are excellent for the table—grow to a large size,
aud both for ornament and profit are a desirable variety.— For
particulars address C. W. P., Post-office. Crediton, Devon. .

COCHIN CHINA FOWLS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to notify that he has 1

received instructions from Thomas Sturgeon, Esq., oil I

Grays, to announce for Sale by Auction, at his Great Room, 38/ I

King Street, Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, 23d January, at |
12 o'clock precisely, a selection of COCHIN CHINA FOWLS
consisting entirely of first-class birds. •#* This is the only old]

and known strain of Buffs now in the hands of the original
breeder. Mr. Sturgeon has bred them with rare care and judg-
ment for many years, no second-rate bird has been bred from,
and they are unrivalled in their combination of form, size, and
colour. Up to 1S52 they were the winners of all the best prizes
at Birmingham, Cheltenham, Winchester, &c, and were never
beaten until within the last few week*; they have since been
shown and taken the Silver Vase and 1st Prize at Manchester.

—

Catalogues by enclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr/
J. C. &TEYENB, 38, King Street, Covent Garden.
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REEN AND HOT-HOUSES made by machmeryi

r ut.l LEWIS'S iioiniciii.TiiiiAi. Wonra, Stamford mil,

MlMloBOX, ^i'" 1- "' "" PW*« " f "'" U"'t<td lilngaom. Tlieno

buildings ore warranted of the bo«t mntotlnli), and pul together

in a eunerlor manner. Being manufactured byHtoam nowi r, tl

nro considered tlio cheapest i best made In England, rue

Tniiln and Morchantu supplied at wholesale prlcou. tint ol

Prices bj enclosing two postage stamps.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. nro supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass

of British Manufacture, paokod In boxos.coi nlng 100

sqimro fcut iiiii-Ii, nt tlio following REDUCED PlUCESforoasli,

A ['eduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inchon. [noliOB.

Under (I by <l at

From n by \ „ 7 „ f> „
7 „ 5 „ 8 „ « „

8 „ I! „ 10 „ 8 „

10 „ 8 „ 12 „ 1) „

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 Inchon Idng.

10 nz. from Sd, i" ''''' per Bquaro foot, aecordlng to slzo.

21 O/.. ,, Hkd.tOwl. „ „ ||

28oz. „ 8}i?.to7Jd. „ i> • ii

"

PATENT ROUttH PIj V.TE, THICK CROWN (il.ASS, ami

PATENT PLATE II I,ASS for Horticultural pin ] IB, ft!

reduced prices, by the 100 Bquaro foot.

CI, ASS TILES AND SLATES inado to any slzo or pattorn,

either In nl t or Rough Plato OIIiihb.

Propagating OlasBoa, Bcohlve GlaHseB, Cucumbor Tubos.GIasj
Milk Pane, (Hilms water Pipes, and variouH other, articles not

hitherto manufactured In Glass,

PATENT PLATE GLASS,—The present oxtromoly moderate

prlcoofthls Buporlor article should cause It to supersede all

other Inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the siinli Ih required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamontal to, and for the preservation of

every description of g Is BiiBcoptlble of Injury by expos

Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced half.

List of I'rlces and Estimates forwarded on application to

.i.vmih iiicn.i.v & Co., 88, Soho Square, London.

STOUT SHEET GLASS, suitable for Skylights and

Horticultural purposes) In ruses of 300 feet, at 2d. per foot
j

squares In boxes, from s In. by C In., to 6 in. by 4 in., Id. per foot,

taking 10 boxes, ono of ouch size; Crown GlasB, in crates,

18 tables, 80s, por crate; Patent Plate, extra sizes; Hartley's

Rough I'hite, Enamelled and Perforated, supplied wholesale and

rotall by JOSEPH Ponxsosr, Lead and Glass Merchant, 164, Edgc-
waro Road, London.

H
_
ARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE
GLASS, 1-Sih thick, or 2 lbs. to the foot; 3-16ths, orSlbs.;

and l-4th, or 4 lbs. to the foot, for Ridge nnd Furrow Roofs,

Greenhouses, Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills, Market
IlallB, and Public Buildings generally.

Packed iu Boxes of 60 feet each.

C by 4 and GJ by 4* Ids. Rd. per box.

1 „ 5 „ 7* „ 64 12 „

8 „ 6 „ 8J „ R\ 13 6- „
9 ,, 7 „ 9} „ 71 nnd 10 by 8 ... 16 „

For larger sizes a full List of Prices will be sent on application.

Boxes are charged 2s. each extra, full price allowed if returned
free of expense.—For further information apply to

IAMEI1 PHIILIPS &. Co.,
116, Bishopsqate Street Without.

"Rough Plate has never been, and never can be, prejudicial to

the colouring of Grapes ; though we can easily believe that it has
been charged with such a fault by perjsens who have not skill

enough to manage Grapes under glnss."fiv?(iroV?iers' Chronicle.
" There can be no question now that Rough Plate Glass is the

most beautiful as well as the most useful kind of glass that can be
employed in horticulture. It is free from all the faults of trans-
parent glass, and has many advantages peculiar to itself, without
a singh disadvantage as a set off''

— Gardeners' Chronicle.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL CRANCHE8.

JOHN "WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chclfsea,

I

hothou: ii u 1 1. oc r< i.

.

r |MIK NOBILITY andGENTRY about to erect Hot-
1 tlculturnl BulIdlngM, or i Ho I i

i
\

j . tfJlj jj/M

nt our Ii'ii tfcultural IvJuMinh-
ment and llotfiouse W -I

I
i,

King's Road, ' -Iiol ion, an i U n

i l fj i .H lol v "I i I"') bo i.Groi i

lion o Co iflor* atord , PI I i

oroclfltl, iui'I in lull operation

combining all modern Improi i

iiMintH, nil that ii Imly or gentleman can loci tin crlptlonof

IIoiiho i»"! imlii |«I i'ii for every required purpo i .

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which pwics through all

III.: Ili.llif.'H IHI-I J'ltH,

affording botl) top ^

"

nnd bottom boat, in

in con ''nit opera-

tion and particularly
worthy of attention, *=: —

*

Many of the Houbob and Pita are of wide and lofty dlmi

and togotbor eqnal In length 1000 feet. They are nil i

boated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost In labour and fuel

more than 8*. Hd, pur day, and
the apparatus Ih ho arranged
that each House or Pit tuny bo

boated separately and to the

required temperature. The
splendid collection* of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also In tlio highest Ktate of culti-

vation, and for Halo at very low prices. Also a One collection

of strong Grape Vim;* in pots, from eyes, all the turn'

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; alur

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c., forwarded on appllcai ion

m Jnnv Wkkkb k Co., Klng'B RnHri , Chc lhi-.i. I Ion

"BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTIfiGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THE only Patented invention of this description

constructed so as to prevent considerable waste of Hay and
Corn, together with all the newest improvements,
NEWLY IMPROVED ECONOMIC STAPLE FITTINGS,

FORT.Y SHILLINGS PER SET, to fill up the whole width of

Stalls, and can be had enamelled or galvanised. Every descrip-

tion of Mangers, Racks, and Stable Furniture in stock ; Iron

Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c.
Manufacturer of Kite's Patent Noiseless Cast-iron Smoke-

Curing Chimney Caps (200 on Buckingham Palace), price 35*.

each. Price Lists and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded on re-

ceipt of two postage stamps.
JAMES BARTON, Iron Founder, Ac., 370, Osford Street,

a few doors east ot the Pantheon.

GLASS.
""HOMAS MILLINGTON, Importer of Foreign Sheet Glass, requests attention to the present Prices ol

Glass nnd Stock sizes, which are cheaper and better than those of English manufacture :

—

PACKED IN ONE HUNDRED FEET BOXES, THIRDS QUALITY, BOXES INCLUDED.

Inches. Per 100 ft. Inches. Per 100 ft. Inchei Per 100 ft Inches. Per 100 ft. Inches. Per 100 ft. Inches. Per 100 ft

6 by 4 l j„ 12 by 10 v 14 by 11^ I64 by 124^ IS by 13 N 18 by 14^
124 „ 104 144 „ 114 17 „ 12 1S4 „ 134 IS* „ 14*

1 » 6 "I 13 „ )0 15 „ 11 174 „ 124 19 „ 13 19 „ 14

s
4 :?[«•* 134 „ 101 154 „ 114 18 „ 12 194 » 1S4 19* „ 14j

14 „ 10 16 „ 11 184 „ 124 20 „ 13 20 „ 14

8i „ 6jJ ' 144 „ 10J 164 „ 114 19 „ 12 204 „ 13J 204 „ 144

9 „ 7 -1 15 „ 10 \ 20s. 17 „ 11 ) 20s. 1»4 » 124 { 20s. 21 „ 13 20s. 21 „ 14 \ 20s.

94 „ 71 154 „ 104 / 174 „ llj 20 „ 12 / 214 „ 134/ 214 „ 14*
10 „ 8 16 „ 10 14 „ 12 204 „ 124 22 „ 13 22 „ 14

J»i »f\m.sd. 16J „ 104 144 „ 124 16 „ 13 16 „ 14 224 „ 14*
17 „ 10 15 „ 12 164 ,1 134 16* „ 14* 23 „ 14

114 „ 94 174 „ 101 154 „ 124 17 „ 13 17 „ 14 234 „ 14*

12 „ 9 13 „ 11 16 „ 12 174 „ 1S4 174 „ 14* 24 „ 14
124 „ 94 J 13* „ 114. ' )

IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE, PLAIN. FLUTED, AND IN QUARRY PATTERNS.
British Plate, Patent Plate, Sheet. Crown, and Coloured Window Glass. Pure "White Shades for Ornaments.

Pumps, Water Closets, and Plumbers' Brass Work. Genuine White Lead, Paint, Colours, Tarnishes, Brushes, &c.
Tariffs of the above on application to

T. MILLINGT0F, 87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.
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NEW WINTER SOAP.
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' TCALFB, BINGL1 OATMEAL
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WINTER GEEEN.—TWi exqirinita Perfume it
dlitlllul from Winter Gt»' .nth*

\ nllcy r,( .- knrdsluiMl, In Iceland.— Il

dai ii. Wholesale Perramer,

'I'lli: ( iiMI'nl: i ATEE-< j

A i',r. R— I'lan-H ii, •
: »al#T-

]

:i^' vaiv,-, entfi tly ; reel
•

Hennetlcally-sealea Inodorool ( :,. a '

and y/.| »1k" Improve* Port r-ototefc, irlto rmmp,
cistern, and self-actini; valve. A proftpectus, »

forwarded by ei • sumps.—A*
I

.'-ndon.

HOT-AIR, GAS, '.J.^TA, JOYCE'S STOVES.—
BTQVEB for ti.»- eoonomlcml »nd s*fc hwitlny *>i lulU,

simps, warehouse*, paKrWge^, I

n dVniamicd, WILLIAM r-.. BUETOIS iLvit.-* *ti

to his unrivalled asfiorrment, a4spu
conceivable rt-qulremeTit. at pi - «. Ilis

i regtsier and other stoves i* the largest in ezutenee.

THI-: PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
1 The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by

: 6. BoBToy, when Plated by tbe patent proceaaofMttxn.
Elkington & Co., is beyond all eompariaoii the very best article

next to sterling silver that can be emrloved as Buch.ei -

fully or ornamentally, as by no possible t*»t can it l* dU'JngoJsbed
from real silver. id or

Fiddle Ernnswici King's
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Tea Spoons, per dozen 18*. ... 26«. ... 32j.

Dessert Forks ,, 30r. ... 40*. ... 46f.

Des>ert Spoons „ 30*. ... 42*. ... 48«.

Table Forks „ 40#. ... 6Sj. ... 64*.

Table Spoons „ 40*. ... 68a. ... 66#.

Tea and CorTee Sets, "Waiters, Candlesticks, &c ?.t pr-'-HMtionate

prices. All kinds of replating done by tbe patent process.

CHEMICALLY PUKE NICKEL, NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. Kings

Table Spoons and Forks. fall size, perdoz. 32j. ... 285. ... 30*.

Dessert ditto aud ditto 10*. ... 21*. ... 25*.
Tea ditto 5*. ... 11*. ... 12'.

pUTLERY WARRANTED.— The most varied
v^ assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in tbe world, all

warranted, is on Sale at "William S. Bcbtox's, m prices
that are rem\merative only became of the Urtrenesj. at the sales

;

3A-inch ivory-handled table knives, with high &bonlders, 11*.

per dozen; desserts to match, 10*. ; if to balance, la.pa
extra : carvers, 4s. per pair : larger sizes, from 14*. Cd. *.« '.

dozen: extra fine, ivory, 32*.: if with
white bone table knives, 7s. Gd. pet dor_ i>

enrvers. 2^. Zd. per pair; black horn table knives. 7.«. 4rf- per
dozen; desserts, 6?.: carvers. 2s. Gd,; black wood-handled table
knives and forks, 6s. per dozen Is, frt-m )*. £*eh. The
largest stock in existence of plated dessert kniv.

cases and otherwise, and of the new plated tsh carverr. Also a
large assortment of Razors, Penknives, Scissors, &c~, of the
best quality.

"William S. Brums has TEN LARGE SHOW ]

devoted to the show *i GENERAL FURNISHING IRON-
MONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel ted and
Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and B^
arranged and classified that purchasers may easfly and at once
make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent 'per post) free. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. S9, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street} ; Nos.
j 2

and 3, Newnmu Street; and 4 eL- 5, Peny*s Place.

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT F0S STABLE REQUISITES.
>

COTTAM and HALLEN, the original projectors
of the above arrangement of MANGER. RACK, and

WATER-TROUGH, as one Fixture, which obtained the Great
Exhibition Prize Medal, and universally approved of. have added
all the latest improvements to their invention (st cured by patent),

which includes an entirely new method of attaching the halter,

hall, and rein, giving to the horse jjreater freedom, and being
noiseless in their operation, add much to its comfort whilst feed-

ing and convenience when at rest.

COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MAITGERS
are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utilitv. are cleanly in appearance, durable and impervious to
infection: manufactured PLAIN", GALVANISED, or ENA-
MELLED.

Improved
JTarncss-

Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers. Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Doulle Comer Sfangers.

room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Uat Bruisers, kept on show.

A STALL fitted up, complete, exhibited at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, Stand No. 10, Asricultural Department ; and at

niPEOVED PHIlIPS. ^
;
Of the best "VToekmakship jlsd Waehavtz7.

The VALVES and SUCKERS ofthese Pmnps
I are constructed upon an entirely new and
SIMPLE principle: ihey are not likely to

get cut of order; should they do so, can easily

i be repaired, as the Pump is so contrived that

the valves can readily be* got at.

|

An Improved CAST IRON TF..

recommended by the Sanitary Commissioners,

,
and suitable for Sugar Bakers, SIm -

1 Hooses, ite. &c. Ii :s s * the

Trip-plate will pass any r -
-

: will let through, an re is not

pages; and well adapted to Stables and
Stable- :; : L. pod
Manure.

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
t

\S'AHM.L>*G and VENTILATING.—Descriptive Catalojues and Estimates on application.
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SEED EST
GREAT WESTEHTT, GEEAT NORTHERN, SOTJTH-T?ESTERS, AHD SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY

3HMENT, READING, BERKS,
FOE SUPPLYING

SUTTON'S HOME-GROWN SEEDS TO ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM,
CARRIAGE FREE (as see below).

SUTTON'S SELECT SEED LIST FOR 1855.

This List being very concise, including only the most approved kinds, will be found very convenient to Amateurs and others ordering seeds.

PEAS (fob Earliest Crops).

per quart.—5. d.

Sutton's Early Champion,
one of ti:e forn-ardest

sorts known, good fla-

voured and prolific. This
Pea is worth a ranch

higher price, but having
grown a large crop we
are enabled to offer it

very moderate 1

Early Emperor 1

Prince Albert 9
Songster's No. 1 1 6
"Waite's Daniel O'Rourke,
considered by some to be

the fonrardest Pea yet

out. It should be tried

agaiust our Early Cham-
pion 2

Tairhead's Early Con-
queror 1

Early "vtfarwick 9
Paul's Early Dwarf, proli-

fic, forming a complete
mass ofblossoms & pods -

Bishop's New Long-podded,
should be sown thinly... 1

Hamilton's November Pro-

lific, excellent for all

seasons 1 6
Beck's Early Gem, new,

prolific, early, only 1^ ft. 1 6

PEAS (for Medium Crops).
Blue Prussian, useful old

sort S
Prizetaker, new, fine long

green pods, which hang
so closely as to cover
the haulm from top to

bottom. Numerous
prizes were awarded to

the " Prizetaker" last

summer 2 6
Fairbeard's Champion of
England 1

Fairbeard's Nonpareil,
very sweet, juicy, nine or
ten Peas in every pod;
pods numerous 2

Scimetar 9
Hairs' Defiance, like

Knight's tall, but earlier,

and not so tall 1 G
Beck's Eclipse, like the

Scimetar, but much
earlier 1 6

PEAS (for Latest Crops).
Ne Plus Ultra, green

wrinkled, quite distinct

in flavour and appear-
ance 1 6

British Queen, similar to

Knight's tall, but much
larger 1 G

"Waite's King of Marrows,
fine green pods 2

"Woodford's Green Marrow 10
Thurston's Reliance.large,

prolific, fine flavoured... 1
Knight's Tall and Dwarf 1 4

* BEANS.
Early Longpod 8
Johnson's Wonderful ... 9
Royal Dwarf Cluster ...0 9
Broad "Windsor 9
Early 31onarch, new, large 1

FRENCH BEANS.
per pint.

Earlr Six "Weeks, or Mo-
hawk 1 6

Newington "Wonder ... 1 6
Long-podded Negro 1 3

FRENCH BEANS.
per pint.—5.

York aud Lancaster Run-
ners, more productive

than Scarlet Runners,
and highly ornamental 1

Scarlet Runners 1

BEET. per oz.

Sutton's Dark Red, the
darkest of all the red
Beets, and boils very
tender 9

"Whyte's Black 6

BORECOLE.
Tall Green Curled S

Jerusalem, fine purple ... 1

BROCCOLI.
First Division, for cutting

in Jan. and Feb. p.pckt.

Sutton's Superb Early
"White, one ofthe earliest

and best - G

"Winter Imperial (Snow's) 1

Second Division, for cutting

in March and April.

Mitchinson's Early White 6

Early Malta 6
Dilcock's Bride (new) ... G

Third Division, for cutting

in May and June.

Elletson's Gigantic ...1
"Wilcove while, large ... 6
The Reading Giant, the
largest Broccoli known 1

"Waru's Superb Late white,

the latest of all, intro-

duced by Mr. "Ward, the
raiser of the Omer Pacha
Strawberry ... ..10

Fourth Division,for cutting

in Sept. and Oct.

Walcheren, dwarf white,,. 1
Improved Purple Cape ... G
White Cape 1

Grange's White G

Dancer's Pink Cape ...0 G
Brussels Sprouts, fresh im-

ported, true ... per ounce 1

CAULIFLOWER.
per packet.

CELERY.
prr packet.—s. d>

Sutton's Solid White ... 6
,. Superb Pink ... G

Cole's Dwarf Red, very
hardy 6

„ Crystal White ... 6

CARROT.
Early Short Horn, fine

Selected Altringham
Long Surrey * ...

James' Orange, early

CUCUMBER, per

Lord Kcnyon's ...

Cu thill's Black Spine
Hunter's Prolific ...

Conqueror of the West

CRESS.
Plain, per pint, Is
Curled „ Is. 6d.

per oz-

... G

... 6

... 4

... 4

packet.

... 1 .0

... 6

... 1 G

... 1

per oz,

... 2

...6 3

MUSTARD.
White, per pint, 0.9. dd. ,

Brown ,. Is. Qd.
,

. 2

.03

Early London White
Asiatic, fine large.;.

Late German
Walcheren, true kind
Mitchell's hardy, new
Waite's Alma, new ...

ENDIVE.
Green curled, extra 9
Batavian, smooth broad-

leaved green 9
Double yellow curled ...1 4

LEEK.
Large Flag, London 9

LETTUCE. per packet.
Sutton's Superb White

Cos, large, crisp, and
sweet, requires no tying 1

Sutton's Green Cos, re-

quires no tying 1
Berkshire Brown Cos, re-

quires no tying 1
Drumhead 6
Black-seeded Bath Cos ... G
Mixed, finest sorts for suc-
cession throughout the
summer 6

MELON.
Many sorts 1

Vegetable Marrow,several
fine sorts 6

PARSNIP.
per ounce.

—

s. d.

Large Guernsey 4

Improved Jersey Marrow 6
Hollow Crown 4

PARSLEY
Mitchell's Matchless ... G

Myatt's Garnishing 6

Dwarf French 6

RADISH.
Beck's Superb Short Top 4
Turnip. Red and White... 3

Scarlet Olive-shaped ... 4

SCORZONERA
SALSAFY
SEAKALE
CORN SALAD

... 9
... 9
... 6
... 9

SPINACH.
Round and Prickly 3

TURNIP.
Orange Jelly 3
Polly's Nonsuch 4
Six weeks' Stone 3
Green top't Six weeks ... 3
White Dutch 3

Snowball 3

HERB SEEDS, ETC,
In packets at Gd. or 3d. each.

Basil, sweet, i
Chicory.

Capsicum of Tomato.
Majoram, sweetsorts.

Fennel.
Chervil.
Cardoons.
Red Orache

Thyme.
Savory, winter

do., summer.
1 Tobacco.

CABBACE. per oz.

Early Nonpareil 6
London Market 8
Sutton's Imperial, the finest

and earliest for spring... 9

From the Rev. Lundy Foot,

Long Bredy Iiectory, June 24,

1854.

"Your Sutton's Imperial Cab-
bage proved the greatest com-
fort to all the poor people who
planted it here last year."

Couve Tronchuda 1

King of the Cabbages ...0 9
Sutton's Dwarf Combe, the

best for snmmer, autumn,
and winter use 9

SAVOY CABBACE. p.oz.

DwarfGreen, curled, extra
fine, dark green, best for

the main crop G

Early Ulni, new sort, very
early, small, may be
planted much closer than
other kinds 1 9

ONION. per oz.
Reading, fine, lai^e, and
mild ilavour ..-. .. ... fi

White Spanish ... 6
Brown „ ... 4
Strasburgh ... 4
New "White Globe .. ... R
Deptford ... 4
New Giant ... 1

SEEDS of suitable kinds for

Exportation to Australia, India,

and other Foreign parts, pro-

perly packed, price 21., 11. 10s.,

and 1L for choice and useful

collections.

FLOWER SEEDS.
Our Stock of Flower Seeds consists of several thousands of

species and varieties, including all the newest sorts, too numerous
to insert here. (For'' Sutton's Collections," see below.)

CHOICE PLANTS.
For spring 1S55, all of which can be safely packed for travel-

ling, and Vill be Ant any reasonable distance Caisriage Free.
Separate Lists of Geraniums, Cinerarias, Carnations, Picotees,
Verbenas, Fuchsias, Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemums, Pansies,
Dahlias, Petunias, &c, &c, will be forwarded if desired.

H0ME-GR0WU AGEICULTURAL SEEDS.
Prices of Agricultural Seeds may advance as the a-ops

are short, but the annexed will be the prices during the

'present month.

MANCOLD WURZEL.
(FEOir SELECTED BOOTS.) S. d.

Yellow Globe per pound 1
Red Globe
Long Red
LoDg Yellow ,

Sutton's Elvetham Lon
Red, very large

New Large Green-topped
White ..2 6

.. 2
„*3

SAYNOR'S KNIVES.
TOBACCO PAPER, for

Fumigating.

CUBA BAST, for tying.

POTATOES.* per peck*
Fluke Kidney 2 6
Early Walnut-leaf Kidney 3
True Ash-leaf .,2 6
New Red Ash-leaf „ 4
Soden's Early Oxford ... 3 6

Fortyfold, excellent ... 2 6
Fiftyfold Kidney ... 3
York Regents 2

And many others.

1 9

per 100
... 2 6
... 3

ASPARAGUS PLANTS.
The True Reading Giant, one year

„ „ two years, strong

„ „ three years, do

SEAKALE PLANTS.
Strong one year old plants

„ two year old „
.„ • „ „ per dozen...

„ „ ., extra strong selected, do.

RHUBARB ROOTS. per doz.
Mitchell's Royal Albert 10 6
Myatt's Linnwus 10 6

„ Victoria 9
Early Tobolsk, each 1

Randall's Prolific, each 2 6
Saugster's Prince of Wales, each 2 6
Good mixed sorts, per doz. 5

Post Office orders should be made payable to John Sutton
and Sons, and the cost of the order may be deducted from the
account.

tf.TURNIPS.
Sutton's GreenTopped Hy-

brid, similar to the above
in nutritive properties,
and will thrive well on
poor soil and coldclimate 1 (

Sutton's Early Six Weeks 1 -£

Green Ban-el 1 2

Dale's Hvbrid 1 5

Yellow Tankard 2 C

Yellow Aberdeen 1 5

Yellow Bullock 1 S

White Globe 1 (

Green Globe 1 5

Red Round 1 (

Green Round 1 (

Tankard (Red, Green, and
White) 1 (

Sutton's Lincolnshire
New Rep Globe^j very
superior Turnippresented
to us b?/ P. Funey, Esq.) 1 i

Orange Jelly 1 ;

CLOVERS, GRASSES, ETC
' (Prices fluctuating.)

Red (or Broad) Clover.

White (or Dutch) „
Trefoil (or Hop Clover).
Alsike Hybrid Clover.
Lucerne (fresh imported).
French Furze.
Poas, Fescues, &c.
True Italian Rye-grass.
Dickenson's Improved do,

Sutton's Improved do.

Perennial Rye-grass.
Common Rye-grass.
Buckwheat.
Giant Sainfoin.

Liuseed or Flax.
Drumhead Cabbage.
Kohl Rabi (of sorts).

Dwarf Rape.
White Mustard.
Bishop's Last and Best Pea.

CARROTS.
Large White Belgian
Red Altringham
Yellow Belgian
Short Orange

PARSNIP.
Large Guernsey

TURNIPS.
(seed saved carefully from

selected bulbs.)

Hardy White Swede ... 1
Fettercairne Swede 2
Skirving'sLiverpoolSwede 2
Purple Topped Yellow
Swede (Sutton's fine) ... 2

Rivera's Stubble Swede ... 2
Laing's Improved Purple
Topped Swede 2

Ashcroft Swede(verylarge)
being an improved va-
riety of the Liverpool
Swede 2

Green Topped Yellow
Swede 1

Sutton's Purple Topped
Yellow Hybrid Turnip.
(This is the best substi-

tute for Swedes. It

attains to a large size,

even when sown late, and
keeps well till spring),.. 1

And many other agricultural Seeds.

NATURAL GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT PASTURES.
Separate ob Mixed Expressly to Suit the Soil.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons having for many years paid especial
attention to the examination of Natural Pastures, and the collect-

ing of the Grasses which thrive in the various soils of Great
Britain and Ireland, for the purpose of introducing an improved
system of laying down laud to Permanent Pasture, are thereby
enabled to supply the sorts and quantities of Seeds, varied to

suit the soil for which they are intended. The cost will vary
from 24s. to 30s. per acre, according to the sorts and quantities
the soil requires.

FINE V-AWN CRASS SEEDS,
For Making New or Improving Old Lawns.

Price Is. per pound, 2s. Gd. per gallon, or 20s. per bushel. For
forming new Lawns 2J bushels, or 50 lbs., is the quantity

required per acre.

FINE CRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS FOR IMPROVING
OLD PASTURES.

Quantity required per Acre, S lbs. to 12 lbs., price dd. per lb.

SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS are composed principally of tlieforegoing choice kinds, those in fact which have been proved to be most

worthy of cultivation. Those who are not acquainted with the best sorts of Garden Seeds, and the proportions of each suitable for a Garden, are confidently recommended to

oj-dcr one of the undermentioned COMPLETE COLLECTIONS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY, with instructions on cultivation.

SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS,
£3
2
1 5
15

No.l.—A COMPLETE COLLECTION OF GARDEN SEEDS, FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY OF A LARGE GARDEN (with Instructions)

No.2.—A COMPLETE COLLECTION. QUANTITIES REDUCED (SIMILAR SORTS) ...

No. 3.—A COMPLETE COLLECTION, EQUALLY CHOICE SORTS
No. 4.—A VERY CHOICE ASSORTMENT FOR A SMALL GARDEN —

If some kinds of Seeds are already possessed, purchasers are requested to name them, that increased quantities of others may be sent in lieu of them,—A List of ike sorts

and giiantities in these Collections may be had in return for one penny stamp.

SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
1 Tender,'' as preferred.

£1 1

10 6
7 6
5

These may be had in collections of " Unrdy sorts only," or assorted in "Hardy," "Half-hardy," and '

Uo. 5.—THE MOST SHOWY 100 SORTS KNOWN, with Instrdctioks ox Cultivation (Post Free)

3s'o. 6—THE MOST SHOWY 50 ditto ditto -

No. 7—THE MOST SHOWY 3C ditto ditto

No. S—THE MOST SHOWY 24 ditto ditto

Should the purchaser hare any preference for certain kinds, they should be named in giving the order, that we may include them, or should any sorts be already possessed, they should be named
that -we may omit them. Also, Natural Grasses for Lawns and Meadows, fine Mangold Wurzel, Turuip. and other Agricultural Seeds.

All packages of the value of 10s. and upwards are delivered free to any Station on the Great Western, and Berks, and Hants Railways, or of not less than 20s value, the parcel will be sent free

to anv Station on the following Railways :-South-Western. South-Eastern, Great Western. Oxford, Worcester, and Wolverhampton, Eastern Counties. Oxford and Birmingham, Bristol and Exeter,

and South Wales; and packages of 40s. value and upwards are delivered free not only by the above named Railways, hut also to Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liverpool, and all Stations of the North

"Western, Great Northern, and Midland Railways.

JOHH.SUITOH & SONS, Seed Growers, Heading, Berks, Fellows of the Horticultural Society of London; Members of the Eoyal

Agricultural Society of England, and the Bath and "West of England Agricultural Society.

Primed by William 1Sradiu'ry, oi" Ko. 13, Upper IVobuni Place, in the Parish of_St. Faneras, and Frederick Mollbtt
the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct at Wtmefviais, in the City ul London
Garden, in the said County,whereali Advertisements and Communi cations tire to be AnnnK'-siin to tub 1£»iti?b.—Satdbday, January b, lao&,

Evans, of No. 27, Victoria Street, in the Pariah of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in

an ; and published by them at the Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in tfc=2 Parisli o£ St. Paul's, Cavern
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COUNTY of GLOUCESTER and CHELTENHAM
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. —NOTICE.

—The May Show of tlio -above Society will take place on
WEDNESDAY, May 2nd, instead of May 9th, as previously
advertised. Henry J. Cochrane, Secretary.

11 , Colonnade, Cheltenham.—Jan: 13.

GAKDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION-
SEVENTH APPLICATION.

HENRY SCHNEIDER, of Ford, Colerne, Chippenham,
through his Advertisement, again appeals to the sympathy
and kind support of the. Subscribers of this Institution, being
now 90 years of age, and in very destitute circumstances.
His testimonials remain unimpaired, and he is encouraged to

make another application to his kind friends who have hitherto
favoured him with their votes, and other subscribers who will
charitably lend him their aid at the forthcoming election in
January next.
The following gentlemen will be gratified in receiving proxies

in his favour:—Mr. Gregory, Cirencester, Gloucestershire'; Mr.
Bin-bank, Grittleton, Chippenham, Wi^ts ; Mr. Spencer, Bowood,
Calne, Wilts; Messrs. Garraway, M&Aes, & Co., Bristol; Mr.
Trotter, Badminton, Chippenham, Wilt;*; Messrs. Arthur Hen-
derson & Co., Pine Apple Place, and John Arthur Henderson,
l'":'i|., (M, ILiiniJfi n Ti'irurc, 1 .mul on .

EVERGREENS.
WANTED, a few Thousand of strong, healthy, bushy

LAURELS, from 3 to 4 feet. State lowest cash price deli-

vered free. at the Harrow Station, on the North-Western Rail-
way, to Mr. Richard Field, Surveyor, 34, Coleman Street, City,
London.

"TX/ ANTED, 10,000 or 15,000 transplanted ENGLISH
» OAKS, well grown stiff plants, well rooted. Also three

or four dozen good 2-years dwarf-trained ' MOOR PARK.
APRICOTS.—Apply, stating price, &c, to F..& A. Dickson &
Sons, Upton Nurseries, near Chester.

.

WANTED TO PURCHASE, 2000 or 3000
SEEDLING CRAB STOCKS.— Particulars as to age,

price, &b;, to bo addressed to Warren's Gardens, Isleworth,

Middlesex.

LIQUID AMBER.
IT'ANTED To PURCHASE, 300 of the above.—Send
* * cash price to Mr. J eyes, Nurseryman, Northampton.

nPO BE SOLD, very reasonable, 10,000 or more
J- GOOSEBERRY and CURRANT TREES, strong plants;

also a great variety of ORNAMENTAL FOREST TREES, from
8 to 12 feet high; LAURELS, Busby LAURESTINES, &c—
Apply to Mr. C. Clark, 379, Windmill Street. Gravesend, Kent.

''rO BE SOLD, CHERRIES FOR FORCING;
-* choice from 100 Half Standard and Dwarf May Duke
Cherries, from 7 to 12 years old, and ranging from 5 to 10 feet in

height; showing abuudance of fruit, and acknowledged to be as
handsome a lot of trees as were ever offered for sale. Price

moderate. To be seen at Mr. Mitton's, Lamp ton, one mile from
either the Isleworth or.Hounslow stations of the South Western
Railway

.

MANGOLD WURZEL SEED.

TO BE SOLD, LONG RED and YELLOW
GLOBE, growth of 1S54, from superior stock.—Apply to

R. S. Hews, Kelvedon, Essex.

TO TH E TRADE.

J ROY, Jun., Seedsman, Aberdeen, has got to hand
« a consignment of 35 bales of very superior CUBA BAST.

The hales weigh about lA cwt. each. Price forwarded on application .

SEED""WHEAT.— Samples and Prices of RED
HYBRID, NURSERY, and other kinds of Wheat frcm the

Chalk, sent on application to Mr. H. Raynbird, Basingstoke.

The Red Hybrid and Nursery are well suited for late sowing
after Turnips.

FRUIT TREES, FOREST TREE'S, EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, &c. Catalogues of the above may he had on

application to William Barratt, Wakefield.
tgif A quantity of fine Transplanted White Thorns.

SEEDLING FOREST TREES AND SHRUBS.
DAVID REID and SON, Nurserymen and

Florists, Leith Walk, Edinburgh, beg to direct the atten-

tion of the trade to their Stock of Seedlings as above.
Catalogues free on application.

J.
CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.

COLE begs to offer a few dozen of his un-
bloomed Seedling HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS

from lils choice stock; they were the admiration of all who saw
them last summer. They are not potted off, though strong
enough for large 60-sized pots. The Seed was saved from selected
stock, carefully impregnated. J. C. offers them at 4s. per dozen,
or 25s. per hundred. A remittance solicited from unknown cor-
respondents.—Keyaeld Nursery, St. Alhan's, Herts.

It UT TON'S S II OUT SEED LIST.—
O-Qn TUB i.akt PaOE of i.avi- wki.h'h " ( jino.-iai'.

''

will In: seen a concise List of the leading kinds of

Heals, which it is hoped will he found convenient '"

Gentlemen writing out. their Seed orders.

Early commands will have the preference of scarce sorts.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Qrowero, K<

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS, OR CHINESE SUCAR CANE.
SUTTON anii SONS can supply this Seed genuine

us imported in^scaled packets at Is. or 2s. (id. each.

Post Free.
For description and uboh, see Gardeners

1
Chronicle, Dec. 30th,

18ijt, p. 835.—Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Heading.

TCPT H E S ETD~f~rTA D E.

ILLIAM E. RENDLU, Seed Merchants,
Plymouth, hare to offer some very Choice Stocks of

SEEDS to the Trade. Wholesale Calalorjv.es can he had
on application to

EWiu.iam E. Kkndlk & Co., Union Road, Plymouth.

la/HITE BELGIAN CARROT, MANGOLD
Vv WURZEL, &c—Several Tons to le disposed of

at the lowest market prices.—Apply to

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., Seed Mehciiakts, Plymouth.

T^J EW SEEDS JUST HARVESTED can now be

Lri oblaincd of the most genuine description, from,
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

FUCH / . »<ITH WHITI
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EfAHLY WIMIK FIELD i'J.A.-M,W EARLY

DIOSCO HEA BATATAS—THE NEW CHINESE
POTATO.— This new esculent was fully described by

Profesyor Lindley in the Chronicle of December 23, 1854.

The £%ibscribcrs are now importing a choice lot of
Roots, and can supply them on the following terms

:

—
Four Tubers £0 10 0] Fifty Tubers £5 5
Ten „ 1 2 6

]
Hundred „ 10

First Orders will have the best Roots. -Apply to
WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

RACEHOfl :. early In Jnly
and Is a good cropper price 12

NEW CAULIFLOWER.
T\7A1TE'S "ALMA," far raperior to Waleberefr,
»* very large and fiim heads. Price to I

smaller quantitfi - '

quantities than one ounce.— Hf^I ;

Holborn, London. '

DIOSCOREA (JAPONICA) BATATAS.
SUTTON and SONS respectfully intimate that they

have sold out of their lirst importation of Dioscorea
Tubers. They are daily expecting the arrival of a further
supply, but a considerable portion of these being already bespoke,
orders can now only be received conditionally.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading."

SEED POTATOES.
THE IMPORTANCE of CULTIVATING THOSE

SORTS of POTATOES which, from their vigorous babit of

growth and early maturity, are least subject to disease, has induced
us for several years (ever since the first general development of
the disease), to m:. i many ~.perimen;s as to the sorts most desir-

able, and the enhivation meet suitable. Our New Seed List

contains the names and prices of the principal kinds.—Address,
Jons Suttox & Soys, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.'S Wholesale Cata-
logue of Seeds is now ready, and may be had on application.

DIOSCOREA TJAPONICA) BATATAS, New Chinese
Potato.—A choice lot of imported roots of the above. Price to

the trade on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. beg to draw the
attention of the nobility, gentry, and clergy to their superior

collection of Seed Potatoes, which they can recommend as de-

cidedly the best in cultivation. Price per bushel, of 4 stones

Early Ash-leaved Kidney
„ do. do. Jackson's

„ Round Frame
„ Martin's Globe ...

„ King's
„ Hen's Nest..,

9s; 9s.Early Emperor
Cockney Vs.

Oxford 9s.

White Rough ... Ss.

Foxe's Seedling ... 9s.

American Native ... 85.

For Late Planting :

—

Yorkshire Regent, 7s.
I

"Prince Regent, 75. | Fluke Kidney, Ss.

DIOSCOREA (JAfOMCA) BATATAS, New Chinese
Potato.—This was described in the Gardeners' Chronicle of

December 23, which see for mode of cultivation, &c. Price, per
root, 2s. 6d.

;
per dozen, 24s.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.

" T^ XTRAORDINARY POTATOES—A variety of
-—i Potatoes, singled out from some grown three or four years

ago, has this year produced on the land of tte Thingoe
Union house about 31 sacks, of which only 3 pecks are bad or

small, and 60 Potatoes measure a bushel, weighing 60 lbs. Two
have been brought to us, weighing together 3 lbs. 2 oz.: it is an
excellent mealy Potato, and an abundant bearer."

—

Bury Post,

October 11, 1S54.
The above Mammoth variety have been christened the

" Lord Raglan," and there are a few sacks of the medium size

to dispose of, price 27. 2s. per sack; also Jackson's Improved Early
Ashleaf. price 9s. per bushel; the Short-top Ashleaf, 7s. 6d.

;

British Queen, 7s. 6rf. : and Nonpareil Kidneys, 6s. 6d. Free to

London, and no charge for sacks ; all orders must be accompanied
w!th n TPTiiittanrp.

—

Josfph "Wilsox, Seedsman, Ipswich.

l> iiUJiiiNT ruiAiOLtj, ot ilie finest size and
-C* flavour, direct from the grower to the consumer's door, free

within three miles of King's Cross, at 14s. Grf. the imperial sack.

of 224 lbs., for cash, from C. Flittox, factor. 21, York, Road,
King's Cross.

rpHE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.— This excellent
JL variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being

more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It was raised in Middleton, and may be had genuine in

any quantity at 5s. per bushel of56 lbs.—Apply to John Holland,
Brftdshaw Gardens, Middleton. near Manchester.

' I 'HE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
-I- variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting

the Potatodisease, and without exception the finest and most
prolific Potato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s., bags iuclnded.

To be had genuine of THORNHILL & DICKSON, Lawrence
Hill Nurseries ; and No. 1, "Wine Street, Bristol.

COLE'S CRYSTAL WHITE, X COLE'S CWARF
RED CELERY.

T THORNELEY,COLE,&Co., Nchsehtiieis -

'J • men, and Floriste, Wilfafngton, Dear Masebestei
announce that they are now prepared torn] two well-

known varieties, raised by Mr. W.Cole flate ot DartJord}.

CRYSTAL VH1TE. (oz. packeta,frte bypotr.

SUPERB DWARF RED,£oz.pl" ^tanifs.

Price p<;r lb. to the Trade r.n application.

RHUBARB ROOTS for FOEC1NG or PLANTING-.
—Strong one-year nlanur: WATT'S YK_:

and LlKNiEUS, MITCHELL I ALBERT, a*,

doz.; HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBEB.T, 12*. per .

a larger varietv tlian the Victoria, and is extensively <r,

about Manchester. Price to :

1C00, on application to MESSES. J. MYATT t n -

Manor Farm, Dei tf rd. Jan. 13.

CHOICE FLOWER St >S FOR PRESENT
SOWING. - ptrp**ier.

PA NSY, saved from H arietiea, bv u
POLYANTIIUS,do. 60 diUo ... 24.&L
YERBENA. do. 50 ditto

HOLLYHOCKS, do. 60 of the most sopert V
CALCEOLARIA, do.24 ditto, - £i. 6tL

DAISY. do. 50 of the new Belgian do. co. ... tt. fld.

ANTlRRHINUM,do.20 best named varieties

ANEMONE, from the most showy and brilliant kinds _ Tj.Oi.

30 packets of Choice Flower Seed s efof bt.

The above, per post, free—Postage Stamps received is payment.-
YOUELL and CO^ Royal Nursery. Great Ya^ month.

VEGETABLE AKD FLOWER SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON Leg leave to intimate-

to their English customers and the public that I ej .-

prepared tn snpplv from their London establishment assortments
of GARDEN and* FLOWER SEEDS of superior quail-

prising all the esteemed standard sorts ar.::

duced. They will be happy to send Catalc gnes on application.

P. L. & Son have aI?o t-> intimate that tbev will shortly

their LIST of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which have
been carefully saved from the mest select si

Liberal arrangements will be made fiar the r:
seeds to all quarters.

PETER LAWSON and S

Queen's Seedsmen, Wood Foresters, fie, forS
the Hipbland and Agricultural Society. 27. Great Ge:rge Street,

Westminster. London.

PRICED NURSERY CATALOGUES.
A PAUL and SON will be happy to forward the

-£* • following priced Nursery CATALOGUES in return for

one postage stamp each:—A. Roses: B. Oenakestal Tests
AND CONIFEES: C, FECIT TEEES : D. BEBBACEOrS PLA^T;: F,
Gbeenhouse Plants. Arc- : G. Seel=: H, Bollteoces: I,

Btlbs.—Nurseries. Cheshnnt. Berts.

A RTHUR HENDERSON and CO. beg leave \<j

J-*V inform their patrons and friends that their Stock '"VEGE-
TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS containing many choice and
new kinds) is now ready for sending :~".

Their Seeds may be fully relied en as being :n every respect

of first-rate quality, and true to their sorts. Ca:a]<:gres e av te
had fin application —Pine Arpl£ F^sce. E-'re~r.:-5 E f ac. L-:r.d'~.

GERMAN FLOWER ;EtDS.

MOSCEKOWITZ and SIEGL1KG, Erfnrt, leg to

inform the trade that their rew Wholesale Catalog-

Choice German and other FIcwer Seeds, is now nf-ady. and may
be had on application to their Agent. Mr. B. BrsxiL, 70, Fen-
chnrch Street. London.

TTr DRUMMOND and SONS' NEW DESCRIP-
\\ • T1YE CATALOGUE. c:rtf.i-'rr =r"e-:t varieties on]-,

of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and may
be had post free on receipt of one postage stamp. This Catalcgne

will, at a glance, furnish the Gardener with all the necessary

material for drawing out his Seed List correctly and without

trouble. In reference to it the Gardeners^ Chrcn^cU remarks :

—

*' It is simple, short, and one of the best we have seen. They
are pursuing the sensible course we have so often insisted upon,

for the sake of both buyer and seller:
T' and this opinion has been

cordially responded to by aH onr old and many new customers.

W.DErJGiOND & Sons' Seed and Implement Warehs-nse. Sridirg.
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TWO NEW CUCUMBERS.

SIR COLIN CAMPBELL AND
GENERAL CANROBERT.

''HE ABOVE are two of the Finest and most Superb New Hybrid Cucumbers ever yet sent out for Exhibition,

"Winter Cultivation, and every other purpose for which a Cucumher is required.

SIR COLIN CAMPBELL CUCUMBER.
The above Cut is an exact representation of one of the fruit

; it, and is very prolific, often throwing out four or five fruit from
grown this summer, which measured exactly ten of its diameter

|
every joint, and the vines are short jointed. The fruit is solid,

long, being 25 inches, with not more than half an inch handle.
[
and eats very crisp, and for market it keeps its bloom well for

It is a splendid Black Spine, of a dark green colour, and free
|
many days, not turning colour at the stem or point as most

from ribs or shrivels; grows very quick, sets free, and carries its varieties do. Fruit was cut from the above in January last, and the

bloom well. As a Cucumber for Exhibition nothing can surpass
|

same plants continued to produce fine fruit until the end of October.

GENERAL CANROBERT CUCUMBER.
This is also a most superb variety for winter cultivation, for swell off two or three fruit at a time on a plant, during the depth

which it is best adapted, being a hybrid from Lord Kenyon's of winter, and carry them out well, which it does with less heat
Favourite and Phenomena. It has a great advantage over than any other: this haB been proved when several varieties

Kenyon's in length, growing to about 18 inches in the same have been grown together, this having the coldest part of the

time in which Kenyon's will grow 12 inches; it is equally as house. The object of the raiser of the above superb varieties

hardy and productive. Of a dark green appearance, Black Spine, has been to obtain perfection and hardiness, in which he has
and a free setter; fruits freely during the whole of the winter, succeeded, by continually hybridising different varieties,

and always grows a very even size from stem to point. It will

Sold in Packets of Five Seeds, 35. Gd. each, or 1 Packet of Sir Colin Campbell and General Canrobert for 6s.

The following fine varieties of Cucumbers and Melons, which have been thoroughly proved and have given the

greatest satisfaction to all Purchasers, can be supplied.

Captivation
Phenomena
Lord Kenyon's
Essex Hero
Victory of Bath
Gordon's White Spine..
Sunderland Wick

CUCUMBERS
... 25. Gd.

... 2 6
Hunter's Prolific ... Is. Od.

Mills' Jewess 1
Cheltenham Surprise ... 1

Manchester Prize ... 1

Sion House True ... 1

Cuthill's Black Spine ... 1

Conqueror of the West... 1

MELONS.
The Queen
Bromham Hall...
Incompai-able ...

Golden Ball
Bowood
Victory of Bath...
Camerton Court

Is. Od. Beechwood
Windsor Prize 1

Emperor 1

Fleming'sHybd. Persian 1

Blackall's Green Flesh 1

Bailey's „ 1

Snow's Hybrid 1

Is. Qd.

A Packet of either of the Melons will be given to all Purchasers of the two new Cucumbers advertised above.
A Remittance must accompany every Order by Cash or Penny Postage Stamps, and the whole, or any part (as the case may be),

will be immediately forwarded.

EDWARD TILEY, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, and FLORIST,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somersetshire.

The New Chinese Potato, Sioscorea (Japonica) Batatas.

MR JOHN HENDERSON,
Formerly of the Firm of John A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, London,

HAS the pleasure of informing the Public that he has just completed the Purchase from M. Paillet, of Paris,
of his entire Saleable STOCK of the above introduction from China, the nutritive properties of which are said so far to surpass

the ordinary Potato that it is likely, not only to act as an auxiliary, hut entirely to supersede that valuable but uncertain esculent.
The most satisfactory results -have followed from personal experiments, and proved that when cooked in the ordinary manner,

from the large amount of farinaceous properties it contains, it can never become waxy, as is too generally the case with the
Potato. Its flavour resembles in delicacy an early Ash-leaved Kidkkt; but, independent of the above excellent qualities, there
is every probability of its taking a still more important position in the economy of this country, for, when dried and reduced to
powder, it is equal to the best Arrow-root; or mixed in the proportion of one-third with two-thirds of wheaten flour, it makes
an extremely light and wholesome BREAD, as well as very superior PASTRY.

M. Paillet, to whom the Imperial Society of Agriculture and
Commerce of France has awarded the sum of 3000 francs as
encouragement for having brought it into cultivation, also notices
that " this tuber attains at least 1 to 2 lbs. weight. In its growth
it is less delicate than the Potato, which unfortunately has of late
years much degenerated. It does not require particular care, and
its abundant produce amply repays cultivation. Its taste is

pleasant, and being a root which contains a large amount of
farina, will be a great addition to the FOOD of the PEOPLE
as soou as it becomes generally known. It is so hardy that it

has passed the winters of 1853-4 in the open ground, without
having in the least suffered from frost. It is also found that the
stems and leaves, which are very numerous, form an excel-
lent FOOD for CATTLE."

Messrs. Vilmorin & Co., speaking of it, observe: -"Of all the
esculent roots proposed as substitutes for the diseased Potato,
the DIOSCOREA JAPONICA is certainly the only important
one. It is easily propagated. The tubers are large and long,

the flesh very mealy and devoid of any peculiar or disagreeable
flavour. The DIOSCOREA JAPONICA is, in our opinion, a
precious acquisition."

M. Pele, Horticulturist, Paris, in his Supplementary Catalogue
of this autumn says :

—

t* A new alimentary root, introduced into

France by M. Montignv, French Consul in China. Various
experiments have shown that this tuber will be much more
advantageous to cultivate than the Potato, both in regard to its

quality as well as produce."

Tubers, with description of the Chinese Mode of Culture, to be obtained of Me. JOHN HENDERSON, Kingskerswell, South
Devon, at the following prices, for cash only :

—

4 Tubers £0 10
| 10 do £1 2 6

|
60 do £5 5 | 100 do £10

Post-office orders are requested to be made payable at Newton Abbot, South Devon. The usual discount allowed to the trade
when not less than 50 are taken.—P. S. All orders unaccompanied by a remittance will be considered as not received.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRTJB, and WIEEWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH axd VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTRACTS
a One of the fields of this farm, the property of Mrs. Stanbury,

was planted with Regents Potatoes in April last, some of which

were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly

worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets, are not only in a beautiful state of

preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth
the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainty, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my "Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Baxter.
" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 28, 1854."

,{ Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
"Sir,—I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the
directions sent by him along with Lhem as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of
large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of
them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great boon.—I am, &c, John Shanks,

"Forester, Kildrummy Castle.
" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments. I
have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,
wiihout any manure, in ground where for several years I have
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" Tlie Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 of the others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.

"T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman
" Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1S54."

NEW SORTS OF PEAS.
Carriage Free, except Parcels under 10a. value.

SUTTON and SONS have much confidence in reconi*

mending the undermentioned PEAS, as being not
only new and distinct from others, hut also as possessing

superior p>roperties.

Prices per peck or bushel may be had on application.
PRIZETAKER.—New, fine long green pods, which hang s. dt

so closely as almost to cover tbe haulm from top to hot-,
torn. Numerous prizes were awarded to the Prizetaker
last summer. This is the first season we have offered it

for sale. Height 5 feet

BECK'S EARLY GEM.—New, prolific, and fine flavour;
particularly adapted for narrow borders and for small
gardens. Height K- foot ...

BECK'S ECLIPSE.— Similar to Scimetar, but earlier and
more dwarf. Height 2 feet

SUTTON'S EARLY CHAMPION.—One of the for-

wardest sorts known, good flavoured, and prolific. This
Pea is worth a much higher price, but having grown a
large crop, we are enabled to offer it very moderate ; 3 feet

WAITE'S DANIEL O'ROURKE.—A very pnpular va-
riety, considered by some to be tbe forwardestPeayet out.
It should be tried against our Early Champion; 3 ft. high

FAIRHEAD'S EARLY CONQUEROR.—Height 3 feet

PAUL'S EARLY DWARF.—One of the most prolific
early Peas, forming a complete mass of blossoms and
pods. Height 2 feet

FAIRBEARD'S NONPAREIL.—New wrinkled marrow-
fat, very sweet, juicy, and prolific; 9 or 10 will be found
in every pod, and the pods extremely numerous ; 4 ft. high 2 0)

"WAITE'S KING OF MARROWS.—As large as British
Queen, with fine green pods, very long and full; 6 ft. high 2

HAIR'S DEFIANCE.—Like Knight's tall, but earlier
and not so tall; 5 feet high 1 Q

HAMILTON'S NOVEMBER PROLIFIC. — Excellent
for all seasons; 3 feet high 1 6

NE PLUS ULTRA.—Oneoftbefinestgreen wrinkled; 6 ft. 1 6
Sutton & Sons have a large stock of good old kinds at low

prices, as see their Priced List, just published, price Gd., or gratis
to purchasers.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

Sold by Messrs. Charlwood & Cuidiins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Ker>an, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two,
Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

2 6
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1 G
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RPAEKER begs to offer the following CHOICE
• SEEDS, all of which are warranted new and true to name

:

GODFREY'S (BLACK SPINE) CUCUMBER, the finest

variety in cultivation, packets containing 12 seeds Is. Gd.

Also the following esteemed varieties of CUCUMBERS and
MELO NS, in packets containing 12 seeds, at Is. each :

CUCUMBERS.
Henderson's Black Spine.
Improved Patrick.
Walker's Long Rambler.
Manchester Prize.

Hunter's Prolific.

Superlative Improved.
Cuthill's Black Spine.

Ohio Squasha Custard Gourd, Gd
Antirrhinum, from named flowers, Gd.

Calceolaria, from fine varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. „
Hollyhock, from fine named varieties, Is.Gd. and|2s.6i?. „
Lilium giganteum, the most distinct and noble species^ Of the

genus, packets containing 20 seeds, 2s. Gd.
*** A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

MELONS.
Victory of Bath.
Beechwood.
Bromham Hall.
Canteloupe.
Duke of Bedford.
Golden Perfection (extra fine).

Scarlet Flesh (Anderson's).

per packet.

^/l ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSOJN and SON, of the
* Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, Loadon, will com-

mence sending out in April next their new Seedling FUCHSIAS
with White Corollas, both double and single, some striped or,

variegated Corolla'd Fuchsias, and a Fuchsia with a Purple
Corolla. The latter Fuchsia (Prince Albert) was purchased of

E. Banks, Esq., after having proved the flower as possessing un-
questionable merits. All the other varieties were purchased of

W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon, who succeeded
in introducing a Scarlet Fuchsia with White Corolla, which new
feature in this tribe gives one of the greatest novelties that they
have had the pleasure of seeing for many years. Mr. Story,

being the raiser of this new Class, offered them to Messrs.
Henderson for 100 guineas, which offer they accepted. A
faithful drawing of three of the varieties here offered has been
taken by Mr. James Andrews, the well-known floricultural and
horticultural artist; sketches from which have appeared in Van
Houtte's " Flore des Serres," Verschaffelt's ". Illustration

Horticole," and wiH also appear in Turner's "Florist," for

February. The dwarf, compact, and free flowering habits of the
plants will he sure to please eveiy grower of this tribe.

QUEEN VICTORIA (Story's).— Splendid wide sepals, bean^
tifully re flexed, of a bright scarlet crimson, and a lovely clear"

white corolla. Price 10s. Gd.

PRINCE ALBERT (Banks's).—Scarlet crimson sepals re-

flexed, and rich violet corolla. This flower we consider unequalled
by any, its reflexing properties beine; such that either more or

less would be a fault; indeed the flower is perfection itself.

10s. Gd.

MRS. STORY (Story's).—Fine large scarlet tube, long wide
sepals refiVxed; corolla fine substance, and clear white. 10s. Gd.

RANUNCUL^EFLORA (Story's).— Scarlet sepals and tube,

with double white corolla, a flower not having that confused
appearance as many of the double varieties are known to possess.

This was considered the best of the only two double white
varieties flowered by Mr. Story. 21s. The other double variety
we do not appear to have received.
PERUG1NO (Story's).—Fine large scarlet sepals and tube,

with a conspicuous striped corolla of rose and purple flakes,

handsomely reflexed and free flowering. 10s. Gd.
EMPRESS EUGENIE (Story's).—Wide reflexed petals of a

rosy crimson, the inside of petals having a violet shading;
corolla fine white. 10s. Gd.

RAFFAELLE (Story's).—A beautiful variegated corolla with
crimson sepals well reflexed, and of good substance ; the colour of
the corolla is a rich chocolate flaked with rose, free flowering
10s. Gd.

LADY OF THF LAKE (Story's).—Fine deep crimson, with
a blush white corolla, veiy pretty. 10s. Gd.

WATER NYMPH (Story's).—Bright scarlet crimson globe
stout wide petal, corolla fine clear white; an elegant flower.

10s. Gd.

Or if the set of nine be taken, the price, 4Z. 4s.

January, 1855.

|\/| ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON were
-L* J surprised to see an advertisement a few weeks back in the
Gardeners^ Chronicle, from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of

Exeter, offering two new Fuchsias, similar in character to those

described above, and after a written communication with Mr.
Story, it was thought necessary for one of the Firm to make
further inquiries about them, and in consequence Mr. Andrew
Henderson went to Exeter and Newton, where he was informed

by a jobbing gardener at Newton that he had received SEVEN
POUNDS for them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated)

he had been offered 20J. for them by a Nurseryman in London,

but whose name or address he did not know.
Messrs. E. G. H. & Son think the above explanations neces-

sary, in consequence of a great number of their customers having

ordered them at higher prices than are quoted above. This

reduction is made in consequence of information which they have
received, that leaves no doubt on their minds but that those to

be sent out by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co., are similar m
character to the above.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.
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ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.

BASS AND BROWN'S NMW SEED LIST
IS NOW READY,

AND CONTAINS EVERYTHING WHICH can BE DESIRED OF THE CHOICEST,
NEW, AND OTHER VEGETABLES.

Considerable attention in paid to ffi'ow only fficfhi ' tot It for aale, and our Oollection it veryteUcl.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VECETABLE SEEDS.

Tht following, of the very lie.il in cultivation, oanuot Jail l„ ,/lvi: lln most. rMnplrtr. tatlsfnation.

nnlnNo. 1, Collection IV,

titinH Bufflolont fo

No. 2, Collection In smaller proportion .

„l,,,l

talnim; mum
y ...

'
... £3 0«. Oil,

... 2

A FEW CHOICE NEW
oTl'S'H I, (ill 1 1 RAGLAN, or Improved ll.tm Il, pro

duclngS in 10 Peas In n pod, and allowed to bo tho finest

io coll i \ in Ion prr M I i'':. '''

EPPS'S MONARCH, now lull marrow, and tho largo I

Hlzed IVa cultivated ... por qunrt fi

FAotllEARK'H NEW NONPAREIL, a dolloloiis now
wrlnklrd marrow, of groat produce ami rum pndn. a very
rapid grower, coming In bolero tho Champion ofJ5ngland 2

Tho List of FLOWER SEEDS
to nil the London Tormi

< ,:i, < Ion in imallor propoi tlon .

Collect! I '.
I I IndB for D nuuill r-.i r.lor.

...f.\ fir,

... 15

VARIETIES OF PEAS.
,\i ii N'S PAKADI8E, b moat valuable oarlyvory largo

marrow Pea, podfl lai [0, long, I well lllled, ami fine

flavour. Tliin Pea, though vi-y largo, cornea In

-
i

i the W m trlok per ntmrl I I

HAIR'S DEP1ANCK, wrinkled iiimrow, fine d.,. 1 li

,,, I- i n No I, lliinlil U'K'iiu ):i', I lull '
. I ».. ml \I '

;

ink- Emperor, or Palrbeard'a Conqueror, Burbldgo'fl Eclipse,
i ihampl i i Ingland, and other best

ill also bo found, ns usual, very select. Goods Carriage free (not under 20».)

ni and all .Stations on tlm London and Norwich Colchester Lino.

SEED & HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SUFFOLK
FRUIT TREES.—SURPLUS STOCK.

WILLIAM JACKSON and CO., Bedalo, Yorkshire,

having a portion of their Nursery Ground tocloar, lieg to

offer the following FRUIT TREES of tho most useful and

approved oorts, Htropg and well grown, lu n bearing state, at

annexed choap rates :— Por dozen.—*, d.

Applon and Pears, good strong Standards 8
Do. do. do., Dwarfs
Do. do. do., Dwarfs, trainod 18». to 24

Choriios, good strong Standards 10s. to 12

Do. do. do., Dwarfs, trainod 24s. to 80

Plums, good strong Standards 9s. to 10

Do. do. do.. Dwarfs trained 24s. to 30
Apricots, Poaches, and Nectarines, trained 42s. to 48
A roforonco or remittance is respectfully solicited from un-

known correspondents.—Jan. 18.

HOLLY HOCKS.
JOHN CHATER and SON offer the following New
J and Choice HOLLYHOCKS in Pots at 18s. por dozen, hamper
Included :— Pourpre de Tyro, Yellow Model, SaftVanot, Duko of

Rtttland (now), Penelope, Swansdown, Gem, Lady Braybrooke,
Spectabilis, White Perfection, Black Prince (new), King of Roses,
Raphael, Napoleon, Magnum Bouum, &c.
Also the following strong ground Roots, 7s. 6ii. per dozen :

—

Queen, Bella Donna, Elegana, Brilliant, Marmion, Mrs. Russell,

Venosa rubra, Obscura, Aurantia, Purpurea elegans, Flower of

too Day, Marchioness of Breadalbane, Queen of England, and
Model of Perfection.

New Crimson Rockets, 6s. por dozen ; Double White do., 3s.

ier dozen, 20s. por 100.

Hollyhock Seed, in packets containing 200 seeds, Is. 6d.
;

400, 2s. 6d. ; warranted from best flowers. Choice Pansy, Is. per
)acket. Sweet William, 6d.
Descriptive Catalogues may be had on application to J.Ciiatep.

5j So.v. Haverhill, Suffolk.— Post Office Orders payable at
tlaverhtll.

FASTOLFF RASPBERRY.
YOUELL and CO. are now sending out extra strong

canes of tho above most excellent RASPBERRY, unequalled
>y any other variety for the size of its fruit and richness of flavour,

it 16s. per 100; Large White Raspberry, 24s. per 100; New
Monthly Fruiting ditto, 24s. per 100.

CHOICE FRUITS (WAMtAXTED true to name.)
4.PPLES, Standard, in best selection, good heads, 9s. 0<f. per doz.

„ Dwarf ditto ditto 6 „

„ Trained ditto ditto SO „
PEARS, Standard ditto ditto 12 „

„ Dwarf ditto ditto 8 „

,, Trained ditto ditto 30 „
PLUMS, Dwarf ditto ditto 9 „

„ Trained ditto ditto 36 „
'EACHES.Df.trained.inflnestrongpIants.Ses.toeO „
NECTARINES, Dwarf trained ditto 36s.to60
APRICOTS ditto ditto 86s. to 60 „
HIERRLES, Standard, in fine variety, ditto ... 12 „

„ Dwarf ditto ditto ... 9 „

„ Trainod ditto ditto 36s. to 42 „
JOOSEBERRIES, 25 of the finest varieties (good bushes),
selected for size and flavour, 30s. per 100, or 4s. per dozen.
URRANTS.—Improved large White Dutch, Black Naples,
Raby Castle (red), and large Red Grape, 4s. per dozen.
These are the most desirable kinds in cultivation, and are
highly recommended.
RHUBARB.— Royal Albert, 9s. per doz. ; Linnreus, 9s. per doz.
Tobolsk, Gs. per doz. (strong).

SEA K ALE.—Extra strong,2 years, 6s. per 100 ; 3 years, Ss. per do.
ASPARAGUS.— Extra strong for forcing, 6s. per 100; 3 years

old, 3s.6d. ; 2 years old,- 2s. 6d.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.—Strong for forcing, 6s. per 100.
All orders of 2?. and upwards are delivered carriage free to

uondon, Hull, and Newcastle-on-Tvne, as well as to any railway
nation within 150 miles of the Nursery. Communications by
itearoer and railway to all parts of England, Ireland, and Scotl-

and, as well as the Continent. Post Office orders to be made
layable to Youell & Co.

Youeix & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Y'armouth.

NEW SEEDLING POTATO—THE CHAMPION
KIDNEY.

This Potato bears a great resemblance to that fine old Potato,
he Ashleaf Kidney; it possesses the following good qualities
ver the Ashleaf. If planted at the same time it will be ten days
arlier, all the sets always vegetate well, and do not die offiu the
Toond as the Ashleaf does ; 2 pecks of seed will produce a
:'eater weight of Potatoes than 3 peeks of the Ashleaf. It is
Jite equal to that in flavour, and is eatable during the whole
"inter. Sets that have had the shoots broken off five or six
.lues during the spring will vegetate again as if it had been the
rstshoot. About twenty Gentlemen and Gardeners who had
(.ed to plant last season have assured me that they never before
tew any Potato to equal it, and should continue to grow it as a
rst early Potato. Numerous orders have been already received
om persons who saw it growing during the last summer. It

las been grown and thoroughly proved for the last four years,
nd found to be less liable to disease than any other Potato that
as Seen grown. Oat of 25 sacks grown this season there was
'

ij'
nglo diseased Potato among them.

bold In quantities of not less than 1 peck ; they will be sentomper and Package free, at 5s. Gd. per peck, or 4 pecks for It,unper tree. A remittance In cash must accompany all orders,

, -Tii .
amc",n^ '" penny postage stamps. Purchasers would

vim" >"," 0"™ V.™™' ""•"'ay station to their residence.LDW AKD TILEY, Nitrservmas, Seedsmak, & Florist,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

RENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT ami GARDEN
DIRECTORY fur 1115,5 is now published, priix Cd.

To be had of all Booksellers, andfrom
William E. Rf.ndlh & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

SEEDS FOR THE FARM.
QUTTON'S Pit ICED LIST will be seen on the last
1^ page of last weok's Chronicle, page 16.

N.B.—In the List above referred to, two typographical

errors occurred, viz., in the prices of " Sutton's Purple-

topped Hybrid Turnip," and "Hardy White Swede."

Both of these useful hinds are 1 s. 6d. per pound.

Early orders arc requested and recommended.

ammes. Gramraw.
U ...

110 10 ...

39 11 ... 18S

640 12 ... 105

260 13 ... 95

330 11 ... 100

390 15 ... 100
420 10 ...

SATURDAY, JANUARY 13, 1855.

Since the account of the Chinese Yam (Dioscorca
Batatas) which we gave a few weeks since

(1854, p. 820), a further report by M. Decaisne
upon the result of last year's experience in France
has reached us. It appears from this statement that

the root has excited the greatest interest in that

country, that it is already regarded as a sufficient

recompense for the disasters which attended the

Potato disease, and that the public establishments

are overwhelmed with applications for it from all

parts of the country.- The substance of M. Decaisne's
statement is as follows :

—

About the middle of April, when he considered
the danger from frost to be over, he planted out in

the garden of the Museum of Natural History some
pieces of the roots. Some were taken from the

upper and smaller part of the tubers, others from
the thicker part. The first were scarcely as thick

as the little finger, and averaged 2§ inches in length

;

the others were much larger, and formed slices or

cross sections of a cylinder, each 1^ to li inch thick

on the edge. Three tubers weighing from 10} to

14 ounces were planted whole, in order to compare
their produce with that of the cut sets. The
plantation was made in an open border on the level,

and not on ridges, as ought to have been done, a

circumstance, however, which in no way affected

the growth of the tubers ; it only rendered the

taking up difficult. The distance between the

plants was 19J inches every way ; this was another
mistake, for, according to the judicious observations

of M. L. Vilmorin, they should have been much
wider apart. The short time which has elapsed

since the introduction of the Chinese Yam prevents
M. Decaisne's determining what may be called a
good or a bad year for it ; the future alone will

show under what conditions of climate it best

succeeds. All that can at present be said is, that

in 1S54 the growth of the plants was uniform, that

their long twining stems grew vigorously, and were
thickly covered with leaves, that abundance of

flowers were produced (they were all males) about
the beginning of August, and finally that vegetation

ceased and the leaves began to acquire a yellowish

tint after the middle of September, thus indicating

that the tubers had nearly come to maturity.

With the exception of some specimens kept apart

for other experiments, all the plants were separated

into three distinct lots. Two of these lotswere staked

—one with strong stakes 10 feet or more in height,

the other with stakes 6 or 7 feet high. The stems
twined round the stakes very regularly, in the same
way as Running Kidney Beans, and soon grew
beyond them. In the third lot the plants were left

unsupported, and their stems spread over the ground
without taking root, twining amongst each other

;

these did not nearly attain the length of those which
were staked. In no case were the plants either

artbed up or 1

to I.'- n 'i'o 1. 'I

.

taken np on the
'lib of November,

• I iln- difft rent 1
,

valion v. liiib v.' re adopted.
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li. Plantation - .if the talcrt

varying in length and thu 'ticss.

' PLANTS WITH KT.'. !

This lot consisted of ]<; plants, of wb 'ii ',-,.: pro-

duced two middle
fully 11^ hi,., and which ought to 1

only forming one. Weigbed carefully three days
after the tubers were taken up, and when dry and
clean the following was the result

:

No.

1

2

3
4

5

G
7

8

[Total, 3 kil. 705 grammes, about 8 lbs 2^ oz., or

a mean per tuber of 8 oz.
, ,.

••PLANTS WITH STAKES 6 to 7 LLLT HIGH.

The plants, of which there were 28, also pro-

duced only one tuber each, of the following

weights :

—

No.

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10
11

12
13
14

[Total, 9 kil. 655 gramme?, := 21 lbs. 4i oz. ; or,

on the average, 12 oz. ^^ per tuber.]

•'•PLANTS NOT STAKED. THEIR STEMS STRAGGLING
ON THE GROUND.

The number of plants was 13, and they gave the

following results :

—

GEuraes.
£45
1-50

140
120
110
55

[Total, 3 kil. 916 grammes, = 8 lbs. 6i oz., giving

an average of 10 oz. j^ per tuber.]

The sum total of the produce of the three lots

planted with pieces of tubers gives 17 kil.

grammes, or 38 lbs. If oz.. as the produce of 57
plants, which is at the rate of rather more than 10J-

I oz. for the average weight of each tuber.

In this calculation the quantity of space on
which the plants grew is not taken into account,

nor would it have led to any useful inference,

because, as has been already stated, the plants

were too far apart. But when he takes into

consideration the perfectly tap-rooted nature of

this plant ; the shortness of the slender lateral

roots, which are not more than from 3 to 3f inches

long ; and moreover the large development of the

stem and leaves, which clearly indicates that the

I plant lives principally on elements dissolved in the

atmosphere, M. Decaisne infers that at the dis-
' tance of 10, or even S inches every way, the plant

would have sufficient space for its proper growth.

There would thus be from 16 to 25 plants in a

square metre. Taking the 20. plants io produce on

an average each 10J oz, of tubers, we have about

13| lbs. per square metre, or a total of about

23 tons 17 cwt, of tubers per acre. This is double

the average weight of Potatoes produced in France

on the same space of ground.

So large a produceM. Decaisne admits to be entirely

hypothetical, and calculated for tie best conditions

-amme3. No. Gr&JDi&fita

40 15 ... ...

50 16 ... 270
55 17 ... 380
195 18 ... 370
690 19 ...

550 20 ... 265
520 21 ... ... -

790 22 ... 230
540 23 ... ... 225
420 24 ... 3->j

420 25 ... ... 55
440 26 .. 165
450 27 ... ... 210
765 28 ... 175

No, Grammes. No.

1 ... 488 8
2 ... 475 9

3 ... 460 10
4 ... 488 11

5 ... 400 12

6 ... ... ... 495 13

7 ... 290
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of soil and temperature, in the climate of Paris ; it

is also made upon the supposition that the whole of

the ground is occupied. But although the computa-

tion may be too high, and notwithstanding that the

Chinese Yam costs more to plant than the Pottto,

M. Decaisne has nevertheless arrived at the conclu-

sion that the produce of the Dioscorea Batatas will

exceed that of the Potato, and that the greater

difficulty in taking up will be comp:nsated by the

greater amount of nourishment which the tubers

contain. It is in order to diminish the labour of

taking up that he recommends the Yam to be planted

on ridges, following as much as possible the Chinese

method described in our former article. The reasons

upon which this opinion is formed are the following.

The tubers of the Chinese Yam were in general

from 13J to 19£ inches long ; seldom more. The
upper third is small, perhaps as thick as the little

finger ; this is in his opinion the only part that

should be kept for planting, and, in most cases, three

or four slices, large enough to form vigorous plants,

may be obtained ; the rest of the tuber may be used

for food.

It is important that the entire tuber should be

taken up, especially since its lower extremity is

always the largest part, and that which is richest

in starch. By laying out the ground in ridges or

narrow beds 10 or 12 inches high, the gardener has

only to dig a spade's depth in the side of the ridge

or bed, in order to reach the lower end of the root

;

and by turning over the ridges, so as to level the

ground at the same time, the crop may be taken up
without difficulty. It is evident, indeed, from what
has been stated, that if the sets are planted suffi-

ciently close, the labour in taking up will not be
greater than that required for the same weight of

Potatoes. M. Decaisne hesitates to settle positively

the breadth of the beds, or the distance from ridge

to ridge; but he suggests that a space 20 inches

broad planted with three rows of Yams would

upon what was formerly a subject of constant debate,

not only among those actually engaged in the opera-

tion, but also among the theoretical investigators of

science.

So long as it was believed that absolule wood was
formed corporeally from above downwards, it was
inferred that the lower parts of a plant must be

gradually encased in solid matter derived from

branches ; and that consequently, of necessity, the

stock of a plant must be enveloped in layer above

layer of the wood of the scion. It is needless to

repeat the arguments employed in support of this

view ; they were cogent, and for a long time held to

be irrefragable. The application of the theory to

grafting led, among other things, to the conclusion,

that if a scion would take it would speedily form

a sheath of wood over the stock, and thus secure

itself for ever. Once to form a good union was,

therefore, looked upon as sufficient security for the

permanent life of the grafted plant. It is true that

cases, apparently at variance with the theory,

occurred every now and then, but plausible explana-

tions of such instances were readily found.

It is, however, now certain that although wood is

formed by a descending process, yet that its descent
is not in an organised state. >-rlnid matter, out of

which it is produced, passes, indeed, from above
downwards, but the formation itself is wholly local

and superficial, and consequently there is no such
thing as an encasement of the lower part of a tree

by wood descending from above. That important
fact having been once established the union of a
scion and its stock evidently became a case of mere
adhesion, extremely powerful in some cases, feeble

and readily destroyed in others. There are therefore

two essentially different results obtained by grafting

—the one permanent, the other transitory. The
practical application of that truth we reserve for

another occasion. For the present we confine our-

selves to a new demonstration that the nature of

all that we are acquainted with is the fact. In the

cells of the Red Beet resides a power of forming
red matter, and in those of the White Silesian Beet
that of forming yellow ; and this peculiarity is not

affected by the one growing to the other. Red-
forming cells produce their like and yellow-forming
theirs. Thus the limit between the scion and its

stock is unmistakeably traceable, and notwithstand-
ing the combination of the two sorts in one each
perseveringly retains that which is natural to it.

What is true of Beets is true of all other plants,

and we shall endeavour on an early day to apply to.

the practice of grafting the unquestionable facts

above explained.

answer very -well. The furrow or space between
|

the union between a scion and its stock is no other
the beds should not be more than a foot wide—just than that now described.

About the beginning of Sep-

tember, 1853, Dr. Allan Mac-
lean, of Colchester, an inge-

enough for a man to work in. He adds that the

plants should not be staked, because their stems if

allowed to spread over the ground preserve its mois-
ture ; and also because they may be made to root ' nious experimentalist and good
by a sort of layering similar to that practised by the physiologist, grafted a young
Chinese, who by that means obtain a considerable

J

plant of the White Silesian Beet
increase of produce. This mode of layering is upon a root of Red Beet, and
described in our former articles. vice versfi. At the time of the

It should be understood that M. Decaisne only experiment the plants were
speaks of light free soils, and not of those which are each about as thick as a straw,

compact and harden much with the action of the A complete junction was effect

sun. The former are, in fact, those in which the

Yam succeeds best. In China it is exclusively

grown in sandy soils where few other green crops

thrive.

M. Decaisne regards the Chinese Yam as superior

in quality to the Potato. Although no comparative
analysis of the two has been made, he believes that

the Chinese Yam is much the richer in point of nutri-

tive principles. Its roots are white as snow in the
j

formed by " chok
interior ; they neither contain visible fibres nor

|
case ; above the

New Plants.
109. CcELOGYNE PLANTAGINEA.

C. (Flaccid.e) pseudobulbis clongatis teretibus, foliis 2 oblongo-
lanceolatis 5-costatis undulatis petiolatis patentibus, racerao-

pendulo glabro niultifloro, bracteis " parvis fuscis acutissimis "

deciding, petalis lineari-Ianceolatis, sepalis paulo latioribua
carinatis, Iab&lo ovato-oblongo trilobo acuminata laments
hypochilii 3 epicbilii 4 fimbriatis.

For this fine species we are indebted to the Lord
Bishop of Winchester who purchased it, it is believed,,

at one of Stevens's sales two or three years ago under
the above name, which it probably received in India,

and although apparently unpublished, is too applic-

able to be rejected. The plant forms a tapering pseudo-

bulb about 6 inches long, sheathed at the base by
acuminate scorched scales, and bearing a pair of firm

.UttjacPreaves, about a foot long, with five principal ribs,

and strong channelled stalks. The flowers appear in a
; long pendulous raceme not unlike that of Cynibidium
1 j>eiidulum ; they are greenish yellow with a white lip

streaked with brown. The latter has a taper-pointed

(

middle lobe, and is crested with perpendicular fringed

plates, of which there are three near the base, and four

upon the middle lobe. It is perfectly distinct from alL

previously known, but approaches 0. ftaccida more
nearly than any other. As we have alrea'a-y stated the

plant has been for two or three years at Farnhara
Castle, where, until this year, it resisted all inducements
to flower ; but eventually his lordship overcame its

reluctance by carrying the system of starvation lo-

an extreme extent. The specimen with which we have
been favoured was a model of good cultivation ; it had
been in flower for a month. The bracts had fallen, and
we describe them from information communicated by Mr.
J. W. Laurence, the Bishop of Winchester's gardener.

ed ; and when, in 1854, the plant

of White Beet grafted on red
was taken out of the ground, its

longitudinal section exhibited

the appearance represented in

the annexed figure. There was
a slight contraction at the line

of junction, much like that

'"a rocket

of con-

|!V

tough woody matter, and when boiled they become traction the plant was abso-
so soft that a slight pressure converts them into a lutely white, below it it was
paste, which he can only compare to that of the absolutely red. Not a trace of

finest Wheaten flour. Cooked by steam or roasted, blending the two colours could
they look and taste like the best Potatoes. They

j

be discovered. By similar ex-
have one advantage, which every one will appreciate,

! periments on other vegetables
namely, the short space of time required for cooking.

[

and plants Dr. Maclean had so

Two pieces of tubers, of the size of a hen's egg, one
:
far assured himself of the per-

the Chinese Yam, the other the Batate blanche, were
both put into boiling water at the same time with a
Dutch Potato of the same size ; the first and second
were done in ten minutes, the third in 20 minutes.
And we must recollect that the facility with which
the Potato may be cooked is one of the causes which
have greatly contributed to the popularity of the
Potato in a culinary point of view, as it requires
but little fuel.

Another point of great importance to cultivators

is, that it may be kept easily for a year, and perhaps
longer. We all know that the Potato is certain to

sprout in spring. The Chinese Yam is wholly free

from this disadvantage ; it is neither affected by
cold nor heat, and perhaps not even by moisture.
Left in the ground, it remains alive through the
winter without injury, as has been proved by a root
which passed there the last severe winter, and pushed
freely in spring ; so that it is a hardy plant in the
widest acceptation of the term.

Some discussion respecting the effect of grafting
Rhooodendrons has lately found its way into our
columns, and it is desirable that at the approaching
grafting season those interested, either practically or
theoretically, in that operation should consider well
the real nature of the process. So large a number
of facts has now been collected by the united obser-
vations and intelligence of modern cultivators '

Ground line.

The result of the

trial wholly confirmed that view, and demonstrated

that the White Beet adhered to the Red Beet by mere
junction of cellular matter; that of the scion and

stock holding together in the first instance, and
each afterwards producing its own colouring matter

in its own new cells as they formed superficially,

the red cells adhering to the white cells while in the

nascent state, but retaining each the peculiarity

belonging to it, without any interchange of contents

through the sides of the cells in contact.

This is entirely consistent with all that has been
discovered by the modern physiologists who have
applied themselves to a study of the nature of the

individual cells of which plants consist. They
have clearly shown that each cell has its own special

inherent power of secretion ; as indeed may be seen

by any one who examines thin sections of variegated

leaves or other parts. It will then be seen that

some cells are filled with a red colouring matter,

others with yellow, others with green. In other

words" one cell has the power of secreting red matter,

another yellow, and so on. The colours do not
.. ^...^...mic, that run together, but are contained each within the

it has become perfectly safe to speak dogmatically
|
cell that produces it. Why this is so no one knows :

feet independence of scion and
stock as to acquire the belief

that neither the colouring nor

any of the specific characters of

the one or the other would or

could be altered by their union.

llli]

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LIV.

239. Sterility.—It was stated (see p. 231, 1854) that

the same effect in vegetable pathology may arise from
very different causes, and though the ultimate injury

may be identical, the diseases which produce it may in

reality be altogether unallied. Such effects may some-
times in point of fact be mere symptoms rather than
specific maladies. In a treatise, however, like the

present intended for general use, it would not be prudent
to draw too nice distinctions, but to treat such subjects

as may aris^ slmnlv and practically. In many instances,

therefore, sucrftSytHptoms will for practical purposes be
regarded as disease; and to concentrate attention on each
subject, it will be necessary to keep together as much as

possible all that bears on one particular point, for unless

some such mode were adopted, reference must be made
for information to more than one division, and some-
times to every distinct head under which disease may
be classified. Where a disease, therefore, arises from
constitutional cduses and those functional, proper notice

will be taken of it under the particular head which treats

of such diseases ; but if in any case it arise also from
other causes, information on such points will be given

under the original notice, thus obviating multiplicity of

reference, preventing needless repetition, and facilitating

comparison of matters similar, though possibly not

identical.

240. "The disease with which we commence our
specific notices, sterility, is a case exactly in point, for

though sometimes purely constitutional, and that

functionally or organically, it may be equally induced
by external causes, and those of various kinds. How-
ever induced, it is in most cases a formidable misfortune
to the cultivator, and unhappily is at present too often

beyond remedy.
241. Sterility. Constitutional and functional.—Botli

in the animal and vegetable world, wherever copious

varieties and races have been produced by long domesti-

cation or cultivation, there are marked constitutional

differences as regards sterility. In the poultry-yard ont

race will produce a supply of eggs throughout the year
while another, distinguished perhaps for other good
qualities, is notoriously unproductive. The same hold}

good with the vegetable world ; while one variety

extremely prolific, another of better quality perhaps
under whatever circumstances it may be placed, what u
commonly called a shy bearer. If, however, our attention

be turned to individuals, we shall find instances

absolute sterility — in the animal kingdom strictli

absolute, in the vegetable perhaps only for a season

inasmuch as new organs are formed every year, or a

least preparations made, though possibly not complete, foi

their formation. I am not speaking now of that temporar;

sterility to which every plant, whether of short or lonj

duration, is subject ; for this is no disease, but merelj

a state of infancy or progress, during which sufficient ma
terials, out of which the exigencies of a fertile conditioi

can be supplied, have not at present teen stored up

i
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Whether this is effected lifter a low weeks, or only after

several years, the matter 16 juet tli" same, and it is well

known that tlio fertility of young planln may be accole-

rntod by grafting on a ripened stem which can Mij>|>ly

what is wanting to the ascending sap. Tho tendency in

tho caflo before uh is either to make no progross towards

fjio formation of flowers and their proper organs, or only

to proceed through the primary stages of metamor-

phosis without accomplishing tlio ununl end to which

those changes in the leafy appendages tend. It may
bo absolutely impossible to discover iu ouch cases any

organic malformation ; but as it is sometimes evidently

duo to exuberance of growth, it is sometimes equally

evident that it is want of tone which produces sterility.

If, however, they are really constitutional, and not due

at all to external causes, the most judicious treatment

may fail, and for the very reason that wo cannot discover

tho precise constitutional conditions to which the effect

is due. Menus, however, will be taken to repress unna-
tural luxuriance in tho one ease, or to give more tone- to

the Bystom in tho other, and such pains will often bo

rewarded with partial success. It will very rarely

liappon, however, that inveterate constitutional tendency

can bo altogether surmounted.
2'12. Ono of the most ordinary causes of sterility,

whether permanent or temporary, is tho hypertrophy of

some particular part of tho plant, in consequence of

which the nutriment which should have been employe I

in the formation or perfection of tho organs of fructifi-

cation is diverted to some other purpose. Plants, for

Instance, like Tarragon, which increase much by the root

without any abnormal development, seldom produce

perfect seed, and trees which send up many suckers or

feeders are comparatively unproductive : instances

arising from artificial hypertrophy (238), to which mul-

titudes might be added, are mentioned nbovo.

243. Tlio organs of fructification may be apparently

perfect, and yet no impregnation may take place, even
though the pollon grains may germinate. It is probable

'that in such cases there is some deficiency of power in

the ovules, or the vegetative force by which they arc
excited, and not in the pollen grains themselves—an
inference supported by analogy in the animal kingdom.
This force in the pistillary organs is sometimes so great,

as in Coolebogyne, as to supersedo the necessity of the
anther altogether, a fact analogous to those instances in

the animal kingdom where increase takes place by
budding, as in several of the Radiattc. It appears
from the mass of facts stored up by Gartner, Herbert,
and others, on hybridisation and muling, that the

influence of tho male and female parents are not
altogether correlative. It does not follow that because
the pollen of a will [produce perfect fruit in 5, that
the pollen of b should have the same effect on a. It

appears, too, that the same male parent does not produce
equal fertility in female parents wli^li it is capable of

fertilising. The pollen of Dianthus superbus will

fructify D. barbatus, Armeria, chinensis, Caryophyllus,
caucasicus, and arenarius, but it will not impregnate
them in the same degree, and the number of seeds
produced will diminish in the order in which the names
of the species are written down. External affinity is

not always the measure of success. The coats of seeds

are sometimes affected even where perfect impregnation
does not take place ; and as^ftiiy derangement
of the mutual balance of the parts of which
an organism consists is more or less fatal to the
completion of such delicate processes as the vivifi-

cation of the contents of the embryo sac, it is conceiv-

able that a thousand circumstauces may prove impedi-
ments though wholly beyond our powers of research.

244. Strictly speaking, sterility may be absolute, even
where there is, according to the gardener's views, a
perfect crop of fruit. In some cases, and perhaps in

most, succulent fruits will not swell and proceed to per-
fection without impregnation; but it is certain that in

other instances, as in the common Mulberry, the full

virtues of the sarcoearp may be perfected without the
intervention of any male blossom; and it is notorious
that Cucumbers of enormous size, and many other fruit,

occur in which it is impossible to find a single perfect

ovule. Some of the best varieties of Grapes and Oranges
bear no seed, and the same may be said of exotic fruits,

as the Banana and Breadfruit. It does not follow,

however, that the rudiments of fruit may not exist in the
young state, or that the pollen may exert no power.
The influence of the polleu is not, however, the only
influence which will cause the succulent portion of the
organs of fructification to swell. The process of caprifi-

cation is an instance in poiut, as also that of touching
the orifice of a Fig with oil, or piercing the young walls
with an oiled straw. M. J. B.

ON RAISING NEW VARIETIES OF PEARS
FROM SEED.

_
What, it may be asked, is the object to be kept in

view at the present day, in raising new and improved
varieties of Fears from seed ? On examining attentively
the varieties obtained from seed by our predecessors,
and especially those raised from the last sowings of the
tate Van Mons, it would seem as if the task was accom-
plished, and that we have only to repose under our
laurels. In fact, the vigour of certain varieties culti-

vated on the Pear stock is evident, their hardiness in
our climate is well known, their productiveness is in-

contestable, and their varied and delicious flavours
incline us to think that the conquest is already made,
and that the Pear-tree may be almost considered as
being acclimatised in our northern latitude, and as
•having attained perfection. Such being the case, it is a

doty incumbent on us to preserve these acquisitions in

all their vigour, and without change from disease, by

propagating them according to the rational principle!

laid down in our preceding articles. Thus we may
transmit, intact, to posterity tho fruit of the Inborn ol

our ancestors,

But another much more important duty algo devolves
on us, and that ia not to interrupt the chain of pot bit

improvement. We ought to re now successively lite

Seods of the beat hardy kinds of IVart*, in oral r to

improve on tho results already obtained, Tho chances
of success are not now no problematic bh when Van
Mons commenced his sowings; for be had to employ
either iho seeds of varieties of indifforont quality, or

those of sorts from more southern regions than our*.

I!y Howing the needs: of these, rearing the leodlingl and
sowing their seeds as soon as they bore fruit, and again

tho first Heeds of this third generation, and BO on, be

obtained six or eight gencratiens in the cour s of half a

century ; and by these means, conducted on fixed prin-

piples,he has done more for acclimatising and improving

tho Pear tree in our latitude than chance had during 10

centuries. According to this system, it is no longer neces-

sary to sow tho seeds of such old varieties as the lieurie

Gris, Cliaumontel, St. Germain, or Virgouleuse ; and
|

scarcely those of the Passe Colmnr, IicurrCd'Hardeiipont,

Beurre Diel, and Ileum' Ranco. This would be labour in

vain ; it would be like taking hold of the chain by the

wrong end and landing at the bottom, instead of com-
mencing at the lowest link and ascending to the highest.

The varieties above mentioned have not, generally, a

strong constitution, and they arc much exhausted in

consequence of a bad system of propagation. The
seeds of the following varieties may, however, be success-

fully employed :— Conseiller de la Cour, Comte do

Flandres, Br. Trousseau, Prince Albert, Due d'Orlcans,

Comte do Paris, Rousselet de Janvier, Genera! D"ti!!S!l?-l

Beurre" Berkmans, Calebasse Tougard, Nouveau Poiteau,

Souvenir d'Esperen, and Triomphe de Jodoigne. In
our severe and chongeable climate, vigour and hardi-

ness for bearing in the open ground are more especially

required. Should the fruit be only second-rate, yet it

is better to use the seeds of hardy sorts than those from
|

fruit of first-rate quality produced by trees of a broken-
j

down constitution. The Eyewood, raised by Mr. Knight,

'

must be reared as a pyramid, by means o[ a support,
during the first three years from the bud or graft

on the Pear stock ; this is a proof of its debility. By
careful pruning this variety will form a handsome
pyramid in five or six years ; but the shoots are too

flexible. Its branches have not sufficient substance. !

Although from its fertility, and the excellent quality of

its fruit, it deserves a place in every fruit garden, yet
it would not be advisable to sow its seeds with the view
of obtaining improved varieties, for the seedlings would
most probably retrograde. Marie Louise Nouvelle, of

Vau Mons, from its greater vigour, and its larger and
more delicate fruit, is doubtless several generations in

advance of the Eyewood, but appears to have come from
the same source. The seeds of this fruit would be
preferable to those of the Eyewood ; but it would not
be advisable to sow either of them. The varieties above
recommended make handsome trees, are hardier, and
their fruit keeps longer. In obtaining a new variety,

which ought to be considered at the present day a real

improvement, it ought to possess, as already stated, good
vigour, hardiness, and handsome form of growth. In
short, the trees ought to bear as orchard standards in

our coldest localities. The fruits, in form and flavour,

should equal, at least, those which we already possess
;

and the period of ripening should be later, commencing
iu December and ending in April.

By following the preceding instructions, astonishing

results will be obtained before the end of the century,

as regards varieties adapted for orchard culture. In
pursuing with perseverance the experiments, a number
of varieties will also be found suitable for gardens. It

;

is likewise very probable that some amateurs, knowing
the vigour, beauty, and pi-oductiveness of a good seed-

ling, will give it the preference, to a certain extent, to

propagated trees, which do not always exhibit the most
desirable properties. A period will thus be reached
when the more intelligent amateurs, in sowing the seeds

of a variety, of which the perfection has been carried

to the utmost limits, will not plant, trusting to the prob-
I

ability that seedling varieties will spring up and form
magnificent long-lived trees, bearing fruit of the highest

excellence. This is, moreover, the opinion expressed
by Van Mons in various passages of his " Ponionomie."
We unreservedly share it as regards our own seedlings,

all derived from the last sowings of that skilful pomolo-
gist. In fact, out of more than 500 of these seedlings, one
could scarcely find 25 which do not exhibit, in their

upper parts, all the characters of civilised trees, that is

to say, having the appearance of good productive

varieties. In the face of such evident facts, it is

impossible not to be convinced.

In conclusion, by following a good system of propaga-
tion, and improving the condition of trees already
existing, the horticulturists of the present day will fulfil

their duties iu regard to their successors. This, we
think, ought to be the aim of every person in all the

countries of Western Europe who takes a distinguished

part in the cultivation of fruit trees. /. De Jonghe, Rut
clcs Visitandincs, Brussels, Dec. 5, 1854.

iced in abundanco. Jt u

or beds, One of the vtry beat Galifi i

LIST OF ANNUALS.
(Concludedfrom p. 6).

Zcptosiphon lutcum is a pretty little plant, with

needle-shaped leaves. Its flowers are golden yellow, and

ai c j rot

patenet,
annuals.

lAmnonti This a good thing, either f.,r

early or late flowering ; it . ant inebi

The Bowers, which i>re produced abundantly, an m -.

dull white colour ; it in beat adapted for patches, It in

a native of California.

I < - ura in a most Enterestinc annual, with

flowefi like tl-e common Toadflax to snape,!
i hie in colour. It grows about a foot bull, it in a
most profuse bloomer, anil in well adapt* d either for
beilt, or border*!. It in a native of ll.< sootll of EarO] B.

Z4ii " — Thin in a plat

veiy delicate and slender bai.it, much r<

common I lax. It (grows about a foot nigh, ao*j has
largo, brilliant red flowers. 1' i' eonld I

flower w'll, it would be » splendid plant for pot culture.

It was introduced from rati*.

toaia lattritia.—Though much neglected, (his is a
very pretty plant when tnaied *,*, a climber .and trained
on trellis work. Its flowers are pale acarlet, with a

dull white patch in the centre. It M rather (a
requires to be sown in Inn'.. Il in a native ol !' ro.

Jyupinwi Afr/ri/zirinwi.—This i» the vrry best of (he
annual Lupines ; it crown about :;i| illCOSS high, M 1

has an erect habit. It in a most profuse blocmer, with
spikes of (lowers about 7 inches long. It* Mouioms are of
a rich blue colour, tipped with whit/:. Itia well adaj.Uil

for borders, It is a native of California.

Malva zfJ/rina.—This, although of a straggling h*bit,

is nevertheless a most beautiful plant, ate. well

of cultivation, growing to the bright of 2 feet, with lar?*;

white bell. shaped flowers, streaked with red. It is well
adapted for growing in clusters on borders. I'

from the south of Europe.

M'.riibUii Jaluna (Marvel of Peru) is not SO tx;ccii

grown as it deserves to be. Its long, trumpet-shaped
flowers are highly ornamental. It is a col

plant, which grows about 18 inches in bright These
are many varieties differing very much in colour, g/.me
being self-coloured, while others are very much streaked.

It is best adapted for borders, but ought to be sown in
heat, to bring the plants to perfection.

Nolana grandijlora.—This is a creeping Chilian plant,

with rather succulent foliage. Its flowers, which are
much like those of a Convolvulus, are of a lightish

colour, streaked with blue. It is a pretty thing for

covering rockwork or small beds.

Oxalis rosea.—This is another of the very
[

and best of annuals ; it growsabout 6 inches hi^h. I\s

flowers are of a pale rose colour, and are produced in

abundance. It is a good thing for greenhouse decora-
tion in spring, and open borders in summer. It cin-.ea

from Chili.

Perilla nayykinensis is a pleasing plant, with dari
purple foliage, for whose beauty alone the plant is growD.
Tlie leaves are much crisped ; the flowers are

value, but on account of the variety it makes it well

deserves a place in borders, and requires to be sown in

heat. It is a native of China.
Phacetia Iripinnatijida.—This is a profuse blooming

plant, with dark-blue flowers and a habit like that of a
Heliotrope. It is quite hardy, and requires very little

attention. It grows about 1 foot high, and is well
adapted for beds or patches. It is a native of California.

Platystemon cahfornicum makes a very showy bed,
and flowers very early. It grows about 1 foot in
height. Its flowers are of a whitish colour, and are
produced abundantly. This is also a na'ive of California.

Podolepis rugala is rather a showy plant, and remains
a long time in perfection. Its flowers are large, of a
pale yellow, much resembling the Old Everlasting ; it

grows about 18 inches in height. P. chrysantba much
resembles it, with flowers of a brighter yellow. It is a
native of Australia.

Portulacas.— These much resemble in appearance
an ice plant, baviDg succulent stems and cylindrical

leaves. They are very showy plants, but require green-
house treatment, although lhey may occasionally be
turned out in the open border in summer. The best

are Thellusoni, which is the strongest growing—it has
large blood-red flowers ; T. flore plena, witn double

flowers ; splendens, with pale-red flowers ; alba striata,

with white flowers, streaked with red ; and Thorbomi
lutea, with yellow flowers. They are natives of tempe-
rate regions.

jflhodanthe Manglcsi.—This is a Swan River Annual,
and is a most beautiful thing. Its flowers are large, of

a rosy pink colour, and it grows from 9 to 12 inches in

height. It remains a long time in perfection. lis best

use is for greenhouse decoration in early spring, or it

makes a most beautiful bed in summer, but the seedlings

require pricking out in small pots to become establishel
previous to transplanting.

Sctponaria calalrica is rather a slender spreading-

plant, with pink and white Sowers. It grows about;

6 inches high. It is a most beautiful thing, well de-

serving pot culture, or it is well adapted for beds or

borders. It is a native of Calabria.

Sileiie pendula alia has showy white flowers, some-

what resembling the common Bachelor's Button. It

grows a foot in height, and is a most abundant bloomer.

It is a splendid thing for greenhouse decoration, and also

for beds or borders. It flowers best in peat soiL It is

a native of the south of Europe.

v '

.
; . specic^a is a pretty S nth Airer:;:-

plant for blooming through the summer. It bears

large orange and black-coloured flowers, which are
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proiluced in abundance. It grows about afoot high. It

is well adapted for beds or borders.

Tagctcs signata.—This is one of the most interesting

and neatest of annuals. It grows about 15 inches high,

with finely divided leaves, and its flowers are also very

showy; they are yellow, and produced abundantly. It

is well adapted for beds or borders. This is also a

native of South America.
Valid'turn cximium.—The flowers of this plant much

resemble the pot Marigold, with large coarse leaves.

It grows about a foot high, and is a very showy plant

for borders.

Wltitlavia grandiflora.—This most beautiful new
annual was exhibited at one of the Chiswick exhibitions

this year for the first time by Messrs. Veitch. It sur-

passes Eutoca viscida in the beauty of its bell-shaped

corolla and long stamens, which exhibit the anthers to

so good advantage. It grows a foot high, and flowers

profusely. It is a native of California.

Zinnia elcgans.—This makes a very pretty bed, and
one packet of seed will furnish many varieties. It is a

stiff growing plant, about a foot in height. It is a
native of Peru. /. H. Bcckman.

Home Correspondence.
Grafted Rhododendrons (see page 6).—Your corre-

spondent " J. R." must surely be unacquainted with the

improved methods of grafting these fine plants now-

employed by our best propagators, or he would never

have written as he has done. I could show him thousands

grafted in such a way that nearly all are rooted from
the scion, and are on their own roots, whilst it is very

rare for them to throw up a sucker. There is much
unnecessary declamation against grafted trees, many of

•which are far better than if they were not grafted.

This op.tcrv against them may be attributed to seyc
i*~l

causes, the principal one being that unthinking persons

have sent out trees grafted on stocks on which it was
impossible for them to succeed. Thus the evergreen
Deodar has been grafted on the Larch. If ".J. R." has
visited Elvoston, he must have seen hundreds of fine

Deodars, all of which are grafted on the Cedars of

Lebanon. Who ever saw the English Elm on its own
roots throwing up thousands of suckers, equal to the

same plant grafted on the Scotch Elm ? Would " J. R."
plant his walls with Peaches on their own roots ? How
many of our finest Roses refuse to grow on their own
roots but grow vigorously when worked, whilst others

are best when not worked. It is only when the stock

is unsuitable, or the grafting clumsy, that the effect is

bad. How are Camellias to be propagated ? The same
question may be asked respecting the Purple Beech (surely

it is not injured by grafting), the varieties of the Ash,

Thorn, and numbers of other things. But to return to

the Rhododendron ; there are many fine varieties

which could not be increased except by grafting, and
there are many which grow better and stronger when
grafted than on their own roots. No one who has seen

the plants, trees I should rather say, shown in London
by the Messrs. Waterer, could suppose that they had
been injured by grafting. With regard to raising

varieties from seed and sending them out (unproved) with

names, I know of no practice more dishonest. Although

it is true that many seedlings produced by crossing two

kinds, as arboreum and catawbiense for instance, may
resemble each other, is it right to sell them as alta-

clerense, when some may prove inferior to that variety,

and many in the same bed will doubtless be worthless ?

Then, again, when one of the parents is a hybrid, perhaps

no two of the seedlings will be alike. " J. R." may rest

assured that if he ever possesses fine varieties he must
have them grafted. J. R. Pearson.

Amlierstia nobilis.—This fine stove tree is now in

flower at Wynyard Park, the seat of the Marchioness
Dowager of Londonderry, and I believe that it is the

second plant of the kind which has blossomed in this

country. The plant under notice was imported in

1852, being then but 9 inches in height, and now it is a
fine healthy tree 9 feet high, with five flower spikes on
it. The spike now in bloom measures 2 feet long, and
has 18 flowers on it, all of which are extremely brilliant in

colour. John Stewart, Wynyard Park, Jan. 9.

Rain at Melbury House Gardens, Dorsetshire.— 1852 :

November, 13 ^fa inches ; December, 6 y'jfo inches.

1853 : November, 3£?a inches; December, l-A'^ inches;

1854: November, 2 —^ inches; December,
-fifa

inch. S.

Double Digging.—There must, I apprehend, be some
error in terms in Mr. Smith's account of the expenses
of labour. Double digging, as understood by gardeners

and others, is digging two spits (about 20 inches) deep,

and either bringing the bottom spit at once to the sur-

face (usual in market-gardens and nurseries where the

soil has been long under spade cultivation) or turning

it over and leaving it at the bottom ; the latter is my
practice in bringing fresh land under spade cultivation,

and not, as you assume, bringing at once 10 inches of

clay to the surface. It is not till the sixth or eighth
year that the bottom spit is gradually brought up, the
ground in the meantime having been double dug three
or four times. The cost of double digging my land (a
tender loam without stones, resting on a subsoil of
calcareous clay, at first stiff, but after being stirred

very tender) is for the first time Is. 3d per rod,
afterwards Is. per rod. Now, this is what is always
understood as double digging, and of course when
practical men read that this can be done at Lois-
Weedon for i^d. per rod they feel that some great
difference must exist either in the price of labour or in
the method of having it done ; it seems to me that the

term " double digging " is incorrect if, as you state in

p. 4, the depth altogether of the first digging is only
10 inches or one spit. The term "shallow spits" is

not, I believe, used by Mr. Smith, and is calculated to

mislead ; the depth of a spit is understood by all farm
labourers as about 1 inches. Mr. Smith says, " The
diggings at first are to be as much as two spits deep, but
the depth is to be measured year after year until they
reach the depth of 20 or 24 inches." The term " two
spits deep " has misled many, and I have no doubt has
given rise to many failures, owing to the cost of double
digging being so much more than the price given in

the pamphlet. I know the arable lands of all the

eastern counties intimately, and with the excep-
tion of the blowing sands of Norfolk and Suffolk,

and the loose black soils of the fens, I fully believe

that no good corn land can be stirred 20 inches

deep under Is. per rod, and no single digging under
3d. per rod, and much care is required in having
the latter done ; tile four-pronged (Lyndon or Parkes')

fork is the best tool, and this should be thrust into the
soil nearly perpendicularly ; a "loose hand" will make
it form a beautiful slope, and stir a very large surface

at a small cost, but to very little purpose, as far as the
real interests of his employer go. I give my labourers
3d. per rod for single digging between rows of fruit trees

3 feet apart ; this seems to approach very nearly to

Mr. Smith's practice in digging between his rows of
Wheat, requiring about the same care, but then it is

double his price. The Lois-Weedon system is so full of

interest, and appears so advantageous, that it is of con-
sequence to clear away all obstacles to its being carried

out, and the apparent difference in the price of labour
can most probably be explained by some one who has
tried the system in a stiff soil. T. R., Herts.

^ How to have Q™i Water in Ciay Districts.—The dif-

ncuity of procuring good water for domestic and farm
purposes, so generally experienced in clay districts

where the well water is frequently bad, may, I think,

often be overcome by a plan which 1 have lately adopted
with success. The soil is a lias clay ; I collect in a
cemented tank the rain that falls on an acre and a half
of lawn which is thorough drained with pipes 3 ft. 6 in.

deep, and adjoins the house. The water is excellent,

nearly soft enough to wash with, whereas the well water
is not only very saline, but lias a nauseous smell and
taste. In the first instance the tank was merely
lined with dry brickwork, when the water was
better than that from the wells, but not so good
as it is now. The bad qualities of the well water
being attributable to the soluble matters in the clay

with which it is in connection, the necessity of a water-

tight tank is evident. The small quantity of soluble

matter taken up by the rain water in its passage from
the surface of the land to the pipe-drains cannot be
avoided ; but beyond this it may be kept pure, if the

tank is effectually separated from the clay. This plan

is very inexpensive, and capable of general adoption in

country places, where a suitable field to collect the

water is almost sure to be found near the house. I

think arable land will answer nearly as well as Grass
land ; and if already drained, the trouble of conveying
the water from it to the house, and forming a suitable

receptacle there, must be small. In many cases the exist-

ing well, if pirtially filled up so as to exclude the springs,

might be lined and bottomed with cement at an expense
of only 21. or 3/., and made to answer the purpose. Of
course, the size of the tank must be proportioned to the

quantity of water required, and there must be a waste
pipe from it. Richard Varden, Seaford Grange, near
Pcrshore.

Beurre Superfin.— In reply to the queries of M. de

Jonghe, I may state in the outset that I have been all

my life, now nearly 40 years, accustomed to observe

the characters and merits of fruits. I was born in a

nursery of fruit trees, I have lived a nurseryman of

fruit trees, and I cow cultivate for my amusement a

collection of upwards of 1300 varieties. I therefore

leave M. de Jonghe to judge whether or not I am com-
petent to distinguish the difference between two trees

or two fruits. I do not quite agree with M. de Jonghe
when he says that the question now, " is simply whether

the Beurre Superfin has a different form, a different

flavour, and period of maturity from that of the Cum-
berland, figured in the 'Album de Pomologie.' " What
M. de Jonghe has to show after what lie said in his

first communication on this subject is, that the name
of Beurre Superfin" was applied in 1846-47, at Angers,

to a seedling raised by the late Van Mous, which fruited

for the first time in his nurseries in 1827 ;"aud also

that the Pomological Society was in ignorance when it

did not know " how to distinguish this Pear among a

thousand, and restore to it the original name of Cumber-
land." It is an easily ascertained fact that the original

seedling tree of Beurre Superfin is still existing at Angers,

and that the original tree of Cumberland is still at Cum-
berland, iu Rhode Island, where it has been since the

beginning of this century. Where is the original tree

of the Cumberland of Van Mons ? Robert Hogg. [We
think that the public has now had enough of this

discussion.]

Coniferce: Collectors and Cultivators.—The subject

which you have permitted to be introduced into your
columns (see p. 806, 1854) should not be allowed to

remain within the narrow limits in which it has already

appeared—I mean the vexala quwstio of the difference

between two Cypresses. I believe them to be the same,
but that is not what I want to write about. The sub-

ject to which I refer is that of the history and introduc-

tion of many Conifers which are now beginning to show

their matured characters, and to prove themselves worthy
of distinctive names. That which was of old the irrita-

menta maloruin has operated strongly upon nursery
gardeners and their lists, wherein many tempting names
jire found to swell the corresponding list of guineas.

Some very good papers have been published in the
Horticultural Society's Journal, such as Hartweg's and
Dr. Lindley's, Mr. Gordon's, a paper on Himalayan
Conifers, and the translation of Endlicber's catalogue,

which last, by the bye, has put to confusion many a stu-

diously-labelled Pinetum. But there still remains a hiatus

which none but those who live at the fountain-head of

horticulture and botany can fill up. Plants are intro-

duced—introducers take their treasures to be presented
at court—there they receive their titles, make their

how, and are pushed on by the crowd which follows
;

they leave their cards and addresses, but sometimes
these frail and perishable memorials are lost (as seems
to be the case with the ancestors of Cupressus Lam-
bertiana) ; they slink away into the world of fashion

at Chiswick, and there, suffering from the vicissitudes

of garden stuff, lose their labels or get misplaced, or,

what is worse, are sent out to subscribers, who cut them
up for propagation, and when the time comes for their

being planted out into the world, their names are obli-

terated, or replaced from the stores of the gardener's

imagination. There are many cultivators and collectors

whose object is one of a higher order than that of

merely adding names to their collections, or of surpass-

ing some rival in entities of no value. I apprehend that

gentlemen who apply their spare moments and spare
money to encourage the introduction of rare and
beautiful things into this couutry are in many ways
public benefactors ; it is unnecessary to enumerate
the exotic plants of which the valuable qualities

have led to their universal cultivation — plants,

I mean, which are now naturalised in our woods
and hedge-rows, which were once as rare and
curious as the araucaria or taxodium. There are many
plants of great promise now in the country of which it

is extremely difficult to obtain information. A mere
curiosity is a poor treasure. A rusty musket=fcall would
have a value if it were picked up on some hero's grave

upon the sad but beautiful banks of the Alma ;—so it is

with plants. If ever there were a tribe of plants which
from its vast variety and combined qualifications of use

and beauty surpasses any other, it certainly is that of

the Coniferae : their applicability to valuable uses, their

aptitude for purposes of shelter or of beauty is daily

more and more apparent. Governments introduce

them to replenish or replace old royal forests worn out

by centuries of unvarying Oak ; artists and gardeners

find no contrasts of form or colour without the whole-
sale introduction of the many-formed many-tinted

Conifers
;
places bare and bleak, cold and ugly, are now

filled and furnished ; and some day soon, planters who
have high and dry light soil unfit for Oak, and ill-placed

for Turnips, will begin to substitute the happy family of

Piuus Laricio and Deodar for Oak and Ash ; and still

further draw from the same tribe the means of shelter-

ing the residences, beautifying the neighbourhoods, and
filling the pockets of their heirs : but it is upon the
collector of the present time that all these good and
pleasant results depend. As one of these, I have long
wished to see the blanks and omissions of the catalogue

published in the Horticultural Society's Journal in 1850
tilled up. Many would join with me in cordial thanks
to you if you could prevail on the authorities of the

horticultural world to open their drawers, or turn back
to former pages, and draw out the memoranda
which they alone possess, of the introduction of many
plants now lying neglected and ignored for want of
sponsors. For instance, to name a few, I have tried in

vain to discover when and by whom Pinus Bungeana
was introduced, certainly the most distinct plant in my
collection, and hardy as an Oak ; the same too about
Pinus osteosperma, a very peculiar species, and the
graceful hardy Cupressus Corneyana (miscalled in the
Hort. Soc. Journal " the female of the Juniperus
sinensis ") ; Pinus Fordi, very distinct ; and the hardy,
robust, and rapidly growing Abies Douglasi taxifolia,

a strongly marked variety ; so too about Pinus Padu-
fiaDa, and the beautiful Juniperus alba and fragranSj

which are species and not varieties ; and Cupressus
Knighti, which is totally unlike any other which grows £
not to omit some concerning which I have lately re-

ceived inquiring letters, viz., Cupressus Schomburgki and
Ksempferi, Pinus Na?sa (Neoza) and P. pallo (palo) bianco,

and others, with the names of which I will not swell this

already too long letter. I trust your interest and
authority will bring forth some of the information which
I, in common with many others, greatly desire ; and I

thank you for the room you have already allowed for

intercommunication on this subject. Pinus Gloucestrensis*

?0CtCttC£*

Linnean, Dec. 19.—Prof. Bell, President, in the chair.

J. Newton Loomis, M.D., was elected a Fellow. Mr.
Gould exhibited a fine specimen of the Giant Puff-ball

(Lycoperdon giganteum), found by him in Muntford
Wood, near Somers Leyton, Suffolk. Read : a memoir
" on the food of certain gregarious fishes," by Dr.
Knox, communicated by W. Yarrell, Esq., V.P. The
inquiries, of which the results were given in this paper,

were commenced about 1824, and related to thejfeeding

habits of certain fishes of whose history in this par-

ticular little or nothing was at that time known.
The researches were commenced with the, Ven
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dace, a I'ihIi abounding in some of the Scottish

lakes, and whoso food was considered both by

fishermen and naturalists to bo entirely unknown.
Ono forenoon's inquiry destroyed 1.1m illusion. Dozens
of tlio fish were opeued immediately ou being removed
from the lake by means of nota, and thoir stoinuchs were

found to be crammed with thousands of individuals of

various kinds of entomostraca, or microscopic shrimps,

as they might bo called. The solution of tlie mystery
doponded simply on placing a portli I the contents of

tho stomach under a strong lens. The inquiry was
noxt extended to the Char, of which some line speai

monB were obtained from Windermere, nod the

food proved to ho the entomostraca with which

tho lakes abounded. Tho early spring or Grey
Trout, of Looh Leven, were, in like manner, found

to havo their stomach filled with entomostraca when
oxaminod in tho early purls of tile year, though Inter

thoy wore found to have been feeding on the buccinums,
ana tho common food of trout. Tlio Herring had been tlie

subjoctof repeated and very extensive investigations. Tho
fish was obtained from tho deep Hen, and of the hundreds
examined, there were only three in whose stomachs
were found anything hut entomostraca of various

Bpocies. Of these three, ono had Keen living on sand

cols, another on what, appeared to bo small heriings, and

in the stomach of the third were found the hIikIIh of j

about a dozen small bucci minis. When near tho const
|

tho herring was frequently found not feeding ; thus, in

tho Forth, in tho months of January and February, a

very largo number examined were found quite

empty. After spawning, and while close to tho

shore, they seoiu to tnke to other food, ns sand-

eels and shrimps. In July fine small herrings, which
had been feeding on entomostraca, were found to bo

of good flavour,' while others of the same take

which had been living on sand eols ns well as ento-

mostraca, were insipid and worthless. As to the
Salmon, nothing is ever found in the stomachs ami
intestines of the fresh run salmon but a little reddish
substance ; this placed under a microscope was found
to be composed of the ova of some species of the
echiuodermata. Of the salmon, while in the sea, this

Was found to be the constant and sole food. From his

researches on this subject the author concludes as an
established fact, that many valuable gregarious fishes

live, some exclusively, others partly, on the entomostraca.
The largest of the gregarious fishes he had as yet
observed as living exclusively on the entomostraca
was the Early Grey Trout of Loch Leven and the
Char ; but he had no doubt that on the American
continent, there were many admirable fislns of the
natural families of Saliuonidte, Corregoni, Clupeidaj,
and even others, whose food, whe^discovered, would be
found to bo entomostraca of various species.

Entomological, Jan. 1.—The President in the chair.
The Secretary announced the list of donations to the
library received from various societies and authors since
the last meeting, and gave notice of the alterations in
the council ,aud officers proposed to be made at the
ensuing anniversary meeting. The President exhibited
a small specimen of a new kind of silk, which he had re-

ceived from Vienna, spun by the caterpillars of Saturnia
Spini,and forming a felt impervious to wet, the caterpillars

being placed in confined situations and thus compelled
to spin their silk in Hat layers. He also exhibited a speci-

men of the species or local variety of Helobia, which he
had described many years ago, from Beu Nevis, under
the name of H. impressa, and which Mr. Dawson had
omitted in his recent work on the ground beetles. Mr.
Douglas exhibited the nidus formed of fungoid matter
in the centre of a decaying Oak by the larva of
Cratonyehus castanipes, Pic, a species of Elateridce not
hitherto recorded as a native of this country. Mr.
Downie exhibited a model bee-hive on the bar principle,
but with certain improvements in the floor both for ven-
tilation and for enabling the refuse to be easily removed.
Mi\ Samuel Stevens exhibited splendid specimens of
Jumnos Ruckeri and Dicranocephalus Wallichii from
India. The reading of a series of short notes on the
Economy of various insects by Mr. Curtis was continued,
amongst which it was recorded that Carabus glabratus
and the larva of some species of Staphylinus bad been
observed to eat earth-worms. Mr. Waterhouse read a
paper by himself and Mr. Janson on the synonymy of
the British species of the Staphylinideous genus Steuus,
Consisting of 44 species. Mr. F. Smith read descrip-
tions of a number of new species of ants collected in
Brazil by Mr. Bates, and accompanied by very interest-
ing notes on the Economy of some of the species
observed by Mr. Bates ; amongst which was the notice
of the immense swarms of a species of Myrmica which
being drowned were found lying in masses on the banks
Of a river for eight or ten miles. Mr. Edward Brayley
suggested that this circumstance was of importance in
throwing light upon the occasional accumulation of
fossil insect remains of which Mr. Westwood had lately-

given some curious instances at the Geological Society.
Mr. W. W. Saunders also mentioned that ou one occa-
sion the shores of Norfolk were observed to be covered
with immense number's of dead specimens of Galeruca
Tanaceti, which rendered the coast quite black from
the vast accumulation of them.

have already ecn En thi oolumt •.( tho daily
;

Tim period of time to which tin y n
October t» to NoVeuib'-r /», the w-ll known dfl

battle of I m1; or i on 1 1 n. The author appears t-< lu

a guest of sir George Brown, and mu it, then foi

had j^od opportunity of seeing what wai going foi

Ho skilfully nai rates thestirriogincidenti which oi

to him. In an agreeable manner,and without d

upon the dark aide of the picture III hi i painted.

Tit for Tat (email 8 vo,, Clarke and Beeton

American reply to Mm. B« i ohi t I towe and Hi c " Uncle
Tom." TIioho who wiah to hoar how exaggeration can

be I by exaggeration may possibly be gratified by

the pag"H of this book ;
for ourselves we have no admi-

ration for extravagance and absurdity, to nay nothing
of bad taste. The authoress may bo "a Lady," which

wo doubt ; she certainly ia not a gentlewoman.

AuHlralia and it:: fluid I'irl.h, (Ingram;, in an account

by Mr. Hargreaves of the mo ir in which bi

covered the great gold bold of Australia, of its

as at present ascertained, and of othi i mal i relating

to the subject. To those who arc interested in so grout

a question the statements made by tho author will be
most valuablo, considering that tiny are inconteslably

authentic ; at tho same timo his opinions will bo n cei vi j

with the respect due to thoso of a man who, although
not pretending to science, has unquestionably a mosl
extensive practical acquaintance with the gold fields of

California as well as Australia.

Notices of 23ook&
A Month in the Camp before Scbastopol, by a Non-

combatant (8vo., Longmans), consists of a series of
clever sketchy letters, some of which, we think, we

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Gaines' Nursery, Battersea.—In tho show-

house hero a few plants are now in bloom, such ns

Daphnes, Epacrises, the Winter Heath (Erica hiemalis),

Chinese Primroses, Early Tulips, and Tree Carnations,

&e. The last, we need scarcely say, are extremely
useful for winter decoration, and for supplying " cut

bloom." On the middle of the centre table are Camel-
lias, supported on all aides by large specimen Azaleas.

Among Rhododendrons, the young plant of R. javani-

cum, which was shown in such good condition at a

meeting of the Horticultural Society in Regent
Street last year, promises again to flower finely

this season. Several houses are entirely filled with

young Pelargoniums, which are very extensively

grown here, not only for "furnishing" but also

for the purpose of exhibition. Some of the kinds of

Pelargonium used here for forcing are already coming
into bloom ; they consist of Mrs. Johnstone, Gage,
album multiflorum, Phyllis, Surpass Napier, Mars,
Gauntlet, and a purple seedling. The various variegated

kind*, ns Attraction, Mountain of Light, &c, were also

plentiful. Of scented Pelargoniums, one of tile greatest

favourites is Odoratum variegatum, a sort with small

leaves, margined with white, and very strongly per-

fumed. The stage of a lean-to house, 70 feet long, was
wholly devoted to the growth of Roses in pots, the

varieties employed for that purpose here being Fabvier,

Abb6 MoUand, Cramoisie supcrieure, Goubault, and
yellow Noisette. These are now coming into bloom,
and some Moss and Perpetuals have just been placed

under glass to bring them on to succeed them. Cytisus

racemosus is cultivated in quantity, large pitfuls of

it being here in different stages of growth. Being
extremely showy, and remaining a very long time in

beauty, it is a plant much prized for all purposes of deco-

ration in which hardy greenhouse plants are employed.

For autumn " furnishiug," Kalosanths are found to be

invaluable, and therefore stagefuls of them are grown
here for that purpose. Double white and pink Primulas

have been blooming very finely, and keep up a consider-

able amount of gaiety in several of the houses.

Calceolarias, Acacia armata, Fuchsias, Myrtles, and
Verbenas are abundant here, more especially the latter,

of which there are some thousands. Fuchsias

have just been primed, potted afresh, and put

into a little heat to start them into growth. Clove

Carnations are already in flower ; they consist of

some of the most forward layers which had been " potted

up" from the open ground and placed under glass, and
very useful things they are at this season. Hyacinths,

Tulips, Double Jonquils, and Narcissi, have been started

into growth, and some of the latter are coming into

flower. Of rare plants perhaps the most remarkable

was Eugenia Ugni, of which Mr. Gaines has a good stock.

-, 8tc.,
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until it Is well settled. I then in MijrefaM
frame, or pro] .-, until they are well I

which they will be in a fi

tho largest ai i l pot into S-lneb pi

'ion, bat always! srevto
potted,

Mid never to i blfl them h

mould, and
loam and peat, the whole i* indwell

orated with small charcoal and sand. It. I

fail I —Few plant* ol comparatively

I 1 1 than Iheee
have done. I hevi a collection of them in flower now,

, all through tin: winter, l or

applying i

easily pro| , should be n

half-ripened wood, like the show rati 1 (hen
close off below n joint and removing the lo«r< r leaves.

or April will be found tin: I,-'.' mouths for

in a stock for winter blooming, as tiny will mike excel-

lent plants during summer and autumn. Although they
strike readily nearly all the year round ifplaced m a "light

bottom-heat, tho moat healthy ol the old pUnts should

be selected and placed in n warm temperature v> «-»cite

growth prior to tin teing taken off. By fol-

lowing i
| v will bo found to strike more fr<:':ly.

The pots should be thoroughly drained for their recep-

tion, and a portion of rough sidings or moss placed

over the croc . i I should consiet of one-

half light sandy soil and one-half leaf-mould and sand
run through a fin.- sieve and well-mixed together. With
this the pots should be filled to within about half an
inch of the top, the remainder being made up with

sharp sand pressed firmly and slightly watered before

the cuttings are inserted. If placed in a slight bottom-

heat they will not require any bell-glasses to cover them,
for if only slightly shaded during sunny days they will

very speedily take root. If any of the Grass should

decay it should be removed the moment it is perceived,

ns it creates damp. As soon as they have become suffi-

ciently rooted, pot them into 4-inch pots, still keeping

them in a warm moist atmosphere, and stop them, in

order to form them into compact bushes. As soon as

they have again filled the pots with roots, give them
another liberal shift into 7-inch pots, still keeping them
in a warm atmosphere, and using the syringe freely until

they have got quite established, when they should be

gradually hardened off, and finally placed in a cold frame,

where they may remain during tlie summer months.

Except potting, stopping the shoots, which should only be

done when the wood is in a half ripe state, neatly tying the

shoots as they progress, watering when required, fre-

quently overhead,and occasionally stirring the surface-sou,

nothing wdll be needed during the*summer and autumn.

I have, however, found green-fly troublesome at times, but

if the water- pot is frequently used overhead but little

need be feared either from them or red spider ; if they

happen to be attacked by mildew, apply sulphur as soon

as it is perceived. When cold damp weather sets in,

remove them to the greenhouse or conservatory, where

they will come into bloom in succession during the whole

of the dull winter months ; after they have done
flowering, select the most healthy cuttings—the old

plants should be cut down for another year or thrown
away. The stopping should always be regulated by the

time when they are wanted to be in blossom—for in-

stance, for early winter flowering the plants should not

be stopped after July, and so on ; if the plants are well

ripened by autumn, they may, by a little additional heat,

be had in flower whenever they are required. The soil

best suited for their culture is maiden loam, leaf-mould,

rotten cow-dung, and silver-sand, to which may be added

a portion of mortar rubbish, in order to keep the soil

porous ; manure-water, with occasional waterings of

soot-water, will be found beneficial during the growing

and blooming season. B.

FLORICULTURE.
The Chinese Primrose.—Allow me to correct your

correspondent " R. M." in his statement that his con

servatory is as gay as it well can be, with all the best

varieties of this useful flower. That his plants are good,

I do not doubt, but as he says that he raises them ali

from seed every year, I imagiue that his collection would
be greatly improved if he would grow a few good plants

of the double purple and double white, as I think them
superior to the single varieties, either for the con-

servatory or the bouquet ; and as they are as easily

cultivated as the latter, I am of opinion that no one should

be without them. My method of growing them is as

follows. As soon as the plants have done blooming,

which is in the latter part of March, or beginning of

April; I place them in any cool pit or house for two or

three weeks, to renovate them after their exhaustion

from blooming. I then examine them, and select

what shoots I want to propagate for my next year's

stock, but instead of cuttingtheni clean .off the plant

Peopagattxg C amellias : J H. They are increased by inarching,

grafting, and budding on the single red and Middtemas red^

cuttings of both of which strike readily. These latter should

he taken oil in Augnst or September, as soon as the young
shoots are ripe. Thev are prepared by being cnt through

horizontally at a joint, or better taken en -srith a beey
divesting them of a few leaves at the base, and potting them

in sand.

Miscellaneous.
I "igetables for the Crimea.—The appearance

of scurvy and dysentery among our forces at the seat of

war, and the difficulty of procuring fresh vegetables

there, has led to an inquiry at the Army Medical

Department as to the best mode of preserving Potatoes,

Carrots. Turnips, and other common vegetables. The
result has been that a large quantity, preserved by the

process of Dr. Verdeil by the house of Morel and Co,

!
of Paris, has been sent to the Crimea. It may be

interestinj. therefore, to give some account of the

process, which is remarkable for its simplicity. It has

been Ions known that vegetables which have been dried

with such precaution that they only lose on desiccation

the water they contained, return to their natural state

on being cooked in water. The unresolved difficulty

was to preserve them in the dried state unalterable, for

dried plants, like hay, decompose after a time by a slow

fermentative process, which gives rise to a peculiar

odour. Messrs. Masson and Challet proposed to com-

press dried vegetables powerfully, and so form them
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diminish as much as possible the surface in contact with

the air. But it was soon discovered that this method did

uot suffice,'and that the vegetables so preserved acquired

an unpleasant odour and taste. Dr. Verdcil, attributing

the cause of the fermentation to the presence of fermen-

tisable principles, and to the non-coagulated albumen

existing in fresh vegetables, which simple drying leaves

unaltered, adopted the following process. The fresh

vegetable is cooked completely and almost instant-

aneously by the actiou of steam pressure. This rapid

coetion without water does not alter in any way the form

or colour of the vegetable, and does not remove either

its flavour or its juices; but its vitality is destroyed
;

its albumen being coagulated can no longer act as a

ferment; its fermentisable principles are themselves

destroyed by this coetion at a high temperature. It is

then sufficient to dry the vegetable so cooked in a forced

current of air. Once dry, it remains unalterable, aud
may be preserved indefinitely, provided it be protected

from water aud excessive moisture. We have eaten

vegetables preserved by this method, after being boiled

in the ordinary manner, and have not been able to detect

the slightest difference between them and fresh vege-

tables. The soup a la Julkni\e
}
made from a mixture

of Carrot, Turnip, Cabbages, aud French Beans, is

admirable, and will form a most comforting diet for our
soldiers. The Potatoes are also excellent. dJcdicalTimes.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Const ryatory, &c.— Nothing adds to the interest of

a collection of p'auts like cleanliness and neat orderly

arrangement ; therefore see that the foliage of any of

the specimens is not disfigured by insects or filth, and
let the pots and everything about the house be kept
scrupulously clean. Indeed, the gardener who studies

his own interest will give his best attention to these
little matters, especially in the show house, for the finest

specimens lose half their interest unless they are kept
clean and trim. Where necessary, let the foliage of
Camellias, Oranges, and such like broad-leaved plants,

"be carefully washed, and get this done before the blos-

soms begin to open, as it cannot be done afterwards
without injuring them. It is only in very bad cases
that it will be necessary to resort to the tedious process
(>t washing the foliage by hand, fur a timely application

of warm water from the engine or springe will

generally prevent scale, and keep the foliage clean.

Cold Pits.—Look over your stock at the earliest

convenience, comparing it with your wanlSj and
remove to a growing atniospLure at once such as
it may be necessary to propagate extensively. Healthy
young wood of Verbenas, Anagallises, and most
bedding-out plants .root very freely in a mild
bottom-heat of about 70P, and soon form nice

plants. It is very important, however, that a good
stock of cuttings be provided as soon as possible,

so as to allow of getting them rooted, and the plants

removed to, cold frame's, thus making room for. other
flings in the propagating' housej and securing"strong
plants, properly inured to the weather by turning-
out time.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where leaves and tan are used for

affording bottom-heat, a stock proportionate to the de-

mand should be providt d the first opportunity, storing the
leaves as much- out of the way of wet as possible, and
the tan in an open shed, allowing it to heat sufficiently

to drive off the superfluous moisture it may contain.

This prevents its heating excessively when used, and it

also lasts much longer, and affords a more regular heat
when it can be had rather dry before using. Some of
the most forward of the plants for fruiting will probably
now be wanted to be showing, aud in this case the
"bottom-heat should be increased to about 85°, giving
sufficient water to the foil to nicely moisten it, but avoid
in this respect the error of many persons, who in their
anxiety to get their plants to show at the desired time
injure their roots by too much heat. Maintain a sweet
moist atmosphere to these and plants swelling their

fruit, and take advantage of bright days to dew the
plants over with the syringe, and let the temperature
rise considerably above the mean. Vineries.—Be
careful with houses where the Vines are advancing
towards flowering, and maintain a regular temperature,
for any check now would be serious. It will not
be safe to let the night temperature sink much
under 60° after the bunches are perceptible, and
65° should be secured by day, allowing it to rise
10° or 15° with the assistance of the sun. See that
the roots are at least properly protected from the vicis-

situdes of the weather ; and if fermenting material is

used to warm the border, endeavour to secure a steady
heat from it by frequent turnings, and adding fresh
materials as may be necessary. Proceed i-lowly with
houses that have just been closed lor forcing until the
buds are fairly started, maintaining a moist atmosphere
either by means of a bed of fermenting materials inside
the house or frequent syringings. Let the temperature
range from 45° to 50° at night, and from 55° to 65° by
day according to the state of the weather. Peaches—
Where the trees are in flower, or the buds beginning to
open the syringe should be laid aside, and anything like
heavy syringing should not be practised after the buds
become prominent. Until the fruit is fairly set, the
night temperature should not exceed 50° by means of

mo heat. Take every opportunity ot giving fresh air

after the buds become prominent, and do this freely on
fine days ; for there is no chance of getting the blossom
strong, or the fruit to set well in a close atmosphere.

Strawberries like Peaches require abundance of fresh

air aud a low temperature until after the fruit is fairly

set ; for plants being started 45° at night and 50° will

be sufficiently high by artificial means, and a little air

should be admitted at all times when it can be safely

done. If the roots can be afforded a mild bottom heat

without the plants being placed too far from the glass,

this will be of great service in inducing a healthy root

action. Water with tepid weak manure water. A further

portiou of the plants to succeed those in heat should be

removed to the protection of a cold frame, selecting the

strongest plants.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Push forward alterations as rapidly as possible while

the weather is favourable for such work, and get all

planting, &c, finished as quickly as possible. Where
it can possibly be done, alterations affecting the removal

of large trees and shrubs should be done early in

autumn, when transplanting can be done with less risk

than at any other season. Also get ground intended

for fresh plantations prepared without loss of time, for

the longer planting is delayed after this season the more
care and expense will be necessary to ensure success.

Be careful to secure everything, whether large or small,

against the wind, and do not delay this until the plants

get blown about and injured after planting. Get plants

on walls pruned and nailed, leaving Tea Roses, or any-

thing liable to be injured by the frost to be done in

spring after the danger of severe frost is past. See to

getting in a stock of briars for next season's budding

where this is not already done. Also look to the pro-

tection of tender varieties of Hoses, or such as have been

found not to stand a severe winter uninjured without

protection.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Proceed expeditiously with the pruning and nailing

of wall trees whenever the weather is favourable for

such work, and get the younsc wood of Peaches and

Nectarines uunailed, for if the

mild weather continues much
longer ihese will soon be oif the

move. Pear trees that are infested

with scale should bo uunailed and
painted with a mixture of soft soap

aud soot, rubbing it well into the

crevices of the bark, and if a little

clay is added to the mixture it

will render it less liable to be

washed off by rain. In cases

where the scale has been some
time established, as much of it

should be removed before painting

as can be done by means of
s
a

very hard brush, or by scraping

the bark where this can be done

without injuring the buds. Take
advantage of frosty mornings to

get 'manure, .wheeled upon- Ui£_,-

•quarters where it may be wanted,

and get all vacant ground dug or

trenched as soon as circumstances

will admit, throwing it up rough
in order to expose the largest

possible surface to the action of ^
the weather. Look to Peas that

have broken the ground, and pro-

tect them from birds, &c. Also

get in a farther sowing for suc-

cession, or to replace those that

are above ground in the event

of their getting cut off by the

weatler, which may happen. At-
tend carefully to Lettuce, Endive,
and Cauliflower plants, &c, under
glass, exposing them freely to air on fine dry days, and
dust a little fresh lime or soot among them occasionally.

iNotices to Correspondents.
Australia : A Sub. Pack seed intended for this or any other dis-

tant colony in coarse canvas bags, and get tliem conveyed in a
cabin where they have plenty of ventilation. You will not get

Madras Beans in Europe.
Books: Diss. Thanks for the suggestion. Hereafter we will do

so, whenever we know, which is not always.
Cucumber Pit : -4 G. We see no objection to the plan, provided

the walls, constructed as you describe, can he made to stand.

Mills on the Cucumber is a very good book; so is Moore's

little treatise.

Datura ceratocatjlon ; AH. has great difficulty in raising

seeds of this plant, and begs for advice.

Gooseberry Caterpillars : G L. You will find ample informa-

tion respecting the best means of destroying these given at

pp. 453, 469, and 485 of our last year's volume. White Helle-

bore powder, if good, is the most certain .J

Names of Plants: E II. The fragments seem to belong to

some Thunbevgia—perhaps T. Hawtayneana or coccinea. J. B.

Eriobotrya japonica; the Pear is the Chaumontel.

—

AS. Lepi-

cystis sepulta, J. Sm., ali&s PolTpodium sepultnm, Kaulf., native

of tropical America. S.— G A. Adiantum Capillus Veneris.

The frond sent exhibits a very curious case of morphology
tending to confirm the view entertained by Dr. Lindley, as

given in the "First Principles of Botany," that the sporangia
of gyrate Ferns were "modified leaves." In the present case

the fringe consists of minute clusters of young plants, which
are produced on the apices of the veins or the under margin of

the lamina of the frond, and therefore occupying the^ place

where sporangia would be produced under ordinary circum-

stances; but in this case a metamorphosis has been induced,

through the plant having been growing under a bell-glasir.

The specimen was much shrivelled before it reached us—never-

theless some traces of imperfect sporangia were observed ;
but

further investigation is required by the examination of the

"fringe" in its most nascent state. 5.

Peach Walts: A S. Hartley's rough plate is the best glass fv
all horticultural purposes. If you write to Messrs. Hartley,

Sunderland, they will tell you of whom in the west of England
you can procure it.

Progress of Horticulture in the United States. S. Such a

letter should have been authenticated by your signature, &c.

We do not object to gardeners going to the United States. You
quite mistake us. What we do object to is taking upon
ourselves the responsibility of'recornmending them to do so.

Protecting Walls : Siglsmund. The plan of covering by means
of woollen netting is coming into general use—by way of trial.

We give once more the woodcut and explanation, for the

benefit of yourself and other new subscribers. They are as

follows :—A rod is placed horizontally beneath the coping of

the wall. Another horizontal rod is fixed upon posts 3 feet

from the bottom of the wall, and 18 inches from the^rround ;

the two horizontal rods are connected at intervals by slight

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
Forthe week ending Jan. 1 1, 1553, aa observed ai the Horticultural Gardens.

Baeos
Tbhfkbatukb.

ETBB.
Ol the Air. Of the Eartl

Whn,

\*
Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot

deep.
2ieet
dee]i.

Friday 5 11 30.133 3n.cr.2 51 40 45.5 46 16 S.W.
Satur. G 311.361 30.240 50 4* 47.0 46 S.W.
Sunday 7 IS 3u.5:io 30.430 49 42 45A 46 46 S.W.
Mon. . 8 30.46) 30.31

3

43 41 41.5 46 46 S.W.
Tues. 9 30.405 30.383 50 2S 39.0 a 46 w.
Wed. 10 21 30J»25 30.*95 27 33.0 46 N.E.
ThUTB. 11 * 30.525 30.457 33 29 33.5 44 45 N.E.

Average

.

30.4-20 30.324 4R.4 35.3 41.1 45C J5.S

Jan. 5—Fine; very fine ; overcast.
— 6—Uniformly overcast throughout.
— 7— Overcast; densely clouded ; overcast.
— 8— Lightly overcast and tine; densely overcast at night.
— 9—Fine; overcast; slight rain at night; frosty.
— 10— Foggy throughout ; dense fog at niabt.
— 11— Slight frcst; foggy; densely overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 5j deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Jan. 20, V 65.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 19th,
1823-therra. 00 deg. ; and the lowest on the 19ib, 1S3S—tfcerm. 4 J deg.
below zero.

braces or rods, as is shown in the woodcut. A covering:,

prepared by sowing woollen netting, on its upper and lower
edges, to coarse calico, is then attached to the upper rod by
loops and to the lower hy pieces of tape; when the protection
is complete. Mr. Harrison, of Snelstone Hall, near Ashbourne
Derbyshire, who has tried the plan, states that the co t of the
wors ed net (which is 2 yards wide), is Is. 8rf.per yard running-.

The calico 1 yard wide is 2d. or 1\d. according to quality, and.

when usid is slit down the middle", and one half being sewn to

the top, and the other to the bottom of the net, the covering
becomes 3 yards wide. The tape and making up he finds of
small cost, while of poles be has abundance of no value. The
whole together in London, where every article has to be pur-
chased, ought to be under Is. 6d. a yard running, including
making and putting up. The advantages of this netting axe
very great; it is fixed up and taken down in two or three hours, is

set up when the blossom cannot longer be kept back, and
remains permanently fixed, until taken down about the latter

end of May, when all danger from frost is over.
Red Spider : SB. The best remedy for this pest is to paint yonr
Peach trees over now with a mixture of sulphur, soft soap, and
clay, brushing it well into all the crevices, so that the whole
of the wood may be covered.^

Rhododendrons: Ten Years, Cut them down just before the buds
begin to swell in the spring.

Rhodoleia: An Old Sub. We believe this plant has not yet
flowered in Europe. It is a glorious thing. Its right mode of
culture is not certain : but we apprehend it must have artificial

warmth—though not stove heat—In winter.
Tanks : An Old Sub. They should be constructed of slate. Iron

rusts and lead corrodes by the action of the carbonic acid dis-

solved in water ; the purer the water the more it corrodes. But
* why will cement crack? It ought not, if good and skilfully

used—unless the tank s are pierced by metal pipes, or subjected
to great variation of temperature.

Woods and Forests: J P. We regret to say that the language
of your letter makes it quite impossible to print it. Such a
letter would probably lose you your place, and prevent your
getting another.

Misc. : T B F. Four of the numbers required to complete your
set are out of print ; the others may be had.
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T>HE 1-UNlHiJN MANUHK COM I/ANY beg (0 call

tha attention of Agriculturist to their WHEAT nnd

CLOVER MANUitKH for present hbo, Tlie London Monnra
Compmiy hIh(i offer Gonulno Peruvian Guuno, Nltrato of Bod a,

Concentrated Crate, Superphosphate of Llmo, fiwhery and otbor

SaltH, and nil Artificial Manures of value. The London Manure
Company guarantee Peruvian Guano and evory Munuro they

-Hiipjtiy td bo strictly genuine. Edwaiid Pun»Kn>Scc.
Bridge Btroot, Blaokfrlars.

PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Oimno, SupnrplioH
phato of iilmn, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Soum, and uvojy

•doHcrlption of Artificial Manures, Unseed Cakos, &o<
Wm. Inhlih < 'a unk, 10, Murk Limq, London.

SKWACiU CUAKCOAL MANURE.—This highly
fertiU»liiK Manure, whloh Is Peat Charcoal comnlotoly

saturated willi Lomhiii Hinviif;*', will bn It I most ofilcfont for
ovory species of crop ;

m-. n- especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,
Mangold Wur/.ni, and other root eropa. it win produce a greater
ruturn for the outlay than Guano or any other Man tiro at an
equivalent value: it also possesses the property of retaining Its

fertilising power longer than other Manures now In use. it may
tin obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Fulham, at il. per ton, and in quantities less than half
a ton. at 5,v. per ew.fc, for roady money only; and in quantities not
loim than a ton, will bo delivered at, tho London Termini ol the
Railroads free of charge foreartnge. No cliargo for sacks.

it may also he had from Messrs. G.Qidbb^ Co., 36. Down Street,
Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agonts for London; and from
nil the other Agents of tho Company.

rym: FOLLOWING MANURES .are manufactured
-L at Mr, I.awicb' Factory, Doptford Crook i Turnip M i.

7/. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolites, iil.

Ofllce, CD, King William Stroot, City, London.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain id per
cent, of ammonia. Nltrato of Soda, Sulpliato of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

ARTIFICIAL MAN UHES.'&c.— Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain ovory nrcossnry instruction for their economical and
ofllcient preparation, liy applying to J. C. NE8BIT, F.G.S., &C,
3?rlnoipalof the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Annlysos of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &0., nnd Assays of Cold, Silver, and other Minerals,
-are executed with accuracy and dispatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions In Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will tiud ample facility and accommoda-
tlon at the College.

JOHN MOKKKN, Cimkai, Commission A. .in:,
Ock Street, Abingdon, is open for Commissions for tho sale

of Agricultural Implements, Manures, Seeds, &c.
(
and for the

purchase of Corn, &c.

W AI;;:u

PH ILLIPS' PATENT.

THE PRIZE PULPING MACHINE of the Royal
-•- Agricultural Society's Show, held at Lincoln, July, 1854.
Tho First nnd only Prize ever offered hy the Royal Agricul-

tural Sociely lor tho best Machine for reducing Hoots to a Pulp
wis awarded to the Machine Invented and Exhibited hy Fre-
nmtick- Phillies, of The Hall Farm, neatonradon, Suffolk.
Frederick Phillips hegs to infoim thiV.ido that lie is pre-

pared to grant Licenses for the mak ing of tlftsc Machines.

pLAYTON, 8HUTTLEW0KTH; and CO 'S

>T,™!1ZE PORTABLE STEAM-ENGINES, and COM-binfd thrashing, straw shaking, riddling
and WINNOWING MACHINE may be seen at their London
Establishment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, Now Road, where all infor-
mation relative thereto can lie obtained. These Machines are
constructed to horn Parley, and make a perfect separation of the
chaff from the pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which
deposit tho grain into hags, and beyond the feeder of Machine
require no hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as thrashed
tho whole of tho operations being performed hy self-acting
machinery, whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are
delivered in tho places assigned for them.

C. S. nnd Co. have paid special attention to this class of
Machinery, nnd Fixed Barn Machinery, and from tho position
they have taken at the Royal and all the leading agricultural
shows ot England, flatter themselves that tor efficiency dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines nnd Machines aro not
-surpassed by nny other maker in England. All letters for-
warded to tho Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kin-doiu
postage free.

WATERPROOF PATHS.—BARN AND CATTLE SHED
FLOORS.

T^HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the™™ ,er mon,lls should construct their walks of PORTLANDCEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:-Screeii the
gravel of which the path isat present made from the loam which
Is mixed with it and to every partof clean gravel add oneof sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the drv statehefore
ipplying tho water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Anylabourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the»pade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetationsannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of theeverest frost. It is necessary-, as water does not soak through it,
to give a fall from tho middle of the path towards the sides
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<>,i™ n, "lies first-rato paving for B\RNSCATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situationswhere a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. Maybe laid inwinter equally well as in summer.
"

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & BrothersHilbank Street, Westminster.
"".mms,

DTEPHENSON AND PEILL, 61, Gracechorch Street,^London and 17, New Park Street, Southwark, Manufacturers
>f Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOII ERS
rad Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or
Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry andSurseryrnen to their simple but efficacious method of warmin"
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water

warm <r>v

From tho extensive works they have executed, references of

taiia&d
res

l'ect
,

a
.

blhty <*» &e given, and full particulars
iirnishett on application.

IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
Oil t.l. I.I'.W, I'lill'l Al'.l.l. P(J UP,

Tho valve in u ball >.r ImptrlnhaMi
material, and cam of i tog In

A 'Mm barrol la ol

>V llluiy to corrode, and can lm ml
\ lowordd al pli J In li u .-.ill fold

\ togotlior, and llio who]
'"$ on nlioiilil'-i toan]

i
ond orfanli

Price ol'H in. Pump, Willi li

'I lie r in rol in 27j In, long, and llio t<-i;i

in d '.
fl tllff.ll.

ij, lurii Gntiii Peroha BuoUon Pipe,
1

1

li. por foot,

i
' Ini ii I- lexfblo Rubbi i i ad I

But ' Plpi . 8 I
' por foot.

May In; obtalnotl Ol any Ir .iiiiioiifM

or i'liiiiil.ni' in town or countiy, at tint

abovo prices, or of llio I'alei

Miiniifni tiirnni, JOHN W.\ ii.-iru Bt SolfO,

B, Oreacont, Jowln troot. London,
Every dcaoi Iptlon ol M

llaiiilng Water, by mcana •> Whcola,
it.miii, Deep Will I'liii.,

Flro anil Garden EnglncH, &c.— Engnivlngii m-iit on applli

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DAICD POMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON POMPS, for llio naoof Fern I
I

tnges, Mannro Tanks, and Wrlln of n dcpOt not exceeding 30 feet.

Dlan-.oter Length ol Barrel,
ol I'.iii ill lindiT noi;e,

2Jln.Bhoitl ft. 7 In. Pitted for lead,

3 „ gutta porcba,

„ • or cast Iron

6 „ flanged pipe,

6 „ I as required.
short, with 10 hot of LI ad Plpb
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12
long ditto ditto t,itto 2 15

long II

ditto :i

ditto :>

ditlo 3

The short barrel Pump Is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground Iniiks, or in Hot, Forcing, ami PJo.nl
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May bo obtained of nny Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees ond Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jcwin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, hy means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pun ps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.
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HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
NCORrORATED BY SPECIAL ACT OF PARLIAMENT FOR

England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Clergy, Soli-
citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c.—Loans may be contracted
for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of every
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roads,
Planting, Machinery, &c. The plans (of buildings), specifica-
tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are
submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of tl e powers of the Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to he expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application, &c, apply to the Hon. Wm. Napier, Managing
Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

I
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' germ ot an
irmlitution on the modi 1 of (J

tical or profewional clabi ; and
Club i hould lake it* place ami
University, Athenaeum, and other*. It .

thin would be more than a n

re-creation, of the exial i

cesHation of the London Farmer*' Club, and the
commencement ol ai

The cluh which Mr. Mscm i

may be ;i very desirable Ihii

room for it among the other metropolitai
of the kiri'i, but there is no reason on that ai

why the existing rli-ei,

once a month at York Hotel, Blacui
cea>e to hold its meetings, or to rifrrforni any other
of its fund ions. The two objects are entirely dis-

tinct, and are not likely to be united in any institu-
tion of the kin'l which Mr. Mecui indicate*.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY.

Incorporated ry Special Act of Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henrt Ker Setmer, Esq., M.P., Chairmnn.
Sir John V. Shelley, Bart

:, M.P., Deputy-Cltoirmon.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cnbitt, F.E.S
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Htitchins, Esq.. M.P.
Samuel Morton Peto, Esq., M.P.
William Tite, Esq., F.R.S.

William Wilshere, Esq.
Empowered to execute, or to assist Landowners in executing with

their own Capital and by their own Agents works of Drainage,
Irrigation, Road-making, Enclosing, Reclaiming, and the Erection
of Farm Buildings upon any Estates, tinder Settlement, Mortgage,
or Disability, and without nny investigation of Title, to charge
the total amount of the outlay and expenses upon the property ' in? an estate.

Thf. wayfarer in the midland counties mutt fre-

quently have been struck with the strange and w:!d
appearance presented by hollows and exca-

which he often meets with, especially on t.

side of the river Severn. These, as they are '

out of the side of some slight eminence, or occa-

sionally forming a deep pond near some xo>.
':

as at Henwick, Powick, and various pl.v

Worcestershire, at present excite attention by
the wild shrubs and flowering plants which fill up
the dry hollows or surround the water-filled tanks,
thus forming spots to which the botanist is often
attracted.

The advance of vegetation about most of

excavations attests that it is now some
since they were made, and a moment's thoar.1 I

their origin shows that they belong to a fc
;

use or a worn out instituiion. The came of
" Alarley Hole," which these pits usually tear
amongst the cottagers, not only reminds one of the
uses to which the contents of these pits were
applied, but suggests a few notes upon the use of
marl of practical importance.

Fifty years since marl was considered, not only is

a manure, but almost as the manure, and so mcch was
its use extolled that landlords and farmers made
search for marl with as much industiy and circum-
spection as are now employed in seeking for guano or

coprolites; and the possession of a marl pit, without
reference to the quality of the marl, was, indefed. a
great recommendation in taking a farm or purchas-
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Zoological Society, and Mrs. Lawrence, ot
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J
CanT»ss made of prepared Hair andwool, a perfect non-conductor of Heatand Cold, keeping, where-

annhed. « fixed temperature. It is adapted for

improved, to be repaid by annual instalments, varying accordins
to the number of years over which Landowners may determine
the repayment shall extend, within the limits of 31 years for
Farm Buildings, and 50 years for Drainage. Roads, and other
Improvements. William Cliffokd, Secretary.

/•COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,

Mr. YorxG, an agricultural writer of note at this

period, says, " All farmers who have marl un^er their

fields, and do not make use of such as a treasure,

are to be condemned. In some counties it is the

common manure, and almost everywhere to be
found when dug for ; in such places the ff.rmer3

have nothing to do but resolve on the undertaking

:

they all acknowledge the expediency of the work,

AXD OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and I

38, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S, F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every !

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
I

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval and seldom dispute the creat profit of it, but In
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

I olher parts the knowledee of marl is very confined/'
Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and

accurately executed at tho College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may be bad on application to the Principal.

Eiit aflrtcttlttiral <Ba?ettr.

SATURDAY, JANUARY IS, 1S55.
MEETINGS hOB THE ENSUING WEEK.

TatjasDAT, Jan. 19—Agricultural Imp. Societr of Ireland.

applied,
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,
mo™ inS f'™ts. To be had in any

>f Fir?, ft,"I,war<lK of 2 y«<is wide, at 1,. 6<$. per yard run,

ityualtoSv.rS' 7
J

Trinity Lane
>
Ca™on streot-iiy, ana tho Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey.

In the Rural Economy of Norfolk, Mr. MinsHAii,
a writer of the same time, says,'" Marie has been so

long in use in that district that there are few farms

without marie pits upon or near them, so that

searching for marie is at present seldom requisite, and
the att of discovering it not much studied.'" He adds,

''The herb Coltsfoot (Tussilapo farfara) abocr-ding

on the soil is considered as an indication of a ;am
of marie being situated near the surface.

'

Now if we consider marl as being an -. _ .:-. :~

deposit, having a tolerably large admixture of lime,

we shall not be surprisedat another remark by the

same auihor, where he says :
" T:me and accidents,

The " Markets Improvement Committee " have
determined that Friday, the 26th January, shall be
the first business day at the Nkw Market in
Copenhagen Fields, but we believe it is their inten-
tion formally to open it on the previous Wednesday.

I or intentional researches, have not failtd to discover

The time allowed them by the act of Parliament beds of marl in almost every estate, and, in some
expires on the 1st of February, so that they cannot ' places, on almost every farm, situated sufficiently

delay beyond the 26th. The works are in a state of near the surface to be worked with advantage."
great forwardness, and there will be no difficulty

:

Here, then, the geologist will at once conclude that

in obtaining the necessary certificate of one of H.M. the marls of different counties may exhibit wide
Secretaries of State as to the fitness of the place, differences, according to the formations whence they
before the day determined on*

[
arederived. For example, inWoi cestershire, the marl

Upwards of 30 acres of ground are occupied by ' pits have been excavated in the Keuper marls, lie
the various market places, buildings, lairages, and upper division of the new red sandstone. In Glon-
abattoirs. About 35,000 sheep will find accommo- cestershire there are now abandoned marl pits in the
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lower lias shales, and in Wiltshire the Oxford

Clay in the northern parts of the county, and chalk

marl in tliH south, have furnished this ingredient.

Inasmuch, therefore, as marls in different parts

of the country vary as to geological position, so we
may expect them to differ in chemical constitution ;

and tlnmgh as yet analysis of marls which have
severally been m-ed for manure is, to a great extent,

a desideratum, yet the following analyses, the two
first by Professor Way and the third by Professor

Voelcker, wjll sufficiently illustrate our present

position. These are examples of marls analysed

after their value as manure has been long tested in

their respective districts; but in the present day we
may go further, and determine the value of a marl
before the expense of digging, carriage, and trial, has
been resorted to.

PnoFEssoa W it's Analyses.
3. Malm

t. FOSSILIFEROUS 2. Gray Marl from

Gkeen Marl. or Malm.

Soluble
in dilute

Acids.

Inso-
luble in
dilute

Acids.

Soluble
in dilute

Acids.

Inso-
luble- in

dilute

Acids.

By Dr.
YOELCKER

Silicic acid \
(silica) ... J

31.68 22.06 2.16 16.63

Carbonic acid-j
undeter-
mined.

«... 29.16

Sulphuric acid . .45 0.21 1.546
Phosphoric acid 3.76 0.21 .242
Chloriue trace 0.08
Lime 5.61 1.52 41.62 1.71 40.757
Magnesia .85 1.09 .30 a trace .825
Potash 3/21 .45 .26 .32
Soda 1.20 .31 1.64 .07
Protoxide and "1

peroxide of > 16.91
)

2.20
)

iron ... J S
5.75

f 5.57 .780
Alumina... .74 J .11 )

Note.—No. 1 is from the green sand formation.
2. Chalk marl " extensively applied as a manure."
3. Probably chalk marl, used largely by farmers, who

apply it in a powdered state both to pasture as to
arable lands.

Now these examples of marls still used show a
large percentage of such important matters as phos-
phates and the alkalies to which their efficiency as

manure is mainly due, and consequently where these
are absent marls can only act as mechanical ame-
liorators. Now from their general sterility, where
unmitigated by accidental admixture, we know that
marls of the Keuper, the lias, and the Oxford clay
must be deficient in fertilising properties, which in

itself explains the reason for abandoned marl pits

and neglect of marling in Worcestershire and Glou-
cestershire ; whilst, on the contrary, the very fact

of marling being, even in the present advanced state

of _ agriculture, still followed out in parts of Wilt-
shire, and with advantage, would lead to the con-
clusion that the marls in the latter districts con-
tained some important fertiliser, and chemical ex-
amination has proved this to be the case.

Some time since, in company with Mr. R. S.

Maskeleyne, the Reader of Mineralogy in the Uni-
versity of Oxford, we examined a large marl pit

Dow being worked at Chisledon, Wilts. The exca-
vation was in the chalk marl of geologists, and
towards the bottom of the pit was a thin layer of
included nodular masses, from the size of a nut to

that of a Walnut, and somewhat of the same shape;
these, we found upon examination, yielded equal to

40 per cent, of bone phosphate, and we have no
doubt were in reality coprolites. Mr. Maskeleyne
subsequently informed us that he had made frequent
examinations of the marl with a view to determine
the amount of its phosphatic matter, and that in some
specimens he had detected 7 per cent, of phosphate
of lime, but he estimated the average at 1 J per cent.
of this important fertiliser.

From these few remarks we may safely draw the
following practical conclusions :

—

lstly. It is not true that every marl, as was
formerly supposed, is capable of acting as a manure
or fertiliser.

2dly. There are some marls exceedingly rich in
fertilising ingredients.

3dly. The value of a marl therefore must depend
upon its included chemical substances, which can
as easily be determined by the chemist as the posi-
tion of the marl by the geologist ; and

4thly. The present abandoned marl pits of Wor-
cestershire and Gloucestershire are an evidence of
the folly of expending money and labour on an ex-
tensive scale, without first considering the principle
npon which the expected good was likely to result.
We may also conclude that, though the Worces-
tershire marl pits have thus become monuments of
terming empiricism, those of the chalk marl of Wilts
attest that all marls are not alike valueless.

One of the most important among recent contri-
butions to our agricultural literature is a translation

r "H t,

Fr
/
nch

- M°ns. Leonce de Lavergne, one
01 the Professors in the late National Agricultural
institute of France, has published a volume on

the rural economy of this country, which is remark-
able for the life-like and accurate pictures it presents
of our national agriculture, and even of its local

peculiarities.*

It is greatly to the advantage of a description

when it depends not merely, nor so much, upon well
chosen and well ordered words as upon comparisons
or contrasts ; and the agriculture of the different

divisions of France, well known to M. de
Lavergne, is, with great emphasis to the lesson he
would teach, being continually cited in this work,
and presented to the English reader as the standard

of comparison by which the merits and the faults of

our agriculturists are exhibited. The work is

distinguished by its remarkable accuracy and the

skilful manner in which its topics are arranged. We
may add, too, that it is written in a vigorous, dash-

ing style—more after the fashion of a review article

than of a formal treatise.

We shall shortly call the attention of our readers

to it more in detail : at present we confine our-

selves to a mere enumeration of its contents. The
abundant evidence of agricultural development
exhibited in the Crystal Palace in Hyde Park
astonished foreigners even more than the proofs of

our commercial and manufacturing ascendancy : for

the latter they were prepared—the former, never-
theless, told a perfectly true tale. " English agri-

culture taken as a whole is at this day the first in

the world." What are the causes to which it owes
this proud position ? That is considered, and most
ably, in the first 10 or 12 chapters of the work.

The remainder of the volume is devoted to

descriptive notices of agriculture in the southern,
eastern, western, midland, and northern counties, in

Wales, in Scotland, and in Ireland: and the last

chapters of this very interesting volume are occupied
with a statement of the origin of Ireland's difficul ties,

and of the means through which she is emerging
from them.

M. de Lavergne has written a work which will

be as extensively read in its English dress as in its

original French. We shall again direct attention to

this volume.

CROSS-BRED SHEEP.
Your correspondent, W. P. Ayres, calls attention to

the successful crossing of Welsh mountain ewes with a
Southdown ram, deducing the inference that the practice

of putting a large ram to small ewes is both profitable

and commendable. " That the breed of small sheep,''

he tells us, "should be much improved in size by cross-

ing with larger rams, is quite in the nature of things."

True to a certain extent, but the practice ought to be
regulated by extreme caution. If, for instance, he
reason from analogy that because the produce of a
Southdown ram and Welsh ewe is good, therefore that

that of a Leicester ram and Welsh ewe must be better

still, as being a larger male, I have no hesitation in

telling him his doctrine is both unsound and dangerous.

I speak feelingly on this point, having once suffered from
the experiment, both pecuniarily and mentally, more
than just now I am either able or willing to divulge.

I was many years since persuaded by a neighbour to

join him in the purchase of a lot of Scotch mountain
ewes, to which we put (more shame for us !) heavy
Leicester tups. Of all the pests that ever afflicted man
these Scotch ewes were about the worst. They coursed
the country like so many greyhounds. No fence could
keep them within bounds. They were a constant torment
to all concerned, from master to man. We were, how-
ever, content to put up with mere trouble ; but worse
remains behind. At yeaning time we lost, I am afraid

to say how many, of both ewes and lambs, from the

very circumstance held out by Mr. Ayres as an advan-
tage—the extra size of the lambs, which occasioned a cor-

responding difficulty in parturition. True, such lambs
as did struggle into existence and live, soon beat their

mothers out and out as to size and weight ; but their

numbers were deplorably few, and I never was better

pleased than when I washed my hands of the whole
concern—a matter I had no little difficulty in accom-
plishing—for, to say truth, I was thoroughly ashamed
of the transaction from beginning to end, and in-

wardly resolved never to engage in such another
speculation, nor let others do so without dul} r warning
them of the probable consequences. I may be thought
to attach too much importance to a mere isolated

experiment, and to undervalue that related by Mr.
Ayres. All I can say in answer is, that if his Welsh
ewes brought forth the usual average number of

lambs, with only a fair amount of casualties, on both of

which points he preserves, perhaps, a judicious silence,

he may consider himself in high luck. Still I contend
the principle of breeding from large males is bad ; and
I am fortified in this opinion by the late Henry Cline,

Esq., whose able treatise " On the breeding and form of

domestic animals," I had not seen when I made my
unlucky experiment, or probably I might have been
spared that act of folly. Only mark the words of that

accurate and scientifio observer. " It has been generally

supposed that the breed of animals is improved by

* The Rural Economy of England, Scotland, and Ireland, by
Leonce de Lavergne. Translated from the French, with notes
by a Scottish Farmer. Blackwood and Son, Edinburgh.

the largest males. This opinion has done considerable
mischief, and would have done more injury, if it had
not been counteracted by the desire of selecting
animals of the best form and proportions, which are
rarely to be met with in those of the largest size.

Experience has proved that crossing has only succeeded
in an eminent degree in those instances in which the
females were larger than in the usual proportion of
females to males ; and that it has generally failed when
the males were disproportionally large." (P. 4). " To
obtain the most approved form, two modes of breeding
have been practised ; one, by the selection of individuals
of the same family, called breeding in-and-in ; the other,
by selecting males aud females from different varieties
of the same varieties of the species which is called
crossing the breed. When a particular variety ap-
proaches perfection in form, breeding in-and-in may be
the better practice, especially for those who are not well
acquainted with the principles on which improvement
depends. When the male is much larger than
the female, the offspring is generally of an imperfect
form. If the female be proportionally larger than the
male, the offspring is of an improved form : for instance,

if a well-formed ram be put to ewqs proportionally
smaller, the lambs will not be so well-shaped as their
parents ; but if a small ram be put to larger ewes, the
lambs will be of an improved form. The proper method
of improving the form of animals consists in selecting

a well-formed female, proportionally larger than the
male. The improvement depends on this principle, that
the power of the female to supply her offspring with -

nourishment is in proportion to her size, and to the
power of nourishing herself from the excellence of her
constitution. The size of the fostus is generally in pro-
portion to that of the male parent ; and therefore, when
the female parent is disproportionately small, the quan-
tity of nourishment is deficient, and her offspring

has all the disproportions of a starveling. But when
the female, from her size and good constitution,

is more than adequate to the nourishment of a
foetus of a smaller male than herself, the, growth
must be proportionately greater. The large female
has also a greater quantity of milk, and her off-

spring is more abundantly supplied with nourishment
afterbirth." (P. 7—9). The following observations are
so judicious, and bear with such force on the case men-
tioned by Mr. Ayres, that I cannot resist transcribing

them :

—

" It may be proper to improve the form of a
native race, but at the same time it may be very in-

judicious to attempt to enlarge their size. The size of

animals is commonly adapted to the soil which they
inhabit. Where produce is nutritive and abundant the
animals are large, having grown proportionally to the

quantity of food which for generations they have been
accustomed to obtain. Where the produce is scanty

the animals are small, being proportioned to the
quantity of food which they were able to procure.
Of these contrasts, the sheep of Lincolnshire and of

Wales are examples. The sheep of Lincolnshire would
starve on the mountains of Wales. Crossing the breed
of animals may be attended with bad effects in various
ways, and that even, when adopted in the beginning, on
a good principle ; for instance, suppose some larger

ewes than those of the native breed were taken to the
mountains of Wales, and put to the rams of that country,
if these foreign ewes were fed in proportion to their size

their lambs would be of an improved form, and larger
in size than the native animals, but the males produced
by this.cross, though of a good form, would be dispro-

portionate in size to the native ewes, and, therefore, if

permitted to mix with them, would be productive of a
starveling ill-formed progeny. Thus a cross, which at

first was an improvement, would, by giving occasion to
a contrary cross, ultimately prejudice the breed. The
general mistake in crossing has arisen from an attempt
to increase the size of a native race of animals, being a
fruitless effort to counteract the laws of nature." (P. 13.)

A few words on the practice of breeding in and
in; or, in other words selecting individuals of the
same family, in contra-distinctton to the system of

breeding fronrmales and females of different varieties

of the same species, called crossing the breed. Very
strong, and apparently plausible objections used to be
raised against the in-and-in system, and I am free to

"

confess that I was at one time of the number of the
objectors ; but I have since had reason to think I was
in error, my chief ground of change in opinion being the
system pursued by my friends Messrs. J. and T. Brown
of Denver, in. Norfolk, with which, as a neighbour and
pretty constant yearly visitor, I bad ample means of

making myself acquainted. For more than half a
century has their excellent flock of new Leicesters been
managed on the in-and-in principle. They let -many
scores of tups annually, which are justly held in the
highest repute by every one who has made use of them f
and yet, strange as some people may think it, Messrs.
Brown have never on any occasion gone beyond their own
flock for the purposes of its improvement and renova-
tion. In fact, it has now arrived at a pitch of perfection

as to form and blood, as to render recourse to any other

aid completely unnecessary. I have said thus much on
the in-and-in system, under judicious management,
because, though not perhaps immediately connected,
with the main subject under discussion—the supposed
improvement of mountain sheep—yet it is indirectly so ;

and, at all events, is a striking and an authentic proof

that it may be adopted, not only with impunity, but with

decided advantage. T., Gloucester, Jan. 4.

y
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EQUIVALKNCY OF STARCH AND MKJAR IN

FOODS, Bv .1. It. Lawks, Esq,, F.R.8., and Dr.

J. II. GlLDKR-T, F.C.S.

{Itlii'l'iiul Amu OIATION, LlVIGIirOOL, 1804.)

(Suction I! : Read Saturday, September 23rd.)

—

Abstract,.- At the meeting "I tin- Briti li As ociatiou at

Belfast, the authorfi hnd given a paper on the Composi-

tion of food in rotation to respiration and the feeding of

Anon ii in which they had illustrated by referi 111 a to

numoi'otiM experiments, that, as our current food-stuffs

go, it wiih Hi" iiiiioiiniH thciy supplied of the assimilable

won-nilrng mm, rather than those of the nitrogenous

ConBtitticiiiM, which measured both tlio amount con-

sumed by a given weight of animal within a given

time, and the amount of increase obtained from u

given weight of food. The results which formed the

subject of tlio present communication afforded further

illustration of somo of the points brought forward in the

former one ; but. these now experiments, like tlio former
ones, Inn! boon arranged with reference to certain prac-

tical questions, ns well as to iho more soientlfic bearings

of the subject. Thus, tlio.se interested in the growth of

sugar hail long wished to obtain Iho introduction of tlio

lower qualities of that article, for (coding purposes,

duty free. Tlio subject of the remission of tlio malt

tax, for the same object, bad also frequently been agi-

tated. According to tlio results of the experiments

—

numoroiiM tables of which were exhibited in the room,
and in which the animals (pigs) hud been made to rely

for about one-third of their total food upon tlio starch

or sugar employed— it appeared that all but absolutely

identical animints of tlio dry substance of the starch and

Sugar thus tried against each other had both been con-

sumed by u given weight of animal within a given time,

and been required to yield a given weight of increase.

The practical identity in feeding value which had from

the known chemical relation of the two substances been

hitherto assumed, was now therefore experimentally

illustrated, and it doubtless only varied in point of fact

with their slightly varying per centages of carbon. If,

then, sugar liavo no higher feeding capacity than starch,

tile relative prices, weight for weight, of sugar, duty

free, and of the starchy grains generally used for feeding

purposes, would afford an easy means of estimating the

probable economy of the use of the former. At the

price, including duty, of the coarse Peuang sugar used
in the experiments, it would cost three or four times as

much as the starchy grains at the present time ; and it

should be remembered that these would also supply a
considerable amount of the needed nitrogenous con-

stituents of food. The new results, so far as they

could be supposed to apply, considering the difference

between cane-sugar and the saccharine matter of malt,

were also consistent with direct exjfcriments published

by the authors some time since, on the comparative
feeding values of malted and unmalted grain. It was
true that malt and other saccharine matters might
serve in some degree to give a relish to the food, and
thus induce the animals to consume more ; which, iu

"fattening," is always a consideration ; but this inci-

dental benefit could not counterbalance much increased

cost. Indeed, the tendency of all the experiments was con-

trary to the conclusion thatan extensive use ofmalt for feed-

ing purposes would be such a boon as had been supposed.

The proved practical equivalency of starch and sugar in

food was also of interest in reference to some other of the

views illustrated by the authors in their former papers.

Thus it hud been show n that a fattening animal assimi-

lated much less nitrogen than had usually been estimated,

and that, on the other hand, it might store up very
considerably more fat than existed ready formed iu its

food ; whilst this produced fat was doubtless in a great
measure formed from the starchy and saccharine sub-

Stances which constitute so large a proportion of the

non-nitrogenous constituents of our staple vegetable

foods. It was these, too, which in practice served
largely to meet the requirements of the respiratory

function, which, it had been shown, under ordinary
circumstances, measured to such an extent the, amount
of food demanded by the animal system.

MODIFICATIONS OF LOIS-WEEDON.
Some time ago a writer iu the Gazette drew attention

to the possibility of growing a summer crop iu the

intervals of the Lois-Weedon .corn tillage ; from a

failure in such an attempt about 10 years back, I was at

the time induced to object to this proposition, and this

writer received my objection in good part and wiih a

good grace, as I had found that even with an interval

of 3£ feet the Lettuces introduced had been drawn up
SO as to be useless ; the rows of Barley were, however,
extremely rank (the straw 5i feet long). As however
such an introduction would evidently be so much gain,

I this year determined to try the success of it on a

small patch of ground (one-tenth of an acre), in which I

was growing Wheat on modifications of Mr. Smith's plan
;

and I conclude on its feasibility with Turnips, Carrots,

and Parsnips which I have tried, and think it will also

be found to succeed with Mangold Wurzel, Rape, and
Open Cabbages, and perhaps with spring Beans, but I

should think not with close Cabbages or Potatoes, that

is with intervals of only 3 feet. The Wheat ought to be
of those kinds having the shorter and stiffer straw ; the
one I grew was the red-chaffed white, sown after the
middle of March, and not reaped till September 30th,
which was against the experiments. On June 15th one
of the intervals was sown with Sutton's Six-week Tur-
nips

; at tlie time of reaping some of these were from
16 inches to 21 inches in circumference ; these are now,

November 20th, from 20 to 21 inch ., ).', if -..

each on an average. OnJunc !8rdtlu proximah interval

was nown with Aberdeen! ;
at reaping -'in' ol thi

from Into 12 inches In circumference ; tin

inches,and w* igh over 24 lbs. oai li i n

only received a dusting ox weed aeh< , tlio ground having
been manured tin- year before, Had thi Wheal been

autumn-sown, from its earlier removal I

would probably have been now i, i

, .

also have been i own earlier^

Tlio further view I had in iliit: experimental
|

ground was to at certain the effi
:

ol mi mod
in Mr. Smith's distances ; I sowed the Wheat in double

rows, I foot apart, with intervale of '.: feet "mi ol

.; feet j
in treble rows and 8-feet intervals,

able lo Mr. Smith's plan, and again in double

rows, 2 feet apart, wiih intervals of 8 feet Thopi
in the various planH appeared to bi pretty equal on

equal areas of ground, lor tlio Wheat in double lov.u

1 loot apart and 2 feet intervals, occupying a breadth
of .'! feet, gavo an average of -Hi lbs. iii the straw ; add
to this one-third to bring it to what ought to bo tin-

produce on a breadth of \ {'net, and it would he fol lbs.
;

and tho double rows, with 3-fcet intervals, gave an
average of Go lbs. Add another third to it to bring it

to what ought to bo a similar produce on a breadth ol

C feet, and it would bo lit) lbs., and the treble rows, with
tlio 3-feet intervals, gave 111 lbs., and the double rows,

2 feet apart, with the 3-feet intervals, gavo !)0 lbs.

Iu the produce of the grain crop it appears then to

be very immaterial whether we have, of course under
certain limiis, the narrower or wider intervals, but that

we have in tho wider intervals the advantage of an
interlined green crops. With treble rows 1 foot apart
there is, however, a great disposition to overlap, and as

there appears so little difference in the produce between
them and the double rows occupying the Mime distance

of 2 feet, the double rows must on this account, as well

as the superiority of their fallow, and the practicability

of supporting them by earthing on each side, receive
the preference ; indeed, I do not know that had the
Turnips been tried in the intervals of the treble rows
they would have succeeded so well as they did in the

intervals in which they were grown, those of the double
rows at 1 foot apart.

The intervals of 3 feet maybe eligible for the smaller
hand-worked plots of the amateur or for labourers'

allotments, but on a larger scale, as allowing more room
for working the ground wider intervals may be required,

say from 3 to 5 feet, and then the corn strips might be
widened to 3 or 4 feet. And, perhaps, as I have sug-

gested in a former paper, to permit of the carriage on
of manure, and off of crops, in narrow draft carts, the

strips of grain may be profitably farther widened, and
those of the intervals so as to admit of two rows of

Turnips, or so many as may be advisable of other

green crops, without such an extension as would forfeit

the mutual advantages plants of different composition
may derive from their proximity.

I would remark that the strips of Wheat, between**
which were 'the Turnips, were in no way inferior to the

adjacent ones; but some care was required in the
reaping to lay the Wheat lengthways of the strips.

/. M. Goodiff.

• caused tin reby,
who trii

able lo r< ach the immense prol

print, though l have certainly n all >i a fair remtmen-
tion on cro| :-. l

i

into the idea ol making fortune* all

by Max cm'

'111 Hill us
in ol the regl l>n on bi* farm; uM if

tth part of '..hit- land in the

was thus regularly under Flax, ire woedd be
'juiio indepj ndent ol any foreign eupply, and would
i fibre and Linseed that would if* many

S benefit ol both the manufacturing
i interest*,

As I i, ; to the important profit*,

I may as well Introduce here some tateineoti of tho
actual cost ol Mux cultivation on my own farm, care-
fully prepared lor me by my land-Meward ; abv» the
result of similar exp u about
Belfast, who took the trout..- ><;; accurate

at .:

—

No. I. Flax grown on Mr. < barley's farm, one statute
. , considered an average crop;

* . -/.

ploughing lat, lot. Id.; 2nd, It 17 6
„ ', ,,| two harrowinga 10 8
„ t- ireoda o 2 S
„ narrating seed and rolling i I
,, weeding * o

,, )" , and rope* 2 <J

,, polling o H
,, rippling and binding 12 8

ing boll* 012
„ denning out water pond 12
„ carting lo water 4 8
„ pulling in ditto, arid fixing 1 1

„ lifting out of ditto 1 2
„ caning to Gross 4 8
„ spreading 4 4
„ lifting, binding, stroking 2 8

„ carting homo 3 8
„ stacking and thatching ?. 2
,, c-irting to mill 4 1

„ ditto back 2 9
„ scutching 29} stones 1 14 2
„ seed, 1 barrel 1 5

„ rent and taxes, 40« 2

Cr.

Total expenses on one aero £9UU

By sales, 2»i stones, at St £11 1C
IWlufor feeding 30 bushels, at Sd. 1 = 12 18

Profit £3 2

No. 2.— Flax grown on Mr. Hunter's Farm, at Dun-
murrv, 1852, above an average crop :

—

Dr. £ u d.
For rent and taxes, b\ acres (Irish) at 31. 10j, equal to

about 8 9-10tbs acres statute measure, at 40*. ... 19 5
For ploughing and preparing ground 13
For seed 11

For weeding, pulling, and steeping work, &c 15

For scutching at mill 14 10

£72 15

Cr.
Ev snles, 32cwt 10 lbs.

By ditto. 312 cwt. 21 lbs.

£ 10 17 9
109 6 0=120 3 9

£47 8 S

FLAX CULTURE IN IRELAND.
The soil best suited for Flax is a nice dry loam, not

too light, and yet not of a clayey nature. The land

should be drained and free from weeds ; much damp
injures the crop, and a quantity of noxious plants rising

with the Flax will materially check its perfect

development.

In Belgium, Flax is usually sown after Oats, but my
experience, and that of my neighbours in this climate,

is decidedly in favour of sowing after Wheat. The
rotation I should recommend, and what I usually

practise, is to break up lea grouud in Oats, followed

next year by Potatoes and Turnips, &e. Fourth year

Wheat, the one-half laid down with Clover and Grass-

seeds, Fifth year, Flax (}), Beans (J-), and Clover (J).

Under this rotation, on a farm of 100 acres, the crops

would stand thus :

—

Grazing , ... 20 acres.

Oats 20 ,.

Potatoes, Turnips, &c 20 „
Wheat 20 „
Flax (o or so), Clover-hay (10), and Beans (5 or so) 20 ,,

100

Of course this rotation is subject to frequent modifica-

tions, sucli as stealing a crop of Turnips after early-

Potatoes, and taking vetches of Rape before late

Turnips. Some people might wish for more Flax and
others for less ; this cau be varied at discretion, pro-

vided it does not come oftener than once in 10 years on

the same soil. It is great folly to put in Flax the

first year after a Potato crop ; the plant grows too

rank to thrive, and the farmer besides loses the inter-

mediate very profitable crop of Wheat, without any
real benefit to counterbalance the sacrifice. This folly

is sometimes committed by ignorant farmers who think

Flax an exhausting crop ; whereas, a little scientific

knowledge explains that if not grown oftener than once

in 10 years on the same soil, it is not a severe crop

among the usual group and in its proper place, but quite

the reverse. Iu fact, if sown after Wheat, and the

ground laid down with Clover and Rye-grass, it is really

an extra crop, grown without manure, and in no way-

interfering with the Oat crop that usually follows hay

or grazing.

Too often the profits of the Flax crop have been

Profit ...

being 51. 6s. 7o!. per statute acre.

No. 3.—Flax grown on Mr. Coates's Farm at Malone,

1850, a fair crop :

—

Dr. £ t. d.

To rent of S Irish acres, at 5o, nearly equal to 13 English
or statute, at 61s. 3d. 40

To taxes on same 2 9 3

„ ploughing, preparing ground, and sowing 6 12 S

„ cost of sowing 19 2
„ wages for weeding, pulling, and stacking ... ... 15 7 9
„ rolling, taking off seed, and re-stacking 8 8
„ commission on sale of seed 10
„ steeping, spreading, and cartage of Flax, cost ... 7 1 10

„ To cash paid for scutching at mill 21 12 10

Cr. £121 7
By cash received for seed

—

891 bnshls, at 9;. ... £40 5 6
22" do. kept ... 7 9

By cash received for inferior seed for cattle

per flax fibre

—

379 stones of 16 lbs, at 6s 113 14 0=161 8 6

Profit ;-:: i -:

equal to SI. Is. Sd. per statute acre.

This Malone farm is close to Belfast, and the rent is

consequently very high for an agriculturist The price

obtained (6*.) is rather below the average, and shows

the crop was nothing particular in fineness or quality.

Mr. Hunter did not save the seed of his crop of Flax,

but treated it in the old-fashioned manner, which he

thinks most remunerative. Mr. Coates saved the seed

for sowing ; while my steward took off the seed for feed-

ing purposes only. Both these parties are gentlemen of

high standing and probity, and I am sure furnished per-

fectly correct accounts o"f their crops and expenses as

far as they knew, but I think Mr. H- under-escnuued

his working expenses a little. OomBaaicated by Mr. W,

S. Sill, of Belfast, to the Journal of the Society ofA rU.

Acreage

Home Correspondence
Far 21. net.— With all

deference to you, I am firm in my conviction that one

farm horse consumes the produce of 6 average acres of

arable land. If yon admit that the cost of a farm

horse for his weekly keep is lOi or 26?. per annum, the

case is at once proved, for M'Cnlloeh, Porter, and

Spackman do not allow more for the average gross pro-

duce of 1 acre in England and Wales than I stated, and

Mr. Lavergne in his recent able and comprehensive

volume on" B British Agriculture" (translated by a
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Scottish liirmer), estimates the gross produce at 200
francs per hectare (2.} English acres), 3.'. 12s. per

English acre. This corresponds very nearly with ray

own estimate made a few years since in a paper I read

before ihe Society of Arts. A farm horse would thus

clear 7 acres instead of 6.J,
which was my calculation.

I will not go into the question whether 72s. per acre

gross produce is creditable to British agriculture in the

lflth century, although I have a strong opinion about it.

In a future paper I will again consider the live stock

question. /. J, Mechi, Dec. 28. [It is a question, we
admit, not of what ought to be but of what i.*, but then

if we take acres according to their actual and not ac-

cording to their possible produce, we must take horses

not as they ought to be but as they are fed. And
we don't suppose that on an average farm horses cost

.nearly 10s. a week apiece for food].

Health Commissioners are being established in all

towns for the express purpose of examining drains, and

making fresh sewers where required to carry off all

things offensive either to the eyes or nose—a very

proper precaution to prevent effluvia from impregnating

the air, arising from decaying vegetable and auimal

-Substances so prejudical to life, where in certain states

of putrefaction. The removal of such nuisances from
the abodes of the working classes will be a boon to

them ; but to be permanently useful and decrease the

amount of cholera, typhus, bowel complaints, &c, &c, a
better description of habitations must be erected for the

poor to live in, houses or cottages through which the
air of heaven may freely circulate, not however through
the roofs, broken windows, or crazy doors—rooms large

enough for human beings to sleep in with common
decency, not dens into which are crammed men,
women, and children, so closely packed they touch
each other on th&floor, the dead often coming in contact

with the living. The poisonous gas which these unfor-

tunate creatures are doomed to breathe, when crowded
together, is most disgusting. Not only have the
labourers and artisans to inhale such a pestiferous atmo-
sphere after a hard day's work, but they are doomed to

feed upon unwholesome food in the shape of diseased
meat, liberally supplied from the country to the large
towns, where it meets with customers, disguised in

highly seasoned pies and sausages. The indulgence in

this gross food leaves on the palate a craving for

beer and spirits, in themselves anything but pure.
In addition to all this there is a scanty supply
of water for the daily purposes of cleanliness
and cooking. It is evident attention to sewage
'will not remedy the crying evils, under which thousands
of industrious men and women are labouring. It must
be followed up by attention to other matters so inti-

mately connected with the comforts and respectability
of the working classes. No wonder drunkenness and
-debauchery are prevalent when the whole man is debi-
litated in body and mind by the horrors amongst which
he is compelled to exist. In many cases he flies to the
gin palace and beer shop to drown his cares and harden
his better spirit against the misery he endures. Fre^,
quently the day chosen for his orgies is that set aparT
as a day of rest from toil, which should be spent in
thankfulness for past mercies, as well as supplication
for future protection and in innocent recreation alter
the labour of the week. Our deserted churches speak
volumes for the want of precept and example in parents,
and watchfulness in pastors. What might not the
clergy accomplish by a never-ceasing house to house
visitation, not driving but leading the ignorant, obsti-

nate, and prejudiced, to a due observance of higher
things, the only true safeguard against vice and
wretchedness. Falcon.

Blood as Manure.—Can any of your correspondents
state what has been proved to be the best mode of
applying blood as fresh from a London slaughter-house
.as a weekly transit into the country will allow ? The
slaughter-house owner says it is the "only thing he does
not turn to account," and has offered to collect it, barrel
it, and cart it to the railway. Will its value bear these
charges and 30 miles of railway carriage ? The country
folk do not doubt its being a good thing, but are ter-

ribly afraid of its imparting all sorts of diseases to the
live stock and the land itself. To meet this risk, it has
been proposed to cart it out directly on arrival, and
plough it into heavy clay land, with a fair proportion of
lime ; and by March next to have the laud, so manured,
ready for Parsnips, Globe, Mangold Wurzel, and Kohl
Rabi, all three of which have been produced upon the
same kind of land as large and good as want of manure
would permit. Is there a cheaper or better way of
applying it? Simplex. [Your best way of using it is

either in compost with earth, turned a fortnight before
"Use on the land, or, as you propose, by direct applica-
tion to the soil. Dried blood would be worth as much
as woollen rags, perhaps rather more ; liquid blood may
be worth six or seven times its weight of good farm-
dung.]

Encumbered Estates Court, which places before us facts

indicating the degrees in which crime and pauperism
have decreased, loyalty and peace advanced, and agri-

culture, trade, commerce, and manufactures acquired
development and expansion, even within the last twelve

months. From an official report of the Inspectors General
of Prisons, it appears that the number of gaol prisoners

throughout Ireland on the 1st January, 1851, was 5,755;
the number on the 1st January, 1850, having been

10,907; and in a gradually diminishing series through
the intermediate years—less by nearly two-sevenths

than in the past year. Taking Limerick, according to

Mr. Locke's expression, as "a type" of Ireland—we
would limit the typical illustration to the most socially

disorganised portions of the kingdom, for there are many
counties which have not exhibited political or agrarian

crime—we have this gratifying record ofamendment:

—

County of Limerick.

Number of Crown witnesses and

)

prosecutors J

Number of criminals for trial

Of these for murder
In aims, and attacking houses by 1

night j"

Cattle stealing
Highway robbery

Spring
Assizes,
1849.

Summer
Assizes,
1853.

Sumine1

Assizes-
1854.

900 110 S4

620
11

25
4

19
1

SO

63
20

1

1

" Ribbonism and oifences arising from the competition for

land have almost disappeared from the face of the country they
had so long disgraced and rendered insecure ; and it is a gratify-
ing tact that throughout the vast extent of land, comprising
2,000,000 acres, which has changed hands under the Encumbered
Estates commission, only four instances of agrarian crime have
occurred since the institution of that tribunal. "Whatever be
the reader's previous impressions or knowledge of the subject, he
will be astonished and pleased at the extraordinary contrast
between these two periods (1S49 and 1854) ; nor can any serious

mind feel otherwise than deeply grateful to an all-merciful
Providence for preserving Ireland intact from taint of crime and
disloyalty at the very season when organised disaffection would
be most perilous to society and the state."

The tide of emigration is abating, as the necessary
result of the rushing efflux which various impulsive
agencies have been forcing onward ; and it is also turning

its course to British North America, whereas the

United States and Australia, in a much lesser ratio, had
principally been the localities to which it had
previously tended. Yet, though there were betv/een

25,000 and 26,000 Irish emigrants fewer in the year
1853 than in 1852, the sum of money remitted in the

former year by the pioneer colonists for their relatives

to pay for their passage to the colonies considerably

exceeded the sum sent in the latter,—the figures being
for three years :

—

Years.

1851
1852
1S53

Number of Irish
Emigrants.

254.537
224,997
199,392

Honey sent for

Passage'. i>*

£ 990,000
1,404,000

1,439,000

Ireland's Recovery ; an Essay. By John Locke, A.B.
J. H. Parker and Son, 445, West Strand.

The state of Ireland at present is especially satisfac-
tory, not only as regards its social improvement, mani-
fested by the subsidence of political and agrarian
agitations, but also by decided progress in its agricultural
condition. Among many unquestionable evidences of
this twofold amelioration, we have a third publication
from the useful pen of Mr. Locke, an official in the

That the individuals who have thus been quickly
enabled to remit money for the conveyance of their
friends and relatives to the new locations have been
benefited by their expatriation is obvious ; and it is

gratifying to reflect that the succeeding" emigrants have
gone with hopeful assurances of success, which experi-
rience we believe has realised. We have, for our own
parts, no fears that the labour market will be under-
stocked ; though wages have risen, they are yet far too
low, and the Irish landowners and land cultivators must
learn to value the services of the agricultural labourer
much higher than they even now consieler them. An
official report declares that the rise is " Is. per week on
the average ; " we should be better pleased to learn
that existing wages are doubled on the average. When
this shall take place, any local want of labourers will

be supplied from some source or other. " Emigration
will of necessity continue to withdraw its hundreds of
thousands annually, until deficiency in the labour market
compels all employers to raise wages, and landlords to
lease land on such liberal terms of rent and tenure as
may induce the working classes from motives of self-

interest to remain at home.
Pauperism is of course decreasing rapidly in Ireland.

" On comparing the number of workhouse inmates for
the year ending 22d April, 1854, with the previous
corresponding interval, we find the diminution to be
nearly 40,000 in each week throughout the series."
The returns for last year give nearly 400,000 indoor
and more than 13,000 out-of-door paupers ; and these
unfortunates were fed at the low average rate of Is. Ad.
per head weekly. The rates were laid it seems so low
as to satisfy any reasonable and Christian man who has
to pay his share :—" The average poundage on the
current year will probably not exceed Is. 3d. on the
total Poor-law valuation of the island, which generally
rates about one-fifth under the letting value."' It is our
good fortune to pay this year in an English rural district
more than 5s. in the pound.
The following information is worthy of deep considera-

tion in England, where the notion of employing the
workhouse poor in industrial occupations seems to be
strangely disliked by the rural magnates. Of the 163
unions in Ireland, there were only 25 in Sept. 1853in which
agricultural instruction was not given, and 1070 acres

!

are attached to the workhouses for the purpose of model
farms. At that period 3703 boys were uuder agricul-
tural teaching, 3196 learning trades, and 14,273 girls

employed in household, useful, and ornamental hand-
work of various descriptions. It is a subject of con-
gratulation that during last year upwards of 5000 boys
and girls under 15 years of age have been taken out of
the workhouses and put in a way of supporting them-

selves by their own industry, so highly has risen in public

estimation the moral and industrial training of the youth
of the country, even in the very abodes of pauperism.
We had occasion not long sinco to publish, in some notes

of a lour by our correspondent Martin Doyle, the very
favourable return from the agricultural master of the

Enniscarthy workhouse. Mr. Locke has presented cue
from the Ballymoney workhouse, in the most northern
county of Ireland, which shows a large amount of profit

to the establishment after deduction of about 351. for

rent and rates.

" It is a curious fact that this farm, which has been
cultivated to so good purpose, has been tilled princi-

pally by the boys before and after school-hours. It

appears that they are first-rate dirk-men—not a la mili-

taire—and act as expert attendants on the dairy. When
sufficiently trained, their services are eagerly sought
after by the neighbouring farmers, the natural conse-
quence of the information they are possessed of and the
good conduct which they evince while in service. In addi-

tion to the general instruction in farming which the larger
number receive, there is also a special class of 12 or 14
who are taught the theory as well as the practice of

agriculture, five hours being given to the latter and two
to the former every day ; and lately, with a view to

promote greater attention to the study in which they
are engaged, a plot of ground and seeds for green crops
have been given to each, with a promise that the most
successful cultivator shall obtain a prize when the har-
vest comes round."
We would fain see something of this management in

our English unions, in which the youthful male inmates
are so frequently idle altogether, aud therefore medi-
tating mischief and turbulence, aud keeping the master
in perpetual irritation or anxiety ; while the superin-

tendent of the Ballymoney workhouse is allowed by the

guardians—who fully co-operate in his views—to keep
every one occupied as he thinks best, and the resul's

are good order and the acquirement of industrious

habits.

The agricultural report generally is very cheering,

but it is clear that the Irishman of every class clings to

his Potato with irrepressible tenacity. Turnips, which
were threatening to beat them out of the field, have, we
have reason to think, retired a little as the others have
shown symptoms of returning vigour. In the year
1853, there were nearly 900,000 acres under Potatoes,
and about 600,000 under Turnips (400,000) and all other
roots included. And without a just proportion of
Turnips for sheep and cattle feeding, Ireland will

continue backward in agriculture. Both Flax and
Turnips had much increased in 1853 over 1852. There
is some falling off in both in the present year, though
these two are especially suited to the climate and soil of

Ireland. Flax cultivation is stated to have increased
500 per cent, since 1848, and of 956 scutch mills erected,

54 are worked by steam. And Ireland, so anomalous
in many things, gives an instance of the national charac-
teristic in the fact, that in the last year she exported
about 5000 tons of flax (at 58?. per ton), with tow and
yarn, and imported nearly 9000 tons, at $51. per ton. The
yarn exported was valued at 105?. per ton, whereas the
imported (less than that exported) was valued at 1 80Z. per
ton. This would indicate superior skill elsewhere in the
spinning of fine yarns, or inferiority in the quality of the
native raw material itself for the manufacture of some
of the finer linens. It is gratifying to learn, that if

spinning by steam has thrown out of employment many
thousands of hand-spinners, the occupation of 460,000
females in muslin sewing throughout the kingdom fully

compensates for the disuse of hands in the former
labour, which also was less remunerative than the pre-
sent branch of employment. Mr. Locke reiterates
his opinion, that peat soils are suitable lor continuous
green crops, instead of yielding, according to the
usual rotation, one green crop in four years ; and cal-

culating that there are 1 1 0,000 acres of peat soil yielding
one green crop in four years, he estimates that by sub-
stituting continuous green cropping for the four shift

system, there would be an increase of upwards of

5,500,000 tons of green food (16 tons per acre) equiva-
lent to the support of 580,000 black stock, young and
old. Sulphates of lime, everywhere obtainable on very
cheap terms, and in many districts easily formed on the
spot, by combining sulphuric acid with calcareous earths,

are, according to communications made to Mr. Locke
by an agricultural gentleman who has.used this manure,
certain fertilisers for the purpose. Mr. Irwin informed
the Commissioners of Public Works that " tracts of bog
and moor are now (in 1853) considered to yield a larger
and more speedy return than any other description of
improvement, as it is found that tracts of wet spoDgy
bog, which, while unreclaimed, were of merely nominal
value, can now be let for a single crop at a rent ex-
ceeding the whole cost of reclamation ; and that by a
very moderate additional application from time to time
of clayey and calcareous material they can be profitably
continued in tillage for any length of time, being, as
already stated, easily and cheaply cultivated, and being
also the only lands in which the portable fertilisers can
be permanently substituted for farm-yard manure. An
excellent example of this important property of peat-
soil may be seen in the demesne of Mr. O'Connor, of
Milton, whose green crops, grown on reclaijmed bog
without any manure, except a moderate application of
either guano or superphosphate of lime, now rank among
the very best in the whole district ; and I am informed
that on the estate of Lord de Freyne the use of guano
on an inferior description of reclaimed bog has been
followed by equally favourable results." Seven thousand
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As may bu expected, Mr. Locke i>»Ih forward very

prominently, and, wo think, very fairly, tlio agency ol
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prosperous and hopeful state of tli« land interests through
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consideration to the appendix and tables, which aroao-
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nro Unullsh nod Scotch, and mora than one-half of tlm imilru

number have not oxeondod 20(101. in tbeir rospcctlvo Invest nts.

Thosn liwi, together with KhrIIsIi, Scotch, and Ulster farmers,

settled of into years on Glow bay and other districts, forming tho

nucloilB of a middle ohms in (ho far went. Tims the wealth and

skilled Industry of our Hiitlah neighbours liavo becomo Indls-

solubly linked with that part of Ireland farthest removed In

geographloolT position, hd well as Industrial progress, from tho

centre of civilisation and Imperial rule."
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JANUARY.
FoRVARSinnu SlbSS.—When tho harvest lias been favourably

concluded tn proper season, the two last months of tho year have

generally Httlo that is interesting in the retrospect. Those just

past havo"motoovologically been characterised by extreme fickle-

ness. Ono could almost believe that wo donizens of tbo hills

wore placed In a debatable territory, alternately in possession of

the storm spirits of tlio north and the gentle zephyrs of the sunny
sputh. Ono hour we aro congratulating each other upon tlio singu-

lar mildness of the day, and the next have to retreat before a borean
blast nioro impetuous and more irresistible than a charge of Bus-
Blan cavalry. The autumn has, upon the whole, been favourablo

for agricultural operations ; suow has only paid flying visits, and
frosts, although sometimes severe, have been of short duration,

and less than the usual quantity of rain has fallen. Ploughing
has becu pushed forward at all seasonable periods, and threshing

grain, storing roots, &c, have filled up the intervals. The flocks

havo been healthy during the autumn, and wore never in better

condition at Christmas; they arc all now divided and sent to

winter quarters. Cattle havo had plenty of sweet straw and fresh

roots, and aro progressing satisfactorily, and until Mr. Mechi's
" Fourth Paper'' appeared were expected. " to pay ;

" but as many
hero are more accustomed to produce before the public a well-fed

ox than a correct balance-sheet, they feel the Tiptree dictum to

he rather a stunner. Mr. Mcchi is worthy of all admiration
for the energy lie has displayed as an agriculturist, ami much
benefit will no doubt be derived from his published experience
both as a signal of what must be avoided as well as an example
of what may safely bo followed. Before publishing his next
paper he must learn to reason more correctly, and not jump at
ouce to \a general conclusion from a few isolated facts. If he
should say that livo stock at Tiptree don't pay, nobody would
dispute with him ; but even in that case, if his languago is not
misinterpreted, bis farm pays better with livo stock than it would
without them : if they do not pay immediately in a direct return

of cash, they would seem to do so indirectly in an increased pro-

duction of com, and, therefore, ought not to be denounced as au
unprofitable speculation. It is not easy to ascertain exactly what
Mr. Mechi means by " live stock." In his own practice he seems
to purchase loan stock and dispose of it when fattened, and if his

experience goes no further, ho is ungenerous in bringing a
general charge of unprofitableness against the whole beeve tribes

in every stage of their existence, and under every system of

management. The Loudon cow-feeders pay him a rattling price
for bis Mangolds, and it is to be presumed they at the same time
make a living by cow-feeding. Many families in Scotland are
supported solely by the profits of live stock, which is a sufficient

answer to the general question, as far at least as the northern
part of the kingdom is concerned. Different varieties of slock
require different modes of treatment; the black-faced breed of
sheep will produce first-class mutton on pastures where South-
downs or Leicesters would starve, and Angus, Aberdeenshire,
and the other Highland breeds of cattle in like maimer can be
brought to perfection on food that may be unsuitable for fattening
the more delicate varieties. A feeder of stock is a manufacturer
of butcher meat, and if he regards Iris success must take care
that tlio raw material used does not exceed the proper propor-
tional value of tho manufactured article. What would be thought
of a paper-maker who should insist upon using Flax instead of old
ropes, rags, &c, as his raw material, and on finding bis balance
on the wrong side of the sheet should turn round and tell the
world that paper-making "don't pay?" The corn crops arc
not threshing out liberally; in general the produce is not in
proportion to tho bulk of straw ; but this arises less from a want
of com than from a superabundance of fodder. The continued
high price of produce has increased the price of farms as well as
the number of would-be farmers. Inexperienced hands will
doubtless find themselves in the wrong box when prices return by
tbo down train, as doubtless they will at some period, especially
those who allow themselves to be bound to a fixed rotation of
cropping during the currency of a lease. A 19 years' lease is a
good thing ; but a fixed rotation, be it what it may, is a very bad
thing, both for landlord and tenant. The object of a fixed rotation
is Ito prevent the tenant from wearing out his farm by over-
cropping, and so reducing its value, which, if the tenant be a bad
one, it generally fails to do. The landlord's interest, would be
better served by providing by the terms of the lease that the farm
should be left in a certain specified state at its expiry, leaving the
tenant at full liberty to adopt the most approved systems of
culture during its currency, and his success would be the best
guarantee that the farm should keep both its character and its

price in the market. Confine a man to a stereotyped system, and
you soon stereotype bis ideas of farming, and place a most
effectual barrier to his progress. S.

Westbr Ross, /an. S.—After a month of uncommonly wet and
stormy weather, we have now had a week particularly fine, mild
and serene. Wheat, for the last few days, has been making rapid
progress; tho earlier sown is looking thick and healthy; the
later sown, which, from the colduess and dampness of the soil,
was long of brairding, is now coming up vigorously. Out-door
work, whichjwas much retarded foi|some time, is now comfortably
proceeded with. The lot for green crop has been well nigh
turned over

; a pretty large proportion of lea has been ploughed
tor Oats, and manure has been carted for Barlcv, Potatoes,
Turnips, &c. Sheep on Turnips find themselves again with

Miscellaneous.
Agricultural Statistics.—As tlio present experimi ntal

collection of agricultural statistics will probably load to

a moro extensive inquiry, tho following particulars

will
(J
ho interesting :—The West Hiding of York-

shire is one of the counties selected for the present trial,

and it is satisfactory to state that tlio investigation gone-

rally is being met in nn intelligent spirit by the tenant-

farmers, nml in all probability but for the nonconfor-

mity of some leading occupiers, the number of dissidents

would have been much less than it is. The staff cm-

ployed by the statistical committee of the Doncaster

board of guardians have just completed their labours,

and we find out of 1673 schedules delivered to the far-

mers within the union 14110 have been filled up by occu-

piers, 183 by the enumerators, and only 10 left blank.

The union in question comprises 53 parishes, within a

radius of 10 miles round Doncaster, and a population,

according to the last census, of 33,65.5 souls. The

extent of the union is 98,982 acres, of which 48,320 are

under tillage—viz. (in round numbers), Wheat, 17,029

acres; Barley, 10,061 ; Oats, 2258 ; Rye, 512 ; Beans and

Peas, 2742 ; Vetches, 416 ; Turnips, 10,162 ;
Mangold,

117; Carrots, 8; Potatoes, 1,048 ; Flax, 15 ; other crops,

such as cabbages, &c, 333 ; bare fallow, 3,615. There

are 37,917 acres of Grass land, including 12,389 acres of

Clover, Lucerne,and other artificial Grasses; and 25,528

acres of permanent pasture. The number of acres oc-

cupied by houses, gardens, roads, fences, &c, is 1869
;

and 383 acres of waste attached to farms. Woods and

plantations extend over 6301 acres ; commons belonging

to parishes, 1159 acres; small holdings of less than

two acres, 617 acres; and there are 2415 acres unac-

counted for. The numbers of live stock in the union on

the 1st of July, 1854, were as follows :—Horses, 3806
;

colts, 969 ; milch cows, 2879 ; calves, 2787 ; other

cattle, including working oxen, 4065 ; tups, 728 ;
ewes,

20,044 ; lambs, 23,290 ; other sheep, 10,756 ; swine, 6735.

It is obvious that an important item is still wanting

—

namely, the acreage produce of grain, but this is an in-

quiry "too delicate to press at present. The opinion of

the farmers of the district in question is, upon the whole,

favourable to the project of agricultural statistics, and

would be much more so if they were fully assured that

their landlords had no means of access to their returns

—a security which the temporary machinery employed

does not afford, as ex officio guardians are generally

landlords. Times, Friday.
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AMES PHILLIPS amd Co. have the pleasure to-

hand their present prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQOAEES. CROWS SQUAfir..-

In Boxes of 100 feeL In Boies of I

Under 6 bv 4 £0 12s. ftf. ...

6 by 4, and 6H by 4i
5, — 7* „ 61 \
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13
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9 '„ 7, —10' „ H, 12 by 9, ]

12 by 10, 14 by 10 J

Larger Sizes, not exccetiiDg 40 inches 1

16 oz. from 3d. to Z\d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ A\d. to 5d. „ „ „
26 oz. „ G.7. tn7t\d. „

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SUEET GLASS OF EXGLISH MANU-
FACTURE 'FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, TtTB SAKE OJCAIJTT
as -n'F, supply to Mr. Ritees, and of various dimensions, alwayi

on band,
Double^iro^n GI&S3 of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

Glass Tiles, J of an inch thick, packed in cases, containing 50.

at XI. 17s. 6d. per case. Packages 2s. each extra, bat allowed for

when returned.
Glass Milk Pans, 21/. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Gla«e«?.

Cncnmber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Caraoys' Milk B

Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and everr article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116. Eishopsgate Street

Without, London- _^^___^_^__

Notices to Correspondents.
Hoksk FLEsn : Taffy, The hones, &c, which you hare found

will do perfectly to make a superphosphate of with sulphuric
acid. They- must first be broken, torn, or ground, to a coarse
powder. As to your pigeon dung, we would mix it with turf
ashes, and drill it in with your Turnips; half a ton per acre
will show itself on the crop.

Italian Rye-grass: T P. Sow 35 to 40 lbs. per acre broadcast
on a loamy soil when it is damp, and brush it in with light

seed harrows towards the end of April. This will ensure you
good food in autumn of the same year, and an abundant crop in

the following season. If sown after a green crop as Turnips
pulled, it will not ueed manure. Or it may be sown about two
bushels per acre with a crop of Barley, just as other Grass seeds.—J JV" N. Sow it any time in April or May; or again after

harvest, provided the land i-i moist and with a sufficient tilth.

Italian Rye-Grass and Liquid Manure: J. Mackenzie, M.D.
Dr. Kirkpatrick's experiments were detailed in the report of
Mr. Hamilton's paper, given in one of the November numbers
of the Agricultural Gazette. "We will endeavour to draw up
such a statement as you propose of the actual manuring of Mr.
Telfer's land.

Linseed: Simplex. "English Liuseed." le~ the Flax crop, is

of easy and profitable cultivation. Paper-makers caunot afford

to give the price per acre for it that linen manufacturers will—
and so while it is perfectly possible to make paper of the
Linseed fibre before converting it into linen and then to rags,
yet it is not likely to he done.— Cato. If you us
or straw chaff, we should prefer Linseed to Linseed cake. Boil
the meal into a thin mucilage or soup: put plenty of salt, and
throw it over the cut chaff.

Small Fakm : H G. The answer to your question taken literally

is—" Lay it all down to Grass." But we imagine that you have
not fully stated your case. You must tell ns how much
permanent Grass yon have in the 100 acres, and also give an
idea, whether by stating the rent or otherwise, of the quality of
the land.

Tisie for Applying Manure : Young Farmer. Apply manures of
slow solubility in autumn, and of rapid solubility in spring.
Thus, we would apply farm-yard manure, whether to Grass
land or to arable (if we had it), in autumn, either to pastures or
ploughed in with the stubbles. Guano we would put over our
Wheat in February and March, and nitrate of soda at intervals

\ in March aod April.

GREEN AND HOT-HOUSES made by machinery,
at J. LEWIS'S HoETicuLTURAL Works, Stamford Hill.

Middlesex. Sent to all parts of the United Kingdom. Theae
buildings are warranted of the best materials, and pat together

in a superior manner. Being manufactured by steam-power, they

are considered the cheapest and best made in England. The
Trade and Merchants supplied at wholesale prices. List ;

Prices by enclosing two postage stamps.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN" WEEKS & Co.. King's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
HE XOBTLITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, -sill find

at our Horticultural Establish-

T I

"i^cs _r:-:,:.:. _

ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Boad, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c^
erected, and in full operation,

combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select ihe descr

i House best adapted for everr required pnr]

1 The HOT-WATEP. APPAPaATUS.
! the Houses and Pits,

:
affording both top

|

and bottom best, is

j
in constant opera- ppr

;
ticnand particuiarly

plenty of hay worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They axe all efftctnally

heated by one. boiler, which, during the severe winter months.
does not cost in labour and fuel ^««_
more than Bs. Si per day. and >^
the apparatus is so arranged lUMiUllaillll

that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a Sue collection

of strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticulniral Buildings; also

Catalogues oi Plants, Vines, Seeds. <fcc~, forwarded on application

to Johx Wezss s Co., King's Kosd, Chelsea. London.
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GODFREY'S BLACK SPINE.
Splesdid and Prolific Frame CrcuitBER.

WOOD and INGRAM beg to offer seeds of the

above beautiful variety. Colour, magnificent dark green,

with a very fine bloom; average length, IS to 21 inches, and

produces in great abundance through an entire season. Packets,

containing 12 seeds, 2s. 6d. ; 6 ditto, Is. 6d.

W. & I. will be happy to refer any persons wishing further

information respecting the variety to three or four Noblemen and
Gentlemens' Gardeners who have grown it, and prefer it to any
Other.
London Agents : Messrs. Hcest & M'Mullex, 6, Leadcnhall

Street.

"W. & I. have also the following esteemed varieties to offer, in

packets, Is. each, containing 12 seeds

Sion House
Barnes's Fearnought
"Walker's Prolific

Constantino's Incomparable.

Sagg's Royal Exhibition
Conqueror of the "West
Improved Sion House
Manchester Hero.

Huntingdon Nurseries, January 13.

K PARKER begs to offer the following: —
• CINERARIAS (Seedlings), from all the finest varieties,

carefully selected, including the new varieties sent out last autumn.

Strong established plants, in 4-inch pots, at 45. per dozen. A
choice collection of named Cinerarias in strong established

plants, purchaser's selection, at 9s. per dozen.

ROSES, consisting of the best varieties of Hybrid Perpeluals,

Teas, Bonrbons, &c, well established in pots. Purchaser's selec-

tion, at 125. per dozen. List of names forwarded upon application.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.

• Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

NOW'S SUPERB BROCCOLI.—Every seed new
and true. Sealed packet, Is.

;
per oz., 3s,

;
pound bags for

the trade on liberal terms.

GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM.—Unequalled for size,

donbleness, and colour ; 6 classes, 3s. ; mixed, Is. ; sealed packets
with culture.

DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS from noble flowers. Sealed
packet, Is,

, Stamps or P.O. orders to George Glennt, Horticultural agent,

Dungannon House, Fulham. Sales, valuations, &c, attended;

Ground Laid Out, Rockwork, Ornamental Water, &c, planned
and executed.

FLEMING'S HYBRID CASHMERE MELON.—
The above new Melon was raised by Mr. Fleming at Tren-

tham, and exhibited by him for the first time at the Great
Meeting of the Horticultural Society of London at Chiswick on
the 10th June last against a multitude of competitors, when it

was awarded the first prize, and pronounced by the judges to be
very far superior to all others produced, and decidedly the best

Melon known. The entire Stock is in the hands of the under-
signed. Packets of Six Seeds, 2s. Gd.; of 15 do., 5s.

R. GLENDINNING, Chiswick Nursery, London.

PYRAMIDAL PEAR TREES ON QUINCE STOCKS.

J
and J. FRASER have to offer a very fine collection

• of the best varieties of PEARS grafted on the Quince;
descriptive Catalogues of which may be had on application.

In offering these Pears, grafted on the Quince stock, we would
wish particularly to call attention to their many excellent

qualities. They are very compact in growth, and most prolific in

bearing, fruiting profusely while the trees are small ; thus form-
ing a great acquisition for a small garden. Planted by the side

of walks, in addition to their utility, they add much to the neat-

ness and beauty of a kitchen garden. Indeed too much can
scarcely be said in favour of these miniature Pear trees ; as a
proof of their merit the demand for them is yearly increasing.

Strong Trees, showing Fruit Buds, 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each.
Lea Bridge Road, Essex, January 13.

TO GENTLEMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTING,
WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their stock of the following very desirable
HARDY PLANTS.
Araucaria imbricata, from 2 to

7 feet high; as handsome as
plants can be.

Cedrus Deodara, in any quan-
tity, from 1 to 3 feet high

Do. do., 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10
feet high ; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 6, and
10 feet high

Pinus Douglasi, 3 to 10 feet

„ insignis, 2 to 7 feet

„ Menziesi, 3 to 7 feet

„ Pinsapo, fine plants, 3 to

6 feet

„ Nordmanniana, 1£ to 3 ft.,

all from seed and remark-
ably handsome

„ nobilis, 14 to 2 feet; a few
larger, 5 and 6 feet high, on
their own roots, and with
perfect leaders

„ Montezumse, 2 to 4 feet

Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lam-
hertiana, 4 to 7 feet

,, thyoides variegata, 3 to
4 feet (the variegated white
Cedar)

Juniperus,Upright Irish,perfect

columns, 3 to 7 feet

„ chinensis, 2 to 8 feet

Yew, common Englisb,3 to 8 feet

„ Irish, 4 to 10 feet

„ gold-striped, 14 to 3 feet

„ do., tall standards, 4 to 7 ft.

„ Dovaston, or Weeping,
worked on tall straight

stems
Thuja aurea, the finest plants in

the country
Libocedrus chilensis, the finest

plants in the country
Large variegated Hollies

Standard Bays
Also an immense stock of large Evergreens, Standard Orna-

mental Trees, &c.
Alt the plants here offered may be 6een growing in our

Nursery ; they are removed every year, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. Of some, such as Araucarias,
Deodaras, Golden Yews, Thuja aurea, Pinus nobilis, Nord-
manniana, we have any quantity ; and the plants, for root and
branch, are not to be surpassed. Priced Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage stamps, to Waterer
and Godfrey, nephews and successors of the late Hosea Waterer,
Knap Hill Nursery, "Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station,

South-Western Railway, where all trains stop, and where capital
conveyances can be obtained.

The 2d. stamp will also include a descriptive Catalogue of their
American Plants, Roses, and Nursery 3tock in general.

RENDLE'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS OF
KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS are now ready.

Tliey can be had to suit various jized Gardens at the

following prices

:

—
No. 1 COLLECTION £3
„ 2 „ 2

„ 3 „ 15
„ 4 „ 15

The quantities are fully detailed in their " Price Current and
Garden Directory," a new edition of which is just published.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Growers, Plymouth.
Established 68 Years.

SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECT IO NS>
CARRIAGE FREE.

PARTICULARS of the SORTS and QUANTITIES Con-
tained in SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS of SEEDS will be sent

post free on receipt of a stamped envelope with address.

By the perusal of this List, it will be seen that the very

best hinds of Vegetable Seeds may be obtained in full

quantities, and proper proportions for one year's supply

of a large garden for the sum of 31., and other complete

Collections of equally choice sorts for smaller Gardens at

21., 1/. os., and 15s. The economy of cost is by no means the
only advantage gained by ordering one of these Collections.

Address, John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES.

R GLENDINNING has a large Stock of the under-
• mentioned Vines, extra strong in pots, with well ripened

wood, 5 ft. and upwards in the canes. Some of the kinds are new,
and which have been proved and found of first-rate quality :

—

Black Hamburgh
The Pope's Hamburgh
Wilmot's Hamburgh
Mill Hill Hamburgh
Victoria Hamburgh
Barnes's Muscat
Reeves's Muscadine
Raisin de Calabre
"White Frontignan
Grizzly Frontignan
Black Frontignan

Cabul
Gromier du Cantal
Welbeck Tripoli
Grove End Sweetwater
Pitmaston White Cluster
Chasselas Mnsque"
Black Barbarossa
Muscat non de jura
Chasselas de Fontainebleau
Royal Muscadine
Large White Sweetwater

p HARLWOOD and CUMMINS nave to offer SeedsW of the LILIUM GIGANTEUM in packets of 100 Seeds, at
20s., free by post. Also Acorns of the following varieties of
American Oaks :

—

Quercus alba \

., Banisteri I L „ „,
„ obtusiloba j

per quart 2s. 6d.

„ nigra )

One-year's Seedliug Plants of each ... per 100 ... 3s. Od.
Abies Pinsapo per 100 seeds 85. Od.
They will also have in time for this Season's sowing Seed of

the Osage Orange, at 4.s. per lb., for which early orders are soli-
cited. Their Catalogue of Agricultural, Garden, and Flower
Seeds are ready, and will be sent free on application.

14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden.

ILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*** Plans and Estimates furnished.

w

Chiswick Nursery, London.

SELECT PEAR TREES.
The following extract from the " Miniature Fruit Garden"

is a list of 24 fine varieties of PEARS that succeed well on the
Quince Stock, and form handsome pyramids and bushes, I'ipening
in succession from July till April and May.

Pears for Pyramids, 2s. each.
Doyenne" d'Ete"

Colmar d'Ete"

Baronne de Mello
Louise Bonne of Jersey
Alexandre Lambre"
Beurre* d'Aremberg

Beurre
1

Sterkman
Zepliirin Gregoire
Winter Nelis
Bergamotte d'Eaperen
Beurre d'Anjou
Prevost

The above form veiy handsome pyramids, they have been
carefully pinched in, so that they are well furnished with young
branches down their stems, most of them have blossom buds, and
will bear this season.

Pears for bushes, 2s. each.
Alexandre Bivort
Beurre d'Amanlis
„ Diel

„ Langelier

„ Wetteren
Marechal de la Cour

Melon de Namur
Onondaga
Nouveau Polteau
Grosse Calebasse(C. Carafou)
Doyenne" Boussoch
Rousselon (Esperen)

The above nearly all bear large fruit, and when grown as
bushes are well adapted for gardens exposed to the wind ; they
bear profusely and require scarcely any care in pruning ; the
trees offered are mostly full of blossom buds, and will bear this

season. A Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits sent for four stamps,
the cost of postage. Carriage paid to London.

THOMAS RIVERS, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

SUTTON'S GRASS SEEDS (Carriage Free).
NATURAL GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT

PASTURES, separate or mixed, expressly to suit the soil,— Messrs. Sdttox and Sons having for many yfars paid
especial attention to the examination of Natural Pastures, and
the collecting of the Grasses which thrive in the various soils of
Great Britain and Ireland, are enabled to supply the sorts and
quantities of Seeds, varied to suit the soil lor which they are
intended. The cost will vary from 24s. to 30s. per acre,
according to the sorts and quantities the soil requires.

FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS, for making New or improving
Old Lawns, price Is. per pound, 2s. Gd. per gallon, or 20s.
per bushel. For forming new Lawns, 2\ bushels, or 50 lbs., is

the quantity required per acre.

FINE GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS FOR IMPROVING
OLD PASTURES (Sutton's Renovating Mixiure). Quantity
required per acre, 8 lbs. to 12 lbs. price 9d. per lb.

N.B. It will be seen above that we have greatly reduced the
prices of our Grass Seeds this season, especially the fine Lawn
Seeds and ''Sutton's Renovating Mixture" (or improving
Meadows and Pastures ; and we doubt not that our liberal charges
will induce a more general practice of sowing our superior kinds
of Grass Seeds.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI-" EMPEROR."

EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock
• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-

deners, Thorngumbald, near Hull, begs to announce that be is

prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. Gd. each. This
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of

the Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the
EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into use before

it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from
15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three

weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the

best price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well
known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
around London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the
Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow a fiat to stand
for Seed, carefully selected from the original 6tock, producing
heads from IS lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D, having purchased the
stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in

kets at 2s. Gd. each.

Each may be had of Messrs. Noble, Coopee, & Bolton, 152,
Fleet Street ; and Messrs. Hurst & M'Mttllen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London. Also of the Advertiser, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

LANDSCAPE GARDENER AND GARDEN ARCHITECT.'
ft/I R. W. DAVIDSON is about concluding his

E engagement with Sir Wm. F. F. Middleton, Bart., of
Shrubland Park, in consequence of the completion of extensive
alterations on which he has been tin- re employed

; and respect-
fully tenders his services in the above capacities to noblemen
and gentlemen, and the public generally, in Laying-out or Im-
proving Gardens, Grounds, Parks, Cemeteries, Arboretnms, &c. *

Mr. D. feels strongly the importance of the opportunities he
has had of maturing his taste for natural arrangement and
artistic design under Sir William and Lady Middleton, and
appeals with confidence to Shrubland for examples of bis practical
and scientific knowledge as a civil engineer in directing the
satisfactory and economical execution of the various works. He
begs to mention further that his practical experience enables him
to offer advice upon all matters connected with a garden, both
structural and cultural.

Mr. D. is kindly permitted to refer to Sir Wm. Middleton,
Bart., of Shrubland Park, Ipswich; Sir Charles Barry, West-
minster; Dr. Lindley, and many others who are pleased to

consider him worthy of their patronage and recommendation.
Shrubland Park, Ipswich.—Jan. 13.

TENTS, MARQUEES, and RICK CLOTHS.—
Now on Sale, several second-hand Rick Cloths, Marquees,

and Tents, of various sizes. Some of the Mnrquees are well
adapted for Horticultural Societies. One 50 feet bv 30, price 35Z.;

one 70 feet by 30, 50?. ; and one 100 feet by 30, 65". These are
almost new, and quite ready for use. Small tents for the Wars
or Emigrants, weighing 12 lbs., price 25s. each, new and waterproof.
Small Tents for Gardens, 301. each.— K- Richardson, 21,'

Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS,
OR CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

(See Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 30th, 1854.)

MR. JOHN HENDERSON, formerly of the firm
of John A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, London,

has the hononr to announce that he is prepared to supply Gentle-
men, Amateurs, and Professionals, with seed of this most valuable
and estimable plant.

As the Dioscorea Batatas seems well adapted to make good any
deficiency arising from failure in the Potato crops, so thi3 appears
admirably calculated tomeeimany wants of the present day. That
it may be used for the purposes of distillation, and -may therefore

preserve the grain of the country, is not less certain than that

the leaf and stem (after the saccharine matter has been extracted)

contain a large amount of fibre, of such a nature aa can be em-
ployed in the manufacture of every kind of paper. In both these

points, as well as in many others, this plant demands the atten-

tion of every Gardener and Amateur throughout the country;
the more so as from the necessity that at present exists for the
production of fibres that may be used in pap^r manufacture a due
remuneration may be fairly expected by growers, even after the
plant has, so to speak, paid itself by the saccharine matter
extracted from it.

.

Mr. Henderson hopes, in a few days, to have ready for the
press a more lengthened account of this plant, as well as a com-
plete statement of the latest experiments in connection with the

Dioscorea Batatas. As there are many varieties of the Holcua
W. J. H. can only be responsible for seed forwarded by himself,

which he is prepared to do in sealed packets, at Is., 2s. Gd., bs.,

and 10s., according to quantity.

Orders to be accompanied with a remittance to Mr. John
Henderson, Kingskerswell, Newton Abbot, South Devon.

P.S. Price to the Trade can be had on application,

BLOSSOM of FRUIT TREES. — WORSTED
NET to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees

from frost and blight, and the ripe, fruit afterwards from wasps
and flies. Id. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of
garden, fishing, and sheep nets, made by machinery, and at very
low prices.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road,
King's Cross, London.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS.—The return
of youth to the respective boarding-schools induces a

solicitude for their personal comfort and attraction. Now it is

that ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for accelerating the
growth and for improving and beautifying the hair, ROWLANDS'
KALYDOR, for improving the skin and complexion, and
removing cutaneous eruptions, and ROWLANDS' ODONTO, or
Pearl Dentrifice, for rendering the teeth beautifully white and
preserving the gums, are considered indispensable accompani-
ments for the attainment of those personal advantages so
universally sought for and admired. Beware of Spurious
Imitations. The only Genuine of each bears the name of Row-
lands' preceding that of the article on the wrapper or label.

—

Sold by A. Rowland and Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London, and
by Chemists and Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c? If so, ELLEN GRAHAM'S NIOU-

K.RENE is unfailing in its efficacy. It reproduces the hair when
lost by disease or decay, prevents its falling off, effectually checks
greyness, strengthens weak hair, and is guaranteed to produce
Whiskers, Moustachios, &c, in three or four weeks. For

1

beauti-
fying the hair, and sustaining its curling powers, it has no
equal. Sent post free on receipt of 24 penny post stamps, by
Miss Graham, 10, Chichester Place, King's Cross, London. ''My
whiskers are greatly improved." J. Short, Dudley.—"It has
produced hair where I was bald." W. Morgan, Milford.—"My
hair has thickened since using it." Miss Cowie, Bridgewater.—
'I have a full pair of whiskers." H. Robb, Hertford.—"It has
'effectually checked the greyness." Mrs. Hood, Dorking.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?— No other compound for the Hair

has maintained such an enduring celebrity as Emily Dean's
CRINILENE. It is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Mous-
tachios, Eyebrows, &c, in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in
Baldness, from whatever cause, strengthen it when weak,prevent
its falling off, and effectually check Greyness in all its stages.
For the nursery, Dr. Wilson says it is unrivalled.—Price 2s. per
Package (elegantly perfumed) ; sent post free, on receipt of
24 penny postage stamps, by Miss Dean, 37 a, Manchester
Street, Gray's Inn Road, London, Sold by every Chemist in
the Kingdom.—"In one fortnight it produced a beautiful set of
moustachios." H.Adams.—"It has prevented my hair falling

off." J. Hickson.—"It has quite checked the greyness that waa
coming on." Mrs. Elder.

DO YOU WANT BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c?— COUPELLE'S CRINUTRIAR,

though extensively imitated, is universally acknowledged as the
only preparation to be really depended upon for the unfailing pro-
duction of Hair and Whiskers in two or three weeks; as also
checking Greyness, Baldness, &c, and rendering the Hair
beautifully luxuriant, curly and glossy. Mr. Williams, 8,

Lowther Street, Liverpool.—"I can now show as fine a head of
hair as any person, solely from using your Crinutriar." Sergeant
Craven, Longford Barracks, Ireland.—"Through using your
Crinutriar, I have an excellent Moustache, which I had before

despaired of." Mrs. Carter, Pangbourne, Beiks.—"My head,
which was quite bald, is now covered with new hair." Price 2s.

per package, through all Druggists and Perfumers, or sent post
free on receipt of 24 penny stamps by Ro3alib Coutellb,
69, Castle Street, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London.

DO YOU WANT BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?—If so, use PALMAPILLA, declared

by thousands of testimonials to be magical in its effects. In all

cases of baldness it is a certain remedy, causing a thick and
luxuriant growth, strengthening weak hair, preventingits falling

off, and checking greyness in all its stages. For the production

of Whiskers and Moustaches in two or three weeks, it has never
been known to fail. Price 2s., sent post free (anywhere) on
receipt of 24 penny postage stamps by Miss Alice Melville, 25,

Argyle Square, King's Cross, London.—"I was quite bald, but
have now a good bead of hair." Wm. Bopton.—"My whiskers
are growing very thick." It. Mede, Esq.—" It restored my hair,

which I had lost in patches." IF. Sturt.—" It has quite checked
the greyness." MisaSUis.—"My moustache is greatly improved."
Copt. £0S3.
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NOTICE.
OVER-COATS, CAPES, &c.—One of the largeet

HtocltH In London of ovory description, flrst-cln.nn garmontu,

at lowest cbargos; also of youth's ditto, all made thoroughly [m-

norvioN'i to rafii, without, extra charge, or made to ordorul a davit'

nntlr.i< VV. ItKiti.-uc, IHI, New HuimI HlrwW, mid li'.t, Coinhlll fonly),

FOKh'S EUREKA COLOURED KMIKTJNO in

novr ready, In 200 different patterns, Bpoclmcns in varied

colon )7i (lent, pout frrn on receipt of nix MlampH.

FORD'S COLOURED EUREKA SHIRTS, Six for 27*.

FORD'S WHITE EUREKAS, boHt oualUy, Six for 40*.;

socowl quality, Hix for Biff. ; If waMhod ready for use, 2a, extra.

Caution.—Ford's Eureka Shirts are stamped, "88, Poi i rnv,

London," without which none are genuine.
*, y Catalogues with particulars post frno.

Riohaiii) Food, 08, Poultry, London.

FURNISH YOUR HOUSE with tub BEST
ARTICLES at DEANE'S [RONMONaanY and Font*] in a

WAiii'iM»iii,i.;i(. Established a.o, 1700. A Priced Furnishing

List, free by post, jmcanjc, Diiav & Co. (Oponlng to Mm Monu-
m.mf.l London ltrldr<\

AT Mil. MKCI1I/S ESTABLISHMENT, I, l.emlen

hall Street, London, are exhibited the finest spoclmonn of

Hrltlsli Manufactures in DnsMslnj: <!»noti, Work-boxt'B, Writing

CaBOB, I tremdiiK H»Kh
p
and other articles of ill ill ty or luxury nil

able (or presentation. A separate department for Papier Madid
Manufiictincn and Bagatollo Tables. Table Cutlury, Razors,

Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Pasto. &c, as usual. (Shipping

orders azeontod for meronants and captains, An extensive
HllKiU'hlH-lll. nl' Mil pi Tl« il' II n I r mill ntlior I '.II I Ml 1 1

"1 I'm' Mil' Tnilt'l.

OT-AIR, GAS, VESTA, JOYCE'S STOVES.
STOVES for the economical and Bafo boating of hallo,

shopH, wandioiiKOH, paNHiiRcH, basements, and the llko, being at

this season demanded, WILLIAM S. BURTON Invites attention

to his unrivalled assortment, adapted (oneortl ther)to eveiy

concoivablo requirement, at prloos IVom 10*. to 80 guineas. His

varloty of register and other stoves Is tho largest in existence.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER.—
Tho real NICKEL SILVER, Introduced 20 years ago by

William S. Buhton, when Plated by the patent process of Messrs.

Blklngton & Co., Is beyond all comparison the very best, article

next to Hli'i'lini; silver that can he employed hh such, elthi-r use-

fully or elementally, as by no possible test can It bo distinguished

from real silver, Thrond or
Fiddle Brunswick
Pattern. Pattern.

Tea Spoons, per dozen 18s. ... 2Gs.

Dossort Forks „ 30s. ... 40s.

Dem-ert SpoonB ,,
30s. ... 42s.

Tab lo Forks „ 40s. ... 56s.

Table Spoons „ 40s. ... 58s.

Tea and Coffeo Sets, Waiters, Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate

prices. All kinds of replating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL, NOT PLATED. .

Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz. 12s. .

Dessert ditto and ditto 10s.

Tea ditto 5s. ,

CUTLERY WARRANTED.— The
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in

warranted, is on Sale at William S. Burton's, at prices

that are remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales
;

3^-inch tvory-handled tablo knives, with high shoulders, lis.

per dozen; desserts to match, 10s. ; if to balance, Is. per doaen
extra ; carvers, 4s. per pair ; larger sizes, from 14s. Gd. to 26s. per
dozen; extra fine, ivory, 32s.; if with silver ferrules, 37s. to 50s.

;

white bone tablo knives, 7s. Gd. per dozen; desserts, 5s. 6rf.;

carvers, 2s. 3d. per pair; black horn table knives, 7s. 4d. per
dozen; desserts, 6s.; carvers, 2s. Gd. ; black wood-handled table

knives and forks, 6s. per dozen ; table steels, from Is. each. The
largest stock in existence of plated dessert knives and forks, in

cases and otherwise, and of the new plated fish carvers. Also a
large assortment of Razors, Penknives, Scissors, &c, of the
best Quality.

William S. Burton has TEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS
devoted to the show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRON-
MONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and
Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so

arranged and classified that purchasers may easily and at ouce
make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newmnn Street); Nos. 1, 2,

and 8. Newman Street; and 4 & 5, Perry's Place.

T"~HE COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
FOR 11.—Places in gardens converted into comfortable water-

closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED PAN,
with it^ self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours. Price 11.

Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes, IL, 21. 4s.,

and St.; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with pump,
cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus, with engravings,
forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.—At Fyfk & Co.'s
Sanatorium, 46. Leicester Square, London.
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1\/1 ETCALFE and CO'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
I" BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND
SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-
important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at
Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 b and 131,

Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Bewtfre of the word " from " Metcalfe's, adopted by
eome houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

rpHE CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY.—The
J- OLD FORD ESTATE, in the Parish of St. Mary,
STRATFORD-LE-BOW, Middlesex, within the Boroueh of the
Tower Hamlets.—This valuable Estate will be ALLOTTED at

the Offices, No. 33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, on WED-
NESDAY, the 24th of January. The Old Ford Estate has a
frontage on the Old Ford and Bethnal Green Roads, a frontage
to a new road on one side, and a footpath called the Old Roman
Road on the other. It is within 200 yards of Victoria Park, and
not far from Sir George Duckett's Canal, It is about one quarter
of a mile from the station of tho Eastern Counties Railroad, and
three quarters of a mile from Bow Church. Building operations
have been going on for some time in the vicinity of the Estate,
and as fast as the houses are built they are inhabited. The
Chelsea and Bethnal Green omnibuses run 12 times per day as
far as the Estate, at 4d. fare to the Bank. The allotment of tho
land is divided into one plot of 1000/.; four of 150?. each; one of
200/.; three of 100/. each; three of 90/. each ; 15 at 75/ each; and
160 plots of 30/. each. For information as to Rights of Choice on
the Estate npply to Cn.Mii.F.s Lewis Qrusetsen, Secretary.

to gentlemen gardeners.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, a FLORIST,
FRUITERER'S, and GREENGROCER'S BUSINESS,

situated by a main road, and in a business neighbourhood, where
a good jobbing business might be done, and within five miles of
Covi-nt harden Market.—Apply to S. II., No, 4, Westcroft Place.
Hammersmith,

A MOST DESIRABLE FARM.TO BE LET, tub FARM on BUDL15, in tl.«
* Pari fib of Ban Imrgl

Ai rod or tin reaboul . 'J ithc fn ". fo in li a Ton
may bo agreed on, with or wlthoul an > collenl and <

Maimlou Houno, and I
and »lth Undid Ifarboui

from which duofi nro t'ueoived, and al o Clranarli ll

Nantly ftltuatod In tho richest pari ol the County: tin

Land and pari ol tho Old Cfm i* are of nuporior anility, then li

nl o ii portion 'i u mi ini . i a »ld< Gmi L ind LI

quality may ba burned al D mall co il on tin I arm, 1 o an Indo
pondont Qcntloman, winning to farm, ihi

n bio, the 1
1 on i bi Ida pit i antly ultu iUtd

"i Hoiford l tatlon and Hamburgh Church; tnoreoi li
i Shooting

can alflo bo had,
1 iffor will bo roi ' Ivod till '• ry 18th, III i, by O.

Kiiq., of Mlllluld inn, VVoolcr, from whom further Infoi
i had. A plan will bo round with Mr. Jon

I

donor, who will show tin Form >ftlflo] 11111,13

'B'O BE I.KT, A PLOT OF LAND, ivitii -

* fool lit Icm and advantagOH for converting Into
Qrounds, encloflod with long trlch wallfi. pari well planted
trees. Baautlful watt r for I rort Icultural p
also Meadow Land with Farm Buildings, and a good re idence
'. allngthi III ii road, Situate near a fli il i In

1 1
i ill i

i

in Horls the county of Roses and Orchid*.—Apply, it by (otter,

posl paid, to J . Hindma! n, 7, JewIn Crescent, London.

TO GARDENERS, FLORISTS, NURSERYMEN Z> OTHERS.
r |M> BE LET, on Lease or otherwise, and entered
i upon at Lady-Day next, a PARCEL of lank, containing

about nine acres, adjoining tho Railway Station, Ath
Warwickshire) Bltuatod In the Township of Whlttlngton, in tho
parish i >i Grendon, and having thereon a LARG i. ;-;r.\ "; ROOl
iPROP m; A PING HOI SE, lOd reol long h> 84 feci br<

also a SPAN ROOF PINERY, planted with well-select)
over live comfortable COTTAGES and OTHER BUILD] IG
on tho ground floor, being 121 feet long by 21 feet broad. The
Land i:< I oimilr.l <>u 1

1

1«- nnn side by a Constantly rnnnin
into ono part, ol' which tin vn l.f a nact ol' the town o| A tber-
atone discharges Itself, and when required in conveyed by pipes to
tho propngating bouse. The situation presents a deslrabli
tunity to a scientific and well informed Gardener, the roinminiira-
tion being easy with London, Liverpool, and all the provincial
towns. Tho price of coals moderate, and which tire within ayery
short distance, tf desired the buildings will be let with a part
only of the Lund.—Applications to be made to the Rev. I

POWER, Grammar School, Atherstone, or to Mr. John Baebb,
Land A gent, Ac. of the sam e glace -Atherstono, Jan. 1855.
r

j
"O I'.r. SOLD, al aboul hall price, a f A TENT

-L CONSERVATORY — a Great Bargain — on account of
making alterations; now standing in front of E. Dcnch's Patent
Hothouse Works, King's Road, Chelsea.

jV| li. JOHN FAIKLIK, Cheveley Park, Newmarket,
-LtX is prepared to supply EGGS from his various Stocks of
Prize Poultry, at 15s. per Dozen , including Box.

DORKINGS.—A few BIRDS from the stockof an
Amateur, whose Birds have this year taken prizes at

Lincoln, Nelson, Birmingham, Kendal and Manchester. — Also
during the season, a few SETTINGS of EGGS from the Prize
Birds, at 10s. Qd. per dozen, including package.—Apply to R.
Atkinson, Singleton Park, Kendal.

LAND DRAINACK.
MK. BAILEY DENT' ( cT

Ma. i:Aii,L. A ,
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;,. London: Bmncnr, Mauhaix,

HpO BE SOLD, BUFF COCHIN CHICKENS, from
-- first class Prize Birds, BrahmaPootraChickens.fromimported
American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens. Also some very
good one-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. Wire, Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, lien-houses, Chicken
Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden Arches, and every
kind of Wire "Work, useful and ornamental.—T. H. Fox's, City
of London "Wire Works,*!-!, Skinner Street, and 6&8, Snow Hill.

Illustrated Catalogues forwarded post free.

Saigg fag Suction,
FANCY POULTRY.— PERIODICAL SALE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, on

TUESDAY, 16th January, at 12 o'clock precisely, DORKING
FOWLS, of the choicest quality, which have taken prizes at
Colchester, Bury, Winchester, Surrey Gardens, &c, &c, from the
yards of T. Dutton, Esq., of Streatham, and the Rev. F. Thursby,
of Abingdon; Pure Aylesbury Ducks. White Embden Geese,
Coloured and White Dorkings and Brabmas, from Mr. W. K.
Breavington, of Hounslow; and many capital Cochins, Spangled
Hamburgh^, Polands, and Bantams, from Mr. Eason.'Mrs. Fookes,
and others.— Catalogues by enclosing a stamped directed envelope
to Mr. J. C. Stevens, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden.

« pORTY-FIVE VK.M rHK I LOV.
* by <r. C; ,.;;.. Sfo, \"lll RTERLY EC-

VIEW op DORTH i L*l l RE Unow publUliiDK, with 16p4CCi
of the al • . nid Id other ai .Tip*.

GLENN! 'ti I '>Mi'A »IO - lBDEN
ALMA NACES will appear as Boon a* the Portrait 1% completed,
price I*.,or by Poit :

G. Cox, 18, King Street, Covent Garden , and all BoolaieUerf.

PLACE OR W A
Bee this Qoeatiox aj

ZADKIEL'S ALMANAC i rice Sd. ; the
42d thonsand now •

.

N.B. The Companion to Zadkfel'fl Ainu 56, li'.hs
Portrait of the Author, price Gd.

;
pnbliibed by l'i?zz&Co.,

23, Paternoster Row.

GEORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
of the CUCUMBER, MELON, BE UCAXE . *D ASPA-

RAGUS, will be sent free by post on the receipt ol Zt.Oi.in
postage stamps.
"The details are given with accuracy, and the language used

is clear and intelligible to all; a person ignorant of gardening -

may grow either Melons or Cucumbers with the assistance of ill.
Mills' Book."

—

Part of Dr. LindUy'$ Hevvnc.
Gbobge Mills, Uxbridge Road, Ealinp, Middlesex.

GEORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
of the PINE will be sent free by post on the receipt of

25. Qd. in postage stamps.
" There is no mystery here, no preposterous mixture of oil

manner of unmentionable substances called a compost; no
crotchety schemes for rendering the building dear or unmonage.-
able ; no ignorant recommendation of operations to which
reason in the first instance and experience afterward* ore alike
opposed. The foundation of the author's succe-s is common
sense."

—

Part of Dr. Dudley's Rtvicv:.

George Mills, Uxbridge Road, Ealing, Sliddlesex.

L'ILLUSTRATION HORTICULE ; Published by
A. VERSCHAFFELT, Nuesebtmas, Ghent (Belgium).

A. Veisschattelt begs to announce that t''.? Fij-tt Xuailer of
the Second Volume of his work is just out, and contains :

—

Souerila Margaritacea
Achimenes Ambroise

schaflfelt

Tydaea Warscewiczi

Fuchsia Queen
., Prince Albert

I

Maximilians Regis.

COCHIN CHINA FOWLS.
jV/jj R. J. C. STEVENS begs to notify that he has
i *-« received instructions from Thomas Sturgeon, Esq., of
Grays, to announce for Sale by Auction, at his Great Room, SS,

King Street, Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, 23d Manuary, at
12 o'clock precisely, a selection of COCHIN CHINA FOWLS
consisting entirely of first-class birds. •»• This is the only old

and known strain of Buffs now in the hands of the original
breeder. Mr. Sturgeon has bred them with rare care and judg-
ment for many years, no second-rate bird has been bred from,
and they are unrivalled in their combination of form, size, and
colour. Up to 1S52 they were the winners of all the best prizes
at Birmingham, Cheltenham, Winchester, &c, and were never
beaten, since which they have nut been shown till within the last

few weeks, when they took the Silver Vase and 1st Prize at Man-
chester,—May be viewed the morning of sale, Catalogues, by
enclosing a stamped directed envelope, to Mr. J. C. Stevens,
38, King Street, Covent Garden.

Consignment ehusi Ghent for Absolute Sale.
TO GENTLEMEN, NURS£RYI\UN, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PKOTHEKOK and MORRIS are in-

structed by Mons. A. VanGeert, of Ghent, to sell by Auction,
at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on FRIDAY, January 26th. 1S55,

at 12 o'clock, about 500 fine Double Camellias, and 500 Indian and
Ghent Azaleas, consisting of all the approved kinds, well setwith
bloom buds ; also new Ghent hardy free-blooming Rhododendrons,
of the finest colours, from the deepest red to the purest white;
about 400 Standard Roses, including aU the leading kinds; with
four magnificent Sweet Bays. i£c—May be viewed the morning of

Sale; Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers,
American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

""bromptom PARK NURSERY.
To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Builders, and Others.

]\/J
ESSRS. PROTHELOE and MORRIS will submit

** * to an unreserved Sale by Auction, on the premises, the

Brompton Park Nursery, Brompton, near the*1 Hoop and Toy,"
on MONDAY, January 22d, at 11 o'clock, by order of the Royal
Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1S51, in consequence of the

land being required for the formation of new roads, a portion of
the valuable S'ock growing on the above celebrated Nursery,
consisting of FRUIT TREES and EVERGREENS, comprising
Standard and Dwarf trained and untrained Apple, Pear. Plum,
Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, Cherry, a quantity of Tines, Clematis,

and Ivies in pots, Rhubarb, &c—May bo viewed three cays prior

to the Sale, Catnl f*m s may be had of the principal Seedsmen
in London, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leyton-
stone, Essex.

LILLUSTRATION HORTICOLE can be obtained and is
to be seen at Mr. R. Silberrai/?, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tcwer
Street, London. Price Ticdvc Shillings a Tear.

RENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT and GARDEX
i DIRECTORY for 18.55, ici'h Newspaper Stump

to go Free by Post, is note pubiulud.
The proprietors of this well-known Pubhcation have endea-

voured, in the present edition, to render it even more complete
than the last; and have again obtained the valuable assistance
of Mr. Robert Errington, Gardener to Sir P. Egerton, Oulton
Park, who is acknowledged to be one of the best practical writers
on Horticulture of the day.

It will contain a very valuable descriptive list of KITCHXK
GARDEN SEEDS, with prices afSxed to every article, and ia
addition to the descriptions, there will be short and concise cultural
remarks for every kind of Vegetable, pointing out the best
varieties for earlv. medium, and teueral c:

The List of FLOWER SEEDS has been much improved, and
contains descriptions of aU the leac-

sowing seeds, and other useful practical remark

-

department Mr. ErrinErton has written expresslv for G
an original article on ANNUAL Ayr> OTHER FLOWER
SEEDS, which will be read with much interest.

» I .lendab of Opebattons for the whole of the year has
also been revised, and wiU be found even more useful than tie

one in the last edition.

There will be a good Garden ALMANACK as usual, and the

detailed quantities of seeds contained in their nsefal COELEC-
TIONS OF SEEDS are given in full.

A valuable report of the experiments in their i eiax GBtKnsT e

is also siven, and descriptions of the NEWLY INV
CLOCHE, or Hand Glass, and of the new CHINESE POTATO
[DIOSOOBEA Batata?;. The foil

- :

r.r -^s hxve

also been written expresslv bv Mr. Errington— >n v^GETAELE
FORCING. LIGHT AND" AIR. LIQUID 3£ANUR1
ROTATION OF CROPS. And i::

proprietors have been favoured with -
|
-per by J . E.

Lawes. Esq., of Rothamstead Park:—"On the Ait
Mantres host Suttakle foe tee lt

~

At the request of severed correspondents the Publishers

ha ve printed thepra: ' te^ ofthe u Gardeners'

Chronicle," so that U -'"' it can hind il vrith the

volume of thai valuable Paper. It contains

32 folio Pages, u Ckrovti
.

: .

Copies can"be procured, price Sd. each, or free to purchasers of

seeds; and can be obtained through the medium of any book-

seller in the United Kingdom, from the

LONDON PUBLISHING OFFICE. 294, STBAXD;
Or from the Proprietors William E. Bfisuu & Co, Seed
Merchant?. Plymouth.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT, WITH .GOOD

MATERIALS &&WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA,
("1 RAY and ORMSOM, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

X perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM'S NEW PATENT FOR STABLE REQUISITES.

COTTAM and HALLEN, the original projectors

of the above arrangement of MANGER, RACK, and
WATER-TROUGH, as one Fixture, which obtained the Great
Exhibition Prize Medal, and universally approved of, have added
all the latest improvements to their invention (secured by patent),

which includes an entirely new method of attaching the halter,

ball, and rein, giving to the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in their operation, add much to its comfort whilst feed-

ing and convenience when at rest.

COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MAUGESS
are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are clcaolv in appearance, durable and impervious to

infection; manufactured PLAIN, GALVAKISED, or ENA-
MELLED.

Improved
Harness

Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Comer Mangers,
room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Cat Bruisers, kept on sho2v,

A STALL fitted up, complete, exhibited at tlie Crystal Palace, Sydenham, Stand No. IB, Agricultural Department ; and at

IMPROVED PUMPS,
OF.THE BEST WOBKMANSHJP AND WARRANTED.

The VALVES and SUCKERS of these Pumps
are constructed upon an entirely new and
SIMPLE principle ; they are not likely to

get out of order ; should they do so, can easily

be repaired, as the Pump is so contrived that
the valves can readily be got at.

An Improved CAST IRON TRAP, strongly
recommended by the Sanitary Commissioners,
and suitable for Sugar Bakers, Slaughter
Houses, &c. &c. It is so formed that the
Trap-plate will pass any matter the top grating
will let through, and therefore is not liable

to stoppages; and well adapted to Stables and
Stable-yards, for saving the best part of Liquid
Manure.

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING and VENTILATING.—Descriptive Catalogues and Estimates on application.

BAYIB FERGUSON, landscape Gardener and Contracting" Planter,
TNFORMS the public that he grows a LARGE STOCK of TREES and SHRUBS for the purpose of enabling bim to Charge Low, and give at once Present Effect,
-*- when carrying out his plans, which is of consequence to those who prefer having the Benefit of Shady Walks, Glades, and Recesses of their own planting, in place of the mixed Milk and
"Wateh System of planting frequently met with for the benefit of Grandchildren -

.

As D. F. has More LAURELS than would crown the Heads of all the Heroes and Cowards in Europe, be will be happv to part with them on Low Terms for Cash; also NEW DOUBLE
PINK and SINGLE CRIMSON THORNS, YEWS, PORTUGAL LAURELS, BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, &c, &c. AUCUBAS, CEDltUS DEODARA, Standard and Dn-arf Budded GEANT
T>E3 BATAILLES, and dther ROSES, &c. If the LAURELS are taken by the Ten, Treaty, Fifty, or Oxe Hundred Thousand, they will be sold at a price that will soon Save their Cost in
Labour. My Plan is to lav them in very close together as under cover, giving at once a good ground ouiliire, and something for the eye to repose on, in place of the Hoeing, Scraping, and>-
always wanting unsatisfactobv System generally practised.

Plans of I2ou$es and Pits, &c.
} furnished on the Dutch and English Systems. Plans and Estimates Furnished.

D. F. will feel much pleasure in recommending a worthy gardener to any Lady or Geutleman in want of one.—Stowe, Buckingham.

OUTTON'S PRICED SEED AND PLANT LIST,
*^ with Instructions on Cultivation, Calendar of Opera-
tions, and other Useful Information is now published, price Six-
pence; and being entered at Stationers' Hall is copyright.
As this publication is compiled principally for the use of

Messrs. Sutton's Customers, it is requested that those who have
not yet received it will forward their Address, when a copy will
be sent gratis, and post free. Other persons will receive it post
free in return for six postage or receipt stamps.

Address John Sutton & Suns, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

AMERIC A~N NURSERY.
GEORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, &c, as exhibited by
him in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regents Park, may be bad
by inclosing two postage stamps.

G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock of Weeping
Hollies, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c—American
Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines
Station, South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be
obtained.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TOHN WATERER begs to announce that he has
" published a new Catalogue of his Rhododendrons, &c, as
exhibited by bim in the Gardens of the Royal Botanic Society,
Regent's Park, London. It describes the colours of all the
Rhododendrons considered worthy of cultivation, with a Treatise
on their successful management, and may be had by enclosing
two postage stamps.
The American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey, near Farnborougb

Station, South-Western Railway.

AMERICAN PLANTS.— A Descriptive Priced

i1 CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for
the coming season is just published, and may be had by enclosing
two stamps for postage. As everything in the wav of American
Hants is grown to an unequalled extent at this Nursery, intending
purchaserswould do well toprovidethemselves with thisCatalogue.WA1ERER and GODFREY, Nephews and Successors to the
late Hosea \\ aterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA.
TAMES VEITCH, Jun., will be happy to forward
" his new Retail VEGETABLE, AGRICULTURAL, and
FLOWER SEED LISTS on application, and desires to assure

those who may kindly favour him with their orders, that he has
spared no pains in procuring his supplies from the first growers
on the Continent as well as in this country, and that he will use

his best endeavours to give bis customers entire satisfaction.

OBERT KENNEDY, Agent for Messrs. Platz and
Son, Seed Growers, Erfurt, has much pleasure in announcing

he has received their Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds
for the trade for 1855, which abounds with new articles of great

interest, and will be forwarded, per po.st, on application to

R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
F.S. Also, R. Kennedy's General Catalogue of British and.

Foreign Ferns forwarded on receip t of six postage stam ps.

RHODODENDRONS.
JR. and A. PEARSON will send eight of the

• following for 25s., including package.
1. Album elegans, white
2. Blandyanum, dark crimson
3. Coriacea, white
4. Caucasicum pictum, rose

spotted
5. Catawbiense alba
6. Eversestianum, rosy lilac

7. Elizabeth, white claret spots

8. Jacksoni, crimson spotted

9. Leopardi, purple dark spots

10. Towardi, bright rose

11. Victoria, Pince's, crimson
purple

12. Venus, pale blush
The above are some of the best in cultivation. A descriptive

1 ist sent on application

.

—Chilwel l Nurseries, near Nottingham.

SPECIMEN IRISH YEWS.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON, having a large

Stock of fine specimens of this very ornamental tree, beg to

offer them at the undernamed low prices.

8 to 9 feet high, and 8 feet in circumference
8 „ and 4 to 5 feet „

7 to S „ and 4 feet „
6 to 7 „ and 3 to 4 feet „

6 „ and 3 feet „

Handsome entailer specimens at proportionately lower prices,

Kingston, Surrey.

63s. Od*. each.

21 „
15 „
10 6 „

7 6,.

J
YNCIPS STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,

. l_j the best frame variety in cultivation. For descrip-
tion, see Rendle's " Price Current and Garden Directory"'
for 1854.

Price Is. 6d. and 2s. Qd. per packet.—Apply to William E.
Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, .Plymouth.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, LILIUM LANCIFOLIUJM,.
CALOCHORTUS LUTEUS, CALLIPRORA FLAVA,
GLADIOLUS. TRITONEA AUREA, DIELYTRA SPEC-
TABILIS. VALLOTA PURPUREA, ANOSIATHECA.
CRUENTA, AND AURICULAS «3&gk!HENRY GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London,'

by Appointment Florist to Her Majesty*, begs to say
that he has a fine Selection of the above BULBS, &c, which he
can supply at Moderate Prices. His Catalogue will be forwarded-
on application.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, ROCKETS, SEEDS, ETC.
O/ILLIAM CHATER'S descriptive list of his superb
* * HOLLYHOCKS, containing hints on their culture and ob-'

serrations on exhibiting, &c, may he bad on application by
enclosing a postnge stamp. Packets of seed, consisting of 20
varieties, selected from the best show flowers, 5s. ; 12 varieties,.

2s 6d. ; and from gond double sorts, Is.

Very superior Quilled German Asters, 12 distinct varieties,
separate, 2s., mixed Is. per packet. Also Choice French Asters, I

12 varieties, separate, 3s., mixed, Is. Gd. Fine Quilled African
Marigolds, lemon and orange, 6d. per packet.
New Double Crimson ROCKET, excellent bedding plant for

spring flowering, 6s. per dozen, or 2Z. per 100. Double French
White, 4s. per dozen, or 30s. per 100.

Saffron Walden Nursery, January 6.

Printed by William B had hub y, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in the Parish
of St. Pancras. anil 1'uf.derick Mullktt Evans, of No. "27, Victoria
Street, in the Parieh of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in bombard Street, in

the Precinct of Vf hitefriais, in the City of London ; nnd published by them
at the Utfice, No. 6. Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in the Baid County, where all Advertisements and Coinmuni rations
are to lie Addbessed to tub LDiioa.-Satobdat, January 13, 1S5&.
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SCOTTISH ARUORICULTUKAL SOCIETY.—
Tho First General Meeting will bo liold nt the Institution

Rooms, 8, York Pluce, Edinburgh, on WEDNESDAY, 31st
.PiiiiiuuT, at One o'clock, p.m., for the Election of Ollice Bearers,
the Keading of Papers, hihI other Business.

Mr. James Brown, President, in the Chair.

All interested in tho advancement of Arboriculture are in-
vited to attend. James Alexander, Secretary.
Edinburgh, 20th January, 1S55.

JAMES LAKE, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,
Brldgowater, begs to return thanks for the very liberal

support ho has for many years received in the above business,
and to inform the Public that the Firm LAKE and DYEK is
this day dissolved, and that the business will be henceforth con-
tinued by him as heretofore on bis own account.
_Seed Establishment, No. 3, High Street. Dated Jan. 12. 1855.

CONQUEROR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER.—
A Packet containing 12 good seeds of this first-rate Frame

Cucumber, which (or productiveness is' second to none, will be
sent, post free, on receipt of 13 postage stamps, addressed toJAMES LAKE, Nurseryman. &c Bridgewater.

H"<0 BE SOLD, at Prices that will be sure to give
-L satisfaction, 10,000 STRONG CURRANTS of the following
sorts, viz. :—Red and White Dutch, common Black and Black
Naples, Wilmot's Superb Red, Champaign and Rahy Castle.
Also a quantity of strong dwarf trained Pears and Plums of the
best sorts, FalstorT and other Raspberries, strong standard Pears,
and a quantity of.prime Seed Potatoes well kept of the best sorts.
—For further particulars apply to JAMES LAKE, Nurseryman,
Bridgcwater.

SUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST.

£ rjTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST, containing only

t ) tlic most derivable 8orUt will f>': tr.nl pott frcct in

return for one penny pottage draft or , i c< ipt ''imp.

Sutton '- H<>m ' < ,< '

.
'

RENDLE'S PRICE CURRENT • r, '. .i:M.\
MltMTOKY for 1855 it nou pulliilicd, price 6i.

To be had of all Booksellers, and
William E. Rendlk oc Co., Seed Merchant . /'ii/mouth.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
YI7ir,LIAM JO. RENDLE, Seed Mchcimnts,
V, J'lymoutll, have to i,(h:r :;',„,, f> ,-,j <!,>.',, , Stocl Oj

SEEDS to the Trade. Wholesale Catalogues can he had
on application, to

William I'.. J.'i -.Tii i; & Co., ITnlon Horn!. Plymoiilh.

11/ JUTE BELGIAN CARROT, MANGOLD
V> WURZjEL, &.C—Several Tons to he disposed of

at the lowest market prices.—Apply to

WILLIAM E. ItENDLE & CO, BEEP .Meiuiiants, Plymouth.

NEW SEEDS JUST HARVESTED cannot* be
obtained of the most genuine description, from,

Wii.uam E. Rf.ndi.e & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

MANCOLD WURZEL SEED.

T BE SOLD, LONG liED and YELLOW
GLOBE growth of 1851, from superior stock.—Apply to

K.S Hews, Kelvedon, Essex.

FRUIT TREES, SURPLUS STOCK.
Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Gooseberries, & Currants.
'"pO BE SOLD, at any reasonable offer, for the purpose
J- of clearing some ground, several hundred Pear trees, com-
prising Winter Nelis, Gracilis, Williams' Bon Chretien, Hazel,
Summer, Portugal, Beurr<5 Capiaumonts, and other varieties.
400 Wellington and Quarriut'on Apples, 200 Prince of Wales and
Magnum Bonum Plums, 50 Duke Circassian and Morello
Cherries. All the above of about 10 years' growth, and coming
into full bearing. 10,000 Rifleman Gooseberry Plants, from 1 to
4 years old, and 2000 large Red Grape Currants, 2 years old.
To view, apply to Mr. Mitton, Lampton, 1 mile from either the

Isleworlh or Hounslow stations of the South Western Railway.WANTED > DWARF COMMON MOSS ROSES.
» ' —Any party having the above to dispose of can address a

line, naming lowest price and quantity, to Wn. Wood & Sox,
Maresfield. The Plants must be strong and well rooted.

TXTANTED, OLD WALNUT TREES.—Lowest
» » price, cash, with size, by letter only, to E. S., 41, Fellows

Strcrt, ^outh Pearson Shvet. Kin^'slaiul Road. London.

YEWS To R HEDCES,
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Kirkaldy, have for

sale, at a low price, a large quantity of fine healthy YEWS,
once, twice, arid three limes transplanted, iu various sizes, from
12 to 30 inches high.

PEARS, STANDARDS AND DWARF TRAINED.
TJ BIGLAND and CO., Nurserymen, Whalley
-*--» • Range, Manchester (in consequence of their giving up
the business), have a quantity of the above to dispose of at very
reduced prices. •

PYRAMIDAL PEAR TRE e¥.
Grafted on the Quince Stocks.

I" and J. FKASER have still to offer strong trees of
" • the above PEARS; a Descriptive Catalogue of the sorts
maybe had on application. To prevent disappointment early
orders are requested, as the Stock of some of the varieties is
getting low.—The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road , Essex.

TO THE TRADE.
ROY, Jim., Seedsman, Aberdeen, has got to hand

Y • a consignment of 35 bales of very superior CUBA BAST.
The bales weigh about 1-^ cwt. each. Price forwarded on application.

OHUBARB ROOTS for FORCING or PLANTING.
l ^ —Strong one-vear planted roots of MYATT'S VICTORIA
and LINN.-EUS, .MITCHELL'S ROYAL ALBERT, at 6s. per
doz.; HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT, 12s. per dozen. This is
a larger variety than the Victoria, and is extensively cultivated

"J*!
11 Manchester. Prico to the trade of the above, per 100 or

1000, on application to Messrs. J. MYATT and SONS.
Manor Farm, Deptford, Jan. 20.

|
YNCH'S STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,

I_i the hest frame variety in cultivation. For descrip-

tion, sec Rendle's " Price Current and Garden Directory"

for 1854.
Price Is. 6U and 2s. 6d. per packet.—Apply to William E.

Renple &Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

PARLY WHITE FIELD PEA.—NEW EARLY
*—t RACEHORSE—comes off early in July in time for Turnips
and is a good cropper, price 12s. per bushel.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading
. ^^

AJEW DWARF FIELD PEA.— "BISHOP'S
-L^ LAST AND BEST," a large grey Pea, only 1 foot in
height, very prolific, and comes off very early. Adapted for

growing between the rows of Mangold "Wurzel and Swedes. To
he dibbled in rows 3 feet apart, and the root crop to be subse-
quently drilled between them. One bushel of Peas sufficient for
an acre. Price 16s. per bushel.

Sutton- & Sons. Seed Growe rs. Reading, Berks.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS, OR CHINESE SUCAR CANE.
SUTTON \nd SONS can sivpphj this Seed genuine

as imported iv sealed pacleU at J s. or 2s. 6d. each.

Post Free.
For description and uses, see Gardeners' Clironicte, Dec. 30tb.

1S54, p. 835.—Suttox & Soxs, Seed Growers, Reading .

NEW CAULIFLOWER.
WAl'JT. - « ALMA," fur lupcrior "- Wtl

rattler qumntli •

qtuntltlej tj : ,.

i

DILCOC/'S BRIDE BROCCOLI.
Hjxj

BAINBRIDGE > i, in..'. I iON (Proprietor* of
r frtendi »;.')

cnMfmier* that th« y »r.

elected tock of On
application, and <-arlv

GOLULiJ
I

DROP

CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.

J COLE begs to offer a few dozen of his un-
• bloomed Seedling HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS

from his choice stock; they were the admiration of all who saw
them last summer. They are not potted off, though strong
enough for large 60-sized pots. The Seed was saved from selected

stock, carefully impregnated. J. C. offers them at 4s. per dozen,
or 25s. per hundred. A remittance solicited from unknown cor-

respondents.—Kcyfiehl Nursery. St. AlbaiVs, Herts.

GAKAWAY, MAYES, and CO., having a large
Stock of LIL1UM GIGANTEUJI Seed, can supply full

picked seed at 10s. Gd. per 100.

G. M. and Co. can supply DIOSCOREA BATATAS at the
advertised prices. Early application is requested, as the stock
is limited.

Catalogues of Kitchen Garden , Flowers, and Agricultural Seeds,
may be had on application. Prices if desired. For prices of
Cucumber and Melon Seeds see Advertisement of Dec. 30, 1S54.

Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol, Jan. 20.

GREEN fUL&H MELON,
Hix i

WILLIAM WO >D
parcel of flwdd of the arV.v- PiplrniHd M«-''.n from a ft I

whom they i witly relr, here mod
it fbrsmle. The following .M-!'.n» a: .

and may I*- per pack*-'

Br»mharn Hal! •

Greer Pleab, Hybrid Scarlet Pleeb, Deechrood I

\\'<^A I

COLE'S CRYSTAL WHITE, I COLE'S UWARF
RED CELERY.

T THORNELEY,< 01 I
.

I o., I i-wsehtmej*, Seed*-
'' • mrs', and 1 r Jtfancbe»1«T, btg tw

announce that ' ' ''• *ell-

known . rd).

i A I. \'. U1TE, ioz pack«ti!,Ir«sbvpo«t,fc,rl2iUmp»
SUPERB DWARF BED, J 02 |

>• itampe.
Price p^-r lb. to the Trade on Application.

JOHN" HOLLAND can supply, in strong pbu
heaviest Lancashire Su»w GOOSEBERRIES u\:

excellent flavour, and large • .

Post-office order, payable to Jonx Holland, Bradahaw Gardens
Middleton, near Manchester.

GODFREY'S BLACK SPINE.
BPLBSDID AND PBOLIFIG FfcAJffC Crci'v

TT7'OOD a.nd INGHAM bee to offer «ede of the
»» above beautiful variety. Colour, magnificent dark green,

with a very fine bloom; average length, bet, aod
produces in great abundance through an entire tea*on. Packets,

containing 12 seeds, 2*. 6d. ; 6 ditto, U. 6rf.

W. & I. will be happy to ref<*r any pertoni wiihlng farther

information respecting the variety to three or four Noblemen and
Gentlemens' Gardeners who hare ^rown it, and prefer it to any
other.
London Agents : Messn. Uutsr & U'McLunr, 6, Leadenbau

Street. _
"W. & I. have also the following esteemed v»riet

packets. Is. each, containing 12 seeds;—
teiou n«
Barnes's Fearnonght
"Walkers Prolific

Constantine's Incomparable.

Sagg's Royal Exhibition
Conn'> ffeat
Improved Sicn House
Manches-er Hero.

Huntioed^n Nurseries. January 20.

DIOSCOKEA BATATAS—THE NEW CHINESE
POTATO.— This new esculent was fully described by

Professor Lindley in the Chronicle of December 23, 1S5L
The Subscribers arc now importing a cJwice lot of

Hoots, and can supply them on the following terms:—
Four Tubers £0 10 I Fifty Tubers £5 5
Ten , 1 2 6 (

Hundred „ 10
First Orders will have the hest Roots. -Applv to

"WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., Seed Merchants. PIvmouth.

JOSEPH WILSuN, Sfedsman, Ipswich, offers the
following EARLY SEED POTATOES: — The Early

Champion Ashleaf seedlings, 12s ; Jackson's improved Askleaf,
9s.; the celebrated short top Ashleaf, 75. 6rf.; Nonpariel Kidneys,
Gs. Gd. ; Lapstone do., 6s. 6d. ; and the British Queen, 7s. Gd. per
bushel. The whole of the above varieties have been grown
especially (or seed ; they are quite free from disease, and will be
guaranteed true stocks; and for quality and yield they cannot be
surpassed. Orders to any extent can be executed, free to London
and no charge for sacks ; and must be accompanied with a
remittance.

T^HE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.— This excellent
-*- variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being
more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It was raised in Middleton, and may be had genuine in
any quantity at 5s. per rnishelof561bs.—Apply to Johx Hollasd.
Bradbhaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

Post Office Orders to be marie nayable at Middleton, Lancashire.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, ROCKETS. SEEDS. ETC.
TVILLIAM CHATER'S descriptive l

:

?t of hissnperb
* * HOLLYHOCKS, containing fatnts *-n their colrore and ob-

servations on exhibiting, &c. may be had on application by
enclosing a postage stamp. Packets of seed, oonsistir _

varieties, selected from the best show flowers, 5*.: 12 varieties,

2s 6d. ; and from good doable sorts, Is.

Very superior Quilled German Asters, 12 distinct varieties

separate, 2*., mixed Is. per packet. Also Choice French
12 varieties, separate, 3s., mixed, Is. 6£ Fine Quilled African
Marigolds, lemon and orange, Gd. per packet.
New Double Crimson ROCKET, excellent bedding plant for

spring flowering, 6s. per dozen, or 2i. per 10;'. Double French
White, 4s. per dozen, or 30s. per 100.

Saffron Walden Nursery, Janu^r

SNOWS SUPERB BROCCOLI.—Every seed new
and true. Sealed packet, Is.; per oz^ 3s. ; pound bag!

the trade on liberal terms.
GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM.—Unequalled :'

-

donbleness, and colour : 6 classes, 3/. : mixed. Is. : sealed pickets
with culture.

DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS from noble flowers. Sealed
packet, lr.

Stamps or P.O. orders to Geoegs Glexst. Horticultural agert.

Dungannon House. Fulham. Sale- "

Ground Laid Oat, Rockwork, Ornamental Water, &c, planned
and executed.

R PARKER begs to offer the foUowicg :
—

• CINERARIAS (Seedlings^ from all the fii

carefollyselected,inclndingthenewvarietiessent I

Strong "established plants, in 4-inch pots, a: 4s. per dr^en. A
choice collection of named Cinerarias in Etxocg tsiiblxslBsd

plants, purchasers selection, a: £i. t>:7 dozen.
ROSES, consisting of the best varieties of Hytria Perpeuials,

Teas, Bourbons, &cu weB established in pots. Purchasers selec-

tion, at 12s. per dozen. List of names forwarded upon application.

A remittance or reference to acccispaBy all orders frcan

unknown correspecdents.
Paradise Nurserv, Homsey Rrac. I-'.-Lzrvn-

I HE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
« variety, surpassing every other in its capability cf resisting

the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most
prolific Poiato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s., bags included.
To be had genuine of THORNHILL & DICKSON, Lawrence

Hill Nurseries; and No, 1, "Wine Street. Bristol.

K JEGENT and JEKSEY BLUE POTATOES,
of the finest flavour, direct from the grower. Delivered

carriage free within three miles of King's Cross Station, at 14s. 6d.
the imperial sack of 2*24 lbs., for cash on delivery. Choice Se^ds
from the best growers. Orders executed by C. Fltxtok, Factor.
21, York Road, King's Cross.

TWO new CUCUMBERS—"SIR COLIN CAMP-
1 BELL " avd "GENERAL C-'.

Description of the above two nee: - ambers, and the

List of EDWARD TILEY "- ^acrambers -~i

Melon?, which have all beer. : - .' proved, see Ai-
ment and Cut in the Gardener^ Chratddt od

Sir Colin Campbell 3s. r

General Canrobert 3 6 ..

A packet of either cf the Melons mentioned in the former
Advertisement will be given to the Purchaser of the above rwo
Cncumbers, A remittance in cash or penny postage stamps
must accompany every order, scd the whole or any part as Jh

:

;.mmediate]v forwarded.
EDWARD TILEY. Nt:- - - -Jsraan, and Tl.z'-t:

14. Abh^y Church Yard, Bat". ^ :_::;; t=hire.
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BARTER'S PROLIFIC RASPBERRY.— In con-

V^ sequence of J. Carter seeing his Raspberry quoted in a

Nurseryman's Catalogue, who J. C. has reasons for knowing

does not possess the true variety, and wishing to prevent impo-

sition, begs to announce that the undermentioned are the only

Nurserymen who have been supplied by J.C., or his agents,

Messrs. Hurst & M'Mulleu. Should other Nurserymen favour

with their orders their names will be added to the list ; the stock

is very limited. Price may be had on application to Messrs.

Veitch& Sox, Exeter; Rendle& Co., Plymouth; Wood & Son,

Maresfield; Low & Co., Clapton; Rivers, Sawbridgeworth;

Palmer, Annan; Turner, Slough; Afpleby, York; DowlinOi
Southampton; A. Sstrni, Sydnope; Fisher & Holmes, Sheffield ;

George Glenny, FuUiam; Urquuart & Son, Dundee; T. Bun-

yabd, Maidstone ; Hurst & M'Mullen, London; or

JOHN CAKTER, Jix.. Nurseryman, Keighley.

BANKS' NEW SEEDLING FUCHSIAS FOR 1855.

Wf J. EPPS begs to state that he has purchased

V \ • the following Seedling Fuchsias, raised by that celebrated

grower, E. Basks, Esq.. of Sholden Lodge, Deal
;
they were the

first selection from his splendid batch of Seedlings of 1S54, and

have been thoroughly proved. They are distinct, rich, and the

greatest advance upon any of the kinds known, and cannot fail to

give the highest satisfaction.

CLIMAX.- (named by Mr. Banks).—Tube stout, sepals very

broad reflex, with a prettv curve or half circle, the points of the

petals touching the seed vessel; colour, rich velvety crimson—
the corolla is verv large, of a splendid violet blue and great sub-

stance : habit, robust, and blooms particularly free. 75. Gd.

FAIRY QUEEN. — Very distinct and striking, immense
bloomer, beautiful waxy white tube and sepal?, tinged with
lemon; long well-proportioned flower; corolla large, and of a

very rich plum colour puce. 7s. Gd.

GRAND SULTAN.—A very noble flower, and will be many
years before it is equalled; beautiful foliage, and first-rate for

exhibiting; flowers large, very stout, sepals reflex, similar to

the Turn Cap Lily, and of a very rich crimson colour ; corolla

large, and very dark velvety purple. 75. Gd.

MAID OF KENT.—This Fuchsia is pronounced by the fol-

lowing judges, viz., Mr. Edwards, Secretary to the Floricultural

Society; Mr. Barnes, of Camden Nursery; Mr. Todd, of Sutton,

to be the prettiest and most distinct Fuchsia yet raised; habit,

dense and bushy, producing great clusters of pretty reflexed

blooms, of great substance, veiy clear waxy white, with a rich

plum-coloured puce corolla, and exceedingly striking. 105. Gd.

BEAUTY OF THE BOWER.—A very rich and perfect

formed flower, scarlet tube and sepals, which reflex .over the
tube, displaying a beautiful dark purple corolla of great sub-
stance: habit, perfect. 7s. Gd.

OMER PACHA.—A larse and well-proportioned flower, with
dark crimson tube and sepals : corolla, intensely dark velvety
purple : habit, excellent and very graceful. 75. Gd.

The Set will he sent out in April.—Strong Plants, at 42s.

The usual discount to the Trade where three of each are taken.
Agent:—Hurst and M'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Leadenhall

Street, London.—Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

SEED GROWERS' SOCIETY.—The Members of

this Society, being at all times desirous to meet any altera-

tion in the markets, are prepared to supply GENUINE SEEDS
according to the following scale of prices, comprising Mangold
Wurzel, per cwt., Long Red, 40s.; Yellow Globe, 45s.; Long
Yellow, 50s.; Red Globe, [50s. Carrot, per cwt, Altringham,
9/. 9s.; Early Scarlet Horn, 92.; James' Green Topped, 82.8s.;

Long Surrey, 71.; "White Belgian, 62.10s.; Yellow Belgian, 62.

Swedes, 55s. per bushel; other Turnips, 22s. to 30s. per bushel.

Scarlet Runners, 24s. per bushel. Mignonette, per lb., Is. 9t2.

;

Giant do., Is. 6d. Lettuces, per lb., Drumhead, 6s- ; Bath Cos, 65.;

Brown Dutch, 3s. Gd. Other Lettuces, Cabbages, Broccoli,

Parsnips, Beet, Celery, &c, and Flower Seeds, a list of which
may be had by applying to the Secretary, Feering, Kelvedon,
Essex. By order, John Moss, Jan., Secretary.

RPARKERTbegs to offer the following CHOICE
• SEEDS, all of which are warranted new and true to name:

GODFREY'S (BLACK SPINE) CUCUMBER, the finest

variety in cultivation, packets containing 12 seeds Is. Gd.

Also the following esteemed varieties of CUCUMBERS and
MELONS, in packets containing 12 seeds, at Is. each:—

CUCUMBERS.
Henderson's Black Spine.
Improved Patrick.
"Walker's Long Rambler.
Manchester Prize.

Hunter's Prolific.

Superlative Improved.
Cuthill's Black Spine.

Ohio Squasha Custard Gourd, Gd
Antirrhinum, from named flowers, Gd.

Calceolaria, from fine varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. „
Hollyhock, from fine named varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s.Gd. „
Lilium giganteum, the most distinct and noble species of the

genus, packets containing 20 seeds, 2s. Gd.

»#• A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

MELONS.
"Victory of Bath.
Beechwood.
Bromham Hall.
Canteloupe.
Duke of Bedford.
Golden Perfection (extra fine).

Scarlet Flesh (Anderson's).

per packet.

S ELECT PEAR TREE S.—
The following extract from the " Miniature Fruit Garden"

is a list of 24 fine varieties of PEARS that succeed well on the

Quince Stock, and form handsome pyramids and bushes, ripening

in succession from July till April and May.

Pears for Pyramids, 2s. each
Doyen ne* d'Ete"

Colmar d'Ete
Baronne de Mello
Louise Bonne of Jersey
Alexandre Larobre"

BeurriS d'Aremberg

BeurrO Sterkman
Zepbirin Gregoire
Winter Nelis
Bergamotte d'Esperen
Beurre d'Anjou
Prevost

The above form very handsome pyramids, tbey have been
carefully pinched in, so that they are well furnished with young
branches down their stems, most of them have blossom buds, and
will bear this season.

Pears for bushes, 2s. each

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON, of the
"Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, will com-

mence sending out plants in April next of their NEW SEEDLING
FUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS, BOTH DOUBLE
AND SINGLE, also TWO STRIPED OR VARIEGATED
COROLLA'D FUCHSIAS, and TWO UNIQUE FUCHSIAS
with VIOLET AND BLUE COROLLAS. The last two
were purchased of E. Banks, Esq., after having been flowered,
the second season, and proved as flowers possessing un-
questionable merits, and unequalled by other red varieties pre-
viously sent out. All the other varieties were purchased of
W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon, who succeeded
in introducing a Scarlet Fuchsia with White Corolla, which new
feature in this tribe gives one of the greatest novelties that they
have had the pleasure of seeing for many year-s. Mr. Story,
being the raiser of this new Class, offered them to Messrs. Hender-
son for One Hundred Guineas, which offer they accepted. A
faithful drawing of three of the varieties here offered has been
taktn by Mr. James Andrews, the well-known floricultural and
horticultural artist; sketches from which have appeared m Van
Houtte's " Flore des Serres," Verschaffelt's " Illustration
Horticole," and will also appear in Turner's "Florist," for
February. The dwarf, compact, and free flowering habits of the
plants will be sure to please every grower of this tribe.

QUEEN VICTORIA (Story's;.— Splendid wide sepals, beau-
tifully reflexed, of a bright scarlet crimson, and a lovely clear
white corolla. Price 10s. Gd.

PRIN'CE ALBERT (Banks's).— Scarlet crimson sepals re-

flexed, and rich violet corolla. This flower we consider unequalled
by any, its reflexing properties being such that either more or
less would be a fault; indeed the flower is perfection itself,

10s. Gd.

MRS. STORY (Story's).—Fine large scarlet tube, long wide
sepals reflexed ; corolla fine substance, and clear white. 10s. Gd.
RANUNCUL^EFLORA (Story's).— Scarlet sepals and tube,

with double white corolla, a flower not having that confused
appearance as many of the double varieties are known to possess.
This was considered the best of the only two double white
varieties flowered by Mr. Story. 21s. The other double variety
we do not appear to have received.
PERUGINO (Story's).—Fine large scarlet sepals and tube,

with a conspicuous striped corolla of rose and purple flakes,
handsomely reflexed and free flowering. 10s. Gd.

EMPRESS EUGENIE (Story's).—Wide reflexed petals of a
rosy crimson, the inside of petals having a violet shading;
corolla fine white. 10s. Gd.

RAFFAELLE (Story's).—A beautiful variegated corolla with
crimson sepals well reflexed, and of good substance

; the colour of
the corolla is a rich chocolate flaked with rose, free flowerine
10s, Gd.

6 "

LADY OF THF LAKE (Story's).—Fine deep crimson, with
a blush white corolla, very pretty. 10s. Gd.
WATER NYMPH (Story's).—Bright scarlet crimson globe

stout wide petal, corolla fine clear white; an elegant flower
10s. Gd.

Or if the set of nine be taken, the price, 42. 4s.—January 20.

FUCHSIA (Banks Favourite).—Fine handsome scarlet sepals
and tube; large and conspicuous flowers, with sepals finely
reflexed; and a splendid blue-violet corolla of great substance.
The s'ock plant being small the number of plants will be limited.

'-" Price 10s. Gd.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON were
surprised to see an advertisement a (evr weeks back in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of
Exeter, offering two new Fuchsias, similar in character to those
described above, and after a written communication with Mr.
Story, it was thought necessary for one of the Firm to make
further inquiries about tbem, and in consequence Mr. Andrew
Henderson went to Exeter and Newton, where be was informed
by a jobbing gardener at Newton that he had received SEVEN
POUNDS for them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated)
he had been offered 202. for them by a Nurseryman in London,
but whose name or address be did not know,

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son think the above explanations neces-
sary, in consequence of a great number of their customers having
ordered them at higher prices than are quoted above. This
reduction is made in consequence of information which they have
received, that leaves no doubt on their minds but that those to
be sent out by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co.. are similar in
Character to the above.—Wellington Nursery, St, John's Wood.

Alexandre Bivort
Beurre d'Amanlis

„ Diel

„ Langelier
„ Wetteren

Marechal de la Cour

Melon de Namur
Onondaga
Nouveau Poiteau
Grosse Calebasse(C. Carafou)
Doyenne" Boussoch
Rousselon (Esperen)

The above nearly all bear large fruit, and when grown as

bushes are well adapted for gardens exposed to the wind ; they
bear profusely and require scarcely any care in pruning ; the

trees offered are mostly full of blossom buds, and will bear this

season. A Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits sent for four stamps,
the cost of postage. Carriage paid to London.

THOMAS RIVERS, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth.

IRISH YEWS.
a>'d SON, having a large

SPECIMEN
THOMAS JACKSON

Stock of fine specimens of this very ornamental tree, beg to

offer them at the undernamed low prices.

8 to 9 feet high, and Sfeet in circumference... 63s. Qd. each.

8 „ and 4 to 5 feet „ '.' ...21 „

7 to 8 „ and 4 feet „ ... 15 „

6 to 7 „ and 3 to 4 feet „ ... 10 6 „

6 „ and 3 feet „ ... 7 6 „

Handsome smaller specimens at proportionately lower prices.
Kingston, Surrey

FRUIT TREES.—SURPLUS STOCK.
WILLIAM JACKSON and CO., Bedale, Yorkshire,
* » having a portion of their Nursery Ground to clear, beg to

offer the following FRUIT TREES of the most useful and
approved sorts, strong and well grown, in a bearing state, at
annexed cheap rates :

—

Per dozen.— s. d.

Apples and Pears, good strong Standards 8
Do. do. do., Dwarfs 6
Do. do. do., Dwarfs, trained \Qs. to 24 O
Cberries, good strong Standards 10s. to 12
Do. do. do., Dwarfs, trained 24s. to 30
Plums, good strong Standards 9s. to 10
Do. do. do., Dwarfs trained 24s. to 30
Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, trained 42s. to 48
A reference or remittance is respectfully solicited from un-

known correspondents —Jan. 20.

TO CENTLEMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTING.
WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their stock of the following very desirable
HARDY PLANTS.
Araucaria imbricata, from 2 to

7 feet high; as handsome as
plants can be.

Cedms Deodara, in any quan-
tity, from 1 to 3 feet high

Do. do., 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10
feet high ; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 6, and
10 feet high

Pinus Douglasi, 3 to 10 feet

„ insignis, 2 to 7 feet

„ Menziesi, 3 to 7 feet

„ Pinsapo, fine plants, 3 to

6 feet

„ Nordraanniana, 1$ to 3 ft.,

all from seed and remark-
ably handsome

„ nobilis, 1^ to 2 feet; a few
larger, 5 and 6 feet high, on
their own roots, and with
perfect leaders

„ Montezuma?, 2 to 4 feet

EARLY DANIEL O'ROURKE PEAS.

JG. AVAITE begs to inform the Trade that he is now
• ready to execute orders for this valuable early Pea. Price

can be had on application.
Soed Establishment, 1S1, Dish Holbom, London.

Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lam-
bertiana, 4 to 7 feet

„ thyoides variegata, 3 to

4 feet (the variegated white
Cedar)

Jnniperus, Upright Irish,perfect

columns, 3 to 7 feet

„ chinensis, 2 to 8 feet

Yew, common English,3 to 8 feet

„ Irish, 4 to 10 feet

„ gold-striped, IjJ to 3 feet

„ do., tall standards, 4 to 7 ft.

„ Dovaston, or Weeping,
worked on tall straight
stems

Thuja aurea, the finest plants in

the country
Libocedrus chilensis, the finest

plants in the country
Large variegated Hollies

Standard Bays

NEW PEA.
WJ. EPPS, Seed Merchant and Grower,

• Maidstone, has much pleasure in offering the following

Peaj feeling assured it will give the highest satisfaction.

"LORD RAGLAN, OR IMPROVED MAMMOTH.
This Pea was selected from Hair's dwarf Mammoth two years

since, and is unquestionably the best and finest in cultivation,

and will prove to be the standard Pea of the day. It is a dwarf
green wrinkled marrow of very large size, and an immense
cropper. Habit dwarf, branching 3 to 4 feet high, producing
immense clusters of large bright green pods from the base of the

haulm to the top, and similar in shape to the Scimitar, but of

greater size, well filled with seven to ten Peas, which are larger

than the British Queen, and equal, if not superior in its flavour.

Price, 5s. per Quart. Wholesale Prices to be had on application.

Agent: Messrs. Hurst and M'Mullen, Seed Merchants,
Leadenhall Street, London.

Also an immense stock of large Evergreens, Standard Orna-
mental Trees, &c.

All the plants here offered may be seen growing in our
Nursery; they are removed every year, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. Of some, such as Araucarias,
Deodaras, Golden Yews, Thuja aurea, Pinus nobilis, Nord-
manniana, we have any quantity; and the plants, for root and
branch, are not to be surpassed. Priced Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage stamps, to Waterer
and Godfrey, nephews and successors of the late Hosea Waterer,
Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station,

South-Western Railway, where all trains stop, and where capital

conveyances can be obtained.
The 2d. stamp will also include a descriptive Catalogue of their

American Plants, Roses, and Nursery Stock in general.

NEW SORTS OF PEAS.
Carriage Free, except Parcels under, 20s. value.

SUTTON and SONS have much confidence in recom-

mending the undermentioned PEAS, as being not

only new and distinct from others, out also as possessing

superior properties.

Prices per peck or bushel may be had on application.

PRIZETAKER.—New, fine long green pods, which hang 5. d.

so closely as almost to cover the haulm from top to bot-

tom. Numerous prizes were awarded to the Prizetaker
last summer. This is the first season we have offered it

for sale. Height 5 feet

BECK'S EARLY GEM.—New, prolific, and fine flavour;

particularly adapted for narrow borders and for small
gardens. Height 1£ foot

FAIRBEARD'S NONPAREIL.—New wrinkled marrow-
fat, very sweet, juicy, and prolific; 9 or 10 will be found
ineverypod, and the pods extremely numerous; 4ft. high.

Sutton & Sons have a large stock of good old kinds at low
prices, as see their Priced List, just published.

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading
! ^^^

2 6

1 6

2

DICKSON'S EARLY FAVOURITE PEA (NEW).
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,

Seed Merchants, &c, Chester, have much satisfaction in
introducing the above new Pea, which they believe they are per-

fectly justified in saying is the best and most prolific Early Pea
in cultivation.

It has been tried side by side with all the best early and second
early Peas of the day, and has been pronounced by many
eminent gardeners who saw it under the circumstances to he much
superior to any variety of its season hitherto introduced.

It comes in about a week later than the " Early Emperor"
(sown at the same time), grows about ,4 feet high, and produces
a wonderful profusion of pods, which contains on an average 10
Peas of excellent quality and flavour. It has been grown the
last two seasons in the Gardens of the Horticultural Society, and
Mr. Thompson, in reporting upon it, writes as follows :

—

"Horticultural Society's Gardens, Dec. 20th, 1853.

"In reply to your inquiry respecting Diceson's Early
Favourite Pea, I beg to state that I consider it a new and very

desirable variety. It is very prolific in pods, and also as regards
the number of Peas in the pods, and the quality is excellent. It

most resembles the 'Auvergne/ but is earlier than that excellent

sort, and the pod is not so much hooked. R. Thompson."
" Horticultural Society's Gardens, June 28th, 1854.

" I beg to hand you a copy of the memorandum which I made
respecting your Early Favourite Pea, amongst others, again
this season. About four feet high, very prolific; pods long,

roundish, slightly curved, containing on an average nine to ten
Peas of excellent quality. Bears some resemblance to the
' Auvergne,' hut differs in having straighter pods, and it is much
earlier than the 'Auvergne.' An excellent prolific Early Pea.

" R. Thompson."
In July last a dish was sent to the Horticultural Society's

Room, London, and Dr. Lindley reports upon it as follows [see
Gardeners 1

Chronicle of July 29th, Notice to Correspondents,
" F. & A. D. & Sons."] " Having made the necessary inquiries,
we are able to state that your 'Early Favourite Pea' is a
distinct and very useful variety among the class of second earlies

to which it belongs. The pods are unusually full."

Price 3s. Gd. per Quart; per Pint, 2s. Messrs. Huest and
M'Mullen, Seedsmen. &c, 6, Leadenhall Street, wholesale London
Agents.—N. B. The Trade supplied on liberal terms.—106, East-
gate Street, Chester; (and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester).
Jan. 20. '

THE NEW CHINESE POTATO (DIOSCOREA BATATAS).

MR. JOHN HENDERSON has the pleasure of
informing the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy, that the

opinions already expressed by him (in the columns of this journal)
respecting the excellent qualities of the above new esculent
(which he has had the honour of introducing into this country)
are fully borne out by the most eminent Horticulturists and
Botanists of the day, among whom he may mention Dr. Lindley,
Professor Decaisne, of the Museum of Natural History, Paris

;

M. Louis Vilmorin, the well-known and scientific horticulturist;
and M. P(5pin, of the Jardin des Plantes, Paris.
Mr. J. Henderson also begs to call attention to the leading

article in the Gardeners' Chronicle of the 13th inst., giving a full
description of experiments made last year in order to test the
value of this new vegetable; and which proves that in produce
it is greater than the ordinary Potato, of hardier growth, and iu
its eating, cooking, and keeping qualities far its superior.

Tubers, with description of the Chinese mode of culture, to he
obtained of Mr. John Henderson, Kingskerswell, South Devon,
at the following prices for cash :

—

Four tubers, 10*.; ten do., It. 2s. Gd.; fifty do., 51. 5s.
Post-office orders are requested to be made payable at Newton

Abbot t
,
South Devon. ______^^_^^_

NEW SEEDLING POTATO—THE CHAMPION
KIDNEY.

This Potato hears a great resemblance to that fine old Potato,
the Ashleaf Kidney; it possesses the following good qualities

over the Ashleaf. If planted at the same time it will be ten days
earlier, all the sets always vegetate well, and do not die off in the
ground as the Ashleaf does; 2 pecks of seed will produce a
greater weight of Potatoes than 3 pecks of the Ashleaf. It is

quite equal to that in flavour, and is eatable during the whole
winter. Sets that have had the shoots broken off five or six
times during the spring will vegetate again as if it had been the
first shoot. About twenty Gentlemen and Gardeners who had
seed to plant hist season have assured me that they never before
grew any Potato to equal it, and should continue to grow it as a
first early Potato. Numerous orders have been already received
from persons who saw it growing during the last summer. It

has been grown and thoroughly proved for the last four years,

and found to be less liable to disease than any other Potato that
has been grown. Out of 25 sacks grown this season there was
not a single diseased Potato among them.

Sold iu quantities of not less than 1 peck ; they will be sent
Hamper and Package free, at 5s. Gd. per peck, or 4 pecks for 11.,

hamper free. A remittance in cash must accompany all orders,

or small amounts in penny postage stamps. Purchasers would
do well to 11time the nearest railway station to their residence.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, & Florist*
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.
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WHEELER AND SON'S

SHORT SELECT SEED LIST.
OUR PRICED DTST OF SEEDS for thia eeasoD, containing Dcicviptione and P*Ic«i ol the bi GABD]

mid FLOWER SEEDS, will be forwarded free by poHfc, it. I., out earned I i odeavoui I i nd all

Garden or Farm, of tba very best quality and true to name : and an n y of tin Bccd uro our owi

eon ding mil., w«', ifiirininlly muxm-d in giving ontlft) miijiiinciion to our cufttomorfl. We o.r& in daily receipt of m prat

and renewed orders from IAom um /<"</ the honour of serving last yearf and tu in dollver oui I I

roHpectfully noUolt the uonoui of an order from those n ho liavo nol yd glvon un a trial.

J. C. WHEELER & SON, GLOUCESTER.
SEEDSMEN TO THE GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS

From DISEASE. I In' RAVAGES ol' the Sl.ic, diji II, and WIEEWOKM, In addition to whloli tbo CROP
forward in n EALTI1 and VIGODR, mid the yli'Ul 1h groatl; Inoroaaed, In propf of wilcli the following oxtraolfl urr glYon

from numerous lottern recolvod liy Mr. Jackbon.

EXTRACTS:-
**Ono of tho ficldH of thin farm, tho property of Mmt. STANDUttY,

wftH planted with Regonta Potatoes In April laBt, some ofwhich

wore prepared by you. Tho result now U, that tho whole of the

crop from tho unprepared m<ih im thoroughly diseased, and hardly

worth the trouble of taking up; whllo those ralHud by tho :ddr <•[

them from tho prepared sols urn nut. only in ft beautiful State ol

preservation from tho diwoase, but the produce In much greater,—

the Potatoes are more numerous than tbo others; Indeed, If thoro

woro no ouch thing uh thu diseaso to ho foarod, il wool.) )io wurih

the tronhlo ami expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for tho sake of tbo Improved crops. 1 shall certainly, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process
;
and

I intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from tbo Smut.
"G. B. BAXTBB.

"Belmont Farm, Ktilmin, Kent, August 28, 1854."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marloe House, Blairgowrie.

"Sir,— 1 have received your note of the Kith. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared hy Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the

directions sent by him along with them as to distance between

the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;

I havo now taken the whole crop up, aud there is not the

light* i appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of
large equal stao and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted In the same patch, and a great deal ol

them are nol lit for use, at least a third part ai disease
I

Iiope Mr. Ja< khon'h process may be widely known, anil I a

great boon.—I am, &c, John Shanks,
"Forester, KUdmmmy Castle.

" Kildrummy Castlo, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854."

" I nin very much ploased with the result, of tho cxpci 1]

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,
without any manure. In ground where for several years I have
hardly hud a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 of thu others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.

" T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.
" Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1851."

Sold by Messrs. CnARtwoon & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kernan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two
Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers aud Potato Growers.

TO THE SEED TRADE AND OTHERS.

THE SUBSCRIBER offers the following SEEDS,
which have been grown aud selected from the best stockB

possible. Prices forwarded on application,

BROCCOLI.
Early "White.

Miller's Dwarf
Brimstone
Chappell's Cream
Imperial White
Dwarf Danish
Dilcock's Bride

CURLED PARSLEY.
PEAS.

Victoria Marrow
Fairbeard's Nonpareil
British Queen

(Very flue samples.)
Lord Raglau

TURNIP.
Laing's Swede (very true)

Red Tankard
Early Stone
Red American Stone
American Strap or Lettuce-

leaved Stoue.

White Globe
Green Globe

WURZEL.
Long Red
Yellow Globe

CELERY.
Cole's Crystal White
Cole's Red

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO. beg leave to

inform their patrons and friends that their Stock of VEGE-
TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS (containing many choice and
new kinds) is now ready for sending out.

Their Seeds may be fully relied on as being in every respect

of first-rate quality, and true to their sorts. Catalogues may be
had on application.—Pine Apple Place, Edgeware Road, London.

Cite Sattreims' Cftrmtfclr,
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to tliin cirewnatance u attrib , with

large amount of alcohol it affordi
iIk: quantity <,[ tugai directly . Lb) the

1 at tllf;

:

wholly available in the i ogai i

i of ii in lout. ' I < »ute
in which that one-third axial* . . i ti,<:

rourable for the d i U.r prepa
:

that the Ho
ible tngar produce in tha north ai

Franc* ; tm in the tonth of France and
indeed i a/here the

ceasei to : the 44th •

IIoIciik in.,', be prof

Elaewhere M. Vumqbui
bin experimt ni be I

cultivated for it* nJi
] ..'>e in

pect may be estimated by the r<»ult oi

experiment which he I

He obtained from ttenu, from which the peel had
been stripped, at the rate of i

of juice. The upper joinii and ttpiken were only
cut off

; but by cutting off mi Dg tli«;

steniM to a better process of crushing, be think* that

70 per cent, of juice could be obta

quantity of stem* employed, large and umall
together, was 552 lbs., which g odk of

juice, of the density of 1.052 ; and &r, the prewiing

was done in a common ci'ier j
.:

that upwards of 3 gallons were lo-l in mo.
the large surfaces of the apparatus. The proportion

of sugar which the juice contained, as indicated by
the saccharometer, was as follows, from plants grown
at Verrieres, and taken at different periods :

—

October 23d, 1853 ... 10.04 per cent, of juice

18th, 1853Nov.
2d trial

October 13th, 1854 ...

Nov. 14th. 1654 ...

EPPS, Seed Grower and Merchant, Maidstone.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS,
OR CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

(See Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 30th, 1S34.)

MR. JOHN HENDERSON, formerly of the firm
of John A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, London,

has the honour to announce that lie is prepared to supply Gentle-
men, Amateurs, and Professionals, with seed of this most valuable
and estimable plant.

As the Dioscorea Batatas seems well adapted to make good any
deficiency arising from failure in the Potato crops, so this appears
admirably calculated to meet many wants of the present day. That
it may be used for the purposes of distillation, and may therefore
preserve the grain of the country, is not less certain than that
the leaf and stem (after the saccharine matter has been extracted)
contain a large amount of fibre, of such a nature as can be em-
ployed in the manufacture of every kind of paper. In both these
points, as well as in many others, this plant demands the atten-
tion of every Gardener and Amateur throughout the country

;

the more so as from the necessity that at present exists for tile

production of fibres that may be used in paper manufacture a due
remuneration may be fairly expected by growers, even after the
plant has, so to speak, paid itself by the saccharine matter
extracted from it.

Mr. Henderson hopes, in a few days, to have ready for the
press a more lengthened account of this plant, as well as a com-
plete statement of the latest experiments in connection with the
Dioscorea Batatas. As there are many varieties of the Holcus
"W. J. H. can only he responsible for seed forwarded by himself,
which he is prepared to do in sealed packets, at Is., 2.*. Gd., 5s.,

and 10^., according to quantity.
Orders to be accompanied with a remittance to Mr. John

Henderson, Kingskerswell, Newton Abbot, South Devon.
P.S. Price to the Trade can be had on application,

SUTTON'S GRASS SEEDS (Carriage Free).
J NATURAL GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT
PASTURES, separate or mixed, expressly to suit the soil.— Messrs. Sutton and Sons having for many v^ars paid
especial attention to the examination of Natural Pastures, and
the collecting of the Grasses which thrive in the various soils of
Great Britain and Ireland, are enabled to supply the sorts and
quantities of Seeds, varied to suit the soil for which they are
intended, The cost will vary from 24s. to 30s. per acre,
according to the sorts and quantities the soil requires.

*

FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS, for making New or improving
Old Lawns, price Is. per pound, 2s. 6d. per gallon, or 205.
per bushel. For forming new Lawns, 2i bushels, or 50 lbs., is
the quantity required par acre.
PINE GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS FOR IMPROVING

OLD PASTURES (Sutton's Renovating Mixture). Quantitv
required per acre, 8 lbs. to 12 lbs. price 9d. per lb.

N.B. It will be seen above that we have greatly reduced the
prices of our Grass Seeds this season, especially the fine Lawn
beeds and "Sutton's Renovating Mixture" for improving
Meadows and Pastures ; and we doubt not that our liberal charges
* i.

in e a more general practice of sowing our superior kinds
of Grass Seeds,

Scttoh & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

S

At page 835 of the volume for last year some
account was given of a so-called " Sugar Cane,"
from the North of China {Holcus saccharatus), and
of experiments made in France with the view- of

ascertaining its value for the manufacture of sugar.

In that article the exaggerated accounts which had
appeared respecting it in foreign journals were cor-

rected on the high authority of M. Louis Vilmoiu.v,

who has paid much attention to the cultivation and
properties of the plant in question. In some of the

English newspapers erroneous statements have also

appeared, and so recently that they are probably

even now in circulation. According to some of

these, the plant yields 80 per cent, of sugar ; whereas
that is only the amount of juice which may be ob-

tained, the greater part of which is water. The
nature and proportions of the substances that the

plant contains will, however, be best understood

from an analysis which has recently been made, the

results of which are as follows :

—

Per cent.

Water 63.SS

Sugar, crystallisable and not erystallisable ... 18.64

Nitrogenous substances ... ... ... 1.06

Resinous, fatty and colouring matters ... 0.50

Woody fibre 15.41

Salts soluble in water (sulphates and chlorides) 0.27

Insoluble salts (of lime and oxide of iron) ... 0.23

Silica 0.01

100.00
The above analysis was made from the middle

portion of a stem : but, in consequence of the plants

having been injured by carriage, it was found
impossible to separate the crystallisable part of the

sugar from the un crystallisable. At all events, it

appears that the richness of the plant in sugar is very

remarkable.

The juice of the Holcus furnishes. M. Vilmorin
observes, three important products :—Sugar, alcohol,

and a fermented liquor analogous to cider. When
the juice is obtained from peeled caDes it is almost

colourless, and may be said to consist of merely

i-ucar and water. Its density varies from 1.050 to

1.075, and the proportion of its sugar fr, m 10 to 16
per cent. Sometimes, however, as much as a third

of the total amount of sugar is not crystallisable, and

1 1.06 „
10.14 „
lC>

>; »
which 11J were crystallisable, and 4^ not

crystallisable.

The quantity of pure alcohol was determined by
the direct mode of fermentation, and the amounts
are given in the order in which they were
ascertained.

Juice from plants grown at Verrieres :

—

Sept 2Sth. 1854 ... 4.1 per cent, of pore alcohol.

Oct. 4th, 1854 ... 5.4 ditto ditto.

Juice from plants grown in Algeria :

—

Fir.ST FERMENTATION", OCT. 17TD, ISM.

7.0 i by Sallep.on"s appa-

Second trial ... 7.4) ratus.

7.0 to 7.2 by distillation.

SECOND FERMENTATION. Ol T.18TH 1854 3 IBS . E2 Cest.

Juice from plants grown at Verrieres :

—

Oct. 20 7.251 by distillation.

Nov. 16 6.326 panicles cut.

Nov. 17 6.467 panicles not cut.

Omitting the results of the trial made on ti.- -

of September, when the plants were evidently too

young, and those with plants grown in

appears that the average quantity of alcohol for the

climate of Paris is about 6.3 per cent., or at the

rate of 6^ gallons of pure alcohol from 100 gallocs

of juice.

This per centage is considered very sa'.isfactory.

especially M. Vilmof.in observes, when the ex

quality of the spirit is taken into account. The
best idea of the value of the plant will, however, be
obtained by calculating from the results of the expe-

riments the produce per acre, according to which
the yield is as follows :

—

Stems and leaves 68.93Slbs., or upwards of 30 tons.

Stems only ... 43,984 ..
,,

19 .,

Juice, at 5-5 per cent, of weight ^ g^-^^
ot stems y ~

Sugar caVulated at S per cent, i „,. ,,

of juice i

Pure alcohol, at 63 per cent, of ? . -, „,iions^

juice )
"

For comparison with the above, the average pro-

duce of Beet-root is per acre :

—

Roots 40.147 lbs., or nearly IS tons.

Juice, at SO per")

cent.of weight > 32,118 lbs., orupwardsof 14tans.

of roots ...J

Sugar at 6 per ) 192ylbs.

cent, of juice )

Pure alcohol, atl

3 per cent.' of > 120 gallons.

Beet )

It will be observed that the quantity of sugar from

the Holcus is estimated hicher than .that from the

Beet-root : but the small difference would not com-

pensate for the extra labour required for preparing

ihe canes, and for the greater diScnliy in extracting.

The quantity of spirit, however, far exceeds that
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derived from Beet-root, the difference being upwards

of 60 gallons on the produce of an acre.

A liquor resembling cider can also be made from

the Holcus, and is said to be very good when pro-

perly prepared. The quantity of juice, according to

the above figures, would be 1207 gallons from the

produce of an acre. For making this liqudr, the

canes require to be either exposed to the sun for

several davs, in order to concentrate the juices by

evaporation, or to be placed in a slow oven ;
or the

juice after being pressed out must be boiled down to

the required density, along with about 7 oz. of fresh

Oak chips for every 22 gallons of juice. The juice

readily ferments with the addition of a little yeast,

or with a bunch of Grapes squeezed into it.

These statements, which are entirely taken from

M. Louis Vilmorin's ample reports, appear to

show that the Holcus may be profitably grown in

this country for distillation, provided the Excise

makes no objection. But we learn from Mr. John

Henderson that the refuse, which has not been at

all considered in France, consists to a very great

extent of excellent fibre easily extracted and easily

bleached. We have ourselves ascertained that such

a fibre is worth at least 101. a ton to the paper

makers, and probably half as much more. This

very important fact seems to remove all doubt as to

the value of the Holcus to cultivators.

It may, indeed, be an exhausting plant, like Maize
and other white crops ; but deep cultivation will

meet this difficulty, if it be one, and at all events

the value of its sugar and its fibre, taken together,

ought to leave a handsome profit, even although an
unusual quantity of manure should be necessary to

replace what it may take out 'of the ground, sup-

posing always, that the refuse left after distillation

and the extraction of its fibre should not of itself

represent as much as the crop has taken off.

For further information upon this interesting

subject, the reader is referred to M. Louis Vil-
morin's report in the new volume of the Bon
Jardinier, and to a detailed account of the Holcus
cultivation which we understand Mr. Henderson is

about to publish.

• The Dorset Reporter contains the following state-

ment, entirely confirming the oftfenjms we have
always expressed concerning the CnijwJjjN., climate

;

as does all the intelligence receive"d_ in this country
from the seat of war up to the present times-*. The
information was furnished by Mr. James Sinclair

who from 1838 to 1852 resided in the Crimea, as

gardener to Prince Woronzow, and may there-

fore be relied upon. He says :—" The open-air

calendar of gardening for that, the south coast of the

Crimea, with the exception of some few sowings in

April, would suit to a nicety the whole south coast

of England, from Cardigan to Harwich. If you
place Eupatoria in Cardigan Bay ; contract the Bristol

Channel to the dimensions of the inlet before Sebas-

topol, and put Torquay at the head of the bay, to

represent Inkermann ; make the Land's End, Cape
Khersonese, and the Isle of Wight, Balaklava,

and so on down to Harwich, which represents

Kaffa ; then add our south-coast climate to that

of the Crimea, and we are not far short of the mark.
The winters are just as variable in the Crimea as

they are in London or Edinburgh, but not so long.

The summers are much warmer and longer than
with us ; the spring is earlier and the autumn is

later there than here. Occasionally, but at long

intervals, the frost is harder there than in England,
by a few degrees, but does not last so long : for

several winters in succession the snow never lies

long on the coast, and the same kinds of plants do
not require the same amount of protection in hard
winters there as they do on the coast of Devonshire,

because they ripen better by the hot summers in

this part of the Crimea. The climate, however, is

more relaxing than with us, and low bilious fevers

creep on more and more on our people, after the

first few years ; my friend was seven years in

the Crimea before he felt the effects of this climate
;

but at last he was reluctantly obliged to come
Lome to recruit his strength, ' on leave of absence,'

with a promise to return after a year or so, with new
and improved breeds of plants and animals. He
is now safe, and so will our soldiers be, for anything
of a winter they may meet with there."

Some leaves or Araucaria were lately sub-
mitted to us (as noticed in our answers to corre-
spondents, Nov. 18, 1854), affected by some malady
which causes a spotted appearance, and materially
injures the beauty and symmetry of the leaves, on
which the ornamental effect of the tree depends.
The disease was evidently independent of the growth
of parasites, though a minute fungus had been
developed after incipient decay. The remarkable
tendency exhibited of late in many parts of Ger-
many by Conifers to cast their leaves prematurely,

was at first supposed by Goppert to arise from

Hysterium Pini. But Dr. Stein has carefully

followed up the phases presented by the leaves, and

was convinced, like ourselves in the instance of

Araucaria, that the parasite was developed after

their fall, in which case, and not before, the myce-
lium was found penetrating the tissues. There is,

however, another disease which has been prevalent

on the leaves of Conifers, causing them to assume a

yellow tint, which has been prevalent since 1831,

and which was examined by Walluoth three

years later, in consequence of its extreme prevalence.

Two fungi, as Wallroth supposed, accompanied the

malady, which, according to Dr. Stein's observations,

are really states of one single species. It germinates

on the upper surface of the leaves, into which its

mycelium soon penetrates, affecting especially the

tissue beneath the stomates, and producing a con-

version of the Chlorophyll into starch, which either

vanishes entirely, or is multiplied to such a degree

as to completely gorge the cells, forming large con-

fluent solid masses of fecula. The cell walls soon

assume a yellow tint, which passes into brown, and
as a consequence the mycelium itself perishes. The
yellow tint appears on the leaves in bands or spots

of very different sizes, according to the strength and
prevalence of the fungus, which belongs to the

Cytisporous tribe, whose species are remarkable for

naked hyaline spores discharged in the form of

gelatinous masses or tendrils. Dr. Stein does not

state what is the exact genus or species to which it

belongs ; but the elongated constricted spores show
that is not the common Cytispora which occurs so

frequently on Pine leaves in England.* M. J. B.

New Plants.
110. Escallonia pterocladon, Hooker, Bot. Mag.,

t. 4827.

A plant of this pretty shrub was exhibited some
months ago by Messrs. Veitch as an evergreen which
might be expected to prove hardy ; but we delayed

publishing it till more certain information upon that

point should have been gained. We now learn from
the " Botanical Magazine," where Sir William Hooker

has named it, that it is "a decidedly hardy shrub, 4 to

5 feet high, an abundant bloomer, and fragrant ;

"

recommendations, he observes, for a bushy plaut, with

leaves like a smail-leaved Myrtle, and very pretty

almost Epaeris-like flowers, white tinged with red.

Our own wild specimens, for which we are indebted to

Messrs. Veitch, were found by Mr. W. Lobb on the

coast of Patagonia, and fully bear out the expectations

thus expressed. We thought, indeed, when the live

plant was before us, that in beauty of foliage it was
quite equal to a Pernettya. It derives its name from
certain wavy wings which stand out from the young
wood, and of which traces are for a long time visible

on the old branches, although they eventually disappear

there.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—Xo. LV.
215. Sterilitt.— Constitutional and Organic,—It was

stated above (241), that functional sterility is not so com-
pletely uncontrollable in the vegetable as in the animal
kingdom, because in the latter there is no renewal of

* We are arqnainted with Dr. Stein's memoir, which is con-
tained in the " Tharander Jahrbuch," from the notice of it in

"Botanische Zeitung," Feb. 17, 1854.

the organs which supply the ovules, or by which they
are impregnated, whereas in the vegetable world there
is a constant reproduction of those parts from a meta-
morphosis of which the organs of fructification are
produced. If, however, the peculiar tendency of the
individual or variety be to produce organic change in

those parts, we have no means, comparatively speaking,

by which we can control that tendency.

246. Sterility may be induced by organic change of
various kinds, both in the general envelopes, and the
male and female parts of fructification. In the Wheat
ear carnation, for instance, the sepals, though retaining

to a great extent their natural appearance, are multiplied

to such a degree as to prevent the formation even of

petals, much more of the interior organs ; and similar

conditions exist in varieties of many other plants, as in

the Sweet William, Foxglove, Lupine, &c. In a few
instances the interior organs are more or less perfected,

and impregnation may occasionally take place, or a few
seeds be matured, but the general effect is comparative
sterility. Where such abnormal tendencies exist, even
should the pistil be formed and perfect pollen generated,

there is often a concurrent tendency in the ovules or
ovaries themselves to sport, in consequence of which
they frequently afford most favourable opportunities of

studying the morphology of the organs, a branch of

botany which has so much weight in the elucidation of

natural affinity.*

247. The unnatural multiplication of the petals, or
any great hypertrophic change in the structure of the

sepals may be equally productive of sterility, as is noto-

i
rious in the varieties of ornamental plants which are
due to the skill of the florist. Experience shows that

efforts to overcome this sterility for the production of

new varieties are seldom successful, the best results

arising from those stray seeds which are produced with
difficulty by highly metamorphosed flowers. A plump,
well nourished seed, is almost sure to give rise to some
form entirely worthless to the florist. In such cases

artificial efforts are directed, in the first instance, to

produce such changes as are conducive to sterility, and
then to keep up as much as possible that abnormal con»-

dition, both for the preservation of the variety itself

and for the production of new forms possessing valuable

qualities.

248. The total suppression of the petals is seldom cf

much consequence. Varieties occur, as for instance in

the Sweet William, where not a trace of petal exists,

and yet every ovary is impregnated ; but the contrary

condition is not infrequent. In several species of Violet

the early petaliferous flowers are often barren, while

those which appear later in the season are productive.

Iu Ajii<>a Iva,f fertile flowers occur indifferently with or

without a corolla. In Ononis minutissima, in contra-

distinction to the Violets, the earlier flowers are apeta-

lous, and equally fertile with the petaliferous flowers

which are produced later in the season, and the same
equal fertility belongs to both kinds of flowers in Helian-

themum,J in which genus, Lespedeza, &c. (as mentioned in

a note to the translation of Re's treatise), they are gene-

rally simultaneous. In some of these cases the stamens
seem very imperfect, and I am inclined to think that

seeds are often produced in such flowers, as in Coele-

bogyneywithout impregnation ; a very limited number,
however, of pollen grains may sometimes be found, as
we are assured by Brongniart, though the great fertility

of such flowers, if entirely dependent on impregnation,
could scarcely be insured by such a precarious supply,

judging at least by the experience afforded by hybridisttr

tion of the quantity of pollen necessary for success.

249. Sterility may arise, again, from some malor-
ganisation of the pistil and its component parts, as
where the carpels or ovules are transformed into leaves,

or where the ovules put on the guise of carpels. la
such cases, however, sterility is not always absolute,

though the normal tendencies of the fructifying organs
may be frustrated, as for instance where a little bud or
bulb is formed at the expense of the true fruit, as in

proliferous Grasses. In the genus Crinum and some
others the seed is apparently replaced by an enormous
mass of cellular tissue. Accurate search, however, will

detect a perfect embryo in the midst of the tissue, as
originally described in Brown's Prodromus.§

250. Though all the parts of a plant may be perfect,

and impregnation may take place, and an embryo be
formed, the plant may still be sterile from constant

abortion. This is especially the case where the walls of
the ovary are highly developed, insomuch that in some
of the finer varieties of Pears, &c, perfect seed is of
comparatively rare occurrence; while, on the contrary,

in Grapes attacked by mildew the seeds are in general

multiplied. In such cases, as the properties which
make the fruit valuable are altogether independent of

» One or two curious instances have lately been examined,
one of which, that of a monstrous Foxglove, has already been
reported in this Journal (1854, p. 660), and another of a Sweet,
William, at present unpublished, which throws much light on
the nature of the placentation of the natural order to which it

belongs.

t I cultivated this species at Margate two or three years in
succession, and never obtained a flower with a corolla, though the
seeds were all perfect.

X Cistus surrejanus, L., figured in Eng. Bot., t.2207, is a nearly
apetalous form of the common wild Helianthemum.

§ I have been informed by a very accurate botanist and close

observer that the seeds of Crinum sometimes appear to germi-
nate indifferently from any point in which they may be placed in
contact with the surface of the soil, as if germination in certain

cases might take place without the intervention of the embryo
or in its absence. The matter is well worth attention. I have
no observations ofmy own to offer on the subject, but I can bear
ocular testimony to the fact that it was the habit of the botanist

in question to raise seedlings from the large cellular bodies placed

merely on the surface of the soil, and not covered with it.
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t-inj seed, it is sufficient lor tho purpose of the cultivator

if impregnation have taken place to auch an extent mh to

insure tho swelling of tho Hiircoearp. It ifl to thm abor-

tion that many cases of Bterility are duo. The process

of impregnation iH no far successful jih to stimulate the

contents of tho embryo sac, ami tho fleshy walla of the

fruit ; lint after a time tho embryo 003968 to grow, ami
tho sarcocarp withers. This in especially the case in

stono fruit, an is well known, at least practically, to

overy cultivator, wIiobo fruit ho frequently deceives his

lippcs jiiHt when it iH undergoing the process of stoning.

Moyon haw studu d the matter in tlio cano of forced

chorrioa. From a very early st'igo of growth it ct.uld

bo prodictod certainly, in consequence of a eliango of

oxtomal form, and Hometimos a peculiar intensity of

colour, what fruit would ultimately prove abortive.
Tho shrivelling of the omhryo takes place; however,
{>roviously to the peculiar elongation of tho fruit. This
lappoim HomoliinoH beforo tho indication of cotyledons,
sometimes at tho commencement of their formation, and
somotinies when two-thirds of the embryonic sac are
Occupied by the embryo. The sterility is by no means
duo to deficient impregnation, but apparently to a
greater degree of heat than its growth requires, which
stimulates other parts at tho oxponso of tho embryo.
M. JT. B.

LOIS-WEIiDON CULTIVATION.
I usic tho term " double-digging " advisedly, because

it is really the only compound word that will suit my
case. For what is my practice ? At the outset I

plough tho whole field early in autumn an inch deeper
than tho staple, barrow, and roll, and harrow again

—

pulverising ami preparing it, in short, as for Barley. I

then got in my Wheat, leaving yard-wide fallow
intervals between the rows. When the Wheat is up
I begin to dig, which is done thus :—At the end of the
interval I first throw out on the headland about 3 feet

of soil to the entire depth I intend to go the first year,
and, supposing the staple to be 6 inches, and the 4 inches
of subsoil to be clay, this depth altogether will be
10 inches. The spadesman now, with a shallow spit,

casts the 6 inches of staple to the bottom of the trench
of this yard length of interval ; and then, with another
spit still shallower, throws the 4 inches of the Bubsoil
lightly on the top, and so on all over the field. This
process is clearly accomplished at two diggings ; and so,
as I think, may strictly be called " doubie-digging."

i My object in thus keeping the pure subsoil separate
and unmingled on the surface, which no single digging
to the same depth could do so effectually, is to enable
the atmosphere during winter to have its full and un-
obstructed influence on the clay ; and when this effect
bas been, produced, as it will be found to be in spring,
these important results will have ensued :— The clay
will have crumbled down to dust, a portion of its known
mineral constituents will have been rendered soluble,
and it will be brought into a condition to receive aud
retain the organic elements of fertility contained in the
atmosphere. It is only after this that the horse-hoe in
the summer well mixes the now pulverised clay with a
portion of the staple below, and fits the land for the
following crop.

In the third and fourth years (the other moiety of the
field having gone through a similar process the second
year) an inch more of the subsoil is brought to the
surface ; and so on year after year till a depth be
attained by inch degrees, of 20 or 24 inches, " beyond
which it is neither needful nor convenient to go." The
principle of the practice being that no more of the sub-
soil be brought to light than can be wholly pulverised
before it be mixed with the staple, it is evident that,
in the end, after many years of gradual deepening, and
repeated stirrings throughout each year, the entire depth
of these two full spits will have become friable as garden
mould, and therefore easy and inexpensive to dig, the
cost of the half acre amounting on an average to the
stated sum of 30s. or thereabouts.

This explanation, which I very willingly give in reply
to your courteous correspondent, is not an after thought,
but the same statement runs through the whole of my
pamphlet, though in order to avoid prolixity I have not
before gone so deeply into detail ; and if any one has
been misled by the term " double-digging," which I have
applied to my own case, it is not owing, I humbly
suggest, to any want of warning on my part. For at

pp. 10, 24, 29, 49, 53 (last edition), I have spokeu on
this point with equal decision if not with equal clearness.
* In digging the intervals, did I," the operator is to ask
himself, « bring up only so much of the sabsoil as could
be thoroughly pulverised and mellowed for the succeed-
ing crop

; of clay only a few inches ; of any subsoil,
just so much as would lose its rawness during the twelve
months' lallow V < 10.) " I have just sent in my spades-
men to trench the fallow intervals two shallow spits
deep." (24.) " At the commencement of my trenching
a field, I bring up only so much of the subsoil, say 4, 5,
or 6 inches, as can be penetrated by the atmosphere and
prepared for use by the one year's fallow, increasing the
quantity year after year, till the staple has become two
good spits deep. And when all has once been loosened
»n this way and become light, the calculations I have
•quoted may, 1 think, be considered correct." (29.) " Bv
means of the deep-stirring up-lifting fork, in. lieu of the
glazing and level plough, I bring up these mineral
treasures, inch by inch, to be disintegrated and
decomposed by summer fallow, exposing them
gradually year after year, till I reach the" limited
depth of 2 feet, beyond which it is neither need-
ful nor convenient to go." (49.) Aud, finally, in the

directions for cultivation, " Hie plnnl befog now dis-

tinctly vfsib)o,dfg the Intervals two spits deep ; fncreai

ing the depth year alter year till they oome to "' '<

2-1 inches. Ilring up at first only 4, or .'., or- '. Inches,

according to the nature ol the subsoil, whether tenacious

or loamy or light. To bring up more at the outset would
be n wasteful and injurious expense." (83.)

In my own caw, experience hna combined witb theory

and science in showing the extreme advantage, in pro.

ductiveness aH well hh outlay, of this accuracy of culti-

vation over the ordinary method of double-digging ; for,

10 ycort tig", " portion of my clay field, devoted In rOOl

and green crops, wan. by Oversight, double dug two full

Bpftsdeep at the outset, and this loot been tin- result : it

still remains heavy anil impracticable, and dofrH not ap-

pear likely to recover for years ; the clay clods>mingli <i

witb the Htaplo, come only partially under tbo influence

of the frost and wind and rain, and make mo mourn
over the unintended disregard of my own rule. 8'Smith,
/,o/.; HVrr/im, Jan. Hi. [It ih quite evident that the

term ''double-digging" is understood by different per-

sons in different senses. We shall have a word to say

next week upon this point.]

VEGETATION AND CLIMATES OF FOREIGN
COUNTRIES.

Undkr this head it is proposed to collect facts and
information which will doubtless be interesting to many
of our readers ; for most persons who trace the progress

of vegetation in our own country are also fond of com-
paring it with that of other lands. A correspondent,

resident at Nice, will supply us with observations from
that quarter during the present season, and we shall add
from other places such as may offer to us.

Nice, Jan. \2th
t

1(155.—The situation of Nice is on!
the southern coast, of Europe, in tho front of a large

bay of tho blue Mediterranean, and surrounded by a
triple chain of mountains which afford considerable

shelter from tho cold winds of winter. The climate is,

consequently, very favourable to vegetation, the average

temperature being about 10° higher than that of London.
Owing to the mildness of its winters a considerable

number of English, as well as natives of other countries,

resort there. Upwards of 600 families have arrived
for this season, including 220 English, 216 French,
20 German, 15 American, and 24 Russian. It is nearly

1000 miles from London, but may be easily reached in

five days. The railway from Paris to Marseilles is

expected to be opened throughout next month, and will

then offer still greater facility.

Very little frost is seen at Nice in ordinary seasons.

This year there has been some in the valleys. In
exposed places Heliotropes, Tomatoes, and young
Potatoes have been cut, but Peas (the pods of which are

still sold in the markets) look well, and many are in full

flower. Alpine Strawberries are also purchaseable,
5 oz. for id., grown in the vicinity. Greenhouses are
quite rare, even with nurserymen, and very poor
erections they are, hardly excluding the wind, with
seldom any provision for artificial warmth. The
gardens are certainly not well kept, and their general
condition would not be tolerated in England. In fact,

Nature seems to have done so much that the cultivators

are careless in doing the rest. Cauliflowers are be-

coming plentiful, those of a very large size are about
6d. each ; smaller ones, 2d. The Oranges, of wiiich

there is a good crop, are now getting ripe, their golden
colour contrasting well with the deep green shade of the

foliage. They are sold at \d. to 2d. per dozen, or about
4 francs per 1000. The weather for the last month has
been splendidly fine, only a few drops of rain since the

10th of December— like the best of our May weather in

England. The sun has great power ; the thermometer
exposed to its rays often exceeds 120°. Potatoes are

rather dearer than in England ; and so is bread.

The principal flowers now used in the bouquets (all

grown in the open air) are Roses, of various sorts, and
very numerous ; Ageratum mexicanum ; a kind of large

Candytuft called aspique ; Violets, Acacia, Mignonette,

&e.
The wild flowers in bloom are :—Erica multiflora

(very abundant and pretty), Coronilla, Mignonette,
Valerian, Anemones of various colours, Rosemary,
Narcissus, and Mountain Pinks. In the valleys are

also various sorts of Cistus, Arbutus. Bay, Box, Phyllires,

Privet, and much Myrtle. The American Aloe
flourishes, and several have flower-stalks 20 feet high.

State of the Thermometer in the Shade at Xice.

Jaouary 1

S
9

10
11

7 AJI. 12 P.M. 104 rjl

43 53 41
63 66 49
43 62 44
41 63 44
44 57 44
41 57 43
40 59 43
41 53 42
40 57 42
42 55 41
41 56 46

—£. 0.

CULTURE OF THE PEAR TREE.
Although the subject to which I have directed atten-

tion for the last eight months may be interesting to those
who are more immediately engaged in the cultivation of

Pear trees, yet it may not be so to many of your
readers ; I, however, feel it necessary to reply to certain

objections made to my remarks by my friend Mr.
Rivers, not with the view of convincing him of his error

» With a hot wind from the Jiorth.

01 \ 1 I i now tt. at to he HOJ I

hot to place the question ai i- fa it» right position,

Without further apology, I shall therefore cone at

on- ' to the point.

i ii true or fi it not thai for many yean 'i a crop of

Pears, in a great number ol gardens in England, hu
been deft cUvS ' I" it true, or not, that iii ;* i.oral tlio

trees cultivated in tho ope,, ground, whether an Pysta*

mlds, Qnenouilh >•, or {Standards, bars
pruning, thinning,

fost

It ia Impossible to reply to these questions otherwise

than in the allirmative, and it ha:, he.,, v.ith a view to

remedy the . -,ii that my eonti
i
peered fn

your pages. Id voted to the culture of fro t trees in a
climate and situation analogous to those of various

localities in England, and hav ng succeeded fn

culture by
i

' rsevei of cruin
•eii ntific principles, I nave Motored u> make roj

rience known in a Horien of articles in the
;

Qardt <<< -
'

( /— <• '
, and your readers »iil have bei

best judges of their utility, in these, however, 1 es*-

tainly have had no intention of forcing 091

any one, hut rather of inducing Home to lake them op
and put them into practice, offering, attheeame I

exhibit the good result* I have obtained from tho kytlcrm

I have pursued.

Instead of resorting to all corta of Mrange allegations,

to which it is needless to reply in detail, ami which can
only tend to confirm portions in a bad system of culture,

would it not have been better to have made a fair trial

of the application of tho principles I have laid down,
just by way of experiment ! A careful trial made for

two or three years would have shown which of u '-Jr.

Rivers or myself; is wrong ; or whether want of racceas

is to be exclusively attributed to difference of climate.

Tho advantages of growing as pyramids certain varie-

ties adapted for standards have, 1 believe, beenatated
in a previous article. 1 doubt, however, whether my
opponent knows them sufficiently to be able to judge of

their merits. It is not on paper, but in a quarter of

100 of these fruit trees, four or five years from the

graft, that, in the months of July and Au.ust, the utility

of the system can be successfully shown, and yet the

winds from the north sea or from the west are not less

violent in the neighbourhood of Brussels than in Here-

fordshire [Hertfordshire !] or in any other county in

England.
If I had not resorted to those standard trees for

grafting upon them the new sorts sent out, from 1847

to 1851, by the successors of the late Van Mons, I

should have had to wait three or four years longer

before I could have seen the fruits and have ascertained

their qualities. I even doubt whether the young plants

sent out during the above-mentioned period, and sub-

jected to artificial cultivation, would have been able to

show for fruit last spring in the nurseries of Sawbridge-

worth.

I have not hitherto adverted to the advantages and
disadvantages of artificial cultivation, but I hope to

notice them at the proper time and place, after having

treated of that which is more substantial, durable, and
of general application.

I hope my opponent, Mr. Rivers, will not be in too

great haste to criticise our new pomological acquisitions,

which he only knows by name ! They are more im-
portant than he appears to imagine. Believe me they

are the results of efforts which have cost too much lime
and money to be lightly judged of. I have tasted all

these fruits, either from the seedlings on their fruiting

for the first or second time, or from my own trees or
those of my friends, and I hope next year to be able to

submit good specimens of them to the judgment of the

pomological committee, and thus be able to convince all

as to their merits.

English cultivators mil not have to wait so long to

appreciate and possess these valuable varieties under
their right names as they did in the case of the Beurre
d'Hardenpont, Beurre Ranee, Marie Louise, and Beurre
Diel. It is very probable from their vigour and hardi-

ness that most of these new sorts will succeed perfectly

well in the climate and soil of England. It is also very

probable that, in point of delicacy and long keep ng, a

large number of these varieties, of which the mean
period of ripening is not yet completely established, will

surpass all others at present in cultivation ; and that

this will be the case as long as they are not subjected

to the influence of artificial culture, and as long as in

propagating them the preference is given to scions taken

at the proper time from trees cultivated on the Pear

stock, and which themselves have been propagated from
trees continued from Pear stock to Pear stock.

In conclusion, let me mention that the raisers of new
varieties of Pears are not responsible for changes which

may have been made in the lames originally given them.

Such changes ought to be attributed either to ignorance

or fraud, and a prudent man ought only to deal with

persons whom he knows well, and who have a reputation

for honesty in business transactions. If then you will

purchase in the cheapest market and get deceived, you
have only yourself to blame. /. De Jmghe, Broads,
Jan. 1.

SWAINSONIA GALEGIFOLIA.
This is a plant which is well worthy of a place in

every greenhouse, for, under proper treatment, it pro-
duces a profusion of pretty blossoms for some two or
three months in succession.

It is easily propagated either by means of seed?,

which are produced in abundance, or by cuttings of
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the half-ripe wood. The shortest jointed firmest bits

which can be obtained should be selected, and planted

in a light saudy, peaty soil, covered with a glass, and

placed in a shady part of a cool house for three weeks

or so, and then removed to a slight bottom-heat, where

they will soon emit roots. It will be found, however,

that the cuttings are impatient of too much damp,

—

henee water should be applied carefully, leaving the

glass off until the foliage gets dry, and removing it

occasionally, to wipe out damp. As soon as the

cuttings are sufficiently rooted to bear handling, pot

them singly in 4-inch pots, and place them in a nice

moist growing atmosphere till well established in their

pots. Supposing the cuttings to be potted off and esta-

blished by the end of May, which, if a plant is started

early in spring to supply cuttings, may easily be the

case, remove them to a cold frame, which can be kept

rather close and moist and shaded from the inid-day sun.

Attend to watering as may be required, and sprinkle

the plants over-head on the afternoons of bright days,

shutting up the frame rather early in the afternoon with

a moist atmosphere, but give air before night. When
the pots are found to be moderately well filled with

roots, give a liberal shift, say into 7-inch pots, and water

cautiously until the roots get hold of the fresh soil. Tie

out the shoots, and stop any over-luxuriant ones, so as to

keep the plants dwarf and well furnished, for they are

of a somewhat straggling habit, and unless stopping and
tying out are persevered in, compact specimens will not

be obtained. Expose the plants freely to sunshine and
air after the middle of August, in order to get the wood
well ripened before winter, and if this cannot be conve-
niently done in the frame, remove the plants to a shel-

tered sunny situation out of doors. During winter
they will require merely protection from frost, and a

Teyy spare supply of water, provided the wood has

been well ripened, and they may be placed in any
cold frame where they can be guarded from frost. As
soon as they show sigas of growth in spring remove
them to a close part of the greenhouse, and cut back

the shoots rather freely, in order to cause them to break
|

close; and when free growth commences shift into 12-
{

inch pots, and maintain as close and moist an atmosphere !

as can be conveniently done, until the roots lay hold of

the fresh soil. When this is the case the plants will

grow vigorously and will require attention to train the

shoots so as to secure handsome specimens. Persevere
in bending down strong shoots, and tie them so as to ,

equalise the flow of the sap, and preserve compact
specimens. Expose the plants freely to light and air,

i

giving a liberal supply of water at the root, and syringing
over-head on the evenings of fine days. By the middle !

of July the plants should be nice-sized specimens, and !

covered with blossoms, and they may now be removed
j

to any light airy part of the greenhouse or conservatory,
where they will be objects of considerable beauty till

late in the autumn. After their beauty for the season
is over, cut the shoots back to the well ripened wood,
thinning them out pretty severely, and water very
sparingly during winter. In spring, when they show I

indications of growth, turn them out of their pots and
j

reduce the ball, taking care to injure the roots as little :

as possible, and repot in the same sized pots. By annual
j

disrooting, and a free use of the knife to keep them
dwarf, the specimens will last many years. Manure
water in a weak state, given two or three times a week,

when the pots are full of roots, will be of service.

Good sandy, turfy loam, and rich, fibry peat, broken
up into small pieces, adding a liberal quantity of sharp

clean sand, and some small lumpy charcoal or potsherds,

will be found the most suitable compost in which to grow
Swainsonias. Alpha.

plenty of pot room, plenty of water, with as much
light as possible, and plenty of room between the plants

in the bed. Any one who carries out these directions

fully may make certain of being rewarded with plants

that will do him credit.

Poinsettiapidchcrrhia.—As this is universally admired
for its gay crimson or rather scarlet bracts, which may
frequently be seen enlivening the windows of the flower

shops in Coveut Garden market, the following hint on
its treatment may be useful. The plants are best raised

from single eyes (like Vines) taken from the hard
ripened wood of last year, and they should be repotted
into sandy loam and leaf-mould ; keeping them in a
Cucumber frame, and then in a low stove, as near the

glass as possible. They do pretty well in a greenhouse
or pit in July and August, if kept near the glass, and
not drawn, and then put into the stove in September,
watering them freely when in flower. Old plants which
have been cut down never have the floral leaves so
large as a young plant raised from eyes or cuttings.

Home Correspondence.
The Marie Louise Pear.—The name of " Nouvelle,"

recently applied to the name of this favourite variety in

your columns (see p. 21), is I think calculated to mislead
the public. In the catalogues of some of the Belgian
nurserymen may be found the following names—Marie
Louise (Duquesne), Marie Louise (Delcourt), Marie
Louise (Van Mons), Marie Louise Nouvelle, Marie
Louise de Jersey. These all resolve themselves into

one, the Marie Louise, now universally cultivated in

England, which was introduced about 30 years since,

and at that time called by Mr. Braddick, from the free

growing and hardy nature of the tree, " Braddick's
Field Standard." M. de Jonghe in p. 21 alludes to the

Eyewood Pear as a slender growing variety, requiring
support while iu a young state to form a pyramid. He
has most probably not received the true sort, for of all

the Pears under cultivation the Eyewood is the most
robust in its habit, forming most rapidly a strong thorny
tree, with a constitution adapted for all soils. We must
not rest till we have a race of Pears raised from seed in

this country equally hardy and robust. T. R.

Red Spider and French Beans.—I have to thank you
for your advice as to the destruction of red spider (see

p. 24). In your " Calendar of Operations " of the
6th inst., under the head of " Hardy Fruit and Kitchen
Garden," the following passage occurs :

—" Also see to

providing a supply of French Beans. These are
frequently grown in the early vineries or in plant houses,
but their liability to the attacks of red spider renders
them dangerous inmates of such structures." It so
happens that in the house where my Peaches were
attacked with this insect last autumn a crop of French
Beans was grown ; but I am unable to say whether it

first appeared on the Beans or on the Peach trees.

Since, however, this is the first instance of my ever
having been troubled with red spider the circumstance
is rather confirmatory of the correctness of your
Calendar writer's remark. The practice of growing
French Beans in vineries being very prevalent, if this

vegetable has so strong a tendency to the production of

the nuisance alluded to, many of your readers will

doubtless be able more fully to corroborate the necessity

of the caution than myself. S.B., January 17.

Rain, at Carlesgill, Westerlcirlc, Dumfriesshire, in
1854:—

COMMON THINGS.
Culture of the Cockscomb.—As a few well grown

Cockscombs, stiff and formal though they be, are found

to be very useful for decorating our greenhouses in

summer, a word or two on their culture may not be
uninteresting. About the beginning of next month
make up a strong hot-bed for them, the same in every

respect as is made up for Cucumbers. The mould in

which Cockscombs have been grown to a large size, is

half good strong loam and half good rich rotten dung
and leaf-mould, but the greatest proportion dung. As
soon as the plants are about 2 inches above ground,

pot them off into 3-inch pots; and when they have nearly

filled the pots with roots, shift them into some a size

larger, A sharp heat should be kept up iu the bed,

and when the plants are wanted to be dwarf they

should be kept very near the glass. The atmospheric
heat should be 60° at night, and in clear sunshiny
weather, with plenty of air, 70° in the day time ; but a
high temperature, without sun heat or bright light,

would cause the plants to " draw," which would not only

detract from their fine appearance, but likewise prevent
the combs from attaining their proper size. Whenever it is

found that the bed is too cold at the bottom of the pots,

which should be plunged in sawdust or tan,recourse should
be had toanew one, as it will be found thatmakinganew
bed will, in the end, be attended with less trouble than
the continually applying linings to an old one. Care
should also be taken, at the repotting, to have the pots
perfectly clean; in fact, the newer the pots are the
better. The mould in the pots should never be allowed
to get very dry. Pots 8 inches in diameter will be
sufficiently large for the last shifting. To sum up in a
few words, the success of growing Cockscombs well
depends principally upon paying attention to giving
them a good mild bottom-heat, plenty of air,

[n. Cts. Wetdavs. In. Cts. Wet days
January ... 5.66 20 August ... 6.60 16
February ... 5.38 16 September 3.10 .. . 1C

March 3.49 13 October ... 7.62 .. . 17
April 1.35 7 November... 2.6S IS
May 3.33 25 December ... 6.60 19
June 6.1S 16 —
July 3.45 18 55.44 195

Average for 12 years, 57.79

2d January ... Therm. 5" 22d October ... Therm. 22°

3d January 4 28th December 15
24th April 22

1 1th June, 2.50 of rain fell in 24 hours ; 2d August, 2.25

of rain fell in 1 8 hours. J. Little.

Bcriewers' Discoveries.—Good news for you, Mr.
Editor. I can communicate to you two facts which are

probably as new to yourself as they were to me.

Pray do not dispute or question their authenticity, for

they may both be found recorded in the September
number of the "Quarterly." The first is (p. 300)

that Mr. Myatt obtained the British Queen Strawberry

by "judiciously grafting the old stock." The second is

(p. 302) that lovers of Mangoes can purchase them in

" luscious luxuriance" at the frequent auctions held in

Monument Yard. When, Mr. Editor, will your jogtrot

publication give us such new, true, and interesting

matter as we can thus obtain from the. leading literary

journal of Great Britain ? /. S. B. [These are curious

instances of the little that clever men know of " com-
mon things." Our correspondent will, however, we
doubt not, agree with us in thinking that the article,

notwithstanding the blemishes he points out, and others,

is very interesting, and worthy the great periodical in

which it appeared.]

drafted Rhododendrons.—"J. R.'s " explanations of

the principles on which he founds his objections to

grafted Rhododendrons (see p. 821, 1854) do not, in

my opinion, strengthen or establish his theory relative

to the employment of layering instead of grafting ; he
has not given sufficient proof that the stocks generally

used are inferior in strength or luxuriance to the finer

hybrids, which is necessary before it can be considered

expedient to discontinue the practice of grafting. Hy-
brids between arboreum and catawbiense or maximum
(the seed being saved from either of the two last, other-

wise the hybrids are not hardy) have the most robust
habits of the crimson class, aud plants raised from seed
always assume a bushy habit, it being an almost inva-

riable rule that hybrids adopt the habit of the female
parent, and it is found that seedlings from ponticum or
maximum will from the first be far more luxuriant than
any of their hybrids; this fact will be apparent on a careful

examination of any large or at least varied collection.

Your correspondent, moreover, does not do justice to

the fact stated in my last communication regarding the
scions of grafted plants emitting roots and becoming ulti-

mately independent of the stocks by being planted deep,

a circumstance which ought to have removed his doubts,

even allowing his premises to be correct. In his remarks
at p. 6, 1855, he himself completely upsets his own
theory, for he there complains of the over luxuriance of

the stocks, which cause annoyance by throwing up
suckers. This of course could be easily got over by even
common management, and the gardener or amateur who
neglects or grudges to pay that attention to this truly

splendid family of plants fully deserves to get all his fine

hybrids starved. To prune and remove them is part

of his routine of business, and as necessary as his

annual rose or fruit tree pruning. This evil is certainly

not of so great magnitude as to warrant a total cessation

of the good and very often expedient practice of grafting.

The evil, if at all worth speaking of, is seen most in

Azaleas, wdiich during the first two or three years

after being grafted, are apt to throw up suckers.

These are, however, easily kept down, and as the scion

gathers strength they gradually disappear. I could

show " J. R." an extensive collection of Ghent varieties

in this establishment, many of them grafted 14 years,

which grow and thrive and flower every year to the

admiration of all who see them, with none of the " broken
off branch" appearance described by your correspondent.

As regards the striking of Rhododendrons by cuttings,

" J. R." will find by experience that though it is

possible in some cases, it is as tedious and troublesome

as in the case of Firs, if not more so, as it will take a

great many years before they are fit to be planted out.

Hugh Fraser, Stanwell Nurseries, Leith.

Spade or Fork Husbandry.—Since the publication of

the " Word in Season," this mode of cultivation has

been rapidly spreading. Any well ascertained facts

as to the cost may be useful. One of your corre-

spondents, in a recent number of your Journal, seems to

question the accuracy of Mr. Smith's statements as to

this matter. I have had from 8 to 14 men at work on

my farm for the last four or five weeks in double trench-

ing with Parkes's forks, the depth of the soil brought

up varying somewhat according to its quality (which

also determines the price of the work), being in no case

less than 15 inches, and in one full 18 inches. lam
just now finishing a field of 5 acres, which from the

great dryness of the last year works heavily ; the subsoil

or under spit, which is placed uppermost in this enclosure,

is principally a compact stony loam, but in one part a

chalky marl. Probably the work is as difficult as would
be found in most mixed soils. The stirred land as left by
the men is 16 inches deep. The average of a day's

work is between 5 and 6 rods each man, and the price

I give for it is 6d. per rod. Two years ago, when the
price of labour was lower, I had the same work done
for 4£d, but in that case the under soil being mild brick
earth it worked easier, and to the depth of 18 inches. For
some of the men I purchase the forks, they paying me
6d. per week for the use of them. Others purchase
their own. I use Parkes's four-tined fork, the
tiues of which are 13 inches long. I have to-day
measured several of these forks, which have been
daily in use for five weeks, aud the wear of the
tines is from 3 to 4^ inches. In a less stony soil

they would, of course, last much longer ; on an average
I think the expense of the tool may be put down at 6d.

per week. The fork thus shortened is probably a better

implement for stirring the soil iu the summer, as recom-
mended by Mr. Smith, than a new one, or for breaking
up some 4 or 5 inches of strong clay where it is not
desirable to go deeper. Mr. Parkes also engages to
renew the worn-out forks if sent to his agents Messrs,
Burgess and Key, of Newgate Street, at a cost of 3s. 6d.
each. Occasionally, if carelessly used, a tine will break
off at its junction with the cross bar, and I think they
should be cast with more strength at that part, and the

manufacturer would lose no credit if he was careful

not to send out damaged work, which I have sometimes
noticed. It is a costly tool for a labourer. None of my
men earn less than 1 5s. per week, and some of them
considerably more. I shall confine myself in this note

to the cost of labour ; hereafter I shall hope to send

you the results of this system of cultivation, when the

facts are clearly realised. Henry Dixon, Dorwards Hall,

Witham, Essex, Jan. 1 3.

^ecu-ties?.

Botanical, Dec. 14.

—

Prof. Balfour in the chair.

—

Dr. Balfour exhibited the following donations recently

made to the Museum of Economic Botany at the Roya!
Botanic Gardens : from Wm. Murray, Esq., sample of

sugar obtained from the Sugar Pine (Pinus Lam-
bertiana) ; from Chevalier Clausseu, specimens of

paper-pulp and papers made from Corchorus olitorius,

Tilia, Urtica dioica, Juncus, Pinus, Calluna vulgaris

and Yaccinium Myrtillus ; and Tannate of Soda ex-

tracted from the last mentioned. Dr. Balfour exhibited

a peculiar concrete substance, called Pietra fungaia or'

Mushroom Stone, receivedj from Naples by the Hon.
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Lord Murray. Dr. Balfour road an extract from a

letter he had received from Dr. W. A. Whito, Assistant

Surgeon, 47th Regiment, dated "Camp bofore Sobas-

topol, Nov. 17, I05i," accompanying seeds of a supeiior

Melon lie had gathered in th« orchards on the banks of

the KatBcha. "All who visited those orcliarde wore

surprised at tho extraordinary abundance and variety

of tho fruit-trees, Very many different varietieB of the

.Apple and Pear, Peaches, Apricots, Nectarines, Quinces,

tho I'lum, tho Cherry, tho Walnut, llio Almond, iho Fig,

wore growing in the greatoBt profusion within the space

of mi aorej whilst the eurrounding vineyards wt re laden

with the finest Grapes. Vegetables too, were in great

abundance, the enormous sizo of which excited our
surprise, considering tho little apparent amount of

labour oxpomlod on their cultivation. The garden
implements woro rude and simple, a rich noil and a

warm southern mm rendering any artificial operations

unnecessary. Tho country after passing iho Belboo is

thickly wooded with dwarf Oak for tho distance of about

four miles, when a rapid descent lakes place into the

valley of lnkermann, at tho south-western extremity of

which Sebastopol is situated, which is surrounded with

bare rocky hills nearly destitute of vegetation." Mr.
W. Murray exhibited fresh specimens of the leaves,

cones, and timber of numerous (Jonifeno, brought by
him from California, anion;; which were Piuus Monti-

cola, Jeffreyi, tuboreulata, Uonthaniiana, Lambertiana,
Abies grandis, nobilis, Douglasii, with species of Thuja,

Taxus, and Cupressus, and Cono of Wellingtonia

gigantoa. lie stated that ho had likewise brought largo

quantities of the seeds of most of them. Among the

papers read were: — ]. Sketch of the Life of the late

Prof. I',. Forbes. By Prof. Halfour. 2. On Hypericum
angUoum. By Charles C. Babington, M.A., F.R.S. In
this paper the author states that he is disposed to look
upon tho Hypericum found by Dr. Balfour on the banks
of tho Glanmiro river, Ireland, as identical with II.

hircinum. He also mentioned that Mr. Isaac Carrol, of

Cork, looked upon the plant as having been introduced
in the locality mentioned. Mr. B. is disposed to think
that the true H. anglicum of Bertoloui exists in Britain.

A specimen agreeing with it in character was found by
Mr. T. R. Folwhele above Falmouth harbour, Cornwall,
and specimens of the same kind exist in Dr. Balfour's
Herbarium, gathered by him on the banks of the Crinau
Canal, in Galway, Ireland, and near Culross. H.
anglicum is represented in English Botany, t. 1225,
under the uamo of II. Androsfomutn. It is distinguished
chiefly by its much branched stem, two-winged pedun-
cles, sub-cordate-ovate rather acute leaves, few-flowered
cymes, ovate rather acute and unequal sepals, and by
the styles exceeding the stamens. The paper will

appear in the Annals of Natural History and in the
Society's Transactions. 3. On the Structure of the
Anthers of Erica. By John Lowe, Esq. The author
remarked, " I have to bring before the Society's notice
this evening a short sketch of two peculiar features
occurring in the anthers of the Erica. The anthers of

this genus are usually described in botanical works as
consisting of two loculi, which open and discharge their

pollen by means of lateral pores. So far this is true,

for if we examine a fully expanded flower, the anthers
will be seen to be free, aud to have a pore or rather
slit on each side ; but if a young unexpanded flower be
examined, the anthers instead of being free will be
found to be connected together into the form of a circle,

and no pores will now be seen. Their future discon-
nection appears to be caused by the increase of the
pollen in the same manner that valves are separated in

valvular dehiscence. The first who noticed the pecu-
liarity above mentioned was, I believe, that very accu-
rate observer, Mr. Robert Brown. 4. Summary of the
Flora of the Lake district of England. By Mr. James
B. Davies.

Notices of 23ooft$ t

The Englishwoman in Russia; Impressions of the

Society and Manners of the Russians at Home. By
a Lady. 8vo. Murray. (10s. 6a!.)

Russian Life in the Interior, or the Experiences of a
Sportsman. By Ivan Tourghenieff, of Moscow.
12mo. Black. (6s.)

These two works convey a clear idea of the present
state of society in Russia ; in the first we have a vivid
picture of the habits of the higher orders, in the latter
we find a copious illustration of couutry life and of the
condition of the peasantry. Both appear to be the pro-
ductions of persons intimately aequaiuted with the
nation. The Englishwoman is a lady who resided in
the country for 1 years, and only quitted it when the
present war broke out ; the sportsman professes and
seems to be a native country gentleman. The impression
which our authors produce is unfavourable to the
Russian character, and cannot fail to lower it in the
eyes of strangers. Each tells the same story, although
in different terms ; the Englishwoman with infinite
grace and vivacity, the sportsman in a somewhat tedious
but sufficiently graphic way. From both we gather the
general fact that all classes of society are utterly lost to
what in the western world constitutes high feeling—bru-
tality characterises the government ; immorality society

;misery the peasantry ; venality everybody. There
are many exceptions to this general charge, and it is
right to state that among them is especially included the
present Emperor, who is painted like an augel enthroned
imong fiends. To give a notion of the state of

lln ian high society as descrlbi d by the Englishwoman,
ive i ike a h w of the very striking am cdo

her pages arc crowded,

A lady bud imprudi ntly tout I imo foi bidden

Bubjeot at a masquerade :

—

" Tho next morning she wo dl igi il

by a villi from mi ollicor of the secret police, who
politely requested her to accompany him '--

l

Orloff'i ohioo. Such an invitation we e, not to

bo rof'ui ' il
l
be w< "I Lliltii" libit, ly. 'I ! I IB

received hoc was uima.'biUie' Itself j he kindly pointed to

a Beat that Btood near, and l>hui<ily procet di ! to

a low questions concerning the previous evi

amusement, to all of which the terrified lady tremblingly

replied ' the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the

truth,' for no equivocation would have availed bet En

that place. When the interrogation was finished, the

chair Buddenly Batik through the floor, and I am ashamed
to sny that from the band of some unseen person below
she received a correction such as little boys used for-

merly to bo subjected to from the birch of old-fashioned

schoolmasters."

" The :;: • mixl'nrtunc ii rai'l to have owiirn 'I about

four months ago to a certain noble princess from the
south, who expressed some sympathy with the cause of

the Western Powers. I have often asked Russians,
when they were boasting of their great civilisation, if

this wore a proof of it. Once the reply was that 'a

great many of tho Russian ladies deserved to be beaten,
and that it would do them a great deal of good.' At
another time, iu speaking of the peasant-women being

so treated, a certain Prince A replied that ' they
were not worthy of tho title of women ; they were no
better than cattle!'"

" When abroad, the Russians invariably deny that
such a state of things exists ; they will even sometimes
attempt to hide it in their own country, which shows
that at the least they have the grace to be ashamed of it."

Money is the subject nearest to a Russian's heart :

—

' In no country is more avidity displayed in the pur-
suit of gain ; only speak of a piece of silver, and a
Russian's eyes sparkle at the sound, and he is ready to

do anything in order to obtain it. Copecks and whisky
are the two greatest temptations of his heart. M.
P ski, a gentleman of education, assured me, only
the morning I left St. Petersburg, that they were in

much more danger from the pillage of the lower classes

than from any exterior enemy ; and he expressed the
greatest fears for the consequences of bringing so many
thousands of wild savages of soldiers into the town, for,

if they rose, it would be en masse, and he was fearful

that the great temptation offered by the sight of a
civilised capital for the first time would shortly prove an
irresistible one ; if they did have an outbreak, it would
sweep the upper classes away like a torrent."

The treatment of serf's makes us shudder as we write :

" One of the trials that took place before raj' friend's

husband was that of a proprietress who had amused
herself with shamefully cutting and maiming several

children on her estates ; when asked what could have
induced her to commit acts of such demoniacal cruelty,

her reply was, ' C'etait pour me distraire !
' She was

exiled to Siberia."

" During our stay in Jaroslaf a commission was sent

from St. Petersburg to inquire into the manner in which
the slaves of a neighbouring estate had been treated by
their proprietress. Her shameful conduct had driven the

unhappy serfs to such desperation that some of them had
found the means to escape, and had fled to the capital

;

they threw themselves at the feet of the Emperor, and
implored him, in the name of God their common Father,
to be their friend aud protector, and to do them justice,

as they had none other that would help them. His
Majesty (wdio, if unbiassed by evil counsellors and inte-

rested landowners, is always ready to listen to the

prayers of his poor peasants) promised that, if he found
that they were guiltless, and had spoken truly, he would
see that they received justice, and immediately gave
orders that the strictest inquiries should be made con-

cerning them. The result was that the estate was taken

from the lady wdio had so ill-treated the peasants ; she
was allowed a small pension, enough to keep her from
actual want, out of the rents, aud the property was put
uuder the care of trustees, that she should uo longer

have the power in her hands which she had so disgrace-

fully abused. Even her daughters were removed from
her guardianship, lest her example should have a bad
influence on them.

" Many other instances have been mentioned to me
in which the Emperor has displayed as much humanity
as justice ; undoubtedly there would be fewer abuses

were it possible that the knowledge of them could reach
him ; but thousands of vile and unjust actions are com-
mitted that 'are hushed up aud escape the punishment
they deserve. The Russians staud infinitely more in

fear of the Emperor than they do of their Creator. The
common saying, ' The Czar is near, but God is far off,"

gives a good idea of their feeling on the subject."

After reading such anecdotes as these we suspect that

the reader will be tempted to ask with us—what then

is the difference between Russian civilisation and
Turkish barbarism I It is some consolation to find that

so well-informed a person as our very clever and enter-

taining authoress is of opinion that this present state of

things cannot last, but that some tremendous political

hurrieaue is about to sweep over the country and purify

the atmosphere ; that in fact the Russians have already

arrived at the reign of their Louis XV.

Garden Memoranda.
Lonn ii

Mr, Loddlgi :

• »« fell

;

building r proposed new sin

numcroo remains. Mr. Loddiges has,

in< 1 bin unrivalled
Orchids and I

.,
|

on the outh • ol the old nursery, snd
behind his •

, boOM
(tho old Heath-hoi ofed Louses,
together with a small show ho
colli etion or i

those in bloom in thi

Bictonii nsc,

several Zygonetalun
of Lycastc Skinneri, and, what often found
in i 'in, Dendrobium Bpceiosum. There w»« also
in this house, though not in flower, a iir^-e compact
mass of Lo-lia superbiens, which promises raaj
two more to be a noble specimen. In one of the span-
roofed houses Sopbronitis grandiflora was in Hi
blocks suspended from thi roof, and on a shelf below
them were several plants of Brougbtonia sanguines, the

bright crimson flowers of which have a cheerful

ance at this season of the year. This plant requires
little moisture, but it likes plenty of light and beat, and
therefore it is found to do best when grown dose to the
glass, where it gets well roasted by ihe sun. The Urge
yellow Oncidium bifolium and one or two Lady's clippers
were also in flower in this stove. The other span-roofed
bouse is glazed with rough plate glass, and is I

through the show-house, which is at present fib'

Camellias and a few rare Ferns. Among the latter was
a noble plant of the handsome Gleichenia scandens, a
New Holland species nearly allied to G. microphylla

;

also Mertensia liabellata, another New Holland
of great beauty ; and here, in a Wnrdian case, was like-

wise the New Zealand Todea pellucida in the shape of a
little tree with short stem and spreading branches (leaves).

This is a Fern which requires a good deal of care to

cultivate, and it is very difficult to propagate ; its

beauty, however, amply repays any extra attention
which it may demand. The Orchid-bouse connected
with the show-house just mentioned is glazed with
rough plate-glass, and a little strip of z'nc

2 inches wide, bent to a right angle in the middle, is

tacked on below each astragal, in order to cany* off

condensed moisture which would otherwise fall on the
plants in the shape of drip. This is found to be a cheap
and good way of remedying the evil. Among plants in
flower in this bouse, we remarked Dendrobium anos-
mum, a handsomer kind than D. macropbyllum, to
which it is related, and it has none of that Rhubarb
scent about it which belongs to the last-named species.

Associated with it were also D. albo-sanguineum and
Dalhousieanum, the ivory-white flowered Cymbidium
eburneum, the variety of Aerides affine sometimes
called Colonel Fielding's Foxbrush, a noble plant of
Ccelogyne asperata, otherwise called Lowii, Ansellia
africana, and a few other plants, all of which were in
very good condition.

FLORICU L.TU RE.

Pansies in Pots—My cold frames are again becom-
ing gay with these delightful spring flowers. Duke of

|
Norfolk. Sir Philip Sidney, Disraeli, Ophir, Robert
Burns, Euphemia, France Cycole, Mrs. Beck, Duke of
Perth, Climax, and one or two seedlings which I expect
will be first class flowers, already arrest attention. Those
who have never tried to cultivate the Pansy in lb

have little idea what a profusion of really gay flowers is

produced by this plant during the whole of the early

months ; and with proper attention they will blossom
in good character till the latter part of May. As
regards cultivation, little need be said ; for the Pansy
is not difficult to manage. Plants for early flowering

should be potted up from the open ground in

October. If the weather is open in the las; week
in January, or the first week in February, begin

to repot generally, using soil consisting of good
decomposed turfy loam, rotten manure, a little kaf-

mould, and coarse sand, the latter in proportion to the

nature of the loam. The soil should not be pressed hard

with the hand ; no water should be given for a day or

two after potting. Before, as well as after this opera-

tion, the plants must be kept well np to the glass. They
should have from two to six shoots, or strong leaders:

and to keep them to these chosen shoots, a number of

small ones must from time to time be removed. These

cuttinas answer the double purpose of strengthening the

main shoots, and producing a stock of young plants

which will supply the place of the old ones when worn
out. Keep the frames in whieh tbey are

whenever tlie weather is favourable, pulling the tights

back or tilting them up ; maintain the plants in a grow-
ing state by watering them as often as they require it,

going over them for this purpose every day. Plants

that have several shoots should be tied into shape,

placing the centre-branch upright in the middle, and
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the remainder at equal distances all round ; but the

plant must be shaped according to the number of

shoots : three leading branched are sufficient if cut

blooms only are required. Another advantage is, that

the same plants, from the succession of bloom they pro-

duce, will answer the double purpose of exhibiting in

pots or stands of cut flowers. Alter the putting, as

above recommended, has taken place, take the earliest

opportunity at which the ground is in a fit state, to

plant out any stock not required to bloom under glass,

or plants that have been wintered in stores, &c., which
will bloom through May or June, and produce a stock

of good healthy cuttings. By following the simple and
inexpensive treatment just recommended, I am sure

that those who take the little trouble that it entails will

not fail to be gratified by a fine display of bloom, which,

from its long continuance, will most certainly afford

much gratification. T,

Tun Auricula.—About the middle of March, if

the weather is fine, the trusses will be getting suffi-

ciently forward to select those intended for exhibi-

tion. Seven pips are the lowest number allowed
by our metropolitan societies ; therefore select the

most promising, containing that number and up-
wards. Those with round buds, as nearly of a size

as possible, the truss also round and compact, should

be particularly selected, and if there are any monster
pips among them with large oblong tubes or other
deformities, remove them while young. At this stage

of their growth, care must be taken in watering that

none be allowed to fall into the tubes or pipe, if it

happen to be exposed, as is the case with some varieties
;

for although tin* buds be so young, the meal of the eye
may be formed, and if so the water will run the meal
over the ground-colour, and when the blossom is ex-

panded it will be found dull and unfit for exhibition.

The mealy-grass varieties require a little extra atten-

tion, for their beauty is much increased by preserving
the white powder on their foliage. To obtain this

object without drawing the plauts more than possible,

I nail a strip of wood on each side the centre bar of the

frame, of sufficient width to shelter them from rain, and
place the plants beneath it. By this means they enjoy
a free circulation of air and light till iu a proper state

of forwardness to remove under the hand-glasses, or on
!he stage. L.

Polyanthuses in Pots.—The Polyanthus under pot-

i-uUure does best in a western aspect from the present
time to the end of its blooming. Give as much air

jfpossible during the day, unless strong cold winds are
ilowing ; then keep the lights on. If the frame is in a
western aspect, give air at back, by lifting the lights

.about three inches; but if in a southern one, lift the
lights at ths front. Protect them at night : a mat
or two thrown over the frame will be advisable. Top-
dress as early next month as you can, if the atmo-
sphere is riot frosty. Polyanthuses thrive best in a
cool soil, rather strong iu quality than otherwise. One
measure of decomposed cow-manure, two of leaf-mould,

and two of strong loam (top spit), are suitable for them;
but for top-dressing only, the compost given for the
Auricula will answer. Water them moderately, in-

creasing the quantity as the plants increase in growth
;

and allow them to receive light showers during the

month when the weather is open. B. W.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

f

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conseuvatory, &c.—Where the twiners for covering

the roof are grown in boxes, or have but limited root

room, as much of the surface soil should be removed
annually as can be done without seriously injuring the

-roots, replacing it with some good rich, ffresh material,

and this cannot be done at a better season than the

present. The conservatory or show-house should very

soon be full of floral beauty. Camellias, Lnculias,

Epacrises, Heaths, Primulas, Mignonette, Tree Violets,

• Cinerarias, Daphne indiea, and many other showy
things, may easily be had in bloom about this time

;

and, with proper convenience, a few Poses and other

forced plants, as Oranges, bulbs, &c, should also be
coming in, and will greatly assist in maintaining the

gaiety so desirable in this house.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinery.—There is often considerable difficulty expe-

rienced in getting the requisite number of plants to show
fruit at this season, and where this is the case every
-advantage should be taken of mild weather to maintain
a brisk temperature, which may be kept at from 70°
to 75° by night, and 80° to 85° by day. The difficulty

of getting plants to show fruit is generally the result

of their growth not having been properly matured in

time to allow the plants a period of comparative rest
before subjecting them to forcing with the view of
getting them to show fruit, and where any difficulty

of this kind is experienced timely attention should be
given to the preparation of the plants for another
season, which is the only means of having them at
command. All that can be done this season, however,
with backward plants will be to take advantage of bright
days to maintain a brisk temperature, letting it rise
to 80° or 85° with sunshine, and 70° to 75° should be
secured at night. Maintain a moist growing atmo-
sphere, but do not syringe plants overhead that are
showing fruit. Also see that the roots are in a properly
moist state, using tepid water where any is wanted.
Vinery.—In houses being started use means to get the

buds to break regularly, and where necessary bend the

Vines, raising the backward buds to the highest point

;

maintain a moist atmosphere, and sprinkle the Vines
morning and afternoon. When the buds begin to break
the night temperature may be increased a lew degrees,

but it should not exceed 55° until they are all fairly

started, and 65° by day should not be exceeded except
with sunshine and air. Rub off all superfluous buds,

taking care to leave the stronger ones, but in cases where
there is any fear about the show of fruit, it will be

advisable to leave all promising buds until the bunches
can be perceived. It is only in cases, however, where
the Vines are in a bad state that there need be any fear

about destroying all superfluous buds as soon as this can
be done. Admit air on every mild day, using a suf-

ficient amount of fire heat to maintain the proper tem-

perature. Look well to the border, and see that it is

protected from wet or sudden changes of weather ; and,

where fermenting materials are used, turn them as often

as necessary, adding a small quantity of fresh leaves

and dung, in order to maintain a steady heat.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Let the most be made of fine weather when" it

returns, in the way of pushing forward new work,
alterations, and all out-doors operations, for we may
expect any time to have unfavourable weather for such
work, and the ordinary spring duties will shortly be

requiring attention. Where the turf is at all unlevel

time should be spared in course of this or next month
to repair this, as if lifted later than February it might
require some attention to get it to take quickly. Unlevel

turf is an eyesore the season round, and it makes the

mowing more tedious and difficult, hence it is worth an
effort to spare time to make whatever little repairs may
be necessary here. Sweep lawns occasionally to clear

them of fallen bits of branches, &c., and use the roller

here and on gravel frequently to secure a firm smooth
surface. Let the stock of plants, except those that may
be wanted to furnish cuttings, be freely exposed to air

whenever the weather will admit, so as to keep them
hard and render them less liable to damp off in the event
of their having to be kept covered up for some time
Any of the stock from which many cuttings are wanted
should be removed to a light warm situation without
loss of time, first washing the pots and clearing aud
adding a little fresh soil to the surface of the ball. Some
kinds of Verbenas, &c:, are very subject to mildew when
placed in heat in the winter season, but this is easily

kept in check by means of sulphur, only let the sulphur
be applied the moment the pest makes its appearance.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any planting of fruit trees still remains to be clone

this should be seen to very soon, and every available

despatch used to get it completed. If it is worth while

to occupy ground with fruit trees, and incur the

expense, &c, of planting them, it Certainly is worth
consideration whether the ground is in the best possible

state of preparation for being planted with fruit trees,

and to incur any expense and trouble which may be

requisite in order to render the ground as suitable as can
be made for the kind of trees with which it is to be
planted. To do this is seldom a work involving much
direct outlay, for provided the ground is well drained,

there is little else required except labour, materials for

concreting, and a supply of good loamy soil, all of

which cau generally be obtained about most places.

But it is useless to plant trees without there is a fair

prospect of their doing well, and the necessary prepara-

tions for securing this can be more conveniently, cheaply,

and efficaciously made before planting than afterwards,

and the requisite preparations should be made, even if

doing this should necessitate putting off planting until

another season. Push forward the digging or trenching
as the case may be, and get all vacant ground turned
over as soon after this as circumstances will admit. In
the kitchen garden as in other departments alterations

will occasionally be required, such as taking up and
relaying Box-edgings that have become imperfect, or
those that have grown too strong and bulky, turning or

covering walks with fresh gravel, and such jobs should

be done if possible before the busy season.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending Jan. 18, IS.'>5, hb observed at the Horticultural Garden*.

Babumbteb.
WindJan.

a

Ol the Air. Otthe Earth

Max. film. Max. Mid. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2 lett

deep.

Friday IS 23 30,543 3(1.519 41 32 36.5 41 45 N.E.
Sdtur. 13 30.530 30.432 42 26 43 444 N.E.
Sunday 14 26 30.4 f8 30.434 41 19 3i '.0 43 44 N.E.
Mon.. la 2'i 3n.4-i6 30.223 21 •:s.o

,

41 43 VV.
Tues. iC Si 30.081 30.nl 7 22 31.0 4C 42 N.
Wed. 17 3IU77 30.011 32 20 26.0 39 42 N.E.
Thurs. 13 « 30.118 29.955 34 13 26.0 39

43.0

N.E.

Average

.

30.325 'in 1.7 37. S 22.6 30.2 41.2

an. 12—Fossy ; hazy clouds ; overcast.
— 13— Hazy; overcast; l'rosly-at nijhf.
— 14—Fine; cloudy; clear; sharp frost at nipht.
— 15—Hazy clouds; clear aud frosty; slight snow.
— 16—Drizzly; fine; overcast; frosty.
— 17—Snowing slightly ; heavy snow-showers ; clear and cold; hard

frost.

— 18—Frosty; clear and cold; snowing.
Mean temperature of the week GJ deg. helow the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Jan. 27, If65.

$U
a o.

£S
No. Of
Yeersin
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
ol Ruin.

Prevailing Wind*.

Jan.
55 'A

4

=4

4 1 7 7 4

Z

Sunday 21 42.6 33.0 G7-S 13 0.21 in 2
Mon. 22 42.3 33.6 3H.2 14 0.14 '/ 4 1 a win 7 y
Tues. 2.1 44.5 33.5 39.0 14 0.60 1 a 2 3 -"» ** '£ 4
Wed. 24 42.5 32.5 37.5 10 H.11 S a 2 1 ;ni 5 1

Thurs. 25 44.3 31.5 38.9 11 0.50 1 H a 1 •i in 4 3
Friday 26 45.0 32.3 33.7 12 0.17 1 4 3 3 1 10 4 3
Satur. 27 42.8 32.7 37M 10 CU7 .'i 4 — 4.12 4 —
The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 23d,

1354—therm. 53 deg. ; and the lowest on the 25th, 1927—therm. 15 "leg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Camellias : B. The blemishes on the petals of your flowers are,

doubtless, caused by cold and damp. %
Chesnuts: XX will be obliged by some of our correspondents
informing him what is the best mode of preserving these from
the ravages of mice after they are sown.

Geological Advertisement: Doone. What would you think of
such an advertisement as this?—" Naturalists are hereby re-

quested to satisfactorily deny the following statements:—The
sun shines by day. The solid constituents of plants are formed
out of water, carbon, nitrogen, and various saline matters. The
best reply to the above will be published nt the expense of the
Challenger, provided it be not too long." "Would you not think
the advertiser a lunatic?

Holly Hkdge: A B. There is no objection to the plan proposed;
but a better way would, perhaps, be in the end of August or
beginning of September to take up the whole of the hedge and
replant it, trenching the ground as you proceed, and working in
young plants where they are wanted. As you plant settle the
soil well about the roots with water; but do not trample it, and
cover in the whole with a little dry soil to keep in the moisture.
If you have plenty of manure, a small quantity of it well
rotted may be mixed with the mould, which is put about the
roots ; but the best way would be to use it in the shape of good
mulching on the surface. %

Ice : WB. Do not use salt. Pick the ice from any clean pond or
river. Do not pound it, but pack it as closely as possible, and
remember that the more solid the pieces are the better it keeps.
The thin surface ice with which we are so often obliged to be
satisfied in this country keeps badly. If you could freeze the
whole contents of your ice house into a solid mas?, it would
keep better; but how will you get it out when you want it?

Insects: T Y. The white matter on the shreds of your Plum
tree seems to be the secretion of a coccus or scale insect ; if so,

your trees ought to be scrubbed with a brush and hot water
(140°), and all the shreds and dead wood cut away. IF.

Kitcuen Garden Refuse : Young Gardener. Provide a hole well

lined with puddled clay; into this put daily all your soft

vegetable refuse, waste kitchen stuff, and house slops. "When-
ever you burn weeds, or sticks, or clay, add the ashes to the heap.

Carry to it all the leaves you don't want for leaf mould. After
laying five or six summer months, take it out, turn it well over,

and begin a new heap. In six months more it will be good
manure. You may hasten its decay and improve its quality by
adding gas-water I'r-m the gas-works if they arc near. As to

the seeds of weeds, if you are good for anything «s a gardener,

no weeds will be allowed to seed near you. Do not add old tan,

which ruins a "mixen," unless you burn it, when its ashes
become as valuable as other wood ashes. If the heap becomes
offensive, you must either add peat charcoal, or cover it with
earth.

Mossy Apple Trees: Lichen. Scrape the moss off by all means,
and burn it. You need not meddle with the twigs, but confine

the operation to the trunk and main branches, which you
cannot easily hurt. A trowel is a good instrument, as it is

handy to use and takes off all the loose bark as well.

Names of Plants : "We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them— and that most willingly. It is now-

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may bo
sent us at one time.

—

Leo. It is Ipomcea Quamoclit, a tender
annual. It requires rich warm soil, and a warm corner in the
garden, when all night cold is over. Your plants seem to have
died from wet, cold, and the want of fresh air. We should not
sow it before April. We have seen it flowering beautifully iu
the warm light anil of Norfolk.

Names of Fruits : G F. From your description and sketch of

the Apple grown about Norwich, it is, doubtless, Hubbard's
Pearniam.—B A. 1, Early Nonpareil; 2, Easter Pippin; 3,

Like Golden Keinette; 5, Bedfordshire Foundling; 6, Syku
House Russet. The Pear is unknown, probably something
wild

;
you may mark it worthless.

j|

Oxalis : A H. would be glad of a list of hardy Oxalis, conspicu-
ous enough to be worth one's cultivating. He ouly knows of
Floribuuda, and Deppii, and Bowii doubtful.

Pomoloqical Societv : J T. We do not know what the arrange-
ments are. You should apply to the Secretary, 20, Bedford
Street Covent Garden.

Potato Yam: Z. You have received young tubers, not sets. The
latter are, wc presume, unattainable at present.

Sikkim Rhododendrons : Old Sub. The following varieties of
these are now set with flower-buds in the Hort. Society's Garden
nt Chiswick, viz., Edgeworthi, cinnabarinum, glaucum and its

dwarf variety, ciliatum and its variety, alphium, Theffiflorum,
and niveiim."^

Temperature : Strawberry-leaf. The following was the ground
temperature at 1 foot and at 2 feet deep, for the months of
November and December, from 1844 to 1854: inclusive:

—

Depth. Months. 1S54. 1853. 1852. 1851. 1S50. 1849.

lfoot ...-[
November 46.53
December 42.69

November 47.58
2 feet J No
.Jieet ...-j December (44,43

44.28
38.19

47.30
41.56

47.97
45.69

47 .S5
45.17

41.18
41.26

41.96
41.06

46.28
40.54

46.96
41.32

47 75 49.05
42.30 43.01

1 foot ..

|

2 feet
=1

November
December

November
December

184S.

44.83
43.59

46 06
45.29

47.96
44.14

49.71
45.67

48.03

38.21

49.61

41.06

46.20'

41.4S

47.7:1

43.47

1844,

46.45
36.95

45.85

39.79

Nov.

Dec.

From the above it appears, that in

J"
The highest mean temperature occurred in 1846.. .48.03

\ The lowest ditto ditto 1851.. 41.18

f The highest mean temperature occurred in 1S52. ..45.69

{ The lowest ditto ditto 1844.. 36.95

Tritomas: A IT. solicits information respecting these plants,

especially as to Aurea and Burchelli.

Vegetables: A R. The Persil-Celeri (Neapolitan or Celery-
leaved Parsley), is a large sort of Parsley: the leaf-stalks are
blanched and eaten like those of Celery. In order to blanch
the stalks, they must of course he earthed up. The Navet
jaune de Finlande or Yellow Finland Turnip, is an excellent,

small, regularly-formed Turnip with sugary tender flesh.

The top is small, as is also the tap root; the latter proceeds

from the centre of an evenly-rounded bottom. As a garden
Turnip for winter use it well deserves cultivation.

j[

Woods and Forests : Quercus. The last Blue book we have
seen is No. 377, ordered to be printed July 17, 1S54. We have
before us a "report," dated Dec. 7, 1854, by Messrs. Mathews,
Murton, and Menzies upon the state of the forests and their

management, but we can place no confidence in the state-

ments of persons who could be concerned in such a dark trans-

action as that which ended in the dismissal of Mr. Brown.
Misc. : Diss. It is a rule at all publishing offices not to interfere

with the wording of advertisements, or to refuse the insertion

of anything unless against good morals.

*m* As usual, many communications have been'received too late

and others are unavoidably detainedtill the necessary inquiries

can be made.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Suporphos-
plmto of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, 8u«af Scum, and ovory

description of Artificial Manurrts, Mn«eod Cakon, &o,
Wm. IkoltB CA TtHIt, 10, Murk l-n,u\ London.

rpHJE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
t- at Mr, Imwkh' Factory, Doptford Orcolc:—Turnip Man tiro,

ll, per ton; Superphosphate of Llmo, 71.; Sulphuric Acid and
CoprolltOB, Ql.

Offlco, 69, Klrif,' winiiini Strcot, City, London.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain lflpfi*

cent. of animonla. Niinito of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
otlmr Chondral ManuroH,

npHB LONDON MANUItK COMPANY bcgtoen.il
L tho. .-attention of AgrloulturlBtn to llialr WHEAT and
CLOVKit JM A

N

UKi;s for present
1

tiso. Tho London Manure
Company alno offer Genulno Peruvian Guano, Nitrate of Soda,
Concern ruled 1'iiile, Kuperphn, phuto i>t' Limo, I'luhnry and Other
Saltn, and nil Artificial Manures of value. The London Mn 'O

Company guarantee Peruvian Guano and every Manure they
Hllpply to lie fltrlOtly RGllUtllO. Edwaiw PuilBBB, Hue.

Bridge Street, BlackA-lara.

CYANIC MANURE COMPANY.
WHITE'S PA T ENTB.

Directors,

Tho lion. .1. w. ForlOBono, 17, GroBvcnov Squnre, Ohatrman,
Tho I Inti. R, E, Unwind, D.C.L., Garden Court, Temple.
G. P. Irvlno, Etjq,, 15, Pall Mull.
Cononil Macdonald, C.B., 72, OnBlow Square, Brompton.
Nowinn s. Scott, Bnq., 0, LowndoB street, Balgrave S<niaro<

flankers—MoHBra. Horrlofl, Farquhar, & Co., St. Jamoa'd Street.

Ayritluttunil C/iimiif Williinii While, F.hi|.

SdHcitois— Mokhi'h. Vullmico & Viilliutoo, 'JO, Essex Strcot, Strnnd.

Secretary—Mr. W. P. Mould.

OJiccx, :17, Charing Cross, London.
ThiH Company in formed for tho manufacture and supply of tho

three following valuable preparations, Invon tod and patented by
Mr. William WniTKi—CYA'tflC MANURE, CYANIC DEO-
DORISING POWDER, CYANIC PLANT-PRESERVATIVE.
Tho Cyanic Manure in the successful result of many years'

patient Investigation Into tlio economy of tho vegetable kingdom,
and poHHOKHOH Hovoml distinctive featured of superiority over
ordinary farm-yard manure, and the grout majority <>t' those
known an artificial. To tho Agriculturist; it will be found to

afford all the- elements of fertilisation in their just proportions;
this assertion Is founded on positive experience. It is manufac-
tured in the form of a portable inodorous potoclcr, ntul is used fit

tlio average rote of three out. to the aero. Like Guano, it in sown
broadcast or drilled in with the seed; and for Wheat and other
grain crops Is most efficacious'. In its application to Turnips,
Swedes, Mangold Wurzbl, ami root chops generally, as also
to -Clover- and Grasses, it has proved to be equally successful.
To tho Gardener it is essentially valuable, as presenting the
richest manure In the simplest form, which can at pleasure be
used by either being drilled in with the seed, or broadcast over
the soil. Price of tho Cyanic Manure, 8/. per ton, packages in-
cluded, and delivered free' at all the Railway Stations and Wharfs
in London. The above are not submitted to the public until
-every assertion relative to them has been tested by patient and
successful experiments, and witnessed by judges of the first

authority.—Orders addressed to the Secreiary, at the Offices of
the Company, No. 37, Charing Cross, London, or to the several
Agents, will receive prompt attention.
Agents,—London : Mr. J. E. Saunders, 7, Lower Thames Street.

Exeter: Messrs. Lucombe, Piece , & Co., Seedsmen.

A KTIF1CJAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
** others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction fur their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nbsbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of tho Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
Loudon. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tionat the College.

MANURE TRADE AGENCY.—The Advertisers
require AGENTS for tbe sale of a new and first-class

Manure. As they will be .supplied with an article .equal, if not
superior to any art ricitU manure of the day,. it is needless for
those who expect a large commission for the sale of a worthless
Article to apply.—Alpha, care of Mr. Jordan, fl Gracechuich
Street, London.

ROT IN SHEEP.—We, the undersigned Church-
wardens and Overseers of Castor, near Peterborough,

Northamptonshire, wish to inform the public that we have had
Medicine from Mr. FOUNTAIN, Veterinary* Surgeon,
&c, Market Deeping, Lincolnshire, for years, for the direful
-disease, the Rot in Sheep; snd we do declare that it has cured
«very Sheep we and our neighbours in the adjoining parishes
have given it to, although in the last stage and in the lambing
season; and we highly recommend Mr. Fountain, and will
satisfy every inquiry.

Wf Callow, Peter Dickens,
Wit. Berripoe, Kicnn. Marrott.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWOKTH, and CO/S
PRIZE PORTABLE STEAM-ENGINES, and COM-

BINED THRASHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING,
Att_ "WINNOWING MACHINE may be seen at their London
Establishment, G, Fitzroy Tecrace, New Road, where all infor-
mation relative thereto can be obtained. These Machines are
constructed to born Barley, and make a perfect separation of the
chaff from the pulse. They are litted with Elevators, which
deposit the grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine
require no hands except to take away tbe Corn, &c,, as thrashed,
the whole of tbe operations being performed by self-acting
machinery, whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are
delivered in the places assigned for them.
C. S. and Co. have paid special attention to this class of

Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position
they have taken at tbe Royal and all the leading agricultural
shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity; their Engines and Machines "are not
surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-
warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention :

and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free,

WATERPROOF PATHS.—BARN AIMD CATTLE SHED
FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path isat present made from the loam which
is mixed with it .and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the drv state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest trost. It ia necessary, as water does not soak through it,
to give a fall from tbe middle of the path towards the sides.

- ?-^
e RIUne preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, bard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,
Mllfcank Street, Westminster.

PRIZE MEDAL L861,
AT A V I. II V BOO N -1 I C A J. n A T I..

QaMUBL CUNDY, Mason and Builder, Pihlico^ Ma in? 1 1 andSTOVR W0BK8, Bi Igr&vc Wharf, LowerR
Place, IMmlJeo, London.
M nihil' Chlinnoy-pfcccfl m«nufnctured by In pn mnditnorr.

Tin' public in-' Invited •" vU w tl clock, onooonllcd f-<r quality

11 ud prlco. A good Mnrblo i litmni
rj

r*nli 1
•• foi 40 . Hurt)]

fn nil ltd brunches m n remarkohly client) rote for JUli
., Dfth 1

i.ni.i. pi, &o. Circulars sont on application,

N,B. Tbo "Royal Blue" Omnibuses pass tho Wort
'-I iii<"i from di" Bank.

" |/|[l(.l DOMO."- Patronised by her Majflnty the
I Queen, Duko of Northumberland forSyon Bou M

1,1 tiir Duko ol I lovonBhlro for Clilawlcl Clardcna, Pr< ui

Liniiiiv for the Horticultural Socio ty, sir Joseph Paxton i"r tin:

Grystftl I'h I nee, Koyal Zoological I Ol >•!;', and Mn„ l.n.'. hi,- | , oi

Knllna Park.
"FftlOl IX'MO," a Canvftfoi made of proparod Ifalr and

Wool, d porfeol non-conductor of Ueatand Cold, kooplng, ban
bvoi it in applied, a flxed temperature. l\ i» adapted foi

nil horticultural and florlcultural piirpoaofl, f'»r proflervlna I 1 ultj

and FloworH from the scorching raya ol the sun, fVoni wind, and
frniii iitliH 1(H i»l liiKcctn nt;d in-.inine Ir'intn. 'lob'- bud in any
required length, upward** of 2 yarda wide, at I*. 6d. per yard mn,
of I-Mhiia THOMAS Ahohbb, 7, Trinity Lane, Cannon Street,

City, and tho Itoyal Mills, Wandnwortb, Snrrny.

THE GENERAL LAM) DHA1NAOK AM) IM-
PROVEMENT COMP \:r,

.

iNConroitATKD nv SPltClAL Act <>v Pai'T-iahkht.

Offices, f>2, Parliament Street, London.

DinsCTORfl.
llr-M.v Kr.it Sbyksb, Esq., M.P., Chairman,
Siu John V. Shelley, Ilnrf., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

John ('. Cobhold, EBq., M!
sir William Cubitt, r.K.S.
1 iriiiy Currlc, Esq.
Tlioinas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobba, Eaq.
Edward J. Uutchlns, Esq., M.P,
Samuel Morton Peto, EaqM M.I*.

William Tito, Esq., F.R.S.
William Wilsbcre, Esq.

Empowered to executo works of Drainage, Irrigation, Road-
making, Enclosing, Reclaiming, and the Erection ol Farm
Buildings upon any Estates, under Settlement, Mortgage,
or Disability, and without any investigation of Title, to charge
tbe tola! amount of lh« outlay and expenses upon Ihe property

improved, to be repaid by annual iiiKtalmenta, varying according
to tbe number of years oveiMvhieh Landowners may determine
the repayment shall extend, within the lirnilB of 31 years for

Farm Buildings, and 50 years for Drainage, Roads, and other
Improvements. Arrangements are also made with Landowners
for the execution of the works by their own agents, and for the
supply of the capital or repayment of their own advances, through
the exercise of the Company's powers. William Clifford, Sec.

r yl\\i LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
* INCORFORATF.D BY SPECIAL ACT OF pAttLIAMENT FOR
England and SCOTLAND,—To Landowners, the Clergy, Soli-

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c—Loans may be contracted

for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of every
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,

!

Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roads, i

Planting, Machinery, &c. The plans (of buildings), specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are
,

submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
j

prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to be expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application, &c, apply to the IJon. Wm. Nailer, Managing
Director. 2, Old Palate Yard, Westminster.

/ COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
VV and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in tbe College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars rn^yJieJiadj>n_application to thePrincipal.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIRENCESTER.

Patron—His Roval Highness PRINCE ALBERT.
President of Council—Earl BATHURST.
Principal—Rev. J. S. HAYGARTH, M.A.

Professors, &c.
Chemistry— J. A. C Voelcker, Ph.D., P.C.S.
Zoology, Geology, and Botany—James Buckman, F.G.S . F.CS.
Veterinary Medicine and Su?-gery—G.T. Brown, M.R.C.V.S.
Surveying, Civil Engineering, and Mathematics—F.Armstrong, C.E. i

Manager 0/ Farm— G. Austin.

Tbe first Session of 1855 will begin in February. The Annual I

Fees for Boarders vary from 45 to SO guineas, according to age and
other circumstances. The Fee for Out-Students is 40?. per annum. I

The College Course of Lectures and Practical Instruction is !

complete in one twelvemonth—though a longer course is recom- 1

mended. There is a department for general as well as for

agricultural purposes. Prospectuses and information can be
|

had on application to the Principal.

BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY SHOW.
•I EST1MON1AL TO MR. T. B. WRIGHT.—The !

* Committee appointed to promote the SUBSCRIPTION for
j

(he PRESENTATION of a TESTIMONIAL to Mr. T. B.

)

WRIGHT, in acknowledgment of his important services in
,

originating the Birmingham Cattle Show, and for the valuable
assistance he has contributed towards its management, respect-

fully request that the friends of tbe above gentleman, who are
disposed to participate in this well-merited tribute of respect,

will do so at their earliest convenience.
Howard Luckcock, Chairman of the Committee,

j

3o™&. J,,,,,
[Honors Secretaries.

SS, Bennett's Hill, Birmingham, January 20, 1S55.

Subscriptions to the Fund will be received by the Treasurer,
Mr. John Shackel. Blenheim House, Small Heath; Mr. John
Lowe (of the firm ofMapplebeck & Lowe). Bull Ring, Birmingham

;

Mr. John Morgan, Jim., Cattle Show Offices, SSJBemnett's Hill;

and by the Bankers, Messrs. Attwoods, Spooner, & Marshalls,

New Street, Birmingham.— Post-office orders should be made
payable to Mr, John Morgan, Jun.

Eitt &gt

(
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1S55.

MEETINGS IOR TBE E^'SC)^G WEEK.
Thitbsdat, Jan. io—Agricultural Imp. Society of Ireland.

Most of us have read the amusing account of our

London Commissariat, given in the last numher of

the " Quarterly Review." The 2,000,000 quad-

rupeds which, according to it, contribute most of

upplie , are abonl (o change their v.«-.:kly

be the leuri

which ' ui Ian mark) I I at

iiirld. Tl,<.- drove "f oxen I

by the ; rovidci

'.ui annual mpplyof beef, will con-

ic in Cop< nhagi n 1 11 Id

'h<»

iIp,-.' ol i
•' p 1 20 roili in length, •

i

pig* - mill h in length, which •••.

f'.im onr annual inpply ol I

r in room and comfort— neither ot

which coul ned within the narrow area of

r< enl mi i

Onr ei

accommodation which for the fnl en

to tl." moat important tradi

—Smithfield market n an irregolarlj

ii ti i ected by nnmerotu thoroughfan '*:

i loj i nhagen E ield, il ill bi een, *d-

nlar .-ir>-.-i intersected only by inch roadj a«

adapt it for its market purpose*. T!,<: former is

hut <)l acred in extent, no larger than it wan when
London held one-fifth it« present numher of (

siimern : the latter is five timeH as extensive—only

a puition of its area, howevi qnired f' r I

market proper. Thirty-five thousand sheep will find

standing room within it, in nearly 1 •A
there are more than 13,000 feet ol rail 'wo
of which a bullock may be tied. The pens for shi

and railing for the cattle can be readily identified in

the drawing. The engraving represents the place

as seen from the west or sonth-west comer. The
two rectangular partly-covered courts on the

west side of the sheep- pens, are areas of an acre

each for the accommodation of calves and pigs

respectively. Shelter while on sale, and convenience

for despatch by carts (the floor of the greater p*rt of

these two markets being on a level with the cart-led

above the roadway) are thus provided. On tbe

western side, the buildincs immediately at the foot

of the engraving are only partly built—they are

the public slaughter-houses and the meat market.

On the same side, west of lhe calf and pig markets,

is the lairage for sheep, providiug accommodation for

8000 on an area of 6 acres. This space is divided into

yards, a part of each being covered, and each being

furnished with hav-racks and with water-troughs.

The lairage for 3000 bullocks, on an area of 8 acres—
similarly divided into yards, each of which is pro-

vided in like manner with shelter and with food

—

lies to the south and south-east of the ground. Each
of these spaces has at short intervals water laid on
for use either in cleansing or for consumption. At
the eastern end of the area, beside the Great Nor-

thern line (which runs under one corner of it), a

hide and skin market, not yet erected, is repre-

sented as being intended ; and on the other tide of

that line additional slaughter-houses, as requir-

may be built. The central building with the

clock tower will furnish accommodation for the

several banking establishments ; and public-hons€s

at the corners, with two large hotels on the northern

side—the Queen's Arms and the City Anns—will

supply refreshments to the salesmen and the:r cus-

tomers, who will conduct the enormous trade that :s

next week to find its new channel here. At the sou' a.

of the area a cattle station will be erected by

London and North-Western line, and access from tbe

northern, and western, and eastern districts of supply

will thus be easily provided—these being the quar i
-

from which much the largest quantity cf c

present reaches us.—We may add to the above that

there is abundance of unoccupied space belongicc

the market, into which it may extend itself as

London gTows and its necessities increase.

Business will be conducted here as fa

the same men, under the same regulations, in the

same manner, after the same rates, on the same davs,

and at the same charges. The only differences will be

those arising out of change of place ;
tut how great

these will be to the comfort of the men employed

and of the animals disposed of, and therefore to the

interests of the owners aEd consumers of the stock,

anv one who has witnessed Smithfield on a crowded

day can readily anticipate. The barbarity of gcad-

ing into "ring droves" imposed upon the salesmen

by the limits of the present market will be avoided ;

this, and the avoidance of the present brutal driving

through narrow crowded streets, will together save

much in value of the animal up to the time of sale

and much in the after quality of the meat.

There will now he room enough and accommoda-

tion, too, to enable the 30,000 sheep and 5000 head of

cattle, and a thousand head apiece of calves and pigs

which mav be congregated here on the Monday after

next, to find their way and find their place, and leave

it for the slaughter-houses, without the need of reck-

less packing and all the cruelty by which it is efected

Ten or twelve hanking houses, several hundred
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salesmen, and many hundred drovers will transact

with ease and comfort the business of many millions

annually, which has been conducted hitherto under

difficulties as to space and access to it, which have

imposed upon our London market the roughest

character for recklessness and cruelty. We have

given in another column a description of the market

as hitherto arranged ; we doubt not next week will

see the commencement of a very great improvement.

This will have been owing to an expenditure of about

300,000^. upon the Copenhagen Fields, under the

superintendence of Mr. Bunking, City architect.

We learn that the works have been contracted for

and constructed by Mr. Wilson, of Southwark, the

contractor for the buildings, Messrs. Kennard, of

Thames Street, who provide the ironwork, and Mr.
Chadwick, the contractor for the roadways and the

paving.

A rumour has prevailed in the City during the

week that the opening of the market was to be

delayed ; but on inquiry at the architect's office we
find that although the existence of the report was
known there, they knew of no foundation for it.

The market commissioners only await Lord Pal-
merston's authority ; and their intention is to open
the place for business for the first time on the 26th
of January. From the statements made in the

Common Council on Thursday, it would seem as

if the committee were themselves quite in the dark

on this subject ; but it appears that if they obtain

the authority of 4be Home Secretary there will be
nothing in the condition of the works to hinder the

carrying out of the original intention. The act of

Parliament from which they derive their power
requires that the market be removed within three

years and six months of the date of its enactment,
a period which expires on the 1st of February.

References to the Engraving.
i . Cattle market. Length of railing, 13,232 feet.

2. Sheep market—1749 pens.
3. Court of calves' market. Area, 1 acre.
4. Court of pigs' market. Area, 1 acre.

5. 5. Lairage for cattle. Area, S acres roods 11 perches.
6. Lairage for sheep. Area, 6 acres roods S perches.
7. Slaughter-houses only partly erected.
8. Slaughter-houses intended.
9. Dead-meat market, only partly erected.

10. Hide~ahd- skin market, not yet erected—near the Great
Northern Railway.

11. Shedding provided behind the City Arms and Queen's
Arms Hotels.

12. Banking-houses and clock tower.

origin. This instance affords a new proof—if such were
necessary—that farmers might often save many pounds,

if they would but spend a few shillings in analysis. I

hope you will excuse this lengthy epistle—the import-

ance of the subject must be the apology."

Cases of this kind are now, as we have said, not

unfrequent, and we see one has been reported to the

Macclesfield Courier as occurring near Sutton, in

Cheshire, where two beasts out of three to which the

adulterated cake had been given died in the course of

an hour after eating it. It was evidentto the owner of

the cattle that the cake must have contained some
poisonous or deleterious mixture ; and he forwarded a

portion to Mr. F. C. Calvert, Professor of Chemistry,

at Manchester, to be analysed ; the result proved

that the cake contained a large portion of Mustard
seed, the action of which, in the stomach of a cow,

was reported by Mr. Calvert to be such as to pro-

duce death. Upon this report being made known to

Mr. Thorley, the respectable seed merchant in Hull

from whom it had been obtained, he at once returned

the cake to a Russian firm, from whom he had
purchased it ; they declined to receive it, and sued

him in the County Court at Hull for the price, and

the trial, which excited great interest amongst the

merchants there, took place a few days since, when
a verdict was given in favour of Mr. Thorley. Mr.
Thorley very honourably reimbursed the owner of

the cattle for his loss and expenses, and he is now
proceeding for damages against the parties who sold

the cake to him. If similar cases were only followed

up and sifted in this way, such frauds would be less

frequent.

Br. Voelcker has kindly forwarded to us his

report upon a poisonous " rape-cake," which proved
fatal to some cattle belonging to Mr. Smith, of

Bibury, near Cirencester. The adulteration of

Rape-cake with Mustard seed is a matter of very
serious consideration to farmers. The use of this

article as food js rapidly extending, and its liability

to this sort of poisonous adulteration is thus more
than ever a matter to which attention should be
drawn. We are, therefore, much obliged to Pro-
fessor Voelcker for the information he has published.

In the letter originally addressed to Edward Hol-
land, Esq., of Dumbleton, he says :

—

" Allow me to direct your attention to a cake, of which
I inclose a small piece. Apparently it is a sweet-
smelling and good-looking Rape-cake, from which it

cannot indeed be easily distinguished on simple inspec-

tion. It is, however, a cake which is sure to kill any
animal, if used for feeding pui'poses, instead of manuring
land with it, the only use to which the farmer can apply
it in quantities. This cake, I have fouud on examina-
tion, consists entirely of the expressed seeds of Mustard.
My attention was directed to the subject by Mr.

,

who had two beasts killed in consequence of their
having eaten a small quantity of the enclosed cake.

Having tested the cake in vain for arsenic, lead, copper,
and other kinds of metallic poisons, I found that some
of it digested in cold water, in the course of a couple of
hours, had become as pungent as Mustard, and ou dis-

tillation I obtained in reality the highly irritatiug cha-
racteristic smelling volatile oil of Mustard. Thus, it

was plain that Mr. 's beasts were killed by Mustard
powder, which incautiously bad been given to them
instead of Rape or Linseed-cake.

" It is a curious fact that Mustard seed whole does
not contain any wlatile oil. This is only developed
(and very gradually), if the powdered seed is moistened
with cold or lukewarm water. Boiling hot water does
not produce it, because it coagulates the albuminous sub-
stance in Mustard seed, which substance (in a moist-
ened state), transforms a peculiar constituent of Mustard,
called by chemists myronic acid, into volatile oil of
Mustard. This myronic acid has as little smell as the
albuminous substance which acts upon myronic acid as
a ferment, which is called myrosin. For this reason,
Mustard mixed only a few minutes before its use has
hardly a pungent taste, and a Mustard cataplasm at first

does not cause any inconvenience
; but when kept too

long in contact with the skin, it produces blisters.
In either case, oil of Mustard is gradually formed from
myrosin and myronic acid. Hence the inclosed cake
you will find does not taste pungent at first ; but, if you
will coarsely powder it, and make it into a paste with a
little water, you will have no difficulty in recognising its

THE SMITHFIELD MARKET.
Sjiithfield is an irregularly-shaped area of 6 \ acres,

intersected by numerous streets. When first appro-

priated to market purposes, it was situated outside the

walls of the city ; but the population and houses having

increased tenfold, it is now nearly equi-distant from the

northern and southern suburbs. Oue of the great

thoroughfares to the Eastern Counties Railway passes

through it, dividing it into two departments ; in the one

of which, 1506 open pens are erected for sheep, calves,

and pigs, and in the other, railing to which 2750 beasts

may be tied. The rails are placed sufficiently far apart

to admit of 1250 more beasts standing in what is

technically termed "ring droves"—from 10 to 20

cattle goaded 'into a circle, their heads forming the

centre. During the market hours the intersecting

streets are closed.

The market belongs to the corporation, and is held by
prescription, charters, and acts of Parliament. The
city of London " has been seized in fee of its ancient

market, from time whereof the memory of man runueth

not to the contrary." There are two weekly market
days for live stock—Monday and Friday ; and three for

hay and straw, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.

Cattle sales commence about day-light in winter, and
5 o'clock a.m. in summer, and are generally over by
3 o'clock p.m., when the market closes. On Friday

milk cows are sold, after which a horse and donkey fair

commences.

The government of the market is under the corpora-

tion, whose officers are a collector or clerk, an inspector,

and a sergeant and small staff of police. The duty of

the clerk is to grant licenses, space in the different

departments of tbe market to salesmen and graziers,

and to receive and account to the city chamberlain for

all monies arising from tolls, dues, licenses, fines, &c.
The duties of the inspector are, to examine the sound-

ness of the stock, and to cause the removal of diseased

beasts. And the duty of the police is to see the bye-

laws of the market duly attended to by all parties. The
principal parties connected with, and attending the

market, are seven banking or money-taking houses, 600
salesmen, about 4000 butchers, and 350 licensed

drovers. The " money-takers" co-operate with sales-

men, discharging their pecuniary duties by receiving from
butchers the amount of their purchases, by remitting

to the provinces the proceeds of sales, by paying tbe

tolls and dues on stock to the collector, and so forth, for

which they charge 6d, for every bullock, id. for every

calf, and Is. id. for every score of sheep, Id. for single

heads over the score. Drovers are of two orders

—

" masters" and " men ;" the former get their instruc-

tions from salesmen, and receive at the different railway

termini, and of country drovers, cattle—take them to

lairs, and to the market—and, when sold, deliver them
to butchers, for which they have 6d. per bullock. The
tolls and dues of the market come also out of the com-
mission of salesmen, which is 3s. Gd. per head of cattle

in some provinces, and 4s. in others, according to

ancient custom— the latter being the most general

;

sheep from 6d. to 8d. per head.

The lairage of the market, principally the property of

salesmen, and situated in the suburbs, forms part of the

same commercial fabric—for here cattle are fed, exa-

mined, and sorted for Smithfield : on the ox arriving at

these lairs it receives abundance of water, and 14 lbs.

of hay for the night, the common allowance being a

truss among four beasts, for which the owner ischarged Is.

— 3d. for the lair, aud 9d. for hay, including attendance.

Salesmen for the sake of order generally occupy the

same standings in the market : and, on the day previous

to it, have to apply for them, stating the number of

head each requires room for, when orders of admission
are received from the clerk. On the ox arriviug iu the

market ground, it is driven up to the rail, when a
drover in front throws a lasso, or rope with a running
noose, around its neck, pulling it tight aud making it

fast. In this manner ox after ox is tied up, so long as

one can be wedged up between other two,; when this is

no longer practicable, the goading into " ring droves "

commences. When sold, it is driven to the lair of the

butcher—sometimes his owu property, sometimes not.

A large proportion of purchases are handed over to

slaughtermen, who charge from 3s. to 4s. per ox for

slaughtering and delivering the carcass to the butcher.
In the sheep and pig department, practice is of a
kindred character.

The commerce of Smithfield is also inseparable from
that of the dead meat markets of Newgate and Leaden-
hall ; for not less than 1200 beasts are weekly bought in

Smithfield, with an equal proportion of sheep, calves,

and pigs, to supply the demand of the latter.

Newgate and Leadenhall markets are held daily under
the government of the Corporation ; and the amount of

business in both, but especially the former, has greatly

overgrown the market buildings. In 1848, the number
of salesmen in Newgate was about 200, while forty years

previously it was only thirteen. In Leadenhall there

are "about twenty meat, and twelve poultry salesmen."

Their commission is Id. per stone on beef, and about the

same for other descriptions of meat—or from 8d. to $d.,

and upwards, for each sheep or lamb ; calves, Is. 6d.

to 2s. The officers of the markets are a collector and
beadle.

In neither market can any account be had of the

quantity of meat annually sold, none being kept ; but in

1848, independently of the above supply of live stock,

the different railway companies " pitched into Newgate
about 800 tons weekly on an average." Tbe annual

value of the total sales in this market, at this period,

was estimated at upwards of 3,837,600£., and since then

an increase has taken place.

Mr. Hicks, a carcass salesman, and member of common
council, in his evidence before a Committee of the House
of Commons, in 1849, gives the following result :—It is

obtained from the account of sales of ten salesmen of

cattle and sheep, fcr oue week in May, August, and
December, for three years ; namely, 5579 head of cattle

sold at upwards of ill. each, and 8600 sheep at 42s. Gd.

each—and from it he deduces the following as the

anuual value of stock sold in Smithfield, making as a

necessary allowance for inferior quality a reduction of

50s. a head on the average value of the cattle, and 4s. Gd.

a head on the average value of the sheep :—
224,000 heasts, at 1SI. 10s. = £3,144,000

1,550.000 sheep, at 11. IBs. = 2,945,000

27,000 calves, at 31. 15s. = 102,375

40,000 pigs, at 11. 10s. = 60,000

Annual proceeds of sales ... £7,251,375

Mr. Giblett, a butcher, gives, per head— beasts,

161. ; sheep, 35s.; calves, 80s.; and pigs, 40s. The
clerk of tbe market—heasts, 171. 5s. ; sheep, 36s. 6d. ;

calves, 77s. Gd. ; and pigs, 35s. The latter also gives

the following saies for 1848 :

—

Horses 12,867 head
Hay 18,537 loads

Straw 1,751 „
In 1847 there appears to have been in the market

7641 milk cows ; and, in 1848, 6630, making an average

of about 140 weekly—a return exceeding that of 1851.

The cow and horse markets, however, afford no index

to the general supply and demand of the metropolis, for

the principal dairymen get their cows direct from the

country, and horses come from tbe same quarter, via

Tattersall's, &c. The show in Smithfield of this stock is

little more than the offscourings of the London dairies

and livery stables, &c.

No toll or charge is made on donkeys, and hence no-

account of numbers is kept ; the traffic, however, is by
no means unworthy of notice. With the assistance of

one of the market police, we numbered one day, within

the avenues allotted for them, 120 within tbe area of the

market. By this time several juvenile buyers had left

the market, proud of their purchases, while as many
more were hurrying to it to get rid of bad bargains—so

that from this and other sources, we arrive at the con-

clusion that cows and donkeys stand upon a footing of

equality as to numbers—there being a weekly supply of

about 140, and an annual of from 6000 to 7000 each.

The present tolls and dues in Smithfield are as follows

:

Tolls—Sheep—For every score of sheep sold, 2d. per score.

Beasts—For every score of heasts sold, 20d. per score.

Horses—For every entry of sale, 4d. each.

Pigs—For every score, 4d.

Dues—Pens for sheep, calves, or pigs—Permanent pens, Is. each.

Ties for beasts or calves, Id. each—for horses, 2d. each.

Hay duty, Gd. per load—and for each entry of sale, Id.

Straw duty, Id. per load—and for each entry of sale, Id.

Drovers pay 5s. for a license, and Is. annually for renewal.

In Newgate market the Corporation is entitled to " a

toll of Id. for every hamper

—

2d. for every bundle—and

Gd. for every pack of meat brought into the market

—

and Id. for every coop of poultry—and the same for

every lot of butter and eggs ; but these tolls have been

commuted for a fixed weekly payment, which is received

of those who are tenants in the original market." In

Leadenhall the same has taken place ; in both, a weekly

rent is charged for every stall.

—

Agricultural Cyclopcedia,

Article Markets.
[In 1853 there were sold in Smithfield 294,571 oxen,

1,518,040 sheep, 36,791 calves, and 29,593 pigs.

The total sale of meat, dead and alive, for London
consumption, is estimated at 483,388 oxen, 2,141,393

sheep, 132,976 calves, 159,052 pigs.]
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ON THE GROWTH OF MANGOLD WURZEL.
Br Professor J. Bcckhax.

When Mangold Wurzel was first introduced into

farm cultivation, its great recommendation seems to

have been that while its roots contained a large quan-

tity of succulent and nutritive matter, suitable for all

kiuds of stock, its leaves were no less valuable for

feeding purposes, so that its growth was advocated much

upon the supposed grounds of a capability for simul-

taneously producing two crops. Experience has, how-

ever, long since taught us that though the Mangold

•be a plant yielding a large amount of produce when

jproperly cultivated, yet that, by endeavouring to obtain

too much, we in reality get less, and this is confirmed

'by direct experiment. Hence the author of " Practical

Agriculture," fifty years since, made the following re-

marks :

—

" It is probable that, upon the whole, the root has

neither been found to be equal in quality, as a cattle

food, or to afford the quantity of produce that was

supposed on its first introduction."* Now this becomes

perfectly intelligible when, as we learn from the

' Annals of Agriculture" for the sane period :

—

" The plants seem to have afforded a large produce

of leaves when gathered every two or three days, from

July till late in September, yet the whole produce in

leaves and roots is cot equal to that of the large Cab-

bage." Such is the experience of 50 years since, and

yet after a lapse of half a century we find Mangold
Wurzel extensively cultivated, and its root is demon-
strated alike by practical experience and scientific in-

vestigation to afford a highly valuable because eminently

nutritious crop. The reason, therefore, of this dis-

crepancy of opinion, and its resulting increase of growth

in modern times, must be sought for in the fact of an

improvement i^ management, the most important change

being that of non-mutilation. We now care not for tbe

leaves, and, as will be shown in the sequel, we therefore

obtain not only a larger quantity of the root, but this

is improved in its nutritive capabilities. That the root

as injured in its growth by depriving the plants of their

leaves will be at once gathered from tbe following

•experiments, which were instituted on purpose to obtain

evidence on this very point.

In May of the past year were sown five sorts of

Mangold Wurzel ; two rows of each were ridged

and cultivated in exactly the same manner as those in

the farm, and the ground for the whole prepared alike.

When, however, the roots had attained the size of about

H- incites in diameter, a single row of each sort was
•closely stripped of all the outward leaves by carefully

cutting tbem away with a sharp knife so as not to pro-

duce injury by tearing, a process which was from time

to time repeated as often as the outer leaves had again

attained to a size to be used as a feeding matter. The
result of this treatment was as under, weighed in

November, 1854.

wall lho.-e iu which ttie leaves were taken oh", make it

evident that not only is there a diminution in quantity,

but a deterioration in quality of the latter — facts

which will be explained by the following table of the

composition of two varieties of Mangold Wurzel in two
methods of growth in the fresh state :

—

1. Globe variety. 2. Long variety.

Leaves
taken off

0.869
1.010
0.078
2.605
.937

89.494

Leaves
intact.

Leaves
taken off

Leaves
intact.

Woody fibre

Ash
Sugar
Pectin, Gum, &c
Protein Compounds
Water

0.S43
1.050

6.183
• 1.090
1.019

S9.S15

0.938
0.943
4.594
3.201
0.772

89.554

1.004
1.125

6.365
4.024
1.000

87.482

100.000 100.000 100.000 100.000

tons of Mangold Wurzel. Leaves intact.

31.0

45.0

49.0
35.5
325

Leaves cut.

1. Red Globe
2. Yellow Globe
3. Long Red
4. Long Yellow
-5. Long White

23.5

18.5

180
18.0
19.5

Total for the five sorts 193.0 97.5

Now, in this table we cannot help remarking upon
the great increase in those important feeding elements,

sugar, and protein or nitrogeous substances, matters, it

may be presumed, which would be still farther lessened

by a greater denudation of such important plant-organs

as the leaves.

However, in estimating the good or injury which
finally results from the plan of growth commented upon,

it may be a matter for consideration as to whether the

leaves in their value counterbalance the injury to the

roots, as it is quite evident we cannot get the leaves into

the bargain of a good crop of roots ; and here I would
remark, that 1 think the value of the leaves as a feeding

stuff has been much over-rated, and this is confirmed
by Dr. Wolff's experiments, who also adds that the

leaves are very apt to produce diarrhoea in cattle. The
following table from this author gives the result of ex-

periments to test the qualities of milk as obtained from
cows fed with aftermath, as compared with feeding

from Mangold leaves.

Composition of milk in these cows :

—

A. Principal Food Aftermath.
1. 2. 3.

Dry substance 12.47 12.49 11.39

Water 87.53 87.51 8S.62

Butter in Milk 3.13 3.39 2.53

B. Principal Food 3Iangold Leaves.

Dry substance 11.30 12.08 11.04

Water 88.70 87.42 8S.96
Butter in Milk 2.60 2.88 2.20

These results show a large decrease of an important
constituent of milk, namely butter, from which we may
conclude that the plan of using Mangold Wurzel leaves

is by no means satisfactory iu dairies, where it has
been specially recommended.

Here, then, to sum up our conclusions upon what we
may term the economics of Mangold Wurzel growing,
and leaving out all reference to the physiology of the

question, the case will stand as follows :— 1st. The leaves

of Mangold Wurzel cannot be systematically taken from
the growing plant without lessening the quantity of roots

in proportion to the closeness with which the operation
is performed. *2d. The decreased quantity of roots does
not yield so large a percentage of nutritive matter as

are contained in those that are uninjured ; and 3d. This
injury to the roots is by no means counterbalanced in

quantity or quality by any value that we might attach

to the leaves.

the United Kingdom. They are called "Shropshire
sheep "—a name which appears to be finally settled, as

it is adopted by many of the principal breeders—the

term " Shropshire Downs " being inappropriate, and
only calculated to mislead. The latter designation

would iudicate a small and delicate variety, while the

former is intended to apply to one of a larger and more
robust character

;
precisely what is generally required.

It is not our purpose to enter upon a discussion as

to the precise course which has been followed in pro-

ducing the improved Shropshire sheep, as such an
inquiry would now possess but little, if any, practical

value. The generally received opinion is no doubt the

correct one, namely, that the example of Ellman with

the South Downs has been followed by breeders in

Salop, who had as a foundation the very excellent breed

of sheep which is known to have existed in that county

for many centuries, and who have taken judicious

means, while preserving the fine quality for which the

breed was always distinguished, to obtain a larger

frame and increased aptitude to fatten. The questions

which purchasers have to consider, and which have no
doubt attracted their attention, are these—have the

breeders of this stock succeeded in obtaining purity of

type? and can its present characteristics be perpetuated 2

As tests of the estimation in which the breed is held,

we append the following list of sales during the past

year.

The annual sale of sheep bred by W. O. Foster, Esq.,

took place at Kinfare Hill Farm, near Stourbridge, on

the 30th of July. The following are some of the prices

realised :

—

SHEARLING RAMS.
£. s. d.

No. 1 31 10 Lord Wenlock.
2 27 6 Mr. Somner.
3 11 6 Mr.W. M. Bill.

4 16 16 Mr. Edwards.
5 9 10 Mr. W. M. Bill.

6 . ... 19 19 Mr. Preece, auctioneer.

1 13 13 Mr. Herbert.

8 12 Mr. Clayton.
9 9 10 Mr. Williams.
16 18 IS Mr. Farmer.
17 10 10 Mr. Fletcher.

25 sheep at 10 6 11 each.

FIVE SHEARLING EWES.
No. 1 4 16 each ... Mr. Clarke.

2 4 16 „ ... Mr. Moore.
3 4 4 „ ... Mr. Fletcher.

4 4 16 „ ... Mr. Garlick.

5 3 16 „ ... Mr. Smith.
6 4 16 „ ... Mr. Clarke.

Here it may be noticed that the resulting produce
of the uncut when compared with the cut plants, iu an
average of five sorts, is within a fraction of two to one,

or nearly double, and it will be seen that while the

Yellow Globe and tbe Long Red when uninjured have
produced the largest crops yet that they suffered propor-

tionably more from mutilation ; in each case less than

half the amount of root resulting from the injured, when
compared with the uninjured. These experiments,

•therefore, while they show the effects as far as the

roots are concerned of destroying the leaves, fully

justify the favour in which the Long Red and Yellow
Globe Mangold are held, at the same time making it

appear that those kinds which yield the largest return

if rightly cultivated, are just the ones that suffer most
from an opposite method. Having now shown a

diminution of the crop to result from injury to the

•leaves, I go on to furnish evidence to prove that even

this smaller amount is at the same time deteriorated in

quality. Upon this head it would be sufficient to notice

•that the practical farmer was dissatisfied with the culti-

vation of the Mangold Wurzel while the vicious system

prevailed, the reasons for which, however, have been

amply proved by experiment and chemical investigation.

In a report of " experiments made by Dr. Wolff,

Professor of Chemistry in the Royal Agricultural College

of Hohenheim, in Wurtemberg," published at Leipsic

during the preceding year, we learn that two sorts of

Mangold Wurzel were grown, Damely, the Globe and
Long Red varieties, from which the leaves were taken
off for feeding purposes in September and again in

October, and the result of twice stripping the plants

of their leaves was a diminution in produce amount-
ing to one-filth ; it is therefore no wonder that four
or five times stripping off the leaves should diminish
the produce of root one-half, as in my own experiment,
still less that the gathering of the leaves every two or
three days, from July until late in September, should
have caused this useful plant to be slightingly spoken of
•50 years since.

As in my own experiments those of Dr. Wolff show
that the amount of root suffers greatly when the leaves
are removed, but this is not all; for chemical analyses of
the root where the leaves were intact, when compared

* Quoted from the " Complete Farmer," 1807.

£136 0, or il. 10s. 8d. per head.

FIVE STOCK EWES.
1 ... ... 5 5 each ... Mr. Fletcher.

2 ... ... 4 „ ... Mr. Williams
3 ... ... 4 16 „ ... Mr. Fletcher.

4 .. ... 3 12 „ ... Mr. Clarke.
5 .. ... 4 „ ... Mr. Fletcher.

6 ... ... 3 12 „ ... .Mr. Clarke.

TITHE COMMUTATION AVERAGES.
As your readers may feel anxious to know the result

of the corn averages for the seven years to Christmas
last, published in the London Gazette of 5th inst, viz. :

Wheat Gs. 0%d. per imperial bushel.
Barley 3 7-j „ „
Oats 2 6 „ „

I bes to state for their information that each 100?. of

the Tithe Rent Charge will, for the year 1855, amount
to 891. 15s. 8%d., which is a reduction of 11. 3s. 8,jc?.

from last year's value. The following statement from
my " Annual Tithe Commutation Tables " will show
the worth of 100?. of tithe rent charges for each year,

since the passing of the Tithe Commutation Act, viz.

:

For the year 1837 £9S 13s. 9JA
„ 1838 97 7 11

„ 1839 95 7 9
1840 98 15 9J

„ 1841 102 12 5f
1842 105 S 2J

105 12 2i
104 3 5i
103 17 11J
102 17 8|
99 18 10|
102 1

100 3 7j
98 16 10
96 11 4J
93 16 Hi
91 13 5J
"90 19 5

1843 ...

1844 ...

1845 ...

1846 ...

1847 ...

1818 ...

1849 ...

1850 ...

1851 ...

1852 ...

1853 ...

1854
1855 ... 89 15 8|

19)1878 14 6J

General Average for 19 years ...£98 17 7£

diaries M. Willich, Actuary to the University Life Office,

25, Suffolk Street, Pall Mall, 8th January, 1855.

THE SHROPSHIRE SHEEP.
[The following paper is abridged from tbe columns of the

Midland Counties Herald.']

During the last few years much interest has been
excited amongst agriculturists respecting a breed of

sheep which bad been for some time previously common
to the county of Salop, and to some extent to the

adjoining counties of Stafford, Worcester, and War-
wick, and which is now become well known throughout

£126 5 0, or 41. 4s. Id. per head.

The seventh annual sale of Shropshire sheep, the

property of the Earl of Aylesford, was held at the farm,

; Meriden Heath, by. Messrs. Brown and Clarke, on the

4th of September, when 31 shear-hog, and 9 two and
three-shear rams, and 200 store ewes and theaves,

were disposed of. A two-shear ram was pur-
chased for Lord Willoughby at 15?.; another of the

same age realised 12?. 10s.; and a three-shear ram, 10?.

Of the shearling rams, the highest price was 11?. 10s,,

the purchaser being Mr. Docker, of Allesley. Of the
ewes, four pens were purchased for the Hon. A. H.
Vernon, of Sudbury, at 76s., 60s , and 50s. per head.

Mr. Preece, the auctioneer of Shrewsbury, has
supplied the following information:—" At the Shropshire
Great Ram Fair, on the 25th July, 20 rams, bred by
Thomas Juckes, Esq., averaged 16?. each. All were
sold, the highest price being 33?. 12s., and the lowest

i 11?. lis. Twelve rams, bred by the Messrs. Crane, of
Shrawardine, averaged nearly 12?. each, all being sold ;

highest price, 19?. 19s.; lowest ditto, 6'?. 16s. 6d. Fifty
draft ewes, bred by the Messrs. Crane, realised 290?. 10s.,

an average of 6?. each, less 10s. The principal part of
the ewes were bought to go into Lancashire, Gloucester-
shire, and Warwickshire. There were at this fair

sold by me about 30 other rams, belonging to Messrs.
Minton, Farmer, Haughton, Peckstoek, and Claridge, at

prices ranging from five to fourteen guineas.

At Mr. Masfen's sale, at Norton Caines, near
Walsall, 30 rams were sold, on the 1st of August, at an
average of 11?. 10s. each, all being disposed of. Highest
price, 20?. ; lowest ditto, 6?.

Mr. Adney's (of Harley) sale took place August 7th,
when 27 rams were sold at an average of 13?. 10s. each;
and 100 draft ewes, at an average of 3?. 18s. each ; some
pens making 5?. 1 Os. each. At the late Shropshire Cattle
Show, Mr. Adney's original Shropshire ram won the
Champion Sweepstakes ior the best ram of any age or
breed, beating Mr. Horton's celebrated Shropshire ram,
which won the prize at the Gloucester meeting of the
Royal Agricultural Society of England, and several
others of the distinct South Down, Leicester, and
Shropshire breeds.

At Mr. Horton's (of Harnage) the highest-priced

ram was 33?. 12s., bought by Col. Pennant, of Penrhyn
Castle ; and the lowest price obtained was 9?. The ewes
(130 drafts) averaged 3?. each, the highest pen making
5?. 10s. each.

Mr. Bach offered a considerable number of Shropshire
sheep (the property of different breeders) for sale by
auction, at Ludlow Fair, on the 19th of August.
Yearlings were in the greatest request, and those of

Messrs. James Hand, Edward Urwick, and R. Bach
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averaged over 102. each, few remaining at the cIoho of

tho Hale unsold.

On the IHlh of August, Messrs. NOCK and Wilwjn

hold a sale of Shropshire sheep, at Marlow Lodge,

Lointwiu-dino, the property of .1. li. Green, Kw|. Some

of tho rams Hold at 10, 15, 17, HI, and '20 guineas each
;

whilo others were let for tho season at 107., 122., and 152.

each. 1'he owes realised lll.v., Sol., and 56«. each.

Messrs. Nuck and WilBon also held the annual Hale of

Shropshire sheep, the property of the Earl of Dort-

mouth, at Patshull, on tho llth of September, when

sevornl pons of 10 ewes were Hold at 40s., 4 7s., S8«., and

iiii.:. each.

Wo understand that in the month of October last, Mr,

Thomas Lloyd Roberts, of Lnngloy Farm, Bromfleld,

Salop, Hold 15 yearling Shropshire rams at an average

of 192. each, and a number of draft uwoh at an average

of 52. each. The same gentleman also mild tonne breeder

10 owes and one yearling rain for 1502. ; tho ram for

502., and the owes at 102. each.

Higher prices than those mentioned above havo boon

obtained in isolated cases in former years ; but theso

returns will show that tho sales last year were moro

generally successful, although greater numbers were

oirerod for competition than heretofore. We trust that

tho information wo have now supplied will havo the

effect of directing still further attention to tho useful

character of this breed of sheep.

Home Correspondence.
The Irish Flax Trade.—In your impression of 13th

inst., reviewing Mr. Locke's es9ay, entitled "Ireland's

Recovery," I observe the following passage :
—" Ireland,

so anomalous-in many things, gives an instance of the

national characteristic, in the fact that in the lust year

Bhe exported about 5000 tons of Flax (at 582. per ton),

with tow and yam, and imported nearly U0O0 tons, at

052. per ton. Tho yarn exported was valued at

1052. per ton, whereas the imported (leas than that ex-

ported) was valued at 11102. per ton. This would seem

to iudieate superior skill elsewhere in the spinning of

fino yarns, or inferiority in tho quality of the native

raw material itself for the manufacture of some of the

finer linens." This paragraph having been evidently

penned by one unncquainted with the circumstances of

our staple manufacture, should not remain without some
explanation, which, I trust, you will give me space in

your columns to make. There may be many anomalies

in the Irish national character, but I can safely affirm

that the linen manufacture exhibits no feature which

will not redound to the credit of the people of Ulster,

both as regards their manufacturing skill and their

commercial shrewdness and activity. The reason

why we export 5000 tons of Flax, at an average

value of 582. per ton, and import 9000 tons at an

average value of 652. per ton is simply because the home-
grown fibre, while the best in the world for the large

range of medium qualities of linen, is neither so coarse

as the Russian, nor so fine (except in certain districts)

as the Belgian. Hence, to make heavy fabrics, we must
buy the former, and to make fine lawns and cambrics we
must procure the latter. And because Irish Flax is the

best material for medium fabrics, the English and Scotch

spinners, and, to some extent also, the French and

Belgian, purchase it in our markets. As respects Irish

yarn exported, and valued at 1052. per ton, while

Ireland imports yarn valued at 1802., the explanation is

again simple. It is well known that of a given number
of districts occupied in the same branch of manufacture

scarcely two make the same article; each applies itself

to one particular description of the fabric and attains

much greater perfection in it than if a range of fabrics

of different textures were made. Thus, the great bulk

of Irish spinners make the medium Nos. of yarn, the

Scotch spin the heavy and coarse Nos., and the English

the finer Nos. Some of the Irish spinners make yarns

equally fine with the latter, and their quality is admitted

to be unexcelled. But as they are the exceptions to

the general rule of medium spinning, the Irish manu-
facturers must naturally have recourse to England for

the yarns they require for the lighter and finer fabrics,

and for the finest cambrics they must procure the

delicate hand-spun yarns of Westphalia and French

Flanders, which are very costly. The Irish yarns

exported represent, of course, the quality generally spun

in Ireland, while the imported yarns, consisting almost

exclusively of the finer Nos., raise the average value

above that of the exported. In whatever way the Irish

linen manufacture be examined it will be found to

occupy the first place, not only as compared with the

foreign linen manufacture, but with that of Great

Britain. Jas. MacAdam, Jan., Belfast, Jan. 16.

Cross-bred Mountain Sheep.—Without entering into

any formal reply to the scientific inductions of " T.,"

p. 26, perhaps it will be sufficient for me to state that my
friend had no cause for complaint on the score of the

parturition of his ewes, but on the contrary was so

well satisfied with his experiment that this year he

has considerably increased the number. I cannot

admit that it follows as a natural consequence that a
large male must necessarily cause a large offspring and
difficulty at the time of birth. On the contrary, reason-

ing from my own experience, I believe the feeding or

nursing properties of the mother have more to do with
the size of the young prior to birth than the male Irom
which they have proceeded. Of this there are numerous
examples, familiar to every one, as the smalt breeds of

Guernsey or Kerry cows with a Durham bull, an ass
with a large horse, lap-dogs with a Newlouudlaud

inrib', all these being instances where though the ulti-

mate result may be a largo animal, the difficulties at

the time of parturition form the exception rathor than

the rule ;
— in fact the mule has little to do with the Izc ol

tho young during the time ol gestation ; he may I

his size, colour, and constitutional peculiarities upon the

animal, but the size which it will attain prior to birth

depends almost exclusively upon the feeding propertioi

of tho mother. Apart from all considerations ol the

male, fat cows and small calves, fat women and small

children, lean cows and largo calves, lean women and fal

children, are examples bl daily occurrence, Neithi i da

I believe that high feeding ban any influence, except an

evil one, upon the size of the offspring, for I could cite

an instance of a large dairy of cows stuffed daily with

Turnips, oilcake, and Linseed mash, which product d a

lot of poor nasty calves, whilst other cows, taking their

luck in tho straw yard, produced comparatively

lirHt-rato calves. Look, again, at the puny ofl |
;'

of ninny of our high and middle classes, iih com-

pared with tho fat, ruddy, chubby, Imply children

of tho half-starved and hardly worked peasantry of

England and Ireland, and especially of vValcs,and here is

further proof that underfeeding is better than pamper-

ing. In the example which " T." cites of bis own want

of success, perhaps his stock Buffered iih much from their

predatory habits, received positive injury thereby, as

from being put to a largo male. I grant all he »ayi

against tho mountain breed, thoy are especially in

inclosed districts a perfect nuisance ; hut even

that does not " kick the beam " against the

fino quality of their mutton, especially when that

mutton is formed among the sweet herbs and their

mountain Heather. Of " T.'s" argument in favour

of in-and-in breeding, I may remark, that by such a

courso ho may get fine quality and high feeding proper-

ties, and great aptitude under careful management to

lay on meat ; but most assuredly tho constitution

will deteriorate, and if obliged to "rough it," animals

so finely bred will not do to compare with their

more plebeian brethren. I know an instance where

cows were bred in-and-in until they ceased to yield

milk sufficient to support their calves, and a few

weeks after calving would go quite dry ; still they were

always fat, and fat they would be even in the straw-

yard. In conclusion, however, I may remark that, in

speaking of putting mountain ewes to a large ram, I

spoke comparatively of Welsh as compared with En-

glish farming, or good ordinary Southdowns, such as

are seen in Wales, and not of the prize animals of Good-

wood and other places in this country. W. P. Ayres,

Whittlebury Lodge, Jan. 15.

Lord Favcrshani's Ox at Birmingham.— If I had
known that you would have published the weights of

the beasts shown at Birmingham, I would also have

sent you the weight of the white ox (short-horn) shown
at Birmingham, and fed by the Right Hon. Lord
Faversham, of Buncombe Park, in this county. The
particulars are as follows :

—

Live Weight of the. Ox:—162 Imperial Stones Measure.

feeder, and put the onci chopped Gone npon it with a
Shovel ; the fctiaw pull* it on, and it gets Quits II

cut and bruised a* (g useful for .

iheep. I think no one who fairly b u will

it up again. I should much ;. light

sand form ol • !00 acres well cultivated, and »itii

foi I .. fanned >M M to havo
i 00 seres eoi a an I gri n ind the -i'j wi

Qorae. The number ol stoel It would koep profitably,

il m bo es all the year, would be very great I bona
;' I would be brief ; but I have mi/Jo a »ai |./fig

story ofTl I bar. Il may In useful, however, I

"Col tan Ret u r." II'. '/>. P.

I / I have lately purchased oornc lull

land, to the purchase of which no objection ws
by any one, the title an clear tut part ownership

Bnglnnd, The sum amooDtod to 480/, ; the law ex-

penses for this 4802. were 7C. ! John Ay, •'

I
... a ' • ; / 1 have lately b

reading thin work, which is well worthy the atu i

all inten rriculture, whether landlord, tenant,

or implement maker. I think Mr. Hoakyns is on the
right track when be says tbat Steam cultivation mum bf
done by a cylinder of claws revolving Independently of

the draught, and there is little doubt that it will v.ine

flay he accomplished ; but an yet I faney the veigbl '*f

the engine, if constructed an portable enginca ai

motive's now arc, would be SO great OS '

working, except, perhaps, when lbs ground i» very hard.

Supposing that it takes

breadth of inches of soil into ft boo mould, a-

to turn over a furrow of tiiat width < : think

you enn allow lets), then, if the cylinder were
wide it would require 10-horse power, viz., two t

9 inches. It is pretty good work for three horses to

draw a seven-horse power portable engine along a road,

and 1 do not think fcix homes power would I* more than

sufficient to move so heavy a machine along a stubble

field ; we have then a 2'2-horsc power engine besides

the revolver—how is such a cumbrous affair to be lurried

short round each time it arrives at the end of a field I

Of the expense I say nothing, as I think if it can ot.ee

be accomplished the cost maybe reduced afterwards.

I must apologise for trespassing bo much on your space ;

but being interested in agriculture, I am anxious to

know if Mr. Hoskyns can overcome the difficulty I havo

mentioned, and 1 have no meanB of communicating
with him but through your columns. A Farm'.,- in

I Embryo. [The difficulty to which yon allude has long

been the acknowledged hindrance to the progress if

6team culture.]

Length. GlKTH. Cabcase. Loose Fat.

feet inch.
6 1)

feet in.

8 8

Actual Weight,
st. lbs.

108 6i
st. lbs.

IS 131

I should have liked this to have appeared in your Paper,

as it appears his lordship's ox had more loose fat than
any beast shown either at Baker Street or Birmingham
except No. 32, which had 17 stone. Walter Taylor,
Malton, Yorkshire.

Payne's Defiance Wlieat.—Mr. Mechi asks of your
correspondents whether the value of Payne's Defiance

Revitt Wheat is, as a rule, 10s. per quarter below other

Wheats. I have grown it for two years, and the millers

who buy nearly all my corn, and they are perhaps doing
the largest business in the county, have always con-

sidered that, weight for weight, the Revitt is 5s. per
coomb under value. This, coupled with the fact that I

cannot grow a larger acreable yield than of the old

sorts—Spalding, for instance—has led me to eschew the

growth of Revitts for the future. T. R. Ellis, Oxnead
Hall, Buxton, Norfolk.

Gorse.—In your answer to "a Constant Reader,"
January 8, there are several points in wdiich I think

you have not had perhaps experience in Gorse feeding.

I will state tliem as briefly as I can. The common
Ulex europrcus is the best in every point of view, both
in quality, quantity, and hardihood, even if the immense
trouble and expense of growing U. strictus was not

sufficient bar to its introduction. The sowing direc-

tions are very good. The plan, however, of cutting the

alternate rows annually is very bad. If the soil it is

grown on is sandy you may cut it every year ; but if

not well qualified for Gorse, every other year. But
instead of cutting the alternate rows iu the troublesome

manner you mention, mow half your plot each year with

a scythe, and simply rake it up as you would auy green
crop. The expense and trouble of this is no more than

so much Lucerne, &c. By mowing regularly you save
all the expense of separating woody stems, as there will

be none. The mallet and block is very well for a poor
cottager with one or two cows ; but to use Gorse upon a

large scale, as it ought to be on all light sandy soils, as

one of the very best and cheapest foods for cattle,

horses, and sheep through eight months iu the year, get

a good strong chaff-cutter that will cut half-inch chaff

(I find Ransome and Parsons, of Salford, the best I

know). If with a horse-power attached, this will cut up
a good cart load in a very short time ouce over, the mau
feeding having gloves on. Then lay straw on the

^octettes.

Highland and Agrictltcril.—At the late half-

yearly general meeting of this Society, the Duke of

Buccleuch in the chair, 78 new members, 49 of whom
are tenant-farmers, were elected.

Agricv.Hv.ral Statistics.—Sir John M'Neill said he bad
the pleasure of reporting to the society what might be
considered as the completion of the inquiry, and he
might state with confidence that in no part of the United

Kingdom had there yet been collected a body of agri-

cultural statistics so worthy of trust or so complete as

those which bad now, through the instrumentality of the

Highland Society, been collected for Scotland. While
congratulating the Society upon their success, be did

j

not mean at all to assert that the returns which bad
' this year been obtained were complete and perfect.

There were, necessarily, some defects for which they

were not responsible. He might instance the fact <::

the impossibility of giving the entire area of the country

from the want of such a survey as would alone enable

them to do it with accuracy; but when they had obtained

a trigonometrical survey of Scotland, they would be able

to give returns complete as regarded the area. There
was another imperfection also in the returns, which was
not likely to occur again. To obtain accurate returns

of stock iu all parts of the country it was necessary to-

followthe same system which was adopted in enumerating.

the population—to take the numbers upon one day. But
from the late season at which the authority was given,

and from the difficulty of obtaining correct returns cf

occupants, it was impossible to accomplish that this year.

The tables would be forwarded to the Board of Trade,

aud he trusted that the board would have no objection

to publicity being immediately given to the results thus

obtained. He thought the tenant farmers who bad
laboured so zealously in the matter were entitled to the

immediate benefit of the Scotch tables.

The Duke of Bnceleuch said they were dee;" _

gentlemen who had acted as enumerators in the different distr

They had done their duty in a most excellent minner. Bnt he
should be doing an injustice to the position be held as their

1 chairman, and also to his position as a member of the society, if

j
he did not express most distinctly his o^rn individual opir

land, he was sure, the opinion of every one, of the ixrta]

j
services which had been rendered to them by their secretary. Mr.

' Hall Maxwell. His labours had been labours of love—purely
gratuitous, and highly honourable to himself- He thought they
could not do less than pass a vote of thanks to Mr. Maxwell for the
manner in which he had conducted the inquiry [cheers).

—

Lord Panmure thought they should als^bearapiblic tesrl— -r.y

to the zeal of the tenantry of Scotland, through -whom alone

these statistics could have been furnished. He concluded by
seconding the proposition to give a vote of thanks ta the

secretary for his zeal in conducting the investigation. The
motion having been unanimously adopted, Mr. Maxwell returned

thanks.

The Chemical Department.—Dr. Anderson reported

that continued progress was being made in this depart-

ment. They had just completed a very extensive inves-
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ligation inio the composition of a great variety of

oilcakes, and this would shortly be laid before tlie

society. They had also been investigating the composi-

tion of oilcake made from the earth-nut in France, and

which seemed likely to be of considerable importance
;

and they had been engaged in determining the properties

of soils, &c. As regarded analyses made for individuals,

the number of these during the past half year had been

larger than was usual during the latter half of the year,

when farmers were occupied with other matters. It

was interesting to observe that the character of these

analyses was undergoing some change. During the last

year the analyses of superphosphates had very largely

increased, the use of superphosphates being greatly on

the advance in Scotland. When he first became chemist

to the society, these analyses were somewhat of a rarity,

but the case was now very different, and, while formerly

they had been of an inferior oharacter, the quality had

now greatly improved. The report was approved of.

The Inverness Show. — Mr. Maxwell stated tha*

arrangements had been made for holding the next show
at Inverness, in 1856, and that a list of the classes of

stock was now before the local committee, of which

Lord Lovat had undertaken to act as chairman. Mr.
Maxwell added that the society would meet in Glasgow
in lb'57, and that there was an application from Aber-
deen for 1858.

Farmers' Clubs.
London.—The following have been selected as sub-

jects for discussion during the present year :—
Proposed br

Fd'iuarno.—To wliat extent can Town { ,. T T , r
'

e
Sewage be profitably applied to the-, Entree H^E^'ex
purposes of Agriculture ? (.

XlPtree *""'. ^ssox.

March 5.-The Cultivation of Italian ]
M?dLC ' SSt™

Ryegrass i
uPPer Wellington

live grass
^ Street, London.

April2.—The most economical mode of f Mr. W. Bennett, of
Cultivating Root Crops ;. \ Cambridge.

J/aT/7.— On the general application off
Steam Power to Agricultural Pur- J Mr. J. "Williams, of
poses; and, if practicable, -what] Baydon, Wilts,
would be its natural results? I

Junt\.—On the Economy and Cost off Mr. J. Bailey Denton,
Good Roads \ of Stevenage, Herts.

Xovcmbcr 5.—The best system of Stall- r
feeding Cattle — particularly on I

Farms chiefly Arable, and where Mr. Owen Wallis, of
Economy in the Consumption of-< Overstone Grange,
Hay, or its entire omission in the Northampton,
process is an important considera- I

tion V
December— Upon the Management off,,- ,, ~ JTTT .,„

Estates, so as to insure their utmost Mr.R.BAKB>B,ofWnttle,

Development and Improvement ... (
^ssex.

The discussions commence at half-past 5 o'clock.

There are no meetings for discussion in January, July,
August, September, or October.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bushel of Wheat : A Northman. The cost of a bushel of Wheat

is what no two men will agree upon; the preliminaries to a
discussion of that point need themselves to be discussed, and
tbis we hope shortly to do.

Covered Yakds : An Anonymous Correspondent calls the atten-
tion of our readers to this subject, and we shall be much
obliged for information on it from any one who can speak from
experience. He asks for " reliable information as to the con-
struction of covered yards for manure. (He does not refer to
homestpads under one roof.) On bow many sides should there
be walls, and with what openings? What height should the
wall plates be from the ground to allow for the manure and
young stock kept in the yard? What is the best arrangement
for troughs for feeding the stock, so as not to be interfered with
by the manure ? What is the best and cheapest form and span
of roof to cover such a space, say a square of 60 feet or up-
wards? Should there be any arrangements for light or air in
•the roof? Any information on this subject, or indication where
-it can be got will oblige. Also as to where practical informa-
tion can be got as to cast-iron pipes for liquid manure. Can the
system be worked without machinery in 3-inch pipes, where
there is a small fall, say under 10 feet? Would it answer
simply pumping up the liquid manure into a small supply
tank from the larger one below, so as to give a fall of the
height mentioned above? Distribution of liquid manure by
gravity is spoken of in some of the papers on the subject, but
as far as appears this is only by open channels like water
gutters, for no mentionis made of pipes distributing bv gravity,
without steam-engine or horse-gear." [Distribution by gravity
is generally mere surface distribution, but it may be by pipes
if the position of the buildings be high enough above the land
to be so treated. It is plain that the pressure of a column of
water, whether the natural result of situation or the artificial
result of pumping to an elevated tank, has all the effect of the
forcepump and condenser, and will be equally efficient.]

Titrate op Soda : 1} V. We would mix nitrate of soda with
salt in your inland county with greater confidence than else-
where. It may be applied with good effect for Beans ; and for a
rapid growth, such as that of Rhubarb, we imagine that it and
guano applied at frequent intervals in the liquid way would be
the best plan to adopt.

Potatoks: Worcester. Ton should have got gas lime together in
compost months ago, and turned it frequently if you are going
to use it now. A " waggon load" per acre is a common dressing.
You may apply it broadcast, and leave it for some weeks before
turning it in. You should plant early in spring, early sorts in
early t-oils, and so you will run least risk of the disease. We
should ourselves prefer a deepisb planting early in March to
autumn planting.

Hoot-Gkindinc Machine : ASmall Farmer. We cannot say from
personal experience which is the best of the few that we have
seen—and n. ust therefore be dependent upon our correspondents
giving us information. We should not purchase any of them
as at present advised, but retain the use of the Banbury Turnip
cutter. • j r

Round Bricks : Mr. Morton asks the probable cost of manufac-
turing round balls of well burned brick, some 3 or 4 inches in
diameter [We would dissuade you from the expence of a
patent The existing plan of pipe drainage affords a much more
perfect channel for the exit of drainage water than the inter-
stit.al spaces left in the manner you claim to have invented.]

Sj
lt!£o!/

RU
I
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;
We ha

,
ve rec«ved your particulars and will

a week or twoT "
3e °f them in »'«**» on the subject in

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE.
OK GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, aud can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will (bid

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to anv pond or tank required.

Price of A\ in. Pump, with legs, 83.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.

14 inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. Gd, per foot.

Vj inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John "Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, Loudon.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising "Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep "Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

£jlji<*33fc

WARNERS PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, aud Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel under nose.

2* in, short lft. Tin. /Fitted for lead,

2* „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,

ditto 3 '„ 6 „ i or cast iron

ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ I as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

£ 5. d.

1 12
1 15

2 12
2 IS
3 5

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber iu Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising "Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINCS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

'"PHE only Patented invention of this description
-A constructed so as to prevent considerable waste of Hay and
Corn, together with all the newest improvements.
NEWLY IMPROVED ECONOMIC STABLE FITTINGS,

FORTY SHILLINGS PER SET, to fill up the whole width of

Stalls, and can be had enamelled or galvanised. Every descrip-

tion of Mangers, Racks, and Stable Furniture in stock; Iron
Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c.
Manufacturer of Kite's Patent Noiseless Cast-iron Smoke-

Curing Chimney Caps (200 on Buckingham Palace), price 35s.

each. Price Lists and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded on re-

ceipt of two postage stamps.
JAMES BARTON, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street,

a few doors east of the Pantheon.

MANCER, RACK, X WATER-TROUGH AS ONE FIXTURE.
Improved and Newly Patented.

COTTAM and H ALLEN, the original inventors,
obtained the Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-

ment, to which all the latest improvements are adapted, secured
by Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the
halter-weight and rein from the back of the manger to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
convenience when at rest, as likewise, from their position avoid-

ing the liability of the most restive horse getting cast. No well-

manaeed stable should he without, these fittings.

'COTTAM' 8 ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in

the best possible manner, both as to form and utility; are
cleanly in appearance, disable, and impervious to infection;
manufactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable
Pumps, Loose. Box, Fittings Gutta Percha Preserving Saddle
and Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, in

stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamen'al tastings and every description of Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orna-
mental, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.

Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottabi& Hallen,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

PUBLIC INVITATION.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea,O most respectfully invite those interested in Horticulture, aud

in the principles of betting by Hot water, to visit their Horticul-
tural Establishment during this Severe Weather. They will
now have a faicopportunity of testing the efficiency of the heating
apparatus, which is worked by one boiler, 5 feet by 3 feet 6 inches,
circulating the water through 5000 feet of pipe extending through
•houses and pits upwards of 1C00 feet in length, and diffusing over
tlie whole ,1 greater supply of heat than is necessary.

ITS

BRANCHES.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at It?, per square
yard; 200 yards. Us.; 500 yards, 30*.; 1000 yards. 50$. Scrim
Canvass, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Clmndlers. and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

King's Eoad, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
rpHE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
-*- ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works, ^ *

-

King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green- S& *'

houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c, ran
erected, and in full operation, tz_Efl^' "":

combining all modern improve-

—

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

Tlie HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through alt
the Houses and Pits, , „ l1.n..ni,-..M.i.Mi
affording both top ^^^^^^^ffllffl
and bottom beat, is «-^*
in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention. '* -*1—
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection
of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HOT - WATER PIPES at wholesale prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every requisite connec-

tion. Cast Iron Boilers, 55s. each. Improved Soot Doors and
Furnace Doors. Builders' Castings of every description kept in

Stock at — Mr. LYNCH WHITE'S, Old Barge Iron Wharf,
Uppnr Ground Street (near Blackfriars Bridge), London.

QHEET GLASS (15 02.) of good quality in lOOJeefc
^~J boxes.
~ 10 in. by 8 in. and under ... 15*. per bos.

11 in. by 9 in. to 22 in. by 14 in 17*. „
Larger sizes to 2S in. by IS in 19*. „

1 'Also similar sizes in 21 oz. Sheet at 24s. per box. Boxes
charged 2s. each, and returnable at the same price, if delivered

free. CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet Glass in

Crates, British and Patent Plate, &c. &c. White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine. Colours, &c.—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smitbfield.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usualsizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GL.ASS, GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners1 Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES.
fyHOMAS MILLINGTON'S present prices for good
-A- 16 oz. sheet glass, boxes included.

Gin. by 4 in. to 6 in. by 5J in. ... 13s. 3d.

\

7 by 5 to 8 by 6 13 6
8J by 6i to 10 by S 14 Uer 100 feet.

10* by SI to 14* by 10* 16
17 by ltfto IS by 12 IS ]

A great variety of sizes. Particulars had on application.

ORCHARD HOUSE SQUARES on Mr. Rivers's plan, to

whom I have sold some thousands of feet.

Large Sheets for cutting up, in cases, at 2£d!. and 3<Z.per foot.

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,
and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating Glasses,
Wasp Traps, Cucumber Tubes, Preserve Jars, with and without
covers; Fern Glasses.

Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass. Crystal
Glass Shades for ornaments.
Greenhouses, erected in either wood or iron. Garden Lights

and Frames.
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London—same side as Eastern

Counties Railway.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE
GLASS, 1-Sth thick, or 2 lbs. to the foot; 8-16ths, orSlbs.;

and l-4th, or 4 lbs. to the foot, for Ridge and Furrow Roofs,
Greenhouses, Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills, Market
Halls, and Public Buildings generally.

Packed in Boxes of 50 feet each.
6 by 4 and 6i by 4* 10*. 6<Z. per box.
7 „ 5 „ 74 „ 54 12 „
8 „ 6 „ 8* „ 61 13 6
9 „7 „ 9* „ 7j and 10 by 8 ... 15 „

For larger sizes a full List of Prices will be sent on application.
Boxes are charged 2s. each extra, full price allowed if returned
free of expense.—For further information apply to

JAMES PHILLIPS & CO.,
116, Bishopsgate Stbeet Without.

"Rough Plate has never been, and never can be, prejudicial to
trie colouring of Grapes ; though we can easily believe that it ha*
been charged with such a fault by persons who have not skill

enough to manage Grapes under glass."

—

Gardeners1 Chronicle.

" There can he no.que&tion now that Rough Plate Glass is the
most beautiful as well as the most useful kind of glass that can. be
employed in horticulture. It is free from all the faults of trans-

parent glass, and has many advantages peculiar to itBelf, witfiouk

a single disadvantage as a set off.
11— Gardeners 1 Chronicle.
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WEEDS ON WALKS.
MR,. FLEMING'S WEEDING on SALTING

MACHINE ran GRAVEL WALKS, COURT VAUUH,
&c. manufactured and sold by Alexander Hiiankh & Hon, Ar-

broatb I''* j rrjtJ'fi 1 1 li'*^» I''
1"") whom |>;irlli'nlnni Willi |>i [cflfl muy bnhurt ,

PHILLIPS' PATENT.

THE PRIZE IMILPJNO MACI1INK of the Royn]
Agricultural Sooloty's Bhow, hold at Lincoln, July, 1854.

Tim Plral mill only Prize ovor offered by (ho Royal Agricul-

tural Society for (ho boHl Machine for reducing Roots to a Pulp

traj awarded to tho Machine [nvontcd and Exhibited by Fin

dbhiqk I'lin.i.ii'H, of The Mull Farm, near Brandon, Suffolk.

Fhbdidhicjh I'liii.i.iivi bcgH to Inform the trade thai ho \h pre

pared to gnint Lii-riiurn i'<>v ihn malting of thoHO Mach lnoH.

WOOLLEN NET for tub PROTECTION ov
WALL FRUIT TREES mom FROST, :i and 8 yardu

-.vide, can bo had of Wba'Ciibuhbad, WALTBns, & Co., Dorby.

See Oardcntira' Chronicle of Oct. 28, 1804.

Gi ALVANISKD WIRE (J AME NETTING.—
7d. I'Kit Yaiiij, 2 FffiKT Width.

Galvan- Japnnnod
ined. Iron.

2-Inch numb, light, 24 Inchoa wide ... Id. per yd. Brf.pcryd.

2-luch „ Strong „ ... 9 „ 6J „
8-lnoh „ extra strong,, ... 12 M 9 „

lfi-inoh „ light „ ... 8 „ 6 „
lS-lnch M atrong „ ... to ,, 8 „
lg-inch ,, extra strong „ ... 14 „ 11 „

All the above can be mado any width »it proportionate prices.
II' Urn upper hull' in ii coarse nioshj it will reduce tho prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.

per square fbot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by H.uiNAnn & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered fre-o of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

STEPHENSON and PE1LL, 6
1
, Gracechurch Street,

London, and 17, New Park Street, Southwark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or
Iron, respectfully call tho attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple buteflicacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Dot Water.
From the exleusive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars
furnished on application,

ryi iie com fort^TTFixed watebTcloset
J- Fon 11—Places in gardens converted into comfortable wator-
oloseta by llio PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED PAN,
With its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return of cold
air or effluvia, Any carpenter can fix it in two hours. Price 11.
Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes, 11., 21. 4s-,

and SI.; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with pump
cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus, with engravings,
forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.—At Fyfe & Co 's
Sanatorium , -Ki, Leicester Square, Loudon.

NEW WINTER SOAP.
"

TV!' ETCALFE, BINGLEY, and Co/S OATMEAL
L^k and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (recistered Nov. 3, 1S5-1).
Price 6rf. ench. This soap will bo found the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to tho public. It preserves
the hands from chapping, and renders the skin solt and agree-
able.—Sold wholesale and retail by tho inventors and sole manu-
facturers, Mbtcalpb, Rincli'.y, & Co., Brushmakera and Per-
fumers to II 8 11. Prince Albeit. 130n and 131. Oxford Street.
Caution.—To prevent fraud, each tablet bears the registered

mark and the names and address of tho inventors, as above.
Mi OALTE'e ALKALINE TOOTH PO WEEK. 2s. per box.—

The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
fumers, &c. ___

"0 PARENTS AND"GUARDIANS.—The return
of youth to the respective boarding-schools induces a

SOlidtude for their personal comfort and attraction. Now it is
that ROWLANDS' MACASSAR OIL, for accelerating the
growth and for improving and beautifying the hair, ROWLANDS'
KA1.VDOK, for improving the skin and complexion and
removing cutaneous eruptions, and ROWLANDS' ODONTO or
Pbabi, Dentbifice, for rendering the teeth beautifully white and
preserving the gums, are considered indispensable accompani-
ments for the attainment of those personal advantages so
universally sought for and admired. Beware of Spurious
Imitations. The only Genuine of each hears the name of Rovr-
i.amis preceding that of the article on the wrapper or label

—

gold by A. Rowland and Soss, 20, Hatton Garden, London, and
py Chemists and Perfumers.

AMANDIN YT~
A WHITE HAND is indispensable to all ; it is the

jg » distinguishing mark between refinement and vulgarity
With the aid of Amandine, prepared by PL BuElDENllACn'every'
hand may be rendered soft, white, and delicate; every rude im-
pression of bard usage and rough weather removed; and the seal
ot elegance impressed upon it, let its present condition be ever
so unpromising. Sold in jars, 2s. M. each.—H. Breidehbuch
Perfumer, 157b, Now Bond Street, London; and by Perfumers'
and i n nggists.

TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS^
A RETIRED CLERGYMAN having been restoredx
„ *° health in a few days, afttr many years of sreat nervous

juffei ing, is anxious to communicate to others the means of cure
he will therefore send (free), on receiving a stamped envelope'
properly addressed, a copy of the proscription used—Direct Rev'
_E. D'H oi.ass, 18, Holland Street. Brixton. London.

"DUPTURES EFFECTUALLY CURED WITH-
J-V OUT A TRUSS.—All Sufferers from this alarming com-
plaint are earnestly invited to consult or write to Dr. LESLIE
as he guarantees them relief in every case. His remedy has
been successful in curing thousands of persons during the last
Uftven years, and is applicable to every kind of single and double
KUptnre, however bad or long standing, in male or female of any
age, causing no confinement or inconvenience in its use whatever
Sent post tree to any part of the world, with full instructions for
use, on receipt of 7.1. Grf. in postage stamps, cash, or Post-office
oroer, payable at. tho General Post-office, to Dr. Herbert Leslie
;'». Manchester Street, Gray's Inn Road. London. At home
', ' except Sunday) from 11 till S o'clock. A Pamphlet of
istimonials sent post free on receipt of one postage stamp.

T°rf
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" I BTOVEB for tho econorofi il and
i hop ' areln m, pn i

thlo Honiion Je ided, wil.i.fA.M ,IJU1

to hhi unrivalled n tnn nt, adapted (oi t tin i

concolvable requirement, al prlccH from I' i

tlidvavlotyof roRlntor and otb< i
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npHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE lor SILVE1U
1 The real NICK BL BIIfVISRj Introdm I

\Vji,i,[A'.) |Ji h lion Plated by tho patent pr<

i;iklntfl i o . I
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Plddla i i

Pattei n. Patteri I

Ti ;i
] dhi por dozoa 19a "

Di iHorl i orkii „ 30a ... 40*. ...

i ii or! Spoonii ,, 80*. ... 42 . . i

\ able i "i i i ., 40*. ... DO*. ... '
i

TabloSpo) ,. 40*. ... B8*. ... 60*.

Ton andCoffooSol , WaltoM, Oandlemtlel
.

i at pi iportlonate

pi ico am kinds of replatlng done by tlio patent proi i

CHEMICALLY PURE NiCKEL, riOT PLATED,
Fiddle, i bn n I. Kln«*ir.

Table Spoonn and Porks, full n\7.<
, ,]'i;r6o-/.. Yl->. ... 'i^.

,

i». , orl ditto and ditto 10*. ... '2\>.

Tea ditto fi*. ... lt.-(. ... 12*.

(Ml'VLVMY WARRANTED The most varied
v> ossortmonl of TABLE CUTLERY In the world, all

waiTanted, Is on Bale at William B. Bubtom's, at prices

thut urn remunerative only because of the largenc of the
i ale ;

;),
J.-ini'ii Lvory-handlod table knives, with high ahouldei , 11*

per dozen; desserts to match, 10*. ; If to balance, 1*. per dozen
extra; carvers, 4*. por pair ; larger sizes, from 14*. Oct. to 26*. per
dozen; extra fine, ivory, 82*.; ii with silver ferrules, 87*. to 60*.;
white bone table knlveB, 7*. Qd. per dozen; desserts, 6*. 6*?.;

carvers, 2*. '•<!. por pair; black horn table knives, 7*. id, per
dozen; desserts, 60.; cnrvcrn

p

l

2n.(ld.\ black wood-handled table

knives and forks, 6*. per dozen : table steels, from 1 .each. The
largest stock In existence of plated dessert knives and forks, la
cases and otherwise, and of tho new plated fish carvers. Also a
lai < assortment of Itazors, Penknives, Scissors, &c, of the

best quality.

T AMPS OF ALT, SORTS AND PATTERNS.—
-—J The largest, as well as the choicest, assortment In existence

of TRENCH and ENGLISH MODERATEUR. PALMER'S,
CAMPHINE, ARGAND, SOLAR, and other LAMPS, with all

the latest Improvements, and of tho newest and most rechcrchi

patterns, in ormolu. Bohemian, and plain glnss, or papier-mache*,
is at William S. Burton's, and they are arranged in one largo
room, so that patterns, sizes, and sorts can be instantly selected.

Real French Colza Oil, 5-s. per gallon.

Palmer's Candles, 9d., 9.»d., and lOd. per lb.

DISH COVERS AND HOT-WATER DISHES
in every material, in great variety, and of the newest and

most recherc?U patterns. Tin Dish Covers, Gs.fjd. the set of six;

Block Tin, 12s. 3d. to 28*. 9d. the set of six; elegant modern
patterns, 34s. Qd. to 58s. Gd. the set; Britannia Metal, with or
without silver-plated handles, 76s. Gd. to 110*. 6rf. the set; Sheffield

Plated, 10JI. to 16/. 10s. the set; Block Tin Hot-water Dishes, with
wells for gravy, 12s. to 30s.; Britannia Metal, 22s. to 77s.; Electro-

plated, on Nickel, full size, llf. lis.

Williasi S. Burton has TEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS
devoted to the show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRON-
MONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and
Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so
arranged and classified that purchasers may easily and at once
make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1, 2, and
3, Newman Strest; and 4 *t- 5, Perrv's Place.

KNOW THYSELF!— The Secret Art of DIS-
COVERING the TRUE CHARACTER of IN DIVI DUALS

from the peculiarities of their HANDWRITING, lias long been
practised by Miss GRAHAM with astonishing success. Her
startling delineations arc both full and detailed, differing from
anything hitherto attempted. All persons wishing to "know
themselves," or any friend in whom they are interested, must
send a specimen of their writing, stating sex and age, enclosing
13 penny post stamps to Miss Graiiaii, 10, Chichester Place,
King's Cross, London, and they will receive in a few days a
minute detail of the mental and moral qualities, talents, tastes,

affections, virtues, failings, &c, of the writer, with many other
things hitherto unsuspected.—" Miss Graham is a most suc-
cessful graphiologist." Family Herald.

DO iUU WANT bEAUTlFUL HAlK,
WHISKERS, &c.?— COUPELLE'S CRINUTRIAR,

though extensively imitated, is universally acknowledged as the
only preparation to be really depended upon for the unfailing pro-

duction of Hair and Whiskers in two or three weeks; as also
checking Greyness, Baldness, &c, and rendering the Hair
beautifully luxuriant, curly and glossy. Mr. Williams, S.

Lowther Street, Liverpool.—" I can now show as fine a head of
hair as any person, solely from using your Crinutriar." Sergeant
Cravkn, Longford Barracks, Ireland.—" Through using yonr
Crinutriar, I have an excellent Moustache, which I had before
despaired of." Mrs. Carter, Pangbonrne, Beiks.—"My head,
which was quite bald, is now covered with new hair." Price 25.

per package, through all Druggists and Perfumers, or sent post
free on receipt of 24 penny stamps by Rosalie Coupelle,
69, Castle Street, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London.

HOLLO WAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS
INCOMPARBLE REMEDIES POR BAD LEGS.—Mr.

Sbackell, Butcher, of Old Brentford, was afflicted for a long time
with three wi unds in his legs, "which rendered him totally unable
to attend to his usual avocations ; in fact his leg was so bad that
it defied all medical skill to effect a cure. He then made use of
Holloway's Ointment and Pills, paying every attention to the
instructions given with the medicines, and the result was, after
persevering with these remedies for about 10 weeks, that his leg
is completely cured, and he now enjoys the best of health.— Sold
by all Medicine Vendors, and at Professor Holloway's Esta-
blishment, 214 Strand, London, and SO, Maiden Lane. New York.

a Sl'HAlA, COUGHS, COLDS, and INFLUENZA
iA SPEEDILY Ct'RED. AND INSTANTLY BELIEVED BY THE USE OF

SPENCERS PULMONIC ELIXIR.
This fine medicine will be found admirably adapted to promote
expectoration, ease the breathing, loosen the phlegm, abate fever,

and allay the tickling sensation which occasions the cough, with-
out tightening the chest; and for all temporary and local affec-

tions, such as wheezing, irritation of the throat, palpitation of the

heart, hoarseness ot the voice, influenza, &c, it affords immediate
relief; while in more chronic disorders, as periodical coughs or
inveterate asthma, it is equally valuable in its effects, although
of course a little longer perseverance in the use of the article is

required.—Prepared only by T. Roberts & Co., Crane Court,
Fleet Street, London; ami by all respectable medicine-vendorsand
chemists in the kingdom. In bottles at Is. lid. and 25.90*. each;
the bottles at 2$. 9d. contain nearly as much as three small ones.

\* Ask for SpssCee's Pulmonic Elixir.

W JM. JAM BAttRATT, Lawi --weher
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rr»0 BE SOLD, BUI 1 « - < BIN CHU
-* firstclass Prize Birds, BfisinoaFootraChick«ns,nDoia
American Prize Birds, and Spaniah Chicken*. Abv> fsffie very
good one-year-old Bird
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hu:
Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainer*, Garden A rd.n. »r*d every
kind of Wire Work, useful and ornamental.—T. I

of London Win vw IiUl.
Illustrated Catalogues forwarded post fr^e.

Sales &g Suction.

COCHIN CHINA FOWLS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to notify that he has
received instructions from Thomas -

Grays, to announce for Sale by And J>m, 2fi,

King Street, Covent Garde:. ' Y, 2."M Jai

12 o'clock precisely, a selection of COCHIN CHINA I

consisting entirely of first-class birds. •*• This is the

and known strain of Buffs now in the hands of the original

breeder. Mr. Sturgeon has bred them with rare care and Judg-
ment for many years, no second-rate bird has been bred from,
and they are unrivalled in their combination of form, size, and
colour. Up to 1S52 they were the winners of all the bei

at Birmingham, Cheltenham, Winchester, &c, and were oent
beaten, since which they have not been shown till within the last

few weeks, when they took the Silver Vase and 1st Prize at Man-
chester.—May be viewed the morning of sale. (

enclosing a stamped directed envelope, lo Mr. J. C. Bi

3S, Kiug Street, Covent Garden.

COCHIN CHINA FOWLS.
Mr.. PrxcnAED's Aaonxix Sale.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to notify that he has
received instructions from Mr. Punchard to anooB--

Sale by Auction, at bis Great Room. 3S.

Garden, on TUESDAY, 30th Januarv. at 12 o'clock pre-

selection of first class COCHIN CHINA FOWL?, trnj in the
celebrated Yards of Blunts Hall, Haverhill, the Stock

has been strengthened by careful importations, and the Bird*
from wbicb were the winners of the Silver Vase, and t

other First Prize for Cochins, at the late Birmingham E^;.

—May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had by
inclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr. -

3S, King Street. Covent Garden.

POSTPONEMENT OF SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MoRRIS are in-

structed by Mons. A. Van Geert. of Ghent, to annonnce that

the SALE of CAMELLIAS and other Plant*, announce I

25th inst.. is, in consequence of the inclemency of the weather.

postponed till further notice.—American Nursery. Ley-
Essex.

BROMPTON PARK NURSERY.
To Gbstlemkn, Ncbskbtmbf, Butldees, axd Or—

MESSRS. PROTHEUOE and MORRIS nil! 9
to an unreserved Sale by Auction, on the

;

Brompton Park Nursery. Brompton, near the U H
on MONDAY. Jannary*22d.
Commissioners for the" Exhibition of 1S51, in conseqner. -

:

land beiug required for the formation of new roa :
•

the valuable Stock crowing on the above ce!ev -

consisting of FRUIT TREES and EVERGREE: -

Standard and Dwarf trained and untrained Apple Pear, P!mi

Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, Cherry, a quantity of V
and Ivies in pots. Rhubarb, &c—May be viewed three

to the Sale, Catalogues may be had of the principal S<

in London, and of the Auctioneers, Aruer:

stone, Essex.

TO NURSERYMEN, GENTLEMEN. AND OiHERS.

-\[R, J. WILLMER will Sell by Auction, on the

-1VL Premises, Stmbury Nursery, on TCESDA1
1S55, and following dav" at 12 o'ekx -

--7, tb*-

stock of this well known Nun »nsisdng ^en and

Striped Hollies, from 2 to 10 feet: Arbntr>

3 feet: Portugal*. 3 to 5 feet; Ye^ -

2 to 6 feet : Arborvitse. 2 to * feet; Cedrus D»if-
Bays, 3 to 4 feet ; Scarlet Rbododer ^ndron pontic*,

Lanrestinns, 3 to 6 feet: Evergreen Prive: .

4 feet- Phillvrea, 6feet: B03 -

and Dwarf Pears, laree dwarf Plums, Standard (ferinces

beam hedsres, Spruce~and Balm Firs from 4 r: l".

Elm. Lime. Ash. Acacia. Oak. Horse Chesnnt. Spanish C

from' 6 to 14 feet. May be viewed till time of S :s.lognes

had on the Premises, or hv forwarding fK> Postage Stamps to

the Auctioneer,. Sunhury
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LAURELS FOR THE MILLION.
DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener and Contracting Planter,

TNFORMS the public that he grows a LARGE STOCK of TREES and SHRUBS for the purpose of enabling him to Charge Low, and give at once Present Effect
wlicn carrying out his plans, which is of consequence to those who prefer having the Benefit of Shady Walks, Glades, nnd> liecesses of their own planting in Dlace of the miTpfl IWrr,.- «,J

atee System of planting frequently met with for the benefit of GnANDcmi.DRES. F s
'

pmclJ 0I lue mixea MILK and

As D. P. has More LAURELS than would crown the Heads of all the HkhOIKKB and Heroes in Europe, he will be h.ipriy to part with them on Low Terms for Cask- nlco Nli"
NKand SINGLE CRIMSON THORNS, YEWS, PORTUGAL LAURELS, BEURERIS AQUIFOL1UM, BOX, AUCUisAS, CEDRUS DEODARA StanJard and Dwarf End,
5S BATAILLES, and other ROSES, &c. If the LAURELS are taken by the Ten, Twenty, Fifty, or O.s-E Hundred Thousand, they will be sold at a price that will soon SaviTtti
^r.r.nr. M. ',

'
, in »~ '. ,-'.. . in ...,,- ,.'..:.- tn<*0t)lfT HS linHnr MVPP liiuim, n, ,.,,.., n ..t.n.1 .,.,,,.) „.<M!..„ 1 .1.: /•— .1. .- . - . . ^_ _

"Water System of planting frequen
~ 3 than would crown tlie neaas 01 all tlie heroines and Heroes in Europe, lie will be h.ipriy to part with them on Low Terms for Oasit- nlco NFW nmiRTV

PINK and SINGLE CRIMSON THORNS, YEWS, PORTUGAL LAURELS, BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM, BOX, AUCUBAS, CEDRUS DEODARA, Standard and IlVaiV Bo,k «1 GF aTnt
DES BATAILLES, and other ROSES, &c. If the LAURELS are taken by the Ten, Twenty, Fifty, or One Hundred Thousand, they will be sold at a price that will soon Save tiieir Cost in
Labour. My Plan is to lay them in very close together as under cover, giving at once a good ground outline, and something lor the eye to repose on in place of tliu Hoeing Sceaimno and
always wanting unsatisfactory System generally practised. r ' ™< ""

D. P. was many years Gardener to the late P. C. Labuuchere Esq., Hylands, Essex, and is well acquainted with Forcing Grapes, Peaches, Apricots, Strawberries Melons French Beans Lettnce
Carrots, &c, on the Dutch system, which is superior to the British where a good stud of horses is kept.

' ^ ^mui*,

Plans of Bouses and Pits, etc., furnished on (he Dutch and English Systems.

D. F. will feel much pleasure in recommending a worthy gardener to any Lady or Gentleman in want of one.—Stowe, Buckingham.

EENDLE'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS OF
KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS are now ready.

Tliey can le had to suit various sized Gardens at the

folloioing prices

:

—
No. 1 COLLECTION £3
„ 2 „ 2

„ 3 „ 15
„ 4 „ 15

The quantities are fully detailed in their " Price Current and
Garden Directory," a new edition of which is just published.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Growers, Plymouth.
Established 68 Tears.

SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

PARTICULARS OF the SORTS and QUANTITIES Con-
tained in SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS will be sent

post free on receipt of a stamped envelope with address.

By tlie perusal of this List, it will he seen that the very

test kinds of Vegetable Seeds may be obtained in full

quantities, and proper proportions for one year's supply

of a large garden for the sum of 31., and other complete

Collections of equally choice sorts for smaller Gardens at

11., \l. 5s., and 15s. The economy of cost is by no means the

only advantage gained by ordering one of these Collections.

Address, John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER, SEEDS.
PETER LAWSON and SON beg leave to intimate

to their English customers and the public that they are
prepared to supply from their London establishment assortments
of GARDEN and" FLOWER SEEDS of superior quality, com-
prising all the esteemed standard sorts and those recently intro-

duced. They will be happy to send Catalogues on application.

P. L. & Son have also to intimate that they will shortly issue
their LIST of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which have
been carefully saved from the most select stocks.

Liberal arrangements will be made for the carriage of their
seeds to all quarters.

PETER LAWSON and SON,
Queen's Seedsmen, Wood Foresters, &c, for Scotland, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society, 27, Great George Street,

Westminster, London.

WDRUMMOND and SONS' NEW DESCR1P-
• T1TE CATALOGUE, containing select varieties only,

of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and may
be had post free on receipt of one postage stamp. This Catalogue
will, at a glance, furnish the Gardener with all the necessary
material for drawing out his Seed List correctly and without
trouble. In reference to it the Gmdcnn's' Chronicle remarks :

—

" It is simple, hhort, and one.of the best we have seen. They
are pursuing the sensible course' we have so often insisted upon
for the sake of both buyer and seller ;

" and this opinion has been
cordially responded to by all our old and many new customers.
W. Deemmond & Sons' Seed and Implement Warehouse, Stirling.

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.
MOSCHKOWITZ and SIEGLING, Erfurt, beg to

inform the trade that tlieir new "Wholesale Catalogue of

Choice German and other Flower Seeds, is now ready, and may
he had on application to their Agent, Mr. H. Henkel, 70, Fen-
church Street, London.

OBERT KENNEDY, Agent for Messrs. Platz and
Son, Seed Growers, Erfurt, lias much pleasure in announcing

he has received their Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds

for the trade for 1855, which abounds with new articles of great

interest, and will be forwarded, per post, on application to

R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
P.S. Also, R. Kennedy's General Catalogue of British and

Foreign Ferns forwarded on receipt of six postage stamps.

HOLLYHOCKS.
JOHN CHATER and SON offer the following New

and Choice.HOLLYHOCKS in Pots at 18s. per dozen, hamper
included :—Pourpre de Tyre, Yellow Model, Saffrannt, Duke of

Rutland fuew), Penelope, Swansdown, Gem, Lady Braybrooke,
Spectabilis, White Perfection, Black Prince (new), King of Roses,
Raphael, Napoleon, Magnum Bonum, &c-.

Also the following strong ground Roots, 7s. 6d, per dozen :

—

Queen, Bella Donna, Elegans, Brilliant, Marmion, Mrs. Russell,

Yenosa rubra, Obscura, Aurantia, Purpurea elegans, Flower of

the Day, Marchioness of Breadalbane, Queen of England, and
Model of Perfection.

New Crimson Rockets, 65. per dozen; Double "White do., 3s.

per dozen, 205. per 100.

Hollyhock Seed, in packets containing 200 seeds, Is. Gd.
;

400, 2a. 6rf.; warranted from best flowers. Choice Pansy, Is. per
packet. Sweet William, 6d.

Descriptive Catalogues may be had on application to J. Ciiater
& Son, Haverhill, Suffolk.— Post Office Orders payable at

Haverhill.

SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI—" EMPEROR."

EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock
• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-

deners, Thorngumbald, near Hull, begs to announce that he is

prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. 6d. each. This
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of

the Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the

EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into use before

it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from

15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three

weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the

best price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well

known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
around London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the

Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow a flat to stand
for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, producing
heads from IS lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the

stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in
packets at 2s. Gd. each.
Each may be had of Messrs. NorxE, Cooped, & Bolton, 152,

Fleet Street; and Messrs. Hlt.st &, M'Muli.en, G, Leadenhall
Street, London. Also of the Advertiser, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

MEW CATALOGUE OF FLORISTS' FLOWERS, 1855-
pAREY TYSO, Florist, &e., Wallingford, Berks,
Vy -will send his DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE ofAnemones,
Ranunculuses, Carnations, Picotees, Dahlias, &c, for one stamp.

Also his Flower Seed List for one stamp.

PRICED NURSERY CATALOGUES.
A PAUL and SON will he happy to forward the
-f* • following priced Nursery CATALOGUES in return for
one postage stamp each:—A, Roses; B, Ornamental Trees
and Conifers: C, Fnurr Trees; D, Herbaceous Plants; F,
Greenhouse Plants, &c; G, Seeds; H, Hollyhocks; I,

Bulbs.—Nnrserie s, Chesbunt, Herts.

FOREST AND ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS.
DAVID REID and SON, Nurserymen and

Florists, Leith Walk, Edinburgh, beg to intimate their
CATALOGUES as above are ready, and to be had free on
application.

Lj'KUlT TRLES, FOKEST TREES, EVERGREEN
-*- SHRUBS, &c. Catalogues of the above may he had on
application to William Barratt, Wakefield.

1^^_A^quamity of fine Transplanted White Thorns.

AMERICAN PLANTS.— A Descriptive Priced
CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for

the coming season is just published, and may be had by enclosing
two stamps for postage. As everything in the way of American
Plants is grown to an unequalled extentatthis Nursery.ir.tending
purchasers would do well to provide themselves with this Catalogue.
WATERER and GODFREY, Nephews and Successors to the

late Hosea Waterer , Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

AMER I C A N P LAN TS7
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that he has
w published a new Catalogue of his Rhododendrons, &c, as
exhibited by him in the Gardens of tlie Royal Botanic Society,
Regent's Park, London. It describes the colours of all the
Rhododendrons considered worthy of cultivation, with a Treatise
on their successful management, and may be had by enclosing
two postage 6tamps.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Farnhorough

Station, South-Western Railway.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
/^EORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
VT LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, &c, as exhibited by
him in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, may be had
by inclosing two postage stamps.
G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock of Weeping

Hollies, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American
Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, . Surrey, near Staines
Station, South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be
obtained.^

OUTTON'S PRICED SEEiTaND PLANT LIST,
^J with Instructions on Cultivation, Calendar of Opera-
tions, and other Useful Information is now published, price Six-
pence; and being entered at Stationers' Hall is copyright.
As this publication is compiled principally for the use of

Messrs. Sutton's Customers, it is requested that those who have
not yet received it will forward their Address, when a copy will

be sent gratis, and post free. Other persons will receive it post
free in return for six postage or receipt stamps.
Address John Sutton & Suns, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

RANUNCULTJSES.'ANEMONESrLILIUM LANCIFOLTUM,
CALOCHORTUS LUTEUS, CALLIPRORA FLAVA,
GLADIOLUS, TRITONEA AUREA, DIELYTRA SPEC-
TABILIS, VALLOTA PURPUREA, ANOMATHECA
CRUENTA, AND AURICULAS.
HENRY GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London,

by Appointment Florist to her Majesty, begs to say
that he has a fine Selection of the above BULBS, &c, which he
can supply at Moderate Prices. His Catalogue will he forwarded
on application.

LOANS, from 251. to 10007., upon approved personal
or other security, repayable by easy instalments, extending

over any period not exceeding 50 months, are readily OBTAIN-
ABLE from the BRITISH MUTUAL SUBSCRIPTION LOAN
ASSURANCE CLASSLS.—Prospectuses, reports, and every
information may be obtained <m application at the British Mutual
Life Office, 17, New Bridge Street, Blackfriars. Rules, 6d. each
copy, or Is. per post. Charles James Thicke, Resident Sec.

I OANS, from 6/. to 100/., ADVANCED upon per-
-Li sonal security by the COVENT GARDEN LOAN
OFFICE, on the shortest notice (the situation private, ami the

management strictly confidential), 17, Broad Court, Bow Street.

—Further particulars forwarded on receipt of three postage

stam ps. No pence or office fees charged. Open daily from 10 till 3.

R^OYAL PANOPTICON of SCIENCE and ART,
LEICESTER SQUARE.—Novel Attractions—Aladdin

and the Wonderful Lamp, with accompaniments on the Grand
Organ by Mr. W. T. Best, and the Legend of Aladdin told by
Mr. Leicester Buckingham—Dioramic Views of the War in the

Crimea—Luminous Fountain, 100 feet high— Heinke's Diving

Apparatus, and the Subaqueous Light in the Crystal Cistern—

Cosmorama of St. Petersburgh and Moscow, with Portrait of

Czar Nicholas—Lectures on Electricity, Chemistry, Natural

History—the History of the Bee—Franklins Arctic Voyages—
and Natural Magic. Doors open—Morning, 12 to 5; Evening
(Saturday excepted), 7 to 10. Admission, Is. ; Schools, and
children under 10, half price. __^

Just published, price 2s. 6d.
}

J AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS;
*~* a Paper partially read before the Ceutral Farmers' Club.

By J. Bailey Denton.
James Ridgway, 1C9, Piccadilly.

« LTORTY-FIVE YEARS among the FLOWERS,"
A by G. Glenny. No. VIII of the QUARTERLY RE-

VIEW of HORTICULTURE is now publishing, with 16 pages

of the above, and 13 other articles, Is., or by Post 18 stamps.

GLENNY'ri COMPANION to the GARDEN
ALMANACKS will appear as soon as the Portrait is completed,

price Is., or by Po*t Is. Gd.

G. Cox, IS, King Street, Covent Garden, and all Booksellers.

This day is published, price 12s., royal Svo,

A N INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
*-*- JURISPRUDENCE.

BEING A TRANSLATION OF THE GENERAL PART OF
THIEAUT'S SYSTEM DES PANDEKTEN RECHTS.

WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS
By NATHANIEL LINDLEY, of the Middle Temple, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law.
William Maxwflt,, 32, Bell Yard, Lincoln s Inn, Law Book-

seller and Publisher; Hodges & Smith:, Grafton Street, Dublin.

ryHE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CXCI., is
J- published this day. ,

Contents.
I. FIRES AND FIRE INSURANCE.

II. JOHN DALTON—ATOMIC CHEMISTRY.
III. PICTURES OF LIFE AND CHARACTER—LEECH,
IV. BRODIE'S PSYCHOLOGICAL ENQUIRIES.
V. CLERICAL ECONOMICS.
VI. THE DOMESTIC HEARTH.
VII. PROVIDENT INSTITUTIONS.
VIII. THE CAMPAIGN IN THE CRIMEA.
IX. CORSICA.
X. THE CONDUCT OF THE WAR.

John_Murray
, Albemarle Street.

PARLEY'S ANIMALS.
The 11th Edition, carefully revised, bound in cloth, gilt edges,

price 6s., with nearly 5C0 Engravings on Wood,

TALES ABOUT ANIMALS. By Peter Parley,
Author of "Tales about Sea, Europe, Asia," &c.

London: William Tegg & Co., S5, Queen Street, Cheapside.

In one Volume, the Third Edition, bound in Itoan, price 3s. 6d.r
or 4s. Free by Post.

PROFIT AND DISCOUNT TABLES.— Showing
the Prices at which Articles must be Sold, to obtain Profit

at a certain per centage upon their Invoiced Cost. And also, tbe
Net Cost of Articles, when Disconnts are allowed on the Invoiced
Prices. Adapted for the assistance of Traders in their Purchases,
Sales, and Taking Stock. The Calculations are upon Prices
from One Penny to Twenty Shillings, and at the rates from
One-and-a-Half per Cent, to Seventy-five per Cent.
To which is added, Tables of Foreign Weights, Measures, aiai

Monies, with their Comparative Values in British Standard.
Also, Observations on the new Receipt and Bill Stamp Acts. By
Charles Ody Rooks, Accountant.
London: William Tegg & Co., 85, Qneen Street, Cheapside,

THE EASIEST AND QUICKEST METHOD OF
ACQUIRING FRENCH.

MONS. LE PAGE'S FRENCH EDUCATIONAL
and CONVERSATIONAL WORKS, designed to obviate

the necessity of going to France to1 acquire the Parisian accent.

LE PAGE'S FRENCH MASTER for BEGINNERS. Cloth,
3s. New and improved Edition.

LE PAGE'S JUVENILE TREASURY of FRENCH CON-
VERSATION, with the English before the French. Just
published, price 3s-, neatly bound.

LE PAGE'S L'ECHO DE PARIS, with a Vocabulary of Words
and Idioms, Twenty-second Edition, cloth, 4s.

LE PAGE'S FINISHING EXERCISES in FRENCH CON-
VERSATION; being a Key to "L'Echo de Paris." Now first

published, price Is. Gd.

LE PAGE'S GIFT of FLUENCY in CONVERSATION.
Tenth Edition, cloth, 3s.

LE PAGE'S LE PETIT CAUSEUR; being a Key to the
" Gift of Conversation." Second Edition, Is. 6d.

LE PAGE'S FRENCH GRAMMAR. Seventh Edition, cloth, 3*.

LE PAGE'S READY GUIDE to FRENCH COMPOSITION.
Second Edition, cloth, 4s.

LE PAGE'S FRENCH PROMPTER. A General Handbook of
Conversation in English nnd French. Fifth Edition, cloth, 5s.

LE PAGE'S PETIT MUSEE de LITERATURE FRANCAIS.
Cloth, 5s. Gd.
" Mr. Le Page has, in his excellent series of educational works,

rendered a thorough kuowledge of that language comparatively
easy. His system is peculiar and original, and has long been
stamped with public approbation."

—

Bell's Weekly Messenger.
Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange; and Messrs. Longman.

a^HE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRI-
1 CULTURAL GAZETTE.—To he Sold, VOLUMES for
the years 1S50, 1S5L, 1S52, half hound; 1853, 1854, unbound, all

complete and clean, price 5?.—Apply to II. Holland, Golder's
Green, Hendon, Middlesex.

NEW DITCH
-
DIGGER.—See the

PRACTICAL MECHANIC'S JOURNAL.
Part LXXXII, January, 1855, Is., contains:

Illustrations. — Two Large Copper-plate Engravings of
Twin Dredger, of 30-horse pover, made for the Commissioners of
Leith Harbour; and Messrs. Whitaker'a Longitudinal Scavenger
for Mules, and 40 Wood Engravings.
Contents.—Denis Papin— the Winter Agricultural Meetings

—

Practical Science of Candle Making—American Notes by our
own Correspondent : New York, Bell Ringing, Steering, Engine
for Ships, Ditch Digger, Elastic Horseshoe, Elastic Ball Valves,
Air-stretched Saw—Whitaker's Mule Scavenger—Modem War
Gunnery: Kennedy's Rifle-winged Shot, Bentley's Revolver,
Perry's Breech-Load er, Capt. Norton's 30-inch Howitzers, Cap*.
Roberts' 5- ton Sea Service Mortar for 200 lbs. Balls, the
Lancaster Gun, Nasmyth's Wrought Iron Gun — Illustrated

Specifications of Recent Patents : Pamphlet Retainer, Goodman;
Dry Clay Brick Machine, Johnson ; Marine Boilers, Macfarlane ;

Block Printing, Cowhrough ; India Rubber Printing Surface,

Johnson; Pile Drivers, Bower—Floating Water Bowl—combined
Screw Jack—Artificial Egg Hatching—Reviews of New Books

—

Proceedings of Societies—Monthly Notes—Lists of all New
Patents.
Hebert, 8S, Cheapside ; Editor's Offices (Offices for Patents),

17, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London.

Printed by William BnADFPRT.of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in the Parish
of St. Pancras. and Fkrderick Mullett Evakb, of No. 'ZJ, Victoria
Street, in the Parish of St. Marsaret and St. John, Weatminster, both ia

the County of Middlesex, PrinterB, at their Office in Lombard Street, ia

tbe Precinct of WhitetriarB.in the City of London; and published by them
at tbe Office, No. 6. Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisements and Communications
are to be Addbesbed to tub Editob.—Satchday, January 30, 1655,
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
' The WINTER MEETING will tako nlaco at tho Society's

House, 21, Regent Street, on TUESDAY, February 6, from
12 to 1 I'.M,

KENILWOKTH. — THE GRAND ANNUAL
EXI11KITION OF FLOWERS. FRUITS, and VEGE-

TABLES (ojion to all exhibitors), will be held (bv permission]

nmoiift tlio Ruins of Kenihvorth Castle, on WEDNESDAY,
4th of July next, when Prizes on tho usual liberal scale will be
awarded. Further particulars will ho duly announced.
Priory Gardons, Warwick, Jan. 23. J. Cheyne, Sec.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTI-
TUTION.—At a General Meeting of the Subscribers to

this Institution, hold on Wednesday, the 17th inst., at the Horti-
cultural Society's Rooms, Regent Street, for the purpose of
Electing Tlireo Pensioners on the Funds of the Society, tho fol-

lowing was the result of the Ballot :
—

CANDIDATES.

w* s'

SUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST.TO THE SEED TRADE.
I M.IAM B. BENDLB, Seed Mmiciukts,
Plymouth, have to offer tomt very Ohcrfa 8loei oj O '' '

SEEDS to the Tradt, Wholesale Catalogues can be hud return iu.

on application to

Wii mam E. Rbkdle A; Co.,

HELOIAN CARROT,

Boad, I'lymoiith,

MANGOLD R
I I. PRII I. CI Kill GABD
DIRE! TOI . ai

&c—Several Tons to he duposcd of r'> ]" /""/
°J " '

at the lowest market prices.—Apply to

WILLIAM E. BENDLE & CO., Skid Mrhciuhtij, PI

^EW SEEDS JUST HARVESTED cm now be

obtained of the most genuine description, from
"William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Morehants, PljmonUi.

,\

Wm (.!/: I.I'

PRICED NURSERY CATALOGUES.

A PA I I. 4KD SO '• forward flie

• following ; s \AHi i \

one pottage hUnip each;—

A

,
i

I

1 idi; II, UirpRUE PENZANCE BROCCOLI, saved by an* qf. Bdxdi

Name. Application. Age. Votes.

Tenth
Eighth
Seventh
Fourth
Fourth
Fourth
Third
Third
Third
Third
Tliird

Second
Second
First
First
First
First
First
First

62
77
8S
80
72
67
68 •

70
62
72
69
76
69
63
70
63
69
62
69

Cornelius Robinson 289
441

481
46

Charles Chahlton 130
Elizabeth Curtis 517
JosEril Jeffrey 41

25

168
71
20
69

William Tuornton 9

The Chairman declared Elizabeth Curtis, Robert Oliver, and
Henry Schneider, as having the greatest number of Votes,, duly
elected Pensioners on this Charity.

E. R. Cutler, Secretary.
14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, January 18.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.—John Kent desires to return his most

sincere thanks to those friends who so kindly supported him at
the last Election, and hopes to be favoured ^with their further
support at the Election in June ne xt.

GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
Henry Schneider, of Ford, Wilts, returns his grateful

thanks to the subscribers who so kindly supported him on his
election as a pensioner of the above institution.—Jan. 27.

EGBERT OLIVER begs to return his very grateful
thanks to those members of the GARDENERS' ROYAL

BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION, who have so kindly voted
for him at the late election.— She ffield, Jan. 24.

FRUIT TRliES, FOREST TREES, EVERGREEN
SHRUBS, &c. Catalogues of the above may be had on

application to William Barratt, Wakefield.
^g" A quantity of fine Transplanted White Thorns.

DIOSCOREA JAPONIC A.
TJflLLlAM MASTERS and SON will have pleasure
* » in supplying tubers with the Chinese mode of culture at

the following prices :

—

4 Tubers £0 10 0! fiO Tubers £5 6
10 Ditto 12 6 1 100 Ditto 10
Assorted Collections of Vegetable Seeds, from 10s. Gd. to 63*.,

adapted for large or small gardens.—Exotic Nursery , Canterbury,

CEMETERIES.
TyiLLlAM MASTERS and SON having been !

» * engaged upon extensive Cemetery works, are prepared to I

undertake the LAYING OUT and PLANTING NEW
GROUNDS, as well as the Ornamenting such as are closed by
the recent Act of Parliament, by contract or otherwise.

—

William
Masters & Son, Landscape Gardeners, Canterbury.

NEW BEDDING GERANIUM.CAINES' SCARLET UNIQUE.
"M" GAINES begs to inform the nobility, gentry, and
-*-* • trade in general that he can supply strong healthy plants
of the above beautiful variety. In habit it is like Rollisson's
Unique, producing magnificent trusses of brilliant scarlet flowers.
It whs exhibited at the Chiswick and Royal Botanic Horticul-
tural Shows, where it was considered a great novelty, and well
adapted for beddiug purposes. Price 5s. per plant; when three
are taken, a fourth will be sent to compensate for carriage.
A Descriptive List of his large Collection of Pelargoniums,

T /nd Fancy varieties, also Stove, Greenhouse, and Hard-
wooded Plants, may be had Post free, by applying at the Nursery.
Purrey Lane, Battersea, Surrey.

the best growers in the iieiyhbourhood of Penzance,
l.i. per packet, from William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS, OR CHINESE
SUGAR CANE.

—

For a full description, sec the

leading article in the Gardeners' Chronicle, by Pro-

fessor Lindlcy, page 35, January 20, lfl55.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, have just im-
ported from Fiance an excellent parcel of Seeds, which will be
sold in sealed packets at Is. and 2s. Gd. each, post free.—Apply to

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS, OR CHINESE SUGAR CANE.
SUTTON and SONS can supply this Seed genuin-

as imported in^scaled packets at Is. or 2s. 6d. each.

Post Free.

For description and uses, Bee Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 30lh,
1854, p. 835.—Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

MOSCJIKOWITZ am. M1.M.IV-. I H
Inform the trade that their new i

1POMCEA RUBRO C/ERULEA.
GEORGE ROBERTS begs to acquaint the Seed

Trade that he can supply the above choice seed at a con-
siderable reduction on the prices of past years.

32, Moorgate Street, London. _^_____
SEEDLlNC~FOREST TREES AND SHRUBif

DAVID IlEID and SON, Nurserymen and
Florists, Leith Walk, Edinburgh, beg to direct the atten-

tion of the trade to their Stock of Seedlings as above.

^^^^ Catalogues free on application.

YEWS TOR HEDGES.
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Kirkaldy, have for

sale, at a low price, a large quantity of fine healthy YEWS,
once, twice, and three times transplanted, in various sizes, from
12 to 30 inches high.

TO THE TRADE.

J ROY, Jun., Seedsman, Aberdeen, has got to hand
• a consignment of 35 bales of very superior CUBA BAST.

The bales weigh about l£cwt. each. Price forwarded on application.

JOHN HOLLAND can supply, in strong plants, the
heaviest Lancashire Show GOOSEBERRIES (named), of

excellent flavour, and large size, at Gs. per dozen, on receipt of
Post-office order, payable to John Holland, Bradshaw Gardens,
Middleton, near jfanchester.

MANGOLD WUR2EL SEED.
O BE SOLD, LONG RED and YELLOW
GLOBE, growth of 1S54, from superior stock.—Apply to

R. S. Hews, Kelvedon, Essex.

T (

IMPORTANT TO SEEOSMEN AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD by a Grower, at a moderate Price,
300 Bushels of GREEN GLOBE TURNIP SEED, all of

the growth of 1S54, first-rate in sample, and stock warranted. To
be sold in small or large quantities, at the option of the purchaser.
—Apply to Mr. Wm. Taylor, Nashenden Farm, Rochester, Kent.

TO BE SOLD immediately, fine sound DUTCH
BULBS, just arrived, at about half catalogue price. They

consist of every description of Hyacinth, Tulip, Anemones,
Ranunculuses, Narcissus, &c—For particulars of price, apply, by
letter, to Mr. John Williams, 9 and 10, St. Bride's Avenue,
Fleet Street, London.^ ^^_____

ASH-LEAVED KIDNEY POTATOES.

TO BE SOLD, a quantity of this valuable POTATO,
sound and pure, at 5s. per 4 stones. They will be put on to

the Railway without additional charge, excepting cost price of
bags.—Apply to John Beldon, Gardener, East Abbey, Rich-
mond. Yorkshire.

CEPMAN FLOWER SEEDS.

Choice Ormnn nnd other r lower 8cod», ii now rrady,

he had on application to their Agent, Mr* & flcvKAL,
church Street

|
n.

ROBERT KbNNEDV, Agent for
'

I
u< fk, Erfurt, b&M much plcAnroreto ftnrwytiDcJng

he has received Unit I

for the trtde for 1855, which ib^ondu with new u
interobt, and will be forwarded, per pc*t, on applb
i; i ^ m'l»v, Bedford '

P.8. AjJOj J'.. Kennedy's General Cats] b and.
iA forwarded on receipt of n\x p*«»t«ge tUmp*.

ARLY DANlEL~~0'ROURKE PEAS.

JG. WAITE begs to inform the Trade that he U cow
• ready to t: for this valuable earJy Fan. Price-

can he had on application.

Seed Establishment. 1 81, Hkh IM^m. London.

NEW CAUL1FLC
TXTAITE'S "ALMA," far superior to Walcheren,
*'* very large and firm heads. Price to the trade 24#. p-cr lb.;

smaller quantities 2». 6c/. per <z. n Attended to for lees

quantities than one ounce.—Seed Efttnbli&hment, 181, High,
Holbora, London.

COLDEN DROP CREEN FLESH MELON,
FOR 1». &/.

\T7ILLIAM WOOD and SOW beg to inform theirW Friends and the Public tbat ihey b
Seeds of the above suy Mr.
scryman, 14. Abbey Churchyard. 'Utu. who wtfl be happy lo

'dt-.re for the same. __^
COLETS CRYSTAL WHITE,' & COLE'S &WARF

RED CELERY.
T THORNELEY,COLE,&Co., >" urm:rtmen. S

** * men, and Florists, Withington. neai -. beg io
announce tbat they are now prepared to apply these t*o well-
known varieties, raised bv Mr. W. Cole 'rate <: I

CRYSTAL A\ BtlTE, *"cz. packets, free \ - - 'tamps.
SUPERB DWARF RED, £ oz.pkts., free i tamps.

Price per lb. to the Trade on application.

THE EARLY CHAMPION ASHLEAF.
JOSEPH WILSON, Seedsman, Ipswich, begs to call

" the attention of Growers and the Trade to the New ASH-
LEAF called the "EARLY CHAMPION," as being decidedly
the finest ever yet introduced; it is more prolific, finer flavour,

hardier, and abont 10 days earlier than any other Ashleaf : out
of an acre planted last season there was not a single diseased
root found. Price 125. per bushel, free to London, and no charge
for sacks. Orders must be accompanied with a remittance.

PYRAMIDAL PEAR TREES,
Geafted on tue Quince St'"

J and J. ERASER have still to offer strong trees of
• the above PEARS; a Descriptive Catalogue of the sorts

maybe bad on application. To prevent disappointment early

orders are requested, as the Stock of some of the varieties is

getting low .-—The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Rr>ad, Essex.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, LLLIVM LANlIFOLIUM.
CALOCHORTUS LUTEUS. C'ALLIPKORA FLAYA,
GLADIOLUS. TRITONEA ATJKEA, DIELY rRA SPEC-
TABILIS, YALLOTA PURPUREA. ANoMATHECA
CRUENTA, AND AURICULAS.
HENRY GROOM, Clapham Rise, near Lomkjn,

by Appointment Floeist to heb Majesty, bee? to say
that he has a fine Selection of the above BULBS, ire. Tfhich he
can supply at Moderate Prices. His Catalogue will be forwarded
on application.

GENERAL SEED ESTABLISHMENT, NORTHAMPTON.
JOHN JEYES begs leave to inform his Patrons and

Friends that his general stock of Seeds is now complete, and.

that he shall feel obliged by their early orders. He has a good
supply of all those various Seeds his Establishment has long been
celebrated for, such as-

Matchless Cabbage j Snow's Green C:s Lettuce
Imperial Cos Lettuce n Broccoli
Conqueror Pea I Northampton Market Broccoli

Blood Red Beet I Giant Asparagus,
Dwarf Prolific Bean &c &c.

THE FLUKE POTATO.—A Dew second early
-*- variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting
the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most
prolific Polato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s., bags included.

To be had genuine of THORNHILL & DICKSON, Lawrence
Hill Nurseries: and No. 1. Wine Street, Bristol.

»yHE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.-This excellent
-*- variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being
more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It was raised in Middleton, and may be had genuine in
any quantity at 5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.—Apply to John Holland,
Bradsha— Gardens. Middleton, near Manchester.

"Post-otfice Orders to.be made payable at Middleton, Lancashire;

RHUBARB ROOTS for FORCING or PLANTING.
— Strong one-vear planted roc's of MYATT'S YICiORIA

I and LINN.EUS, MITCHELL'S ROYAL ALBERT, at 6*. per

doz.; HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT. 12 This is

a larger varietv than the Yictoria, and is extensively caltivated

about Manchester. Price to the trade of the above, per 100 cr

1000, on application to Messes. J. MYATT asd SONS.
Manor Farm, Deptford. Jan. 27.

CHEAP AND GOOD CINERARIAS.—
Fine flowering plants from Torn ~ " i^-ed in large

60 and 4S pots, just coming into bloom, at from -is. to 6s. pel

Also fine plants of named varieties, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Herbert. Adela Yilliers. Garland. Constellation. Lady H.
Campbell. Kate Kearney, Flora M*l

at 9s. per dozen.—Wood & Ingsam. Nurseries, Huntingdon.

A RTHUR HENDERSON a>tj CO. beg leave to
-£i- inform their patrons and friends :"„it their Stock cfVEGE-
TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS (containing many choice and
new kinds) is now ready for sending out.

Their Seeds maybe fully relied on as being in ^~ z ~7 Tr^i:'.

of first-raie quality, and true to their sorts. Catalogues may be
had on application.—Pine Apple Place, Edgeware Road, London.
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SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF GASDSH SEEDS.

No.l. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS for a LARGE GARDEN, for one whole

year's supply £3
No 2 A COMPLETE COLLECTION of DITTO, in quantities proportionately reduced 2

No. 3. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of DITTO DITTO 15
No. 4. A COMPLETE COLLECTION of DITTO DITTO 15

The sorts of Vegetable included in these Collections are those -which we have proved to he the roost prolific, hest flavoured^

and most worthv of eeneral cultivation, and of which sorts we have therefore grown large crops of Seed; hy this means we are

enabled to furnish "A Complete Collection for one Year's Supply," of superior quality, and at much less expense than when a

Gentleman or bis Gardener make his own selection. (With instructions on Cultivation.) The quantities contained in each
Collection will be observed iu the respective columns below.

No. 1

Collection.
£3

PEAS, the best sorts for succession throughout the summer
BEANS, the hest sorts for succession

FRENCH BEANS, Runners and Dwarfs
BEET, Sutton's Dark Red and Atkins' Crimson
BORECOLE, or Sprouting Kale, of sorts

BRUSSELS SPROUTS, fresh imported
BROCCOLI, the best sorts for succession throughout tbe year
CABBAGE, best sorts for succession throughout the year, including Sutton's

Imperial
SAVOYS, tiue curled

CARROT, best sorts for summer and winter use ...

CAULIFLOWER, true Walcheren and others

CELERY, Sutton's Solid White and Sutton's Superb Pink

CRESS, plain and curled <

CUCUMBER, the best sorts in cultivation

ENDIVE, best sorts

LEEK, Large Scotch
LETTUCE, Sutton's Superb Cos, Bath Cos, and others for succession through-

out the year
MUSTARD
MELON, choicest sorts known
ONION, True Reading, and others
PARSLEY, splendid curled kinds
PARSNIP, Jersey Marrow, very fine

^RADISH, finest sorts for succession <

SPINACH, summer and winter kinds
SALSAFY
SCORZONERA^
TURNIP, Orange Jelly, and other fine sorts for succession

VEGETABLE MARROW, choice sorts

SWEET AND POT HERBS

No. 2
Collection,
£2

20 quarts
10 ditto

4£ pints
3 ounces
2 ditto

1 large pckt.

5 large pckt.

5 ounces
2 ditto

10 ditto

U ditto

14 ditto

1 pint and
4 ounces
3 packets

1£ ounce
1 ditto

2 ditto

1 quart
2 packets
10 ounces
4 ditto

G ditto

1 pint and
8 ounces
2 pints

i large pckt.
1 ditto ditto

16 ounces
1 large pckt,
10 packets

No. 3
Collection.
£15

12 quarts
6 ditto

2\ pints

14 ounce
1£ ditto

1 large pckt
5 ditto ditto

3 ounces
1 ditto

6 ditto

2 large pckt.

1 ounce
i pint and
2 ounces
3 packets

£ ounce
1 ditto

1£ ditto

1 pint

2 packets
6 ounces
2 ditto

4 ditto

i pint and
8 ounces
1 pint

1 large pckt.

1 ditto ditto

8 ounces
1 large pckt
8 packets.

No. 4
Collection,
£0 15

6 quarts
3 ditto

H pint
1 large pckt.

3 packets
1 packet
4 packets

3 ditto

1 large ditto

3 ounces
2 packets

2 large pckt.

4 ounces

2 packets
1 large pckt.

i ounce

3 large pckt.

^ pint
1 packet
3 ounces
1 ditto

2 ditto

6 ounces

4 ounces

1 packet
6 packets

6 pints

3 ditto

1 pint, 2 sorts

1 packet
2 ditto

1 packet
3 packets

2 large ditto

1 ditto

2 ounces
2 packets
2 ditto

2 ounces

2 packets
1 ditto

1 ditto

2 packets
2 ounces
1 packet
2 ounces
4 ditto

1 ditto

3 ditto

2 ditto

3 ditto

1 packet
4 packets

N.B. If any of the above articles are not required, they should be named tvhen giving the order, and ]

quantities of other sorts will be given in lieu of those to be omitted.

SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS.
Ladies and Gentlemen requiring showy kinds of Flower Seeds are respectfully recommended to leave the selection of sorts

wholly or partly to us, and we will supply those which we know to be really worthy of cultivation. Should the purchaser have any
preference for certain kinds, they should be named in giving the order, lhat we may include them, or should any sorts be already
•possessed, they should be named, that we may omit them.

COLLECTIONS OF FLOWER SEEDS TO BE SENT FREE BY POST.
The best 100 sorts of FLOWER SEEDS, hardy, half-hardy, and tender, with instructions £1 1

The best 50 sorts of DITTO, with instructions 10 6
Tbe best 36 sorts ditto ditto 7 6
The best 24 sorts ditto ditto 5

Also Natural Grasses for Lawns and Meadows, Fine Mangold Wurzel, Turnip, and other Agricultural Seeds.

All Packages of the Value of 10s. and upwards .are Delivered Free to any Station on the Great Western, and Berks and
Hants Railways, or of not Less than 20s. Value the Parcel will be Sent Free to any Station on the following Railways:— South
"Western, South Eastern, Great Western, Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton, Eastern Counties, Oxford and Birmingham,

Bristol and Exeter, and South Wales.

And Packages of 40s. Value and upwards are delivered free, not only by the above named Sailways, but also to Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Liverpool, -and all Stations of the North Western, Great Northern, and Midland Railways.

Post-office Orders payable to JOHN SUTTON & SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

WHEELER AND SON'S

SHORT SELECT SEED LIST.
OUR PRICED LIST OF SEEDS for this season, containing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN

and FLOWER SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endeavour to send out all Seeds, whether for the

Garden or Farm, of the very best quality and true to name ; and as many of the Seeds are our own growing, and are proved before

sending out, we generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers. We are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters

and renewed orders from those we had the honour of serving last year; and as we deliver our Seeds Cakeiage Free, we very
respectfully solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given us a trial.

J. C. WHEELER & SON, GLOUCESTER.
SEEDSMEN TO THE GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOE

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to -which the CROPS are brought

forward in HEALTH axd VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given

from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson".

EXTRACTS:
" One of the fields of this farm, theproperty of Mrs. Stanbory,

was planted with Regents Potatoes in April last, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly

worth the trouble of taking up ;
while those raised hy the side of

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of

preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others ; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would he worth
the trouble and expense of preparing the sets hy your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Baxter.
" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 28, 1854."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
" Sir,—I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground^ and according to the
directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of

large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-

pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of

them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a

great boon.—I am, &c, John Shanks,
"Forester, Kildrummy Castle.

" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,

without any manure, in ground where for several years I have

hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition ; while those of the

same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and

next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great

astonishment, that they were as 200 to_150 of the others, or about

25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.
" T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.

"Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1S54."

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, ROCKETS, SEEDS, ETC.
TX7ILLIAM CHATER'S descriptive list of his superb
* * HOLLYHOCKS, containing hints on their culture and ob-

servations on exhibiting, &c, may he had on application by
enclosing a postage stamp. Packets of seed, consisting of 20)

varieties, selected from the best show flowers, 5s.; 12 varieties,
2s Gd. ; and from good double sorts, Is.

Very superior Quilled German Asters, 12 distinct varieties',

separate, 2s., mixed Is. per packet. Also Choice French Asters,
12 varieties, separate, 3s., mixed, Is. 6d. Fine Quilled African
Marigolds, lemon and orange, Gd. per packet.
New Double Crimson ROCKET, excellent bedding plant for

spring flowering, 6s. per dozen, or 21. per 100. Double French
White, 4s. per dozen, or 30s. per 100.

Saffron Walden Nursery, January 27.

HOLLYHOCKS.
JOHN CHATER and SON offer the following New
*J and Choice HOLLYHOCKS in Pots at 18s. per dozen, hamper
included :—Pourpre de Tyre, Yellow Model, Saffranot, Doke of
Rutland (new), Penelope, Swansdown, Gem, Lady Braybrooke,
Spectabilis, White Perfection, Black Prince (new), King of Roses,
Raphael, Napoleon, Magnum Bonum, &c.
Also the following strong ground Roots, 7s. Gd. per dozen :

—

Queen, Bella Donna, Elegans, Brilliant, Marmion, Mrs. Russell,
Yenosa rubra, Obscura, Aurantia, Purpurea elegans, Flower of
the Day, Marchioness of Breadalbaue, Queen of England, and
Model of Perfection.
New Crimson Rockets, 6s. per dozen; Double White do., 3s.

per dozen, 20s. per 100.
Hollyhock Seed, in packets containing 200 seeds, Is. Gd.j

400, 2s. 6d. ; warranted from best flowers. Choice Pansy, Is. per
packet. Sweet William, Gd.

Descriptive Catalogues may be had on application to J. Chatee
& Son, Haverhill, Suffolk.— Post Office Orders payable at
Haverhill.

RICES OF PINES IN LIVERPOOL FOR
JANUARY, 1855.

JAMAICAS, 2 lbs. each and upwards, 5s. Gd., 5s. per lb.
"

. Gd., 5s. „MONTSERRAT
CAYENNES „
QUEENS
BLACK PRINCE
ENV1LLES ,,

ANTIGUA
,,

PROVIDENCE „

5s.

5s.

5s., 4s. Gd.

5s., 4s. Gd.

4s. Gd.

4s. Gd.

CUCUMBERS, 2s. Gd., 2s., Is. Gd., Is. each.
ASPARAGUS, 5s., 7s. Gd., 10s. per hundred.

Forward Immediately to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun.,
Fruit Salesman, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Terms " Cash."

R PARKER tegs to offer the following CHOICE
• SEEDS, all of which are warranted new and true to name:

GODFREY'S (BLACK SPINE) CUCUMBER, the finest

variety in cultivation, packets containing 12 seeds Is. Gd.

Also the following esteemed varieties of CUCUMBERS and
MELONS, in packets containing 12 seeds, atls. each :-

CUCUMBERS.
Henderson's Black Spine.
Improved Patrick.
Walker's Long Rambler.
Manchester Prize.
Hunter's Prolific.

Superlative Improved.
Cuthill's Black Spine.

Ohio Squasha Custard Gourd, Gd.

Antirrhinum, from named flowers, Gd. ... „
Calceolaria, from fine varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s, Gd. „
Hollyhock, from fine named varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. „
Lilium giganteum, the most distinct and noble species of the

genus, packets containing 20 seeds, 2s. Gd.
*** A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

MELONS.
Victory of Bath.
Beechwood.
Bromham Hall.
Canteloupe.
Duke of Bedford.
Golden Perfection (extra flue).

Scarlet Flesh (Anderson's).

per packet.

NEW RIDCE CUCUMBER, VECTIS.
THOMAS TAYLOR begs to inform the public he

has produced this fine Cucumber and grown it this last

three years, and can with confidence recommend it as the best
ridge Cucumber ever offered to tbe public, being equal in quality
and flavour to many of the frame varieties, and very prolific.

T. T. is now ready to send it out at Is. per packet, 12 seeds
post free, — Tnos. Taylor, Nurseryman, Weston-super-Mare,
Somerset.

DR. SYNTAX CUCUMBER.— The above cele-

brated variety has been nearly lost to gardeners for several
years past. It is known hy all experienced growers of Cucumbers
to be the very best sort in existence for early work.
A paper sent free per post on receipt of 13 stamps.
SNOW'S HORTICULTURAL BROCCOLI. — Half-ounce

Packet sent free per post on receipt of 24 stamps.
NORTHAMPTON MARKET BROCCOLI.—This variety is

grown by the market gardeners here, and excites the admiration
of all who see it. Visitors say " they never saw such Broccoli
anywhere else." Half-ounce Packets sent free per post for
14 stamps.

—

John Jeyes, Nurseries, Northampton.

Sold by Messrs. CnAELveooD & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kernan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen aud Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One Two
Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

SPRUCE FIRS from 6^ to 9 feet high, well-rooted,

and quite safe to remove, being well adapted for screens,

filling up old plantations, or for immediate effect.

FINE BEECH fit for hedges or plantations, 6 feet and up-
wards.

G. Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster, Wilts, having a
surplus stock of tbe above, is disposed to sell them on extremely
moderate terms, which may be obtained on application.

G. W. has a good stock of SCOTCH FIRS, 2 to 3 feet, a large

stock of RHODODENDRON suitable for cover in woods, planta-

tions, drives, &c, from 1 foot and upwards, with fine strong
American Azaleas, at very moderate prices.

SEEDLING CALCEOLARIA, raised from the finest spotted
kinds, will be sent carriage free on receipt of a Post Office Order
for the amount, at 30s. per 100. Per doz.

BULBS of TIGRIDIA PAVONIA. Red Tiger Flower... 2

„ CONCHIFLORA, Yellow ditto 4

u „ WHEELERI, Scarlet ditto ... 4
Carriage free for cash.

CUCUMBERS, first-rate.—THE KING, a very handsome
Black Spine, and Ingram's Hybrid White Spine, a most prolific

kind, both approved and esteemed sorts, at Is. per packet.

—

G. Wheeleh, Warminster, Jan. 27.

NO T 1 C E.—The EXECUTORS of the late

MR. MOSES REID, Nurseryman and Seedsman, of.

Middlewich, having disposed of the Stock and Business to

Mr. G. H. Nutting, all further orders and communications con-

nected with the concern are requested to be made to him. He is

alsn authorised to receive all outstanding accounts due to the

late Mr. Reid.
Middlewich, Moses Reid, l-pToA„tnr«

25th Jan., 1855. B. D. Vawdbey, j"
LxecuiorH -

George H. Nutting wishes most respectfully to solicit a con-

tinuation of the patronage so liberally bestowed upon the late

Mr. Reid, and trusts hy constant attention to the. wishes of his

patrons to merit their confidence and support. He would further

assure the public generallv that all Plants and Seeds sent out by

him will be of the best quality, correctly named, and at the lowest

remnnei'ating price.
*** A few large Oak and other Trees suitable for Hedge-row or

Park planting on Sale ; apply as above.
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DICKSON'S EARLY FAVOURITE PEA (NEW).

I7BANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON AND SONS,

Sbbd ManoiiAMTS, &c, Ohoator, havo niucti Hatlnfftctlon In

Qnlnnliir.inr tlin ilImivu new I'-
1

", w'liif-li Miry Mi^vullicy tiro |ht

inciiy Juaflfiod in Haying In tlic bprt and most pi'oUilo Early Pea

in cultivation,

jt has boon tried nidi' by nidi- with all the bosl early and second

curly I'ewi nC IImi diiy, mul Im'i hr.f.u \>r irn.n-d l.y mitiiy

amtnenl gardeners who saw It iindor the clrcumatancpo to bo much

Superior to any variety of iln season hitherto Introduced.

it coiimn|ln about a wook lator than the "Early Bmporor"

(nowji Ritim same time), grows about 4 foot high, flnd producos

iwonth-irl'iil pn»fnnlnn of |k«Ih, which nmtiiln on on avorago Jo

i'dim of exoouont quality and (favour,

For opinions of Dr. Undloy and Mr. Thompson, seo &urdmore ]

Chro>iict>', of 20th January, 1855,

price 8tf. Otf. per Quartj per iMnt, 2b. Mowtrn. IIhhmt &
M'Miiij.kn, Seedsman, &c.,G, Leadonhali Street, wholesale London

AkohIh; and to bo had ('nun most Nurserymen and Bond en

thi it the United Kingdom.—N. B. The Trade Huppllod on

liberal terms.-—100, Bastgato Stroot, Cho»tor; (and U, Corpora-

lion Stroot, ManoliPHtm').—Jan. 27,

N L W I' r A

WJ. EPPS, SEED Mkiuihant unci Cm.u i ii,

• Maidstone, has much ploasuro In offering tho following

Tor, feeling iwmirwl It will give the hlghosl BatlHfaotlon.

LORII UAtJl.AN, OK IMI'ltoVKD MAMMOTH.
ThlH Pe* wan selected from Hair'a dwarf M moth two years

alnco, and In unquestionably the best and finest In cultivation,

and will prove to ho the standard Pea of the day. H Is n dwori

green wrinkled marrow of vmy largo slxo, and an Immense

cropper. Habit dwarf, branching 8 to 4 foot high; prod ig

Immenso oliiHtors of Inr^o bright grri'ii ]mds IVmn Mm Ijiihh "I Mio

haulm in tho top, and almllar In shape to the Scimitar, but of

gri'iitcr ni/.e, well filled with seven to ton Pjwb, which are larger

than tl io British Queen, and equal, If not superior In its flavour.

Prlco, 6s. per Quart. Wholesale Pricos to bo had on application.

Agent: Messrs. Homt ami M'Mtjm.ien, Seed Merchants,

Jjoadonliall Street, London.

K"PARKER hoga to offer tlio following :
—

• CIMKUAHIAS (Seedlings), from all the finost varieties,

carefully selected, including the new varieties sent out last autumn.

Strong established plants, in 4-Inch pots, at As. por dozen. A
choice collection of named Cinerarias In strong established

Slants, purchaser's selection, at ds. per dozen.

ROSES, consisting of tho best varlotles ol Hybrid Perpotuals,

Teas, Hourbons, &c, well established in pots. Purchasers selec-

tion lit V2.t. per dozen. List of names forwarded upon application.

A.' remittance or roforonco to accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nurwory, Hornsey Road, Islington.

SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI-" EMPEROR."

EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock
• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-

deners, Tborngumbald, near Hull, begs to announce that he is

prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. 6d. each. This
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of

tho Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the

EMPEROR, if sown at the stiiue time, will come into use before

it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from

15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three

weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the

"ibest price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well

known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners

around London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.
PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications

having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the

Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow a flat to stand

for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, producing

heads from 18 lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the

stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in

packets at 2s. 6d. each.
Each may be bad of Messrs. Noble, Cooper. & Bolton, 152,

Fleet Street ; and Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London. Also of the Adver riser, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

NEW SEEDLING POTATO—THE CHAMPION
KIDNEY.

This Potato bears a great resemblance to that fine old Potato,

the Asbleaf Kidney; it possesses the following good qualities

over the Asbleaf. If planted at the same time it will be ten days

earlier, all the sets always vegetate well, and do not die off in the

ground as the Asbleaf does; 2 pecks of seed will produce a

greater weight of Potatoes than 3 pecks of the Ashleaf. It is

quite equal to that in flavour, and is eatable during the whole
winter. Sets that have had the shoots broken off five or sis

times during the spring will vegetate again as if it had been the

first shoot. About twenty Gentlemen and Gardeners who had
seed to plant last season have assured me that they never before

grew any Potato to equal it, and should continue to grow it as a

first early Potato. Numerous orders have been already received

from persons who saw it growing during the last summer. It

has been grown and thoroughly proved for the last four years,

and found to be less liable to disease than any other Potato that

has been grown. Out of 25 sacks grown this season there was
not a single diseased Potato among them.

Sold in quantities of not less than 1 peck ; they will be sent

Hamper and Package free, at 5s. Gd. per peck, or 4 pecks for 1Z.,

hamper free. A remittance in cash must accompany all orders,

or small amounts in penny postage stamps. Purchasers would
-do well to name the nearest railway station to their residence.

EDWARD T1LEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, & Florist,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

AMERICAN N U f< & E R Y.

/ 1 EORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
" * LOCIUE 09 AMERICAN PLANTS. Ac, aii exhibited by
Mm in the Itoyal Botanic Clardi n i, ft .- nt'M Parle, may bfl bad
bj inclo "

I
" postage stamps.

0, \i, bogs i" call attention \<> bis fim

[Jollies, ' will Planl I, Oi m ntal Bhrul

Nursory, VVlndlesbaro, noar Dagsliot, BUUdm
Station, South Western Railway, where convi

obtained,

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER begi to announce that be liai

*' published a new I otali >gue of bis Bin

exhibited by him In the Gardens ol the ttoya! Uotanli

It , ,,i
; Pari, London, it dcflcrlb< i the i oloui ol nil the

ii, .!.,', ,,.i i in. considered worthy of cultivation, wJUi b
f

J

- n tin ill successful management, and may be bod
t wo postage itampa.
ThoAmorfcari Nurwery, Begsbot, Surrc , n< I

Station, South VVOHtom Hallway.

AMERICAN PLANTS. — A Descriptive Priw

CATALOGUE of HARDY A U ERICA M I'l-ANTH (or

the coming boo ion Is Just publl bed. and may be had bvenclosli

two stamp i for
i

age. As everything In the ..« ol mcrl<

Plants Is grown to an unequalled oxtenl attl

purchaserswould dowel! loprovIdethemselveH wlththlsl

WA'i'!' RER a:;m GODFREY, Nephew and Bucce isora to the

lata Uosod Watorer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

W]»RUMMf)M) and SONS' NEW DESl RIP
• TIVE CATALOGUE, containing select varieties only,

mi \ EGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS Is now ready, and may
be had posl free on receipt of one postage stamp. This Catalogue

will, at a glanco, Atrnlsn the Gardoner with all the neo
material for drawing out his Seed Lint correctly and
trouble, in reference to it the Gardeners' Ohronii

'• it is simple, short, and one o( tho bcsl we have seen. They
are pursuing tho HonHiblo course we bave bo often Insisted upon
for the riako of both buyer and seller;" and thin opim'-u i.:i I . n

cordially responded to by all our old and many new customers.
W. Dkhmmonij & Sonm' Seed and Implcmenl \Van-li.iiii,c, Stirling.

GODFREY'S BLACK SPINE.
SPLENDin AND PltOUPIC FitAM K CDCDVnBB.

WOOD and INGRAM beg to offer seeds of the
above beautiful variety. Colour, magnificent dark green,

with a very fine bloom; average length, 1H to 21 Inches, and
produces in great abundance through an entire season. Packets,
containing 12 seeds, 2s. Qd. ; G ditto, 1... IW.

\V. & I. will bo happy to refer any persons wishing further
information respecting tho variety to three or four Noblemen and
Gentlemens' CrardenorB who have grown it, and prefer it to any
other.

London Agents: Messrs. Durst & M'Mullrx, 6, Leadenhall
Street.

W. & I. have also the following esteemed varieties to orTer, in

packets, Is. each, containing 12 seeds

CRASS SEEDS.
CM '''I'. .

'.i SEED
' Mi; m, OKAftf) • tut pj.km

I'ABTL'Kl

...
<(.,. , ,.i|. cling of

. lain and Ireland, ». •
|

I

' 24k, 30a,
and qosnUtlw (Jm

1 .

[),< qui

OLD PAHTI
rofjiilnd per acri price 9d.

U will h •

of our Oi
i and 1

j
|

that oi/ j

!

rfefl,

Rend] i
> u hiplktI collei i

KITCHEN GARDJ
vn h had to uii varum at the
../ price*

:

—
I

' "i-i.i ' MOM
m

'-'

i. 'i

I,
' n 1

„ 4 „
The quantltle i are folly <U uUled In Ibrfi • nt an4

Garden DJrecl oi wbicp l» yi>\\.n\>A\)*4.
Wji.i.iam Ij. RsUDLK <

I

1

Sion House
Barnes's Fearnought
Walker's Prolific

Constantine's Incomparable.

Sagg's Royal Exhibition
Conqueror of the West
Improved Sion House
Manchester Hero.

Huntingdon Nurseries, January 27.

SPECIMEN IRISH YEWS.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON, having a large

Stock of fine specimens of this very ornamental tree, beg to

offer them at the undernamed low«prices.

5 to 9 feet high, and 8 feet in circumference... 63s. Od. each.
8 „ and 4 to 6 feet „ ... 21 „

7toS „ and 4 feet „ ... 15 „
6 to 7 „ and 3 to 4 feet „ ... 10 6 „

6 „ and 3 feet „ ... 7 6 „

Handsome smaller specimens at proportionately lower prices.

Kingston, Surrey-

VECETABLE AND FLOWER? SEEDS.
PETER LAWSON and SON beg leave to intimate

to their English customers and tbe public that they are
prepared to supply from their London establishment assortments
of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS of superior quality, com-
prising all the esteemed standard sorts and those recently intro-

duced. They will be happy to send Catalogues on application.

P. L. & Son have also t-» intimate that they will shortly issue
their LIST of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which have
been carefully saved from the most select stocks.

Liberal arrangements will be made for the carriage of their

seeds to all quarters.
PETER LAWSON and SON,

Queen's Seedsmen, Wood Foresters, &c, for Scotland, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society, 27, Great George Street,

Westminster, London.

MELVILLE'S HARPY SCOTCH BUOD
will stand ' severe toinu

ille. 100 Seeds for \s.

For full description, B Price Current aod Garden
1

William E. Eexdle& Co, Seed Merchants, Plymoath.

A/IKLVILLE'S TREBLE CURLED GAH
I\ J INU BORECOLR—This u Ute choicest and most
useful Vegetable for go.

. IwvXd be grown in every garden. 200 Seeds for 1*.

For description see "Rk.vlle'b Price Current and Garden
Directory for 1

Wir .i i B '. r. & Co„ Seed Men-

MELVILLE'S NEW INTERMEDIATE HY-
BHID CABBAGE.—This is a valuable addition

to our stock of Vegetables) and should he had hg all who
have gardens. 200 Seeds for Is.

For description sec "Kesdlk's Price Current and Garden
Directory for 1855."

William E. Resdle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

IMUKbtKY AND t£ED ESTABLISHMENT, SLtAFORD.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Seed Growers, beg

most respectfully to invite the attention of tbe tr*de to

their very superior Stocks of GARDF.N jjro AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS, all of which have been carefully grown by thcm=elTfc*.

—

Catalogues of prices may be bad on application.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.
TAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to intimate to
^ their Patrons and the Public that, having now completed
their stock of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for this season,
from the best growers and truest stocks, they are now prepared
to send them out. making arrangements for carriage likely to

meet tbe views of all parties who may favour them with their
commands. Priced Catalogues may be bad on application.

J. D. & Sons would also call attention to their AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS, which have been carefully grown under their
own inspection, from selected stock, priced lists of which will be
ready shortly.—Nursery and Seed Warehouse, 32, South Hanover
Street, Edinburgh.

TWO new CUCUMBERS—"SIR COLIN CAMP-
JL BELL" and "GENERAL CANROEEKT."— F -

Description of the above two unequalled Cucumbers, and tbe
List of EDWARD TILEYS Collection of Cucumbers and
Melons, which bave all been tboxoOghly proved, see Adi
ment and Cut in tbe Gardeners' Chronicle of January ]

Sir Coliu Campbell Zt. 6d, per packet-
General Canrobert 3 6

A packet of either of the Jlelons mentioned in ti-

Advertisement will be given to tbe Purchaser of the above ivo
Cucumbers. A remittance in cash or penny postage stamps
must accompany every order, and the whole or any part as t£c
case mav be) will be immediatelv forwarded.
EDWARD TILEY. Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florisr,

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath. Somersetshire.

LIST

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CSNTUEY.

BASS AND BROWN'S NEW SEED
IS NOW READY,

AND CONTAINS EVERYTHING WHICH CAN BE DESIRED OF THE CHOICEST,
NEW, AND OTHER VEGETABLES.

Considerable attention is paid to grow only the finest sorts for sale, and our Collection is very select.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VECETABLE SEEDS.
The following, of the very lest in cultivation, cannot fail to give the most complete satisfaction.

Ho. 1, Collection for a large garden, containing quim-
I No. 3, Collection in smaller proportion fl

titles sumcient for one year s supply ,.. £3 0s. Oii.

Ho. 2, Collection in smaller proportion .

A FEW CHOICE
EPPS'S LORD RAGLAN, or Improved Mammoth, pro-

ducing 8 to 10 Peas in a pod, and allowed to be the tinest

incnltivation per quart 5s. Otf

El'PS'S MONARCH, new tall marrow, and the largest
sized Pea cultivated per quart 5
FAiKBEARD'S NEW NONPAREIL, a delicious new-

wrinkled marrow, of great produce and fine pods, a very
rapid grower, coming in before the Champion of England 2 6

Collection of good kiuds for a small garden ...

5s.

15

NEW VARIETIES OF PEAS.
MEIN'S PARADISE, a most valuable early very large

marrow Pea, pods large, long, and -well filled, and fine
flavour. This Pea, though very large, comes in imme-
diately after the Warwick per quart Is. GJ.
HAIR'S DEFIANCE, wrinkled marrow, fine do. 1 9
*»* Saugster s No. 1, Daniel O'Rourke, HairsDwarfMammoth.

Early Emperor, or Fairbeard's Conqueror, Burbidge's Eclipse.
Champion of England, and other best sorts."

The List of FLOWER SEEDS will also be found, as usual, very select. Goods Carriage free (not under 20s.)

to all the London Termini, and all Stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.

SEED & HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.

Eixt (BKtlstntvg (Dftrmttcle.

SATURDA Y, JANUAR Y 27, 1

+

The following stereotyped paragraph, we suppose
proceeding from the Treasury, has appeared in such
of the morning papers as would insert it.

" The instructions to the surveyors (Messrs. .J. Mathztt;. W".
SIurtos, and W. Menzies), appointed by the Treasury to report
on the royal forests maintained for the growth of navy timber,
with their reports thereon, have been laid before parliament.
After having delivered five separate reports, referring to ques-
tions which bad arisen with respect to various details of manage-
ment, the surveyors were directed to frame a general report
regarding tbe condition, management, capabilities, and future
prospects of the royal forests they had visited—viz . Alice Holt,
Woolmer, Bere, Parkhnrst, New Forest, Dean Fore--
Sleadowwood. aid Delamere. These forests contain i"

_

about 103,150 acres, but the surveyors cons:

:

interest of the Crown may be represented by at " O acres
of young plantations; and not only, they say. is the state
of those plantations " such as to merit approval, bar, having
reference to tbeir regularity, gr;-
mate development, they are not surpassed
property in the kingdom.'' A calcn".:,v r value
leads the surveyors to the conclusion that :

profitable and most advantageous investment of public money,
though for the first period of their gr ^r-ear to

make bnt small return upon their original outlay-
1

veyors are of opinion that the present local management is<

on with skill and ability: they cepr; u.inning
with reference to annual profit, instead ;:

they also object strongly to the system upon which timber is now
supplied to the Royal Xavy, as that department rshc 3 : : :

;

permitted to require more than the forests can: -istently
with a due consideration of their permanent welfare." They
express their belief that at the end of another century the navy
will be mainly dependent up:-n these forests k:
"timber: they point oat the mistake which has been committed in
taking so much large timber from the forests within the last few
years, during a period when the price has been unusually low:
and the report concludes with an observation on the importance
of securing the services of intelligent and t£orou£:hlv experienced
gentlemen to discharge the very onerous duties of depnry sur-
veyors."

In order to determine the value of such a
document as that of which the abc" e ss to be
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the substance, it is indispensable to ascertain the

competence of the parties from which it proceeds

to report upon the matters referred to them. Who
are Messrs. Mathews, Morton, and Menzies?—
these new advisers of the Treasury. Upon that

point we can learn very little. Nobody knows
much about them. One is said to be or have

been connected with railway transactions ; another

is, we are told, a Kentish timber dealer, or some-

thing of that kind; the third is a deputy sur-

veyor
|
in Windsor Forest. What their qualifica-

tions are for so difficult and responsible a duty

as that of reporting on the Royal forests, for

which not only great knowledge of foresting, but

perfect independence of character is indispen-

sable, we are not informed. Why they were

selected in preference to men of high public cha-

racter and unquestionable knowledge, such as Sir

Joseph Paxton or those he could have named, is

an enigma. Why they have been employed to

supersede Mr. Clutton is equally unexplained,

though perhaps not unintelligible. Mr. Clutton,

however much we may have felt it necessary

to differ from him respecting his reports, is,
_
at

all events, well known as a gentleman of high

professional standing and indisputable intelli-

gence. It would have been useless to ask him to

join in that intrigue which was contrived to ruin

Mr. Brown, in order that the Deputy-Surveyorship

of Dean Forest might be once more at the disposal

of some nameless personage in the Government.

Tools of a different temper were required, and

were found.

The reports before us consist mainly of asser-

tions as to matters of fact, the value of which
can only be ascertained by personal inspection

of the forests. They are intended to contra-

dict other assertions made by Mr. Brown,
which, nevertheless, they every now and then
confirm. The aim of the reporters is to depre-

ciate the recommendations made to Mr. Kennedy,
and to extol the management which compelled
the late commissioner to look around him for

the advice of a better man than any of the forest

officers. We also find ourselves in a cloud of

opinions and general statements, in which every-

thing palpable or well defined, by which to judge
of the real knowledge of the reporters, is care-

fully suppressed. At one or two points, how-
ever, they fortunately descend to particulars, and
thus inadvertently furnish a scale by which their

knowledge of what they have been employed to

advise upon may be exactly measured. We shall

presume to apply that scale, at the same time
assuring our readers that the following passage

is a literal extract from the report, the italics

only being our own :

—

" We believe that no difference of opinion now
exists as to the mischief which inevitably follows

the amputation of a living branch from an Oak, if

the tree is destined to become timber ; such practice

does not now exist, and therefore it would be super-

fluous in us to express our condemnation of it ; but

the removal of decayed branches may reasonably

form a subject of controversy. Dead branches are

caused very frequently by injudicious thinning ; but

upon some uncongenial subsoils no process of thin-

ning will protect the trees from this infirmity.

Throughout the whole of the forest we
found the greatest number of decayed
branches upon the worst soils, and it

is scarcely probable that these were
the only portions which had been
injudiciously thinned.

"When from any cause a branch
dies, the decay usually commences at

its extremity, and gradually approaches

the main stem. The process is a slow
one, and the moment it begins, Nature
sets to work to counteract the mis-

chief. When the sap wood of

that part of the branch which adjoins the trunk

begins to give way, the sap wood of the trunk closes

tightly upon it, and continues to grow and press

round it until the branch is altogether decayed. It

then quickly heals over, and thefuture growth of the

tree covers altogether the base of the dead bough, of

which nothing more is seen until the tree is ulti-

mately opened and the defective spot detected.

" If, however, you anticipate the gradual decom-
position of a dead bough by cutting it off, its base

commence (sic) to decay, and that more rapidly than

the growth of the sap wood ; a hole for the reception

of water is the consequence, and an injury which the

constitution of the tree cannot overcome. We are

decidedly of opinion that all trees should be left

entirely to themselves, and no decayed branch re-

moved on any pretence whatever. If a tree is of

so weakly a constitution that it cannot overcome
the effects of decayed branches, it can never be
worth growing, and should be taken down at once."

It would be difficult for any set of men to stultify

themselves more than by putting their names to

such a statement as this. It is certain that those

who drew it up must be unacquainted with every-

thing which a forester should know. The deputy-
surveyors must themselves feel scandalised at being

patronised by people capable of displaying such an
incredible amount of ignorance. These gentlemen
say that when trees become stag-headed from old

age, " Nature sets to work to counteract the mis-

chief ; " they say further that when a branch dies,

the sap wood of the trunk closes over it, and covers

the base of the dead bough, so that nothing but a

defective spot remains. They do not know what
causes the faults in deal ; it

has never occurred to them
that in this common timber
the loose knots which tumble
out (as at A) as soon as it

becomes planks, are the con-
sequences of the sap wood
having closed over dead
boughs, so that "nothing
more is seen until the tree is

ultimately opened." It would
seem as if they thought it

immaterial what the condition

of timber is, provided the

tree shows fair outside. Let
us advise them to make some
iuquiries on this subject in

Her Majesty's 'dockyards, of

which, by the way, they seem
to entertain a wholesome
dread. Mr. Bennett, the sen-

sible and experienced timber inspector at Portsmouth,

could, we suspect,'enlighten their understandings. In
the meanwhile, the example next represented may
help to show them what the real effects are of leaving

decayed branches on timber trees. It may possibly

also throw light upon the future quality of the timber

to be expected from the Royal forests, after they

shall have been managed for a few years under the

intelligent advice of the experienced practical gen-

tlemen whom Mr. Wilson has introduced to the

Treasury.

There was once a really great forester, John

Sandys, of whom we suppose Messrs. Mathews,
Murton, and Menzies, never heard. For their

information we will acquaint them that it was he

who created the magnificent forest property of the

present Earl of Leicester. And what does

Sandys say about leaving dead branches upon
living trees :

—

" There is a method of pruning still practised by
some persons, of leaving a foot or more of the branch
on the tree to die and rot off, which if only an inch
in diameter may take several years to accomplish,
during which time the stem increases, and when the
stump falls down, a hole is left as deep as the tree has
grown since the snagging, which hole must have
time to fill up after the rotten branch is gone. The
healing ofthe wound is consequently delayed, and the

defect in the timber greater. Instead of taking off a
large branch by the stem, a great part of it may be
cut off at a distance from it, leaving a small side
branch to draw the sap and keep it alive, which is

better than leaving a snag ; but this method should
seldom be practised, being only the result of former
bad management."

There is a certain Sir Joseph Paxton, of whom it

is possible that the new Treasury agents have heard.
Some think that he knows as much as most men
about foresting ; and what is his recorded opinion 1

" All scientific planters," wrote Mr. Paxton some
years since, " agree as to the propriety of removing
dead or decayed branches. Whenever dead
branches are found on any tree, they cannot be too
soon removed ; and even Fir plantations, which
when thickly planted are generally self-pruned, will
be improved by having all the dead wood pruned off

quite close to the stem."
In the University of Cambridge there is, and we

trust long will be, a professor of Botany named
Henslow. It chanced that some years since Lord
Braybrooke submitted to his examination a number
of specimens of timber in which the branches had
been allowed to die back. The result of that

examination, now before us, was as follows :

—

" In the specimens sent for my inspection, the
fore-shortened branches were all in a state of decaff,

and where the experiment was pronounced com-
plete, the stumps had become embedded in new
wood which had closed over them, exactly as it does

over the surface of the cut produced by close-

pruning. Now the only difference between the two
results appears to me to be this : that in the close-

pruning toe have two clean surfaces, the one of
the old and the other of the new wood, brought into

close contact ; whilst in the case of the fore-

shortened branch, we have the decayed remains of a
rotten stump surrounded by an irregular surface of
the new wood."

So much for the common sense of Mr. Wilson's
friends as regards pruning timber. Here is another

bright example :

—

" The plea has been, that much timber having
arrived at maturity, was deteriorating in quality.

This is no less a mistake. A tree which has flourished

from two to three centuries and arrived at full

maturity, loill suffer no material deterioration for
another 40 or 50 years"

That is to say, it will not rot at the heart,

nor become " short " nor " foxey," nor undergo-

any organic change which will reduce its value in

the timber market. According to this doctrine the
Larch does not begin to rot when the first symptoms
of decay appear in its extremities ; nor should it

then be felled, for its getting more and more rotten

every year causes " no material deterioration.""

According to Messrs. Menzies, Murton, and
Mathews, a tree is none the worse for becoming
stag-headed, and there is no chance of a break up of
its tissues for 40 or 50 years. Afortiori, a tree that

has died outright is as good for timber as one that

is felled in its prime. Is this the sort of stuff that

Messrs. Murton and Mathews sell to their cus-

tomers ? We hope not. Is this the timber that

Mr. Menzies, himself a deputy surveyor, would send
into the dockyards 1 We presume their recommend-
ation is founded on the principle that what is good
for trade is good for everything else. Bad timber

soon perishes, and the workman who used it will

soon have a new job in replacing what has decayed.

The more timber is old and exhausted, the further

it is beyond its prime, the more it is subject to dry rot ;.

and it is the timber which is most subject to dry rot

that these new advisers of the Crown recommend
should be purveyed for the navy. " Lorsqu'un

arbre est couronne, plus il vieillit, moins il est

propre aux ouvrages de construction ; il faut done
l'abbattre pour en tirer parti, a. moins qu'on ne
veuille le conserver pour profiter de l'etendue de
ses branches et de l'ombrage qu'elles procurent."

So says a great and experienced continental writer,

so says science, so says common sense. But that

is not the opinion of Mr. Wilson's agents.

Surely it is a national disgrace that the great

departments of the state should thus be at the

mercy of men who have not enough knowledge of

the commonest things to learn even how to select

their agents. We see the consequences everywhere;

our system is utterly rotten ; everybody is taken
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for exactly tlio duties lie least understands, and

tho inevitable result in what wo now koo in Unit,

Crimean operation, which, notwithstanding the

magnificent coinage.' of our heroic troops, has become
the pity of the French, the disgrace of ourselves,

the derision of everybody else.

On a former occasion we called attention to some
extraordinary instances of ignorance of the com-
monest facts of Natural History, which had appeared
in certain articles of one of our leading reviews, in

other respects by no means deficient in ability ; and
we did so because it indicated some radical defeel

in the education of a large and very important
portion of the community. Another instance has
just fallen under our notice, and as the same defeel

is indicated in a thousand directions, and if wo may
judge by the sneering though personally compli-
mentary remarks of a medical journal of extensive
circulation on the appointment of Mr. Buen and Dr.

rlooKEit, as examiners by the Indian board, there is an
indisposition in some quarters to mend matters, wo
are at least willing to record our own sentiments by

the production of the passage, which we should not

feel inclined to do if the utter want of knowledge
of such subjects which it evidences was less glaring.

Were we inclined to ho hypercritical, two other

passages* might be adduced from the same review,

but the one in question is so marked, that it wants
no corroboration. It occurs in an article entitled

"the London Commissariat," which treats of the

different sources from whence the alimentary wants
of the metropolis are supplied. Speaking of Straw-
berries the reviewer says " Mr. Myatt, of Deptford,

is the great grower ; by judicious grafting he has

produced from the old stock half-a-dozen different

kinds, the most celebrated being the British Queen,
which attains a prodigious size." Now, we are

not disposed to deny the possibility of grafting one
kind of Strawberry upon another, though the attempt
might be attended by some formidable practical

difficulties, but every one acquainted with the
simplest principles of horticulture is aware that new-
varieties, except such an accidental case as that of
the Laburnum, partaking of the twofold nature of
Cytisus Laburnum and Cytisus purpureus, could not
by any possibility arise from the process. Nor can
we suppose that by a mere slip of the pen the word
"grafting" has been written instead of crossing,
because the word "stock" which follows depends
upon the previous keyword. It is in point of fact

most clearly a part of that educational deficiency
which makes our upper classes so often the prey of

every pretender to knowledge, and which leads to

such disastrous issues in so many public under-
takings, both at home and abroad. Self-interest

indeed and a habit of jobbing are often concerned,
but powerful as such influences may be there can be
no doubt that the ignorance we speak of is their most
efficient handmaid, and that in many cases better
knowledge would render the probable result so

notorious as to prove an effectual prevention.

New Plants.
111. Bolboph.yi.lum lasianthum, alias Anisopetalum

lasianthum, De Vriese ic. 249 incd.

B. (bulbosum, repens, spici/orme, sarcanthum) foliis Iatis oblongis
coriaccis scapo valido laxe vaginato requalibus, racemo
pubescente, floribus carnosis, sepalis oblongo-lanceolatis
acuminatis lateralibua longioribus setis piliformibus carnosis
vestitis, petalis linearibns setaceo-acuminatis multO brevio-
ribus, labello linguiformi angusto niarginato basi crassissinio
crista ovali foveata, columns) angnlis acutissimis integris.

The first knowledge we had of this remarkable plant
was from a coloured drawing, from Sumatra, shown us
by our learned friend Prof, de Vriese. It has now been
examined in a living state, a specimen said to have come
from Manilla having flowered with Mr. Loddiges. It is

almost the largest species known, the leaves measuring
fully 7 inches by 2, the scape being somewhat taller and
the flowers nearly 2 inches long. The latter are dull
purple, and copiously covered with long fleshy hair-
pointed bristles. It evidently belongs to the group
formed by B. Carcyanum, quadrisetum, setigerum,
Khasyanum, nilghcrrensc, imbrication, <fcc.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LVI.
251. Sterility.—Accidental and Functional.—We

nave hitherto considered those cases of sterility in
which the malady is as far as can be ascertained wholly
independent of outward causes, and due solely to some
peculiarity of constitution, whether purely functional
or inducing evident organic change. But sterility
depends frequently on external causes, where there is no
natural tendency in the plant to such a condition, and
ttese when known are, under certain circumstances
though by no means always, more or less within the
control of the cultivator. The formation of fruit is the
main end of vegetation, and requires a great exertion of
lorce for its accomplishment This is frequently so
great, and the consumption of nutritive matter so com-

ffiTiew"
5 tW° passages ln lotion "a contained in p. 295 of the

plete, that life ceases In consequence of exhaustion *lth

the [perfection of the process. It can easily be under-
stood therefore, that although a plant may flouri h to a

certain extent, and produce Ite annual crop ,,i leu bi,

even proceed to some Imperfect transformation <,i thi m,
outward circumstances of climate and situation nioy
!»< suoh at to prevent the perfection of the fruit, Thu
is tho case with many exotic plante in our itoves, which
rarely, if ever, prod anything more than foliage, In

all such coses the iiiiill of the cultivator which hoi at

last produced promise of fruit in the Mangosteen, an

instance apparently iho most boneless, will at length,

in all probability, be crowned with success, wherever
it may ho thought necessary to make tie D0« I

expenditure of time and labour, in addition to all those

appliances which cannot he supplied without ample
pecuniary resources. Ah regards mere acclimatisation,

little can ho done except by tho production of new
varieties more hardy than the original or more adapted
to the peculiar state and order of tho seasons.

252. One great difficulty, whether in cultivation in tho
stove or in tho open air, is duo to the impossibility of

giving the same rest, whether arising from heat or cold

Or drought or moisture, which the plants possess in their

own country. Tho want of this even in the absence of

any climatic excess, which may ho injurious to life, is

often such as to preclude successful cultivation. Our
northern fruit trees, for instance, when removed to

tropical or subtropical climates are not able to endure
tho constant state of excitement to which they arc ex-
posed, and at the best produce a continued succession of

leaves without fruit, while many of them are unable to

linger through more than a very limited number of

seasons.

253. The separation of tho sexes in many species is

a necessary cause of sterility where one sex only is in

cultivation, as in the common Aucuba, the Weeping
Willow, and some other less familiar instances, but even
where both sexes are in cultivation, impregnation may
not take place from the absence of proper insects which
in the native country effect this process. The Vanilla,

for instance, remained barren under cultivation till it

was artificially impregnated by Professor Morren, and
the process is now performed by many gardeners, the

trouble being amply compensated by the value of the

produce, which is quite equal, if not superior, to the best

importation.

254. But sterility is often induced in the more
common objects of cultivation by outward circumstances
of various kinds. The floral organs are greatly altered

or influenced by the nature and condition of the soil.

Anything which induces a weak state of health or an
imperfect assimilation of sap, leads directly to weakness
of the reproductive process in plants.* Witness the

infertility of badly drained orchards or fields, against
which the most liberal cultivation in other respects is

not able effectually to contend.

255. Excess of nourishment again will often produce
sterility where there is no constitutional tendency to it.

In this case rank shoots are produced, without the
formation of flower-buds, and the flower-buds themselves
when expanded do not perfect their pistils. Even
without artificial manure, the supply of raw nutriment
from the soil is so rapid as to produce the same effects,

for fertility does not depend on the immediate supply of

nutriment, but on matter already deposited.f The
precise mode in which this is regulated will perhaps
never be known ; but in such cases experience shows
that plants may be forced into fruit by root-pruning,
or by confining the descending sap within certain limits

by separation of the bark, the application of a ligature,

or deflection of the branches, so as to subject them to

the laws of gravity.:,:

2.56. The parasitic growth of fungi again may pro-
duce sterility by appropriating that nutriment which
was prepared for the purposes of fructification. It is

seldom, indeed, except where organic mischief is in-

duced, of which we shall have to speak presently, that

the sterility is perfect. Where, however, mildew is

prevalent, whether externally or internally, the fruit is

always more or less affected, as the farmer knows to his

cost by the effeete or dwindled produce of his crops.

257. Various external causes, as wind, rain, &c,
may prevent the settling of the pollen on the stigma, or
may wash it off before it has germinated. So long,

however, as the stigmatic surface is uninjured, such
accidents are not probably of much consequence. M.J.B.

u no ipi cfi i or rarii ty in ct tion which n
be advantageously grafted itoek of ai

always supposing tool .-. miti • cm be found.
Many ol the Sikkfm I

admirably, oh we shall presently show, upon an
the common ponticnm; while if grafted <„, i,

hybrid suss, they either fall altogether, or at
i,. i merely regelate, On the contrary, .

hybrids in cultivation grow well upon hybrid calav
ond more especially so if the hybrids so grafted »r«
strongly crossed with i . They also succeedwsU
on ponticum ; and for dwarf plant*,

near the soil.ths latter if largely end advantegi
employed, for standards, however, pon
on ni ill adapted, and for this reason: they >r«
readily. growth in spring', and if, •...

ofien the ea«e, after being no excited, we I

frosts, the hark, being foil of sap, hursts by expansion,
cauaing of course the death of both stock and Kraft.

tOl of hybrid catawbiens* are not found V, suffer in

this way, consequently it Is largely employed as
standards to graft hybrids upon.

Your correspondent "J. it." thinks that maximum
would he a good stock, grounding b tbeorj i

fact of the species being a large and robust j.;ro»< r. In
practice it is found to be the worn ol all stocks, and
very few kinds will succeed upon it. Again, eatDpamv
latum will not grow on ponticum. It' will certainly
make a feeble union with the stock, but it I

vegetates, and never makes a creditable plant ;
•..

hybrid cotawbiensc, it grows tolerably well ; but as yet
no Btock has been found to suit it well. Among the
Sikkiin Rhododendrons, glaacum, cinnabarinum, and
ciliatum may he named, for which a suitable stock boa
not been found ; and while Dalhousue, Edgeworthi, and
many others luxuriate on ponticum, they refuse to flourish

on hybrid catawbiense.

Of the relative degree of luxuriance between grafted
plants of the Sikklm Rhododendrons and others n
their own roots, oge and all other circumstances
being equal, we subjoin a few examples :—From a
number of seedlings of Dalhousite, four years old, a few
were selected, cut down, and the shoots separated into

single eyes, and grafted on ponticum stocks. In one
year these grafts made shoots from 12 to 11 inches long,

having leaves (i inches long by 3 inches broad. The
remaining seedlings are now not more than 14 inches
high, though five years old, and in every way less luxu-

riant than the grafted plants. We have a very fine speci-

men of this plant five years, grafted on a 3 feet ponticum
stem; the head is 2t feet high by as much through, having
six large flower buds. We need hardly say that a
seedling of the same age, under the best treatment,

would not bear comparison with this plant. When this

one was grafted, 25 others were inserted on hybrid
catawbiense stocks. There is now one alive, and that

but a sorry specimen. Edgew-orthi also grows rapidly

on ponticum, yet it will scarcely live on hybrid cataw-
biense. A specimen four years grafted on the former
has now 12 flower buds, aud another nine. The shoots
made last year on these plants are 15 inches long;
while others on their own roots, and of the same age,
make about 4 inches of wood in a season, and are in

every way inferior, both as regards health and general
appearance.

With the ordinary garden hybrids there is also the
same advantage apparent, both as regards luxuriance of
growth and precocity and abundance of flower of
grafted plants over others on their own roots. We have
now a batch of seedlings, four years old, the best of
which are about 12 inches, having at most but two or
three shoots—many of them only one. When these

plants were one year old a number were selected from
among them, from which the tops were taken off and
grafted upon ponticum stocks. They are now from 12
to 22 inches high from the graft, and from 12 to 18
inches through the head, and many of them have from
two to a dozen flower-buds. The seedlings have not a
single bud among them. Some of the other objections

raised by " J. R." we shall allude to in another article.

Standis/i <£- iVbife.

RHODODENDRONS : GRAFTED OR NOT
GRAFTED!

This is a question of considerable horticultural im-
portance ; tile communications of " J. R." induce us to

offer a few facts which may assist in solving it. A series

of year's devoted to the culture and propagation of the
Rhododendron enable us to assert confidently that there

* It is well known that in some conditions of the animal system
which tend to ultimate death, as in persons of a strnmons habit,
there is an increased productiveness, but that when those peculiar
functions cease death ensues Tery rapidly. Something similar
or rather something analogous obtains in fruit trees subject to

gumming. They are often peculiarly productive just before
dissolution. A large crop is formed and perhaps ripens, and
vitality is exhausted by the effort, the small connecting thread
of living tissue beiug unable to keep up the necessary supply.

t Many fruit trees bejir only every alternate year, an interval
of rest being requisite tor the deposition of new fruit-producing
matter.

X Sterility may arise from a precisely contrary cause, viz., the
over-production of flowers, the strength of the plant being so
exhausted as to prevent fertilisation. This case, however, will
come as a consequence under another head.

COMMON THINGS.
Early Peas.—The following mode of producing these

has been practised with success. Cut turves 2 or
3 inches in breadth and 18 inches in length, turn tbem
upside down, make a small mark lengihwise in the turf

sufficient to hold one row of Peas. Place them on a
hotbed or in a pit with a little heat, then sow the Peas.

Two ordinary lights will hold about 50 yards. Sow
about the 1st of next month, and plant out on the first

favourable opportunity in March.

Composition for Fruit Trees.—The subjoined has been
found of use in protecting the buds of Gooseberries from
the ravages of birds in the winter and spring months,
as well as an effectual remedy for clearing the bark of

fruit trees generally from Moss, Lichen, and the larva?

of insects :—Take hot lime and soot in equal quantities J

add cow's urine until the mixture has attained the con-

sistency of thick paint. Paint the trees regularly over
with the ingredients thus prepared, and the result will

be not only a beautifully clean and clear bark, but an
increased vigour will also be perceptible in the growth
of those trees to which the mixture has been applied.

Propagation of Tropceolum tricolorum.—The simplest

mode of doing this is to take off the weak laterals that

are not likely to flower, when about 2 inches long ; if

with a heel so much tbe better. Any time from
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February till May fill the pot half full of crocks, then

with a mixture of peat and sand till within 2 inches of

the top ; fill up with silver sand, and water with a fine

rose to settle it. Then dibble in the cuttings all round,

within 1 inch of the rim, leaving about half an inch of

the cutting above the sand. Place the pot on a shelf in

the front of the greenhouse ; keep the sand constantly

moist, taking care that the cuttings are always erect-

In the course of two months many of them will throw

up shoots from under the sand. The pot should then

be removed to a shady situation out of doors. When
the stems decay, do not disturb the sand, but water

sparingly. Iu October let them be placed in the green-

house, when all that have made small tubers will grow.

It is from these plants that the best cuttings are obtained

in the spring. In the following May turn the whole ball

out of the pot in a warm situation in the open ground.

After they have fiuished growth take them up and sift

the ball through a fine sieve, carefully picking out the

tubers. They are then treated iu all respects as the

older tubers, and will make fine flowering plants the

following spring. If seeds are used they should be

soaked in water 24 hours before sowing, and the outer

shell carefully removed ; under this treatment they will

grow much sooner and with greater certainty. They

should remain iu the seed pot until after they have

formed a tuber. A small stick can be placed against

each plant, to which it will climb, and it serves to indi-

cate the place of the tuber when the stem is dead.

Many seeds will remain 12 months before vegetating.

Wood-lice.—By the following simple method, frames

and pits might be kept comparatively free from these

intruders ; at all events, they might be so far subdued

as not to be injurious to plants. Put a cold boiled or

roasted Potato into a small flower-pot ; cover the Potato

with Moss, leaving a little hanging out of the pot by

way of enticing the insects to enter ; then lay the pot

on its side in a corner of the frame. Wood-lice feed in

darkness, and at the approach of day they retire to their

hiding places in cracks and crevices, or amongst the

loose soil or bark ; the Moss is therefore necessary to

induce them to remain in the pot, to which they will

flock in hundreds after having once tasted the Potato,

Every morning the pots should be taken out of the pits

and the wood-lice destroyed ; the-same bait will serve

for a week or longer. If properly attended to, half-a-

dozen pots so prepared will soon clear a frame of these

troublesome pests. A toad or two is also of great

service in thinning their numbers.

CHOICE OF PEAR SEEDS, THEIR PRESER-
VATION, AND TIME OF SOWING.

The' essential properties of a new variety of Pear

exist in a rudimentary state in the seed. Time and

favourable circumstances will develope the embryo
plant, but cannot change its specific nature. Its

existence dates from the time that the pistil is fer-

tilised by the pollen before or after the opening of the

corolla. In dissecting a flower before the corolla is open

the anthers are found close to the stigma, and at the

base of the style the rudiments of the ovaries may be ob-

served. Does fertilisation take place before the opening

of the corolla, or more probably not till after the solar

rays have produced certain effects on the organs of

fructificaiion I Are the anthers of the same flower

sufficient for the fertilisation of the pistillum without

the assistance of other flowers, or perhaps the flowers

of other trees, the pollen of which may be deposited by

bees or flies \

The minute examination of these questions is of im-

portance, and will lead to a knowledge of the mode in

which artificial fecundation may be effected in certain

circumstances, and of the precautions necessary to be

taken. Perhaps in this way more certain results may
be obtained in regard to obtaining long-keeping varieties,

an endeavour which ought to receive the particular

attention of those who engage in raising varieties of

fruit from seed.

Seedling varieties of Pears vary infinitely in succes-

sive generations. This truth is being continually proved

by ocular demonstration. There is another principle

Connected with the above, which is, the more a type has

entered into a state of variation, the greater is its

tendency to continue doing so, and the more it has

varied from the original type, the more it is disposed to

vary still farther.

Certain latitudes and influences of climate are doubt-

less more favourable than others for obtaining good
results as regards the Pear and other fruit trees ; but

the investigation of these would lead us too far from the

principal subject.

It is rare to see two identical varieties produced from
seed of the same variety. It is even a well-established fact

that the seeds taken from the same fruit produce varieties
\

so distinct in wood, leaves, and fruit that no resemblance
|

to their common origin can be traced. This fact proves
to a certain extent that the bees and flies play an im-

j

portant part in the fertilisation of the pistil. It is there-
j

fore important, that in a garden where experiments in
|

raising new sorts are carried on, no varieties should
exist except those that are of first-rate quality ; and !

that the collection should be as far distant as possible
'

from any bad varieties. It may be supposed that when
j

the bees fly to a distance, the pollen is detached from
j

their legs by the action of the air; therefore we must;
attribute the complete fertilisation of the flowers of a

'

tree to the pollen of adjoining trees that are visited by
bees and flies. The consideration of these circumstances
ought not to be omitted. Moreover it is essential to

have only vigorous trees, on the Pear stock, obtained

from the latest generation of improved seedlings.

A limited number of fruit should only be left on the

tree, from which seedlings are intended to be raised, in

order that the fruit may acquire its natural siz and per-

fection. When gathered, the finest should be selected

from spurs on the most vigorous part of the tree. The
fruit should be kept in a suitable place till it becomes
quite ripe.

In cutting the fruit care should be taken not to injure

the seeds, of which three, four, or five may be found,

perfectly matured, in the cells. Whether the seed is

roundish, flat, oval, or oblong, or whether its colour is

black or nut-brown, provided it has a well-fed pulp, it

may be considered fertile and ought to produce a plant,

if preserved with care and sown at the proper season.

When taken out of the cells, the seeds should be put
in a small jar, half filled with dry sand, with which the

seeds should be mixed. The jar should be placed in

the dark, where the seeds can neither dry nor rot.

After remaining in this situation for a month or two,

the seeds should be taken out and put in papers, each
sort separately, marking the name or number of the

variety of fruit from which the seeds were taken,

together with the date of the ripening of the fruits.

These directions, it will be understood, are necessary,

in order that amongst the seedlings raised the pre-

ference may be given in planting to those likely to

prove the best. The seed is collected from the middle
of autumn till the end of spring ; and by keeping it

in the way above-mentioned the skin of the seed will

acquire a consistence, and the kernel a firmness

that will enable it to vegetate with greater vigour when
committed to the soil, in the open air. I have seen

Pear seeds sown in garden pots, in wooden boxes, and on
gentle hotbed ; but from many years' experience I have
found that it is preferable to sow the seeds in the open
ground. They grow in the latter during the first year
with the proper degree of vigour, and make a sub-

stantial growth. In September, a part of the garden is

chosen which is not infested by any kind of insect.

The ground is dug deeply but not manured. It is care-

fully cleaned from all weeds, and at the same time the

soil is made as fine as possible. About the end of the

month drills are made 2 feet apart and about 2 inches

deep. After the bottoms of the drills have been
levelled a thin layer of wood ashes is sown in them.
The seeds, preserved since the winter or spring, are

steeped in a solution of sulphate of lime, and placed

about 2 inches apart in the drills. A strong Oak stake

is driven into the ground to mark where each sort is

sown ; a piece of lead is nailed on the stake and stamped
with the letter S, and the number of the variety sown.
Before covering the seeds, they should be pressed on the

flat side or on the edge with the finger, in order that the

radicle may strike directly downward, and the plumule
spring upwards without proceeding first in a horizontal

direction and then forming a curve at the base of the

stem, which would be the case if the seeds were not
properly placed. All the drills are successively covered
in the same way. During the winter and spring some
parings of turf should be scattered over the surface of

the ground, in order to afford nourishment to the worms
and prevent them from attacking the seedlings, the seed
leaves of which will appear above ground towards the

end of the following March. /. de Jonghe, Brussels,

Jan. 14.

Home Correspondence.
Nurserymens' Catalogues.—It is a great pity that no

plan can be hit upon for securing correctness and
uniformity in the catalogues of the leading flower seeds-

men; as to the smaller fry, it is perhaps too much to expect

from them any attention to such matters. I subjoin a

few specimens of the confusion that prevails, selected

almost at random from the lists of the present year.

Perhaps you would take the trouble to determine which
is the correct description.

or where leaf-mould or other rich vegetable soils are iu
abundance. When gardener to the late P. C. Labou»
chere, Esq., of Hylands, Essex, I grew them with
success in strong adhesive yellow clay with a spadeful or
two of peat to start with, and I believe that there is

hardly a county in England iu which Rhododendrons
are not to be found growing and increasing naturally in

loam ; nevertheless this does not confirm Mr. Waterer's
assertion. If Mr. W. will call on me I will show him,

not 100 miles from Buckingham, a rather costly experi-

ment carried out about three years ago on the principles

he promulgates, the result of which is that the plants,

struggling on in what came with them, are dying a slow

but sure death, furnishing a miserable substitute for a
very fine orchard of fruit trees, which would have done
a Knight's or a Rivers's heart good to have seen. These
were cleared away by the advice of a celebrated land-

scape gardener, who, if deserving of the name, ought to
have known better. I believe that Rhododendrons have
been tried here long before my predecessor's time,

Capability Brown, in leaf-mould, bog earth, &c, without

success ; for when I came in 1839 there was not a plant

in a healthy growing state iu the grounds. As the Duke
of Buckingham was very anxious to get them to grow, I

tried several samples of soils in the neighbourhood for

them, aud amongst them I found at least 500 acres of

land within 2 miles of Stowe, in which they will grow
as well, if not better than in the justly celebrated

nurseries at Bagshot, in Surrey. I would, therefore,

strongly advise admirers of this truly magnificent class

of plants before they attempt to plant them extensively

to collect a small portion of the various soils in their

immediate neighbourhoods, to add a portion of leaf-

mould and other vegetable soil to each, and what is also

good cow's manure, as it is difficult to ascertain what
they will or will not grow in without a trial. I trust,

therefore, that this hint may induce many to grow them
who have never before attempted their cultivation, and
that the assertions I have just made are facts I have
ocular proof to show. David Ferguson, Stowe, Bucking-

hamshire.

Holcus saccharalus.—In No. 52, 1854, attention has
been drawn to a novelty of the year, in the shape of a
tall reedy Grass, called Holcus saccharatus, of whose
economical virtue I find that great expectations are
raised. Such being the case, permit me to observe that

much valuable information respecting this plant may be
obtained from some of your readers iu Western India,

particularly from the Deccan sportsmen and officers,,

who use it largely, under the name of Jowaree, in pre-

ference to the coarse Grass or hay obtainable there, in

feeding their hunters and chargers, which thrive well

upon it—so much so, indeed, that when sent to the coast

for racing purposes a supply of it invariably accom-
panies them. I have great doubts, however, whether
this Holcus contains a sufficient quantity of saccharine

matter to be converted economically into sugar, even
on the spot where the plants attain their full perfection,

for surely in such case Dr. White in his valuable
" Materia Medica of Hindostan " would have noticed it,

or we should have heard of it otherwise. The seed is

used for food by natives too pool", I believe, to purchase
Rice, and can be procured in India in any quantity.

B. N., Chichester. [The French expressly state that
there are doubts about the Chinese Holcus being the
same as the Indian one.]

White Blackberry.—On January the 3d, 1852, a
flourish of trumpets announced Mr. Needham's white
Blackberries as a valuable addition to our rubaceous
fruits. Having no white blackbirds hereabouts to eat
them, I was in hopes they would fare better than my
Raspberries. By January, 1855, this ought no longer
to be a very rare plant : but I hear nothing more of it,

and nowhere see it offered for sale. Pray report
progress. A. S. \_We have nothing to report, except
that the plants sent to the Horticultural Society died.

If any of our readers possess information respecting the
plant we should be obliged by receiving it]

Campanula Vidali
Collinsia bartsirefolia

Cuphea platycentra

C'upliea silenoides

[All wrong. Should be
crimson and lilac.']

Lupinus Hartwegi

Colour.
Ditto

Do.& duration.

Ditto & ditto.

Colour.

James Caeter.

Blue.

Purple.

Red & yellow Biennial.

( Flesh. 1

\ Half-hardy annual. J

Blue and Pink.

J. Veitch, Jun. Flanagan & Son. Rendle & Co,

Pink and While,

f Scarlet. \
"j Hf.-hardy perennial, j"

f Crimson aud yellow. (

"(Hf.-hardy perennial.

j

Blue and white.

("Brown & yellow. 1

\.Bf -hardy annual,
j

White spotted.

Scarlet and while*

Yellow and red.

A. ft, Chelmsford. [We have printed in italics the de-

scriptions nearest the truth.]

Sweet-scented Camellia.—1 should be glad to hear if

any of your correspondents have in their possession or

have seen a sweet-scented Camellia. I have one (a

young plant) which I purchased last year when in bud.

When the flowers expanded I discovered their sweet-

ness, which resembles a very delicate Hyacinth ; but

for fear I might be mistaken, I had several friends who
equally smelt the sweetness of the flower. A gardener
in this neighbourhood, who heard of it, asked me for

some cuttings ; but as the plant was small, I refused to

give them. And he then said, " Oh ! it is only a freak

of Nature ; it will never be sweet again." However, it

is now in bloom in my conservatory, and is quite as

sweet as it was last year. I have no flowers iu bloom in

my conservatory but Camellias, and therefore there can

be no confusion of scents to deceive me. Violtt.

Soil for Rhododendrons.— I am astonished at Mr.
John Waterer's statement (see p. 804, 1854) that Rho-
dodendrons, &c, will grow in any ordinary garden soil,

Mr. Carton and his Family.—It will be gratifying to
the benevolent individuals who contributed the money
to enable Mr. Carton and his family to emigrate to
Australia two years ago, to know that he has not only

j

safely arrived there but that he has found profitable

employment in gardening. A gentleman has come to

this country lately who had actually employed Mr.
Carton as his gardener at the rate of 11. a week. I hear
also that his daughter is married. We may therefore

hope that all things will now go well with him.

A. Forsyth, St. Mary's Church.
Datura ceratocaulon.—For the information of your

correspondent who says he has great difficulty in

raising this plant from seeds, allow me to state that, if

the latter are sound and good, they will vegetate

readily, if sown in a pot and plunged in a moist bottom-

heat, or if sown on a hotbed and treated in the same
way as other tender annuals. It must be borne in mind
that this plant is a native of Cuba, and will therefore

only live in the open air with us during the hottest part

of our summer and autumn months. Although the
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lime, Nitrate of Bofla, Sugar Bcura, and every

doHcrl|)ti"n of Artificial Mnnurns, Llniiood Cukes, &o.

Wm. Inoms Cabnie, 10, Mark I.mm, London.

AKTIKJCIAI- MANUUES,&c—Manufacturerflancl

fttliorB engaged in making ARTIFICIAL manukkh may
obtain every necoHHiiry liiiil.riic.tlon for tholv oconomlcnl and

efficient preparation, hy applying to J. C. Nkhbit, F.O,
:

.

•'

principal of tlift Agricultural and Gnomical Collogo, Kennington,

Eonflon, Analyse.* of Boiln, OuanoH, Superphosphate!) of Lime,

CoprolltoH, &o., and AwmyH of Gold, Bllvor, and otbor Mimiraht,

imicxficii Led Willi iicciir.iry in id dhtpulch.

Gentleman doHlrouH of rocolvlng Instructions in Cliomloal

AnalyHutiiind Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-

tion at the ('nllfgn.

FOLLOWING MAN I IRKS imi iiininil.u'Uini]

at Mr. Imwrh' Factory, Doptford Creek :—Turnip Manuro.

71. por ton; SuporphOBphatO Of Llmo, 7/,; Sulphuric Acid and

Cnpi'oIltoM, Ql.

Office, fiD, King William BU'OOt, Oily, London.

1S.B, Gonutno I'eruvliin Guano, gmirmiti'iid to contain 10 por

rent. <ii' ammonia. NItrato of Soda, Sulphate of Ann da, and
otlim* CliimiU-ul Miiniin-n.

THE LONDON MANUI1K COMTANY Im,
:
u, cull

tho attention of Agriculturists to t]>oIr WHEAT and

OXiOVKK maniihks for present use. The i Ion Manure
Company alNooflbr. Genuine Peruvian Guano, Nitrate of Boda,

Concentrated Crate, Suporphoflphato of Mine. Fishery and other

SaltH,nnd nil Artificial Manures of value. Tho London Manure
Company guarantee Peruvian Guano and ovory Manure tlmy

supply to Ijo Btrlctly genuine. Edward Pobbbd, Sec.

Mridgn Stivol, lllmld'riiuH.

THE PATENT NITRO-PnOSPlIATE or BLOOD
MANIJUi; COMPANY.—(Provisionally registered, pur-

suant to tho Act 7 and 8 Vlotorln, c. 110.)

* TruMesa,
Ahol Smith, Esq., Jan'., M.r., 'A Halkln Street. Wost.
Charles Dlmsdalo, Eton.. Eaaontlon Place, Herts.

Edward Hall. Esq., M.P.,8, BelgraveRood, Plmllco.

Major-dun. Hall, M.P., Weston Colvlllo, Linton, C»imhrhlgo.

John Brady, Esq., M.F., Warwick Terrace, Bclgravo Square.

Directors.

James Odams, Esq., Bishops Stortford, Herts.

Kohert Morgan, Esq.; 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Jonas w.'iib, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury, Essex.
(Robert Leeds, Esq., West Loxhani, Norfolk.

Kichard Hunt, Esq., Stunstead, Deal, Herts.
John Sharp, Esq , Tower Villa, Queen's lload, Regont'a Park.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Chesterlord, Essex.

(With power to add to their number.)
Bankers—Messrs. Barnett, Iloaro, and Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor—James Cttll'd, Esq., Baldoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,

St. James's.
Solicitors— Messrs. Klngsford and Dorman, 23, Essex Street,

Strand.
Secretary and Chymist—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Manufactory: Blaistow Marshes, Essex.

The abovo manure is now ready for delivery. For Wheat,
Barley, and nil corn crops, 71. 10s. per ton ; Turnip and root crops,

61. 105. per ton; free delivered to any railway or vessel iu

London, and supplied direct from their works, on application to

Odams, Fickfokd, & Kken,
3fi, Leadenhall Street, Sole Agents for London.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.—This highly
fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for
every species of crop ; more especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,
Mangold Wnrzol, and other root crops. It will produce a greater
return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an
equivalent value: it also possesses tho property of retaining its

fertilising power longer than other Manures now in use. It may
he obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Eulhnm, at -if. per ton, and in quantities less than half

a ton, at 5s. per cwt., for ready money only ; and in quantities not
less than a ton, will be delivered at the London Termini of the
Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may also bo bud from Messrs.G.GmPs&C'o., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for Loudon ; and from
all the other Agents of the Company,

INGLIS and CHISHOLM, Charles Street, Garratt,
Manchester, make STEAM ENGINES for Agricultural and

Other purposes of the best quality at a reasonable price.—Address
IsoLia & Oiiisiior.M, Charles Street. Garratt. M inChester.

NEW AND IMPORTANT LEVELLING INSTRUMENT

GILLESPIE'S PATENT INCLINOMETER, for
Taking, Fixing, and Adjusting Surface Slopes of Lands,

Earthen Embankments, Railway Gradients, &c , and the Dip,
Outfall, or Rise of Drains, Water Courses, &c, and universally
applicable to determine the plans and aid the execution of all

levelling or sloping operations known in civil engineering.
Prices:— Inclinometer, with mahogany frame and

brass mounting £3 3s. Od.
Do. with oak frame and wrought iron mounting 2 12

Light Telescope, 105. 6d. extra.

Testimonials.
From Mr. James Gentles, Contractor.—" I have for a con-

siderable time past used Gillespie's Patent Inclinometer in
extensive drainage operations carried on by me, and I have found
It to be of the greatest service, in showing the minutest slope iu
the ground, and in saving of labour; and I could not have con-
structed many of the drains with any degree of accuracy without
Its assistance."—James Gentles, Hart Hill, by Whitburn.

Extract of a letter from John Mitchell, Esq., Stand Hill, Bath-
gate.—" I highly appreciate its capabilities as a levelling instru-
ment. In level lands, where there is a difficulty in detecting in
which direction the land slopes, it is invaluable."

Extract of a letter from Mr. John Turner, Surveyor, Whitburn.
The more I have tested it tho more have I appreciated its

valne. By tills invention the power of levelling is brought within
tho reach of all men of ordinary capacity."
Sold by Wiluam Drat & Co., Engineers, &c, Swan Lane,

London. Specimens and Modols may be seen at their Warevooms.
Also a Descriptive Treatise on the nature and uses of the Patent
Inclinometer, and copies of Recommendations of its efficiency and
vatuo to bo had on application.

/ 1LAYTON, SHUTTLEWOHTH, and ( I

V J PRIZE I'OItTAIJLE STEAM I 101 I • i COM
BJNl'D THUAHJIINO, HTIfAW SHAKING, It I DDL! I

and WINNOWINO MACHINE may bo scon at tlioli I

Establishment, fl, FlUroy Terrace, New R nd, where all In foi

matIon relative thoroto can lie obtained. Tin < Machines are

construeted to horn BarJor, end make a per/eel neparatl i

chaff from tho pnlno, They are fitted with Elevator*, which
dopoelt tho grain Into bogs, and boyond the fcedoi ol

require no hands oxcopt lo take away tlio Corn, Ac n I

the whole of the operations being performed by m II

machinery, whoroby the Corn. Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are

delivered In tho pieces assigned for them.
c, h. and Co, have paid sppclal attention to this ell

Machinery, and Fixed 6arn Machinery, and From tho position

thoy httvo taken al the Koyui mid all the leading agricultural

shown of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, -

blllty, and ilmpllolty, their Engines and Machines are no!

passed by »ny oilier maker In England, ad letters foi

warded i<» tho VVorks at Lincoln will have Immediate attention

;

and Illustrated Catalogues foi warded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

IY1ANCER, RACK,X WATER-TROUGH AS ONC FIXTURE.
[urnorso akd Nkwia Patkxtbd.

pOTTAM and HALLKN, tho original inventors,V> obtained tho Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-
ment, to which all tho latest Improvements are adapted, secured
by Patent, including n method entirely now of attaching the
halter-weight and rein from the back of the manger to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horsn greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
convenience when nt rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-
ing the liability of tho most restive borne getting cast. No well-
managed stable should be without these fittings.
COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANUERS are constructed In

tho best^ possible manner, both as to form and utility; are
cleanly in appearance, durable, and Impervious to infection;
manufactured Plain", Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable
Pumps, Looso Box, Fittings, Gutta Percha Pres. rving Saddb-
nnd Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, In
stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain aud orna-
ments. Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.

Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottam & Hallek,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

rARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OK GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole mav be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3/. 35.
The barrel is 27A in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per foot.

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.
May be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in to^wn or country, at tho
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, Jons Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

w
FA

tages.

ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD pujirs.

TEST CAST-IEON PUMPS, for tiie use of Farms, Cot-

,
Manure Tanks, and "Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,
of Barrel under nose. £ s. d.

21 in. short 1 ft. "in. / Fitted for lead.
2i „ long 8 „ 3 „ gntta percha,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ i or cast iron
ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanced pipe, I 2 IS
ditto 3 „ 6 „ { as required. )3 5

2i „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, aud Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2J in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

& jr. a.

l.\ 1 12

J 1 15

3 ^2 12

i2

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot. Forcine, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at trie above "prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, bv means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and*Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.
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inan •/ Km Betmi ' man.
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Henry ( D - I

'J bomu Edward \*v •

WlUUm \ ikbrr It^bU, \jv\.

IMwwdJ /j. t M.P.
Hkrntifl V.

f
. M.P.

Willlwn ).--, i i .}: -

William WlUher*. Y.v\.

Empowered to execute vorlu <a D /*&**, UmA-
maklng, Encloilne;, BceUfmlag, end the Erw I

Bdlldlngi upon nny Eftstee, undi
i ''lily, and without any inreitigatlvn of "

tin- total amount of tho outlay sum i

Improved, to be repaid by anrnml lniUlm«;nii, \\ry\Ti% -.:

to the number ol yean orer which Landownera may Otmnln*
the repayment nball extend, within the limit* of 31 J?\T% V.T

Farm Buildings, and 60 yean for Drainage, Yj>\&*. and other
[mprovementa. Airangemenhi are aiv> made with )-»

for the execution of the worka by their own agewta, ar
wiipply of the capital or repayment of their own advance*, through
the exerd powera. Wimjam CvtrrotD, Sec

J- INCO

LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
CORPOnATBD BY SPECIAL ACT OP Pa7:UAMK»T fOt

England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Cl*rgyf Soli-

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c.— Loan* may be o-mtracte<t

for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of <r**ry

landed improvement, especially Drainage, BflDdnig, (Jleariug,

Enclosing, Warping, Irrigati'-n, Embanking, 1 1* clamation, Koadi.
Planting, .Machinery, &c. The plans (*-t building*;, apecirica-

tfons, and estimates are prepared by Use proprietor*, and are
submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commiasionen. Ero-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act tor^cor- r

from the inheritance their own funds to be exp+nded on ImproTe-
raents. They may also apply jointly for the execnt;

mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. Forformi
of application, ic, apply to the lion. Wk. N api £ a, Managing
Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

aOOLLEGE of AGKICL'LIUKE and CHEMISTRY,
\J and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, S7 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, near London*

Principal—J. C. Nf,seit, F.G.S, F.C.5^ Ac.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises ererT
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Hsral
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly acd
accurately executed at the College, Tbe terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

&i\t agrtntltttral <&K}tttt.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27, 1855.
MEETINGS TOR TBI E>51 I>G WEEK.

TarftsDAT, Feb. 1—AKTirolnara) Iicp. Society of IreUsi.

" p<RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
J- Queen, Duke of Northumberland for Svon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindlev for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

,

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, and Mrs. Lawrence, ot

Ealing Park.
"FKIGI DOMO," a Canvass made of prepared Hair and

Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping, where-
ever it is applied, a rised temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural andrloriciiltural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the snn, from wind, and
from attacks of insects and morning frosts. To be had in any
required length, upwards of 2 yards wide, at 1... tyt.peryard run,
ef Eusha Thomas Abches, 7, Trinity Lane, Cannon Street,
City, and the lioyal Mills, Wandsworth, 'Surrey.

The Act for providing a metropolitan market in

place of Smilhrield directed the issuiDg of a commk-
sion to undertake its execution. If this had not

been done by the" Mayor, Aldermen, and Commons''
of the City of London, it would have become lawful

for Her .Majesty to issue this commission. In either

case the Act declares that unless the market for the

provision of which it is passed be declared open

within three years and sis months from the date of

its enactment, the powers of the commission so

issued, and all other powers conferred, shall

cease and be void. That period ceases on the

1st of Hatch ; and, although the declaration in ques-

tion was not published in last night's Ga:c
next Tuesday's edition will be still within the

period named, and no donbt the requisite announce-

ment will appear in it, in order to keep within the

law. The 10th section of the Act enables such a

declaration, although the actual opening of the place

should be postponed beyond the date of the declara-

tion in question.

We are informed that the new market place in

Copenhagen Fields will not be opened for use for

at least a" fortnight. Excepting the places for calves

and pigs the arrangements are already complete.

We are exceedingly glad to find that the dif-

ferences arising out of the discussion at Tiptree, in

reference to Mr. Telfer's Hay or Grass crop (as

people choose to take it), are losing their personal

character ; and that the real question at issue—the

possibility of producing profitably those prodigious

growths "of which Myre MiH and Cunning Park
afford the instances—is at length separating itself, as

it ought long ago to have done. The subject is on
the list of the London Farmers' Club, for discussion

at their meeting in March, and the truth will, we
hope, be then related by eye witnesses, so that,

whatever it may prove to be, it shall be placed beyond
dispute.

Mr. Teueb's last letter, to which we shall again
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direct attention, has been replied to by Mr. Hamil-

ton, who has done good service in this renewed

agitation of the matter; for the truth has been

elicited by him, if not originally stated by him.

Those who have not read this correspondence

will find the facts on which it has turned, given

at pages 763, S25 and 843 of last year's volume.

Mr. Telfer's letter is given at the last-named

page, and Mr. Hamilton's reply to it has just

been published in the Dublin Farmers' Gazette.

Mr. Telfer obtained his 270 tons of green

food off 7 acres of Italian Rye-grass by manur-

ing 31 acres up till the second cut, and after that

manuring another 3i acres which had been sown
that year, leaving the former 3J- acres to go to seed.

He believes, and so do we, that the Zh acres left to

seed would, had the manure been continued there,

have produced as much as the young seeds on which
it was turned ; and so he takes credit for having

done all he says on 3| acres instead of 7. Or, rather,

he contends that it is really a question not of

acreage, but of manuring ; and in the case of so

rapidly-growing a plant as Italian Rye-grass, we
believe he is right. Nevertheless, this style of

reasoning will not satisfy a matter-of-fact disputant,

and Mr. Hamilton, of course, makes good use of his

advantage. He says :

—

" As to Mr. Telfer's own account of his 7 acres, with
all his ingenious shifting of the paternity of his crop

from one 3J acres in spring to another 3i acres in autumn,
and his liberal choice of 3J, 5}-, or 7 acres, from which
we are to calculate the annual produce, he only makes
out 270 tons, or 38.V tons to each of 7 acres, though he
puts it all to 7ra credit of 3i- acres. But will this reason-

ing satisfy the public mind ? Are farmers to have their

second acres to ride out their conclusions upon as a fox-

hunter has his second horse to meet him when the first

is exhausted % Mr. Telfer (who informed me that the
hay was all used before the 1st of November) allows

that he did use two 3i acres during the run of the

season."

As to the matters of detail to which we alluded at

page 825, Mr. Hamilton says :

—

" With respect to the number of hydrants, this does
not affect the question at all ; the proportion of 1 to 6

acres will be found everywhere else the minimum ; and
in the parliamentary minutes of the Board of Health
there appear to be no instances quoted where the
hydrants are in a smaller proportion ; and if I

misunderstood Mr. Telfer on this point, the printed

account of his farm which he gave me, and which
describes his hose as 150 yards long, was not likely to

undeceive me. I only profess to give the best informa-

1

tion I could collect from others, and with due caution,

when pointing out the mode by which these statements
could be checked, I expressed my own feeling that the

data were unsatisfactory, aud my conviction that, though
large results were obtainable, certainly there was no
proof that the result of about 100 tons of Grass had
ever been obtained at three cuttings, there or elsewhere.

I cannot, however, but deprecate all such controversies

as the present, which I did not originate, nor do I think

a tu quoque case worthy of the editor of the Agricultural
J

Gazette, who should rather aim at supplying the
j

deficiencies that I pointed out than defending Mr. Caird
in his announcement as a fact, that 25 tons of hay had
been realised from a Scotch acre of land. We have
Been this 100 tons of green Grass shrinking back to 65 in

one statement, 74 in another (Mr. Telfer's own), and, I

think I have shown practically, in Mr. Telfer's case,.

to 38^. The conclusion I draw from this is, that there

has not been weighing and measuring enough either in

extent or accuracy, to enable any of us to judge what
results we might count upon if we adopted the same
system, and I hope that the result of all this writing

may be faithful and painstaking records of the coming
season's produce."

Without wishing to revive any personal discussion

in connection with this subject, we must be allowed

here to say that our argument was not a tu quoque
argument at all. It was not for the purpose of

proving Mr. Hamilton to be just as inaccurate as

any other person whose inaccuracy he alleged that

we wrote : it was for the purpose of proving that

the data on which Mr. Hamilton's charge of

inaccuracy rested were themselves inaccurate. It is

a very different thing to charge equal inaccuracy on
an assailant, which is what we are said to have
done, and to prove his charge of inaccuracy to be
itself inaccurate, which is what we claim to have
done. It was not to prove anything whatever of

Mr. Hamilton that our remarks were aimed ; it was
to arrive at the agricultural truth which was under
discussion that we inquired into the ability of
witnesses and the character of their evidence.
We hope in the course of a month or two that the

truth of this most important of the many important
agricultural movements of the past year will be
made clearly to appear. We can confidently predict
that whatever the exact figures may be that repre-
sent the truth, they will be enough to astonish those
who are satisfied with averages.

Several months ago a correspondent called
attention to a plan of Underground Manuring

which had been patented by Mr. Wilkins, a citizen,

we believe, of London, who at Wokingham and
Reading had exhibited the results of his patent

method wilh extraordinary success. This has been

done only on the small scale ; and, indeed, the first

expense of the plan, greater than the fee simple of

the land, hinders its being done on any other. We
have seen his experimental plot at Reading ; it

consists of not more, probably, than a quarter of an

acre ; one half of which has been prepared by Mr.

Wilkins, and the other half treated in the ordinary

method. The unfortunate circumstance connected

with all these experiments hitherto is, that both the

plots in each case have been under Mr. Wilkins's

direction. That he has honestly done his best by
the half which he hoped to prove comparatively a

failure is, however, believed. At a public meeting

at Reading which he called to exhibit the results of

his practice, the large Mangolds produced by his

peculiar plan were contrasted with puny roots

of common cultivation grown in adjoining rows

—

fine grown Hemp and Flax were shown beside the

stunted stems of the ordinary mode of growth, and
other contrasts were exhibited. But on claiming

for his method of culture the merit of these con-

trasts, he was met by a very reasonable scepticism

as to the honesty and genuineness of these inferior

samples. Were the plots which grew them really

cultivated as a good farmer would 1—that was what
no one knew—the audience had the word of a

stranger as their only guarantee, and he was
likely to leave them unconvinced. It was fortunate

for Mr. Wilkins that his proceedings had been
watched by Messrs. Sutton, the seedsmen, of

Reading, whom everybody in the audience knew
and trusted ; and when Mr. Martin Sutton, in the

midst of all these murmurs of incredulity, stood up
to bear witness to the honesty of Mr. Wilkins's

account, the reality of the experience which he

related, and the genuineness of the specimens which
he exhibited—the people felt at once that here was
the missing link by which alone the chain of

evidence became complete ; and the credit of the

speaker saved.

The farmers who listened to his statement went
away convinced. That is to say they believed that

of other countries to supply us. To what extent

that disability has arisen from the entire cutting off

of certain sources of supply, from the difficulty of

obtaining means of transport, or from bad harvests

in other countries, we do not here inquire-

The main facts are that since September 5, 1854,
to January 5, 1855, the imports of Wheat have
been 396,340 quarters, and of Flour 255,785 cwts. j

the quantities imported in the similar months of

1851, 1852, and 1853 being 755,428—1,389,661—
and 1,839,447 quarters of Wheat, and 1,541,863—
991,758—and 1,709,197 cwts. of Flour respectively.

Take into account the high prices which have this

year failed so extraordinarily to attract supplies,

and we must believe that all of the causes indi-

cated have combined to produce so remarkable a
result. As indicating the relative growths of this

year and of last, we may mention that since Sep-
tember the amount of sales of English Wheat
officially recorded has been 1,674,166 quarters this

year against 1,004,546 during the same weeks of

1853.

Our readers are aware that Mr. Pusey, in whom,
more than in any other man, the interests of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England are embodied,,

has been suffering from very severe illness. We are

glad to learn from the letter of Dr. Acland to the
daily papers that he is at length rallying ; and we
sincerely trust that in due time he may recover from
his severe attack, and be able to resume the position

he has so long and so usefully occupied in the

councils and direction of the Agricultural Society.

REPORT AND ESTIMATE OF A FARM.
I now send you a detail of the mode of cultivatioa

which I think would be the most profitable for you to

adopt: an estimate of the working cattle and implements
required, and of the number of sheep aud other stock

you will be able to keep.

This farm is on the chalk formation, and the soil is

either a thin gravelly loam or chalk with flints. It

consists of 260 acres, of which 20 acres are in pasture,

60 in down, and the remaining 180 acres are under the

plough. Of these 180 acres I would have always 20
acres in Saintfoiu, and of the remaining 160 acres, one-

half, or 80 acres, I would have producing grain, and

by laying an impervious floor, whether by brick,
; the other half producing Turnips or other roots, and

cement, or what not, some 20 or 30 inches below fodder crops these to alternate yearly w-,th each other

the surface of the soil, and upon that floor laying ' ?he N°rt<f °r
,
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replacing the original soil over all, and preserving Bariey with clover seeds S0WD amongst the Barley, and
by upright pipes communication between the aftel. Barley Clover or seeds ; this finishes the rotation,

horizontal rows of pipes and the surface of the
; From this system it is evident that the several crops

ground ; by then pouring in liquid manure from ' come around on the same field every four years. This
above, and saturating the soil with it from below quick repetition of the same crop on the same ground is

upwards—for this is Mr. Wilkins's method :—by the greatest objection to the Norfolk system, as it has

adopting all this system, at a cost of some 100?. to been found that the land soon gets tired of Clover and

200/. per acre, the most marvellous increase of Turnips when repeated on the same ground in so short

fertility is obtainable. That was what they
' a period. The Clover very frequently fails, dying in

believed and what we believe, and what every one, |
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,, , • 11 i j- t -l l n instead or laree bulbs wlifii repeated every tour years,
that agricultural audience went home to put the; The Scotc£ or six field system, puts off the Clover
plan into operation ? Of course not one: it is not and root tw0 S

J

more thaQ the Norfolk
likely that they should. If we had 150/. per acre ' svstem

;
but then they have only one-sixth part of

to spare upon our farm we should invest it in the their land in roots, and one-sixth part in Clover, one-
purchase of our occupation, not in improving its sixth part being iu Beans or Peas, and the remaining
fertility for another at this expensive rate. three-sixths in corn ; by this rotation they have one-

Mr. Wilkins is an indefatigable and enthusiastic
;

tbird only producing fodder crops, and two-thirds

man. He holds meetings in Oxford Town Hall, at producing grain for sale in the market.

the London Tavern, and wherever he can find an
!

?y adopting the alternate system of a seed producing

audience. He urges his plans with the utmost conn-
a
f.
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f

producing crop, you can have those crops.

, , . .°. ,f ,, . i. . which the land soon gets tired ot at as great a period
dence, and is gaming all the support which energy

; as have c/ Qn ^ wh^ natu/e aQd
and activity command. At the Oxford meeting, h abits are different.
last week, a considerable sum of money was sub- T have for years adopted the eight field system, and
scribed for a trial of the plan upon one acre of have found it to be most productive of large crops of
ground, and the terms on which the patentee was Clover, and all the various kinds of roots, as these never
prepared to negotiate with any county association occur on the same field oftener than once in eight years J

who would carry out his plan were made known, and the grain crop I adopted was Wheat after all the

The scheme, so far as that programme describes it,
j

roots and Clover or other fodder crops ; but my land

seems to be intended merely for garden application, ™as of a strong clayey loam, and by deep cultivation,

and it could not be otherwise. Cottages with gar- ,

and tlle application ot a large quantity of manure to aU

dens under 51. 5s. annual rent are to pay one pennv
j

the root a"d fod<W cr0Ps
'
1 had larSe croPs of Wheat

per annum and houses with gardens under 20Z. "J* ZZZion of crops which I think best adapted
a-year Is. 6d. per annum for license to adopt the

;

fol. the dry fr!ab,e ,and J farm is the fo]lowIn/ :_
system. It may be worth while trying the ex- Divide th; 180 acres of area int0 niue fields of 20 acres
periment for its possible horticultural results ; it

may, perhaps, be worth while even in an agricul-

tural point of view, to determine the question of the

usefulness to plants of so artificial a treatment and

supply of food, but that it will ever be of direct use

to the farmer we do not believe ; and if an energetic

man shall divert, by his representations, the attention

of improvers from more feasible plans of agricultural

improvement, he will do mischief by calling their

attention to this subject.

It is interesting to compare the imports of corn

during the autumn months of the past year with

the imports of previous years during the same
season, as illustrative both of the productiveness of

the past season here and of the diminished ability

20 acres
20 „

each ; one of the fields, or 20 acres, to be always in

Saintfoin ; this field to be renewed every five years by
laying down another field of Saintfoin, and breaking-up
the old Saintfoin field. Then say

—

No. 1, to be in Clover
No. 2, to be Wheat, after the Clover...

No. 3, Winter Vetclies, Winter Barley, and Rye, for

spring fodder, and then planted with Rape for sheep 20 „
No. 4, Oats, after the Vetches, Rye, and Rape ... 20 „
No. 5, Turnips, Swedes, Cabbages, after the Oats ... 20 „
No. 6, Wheat, after the Turnip seeds and Cabbages... 20 ,,.

No. 7, Mangold, Carrots, and Potatoes, after the Wheat 20 „
No. 8, Barley, with Clover, after Mangold, Carrots,

and Potatoes 20 „

By this arrangement you will have

—

In Wheat two 20 acre fields, Nos. 2 & 6 40 acres

In Oats (No. 4) 20 „
In Barley (No. 8) 20 „

) acres of seed producing crop ...80
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ilowors aro large and handsome, the plant itself has a

coarHo wooily appearance, on whieli aaaount it in not

much esteemed or generally cultivated, A good figure

of it is givon in Jacquin's " Hortus Schoonbt' msie,"

vol. .'!, t. 839, published in L708 j but it was not until

1A05 that it wuh introduced through Spain into our

gardciiH. It in figured and described in tlio " Botanical

Register," t. 1081, and " Botanical Magazine," I.

W. Ji. B.
The Fluke Potato.—In shape this Potato in an oblong

oval. Its surface ih ovon, rather ilat than otherwise ;

the length and diameter in a true specimen being about
tho 'proportions of 0x4 x 2£. When dressed lor

the table it m dry and floury, and of first rate II n \

Buyors, however, must lake earn that tlmy get the true

kind ; for tliere are many good likenesses of the Fluke
in tho market, and whieli aro sold for it. Those, how-
over, who have seen the Fluko onee— especially when
growing—will never mistake any other variety for it.

Tho loaves are very dark green, tlio stems robust and
erect, until they attain the height of lit inches, when
they bogiu to fall abroad, and grow to tlio length of 2

or .'! feet. When the stems first appear they are almost

black ; but as they progress in growth tboy gradually

change to a dark green. This variety should not be

planted at a loss distance apart than 2 feet betwixt the

l'OWS, and 1 loot in the row. If planted closer the produce
will be small though abundant, and muoh deteriorated

in quality. That is tho distance lor ordinary cultivation,

and if the Boil is a rich light loam, 1 sack of 2 cwt. to the

rod may bo safely calculated upon. Several growers in

this neighbourhood have realised this produce in good
garden [ground, all sound and good, and 95 per eont.

large and fit for table. As regards size of tuber, the

ordinary produce is from 9 to 3 in. in length, with the

proportion before given. The Potato disease has but
little influence on the Fluke. Those planted in February
of last year, in this locality, showed no symptoms of
attack throughout the growing season, while Regents,
Prolifies, Forty-folds, Champions, Cups, &c, were all

cut down in June aud July, and the tubers were much
diseased. The Flukes, ou the contrary, remained green
and healthy until September, and the tubers, with very
trifling exceptions, were perfectly ripened and sound.
Indeed, the fact is all but uuiversally acknowledged that
no Potato resists the disease like the Fluke. 0. Diclcson,

Lawrence Hill, Bristol.

societies!*

LiNN^iN, Jan. 17.—The President in the chair. The
following papers were read :— 1. Extract from a letter

addressed by Rev. W. II. Hawker to the President,
relating to the discovery of several new localities for

some'-rare Ferns aud shells. Mr. Hawker writes as

follows:—"Last year I paid a visit to the English
lakes, aud had the good fortune to find Polysticiium
lonchitis growing near Ulleswater. I brought away one
plant, and sent a frond to Newman, who, however does

not mention it in his new edition. This year, in July,

I went to the lakes again, and had the pleasure of con-

firming the above discovery ; and, moreover, on my
mentioning it to other collectors up there, a search was
instituted, wdiich has resulted in its turning up in several

new localities in that district, e.g., Helvellyn, Fairfield,

&c. This Fern has never before been found in the

lake country, I believe. Whilst up there this year,

I went a few days' botanising ramble with Mr. Clowes,
of Windermere, aud ou one of these days whilst clamber-
ing on a terrific precipice, I had the delight to fiud

Asplenium septentrionale growing in quantity, and
right amongst them I found two plants of Asplenium
germauicum ! A guide was with me, who found close

by Woodsia ilveusis, growing in some quantity—three

good things, were they not, to be growing on a spot only

a few yards square ? It was on an outcrop of the iron

ore, which seems to me always to be a good matrix for

Ferns. This took place not many miles from Scawfell,

though not on it. It was of course plain that the
locality had never before been visited by a botanist.

Mr. Clowes found Euphorbia Cyparissias growing on
Whitbarrow fells in great quantity. I have gathered
it on the mountain limestone of Somersetshire, near
Wells, and should think it will prove to be a true
native. * * Last September and October I took a rapid
run on the continent, up the Rhine, &e. The season
was late ; flowers were mostly over, and deciduous
Ferns killed down, so that on the Alps I did not gather
Woodsia alpina as I wished. I found on the Jura in

one spot my dear Asplenium fontauum. Iu the Pine
forests of the Alps aud Jura Polystichum lonchitis

grows in the most wonderful luxuriance. I have dried
some fronds 22 inches long. Its appearance is quite

beautiful. Asplenium septentrionale, too, abounded on
alpine rocks." 2. A letter addressed to the Secretary
by John Hogg, Esq., on the subject of the Tunny
stranded in September last at Tees Bay, and noticed by
him at a former meeting. Mr. Hogg has ascertained
that the fish was really a Tunny, and of very large size.

3. Extract from a memoir " on the origin and develop-
ment of vessels in monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous
plants," by Dr. F. F. Allemao, of Rio de Janeiro, trans-
lated and communicated by J. Miers, Esq. In a note
to this paper the translator observes that Dr. Allemao,
m making his observations, was desirous of testing the
validity of the theory first suggested by Du Petit
Thouars, and more recently modified and supported by
Gaudichaud, which contends, contrary to "

all woody fibres ol the stem proceed from the i

leaf-buds, and thence descend to the radicular extremity

of 'plants. Dr. Allemao states that hit ob i

no way tend to support this theory, 4. Momoii
on K now species of Proteacoa i," by l>r. Mefsner. In

tho romoi I prefatory to the tcchn i al d<

which formed the bulk of this paper, Dr, Meiiner

remarks that since the publication of Brown's Pro-

dt'omus in 1810, upwanlH of 400 ni i pi cios have been

added to th" 204 Australasian specii i of that work,

namely 1 68 by Dr. Brown, 48 by Dr, Lindlcy,and ID I.

himseff. Thenumberol nowspecii dsecribi Lornotici

in thl paper was nil, including 12 of which ohoi

drawn up from specimens in tho Society's Herbal i

had been forwarded to the author by Mr. Kippist, the

Society's Librarian.

Notices oC iSoohs.

Knowledge is Power, a View of due Productive Forei <)

Modern Society, and the retulli of Labour, <

and SJcill, By Charles Knight. London. Murray
Pep. Bvo., pp. 136 i7.<. U.)

Tun object of this volume is mainly to present unlearned

persons with illustrations of the great principles of

political economy. The author bus not attempted to do
this in a formal and systematical manner, which might
bo ropulsivo rather than attractive, but he has

endeavoured to convey a knowledge' of the fundamental
laws of social progress, by adducing examples illustra-

tive of the circumstances under which it has and has

not been made.
" Without attempting to give this volume the formal

shape of a treatise ou Political Economy, it is the wish

of the author to convey the broad parts of his subject

in a somewhat desultory manner, but one which is not

altogether devoid of logical arrangement. He desires

especially to be understood by the young ; for upon
their right appreciation of the principles which govern
society will depend much of the security aud happiness

of our own and the coming time. The danger of our
present period of transition is, that theory should expect

too much, and that practice should do too little, in the

amelioration of the condition of the people."

Young persons and those who, although not young
in years, are little advanced in knowledge, are too apt

to regard a study of these matters as dry, uniuteresting,

and to them, at least, unprofitable. The sooner such an
opinion ceases to be current the better, for, as has been
most truly observed, " it is ouly iu the ignorance of the

people aud their consequent mental imbecility that

governments or demagogues can find the means of

mischief ;" and if there be one study which more than
another is calculated to free the mind from pernicious

error, that subject is undeniably what is ordinarily

called political economy. Any work therefore which is

calculated to dispel the notion that political economy is

dry and uninteresting, and which, whilst it impresses the

great truths of the science upon the minds of the

young, engages their attention and induces them to read
on, is certainly a boou to society. Such a work is the

one now before us. It is not altogether a new produc-

tion, but is a combination aud expansion of two little

works by the same author, viz., " The Results of

Machinery" and " Capital and Labour," which have
both enjoyed more than ordinary popularity. As
an example of the manner iu which the subject is

treated, we extract a paragraph on " making good for

trade:"—
" When a mob amused themselves by breaking win-

dows, as was once a common recreation on an illumina-

tion night, by way of showing the amount of popular
intelligence, some were apt to say they have "made good
for trade/
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Garden Memoranda.
Mbssbs, Jai

bouse here is at present gay with Hyai ibleVan
I'hoi Tulips, Chinese Pi imrose , winter flowering Heath*,

Camellias, Red Indian Daphnes, which quite scent the

whole hou«e with their delightful perfume, and 'he

cheerful yellow flowered Jasminum nudiflormn. The
latter is a most valuable shrub for winter d

it requires little or no forcing to bring it into flower
;

and its blossoms, which arc produced in great abundance,
last a long time in perfection.

Between this and the other glass-houses is a straight

walk, on either bide of which a: rn, and
among them we remarked one filled with thriving plants

of Cephalotaxus adpressa, which has been

perfectly hardy. Among other out-of-door plants we
noticed a collection of the finer kinds of Rhododendrons
in pots, all unusually well furnished with flower-buds,

and in excellent condition for forcing.

To the left of this walk are two span-roofed Orchid
houses filled with a well varied and excellent collection

of these favourite plant?. Among tbtm the

coloured Calanthe curculigoides was in flower, as were
also Leptotes bicolor, several varieties of Lycaste Skin-
neri, the orange flowered Epidendrum vitellinum, the

useful Barkeria Skinneri, the curious rather than beau-
tiful greenish yellow Rodriguezia planifolia, and others.

Among such as were not in bloom we noticed some
thriving plants of the different kinds of Anguloa. These,

it was stated, do best while growing to be kept constantly

very moist at the root. There were also many fine

specimens of Dendrobes, Trichopilia coccinea, which is

found to succeed well in a comparatively cool house ;

Odontoglossum hastilabium, Insleayi, ne ulosum and
membranaceum, the last coming into flower ; Oncidium
bicallosum throwing up a strong flower spike, and a
variety of Cattleya called sulphurina, which is reported
to be even handsomer than C. citrine. A fi:.e plant
of Cattleya superba was just going out of bloom, and
of the best variety of C. intermedia there was
a large stock, as there was also of Barkeria spectabilis.

Of the latter there were at least a hundred plants, all of

them on blocks, hung up near the gliss. Miltonia

spectabilis succeeds uncommonly well here, bein.

and healthy, without any of that yellow colour which it

generally has. Plants of Oncidium Papilio were
numerous, as were also those of the useful Dendrobium

Is it not evident that the capital wdiich was formosum ; Vanda Roxburghi grows strongly here, and
represented by the unbroken windows was really so ' there were numbers of thriving specimens of Aerides,

much destroyed of the national riches when the wiudows
,
Of the singular looking Uropedium Lindeni there were

were broken ?—for if the windows had remained un- , sevenplanis,togetherwithotherrareandvaluab!eOrehiis,
broken, the capital would have remained to stimulate which were intermixed with Ferns, Dracaenas, Apbelandra
the production of some new object of utility. The Leopoldi, Marautas, and other plants remarkable for the

glaziers, indeed, replaced the wiudows ; but there having beauty of their foliage, which serves to maintain a certain

been a destruction of wiudows, there must have been a amount of gaiety at this dull season of the year. At
necessary retrenchment in some other outlay, that would one end of this house was a boxful of variegated

have afforded benefit to the consumer. Doubtless, when Orchids, which were covered with long panes of glass

the glazier is called into activity by a mob breaking laid loosely across the box, to which, by simply moving
windows, some other trade suffers : for the man who the panes, as much or as little air could be ::-en

has to pay for the broken windows must retrench some- as might be deemed desirable. In a damp
where, and, if he has less to lay out, some other person Lycopodium stoloniferum was growing luxuriantly,

has less to lay out. The glass-maker, probably, makes and for such a situation few plants are mor.
more glass at the moment ; but he does so to exchange have a better appearance.

with the capital that would otherwise have goue to the In a cool-house was a plant of Epiphyllum trcneatum,

maker of clothes or of furniture : aud, tliere being an quite 6 feet high, worked on Cere.:- - - -=inus.

absolute destruction of the funds for the maintenance This rotted off at the root son;-. sago ; but on

of labour, by an unnecessary destruction of what former cutting the stem through just above the decayed part,

labour has produced, trade generally is injured to the and letting the cut surface touch the soil, it threw out

extent of the destruction. Some now say that a fire healthy roots, and now the plant is as firmly estiblished

makes good for trade. The only difference of evil be- as ever it was, and has produced abundance of blossoms,

tween the fire wdiich destroys a bouse, and the mob The Camellias and Azaleas in the different houses are

which breaks the wiudows, is, that the fire absorbs well set with bloom, as are also the Rhododendrons,

capital for the maiutenance of trade, or labour, iu of which there are large numbers here, more especially

the proportion of a hundred to one when compared of the Sikkim kinds. Among the latter were £ne j "ants

with the mob. Some say that war makes good for of Thomsoni and ciliatum ; the latter, even the smallest

trade. The only difference of pecuniary evil (the moral of them, covered with flower-buds, and for spring deco-

evilsjadmit of no comparison) between the fire aud the ration few plants are better adapted. Of yellow Rho-

war is, that the war absorbs capital for the maintenance dodendrons there also promises to be a good display,

of trade, or labour, in the proportion of a million to a the different varieties of aureum being well set with

hundred when compared with the fire. If the incessant flower-buds.

energy of production were constantly repressed by mobs, In the Heath house some of the winter flowering

aud tires, aud wars, the end would be that consumption species were in blossom, and others were full of bloom._ the views of _
Mirbel and other eminent physiological botanists, that

I
would altogether exceed production ; and that then the buds ; with the latter depressa_ was unusually well
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coveivd. In anollier lumse were quantities of seeJIing

Heallis, consisting chiefly ol tnuiii(ilians crossed with

other sorfs.

Of Rhodoleia Qhampioni wc remarked some good

plants, but as yet they have no appearance of blooming.

Sratipp arbore.'i, in the shape of healthy yonng plants,

struck from cuttings, was plentiful ; Crocuses in pols

m heat were coming into flower. They are potted in

November, and plumbed in tan in a cool place, from

which they are introduced into heat as they are wanted.

Those in flower were Queen Victoria (white), and Sir

Walter Scott (lilac striped), which is one of the largest

Crocuses in cultivation. Hyacinths were also placed in

heat, with a little moss thrown over them to keep their

flower spikes from drawing. Jn the same house was a

quantity of Duchess of Norfolk Rose grafted on the

Alant-iii stock. Tlie latter had been growing in pots,

and were brought into heat and worked in the beginning

"f the present month. All the grafts appeared to have

taken.

FLORICULTURE.
Seedling Dahlias.—The Dahlia is subject to vary

so much in different situations and seasons, that great

difficulty exists in gaining an accurate knowledge

of tne merits of each kind, especially of those which
have been only seen for one season. The circumstances

under which it is grown are also so various that unless

you see the plant you cannot fairly judge the

merits of the flower. A great deal of attention is

requisite in order, if possible, to find out what par-

ticular culture a g^ven plant has been subjected to
;

for example, whether the shoots have been much
thinned, the flowers shaded, a great deal of manure
given, or none at all, &c. All these circumstances

should be inquired into, or how can we expect to get

line flowers from new kinds ? The following facts with

regard to new Dahlias should always be borne in mind
6efore condemning them the second year. First, that

the seedling plant is much debilitated by propagation,

and therefore the flowers are rarely as good the second

season as they are the first and third. This circumstance

alone accounts, in a great measure, for the dissatisfaction

expressed of late years concerning the merits of new
Dahlias. Second, that the best flowers are obtained from
those plants struck from the first cuttings produced by

(the mother plant, notwithstanding that they are seldom as

:strongas the cuttings that are afterwards produced. Third,

that exciting the roots by means of a strong heat early

in the spring, and striking the young plante on a strong

dung bed tend to weaken the plants so treated to such a

degree that they frequently require two or three seasons

to recover and regain their original character. Thus it

is found that good flowers are obtained with the least

trouble from those plants kept in pots the first season

after striking (termed by the trade pot roots), planted

out the following season, and allowed to start of their

own accord. Fourth, that in wet seasons manure is

frequently very injurious, from its causing the plant togrow

too luxuriantly, and thus to produce but few flowers
;

while in very dry seasons it is equally beneficial. Much
more depends on a change of soil than on its composi-

tion and quality : with moderate attention good flowers

may even be obtained from plants growing in brick-

rubbish. Fifth, that water is a point which cannot be

too much attended too ; a great difference exists between

hard and soft water, but still more depends on the

manner in which it is applied, for one or two good

waterings are much better than a small quantity given

three or four times a week—which is but too common a

practice among amateurs. And sixth, that taking up the

roots immediately after a frost has destroyed the top is the

principal cause of so many routs dying during the winter

season. I would recommend the young Dahlia grower

to remember ths se facts, which may not only be taken as

rules for judging new Dahlias by, but may also save

him the vexation and disappointment consequent on the

production of bad flowers from new and expensive

varieties. E. B.
Hyacinths.—It may not be generally known that

Hyacinths which are grown in water are essentially

improved by a little water being poured upon the crown

>f the bulb after it begins to grow, increasing in quantity

Alien the buds begin to open. The dry air of rooms

deprives them of that moisture which nature affords

them, either in rain or dew, to enable the flowers to

expand freely ; and if anybody tries the experiment in

a room with a flower that disappoints his daily observa-

tion of its progress, he will fiud out the value of this

Bimple application. H.

Miscellaneous.
,

Death of Mr. Joseph Myalt.—We have to record the
ileath of this horticultural veteran, who expired on the
8th inst. in his 85th year. We need not say that he

was the Myatt whose name has so long been celebrated

as the great modern improver of the races of Straw-
berries and Rhubarb.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The soil in beds and borders

should be examined occasionally to some depth to see

that it has not become too dry for the health of "the

plants, for although comparatively little water is required

at this season by plants growing in beds and borders,

they are sometimes allowed to suffer through dryness,
and when the soil is once permitted to become excessively

dry, it is a work of some difficulty to bring it into a
healthy state again. When it is fouud necessary to

water the beds choose a fine morning, and give enough
to well moisten the soil, using chilled water, and be
careful to guard against damp for a few days after-

wards by giving air, or when this cannot be done, use

sufficient fire- heat to secure a gei.tle circulation of the

atmosphere. Go carefully over the plants every morn-
ing, and remove any decaying leaves or flowers as soon
as they are perceptible, for no amount of floral display

will render a house agreeable unless accompanied by
cleanliness and neatness. And as soon as the beauty of

any of the pot specimens is over remove them to

suitable quarters elsewhere, aud supply their places with

others in full flower ; and at this season, when the

garden generally is so devoid of attraction, use every
available meaus to render this house as gay as possible.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
With the exception of pruning or thinning, and

wheeling, little can be done in these departments in the

present state of the ground ; but as wheeling can be

more comfortably and expeditiously done than when the

surface of the ground is soft, any of the beds that may
require renewing should be seen to at once. And any
of the shrubbery borders which may require a dressing

of fresh soil or manure should also be attended to, but

avoid digging ground when it is covered with even a

thin coat of snow. Any new work that may be in hand
involving the removal of a considerable bulk of soil,

cutting walks, or anything which can be judiciously

done now should be pushed forward as expeditiously as

possible, in order to have the hands at liberty for the

ordinary routine of spring work, which will soon be
demanding attention. When the hands cannot be pro-

fitably employed at out-door work see to getting an
ample stock of stakes made and painted ; as also pegs,

tallies, brooms, &c, and put aside ready for use when
wanted. The preparation of these things is sometimes
omitted until they are wanted for use, and then it is

generally difficult to spare time for such tedious work,
therefore see that there is a sufficient stock of all such

tilings in readiness before the busy season arrives.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The present state of the weather will

necessitate the use of a considerable amount of fire-

heat, particularly where a high temperature is being

maintained with the view of inducing the plants to show
fruit, and in the case of swelling fruit, see that a pro-

portionate amount of atmospheric moisture is secured,

for accommodating as the Pine must be admitted
to be, it is by no means benefited by a warm parched
state of the atmosphere ; see that none of the stock is

allowed to suffer for want of water at the root. For suc-

cession stock a temperature of 50" to 55° by means of

fire-heat will be sufficiently high while sharp weather con-

tinues, but it should not be allowed to fall below 50 a
.

Vineries.—The early house will require very careful

attention, and as the Vines will probably be in bloom,
the night temperature must not be allowed to fall below
60°, and 70° should be secured during the day. Secure
a sweet healthy state of the atmosphere by sprinkling

the floors, &e. as may be necessary, and admit fresh air

whenever this can be safely done. Also attend care-

fully to the border, and if fermenting material is used
do not allow the heat to decline, and where this is not
used see that the covering is efficient, and unless a
waterproof covering is used remove the snow, and do
not allow this as it thaws to sink into the covering, &c,
abstracting what little warmth may remain in the

border.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The pruning of large orchard trees is a matter which

even at the present day is too frequently neglected, and
the result is that the heads of the trees get so crowded
with wood as to render a crop of fruit, except upon
the extremities of the outer branches, not to he expected

;

and the thicket of worse than useless spray, which the
tre»s have to support, is injurious both to the size and
quality of the fruit, aud also to the general health of the

tree. Where this state of things has been allowed to

prevail hitherto, advantage should be taken of the first

opportunity of sparing time from other work to give the

trees a careful pruning, thinning out the inner branches
severely. In the case of large branches being cut off,

the surface of the wound should be neatly trimmed off

with a sharp tool, and covered with a coat of paint, to

prevent the wet soaking into and rotting the wood.
Prepare soil, &c, that may be wanted for planting

young trees, and get it laid down where it will be
needed. Also proceed with the pruning of fruit bushes,
&c, when the weather admits, and get manure wheeled
upon the ground ready for forking in. The present
frost will be of great service in rendering the ground fit

for wheeling upon, and no time should be lost in getting
every spare bit of ground manured. The present will

also be a favourable opportunity for getting fresh soil

wheeled upon ground intended to be dressed with this,

but digging or trenching should not be attempted while
there is snow upon the ground. See to the protection
of Lettuce, Cauliflower, &c, under glass, by guarding
them from severe frost ; but take every opportunity of

exposing such things to light and air. Attend to keep-
ing up a succession of French Beans, and use the syringe
freely on those growing in the forcing houses, as they
are particularly liable to the \ attacks of red spider,

which, if once allowed to gain a footing in a house, soon
spreads and becomes very troublesome. Also introduce

roots of Asparagus, Seakale, and Rhubarb, into heat at

regular, intervals, so as to make sure of a constant sup-
ply. Rhubarb and Seakale do perfectly well on a shelf,

or the floor of the Mushroom house, where they are
probably less troublesome than elsewhere.

STATE 01 THE V NEAR LONDON.FEATHER AT CHISWICK
For the week zndina Jan. 25, 1855, as observed ar ihe Horticultural Gardens.

Jan. a rj.

S

Babometbh,
Wind.Of the Air. Ol the Earth .2

Max. Min. Max. Min.
w„ H lootMean

|

deep.
3/eet
deep.

CC

Friday 19 i 29.9S4 29.879 58 13 203 38 m S.E. .CO

Satur. 20 2 :9.839 29.702 31 18 21.5 39
Sunday -J I 3 59.841 29.724 34 17 253 37 39 N.E. JM

29.803 29-7'-2 35 IB 263 37 39
29.8fi8 29.807 24 29.0 3i;* 29
3U.('»3 30.000 26 32.0 3f>4 39 M.E.

Thurs. 25 j> 30.023 29.991 33 £3 30.5 37 39 fl.W.

A vera ec

.

29.9U 29.8r<8 33.* 19.8 5fi.9 37.0 39.1 .04

an. 19— Sharp frost ; uniformly overcast : clear; severe froflt.

— 20—Frosty; overcast; cloudy; snowing,
— 21—Ground covered with snow; sharp irust ; hazy ; severe frost*
— 22— Snowing; uniformly overcast; Lazy; snowing.
— 53—Sn-jw 2—3 inches deep; overcast,
— 24— Liiiht clouds; partially ovenast ; Blight tli&w.— 25—Cloudy; fine ; overcast; thawing; frosty

Mean temperature of the week 11 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK,
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, endintc Feh. 3, 1S&S.

Jan.
and Feb. *5*

SB
No. of
"Sears in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds.

Z

2 4

H
CO

to =-

00

- 12 7

3=

Sunday £3 44.9 31.6 38.3 16 0.17 in. 2

Mon. -2\> 45.5 32.3 38.9 12 0.32 4 4 — '
J

u
a

Tuea. 30 44.3 31.9 38.1 13 038 2 'J 3 t

tted. 31 443 31.S 3S.2 14 0.38 S A 1 'J l>

Thurs. 1 42.4 32.0 37.2 12 032 b b i a

Friday 5 44,2 30.8 373 11 0.7a 11 6 '
,(

Satur. 3 44.3 31.3 37-8 13 0.42 2 4 31 2

It.The highest tern perature during the above period occurred on the ]

[852, and 3d, 1350— therm. 5 and tiie owest on the 2d, 1331—therni.
13 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Apricots: Constant Reader. There are many Syrian Apricots,

and the Kaisha is one of the best among them.

Asparagus: JAG. Salt it about the middle of March, making
the beds quite white, and again in July. J

Banking Accounts: Y Z. Ask the bankers themselves or else

your solicitor.

Diseases : J R. "We have seen many cases similar to those

which you have forwarded, of decaying leaves of Ixora and
Camellia. The leaf of Asplenium lucidum, for it is probably

that species, appears to be similarly affected, but the spots on
the Pteris are somewhat different. Such affections proceed, in,

all probability, from a state of atmosphere which impairs the

vitality of the cells in different parts of the leaves, exposing

them therefore to chemical decomposition, which is more or less

rapid according to circumstances. If the state of the atmo-

sphere be the cause, it is hopeless to look for any remedy. _As
regards Ferns, we have seldom seen any so healthy aa in a

house where manure water is occasionally sprinkled on the hot

water pipes, but it is a practice which requires cautious watch-
ing,—H W. This seems to be a case very similar to the fore-

going. In that, however, the condition of the roots was
healthy. Examine the roots of your Luculia, and if they are
right, consider whether there is any peculiarity about the

a'mosphere of your conservatory likely to induce disease.

If the disease arises from any general cause, as appears
to be the case in the instance stated above, the only thing
is to wait with patience for more favourable circumstances.

—

Pine Amateur. We have seen an affection of Pines precisely

similar to that of which you have forwarded a specimen, in

consequence of streams of unwholesome air arising from the
rank tan at particular spots, owing to some delect in the
heating. As soon as the defect was remedied the plants re-

covered their healthy appearance. In the case to, which we
allude the points of issue of the foul air were evident enough,
as everything with which it came in contact was stained.

"Without ocular inspection it is impossible to say whether or
not some similar cause may have affected your plants. It is at
any rate worth inquiry. The evil is in the specimen quite
superficial, and we therefore hope your Pines will not suffer

materially. M. J. B.
Duration of Vegetable Life : G W N. There cannot by any

possibility be one word of truth in the statement. We should
not believe that his lordship did not know that the Dahlia is a
native of Mexico, if every-day experience did not tell us that
the commonest things are those about which what are miscalled
the educated classes know the least.

Golden Yew: Platanus. All coniferous plants, and the Yew is

one, are to be worked by herbaceous grafting; or, in many
cases, cuttings slipped off with a heel, in August, strike readily
in sand under a bell-glass. But no grafted Conifer is long-lived,

unless it is worked on its own species. "We have no belief that
Libocedrus grafted on Thuja would have any permanent value.
"We presume that the collection you inquire after is that of
Mr. Gambier Parry, of Ilighnam Court, near Gloucester.

Horticultural Society's Schedule: W B. Apply at the
Society's rooms, 21, Regent Street.^

Names of Fruits : A B, Banbury. Your Pear is the Beurre Kance.||

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

T T. Odontoglossum Bictonense,
"Warrea discolor, a Cattleya which looks like a withered speci-
men of gigantea, Maxillaria meleagris, and Oncidium Went-
worthianum.

—

Castletown. We are sorry to see that your
inquiry was accidentally mislaid. The leaf belongs to
Friobotrya japonica, a half hardy Japanese tree, called the
Loquat, the fruit of which resembles a small Apricot.. In Ireland
it is hardy, but it will not fruit unless in a greenhouse, where it

becomes a small tree.—W C. "We do not remember; unusual
plants, not in flower, cannot be named.

—

A Learner. "We cannot
undertake to name cryptoganiic plants having no relation tr>

gardening. They infest your trees because the ground is ill

drained, and the trees out of health.
Rosaf.y : A Sub. We see no reason why you should not have it

in some open space in a wood, provided the soil is good enough.
A wall made of loose stones will do as well as one of faggots
for a trellis-house

;
probably better, because it would har-

bour insects less. This inquiry has been accidentally over-*

looked.

Vines : Vitis. If you wish to make certain of a crop next season
cut away half the old wood this year, and half the next.

—

W.
"We would prune on the spur system. Now is as good a time as
any forperforming the operation. %

"Woollen Netting: A L. It is advertised in our last week's
Number, p. 47, to which we beg to refer you.t
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And for spring and Bummer food for niiucp

—

Tho Clover fl«ld, No. I, for hay or pautum ...

Votclum -uiii Uya or Winter Barley, N«>. ;j ...

The Pasture and Down
TJiO Saliitliihi Qold lor liny or jmiitiii'o ,

. 20 acres

. 20 „
. BO M
20 „

140

And for winter Iceop for fllicop you will have

—

0£Turnlpnand SwodoH/No.5) 20 acroa

Mangold, Carrots, and Potatoes (No. 7) 20 „

And the second crop of No,8, lute sown Rape after

tho Barloy, Votokos, &c 20 „

CO

To cuUivnto the Uio acres of this dry friable arable

land under the alternate system of husbandry, you will

require six horses to give you animal power sufficient to

do all tho work you will require. The expense of join-

working enftlo nod implements may aland thus :

—

To hIx working horses, lit 207, oacli £160 On. Orf,

ImplemmtH

:

—
,, three ploughs (Howard's) Bl»Bs,

„ three nets of draft troos

„ ono cultivator

„ two pairs of heavy iron harrows
„ two pairs of light harrows
„ tWO llOl'HO llOI'H

„ two lollom, at 101, and &l.

, ;
a corn drill

„ fivo ono-horno Scotch carts, at, 10&, ...

„ fivo harvest oarts, bodies for tho same
whoolH, at HI

„ h'ftrnoss for six horses, at 4.1

„ onu wheelbarrow
„ stable I'urnitiiro

Barn implements t—
To winnowing machine
„ riddles, stoves, rakes, find forks

„ 1 buHhni mea'sure, l iwck, l quarter...

„ two ladders

„ 60 Hacks

„ two hay-cloths

Implements jfor 8toc7t;—

To two Turnip outtera

,, a cliafF-ciitter

„ a cake-bruiser

„ a Linseed and corn bruiser

„ SO dozen ofhurdleSj at Us.

„ ton fcoding troughs, at Qs.

£0 0/ . (W.

in

10 in

B i;

n ii II

5 in a
ii

20
GO u

:>r,

24
1 10
I

IB
i
2
2
B

HI

R
B
5
B
24
3

43

52

_
£271

In estimating the quantity of sheep you will require,

it will be necessary to ascertain the quantity of food

your fodder crops will produce. For these there will be

20 acres of Clover and '20 acres of Saintfoin ; these

40 acres may be made into hay, or part of tliem may be

pastured ; either way, there is the aftermath as pasture

for the sheep during the summer and autumn. Then
there is the 20 acres of pasture, and 60 acres of Clover,

as summer and autumn food for the sheep and other

Stock, and as winter food for your sheep you have
20 acres of Turnips and Swedes, and 20 acres of

Mangold, Carrots, and Potatoes ; and the second crop,

say 20 acres of Rape, after the Vetches, Rye, and
Winter Barley. These 60 acres of roots will, with

what hay or chaff you have, give you fodder enough for

450 sheep for seven months ; and the 60 acres of Clover,

20 acres of pasture, and 20 acres of Vetches, Rye, and
Winter Barley will give you food for the sheep during

tho five summer months, which, together with your
40 acres of hay, and 20 acres of Oat-straw, will enable

you to keep your working cattle and three cows, three

calves, three year-olds, and three two-year olds. But
to the straw for the beasts you will have to add some
oilcake, say 5 tons, or Linseed and Bean-meal, and Oats.

We may estimate your sheep and beasts at

—

Say 225 ewes and lambs, nt 32s. 6d.
60 ewe ljuubs for stock, say 255.

3 rams, at 5(

To 3 cows in calf, say 15!.

, 8 year-olds, at 6Z.

„ three 2-year olds, at 10?.

„ two breeding sows

. £365 12s..6rf.

62 10
15

.£45

. IS

. 30

. 10

£443 2 6

• 103

£546 2 6
Seed Expenses

:

—
Wheat for 40 acres, say GO bushels at 6s £1S Os. Qd.

Barley for 20 acres, say 40 bushels, at 4s SO
Oats for 20 acres, 40 bushels, at 3s. ... ..,. ... 6
Clover and Grass seeds for 20 acres, say ... ... 15
Carrots, Mangold, Swede Carrots, and Potatoes, say

for 40 acres, and 20 acres of Kapo SO
Vetches, Eye, Winter Barley SO

Seed £63
To corn for horses, say 2 bushels per horse, weekly

12 bushels, 52 weeks, or S3 quarters of Oats,
at say 22s £91

Say manual labour on ISO acres, at 35s. per acre ... 815
Manure for 80 acres yearly, at 25s. per acre ...100

On your entering there will be certain acts of hus-
bandry to pay, but this will be allowed to you on your
leaving at the end of your lease.

RECAriTULATIOJT OF CAHTAL REQUIRED.
Workingcatlle £150 Os.Od.
Implements 271
Sheep 443 2 6
Cows and other stock, and Pigs 103

Value of Stock £967
The yearly expenses may be stated thus, say

—

£ 63 Os.Ort.

2 6

Seed corn
Horse corn
5 tons of oilcake, at 101
Manual labour, say ...

Manure, say

Your tradesmen's bills, say

—

Carpenter, 3i. a plough
Smith, 31. a plough
Saddler ... ... ."

"

Hurdles

91
50
315
100

£619

.£9

. 9

. S

0s. Oil.

Tho probable n lui n ft mr !

•. put to

Cotswold i-iuiiH may be 276 Iambi, lay 50 Iambi to bi

kept for Owen, and

—

oocli

DO en ' i'
i #i

Wool. lib*., I3001b« nt I m in n

£440 i" (I

£29

£64S

. o ,....-.. ,],.., ,1,1 nradue 71 i
" b .. .£'.:!

Tliroo fill 3 ym "M '

'"'

Tiio two H0W» hIuhiI'I produce 20 pig 10 i

1

1

itnra from Hio i
loi

10 ; In v, In it,
..'

' 1)1

m ro, 1120 l"i Ihol I III (I . I"' I"' 1 i" I

[0 n.i -i in Barloy, M 80 on ihol i per

nm,, /SO bUflhOl I
Hi 3».(M.I>0r l)U llicl

20 noronol Oul ,

••
i i " "

U20 busliol , al 2 I i„,i' bmiliol ...

£1104 10

Tin. capital required for the cultivation of yonr farm*

consisting of 260 acres, the yearly oxponsc of cultiva-

tion, the interest required to keep thin capital of the

same valuo, and the interest on tho capital invested :

i nt- 1

II '1

'l

1
'1 II

1

To workln
j
horses ...£150 W|rcdl

„ Implements 271 £-121 o

„ 10 per cent, on thin sura to keep it

always of the rniroo value

„ sheep) cows, and plga M6 2

„ 7i per cent, to Insure tbo «tock

a [alnst loas

,
< lapltal Invested

, L0 percent. Interest on tills capital

Invested
, seed <-orn, hm-an corn, rnannal

labour, manure, oil-cake, or

Linseed

i

5 per cent, on this is equal to 10

percent, as it has not been out

tor more than hair a year

i

tradesmen's bills

yearly

i
, v., ..

9(J 14

C19 G10

20
30 10

20

„ Rent and. parochial rates

„ yearly payments and interest ...

The return amounting to

Deduct the yearly payments

Clear profit

Which, together with 10 per cent, on
the capital invested, 967J. 2s. Bd. ...

And 5 per cent, on the yearly expense
of cultivation, being 619?., amounts to

These three items making together
the amount of your income..

£1015 2 6
286

£1091 11 1

1184 10
1094 14

1

i)

£99 16 '

96 14

30 19

-/. M.

TITHE COMMUTATION SEPTENNIAL
AVERAGES.

[We have received a letter from Mr. Willich expla-

natory of the gradually decreased value of the Rent-
charge from 1840, notwithstanding the gradual increase

in the price of Wheat. The following is an extract.]

It was enacted by the 57tb clause of the Tithe Commutation
Act (6 and 7 Wm, IV. c. 71), that the amount of the rent-charge,
as awarded or agreed upon, should be divided into three portions,
and that every tithe rent-charge should be deemed to be of the
value of such number of imperial bushels, and decimal parts of
an imperial bushel, of "Wheat, Barley, and Oats, as the same
would have purchased at the average prices for seven years
ending Thursday before Christmas Day 1835, in case one third
part of each rent-charge had been invested in the purchase of
Wheat, one third thereof in the purchase of Barley, and the
remaining one third part in the purchase of Oats.

Iii conformity with the above, we find that 100/. expended in
Wheat, Barley, and Oats, would have purchased the following
quantities at the average prices for seven years to Christmas
1S35j as fixed in the London Gazette of Dec. 9, 1S36.

Per Imp. Bushel. Imp. Bushels.
s. d.

7 0\ is equivalent to 949554S9
3 llj „ 16S.421052
2 9 „ 212.421242

£100

It is therefore clear tbat the rent-charge was not a fixed money
payment of 100/., but only such a sum as the above quantities of
Wheat, Barley, and Oal s are equivalent to, according to the average
prices for seven years to each preceding Christmas.
The Septennial Averages as published in the London Gazette

may be shown to be correct by the following statement of the
Annual Averages.

£ 5. d.

4 or 33 6 S in Wheat at

i or 33 6 S in Barley at

J or 33 8 in Oats at

Wheat per Barley per Oats per
Imp. Quarter. Imp. Quarter. Imp. Quarter.

1S4S 50s. 6d. 31s. Bd. 20s. Bd.

1849 44 3 27 9 17 6
1S50 40 3 23 6 16 5
1S51 3S 6 24 9 IS 7

1S52 40 9 2S 6 19 1

1S53 53 3 33 2 21
1854 72 5 36 27 11

7)339 11 7)205 2 7)141 O

8)48 fi 8)29 3 8)20 1

6 0|
Average per Imp.

}

Bushel J

The year 1S47, which in the above account is replaced by the
yearlSoi, was, inconsequence of the scarcity which then existed,

one of high prices, and particularly so as to Barley and Oa
1S47—Wheat, 69s. 9d. Barley. Us. 2<i. Oats, 28s. Srf.

On comparing these amounts, which are excluded from the
seven years, witb those of 1S54, which are added, it will be
evident that the septennial average must necessarily be less than I

in the preceding year, although the price of Whea't was a little t

more in 1S54 than in lSi7.

We have seen that the 100'. rent-charge was from the passing
'

of the Act to be represented by a certain number of bushels of
'

Wheat, Barley, and Oats ; therefore, if we value these bushels by
the septennial average prices, as fixed in the London G
the 5th inst.. we shall find the value of 1C07. of Tithe Kent-charge
for the vear 1S55 as follows

:

94.955489 bush, of Wheat at 6

168.421052 ., Barlev at 3
242.424242 „ Oats at 2

0| per imp. bush.
£ s. d.

. 2S 15 S
30 14 Of
SO 6 <J;

—Charles M. Willich, Actuary, University Life OJice,

. I A.
[Extncted from « \*y< l.y Dr. A •v:U»n»

It it tufficli -

gag iH ihi --ii the tmnonU, witli i

duel '.ii </( iliut Bubi

i in st Iii f, l>e

done, and that the qoMl
I at will. Th

corn el II all tin- ami

CD I
I .'ial li<|U',r <i! On

monly looked duoh a« a r< (. Inrgo

towim, win-re tin; quantity prodi J largo

t'l support a (cparata work in which ihi

purified, and convert I into aulphaU or other mlta of

ammonia, il t'i nm t'< w»*t*.

Wlmt proportion h Uiua loal it !>-. impowible to

it in certainly rery I

late yea] .n Au manu-
facture- of %:ih on till

town, and even Tillage, hax it* pan-work ; and u
these Mimll works -

- take* plaoe,

for in them it is usually

some ini lanci wi i. jo ic<

,

;. what
may be called the refute . ii not remoneraUr*
In the extremely small gas-works, v. i

< mntity
is very trilling, this is no doubt

moderately small towns it could certainly be carr

with success, if taken up as a regular part of the rntnu-

of gas. It is somewhat remarkable that tho

gascompaniei have Bbown on extreme indisposition todo
I, so far as I know, there is only o

in Britain where it is done— in that of Hani
which in many respects is an admirably eoi

establisbm nt. In all other large works the g»s liquor

is Bold, generally at a very low price, to aoi

facturer, by whom it is converted into marketable pro-

ducts. The manufactory in which tin ^es or©
conducted is generally placed near a Ur_
and it is customary, when other circumstances are tuit-

able, for the manufacturer to purchase and convey to his

work the produce of small gas-works in the neighbour-

hood. With distant works this cannot be done- with

profit, and in these cases it generally happens that the

liquor is lost. The extent of this loss may be estimated

when it is borne in mind that coal contains in .

about 1.5 per cent of nitrogen, and though there is

always a considerable loss we may fairly assume it to

yield 1 per cent of ammonia—and at this rate every

ton of coal would yield nearly 1 cwt. of sulphate of

ammonia.
Now, in order to convert the ammonia into sulphate,

all that is requisite is to add to it the necessary quantity

of sulphuric acid, and to evaporate it until the fluid bos
readied a sufficient decree of concentration t :

crystals, an operation which is far from troublesome,

and does not require any great amount of skill. The
question then is, whether this process can be profitably

carried on in a gas-work !—and of this there can be very-

little doubt, when we consider that almost exactly three-

fourths of the whole weight of the sulphate of ammonia
consists of sulphuric acid. The price of sulphuric acid

varies much, but, supposing it to cost the manufacturer
81. per ton, which is greatly above the average, the
quantity required to produce a ton of snip;

ammonia would cost 6?., and the product is at present
sold at from 16/. to 18L per ton, thus leaving 107. to cover
the cost of manufacture, and to leave a price for the

ammoniacal liquor. The cost of manufacture wiL

of the wear and tear of the evapor;< .nd the

coal required for the evaporation ; but this latter ex-

pense might he in part or entirely saved, by an arrange-

ment for economising the waste heat from the retort

furnaces.

It is impossible to arrive at any correct estimate of

the amount of ammonia which is a; present wasted, but

it certainly would not be an over- estimate to fix it at

from one-fourth to one-third of all produced. There
are many towns of 20,000 or 30,000 inhabitants where
the whole is got rid of by running it into the drains ;

and, even in so large a town as Dublin, it is only within

the last two or three years that sulphate of ammonia
has been manufactured. Could a third be adde :

production, it cannot be doubted that a decided fall in

the price would immediately follow.

In the preceding remarks I have referred only to the

means of more completely employing tbat portion of the

ammonia which is condensid in the liquor, but a large

quantity is also lost by passing off uncondensed in the

gas ; and though various methods of s-rresting it have

been proposed, these have hitherto I ftez .eiwith

very partial success. Within the last year or two, how-
ever, a process has been patented, by which the purifica-

tion of the £ras is effected in a very complete manner,
and the ammonia s;parated is at once obtained in a
state in which it can be employed as a manure. I am
given to understand tbat a mixture of sulphate of iron,

Time, and sawdust is made, which is introduced into the

purifiers of the gas-works, and after having been exposed

as long as it continues to purify the gas sufficiently, it

is removed, and replaced by another quantity. The
product is a dark-coloured, almost black substance,

perfectly granular and tolerably dry, and has a strong

smell of gas, which at once betrays its source.

Several analyses of this substance, made in my
laboratory, have shown it to contain from 7 to 8 per-
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cent, of ammonia ; but I have been iutormed that it

can be, and is, obtained with as much as 12 per cent.

The rest of its constituents, consisting of sawdutt,

sulphate of lime, and oxide of iron, are not of value

as manurial substances, and the article must therefore

be estimated entirely from its ammonia. The import-

ance of this process and its product cannot at present

be properly estimated, as the patent has not come
into full operation ; but it is said that, if generally

adopted, it would produce upwards of 100,000 tons

per annum of the manure ; and assuming it to con-

tain 8 per cent, of ammonia, this would correspond

to upwards of 30,000 tons of sulphate of ammonia.
When it is remembered that all this ammonia has

hitherto been entirely lost, the value of the process

appears considerable ; and it is most desirable that it

should be generally adopted by the gas companies.

The product at the present price of sulphate of

ammonia is worth from 51. 10s. to 61. per ton; and
at that price it would undoubtedly meet with pur-
chasers. I am not aware that it has yet been
employed in Scotland to any extent as a manure

;

but if it has, it would be conferring a benefit upon
agriculture if the results were made public.

The price of ammonia might be diminished in another
way, and though there are no immediate prospects of

much being done in the direction in question, it is

worth mentioning. It is entirely in the form of sulphate
that it is at present employed, and, from what has been
already said, it must be obvious that the value of the
salt depends on its ammonia alone, and not on its sul-

phuric acid, which is used only as a means of converting
the ammonia into a solid and transportable form. Of
every ton of sulphate of ammonia, about three-fourths
consists of sulphuric acid, costing from 51. to 61. ; and it

is manifest that, if this could be dispensed with or
replaced by any cheaper substance, the price of ammonia
in a transportable form would be proportionally lowered.
In fact, what is required is a cheap acid. It does not
appear that there is much prospect of this requirement
being supplied, but attempts have been made to employ
refuse acids, or refuse mixtures containing acid, to
neutralise the ammonia of the gas works, and with con-
siderable success. A salt has been lately sold to some
extent under the name of muriosulphate of ammonia.

but also sulphuric acid, it would be possible for him to

mix the two and preserve the mixture in open tanks
without loss, or, what would be better still, in closed

casks. At this rate he would obtain his ammonia in

the state of sulphate, although still in the fluid form, at

5J3, per lb., in place of from 6d. to 8cZ. It may be

questioned, however, whether this saving would at all

compensate for the increased trouble and expense of

storing the fluid.

While, therefore, I doubt whether much can be done
at the present time in this way, I am strongly impressed
with the opinion that encouragement should be given to

the working up the ammonia of the small gas-works
;

and as, from what has been already said, it cannot be

doubled that a considerable profit is to be derived from
it, the farmers of any districts in which small gas-works
exist would do well if they were to make an offer to

take sulphate of ammonia from them at a definite price,
j

It is certainly nothing but the difficulty of obtaining a

local demand, which prevents these gas-works from
attempting to dispose of their waste products.

Home Correspondence.
Root-grating Machine.—From the reply to a " Small

Farmer " in the Agricultural Gazette of the 20th inst.,

I can give him somewhat more information than that

reply furnishes. If he feeds his animals with cut roots

alone, there is no better article than Gardner's cutter in

general use ; but if he is desirous of adopting the far

more economical and scientific practice of making his

animals eat roots and more solid food mixed together, I

he will require a different machine. Carson's, of

Warminster, is a very effective article for cutting

Swedes, &c, into thin ribands, which mix intimately with

chaff. I have had one (price 41. 10s. cash) in use for

four years, which has cut for a large stock of bullocks
J

their entire supply during that period. The first pulp-

ing machine was produced at Lincoln by Phillips, which
I see advertised in the same Gazette. This appeared to

do its work perfectly, but the cost (III.) was too high
for the purpose. I was informed at the Smithfield

Show the cost had been reduced 41., or thereabouts.

There was another machine exhibited there which
appeared quite as efficient for all practical purposes,

which appears to be made in this way. An analysis of |

though
'

lt worked in a different way, the cost of which

this substance, made in mv InW.tf,™ hoc „;„«„ «,„ was 61. 6s. I have uufortunately mislaid the manuthis substance, made in my laboratory, has given the
following results :

—

Sulphate of ammonia ...

Muriate of ammonia ...

Chloride of potassium ...

Chloride of sodium
Water

62.55

1.22

4.75
17.35

14.49

-100.36
16.50Ammonia ...

This substance, then, has a value about two-thirds
that of pure sulphate of ammonia. It is obvious, how-
ever, that the value of such a substance is liable to great
variation according to the amount of common salt
(chloride of sodium) and water which it contains, and

facturer's description of the machine and his address.

Not having had actual experience of the two latter

machines, I can only say they appeared to accomplish
the perfect comminution of the root for feeding pur-

poses. C. L.
Employers and Employed.—From time immemorial

there have been classes in society, some rich, others

poor-—one to command, another to obey ; learned and
ignorant—master and servant. The separation now
existing between men and women placed in the various

positions of life was not always so great. By going back
fifty or sixty years, it will be found the mass of agricul-

God. The reflections of those who have so terribly

neglected to provide for the common wants of our
gallant and enduring soldiers are not to be envied.

Thousands have been sacrificed to blundering incapacity,

or something worse. It must be recollected that the

heroes of Alma, Inkermann, and Balaklava, were drawn
from the toilers in our fields and manufactories, whose
sinews and intelligence are used (too often abused)
without a corresponding return, in providing useful

instruction, and giving them time to take advantage of

it. It is enough to make a nation weep tears of blood

to witness the destruction of the finest expedition that

ever left the shores of England, not from the bullets

and swords of the enemy, but from neglect of the

commonest precautions. Was such a thing ever heard
of before as an army allowing itself to be cut off from
supplies of food, firing, ammunition, clothing, medical
comforts, tents, &c, lying within seven miles of the
camp, from the want of a road in a country where stone

is plentiful, the natives ready to work, and where it

ought to have been known the country was impassable

in winter, without some exertion being made to keep up
a communication with the transports ? A dark page in

the Anglo-Saxon history. Falcon.

Payne's Defiance.—Mr. Mechi, in your paper of the
6th, in asking for information respecting the price of

Payne's Revitt Wheat, says it is " 1 0s. below other red
Wheat." Generally speaking I think Payne's Revitts

are about 2s. 6d. per quarter cheaper than other red
Wheat of the same weight. This year is an exception,

on account of the large breadth and the blight, which
seems to have affected this sort of Wheat more than
any other ; but even this year I don't think the difference

is more than 4s. or Ss. per quarter. Mr. Mechi weighed
62 lb. (mind ye) to the bushel. Perhaps Mr. Mechi'a
neighbours don't know the value of this Wheat. I
know a miller who lately ground a moiety of this

Wheat for a whole year, and he made quite as good
flour as his neighbouring millers. Referring to the

blight, I know to my cost that it is true. I had about

4 acres of Payne's Revitts on the I.ois-Weedon system;
it looked well till nearly harvest, then the blight took it

:

perhaps its being thin on the ground is some of the

cause. The grains of Wheat were wonderfully thin, so

that I had only 2 quarters per acre. I have no hesita-

tion in saying that if the grains of Wheat had been four

times as large, instead of two, I should have had
8 quarters per acre. This information (such as it is) is

from /. P. P., Colne Engaine, Essex.

the subjoined analysis will show to what an extent it j

tural labourers were better cared for ; boys grew to men

?omtif#«

may vary, not only in the proportion, but even in the
nature of its constituents

Sulphate of ammonia
Sulphate of soda
Sulphate of magnesia
Chloride of potassium
Chloride of sodium
Water

43.79

9.12

1S.3S
2 94
0.35

25.39
-100.00

Ammonia 11.28

Tn this case the value of the substance will be less

than half that of sulphate of ammonia.
It still happens, however, that a price remains to be

paid for the acid, and hence the question has arisen,

Why not employ the ammonia alone ? It is unnecessary
to refer to the fact that gas liquor has been employed as
a manure, and with much success ; but its applicability

is limited by its bulk, which raises the cost of transport
so much that it can only be used in places situated in

the immediate vicinity of gas-works ; while even sup-
posing it brought upon the farm, it must be largely

diluted, and in ordinary cases applied by the watering
cart at great expense. The latter objection does not
apply to those farms in which pipes are distributed

through the fields, as in that case the gas liquor can be
easily applied along with other liquid manures. But
even with such farms the cost of conveyance is very
great, unless they happen to be well situated. In some
gas-works, however, the crude ammoniacal liquor is sub-

mitted to rectification, and obtained of such a strength

as to admit of easy and cheap transport. A sample of

this concentrated ammoniacal liquor, analysed in my
laboratory, was found to contain 16,490 grains of am-
monia per gallon, or upwards of 20 per cent. One ton

and a quarter of this fluid will therefore contain as

much ammonia as a ton of sulphate of ammonia, and as

it is sold at 6d. per gallon, the price of the ammonia in

this state does not exceed 2\d per pound. When sulphate

of ammonia costs 14?. per ton, the ammonia in it is sold

at 6d. per pound, and when at 18/. at nearly 8r/. ; and it

is obvious that the employment of this fluid would be
attended with great economy. Unfortunately it hap-
pens from the nature of the manufacture of gas, that the
greaterpart oftheammoniacalliquorisproduced in winter,

at a time when it cannot be applied to the laud, and the
farmer would be compelled to purchase it in winter, and
preserve it until it was required. The volatility of

ammonia, when uncombined with an acid, is such, that
fiiis Btrong fluid could not be kept without considerable
loss, and there is little prospect of its coming into use

;

hut supposing the farmer to buy not only that substance,

on the same estate—son succeeded to father ; the pea-

sants remained bound to the same locality by peculiar

feelings ; they seldom thought of migrating, looking

upon the family estate of their master and mistress, at

least the labour of it, as belonging of right to them. The
attachment was that of the better part of the feudal

system without its imperfections, the owner of property
being considered as a father as well as ruler, showing
kindness and consideration to all those in his service.

The interest of master and man was closely woven
together—they might be said truly to rely on each other

for assistance in time of need. The selfish principle of

accumulating money by every means, without reference

to the comforts and welfare of those by whose aid it is

gathered together, has, in a great measure, severed the

bond of union so much to be desired between employer
and employed, both in large and small concerns. There
is one splendid example to the contrary in Price's Candle
Manufactory, where a system of education was com-
menced and carried out, single-handed, by a clerk

or manager to the establishment, and afterwards sup-

ported, and still continues to be so, by the company. Now,
if one influential house can organise and maintain

schools, libraries, and a church, surely other firms

equally wealthy can follow so brilliant an example of

charity in its full meaning. Landholders, merchants,

manufacturers, shopkeepers, and householders of every
description will find that kindness and attention to the

temporal and spiritual wants of their dependants are

never thrown away, but remembered with gratitude

—shown by real interest taken in everything that

belongs to their masters and mistresses. In all relations

of life the higher views as accountable beings should be

the guiding principle of action. All mankind belong to

the same great family. It is education and super-

intendance in youth that marks the difference in

manners, tastes, opinions, and amusements. With
regard to morality, the upper orders are more refined

in their profligacy, according to the notions of the

world, but not less guilty than the lower classes, who
carry on their drunken orgies in beer-houses and the

gin palace. In proof of the high cast of character lying

dormant in the peasantry and artisans of the United

Kingdom, it is only necessary to refer to their conduct

during the campaign in the Crimea. They who have

shown such daring and chivalric courage under the

hottest fire, who have evinced such patience and con-

stancy under unheard-of sufferings from disease and
starvation, cannot be composed of senseless clay, or

unworthy to be numbered amongst the noblest works of

Society of Arts, Jan. 24.

—

On the Uses of Peat and
other Charcoals.—Mr. Longmaid read a paper on this

subject, in which be referred principally to the use of

charcoal as fuel, and the value of such (fuel, especially

in the iron manufacture. He also alluded to Dr. Sten-

house's experiments with charcoal as a disinfectant, and
remarking that it was possible to renew charcoal that

had been so used and reconfer its disinfecting powers,
he said that this need not be practised, seeing that it

then becomes useful as a manure

:

" Professor Liobig states that peat and spent bark are most
difficult forms of organic matter [to deal with as manure ; that
peaty matter remains for years exposed to the influence of air
and water without undergoing change, and in this state yields
little or tio nutriment to plants. Recent experience lias, however,
shown that when organic matters, such as peat and spent tan,
are converted into charcoal, they become exceedingly valuable
as vehicles for the transmission of water, nitrogenous compounds,
carbonic acid, &c, to the plants, first separating these matters
from the atmosphere, and again yielding them up when required.
The mode of applying charcoal as manure is simple ; it should be
ground to a coarse powder, and then strewn over farmyards,
manure heaps, stables, cow-houses, pig-styes, cesspools, or placed
in manure tanks, urinals, &c. It is suitable for being applied,
also, without mixture by the drill or broadcast, in the proportion
of 4 to 7 cwt. per acre, to all green and corn crops, and will be
found a valuable addition to most soils, especially clayey ones.

In the discussion which followed the reading of Mr.
Longmaid's paper, the uses of charcoal as a filter for

disinfecting sewage manure were referred to. Mr. W.
F. Cooke spoke of the immense quantity of useless and
mischievous wood in hedgerows and woodland, which,
could it be easily converted into charcoal, would be
useful agriculturally. Mr. Scott alluded to his ex-
per ience of charcoal as a dressing for Potatoes.

" During the years 1S46-7-8, when the disease of that root was
most prevalent throughout the United Kingdom, his crop of
Potatoes in Cheshire, which had been dressed with charcoal, was
comparatively free from disease. Charcoal was well known to
be most useful as a deodoriser. He had used it in his stables,
and it was known that nothing was more injurious to a horse
than the smell of his own house, but the charcoal had the effect
of rendering the stables sweet and wholesome, and after it had
performed that office it was available for manure. With regard
to the advantages of converting wood into charcoal, they were at
present extremely problematical. The peat bog for fuel was
worth, perhaps, from 61. to SI. per acre, whilst the land was pre-
pared for reclamation, but when converted into charcoal, it had
never yet, he believed, been found to pay, and therefore it was
hardly fair to characterise this as one of the unappreciated and
undeveloped resources of Ireland."

Notices jrf Books,

Land Drainage and Drainage Systems. By J. Bailey
Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst., C.E. J. Ridgway, 109,
Piccadilly.

This pamphlet, which deserves a much fuller review
than we can this week give it, contains the paper read
by Mr. Denton before the London Farmers' Club. We
have already alluded to that paper ; it is considerably
enlarged, and illustrated by numerous engravings in its

present form. We have no hesitation in characterising
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it as one of tho bent, fullest, and mo«t practical cHHftys

on its subject. TIiib character of it wo shall hope to

juntify in a future number ; our object now \h junt to

intimate tho tact of itfi publication in hucIi terms au may
promote itfl circulation and perusal.

Calendar of Operations.
4

.1 A N II A R V.

BrcawHiKWinim MrcnHK Fahm, Jan, 22,—Tho weather of Decern

bor wiib oharaotorlsed by frequent ohangofl of Bhort duration.

Two or throo dayn of hard front won) suddenly followed by a

drizzling froitii; h few ilny/i of flno weather and frost again In

rotation. In those froHh Intorvalfl, the provlous dry state <>t the

hoII admitted of Wheat sowing after TumlpB, to some extent: hut

Bitch opuratieim woro ofton cut Bhort by the Inconstancy of tin;

elements. A hurricane, more violent than any within tho

momory of the "oldest Inhabitant," ushered In tho now year,

Btrlpplng rooft, lovullhiK troOB, and blowing away Htaclw In

exposed situations. On Bomo favmH tho loss of grain comploti ly

carried away In vary norloua, boBldes the mixing of various kinds

together. TJio ensuing fortnight whh quite like spring, mild,

molHt, growing woathor. Tho land being In ftvst-rato ordor, a

considerable breadth of Wheat wan sown, after Tumipfl ealen on
with folded shoep. The young Wheat plant has made runt
(wo hope not too great) progress during the late flno woathor.

Tnrnips will generally bo sufficient to carry on feeding Hinck,

with the nunlHtaneo of com, cake, «tc. Live Btoofc have done VOVV

well in tills mild hoilhou. Stackyards have not beon spared,

though tho winter has been too dry for "putting down" straw
;

and it looms that more than one half of the crop 1)08 pasaod Into

the market, In the case of Wheat at, least, for Immediate con-

sumption. For a week pant we have had constant Bhoworsof Boffc

snow, partially lying, and a gontlo bive/.o from BOUth-OBSt. This
will wash nicely tn the guano lately sown on soeds Intended for

Boiling and hay. J, T.

GUBBUinn: Jan, 18.—The months of December and January
generally aro the least Interesting of tho wholo year to Iho

Ohoshiro farmer, as the bunlnuHH of tho farm In usually con-

fined to fallowing tho Wheat Stubbles, carting out manure, and
providing straw for tho cattle. This winter the weather has been
no mild and dry that field operations of varied character, such as

pulling and storing Turnips, sowing Wheat on tho cleared bind,

and preparing for spring and green crops, have scarcely been
interrupted, and perhaps the only thing clay land farmers have
had to complain of has been tho want of front to enable them to

cart out their manure to the pasture land, or for their green
crops, and this cause of complaint Is likely to bo removed by the
severe frost of the two last nights. Wheat generally is looking
remarkably well, and at present, so far as our observations go,

thero is very little " winter proud" as it is called ; this, we think,

may bo attributed in some measure to farmers sowing their Wheat
nt a later period than formerly, excepting on tho very coldest clay
soils, and on these It is not safe to defer it beyond the end of Sep-
tember or beginning of October. Turnips aro keeping better
than was expected, after so severe an attack of mildew ; and tho
system of cutting and mixing them with chaff or cut straw, for

the outiro stock, in growing into favour. The best machine we
have seen for this purpose is Moody's patent improved. On
our farm Turnips are prepared by the above machine twice a day
for 100 head of cattle, horses, and colts, and they are looking
much bettor than usual under this treatment; the pleuro-pneu-
monla, wo aro sorry to observe, still lingers in some parts of the
county, and it is greatly to be feared that many dairy fanners
are suffering severely from its ravages. Sheep appear to have
done well so far through tho fine open winter, which has caused
a little springing of fresh Grass on the best land; and young
cattle, too, have been able to pick up a little Grass in the
meadows, where they have been allowed to rango to a much
later period than usual. Irrigated meadows, excepting where
they aro favoured with a constant but an abundant stream of
water, aro not in the forward state we have seen them at this
season of the year, in consequence of the small quantity of rain
we have had, which has failed to replenish the reservoirs
that woro nearly dried up during the last summer. Labourers
generally have been plentiful up to the present time, but as the
militia regiments are now being embodied throughout the king-
dom, there will in all probability be a scarcity, as the demand
for them increases during the spring months. Storo and other
cattle fetch high prices In tho market, and store pigs, which a
short time ago were a complete drug, have materially risen in
value, jr. P.

TO CENTLLMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTING.
WATKHKR and GrODFHEY respectfully invite

attention to their stock of tbe following rery deeuvble
HARDY I'I.anth.

Arauoarla Imbricate, from *i u>

7 feet high ; us handsome m
plants can bo.

Cednni Deodars. In any quan-
tity, from i to 8 feel high

Do. do,, ^ fl, 0, 7, 9, i.'il I"

feet high ; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 8, 4, 6, and
in foot high

I'lnun Douglas!, :t t" 10 feet

,, Inslgnls, 'i- to 7 feet

„ Monzlosl, :tto7 feet

„ Plnsapo, fine plant*, <i to

feel

„ Nordmannlana, M to S ft,,

ail from seed and remark-
ably handfeme

,, nohilhi, \\ to '2. feet; a few

larger, f> and 6 feet high, on

tUOlr own roots, and with

porfeol leaders

Montezuma). 2 to 4 foot

Pimm caaodeiufB, ''. to 8 feet
i npri " •

•>'"
i

bertlans, i to 7 •
I

„ thyoldcs variegate. 8 to

4 f.-et 'the variegated white
Cedar)

JunlpertiBfUprlght rrlih.perfeet

columns. •'; to 7 reel

„ chlnonets, 2 to I reel

VeWfComrai n ISnglIsli,3to6fiMt

„ Irish, i to i" i' el

„ gold-striped, 14 to 3 fa I

,, ao,, tall BtanaardB,4 v> 1 ft

M Dovaeton, or weeping,
worked on tall straight

Btemi
Thuja earee, the finest

|

the country
LlboccdrtiB chfJenste, the flneit

pltiiif'i in the country
barge variegated 1 1 "J Hcm

Standard iSayn

Mho an immense Htock of large Kvergreeim, bLmdard Ornn

mental Trees, Ac.
All thO plants here offered nuiy be BOOD growing In our

Nursery, they are removed every year, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. ')( some, such as Araucarias,

Deodaras, Golden ITewe, Thuja aurea, Plnua nobllfe, Nord<
mitrniiana, we have any quantity ; and tho planta, for root and

branch, aro not to he surpassed. Priced Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage Htninps, to Watbbbb
and QODFBBT, IiephewH and BUCCeSBOrS of the late UOBBB WetON r,

Knap Mill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station,

South-WeBtorn Hallway, where all trains stop, and where capital

convoj anceB can bo obtained.

The '2d. stamp will also Include a descriptive Catalogue of their

American Plants, Rosbb, and Nursery Stock in general.

MESSRS. lv G. HENDERSON and SON, ol the
Wellington Koud Nursery, St. John's Wood, I^ondon, beg

tn Inform their Patrons and the Public that their NEW CATA-
LOGUE OP SEEDS for 1855 la now ready, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

13. G. II. & Sou take thin opportunity of stating that none but
the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable Seeds appear
in their list; and among tho Flower Seeds only those whose
beauty and merit are universally acknowledged, together with
a carefully selected stock of the principal new varieties.

E. G. H. & Son beg respectfully to call particular attention to

the following choice seeds of Florists' Flowers, which have been
saved from a tine collection of named plants, and also to tho

annexed Now and Choice Flowers, which they can confidently

recommend, and in their Catalogue will be found the names of

20 beautiful ornamental Grasses. Also 12 variegated and orna-

mental foliage plants, for decorating tho flower garden during the

summer months, with full descriptions and other information
respecting the following

CHOICE FLORIST FLOWERS.

Notices to Correspondents.
Gousk CausnERs: WDF., in his article upon Gorse as food for

cattle last week, wrote " Ransome and Parsons, Salford," as
the makers of the chaff-cutter he recommended, instead of
"Richmond and Chandler, Salford," who are the makers of the
machine he uses. They have now a machine purposely for
Gorse, which cau bo geared so as to cut an eighth of an inch.
If it does this effectually one cutting of the Gorse would answer,
and save much trouble and expense.

Guano, &c: Waterford. 40 lbs. of vitriol per cwt. of hones will
to a great extent reduce them. 2 cwt. of guano, and 2 cwt. of
bone-dust so treated would, well mixed with a cart load of
mould, and then spread out of the cart with a shovel, make a
good dressing per aero of Grass laud. Apply it late in
February.

Hedges : A V. Try Hornbeam, if you cannot get Thorn to grow-
in the gaps that need to be filled.

Italian Rye-grass, &c. : fi Heath. It usually forms a part now
of most mixtures for permanent Grass; being useful at any
rate during the earlier years. S lbs. or 10 lbs. may be sown in
the quantity of mixed seeds, which generally on the whole
extends to 40 or 60 lbs. per acre.

Knowledge of Agriculture : 7? E H. You cannot get a " sound
knowledge of practical and profitable farming " by books. Yon
may study such books as the "Cyclopaedia of Agriculture."
Stephens's "Book of the Farm," Low's "Practical Agricul-
ture," and then go and live upon a farm for a year, and in that
way you will obtain what you are in search of.

Lime and Salt: R Heath. Wo would get the leaves into a half-
rotten state by making a compost with earth before applying
the lime. The latter will be much more useful and efficient
then. It is most efficient in any circumstances when applied,
not in lumps, but artificially slaked. Salt does not act upon
fresh lime, or rather is not acted on by it. If mixed with fresh
slaked lime, it should lie with it for a month or two before use.
The lime becomes carbonate

; and carbonate of lime and mu-
riate of soda will react on one another, producing muriate of
lime and carbonate of soda, which latter mixture is more
caustic and alkaline than the former, and so better fitted to
produce those effects in the soil for which lime is applied.

Poultry: An Old Subscriber and P P. "Fowls," by Bailey, and
" Profitable Poultry," by Tegetmeier, are both good books.
The former is probably more what you desire.

Roofing : A Northern Subscriber asks for some plan to supersede
the present system of roofing with wood and tiles or slates for
farm buildings? After high winds they have slates blown off;
or tho timber (often cut on the property) settles, or shrinks, or
rots (dry). Is there any sort of brick arch with' bricks shaped
so as to act as roof and tiles—if not too expensive? [It would
be too expensive.]

3 1^L
1f
ARM: H Q' The report in another column may help you.we hope, however, to give an estimate more nearly applying

to your circumstances. ' FF J 5

n
r
^
RP
^°/P1IATE 0F LlME : Oheshire. 3 cwt. per acre is ordinarilvagsod dressing for Grass land.

Per packet

—

s. d.

Antirrhinum, extra fine

mixed 6
Auricula, fine mixed ... 1 G

Balsam, double Camellia
flowered, in packets of

G distinct colours se-

parate 3
„ double Rose flowered

in packets of6 distinct

colours separate ... 3

„ new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours sepa-
rate, extra fine ... 5

„ Aurora, fine dbl. cr. 10
,, new dbl. pale yellow 1

Carnation, from stage
flowers 1 6

Calceolaria, from choice
hybridized flowers

25. 6rf. and 5
Cineraria, from choicest

varieties ... Is. Gd. and 2 6

Per packet—s.

Chrysanthemum, Poropone,
fine mixed 1

„ large flowered,

fine mixed 1

Geranium, choice show ... 2

„ choice fancy ... 2
Jlollyhock, first quality ... 2

„ second quality 1

„ in 12 distinct

colours, each colour ...

Pansy, choice show, from
named flowers ... 1

„ choice fancy, from
beautiful striped and
spotted flowers ... 1

Petunia, from extra fine

named varieties ... 1

„ saved from crimson
flowers with green
edges 1

Verbena, choice mixed ... 1
Mimulus, beautifully

blotched

NEW AND OTHER CHOICE FLOWERS.
Per packet-

Abronia umbellata ... 1

Anagallis azurea grandi-
flora 1

„ rubra 1

Arctotis breviscapa ...

Aster, new Peony pyramid,
in packets of 10 dis-

tinct colours separate 3

„ new bouquet pyra-
midal, in packets of

12 distinct colours se-

paratc S 6
Alonso Warscewiczil 5

Clintonia pulctiella 6
Coreopsis coronata 6

„ filifolia e

„ bicolor nana ... 6

„ Drumiuondi gran-
diflora «

Calendrina uuibellata .. 6
Cyclamen persicum 1

„ „ rubnini 1 (1

Centiuiridium Dmmraondi 6

Per packet

—

s.

Lychnis fulgens (scarlet)

Lythrum roseum superbum
Mignonette, new large

flowering
Oxalis rosea

Phlox Deccusata, from fine

named varieties ... 1

„ Drummondi coccinea
Portulacca, new orange ...

„ rosea
Primula sinensis fimbriata,

alba, and rubra, mixed 2
Poppy, new large Peony

flowered, in S brilliant

colours 2

Rhodanthe mangiest ...

Reseda myriophylla (new
Mignonette) ... ... 1

Schizanthus Grahami car-
nea
„ retusus ...

„ retusus albus...

Salpiglossus, scarlet, blue,
and sulphur, each ...

Stock, Scarlet Interme-
diate

t,
German, new large

flowering, in packets
of 6 distinct colours,
separate 2

,, Intermediate, or
Autumn, in packets
of 12 distinct colours
separate 3

„ Bromptou, or Win-
ter, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sep. 2

„ Emperor, in pkts.
of 5 distinct colours,
separate 2

Sweet William, new dbl.
mixed

Tropseolnm, Triomphe de
Gand

., Lille Schmidt
„ tricolor ...

Schewerianum
Yittadenia lobata. 1

Whitlavia grandiflora ... 1

Holccs SaccharAtus (New Sugar Cane). Is.aad2s.6d.
Dioscorea Batatas (Japanese Yarn), 2s, Qa\ each tuber.

January 27.

Dianthus Dunne tti su-

perba 1

„ chiuensis flora

pleno, extra fine ...

Digitalis, new spotted ...

Eucnida bartonioides ...

Eschscholtzia teuuifolia... 1

Gramanthes gentianoides
Humea elegans 6
Ipomea rubra ca:rulea ... 1

, t
limbata 2

Leptosipbon luteum ... 6
„ aureum ... 1 6

Lintim graudiflorum rubra
Is. 6d. and 2 6

Lobelia racemosioides ... 6

„ erinus oculata ... 4
„ Queen Victoria
(scarlet) 6

., Roi Leopold (blue") 6
Larkspur, new double im-

proved Hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours ... 2 6

Limnanthes sulpburea
odorata 1

MEKSKS. J. «vd u. BROW* offer Um following
CHOICE PI I rtt tfc«r vlll forvftrt to uvany

d.
;'

rot:
Andromeda foribund*, Um, \* i dozra I2r, to U
26 hr.K\*nn, new hardy BtrlgUn v

th»:lr '/wn rooti
/ JQ

,
Ledum*, tad KsJroto, per dezM n

Ti llwr ly Ami
todendroM, Including (Scarlet, WhUe tad luiik

bnrdy v»rb-ll<-« , |j
i Ins ii:wiy Bcerlel Bliododendroof, 'i u < \ pei den n ... vi
New hardy Veltow Bbododendroni/ each
(J Fine I HegnolUe, '•n*-. ofa tort
r/> jjwurf Bottft, twooffteort, on their own roofe ...

Uoderd Boeefl,

i

...Vu.Vt 10
t;

f* ] V.

fine *t>x\*

Vj
Choice it ]<;

i} Bulbi Liiiiifn Lin '.ra^rt \i

FRUIT TREES.
!

Apri- i Th* !/••! KM
Uftdt, X/t Tjl

::*., or, per dozen

Applai tftmutrdjel beef tori

Pine Goo* irrante, «ad lUeybftrrtes, mi
Plge, M«'dlntH, Quln

. -xt „ ... £
i

i Ih '! and red -

Strong Vina .
f.

1 rioe
i

Now Gftrdene and Oreenbonftee fm - f*rm«.
New Pi i Cat of Plant a i

' r
'.:f. STewtflgton '-.n. 27.

TO THE SEED TRADE ANO OTHERS.
THE SUBSCRIBER offers the following SEEDS,

which have Men pr'-.wn anii elected fr r:i (be l-.it ttocka
posKlblc. J'rlco* forwarded on application.

BROCCO
Early White

Dwarf
D tone

Chappell'e Cream
Imp< rial White
Dwarf Dflnish
Dilcock'n Bride

CURLED PA]

PEAS.
Victoria Marrow
Fairbeard'n Nonpareil
British Queen

(Very fine samples.)
Lord Raglan

T0RVJP.
Lalng'4 H«fd« ^rery troe)
Red Tankard

J:<:'i Amerlcftfl

American .~tr*v or Lettoce-
leftred Stone.

White Globe
Green Globe

WURZEL.
lyonp Red
Yellow GlobQ

CELERY.
y*tft] White

I Red
EPPS. Sbeo Grower and MEftcnAWT, Maidstone.

T YKCH'S STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER.
-L^ —This might with propriety be called the Ci

West^ for it has won 11 prizes at different Horticultural
tions. It is a seedling raised by Mr. Lynch, the well-known
Gardener to the Right Bon. the Earl of St." Germans, I/:
tenant of Ireland. lie has grown it for several years, and hat
beaten even-thing that has been pnt in competition with if,

including all the newest and most recently intrt-daced varieties.

We have purchased the whole stock, having given a very large
sura for all the seeds in his possession, and it is now for the first

time sent out; to those who want a good flavoured, prolific, and
prize Cucumber, we would recommend to obtain a packet cftbe
seeds.

It is a first-rate winter fruit, and, with careful manage-
ment, can be had in perfection all the year round. It is

most prolific, and bears txco fruit on every joint, and at
many as 42 have been counted on a single plant in a tub

from 5 to 22 inches in length. The fruit is guile round,
like tlic barrel of a gun, and free from any ribs or rough-
ness on the sh'n. It has a short handle, and is in every
way calculated to heat any other sort in cultivation, Tf*e

spines arc white, and they stand out in Hie most prominent
way. Tftc stock is very li.

Three seeds, per packet, U.&d.
|
Five seeds, per packet, 2*. 6i

TIic following is an Gjncial account of the number of
Prizes icon ly Mr. Lynch, in competition with all the best

Gardeners and the best varieties in the neighbourhood:—
" Royal Devon and Cornwall Horticultural 5c riety, Now. 11. IS54.

" Dear Sir,—The prizes awarded you for your Cucumber are
as follows:

—

1S51.—May 15th, First Prize
„ July 17tb, Extra Prize

Sep't. 4th, First Prize
lS52.-M.av 27th. First Prize

„ Julv 22d, First Prize

1852.—Sept P*h, Fir=t Prize
1S53.—June Sth. Second Prize

Sept. Sth, First Prize-

1S54.—June 1st. First Prize
Sept. 9th, First Prize

In all. 10 Prizes.
" I remain, dear sir, yours trnly.

Xathastel J. Easto.v, Hen. Sec
: Mr. R. Lvncb, Gardener to Earl of St. Germans, Fort Eliot*.""

WM. E. RENDLE asd CO.. Seed MERCH*:crs. Plvmootb.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS,
OR CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

(See Gardexers" Chboxicls, Dec. 30tb, 1S54.)

MR. JOHN HENDERSON, formerly of the firm
of John A. Hkhdebsox & Co.. Pine Apple Place, London,

has the honour to announce that be is prepared to supply Gentle—
men, Amateurs, and Professionals, with seed of this most valnabte-

and estimable plant.

As the Dioscorea Batatas seems well adaptei to make good any
deficiency arising from failure in the Potato crops, so this arT-r ars-

admirably calculated to meet many wants of the present day. i bat
it mav be used for the purposes of distillation, and may therefose

preserve the grain of the country, is not less certain than that

the leafand stem (after the saccharine matter has been extracted}

contain a large amount of fibre, of such a nature as can be em-
ployed in the manufacture of every kind of paper. In both these'

points, as well as in many others, this plant demands the atten-

tion of every Gardener and Amateur throngbont the a ;

the more so as from the necessity that at present exists for the
production of fibres that may be used in paper mannfacture a due
remuneration may be fairly expected by growers, even after tbe
plant has. so to" speak, paid itself by the saccharine matter
extracted from it.

Mr. Hexdkbsox hopes, in a few days, to have ready for tie
press a more lengthened account of this plant, as veil as a com-
plete statement of the latest experiments in connection with tie
Dioscorea Batatas. As there are many varieties of the Holcus
W. J. H. can only be responsible for seed forwarded by himself^

which he is prepared to do in sealed packets, at Lr-j 2*. &L 5*,
and 10s., according to quantity.

Orders to be accompanied with a remittance to 3Jr. Joes"
Hestef-son. Kingskerswell. Newton Abbot, South Devon.

P.S. Price to the Trade can be had on applicstirn.
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SNOW'S SUPERB BROCCOLI.—Every seed new
and true. Sealed packet, Is.; per oz., 3s.; pound bags for

the trade on liberal terms.

GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM.—Unequalled for size,

doubleness, and colour; 6 classes, 3s. ; mixed, Is. ; sealed packets

with culture.

DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS from noble flowers. Sealed

packet, Is,

Stamps or P.O. orders to George Glexnt, Horticultural agent,

Dungaunon House, Fultaam. Sales, valuations, &c, attended;

Ground Laid Out, Rockwork, Ornamental "Water, &c, planned

and executed.

BANKS' NEW SEEDLING FUCHSIAS FOR 1855-

~Wf J. EPPS begs to state that he has purchased
V\ • the following Seedling Fuchsias, raised by that celebrated

grower. E. Banks, Esq., of Sholden Lodge, Deal ; they were the

first selection from his splendid batch of Seedlings of 1854, and
have been thoroughly proved. They are distinct, rich, aud the

greatest advance upon any of the kinds known, aud cannot fail to

give the highest satisfaction.

CLIMAX.- (named by Mr. Banks).—Tube stout, sepals very
broad reflex, with a pretty curve or half circle, the points of the

petals touching the seed vessel; colour, rich velvety crimson—
the corolla is very large, of a splendid violet blue and great sub-

stance : habit, robust, and blooms particularly free. 7s. 6d.

FAIRY QUEEN.— Very distinct and striking, immense
bloomer, beautiful waxy white tube and sepals, tinged with

lemon; long well-proportioned flower; corolla large, and of a

Tery rich plum colour puce. 7s. Bd.

GRAND SULTAN.—Avery noble flower, and will be many
years before it is equalled; beautiful foliage, and first-rate for

exhibiting; flowers large, very stout, sepals reflex, similar to

the Turn Cap Lily, and of a very rich crimson colour ; corolla

large, and very dark velvety purple. 7s. Bd.

MAID OF KENT.—This Fuchsia is pronounced by the fol-

lowing judges, viz., Mr. Edwards, Secretary to the Floricultural

Sociery; Mr. Barnes, of Camden Nursery; Mr. Todd, of Sutton,

to be the prettiest and most distinct Fuchsia yet raised; habit,

dense and bushy, producing great clusters of pretty reflexed

blooms, of great substance, very clear waxy white, with a rich
plum-coloured puce corolla, and exceedingly striking. 10s. Bd.

BEAUTY OF THE BOWER.—A very rich and perfect

formed flower, scarlet tube and sepals, which reflex over the
tube, displaying a beautiful dark purple corolla of great sub-
stance: habit, perfect. 7s. 6d.

OMER PACHA.—A large and well-proportioned flower, with
dark crimson tube and sepals : corolla, intensely dark velvety
purple : babit, excellent aud very graceful. 7s. Bd.

The Set wirTbe sent out in April.—Strong Plants, at 42s.

The usual discount to the Trade where three of each are taken.
Agent:—Hubst and M'Mullen, Seed Merchants, Leadenhall

Street, London.—Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON, of the
"Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, will com-

mence sending out plants in April next of their NEW SEEDLING
FUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS, BOTH DOUBLE
AND SINGLE, also TWO STRIPED OR VARIEGATED
COROLLA'D FUCHSIAS, and TWO UNIQUE FUCHSIAS
with VIOLET AND BLUE COROLLAS. The last two
were purchased of E. Banks, Esq., after having been flowered,
the second season, and proved as flowers possessing un-
questionable merits, and unequalled by other red varieties pre-
viously sent out. All the other varieties were purchased of
W. Story, Esq., of Newton, iu the county of Devon, who succeeded
in introducing a Scarlet Fuchsia with White Corolla, which new
feature in this tribe gives one of the greatest novelties that they
have had the pleasure of seeing for many years. Mr. Story,
being the raiser of this new Class, offered them to Messrs. Hender-
son for One Hundeed Guineas, which offer ihey accepted. A
faithful drawing of tbree of the varieties here offered has been
taken by Mr. James Andrews, the well-known floricultural and
horticultural artist ; sketches from which have appeared in Van
Houtte's " Flore des Serres," Verschaffelt's " Illustration
Horticole," and will also appear in Turner's " Florist," for
February. The dwarf, compact, and free flowering habits of the
plants will be sure to please every grower of this tribe.

QUEEN VICTORIA (Story's;.—Splendid wide sepals, beau-
tifully reflexed, of a bright scarlet crimson, and a lovely clear
white corolla. Price 10s. Bd.

PRINCE ALBERT (Banks's).—Scarlet crimson sepals re-

ilexed, and rich violet corolla. This flower we consider unequalled
by any, its reflexing properties beins such tbat either more or
less would be a fault; indeed the flower is perfection itself.

10s. Bd.

MRS. STORY (Story's).—Fine large scarlet tube, long wide
sepals reflexed ; corolla fine substance, and clear white. 10s. 6d.

RANUNCUL^EFLORA (Story's).—Scarlet sepals and tube,
with double white corolla, a flower not having that confused
appearance as many of the double varieties are known to possess.
This was considered the best of the only two double white
varieties flowered by Mr. Story. 21s. The other double variety
we do not appear to have received.

PERUGINO (Story's).—Fine large scarlet sepals and tube,
with a conspicuous striped corolla of rose and purple flakes,
handsomely reflexed and free flowering. 10s. Bd.

EMPRESS EUGENIE (Story's).—Wide reflexed petals of a
rosy crimson, the inside of petals having a violet shading;
corolla fine white. 10s. Bd.

RAFFAELLE (Story's).—A beautiful variegated corolla with
crimson 6epals well reflexed, and of good substance ; the colour of
the corolla is a rich chocolate flaked with rose, free flowering.
10s. Bd.

LADY OF THE LAKE (Story's).—Fine deep crimson, with
a blush white corolla, very pretty. 10s. Bd.

WATER NYMPH (Story's).—Bright scarlet crimson globe
stout wide petal, corolla fine clear white; an elegant flower.

10s. Bd.

Or if the set of nine be taken, the price, 4L 4s. A coloured
plate of three of the above Fuchsias and one of Cyclamen Atkmsi
•will be forwarded by post, on receipt of six postage stamps.

—

January 27.

FUCHSIA (Banks's Favourite).—Fine handsome scarlet sepals
and tube ; large and conspicuous flowers, with sepals finely
reflexed ; and a splendid blue-violet corolla of great substance.
The s'ock plant being small the number of plants will be limited.
Price 10s. Bd.

]VjESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SO*N were
-L f J- surprised to see an advertisement a few weeks back in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, from Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co., of
Exeter, offering two new Fuchsias, similar in character to those
described above, and after a written communication with Mr.
Story, it was thought necessary for one of the Firm to make
further inquiries about them, and in consequence Mr. Andrew
Henderson went to Exeter and Newton, where he was informed
by a jobbing gardener at Newton that he had received SEVEN
POUNDS for them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated)
he had been offered 20Z. for them by a Nurseryman in London,
but whose name or address he did not know.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son think the above explanations neces-
sary, in consequence of a great number of their customers having
ordered them at higher prices than are quoted above. This
reduction is made in consequence of information which they have
received, that leaves no doubt on their minds but that those to
be sent out by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co., are similar in
character to the above.—Wellington Nurserv, St. John's Wood.

DIOSCOREA BATATAS—THE NEW CHINESE
POTATO.— This new esculent was fully described by

Professor Lindley in the Chronicle of December 23, 1S54.

The Subscribers are now importing a choice lot of
Hoots, and can supply them on the following terms

:

—
Four Tubers £0 10 I Fifty Tubers £5 5
Ten „ 1 2 6

|
Hundred „ 10

First Orders will have the best Roots. -Apply to

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., Seed Merchants, Plym outh.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.

J COLE bege to offer a few dozen of his un-
• bloomed Seedling HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS

from his choice stock; they were the admiration of all who saw
them last summer. They are not potted off, though strong
enough for large 60-sized pots. The Seed was saved from selected

stock, carefully impregnated. J. C. offers them at 4s. per dozen,
or 25s. per hundred. A. remittance solicited from unknown cor-

respondents.—Kcyfield Nursery. St. Alban's, Herts.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELON,
GOLDEN DROP GREEN FLESH.

EDWARD TILEY having purchased the whole of
Messrs. Wood & Son's stock of Seeds of the above-named

Melon, can with confidence recommend it to all growers
of that splendid fruit. It has been thoroughly proved by an
eminent Melon grower, aud declared by all who have seen and
tasted it to be one of the finest-flavoured Melons yet grown.
It is a very beautiful colour when ripe, skin very thin, flesh firm
and solid, and of a most superior melting and delicious flavour.

Free setter and prolific bearer. It possesses a great advantage
over others in its exceedingly handsome appearance when placed
upon a table or on the stall of a fruit salesmen, and for exhibition
this Melon will be the favourite.

THE KING, Superb Scarlet Flesh Melon.—This is a variety
very much wanted, and which has for some time past been
neglected, but is now becoming iu' great request: such being the
case, Edward Tiley has just procured a stock of this most
superb Hybrid Scarlet Flesh Melon, which he can recommend
with as gieat confidence as those before sent out by him, and
which have all given the greatest satisfaction to the public.

Each of the above varieties may be bad in packets containing
six seeds, Is. Bd. per packet.
The following fine varieties of Melons can be highly recom-

mended, and are all warranted true:

—

The Queen ... Is. Beechivood Is.

Bromham Hall ... Is. Windsor Prize Is.

Incomparable ... Is. Emperor Is.

Golden Ball ... Is. Fleming's Hybrid Persian Is.

Golden Perfection... ... Is. Blackall's Green Flesh ... Is.

Bowood ... Is. Bailey's ditto Is.

Victory of Batli ... Is. Snow's Hybrid Is.

Camerton Court ... .. Is. Gordon Castle Is.

Chichester Prize ... ... Is.

A packet of the Golden Drop and one of the King Melon, and
one packet of any other variety mentioned will be forwarded,
post free, on receipt of 3s. Bd. in cash or penny postage stamps.
Edward Tiley, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist, 14,

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

LIQUID AMBER.—The undernamed is a buyer of
either a large or small quantity of the above. Send cash

price, and height, to Mr. J eyes, Nurseries, Northampton.

TENTS, MARQUEES, and RICK CLOTHS.—
Now on Sale, several second-hand Rick Cloths, Marquees,

and Tents, of various sizes. Some of the Marquees are well
adapted for Horticultural Societies. One 50 feet by 30, price 35/.

;

one 70 feet by 30, 50?. ; and one 100 feet by 30, B51. These are

almost new, and quite ready for use. Small tents for the "Wars
or Emigrants, weighing 12 lbs., price 25s. each, new and waterproof.

Small Tents for Gardens, 30?. each.— R. Richaedson, 21,

Tonhridge Place, New Road, London.

BLOSSOM of FRUIT TREES. — WORSTED
NET to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees

from frost and blight, and the ripe fruit afterwards from wasps
and flies, 7d. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of

garden, fishing, and sheep nets, made by machinery, and at very
low prices.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road,
King's Cross, London.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, Us.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50*. Scrim
Canvass, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, aud Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

WOOLLEN NET for the PROTECTION of
WALL FRUIT TREES from FROST, 2 and 3 yards

wide, can be had of Weatherbead, Walters, & Co., Derby.
See Gardeners 1

Chronicle of Oct. 28, 1854.

HALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS ; the best and
cheapest for all purposes of shelter and shade from Frost,

Hail Storms, and Gales of Wind. No. 0, bd. ; No. 1, 5U.; No. 2,

Bd. ; Nos. 3 and 4, 7d. All 56 inches wide, and in lengths of

10, 20, 30, and 60 yards.—Manchester.

CHEAP WIRE GAME & POULTRY NETTING,
5d. per running yard.

GALVANISED DITTO, 7tf. per running yard, 2 feet wide.

^^^S3Mo«MM*

WEEDS ON WALKS.
MR. FLEMING'S WEEDING or SALTING

MACHINE foe GRAVEL WALKS, COURT YARDS,
&c, manufactured and sold by Alexander Shanks & Son, Ax-a
broath, Forfarshire, from whom particulars with prices maybe had.''

MAW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
an indestructible and highly decorative substitute for

ordinary flooring, and their imperishable Oil Cloth Coverings for
Entrance Halls, Passages, Verandahs, Conservatories, &c—
Maw & Co. send free of expense their Book of Designs, suitable
in price and style for every description of Building.—Benthall
Works, Broseley, Salop.

CHEAP FUEL.
GAS COKE, as used in the Royal Conservatories,

admirably adapted for Furnaces (as producing no smoke),
and also well suited for Household Fires, to be had at 9s. per
Chaldron in quantities of not less than 20 Chaldrons, cleared by
barge or carts within a week, from the Phcenix Gas Works,
Bankside, Southwark, or at the Bridge Foot at Vauxhall. Two
Chaldrons delivered within a mile of the Works on the Surrey
side of the Thames at an additional charge of 2s. per Chaldron.
A smaller quantity or delivery at a greater distauce at a mode-
rately increased rate.

OT- WATER PIPES at wholesale prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every requisite connec-

tion. Cast Iron Boilers, 55s. each. Improved Soot Doors and
Furnace Doors. Builders' Castings of every description kept in
Stock at — Mr. LYNCH WHITE'S, Old Barge Iron Wharf,
Upper Ground Street (nenr Blackfriars Bridge), Londou.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

Galvanised.
24 in. wide, 2 in. mesh, 7d. per yard.
30 in. „ 2 in. „ 9d. „
36 in. „ 2 in. „ 10$ef. „
48 in. „ 2 in. „ Is. 2d. „

Not Galvanised.
... Bd. per yard
... Bid. „
... 7U. „
... lOd. ,,

Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3d. per square foot, made
to any size for the same proportionate price. This article was
shown at the Great Exhibition, where it was so much admired
for its light and durable appearance, and acknowledged to be the
cheapest and best article of the kind ever offered. Extra strong
Wire Sheep Netting, 3 feet high, Is. Bd. and 2s. 3d. per yard.
Also every description of Flower Trainers, Dahlia Rods, Garden
Arches, Bordering, Flower Stands, Tying Wire, Trellis Work,
Invisible Wire Fencing, Hurdles, and every description of Wire
Work for Horticultural purposes.—Illustrated Catalogues of

Patterns forwarded, post free, on application to T. H. Fox, City
of Londou Wire Work and Iron Fence Manufactory, 44, Skinner
Street, and 6 and 6, Snow Hill, London.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. hy 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

SHEET GLASS (15 oz.) of good quality in 100 feet
boxes.

10 in. by 8 in. and under 15s. per box.
11 in. by 9 in. to 22 in. by 14 in 17s. „
Larger sizes to 28 in. by IS in 19s. „

Also similar sizes in 21 oz. Sheet at 24s. per box. Boxes
charged 2s. each, and returnable at the same price, if delivered
free. CRYSTAL "WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet Glass in
Crates, British and Patent Plate, &c. &c. White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine. Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Sobo Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

T
CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES.

HOMAS MILLINGTON'S present prices for good
16 oz. sheet glass, boxes included.

Gin. by 4 in. to 6 in. by 6| in. ... 13s. 3d.'

7 by 5 to 8 by 6 13 6
8A by 6Ato 10 by 8 14 -perlOOfeet.
10* by 81 to 14£ by lOi 16
17by 10"to IS by 12 " 18

A great variety of sizes. Particulars bad on application.
ORCHARD HOUSE SQUARES on Mr. Rivebs's plan, to

whom I have sold some thousands of feet.

Large Sheets for cutting up, in cases, at 2^d. and 3d. per foot.

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,
and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating Glasses,
Wasp Traps, Cucumber Tubes, Preserve Jars, with and without
covers ; Fern Glasses.

Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass. Crystal
Glass Shades for ornaments.
Greenhouses, erected in either wood or iron. Garden Lights

and Frames.
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London—same side as Eastern

Couniies Railway.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES. CROWN SQUARES-
In Boxes of 100 feet. In Boxes of 100 feet-

Under 6 by 4 £0 12s. Bd. ... 8s. Bd.

6 by 4, and 6A by 41 13 ... 12 6

s^-sU'ei} 015 ° - " °

9 „7, -10' „ 8; 12 by 9, \ -

12 by 10, 14 by 10 1
L u u

Larger Sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from Bd. to 3\d. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ 4Jd to 5d. „ „ „
26 oz. „ Bd. to7$d. „ „ „

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply to Mr. RiYEES, and of various dimensions, always
on Land,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

Glass Tiles,' J of an inch thick, packed in cases, containing 50,

at 11. 17s. Bd. per case. Packages 2s. each extra, but allowed for

when returned.
Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street

Without, London.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

C0H8I8TKNT WITH GOOD

X MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY
GRAY and 0RMS0N, Dnnvcrs Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience iiu the coostruotion of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute ordors on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA,
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by th'; Nobility, Gen

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the

references to nil by whom they have been favoured with orders.

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be

try, ar,d London
most fcalLtfactory

Their 1 lot.water
principles, for all

made available.

AN IMMENSE STOCK OF

GARDEN ORNAMENTS

AY NOW UK INSPECTED AT

AUSTIN AHD SEELEY'S

ARTIFICIAL STONE WORKS,

Or Pattern Sheets will be sent by post to any

Gentleman who may not have an opportunity

to call.

KEPPEL ROW, NEW ROAD,

EEGENT'S PARK, LONDON.

OTJSPH15NSON and PE1LL, 61, Gracechurch Street,
ij London, and 17, New Park Street,Southwark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in "Wood or
Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method, of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars
fitrnishpd on amplication.

'S^HE COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
-A- for 1?.—Places in gardens converted into comfortable water-

closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED PAN,
with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can hx it in two hours. Price 11.

Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes, 11., 21. 4s.,

and 82.; also Improved Portable "Water-closets, with pump,
cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus, with engravings,
forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.—At Fyfe & Co.'s

Sanatorium,^, Leicester Square, London. __^____
^TESTIMONIAL.—The following Testimonial oFthe
-L valuable efficacy of CUPISS'S CONSTITUTION BALLS

is so excellent that the proprietor begs to call the attention of
the public to a perusal of it.

" Combs, Stowmarket, October 25th, 1S50.
" Dear Sir,—Having for two years past experienced great

trial with the lung complaint in my neat stock, last year having
lost live out of seven, I employed an old experienced veterinary
surgeon, with little or no success. The two cases saved I believe
to be from the use of blisters on each side of the chest, and
Cotiss's Constitution Balls, which you recommended ; and this
year having two cases of the same disease, quite as ban as the
Others, I adopted the same means of cure, and am happy to state
with success, having saved them both, I cannot speak too highly
of the use of the Balls; I believe them to be as good for neat
cattle as for horses. I think this statement of importance to

Agriculturalists, and as Agent for Cupiss's Constitution Balls.
you are at liberty to make use of the above information as yon
may doom lit.—Yours faithfully, *' Jonx Cobcold.

" To Mr. J. B. Cutting, Chemist, &c, Stowmarket."
The Constitution Balls are prepared only by Francis Cutis?,

M.K.C.V.S ,
Author of the "Prize Essay on the Diseases of the

Liver of the Horse/' Diss, Norfolk; and sold by all respectable
medicine vendors in town and country, in packet-, six Balls each

j

3s. 6W. per packet, with a wrapper giving full directions for the
use of the Halls, and treatment of the animal whilst taking them.
Any gentleman using the Balls may consult the Proprietor
gratuitously, cither personally or by letter post paid.

WATERPROOF PATHS.—BARN AND CATTLE SHED
FLOORS.

r |",HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
1 winter months should conHtruct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it .and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying tho water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in -IS hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is neoessnry, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the aides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. Maybe laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of ihe Cement, J. B. "White & Brothers,

Hilbank Street, Westminster.

ILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener*
Wakefield.

*** Plans and Estimates 'furnished.

w
LANDSCAPE CARDENER AND GARDEN ARCHITECT.

MR. VV. DAVIDSON is about concluding his
engagement with Sir William F. F. Middleton, Bart., of

Shrubland Park, in consequence of the completion of extensive
alterations on which he has been there employed ; and respectfully
tenders his services in the abov*1 capacities to Noblemen and
Gentlemen, and the Public generally, in laying out or improving
Gardens, Grounds, Parks, Cemeteries, Arhoretums, &c. Mr. D.
feels strongly the importance of the opportunities he has had of
maturing his taste for natural .arrangement and artistic design,
under Sir William and Lady Middleton, and appeals with confi-

dence to Shrubland for examples of his practical and scientific

knowledge, as a Civil Engineer, in directing the satisfactory and
economical execution of works in general. Ho begs to mention
further, that his practical experience enables him to offer advice
upon all subjects connected with a garden, both structural and
cultural. Mr. D. will give careful attention to every matter,
extensive or otherwise, in which his advice may be required, and
will regulate bis professional charges in proportion to the nature
and extent of each particular case. Mr. D. is kindly permitted to

refer to Sir William Middleton, Bart., Shrubland Park, Ipswich ;

Sir Chiules Barry, Westminster; Dr. Liudley, and many others
who are pleased to consider him worthy of their patronage and
recommendation.

37, Bloomsbury Street, Bedford Square, London.

WANTED to Rent, from Lady Day, a SMALL
FARM near London. A good House is required with

40 to 100 acres of Land ("arable and pasture), and the requisite
Outbuildings; and within 25 miles from town.—Apply, by letter,

to the Editor of the Agricultural Gazette, 5, UpperWellington
Street, Strand, London.

TO BE LET ON LEASE, for a terra from Michael-
* mas next, with the usual entrv forthwith, a highlv reputed
CORN and STOCK FARM, in North Hants, containing 1057
acres, very compact, and with Market and Railway facilities.

—

To view and treat, apply to Lame. Brooks, & Co.. Solicitors.

Basingstoke, or Odiham, llauts. References as to substance and
character will be required.

-rO BE LET ON LEASE. FARMS IN DORSET-
A SHIRE, on the Milton Abbey Estate, seven miles from

Bland ford, and 11 from Dorchester, with entry at 25th March,
and 11th October next.

1st. DELCOMBE, in the parish of Milton Abbas, containing
335 acres or thereby, whereof 140 acres are Grass, and 195
arable ; the. greater part a deep, friable, calcareous loam. This
farm is equally adapted for a mixed dairy and corn manage-
ment, or for corn and stock. The buildings are commodious,
and the farm residence is picturesquely placed on a lawn, with a

walled garden. The farm is tithe free.

'2d. ANSTEY FARM, in the parish of Hilton, now containing
304 a:ros, or thereby, whereof 190 acres are Grass and M
and 111 Arable. This Farm has hitherto been occupied as a
dairy and corn farm, for which it is well adapted, the laud being
well watered and of good quality. It is capable of much im-
provement by drainage and otherwise, for which every facility

and encouragement will he offered by the landlord. The arable
part of the farm is a friable loam on chalk, the Grass land in tie
vale a deepeavthy soil.—For further particulars apply in London,

a Cairo, 9, Little Ryder Street, St. James's ; and in Dorset!
!

to Waltkk Axdeesox, Milton Abbey, Blandford.—Jan. 27.

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
. IflHED IX 7JIK YZi

TO HE LET, with immediate possession, the NUR-
SERY and SEED SHOP tt T« put fa

the occupation of Messrs. M'intyre and M'lntosh. The Operandi
and Stock are in excellent condition, moderately rented, and are
well worthy (Be attention of any per»on wi.ihinjf to carry on the

If required the quantity of (ground may be reduced*
The Nursery is about o minutes' walk from the Railway Station.

_ Apply to .Sir.
i

• r. 1.1 i <; M

rp6 BE LET, with immediate Po^e^ion, a NUR-
JL SERYaxn FLORIST BUSINESS situated in a firit clus
neighbourhood n»-nr the Began?! Perk. The ground fa well
stocked, and the Greenhouses, Pits, 1 ntain a choice
collection of Plants in the highest condition. There is an excel*

lent Residence, with Stable, Coach-house, Potting and Store

Rooms. It is well worthy the attention of any person wishing to

carry on the business.—For further particulars inquire at the
office, 10. Victoria Terrace, Itelsize I; 31 Wood, London.

EGGS, from the Yards of Mr. G. Botham, Wexham
Court.—Prize Spanish, 30*.: ditto Brahma pooiras, 2U.;

ditto White Cochin, 21.-.: ditto Grey Dorking, ditto Red Speckled
Dorking, ditto Silver Pencilled Hamburg*, ditto Dick wing. Game,
ditfc Rouen and Buenos Ayres Ducks, a; 10*. 6i per setting of 13.
— May be had by sending a Post-office order, payable at Slough.
Box and packing, Is.

'1^0 BE SOLD, BUFF COCHIN CHICKENS, from
a first class Prize Birds, BrahmaPootraChickens.rromirnported
American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens. Also some very
good one-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. Wire, Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, ti . Chicken
Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainer?, Garden A:
kind of Wire Work, useful and ornamental.—T. 11. FY I

of London Wire Works, 44, Skinner Street, and 6 a- -. Snow Kill.
IHiTitTTHf-d Catalogues forwurd-d poat free.

COCHIN CHINA FOWLS.
Mr.. PrxcnAxo'a Actual Sals.

MR. J. C. STEVENS begs to notify that he his
ived instructions from Mr. Punch ard to annocr.

Sale by Auction, at his Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent
Garden, on TUESDAY. 30th Jannarv, at 12 o'clock pr-r

selection of first class COCHIN CHINA FOWLS, bred in 'the

celebrated Yards of Blunts Hall, Haverhill, the Stock of which
has been strengthened by careful importations, and the Birds
from which were the winners of the Silver Vase, and also one
other First Prize for Cochins, at the late Birmingham Ex]
—May be viewed on the morning of S il-. and Catalogues had by
inclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C. SrrrxKS,
3S, King Street, Covent Garden.

FANCY POULTRY.—PERIODICAL SALE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
Great Room, 3S. Kin.- - Trent Garden, en

TUESDAY. Feb. 6, at 1*2 o'clock precisely aboi .

CHOICE POULTRY and PIGEONS, from the yarcs :" E.

Simons, Esq., Birmingham: R. J. Sim-:- - indbach:

Mrs. Mills Ktngwood, and others, consisting of Spanish, Cochins
of all colours, Brahma Pootras. Hamburghs, Polands, Andaln-
sians, Dorkings, Game, Malays, Sebright B»
Silver Pheasants, and some well bred carrier and other Pigeons.

—May be viewed on the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had
by enclosing a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C. Sr=."vE.r=,

3S, King Street, Covent Garden. London.

POSTPONEMENT OF SALE.

MR. J. WILLMER begs to announce that the -

at the Sunbury Xnrsery is inconsequence of the inda
of the weather postponed till the 13th and 14th

12 o'clock precisely each day.—Further; -.-::;: .-=

had by enclosing two [ stagi si - to Mr. J. "Wn.uiES,

Auctioneer and Valuer, Sunbnry. Middlesex-

BROMPTCN PARK NURSERY.
To GESTLXMSS 1

, NUHSHBYHEZff, BBDBSS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE axd MORRIS will submit
: au unreserved Sale by yTienuses, the

Brompton Park Nurserr. Bromptoa near the * Hoop ai

on MONDAY. February
of the Royal Commissi • "

sequence of the land n of new
roads a portion of the valuable Stock crowing on the a>

orated Nursery "IT TREES and EVER-
GREENS, c mprising Standard and Dwarf trained and untrained

Apple, Pear. Plum, Peach.. Nectarine, rry. a quantity

of Vines. Clematis., and Ivies in pots. Rhubarb, ic—May be
viewed thr - riorto the Sale. Catalogues may be bad of

the principal Seedsmen in London, and of the Anctioaeeis,

American Nursery. Leyionstine, Essex.
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JOHN WEEKS and Co.s
HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

THE WHOLE HEATED BY ONE BOILER.

>T"HE LENGTHENED NOTICE of this Establishment, which appeared in the Gardeners" Chronicle of December 16, 1854, directed the attention of the' Horticultural
World to the great improvements made by Messrs. "Weeks & Co,

rrmm

The extraordinary efficiency and economy of the heating apparatus will perhaps be better understood by the following comparison of the work it does in Messrs-

Weeks' Establishment by One Boiler, and the work done by the 12 boilers at the Great Palm House, at the Royal Gardens, Kew :—
THE HOUSES AND PITS AT MESSRS. WEEKS AND CO.'S

Measure in length 1,000 feet
Superficial feet of surface covered 13.4S0 „
Surface of glass exposed to the atmosphere 16,000 „
Length of pipe to heat the whole 5,000 „
Fuel consumed iu 24 hours during the winter months, at a cost of 3s.

per day 3 sacks of coke.
The boiler requires attention only once in 12 hours, and then hut for one hour; thus occupying i

an but for two hours out of the 24, at a cost of say 8d. per day.

THE GREAT PALM HOUSE, KEW,
Measures in length 355 feet

Superficial feet of surface covered 23,900 „

Surface of glass exposed to the atmosphere 42,200 „
Length of pipe to heat the whole 15,000 „
Fuel consumed in 24 hours during the winter months, being two parts

coke and one part coal, at a cost of 4.1. IBs. per day 72 sacks

The boilers, 12 in number, occupy the whole attention of two men by day and one by night, at a>

cost of say 10s. per day.

It results from the foregoing statements that the Apparatus of Messrs. Weeks, with one boiler, is doing about as much work as four boilers do in the Kew Palm-

House ; and that with three, or, at most, four boilers such as Messrs. "Weeks have now in use, the Great Palm House at Kew could be heated at a cost in fuel and labour

of 145. Sd. per day, effecting a saving of, say 1095Z, per annum. Messrs. Weeks assert that there is not in the kingdom an apparatus doing anything like the same work
with one boiler, nor, under any circumstances, at so trifling an expense.

The Nobility and Gentry who may honour this Establishment with a visit will be no less struck with the extensive and splendid collection of STOVE and GREEN-

nOWV^^^Z^flibBW^tM^^ cultivation and are for sale at very low prices, to they inl be ^^^^ZKltrt
described for supplying eacli compartment with the necessary warmth. They will also find a fine assortment of strong GRAPE VINES in pots from eyes, all ofjhe best

sorts, and STRAWBERRY PLANTS for Forcing in the finest condition.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, d-c, forwarded on application to

JOHN WEEKS & CO., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS, NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, &c, &c.

i the method they have recently adopted for heating it, and in order to give some idea of the character of the Establishment
to numerous Correspondents whose distance from town does not
admit of their personally inspecting it at present, the adjoining
sketch has been made, and the following observations are most
respectfully submitted to them and all others interested in
Horticultural proceedings.

This Establishment is now the most complete of any in the
country, consisting of Conservatories, Greenhouses, Hothouses
and several Pits, with top and bottom heat, all appropriated to
their several purposes.

Until very lately there were six boilers of various sizes, but all

on the same principle, employed here to heat the different

Houses and Pits, and although those boilers were found both
efficient and economical during eight years, each doing three
times more work than the common description of boiler, recent
improvements convinced Messrs. Weeks & Co. that highly
important results were attainable by substituting one boiler, of a
similar construction, for the six; and now, the whole of this
extensive establishment is heated effectually by ONE boiler

5 feet high by 3 feet 6 inches in diameter, exposing to the imme-
diate action of the fire a surface of 340 feet, superficial. The
expense attending this great alteration of connecting all the
pipes of the various houses and pits to one boiler will be fully

repaid in one season. The boiler is fed from the top, which is

nearly on a level with the surface of the surrounding ground, bnfc

there are furnace doors, and the usual openings in the brickwork
below, from which it is cleared out, and to cause a draught. The
glass-houses, which may be said to be built round the four sides of

a long square, or parallelogram, which has a gentle rise to the end

farthest from the boiler, are certainly well placed for being all

warmed from one boiler, which is effected as follows :—The boiler

is placed at, say, the right-hand corner of the square. A 4-incb

flow pipe is led in a straight line from it on the same side to the-

bottom of the square, or as far as there are houses, and the return

pipe is brought back to the boiler in the same drain immediately
below it. Another main 4-inch flow and return pipe is takeni

through the show houses and down the other side of the square, to

furnish means of heating the houses on that side, and from these

two main pipes all the houses are warmed by connecting the pipe

which are carried round them with the two main pipes just men-
tioned, which are also made to pass through as many houses as-

lie in their way ; and in order that the heat they contain may be
turned to as good an account as possible, the drains in which they

are placed have been covered, inside the houses, with neat iron

gratings, which permit the warmth to pass through into the

houses.

The whole of the several Houses and Pits can be heated at one

time, or separately, with a full command of heat, and any part

regulated at pleasure.

"

If the Houses and Pits were placed in a line, they would ex-

tend about 1000 feet, exposing to the atmosphere upwards of

16,000 superficial feet of glass. The water circulates in the

various Houses and Pits through. 5000 feet of pipe.

An experience of upwards of thirty-six years as Horticultural

Builders, and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers, having
afforded Messrs. Weeks & Co. constant opportunities for effecting:

important practical improvements in Building and Heating,,

induced them to build their present Nursery, so that the Nobility

and Gentry about to erect Horticultural Buildings, might have
the means afforded them of inspecting an extensive variety of

Horticultural Houses and Pits with the Heating ' Apparatus in

full operation.

Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisements and Communications are to be i»j>ii!iE>i»m EnilOB.—SiToann, January/ oos.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
The Wl NTER M BETING will take place at tlie Society'H

House, 21, Regent Street, on TUESDAY, February G, from
12 tn i P.K,

KENILWORTH AND LEAMINGTON HORTI-
CULTURAL and FLOUICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS

for 1K55.

Tho KENILWORTI-I EXHIBITION will be hold (by per-
mission) among the Ruins of Keuilworth Castle, on WED-
NESDAY, 4th of July next.
Tho SECOND EXHIBITION will be hold at the Arboretum,

Leamington, on WEDNESDAY, the 22d of August next.
Full particulars will be duly announced. J. Cheyne, Sec.
Tho Priory Gardens, Warwick, Feb. 3.

"enrolled "acreea buy tcTact of parliament.
UNITED GARDENERS' BENEFIT SOCIETY,

Waterloo Arms, Cnmberwell. Surrey. Instituted 1839.
This Society (established for Gardeners only under 35 years

of age), has proved for 1G years the accuracy and soundness of
principle upon which it is founded, namely, the highest amount
of benefits to be received by its Members in Sickness, Super-
annuation, and 'Mortality, for the smallest amount of contribution
consistent with stability and permanence. The accounts are
always open to the inspection of all the members, who have also
tho control of tho expenditure of its funds; it is therefore incum-
bent on all, by a small monthly contribution, to -provide against
the casualties of life, from which none are exempt, by enrolling
themselves in a Society of this nature, which guarantees 12s. per
week in sickness; 3s. and 4^. per week superannuation; 102. at
tho death of a member, and Si. member's wife, for the small
contribution of 2s. 3d. per month.
Camborwell Green, Surrey. Charles StoxelT;. Secretary .

AVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener, -and
Contracting Plaster, Stowe, Buckingham.

WILLIAM "BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*** Plans and Estimates furnished.

D

CEMETERIES.
WILLIAM MASTERS and SON having been

engaged upon extensive Cemetery works, are prepared to

undertake the LAYING OUT and PLANTING NEW
GROUNDS, as well as tho Ornamenting such as are closed by
tho recent Act of Parliament, by contract orotherwise.

—

William
Masters & Son, Landscape Gardeners, Canterbury.

TX/BANGOLD WURZEL SEED, LONG RED, and
J-*J- YELLOW GLOBE, warranted genuine, and the growth of

1854. Price 45?. per ton.—Apply to R. S. Hews, Kelvedon, Essex .

~ E\V SEEDS JUST HARVESTED can now be

obtained of the most genuine description, from
William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

TRUE PENZANCE BROCCOLI, saved by one of
the best growers in the neighbourhood of Penzance,

Is. per packet, from William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth.

IN

SEED POTATOES.
SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading:, have

a large STOCK of the best early kinds of POTATOES, very
true and free from disease. Prices, &c, with instructions on cul-

tivation, will be found at page 20 of Sutton's Seed and Plant
List, just published, price Sixpence (or gratis to purchasers).

Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, &c , Reading.

NEW ASHLEAF—ThE "EARLY CHAMPION."
JOSEPH jWILSON, Seedsman, Ipswich, begs to state

that his stock of early SEED POTATOES comprises the
following splendid varieties, grown expressly for seed purposes,
and free from disease. The "Champion" Ashleaf, 12b., a new
variety, sent out for the first time this season ; they are about
10 days earlier than any other Ashleaf, finer in flavour and more
prolific. Jackson's improved early Ashleaf, 9s. ; the Short top
Ashleaf, 7s. Gd. ; Nonpaiiel Kidneys, 6s. Gd. ; Moss Kidneys,
6s. Gd.; British Queens, 7s. 6*7., the earliest round variety known.
Early Frame and Ashleaf Seedlings, Ss. per bushel. Free to
London ; no charge for sacks. A remittance must accompany all
orders^

rFHE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
-*- variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting
the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most
prolific Potato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 155., bags included.
To be had genuine of THORNHILL & DICKSON, Lawrence

Hill Nurseries; and No. 1, Wine Street. Bristol.

rpHEFLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.—This excellent
-*- variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being
more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-
vation. It was raised in Middleton, and mav be had genuine in
any quantity atSs. per bushel of 56 lbs.—Apply to Jons Hollaxd,
Bradshnv Gardens. Middleton, near Manchester.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middleton, Lancashire,

SUTTON'S SHORT SCO LIST.

SUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST, containing onto)

tkc moat desirable sorts, wilt be tent pott jrcc
)

in

return, for one penny postage draft or rea ipt stamp.
Sutton & Sons, Seed Grower :

,
Ite r. i i

.

HKNDLK'S PRICE CURRENT am. GARDEN
i DIRECTORY for 1055 is now published, price Gd.

To he had, of all /InoHc/feru, <<v<l from.

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, PlymoutJi

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN'S NEW PRR i D
CATALOGUE can be had by post. American Plantn,

Coniforoo, Orohldea, Stovo and Greenhouse Planut, Fruit Trees,
&e. A separate List of Garden and PIowci Seed

Albion Nut'Hcrv. Stoke Nowinpfnn, fiondon.

BASS and iJROWN'S SK\A) and PLANT LIST
fob 1865, Kent free by post for three penny staroj

77, contains as usual a large, number of (he most attrac-

tive and popular new articles, with much descriptive aud
useful information.
Tho AUTUMN PLANT LIST also for three penny stamps.
Bass & Brown, Seed and Horticultural Estiblirthmcnt,

Sudbury, Suffolk.

PRICED NURSERY CATALOGUES.

A PAUL and SON will be happy to forward the
• following priced Nursery CAT' LOGUES in return for

one postage stamp each:—A, ROBBs; B, OnsTAWtNTAL TbeBS
and Conifi:rs; C, FnuiT Trees; I>, H i v< BOUS Plants; F,
Greenhouse Plants, &c .; G, Sef.ds; II, HoLLXaotiW J

Bulbs.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

NEW CAULIFLOWER.
\V'AI'IK^ " ALMA," fur mperior to W,
> * iroi

.

-fked KtUbliftliment, Ihl, JHgf*
Ilolbom, London.

EARLY DANIEL 0'«OUKKE PEAS.

J"
G. WA1TE bega to inform lh<

'!

v • >'''• '.<<
.. rortblj r*Iiu

can Ij'r bad on i

' -t, 181, High Holbot

t^ARLY WHITE HELD r>',.
i

I

and Id a )j(-l.

G

COLOEN DROP GREEN FLESH MELoT^

TV'HJJAM WOOD • ig to inform tli^ir

* * Frlendfl and the Public that •

i ie .
I

, 14, ' liurcbyard, BMfa, who will

COLDEN DROP CKEErJ^FLESHED U.l

TCHARTRES ami CO. have a limited quantity oC
. rhirb tbrr exn -

. :nd. It ir> ol

If, 1».

;

T OUIS VAN HOUTTE'S SEED CATALOGUE
-L* is to be had at Mr. R. SILBERKAD'S, 5, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, London.

LfRUlT TRh.ES, FOKEttT TREES, EVERURtliN
*- SHRUBS, &c. Catalogues of the above may be had on
application to William Babratt, Wakefield.

fgg" A quantity of fine Transplanted Whi te Thorns.

ROBERT KENNEDY, Agent fop Messrs. Platz and
' Son, Seed Growers, Erfurt, basm asure in announcing

be has received their Catalogue of Bfowei and Vegetabba Seeds
for the trade for 1S55, which abountfe with new articles of great
interest, and will be 'for.W'iGMtfdj per post, on application to

R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory*, Covent Garden, London.
P.S. Also, IX. Kennedy's General Catalogue of British and

Foreign Ferns forwarded on receipt of sis postage stamps.

MEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.

MR. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds,
begs to announce that a Descriptive Catalogue of his

beautiful new Shrubby Calceolarias is now ready, and may be
had upon prepaid application.

Very choice Calceolaria and Pansy Seed, 2a. 6:7. per packet.
Postage stamps are respectfully requested in payment of the. seeds.

pAREY TYSO'S CATALOGUE of FLORISTS'
v-' FLOWERS for 1S55 may be had post free for two labels;

TREATISE on RANUNCULUS for eight labels; ditto on
ANEMONE for four labels.

RANUNCULUSES, 100 splendid named sorts, 405. to £4

„ 23 superb seedling ditto ... 1 10

„ 100 fine mixtures ... from Ss. to 10
DOUBLE ANEMONES, 50 fine named sorts, 10s. to 13
IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS,—Asters, Balsams, Stocks,

Larkspurs, Poppies, Zinnias, &c, in named assortments, 2s. Gd.

each. Ranunculus and Anemone Seeds, 2s. Gd. per packet.

C. Tvso's sovereign assortments of IS select Ranunculus, and
IS choice Anemones, postage free for 21s.—Wallingford, Berks.

HEELER and~SON ,S SHORT SELECT SEED
LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest etidea-

vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of

the very best quality and true to name ; aud as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.

IJ*"fi are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters arid renewed
orders from those toe had the honour of serving last year; and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully

solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given
us a trial,—J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

\XJ JDRUMMOND and SONS' NEW JJESCR1P-
VV • T1VE CATALOGUE, containing select varieties only,

of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and may
be had post free on receipt of one postage stamp. This Catalogue
will, at a glance, furnish the Gardener with all the necessary
material for drawing out bis Seed List correctly aud without
trouble. In reference to it the Gardeners' Chronicle remarks:

—

" It is simple, short, and one of the best we have seen. They
are pursuing the sensible course we have so often insisted upon
for the sake of both buyer and seller;" and this opinion has been
cordially responded to by all our old and many new customers.
W. Drummonp & Sons' Seed and Troplcmeut Warehouse, Stirling.

pONQUEROR OF THE V. -; I^ A 1 ning 12 y^fd Kstds of
Cucnmber, which for

|

I free, mi re* tampc, adVdntoted U>
Jambs Lakk,

'

Sec, Brldgem

GENUINE SEEDS.
TAMES CHARTRES and CO. beg to inform

f-^ patrons and purchasers of Seeds generally
vailed stock is now arrant,'*":'!. -»nd they e -t early
Orders, as many choice articles are deficient In qaur
season. A Catalog^-- ' upon applies!

Seed Warehouse, : Street

GENUINE S?EDS.
VHE MEMBERS OF THE '-SEfcD GROWERS
JL SOCIETY," continne to snnplv g^nnine .'.^HR ULTL'IiAL,
VEGETABLE and FLOWEi: SEED.-; at Gravers pnet*.
Lists with price and terms of business maybe ha..

to the Secretary, John Ho&s, •) in., 1 Essex.

IPOMCZA RUBRO C/ERULEA.
GEORGE ROBERTS begs to acquaint the Seed

Trade that lie can supply tbe above choice seed at .

siderable reduction on the prices of past years.
3:?, Moorgate Street, London.

TO THE TRADE.

J
ROY. Jun., Seedsman, Aberdeen, has pot 1a band

• a consignment of 35 bales of very superior C
The bales weigh about 1 £ cwt. each. Price fonrarcV';

YEWS FOR HEDCES.
EDWARD SANG and SONS, Kirkaldy. have for

sale, at a low price, a large quantity of fine L<

once, twice, and three times transplanted, in various siz

12 to 30 inches high.

TT ta:s"TEDj FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.—
* T Liverpool V ..

PINE APPLES. 21bs. and above... . ' 5

CUCUMBERS, each 25.6c'.. . Is.

ASPARAGUS, per hundred 5a, 7;. Gd
Other kinds in like prop: :

.

Forward Immediately to GEORGE TAY
Fecit Sai'shak. St. John's Market. Li- -7 --

AM ERICAN PLANTS.
] OHN "WATERER begs to announce that he has

'-' published a new Catalogue of bis Rhododendrons. £-c, as
exhibited by him in the Gardens of the Royal Botanic Society,

Regent's Park, London. It describes the colours of all tlie

Rhododendrons considered worthy of cultivation, with a Treatise
on tbeir successful management, and may be had by enclosing !

two postage stumps.
The American Nursery. Bagsbot, Surrey, near Famborougb

j

Station, South-Western Railway.

AMERICAN PLANTS.— A Descriptive Priced!
£*- CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for

the coming season is just published, and may be had by enclosing
|

two stamps for postage. As everything in the way of American .

Plants is grown to an unequ^led extent at this Nursery, intending
|

purchaserswould do well to provide themselves with this Caralotrue.
,

WATRRER and GODFREY, Nephews and? Successor:
late Hosea Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

CIDER APPLES.
VT'AXTED. a few dozen Strong Standard CIDER
» » APPLES, amongst them the COCKAGEE: afc

Standard PERRY PEARS. Any one b :

above to part with, may hear of a pure"

G. Wyatt. Nurseryman, Seedsman, &c. High Street, J

Oxon.

\\ 'ANTED to Purchase 150,000 three yearV Tracs-
*V planted QUICKWOOD.—Address, cash price, to Mr. J.

Nicholson, 4S, Lowgate, HuUv ^^_^_
TO THE TRADE.—SEEDLING BEECH.

TTriLLIAM TAYLOR, NuBSKRntAK and Seedsman,
V ' " Cupar, Fi'e, hasA offer 100,000 one-year Seed

verv fine. Price mav^re had on apnlication.—Seed V.'^r

Cross, Cupar, Fife. Feb. 3.
*

TO BE SOLD, at Prices that will be sure to grre

satisfaction, 10.000 STRONG CI. "

sorts, viz.:—Red and White Dutch, - Blact
Naples, Wilmotfs Superb Red. Champaign and 1

Also a quantity of strong qw l

best sorts, Fastolriand other Raspberries, S id Pears,

and a quantity of prime S«
- -

sorts-—For further particulars, apply to James Lahb, 5
man, Bridge^ater.

FRUIT TREES. SURPLUS STCCK.
Apples. Peass. Plct?. Cb:" es,

rPO BE SOLD. aranyrsasDnableorlerjforthe purpose
-* ofclearinc^ I, several hna *s,"com-
prising "Winter Xelis. Gracilis, Williams* T '-

a "Jl --. Hazel,
Summer, Portu^^.'. :.'e-.i—J .

-. : or ^ :-.:-.-

z

:.~.

400 "Wellington and Qaarrinton les -

Magnum Bonum Plums. oO Drfke Cir.-assia_T and Morel]
Cwerrits. A.: :'-;-:':-

: :: -=-?-r;' r~'~'
into full bearing. 10,O0C RiS=man Gooseberry Plants, from lto
4 years old, and 2£ ] large B 1 Currants, 2 ye^rs old.

: ther the
rQiorHoiinstowftaUcnsofiheSonthWesternRailwax*
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VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

PETER LAWSON and SON beg leave to intimate

to their English customers and the public that they are

prepared to supply from their London establishment assortments

of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS of superior quality, com-

prising all the esteemed standard sorts and those recently intro-

duced. They will he happv to seed Catalogues on application.

P L. & Son have also to intimate that they will shortly issue

their LIST of AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, all of which have

been carefully saved from the most select stocks.

Liberal arrangements will be made for the carriage of their

seeds to all quarters.
PETER LAWSON and SON,

Queen's Seedsmen, Wood Foresters, &c, for Scotland, and to

the Highland and Agricultural Society, 27, Great George Street,

Westminster, London.

LYNCH'S STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER.
—This might with propriety be called the Champion of the

West, for it has won 11 prizes at different Horticultural Exhibi-

tions. It is a seedling raised by Mr. Lynch, the well-known

Gardener to the Right Hon. the Earl of St. Germans, Lord Lieu-

tenant of Ireland. He has grown it for several years, and has

beaten everything that lias been put in competition with it,

including all the newest and most recently introduced varieties.

We have purchased the whole stock, having given a very large

sum for all the seeds in his possession, and it is now for the first

time sent out: those who want a good flavoured, prolific, and

prize Cucumber, we would recommend to obtain a packet of the

It is a first-rate winter fruit, and, with careful man age-

onent, can be had in 'perfection all the year round. It is

most prolific, and bears two fruit on every joint, and as

many as 42 have been counted on a single plant in a tub

from 5 to 22 inches in length. The fruit is quite round,

like the barrel of a gun, and free from any ribs or rough-

ness on the shin. It has a short handle, and is in every

way calculated to beat any other sort in cultivation. The

spines are white, and they stand out in the most prominent

way. TJie stock is very limited.

Three seeds, per packet, Is.Gd.
j
Five seeds, per packet, 2s. Gd.

TJie following is an official account of the number of

Prizes won by Mr. Lynch, in competition with all the best

Gardeners and the best varieties in the neighbourhood

:

—
"Royal Devon and Cornwall Horticultural Society, Nov. 11,1854.

" Dear Sib,—The prizes awarded you for your Cucumber are

as follows
1852.—Sept. 9th, First Prize
1853.—June 8th, Second Prize

„ Sept. 8th, First Prize
1854.—June 1st, First Prize

„ Sept. 9th, First Prize

In all, 10 Prizes.
" I remain, dear sir, yours truly,

"Nathaniel J. Easton, Hon. Sec.
" Mr. R. Lynch, Gardener to Earl of St, Germans, Port Eliott."

WM. E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

1851.—May 15tb, First Prize

„ July 17th. Extra Prize

„ Sept. 4th, First Prize
1852.—May 27th, First Prize

„ July 22d, First Prize

SUPERB LATE WHITE BROCCOLI—" EMPEROR."

EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock
• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-

deners, Thorngunibald, near Hull, begs to announce that he is

prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. 6d. each. This
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of
the Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the
EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into use before
it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from
15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three
weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the
best price of any other in the Hull market, where" it is well
known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
around London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the

Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow a flat to stand

for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, producing
heads from IS lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the
stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in
packets at 2s. Gd. each.

Each may be had of Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152,

Fleet Street; and Messrs. Hurst & M 'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London. Also of the Advertiser, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS,
OR CHINESE SUGAR CANE.

(See Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 30th, 1854.)

MR. JOHN HENDERSON, formerly of the firm
of John A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, London,

has the honour to announce that he is prepared to supply Gentle-

men, Amateurs, and Professionals, with seed of this most valuable
and estimable plant.

As the Dioscorea Batatas seems well adapted to make good any
deficiency arising from failure in the Potato crops, so this appears
admirably calculated to meet many wants of the present day. That
it may be used for the purposes of distillation, and may therefore

preserve the grain of the country, is not less certain than that

the leaf and stem (after the saccharine matter has been extracted)

contain a large amount of fibre, of such a nature as can be em-
ployed in the manufacture of every kind of paper. In both these

points, as well as in many others, this plant demands the atten-

tion of every Gardener and Amateur throughout the country;
the more so as from the necessity that at present exists for the
production of fibres that may be used in paper manufacture a due
remuneration may be fairly expected by growers, even after the

plant has, so to speak, paid itself by the saccharine matter
extracted from it.

Mr. Henderson hopes, in a few days, to have ready for the

press a more lengthened account of this plant, as well as a com-
plete statement of the latest experiments in connection with the

Dioscorea Batatas. As there are many varieties of the Holcus
W. J. H. can only be responsible for seed forwarded by himself,

which he is prepared to do in sealed packets, at 1$., 2s. Gd., 5s.,

and 10s., according to quantity.
Orders to be accompanied with a remittance to Mr. John

Henderson, Kingskerswell, Newton Abbot, South Devon.
P.S. Price to the Trade can be had on application.

PAGE'S PRODIGY PEA,
THREE SHILLINGS & SIXPENCE PER QUART.

AGE AMD CO. can now supply the above, and beg to refer to Mr. James Duncan's letter of May 14, with

Dr. Lindley's remarks^ in the Gardeners' Chronicle of May 20, 1854 :

—

Prodigy Pea. I have found it an admirable variety for cultivating
on the beds of the large fruit house at this place, and I consider
it well adapted either for pot or frame culture, or for growing at
the bottom of fruit-tree walls, where a protection could readily
be afforded it from the inclemency of the weather." James Duncan,
Basing Park, May 14. [The Prodigy was covered with small pods,
containing on an average four Peas each, while the pods on the
Longpod had scarcely formed, and of course contained no Peas
fit for use.]

" Seeds of this very dwarf and early variety were obtained

from Messrs. Page & Co., of Oxford Street, Southampton, whose
name it bears, and were sown side by side with many others the

first week of December last. It has proved equally early as the

Frame and Danecroft Rival, and much more so than the Longpod
and Uwarf, to which it bears some resemblance, hut it differs from

that variety in the leaves being somewhat smaller and the plant

of a more dwarf habit. I send raw specimens of both sorts to

show their difference, and the precocity and prolific habit of the

No 1. A Complete Collection of Garden Seeds ... £3 0s. Od.

2. Do. do. do. 2

., 3. Do. do. do. j 15
"

4. Do, do. do 15

Pine Double Tuberoses, 4s. per dozen.

FINEST MIXED PERMANENT PASTURE and LAWN GRASSES, not to be surpassed in the Trade; and it is with

pleasure Her Majesty's beautiful grounds at Osborne Palace, the Southampton Parks, &c. can be referred to.

No. 1. 100 packets of Beautiful Flower Seeds .

„ 2. 50 do. do. do.

„ 3. 25 do, do. do.

„ 4. 12 Hardy Annuals

£1 5s. Od.

15
8
10

Offices and Warehouses, 37 & 38, Oxford Street, adjoining Eadley's Hotel,
(ONE MINUTE'S "WALK FROM THE RAILWAY AND DOCKS) AND

58, Above Bar, Southampton.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought

forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given

fiom numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTRACTS:-
" One of the fields of tliis farm, theproperty of Mrs. Stanbury,

was planted with RegeDts Potatoes in Aptil last, some of which

were prepared by you. The result now id, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared seis is thoroughly diseased, and hardly

worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of

preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others ; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth

the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and

I intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from the Smut.
"G. B. Baxter.

" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 23, 1S54."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
<• Sir,—I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared hy Mr. Jaceson,

were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the

directions sent by him along with them as to distance between

the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;

I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of

large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-

pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of

them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a

great boon.—I am, &c, John Shanks,
"Forester, Kildrurnmy Castle.

" Kildrurnmy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1S54."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,

without any manure, in ground where for several years I have
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the !

same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
j

next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great

astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 of the others, or about

25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.
" T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.

"Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1854."

BANKS' NEW SEEDLING FUCHSIAS FOR 1855-
V\J J. EPPS begs to state that he has purchased
» V • the following Seedling Fuchsias, raised by that celebrated

grower, E. Banks, Esq., of Sholden Lodge, Deal; they were the
first selection from his splendid hatch of Seedlings of 1854, and
have been thoroughly proved. They are distinct, rich, and the
'greatest advance upon any of the kinds known, and cannot fail to
give the highest satisfaction.

CLIMAX.— (named by Mr. Banks.)—Tube stout, sepals very
broad reflex, with a pretty curve or half circle, the points of the
petals touching the seed vessel; colour, rich velvety crimson—
the corolla is very large, of a splendid violet blue and great sub-
stance : habit, robust, and blooms particularly free. 75. Gd.

FAIRY QUEEN.— Very distinct and striking, immense
bloomer, beautiful waxy white tube and sepals, tinged with
lemon; long well-proportioned flower; corolla large, and of a
very rich plum colour puce. 7s. Gd.

GRAND SULTAN.—A veiy noble flower, and will be many
years before it is equalled; beautiful foliage, and first-rate for
exhibiting; flowers large, very stout, sepals reflex, similar to
the Turn Cap Lily, and of avery rich crimson colour; corolla
large, and very dark velvety purple. 7s. Gd.

MAID OF KENT.—This Fuchsia is pronounced by the fol-
lowing judges, viz., Mr. Edwards, Secretary to the Floricultural
Society; Mr. Barnes, of Camden Nursery; Mr. Todd, of Sutton,
to be the prettiest and most distinct Fuchsia yet raised; habit,
dense and bushy, producing great clusters of pretty reflexed
blooms, of great substance, very clear waxy white, with, a rich:

plum-coloured puce corolla, and exceedingly striking. 10s. Gd.

BEAUTY OF THE BOWER.—A very rich and perfect
formed flower, scarlet tube and sepals, which reflex over the
tube, displaying a beautiful dark purple corolla of great sub-
stance : habit, perfect. 7s. Gd.

OMER PACHA.—A large and well-proportioned flower, with
dark crimson tube and sepals : corolla, intensely dark velvety
purple : habit, excellent and very graceful. 7s. Gd.

The Set will be sent out in April.—Strong Plants, at 42s.
The usual discount to the Trade where three of each are taken.
Agent:

—

Hurst and M' Mullen, Seed Merchants, Leadenhall
Street, London.—Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

SPRUCE FIRS from 6 to 9 feet high, well-rooted
and quite safe to remove, being well adapted for screens,

filling up old plantations, or for immediate effect.

FINE BEECH fit for hedges or plantations, 6 feet and up-
wards.

G. "Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster, Wilts, having a
surplus stock of the above, is disposed to sell them on extremely
moderate terms, which may be obtained on application.

G. W. has a good stock of SCOTCH FIRS, 2 to 3 feet, a large
stock ofRHODODENDRON suitable for cover in woods, planta-
tions, drives, &c, from 1 foot and upwards, with fine strong
American Azaleas, at very moderate prices.

SEEDLING CALCEOLARIA, raised from the finest spotted
kinds, will be sent carriage free on receipt of a Post Office Order?

for the amount, at 30s. per 100. Perdoz.
BULBS of TIGRIDIA PAVONIA, Red Tiger Flower... 2

„ „ CONCHIFLORA, Yellow ditto 4

„ „ WHEELEKI, Scarlet ditto ... 4
Carriage free for cash.

CUCUMBERS, first-rate.—THE KING, a very handsome
Black Spine, and Ingram's Hybrid White Spine, a most prolific

kind, both approved and esteemed sorts, at Is. per packet.

—

G. Wheeler, Warminster, Feb. 3.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON AND SON will

commence sending out plants in April next of their new
Seedling Fuchsias, with white Corollas, both double and single,

and some others with blue, violet, and variegated Corollas*

(For description and price see back No. of this Journal for Jan.
27th, 1855), or a printed list will be sent free by post on applica-

tion ; and a coloured plate of three of the varieties will he sent
post free on receipt of six postage stamps.

QUEEN VICTORIA. I EMPRESS EUGENIE.
PRINCE ALBERT. RAFFAELLE.
MRS. STORY. LADY OE THE LAKE.
RANUNCULIFLORA. WATER NYMPH.
PERRUGINO. 1 BANKS'S FAVOURITE.
The entire stock of all Seedling Fuchsias distinguished with

a white Corolla were purchased for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS
of the late W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon, who
succeeded in introducing this great novelty. And in consequence of
an advertisement which appeared a few weeks back in the Gardeners7

Chronicle from Messrs Lucombe, Pince, & Co., of Exeter, offering

two new Fuchsias similar in character to those purchased of Mr.
Story, and after a written communication with that gentleman
(who was then confined to his bed by illness) it was thought
necessary for one of the firm to make further inquiries about
them, and in consequence Mr. Andrew Henderson went to
Exeter and Newton, when he was informed by a jobbing
gardener at Newton that he had received Seven Pounds for
them alter (as the said jobbing gardener stated) he had been
offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, but whose
name or address he did not know.

Messrs. E.G. H. & Son think the above explanations necessary
in consequeuce of a great number of their customers having
ordered them at higher prices than those quoted. This reduction
is made in consequence of information which they have received
that leaves no doubt on their minds but that those to be sent out
by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co. are similar in character t

the above.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, February 3.

Sold by Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Keenan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two,

Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

NOTICE.
EDWARD TILEY having received several letters

wishing to know if his new seedling " Champion Kidney ,f

Potato is the same as the one advertised by Mr. Joseph Wilson:
of Ipswich, under the name of " The Early Champion Ashleaf,"
begs to say that it is not, for he purchased the whole stock from
the Grower, who obtained it in the first instance from the seed of
the Potato Apple, and has never parted with any of the produce
but to Mm. E. T. feels confident that it will give the greatest
satisfaction to all purchasers who may favour him with orders
for the same.

TILEY'S SEEDLING POTATO—THE CHAMPION
KIDNEY.—Never before sent out.

This Potato bears a great resemblance to that fine old Potato,

the Ashleaf Kidney; it possesses the following good qualities

over the Ashleaf. If planted at the same time it will be ten days
earlier, all the sets always vegetate well, and do not die off in the
ground as the Ashleaf does; 2 pecks of seed will produce a
greater weight of Potatoes than 3 pecks of the Ashleaf. It is

quite equal to that in flavour, and is eatable during the whole
winter. Sets that have had the shoots broken off five or six

times during the spring will vegetate again as if it had been the
first shoot. About twenty Gentlemen and Gardeners who had
seed to plant last season have assured me that they never before

grew any Potato to equal it, and should continue to grow it as a
first early Potato. Numerous orders have been already received
from persons who saw It growing during the last summer. It

has been grown and thoroughly proved for the last four years,

and found to be less liable to disease than any other Potato that

has been grown. Out of 25 sacks grown this season there was
not a single diseased Potato among them.

Sold in quantities of not less than 1 peck ; they will be sent
Hamper and Package free, at 5s. Gd. per peck, or 4 pecks for 11.,

hamper free. A remittance in cash must accompany all orders,

or small amounts in penny postage stamps. Purchasers would
do well to name the nearest railway station to their residence.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, & Florist,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.
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CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.

rCOLB hvw to offer a few dozen of hla un-

• bloomod Seedling HEBBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS
from liIiM-linin- ului-lt ;

limy H-e.ni 1.!m mlinlrai I all wllO 10,11

1(h , im [,,,,1 mii 'i'. They are nol pottod off, n r.u strong

enoiiBli for largo OO-slzcd potn. The Seed ffftHHavod from Holoctcd

stork' carefully Impregnated. .(. C. offerB thorn al d*, por dozen,

Ji3B« por hundred. A remittance solicited from unknown cor

roBpondontu, Koyflold Nnraory, Bt.Alban'H, [lorto.

J"
oilN 1I0U.ANU run supply, iu Htron« plants, the

heaviest Lancashire Bliow GOOSEIJEHttlES (named), of

BXcollont flavour, and largo stlzo, at 6s. poi* dozon, on receipt oi

p0H l ojiic dor, payable to John LIqm>ani>, Bradahaw Oavdi n I

Hlddlnton, near Mancheiitor,

GENERAL SEED ESTABLISHMENT, NORTHAMPTON.
John JEYES I>orh leave to Inform his Patrons and

FrlendB that '"'" gonoral ittoolc of Seoda Is now complete, and

i iu, i lie niiiili fool obliged by tliolr early orders. Ho ban a good

BUpplyof all thoso vorions B l
L

* bin QBtabll il nl I in i long boon

cerebrated tor, such o.b MatohloHH Cabbage, ImporlalGon Lot! ,

Conqueror Pea, Blood Rod Boet, Dwarf Prolific Bean. Bnow'a

Groon Cos Lottuco, do. Broccoli, Northampton Markot Broccoli

j

Glanl Aiipniiif.ii ;, flee. Ac.

KHUBAHU UOOTSforFOJICMNfJ or I'LA NTIN<;.
_atrr.nr ( -year planted roots of U V ATT'8 VICT* ifilA

ami LINNAEUS, MITCHELL'S ROYAL ALBERT, at 6s. pec

do/,.; BOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT, 12s. por dozen. This Is

n larger varloty than the Victoria, and la extensively cultivated

i,bout Manohflfltor. Prico to tlm trmhi <>i" tlm iilmvp, ]>rr too or

lOOO.on application to Mnsaita. J. MYATT and SONS.
Manor Farm, Deptford. Fob. 8. _______

CHEAP AND GOOD (' I N K It A IU A S.- -

Imii«> tiuwcrinjT plants from Tumor's bast i d in largo

co tnui 18 pots, [ustcoming Into bloom, at from 1 .. to 3s. per dozon.

Also fluo plants of named varlotlos, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.

B, Herbert. (Vdela Villlers, Garland, Conntellatlon, Lady h.

Campbrll, Katu K^arnny, Flora M'lvor, Gtolle dfl Venus, &c,
,. L i 9a, ,„., ,!,,., m. Wood & Ingram, Nursorlofl, Huntingdon.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
GEORGtt UAKBK'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOG UK off AMERICAN PLANTS. &c., as exhibited by
liiru in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's l'ark, may be bud

by incloslm; two postage stumps.

G. B. begs to call attention to Ins fino stock of Woeping
llollies, Oonlfbroua Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American

NursSE?] Wi-dleshexo, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines

Station, South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be

obtained. ____

CHARLES SMARPE and CO., Seed Growers,
bog most respectfully to invite the attention of the Trade to

their very superior stocks of Carrot, Mangold Wurzel, and
Turnip Seeds, all of which havo beeu carefully grown by them-
selves. Pfices may bo had on application.

DIOSCOREA JAPONICA.
C. S. & Co., havo received from abroad a quantity of Hoots of

the above, and will bo glad to supply the Trade. Prices on
application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.

SNOW'S SUPERB BROCCOLI.—Every seed new
and trno. Sealed packet, Is.

;
per oz., 3s. ;

pound bags for

the trade on liberal terms.

GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM.—Unequalled for size,

doublencss, and colour ; C classes, 'is. ; mixed, Is. ; sealed packets
with culture.

DOUBLE 1I0LLYII0CKS from noble flowers. Sealed
packet, Is.

Stamps or P.O. orders to George Glenny, Horticultural agent,

Dungannon House. Fulham. Sales, valuations, &c, attended;

Ground Laid Out, Rockwork, Ornamental Water, &c, planned
and executed.

POLYANTHUS SEED.
JAMES "WOODS'has again this year to offer a quantity

of POLYANTHUS SEED, saved with more than ordinary

care, from named and good laced flowers, which he can recom-
mend with confidence, having had numerous Testimonials from
different parts of the Kingdom of good and valuable flowers

being raised from his seed. He will be able to send seed to grow
300 plants, with directions for sowing. Price Is. per packet, cr

tent free, on receipt of 13 postage stamps to James Woods
Florist, Harwich, Essex.
P.S. Plants ot Polyanthus will be sent out in April, with blooms
m each plant, with name or otherwise, from Gd. to 3s. Gd.

ier plant.

J. W. has a small quantity of Auricula Seed, saved from a fine

ollectlon of Alpines, at Is. per packet as above.

WILD'S IPSWICH STANDARD CUCUMBER,
the best in the world for Table, Market, or Exhibition,

!s. 6J, per packet.
Extract of a Letter from a Subscrirer.—"As'to Cucmu-

iers, I have four varieties now in bearing, but the ' Ipswich
Standard 1 eclipses the lot. I am now (11th January), cutting
plendid fruit 14 to IS inches long, coming up to your standard of
2 diameters in every stage of their growth, viz., at 1*2 inches
ragi inch diameter; at IS inches, 1£ inch. I have no hesita-
ion in saying that your Cucumber is a perfect beauty, and the
est doing one I ever saw. P.S. I will send you a specimen
hortly, which 1 would thank you to send to Dr. Lindley."
Semi-double PRIMULA SINENSIS, iu five colours, the best
ver seen, 2s. Gd. per packet.
" My opinion of them is that they are not only the best that
ave yet been obtaiued, but possess a new character in the
elvety substance of their petals."—Mr. D. Beaton.

Ageut, Mr. CnAS. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.
Thomas Wild, Ipswich,

rWO new CUCUMBERS—"SIR COLIN CAMP-
BELL" and "GENERAL CANROBERT."—For the full

Ascription of the above two unequalled Cucumbers, and the
ist of EDWARD TILE\"S Collection of Cucumbers and
[elons, which have all beeu thoroughly proved, see Advertise-
ient and Cut in the Gardeners' Chronicle of January 13, 1S55.
Sir Colin Campbell Ss. Gd. per packet.
General Canrobert 3 G
packet of either of the Melons mentioned iu the" former

dvertisement will he given to the Purchaser of the above two
ucumbers. A remittance in cash or penny postage stamps
ust accompany every order, and the whole or any part (as the
ise may be) will be immediately forwarded.
EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florisr,

., Abb.-y i. Imrc.h Yard. Path. SomrTSOt shire.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, ROCKETS, SEEDS, ETC.
1MLLIAM CHATER'S descriptive list of his superb

HOLLYHOCKS, containing hints on their culture and ob-
rvations on exhibiting, &c, may be had on application by
iclosmg a postage stamp. Packets of seed, consisting of 20
irmtles, selected from the best show flowers, 5s.; 12 varieties
brf.

;
and from good double sorts, Is.

A ery superior Quilled German Asters, 12 distinct varieties,
parate, '2s., mixed Is. per packet. Also Choice French Asters,
varieties, separate, 3s., mixed, Is. Gd. Fine Quilled AfricAn

angolds, lemon and orange, Gd. per packet.
New Double Crimson ROCKET, excellent bedding plant fornng fl0Wenng, 6s. per dozen, or 2?. per 100. Double French
nite, 4s. per dozen, or 30s. per 100.

Saffron Walden Nursery, February 3.

GODFREY'S BLACK SPINE.
Hl'i.K ufD AVDFnOI I

' IttKH,

Wood a.,ii [NGEAM beg to offer eedi >,\ the
above Ijoautlful carle ty, ' olour, n

with a very flno bloom i i i i
'

i

produces In great abundant
conl n '

.•.<.. is.GU

W, oi I, \rlli bo nappy to refer an ,
pi

i on

Informntli
i poctl i tin arloty to three oi fl in

Gentlemen ' tenors iruo bs " ,; •
'

I

II to any
..llnr.

London Agonts: Bfossrs< Hunst & W1&
Btrnob

i i,
. | :.i ... the folle In

packeta, i ouch, containing 12 end i

u I. . . II...... Mn.'.r'iBlon 1
1'

Barnes's E oai nought
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fmpro
Mnnchc itoi Hoi >,
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,
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picket] ei 'i al 10 l d pi c 100.

. VI . and Co. ci ipplj rtEA BATATA
advortli ad
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I

! arly application 1 1 requc it* d, a I bi

in limited.

Catalogues of Kitchen Garden. I lowoi i; ond Acrlculturn
may be had on application. Prices If desired! I

Cuoumber and Melon 8ei tl i oe Advertlsomeni ol Di i
. si ]

i

Diirilhiu u Dowu Nurserlew, Bristol, I ob. 3.

HOLLYHOCKS.
fOHN CHATEU am. SON offer the following New
O and Choice HOLLYHOCKS in Potsal 18s. per dozen,
included; Ponrpro deTyre, Yellow Model, Snflranotj Duke of

Rutland fni-w), Penelope, Swansdown, Clem, Lady Braybrooke,
SpGctahllis, white Periectlon, Blaclc Prince (new), King oJ R

Raphael, Napoleon, MiiKiiiun Bonum, &c.
Also the following strong ground RooU, 7s. Bd. per dozen >-

Queen, Bella Donna, Elcgans, Brilliant, Mann Ion, Mrs. Rui bII,

Venosa rubra, Obscura, Aurantia, Purpurea elcgans, Flower oi

the Day, Marchioness of IJrcadalbane, Queen of England, nnd
Modol of Porfectlon,
New CriniRon Rockets, 6s. per dozen; Double White do., 85.

per dozon, 20s. per 100.
Hollyhock Seed, in packets containing 200 seeds, Is. Gd. ;

400, 2s. Gd.; warranted from best flowers. Choice Pansy, 1*. per
packet. Sweet William, Gd.

Descriptive Catalogues may be had on application to J. CnATEr.
& Son, Haverhill, Suffolk.— Post Office Orders payable at
Haverhill.

CRASS SEEDS.
SUTTON'S GRASS SEEDS (Carriage Free).

NATURAL GRASS SEEDS FOR PERMANENT
PASTURES, separate or mixed, expressly to suit the soil.

— Messrs. Sutton and Sons having for many years paid
especial attention to the examination of Natural Pastures, and
the collecting of the Grasses which thrive in the various soils of
Great Britain and Ireland, are enabled to supply the sorts and
quantities of Seeds, varied to suit the soil for which they are
intended. The cost will vary from 24s. to 30s. per acre,
according to the sorts and quantities the soil requires.
FINE LAWN GRASS SEEDS, for making New or improving

Old Lawns, price Is, per pound, 2s. Gd. per gallon, or 20s.

per bushel. For forming new Lawns, 2A bushels, or 50 lbs., is

the quantity required per acre.

FINE GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS FOR IMPROVING
OLD PASTURES (Sutton's Renovating Mixture). Quantity
required per acre, 8 lbs. to 12 lbs. price 9d. per lb.

N.B. /( will he seen above that we have greatly re-

duced the -prices of our Grass Scedx this season, especially

the fine Lawn Seeds and " Sutton's Renovating Mixture"

for improving Meadows and Pastures ; and we doubt not

that our liberal charges will induce a more general prac-

tice of sowing our superior kinds of Grass Seeds.

Sutton & Sonv, Seed Growers. Reading. Berks.

R PARKER begs to offer the following CHOICE
• SEEPS, all of which are warranted new and true to name:

GODFREY'S (BLACK SPINE) CUCUMBER, the finest

variety in cultivation, packets containing 12 seeds Is. Gd.

Also the following esteemed varieties ot CUCUMBERS and
MELONS, in packets containing 12 seeds, at Is. each :

—

CUCUMBERS.
Henderson's Black Spine
Improved Patrick.
Walker's Long Rambler.
Manchester Prize.

Hunter's Prolific.

Superlative Improved.
Cuthill's Black Spine.
Ohio Squasha Custard Gourd, 'Gd.

Antirrhinum, from named flower;

MELONS.
Victory of Bath.
Beechwood.
Bromham Hall.
Canteloupe.
Duke of Bedford.
Golden Perfection (extra fine).

Scarlet Flesh (Anderson's).

per packet.
Gd.

Calceolaria, from fine varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. „
Hollyhock, from fine named varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. ..

Lilium giganteum, the most distinct and noble species of the
genus, packets containing 20 seeds. 2s. Gd.
*«* A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELON,
GOLDEN DROP GREEN FLESH.

EDWARD TILEY having purchased the vdiole of
Messrs. Wood & Son's stock of Seeds of the above-uamed

Melon, can with confidence recommend it to all growers
of that splendid fruit. It has been thoroughly proved by an
eminent Melon grower, and declared by all who have seen and
tasted it to be one of the fin est-flavoured Melons yet grown.
It is a very beautiful colourwhen ripe, skin vary thin, flesh firm
and solid, aud of a most superior melting and delicious flavour.

Free setter and prolific bearer. It possesses a great advanLage
over others in its exceedingly handsome appearance when placed
upon a table or on the stall of a fruit salesmen, and for exhibition
this Melon will be the favourite.

THE KING, Superb Scarlet Flesh Melon.—This is a yariety
very much wanted, and which has for some time past been
neglected, but is now becoming iu great request : such being the
case, Edward Tiley has just procured a stock of this most
superb Hybrid Scarlet Flesh Melon, which he can recommend
with as gieat confidence as those before sent out by him, and
which have all given the greatest satisfaction to the public.

Each of the above varieties may be bad in packets containing
six seeds, Is. 6rf. per packet.
The following fine varieties of Melons can he highly recom-

mended, and are all warranted true:

—

The Queen Is. ;
Beechwood ...

A packet of the Golden Drop and one of the King Melon, and
one packet of any other variety mentioned vrill be forwarded,
post free, on receipt of Ss. Gd, in cash or penny postage stamps.
Edward Tilky, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist, 1-4,

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset

Bromham Hall ... Is.

Incomp.".r.ible ... Is.

Golden Ball ... Is.

Golden Perfection... ... Is.

Bowood ... Is.

Victors- of Bath ... Is.

Camerton Court ... .. Is.

Chichester Prize ... ... Is.

"Windsor Prize
Emperor
Fleming's Hybrid Persian
Blackall's Green Flesh ...

Bailey's ditto

Snow's Hybrid
Gordon Castie
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William d. Bsjtdlb .'.
I .wtm, Plymouth.

HOL( ' CHAKATUS, OK
SUGAR CANE.

—

For a full deicrij.'

-

fessor Lindley,
William E. B

ported from Fiance an excellent pan
bo Id in sealed packets at U. and 2i. Od. eacl

Williau E. Reydlk & C<

D IOSCO KEA BATATAS—THE NEW CHI]
POTATO.— This new tscnlent waa fully described by

Professor Lindley in the C'ttrvnicU of IX-cember 28,

The Subscribers are now importing a cliokc hi of
Roots, and can supply them on the following term*

:

—
Four Tubers £0 10 I Fifty Tubers £(
Ten ., 1 2 C

I
Hundred :

First Orders will have the best Roots. —Apply to

WILLIAM E. KESDLE & CO., Seed Merchants, K;

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY Z, I

MEETINGS FOK THE ENSUING WELK.
Toesdat, Feb. 6—Horticultural 2 T.x.

Whether or not Rhododendrons, when grafted,

are likely to be long-lived and healthy, is one of

those questions which have to be determined upon
general principles, as well as upon facts, c I

are called by that name.
"A detached portion of a plant is not merely

capable of producing the organs I :o the

formation of a perfect plant, but it has a]

property of being able to blend with another plant,

and lead a common life with it. On this capability

depend the Dumerous garden operations which are

known under the not very apt name of ennobling

{veredeh, grafting). The contact of yding succulent

parts, which are in the course of developme:.

necessary condition of this blending. Such a con-

dition is very easily brought abont in dicotyledonous

plants, because in them there exists between the

bark and wood that layer of young tissue in course

of development called cambium ; and there is little

difficulty in so bringing together two plants, that

this layer in each shall meet at some one point. Bat
in the monocotyledons, in which the vascular bundles

lie scattered through the whole stem, and no definite

cambium layer exists, the conditions are far more
unfavourable. It is true, according to De Ca:

account, that Batjxann, of Bollwiller, succeeded in

grafting Dracaena ferrea on D. tcnnina'is :

scion died after tie first year. The experiments,

indeed, of Caldrisi on grafting Grasses had a more
favourable result, for he succeeded in grafting e

- -:-

species of different genera, snch as Rice upon

Panicum crus aafli. This result may be explained

by the fact that in Grasses the lower

of the intemodes enclosed in tie leaf--

remains for a long time soft and succulent A
second and indispensable condition in grafting is a

crea; similarity of the stock and scion ; they must

not only be nearly allied botanically. but be much
alike in the composition of their sap. Yet although

the possibility of grafting plants upon each other

depends, in general, upon their close natural rela-

tionship, still many anomalies occur. In most cases

different species of the same genus may be grafted

on each other, or even in some instances species

of nearlv-allied genera, as, for example, Pears on
Quinces, or White Thorn (Crataegus oxvacaniha),

or the snowy Mespil (Amelanchicr vulaarit). while

the common Lilac takes on the Ash treeand Phillj/rea

latifolia, the Olive on the Ash tree, and the Spanish
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Chestnut on the Oak. Nevertheless, on the other

hand, no union, or at least no permanent union, can

be secured, where there is a far closer botanical

affinity, as, for example, between the sweet Ches-

nut and the Beech, or the Apple and the Pear."

To this effect writes Mohl in that admirable

treatise of his on the cells of plants*, the best

•work on Vegetable Physiology in any language.

We quote it because, although he merely states

notorious facts, yet the manner of putting them

may be new to some of our readers. Let ns see

how far it goes to settle the matter in dispute

among our correspondents.

It 'is, we think, incontestable, that although two

plants of different species may be made to form a

mutual adhesion by the process of grafting, yet that
j

such adhesions are seldom if ever permanent, or even

advantageous to the vigour of the scion. It is only

when varieties of the same species are worked on each

other, that a perfectly sound and durable union is

effected; and not always even then, as we see when a

fast growing Apple tree is grafted upon a diminutive

variety such as the Paradise. If the union is to be

perfect and the double or grafted plant to be in all

respects as healthy as either of its parents the two

must grow at the same rate, must have their sap in

action at the same instant of time, and the quality of

their secretions, be they what they may, must be

identical. This happens when Pear trees grow on

Pear trees, or Apples on Apples of similar habits.

It does not happen in the same degree where

Pears are 'grafted on Quinces, or Peaches are.

budded on the varieties of Plum. For although

we employ such stocks, and with advantage, it

is expressly because there is so much difference

in the constitution of the scion and stock as to

diminish the rate of growth of the former ; and
although the Peach will live for many years on a

Plum, yet all gardeners know how great is their

tendency to separate. In fact, if an old Peach

tree worked on a Plum stock be allowed to dry,

and is then so placed horizontally that the joint (of

graft and stock) rests without support between two
npright posts, and then receives a violent blow, the

stock and scion will come asunder, as if no organic

nnion had ever been effected. Had the Peach been
worked on the Peach under equally favourable con-
ditioner, n» such fracture would be practicable.

Wherever we look we are met with evidence to

this fact. A man may graft a Cherry on a common
Laurel, a Cedar of Lebanon on a Larch, or a China
Rose upon a Dog-rose, and we all know that saleable

plants are thus manufactured. But it will soon

cease to be worth the while of the trade to form

such plants, seeing that buyers now generally learn

that they are merely ephemeral curiosities. If any

one doubts this let him inquire how many of the

thousands of worked Conifers which have come into

the market within the last 20 years are still alive.

It would turn out, we have little doubt, that the

only healthy specimens now discoverable are those of

varieties of the same species, or closely allied species,

worked on each other, as for instance the yellow-

berried Yew on the common Yew, or the Deodar on
the Cedar of Lebanon. Is the Rhododendron an ex-

ception to the universal law ? We think not. When a

variety of Rhododendron ponticum is worked on the

wild ponticum it finds itself at home and grows as well

and is probably just as long lived as if it were " on
its own bottom." But this does not appear to be

the case when the varieties of catawbiense are put

npon ponticum, or of arboreum and its allies on

some European or North American stock. In

saying this, we would by no means assert that very

fine specimens of tree Rhododendrons may not be

produced by grafting catawbiense on some other

stock ; but we certainly cannot admit that they are

ever so handsome or so durable as if they found

themselves on their own stock ; and this is what
we understand our correspondent " J. R." to con-

tend for. It is not the mere act of grafting that is

objected to, but that of grafting upon stocks of

another species ; and if this is so, all the remarks

of Mr. Pearson become irrelevant.

In fact one of our practical correspondents who
advocates the cause of grafted Rhododendrons, vir-

tually gives up his case when he contends that the

scion roots so quickly into the ground, provided the

graft is low enough, that it soon acquires an inde-

pendent existence. When that happens the plant
is no longer grafted, but gets upon its own roots.

It is alleged that Sikkim Rhododendrons grafted

on ponticum immediately form strong shoots, while
the seedlings of the same species on their own roots

remain weak. No doubt such is the fact. But the
question at issue is not whether plants will " take,"
but whether they will " stand," to use the language
of gardening ; and if they do stand, whether they
will retain their vigour when old. It may
* Principles of the Anatomy and Physiology of the Vegetable

cell; translated by Hesfket. 8vo. Vax Voobst. 1852.

indeed be asked, and very fairly, whether that

would be any advantage in gardening. Perhaps

not
;
perhaps it is more desirable to have a some-

what stunted plant which flowers profusely, rather

than a vigorous plant with more copious foliage.

Such a case would be parallel with that of the

Peach and its Plum stock. But we do not under-

stand that to be the point under discussion, any

more than whether it is possible for the nurseryman

to supply his customers if he is to trust to so slow

a process as layering.

Upon the whole it seems to be a safe conclusion

that Rhododendrons are like other plants ;
that,

where suitable stocks can be found, there is no good

reason why they should not be grafted ; and that,

when stocks are unsuitable, the same bad conse-

quences attend the operation as in other cases.

Grafted plants may be as good or better for garden

purposes than any others, or they may be much

worse ; all depends upon the stock.

What is meant by the term " double digging !"

and what is it worth an acre 1 This would seem to

be a simple question, and yet when the inquiry is

raised it proves to be surrounded by as much
mystery as the authorship of Junius.

_
In Northamp-

tonshire it appears, when the subsoil is unbroken, to

consist of two shallow spits, each about 5 inches

deep, or one 4 inches, and the other 6 ; after the

subsoil is rendered loose by gradual breaking up

year after year, the double digging becomes deeper

till at last the soil is turned over to the depth of

20 or even 24 inches. For this the sum of 31. is

paid per acre. On the other hand, in Hertfordshire,

the expression is applied to digging 20 inches deep

at once, and breaking up the bottom, for which 10/.

an acre is paid the first time and 8?. afterwards.

Here we find an enormous difference in the meaning

of the expression. A Gloucestershire correspondent

says upon this subject :
—

" I used to cultivate a plot of ground—20 acres—

wholly by the spade. It was for the most part what

would be called an adhesive loam. I could get it

worked over 2 to 3 inches deep with the Teazel

spade, a long, light, narrow tool, used by the hands

without the foot, for Id. per perch. The ordinary

digging by spade cost 2A per perch : this would be

probably 7 inches deep. And with the ' grafting

tool,'—a long, straight, narrow spade working
10 inches deep—the digging cost 3d. per perch.

Trenching or double digging was done by two men,
or man and boy ; a trench, 3 feet wide, was taken

out by the spade some 6 to 7 inches deep, and the

earth carted to the side of the field where the digging

would end. A man worked in the trench digging

the subsoil over 10 inches deep with the grafting

tool, taking the full width of 3 feet, and working
from end to end of the trench. A lad dug the top-

soil of the next 3 feet division with the common
spade, throwing the whole of the earth so moved on
to the top of the dug subsoil, and so opening a new
trench for the man. The lad received 3d., and the

man 5d. a perch for his work ; the former earned

Is. 6d., and the latter 2*. 6d. a day. Wages
generally were 2s. a day."

In this instance the double digging cost 51. 6s. &d.

an acre ; but it was neither the double digging of

Northamptonshire nor Hertfordshire. The importance
of the question before us is thus manifest, for it is

applied in three different ways in three different

counties, and the respective values of the expression

are as 31., 81. or 10?., and 51. 6s. 8d.

The cost of spade husbandry must necessarily

I be considered the first element in any calcu-

lation of its economical value ; and it is obvious,

from what has been said, that such cost is very far

from being represented by terms in common use.

The language of digging is almost as vague as that of

i mensuration, which calls "rod" the 160th part of

an acre in one county and the fourth in another. Let
us see if there is no means of reducing the facts

: into better order.

There are six kinds of digging generally practised,

;
and no more. These are

—

1. Turning in, ox flat digging, which is merely
turning over the surface by an oblique thrust of the

spade, so as to bury weeds, and to level the surface.

This may be taken as 4 inches.

2. Digging, properly so called, or one spit

' digging, in which the spade is forced into the

j

ground nearly perpendicularly, so as to break up
the soil to 9 or 10 inches.

3. Bastard trenching is the same as the last,

except that the bottom " crumb " is thrown
forward as well as broken up. Depth, 10 inches.

4. Two spit digging, when one spit is cast

forward and the next merely forked up. This is

sometimes called double digging near London.
5. Two spit trenching, namely 2 spits and a

crumb, or 20 inches, also called double digging.

6. Tliree spit trenching, or 30 inches and a crumb.

Of these numbers 3, 4 and 5 are each called

double digging in the neighbourhood of London.
When an attempt is made to ascertain what each

costs or ought to cost, there seems to be as much
difference of opinion as there is in the names of the

operation. Upon this point we have questioned

some of the great London gardeners as well as their

labourers ; and the result is given in the following

table, in which A represents Northamptonshire, B
Hertfordshire, C Gloucestershire, and D to N our

London informants.

1. Turning in.—C, 1?. 6s. Sd.

2. Digging.—B, C, E, H, K, L, M, N, 2?. ; D,
1?. 6s.8d\; I, 11. 13s. 4d.

3. Bastard trenching.—A, 3;.; I, 21. to 21. 13s. Ad.

4. Two spit digging.—I, 21. to 21. 13s. id.

5. Two spit trenching.—A, 31.; B, 8/. to 10?.;

C, 51. 6s. 8d.; D, 41. 13s. Ad.; E, 6/.; F, H, K, 41.;

M, 41. 13s. Ad. to 5;. 6s. 8d.

6. Three spit trenching.—D and N, 11?. 6s. 8d.

;

E, 10?. ; H, 6?.

These enormous discrepancies in one of the most
familiar operations in husbandry, show how little

accord there is in even the same parts of the country

in settling the mode of executing work, or naming
the varieties of work, or paying for it. No
doubt some difference arises from the nature

of land, and some from the price of labour; but

that explanation is evidently insufficient when it is

recollected that all the letters from D to N apply

to the well-worked friable land lying on the west

of London.
Would it not be worth our correspondents' while

to enable us to compile a large table of prices by
communicating to us the rates they pay according to

the six modes above described, pointing out the soil

which is worked, and the county in which it lies.

We would willingly undertake the labour of con-

densing and arranging such returns, in the belief

that they would prove of very great general benefit.

At all events until they shall have been collected all

our calculations respecting the true cost of spade

husbandry must remain in inextricable confusion.

New Plants.
112. Geonoma corallifera. Hooker, Bot. Mac/., t. 4831-.

It is to be hoped that the public taste is so far im-

proved as to be content to take more pleasure in beau-

tiful forms than in merely brilliant colours. I E that really

be so, it may be expected that the smaller races of Palms,

the most graceful of all plants, will become more com*
mon in gardens, and that the lumpish forms of so many
of our favourite greenhouse shrubs will be diversified by

the perpendicular stems and narrow bright green foliage

of plants like this. Sir W. Hooker speaks of that now
mentioned in the following terms :

—*' The little Palm
before us was received from the Jardin des Plantes, of

Paris, without any locality being given. It does not

appear to exceed, if it equals, the height of a man
j

attracts attention by the rich, coral-like, simple, thick,

and fleshy spadices, almost a foot long,—while young,

green indeed, but then studded with the red female

flowers, placed at considerable distances from each

other. It is evidently a Geonoma, a graceful genus of

small reed-atemmed Palms, peculiar to the tropical parts

of South America, of which "upwards of thirty species

are described by authors."

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LVII.

253. Sterility. — Accidental and Organic. — The
stigmatic surface or tissue may, however, be more or less

injured by outward agents. Its peculiar secretion which
favours the development of the pollen tubes may be

washed off by constant rain ; it may be dried up by

sudden heat succeeding a low temperature, as after a

thick fog ; * or the tissue itself may be destroyed by

frost, or decay prematurely by reason of ungenial con-

ditions of the atmosphere. The tissue may be affected

either before or after impregnation ; but in either case

the consequence is equally, though not so immediately

fatal. The injury again may take place either before 01

after the expansion of the blossom. In springs such as

we have experienced for some years the pistils of Pearsj

for example, are often affected before the blossom
expands, the cold being sufficient to destroy their delicate

, tissue, though it does not immediately affect the vitality

of the envelopes. In these cases the styles on the expan-

sion of the blossom present a dark brown or blacli

tint, which extends frequently to the base. The

dark tint is not, however, confined to the style,

but penetrates into the infernal tissues. The

centre of the placental column is more faintly tinged,

and even the ovules themselves, probably from the

* It is asserted in a late article in the " Household Words,'

which must have been written by someone acquainted with tb(

, French vineyards that the disease called by the Frencli coulure
' the abortion and dropping off of the blossom, is thus induced

I

and this agrees with the statement of Re' on the subject. Tbf

word, however, is applied, as the word blight in England, t<

more diseases than one. It often indicates a premature tailing 01

' desiccation of the fruit, analogous to that which takes place it

j

the process of stoning in Plums, Apricots, &c. The phrase quotet

in the " Dictionary of the Academy " refers to this second malady
" La vigne est sauvee de la gelee, il n'y a plus que la coulure i

! craindre. " The fall of flowers and fruit may alike arise frou

many different causes.
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i'R|jiil imbibition of [luirefaetivo matter lrom die

sphacelated purls above, and the coiisoquont do-

struclion of vitality. At this stage the walls of the

ovary are nearly of their normal tinge ; hut in a few

hours, together with the stem, it bocomefl yellow, and

separates from the common panicle. In a few" instances

tiio fruit itself begins to swell, but probably, in those

casos only where the stigma or style has been affected

after impregnation. The stamens in the same blossoms

are often perfect and produce pollen, but sometimes

like the styles, though more rarely, they become black.'

A few blossoms occur, which are almost blind with the

excoption of rudimentary styles ; hut these suffer equally

with tho others.

25!). It is probable that a far greater degreo of frost

is, in general, requisite to injure the male than the female

organs. It is very possible, however, after tho anthers

and their pollen may have escaped all injury from frost,

that excessive moisture, even though it may not affect

tho stigmatic tissue, may render the pollen grains effete.

In general, tho moisturo secreted by tho stigma is quite

sufficient for tho development of the pollen tubes, and in

some eases they travel so slowly that an injury to the

upper portion of tho style is not necessarily fatal, pro-

vided no contagion from tho dead matter take place
;

but if tho moisturo is excossivo, tho grains may burst

either before or after they reach the stigma, and in con-

sequence no pollen tubes can he emitted. As, however,

pollen grains will germinate between two slips of glass,

as proved by Keissek, if immersed in water, or in other

situations than the stigma, tins causo of evil may not bo

so powerful as might at first sight be expected.

2G0. Sterility is sometimes ascribed to the blasting of

lightning, but this, like other general effects of electricity

is very doubtful. The violent rain with which thunder-

8torms are usually accompanied may be injurious, and
may sometimes account for the evil effects attributed to

the;lightning.

261. Fungi again may have a direct influence on fer-

tility by attacking the organs of fructification. Some,
as Microbotryon, infest the male organs, but a far greater

number the female, to which they are moro or less per-

nicious, according to the stage of progress at which they

have arrived. Ergoted seeds, for instance, are sometimes
only partially affected, insomuch that they are capable of

germination. Such cases are figured by Tulasne in his

memoir on Ergot, hut we are not aware whether the

seedlings have ever arrived at perfection.

3 262. Insects may produce sterility either by the
direct destruction of the flowers or their constituents, or

by the deposit of eggs in their tissues causing a hyper-
trophy of particular pans at the expense of the ultimate
fertility ; or without any hypertrophy, as in the case of

the Curculio of the Hazel nut, and many other instances,

byfeeding on the fruit. In many cases the balance between
Che supply and demand of food is so nice that at the
moment of perfection of the larva the seed is perfectly

destroyed, in other cases, however, as in those weavels
which attack Beans and Peas the seeds may be capable
of germination provided the radicle and plumule be

uninjured. The seedlings, however, which arise from
such seeds will be proportionally weak, and will net

ultimately succeed if there is uot a plentiful supply of

nutriment from without.

263. As the sarcocarp may be developed though no
seed arrive at perfection, so the seeds may be matured
while the sarcocarp is dwindled, as iu more than one
disease with which Grapes are affected. Such cases,

though as disastrous as perfect sterility to the cultivator,

belong to a different head, under which they will be

severally treated. M. J. B.

make strong stoma at this ago, Iiavc a neat appearand
,

uri-l flower as freely an win n grown in tin- ihaps of low

bushos, Four foot iti ms arc h ;'i> nougbj tor when
taller (ho plants arc apt to be Injured by wind.

Achimcnci and Qctneraa. These should now be

started into growth, 'the Acnfmenos should be planted
in shallow pans in light sandy i oil, covering them \iry

lightly mo as to allow of their being separated when
fairly started with the least possible injury. Wbrre
these plants an- grown largely and in a long succession,

(Mich an have been the longi si •> roi t should be selected

for early work, A few tubers ol Gosners zebrins for

early flowering may also now be potted. These should

bo started singly in small pots.

COTTAGERS' COMFORTS.
SeBINO my gardener lying uncomfortably on three

chairs ill, I thought, how much more essy was the

did ttettle, now only found in country inns. I HATS

had two made of Kim, of which 1 send drawings

and plan. If the labourers, or even farmers, bad the

choice, they would and do prefer tho vulgar, dear,

and (in draughty cottages) not nearly so comfort-

able sofa. Tho two uprights and the seat (which pro-

in .

"a

I: "k

jects 3 inches beyond them) are of ll-ineh Elm, the

back is of 4-inch Elm, with coverings to the joints to

exclude draught, and reaches to the ground. The seat

is let quite through the uprights, and is " pinned " on

COMMON THINGS.
Camellias.-—Any person possessing a sufficient stocic

of these favourite plants, and the necessary accommoda-
tion, may have a supply of blossoms from August to

May. To secure this, it is necessary to place a portion

of the plants in a growing temperature of 60" or 65" in

January, or early in February, and others at intervals

of a month or six weeks, leaving the latest portion to

make wood and set flower buds in a cool-house ; it may,
however, be necessary to remove the late plants to a

j

higher temperature, to induce them to form flower buds

;

but, except in the case of very vigorous young plants,

tins will hardly be required. The Camedia is some-
what easily injured by the direct rays of the sun while

in a growing state ; it enjoys a shady situation, under
Vines for instance. The plants should be freely supplied

with weak manure water at all seasons, and especially

while growing, and they will be benefited by frequent

syringings. As soon as they have made their wood and
formed their flower buds, they must be removed to a
cooler situation, and, as soon as the weather will permit,

may be placed in a sheltered shady place out of doors.

The plants which were placed in heat in January or

February will probably be in flower in August, but if

not, they may be removed to a warmer atmosphere, to

encourage them to develope their buds.

Rhododendrons as Standards. — To have standard
Rhododendrons on their own roots, take them from the

seed bed and plant them about 8 inches apart, where
they should be permitted to remain for three or four
years without thinning. When the plants are from 4 to

S feet high, all the side shoots should be pinched off,

which should be done constantly till they have attained
the desired height, when the head may be allowed to
form. If they are planted in good bog mould, they will

This exactly agrees with the account given by Re", who is
always worthy of attention where ho observes for himself.

the other side, which plan gives the settle great strength,

and does away with any other framing. It is a perfect

invalid labourer's couch. Somerset.

VEGETATION AND CLIMATES OF FOREIGN
COUNTRIES.—No. II.

Nice, Jaw. 26, 1855.—During the last fortnight some

unusually cold weather has been experienced here,

which has much checked the progress of vegetation, so

there will not be anything material to report on that

head. I also see by the newspapers that there has been

severe frost in England, and it may be interesting

to trace the progress of the late general decrease of

temperature in most parts of Europe. From the

decrei i of tempei .™ ww preceded by a
L tj .'.:.:

and did much dsmagi lo the re. >•, si

i be Perns found i
<

. -. full EoUaci

j
ruin;' the Adinnt'.in | enoffs, which n nrr

abundant, snd In some plat i
:

tl • u ad an from 18 u<

20 Inches In length; Ceteraeb offiemaram i« alv, >-ry

abundant Polypodhun mJgars and a serrulated n
AdisDtnffl nigrum, Bcolopendrium rulgaro, AspWniaH
Tricbomanes, Ruts muraria, snd Pi .

; the
"I rarely lo be mot with.

Then are several lortsoi Palm trass, many ot iii<m

, more than 20 feet i I •

'

them, a lint-- Palm, has two Inu

ol fruit, and Is a splendid object Then
U in full flowrr ; sod a

|

ho full blosnom : »ll

open air. 'jb> recent frosts do not seen to affect them
ho much an tbey would in England, on accMint of tl.o

peculiar dryness of lbs atmosphere; and Iron

cause damp ii ion lbswindows In the n>

The Acacia tomentoea baa bean looking wry l ••.>

with iu largo bright yellow' blossoms. The Tul
are now over ; until recently good-sized banebes of

(hem might be »w a
large bouquet, beautifully made Dp, d [minting of »n

outer border of double Neapolitan violets, tlnn a

of eight white Camellias mixed with the white A>

then an inner circle of Violets with a red Camellia in

the centre.

One of the many handsome Evergreen trtei in ibo

vicinity is the Carob or Carrubia, some very lar.

leaf resembles our Acacia, but in thicker. It lieu»i

long pod, with Beans something like tlie Scarlet I

which is very sweet and much esteemed by the mules
and donkies, which are kept here in great numbers.

Tlic following it lite acccunl of thr ThcmomiUT in Uu Ena&t tixtz

my but.

a. a. 12r.». 101 r.K.

January 12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 (snow) .

22
23
21

„ 23

V, .',:

n 51 '.4

65 45
44 43 28
37 43 40
40 43 30
39 44 40
43 44 '.1

11 42 28
85 36 30
.26 48 32
83 a 38
38 44 43
43 48 37

Persons who have been resident here many years,

say thev do not recollect so cold a week as the last has

been.—JB. C.
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WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, OR THE GREAT
TREE AND THE GREAT MAN.

The above was the title of a very interesting lecture,

delivered on the 15th ult., by J. Bateman, Esq., M.A.,

F.R.S., of Biddulph Grange, in the Assembly Room,
Congleton. The lecture was delivered in connection

with the Congleton Mechanics' Institution, lefore a
numerous and highly respectable audience.

Mr. Bateman commenced the lecture by observing that perhaps

some present would be already acquainted with the extraordinary

tree which had recently been discovered in North Amend, and

to which had been given the name of a still more extraoruiuary

man. The subject of the lectnre might strike some as strange

and carious, bnt he hoped that, as they proceeded, they would

find that it opened ont into interesting and profitable train* of

thought. The arrangement of the lecture wonld be briefly this :

—

He snonld first give some information as to the district in which

the "Well ingtouia was discovered: then he should describe the

tree itself, and afterwards make some allusions to the great nun
from whom the great tree had derived its name: and. in conclu-

sion, offer some general reflections, which it would be seen that

the subject nafurallv suggested. If they were to ask for a detailed

description of the scene in which the subject of the lecrore was

laid it would be requisite that he should refer to ana:,

li'hed within the last four or five years, as on the mars

previously to that time, they would find the country cescnUd

under the vague designation of "• unknown.'' But bow :

change had taken place within those few years !
Where at : at

time stretched a wild and unknown desert, now stood a magn--

ficeut city: and in the bay of San Francisco, which w
«carcelv ruffled by the oars of a solitary canoe, now float*-.

-

from all countries. The magician that had waved his hand over

the desert and the waters, and produced this fairy change, was

gold. They would already have discovered that he all

California. (Loud applause.) The discovery of gold in Cah-

immigrated from all conn-

tries were characters of the

very worst description. Tbea
followed those sceneste :

i

violence, and blood, tie re-

cital of which mace Europe
shudder; and what sbcu.d

have been the inac-
of the " golden age " more
nearly resembled the break-

ing "loose of hell. These
scenes, he said, were occnr-1 have altered mine to Fahrenheit.The French keep their register per centigrade,

itrasburg on the 17th the thermometer w
to 14°, and on the 19th to 13°

; at Nantes on the 20th,
| ^^^foorof^tbe Mis on'thTo

T in _ _j TT jl,.-. lfltl, *« 1 IO nn.3 nn +Vl a ^fllTl 1 . _ -1 - ll_ „J _« A«l4 ^C Til t\T+ KlS F,'

88 d0WD
i Jonfia^as

6
. Sm^MffiefoK^rle.

=-;.; goii Eon a ^7^--

iu the department of the Yonne, where on the Iflth it

was down to 5°, or 27 c below freezing ; and at Auxerre

on the 18th, to 4° ; at Orleans, to 12°.

The fall of snow appears to have been very general

on the 21st (Sunday) at Paris, Lyons, Marseilles, cVc,

nearly a foot in depth.' The French mail was much
delayed in consequence. No letters or papers were

potentate,

upon these painful scenes, tnt atfie leave the MamEcnites acd

th^ Mormenites. and tnrn to the calm and peaceful solitudes of

primeval nature. (L<Mjd spphrase.) Among the travellers who

visited California -when the gold discoveries began to attract

the attention of Europe •was Mr. Lohh. who travelled as the agent

of the most enterprising nurserymen this country evex produced

—

he alluded to Messrs. Teitch of Exeter and London,who sent hba

ont. not to carry away auriferous spoils from the country, but <*>

examine into its vegetable productions. Mr.Lonbmadenuirer p=

received here on Sunday, Monday, or Tuesday. The
! interesting discoveries, and after ascending the hills to a height
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of abou; 3000 leer his eyes first rested on these monarehs of nil war. Also about that time the printing press was discovered,

trees, which we're afterwards named Wellingtouia Gigantea.
,
and soon followed by the circulation of Bibles, which led to the

They towered to a majestic stature, some among them rising to ft glorious Reformation. At the time of that event, in the 16th

height of 400 or 500 feet, or three or four times the height of the century, the tree would he in a green old age, and so it continued

tallest factory chimneys in Congleton, and with a proportionate
]

until the 19th century so remarkable in history, as being inimical

girth, in some instances giving a circumference of 90 feet, and ft
|
to crowned heads, and then this monarch of the American woods

diameter of 30 feet, thus capable of furnishing single planks so fell before the axe of European aggression. (Loud applause.) But

large that one only would be sufficient to floor that room. (Loud
j

the tree was as yet without a name. They would be aware

applause.) Of course, it was out of the question to think of bring- already, he remarked, that botanists frequently gave the names

ing to this country an actnal specimen of this monster tree, but of princes, nobles, and great men to their discoveries. He men-

Mr. Lobb made an accurate drawing of it, from which he (Mr. tioned several instances in illustration, and said that this had

Bftteman) had copied the diagram to which he then directed their been carried out until for some time past there had scarcely been

attention. He very lucidly explained a diagram representing a ' a family of note which had not furnished ft name for some plant.

Wellingtouia, 300 feet high, and 3000 years old, which had been But it strangely happened that in this particular the Great Duke
drawn on a scale of 1 foot to 10 yards. < For the purpose of afford-

:

had been omitted. But about the time that we lost our great

ing means for comparison, he had inserted in the drawing a man, the great tree was discovered ; and a specimen was submitted

ladder, of a common lengtbj' leaning against the trunk, and a man to Professor Lindley, who, finding that it belonged to a new
ascending it. The gigantic size of the tree dwarfed the ladder

:
genus, proceeded to name it, selecting for that purpose the title of

to an appearance like 'that of a walking-stick, and the man half the great Duke. He read the dedication as made by the Pro-

way upon it seemed about the size of a beetle. He had also fessor, which concluded by saying that the most appropriate

drawn a Scotch Fir and an Oak tree on the some scale ; but, by name for the greatest tree was the title of our greatest man, and,

comparison they both sank into the appearance of insignificant therefore, it should be henceforth known as Wellingtonia

shrubs; sti'll, however, he said, the eye had a difficulty in com- Gigantea. This was not the first occasion, he said, that Wellington

prehending its astonishing dimensions, and he had adopted and giant had been coupled together ; and he amused the audience

another means for comparison. He had drawn sketches of the by reading ft French nursery rhyme, done into English by

tallest buildiugs in the world, selecting the Fyramids of Egypt, Sir Walter Scott, with which, during the time of the Peninsular

St. Peter's at Rome, Salisbury Cathedral, and St. Paul's at war, French nurses frightened refractory children into sleep, by
London. They wonld, however, see that the Wellingtonia left telling them that " Giant Wellington might come that way," &c.

St. Paul's far behind; it was 6ome feot higher than Salisbury He resumed: to become serious, he did not know if we should

Cathedral, the highest building in England; it contested the not have to go to war with America about this choice of name,
palm with St. Peter's, and was but a small distance below the

:

He read an extract from an article in the California Farmer, in

Pyramid. He then compared it with drawings of other trees, which Dr. Winslow, writing on this subject, complained vehe-

and, in comparison he said, the Palm tree appeared only like a mently of an English name having been given to an American
Sugar Cane, the Spruce Fir like a Juniper, and even the famed tree, and characterised it as indicating scientific arrogance and
Cedar of Lebanon only as a bush. To convey a more perfect indelicacy, to select the name of Wellington as that of the greatest

idea of its astonishing size, he related several anecdotes concern-
j
of trees, when the name of Washington would have been in

ing it. The method by which these trees were felled, he said, every way more suitable. (Laughter.) And the doctor, in mag-
was to bore them through and through with immense augers, ' niloquent language, proposed that the name of the tree should be

and then wait for a strong wind to complete the work. He
,

changed, and it should henceforth be called " Washingtonia
described the great violence which attended the fall, and men- Californica." He observed that both law and equity, however,
tioned that, on one occasion, a traveller on horseback rode up in were against the doctor—equity, because the Americans were at

the trunk of one of the felled trees, to a distance of nearly ft full liberty to have discovered the tree themselves, if they could,

hundred yards. Some of the hollow trunks of these trees, he
!
and to have named it after Washington, if they chose ; and they

said, would have served for the smaller tubes of the Britannia were now at liberty to discover, if they could, a tree still more
Bridge, aud here was a hint for railway contractors. If they magnificent, and might designate that by the name of their great

wished to bridge over a stream, they had 'only to plant one of founder. (Laughter and renewed applause.) Botanical law was
these trees on the bank, and, when it was full grown, fell it so as

j
also against him, for it was a principle established by scientific

to reach across unto th^ other" side, and there would be a bridge
,
men, for their own convenience, that, unless it could he shown

already made. The only difficulty in the way was one which
:
that the discoverer was wrong as regarded the structure of a

he would confess was rather a strong objection—that they would
,

plant or tree, the name that he had given to it would continue to

have to wait for 3000 years before the tree had matured itself, designate it to the end of time. He related some amusing in-

that being the period it occupied in attaining to its full growth,
!
stances, in which this circumstance had been made use of by

(Laughter and applause.) He then directed attention to a speci-
j

botanists, for the gratification of envy, and otherwise. He would
men of the hark of the Wellingtonia, which he produced, and

,
now proceed, he said, to speak briefly ofthe " great man'' himself,

which was of an astonishing thickness. He said it had a cocoa-
\
He concluded this portion of the lecture by drawing a historical

fibre texture, and gave lorth a pungent smell. He related an 1 parallel betwixt Wellington and Cffisar ; and after remarking
amusing story of a clever practitioner in the land of Barnum, ' that our Duke was as great a warrior, as good a writer, and as
where he said there were men always ready to turn an honest or :

distinguished a statesman, he added that he was a nobler patriot,

dishonest penny, who stripped one of these trees of its bark, and and gave the precedence to Wellington, in that Caesar treacher-
then joined the bark together and produced an actual representa-

i
ously assumed the purple. He then proceeded to offer some

tion of the Wellingtonia, and made a show of it in San Francisco, ' general reflections which the progress of the subject had
furnishing it inside with a pianoforte and carpets, and receiving

i

suggested. They had seen, he remarked, that the existence of
parties in it. The interior of one of these trees, he said, would

|

two of these trees would span the whole period of recorded history,

furnish an area large enough to contain all the wives of Mr.
|

The progenitor of the tree represented before them would have
Brigbam Young, and all the husbands of Lola Montes, who, by I been upwards of 6000 years old hy this date; and, consequently,
the way, was at present in San Francisco. (Laughter.) He then !

must have been contemporary with the placing of the first man
pointed attention to a diagram representing the lower portion of I

upon the earth, and witnessed the world in its primeval beauty.
the trunk of a young Wellingtonia, about 1000 years old ! He

|

The second tree bad scarcely arrived at middle age when our
proceeded to explain the general characteristics of the tree, and :

Lord descended upon the earth, and pointing to a small specimen
placed it as a distinct genus between the Pine and the Juniper,

[

before him, scarcely the length of his finger, he asked what
having the cone of the Pine, though proportionably smaller, and

:
might be the fate of that plant. Already, as itwere, the shadows

the foliage of the Juniper. It belonged, he said, to that most ,
of great coming events were falling around them. He concluded

useful race to which we were indebted for Deal or Pine, and for
,

by a magnificent description of the new world which would
masts for our shipping ; which also furnished rosin, pitch, tur-

i

succeed when the earth emerged from its fiery baptism, and from
pentine, and many other useful articles. It was also stated that ' which not one human being need be excluded. He desired them
from the bark of this class of trees the wretched Russian serfs

|

not, like stiff-necked Israel in days of old, to think scorn of that
obtained a sort of bark bread, which, of necessity, must be a very

!

pleasant Jaud ; and refuse to give credence unto the words of
disagreeable compound. And while on this topic, he would ,

God. He concluded amid great and prolonged applause,
mention that a writer in the " Quarterly Review " says, that it is We beg to add that the diagrams, by which Mr. Bateman illus-

possible, by skilful manipulation, to manufacture a respectable
|
trated his lecture, were on a very large scale, and appeared to

loaf out of a deal board, and as it was well known that sawdust
j

have been executed in a first-rate manner. From the Stafford-
contained some grains of albumen, it was possible that, as the shire Sentinel, January 20, 1855.

writer wittily remarked, " bread" and "board" might come to I [These diagrams have been very obligingly sent to
be synonymous terms (Laughter.) The Wellingtonia, it would

, London b th ingenious and learned lecturer, and will
be seen, was valuable from considerations of utility, and, in addi- , , .../ , ... 5 „ ,. ., , _ "«-™«=»j «*y"- •»'"

tion, it was a magnificent ornament to the landscape. Considering I
be exhibited at the -Horticultural boctety s meeting on

the fitness of the name which had been given to this tree, he Tuesday next, ]
reminded the audience that figures of trees were often emblem- =^^=^r^=^r^;
atically used in Scripture to represent great or good men. He
drew a distinction betwixt the senses in which the Palm and the Home Correspondence.
Cedar were employed in the Bible, and read a lengthy passage in Sweet-scented Camellia (see p. 54) Would your
llluslration from Ezekiel (chap, xxxi.) These authorities, he , ,,Mr1lH .\ v ', i1 . .

J
.

said, would justify the title of the lecture, although they destroyed correspondent " Violet' iniorm me whether his sweet-

all claims to originality on that point, when it was seen that,
]

scented Camellia is a single or double variety ; if single
25 centuries ago, Scriptural writers had compared the great tree

; t ;s n0 gl.eat n0Velty, as I have a seedling which has
with the great man. (Applause.) He then explained the method ki ? . • * , , ., ,, c i

by which they amved at the age of the Wellingtonia, by counting
|

bIoomed twlce
'
and Proved decidedly fragrant each

the number of concentric rings in the trunk, it having been : time. To me the scent resemblesthat of a Wallflower,
ascertained that these rings were formed annually, and that each

, but not so strong, while others have compared it to a
circle stood for a year. He explained in a very simple manner —
the process of restoration and growth taking place annually in
the vegetable kingdom, by the circulation of the sap, which
enabled them to arrive at the results above-mentioned. This, he
said, related to what they might term " arboreal" time, by which
nature regulated her proceedings in the vegetable world, and
which was at times useful in checking the vagaries of anti-
quarians. He related an instance in which naturalists had been
able to indicate the age of ruins in Central America, hy ascer-
aining the period of their desertion by the age of the trees that
had grown over their walls. To prove the correctness of the
principle by which they thus measured the existence of trees, he
produced a wedge cut out of a Scotch Fir tree, grown on the
Knypersley estate, and, being able by the aid of other circum-
stances to fix the date when it was planted by a former occupant
of the estate, he counted the concentric circles, and found that
they exaotly agreed with the number of years which had inter-

vened. He then applied this reasoning iu the case of the Wel-
lingtonia, and by a diagram on which spaces were marked,
representing each 100 rings, which he said were found to exist in
the specimen on the scale of 25 rings to the inch, and by cal-

culating the diameter they ascertained that the age of the tree
could not be less than 3000 years. He observed to what a remote
period of time the existence of one of these trees led them,

Hyacinth. It is a large single variety, and bloomed
first three years ago. Being anxious to get a double

kind possessing the same property, I impregnated it with

double varieties and obtained seeds, plants from three

of which bloomed last year at two years old. No. 1

was double, but it had no scent ; No. 2 was single, and
both in scent and shape resembled the parent ; the 3d

was single, but without any scent. Last year the mother
plant bloomed again, but I was not fortunate enough to

save any seed either from that or the young sweet-

scented one, No. 2. It is full of buds this year, and
appears to be a very free bloomer ; but J.

shall not be

satisfied till I get a good shaped double sweet-scented

variety. If " Violet's " plant possesses these qualities, it

is certainly a valuable acquisition. JohnHally,Blaclcheath.

Datura Ceratocaulon.—The highly disciplined and
artistic taste of the present time with regard to massing

: and arranging flowering plants in beds, according to the

Pointing to the wand with which he explained" the diagrams, he I
harmony of colours of their flowers, as well as the

said, when that tree was but the thickness of that wand, there variegation of the foliage of the less showy flowering
occurred a siege which was then as important, and had since been
as famous in history as would be the present siege of Sebastopol—he alluded to the memorable siege of Troy. (Applause.) He
would however add, that he hoped it would not occupy Lord
Raglan 10 years in reducing Sebastopol. (Renewed applause.)
To tnrn to Scriptural history, they found that the tree began to
live in the days of the Judges—it would he quite a youth in the
time of David. At the period of our blessed Lord's incarnation it

would he about 1200 years old, and it completed its second
millennium during the dark ages of the Papacy. (Applause.)
When it was about 2600 years old, a sad event, as far as con-
cerned itself, occurred—viz., the discovery of America; for it
Wis certain that when the enterprising Europeans set foot on the
shores of the New World, the tree would not long remain
" monarch of all it surveyed." That period was the most remark-
able of preceding history. Then Constantinople was captured by
the Turks, and artillery for the first time made an appliance of

kinds, has excluded aud comparatively thrown out of cul ti

vation many of our perennial herbaceous plants, and
also very many annuals, which formerly were universally

grown. It is true so many good things have been intro-

duced of late years through the instrumentality of the

Horticultural Society in sending out collectors as well as

through the spirited enterprise of private individuals in

exploring the distant regions of the globe, that private

cultivators are compelled to make a very moderate
selection from the many new and interesting plants that

we at present possess. But whilst I admit that Datura
ceratocaulon has no peculiar claim to continued culti-

vation above many others which are now seldom seen,

it is still worthy of the notice of those who may retain

a border for the growth of mixed flowering plants

alongside some favourite walk. The peculiar suit-

ableness of this Datura for the situation consists

in °a certain grotesqueness of stem and branches,

together with fine large funnel-shaped whitish flowers,

which expand late in the afternoon, thus giving variety

and cheerfulness to the evening walk, whi]st those

plants whose gay coloured flowers affect the sunlight

are imperceptibly closing to repose. Complaint has
been made of the difficulty in getting the seeds to

vegetate. I have grown this plant many years, and
have obtained a sufficient supply by letting it shed its

seeds upon the ground in the autumn, and afterwards

digging them in. The following spring when the weather

set in warm many of the seeds vegetated, and when the

plants were sufficiently strong they were transplanted

with very little check. The seeds will lay in the ground
and retain their vitality for several years; but I nowwould
more particularly recommend them to be gathered as

the seed-vessels burst. Let a flower-pot of sufficient

depth and width be filled with garden soil to within

4 or 5 inches of the top, on which spread a thick layer

of the seed ; then fill the pot with the soil, place it in a
cold frame and protect it from frost. About the be-

ginning of April stir the soil in the pot so that many
of the seeds may be within one inch of the surface.

Place the pot in the shade in a house or frame, where
there is a moderate growing heat. If in a frame,

plunge the pot in the soil, and water sparingly. If

after a month or six weeks no plants appear, plunge the

pot to the rim in the open ground, there to remain

unlil late in the autumn, to be again taken up and put in

a frame, and in the spring following the same process

must be repeated. When the plants come up they

should be potted and treated as other tender annuals

are, until such time as the weather permits their being

planted out. If under these conditions no seeds vege-

tate, the failure I apprehend must be attributed to the

seed not having been fertilised. James Falconer.

Curefor Fleas I have not noticed any exact reply

to an inquiry that appeared in your pages some few

weeks ago respecting some unknown plant reported to

possess the power of destroying fleas. I have met with

the following passage, which perhaps may satisfy the

inquirer :
—" Pire otou, an herb which is sold here

(Erzeroum) in powder (Anthemis rosea or carnea),

instantly kills fleas and other insects, and would be in-

valuable to travellers in warm weather." This passage

occurs in Curzon's " Armenia." Richard D. Ball, Heck-

field Heath, Winchfield. [The same is said of our Chry-

santhemum leucanthemum, and other strong-scented

Composite plants.]

Broccoli.—In a late number Mr. Sutton gives a list of

seeds of this useful vegetable, by which we may have it

from September till June, certainly quite long enough.

Mr. Dixon and others mention theirs as being super-

excellent in size, &c. What I want, being in the

situation of many of your readers, viz., my own
gardener, is a list of the best Broccolis, with the times

to sow as well as reap, and I believe that any respectable

nurseryman who would take the trouble of advertising

packets of the really best kinds in succession at so

much per set, with times of sowing, would find it answer
well. N. 0. T.

Grafted Rhododendrons.—The following remarks were
penned before Messrs. Standish and Noble's paper at

p. 53 was published, and do not consequently apply to

them. The advocates of grafted Rhododendrons have
one and all adopted what appears to me a curious line of
defence, a species in fact of horticultural alibi, and a
very Irish one, viz., that they are, in fact, not grafted,

because they speedily establish themselves on their own
roots. That is to say, that there is no real objection to

a grafted Rhododendron, because, if you plant it pro-
perly, in a year or two it becomes a self-rooted plant.

They, in fact, plead guilty to my indictment, and yet

call upon your readers to say "no true bill." I think I

need hardly waste more words on this point. It ap-

pears that a grafted Rhododendron is considered by its

advocates a sort of provisional plant, a half-struck

cutting, or half-rooted layer, which, if you understand it

and treat it properly, will become all you desire. Now,
I must confess when I buy plants I like them really

rooted, and not provisionally, or at least to know what I
am buying, and if I have only elucidated this point I

think your readers will thank me for having raised the

discussion. Mr. Fraser's remarks, however, raise so

many questions of wider bearing, I must beg room for a
few observations on them. In the first place, Mr. F.

charges me with refuting myself, with " upsetting my
own theory," because I state that the stocks of grafted

Rhododendrons, though inadequate, in my opinion, to

nourish the stronger growing species grafted on them,
nevertheless throw up lateral shoots and suckers. His
implied proposition appears to be that no stock grafted

with a species more luxuriant than itself will produce
suckers. The Plum wheu grafted or budded with

the Apricot or Peach, the Paradise stock when grafted

with a strong growing Apple, and many other examples,

refute this suggestion. The stocks, though obviously

of slower, smaller, and feebler growth than the grafts

do continually throw up suckers, as every gardener
knows. My statement is that plants having a natural

tendency to throw out lateral shoots or suckers, con-

tinue to do so, though grafted with species more luxu-

riant than themselves, In other words, that grafting

does not change the nature or habit of the stock, how-
ever much it may modify the graft, and I appeal to all

vegetable physiologists to confirm or refute ray state-
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meat. Mr. Feasor further charges me with not having

given sufficient proof that the stocks generally employed

nro deficient in strength, and a somewhat obscure

passage follows, which, if I understand it aright, means
to assert that the natural seedlings of It. ponticutn

and maximum are move luxuriant tlutu cross-bred

plants of the Bame species erossed with arboroum,
and by inference I suppose that seedlings oi ponti-

cum and maximum are adequate stocks for the hybrids.

Now, as far uh my observation goes, the very reverse ol

this is the case—witness : R. arboreo-oaucasicum (It.

Russellianum), a plant three times us luxuriant as its

dwarfish parent R. caucasioum and Jt. alta-clerenso,

more luxuriant than R. oatawbiense. But Mr. Fraser

makes a further assertion, which, if ho is able to esta-

blish it, will add an important fact to our physiological

knowledge, and disprove an opinion of the late Dean of

Manchester, founded on .10 years' experience. Mr.

FriiHer states that hybrids exhibit almost invariably the

character and habits of the female parent, and that

hybrids between R. urhoreum and catawhii use are uol

hardy unless the seed be saved from catawbiense,

i.e., unleBS tho female he hardy. Mr. Herbert states

(Hort. Soc. Journal, Vol. II., p. 90) :
— " Cross-bred

vegetables seem to iiHsimiluto more to the male than to

the female parent, though sometimes the reverse is the

caso ;" and he adds—" As far as I have seen, a cross

whore the male is hardy anil tho female tender, is much
more hardy than one where tho femalo is hardy and the

male tender. This is very important and conspicuOUy

in crosB-bred Rhododendrons." These remarks were
written in 1846. What experiments Iiavo since been
made to disprove this opinion I—and upon what facts

does Mr. Fraser found his statemont 2 Since Mr.
Herbert's day wo have fow records of experiments on
cross-breeding, and if Mr. Fraser can furnish any in

confirmation or confutation of Mr. Herbert's opinions,

he will do ' good service to vegetable physiology. I

must not bo tempted to diverge into the subject of
grafting in general, though some of my critics challenge
me to such a course. 1 will only remark, that with
certain peculiar exceptions I never saw a plant yet that
was not stunted by grafting, unless it be the yellow
Horse Chesnut. The Copper Beech undoubtedly is,

unless the disease which affects its colour affects also its

growth, forwho ever saw a Copper Beech as large and 1 uxu-
riant as tiie common Beech, and, strange to say, where
it does flourish more than usual, on soils where the
Beech is native, it appears to have a tendency to lose
its colour. I am asked whether I would cultivate the
Peach on its own roots. Certainly I would, if I could
obtain such plants ; and, as the next resort; I would have
them grafted or budded on the Almond, according to
Mr. Knight's suggestion. I have no experience on this
head, but the opinion of Mr. K., who, as a physiologist,
gardener, and accurate observer has seldom been sur-
passed, will I think justify me in differing from some
of my critics, and till they have disproved his theories,
I am content to abide by them. J. Ji.

Frigi Homo injured by soaking in boiled oil.—In order
to render it less liable to injury by the weather, I

soaked a few yards of " Frigi Domo " in the boiled oil

commonly used by house painters. When I examined
it after three days' soaking, the outside folds of the
cloth were little injured, but the inside was burnt
almost to powder, forming a black charred mass with-
out any coherence excepting in the parts nearest the
outside, where on being opened, it fell into small, thin,

dark flakes, still retaining their exact original shape.
Can any of your readers explain the cause of this

accident, and inform me at the same time whether boiled
oil can be advantageously used in general for coating
over cotton or hempen netting and cloth exposed during
the spring on fruit walls 3 A Subscriber, Birches Green,
near Birmingham.

^ott«3 oi Boolts.—»

—

Food and its Adulterations, &c. By A. H. Hassall, M.D.
8vo. Longmans (28s.).

For some three or four years the public mind has
been excited by a series of articles in the medical
journal called the Lancet, showing that almost every
article of daily consumption is adulterated. The exami-
nation of substances was said by the editor, Mr. Wakley,
the Coroner for Middlesex, to be placed in the hands of
an " Analytical Sanitary Commission." The reports of
this " Commission " were read and admired by the un-
learned, who fancied they discovered in them a pro-
fundity of scientific knowledge. Every one asked who
are the members of this Analytical Sanitary Commis-
sion ? what are their means of information? and how
far are their reports entitled to confidence % But
although nobody avowed the authorship, it soon
became evident that the members of the "Com-
mission " must be only ordinary observers, and that
although their statements were useful, and up to a
certain point accurate, yet that they were open to
suspicion as well as deficient in the kind of knowledge
which was to be expected from " An Analytical Sanitary
Commission."
We now learn that the only member of this " Com-

mission " has been Dr. Arthur Hill Hassall, the writer
of the book before us, previously known as the author
of some indifferent works on microscopical subjects,
and of a highly-coloured report upon the water
furnished to London by the water companies. So
that it appears there are no Commissioners at all in
this matter, unless Dr. Hassall be taken to consist of

several gentlemen rolled Into one, and that tin title

given to hiii investigations i" the Lancet was not alto

gether free from the imputation of misrepresen
rather an awkwuvd beginning lor an Enquiry into

peiied frauds, !"• the detection of which great skill and
knowledge wire required, as well as a i-i

.
I

which even uncharitable p> rsoni would not dure t<,

breathe,

For about four years thin " Analytical Sanitary Com
mission " has been terrifying tho public, and bullying

shopkeepers j tho bitter, wo have no doubt, in many
cases with very sufficient reason. The result Is the

bulky volume before us, consisting ot BBS ps

closely-printed matter, and I CO woodcuts. 01 tni

value as a whole it is beyond our power to make any-

thing like a complete report ; we can only nay thai

although there in DO ibiiibl. about, t.heir general truth,

yet that where we have followed them, as in the cs i ol

Coffee and Tobacco, they indicate but a slender know
ledge ol the subject ; and that in other instances, that

of water for example, they are extravagant '

rations, not written in the spirit of fair inquiry, to soy

nothing of science, but for tho purpose ol astonishing

those readers of tho Lancet who do not know how to

ueo a microscope, or who do not possess one,

Undoubtedly there is an enormous amount of fraud

practised by tho shopkeepers of this country, ei pecially

upon the poor, and it is a good work to expose their

iniquity. Mr. Wakley, wo will add, deserves our
thanks for boldly publishing the names of the delin-

quents, nlways supposing they wero so, and holding them
up to reprobation ; for it is practically useless in this

country to charge any body of men with offences.

General allegations are inoperative, and besides there is

something cowardly in them ; it is only when
delinquents are personally exposed that the power of

criticism is felt and recognised. But the power thus
wielded is a terrible one ; and it is doubtful whether it

ought to be in the hands of unknown irresponsible per-

sons, screened by such high-sounding names as that of the
" Analytical Sanitary Commission of the Lancet" winch
turns out to be what our learned and gallant friends

across the Channel would call a mystification ; we shall

not translate the word into English. Such power is

very apt, to be abused, accidentally if not intentionally,

and, unless we are much misinformed, it actually has
been by Dr. Hassall himself. But let that pass—all

men are liable to error.

One would have imagined that the publication of these

papers in the columns of a weekly paper would have
beeu sufficient to give them publicity, especially when
that paper is the Lancet, having a very large profes-

sional circulation. And we should have been at a
loss to know what could have led to such crude
memoranda being collected, with little or no abridg-

ment, into a volume of between 600 and 700 pages,

more than one-half of which is irrelevant matter,

had we not read the preface and the dedication of the

work to Sir Benjamin Hall, the new President of the
newly constituted Board of Health. We now see that

Dr. Hassall is of opinion that a standing " Analytical
Sanitary Commission " ought to be appointed by Act of

Parliament, and that that part of the duties of the
Excise, which consists in prosecuting fraudulent dealers,

should be transferred to the new " Analytical Sanitary

Commission," which we suppose is to be again com-
posed of several gentlemen rolled into one, who is (are)

to relieve the most able and active Chairman of Inland

Revenue of one of the most important and delicate parts

of his administrative functions. In pronouncing upon
the necessity of this great reform in our institu-

tions, Dr. Hassall does not mince his words. On the

contrary, he calls the Excise a clumsy and inefficient as

well as expensive machine ; describes the methods at

present adopted by the Excise for detecting adultera-

tions as unworthy of the scientific character of the

times in which we live ; and unhesitatingly asserts that

it does not " sufficiently employ the resources of science

for the discovery of adulteration. They rely too

much," he adds, "upon the information of Excise
iuspectors, and too little upon science, upon the

resources of chemistry, more particularly of organic

chemistry, and especially upon a knowledge of vegetable

structure as revealed to the competent observer by
means of the microscope."

If the statements of the " Analytical Sanitary Com-
mission " are not more consistent with fact than this,

we can only say that a monstrous wrong has been done
to the dealers gibbeted in the Lancet. So far from
Dr. Hassall's reckless assertions being true, they are the

very reverse of the truth. Not to mention the well-

known very elaborate experiments upon malt, conducted
for the Board of Excise by the late lamented Dr.
Thomson, of Glasgow, or of the numerous cases

which have been carried to so successful an issue by
scientific witnesses that fraudulent dealers now rarely

venture to resist Excise prosecution, we have at this

moment before us an elaborate report upon a most im-

portant subject deeply affecting the public revenue,

which report is sigued :

—

.Hilary

Commit
But our lei rncil lutbor com-

plains tin much upon ib'ir -

torn. Does be know who il

what their at' ,/m bun tll»t

they HI"
;

thai

they understand their dutii I ;
noil that it .

their Intelligence and ac
. ....

old like

i in a

agent ol I ', if it wei

regrol to any man t i so hiimllial

comparison.
1

1 >b ad ol i mploy tiu I

'* in detecting fraud, w< liberty

.
•'.:.;' ptf feral. !' '

an irresponsible anonymous "Analytical BanltaT]

minion" as the Lancet got up. we thin

thai the rale shoul tin

calling in such an
only in

difficult ' Everybody who knows anything knows
perfectly well that the Inland of which tiic

Excise is a branch, if not the best of all our public

off -
i i to none for honesty, activity,

knowledge, and thoroughly good organisation, iui

chairman i a man ol pa ' the intricate

duties of bib department, and ol a firmness in the

administration of them only equalled by the co

attends it—most important qualifications in an

officer of Government called upon daily V, enforce a

very unpopular though necessary branch of law ; and
wi

i

i ume to add, at tbe risk ol hnrting the anacepti-

bilities of the "Analytical .Sanitary Commission," that

to publish a huge Bvo, with no other apparent aim than

to persuade people to the conn discreditable

to the good sense and good feeling of the author.

Dugald Campbell,

Wm. B. Carpeuter,

Thomas Graham,

Jos. Dalton Hooker,
Johu Lindley,

John Stenhouse.

Does Dr. Hassall—we beg his pardon, does "The
Analytical Sanitary Commission"—mean to say that

these are names unknown in science 1 or does he proclaim

that they do not move in the same orbit as himself I If

that is the meaning of the ignorant cahinmy just quoted,

we are ready to admit its truth ; for we will undertake

to say that not one of these gentlemen would endorse

Garden Memoranda.
HORTICULTURAL SOCIF.7 G
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—The large L:elia superbiens in tbe curvilinear stove

is now in full bloom, and an extremely striking object

it is, seven glorious flower-spikes with which it is

furnished being all at one time in the greatest possible

perfection. This fine plant has blossomed every winter

for these last seven years, and therefore its flowering

annually may henceforth be looked forward to with cer-

tainty. Those who wish to see it on this occasion should,

however, lose no time in doing so, as it will soon begin to

fade. It has already been in flower a fortnight The
noble specimen of Dendrobium speciosum which bloomed
so magnificently along with the above some two or

three years ago, is again showing flower ; but not near

so finely as on that occasion. Angrsecum virens, Bar-

keria Skinneri, and a few other Orchids, are also at

present in blossom.

Inside Ewing's glass walls, Chinese Primroses planted

out are now flowering as beautifully as they do in pots

in ordinary greenhouses. The only protection they

have had from the severity of tbe wea;her is the glass,

which makes their situation 2° warmer than the open
garden. It will thus be seen how hardy such plants are

when they can be kept comparatively cry.

In the Rose house the plants have all been pruned
;

and, with a view to keep off mildew, they have been
liberally dusted with sulphur, first damping the shoots

and leaves to make it stick. The borders have also

been forked up and put in order for the winter.

In the orchard house the raised beds on which the

Roses grew before they were transferred to the Rose
house, are now being levelled down and forked up
preparatory to setting fruit trees in pots on them. Of
the latter the Society has now a good collection, which
this year is to have a fair trial in this house. Even
Raspberries have been potted for the purpose of sharing

in the experiment.

In the great conservatory the different Brugmansias
are again covered, as they nearly always are, with their

long, red, trumpet-shaped flowers ; but of all the plants

in this house, by far the greatest favourite, and justly

so, is the Luculia gratissima, which is at present finely

in blossom ; and even in this cool-house the lar^e clus-

ters of delicate rose-coloured flowers which terminate

nearly every shoot emit a fragrance which quite loads

the air in their neighbourhood with sweetness.

a plant which no conservatory bed should be without.

All the care that it requires is merely to keep it clean,

and ever}* year to remove as much of the exhausted

soil from the roots as possible without injuring or dis-

turbing them, and to replace it with fresh material : but

even this attention is only needed after the plant has

stood for some years in the same place, and has begun

to show symptoms of want of vigour. Its flowers

being much prized for bonquets, subjects the plant to a

regular annual pruning, which, however, seems rather

to improve than injure it.

Chimonanthus iragrans and grandiflorus are at present

in blossom on the conservative wall, where they are

matted up to keep the flowers from being spoiled by

exposure to the severity of the weather. The well

known fragrance of the blossoms of this plant we need

not sav renders it quite worthy of this attention. On
the same wall Jasminum nudiflornm is pushing forth a

few of its round yellow flowers, but it is only under

glass at this inclement season that they are developed in

perfection ; when this is afforded them they open in
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smtticient uuiilbers and to clem* and beautiful as to pro-

duce a cheerful und even rather a striking effect.

In the orchard department, Pear trees on nails are

being pruned, as are also open dwarfs in belts. Where
loose bark has accumulated ou the stems or limbs

of the latter in sufficient quantity to offer a harbour

for insects, it is being carefully scraped off, and the

parts are to be dressed with the following composition,

viz., half a peck of quick lime, half a pound of sulphur,

and a quarter of a pound of lamp black mixed together

with as much water as will form them into a thick paint.

This mixture is recommended in " Lindley's Guide to

the Orchard," to be applied in a warm state, or some-

thing more than blood heat. Some new varieties of

Belgian Tears, received from M. De Jonghe, have been

planted along the front of the Peach border, where they

are to be trained as dwarf pyramids.

Woollen netting similar to that described and repre-

sented by a wood-cut a week or two ago, at p. 24, is

being put in readiness for the protection of wall trees

iu spring.

With respect to the kitchen garden little can be said,

as it is at present covered with suow. It is, how-
ever, very greatly improved, and .ve understand that

special attention is to be paid in it this year to the

proving and reporting ou the qualities and peculiarities

of all kinds of esculents. We therefore invite nursery-

men and others to forward samples of their new seeds

to the Society for trial, which they may be assured will

be carefully made and faithfully reported. In this way,
what is really meritorious will be distinguished from
that which is rot, and the result cannot fail to benefit

all parties, as well as increase the usefulness of the

Society. Jn short the Trade has thus an opportunity of
apprizing the public, upon authority above suspicion, what
the value of their novelties really is. We have no doubt
they will availihemselves of it.

doing so in excess ; for if smoke is applied to them in

the same quantity as would be proper for Peaches or

other plants of a hardier nature, they will be certain to

suffer from its effects. In watering, I am guided more
by the appearanee of their foliage than by the mould in

the pots ; if they are in a proper state, their foliage

will be found every morning to be fringed with drops of

dew, which is a certain indication of health. When this

has not been the case, I have always found that my
plants were either too wet or too dry. By using the

above compost, attending to temperature and atmos-

pheric moisture, avoiding an excess of water at their

roots, and slightly fumigating once a week, I have grown
many of the beautiful, but now old-fashioned, varieties,

to the size of between 2 and 3 feet in diameter in the

head of flowers. This, however, cannot be accomplished
without following accurately the instructions just laid

down, which I consider necessary to bring such plants

to perfection. S.

FLORICULTURE.
4

The Calceolaria.— Florists, and even gentlemen's
gardeners, have lately evinced a disposition to throw
the herbaceous kiuds of Calceolarias out of cultivation,

and to substitute for them shrubby sorts which are
.more easily managed, and against which I have not a
word to say ; but still I regret to see the other varieties,

. most of which are far handsomer than the shrubby
.
J;inds, so much neglected as they now are. I have

..therefore furnished the following remarks on their

management, with the view of directing more attention

to them than they have lately received. It is true they
are somewhat difficult to winter, but nevertheless I feel

certain that any one who will strictly carry out my plan
of growing them need entertain no apprehensions of
failure. Let us commence at the time they have done
flowering, which is, under ordinary circumstances,
about the latter end of June. .As soon afterwards as
circumstances will permit, divest them of their flower
stalks and dead leaves, and top-dress them about
an inch deep with silver sand and yellow loam in equal
portions, taking care that all the ripe joints of the
joung shoots are covered for about half that depth

;

afterwards place them iu a cool shady situation until

.the beginning or middle of September, giving occasional

waterings during that period. By this lime it will

generally be found that most of the shoots so covered
have emitted a sufficient number of roots to admit of

their being removed with safety from the parent plant
;

..this operation I perform in the same manner as is

generally done by gardeners in the removing of layers

of Carnations. I then plant them in 5-inch pots, or

.smaller if necessary, and place them in a frame ou a

gentle bottom heat of tan, taking care at this period to

guard against the direct influence of the sun until they

are fairly established in their pots. The compost I use
for the first potting is, three parts of jellow loam, four

of well decomposed leaf mould, one of cow dung, which
has lain at least twelve months, and two of silver sand.

This soil I vary as the plants strengthen and approach
their flowering season, until the proportions are five of

loam, two of leaf mould, two of cow dung, and one of

silver sand. From the time the plants are well estab-

lished in their pots I give them no particular attention

Aeyond that of slightly fumigating them once a week,

a routine to which I subject them during their

wdjole period of growth, until about the beginning

of January, wdien I shift them into larger pots and place

thern on the front stage of a Geranium house, the

temperature of which is kept at 45° with an exceedingly

humid atmosphere. I ought to observe, that in shifting

I always sink the ball a little to admit of a top dressing

of fresh mould being put over the ripe joints of the

young wood, which vtry soon emit roots, an operation

which tends materially to increase the size and strength

of the plant?. I am also very particular as to drainage,

never allowing a particle of the old drainage to be
removed ; and by the time they are placed in their-

fiowering pots, I have a complete open drain from within

a few inches of the surface dowu to the bottom of the
pot, with the exception of the layers of fresh turf, which
I always introduce between the mould and potsherds
This temperature, and a careful attention to fumigation.

I consider the most essential points in the cultivation

of Calceolarias of this class ; lor if they once become
infested by green fly, no art can prevent the dis-

figurement of their foliage, and few plants are more
impatient of an excess of moisture at their roots than
herbaceous Calceolarias are. It should be observed,
.however, that in fumigating, care must be taken to avoid

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing ueck.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Iu the present state of the

weather a considerable amount of flre-heat will be

necessary, the drying effects of which will Le injurious

to plants generally, and particularly those in bloom,
unless counteracted by judiciously sprinkling the

beds, &c. I)o not, however, throw more moisture into

the atmosphere than may be necessary to render it

"sweet and healthy," for while fresh air cannot be
admitted, any excess might be more injurious t! an the

opposite extreme. Attend to maintaining a constant
supply of flowers by introducing into gentle heat at short

intervals proper quantities of the various plants suitable

for forcing, as Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Kahnias,
Deutzias, Dielytra spectabilis, Boses, Butch Bulbs, &c,
of all of which everybody who has a conservatory to keep
gay in winter should have a good stock of well prepared
plants. Large specimens of Clerodendrons, Allamandas,
Vincas, Bipladenias, &c, that have fairly started into

growth, should now be turned out of their pots, reducing
the balls as much as can be done without very seriously

injuring the roots, repotting them in the same sized

pots, using rich soil. The plants should be placed in a

mild bottom heat after repotting, and be very cautiously

supplied with water at the root until they get into free

growth. Afford them a thoroughly moist atmosphere,
however, with an occasional sprinkling over head with

a fine rosed syringe.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRL'BBERIES.
Little can be done here in the present state of the

weather beyond such operations as were referred to last

week. Those who are fortcnate enough to have the

command of a gravel pit should get a good supply of

this provided while the weather is unfavourable for

most out-doors operations. Let everything in the shape
of in-doors work, which can be done now to save time
after the weather has improved, be attended to. See to

having plenty of soil prepared for striking cuttings in,

as also for potting off, and have plenty of draining

materials prepared and sorted out iu sizes. Where the

stock of bedding out plants is short, the strongest stove

plants should be selected and placed in a moist growing
temperature, keeping them as near the glass as possible

in order to secure strong growth and obtain good
cuttings. If the plants are veil rooted, it will be advis-

able So give them a shift, using rich soil ; for it is of

great importance to obtain strong cuttings, as they are
not half the time becoming established plants as when
weakly dwindling shoots have to be used fur cuttings.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—Discontinue syringing Vines that are show-

ing fruit ; but secure plenty of moisture in the

atmosphere by Irequently sprinkling the passages, &e.
Be satisfied with as low a temperature aa will be safe

uuder the state of the Vines at night, and on cold

cloudy days, but take advantage of sunshine to raise it

considerably, and be cautious how cold air is admitted
where the Vines are in leaf. As the Grapes are cleared

from late houses, prune and wash the Vines with soft

soap, and a little soot and lime, also thoroughly cleau

the woodwork, glass, &c., and have everything cleau and
ready for next campaign. Peach House.—Discontinue
syringing where the blossoms are beginning to open, but
secure a nice, moist, healthy state of the atmosphere by
sprinkling the passages, &c, as may be necessary, but

avoid anything like dampness while the trees are in

bloom. Maintain a steady night temperature of 50° to

55° while the trees are in bloom. Take every possible

opportunity of admitting fresh ail:, and where the

external air can be made to pass over the heating

apparatus, so as to get heated before coming in contact

with the plants, a gentle circulation should be constantly

kept up until the fruit is fairly set. Avoid the admis-
sion of currents of dry, cold air, however, which would
be most injurious to the trees. Figs.—See that trees

planted out are properly moist at the roots, and also keep
those in pots and tubs carefully supplied with water, for

any excess as respects the presence or absence of mois-
ture at the root is very dangerous alter the appearance
of the fruit, and is the frequent cause of its dropping off.

Maintain a moist atmosphere, and if necessary to water
the border, use tepid water, giving enough to nicely

moisten the whole of the soil. Let the temperature
range from 50° or 55° at 'night to 60° or 65° by day,

giving air whenever it can be done with perfect safety.

HARDY FRUIT asd KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where orchard trees are infested with insects, the

bark should he well scraped with a blunt tool to remove
as many of the larvce of the insects as possible, after

which the parts should receive a coat of the composi-
tion recommended in this paper last week, under the

head of " Common Things," viz , hot lime and soot in

equal quantities, mixed with cow's urine until it attains

the consistency of thick paint. The composition should

be well rubbed into the crevices of ihe bark, in order to

make sure of its reaching every hiding place of the

enemy, and if a little cow manure was worked up in the

composition, it would be useful in causing it to adhere

better. It is a tedious process to properly cover large

old trees with this, but its effect in clearing them of

insects will well repay the trouble, and an occasional coat

to young trees will be useful in keeping them clear. The
present weather is likely enough to destroy early sown
Peas, and where this is apprehended, a quantity should

be sown in strips of turf, and raised iu a gentle heat, to

be hardened off and planted out towards the end of the

month. Also make a successional sowing of an early

variety on a warm border as soon as the state of the

weather permits. Daniel 0'B.ourke is the earliest

variety we know. Likewise get in some early Mazagan
Beans, and a sowing of some variety of Pea of good
quality, as Champion of England, should be made in

order to have these in as early as possible. Look over

last week's directions, and push forward any out-doors

work as fast as the weather will admit. See to having

a bed prepared for forcing Potatoes, Radishes, &c, and

put in a pinch of Lettuce, &c, in moderate heat to be

hardened off, and planted out to succeed those that

were raised in autumn.

NEAR LONDON.'"STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK
For the week ending Feb. 1, 1365, as observed at the Horticultural Gatdecs.

Jan.
and Feb.

Babometkb.
Wind01 the Air. OltbeEanl a

Max. Mill. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot. 2leei
deepJ deep

a

Friday "ft 8 30.003 29.S71 37 17 27.0 37 39 S.W. ,i >

Salur. t!7 1 20.972 211.940 34 15 21.5 m N.E .to

Sundaj2s III 29.934 29.347 36 20 31.0 36J an .00

Mon.. 29 II 29.730 . 29.697 35 17 26.0 36 39 N.M.
Tiies. 30 IK 29.7 IS 29.669 33 25 29.0 36J 39J N.E.
Wed. 31 13 29.493 29.425 31 23 27.0 36 3SS N.E.
ThurB. 1 14 30.002 29.7S6 33 17 25.0 36 3Sg N.E.

S9.H32 29.734 3M 20.0 27.0 36.4 39.0 .Ml

in. 26—Erosly; hazy; overcast; sharp frost.
— 27— Foprgy; fine; sharp iron at night,
— i:S— Overcast ; snowing; slight frost.
— 29—Overcast; snow showers; overcast.
— 30— Snowing, with brisk north-east wind; overcast.
— 31—OvercaEi and wiudy ; drifting sniw; overcast.
cb. 1—Clear ; sunshine in forenoon ; overcast ; snow 5 inches deep,

iiean temperature ot the week 11 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICX,
Durinx the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Feb. 10, 1^55.

.Mon.
Tiies.

Wed.
Thurs.
Friday
Sntiu-. "

44 7
«-7
4fi.U

33.6
33-3"

32.1

No. of
Years in
wbich it

Rained.

13

16

16

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.SR

(1.67

0.40

Prevailing Wince,

The hi^";est temperature during the above period occurred on t

lS31-tu e i-ni. ta deg. ; and the lowest on the 9th, 18^7—therm. 4 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: J B. We "will inquire and give you our advice next
week. You are very right to ask how you can lay your money
out to the best advantage.— Sub. We never recommend
dealers. Any respectable bookseller can procure "Roberts on
the Vine " for you if he cliooses.J

Cucumber Roots: H B. Just received. Will be noticed nest
week.

iSAiiES or Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All wo
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now-
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
seut us at one time.

—

X A. Bifrenaria Hadweni.—W S H.
Unusual plants not in flower cannot be named.

—

J A M. Ghi-
monanihus fragrans.

Pyramidal Peak Trees: Sub. If these are received from the
nursery unpruned, which they ought not to be, as they should
have their fIioo.s shortened in August so as to require no
pruning when planted, the side shoots should be shortened in
February to within 6 or 9 inches of the stem, the latter for

vigorous growing varieties, the leading shoot to 12 inches;
the shortened side shoots will each of them put forth the first

season of growth, say three or more shoots ; all of these but one
should be pinched early in July to the length of2 inches, and one
for a leading shoot to each side branch left to grow till the end
of August, and then shortened to within 6 or 9 inches, accord-
ing to the vigour of the tree. The shortened leading shoots
of the tree will put forth from three to five shoots; these, all

but one for the leader, must be pinched to within 6 inches early
in July and the leader left to grow till the end of August, and
then shortened to 10 or 12 inches. This, in as few words as
possible, is the annual course of treatment. For; a more
detailed account, Mr. Rivers' pamphlet on the subject,

advertised in another column, might be consulted with advan-
tage. We may add that some varieties on the Quince stock
form tco many blossom buds ; when this is the case thin them
out in February with a sharp penknife.

Thermometers : & C S. Your thermometer tube should on no
account be on metal, but on wood. For regislration the
common horizontal spirit thermometer, when well made, is the
best. Don't hang the thermometer against any wall, but place

it over Grass a foot from the ground, behind a screen which
will keep off the sun by day, without interfering with radia-

tion at night.

Vinery: E. Your bedding out plants will do no harm to your
Vines so long as tbe latter are not forced into bud : but when
that happens you will have to take out your bedding plants

unless you have such a command of air as will prevent tbe

latter being drawn up without injuring the tender leaves of

the Vines.
White Blackberry: £ J. We shall be glad to receive the

cuttings you are so obliging as to offer.J
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JJKHUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate ot Llmo, Nltratoof Soda, Sugar Scum, and evory

flflBonpUbft of Artificial Manure*), LlnHOcd Cakcft, ' c.

Wm, Ikquh CAItNB, 10, Murk Lnno, London.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c- Manufacturer* and
o.Uiera engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every nccoHdury Instruction for Lhoir cccmrmilca] imd

efflolont preparation, by applying to J. C Ni uit, F.G i

Principal ol' tlio Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Supoi'phOHpliatOM of Lime,

Coprolltoa, &c. and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed wiili nccuraoy and dispatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving Instructions In Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and. accommoda-
tion at llic ViAU-i',"

'

IE FOLLOWING MAMJRK.S ore inaimfnrtun.1

Mr, i.awioh' Factory, Deptford Crooki—Turnip Manure.
7/. por ton: Superphosphate of LI mo, ii.\ Buinbuiic Aold and
Cnprolltea, 67.

Office, 'if, King William Street, City, London.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 por

cent, of nmmonla. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
..flier < iliciiilcal MnnurcH.

rpHE LONDON MANUUKCOMI'AN^ ! lo rail

-A. the sttentlon of Agrloullurlats to lhoir WHEAT and
CLOYEH MANURES for present ubo. The London Mi re

Company also offer Genuine Peruvian Guano, Nitrate of Soda,

Concern in inl Crate, Buperphosphate of Lime. Fishery and otlior

Salts, and nil Artificial Manures of value. Tho London Manure
Company guarantee Peruvian Guano nncl ovory Munnio they

Btippiy to ho Btriotly gonuino. Ej»vakd Ftraaan, Sec.

HrMne Strept. Bi n ckfr i nr*.

WHEAT AND OTI1EU MANURES ON SALE.—
Tho BuccesB attending the application of tho mnnuro

specially adapted tor Wheat (hiring the last IWO years, induce:*

the undersigned to again offer it, to tho Agriculturists with con-
Qdenco. Also Superphosphate of Lime, Blood Manuro, Guano,
Nitrate ot Soda, Gypsum, Salt, Peat Charcoal, and all other
"Manures <ii known ?afue.—Apply for Prices Current to MARE
FOTJQERG1LL& CO., 204a, Upper Thames Street, London.

TREE TRANSPLANTING
ryi it. jvi'OLAMir.:. i

BY M CLASHEN'S PATENT.
i now jc pared t" nuppjy

Appnral ' at which he
h /ii ; afelj and < pedltli intly Irannpli 4 pi tmy
dlmen Ion i In an y j nrl '- 1 Ihc I I zdom.

(Jononmlll M i:> i
I

ON WALKS.
WEEDING on SAL1

pYANIC MANURE COMPANY.
V^ WHITE'S PATENTS.

OirrfiOBS, 37, CiiAiiiNO CnOBS, London.
,

'Directors,

Tho Hon. J. W. ForteSCUO. I General Macdonald, C.B.
G. P. Irvine, Esq.

!
Newton S. Scott, Esq,

TianJttrs—Messrs. Berries, Farquhar, & Co,, St. James's Street.
Solicitors— Messrs. Vallance & Vallance, 20, Essex Street, Strand.

Agricultural Chemist—W. White, Esq.
Secretary—Mr. W. F. Mould.

Patent Cyanic Manure 8/. per ton.

„ i,
Deodorising Powder ... 15s. perewt.

„ „ V\iu\t Preservative ... 12s. Gd. per cwt.
Tho Directors have the satisfaction of announcing that their

arrangements will now enable them to execute orders to any
extent. Applications for Agencies to be accompanied by
references. Orders to be addressed to the Secretary, 37, Charing
Cross , Lon don.

YJU ANTED, RESPECTABLE AGENTS for a
» • MANURK, the character and wonderful results of which

arc so fully established by several hundreds of Testimonials, from
ttll parts of the United Kingdom, as to command a sale for it.

—

Address, with occupation and references, A.R., -15, Fleet Street,
Loudon

.

MAIMCER, RACK, 8 WATER-TROUCH AS ONE FIXTURE.
Improved and Newly Patented,

y^OTTAM and HALLEN, tlie original inventor?,
V-' obtained the Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-
ment, to which all the latest improvements are adapted, secured
by ratcnr, including a method entirely new of attaching the
halter-weight and rein from the back of the manger to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to ils comfort whilst feeding and
convenience when at rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-
ing the liability of the most restive horse getting cast. No well-
managed stable should be without these fittings.
COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in

tie best possible manner, both as to form and utility: are
cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection-
manufactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
cut-face Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable
lumps, Loose Box. Fittings, Gutta Perchn Preserving Saddle
and Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, in
stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orna-
mental, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.

Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottam £ H uxfv
2, TViusley Street, Oxford Street.

WABM1NT. AND VENTILATING.
ortl\ I u,v a r/VltiMi sAl-tTY STABLE FITTINGS

AND ENAMELLED MANCERS.

HTHE only Patented invention of this description
-*- constructed so as to prevent considerable waste of Hav and
Corn, together with all the newest improvements.

,.A\SJY
LY IMPROVED ECONOMIC STABLE FITTINGS,FORTY SHILLINGS PER SET, to fill up the whole width of

stalls, and can be had enamelled or galvanised. Every descrip-
tion of Mangers, Racks, and Stable Furniture in stock: Iron
Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c.
Manufacturer of Kite's Patent Noiseless Cast-iron Smoke-cunng Chimney Caps (21X1 on Buckingham Palace), price 35s.

™f„. ,.
e Lis, '

! and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded on re-
ceipt of two postage stamps.
JAMES BARTON, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street,

a few doors east of the Pantheon.

WEEDS
Mlt. FLEMING'S

MAt iii.'.i ,- i ClItAVKl V
&c, manufactured nnd Hold byAi.KXAKOisn 8iwi
liroath, I 'orfamhlro, trnm

jj
hi m pi

WATLKPKOOF PATHS,. ISAKN Alibi CA'IILL t,HLD
FLOORS.

1'HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens daring tii<

w l liter ii Hi it should c< truct their «A)k* of POTIT1
CEMENT CONCBETE, which »ro rormeil thus:

I
,,.,[ -.I v. hi id i in- 1, ni h hint prosonl mode from the loena vblch

, ii, i
iii iv in. It a mi toevoi v pal I ol oh an vravi i add odi

fiver i d. To Bvo parts of such equal oiixluro add oni

IiiiiiI Ceiiiciit.iHKl liii'ii |iinali-tlii: wlii.lc will
I ebl

applying tho water. J i may then bo laid on 2 Inches tiikk. Any
Inbouror can mix and spread it, No tool

I beyondlbs
u|iiuii-, iiiii iii -ih I ii i ii i ii it bocomes as bard as a rock, Vi

cannot grow through or uponlt,and II rosl I tliosctlonol the

sovorost frost, It is necessary, as wator doe notsoakthi
to give a fall from tho middle ol the path towari
Tim iiaiiu- preparation makes Brsl rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, PA'KM-YAKDS, and all ol m
u In re a cli'iiu, bard bottom la u dealderatum. May bo laid in

v. mill equally well ah in i.mi ir.

Manufacturers of lio Cement, J. B. "Wjiitr & Bm
M iUuiiik Street. WriHlmlnnter.

MAW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
an Indostructlblo and highly dccoratlva substitute for

49 (di 214/. 6#, Lit

\,y liitliininr. 20 '

Ot l!.- i

will I.-

a

on .i
.

that do lui

-. "Tin fa> mured; il,c

,., ,,.

'in this ihi

the crim

ill-will— it in ofu a the I

generally, thoou . il i

[ifcrn will '

event of a fire by the I
-

ansietance will be n

On lucifera as a canm . it is at--.'

ordinary flooring, and their lmnoilshablo Oil Cloth I for
Jarge fne insurance -

Entrance Halls, Passages, Verandahs, Consei - (cs, Arc— I .
°

Maw & Co. send free of exponso their llook of 1 iltable Since tneir introdOCtlon ; and
'•• prlco and stylo fur every description of Building. Bentball migchieVOOS in tli<: bands of children. ',r. ind<

.i 1. I
' I- I.. . <•.!.... • -Works, Broseley, Salop.

STEPHENSON and PE1LL, 61, Gracechurch Street,
London, atid 17, New Pari: Street, Soutlmark,Manufacturcrfl

of Coppor Cylindrical and Improved Conical Inn BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either In Wood or
lion, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but offlcaciouB method of worming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hoi Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars
f,,,„lol,...l „„ „„„l|r„,i„„

circles i

of male-lies to fnrrn labourers aboul

buildings a most reaaonab!>: and right precaution.

The following are the precantii ted ly
?il]-. Bsai hont, secretary of the County I

I
'< rbid the use of luciftrs and tlie practice of smoking

in or near the rick yards. Bicks to I >.-
j aced ii

line, and as far from one- another ss

possible. Hay ricks arnl corn ric. h to be
|

nalely. Rick-yards to be kept ck.-.r of all loose straw.

A pond to be provided close to tbc rick-yard

fetenm thrctliiiif; machine to be always plan

of the rick, and as far from it as may le ; t).-

straw to be removed ccntinua.ly from it, and I

three paibful of water to be provided close to the aih-

pan, which should be alwajs lull of vtater.

Some of these instructions will of course be modi-

fied by other considerations lhan the risk of ;

is not, for instance, very likely that hay-rie

be alternated with corn-ricks, or that the latter will,

when the whole produce of Ihe farm is brought

together, be placed in single file upon the ground.

The remarks about the use of the portable steam-

engine, and the order about lucifers and smoking,

are self-evidently right and reasonable.

Jlr. Beaumont further gives instructions fa
own agents, and for the ' ~ , -. • '. .

i j tt.
supply of the Capitol or repayment of their own advances, through I

act When a tre Creaks OUt in a HCK
the exercise of the Company's powers. William Clifford, Sec , i main point is not to disturb the burning rick, which

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY, ' should at once be placed under the superintendence

'I -HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND JM-
-L PROVEMENT COMPANY.

iNCORPonATF.D DY SPECIAL ACT OF P.\F.UAMENT,
Offices, 62, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
IIeniiy Kfr Sevmer, Esq., M.P., Cliairman.
Sir. John- V. Shelley, Bart.. 11. P., Deputy-Chairman.

John C. Cobbold, Ksq., SI. P. William Fiaher flobhs, Esq.
Sir William Cnbitt, F.K.S. Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Henry Currie, Esq. Samuel Morton Peto, Esq.
Thomas Edward Hiccy, Esq. William Titc, Esq., F.K.S.

William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute works of Drainage, Irrigation, Poad-
making, Enclosing, Eeclaiming, and the Erection of Farm
Buildings upon any Estates, under Settlement, Mortgage,
or Disability, and without any investigation of Title, to charge
the total amount of the outlay and expenses upon the property
improved, to be repaid by annual instalments, varying according
to the number of years over which Landowners may determine
tlie repayment shall extend, within the limits of 31 years for
Farm Buildings, and 50 years for Drainage, Poads, and other
Improvements. Arrangements are also made with Landowners
for the execution of the works by their

'l 'HE
Paruasiest fop. of the most trustworthy man on the spot, who is to

eitors, Surveyors, Estate Ager f may. be'cOTtracted see to_its not being disturbed or scattered. Jle:

.-CORl'ORATEO BY SPECIAL ACT
England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the

for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of everv : sures for the extinction of the fire by pressure and
landed improvement especially_ Drainage, Building..Clearing,

; bv ^ater are of conrse to be applied; but the
Lnclesing, V> arping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation. P.onds. - . , . .. , . . fr.
Planting, Machinery, &c. The plans (of'buildings), specifica- ' main and immediate labour should te Oirec
tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are

, hinderinc; the fire from spreadir^ : and U
submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro- ' j , ' ii. • li. -

l „ -.-^

prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover i

done b
.
v ccn elulS tne neighbouring neks Wl th all the

from the inheritance their own funds to be expended on improve- ' blankets, tarpaulins. &C. that can be procured from,
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a the house and from

"

neighbours, Soaking ther.
mutual improvement, suclnas a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application. &c, apply to the Hon. Wm. Napier, Managing
Direptor. 2. old Pnl.ioe Yard. Westminster.

/ 1ULLLGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V-> and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and'
3S, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare vouth for the pursuits of Agriculture, ,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
i

seemed important enough to deserve this notice Ol It.

and Military Services, and for the Universities.

stantly with water, and placing them especi

that side and those parts on which the w

The main purpose of the article in the /.

is to detail the general statistics of fires, more
especially within the London district ; but thi

dental reference to acrricultural fire insurance

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
-L SHOW, 1S55.—The Prize Lists for Stock, Domestic Poultry,
and Roots, arc now ready, and Copies may be obtained on appli-
cation to John Morgan, Jun.. Secretarv.

Offices, 3S. Beunett's Hill, Birmingham. February 3.

Wixt agrintUttral <$a|rttr.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1855.
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING KEEK.

TncasDAi, Feb. S—Agricultural Imp. Society of Ireland.

We learn from the letter in another column that

i the sale of JIustard-cake for Rape-cake at Hull

]
the other day was not fraud, but accid

I negligence. The broker through whom the

I

was purchased, and who at once indemnified the

I
owner of the cattle for his lc;;e>. faile l,on a s

1

trial, to obtain a verdict against the me:

from whom the cake was procured. The

it appeared in evidence, was sold : ;
;-cake

but as manure-cake. We have a :

trial before us, and of course the evidecce is con-

flicting enouch, but that versicn of the afair seems

t

to have been believed by the jury; and so althcv »h

In a useful and instructive article upon Fires it is asserted that Rape-cake was asked I

and Fire Iksdrakces in the current number of the sample atdthebulk having been delivered asmanure-

Quartcrly Reticle, there is a paragraph or two on cake, those who sufferedfrom its use as food —ere

agricultural fires and incendiarism among farming
;
not allowed to charge their losses on the mercii-.s.

stock. The information upon which the reviewer The only use we would make of the occurrence is

proceeds has been given to him principally by the to point out not only tie liability to error in deal-

manager of the County Fire Office ; and as the ings of this kind—a matter of importance where so

subject is of course interesting to our readers, we much may hinge upon it, but the difficulty wh/.cb.

extract the facts ascertained by the experience of there is even to experienced persons in detecting

this one company. Over a total insurance of error. The broker through whom this business was
eight millions, property amounting in value to transacted is innocent throughout of all but blunder-

SS19t\ lis, 4<7. was destroyed bv 12S fires between ing, which in a person of his experience would seem
January 1, and November 30, 1S54. Of these fires remarkable were there not other instances ecnaJiy
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mistaken. The following, for example, is an

extract from the evidence :

—

Thomas Jackson, seed crusher and oilcake manufacturer—

I

have manufactured Mustard-cake, not frequently, but have done
BO. When made, it is, to a dealer, easily distinguishable from
Rape-cake. Tlie difference in price varies from 2s. Gd. to Bs.Lper
ton?] between Rape and Mustard; there is a little difference in the

colour. Rape-cake is of a green colour; Mustard-cake is yellow.

Cross-examined—There are several kinds of Rape-cake, and
several kinds of Mustard. A man in the trade could dis-

tinguish them. I never mix Mustard and Rape in manufac-
ture. I sometimes buy damaged cake when I have a customer
who wants cheap cake. I do not then mix the cakes.
By the Judge—Generally speaking the quality is easily dis-

tinguishable by sight. I never saV any green Mustard-cake

;

never saw any so green as this ; this is an average colour of green
Rape-cake. Brown Rape-cake can be told from brown Mustard
because it is so much browner. Mustard-cakes do not vary much
in colour. Green Rape-cakes do not vary much in colour. Brown
Rape does not vary much in colour. This is light coloured
Mustard-cake. I will not taste it. (Laughter.)
Mr. Dearslv—There is not a bit of Mustard in it. I will call

Mr. Sollitt to prove that it is Rape-cake. (Laughter.)
The Judge tastes it, and says— It is Rape-cake.
Mr. Deabslt—That is Rape-cake. (Laughter.) There is the

infallible Mr. Jacksox. (Renewed laughter.)

Jackson (ta.ste-0—I should still say it is Mustard-cake. It is

stronger than the Rape.
Mr. Deabslt—Don't eat all that cake.

We suppose Mr. Jackson to be, as represented, a
person of experience, and it appears from his

j

evidence that an examination, such as may be
made by inspection, taste, &c, on the spot,

fails to distinguish the wholesome Rape-cake
from the poisonous Mustard. Indeed from Dr.
Voelcker's letter at p. 4:2, it is plain that the dif- ,

ference does not exist in the dry cakes ; the forma-
tion of the poisonous irritant—the characteristic

volatile oil of Mustard—being the result of macera-
tion in cold water, by which, or rather by the

J

peculiar fermenting process which ensues, a harmless
substance called myronic acid is converted into the
irritating oil of Mustard. The attention which has
been directed by the trial to this subject will be use-

ful, as every beacon is that points out dangers, risks,

and liabilities, whether from fraud or carelessness.

The Dublin Farmers' Gazette has, by its cor-

respondents and otherwise, recently been usefully
informing its readers on the Rearing and Feeding
or Calves ; and as the subject will soon, in the
order of the season, be forced upon the attention of

all stock breeders, we will contribute to the discus-
sion a description given us of the method adopted
in Berwickshire by one of the most intelligent

farmers in that county. It is no detraction from the
value of the letter that its date is Aug. 21, 1843, for

it describes a practice which was successful then,
and is successful still, in what Mr. Mechi does not
believe—the profitable manufacture of beef :

—

I rear about 25 annually, and pursue substantially

the same system, which 1 shall endeavour to give you in

as minute detail as I can. I keep from eight to ten
cows ; our calculation being that each cow should keep
from two and a half to three calves. As the growing
of beef is our object, we do not trouble ourselves about
pedigrees, but endeavour to have cows combining in as
great a degree as possible those qualities most suitable

for our purpose. They must be good milkers, other-

wise we cannot rear a sufficient number of calves
;

they must have a ready tendency to fatten, and come
early to maturity, otherwise we cannot sell the produce
fat at two years old ; and they must have good size,

otherwise there will be a short-coming in the weight of

beef. In other words, they must be well-bred short-

horns, only paying more attention to their milking pro-
perties than is usually done by breeders of bulls. We
do not in general attempt breeding bulls ourselves, but
go to some one of the noted breeders in Northumber-
land, and purchase as good an one as we can get ; use
him for two or three seasons, and then fatten him, and
return to the same source for a fresh one. In order to

have as level a lot as possible, my practice is to
allow the cottagers on my own farm, and some others in

the neighbourhood, to send their cows to my bull gratis,

on condition that I shall get the calf at fair market price,

if I require it. In this way I usually have my entire

lot the progeny of my own bull. I endeavour to have
all my cows to calve, if possible, betwixt 1st February
and 1st April. If they are much earlier, the cows get
almost dry before the grass comes ; if they are much
later, the calves cannot be got off fat with the rest of
the lot. If they could all be got in February, it would
suit all purposes best.

As soon as a calf is dropped, I have it removed
from its dam and carefully rubbed with wisps of
hay until it is dry, imitating as closely as possible
"what the dam would do if allowed to get at it with
her tongue. It is then put into a crib in the calf-

house and covered over with dry straw, and gets a
little of its own mother's milk from the pail as soon
as possible. For the first fortnight it gels milk
only, but as much of that as can be spared. If
pains be taken, it will usually at this age begin
to eat a little oilcake and sliced Swedish Turnips. The
oilcake should be broken about the size of lump sugar as
brought to table. The servant should have a piece
ready to put into its mouth after drinking its milk, as
it is then disposed to suck anything which it can
get hold off. By doing this a few times, and putting a
few pieces into its trough, it will soon begin to eat of its

own accord, and should then get as much oilcake,
Turnip, and hay as it will eat, for when it has fairly

taken to this kind of food its allowance of milk can be
diminished, so as to meet the necessities of the younger
calves which will be coming on in succession. This is

the more needful, as I never, if it can possibly be
avoided, give them any liquid except unadulterated
milk—warm from the cow. When there is a necessity
for resorting to a substitute, I generally use sago boiled

in water till it forms a thick jelly, and allowed to cool

to the same temperature as the milk with which it is

mixed at the time of feeding. My cows are milked
three times a-day, and the calves fed as often, the milk
being carried direct from the byre to the calf-house.

When the calves have attained to eight weeks old, their

mid-day allowance of milk is usually withdrawn, as

they can then eat dry food in sufficient quantity to

meet their necessities, and it is of more importance to

have the milk for the younger calves which are almost
entirely dependent upon it It is always with very
great reluctance that I allow anything to be mixed with
the mill; by way of helping the quantity, as the certain

consequence of doing so is, that a sour smell meets you
on entering the house, giving evidence that there is in-

digestion to a greater or less degree. The cows at this

season should be fed with white Turnips, as the quantity
of milk is greater than when Swedish Turnips are used,

and, moreover, much more wholesome for the calves.

The milk from the latter is certainly richer,

but a lengthened trial has satisfied us that it has
a tendency to induce inflammatory attacks in the calves
fed upon it. As the calves get from four to six weeks
old we remove them from their cribs into a larger house,
where eight or ten can be accommodated together and
have room to pick about ; and when the fat cattle are
sold they are put into the most sheltered feeding yard,
where they have still more room and are gradually pre-
pared for being turned out to the home paddock. I am
never in a hurry to put them to Grass, and have them
brought in at night for several weeks after they are
turned out. At four months old they are entirely

weaned from milk, and are put upon a piece of good
seeds, and continue to receive at least a pound of oilcake

daily during the summer, or until they have so evidently

taken with the pasture as to be improving in condition.

They should not lie out at night very late in autumn,
but so soon as the nights begin to lengthen and get
chilly they should be brought into a yard at night,

and get some second cuttings of Clover, Tares,
or such like, and Turnips whenever they are ready.
Whenever put on Turnips the daily allowance of oil-

cake must be renewed and continued all through the
winter and spring until they are again turned to Grass.
This not merely promotes their growth, but as far as

the experience of five or six years can determine the
point, it appears to be a specific against blackleg, which
was often so fatal in this neighbourhood as to deter
many farmers from breeding altogether.

It is well to keep in view the purpose for which Lin-

seed cake is used at the different stages of their growth.
When first given the object is to accustom them to a
wholesome and nutritious kind of food, which when
once taken to enables you to rear a greater number of

calves on a given quantity of milk ; and then again,

when the milk is entirely withdrawn, you cau by in-

creasing the allowance of cake entirely prevent that

check to their growth and loss of condition which in-

evitably takes place when they are weaned from milk
and have Grass only to depend upon. But I give

cake during the following winter along with Turnips,

for the specific purpose of preventing black-leg ; for,

saving this, I believe that Turnips, ad libitum,

with a little bruised grain, would fatten them equally

well at rather less expense. When put to Grass

as year-olds, they grow decidedly better on seeds than

on old pasture. However, if they have been well done

to, and are very forward in condition, they will do better

on the old pasture than they would if leaner. They
should be put on Turnips again as soon as the latter

are ready ; and it is seldom that we give anything more
than Turnips and straw. We feed them all in open yards
with a good warm shed attached, care being taken to

keep both yard and shed, but especially the latter, well

littered, that they may always have a comfortable bed

to tempt them to lie as much as possible. They are fed

twice a day in troughs built along by the yard wall,

into which the Turnips are put whole, and chopped by
a transverse knife which cuts each Turnip into four

pieces. Globe Turnips are used till near Christmas,

and then Swedes till May, wdien they are usually sold.

I think I have now stated everything of importance

connected with your iuquiry, and much, I dare say, that

you knew better about before than I could tell you. The
leading feature of our system, as you will perceive, is to

feed well from ever the animals are born, taking especial

care to secure a progressive improvement. If at any
time they get low in condition, there is not only a loss

of time, but a needless waste of food ere the lee-way is

made up. It is also of the greatest importance to

select the calves with care, and not to attempt to rear

more than you can do thorough justice to all along.

There has been no announcement made as yet in

accordance with the Act for the provision of a

Metropolitan Market instead of Sniithfield : and on

inquiry at the City architect's office, wewere informed

that no information exists there as to the period

when the new market will be opened. It was
rumoured the other day that a letter had been
received from the Home Secretary objecting to some
of the arrangements, and among others to the reten-

tion of the Monday as the market day.

DISTRIBUTION OF HORSE LABOUR.
We shall detail the mode of cultivation of each of the

crops iu due rotation on a farm of 240 acres, showing
the quautity of horse-labour required in each month>
when it is most proper to have the work done.

Tee Field No. 1 : SO acres ; 25 acres in Swedes, and 5 acres
in Turnips.

The kind of horse labourre-
quired for Turnips.

To be ploughed the first time ...

„ carting 450 loads of manure
it ploughing in the manure ...

„ cultivating the ground with
three horses ...

„ a double turn of the heavy
harrow

„ carting 300 loads of short
prepared dung

„ cultivating deep to mix the
dung on the surface

„ a double turn of the harrow
„ rolling

„ drilling up the land making
two drills at one bout

„ horse-hoeing Swedes...

The months when
the work should be

done.

January & February
March
March

May

May

June

June
June
June

June
July and August

Days'
work of a
man and
two horses.

SO

3o} 39

3-
61

6J-33
2

| -

10J
!8

This is 20 days in January, 10 in February, 39 in March, 15 in
May, 33 iu June, 9 in July, and 9 in August; in all 135 days.

No. 2 : 30 acres in "Wheat after the Turnips.

The kind of horse labour required.

The months
when the work
must be done.

Days'
work of a
man & pair
of horses-

To ploughing the laud with a shallow
furrow

„ a double turn of the harrow
„ drilling the seed in rows 10 in.

apart

„ a double turn of the harrow

October
October

October
October

30
6

3
6

This field requires 45 days of two horses in the month of October.

No. 3, of 30 acres : 10 acres to be in Winter Beans.

The kind of labour required for

Beans.

To cultivating the land twice across
eachother

„ a double turn of the harrow
„ carting 200 loads of manure ...

„ ploughing the land

„ two double turns of the harrow ...

„ drilling the Beans
„ horse-hoeing twice

The months to

do the work.

August
August
August
August
August
August
April

Days1

work of a
man and
two horses*

9
2
4
10
4
2
2

These 10 acres of No. 3 require 31 days' work of two horses in
August, and 2 days in April.

No. 3 : 10 acres in Carrots.

The kind of work required for

Carrots.

To carting 250 loads of manure
„ ploughingin the manure8in. deep
„ cultivating twice across ...

„ manuring the double time
„ rolling and drilling

Time when the
work should be

done.

August
August
March
March
March

Days'
work of a
man and
two horses*

5
10
4
4
3

This crop of 10 acres requires 15 days' work of a pair of horses
in August, and 11 days in March.

No. 3 : 10 acres in Potatoes.

The kind of work required for
Potatoes.

To carting 250 loads of manure ...

„ ploughing iu the manure deep ...

„ ploughing the land the 2d time
„ harrowing a double time
„ cultivating twice across

„ drilling for and covering the
Potatoes

„ horse-hoeing twice

„ drilling up the Potatoes

Time when the
work should be

done.

September
September
February-
April
April

April
May
June

Days'
work of a
man and
two horses.

5
10
10
2
5

6
2
3

This crop requires 15 days' work in September, 10 days in
February, 13 days in April, 2 days in May, and 3 days in June.

No. 4 : 30 acres, to be in "Wheat.

The kind of work required for

Wheat.

To ploughing the land twice after

the roots are off

„ a double turn of the harrow
„ drilling the seed

,, a double turn of the harrow

The months
when the work
should be done.

November
November
November
November

Days'
work of a
man and
two horses.

30
6

This crop of Wheat requires 45 days' work of a pair of horses

in November.

No. 5 : 30 acres, in Mangold Wurzel.

The kind of work required
for Mangold Wurzel.

To ploughing first time
„ harrowing a double time
., carting 450 loads ofmanure

„ ploughing in the dressing

„ cultivating

,, harrowing a double time
„ carting 300 loads of short

manure
cultivating and mixing the
short manure on surface

„ drilling up the land for

ploughing...
„ horse-hoeing 4 times

The time to do the
work.

Oct.,10 ; Nov.,10; Dec.10

Jan., 2; Feb., 2; Mar. 2

Jan., 3; Feb.,3;Mar.3
Jan.,10;Feb.,10;Mar,10

April, 4; May, 5
April, 3; May, 3

April, 3 ; May, 3

April, 4 ; May, 5

April, 4; May, 5

May, 6; June, 6; July 6

Days'
work of a
man and
two horses.

30
6
9
30
9
6

9
18

This crop requires 10 days' work in October, 10 days in Novem-
ber, 10 days in December, 15 days in January, 15 days in February,

15 days in March, 18 days in April, 27 days in May, 6 days m
June, and 6 days in July ; in all 132 days of two horses.
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No. <>
i 90 acrofl, to )»i in Wheat.

The kind of work required for a
crop 01 wheat.

The n fclin

when Hi*! work
nlioiiM bo tlono,

To ploughing tlia land after tha roots

are off Deoombor tia

burrowing the land a double time December (J

„ drilling tho Rood December Jt

1f
harrowing the Innd a double time December <i

Thin crop of Wheat requires Ifi dayH'worh of two borsofi In
Docombor,

No. 7: 80 aoros Olovor,

Diiyu'woik

of ii man
and

fcffO ll'H'IICfl.

The kind ofwork required
for tho Clover orop.

To lin nilloil

fii" i Imo wiii'n i ho
workuhimiii bodone

April

i layu'work ofa man
and two horaos.

2

TbJa crop raaulrod tho labour of a pair of bornestwo dayii
in April.

'

No. 8 j JJO aorefl In Wlmaf, aflor (Mover.

Tho kind of work re

ipMnullHracrojM.f VVlirni
The time whon tho
work Bhould bo done

September

September
September

roploughlng
^narrowing it throe

floublotlmos .., September 18
„arimng tho flood ... September 3
ii harrowing tholand after

ihnNnmiii .i.miiioii September
TbJfl orop requlroH f>7 iliiyH' work ol two linrKnn In HupUunbor.

AbHtmct of tho amount of horao labour roqulrod during oacli

month on tho wholo of the arable land.

Dnyit'work ofa mini
jumI two liorsofl.

rnn Field No. l

„ No. 2

„ No. 3

„ No. 4

„ No. 5
,, No. (i

„ No. 7

„ No. S

B

-7

4
v

.11

v.

4 a

0)

a
p

;
"3

i
p

/ s
t-'

S

„ III mi 15 ;i:i II 9

i's

15
III ii 15 2 8 16

45
15 ."' ir, 18 IK '. 6 10 10 10

45
2

7
• :. M H:;., „>

r, IB ll IS i;. -,:.

From tlio above table it appears that 363 days' labour
af a pair of horses is required to be doue during the
^eor, and the greatest amount of labour is required in
September, being 172 days besides the horse labour in
mrting the harvest, which may require 26 days more,
jut part of this work may be spread over August
ind October.

Tho following table will show tho number of working days,m winch limd that has boen perfectly chained will bo in a
proper working condition in cacli month, tho working
Hours each day, the extent of land which may be ploughed
each day, and (ho acres ploughed per month.

Months.

Fanuary ...

.''obruary .

Vlarch

Ipril „"

*«y ..'.

Tune
r"'y
Vugiist ..'.

September
October ...

November

.

December .

Dry working
days.

14
14
18
20
20
20
20
20
20
IS
16
16

Working
hours on
each day.

8
S
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9

. Extent
ploughed
each day.

1

1

li
li
H
li

lit

li
1}
1.1:

1J
1

Acres
ploughed
per month.

14
14
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
22
IS
16

By this table we find there are 216 dry working days
in the year, and that a man and two horses can in that
time plough 254 acres of land, and we have found that
the greatest number of days' work required under this
system of cultivation is in 72 days of a pair of horses in
September ; and as there are but 20 working days
in that mouth, we shall require at least 3i pairs of
horses, so as to have a sufficient horse power to" meet all

circumstances of the weather. We therefore propose to
have seven working horses, besides a horse which may
be used in the gig, and work in the cart or plough when
wanted. J. M.

STATISTICS OP CATTLE FEEDING.
In my remarks on feeding {Agricultural Gazette,

Sept. 30 and Oct. 7), I adverted to the effect of costive
and laxative food on the live weight of the animal. As
my cattle have siuce then undergone a change of treat-
ment and of habitation, I supply three weighings of my
milch cows, from which this effect appears clearlv
exemplified:—

No. 1...

10...

il-
ls..

IS..

14..

15..

Live "Weight.

October 3

cwt.qr.lb,

Chauged
10 2
12 2

Changed

Ditto

10
11 2
9
10 1

11 16
Changed
C'langed
10 1

9 2
9 3 14

October 31.

cwt.qr.lb.

S 1

9 2
1 1

S 2
10
3

9 3 20
8 10
9 2
S 3
9 10

Weight
less.

56
S4

56
2S
56

84
S4
70

Nov. 2S.

cwt.qr.lb.

10 1 20
11 1

13
S 2 20
Newly
calved

10 1 20
12

2
3 20
2
3
3 20
1

2
20

Weight
more in
S weeks.

S4
56

4S
56
56
76
40

During summer and up to the first week in October,
these cows were turned out on a near pasture during
day, and housed during the night. Each morning and

j

evening they wore supplied with sti ami -I food, ol rhfcl

l gave a description in the A/picullurai Gazette,

Sopt, 80, "n tlii. faro their evacuation won ol proper
consistency; daring the remainder ol October thi-y

win wholly housed, and woi i upp " ,: cui

math or oddish, together with three feed* ol

food per day, On this fare they were relai

wlii-n weighed on the 81st Octobor the ten in

which were under treatment the whole ol thi i timi

hlifiwril a deficiency of '>'>' lbs, each on tho n

During November their Gi clian i to

of hay, with 80 to 40 lb , ol Cabl eh, with the

like allowance of steamed food. On th I u r evacua-

tions wero reetorod to their propi c coi ncy. It

will bo seen on roforoncc to the weights, Nov. 28th, that

tlio game ten cows had not only regained the Iom

shown when iu'o relaxed state, but 4fi Ibn. inch on the

average, or 6} lbs. per week on tho whole eight weeks
in addition.

The quantity of material supplied as food and in

progress through the system will be found to naves
main influence on the comparative live and dead weight

nf cattle. II wo take: into ooin-.idiTution a lull

animal in fair store condition, which has been on (JniaHor

other bulky food, and has filled itself, and treat it for

fattening, I am of opinion that tho gain in weight

will bo wholly to useful vendible material, and that the

quantity of material in process through the system will

not increase, but when primo there will he a decrease.

I cannot otherwise account for the circumstance, that

fat cattle which yield largely of loose fat, which counts an

offal, weigh heavierwhen killed, carcase weight, than those

of tho same live weight which have less of loose fat. The
capability to contain a greater quantity of this material

may be inferred from the circumstance that animals fed

to satiety weigh (10 to ISO lbs. more in an evening than
before their meal the following morning. 1 have known
a boast, which in contending with the cold of October,
had gorged itself on aftermath, on being changed to

feeding in stall, weigh less by more than 1 cwt.,

evidently without loss of condition. The necessity of the

weighings being timed at like hours will be obvious
;

mine always take place in the morning before a meal.
I may now mention on© satisfactory result attendant on
these monthly weighings. It enables me to compute
with greater accuracy the proportion of live and dead
weight ; for a well-fed beast I calculate on 21 to 12, or
100 to

57-f, and modify this according to condition, &c.
Ou four cattle sold in December at 18Z. each, my pur-
chaser supplied me with the weights of carcase and of

loose fat, which I subjoin :

—

Live
weight.

10 2
9 3
10 1

10 3

Computed
weight.

stones.
84

82

Actual
weight.

st. lbs.

82
79 2
81
85 1

327 3

Loose
fat.

lbs.

88
80
98
64

Together.

st. lbs.

93
89 2
93 2
93 1

each, reckoned on the livi weight ; y •

dead weigh! they ore dearer by I/, to \l. '• l_should
compul animal ol Bcwl live weight to

when hi"

• i ding, at a gain ol 'J be
'...I then to I'.!, equal

dead • right, and the value, ta

would be increased to I0f, ; . at the

rate el 8#< per week* " tbeanimal I

me little should be alb,

no hi Itation : that such a gain per week
on stall feeding is nol ii vl» mo

ulaU upon, or tbfin I usually obtain. If I

on for »t/;re Bt/ick, mv
cent . thi i .i. . | r week would eon

' ,Xi stones, dm! '-t wu
•'111... „ „ H-*i"M«, ".I „ •.:

1

1

45

'in loo t il<-mH nl offal of a full

grown animal, I cannot Bail thai tbeyon
incri to anything like the extentof 72 lbs. I

the tallow or loose fat, With the increajx: ol which, M I

bavealn wwuiwnt increaee ej

the carcase or dead weight.

An animal ol cwt, in tion may probably
contain 80 to 40 II

feeding, I I ou i dculate on s yield ol 100 to 112 Iba,

being an increase ol 8 II , which will \*- in

addition to thi gain ol meat or carcase weight ; if then

then I. in weight of M lbs. per week, there will

be an additional gain in loose fat. of Blbe.perweeL
making together 17 lbs. per week of vendible material

It will be observed that the proportion of live \/> dead
weight, whether this be 100 toSO, or 100 to 43, does
nol affect the money gained per week. If I purchase

an animal of 9 cwt. lor 126, and after 24 weekg feeding

sell it for 191. !«., the return for food will be at the rate

of 6«. per week.
These calculations are applicable t/> full grown

animals, which have had their fill of bulky food, but

not to young growing stock, or to such o« have been
hungered or driven to a distance. This will appear

from the following observations, on 12 heifers 2J-yc*rs

old, which I bought at a Easter fair in 1864 ; they

had been brought thither from a distance of from 20 to

30 miles, and travelled nearly a like distance home, being

on the way but scantily supplied with hay. Their weight

on arrival was C>h cwt. cacli on the average ; as they were
intended for grazing in a pasture at some distance from

the homestead, they were kept in stall till the 16th of

May, on hay only with water, when their weight was
found to average 7 cwt. 1 qr. 4 lbs., or 88 lbs. each

more than on arrival. It will be clear that this gain of

weight was almost wholly due to the process of filling,

and with little or no addition to the carcase weight T.
{To be continued.)

It will be observed that the computed weight differs

only from the actual weight, 21 lbs. on the whole four.

Now, though I do not in every instance pretend to a
like accuracy, yet I think it improbable that I err to the
extent of 5 per cent. ; indeed, I have no hesitation in

ensuring a respectable purchaser against any such
deviation.

Nos. 7 and 8 differ 56 lbs. in live weight, 33 lbs. in

carcass or dead weight, and only a single pound in

vendible material, carcase and loose fat together. The
two animals being very similar in thickness of hide, and
strength of bone, the only mode of explaining the difference

in the live weight and vendible material appears to he
by supposing that the riper beast, No. 7, contained with
more of fat, less of waste offal, or material in process
through the system, or that with the increase of internal

fat, there occurs a displacement of this material.

I now proceed to explain my views on a subject of

importance to feeders—the relative cost of live or store

stock to that of fat. In order to assure your readers
of my competency on this subject I may state that I

make my own bargains both as buyer and seller ; and
that, on my purchases arriving at home from market
or fair, I attend to the weighings, to ascertain their

comparative cost. On looking over my purchases for

some time, I find that ou comparing the live weights
of lean or store cattle which have had one or two
calves-—a description which I find answer my purpose
best for stall feeding—their cost averages less by 2 .'.

to 3?. each than that of fattened animals of the same
live weight. On comparing the estimate of carcase or
dead weight of the two, the result is different. Take
for example a beast of 9 cwt. when fat ; I should
compute her weight as 21 live to 12 dead weight. The

'

opportunities of ascertaining the comparison of live and
dead weight of lean stock are by no means so frequent
as of fat. The scale of weights in " Jlorton's Cyclo-
paedia " give those of half fat at 100 live to 50 "dead

weight : it has come within my own observation that
partly fed animals have yielded less than one-half of

their live weight I am therefore disposed to estimate

tlte relative weights of store stock in the condition in

which I usually buy them, as 100 to 43 or 46.

Live Weight.
cwt. stones stones £ s. rf.

A fat beast of 9 or 126, at 21 to 12, = 72, 4l. ... 14 S
A lean ,, of 9 or 126, at 100 to 43. = 54. 4s. ... 10 16

Now, when beef is at 6cf, per lb., I should expect to

purchase a beast of 9 cwt. live weight for 12J. It will

thus appear that store stock are cheaper by 22. to 3?.

Home Correspondence.
Steam Cultivation.—I have just read the observations

of your correspondent " A Farmer in Embryo," on the
subject of steam cultivation. I wish your correspondent
to refer to the articles on steam cultivation in Nos. 5 and
38 of the Agricultural Gazttte for 1850. He will there

see how lucidly and logically Mr. Hoskyns has denned
the '-Method of the Horse," the "Method of the

Machine," and the " Method of the Man" in executing

work. His explanations, illustrations, and deductions
are indisputable ; he demonstrates as clearly as possible

that the " Method of the Horse" is to go " right ahead f
but that the " Method of the Machine'' is to go " right

round ! " After this clear and faithful explanation of how
the different powers operate, if your correspondent reads

on, he will observe Mr. H. proceeds to make or fabricate

a very good and available species of mechanism for the

purpose of tilling the land by steam-power ; but how
does he then describe this machine as used on the bind !

Your correspondent at this, the critical point, will

discern how strong the " Old Adam '"
is, even in such a

man as Mr. Hoskyns — for he proposes (in direct

antagonism to his own deduction) that his steam
cultivator should be dragged " right ahead," just after

the method or manner of the horse-cum-plough, cutting

up a ribbon of earth of definite width, bu: probably half

a mile or more in length. Now what can Mr. Hoskyns
have to urge in defence of his using a steam machine
precisely after the method of a horse with the plough !

Set a man to dig a rod of land, and who ever saw him
take that quantity out in a ribbon of earth 1 spit wide

and 90 yards in length, by going "right aheac.

the mauner of the horse ! No, you will generally find

the individual standing stock-still nearly in one spot,

until he has dug a rod of land. Why does the man
behave in so non-agricnltnral a manner I What
induces him to move his heavy carcase about so little in

executing a given amount of work I I will not enter

into the discussion now ; bnt I should like to know how
it happens that Mr. Hoskyns has proposed to use a
stesfm cultivator precisely after the method of the

plough. C. Burcham, -.. ? S :ct, Fusion Square.

[Does not the man in digging to and fro over

move just about as much as if he dug from one end of

the field to the other along the edge of a furrow !]

Law Expenses.—Mr. Jno. Ay, of Winscombe, complain 5

that a purchase he has lately made of land at the price

of 410/. has cost him in law expenses 74i. Now, no
one can judge between him and his solicitor, who,
although not named, must be known to those acquainted

with the locality and with Mr. Ay, which I am not, an
I submit that in justice to the solicitor Mr. Ay should
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go a step farther and send you his contract and the bill,

which, if you will publish, I will undertake to remark

upon, not as between him and his solicitor, but as

regards the lauded interest of this country. 'A vendor

is sometimes put to heavy expenses. I have known
cases where, in a purchase to the amount of thousands,

the whole amount would have been absorbed if the pur-

chaser's solicitor had not had sufficient moral courage

to waive the legal rights of his client. A purchaser is,

however, differently situated, aud generally forewarned,

and the amount mentioned appears to be indeed ex-

cessive without explanation. .4 County Solicitor of 35

Years' Practice. [There is no questou between Mr.

Ay and his solicitor. This, we may mention, was
expressly told us by him in an accompanying note.

The case was described, not for its personal bearing at

all, but simply as illustrative of the general subject.]

Spade Husbandly.—A correspondent (J. Hamilton)

in your Paper of the Gth inst. declares his intention of

cultivating 50 acres with the spade. With your per-

mission I will state a course oi cropping which I have

found beneficial, aud possibly it may be iu some respects

new to him. My land (9 acres) is a stiff clay mixed
with flint, with a chalk subsoil several feet beneath the

surface. The course I have followed is five-fold. ].

Beans.— For these the ground is well manured and dug
with the Kentish spade in the autumn. The Beans are

put in in rows 28 inches apart with a one-horse drill

plough ; they are hand and horse-hoed, and every weed
carefully extracted. As soon as ihe Beans are cut the

horse-hoe is again sent to work across the Bean stubble.

2. The land being now quite clean, the Wheat is drilled

in by the same drill plough, without digging the ground.

The advantage from this plan is saving of expense in

-digging the land, a firm seed-bed, freedom from wire-

worm and seedling weeds. As soon as the Wheat is

carried a man goes over the ground, and carefully digs

•up every weed. 3. The ground is then prepared for

the third crop (Oats) thus :—It is dug two spits deep
with a spud or fork, about one spit in three of the

subsoil being thrown on the top, the rest merely turned.

This work can be done for about Ahd.or 5d. a rod [?] ;

2 cwt. of guano can be added if necessary. 4. The fourth

crop is a root one, for which the ground is weeded,
manured, and dug roughly in the autumn, and it works
down finely in the spring. 5. The roots are followed

by Wheat aud Barley in equal pi-oportions. This
completes the rotation. My stock is confined to my
horse, cows, aud pigss

who consume the Oats, Beans,
Barley, aud roots, and make a large supply of manure.
P. It.

Lois-Weedon.—Notwithstanding the rather wide dis-

cussion of the Lois-Weedon inquiry, I think there is

still much to be said in the matter. I must think that

even among the most scientific, the best instructed,

there has been some misapprehension, some overlook-

ing, and among the more practical certainly there have
been very often mistakes, and a short-sightedness which,

in spite of the very plain instructions of Mr. Smith, has

led to error and failure in attempts to work out his

T>lan. Even Mr. Smith himself, if I may say so without

presumption, may do more than the needful in bringing

up so often and so much of the cruder subsoil, and thus,

in the cost of an annual double digging, adding an

obstacle to the more general adoption of his plan, to

"the more general acceptation of his principles. In a

subsoil even moderately replenished with the inorganic

food of plants, a far less quantity of it exposed to

atmospheric influence would surely supply crops of

greatest demand with enough of it. Indeed, the amount
of organic matter that the air can supply is but sufficient

to act on a very small part of the inorganic substances

that arc brought up, and I see not the necessity for

bringing up more of the latter than the former can I

saturate. Mr. Piper in his experiment, so far from I

bringing up any subsoil, does not even bring up the

"Under active soil. His light manuring may in some
i

degree furnish a succedaneum for deep digging ; but
:

is it not possible that the mere keeping open the surface
;

"to atmospheric inflow may be sufficient to induce an
organic action in the subsoil equal to the demands of

the crop % In the late lecture on Mr. Smith's system
;

-at Oxford, Dr. Daubeny seems to overlook that Mr.
j

Smith uses up his ammoniacal manure on those crops !

to which the natural supply is not sufficient. " I do not
!

throw away my manure," says Mr. Smith, and I must
think his objection to its general application is rather '

weak. Dr. Daubeny admits that the organic supply
\

from the air is sufficient, which is indeed all Mr. Smith
!

contends for, but observes, " before such a result

'

: (the

general applicability of the system,) " can be arrived at

with any kind of confidence, trials must be made on
limestones aud on granites as well as on clays and
loams, and on light soils as well as on heavy ones.

Until this has been done, it is impossible to predict

in any particular case that a sufficient amount of am-
monia can be absorbed by the soil through the mere
process of pulverisation, to answer our purpose and to

provide materials for an abundant crop." Is it possible

to conceive any soil under due pulverisation, its surface

being kept open and unpuddled, can refuse to absorb all

the ammonia that falls on it? It is not of this capa-
bility of absorption, but of retaining that there can be
any question. Now, under this system of Mr. Smith's
of continual working the surface during the growth of

the crop, the retention of ammonia seems of less moment
than the absorption of it, for the plants are there ready
to drink it in as it falls. The retentiveuess of the soil is

foreign to the question, excepting in so far as it holds
with respect to all tillage and the fruitfulness of all soils.

In the same lecture a letter of Mr. Clutterbnck's raises

an objection on the score of labour and its interfering

with the necessary labour on green and root crops at the
time they require it, but the heavy labour, the double
digging, takes place in the winter, when certainly the
tillage of root and green crops do not demand manual
labour. Any difficulty in spring and summer labour I

think may he removed by using in the intervals a horse
and a drill grubber, or other similar implement, all that
is necessary then being to keep the surface open and
clean. There cannot be a question that three-fifths of
the land is under crop, but I go farther than Mr. Clut-

terbuck, and assert that in effect the whole land is

cropped, and in this I conceive lies a great advantage of

the system, that while a full crop is obtained a fallow is

got too. The crop draws in its nourishment from all

the circumambient air of the whole field, while to the

roots flow all the soluble matters of the whole ground,
as well from the worked intervals as from the parts

actually occupied by them, or the whole theory falls to

the ground, for it is built upon the organic sufficiency

of the atmospheric matters absorbed by the whole field,

and on their operation in rendering soluble and acces-

sible to the roots of the plants the inorganic substances
in the whole of the ground. But the greatest benefit

conferred on agriculture by the Lois-Weedon plan has
been overlooked. It is not as a whole in itself that we
must prize it, but as a part : it is in a connection with
the general cropping of land—as a clean and disin-

tegrating preparation for other crops. After a few

3 ears of such a system of grain growing, of Barley or

Oats where the land is not fitted for Wheat, how clean

and well prepared is the land for the reception of small

seeds, whether those of our ordinary green crops or

of Clovers and Grasses ; how highly oxygenised, car-

bonated, ana ammoniafied with an abundant supply of

inorganic matters in a soluble state or ready to assume
it ! /. M. Goodiff.

Is (< Under-ground Manuring" a Novelty?—I see by
the Gardeners' Chronicle of Saturday last that a Mr.
Wilkins has taken out a patent for under-ground
manuring, and that lie has had ability enough to induce

the good people of Oxford to subscribe a sum of money
to carry out what he calls his experiment. As the

gardeners near Chelmsford have been in the habit of

using this plan for the last eight or 10 years, in conse-

quence of the late Mr. Wix, solicitor, of Chelmsford,
who was an excellent gardener, having got the prize

there for early Celery grown in this way, I should like

to know if a toll is now to be levied upon those who
have long been accustomed to the use of this mode of

using liquid manure. My gardener tells me it is now
eight years since it was so used by my desire. Mr.
Wix's plan is to place two rows of common land draining

pipes one on each side of the Celery, and the liquid

is introduced by the upright pipe, as described in Mr.
Wdkins's plan. The objection to any permanent laying

down of pipes is that it is well known by agriculturists,

although probably not by a chance audience either

at Oxford, Reading, or London, that the roots of

Mangold Wurzel run a long way for their food, and
that, consequently, these roots would soon block up the
pipes ; and if they were kept out by cement or collars,

or any other scheme, the object of introducing the
liquid manure iu a proper manner would be most
certainly defeated, as you say it can never be adopted to

any extent except in gardens, aud I confess 1 see no
advantage after eight years' experience (of this now
called new science) in having the pipes permanently fixed.

I am decidedly of the contrary opinion. I must enter

my protest against this scheme being considered a
novelty. Although Mr. Wix has been dead some years,

it might easily be ascertained when, where, and how he
adopted the plan. As this scheme is altogether upon a

contrary principle to that adopted at Tiptree Hall, no
doubt it is open to try various extensions of this mode
of growing plants. Any man with a few pipes may
easily satisfy himself of the advantage of growing
Celery by this plan, I have no doubt of the truth ol

all the circumstances stated by Mr. Wiikins ; I only

enter my protest against its being considered a novelty.

If you think it worth while you are at liberty to state

what I have said in the Gardeners' Chronicle. J. T.

Tyrell, Boreham House, Jan. 29.

Poisonous " Rape" Cake.—Observing in your last

week's paper a reference to some Mustard cakes which
a Russian firm* had sold for Rape cakes to a broker in

Hull, and which broker had sent them to a farmer, who
bad fed some beasts on them which had after a short

time died, we, as the sellers of said cakes, beg to

enclose you a report of the second trial we have had
respecting them, from which you will see the firm in

question got a verdict. The cakes they sold as manure
cakes, invoiced them as such, and after doing all

which is necessary es sellers, they are to be held

accountable for the ignorance manifested by a broker,

who twice sampled the bulk. They would feel

obliged if, in your editorial capacity, you would notice

this trial, because for the agriculturist it is an important
one, and shows the necessity of sending their orders to

persons well acquainted with cakes. James Butler, 60,

Wavcrlcy Street, Bull.

Farmers' Clubs.
Wakefield.— Ihe Pffects on the Turnip Crop of

various kinds of Manure.— At a recent meeting of this

* The firm stated as being a Russian firm is not so; one
member is a German and the other an Englishman.

club Mr. Hunt, of Wortley, read a paper on this
subject, from which we made the following extracts :—
"I have to explain to von a few experiments I have tried this

season with different kinds of artificial manures. The lauds
having been previously manured all alike with IS tons of farm
manure per acre, the results were computed by Mr. Uarratt aud
myself, as follow :—To lot 1 was applied 2 cwt. of best Peruvian
guano ; to lot 2, the same cost of Mr. Simpson's Turnip manure ;
to lot 3 the same cost of sulphate of ammonia ; to lot 4 the same
cost of Sheffield bone-dust; to lot 5 30 bushels of wood charcoal
saturated with liquid manure from the cattle tanks. After a
careful examination we both arrived at the same conclusion, that
the Turnips manured with the saturated charcoal were at least
equal in bulk to the lot manured with guano, but superior in
quality iu consequence of the guanoed Turnips being more run to

long necks. Mr. Simpson's lot we considered a good second.
Tim bone-dust lot and the sulphate of ammonia lot not near so
good. The cost of the charcoal may be considered doubtful, as
I have the opportunity of obtaining it from Lord "Wharncliffc's
woods and plantations without payment, but I may remark that
previous to my using it a person was allowed to make it for sale,
by paying Is. per cart load, which would contain about 60
bushels, It is necessary to explain that the material I speak of
is not made from the cordwood, but merely the small branches,
which are- generally left after woodfalls and thinning of planta-
tions. The burning of this into charcoal 1 let to a person, sup-
plying bim with a horse and cart to convey it to a shed at
the farm, where bo passes it through a riddle in order
to separate the larger lumps from the small, and I pay
him 2d. per bushel upon the whole. I then take the
first opportunity of putting the large lumps through the
bone mill, which process reduces them almost to a powder,
which is then returned to the bulk. Having two liquid manure
tanks at the farm, and on an average 40 to 50 head of cattle feed-
ing during the whole of the year, of course a large amount of
liquid manure is produced, which, during the summer months,
is applied to the frequent cuttings of Grass consumed by the
cattle. After I have ceased cutting Grass, which this season took
place about the 10th of November, I apply the liquid to the char-
coal until it becomes completely saturated *, this I continue to do
until I again require the liquid to apply to the Grassland, in
order to obtain as early a cutting as possible. I have not had
sufficient experience to be able to state the quantity of liquid a
given amount of charcoal will absorb; but Mr. Dawson has
stated that when the charcoal is fresh made it will absorb about
SO times its weight. I have tried sawdust and other matters as
an absorbent for the liquid, but have never found anything equal
to charcoal. I also find it an excellent deodoriser, so much so

that, when a heap containing upwards of 1000 bushels has been
completely saturated, no smell can be detected. As I before
stated, the burning and riddling the charcoal costs me 2d. per
bushel, therefore if we add Id. per bushel for other labour, it will

be 3d. per bushel, which, at 30 bushels per acre, amounts to 7s. 6d.

per acre. I do not add any cost for the liquid, as thai; article X
think may be valued at such various prices by other people. For
my own part, I profess to produce it over and above a fair profit

in my feeding operations."

Mr. Huut then described his method of preparing

land for the Turnip crop :

—

"I endeavour to have the land cleared of twitch, &c, in the

autumn previous, when I commence as early as possible to cart

and spread upon the land the full quantity of solid manure I

intend it to receive ; and as fast as the ploughs can do their work,

I have the same ploughed in as deep as possible (not less than

1 foot where the soil will admit). I then allow it to remain in its

rough state until the spring of the following year, and when dry

enough it is dragged, harrowed, aud rolled ; after this it remains

until the time for sowing arrives. I then (without any more
ploughing) ridge up lightly with a common plough one way, and
cover in the saturated charcoal in the usual way on the return of

the plough, when the seed is deposited by the drill as quickly as

possible when the weather is dry. I have invariably found by
this system a much finer mould on the surface obtained than

after spring ploughing, in consequence of which the Turnips get

a quicker start, which we all know has a good deal to do with the

future prospect of the crop. It was frequently remarked during

the late extremely dry summer, when Turnips generally gave up
growing, that the Turnips in the "Wortley Farm continued to

grow. This I attribute to the manure having been ploughed in

in the autumn to a good depth, and by not being disturbed by
spring ploughing the moisture it had obtained during the pre-

vious winter was not removed, but was quietly sought for audi

abstracted by the roots of the Turnips striking down to it. It

has been frequently said that the cultivation of a farm ought

somewhat to resemble the cultivation of a garden in the prepara-

tion of soil for Turnip growing, and I think the remark is parti-

cularly well applied. Now, if we watch a market-gardener or a
seedsman preparing his soil for the reception of seeds to be sown
in the spring, we invariably find him applying his manure ana
diggiDg it in to a good depth in the autumn, leaving the surface

as rough as possible, to be acted upon by the atmosphere during
the winter ; but we do not find him in the spring of the following

year destroying by more digging the loose surface thus obtained.

Instead of which, be contents himself with simply using the

rake to level the surface, knowing well that the exposure to the

atmosphere during winter is a much more efficient pulveriser

than the facing process he is able to submit the soil to. Such I

have found the case where I have prepared the soil for Turnip
growing as above stated."

ftebfe&£«

Remarks on the Tuberous Plants proposed as Substitutes

for the Potato, &c. By F. F. Merat, Member of the

Central Society of Agriculture, Paris.

The Potato crop of last year lias proved so generally

successful that we may venture to entertain the hope it

may be continued to us in renovated vigour and produc-
tiveness. Looking back to the many notions which
have occupied men's minds as to the probabilities of

finding some other tuber-bearing plants which by
culture might replace the diseased and declining

Potato, we have been amused, and in some respects in-

structed, by the perusal of the treatise published by a
French gentleman under the title above given.

We picture to ourselves so many raw striplings pre-

senting themselves as substitutes for good men and true,

to a recruiting officer, and rejected as unfit for service

from some serious defects. First the Dahlia advances for

inspection. Forty years ago, the author informs us, It

was supposed that in this plant was discovered a rival

of the Solanum of Peru—its large tubers were offered

in France as nutritive for man and beast, but rejected

as an esculent when tasted ; and no wonder—though
retained as a handsome showy sentry in a garden. Next
comes the Boussingaultia basello'ides, vastly above our
ordinary military standard, even before it was lowered
to 5 feet 4 inches— of gigantic proportions, worthy of the

sesquipedalian name, being about 18 feet high, with
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grand leafy covering, but of villainous flavour.—

llejectcd accordingly*

The Apioe tubcroaa.—American by birth, known to

ns moro than three centuries, and almost naturalised in

AuHtria and tho north of Jtaly ; admissible under the

[Foreign Enlistment bill, but nor, worth our |mnnMHnion, an

it is found to skulk in bolus and corners of hedges and

copses, where its progeny does not exeeed the hw. of

mi ordinary egg, after four years' growth, The tubers,

in sober fact, are represented to be no larger than Nuts,

when boiled, sweet like Chesnuts, woody in fibre,

capricious in growth, and by no means nutritive—very

unworthy to stand beside an Irish Lumper.
Tho Psovalecc csculcnta, from the banks of tho Missouri,

where tho native Indians are said to feed upon its tubers,

which are about tho size of a pigeon's egg, covered with

a very tough envelope. Tho inner part, however, which

1ms a dry, farinacooUB look, may be alimentary, but in

tio slow ill growth, ho tasteless, hard, and woody, ovoli

after «ome hours' boiling, that it, too, cannot bo

accepted.

Lathi/rust tuhcroaitx, which is not of American extrac-

tion, boars tubers externally resembling those of the

preceding plant, over which it may posHOHfl Home trivial

advantages. It is indigenous to some parts of France,

and is sold in Home markets to children ; but M. M6rat
states ilIho that, after cultivation in his garden during four

or fivo years, it showed little evidence of amelioration.

Tho haulms of all these plants are useless as fodder
;

in

this respect, however, they are not inferior to the Potato.
i( Wo boo then," observes our author, " that of tho pre-

ceding tuberculcs (all, excepting the Lathy rus, borrowed

from America) there is not one capable of yielding

aliment in any remarkable degree. If, as is alleged,

some savago tribes feed upon these American tubers,

what does this prove ? That they have apparently no

better means of sustenance. Do we not Beo them, in

other regions of tho globe, feeding upon even worse

substances—swallowing unctuous clay, larva?, insects,

&o. Are we, therefore, to do the same, who possess

excellent cereals, &c. Unless, indeed, long cultiva-

tion should produce on these roots offsets such as

have attended the cultivation of tho Potato we have
nothing to expect from' them. Genuine agriculturists

must emphatically prououuee against them, and disabuse

the public of illusions which can only be mischievous."
He excepts from condemnation the Peruvian plant,

Ulluco, as possibly containing the qualities which, with

culture, might fulfil at least some of the conditions

necessary to qualify it to serve (but still imperfectly)
instead of the Potato. In 1817 the French Minister of

Agriculture distributed some tubers of the Ulluco to

public garden establishments ; and these tubers pro-
duced others similar to those of the parent plant—some
underground and others axillary (and when the stem
was losing its vitality), but both equally capable of re-

producing. The Ulluco strongly resembles the Potato ;

the taste,however, of the former in the raw state is worse
than that of the Potato in the same uncooked state ; nor
does it become well flavoured and farinaceous by boiling,

however prolonged this process ; on the contrary it

only grows harder, and clogs and becomes watery and
very disagreeable to the taste. This is the best of a bad
lot, and though as the Solatium tubei'osum was a taste-

less root when first dug up from Sir Walter Raleigh's

garden at Youghal, there is a possibility that the

Ullucus tuberosus (distinguished from the Uilucus
Kunthi, the Napi lissa of naturalists), might become
presentable at table, if under the foregoing candid
expressions of discouragement it were worth while to

train and nurture it, the general opinion will probably
be that it ought not to be placed on the muster roll of
our esculents. M. Merat is a decided admirer of the
Potato—into the culture and malady of which he has
fully and judiciously iuquired in the course of his

publication.

Miscellaneous.
Mr. ffutton's System of Cattle Feeding.—Mr. John

Hutton, of Sowber Hill, near Northallerton, has been
taking into hand, for some years, poor, wild, worn-out
farms, as his tenants dropped, until he has about fifteen

hundred acres or more, and has followed out the system
of steam-boiling Linseed and meal, combining this with
chaff, and so feeding a large number of cattle. He has
thus renovated the poor, worn-out soils, and reduced
the whole to a state of garden cultivation, combined
With the successful feeding of "prime short-horn steers.

A party of some 29 agriculturists lately inspected his
farming operations, and the clean, healthy, aud happy
condition of .50 well-fed short-horn steers, ready for
market, the sleek and almost fat condition of the straw-
fold or store cattle in his yards—many worse are sold
for fat—the healthy condition of his draught horses, are
evidences of the value of the Linseed compound on
which they are fed—the fat cattle to the utmost limit,
aud the store stock and horses once a day. To suit the
expenses of the times the following is the' formula of his
feed, and, as will be seen, the cost of feeding is at this
dear season not more than 6s. per week :

—

Cost or eekpinq a Fat Beast koe One "Week.
AprilJS, 1S54. .*. d.

26 lbs. of meal, a; Id. per lb 2 2
13 lbs of Linseed, at Ud. per lb 1 74
Turnips (from 70 lbs. *o SJ lbs. per <Uv) 1 G"
Coals w H
jLabour on each beast ..s 7~

The -f00A given to the draught horses is 1 lb. of Linseed
aud S)bs..tjf meal, at noon, at .the cost of 4hd. per day.

The small quantity of root* per thy—taking the mini-

mum Of 70 )1(H. WOllld, ill VJ) W<< I,-, NlJi..illif \>, 1. '.Mi'

A\ toim only, thun finding all the roots necessary for

!' riling four cattle on I acn- of a '.!') t'.n per acre crop.

Journal of the C'ltcmioU Society.

TO CENTLLMEN EfJOCED IN PLANTING.
IXTATERER and GODFREY respectfully Envfte
» ' *t" Qtfi D I" till . .

I PL ' '
I

Anuirarla Imbl <

Calendar of Operations.
4

J A N C A K V.

Bonn] R ov rns Pnrfl, -fit" 20. A 1 trtnfglil tA front and anow
in January fraomo to be rcgardi d (ronorally with feoll

faction, and If such wathor nlioulu prevail foi foui 01 owoeki
v,v nliould bfl reconciled by the expectation of 1 Joying ft

vroatbor in tlie spring! to 1 omnennate largely for pre

and ffO know that all heavy land will be greatly fortlllMd'

agency of froit if plougliod up a good depth, and, Indeed, loamy
Rolls also must derive much benefit from tho samo cause, if pre-

viously turned iip t
Thin may seem a truism not w\

but wo saw this morning two Holds that occasioned this rei

1 was a Wheat stubble, where nog < Is pre tei -
-

'

since harvest, the other, a large piece ol 30 acres had be*

lini mill loft with all tho Grass and rubbish. Now we cannoi but

1 in 11 1. this to be an abuse of scarifiers, as no doubt If mich Imple-

ments luiri not been in rogue thin field would have bei n p

5 or 6 inches deep, and would have boon thon battel foi all

purposes than it now in; and in thin Instance the exi

horsos being otherwise engaged In the farm will not hold good.

Y"ard8 are ovurywhere hiiin^ rm plied of immure, imuhe >\\
,

i

of that manure varies very much; wo before described 011

method, which we continue to practiso, endeavouring to improve
hy varying the place of deposit, tho quantity in each heap, and
the degree of pressure applied to hasten or retard fermentation
according to the stage of Its decay and moist or dry condlti

object of all should bo at this period of the year to make manure,
whereas we see abundance of cases where manure Is carted t-i

arable and Grans fields direct from tho yards, so th.it you see at
one- ond of the held heaps of soiled straw, the colour scarcely

changed, in another part dry friable dung, and elsewhere it may
he, good manure of a dark colour. Stock of all kinds demand
the greatest caro and attention; shelter from wind in any
quarter cannot bo too much insisted on

;
beasts tied or shut up to

fatten ought to lio warm, with sufficient ventilation, but store

stock and young horses in yards with open hovels will generally
bo found to prefer the open yard, and should have liberty to take
tho air as much as they please, shelter being provided In case
they want it, and to keep out draughts of wind, which do them as
much harm as we should receive from sitting near an open door
or window during cold weather. Jobbing labourers now find

work rather scarce, as farmers can only just employ their
regular hands, carting manure, or earth, or gravel being the
staple- occupations while tho ground is covered with snow.
Hedging furnishes something to do for one or two men, and im-
provements, where the tenure of a farm admits of their being
made, will always bo undertaken by improving tenants; roads
are recommended by some, but roads are permanent improve-
ments, and cannot be lightly undertaken without leases or some
security for a return corresponding to the outlay; nobody denies
the blessing of good roads, but some expectation of being remu-
nerated must exist; for any man laying out money to benefit his
successor without adequate advantage to himself is foolish, to

say the least of it; and in farming, every man who has good-
naturedly parted with his money knows full well how easy it is

to lay it out, but with uncertain occupancy when will he see it

again ? Ordinary labourers now receive ISs. a week ; Wheat 70.9.

per quarter; beasts make 8s. a stone; Linseed cake, 13/. a ton
;

pigs, 6s, Gd. to 7.'. a stone; Barley-meal, 1$. to Is. 2d. per stone
;

Potatoes, 8s. per sack of 2 cwt. J. W.
t
Peterborough.

West Sussex, Jan. 30.—We have lately had a slight fall of
snow with moderate frosts, which have been very seasonable,
both for checking vegetation and allowingof our carting on the
fields. There is no fear now of the Wheat being too forward ; it

will be in the very best state of progress to meet a favourable
spring, and it will also be looking lor a few April showers, for the
land is very dry. I should think it has not been drier in the
memory of man. At this time of the year, even on our clay
lands, the ditches are dry as they were in the summer; and a
(evr miles back among the downs water is getting expensive,
being sold by the bucketful. And as the winter is now ad-
vanced without rain, fears are entertained about the supply next
summer. Turuips are also checked in time; they were
beginning to look rather green. They have kept better than
wo expected ; many of them were rotted in the autumn, no
more have gone since. The ewes and lambs have done
well, as might be expected in this dry weather. The lambing
season is nearly over. Fatting cattle do very well, they have lj
bushel of Swedes and Mangold Wurzel cut together, and given
twice a day, and olbs. Linseed-cake and what hay they will
eat, which is about ldlbs. each, and on this they do better than
when they had three bushel Swedes aud 41bs. cake with hay
ad lib. Peas are now being put in as the weather permit--. And
the little frost that we have had has been suitable for carting out
dung to the fields. This with chalk carting, road mending, and
the necessary barn work, is our present occu pation. Wheat thrash-
ing is far advanced, and our market has lately been well supplied.
At another time I may give a description of our Chichester
market, which for order and business-like system I believe is

not surpassed by any county town in England. G. S.
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the most popalar and improved kind * appear
in'thelr list; and amone the FIow«r S«d* only tbooe who«e
beauty and merit are universally ackn'.*:

a carefully selected stock of the principal n -

E. G. H. St Bon beg respectfully to call particular attention fc>

the following choice seeds of Florists^ Plowero, which have be*™
saved from l llection of named plant*, and al

annexed New and Choice Flower*, which tbey can confidently

recommend, and In their Catalogue will be found the names of

20beautifnl ornamental Graces. Also 13 Torfegated «.nd orna-

mental foliage plants, for decorating the flower garden during tbe

summer months, with full descriptions and other informa-tion

respecting tbe following

CHOKE FLORIST FLOWERS.
Per packet—*. d. Per pocket—•- d.

Chrysanthemum, I 'ompooe,
G fine mixed 1

G _.. Urge flowered,

fine mixed 1
f'

Geranium, choice shOV ... "J **>

choice fxnev ... S -3

Hollyhock, first qnality ... 2

Antirrhinum, extra fine

mixed
Auricula, fine mixed ... 1

Balsam, double Camellia
flowered, in packets of

6 distinct colours se-

parate 3
„ double Rose flowered

in packets ofG distinct

colours separate ... 3

,, new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours sepa-
rate, extra fine ... 5

„ Aurora, tine dbl. cr. 1

,. new dbl. pale yellow 1

Carnation, from stage
flowers 1

Calceolaria, from choice
hybridized flowers

25. Gd. and 5
Cineraria, from cb i

varieties ... 1«. &f.and 2

in IS distinct

clf.nr^.eacri oloar ...

Pansy, choice show, from
... 1

I „ choice fancy, from
beantiful striped and
spotted Rowan ... 1

Petunia, from extra fine

named varieties --- 1

G saved from crimson
flowers with green
edges 1

Verb-
Mimalns, bca

G batched

NEW AND OTHER CHOICE FLOW

Notices to Correspondents.
BoARDrsra for Stalls: 3Fr Young, of Leeds, keeps his horses on
boarded floors with some straw on them, and finds it a great
economy in straw, and also advantageous to the health of the
animals. He is an extensive livery stable keeper. He lays
three ground sleepers (for a 6-feet width) the whole length of
the stall, from wall to outside of gutter. They are of Larch
or Oak 3 inches thick and -i inches wide, and cross rails are
nailed above them with what are called diamond nails—i nails
through into each sleeper. These cross boards are of Elm, 6 or
7 inches wide, 1& to 2 inches thick, and from 1+ to 2 inches
apart, to allow the wet to get through.

Cow : Liverpool. We fear she is past all surgery. The mesen-
teric glands are probably diseased. The following may be
tried :—Calomel, opium powdered, half a drachm each, to be
given daily in thick floor gruel for four or five days. ' A few
Beans aud Rape-cake may be given with the food. TT. C. S.

Dextrine : Dextrine. We presume the effect of the acid on the
starch to be its conversion into dextrine, which if washed clear
of the acid may no doubt be used as food. The freedom from
acid will be ascertainable by taste.

Potatoes: S F says:—"I am preparing to plant a crop of

Potatoes, and am very desirous to prove the principle of
culture recommended by your correspondent " S," Forfarshire,
which appears to me very judicious. His four points I shall
exactly observe; but. as I feel anxious to carry out. his system
to the "utmost, I would venture to ask him tu state the depth he
plants his Potatoes, and how the hoeing is effected."

Poultry Books: 2* P. Mr. Daily's address is Mmrat Street,

G rosvenor Square. Your bookseller will obtain Tegel
work.

Salt : J A Carr. Place n lump before her. and let her take as
much as sho chooses. That is the best \\ ay of determining the
proper quantity.

Salt akd Lime: An Old Subscriber. Chalk and salt should be
just as efficient as limeand salt: in both cases

-

"for the assumption by the origin;;', raixtnre of tb

of combination, to which its efficiency is due.
Water: D CL. Wind Trill not SI! tb

panied by water I

Per packet-

Abronia umbellata ... 1

Anagallis azurea grandi-
flora 1

rubra 1

Arctotis breviscapa ...

Aster, new Peouy pyramid,
in packets of 10 dis-

tinct colours separate 3
., new bouquet pyra-
midal, in packets of

12 distinct colours se-

parate 3
Alouso WaT&cewiczi ... 5

Clintonia pulchella ...

Coreopsis coronata

„ filifolia ...

„" bicolor nana
'., Drnmmondi gran-

diflora ...

Calendrina nnibellata ...

Cyclamen persicum ... 1

„ ,, rubrum 1

Centauridium Drnmmondi

Dianthus Dnnnetti su-

perba 1

„ chinensis flnra

pleno, extra fine ...

Digitalis, new spotted ...

Eucnida bartonioides ...

Eschscholtzia tenuifclia... 1

Gramanthes gentianoides

Hnmea eleeans
Ipomea rubra ceralea ... 1

Umbata -

Leptosiphou luteum
,, anrenm. ... 1

Linum srandifl^rnm rubra
Is. 6d. and 2

Lobelia racemosioides ...

„ erinus oculata ...

.. Q leen Victoria
(scarletl

., Koi Leopold >lue)

Larkspur, new double im-
proved Hyacinth
flo-tr..

.

'.. :s ::"

6 distinct col

ntfaes sulpburea
1

Per packet

—

*. d.

Lychnis fnlgeos (scor^

Lythrum roseum superbum 4
ilignnnette, new 1

~^r.wenng 3
Oxr.lis rosea ... ... 6

Phlox cecussata,from £ne
named varieties ... " I

., Drummondi coociceaO fi

Portalacca, new orange ... 6
rosea ... ~- O 6

Primula sinensis fimbria!*,

albaT andrubrA,niixed 2 6
Poppy, new Ur^- r

flowei limnt _
I " ;rs..

... 6 Rbodanthe manglesi ... 6

... 6 Reseda myriopbylii
1 '"->'

Scbizanthus G rahaioi car-

r.ea ... ™ — *
„ retnsris

renosas olbns.M 6
Salpiglossns. scarlet, blue,

s ::phnr, each — . C

Stock, Scar".:::

diate 6
„ German, -ne*-'

flowering", in packets

of 6 distinct collars,

separate 2 6
Intermediate, or

:
'.

.

ate 3
..

- in packets of 10
distinct colours, s- -

Eraper-r. in pkts.
- listinct colonrs,

separate 2
v.. new t':\.

mixed 6

Troiwpolam, Triompfce ce
Gand O 6

L""e E :

tricolor ... 6
2 6 '.. Schetrer

5enia lobata— — 10
Wl itlavii grandiflora ... 1 £

Horcrs Sacc^-Ahatts (Xew SngrrrCane . Is. aad 2s.6cf«

_.:. t5d. each mbtr.
February 3.
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PRIZE MEDAL—1851.
AT A VERY ECONOMICAL RATE.

SAMUEL CUNDY, Mason and Builder, Pimlico
Marble and Stoke "Works, Belgrave "Wharf, Lower Belgrave

Place, Pimlico, London.
Marble Chimney-pieces manufactured by improved machinery.

The public are invited to view the stock, unequalled for quality

and price. A good Marble Chimney-piece for 405. Marble Work
in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate for Halls, Dairies,

Larders, &c. Circulars sent on application.

NJB. The "Royal Blue" Omnibuses pass the "Works every
ten minutes from the Bank.

« T^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-T Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

<?race the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

"FRIG I DOMO," a Canvass made of patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural andfloricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacksofinsectsandfrommorningfrosts.To be had in-any

required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of Eusha
Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey,
and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.
u It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

HOT - WATER PIPES at wholesale prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every requisite connec-

tion. Cast Iron Boilers, 55s. each. Improved Soot Doors and
Furnace Doors. Builders' Castings of every description kept in

Stock at — Mr. LYNCH "WHITE'S, Old Barge Iron Wharf,
Upper Ground Street (near Blackfriars Bridge), London.

SHEET GLASS (15 oz.) of good quality in 100 feet

boxes.
10 in. by S in. and under 15s. per box.
11 in. by 9 in. to 22 in. by 14 in 17s. „
Larger sizes to 2S in. by IS in 19s. „

Also similar sizes in 21 oz. Sheet at 24s. per box. Boxes
charged 2s. each, and returnable at the same price, if delivered

free. CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet Glass in
Crates, British and Patent Plate, &c. &c. White Lead, Oils,

Turpentiue. Colours, &c.—G. Farmiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches.
Under 6 by 4

» 7 „ 5

v 8 „ 6
„ 10 „ 8

12 „ 9

From 6 by 4
7 „ 5
8 „ 6

10 ., 8

Per 100 feet,

i £0 12 6
16 8
18 9

1 10
1 2 11

Per foot,

at Ud. i

„ 2~d.

n 2JA
» 2A<*.

,

„ 2|rf. ,

Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 3d. to 3^d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 34<Z.to5d. „ „ „
26 oz. „ 3id.to7$d. „ „ „

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

-GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

-GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of

every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE
GLASS, l-8th thick, or 2 lbs. to the foot ; 3-16ths, or 3 lbs.

;

and l-4th, or 4 lbs. to the foot, for Ridge and Furrow Roofs,
•Greenhouses, Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills, Market
HaUs, and Public Buildings generally.

Packed in Boxes of 50 feet each.
6 by 4 and 6i by 4i 10*. 6d. per box.
7 „ 5 „ Ik „ 64 12 „
8 „ 6 „ 8A „ 6i 13 6 „
9 » 7 „ 9i „7iandl0by8 ... 15 „

For larger sizes a full List of Prices will be sent on application.
Boxes are charged 2s. each extra, full price allowed if returned
free of expense.—For further information apply to

JAMES PBILIIPS &. Co.,
116, BISHOP5GATE STREET WITHOUT.

"Rough Plate has never been, and never can be, prejudicial to

the colouring of Grapes; though we can easily believe that it has
been charged with such a fault by persons who have not skill

enough to manage Grapes under glass."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

"There can he no question now that Rough Plate Glass is the
most beautiful as well as the most useful kind of glass thatcan be
employed in horticulture. It is free from all the faults of trans-
parent glass, and has many advantages peculiar to itself, without
a single disadvantage as a set off."

— Gardeners1
Chronicle.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,
4s. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and
large and well selected Bulbs may be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A. Cobbett's Foreign Warehouse, IS, Pall Mall.
N.B. Printed regulations tor treatment sent; also, just arrived

very moist and open Parmasan Cheeses.

WOOLLEN NET for the PROTECTION of
WALL FRUIT TREES from FROST, 2 and 3 yards

wide, can be had of Weathebread, Walters, & Co., Derby.
See Gardeners' Chronicle of Oct. 28, 1S54.

HALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS ; the best and
cheapest for all purposes of shelter and shade from Frost,

Hail Storms, and Gales of Wind. No. 0, Bd. ;
No. 1, 5A<Z.; No. 2,

Gd. ; Nos. 3 and 4, Id. All 56 inches wide, and in lengths of

10, 20, 30, and 60 yards.—Manchester.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit

Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square

yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50j. Scrim
Canvass, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-

field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock. Blackball.

BLOSSOM of FRUIT TREES. — WORSTED
NET to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees

from frost and blight, and the ripe fruit afterwards from wasps
and flies, Id. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of

garden, fishing, and sheep nets, made by machinery, and at very

low prices.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road,
King's Cross, London.

npHE WORSTED GARDEN NETTING.— 1 inch
-L Mesh, four stranded Worsted Netting, 2 yards wide, 5d.

per yard ; 4 yards wide, lOd. per yard. This is the lightest,

neatest, and most approved article for protecting the bloom of

Peach, Nectarine, and other Trees from frost or blight ever used.

The Worsted Netting, if properly fixed, will resist more frost, and,

with slight alteration, admit the air better than any other

material.
Directions for fixing.—Run a cord in both edges with two

yards of net to one yard of cord. Fix the top edge. Permanently
attach a weight or tie down. The bottom edge at night will

close the mesh. Let it loose in the morning, the mesh will

expand, and admit air and light as required. See woodcut in

Gardeners' Chronicle for Jan. 13th. I can fix the above like the

cut at Is. 3d. per yard, without poles.

SUPERIOR ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NET, 76

Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes Birds, Wasps
Flies, &c, from Fruit Trees, Flower or Seed Beds.

GARDEN NETS, FISHING NETS, SHEEP NETS, and
RABEIT NETS (made by hand, as machine-made knots slip),

supplied at very low terms. Samplessent free.

W. Cullingfobd, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond Road,
KingsUnd, near the Gate, London.
iSix Tents to sell cheap.— Old Tanned Nets repaired 5s. per

100 yards.

GALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTING.—
Id. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

888

G

6$&*

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

Id. per yd. bd. per yd.
9 6J „
12 „ 9" „
8 „ 6 „
10 „ 8
14 „ 11

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-inch „ strong „
2-inch ,, extra strong „
ltj-inch „ light „
lj;-inch „ strong „
l|-inch „ extra strong,,

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-

fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.

per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnabd & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

GARDEN ORNAMENTS.—Several
Hundreds of VASES, FIGURES, and

SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS, which have stood
wholly exposed to the late frosts, may now be
inspected at

AUSTIN and SEELEY'S Show Yard,
Keppel Row, New Road.

B55"" A few articles which have been standing

as patterns for many years will he sold at re-

duced prices. Any gentleman unable to visit

the yard may have sketches sent, if he will

describe the object required, and the price.

GLASS.
THOMAS MILLINGTON, Importer of Foreign Sheet Glass, requests attention to the present Prices of

GlasB and Stock sizes, -which are cheaper and better than those of English manufacture :

—

PACKED IN ONE HUNDRED FEET BOXES, THIRDS QUALITY, BOXES INCLUDED.

Inches. Per 100 ft. Inches. Per 100 ft. Inches Per 100 ft. Inches. Per 100 ft. Inches. Per 100 ft.] Inches. Per 100 ft

6 Dy 4
64 „ <H
V „ 5

'

7+ „ 5J
H „ 6
Si „ 6}
H ,. v

s* „ 74
10

i.
H

10* „ Si
11 „ 9
in „ 9*
12 ii 9m .. 94

lis. 6<J.

12 by
12i „
13"

„
13i

,,

1* „
1« „
15"

„
151 .,

16 „
164 „
17 „m „
13"

i,

13* „

10 x

10.4

10
10*
10"

10i
10"

\ 20s.
101 /
10"

10*
10"

103
n"
114;

14 by ll-i

144 „ 114
15
154
16
164
17
174
14
144
15
154
16

11
11:

11
114
11

Hi
12

124
12
124
12

S 20s.

164 by 12*
17 „ 12"

174
18
184
19
194
20
204
16
164
17
174

124
12
124
12
124
12
12*
13"

134
13
134

18 by 13 \
18+ 11 134
19 „ 13
194 „ 134
20 „ 13
204 11 134
21 „ 13
214 11 134/
22 11 13
16 „ 14
16+ „ Hi
17 „ 14
174 „ 1*4

20s.

18 by 14-

184 14*

19 14
194 „ m
20 14
204 I'M
21 „ 14
81+ „ 144
22 „ 14

224 144
23 „ 14

234 14*
24 11

14

IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE, PLAIN, FLUTED, AND IN QUARRY PATTERNS.
British Plate, Patent Plate, Sheet. Crown, and Coloured Window Glass. Pure "White Shades for Ornaments.

Pumps, Water Closets, and Plumbers' Brass Work. Genuine White Lead, Paint, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, &c.
Tariffs of the above on application to

T. MILLINGTON, 87, Bishopsgate Street Without, Loudon.

MOORE'S PATENT VENTILATORS FOR CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, ETC.

TAMES VEITCH, Jun., fully impressed with the
<J correct principle of ventilation for Plant Houses &c
afforded by MOOHE'S PATENT VENTILATORS, has had a
house fitted up with them at Chelsea, which it will be a pleasure
to him to show to any persons visiting his Nursery.
For the admission of air, in upright sashes, he' believes it to

be the most complete and best plan at present in use. In
appearance it is neat and elegant, easily worked, and not liable
to get out of order; but what is of far more consequence than
this, these Ventilators admit the air in such a manner that they
can be used in all weathers, and with them the admission of air
is so under command that plants cannot fail to be benefited by
their adoption.

James Veitcu, Jun., desires it to he fully understood
that he has no personal interest whatever in the adoption
of the above Ventilators, but believing them to be a decided
improvement on. all other plans, he is desirous of giving
the public an opportunity of seeing and judging for
themselves.—Exotic Nursery, Chelsea , Feb. 3 .

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Koad, Chelsea,

-i

&_.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
rnHE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
-*- ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works, . \ \[

King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve- ~ " " •

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through aU

the Houses and Pits,

affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one toiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection
of strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4^ in. Pump, with legs, 3Z.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.
1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 6d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Gd. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c.; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel under nose.

2A in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead, "|

2£ „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,

3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ 1 or cast iron

ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ I as required. J

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2£ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

£ 3. a\

1 12
1 15

2 12
2 18
3 5

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. ; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application^

AT Mr. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENT, 4, Leaden-

hall Street, London, are exhibited the finest specimens of

British Manufactures in Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing

Cases, Dressing Bags, and other articles of utility or luxury suit-

able for presentation. A separate department for Papier Mache
Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table Cutlery, Razors,

Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c , as usual. Shipping

orders executed for merchants and captains. An extensive

assortment of superior Hair and other Brushes for the Toilet.
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THE FOLLOWIMC WORKS ARE ALWAYS OM SALE
' AT THE OFFICE OF THIS PAPER.

Prlco B>. 0d> oloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED ANH GNLARCIED,

ORNAMKNTAI, AND DOMESTIC POULTRY
j

TlIEIB IIihtokv AND Ma.'Mokmkmt.

Bv 'Hi it Ituv. EDMUND MAUI. DIXON, M.A.,

Rootorof Intwood wlili IConwIck,

J. Ma'i'tiihwh, B, Upper Wellington Stroefc Covoat Garden,

London.

Tilled Edition, considerably onltu'god, prlco 6». M,

RU R A L CM E M I 9 T It Y.
By KowAiin Hor.i.v, IMl.H., I'\I..N., K.0.8,

Honorary Member oftlioBoyivl Agricultural Boolotyof England,

professor ol'GhomiNtry to tho Hortloultui'al Booloty of London,

lecturer on I !
i ifltry i" tbe Hon E. J. Go.'u Military Somlnary

Ml. A .1.11:11- bo, &<s.,&e.

.1. Mattmkwm, r>, Upper Wellington Stroot, Covont Oardon,

Prlco Is. M., fi'oo liy post lj. 10d,

LABELS FOR THE HE l< It AIll U M,
CONSISTING OF TUB NAMES OIF TITTD

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
ov

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
Bo prlnlnd In large typo, that. Uiny dan bo out out ami pastod

IlltO TlTTD M KHIiAlliUM.

J, MA'i'Tinavfl,5, Upper "Wellington Street, Covont Oarflon.

Trico Da. Qd,, £VGd by p«Ht,

THE TREE ROSE.—Practical Instructions for its

Formation and Culture, Illustrated by im w loui i.

Reprinted from tho CUudbnubb' Cihioniole, with additions

CONTENTS,
Annual pruning

time, principle of

execution, <&o.

TttndhiLC Up
Budding _lfe
Budding, time of

year, day, time of

day, state of n

plant, care of buds
Budding upon body
Bud, Insertion of,

into stook

iBud, preparation of,

for uso
Buds, dormant and
pushing

Biuis*, falling

Buds, sectiriug a
supply of

Caterpillars, Blugs,

and snails, to

destroy
Causos of success
Dormant buds, theory

of replanting with!
explained

Guards agaiust wind
Labelling
Loosing ligatures

March pruning
Mixture for healing
wounds

Priming for trans-

plantation
Planting out, "nil ar-

rangement of troos

Pushing eye, spring

treatment of dwarf
BhOOtfl from

Roses, different sorts

on tho sanio stock

Roses, short list of

desirable sorts for

budding with a
pushing eye

Sap-hud, treatment of

Shape of trees
Shoots and buds,
choice of

Shoots for budding
Upon, and their

arrangement
Shoots, keeping even,
and removing
thorns

Shortening wild
shoots

Stocks, planting out
for budding upon

;

the means of pro-

curing ; colour, age,

height ; sorts for

different species of

Rose ; taking up,

trimming roots,

sending a distance,

shortening heads,
&c. ; saw propor for

the purpose.
GRAFTING.

Aphides,tokeep down
Free-growers, re-

marks on
Graft, binding up
and finishing [of

Grafting, advantage
Grafting, disadvan-

tage of
Operations in differ-

ent months
Preliminary observa

tions

Roses, catalogue and
brief description
of a few sorts

Scion, preparation
and insertion of

Scion, choice and
arrangement of

Stock, preparation of.

APPENDIX.
A selection of varie-

ties

Comparison between
budding and
grafting.

J. Matthews, 5. Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden,

NOTICE—NO CHARGE FOR WATERPROOFING.
OVER-COATS, CAPES, &c—One of the largest

stocks in London of every description, first-class garments,
at lowest charges; also of Youths' ditto, all made thoroughly im-
pervious to rain, without extra charge, or made to order at a day's

notice.—"VV. Bbrpoe, 96", New Bond Street, and 69, Cornhill (only) .

DO YOU WANT BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?—COUPELLE'S CRINUTRIAR,

though extensively imitated, is universally acknowledged as the
only preparation to he really depended upon for the unfailing pro-

duction of Hair and Whiskers in two or three weeks; as also

checking Greyness, Baldness, &c, and rendering the Hair
beautifully luxuriant, curly and glossy. Mr. Williams, S,

Lowther Street, Liverpool.—" I can now show as fine a head of

hair as any person, solely from using your Crinutriar." Sergeant
Craven, Longford Barracks, Ireland.— " Through using your
Crinutriar, I have an excellent Moustache, which I had before

despaired of." Mrs. Carter, Pangboume, Berks.—"My head,

which was quite bald, is now covered with new hair." Price 2s.

per package, through all Druggists and Perfumers, or sent post
free on receipt of 24 penny stamps by Rosalie Coupelle,
•69, Castle Street, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?— No other compound for the Hair

has maintained such an enduring celebrity as Emily Dean's
CRIN1LENE. It is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Mous-
tachios, Eyebrows, &c, in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in
Baldness, from whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent
its falling off, and effectually check Greyness in all its stages.

For the nursery, Dr. Wilson says it is unrivalled.—Price 2s. per
Package (elegantly perfumed) ; sent post free, oh receipt of

24 penny postage stamps, by Miss Dean, 37 a, Manchester
Street, Gray's Inn Road, London. Sold by every Chemist in
the Kingdom.—"In one fortnight it produced a beautiful set of
toonstachios." H.Adams.—"It has prevented my hair falling

off." J. IliCKSON.—"It has quite checked the greyness that was
coming on." Mrs. Elder.

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has
been for many years sanctioned by the most eminent of the

Medical Profession, as an excellent remedy tor Acidities, Heart-
burn, Headache, Gout, and Indigestion. Asa mild aperient, it is

admirably adapted for delicate females, particularly during preg-
nancy; and it prevents the food of infants from turning sour
during digestion. Combined with the Acidulated Lemon Syrup,
it forms an Effervescing Aperient Draught, which is highly agree-
able and efficacious.— Prepared by Dixneford& Co., Dispensing
Chemists (and General Agents tor the Improved Horse-Hair
Gloves and Belts), 172, New Bond Street, London, and Sold by all

respectable Chemists throughout the Empire.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS HAVE
EFFECTED ANOTHER CURE OF BAD LEGS.—Mr.

Mason, Chemist, of Hastings, states in a letter to Professor Hol-
i.owav, that a relation of his, residing in Goodwin Street, Blooms-
bury, Birmingham, was for several years affected with Bad Legs

;

lie applied a variety of remedies, but to no purpose, as the wound
Increased to an alarming extent. However, at last he tried
Btollow&y's Ointment and Pills, and by the use of these never-
failing medicines the virulence of the disease wss quickly sub-
dued, and, by persevering with them for a time, they effected a
sound and permanent cure.—Sold by all Vendors of Medicine;
and at Professor Holloway's Establishments, 244. Strand,
liondon, and SO, Maiden Lane. New York.
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Dossorl Porks „ 80*. ... 40*. ... 46*.

DoshoH S] ii „ ; '""- •- 42*. ... i .

Table Forks „ iOa, ... 5ft I I

TableSpoons „ 40*. ... 58*. ... "
'iv li loffeo Sow, Walters, Candlesticks, &c.,at proportionate

pi'Icos, All kinds of roplatlng done by the patent proa
cill.MM'AI.I.V PURE NICKEL, NOT l'l..\ l

I D
Fiddle, 'i bread. I

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz, 12*. ... 28*. ... 80*.

Dessert ditto and ditto 10*. ... 2i/. ... 26*.

Toadltto 5*. ... 11". ... 12*.

HOT-AIR, GAS, VESTA, JOYCE'S STOVES.—
STOVES for tho economical and safo heating of halls,

shops, warehouses, passages, basements, and tho like, bolngai
ihi'i aeason demanded, WILLIAM S. BURTOW Invitee attention

to bis unrivalled assortment, adapted (onoortl thor)to ovoiy
concoivable requirement, at prices from 10*. each to 80 gnlnoas.

His variety of register mid other Stoves, Fenders, and Kitchen
Ranges is the largest hi existence.

William S. Burton has TEN LARGE SHOW ROOM8
devotod in the show oi GENERAL FURNISHING IRON-
MONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and
Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), ho

arranged and classified that purchasers may easily and h once
make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. ,30, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1, 2, and
3, Newman Street; ami 1 & 5, Perry's Place.

HPI1E COMFORT of a~ FIXED WATER-CLOSET
-ft- ron 11.—Places in gardens converted into comfortable water-

closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED PAN,
with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return of cold

air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours. Price 11.

Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes, 1?., 21. 4s.,

and SZ.; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with pump,
cistern, and self-acting valve. A prospectus, with engravings,
forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.—At Fyfk & Co/s
Sanatorium, 46. Leicester Square, London

.

TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.
A RETIRED CLERGYMAN having been restored
XX to health in a few days, after many years of great nervous
suffering, is anxious to communicate to others the means of cure

;

he will therefore send (free), on receiving a stamped envelope,
properly addressed, a copy of the prescription used.—Direct Rev.
E. Douglass, IS, Holland Street. Brixton. London.

A STHMA, COUGHS, COLDS, and INFLUENZA
XI SPEEDILY CURTCD, AND INSTANTLY RELIEVED BY THE USE OF

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.
This fine medicine will be found admirably adapted to promote
expectoration, ease tho breathing, loosen the plilegm, abate fever,

and allay the tickling sensation which occasions the cough, with-
out tightening the chest; and for all temporary and local affec-

tions, such as wheezing, irritation of the throat, palpitation of the

heart, hoarseness of the voice, influenza, <£c, it affords immediate
relief; while in more chronic disorders, as periodical coughs or
inveterate aslhma, it is equally valuable in its effects, although
of course a little longer perseverance in the use of the article is

required.— Prepared only by T. Eoberts & Co., Crane Court,
Fleet Street, London; and by all respectable mediciue-vendors and
chemists in the kingdom. In bottles at Is. l\d. and 2$.9d. each;
the bottles at 2s. Sd. contain nearly as much as three small ones.

*** Ask for Spencers Pulmonic Elixir.
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TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
T>EIGATK SILVER SAM), 16#. y.r ton, delivered
J-V to any of the Londi n Wharf* e>r lu.ilway*

t
or within m.

circuit of five miles. iVat and I rate prioea^—
Kehkabd, i Swan Place, Old Ken I

WANTED to RENT, from Lady Day, a SMALL
FARM near London. quired, with

40 to lf)0 acres of Land (Arable and
Outbuildings; and within 25 milea frm town.—Aoplr, ''

to the Editor of the Agricultural Gazette, 5, Upper Wellington
Street, Strand, London.

DR. DE JONGH'S
T IGIIT BROWN COD LIVER OIL, prepared for
JLj MEDICINAL USE in the LOFFODEN ISLES, NOR-
WAY, and put to the test of Chemical Analysis.

This pure and unadulterated, transparent, light brown Cod
Liver Oil, long known and justly appreciated on the Continent,

has now acquired the general confidence of the Medical Pro-
fession in this country, by whom it has been extensively and
successfully prescribed, and with almost immediate and remark-
ably beneficial results—in many instances where ordinary Cod
Liver Oil had been copiously, though ineffectually administered.

It owes its superior efficacy not only to its method of prepara-
tion, but to the fact—clearly established by chemical analysis

and therapeutic experiments— that the liver of the species of cod
fish from which it is exclusively procured naturally contains a
larger quantity of iodine, of the elements of the bile and other
essential remedial properties, than is found in other kinds of the
genus gadus. It is of the finest quality, free from any admix-
ture, or the usually repulsive, sickly, and nauseous flavour or
after-taste of the Pale Oils, or of the coarse Brown Oil, commonly
sold, though totally unfit for medicinal purposes.

Being sold by Imperial Measure it. is as low in price per
ounce as any other genuine Cod Liver Oil, whilst its regular and
speedy effects render it incalculably cheaper. Medical and
Scientific Testimonials of the highest character delivered or for-

warded, gratis, on application to Dr. de Jongh's Sole Agents
and Consignees, ANSAR, HARFORD, and CO . 77. STRAND.
London, by whom the Oil is sold wholesale and retail, in bottles

capsuled and labelled with Dr. de Jongh's stamp and signature,
and in the country by respectable Chemists and Vendors of
Medicine. Where difficulty occurs in procuring the Oil, four
halt-pint bottles will be torwarded to any part of England,
carriage paid, on receipt of a remittance of 10s.

Half-pints (10 ounces), 2s. 6d.; Pints (20 ounces\ is. Qd.

:

__
Quarts i'-IO ounces'), 9s.

RUPTURES EFFECTUALLY CURED WITH-
OUT A TRUSS.—All Sufferers from this aUirming com-

plaint are earnestly invited to consult or write to Dr. LESLIE,
as he guarantees them relief in every* case. His remeoy lias

been successful in curing thousands of persons during the last

eleven Years, and is applicable to every kind of single and double
Rupture, however bad or long standing, in male or female o:' any
age, causing no confinement or inconvenieuce in its use whatever.
Sent post free to any part of the world, with full instructions for

use, on receipt of 7s. 6d. in postage stamps, cash, or Post-office

order, payable at tbe General Post-office, to Dr. Hkkesbt Leslie.

37a, Manchester Street, Gray's Inn Road, Loudon. At home
daily (except Sunday) from 11 till 3 o'clock. A Pamphlet of

Testimonials sent post free ou receipt of oue postage stamp.

-
•' ANTED, about Lady-day next, in a strictly single-

* * handed place, where a cow is kept and assistance only
given occasionally in mowing and weed;- :ive and
industrious Man, as GARDENER, tvh-> Is well acquaint
the duties of his calling, and has a decided ta^fe for flSwers. lie
will have the care of a Conservatory. Greenh< ose, and E I

a small scale; in addition to a Flower-garden on the "beddiog-
out '' plan, with a walled Fruit and Vegetable garden.
need apply whose character and abilities will not bear the strictest

investigation, or who is not a member of the Church of England^
unless a Scotch Presbyterian. I6f. a we*;k. with .

free if a married man.—Letters to be addressed to A. B.
Office, Kingsbii hire.

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
Established in tee Yea:

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, the NUR-
SERY and SEED SHOP at T-v me time pact in

the occupation of Messrs. 31'Intyre and U'Intoah. The Grounds
and Stock are in excellent condition, moderately rented, and are
well worthy the attention of any person wishing to carry on the
business. If required the quantity of ground may be reduced.
The Nursery is about 5 minutes' walk from the Railway
Apply to Mr. Young, the Proprietor. El.t. C-it-ige, Taanton.

TO BE SOLD, the BUSINESS, GREENHOUSES.
-L PITS, FRAMES, and STOCK therein, containing .

collection of Plants in the finest condition: also the Lea.5

ACACIA ROAD NURSERY, situated in the best part

John's Wood, and close to the Regent's Park. There is an
excellent Residence, with Stable, Coach, and Potthag-booses.
Well worthy tbe attention of any person wishing to carry on the
business. A part of the purchase money may remain on security

if required. Further particulars may be obtained of I

prietor, Robert Yeo, Esq., 10, Victoria Terrace. Belsize Road,
St. John's Wood. London.

T^O BE SOLD, BUFF COCHIN CHICKEN'S, from
-*- first class Prize Birds, BrahmaPoorraChickens,fromrmported
American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens. Also some very
good one-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. Wire, Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Hen-h
Coops. Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden Arches, an
kind of Wire Work. user.: 1

, and ornamental.—T. H. Fox's, City
of London Wire Works. 44. Skinner Street, s.nd -

ninstrated Catalogofs forwarded poet free.

D c

and weighty birds, of the best coloured breed, will t

posed of at 15s. the dozen, bos included.—Address W. G- Hallway
Inn, Holme, Stilton. Bunts.

POSTPONEMENT OF SALE.

MR. J. WILLMER be^s to announce that the Sale

at the Sunbury Nursery is in consequence of the inclemency

of the -weather postponed till tbe 13th and 14:h '

12 o'clock precisely each cay.—Furtherparticulars and Catalogues

had by enclosing two postage stamps to lEr. J- Wi
Auctioneer and Vainer. Sunbr.ry . Micclese—

-

~~
~BROMPTCN PARK NURSERY.

To Gevt_e?ien. NrBSE?.T_>-. Bcn__BS, a_> Qttt.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will snbrm't

to an unreserved Sale V- nti

Brompton Park Nursery, Brompton, near the *-' Hoop ar i ,
-

on MONDAY. February 5, at 11 : r 12 o'clock precisely, by crder

of the Roval Commissioners for tbe Exbibinc-n •::

seouence of the land being required for the formaaon of new
rjads a portion of the valuable Stock crowing on the above cele-

brated Nursery. : listing : FRUIT TREES and EVER-
GREENS, comprising Standard and Dwarf trained and imtrained
Apple. Pear. Plum, Peach. Nectarine. Apricot. Cherry, a quantity

of Vines. Clematis, and Ivies in pots, Rhubarb. &c—May be
viewed three days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had of

the principal Seedsmen in London, and of the Auctioneers
American Nursery, Leytonstoae, Essex.
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PETER LAWSON AND SON,
D,QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, WOOD FORESTERS, &c, FOR SCOTLAI

AND TO THE HIGHLAND AND AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

1, George IV. Bridge, Edinburgh; and 27, Great George Street, Westminster, London.

THE following is a List of uew and extremely rare and valuable CONES and SEEDS of CONIFER/E and other Plants, all hardy, and suited for cultivation
in this country; forming the most interesting Collection ever brought to Europe. They wore gathered, with great care and discrimination, in October last, in North-West America, and have

been received in the best conditiou. The collector, a gentleman devoted to Natural Science, is presently preparing a Memoir of his Expedition, which will shortly be read before the Botanical Society
of Edinburgh, and afterwards, with the permission of that body, published, with drawings, &c, in some of the leading Journals. Some of the species have been described, and are known to scientific
men, and have also been introduced, but in very limited quantities, by the Horticultural Society of London and the Oregon Expedition

; still, from their extreme rarity, their general appearance and value
are verv little known in this country. Wo append, therefore, a short description of each from someestablisbed authority, where such can be obtained. We place the (Jones and specimens of Leaves, &o.,
at the disposal of a few learned Societies and Museums, and shall be happy to divide the^emainder among purchasers of the Seeds, free of charge ; but there are so very few, that, except to very early
applicants, we canuot recommend any dependence to be placed on this offer. Tho consignment being limited, we must ask the favour of immediate commands, which will be duly and faithfully
executed in the order in which they are received. To our ordinary Customers the usual credit will be given ; but unknown Correspondents are requested to favour us with a reference. In all cases
5 per cent, will be allowed for cash, which may be remitted by Post Ofhce Orders, Bankers' Cheque, or otherwise.

LIST OF NEW AND RARE CONIFER/E.
1. PINTJS NOBILIS, Dougl, (NobleSilver Fir). A noble tree,

justly so named by the discoverer. It is as majestic in

form as the Araucaria imbiicata. Accordiug to Douglas,

it forms vast forests on the mountains of northern Cali-

fornia, and along the river ColumUa, where it attains a
great height, and produces excellent timber. It is quite

hardy, and is a crowning beauty of Pinetums. Seedling
plants are very rare in Europe. (Stn.—Abies Nobilis,

Lindl. Picea nobilis. Loud.) Entire Cones, as gathered
from the trees, each 51.

2. PINU5 GRANDIS, Dougl. (Great Calilornian Silver Fir).

A native of northern California where it grows in low
moist valleys, and attains the height of from 170 to 200
feet. This noble tree has beautiful shining green leaves,

is quite hardy, but very rare in this country, especially

seedling plants, (Syn.—Abies grandis, Lindl. Picea
grandis, Loud.) Entire Cones, as gathered from the trees,

each 51.

3. PIN US LAMBERTIANA, Dougl. (Lambert's Pine). This
giant of vegetable productions attains upwards of 200 feet

in height by 60 feet in circumference. It is found on
mountains in 40° to 43° lat. in North-West America, at a
distance of 100 miles from the sea. It attains its greatest

height in soil consisting of pure sand, where it perfects its

seeds, which are large and used as food. It has a clean

stem for two-third parts of its entire height, terminating in

an open pyramidal head. Branches in whorls, rather pen-
dulous; bark smooth, of a light brown; leaves 4 to 5 inches
long, of a grass-green colour. Cones often 12 to 16 inches
long by 12 inches in circumference, rather tapering and
drooping on coming to maturity, although upright at first.

The timber is white, soft, and light, exuding a resin
which, when roasted, is used as a substitute for sugar by
the natives. Hardy, hut rare as seedlings in this country.
50 clean seeds, quite fresh, 1/. 6s.

4. PINTS TUBERCULATA. Growing at an elevation of
50u0feet; very little known. Cones containing seeds, in
fine order, each 21. 2s.

5. PIN US MONTICOLA, Dougl. (Mountain Weymouth Pine).
A tree of great height, inhabiting the high mountains
ncai* the cataracts of Columbia, North-west America. It

has a slight similarity to the Cembra Pine of Siberia, but

LIST OF
IS. ASH (supposed to be new), 12 seeds, 105.

19. BIRC If (supposed to be new). Packet of seeds, 7s. Gd.

20. MAPLE (supposed to be new). Of remarkably rapid growth,
some of this j ear's shoots are of an immense length;
6 seeds, 7s. 6 1.

21. AZALEA ( white). Packet of seeds, 7s. Gd.

22. DARLINGTONIA CALIFORNICA. This new Sarracenia
has never yet been introduced into either this country or
the Continent, and was only first described in the Smith-
sonian Contributions to Knowledge last year. Small
packet of seeds, 5s.

23. LILIACEiE (no name). Found growing in marshy places

on the banks of Triniiy River ; height, 7 to S feet. Packet
of seeds, 2s. Gd.

24. TULIP TREE (supposed to be new and distinct. Seeds,

each, Is.

25. CEKASUS, sp. (Grape Cheery). A hardy shrub, with
large leaves, and edible berries, about the size of Fron-
tignanjfjrapes. Seeds, each, Is.

26. ERICACEAE (Manzanita). The Indians use this berry as
food in the shape of meal, first separating the seeds. Seeds,

each, Is.

27. CLEMATIS, species found on the banks of Swift Creek.
Packet of seeds, 2s. Gd.

23. GRANDMAMMA'S VALENTINE. Swift Creek. Seeds,
each Is.

29. SPIGNET. 12 seeds, 3s.

30. BRYONIA, Sp. Creeper. 12 seeds, 3s. Gd.

31. YELLOW EVERLASTING. Seeds, per packet, 2s. Gd.

32. BLACK FRUIT, about the size of Quince. Seeds, each, Is.

33. CLEMATIS, Sp. Seeds, each, Is.

is smoother in the leaves, and grows twice as fast.

Cones 6 to 8 inches long, cylindrical, smooth, generally
growing in whorls from the axils of the verticillate-stand-

ing branches. Hardy seedling plants are very rare in this

country. 50 picked seeds, quite fresh, 21. 2s.

6. PINUS JEFFREYI, Oregon Committee. A magnificent
hardy tree about 150 feet .high and 4 feet in diameter,
found in Shasta valley, North California, by Jeffrey. The
seeds of this lot are in fine order; plants of this truly
valuable tree are very scarce in this country. Cones with
seeds, each 31. 3s. 50 picked seeds, 21. 2s.

7. PINUS, new Sp. (provisionally named P. Beardsleyi). The
tree is of great beauty and size ; one which was cut down 13.

measured 123 feet in height, and 44 inches in diameter at
the stump. Another tree near it measured 17 feet 4 inches
in circumference at three feet from the ground. The 14
stem was a very handsome column, about thirty feet to the
first branch ; timber good and clear. It was found on the

top of the mountain, same altitude as P. Jeffrey!, Monticola,
and grandis, and higher than Bentbamianaor Lambertiana.
Cones with seeds, each 21. 2s. ; 50 picked seeds, 21. 2s.

S. PINUS, new Sp. (provisionally named P. Craigiana). This
tree in its growth somewhat resembles the preceding. It
was found upon the same mountain, about a quarter of a 15.

mile farther down. The prickle on the cone points toward
the tip, while that on the preceding cone points backwards. 1G
Cones with seeds, each 10/. ; 50 picked seeds, 21. 2s.

9. ABIES, new Sp. (provisionally named Abies Hookeriana).
A new species allied to A. Pattoniana, but quite distinct,

and, like it, a tree of exceeding beauty and gracefulness.
The height was about 50 feet; 20 inches in diameter at
the stump. It was growing at a great altitude, and sur-

rounded by snow on 16th October. Timber hard and
tough. 6 cones with seeds, 31. 3s. ; 50 picked seeds, 21. 2s.

10. PINUS, new Sp. (provisionally named Pinus Maclntoshiana).
Of this, only one tree, about 15 feet high, was found ; and
of the few cones upon it every one was secured. Cones
with seed, each 51. ; 25 picked seeds, 2?. 2s.

11. THUJA CRAIGIANA, Balfour (Libocedrus decurrens,
Torrey). Lindley says this is a " Magnificent new
species." It is characterised by its curiously compressed
branchlets, and imbricated shining boat-shaped leaves

;

NEW AND RARE MISCELLANEOUS
34.

tree 40 feet high by 3 in diameter, timber very durable
100 seeds, 21. 2s.; 50 ditto, 11. 5s.

CUPRESSUS, new Sp. {provisionally named Cupressns Law-
soniana). This was the handsomest tree seen in the whole
expedition; and it is a subject of much regret that it was
found impracticable to obtain more than a very few seeds.
It was found on the banks of a stream in a valley on the
mountains

;
is about 100 feet high, and 2 feet in diameter;

the foliage is most delicate and graceful. The branches
spread upwards like a Spruce, and hang down at the tips
like an ostrich feather—the top shoot drops like a Deodar.
The timber is good, clear, and workable. Seeds, each 51.

CLTpRESSUS, new Sp. (provisionally named Cupressus
MacNabiana). This appears to be the same as one intro-
duced by Jeffrey. Seeds, each 10s. Gd.

TAXUS (? new Sp. provisionally named Taxus Lindieyana).
A true Yew ; 5 feet 10 inches round the base ; was growing
well under taller trees ; and would, consequently, make a
good filler-up where ordinary underwood does not readily
grow. Wood admirably adapted for every purpose
requiriug hardness and elasticity. Used by the aboriginal
Indians of the interior for bows and shafts of weapons.
50 seeds, 21. 2s.

JUNIPERUS (probably the same as one introduced by
Jeffrey). Seeds, each 5s.

PINUS BENTHAMIANA, Hartweg. (Bentham's Pine).
A noble Pine, attaining more than 200 feet in height, by 28
feet in circumference ; found on the mountains of Santa
Cruz, and others in California, ranging above P. Sabiniana,
and in some places associated with P. Lambertiana.
Branches numerous, large, spreading, rather irregular;
covered with a rough bark. Leaves thickly set on the
branches, dark green, usually 11 inches long, strong, rathen
fiat, with a slightly elevated mid-rib on the inside. Cones
G inches long, ovate, conical, straight, leaning, sessile, in
clusters by three and four together. As it is quite hardy,
it is likely to prove a valuable timber tree iu this country.
Decidedly one of the most ornamentalof Conifers. Seedling
plants still very rare in this country. 12 seeds, 21. 2s.

ABIES DOUGLASI, var. religiosa. The cones of this
variety are more ovate than the species, and the leaves
broader, longer, and of darker green. 6 seeds, 10s. Gd.

BERBERIS MURRAYI (Mahonia). Very fine. Seeds,
each, 2s. Gd.

35. LINUM, Sp. Seeds, each, Is.

36. ROSA, Sp. Seeds, each, Is.

37. PLATANUS, Sp. Seeds, each, 2s.

3S. SAMBUCUS, Sp. Small foliage. 12 seeds, 2s. Gd.

39. CERASUS (Laurel). 12 seeds, 4s.

40. RHUS VIRIDIFLORA(theYedra poison). Seeds, packet, 2s.

41. MATRICARIA. (A new Camomile). Very bitter, used as
medicine. Packet, 2s.

42. VIBURNUM, Sp. From the Sacramento. 12 seeds, 4s.

43. LILIACE^E, Sp. From the Sacramento. 12 seeds, 4s.

44. ERICACE.i£, Sp. from Harrison's Traps. 12 seeds, 4s.

45. LUPINUS, Sp. Blue true sort. 12 seeds, 2s.

46. GNAPHALIUM, pure white. Packet of seeds, 4s.

47. COTONEASTER, Sp. Seeds, each, Is.

4S. LONICERA, Sp. Trinity Mountain. 12 seeds, Gs.

49. PAPAVERACE.E, Sp. Very large pods. Packet of seeds,
2s. Gd.

50. PYRUS, Sp. 12 seeds, 4s.

51. A species of CEANOTHUS (probably thyrsi flor us). In
packets, Is. and 2s.

52. A very beantiful velvet-leaved blue TREE LUPINE.
Packet, 2s. 6d.

53- A yellow TREE LUPINE, in habit like the Laburnum,
both in growth and abundance of flowers, which possess an
agreeable fragrance. Packet, 2s.

54. NUTTALLIA CERASIFORMIS. A beautiful hardy border
plant, with hay-like leaves, and small stoue fruit like a
Cherry. Packet, Is. 6d.

55. A beautiful climbiug CUCURBITACEOUS PLANT, allied

to Sicyos, with large seeds, contained in a spiny capsule.
Packet, Is. Gd.

56. CLUB-HEADED WHEAT, cultivated by the old Califor-
nians, 200 seeds, 20s.

57. WHEAT (a variety of Triticum durum), with solid stalks
200 seeds. 15s.

EXPECTED SHORTLY, CONSIGNMENTS OF
PINUS CEPHALONICA and P. PINSAPQ,
VALONIA.N OAK, ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA,
and CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA, which, if

received in good order, will be offered for sale as
under :

—

58. PINUS CEPHALONICA ...

59. PINSAPO
60. ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA
61. CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA
62. VALONIAN OAK ...

per 100' seeds £0 2s. Gd".

» 7 6

„ 2 10
5

per dozen 10
In the meantime, we shall be happy to receive orders, to be

executed on arrival of the Seeds.

Note.—The small seeds can easily be forwarded by post; but
where the Cones are ordered, the mode of transit must be dis-
tinctly stated. The seeds being fresh, will, it is expected,
germinate readily ; but for the information of those not having a
gardener to treat them in heat, a cold frame, or even a sheltered
spot in the open air will do perfectly well, though they may take
longer to spring. The soil should be lightish, and care taken to
prevent excess of moisture.

MELVILLE'S HARDY SCOTCH BROCCOLI
will stand the most severe winter, and therefore

invaluable. 100 Seeds for Is.

For full description, see " Rendle's Price Current and Garden
Directory for 1855."

"William E. Rendu? & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

MELVILLE'S TREBLE CURLED GARNISH-
ING BORECOLE.—This is the choicest and most

usefid Vegetable . for garnishing ever introduced, and
sltould be grown in every garden. 200 Seeds for Is.

For description see " Rendle's Price Current and Garden
Directory for 1S55.''

William E. Renple & Co., Seed merchants. Plymouth.

[ELVILLE'S NEW INTERMEDIATE HY-
BRID CABBAGE.—This is a valuable addition

to our stock of Vegetables, and should be had by all who
have gardens. 200 Seeds for Is.

For. description see "Rendle's Price Current and Garden
Directory for 1S55."

William E- Rendlf, & Co.. Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

X) PARKER begs to offer the following: —
JLV. CINERARIAS (Seedlings), from all the finest varieties,
carefully selected, includiug the new varieties sent out last autumn.
Strong established plants, in 4-inch pots, at 4s. per dozen. A
choice collection of named Cinerarias in strong established
plants, purchaser's selection, at ds. per dozen.
ROSES, cousisting of the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals,

Teas, Bourbons, &c, well established in pots. Purchaser's selec-
tion, at 12s. per dozen. List of names forwarded upon application.
A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM,
CALOCHOIiTUS LUTEUS, CALLIPRORA FLAVA,
GLADIOLUS. TRITONEA AUREA, DIELYTRA SPEC-
TABILIS, VALLOTA PURPUREA, ANOMATHECA
CRUENTA, AND AURICULAS.

HENRY GROOM, Clapham Rise, near London,
by Appointment Florist to her Majesty, begs to say

that he has a fine Selection of the above BULBS, &c, which he
can supply at Moderate Prices. His Catalogue will be forwarded
on application.

PYRAMIDAL PEAR TREES,
Grafted ox the Quince Stocks.

J and J. FRASER have still to offer strong trees of
• the above PEAKS; a Descriptive Catalogue of the sorts

may be bad on application. To prevent disappointment early

orders are requested, as the Stock of some of the varieties is

getting low.—The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

LAURELS AND ROSES.
DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener and

Contracting Planter, Stowe, Buckingham, in answer to

inquiries, begs to state that he has good LAURELS for laying,

1 foot to 4 feet in height, at 11. to 31. per 1000, if 10,000, 20,000,

50,000, or 100,000 are taken.

Fine RED GEANT DES BATAILLES and other ROSES,
41. per 100, or 351. per 1000.

DWARF BUDDED, on the "WILD ROSE, 21. per 100, or 17?.

per 1000.

RTHUR HENDERSON and CO. beg leave to

inform their patrons and friends that their Stock of VEGE-
TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS (containing many choice and
new kinds) is now l-eady for sending out.

Their Seeds mav be "fully relied on as being in every respect

of first-rate quality, and true to their sorts. Catalogues may be

had ou application.—Pine Apple Place, Edgeware Road., London.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.
WILLIAM CHATER begs to offer packets of seed,

consisting of 20 varieties, from his best Show Hollyhocks,
at 5s.; 12 varieties, 2s. Gd.\ and from good double sorts, Is.

Superior Quilled German and French Asters, in 12 varieties,
mixed, Is. per packet ; separate, 2s. Fine Quilled African Mari-
golds, Gd. per packet.— Saffron Walden Nurseries.

COLE'S CRYSTAL WHITE, & COLE'S DWARF
RED CELERY.

T THORNELEY,COLE,&Co., Nurserymen, Seeds-
" • men, and Florists, Withington, near Manchester, beg to

announce that they are now prepared to supply these two well-
known varieties, raised by Mr. W. Cole (late of Dartford).
CRYSTAL WHITE, i oz. packets, free bypost, for 12 stamps.
SUPERB DWARF RED, i oz.pkts., free bypost, for 9 stamps.

Price per lb. to the Trade on application.

DR. SYNTAX CUCUMBER.— Tbe above cele-

brated variety has been nearly lost to gardeners for several
years past. It is known by all experienced growers of Cucumbers
to be the very best sort iu existence for early work.
A paper sent free per post on receipt of 13 stamps.
SNOW'S HORTICULTURAL BROCCOLI. — Half-ounce

Packet sent free per post on receipt of 24 stamps.
NORTHAMPTON MARKET BROCCOLI.—This variety is

grown by the market gardeners here, and excites the admiration
of all who see it. Visitors say " they never saw such Broccoli
anywhere else." Half-ounce Packets sent free per post for

14 stamps.

—

John Jeyes, Nurseries, Northampton.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in thePariBh
of St. Pancraa. and Frederick Mollett Evaks, of No. '27, Victoria
Street, injhe Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in
the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in
tbe Precinct of Wh itel liar s, in the City of London ; and published by them
at the Office, No. 5. Charles Street, "in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in tbe said County, where all Advertisements anil Communications
are to be Addressed to tub Editor.—Satdrday, February 3, IS5&.
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T IORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
JLX GardenBag and Nurserymen who proposo to EXHIBIT
nt. tho noxt MEETING on March 6, can have the Schedule of
tho tiny Nont Ghero by pout, upon application nt this I Unco.

21, Regent Street. w. B. Booth.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
WINTER MEETING, FEBRUARY G, 1855.

Award op Medals.
C 2, Genetyllis fuchsidides : Messrs. llen-

derson, Wellington Nursery.
SB, Messrs. Veitch ; CI, Mr. Todman';

C 8, Mr. Ingrain.
S B, Mr. Fleming.
S K, Mr. Higgs,
3 K, Mr. Todman; S B, Mr. Fleming; C 1,

Messrs. Rollisson.
L B, Messrs. Rollisson; SK.Messrs.VoUch;

S B. Mr. Woolley.
S B, Mr. Green; C 1, Mr. M'Ewen; C 2,

Mr. Chilmau.
C 1, Epacris hyacinth!flora : Messrs. Veitch.
C2, Eriosteiuonmyoporoides : Mr. Todman.
SK, Mr. Forbes; SB, Mr. Clark; C 1, Mr.

Snow; H m, Mr.Butcher, Mr.Ingram,
Mr. Fleming, Mr. Jennings.

SK, Mr. Forbes.
SK, Mr. Fleming; SB, Mr. Dodds; C 1,

Mr. James; II M, Mr. Bailey.
SB, Mr. M'Ewen-; C 1, Mr. Snow.
3 B, Mr. Till yard; C 1, Mr. Snow; C 2, Mr.
M'Ewen; II M, Mr. Robertson, Mr.Blooro.

SK, Mr. Ingram; S B, Mr. M'Ewen.
CI, Mr. M'Ewen.

Miscellaneous.—C 2, Seedling Aznlen: Mr. Fleming. C 2.
Seakale: Mr. Fleming. C 2, Cinerarias: Mr. Todman.
C2, Brussels Sprouts: Mr. M'Ewen. II M, Design for a
Winter Vegetable Garden: Mr. John Miller. HM, Model
of a Rising Stnge: Mr. Smith.

OCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL SOCIETY—The^ Society have agreed to offer Prizesfopen to all) for ESSAYS
on the following branches of Practical Forestry; the Essays to
to bo, in every case, founded on the experience of the author;—

I. DRAINAGE
| II. PRUNING | III. THINNING

IV. STRIPPING AND CURING OF OAK BARK.
Essays intended for competition must be sent to Mr. James

Alexander, 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, the Secretary on or
before 1st of August, 1855, each bearing a certain motto, and
accompanied by a separate sealed letter, bearing the same motto,
and containing the name and address of the author.
The Society also invite communications on subjects con-

nected with Forestry, for which special prizes are not offered.
The Laws of the Society, and other information may be obtained

on application to the Secretary, as above.

Earl? Grapes
Pine Apples

Apples
Pears. .

Forced Vegetables
Forced Salads ..

w

PRESENT PRICES OF AGRICULTURAL SEEOS.

MESSRS. SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST, on
the last page of Ibl i An

|

'
i

'•''' ' " - ' -

SUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST.

QUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST, containing only

ij the mod desirable sorts, will fa sent post free, in

return, for one penny /< wtagc draft or rt •• ipt i tamp.
Sutton <^ Sons, Sen! Growoni, Reading, i

BASS and BROWN'S SEED and PLANT LIST
for 1865) "Mi free by posi for three penny

|

It contains as usual a large number of the mo t attra

live and popular, neto articles, with much de cHptiti "<''

useful in furmation.
The AUTUMN PLANT LIST also for three penny Hlamps.
BASS & BROWN, Seed and Horticultural EsUbll

Sudhiiiy, Su ffolk.

MESSRS. J. and II. BROWN'S NliW PRICED
CATALOGUE can be had by post. American P

Coniferco, Orchideft, Stove and Greenhouse Planto, Fruit Trees,
&c. A separate List of Garden and Flower Seeds.

Albion Nurwery, Stoke Newington, London. ^___
'"•PRICED NURSERY CATALOGUES.

A PAUL and SON will be happy to forward the
• following priced Nureery CATALOGUES in retnm I

ono postage stamp ench :—A, Pokes; B, Orsamf.ntal TnEBfl
and OoNiFKEff; C, Feuit Trees; D, Hr-RHACEous Plants; F,
Greenhouse Plants, &c. ; G, Seeds; II, Hollyhocks; I,

Bulbs.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

fJEV/ C A U li r LO
WAI'J J.. ' ALMA," for I

ver>

DOWNIK and LAIRD beg to intimate that their
NEW LIST of FLORIST FLOWERS, Ac, for 1855, is

now ready, and may be had on application.—17, South Frederick
Street, Edinburgh, Feb. 10.

ROBERT KENNEDY, Agent for Messrs. Platz and
Son, Seed Growers, Erfurt, has much pleasure in £niiouncing

be has received their Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable S u I

for the trade for 1855, which abounds with new articles of great
interest, and will b,e forwarded, per po^t. on application to

R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
P.S. Also, R. Kennedy's General Catalogue of British and

Foreign Ferns forwarded on receipt of six postage stamps.

ETER LAWSON andJSON, the Queen's^Seeds-
men, &c, Edinburgh, respectfully intimate that they are

supplying their English customers and the public, at their Loudon
Establishment, 27, Great George Street, Westminster, with
VEGETABLE and ttWWEB > EEDS of the best description,
and at moderate prices. Catalogues amy be had on application.

27. Great George Si i -.n. Wt jtm yster, !' b. m.
PERENNIAL RYE-CRASS" SEED.

STUART and MEIN, Seed Merchants, Kelso, have
on hand .60 quarters of good PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS

SEED, about 15 lo. per bushel, which they can sell at a moderate
price.—Apply, with reference, pre-paid, as above.

CAMELLIAS
CHANDLER and SONS beg to inform their friends

and customers, that they have a large stock, of young
CAMELLIAS this season, now coming into flower, and in a lit

state to travel without injury. Fine plants well set with buds,
3s. 6d. to 5s. and upwards each.—Wandsworth Road. Vanxhall.

nPO THE MEMBERS of the GARDENERS'
J- ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION. -Elizabeth
Curtis begs to return her grateful thanks to all the members
who so kindly favouring her with their votes, have enabled her
to become a Pensioner of the above Institution.—Clapham, Feb. 10.

ILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.V Plans and Estimates furnished.

TAAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener and
-*-^ Contracting Planter, Stowe, Buckingham.

C E M I~T ERIES.
"WILLIAM MASTERS and SON having been
* * engaged upon extensive Cemetery works, are prepared to

undertake the LAYING OUT and PLANTING NEW
GROUNDS, as well as the Ornamenting such as are closed br

jthe recent Act of Parliament, by contract or otherwise.—William I

Rasters & Son, Landscape Gardeners, Canterbury.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.TyILLIAM HILL, Horticultural Survlyor,» Builder, and Hot-water Engineer, late cf Greenwich, i

10, Streatham Hill, Surrey, whore all communications are I

respectfully requested to bo addressed.—Streatham Hill, Surrey. '

E PARKER begs to offer the following: —
• CINERARIAS (Seedlings), from all the finest varieties,

carefully selected, including the new varieties sent out last autumn.
Strong established plants, in 4-inch pots, at 4s. per dozen. A
choice collection of named Cinerarias in strong established
plants, purchaser's selection, at 95. per dozen.

ROSES, consisting of the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals,
Teas, Bourbons, &c, well established in pots. Purchaser's selec-
tion, afc,18». per dozen. List of names forwarded upon application.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from
unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

JOHN DOBSON and SON'S SEED CATALOGUE
<-J FOR 1S55 may be bad on application, enclosing one stamp.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

OHN DOBSON TniTSON will have much pleasure
in forwarding their NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE of

FLORISTS' FLOWERS, on receipt of one stamp for postage.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

OHLOX OMNIFLORA COMPACTA, New White
A Phlox. The above is strongly recommended for bedding
purposes, being very dwarf. Strong plants in March, price

3s. 6d, each. Further particulars may be bad on 'application to

JonN DonsQN & Son Woodlands Nursery. Isleworth.

CRAPE VINES FROM EVES.

1} GLENDINNING has a large Stock of the under-
-* mentioned Vines, extra strong in pots, with well ripened

wood, 5 ft. and upwards in the canes. Some of the kinds are new,
and which have been proved and found of first-rate quality :

—

Black Hamburgh
The Pope's Hamburgh
Wilmot's Hamburgh
Mill Hill Hamburgh
Victoria Hamburgh
Barnes's Muscat
Reeves's Mnscadiue
Raisin de Calabre
White Frontignan
Grizzly Frontignan
Black Frontignan

Cabul
Gromier du Cantal
Welbeck Tripoli
Grove End Sweetwater
Pitmastou White Cluster
Chasselas Musque
Black Prince
Muscat non de jura
Chasselas de Fontainebleau
Royal Muscadine
Large White Sweetwater

Chiswick Nursery, London.

EARLY DANIEL O'HOUKKE PEA*.
nfonn thej

'• " 'J. ega to inform I

R PARKER, I u
• and . COT< II R

SUPF.RB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEOS, ETC.
WILLIAM CHATER begs to offer packet

l

Superior Qullli

mixed, 1*. per pai

per packet,— Saffron Wnlden Not

COLL'o CRYSTAL WHITE, & COLE'S DWARF
RED CELERY.

T THORNELEY,COL£,&Ca, I
-

*-J • irew, and I

e that they ai i

hn'.v, n varii ti«

CRYSTAL u 1I1TI
Bl PERE DWARI I

Pric-: per .

CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.
COLE hp£n to offcr a few dozen of hi« on-

J. bloo • HERBA(
from his choice stock; tliey w^re the odnii- I

them l^st summer. Thfey are not pofed off, •

enough fori zed pots. Tb- -

refully impregnated. J.C.*
or 25i. per hundred. A remittance solicited from ankt.
respond- i

3 THGENERAL SfctD tSTABLISHMENT, NOftTHfA^PTO J.

JOHN JEYES bees leave to ns and
Friends that blfl general stock of Beeda :

that he shall feel obliged by th> ir early ' r

'

supply of all those vari
celebrated for, such as Matchi
Conqueror Pea, Blofi, I

Green Cos Lettuce, do. Broccoli, Northaapl Bfaoco9i(

TKF E PEKZAWCE BKOCCOL I

.

one of
the best growtrt in the

Is. per packer, from William £. Rksdlk it i

chautg. Plymouth. _• ^^
MANGOLD WURZEL SEED, LONG RED, and

YELLOW GLOBE, warranto .

1854. Price 45r. per ton.—

A

ppl y to l;

DIOSCORE A BATATAS, or Chinese F o

each, or five for i

HOLCUS SACCHARATU3, scaled packet

„ .. 2
Thom a Ja s & Sox. Kingfiton-<ffl-Thac

\% ' ANTED, Tea Thousand^)?! ER SETS i r hmne-
* * diate planting, delivered at fi

Western Railway.—Apply, stating tlie price, to F. F .

Ringwood.

GEoliGE TAYLOR, Jun., Fruit Salesman,
St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Purchaser of every description of Choice Garden Produce
during the Season. Growers having Fruits aud Early Vege-
tables to dispose of. may apply or forward as alwve.

Terms, Cash.
j

CHEAP AND GOOD CINERARIAS.—
Fine flowering plants from Turner's hest seed in large

60 and -IS pots, just coming into bloom, at from 4s. to Bs. per d =en.

Also fine plants of named varieties, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Herbert, Adela Villiers. Garland. Constellation, Lady H.
Campbell. Kate Kearney, Flora M'lvor, Etoile de Venus, &c
at 9s. per dozen.

—

Wood ~& Ingram. Nurseries. Huntingdon.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,
4s. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named heautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and
large and well selected Bulbs may be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A. Coebett's Foreign Warehouse, 1S» Pall Mall.

K.B. Printed regulations for treatmeut sent: also, just arrived

very moist and open Parniasau Cheeses.

TT'ANTED, 50,000 each, 2, 3,and -i feet irr.nsphnUd
» » LARCH FIRS.—Application, statinp -rio* and -B-btre

delivered, to A. B. Hubst & Co., See:

Street. London. Feb. 10.

n^ and G. SWAILES having a large stock of the
-L • undermentioned, -would sell at low prices—
vear seedling fine: ASH. transplanted, 3. 4. u it; EL>r ,;

.

Wytchand Scotch, ^c. 3. 4. and 5 feet : KOI.LV
1, 2, and 3 feet. Prices on application.

Beverley Nurseries. Feb. KL
PYRAMIDAL PEAR TRC-

Grafted ok the Qcxkci Si

J and J. FRASER have still to offer sne %
the above PEAKS: a Descri]

mav be bad on application. To prevent

orders are requested, as the Stock of
getting low.—The Nurseries. L-^.i F.rj - - x.

FRUIT TRtES, FOREST TREES, asd SHRUBS,
GARDEN ASD FLOWER SEEPS. F"

TURE GRASSES, and FINE DWARF LAV.
—Catalogues of the above may be had on applicati

BAJiRATT, Saint John's Nursery. Wa^es--' :
.

JOHN HOLLAND can supply, in strcn- plants, the

heaviest Lancashire Show GOOS
excellent flavour, and lanre size,*

Post-cfBce order, payable toJoHsH i

Mid.il^ton. near Marrhesfor.

T*0 BE SOLD, at*Prices that w3l be some to ^iv^

JL satisfadtion, 10,000 STRONG CUBRAI
sorts, viz. :—Red and White
Naples, Wilmot's Snpert "-" by

Also a quantitv of Strong Aw%\ as ot ;

best sorts, Fastolff and. other B s rd-Pcars,

And a quintirv of prime S*ed Potatoes, wel of t

sorts.—For farther particulars, apply to Jajizs Lahe. .

man, Bridgewater. ^^^
IMPORTANT TO SEEDSMEN AND OTHERS.

TO BE" SOLD immediatelr bv tlie sp-.wer, at a low
price P rcash, 2C0 Boshels of GREEN-GLOBE TUKXIP

SEEP, all of the growth of 1^54: first-rate in - maple

and stock warranted. To be sold in =— iD :

_
1 1

r_ .

;, .
- d :

:" :'.; pnrchaser.—Apply :: Mr. TV.

Tayloe. Nashenden'Farm. Rochester, Kent-
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DICKSON'S EARLY FAVOURITE PEA (NEW).

FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,
Seed Merchants, &c, Chester, have much satisfaction in

introducing the above neiv Pea, which they believe they are per-

fectly justified in saying is the best and most prolific Early Pea
in cultivation.

It has been tried side by side with all the best early and second

early Peas of the day, and has been pronounced by many
eminent gardeners who saw it under the circumstances to be much
superior to any varietv of its season hitherto introduced.

It comes in about a week later than the "Early Emperor"
(sown at the same time), grows about 4 feet high, and produces

a wonderful profusion of pods, which contain on an average 10

Peas of excellent qualitv and flavour.

For opinions of Dr. Lindley and Mr. Thompson, see Gardeners*

Clironicle of 20th January, 1S55.

Price 35. 6d. per Quart; per Pint, 2s. Messrs. Hubst &
H'Mullen, Seedsmen, &c, 6, Leadenhall Street, wholesale London
Agents; and to be had from most Nurserymen and Seedsmen
throughout the United Kingdom.—N. B. The Trade supplied on

liberal terms.—106, Eastgate Street, Chester; (and 14, Corpora-

tion Street, Manchester).—February 10.

TWO new CUCUMBERS—" SIR COLIN CAMP-
BELL" and "GENERAL CANROBERT."—For the full

Description of the above two unequalled Cucumbers, and the

List of EDWARD TILEY'S Collection of Cucumbers and
Melons, which have all been thoroughly proved, see Advertise-

ment and Cut in the Gardeners' Chronicle of January 13, 1855.

Sir Colin Campbell 3s. Gd. per packet.

General Canrohert 3 6 „
A packet of either of the Melons mentioned in the former
Advertisement will be given to the Purchaser of the above two
Cucumbers. A remittance in cash or penny postage stamps
must accompany every order, and the whole or any part (as the

case may be) will be immediatelv forwarded.
EDWARD TILEV, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somersetshire.

DR. SYNTAX CUCUMBER.— The abovej cele-

brated variety has been nearly lost to gardeners for several

years past. It is known by all experienced growers of Cucumbers
to be the very best sort in existence for early work.
A paper sent free per post on receipt of 13 stamps.
SNOW'S HORTICULTURAL BROCCOLI. — Half-ounce

Packet sent free per p^st on receipt of 24 stamps.
NORTHAMPTON MARKET BROCCOLI.—This variety is

grown by the market gardeners here, and excites the admiration

of all who see it. Visitors say " they never saw such Broccoli

anywhere else." Half-ounce Packets sent free per post for

14 stamps.

—

John Jeyes, Nurseries, Northampton.

LEMING'S HYBRID CASHMERE MELON.—
The above new Melon was raised by Mr. Fleming at Tren-

tham, and exhibited by him for the first time at the Great
Meeting of the Horticultural Society of London at Chiswick on
the 10th June last against a multitude of competitors, when it

was awarded the first prize, and pronounced by the judges to be
very far superior to all others produced, and decidedly the best
Melon known. The entire Stock is in the hands of the under-
signed. Packets of Six Seeds, 2s Gd. ; of 15 do., 5s.

R. GLENDINNING, Chiswick Nursery, London.

NOW READY
WILLIAM and GEORGE DAVISON can supply

complete collections of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, to

suit'the various sized Gardens, at the following prices :

—

No.'l Collection ... £3 1 No. 3 Collection ... £12 6

No. 2 „ .,. 1 16
I
No. 4 „ — 12 6

FLOWER SEEDS : 50 packets, including the best hardy, half

hardy, and tender Annuals and Biennials, with printed instruc-

tions, 10s. 6d. ; 25 ditto ditto, 6s. ; 12 ditto ditto, 3s.

GRASS SEEDS: Fine Lawn Grass Seed Is. per lb.; Grass
Seeds for laying down permanent pasture mixed to suit any soil,

30s. per acre. Every variety of agricultural Seeds of the finest

quality. Priced Catalogues may be had on application to W.
& G. Davison, Seed Warehouse.St. Pe ter's Street, Hereford.

GODFREY'S BLACK SPINE.
Splendid and Prolific Frame Cucumber.

WOOD and INGRAM be^ to offer seeds of the
above beautiful variety. Colour, magnificent dark green,

with a very fine bloom; average length, IS to 21 inches, and
produces in great abundance through an entire season. Packets,
containing 12 seeds, 2s. Gd. ; 6 ditto, Is. Gd.

W. & I. will be happy to refer any persons wishing further
information respecting the variety to three or four Noblemen and
Gentlemens' Gardeners who have grown it, and prefer it to any
other.
London Agents : Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall

Street.

W. & I. have also the following esteemed varieties to offer, in
packets, Is. each, containing 12 seeds:

—

Sion House
Barnes's Fearnought
Walker's Prolific

Constantine's Incomparable.

Sagg's Royal Exhibition
Conqueror of the West
Improved Sion House
Manchester Hero.

Huntingdon Nurseries, February 10.

pAREY TYSO'S CATALOGUE of FLORISTS'
V^ FLOWERS for 1855 may be had post free for two labels

;

TREATISE on RANUNCULUS for eight labels; ditto on
ANEMONE for four labels.

RANUNCULUSES, 100 splendid named sorts, 40s. to £4

„ 25 superb seedling ditto ... 1 10

„ 100 fine mixtures ... from 8s. to 10
DOUBLE ANEMONES, 50 fine named sorts, 10s. to 13
IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS.—Asters, Balsams, Stocks,

Larkspurs, Poppies, Zinnias, &c\, in named assortments, 2s. Gd.
each. Ranunculus and Anemone Seeds, 2s. Gd. per packet.

C. Tvso's sovereign assortments of 18 select Ranunculus, and
18 choice Anemones, postage free for 21s.—

W

allingfortL, Berks.

CHARLES TURNER begs to intimate thaThTs
New SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains

descriptive lists of

—

Dahlias, Carnations,
Fancy Dahlias, Picotees,

Cinerarias, Pinks,
Verbenas, Pansies,
Fuchsias, Auriculas,
Hollyhocks, Shrubby
Chrysanthemums, larias,

including several new Dahlias,
Bedding Calceolaria, &c, offered for the first time,
ou application.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

Scarlet and Horse-
shoe Geraniums,

Delphiniums,
Mimulus,
Pentstemons,
Petunias,
Bedding Plants, &c,

new Verbenas, new White
Can be had

Calceo

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTUEY.

BASS AND BROWN'S~NEW SEED LIST
IS NOW READY,

AND CONTAINS EVERYTHING WHICH CAN BE DESIRED OF THE CHOICEST
NEW, AND OTHER VEGETABLES.

Considerable attention is paid to grow only the finest sorts for sale, andow Collection is very select.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS.
The following, of the very best m cultivation, cannot fail to give the most complete satisfaction.

. 1, Collection fora large garden, containing quan-
_ I No. 3, Collection in smaller proportion £1 5S . o<ititiea sufficient for one year's supply

No. 2, Collection in smaller proportion ...

A FEW
EPPS'S LORD RAGLAN, or Improved Mammoth, pro-

ducing 8 to 10 Peas in a pod, and allowed to be the finest

incultivation per quart 5s. Od.

EPPS'S MONARCH, neiv tall marrow, and the largest
sized Pea cultivated per quart 5
FATRBEARD'S NEW NONPAREIL, a delicious new

wrinkled marrow, of great produce and fine pods, a very
rapid grower, comiug in before the Champion of England 2 6

.'." 2 00 '

I
Collection of good kinds for a small garden ...

CHOICE NEW VARIETIES OF PEAS.

15

MEIN'S PARADISE, a most valuable early very large
marrow Pea, pods large, long, and well filled, and fine
flavour. This Pea, though very large, comes in imme-
diately after the Warwick per quart Is. M
HAIR'S DEFIANCE, wrinkled marrow, fine do. 1 9
*«* Sangster's No. 1, Daniel O'Rourke, Hair's Dwarf Mammoth,

Early Emperor, or Fairbcard's Conqueror, Burbidge's Eclipse!
Champion of England, and other best sort

The List of FLOWER SEEDS will also be found, as usual, very select. Goods Carriage free (not under 20s.)
to all the London Termini, and all Stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.

SEED & HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT, SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTE.
" One of the fields of this farm, theproperty of Mrs. Stanbury,

"was planted with Regents Potatoes in Aprillast, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly
worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of

preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than tlte others; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth
the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved cr&ps. I shall certainty, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from the Smut.

"a. B. Baxter.
" Belmont Farm, EUham, Kent, August 28, 1854."

"Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
"Sir,— I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the
directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

.CTS:-
slightest appearance of any disease amongst them- They are of
large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of
them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jackson's process may he widely known, as it is a
great boon.— I am, &c, John Shanks,

"Forester, Kildrummy Castle.
" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,
without any manure, in ground where for several years I have
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.

*' The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably
good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 of the others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.

" T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.
"Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1854."

SEED POTATOES.
SUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, have

a large STOCK of the best early kinds of POTATOES, very
true and free from disease. Prices, &c, wijh instructions on cul-
tivation, will be found at page 20 of Sutton's Seed and Plant
List, just published, price Sixpence (or gratis to purchasers).

SriTt-N .V- Sons, Seed Growers, &c, Beading.

rPHE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
-L variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting
the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most
prolific Potato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s., bags included.
To be bad genuine of THORNI1ILL & DICKSON, Lawrence

Hill Nurseries; and No. 1, Wine Street, Bristol.

Sold by Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kehnait, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,
Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two,
Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

rpHE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.—This excellent
J- variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being
more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It was raised in Middleton, and may be had genuine in
any quantity at5s. per bushel of 561bs.—Apply to John Holland,
Bradsbaw Gardens. Middleton, near Manchester.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middleton, Lancashire
.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING POTATO.
BROCKLEY KIDNEY.WAND J. MYATT can dispose of a limited

• quantity of the above excellent |new Potato, which they
have proved to be a first-rate variety, and has been selected as the
best out of a many thousand seedlings raised at Manor Farm.

In flavour it is quite equal to the Ash-leaf, and for produce very
far superior ; it is a compact strong grower, and ripens off quickly,
making it an invaluable summer variety. To be sent out in peck
bags, 3s. ; bushel, 56 lbs., 10s.

Also, EARLY MAY or BRITISH QUEEN, the earliest round
Potato, middling size, suitable for planting whole, 5s.; Early
Shaw, 5s. ; York Regent's, 5s. ; Hen's Nest, a good field Potato,
5s. per bushel ; Red Ash-leaf, 2s. Gd. per peck. These are all one
year's growth, from Yorkshire or Scotch sets, and will be
delivered free to any railway terminus in London.
Post Office Orders are requested from unknown correspondents',

payable at Deptford, to William Mtatt,
Manor Farm, Feb. 10.

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, WIS BEACH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE.
CHARLES SHARP begs to call the attention of the

Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade to his unrivalled collection

of SEED POTATOES, which have been grown and selected

with great care, and perfectly free from disease. The under-
mentioned prices include hampers and package. Terms to the
Trade known on application.

POTATOES:—
'

Per bush, of 4 st.

Ash Leaf Kidney (Jack-
son's) 10s.

Walnut Leaf (Jackson's) ...10s.

Early Emperor
Shilling's

Martin's Globe
Oxford Large
Round Dunne
Forcing)

...10s.

...10s.

...10s.

... 8s.

(for

Per bush, of 4 st

Early (for Seedling)
American Early ..

Forty-Fold
Kentish Kidney
York Regent's
White Rough
French Blues
White Kidney
British Queen

. 7s.

. 8s.

. 8s.

- 6s
. 6s.

• 7s.

. 8s.

The largest and best produce in cultivation.

THE NEW CHINESE POTATO {DIOSCOREA BATATAS).

MR. JOHN HENDERSON has the pleasure of
informing the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy, that the

opinions already expressed by him (in the columns of this journal)

respecting the excellent qualities of the above new esculent

(which he has had the honour of introducing into this country)

are fully borne out by the most eminent Horticulturists and
Botanists of the day, among whom he may mention Dr. Lindley,

Professor Decaisne, of the Museum of Natural History, Paris;

M. Louis Vilmorin, the well-known and scientific horticulturist;

and M. Pepin, of the Jardiu des Plantes, Paris.

Mr. J. Henderson also begs to call attention to the leading
article in the Gardeners1

Chronicle of the 13th ult., giving a full

description of experiments made last year in order to test the
value of this new vegetable ; and which proves that in produce
it is greater than the ordinary Potato, of hardier growth, and in
its eating, cooking, and keeping qualities far its superior.

Tubers, with description of the Chinese mode of culture, to be
obtained of Mr. John Henderson, Kingskerswell, South Devon,
at the following prices for cash :

—

Four tubers, 10*.; ten do., 11. 2s. Gd.; fifty do., 51. 5s.

Post-office orders are requested to be made payable at Newton
Abbott, South Devon.

NEW ASHLEAF—THE "EARLY CHAMPION."
JOSEPH WILSON, Seedsman, Ipswich, begs to state
J that his stock of early SEED POTATOES comprises the
following splendid varieties, grown expressly for seed purposes,

and free from disease. The " Champion " Ashleaf, 12s., a new
variety, sent out for the first time this season; they are about
10 days earlier than any other Ashleaf, finer in flavour and more
prolific. Jackson's improved early Ashleaf, 9s. ; the Short top

Ashleaf, 7s. Gd. ; Nonpariel Kidneys, 6s. Gd. ; Moss Kidneys,
6s. Gd.; British Queens, 7s. Gd. r the earliest round variety known.
Early Frame and Ashleaf Seedlings, 8s. per bushel. Free to

London; no charge for sacks. A remittance must accompany all

orders.

J. W. begs to say that the whole of the varieties offered have
been grown especially for him, and that he has no connection
whatever with any other Seedsman.

NOTICE.
EDWARD TILEY having received several letters

wishing to know if his new seedling " Champion Kidney "

Potato is the same as the one advertised by Mr. Joseph Wilson,
of Ipswich, under the name of " The Early Champion Ashleaf,"

begs to say that it is not, for he purchased the whole stock from
the Grower, who obtained it in the first instance from the seed of

the Potato Apple, and has never parted with any of the produce
but to him. K. T. feels confident that it will give the greatest

satisfaction to all purchasers who may favour him with orders

for the same.

TILEY'S SEEDLING POTATO—THE CHAMPION
KIDNEY.—Never before sent out.

This Potato bears a great resemblance to that fine old Potato,

the Ashleaf Kidney; it possesses the following good qualities

over the Ashleaf. If planted at the same time it will be ten days
earlier, all the sets always vegetate well, and do not die off in the
grftund as the Ashleaf does; 2 pecks of seed will produce a
greater weight of Potatoes than 3 pecks of the Ashleaf. It is

quite equal to that in flavour, and is eatable during the whole
winter. Sets that have had the shoots broken off five or six

times during the spring will vegetate again as if it had been the
first shoot. About twenty Gentlemen and Gardeners who had
seed to plant last season have assured me that they never before

grew any Potato to equal it, and should continue to grow it as a
first early Potato. Numerous orders have been already received
from persons who saw it growing during the last summer. It

has been grown and thoroughly proved for the last four years,

and found to be less liable to disease than any other Potato that

has been grown. Out of 25 sacks grown, this season there was
not a single diseased Potato among tliem.

Sold in quantities of not less than 1 peck ; they will be sent

Hamper and Package free, at 5s. Gd. per peck, or 4 pecks for 11.,

hamper free. A remittance in cash must accompany all orders,

or small amounts in penny postage stamps. Purchasers would
do well to name the nearest railway station to their residence.

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, & Florist,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.
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—the: largest stock and lowest prices in™ ENGLAND.

JOHN WKSTWOOD, tho FlOIUL NintKiutv, Acton
]{naii Tn I'M I nun Groen. nonr London, having; an onormoutj and

voll selected otoolt ofSOFT-WOODED L'LANTS.nnd mosl i fx

tonelvo proioluofi Ctlio gloia covering .'i acroa ofland), tti onablod to

Offer It to tin; publlo and the Trada at prlcoa fat lowor tlian any

Ultliorto hoard ofj lint an 1Mb Impossible toconvoy by odvortl o

nent anything liko detailed or sufficient Information of tho

advantages or l-obouvooh of blfl etftabllBliraant, lie rospeetfuUy

roquostu nil who doslro to purchase nlanta to apply for bin

>Oataloguo for iHfifi fwhlch Is now roady), and lie win Immo
dlatoly forward it postage froe,

piUIlUIUl ItOOTSfoH'OKCIW; or PLANTING.
«TV . strong ono-ycarnlontod rootsofMYATT'B VICTORIA
nnil unn/kiih, MITCTIELI/B nnvAli ALBERT, atflj.por
in UOWAflD'B PRINOB AXBEET, 13*. perdozen. Tills In

:i im n vitiiniy than Hid Victoria, and Is extensively cultfvatod

about Manchostori LMco to tho trade of tho abovo, per 100 or

1000, on application to Kuans. J. my att and honh.
Manor Farm, Deptford, Feb. 10.

NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.

MR. II ENKY MAJOR, KiioHthnrpr, timr 1,-1,
bog.i to announoo Mint a Doscriptlvo Catalogue of hb<

boautifiii new Shrubby Calceolarias Is now ready, and may bo

luu\ upon prepaid application.

Vorj obolcc Calceolaria and Pansy Seed, 2s. Gd. per paolcot.

POBtagO Stamps urn respectfully rGr{MGriti!(l In piiynn'iil •('
I Jif nrtnin.

NEW RIDCE CUCUMBER, VECTIS.

THOMAS TAYLOR begs to inform tho public ho
has produced iiiin fine Cucumber, grown it for throo

yoai-M, and can confidently rocoramond it- as the bosl ridge

Cuoumbor ovor offorod to tlm public, being equal i" quality

and llnvour to imuiy of the frame viu-lotlos, nnd vm-y prolific.

T. T. in now ready to Hond it out at U. per packet, 12 seeds,

pOBt (reo.— Tiroa. Tayi.oh. Nurseryman, Weston-super-Mare,

Somerset. ^___
CllAKI.KS SlIAKl'r; am- CO., Ski.n Ciu.wkum,

beg most respectfully to Invito the attention of the Trade to

•their very superior stocks of Carrot, Mangold Wnrssel, and
Tttrnlp Seeds, aU of which have boon carefully grown by them-
selves. Prices may be bad on application.

DIOSCOREA JAPONICA.
C. S. & Co., have received from abroad a quantity of Roots of

tho above, and will bo glad to supply the Trade. Prices on
application.

Nursovy and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.

GERANIUM—"ENGLAND'S CLORY."
BAINBIUDGE and I1EWISON have purchased this

beautiful bedding Geranium. Tho colour'of tho flower is

palo flesh, or maiden's blush; the leaf of tho horse shoe kind, and
vory glossy; tho individual flowers are smooth, of great sub-
stance, and of exquisite form. It is nn abundant bloomer, an
oxceeding large trusser, and throwing its flowers well above the
follago. It rosombles much the Hydrangia, and is considered
the best Geranium out for bedding or conservatory.
Plants in Juno, 1855, 5s. each. The usual allowance to tho

t rade when three Plants aro taken.—York Nurseries, Feb. 10.

VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to intimate to

their Patrons and the Public that, having now completed
their stock of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for this season,
from the best growers and truest stocks, they are now prepared
to send them out, making arrangements for carriage likely to
meet the views of all parties who may. favour them with their
commands. Priced Catalogues may bo had on application.

J. D. & Sons would also call attention to their AGRICUL-
TURAL SEEDS, which have been carefully grown under their
own Inspection, from selected stock, priced lists of which will be
ready shortly.—Nursery and Seed Warehouse, 32, South Hanover
Street, Edinburgh.

POLYANTHUS SEED.
JAMES WOODS has again this year to offer a quantity

of POLYANTHUS SEED, saved with more than ordinary
care, from named and good laced flowers, which he can recom-
mend with confidence, having had numerous Testimonials from
different parts of the Kingdom of good and valuable flowers
beiug raised from his seed. He will be ablo to send seed to grow
300 plants, with directions for sowing. Price Is. per packet, cr
sent free, on receipt of 13 postage stamps to James Woods,
Florist, Harwich, Essex.
P.S. Plants ol Polyanthus will be sent out in April, with blooms

on each plant* with name or otherwise, from Gd. to 3s. 6d.
per plant.

J. W. has a small quantity of Auricula Seed, saved from a fine
collection of Alpines, at Is. per packet as above.

T\7 HEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
* * LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-

I
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of

|
the very best quality and true to name; and as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.

We ore in doily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed
orders from those we ?iad the honour of serving last year; and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully
solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given
us a trial.—J. C. WiiEEi.En& Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

\\J DRUMMOND and SONS' NEW DESCRIP-
»* » TIVE CATALOGUE, containing select varieties onlv>

OfVEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and may
be had post free on receipt of one postage stamp. This Catalogue
will, at a glance, furnish the Gardener with all the necessary
material for drawing out his Seed List correctly and without
tronble. In reference to it tho Gardeners' Chronicle remarks:—
"It is simple, short, and one of the best we have seen. They

1

aro pursuing the sensible course we have so often insisted upon
for the sake of both buyer and seller;'' and this opinion has been
cordially responded to by all our old and many new customers.
W.Drummoxd & Sons' Seed and Implement Warehouse, Stirling.

AMERICAN P LANTS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that he has
" published a new Catalogue of bis Rhododendrons, &c, as
exhibited by him in the Gardens of the Royal Botanic Society,
Regent's Park, London. It describes tho colours of all the
Rhododendrons considered worthy of cultivation, with a Treatise
on i! elr successful management, and may be had bv enclosing
two postage stamps.
The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, near Farnborough

station. South-Western Railway.

AMEU1CAN PLANTS.— A Descriptive Priced
* * CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for
the coming season is just published, and mar be had by enclosing
two stamps for postage. As everything in the way of American
I lanls is grown to an unequalled extent at this Nurserv.iiitendiug
piircha^'rMvould do well to provide themselves with this Catalogue.

Successors to the
Surrey.

WATERER and GODFREY, Nephews and!
late Hosea Watercr, Knap Hill Nursery, Wokiu

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
(^ GORGE GIBBS wv Co,,

* I'm
i
iMiiiiv, beg to Mini •• thai their W

Seeds are no* roods '"' doll vm i
-' Um WIi

Mixtures for laying Land down to ponrnufontui
hoary, and otbor polls (allowing 2 bushels and 121

aero 80#. pot ooro.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2bu lie I and 12 lb*,

to the acre)

M i LurOH tot Improving and ranovatl CI I i

i ,.

Mixture
i

i '" i ioi I . Cm I rig Lawns li

Those floods aro are nil now, and'havoall been properly cleaned
and their growIn property rail) '- ited. Directions

accompany tho wwd,
a.O.andCo.'a • Priced AGRIC1 r/TURAL CATALOG I i.

will oliortly bo ready, and will I o I

Q i ORG i- IBB CO n .

26, Down street* Piccadilly, London,

DAWK, COTTRELXi, ani) BENHAMJ I

Inform their frfondfl and patrons that theli Di cnptlvo

Retail LIBTol FIiOWER, OARDBN, and rVai(IC) UT\ UAL
SEEDS in now ready, and may bo obtained, post I

application.

D„0..fl B, also bog to oftec tbo followlni ( '"i 1 E ROOTB
at very low prlcofl.

Atiei OS, Blngla purple, very fine

n )i
Bc.irlet, „

,; .,
IlliXI'd, „

Glodiollfl QorabunduB, largo

Gtnndavensifl, vci p One
and many other oholco i ni letlc .

in Goimanlca, splendid var., mixed, pi

Ranunculus, mixed, double, very flno, pi i L0Q

Tubei'OSOS) fine double, Italian ... per d'i/.<'ii

86, Moorgate Street; and uo-i, Lainenctj J'.»untney Lane,
Cannon Street, I^ondon.— Ivi'aMi shi id al 2g, C lull, 1720.

NEW PLUMS.
MR. H. DOWLING, FRUit Orowf.u, Woolston

Lawn, Southampton, begfl moHt respectfully to return his

aincoro thankH to tho Nobility, Gentry, and Public generally, for

the liberal patronage ho baa received, and informs them thai

owing to bin G;irdcn being about to bo cleared for building, DC

has to offer the above at unusually low prices. Fruit G
and tho Trade will find this a rnro opportunity to supply them-
selves with them. II. D, has received Testimonials from those
that fruited them this season. He can with confidence recommend
tho Black Gago and Angelina Burdett as superior to any other

Plum for prollficness and flavour; good strong Trees, and the

prices can be obtained at Mr. Charles Turner's Royal Nursery,
Slough; of Mr. Henderson, Pine Apple Place, London ;

or the

Grower, at Woolston Lawn, Southampton.

perdozen

per lb,

I

. 3*.

.. 2f,

.. 'Am.

.. U.

. 4*.

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO. bog leave to
inform their patrons and friends that their stock of VEG I'-

TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS (containing many choice and
new kinds) is now ready for sending out. Catalogues may be
had on application.

Lilium giganteum Seed per 100 seeds ... 6*. Od,

White-topped Clary per packet ... 1 6
Limnanthns sulphurea odorata... „ ... 1 6
Dianthns Dunnetti superbus ... „ ... 1 G
Escholtzia tenuifolia „ ... 1 O
Leptosiphon aureum „ ... 1 G
Whitlavia grandifiora „ ... 1 6

Pine Apple Place, Edgeware Road, London.

SPRUCE FIRS from 6 to 9 feet high, well-rooted
and quite safe to remove, being well adapted for screens,

filling up old plantations, or for immediate effect.

FINE BEECH fit for hedges or plantations, 6 feet and up-
wards.

G. Wheei-ek, Nurseryman, Warminster, "Wilts, having a
surplus stock of the above, is disposed to sell them on extremely
moderate terms, which niav be obtained on application.

G. W. has a good stock of SCOTCH FIRS, 2 to 3 feet, a largo
stock of RHODODENDRON suitable for cover in woods, planta-
tions, drives, &c, from 1 foot and upwards, with fiue strong
American Azaleas, at very moderate prices.

SEEDLING CALCEOLARIA, raised from the finest spotted

kinds, will be sent carriage free on receipt of a Post Office Order
for the amount, at 305. per 100. Per doz.

BULBS of TIGRIDIA PAVONIA. Red Tiger Flower... 2

,, ,,
CONCHIFLORA, Yellow ditto 4

„ „ WHEELERI, Scarlet ditto ... 4
Carriage free for cash.

CUCUMBERS, first-rate.—THE KING, a very handsome
Black Spine, and Ingram's Hybrid White Spine, a most prolific

kind, both approved and esteemed sorts, at Is. per packet.

—

G. Wheeler, AVarminster, Feb. 10.
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HOLCUS SACCIIAKATUS, OR till

SUGAR CANE.—Par a full description,*

leading articli in the G '

-j Pro-
I. atdley, paf/c 35, January 20,

William E. Rksdix A- ' hanta, haw jn.t Im-

poricd frnm France an excellent parcel of Kwd., which will l«

sold in scaled packets at U. and 2f. Od. cac: '* pplr to

Will ; ' I n '
.
Si "

MELVILLE'S HARDY SCOTCH BROO I

will stand On mod severe winter, and tlnref'/rt

invaluable. 100 Seeds for ]s.

For full description, see " Reudle's Price Current and Garden
Directory for 1855."

i -e & Co ., Seed Merchant-.

TO THE TRADE.
JOHN HARRISON begs to offer to the Trade the
*J undermentioned plants, of which he has a large stock.

Rose Manetti, strong cutting 25s. OtZ.p. 10C0
Raspberry, Northumberland Fillbasket, the

best variety in cultivation, 20s. per 10O ... 160 „
Do. Fastolff, 6s. per 100, or 60 O „
Do. "Wilsher Red Globe, 10 per 100
Do. Magnum Bonum 10 „
Rhubavb, Victoria, strong 25 „
Do. Royal Albert, do." 30 „
Currants, Victoria, 1 year old 6 „
Do. do. 2 years old, strong ... 12 „
Do. Black Naples, 1 year 6 „
Do. do. do. 2 years ... 10 O „
Do. do. Bang-up, extra fiue 12 O- .,

Arbor-Vita?, 1} to 2 feet 15 "„

Juniper, Swedish, 1J feet 25 „
Cupressus Funebris'U feet 100 „
Delphinium Barlowi, strong 40 „

Roses of all the best varieties in cultivation, of which J. H.
has a stock of many thousands, one year established in pots, and
fit for immediate forcing.—Nursery, Darlington, Feb. 10.

T\ /} ELVILLE'S TREBLE CURLED GARN1SH-
JLVI ING BORECOLE.—Thu U tltc choicest and »«(
useful Vegetable for garnisliing ever introduced, a:\d

should be grown in every garden. 200 Seeds for 1*.

For description see " Rendle'8 Price Current and Garden
Directory for 1S55.''

Wll, MAM E. RgXDLE & Co.. Seed Merchants, Hyroouth.

TTTlEVlEElE'S
-new-im'tebmediatk hy-

JVj BKID CABBAGE.—This is a valuable addition

to our stock of Vegetables, and should be luul by all tc/u>

have gardens. 200 Seeds for 1«.

For description seo "Rexdle's Price Corrent and Garden
Directory for 1S55."

William E. Rl-m>le & Cr<.. Seed Jlerchan". P'yn'-'ntb.

QUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS OF
O KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
may still be obtained, as see last teeth's Gardeners'

Chronicle.
John Sutton- & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berka.

fpie (garthmerjES' Cftrmricte,

SATURDA Y, FEDRUARYs ,1855.

NEW CINERARIAS.
CH. GARDINER, of Fant Nursery, Maidstone,

• will commence sending out plants on the 1st of March
next of the following first-class flowers, raised by Mr. Frost,

gardener to E. L. Betts, Esq., of Preston Hall, and pronounced
by competent judges to be equal if not superior to any in
cultivation.

LADY JULIA CORNWALLIS—White, with great depth
and width of petal, finely margined with porcelain bine, light

bine disc, fine shape, extra size : first-class flower. 10s. 6<i.

MISS BANKERMAN—Clear white, with well defined margin
of rosy crimson, dark disc, large fine-shaped petals ; habit good :

one of the best. 10s. 6<i.

MRS. R. RICKETTS ^ \Vhite ground colour, with broad
margin of rich plum

;
good form and habit. 10s. 6d.

SIB W. MIDDLETOX—Deep purple, with distinct ring of

crimson round the disc: large fiue-sliaped petals of extra size

and good habit ; first-class flower. 10s. 6d.

MATILDA— White, with purple lilac edge: light dis; : g<
shape and habit. 5s.

FORGET-ME-NOT — Fine shaped petals: colour crimson
purple; good habit and fine form. 7s. Od. If the set of six be
taken, the price 2?. 10s.

The Winter Meeting of the HoRncri
Society last Tuesday in Regent Street, nnder the

new arrangements, was perfectly successful; as will

be seen from the report in another column. It was
quite a representation in miniature of the great

exhibitions at Chiswick. Richly as the tab":-:

covered with beautiful objects, there is no doubt
that the display would have been still finer had the

weather been more propitious ; but exi:

cannot carry tender plants of grest value through

sleet and a north-east wind without exposing

to danger ; and it was impossible not to admire the

horticultural enthusiasm which produced so mncb,

in such a season.

The only difficulty that the Sc :

to encounter resides in the Vcir 1

command. It is however to be hoj

number of hours, four or five £

seisov.. during which the mee :_

visitors to see everything with nc .:. conve-

nience than attends a London evening
J

Among the interesting subjects intrc
"

meeting of the Horticultural Socie'" were t]

diagrams of W'ellingtoma used by Mr. B„\

interesting lecture, of which we
gave a report : with the addition of the :':"Lowirig

remarks, bv a Fellow of the S:;:^ y, n] :: 11

posed Hce of the trees now e>::^:
:

: _

It apj
' ~ vol. ::- :

:

.

p. 26 ection of the exagt

made of this sub;; It - that—
• 1st, tl e hollowed s;: "ited at PI
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hia, which formed the basis of the former calcula-

tion, was not from the famous Wellingtonia, but

from a Sequoia sempervirens growing much nearer

Sin Francisco.
" 2d. Dr. Torrey has now had an opportunity of

counting the whole of the layers On a complete

radius of a trunk of the Wellingtonia, and he finds

they are only 1120, not 3000 in number.
" In proof of the fallacy (which has of late years

been occasionally alluded to) of calculating the

number of rings in a tree by counting those of a

portion of the radius, and of estimating the remain-

der by measurement, Dr. Torrey gives the following

data on the rate of growth of the Wellingtonia :

The 1st 100 layers occupied 175? inches.

2d „ „
14" „

3d „ „ 12| >(

4th „ „ 13 „
5th „ „ 164. „
6th „ „ 8| „
7th „ „ 7| „
8th „ „ 11
9th „ „ 10 „
10th

. „ „ 11

11th „ „ 11* „
Remaining 20 layers 1 „

1120 layers occupied 135 inches, or 11 feet

3 inches, the semi-diameter of the trunk.
" In illustration of the still greater fallacy of

calculating the age of a tree from the thickness of

its stem, without even knowing the rate of growth
of any part of it, whence arose the fabulous estimates

of the age ofr"the Adansonia, I may mention that

I lately counted the rings corresponding to the

known age of a Quercus pedunculata of 62 years of

age, which had the very same diameter as other

trees of the same species growing within a few
miles of it, with between 110 and 120 rings.

" The Wellingtonia remains, however, the oldest

tree in a state of health whose age has been ascer-

tained, and 1120 years is no mean age, although
I believe some of the stunted, battered, half-rotten,

but ever re-shooting up Olives of the Mediterranean,
to be much older than that."

More than 20 years ago the writer of the present
article pointed out (Introduction to Botany), in the
following observations upon the growth of exogenous
trees, how great are the errors to which De Can-
eolle's method of computing age is liable.
" With regard to judging of the age of a tree by the

inspection of a fragment, the diameter of the stem
being known, a little reflection will show that this

is to be done with great caution, and that it is liable

to excessive error. If, indeed, the zones upon both
sides of a tree were always of the same, or nearly

the same tnickness, much error would, perhaps, not

attend such an investigation ; but it happens that,

from various causes, there is often a great difference

between the growth of the two sides, and con-
sequently, that a fragment taken from either side

must necessarily lead to the falsest inferences. For
example, I have now before me four specimens of wood
taken almost at hazard. The measurements of either

side, and their age, as indicated by the number of

zones they comprehend, are as follows :

—

Beuthamia frsgifera
Pyrus foliolosa

Magnolia insignis ...

Alnus napalensis

Diameter of

Side A. Side B.

36 lines

22 „
20 „
23 „

Total.
Real Age,
or Number
of Zones.

40
36
17

"Now, in the first of these cases, suppose that a

portion of the side A were examined, the observer
would find that each zone is 0.225 of a line deep

;

and, as the whole diameter of the stem is 45 lines,

he would estimate the side he examined to be 22.5
lines deep ; consequently, he would arrive, by cal-

culation, at the conclusion that, as his plant was one
year growing 0.225 of a line, it would be 100 years
ingrowing 22.5 lines, while, in fact, it , has been
only 40 years. And so of the rest."

The statements of Dr. Torrey as above given
from Silliman's Journal, confirm in every par-

ticular the justice of the foregoing remarks. Never-
theless, we are still at liberty to believe in the
possibility of trees living to the age of 3000 years
and more, although we have no positive proof that
they have actually done so. In the garden of the
late Sir Robert Vaughan, at Nannan, in Merioneth-
shire, there once existed a gigantic Oak, which was
said by tradition to have been the very tree in which
Owen Glenowr confined the Welch chieftain,
Howel Sale, taken prisoner by him in the time of
Henry IV. Let us suppose this tree, which was of
course hollow, to have been only 3 feet in diameter
in 1410 (and it could not have been less, and was
probably much more), and let us take the annual
growth of old Oak trees to be 1 inch of semi-
diameter in 20 years, it must in that case have been

360 years old in 1410; to this add 403—the
number of years that intervened between 1410 and
1813, when it was blown down, and we shall obtain

a total age of 763 years. It was, no doubt, much
older,* and there is no physical reason why, if a
tree can grow for 763 years, it should not, in the

absence of accidents, acquire four times as great

an age.

Nor is it necessary to limit to Wellingtonia the evi-

dence of trees having actually enjoyed a prodigious

longevity. The so-called Cypress of Montezuma, in

the garden of Chapultepec (Mexico) measured, not

many years ago, forty-one feet (English) in circum-

ference ; but it dwindled to nothing before the

gigantic trunk of a Taxodium near Santa Maria de
Tesla, in the province of Oaxaca, which was first

mentioned by Exter, who found its circumference to

be 117.10 feet (French). De Candolle thought

that, in this case, either several trees might have
grown together, or that the measurement had been
taken round the dilated base of the trunk; but
Zuccarini assures us that Baron Von Karwinski
twice measured this tree, and sent him a drawing of

it, which enabled him to remove all such doubts.
" The measurement," he says, " was always taken

above the dilatation, and on each occasion the girth

was found somewhat to exceed 117 feet. The dilated

base was not measured, but from the drawing it must
have a circumference of at least 200 feet, and thus

the diameter of the trunk must be about 39
feet, and of the enlarged base about 60.5 feet. The
dilated base surrounds the whole trunk equally, so

that it cannot readily be supposed that the size is

owing to the accretion of several trunks. Now, if

we take as a basis for computation the statement of

Michaux, given by De Candolle, that the most
thriving specimen of the tree in France attained

in 45 years a diameter of 1 foot, or 144 lines, and
consequently, that annual rings were formed of the

thickness of 32 lines, and supposing a similar

increase of wood to occur up to the most recent

period of growth, it would appear that the trunk in

question, which has a diameter of 5352 lines, would
be 1672 years old. This supposition, however, is

rather improbable, since perhaps none of the

Conifers in the latter periods of their growth ever

deposit so much as 12 8 lines of wood within four

years. If, again, we assume the annual increase to

average only one line, we get 5352 rings, and, conse-

quently, that number of years is the age of the tree

;

but if we take the mean of these two numbers, we
should arrive at 3512 as the most probable number
of years of age, and at an annual addition of ligneous

rings of 1.6 lines in thickness, which is sufficiently

considerable." (Raj/ Papers, 1846, p. 21.)

All this is however conjectural in the absence of an
actual counting of the rings ; as is the age of the great

Brazilian Leguminous trees found by Von Martius,
and computed by one calculator to be 4000 years old,

while another, employing a different mode of estima-

tion, could not reduce it below 2052 years. But these

were pygmies by the side of the Taxodium of Tesla.

These remarks do not diminish our interest in

Wellingtonia ; they only reduce fabulous history

within the limit of fact, itself sufficiently surprising,

and show that, colossal as are the dimensions of
" the great tree," they are equalled by other trees

concerning which there is no room for doubt.

Advices from Shanghai, of Nov. 18, inform us

that Mr. Fortune had just returned from the Tea
districts in Che-Kiang, with another large collection

of seeds and plants for the East India Company.
It appears, from a report from Dr. Jameson, that

23,892 Tea plants had reached the Himalayas in

good condition, along with 178 healthy seedlings of

the Chinese Chesnut (a species of Castanea), 628
plants of the Hemp Palm, several grafted specimens
of the Yang-mae, or eatable Mt/rica, and various

other plants. Among the latter is the true green
Indigo (so called) a plant hitherto so little known
that it has been supposed to be Sophora japonica,

the dye of which is, we understand, yellow, not

green. Our letters do not say what the green

Indigo really is, but we shall probably learn ere

long.

New Plants.
112. Senecio mikanioides, Otto. Walpcrs' SepcrtoHum,

vi. 264 ; alias Mikania senecioides of Gardens; alias

Delairea odorata, Lemaire Hortic. nniv., May 1844
;

alias Breonia palmata of Belgian Gardens.

This plant having been made the subject of a communi-
cation in the last number of the " Revue Horticole,"

and being almost unknown with us, the following notes

upon it may prove useful. It is a climbing greenhouse

shrub from the Cape of Good Hope, suited for pur-

poses such as those to which Lophospcrmnm is applied.

The leaves are deeply cordate and angular. The flower

• There is an apocryphal story of an Oak tree having been
felled in the Ardennes, within whose trunk were found coins

struck 276 years before the foundation of Kome. That tree was,

therefore, estimated to have been 3600 years old.

heads appear in large loose long stalked axillary
corymbs ; are yellow and sweet-scented, but having no
ray want breadth of colour. According to M. Verlot,
of Orleans, its cuttings should be struck in beat in
February or March, put into small pots as soon as they
have struck, and planted out in May, when they imme-
diately push vigorously ; with us June should be read
for May. Last year 10 plants were employed to cover
a paling (barriere) 36 feet long and 4 feet wide ; they
were repeatedly stopped to make them throw out
laterals, and in three months they had covered the
space. The plant may also be pegged down, and made
to cover slopes and beds with verdure. It will not,
however, flower out of doors, even at Orleans, but must
be brought into the greenhouse in the autumn. The
flowers, which smell like Heliotrope, will then open in

December and January. The plant, though only a
climbing Groundsel, seems to be worth growing for

winter decoration.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LVIII.

264. Apostaxis.* Distillation.—Under this denomina-
tion it is proposed to consider all abnormal emissions
of nutritive or secreted fluids. The eircumstnuces under
which the phenomena take place may be very various,
and the consequences of more or less gravity, according
as they are temporary or chronic, or may be compli-
cated with other diseased action.

265. Apostaxis (Constitutional and/Functional}'.—
Weeping.—The nutriment of plants is received from
the ground, in the form of a very attenuated solution,

which iu its progress through the system levies contri-

butions from matter previously assimilated ; insomuch,
that when it has arrived at the leaves, though still

highly aqueous, it is charged more abundantly with
extraneous matter than it was on its first imbibition.

That the sap may serve for the proper nutriment of

the plant in its return from the leaves, it is necessary
that a large portion of the water should be eliminated;

an effect which is produced by the process of ex-

halation, in consequence of which the watery particles

pass off in the state of vapour, as may easily be ob-

served by the condensation of this insensible perspira-

tion on a glass or any other cold polished surface. The
fluid iu such cases is found not to be pure water, but to

contain a slight per-centage of heterogeneous matter.

This process is absolutely necessary to health, and where
it is impeded it is a fruitful source of mischief. It is in

a high degree dependent upon outward atmospheric
condition or other external causes, to which we shall

have to advert hereafter ; for it is altogether uncertain

whether in any case constitutional weakness prevents it

from taking place, the effect of which would be to produce
a general dropsy. The affection or condition which we
have under consideration isof a precisely contrary nature,

and can, when slight, scarcely be considered a disease.

It is not, however, a normal condition, or one which,
if chronic, could be productive of any other than
evil results. Under the circumstances of which we
speak, so far from the exhalation being impeded,
it is exaggerated into a copious dripping of a
watery fluid from the leaves, to which the name of

weeping has been applied. It is not to be confounded
with the showers of manna which in hot weather-

descend from many trees, and to which probably
the tales of the poets are for the most part appli-

cable, but is simply an overflow of the ascending
unelaborated sap, occurring principally if not ex-
clusively at the tips of the leaves or serratures, and
thus simulating in some measure the formation of
dew. It is peculiarly common in the Vine when
cultivated in conservatories, and may be seen in

especial abundance in such plants as Canna, where
the watery fluid sometimes almost streams from the

leaves. It is observed principally when water has-

just been applied to the roots, and depends upon
the upward current being too strong to be arrested

by the walls of the more external vessels, so as-

to wait for the natural exhalation flue to external-

agency, insomuch that the fluid matter bursts forth

bodily, the points of least resistance probably being the
more or less acuminate portions of the foliage through
which it drips. It is very probable that there may be
some lesion of the cells at these points, or otherwise the

natural course should seem to be rather through the

stomates. It would be interesting to institute a com-
parison between the condensed fluid arising from
evaporation, and the fluid thus exuded ; but we are not

able to find that such an estimate has at present been,

made. The waste of matter due to the phenomenon
is probably never very large, but a little attention

would soon show at what time of the day, or under
what condition the evaporating power of the atmo-

sphere is such as to admit of this sensible passage of

the fluid, and at such times and under such conditions

water should not be applied to the roots. As, however,

the phenomenon is far more visible in some particular

plants than in others, and is not exhibited iu all at

the same time and under similar conditions, it depends-

probably in great measure on constitutional peculiarities-

over which the cultivator has no control.4-

266. A similar affection takes place in the buds of

* Derived from xiro from and c-ra&* to flow.

t An aqueous fluid is copiously secreted in Nepenthes, Sarracenia,

and Heliamphora, and not improbably is derived from the plant

itself in Dischidia and some other cases where the fluid contained

in open cavities is supposed to be altogether extraneous. What
relation some of these cases may have to the phenomenonin
question is at present uncertain ; in others the fluid has peculiar

properties, and is evidently a real secretion.
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Vines, and of some uI-Ihji* trees, in coiiHt'ipinnuu ol tho

exuberance of Hie spring sap. It iH perhaps well in buoIi

cases that nature should find n ready outlet for fluids

which might produce bad consequences if stagnating in

the coIIh without any aqueous exhalation, in both in-

Htauccs perhaps it would bo more proper to consider

tlio matter nH mi abnormal phenomenon than > real

malady. M. J. B.

COMMON THINGS,
Oentradcnia rosea.—Though not very showy, this is

roully ii. useful little plant) which) under ordinary culti-

vation, may ho made to blosBom abundantly all through
tho winter and spring. Cuttings struck early thm
month, and properly attended to, will be bushy plants

by the end of June, at which time they should ho in

5-inch polH, and should he removed from tiro stove or

jiropagating housu to a light and airy greenhouse shelf.

If large specimens aro not wantod, they nluniM not he

shifted alter thin, hut Bhould ho allowed to become
somowhat pot-boitud, ami they will not require any
further attention, except moderate waterings till the

ond of September) when a few of the plants may be

introduced to a light and warm shelf in a stovo or

intermediate house, where a temperature of 65° or 70°

by day can be given. Tho rest may follow successively

;

mid it is worthy of remark that they do not open well

except in tolerably bright light ; they, therefore, do

best placed on a shelf near tho glass. For soil take

equal parts of loam, sandy peat, and vegetable mould,

.mixed with a good sprinkling of powdered charcoal.

Club in BrocaoK.—The following is a good way of pre-

venting this troublesome disease. In tho autumn never

omit to ridge up tho ground intended for spring sowing,

,

in order that it may havo the benefit of the winter's

frost to pulveriso it. When, the time for sowing has

arrived level tho ground roughly, then dig it over

'

regularly, and form it iuto beds ; when that is done,

bum any prunings of shrubs and trees that may havo
been collected during winter, and spread the ashes on
the beds to tho depth of 2 or 3 inches. Then with a
Potato fork well mix tho ashes with the earth to tho
depth of -1 or 5 inches, sow tho seed in the usual way,
rako all in smoothly, and the operation is finished. It

may be added that the fresher the ashes are the better,

'

and that tli0S3 from green wood are preferable to those
from dry. It will be evident that the alkaline bases
found in the wood ashes are what produce the effect.

I iy the colour of its wood, the form of its branches
and iihoots, by its leaven and the general habit of the
til---, this variety is as distinct from all others as the

Bourn d'Hurdonpont, Marie I.on on-, Doctoui l rousseau,
Prince Albert, Loopoid I., and Comte de Paris, are die-

tinct among thiiniiidvo/4
.

Tho tree in bordy and vigorous, and forms a hand
some pyramid, lis shoots are Ion;; and spreading ; the

upright stom in erect, and of still' growth. The colour
"1 thfl trunk in greyish olivo brown, and the twoy-ar
old branches purtsku of tin- si hue. Tho ono-yoor-

old wood in pale greenish brown, sprinkled with grey
dots, but thoKo disappear the second year. 'I he nppcr

parts of the shoots aro bright brown, with vory distinct

"lull- spots, The buds aro about an inch apart; on

the bearing wood they approach to half that distance.

Tho wood-Buds uro very large, but pointed ; tbl fruil

IiuiIh aro still larger and rounded ; both have a greyish

appearance, Tho fruit-buds are large, plump, and can

be Known decidodly in the second year of their formation,

a sign that the treo is a good bearer. The flower is

largo and sets readily, which proves its hardiness. The
leaves are of a delicato green, undulated, and channelled,

sod possess all tho characters of those of varieties which

prqduco tho finest fruits. It is very productive os nil

orchard standard. A strong graft, taken from the stein

of the stock plant and worked on a vigorous stock, had
tho shoots properly disbudded, pinched and not much
shortened, and produced in the summer of 1854 a SCOTS

of fruits after 50 had been thinned oil" in May. Part of

the fruit gathered on the lllth of September commenced
to ripen on the 25th of that month. Another part,

gathered on the 28th September, ripened from the 10th

to the 25th of October.

The general form of the fruit is oblong-ovate, full

towards the stalk, and swelling towards the eye. It is

from .'I tolUincliisin length and 2 inches

in diameter. The rn stall; is from 1 inch

to 1 j in length, I J strongly attached to

the spur, so that, till // fit for gathering, the

fruit is not apt to be / / blown down. The
eye is regularly //

/

formed in a shallow

cavity. The skin is // thin, smooth, pale

green when the fruit // is gathered,becoming
gradually paler as // the fruit approaches
maturity. The flesh / / is snow-white, melt-

CHOIX D'UN AMATEUR PEAR.
Thehe are some historical details relating to the

origin of certain varieties of Pears which are only
verbally known in the countries in which the varieties

have been obtained. If one does not take the trouble

to give an exact account where it will be recorded in

pomological works of the day, his knowledge will be
lost in some few years. After a certain lapse of time,

ivhen the variety begins to fruit in various gardens,
questions will be asked respecting the name of this

Pear, when and where was it raised ?

Towards the end of his career, the late Van Mons,
lot expecting to see the fruit of his seedlings from
;he latest sowings in the nurseries of Louvain, and
earing that after his decease these seedlings would not

je preserved, sent grafts of a certain number of tho

most promising of these seedlings to his friend and
pupil, M. Bouvier, of Jodoigue. One portion of these

vas sent in 1837. Being worked on strong seedling

stocks, most of the varieties fruited in 1842 aud 1843.

The grafts, it will be understood, were well selected aud
:orefully worked.

Neither the first nor the second fruiting was thought
lufticieut by M. Bouvier for determining the relative

nerits of the seedlings ; but of the third production,
vhich was very abuudant in 1844, that being a most
avourable season, he submitted many of the fruits to

lis amateur friends and connoisseurs like himself; and
le then, without hesitation, said of the above-named
'ariety, " This is my choice " {ccci est mon choix) ; aud
leing unanimously approved, it was agreed that the
ariety should be called Choix d'un Amateur, adding
he words Van Mons, the grafts having been taken from
ne of the seedlings raised by the professor at Louvain.
Is possessor of the nurseries, M. Bivort was charged
rith sending out this new variety, and it was announced
a his catalogue 1845-6. Siuce then it has beeu culti-

ated in our nurseries, aud has beeu observed up to the
ime of its fruiting.

In 1849, a good graft having beeu placed at 7 feet

igh on a strong stock, we had the satisfaction of seeing
ist summer, on the branches of this graft, about a score
f,bandsome fruit.

As this variety is not described in any special work,
or even in any catalogue, as far as I am aware, and as
lie fruit is but little known, I shall endeavour to give a
escription of the tree, aud of the fruit and its qualities.

The seedling itself we have uot been able to discover,
either iu the collections of the successors of Van Mons
or in the gardens of Louvain, where, after the decease
f the professor, it had doubtless been lost, together with
lany other valuable sorts. The strong stem grafted in

837 has been in vain searched for in the garden of the
ite M. Bouvier. We have been informed that his
Jccessors divided the best of the trees, which were con-
:quently sent in different directions. We can there-
ire only describe such of the characters of this variety
i may be done with confidence from a pyramid of
iven, and a standard of five years from the graft, and
I a bearing state.

weather. .
• •

, m, equal lo any ol

summer days. In a . of my statement thai
the temperature hud 1,. . „ unusuklly low, I may •

lliato person who bat h a resident here for I

Ave year informed me that tbi room
without Are has not been known v, I., under (0 until

illy, wbon it I'll i'. i '. .

At Paris, on lh< '.'I'll nil., a partial tha «e4«-d
to tbi i--'' fi o I but severs weathj *

there. On the 20lh the thermometa .', <«
the 27th to 20*, on the 28th to 18°, on the 20tU I'l

l 2°. 'I lie •' ii"- I .'

.

• r. Ii 1 iae

been nearly Ibe name at Lyons, and also

Brusw On (hi ;il was down
.'.'' centigrade or zero '»'

I Tlio

eamt at Turin on the ::ith, and again on I

SOtli 31" below freezing. Here the mht, v..-. y above
-, and at a distance of only about 120 lin!'«,

tie- difference being no doubt mainly attributable to tlio

peculiar situation ol Nice and the proximity <„

to the Alps.

I hope that tin- following description of the I

weather, which f ta

French newspaper LaPn
i rawo. V u

mny, however, life to ne what aCCOUnl
foreigners of i of our fatherland.

from London 20th January, the eon «i:
" It. bun snowed for the last (our or Bre days wit

riiption ; a thick fog and rime envelop' », the ':';.. It

is mid-day, and I can hardly distinguish the lettei I

trace upon the paper, 'ibis lugubriot bene
naturally makes the spirits to be in unison wit

sentiments which now prevail in England."
The increase and decrease of the power of the son's

rays here in tho day will appear from lie following

account of a thermometer hung therein on the 26th ult. :

9 o'clock, 91"; half-past 9, 107''; 1 o'clock, IU";
half-past 10, 119"; balf-past II, 124"; at 12, 121°;
half-past 12, 117" ; 1,1 10"

; 2, 90 ; i, 74".

New Potatoes are now sold in the market, a:

kilogramme, being rather more than 2 lbs. weight
English ; Green Peas (in pod), U. id. for the same
quantity. In the vicinity of Nice there is a valley partly

covered with the beautiful single blue Bepaticas 'triloba),

which are now coming into flower. Crocuses (wijd) are
also in blossom. Some Snowdrops in pole I saw i

day treated as greenhouse plants ; they are, however,

found wild on some of the hills. Primroses also are in

flower, but are rather scarce. Violets, the sweet tingle

blue, are becoming quite plentiful on the bank", and the

Anemones in the Olive grounds. There is a beautiful

bright yellow flower now also in blossom (under pro-

tection) called " Jonquil ferruginea," upright in growth,

the flowers nearly the size and shape of the Petunia

—

a charming winter plant.

Temperature at Xtce.

iug, juicy, vinous and sugary, very free from grit, except
a little near the core, which is small. The seeds are
small, roundish, but well filled, which indicates that the
variety has sprung from a good race ; their colour is

black or brownish black.

In short this variety may be considered as a valuable

acquisition. Although it ripens at the same time as

many other excellent sorts, the Choix d'un Amateur
will maintain a distinguished place in the collections of

good judges who have tested the fruits, of which none
of the 20 gathered was found in any way imperfect

;

aud it well deserves the name of Choix d'un Amateur,
applied to it by M. Bouvier. From its form it could

not be ranked in any of the classes of Pears designated

by a geueric name [such as Bergamotte, Bon Chretien,

&c]. It is necessary to remark that this variety does
not succeed on the Quince stock. J. de Jonghe, Brussels,

Jan. 16, 1855.

Note.—It is probable that as tbe tree gets older the fruit in
favourable seasons will be larger and less variable in form.
This observation is applicable to all varieties of Pears recently

obtaiued from seed ; for with regard to the qualities of such we
cannot decide with certainty till after having obtained fruit for

several successive years from healthy, vigorous, well established

trees.

iCLIMATE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.—No. III.

Nice, Feb. 2, 1855.—The snow mentioned in my last

as having fallen hereon the 21st ult. has since quite

disappeared, and is now succeeded by beautiful warm

1S55.
January 26...

" 23
'.'.'.

„ 29...

„ 30...

31...
Febru.irv 1 ...

7 A.M. i.' :

35 S3
37 48
34 53
37 55
44 59
45 56
56 63

101 *-*•

37
39
40
U
42
46
46

—E.C.

NOTES UPON THE LATE REPORT TO THE
TREASURY ON THE PRESENT STAT .

THE ROYAL WOODS AND FORESTS.
In the instructions to the Commissioners when

authorised to inspect Alice Holt Forest, and to give

their opinion on the point of dispute between Mr.
Brown and the Deputy Surveyor, the Commissioners
are, with a semblance of impartiality, desired to have
>!0 intercourse with either of the parties intereitcd : from
page 5, however, it appears that they did call to their

assistance the Deputy Surveyor's officers, men openly
opposed to Mr. Brown.

(P. 13.) The Commissioners are directed to decide on
various questions of controversy which have arisen

between Mr. Brown and the Deputy Surveyor of

Bere Forest, and are directed to resort to On latter and
his rfjiccrs for explanation and information; of course

Mr. Brown being absent. What is the worth of a
verdict given under such circumstances !

In spite, however, of the "foregone conclusion " of

the referees, their statement on ope of the most
important points rests solely _ on information supplied

by the Deputy Surveyor : for instance (p. 15) great

credit is attached to that officer for his "skill in

dealing with difficult local circumstances ;

:
' and :.

" the drainage " is said to have been " origins,

laid oil and abundant," while in the following para-

graph the " drainage up to a recent period has been

greatly neglected." We doubt the existence cf such

sagacity on the part of the Commissioners as would

enable them to discover from inspection the exact rrr.e

during which a drain lay neglected, and when i; again

began to receive proper attention.

The paragraph (page 15), "The amount of income,

&C.," is utterly unscund, and proves the determination

of the Commissioners to adhere to the good old plan of

eschewing all profitable returns. What private gentle-

man does not consider profit from thinnings a criterion

(among others) of good management \

(P. 20.) Where one "dead branch is caused" by
injudicious thinning, 50 are killed by defective thinning.

Branches are killed by the absen-ce of air and light, net

by their presence.

(P. 20.) The intense ignorance displayed by the
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Commissioners in their remarks on pruning dead timber

is sufficiently exposed in the Gardeners' Chronicle. See

remarks on (p. 34), line 9 from bottom.
'. 21.) The proposal to "leave" a fen- sticks of

good Oak timber " to go" with "worthless Beech" in

order to sell the latter, is worthy of a rascally auelioneer.

Turn an honest penny if you can by selling judicious

thinnings, but be assured that if the officers of the forest

adopt the suggestion they will proclaim themselves

knaves by making the offer, but find no merchants such

fools as to accept it.

Page 23 settles Mr. Lipscombe's case, for though Mr.
Kennedy may have " failed to bring any specific charge

against Mr. Lipscombe," (p. 22) the very scanty know-

ledge of the Commissioners has detected enough to justify

Ilia decision.

Page 27 appears to be a piece of patchwork—each

Commissioner giving his own opinion. One says " the

management has for a very long period been dictated

by skill, energy, and judgment." Five lines lower down
another disapproves of what he considers " a violation

of good management." One says it is " a question of

controversy (we are not told between whom, certainly

no one outside the Royal forests controverts the matter)

to what extent underwood may
i

safely be grown in

plantations;" another is of opinion that any "chance
of injury from the introduction of a second crop should

be carefully avoided," which chance it appears has been
incurred by the care of surveyors " whose management
has for a long time been dictated by skill, energy, and
judgment." * •

ON THE PRUNING OF FRUIT TREES DURING
THE FIRST YEAR AFTER PLANTING.

No rule is without its exception ; and the writer of

an article on this subject in a late number of the
" Revue Horticole" is in my opinion wrong, when he
lays it down as a general rule that every tree which has
been transplanted ought to be out down to the height of

a foot, or a little more above the level of the soil. Such
treatment is very good in some eases but not in others.

It seems to me to be very good in two cases, viz. :

—

1. When the trees, after being taken from a nursery,
have been long exposed for sale ; for then their roots

are tired, somewhat dried, and the lateral branches
have often suffered by carriage from place to place.

2. When the plants that leave the nursery as pyramids
have been deprived of their lower lateral members,
which are indispensable to the formation of a regular

pyramid.
In these cases cutting down is the best mode of treat-

ing a Pear tree, whether it be in the shape of a pyramid
or of a fan-trained tree ; but why have recourse to it

when unnecessary ? It cau be easily dispeused with, as

a few examples will show.

In November, 1851,anurserywas destroyed, but all the

plants in it, good and bad, were replanted ; both plans,

viz., cutting down aud not cutting down, were tried, and
the results obtained by the latter mode of treatment
were as follows :—The worst plants were not cut down
until the month of March in this year, and their

renewed growth was directly proportional to the mode
in which they were taken up, and of the state of vitality

of their roots ; nor did they disappoint the hopes which
had been entertained of them.
The good pyramids taken up with care were re-

planted with all necessary precaution. In March, 1852,

they were not cut down but pruned one-fifth shorter

than they were before. The flowers which appeared the

first year were taken off, in .order that the fruit might not
absorb the sap which should be expended in the elonga-

tion of the wood. In 1853 these pyramids were pruned
just as if they had been of old standing, and they pro-

duced a certain quantity of fruit. These trees are now
in as satisfactory a state as possible. It is true that

ouly the fruit on the vigorous branches has been kept,

and that, as in 1832, all the flowers on the more feeble

branches have been destroyed. By this means, and by
pinching in April, May, June, and July, the equilibrium

of the sap has been maintained, and a perfect harmony
has been established in the wood of the trees.

It did not appear prudent to delay the pinching until

August, as advised by M. Jussiaume ; by this time the

vigorous budshavegained somuch onthe more feebleones

that it is too late to establish the equilibrium, which
the development of strong parts has destroyed.

The best plan to be followed by those who intend to

plant fruit trees is to choose the best formed plants from

the neighbouring nurseries, and to plant them from the
month of November with the necessary precautions,

which are but too often overlooked. Thus if a tree is

to be replaced, the old soil should be removed and a new
soil rich in humus should be substituted. If at the time
of plantation the ground is very dry, it is advisable, when
the plant is well in its place at the proper depth, to water
the earth at the foot of the tree from a pot with a rose j
the roots will thus be consolidated, and will strike before

winter.

In November, 1852, some fan-trained Pear trees, and
not less than 5 yards in extent, were also transplanted

at the same place— Petit Bourg. Treated as abovef
they recovered perfectly, and this year fruit has been
kept on the stronger branches ; the quantity exceeded
all expectation. The trees were, it is true, transplanted

with the greatest care, and then all the roots were taken

up for a yard and a half at least from the stem.

The same plan was followed on an occasion when an
old orchard (Normandie) was destroyed ; the trees from
it were transplanted here and there in the kitchen
garden, and they have yielded excellent fruit.

The pyramids which were not cut down yielded this

year as many as eight Pears each, of good quality.

Amongst them were some Duchesses (d'Angouleme)
which were not less than a foot in circumference, and
to all appearance the next gathering will be much more
abundant.

These facts lead to the conclusion that cutting down
is not indispensable, and that it is not wise incon-

siderately to sacrifice that which is useful, and so to

defer, for perhaps four years, the production of the means
of enjoyment.

I am aware that the necessity for cutting down'is

attributed to the horizontal position which the lateral

branches of the bottom of the pyramid must be com-
pelled to take, in spite of their tendency to grow upwards.

But this necessity is by no means so obvious when it is

remembered that there are many trees which, without

being cut down, have their branches brought from a
vertical to a horizontal position by the weight of their

fruit. So much is this the case in many instances that

the branches have either to be propped up from below

or tied back from above. E. Bardon, in Revue Horticole.

CONSUMPTION
My attention was lately directed to an advertisement

of Messrs. John Weeks & Co., in the Gardeners' Clironicle

for Saturday, Jan. 27, last page (and probably it exists
in previous numbers),which is calculated to convey very
erroneous notions of the consumption of fuel in our

1

OF FUEL IN THE ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS, KEW.
Palm-house ; and, if true, showing us to be guilty of a

most extravagant and unjustifiable use of the public

money.
The object of Messrs. Weeks is to prove " the extra-

ordinary efficiency and economy of their heating appa-

ratus," and that, in their establishment at Chelsea,
" it does more work with one boiler than is done by 12

boilers in the great Palm-house at the Royal Gardens

of Kew." Then he proceeds to draw the following

comparison :

—

1,000 feet

13,480 „
16,000 ,.

6,000 „

3 sacks of coke.

Allowing then, for
The winter (six) months, at 51. 6s. per diem ..,£967
Summer months (six), say one half. 483 10

Cost for'the whole year

Taking Messrs. Weeks' mode on the same
principle :

—

Six winter months, at 145. S<7. per day £133 0.

Ditto summer 66 10

THE HOUSES AND PITS AT MESSRS. WEEKS & CO.

Measure in length
Superficial feet of surface covered
Surface of glass exposed to the atmosphere

,

Length of pipe to heat the whole
Fuel consumed in 24 hours during the winter months, at a cost of 3.

per day
The hoiler requires attention only once in 12 hours, and then hut for one hour; thus occupying a

man but for two hours out of the 24, at a cost of say 8d. per day.

It should here be observed that, in the above
calculations — inaccurate as we know them to be
as concerns Kew—the difference in height between
Messrs. Weeks' small greenhouses and pits and
the 66 feet of elevation of the Palm-house, along
with the tropical heat of the latter as compared
with the cool temperature of the houses in the
nuns'ery in the King's Road, are facts altogether un-
noticed.

Then follows the most astounding assertion :—" It

resulls from the foregoing statements that the apparatus

of Messrs. Weeks, with one boiler, is doing about as

much work as four boilers do in the Palm-house ; and
that with three, or, at most, four boilers, such as Messrs.

Weeks now have in use in their nursery, the great

Palm-house could be heated at a cost, in fuel and labour,

of 14s. 8<£ per day, effecting a saving say of 1095Z.

per annum "
! !

It is difficult to know the exact data on which Messrs.

Weeks found their calculations. We will grant that

they expend only 14s. 3d. per day during the winter

months, in their nursery establishment, for fuel and
labour. They cannot suppose that if it costs us " hi. 6s.

per diem for the winter months," as they express it,

the same expenditure should go on throughout the year.

2. THE GREAT PALM HOUSE, KEW,

Measures in length 355 feet (we reckon 362 feet>

Superficial feet of surface covered 23,900 „

Surface of glass exposed to the atmosphere 42,200—we say 45,000 „
Lengthtof pipe to heat the whole 15,000 feet—we say 17,158 feet, besides

1076 feet of tank
.

'

'

.

Fuel consumed in 24 hours during the winter months, being two parts

coke and one part coal, at a cost of U. 16s. per day 72 sacks

The toilers 12 in number, occupy the whole attention oftwo men daily, at a cost say of 10s. per day.

1450 10

£1251

By this calculation we are placed in a worse plight

than by Messrs. Weeks' showing, to the amount of 1561.;

for he reckons our loss in fuel and wages at 1095Z. only.

But let us come to facts.

Actual Cost op Fuel and Labour at Kew.
The average yearly cost of fuel for the whole esta-

blishment for the last six years is £756
Cost in 1846 and 1847, before the Palm-house fires

"

were lighted, average for two years 394

Leaving for the Palm-house £362

But since 1846 and 1847 the number of fires in the

garden has increased considerably, in consequence of

new structures, additional dwelling-houses, the Museum,
and fires in the Herbarium rooms and Library ; so that

the Palm-house can in no way be calculated to average

more than 300?. a year. Thus, then, say

—

Fuel £300 Of

2 stokers 91 O
Night attendant for eight months 32

Total cost of Palm-house for fuel and labour. . . £423

Can Mr. Weeks be serious in saying that we could, by-

adopting his principle of heating, save \095l. per annum
out of 42 31. ?

I am far from wishing it to be understood that with

the experience we have now acquired we should not be

able, had we another such structure to erect, to correct

several grave errors, and to economise our fuel ; but

how a business man like Mr. Weeks could have fallen

into such enormous errors and miscalculations as we have

here endeavoured to rectify, and how he can tax us

with such a gross misapplication of public money, I

must leave that gentleman to settle in his own mind.
Were it fair to suppose that he has made mistakes of an

opposite character in his calculations, and in favour of

his own case, the fact might turn out, after all, to be

that economy was more practised and paid attention to

in the Royal Gardens of Kew than at the Horticultural

establishment in the King's Road, Chelsea. IF. /. SooJcer,

Director, Royal Gardens, Kew, Feb. 7.

Home Correspondence.
Winter Figs.—Last September, having a number of

Fig plants in pots showing a quantity of fruit, I deter-

mined to try whether they would continue to grow and
ripen through the autumn and winter. With that view,

I introduced one plant in a 9-inch pot into an old Pine-

stove ; here the fruit continued to grow and swell freely,

and about the middle of November I gathered the first

mature fruit, which was beautifully ripened and of ex-

cellent quality. During December and January I

obtained abundance of nice fruit, and now, Feb. 5, the
little plant has some 200 upon it, in various stages of

growth. For nearly three months it has been standing
in a dark corner of an old Pine stove, confined in a
small pot, and "in a humid atmosphere, with little air

—circumstances all against the free and full develop-
ment of such a plant as the Fig is, and during all that
time it has borne a succession of nice fruit. Where a
house can be devoted to the cultivation of the Fig in
winter, with, of course, the essential requirements of
light, heat, and air, I am fully satisfied from the above
experiment that the Fig will be found one of the best
winter fruits we have. W. Barron, Singleton, Swansea.

Mildew—A Hint to Rose Growers.— Last autumn I

saw two small collection of Roses in pots. The leaves

and shoots of one collection were covered with mildew ;

those of the other were green, healthy, and entirely free

from that pest. How can this difference be accounted
for I In this way I think. Both collections were
plunged—but the mildewed plants merely to the rims of

the pots, leaving the surface of tlie soil in which they
were growing, wholly exposed, and they were frequently

allowed to get very dry at root. The other collection

was not only plunged, but the pots were covered with a
couple of inches of rotten manure, which preserved
the roots cool and moist. Beyond the simple precaution
of securing a constant supply of moisture to the roots

of the plants, all other circumstances were equal. The
difference in the appearance of the plants was very
great indeed. That excessive drought is often produc-
tive of mildew there is much evidence to prove. Many
of your readers will recollect Mr. Knight's paper de-

tailing his experiment with late Peas. It bears imme-
diately on the point in question, and will be found in his
" Physiological Papers." G. W. L.

Grafting Rhododendrons.—The questions propounded

by " J. R." as to the grafting of Rhododendrons, may
be considered as set at rest by the valuable practical

observations of Messrs. Standish and Noble ; but yoH
will much oblige me if you will insert a paragraph
respecting the " best mode and season for grafting." 1

1

have found the operation very uncertain. I wishl

Messrs. S. and N. would do this, and I am sure they

would confer a favour on many working gardeners. Ill

their communication the other week they say the shoots

!

for grafting were separated into " single eyes." I can i

scarcely understand the meaning of this in a Rhodo-
dendron. I presume they do not graft the end of the

shoot with the leaves. Any information will oblige.

Linda.

Sweet Scented Camellia (seep. 70) Mr. Hally says

his scented Camellia is a single variety; mine is a double

.

one, and a very good flower, though not so perfect as'
I

many other Camellias which I possess. It is of 8

1

brilliant rose colour. I have another Camellia which is
:

a more perfect flower in shape, equally double, and c!

a more beautiful colour, to my fancy, which is scented)

but very slightly. Violet.

The Weather, Feb. 3, 1 855.—This morning present!
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a phenomenon here which J do not ovet recollect to

have witnessed before to the same extent 1'he ther-

mometer about l" p.m. yesterday marked 10° of front,,

which, decreased about M p,m, It appeare that in tho

coui'ho of the night or towards morning heavy ruin fell

two or tlireo li'iuiH, but without tho entire cessation of

frost. The roSult is ihut this morning everything ox-

posed to the rain (which came from the east) is coated

with ico. Tho walla of tho garden and house are

glazed with a coat upwards of mi eighth of an inch

thick, and the stenm and branches of trees with a Htill

thicker coat, Tho loaves of all evergreens are similarly

coatod to tho thickness of about rVtn, or in some cases

nearly Jth inch, and each has an icicle at its top. l have
taken several of theBo off laurel leaves, which were perfect

leaves of ico, tho icicle representing a Stullc. Tho trees

are of course bent in every direction, and had wind

ensued thin morning, Hunrucly anything could have
escaped utter destruction, as tho weight of the boughs
is enormous. The more slender-leaved evergreens, like

Kod Ccdai'H and Cypress, arc converted pretty much
into icicles ; their bending twigB have frozen together

Into masses as soon as they came in contact. A Blow

thaw Bet in about 10 a.m. ; hut at tho tinio I write,

1 p.m. tho leaves are Htill coverod with pendant loieles

—a more severe trial of tho hardiness of evergreens
I can hardly conceive. If 1 am not mistaken, a similar

Occurrence \h recorded in tho United State.4, whore tho

accumulation of ico was such as to crush and rend tho

deciduous forest trees ; and 1 perceive that the deciduous

trees aro affected, but owing to tho absence of wind arc

not broken. /. tyogers
}
River Hill, Seven Oukx.

Main at Itchen Abbas in 1054.

—

Wei Wot
Iiain. days. Rain. diiyn.

January •-'.71 .. 10 Urought forward 14.04 .. Ill

February 0.86 .. 10 September ... 0.94

Marol 0.17 8 October 2.87 .. 18
April 0.32 e November ... 1.92 .. 12
May 4,21 .. 22 December ... 1.84 .. 19
iTune 2J.7 .. 14 —
July 1.65 .. 10 In the year ... 20.91 .. 164
August 1,33 .. 13 Average of 4 1

gQ g9 .. 105~^— preceding yrs. (

Carry forward

.

W. W.Spker
.11.0.4 .. Ill Deficit, 1854 ... 9.98 1

Itchai Abbas Rectory, Hants.
Fi-ir/i JJomo Spoiled by Soaking it in Boiled Oil (see

S.

71.)—Your correspondent, who asks how his Frigi

_
onio has been " burnt," may have a solution to his

inquiry in tho fact of spontaneous cambustion. Hail the
fabric been spread out or hung up openly until it was
dry there would have been no danger. In applying
boiled Linseed oil to cotton or hempen netting or cloth,

tho oil is apt to sleek the netting or cloth, and conse-
quently render it less capable of affording protection in

case of frost ; the better way is to tan the fabrics.

JR. Paton, Seedsman, Kilmarnock,
Materials for Paper. — From the remarks made on

Tuesday last, at the meeting of the Horticultural Society,
on the Holcus saceharatus (the fibre of which is likely

to be useful in the making of paper), it has occurred to

me that a fibre of equal value might be obtained from
the SugarCane after the juice has been extracted.
Would it ubt be desirable to call public attention to the
subject ?—for should it prove the case, it would produce
an almost inexhaustible stock, and be the means of

affording a large profit to our West Indian planters.

I expect, too, that the leaves of the Sugar Cane will

contuiu ns much or more fibre than the stalk. They
should therefore not be lost sight of. XT. Qroom, Clap-
Juan Jitee.

Caution.—We have had in Brighton and its vicinity an artful
impostor, who represented himself to be " gardener" to a gentle-
man at Manchester, who, he stated, had bought an estate at
Reigate, and that he was deputed to bargain for extensive ranges of
hot-houses, which he has ordered of builders ; also plants, shrubs,
seeds, &c, of nurserymen. Having had a call from him, I con-
sider it my duty to put the trade on their guard in the matter.
He is about live feet six inches high, with dark complexion, dark
hair and neatly trimmed whiskers, which are worn under the
chin lie wears black trousers, black embroidered waistcoat, dark
.jacket, a loose over-coat, boots, and a black and green neck tie.
(He is an Irishman. After leaving Brighton ho went to Uckfield,
and favoured the trade there with his orders. Edward Spary.

^etfttfes*

Horticultural, Feb. 6.—The Right Hon. Lawrence
Sulivan in the chair. P. Secretau, Esq., A. Mongredien,
Esq., and Mr. J. Milne were elected Fellows. It
will be gratifying to know that the new regulations
idverted to at p. 3, brought together an assemblage of
lowers and fruits on this occasion such as the Society
lever has had before at its meetings in Regent Street.
Vot only was the meeting room filled with subjects of
•xbibitiou, but even the passage leading to it and the
ecretary's room next the library were full of gay-
lowering plants, fruit, and examples of forced vegetables.

^
Of new plants, Messrs. Veitch had a white flowered

'alanthe from Java, an Oncidium nearly related to
nibes, and an Ansellia, not remarkable for beauty, from
fatal. Messrs. E. G. Henderson showed Genetyllis
uchsioides, an Epacris-Iike plant with drooping brown
ell-shaped flowers, whose only fault was want of bril-
ancy. That may, however, improve as the season
dvances.

Epacrises : of these there were several collections,
ae best of which came from Messrs. Veitch. It
insisted of Hyacinthiflora candidissima, Vivid, and
airbairni. The next in point of merit was furnished
y Mr. Todmau, gr. to Mrs. Buckmaster. It contained
yacinthiflora, carnumbrata, and Candida compacta.
tr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at Frogmore, was
aced third. His plants were seedlings of his own,
markably dwarf and well bloomed. The most con-

spicuou I among
limit scarlet Kind. Then
grandifloru, with bright pui

|

white Mr. I "" to I

i lu rl md at

Trontham, Bunt Candida compacts, a iri rj

Qowon '1 variety of local natuf

;. !'•[•-
1 1 r i ssira i. The lasl " I oxhibi

thii way li om Tri Dtli 'in tbn i nici Ij bl Dim I

of Bpiphyllum ii alum, ''II of which, although moil

troublesome plants to carry, arrived In tin mo tpci

condition) not a braooli being broken or a lla

i v., ni ni ; it may be Inferred that win a pi u

injured In tranaporl by railway, the fault lii i mqro In

wiini of skill i" packing than wiih tin: rail ij company,
which is g' norally blamed for the mi

Co 1 1 in i oame from Mr, Higgn.gr, to Mrs, Bai

ami consisted ofgood-sized trees ol Donckkwri, fimbriate,

and the larger variety of punctate,

in Indian Azaleas there were three colloctioi

handsome plants, none of them very largo, but oi

bloomed, Tho first, from Mr. Todraon, eon i tod ol

optima, which is one of the most brilliant of all A -

pro isl ans, and a rose-coloured emi l. Tho
seoond, from Mr, Fleming, comprised refulgcns, a pink

seedling, and another. The third group came from
Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, and i tained elate,

semi-duplex maculate, which is one of the best of the

half-double kinds, and purpurea rosea, Mr. Fleming
also furnished two seedlings ; No. 1 was a white ground
flower, striped and mottled with pink ; its fault was
reported to be want of substance, which might bo owing
to the plants having been forced. No. 2 was not bo good.
Of Chinese Primulas, the best came from Mr. Green,

gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart. Thcso were fi

white and purplo sorts, well bloomed. Mr. M'Ewcn,
gr. to the Duke of Norfolk at Arundel Castle, sent tho

second collection, and a. third group was furnished by
Mr. Chihnan, gr. to Mrs. Smith, of Ashtead House,
near Epsom.

Orchids were exhibited in great profusion, and in

remarkably good condition. Messrs. Rollisson produced
Angrtecum eburneum, a magnificent specimen of this,

when well grown, 1'eally handsome Orchid from the forests

of Madagascar ; a less conspicuous variety of it called

virens, Vanda suavis, Lielia superbiens, with a noble spike

of handsome flowers ; Leptotes bicolor, quite carpeting the

whole lop of the pot with flowers ; the White Butterfly

plant (Phalamopsis amabilis) and a Eulophia, of no great

beauty, from Java. Messrs. Veitch sent Barkeria Skin-

neri, Oncidium Cavendishi, Angrtecum eburneum,
Ansellia africana, Ccelogyne cristata, a most useful winter

flowering species, &c. Mr. Woolley, gr. to H. B.

Ker, Esq., sent Epideudrum rhizophorum, a species

with Apricot coloured flowers like those of cinnabariuum
—a colour so rare among Orchids ; PhalEenopsis

amabilis, Epidendrum Skinneri, Calantlie vestita, the

yellow-eyed variety, which is not near so handsome as

the crimson-eyed sort, Angrsecum virens, and a prettily

flowered plant of Cypripedium insigne. From Messrs.

Jackson, of Kingston, came a collection consisting of

one of the best varieties of Lycaste Skinneri, the some-
what rare orange coloured Calanthe curculigoides, the

pretty Odontoglossum membranaceum, and one or two
other species.

Of single specimens Messrs. Veitch showed Epacris

hyacinthiflora, and Mr. Todmau had a good plant of

Eriostemon myoporoides, which was, however, hardly

sufficiently advanced in bloom.

Of Late Grapes there were several capital exhibi-

tions. The best of these came from Mr. Forbes, gr. to

the Duke of Bedford, at Woburu. They consisted of

Black Hamburgh and West's St. Peters, both in an
excellent state of preservation—scarcely, in fact, dis-

tinguishable from new Grapes. The next best exhibition

was three bunches of Muscats from Mr. Clark, market
gardener, Turnmoss, near Manchester. These were

every way as good now as the beautiful bunches of this

variety of Grape which were shown by Mr. Nash in

December last. Mr. Snow, gr. to Earl de Grey,

sent Black Barbarossa, which, though plump, was
a little deficient in colour. Mr. Butcher likewise

sent bunches of this Grape, as did also Mr. Fleming.

Mr. Ingram furnished bunches of West's St. Peters,

and Mr. Jennings, gr. to the Earl of Derby, Black

Hamburgh. Black Barbarossa came from Mr. Morrison,

gr. to A. Doualdson, Esq., and Mr. Page, gr. to W,
Leaf, Esq. The latter also sent fair buuehes of Muscat
of Alexandria. Muscadine and Black Prince (!), both

very much shrivelled, were shown by Mr. M'Ewen, gr.

to Colonel Wyndham.
Of Early Grapes, Black Hamburghs, not very large,

but well coloured and covered with a beautiful bloom,

were contributed by Mr. Forbes, of Woburu.
Pixe Apples : — Mr. Fleming showed a variety

called Charlotte Rothschild, weighing 4 lbs. 4 oz., and a

smooth-leaved Cayenne, weighing 4 lbs. A fruit of

Charlotte Rothschild, weighing 4 lbs. 3 oz., was also

exhibited by Mr. Dodds, gr. to Col. Baker, who gives

this variety the character of being an excellent sort

alike valuable either for winter or summer growth'

Mr. James, of Pontypool Park, had a smooth-leaved-

Cayenne, weighing 4 lbs. 12 oz. ; Mr. Bailey, Shardiloes,

an unnamed variety, weighing 4 lbs. 2 oz. ; Mr. Ingram,

a Queen, weighing' 13 lbs. 3 oz. ; and Mr. M'Ewen, of

Arundel, a Ripley~Queen, 2 lbs. 6 oz. in weight.

Apples consisted of two collections, one from Mr.

M'Ewen, of Arundel ; the other from Mr. Snow, gr. to

Earl de Grey. The latter had Blenheim Pippin, finely

coloured, Golden Noble, a large yellow Apple, Ribston

Pippin, Old Golden Pippin, Court Pendu Plar, and

v Apple, and thi

.' Mr.
Tillyard,

ii.fi. Toe tame exhibi

da I! .vay, I'

all in a i table. Mr.
lot in

i
.

of I

i v lini fruit. Mi ol Arundel,
produced I. iu r Boon ', Beui

Colmar, Mr. Robertson, •-/

Chaumontel, large and beautifully coloured, Ka*ter
I'" irri , an I Glou Moi 1 1 an. I , Mi
to the Rev, J. J, Homby, cc .••--» of

Glou M .rie.

Vl '. iai'.m.. Mr. li

cll'iii collection from I i

ragus, largeand fine, Scakalo, I i ntm*,
t>, and Tomatoes, krundel, had

the next best set, wbi"

, Fulmer's French Bean, Seakala, A>ptragua,
considerably smaller than Mr,
and Rhubarb, The fame exhibitor also sent a .

salad, containing Sion II ( llrown

Cos Lettuce, Kndive, and Mustard and Cm, Mr.
Fleming sent Mushrooms and a box <

Miscellaneous subjects of exhibition consisted of the

following :—A collection of plants remarkable for fine

1'lace
;

a similar group from Messrs, Henderson, ol Wellington

Road; Lachenalias and Cinerarias from Mr. i'vlouui
j

Acacia dealbata from Mr. II

Apple, a mil resembling a smal ppin from J.

Disney, Esq. ; two seedlii

nurseryman, Halstead ; a dish of Cuthill's Black Prince
Strawberry, from Mr. Brown, of YValtham Abbey;

1

1851 from T. L. Popham, Evp;
Brussels Sprouts, remarkably fine specimens, from Mr.
M'Ewen ; Holcus saceharatus, in a green state, and
bearing seed, from Mr. Ingram, of Frogmore; also

dried stalks of it and a sample of its fibre from Mr.
Henderson, of Kingskerswell. In addition to what
will be found at p. 35, respecting this plant, it was
stated that its fibre, after the juice is pregwd out
of it, has been ascertained from paper-mikers in

this country to be worth at least 102. a ton. A
root and figure of the Potato Yam (Dioscorea Batatas)

from M. Decaisne were also exhibited. The root was
about the size of a well grown Parsnip, but, unlike that

vegetable, in this case the thick end is that which pushes
its way into the ground. It can only therefore be
grown with advantage on ridges, and in deep light land

;

when first taken up this root was said to weigh
about 3 lbs. A model of a ri-ing stage came from
Mr. Smith of Humni.mby Hall, near Scarborough,
Yorkshire. The shelves in this contrivance were
moveable, and were susceptible of being raised towards
the glass with the plants on them, or lowered at the
will of the cultivator. It was considered that it

might be useful in certain cases, more especially if

machinery could be applied as the moving power instead

of manual labour. .Mr. Miller, gr. to Sir W. Smith,
Bart., of Eardistou, sent a plan of a span-roofed pit or
Vinery, 120 feet long and 15 feet wide, heated with hot
water. This house is used as a Vinery in snmmer, and
as a kind of vegetable garden, i c., a place for raising

forced v?getables,'aud keeping plants in in winter, means
being provided for turning the tops of the Vines ont of

doors during that season. It was thought to be worthy
of commendation on account of its apparent simplicity

of construction and general usefulness. Mr. Munxo,
gr. to Mrs. Oddie, showed a boiler for a hot-water

apparatus, together with a plan of the same. It was a
square box about a foot or so deep, filled with flue-

pipes. It exposed a large surface to the action of the
i fire, and appeared to be altogether good in principle ;

the inventor was, however, recommended to try it in

1 some public garden where attention could be called to

it, and a report of its working capabilities obtained.

Finally, on the walls of the meeting room, were sus-

I pended the drawings of Wellingtonia employed by Mr.
Bateman in the interesting lecture fully reported in our

columns of last week.

From the garden of the Society came among other

things an example of a wild Hyacinth from CabuL It

was stated that this, which is little handsomer than a
common Blue Bell, was in all probability the pal

the beautiful Dutch Hyacinths now cultivated every-

where.

The medals, &c. sw .rded on this occasion will be

found in our advertising columns.

flo tiers of BoofeS.

Pacatorca. IconograpTik dc? Ordiidees dc la collection

dc SI. Pescatore, an chdlcau de la Cc- \

parts 2, 3, and 4. Folio.

Three new numters of this fine book have just reached

us. We learn with much regret that the de'ay which

has occurred in their delivery arises from the difficulty

of finding an English bookseller willing to undertake

the publication of so large acd valuable a work upon
conditions which its price and circulation will permit the

authors to bear. It it to be hoped, however, that some

! arrangement will be made so as to enable the English
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subscribers to receive with punctuality so benutiful a

publication, which is indispensable to all lovers and

growers of Orchids.

The numbers now before us contain figures of Odonto-

glossum Cervantesi, var. mcmbranaa um ; Warczit wiczcUa

maryinata, Rclib. f., of which the Warrea guadrata,

Lindl. is a svuonyme ; Cwlogync asperaia; Vanda
Sitavis, a beautiful white form, with crimson stains

;

Odontoglossum murium, which, is to be succeeded by

figures of the yet finer 0- gloriomm and pia'stans,

Calasctum saiiguinatm, Warcziewiczella Candida, Rchl>.

f., or Warrea Candida, Lindl. ; Angrcecum Brongniar-

tianum, Rchb. f, a glorious plant in the way of A.

virens and eburneum ; Cattlcya citrina, a beautiful

specimen from the garden of Mr. Consul Schiller, at

Hamburgh (we have never seen so fine a specimen in

this country); BarJteria ekgans ; Odontoglossum hasli-

labium, and Renanthera matutina. The work continues

to be enriched with the learned scientific observations of

M. Reicl'.enbacb, juu., the practical horticultural coun-

sels of Mr. Luddeman, and an accurate general history

of the plants in their wild state by Mr. Linden, who is

the chief editor, and to whom those who wish to procure
this really noble work should address themselves ail

Jardin Royal de Bruxelles.

The Album Vilmorin, another magnificent work, in

elephant folio, published in Paris, contains highly

finished representations of the principal hardy annual
and perennial flowers, vegetables, and agricultural plants

cultivated in France. The 18.5th number is now before

us, containing two plates, one representing kitchen

garden produce, the other a group of flowers. It says a
great deal for the wealth of France that such bulky,

costly works fiu£ purchasers enough to defray the large

expense of publication. Those who are unacquainted
with this album will be surprised to see how well the
roots of Turnips, Leeks, and Beets look upon paper.

Victoria Regiaj or the great Water Lily of America.
By John Fisk Allen.* Elephant folio, Boston, U.S.

In 17 pages of the largest elephant folio size, with six

carefully culoured plates, and all the luxury of fine

paper and beautiful typography, Mr. Allen has pub-
lished au elaborate history of the discovery of the Vic-
toria Lily, of the steps by which it became known to

science, and of the conditions under which it flowered
in the United Slates. His task has been executed in a
manner worthy the Royal flo»er, and we congratulate
him in having so much zeal foi* horticulture as to put
upon record in this magnificent manner the facts con-
nected with the first introduction of the plant to the

.United States. Mr. Allen's work shows, like other
modern productions of the American press, that in art

as well as in science Europe has to encounter for the
future a rival worthy of the most advanced of her old

countries, and already ahead of those which stand iu the

second rank.

FLORICULTURE.
Dahlias.—One of your correspondents says (see

p. 56) that the best flowers are obtained from plants

struck from the first cuttings produced by the parent
plant; this is, however, by no means the case. He
also says, thus it is that good flowers are obtained

with the least trouble from those plants which are kept

in pots the first season after striking, and which are
termed by the trade " pot roots," being planted out the
following season, and allowed to start of their own
accord. What I would ask is, Which is the least trouble ?

To strike them one year and plant them, or to strike

them, then keep them in pois through the summer, and
plant them the following spring. I have grown Dahlias
for these last five years, and have exhibited them, and
I know from experience that your corrtspondent is

decidedly wrong. Let those who like his plan try

some plants on the old system next summer, and
judge for themselves. The usual way is to put the

old roots if possible in a moderate heat, but a dry one
;

for if any of the tubers are at all unsound, they are very
likely to cause the decay of the whole plant if placed in

a moist heat ; as soon as the cuttings are about 4 inches

long let them be taken off the old root, placed in thumb
pots, putting a little silver sand immediately under the
cuttings ; then let them be placed in a moderate heat
again, and shaded when needed, and they will strike

in about a fortnight. When well rooted they should be

placed in larger pots, and gradually hardened off till the
time of planting; if some of these be planted by the side

of those on your correspondent's plan, the latter will no
more be adopted, for this reason :— the pot plants, having
a number of e) es, continue throwing up suckers the
whole season, which in the case of some BOrts would
deteriorate their quality very much, especially those
kinds which are close in the petals. /. HI. M.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Any of the climbers that are

found to be growing less vigorously than it is desirable
that they should do will be benefited by having as much
of the old soil removed from their roots as can be done
with safety, replacing it with good fresh fibry materials.
Ipomcea Leari, which is one of the most showy twiners in
a close roofed house which we know of, requires to have
the soil frequently renewed, or the old plants may be

destroyed, the soil renewed, and good strong young
plants turned out in April. Stove.— Plants in active

growth requiring more pot room should be repotted, and
many of the young stock just starting iuto growth will

be benefited by a shift
; but arrangements should be

made for doing this without exposing the plants to the

temperature of a cold shed, and there should be a good
supply of soil at about the same temperature as that in

which the roots have been growing ready for use when
wauted. The whole of the repotted plants should be
placed where they can be readily examined, so that they

may be carefully supplied with water for a few weeks
after repotting, and they will be benefited by a gentle

sprinkling with the syringe on the mornings and
evenings of bright days ; but use the syringe sparingly

during cloudy weather. Any of the Orchids that may
be starting into growth should

t
he repotted or top-dressed

as may be required ; for if this is deferred long after

the commencement of growth, there will be great danger

of injuring either the buds or young rootlets. Give a

gentle syringing to plants ou blocks, but only suf-

ficient to prevent shrivelling.]

FOECNG DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the bottom-beat is maintained by

means of fermenting materials such beds as may have
been recently renewed should he carefully watched, and
if the heat at the bottom' of* the pots is found to exceed
90° the pots should be slightly raised in order to prevent

injury to the roots. It is not usual now to subject the

roots of Pines to a temperature of 110° or more, as we
have seen growers of the old school quietly doing, but it

is still to common a practice to allow the bottom-heat at

times to become too strong, throwing the plants prema-
turely into fruit or otherwise injuring them. Indeed we
believe that more harm is done to Pines by too much
bottom-heat than by any other cause, and success cannot
reasonably be expected while the roots are occasionally

subjected to a baking heat. Maintain a steady bottom-
heat of about 85 Q during the growing season, but depend
upon it that 90° cannot be exceeded with safety. See
that the soil about the roots of growing plants

is not allowed to become too dry, and secure a
moist state of the atmosphere, but use the syringe

carefully, until the suu becomes more powerful to dry
the hearts of the plants. Vineries.—The weather for

some time past has been anything but favourable for

early forcing, and the most careful attention will be
necessary with houses where the Vines are fairly in

leaf. Take every opportunity to admit fresh air to

strengthen the shoots and foliage, &c. ; but do this

cautiously, and by small openings near the heating

apparatus, and shut up early in the afternoon, letting

the glass rise to 80°. Where the Vines are in bloom,
let the night temperature range between 60° and C5°,

raising it 10° by day, and Muscats need hardly be
expected to set well unless] they can be kept some 5°

warmer ; but it will be better in every case to let the
temperature sink a few degree on sharp nights than to

over heat the pipes, and render the atmosphere un-
healthy. While the syringe cannot be used the
evaporating pans must be kept at work, and the floors,

&c, sprinkled in the morning or as often as may be
necessary to secure a moist state of the atmosphere

;

for unless this is attended to, red spider will be
very apt to make its appearance. But, perhaps, the
great cause of red spider is an unhealthy root
action, producing thin, weakly foliage, which despite the
most careful internal management is sure to be attacked
by this pest, therefore use every means to secure a dry,
warm state of the borders. Give Vines in pots a liberal

supply of manure-water iu a tepid state.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Preparations should be made for getting in the main

crop of Potatoes as soon as the weather and the state of

the ground have become favourable. The experience
of past years should have taught every person the im-
propriety of planting these upon fresh manured land,

and although a heavy crop of the weakly early sorts
cannot be obtained, except from land in good condition,

the use of strong manures should be- avoided even for

these. By selecting a piece of ground that was well
manured last season for a green crop, and giving this a
good dressing of charred vegetable reluse or wood ashes,
previous to plantiug the Potatoes, it will be less likely

to favour an early attack of disease than if rich stimu-
lating manure was used. And, except for very weakly
growing varieties, the soil of most gardens is too ricli

to produce Potatoes of anything like quality. Push
forward all kinds of wheeling while the ground is in

a favourable state for such work. Soils of a heavy
tenacious character are improved for working the

more they can be exposed to the action of frost, and
some persons dig such ground a second time, turning in

the frozen surface, in order to expose a farther portion

to the action of the weather ; but where it may be
desirable to do this the frozen part should not be dug in

deep. Look well to the protection of Lettuce, Cauli-

flower, &c, under glass, and take every opportunity of

exposing such things to air. Some of the strongest

roots of early Rhubuarb might be covered with pois or
boxes, and sufficient leaves aud stable litter to produce
a gentle warmth, this would save injuring the roots by
removing them for forcing, but where there is a good
stock of roots this is of little consequence, and is hardly
worth the trouble and litter winch it causes. Get
ground prepared by heavy manuring and trenching for

fresh plantations of Rhubarb, Seakale, and Asparagus,
and remember that the ground for these things can
hardly be made too rich.

STATE OK THE WEATHEK AT CBISKICK. NEAR LONnO.N.
For the week ending ¥eb. S. lybjj, aw observed at the Uorticull ural Gardeuj.J

.
TbmfkkatUBB.

1

Feh. O* tbe Air. 01 the Earth Wlnd.l

Mas. Mln. Mai. Mia. Mean 1 loot
deep.

21eet
deep.

Friday " 15 ?n.990 29.752 32 27 29.5 36 3.S E.
Satur. 3 In S9.610 29.129 39 23 31.0 36 33A

38J

E.
Sunday -1 17 S0.3S* 29.229 39 33 36.0 86 E.
Mon.. 5 IS 29.3P8 29.237 11) 31 35.5 36 39 S.W.
Tues. 6 1<I 29.512 29.31S 35 29 32.0 37 39 N.E.
Wed. 7 Ml 29.SU 29.711 36 27 31.5 39 N.E.
Thures. s il 29.791 29.61:2 32 27 29.5 36 39 £.

A vera ire

.

29.fi! 9 29.183 36.1 29.1 32.1 36.3 38.8 .42

cb. £—Frosty wind; drifting snow; overcast; rain at oigbt with
strong wind.

— u—Hazy throughout; most surfaces exposed to the wet of lait

nitbt are cltzcd over vuib ice.
— -1—Dense fog ; fogey ; with slight thaw.
— &— OvcrcaM ; drizzly; overcast.
— 6— Overcast; some snow-flakes; aliKht rain ; snow showers.
— 7— Ciouily ; snow at ni^hl ; clear and frosty.
— 3— Constant fall of snow throughout the day to the depth or

4—5 inches, drifting occasionally.
Mean tcniju-raiure ol tbe week t'i deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK,
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Feb. 17. li~55.

Sunday 1:

Mon. 12

Tues. 13
Wed. 14
Tburs. 15

Friday If.

Satur. 1/

4J.3
44.C

44.4
45 G
46.7
46.0
46.4

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

12

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Windfr.

0.30
0.50
0.25
0.23
0.32

1 —

s.s?

The highest tcmnerature during the above period occurred on the llth»

1331 — tuerm. 5 lJ Ueg. ; aud tne lowest on the 11th, 1345 — therm. 3deg*
below . iro.

Noticts to Correspondents.
Arnott's Stoves: Henry. They ave little used now. Undoubt-

edly any ironmonger in a large way can supply you.
Bonapartea : Wm. Linjc. Your plant appears to be right. All
you need do is to take care that it neither damps off nor catches

cold. Give it all the warm air you can command.
Books: SB. The new edition of the "Theory of Horticulture"

will be ready in a few weeks; it has reached p. 304 in the

printer's hands. It is not intended to publish it in numbers.
If yon have as much as 51. to spare for an English Dictionary
you had hotter buy Richardson's, which some good-natured
bookseller will let you have for less money than that.

Calandrinias: A' Y Z. C. umbellata is an annual; discolor is a
half shrubby greenhouse plant, which however does very well

as a bedding out plant.

Casiellias : Sub, &c. Cold and imperfect drainage often cause
the buds of these to drop off, aud even a scarcity of water after

they are formed will produce the same effect. Another reason
why Camellias drop their buds is leaving too many on the
plant. Some varieties produce twice as many as they have
strength to expand, the consequence of which is if they are not
picked off at an early period they will drop off, and those that

remain will often be deformed and small. If, therefore, you
want good blooms, you must not permit too many buds to

remain on a plant.J
Dioscorea : Svb. The tubers of this sent out by the trade vary
from the size of Peas to that of Hazel nuts. %

Diseases: T D H. The disease on. the leaves of your Oncidium
appears to be of the same nature with those noticed under the

initials "J. K." and " H. W.," Jan. 27, 1S55. The whole plant

seems to be affected, and if that be the case it is very doubtful

whether you will find any remedy. It is evident at least

that the present condition of your house does not suit the

species, though there can be nothing radically wrong about
it, or many oilier species would suffer. Your best chancels
probably to alter the position of your plant in the house, and,
if possible, to move it to some drier spot, if, as is apparently
the case, the leaves are unusually succulent, ft is however
obvious that, without seeing the matter in situ, one can only
guess at the conditions which may have induced disease, or
the remedies which the case might suggest. M.J.B.

Ervtheoljena conspicua: O V. asks if tbis plant is lost. "We
have not seen or heard of it for many years.

Ferns: G A. The specimen arrived safely, and is under exami-
nation by a friend, who will in time give us his opinion.

Grape Mildew: MB. inquires whether any of our readers can
inform him whether the .sulphuret of potash has been used as
a remedy for the Grape blight. We have some idea that such
a proposal has been made, hut we are unable to find it recorded.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of tbis kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them— aud that most willingly. It is now-

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may he
sent us at one time.

—

Erzeroum. Letter of January 6 re-

ceived. The arrival of the parcels will be immediately notified.

"Very happy indeed to hear that you are about to visit England.
Orange Trees: A Sub.-We foresee no risk provided you do not

use gas-tar, but merely employ pitch, properly so called, along
with grease. •

Prices uf Digging. Received a Northern and JSedale.

Publishers : A li. Your question is, we apprehend, purely legal,

and therefore beyond our province. "We suspect you have no
remedy in the absence of a special contract. Such occurrences

are very common abroad, but we have never been able to obtain

any satisfaction. The remedy we seek is not to take books in

in numbers, but to wait for the completion of a volume, unless
we know the author or publisher.

Rabbits Barking Trees : V. The following is said to be a good
way of preventing the mischief. To 1 gallon stale urine add
1 quart powdered lime, and 1 pint foreign tar ; warm the tar to

mix with the above, then add as much cow dung as will bringit i

to tbe consistency of thin paint. Apply it to the trees with a
painter's brush. %

Raspberries : Hortus. These may be forced so as to be ripe with
forced Cherries; the great difficulty is to prevent their grow-
ing too fast and becoming blind. We dare say some obliging

correspondent will give you his practical experience in the

matter.
Transplanting Evergreens: B A C. We would recommend
you to wait till next August or September. J

Vines : L It L. If your plants make good wood under the present
j

management we should continue it without alteration. Stable i

litter will probably cause your soft-wooded plants to damp off.

If liquid manure is wanted for the Vines make it by putting

two double handfuls of guano into a pail of water; stir it a

few times in 48 hours; then let it stand till it is clear, when
;

it may be used, one pailful to eachVine. The sediment will
|

be good manure fur turning in to the kitchen garden borders—
for Onions, Turnips, or other root crops.

White Blackberry : A W. This is an American, not English,

plant.

Woollen Netting : J H. We would prefer 1-inch mesh to

2 inches. Jlr. Harrison's, if we recollect rightly, is some-

thing less than 1 inch. We never recommend dealers.

$
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Itolivian Guano, Superpho*
phato of LImo, Nitratoof Boda, Sugar Bourn, and awry

floflorlptlon of Artificial Manures, Llnsood CakOH, &o\
W»i. Inui.ih Cajink, 10, Murk I.mm, I,(union,

S"~EWAGE CHARCOAL M ANURK.—This highly
fertilising Manure, which In Poat Charcoal completely

Saturated with London Salvage, will be fi d i fcefllclontfor

gyery epc&IoB of oropj more ospeolally tor Posh, Boons, Turnips,
Mangold w U17.I! I, and other root crops, it, will produce u create]

re-turn for tho outluy than Guano or any other Manure at an
equivalent value : it also possesses tho property of retaining Its

fort.llir.lng pownr lungiir thiin other Manures now In U80. 1
1
inn y

be obtained at tho SEWAGE MAN u UK WORKS, Btanlev

Bridge, Fulimm, at 41, per ton, and In quantities loss than hull

a ton, at St, per owt., for nuuly money only : and in quantities not

Iohh than a ton, will ho dolivored at tho London Termini ol the

Railroads froo of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.
Jt iimy also bo had from Messrs. Q.GinDB & Co., 20, Down Stroot,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Beadsmen, Agonts for London
;
and from

nil tho otnor Agents of tho Companvj

np'HE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
.JL ^t Mr. Lawkh' Factory, Doptford Creek:—Turnip Mannro,

7/. per Ion; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/.; BulpllUl'lO Achl anil

Coprolites, 0/.

Office, nil, King William Street, City, London.
N.Th Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain in per

cent, of ammonia* Nitratoof Souu, Unlphuto of Ammonia, and
other Chomioal Manures.

.

rjMlK J.ONUON.MANUNK COMPANY beg to call

J- tho attention of Agriculturists to their WHEAT and
CLOVER MANUHKS for prcsont use. The London Mannro
Company also offer Genuine Peruvian (in , Nitrate of Boda,

Concentrated Urate, Superphosphate of Lime, Fishery and other

Suits, and all Artificial Manures of value. Tho London Manure
Company guarantee Peruvian Guano and every Manure they

supply to It strictly genuine. ISdwahu PubBBB, Sec.

Bridge Street, Dinokfriars* „__^
WHEAT AND OTHER MAMJHESOJN SALE*—

Tho success attending the application of the manure
Bnoolally adapted for Wheat during the lust two years, induces
tho undersigned lo again offer it to tho Agriculturists with con-

fidence. Also Superphosphate of Lime, Blood Manure, Guano,
Nitrate of Sodn, Gypsum, Salt, Peat Charcoal, and all other
Manures of known value.—Apply for Prices Current to MARE
IfOTHERG ILL & CO., 201&, Upper Thames Street, London.

,p Y AN 1C MAN UlfE COMPANY.
vy WHITE'S PATENTS.

Offices, 37, Chaiu.no Cause, London.
Directors.

Tho Hon. J. W. Fortcscuc. I General Macdonnld, C.B.
G. P. Irvine, Esq. Newton S. Scott, Esq.

JUrnlcers— Messrs. Berries, Farquhar, & Co., St. James's Street.

tifolioitors—Messrs. Valhmco & Vallance, 20. Essex Street, Strand.
Agricultural Chemist—W. White, Esq.

Secretary—Mr. W. F. Mould.
Patent Cyanic Manure ,Sl. per ton.

„ „ Deodorising Powder ... 15s. perewt.
„ ,,

Plant Preservative ... 12s. 6rf. per cwt.
The Directors have the satisfaction of announcing that their

.arrangements will now enable them to execute orders to any
extent. Applications for Agencies to be accompanied by
references. Orders to be addressed to the Secretary, 37, Charing
Cross, London.

rpHE MANCHESTER SEWAGE GUANO COM-
•A PANY respectfully inform Agriculturists that they have
.made arrangements which will enable them to meet the increasing
demand for their Manures. The MANCHESTER SEWAGE
•GUANO is a compost of Blood, Bones, Urine, Nigbtsoil, and
other Animal Matters, and highly fertilising Chemical Ingre-
dient?, which are in a concentrated state incorporated with
Animal and Vegetable Charcoal, ground to a fine powder, the
whole forming a dry portable Manure. It is free from all kinds of
Seeds, Weeds. &c, and enriches the land to a considerable degree
for several years after it is used. Price 51. bs. per ton. Net cash
bn delivery. Carriage freo to any Railway or Canal Wharf in

Manchester.

—

John Thompson, Secretary, 3, Wat ling Street,

•5hmleh.ll, Manchester.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c— Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, E.G.S., <S.-c.

r

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

TNGLIS and CHISHOLM, Charles Street, Garratt,X Manchester, make STEAM ENGINES for Agricultural and
other purposes of the best quality at a reasonable price.—Address
.Inulis & Chisholm, Charles Street, Garratt, Manchester.

MANGER, RACK,X WATER-TROUGH AS ONE FIXTURE.
Improved and Newly Patented.

pOTTAM and HALLEN, the original inventors,
v./ obtained the Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-
ment, to which all the latest improvements are adapted, secured
"by Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the
halter-weight and rein from the back of the manger to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
Convenience when at rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-
ing the liability of the most restive horse getting cast. No well-
managed stable should be without these fittings.

COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in
the best possible manner, both as to form and utility; are
cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection;
manufactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Satety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable
Pumps, Loose Box, Fittings, Gutta Percha Preserving Saddle
and Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, in
stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of Wrought and
Vast Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orna-
mental, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.
Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottaai & Hallkn,

2, Winslcy Street, Oxford Street. .

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

QTEPHENSON am. PEJLt, I,Ghmm i hnr<-
*} London, and 17, Now Park Btroet.Soutbwjirl

of Copper Cylindrical and Improved I nh I Iroi IJOIJLKKB,
i v i .

. i Conservatory (""' Holhi u*o Uulldi ...

Iron, re pi i ifull) call tin iitti ntlon of tin 0< ntry, nd
Nnrin-i ymwi to their simple but oil i li

i
i

i winning
Horticultural and othoi Bulldli

i
03 Hoi W uti

i

.

From the exU naive woi h thay havo t e<

the hlKlieat rojmcctablHty can bo given, and full ;
I i lii'd mi ri)lT. Mention.

WAUNJER/S IMPROVED LIQUID MA I

OB (il.M.HAJ, POBTABLE i' MP,

XJio * alvo In a hall of iiorwi i

;
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2' ;, In, lone;, an !

i
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i incli Gutla Pcrdia Suction Pipe,
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J

it foot,

\)j incli Flexible Riibbt r nm Cam
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y, a |
i obtaln< d of any li

or Plumber In tow n or a
n)>i>\i: prices, or ol Hie Pali ntw
Mnnufacturcra, Joiui
m, i !rc ci nl ijofl In I trci t. l^ondon.

Every di ci ii
1 '' 1 n ol u hlnery for

Raising Water, by mi an i of Win els,

Rams, Deep Well Pum|
I
-,,.,. Iin(1 , ;„,,!,.„ Kngln. s, &c KngrnvlngFi m iM on a|ipHcatlon .

W A UN KR\S PATENT VIltHATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IHON POMPS, for (be lift ol I Col

tages, Ma Tanks, and Wollsofa depth not exceeding30 feet
Diameter Length ol IJarn i.

of Barrel under i

21 in. short 1 ft. 7 in. /Fitted for lend
lZ{ „ long a „ 8 „

ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditio 3 „ C

gulta pti]

or i n t Iron

Danged pipe,

ulred.

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attaclicd, and Holts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2<1 in. long ditto ditto uitto 2 15

£ t. d,

I 12
1 16

2 12
•J 1-. 'i

3 5

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations ol" limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and Binka in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Mouses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER AND SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

XjYJ ILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S STEEL DIGGING
» * FORKS are warranted equal, and by many are considered

superior, to any in use. Three Tine Forks, As, Gd. each ; Four
Tine Forks, 5s. 6d. each. A liberal allowance on Wholesale Orders.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

NlW AND IMPORTANT LEVELLING INSTRUMENT

GILLESPIE'S PATENT INCLINOMETER, for
Taking, Fixing, and Adjusting Surface Slopes of Lands,

Earthen Embankments, Railway Gradients, &c, and the Dip.
Outfall, or Rise of Drains, Water Courses, &c.

f
and universally

applicable to determine the plans aud aid the execution of ail

levelling or sloping operations known in civil engineering.
Prices:— Inclinometer, with mahogany frame and

brass mounting £3 3s. Orf.

Do. with oak frame and wrought iron mounting 2 12
Light Telescope, 10s. Gd. extra.

Testimonials.
From Mr. James Gentles, Contractor.—"I harq for a con-

siderable time past used Gillespie's Patent Inclinometer in
extensive drainage operations carried on by me, and I have fuund
it to be of the greatest service, iu showing the minutest slope in
the ground, and in saving of labour-, and I could not have con-
structed many of the drains with any degree of accuracy 'without
its assistance."—James Gentles. Hart Hill, by Whitburn.

Extract of a letter from John Mitchell, Esq., Stand Hill. Bath-
gate.—" I highly appreciate its capabilities as a levelling instru-

ment. In level lands, where tbere is a difficulty in dtUc:in£ in

which direction the land slopes, it is invaluable.""

Extract of a letter from Mr. John Turner, Surveyor, Whitburn.—" The more I have tested it the more have I appreciated its

value. By this invention the power of levelling is brought within
the reach of all men of ordinary capacity.

-
'

Sold by William Dray & Co., Engineers, &c, Swan Lane,
London. Specimens and Models may be seen at their Warerooms.
Also a Descriptive Treatise on the nature and uses of the Patent
Inclinometer, and copies of Recommendations of its efficiency and
value to be bad on application.
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Empowered to execute Drainage, Koad -making, a:

Land Improvements, and to Erect f '.. upon Eslatta

di c Settlement, Mortgage, or otlienriae; or Cbnrcb property
and with "> itle to charge the b< I« outlay and
expenses upon tbe Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits cf

50 years for Drainage and Koads, and 31 years lor Farm Buildingi.

Landowners may arrange with the Company for tbe > ;

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
tbe Company'* Capital.

n^HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
JL jscoepoeated bt special Act of Paeliaj:.;

England and Scotland.—To Landowners, tl

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c—Loans may be contracted

for the execution by tbe proprietor or by tbe Company
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,

Enclosing, "Warping, Irrigation," Embankir; -

Planting, Machinery, &c. Tbe plans [of buildings), specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are

submitted to tbe approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of tbe powers of the Act to reoorcr
from the inheritance their o*n funds to be expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execc:;

mutual improvement, such as a common outfall. £:. }

of application, ic apply to the li:n. W» >.':;l^, Managing
Director. 2, old Palace Yard, "Westminster. ^______
/ ^ OLLEGE of AGKICULI URE and CHEMISTRY,
V> and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, nearL

Principal— J. C. Nbsbtt, F.G.?_ F.C.5.. ic
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare ycuth for the pur&nits of Agriculture-,

Engineering, Jlining, Manufactures, and tbe Arts: for tbe Kara]
and Military Services, and for tbe Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and olberpar-

ticularsmay he had on application to the PrincipaL

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.—The Advertiser,

desirous of forming a first-class School for tie edna I

Boys, specially for Agricultural pursuits sr

be "glad to share the undertaking with a gentleman I.

farm and bouse suitable for the purpose.—Address Mr.FEBE l^: : z.

Iliff, Queenwood. College, Stockbridge, Hants.

PRESENT PRICES OF AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.-Set

MESSRS. SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST, on
the last page of this days Gard

Eiit flgricttlttiral (Bnnttc.

SATURDA Y, FEBR CAR T 10, 1855.

MEETINGS FOB THE ESSriNG "

Wep^esdat, Feb. H—Aimeiiltnl»l Sociery

TacassAT, — la—AgTicainira'[ Imp. i;

Evert profession has its enthv - agri-

culture iu all its departments has them in abund-

ance. Of those who are especially interested in

cultivation we hare teachers of deep and of shallow-

culture—of tilth without manure—and of manure

applied in the liquid form, or as iop-dressirgs in the

solid form. In other divisions of the subject we

have devotees of plant improvement and of animal

improvement. Poultry has absorbed the whole re-

gard of many : and there is many an ill cultivated

farm occupied by men celebrated as breeders of stock,

to prove that it also often too exclusively engages all

the energy of the tenant. Agricultural improve-

ment owes a great deal to enthusiasts. It makes

progress piecemeal in the hands of those who are
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thus interested in but pieces of its whole extent.

If it had not been for Bakewell and for Colling,

the one giving a lifetime to the improvement of the

sheep, and the other to the improvement of the Tees-

water breed of cattle, not only would sheep and
cattle not have been what they are, but British

agriculture generally would not have attained its

present powers as the food supply of more than

20 millions. Amateurs as well as farmers may
therefore all feel well disposed towards agricultural

enthusiasts.

The present value of the short-horn breed is the

result of an enthusiasm commencing with the Col-

lings, but extended now over the owners of hundreds

of herds—many as good as theirs. And the preserva-

tion of the present value of the breed depends upon
the perpetuation of this feeling. That it is still as

strong asever there isabundantevidence. Mr. Towne-
ley might be called, or might send his herdsman, as

witness to it ; and an amusing illustration of it in

another quarter was given to us the other day by
Mr. Strafford. As the editor of the short-horn

herd book, Mr. Strafford receives, of course, the

earliest intelligence regarding every varying phase
of the short-horn breed. He is, as it were, the focus

where one best can estimate the character and
force of that particular branch of agricultural enthu-

siasm which that breed exhibits. When in his

company the other evening, the following note

arrived from the intelligent steward on the Earl's

Court Estate, Old Brompton, the property of Mr.
Gunter. Mr. Knowles had charge of the Tort-

worth herd for several years, and may be allowed
the feeling of satisfaction which dictated the follow-

ing intimation :—
?

" The Steward's Cottage, Earl's Court, Feb. 1, 1855.
" Dear Sir,—I have much pleasure in announcing the

birth of a rich roan cow calf, last night, from the Tort-
worth Duchess. Both the infant and her Grace the

mother are progressing favourably. I am, dear Sir,

" Yours truly, James Knowles."

This calf is from Duchess 67, sold a yearling at the

Tortworth sale for 367?. ; and its sire is fourth Duke
of Oxford, 11,387—a bull sold by Lord Ducie to Mr.
Sainsbury, of Corsham, got by Grand Dnke, the thou-
sand guinea bull sent to America by Mr. Bolden, of

Lancaster. The dam of the fourth Duke, namely,
Oxford 6th, is also in America. In fact, nearly all

of the Duchess blood are on the other side of the
Atlantic. Mr. Gunter and Mr. Bolden are the
principal owners of the Duchess family in England.
Mr. Gunter has in his possession Duchess 67,
bought a yearling at the Tortworth sale for 350
guineas, and her calf referred to in the note
above— one of the most vigorous young quadru-
peds that ever puzzled those who condemn in-and-
in breeding. He has Duchess 70, purchased a calf

at Tortworth for 310 guineas ; and he has Duchess
69, purchased by Mr. Tanqueray at the Tortworth
sale for 420?., and since sold by him to Mr. Gunter
for 525?. The calf from Duchess 67, by the fourth
Duke of Oxford, unites in herself the blood of the
best families of the short-horn breed, and the satis-

faction expressed in the note that we have published,

will be perfectly understood and sympathised with
on both sides of the Atlantic !—Mr. Bolden owns
two heifers, by the Grand Duke, from the fourth
Duke of York's dam, Duchess 51 ; and he also pos-
sesses Grand Duke 2d, a very promising young bull,

son of Duchess 64, sold at Tortworth for 600 guineas.
It may illustrate the high market value of this blood
to state that 500 guineas were offered for this young
bull when a calf of a few months old.

We must not forget, however, that the short-horn
breed includes many other families and herds of

pure descent. The prices received at the sales

daring the past year have not equalled those of
the previous year, partly because American com-
petition—to which many heavy prices given have
undoubtedly been due—has been directed chiefly to

animals of the Oxford and the Duchess blood, but
also because a second Tortworth sale has not
happened during the past 12 months, and is not
likely to occur again, even though we understand
Mr. Tanqueray's fine herd at Hendon is soon to
be disposed of. The only sale of Duchess blood, of
which we have heard, has been in the case of

Duchess 69 ; and there the price (525?.) has been
ndependent of- competition ; American influence
cannot be pleaded in explanation. This is the
highest price given during the year. The following
are other prices that have been received, and if

the exceptional character of Lord Ducie's sale be
taken to exclude it from consideration, it may be
concluded, we think, that the value of the breed has
not fallen in general estimation.

Application for information on the sales of the
past year was made to Mr. Wetherell, of Durham ;

and Messrs. Ganly & Son, of Dublin ; and to Mr.
Strafford

; and from the last-named gentleman we
have received particulars of 17 sales—almost the only
ones of any consequence in 1854—conducted by him-

self. The following is a short summary of the
chief points which they exhibit :

—

1S54.

April 11

April 13

April 27

May 3

May 24

June 7

July 14

July 18

Aug. 24

Sept. 5

Sept. 6

Sept. 20

Sept. 21

Sept. 27

Sept. 28

Oct. 12

Oct. 19

Names axd Paeticoxaes.

Mr. Cartwright, of Aynhoe, Northamp-
tonshire

\mong the prices were 56, 57, 59 guineas
for cows ; 40, 48, 41 for hull calves.

Mr. "Wilkinson, Lenton, Notts
165 guineas were given for Phoenix, 130

for Zealous, 90 for Wisetou Lady, 90 for

her daughter Roan Lady, 110 guineas
for Lavender 3d ; and among the bulls,

Splendid fetched 110 gns., Monarch
75 gns. Amount of sale about 3000 gns.

Sir J. Lubbock, Kent
Sold for 600 guineas ! Prices went very

low. Several have since been sent to

Australia; at of course higher figures.

Mr. Adkins, Stratford-ou-Avon
Amount of sale, 1500?. General (a bull)

fetched 70 guineas, aud several cows
reached sums between 40?. and 60*.

Twenty pure bred animals of Mr.
Goode's were sold after this sale on
the same day:

Mr. Grant Duff, Aberdeenshire
The amount of the sale was about 2000/.

Several high prices were attained

;

Jenny Liod, 7 years old, fetched 100
guineas; Miss Bates and Miss Bates
2d, 66 and 75 guineas; Pure Gold,
91 guineas; and Manganese 90;
Monika and Iris, 95 each; and Lady
Love for 110 guineas. Several bulls
reached prices over 40 and 50 guineas.

Mr. Fawkes, of Farnley Hall, Yorkshire,
annual sale

Amount 5272., a very high average for

bulls.

Sir C. Knightley, Northamptonshire
Amount, 571?. The prices, though many

of them ranged above 50 guineas,
were considered low.

Mr. Champion, Retford, Notts
Realised between 1400?. and 1500?. The

prices ranged, for cows and heifers, be-
tween 40?. and 100?.; one fetched 130?,

Two of the bulls fetched 52 and 60 gs.

Mr. Kivkharn, of Hagoaby, Lincolnshire..
The amount was near 3000?. Many of

the cows realised prices between 50?.

and 70?.; one fetched 160 guineas.
Among the bulls and calves, 65, 72,

and 100 guineas were obtained.
Mr. Bolden, of Lancaster, sold for 415?. ..

60, 90, and 100 guineas were obtained,
Mr. Can-, of Settle, sold a few on the
same day.

Mr. Dickenson, Ulverston, sold for 700?,

40?., 51?., and 60?. were reached.

Mr. Ladds, Huntingdon, sold for 1700?. ...

One bull fetched 105?. ; the highest cow
was 60 guineas.

Mr. Abbey, WeUinghorough
Hardly realised 1000 guineas ; one year-

ling calf sold for 35 guineas.
Lord Monck, county Wicklow
Sold for 800?.

Mr. Topham, Dowestown, Co. Meath
Sold for 1850?. The highest price was

110?. for a cow; and 10 or i2 others
ranged between 40?. and 60?.

Mr. Dickenson, Willesden
Sold for 1200?.

Lord Exeter, Stamford
Sold for 700?.

Number Sold.

20'

50

39

10

15

8

15

5

12

Here, then, are 155 bulls and bull calves, and
537 cows sold for about 22,000?. This has, in fact,

been an average year as to number and as to prices,

and the number and the value are sufficient to

indicate the national importance of the short-horn
stock. Neither the one nor the other are of course
the complete index which we should like to have.
Private sales doubtless exceed in number, and we
have seen, in the case of Duchess 69, that they
sometimes exceed in prices given those submitted to

and reached at public auction. The interests of

breeders, after all, depend more upon the former
than the latter ; and the more numerous the herds,
the more general the interest in the breed, the
better are the interests served, whether of the
country generally or of the owners of the stock.

The value of a record of pedigrees becomes of

course more obvious as the number of herds and
animals increases ; and we are glad to hear that

Mr. Strafford is preparing a new volume of the
" Herd Book " for publication. He is receiving

pedigrees from all quarters ;—from H. R. H. Prince
Albert, and from many a tenant farmer, as well as

from the great breeders, Lords Berners, Hill, and
Feversham, Sir C. Knightley, Messrs. Ambler,
Combe, Cruickshanks, Fawkes, Tanqueray, Towne-
ley, Torr, and Jonas Webb, and many other well-

known names. No one is better qualified to re-

ceive and classify and conduct a publication of this

kind, for no one probably in the country knows so

thoroughly the herds and individuals of the short-

horn blood. It is out of the knowledge of the editor

that the public confidence in this publication has
arisen. And Mr. Strafford's acquaintance with
his subject has been tested long enough to make
one sure that the new volume will be a full and
truthful record of the principal additions to the

breed since the appearance of the last.

The Report of the Highland Society to the Board
of Trade on the Agricultural Statistics of Scot-

land for the year 1854, has at length been published.

Mr. Hall Maxwell reports most favourably of the
success of the effort which has during the past year
been made, and does full justice to the cordiality

and activity with which he has been almost univer-
sally assisted.

" The Scotch farmers, as a body, at once recognised
the importance and utility of the measure, and en-
deavoured to support and forward it by readily and
faithfully affording the information required from them ;

and it is due to the small minority by whom the policy

of the inquiry may have been questioned, or its objects

misapprehended, to state, that they, in general, waived
their objections, and abstained from interfering with the
success of a measure approved of by the bulk of their

fellow farmers. The exceptional instances of positive

opposition and refusal have been extremely rare, and in

but few of these have I experienced any difficulty in

obtaining authentic information from other sources ; the
schedules still unreturned or unaccounted for do not
amount to one-fifth of one per cent of the number
issued."

We give below the main facts, namely, first, the
extent in crops within the 32 counties of Scotland ;

second, the number of stock ; and lastly, the gross

produce of the country.
1. Acreage of the several Crops in Scotland.—Wheat,

168,216 ; Barley, 207,507 ; Oats, 932,994 ; Rye, 3809 ;

BereorBigff, 18,118; Beans, 37,702; Peas, 6169};
Vetches, 13,4424 5 Turnips, 433,91S| ; Potatoes,

143,032} ; Mangold, 19463 ; Carrots, 1218 ; Cabbage,

13954; Flax, 66704 ; Turnip seed, 14294; Ba*e
fallow, 26,128f ; Grass in the rotation of the farm,

1,427,7904 ; Permanent pasture, 1,207,101} ; Irrigated

meadows,"69,256.{ ; Sheep walks, 6,530,812f ; Houses,
roads, fences, &c, 130,538} ; Waste, 830,730} ; Woods,
413,391; Total, 12,613,3454-T [This is not the whole
extent, chiefly owing to the fact that highland and stock

farmers do not know the extent of their occupations.]

2. Number of Stock.—Horses, 156,595 ; Milk cows,
292,365 ; Other cattle, 438,334 ; Calves, 205,172 j
Ewes, gimmers, and ewe hogs, 3,360,289 ; Tups, wethers,
and wether hogs, 1,426,946 ; Swine, 163,683.

3. Gross Produce of Scotland, in iushels.—Wheat,
4,848,499 ; Barley, 7,639,601 ; Oats, 33,854,319

;

Bere or Bigg, 537,250; Beans, 1,080,921; Turnips,

6,372,189 tons ; Potatoes, 523,383 tons.

The average produce per acre in each county,

and in each district of each county, is stated in

detail ; and a reference is made to the produce of

the year relatively to the average produce of past

years, to which we shall have further opportunities

of alluding. We heartily congratulate Mr. Hall
Maxwell on the completion of his arduous labours.

They have resulted in a thorough pioneering of the
route for further exploration and accomplishment,
and this, with the independent and undoubted
value Tof the results obtained, is of the greatest

possible advantage to the success of the effort that

will be made to obtain annual returns at a much
earlier period than the month of February of the

agricultural produce of the country.

STATISTICS OF CATTLE FEEDING.
(Continued from p. 75.)

I now proceed to describe the performances of my
15 milch cows on baud, in December, 1854, of which I

have already supplied some particulars.—Nos. 1, 2,
and 12, bought as strippers, giving 7 to 8 quarts per
day. No. 1 bought recently.

No. 2, July 11th, 9 cwt. 2 qr. ; milk, 8 qts per day. Nov. 28th,
11 cwt. 1 qr. ; milk, Sqts-per"day; gainin 20 weeks 196 lbs.

No. 12, Sep. 5th, 8 cwt.; milk, 8 qts per day. Nov. 28th,
8 cwts 3 qr. 20 lb ; milk, 6 qts per day

;
gain in 12 weeks 104 lbs.

Nos. 7, 11, and 15 are in calf, in different stages. Of
these I may state that they improve perceptibly in con-
dition and consequently in value.

Nos. 4, 5, and 13 have recently calved, with an average
yield of milk of about 15 qts. per day; they are fully

maintaining their weight. Nos. 3, 6, 8, 9, 10 and 14
have been in hand since calving. From the length of
time they have been under treatment, 33 weeks on the
average, their performance appears to merit particular

attention, as showing more clearly the effects of their

food. The three weighed on the 21st of February had
calved six to eight weeks ; those weighed on the 23d of

May, four to six weeks previously to their first

weighing :

—

Feb. Nov.
-*"£

1
si a s- <?

cwt.qr. lbs. cwt.qr. lbs. wks
No. 6.',.. 21 9 10 14 28 10 1 20 5 40 132

„ 9 ... 21 9 2 1 15 28 10 3 20 6 40 160

„ 10... 21
May

9 2 14 28 11 2 7 40 221

„ 3... 23 11 2 18 28 13 « 27 16B

„ 8 ... 23 8 2 16 28 9 2 16 6 27 128

„ 14... 23 8 1 16 12 28 S 1 16 6 27 124

6J936

Gain for 33i weeks, being 4J lbs. per week each, 156 lbs.

It will be observed that during the first half of the

time the cows would about maintain their weight, and
that the gain will have accrued during the latter half,

being nearly 9£ lbs. per week, with an average yield of

about eight qts. per day each. Their yield of milk will

have probably averaged 1 qts. per day each throughout;

it is, however, quite safe to estimate it at nine qts. per

day. The whole six are free from calf, in which state
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thoy hold hotter to their yield of milk. Tiny Ivore

bought near calving, and their calves sold within a few

days of being calved for 80«, each ; I allow 1 0». foi' the

keop of tlin cow, and reckon 20s. towards reduction of

cost. It will be seen that during tho 38J weeks they have

averaged a guin of 166 ll)H. each; this I apportion wholly

to useful material, making at f>'/. per lb. •'/. I Qb. On com
paring their value at present, I find them worth more by

21. to 32. each than their brut cost. Up to the curly

part of May they were in Hlall, and on winter food ; during

the Bummer months on Gi'aes, being housed ut night,

with two feeds of steamed food per day. During

October they woroagoin kept wholly in utall, and treated

as previously describod. Their progress throughout has

boon steady, and taking the yield of milk ami f^ain of

weight into consideration, the feeding in stall ami on

winter food IniH not been to comparative disadvantage!

Of the quality I can only speak as regards the yield of

croam and butter, which I have testod frequently, and

with a result nearly uniform, being from 18 quarts ol

milk 26 oz. of butter. On ono occasion, in Deo.

MM, when on stall food, the yield of butter readied
fully 27 o/.. from 10' quarts. This uniformity in the

yield of butter can only lie expected from attention to

tho tomperatnre of the dairy. I may at some time seek

occasion to explain, on the invitation of your intelligent

Clithereo correspondent, my mode of equalising this by

the application of hot water in winter, and cold in

suunnor.

Tho produce of the dairy is disposed of in now milk

at 2d. per quart, or in butter at varying prices, and old

milk at \d. per quart. For some time the latter, owing
to the higher range of butter, has been tho moro pro-

fitable The pecuniary results will appear to bo :

—

9 quarts per day new milk, at 2d. per quart ... por week 10s. Gd-

Gain la value, 21. 10a. each, during 8UA weeks 1 G
Yield of oxcrcnumt, 81 lbs. per duy, 0$ ewt. por week ... 2 2

It 2

To ascertain tho quantity of excrement, the yield from
eight cattlo, of solid and liquid during 12 days, was
found to weigh 71 ewt., being tho contents of the tank

under the tails of the animals, into which the excrement
passes through open boards. To ascertain its value I

have referred to several analyses made by Prof. Way
of the manure from my cattle. I assume the per
centage of nitrogen at 50—60 ammonia per cent., or for

112 lbs. 67.
Its value at "</. per lb. will bo per ewt. Os.iid.
Phosphate of lime 01 per ewt. ... 0"j

per ewt. 5
As tho same_ food in quantity and quality is found

adequate to supply the large yield of 14 quarts of milk
rich in nitrogenous casein compounds, and also a phos-
phate of lime, the assumed per centage of these and the
value of them in this excrement will be moderate, aifd

probably below what is its real content. It is free from
admixture of straw and other foreign material, and
undergoes little or no fermentation previous to its being
applied.

Your readers will find a description of food in the
Agricultural Qazeltc, Sept. 30th and Oct. 7th. It con-
sists of

—

Per week.
5 lbs. of Rape cako and 2 lbs. of Bean-meal per day, 2s. 71<o

i lb. of Boan-meal, or 7 lbs. per week 3£

121b.meadowhay,at3s.Gc?.p.cwt.,S41b.p.week, 2s.7id. 2 11
lOlb.Bean&Oatstraw&shellsot'Oats.TOlb.... 1 0"

32 lbs. of food, 10s. per ton 2241b 1

4 7i
Attendance, Is. ; coals, U<?. : cooking, lid 1 3"

S 9J
The green crops I use consist of Cabbages till Decem-

ber, Kohl Kabi till February, aud after this Mangold.
I have not ascertained the produce per acre of the
Cabbages by actual weighing, and therefore do not
venture an estimate. That it will doubtlessbe larger than
any other I cultivate, may be inferred when I state that
on weighing some of the individual plants I found them
of 30 lbs. and 35 lbs. each, and such were by no means
rare. My Kohl Kabi (Cabbage Turnip) is likewise pro-
ductive. I have ascertained, by actual weighing, a
produce of 34 tons per acre, including the fresh green
tops or leaves, which are eaten with relish, and have
not the laxative property of Turnip-tops. Iu culti-

vating Cabbages aud Kohl Rabi I introduce between each
row one of early Potatoes, which are taken up in time
to allow their neighbours room to expand their foliage

to the full. Each crop, Potatoes, Cabbage, or Kohl
Rabi, I reckon as occupying the half of au acre ; the
early Potatoes afford satisfactory remuneration for their
half. The manure applied is the mixed liquid and
solid excrement of cattle, fed on the produce of my
farm—that for next season has already beeu ploughed
in near a foot deep ; taken from under the animals iu all

its freshness, and without exposure to the atmosphere,
except on its removal, it will remain undisturbed until
the cultivator and harrow are used for preparing the
ground for the reception of the plants and tubers. The
Cabbages and Kohl Rabi would doubtless be a profit-
able substitute for the hay, yet I cannot use them to a
great extent, without detriment to the flavour of the
milk and butter.

(To be concluded in our next.')

and to this 1 hopo now torccal ion, About 80
have olnp ':-i since Ihc lal philo

i). C'ai lollc promulgated an li; nth I
-

radical excretion or plants," by wli

thrown upon the inquiry concern iity of

rotations in cropping. In tin Bpi ', at a

meeting of tho I -roydon l 'armi rs' Club, it *

that rod Clover > Id not

same land more fn '| i I) than about o a Eu

eight years ! I n .

i

and protracted n rid ol < ; i > in i n . with

v.ii M tii
i oi ili. trlfoliui • family, the common i

white or Dutch I lovor, and son d tin or yellow

Trefoil i. Plants wi ra can fully 1

v.,- hi d, and Men in i V i in phials ol vi cy pure filtered

rain, or distilled water. Aftcrstundi iwiog in

•such pure water for si •••nil days, I found that, in

every oobo, matters had been oxcretcd, by the n

oacli i ai ioty, which were detected, more or leu palpably,

ami proved the presence of carbonic and sulphuric n

of chlorine, potash, and ammonia. Now, althou

may not be able to prove by such facts that plants do in

roality poison the laud by fecal exude

individual is concerned, or conversely, that tie

enrich or manure it for others of a different tempi ra

incut
;
yet, as exudations do take place without '|'" lion

or doubt, wo ought to keep our minds open, and our

judgment free from tho prejudice of empirical routine.

1 claim, therefore, tho reconsideration of Do Can
theory, and venture to assert that it is not solely by
exhausting the soil that certain plants fail if planted on

tho samo ground year after year ; for were this the

caso manuring would renovate the ground, but it fails

to do so, and thus, if Peas or Wheat lie sown repeatedly,

tho farmer may manure to whatever extent ho shall

please, yet his crops will dwindle and becomo poorer.

Soils differ everywhere, even iu tho samo field or

garden ; and therefore each farmer ought to become his

own chemist. In the Isle of Thanet, that rich granary
of London, I had proof iu 1M20, that if Peas were
frequently replanted the ground became poisoned or
" overpead." The seed might germinate, but the plants

soon became yellow, or (locally) " foxed," and yielded

nothing of a crop. J. T., Croydon, Feb. 6.

Home Correspondence.
Rotation of Crops.—This is a subject which from time

immemorial has claimed the attention of farmers ; it

involves that of manure also, and renders it the more
complicated. There is one leading point connected with
both subjects, which appears to have been overlooked ;

Societies.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, Feb. 7.—Mr. Miles, M.P., presi-

dent, in the chair.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, chairman of the

Finance Committee, reported the current cash-balance

in the hands of the bankers, at the end of the previous

month, as 33182. He informed the Council, that this

balance included a subscription of. 14002. from the

authorities of Carlisle, towards the expenses of the J

ensuing country meeting of the Society to be held in

that city. He laid on the table, for the information of

the members, the various quarterly statements of

account connected with the different financial depart-

ments of the Society.

Implements and Machinery.—Col. Challoner, chair-

man of the Implement Committee, submitted to the

Council the report of that committee ; which had refer-

ence principally to the following points :

—

1. The recommendation of implement and machinery prizes

for the Carlisle Meeting, similar to those offered at Lincoln,

with tho following alterations:

—

(1.) That the deep ploughing should be required at a depth
of 9 instead of 10 inches.

(2.) That the prize for the best liquid-manure or water-
drill should be raised from 51. to 10?.

(3.) That tbe prize for the-best reaper should be raised from
20?. to 30?.; and that an additional prize of 20?. should
be offered for the second best reaper.

(4.) That the horse-power for tho fixed steam-engines should
be reduced from teu to eight-horse power.

(6.) That instead of the former prize of 5?. for the best
corn-dressing machine, a prize of the same amount
be offered for the best machine to " dress corn for

market after it has been screened or riddled."

2. The recommendation of the following new conditions

affectiug the construction and trial of implements :

—

(1.) That in adjudicating on the award of the prize of 200?.

at the Carlisle Meeting for the li steam cultivator that
shall iu the most efficient manner turn the soil, and be
an economical substitute for the plough or the spade,''

the attention of the Judges be particularly called to

these terms in which this prize is offered.

(2.) That in adjudicating on the award of the prizes for

reapers, the attention of the Judges be particularly

called to the best mode of delivery.

(3.) That in portable steam-engiues worked on the expansive
principle, the condition under which the steam is cut

off shall not restrict tbe makers, as last year, to ""'a

lap ou the common slide," but simply to the employ-
ment of "no complicated means" for effecting that
object.

(4.) That the greatest„attention be paid by the Mechanical
Judges to the plans aud specifications of the boiler

and fittings proposed to be supplied by the winners of

the fixed steam-eugine prizes to their respective
customers.

(5.) That, in the case of the threshing-machines, tbe greatest
attention be paid by the Judges to the state of the
Barley after it has been threshed (as to injury more or
less, or otherwise, of the grain, after such operation).

3. The recommendatiou of the following special objects

:

(1.) That, in future reports of the exhibition aud trial of
implements aud machinery at the Couutry Meetings,
published annually in the Journal, it be suggested to

the Journal committee, that the drawings and speci-

fications should be given of the boilers proposed for the
two prize fixed steam-engines : in order that the pur-
chasers of those engines may be enabled to ascertain

that the implement maker supplies to him a proper
boiler, similar to the one exhibited in his original

drawings, and which the judges had included in their'

award, as au essential condition affecting the com-
pleteness and general value of the engine.

(2.) Tbe recommendation that the Council should place at

the disposal of the Implement Committee the sum of
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The Council confirmed and adopted ties report.

Stewaho or Cattlij-vahd.—On the motion of Mr.
Simpson, seconded by Mr. Barnett, Sir Stafford .North-

cote, Bart., was appointed one of the Stewards of the

Cattle-yard at the Country Meeting* of thi

Foreman of Field.—On the motion of Mr. Thomp-
son, seconded by Mr. Hoskyns, power was given to tbe

Implement Stewards, at the Country Meetings, to elect

a Foreman of the Field, at such a rate of payment for

his services as the Council may dec

Important communications from the Earl of Claren-

don, on the discovery of supplies of guano, were referred

to the consideration of the President.— The annual

report of the Royal Veterinary College was referred,

with various other papers, to the weekly meetings of tbe

Council, at which all members of the Society have the

privilege of being present.

The Council adjourned to Wednesday, the 14th Feb.,

at 12 o'clock.

Farmers' Clubs.
London.—A crowded meeting of the members of this

Club was held on Monday last at the York Hotel, New
Bridge Street, Blackfriars, for the purpose of taking

into consideration the following important subject pro-

posed by Mr. Mechi, of Tiptree Hall, Essex :

—

'' To
what Extent can Town Seicage le Profitably applied to

the Purposes of Agriculture." Mr. Shearer, of Hamp-
shire, presided. The chairman, in introducing the

business of the meeting, stated that they bad met
together that evening for the purpose of considering a
subject which was of tbe ntmost importance to the

agriculturist. The committee had appoin'ed him to

take tbe chair, not because he was a distinguished prac-

tical farmer, but because they considered that he might
be of use in promoting the interest of the Club, and of

this he was sure, that after remembering the many
pleasant evenings he had spent there, and tbe amount
of practical knowledge he had derived, they c uld

command him at any time (hear). This Clnb was of

the greatest value to all connected with agriculture, and
he therefore trusted all present would do their ntmost
to support and extend its usefulness. The subject

which Mr. Mechi was about to bring under their consi-
'

deration was fraught with the greatest interest, not

only to farmers but to every class in the community,

for by the introduction of railways, by tbe exter

common roads, and the Large space occupied by new
buildings, 10,000 miles of land in this country had been
lost to them. It therefore behoved every class to do all

they could to promote agriculture. With regard to

town sewage it was a very important question, and

one upou which he was certain the Club would be glad

to receive anv information In conclusion the chair-

man stated that he did not think the Club could receive

information of more importance, or from a better source,

than from Mr. Mechi.
Mr. Mechi, who, on rising, was received with cheers,

spoke as follows :—One hundred years hence, which

is not long in the history of a country, our succes-

sors will scarcely believe that a nation wanting annually

manv millions of quarters of grain to fill up its

own" inadequate production of food, should waste the

only means by which such deficiency might be made
»ood. I mean the productions of the land when they

have fulfilled their office of nutrition to man and beast.

Every one now at all conversant with the therrv of

mbdern agricultural chemistry must know that our

agricultural produce loses little by such a process, and

that the bulk of its elements are returned to us in the

shape of excretoe if we take the trouble to collect them
I am aware that the practicability of doing so has been
questioned ; bnt I purpose this evening to show that

there is no difficulty in the matter, except what exist
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in the brain of man. The same power that brings

your water into London will take it out again ; for

according to Prof. Way and other chemists, '2,500,000
!

inhabitants will only add 3760 tons in solid and fluids
j.

to the quantity of water.

If agriculturists studied attentively Professor Way's
able pafier on Town Sewage (see Royal Agricultural

Society's Journal, vol. 15, part 1, page 135), it would
teach them a great and profitable lesson. They would
learn that of all the manure made by human beings

j

{and I have no doubt by animals) 12 parts out of 13 in

weight escape as urine, only 1-13th part being solid !

Well may farmers love the sheep-fold, and well may
they deplore yard feeding, where the rains from the

nntroughed roofs may, in too many instances, thus take

away nearly all their manure. Mr. Way, with his usual

care and exactness, has found that, taking the average

of men, women, and children, each individual of the
j

population will in the course of 24 hours contribute to

the sewage of a town one quarter of a pound of solid
'

and three pounds of liquid excrement. A knowledge I

of these facts shows us how trivial is the question of
\

solid manure, for at a quarter of a pound each daily the

'total solid manure of 2,500,000 people in this metropolis

will only weigh 279 tons.

According to Mr. Way, the excrement of each person

is diluted with or distributed through 20 gallons or

1-400 times its own weight of water. It must appear

singular to a disinterested observer that whilst farmers

seek eagerly after every new manure, and are sub-

jected to much imposition in such purchases, they

appear to be apathetic on the question of town sewage.

I think much of this neglect must arise from the fact

of its being in a fluid state, for to the distance of 100

miles from London the solid manure of the metropolis

is purchased by agriculturists at an expense of from

4s. 6d. to Gs. per ton, one-half of this cost being, of course,

for freightage, and then another 30 to 50 per peut. must
be added for cartage to the fields, with a further charge

for turning over, spreading, ploughing in. &c. Omit-

ting the sanitary consideration, there can be no class so

deeply interested in the question of town sewage as the

British farmer. Those sewers carry away to our rivers

all the products which he has at so much care and cost

produced for the food of the people. To repair the

exhaustion caused by these supplies, he rushes to Peru
for birds dung, at an expense of some millions, whilst

the very grave-yards of foreign nations are taxed to

supply bones for his Turnips. The rapid increase of

"water closets and new sewers, with a more abundant
-water supply, are daily lessening the supply of human
excreta? in a solid form, diminishing, in fact, }iro tanto,

the ordinary channel of supply, so that shortly we may
expect that only the stable manure and ashes of London
will be availble for agricultural purposes, whilst the
weekly supply of 6000 or 7000 bullocks, 40,000 sheep,

and all the other vast solid and fluid consumeables of

Ihe metropolis, from tea to turtle, will be floating down
the sewers unheeded and unsolicited.

This cruel neglect can only arise from a disbelief of

the value of such manure, or from a doubt of the
possibility of applying it economically. I purpose
therefore this evening to go into statistical details with a
view to ventilate the question, and to prove how easily

such an operation may be successfully carried out with
individual and general benefits. Water alone is manure:
who can doubt this ? Look to the costly water meadows
in various parts of the kingdom, and what farmer who
has a water meadow does not appreciate its great value

to him, os producing early, late, and most abundant
'vegetation. ftly own experience with two miles of

pipes on my farm of 170 acres has proved that fluid

applications of manure are far the most profitable, and
'that their influence is quite as important and advan-
tageous to cereal as to other crops. In proof of this

I have threshed some fields of Wheat, producing
6 quarters per imperial acre ; Oats, 13 quarters; and
Barley, 8 quarters, which latter is 1 quarter more than
I estimated in my balance sheet. Now such produc-
tions as these on a naturally wretched soil prove
more than volumes of argument, and I have no hesi-

tation in saying that had my neighbours to pay 2?.

per acre annually in interest for improvements over

and above their present rent to obtain similar

results, they would be considerable gainers. If it

answer my purpose to Jay down pipes, erect

an engine, make tanks, erect pumps, and so on, for

the mere purpose of applying the manure made on
any farm in a fluid state with a large supply of water

from my spring, surely it must equally and more
certainly pay a farmer to receive back his corn,

bullocks, sheep, and other productions after they are

done with at a very much smaller cost ; for their

very essence will return to him accompanied by all

the good things that metropolitan luxury can command
from every foreign part. If we go into a statistical

inquiry of the weekly supply of London in tea, coffee,

and sugar ; wine, spirits, and beer ; fish, flesh, and
fowl (foreign and British) ; the tons of soap, and the
-thousand and one refuses of our manufacturers, gas-
works, &c., one becomes amazed at the fructifying

power involved in such a consideration. The alkaline
and granited solutions of our London pavement by
trituration and abrasion, the smuts from our smo"ke,
have all a considerable value.
The mere wear and tear of shoe-leather has its

value, as it grinds down the pavement into hollows.
I

_
apprehend that the daily cost of feeding each indi-

vidual in this metropolis, taking the average of rich
and poor, young and old, would not be less than lOd.

per day, or 37A millions sterling per annum. Now in

parts of Lincolnshire it is the custom to value the

manure at half the cost of the oil-cake consumed. On
tliis principle, which appears to be a sound one, the

agricultural value of the manure from this 37^ millions

of food ought to be something very considerable, to say

nothing of the food consumed by the animals of the

metropolis. The rubbing, washing, and agitating which
the solid excrement receives in passing through miles of

tortuous sewers, cause it to be dissolved and pass away
in a fluid state, which we may any day prove by an
examination of the sewers' mouths at low water.

I think farmers cannot be aware that all the solid

and liquid manure of men and animals is liquifiable

by solution or suspension, and can be applied in a
shower, sinking deeply into the subsoil of drained

land. Perhaps I may be here$ permitted to explain

why I consider this mode of application far superior

to the solid form. If you make a transverse cut or

opening in the soil, you will find that the, British

agricultural pie-crust is only 5 to 8 inches thick.

The slips and railway cuttings plainly reveal this humi-
liating fact. Below this thin crust we see a primitive

soil, bearing most unmistakeable evidence of antiquity

and unalterability. The dark shades of the cultivated

and manured surface have not been communicated to

the pale subsoil ; aud we have evident proof that solid

manure ploughed in, in the ordinary way, exercises little

influence on the subsoil. Nor can this be wondered at,

when the plough sole has been polishing and solidifying

the floor at the same depth for the last few centuries.

Now, when I apply liquified manure (which means all

the solid and liquid excrements of the farm animals
mixed with water), it soaks deeply into the subsoil to

the depth of the drains, which I have seen, on the very
strongest clays, discharging the liquified manure at a

depth of 4 and 5 feet. Here, then, is the secret of my
great crops on a miserable soil. The manure vitalises,

warms, and chemically changes the miserable subsoil
;

the roots of the growing crops know this, and send

down their fibres or mouths to appropriate and elaborate

the subterranean treasures now for the first time placed

at their disposal in an available condition. I could

show you 20 loads of rich oilcake bullock pudding, or

manure; I would mix it with water, apply it in a
shower, and you should search the surface in vain for

any proof of its whereabout. It has gone down to

do its work. I will not drag you through all the

details of the modus operandi of this method of

manuring
;
you may see it all any day you choose

on my farm, or on any of those of others who are

practising the same process. What I want you to

believe is, that town sewage is liquid guano, applicable

to every soil and every crop, and worthy of your
utmost attention. It is true that uudrained land,

requiring drainage, such as heavy clays and spring soil,

must undergo that operation before they can derive the

benefit of such an application ; but there are extensive

tracts of chalks, sands, and hot gravels, almost praying
to be fertilised by the sewage i>f our towns.

Although I apply my liquified manure on the surface,

I am quite convinced that during the summer season
and amongst the growing crops, it would be far more
advantageous to apply it subferraneously, as effected by
Mr. Wilkius last year at Wokingham, and this year at

Reading. By this means the openness and tillage of

the surface is undisturbed ; the rays of heat and light

are employed in warming the earth, and evaporating
from the leaves, the subterranean supply of fluids which
the plants absorb by their roots, and which arise to

them by capillarity. The question is a large one, in-

volving considerations of cost, but most certainly pro-

duction is vastly increased and stimulated by the new
method.
One important reason for the superiority of liquified

over solid manures, is, that water is the great arrester

and conveyance of ammonia, that invisible and truant
spirit which is ever escaping unseen from reeking
dung-heaps. It is this ammonia which dissolves the
silica of the soil, and makes the kernel of our Wheat,
and the lean of our flesh ; and it is for this ammonia
that we so affectionately prize unwashed Peruvian
guano, or bird's dung. When you have learned to

apply fluid manure to the soil, you will find your crops
yield as much as they do after the sheepfold, and you
will get corn as well as straw, that is, if you do not
sow too much seed.

You must give up all hopes of obtaining town sewage
in a solid form, for Professor Way's able paper (which

every agriculturist should read), in the Koyal Agricul-

tural Society's Journal, and other evidences are con-

clusive on that point. I understand upon good authority

that the commissioners of sewers have decided that a

main tunnel on the south side of the Thames shall

receive the sewage of 1,200,000 people,' convey it to

Plumstead marshes, whence it will be pumped in a
reservoir, and at high tide pass away with the flood

water of the Thames, that is if British agriculture is

insane enough to permit such a cruel waste.

The question will arise who is to undertake this?

Now, in railroad undertakings we find landed proprie-

tors and other interested parties joining with town
capitalists, and affording them every inducement and
opportunity to open up a country with general benefit.

Let the same be done with sewage. Depend upon it,

without this co-operation no town capitalists will be so

miscalculating as to place their capital at the mercy of

local prejudice or neglect. It therefore remains with

agriculture itself to determine whether this interesting

question shall receive its proper solution. But supposing

that the new company has laid down its main line of

pipes for country distribution, where will you find

the 3Z. per acre for the net-work of iron-pipes, &c.
requisite on every farm. It appears to me that where
the capital is required it may be readily obtained from
the' Lands Improvement Company or Land Drainage
Company, and that the annual charge which would
liquidate principal and interest in a few years would
leave a large margin of advantage for both landlord and
tenant. To those who desire to see the mode of apply-

ng town sewage may be quoted the instance of G. H.
Walker, Esq., who takes the towu of Rugby, &c. ;

Worsley, Esq., of Rusholme Park, near Manchester,
who uses the sewage of a neighbouring district. In both
these cases, steam-power is applied, although I think

Mr. Walker's pipes of 3-inch diameter are hardly large

enough for the diameter of his pumps.
Of course if the London sewage is used, I apprehend

it would be pumped to elevated district reservoirs,

whence it would flow from main pipes connected with
smaller ones on the various farms, so that they would
be always charged with a sufficient pressure to cause
a jet ; this would render unnecessary any steam engine

or tank on the farm. A register of quantity like a
gas meter would enable the company to make their

periodical charge. I annex the following statistical

account with which I have been favoured by Edwin
Chadwick, Esq., C.B., our greatest authority in such
matters ;

—

" Tlie gross daily quantity of water pumped into the metropolis
was iu the year 1650, 44 million gallons. It may have been
increased somewhat since that time, but I should expect that it

would still be within 50 million gallons per diem. I proved at

that time that about three-fifths of the quantity pumped in was
wasted on account of the intermittent methods of distribution.

The actual quantity consumed for domestic purposes, or that you
could estimate for sewage as containing house refuse, or house
manure in suspension or solution at times when there is no rain

applicable as manure, would not be more than 20 million gallons

per ditm. I say house manuie because rain and storm waters
bring as surface washings dung from the streets, and soot and
birds' dung frnta the roof of houses. You may judge of the daily

quantity visibly by the fact, that 45 million gallons would be
delivered in 24 hours by a brook 9 feet wide and 3 feet deep,

running at the rate of 3 feet per second, or a little more
than" two miles per hour, and three sewers of 3 feet

diameter, and of a proper fall will suffice for the removal
(for distribution) of the same volume of refuse or soil

water. The total weight of this annual supply of water is

nearly 72 millions of tons. The daily cost of raising the whole
supply by engine-power 100 feet high (for distribution) would be
about 2bl., or 9000Z. per annum. Supposing the supply were
equally distributed, i.e., the 44 millions, it would be about50 pails

full for each house, aud would weigh about 13 cwt."

Those who doubt the cheapness at which water can
be raised may be assured by visiting the Croydon
Water-works, where 650,000 gallons are forced to a
mile distant, and elevated 150 feet, at a cost of 13£ cwt.

of dust coal per diem of 24 hours. With regard to the

mode of conveyance, it appears to me that our railway

lines might be availed of to lay down lines of pipes, but

of course all such questions would be easily arranged

by competent engineering authorities. Perhaps it will

be as well to state, that 15 yards of 3-inch iron pipe

per acre, will be all that is required, or about 5£ cwt. of

iron per acre ; this is the quantity on my farm, I have
170 acres piped. Amongst numerous papers that I

have written on this subject, I beg to refer to one under
the head Sewage, in " Blackie's Cyclopaedia of Agricul-

ture." The value of London sewage has been variously

estimated ; but Professor Way, in his usual careful way,
lias calculated it by its ammonia at two millions sterling.

He has made no valuation of the water alone ; I appre-

hend that 50 millions of gallons daily, or 224,000 tons

would have, even when unmixed with manure, a con-

siderable irrigating value.

In order to ascertain whether this application of

sewage will pay the farmer a profit, and leave a suffi-

cient interest for the capital invested by a company, let

us calculate 72 million tons of sewage at one penny per
ton, would be 300,000/. Now, take the pumping or

raising this quantity at the exaggerated sum of 50,000?.

annually, there would remain 250,000/. as interest on
capital invested, which, at six per cent., would be also

the exaggerated sum of 4,000,000/. sterling.

I have assumed the sum of one penny per ton as re-

presenting that which would leave the tarmer and land-

lord a very large profit on their pipe investment. I can
confirm this by my own practical experience. But it

must be obvious to any one who reasons that as 100 tons

of water per acre represents a rain fall of 24 hours,

this alone, without the saturation of manure, must be
worth one penny per ton, or 8s. Ad. per acre, and in-

deed in dry weather for Grass crops very much more.
As to the quantity required per acre, Mr. Telfer, of
Canning Park, Ayr, tells me that he applies 500 tons

of water per Scotch acre at five dressings, to his Italian

Rye-Grass, with five cwt. of Guano at each dressing,

making a total annual application of 25 cwt. of Guano
per Scotch acre (one-fourth larger than the English

acre). This is in a naturally moist climate, therefore

we may estimate the water-absorbing power of the
barren sandy wastes in the neighbourhood of the metro-
polis far more considerable. That those wastes would
be rendered highly productive after the application of

town sewage cannot be doubted.

The experiments of Mr. Wilkins, who grew two
crops of Hemp and Flax in one season at Wokingham
last year, settle the question. Now, if you apply
500 tons per acre you will only require 152,100 acres

to absorb your 76 millions of tons. As 640 acres are
a square mile, you would at that rate require 237
square miles, or a square area whose diameter would
be about 15 miles. I have a strong conviction that

a very much larger quantity of sewage, say 1000 tODS
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per aero, at leant may ho profitably applied to our

sandy, gravelly, and chalky wastes. Thin would afford

a great economy in distance and expense. On the

Kdinburgli nicadoWH iih much hh'HOOO Iouh per Scotch

aero arc applied ; but that appeal's l<> mo hardly a

necessary quantity. Still, if such large quantities

could be applied to ho limited an area, it is clear that

instead of one penny per ton the OOBt need not much
exceed one farthing. Six thousand tons atone farthing

per ton would be Ql. 5s. per aero. Thin would pay ; for

tho average letting of the Edinburgh meadows to the

cow-keeperH was, i am informed, last year 211. per

aero—a pretty good evidence of the beneficial effects

of town howage on waste lands that wore a few yearn

einco worthless and barren,

I apprehend no ono will doubt tho economy of

transmiHsiou of fluids by tubes, seeing that by road

Carriage tho charge of carting near the metropolis

would bo at least IUL per ton per mile. There Sh no

foor of our being overwhelmed with cheap bay or super-

abundant milk by this process, for our metropolitan

wants become annually moro and more gigantic, but I

do know, from extended and minute observation, that

tho infants and juveniles of this metropolis would

present a very different muscular and general develop-

ment if this scheme were carried out, for now tho

wretched wrecks of noble short-horned cows, observable

on every green patch around tho metropolis, speak

volumes of the thin sky-blue which is vainly expected

by fond parents to form tho bono and flesh of their dear

children. Their pallid faces and feeble limbs present

infallible evidence of dofoetivo nutrition, In conclusion

1 do hope that (his club of practical agriculturists will,

by their resolution this evening, stamp their opinion of

the necessity for this great national economy. (Hear,

hear, and cheers.)

Mr. Oathbort Johnson admitted tibia was a most Important and
opportune Bubjoot, but ono fraught with difficulty, Tho great

dUlicnlty was not. In persuading tho farmers of England of tho

j*roat value of sewage manure, but was to bo found In the fact

that they had never been ablo to avail themsolvos of it. (Hoar.)

It was aluo forgotten in any experiments that had hitherto taken
place that the sewage of a town was of tho greatest value tho
further it could bo removed from it. Anew light has now dawned
upon the subject through tho great efforts of Mr. Cliadwick, who
lias ably shown that tbo further ovory form of sewage was re-

moved from tho habitations of tho people tho better. One result

of that gentleman's labours was that tbo towns have resolved to

make an effort, and tho Metropolitan Commission of Sewers,
of which he was a member, had last week decided to form a
large sewer, commencing near Lambeth, which, after traversing
Southwark,Ro4hcrhithe, Greenwich, and Woolwich, should finally

empty itself at IMumstead, whore it would bo pumped into a
large reservoir capable of containing tho whole sewage of Loudon
for 24 hours; and at the first ebb of the tide the sluice gates were
to bo opened, so that this matter, which was of tho greatest
value to tho English farmers, might ho carried out to sea. He
hinted, however, that when that plan was finished, some men
would be found who would come forward and take the subject up,
eo that the sewage of Loudon might be distributed over the
thirsty grounds of the county of Kent. On the north side of the
rivor also a great sewer was to be made, which was to empty
itself at Barking Creek, so that on both sides the sewage of
London would be made available for agriculturists. After quoting
the opinion of Professor Way on the subject of the sewage of
towns, and] giving the results of the washings of the streets of
London, all of which contained potash, and would be washed into
the new sewers, Mr. Johnson proceeded to state that when the
matters in tbo sewers were collected together In a solid form, the
farmers used it, and he felt certain that when the sewage of
Londou was collected tog- tber in the way proposed by the com-
missioners that they would again avail themselves of it. With
regard to his own experiments, he might state that they had
been very satisfactory. He had bad the soil analysed before the
operations began, and" had had it done since, and he intended in
the course of a few days to publish the result. Tho grass which
had beeu subjected to the action of liquid manure was an object
of great attraction; and he had had no loss than rive full cuts
from bis, while his neighbours on the other side of the hedge,
who had not used liquid manure, had only had ono cut and a half.
His neighbour's crop was ripe while, as he before stated, his
were only cuts.

Mr. Woods, of Sussex, felt certain that if the sewage of towns
could be obtained by the farmers at the prices named by Mr.
Mechi, it would be used to the full extent. All questions of a
sanitary form were quite beyond what they had met to consider.
He was sure that farmers would avail themselves of the liquid
manure if they could get if, but they could not, and thev were
therefore compelled to content themselves with the solid. He
considered the finest mode of dressing the laud was by liquid
manure, and all that the farmers wanted was to get the plan
proposed carried out. (Hear.) It was a question for capitalists,
and if they would only favour the farmers with cheap liquid
manure, they would iu return favour them with cheap food.

Mr. B. Webster, of Worcester, knew that land irrigated with
night soil had been rendered three times as valuable. Having
stated many instances where liquid manure was used with the
greatest advantage, he complained of it on the ground of nuisance,
and concluded by remarking that if the town sewage were con-
veyed and used on the dry sands of Bagshot, they would make
tho finest market ground in the world, but he very much doubted
whether it would be of any use on cold clay land.

Mr. Chadwick said that he had considered the subject under
consideration for many years, and with regard to the nuisances
complained of, knew it was caused by the mode of distribution.
But that was also the case with the water meadows, which not
only extended the rot in sheep, but where villages wore near,
caused typhus and oilier fevers largely to prevail. In Italr, the
laws would not allow a water meadow within six miles of a' city.
The nuisance complained of in the use of liquid manure would
bo obviated more or less by the use of the jet, and the object
would be more effectually promoted. In the case of the Edinburgh
water meadows, the rent of the space would pay for putting down
iron pipes. After stating various instances in which the nuisance
had been obviated by the use of the jet, he went on to say that
by its use the same area would be fertilised to five times the
extent. He knew of an instance where no less than 90 tons of
Cabbage had been grown on a. Scotch acre, and of no case of
cereal crop where the increased produce had not been more than
a quarter per acre. Mr. Pusey also bore testimony to the use of
the liquid manure, when he stated that bis crops had been largely
Increased by the use of the water-drill. The greatest difficulty
that stood in the way of the adoption of the plan carried out by
Mr. Mcchl was that of who should pay, the landlord or the
tenant. The value of liquid manure was four or five times
greater than that of solid manure, for while the solid was lying

altogether. In conclusion bo itatad that by tho adoption of flu

plan proposed ho conildersd there would be b grand future tot

tg Ituro
i

< lioem).

Mr. Moore stated thai he had road t report printed

upon tho ffatei meadows f »' Scotland, l" which it wan il il

land which bod provloti ilj baen '"'' (forth I*, per aero wm then

worth B0«,, i 'in.! '.niy for Gross land. Ho though! II n llo,and

bad travelled 800 mllcfl '" see for himself, and n II

astonishod, in using solid manure thoro was great WMt», but

,,i M ' oi Mm beautiful roaturcs In the use ol the liquid manure was
Unit you could food tbo crop wlieneverll required It. Wli
to tho objection that It would bo of no use «" cold cli li

i
.nil tate from his own experience that It would no( if tbo land

was not drained f
bu I irbere that had boon done no land

productive as clay land when cultivated with liquid man
I

,,.. ,,i oi h,!., do < id Instance the cose ol Ql i
•

Bterllc land of that neighbourhood bod been rendered

ductlvo.

Mr. Sidney should like to nee some experiments carried on on

n Hoalo proportionate with tho Importance ol the

was tired of hearing of tho results that had boon obi

tho sixth "i
i re or from a wine glass (laughter).

Mr. Nenbftt bad bad his attention directed tothe ubjci tfoi

pasl G orfl years, and bad ascertained from experiments thai

Could only inqmnil*- tin; m-dlmcntary matter from the liquid, lint it

v. : i tho groatestconsequonco that you should In taking the !

I

also obtain tho soluble nitrates and other salts ; bul thai had 1

1

!

an vri boon dono, and timv wero all allowed t<> flow Into tho river.

Ho thought It wim niily by CdllectlnK Hi'- wli-.h: ol the l

matter Into a reservoir, and pumping It out again, that tho v*lu«

able parts, which tho land most needed, could be obtained. Ho bad
no doubt, that liquid manure wasoftho greatest use to green crops;

but with regard to<coreals, one drawback, would be, that If the

cnqi imd ji dressing and a wot season was afterwards-to set In the

whole of the crop would bo laid. I Hear.) He trusted that some
plan would be brought forward for saving Hie sewage of towns
and for lotting the farma have It, considering, as he did, that it

was of the greatest utility to them. It wan a disgrace to the

country and the ago in which wo lived, that h» much v;-l i
.

!.!•

fertilising matter should he allowed to escape to the sea. Seal

After a few words from Mr. Acton, who said it was a curious

thing that the Grass on Kennlngton Turk, which was laid on

land composed of nothing but night soil, Bhould have turned

yellow, and from*tho Chairman: Mr. Mechi (said he wished to

disabuse tho minds of all present that liquid manure was not so

good on. clay as light soil. He was certain that these opinions
would differ If parties were only to see it In US0. He concluded
by moving a resolution to the effect that the Club considers that

sewage manure might be rendered of great value; and that, it

it could be supplied at a cost sufficiently moderate to warrant its

use, its introducer would be entitled to their gratitude.—Mr.
Oakley seconded the motion, which was put and carried.

Mr. Smith, of Rye, proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Mechi,
which was carried by acclamation.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the proceedings,
and the meeting broke up.
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Miscellaneous.
Death of Mr. Boldcn of Lancaster.—It is with regret

that we announce the death of Mr. Bolder), well known
in the agricultural world as the owner of a valuable

herd of short-horns. Mr. Bolden was in his 70th year,

and was one of the few breeders of short-horns con-

temporary witii the Collings'—who possessed a herd at

the time of the Ketton sale.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
Tin * OBI L1 1 V akdGENTRY i I lU.r-

tlcull
: it • rater Appan

at ">ir Worth Uh-
WofkMf

King's Road, Chelsei
slvo vnri' trofHotl I

i

•
I

and In foil •

,

combining all modern Impn
i that a lady oi in ulwt tUdev-

'i In HOT-WATEK
the House* and Pita,

affording both top
and bottom hi

"*-nt- opera-
tion and particularly

worthy of attention.
m

thcr equal In length 1000 feet Tbey *r<: all i:

heated by oru boUer
t
which, during the severe winter .

tin labour an<l foel

more than 8*. Hd. per day, and
tho apparatus is bo arranged
that each House or Pll may bo
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
.iti'1 Greenhouse Plants are also In the blgfaeat state of culti-
vation, and for sale at very low price*. AIkoa fine collection

of strong GrapeVines In pots, from eyes, all the be«t sorts.

PlanH, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Bolldlnga; tho
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c„ forwarded on ap]

to .Tons WEEKS &: Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Ixtodou.

E,
cation.

GLAZING WITH OR WITHOUT PUTTY.
DKNCH, Patent Hothouse Work's, King**
Road, Chelsea.—Printed Price Lists supplied on appll-

Calendar of Operations.

FEBRUARY.
Wester Ross, Feb. 5.—After a fortnight of severe frost ire

have again a return of fresh weather with easterly wind. The
frost came very opportunely, as there was much manure to cart

out, which could scarcely have been accomplished in the previous
wet weather, but which was satisfactorily and speedily executed
when the wettest field afforded as firm footing as the best made
road. And there are many things which are apt to be overlooked
or forgotten until the season comes round when the ground is

locked up, and the ordinary cultivators laid aside. Fresh weather
has returned in time to admit of field operations being gone on
with as early as is desirable, and it is not at all likely that we
will now have a protracted frost or snow. A pretty large breadth
of Wheat has been already sown. and. weather permitting, a
good deal more will yet be laid down. The price of Rarley has
this year been low compared with the price of "Wheat or Oats,

and the likelihood is that there will be a smaller breadth of

Barley and a larger proportion of Wheat sown than last year.

The price of Oats is generally higher comparatively In this

county than that of any other kind of grain, and is just now as
high as the London price of Oats. A large proportion of our soil

is well adapted for growing Wheat, and a very large proportion
of the county is under sheep, and as our population is still

respectably numerous, and as Oatmeal forms their staple food,

especially since the Potato failure, we find that we can scarcely

grow Oats enough to supply our necessities, so there are annu-
ally imported a few cargoes of this commodity from the more
exclusively Oat-growing counties. Potatoes are once again to

be pretty largely planted, on the faith that should we
have a visit from the disease this year at all, it will make
its appearauce in a mild and harmless form : and, besides,

although the disease came so early last year as to leave
us no Potatoes to ship, and very few fit to eat, yet what we
have got are an admirable size for planting whole. The
disastrous attacks of that disease with us hitherto have been
biennial, and believing this to be now its established haJbit, we
look for a respite this season. There is a great deal of distress
and poverty throughout the highlands, caused by the Potato
failure. The farmers' expenditure this year bids fair to be larger
than usual. Artificial manures of all sorts are more costly;

wages of man, woman, and child, are increasing, and. by and
bye, the firmer is likely to find that even should present prices

continue, they would not be greatly too much to meet the
increasing outlay.

OHEET GLASS (15 oz.) of good quality in 100 feetO boxes.
10 in. bv 8 in. and under 15*. per
11 in. by 9 in. to 22 in. by 14 in 17*. „
Larger sizes to 2S in. by 18 in «10*. „

Also similar sizes in 21 oz. Sheet at 2ir. per box.

charged 2s. each, and returnable at the same price, if delivered

free. CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet GImi In

Crates, British and Patent Plate, &c &c. White Lead, Oil*.

Turpentine. Colours, i-c.—G. FAEint-OE & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield.

Notices to Correspondents.
Gorse : B. The Rev. W. D. Fox, ofJDelamere, Cheshire, has been
kind enough to give us the following replies to your questions :

The Gorse seed commonly sold in the seedsmen's shops is the
only kind of seed. Some will sell it as " French Gorse." but I
do not think it is the lenst different. Decidedly sow where it

is to remain ; but it would also be a very good plan to have a
quantity sown in boxes—old Orange boxes answer very well,

and can be got for almost nothing—in order to fill up vacancies
in September. If your ground is very foul, I would altogether
sow in beds, and transplant in September, and you can clean
the land, but, of course, it is much more expensive, and if the
land is clean it will grow much better sown where it is to re-

main. It is more readily sown by forming the land into drills,

but the less they are raised the better. Manure will much
improve it, but is not necessary. If the drills are 2 feet apart,

, a horse hoe can be freelv used for cleansing between row;,
on the land waiting for some chance shower to come and wash Italian Rye-Grass: Parvus Agrieola. We shall publish a full
lie goodness into the land the better portions were escaping! statement on the subject on March 10.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
of British Manufacture. at prices varying from 2d. to 3<f.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CEOWN GLASS. GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES. PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square. London.

See Gardwr*' Chro-nicU first Saturday in each month-

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES.
THOMAS MILLINGTOr-vS present prices for good

16 oz. sheet glass, boxes included.

6in. by 4in. to6in. bvojin. ... \$s.Z<L

7 bv 5 to Shy 6 13 6
S^bvG* tolbbvS 14 -per 100 feet.

lo; bv SI to 144 bv 10} 16
17 by 10 to IS by IS "... • ...IS

A great varietv of sizes. Particulars had on applitv
ORCHARD HOUSE SQUARES on Mr. Bitzes's plan, to

whom I have sold some thousands of feet.

Large Sheets for cutting up, in cases, at 2 id-, and 3Ar a
HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS -

and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating Glasses,

Wasp Traps, Cucumber Tubes, Preserve Jars, with and without
covers ; Fern Glasses.

Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass.

Glass Shades for ornaments.
Greenhouses, erected in either wood or iron. Garden Lights

and Frames.
S7, Bishopsgate Street Without, London—same side as Eastero

Counties Railway
. s

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES. GREENHOUSES.
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS a.vt> Co. have the pleasure to
v hand their present prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES. CROWX SQUARES-
In Boxes of 100 feet In Boxes o: 1

Under G bv 4 ... * £0 12s. 6d. ... Sf. Sd.

6 bv 4. and 64 bv 4J 13 ... 12 6

!;;!: = 2;;!!}
0I5 °

9 „ 7, — 10~ „ ST 12 bv 9. t
12 by 10, 14 by 10 j

Larger Sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 31<f. per square foot, according to sizev

21 oz. „ 4^d\ to od, t, n n
26 ok. ., Gd, to75*i. « it

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the swr. qjdauxt
as tve supply to Sir. RtveeSj and of various dimensions, always
on Land,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet -::-==.

Glass Tiles. J of an inch thick, packed in cases, containing 50,

at i;. 17.*. 6i. per case. Packages 2s. each extra, bat allowed for

when returned.
Glass Milk Pans, 21/.per dozen: Propagating and Bee Gla==e?,

Cncumber Tubes, Lactometers. L-:rd Camoys* Milk SypncBS,
Wasp Traps: Plate, Croivn. and Ornamental Glass, Shacks fax

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116. Eishopsgate Street
Without, London.

15
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HOLCUS SACCHARATUS,
OK CHINESE SUGAR CAKE.

(See Gardeners' Chronicle, Dec. 30th, 1854.)

MR. JOHN HENDERSON, formerly of the firm

of John A. Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Place, London,

has the honour to announce that he is prepared to supply Gentle-

men, Amateurs, and Professionals, with seed of this most valuable

and estimable plant.

As the Dioscorea Batatas seems well adapted to make good any

deficiency arising from failure in the Potato crops, so this appears

admirably calculated to meet many wants of the present day. That

it may be used for the purposes of distillation, and may therefore

preserve the grain of the country, is not less certain than that

the leaf and stem (after the saccharine matter has been extracted)

contain a large amount of fibre, of such a nature as can be em-

ployed in the manufacture of every kind of paper. In both these

points, as well as in many others, this plant demands the atten-

tion of every Gardener and Amateur throughout the country;

tho more so as from the necessity that at present exists for the

production of fibres that may be used in paper manufacture a due

remuneration may be fairly expected by growers, even after the

plant has, so to speak, paid itself by the saccharine matter

-extracted from it.
,

Mr. Henderson hopes, in a few days, to have ready for the

press a more lengthened account of this plant, as well as a com-

plete statement of the latest experiments in connection with the

Dioscorea Batatas. As there are many varieties of the Holcus

W. J. H. can only be responsible for seed forwarded by himself,

which he is prepared to do in sealed jackets, at Is., 2s. Gd., 5s.,

and 10s., according to quantity.

Orders to be accompanied with a remittance to Mr. John
Henderson, Kingskerswell, Newton Abbot, South Devon.

P.S. Price to the Trade can be had on application,

X> PARKER begs to offer the following CHOICE
-tV • SEEDS, all of which are warranted new and trae to name

:

GODFREY'S (BLACK SPINE) CUCUMBER, the fmest

variety in cultivation, packets containing 12 seeds Is. Gd.

Also the following esteemed varieties of CUCUMBERS and
MELONS, in packets containing 12 seeds, at Is. each :

—

CUCUMBERS.
Henderson's Black Spine
Improved Patrick.
Walker's Long Rambler.
Manchester Prize.

Hunter's Prolific, s
Superlative Improved,
Cu thill's Black Spine.

Ohio Squasha Custard Gourd, '6d

Antirrhinum, from named flowers, Gd.

Calceolaria, from fine varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. „
Hollyhock, from fine named varieties, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. „
Lilium giganteum, the most distinct and noble species of the

genus, packets containing 20 seeds, 2s.Gd.
*«• A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from

unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington.

MELONS.
Victory of Bath.
Beechwood.
Bromham Hall.
Canteloupe.
Duke of Bedford.
Golden Perfection (extra fine).

Scarlet Flesh (Anderson's).

per packet.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELON,
GOLDEN DROP GREEN FLESH.

EDWARD TILEY having purchased the whole of
Messrs. "Wood & Son's stock of Seeds of the above-named

Melon, can with confidence recommend it to all growers
•of that splendid fruit. It has been thoroughly proved by an
eminent Melon grower, and declared by all who have seen and
tasted it to be one of the fines t-flavoured Melons yet grown.
It is a very beautiful colour when ripe, skin very thin, flesh firm
and solid, and of a most superior melting and delicious flavour.

Free setter and prolific bearer. It possesses a great advantage
over others in its exceedingly handsome appearance when placed
upon a table or on the stall of a fruit salesmen, and for exhibition
this Melon will be the favourite.
THE KING, Superb Scarlet Flesh Melon.—This is a variety

very much wanted, and which has /or some time past been
neglected, but is now becoming in great request; such being the
case, Edward Tilet has just procured a stock of this most
superb Hybrid Scarlet Flesh Melon, which he can recommend
with as great confidence as those before sent out by him, and
which have all given the greatest satisfaction to the public.

Each of the above varieties may be had in packets containing
six seeds, Is. Gd. per packet.
The following fine varieties of Melons can be highly recom-

mended, and are all warranted true:

—

The Queen ... 1*. Beechwood Is.

Brombam Hall ... Is. "Windsor Prize Is.

Incomparable ... Is. Emperor Is.

Golden Ball ... Is. Fleming's Hybrid Persian Is.

Golden Perfection... ... Is. Blackall's Green Flesh ... 1s.

Bowood ... Is. Bailey's ditto Is.

Victory of Bath ... Is. Snow's Hybrid Is.

Camerton Court ... .. Is. Gordon Castle Is.

Chichester Prize ... ... Is.

A packet of the Golden Drop and one of the King Melon, and
one packet of any other variety mentioned will be forwarded,
#ost free, on receipt of 3s. Gd. in cash or penny postage stamps.
Edward Tiley, Nurseryman, Seedsman and Florist, 14,

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

LYNCH'S STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER.
—This might with propriety be called the Champion of the

West, for it has won 11 prizes at different Horticultural Exhibi-
tions. It is a seedling raised by Mr. Lynch, the well-known
hardener to the Right Hon. the Earl of St. Germans, Lord Lieu-
tenant of Ireland. He has grown it for several years, and has
beaten everything that has been put in competition with it,

including all the newest and most recently introduced varieties.

We have purchased the whole stock, having given a very large
sum for all the seeds in his possession, and it is now for the first

time sent out; those who want a good flavoured, prolific, and
prize Cucumber, we would recommend to obtain a packet of the
seeds.

It is a first-rate winter fruity and, with careful manage-
ment, can be had in perfection all the year round. It is

most 'prolific, and hears two fruit on every joint, and as

many as 42 have been counted on a single plant in a tub

from 5 to 22 incites in length. The fruit is quite round,
like the barrel of a gun, and free from any ribs or rough-
ness on the shin. It has a short handle, and is in every

way calculated to beat any other sort in cultivation. The
spines are white, and they stand out in the most prominent
way. The slock is very limited.
Three seeds, per packet, ls.Gd.

|
Five seeds, per packet, 2s. Gd.

The following is an official account oj the number of
Prizes won by Mr. Lynch, in competition with all the best

Gardeners and the best varieties in the neighbourhood

:

—
" Royal Devon and Cornwall Horticultural Society, Nov. 11, 1854.
"Dear Sir,—The prizes awarded you for your Cucumber are

as follows :

—

1S51—May 15th, First Prize
| 1852.—Sept. 9th, First Prize

„ July 17th, Extra Prize
| 1S53.—June 8th, Second Prize

„ Sept. 4th. First Prize
,, Sept. Sth, First Prize

.iS52.—May 27th, First Prize
I 1854.—June 1st, First Prize

„ July 22d, First Prize
|

}> Sept. 9th, First Prize
In all, 10 Prizes.

" I remain, dear sir, yours truly,

__ _ T _
' "Nathaniel J. Easton, Hon. Sec.

Mr. R. Lynch, Gardener to Earl of St. Germans. Port Eliott."
>VM. E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

TO GENTLEMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTING.
WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their stock of the following very desirable

HARDY PLANTS.
Araucaria imbricata, from 2 to

7 feet high; as handsome as

plants can be.

Cedrus Deodara, in any quan-
tity, from 1 to 3 feet high

Do. do., 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10

feet high ; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 6, and
10 feet high

Pinus Douglasi, 3 to 10 feet

„ iusignis, 2 to 7 feet

„ Menziesi, 3 to 7 feet

„ Pinsapo, fine plants, 8 to

6 feet

„ Nordmnnniana, 1$ to 3 ft.,

all from seed and remark-
ably handsome

„ nobilis, 1J to 2 feet; a few
larger, 5 and 6 feet high, on
their own roots, and with
perfect leaders
Montezumffi, 2 to 4 feet

Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lam-
bertiana, 4 to 7 feet

„ thyoides variegata, 3 to

4 feet (the variegated white
Cedar)

JnniperuSjUpright Irish,perfect

columns, 3 to 7 feet

„ chineusis, 2 to 8 feet

Yew, common English,3 to 8 feet

„ Irish, 4 to 10 feet

„ gold-striped, 1£ to 3 feet

„ do., tall standards, 4 to 7 ft.

„ Dovaston, or "Weeping,
worked on tall straight

stems
Thuja aurea, the finest plants in

the country
Libocedrus chilensis, the finest

plants in the country
Large variegated Hollies

Standard Bays

Also an immense stock of large Evergreens, Standard Orna-
mental Trees, &c.

All the plants here offered may be seen growing in our

Nursery ; they are removed every year, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. . Of some, such as Araucurias,

Deodaras, Golden Yews, Thuja aurea, Pinus nobilis, Nord-
manniana, we have any quantity ; and the plants, for root and
branch, are "not to be surpassed. Priced Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage stamps, to Waterer
and Godfrey, nephews and successors of the late Hosea Waterer,
Knap Hill Nursery, "Woking, Surrey, near the AVoking Station,

South-Western Railway, where all trains stop, and where capital

conveyances can be obtained.

The 2d. stamp will also include a descriptive Catalogue of their

American Plants, Roses, and Nursery St«"'Ck in general.

ESSRS7~E. G. HENDERSON and SON, of the
"Wellington Road Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, beg

to inform their Patrons and the Public that their NEW CATA-
LOGUE OF SEEDS for 1855 is now ready, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

E. G. H. & Son take this opportunity of stating that none but

the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable Seeds appear
in their list; and among the Flower Seeds only those whose
beauty and merit are universally acknowledged, together with
a carefully selected stock of the principal new varieties.

E. G. H. & Son beg respectfully to call particular attention to

the following choice seeds of Florists' Flowers, which have been
saved from a fine collection of named plants, and also to the

annexed New and Choice Flowers, which they can confidently

recommend, and in their Catalogue will be lonnd the names of

20 beautiful ornamental Grasses. Also 12 variegated and orna-

mental foliage plants, for decorating the flower garden during the

summer months, with full descriptions and other information

respecting the following

CHOICE FLORIST FLOWERS.
Per packet

—

s.

Antirrhinum, extra fine

mixed
Auricula, fine mixed ... 1

Balsam, double Camellia
flowered, in packets of

6 distinct colours se-

parate 3

„ double Rose flowered
in packets of 6 distinct

colours separate ... 3

„ new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours sepa-
rate, extra fine ... 5

„ Aurora, fine dbl. cr. 1

„ new dbl. pale yellow 1

Carnation, from stage

flowers 1

Calceolaria, from choice

hybridized flowers
2s. Gd. and 5

Cineraria, from choicest

varieties ... Is. Gd. and 2

Per packet

—

s.

Chrysanthemum,Pompone,
fine mixed . 1

„ large flowered,

fine mixed 1

Geranium, choice show ... 2

„ choice fancy ... 2

Hollyhock, first quality ... 2

„ second quality 1

„ in 12 distinct

coloHrs, each colour ...

Pansy, choice show, from
named flowers ... 1

„ choice fancy, from
beautiful striped and
spotted flowers ... 1

Petunia, from extra fine

named varieties ... 1

„ saved from crimson
flowers with green
edges 1

Verbena, choice mixed ... 1
Mimulns, beautifully

blotched

NEW AND OTHER CHOICE FLOWERS.
Per packet

—

s.

Abronia umbellata ... 1

Anagallis azurea grandi-
flora 1

„ rubra 1

Arctotis breviscapa ...

A-Ster, new Peony pyramid,
in packets of 10 dis-

tinct colours separate 3
„ new bouquet pyra-

midal, in packets of
12 distinct colours se-

parate 3
Alonso Warscewiczi ... 5

Clintonia pulchella ...

Coreopsis coronata ...

„ filifolia

„ bicolor nana ...

„ Drummondi gran-
diflora ...

Calendrina umbellata ...

Cyclamen persicum ... 1

„ „ rubrum 1

Centauridium Drummondi
Dianthus Dunuetti sn-

perba 1

„ chinensis flora

pleno, extra fine ...

Digitalis, new spotted ...

Eucnida bartonioides ...

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia... 1

Gramauthes gentianoides
Humea elegahs
Ipomea rubra ca?rulea ... 1

„ limbata 2
Leptosiphon luteum ...

„ aureum, ... 1
Linum grandiflorum rubra

Is. 6<2.and 2
Lobelia racemosioides ...

,, erinus oculata ...

„ Queen Victoria
(scarlet)

,, Roi Leopold (blue)
Larkspur, new double im-

proved Hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours ... 2

Limnanthes sulphurea
odorata 1

d. Per packet

—

s.

6 Lychnis fulgens (scarlet)

Lythrum roseum superbum
Mignonette, new large

flowering
6 Oxalis rosea

Phlox decussata, from fine

named varieties ... 1

„ Drummondi coccinea 6
Portulacca, new orange ... 6

„ rosea 6
Primula sinensis fimbriata,

alba, and rubra, mixed 2 6
Poppy, new large Peony

flowei'ed, in 8 brilliant

6 colours 2
6 Rhodanthe manglesi ... 6
6 Reseda myriophylla (new

Mignonette) 1

6 Schizanthus Grahami car-
6 nea 4
u „ retusus ... 3

„ retusus albus... G
6 Salpiglossus, scarlet, blue,

and sulphur, each ... 6

Stock, Scarlet Interme-
diate 6

„ German.newlarge
G flowering, in packets

G of 6 distinct colours,

separate 2 6

q „ Intermediate, or

6 Autumn, in packets
of 12 distinct colours
separate 3 O

6 „ Brompton, or Win-
ter, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sep. 2 6

Emperor, in pkts.

q of 5 distinct colours,

4 separate 2
Sweet William, new dbl.

mixed 6

Tropseolum, Triomphe de
Gaud

„ Lille Schmidt
„ tricolor ...

„ Schewerianum
Vittanenia lobata 1

Whitlavia grandiflora ... 1

Holcus Saccharatus (New Soger Cane), Is. and 2s. Gd.
Dioscorea Batatas (Japanese Yam), 2s. Gd. each tuber.

February ^10.

LATE WHITE SUPERB BROCCOLI—" EMPEROR."
EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock 9

• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-
deners, Thorngumbald, near Hull, begs to announce that he is
prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. Gd. each. This
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of
the Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the
EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into use before
it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with headB from
15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three
weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the
best price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well
known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
around London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the
Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow a flat to stand
for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, producing
heads from IS lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the
stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in.

packets at 2s. Gd. each.
Each may be had of Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152,

Fleet Street; and Messrs. Hurst & M'Mdllen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London. Also of tlie Advertiser, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

QNOW'S SUPERB BROCCOLI.—Every seed new^ and true. Sealed packet, Is.
;
per oz., 3s. ;

pound bags for
the trade on liberal terms.
GLENNY'S IMPROVED BALSAM.—Unequalled for size,

doubleness, and colour ; 6 classes, 3*. ; mixed, Is. ; sealed packets
with culture.

DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS from noble flowers. Sealed
packet, Is.

Stamps or P.O. orders to George Glennt, Horticultural agent,
Dungannon House, Fulham, Sales, valuations, &c„, attended:
Ground Laid Out, Rockwork, Oi-namental Water, &c., planned
and executed.

WILD'S IPSWICH STANDARD CUCUMBER,
the best in the world for Table, Market, or Exhibition,

2s. Gd. per packet.
Extract of a Letter from a Surscribee.—"As'to Cucum-

bers, I have four varieties now in bearing, but the ' Ipswich
Standard' eclipses the lot. I am now (11th January), cutting
splendid fruit 14 to IS inches long, coming up to your standard of

12 diameters in every stage of their growth, viz., at 12 inches
long 1 inch diameter; at 18 inches, 1£ inch. I have no hesita-

tion in saying that your Cucumber is a perfect beauty, and the
best doing one I ever saw. P.S. 1 will send you a specimen
shortly, which I would thank you to send to Dr. Lindley."

Semi-double PRIMULA SINENSIS, in five.colours, the best
ever seen, 2s. Gd. per packet.

" My opinion of them is that they are not only the best that
have yet been obtained, but possess a new character in the
velvety substance of their petals."

—

Mr. D. Beaton.
Agent, Mr. Chas. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough.

Thomas Wild, Ipswich.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON AND SON will

commence sending out plants in April next of their new
Seedling Fuchsias, with white Corollas, both double and single,

and some others with blue, violet, and variegated Corollas.

(For description and price see back No. of this Journal for Jan.
27th, 1855), or a printed list will be sent free by post on applica-

tion ; and a coloured plate of thi'ee of the varieties will be sent
post free on receipt of six postage stamps.

QUEEN VICTORIA.
PRINCE ALBERT.
MRS. STORY.
RANUNCULIFLORA.
PERRUGINO.

EMPRESS EUGENIE.
RAFFAELLE.
LADY OE THE LAKE-
WATER NYMPH.
BANKS'S FAVOURITE.

The entire stock of all Seedling Fuchsias distinguished with
a white Corolla were purchased for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS
of the late W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon, who
succeeded in introducing this great novelty. And in consequence of
an advertisement which appeared a few weeks back in the Gardeners*
ChrordcU trom Messrs Lucombe, Pince, & Co., of Exeter, offering
two new Fuchsias similar in character to those purchased of Mr.
Story, and after a written communication with that gentleman
(who was then confined to his bed by illness) it was thought
necessary for one of the firm to make further inquiries about
them, and in consequence Mr. Andrew Henderson went to
Exeter and Newton, when he was informed by a jobbing
g»rdener at Newton that he had received Seven Pounds for

them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated) he had been
offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, but whose
name or address he did not know.

Messrs. E. G . H. & Son think the above explanations necessary
in consequence of a great number of their customers having
ordered them at higher prices than those quoted. This reduction
is made in consequence of information which they have received
that leaves no doubt on their miods but that those to be sent out
by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co. are similar in character to

the above.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, February 10.

LIQUID AMBER.—The undernamed is a buyer of
either a large or small quantity of the above. Send cash

price, and height, to Mr. Jetes, Nurseries, Northampton.

BANKS' NEW SEEDLING FUCHSIAS FOR 1855-

WJ. EPPS begs to state that lie has purchased
• the following Seedling Fuchsias, raised by that celebrated

grower, E. Banks, Esq., of Sholden Lodge, Deal ; they were the
first selection from his splendid batch of Seedlings of 1S54, and
have been thoroughly proved. They are distinct, rich, and the.
greatest advance upon any of the kinds known, and cannot fail to
give the highest satisfaction.

CLIMAX.— (named by Mr. Banks.)—Tube stout, sepals very
broad reflex, with a pretty curve or half circle, the points of the
petals touching the seed vessel ; colour, rich velvety crimson

—

the corolla is very large, of a splendid violet blue and great sub-*,

stance : habit, robust, and blooms particularly free. 7s. Gd.

FAIRY QUEEN.— Very distinct and striking, immense
bloomer, beautiful waxy white tube and sepals, tinged with
lemon ; long well-proportioned flower ; corolla large, and of a
very rich plum colour puce. 7s. Gd.

GRAND SULTAN.—A very noble flower, and will be many
years before it is equalled; beautiful foliage, and first-rate for

exhibiting; flowers large, very stout, sepals reflex, similar to '

the Turn Cap Lily, and of a very rich crimson colour; corolla

large, and very dark velvety purple. 7s. Gd.

MAID OF KENT.—This Fuchsia is pronounced by the fol-

lowing judges, viz., Mr. Edwards, Secretary to the Floricultural
Society; Mr. Barnes, of Camden Nursery; Mr. Todd, of Sutton,
to be the prettiest and most distinct Fuchsia yet raised; habit,
dense and bushy, producing great clusters of pretty reflexed
blooms, of great substance, very clear waxy white, with a rich
plum-coloured puce corolla, and exceedingly striking. 105. Gd.

BEAUTY OF THE BOWER,—A very rich and perfect
formed flower, scarlet tube and sepals, which reflex over the
tube, displaying a beautiful dark purple corolla of great sub-
stance: habit, perfect. 7s. Gd.

OMER PACHA.—A large and well-proportioned flower, with
dark crimson tube and sepals : corolla, intensely dark velvety
purple : habit, excellent and very graceful. 7s. Gd.

The Set will be sent out in April.—Strong Plants, at 42s.

The usual discount to the Trade where thi'ee of each are taken.
Agent:—Hur.ST and M'Muxlen, Seed Merchants, Leadenhall

Street, London.—Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AT THE LOWEST PRICES

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP

GRAY SON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
'""1 RAY and OUMSON, Dnnvcrs Street, Cliolsen, having had cnnsiilcralilo ex-

J periotK'n in tlio construction of Horticultural Krectiona, which, for clegauce of

3Bi|*n, good materials, and workmanship, comhined with economy and practical

Inptation, cannot ho surpassed by anything of the kind in the count'.-

y, are in a

OBition to execute orders on the lowest possible terms. .

G. & 0. havo heen extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, arid I.

Nurserymen ; and they can wiih the greatest confidence give the m<*l Itftif/irtfTTJ

references to all by whom they have been favoured with hi . r Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and acientifie principle*, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Mot Water can be made available.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

lee :

TO AGRICULTURISTS.

B. GREENING AND CO.
BEG to call attention to the Wire Fencing they are now offering at ONE SHILLING PER LINEAL

YARD. It is 3 feet inches high, very strong, exceedingly durable, and perfectly efficient, being warranted to tarn Horses,

Cattle, and Sheep. It is stronger than the common strained Wire Fencing, over which it possesses many considerable advantages.

It may be thinly and effectively erected by farm labourers, it requires fewer supports than any other (once, and when fixed, although

it is decidedly ono of the firmest and most stable fences, yet it does not constitute that impediment to improvement that the

strained fence or a hedge does, as it can be removed to another line without the expense of sending tor skilled workmen.

Manufactured by Patent . Machinery by E. GKEEMNG and CO.,

Agricultural Iron Works, 1 and 3, Church Gate, Manchester.

K.B. Catalogues, Pattern Sheets, and Price Lists, sent per Post, on receipt of four Slanrps (cost of Postage).

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING for GAME and
SHEE1- FENCING, AVIARIES, PIIEASANTK1ES, &C.

2 iucli Mesh, light, Od. per lineal yard, 2 feet wide.

„ strong, Sd. „ „

Netting of any size or quantity, and Fencing of all kinds,
supplied on the shortest notice.

William Pray & Co., Manufacturers, Swan Lane, Upper
Thames Street, near London Bridge.

PROTECTION or
2 and 3 yards
& Co., Derby.

"IVOOLLEN NET for the
' » WALL FRUIT TREES FROM FROST,

wide, can be had of "WEA'rnEnrtEAD, Walters
See Gnnhntri ChrcmicU of Oct. 2S, 1S5+.

"O ALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS; the best and
-^ J. cheapest for all purposes of shelter and shade from Frost,
Hail Storms, and Gales of Wind. No. 0, M. ; No. 1, Sid. No. 2,

€d. ; Nos. Sand 4, 7d. All- 56 inches wide, and in lengths of
10. 20, 30, and 00 yards.—Manchester.

HPANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
-*- Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security ol

fresh Bown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per sqnare
yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 600 yards, 80s.; 1000 yards, 60s. Scrim
Canvass, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southward; Emigrant
Outfitters, Shin Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near tho East India Export Dock, Blackball.

WEEDS ON WALKS.
FLEMING'S WEEDING or SALTING

MACHINE for GRAVEL WALKS, COURT YARDS.
&c, manufactured and sold by Alexander Shasks & Sox, Ar-
broat.li. Forfai shiro, from whom particulars with prices may be had.

M R

MAW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEaMENTS form
an indestructible and highly decorative substitute for

ordinary flooring, and their imperishable Oil Cloth Coverings for

Entrance Halls, Passages, Verandahs, Conservatories, &c.

—

Maw & Co. send free of expense their Book* of Designs, suitable
in price and style for every description of Building.— Benthall
Works, Brosclcy, Salop.

TO BE LET, EAST BOTTOM FARM, comprising
A Farm-house, with suitable Farm Buildings, three Cottages,
and 411 acres, 1 rod, IS perches ot' Arable and Pasture Land,
together with the right of pasturage on an adjacent Down. The
land is a light soil on chalk, congenial for Turnips and Stock,
and lies well together. It is situate in the parish of Ringwold,
in the county of Kent, four miles from the towu of Dover, and three
miles from Deal. Immediate possession may be had.—To view
the farm apply to Mr. Sandfokp, Martin's Farm, near Dover; or
to Messrs. Osbors & Gakrkt, Estate Agen*s. Fareham. Hants.

'1X> BE LET ON LEASE, FARMS IN DORSET-
-JL SHIRE, on the Milton Abbey Estate, seven miles from
Bland ford, and 11 from Dorchester, with entry at 33th March.
and Uth October next.

1st DELCOMBE, in the parish of Milton Abbas, containing
335 acres or thereby, whereof 140 acres are Grass, and 195
arable; the greater part a deep, friable, calcareous loam. This
farm is equally adapted for a mixed dairy and corn manage-
ment, or for com and stock. The buildings are commodious,
and the farm residence is picturesquely placed, on a lawn, with a
walled garden. The farm is tithe free.

•2d. ANSTEY FARM, in the parish of Hilton, now containing
304 acres, or thereby, whereof 10C acres are Grass and Meadow,
and 111 Arable. This Farm has hitherto been occupied as a
dairy and corn farm, for which it is well adapted, the land being
well watered anil of good quality. It is capable of much im-
provement by drainage and otherwise, for which every facility

and encouragement will be offered by the landlord. The arable
part of the farm is a friable loam on ch.ilk. the Grass land in the
vale a deep earthy soil.—For further particulars apply in London.
to James CAIRO, 9, Little Ryder Street. St. James's ;and in Dorset,
to WALTER AxnEBSOK, MiUou Abbey, Blandford.—Feb. 10.

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
EsTAIXI'-TIED ].•: THK Vk '

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, the NUR-
SERY and BEED SHOP at Taunton,

I

put fn
the occupation of MCMrii. M'lntyre and Jl J Ground*
and Stock are In excellent condition, moderately rented, and are
well worthy the attention of any person wishing to carry on the
business. If required tho quantity of ground may be reduced.
The Nuraery is about 6 minutes* Walk . illway Station*

Apply to Mr. i Proprietor, Elm Cottage, Taunton.

TOUE SOLD, the BUSINESS, GREENHOUSES,
Jl PITTS, FRAMES, and STOCK therein, containing a choice
collection of Plants in the finest condition ; aUo the Lease of the
ACACIA ROAD NURSERY, Bltnatod in the best pi-

John's 'Wood, and close to the Regent's Park. Tbere is an
excellent Residence, with Stable, Coach, and Potting-booses.
Well worthy the attention of any person wishing to carry en the
business. A part of the purchase money may remain on security
if required. Further particulars may be obtained of the pro-
prietor, Rodekt Yeo, Esq., 10, Victoria Terrace, Bebrize, Road,
St. John's Wood, London.

T^GOS, from the Yards of Mr. G. Botham, Wexham
J-J Court.—Prize Spanish, 30*.; ditto Brahma Pootras, 2li.:

ditto White Cochin, 21s.; ditto Grey Dorking, ditto Red Speckled
Dorking, ditto Silver Pencilled Hambnrgs, ditto Dsckwing, Game,
ditto Rouen and Buenos Ayres Ducks, a: 10t. 6-/. per setting of 13.

—May be had by sending a Post-office order, payable at Slough.
Box and packing, is.

ORKING FOWLS.—Eg^s, from remarkably lar^e
and weighty birds, of the best coloured breed, will be dis-

posed of at 155. the dozen, box included.—Address W. G- Railway
Inn, Uolme, Stilton. Hunts.

T^O BE SOLD, BUFFCOCHIN CHICKENS, from
-*- first class Prize Birds, BrahroaPootraChickens.fromimported
American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens. Alsos:-
goodttne-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. Wire, Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hardies, Hen-hoases, Chicken
Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden Arches, and every
kind of Wire Work, useful and ornamental.—T. H. F<: ~.

of London Wire Works, 44, Skinner Street, and 6 & S, Snow Hili.
Illustrated Catalogues forwarded post free.

FANCY POULTRY.-PERIODICAL SALE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
Great Room, 3S, King Street. C en, on TUBS-

DA Y. Feb.20, at 12 o'clock precisely, POULTRY snd PIGEON'S.
many of which are first-class Birds: the Spanish E
the brothers and sisters to those that took first prizes at

ampton, Cambridge, Reading. Salisbury, and Newport, and also

those that took first prize at Colchester, from the yard of Sir

Archibald Macdonald. at Lephook; verv choice Span;-

Mr. John Clarke, of Harsley Row ; and* first-rate WMl
and Black Cochins, Brahmas. Hamburghs, Dorkings, ft*

Mr. Cyrus Clark, of Glastonbury, G-C. Adkins, Esq
some choice Carriers, Pouters, and other I

Esq., and several well-known Fanciers.—Catalogues by enclosing

a stamped directed envelope to Mr. J. C- Stt~
Street. C went Garden.

PEAR AND APPLE TREES AND CAMELLIAS.
From the Clakexdok N

^^R. J. C. STEVENS is instructed by Mr. Rene
-L Langelier to announce for Sale by Auction, at his Grer

Room. 3S. King Street, Covent Garden. 'on FRIDAY -

and following dav, at 12 o'clock, without reserv

TREES of the most approved meltii

Yictoria (not yet out) and others new to ih
:
.~

which Mr. Langelier can warrant true to ni~
cultivation: 100 fine Apple Trees (Bammc
the island of Jersev bv James Han-
rate qualitv. keeping till June: : D™*e

Camellias with flower-buds and some in bloom, a.

_

jnes one week before theSale of Mr. J. - :

Kins Street, Covent Garden. Load

TO GENTLEMEN. FLORiSTS. AND OTHERS.

YTESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
1'-*- directed bv Mr. Halicv - "--? Mart,

Bartholomew Lane, on THCRSDAY. F 22 . o'clock,

Doable CAMEIX1 3, from IS to 5
comprising "aU the approved kinds, beautimlly fnrnlsVed wiih

bloom buds: also a fine American Plants, ccr

Ghent, and other Azaleas, Hybri -

Magnolias, Andromeda floribtrnda. -
: choice Ericas

aud"Epacri^ of s:r;~. R jses, Dahlias in dry roots, &c—On view
the morning of S joes Hart; and : i-i

Auctioneers, American Nursery. Leytonstone, Essex.
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GREAT WESTERN, NORTH-WESTERN, SOUTH-WESTERN, AND SOTJTH-EASTEBN RAILWAY

SEED ESTABLISHMENT, READING, BERKS,
I

k

(Under the distinguished Patronage of the principal Members of the Royal Agricultural Society of England),

FOR SUPPLYING

SUTTON'S HOME-GROWN SEEDS TO ALL PARTS OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
A Gentleman in connection with the Gardeners* Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette, who is in the practice of inspecting the 'principal Horticultural am]

Agricultural Establishments in the Kingdom, for the purpose of reporting the peculiar features of 'each, favoured us with a visit, and the Editor honoured ns fa

publishing a Report, from which we present the following extract (sec Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov. 27, 1852) :

—

ESSRS. SUTTOX AND SONS', READING, BERKS.—* ThisMESSRS. SUTTOX AND SONS', READING, BERKS.—'* This important
seed establishment is situated in the Market Place of the fine old town of Heading, which

is easily and speedily reached by the Great Western Railway. The shop is fitted up with all the
appliances and conveniences for despatch which an extensive business demands. Behind the shop
is an extensive double range of warehouses, which are occupied by Garden and Agricultural Seeds,
more especially Turnip and Grass seeds, of both of which Messrs. Sutton have one of the best
collections in the country. Beyond the Warehouses is a Gardenin two compartments, both furnished
with glass houses and pits, llere the vitality of the different kinds of seeds is tested, and the
gayer kinds of plants kept for decorating the shop and for sale in pots. The principal Nursery,
however, belonging to this Establishment, lies on the south side of the town, in a fine level situation,

llere, Roses, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, and Conifers are chiefly cultivated, together with, here and
there, patches of the. most choice vegetables for trial.

"Of agricultural crops, a compartment was allotted to Turnips, containing about 40 varieties
of Swedish, hybrid, and other kinds. Of the former, the best appeared to be Sutton's Purple-top
and Rivers's Stubble Swede. Among hybrids, Sutton's, Skirving's, Dale's and Rivers's are all

especially worthy of mention. The largest Turnip in the grounds was the New Lincolnshire Red,
so called from its being brought originally from that county by Philip Pusey, Esq., win presented the
stock to Messrs. Sutton. Of Mangolds and Beet (which were of great size), we noticed a large red
variety, called the Elvetham Long Red; a new sort introduced by Messrs. Sutton; also very finely

formed Yellow Globe Mangold, besides the Urge Crimson Beet, and the White Silesia Sugar Beet
Tuere were also Kohl Rabi, Drumhead, and other Cabbages, White Belgian Carrots, and a very
large new orange colour variety.

" Messrs. Sutton have given up the saving of Rye, Vetches, and seed corn, in order thai
undivided attention may be given to the finer seeds, such as those of Turnip and Grass. Of the
latter, examples of all that are valuable to the farmer, or for forming permanent pastures are
collected here, and correctly labelled, so that an opportunity is afforded of inspecting their different
characters while growing in the same soil and under precisely the same treatment. In the horti-
cultural portion of the piece of land set apart as " sample ground," we remarked rows of Broccolis
Cabbages, Lettuces, &c, all growing side by side, and labelled with their names in full ; also beds
of choice Beets, Carrots, &c, for transplanting for seed.

" Many sorts of Potatoes had been cultivated here, but now stored away. Messrs. Sutton
stated, that from notes made at the time of digging up, Soden's Early Oxford and the Early
Walnut-leaf Kidney, were the earliest.

"An interesting feature connected with Messrs. Sutton's Establishment is a library and
reading-room, which adjoins the office on the first floor over the front shop. One of the shopmen
acts as librarian, and there is a list of the books hung up in the room, which is open to all the men
and boys on the Establishment." (Front the Gardeners' Chronicle of Nov. 21th, 1852.)

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS GROWN AND SOLD BY

JOHN SUTTON AND SONS, SEED GROWERS, READING, BERKS.
WITH PRICES FOR

KOHL RABI.
Per lb.

TurnipSUTTON'S LARGE GREEN.
rooterl Cabbage 2

LARGE PURPLE; not so large as the
preceding 1 C

There are many varieties of Kohl Rabi,
varying materially in size. From them vre

select the above, as most worthy of cultiva-

tion.

TURNIP SEEDS.

A Quart of Turnip Seed weighs arout U lbs

Prices per Bushel on application.

Per lb.— s. d.

HARDY WHITE SWEDE 1 6

GREEN-TOPPED YELLOW SWEDE, 1 8

ASHCROFT SWEDE, very large, hardy,
and of quick growth, yellow flesh with
reddish top 2 3

SKIRVING'S LIVERPOOL SWEDE ... 2

LAING'S SWEDE: fine shape, purple top 2

PURPLE-TOPPED YELLOW SWEDE
(Sutton's fine stock), a heavy cropper,

good form, hardy, and stores well ... 2

RIVERS' STUBBLE SWEDE; a large

and first-rate sort in every respect, espe-
cially for late sowing 2 3

DALE'S HYBRID, green-topped yello^t.. 1 2
SUTTON'S PURPLE-TOPPED YEL-
LOW HYBRID, the hardiest, largest,

and most nutritious of all hybrid Turnips 1 6

GLOBE, Green 1 2

„ White 1

LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE, a supe-
rior variety, presented to us by Philip

Pusey, Esq., M.P., being more solid and
larger than any other. {See remarks by
reporter of Gardeners' Chronicle)... ... 1 2

TANKARD; Red, White, or Green ... 1

AGRICULTURAL BEET.
i Per lb.—j. d.

NEW LARGE CRIMSON; nearly as
large as Mangold, contains 50 per cent.
more saccharine matter 1 6

WHITE SILESIAN SUGAR, French
Seed 1

CARROT.
YELLOW BELGIAN (excellent) ... 2 6
WHITE BELGIAN, the heaviest cropper
and most certain 2 6

ORANGE BELGIAN, more saccharine,
and quite as large as the white 3

LARGE RED ALTRINGIIAM; large
and nutritious 3

SHORT ORANGE 3

MANCOLD WURZEL.
FR05I SELECTED ROOTS.

YELLOW GLOBE (Sutton's selected),
suitable for any soil, very large 1

RED GLOBE, suitable for any soil ...1
LONG RED; this sort requires good deep

soil 1
LONG YELLOW

; very similar to the pre-
ceding in shape 1

SUTTON'S ELVETHAM LONG RED;
this is a very superior new variety. Every
year the demand for Seed of this sort in-
creases; but, owing to the unfavourable
season, we have not been able to save
nearly so much as we calculated upon,
and we cannot procure this sort from
other growers. Price Is. 6i. per pound.

Mangold Wwrzd Seed may be had
c/ieapcr in quantities of half a exist, and
upwards, if ordered immediately, ex-

cept " The Elvetham."

Not boun

Should any hind become cheaper, the reduction will be allowed, as we always take care that those "who order early shall have every advantage,
contracts for large quantities if required.

THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY ONLY.
TURNIP SEEDS (continued) Per lb.—s.d.

YELLOW TANKARD (or Tankard Swede)
an excellent sort, equal to any Swede ... 2

SUTTON'S EARLY SIX. WEEKS, very
early and large 12

GREEN-TOPPED & PURPLE-TOPPED
YELLOW ABERDEEN, each 1 2

ORANGE JELLY, grown from seed re-
ceived from Mr. Chivas 1 2

SUTTON'S IMPERIAL GREEN GLOBE.,
shape of MatsorHs, but much larger, and
quite hardy ... ... ... ... ... 1 2

YORKSHIRE PARAGON; a fine new
White Globe Turnip, as solid and nearly
as large as Lincolnshire Red 1 2

SUTTON'S GREEN-TOPPED YELLOW
HYBRID possesses same good properties
as ova- Purple-topped Hybrid, is of quicker
growth, and more suitable for poor soils... 1 6

HARDY GREEN ROUND; agoodoldsort 1

STUBBLE STONE 1

SUTTON'S CRUIOKSFIELD HYBRID
SWEDE ; a valuable new Hybrid, be-
tween Kohl Rabi aud Skirviug Swede ... 3 6

PARSNIPS.

COMMON CATTLE ... 1
NEW LARGE GUERNSEY, altogether
a superior kind, some of the roots weigh-
ing seven pounds each 2'

CLOVERS.

Common Red (or broad)
White (or Dutch)
Trefoil (or Hop Clover)
True Perennial Red
Clover

Trifolium incarnatum
Suckling (Trifolium
minus)

Alsike Clover
Bokhara Clover

COW CABBAGE.
Per lb.—5. #.LARGE DRUMHEAD, from fine selected

plants 2 G
THOUSAND-HEADED, very productive,

tall, branching 2 S
SUTTON'S EARLY CATTLE; this, if
planted 18 inches asunder, produces a
very heavy crop, and in a short time.
(Saw iu March and August) 5

RYE-CRASSES,
Per bushel.

TRUE ITALIAN RYE-GRASS 6

DITTO (SUTTON'S IMPROVED)
ITALIAN 7 ©

DITTO (DICKENSON'S) ITALIAN ... 7 8
PACEY'S PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS,.
ANNUAL RYE-GRASS, or COMMON
RAY Zs.Qd.io 5

MISCELLANEOUS.

Lucerne (fresh imported)
Furze, for fence and cover
Broom
Dwarf Rape or Cole
White Mustard

Burnet—Spurry—Chicory.
Yarrow, or Millefoil

Buckwheat.
Field Parsley, for Sheep feed.
Potatoes, choice sorts.

Linseed or Flax, clean English.
Ditto, Riga, imported.
Giant Saintfoin, 12s. per bushel.

Per b.

.. 1 ft

.. 1 ()

.. 1 ft

4
.. i

Prices of Clovers are Fluctuating.

by the above prices after March 1, as some hinds of Seeds are scarce this season, and will probably be worth much higher rates.

We shall also be happy to make special

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS SEEDS.
Gentlemen intending to lay down Land to Permanent Pasture, or for one or two years lay, are recommended to communicate with us,' stating the nature of the soil and situation, thaf

we may advise as to sorts of Grass Seeds most suitable.

OLD MEADOWS DEFICIENT OF THE MOST NUTRITIVE GRASSES AND CLOVERS may be greatly improved by sowing at this season "Sutton's Renovatiug Mixture" of
Seeds at the rate of 8 to 12 lbs. per acre, price Qd. per lb. Our finest LAWN GRASS SEEDS are highly useful to improve Garden Lawns or to form neiv ones.

The following sorts of NATURAL and ARTIFICIAL GRASSES may be had separate, at low prices. All the best and most suitable of them are

contained in Messrs. SUTTON'S MIXTURES.
Hordeura bulhosum (bulbous Barley-grass)Achillea millefolium (Yarrow)

Agrostis stolonifera (Creeping Bent)
Anthoxanthum odoratum (Sweet Vernal)
Alopecurus pratensis (Meadow Foxtail)
Avena flavescens (yellow Oat Grass)
Agrostis alba (white Bent Grass)
Agrostis vulgaris (common Bent Grass)
Bromus arvensis (Field Brome Grass)
Cynosunis cristatus (Crested Dogstail)
Dactylis glomerata (round-headed Cocksfoot)

Festuca duriuscula(hard Fescue)
Festuca loliacea (Darnel Fescue) "

Festuca ovina (Sheep's Fescue)
Festuca rubra (red Fescue)
Festuca pratensis (Meadow Fescue)
Festuca elatior (Tall Foscue)
Festuca heterophylla (various-leaved)
Festuca tenuifolia (fine-leaved Fescue)
Glyceriaaquatica (watev-sweet Grass)
Holcus avenaceus (tall Oat-like Grass

Mixtures for laying: down Sand to Permanent
Keadow or Pasture.

The sorts contained in these Mixtures are grown in different

localities, and gathered separately, by the hand, expressly for

this purpose, by which means all noxious weeds are excluded;
they consist of the most nutritive kinds of Fescues, Poas,

Sweet Vernal, Perennial Clovers, Loliums, &c.
r
and each sort

being kept separate, they are subsequently mixed in such sorts

and proportions as are most suitable to the soil to be laid down.
24s- to 30s. per acre, according to the sorts which the soil may
require.

mixtures for declaimed IVXarBhes and HeatQ
Lauds.

Many acres of land of this description have been successfully
laid down to Permanent Pasture by us, with seeds which we
have found invariably to thrive on such soil; and the cost for
this purpose will be but 15s. to 2Qs. per acre.

Lolium perenne (Perennial Rye-grass)
Lolium perenne sempervirens
Lolium perenne Paceyanum
Lolium perenne Stick'neyanum
Lolium perenne tenue
Lolium italicum (Italian Rye-grass)
Lotus corniculatus (Bird's-foot Trefoil)
Medicago lupulina (black Medick Grass,

or yellow Trefoil)

a Priced List of which may be had on application, post free.

Henovatin 1

And many other kind

Mixtures for laying- down Chalky or Gravelly
Uplands and Sneep Downs.

For this purpose Grass Seeds are annually collected from dry
and hilly districts, where they are found growing spontaneously

;

aud after many years' experience, we can confidently assure our
friends that a good and permanent Sward may be obtained on any
upland, from this mixture.

KTixmres for Laying down Water Meadows.
In this department also we have been very successful, many

customers having expressed their great gratification at the

effect of these Seeds. Cost of Seed now reduced to 24s. per Acre.

mixtures to Eiay down IWew Parlt Lawns.
For this purpose all coarse growing kinds are carefully

excluded, and the Sward will at all seasons present a luxuriant

verdure so desirable iu Parks contiguous to the Mansion.

Clover aud Grasses for Alternate Husbandry.
Mixtures for one, two, or three years Lay. at 12s., 16s., or

22s. per acre.

Phleum pra tense (Timothy)
Poa nemoralis (wood Meadow Grass)
Poa pratensis (smooth Meadow Grass)
Poa trivialis (rough Meadow Gras-*)
Poa fertilis (fertile Meadow Grass)
Poa sempervirens (evergreen)
Trifolium minus (red Suckling) [Clover)
Trifnlium prateuse perenne (Perennial red
Trifolium repent; (white Clover), best
Trifolium hybrfdum (Alsike Clover)

r mixture for Eeaproring* Old
Pastures.

Many old Upland Pastures. Parks, aud Meadows, are nearly
destitute of Clovers, and the finer and more nutritious sorts

of Grasses, in which case we are in the practice of furnishing
such sorts only as are wanting; if these seeds are sown early

in the Season, the improvement in the Pasture will be very
considerable and at a small expense. Quantity of Seed
required, S to 12 lbs. per Acre. Price reduced to Qd.per Pound.

Fine Grass Lawns in Flower Gardens, &c.

The great expense of cutting and carting turves from a
distance may be avoided, and a superior turf produced in a few
months, by sowing SUTTON'S LAWN GRASS SEEDS, which
consist solely of the finest and shortest growing kinds, perfectly

free from moss and other weeds. Price 2s. Qd. per Gallon, or 20s,

per Bushtl or is. per Pound.

ADDRESS, JOHN SUTTON AND SONS, SEED GROWERS, READING, BERKS.

Printed by William Bradrprt, of No. 13, Upper Wobum Place in the Parish of St. Panels, and FaEnBRTCK Mitllett Evans, of No. 27, Victoria Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in the

County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriais, in the City of London ; and published by them at the Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden,

in the said County, where all Advertisements and Communications are to be Addhksbed to tub Editor.— Satcbdat, February 10, ISoa.
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SCOTTISH ARUORICULTURA.L SOCIETY.—
TllO First General Mooting of thin Socioly was held nt

6, York Place, Edinburgh, on 31st January, Mr. Jauks Brown,
President, in the Chair.

Donations to tho Fulfils of the Society were announced from
Messrs. P. Lawson & Son, Messrs. Dh-ksons & Co., Mr. Thomas
Mcthvon, Mr. Galbraith, and Messrs. Ballantyno & Sons.

Ofllce-Bcarer.i for tho ensuing yoar woro clectod as follows :

—

. .President—My'. James Brown, Wood Commissioner to the Karl
q of Sealield, Grantown, Strathspey.

Vice-President—Mr. W. M'Corquodale, Forestur to the Earl of
Mansfield, Scone Palace.

Secretary— Mr. James Alexander, of the firm of Dicksons & Co.,

Nurserymen, Edinburgh.
Trotsiti <>•—Mr. John Anderson, of the firm of Dickson & Turn-

bull, Nurserymen, Bath.

Committee:—
Mr. Cowan, Forester to R. Dundas, Esq., Amiaton.
Mr. Dickson, Forester to F. A. Thomson, Esq., Charleton.
Mr. Gardiner, Forester to the Earl of Kglinton, Eglinton Castle.

Mr. M'Cleish, Forester to the Duke of Northumberland, Alnwick
Castle.

Mr. M 'Donald, Forester to the Ducde Coigny, Bargany, Ayrshire.
Mr. M'Lnren, Forester to the Earl of Hopetown, Hopetown House.
Mr. M'Laren, Forester to the Earl of Mansfield, Shaw Park.
Mr. Kuthcrford, Forester to Sir John Ramsdmr, Bart., Bttckden.
Mr. Taylor, Forester to the Earl -of Ctwnpcrdown, Camperdown

House.
Mr. Thomson, Deputy Surveyor to tho Right Hon. n.M. Com-

missioners of Woods and Forests Chopwell Woods.
Mr. Thomson, Forester to the Earl of Stair, Culhom.
Mr. Mcthven, Nurseryman, Edinburgh, [of Scotland,
Mr. Ravcnscroft, Museum of the Highland and Agricultural Soc.
Mr. Walter Sang, Nurseryman, Kirkaldy.
Mr. Balden, Forester to Lord Blantyre, Lennoxlove.

Assistant Secretary—Mr. G. Lawson.

The Society have agreed to offer Prizes (open to all) for ESSAYS
on tho following branches of Practical Forestry; the Essays to

be, in every case, founded on the experience of the author:

—

I. DRAINAGE | II. PRUNING I III. THINNING
IV. STRIPPING AND CURING OF OAK BARK.
Essays intended for competition must be sent to Mr. James

Alexander, 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, the Secretary, on or
before 1st of August, 1S55, each bearing a certain motto, and
accompanied by a separate sealed letter, bearing the same motto,
aud containing the name and address of the author.
The Society also invito communications on subjects con-

nected with Forestry, for which special prizes are not offered.
The Laws of the Society, and other information maybe obtained

on application to the Secretary, as above.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardiner,
Wakefield.

\* Flans and Estimates furnished.

CEMETERIES.
T\7 ILL1AM MASTERS and SON having been
» T engaged upon extensive Cemetery works, are prepared to

undertake the LAYING OUT and PLANTING NEW
GROUNDS, as well as the Ornamenting such as are closed by
the recent Act of Parliament, by contract orotherwise.—William
Masters & Son, Landscape Gardeners, Canterbury.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
T7l/"ILLIAM HILL, Horticultural Surveyor,
»» Builder, and Hot-water Engineer, late cf Greenwich,

to Strcatham Hill, Surrey, where all communications are
respectfully requested to be addressed.—Streatnam Hill. Surrey.

GENERAL SEED^ ESTABLISHMENT, NORTHAMPTON.
1 OHN JEYES begs leave to inform his Patrons and

*J Friends that his general stock of Seeds is now complele, and
that he shall feel obliged by their early orders. He has a good
supply of all those various Seeds his Establishment has long been
celebrated for, such ns Matchless Cabbage, Imperial Cos Lettuce,
Conqueror Pea, Blood Red Beet, Dwarf Prolific Bean, Snow's
Green Cos Lettuce, do. Broccoli., Northampton Market Broccoli,
Giant Asparagus, &c. &c.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEOS, ETC.
TTHLLIAM CHATER begs to offer packets of seed,
* * consisting of 20 varieties, from his best Show Hollyhocks,

at o.^.; 12 varieties, 2s. 6d. ; and from good double sorts, 1 S.

Superior Quilled German and French Asters, in 12 varieties,
mixed, Is. per packet; separate, 2s. Fine Quilled African Mari-
golds, 6rf. per packet.— Saffron Walden Nurseries.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIAS.

J COLE begs to offer a few dozen of his un-
• bloomed Seedling HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS

from his choice stock ; they were the admiration of all who saw
them last summer. Th«y are not potted off, though strong
enough for lar^e 60-sized pots. The Seed was saved from selected
stock, carefully impregnated. J. C. offers them at 4s. per dozen,
or 25s. per hundred. A remittance solicited from unknown cor-
respondents,—Keyfield Nursery, St. Alban's, Herts.

PRESENT PRICES OF AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

MESSRS. SUTTON'S DESCRIPTIVE LIST, on

the 1 ji

h

t. pago of the Gardtm .
n, ,,,„,,!, ,,l rvbrnnry fid.

SUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST.

SUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST, contamvnp only

the most desirable sorts, will he sent j>ost free, in

return for one penny postage draft or receipt itanvp.
,i iton ifc SONH, Seed Grower^ Rending, !:

i ft i.

SUTTON'S FARM SEED LIST, with Pihcrb,
may he had gratlH and poilt froe on application. Good

vorcd Carriage Freo, as see second page of Catalogue.— Reading,

Berks, February 17.

ITALIAN RYE-CRASS.
DICKKNSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS may be

obtained true of MesBrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,

Prices u,i application*

CLOVER SEEDS.
f^ ENUINE NEW CLOVER SEEDS can be had
V T at the lowest marlet prices of JOHN SUTTON
& SONS, Sketi Guowkrh, Heaping, Berks.

rjMtUE PENZANCE BKOCCOLl, saved by one of
X the best growers in the neighbourhood of Penzance,

Is, per packet, from William E. Rkndle & Co., Seed Mer-
chants, Plymouth. "

.

NEW CAULIFLOWER.
WAITED "ALMA," for superior Jo W*Ieto

wry l;ir;-<

Hrnalhr qtlADmh
Qtuniltlefi limn cm* ounce,—Seed I I

• : Hif>
fi, London.

EAPLV DANIEL O^Ovj(-KE PZ*l.

JG. WAl'l I. form u 'I i

• rdicri for inU v*lo» r

can be h^il on applli a

Seed I. • lfil, Mli-h U

DIOSCOUEA BATATAS, or Chinese Potato, 2*. 6d,
each, or five for ... 10*. Gtf.

HOLCUSSACCHARATUS, sealed packets of 500 Seeds 1

„ „ „ 1200 Seeds 2
Thomas Jackson & Sox, KIng«ton-on-Thames.

A C H I M E NES, JCLOXINIAS, ETC.
BASS and BROWN bave a large stock of fine

Tubers of the following, which they can supply to the trade
in quantities. Prices on application.

Achimenes Chcrita,
Mr. Aparpart.
Louis Van Houtte.
Margaretta (hest white),
JMagnifica purpurea.
Sir Traherne Thomas.

Glozinea Lconie Von Houtto.
„ Hogoveen.
„ Willsoni.

,, Duke of Wellington.
Verbenas, 60 new varieties of

1854, of the first raisers.

ft*?* A quantity of Corrrca and Ptmelea Stocks Wanted.
.

SndbrtflLr^uff.lk.

IVERPOOL is ire BEST MARKET at pbesent
J FOB

PINES, CUCUMBERS,
ASPARAGUS, MUSHROOMS, &c.
Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR. Jim.. Fr.riT Salesmak,

St. John's Market, Liverpool.
Terms—GASH.

PYRAMIDAL PEAR TREES,
Grafted on the Quince Stocks.

J and J. FHASER have still to offer strong trees of
* the above PEARS; a Descriptive Catalogue of the sorts

may be bad on application. To prevent disappointment early
orders are requested, as the Stock of some of the varieties is

getting low.—The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

1/RUIT TRi-.ES, FOHEST TREES, and SHRUBS,
* GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, PERMANENT PAS-
TURE GRASSES, and FINE DWARF LAWN GRASSES.
—Catalogues of the above may be had on application to William
Barratt, Saint John's Nursery, Wakefield.
LIQUIDAMBAR.—The undernamed is a buyer of

either a Urge or small quantity of the above. Send ca3h
price, and height, to Mr. Jetes, Nurseries, Northampton.

S T R O IV G OAKS.
I

and J. GAITSKILL have on hand a fine healthy
* stock of the above, U to 2 feet and 2 to 3 feet, which will be

sold cheap. Price on application.

Hall Santon Nurseries, Whitehaven ; Feb. 17. 1S55.

T. and G. SWAlLES having a large stock of the
undermentioned, would sell at low prices—BEECH, one-

J

vear seedling fine; ASH, transplanted, 3. 4. and 5 feet; ELMS,
Wyrch and Scotch, &c, 3, 4, and 5 feet ; HOLLY, transplanted, !

1,2. and 3 fcot. Prices on application.— Beverley Nurseries, Feb. 17.
'

PERENNIAL RYE -CRASS SEED.
OTUART and MEIN, Seed Merchants, Kelso, have^ on hand 50 quarters of good PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS '

SEED, about 15 lb. per bushel, which they cansell at a moderate
J

price.—Apply, with reference, pre-paid, as above.
I

ANGOLD WUhZEL SbED, LONG RED, and
ELLOW GLOBE, warranted genuine, and the growth of

1854. Pr<ce 45?. per ton - Applv to K. S. Hevcp. Kelvedon, Esses.

IMPORTANT TO SEEDSMEN AND OTHERS.
T^O BK SOLD immediately Ky the grower, at a low

price for cash, 2(0 Bnshels of GREEN GLOBE TURNIP
SEED, all of the growth of 1S34: first-rate in sample and con-
dition, and stock warranted. To be sold in small or large
quantities, at the option of the purchaser.—Apply to Mr. W.
Taylor. N->sl»piiden F«rm. Rochester. Kent.

i u lie. c-ULP, Bishop's* last and best PEA, 10 to
* 15 quarters at 56s. per quarter, and 7 to S quarters of a

superior BLUE PEA. capital boiler, or an abundant bearer for

podding. 56s. per quarter; also a quantify of genuine Skirving's
Swede "Seed of last year's growth, grown from large roots;

transplanted and other sorts of Turnips and Mangold Se^ds. &c.
—Apply to Mr.GEORGE Tarer. Seed Grower. Riveuhal), Witham.
Essex . Delivered carnage free. Terms cash.

TO BE SOLD, at Prices that will be sure to sive
satisfaction. 10,000 STRONG CURRANTS ot the following

sorts, viz.:— Red and White Dutch, common Black and Black
Naples, Wilmot's Superb Red, Champaign and Raby Castle.

Also a quantity of strong dwarf-trained Pears and Plums of the

best sorts, Fastolff and other Raspberries, strong standard Pears,
and a quantity of prime Seed Potatoes, well kept, of the best

sorts,— For further particulars apply to James Lake, Nursery-
man, Eridgewater.

4 0NQ1 EltoR of 'i ml v. . j CUC! MBER--^ A Psckrt, oon'afnl

Cucumlxr, vtifcl *'K h*
pent po«t free, on receipt <*f 12 pwrfage MemfM, uddreteed to
JamekLai.c. Nor erymiin, Ac., DndffMriiter.

\\7ILD'S 1P>WK 11 STANDARD C'UCI
* » Iho brel In the w.-rld f>,r tu- infWtle*,

2*. CtZ. per ml-donbla Prfmnli M. t-*r

packer, In five rolonra, the .*r*t «-v»-r %e*in.—Ag-riiU, I

f'lBHEti, iJOLNftfl &<'*>., HIi'fTi*-!''.

Tboh«i Wild, Ip-»fch.

R. SYNTAX CLCUMBLR.— The ftlwTc cele-
' .-*>'( -f] : :• < \r\j Iom to ;•'-' f*et»I

li " - n 1.7 r11 experi* 1

t«

A ' f 13 o'nmpn.

SN., OKTICUfcTDKA] • 1. 1 — Hitf-oara
Packet sen! (r per

1

*•' 24 «'»n»p<« 1

NORTHAV/'loN MARKET BROCCOLI.—Tnli rariety W
grown by tbe ifinrkei loird- lien h<iv, »nd •xciu-a 1I1* :-
of all who see it. VUltnre xit ** iney never mw eneb Broccoli

anywhere else." Il^lf-onnce Packets MU free pt-r po«t for
14 stamps.—Jons Jryf.8, Nnrwriw, Kortbani| 1

M"
AY'S MAGNUM BrWWUM LETTI CR—

]

who were di suppointed Inhc season in reeeiTlng tLe »bore,
can now have it hy early npplicntloii, in Peckrli 1 • -*r\

. (rr# by
post. We have numenuia let ers tn *h- »*. re-Mr. '1 fr-m panit«
who had it last Reason, to rev that i' ijrnfficj nt Let-

tuce they ever saw.—Address, HkjibT May, Tbe Hope Numcrlee,
near Bedale, Yorkshire

. _.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE KOOTS,
4s. per dozen,— The, annual iinp"r'rtati"n of tbe above-

named bcantifitl and fmprwirl Fi'.w<-r hn^ Jn • -d, an4
large and w^rll selected wit|K>ni dl»-

appointment, at A. Cobbett'> -
; I Mali.

N.B. Printed regulnuonx lor treamient at»_ , hit", jo>» arrived
very moist and open Panuat^n Cheeses.

CHEAP AND GOOD CINERARIAS.—
Fine fiowering plsnta fmm Turner'? I|est ti^ed in large

60 and 4Spots, just coming into blov<m, at frvrm it^fo €«. per d«"xem.

Also fine plants of named varieties, cortsistirc Of Mr. ard Mr*.
S. Herbert, Adela Yilliers. Garlar :-dy H.
Campbell, Kate Kearney, Flora M'lvor, }';'•- t'p V^cns.Ac.,
at Bjt.ripr dozen.— AVi-on & Isgeam. Nnrseri»_-g. Huntipgrlon.

CtNutNE SEEDS.

THE MEMBERS OF THE "SEED GROWERS
SOCIETY," c Minnp to sopplvgennine AGRICULTURAL,

YEGETAPLE and FLOWER SLEDS at Growers* prices.

Lists with price and tern s ofbusiness may be had on application

to the Secreiary. J<nK Mo=y. Jon., Feering, Kelvcdon, Essex.

NORTH CHINA SUG - R CANE— H-lcts SsccnABSTTS).
NEW CHINESE POTATO— HiosboftKa Batatas).

MR. "JOHN HLNDERSON, of KirJgpkerswell,

South Devon, is still 1 repared to supply s* i - arrant

genuine Seeds of the above Sugar Canp. and ruber- of :br New
Chinese Potato, with dt-senption of the Chinese mode of culture,

at the following prices free, for cash :

—

Holcns SeccharaUTP.iii packets, at !»., 2s. Gd^ and 5j. each.
Discorea Ba ntas— four rubers, 10s.; ten ditto, 1/ 2*- 6dL

For further particulars as to culture,&c see a pamphlet descrip-

tive of the nature and progress of these plants, with c-
_

for cultivation, by John Hendfesok, price 1

S. Johnson, St. Martin's Lan^, and to be hsd of all bo "-:

Post Office OrcVrs are requested tobeiBr.-
AbbottT South Devon.

PRICED NURSERY CATALOCUES.

A PALL and SON will he happy to forwaH the
• following priced Nursery CATALOGUES in re:

_
one postage stamp each:—A. Roses; B. OrxaXEStal Teexs
AND CONIFEES: C, FECIT TREE?: D. HEEEACEOrS PtA-NTS: F-
GfcEENHorsB Plants, &c: G, Seeds; 11, Hoixtbocks; j.

Bcles.—yurseries, Cbeshnnt. Herts,

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN'S NEW PhlCLD
CATALOGUE can be had by post. American P_

Conifera?. Orchidr-a, Stove and Greenhouse Plai . :itF,

&c. A separate List of Garden and Flower Seeds.
Ath'on ^''T-cerv. S-rkp Newingion. London.

KOBKR.T KbNNEDY, Agent for Messrs. Platz and
Son, Seed Growe'S. Erfurt, basmuch plessnrein anr:

he has received their Catalogue cf Flower and Vegetable Seeds

for the trade for 1S55. which abounds with new articles of great

interest, and will b* forwarded, per po-L on application to

R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory, Cerent Garden, London-

P.S. Also, R Kennedy's Uen'-ra! Catal-gue of British and
Foreirm Fems forwarded <-.n receipt of six ro*M»ge stamps.

ri-HE FLIKL Klo.N hY Pu i A to.— This exctrUe-ne

-I- variety is now planted here as the principal cr^p, tvnng*

more free from disease and more prolific than any other in cnlti-

vation. It was Taised in Middleton. and may be hsd gpnnine in.

anv quantity at 5-. p^r bushel of56 lbs,—Apply to Joes Hollast,
Brsdshs— Gardens. Middleton, near Manchester.

Fn^r-off.ce O .>*•> r.-» ' -- npde payable at 3diddle''Ti Lancashire .

'j HE FLLKb POTATO.—A new second early
A variety, surpass:: ;; sT-^-y rther in its capability of resisting

the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most
rrcliSc Potato in cultivation. Price perewt,, 15s., bass included.
Tobehad genuine of THORNI1ILL & DICKSON. Lswrecce.

Hill Nurseries: and No. 1, Wine Saeet, BristoL
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SUPERIOR EARLY BROCCOLI.
MITCMINSON'S PENZANCE OR EARLY

WHITE CORNISH BROCCOLI.- Celebrated and invalu-

able for its eorii7iess, coming into use early in February, a jult-sized

handsrmir. hr-ad of excellent qual ty, but a shy teeder, Is. 6d. per
pachtt. or 12*. per ounce. New Set-d can l)e luid in senlrd. packets
of i lie following Agents in L'ind' n:— Nash, Minikr, and Co.,

Strand; Dawk, Cottbell, and Benham, Mnorgaie Street;

Hukst and McMcllen, Learicnhuli Street; Flanagan and Son,
Mansion House Street; or Irom Mitchinsun's Seed Establish-

ment, Truro, Cornwall.—December 2.

From numerous unsolicited Testimonials we select the
following:

—

To Messrs. Mitchinson and Co., Seed Merchant', Tmrn, Cornwall.
" Sirs, 1 have enclosed IS postage stamps fur a packet of your

Penzance Broccoli Seed, the same kind as you Bent me last yenr.

I hope I nm net too late, for I am vnxfoiit) to procure it, if possible,

for I ci.n bear testimony to its value as a new, early, nnd a supe-
rior Broccoli, for I have been rutting upwards of 30 heads every
week front the beginning of February.
"Dorking, Sun ey, April 6, 1854. "W. Underwood."

To Messrs. Mitchinson and Son, Feedsmcn, Truro, Cornwall.
"Sirs,— I enclose you Is. 6<l. worth of stamps, and hope you

will send me a small packet of the Early Broccoli you advertised
last year. I have beat all my neighbours this year with your
Broccoli, which has been very fine and true, and stood the winter
well. "Geokge Pender."
"Sandgate, Kent, April 10. 1854."

To Mr. Mitchinson, Seedsman, Truro.
(Enclosed with Specimen

J.

"Sir,—I beg to forward you this Broccoli, one of the sort after
yonr own name. I have had a splendid crop of them this season,
many of which measured three feet in circumference, and quality
excellent. Cut. the first on the ll'h of Feltruary. If seed is
scarce, be kind enough to save two packets.—T. Bice, Gardener.
Gramponnd, Cornwall. April 7, 1854."

OLD NURSERY AND SEED ESTABLISHMENT
NORTHAMPTON

TOHN PERKINS, Sef-d-Mehciiant & Grower, be^s
O to call the attention of Ins Patrons and the Public to his
General Stock of GARDEN and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, &c,
the greater portion of which have been grown by himself, and
which he can with confidence recommend. Also the following
kinds of Seed P.it»toes, true to name :— Ashleaf, or Albion
Kidney, Jackson's Improved Albion do.. Golden Multiplier do.,

Fluke Kidney, Thurston's Conqueror, Rounds, Ready Penny,
Early King, Hicks' Early, Souen's Early Oxford, Early Shaws,
Rillet's Flonrhall, American Seedling, Holland's Red.
The above may be obtaiied as cln-ap or cheaper than any

oilier house in the tr ide, prices of which may he had on applica-
tion. Also 100,000 one to two years' Seedling Oak, 50,000 Scotch
Firs, 2 to 20 ft., 30,000 Beech, 3 to 4 It. In addition to the above,
J. P. has a very extensive stock of Fruit and Forest Trees,
Flowering Shrirbs, Evergreens, &c, &c, priced catalogues of
which will be forwarded on application.

Nurseries about a quarter of a mile on the Bedford Road, also
on the Billing Rond, and at "VVootton.

S^eri Warehouse, Market Square, "Northampton.

H ULCUS SACCHAKATUS, OH CHINESE
SUGAR CANK.

—

For a full description, see the

hading article in the Gardeners' Chronicle, by Pro-
fessor Lhidley, page 35, January 20, 1855.

"William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, have just im-
ported from France an excellent parcel of Seeds, which will be
sold in sealed packets at Is. and 2s. 6d. each, post free.—Apply toWilliam E. Rekdlk & Co , get-d Merchants, Plymouth.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATK MLVER SAND, 16s. per ton, delivered

to any of the London Wharfs or Railways, or within a
circuit of five miles. Peat and loam at moderate prices.

—

Kennard, Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

LATE WHITE SUPERB BROCCOLI—' 4 EMPEROR."
EP. LllXON having purchased the entire stock

• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-
deners, Thorngnmbald, near Hull, bees to announce that he is
prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2*. Bd. each. Thia
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. EUetsons, the raisers of
the Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the
EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into use before
it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from
15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three
weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the
best price of any other in the I-lull market, where it is well
known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
around London, as w.ell as those who wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the
Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow a flat to stand
for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, producing
heads from 18 lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the
stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in
packets at 2s. 6d. each.
Each may be had of Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152,

Fleet Street; and Messrs. Hurst & MMullen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London. Also of the Advertiser, 67, Queen Street, Hull.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOE

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

a One of the fields of this farm, the property of Mrs. Stanbbrv
-was planted with Regents Potatoes in April last, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the
crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly
worth the trouble of taking up ; while tho.se raised by the side ot

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of
preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there
were no Mich thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth
the trouble, and expense of pivpnring ihe sets by your process,
even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certain'y, fur
the future, prepare all my Potatoes fur seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my "Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Baxter.
" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 28, 1854."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gobdon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
" Sie,— I have received your i oie ot the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the
directions sent by him along with ihem as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
I have now taken the whole crop up, aud there is not the

EXTRACTS:—
slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of
large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of
them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great Loon.— I am, &c, John Shanks,

" Forester, Kitdrummy Castle.
" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,
wirhout any manure, in ground wlu-re tor several years I have
hardly h*d a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
uext to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 of the others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.

"T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.
" Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1854."

Sold by Messrs. Chablwood & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kernan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,
Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists: and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two,
Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Fanners and Potato Growers.

DICKSON'S EARLY FAVOURITE PEA (NEW).
FRANCIS and ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS,

Seed Merchants, &c, Chester, have much satisfaction in
introducing the above new Pea, which they believe they are per-
fectly justified in saying is the best and most prolific Early Pea
in cultivation.

It has been tried side by side w.ith all the best early and second
early Peas of the day, and has been pronounced by many-
eminent gardeners who saw it under the circumstances to be much
superior to any variety of its season hitherto introduced.

It comes in about a week later than the "Early Emperor"
(sown at the same time), grows about 4 feet high, and produces
a wonderful profusion ot pods, which contain on an average 10
Peas of excellent quality and flavour.

For opinions of Dr. Lindley and Mr. Thompson, see Gardeners'
Chronicle of 20th January, 1855.

Price 3s. 6d. per Quart
;

per Pint, 2s. Messrs. Hurst &
M 'Mullen, Seedsmen, &c, 6, Leadenhall Street, wholesale London
Agents; and to be had from most Nurserymen and Seedsmen
throughout the United Kingdom.—N. B. The Trade supplied on
liberal terms.—106, Eastgate Street, Chester; (and 14, Corpora-
tion Street, Manchester).—February 17.

NEW PLANTS.
A VERSCHAFFELT,NunsERYMAN,Ghent, Belgium,

• begs to offer to Amateurs and to the trade his following
new plan's:

—

ACHIMENES (TREVIRANIA), AMBROISE VERSCHAF-
FELT, This is the finest Achimenes of all ; a correct drawing
is figured in L' Illustration Horticole, Number 1, 1855.

Nice plants will be sent out next May, each 8s.—N.B. One
over if three plants are taken.

TYDCEA WARSCEWICZ1I; magnificent plant for foliage, and
particularly for the flowers. , It i* the finest gesneriaceons
plant of all; a correct drawing is figured in L'Illustration
Horticole, Number 1, 1855. Strong plants are now ready for

pale, each los.—N.B. One over if two p'ants are taken.

RHODODENDRON (HARDY) PRINCE CAMILLE DE
ROHAN. This is the finest hardy variety raised; a correct

drawing is figured in L'Illustration Horticolk, Number 2,

1855. This variety is warranted to be quite hardy, and very
free bloomer. Nice plants will be sent out next May, each 15s.

N.B. One over if three plants are taken.
Agent in London: Mr. R. Silderhad, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street.

HOPS >LUJEKSEDED BY THE BAVARIAN
BITTER, a perfect substitute for Hops, of an agreeable

flavour, quite soluble in wort or beer, saving the trouble of
straining through aHop-back, and giving to Beer the well-known
keeping properties of the Bavarian Beer. Price of 1 packet,
2s. fid., which is equal to 5 lbs. of best Hops.— Prepared only by
Thomas Pratt Wills, St. George's Square, Portsea. Free
per post.

ESTABLISHED 1786.

WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
ESTABLISHMENT,

FOR THE SUPPLY OF EVERY REQUISITE FOR THE FARM AND GARDEN.

UNION ROAD, PLYMOUTH.

Hee

His
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His
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The
The
The
The
The
The

most Gracious Majesty thb Queen, His Eotal
of Bbabakt, Hei

Grace the Archhishop of York.
Grace the Duke of Bedford.
Grace tile DnWe of Devonshire.
Grace ihe Duke of Leinster.
Grace tiie Duke of Marlborough.
Grace tiie Duke of Somerset.
Most Hon. the Marquis ot Conyngham.
Right lion, the Earl of Beshornugh.
Bight Hun. tiie Eat! of Burlington.
Countess Dowager of Ciaven.
Chun ess Dowager of Mactlesfield.
Right Hon. the Earl 01 Ealniouth.
Right Hon. tiie Earl ol Fortescue.
Right Hon. the Earl Howe.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

©irtfrr tlje ^ntronncrj ot
HlOHNESS THE PRINCE OF WALES AND DtlKE 01' CORNWALI,, HlS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS, HeB IMPERIAL HIGHNESS THE DUCHESS
t Royal Highness the Duchess of Orleans, His Excellency the Nepaitlkse Ambassador and Suite.

Right Hon. the Earl of Morley.
Right Hon. tiie Eatl of M. unt Edgcurobe.
Right Hon. the Earl of Portsmouth.
Right Hon. the Earl of St. Germans.
Right Hon. the Earl of Roseberry.
Right Hon. the Ear! of Wilton.
Right Hon. Lord Viscount Ebrington.
Right Hon. Lord Viscount Lnrton.
Right Rev. Lord BiBhnp of Ely.
Right Rev. Lord Bishop of ?;xeter.
Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Meath.
Right Rev. Lord Bit-hop of Os f ory.
Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Ripon.
Right Hon. and Rev. Dean of Windsor.

The Right Hon. Lord Ashburton.
Tiie Right lion. Lord Oranmore.
The night Hon. Lady Bassett.

The Right Hon Lord Bolton.

The Right Hon. Lady Elizabeth Brownlow.
The Right Hon. Lord Carew.
The Right Hon. Lady Churchill.

The Right Hon. the Baroness de Sternberg.

The Right lion. Lady Fortescue.

The Right Hon. Lord Graves.

The Right lion. Lady Gienville.

The Right Hon. Lord lliil.

Tile Right Hon. Lord Lovelace.

The Right Hon. Loid Poulett.

The Right Hon. Lady Rose.
The Right Hon. Lord Sherborne.
The Right Hon. Lord Vivian.
Lewis William Buck, Esq., M.P.
Sir John Yarde Bullet', Bart., M.P.
R. P. Collier, Esq., M.P.
John Flolliotr, Esq., M.P.
Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P.
L.J. Bland, Esq., M.P.
Colonel William Edward Powell, M.P.
The London Horticultural Society. [Island.
The Royal Agricultural Society, Prince Edward's
The Soutli Devon Agricultural Association.
Tiie Hou. the East India Company.

And upwards of two thonsand of tho leading aristocracy and principal families in Great Britain and Ireland.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS, PLYMOUTH,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE SOUTH DEVON AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, AND THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
PRINCE EDWARD'S ISLAND, SUPPLY ALL KINDS OF

FOLLOW ING SCALECARRIAGE FREE, AS PEi
All Orders for Seeds above £1 'excepting heavy articles, ?s Grain, Tares, Clover, Seed Potatoes, &c, will be delivered Free of Carriage

to any Railway Station between Plymouth and Paddintton.
All Ordets above £2, with the above exceptions, Free 10 any Station on the Proad Gauge Railways, or to any Market Town in Devon

and <Jornwall, or to-Coik, Dublin, and Liverpool, by Steamers.
All Orders for Seeds above £S, with the above exceptions, will te de-it ered, Iree oi Cariia^e, to any Railway Station in England and

Wales, and to any Steam Port in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.
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MEADOW AMD PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
(1--EORGB GIBBS am. Co,, 20, Down Slrcot,
y Piccadilly, twg io nnnounco tliat their Mlxturof) of Grass

Becdn » in now re/idy for delivery attiie following prlcus;

Mix hi run I'u' laying Land down to pormunent urn n. for Ilglif,

heavy, and other soils (allowing '/ muhIiuIh and 12 lbs. to the
aoro 80*, por aero,

Mlxtinoii for 1'iirk or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bui bul i and 12 lbs.

to tho acre) 82a per aoro,

Mix t inch for Improving and renovating old Clnum Land, I a, par lb,

Mixture* (lincHt hoiIh) for forming Lawns In.Sd por lb,

TlieHe 8(!iidn are are all now, and buveal! been properly ofoanod
and their growing properties fully tested. Directions lor Bowing
accompany tlm seed.

O.G and Co.'s N.-w Priced AGKICULTURAL CATALOGUE
will Hlionly hi! ii-iiilv. imil will bn forwarded free on applications

GKOH&E GIBBS -v CO,, Bkidbhkn,

26, Down street, Piccadilly, London,

THE LARCEST STOCK AND LOWEST PRICES IN
ENGLAND

JOHN WKSTWOOh, the Ki.oral Nuhskrv, Acton
Road, Ttirnlmin Green, nonv London, liavlng an enormous and

well'ieleoted Htoelt of SOFT-WOODED PLANT8,and most ©x-
tonBivo premlsoH (the glass covering ;t aores of land). In enabled to

offer it to the public unci tho Trade at prices far lower than any
hitherto heard of, but an It Is Impossible to convoy by advertise-

ment anything like detailed or sufficient Information of tho

advantages or resources of bis etttabllaliment, ho respoctfull)
requi'Htu nil who deHlro to purchase pbwitH to apply for his

Catalogue for iHftT> (whicb 1h now ready), and ho will Imme-
diately tor-ward It postage free.

HUUAKIi iM/UTSJor FORCING or l'LANI! N(i.

—Strong one-yoar planted roots ofMYATT'S VICTORIA
and MNN./TCUS, MITUIIELL'S KOYAL ALBERT, atfo.per
doa.j HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT, 12«. perdossun. TIiIb Ik

B Iftrjger variety than thu Victoria, nod in extc-imively cultivated

about Mifbchester. Price to tho trndo of tho above, por 100 or
1000, on application to Mkbsbb. J. MYATT and SONS,

Manor Farm, Deptford. Feb. 17.

NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.

MR. HENUY MAJOR, Knostliorpe, near Leeds,
begs to announce that a Descriptive Catalogue of his

beautiful naw Shrubby Culceolarias is now ready, and may bu
had uponpprepald application.

Very choice CaJot-olurJa and Pansy Seed, 2s, Gd. por packet.
PoHtnePKtHvniiK ate rrsprCfiilly requested in payment of the seeds,

MEbSaKS. E. G. HENDERSON AND SON will

commence Bending out plants in April next of their new
Seedling Fuchsias, with white Corollas, both, double-end single,

and some others with blue, violet, and variegated Corollas.

(For description and price see back No. of this Journal for.Jan.

'27th, 1865), or a printed list will be sent free hy post on applica-

tion; and a coloured plate of three of the varieties will be Bent

post freo on receipt of six postage stamps.

EMPRESS EUGENIE.
RAFFAELLE.
LADY OE THE LAKE.
WATER NYMI'H.
BANKS'S FAVOURITE.

The entire stock of all Seedling Fuchsias distinguished with
a white Corolla were purchased for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS
of tho late W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon, who
succeeded in introducing this great novelty. And in consequence of

an advertisement, which;appeared a few weeks hack in theGardeners'
Chronicle from Messrs Lucombe, Pines, & Co., of Exeter, offering

two new Fuchsias similar in character to those purchased of Mr.
Story, and alter a written communication with that gentleman
(who was then confined to his bed by illness) it was thought
necessary for one of the firm to make further inquiries ahout
them, and in consequence Mr. Andrew Henderson went to

Exeter and Newton, when he was informed by a jobbing
gardener at Nnwton that he had received Seven Pounds for

them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated) he had been

offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, but whose
name or address lie did not know*.

Messrs. E. G. II. & Son think the above explanations necessary

in consequence of h great number of their customers having
ordered them at higher prices than those quoted. This reduction

is made in consequence of information which they have received

that leaves no doubt on their minds hut that those to be sent out

by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co. are similar in character to

the above.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, February 17

Messrs. E. G. IIkndurson & Son, of the Wellington Road
Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, beg to inform their patrons

and the public that their New Catalogue of Seeds for 1S55 is now-

ready, witli full descriptions and other information, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

E. G. Henderson & Son take this opportunity of stating that

none but tho most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable
Seeds appear in their list, and among the Flower Seeds only
those whose besuty and merit are univerally acknowledged,
together with a carefully selected st^ck of the principal new
varieties. They would call particular attention to the following

new and choice seeds, which they can confidently recommend

N r W PLUMS
MR. M. DOWLING, Faun Gn . n b(

Woolilon
Lawn, Southampton, bt r i n • I - ptctfii r to return bin

slncoro n kh to the Nobility, I -
.

the liberal patronage lie lie* recelwd, ,.,•
, (1 ... (hern Uiat

( ,uii. J- to IiIn Ourdon being nli'iut in tun
1 1na to offer the above »t '.mutually low price*, i

and ih" Trade will And this " rare 01

hoIvi i
with thom " D, i<> icolvi a TutUraoi I

thai fruited them tills wnson Hecat ...
ih,. iii.m |i Osge ind Angallnn Burdal
I 'i ii in for proliflon and fl ur; n nnd Iho
prices can be nblalned nt Mr. CiiaiiM i

i I I Nursery,
Slough ; of Mr. UBKUBMOK, Pino Apple Place, L ton , or iMj
(Jiow.m in WnrtlNtnn Lawn, S Itnmptnn,

QUEEN VICTORIA.
PK1NOE ALRERT.
MRS. STORY.
RANUNCUL1FLORA.
PERKUG1NO.

6
1 6
1 G

1

1

6

Per packet—s. d.

Antirrhinum, extra tine ...

Auricula, fine mixed
Abronia mubellata
Anagaltis azurea grandi-

tiora

„ rubra „
Arctotis breviscapa
Aster,new Peonj pyramid,

in pickets of 10 distinct

colours, separate ... 3
„ new bouquet pyrami-
dal, in packets of 12
distinct colours ... ... 3

lialsam, double Camellia-
flowered, in packets of 6
distinct colours, separate

v new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sepa-
rate, extra fine 5

,, Aurora, new double
crimson .. ... 1

„ new dblo. pale yellow 1

Carnation, stage.flowers.., 1 6
Calceolaria, ex. ex. 1's. Grf & 5s.

Cineraria, bx. «-x. Is 6dj& 2s. Gd

6

i 3

Cbrysauthemuin pomjione 1

M large (lowered 1

Calcndrinia umb-llata ...

Diantlius Dunni-tii.stiprb. 1
„ Ohinensia flora pleno,
extra fine 6

Eachscboltzia tenui folia... l 6
Geranium, choice show ... 2 6

„ choice fancy 2 G
Hollyhock, fir-t quality ... 2 6

„ Eceond quality ... 1

Ipomo?a rubm ccerulea ... 1

Per packet— s. d.

Ipomcea limbata 2 6
Leptosiphou luteum ... 6

,, aureum 1 G
Linum giaudiflorarubrum

Is. Gd., and 2 6
Lobelia Queen T.ctoria

(scarlet) ... o 6
Lobelia Roi Leopold ... G
Larkspur. new double
improved Hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours

Limnauthes sulphurea
... 2 G

odorata 1

Mignonette, new. large ...

Mimulus, beautiful ...

Pansy, choice show ... 1

„ choice fancy 1

Petunia, extra fine ... 1

Phlox Drummondi cocci-

nea
Portulacca, new orange ...

„ new rose
Primula sinensis fimbria to,

alba ami ru!>rji mixed ... 2
Poppy, new large Pmony,

in S brilliant colours ... 2
Reseda myriophylla, new

Mignonette 1

Salpiglossis, scarlet, blue,
and sulphur

Stock, German, new large

flowering, in packets of
six distinct odours ... 2

Verbena, choice mixed ... 1
Sweet William, new

double
Wliitlavia grandiflora ... 1

CODl-KtY'b EJLACK 5 P I N t,
Bi'i.i'.'-Mi' ami Pjtoi "" I i

'"' Cpi <:\it.v.n,

W oo\) am> INGRAM beg to offer seeds of the

above beuutlnil variety, * olour, n agnfflcnt dark green,
with a vi-ry line hlooin; avorage length, ih to 21 Incbtfl, HBO
producaa in groal abundance through intln 1 1 n P*
containing 12 nocdH, 2*.6d.; Q ditto, I i

-

W. A- I. will be happy to refer any pi-nonn wlHhlng further

InformalIon raapeoUng liio variety to three oi foui Noblemen ind
QenflemunH1 Gardeners who have grown It, and prefer it to any
other.

London Agents: Mohhi'h. Buost & RPMullm, c, Lcadenhaii
Street.
W. & I. have also the following esteemed varieties to offer, In

packets. Is. each, containing 12 usedSt—

CAI/lCHOiril M

TAHJI IH, '.: LI (>1 .' I'Ultl
,
AN1J / ' JU' i I. AH.

I I EN!? V 61 OOM, ' UPlliH Ur.y, ,.:.r I-
ti by
that !.' i

ou appilea lion, __^^^.^_^_
COLi I COLI

RED CELERY.
| THORN1 u. V,' 0LB.« '

,

onnouncs thai il , r< pored to

A I- V. 111*1 fc i ./, |„*/;k* I

•

I'Kitij i .'- 1 1 j ] .

;
• r lb.

.

Lilimu glgantourii seed, 2s. 6 /. and 5s. per packet.
Holms .HHichtirtwns (new Su^ar-cano). Is. to '2s. Gd. do.
Dioscoiea Batataa (JapHnese Yam), 2s. Gd. eacli tuber.
20 Ornamental Grasses (see Catalogue).
12 Ornamental foliage Annuals.

Sion linn. i'.

Barnes's Fearnought
Walker's Prolific

Coustantlne's Incomparable

: Itoynl Exblhiiion
Conqueror of tba West
Inn roved Sion Uouac
Mancbesier Bero,

'•'••;:

lliiiitinu''U>n Nurneiies, Fi'brnarv 17.

AKTIIUR liENDi.KSON and CO. bee leave to

inform their natrons nnd friends that their stock of \ I '.I

TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS (containing many choice and
new kinds) U now ready for sending out. Catalogues may be
bad on application.

Lilimu gtganteum Seed ,.# ... per 100 seeds ... 6s. 0d.

White-topped CUry per packet ... 1 fl

Limuanthus sulphurea odorata... . „ ... 1 6
Dianthus Dunnettl supcibus ... „ ... 1 G
Escholtzia tcnuifolla „ ... 1

Leptoalphon aureum „ ... 1

Whitlavia grand i flora „ ... 1 6
Pine Apple PIhco, Edgeware Road, London.

/"MIARLES SHARPE and CO., Sebd Growers,
^ } beg mo>t respectfully to invite the atten 'ion of the Trade to

their very superior stocks of Carrot, Mangold Wurzel, and
Turnip Seeds, nil of which have been carefuUy grown by them-
selves. Prices mav he had on application

DIOSCOREA JAPONICA.
C. S. & Co., have received from abroad a quantity of Roots of

the above, nnd will be glad to supply the Trade. Prices on
application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.

TO THE TRADE.
JOHN HARRISON begs to offer to Hie Trade the
*J undermentioned plants, oi which be has a large stock.

Rose Mnnetti, strong cutting 25s. Otf.p.1000

Raspberry, Northumberland Fillbasket, the
best variety in cultivation, 20s. per 1C0 ... 160 „

Do. Kastolff.'Ss. per 100, or 60 „
Do. Wilsher Red Glob 10 per 100
D •. Magnum Bonum ... 10 „
Rhubarb, Victoria, strong 25 „
Do. Royal Albert, do 30 „
Currants, Victoria, 1 year old .6 „
Do. do. 2 years old, strong ... 12 „

Do. Black Naples, 1 year 6 „
Do. do. do. 2 years 10 „
Do, dr.. Bang-up, extra fine 12 „
Arbor Vita\ H to 2 feet 15 „

Juniper, Swedish, U feet ., 25 „
Cuprcssus Funebris, 1J feet 100 „
Delphinium Barlowi, strong 40 ,,

Roses of nil the best varieties in cultivation, of whicb J. H.
lias a stock of many thousands, one vear established in pots, and
m frtr Jmmpdi-tP fo.rit'e —Nursery, DHrlinL'ton. Feb. 17.

/ iHARLliS SHARP bens tn call the attention of the
V> Nobilitv, Gentrv, and the Trade to his unrivalled collection

of SEED POTATOES, which have Wen grown and selected

with great care, and perfectly fiee from disease. The under-
mentioned prices include hampers and package. Terms to the
Trade known on application.

POTATOES:—
Per bush, of 4 ^. Per bush, of 4 st.

Ash-leafKidney(Jackson's) 10s. American Early
Ash-lea'ed Kidney(Walnut-

leafed) 105

Early Emperor 10s.

„ Shilling's 10s.

„ Martin's Globe ... 10*.

„ Oxford Large ... Ss.

„ Round Frame (for

Forcing) S*.

Early (Fox's Sredling)

Forty-Fold
Kentish Kidney
York He-eut's
White Rough
French Blues
White Kidney
Briti-h Queen, the largest
and best produce in cul-

tivation ...

Seed Establishment, Wisbearh. Cambridgeshire.

NiW ASHlEAF-THE "EARLY CHAMPION."
JOSEPH WILSON, Serpsman, Ipswich, begs to state
'' that Ins s'ock of early SEED POTATOES comprises the
following splendid varieih s gmwfl expressly for seed purposes,

and free fr-un disease The " Champion " Ashleaf. 12s., a new-

variety, sent out for the first time this season ; they are about
10 days earlier than any other Ashleaf. finer in flavour and more
prolific. Jackson's improved early Ashleaf, 9s.: the Short top

Ashleaf, T.v. Gd.\ Nonpareil Kidneys, 6s. Gd.\ Moss Kidneys.
6>. Gd.: British Queens, 7s. 6A, the earliest round variety kn wn.
Early Frame and Ashleaf See- ling*, &. per bushel. Free to

Loudoti ; no charge for sacks. A remittance must accompany all

orders.

J. W. hpgs to say that the whole of the varieties offered have
been grown especially for him; and that he has no connection
whatever with any other Seedsman.

MYATT' S NEW SEEDLING POTATO.
BROCKLEY KlI'NEY.

Ti 7" AND J. MY ATI can disj ose of a limited
'*'

* • quantity of the above excellent new Potato, which they

have proved to be a fitst-iaie variety, and has been selected as the

best out of a many thousand seedlings raised at Manor Farm-
In flavonrit is quite equal to the Ash-h-nt, and for produce very-

far superior: it is a compact strong grower, >-nd ripens off quickly.

making it an invaluable summer tuaaetv. To tesent out in p^ck

b.ij^, Ss. : bushel, 56 lbs., 1 -

Als'\ EARLY MAY or T-RITISTI QUEEN, the earliest round

Potato, middling size, suitable for planting whole, 5s.;. Early

Shaw, 5s.; York Regent's, 5s. ; Hen's Kest. a c-x>d field Potato,

6s per bushel ; Red Ash-leaf. 2s. 6>i. per peck. Tlnse are all one

year's growth, from Yorkshire or Scotch sets, and will be

detivi reii free to any mil way terminus in London.
Po-r Office- Orders ai e requested from unknotru correspondents,

payable at. Deptford, ioWh.liam Myait.

! Manor Farm, Feb. 17.

FUCHSIAS WITH W H I T E CO C

[

i ' OMBE i'i:.' i.

i-i (hat ti.. v ib*|| hi hi
. -iKi *wl

cntirel) a ,*u*, «-ariy if.

FLOKENCE rjIGHTIfjCA LC.
I'uro white corolla, ' hacly

an extremely lovely and novol *»

CALANTHITLORA-PLEf.A
(The Douclc Bu rop i >

P ire double w hiti

drop, ^i|] rich hcarlct «;pal
ol the kind ever yet pox
Tbe usual i .< Trade »!.«•' ir« uktn,

i

GAINES' SCARLET UNIQUE.
>J GA INKS begi u> inform the nobililjr, K*alfjf and

• trade in :• cjiti K^\.\Ay -

Unique, producing magnll i

It wan cxhll t tie I bluwlck nnd Koya I

tural Shows, whore it «.: •

adapted for bedding
are tnken, a fourth will he tent to CM»r*-n**te tor carriage.
A descriptive Lint of his 1 a j

Show and Fancy varieties, also Store, Oreenbooae, »t"; 11^:;-
vooded Plants, lofty be had pott fn . by spplyl '^y»
Purrwv I. "ne i' - - rey,

MOW KEAUY
\\'IL-LIAM and GEORGE DAVISON ran supply
* * complete coUeetions of S1TCH1 DS, to

suit the various sized Gardens, at the following prices:—

No. 1 Collection ... £3 No. 3 Collection ... £1 2 C
No. 2 „ ... 1 16 | No. 4 „ ... u M d

FLOWER SEEDS: 50 packets including the bet
hardy, and tender Annual-, and Biennials, with printed insiruc-
lion*,10s Gd. \ 'jo diito ditto, Gj. ; ..1/.

GEASS SEEDS: Fine I .*. perlb.: G
Seeds for layinp down permanent pasture mixed to suit acy
30«. per acre. Every variety of agricalUircl Seeds of the finest
qualitv. Priced Catalogues mav be bad on application to W.
& G. Davisos. Seed Wsrebou«e/ir

GAHAWAY, MAYES, m CO., havings
Stock of LJL1UM GIGANTETM Beed, caj

picked seed at 10s. GJ. per 100.

G. t
M.. & Co. can supply DIOSCOREA BATATAS at

-

advertised prices'. Early spplia rted, as the stcck
is limited.

Catalngues of Kitchen Garden, Flowers, and Agricultural Seeds,
may be bnd on application. Prices if

Cucumber nnd Mtl nS
I"T. 1. I' I " • '

MELVILLE'S HABDY SC< T< H I ttOCCOU
uill tiand tie mat itrcrc trinUr, atid the

inrahtahlc. 100 Seeds for 1*.

F^r (all description, stc "' Eesdle's Price Cumntatd GuI^z
Direct' ry for 1865.*1

Wji'i tax V.. Eryw^E & Co., Sc '

^\ | ELVILLE'S ThEBLE CURLED GARHISH-
1\ t INC BORECOLE.—This is the dwhest and moat

iisfful Vegetable for ga'i-nishivg ixcr introduced, and
sJioidd be grown in every garden. 200 Seeds for Is.

For description see " Eesdle's Price Cnrtett acZ ~
Directory for 1655."

William E. Rfstlt. JL- Ox. S^cd Mercbartg. Plymontb.

^jELYILLE'S NEW INTEltMEDIATK HY-
> BH1D CABBAGE—This is a ralvath addition

to our ttock of Vegetables, avd sltovld be had by aV.

have gardens. 200 Seeds for 1*.

For description sec "Resdle's Price Current aci
Directory tor 1S55."

William E Rexdle & Co.. Seed Mere]

Zi\t (Bnxtstntxgi Citrfjntclr.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17

The thermometer in the Valley of the Thames
has been -within the last ievr days a'lmost as low es

at any time since gardens hare been enriched by the

numerous half-handy plants now si common. On
the nij;ht of Saturday the lOi FAHEJ^HErr's iher-

morueter in the Gaiden of the HvriiculUiral Saaebf
fell to 1" above Zrxo. aEd a radii ee degrees

below. On the night of the 13ih it fell in the same
place 10 zero, aud the radiator was 6 3

lower. To
this we have no recent parallel except in the spring

of 1S-3S. when a
- Chiswiek. the ordinary thermo-

meter fell to -is' below zero and the radiator to 12r

below on tl e i ight of Jinaary 19. after which the

t.nif erature rose, so lh;t on the 21sl there was a

thaw, which on the 22d tec.me rspid, revealing all

the disastrous enVcts of the rigorous weather.

Low as tie thermometer certainly was at Chiswiek
on that occasion the cold was nearly as severe or

^till more >o in other parts of the south of England,

according to several independent observers. At
Seven Oaks in Kent, 3Ir. Ecgers recorded 3

s belo~
zero, wl-.en li~ iESlnrauxi became deranged, l~~:

the true mhiirr.um could cot he a cei :,=i. At
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Beckenham it is said to have sunk to 13i° below

zero at 7 a.m.; at Redleaf it was 1° above; at

Cambridge it was seen at 3° above at 11 p.m.; at

N. Stonham it was at zero ; at Claremont it fell to

12° below, and at Walton on Thames to 14° below

;

at Worthing it was only 2° above, although it did

not sink lower than 9° above at Arundel, 18° above

at Bicton, and 15° above in the Isle of Wight.
It is superfluous to show how disastrous were the

effects of that frost where it was felt in its greatest

intensity. It is sufficient to say that the kitchen

gardens round London were left without vegetables,

that the Furze all died above ground, that the Vine
was killed in several vineries, and that. Strawberry

plants -in pots, prepared for forcing, lost their

flower buds except where they were carefully

protected.

What we shall find to be the effects of the

present frost it is nseless to conjecture; the reality

will be apparent soon enough. In the meanwhile
our readers may be interested in the following little

facts, which are already ascertained.

In the glass wall in the garden of the Horticul-

tural Society, the slight protection afforded by the

glass and iron caused a considerable diminution of

cold; thus on the night of the 10th when the exter-

nal thermometer fell to 1", that in the inside of the

wall was not below 14° ; and on the night of the 13th,

the thermometer outside marking 0°, that within the
wall marked 13°. Such a difference was probably
attributable in great measure to the stillness of the

atmosphere. It was sufficient to preserve the
foliage and the flowers of Chinese Primulas, as well
as Callistemm lanceolalus, Viburnum suspension,

Edwardsia chilensis, and similar half-hardy plants.

The effect of snow, even in small quantities, as a
protecting material, was strikingly shown on the
night of the 10th. While the exposed thermometer
stood at 1°, another close by, covered by two inches
of loose snow, was not lower than 20°, owing to the
extremely bad conducting power of that substance.
Hence arises the probability that in bad snowy
climates, or, in even bitter climates, half-hardy
bushes might be preserved by piling snow around
and over a framework made to guard them. A dif-

ference of 19° in such a case as that now mentioned,
with a guard of only 2 inches of snow, is, we
believe, a fact quite unexpected.
From what is already known concerning the im-

portant influence of ground temperature on vegeta-
tion, it is probable that the effects of frost will
always be found mitigated when that is high, and
aggravated when it is low. We know how little

plants suffer in the United States under that load of
snow which prevents the escape of heat from the
soil. To what extent the small amount of warmth
belonging to the earth of this country reallv protects
vegetation is a point to be ascertained : that, low as
it is, it affords some protection is unquestionable.
Perhaps the next few weeks may throw a gleam of
light upon this matter. As a guide to those who
have the means of investigating the subject, we may
state that the following are the thermometries
facts which bear upon it.

In 1838 the thermometer at Chiswick fell to
+4° on one occasion, and a few days after to—4i°.
The lowest ground temperature was found to be
33* at 1 foot below the surface, and 35° at 2 feet.

This week the thermometer at Chiswick fell to 1°
on one occasion, and a few days afterwards to 0°.
The lowest ground temperature has been ascertained
to have been 35° at 1 foot below the surface, and
37|° at 2 feet. We have therefore had an excess of
from 2° to 21° of temperature in the ground, and of
from 3° to 4|° in the atmosphere ; to which has to be
added all the advantage of the long dryness and
previous coldness of the present season. Theoreti-
c-lily, such differences ought to have a sensible
effect in protecting plants ; whether they really will
have we shall know hereafter.

An Arboricultural Society has been formed in
Scotland, with Air. Brown, lately the victim of
Treasury intrigue, but now Wood Commissioner to
the Earl of Seafield, for its President, and some
of our most experienced foresters on its com-
mittee, among whom we may mention the names
Of M'CoRQUODALE, CoWAN, DlCKSON, GaROINER,
M'Cleish, M'Donald, the two M'Larens, Ruther-
ford, Taylor, Thomson, of Chopwell ; Thomson,
of Culhorn ; and Balden. This shows that what-
ever some gentlemen may think, those who really
know what foresting is are of opinion that there is
room for improvement, upon even the brilliant
management which has been displayed in the Royal
Forests. It is only just to the veteran Billington
to say that the necessity of forming such an asso-
ciation has been advocated by him as Ion" as we
remember his name.
We regret that the limited space at our command

renders anything like a report of the proceedings at I

the first meeting of the Society impossible. The
following summary will, however, convey to the

public some idea of the views of those who are its

promoters.

After reminding the Society of the wonderful
strides which the art of agriculture has made since

the general establishment of societies for its ad-

vancement, and of the remarkable progress of horti-

culture from the operation of the same cause, the

President proceeded to the following effect :

—

" Should the art of arboriculture be discussed in as

|

skilful a manner as these two sister arts ; if the

dross that adheres to it shall be as completely
separated through the influence of science; if only

its truer principles and methods shall be retained,

and established upon a broad and solid foundation,

we have no reason to fear that a similar result will

not follow in regard to forestry. In looking forward,

therefore, to the results of this association, I cannot

but express my conviction that a new era is about
to open on our business ; and that the time is not

distant, when not only foresters, but all the landed
proprietors of the country, will attach themselves to

an association on which their interests may so much
depend.

" Arboriculture is, however, a more difficult sub-

ject than farming or gardening, inasmuch as a
greater length of time is necessary to develope im-
provements, and conduct them to a profitable issue.

And this is no doubt the reason that the cultivation

of trees on sound principles has been so much
neglected, so that their culture as a crop has been
attended with unsatisfactory pecuniary results.

Instances, however, are not wanting in which this

branch of rural economy has been conducted on
sound principles, and then it has invariably been
found to be productive of profit to the proprietor

—

both directly by the proceeds of its produce, and
indirectly by the shelter of trees enhancing the
value of the arable land. Such examples, many of

which I could point out, justify the expectation that

were all plantations treated well, similar results

would follow. But although many instances of

well-managed plantations can be indicated, still I

believe that every intelligent forester will agree
with me that this happy condition of things is of

limited extent ; and that at least two-thirds of the
plantations in Great Britain are at the present time
so dealt with that their condition is hopeless,
whether as a profitable or ornamental crop. This
assertion may to some appear overstrained, but it

arises out of my own experience in surveying woods
in all parts of the country during the last 10 years.

" In England I have seen Oak plantations of
nearly 30 years standing, with the trees in them
only from 4 to 5 feet apart, not the slightest atten-
tion having been paid to thinning; of course, the
crop consisted of mere poles. I do not know how
profitable results should follow such manage-
ment. In Scotland, ton, I have found the same
state of things—plantations unthinned for 35 years,
the trees 4 feet apart on the average, and consequently
so slender that to improve them was hopeless.
Such examples are, I think, sufficient to show that
there is great room for improvement in arboriculture,

both in England and Scotland, and that it is for this
desirable object that we have formed the Arboricul-
tural Society, through which we hope to embody
the experience of practical men, and to disseminate
sound views on the subject."

After dwelling at considerable length upon the
indispensable qualifications of a forester, Mr. Brown
added :

—

" Practical men in all branches of rural economy
have been more disposed to follow the guidance of

their own experience than to accept the light of

science ; hence the comparatively slow progress, till

very recently, made in farming and gardening.
The same remark applies to forestry. Hitherto
foresters have been content to act by the uncertain
light of their own experience. But now the appli-
cation of science to those branches of cultivation is

taking firm hold on the minds of all improving and
enlightened men, and exerting its influences accord-
ingly. If the great progress these arts have recently

undergone is to be ascribed almost wholly to the
example and influence of a few who, in advance of
their fellows, have seen the importance of the aid of

science and availed themselves of its resources, may
we not hope that a similar result will ensue in the
case of forestry 1 I have great pleasure in being
able to testify that within the last few years, I have
met with many highly intelligent and experienced
foresters, several of whom are already members of

this Society, who have availed themselves of the aid

of science, and who are therefore an ornament to the

profession. I am also happy to add that great

exertion is being made by young foresters to

acquire knowledge, and I feel warranted in saying
that I have no fVar as to the ability of foresters to

carry out the scheme of this Society, provided only

they meet with the assistance of those who are to be-

most benefited by their knowledge, I mean the.

landed interest of the country. Such assistance
will, I believe, in due time be given. At present^

our object must be to show that the Society is to be
of advantage to proprietors generally ; this proved,
they will not hesitate to give their cordial co-ope-
ration."

Mr. Brown concluded by pointing out at length
what he conceived to be the practical objects to

which the Society should more especially direct

attention.

The address of the President was succeeded by a
communication from Mr. Thomson, the Deputy-
Surveyor in Chopwell Woods :

—" The business,"
he observed, " which we more immediately profess,

has been so allowed to slumber as to seem as if

upon its death-bed ; and unless a feeling had
recently been awakened in its behalf, k is to be-

feared that it might, sooner or later, have altogether

slipped out of the catalogue of rural sciences. I

say that a warm feeling has lately been enkindled
in its favour ; and if the feeling of inquiry which
has lately been enkindled into the condition and
capabilities of the woods and forests of Great
Britain is judiciously strengthened, there is little

doubt hut a renovation of the entire system may be-

the result. Dictation on the part of this Society must,
however, be carefully guarded against ; but if the.

members of this Society bring themselves fully to

understand the nature and responsibility of their

self-imposed duties, there is no room for doubting
that they will ultimately accomplish a greater or,

less amount of good. To a few foresters only are

the principles upon which their art is founded
known, and though you may find an active and in-

telligent brother here and there, it will be found in

many cases, that those to whom is entrusted the
rearing and management of our plantations, are

destitute of the knowledge of the very elements of
their profession. Indeed, we have frequently seen

men, who, from age or accident, had become in-

capacitated for the performance of the ordinary

duties of humble life, placed in charge of a district

of woodland. It is needless to suggest how un-
profitable such an arrangement must be.

"It should not be forgotten that forestry is a science,

and, when intelligently practised, has to be studied as.

such, and that professional as well as general qualifi-

cations are necessary to its successful development.
Foresters should therefore study accordingly. They
should make themselves acquainted with the nature,

history, habits, and peculiarities of all the plants,

with which they have ordinarily to deal ; the different

kinds, qualities, and capabilities of soil; the sources

and effects of disease ; the nature of climate, atmo-
spheric influences, and other important particulars

;

so that, understanding their profession theoretically

and practically in all its branches, it may become-a
fixed system, and cease to remain, as heretofore, a
tissue of ill-wrought experiments.

" I maintain, then, that every young man who-
wishes to become a forester should serve an appren-
ticeship on an estate where the several departments
of forest labour are extensively prosecuted, the

management of a nursery included ; he should-

afterwards endeavour to find employment for a few
years (as he readily will) on other well conducted*

properties, staying about 12 months at each, ami
changing the scene of his operations as much as-

possible ; and when this is done, he will find him-
self better able to undertake with confidence
the superintendence of the woodlands on a large

estate, than if he had remained for half a life-time

in any single locality, imbibing only the traditions

of his grandfathers."

This promises well. The advice given by both;

speakers is sound and should be followed. If that

is done we may hope to see our English woodlands
everywhere brought by degrees into a more pros-

perous state. If that is not done, and men continue;

to look to the Royal Forests as examples, we can1

only say that they must not expect either pleasure or
profit from their property, but must rest contented

with being picturesque.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LIX.

267. Apostaxis. — Constitutional and Organic-—
1. BLEEniNG —The flow of sap iu the spring is often so-

energetic as to try the resisting powers of the conduct-

ing tissue in the absence of a sufficiently strong

compensating force of evaporation. Under suck
circumstances it either causes lesions of the tissue of

more or less consequence, or avails itself of ruptures
already present. In the Vine, Birch, Elm, Maple, and
other trees which are subject to bleeding, if the spot

from whence the fluid issues be carelully examined,

there will generally appear some little fissure in the

wood and bark, or some decayed spot, which is

frequently referable to a shoot which has been broken

off or has perished in consequence of the more urgent

demands of larger branches, which have appropriated
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its nutriment. It in (inserted by Meyen and others

tliat in these canes tlio spiral tissue becomes a

conductor of fluid — a position which in at present,

to Bay tlic least, extremely doubtful, and sup-

posing it a well ascertained fact, it would be ho

.aberrant from the assumed agency of mich tissue in

containing uir, aa to imply of itself temporary diseased

action, even should the expansion of the leaves rcstoro

-matters to their former state of equilibrium, li. is

obvious that if tlio consequences were confined to a

temporary abstraction of superabundant fluid; health

might eventually be altogether unimpaired; an in Llie

analogous case of slight epistaxis, or nose bleeding in tho

human frame, forming an outlet at llio expense of an

unimportant temporary lesion of tlio vessels for the

relief of the system. But unfortunately, in the Yogotabh
kingdom, where lesion baa once taken place it in not

always so easily repaired, and a flow of Hap once I
'<!"

Wished in u certain direction may become chronic, and
induce, by means of an extravasation of the fluids in

tlio surrounding tisHues, a diseased condition of tlio cell-

willls, leading to gangrene and ultimate decay. In SODIO
cases, ns in tbo open ulcers which are not uncommon in

films, the discharge may be traced inwards io a collec-

tion of corrupt lluid duo to tho decomposition of the

water or sap which has percolated through decayed
tissues, and tho matter which it may bold in solution.

In other cases, the fluid, instead of presenting the colour

of decayed wood, blackens everything it touches, is pecu-

liarly feotid, though extremely attractive to wasps and
(lies from its saccharine nature, and is ovidently duo to

sop in a far greater degree of concentration. It is not
in general tracoable to any particular spot, but the
whole of tho surrounding woody tissue is impregnated
with tho same disagreeable odour, insomuch that when a
tree so affected is foiled, it is extremt ly unpleasant to Htand
by while the portions of the wood which arc saturated with
the fluid in question are severed by the axo. Sometimes
whore ihere can be no pretence of any inherent disease,

as in the case of a sound tree— the Horse Chestnut, for
example—cut down when the sap is commencing to
flow, tho discharge from tho divided surface will put on
tho same foetid character, in consequence of under-
going putrescent fermentation.* The discharge, how-
ever, in many cases seems to differ very slightly
from ordinary ascending sop, though the stream
is often altered in appearance externally by the pro-
duction of such fungi as the orange-coloured Fusisporium
ebulliens. Independently of any ulterior consequences, the
perennial loss of a considerable quantity of ascending sap
can scarcely be consistent with perfect health ; and in

the cases where the discharge is saccharine, the evil is

of course aggravated, and the ultimate destruction
more inevitable. If the affection is inveterate, the case
does not admit of relief, fi r any suppression of the
issue iu one direction would only lead to rupture in
another ; but if the continuance of the affection has
been due to ulterior causes, it may be possible to remedy
the evil by freely opening the parts and the removal of
decayed matter, after which protection from external
agency may be supplied'by varnish, collodium, or Buch
other remedy as the particular circumstances may sug-
gest. In pruning, it is of consequence that every dis-

eased fragment or patch should be removed ; and in
those trees which are subject to much bleeding, the
operatiou should be performed as early as possible,
to insure the healing or hardening of the divided surface.
In some cases, as in the Birch and Sugar Maple, where
the sap is peculiarly plentiful, artificial means are taken
to divert the fluid. In such cases, as the auger is passed
half an inch into the wood itself, it should seem that
the ascending sap is principally collected, and indeed
exclusively, at the early part of the season ; but in
either case the process can be carried on only within
certain limits without affecting the health of the tree
materially. Loudon mentions the case of Count Wiu-
gersky, iu Moravia, who planted the Sugar Maple ex-
tensively, but whose trees soon became sickly aud died,
in consequence of drawing sap from them every year.
M. J.B.

(be rowu io give a
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frequent application ol hmo, lor in soma seasons their row, and j.oiot ovet the soil b«tw*ei
name is Legion, especially in heavy soils, Butovenafter workmanlike finish; when Ibc Peas
struggling through these mishnpit ib<-y are frequently 5 inches high, let earth be drawn to lheir"etems, arid

attacked by an audacious flock of spsrrows. in vain an la i them they will require little more attention then
nil tho recommended remedies for such a disaster tried; an occasional i-.nrv.-y to ,.,- it ),,• slugs or sparrows
threads of all qualities and colours, feathers of every molest Ihem. These transplanted Peas ore ibefc
dyo, dead eats, live cats, cats painted on boards, rattle*, hope ol tin- season, but it v,. || n latum d, Ihfj rarely fail

and jingling glasses, an: of little avail against these or disappoint the cultivator.

determined freebooters. '•'>, no; tlio sparrow is too! Xne next or succession crop i« managed thus, an
li. miliar with man ami bin ways to take alarm at open, airy quaru-r bung Selected!, it is limed and ridged
any subterfuge of that sort; he must And you a up In ins autumn; ti,c firm fine, dry weatbei
rosoluto foe armed with your gun before be gives following February the ridges are levalUd down. If tie

way. The remnant of the Peas, however, mill excito ground ts light it is trod over and raked evenly; drills

our hope ; those that were cropped over send up fr<->b are drawn from K to '. last apart, oeeordiiMj v> the

stems; tbo season advances, the growing weather ot boigbtoi lbs variety sown. I then aow i or 2 quart*

spring ssts in, the surrounding vegetation assumes a (the quantity sown atone timet wfll depend entirely ob
vigorous and a healthy growth, the carefully tended the demands of tbo family) of the same sort as wossown
Peas make progress. At last tbo embryo blossoms in pots, a nuart of the beat second early, a o,u*rt of

appear, but expectant hope in doomed to disappoint- DwaH imperials, a quart of Champion ot Bogjand. 2
marls ol toll Marrows, the beat variety »ment; still their stems are cankered, the foliage becomes

yellow, and a fl'OHty morning or two makes the failure

complete. Such is the history and mygeneral sxpei h net

of a crop of IVas howii in November or December,
To gather early Peas is an important to the gardener

now aH it was 'lb years ago, but, in that long pel iod I

have only three times pulled a dish in May ; it ia true,

Homo of iny brother gardeners who had to cultivate

a dryer soil ill a warmer locality have succeeded
once ih five or six years in obtaining the desired result,

and now that wo havo decidedly earlier varieties, the

average will bo less if tbe seasons are favourable, for the

frosts, as tbo crop is coming into bloom, will retard tin-

earlier Peas. The wcll-inf'oinn-d and rending portion of

young gardeners have every opportunity of becoming
acquainted, atleast theoretically, with the meansadopted
at tbe present time to have a dish of early Peas, and
who among the many aspirants to the highest rank of

gardeners will fail to read, as far as the time and means
at his disposal will permit, tbe principal periodicals on
gardening of the present day ? To neglect this will be to

fall out of the rank and file of his calling to join the

brigade of tbo " rule of thumb," the irregular and awk-
ward squad of gardeners. There is one advice, however,
which has frequently come under my notice, and which
is bo plausible that I have no doubt it has been
frequently followed by eager and unexperienced gar-

deners, " Sow on strips of turf, forward them in a mild
heat, and afterwards harden them off ;" or thus, M Sow
thinly in a one-light box, give a gentle heat, harden off,

and transplant," &c. Now, I cannot say that this is

judicious advice, for to bring forward Peas in beat,

however mild, will stimulate their growth, so that their

stems will become attenuated, and how they are to be
hardened off to withstand the severity of the weather
afterwards those who have tried the plan will lest know.
It has, however, frequently been a source of regret to

me to have seen the unskilful attempt and its futile

result. But I will not comment further on tbe means
adapted by others, but give an account -of my own
practice ; and here I would observe that I have nothing
new to offer, but will simply state those conditions fre-

quently gleaned from the experience of others, but which
have been introduced into my own practice, as I have
found them conducive to early and profitable results,

(ante of consumer ; th'-M if all aowii on tin; some day
will come in succession,

'
I en to keep up tie

fiupply by sowing Imperially Champion of Boabuid, and
tbo- Uerrowsas each prevta • respectively

up; tbe early sorts will now be discontinued, «e it wfll in

general be found that lbs tall &larro»» eii«- lbs lat#-»t

supply. II dry weather win in a trench about I loot from
either side, and along the row, should 1«: made and fcafu-

rated with water to keep the till Pees in ebeellby state;
every one knows the utility ol baring the Peas wll
staked, so that a free circulation of air may be main-
tained among them. Jumtt Falconer.

EARLY PEAS.
" Shall you be able to gather a dish of Peas in May 1

"

•was a frequent inquiry amongst gardeners 40 years ago.
The self-gratulation of the one as the question was
answered in the affirmative, or the disappointed look of
the other, fully expressed the importance of having an
•early dish of Peas ; for, however unfavourable the
soil or locality might be, the gardener knew well that
if his neighbour had a dish of Peas in May, his failure
would be attributed to his neglect or want of skill.

Comparison of the means and assistance at his com-
mand would be made with those of his more successful
neighbour, and remarks elicited tending to sour and
make his temper as ungenial as the stiff, wet, undrained
soil he had to cultivate ; for it was then the practice,
and with many it is still continued, to sow the first crop
of Peas in November or beginning of December,
notwithstanding the many casualties and failures
to which they are liable, for with every care bestowed
in covering with dry cinder ashes, &c, the mice find
them out and carry them oft' to their winter dormitory,
which causes the crop to come up patchy ; the slugs,
too, come in for a Bhare of the spoil in defiance of the

• X have beard of considerable annoyance being experienced in
the neighbourhood of London from this cause. The roots of
trees, however, are so often Injured by noxious exhalations from
tbo soil in such situations, that there may possibly be good
reasons for chemical change which may not be immediately
J\pnarent.

MANAOKMI.NT (if M.I.M.J .'-<; PEAR TREES,
UP TO THE PERIOD ol THEIR I BlTlTll O.

The seed of a Pear, taken from a well-formed fruit of

first-rate quality, produced by a naturally vigorous tree

belonging to a good race, being sown at die end
tember, with all the precautions already pointed out,

iu light deep soil, remains fixtd in this by its strong
radicle for the first jear. The sboot (iradaally acquires

firmnef-s and strength, and commence* to throw oat
some brant-hep. Each seedling plant exhibits peculiar

characters which, in the course of the rammer, are
subjects of observation for those that are in the habit

of experimenting. The young plants should be fre-

quently weeded, and the surface of tbe ground kept
loose by stirring. The young (hoots that are v.o near
each other along the stem, i-hould be thinned by cutting

them close to their bases with a Ebarp. narrow-bladtd

knife. Ihef-e are all the attentions which the seedlings

require in the first year of their gTowth.

In tbe following spring the seedlings should be taken
up, and their tap-roots shortened, 'ihe plants thould

then be replanted in a quarter of rich deep Boil, in rowi

2j feet asunder, and 1 foot apart in the rows. In order

to encourage fresh roots, about half a shovelful of well

decomposed dung is put under the tap-root of each.

During tbe growth resulting from the first flow of sap,

and especially towards Midsummer, all branches or
shoots that are too close, or badly placed, are cut off

closely, without, however, touching the upright leading

shoot, which is allowed to grow till it attains the height

For many years I have discontinued sowing Peas in
J

of 10 feet. Some of the weak or slender-growing seed-

November or December, being fully eouvinceci from my i
lings may require the support of a small stek to keep

own experience, as well as from a careful comparison them upright. The stick should be placed so as to test

with tlie practice of other gardeners in the same
]

resist the effects of the south-west winds. The yonng
neighbourhood, that it was merely throwing away teed stem is tied to it with matting ; but at the fall of the leaf

and time. Another reason, which is frequently over- ' the stick should be immediately removed. We hare
looked, is that the warmest and best places are

j

a great antipathy to all supports; for these, by being
invariably appropriated to the early sown Peas; thus driven into the ground, injure the root*, whilst the ties

throwing the sowings which are most to be depended on
|

impede the free circulation of sap in the plant, and serve

to more exposed situations, and if these sowings consist '.as a harbour for insects. The stakes, moreover, by the

of what is now called second earlies the failure of the 1 action of the wind, are apt to fret and wound the young
bark. For these reasons, stakes should rever be em-
ployed, except where they are absolutely indispensable.

The young seedlings ought to be induced to take an up-

right direction by means of disbudding and shortening

the laterals. If it should be found necessary to shorten

the central leading shoot, a slight rod should be attached

to it in order that the upright direction of the shoot

first crop necessarily makes the first dish of Peas late

indeed.

In the first week in January, the first sowing of an
early approved sort is made in 10-inch pots, or bcxes
3 feet long by 10 inches wide, and 10 inches deep, but

I prefer pots ; have ready a sufficient quantity of soil,

consisting of two parts well decomposed leaf- mould, one
part loam, and one part sand. Fill the pots to within may be thereby insured. This remark, which is here

3 inches of the top, shake the pot to level the soil, sow ' necessarily introduced, is of general application, and
thinly over the surface, and fill up. From 2 to 3 quarts

J

need not be repeated.

will be sufficient to sow in pots for a first crop. Place i In the autumn, or rather towards the end of February,
the pots in a cold v nery or pit where there is admitted if the soil in which the seedlings are planted does not

at all times an abundance of air ;
2° or 3° of frost will

J
appear sufficiently rich, the surface should be stirred,

do no harm to the Peas. When the plants have just *and enriched with liquid manure, made wiih cow-dnng
got through the soil, let them be placed in a three-light

j

steeped in water. This will start the plants into

frame, the lights to be constantly kept off in mild
i
vigorous growth, which must be regulated by thinning

weather, and tilted at night, so that a slow and hardy ' the laterals with tbe view of encouraging the upright

growth may be obtained. If severe frosty weather sets shoot. In the autunn of the second iear after plant-

in, cover up night and day, and be particular not to , ing out, all the seedlings noted as possessing the mest
expose them to the sun if frosted. The careful gardener I promising characters should be taken op aod planted in

will take care that neither sparrows nor mice have a soil more rich in humus, in rows 3J feet apart, and
access to the Peas. 3 feet from plant to plant in the row. The others less

Iu the mean time the ground in which they are to be
I

promising, are planted in a compartment by themselves,

planted should be well limed and ridged up until sr.ch The seedling must be pruned, disbudded, and pinched

time as they are ready to plant out, which in favourable ' according to the principles applicable to the pruning of

weather will be towards the latter end of February,
j

standard pyramids, with this difference, however, that

Let the ridges be levelled down, and rows 4 feet apart
I
in the second and third year after planting, the shoots

marked off. Stretch the line and cut out trenches from of the seedlings are left at greater length. It will be
to 9 inches deep, turn the Peas out of the pot, and

i
understood that tail-stemmed pyramids are preferable to

separate them, leaving two or three together ; have
barrowful of the same soil in which they were sown
ready, place the Peas in the ridge as if planting box,

fill up with the fresh soil, press it gently against the

roots, let one inch of the top of the Pea be above tbe

soil, make a ridge of the spare soil on either side of the

dwarf-stemmed ones, because vigorous seedlings show
their first fruits on the upper part of the tree, and there-

fore it would be perfectly useless to form a dwarf
pyramid at an additional expense of labour. There are

however exceptions as regards some seedlings, which
show a disposition to form dwarf pyramids, and should
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be managed accordingly. Successive transplantations

effected in the first instance at the end of winter

but afterwards at the fall of the leaf, induce the pro-

duction of fibrous roots, and accelerate the formation

of fruit buds. The roots, divided in proportion to the

above ground ramifications of the seedling, maintain

these in due proportion ; but it has been remarked that

the cnse is quite the contrary with seedlings not

removed.
The trees should be removed every two years, and

replanted at wider distances, according to their growth,

until fruit spurs begin to form on the upper part ot

the leader, or on" the principal brandies of the

stem ; the leading shoots are then left at greater

length, and transplanting is no longer practised. In

pruning off the branches of the stem up to six feet

from the ground, the spurs and some small brancblets

only are left. The crown is not allowed to commence
below the height of six feet, because, as has been

frequently stated, a vigorous seedling only commences
to bear above that height. It is desirable that seed-

lings should be in a bearing state as quickly as pos-

sible. At the present time it is not unusual to see

Pear trees bearing fruit in the eighth or ninth year

of their existence from seed. This early bearing is

ascribed to various causes. The late Van Mons
attributed it chiefly to successive sowings, in conse-

quence of which the last generation of Pear trees has
arrived at a more civilised state. This opinion is gene-

rally adopted, and appears to be supported by the
results obtained.

Others partly attribute this precocity to good manage-
ment, according to which the seedlings are raised

agreeably to the principles above pointed out. One of

the principal causes is the biennial removal of the trees,

and a good system of pruning, whereby the useless

wood is removed, and the force of vegetation concen-

trated in the part of the tree where fruit is most likely

to be first produced.

After a seedling begins to show for fruit, it should

not be removed until we can form a definite opinion of

its productions.

In a special article connected with this subject we
shall point out the means to be taken for fixing the

character of a new and good variety, so as to prevent
any future change of name. But it is necessary, in the
first place, to state the characters by which promising
seedlings may be distinguished from such as are un-
promising. J. de Jonghc, Brussels, Jan. 21.

COMMON THINGS.

Pruning Currants and Gooseberries.—The pruning of

Currant and Gooseberry bushes is seldom performed in

cottage gardens, the consequence of which is that

every bush in time becomes a mass of wood, pro-

ducing a quantity of worthless fruit, without either

size or flavour. This is to be easily remedied by
a little attention to pruning the bushes in winter, and
never allowing the branches to be too crowded, or to

interfere wiih one another. The shoots which spring

np in the centre should

be cut away very
closely, as well as the

small shoots on the

main branches, leav-

ing only one at their

points, which must be

shortened for about a

third of its length. If

this is done, the bush
will have the form

of a cup, with the

branches ran tied regu-

larly round the stem,

as in the accompanying woodcut. Red and white Currants
require the same treatment, as they produce their fruit

on spurs in the way of the Gooseberry. The black

Currant must be managed differently, as it bears chiefly

on the shoots of the precediog year ; instead, therefore,

of spurring and otherwise shortening the branches, all

that is necessary is to thin them, and keep the bushes
compact.

natural and invariable contingent to a bed of grafted

Rhododendrons, could only exist under the most
slovenly gardening, if indeed, such could be termed
gardening at all ; and would never he permitted by any
one having ihe least love for his garden, or the shadow
of a claim to the qualifications of a gardener. One
might just as well argue that, because some particular

man, who happens to be a gardener, is a dirty untidy
fellow, that filthiness is a natural result of his calling.

It has been urged by " J. R." that because grafted

plants iu a nursery, a certain number of years old, are
not so large as others of the same age not grafted in

some private "rounds with which he is acquainted, it

must follow that grafted plants will not grow so luxu-
riantly, or attain so large a size, as plants raised from
seeds or layers. With a limited knowledge of the facts

of the case there certainly appears a show of truth in

this mode of reasoning. But 6
- J. R." ought to know

that the object of a nurseryman is not meiely to grow
large plants, but alsa to keep them reiidy for removal
without risk ; and that to effect this lie frequently

transplants his saleable stock, thereby checking, of

course, the growth of such plants, and preventing them
from keeping pace with others not so removed. The
difference iu the amount of a year's growth between
two plants, the one thoroughly established, and the
other subject to frequent removals is, of course, great

—

in an aggregate of years it is still more perceptible.

Then as to "J. R.'s M presumed advantages of layered
plants over grafted ones, they are equally untenable
with those which he argues in favour q! seedlings ; and
besides, layering as a mode of propagating the rarer
and better kinds of Rhododendrons has many practical

disadvantages. Iu the first place you must, have a
tolerably large plant to operate upon, and, secondly, the

system admits only of very limited powers of increase.

Suppose a handsome seedling variety is raised, from
which it is desired to propagate, by layering you sacrifice

the original plant for the sake of obtaining, perhaps, half-

a-dozen small ones; by grafting you secure a numerous
progeny without materially injuring the parent ;—for a
layer you require a branch, lor a graft a bud with an
inch of wood to it. In truth, layering the Rhododendron
as a means of propagation, when compared with grafting,

is very limited in its application, and possesses few
advantages. It is principally of use to private growers,

in cases where it is wished to secure tolerably large

plants of a particular kind; for the purposes of trade, or

for effecting an extensive and ready circulation of a
given plant, it is all but useless.

A branch, the size of a moderate plant, and with

many flower buds, may be taken off as a layer, and such

is often done hy others than private growers, with shy-

blooming kinds, such as many of the first hybrids from
the scarlet arboreum, and which " J. R." so warmly
eulogises. Nice compact plants of these, with flower

buds, are frequently and eagerly purchased, and chiefly

in consequence of their having such flower buds. In

the blooming season following, the purchaser has of

course a display of flower, not so, however, always in

the succeeding one. There are many very richly

coloured Rhododendrons, which are worthy of all

praise when they do condescend to exhibit a head of

flower ; but, from the rarity of such, they are not
desirable for introduction into general collections.

Next week we shall have something to say on the

subject of seedling Rhododendrons. But in concluding

this paper we reiterate that for the general purposes of

propagating the finer or new kinds, grafting is in every

respect superior to layering. The former has many
advantages with scarcely a disadvantage ; the converse

of this applied to layering is the truth. Nor does
grafting, as "J. R." insists, dwarf the Rhododendron
in any appreciable degree, if the operation is well per-

formed, and the stock judiciously chosen. Standisk
and Noble.

GRAFTED RHODODENDRONS.
The health and vigour of a grafted Rhododendron,

like those of every other grafted plant, will, of course,

depend very much upon the condition of the stock. It

will be useless to expect a luxuriant head of foliage if

the stock is unhealthy and "hide-bound ;" and all care

and attention in inducing it to become otherwise will be

thrown away. Large plants, not grafted, have frequently

some of their principal shoots in a stunted and inert

condition. The only remedy is to cut away all such
shoots, and, by encouraging those remaining, as well as

by inducing new wood, to form a new plant. This
cannot of course be done where the stock of a grafted

plant is the source of the evil. It is, however, very
rarely that such a contingency arises in a grafted plant,

when the stock has been well chosen, and the treatment
has been liberal. And as to the stock of a grafted
plant throwing up suckers, we can only say that among
the many thousands grafted by us every year, we do not
experience any inconvenience from that cause at all

worth speaking of. A few suckers are certainly found
occasionally upon recently grafted plants ; but, these
being removed, after two or three years' growth, and if

in good health, the head, absorbing all available nourish-
ment, wholly checks any tendency to produce them.
The condition which K J. R." describes as being a

Home Correspondence.
Consumption of Fuel in the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Kew.—Messrs. John Weeks and Co. having written to

inform me that I have, though they candidly allow un-

intentionally, misquoted their words in my communica-
tion to the last number of the Chronicle, I find, to my
regret, that 1 have so done : or, rather, I misunderstood

the drift of the sentence in question. My words were,

that Messrs. Weeks's object is to prove " the extraordi-

nary efficiency and economy of their heating apparatus,"

and that "in their establishment at Chelsea it does more
work with one boiler than is done by 12 boilers in the

Great Palm-house at the Royal Gardens of Kew."
Messrs. Weeks' expression is "The extraordinary effi-

ciency and economy of th%heating apparatus will perhaps
be better understood by the following comparison of the

work it does in Messrs. Weeks' establishment by one
boiler, and the work done by 12 boilers at the Great
Palm-house at the Royal Gardens of Kew." This
error, however, on my part does not in the slightest

degree affect the rest of, and indeed the main, statements.

W.J. Hooker, R. B. G. Ktw,Fcb. 13.

Winttr Figs.—If Mr. Barron will kindly state what
kind of Fig it is which has proved so productive with

him through the winter months in a Pine stove, as is

mentioned at p. 86, he will greatly oblige A Subscriber.

Water Filter.—An effectual yet simple filter maybe
made in a cistern of slate, or brick and cement having
two slate partitions across it, one of them, near the

end where the water enters, being fixed with an aperture

of a few inches between its lower edge and the bottom

of the box, so that the water in filtering shall pass under

it. The other partition should fit close to the bottom of
the box, but its upper edge should be a few inches lower
than, the top, in order that the water may flow over it.

The box will thus he divided into three compartments

—

into the first the water should enter by menus of a ball

tap, and stand high enough to flow through the second
compartment into the third, from which the clear water
may be drawn off by means of a tap near the bottom. The
first and s cond compartments- should be filled u bout half-

lull with coarse charcoal, and over it a few inches of a
finer size, and afterwards surfaced in the first compart-
ment with some clean shingle, always leaving depth
enough for the ball ot the tap to work in. Over the
charcoal m the second compartnn nt some perfectly

cleau sand should be laid nearly as high as the top of
the division. This filter will occasionally require
cleaning out and refilling with fresh materials, the period
for which will be indicated by the water passing raore
slowly through it than usual. If cheapness is more an
object than durability a water-tight wooden cistern may-
be used ; but avoid lead lining*, which are dangerous-
W. Davidson, Landscape Gardener and Garden Archie
tect, 37, Bloomsbury Street.

Wash/or Fruit Trees.—I have found the following a
certain antidote for insects, or fungus, on Vines and
fruit trees :— 1 lb. sulphur, 2 lbs. soft soap, 1 gallon
tobacco water, and 2 gallons lime water ; mix. To paint*

overall the wood. W. ColLins, M.R.C.S., Drew&ttignton*

Consumption of Fuel in the Royal Botanic Gardens, A>w.— Under
the above head there appeared in your columns of last week a
statement by Sir 'William J. Hooker contradicting those con-
tained in our advertisements of the 29rb December and 27th,'

January last. Speaking of our advertisement, Sir William
Hanker says it "is calculated to convey very erroneous notions
of the consumption of fuel in our Palm-house; and, if trne,

showing us to be guilty of a most extravagant and unjustifi-

able use of the public money." In reply to this passage we shall
merely observe that on seeing the Gardeners' Chronicle of the
10th inst., we immediately wrote to Sir William Honker, saying—"Whatever inaccuracies we may have been led into by
incorrect information, we shall feel it our duty to set right in the
next publication of the Gardenias' Chronicle; and we lose not a
moment in expressing our sincere regret that any statement of

ours could be considered as conveying a charge against the
management of the Royal Gardens at Kew, or the administration
of the funds devoted to its support by the country," and that, had
we done so, or " intended anything of the kind, we knew well the
attempt could only recoil upon ourselves." It now rests with ns
to show upon what grounds our statement of the consumption of
fuel at the Palm-house, at Kew was made. With the view of
avoiding " enormous errors and miscalculations," with which Sir

William Hooker charges us, we proceeded to the Palm-house at

Kew in December last, and there received from the two men who
attend to the fires the items of the consumption of fuel as given
in our advertisement. Our Mr. Weeks, as a practical man, went
into the whole question of the heating of the Palm-house with
both of the men, and saw no reason for supposing the information
they gave him to be incorrect. Upon that information our-

calculation of the expense attending the consumption of fuel was
based. Our advertieement containing that calculation having
appeared first in the Gardeners' Chronicle so far back as the 29th
December, and otherwise having been pretty extensively
circulated without its accuracy having been called in question
until the 10th inst., we had till then believed that our statement
was at least free from exaggeration, more particularly aB the
information given us in December would have warranted us in
making out a larger expenditure of fuel than we put down. Sir
William Hooker's contradictions of our statements made it neces-
sary that we should revisit the Palm-house, and therefore our
Mr. Weeks, accompanied by another practical man, went there
on the 12ih inst., when they obtained the following information
from the men who attend to the boilers in the Palm-house. The
men said—" The house is heated hy 12 boilers, six on each side;
we bring every day from the depot eight truck or cart loads of
fuel, each cart load contains nine sacks, all of which is consumed
during the 24 hours. The fuel consists of one half good coke, the
other half good coals." This statement is corroborative of that
made to Mr. Weeks, in December last, and it requires but a very"
simple calculation to see that, according to it, there are 72 sacks
of the mixed fuel consumed every 24 hours. We estimate the
coke at about Is. 2d. per sack, and the coals at about 2s. Bd. per-
sack, and at these prices, the mixed fuel would cost about Is. lOd.
per sack, which would make the daily consumption of fuel to
heat the Palm-house amount to about 61. 12s. per day. We .were
further told on the spot that this quantity of fuel was required
for nearly six months each year; but, in our calculations, we
estimated the largest expenditure of luel for four months only,
and if we now assume that 72 sacks of mixed fuel, as stated to
us by the men attending the boilers, is correct, but that that con-
sumption is limited to four months instead of six, or nearly so, it

would amount to £792 (V

If we then reduce the consumption for the next four
months, say by one-third, we find the expenditure
amounts to 628

And say half that again for the four summer months 264

Making the annual consumption of fuel for heating
the Palm-house amount to 1584

We have now stated where we obtained our information, and how
we have made our calculations, and can only say, that if we are
guilty of "enormous errors and miscalculations," we hope Sir
William Hooker will think as we did, that it was very natural
we should have, placed credence in tie statements made to us on
the spot by the very men who supply the furnaces daily with
fuel, who being perfect strangers to up, had, we imagine, no
reason whatever in deceiving us with false information on
two separate occasions. Sir William in his statement ob-
serves, "that the object of Messrs. Weeks (referring to
our advertisement) is to prove the extraordinary efficiency

and economy of their heating apparatus," and that, at our esta-
blishment at Chelsea, " it does more work with one boiler than is-

done by 12 boilers in the great Palm-house at the Royal Gardens,
of Kew." This, we must respectfully observe, is a misquotation;
our statement was, and we see no reason whatever for altering it,

that " the apparatus of Messrs. Weeks with one boiler is doing
about as much work as four boilers do in the Kew Palm-house;"
and that " the great Palm-house at Kew could be heated at a cost
in labour and fuel of 14s. Srf. per day," and we are still of opinion
thatweare notfar wrong. Again, SirWilliam Hookersays, "we
will grant that they (meaning Messrs. Weeks) expend only
14s. 8d. per day during the winter mouths in their nursery esta-
blishment for fuel and labour." Now, we made no such statement.
We repeat that we heat the whole of our nursery with one boiler,

and that, in fuel and labour, we do not expend more than 3t. 8d.
per day. During our visit to the Palm-house on the 12th inst.,

we perceived that the 12 boilers, and they certainly were well
supplied with fuel, only got the temperature up to 60° ; now, our
one boiler, circulating the water through 5000 feet of pipe, will

give us not less than 60° in any of our houses and pits, whilst the
hothouses will have a temperature of between 70° and 80°. Sir
William Hooker, in his concluding observations, asks, "How a
business man like Mr. Weeks could have fallen into Buch enor-

moua errors and miscalculations," and " how he (Mr. Weets) can
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tux ub wiiU Htioii a Ki'wi* iui«H-MJ»llcft(Ii»n ol putillo iijnnuy, I inutit

lottvo tliuL geiuluraan to nettle in IlIh ow Intl." On Lliln wo

must remark iliat wo Hlncoruly hope BEr William Uookorlii the

only person wlio hafl ho Interpreted any passage In our advui tlec

incntw v& Mfl unable ourselves to put that countruction upon

any lino wo have wiltton. No doubt It was Intondod i" bo an

ocoiioiulciil mi potwlblti In heating tho groat Pulm tiouno; and, no

doubt) not lib, of fuel more tlian neeostiary in or liau over booh

(jonaumcd there? but "tin It may bo quite potmlblo that; with

Other and dliFuront boH-irs than tlioao fnuso in tho Kow Palm-
houno, a fur greater economy of fuel might be obtained than Mr
William Hooker liaH any Men of. Thin In iill WQ OVOL' Haid or

Intondod flaying, and wo fully inmfc thin explanation may bo

satisfactory to Sir William Hooker am rospootrj tho true moi g

of our previous statement, although wn must confess that our
roi'oiit. efforts to discover, from the fircmon at the Palm liousa,

whore or how wo had been led Into orror hy what thoy told us In

Docomber liavo beci trail Ing-f and how to oxplaln Ilia great

difference between tho statement of Sir W l Ilium Hooker that tho

cost of heating tlio Pulm-houso "can In no way bo calculated to

nvurngo more than iwal. a your/' and tho statement of tho flro-

mon thut. 'tlio LQ bollorfl consume 72 saokfl of mixed fuel oaoh
2d hours," in cortain Iy raoi'O than wo can protuud to do. John
Weeks i0 Co., Kiutfa 11<h«I, (.'/ir.ltma.

Societies;.

LiNPM'iAN, Feb. 6.— The President in tlio oil all*. W.
I"

1

. Uimifll, M.O., and W. Gourlio, Kh<j (
,

jun., were
elected FellowBe Mr, J, 0. Wostwood made some
observation* on the Kriu Hilkwonn, and on the attempts
which have been recently miulo to introduce it Into

Malta, Algeria, and the South of Europe, Read t—The
comincneenient ot an elaborate memoir "on the structure

and affinities of the natural order Balanophoreoa,*' by Dr.

J, D. Hooker. This memoir was illustrated hy an ex-

tensive series of admirable drawings. The author Btated

he had examined about 30 species of the order from
various Sources, and of '26 of these, both sexes. The
simplest and most frequent form assumed by tho

rhizome or axis of these curious plants wub elated to

bo that of a simple or branched tuber, sessile on the

root from which it derives its nourishment, and giving

off one or more flower-bearing peduncles. "In the

earliest stage/* the author observes, "at which 1 have
examined any of the llelosidoo or Balanophoreic, the

young plants appear as a cellular maap, nadulating in tho

bark of the root (but partially exposed) with whose
.cellular tissue its own is in organic adhesion, though
easily distinguishable. It offers at first no truce of a
vascular system, nor any distinction of parts ; but before
it has reached the cambium layer of the bark, and
aefore its upper extremity lias attained any considerable
jize, an opaque line of white cellular tissue, different

Vom the red, may be found beneath each lobe, or in the

centre of the mass, in which vascular tissue makes its

tppearaiice. Shortly afterwards, the wood of the root
ipon which the parasite grows appears to become
iffected ; its annual layers are displaced, and, at a still

ater period, vascular bundles enclosed in a cellular

heath appear to have ascended into the axis of the
hizome, and to have become continuous with those

llready found in it. Some genera do not present the
'ppearance of receiving any vascular bundles directly

rom the root-stock, but their own vascular bundles may
e traced descending to the line of union between the

oot and the parasite, where they become closely applied

) the vascular system of the former without, however,
>rming any interlacement or organic union."— "The
hizomes in many species attain a considerable age.

telosis seems to be capable of indefinite increase, the
hdividual patches of the plant flowering at all or most
jjasons of the year, and the old branches of the rhizome
ying away as new ones are formed." Phyllocoryne
'so, as well as Rhopalocnemis, several species of Bala-

pphora, Lepidophyton, Langsdorffia, and Sarcophyte,
,*e perennial ; Cvnomorium, it was observed, seems de-
dedly annual. In no case is the vegetation of the
tizome very rapid in comparison with that of many
ants, especially of fungi, with which some persons
ive compared the Balanophorece. On the contrary, Dr.
ooker believes that the growth of all the parts is very
)w ; and, with regard to Rhopalocnemis and Balano-
lora especially, many opportunities had been afforded
m of observing that the peduncle did not flower for

i\*eral weeks after its protusion from the rhizome,
le memoir, which scarcely admits of abstract, goes on

' detail minutely the peculiarities which were observed
; an examination of the tissues of the plants ; and the
Jthor then traces the development of their foliar

i^ans, their inflorescence, their flowers, stamens,
laries, and ovules, and their seeds

;
passing under

View the various opinions which have been published
} other observers, as to the nature of the parts corn-

l$uig these several organs.

Notices! of Eooks;.

imntains and Molehills, or Recollections of a Burnt
Journal. By Frank Marryat. 8vo, Longmans.
Mr. Marry at is a great draughtsman—not with the
icil, we own—but with the pen. His sketches of
ifornian society and scenery, his own adventures and
adventures of his friends, are told in a joyous spirit

»1 a Sixon style which captivates the idle and arrests
. attention of the earnest reader. Those who think of
|ng to California may here learn the truth of what
1 y must expect; those who have Iriends there will

l<rn the way in which their lives are spent ; those who
he an itching for speculation there may judge of their
dices by the author's opinion as to the value of
C ifornian evidence manufactured for the European

rket. Through the dashing style of the wiiter we

huvu no difficulty in tJiacovei'liig lino Ui be u

li'il'T; but wn like h'ltl IIOII0 tin- |i i fol

though wo til M lil;'; liim bettor v,. re h< other

wise. The charm of his book ii it. freedom from

nil eonvei t on ility ; the author wears neither whl

gloves nor glazed bonte at leaet in California bul

appear* in the rough dreu of a trappei or squatter 01

wild hunter, of which lib book Ii but ihe reflection,

(Jun we 1 »>y more In hli favour 1 The following extrao's

will hIiow the reader what lie lute to expect in Mr
Frank Miirryiit'a burnt journal.

"There ore f'>w after all to whom either roughm
adventurous lif" oomei aptly, although tho proud man
scorns to own he feeli the privation ho has soughtas it

worn; hut few of those who have eacrifled position,

comforts, and friends elsswbt re, for the puMuil uf

freedom and adventure, with wealth of course appear-

ing in tho dlstanoo, have pealiaod thoir dreams, or have

done otherwlae in the long run than own thoir (oily,

and mourn it secretly. Some men arc born for a wihl

and oareleaa life-—a happy livelinesa of dispo ii on,

knowledge of the world, physical health, reckleasneaa

of personal safety, indifference to Bocial position sad

home comfort, all lit them for it ; their creed in to do
aH no one olsu dooH (and thoy do none the worse for

this) ; tlii'so men are few in number, and they can

live when others starve. Observe tho man in a hunting'

hold, who strikes out his own lino of country, and that

a new 0110 to him ; each fence may conceal a marl-pit,

but ho fun's bravely all obstacles, and comes in right at

last. Hash fool ! says Jones as ho opens a gate, ."510 phi

nss ! echoes Brown as ho creeps through a gap. Jim.

no ! Brown and Jones would he both fools and asses if

they tried to do it, bub to this man such work comes
naturally.

" As a rule the fato of tho minnows who will pursue

an unbeaten track is certain enough. It is generally

a great mistake when men throw up on their own
account a certain means of livelihood, to seek adven-

turo and fortune in new gold countries. It is

generally a great mistake when fathers with spend-

thrift sons, stupid sons, or lazy sons, say, ' John,
you are doing no good for yourself ; here are

5007.
;

go and try your luck in the diggings.'

It was a great mistake when a paVty of gentlemen
left England in 184.9 for California i 1 a yacht

of their own, and having arrived at the diggings

got disgusted, and returned very much out at dhow*,
with most melancholy reports respecting the gold-fields.

And these are great mistakes, for this reason, that

patience unfer disappointment, and a disposition that

can ever look sanguinely into the future, are as re-

quisite for ' rough life,' as strong hands, willing hearts,

and sound health.
* ( Our entertainers occupied themselves in market-

gardening, which is a peaceful and unexciting profes-

sion ; and as the whole party were animated with a
strong love of adventure, and were anxious for some-
thing more soul-stirring than weeding and watering

beds of Cabbages, soon after I last taw them they dis-

banded and dispersed, nor have I heard of them since.

Vegetables attain an unusual size in California, owing

to the rich qualities of the maiden soil ; but I have
observed an insipidity in everything that has thus

rapidly matured, and size is attained at the expense of

loss of flavour. Onions and Tomatas as large as cheese

plates are common. Melons have attained the weight

of SO pounds. Wheat and Outs grow to the height of

8 and 10 feet, and are very prolific in the ear ; Potatoes

reach dimensions unheard of elsewhere, and the diameter

of a Cabbage is sometimes so large that the Cabbage
has to be seen to be believed in."

" We stopped to breakfast at a house of entertain-

ment kept by one Crockett, who had a very pretty wife
;

but the possession of this luxury, so far from humanising

Crockett, appeared to keep him in a continual fever of

irritation ; for be was jealous, poor fellow, and used to

worry himself because there was ever a dozen or two of

j

hairy miners gazing in a bewildered manner at Mrs. C.
;

but, if report speaks truly, the bonuet and boots of a
' female' had been successfully exhibited in this region

I at a dollar a head (a glimpse of them being thought

j

cheap even at that price) : surely therefore Crockett

1
might have excused the poor miners for regarding

attentively the original article when presented gratis in

the shape of a pretty woman.
" Crockett carried a revolver of disproportionate size,

he not being a large man, and this instrument he
occasionally used upon provocation. A great number
of miners had looked at Mrs. Crockett on the morning
of our arrival, and her husband had not quite finished

foaming at the mouth in consequence, when we entered

the house. It was some time before he condescended

to be civil ; but having at length ii.formed us that he
was ' so riled that his skin cracked,' he added that

he was a ' devilish good fellow when he was right

side up/ and commanded us to drink with him.

After this he procured us a most excellent breakfast,

and, on the strength of our respectable appearance,

allowed Mrs. Crockett to preside at this repast, which

she did in a nervous manner, as if momentarily under
the expectation of being shot,

" We left our host right side up,' and proceeding on

our way, we soon lost sight of the cultivated country,

and began to traverse undulating plains studded with

the dwarf Oak. The road now gradually becomes
worse, and has long ceased to be level ; we pass road-

side houses, whose names indicate the localities in which

they are placed : ' Rolling Hills,' ' Willow Springs,'

' Red Mountain,' and so forth. After travelling 20

miles we ns • ltd tin r, .,1 i.m, • ,,.- p.

,
and here bii<1 tin mpss* of the

I " r. Ah w have the plain and
9 n'l til lulu, trail* may I"

by Ma/.' aiiiui to mount iin ;•

dfggsM are at work. Mower* clothe tl" I...1- in 1 hi

Boys ih ilia

Poppy, which lightens up these desolate r,d bills for a
f«jw ws#ks e.ieb hpring

;
growing ".at, in

uiei slanted h< 1

beams, at ;
,v spot ihej

r>omy, when, under the influence oi Itu

summer wind, they droop in a ni^ht and pai* away."

,/,
. Familiar Pal i Hon/ in a

handsome volume, beautifully printed and profusely

Illustrated 1 rer woodeots, It (• a charming
|

for littli

Garden Memorandn.
Messrs. IV 1 Q Uoad, Essex,

—

Since we lawt visited this nursery a »<!»s*-

bouses have boen orrcted, and among tfaem » •(>«»-

roofed aliow house, about ''• feet in length, and 21 feet

ill width. This, ev.-n UlUS «*l ly in tho SMMOH, i» K» a»y
an it well could be with foroed flowers, mor<
with Azaleas, which, when well bloomed, ha llo-i-,

could not possibly be surpassed in brilliancy, Ato'-ti^

ii
• - Old Whitu and fielder's White, the latter

doubtless a variety ol Un former, bat &u Uriproi

on it, especially in regard to foliage, which ii

better in winter than the Old White. 1 with

these were also Smith's cooeinea, which is one of tho

best red A z ilea, lor early work, exquoi'a and 1

two semi-double form. It has been found that ihe

latter keep much longi r in blossom than toe single

kindB, a fact worth remembering by all who are •<

of having a long contuH [a, Sowers.
Camellias and a rose-ooloured Rhododendron, cal'ed

Cunningham!, also helped to decorate thin bouse. This
variety of Uhododendron comes regularly into flower

at this season without any forcing. On ihe side abelves

wero Crocuses, Hyacinths, early Tul p», Narcissi, and
Chinese Primulas, arranged in rows, and BO placed in

regard to colour as to render tln-m very effectivi U
may not be out of place here to rernai k that bulbs

generally are blooming unuaually well i'iK year

—

scarcely a single failure occurring anion,' them. The
Primulas mentioned above were single k nds, and were
all raised irom seeds sown in June la-.t.

In another bouse was a collection of all the finer

varieties of tree Carnations, which, if assisted with a
little hea% keep on blooming all through llie winter and
spring. We need not say that they are invaluable for

cutting from, which does them more good than harm,
for whenever they are cut they throw out new shoots,

and thus keep up a continuous supply of flower-.

In the Heath lmuse some of the early kinds, as Gran-
dinosa, Veroix coccinea, which produces pretty little

round orange globular flowers, ardens, and others were
in blossom. The two latter do not strike readily from
cuttings ; but this is little to be regretted as they come
plentifully from seeds, which they ripen in abundance.

Among Lescbenaullias in another division of the same
house, were Baxteri and its large variety, which is

perhaps the best of ail of them for making a e.ood

display in winter ; also a kind called intermedia, which

has the good quality of keeping well in winter, which

formosa, wheh is one of its parents (the other being

Baxteri), does not.

It may interest some to know that the Messrs. Fraser

have commeuced to grow Pelargoniums on an extensive

scale. They have already several houses full of young

plants, both fancies and others, and a large span-roofed

show-house has been erected for specimen p ants. We
may, therefore, look forward to seeing our metropolitan

exhibiti"ns enriched next season by collections of well-

grown Pelargoniums from Lea Bridge.

Iu stoves some of the best specimens of Ixoras, Alla-

mandas, and Dtpladenias were being trained, and pnt in

good condition for summer; and, in order t> assist

them to make fiue growth, their pots were being

plunged in tan. In one of these houses we noticed

some tops of Poinsettia pulcherrima in 3-inch pots

with noble heads of scarlet leaves, though the plants

themselves were not more than 6 inches in height.

These were struck last autumn, and it has been found

here, as elsewhere, that plauts got np annually in that

way are greatly to be prelerred to older ones, the floral

leaves on the latter not being nearly so large as those

on young plauts.

In the specimen houses there was a great number of

the best kinds of Azaleas, Ericas, and other hard-

wooded plants, varying in size from 1 to 6 feel in height,

and all beautifully "furnished wiih flower-buds. Among
them was a Franciscea, not a very eommon plant in a

cool-house in winter ; but Messrs. Fraser have found

that Fiancisceas wintered in greenhouse tem[*ratnre

flower better than those kept in a stove, provided the

wood has been well ripened early the previous autumn.

In an intermediate house some of Mr. Fortune's

Azaleas were in flower, among which were the pretty

little purple-blossomed amoena. the striped variety called

Fortuoi, vittata punctata, and one or two others. Here

were also several pots of frinced double white Primulas

and some Hollyhocks,which,when potted and encouraged

with a little heat as these were, throw np young shoots,

which make good cuttings. This, therefore, is a quick
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waj »i luureabing ilieot; piuuta, ot winch one uun scarcely

iiave iOii many.
Of Camellias, of which there is a large houseful here,

some of the e»rly kinds were in blossom, aud amoug
them were Doncklaari in fine condition; the hlooms being

large and beautifully mottled ; Lady Home's Blush,

the Douhle Striped, Marchioness of Exeter, and Chaud-
leri, which i? still one of the be.-t reds. Oat of doors,

we need scarcely say there was nothing in blossom

except Jasminuiu nudiflorum, which struggles hard to

open its flowers, even amongst the frost and snow ; it

is only, however, on a very sheltered wall or under

glass that they can be seen to advantage.

FLORICULTURE.

Brojipton and other Stocks.— In many cases the

most beautiful of all the kinds of Stocks, the Bromptous,

get killed by the e-'erity of the winter; but this is

often avoided, in a portion at least of the quantity grown,

by taking up the plants before winter and potting them,

or by planting them in a spare Melon pit or cold frame,

and afterwards replanting them in the open ground
in spring, but they never flower so well, or grow so

large as when they survive the winter in the open
border. When they have been planted under a wall or

other shelter, and sufficiently protected by straw, fern,

or similar material, they must be gradually un-
covered as soon as this severe weather changes ; and
•when it is judged safe to uncover them entirely, the

.-ground about them may be stirred over, and top-dressed

-with some rich mould if necessary ; watering freely

• *ith liquid manure If the weather admits of it. The plants
.- hi frames also, as soon as they begin to grow, should have
..plenty of air, and on very fine days the lights may be
- entirely removed, watering frequently with manure
water or surfacing with rotten dung. When the plants

begin to show for bloom the single ones may as
- well be pulled out, leaving only those that are
double ; these plantsf will flower in April and May.
For a succession to flower from the middle of July

. until September, sow the various kinds of 10 weeks in

the open border in very rich soil, about the middle of

March, and thin out the strongest plants at first, aud
. afterwards all the single ones as they show bloom
. (unless you want them for seed), and by the end of

July you may have nothing but a bed of double Stocks.

By transplanting some of the smaller plants about the
and of Mny into very rich soil, a later succession of
bloom may be obtained ; if some purple and white
Q.ueen Stocks are sown at the same time and similarly

treated they will commence flowering in August, and
remain in beauty until they are destroyed by winter
weather. If the winter should be mild, however, these
plants will often keep on blooming un'il the Brompton
Stocks sown in July take their place, thus producing a

_ succession of bloom all the year round. In saving the
seed of Stocks, as well as of all highly improved plants

annually reproduced in this way, much depends ou the
care taken in selecting the plants from which to save
eeed. Choose always those with brightest and clearest

colours, broadest petals, closest flower-spike, most
numerous side branches, and dwarfest habit, and avoid

all these plants with few lateral branches, robust habit,

thinly set flower-spikes, and broken colours. Much
. also depends on the season, for if the summer should
prove a very dry and warm one, the seeds will be
much better as regards the production of dou le flowers

;

while, on the contrary, if the summer should prove to

be cold and wet, a greater proportion of the plants
- will be single, and tlis accounts for the German seed
being always fuperior to that saved in England. The
^bottom flowers on the spike only should be allowed to

produce send ; and it is also a received fact that those

blossoms of the single Stock which are strictly cruciform
— that is, having only lour petals— produce a much
larger proportion of single blooming plains than those
which have five, six, or more pt tals. Now most single

Stock plants produce some flowers in this way, and the

piore 'n consequence of good treatment. It is advisable

therefore to pinch off all the four-petalled blossoms as

soon as they open, not ouly that no seed may be saved
from them, but also that their pollen may not be scat-

tered upon the slightly semi-double flowers. Finally,

the best seed is obtained whrre large quantities are
giown, and where the plants are allowed to remain when

• sown, aud tivated as above stated. It should also be
- observed that the seed uf each colour and kind of Stock
^should be saved at as great a distance from the other as

^possible ', in fact they should not he grown iu the same
parisfi. It is an antiquated notion that a plant with
single flowers surrounded by double ones must produce
seed from which nearly all the produce will be double,

but such is not the case, for the perfectly double flowers

have no effect upon the single ones, butj merely indi-

cate that the breed is a good one. D.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—In liou-es where an average

temperaiure of 45° is maintained, many of the planted
out things will soon be showing indications of growth,
ind the soil should be examined, giving a good soaking
or two, as may be found necessary, of tepid water where
the border is found dry. It is advisable, however, to

retard the growth of most things for some time yet,

especially while the weather does not admit of giving

air freely ; but where this cannot be done, see that the

soil about the roots is in a moist healthy state ; for

except this is attended to, anything like close vigorous
growth need hardly be expected. Also remove as much
of the surface soil from about old specimens as can be
doue without injuring the roots, and replace it with
some good rich fresh material. See that every plant is

clear of insects before growth commerces ; for success

need hardly be expected uuless these pests are kept
under, and they are much more easily eradicated, and
with less risk of injuring the plants before growth
commences than after. Use fire-heat as sparingly as

the state of the weather will admit, and moisten the

surface of the borders occasionally, so as to counteract

its drying effects ; for the long continuance of frosty

weather, and the consequent large use of fire-heat will

be injurious to many things uuless great care is exercised

to keep the atmosphere in a soft moist state. Get a
good stock of all requisites for potting prepared, and see

to having plenty of peat and loam under cover, where
it will bo dry and fit for use at any time when it may be

wanted.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—Very careful management will be necessary

in the present state of the weather, where the Vines are

in an advanced state or fairly started, and care must be

exercised to counteract the drying effects of so much fire-

heat by means of the evaporating pans, and sprinkling

the floors, &c. See that inside borders are not allowed to

become too dry, and give a good soaking of tepid

manure water iu a weak state where it is found neces-

sary. Look at last week's directions, and use fire-heat

as sparingly as may be safe under the state of the Vines,

&c. Figs.—Stop the young shoots regularly before the

fourth or fifth leaf, and keep them regular and suf-

ficiently thin to admit light and air, so as to get the

wood matured, and secure a second crop. Where the

trees incline to grow too luxuriantly, keep them rather

sparingly supplied with water at the root, giving no
more than may be absolutely necessary for the present

crop, for unless short-jointed firm wood can be obtained,

there will be little chance of obtaining an abundant
second crop. Cucumbers.—There is no doing any good
with these without the command of a brisk, moist, tem-
perature, which should average 70° at night, and 75 9 to

85° by day, according to the state of the weather.

Sprinkle the foliage frequently with the syringe, and keep
the soil in a nice healthy state as to moisture, giving clear

tepid weak manure water, also keep the shoots thin and
regular, and trained near the glass, so as to expose every
part to all the light possible. Take every opportunity of

admitting fresh air, but do this very cautiously, for colcl

draughts would ruin the foliage. Where Melons are

wanted early in June, seed of some known good early

sort should be got in without further delay, and the

young plants should be kept near the glass from the

moment they appear above the soil, admitting a little

fresh air on every favourable opportunity, with the view
of getting strong short-jointed plants, which afford a
much better chance of success than long-jointed weakly
plants. Ridge out early plants as 'soon as they are
sufficiently strong, and before they sustain any check by
being confined in pots; but see that there is a nice
regular bottom-heat of about 85° belore committing the

plants to the bills, and that the soil is in a healthy state

as to moisture.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The arrangement of the beds for the coming season

should be decided upon.at once if not already done, and
gardeners who may not be thoroughly acquainted with
the taste of their employers in this matter should pro-
vide a plan coloured as it may be intended to plant the

beds, making whatever alterations may be suggested
until the arrangement is as satisfactory to the family as

the stock of plants at his command will admit of making
it. This done it will be possible to concentrate attention

upon the propagation of the stock which will be wanted,
and to avoid occupying space, &c, in getting up useless

things. And it is hardly of less importance that should
the arrangement of the colours not prove quite satis-

factory the blame will not fall altogether upon the

gardener, and this will fully compensate for the trouble

of preparing a plan, &c. Those who have to contend
with a stiff soil will do well to dig spare beds lightly

when the surface is^frozen two or three inches deep,

which will bring up and expose a further portion

of the soil to the action of the atmosphere. The work
of propagatiou will now demand constant attention,

for it is of the utmost importance to forward this work
as speedily as possible. Having ascertained what plants

will be wanted, every cutting which can be procured
should be L,ot in at once, giving primary attention to

such things as are known to be longest in becoming esla-

blished plants ; and if cuttings can be obtained put in

sufficient to allow for failures, and having a small sur-

plus stock at turning out time. It, is quite possible to

root cuttings of most bedding-out things, and to have

them ready by planting out time if they are not put in

for some time yet ; but plants hastily got up and sud-

denly checked in their growth, as is necessarily the case

when propagation is deferred till late in spring, make a

poor figure in the beds for a long time after plai ting out,

and are sometimes hardly cot round in time to cover

the ground before being cut off by the autumn frosts.

It is therefore of the greatest importance to get the

cuttings rooted early, so as to allow of having them
strong plants without having occasion to grow them up
to plaining out tim.ejn a high moist temperature.

STATE 0* THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, WEAK LONDON.
For the week ending Feb. 15. 1S55, bb oWned at the Horticuliural Gardens.

s>
Temper.turb.

|

feb.
- B

a <
S

'

Ol the Air. 01 the Earth Wind.]

N.I5.J

Max. Mis. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

2leet
deep.

Friday 9 22 29.8S3 29.S/1 10 15 364 39
;9.S6r 29.635 39 1 3KJ

3S4

K.E.
Suaday 11

; 24 :9.53l 29.472 35 20 27.5 a6J K.E.
29.--81 29.405 36 23 29.5 36 3S Ti.K.

Tuea. 13 l 26 29.443 29.356 29 3SJ 38 N.E.
Wed. 14. 27 29.400 29.322 36 17 26.5 37S N.
Thura. 15 !

28 29.925 29.699 31 10 22.0 35 37i N. 1

Averaee

.

29.646 29.545 ;i.'.h 12.3 22.5 35.8 38.2 .00

b. 9— Boisterous; uniformly overcast ; cold noith east wind.
— 10—Clear and frosty ; severe frost at night; therm, at 20_deg. below

- incheB of snow ; at I deg. iu the air.
— 11— Intense frost; clear and cold; slightly overcast at night.
— 12— Overcnit

; clear, cold, and dry air; rartially overcast.
— 13- Slight snow; cloudy; clear at night; towards mori.iDg theim.

at zero.
— 1-i—Uniformly overcast ; clear end cold ; Bharp frost,
— 15—A few snow-flakes; bright auushiue; clear and frosty; Thames

frozen.

Mean temperature of the week 163 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Feb. 24, l&ba.

Sf
No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
ol Rain.

Prevailing Wind a.'

Feb.
z;

4

&

3

3
4
A

S3

Z,

1

1

3
5

5
4

2

i
•

6

4
6
6
&

7
8

a
Sunday 18

Mod. 19
Tues. 20
Wed. 2!

Tburs. 22
Friday 23
Satur. 24

45.0

45.0

45.5

468
46.1

47.2
46.9

32.0

31.4

31.6
32.8

33.6
32.5

31.4

3S.5

38.2

38.6
39.8
39.8

39.S

40.7

12
11

16
16
13
11

15

0.30 in.

0.64

0.51

0.20
0.29
0.44
0.29

3 1 4
I?

I?
4 j

3

3
3
1

1
3
2

The highest temperature during the abo*e period occurred on the 2ltb»

1346-therm. 59 deg. ; and tne loweBt on the 20th, 1852—therm 15 deg.

Notics to Correspondents.
Anacharis : Hydrocharad. We believe there is a paper or

pamphlet, or a communication to some Botanical Society, in

addition to the notices you mention. We have not heard of it

in American papers. In fact, in the rapid rivers of that country

it is unimportant. It is iu our sluggish streams that it ia so

formidable.
Books: Diss. You see how seldom we can meet your wishes.

Booksellers do not mark the price on their publications, and
therefore we cannot give it. We always do, when we. are

enabled.
Cucumbers, &c. J WE, Hot-water is better than dung-heat

for growing these during winter and early spring. Your other

question next week. \
Figs : J R. Such a letter is inadmissible, and ought not to have
been written.

Garden Memoranda: T G, Sheffield. We are obligpd to you for

your letter, but we never publish matter of the kind without
knowledge of the writer.

Gardeners Arms : J S T. Apply to the Secretary of the Society

of Gardeners iu Moorgate.
Grapes: ZL will be obliged by some of our correspondents in-

forming him whether the Earbarossa has been tried as an early

Grape, i.e., whether it will force with the Black Hamburgh, and.

is equal to that variely as a cropper ? He also adds, " Will what
appears to be its greatest recommendation, viz., to hang
without; shrivelling, hold good in the summer months ?

"

Heather: Me IT. It is difficult to manage. Transplant small

young plants in the beginning of September, watering the

ground well, and shading them by throwing straw or fern, or

some such substance lightly over them.
Heating: W. It does not answer to use steam for heating garden

buildings. Water somewhere below the boiling point is uni-

versally preferred. Our opinion of the other method is un-
changed : but there are great practical difficulties to overcome

;

and this has caused it to be laid aside. Your connecting
pipes should be larger, not smaller, than the others. Until
your 7-8th connecting pipes are altered, you cannot succeed.
—W P E. Nothing is easier; only keep your boiler below
the level of the lowest pipes. Zinc pipes don't answer.
Use 4- inch iron spigot and fosset pipes; the others buckle,
collapse, and break.

Names of Fruits : H G B. Your Apple appears to be Dumelow'd
Seedling. \\

Names of Plants : We have heen so often obligei to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

D O. Lycaste fulvescens.

Pajnt for Iron Hurdles'. We know of no better paint for these

than that recommended by Mr. Fleming, of Trentham. Itcon-

sists of two-thirds of Strckholm tar and one-third gas-tar

mixed, and applied hot. A little fresh slaked quick-lime added
to the boiling tar gives it greater consistency £

Pinus: Conifer. It appears to be Pinus picea.

Quercus: Diss. When the frost goes you shall have from the

garden of the Horticultural Society some plants of the real

species, to which as F.H.S. you are entitled. If you send us

full grown leaves of yonr Oaks next summer we will nama
them. That will be better than describing differences. The
Black Italian Poplar is monilifcra; how it came to be called

Italian we do not know. It is a Canadian tree. What makes
it valuable with you ? To what purpose, except the flooring of

cottages and lofts, or fuel, do you apply it? Have you any
demand for white wood for turners ?

Stepuanotis floribunda : C C. It will succeed tolerably well

in the warmest part of the house you describe, if kept

moderately dry in winter ; but you must not expect it to flower

so early as it would under stove treatment. A stout wooden
box would be preferable to a pot in the position in which you

^propose placing it, viz., over the boiler; as the roots of the

plant will be less exposed to change and extremes of tempera*

ture if the case containing them is formed of non-conducting
material. The box should be raised sufficiently above the

surface of the brick or stonework over the boiler to allow of

the air passing freely underneath it. The best soil for

the Stephnnotis is fibrous loam and peat, enriched with leaf

mould and well rotted manure. The box must be well drained,

and the soil rendered sufficiently porous by mixing with it

silver-sand and charcoal. %
Water Filter: Sub. You will find a description of one in another

column, which may possibly answer your purpose.^
Wellingtons gigantea: The Big Tin. Seeds of this tree art

scarce in England. If you have any, sow them at once in a

mixture of loam and peat, in pans or shallow boxes, and plaoe

them in a mild greenhouse temperature. {

Misc.: E. C. Not oftener than once a fortnight or three weeks.

We cannot find room. It seems to be Linum trigynum.—A
Lover of Floioers. Cold and damp have doubtless caused the

flower buds of your Gardenias to drop off. Cuttings of PimeleW
if properly treated, ought to strike under the conditions you.

mention. The best cure for mildew is sulphur, which should bf)

applied the moment the fungus makes its appearance. The

question about the paphue leaves will be answered next ffert.}
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &c.
Wm. Inoljh (Jaknic, 10, Murk Lane, London.

|)KltUVIAN GUANO, of the finest description, on
J Htilo from a vcHHel now duo, without tiny roilrlctlons.

—

Apply to John and Tiiomas Johnson, Walnier Buildings, Water
Street, I lviT| I.

riuih FOLLOWING MANURES arc manufactured
X at Mr. Laves' Factory, Doptford Creek: -Turnip Manuro.

7/. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/.; Sulphuric Acid and
C'oprolilcR, 0/.

Office, (in, Ring William Street, City, London.
N,rt. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain l'f per

cent, of miiiiioitla. Ni Irate of find a, Sulphate of Amiiioiila, nod
other Chemical Mnn uri'B.

_

qMIE LONI)ON MANURE COMl'ANV L.^ to mil
J. the attention of Agriculturists to their WHEAT and
CLOVER MANUKKS for present use. The London Manure
Company also ofifer Genuine Peruvian Guano, Niinito of Soda,

Concentrated Crate, Superphosphate of Lime, FlHuory and other
jBaltH, and all Artlliclnl Manures of mi! no. The London Manure
Company guarantee Peruvian Guano nnd ovory Manure tlioy

supply to he strictly genuine Emwaiu* I'ijuhru, Sue.
lirlrlifi- Street, Hhiokfrlars.

WHEAT AND OTHER MANURES ON SALE.—
Tho success attending the application of the manure

apoclnliy adapted for Wheat during the Inst two years, Induces
tiie undersigned to ngaln offer It to tho Agriculturists wllhcon-
ftoence. A)ho Supoi pin sphato of Linn 1

, Blood Manuro, G ioj

Nitraio of Soda, Gypsum, Salt, Peat Charcoal, nnd all other
Manures of known vultio.—Apply for Prices Current to MAKK
FOTI1KHG1LL& CO., '201a, I'ppor Tim men Suvct, London.

rpifE Manchester sewage guano COM-
-I I'ANY respoctfully inform Agriculturists that thoy have
•inula arrangements which will onablo ihem to meet the lncroanhi£

demand for their Manures. Tho MANCHESTER SEWAGE
tJUAM) In a compoHt of Wood, Bones. Urine. Nlghtsoil, nnd

other Animal Mattors, aud highly fertilising Chemical Ingre-
<llontN

T
which are In a concentrated stato Incorporated with

Animal and Vegetable Charcoal, ground to a fine powder, the

whole forming a dry portable Manure* It Is free from all kindu of

Seeds, Weeds, &c, and enriches the Inml toa considerable degree
Tor several years alter it is used. Price 5(. 5*. per ion. Net cash

on delivery. Testimonials forwarded m application, Carriage
froo to any Railway or Canal Wharf in Manchester.—J 01 N
Thompson, Secretary, 8/WjaUlng Street, Shmle.Mil, Manchester,

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

ohtftln every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., Ac.,

Principal of tho Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY M'CLASHEN'S PATENT.

MR. M'GLASMEN is now prepared to supply
Apparatus or give Estimates as to the rate at which he

will safely and expeditiously transplant Trees or Shrubs of any
dimensions in any part of the United Kingdom.

Qmionmills Bridge, Edinburgh.

DO YOU BRUISE YOUR OATS YET %—One
bushel of Oats when Crushed will make two. Great saving.

OAT BRUISERS, Chaff-cutters, Ploughs, Threshing Machines,
VIour Mill Carts, Corn Dressing do., Horse aud Steam Machinery
put up, &c. Book on Feeding, Is.

M. Wkulake, 118, Fencnurcfy
Street, Lond on.

PRIZE MEDA L—1 8 51.
AT A VERY ECONOMICAL RATE.

SAMUEL CUNDY, Mason and Builder, Pimlico
Makulk and Stone Works, Belgravc Wharf, Lower Belgrave

Place, Pimlico, London.
Marble Chimney-pieces manufactured by improved machinery.

Tho public are invited to view tho stock, unequalled tor quality
<and price. A good Marble Chimney-piece for 40s. Marble Work
in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate for Halls, Dairies,
Tjarders, &c. Circulars sent on application.

N.B. The "Royal Blue" Omnibuses pass the Works every
ten minutes from the Bank.

WEEDS ON WALKS.
ME. FLEMING'S WEEDING or SALTING

MACHINE for GRAVEL WALKS, COURT YARDS,
&c, manufactured and sold by Alexander Shanks & Son, Ar-
Tbroath. Forfarshire., from whom parti cu jars with prices may be had .

MAW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
an indestructible and highly decorative substitute for

ordinary flooring, and their imperishable Oil Cloth Coverings for

Entrance Halls, Passages, Verandahs, Conservatories, &c.

—

Maw & Co. send free of expense their Book of Designs, suitable
In price and style for every description of Building.— Bcnthall
Works, Broseley, Salop.

WATERPROOF PATHS.—BARN AND CATTLE SHED
FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
Is mixed with it .and to every part of clean gravel add oneof sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, bard bottom is a desideratum. Maybe laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of he Cement, J. B. "Whits & Brothers,

Milfeank Street. "Westminster.

« T^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-*- Queen, the Cuke of Northumberland for Svon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
liindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Srciety, Mrs. Lawrence, ot
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvass made ut patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tot'

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, tor preserving Fmitt
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks ofinsects and from morning frosts. To be had in any
required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. &(. per yard run, of Elibha
Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills. Wandsworth, Surrey,
and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom'

Itismuch cheaper than mats as a covering."

EARTON'S PATENT SAFETY CT/^ELE FITTINGS,
AND ENAfVlELLtD MANGERS.

r

•"PHE only Patented Invention of Difa «i- •.
A constructed so as to provent considerable waste ol u .

Corn, logollior with nil tho newest lmprov< i

NEWLY [MPIU)\ I D ' '
'''" '"'

' I
' ' i ' i 'i i G

FORTY SHILLINGS PER SET, (<• fill tin the In li

Stalls, nnd can ho had cnamollcd or galvanlHfd, Kv<

tlon ot Miini'riii, Reeks, and Stable Furniture In I

riurdlos, Oaten, Poncing, &e,
Manufacturer "( (Cited Paton I Kolsclci ' I

•

Curing Chimney Caps (200 on Buckingham Pal co),nrli

each. Price Lists and Illustrated ' ital forwarded on re

colpt of two postage stamps.
JAMES BARTON, Lion FoiWDRn, &c.,370, Oxford I \

fow doom oasl ol the Pantheon,

MANCtR, RACK.& WATS R-TRCUCH AS ONE FIXTURE.
[MPJIOVBD AKD NKWLK PATJCXTED.

/^JOTTAM and HALLEN, the original inventors,v^ obtained tho Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-
ment, to which all the latest Improvomcntfl nro adapted,
by Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the
halter-weight and rein from the back ot the monger to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, nnd being
noiseless in operation, add much to Hb comfort whilst fcedingand
convenience when nt rest, ns likewise, from their position, avoid-
ing the liability of the most restive horeo getting cist. No well-
nmnnged stable should be without, these linings.
COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in

the hest_ possible mnnner, both as to form nnd utility; are
cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection;
manufactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps Stable
Pumps, Loose Box, Fittings, Gutta Percba Preserving Saddle
find Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture in
stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orna-
mental, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c,
Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottam& Hallen

2, Winsley Street, Oxfoid Street.
WARMING AND VKNTILATING.

EARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUTD MANUKE.
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in nction.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The I*>g^ will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4% in. Pump, with legs, 3L8».
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

li inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. Gd. per foot.

li inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

iVny be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Waunep. & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for
Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire nnd Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

\,\/ ARNER'ri PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
» * DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,
of Barrel under nose. £ ,f. d.

2J in. short 1 ft. 7 in. (Fitted forlead,

2£ „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta perch;

3 ,. ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ or cast

3i „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, I 2 IS
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ asrequirtd. '

j 3 5
2£ „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for6xing 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

x. s. a.

forlead. \ 1 12
percha, I 1 15
st iron >2 12

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcins, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNEK and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, bv means
of Wheels. Earns, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and'Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

CTEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracechurch Street^ London, and 17, New Park Street, Southwark. Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS.
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or
Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars
furnished on application.

(
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r l*Jlli GENEItAL LAM> DRAlfl '.'-J .: : D i.--
X yyjr. i

i OMPANY.
IxconrouATTu cv Vwcixj. A<t Of PaniAxnrr.

Offices, 62, Parllaou utem.

i

Hnrai Kkr Bmrtat, Eaq^ Ml'.. Chairman.
Sir. John V. BniLLBT, Barl . M P

John C. Cobbold, 1.").. M.P.
Sir William Ctibilt, F.K.8.
Henry Currio, 1 ,

Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

Willltn. 1

EdwaidJ. i i., M.P.
Samdel HorU •

William Tite, Etq.. .

William Wilabere, E»q.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Ro*d-irakln;r, ax

Land Improvements, *nd to Erect Pann Boildfnej upon EAfa>«
under Settlement, Uongage, or otherwise; orCbuicfa
aud without tnTeatigatlon <A Title to charge the whole Mttlsyaad
expenses upon the Estate, to be refaid by instalment spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of
50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Bnildlnga.

Landowners may arrange with ibe Company A r

of ibe works by their own agents, with il

the Company's Capital. Vjlljak Cupfm d. Sec

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COM!
* IKCOBPOEATF.D BY SPECIAL ACT OT P.'. ELIAMEST FOB
England and Scotland—To Landowner?, the

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c.—Loans m*~
for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company
landed improvement, especially Drainage. Bnilcir^*. I

Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, R^elarra-i^n, RotuU.
Planting, Machinery, Ac. The plans (of buiMinL'*-,. specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the j r
-

submitted to tbe approval of tlic Enclosure < • ra. Pro-
priftcrs may avail themselves of the powers of the A<"t t'-recoTtr
from the inheritance their own funds to be expanded on ft

ments. They may al=o apply joii

mutual improvement, snch as a common rutfall. Arc For forms
of Hpplication. &c, apply to the Hon. Wm. >AriZE, ilanagicg
Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westn

pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, ST aad
38, Lower Kennington Lane, KenDingtc-D, near L

Principal—J. C. Neseit, F.G.S.. F.C.S„ Ac.

The system of studies pursued in tbe College corr prints ev-fTy

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits cf A griculrure-

Engineering. Siining, Manufactures, and the Arts: fcr the Naval
and Military Services, and for tbe Universities.

Analyses and Assays Of every description are pr-"c:rtly and
Accurately executed at the College. The terms snd
ticularsmay be had on application to the PrincipaL

Efxt agrttttltttra l (Bznttt.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 17. 1855.

MELTINGS tOR TBI t.NSUNG WEEK.
WKD5E5D.T, Tcb. 21—Acricu]tnr^ SccieTy ci Er

,

Wt. referred at page 60 to Mr. Denton's t -.mphlet

on Land Drainage* in terms characteristic of it

generally as a valuable contribution to the Hi

of its important subject : and at the time •-'. yeai

when the greater part of it was read before the

London Farmers' Club, a large portion of it was

extracted and published in our columns.

Our present object in returning to the work i<-,

therefore, mere!)" to call attention to the facts which

it relates in reference to the several Land Drainage

Companies which are in operation. The nse-

fuluess of such associations is almost nniversally

admitted. We say c'most, because in Scotland,

where one—the Lands Improvement Company—has

power to operate, objections have been taken to

loans for the improvement of land to be secured by a

rent-chsrge preferable to all other burdens previously

affecting the inheritance. Any measure, it is saidj

" Land Drainage and Drainage Systems,"* by J. B ^rr .FT
I>s>-r02i, F.G.St «Src« J- Kdgvay, Piccadilly.
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" calculated to inteiteie with the high chaiacler of

Scotlish heritable securities consequent on the

system of record which there obtains, and the per-

fect security it affords, is to be condemned." The
only question is whether a preferable claim for the

return of advances for land drainage and, under

judicious supervision, for the erection of farm

buildings, will interfere with the security of other

claims upon the property. We have confidence

enough in the profitableness of agricultural improve-

ments to helieve that so far from this, they would
increase the security of other creditors. The powers

whose usefulness has been doubted, do, however,

exist—happily so, as we believe—and it has been

with great satisfaction, therefore, that v.'e have

pointed out in previous papers that these powers as

possessed by the Lands Improvement Company are

practically unlimited, as to the extent of such im-

provements, and the amount of capital required for

their proper execution.

This, however, is the national aspect, rather than

the individual, which the subject presents. When
an individual proprietor looks around him for assist-

ance from these companies, it is nothing to him that

the powers of some among them are inexhaustible

so long as he knows that the powers of none of

them are, in point of fact, exhausted. It then
becomes his business to compare them, and ascer-

tain with which he can most cheaply and efficiently
j

do business. This, of course, is a decision he must
j

make himself. We shall not undertake the invi- t

dious task of determining the matter for him ; but
we can, perhaps, assist him by extracting from Mr.

j

Denton's pamphlet the following information on
the subject. We may mention, though it is unite- I

cessary to do so, for his statement is purely histoiical
j—an impartial relation of mere matters of fact—

,

that Mr. Dbnton is an office bearer in the General
Land Drainage and Improvement Company.

H Owners_ol settled properties have the choice ofseveral
means of charging the cost of draining upon the inheri-

tance, and through each medium they can either borrow
the money to be expended, or they can apply their own
private funds to the object, and take a rent-charge on
their estates for the repayment, in which latter instance
they will retain personal power over the disposal of
money expended, and can leave to whom they please the
rent-charge payable by their successor.

"The means referred to are the Prirale Moneys
Drainage Act (12 & 13 Vict. cap. c.) limited to draining
only.

"The West of England or South West Land Draining
Company's Act (11 & 12 Vict. cap. cxlii), for the
purposes of

Draining.
j
Embanking, reclaiming, and

Irrigation and warping. enclosing.

|
Koad-making.

" The General Land Drainage and Improvement Com-
pany's Act (12 & 13 Vict. cap. xci), for the purposes of
Draining. l Embanking, reclaiming, and
Irrigating and warping. enclosing.
Erecting farm buildings. | Road-making.

"And the Lands Improvement Company's Act(16& 17
Vict. cap. cliv.), for the purposes of

Clearing lands.
Erecting farm buildings.
Itoad-niaking, and planting for

shelter.

" The terms of years over which these several Acts of
Parliament enable landowners to extend the repayment
by equal annual instalments of the amount expended, as
well as the annual amount by which the repayment is

effected, may be thus compared :

—

work, unless he calls to Ms aid a third party (a bunker
or an insurance office, for instance), and then he can

put in motion the Private Moneys Drainage Act, and
avoid the commission charged by the companies.

" From experience, however, already gained in the

working of these several acts, it is found that the legal

expenses attending the Private Moneys Act, and the

higher rate of interest required by private hankers on

single transactions of the kind, together with the risk

and responsibility attached to the works, and of charging

the estate, far outbalances the commission required by
the trading companies, who are enabled by extensive

dealings to effect the monetary arrangementsmuch more
easily and cheaply than an individual landowner, and
without any examination of tille3, and notice to mort-
gagees, except in the case of the Lauds Improvement
Company."

In addition to this, we may remaik that the West
of England Drainage Company is staled to be an
operative company only. The General Land Drain-

age Company is not only this, but it provides

money to the landowner who has executed

approved works. The Lands Improvement Com-
pany, again, though it employs a staff of supetin-

lending officers, has not hitherto acted as an operative

company directly, but provides money to landowners
who have executed authorised and approved woiks.

There is ample room for all these companies, and
all of them are in efficient operation. The smallest

of them, as we must suppose, .from its provincial

character, the West of England Company to he,

has drained during the following years the following

acres :

—

1849 . . 1266 acres. 1852 . . 3910 acres.

1850 . . 1649 „ 1853 . . 4234 „
1851 . . 3365 „ 1854 . . 5921 „

Draining.
Irrigating and warping.
Embanking, reclaiming,

enclosing.

Period
overwhicb
theRepay-
ment may
extend.

Private Moneys Drainage Act
Draining

,

West ofEngland Company's Act.
Draining
Irrigation and "Warping ..

Embanking-, Reclaiming, and
Enclosing ...

Road-making

General Land Drainage and
Improvement Company's Act.
Draining
Irrigation and "Warping ..

Embanking, Reclaiming, and
Enclosing ... ...

Road-maktng ...

Farm-buil.iin^s
The Lands Improvement Com-

pany's Act.
Draining
Irrigation and Warping
Embanking, Reclaiming, and

Enclosing ...

Clearing Lnnds ... S
Fann-buildings ... j
Road-making ... >

_
Planting for Shelter )

Proportion
of Amount
expended

to be
charged.

22 years

In per-
petuity

.60 years

31 years

^25 years

All

All

All

I of Cost

4 of Cost

Annual
Instal-
ment or
Rent-
charge.

From
61. 10s. Id.

to

71.10s. lid.
Present
charge,

11. 5s. Id.

According
tothepre-
v a'» ling
value of
money.
Present
value, 4£
to 6 p. ct.

£5 2 10

£6 3 2

From
£6 10 8
minim, to

£7 11
max.

£6 15
is the pre-

sent
charge^

(l Under either of tlieBe sets a landowner may charge
his estate ; but it is by arrangement with either of the
moneyed companies that he can borrow capital for the

It has drained in almost every county in England,
and is at present at work in 15 counties. It has

now, remaining to be done under contiacts entered
into, 26,600 acres, and the number of hands in daily

employment is above 950. It has the exclusive

power of charging its improvements in perpetuity

upon the land, so that the owners of a limited

interest in the land are able, for the mere interest

of money spent, to effect its permanent improve-
ment.
The General Land Drainage Company drained

6300 acres in 1854, and executed roads- and
buildings of the value of 35,000/. Dming the
draining season they have had a permanent staff of

1500 men in their employment, and have large

works now on hand ; one contract alone being for

42,000/.

The Lands Improvement Company is the youngest
of the number, and in some respecis, as we have
shown, exceeds them all in the unlimited character
of its powers. It too is, as might be expected,

already in extensive connection with landed
improvements throughout the country—indeed we
have been told that already during the short period

of its existence it has transacted business to the
extent of 200 000/. ; and that there is scope for it

and for many other agencies, whether for providing
capital or teeing to its efficient application to the
land, no man can doubt.

In acknowledging the receipt of the agricultural
returns from Scotland,

,
given by the public spirit

of Scottish agriculturists, and gathered by the energy
of Mr. Maxwkll, the Board of Trade paid a well-

merited compliment to the Highland Society and
its secretary, for their services in conducting " this

interesting but most laborious experiment to its suc-

cessful issue." Their letter proceeds as follow :

—

" At the same time, my lords feel that had it not been
for the cordial co-operation of the whole body of Scotch
farmers, even the energy displayed in the conduct of

the experiment by the Highland Society would neces-
sarily have been unrewarded by success, and they are
anxious to place on record their testimony to the intel-

ligence and public spirit of the agriculturists of Scotland,

in ihus coming forward to promote a great national

undertaking."

At the meeting of the Highland Society last week,
Mr. Finnie, tenant of Swanstone, near Edinburgh,
acknowledged this compliment in the following
terms, which we publish here, as being in striking

contrast to the spirit in which the subject has been
regarded by many in the south. Mr. Finnie is well
known in Scotland as o.ne of the most intelligent

and enterprising of his class ; and that he was quali-

fied really, as well as by position, to be their spokes-
man, the following proves. He spoke as follows :

—

"Having acted as one of the enumerators for the county of
Edinburgh, I will, with your permission, embrace this opportu-
nity of expressing, on behalf of the farmers of Scotland, our sin-

cere gratiixation that the information obtained from our body is

so likely to serve the purposes for which the agricultural sta-

tistics inquiry was instituted, and also that the hearty co-opera-
tion we gave, in the absence of all lt-gal pressure, throughout the
prosecution of this important experiment, has been so fully
appreciated. I may, at the same time, on the part of my brother

,
farmers, with confidence assure Government, through Mr. Hall
Maxwell, that if, hitherto, we have contributed in bringing to a
successful issue an inquiry which embraced the whole of Scot-

land, within the limited period of one year, such may be a suffi-

cient guarantee that, hereafter, in connection with agricultural

statistics, our endeavours shall he to am 'id a still more
perfect knowledge of whatever tlie Legislature mav consider
advuntHgeous, in order to meet the requirements of the general
community. Much bus been said and written about the state of
agriculture throughout the world, and it would ill become me, a
Scotch farmer, to stund here and eulogise that class lo which X
belong; but this I may say, without the fear of contradiction,
that, with all our defects, the art we practise has been progressing,
and not remaining stationary in our hands, us some authorities
would have it to be believed; and if, therefore, we have been
successful in developing the resources of the soil, 1 lmpe that
the satisfactory conclu>ion to which the 6taiistical inquiry has
been brought, and the compliment paid to us by the Lords of the
Committee of Privy Council for Trade, tend to show that our
intellectniil improvement has not been altogether dormant. Butin
thus admitting that credit is due to the agriculturists of Scotland
for intelligence and public spirit, in the manner they so readily
responded to the call made to forward a great national under-
taking, I would be guilty of an unpardonable injustice to Mr.
Hall Maxwell were I m«t also, upon this occasion, to say that I
represent the unanimous feeling of that body in ascribing the
success of the statistical inquiry to be mainly depeudent on the
great ability, energy, prudence, and tact which lie brought to
bear, not only on the difficulties he had to encounter, but also the
vnst amount of labour he had to contend with; and last, but not
least, the perfect confidence he secured hy the strictly confidential
manner in which he treated all communications made to him. If
this inquiry proves important in a national point of view—and
who can dtmbt I nt such must be the case?— it is our opinion that
Mr. Hall Maxwell has well earned the complimentary reference
made to his ' indefatigable exertions' in the official d< cument just
read, and also the- gratitude of the general community."

We have not space this week to present the facts

which appear upon the face of the statistical report
of the agricultural condition of Scotland during
the past year, or the truths which those facts

teach us. The main points, as regards extent and
quantity of produce, were given last week. And it

is curious to note, as is done in the Edinburgh
Evening C&urant, how absurdly at fault they prove
the best existing agricultural estimates to be. M'Cul-
loch's estimate—the one which, from the rank
of this statist, we should have been most inclined to

trust, is compated with the actual fact in the
following figures :

—

CKOPS. **££%£?' AUTHENTIC RETm*.

Acres. Acres.
Wheat 350,000 168,216
Barley 460,(00 207.507
Oh ts 1,300,000 932 994
Beans and Peas ... 50,000 43,871
Potatoes 2HO,000 14-t,032

Turnips 450,000 433,915
Flax '. ... 20,000 6,670

Out of seven particulars in this fable, it will be
seen that two are over estimated in the proportion of
2 to 1, one in that of 3 to 1, Oats and Potatoes are over
estimated in the ratio of 3 to 2, and Beans, and
Peas, and Turnips alone are anything near accuracy.

This is in the case of a country which more than
any other in the world is systematic in its agri-

culture. What the much less perfect data on
which alone an estimate in England rests have led

to as compared with the actual truth, cannot yet
be told. We shall know it in a year or two, how-
ever. Of that we are sure, for the success of this

experiment in Scotland must ultimately ensure
success throughout the country.

AGRICULTURE IN THE "WEST OF FRANCE.
M. Bajault, an eccentric but clever cultivator of his

property in the department of Deux Sevres, left at his

death, a few years ago, some humorous essays abound-
ing in quaint and pithy proverbs, which have been col-

lected and published by M. Rinffel, the director of the
model farm at Grand Juuan. The author himself had
been very well educated, and was formerly a deputy of the
general council of his department. He lived to the age
of 70, and was greatly in advance of his contemporaries
and neighbours in practical husbandry. During many
years he had circulated an enormous number of copies
of an almanack abounding in pointed aphorisms, and
containing excellent instructions for social and agricul-

tural improvement. He popularised husbandry with a
degree of humour and talent which his lively country-
men fully appreciated.

Many of his suggestions addressed to the cornices

(agricultural assemblies) abound in valuable matter*
I shall adduce a few illustrations of his graver style and
matter, avoiding the burlesque passages in which he so
frequently indulges. Having defined a cornice as a con-
gress of proprietors, farmers, and cultivators, and
assumed that its first duty is to study the agricultural

circumstances of its own arrondissement, and eulogised

its usefulness if it acts upon right principles and a good
system, he asserts that rather more than half of France
consists of boccage (woodland), in which semi-pastoral
husbandry leaves most of the land uncultivated. And
he points out the absolute necessity of increasing the
productiveness of the native soil, since the increasing
population cannot he driven onwards to fresh land, as in

ihe steppes of Russia and the back woods of America.
That the productiveness of even the worst soils may be
increased by labour and manuring, he illustrates by
the fact that cottage gardens, and small fertile fields

adjoin tracts of barren moors from which the
industry of man, with the aid of enriching farm-
yard dung, has reclaimed them ; and it is to the
modes of accumulating fermenting or mixed manures
that he consequently directs the main current
of all his reasonings. With this preliminary aphorism
that " agriculture is a science of locality hut of general
principles," he informs that (12 or 14 years ago at

least) in the department du Nord, which annually

expends 1,200,000 francs in marl, lime, and ashes
5
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I

esftscnl substances onxl farmyard manures, Mere
wlii'ii Iiii wrote on the subject, one nixi.li of the

under fallow, Ho complains oleo of the exhaust-

yetem of corn-growing in tlio west of France

ever tlio soil admits of it, and of the miserable

i icts, ho frequently diminished Mill more liy un-

usable seasons— (lio remit being an Impoverished

iiiinii without energy, and tortured hy bitter want,

jiglith of tiie lund only in cultivated in llie wood-

ocoIUIcb, and the only food lor cattle thataro never

id IffaeeordlnK tn tile statement miserable natural

1*0, on which ihey starve during 7 months of the year,

arms are of Ml hcotares, with one plough and very

tourers— heeouee there Istiocrjiplnytnoiifrfor them.

rges ilo'ii most strongly the extended Introduction

tificial Gi'usbcb iiml root. orop8 for cattle feedinpi

gh tho agencies of co7iticQBt and of individual pro-

irs, imitating tlio exertions of such benefactors to

miiti'y as tlio Into M. Dombnsle, at Roville, and of

ollu, nt Grignoiit Yet lie would not innovate too

nly or lini'Hlily, demanding unreasonable coiiccb-

from the prejudices of the peasantry ; but muhe
;cs by convincing their minds, by example and
ilUintl education, ho necessary to second the efforts

ifllloratinn, and bo emphatically warns improvers
Ht their new practices folly, lent any failure of

4B in them shou d weaken their local influence, and
ti'ingth to tbo ignorant prejudices which it jh their

t to overcome. Without a previous knowledge of the
arities of soil and climate an agriculturist, bow-
right in biH general principles, may commit
ers in practice which be would have avoided by

ytng bis practice, according to local peculiarities,

had been acquainted with them. In short, M.
ilt, in such case advises modern improvers not to

dasysliiu on any of tbo old-fashioned local culli-

j i, but rather to trust to time and example for the

ishment of it.

ap| ears that British farmers are not the only

is to tlio frauds of manufacturers of manures.
oir animal (produced from bones reduced by fire

st, and saturated with tbo dregs of sugar in the

lg houses) is mixed by French rogues with peat
round into powder for the purpose.

Bajaulc pees largely into the subject of manures
Iteratives for the soil ; but the only portion which
It worth noticing under this head is that which
s to gypsum, the value and use of which have
vexed questions among ourselves.

er 30 years' experience he came to the decision

ypsum (p/atre) is one of the best applications to

land, and a mine of wealth wherever found, not-

lauding the objections that have been urged
it its efficiency—objections arising from ignorance.

Imits, however; that on cold wet clay soils its utility

y questionable, and suggests the expediency of
• its effects on different soils on a small scale before
largely used. Its application to cereal crops be
unces to be utterly useless, but on Clover, Lueern,
bin, Vetches, and the leguminous plants generally,
on all the artificial Grasses, it has unquestionable

):y ; and, contrary to the opinion of the scientific

lingault, that (since lime is the valuable com-
it part of it) the application of gypsum is of no
on calcareous soil, or in the precise phraseology

's great chemist, that gypsum acts only on those

which do not contain n sufficient amount of lime in

state of carbonate, the practical man under
) asserts that on such soil and especially

1 limestone exists, it does wonders and is more
i cious than dung ! In dry summers it will not
ver, be admits, be active, nor will its effects in

case appear until the ensuing season ; but in a
summer the blades andfoliagegenerally of the tribes

mts to which it is congenial, will have more fresh-

nid verdure than atmospheric moisture produces
em without the intervention of gypsum. As an
; on the light soils of bis department, he considered
be a chief agent in promoting the increase of green
Iry fodder lor cattle, and consequently of manure
ireal crops.

lietber gypsum ought to be calcined, or merely
id into dust belore spreading, has been dis-

d in some of the interesting papers which have
vred in the Agricultural Gazette, upon the quality-

uses of gypsum.* Professor Way stated in a
re before the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
;< there was no difference between burnt and uu-
t gypsum as an absorbent, but that gypsum in a
tate could not absorb ammonia— that burning made
tier to pound, but hy thus rendering it a cenienti-

powder it was more liable to cake when used." In
rica, and on the continent of Europe, where it is

I, we believe the universal practice is to apply
mi in the unburst state after it has been
id to a very fine powder, and to scatter it

tig the morning dew of a spring day, or in

j' weather, at that season. The French gentleman
la I have been quoting used to give a dressing of it

tereiniitil Grasses three years out of four. He
fiats tnrmers to apply gypsum to a portion of Lueern,
• leaving ihe remainder without it, and then per-
Ing the marked difference ill the productiveness, so
lirable to the character of gypsum, to apply it

Imatically, though the Englishman abuses it. The
loan, however, comes in for bis approbation, as he
I Gtrnian) deelares that "without gjpsum and
Iloes, we might give up our land." Though gypsum
• equeiitly found in England, it is very partinlly

* See Agricultural Gazette, June 2Sth, 1851.

found in Ireland, where the new rid soml-stnne is of

rare occurrence, I believe that'gypsum is discovei

inly in parts "i Ulster, and until within a compai
roccnt period iin use in agriculture not

I'i'iii' 1 Bor luine civci, thin analysis of it :

—

Sulphuric acid 48.8
Mum ma
Water 20,9

i- ... of gyp m ulpl nt

and pronouncoB that "the practical value as a

is undisputed, although difference of nptnii n 1

the mode of iin action ;" and " Its peculiar value con I 1

In supplying limo for the rapid growth of Clovor and
other papihonaceoui ci ops, b liich Iti n odi 1 uU 1

oluhilit*

in water enables it t<, 1 fleet bolter than any other 1 Dm
pound of that earth." /'.

Ogen »i,« (,.111 d .
, need ,,r ,,_. the

1 feeding di sci Ibi d In your journal, D
1 ,':.'.:;, I'm in .',.; 1. ni..

.

• mnwiiia 10 94 nitrogen
I.I 1 ammonia ; the value III u •• first i •

1 . con 1 uUd at

Hi '•'
,
in il pel ton, 1 ssaumo

. value in tie- present instance o! I0>, pel too, '

pule the • ", i- ol food :

—

!'

lea 4 il,"., bran 3 lbs, par day */«•/*<*.

lull u j.<,nN<j Baen tasal per day

•n anil Oat «lr»w with r'-n

60 Swedish Turnlpo, at Us, ysr ton

14-/
, wotisf, ]J<t.

1. id.
1 ti

2 r.i

H

STATIST!! S hi 1 a 11 1.1, FEEDING.
(

1 'oncluded < • >>< p, : 'l ),

An a feeder of cattle for ihe butcher I am diffen nily

circumstanced lo other of your readers ; having a great

proportion of my holding in permanent Grass, the

groat lull, of my fodder consists of posture and meadow
Grass, tn w liich my root crops an on adjunct. 1 usually

finish oil' two HitH during Ihe year— one in tin carl)

winter iimiitliH, for wile in December and January ; the

other in July and August. 1 prefer purchasing for

feeding COWS which are sold by dairy-keepers giving

too little milk for their purposes. 1 have shown that

with a yield of (i to II quarts per day, which will pay for

their food, they gain on the average 7 to 'J lbs. per week.

I make up 1/i to 20 heifers during the ses on
,

these aro usually bought on during the spring, and
turned upon the men- distant feeding pastures till

October, when they are finished off with Turnips and
other winter food ; these are scarcely sufficiently long

on winter loud to admit, of a fair estimate of their gain.

I have occasionally bud animals of ibis class, under
treatment from 1G to 10 weeks, when I have found
their weekly gain to average about 14 lbs. In your
Gazette (Dee. 24, 11153) 1 described the result of two
sets, each of eight heifers, on very similar treatment to

that 1 am now using; the gain of each lot will he nun
to have averaged 1 4 lbs. per week, one lot being under
treatment 16 weeks, the other 12 weeks. On one lot,

and towards the close of feeding, I nearly doubled the

quantity of extra food during 8'X weeks without increas-

ing in any degree ihe gain of weight. My heifers of

the present season (18 in number) are doing remarkably
well ; owing to the fine weather of October they were
left on pasture till late in that month, and sold off chiefly

in Decimber and January, being scarcely two months
iii-doors ; I refrain from giving their weighing. I may
here state that hy keeping my cattle over from October
to November, 1 enjoy usually a gain beyond what is

strictly due to the gain of weight, by a rise in price

alter November— a month in which the Grass-feedtrs

throughout the country, who do not tie up, bring

their stock to market in whatever conditiou they may
be. Leaving this rise of price out of question, and
assuming again at the rate of 14 lbs. per week eaeh,

which is the general rate I am able to eflect— like other

cattle buyers I occasionally meet with animals which do

Dot gain their share ; if, however, the gain be very

materially under the average, I sell them off at a much
earlier period as soon as 1 can find a purchaser ; my
proximity to the towns where they are killed gives me
frequently an opportunity of ascertaining the cause ; I

usually learn that it is owing to some defective or dis-

eased organ, adhesion of the lungs to the side being the

most common explanation.—assuming, then, a gain of

14 lbs. per week, and takiug the same data for computa-
tion given iu a former part of this, which, with this

gain, shows a return of 6s. at the uniform rate of 6d.

per lb. ; and leaving out of consideration the fluctuation

in price, or increase of value const quent on improved
quality, it will be seen that I calculate the carcase of

the (at and store animal at the like rate, though their

value to the butcher is very different. The computation

will be as follows :

—

Per week.
Gain in feeding a light heifer 6s.0rf.

Yield of excrement, solid and liquid, per day (60 lbs.) 2

Total 8

To ascertain the quantity of excrement, the yield from
II heifers made during 14 days was weighed from

the tank, and found to be 9220 lbs.— CO lbs. each day or

420 lbs. per week. The construction of my stalls, in

which a channel of 2 feet C inches in depth by 2 feet

6 inches in width, under the tails of the animals, aud
covered by an open grating of wood, receives the whole

of the liquid ami solid excrement which is drawn from
under the cattle when the tank is filled, gives me
peculiar advantages of ascertaining the weight of the

excrement, and I note this in my book of registry.

The following may be reckoned ou as sufficiently accurate

(liquid and solid together) :

—

For heifers ol" 7 to 9 cwt., 60 lbs. per day, or 420 lbs. per week.
Cows and heifers ofU to 12 cwt., 72 lbs. ,, oroOOlbs. ,,

Milch cows of 9 to 12 cwt., SO lbs. „ or 560 lbs. „

The milch cow eats and drinks more than the feeder,

and with more of excrement, is by far the greatest

producer of food adapted to the use of man. My cattle

are supplied with water only to the extent of their wants
;

with a lull feed of Turnips or other succuleut food, which

supply nearly double the quantity of water necessary,

their excrement will be propnrtiouably increased iu

quantity without any addition to its value. From
analysis by Professor Way, made of the excrement of

my leeding stock on similar treatment, the per centage

ih, [tspe-caka and bras, are computed at tbo ma ]

lav,- paid for than ibis season v I '.«. pa* tan, lbs
airaw ut '.',',* id per t.n ; litis i* 1

1

SH ad-

i i tads or shells of Oats which I obtain
at a lower price j m\ Turnips *' Ifllj j'i Urn

pi oc - i . . .. t,,i -
i i,. .. ...-, had pen

Ol thin rloj, wnh K VI, v. to f'lllll nil a 'oiKle SSHJIBatS
of their yield per acre, I find Ihetn to average 24 to

Ih tons of bulbs, with n viral uniul t/,p», whi'h latter

ore given to sheep on depasture. Iamabool 0010 70
mil, h dialant brum tin ci the Dearest oi.n-i vaiiot.h

ol the nun gaugs l-'inihs eaatward show no eversgl
fall of rain ol about oh iin bea in the y.&r. In

was much lower, being scarcely 24 lochta,

of Swedes is more lhans
of bulbs to the acre. My mode of cultivation la the

mine l have already described lor Cabbage* and Kohl
Hal.i, but »iil ..in intervention of Potatoes, A!tci

autumn clei •_ I plough in the fresh excrements
as I can, when it ia left illl sowing time, and

worked with the cultivator and barrow, and i

with ih.- Cumberland elod-cruaber, an implement to the

use of which I am Very partial. Iiefore l-o-Aiig on a

slight ridge 1 Miew broadcast 2 cwi. per aire of Gibba 1

guiuiii, which is worked in with a b^ht barrow
;

ridging and sowing. My land 'jinh r the plough is

strong retentive loam on clay, and iu high condition.

I have been thua particular in di serib ng my '1 umip
crop and its treatment, with r. \iew of conveying to your
readers an idea of my ability to grow them at the rate

I have mentioned— IDs. per ton.

From the fori going statement, it will be shown that I

am opposed to 'be teaching that live slock are uecetBary

evils, mere manufacturers of manure, and consumers of

a large amount of produce without attendant profit.

I look upon them and treat them as manu'aciur>rs of

food for man in milk and beef. I regard llie excre-

j

ment or manure as the best means of resuseiuting and

nourishing those plants which served as food, and from
which this excrement is derived.

From the windows of my dwelling I look upon an
' extent of rich pastures, which, from lime immemorial,

have been browsed upon by fattening stock, from each

acre of which there will probably have been carried off

an increase of fat and flesh of 2 to 2{ cwt. per year.

These animals being well grown, the increase of bone
will have t een nil or trifling, the nitrogen abstracter

by the increase of fibrine or flesh will have been restored

by the atmosphere, the phosphates and other minerals

will have been given back in the dung ; the nitrogen

applied to ihe maintenance and repleniShmenl of theweste

of the animal will have been safely conveyed to the soil in

a torrent of water 100 times its own weigh', in the non-

volatile form of urea. With this treatment, and pro-

bably without ever having received a spoonful of extra

manure, these pastures maintain the repute of carrying

the same stocks and of preserving their fertility, without

(as far as observation goes), any change in the cha-

racter or propertes of their Grasses. In an adjacent

meadow, Iroiu which ihe produce is carried to the home-

stead for soiling and hay, the manure from this produce

is conveyed baek to replenish the same ground for the

proJuciion of luture plants. If we omit this, impoverish-

ment with decreased produce is the sure result.

It is remarkable that ifweapply other manuresa change

of plants is the consequence. Afier a dressing of lime,

bones, or phosphates, we observe a greater comparative

increase of the Clovers and under Grasses, whil:>t from

an application of guar.o, soot, or other ammoDiacal

manures, we find an increase of Cocksfoot, Dogstail, Oat,

Rye, and other stronger natural Grasses. Even if we
add to the Grass and hay cake or other highly nitrngenens

food, we observe a like effect in he change of plants. I

adduce this as strongly corroborative of the soundness

of Liebig's teaching, that the excrements from plants

used for food are the best manure for those very plants

from which it is derived.

In the vicinity of a large town, snd at no great

distance, the land is principally held by small dairy

farmers, who occupy from 16 to 25 acres, and

seldom more than SO. I happen to eoj y such

relations with a number of them as enables me to

acquire information of their procedure. Their holdings

are in permanent Grass, meadow, and pasture. Some

of them have recently obtained leave to break

up a single field of 2 to 4 acres, which ihey alter-

nate with Oats aud Swede Turnips, half the field

being cropped with a white, and half with a green crop.

On a farm of 16 acres 8 milch cows are kept in

summer on depasture ; in winter, on hay with Bean-

meal, mixed wiib chaff or rough seeds, the mess called

lick (being moistened with water), and a sparing allow-

ance o: roots. The extra food enables them to ma i ntain
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the Ici-tili'^ ut ilieir land, which ihey find it iheir inte-

rest to do. Tliuugh within two miles of llie town, they

purchase little town manure, and they scarcely know
the use of guano. The rent of their land, which is of

fair qualify, will average nearly 41. per acre, being in

rent alone a charge of nearly 81 per cow. Their produce,

new milk, fetches 2c?. per quart. On their small

holdings the farmers maintain themselves (observing

strict frugality) in decency and comfort. I have the

means of knowing that they pay their rents promptly

and without murmur ; they grumble at the borough
rates, which have been recently imposed, the neigh-

bouring town having not long been incorporated. They
are so sore about these new borough rates, that if they

had the c'mnce I should not be surprised if they would

relinquish the right of voting for their council, and

perhaps even their member, if at the same time they

-could relieve themselves of their new burdens.

On the other hand, and at a greater distance from
the town, the land is in much larger holdings farmed
by tenants, some of whom pay 400?., 6002., and 8001.

a-year. A considerable proportion of these is in per-

manent Grass, some with more, others with less under
the plough or in tillage, on which they cultivate corn
^and root crops ; the latter are used as adjuncts to feeding.

Being more remote from population, they pay little

-attention to dairy produce ; their cattle, of which they

maintain large numbers, are chiefly employed in fatten-

ing. I am personally acquainted with a number of

these tenant farmers ; I meet them at fairs and markets.
They use great care in selecting, and bargain hard lor

their stock. Sometimes, after hours of contention, they

will insist that the odd shilling to which the difference

between the a6k and the bid is reduced, shall be split,

or otherwise relinquish their bargain. They have the

repute of being well to do, of discharging all their obli-

gations, including their rent, though I am not so par-

ticularly informed as with respect to the small dairy

•farms. I am sufficiently so to know that they could not
do this without a handsome profit from fattening their

cattle. Y., January, 1855.
1

Ebeatusi.—At page M, column first, the food supplied to milch
-cows should have been stated as consisting of

—

Per week.
o lbs. of Rape-cake and 2 lbs. bran per day 2s. 71,d.

% lb. of Bean-meal, per day 3£

Cost per week in extra food 2 11
Per week.

12 lbs. meadow hay, at 3s. 6d. per cwt 2s. lid.
.10 lbs. Bean and Oat straw and shells of Oats 1 0"

32 lbs. green food, 10s. per ton ... 1— 4 n
Attendance, Is.; coals, lid.; cooking, lid 1 3

8 9J

Home Correspondence.
Distnbution of Horse Labour.—Under this head a

communication appears in your last week's paper, which,
in one or two particulars, requires some qualification, if

not explanation. I refer to the amount of daily labour

supposed to be done by a pair of horses— 1st, in carting

manure, which is uniformly set down at 50 loads per

diem : we must hence infer that each field is at an equal

distance from the manure heap, and that a very short

one, for if the manure is at all heavy, 50 loads is a large

-number to fill, to lead, and to empty in a day, far more
than I am inclined to think can be generally done. [100
loads can easily be carried half a mile by 4 horses in as

.many carls— filled by 3 men, led by 3 lads, and emptied
by one man.] 2dly, in ploughing: if the land be light, and
the depth not much, a man may go over 14 acre in a day,

with a large slice ; but if the soil is at all heavy, and a
depth of more than 4 inches wanted, both horses and man
must walk a good pace to get over the ground, supposing
the furrow slice to be laid evenly so as to present every-
where a new surface to the air, i. e., fairly stirring the
whole field. My experience is somewhat limited, but it

leads me to the conclusion that 1 acre a day well done
is as much as an ordinary pair of horses with average
weather, soil, and state of health can reasonably be
expected to manage continuously day after day. [Re-
member that weather is accounted tor iu the number of days
allotted per month.] 3dly, in harrowing: this operation
may be supposed to include scuffiiug, for which the labour
of two horses is inadequate, whereas on the other hand,
with light harrows, a pair of horses may be expected to

go over more than 10 acres a d;iy, and 1 think the num-
ber of times mentioned for harrows being used is not
sufficient where the land has any adhesive property
about it, or is not wonderfully clean. [Harrowing is

not supposed to include scuffling—that is included in the
term " cultivating."] /. W., Peterborough.

Is Wilkins's Plan for Applying Liquid Manure to the

Jtools of Plants a Novelty?— Having observed a letter

by Sir J. T. Tyrrell, Boreham House, in your Paper of
the 3d inst., in respect to my mode of applying liquid

manure to the roots of plants, and assuming that a
plan iutroduced by the late Mr. Wix, in the neighbour-
hood of ChelmBford, for the growth of Celery 10 years
ago, is identical with my system, and therefore, on such
assumption, concluding that my plan is not novel

;

allow me to tell your correspondent, that from his
description of Mr. Wix's plan and his own practice,
there is no likeness whatever between my system
of applying liquid manure and air to the roots of plants,
&c., and the mode which he advocates—which must be
quite apparent to every one who has visited my experi-
mental garden at Reading, or heard me describe it.

So that Sir J. Tyrell need not be under any ap-

preliensiou that a toll is to be levied on his

neighbours for continuing their old practice. I feel

obliged to your correspondent for his evidence in

behalf of the practical results of my system, by his say-

ing that " I have no doubt of the truth of all the circum-

stances stated by Mr. Wilkins," and I beg to assure him
that if he will attend my next lecture on the evening of

the IGth inst ,at the City of London Tavern, I will under-

take to satisfy him or any of his friends that my plan

is not that of Mr. Wix's or any one else; that the

objections which he urges about the Mangold Wurzel
sending their roots far for food and choking up the

pipes are not applicable to my system, and therefore can

be no objection. Edward Wilkins, Walworth, London,
Feb. 7. [We have received the following from Sir J.

Tyrell, since the publication of his former letter :—In
my letter of last week, written iu haste, I omitted to sav

that the patent plan of growing plants and corn in a
pan appears to me liable to this objection :—that there

is no contrivance for the escape of over moisture by rain

in a wet season. All the money hitherto expended in

draining land would thus be thrown away. Boreham
House.]

Underground Manuring.— I am very glad to see Sir

John Tyrell has protested against Mr. Wilkins's plan

being a new one. I beg to say so far back as 1840 Mr.
King, the then landlord of the Plough, in Chelmsford,
adopted the plan by putting two rows of tiles under
each row of Celery, and conducting the liquid manure
from the yard iuto them, by which means, if I mistake
not, he took the first prize for Celery in 1841. There-
fore I trust Mr. Wilkins will not put a tax upon us for

following the plan which has been working well for 15

years. Thos. Cope, Llangedrum Hall, Feb. 7.

Effects on the Turnip Crop of various hinds of Manure.
—In the extract from Mr. Hunt's paper on this subject,

(read to the Wakefield Farmers' Club), given in last

week's Agricultural Gozeiie, there is no mention of the

kind of the Turnips grown— the kind of soil on which they

were grown—fir the weight of the different crops j)er

acre. This, I think, is an omission to be regretted ; for

without such information, especially the weight of the Tur-

nips grown, the results of the experiments, though so far

useful and interesting, are but vague and indefinite. If

you think the subject worth further notice in the columns
of the Gazette, perhaps you will allow me to ask the

writer of the paper lo give you, if he can, this desirable

(as I think) information. The price per ton paid for the

guano might be slated at the same time. T. B. P.,

Liverpool, Feb. 7, 1855. [Perhaps Mr. Hunt will be

kind enough to supply the missing information.]

Beans v. Boots.— Will you or any of your correspond-

ents kindly enlighten us on the comparative value in

feeding of a crop of Bears, 40 bushels per acre, and a

crop of Swedes, 20 tons ditto. A tenant of mine tells

me that the Beans will produce the most beef and
mutton ; if this be so, we are wrong, on heavy lands,

in growing roots, as the Bean crop is considered much
cheaper iu cultivation. I have lett off for some years
growing Beans, as I found them so often blighted, or

stunted, through drought. I always grew them on the

Scotch system, 27 inches apart, using the horse hoe
between. Anti Faba. [We believe that 20 tons of

Swedes will make more beef than 40 bushels of Beans
;

but it is easier to grow the latter than the former on an
acre of clay land. It is impossible to compare them
directly in their feeding powers, because each requires

other food to be given with it, and the supplementary
food in the two cases would be different.]

KOYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, Feb. 15.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs in

the Chair.

Veterinary College.—The Annual Report made by
the Governors of the Royal Veterinary College to the

Council, was read. The following portions are selected

on account of their general interest :

—

1. Pleuro-pneumonia.—Although the catfle throughout the
country suffert-d in this as in previous years from the epizootic affec-

tion, pleuro-pneumonia, still the losses have heen by no means so
great as on former occasions. The nature of this disease, when
it becomes fully established in the system, is such that it will
ever render ineffective the best curative measures which science
cau devise, but, notwithstanding this, there are many reasons fur
believing that preventive means may be had recourse to with
decided benefit. From investigations made by their Pro-
fessor, during the past year, the Governors have no reason
to alter the opinion expressed in a former report, that the
inoculation of cattle will prove either a safe or an effectual pre-
ventive of pleuro-pneumonia. This system of inoculation is not
based upon any known principle of medical science which regu-
lates the artificial production of a disease to give immunity to an
animal against a natural attack of the same malady. The
Governors are induced to make these remarks from observing
that attempts are again being made to introduce the system of ino-
culation, under the plea that it has proved highly advantageous in

numerous instances on the Continent, and therefore it continues to

be practised in France, Belgium, and Germany. With regard to

the true principles of preventing the extension of pleuro-pneu-
monia, it cannot he doubted that these will be found in removing
the diseased animals from the healih^, in altering the system of
management and feeding which was in use when the malady first

appeared, and in exhibiting to the animals which had been
exposed to the contagion mild aperient, diuretic and diaphoretic
medicine, in succession, to rouse the emunctories of the body, and
following up these remedies by tonic and stimulating agents to
invigorate the vitnl forces. This plan has been adopted in
numerous instances with the best results, many animals being
thereby saved which otherwise would have been sacrificed to the
disease.

2. Disease in Lambs.— On the subject of epizootics the
Governors have to remark that in the spring of last year a
malignant form tf aptha appeared in several districts among the
lambs and destroyed very many of these animals. From this
affection having been observed in a comparatively mild form the

year before, in a few isolated cases only, at d from its gre i

prevalence as well as malignancy in 1854, it is to be fean' I

that it may take on the character of an epizootic and thi
1

:

add another to the list of these diseases which have bei
•*

so destructive of late to our cattle and sheep. Numero' itt

letters have been received from the members of the Sociei-tf

detailing the progress of this disease, and the great losses whit ^
they had sustained thereby. Professor Simonds has also pedt

sonally investigated the causes which appear to favour thep nl

duction of the malady ; but much still remains to be done, as ^ lit

consequence of the disease having shown itself under the moid!

opposite circumstances of breed, age, vicissitudes of weatht'eif

locality, plan of management, &c, the evidence obtained is mo. Io;

conflicting. The Governors, have, however, every reason id
bel.eve that the mystery which envelopes the secondary caitsi .

of this affection wi.l vanish befoie a rigid and scientific reseui)

In the meantime they have much pleasure in stating thatto M

recommendations of their Professor with regard to the treatm«|]|

of the animals, and which were necessarily varied in many cut..

from the differences in the predisposing causes, have lw
a

attended with a satisfactory result.

3. Poisonous Oilcake.—Attention has recently been call«Me(

the injury done to the feeders of cattle by the manufactory of i^
impure oil-cake by which the lives of their cattle were ofc

placed in jeopardy. This important matter, it will be rem*'
bered, was brought before the Council in consequence of s«v|

cows having been poisoned in the county of Yorkshire from beii^i

fed with cake made from Mustard seed and sold as a cheap feedii
^

material, as well as an energetic manure when applied to tl

land. The publicity given to the subject excited the most liyn'.'B

interest, and there is every reason to believe that the peraicia „i

practice has received a well-timed check.
4. Dentition of Ox, Sheep, and Pics.— The Govern'

would next call attention to the labours of their Professorjp]

Veterinary Inspector to the Society, in investigating the prog*d
of dentition of the ox, sheep, and pig, with a view to a coift.|,

understanding of the ages of these animals as shown by tin

teeth. The facts arrived at from a careful examination of 111

animals exhibited at the Windsor, Lewes, and Gloucester meetiffl

were brought before the Society in two lectures delivered by IU

Professor in May last. So highly were these lectures appreciaft

that the Council at its first meeting in June unanimously I

1

,

solved, on the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, "that on accounjW

the immediate practical importance of the two lectures recerijtl

delivered before the Society by Professor Simonds on the ags
„

animals as shown by their teeth, these lectures be at once n^
pared for publication in the second part of the Journal for tl

year; but as that number will not be due till the 1st of Januif-I

next, that Professor Simonds be allowed to print off from t|fj

type and woodcuts as many copies as he may require for jfl

purpose of publishing the lectures in the form of a pamphlet,

a cheap rate, in time for purchase by the public at the Linc«h

meeting." In accordance with this resolution the matter vo

prepared for the press, and was in the hands of the memb-^
by the time appointed. The Governors have the pleast^

of adding that, although the sale of the work has as jH

been limited, owing to the fact of the matter it contains beib

about to appear in the forthcoming number of the journal, sliDft

has been spoken in of high terms of commendation by those w
^

have made themselves acquainted with its details. The fa .

arrived at with regard to the age of the pig, in particular, ha ]i

already been of essential service, not only to the Ro;

Agricultural Society at its meeting at Lincoln, where maj,]

animals were detected as being much above the certified age, 1 .i

also at the recent shows of the Smiihfield Cattle Club, and 1"

Birmingham Cattle Society. The reprehensible practice B

sending animals of improper age, and which there are too ma fi

reasons to believe has prevailed to a great extent, with a view
(

carry off the prizes, has thus received a salutary check.

5. College Privileges and Promotion of Veteruta
Science.—The consultations by letter on the diseases of cat H

and sheep have been fully as numerous as in former years, andl $

recommendations for the treatment of the several cases have bf
u

duly appreciated by the members seeking the advice. "W
^

reference to the admission of cattle, sheep, and pigs into '

j*

College Infirmary when the subjects of disease, the Govern
|

would be much gratified to find that the members of the Sod.

availed themselves of their privileges to a far greater est'

than at present. They cannot but think that the small numl

of animals sent from the country, arises from the supposit <1|

that the charge for their treatment is more than the proprie
fl

feels justified in incurring. This impression the Govern

believe will be at once removed when they state that the si
]

fixed upon for the keep, medical treatment, operations of evt ri

kind, and all other necessary things, is but Is. 6rf. a day foi
j

bullock, and that sheep and pigs are charged for at a prop ,

tionate sum, which is fixed by the principal according to circu ™

stances." The average number, however, of diseased cattle 1
'

been admitted into the infirmary during the year, but
j

I

Governors not finding among them any remarkable cases calli
^

for especial description, have thought it unnecessary to add .'

the length of this report by a detail of particulars. They wou '"

however, remark that these cases have afforded their Professor t u

opportunity of giving clinical instructions to the Class and q
demonstrating several of the operations necessary to the succ*

of the practice of Cattle Medicine. During the session the L w

tures have been regularly delivered as heretofore, and the attet h

ance of the pupils has been most satisfactory. The class has al ij

been more numerous than in former years, and the progress^

the pupils in their studies, as shown by the examinations »

which they have been subjected from time to time, has been su H

as to merit the approbation of the Professors in general.

The Council having received at their last Decemb"
meeting a communication from the French Gover?

mentj requesting the aid of the Society in investigatl'*

the nature of a disease which had mfide its appeal

ance iu Turkey among the cattle intended for tU

Crimea—the Council at once instructed Prof. Simondu

as the Veterinary- Inspector of the Society, to pi*
1

himself in immediate communication with M. Herbei?

the Consul-General of France in London, and to funrii

'

him with every information he possessed that might a<1

the French Government in their inquiry. The Report

of the Governors of the Veterinar}' College contains tl *

following reference to that circumstance:

—

6. Contagious Typhus.—As a preliminary step, and with H

sanction of the Consul-General, Prof. Simonds has prepared .

list of questions to he forwarded to the several veterinary sc
l

geons now with their regiments in the Crimea. These questio;'

are annexed to this report, and the Governors trust that tl'

Society will agree with them in the opinion that on answers beii

obtained such an amount of information will be possessed on th

subject as cannot fail, when acted upon, to be of essential servi'

in effecting the desired object. It is likewise to be rememben .

that the history of these epizootic affections shows that whE

once they have taken root in any of the countries of Europe, tbt

have spread with greater or lesser rapidity over the whole Conl

nent, destroying the cattle by thousands in their course. It is th

circumstance, added to -the fact of the existence of the discoss I

Turkey, which has created so much solicitude on the part of tl

French Government, and the Governors cannot but feel equal,

anxious in the matter, seeing that if the cattle in France;
Germany should become affected, our own would ere long Is

victims to the direful pest, from the free importations of anims

which now exists.

The report is concluded with the following

—

7. Gk.nki-.al Observation.—The Governors thus hope tin
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i their culling attention to every circumstance which lino

Ired Blnco tliolr lant report, they have wild sufficient to

till) Hw.loty that limy >i"V« onclnavoiirad lo jimmoto (lie;

-cmont of veterinary science In IIh application to those

in wlilt-li constitute no essential a portion of the wealth of

• irlriilturliitH. Thcflo cffortB they bollovo only roqufro lo ba

tiiicd to occompllBli nil willed the mOBtBanguIno minds could

A'u im'Iho from the llrrn union which now exists helween the

IJARilculturiil Socloty ol England and the ltoyal Veterinary

t the motion of Mr. Brnndreth Gibbo, (lie Council

iilod HiiH report witli ibeir lieht, ncknowledgments to

e oynl Veterinary College, and their high wnho of

iMilue of Prof. Simonda' zealous exertions to carry

ilia objects of tbo Society in llio application of

iUnnry science to tbo diseases of domesticated

Ills.—The Chairman considered Prof. Simond's

p on tlm Dentition of Animals n valuable band-book

Ji ought to ho in the possession of every farmer.

—

p Slmonds, in acknowledging tbo veto of thanks to

6 ullege, and the compliment paid to himself, cx-

jgj'd his regret that the members of tbo Society did

(t|/ail themselves to a greater extent of the privilege

JB|i08Hessed of sending diseased animals to the collegP,

supply of living and dead animals would lead to

;igatinns of the highest importance connected with

Huro of tbo diseases affecting the live stock of llio

r r, and perfect the pupils about to bo sent out into

A, cut parts of the country in that branch of their

Ination.

BaoBLLANEous Communications.—Mr. Mac Owen on

ILung Disorder among Cattle.— Mr. Boddocs on tbo

K-o of Fibres stopping Drain Pipes.—Mr. Graburn
I e Value of Cock's-lbot Grass.—Mr. Johnson, of

York, on President Jefferson's Communication to

Iloard of AgricitUure on Mould-board.— Messrs.

I and Co., on Specimens of Wheat—Mr. French

I nplnyment of Guano and Super-phosphate..—Mr.

Hmiiss on tbo low State of Agricultural Practice in

n| Australia, and the Formal ion of an Agricultural

lily at Geclong.—M. Van Langenhove on Quincunx
'im of Cultivation.—Mr. Burcham on Circular

|m of Cultivation.—Mr. Cogan's Supply of Speci-

of the original German Milk-pans hum Meeklen-
— Mr. Chandos Wren Iloskyns presented copies of

arks, " Talpa, or Chronicles of a Clay Farm," and
lort Inquiry into the History of Agriculture," for

i the Council ordered their best thanks.— Mr.
expressed his opinion of the importance of the in-

ations and the course of progress by the Foreign

in reference to tbo discovery of supplies of

o and the nitrates. lie remarked, that the bar-

ur of Tampico, as alluded to by the British

il (in his dispatch published in the Society's

ournal) as unfit for the export of nitrates, was
so than that of Riga, Revel, and Archangel,

i are also bar-harbours to an equal extent.

e Council adjourned to Feb. 21

.

giiland, February 7.

—

The Plough and its uses.—
I ssor Wilson delivered an address on this subject

neeting of the Highland Society this day, under
residency of Professor Low, his predecessor in the

of agriculture, Edinburgh University. His pre-

ary remarks related to the object of agriculture,

1, from a scientific point of view, as "the conversion

ineral into organised matier through the agency
lants." The history of the plough as the

ipal tool employed in this manufacture was
in great detail : and the maxims of Greek

Latin agricultural writers were quoted in illus-

>n of thuse truths regarding its efficiency and
which, as they are independent of time, are

plicahle now as when first penned. The English

ry of the implement was taken from Fitzherbert,

;e, Blythe, MarUham, Tull, and latterly from Sir

uclair. The present improved construction of the

nient was described. And, in conclusion, the

[bility of attaining the result, namely, tilth, in other
than by the plough was discussed. " The plough

not cultivate ; other implements are required—the

r, the harrows, the scarifier, to complete the work,
II, after all. is not so well done as by one operation

e spade. What we want is, not ploughing, so much
ultivation, that process which the farmer by neces-

performs in three, lour, or five acts, not nearly so

tually as the gardener accomplishes in one."
essor Wilson ccncluded by a reference to the
bilities and probabilities arising out of the present
of the problem—how to cultivate by steam.

Notices to Correspondents.
S : Agricola. " The Agriculturist's Calculator," by Blackie &
i, Glasgow, beyond a doubt.
ukf.s: A". Apply all manures of difficult solubility as early
possible in iho spring, and of every solubility jiist before the
at needs them. That is the general rule. The instances
—bones—guano—nitrates—in February, Marcl-, and April,
pectively on Grass land or young gran crop.
.toes: S F. The drills arc thrown up as high as possible
li a two-horse plough, then reduced by a double turn of the
lit lianon s along drills, the sets dropped into the furrows,
i the drills thrown up over them as before. Of hoeing, the
a and end is, a clean and loose soil, which can generally be
'lined by two liand-hoeings and two applications of the drill-
:row, followed of course by a final earthing up. If the spade
emploied, the sets are dibbled in G inches deep, and the
ices helween the rows kept loose and clean by forking.
JtbrfttrshlTe.

I.I.Asia : VFontanier. It is or was in the possession of Copt,
rling, ol Craigbnmet Place, Lenr.oxtown, near Glasgow; of
. Robert Hell, Liatowell, Co. Kerry, Ireland ; of Mr. Bennett,
rringdon Hoi.se, Berks; Mr. Thomas Stevenson, Oban,
gyleshire; Mr. Edwards, Tyenest, Halifax; and especiallv
Earl of Derby, at Knowsley, Lancashire. The late Earl e'f

rby was the largest owner o'f Alpacas in this country.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
OIIN WATKIU'.K begt t" announce Ihat he b«J
published a new Catalogue of bin Rhododendron)!, Ac., *

hlblied by him In (he Gardens of Ilia Boyal Botanic Socloty,

i-eiii'ii Park, London, It describes the eolonrn ol nil tin

lododendrons considered worthy ot cultivation, with aTi
iir.ii successful management, end may !» had by enclosing

pOAtBgC Idiiuipll.

rfio American Kiimcry, Bsgshot, Hurray, near Farnl

atlon, Bouth-WcHtern Hallway.

AMERICA N II u P I f I y
/ 1.E0R0E BAK1 R Dl I RJPTIVE CATA-
' ' LOOUE >ir AMERICAN PI
him In the Boyd Botanic Gardens, Regcoti Vi.iV, mil
i.y Inch ; Ing '*»'< postage »'•

i

'. li. i' gi lo "M attention lo

Mollh-c, ' '
I

VVIridltNham, r-<«r JJsgftlM.1.

in Hallway, *li.-n: eODreyaaeSI Uimy be
btaincd

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.

SEED AND [0KTIC1 l/l

SUDBURY,
DEAL ESTABLISHMENT,
SUFFOLK.

NEW
B ASS AND

SEED AND PLANT LIST FOR
BROW \\s

1855 contains

^
,HEIR very seleot and choice AHKortmcntn nf Vi;<;i.TA 1:1.1: and I LOWER SEEDS ; ntperior Hix'nra '.f

Iho -boat OUAB8E8 for PERMANENT PABTUnEB, PAKKB.I LAWNS, BOWLINO OREE! it
TliltAl. BEED8 ol tbo finest sclaoted Stocks: a great variety of Plower Root* and Bulbssulted
lhitii of veiy cliol'-e coiiiTii.Miii ol AcliliiHiiii', i.lo^ihin

,
i iifiu.iaa, Vorbei Pel nlac, Dahlia*, II Mitthe-

iminiii, lleddlng Plants, &0i
Tim autumn IATAI.OGIIE cnntalnB llatii of New and Kelect BtOTe and OroenhonM I1»nt>, Qeranlnmj, Cloararhu, '

I

iioih iioriiii, Hardy Climbing Plants, Coniform, and other Select Trees and I

: f n-

Both Catalogues ombraco a large amount of descriptive and u cful Informal - J fr'-*r

by post for three penny stamps each, or gratis lo onr customei irhoi

GOODS (nol under 20s.) CARRIAGE FREE to all the Stations In London, and all Buttons on lbs I

London and Norwich.

The large number of letters of satisfaction ami approvalfrom "persemt receiving arlicUt bolk of Seeds and i

from our Establishment, and the annual increase of patronage of which v:c arc every yrar in poutuvm, u a '

proof that our care in providing the best nf everything is appreciated by the public, lo whom we desire lo ten'''

best thanks.

EASS & BROWN'S ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
Contain everything which may It desired for superiority of sorts. The sorts and qua I lions arc

specified in the Catalogue, For any sorts not unshed for} enlarged quantities of others sentto makeup the amount.

No. 1. COLLECTION for n lnrpc pnrilcn, containing qufinlitics miflkient for one ycar'n supply ...

No. 2, COLLE< TION in snmlliT proportion
No. 8. COLLECTION ditto

No. i. COLLECTION of choice kinds for a nmall garden

2
l r,

o \:>

FLOWER SEEDS-EEST ASSORTMENTS.
These way le hail pre-paid ly post at the prices affixed, with printed instructionsfor sowing and raiting Seeds.

100 varieties select slinwy Annuals, which will inelndo
tlic beautiful new Lpptosiphnns nureuni and luleum,
EscUoltzia tcnuiftiliji, Whitlavia grandiflora, and
other choice novelties of the season, also splendid
prize Asters, Stocks, Zinnia, &c 35.-\Ot7.

50 varieties, including new, $s. 6rf.; 30 varieties do.,

5s. Gt?.; 20 varieties do. .„ ..4
20 varieties choice Greenhouso Annuals, including the

new Gromphrena aurantiacn, Palpiglossis atro-
sajiguinea, tlie new Portulnccas. Khodaniho, Thun-
bergia, Phlox Drummondi, 7s. 6rf.; 12 varieties do. 5-0

20 varieties best Dwarf Annnald, in large packets, (or

filling beds on lawns
12 varieties ditto ditto

20 varieties choice Greenhouse IVrennials incloding
very fine and new Calceolaria, Cineraria, Faeh*fa,
Petunia, Verbena, Choiv.zcma, Kenned i&s, Calen-
driniA umbellata, &r., 10». Gd.; 12 varieties do.

20 varieties Hardy Biennials and Perennial", including
very choice Antirrhinum, Gladioli, Heartsease,
Mimulns, Polyanthus, Dianihus, BromptODi and
Emperor Stock, &c, 7s. fjd. ; 12 varieties do.

7 e

A FEW NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
A ny of the following not priced are 6d. per'packet, Tliosc marked thus (*) have been omitted in the Catalogue.

GREENHOUSE
P E R E N N I A L S. s.d.

Acacia, 3 varieties, each ... 6

Calceolaria, very choice ... 1

„ extra, from new ... ii 6
Calendrinia umbellata.
Chorozeina cordata ... 1

Cineraria, choice ... ... 1

„ extra, from new vars. of
our superb collection 2 6

Cobma scandens.
Coftra?a Arabica (Arabian

Coffee).

Erythrina crista galll ... 1

Geranium, choice 1

„ extra, from new vars.

., of our superb collection 2 6

., finest fancy varieties ... 1 6
Ghxinia, extra, from our

superior collection of new
and choice 2 6

Ileliotropium, choice.
Primula sinensis.

„ do. limbriata ... 1

„ do. do. alba ... 1

„ demiculata ... 1

Troppnolum, 3 choice, Gd. to 1

Verbena, choice 1

„ extra new, of our
superb collection 2 6

HARDY PERENNIALS.
Abronia umbelUta.
Alstrromeria pulchella.
Antirrhinum, extra, from
our superb collection ... 1

Aquilegia formosa.

„ glandulosa (tme).
Carnation and Piccotee. ex-

tra, from colleciion of 400
varieties ... 2 G

Dactylis variegate, fine

variegated new striped
leaved Grass.

HARDY PERENNIALS, s.d.

Dianthus Dunnctti, very
Mipcrb dark new Sweet
"William 1

• „ Burridgi, splendid new
scarlet Sweet William 1

•
,, maculatn, very showy,

red and white spotted.

Gladiolus, from choice
named early varieties of
onr superb collection ... 1

Hollyhock, choice 1
• „ extra, from our

fine collection 2 G
Iris anglica, from best vers,
ofour very choice collection 2 6
Lindheimara texana,. new 1

Pansy, extra, from best col-

lections 1

Potentilla, extra, selected
from oiirfinestnamed vars. 2 G

Ranunculus1

, from very
choice of our superb col-

lection 2 6
•Wallflower, beautiful,
saved frrm imported vars.

CREErvHOUSE ANNUALS.
Balsam, saved from choice
imported varieties.

Gomphrena aurantiaca ... 1

Ipon.cea quamoclit. new
white.

„ rubra ran-ulea ... 1
Mesembrianthum tri. alba.
Phlox Leopoldi hybrid.

,, alba occulata.

Portulacca, six superiornew
varieties, each G

,. fine mixed.
Rhodanthe Manglesi.
Salpiglosbus atrosangninea.

„ new yellow.
Schizanthus retnsus albus.

,, Grabami caniea.

CREENHOUSE ANNUALS.
Thunbcrgia, six superior 3. d.

vars., each 6

„ mixed varieties.

HALF-HARDY ANNUALS-
Aster, Bishop's Prize, su-
perb varieties.

Calceolaria chelidonioides,
beautiful yellow.

• „ new Cnlifornian sp*
Grammanthesgentianoides.

„ gent, lutea.

Lobelia ramosus alba,
major and roseus, each... 6

Nomet-iabi color, new, beau-
tiful, and very attractive 4

Perilla Nankinensis, new,
very fine for bedding ont,

dark purple variety.
Pink, Imperial Indian, ex. 4
Podolepis rugata, new,

lar^e, bright yellow, fine.

HARDY ANNUALS.
Clary, white top, fine, new.

HARDY ANNUALS, t.d.

\
Escbscholizla tennilolia,

new, delicate clean «traw;
very dwarf, neat, and at-

i

tract! ve. A Certi ficatc

awarded at Cbiswick ... 1 ?•

1 Gilia, Califomian sp., habit

j
of Capitata, flowers twic*

I as large.

Iberis violacea superb*, ex.
deep pnrple O

I
Leptosipboa aurenm, very

I

bean ti ml Dew bright

j

golden, a Cslifornian tp.
Medal awarded at
Chiswick 1 G

; „ luteum, beantifnl.

j
Limnantbes sulpbnreaodo-

j
rata, new, yellow, edged
with white and ro«e-col.

stamens, very fraprant... 1

Linum grandirl. rubmm ... 1 C*

Lnpinus Hariweggia rosea.
mon^gyuia. fine

light and deep purp!c.and showy.
CHOICE IMPORTED SEEOS.

30 Superb varieties Dwarf German Stocks. 5?.: 15 varieties 3
Choice new Sulphur, pale yellow 1

Fine new white Hybrid 1

10 Superb varieties, new, large flowering 2 €
New large flowering Chamois, very fine 6

IS Superb varieties, new wall-leaved, or Prussian 3 6"

15 Superb varieties, Erompton Stocks, 3s. 6tf.; S varieties 1 £
6 Superb varieties. Perpetual Emperor Stocks, lasting more

than four years, and flowering three orfimr times a year 2 0*

4 Superb varieties, new large flowering Emperor 2 O
24 Splendid vars. quilled and striped As:er. os.: 12 vars. ... 3
12 „ Globe flowering Aster 2 6
12 ., Pyramidal Aster 2
10 „ Bouquet double dwarf 3
8 „ French Pa?ony. flowering, very fine 4

Also choice imported Balsam, Cockscomb. Larkspnr. Indian
Pink, Salpiglossus, Sweet "William, "Wallflower, and Zinnia.—
See Catalogue.

The finest Lawn Grasses for Flower Gardens, Is. per lb., or 4«. <V. ;

ROOTS FOR EARLY
ANEMONES.

50 vars. named, beautiful and distinct
Finest mixed double [Is. Gd per dt>z.) per 100
Very fine ditto (Is. per doz.)
Double Scarlet vars. (Is. 9d. per doz.)
Beautiful mixed semi-double Russian, very showy, and

flowering early per lb....

Fine new Single
Nine beautiful Double vars. for clumping, 12 roots of each
Six roots of each

RANUNCULUSES.
100 roots in 100 vars., verv superb
100 „ 100 „ very fine

Extra choice, mixed from best named, per doz. 2s. 0d. per 100,
Very fine mixed ... „ 1 6 ,,

Fine border mixed „ 9 „

Remittances required from unknown correspondents.
Stamps received for small amounts.

... r.
r

.

12 fi

1"

6
12 u

6
4
10 I

10 f

... d.

45
20
15
10 r

5

SPRINC PLANTING.
RANUNCULUSES.

Early Scarlet Turban per doz. 6 per 100

New Orance ditto 16 „

, T
Golden Turban - OS

„ Seraphique, clear yellow „ O S

Hercules, white - 6

Ceil Noir, best black (1& Gd. eachV. „ 15

IRIS GERMANIC A.

40 Vars.. very superb and beautiful, of the riches: :

20 V.\r>., diito ditto, best selection

20 Vars.. ditto, very fine

Best Mixtd.5?. per doz,: per 100
Fine Mixed, Sj. perdoz.; per 100

A choice stock of Gladiolus lilium landfoliuni, Tritonea aurea^

Tigridius. Oxalis. Achimenes, Gloxinias, and a large number of
other roots for spring planting, for which see Spring Catalogue.

office Orders payable to Bass & Bxowy, or Stephes Ehovtf.

r. £
3

: D

4
4

:-

,
r

:
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BASS & BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.
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^ HEELER and SON'S SHORT SFLKCT SEED

lDg Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-

vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Gttrdeil or Farm, of

the very best quality and true to name; and as many of the Seeds

are our own growing, and are proved before wending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.

We are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed
Orders from those we. had the honour of serving last year.; and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Fuee, we very respectfully

solicit the honour of an order iroin those who have not yet given

ns a trial.— J C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

"I \A\Vfc, CoTTKELL, am> HhMHAiM, beK to
-I--' inform their friends and patrons that their Desciptive
Retail LIST of FLOWER, GARDEN, and AGRICULTURAL
SEEDS is now ready., and may be obtained, post free, on
application.

D„ C, & B. also beg to offer the following CHOICE ROOTS
at very low prices.

Anemones, single purple, very fine ... perdozcn ... 3s.

„ „ scarlet, „ ... „ ... 2s.

„ „ mixed, „ ... per lb. ... 3s.

<51adiulis florabundus, large perdozen ... 2s.

„ Gandavensis, very fine ... „ ... 6s.

and many other choice varieties.

Iris Germanics, splendid var., mixed, perdozen ... 4s.

Ranunculus, mixed, double, very fine, per 100 ... 5s.

Tuberoses, fine double, Italian ... perdozen ... 3s.

36, Moorgate Street; and 304, Laurence Poimtrifly Lane,
-Cannon Street, London.- Esiablisled at 28, Cornhill, 1720.

CAHEY TYSO'S CATALOGUE of FLORISTS'
FLOWERS for IS55 may be had post five for two labels;

TREATISE on RANUNCULUS for eight labels; ditto on
AN EMON E for four labels.

RANUNCULUSES, 100 splendid named sorts, 40s. to £4
„ 25 superb seedling ditto ... 1 10

„ 100 fine mixtures ... from Ss. to 1

DOUBLE ANEMONES, 50 fine named sorts, 10s. to 13
IMPORTED GERMAN SEEDS —Asters, Balsams, Stocks,

Larkspurs, Poppies, Zinnias, &c, in named assortments, 2s. Gd.
each. Ranunculus and Anemoue Seeds, 2s. Gd. per packet.

C. Tyso's sovereign assortments of 18 select Ranunculus, and
18 choice Anemones, postage free for 21s.—Wallingf<-rd, Berks.

A MEKICaN PLANTS.— A Descriptive Priced
-ti CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for
the coming season is just published, and may be bad by enclosing
two stamps for postage. As everything in the way of American
Plants is grown to an unequalled extent at this Nur-ery, intending
purchasers would do well io provide themselves with this Catalogue.
"WATERER and GODFREY, Nephews and Successors to the

ate Hosea Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

X\/ DRUMMOND and SONS' MiW DESCRIP-
V* • TIVE CATALOGUE, containing select varieties only,

-of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS is now ready, and may
be had post free on receipt of one postage stamp. This Catalogue
will, at a glance, furnish the Gardener with all the necessary
material for drawing out his Seed Lint convcily and without
trouble. In reference to it the Gardeners

1

Chronicle remarks:—
" It is simple, short, and one of the best we have seen. They

are pursuing the sensible course we have so often insisted upon
for the sake of both buyer and seller;" and this opinion has hecn
-cordially responded to by a'l our old and many new customers.
W.Deummond & Sons' Seed and Implement Warehouse, Stirling.

NEW CINERARIAS.
CH. GARDINER, of Fmit Num-ry, Maidstone,

* will commence sending out plants on the 1st of March
next of the following first-class flowers, raised by Mr. Frost,
gardener to E. L. Betts, Esq., of Preston Hall, and pronounced
lay competent judges to be equal if not superior to any in
cultivation.

LADY JULIA CORNWALLIS—White, with g.-oat depth
and width of petal, finely margined with porcelain blue, light
blue disc, fine shape, extra size; first-class flower. 10s. Gd.
MISS BANNERMAN—Clear white, with well defined margin

of rosy crimson, dark disc, large fine-shaped petals; habit good;
one of the best. 10s Gd.

MRS. R. RIUKETTS —White ground colour, with broad
margin of rich plum

;
good form and habit. 10s. Gd.

SIR W. M1DDLETON—Deep purple, with distinct ring of
crimson round the disc; large fine-shaped petals of extra size
and good habit ; first-class flower. 10s. Gd.

MATILDA— White, with purple lilac edge; light disc
;
good

shape and habit. 5s.

FORGET-ME-NOT— Fine shaped petals; colour crimson
purple; good habit and fine form. 7s. Gd. It the set of sis be
taken, the price 21. 10s.

IMPORTANT TO ALL PLANTERS WHO DEblRE
IMMEDIATE EFFECT.

TX/M. JACKSON and CO., B-dale, Yorkshire, will
* supply the following choice stock, of good quality, at the

annexed h-w pr
*12 Abies Menziesi, 2 to 3 feet

12 „ Morinda, 4 feet, fine specimens
*12 ,, DonglHsi, 3 to 4 feet, do., from seed
•12 Finus cembra, 4 feet, fine specimens, do.
*12 „ excels*, 2 to 3 feet, do. do. ...

'.'
,,'.

•12 Cedrus Deodara, 2 to 3 feet, do. do
*\& „ ,. 3 to4 feet, large, do. do
*12 Cedar ofLebanon, 2 to 3 feet, fine specimens, from seed
12 Best hardy Azaleas, with large, and rich flowers, per-

fect shrubs, on their own roots, 2 feet h'gh
*12 Hardy hybrid Rhododendrons, Is to 2 feet and 2 to

3 fe^t. perfect shrubs, on their own roots
*12 Rhododendron dauricum atrovirens, with flower-buds,

3 to 4 fret

*12 Handsome hardy Rhododendrons, 2 to 3 feet,' scarlet,
purpfr, white, and crimson, and all shades of colours,
si-lected fr.>m above 100 kinds

12 Standard Berberis dulcis, with fine heads ...
'„','

*l(i0 Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs, two of a sort
".

*l(Kt Good auowy Herbaceous Plants, two of a sort
100 „ „ Hollyhocks, 10s., and '.".

•100 Portugal Laurels, 1-4 to u feet ...

MOO Limes for avenues, 4 feet, 10s.; 6 to S feet "... ...

100 English Elms, well grown, 6 to 6 fret, 155.; 6 to S It.

*1000 Evergreen Privets, Myrtle-leaved, for fancy hedges,
25s. and ...

1000 „ „ strong, 3 feet, for field fences and
coverts

*1000 Hollies, 1 to 1± feet, very bushy
1000 Common Laurels, 14 to 2 feet, 60s.; 2 to 3 feet
* These have been several times transplanted, to

good roots.

FRUIT TREES.—Perdozen.
Apples, most approved kinds, good strong standards

Do. do.
Pc.irs do.

Do. do.
Plums do.
Do. do.

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

dwarfs .

standards
d waifs

standards
dwarfs...

Cherries, good strong standards
Apricots, l'e«ches,a!id Necarines, trained "42s. to
A reference or remittance is respcctiullv solicited from nn

feuoivn correspondents.

TO CEMTLEMEN ENCAGED IN PLANTING.
YT7 ATERER AND GODFKEY respectfully invite
' * attention to their stock of the following very desirable
HARDY PLANTS.
Araucaria imbricata, from 2 to

7 leet high; as handsome as
plants can be.

Cedrus Deodara, in any quan-
tity, from 1 to 3 feet high

Do. do., 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10
feet high ; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 6, and
10 feet high

Pinus Dnuglasi, 3 to 10 feet

„ insignis, 2 to 7 feet

„ Menziesi, 3 to 7 feet

„ Pinsapo, fine plants, 3 to

6 fret

„ Nordmanniana, 1$ to 3 ft.,

all from seed and remark-
ably handsome

„ nobilis, 1^ to 2 feet; a few
larger, 5 and 6 feet high, on

their own roots, and with
perfect leaders

„ Montezuma?, 2 to 4 feet

following very desirable

Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet
Cupressus macrocarpa or Lam-

bertiana, 4 to 7 feet

„ thyoides variegata, S to

4 feet (the variegated white
Cedar)

Juniperus,Uprigbt Irish.perfect
columns, 3 to 7 feet

„ chinensis, 2 to 8 feet

Yew, common English,3 toSfeet
„ Irish, 4 to 10 feet

„ gold-striped, 1$ to 3 feet

„ do., tall standards, 4 to 7 ft.

„ Dovaston, or Weeping,
worked on tall straight
stems

Thuja aurea, the finest plants in
the country

Libocedrus chilensis, the finest

plants in the country
Large variegated Hollies

„ Standard Bays
Also an immense stock of large Evergreens, Standard Orna-

mental Trees, &c.
All the plants here offered may be seen growing in our

Nursery; they are removed every year, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. Of some, such as Araucarias,
Deodaras, Golden Yews, Thuja aurea, Pinns nobilis, Nord-
manniana, we have any quantity; and the plants, for root and
branch, are not to be surpassed. Priced Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage stamps, to Waterer
and Godfrey, nephews and successors of the late Hosea Waterer,
Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station,
South-Western Railway, where all trains stop, and where capital
conveyances can be obtained.
The 23. stamp will also include a descriptive Catalogue of their

American Plants, Roses, and Nursery Stock in general.

^/j ESSRS. eTgThENDERSON and SON, of the
* Wellington Ro:id Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, beg

to inform their Patrons and the Public that their NEW CATA-
LOGUE OF SEEDS for 1855 is now ready, and will be
forwarded post free on application.
' E. G. H. & Sou take this opportunity of stating that none but
the most popular and improved kind* of Vegetable Seeds appear
in their list; and amontj the Flower Seeds only those whose
beauty and merit are universally acknowledged, together with
a carefully selected stock of the principal new varieties.

E. G. H. & Son beg respectfully to call particular attention to

the following choice seeds of Florists' Flowers, which have been
saved from a line collection of named plants, and also to the
annexed New and Choice Flowers, which they can confidently
recommend, and in their Catalogue will be lound the names of
20 beautiful ornamental Grasses. Also 12 variegated and orna-
mental foliage plants, for decorating the flower garden during the
summer months, with full descriptions and other information
respecting the following

•CHOICE FLORIST FLOWERS.

T YNCH'S STAR OF THE WEST CUCUMB'
»~* —This might with propriety he called the Champion oi

West, for it has won 11 prizes at differrnt Horticultural Ex
tions. It is a seedling raised by Mr. Lynch, the well-k:
Gardener to ihe Right Hon. the Earl of St." Germans, Lord
tenant of Ireland. He has grown it for several years, and
beaten everything that has been put in competition wit]
including all the newest and most recently introduced variel
We have purchased the whole stock, having given a very li

sum for all the seeds in his possession, and it is now for the
time sent out; those who want a good flavoured, prolific
prize Cucumber, we would recommend to obtain a packet of
seeds.

It is a first-rate winter fruit, and, with careful mana
ment, can be had in perfection all the year round. 1,

most prolific, and bears ttvo fruit on every joint and
many as 42 have been counted on a single plant in a i

from 5 to 22 inches in length. The fruit is quite rou
like the barrel of a gun, and free from any ribs or roiu

ness on the skin. It has a short handle, avd is i

way calculated to beat any other sort in cultivation. 1
spines are white, and they stand out in the most
way. The stock is very limited.
Three seeds, per packet, Is.Gd.

|
Five seeds, per packet, 2s. 6

The following is an official account of the number
Prizes won by Mr. Lynch, in competition with all the b
Gardeners and the best varieties in the neighbourhood
" Royal Devon and Cornwall Horticultural Society, Nov. 11,18

" Dear Sir,—The prizes awarded you for your Cucumber i

as follows:-

1851.—May 15th, First Prize

„ July 17tb, Extra Prize
„ Sept. 4th, First Prize

1852.—May 27th, First Prize

„ July 22d, First Prize

1852.—Sept. 9th, First Prize
1653.—June 8th, Second Pria

„ Sept. 8th, First Prize
1854.—June 1st, First Prize
„ Sept. 9th, First Prize

In all, 10 Prizes.
" I remain, dear sir, yours truly,

" Nathaniel J. Eastok, Hon. Sec.
Mr. R. Lynch, Gardener to Earl of St. Germans, Port Eliot
WM. E. RENDLE and CO., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

G'ARDEN ORNAMENTS.—Sevei
Hundreds of VASES, FIGURES, a

SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS, which have sto

wholly exposed to the late frosts, may now
inspected at

AUSTIN and SEELEY'S Show Yabd,
Keppel Row, New Road.

B3P" A few articles which have been standi
as patterns for many years will be sold at i

duced prices. Any gentleman unable to vi
the yard may bave sketches sent, if he w
describe the object required, an d the price.

CH£AP FUEL.

Per packet—s. d.

Antirrhinum, extra fine

mixed 6
Auricula, fine mixed ... 1 6

Balsam, double Camellia
flowered, in packets of *

6 distinct colours se-

parate... 3

,, double Rose flowered
in packets of 6 distinct

colours separate ... 3

., new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours sepa-
rate, extra fine ... 5

„ Aurora, fine dbl. cr. 1

„ new dbl. pale yellow 1

Carnation, from stage
flowers I 6

Calceolaria, from choice
hybridized flowers

2s. Gd. and 5
Cineraria, from choicest

varieties ... ls.6d.and 2 6

Per packet

—

s. d.
Chrysanthemum,Pompone,

fine mixed 1

„ large flowered,
fine mixed 1

Geranium, choice show ... 2 6
„ choice fancy ... 2

Hollyhock, first quality ... 2

„ second quality 1

„ in 12 distinct
colours, each colour ...

Pansy, choice show, from
named flowers ... 1

„ choice fancy, from
beautiful striped and
spotted flowers ... 1

Petunia, from extra fine

named varieties ... 1

„ saved from crimson
flowers with green
edges 1

Verbena, choice mixed ... 1
Mimulns, beautifully

blotched ... ...

GAS COKE, as used in the Kovul Conservatorw
admirably adapted for Furnaces (aB producing no smok< JC

and also well suited for Household Fires, to be had at 10a. p!

Chaldron in quantities of not less than 20 t haldrons, cleared
1

barges or carts within a week, from the Phgenix Gas Wori >.

Bankside, Southwark. Two Chaldrons delivered within a m: j<

I of the Works on the Surrey side of the Thames at an addition

charge of 2s per Chaldron. A smaller quantity, or delivery at
'-

6 greater distance at a moderately increased rate. I"~

1 OHEET GLASS (15 oz.) of good quality in ,100 fe rr

q O - boxes. 1

NEW AND OTHER CHOICE FLOWERS.
Per packet

—

s.

Abronia umbetlata ... 1
Ana^allis nzurea grandi-

flota 1

„ rubra 1

Arctotis breviscapa ..

Aster, new Peony pyramid,
in packets of 10 dis-

tinct colours separate 3

„ new bouquet pyra-
midal, in packets of
12 distinct colours se-

parate 3
Alonso Warscewiczi 5

Clintonia pulchella ...

Coreopsis corona
i

a

...

f,
filifolia

„ bicolor nana ...

„ Drummondigran-
diflora ...

Calendrina umbellata ...

Cyclamen pcrsicum ... 1

„ ,, rubnim 1
Centauridium Drummondi
Dianthus Dunne tti su-

perba 1

„ chinensis flore

pleno, extra fine ...

Digitalis, new spotted ...

Eucnida hartonioides ...

Eschscholtzia ten ni folia... 1
!
Gramanthes gentianoides
llumea elejjans
Ipomea rubra cjerulea ... 1

„ limhata 2
Leptosipbon luteum ...

,i
anreuni ... 1

' Linum grandjfloi urn rubruni
I la. Gd. and 2
Lobelia racemosioidt-s ...

e j) erinus oculata ...

„ Queen Victoria
(scarlet)

.. Roi Leopold (blue) 0"

O Larkspur, new donhle im-
proved Hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours ... 2

Limnan tlies sulphurea
' odomta ... ... 1

0j

d. Per packet—s. d.

6 Lychnis fulgens (scarlet) 6
Lythrum roseum superbum 4
Mignonette, new large

flowering ... 3
6 Oxalis rosea

Phlox deenssata, from fine

6

6
named varieties ... 1

„ Drummondi coccinea «
Portulacca, new orange ... 6

„ rosea fi

Primula sinensis timbriata,

alba, and rubra, mixed 2 6
Poppy, new lar^e Peony

() flowered, in 8 brilliant

6 colours 2
6 Rhodanthe Manglesi ... 6
6 Reseda niyriopli} 11a (new

Mignonette) 1
6 Scbizantbus Graliarai car-
b nea 4

„ retnsus ... S
„ retltsns albuB... 6

t> Salpiglossis, scarlet, blue,
and sulphur, each ... 6

Stock, Scarlet Interme-
diate 6

6 „ German, newlarge
6 flowering, in packets

A ol 6 distinct colours,

fi
separate 2 6

fi ,, Intermediate, or

B Autumn, in packets

n of 12 distinct colours
separate 3

r „ Bromptoii, or Win-
ter, in packets of 10
distinct colours, Sep. 2 6

A „ Emperor, in pkts.

6 of 5 distinct colours,

4 separate 2
Swett William, new dbl.

fi
mixed 6

6 Tropficolum, Triomphe de
Gand 6

„ Lille Schmidt 6
„ tricolor ... 6

'fi „ Schewerianum 6
Vittndtnia lobata 1
Wbitl»via grandiflora ... 1 6odornta

Hoecub Sacchaeatus (New Suge.rCane) Is. and 2s. Gd.
DfoscoiiJiA Batatas (JapnncflK Yam), 2s. Gd. each tuber.

February 17.

10 in. by 8 in. and under 15s. per box.
11 in. by 9 in. to 22 in. by H in 17s. „
Larger sizes to 28 in. by 18 in 19s. „

Also similar sizes in 21 oz. Sheet at 24s. per box. Bos si

charged 2s.fach, and returnable at the same price, if deliver In

free. CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet Glass
i

Crates, British and Patent Plate, &c &c. White Lead, Oi

Turpentine, Colours, &c.—G. Fabmiloe & Son, 118, St. Jol

Street, West Smithfield. I

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply Ifi-oz. SHEET GLASI

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 8-
J

per square foot, for the usual sizes required . rnanT thousand fe> .

of which are kept ready packed forimmediattdelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded' on application, f<

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLAS ]

TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATIKt
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASi

.

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADE* '

to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.
Pee Gardeners' Chronicle tirsT Saturday in each month.

AlsTLLY'S l'ATENT KOUGli PLAT] ,

GLASS, l-8th thick, or 2 lbs. to the foot; 3-16ths, or31bs \

and 1-4 th, or 4 lbs. to the foot, for Ridge and Furrow Roof I

Greenhouses, Railway Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills, Mark* •

Halls, and Public Buildings generally.

Packed in Boxes of 60 feet each.
6 by 4 and Gi by 4J 10*. 6d. per box.

7 „ 6 „ 7£ „ 64 12 „

8 „ 6 „ SA „ 64 13 6 „
9 „ 1 » 94 m H a^d 10 by 8 ... 16 „

For larger sizes a full List of Prices will be sent on application

Boxes are charged 2s. each extra, full price allowed if returnee

free of expense.— For further information apply to

JAMES PHILIEPS &. CO.,
116, Bishopsoate Street Without.

"Rough Plate has never been, and never can be, prejudicial to

the colouring of Grapes; though we can easily believe that it baa

been charged will) such a fault by persons who have not skill

enough to mar age Grapes under glass."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" There can be iio question nviv that Rough 'Plate Glass is the

most beautiful as well as the most useful kind of glass that can be

employed in horticulture. It is free from aH the faults of trans-

parent glass, and has many advantages peculiar to itself, without

a single disodvniitoge as n set off.""- Gmdever-' Cfiranicle.

CLASS. FOR CO(M&. RVATOMES.
T'HOMAS MILLINGTON'S present prices for good

16 oz. sheet glass, boxes included.

6 in. by 4 in. to 6 in. by 54 in. ... ]3*.3rf.\

7 by 5 to 8 by 6 13 6
8* by 6£ to 10 by 8 14 per 100 feet.

10A by 8* to 14£ by lOi .16
17 by It) to 18 by 12 18

A great variety of sizes. Particulars had on application.

ORCHARD HOUSE SQUARES on Mr. Rivebs'b plan, to

whom I have sotd some thousands of (eet.

Large Sheets lor rutting up. in cases, at 2£o\ and 3</.per foot.

HARTLEY'S 1MPKOVL1) ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,

and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating Glaseefi,

Wasp Traps, Cucumber Tubes, Preserve Jars, with and without

covers; Fern Glasses.
Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass. Crystal

Glass Shades lor ornaments.
Greenhouses, erected in either wood or iron. Garden Lights

and Frames.
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London—same side as Eastern

Counties Railway.
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f"
OT- WATI'Jt PIPES «t wlinlcHiilo prloen, wnli

£ 1'jhowH, 8j i-Im.hh, Too Pfpps, and ovory rftqulHlia connec

tlon. ChhI Iron BoHnis, B6». each. Improved Sunl Doom and

Fiinnifi- Dooi'8. Biilldprs' CawtlnKfl of evi-ry dOHOrlpMon kfptln

B l,„.|i „i — Mr. LYNCH WIMTK'H, Old Blll'BO lion VVI.urf,

Upi„T Urninul Hirint. (niilir ltlin-k fi 1m-t» Hrlilu"), l.miili.n,

MOORE'S I'ATl Nl VENTILATORS FOR CONSERVA-
TORIES, HOTHOUSES, ETC.

JAMES VKITCII, JtiN., lolly in>|>rewed wllh the

correct principle of vcnlllnttnn for Plant MoimeH, &c,

Bflbrdod by MOOKE'S PATENT vhntm.atorh, nun had a

Bouse lilted up with them at Cliolneu, which it will l"> a pleauuro

to liim I" hIwiw ir, uny perrons vl«ltlng hln Nurnory.

for ili« odmldHliin of air. In uprlulit aanliOB, lie bollovon It to

to tli" most c plolo "i«l Best plan at ]>r. sonl in una In

up], 'nnco li In neat and elegant, easily wnrlteil, in.'i ""i llublo

tonal ontnf orilori imt wliat 1« nf far more conaeqiioncc tlian

tlil», ili"«" Ventilators adnill the air In audi a mni that llii y

(.»ii be ii I I" »li woatliors, and with thorn tho odml I I ail'

Ib.bo undor command tlmt plants cannot lull to It" bunefltad by

their ndopilon.

Jambs Vhitcii, Jim., desires it. to le fully understood

that lie has no personal interest whatever in the adoption

of the above Ventilators, but bi lieving them to be a decided

improviinent vn all other plans, he is desirous of giving

the public an opportwiily of teeing and judging for

themselves.— Exotic Nuroory, Cliolma, Fob. 17.

i'iiiii.k: invitation.
heatinc by hot water with one boiler.

JOHN WEEKS and CO., Khiu'h Road, Chelsea,
V llOHTK'in.TmiAI. Btlll.DKHH and lln'l-WAil'U AlTAHAIUH
IWaniikac'iuih'.hm, most respectfully Invito thu Nnl)llii.v, Gantry,

nmt HnrtlculturlstB to visit tliolv Nnrnery ISNtabllsliniont Dunino

TI1IH HICVKIIK WKATIIKH, (lllll wlllll'HH till) "tllcleilt WOl'lUllf,' "1 tllOll'

Hdi-wHicr Apparatus. Tho EStabllshmenl eonslstB 01 Forcing

IIoiihi'h, Conservatories, &c, &o., many "f which are of wide anil

lofty iliiiietiKlonH, mid together iiHiirin^ npwinlB <»f 1011O fuet

In leng h, tho win. In effectually heated hy ONE BOILLHat tho

mall cost of 8s. Sd per day for Fuel and l.ni r. The various

Houses nro divides IntoaboveW different compartments, either

of which enn be heated separately, and the whole regulated nt

ploutmre with a greater oommand of heat than in required.

B01LEKS OP ALL SIZES, and Apparatusesboth Plain end

Ornamental, adapted for Warming Churches, Schools, Ware-
houses, uml Bui l.i i lies of every description. Also a groat variety

of lioitieiiltnnii Buildings to lio seen In full operation, so tlmt a
lady or gentleman can select tho doscripi Ion ol House best adapted
for ovory retrulred purpose

Also, a Spi.hnuii) Collection of Plants.
.Ioiin Webks&Co., Horticultural Establishment, King's Road,

Chelsea.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ftfe Ht "Bfc ITS

BRANCHES.

-JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and fJENTHY about tn erect Hor-

, will find

pNBffife

-*- tlcultural Building's, or fix Iloi

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
Bive variety ofHothousea^Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c.,

erected, mid in full operation,
combining nil modern improvc-
mi'tus, so that a lady- or gcntlpnian can select the description of

House best adapted for every required purpose.

Tho HOT-WATEU APPARATUS, wliich passes through all

I
tho Houses and Pits,

affording both top

i

and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
i tionand particularly

!
worthy of attention. *"

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
Kand together equal in length 1000. feet. They are all effectually
i boated hy one boiler, which, during the severe winter mouths
I

! does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. fid. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged

I 'that each House or Pit may he
I heated separately and to the
I .required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and tor sale at veiy low prices. Also a fine collection
of strong Grape Vines in pots, from eves, all the bestsorts.
Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticulture tiuildtbgs; also

I Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &i\, forwarded ou application
to John Wrkks n- Co., King's Ko«d, Chelsea, London,

LI ALL'S CiAKIMvN NETTINGS j tlie best and
' ' < hot* pent lor nil nti In i

...
. i.

.

,

|
•

Hull BlnrifiHi nnd Gales of Wind, Wfl 0, M i
'

(W. ; N<m< :iniid i, Id, Ail .'. | fi rigCbfl Of

10, 20, 80, nnd R0 yt i Main In U r,

f |'ANNKJ> NETTING, (or the protection oi Frull
1 'j I't'i'H from ii-"', biii'ht. i". ii i.iidn, nnd foi ibi

in ii mm o
, eitbei In Uardem w I li

,! t id. ih

yin-i
, 200 vEi'dH, J''".; f<( '" )>•"'', 80 1000

CiinviiMH, lot Wall i iNit, Al BUOl '
I ON »nd Co ltd

Clolh, T'ni, mni Wmiipn.ol Oldth Mflnnfru 17. Hmlih-
ii> i<i Born, CHy, nnd OJd Konl KohJ, Boutbwark; i

OutfllUTN, Ship Cliandlorn, I Ejyiorl DruiiHwkk
Btntoi, near Ibo EMt India i portUMk, Btnoltwall,

HLO.^SUM OV lUUIT TKKKS. — WOHSTED
Nli'i' in . ii.'iniiiiv protccl the b\0M»m ol wall frnll IreM

from frofitiind blight, and the iip- froll nftei m wnopn

nnd files, '<•' per square ysrd, In vml un vldihtf. All kinds of

,-.,1,1,.,,, Hi iimr, and Rheep nflla, ntadfl by msohliiury, and «t renr

low prices,— K, Kiciiaudsok, 21, Vonbrldge 1'laco, Neir Bead,

K nii-'n ( Iroi s, London.

/ i ALVANISKD WIHI-; NKTTING ['on GAME am.
VT BHEKP'FENCING, AVIABIES, PHBAI \ iim.H.Ac,

MR. ME< MI hai Kih-].- ijTangemefj(g with tho

diifl lln ' nwdy in

A 1 M« MKCIU 1

I I

ball : i .

Briilsb Menufadurmi In I Writto*'•in. ,.,,• Ilsgif and '-Umt nr»" - (urrstdT
able Un

;
m*^ u--.

J Bacon
BclMorn, I'cnltnfvw, » utuil, (

Ann. A'i i /

r llklr Sfld '-*

^l J(. MhCllI m 'i-'
' -Mullv ii- !•un- t .
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2 inch Mesh, llghr, (W. per lineal yftrd,2 feet wide.

„ strong, 8a. ,. ,,

Netting of nny size or quantity, and Fencing of all kinds,

supplied mi tin- shortest notice.

William Pilav & Co., Momifacinrorfl. Swim Lane, Upper
Tliamea Street, near London Hridge.

(

HOTHOUSES, CONSFRVAiOi- IES, FRAMES X LICHTS
FOR PITS, CUC'JMBER S MELON BOXES & LICHTS.

:

•

J AMES WATTS, Hothouse Buii.dek, 8, Clarcmont
Place, Old Kent Knad, London.

Breen nnd Hothouses, 9, 10, li, 12, 13, and U feet wi.le, nnj-
length, from 1(1 io ICO feet. Fninu-sntid Lights for llts. 6 it. B in.,

7 ft., 1 ft. 6 in., S It., and S ft. G in. wide, nny length, from 12 to
110 feet. Upwards nf '2C0 Cucumber and Melon Hoxes and
Lights, IV,,m l ft. hy S to 10ft, in. hy 5 It. 6 hi., kept ready
gl«7.,.,l with stout sheet glass, pa'.nftd t'ou'r times, eoniplele, re:u!v
lor immediate use, all made of best material, packed nnd sent to
nil parts of th,. kingdom—Reference may be had to tho Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, inmost of the comities in England.
PUUMSH VOl'R IIOI'SE with rats -BUST
« AKT1CLES AT OEANE'S IE NMOSOKIY AKD 1'UKXIsniNO
WABRHOtiSES. l'.Mnhli-hed a.D. 1700. A Priced liurnishiug
L^s^ fr.e by post.— Ijka.nk, Deav & Co. (Opcniug to the Monu-
ment,) London Bridge.

ALVAMSKD WIRE GAME NETT^G.-
Id. prii Vauii, 2 Fbet Wtotr.

m
2-Inch mesh, light, 21 inches wide
2-inch , strong
2-inch ,

extra Rtrong
1 5-inch ,

light

IJ-inch , strong

iS-inch , extra strong

Galvan- Japanned
iBed. iron.

Id. per yd. 5tf. per yd.
9 „ 6£ „
12 „ 9 ,,

I . J. -li rHI'Hl|.l!!;l.|i,-. hi- ,|. |
-. /. J kXU>M

f
J ' * Bi, Jormrn Intel. J'

description of ELA6TICAL
, u r^-

commended i»> nil tht mostemlncni i^k^k
the very extenslva support ili«;y b*r« r«-':'-iv. «j, b-;- •

attention tn tbo various Impiwcmrots ibsy *T'- t,:»kin(f in
patent Blastfc Htockin^H, Kn | iiaa mil
Gentlemen's Holm: Supp^.r^-m. A naw deaeripti
vnlimiii'i foi nd the can oi BH^ssatlam.
Liimbsgo.dec. N.B. Kvery description of [odnvrabbef iJaodA^ea

"I on the newest principled

BASS'S EAST INDIA PALB ALB. BAKCLAVS
PORTER am. STOUT, In 18 Gallon Cask*, BoUlea, IUH-

i.'l Impcrfel I

Bkbbt,
}
St Co., ri. Bt Jamaa/a Btnat, f^oadoa.

10
14 11

All tlie above can be made any width
If the upper half is a course mesh, it w
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Nett:

per sqnare foot. Patterns forwarded pos
Manulactiired hy Barnard & Bishop,

and delivered free of expense in London
NcWfllStlrl.

at proportionate prices.

II reduce the prices one-
ng for l

Jheasautries, 3d.

t free.

Market Place, Norwich,
,
Peterborough, Hull, or

(ME.W WINTER SOAP.
V( ETCAI,FE, BINGLEY, and DCS OATMEAL
»' ' and GA-MEHOR SOAP, in tablets (registered Nov.3,lS54).

|

Price Get. each. '1'his so»p will be Immd the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It preserves

the hands from chapping, and renders the skin solt and agree- I

able —Sold wholesale and retail by tlie inventors and s-.le manu-
J

facturers. MincAi.Fi;, BinGLUT, & lo,, Brnshmakers and Per-

fumers to 11 U H Prince Albert, 130B and 131, Oxford Street.

Cattion.—To prevent fmud. each tablet bears the registered

mark and the names and address of the inventors, as above.

Metcai.tr's ALKALINE TOOTH POWDER, 25. per box.—
The. above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
fnmerSj.&c.

DO YOU WANT BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
WHISKERS, Ac.?— COUPELLE'S CRINUTRIAR,

though extensively imitated, is universally acknowledged as the
only preparation to be really depended upon for the unfailing pro-

duction of Hair nnd Whiskers in two or three weeks; as also

checking Greyness, Baldness, &c, and rendering the Hair
beautifully luxuriant, curly and glossy. Mr. WiuUahs, S,

Lowther Street, Liverpool.—" I can now show as fine a head of

hair as any person, solely from usingyonr Crinntriar." Sergeant
Craven, Longford Barracks, Ireland.—"Through using your
Crinntriar, I have an excellent Moustache, which I had before

despaired of." Mrs. Carter, Panglxmrne, Beiks.—"My head
which was quite bald, is now covered wiib new hair." Priced.
per package, through all Druggists and Perfumers, or sent post
free on receipt of 24 penny stamps by Kosauk Coupelle,
69, Castle Street, Newman Street, Oxford* Stit-et. L-ndon.

DO YOU WANT LUXUKIaNT HAIR,
"WHISKERS, &c.?— No other compound for the Hair

has maintained such nu enduring celebrity ns Emily Drah's
CRIN1LENE. It is guaranteed lo produce "Whiskers. Mons-
tarhios, Eyebrows, &c, in a few w(.eks,and restore the Hair in

Baldness, Irom whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent
its falling off, and effectually check Greyness in all its stages.

For the nursery. Dr. Wilson says it is unrivalled.— Price 2s. per
Package {elegantly perfumed); sent post free, on receipt ot

S4 penny postage stamps, by Miss Dean, S7 a, Manchester
Street, Gray's lur. Road, London. Snld by every Chemist in
the Kingdonr.—"In one fortnight it produced a beautiful set of
nioustaciiios." H.Adams.— "It has i revented my hair falling
off" J. UicKBOS.—"It lias quite checked the greyness that was
coming on." Mrs. Eldtr.

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
i :.r ran ].• in v»"

1"*0 BE LET, with immediate paneaeion, the * VI'-
BEBY nnd SEED SHOP at Ten Hw p«At in

the o' ciipation of Ueaere. U'lnlyreeod U'lntoni. Th'-Groaode
and Stock are in excellent condiiion, mod«T»teiy r«-nt*rd, and are
well worthy the attention of any person vUbiog to carry on tbe
businene. If required the quantity of frr'-und r;>ay h« reduced.
The Nnrnery Is nboot 5 minutes1 w«lk fr m ih« Kailway Btatkn.
—Apply to Sir. Yofxo, the Prnpriet/ir, El *> •ti^tr**. Taontou.

Y\; ANTED TO RENT, with poet**- ion aiT*
* » next, aBmall DAIRY FARM of about 120 acre« of Pas-

ture Land, with Dwelling House and suitable buildings, tbe
counties of Gl ucester, Wilmbire, or Berkshire preferred.

—

Apply by letter, stating particulars, to E. W. B. r Post OfBce,
Swindon, Wilts .

DORKING FOWLS—Epcp, from remartably lar^e
and weighty birds, of the best coloured bre*d, will be dia-

posed of at 16>.the dozen, box included.—Address W.G-, Railway
Inn, II* hue. Stil ton, Hunts.

EG G S—To be Sold, first and best breeds of the
following POULTRY:—Buff Cochin China, feathered to

the claw-; Fine «bit>'-r*ced Spanish; A be^u'lfnl breed of
Sebright Bantam 1;; White silky negro Bantams, wi(ii bloc ear_
belts.—For particul.-tradirect '-

.-'hh-igli. irtrOlferd"

TO POULTRY BREEOE R~s7 ~

TO BE SOLD, cheap, a Splendid TUKKEY COCK,
age 20 months, winner nf two prizes, ^ _ • ahoat^lbs.

Also pome beautiful GREY DORKINGS, from Pnze Stock, in
s*-ts of Cnck ar.d two Pallets, very tir^t rate birds.—

A

Daniei, Ha br] soy. Singleton Park, K<nd*1.

r

J'0
BE SOLD, BUFF U.CHIN CHICKENS, from

J 6rst class Prize Birds, Brahma PooiraChicken^frofnirDT-orted
American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chick* Bouevor
good one-year-old Birds of the above de^enpti "n-. Wire, Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Hen-h^***, CI icier.

Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden Arches*.*'

kind of Wire Work, useful and ornamenial.— T. H. Fox : City
of London Wire Works, 44, Skioner Street, and 6 4 6, Snow Hill.

Illustrated Catalogut-s forw»rdt-d pot*t free.

PEAR AND APPLE TREES AND C-MtLLIAS.
Fkom thf. Clabekdon Nubsep.iec. -Ieeset.

MR J. C. STLVENS is instructed b% Mr. JXeui
Langelier to annonnce for Sale by Auction, a" bis Great

Room, SS King Street, Govent Garden,- ad FRIDAY, 59d Feb.
and following day. at 12 o'clock, wi "

. ]000 PEAR
TREES of the most approved melung sons, inclndirg Queen
Victoria (not yet out) and *-thers n«-w to t J:i^ cuntry. all of
which Mr. Langelier can wattsnt I sod worthy of
cultivation; IDOfiiie Apple Trees (Hami I ippia) nUsed in

the island of Jersey by James Han.-
rate quality, keeping till ."

Camellias with flower-buds and some in bloom, a I

and some bulbs.- Catalogues one week before the Sale of Six. J.

C. Stetrks, 3?. King Street, Covent Garc
N.B. Specimens of the Fruit of many of the new sorts of Pears

will be included in the ^a.l?'.

HOLLOW AY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS THE
MOST Fl-FECTIVE REMEDIES FOR WOU-NBS,—

Mr. Rutb'-rtord, of Ballinamone, oonnty i=f Leitrim. states in a
h-tfer to Professorliolloway, dated Feb.SJSoo. "t hut Mr.-'

firmer, in the parish of Uloone, was nearly gored to deaili by his

own bull, isbereby he receivwd some veiy severe wounds, and
ii. in ibeir awkwaul appe»rance Uiere was no disposition in tl i m
to heal, no'wiihstandmg he bad Uie'best n'odival attention, who
tried various remedies \> ithout any j;nod <rTect : lK>wevt-r, at lis

stiggestion, Holloway'S-O'ntmeni and Pills wvre used, whicii in

;i very slv.it time sauudly liealwd t v. rv wojind."'— S»ld by all

vendors of Medlciuc, and at Pntfes-or Hoixowat s BswbUsh-
r en "s -11, Strand, Londyn, and £0, Maiden Lane, New York.

TO C^NTLEMEN, FLORETS, AND OTHERS.

j\ r
TKSSRS. PROVHKROE and MORRIS sre

i-'-A directed br Mr. Uallev to Sell by Ancrh n. a: Q
Bartholomew Lsne, on THLR-DAY. Feb. 22 at It o'clock,

about 2W Choice Doable CAMELLIAS -

comprising all the approved kinds, bra"::

bloom buds; also a fin-.- t American Ptai>ts

Ghent, and otlier Azaleas. Hybrid Rbododcnor -

Magnolias, Andromeda floribm. da. : dioice Erica-*;

and Epacris of sorts, R^es. DaU»lws in dry roots &c—On Tiew
tliemoniing of S^'e. Gatalegnes hai it

Auctioneers, American Nnrsery. Ijpviiw*m - --i.

CO\SIGNWENT FROM CH^T FOR A:s£Cl_UT£ 5ALE
MESSRS. PROTHKIU'E <nd MORHIS are in-

strcc^ed bv Monsie-i- A. VnnG
the Hart, Bwtbnloranw Lane. •-. TCBSDAT, SOth Keba
at 1-2 oV; cV.. abiut 500 n-e l>OOBLK CAMELLIAS and 5C0
INDIAN and GHENT AZALEAS consisting of ell

proved kinds, well i-e: wilh blo-^m bnns: also an assortment of
New Ghee.: Hardy Fret Blooming Bhododc bbe finest:

I e deei>«^ti>d -: w'>ite. Al
Srandard R«se<;, inch'dinsal! : ») - magn;-
rent Sranditrd Swrtt B^y^s.—May bs viewed the foorniDg of sale;

Catalogues had at 'h- Mart, and of the Anctioneers, American.
Nursery. Leytonstene, Essex.
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4, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden, 1855.JOHN KERNAN,
IN OFFERING TO HIS FRIENDS AND THE PUBLIC THE ANNEXED

LIST OF VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS,
which includes every novelty introduced up to the present season,

Begs to assure his Customers that he has spared no trouble in securing every Article as good as it could possibly be procured.

P£AS. Perqt.—s. d.

Early Emperor I

Shilling's Early Grotto ... 1

(Early and large, and a
iine late Pea.)

Bishop's new long-podded 1

Fairbeajd's Champion of

England... ..". ... 1

Fairbeard's Surprise ... 1

British Qtieen 1

Knight's dwarf green and
tall 1

Scimetar 9
Woodford or Nonsuch ... 1

Victoria Marrow 1

Dwarf green Mammoth ... 1 6
Tall white do. ... 1 6
With all other varieties

worth cultivating.

BEANS. Perqt.
Early Mazagan 6
Sword Longpod S
Ilangdown 6
Taylor's Windsor 8
Johnson's Wonderful ... S
Green Genoa S
Dwarf French, of sorts ... 1 6
Scarlet Runners 1 6
Painted Lady do 1 6

Per oz.

Beet, fine London Red ... 6

„ Silver, or Seakale ... 6

,, Whyte's black ... 6
Borecole, new heading, per

paper Q 6

„ red and white varie-
gated, for garnish-
ing 6

„ dwarf curled, per oz. 6
Brussels Sprouts (foreign

seed, fine), per oz. 9

„ English do. 6
Kohl R.ibi, per paper ... 6
Savoy, green curled, per oz. 6

BROCCOLI. Peroz.
Myatt's Earlv Purple Cape 1

1

1

1

1

1

Miller's Dwarf
Cbappell's Cream...
Dancer's Early White
Somner's Late White
Willcove White, late

Per oz.

...

...

...

...

...

,

2

Grange's Early White—
from the original raiser 1

Invisible White 1

Purple Sprouting 10
"Walcheren 1

Imperial Winter ... >., 1

Dwarf Siberian 1

Purple Syrian 1

CABBAGE. Peroz.
Nonpareil 6
Shilling's Queen G
Atkin's Matchless ... 6
Early Venus 6
Knight's Early Dwarf ...0 6
Early York 6
Large York 6
Early Battersea 6
True Cornish 6
Couve Tronchiula. p. paper 6
Red Dutch ... 6
And all other kinds in

cultivation.

CARROT. Peroz.
Early Scarlet Horn ... 4
Long Orange 3
Fine Surrey 3
Altringham, per lb. ... 2
White (for Agriculture),
per lb 2

Parsnip, Hollow-crown,
per oz 3

CAULIFLOWER. Peroz.
Mercer's fine Pearly ... 1

London Particular ... 1

Large Asiatic 1
Walcheren 1 6

PARSLEY. Per bush-
Plain, for sheepwalks and

early lambs ... ...14

Extra cirled, per oz. ... 3

CRESS. s.d.
Plain, per pint 6
Curled 1

American, per oz 3

Furze, per lb. Is. Broom, Is.

Coarse Grasses fur Game Covers, 8s. per bushel.
Yellow Globe and Long Red Mangold Wurzel, per lb., Is.

White Silesian or Su^ar Beet, p.*r lb., Is.

Chevalier Burley; Ilopetonn, Tartarian, Sandy, and other Oats.
Flax, from Riga seed, one year grown in this country.
A fine collection of all the best Permanent Grasses (hand picked),

separate or mixed. If mixed, per bushel, 8s.

Sweet Vernal, the earliest and most suitable Grass for early
Lambs, 2s. per lb.

White, Is., and Red Clover,9t?.; Lucerne, Is. ; and Trefoil, Gd.

Kohl Rabi, for Agriculture, per lb., 2s.

Italian Rye-grass. Spring and Winter Tares.
A few of the very finest Gras-.es for Lawns, per lb., Is. Gd.
24 papers of Hardy Annuals, 5s.
Myatt's fine new.Sirawbernes.
Asparagus plants, according to age, per 100, 2s. Gd. to 5s.

CRESS. s. d.

Water, per paper 6

Mustard, per pint 6

CELERY. Peroz.
Cole's Superb Red ... o 6

„ White 6
Sevmour's Superb White 6

„ Superb Red ... 6
New Rose, solid 6
New Giant G

CUCUMBER. Per paper.
Crawshay's Ne Plus Ultra 1

Victory of Bath 6

Acme of Perfection ... o
Syon House
Weedou's Free Bearer ...

Early Frame
Kerrison's
Walker's Rambler ...

Windsor Prize
Early Handglass
Early Ridge

MELONS.
Seymour's Golden Perfec-

tion
True Syon House
Snow's Hybrid Green-flesh 6
Beechwood. 6
And all the better sorts
grown for this market.

ENDIVE.
New Imperial, per packet G
Batavian, per oz. ... .... 6
Green curled 6
White curled 6

Herbs, all the kinds,p.pkt. 6

LETTUCE.
Brighton Cos, per oz. ... 1

Imperial Cos 1

Victoria Cabbage... ... 1

Green Paris Cos 1

White Summer Cabbage 1

Fine London White Cos 1

Paris Cos 1
Ady's Cos 1

Drumhead ... 1

Dath Cos, and others ... 1

ONION. Peroz.
James's Long Keeping ... 6
Fine White Spanish ...

Globe
Strasburgh
Deptford
Silver-skin.
Tripoli ...

Blood red
Two-bladed, for pickling

RADISH. Peroz.
New Scarlet OUve-shaped,
a delicious new variety 3

New Rose
Early Frame, per pint
Long Scarlet
Red and White Turnip
Black Spanish, per oz.

SPINACH.
New Flanders, per pint
R'-und, or Summer
Lettnce-leaved (new)
New Zealand, per oz.

TURNIPS.
Early Snowball ...

Red American Stone
Teltow, for stewing
Early Dutch
Yellow Maltese ...

„ Stone
Early Snowball, per lb. ...

Early Dutch (earliest),

true imported 2

AGRICULTURAL TURNIPS

Yellow Bullock per lb.—1
Skirting's Swede ... ... 1 6
Laing's ditto ... 1 6
Ashcroft di:to ... 1 6
Dale's Hybrid ... 1
[ted Round ... 1
VVhi'e Round ... 1

White Globe ... 1
Oxlieart ... ... 1

per b.

Dnimlicad Cabbage ... 2
Thousand Headed ... 1 t>

Seakale plants, according -to age, per 100, 5s.; do. for forcing, 10s.

Dulley's Early Scarlet Admirable Rhubarb, per root, Is.

Myatt's Victoria do. (the largest in cultivation), Is.

Mushroom Spawn, per bushel, 5s.

Cornwell's Victoria Raspberry, per dozen, 2s. Gd.
All the fine new Raspberries, 2s. Gd. to 3s. per dozen.
Seeds of all the new Strawberries, Raspberries, Gooseberries, and

Currants, per paper, Gd.; with Tre
Emigrants. POTATO ES

Per bushel.—s. d.

Soden's Early Oxford .-.. 10
Barnard's Early Frame 10
Shilling's Early Prolific 10
Kirke's True Ash-leaved
Kidney 10

Walnut-leaved Kidney... 10

Seeds recommended to

Per bushel.—s. d.

Ash-leaved Kidney ... 10
Fluke Kidneys 8
Forty-fold 6
Early Hen's Nest ... 6
Early Shaw 6
Prince Regent's ... ..6

And many other most productive late kinds ; also seed saved
from the best varieties, Gd. per packet.

Garlic, per lb., Gd. Shallots, per lb., 3d.

Budding and Pruning Knives.
Russia Mats, 2s. each. Cuba Bass, per lb., 2s.

Buckwheat, Indian Corn, Rape, Hemp, &c, for Aviaries.
The trade supplied on moderate terms with every article true to

its kind. Catalogues may be had on application.

FLOWER SEEDS.
The following are the most recent introduced Flower Seeds:—

Per packet, Is.

Calceolaria, new annual species
from California

Clary, white-topped
C'dtinsia multicolor
Dianthus Dunnetti superbus

„ imperialis, very double
Leptosiphon luteura

Linum grandiflorum rubrum
Lupinus Hartwegi roseus
Madaria corymbosa
Maurandya grandiflora

„ elegans superba

„ alba
Mimnlus, new seedling

Asters, 24 distinct German varieties, in sealed packets, suitable

for exhibition, the collection, 8s.

A mixture, including all the colours of the above, per paper, Gd.

Do. in 12 distinct colours, the collection, 4s.

A mixture of the best varieties of late Asters, Gd.

Superb German and Prussian Stocks, 24 distinct varieties, for

exhibition, the collection, Ss.

12 varieties of do., distinct in colours, 4s.

12 autumn flowering do,, in distinct colours, 4s.

A mixture of all the finest varieties of Ten-week, per paper, Gd.

12 varieties of Brompton Stocks, 4s.

A mixture of Brompton do., per packet, Gd.
12 named varieties ot Hollyhocks, 3s.

8 named varieties of Marvel of Peru, 2s. Gd. f fine, for the front of
Shrubberies.

Per packet.—s.

Geum splendens
„ AVicei

Geranium, from fine sorts 1
Gilia, of sorts
Grahamia aromatica ...

Gramnanthes gentianoides,
new o

Godetia, all the new sorts

Heartsease, from first-rate
prize flowers

Humea elegans
Helichrysum macranthum

bracteatum album

Per packet— s. d.

Abronianmbellata ... 6
Achimenes, seeds & bulbs
Ageiatum albiflorum ... G
Alstroemeria of sorts ... 6
Anagallis, of sorts ... 6
Ameiliystea crerulea ... 3
Anemone, fine mixed ...0 6
Antirrhinum (all the new
kinds) 3

Argemone grandiflora ... 3
-„ Barclayana ... 3

„ speciosa ... 3
Aquilegia glandulosa,fino G

„ fine mixed Ger-
man varieties 6

Auricula, from fine named
flowers ... 1

,, alpine 6

Brachycome iberidifolia... 6

„ alba, new ... G
Balsams, 12 very fine dis-

tinct colours, all

double 5

,, mixture of above 6
Bartonia aurea 3
Blumenbacliia insignis ... 6
Browallia, of sorts ... G

Calceolarias, from a collec-

tion ox" named shrubby
kinds 1

Calceolarias, from Herba-
ceous do 1

Calendrinia discolor ...

,, grandiflora ...

„ umbellata ...

Campanula pulcherrima .

„ Lorei, blue ...

,, „ white .

„ stricta ...

„ sylvatica ...

Catananche bicolor ...

Cha?nostoma fa-ttigiata ...

Cistus guttatus, very dwf.
Cliutonia pulc'iella ...

„ elegans
Cockscomb, Dwarf Scarlet
Cuphea, all the kinds ...

Cineraria, selected from
the latest new kinds ... 1

Commelina alba

„ ctelestis ...

Carnation, from named
flowers 1

Clarkias, all the varieties
Coreopsis, new marbled ...

„ tinctoria ...

„ Drnmmondi ...

„ nigra (new) ...

Candytuft, new crimson ...

» purple

„ white

„ sweet-scented .

Per packet.—s,

Convolvulus major ...

,
minor ...

„ do. new dark

,,
minor,striped

CLIMBERS.
Cohcea scandens
Calampelis scaber ...

Lophospermumerubescens
„ HendersouiO

Loasa aurantiaca
Maurandya Barclayana ...

„ new scarlet ...

Tropseolum peregrinum ...

,, pentaphyllum

„ tricolorum
grandiflorum 1

„ trimaculatum
,, minor coccineum

Ipomcoa rubra caerulea ...

„ punctata

„ nil

„ rosea
striata and others

Thunbergia alata ...

ii » a*Da .

„ aurantiaca .

,, new yellow.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs of all descriptions.
Ceiirus Deodara, Cryptomerta japnnica, T«xodiuni sempervirens,.

2s. Gd. to 10s. Gd. each ; all the new Pinus.
Named Double Anemones and Ranunculuses; Gladiolus Brench-
leyensis and gandavensis; Tigridia pavonia and conchiflora^
with many other flowering Bulbs, and Herbaceous Plants, which
may be planted out till the middle of May.

Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks, per pair, Jrom Is. to 3s. 6d.
All the better named Heartsease from Gs. to 30s. per dozen.
Fine named Dahlias, per dozen, 12s.

„ Chrysanthemums, new kinds, 12s.
Standard Dwarf and Climbing Roue's, Is. to 2s. Gd. each.
Rivers' Miniature Fruit Garden, with directions for culture and

root pruning, 2s. Rivers' Orchard House, 2s.
Rivers' new edition of the "Rose Amateur's Guide," 6s.
River's new Fruit Catalogue, Gd. [should distribute to cottagers.
Pax ton's "Cottage Calendar," 3d., which ladies and gentlemen
Collections of 24 Annuals, mixed, recommended by Dr. Lindley

as suitable for Shrubberies, 5s. [on the most liberal terms.
Seeds for distribution by gentlemen to their tenants and cottagers
Seeds selected and carefully packed for Australia, North and
South America, India, and New Zealand, in the most secure
way to arrive safe at any of the above places.

Ladies and gentlemen relying upon the judgment and experience of John- Kern-an, instead of being supplied (as is often the case) with what is neither useful nor ornamental may depend uponhaving a selection of the most useful and indispensable Vegetables to any amount named, by the parties forwarding him their orders. The same economy will be observed in the choice of Flower
aeeus. J. k. feels it almost needless to observe that the liberality of discount will be with the amount.

_
Old Meadow Turf, which will take a considerable time to decompose and char by the regular or natural means, mav be produced by the following simple and short process :—Place four bricks

raised two on two above 3 feet distance from four others similarly arranged, upon which place a sheet of iron large enough to rest fully on the bricks. By making a fire under this simple machine,
*"_ 4?™f.?'_^f i u

-
° remtt,n l,ntl1 charred it will, when bruised, make an excellent stimulant for Annuals, Herbaceous and Pot Plants of all sorts. If the vermin or the season do not disturb

come up. Be c*r«ful to begin thinning when the plants are quite young. Do not sow delicate Annual3 in the open borders
ddle of April, and the other the beginning of May. These will succetd each oiher until October.

Collinsia grandiflora ... 3
„ bicolor 3
., Bartsirefolia ... 6

Dahlia scabigera, dwf. lilac 6
„ fine mixed ... 6

Datura fastuosa, purple ... 6
„ „ white ... G

Delphinium or Larkspurs,
distinct or mixed ... H

Ditto, biennial and peren-
nial varieties 3

Digitalis or Foxglove ... 3
Dianthus, dor/hie white

Indian pink 6
„ Knight's new

hybrid ... 6
., double Indian 3
„ Cherii ... 3

And others.
Didiscus ca^ruleus ... 6
Eucharidium grandiflorum 3
Eutoca viscida 3
Egg plant, white 3

„ purple 3
Eschscholtzia, 3 sorts ... 3

„' new, white 6
Erysimum Perofskianum 3
Fuchsia from named sorts 6
Gaillardta picta fi

„ bicolor 3
Gaillardia Richardson! ... 3

„ aristata ... 3
Ganra Lindemani ... 6
Globe Amaranthus, of

sorts 3

Heliotropium peruvianum
„ Voltaireanum

Hibiscus, of sorts ...

Heliophila araboides
Helianthcmum, Rock

Cistus
Hollyhock, Chinese

„ fine mixed .,

Ipomcea Burridgi

„ quamoclit
And others

Ipomopsis elegans
Isotoma axillaris ...

Jacobasa, double crimson.

» »» purple .

„ new lilac

Kaulfussia ameloides, for
edgir

Handsome Ornamental
Grasses per paper, Gd,

Per packet

—

s. d.

Larkspurs, 12 distinct Ger-
man vara. 2 6

„ mixed dwarf
Rocket- ... 3

Leptosiphon densiflores ..

„ androsaceus
Loasa aurantiaca
Lymnanthus grandiflora

„ Douglasi .,

roseus

3

.

Lobelia heterophylla major
„ ramosus alba ...

And others ...

Lotus Jacobams
„ novasp

Lupinus Hartwegi ...

„ nanus ... ...

„ Cruikshanki ...

„ affinis

„ monogynia ...

Lychnis, of sorts ...

Malope grandiflora: ...

Mallow, new zebra ...

Malva miniata - ,S ...

Marvel of Peru Hi ...

Marigold, dwarf pigmy
French

Other varieties

Mesembryanthemum tri-

color ',..

Mignonette, per oz. ...

„ Reseda odorata
grandiflora, new ...

Mimosa sensitiva (Sensi-
tive plant), per packet

Mimuhis, from 12 distinct
named varieties ...

„ moschatus ...

Martynia fragrans ...

Nasturtiums, of all sorts
Neiuesia fluribunda ...

„ vesicolor, new...
Nemophila insignis major

„ insignis alba

„ discoidalis ...

„ maculata ...

,, aurita alba ...

Neirembergiasplendens...

„ violacea ...

„ fine mixed
Nolana atriplicifolia ...

„ paradoxa

„ grandiflora alba ...

Nycterinia sclaginoides...
Nycterinia capensis ....

6
6
6
3

& 3
3
3

Per packet—s. d.

Oenothera Sellowi ...0 3
„ Drnmmondi ...

„ densiflora

„ macrocarpa ...

And others

Papaver marcelli

„ nudicaulis
Poppy, carnation, mixed ..

Peas, sweet, all the colours,
separate or mixed ...

Pcntstemon, of sorts ...

Perilla nankinensis ...

Phlox Drnmmondi, various
shades

„ Drummondi, white
„ Leopoldi (new) ... 1

„ new, scarlet

„ ocnlata ... ...

Picotee,from named flowers 1
Platystemon californicus
Potentilla Gainieriana ...

„ Russelliana ...

„ Tliomasi ...

Polyanthus, fine mixed ...

Portulacca splendens ...

„ Thellusoni .,.

„ grandiflora ...

„ striata alba ...

,,
Gilliesi ... 0.

„ yellow ...

Primula sinensis (white
fringed)

„ lilac

„ large crimson .

,, cortusoides

Rhodanthe Manglesi
Salpiglossis, new scarlet,

„ fine mixed .

new yellow ... &
Salvia, of sorts fi

Sanvitalia procumbens .. 3
Saponaria calabrica 6

„ ocjmnides fi

„ multiflora fi

Scbizantbus Ilookeri ' .. ft

„ Grahami n 6.

„ 3-eluRus alba fi-

„ linmilis S
„ Priesti A
„ venastiis *

Schizopetalon Walkeri,
very sweet B

Sphaanogyne speciosa J
Streptocarpus Kexi a 6-

Silene Schafta » fi

„ contpacta K'

Stock, wbite pyramidal .-.
«•

„ Buck's Intermediate,
16 out of 20 wi i

come double »
„ Cliapman's Scarle

Ten-week .'1

„ Shepherd's White.. 3

„ „ Purple.. »•

Sedum cseruleum, for rock
work fi

Sultan, yellow 3

,, white and purple ff

Tagetes signata 3

„ lucida 3
Thunbergia (see Climbers).
Tropseolum (see Climbers).
Troppeolum speciosum ... 1

Viscaria oculata

„ new dwarf ...

„ white
Violet Russian (ever-

flowering)
Verbena, a mixture of best

sorts

Wallflower, blood Ted ...

„ Double German
„ changeable ...

„ 8 vars. of im-
ported German 2

Zinnia elegans coccmea ...

„ purpurea
„ aurea
„ mixed from 20 se-

parate varieties fr

thero, you will not require more than one plant in a hundred of those that
until the end of April, or (what is better) make two sowings, one in the mi
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SUTTON'S SHORT SFEO LIST.

SUTTON'S SHOUT SEED LIST, cmtainitw only

the most detirable tortt, pill h unit -pott free, in

return for one penny pottage araft or receipt itamp,
Hutti iii .' Bom Brnl Qinwm

.
[li i: ! •

~~
PKIClS OF AGRICULTURAL StEDS.

SUTTON'S DESCH1PT1VE LIST OF FARM
SEEDS will shortly It tent to eath oj Mewrtt ,J

Sutton's regular custom' rs
t
and nhovid any not receive

NEW CAULIFLOWER.
WAITKVS " ALMA," l»r ni,,.i.,r u,

VHI

Will- '

it in llu: coil rm: oj the eiomiio/ i'i'h, lluij mi ri'jin ted to

apply for it, when il will b\ forwarded gratit arid poit

free.—jont

vi-rv large in Qn - -

emalter qaaotiUi
qluntltlcn Him ;

EARI < OANILL O'l-O'JfKE PEA1
0. W'.'.iii, . bsticiMrw

r ttiU tiliim.

can be baa on application

SUP'RB HOLLYHOCKS, J.IEOS, ETC.
free.—J<,mt Sutton & Bonn, WmmI Ornwern. Bending. BiTlte. \\J ILLI A M CHATh.Il

MESSRS. J. and II. BROWN'S NEW PRICED 7. "TUl
\"!l,..„,,,,.,,,,.. . - , . . ,„ , r, ,, ftt Cfl.; 12 Vfirirlli-ii, 2*. IA. ;

:-.•

CATALOaUb, port hMfAjflJin Plants.) onlfera, Bn p'erior Quilled Oermu an-

Euhatum. -In tlm Scottish Arborictilluml Society's Advertlse-
niont [Cfardonertf Chronicle, Fob. 17), tlio address of tho Treasurer
iu erroneously staled to bo at Bath In place of Perth.

HORTICULTUIIAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
THE FIRST SPRING MEETING will take place tit Uio

Society's House, 21, Regent Street, on TUESDAY, March 6, from
1*2 to 4 p.m.

THE FIRST EXTRAORDINARY MKET1NG op
the BRITISH PUMOLOGICAL SOCIETY for 1S55 will!

be held at the Rooms, 20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, London,
on MONDAY, March 6th, at 1 o'clock.

All packages containing Collections of Fruit should bo for-'

warded so as to arrive on tho 3d, aud addressed to

jpOBEivr Iionu, Sgc:

ANTED, 5000 SPANISH CHESNUT PL.
5 feet to G feet; 6000 ASH PLANTS, 6 feet to 6

and 30,000 LARCH PLANTS, 3 feet. Whoever has the same
to dispose of, and can deliver them at Merpham Court, near
Gravesend, may bear of a purchaser by stating tho price, &c, to
Robert Barnett, Esq., of that place.

Rosgb, Gomnium a, Fuchsias. Orchidia, Bt'>ve and Greenhouse
Plants, Prult Trees, <fec. A separate List of Garden Bced
Ghoico Mower Seeds, 20 paperH, C.i. ; 40 do., 10«. frefl by pont.

Albion NnrHery, Stoke Newin^'on, London.

\

y
F. wTiNSTANLKY'S Descriptive Catalogue of

* • GARDEN and FLOWER SEKDS is now ready, and can
bo bad on application, or sent free by post.

28, Market Place, MancliPHter. __

TF. WINSTANLEY'S Descriptive AGRICUL-
• TURAL SEED LTST will Bliprtly be"ready, and may bo

had on application, or sent free by pOBt, The above List contains
much useful Inforrhation.—28, Mm kct Place, Manchester.

PRICED NURSERY CATALOGUES.

A PAUL and SON will he happy to forward the
•.following priced Nursery CATALOGUES in return for

one npgtage stamp each:— A, Hoses; B, Ornamental Trees
"iCoNii'F.Rs; C, Fruit Trees;, D, Herbaceous Plants; F,

II, HoLLvnocKB; I,

'
. man and d

mixed, l». per packet

;

: Africta M*..-.-

Rolfli, f>/. pi-r paclceC— PalTroi

•LiT.'ipH.

house. Plants, &c. ; G, Srisds;
NurseiTes, CheBhunt, l lerts.

WANTED TO PURCHASE, a quantity of FRUIT
TREE STOCKS and MAIDEN TREES.—Address,

a
*ating sorts and price, James Lake, Nurseryman, Bridgewater.

P YRAMIO A L ? £ A R T R E ES^
Grafted on Tim Quince Stocks.

J and J. FRASER have still to offer strong trees of
• the above PEARS; a Descriptive Catalogue of the sorts

may be bad on application. To prevent disappointment early

orders are requested, as the Stock of some of the varieties is

getting low.—Tho Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

FRUIT TRLES, FOIIEST TREES, and SHRUBS,
GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, PERMANENT PAS-

TURE GRASSES, and FINE DWARF LAWN GRASSES.
—Catalogues of the above may be had on application to William
Barratt, Saint John's Nursery, Wakefield. _

STRONG OAKS.

I AND J. GAITSKILL have on hand a fine healthy
• stock of the above, U to 2 feet and 2 to 3 feet, which will be

sold cheap. Price on application.

Hall Santon Nurseries, Whitehaven.— Feb. 24.

FOWLtiR and WhlGHT, Seedsmen and Nursery-
men, Glasgow, have for sale 1 year Seedling LARCH, 2 year

Seedling LARCH, 1 year Seedling BEECH, and 1 year Seedling
ALDER. Price forwarded on application.—Feb. 24.

LIQUIDAMBAK.—The undernamed is a buyer of
either a large or small quantity of the above. Send cash

price, and height, to Mr. J eyes, Nurseries, Northampton.

iKRT KhNNEDY, A^ent for Messrs. Platz and
On, Seed Growers, Erfurt, has much pleasure in announcing
JWceived their Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable Seeds
trade for 1855, which abounds with new articles of great

interest, and 'will be forwarded, per po-t, on application to

R. Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
F.S. Also, R Kennedy's General Catalogue of British and

Foreign Ferris forwarded on receipt of six postage stamps.

•pHARL'BS TLTRNUR bje^ to 1. timate that his
V> New SPRING.CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains
descriptive lists of—
Dahlias, [Cara; ons, Scarlet and Horse-
Fancy Dahlias, ipicotees, shoe Geraniums,
Cinerarias, rrink Iph] liumsj
Verbenas,

j

Pansies, Minim*ha.
Fuchsias, jrtnrictrias, Pcntstemons,
Hollyhocks, Shrubby" Calceo- Petunias,
Chrysanthemums, I

lafias, I Bedding Plants, &c,
including several new Dahlias, new Verbenas, new White
Bedding Calceolaria, &c, offered for the first time.
on_application.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

Can be had

MANGOLD WUKZEL SLED, LONG KED, and
YELLOW GLOBE, warranted genuine, and the growth of

1854. Price 45'. per ton.—Apply to R. S. Hews, Kelvedou, Essex.

TO BE SOLD, at Prices that will be sure to give
satisfaction, 10,000 STRONG CURRANTS ot the following

sorts, viz.:— Red and White Dutch, common Black and Black
Naples, Wilmot's Superb Red, Champaign and Raby Castle.

Also a quantity of strong dwarf-trained Pears and Plums of the

best sorts, Fastolff and other Raspberries, strong standard Pears,

aud a quantity of prime Seed Potatoes, well kept, of the best

sorts, —For further particulars apply to James Lake, Nursery-
man, Bridgewater.

i

TO BE $OLD, Bishop's last and hest PEA, 10 to

15 quarters at 56s. per quarter, and 7 to S quarters of a
superior BLUE PEA, capital boiler, or an abundant bearer for

podding, 56s. per quarter; also a quantity of genuine Skirving's
Swede Seed of last year's growth, grown from largo roots;

transplanted and other sorts of Turnips aud Mangold Seeds, &c.
—Apply to Mr. George Taber, Seed Grower, Rivenhall, Witham,
Essex. Delivered carriage free. Terms cash.

CHEAP AND GOOD CINERARIAS.—
Fine flowering plants from Turner's best seed in large

60 and 4S pots, justcoming into bloom, at from 4s. to 6s. per dozen.
Also fine plants of named varieties, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Herbert, Adela Villiers, Garland, Constellation, Lady H.
Campbell, Kate Kearney, Flora M'lvor, Etoile de Venus, &c.,
at Q-i. per dozen.— Wood & Ingram, Nurseries , Huntingdon.

PRIMULAS! PhlMULAS! PRIMULAS !- The
true and original stock of the semi-double Primula sinensis,

so highly commended in the lRSt week's "Cottage Gardener," is

now being sent out by Mr. Tnos. Wild, of Ipswich, in sealed,
labelled, and signed packets, at 2s.6rf. each; no other are genuine.
Also the unrivalled "IPSWICH STANDARD CUCUMBER,"
at 2s. Get, per packet. Order without delay ; this is the seasqn to
row. The stock is small, and the price will increase.

—

Thomas
Wild, Ipswich, Agents: Turner, of Slough; Fisher, Holmes,
and Co., Sheffield; Vcitcb and Son, Exeter.

ROBERT M. STARK bega to intimate that his
spring Catalogue of FLORISTS' FLOWERS, BEDDING,

and select HERBACEOUS PLANTS (comprising every novt-Ry
of merit) is niw ready, and maybe had on application. Choice
assortments of GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS, to
which he has added several new and deserving varieties. Every
other article connected with the Nursery and Seed trade.
Edgehill Nursery; and 145. Princes Street, Edinburgh.— Feb. 24

RHUBARB ROOTS for FORCING or PLANTING.
—Strong one-year planted roots of MYATT'S VICTORIA

and LINN.EUS, MITCHELL'S ROYAL ALBERT, at 6s. per
doz.; HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT, 12s. per dozen. This is

a larger variety than the Victoria, and is extensively cultivated
about Manchester. Price to the trade of the above, per 100 or
1000, on application to Messrs. J. MYATT and SONS.

Manor Farm, Deptford. Feb. 24.

COLt'o CRYSTAL W«ITE, I COLE'S DWARF
REO CELERY.

] THORNELEY,COLE,A Co., I PBseRrNE*. I

'' • uw, and Pton Wltblngfoi ''
t*r, Vk to

Announce that tb»-y «r- hmt pr<-par«

known \ .
<

CRYSTAL U HI I

SUPERB DWAIG
I'rlw; p'- r i

ROSES.
GEORGE CLARKE be^n to announce that he cart

still supply fine standard* of ^11 th<: leading varieti*-*, hi«
own selection, »t 18#. wtrU >t
Perpetual., Bfidrbous, . &c., I2j. per dox*ri. Well
varied collections ol Evergn I

every article cp»nected with the trade. At most moderate price*.

Catalogue* nmy be had on rectipt of two pc*lage siampa-—
Nursery, Brixu-n II ii

VINES FROM EYES.-THE CHAMPION
JOHN BUTCHER can with the er>ate&t confidence

*' recommciid this truly doUc '

: it w»j
raised at Warwick by the late Mr. V.

large and globular : skin, thin; fl*v I the Hambro,
and 9dayseail <t. Plants B#. 6rf. and ; Co. each ku-ek limited

Stratford ou-Avf-n. Feb. 24.

T.
IMPORTED GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.

F. Wl.WfA \ LEY baa received liis annoal im-
portatimi

of Gcrmnr Seeds, including
Zinnia eli

beftutifnl, am -

Prices on ;

CRASS SEEDS. CLOVERS, ETC.
•y F. WINSTA'NLEY is now re^iy to t-end oat hi*
A • Mixture of New Grass Seed*, for Lay :::• down New or for

Renovating Old Past-ire ; finest Mixtures lor Lawna, Ac Por
list of sorts and quantities. Arc, see bis Garden and Agricalinrai
Seed List, to be had on applk

28. Market Plac*\ Manchester.

CHEAP r^URSERY STOCK.
Important to all Planters who desire Immediate Effkct
Tl 7 ILLIAM JACK-ON & Co., Bedale, York-hire,
» * beg to refer to their advertisement in the Gardener* Chro-

nicle and Agricultural Gozr.lir of the 17th Febmary. p«C^ 110.

CENUIIME SEEDS.
THE MEMBERS OF THE "SEED GROWERS

SOCIETY," continue to supplv genuine AGRICULTURAL.
VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS at Growers' prices.

Lists with price and terms of business maybe had on application
to the Secretary, John Moss. Jnn., Feering. Kelvedon, Essex.

NEW CHINESE POTATO—
DIOSCOREA JAPONIC A) BATATAS.

1^ F. WINSTANLEY hasreceived a limited quantity
• of the above new Potato. For description and method of

planting see his Garden Seed List, where full particulars are
given. T. F. W. has also a few Plants left of the Kaisha or
Sweet-kemelled Apricot, a fortnight earlier than the Moor Park.
Prices on application.

—
'2S. Market Place. Manchester.

NEW ASHlEAF-THE "EARLY CHAMPION."
JOSEPH WILSON, Seedsman, Ipswich, offers the
J following varieties, which for quality and yield cannot be
excelled, viz. :

—

Per bushel.—£ *. d,

THE CHAMPION ASHLEAF 12
JACKSON'S IMPROVED ASHLEAF 9
The SHORT TOPS ... ... 7 6
LORD RAGLAN, new Mammoth Round v&r., persack 2 2
EA"
Free

pan

I POMGEA RUBRO C.ERU LEA. —Seed of this
I exceedingly beautiful Climbing Annual being now obtainable
at a moderate price, alt cultivators of flowers laving a green-
house or wall with warm aspect are advised to include it in their
spring selection.— Seed supplied to Seedsmen and Nnrserymea
only, by George Roberts, 32. Moor- - I. ndon.

/1URMSH EARLY WHITE BROCCOLI,
^-^ Is. per packet, or 6s. per oz.

CONQUEROR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,
Is. per packet, containing 12 good seeds.

The above can be had, warranted gei.uine, by forwarding post-

age stamps for the amount to

jAsrES Lake. Seedsman. &e . Bricgewater.

MAY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE.— Par i.«

who were disappointed last season in receiving the above,
can now have it by early application,, in Packets 1*. eacb, free by-
post. We have numerous let era to so w, received from parti*-*

who had it last season, to say that it is the m^st magnificent Let-
tuce they ever saw.—Address, Hesbt 3Iat, The Hope Norserie? r
near Bedale. Yorkshire.

OUIiLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE HOOTSD
named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and-
large and well selected Bulb; may be obtained, witi

appointment, at A. Cobsett's Foreign Warehouse, IS. Pall Mail.
N.B. Printed regulations for treatment senl I sxri-ved-

veryjnoist and open Parmasan Cheeses.

RM. STARK beers to intima ; e that he can supply-
* botanists and others with tte tmdermea«ioned articles :—

IVllLi llilWUilli, lien 111,1111 iium ii 11' HUH vni., IICI »SlCik *- is U i*. !• r v *- ->- <^ e r\ • • 1_

IARLY FRAME AND ASHLEAF SEEDLINGS 8 ! ^ets of ^abe !

£ for ?A™lh*s
-
G^2? "

! : ?nnf^
Tee to Loudon ; no charge for sacks. Orders must be accom- Plants ' Catolognes of Mosses, wi.b the adoitiens^made in a e

ipd with a remittance ' recentlv published "Bryologia Brotannica; ditto of Marine

ruiiM' T-mvrvD—^—^ •
AhjEB; ditto of Zoophytes and Raciats. Seaweed Paper. Blasfc

r

|

, HE FLLKE IvlDNbl 1 OTATO.— This excellent
;

Books. Microscopic Specimen- is otfaer reqni-i- -

J- variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being ' Seeds or Roots of mai :e Plants of horticnltuial or
more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti- botanical interest, of 'trhich lists may be had.
vation. It was raised in Middleton. and may be had genuine in 145. Prir _ -
any quantity at 5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.—Apply to John Holland.
Bradshaw Gardens. Middleton, near Manchester.

Post-office

GENERAL SEED ESTABLISHMENT, NORTHAMPTON.

---^p—TiriT' *o>r\ \ I

U Fnends that u;> general stock of s-eeds is now complete, andTHb rLLKE i Ol AiO.—A new second early that he shall feel obliged by tieir early orders. He ha- a g-od
• variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting supply of all tb- - isbmentlias iong been

the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most celebrated for. such as Matchless Cabbage. Imperial
prolific Potato in cultivation. Price per cwt., lbs., bags included. Conqueror Pea, Blood Red Beet. Dwarf Prolific Bean. Snow's
To be had genuine of THORNHILL & DICKSON, Lawrence Green Cos tetta

.
: ;:n Market Broccoli,

Hill Nurseries ; and No. 1. Wine Street, Bristol. ; Giant Aspirsg-j;. ic. &c.
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VINES FPOM EYES.—THE BLACK BARBAROSSA,
the Last late Grape is Covent Garden Market.

JOHN BUTCHER can supply fine Plants of the above
splendid late Grape. Plants, with well-ripened wood, stopped

at from 5 to 7 feet. J. B. has been awarded Prizes for the above

Grape by the Floricultural Society of London, at Regent Street,

on the following occasions : — Oct. 19, 1S52 ; Feb. IS, 1853;

Feb. 21, 1854; and Feb. 6, 1855.

All the following varieties true to name:- Black Hamburgb,
Black Muscadel, Black Tripoli, Black Alicant, Black "West's St.

Peter's (Oldaker's), Black Raisin, White Muscat of Alexandria,

White Frontignan, White Syrian, White Malvaise or Grove-

end Sweetwater, and Red or Grisly Frontignan.
Stratford-on-Avon, Feb. 24. -

SHILLING'S SELECTED LIST OF SEEDS.
North Warndoroi'OH Nursery, Odiham, Hants.

STEPHEN SHILLING will sjmd on application his

List of Seeds and Prices for the season. Those who have
tried bis seeds in past >ears can vouch for their good quality.

He will also send free of carriage to the principal railway stations

in Hants, Berks, and Surrey a liberal selection for 11. 10s.; a

smaller select n; lfis. ; either of which will be a suitable choice

of quantities for gentlemen where professional gardeners are not

kept. Collections of Flower Seeds, confining from 24 to 48

varieties, from 35. Gd. to 125., free per post. Trees, Forest and Fruit

;

and Evergreens. Potatoes, Walnut-leaved, Shilling's Frame, &c,
and all other Kitchen Garden PIants ,

&c. ^_^
f^ EORGE SMITH'S PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE
"JT CATALOGUE of first-class Verbenas, Fuchsias, Geraniums
(Show, Fancy, Variegated, and Scarlet), Dahlias, Chrysanthe-
mums, splendid new Hollyhocks, very choice Petunias, &c, will

be forwarded in return for one postage stamp.
The Geraniums are in extra fine coudi'ion, and require repot-

ting. Parties giving orders immediately will save much in

carriage, with less liability to damage by having them before

they are repotted. Choice Verbena Sped from the finest show
flowers.—Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London

NEW PLANTS FOR 1855-

AUSTEN and M'ASLAN beg to recommend th«*

following PANSIES:— 1. LORD RAGLAN. — White
ground, broad belting and top petals of deep glossy purple,

smooth outline, texture unequalled, and fine form. This Pansy,

which is a seedling of Mr. Campbell's, who raised " Robert

Burns," is of the style of "France Cvcole," and a decided im-

provement on that favourite flower. 3s. Gd. per plant.

2. BLACK DOUGLAS (TurnbuH's).—Dark self, nearly black;
rich and fine form, as large as the " Duke of Perth," petals stiff,

and lie perfectly flat, good outline, exra fine. 3s. Gd. per plant.

ERICA FERGUSONI (TuriibulTs).—A very desirable new
Heath in the way of E. Marnockiana (see figured, " Gardeners'
Magazine of Botany," Part 13, January, 1S5'), 0,,t its flowers

are glutinous The tube of the corolla deep rose colour, large,

and much inflated; the limb white blooming, after E. retorta, to

which it is related, although of much freer growth. Well fur-

nished Plants 15s. each ; ifmore than three are taken, 12*. Gd. each.
The Subscribers, having purchased the entire stock of the above

new Flowers, are prepared to s^-nd out good strong Plants by the

first week in March. The usual discount to the trade.

Nursery and Seed Warehouse, Glasgow.—February 24.

SUPERIOR EARLY BROCCOLI.
MITCHINSON'S PENZANCE OR EARLY

WHITE CORNISH BYUH'.COLl.- Celebrated and invalu-

able for its earliness, coming into use early in February, a full-sized
handsome, head of excellent qual ty, but a shy >eeder, Is. Gd per
packet, or 12s. per ounce. New Seed can he had in sealed packets
of the following Agents in L'>nd<m:—Nash, Minibr, and Co..

Strand ; Dawe, Cottrell, and Benham, Mnorgate Street;

Hukst and McMullen, Leadenhall Street; Flanagan and Son,
Mansion House Street; or from Mitchinson's Seed Establish-
ment, Truro, Cornwall.—December 2.

From numerous unsolicited Testimonials we select the
following:

—

To Messrs. 3Htchin$on and Co., Seed Merchant*, Truro, Cornwall.
" Sirs, I have enclosed 18 postage stamps for a packet of your

Penzance Broccoli Seed, the same kind as you sent me last year.

I hope I am not too late, for I am anxious to procure it, if possible,

for I can bear testimony to its value as a new, early, and a supe-
rior Broccoli, for I have been cutijng upwards of 30 heads every
week from the beginning of February.
"Dorking, Surrey, April 6, 1854. " W. Underwood."
To Messrs. Mitchinson and Son, Seedsmen, Truro, Cornvall.

"Sirs,— I enclose you Is. Gd, worth of stamps, and hope you
will send me a small packet of the Early Broccoli you advertised
last year. I have beat all my neighbours this year with your
Broccoli, which has been very fine and true, and stood the winter
well. "Geobge Pender."

"Sandgate, Kent, April 10, 1854."

To Mr. Mitchinson, Seedsman, Truro.
(Enclosed with Specimen ).

"Sir,—I beg to forward yon this Broccoli, one of the sort after
your own name. I have bad a splendid crop of them this season,
many of which measured three feet in circumference, and qoality
excellent. Cut the first on ihe 11th of Fehmary. If seed is

scarce, be kind enough to save two packets.—T. Bice, Gardener.
Grampound, Cornwall. April 7, 1854."

NEW PLUMS.
MR. H. DOW LING, Fruit Grower, Woolsfon

Lawn, Southampton, begs most respectfully to return his
sincere thanks to the Nobility, Gentry, and Public generally, for

the liberal patronage he has received, and informs them that
owing to his Garden being about to be cleared for building, he
has to offer the above at unusually low prices. Fruit Growers
and the Trade will find this a rare opportunity to supply them-
selves with theni. H. D. has received Testimonials from those
that fruited them this season. He can with confidence recommend
the Black Gage and Angelina Bnrdett as superior to any other
Plum for prolificness and flavour; good sirong Trees, and the

prices can be obtained at Mr. Charles Turner's Royal Nursery,
Slough; of Mr. Henderson. Pine Apple Place, Loudon; or the
Grower, at Woolstou Lawn, Southampton.

POLYANTHUS SEED.
TAMES WOODS lias again this year to offer a quantity
'' of POLYANTHUS SEED, saved with more than ordinary
care, from named and good laced tlowers, which he can recom-
mend with confidence, having had numerous Testimonials from
different parts of the Kingdom of good and valuable flowers

being raised from his seed. He will be able to send seed to grow
300 plants, with directions lor sowing. Price Is. per packet, cr
sent free, on receipt of 13 postage stamps to James Woods,
Florist, Harwich, E^sex.

P.S. Plants ot Polyanthus will he sent out in April, with blooms
on each plant, with name or otherwise, from Qd. to 3s. Gd,
per plant.

J. W. has a small quantity of Auricula Seed, saved from a fine

collection of Alpines, at Is. per packet as above.

THE LARGEST STOCK AND LOWEST PRICES IN
ENGLAND

10HN WEST/WOOL), the Floral Nursery, Acton
v Road, Turuham Green, near London, having an enormous and
well selected stock ot SOFT-WOODED PLANTS, and most ex-
tensive premises {the glass covering 3 acres of land), is enabled to)

offer it to the public and the Trade at prices far lower than any
hitherto heard of, hut a* it is impossible to convey by advertise-
ment, anything like detailed or sufficient information of the
advantages or resources of his establishment, he respectfully
requests all who desire to purchase plants to apply for his
Catalogue for 1S55 (which is now ready), and he will imme-
diately forward it postage free.

HOPS SUPERSEDED BY THE BAVARIAN
BITTER, a perfect substitute for Hops, of an agreeable

flavour, quite soluble in wort or beer, saving the trouble of
straining through a Hop-back, and giving to Beer the well-known
keeping properties of the Bavarian Beer. Price of 1 packet,

2s- 8d., which is equal to 5 lbs. of best Hops.—Prepared only by
Thomas Pratt Wills, St. George's Square, Portsea. Free
per post.

N E W AND CHOICE SEED
Free bt Post or Carriage Paid.

Holcns sachavatus, per s. d.

packet of 500 seeds ... 1
Holcus saccharatus, per
packet oi 1200 seeds ... 2

Danvers' new yellow Onion
very early, half oz. ... 1

Picridiura vulgare, for

salad, per packet ...

Olive-shaped white Ra-
dish, 1 oz 1

Rose China do., winter,
per packet 1

Yellow Turnip do., very
early, 1 oz 1

Abroniaumbellata, p. pkt. 1

Alonsoa Warczewicsi,
splendid half-hardy an-
nual for pots or bedding,
orange aud scarlet, 12
seeds 1

Arctotus breviscapa, per
packet 1

Brow;illia abbreviata,very
showy for pots or bed-
ding, 12 seeds 1

Calandrinia umbella£a,per
packet 1

Clintoniapulchella, p.pkt. 1

Coreopsis Drurnmondi
gr*ndiflora, per packet

Delphinium ehinense, per
packet

Double Convolvolus minor,
per packet

Double dark Dianthus,
extra, per packet

Gomphrena Haageana,
orange, per packet

Gypsophila muralis, red,

dwarf, suited tor border-
ing, very pretty, 25

seeds ...

HeliantbiTscalifornicuSjfl,

pi., 10 s^eds
Heliiinthus argophyllus,
silvery foliage and yel-

low blossoms, 12 seeds 1

Helichrysum brachyrhyn- ,

chum. 50 seeds 1

Helichrysum composifum
maximum, large double
flowers from yellow to

scarlet, fine, per packet 1

Heltophila trifida „ 1
Hibiscus Tbunbergi, yel-

low, per packet ... ...

Iberis umbellata violacea
superba.per packet

Impcmosa limbata, purple,
with clear white border,

most beautiful climber,

6 seeds 1
Tmpomcea rubro cserulea,

6 seeds 1
Lamarkia aurea, perpckt.
Linum decnmbens, red,

per packet
Lisianthus Russellianus,

100 seeds 1

Lobelia ramosa, per pckt.
Lupinus guatemalensis,
per packet

Mesembryanthemum tri-

color, per packet ...

Phlox Drurnmondi, fine,

per packet
Phlox Leopoldi, perpckt.
Portulaca aurea, „

„ splendens „
„ Thellusoni „

Rhodanthe Manglesi, per
packet ...

Salpiglossis variabilis, per
packet ...

Sa>batia campestris, very
handsome half-hardy
annual for pots or bed-
ding, pink with yellow
eye, 50 seeds 1

Saponaria mnltiflora,p.pkt.

Schizopetalum Walkeri,
per packet

Zinnia elegans coccinea,

per packet

6

Collections suited for competition of the finest imported German
Asters. German Stocks, Balsams, Larkspurs, Mangolds, Scabios,
and Zinnias, from 2s. Gd. to 7s. Gd.

D ioscorea Batatas, 2s. Gd. ; or five sets for 10s. Gd.

THOMAS JACKSON and SON, Kingston-on-Thames.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTRACTS:-
" One of the fields of this farm, the property of Mrs. Stanbury.

waB planted with Regents Potatoes in April last, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly

worth the trouble of taking up; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of

preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth
the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certain'y, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Baxter.
" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 28, 1854."

*" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
11 Sir,— I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the
•directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of
large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of
them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great boon.— I am, &c, John Shanks,

"Forester, Kildrunnny Castle.
" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted, them,
without any manure, in ground where '°r several years I have
hardly h«d a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly tree

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as "200 t<> 150 ol the others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.

"T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.
" Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1854."

Sold by Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kf.r.van, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two,
Three or Fonr Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

DR. SYNTAX CUCUMBKR. — The above cele-

brated variety has been nearly lost to gardeners for several
years past. It is known by all experienced g- owers of Cucumbers
to be the very best sort in existence for early wotk.
A paper sent free per post, on receipt of 13 stamps.
SNOW'S HORTICULTURAL BROCCOLI. — Half-ounce

Packet sent free per post on receipt of 24 stamps.
NORTHAMPTON MARKET BROCCOLI.—This variety is

grown by the market gardeners here, and excites the admiration
of all who see it. Visitors say "they never saw such Broccoli
anywhere else." Half-ounce Packets sent free per post for
14 stamps.

—

John Jeyes, Nurseries, Northampton.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON, of the
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, will com-

mence sending out April 30, 1855, the following Dew Seedling
FUCHSIAS, raised by Messrs. Story and Banks.
Queen Victoria (Story's), scarlet, with white corolla. 10s. 6d.

Prince Albert (Banks's), fine violet corolla. 10s. Gd.

Perruginof story's), fine striped corolla. 10s. Gd.

Empress Eugenie (Siory's), rosy crimson, white corolla. 10s. Gd,

Rannnculseflora (Story's), fine double white corolla., 21s.

Lady of the Lake (Story's), blush, white corolla. 10s. Gd,

Water Nymph (Story's), globe-flowered, fine white corolla,

10s. Gd.

Raffaelle (Story's), beautiful variegated corolla. 10s. Gd.

Mrs. Story (Story's), fine white corolla. (In accordance with.

Mr. Story's wish, this was named after Mrs. Story, as it was in
his opinion the finest). 10s. Gd.

Or if the set of Nine are taken, the price 47.4s., including

SNOWDROP (Story's). This was received fiom Mr. Story as

possessing a double white corolla, and described by himself and
others who saw it in flower as a very beautiful variety. It was
the first double white raised by him; but the plant did not
flower in the Wellington Nursery after it was received by Messrs.

Henderson; and through three stout branches having been
broken oft it it did not quite correspond with the description

given by Mr. Story and others a few months alter to Mr. A.
Henderson when at Newton making inquiries respecting the

Plants. Consequently no charge will be made for it, but one will

he presented with every set ordered.

FUCHSIA, BANKS'S FAVOURITE (BANKS), considered

the finest of the blue violet corollas. 10s. Qd.

For further particulars seepage 62 of the Gardeners* Chronicle

for Jan. 27 ; or a list will be sent post free on application.

Messrs. E. G. HENDERSON & SON having purchased of

thfi late W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon
for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling Fuchsias with

white Corollas, which new feature in this tribe he succeeded

in introducing, and in consequence of an advertisement which
appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle some few weeks back from

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co., of Exeter, offering two new
Fuchsias similar in character to those purchased of the late Mr.
Story, and after a written communication with that gentleman
it was thought necessary for one of the firm to make further in-

quiries about them, and in consequence Mr. Andrew Henderson:
went to Exeter and Newton, where he was informed by a jobbing

gardener at Newton that he had received Seven Pounds for

them alter (as the said jobbing gardener stated) he had been
offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, hut whose
name or address he did not know.
Messrs. E. G. H. & Son give the above explanation in conse-

quence of a great number of their customers throughout the autumn
having ordered plants ot them at higher prices than are above
quoted. This reduction is made in consequence of information

which they have received that leaves no doubt on their miods but
that those to be sent out by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co. are

similar in character to the. above.

Messrs. E. G. HENDERSON & SON, of the Wellington Road
Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, beg to inform their patrons

and the public that their New Catalogue of Seeds for 1855 is now
ready, with full descriptions and other information, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON take this opportunity of stating

that none but the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable
Seeds appear in their list, and among the Flower Seeds only

those whose beauty and merit are univerally acknowledged,

together with a carefully selected sfc-ck of the principal new
varieties. They would call particular attention to the following

new and choice seeds, which they can confidently recommend :—

Per packet-
Antirrhinum, extra fiue ... 6
Auricula, fine mixed ... 1 6
Abronia umbellata 1 6

Anagallis azurea grandi-
flora 1

„ rubra „ 10
Arctotis breviscapa ...0 6
Aster,new Peony pyramid,

in p ickets of 10 distinct

colours, separate ... 3 6

„ new bouquet pyrami-
dal, in packets of 12
distinct colours ... ... 3 6

Balsam, double Camellia-
flowered, in packets of 6
distinct colours, separate 3

„ new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sepa-

rate, extra fine 5

„ Aurora, new double
crimson ... .. ... 1

„ new dole, pale yellow 1

Carnation, st«ge flowers ..16
Calceolaria, ex. ex., Ms. Gd & 5s.

Cineraria, ex. ex. Is. Gd. & 2s. Gd
Chrysanthemum pom. pone 1

„ large flowered 1
Calendrinia umbellata ... 6
Dianthus Dunnetti, snprb. 1

„ Chineu^is flora pleno,
extra fine . 6

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia... 1 6
Geranium, choice show ... 2 6

„ choice fancy 2 6
Hollyhock, fiivt quality ... 2 6

„ second quality ... 1

Ipomcea rubio cserulea ... 1

Per packet

—

s. d.

Tpomoea limbata 2 6
Eeptosiphon luteum ... 6

„ aurenm 1 6
Linum giandiflorarubrum

Is. Gd., and 2 6
Lobelia Queen Victoria

(scarlet) .. 6
Lobelia Roi Leopold ... 6
Larkspur, new double
improved Hyacinth
flowered, in packets of

6 distinct colours ... 2 6
Limnanthes sulphurea
odorata 1

Mignonette, new, large ...

Mimulus, beautiful ...

Pansy, choice show ... 1

„ choice fancy ... ... 1

Petunia, extra fine ... 1

Phlox Drurnmondi cocci-

nea
Portulaca, new orange ...

„ new rose ... ...

Primula sinensis fimbriata,

alba ami ruhra mixed ... 2

Poppy, new large Pinony,

in 8 brilliant colours ... 2
Reseda myriophylla, new

Mignonette 1

Salpiglossis, scarlet, blue,

and sulphur
Stock, German, new large

flowering, in packets of

six distinct colours ... 2

Verbena, choice mixed ... 1

Sweet William, new
double ...

Whitlavia grandiflora ... 1

Liliutu giganteum seed, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.

Holcus sacclisuMtuR (new Su^ar-cane), Is. to 2s. Gd. do.

Dioscorea Hawitas (Japanese Yam), 2a. Gd. each tuber.

20 Ornamental Grasses (see Catalogue).

12 Ornamental foliage Annuals.—February, 1855.
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Gjikat NoVItLTITCS VOtt TUB Mnwi/inm Hkahmn,
FUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS.
LUCOMHI4, PINCE and Co. bteg leave to Dimounce

(jbat tlicy hIkiII hn prepared to mini out two splendid and

ontii'uly novo] Seedling Fucnslflti, early in May next, viz,:—

FLO HENCE NIGHTINGALE.
Yum white enrol lu, wllli brill hint urn i "hit BODftlff, lincly roflfsxed

;

an extremely lovely uml hovel variety.

CALANTHIFLORA-PLENA
(Tim Double Snowdrop Corolbi'd Fnebula,)

riirn (Uiniiin wiiiic corolla, I'l'in'iniillii^ a lino largo doublo Bnow-
drop, wi'h rich Hoivrldl Hoplils-; ftltogotboi' dltttlnct-irom anylblog
of tlid kind ever yot produced! Price 10s. Qd, oaoli.

The usual flbcoun. io fho Tnuio when throe or morn are taken,
Exeter N nrw'ry, Exotnr.- Kbtaulimikd 1720.

NEW PLANTS.
AVEUSCHAFFJilLT,Nun8KiivMAN,Ghent,Bol«iiim,

• b»gH to oiTur to Amateurs mid to Mm trade his following
now plitn'n:—
ACHIMBNES (TRKVIUANIA), AM JtlfolHK VER8CHAF-
FELTp This In tbo finest Aoblmonos of all ; n correct drawing
In Qgiirod in L'li.i.tiH'i'iiA'iKtN MoimcOLTC, N i mi I Jim- 1, lKfiri.

Nice plants will bo mini out next May, each 8a.— N.l!. Ono
over it' three pbmtri are taken.

TYDCEA WARSCEWICZIlj iiinrnirin.nl pianl for follago, and
jmrt le.ttliirly for tho flowers. It 1m tbo fluent ROtmorlaePonti
plant of nil; a wri-net, drawing in figured In L/IuAJBTliATlo'H
lJdiiTicoi.ic, Number 1, 1855. Strong plants are now ready /or

B»lo cucb 16a.— N.B. One nvor If two plants are tnkon.
RUODODKNDKON (IIAKDY) PRTNCE CAMILLB I>F.

jtoliAN. timh in tin- finest hardy varlaty raised; n correct

drawing in figured In [/Illustration BonTicoLRt dumber 2,

1855. 'I'blH vnrlnty In wiirriinli'd to bn qilltO Ini'dy, nud very
iron bloomer. Nice plants will be Bent Out next May, each lbs.

lM.lt. One over it Lbroe plants are taken.
Agent In London: Mr. H. Bildkiiuao, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street. __^

CM1AULKS SJ'IAKP bugH to call the attention oi' tbo
y Nobilityj Gentry, and the Trade to bis unrivalled col1e6Uon I

of SKED POTATOESj wlilcb have been grown and selected

wlib great care, and perfectly fieo irom disease, Tin- under-
mentioned prices Itaoluuo hampers ami package Terms to tbo
Trade known on, application.

POTATOES:—

MFADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.O EOKGB GIBBS a.m. Co., 26, Down Street,

I

" 1 Piccadilly, heg to nee thai Ibelr W
He. '.in lira i,i, w ready for delivery atthofolle

Mixtures fnr laying Land down Ui permanent Or« , for llglity I

heavy, and other hoIIh (allowing t bu lie In mi 12

ocro .. ... ... ... ... 30#. i

M Ixf lire for Park or 1 leld Lawn»(al
i" tbo acre)

Ml Lures for Improving and renovatlrtpr old droit Land I

Mlxtnmsi i it
) for forming Lawns l*,8d

,

Tl Bi ado at u all no*i , and lin i all bi i n pi np rlj

and i\" ii growing properties fully tested. Directions lor nowing
accompany the sond.

<; i. aud Co.'s Now Priced AGRTCl LTURALCATALOODB
will uliorily ho ready, and will be forwarded (We on application'

OEOROE 01BBB CO
26, Down Str*«t, PiccftHHlv, Lonrloil.

iSAWE, COTTRELL, am. IM'.NIIAM, bog to
* ' Inform Iholr friends and nafmnH that tbolr I" c fptlv<

Retail LISTol FLOWER, GARDEN, and VOR1CULTUBAL
II n la now ready, and may 00 Obtained;

i

application.
iv.c.a B. also bog to onerrlie rolloiring CliOH i. ROOl I

at very low prlCOfl.

Anemone, i, n\u\;W purple, Vi ry line ptl d .
• n

„ ,,
hcnrlet, „ ... ,, ... 'It.

„ „ mljted, „ ... per It*

Gladlolis florommdufc large per dozen ... 'it.

„ Glandavensfi, very fine ...
r
, ... On.

nii'i many otheT choice wn
Iris Oormanlcn, nplendld var., mixed, per dozen ... 4».

Kiinnncitlmi, mlxed.doublo, very Que, per 100 ... 5#.

Tuberoses, fine dOOTJle, I (all an ... per dozen .,, 8*.

30, Moorgate BtreW^ anil 804, Lanrenrn Pounrney Lane,
Cnnnon Htvert. London. Ewftblisbed at 28, Cornblll, 1720.

COLDEN DROP CI' r Crj-TLt £HtO Ml
CHAUTR1 -jnwritiiy of

• V - H'-.'i -./ tblfl .].!

i tfbspe, f-d

I

I

rnf'/rd JIIU; un4 7«, IClOg

NOW HtAUY
\\ LLLIAM i ' G\ 01 i

'•

-

... i-i v e
... l v, '. No i „ ... <) vi o

.

l.M'ly, and b>nd*r Anniuils and blwinlala, »lih printed inkuoc-
i

I-r lb.

Per hush, of 4

Aflb-loaf Kldney(JnokBonV) 10s.

A8b*leated£lduey.(WaInut-
leal'ed) Ws

Early Emperor 10a-.

„ Shilling's 105.

„ Martin's Globe ... 10s.

„ Oxford Large ... 8s.

Jf
Round Frame (for

Forcing) 8s.

Early (Fox's Si edling) ... &

Per bush, of 4 fit.

American Early 7.?.

Forty-Fold 8b.

Kentish Kidney 8*.

York Regent's - 6s.

White Rough 6s.

French Blues 7s.

White Kidney 83.

Brltihh Queen, tho largest
and hest produce in cul-
tivation 8s.

Seed Establishment, Wisheach, Cambridgeshire.

Ci HA KLES SH ARPE and CO. be^ to call the ntten-
' tion of the public to their superior collection of POTATOES

foe SEED, as under, which they can recommend as being the
best in cultivation. Price per bushel of 4 stones:

—

Early ABh-leavcd Kidney 9s.

„ „ Jackson's 9s.

„ Pound Frame 9s.

„ Martin's Globe 9s.

„ King 8s.

„ Hen's Nest 10s.

Early Emperor ...-, 95.

Cockney 9s.

Oxford 8s.

White Rough 6s.

Foxe's Seedling 9s.
American 7s.

Fon Second Early and Late Planting:—
Yorkshire Regent, 6s. ; Prince Regent, 6s.; Fluke Kidney, 8s.

DIOSCOREA JAPONICA7 HOLCUS SACCIIARATUS.—
Price on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.

MYATT'S N E */ SEEDLING POTATO.
BROCKLEY KIDNEY.WAND J. MYATl can dispose of a limited

• qnnntity of the above excellent new Potato, which they
have proved to be a first-rate variety, and has been selected as the
best out of many thousand seedlings raised at Manor Farm.

In flavour it is quite equal to the Ash-leaf, and for produce very
far superior ; it. is a compact strong grower, mid ripens off quickly,
making it an invaluable summer variety. To be sent out in peck
bags, 3s. ; bushel, 56 lbs., 10s.

Also, EARLY MAY or BRITISH QUEEN, the earliest round
Potato, middling size, suitable for planting whole, 5s.; Early
Shaw, 5s. ; York Regent's, 5s. ; Hen's Nest, a good field Potato,
5s per bushel ; Red Ash-leaf. 2s. 6rf. per peck. These are all one
year's growth, from Yorkshire or Scotch sets, and will be
delivered free to any railway terminus in London.

Post Office Orders are requested from uuknowu correspondents,
payable at Dept.ford, to William Myatt,
Mnnor Farm. Feb. 24.

OlD IMURSEhY AtVD SELD ESTABLISHMENT,
NORTHAMPTON

JOHN PERKINS, Sekd-Merchant & Grower, be^s
to cull the attention of his Patrons and the Pnhlictobis

,

general Stock of GARDEN aud AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,<fcc, '

the greater portion of which have been grown by himself, and
j

which he can with confidence recommend. Also the following '

kinds of Seed Potatoes, true to name ;—Ashleaf, or Alhion
j

Kidney, Jackson's Improved Alhion do., Golden Multiplier do.,
j

Fluke Kidney, Lapstone Kidney, Thurston's Conqueror, Rounds, ,

Ready Penny, Early King, Hicks' Early, Soden's Early oxford, !

Early Shaws, Rillet'sFIourball, American Seedling, Holland'sRed.
The above may be obtained as cheap or cheaper than any

j

Other house in the trude, prices of which may be had on applica- I

tion. Also 100,000 one to two years' Seedling Oak, 50,000 Scotch
Firs, 2 ft., 20,000 to 30,000 Beech, S to 4 tt. In addition to the above,

j

J. P. has a very extensive stock of Fruit and Forest Trees,
1

Flowering Shrubs, Evergreens, &c, &c., priced catalogues of
'

which will be forwarded on application.

I

Nurseries about a quarter of a mile on the Bedford Road, also
on the Billing Road, and at Woo tton.

Seed Warehouse, Market Square. Northampton.

ARTHUR HKNUkHSON ajvp CO. beg leave to
in form their patrons and friends that their stock ol VEGE-

TABLE and FLOWER SEEDS (containing many choice and
new kinds) 1h now ready for sending out. Catalogues may be
had on application.

LiHum glgantenm Seed per 100 Heeds ... 5s. Orf.

White-topped CUry per packet ... 1 6
LlmnanthuH sulphurea ndorata... M ... l 6
Dlanthtts Dunnettl superbua ... „ ... 1 6
Escholtzta tenulfolla „ ,., l
Leptosiphon aureum „ ... 1 G
Whithivia grand 1 flora „ ... 1 6

Pine A pple Place, Edgewarc Road. London.

CLOCK -HOTlSE SEED DEPOT AND CARCENERS'
REGISTRY OFFICE, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA.

J ROGERS beg most rej-pectlully to announce to
• the Nobility, Clergy, Gentry, his numerous Friends, and

the Public generally, that he has commenced business an a
SEEDSMAN; and trusts by integrity, assiduity, and atten-
tion to merit their patronage and support.

J. R. can supply the "Empress of the French" Cucumber,
which for beauty and every good q'mlity is a type of the illus-

trious personage after whom it is named. Price 2s. Bd. per packet.
Catalogues forwarded on application.— February 24.

ACHIMENER," C L O X l~N I A S, ETC,
BASS and BROWN have a large stock of fine

Tubers of the following, which they can supply to the trade
in quantities. Prices on applicath n.

11
for i«)ii»r down pcmiMieDl

|

-. »rlety ' t : ,

. .. 1,

NOW READY.
SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLE( i I

KITCHEN GAKDI '

n ,.'i .
>• / d fortku -'/-.

!

every I ind <>j VegtUft

v Hi ', .. un ' (i
j

ft,,'! of "
1

, 1 I 1 ', viz,

:

—
1 I oil* cHon . £i r

. D
No. 2 do. ... 2 I

The qtutn titles in eicb eoUeotien bMog apportlt
of the garden, Imtbi '.-''..
with Nos. 1. 2, and '.'>. To secure tbc b

given Innnedutely, ad<
1

.

-,,,-: (.;-.- 1

/ (RASS SEEDS, SEPARATE OK M1M.H —
\ I Gentlemen intending to \

1 PaetwC) or for one or two year*' lay, an
communicate with us, ttattng tftc tic

situation^ that toe ma tuti 1$ C -
most autta . i fuuuv.

Jonn Btrrrow

Achimenes Cberita.
Mr. Aparpart.
Louis Aran Houtte.
Margatetta (hest white).
Magnitica purpurea.
Sir Traheme Thomas,

Glosinea Leonie Van Houtte.
„ Hognveen.
„ Willsonl.

,, Duke of Wellington.
Verbenas, 60 new varieties of

1S54, of the first raisers.

DST" A quantity of Corrtca and Pimelea Stocks Wanted.
Sudbu ry, Suffolk.

TO THE TRADE.
JOHN HARRISON b«gs to offer to the Trade the

undermentioned plants, oi which be has a large stock.

Rose Manetti, strong cutting 25$. Od.p.1000
Raspberry, Northumberland Fillbasket, the

best variety in cultivation, 20s. per HO ... 160 „
Bo. Fastolff. 8s. per 100, or 60 „
Do. Wilsher Red Globe 10 per 100
D". Magnum Bonum 10 „
Rhubarb, Victoria,, strong 25 „
Do. Royal Albert, do 30 „
Currants, Victoria, 1 year old 6 „
Do. do. 2 years old, strong ... 12 „
Do. Black Naples, l year 6 „
Do. do. do 2 years 10 „
Do, do. Bang-up, extra fine 12 „
Arhor Vita, U t.» 2 feet 15 „
Juniper, Swedish, 1$ feet '25 „
Cupressus Funebris, U feet 100 „
Delphinium Barlowi, strong ... 40 „

Roses of all the best varieties in cultivation, of which J. H.
has a stock of many thousands, one year established in pots, and
fit for immediate forcing.—Nursery, Darlington, Feb. 24.

TO CENTLEMEN ENCACED IN PLANTING.
V\/ATERER and G?'DFKEY respectfully invite
^ * attention to their stock of the following very desirable
HARDY PLANTS.

Efxt ©atijcmrs' Ciiromcle.
SATUBDA Y, FEBRUARY 24, 1 B55.

In adverting last week to the SEVFp.rry of tub
Weather, it was remarked that the minimum ther-

mometer on the 10th inst. was only 1° above zero,

and that on the night of the 13ih it indicated as
low as that point, or 32° Faur. below f:*

Since then the temperature has been nearly as low
on two successive nights; on the 17th it was only

2°, and on the 18th but 3" above zero. The fol-

lowing are the minimum temperatures from the 12th
to the 22d inclusive :

—

1855,Feb 12th 13th 14th 15tb 16tb 17th l«th ISth'sOth 21st 22d

Min .tern.

Radi fttnr

23° 0° 17*

20 -6 13 -6 -Z -

LATE WHlTt SUPtRB BROCCOLI-" tMPtROR."

EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock
• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-

dners, Thorngumbald, near Hull, begs to announce that he is

irepared to send It out in sealed packets at 2s. 6d. each. This
broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of
he Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the
EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into nse before
t. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from
16 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three
veeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the
jiest price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well
;uown, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
.round London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate
broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
laving been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the
'nre Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow a fiat to stand
Dr Seed, can-fully selected from the original stock, producing
eads from 18 lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the
tock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in
ackets at 2s. 6d. each.
Each may be had of Messrs. Noble. Cooper, & Bot.tox, 152,
leet Street; and Messrs. Hurst & M Mullen, 6, Leadenball
,reet, London. Also of the Advertiser, 67, Queen Street, Hull.

Araucaria imbricata, from 2 to

7 feet high; as handsome as
plants can be.

Cedrus Deodara, in any qnan-
titv, from 1 to 3 feet high

Do. do., 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10
feet high ; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 3,4, 6, and
10 feet high

Pinus Douglasi, 3 to 10 feet

„ insignis, 2 to 7 feet

„ Menziesi, 3 to 7 feet

„ Pinsapo, fine plants, 3 to

6 feet

„ Nordmanniana, 1$ to S ft.,

all from seed and remark-
ably handsome

„ nobilis, 14 to 2 feet; a few
larger, 5 and 6 feet high, on
their own roots, and with
perfect leaders
Montezuma?, 2 to 4 feet

Pinus canadensis. 3 to S feet

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lam-
bertiana, 4 to 7 feet

,, thyoides variegata, 3 to
4 feet (the variegated white
Cedar)

Juniperns.Upright Irish,perfect
columns, 3 to 7 feet

„ chinensis, 2 to S feet

Yew, c<>mmcn English,3toSfeet
„ Irish, 4 to 10 feet

., gold-striped, 1$ to 3 feet

„ do., tall standards,4 to 7 ft.

., Dovaston, or Weeping,
worked on tall straight
stems

Thuja anrea, the finest plants in
the country

Libocedrus chi'lensis, the finest
plants in the country

Large variegated Hollies
Standard Bays

From the above it will be observed that when the

ordinary thermometer indicated zero on the 13tb, a
thermometer in the focus of a polished metallic

basin, and thus cut off from radiation of heat from
the earth, and exposed to the actual temperature of

the air, snowed 6° below zero ; and it was equally

low on the night of the 17th, wh*n the ordinary

minimum thermometer stood at 2° above zero.

The whole of the last four weeks has been un-
usually severe ;—indeed, since the 9ih of January
the temperature of the nights has been for the most
part considerably below freezing. The effects on
vegetation of this long-continued and intense cold

remain to be seen. In the mean time the following

table may be interesting, affording as it does an
analysis of the temperature of the 31 days, from the

19th of January last to the 18th of February

inclusive, comparatively with that of the same
number of consecutive days in other very cold

periods that have occurred since 1800.

Table of the mean maximum, mean minimum, mean, and extreme

iou-est t'Tnprrature of the oddest periods since the commencement

of the present century.

Yeabs. 'Maximum Minimum

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Dec.

Dec.

Jan.

T> r

1S55
19 to Feb. IS..

1S45
26 to Feb. 25...

IS^S
7 to Feb. 6 ...

1S-22, 1S23
26 'o Jan. 25...

1S19. 182 '

23 to Jan. 22..

1S16
29 to Feb. 27...

1S13. 1S14
I tti •>"...

33.77 15.19

40.93 24.51

31.10 21.29

33.61 22.64

33.71 19.43

3&50 23.13

31.26 19.S4

~i.~' - —

i

low-esL

26 33 Feb. 13 ...

: -; Feb. 11 — 3

26.19 Jan. 19—4}

2S 12 Jan. 19 ... 4

26.53 Jan. 14 ...

31.96 Feb. 9—5
2555 Jan.9&28 S

Also an immense stock of large Evergreens, Standard Orna-
mental Trees, &c.

All the plants bere offered may be seen growing in onr
Nursery ; they are removed every yeAr, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. Ot some, such as Araucarias,
Deodaras, Golden Yews, Thuja auiea, Pinus nobilis, Nord-
manniana, we have any quantity: and the plants, for root and
branch, are not to be surpassed, l'ric-d Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage stamps, to "Wateeeb
and Godfrey, nephews and successors of the late Hosea "Caterer,

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station.

Snnih-YVestern Railway, where all trains stop, and where capital

conveyances can be obtained.

The 2rf. stamp will also include a descriptive Catalogue of tneir
American Plants, Koses, and Nursery Stock in general.

from iirs it appears that the mean mmimnm of

the above period, 31 days, of the preseDt year is

lower than ihat of any other remarkably cold period,

comprising the same number of days, in the present

century ; and that its mean of day and night tem-

peratures is only exceeded by those of 1S3-S and
1513-14; whilst its lowest extreme is not so cold as

those which occurred in 1S45. 1S3S, and 1516. In

general severity, 1S13-14 exceeded all the others,

but its extreme lowest point of cold appears,

according to the tables in " Howard's Ciimate of
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London," to have only reached within S° of zero, or

not so low by 12i° as was experienced on the 19th

of January, 1838, which proved so destructive to

vegetation. Of the effects of the cold of the former

period on plants there is probably no good record,

out it is certain that m my things which then sur-

vived were killed in 1838. The frost which set in

about the 27th of December, 1813, continued with

scarcely any interruption till the 7th of February,

1814. A fair was held on the Thames between

London and Blackfriars bridges, and the whole space

was covered with people ; but on the 11th of

February the river had been again navigable, for on

that day Howard states, " The busy oar is now
plied with its wonted alacrity, and the sons of com-
merce are pursuing their avocations with redoubled

energy."

The present severe frost set in when the ground

was remarkably dry for the period of the season.

The springs were probably never known to be so low
in winter. In some cases where wells have afforded

a supply for many years, the pipes have had to be
lengthened to reach the water. In an open well at

Chiswick the water is now 6 feet lower than it was
in 1852. The average annual amount of rain near

London is 24 inches ; but last year the depth of rain

scarcely amounted to 19 inches. In February,

March, and April, 1854, the total depth of rain was
only li inch, instead of the average of 6 inches. In

September there was little more than half an inch.

This circumstance, together with a higher tempera-

ture than usual in September during the day, con-

tributed greatly to render the summer growth of

trees and shrubs riper and firmer than would have
otherwise been the case ; and hence there is a pro-

bability that the present frost will have less effect

than under opposite circumstances. The dryness of

the ground must likewise be favourable for vege-

tation.

The temperature of the fortnight preceding this

period of severe frost was considerably higher than

nsual. This is frequently the case before unusually

cold periods, but rarely unaccompanied with so little

rain as in the present instance ; for scarcely any fell

up to the middle of January of the present year
;

and the total amount was only one-tenth of an inch

during the last month.

Notwithstanding the perils and hardships which
our brave countrymen have endured in the Crimea,
the arts and sciences have not been neglected, as the

nnmerous admirable sketches from the pencils of our
military men daily testify ; and we are indebted to

the zeal and- kindness of an officer (Capt. George
Elliot, R.M.) for some very remarkable productions.

We have already published several essays upon
various Oak-galls, some of which are not uncommon
in this country, whilst others have been transmitted

from the south of Europe.

We may here remind our readers of a very
singular feature regarding these vegetable excre-

scences, namely, that they are produced by four

distinct orders of insects—the Diptera, Omoptera,
Lepidoptera, and Hymenoptera. These last produce
the galls of commerce as well as other kinds, which
Vary most singularly in form, notwithstanding the

perfect flies (Cynipides) are often very similar.

It is now well known that the female Cynips
when it punctures the plant to deposit its egg intro-

duces with it some virulent or poisonous fluid which
acts upon the sap, and by deranging the circulation

causes the bud, leaf, or stem to produce spongy or
woody excrescences. These are often modifications

of the leaf-bud or flower-bud, or enlargements of the
nervures or tissues of the developed leaves ; and
thus one sees the flowers of the Oak transformed
into globules like bunches of Currants, the buds
into shoots resembling Hops, and the cups of the
acorns assuming the most grotesque forms. The
leaves are ornamented with a variety of galls, some
as round and large as marbles, others not bigger

than Peas, whilst the undersides are frequently
spangled with rosy caps and turbans. The Oak
Apples, our acquaintances from childhood, are
spongy ; there are woolly, tasselled, and prickly
masses of a like nature, the creations of similar

species of gall-flies, and now and then we find on
the bark clusters of objects like little multivalve
shells called Barnacles.

Hitherto it has not been possible to account for

these variations of structure in the galls, nor is this

the place to discuss so difficult a subject. We shall
prefer giving figures of the different galls from the
East, which seems to be particularly rich in these
extraordinary productions of Oak-trees.

1. The gull now figured is similar in character to
one which we once found in the park and plantations,
called the Reali Cascine, near Florence, and was pub-
lished in this Journal, Vol. IV., p. 212, under the
name of '' the Chestnut-fruited O^k-gall," from its re-
semblance to the fruit of the Sweet Chestnut. The fly

produced from the Florence gall is similar to many
others of the genus Cynips, but we are at present

unacquainted with that which causes the excre-

censes, one of which is represented in the cut.

1. Chestnut-fruited Oak-gall, var,

2. This oriental Gall so greatly resembles some
of the Sea-urchins (Echini), which inhabit our

rocky coasts, that we would distinguish it by the

name of Echiniformis. It is, however, not im-
probable that it may be only a modification of one
we have already published from the same country,

2. Echinifoem Gall.

and it is questionable whether they may not be
formed by the same species of fly of which we
know nothing at present.

3. This is another remarkable variety of Galls from
Capt. Elliot, and being exceedingly like the clusters

of Barnacles (Balanus) attached to oyster shells and
rocks below high-water mark, we would call it

Balaniformis. Similar groups of Galls have been

3. Balaniform Gall.

found in England by a lady and also by Dr. Bad-
ham, but the individuals composing the bundles are

much smaller than those from the East. They are

all found on the bark.

It must be observed that' the flies which are the

authors of these excrescences have not yet been

discovered, but it may be fairly assumed from those
we do know, that they are related to the Cynips
Quercus-ramuli of Linnaeus and its congeners.

4. Mala Sodomea (the Bitter Apples of the Dead
Sea).—This remarkable gall, called also the Malum
insanum, appears to be widely distributed over the

East—in Syria, the Crimea, and probably wherever
certain dwarf Oaks will grow.

These galls are as large as small Figs, and some-
what the same shape, with tubercles scattered over
the shining surface, which is of a greenish colour
when young, and spongy inside, but becomes of a
rich purple colour when matured, at which time the
interior is reduced to a snuff-coloured light sub-

stance, which crumbles into dust when crushed, and
is bitter to the taste.

" The Dead Sea fruits that tempt the eye
But turn to ashes on the lips,"

attracted the notice of Strabo, Josephus, and
Tacitus, and are apparently alluded to in the Book
of Wisdom :

" the plants bearing fruit that never
come to ripeness." By more recent writers, the

origin of these galls has been attributed to various

causes, all of them erroneous, until it was suggested

by Mr. Conder that they were possibly the work of

some insect, and this was verified by specimens col-

lected on mountains east of the Dead Sea by the

Hon. Robert Curzon, and also by others sent home
by Walter Elliott, Esq., from the Troad.

The attachment of these galls is very peculiar
;

they seem to embrace the twig at its extremity

and not to arise out of it, being more like the nest

of an insect than a gall in this particular ; and large

as the galls are, they seem to be destined for the

habitation of one maggot only, for they contain but
one cell in the centre, from which the perfect

Cynips is hatched, and escapes through a gallery or

tube, and perforates the outer skin when it becomes
a fly, so that the old galls have a hole on one side

the size of a shot.

4. Bitter Apple.

The fly from the Bitter Apple is known and
figured,* and is similar to that produced from the
galls of commerce, Cynips Quercus-intectoria. An
ichneumon fly has also been hatched from the galls,

which is described as being a parasite of the" Cynips.
Mr. Curzon informed Mr. Lambert, that "the tree

that produces them (the galls) grows in abundance
on the mountains in the neighbourhood of the Dead
Sea, and is about the size of our Apple trees."t

They were produced upon the Quercus infectoria,

but the specimens, one of which is represented in

the cut, are possibly from a different species of

Oak. J. C.

New Plants.
113. Lychnis Sieboldi, Van Houtte Fl. des Serres,

t. 980 ; alias L. grandiflora alba Siebold.

This is very like the old orange-coloured L. grandi-
flora ; but its flowers are pure white. It differs further
in having downy stems, but little swollen at the joints,

and do bracts at the base of the calyx For a plant

with white flowers it is very handsome. In the summer
it will be a hardy border perennial ; but in winter it

must be treated like a Scarlet Pelargonium.

114. Afhelandra variegata, Morel in Van Houtte Fl.

des Strres, t. 981.

IIS. Aphelandra Porteana. Id., t. 984.

Two magnificent stove plants, equal in magnitude to

the old Aphelandra cristata, but much more handsome,
according to the published figures. The great bracta

* Trans. Ent. Soc, vol. ii., pi 3, fig. 4.

t Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. xvii., p. 445, with coloured plate.
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arc brilliant -orange, and the flowers yellow in both, and
the leaves are largo, thick, undulated, and variegated*

They differ chiefly in Iho inflorescence, which in the

first in long and narrow, with close pressed bracts; and
in the second short, and broad, with great spreading
fsquarrose) bracts. Both are Brazilian, from Bahia,
introduced by M. Morel, of Paris.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LX.
268. ArosTAXis. — Constitutional and Organic* or

Accidental.— 1. GUMMING).— The fluid contents of the
coIIh in a vnHt variety of plants bold either in solution
or suspension a variety of matters differing from each
other in more or less important characters, known
under the general name of gum. Homo of thOBO, like

orobine, are perfectly soluble ; others, like bassorine
and pectine, not truly soluble ; while others, like the
gum of Cherries, consist of two portB, one of which is

Soluble, tho other merely capable of swelling up and
becoming soft under the presence of wator. The formula
of pure gum iH C,,

2 11,, O,,, or identical with thai of
Cano Sugar, and in consequence its transition into starch
C,sH„ 10 , or the contrary, is a simple subtmotionor
addition of water, while itH conversion into cellulose
whoso formula is identical, is a mutter of equal facility,

provided tlioro bo light mid beat enough for the
purpose. In duo proportion, gum is, in fact, ono of
the most indispensable vegetable constituents. Besides
these gums, or their allies, wliirh become hard
when dry, another substance called mucilage, differing
in being less bard when dry may bo contained in the
fluid of the cells, and in tbo course of fermenta-
tion a viscid matter often arises, producing the appear-
ance which is called ropiness, which when dry approaches
very closely to tho characters of arabine. Moth in health,
therelore, and disease, tho cells may be gorged to a
greater or less extent with these matters

; and it is

obvious that in many cases where they are formed in great
abundance it may be necessary for health to eliminate a
portion, or the rupture or decomposition of cell walls
may sot a portion free which might otherwise have
been retained without inconvenience. A portion of these
gummy matters finds a receptacle in the intercellular
passages which, in some cases of disease, are in conse-
quence greatly distended. A portion, again, is poured
out into especial reservoirs or ducts, as in the gum duets
of the shoots of the Lime, or the bassorin hags of salep,
where they are ready for any exigency without being
present in the general fluid to such an extent as to
impede its motion

; but even where there is no especial
deposit of gummy matters in particular cavities, the sap
is often so highly charged as when emitted to dry in a
few minutes into a gelatinous globule.

269. To a small extent, again, elimination may
take place through the stomates without any lesion
of the cell walls. The little transparent free
globules which occasionally occur, hardening on pro-
longed exposure to the air on young shoots, as
in the Viue, when vegetation is active, are probably
due to such a cause, and the sebaceous matter which
occurs on the leaves of several plants may some-
times have a similar origin, as is certainly the case with
some other substances, as for instance manna. The

I quantity of gummy matter, however, which escapes in
this way is comparatively small. In the Acacias, which
yield gum Arabic, and the Goat Thorns from which the
gum tragacanth or hassorine oozes, in Anacardium

I aud many other plants, the production amounts to

l
something very considerable in the course of the year.

;
It seems quite impossible in these cases that the process

,

should take place without the rupture of the cells, whether
proceeding from the general tissue or gum sacs in the
bark, and indeed whatever may he the mode in which it

is first given out, whether by simple percolation through
the walls of the cells or other caviiies,or in consequence

.
of their rupture, the accumulated matter could never find
an outlet without a rupture of the superincumbent bark.
The consequences of this exusion, which seems to be
normal in the cases mentioned, have not, a-< far as I am
aware, been studied minutely. Those species which are
subject to the phenomenon in their own warm climate,
when cultivated in our conservatories do not exhibit it,

or in other words they do not form more gum than is
absolutely necessary for their exigencies. Whatever be
the case, however, with the exotic plants which yield such
enormous quantities of gum,-f- t'.e evils which result from
the similar process in our Plums and other stone fruit
are unhappily notorious to every cultivator. The first
overflow of gum from the cells or ducts may arise in
various ways. It may be the consequence of too great
a concentration of the sap, as where branches are
trained horizontally, or, far more, where they are de-
flected

; the cells or ducts may be ruptured either in con-
sequence of excessive heat, or cold ; the cell walls may-
be weak and diseased by reason of ungeuial temperature
or bad drainage

; or the gum may be deposited in such
quantities as to force a passage ; hut iu every case where
gum has once protruded from the cells there is seldom
any natural ces-ation of the proce*s. As the cavities
rn which the gum was contained are emptied, a
fresh supply is constantly poured in from behind,
the original superabundance being kept up from the
continuance of the same causes which first produced

. in overflow. In the first instance, the point of
ssue, which maybe traceable either to the wood or

Where the exusion of gum is purely functional, it hardly
lartakes ol the character of disease, except so far as it may be
symptomatic of other affections.

t Ve CandoUe mentions a piece of gum from the trunk of
lOftcarduim occidental, which weighed 42 lbs.

bark*, may be almost microscopic, but il it Is watched bottom bestoi or 90', and maintain a temperature
it will bo teen to extend gradually, and as gum alters in of 74' to 65°, syringing, the plant over bead Ireqiu-nUy
consistence with every alteration of the hygrometer or
with every iihowt-r of rain, tli<-ro in a constant action of

external moisture on the cells—a cfrcumstana which
very rarely tskesploce without, producing docomposftioni
The gum in consequence alters in colour, bofug impreg-
nated with ulmfne or allied suh tancoe, and disease and
decomposition gradually extend till tho wholo circam

ference of tho branch or trunk Is corroded, and the treo,

wholly or in part, parishes, r'rom tho v-ry nal

the case it i" dlfflcu'1 to apply a remedy, The first

indication iii to avoid every circumstance ol climate

or of treatment, which may indue, the condition, to pre

in bright weather, but be very careful in the sp-

ot water at the root (or some time »d--r pot*

Mat- ol the soil L' fore

watering nt nil, giving enough »i -

thoroughly moisten the ball, and on until it ia

|y wanted. rVbon the sun becomes powerful, a
thin shade for a few hours on the fbresoi

days will bs useful, snd will obviate t iy inr

giving much air, and alio-.-, of keeping tli»- Mo.-

moisl ; but shading most be used sparingly. If all

on well the plan! II mi s rsryrapid --rowtb, and
noon fill il», pot with MOtS ; Sod -*h'-o ibu* is t

I

vent tho offset of sudden changes from drought to shift into a 1 5-incb pot, using the bsdm compost, lut,t as
excessive moisture by keeping tho ground properly for the last shift. Apply the trellis atooosonw!
moist by watering or mulching in very <iry hcuhoiih, to

keep flic branches thin and properly pruned,so that thi

gum which in contained iii the general current of icip

muy be fully elaborated and not poured out too InMt

into the gum ducts, on account of its superabundance.

ii to bo flowered, aod irain the sboota neatly ai

larly to it, taking care to well sores the bottom, and
return the plant to bottom beat, and irbaM n on U
lilcrally supplied with warmth and moisture. Tho
same caution In watering »in be nseessary until iln>

and when the diseaso condition hns once been net up, roots get bold of tin fri s after the forte-
to cut nut with a very Hliurp knife as (deadly an possible it ia aitoninhiiig how vigorously this plant wdl grow
the affected parts. When collodiutn can be obtained when kepi in a warm and properly mMst attni -

at an cany rate, it, may probably become a tiHcful item 'and carefully attended to ; and with ^i.'A manaffCIDenl
in such processes, as it will exclude the outward air,

j

it should cover a Urge trellis, and be in full beauty, Icy

and possibly prevent the first flow of gummy matter
j

the middle or end of June,

from the wound made by the knife, which might after- When the specimen in fairly set with flower, a

wards lend to a renewal of the ovil,

270. Tho exusion of gum is sometimes a mere
symptom of disease, as in ninny of tbo caHCs just men-
tioned and iu the affection which has of late years been
so prevalent amongst Cucumbers and Melons. Tho
walls of the cells aro in parts unable to resist the

pressure upon them, and their fluid contents in conse-

quence ooze out. This is equally tho caso in the

Cucumber disease in tho fruit and branches, and it is

I believe one reason of the distortion, especially at tbo

upper part of the fruit, which is so common a feature of

the disease.

271. An interesting case is mentioned by Meycn, in

which large masses of gum were deposited in the

pith of a Cycad, so as in great measure to replace

it. A largo and very old stem of an Encephalartos, in

tho royal garden at Potsdam, refused under any mode
of treatment to send out roois. It was at length divided,

and many large cavities, one alone attaining the dimen-
sions of 4-5 cubic inches, were found in the pith filled

with brown gum, whether by some decomposition of the

juices intended to supply the fecula of the pith or of the

fecula itself*!:, or by immediate elusion from the woody
cylinder did not appear. The excessive formation of

pectic acid in certain roots which are known by the

Indians of North America under the name of Tuckahoo,
will be considered under a future Number. M. J. B.

DIPLADENIA CRASSINODA.
Under good management this is one of the most

hional watering with manure water made from sbrep
dung will be of ereat service in maioteinh •

I

of the plant, and will also increase the size aod colour of

the flowers. Where it can be avoided this Dip
should lev* r be removed to the conservatory, or to a
cool-house while in bloom, for although with care in

preparing it for the change it may-] be placed in

house for a few weeks when in full bloom, it* l-cauty is

soon over, and its flowers soon beer.me noauVr and
much paler when removed from heat, and it should be
allowed to remain in the stove in bott/.m heal all the
summer, where it wdl bloom for months in sue

Towards autumn the supply of water to the soil should
be limited in order to get the wood well ripened, and it

will require very little in winter, when it i-fiould be kept

comparatively inactive for some two months. Although
I greatly prefer young plants t/i old specimens that have
bloomed, having always found tln-m to grow more
vigorously and produce finer foliage and larger higher

coloured flowers, the latter are Dot to be disr-
\

where proper young plants are not at command. The
present is the proper time for starting old plants into

growth, particularly if they are wanted for the June
and July exhibitions. The shoots should be removed from
the trellis, turning the plant out of the pot, reducing the

ball as much as can be done wilhont injuring 'he

stronger roots, and carefully cutting away any bits of

the tubers or roots that are found to be di&cawd. Repot
in the same sized pot, and plunge in a brisk

heat, but give no water to the soil until active growth
commences. Only maintain a moist atmosphere, and

useful of stove twiners, but to have it in anything like
j

Syr inge the plant lightly morning and evening,
perfection, a warm moist atmosphere and careful treat- trellis be applied at once.and after cutting out all »fs.lr
meut are indispensable. It is easily propagated

; cuttings shoots, and shortening the others to strong well ripened
selected of rather weak young shoots when about

I WOOJ > train the shoots thinly and regularly o^r tie
3 inches long, slipping them oft" with a heel, root readily ' trellis, and otherwise attend to the plant as directed
if properly treated. The cuttings should be planted in '

above. Alpha.
a well-drained pot in sandy peaty soil, covered witli a
bell-glass, and plunged in a brisk bottom-heat, takin_

care not to overwater them, as any excess of this

element would be apt to rot the tender cuttings. As
soon as they are perceived to be moderately rooted, pot

OAK PLANTATIONS.
The writer of the following lines, believing that be

has for many years past rdopted and carried out a

system most conducive to the growth of Oak timber,
them singly in small pots in a mixture of good strong rich and which maybe seen in its various stages from the
peat and decayed leaf-soil, well incorporated with plenty seedling to the large tree in the near neighbourhood of
of silver sand. After potting, the young plants must the New Forest, desires to call the attention of those
be placed in a warm moist situation, kept close, and taking an interest in the present questions of what is

haded from bright sunshine until they get established.

There is no situation so suitable for the plants after

potting off, or indeed while vigorous growth is wished,

as a properly worked dung-pit.

right and what is wrong iu the management of the

Royal Forests to the simple method adopted by him, to

keep the woods at in full crop, robust health, and
luxuriant growth. This has been accomplished after

As soon as the pots get filled with roots attend to much observation of, and comparison between, kindly
shifting into larger ones, and do not allow the plants to growing woods and those of a contrary nature, by
receive any check for the want of pot room, until they endeavouring to secure to the latter, as far as possible

are well-rooted in 6 or 7-inch pots. The cuttings should by artificial means, the advantages which soil and situs-

be put in as early in spring as they can conveniently be tion have supplied to the former, the most important of
obtained, in order to allow of having them good strong these being complete drainage and necessary snelter,

plants before winter. I will suppose, however, that a the first by open ditches, the second by plan'ing Larch
good vigorous healthy plant in a 6-inch pot is in stock, or Scotch Fir, ihe first as the best nurse in old nedecred
and intended to be grown into a good specimen for woods, ihe last in newly enclosed moors or heathy

blooming this summer. Turn the plant out of the ground—thick planting in each case being essential, tut

pot at once, and if the ball is covered with in the last ihe voting Oaks are not introduced until the

healthy active roots, shift into an 11-inch pot, using the Firs have become of sufficient size to thin, by which

same soil as recommended for young plants with time they will have so prepared the ground by shading,

the addition of a small proportion of thoroughly-decayed and thedecav of their leaves and other woody and vege-

I

cow or sheep dung, and some clean small potsherds or table substances, that the Oak will S--OH overtake them in

lumpy bits of charcoal. Let the compost be broken up growth, and require especial attenton. Here the care and
: into nice lumpy pieces, selecting only the very prime

; judgment of the forester become of the most vital im-

and have the mould when used in a proper state as portance to the future welldoing of the plantation, which
i to moisture, and also at about the same temperature if properly and timely thinned, so as to give headroom
as the ball of the plant ; and in potting make the fresh and yet shelter to the now growing Oaks, they will, in a
soil rather firm about the old ball. Apply a trellis, fewyears, begin to overtop the nurses,and may by degrees

and train the shoots thinly and regularly to it; and keep be so inured as to bear exposure to every wii-d except

them regularly tied in as they advance in growth, bear- the south-western, which in Hampshire is the pre'

ing in mind that a larger trellis will have to be applied, one, and against the effects of which great care shon.d

and that, if the shoots are allowed to get entangled or be taken, by having some old Fir nurse trees inter-

twisted around the wires, they will be troublesome to mixed with the Oaks for shelter ; indeed this would be

i take off the trellis. After shifting, plunge in a brisk found beneficial on all exposed sides of the plantation,

t Morren believes that the gum ducts of Cycads are certainly '.
and ought never to be overlooked.

_

I supplied by the abundant fecula. acted on by an acid produced in » hether in old natural woods or in new plantations,

the leaves, and he is inclined to generalise on the production of th- writer has found it of the utmost importance to rear
gum in other cases. Certain it is at least that in the gum-bear- ^ aks thicklv, and thin them out gradnaUv, tlirrs

the ductsof "™ . ,. -' . ._, . , - i_ .. ;,,.,,„ing Acacia fecula is deposited in great quantities in

the stem. causing rapid growth, and by keepiDg np the shelter
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continuing it, also giving time tor the forester to choose

the finest trees from which to select hereafter the iuture

crop. For from the earliest stages of growth certain

plants will take the lead, and are distinguished by their

vigorous growth, regular supply of branches, aud one

leading shoot. If care be taken when thinning to select

these at proper distances, all the otbers may be weeded

away by degrees ; enough being, however, left to give

sufficient choice at the final thinning, which should not

take place until ihe trees intended for the crop are be-

ginning to form their lofty, broad, and well-balanced hearts.

Having thus secured a sufficient crop, it will rarely be

necessary to cut a branch from any tree intended to

stand for timber ; but should it be found so, by either

the too \igorous growth of a branch or the interference

of a rival leader, it will be best to subdue them by

shortening back to a subordinate lateral shoot. A wood
managed as here described will become matured and

ready to cut at a much earlier period than under the

management generally pursued.

In large estates the cuttings can be so periodically

arranged as to secure the shelter and give effect to

appearance also, by allowing a considerable distance to

intervene between them. This would apply to small

estates as well, when by the same management the

beauty and utility will be maintained throughout.

Having above endeavoured to point out the plan

begun by the writer about 40 years since to renovate

and improve the woodlauds under his care, and having,

he hopes, succeeded in showing that his system is

rational, simple, and based upon true principles, he will

now proceed with some diffidence to make a few

remarks on the management of the New Forest, with

which he has been acquainted for a long period.

The late Lord Glenbervie, it is believed, was the
first to attempt to grow the Oak under the shelter

of the Scotch Fir, and he began by planting Acorns
amongst them in the *hen new enclosures, but this

proved a slow and uncertain method, and was aban-
doned by the late Mr. Turner, the deputy-surveyor,
who raised the Acorns in seed-beds, and after planting
them out in the nurseries for two or three years
replanted them between the rows of Scotch Fir, a row
of which was cut to make room for them, and which
space was gradually widened as they required it ; this

they did very often, being greatly encouraged by the
shelter, &c, and the writer remembers with the
greatest pleasure to this hour the treat he had in a long
day '8 ride through tliese plantations, which were then in

full luxuriance ; at the same time it was seen aud
remarked that a careful hand and an intelligent head
would be required to carry on this amiizing growth to

maturity. Mr. Turner did not live many years after

this, and, consequently, did not see the evils that wtre
so soon to paralyse the work so well begun, and these

flourishing plantations previously so tenderly dealt with

Were ill able to withstand the fearful exposure they were
now about to be subjected to.

The cry of economy had now gone forth, and the

forest woodland (never long fairly dealt by from being

alwnys subject to the depredations of man and beast)

began to be talked of as a source of wealth, and to make
' money everything saleable was pressed into the market,

and instead of cutting the nurse Firs away gradually as

the Oaks required the room (still keeping up sufficient

shelter, as stated above), whole plantations were divested

of their shelter, and in some instances the fences

allowed to be carried away long before the young Oaks
were sufficiently furnished to withstand the ruthless

south-western gales or the inroads of the forest cattle.

The demand for railway fencing having begun about
this time helped on the devastation, and about four years

since, in driving through the forest, the wriier was quite

shocked at seeing the desolation which had been marte,

and which nothing, he believes, but replanting with

Larch to some extent among the Oaks, and keeping up
the fence for some time, will retrieve.

Fencing in the New Forest, now the deer are gone, is

not a question of great expense, as formerly. A good

bank with a quick hedge planted thereon, and a single

rail (if of sawed Larch) outside, would last until it had
grow'n sufficiently to fence itself. But the most im-

portant subject for the weal of the forest remains to be

considered, viz., the enclosing of the present woods.

"Were these treated as laige woods have been at ,

since it was finally reclaimed from being common (as the

forest may now be to a considerable extent, aud ought

to be for the good of the country and the timber here-

after grown therein), one acre would bear as much as

two, and even more, and the timber produced of infi-

nitely superior quality than heretofore.

The way to set about this, is to at once enclose as

much of the old woods where there is timber fit to cut,

or where it has been partially aud recently cut, as far as

the right of the Crown will allow, and clear them
effectually of decayed, stagheaded, and other trees, not
likely to become valuable as timber ; and as often here-
after as any large timber is required, it should be cut
in masses, that is to say, the ground should be eutirely
cleared and replanted with Larch, and in a few years it

will be full of self-sowed thriving Oaks, at least such
has been invariably the case for 35 years past. Should,
however, there be found in these enclosures clumps of
young growing Oaks, they should be allowed to remain
without thinning until they begin to feel the influence
of the Larch nurses, when they may be set out at
proper distances to become timber. The effect of
these and the undulations of the ground will still keep
up the picturesque appearance aud beauty of the forest.

CLIMATES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.—No. IV.

Nice, Feb. 9, 1855 —During the last week the weather
here has regained its customary temperature, though

there has been an excess of rain and clouds. General

vegetation has made considerable progress, the 01i\e

grouuds are becoming covered with verdure. In some
of them the wild Iris is making its appearance in great

numbers ; Almond trees, both pink and white, of a
larger and more robust kind than those in England are
in blossom, and also Strawberries in several of the
gardens. The wild Anemone appennina is also in flower,

and an entir< ly white Narcissus, rather small, both very
pretty. Swallows have been continually observed on
the wing, but owing to the great number of persons who
shoot, either for sport or profit, and various descriptions

of nets used, singing and other birds are rather scarce.

A fine-looking plant, which has been in bloom for some
time past, under slight protection, is the Sparmainia,
which with its large green foliage and white flowers

forms a striking object. Some Scarlet Geraniums are
from 8 to 10 feet high against the walls, and in shel-

tered situations they have escaped the late frost • a
plant of the large Oak - leaf variety ] feet high,
has also escaped. The upper parts of the Plumbago
capensis, which attains about the same height, have
suffered, aud also the Lemon and Orange trees

in many places, as well as the Cineraria grandiflora,

whose leaves, very much resembling the Gesneria
zebrina, until recently looked splendid. Banksian
Hoses grow very luxuriantly here, completely over-
running the garden wall's—some of the white ones are
in flower now. On the hills there are many bushy
plants of the Coronilla coronata, which have continued
flowering through the winter, and are now coming out
more fully in yellow bunches.

On Monday last, the 5th inst., another earthquake
was felt here, but not nearly so severe as the former
shock, which took place on the 29th December.

At Brussels the temperature has been again very low.
On the 1st inst. the min. was 15°, max. 28°; on the 2d
it -was 29 p below freezing; it then became gradually
warmer, and on the 5th the min. was 37°, max. 41°.

At Lyons, on the 31st ult., it was 32° below freezing,

aud 20° below at Paris on the 29th. On the 3d inst. it

had risen considerably above freezing.
Nice Temperature.

1855.
February 2 ...

„ 3...

„ 4...

„ 5...

„ 6...

„ 7...

8...

7 A.M. l^P.M.

47 58
51 56
52 51
44 56
43 48
39 53
45 47

45i 53

10.J P.M.

52
52
47
40
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COMMON THINGS.
Plants in Dwelling Houses.—This is a critical time

for window plants in roon s, where fires are kept during

the day, raising the temperature to 50" or 60°, but

where it falls often 20° or 30° during severe weather,

especially near the windows, after the fires go out and
before they are relit. The consequences of such

variations is seen iu Camellias losing their buds, in the

leaves and young shoots of other plants withering or

shrivelling, and frequently in hard-wooded plants dying

altogether. Almost the only precaution possible is to

remove the plants, during such times as the fires are not

kept up, to positions at the greatest distance from the

windows. Camellias are general favourites, and had
better be kept in a room where no fire is used, than

where they are subject to great variations, as they will

endure several degrees of frost without injury.

Management of Bulbs after Flowering. — Important
points in the art of cultivating bulbs well are putting

them to rest at the proper time, and while they are still

in a growing state to place them so near the light, and
to afford such a supply of air and water, as will enable

them to bring their leaves to perfection, and elaborate

the greatest amount of sap. The management of bulbs

is, in general, but imperfect ; and the importance of

attending to these points, viz., the perfecting the leaves,

and the putting the bulbs into and keeping thera during

a proper time in a state of rest, cannot be too much
insisted upon. Bulbous-rooted plants associate almost

as ill with all others as succulents do ; and therefore

wherever a good collection is kept, they are worthy of

a house being entirely devoted to their culture. When
dormant, they like nearly the same degree of heat, pro-

vided they are kept dry, as they dj when they are
growing.

Conservatory Borders.— During the winter mouths
the moisture of the atmosphere in a conservatory will

sometimes occasion Mosses, &c, to vegetate, especially

if the surlace of the mould has hart time to become close

and settled, thereby giving the house an untidy appear-

ance. This should now be remedied by stirring the

whole of the borders to the depth of 2 or 3 inches with

a small fork, and raking it ov«* smoothly with a close

toothed rake. These tools should be furnished with

short handles, so as to enable the operator to use them
with freedom under the plants, by which means many
branches and flowers will escape being broken off, which

cannot be well avoided when awkward tools are used

As soon as they are raked let a coaling of fresh mould
be neatly spread over the surlace, which will tend very

much to give the whole a more agreeable appearance,

Home Correspondence.
Grafted Rhododendrons. — Messrs. Standish and

Noble have addressed themselves to the defence of

grafted Rhododendrons upon their real merits, and as

they appear to bring to the discussion a real knowledge

of' the subject, we may hope for some better data than

we have hitherto bad upon which to form our decision.

Their first proposition is that many years experience-

enables thera to assert confidently " that there is no
species or variety which might not be advantageously

grafted, supposing that a suitable stock can be found."

Before I can assent to this proposition, I must seek or

request a definition of the word advantageously, which

is somewhat ambiguous. If their assertion be that the

plants will, altogether, and under all circumstances",,

flourish better for being grafted, I am compelled to join

issue with them, and dispute this point. It the assertion

be that there are cer ain circumstances and certain

purposes, with reference to which the plants will be*

benefited by gralting, I am prepared to admit their

statement. Their reasoning, however, on the subject,,

which consists in an induction instancing several species

or varieties which do flourish better when grafted than

self-grown, seems to point to the former proposition as

the one uhieh they wish to establish, and I am there-

fore justified in supposing that the general inference is

the one which they wish their readers to draw frortt

their remarks. The instances they allege are of two

kinds, 1st, that of native species benefited by grafting,

viz.. certain Sikkim Rhododendrons. Now it happens

that the species they cite, viz., R. Dalhousise and R.

Edgworthise, are plants of most exceptional and

peculiar habits—epiphytal shrubs—natives of a climate

of extrordinary humidity, which it is almost impossible

to imitate, and from the delicacy of their roots very

much more difficult to cultivate than epiphytal Orchidese.

They areepiphytil Ericacea>, and if Ericaceae in pots are

liable to suffer from extremes of moisture and drought

how much more epiphytal Ericaceae. Our only resource

is to grow them in pots, where occasional excess of

moisture and absence of air cannot fail to be injurious,

if not fatal to them. They are, in fact, very difficult to

manage. The discovery therelore that they can be

transferred to oilier roots iB a great boon to gardeners,,

which I thankiully acknowledge. It is found that

a species, not fastidious as to soil or moisture,,

at its roots, will afford nourishment and support to one

which is most fastidious, and I nave no doubt these

species do flourish better in cultivation when grafted

than on their own roots. Nay, 1 am prepared to admit

that they may flourish better and form handsomer plants

when grafted thau they can do on their own roots in

their native woods, for their nurses are much more
robust than themselves. But another class are instanced

as improved by grafting ; viz., cross-bred seedlings ;

and here I must beg leave to demur not to the facts but

to the inferences. No doubt the shoot of a seedling

transferred by grafting to a well-rooted plant may
attain an earlier maturity than the seedling itself. It is

supplied with roots, and has not to make them. It

attains vigour quickly, aud maturity soon follows. Mr.
Knight was in the habit of thus inducing early maturity

to his seedling fruit trees, and enabling himself to teat

their merits at an early age. But the question of dura-

tion and ultimate vigour is totally different, and the

very fact of early maiurity would, I think, induce all

persons conversant with the analogies of vegetable life

to decide against such plants. They are advantageous,,

inasmuch as they enable the cultivator to ascertain the

value of his produce easily, and they may be advan-

tageous in enabling him to realise an early profit on it

by sale to those who are not particular as to duration,,

and they may be advantageous to those who wish foF

compact bouquet-like plants which will afford thens

flowers, and who wish to have many varieties in small

compass, but they cannot be advantageous in exhibiting

the ultimate stature and natural growth of the plant to

those who admire it for its habit aud colour of foliage,

and who are content to wait some years for its full and
mature perfection, and to look forward to others enjoy-

ing and admiring it after them. In their remarks upon
suitable siocks Messrs. S. and JN. make one observation

which tends strongly to confirm my views :
—" All the

hybrids in cultivation grow well upon hybrid catawbiense,

e.-peciahy if the hybrids so gralted are Btrongly crossed

with catawbiense." That is to say that luxuriance of

growth is precisely in proportion to thehereditary affinity

between the graft and tlie stock : if such be the case,

the closer the affinity approaches to identity the greater

the luxuriance. Now a further confirmation of this

view is the fact that hybrids on their own roots do not

flower readily ; they grow so luxuriantly that they

require some y ears to attain maturity ; but when they

do flower nothing can equal their splendour. I have

waited patiently many years for the flowering of some
of my own plants, but when once they began to bloom

they had lelt me nothing to desire. I do not profess to

enter on the subject of various stocks. I know that

many which I have seen have been grafted on R pon-

ticum, the growth of the stocks affording unmistakeable

evidence of this. I suggested R. maximum arboreum
simply from its luxuriant growth. It is, however, sin-

gularly shrub-like in its habit, and this may be the

reason it proves unsuitable to arboreous species. I am
glad to find from Messrs. S. and N.'s remarks that

atiention has been paid to the stocks, aud the most suit-

able kinds ascertained aud employed by them. Perhaps

if I had only met with such plants I should have found

less reason to complain ; but it is evident from the
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remiu'ltH of other nurserymen that all are not ho par-

ticular »h to ili'i hNm-Iih employed, The uubject appears

now to have received all the elucidation it i* likely to

attain, ami its discussion lias not, 1 think, been unproflt-

ablo. I think I inn justified in drawing the conclusion

with which I started, thut although for certain purposes

grafting may be advantageous, the full splendour and

perfection of crows-bred Rhododendrons in o ily to ho

looked for from self-rooted plants. J. R,

"Winter F'njn <d Singleton and Welsh Gardening,— A
residence of several months prior to Christmas, and a

visit sometimes thrice a week to Mr. Barron enable mo
to confirm all that ho has Haul at p. 80 oil this interesting

Bubjoct. On three different occasions in December I

had an opportunity of tunting the fruit, and on Christ-

maH day I ato one in every respect excellent, perfectly

ripunod, and I mny nay quite equal to many which 1

liavo (anted in Mny and Juno, though I urn quite certain

by no means ho good hh it would have been in a drier

atmosphere and under more direct lighti The Kind

I am inclined to think in quite distinct and new,
and I believe was brought from Italy by the late

J. II. Vivian, E*q It is white, much smaller than
tho Marhoilh'H, ami prolific an an Orleans Plum, every
joint of every brunch of proper growth being Btudded
with a fruit. I suggested to Mr. Barron to call it the

"Singleton Perpetuul," which name I think it in entitled

to bear until wo find some prior claim toitu introduction,

[Mr. Barron, in a letter just received, entirely confirms
this statement.] Willi a score of plan tH of (hitt Fig,I should
have no fear of producing a dish (.-very monih in the year.

Mr. James, at rontypool Park, Bpeaks o 1 having Straw-
perries " ten months in the twelve,-' but this Kig I haveno
doubt will beat his. Kipe Figs at Christmas are certainly

a novelty— ripe Strawberries not quite ho unheard-of a

Circumstance; I may, however, as well place a Laurel
branch on the uvowoi another Welsh gardener, Mr. Pjoud-
gr. to It. Fothergill, Esq., at Abernant, near Aberdare.
I there saw in the middle of October one of the finest

houses of Melons I ever beheld at any season, the third
crop from the same plants. Mr. Flood, in sending nie

Bomo seed of one of tlie kind, remarks:—"The green
flesh is small, but excellent in flavour; Mr. Fothergill
told me that the fruit of it was delicious in December.
I sent my last Melon to table on Christmas day !

"

These Melons were growing in a recently erected house
(indeed the glass at Abernant is all new) in a bed heated
by hot water, and the plants and foliage were as clean,
free from insects, and lull of health in October, as they
are generally seen in April or May. W. P. Ayres,
Whittlebury Lodge.
The Wcu/her.— Allow me to call attention to the tem-

perature of thenight of Saturday, the 10th and] lth,

the coldest, I believe, for the last 20 years by 3°.

It was as 'ollows:- Wallinnford, 0°; Croydon, Q^°
;

Highfield House, Notts, 11° 5'; Hyde Park, 16°;
Truro, 13°. T. P., Porthgwiddcn, Truro, Feb. 17.

This place is six miles from the sea, six miles
from the purlieus of Darfcmopr, nearly equidistant
from Newton Abbot and Totness, and forms the
watershed between the rivers Dart and Teign. Here
the thermometer, during all this cold, has not been
under 28°; and only on one day, Fi iday the IGrh,
has it fallen below 30°. The snow, which fell thickly

three ami four we*>ks since between this and the sea,

has dried out, whilst clouds of dust, urged on by the
fierce easterly wind, are passing without intermission
before the windows, covering everything, and have so
done for the last eight days. The rills in which
water is flowing, few in number, are not frozen over.
Our great want is water; and so it has been for many
months past. I liuVe three men levelling a bank of
earth, 60 yards hrafc, about 2 wide, and 4 feet high*
The ^crust is frozen 24 inches in depth; then follows

8 to 9 inches of moderately damp eanh ; but all

underneath is quite dry. Your readers may remember
that in the third week of December 1853, all the king-
dom suffered much from a heavy storm of wind and
rain. Here it was very violent ; more than 3 inches
of rain tell in 18 hours, ami the damage done was very
considerable. Houses were flooded, ponds had their but-
tresses washed away, hedges were overturned, and many
fepce walls, overthrown by the waters, were washed
in large masses away some distance from their founda-
tions. From that time, fully 60 weeks, we have bad no
rain worth speaking of. In January, 1854, we had a
smart snow shower, which dried away ; but no rain to
swell the waters followed. In February, early in the
month, 5 inches of snow fell, and again dried away ; and
now a curious phenomenon, which has continued to this
time, might be remarked. If the rain was apparently
about to f*ll copiously, the wind at south-west driving
up enormous masses of clouds, and everything portend-
ing a heavy rain, the rain fell, the wind quickly
abated, became westwardly, and in a short time
north-west, with a clear sky ; and generally in
two or three days no vestige of rain remained.
In no case whatever here in 1854 did it rain,
at any one time, 4£ hours. Our annual fall of rain is

from '^0 to 21 inches. Last year it barely amounted to
14 inches. As minht be expected, seeds vegetated badly

;

hay was short ; Turnips a failure ; and numerous Apple,
fruit, and other trees died from the drought; In this
parish there are nearly 150 acres of watered meadow

;

on this day (Feb. '20) they ought to have a foot in depth
Of Grass all over them, and be of a most brilliant
emerald green. They are bare, brown, and desolate.
Well** are dried up ; springs in (he fields have faded

;

and the universal scarcity of water causes much com-
plaint, in February be it remembered. But if there be

ho ureal a lack of wafer; there it no lack 0! thin Atree,

and easterly wmd, bunting up everything, and ovct
wb'-hning Ufl with dm I -U.

f< <•' .-i<-„, •,,<.,- A fim; plunt of Pent*tornon azuronm in

a south wall border Beams to be killed, 1

majority of this genus, to numerous In its spei

varieties, in Imnly ; but I should b<^ r I « 'l il any one
would furnish me with a II ' ol those win. ,, -,t ,,

i usk it in the* negative, merely under tin iroprt

that the affirmative applies to the greater number.
They are lull plants for frames, but excellent for tho

border \ but one does not like getting things to have
them killed, In all eases whore the sorts ol an orns

mental genus vary In that respect, ouch limn as I have

asked for, furnished by general cultivators, would !><•

most desirable matter tor many of your readers, always

giving tho list (as above suggested) which is shortest, A II.

Tin Winter of L818 14.—The duration and severity

of the present winter having brought to my recollection

the long frost of 181 8- 1 1, I have looked up some notes I

made at the time, which maybe interesting lo your

readt rs, Thermometers to register the greatest cold

wen- not made at the time, or were v<-vy rare, so that I

can only give the degree of cold shown at 8,30 a w., and

that not for every day; perhaps some correspondent COfl

supply this deficiency. "The long front commenced on
thi) 26th December, 101 3. The thermometer stood

between L2° and '22 y for the first three weeks, taken in

the morning at half-past eight; during this period theio

were two inconsiderable falls of hiiow. The dayw were
generally sunny and serene, with moonlight nights, the

wind N. and E, At the beginning of the fourth week
there was a considerable fall of huow, with high winds,

which continued several days. The snow drilled to sueh

a degree that all communication was cut off with distant

places and with the villages near Cirencester, until a
passage was opened, the drifts being from A to 10 feet

deep; the average depth of snow «as 15 inches. An
invariably hard trust, with occasional snow, completed
the fourth week. At the beginning of the filth week,
the wind being st a<ly to the N., the frost was very
severo; on the morning of the 25th January the ther-

mometer was 10°. In the course of that day the wind
changed to the S., and a thaw of short duration took
place during the day, freezing at night. Haiti at first

accompanied the thaw, with variable winds, which com-
pleted the 5th week. The wind again went to the

N., producing clear frosty weather, the powerful
effect of the sun occasioning a partial thaw during
the day. On the night of the 3a" February, two
dim concentric circles appeared round the moon

;

these were followed by a cloudy atmosphere, und on the

5th by a S. wind with snow, after winch a rapid thaw
took place, and only the drifts of snow remained, but it

soon changed to frost with keen winds, which continued
to the end of February. A slight tendency to thaw
marked the beginning of .March, followed by steady
frost for a week with N. wind, which, with a little snow,
continued to the 12th. The snow assumed very regular
crystalline forms at this time, sometimes falling

slowly, when no clouds were to be seen, the wind being

still. A week of E. wind with severe frost preceded an
appearance of mist, which rather increased until the

20th March, when the wind changed to the S., and
brought mild weather and rain, making altogether 12
weeks winter." Tkos. C Broicn, Cirencester, Feb. 17.

Black Barbarossa Grape.—A correspondent inquires

whether this Grape will force with the Black Ham-
burgh, and he equal to that variety as a cropper. I can
answer his inquiry in the affirmative, having some plants

in pots which have shown, set, and grown as freely as a
Muscadine or Miller's Burgundy. To its " non-shrivel-
ling" qualities under a summer's sun I cannot speak.
W. P. Ayres, Whittlebury Lodge.

Underground Manuring. — The system of tilling

Celery
c
\vith liquid manure by means of underground

drains was practised successfully at Carr House, near
Doncaster, upwards of 10 years ago, by James Stevens,
gardener. Tho>e who sneer at this mode of manuring,
and say that it is folly to drain, if it is proved to

!

answer, should bear in mind that the liquid is not
j

intended| to remain stagnant in the drain, and that \

Celery grows spontaneously in ditches and water- '

courses. D. S., Gardener, Campsall HaU, near Doncas- i

tcr, Feb. 20.

Gardening News from Australia. — The following
extract from a letter just received from a gardener now
residing in the neighbourhood of Adelaide may be
interesting to your readers. He says :

—" I am very
comfortable here, at least as far as circumstances wi-1

!

allow me, being apart Irom my family. 1 have been for

six weeks past grafting fruit trees, and have been getting
,

20s. per day, or 67. per week. The garden or nursery
contains 80 acres, all of which are plauted with Plums,
Apples, Pears, Cherries, Apricots, Peaches, Figs,
Oranges, Lemons, Grapes, and all kinds of Nuts and
other varieties of fruit trees. They tell me that the
trees bear exceedingly well—indeed I should say so
from the appearance of the blossom. The proprietor
during the past year made 421. from one Apple tree in

ready cash. They sell from Is. to Is. 6d. per lb. They
have very few of the best English fruits here. I am
collecting together all the native plants, and intend
forming an herbarium ; some of them are very
beautiful, with brilliant colours and excelleut form, and
are quite new in England." We should >&y that 20s.

per day is an excellent wage lor gra*iing,^aud 4'2L is a

large sum to be made Irom one Apple tn-e. It must
have been most assuredly the true Golden Pippin. We
know that we have about S acres of Apple trees in

Devonshire, mud did not make io rnwrh from the whole
lot during tin pa tyear Thi letter is dated &
1854, only six days aft. .,( theA)m*f M
that your readers will have ilia latest gardening news,

from oui

1
1 . coi i

' ponds with i . nt lately nude con-
cerning Mr. Carton. But unless we »r<- much mU-
iiif',rm«d, tho coal of fli !-i i idea of food and cl'ri

high that, afti r all,
'

- »/utu
A ualralfn hi t nol much betlei '

; "

Wutdodcndron glaucwm Tin • »t we
arc IftUKhi lo< pact) and which we hail -

In the flow i
i oi some ol the ;

,

dendrons, will, I Irar, Induce
claim* of other humbler, but ncveri ful hud
inUT'-Mirn.' Linda, Amuna tli'- lett* r i* ghtuctun, a

dflntf compaH p .

;

:
growing, Dr. B a*, on

Eti oat! oi • * - h ,-h lu i- •»••' are MnaU,
palo'groen above, but bran tffa II

much ho. thai ti • v sppaar coaled with * fib" ol aUvav
lefif. Thi ardy in oor elta) »i'*, and Moorns
freely in the open ground eei lu flowers

are rot6*coloured, Ladies, if you would haw * litU«

hardy plan*, worthy of all the <:w and admiration jon
so w< 11 know bow t'. baftS a
Kjuare fool ol cool peal border to |pn« it In, '

time in ordering a plant of Roodi mcum
a w. l.

Societies*
*

i. coMOLoatCAt, F'.b. ',.- The president in the

The :• en tary read the minntes of the an' iveraarv

meeting held on the 22d January, at wl.i

CurtiH was eh t in lieu of Mr. Newman,
who '• period ol office had expired, and Mr. Kdwin
Shepherd watr elected joint arith Mr Douglas,

in tin* place of the late Mr. W. Wing. A i
•

donation* received shire the last meeting bud been r*-ad,

fie newly-elected president read an address, thsnking

the society for hi« election as president, and nominating

the three vice-prfSfdenta for the following year, namely,

Messrs. Westwood, NVtvman, and Sumtfln; and which,

upon the motion of Mr. S|*nce, *»? requested to be

published in the proceedings, Mr. Newman presented a

drawing exhibiting the transformations of Seturnia

Spini, with specimens of the f-ilk spun by its larva, in

the manner suggested by Heir Preuch, of Vienna, and
described at the last meeting of the society. lircadier

Hearsey' communicated an extract from iHe " B rj.'^l

Journal of the Asiatic Society," Vol. VI., 1887, relative

to the mode of spinning off, instead of reeling the thread

from the cocoons of the Eri i si Ik-worm in India, this

being the species no-v attempted to be rai&ed, »ith every

prospect of success, in Malta and the South of Europe.

Mr. Stainton exhibited BOntC of the call- of the Cynips

Quercus-petioli from Devonshire, Mr. Cunia ha* ing

doubted its occurrence in that county at a former
meeting. Mr Stainton's correspondent gave wme
particulars relative to the habits of the sp^ci**, which is

only found on the lower sprays of the Oak- Mr. S.

Stevens exhibited several pptendid specimens of the

remarkahl- and rare Cheirotnnus MacL*ad from India.

Mr. Newman read a note entitled a " Plea for the cock-

roach or hlack beetle." stating that it hai been <
'

-

to feed upon the bed bug, and this habit on board ship

had been noticed in Wt hater's " Narrative of a Voyage
to St. Helena," and in Foster's voyage. Brigadier

Hearsey stated that the cockroaches on board the

vessel in which he last returned from India were so

numerous that they gnawed the nails of &oroe of the

passengers down to the quick whilst asleep. Mr.
Curtis communicated a notice by Dr. Asa Fitch on a
species of scale insect which infests the fruit trees in

the State of New York, adding that the authorities of

that state had commissioned Dr. Fitch to draw up a

memoir on the insects injurious to fruit trees. He also

read a note from M. Candeze requestins the loan of

species of Elateridse for his monograph on that family.

Mr. Douglas read a note on Psyche helicin«-lla, and Mr.
Westwond descriptions of a number of new exotic

Lucanidae. Brigadier Hearsey exhibited several cases of

beautilul insects from Sylbet, some of the greatest rarity.

fiottrfS of Books.

Le Chili ; par B. Vicuna Mackenna (Paris, Bonchard-
Huz;«rd). is a small l*2mo. treatise upon the natural

resources of Chili. It is in reality an eulogimn of the

inexhaustible wealth of that country, and is intended to

promote emigration thither. The information it conveys,

notwithstanding the author's grandiose manner, is

abundant ; but it must never be forgotten that the

statements are thDse of an advocate. Mr. Mackenna's

accounts of mineral wealih are quite dazzling, and yet

English enterprise has not hitherto found it pr /Stable

to work it. In facr, the d fficulties of Chili are under-

stood to consist in the scarcity of good labour and the

dearness of provisions : and till boih become abundant

we fear that the treasures of the country must be

gathered by natives rather than by strangers. Making
allowance fur matters like these the reader will gather a

good deal of information concerning the clmate and
natur.il productions of the country. In what manner it

is conveyed the following short extract will show :

—

"Go where you will on this American soil, misunder-

stood and calumniated as it is, you will be received like

a brother. Go to Peiu. La Plata, New Grenada—where
you will—one single family is found everywhere. No
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jmiiy pride is there. Let south America only uuiti , as

the great Bolivar would have had it, and its misfortunes

will disappear ; it will have conquered its true pl;:ce in

the world, aud once more rejoice in the name of

America. Prejudices there are, no doult, hut they

will disappear in the presence of the worthy and en-

lightened men who entertain no extreme ideas, and are

far from thinking emigration (immigration ?) an evil.

To be sure we have earthquakes ; but you need not

be afraid — earthquakes hurt nobody. More people

perish on board the steamers and in the rivers of the

United States in a montli than in Chili in a reuturv.

In fact, I give you my honour that in the somewhat
monotonous life of the country, these shocks are per-

fectly harmless, and rather entertaining. Iu fact, they

serve instead of the opera, and when they happen they

give us something to gossip and laugh about in the

evening."

A new edition (the fifth) has appeared of Fenn*$

Compendium of English and Foreign Funds, by Mr.
Ayres, the editor of the "Banker's Circular" (Effing-

ham, Wilson, 7s. 6d.) The work is doubtless of great

value to money dealers and share dealers of all classes
;

and we suppose that good reasons can b? given for the
omissions which we remark, as, for instance, that of the
Crystal Palace Company.

Literary Papers, by the late Prof. Edward Forbes
(Reeve, 65.), form a neat 12mo of 300 pa}je?,and consist

wholly of communications by the late lamented author
to the " Literary Gazette." They are very character-
istic of his lively unaffected manner and rich stores of

accurate knowledge.

Curiosities of London, by John Timbp, F.S.A. (12mo,
Eogue), is a massive volume of 800 pages in very small
type, giving an account of whatever the author knows
of the curiosities of London, among which by the way
are included many tlrngs, the curiosity of which we fail

to discover. In the opinion of antiquaries this is a
perfect mine of information, and they are the proper
judges of its merit. It undoubtedly forms a good
appendix to Cunningham's " Handbook of London."

Calendar of Operations.
{Foi' the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Orange trees in tubs and pots

should be examined in order to ascertain the state of

their roots, shifting such as are found to have their balls

moderately matted with healthy roots, and in the case of

such as may be too large to be conveniently shifted,

remove as much of the surface soil as can be done
without seriously injuring the roots, and top dress with

some rich compost, as turfy loam, thoroughly decayed
cow dung, and a little sand. Be particular to have the

balls of laive specimens in a moist state at the time of

shifting, and use a rather strong rich compost. Plants

of the mandarin, blood, and egg varieties, grown for the

sake of the fruit, should now be encouraged with a

temperature of about 55° at night, allowing it to rise to

65° with sun-heat during the day, for our pummers
are too short to properly mature the fruit, unless the

plants are started early in the spring. See that the

foliage is perfectly clean before placing the plants in

growing circumstances, and afford them a moi-t atmo-

sphere to prevent the attacks of red spider, with which
and brown scale they are great favourites. Young
plants of Fuchsias intended to form fine specimens for

summer decoration, must be encouraged with plenty of

pot room, and ab high a temperature as they will

bear without making weakly growth, keeping them
near the glass, and affording them a moist atmo-
sphere. Old plants for flowering later in the season

may also be placed at the warmest end of the

greenhouse, giving a little water to the soil to

induce them to start into grow h. We generally

disroot and pot these in smaller pots before winter, but

where this has not been done it should be attended to

before starting the plants into growth, trimming the

roots freely and repotting in light rich compost in as

smtill pots as will hold the roots, and giving very little

water until the plants get into free growth. Take every
possible opportunity of admitting a little fresh air to

soft wooded plan's, as Cinerarias, Ca'ceolarias, Pelar-

goniums, &c, for these, save in very favourable situa-

tions, are feeling the effects of fire-heat and confinement.

Do not allow them to suffer for the want of pot room,
atd fumigate occcnsionally to prevent green-fly ; also

-remove decaying leaves from Calceolarias, &c, imme-
diately they are perceived. Look over Heaths and
other hard-wooded plants very carefully, to see that

they are not too dry towards the bottom of the ball, which
sometimes happens with plants stauding near the pipes
when much fire heat has to be applied, and if this is

fouud to be the case to any serious extent, place the
specimen for a few hours in a saucer of water, letting

the water stand a little higher than the drainage ; also
keep a sharp eye upon specimens liable to the attacks of
mildew, and apply sulphur the moment it is perceived.
Counteract the drying effects of fire heat by sprinkling
the floors, &c, every morning, aud lose no favourable
opportunity of admitting fresh air, but do this carefully,
aud guard against cold currents or frosty winds.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pinerifs.— The long continuance of cold frosty

weather will, where there is not ample heating power,
render it somewhat difficult to maintain a sufficiently

high temperatuie lor plant-- which it may be desirable

to get to show fruit at onee, for it generally happens
that a brisk temperature is necessary to move the plants

at this season. Where such is the case, fires should be
kept going briskly during the day, keeping close and
securing a moist atmosphere by sprinkling the floor?,

Slc. It is nearly hopeless, however, to attempt to get

plants to show fruit that have not previously well

matured their growth, and been afi'orded a period of

comparative rest. Therefore see to preparing plants

lor maintaining the succession, by keeping them rather

dry at the root, and effectually checking their growth
as soon as they are considered sufficiently large for

fruiting. Do not allow young stock in pots to become too

much pot-bound before shifting, aud see that the balls

are in a moist state at the time ot potting. Aim at

keeping these growing slowly, afford them a thoroughly

moist atmosphere, and keep them near the glass in order

to secure compact strong plants. Let the temperature

range from 60° to 70° with fire-heat, allowing it to

rise some 10° with the assistance of sunshine, and a

gentle circulation of air. Plants swelling their fruit

must beaffoided a moist warm temperature of 70° at

night, taking advantage of bright days to raise it to 80°

or 85°, but see that the atmosphere is kept thoroughly

moist, and if this cannot be done a lower temperature
will be safer until the weather Incomes more favourable.

Vineries.—The last fortnight will doubtless be long

remembered by those who have had the care of much
early forcing, and it will be well if the remembrance be

not iu some cases accompanied with recollections of

mishaps and failures which might have been guarded
against. Certainly such a trial as that through which
we have just passed has been new to many of us, aud it

may also have served to prove^the inefficiency of heating

arrangements, whichjiitlierto had answered the purpose
perfectly; and where failures occur it will he but fair

that all things be taken into consideration. Give every
possible attention to the border where the Vines are

fairly started, aud see that it is protected from the

frost by a substantial coat of dry litter. Where
fermenting materials are u ed for warming the border

this must also be well covered from the frost, and a

gentle fermentation secured by turning it on a sunny
forenoon, and adding a rather liberal quantity of fresh

materials in a warm state ; for unless a steady heat can

be maintained the use of fermenting materials is much
more likely to be injurious than otherwise. Proceed

with thinning the bunches aud berries as soon as the

crop is sufficiently advanced. Stop laterals, regulate

and tie in the shoots, taking care not to leave too many
for the space, and keep everything neat and orderly.

Take every opportunity which the weather may offer of

admitting a little fresh air, and maintain a moist atmo-

sphere by frequently sprinkling the paths, &c. Injury is

sometimes done to the young tender foliage of Vines by

the vapour arising* from the evaporating pans when the

state of the weather necessitates overheating the pipes,

and if there is any danger to be apprehended from this,

a board should be suspended over the pans so as to

diffuse the heated vapour, and prevent its striking the

foliage too much in one place. Examine the leaves in

the early house narrowly for red spider, particularly

those near the pipes, and if the least vestige of this pest

is perceived, wash every affected leaf cart-fully and at

once, using a soft sponge and soapy water. This may
appear a tedious plan to those who. have not been accus-

tomed to spend much time upon plant washing, &c. ;

but an active handy man will soon go over a good part

of a house, and if the enemy is taken in time it will be
easily eradicated by these means. Peaches.-—Where the

trees are not so far advanced as blooming, proceed very

quietly under the present state of the weather; for it is

not desirable to have them in this state until air can be
admitted more freely than would be possible under the

most favourable arrangements at present. In houses
where the trees are in bloom, a little extra fire-heat

should be used, so as to allow of the admission of

fresh air whenever the external temperature is not very
severe ; but this should be effected by small openings

near the pipes, so that the air may get warmed before

coming into contact with the trees. Maintain a soft

humid atmosphere where the fruit is fairly set, syringe

the trees lightly after shutting up early on bright after-

noons, and proceed gradually with disbudding the trees,

and where the fruit is thick a portion should be removed
as soon as it is safely set, but then so as to allow for a few
falling, to which the Peach is liable until after stoning.

See that the trees are properly moist at the rr.ot, giving

tepid water where it is wanted. Strawberries.—These
are somewhat liable to the attacks of green-fly when
the weather necessitates keeping them rather close, and
they should be very carefully looked over, and lightly

fumigated once or twice if they are found to be at all

infested with this pest. Do not exceed 50° at night

until the fruit is set, and keep the plants near the glass,

giving as much fresh air as can be safely dune, and
maintain a moist atmosphere except while the plants are
in blossom, when every care should be taken to keep it

rather dry.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The principal thing demanding attention here at the

present time is the providing of a sufficient stock of

plants against bedding-out time. The stock of plants in

cold pits and frames will doubtless, in many instances,

have been considerably lessened during the last fort-

night, aud as the season is far advanced no time should

be lost in getting those wanted for propagation placed in

a moist warm atmosphere, to induce them^to make free

growth, with the view of obtaining plenty of cuttings.

Except under favourable circumstances, it is very
difficult to induce the general order of bedding plants to

make anything like free stocky growth by means of arti-

ficial heat. If a pit heated by pipes is at command,
where a little bottom heat can be obtained from a bed of

leaves,, mixed with a small proportion of well-worked

stable manure, this, with proper management, will afford

the best possible combination of circumstances for in-

ducing such things "to make free and strong growth;
and strong short-jointed cuttings form established plants

so much sooner, and at an expense of attention

so small compared with long-jointed weakly cuttings

that they are worth any care which may be necessary

to obtain them. The command of a proper place for

rooting cuttings is also a matter of great' importance

where a large number has to be got up. What is

wanted is a brisk bottom-heat where the cuttings can be

kept near the glass, and cool. It is very true that young
wood of most bedding-out plants will root almost any-

where, but it is desirable to keep the cuttings strong

and vigorous, which is a difficult matter when they have

to be rooted in a warm close atmosphere. See to having
plenty of light, rich, sandy compost ready for pottirg-off

with, and, of course, cuttings mu-t not be inserted in

cold wet sod. Look over the stock ot Dahlia roots, and
place those wanted to afford many cuttings in heat at

once, as also any that may not appear to be keeping

well. Any Hollyhock cuttings which can be obtained

should be put in at once, for unless these are got

moderately strong before planting-out time, there is

very little chance of their flowering at all strongly this

season.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISVVICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Feb. 22, 1855, as obserred at the Horticultural Gardens.
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eb. 16—Snowing; slight snow-shower occasionally ;
overcast.

— 17—Cold and winily; slight snow ; clear; severe frost.

— 1?—Intense frost ; hhzy; clear, with severe lrost.

— 19—Hnzy ; clear and frosty at night.— 20—Clear and frosty, with brisk east wind ; overcast ; clear.

— 21 Severe frost
;
partially overcast ; hazv clouds; overcast.

— 22—Hazy ; dry air and unhorni haze; slight snow iu the night.

Mean temperature of the week 17i deg. below the average,

UECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending March 3, 1?55.
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4S.1 33.1 40.6 15 0.93 in a
Mod. 2« • 47.3 33.2 4'U 16 0.48 5 2 3 '2

Tuea. 2j A7.it 34.3 41.0 15 0.40 :h b i •i
I

Wed. 29 43.7 31.0 41.4 11 0.84 _ 6 3 2| 8
Thurs. 1 47.4 34.4 40.9 12 0.62 — S "J 3
Friday 2 43.1 36.0 42.6 10 0.45 y 5 2 1 4 V 6 2
Satur. 3 49.5 33.1 41-3 13 0.28 3 8 13 3 5 5 1

h.The highest ten nerature durin S the abov e period orcurred on the 2S
is-ifi-therm. 61 de *. ; and tUf lo vest on t e 1st, 2d, and 3d, 1854—therm.
IS dcS.

Notics to Correspondents.
Books: J D. Glendinning on the Pine, and Hamilton on the
same subject, will give you all the information to be obtained
from books.

—

A Young Forester. No single volume will give
yon the information you seek. That of Brown is the best
practical work in this country, but if ymi wish to understand
the subject, you must read many books, and especially the
greatest of all. that of Nature, Muhamel's "Physique des
Arbres" contains a vast quantity of valuable information.

Glazing: P Q. If you glaze your roof with great squares placed
lengthways across from rafter to rafter, you mu-t submit to

the drip that must attend the plan, unless your squares overlap
as usual. '1 hat fault cured, the next is that if your sashes
are moveable, gyeat "breakage will follow, and if fixed, it is

still to be feared where glass has a 3 feet bearing. Pyramids
planted a year ought not to require stakes, for their roots should
be in that time sufficient to keep them securely upright.

Hgating : M W K. Unfortunately your sketch is made by some
one who cannot draw, and we do not understand it. Perhaps
he narrow junctions are choked up by incrustations; perhaps
the flow-pipe comes from the bottom of the boiler instead of the
top (such indeed would seem to be -the case according to the
sketch). Junctions should be of greater, not less diameter,
than the pipes themselves if there is any difference.

Manures: L S W. We know nothing of it, and we advise you
to take care how you become acquainted with it.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable it we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, iu future, not more than four plants may he
sent us at one time.—1, Pteris serrulata; 2, Cyrtomium falca-

tum; Lycopotlium sulcatum, usually called Lycopodium
caesium in gardens. S.—Header, 1, Oncidium maculatum; 2,

O. graminifolinra; 3, Dendrobium Pieraidi; 4, Justicia picta.

Rhodhdendbon alta-clerense : Old Sub. Have you not lifted

the wrong plant ? We never heard of this Rhododendron vary-
ing so much in colour as to be " a good scarlet" one year and
" pale pink " the next J

Rosa odorata: H. Your plant is probably too luxuriant to

flower. Try what effect a slight root pruning has on it. %

Pomegranate: H. Give it a little protection in spring if you
can, so as to enable it to make its wood early, and thus get it

better ripened before winter. You need not expect it to flower

well, however, except after a roasting summer. \

The Red Moon: ED. This, the Lune rousse of the French, is

an expression indicating the presence of ground frosts at cer-

tain times when the moon shines brightly. The effect of cold,

which scorches tpnder herbage, is imagined to be owing to the
influence of the moon.

Woods and Forests: J E. The report of the surveyors who
have inspected the forests may be obtained through the book-
sellers from the Parliamentary Paper Office. It is printed by
Eyre and Spottiswoode, and is dated 1854. The coat is^rifling.
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PKKUViAN <;UAN<), Bolivian Guano, Suporpliow

pbate fi l.lnin, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and over?
doHcrlpii'iii of Artificial MunuruB, Llnnocd Cakuft, &o.

Wm iN'il.rH f'AltNK, 10, Murk |,iiim\ London.

I >|',i< |J VI WN I- I UM», .-I III* iilM- I III Hi I l|)H< II, rill

X miln, from Hoveral Cargoes now duo, without any ro trie-

Ron. Apply toJohn and Tjiomab Joiinbon, 0, Walraei'Ihilldlngft,

Wntor Bti'i'i't, Uvorpool.

TIMIi', Hi|,l,i)W lN(ji MAMJRK.S arc iiiiiiiiifucMirwJ

X »t Mr. Lawbb' Factory, Dertford Crook> Turnip Manure.
Vt.-pihr ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 11. ; Sulphuric Acid anil

tCoproUtoB, (!/.

Office, «u, King wmiIhiii Street, City. London.
N,B. iGonulne Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

emit, of ammonia. Nltratu of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
qtlmr O IumhIcuI MninirfH.

CDKN MAN11KI0 KOIt HI'lUMi HOW I NO.
•COISCKNI RATED UKATK FOH GRASS, RAPE, AND

AM. HOOT CKOI'H.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OV\ LIME.

THIS LONJ>ON MANURE COMPANY continue
to manufacture tho ahove ManuroH, which have boon uaod

with ho much success for tllO last H yuw'H.
Tho London Mm mini Company alHO supply PERUVI A N

GUANO (direct, from Importers' warehouses). Nitrate of Bod a.

Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Bono DuHt, and
ovory artificial manure of Known value ISdwaud 1'unsicn. hoc.

Oillcn—10, Bridge Street, Bhick friars.

WIIKAT AND OTIiKK MANURES ON SALE.—
Tho success attending the application of tho manure

upocliiliy adapted for Wheat during tho last two years,, Induces
(os undersigned to again offor It to tho Agriculturists with con-

fidence. A I no Superphosphate of Lime, Blood Manure, Guano,
Nitrate of Soda, GypBum, Salt, Peat Charcoal, and all other

Manures of known value,— Apply for Prices Current to MARK
]'<>Tiir.l;<; i u, X- ro

, yo-i \, i ppei TluimMH Street, I Ion

SEW AUK CIIAKCOAL MANURE. Mum highly

fertilising Manure, which Ih Peat Charcoal completely
saturated with London Sewage, will ho found most efficient for

every spooles of crop ; more especially for Peas, Beans, TurnlpB,
Munvn'-hl WurzoL, and other root cropH. It will produce a greater
return for the outlay than G initio or any other Manure at an
equivalent value : UhIno ponhohhoh the property of retaining Its

fertilising power longer than other Manures now in use. It may
bo obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Fulhitm, at 41, per ton, and in quantities less than half
a ton, at 5*. per owt., for ready money only : and in quantHOS not
less than a ton, will be delivered at the London Termini of the
Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may alsobehild fi"in Messrs.G.QlBBS&Co., 26, Down Street,
Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London ; Mr. II.

Campbell, 87, Dale Street, Glasgow; and from all the other
Agents of the Company.

THE MANCHESTER SEWAGE GUANO COM-
X HA NY respectfully inform Agriculturists that they have
made arrangements which will enable them to meet the increasing
demand for their Manures. The MANCHESTER SEWjYGE
GUANO Is a compost of Blood, Bones, Urine, Nightsoil, and
other Animal Matters, and highly fertilising Chemical Ingre-
dients, which are in a concentrated state incorporated with
Animal and Vegetable Charcoal, ground to a fine powder, the
wholeforming a dry portable Manure. It is free from all kinds of
Seeds, Weeds, &c, and enriches the land to a considerable degree
for several years alter it is used. Price 51. 5s. per ton. Net cash
on delivery. Testimonials forwarded o'n application. Carriage
free to any Railway or Canal "Wharf in Manchester.—Jobs
Thompson, Secretary, It. Wailing Sheet, Sbudehill, Manchester.

A RTIFIC1AL MANURES, &c— Manufacturers and
** other*, engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesdit, F G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Ooprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY M'CLASHEN'S PATENT.

MR. M'G L ASH EN is now prepared to supply
Apparatus or give Estimates as to the rate at which he

will safely and expeditiously transplant Trees or Shrubs of any
dimensions in any part of the United Kingdom.

Canonmills Bridge, Edinburgh.

CHAFF-MACHINES and CORN-CRUSHEKS—
All these Machines exemplify, in the most satisfacrory

manner, the high degree of perfection to which RICHMOND
A*sd CHANDLER have attained in the manufacture of Agricul-
tural Implements; and the recent improvements made upon their
Various Chaff-Machines and Corn-Crushers (articles for the pro-
duction of which this firm has long been justly celebrated) an?of
the highest value in the economical preparation of food for
cattle.— Address Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester
and South John S treet, Liverpool Catalogues gratis.

WANCER, R/>CK, & WATER-TRCUCH AS ONE FIXTURE.
Improved and Kewlv Patented.

(P^^

1ft/ 11,1, JAM DRAY am) CO/8 STEEL DIGG1 G
** FORKS are warranted equal, and bj manj

Hiiporlor, to any In duo. Three Tlno Fork*, in <'.>/. each; Vi

TIno Forka, 0*. Qd, each. A libera! allowance on Wbolwiali Oi
William i»uav & Co., Swan Lam*. Upper Tuamci Street,

near London Bi Idgo.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
[VI USSKS. BUKGESS and KEY, uh Mr. Pabkbs1

l»I Wholesale Agents for England, have always in Htock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of tho Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eitht postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, and 52, Little Rriiain, London.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and ennnot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or lank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3K3s.
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. Gd. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Gd. per foot.

May he obtained of any Ironmonger
er Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for
Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.~Engravings sent on application.

Ul ARNER'd PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Dian.eter Length of Barrel,
of Barrel under nose. £ s. d.

21 in. short 1 ft. Tin. ( Fitted for lead

2J „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percl

ditto 3 „ 6 „ •] or cast
ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, 1 2 IS
ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ as required, j 3 5 0,
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2£ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

NEW FEEDING SYSTEM,- V. OfNKB M.
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mutual improvement, such as a comm'i' outfall. &c For forma
of application, &c, apply to the Hon. "Wu. NAiiEfc, Managing
Director. 2, "Id Pahve Yard, Weatn

/ COLLEGE of AGH1CUL1 UK Ka>d( HEMISTRY,
V^ a>-d op PRACTICAL and GENERAL 84 IEM I

38, Lower Kennington Lane. Kenningmn. near L I

Principal—J. C. NEKBIT, F.G.S- F.CS^ ccc.

The system of studies pursued in tbe < 5 every
branch requisite to prepare youth for tb«- penmite of y\irricDlrure,

Engineering, Mining, ManuVacrores. and tia - Naral
and Military Services, and for the L*niv^r-ni'-5-

Analysea and Assays ot every description are proa -

1

accurately executed at the College. Tbe * — - snd other par-
ticularsmay he had on application to tbe Principal.

£iir Signnatural <Bamte.
SA TURDA Y, FEBRVAhY 24

MEETINGS tOB TBI TWO FOLLOW »G "FEES.
W.DSE8DAT, F.b. 2>—AericuJmr.1 Society of Lc

r

Monday, Much 5— Central Firmer.' Clio.
T, EJD.T, — 6— Agrimll.t. Inp.frc 'flrfL'Bi.
nEi.s.BD.T, — 7- Aenrultaral Soeierj oi ELglisd.

lead.'l 1 12
rcha, 1 15

iron }-2 12

^JOTTAM and HALLEN, the oi-ieinnl inventors,V> obtained tlie Great Exhibition Prize Medal tor tliis arrange-
ment, to which all the latest improvements are adapted, secured
by Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the
rmlter-weight and rein from the back ot the manger to the under
frant of the plaie, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
convenience when st rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-
ing the liability of the most restive horse getting cast. No well-
ttanaged stable should he without these fittings.
COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in

tho best possible manner, both as to form and utility; are
cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection;
manufactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Salety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stabie
Pumps, Loose Box, Fittings, Gutta Percha Preserving Saddle
and Harness Brackets, aud every article in Stable Furniture, in
stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of Wrought and
Cast Ir-'n Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orna-
mental, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.

Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottam & Hali.es
2, Wmsley Street, Oxford Street.

WARMING AND VENTILATING

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in siluations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, Loudon.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, bv means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire aud'Garden
Engines, &c. tic.—Engravings sent on application.

p LAYTON,SHUTTLEWORTH, and CO.'S PRIZE^ P6RTABLE STEAM ENGINES, axd COMBINED
THRESHING. STRAW SHAKING. RIDDLING axd WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be seen at their Lonc'on Establish-
ment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information
relative thereto can lie obtained. These Machines are constructed
to horn Barley, aud make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the
grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require no
hands except to take away the Com, &c, as threshed, the whole
of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the
places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of
Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position
they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not
surpassed by any other maker in England. AH letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincolu will have immediate attention;
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free. '

In a recent Number wlien givioi; an account of

marls and marling we endeavou i ed 10 inculc

a

important lesson that while mere theorie-

often at variance with practical truth, yet that true

science will ever be the best gnide lo correct practice.

Our readers will recollect that in tht- article ref> rred

to, we endeavoured to show that 50 \ean- ago the

then best practical and scientific writers on agri-

cultural matters advocated marl as almcst, if not

quite, the only manure that all crops required, but

none at that time spoke of ihe principles (the

science) of its action and nonecaied to acquMint

himself n ith even the chemical constitution of the

d fferent kinds of marls employed ; in fact, why marls

should under any circnmstaLces be u>tful a> . ]

or manure for plants was not understood, and hence

for years different kinos of marls were n>ed, and.

now that we know that some contain a kaiies and

phosphates which are entirely al sect in others,

it is not to be wondered at that a marl from one

locality may be of great use, while another Jrom a

different one may be worse than useless.

We have, then, in this case an in-tance of the

as:-i>tan ce which the sciences ofchtmisttyand geology

may be made to afford in the piactice of agriculture :

the" one informing us of the constituiiou of the n.arl,

and thus pointing out to ns whether or not it con-

tains those ingredients which the sac e science has

taucht us plants require for their food and growth ;

theother enabling us to determine the geological

position of the material analysed, so that we can at

all times point out its presence or absence, and thus

not expect valuable marls in snch sterile formations

as Wenlcck shales, the blue lias, or tbe Oxford clav.

Nor is it alone in marls that the same scientific
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principles will help us, for if we turn to an exami-

nation of Stonebrash (also a generic term with the

farmer) we shall irresistibly be led to the same

general conclusions.

How often it has been our lot, along the line ot

the CotteswoM hills, to hear a farmer congratulaiing

himself that he has grown so many bushels of Wheat

on "only a brash." Now, his neighbour, who has

only been enabled to accomplish perhaps half this,

is inclined to the belief that his successful friend

has been only lucky, whilst he, on the other hand,

claims his «oi)d fonune as the result of better manage-

ment. Let ihe-e, therefore, pass as the conclusions

of not very intelligent practical men, while we in-

terrogate science upon the matter. The geologist

tells "us that stonebrashes are of several kinds,

belon^ini; to different formations,have been deposited

at different ayes of the world, are very diverse in

mechanical structure, and include some few, and
others many of very different fossil remains, and

he can at a glance distinguish them wherever he

may meet with I hem ; is it, therefore, surprising

that, wiih the differences enumerated, the chemist

should find brashes from differing geological positions

to vary in their chemical constituents 1 Now, to

put this part of our argument in the clearest light,

we have great pleasure in quoting the following

analyses made by our friend Professor Voelcker, of

the Royal Agricultural College, of brashes from
three distinct rocks, to be presently more fully

described :

—

Table I.

A7ialtfses of Stonebrashes by Professor A. Yoeklcer.

1. Brash of
Inferior oolite.

2. Brash
Great oolite.

3. Cornbrash.

Carbonate of lime 89.20 95.346 89.195
MagTiPSia .34 .739 .771

Iphate of lime.. °? .204 .241
Oxide of iron

Alumina 414 1.422 2.978
Phosphoric acid ... .06 .124 .177
Soluble silica 2.75 1.016 1.231
Insoluble silicious

matter 327 .533 4.827
Alkaline salts ... undetermined undetermined. undetermined.

99 .S5 99.384 99.420

These three stonebrashes represent as nearly as

may be a large tract of country which, occupying the

middle of England, and rising more or less abruptly

from the vales of Berkeley, Gloucester, and Evesham,
forms the Cotteswold range of hills.

Of this range, about one-half is composed of the
inferior oolite, which is, for the most part, but a poor
sheep fanning district. Towards Cirencester, or the
more southern part of the Cotteswolds, the great

oolite sets in, and there is at once a visible improve-
ment in the land and an increase of produce ; but
even this improved state of things meets with still

greater improvement south of Cirencester, where
will be found here and there districts of limited

extent, covered with cornbra^—the cornbrash of all

the brashes being good natural corn lands, and
hence the name—whilst the other brashes only yield

corn that is, as it were, wrung from them with great
labour and expense.

The great cause of expense is the obtaining

manure, and much of the recent improvement which
may everywhere be noticed may be traced to the
extended use of bones, which have enabled the
Cottes%vold farmer to increase his Turnip crop.

Now inasmuch as bones consist of phosphoric
acid and lime, a glance at the three analyses just
quoied will show how one rock makes a soil naturally
better than another, for No. 1 yields .07, No. 2 .124,

and No. 3 .177 of phosphoric acid, the important
element of b»nes. The plain conclusion, therefore,

is that cornbrash affords ihe best corn-growing land
because it has ihe most bones ;n it.

If we look to the average yield of grain for the
three brashes here commented upon, we shall see

the same facts illustrated in what may be termed
the practical way. The following table represents
the average of grain in bushels per acre :

—

Table II.

Crop.
1. Stonebrash
Inferior oolite.

2. Stonebrash
Great oolite.

3. Cornbrash.

Wheat
Barley
Oats

15 to 20
25 to 30
25 to 30

20 to 25
30 to 35
35 to 40

25 lo 30
40 to 45
45 to 60

This table illustrates facts and principles which
will be readily understood by the cultivator of the
soil, and we therefore now offer the landlord's
touchstone of value in the following table, repre-
senting the average rent :

—

illustrate great principles, a right understanding of

which would, as true knowledge always does,

lead us to think more modestly of ourselves ; for

if we are fortunate enough to live in a district

where everything looks prosperous, the crops good,

and farmers rich and, consequently, as the term

goes, respectable, we ate not always to conclude

that this has arisen altogether from our superior

knowledge and intelligence ; it may be only, after

all, that there are more bones in the soil.

III. Formation.

1. Stonebrash—inferior oolite
2. Stonebrash— great oolite ...

3. Cornbrash

Rent the acre.

75. to 205.

14s. to 25s.

20s. to 40s.

We direct attention to the remarks of the Hon.
W. Napier upon those powers possessed by the

Land Improvement Company, to which we referred

last week. It appears that Mr. Bailey Denton's
table, which we quoted, is wrong in one point and
deficient in another; and in both particulars the

requisite corrections will be found given in Mr.
Napier's letter. Our own account of the mode in

which this company acts is, it seems, liable to mis-

construction ; and therefore we repeat here, what will

be found elsewhere, that the staff of superintending

officers which the company employs in order to see

that the money spent, which they, repay, has been
properly and efficiently invested, are not, except in

this way, connected with the company. They are

Government Inspectors appointed by the Inclosure

Commissioners ; and their official sanction is the

security on which alone the company relies. This

company ac's simply as a bridge over which the

floating capital in the money market may find its

way to the land ; and it has no permanent paid

officer whose salary would meijly increase the cost

of the service which it renders, because without

him the security of the company is perfectly

ensured.

We have also to add in reference to the General

Land Drainage Company, that it is a mistake to

suppose that it only undertakes works superintended

and undertaken by its own officers. It is willing to

take all the responsibility of works executed by the

tenant himself, or under his direction, when satisfied

of the competency of the men employed.

These facts tend to show that the reasons for
practical results may be clearly made out by the
scientific inquirer, and from these he is enabled to

—hence the less exercise the animal has, the less waste
takes place.

In the box system of feeding, the animal rises to his
food three or lour times a day, then lies down to sleep

the rest of his time, and being kept warm in the box the
quantity of food to supply the waste is greatly diminished,

and a lar^e portion of it is le't for the production of fat.

If an ox be fed on green Glover it is said that he will

consume 150 lbs. daily and increase 14 lbs. weekly.
The substances which produce this result, contained in

the 150 lbs. of Clover, are as follows :

—
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112.0 1.35 19.0 9.6 2.7 .22 28.6 3.0

The following is the composition of a winter food for a
fatting ox upon another system :

—
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62.0 1.0 1.5 6.3 1.5 0.37

Dilcake ... 10 1. 0.72 10 4.0 2.0 0.1

Wbeat straw 10 1.2 0.5 5.0 3.0 0.15 0.05

Oat straw .. 10 1.2 0.5 4.5 3.5 0.13 0. 7

105 65.4 2.72 12.0 16.8 3.78 0.59 28.8 4.37

The following is an experiment by Mr. Hope, of

Fentou Barns, on 18 oxen, and on this compound they

increased 14 11)3 weekly in weight :

—

The whole country has now for several weeks been
locked up in frost; where fully exposed, the soil

has been frozen to the full depth of its staple.

There is every reason in this for congratulation.

There is no implement ol tillage like a good winter's

frost, and all our fallow crops on which fertility for

a course of years so much depends, will this year be
easily and effectually cultivated. The land, too, has
been pretty generally covered with snow, so that
little injury of the young Wheat is to be anticipated.

The dry autumn is a preservative against injury by
frost rather in the case of perennials than in that of

ihe plants which the farmer cultivates, but in the case

of these, too, succulence of foliage renders frost more
easily mischievous. We saw this week at Mr.
Telfkr's farm, near Ayr, the bulky succulent growth
of Italian Rye-grass—the last effort of the plant
before the winter of the past few weeks—lying dead,
almost as white as bleached Flax. The leaf gorged
with juice, as under his system of management it is,

was killed at once. And this liability to injury
prevails, no doubt, throughout, more generally on
the western side of the island than upon its eastern
shore. The moister climate has induced a more
forward growth, which is more likely to be hurt

—

and unfortunately it is the eastern side of the
island which is best covered in with the snow.
Ayrshire and Lancashire are hardly white, while
Berwickshiie and counties south of it are deep in

snow.
It is on our eastern side, however, that the prin-

cipal Wheat-growing districts lie, and on the whole,
as we have said, the present condition of the land
and its history during the past few weeks are reasons
for congratulation rather than alarm.

ECONOMY OF FOOD.
Jt is of the utmost importance to make a proper

selection of such lood as is best fitted to the age of the
animal, remembering that, the true principle of rearing
young stock for tha butcher is to give them such food
daily as will daily increase their weight. The food
which will promote the formation and growth of hone
and muscles, should contain a large supply of the phos-
phates from which bone is formed, and glu(en or fihrine

by which muscles grow, such as Red Clover, Vetches,
and other leguminous plants among our green crops,

and Beans, Peas, oilcake, and Poppy-cake.

Linseed-cake contains of earthy phosphates ... 2 86 per cent.
Poppy-cake contains of phosphates 5.67 „

Thus Poppy-cake is of more value as food to young
growing animals as it produces bone, as oilcake pro-

duces tat. When an animal has to take much exercise

in gathering its food it consumes more of it to supply
the waste of carbon ; it breathes more frequently and
more carbon is thrown off from its lungs ; its food must
therefore have more starch or sugar, for if more be not

given the fat and other parts of its body must supply it

lbs.

Turnips ...150

Potatoes ... 10

Hay 5

165

127.5

7.4

0.7

135.6

14.25

1.8

2.0

1.0

0.0

0.1

= «':

17.25

2.2

3.5

3.7

0.3

0.4

The following is the composition of food for fattening

cattle which I have used for years :

—

lbs

Swedish Tur-
nips 100

Bean-meal... 5
Linweed-nieal 3

Straw 12

Water 11'

85.0

0.7

0.0

1.5

10.

130 97.2 1.72 9 5 16.3 4.0 1.2

0.5

0.1

0.5

0.1

11.0

2.7

2.1

10.0

25.8 5.2

2.5
1.4

1.1

0.2

The following is the accouut of an experiment made
by me on the feeding of sheep, which shows the effect of

shelter, of quiet, and the absence of light upon the

quantity of food eaten, and of the mutton produced from
it. Five lots of five sheep, each lot of nearly the same
weights, were fed each with a pound of Oats a-day, and
as much Swedes as each lot choose to eat. Lot 1 of

5 sheep was folded in a pen made with hurdles in the open
air, close by the yards, and littered with straw. Lot 2
of 5 sheep were in one pen under a shed, so that they

had liglit but no rain came to them. Lot 3 of 5 sheep

were under the same shed, but each of them was
confined in a space so narrow that they couhl not turn

round in. Lot 4 ot 5 sheep were confined in a close

house, in one pen, but all was dark and warm ; they

had the same size ol a pen as lot 1 and lot 2. Lot 5 of

5 sheep was confined in the same house as lot 4, but
each of them was confined iu a crib, the same as lot 3.

Th£ increase of live weight in each of the individuals of

the five lots, and ihe average quantity of food which each

respective! v consumed appear iu the following table :
—

-

Average
increase

of each
sheep.

Average Increase
Average live Turnips lor each
weight of each eaten < y 100 lbs.

individual. each of
sheep. Turnips

Nov. 18. March 9.

lbs. lbs lbs. lbs. lbs.

Lot 1, unsheltered 108 131.7 23.3 1912 1.2

Lot 2;- in open sheds 102 129.8 27.8 1394 2.0

Lot 3, ditto iu cribs 108 130.2 222 1238 1.8

Lot 4, in a close

dark stied 104 132.4 28.4 886 3.1

Lot5, ditto, each in

a crib 111 131.3 20.3 886 2.4

From this table we find that one-third less Swedes
were eaten by the animals which were in the pen under
the shed than by the lot which was in the open air?
while in live weight ihey gained 4 lbs. more each.

That those iu the dark, however, did not consume
half the quantity of Turnips, while they increased 5 lbs*

more each.

The animals which were confined solitary in the house
cribs were Ireful aud restless in this confinement, which
retarded the fattening process; therefore the most profit-

able way of feeding animals is to keep them in a dry
warm pluce, and in as dark a place as you can
command. /. M,

THE DRAINAGE COMPANIES.
With reference to the able and impartial leading

article in the Gardeners' Chronicle of Saturday last, re-

viewing the parliamentary powers and the modiCS

operandi of each of the companies incorporated for the

purposes of lands improvement, will you permit me to
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point out an error in the tabular Btftfcement of Mr.
Bailey Denton, which if not corrected may bo injurious,

to ono ot tlio companies in QuostioDt

I allude io rhiit pnjjt of the table respecting the

Land*' Improvement Company, whoro the rate of reni-

chargo to repay a loan, principal ami Interest, in '26"

yearn, in stated at from a niiniininn of 67, JO//. 11'/. to a

maximum of 71, 1 la. It, should havn Stood llnm

—

"Minimum (il, 10a. Jb/. and iniiximuiii 7/. 1& ; accovd
ing to the rate of interest in tho money market at the

date of the contract."

It in likewise stated in the table that only three*

fourtliH of tile COBt of " cleaHng " liuidH limy he charged
on tho IjumIh improved) whoreim tho company's act

pormitH tlm entire cost to be charged.

Again initio editorial comment there \u a nnntako,
which I nniv, perhaps, be permitted to rectify, It iH

observed, ,i Tim Lands' Improvement Company again,

although it einployaastaff of superintending officers,'
1 &c

As thin, sir, might naturally be interpreted to mean
that the company employ a staffof officers, or HurveyorH
who have the supervision of tho improvement works
executed by landowners by means of the company's
powers, it is ri^ht to explain that the company do not
employ any such officers*

The Inolosure Commissioners for England and Wales,
whose jurisdiction extends also into .Scotland, appoint,

one of the (Jovernmeut Inspeotors to report in the first

instance, hh io the increased annual value to be effected
by the proposed outlay ; further, occasionally to inspect
the improvements while in progress, under tho land-
owner 'h own agents ; and lastly, to report whether tho
works have been duly executed with good materials and
WQrkmansliipj^and according to the plan, specification,

and estimate previously authorised by tho Commis-
sioners.

This company having decided, ns was lately and most
admirably set forth in your columns, to act simply ns a
bridge over which (he Abating capital in the money
market Becking investment may bo passed for the
purposes of lands improvement

; and considering that
Parliament had vested the highly important trust ns
regards the efficiency of the improvements in the hands
of the Government lnclosure Commissioners ; and that
the gentlemen holding the position of "assistant com-
missioners'* hud become well known. to the country
under the Government drainage acts, and entitled to
complete confidence as eminently practical and scientific
agriculturists and engineers ;— the directors of the
company, alter long and serious consideration, deter-
mined that it would be vexatious to charge the works
With the costs of any further supervision, and which
could not, according to the evidence before them, lead
to any possible advantage to the landowner or to the
lands charged. William Napier, Lands Improvement
Company, 2, Old h'alacc Yard, Westminster, Feb. 20.

ON FALLOWS WITH GRAIN.
One might well suppose that the promulgation of such

apian of Wheat production as that set forth by the
incumbent of Lois-Weedon, and sustained by such
Sound reasoning, would not only have produced innumer-
able imitators, but a revolution in all our systems of
tillage, in all our field management, that at least it

would have set every one a thinking, even down to
those least accustomed to this exercise of their mental
faculties. But there is much that stands in the way of
rational progress in agriculture and, perhaps, in nothing
more than ihe want of a just appreciation of the advan-
tages and effects of fallowing; yet Mr. Smith has pointed
all these out sufficiently for practical purposes.

Through drainage and with the aid of manures,
especially artificial ones, cropped fallows have now very
generally superseded in Great Britain the worked
naked fallows, once so general. In Ireland, I believe

I may almost say from time immemorial, the naked
Worked fallow has been and is still but littte practised,

the chief dependence for the renovation of land being on
the unproductive, unworked fallow, that is, in the land
being left uncultivated to riot in all the wasteful ;

(properly termed waste by the Irish) luxuriance

!

of the weeds of many years accumulation, trust-
jmg entirely to slow, unassisted, natural disinte-

gration of the soil, and to such limited absorption
of the fertilising influences of the air as a hardened and '

repellent surface would admit for the future fertilisation
j

of the land. The only fallow crop, with very few
exceptions, has been, and will he again, the Potato crop, !

—possibly, however, a more efficient one in the way it
[

has been tilted, than has been supposed— the despised
j

and affectedly contemned lazy bed— by which succes-
sive surfaces have been exposed to atmospheric in-

j

fiuences to the full depth of, at least, the surface soil,

while strips of the subsoil have been exposed for several
months to direct atmospheric action, drinking in at the
same time the drainage of the beds, and drawing from
them their surplus water.

There is a simple fact established by the Lois-Weedon
System, that for an average production of cereals during,
we may saj , an Unlimited number of >ears—a good
and perfect tillage (fallowing) of the land is all sufficient

;

Of Wheat in proper Wheat soils, and, without doubt, of
other cereals in other soils adapted to them. And
these are said to be our exhausting crops. Does not
this simple facfc very clearly indicate that, much of the
heavy expenses in ihe tillage of green crops, ami in the
outlay on artificial manures for their production may
be saved, aud, indeed, make it probable that the

|

manure raised on tho farm and by the farm produce
alone may ho enough to maintain the laud In a biuh

state of fertility l No ivstom ol fai m ng pi i feet, or

can become general that require! the robbing <.) ona
farm or one territory to maintain a high fuJ

another. In order to constitute '* K' neral bj

farm must be toll supporting. For if this more pi*rf< -t

tillage so cleans, disintegrates* and fertilises the

to lit it, alter Wheat, to produce an average crop ol

Wheat on ih" succeeding y,car, will it 001 At 1' to
|

i

duce a green or rool crop with much lew of tillage and

manure than is now spplh 'i I

Wore WC to follow out iho system "f* Toll iii

tegrity— wcro our grain crops fullow crops im well tun

OUP green and root oim-h -could W« qUOntiofl that the

fertility produced in tho Moil by continuous natural

causes would, with our ordinary BUpptlOS ol farm-yard

manure; give, us uu good crops us we now obtain at very

great cost
'

We have adopted Tull's views in the tillage of root

and green crops—why have we refused to adopt them
in our cereal ones? Simply because they were do!

obvious. In the spreading tops of those plaotH we Haw
o necessity for allowing them room to expand; this was
plain to the physical vision, the mental one wo did not
employ, ami we forgot to Search beneath the noil, where
wo might have found tho roots of the IritNr <l<-rmindiiig

an large a Held for the collection of their food an the

former ; and yet We call them exhausting crops, and
Hay, from the size of their leaves, they are more severe

on the ground. Is it bo ? When we contemplated the

upright growth, tho narrow unexuanded leaves of our
cereals, wo never gave a thought that they might, for the
imlrawing of their proper aerial food, require us wide
an expanse as the more spreading leaves ot our green
crops. We did not consider that in their more lofty

growth the air was more likely to stagnate in their cb<He

proximity than when it swept over the lower growing
plants.

Can we wonder that under the Norfolk system the
land should become Clover Bick ?—one twelvemonth of

fallow in four years; trom the sowing ot the Barley
crop to the ploughing up of the Clover for Wheat, an
untouched induration of the soil, a light single ploughing,

ami then 12 months more of induration. During the
Burley summer the surface is baked, and its interstices

choked up by the finer particles of the soil ; the dews
and light rams that fall on it cannot enter it, but return
again to the heavens from whence they fell. So, in a
great degree, is the case in the Clover year. No one
supposes that the dews which lie on its leaves in

the morning, or the light showers that rest on them,
are absorbed by the soil ; even the portion of them that

may be drunk in by the leaves of ihe plants soon again
perspires and is lost in the air. The same events even
more fully occur in the Wbeat year. The surface has
been right Well puddled by the winter r-ins—what, then,
has been the atmospheric inflow ? What has been, its

action on the collapsed soil and its mineral contents-!
The wonder is, not that the land should become Clover
sick, but that it should not be sick of everything but
repletion. Preserving the evil, an improvement is pro-

posed in extending the course ; a better one would be

to make the two grain crops fallow ones, and sowing
the Clover on the Barley after a second hoeing— there

would then be a fallow, either a worked one or a green
one, every year.

An obstacle to the more general acceptation of the
Lois-Weedon system lies in the novelty of its mode ol

operation, and in its requiring other implements than
those in general use ; the difficulties may be more appa-
rent than real, but they shove people too much out of

their old ways. These difficulties, however, may be
easily got rid of altogether by applying to our fallow

grain crops, with the implements in common use, a
tillage precisely 'similar to that of our fallow green
crops, laying, like them, our grain rows at equal hoeing
distances ; and, except for the purpose of admitting
stolen crops in the wider intervals, 1 look upon those

equally distant rows as preferable for fallow purposes
to those of Lois-Weedon. The atmospheric action on
the soil is equally effectual, the deep working of the

soil equally practicable, the after-working as easy, while

the food (both aerial and mineral) is more equally sup-

plied to both sides of the plains, and again the prepara-

tion for a future crop is just as perfect.

The lands may be sown by a common corn drill as

usual, suspending the actions of the inrerm^di tte deli-

verers, or drills may be opened (say 2 feet np »rt) with

a double mould-board plough, and the seed dropped in

by a barrow-drill, and covered by a harrow. When
the rows app ar, if not prepared then to dig, hand-hoe
and dig where it is proposed to be done afterwards

; I

consider the stirring of the soil immediately after the

appearance of the germs above ground as very desirable,

to admit air to the roots of the young plains at the

moment when, having exhausted the pabulum contained

in the seed, they become so much more dependent on

the soil. The after stirrings may be made by any of

the-u>ual drill-hoeing implements. The last operation

should be with the double mould-board plough, drawn
by one horse, to lay the earth neatly against the rows.

with the view of supporting them aud rendering them
less liable to lodge. This will also leave a furrow- for

the succeeding sowing, which may be cleaned out alter

the reaping, and sown without more ado ; and the seed

covered with a cross harrowing^ the stubbles dug or

cut up with a skeleton plough towards Christmas, the

rows having been previously hand-hoed. In this way

the folio

will bo im easy and as inexpensive >t not more w>, u^u
i j , J. M. Qood

Home CorTesponierjce.
vhfch appeared ho

columns I am induced to address yon. J bars boom
laughing pfgOOIMj tod beside* tho iiovel cry Ut* y make

i'.' riot "'-. for >%*•. ir

all other kinds I ever kept, and may be
called the rYambui rerfa»ting layers among
pig'-onn, Ann, friend of mine jwnar.'d, be never m*w
any birda tike them for laying, and iliej in
d They *dl ill on three egg , hatch; and r*-ar

tie in. i otu yonng ones I (tad are too niaoj for two
pfgeoni to i'ur, and what surprises *u idry friends i»

thai during all this cold wtathertb*) have been brei

and have reared their young, ** 1 have now a p%ir nil

feathered and another pa r next to just conn*
being feathered. This / think Is

-

favour, and I sin sore that your nuvlars who »r<

fanciers would, like me, if they only knew uVui, be

glad to keep theui. I si o find that si »*oa a* ib-y «*s

any li^ht they immediately begin ". cry, dun n

them .v. good as a dog An OUi I vkam*
/ <

/
'

/ -—A "Northern Bob*
Bcribcr" «ill find r omen brick arch'

made wafc rprool to be cheaper and more durable tb^o

timber and slate for building! not requiring » loft.

They must of course have proper tiea i»ud reniila ion.

They have been largely adopted by K. ''. W
ol ' or - ton, who will be very glad v» show b

furnish plans, &c, if wished for. The saving in

he tells me, about 25 per cent I shall certainly sdopi

the plan here for any new sheds I ma) n-qoire. ' P. .

[In reference to thi» we have re© following :
—

It in qnite impossible without further mformat

compare ihe cost ol s brich with th»t ol a tfaue «>r iron

roof. Your correspondent does not mention the span,

nor whether the roof is half brick, whole brick, or

brick and a half thick. He any* it requires ti*-*, t,ut of

what kind or how applied there in no mention made,
nor does he Bay what the abntmenti consist of. Lastly,

there is no description of 'be manner in which it i» made
waterproof. 1 live uned half brick arches for fl ors.

The arches are 1C feet ppaii, and abut upon iroo girders

t'ed together by wrought iron rods. The bauutliea are

mide up level with brick I ats and broken stone*, and
the floor is formed of asphalt*. Th-y sund well. If

your correspondent met»nH arches such a« the*e, I dare

aay their cost where bricks and labour are cheap may bo

somewhat under that of a good timber and slate roel,

but the lutter is infinitely preferable in regard to light*

nees aud durability. J. N.] A " Northern fcub-

scriber," who inquires about a better kind of roofing

than at present ur-ed, will find, I fancy, a very useful

proposal in what is suggested by Mr. Jnmes Btrrett,

Assoc. Inst. C.E., on Fire proof Bu Idings, 1^.53 It

is flfit, with iron or wood yirdt-r**, and particularly

suitable for farming buildings. It is far superior to the

flat brick work and very cheap. When speaking of

timber trimming and general foresting—an employment
1 am very fond of— 1 merely wish to offer one remark.

Tnking by observation aud experience that it is always

wrong to cut off a large member from a tree, yet some-
times it must be done. When it is required. I like the

plan of cutting the arm (exactly into its Kind of collar)

first on one side and then on the other, rectangular to the

e*rth, so as to form a wedge-shaped end to the cut off

arm, leaving a kind of sunk double cut on the tree*

thereby enabling the bark more quickly to gather

together and unite over the wound. In small tree%

which alone should be trimmed

—

i.e., from 1 »nch to

2 inches—I find it an excellent plan. Constant Btader,

Norfolk.

Ploughing in Snow.—Do this on heavy clay land, and

you will render your soil so unmanageable that ynn will

have no chance of " a season." Such s the doctrine in

the locality of Sussex and Surrey, founded upon the

result of the experience of the last generation, so that

the pre.-eDt never dare to try ihe experiment. Is it

founded on fact, or not I because it is not easy to com-

preheud why snow should, during the process of a thaw,

render the soil more adhesive when the thaw is under-

ground than when above. Gardeners are equally

fearful. Trench in snow, and you will never grow

anything all the summer : so that the clay lands are

inevitably behindhand. Spring will probably steal

upon winter with fine bright sunshiny days and bitterly

cold nights. Snow may remsin on the gronod till

April. "All this time the* plough and the trenching fork

are to he idle, aud the labourer out of employ. If the

Lois-Weedon system or any other can satisfy the farmer

that this is a mere antiquated notion, let it explode it

at once. Simplex.

Draining.— If not raking np too much space in your

columns may I be allowed to submit the fol owing

drainage question for your own and your correspondents*

opinions I The land "to be drained is a very flat valley

about 2' feet higher than a brook running through itj

and this" is the only outlet, so that the drains over the

oreater part of it cannot be put deeper 30 inches. Botb

on the north and south sides the ground rises consider-

ablv (belonging to other proprietors) especially on the

soutn side ; the extreme south end of the drains

can be thus laid five feet deep. The land is now in Grass

or I might rather say in Rushes. I have drained about

one acre of it '21 feet deep, and 16 feel apart, but have

stopped further operations in consequence of having had
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holes dug in different parts, some 6, some 7, and some
8 feet deep. In the lowest part a hole dug 6 feet deep

shows the suhsoil to be a very hungry Idue slatey

marl (it is in the Weald of Sussex), and at 5i feet

there is mixed with this a great quantity of decaying

(timber, there being quite a layer filled with it, as

though a quantity, of earth had been at some time

•washed or driven over a young forest— the wood being

very small, the largest being about as large as a man's

•arm. Upon digging to the depth of 6 feet you come
suddenly to a bed of gravel exactly resembling the

bottom of the brooks in the district. Upon reaching this

—but not till then—the water rises very fast, and in

the course of six hours the hole, 6 feet across at top,

and 2 at bottom, was full up to within 3 inches

of the top of the ground ; where the ground rises in the

field, the holes upon being sunk deeper in proportion to

t!ie rise, there appears the same bed of gravel and the

same subsoil as before, no water being seen until the

gravel is reached : in a hole 8 feet deep the wa*er did not

rise so fast, but yet the hole was soon filled. Now what 1

wish to koow is, whether drains
2.J.-

feet deep and 16 feet

apart, will be likely to effect a complete draining of such
land (the upper soil is a stiff loam); if not would it be of

any n*e to have an upright drain from the bed of gravel

mentioned, to ci»mmunicate with the 1\ feet drains.

Suppose a shaft sunk in every third drain in the lowest

part of the field throughout, would the water from the
gravel bed rise up these shafts (and so pass off in the

drains) as it does in the holes. Will not the land be
wet until this bed of water is removed ? I have had no
means of testing the use of the draining done, as it was
only finished just, before this frost set in. 1 shall feel

very much obliged for any information with which you
or your correspondents would fivour me upon this

question Leisurely. [You say that a maximum of 30 in.

deep is a necessity laid upon you. Then you must make
the best of your case at that depth. The policy of letting

off the water from below depends upon the character of
the clay. Unless it be a remarkably stiff clay we should
be inclined to bore to tne gravel, and conuect the bore
with one of the drains.]

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Wekkly i ouncil, Feb. 21. — Mr. Miles, M.P.,

Fresideut, in the chair.

Oil for Machinery.— Mr. Brotherton, of Wands-
worth, called the attention of the Council to the economy
and value of Rape ol, as a substitute for Olive oil, for
the purpose of lubricating the moveable parts of
machinery ; and to the consequent importance of the
cultivation of Rape in this country as an agricultural
crop.— Hroi. Way suspected that the sulphur contained
in the seeds of that plant might have an injurious effect

on the metallic surfaces under friction to which the oil

was applied.— Dr. Calvert had understood that some
of the animal oils had been employed with success
for the purpose stated by Mr. Brotherton.— Colonel
Challoner referred to the freezing process practised
by the Geneva watchmakers, by which the solid

and impure matters of vegetable oil were separated
from the pure oil which resisted the effect of cold
even at very low temperatures, and which was accord-
ingly highly valued by them fur the delicate purposes of
their watch machinery.-^Prof. Way referred to the
separation of paraffine in the distillation ot coal-tar, and
to the separation of solid stearine from vegetable oils,

and the thin oily matter left behind in a liquid state.

The great object was to obtain a pure oil least subject
to oxidation by friction.—Mr. Girdwood thought that
the difference in price between Rape-oil and sperm-oil
was so great that any successful substitution of the
former for the latter was well worth attention.

Planting of Grain.— Messrs. Hardy and Sod, of
Maldon, tran.-niitted a tabulated statement of their ex-
perience in the sowing of Wheat and other grain, with
the following conclusion deduced by themselves :

—

" We are fully persuaded, from repeated experiments, that the
greatest possible amount of grain can only be attained from
the standard of I foot apart square, from plant to plant ; and
that the surest and best plan to effect that object is by sowing

. it early, and transplanting it in autumn."

Nitratks.— The Board of Agriculture at Berlin
applied, through the Prussian Consul- General in London,
for detailed information on the locality, occurrence,
preparation, freight, price in comparison with other
manures, probability ot reduction in price, and other
facts connected with the commercial v*lue and agricul-
tural use of the Nitrates of Soda and Potash ; request-
ing the favour of the Council's transmitting to the
Board those volumes of the Journal of the Society con-
taining information on the subject.— The Council
ordered the Journals to be preseuted to the Board as
requested, and an intimation to he given of the sources
of commercial in ormation referring to the nitrates;
but the President regretted that until the present
investigations so kindly undertaken for the Society by
the Earl of Clarendon were completed, the detailed
information required by the Prussian Board of Agri-
culture could not be supplied iu a complete state. At
the previous meeting, Mr. Caird alluded to the bar-
harbour at Tampico, as not being an insurmountable
obstacle to the exports of the nitrates from that place.
In our report of that meeting, the negative was unfor-
tunately omitted, and a different character, consequently,
given to his remark—a correction which we are glad to
avail ourselves of this opportunity of rectifying. Mr.
Cair *iad been informed, by an officer who had surveyed

the harbours of Archangel, Revel, and Riga, that those

harbours were likewise bar-harbours, with not a

greater depth of water than that of Tampico, namely,
9 feet : and that large ships were constantly loaded

there out-ide by the aid of lighters- drawn out by
steam-tugs. The President having summoned the

special committee on Guano and Nitrate Supply to

meet on the day of the next Monthly Council, that

question and others connected with the subject generally

had been referred to that committee for consideration.

—The President gave notice, that at the next meeting,

Mr. Jonathan Gray's model of a great improvement in

the construction of shedding (on the span-tension and
tent principle), both for implements and cattle, would he

exhibited to the members.—Mr. Scott, of 5, Charing
Cross, transmitted information on Fowler's Steam-
draining Plough, with a statement that the present

weather had not been found in the slightest degree to

interrupt the operation of that plough.—The Bavarian
Agricultural Society transmitted an account of their

latest proceedings.— Mr. Cox, of 68, New Bond Street,

presented a copy of his " Landlords' and Tenants'
Guide."

Adjourned to Wednesday, Feb. 28th, at 12 o'clock.

Farmers' Clubs.
Botley and South Hants.— On Agricultural Leases.—Mr. Gale, County Court Judge, delivered an address

on this subject at the meeting of tins Club recently,
lrom which we make the following extracts :

—

" It has, indeed, been said that there are many instances in
which, for one or more centuries, the same family have tilled par-
ticular land, without a lease ; but, I believe, the answer has been
truly given, that those instances often present examples of as
bad farming as any to be found in England. Supposing, however,
that the high character of a landlord may be a sufficient security

that be will deal fairly by his tenants, who can guarantee the
latter against the conduct of the successor to the estate, who may
be a grinding man, or, from his extravagance or other causes,
may think proper to sell.it? I could advance, were it necessary,
instances of the truth of this : but I think I may assume that no
man in his senses would irjvest his capital in the land of another
without the protection of a lease. There is a matter bearing on
this subject which I desire to allude to, only to prevent any mis-
conception of our views upon it. I mean Tenant-right. As it is

demanded in Ireland, I understand it to mean a right to

call upon a landlord, at the expiration of a tenancy, for

compensation to the tenant for such improvements as he
may have made upon the land, the effect of which is wholly
or partially exhausted. This is sought for, not by a provision
introduced in the demise, by the consent of both parties, to which
it is obvious there could be no objection, but by the forcible in-

terference of the legislature altering the effect of the contract
they have entered into. I hope I express the general sense of
the farmers of England in utterly repudiating such a doctrine,
which tends manifestly to the subversion of the rights of pro-
perty. If the legislature were to do this, it would be impossible
to say where it would stop. Many Utopians might, with just as
much reason, urge that it should fix the price of labour, or of
bread, or of the course of cultivation, or, in fact, anything which
benevolent but irreflective persons might think would conduce to

the general good. If a proprietor wished to sell bis land, no one
would contend that the legislature should dictate the terms of
sale, any more than if he had a load of "Wheat to sell ; and, if so,

with what colour of justice can it fix the conditions on which he
should let the possession and use of it to a tenant, which is in
fact nothing more than selling to the tenant a partial interest in
the land. The objects to be sought for in a lease are, security
to the landlord and freedom of action to the tenant.
The landlord seeks to secure himself by prescribing in the lease
the course of cultivation to be followed either in express terms,
or by compelling the tenant to follow the custom of the country,
either by express allusion to it, or by calling in aid the law
which commonly binds the tenant to observe it, on points upon
which the lease is silent. I have the authority of a practical

man of very large experience, Mr. Robert Stares, of Droxford, lor

saying that numerous existing leases prescribe a course of culti-

vation which is simply absurd. By a tacit consent these are
commonly disregarded, and the consequence is that the tenant
would be better oft without a lease at all, as such a lease puts
him at all times at the mercy of tin* landlord, and indeed is of no
use but to put a fee into an attorney's pocket for copying upon
stamped paper, or parchment, a senseless document originally
prepared in the dark ages of agriculture. Usually a lease con-
tains a clause of forfeiture for breach of covenant. The landlord
in such case might bring an action to recover damages for the
breach of covenant, and also an action of ejectment to recover
possession of the land. The fear of the consequences of such
actions might have an effect upon a good and respectable tenant,
and induce him to observe the terms of the lease; but it is

the case of the dishonest tenant that we have principally to

do with, and he it is whom it is necessary to bind, if possible,

by the firm hand of the law. The landlord commences his actions;
the damages and costs ruin the defendant, and he usually pays
them by passing through the Insolvent Court. This is so well
known, that few landlords appeal to the law, because they do not
wish to purchase, at a great price, a barren verdict. There was
a case in this neighbourhood where afarmer, after holding a farm
a year or two, which were not very good ones, would neither pay
rent, cultivate, or give up possession. Possession was ultimately
obtained trom him by a compromise, and the land was then in
such a state that the landlord was obliged to cultivate it himself
at a heavy loss, to get it into a lettable condition. Such instances
are numerous. I think it tolerably clear that at present a lease
gives to the landlord but little security; let us now see bow the
tenant is affected by the covenant. His numerous advisers
are perpetually urging him to spend more money, to exert
himself vigorously to effect improvement, while he is bound by
the conditions of his tenancy to follow a particular course of culti-
vation. This seems to me to be about as reasonable as to put a
man in fetters, and then invite him to run a race. It seems to

me that nothing can be a greater bar to improvement than
binding any tenant to the same course of cultivation, whatever
his style of agriculture may be—the man who sells everything
off his land that his covenants will permit, who keeps little or no
stock, and the man who expends & large amount of capital in
artificial manure, or in supporting a large live stock. These
routine covenants set nature at defiance. We all know how the
seasons vary, and yet wet or dry, hot or cold, the farmer must
take the same course. It thus becomes so difficult to observe the
conditions of a holding, that probably few fanners have not
sometimes deviated from them, and thus nullified their leases.
They know that they have done, or probably may do so, and thus
the sense of security of tenure, without which improvement is
discouraged, is lost. To provide a remedy for this state of
things some assistance from the legislature must be invoked.
I suggest that the tenant should be left quite free to cultivate
as he pleases during the whole term, except the last year,
or perhaps the last two years. The only covenant Bhould
be that the land should be kept in a state of good culti-

vation, and proper tenantable condition. For the security
of the landlord it should be provided that if the land be
not so kept, he should have a right to institute a suit for

damages, and also to recover immediate pi-ssession of the
land. But as the present remedies at law are too expensive,
and not sufficiently expeditious to prevent the mischief of
bad farming, a cheaper and prompter tribunal must be provided
than the Courts at Westminster, with their spring and summer
assizes, can give. I am afraid the only tribunal in existence that
can he appealed to is the County Court. It cannot be expected
that the judges of these courts should be practically acquainted
with agriculture; they should be, therefore, at liberty to take the
assistance of some practical man, who might aid them, as the
Trinity-house brethren now do the judges of the Admiralty
Courts. It should be the duty of such practical man to si.

fc
.

with the jii'ige when hearing the evidence, and also himself to go
over the land in question. The court should h*ve power to award!
damages and immediate possession. It should also have power in
assessing the damages to take into consideration any tillage that
a successor to the land would have the benefit of, and also an equit-
able power to suspend thejudgment for possession if the defendant
could show a reasonable probability of his being able in a mode-
rate time, by manure or otherwise, to restore the land to its proper
fertile condition. The tenant should be bound during the last

year, or perhaps two, of his lease to leave the land in certain
crops, ex. gr. in the four course, otherwise, in case the lease was
not renewed, the successor would be in a difficulty. It may be
objected that the powers proposed to be given would be too large
and arbitrary. With regard to one point, t. e. to claim for

damages, there would be no more power given than an arbitrator
has at present, but the remedy would be cheaper and more ex-
peditious. With regard to the power of giving possession,
though it may appear dangerous that the landlord should have a
right to it, for the breach of a covenant which cannot give the
required freedom to a tenant without being vague in its terms, I
think a good tenant would have nothing to fear, and I cannot
think it likely that the landlord would or could salely dispense
with such a protection if he abstained from all dictation as to the
course of cropping. To remove every objection on this score, it

might be required that in order to give the plenary jurisdiction

suggested, it should be necessary that the lease should contain a
provision by which both parties should agree to submit to it."

lUbietos.

A Diary for the Poultry-yard, Dairy and Piggery, for
18-55. By an Essex Amateur. Essex Gazette office,

Colchester.

This seems just the thing for which we are often asked

It contains a calendar in which to enter when fowls and
pigs and cows should bring forth

;
pages for recording

the eggs laid and sold ; and corresponding diaries for

the other items of poultry and of d^iry produce. It

seems to present the complete and useful diary which it

professes to be, and which numbers now-a-davs are

asking for.

Hints on Fishing and Shooting, by C. Idle, Esq.,

Longmans.
Horses and Hounds, by Scrutator. Routledge.

These volumes contain full and detailed instructions,

illustrations, and general and particular disquisitions on

their respective subjects. Mr. Idle seems to be an
agreeable and sociable companion, as intelligent men
of his name generally are : and " Scrutator " is as full

of anecdote in reference to his subject as any veteran

in another field when discussing his feats in the past.

Fourteenth Annual Report and Transactions of the Royal
Society for the Promotion and Improvement of the

Growth of Flax in Ireland* Belfast.

We refer to this pamphlet containing the history for the
year of a most useful Society, merely for the purpose

of extracting from it the account by Mr. Andrews, of
Comber, of the cultivation ot a small farm which he had
cultivated as a model for landholders— Flax being intro-

duced as one item of its rotation. It is prop* r to explaiu

that the Cunningham acre contains G2.50 square yards,

10 Cunningham acres being nearly 13 acres imperial.
" The leading object being to keep the largest possible

stock of black cattle and swine, Flax, before its inde-

pendent value had been ascertained, was introduced

very much because, from the early period at which it 13

taken from the ground, it affords the facility for sowing
Rape for spring teeding. The Flax being pulled in the
end of July, or very early in August, the one-Half of the
ground which had been occupied by it is moderately
manured and sown broadcast with Rape in two or three

divisions from the earliest period possible in August to

the 1st, of September. Such Rape comes into use soon
alter the middle of April, and affords an abundant
supply of food for cows till about the 21st of May, when
the first cutting of Clover is ready for use. The ground
which has been so occupied by Rape is sown with spring

Vetches late in the month of May, from which in the
end of September and during October, when the second
crop of Clover is exhausted, a supply of fine succulent

herbage is most opportunely afforded. The other half

of the Flax ground is, about the 1st of October, sown
with winter Vetches mixed with a little Rye. These
Vetches, by the 20th June, when the first crop of Clover
has been consumed, have attained considerable strength

and firmness, and supply the cows with excellent food

till nearly the 1st August, when the second crop of

Clover is ready. It continues in use till far on in Sep-

tember, when, as before stated, the spring-sown Vetche3
succeed. The ground yielding the winter Vetches is

prepared and manured for transplanted Swedes, fine

strong plants of which, in the end of July and beginning

of August, are taken from the drills in which twice the

number of plants which is required for the crop have
been permitted to remain, in order that alternate plants

may thus be removed ; and such plants having formed
bulbs of the size of small eggs, and with largely deve-

loped leaves, are never lound to fail, even though trans-

planted iu a dry season, if the manure is placed in the

drills in a moist state. The Swedes so transplanted

continue to grow during the winter till checked by
severe frost, and afford a valuable addition to the root

crops (or winter use. It will thus be seen that from the

portion occupied by Flax, owing to its early separation.
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m tlm ground, facility "h afforded for raising two

on cro|m of distinct varieties in the succeeding year,

I by no other means could eucli an advantage bo ho

iefactorily secured. Hero, then, ie a great benefit

irectly resulting from Flux culture,

( Tlic rotation of the Bmall farm, consisting of 10

iningham acres, of which I have been speaking, is ho

iinged that exactly one-half i« devoted to the raising

battle food, and one-half to cereal crops, Flax, and

;atocH— the latter, since that crop became ho pre-

iouH, occupying only a twenty-second part of thn

ile. The farm in dispersed in 11 divisions, one of

ich In in permanent pasture, being enclosed sepa-

jly by a fence, all internal fences having been

loved from the remainder of the farm. The

en crops for cattle food include Clover and Italian

e-grasH, Vetches, Beans, TurnipB, Mangolds, and

jbagi's- Tho suceossion of feeding, of which a fresh

iply IS provided for every month of tlm year, com-

nces in spring, soon after the middle of April, with

pe ; from about the 20th May, till tho 20th June,

Vflr and Italian Rye-graSB ; thence till about the

Au^uHt, winter Vetches ; from tho 1 Ht Au^uHt till

i in September, second growth of Clover ; in October

[beginning of November, some Cabbages, Mangold
irssoi loaves, mixed with dry old Btraw, to correct

ir succulence, and a portion of Clover and Rye-grass

!lird growth, During the summer each cow in uIho

iwed 2 lbs. of Bean-meal daily on her drinlc. I have

er been obliged to resort to my root crops till about

12th November, from which date till tho return of

season for Rape in Spring, Turnips with chaff and
straw, and such portions of hay from the first growth

Clover and Italian Ryc-grans as could bo spared,

iohed with Bean meal, boiled into gruel with din-

ar's wash, form tho winter food. Tho greater part

tho Mangold Wurzol is reserved for pigs, which are

ud to thrive much better on it than on Turnips.

i pigs receive besides a little buttermilk and the

ibq of tho bouse, and some Bean-meal ; and the

ugold Wurzel is available for them till August in the

seeding year, when early Cabbages come into use,

I after them a succession of Drumhead Cabbages
vides lor the pigs till the middle of November, when
Mangolds are again ready.

; In tho rotation, tho white and green crops alternate,

1 the large number of cattle fed constantly in the

ise, except during two or three hours daily in summer,
2n they are admitted to the small pasture field, afford

nuro sufficient to give light dressings to tho green

ps in each alternate year. The stock of cattle, in-

iing an ox for draught, is never less, and is sonie-

es more than four in summer and six in winter, and
number of pigs is three on the average. The milch

ps, highly fed as described, being kept for the supply

the family, are credited to the farm at 10/. each per
mm, being certainly less than they would yield if

ir produce were sold, and the result of accounts of

farm, of 10 Cunningham acres, which are accurately
it, exhibited in the year ending 30th September,
>2, a gross product of 114£. lis. 10c?., and a net profit

[31. 5s. Gd.
s the rent charges being at 21, per Cunning-

n acre, and the sum paid for wages 33/. 1 Is. 6c/., and
the year ending 30th September, 1853, a gross pro-

se of 128/, 6s. 4ci, and a net profit of 561. 2s. 3c/., the

,t at 11. per acre,aud the amount of wages, 34/. 6s. 3c/.
,J

Fhe balauce-sheet of each year is appended to this

tement :

—

this very satisfactory result Flax culture- has directly,

s well as indirectly contributed. Tho sum received
>r the produce of 3a. 23r. Cunningham measure of
lax, in the first year was for Flax, 5 cwt. 3 qrs.

lbs., at 62s. 6ul per lb £15 2 8
seed 10 1-16 bushels 5 10

£20 4
ra which, deducting 71., the estimated cost of an
ere, including rent, taxes, seed, manure, and labour
i all stages, the balance, 13(. 4s. 2c?., forms a hand-
)Die item in the profit account.
;he second year the produce was :

—

x, 5 cwt. 3 qrs. 12 lbs., at 65s. 4rf. per cwt £19
d, 10J bushels, at 12s. per bushel 6

Deducting

Nett profit 18 11

' The crop in both years was treated on the Courtrai
tern, winniug and stacking it till the following spring,

en the seed was taken off and sold for sowing, and
i straw watered during the summer. I am not pre-

*ed to offer a decided opinion whether that mode of
atment will, on the whole, be found most profitable,

home-saved seed should continue in demand for

ping, I am satisfied it would be so, as the gain by
i seed is so important an item. If a prejudice against
aae saved seed which has been encouraged in the
isent year, contrary to the experience of the writer,

ill prevail, it is probable that more profit would
mlt from rippling of the seed, and watering the straw
mediately, as there can be no doubt that a finer fibre

thereby secured than can be obtained by any process
t known to us in connexion with winning and stacking.
' one process or the other the seed should unques-
nably be preserved. A much less sum than has been
ilised by the writer would materially increase the
ofit from the crop. Ten bushels of seed per statute
re is a moderate produce, and at 5s. or 6s. per bushel,
nch it is cert .inly worth as cattle food, the preserva-
in of it would be sufficiently remunerative. It may
observed that to a large grower the winnowing and
icking of the crop is by much the more convenient
»n, as the attention and labour required by the treat-

ment in the water and on the Grass are thin trail >ferred

from tho hurried season of harvest to iho following

sumuior, wltm a time Cfln h': chosen which lliall not

Interfere wiib the other business of the laim
• T«H A', in'. J'aum -Hi-.ai'.'/n 1861-62.

br.
1WJI. t * <'

Bop. 80. To Stock, valued nl *>'* 2

Stock bought from BOtli Sept., 1861, to

80th H.-pi., \wx 24 2 c

Wagon paid 88 li

County conn I ' 10

Manure unci need* 7 10

Cnttlo food bought i

Kent, 21, por ncrc 80

Sundry nmftll i i
'""' horse wotik.,, r, o

Ifcipniriiol lools 'i

Boutohlng Flux 2 4

Uiitformllk mid scraps 3

Profit und loss for gain \'-\ u

Or.

Deo. '.:<;.— Jiy 1 cow, fut, sold

1862.
Jan, li.

April 2,

... £18 12 10

Proceeds, 2 pign

Ofttfl, IHcwt. ...

Oatmoal ... 2 r, h

H 2 1

May

Juno

.Inly

Aug.
Hop).

r,.

12.

17.

28.

21.

26.

80.

Wheat 46 ewfc qrs. 28 lbs.

Proceed o, ;i pigs

1 cow, fat

l cow, do
1 call

' pl| „ - , -
Flax, 6 cwt. 8 qrs. 2 Mm., at

D2s 6d «1C
I to CCd, 10 1-14 bush., at IOj. G

H 13
):- r;

ll

11 Hi
i , i

o 4

1 10

2 8
1 6

Potatoes for lmuHO
Keep of 2 mi loh cows for a year, and
1 cow for a half-year

Feeding for fowl, and fowl reared

Stock valued at

25
r,

DC 1G

Gross produce, deducting food purclmRcd £111 11 10

Miscellaneous.
How Prize Cadlc arc Fed.—Mr. J. P. Phillips, of

Broomb'U'on^h, near Totness, in Devonshire, ba<l a fine

animal which was much ndmired for its size and symme-
try. On the 19th ofJunelast it weighed 13 cwt. 1 qr. M lbs.,

and was fed on Grass till the 18th of September, when
it weighed 15 cwt. 1 qr. 18 lbs. ; it was then put on
common Turnips till the 30th of October, when it

weighed 16 cwt. 1 qr. 8 lbs. ; from that time it was fed

with Mangold, meal, and hay till December 18, when it

weighed 17 cwt. 3 qrs. 18 lbs. The general results

were these :—When on Grass, it gained in 13 weeks
'228 lbs., being rather more than 17 lbs. per week ; on
Turnips and meal, in six weeks it gained 102 lbs , being

about 17 lbs, per week ; and on Mangold and meal, in

seven weeks 178 lbs., being about 25 lbs. per week.

Calendar of Operations.
FEBRUARY.

West Sussex, Feb. 20.—Since our lost we have but little to
report, except what every one reports, that the weather has been
very severe, not so much snow, but a piercing wind and the dust
flying on the roads they are so dry. It has not suited us so well
for our Sheep, for the Turnips are hard to get np and then do
them but little good, although they disappear very fast, and
make us fear that we shall be hard up before the Grass comes.
We have not at present any prospect of an early spring; every-
thing has been put back with a vengeance, and now we must
trust to hay and cake to eke out our other food. But though it

baw been so cold the ewes and lambs have not done so badly ; we
could hardly have expected them to do so well. The Wheat now
looks very much cut down, but there has yet no harm happened
to it. But how it may be with the young Clover we can hardly
say; it was so wet before, that 1 fear it will be almost cut up;
the Trifolium appears lifted out of the ground. Fat cattle must now
turnout though they are not in first-rate order; the supply of
food will not. admit of any extra fatting, so that we are likely to

see markets rather declining, but more from under-fat ones
coming out than from any real fall in their value. Sheep have
lately sold heavy, and pork has fallen from the high figure it was
at in December—that is, from 4s. Sd. to 4s. 4d. per stone. The
rick-yards are getting very much reduced, but the corn is not by
any means all consumed, but stored up in various ways, as few-

think that under present circumstances we can have prices low,
so they are not disposed to give way to any little depression very
readily, and it is seldom that there is so little left in hand at
this time of the ?ear. Of course we are shut out of the ground
at present, but must at the first opportnnity turn the ploughs in
wheie the sheep have finished eating off so as to get in Oats. At
present carrying chalk and dung is all that we can do, but enough
of this would be a great acquisition to buugry heavy land. <?. S.
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1 uMi Papers 1 Utt«r«
are reprinted from Ihi tierald. In Oth I

tho " Gyp m are fully vxpwyibjrMr. J, Pbidvaox, iLc
eminent Agricultural Cbemiat
A raluable Paper baa alao bora wrUt i'-r Ibta

Edition b> Mr. i:. Ebbivotoit on tbt
'

as well as an article on " ZAqtdd M£an r> tinman.
The Propriel • muru pleasure in hl^-

have been favoured with two Original Articli . b* -). B. lawn,
i RoUnunited, tfai muu, *ru

i 'frihvret mntt iuitabU /<rr ih*. Qroteih oj I

and "'//.''
There will b*-. a Kood Engraving of tbeCEDBUfl DEUUARA,

oueol the bardie t and beat vanetfc 'roduoed,
and prices of various Fort-st Trees Shrnbi, and Fniit Treaa.
Engravings and description* of a great many Ajfricultnral

Implementii are alpo add^d in the preaent Edition, and
tlwjn will be found M'CORMICK'S AMERICAN REAPER,
GARDNER'S TURNIP CUTTER, BAUUELSON - REGIS-
TERED LAWN MOWER, PATEN1 LIQUID MANURE
DISTRIBUTOR, WARNER'S GARDEN J.S'.i

BYRINGE8, &* : FOWLER >- PRY'S ( HAFF CUTTING
MACHINE asd ONE ROW TURNIP DRILL. ANTHONY'S
PATENT AMERICAN CHURN; Aaro PARKES' STEEE
DIGGING FORKS.

Descripdrina are alao given of the New CHINESE POTATO
(Dioscorea Batatas) and the FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, a
sort highly recommended in the Midland Countlrs.

At the request of several corrcepondenU the Pulluhers

have printed the present Edition Que size ofthe
M Gardener^

Chronicle" so that thorn xcho truh it cm hind it tcith the

present volume of that valuable Paper. It contain* 23
folio paqes

}
" Chronicle " size.

|
Copies can be procured, price 6d. each, or fre^ to purchasers of

seeds; andean be Stained through the medium of any book-
seller in the United Kingdom," fr i

.

LONDON PUBLISHING OFFICE, 234, STRAND:
Or from the Proprietors, William E. Ron>LS <fc Co., Seei
Merchants, Plymouth.

MAW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
an indestructible and highly decorative subset-.-

ordinary flooring, and their imperishable Oil dotb Covering! for

Entrance Halls, Passages, Verandahs, Ccn^rvaf-ries, &c

—

Maw & Co. sendfree of expense their Book of Dfsigv.
in price and style for every description of Building.— Benlball
Works, Broseley, Salop.

Notices to Correspondents.
Gillett's Subsoil Comtaxiok: Ptter asks for information about

this. It was spoken of favourably at a meeting of the Stow
Agricultural Society. Can any one give information of its

further use, successful or otherwise?
Oxalis tubkrosa: H H. At page 423 of the Gardeners'

Chronicle for lS54,it is said that some small tubers of this plant
were raised in the spring iu a Melon pit, and transferred to a
glass-wall, where they continued growing till killed by frost in

November, when their stems were five feet high, and numerous
tubers bad been found fully an inch in diameter. You will find
further particulars on referring to the page named.

Porurnv : A B. Til* head of a full-grown turkey is at all times
the " tender point;" but as we have never known or even heard
of such a disease as our correspondent complains of, we cau
only attribute it to the " frost," To all young poultry keepers
we would say a " word in season;" do not attempt to obtain
any chickens until the present cold weather is at an end.
Those hatched in the early part of April will be sufficiently
early for all purposes, even for obtaining prizes.

Statistics of Cattle Feeding : Erratum. At page 107, instead
of nearly " 20 " tons read"26" tous to the acre. Our valued
correspondent " Y." states that when the Turnip crop is lifted

as late in December as the weather permits, he applies the
following method for testing the weight of his crop. He says

—

" I pull first single rows at iutervals of 20 yards through the
field and weigh them ; when dressed 150 yards of ridce were
found to give on the average nearl4cwt.,orl3cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lbs-
the ridges being 2 ft. G in. apart; the result appears near 27
tons per acre. I also mentioned a load which had been weighed

;

the Turnips averaged 3^ lbs. each, being 1 foot apart ; the result

appears near 20 tous per acre.
*** We have to apologise for the delay of several answers, owing

to the absence of the Editor iu Scotland.

NEW AND IMPORTANT LEVELLING INSTRUMENT.

u
GILLESPIE'S PATENT INCLINOMETER, for

Taking, Fixing, and Adjusting Surface Slopes of Lands,
Earthen Embankments, Kailwav Gradients, &c~ T

and the Dip,

Outfall, or Rise of Drains, Water Courses. &c, and universally

applicable to determine the plans and aid the execution of all

levelling or sloping operations known in civil engineering.

Prices:—Inclinometer, with mahogany frame and
brass mounting —3 Sf. Oi.

Do. with oak frame and wrought iron mounting 2 12

Light Telescope, 10s. 6d\ extra.

Testthokials.
From Mr. James Gentles. Contractor.—" 1

""'~-
' * c "n~

siderable time past used Gillespie's Patfut Indinon
extensive drainage operations carried on by me, and I ba.e : ind

it to be of the greatest service, in showing the ti-

the ground, and in saving of labour; and I could cot have con-

structed manv of the drains with any degree of accuracy wi:h:_t

its assistance".""—James Gentles. Hart Hill, by Whitru-n.

Extract of a letter from John Mitchell. Esq.. Stand Hill. Eath-

•rate—" I highlv appreciate its capabilities as a levelling instru-

ment. In leveUands, where there is a difficulty in detecting In

which direction thelar.i slopes, i: is invaluable.'
7"

Extract of a letter from Mr. John Tomer. Surveyor, Wlntbnrn.
—*'" The more I have tested it the more have I appreciated its

value. By this invention the power of levelling is br. -^ght -c-;:;-ln

the reach of all men of crdinarv capa:i:v.

"

Sold by William P-at <fc*C->.. Engineers, &t, Swan Lane,
London. Specimens and Models maybe seen at their Wsr
Also a Descriptive Treatise on the nature and uses of the Patent
Inclinometer, and copies if TC^commendations of its efficiency and
value to be had on application.
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CLAZINC WITH OR WITHOUT PUTTY.

EDKNCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
• Chelsea.—Printed Price Lists supplied on application.

HEET GLASS (15 oz.) of good quality in ^100 feet

boxes.

10 in. by 8 in. find under 15s. per bos,

11 in. by 9 in. to 22 in. by 14 in 175. „
Larger sizes to 2S in. by IS in 19s. „

Also similar sizes in 21 oz. Sheet at 24s. per box. Boxes
charged 2s. tach, and returnable at the same price, if delivered

free. CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet Glass rn

•Crates, British and Patent Plate, &c. &c. White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Fabiuloe & Sox, 118, St. John
Street, "West Stuithneld.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sfzes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
CLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardtmtr? OTiTomole first Saturday in each month.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES.
H'HOMAS MILLINGTON'S present prices for good
-L 16 oz. sheet glass, boxes included.

6 in. by 4 in. to 6 in. by 54 in. ... 13s. 3d.

\

7 by 5 to 8 by 6 IS 6
SA by 6* to 10 bv 8 14 Vper 100 feet.

10* bv 8i to 14* by 10J \6
17 by 10'tolSby 12 18 }

A great variety of sizes. Particulars had on application.

ORCHARD HOUSE SQUARES on Mr. Rivers's plan, to

whom 1 have sold some thousands of feet.

Large Sheets lor cutting up. in cases, at 2£d. and 3d. per foot.

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,
and Hough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating Glasses,
Wasp Traps, Cucumber Tubes, Preserve Jars, with and without
covers ; Fern G asses.

Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass. Crystal
Glass Shades for ornaments.

Greenhouses, erected in either wood or iron. Garden Lights
and Frames.

87, Bisbopsgate Street Without, London—same side as Eastern
Counties Railway

.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
hand their present prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES. CROWN SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet. In Boxes of 100 feet.

Under 6 by 4 £0 12s. 6dt ... 8s. 64.
6 by 4, and 6* by 4* 13 ... 12 6

I » f' - ll » 5A

I

... 15 ... 14

BLOSSOM of FRUIT TREES. — WORSTED
NET to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees

from frost and blight, and the rip* fruit afterwards from wasps
and flies, ~d. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of
garden, fishing, and sheep nets, made by machinery, and at very
low prices.— It. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road,
King's Cross, London.

HALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS; the best and
cheapest for all purposes of shelter and shade from Frost;

Hail Storms, and Gales of Wind. No. 0, 5d. ; No. 1, 5*d.; No. 2,

6d. ; Nos. 3 and 4, Id. All 56 inches wide, and in lengths of
10, 20, 30, and 60 yards.—Manchester.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sowd seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s. Scrim
Canvass, for Wall Fruit.—At EDG1NGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

FRUIT TREES, POULTRY, RABBIT, SHEEP,
AND LAMB FENCING.—Worsted Netting, to protect the

Bloom of Peach, Nectarine, and other Trees, Flower or Seed Beds,
from frost, blight, and bird-, 2 yards wide, 5d. to 6d. per yard.
New Twine Netting (tanned if required), 1 yard wide, 2d. per
yard; 2 yards wide, 4d. per yard; 4 yards wide, 8d.; half-inch

Mesh do., 2 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Tanned Netting, 2 or 3
yards wide, l*d. per yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard.
Elastic Hexagon Garden Net, or Scrim Canvas, 4*_d. per square
yard. Cocoa-nut Fibre, or Hemp Sbeepfolding Net, of superior
quality, 4 feet high, 4d. to 6d. per yard. Rabbit Net, 4 feet wide,
2d., 6 feet wide, 3d., 8 feet, 4d. per yard. Each edge corded,
£d. per yard extra, suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square Mesh
Cricketing Net, fix its full width and length, made of stout cord,

3d. to 4d. per square yard; this is the best article for Fencing
against Fowls, Cats, &c—W. Cullingford's, 1, Edmund Ter-
race, Ball's Pond, Kingsland, London.

m 6*1
9 -10 „ 8. 12 by 9, \

12 by 10, 14 by 10 J

pHEAP WIRE GAME & POULTRY NETTING,
^—

^

Bd. per running yard.

GALVANISED DITTO, Id. per running yard, 2 feet wide.

10
Larger Sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to Sid. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ 4_id. to 5d. „
26 oz. „ 6d. to 7*d. „ „

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply io Mr. Rivers, and of various dimensions, always
on hand,

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
Glass Tiles, £ of an inch thick, packed in cases, containing 50,

at IL 17s. 6d. per case. Packages 2s. each extra, but allowed for
when returned.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bisbopsgate Street
Without, London.

TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS.
THE BKIDGEWATER FIRE AND WATER-

PROOF M I N ERAL PAINT.—An Important Discovery.
This substance is a vein of earth found only in one of the

Bridgewtuer Mountains of New Jersey, in the United States. It
is the most extraordinary paint offered to the public, possessing
new and valuable properties, and applicable to a variety of pur-
poses. Its colour is dark red, never fading or changing in the
notrest climates. When mixed with any other paint, the colour
prodnced by that mixture will be rendered unfading also. After
it has been applied and exposed to the atmosphere a few months,
it becomes fireproof, and as durable as stone. Wherever it is

applied neithpr rain, sea-water, nor damp can penetrate; thus
preserving iron from rusting, wood from rotting, and brickwork
from damp. It will endure intense heat without cracking or
blistering. It has also the property of flexibility; Canvas, Tents,
&c. covered with it become waterproof, retain their previous
flexibility, and are not liable to crack when they are rolled up.
Coarse Wrappers, covered with two coats of it, are an excellent
substitute for Russian mats, to cover gardeners' pits and frames,
or to protect wall fruit trees, being cheaper and more durable.
If two coats of it he applied to trees, above and below the ground,
where the borer generally enters, it will prevent the attack of
that destructive grub, or insects of any kind ; a new bark will be
formed under the paint and the trees kept in a healthy condition.

It is spread out easily, and does not emit any unhealthy effluvium.
A specimen of the paint on coarse wrappers for Gardeners and

others may be 6een at J. Le Creu's, House-painter, 26, Moorgate
Street, who undertakes to supply Gardeners and the public with
any quantity of painted wrappers at moderate prices.

Sole Consignee for the United Kingdom, John Kives, 17, Corn-
hill, London. S"ld by Agents in most of the principal towns of
the United Kingdom. In London by L. Frank & Son, Oil
Merchants, 14. Borough, London Bridge, of whom maybe had
Quick Drying Oil to mix with it, for use during the winter
season, and also Testimonials in its favour from Shipowners,
Builders, Painters, &c.

WATERPROOF PATHS.—BARN AND CATTLE SHED
FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path isat present made from the loam which
is mixed with it .and to every part of clean gravel addoneof sharp
river sand. To five partB of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then he laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
Gpade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
«annot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a tall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom ib a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of he Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milb ank Street, Westminster.

Galvanised. Not Galvanised.
24 in, wide, 2 in. mesh, 7d. per yard 5d. per yard
30 in. „ 2 in. „ 9d. „ %\d. „
36 in. „ 2 in. „ lO&d. „ 7%d. „
48 in. „ 2 in. „ Is. 2d. „ lOd. „

Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3d. per square foot, made
to any size for the same proportionate price. This article was
shown at the Great Exhibition, where it was so much admired
for its light and durable appearance, and acknowledged to be the
cheapest and best article of the kind ever offered. Extra strong
Wire Sheep Netting, 3 feet high, Is. 6d. and 2s. 3d. per yard.
Also every description of Flower Trainers, Dahlia Rods, Garden
Arches, Bordering, Flower Stands, Tying Wire, Trellis Work,
Invisible Wire Fencing, Hurdles, and every description of Wire
Work for Horticultural purposes.—Illustrated Catalogues of
Patterns forwarded, post free, on application to T. H. Fox, City
ot London Wire Work and Iron Fence Manufactory, 44, Skinner
Street, and 6 and 8, Snow Hill, London.

G ALVANISRD WIRE NETTING fob. GAME and
SHEEP*FENCING, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

2 inch Mesh, light, 6d. per lineal yard, 2 feet wide.

„ strong, 8d. „ „
& Netting of any size or quantity, and Fencing of all kinds,
supplied on the shortest notice.

William Dray & Co.. Manufacturers, Swan Lane, Upper^ Thames Street, near London Bridge.

''rRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
* TURES, consisting of MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,
BRUSHES, NETTING. HORSE-HAIR and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal
both in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Theloae, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,

London. *

" pRIGI DOM O."—Patronised by her Majesty the
A Queen, the 1 'uke ot Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural focietv, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Znnlrgical Society. Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

"FRIGI DoMO," a Canvasn made oi patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and fioricultural purposes, tor preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks ol insects and from morning frosts. To be bad in any
required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6''. per yard run, of Elisha
Thomas Aruhee, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey,
and of all Nurser}men and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It it> much cheaper than mats as a covering."

S^TEPHENSunTnd PE1LL, 61, Gracechurch Street,

London, and 17, New Park Street, Southwark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or

Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nohility, Gentry , and
Nurserymen to their simple hut efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.

From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars

furnished on application.

WEEDS ON WALKS.
|\/IR. FLEMING'S WEEDING or SALTING
J-*' MACHINE for GRAVEL WALKS, COURT YARDS.
&c, manufactured and sold by Alexander Shanks & Son, Ar-
broath, Forfarshire, from whom prtnhuhu.s with prices may be had .

TLIOT- WATER PIPES at wholesale priceB, with?
A-* Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every requisite connec-
tion. Cast Iron Boile.rs, 66s. each. Improved Soot Doors and
Furnace Doors. Builders' Castings of every description kept in
Stock at— Mr. LYNCH WHITE'S, Old Barge Iron Wharf.
Upper Ground Street (near Black friars Bridge) London.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

mnfejjM-;:
=

,-.: ::!;-<,,- hi- (
:

i rrMS
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.

T^HE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
-*- ticnltural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve- ~

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description Ot
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all
the Houses and Pits,

affording both top
and bottom beat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter mouths
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 35. 8d.- per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest *tate of culti-

vation, and for sale at very -low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the hest sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural buildings; also

Catalotrues of Plants, "Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application

o John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

GARDEN OHN A MENTS.—Several
Hundreds of VASES, FIGURES, and

SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS, which have stood

wholly exposed to the late frosts, may now be
inspected at

AUSTIN and SEELEY'S Show Yard,
Keppel Row, New R<>ad.

8S~ A few articles which have been standing

as patterns for many years will be sold at re-

duced prices. Any gentleman unable to visit

the yard may have sketches sent, if he will

describe the object required, and the price.

ECONOMY IN SHIRTS.
EVANS (6 years with B. Nicoll), now manufactures

the best Long Cloth Shirts, Linen fronts, Ac, 6 for 37s. 6d.\

in Linen, 6 for 57s. 6tf.; Three-fold Collars, 10s. 6rf. per dozen.

Sample Collar, for 12 stamps, and easy directions for measuring,

post free, sent by John Evans, Inventor and Sole Manufacturer

of the Elysian Shirt, 13a, New Bond Street, London.
^9" See the Times, February 19th.

LADIES* HEADDRESSES.—Whatever may be
attempted in the production of the most elegant LadiesT

Headdresses, whether designed by the highest taste, or executed

by the most undoubted skill, must fail in the accomplishment if

the roots of the hair have lost their proper tone and firmness, one
of the common causes of lank and weak hair, or if the hair

itself has begun to decay or fall off in patches. The certainty and
facility with which these defects are obviated by OLDRIDGE'S
BALM of COLUMBIA, from its nourishing and bracing qualities,

have long obtained for it that extensive reputation which it is

so well known to possess. The first application causes the hair

to curl beautifully, frees it from scurf, and stops it from falling

off, and a few bottles generally restore it a^ain. Price 3s. 6d., 6s.,

and lis. per bottle. Sold retail by the proprietors, 13, Wellington
Street, North Strand. ^_____
EFFECTUAL SUPPORT FOR VARICOSE

VEINS.—This beautifully-elastic compressing Stocking is

pervious, light, inexpensive, and easily drawn on without lacing

or bandaging. Instructions for measurement with prices on
application, and the articles sent by post from the Manufacturers,

Pope & Plante, 4, Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London.

TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

A RETIRED CLERGYMAN having been restored

to health in a few days, after many years of great nervous

suffering, is anxious to communicate to others the means of cure
;

he will therefore send (free), on receiving a stamped envelope,

properly addressed, a copy of the prescription used.—Direct Rev,

E. Douglass, _18, Holland Street, Brixton, London.

1>
_
aT~R~R ' S life pills

I correct disorganisation of the stomach, and restore a healthy

action of the liver, bowels, and kidneys, and remove pains in

the back without the least griping or inconvenience. Persons

who are suffering from headache or indigestion, whether arising

from constitutional inaction, biliary disarrangement, or over-

indulgence at the table, are particularly recommended to try-

Parr's Pills. They have never been known to fail in affording

immediate relief. Parr's Life Pills will prove highly efficacious

in bilious complaints, scorbutic complaints, affections of the ner-

vous system, lowness of spirits, palpitation of the heart, rheumatic

pains in the head, limbs, and other parts of the body, oppression

of the chest, indigestion, redundancy of bile, dizziness of the

eyes, violent pains in the temple and across the forehead, im-

paired memory, sick headache, tremulous action of the whole

frame, restlessness, and bad dreams, stuporific dozing, flatulency,

costiveness, &c.
London Agents:—E. Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard;

]
Barclav & Sons, Farringdon Street; Sutton & Co., Bow Church-

yard ; Hannay & Co., 63, and Sanger, 160, Oxford Street; and
! can he obtained through all respectable chemist and medicine
1 vendors in town and country.—In boxes, price Is. Hd., 2s. 9drt

and in family packets lis each. Full directions with each box.

None are genuine without the English Government stamp fixed

j
round the sides of each box.
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HOOKER AND TAYLOR'S BRITISH MOSSES.
uat published. In 8V°; wlr.li 61 Plates, price 429, cloth ; or with

tho P/jitoH coloured, U.fa., cloth,

BRYOLOGIA ISKITANNKA • Containing fclie

Mo-tHes of Great Britain and Ireland Hystomatteftlly arranged

„d described according to the method or Biuch and Sohlmnorj

Lib 01 Illustrative Platen, Including 26 now nnoH engraved for

|e pwsenl work. Being a now edition, with many Additions

n<i Alteration h, of the "Muucologta Biiti lea" of Uowmu
oolcr and Taylor, By William Wiuion, President of tho

rai'rington Natural llhioiy Society.

London: Longman, Bbown, Gbbbk, & Lon<;manh.

't ||<: . irnii-l Killtlim, in Kvn,
|

i- « I I
,

PNGLTSH AGKICULTURES: wiih DcBcriptiona in

~> Doialloftho bostmddoflof Husbandry practised In neorly

-nry l3ngllHli County. By .Jamkh Caiiu>, Kmj., 77/*' '/'iW/i

jminlsRlnner. Reprinted by pomuiislon.

"Whoever wlshOB to acquaint blnisolf with tho practical

irlef.y of English ftmnlng.should above all Btudy this oooJc.
1'—

U. PUSEY.
1 Inn: LoNnuAN, Brown, Gukkn, & Loniimanh.

Just published, iii Bvo, wiih many Woodcuts, price 28a

}EKKIRA'K KI.KMKMTSof MATERIA MEUICA
and TIIKKM'IHJTICH, A Now Edition of tho Firal

oliinin. Edited by A. B. Tayi.ou, M.J). &o, ; and G. O.RnBS,
,D., &a.

AIho n Nmv Edition, In fop. Bvo, price 7s,

PKEEIBA'S LECTURES ON POLARISED
KillT. EdHod by the Rev. Badok Powell, m.a.

London : Longman, Buown, (iiu.i n, A I.om.manh.

VOU ATI'S WORKS on Tine HOESE and DOG.
I (By assignment of 0. Knight.) Lonoman and Co.

THE HOUSE. Tho only Edition with the Aaitborts latest

irreottona, and Illustrations on Wood. 8vo. Price to.-/., cloth.

"The author has Hiibjectod it to bo complete a revision as to

ike it In many roBpeots a now work."

—

Preface

rilE DOG. With Woodcuts. 8vo. PrJCQ 68., Olofch,

*.* PurchaaorB should order tho Edition published by Lono-
M & Co.

London: Lonoman, Biiown, Gkkkn, & Lomuwanh.

In ii few din s, in top. 8vo, with many W -hi .,

niK GOLDEN COLONY; or, Victoria in 1864:
With Remarks on tho Geology of tho Gold Fields of

mtmllii. ByG. 11. Wathkn. Illustrated from Sketches by

) Author.
London; Longman, Brown, Grtckn, & Longmans.

Second Edition, enlarged, in fcp. 8vn, price r>.s.6d.

"'HE CHOICE and COOKERY or FISH

:

a Practical Treatise. By Pucator.
'Tills is one of the most useful volumes of tho kind ever

ued. We find in it concise and lucid directions, both as rn-

rdw the selection offish and the dressing of it. Now, these two
ejects have often been treated by various writers, but we have
ver met with a work so Ihoroughly clear on the matters of

it, nor so montiilly pleasing in the rendering of those matters
faot. Piacator not. only enlivens with culinary tactics, but lie

erests wiih a graphic sufficiency of natural history relative to

Ii. With the salmon ami tho sprat, the mackerel and the

issel, the conger and the crab, the turbot and the tench, he is

nally at. home. He seems to be cognisant of all processes
tween the shoal in the fishing-boat, and the sauce in the butter-

at. He can tell you the best management of a white shark and
i most delicate condiment, for a red herring. We beg to s«y
it, the ladies of our household are so satisfied with Piscator's

rceahie and sensible edification that the volume has been ap-
'priated by them, and on the warrant of this we cordially com-
uid the book lo all who like a fish dinner in perfection."

—

Sun.
London : Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans.

In 2 vols. Svo, price 28s. cloth lettered.

"HOMAS'S MODERN PRACTICE of PHYSIC:
Exhibiting the Symptoms, Causes, Prognostics, Morbid

mearances, and Treatment of the Diseases of All Climates.
HVenth Edition, thoroughly revised, corrected, and to a con-
lerable extent rewritten, by Algernon Fraaipton, II.D.,

lysician to the London Hospital. Assisted by
KfiBSRT Davies, M.D., Senior Assistant-Physician to the
London Hospital

;

Parker, H.D , Assistant- Physician to the London Hospital

;

Critciirtt, F.R.C.S., Senior Aaaist.-Surg. London Hospital

;

Wordsworth, F.R.C.S., AsMst.-Surg. Loudon Hospital;

snry Powell, M.D., Edinburgh; and
Lethrbv, M.D., Lecturer on Chemistry and Toxicology in the

London Hospital Medical School.

London: Longman and Co.; Simpkin and Co.; Whittnker
d Co.; Hamilton and Co.; S. llighley; J. Churchill; T.
impusj H. G. Bohn; R. Mackie ; D. Bogne ; C. Dolman;
S. Hodson ; Routledge and Co. Edinburgh : A. and C.

*ck. Dublin: Hodges and Smith. Liverpool: G. and J.
binson.

Fifth Edition, with Additions, Crown Svo, 600 pp., 10s. Qd.

'TUDENT'S MANUAL of MODERN HISTORY,
containing the Rise and Progress of the principal European

itions, their Political History, and the Changes in their Social

udition, with a History of the Colonies founded by Europeaus.
• W. Cooke Taylor, LL.D.

London : John W. Parker &.Son, West Strand.

Just published, price One Shilling,

^HE CHINESE POTATO ; or the DIOSCOREA
BATATAS, and I10LCUS SACCHAKATUS. A Pamphlet

sciiptive of the nature and progress of these plants, with direc-

ts for cultivation. By John Henderson, of Kingskerswell,
iUth Devon, late of Pine-Apple Place, London.
London: Printed :<nd published by W. S. Johnson, Nassau
earn Press, 60, St. Martin's Lane ; and to be had of all Book-
lei's.

This day is published, the Second Division of

''HE BOOK of the GARDEN, containing PRAC-
- T1CAL GARDENING. By Charles M'Intosh, formerly
liator of the Royal Gardens of his Majesty the King of the
ilgians, and now of those of his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch,
Dalkeith Palace. In one largo volume, royal Svo, pp. 876,
tb numerous Illustrations. Price XI. Vis. Gd.
William Blag* wood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

.to .i published, io a hand iomi I »1lo rolnn o,i

containing upwards of 000 Wood Engravli

PICTUREH OP LIFE AND CHARACTER, phom
Tins COLLECTION nv Mit. PUNCH, Bj

BitADounv •'
i /

, lit flouvorle iroet,

oi, iho 28th iinit, win be pnbll«hcd
(
price 2an Part xx ni. -.f the

pNGLISM CYCLOPAEDIA, *xtcndinKthfl Natuoai,
Lj HiH'ronv DtvmiUN I i

'
' ;

''

ih- Oi ooitAi'iin i- lnvi inn fi Hi i 01 in m i i

Including artioloMon Mexico, Uiohltfnn, Milan. Mllltar) I

Minor otrt, Mill i

,
rll I Ippl, i)

MoluccaH, Mongolia, Montcneifrc Monti

M0 COW, Mil qimo Muni MUUlOll, MniMf, &c. Ac.

tint j i -. v it l, van», 11, Do > col

Price i*. <;</., ''"' by post Is. lOd.

I A BE Lfi FO n T ll E H l. k HA R] i M,
I J . ,

,
iii., oy Till i

''' 09 T0B
CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,

PROFESSOR LlNDLEV H "VEGETABLE K1 ODOM
Bo printed in largo typo, Ibal tfaeycan bo cut out and .

Into Tils Hi i d i ii 't,

J. MA'miKWH,ri, Upper Wolllnipton troot, Covenl Oarden.

w iii be roady on (he lal March.

'I-IIK FBRRB OF GREAT BRITAIN, illuitrated
1 by John E. Bowjbbbyj tho desorlptlonn, synonym . bj

(.:, Joukaobt, Baq. In l Vol., olotli boasd i, cool hum, - n ,,; ,-. ..

i ni i <<>l oiJ,274.; purlly oolourod. ll'. Aloo Pari \iii
plei in:' i\\>- work, priof as, lull, :""' ''- *''' partly coloured.

.Loin B. Bowkihiv, IJ, Mead Place. LaiijIjtUh, Lon-l-.n.

d y EOB.GE Mll.l,:v TRBATISK on tub CULTURE
y J

..i mi. Cl CI Mi:i.i;, WBLON, SEAKALE, amd ASPA-
RAG1 B, will '"' Bontftoe by poat on the ceoelpt oi 9 dd, \n

pOMtage iitainpH.

"The details arc jrWan with accuracy, and the Ii

Is clear and Intelligible to all; a person Ignorant of gardening
tuny grow olthor Melon i or I !uc Dors with, tho assistance ol Mr.
Millh' Book."—Part ->i Dr. Lindley't fl< view.

GnonoE Mili.h, Uxbrldgo Road, Kalintr, Middlesex.

i ^ EORGE MILLS' TREATISE on tjji; CULTURE
" T ov THK pink will bo sent free by post on the receipt of
2s. Gd. in postage Stamps.

" There is no mystery here, no preposterous mixture of all

manner of unmentionable substances called a compost; no
(Tnlehcty .sclirim h I'm|- rendering tho building dear - r linnianftgft:

able ; no ignorant recommendation of operations to which
reason in the first Instance and i-xperlonco afterwards are alike
opposed. The foundation of the author's success is common
sense."

—

fart of Dr. LuuUcy's Iievtw>,

Gi'ouoit Mills, Uxhrtdge Road, Ealing, Middlesex.

Just published, wilb Plans, price 2a. fid., by post Bs.
t

r AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
;

L^ a Piiper read before the London Farmers' Club, with con-
siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.8., Assoc. Inst.

C.E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.
London: James Kidoway, 1G9, Piccadilly; and to bo had of

all Booksellers.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.— All the best
New Works may be had in succession from this extensive

Library by every subscriber of one guinea per annum, and by all

first-class country subscribers of two guineas and upwards. The
preference is given to Works of History, Biography, Religion,
Philosophy, Travel, and Adventure. The best Works of Fiction
are also freely added. The surplus copies are offered for sale at
greatly reduced prices as soon as the first demand has subsided.
Lists of the principal New Works and New Editions at present in
circulation, with the terms of subscription and other particulars,
may be had on application.

Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London.

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
«J SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, 12 vols 8vo, in 28 parts, 3f. 5?.,

1839-51 ; also a lot of odd volumes and parts. Lindley's Vege-
table Kingdom, thick Svo, 500 illustrations, cloth, 27s., 1853;
the same, cloth, 20s., 1847. Loudon's Encyclopaedias; Agricul-
ture, half-bound, 20*., 1831. Gardening, half-bound, Ids., 1S22 or
1825. Trees and Shrubs, cloth, 30s., 1842. Farm, Cottige, and
Villa Architecture, cloth, 30s., 1839. Hortus Bntanuicus, 6s.,

1830, Gardener's Magazine, 19vols.8vo, halfcalfjSi. 3*., 1826-43.

Agricultural County Reports of the Board of Agriculture, 50
vols., 5Z.; also separate volumes.

John Petderam, 94, High llolborn, London.

Sixth and Cheaper Edition. 560 pages, 6s.

CTUDENT'S MANUAL of ANCIENT HISTORY,^ containing the Political History, Geographical Position, and
Social State of the Principal Nations of Antiquity, digested from
tho Ancient Writers, and Illustrated by the Discoveries of
Modern Scholars «nd Travellers. By \V. Cookb Taylor, LL.D.

London : John W. Parker & Son, West Strand.

ryHE GAUDENEHS' CHKOMCLE for sale, with
J- Newspaper and Index complete, clean, and in good condition,

in Numbers, for the last nine years, viz , 1846 to 1S54 inclusive,

for 9/. — M. W. Kellett, 24, Nelson Street West, Birmingham.

"pOVUNG OF AGE IN THE OLDEN TIME."
V_y For 1S54-5.—A Subscription of One Guinea constitutes

Membership tor one year to THE ART UNION OFGLASGOW,
and entitles subscribers to :

—

1. An impression of the large and very beautiful line
Engraving by F. Holl, from Frith's celebrated Picture of
" Coming of Age in the Olden Time."

2. To one chance of obtaining a copy of the large Chromo-
lithograph Print from Mr. Gilbei t's "Spanish Peasants fining to

Market," or some other work of Art at the Annual General
Meeting.
Every information given on application to, and subscriptions

received by Geo. Grant, Honorary Secretary, for London,
66, Gracechurch Street, City.

c *« The Paintings, and other Prizes purchased for distribution
amongst the Members, will shortly he exhibited in London. Cards
of admission will be forwarded for the members and their friends.

Just published, in 2 large vols, super royal 8ro., 3/. 15s.

NORTON'S CYCLOPEDIA OF AGRICULTURE.
PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC ;

IN -WHICH

THE THEORY, THE ART, AND THE BUSINESS OF FARMING,
N ALL THEIR DEPARTMENTS, ARE THOROUGHLY AND PRACTICALLY TREATED

;

BT UPWARDS OF

FIFTY OF THE MOST EMINENT FARMERS, LAND AGENTS, AND SCIENTIFIC MEN OF THE DAY.

Illustrated by above One Thousand Engravings on Wood and Sted.

AS IftmtODI I i 10 I TO THE 6TI DY 0E
./i

i

.....
THIBAU1 H BYJH E A DKH J - HTfl

with vora AWU II,

IJAN1IJ. J.I'M, i
.

WlLMJ * Uv.k-
neller ami I

\\uin\ r.n St tiutru, Gi

NUftUPY AND SEED BUSINESS,
r l*0 BE U.I, with [mmedinu if.
1 HLItV and i i D - BOI' ki i put In

'

fcOd ;

well .

;
. .

_

1

— Apply lo Mr, 1

DI8TI1 LBH I
i OD LLE, in iIm d.

ol London, io foil and
\

Mn/j requlrliiK I. W»y
be had on ii'iwii.tJH'- '• < •

Apply Ui M w*»t

TO NU«SiRYMlN, FLO-lfcTft. i

r

I '0 BE -"' I'. I 9U -( Dpofl ir.

1 dlatohr, at n folr •

I

tocked. iftnnta In a !
WeHferu JUilwpty Hintl'.ii, nr.d C* u ^,
all p;ir'M of the kitijrd "in To n p
an opportunity rarely roe I irlUi.

:

.

hiid our :viilly «ltu»t» •:

PI i Fcamon well ttockad wir* I

aroof r< Ion. and bavt baan arranged wlOi
ti-iii tO

irator from dftern
also a fine Pond fn the omtn

I

i . .

excellently fitted up, with a WavabotiM and C* tiatinc-

attached. The Purchaaer would ' t»»y iwthirdaof
the amount on entrance, and to g r the
remainder In *ix monthn.— For pArticulani apply u* Mr. J .A'*pew,
Nuraerynian and Bet

rPO BE SOLD, hy priTate treaty, a NURSI.
1 andPLAM BU81WESS. artabtfahHlma The

Propnctor of thin old-eatabliahed Nor-'-r;. Btudrtpag i-. wtlllnKto
retire, and dinpose of the ttt/jck and Qo d-wlll. Tlt€ onraan
pi '

> about 20 acres of ground, and r/.ra-

modloufl Stove, Greenhouse, xuA I*r «ith
numerona Pits, frames*, Ac. 2

andis capdbUofbiing inr.r'jit'd U> almr>? t " ) Hade
ont, of t?w, best provincial nuneriet ir, Uu k is In
a flourishing condition, beiog young, healthy, and in good sale-
able order, and comprises a general aKv>rtment of a 1 the most
saleable Forest Trees, Shrtiba, Fmit 1 use,
and Miscellaneous Plants. The Knrseri ted ct'/M! and
adjoining one of the largest towns In the ghwd, "with

,
ilation of more than 100,iX»0 inhabitants. fthe

land, houses, &c, belongs to the proprietor, tehomtBhave r,

faction to grant a long lane to his nt&vwtrcrr »urj&**ars
t and ol

least one-half nf the purcfume money could remain on geao
common mtere*t. The business baa been c^rri»-d r-n with great
success by the present proprietor, which panly contribute* to bii
retiring from the business. None bin principals and bem/i. fide
purchasers will be treated with.—Addre»>> in the nrst Instance,
A. B. C, Office of this Pnper.

TO BE SOLI), the NURSERY STOCK and SEED
A SHOPS in Glasgow and Paisley, and Goodwill of Business,

belonging to the sequestered estate of Mr. Thonav Robertson,
situated at Greenlow and Billfield Nnrseri'S, Pai-l^r. Also
the stock of Seeds, &c, in the pr.-mi«e*;. C*ndlerigg Street,
Glasgow, and in the shop at the Crnq of Paislej'. The r.

stock and shop stocks will be -old either altogether *--r separately,
as may be arranged. This is an excel - any party
wishing to commence business in the »f r,v-- line, and well worthy
of attention. The nursery stock is of a very superior description,
and one of the most extensive in Scotland, comprising all descrip-
tions of plants. The greenhouses al>o contain a very beautifa!
selection of the choicest flower plants, foreign and home. Inven-
tories will be seen on application to J<>ns Flkmisc, Accountant.
21, St. Vincent Place, Glasgow, by whom f.ff-rs will be received
either for the whole or separately, as "fferers mav incline.

r
l O BE 80LD, BUFF COCHIN CHICKENS, from
•• first class Prize Birds, BrahmaPootraCbicken-sfrooiimported
American Prize Birds, and Spani?-h Chickens. Als-- some very
good one-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. Wire, Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Ht: cken
Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden Arches, and evens'
kind of Wire Work, usetul and ornanieti ah— T. T\. Fox's. City
of London Wire Works, 44, Skinner Street, and 6 <fcs. Snow TTHL

Illustrated CatalogO'-s forw« rd'-d po-.t free.

DORKliNG FOWLS.—Eaus, from rentarkablj Urge
and weighty birds, of the best coloured bret'd. *ill be dis-

posed of at las. the dozen, box included.—Address W.G., Railway
Inn, Holme. S tilt on. Hunu.

pOLOUHED DORKINGS.— EGGS, from coloured
V_y Dorking Fowls, which hav^ taken prizes and been com-
mended at Reading, Cambridge. Norwich, and Colchester Shows
at half a iniinea the setting of 13: also Eggs from prize Buenos
Ayr.-an Decks at the same price.—Apply to B^v. E. H. Ktttoe,
Chadwell Kecorv. Grays. Essex.

EGGS, Horn the Yards <>r Mr. G. Botham, Wexham
Court—Prize Spanish, 3n .'.: ditto Brahma poorras, 21s.;

ditto White Cochin, 21s.; ditto Grey Do'-kinp, di'to Red Specs
P rking, ditto Silver Pencilled H^mhuigs. ditto Duckwing, O
ditto Rouen and Buenos Ayres Ducks, a* 10s. 6d~ per set

— May be had by sending a Post-office order, payable at Slough.

Box and narking . Is.

TO CtrSlTLtMEN. FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
\

|
ESSRS. PROTHERuE & MOKRES willseUby

I * Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew Line, on THURSDAY,
March Sth, at 12 o'Clock, about 200 choice d« jb'eCamellias._£roxa

IS inches too 'eet. comprising all the approved kinds, beantimlly

furnished with bbxjm buds; 100 Terysnrone Cam-UU -

also a choice assortment of S'audani and Dwart" Ros«s: a fine

collection of American Plants; choice Dahlias in dry roots

Pa1 .nias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, w.-Ma> be viewed the morning

of Sale; Catalogues bad at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers

Amer can Nur^err. Levtonst ne. E'^.t.

TO ^OBLEM£^J. CEfMTLEIVl EN,
AND OTHtRS.

NURSERYMEN.

F WINSTANLEYS
>ir>ertm*.v. SEEDSMAy, and

Florist, bees respectfully to inform his patrons, the

nobility, and public^ that he has added to the above business that
T.

BLACKIE AND SON: WARWICK SQUARE, LONDON; AND GLASGOW AND EDINBURGH.

Of AUCTIONEER and VALUER to noblemen, gentlemen, and

j

nnrserymeii ab<ait relinquishing tbeir e>:

rwise desiiwis of disposing of their stock of Conservatory

j

house, and Stove Plants.

T. F- W. having been for some years in a Nursery pre-

his coming to Manchester, trusre that his knowledge of Plants

and their v.slue will enable him the belter to dispose of them, than
anv ordinary Auctioneer.—2S, Market Place, Manchester.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP,

GRAY & ORISON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy aud practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed ou the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

NEW CUCUMBER.

SIR COLIN CAMPBELL.
"'HE ABOVE is the Finest and most Superb New Hybrid Cucumber ever }et sent out for Exhibition,

Winter Cultivation, and every other purpose for which a Cucumber is required.

SIR COLIN CAMPBELL CUCUMBER.
The above Cnt is an exact representation of t'ne fruit grown this summer, which measured exactly ten of its diameter long,

being 25 inches, with not m>re than half an inch handle. It is a splendid Black Spine, of a dark green colour, and free from ribs or
shrivels; grows very quick, sets free, and carries its bloom well. Asa Cucumber for Exhibition nothing can surpass it, and is very
prolific, often throwing out four or live fruit from every joint, and the vines are short jointed. The fruit is solid, and eats very
crisp, and for market it keeps its bloom well for many days, not turning colour at the stem or point as most varieties do. Fruit was
est from the above in Janucry 1854, and the same plants continued to produce fine fruit until the end of October.

UNEQUALLED MEW MELON,
GOLDEN DROP GREEN FLESH.

Edward Tilev having purchased the whole of Messrs "Wood
& Son's stock of Seeds of the above-named Melon, can with
confidence recommend it to all growers of that splendid
fruit. It has been thoroughly proved by an eminent Melon
grower, and declared by all who have seen and tasted it

to be one of the finest-flavoured Melons yet grown. It is

a very beautiful colour when ripe, skin very thin, flesh firm

and solid, and of a must superior melting and delicious flavour.

Free setter and prolific bearer. It possesses a great advantage
over others in its exceedingly handsome appearance when placed
upon a table or on the stall of a fruit salesman, and for exhibition
this Melon will be the favourite.
THE KING, Stipi*rb Scarlet Flesh Melon.—This is a variety

very much wanted, and which has for some time past been
neglected, but is now becoming iu great request; such being the
case, Edward Tiley has just procured a stock of this most
superb Hybrid Scarlet Flesh Melon, which he can recommend
with as great confidence as those before sent out by him, and
which have all given the greatest satisfaction, to the public.
Each of the above varieties may be had in packets containing

sis: seeds, Is. Gd. per packet.
The following fine varieties of Melons can be highly recom-

mended, and are all warranted true :

—

The Queen ... ... Is. Beechwood Is.

Bromliam Hall ... Is. Windsor Prize Is.

Incomparable ... Is. Emperor Is.

Golden Ball ... Is. Fleming's Hvurid Persian Is.

Golden Perfection... ... Is. Blackall's Cireen Flesh ... Is.

Bowood ... Is. Bailey's ditto Is.

Victory of Bath ... ... Is. Snow's Hybrid Is.

Camerton Court ... ... Is. Gordon Castle Is.

Clricljest'T Prize ... ... Is.

A packet of the Golden Drop and one of the King Melon, and
one packet of any other variety mentioned will be forwarded,
post free, on receipt of 35. Gd. in cash or penny postage stamps.

NOTICE.
Edward Tiley having received several letters wishing to

know if his new seedling " Champion Kidney " Potato is the
same as the one advertised by Mr. Joseph Wilson, of
Ipswich, under the name of "The Early Champion Ashleaf,"
begs to say that it is not, for he purchased the whole stock from
the Grower, who obtained it in the first instance from the seed of
the Potato Apple, and has never parted with any of the produce
but to him. E. T. feels confident that it will give th* greatest
satisfaction to all purchasers who may favour him with orders
for the same.

TILEY'S SEEDLING POTATO.
THE CHAMPION KIDNEY.—Never before sent out.

This Potato bears a great resemblance to that fine old Potato,

the Ashleaf Kidney; it possesses the following good qualities

over the Ashleaf. If planted at the same time it will be ten days
earlier, all the sets always vegetate well, and do not die off in the
ground as the Ashleaf does; 2 pecks of seed will produce a
greater weight of Potatoes than 3 pecks of the Ashleaf. It is

quite equal to that in flavour, and is eatable during the whole
winter. Sets that have had the shoots broken oft' five or six

times during the spring will vegetate again as if it had been the

first shoot. About twenty Gentlemen and Gardeners who had
seed to plant last season have assured me that they never before

grew any Potato to equal it, and should continue to grow it as a
first early Potato. Numerous orders have been already received
from persons who saw it growing during the last summer. It

has been grown and thoroughly proved for the last four years,

and found to be less liable to disease than any other Potato that

has been grown. Out of 25 sacks grown this season there was
not a single diseased Potato among them.

Sold in quantities of not less than 1 peck ; they will be sent
Hamper and Package free, at 5s. Gd. per peck, or 4 pecks for 1Z.,

hamper free. A remittance in cash must accompany all orders,

or small amounts in penny postage stamps. Purchasers would
do well to name the nearest railway station to their residence.

EDWARD TILEY, NURSERYMAN, SEEDSMAN, and FLORIST,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somersetshire.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
GEORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, &c, as exhibited by
him in the Koyal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, may be had
by inclosing two postage stamps.

G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock of Weeping
Hollies, Coniferous Piants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American
Nursery, "Windlesbam, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines
Station, South-YVestern Railway, where conveyances may be
obtained.

A MEKICaN PLANTS.— A Descriptive Price.]

-p CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for
the coming season is just published, and may be had by enclosing
two stamps for postage. As everything in the way of American
Plants is grown to an unequalled extent at this Nursery,
intending purchasers would do well to provide themselves
with this Catalogue.

-WATF.RER and GODFREY, Nephews and Successors to the
late Hosea Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

GODFREY'S BLACK SPINE.
Splendid asx> Prolific Frame Cucumber.

TjyOOD and INGRAM beg to ^offer seeds of tlie

* * above beautiful variety. Colour,' magnificent dark green,
with a very fine bloom; average' length, 18 to 21 inches, and
produces in great abundance through an entire season. Packets,
containing 12 seeds, 2s. Gd. ; 6 ditto, Is. Gd.

'

"W. & I. will be happy to refer any persons wishing further
information respecting the variety to three or four Noblemen and
Gentlemens' Gardeners who have grown it, and prefer it to any
other.

London Agents : Messrs. Hubst & M'Mullen, G, Leadenhall
Street.

"W. & I. have also the following esteemed varieties to offer, in
packets, Is. each, containing 12 seeds

Sion House
Barnes's Fearnought
Walker's Prolific

Constantiue's Incomparable.

Sagg's Roynl Exhibition
Cuiitjiieror of the West
Improved Sion House
Manchesier Hero.

CONTENTS OF
OUTTON'S COLLECTIONS of GARDEN SEEDS,U —Inconsequence of the numerous applications for the par-
ticulars of sorts and quantities contained in these Collections,

Messrs. Sutton have prepared a Lidt of the CON TENTS of the.

COLLECTIONS, which they have no doubt will be generally
and highly approved. This List may be had for oue penny
stamp, post free.

Gardeners and others who may prefer making their

oion selection are recommended to apply for our General
Priced Catalogue.

John Sttttok & Soys, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

T17 HEELER and SON'S bHORT SELECT SEED
' * LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Pi ices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of
the very best quality and true to name ; and as many of the Seeds-

are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we-
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.
We are in daily receipt of viost gratifying letters and renewed

orders from those we Itad the honour of serving last year ; and"
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully

solicit the-honour of an order from those who have not yet given-

us a trial!—J C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

CE.IV1ETE.RIES.
WILLIAM MASTERS and SON having been

engaged upon extensive Cemetery works, are prepared tc-

undertake the LAYING OUT and PLANTING NEW
GROUNDS, as well as the Ornamenting such as are closed by
the recent Act of Parliament, by contract ororherwise.—Williaj^,
Masters & Son. Landscape Gardeners, Canterbury.

'

\\
ILLIAM BAHRATT, Landscape Gardener

s

Wakefield.
*** Plans and Estimates furnished.

LANDSCAPE CARDENTR AND GARDEN ARCHITECT.

MR. W. DAVIDSON having lately concluded his
engagement with Sir William F. F. Middleton, Bart., ot

Shrubland Park, in consequence of the completion of extensive
alterations on which he has been there employed, respectfully

tenders his services in the above capacities to noblemen, gentle-

men, and the public generally, in laying out or improving
Gardens, Grounds, Parks, Cemeteries, Arboretums, &c; design-

ing Conservatories aud other garden structures.

Mr. D. feels strongly the importance of the opportunities be
has had of maturing his taste for natural arrangement and
artistic design under Sir William and Lady Middleton, and
appeals with confidence to Shrubland for examples of his practical

and scientific knowledge as a civil engineer, in directing the

satisfactory and economical execution of works in general.

Mr. D. begs to mention further that his practical experience

enables him to offer advice upon all subjects connected with a

garden, both structural and cultural, and he will give careful

attention to every matter, extensive or otherwise, in which his

advice may be required; and will regulate his professional

charges in proportion to the nature and extent of each particular

case Mr. D. is kindly permitted to refer to Sir William Middle-
ton, Sir Charles Barry, Westminster, Dr. Lindley, and many
others who are pleased to consider him worthy of their recom-

m ndalion.^gT^Bloomsbury Street, Bedford Square, London.

1/LOWER POTS and STANDS of all kinds, includ-

J- ing Suspension and Bracket, of the most approved shape.

Classical, Italian, and Grecian Vases, Pedestals, Fountains, &c,
in stock. Prices for 1S55 forwarded on application to

William Maui.e & Sons, Horticultural Potteries, Bristol.

Huntingdon Nurseries, February 24.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE blLVEIt SAND, 16s. per ton, delivered

to any of the London Wharfs or Railways, or within a.

circuit of five miles. Peat and loam at moderate prices.—

K-Enkakd, Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

I NSTRUCTION IN ART, GENERAL AND
* SPECIAL, as afforded at the Central School of the Depart-

ment of Science and Art, Marlborough House, Pall Mall; the

School for Female Students, 37, Gower Street, and at the District

Schools in connection with the department. The Spring Session

will commence on the 1st March.—For information and pros-

pectus, apply at Marlborough House, Pall Mall.

P.intedby Vi illiam BnA»BURT,of No. 13, Upper Wobura Place, in the Parish

nl St. Phneras, and rHnnnaicK Mullett Evah3, ot No. 27, Victoria

Srreet. in the Pariah' of St. Mursaret anil St. John, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office iu Lombard Street, in

ttie Precinct, of White mars, in the City ol Loudon ; »md published by them
nt the Office, No. 5. Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Coyent

Garden, in; he aaid Cquntv.whnreall Advertisements flinlCnmmunic.atioiie

are to be Addresbed to tub Editoe.— Saturday, February 24, 1365.
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Hoimcui.Tinur, sociuty ok London.—
THE FIRST SPUING MEETING will t'uJeo placo at tjio

Socloty's Ua«L«if, 21, Regent Slrout, on TUESDAY, March (i, from
12 In I P.M.

CRYSTAL P A L A C E.- HORTICULTURAL
FETE— It In Intended lo hold a fti-and Horticultural Bxhl-

tlon at tlio Palace on SATURDAY, the 2d Juno next. Tim Rules
and Schedules of Prizes will bo iumnullatoly issued, and early
notice will ho givon when they urn ready lor distribution.

Fob, 24. By order, G. Gttovrc; Secretary.

THE NATIONAL FLOR1CULTURAL SOCIETY!
—The Anniversary Meeting, by adjournment, will bo held

on THURSDAY next, the Sth instant, n't 1 o'clock precisely, for
the Election of Officers and other business.

"I, K.-KOiil Street. ,1. l'.mv Aims, Hon. See.

^ORTTFOF ENGLAND SEEDLING SOCIETY.-^ Established August, 1S54.

Gentlemen, Frofossion.ils, Amatours, ami others desirous of
joining tho nbovo Society aro requested to observo that the
animal Entrance Fee, viz. 5s. , will become duo on March 7, 1855.

Meetings for the Exhibition of Seedlings will take place at the
Commercial Inn, Bolton, on the following days, viz. May 30,
July 18, September 19, 1S5S. Prospectuses of Society, &c, with
auy other information, on amplication to tho Secretary.

R. Dunderdale, President.
,.,-' 1'. Cimti.To.i, Secretary.

— ENROLLED1 AGREEABLY TO ACT BS PARI \M1NT.
-TNITED GARDENEHS' BENEFIT SOCIETYU 1

Waterloo Arms, Caraberwcll, Surrey. Instituted 1S30
This Society (established for Gardeners only under 36 years

of age), has proved for 111 years the accuracy and soundness of
principle upon which it is founded, namely, tho highest amount
of benefits to bo received by its Members in Sickness, Super-
annuation, and Mortality, for the smallest amount of contribution
consistent with stability and permanence. The accounts are
always open to the inspection of all the members, who have also
tho control of tho expenditure of its funds; it is therefore incum-
bent on all, by a small monthly contribution, to provide against
tho casualties of life, from which none are exempt, by enrolling
themselves in a Society of this nature, which guarantees 12s. per
week in sickness; Us. and is. per week superannuation; 107. at
the death of a member, and S(. member's wife, for the small
contribution of 2s. 3d. per month.
Cambenvell Green, Surrey. Ciiaiu.es Stuxell. Secretary.

CAMELLIA JAPONIC A.
CHANDLER and SONS' extensive collection of this

beautiful plant is now coming into flower, and promises to
be very fine this season. Healthy plants with Flower-buds, in a
fit state for travelling without injury, 3s. 6£ to 5s. and upwards
each.—Wandsworth Road, Vauxball.

ONION SEED for Sale, 3s. 6d. pel- lb. SPANISH
WHITE ROUND, the same charged by dealers, 6ri. per

oz.—Apply by letter, post paid, to B. S., 4, Crooked Lane.
London Bridge.

MANGOLD WURZEL, CARRIACE FREE.DAGE and CO.'S SUPERIOR STOCK OF

Long Red
Yellow Globe
Long Yellow

Per lb.- s. ci.

9
9
10

Per lb- s d.
Red Globe 9
White Belgian Carrot ... ... 2
Largo Guernsey Cattle Parsnip 1 6

Fage & Co. having a large Agricultural connection, their
prices are, strictly speaking. Farmers' Market P,icts.

Seed Stores, Oxford Street, and Above Bar, Southampton.

jVJANGOLD WUIiZEL SEED, LONG^EDTjuiTi
l'X YELLOW GLOBE, warranted genuine, and the growth of
1B54. Trice ibl. per ton.—Apply to R. S. Hews, Kelvedon. Essex.

P
MANCOLD WURZEL SEED.

URCHASERS OF LARGE QUANTITIES will
lie treated liberally.—For prices applv (stating the quantity
ired) to SUTTON tk SONS, Seed Growers. Reading.

SEED POTATOtS.
OUTTON and SONS, Seed Growers, Reading-, have^ a large STOCK of the best earlv kinds of POTATOES, very
true and free from disease. Prices, Ac., will be sent post free.

SuTTOS & Sons, Seed Growers. &c, Reading.

THE FLUKE KIDNEY PuTATO.-This excellent
variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being

more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-
vation. It was raised in Middleton, and may he 'had genuine in
any quantity at5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.—A pply to JouxHollaxd.
Dradtdiaw Gardens. Middleton, nea* Manchester.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middleton. Lancashire.

'J
-HE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early

*• variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting
the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most
proline Polato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s., hags included.
To be had genuine of THORNHILL & DICKSON, Lawrence

Hill Hurseriesj Bnd No. 1, Wine Street, Bristol.

SUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST.

SUTTON'S SHOUT SEED LIST, cmi /

il<, m,,j dctiriiblt lorU of Kitchen Garden Seed

will i" lent />„.'' J,; ,:

SitrroM & So»«, 8«d Growers, Rooilli 1: rl

SUTTON'S FARM SEED LIST, with Pbici ,

may be hail gratis mid pout-free on application

vorcd Cnrrlngo 1 too, a 1 socond paj r Catalogue.

Rending, Herks, March .':.

Messrs! j. am. ii. brown*! new mn u>
CATALOGUE, poll Iroo, of American Plant*, Col

IlOseS, llelanilliin, FildlHlns, Orchldea, StOVe 'mil I'M nil', 11
'

I'laiitu, Fruit Trees, Ac. A separate List "I Garden Heeds,
Choice Flower Heeds, '30 pupers, 5v. ; 40 do., 10 '. free by pout.

Albion Nursery, stoke Nowlngton, London.

PRICEO NURSERY CATALOGUES.

A PAUL and SON will bo happy to forward the
• following priced Nursery CATALOGUES In return for

one postage stamp each:— A, Roses ; P., OairAHEXTAX, Tnv.p.n

A Nl> <3,M| 1 l::i; 0, 1'nri'r Tiiees; I), Hebbacbocs Pi,anth; F,

GbbknhoUSE Plants, <vo.; G, Seeds; II, Hollyhocks; I,

I'.rei";. Nnrserios. Cheshunt, Herts.

ROBERT KENNEDY, Agent for Messrs. Platz and
Son, Seed Groweis, Erfurt, has much pleasure in announcing

he has received their Catalogue of Flower and Vegetable Bi ed
for the trade fur lHr,5, which abounds with new articles of great
interest, and will bo forwarded, per post, on application to

R. Ke.nnehv, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.
P.S. Also, R Kennedy's General Catalogue of British and

Foreign Ferns forwarded on rdcelpt of six postage stamps.

FnisT-Kvn. New FrcnslAS, VtRURNAS, Gel\ i h .

I).\iiij\s, 1'anbies, Petunias, Carnations, Picotbeb, Gnur.::-

house, Brddihgv Plants, Ac, unsurpassed fou Cubaribss
ano QuAi.rrv.

TS/ILLIAM RUMLEY and SONS' NEW
.»* DESCRIPTIVE SPRING CATALOGUE, containing

fir6t-rate collections of the abovo is now ready, and may be had
on application.—Gllling, Richmond, Yorkshire.

yiCTORY"of" Ii atH MELON SEEDS. — A
» packet sent free on receipt of 13 Postage Stamps.— J.

Sat.i re. Aniyilliill Nursery, Ilampsteqd Road, London.

MAY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE.—Parties
who were disappointed last season in receiving the above,

caii now have it by early application, in buckets Is. each, free by
post; "We liav^ numerous let'ers to show, received from parties
who bad it last season, to (;«t ilmt it is the most magnificent Let-
tuce they ever .'.— .A !r ', JiKSi. Ma- Th Hope Nurseries,
near Bedale, Y-ofkshire.

CHEAP NURSERY tTDCK
tMMMAm !•• /.i i. I'(,AJTTBM WtUl

WILLIAM JA< J

.
: i

NEV/ CAUUFLOWL
WHITE'S " ALMA/' fur M

•
. b'>'!-j, Prl i l

umiiller qiiADtltlf;4 i*. &i.
\

Jiuntltlei ii>*n •

ll n, \.> \<<\',U.

EARLY DANIEL O'KOUPKE PEAS.

JO, WAITL begfl 10 irif'.nn (be Trvk- that hi-

rd»;r» Vit th*» v»lij»bW: *;«fjy Tea. I'liot

can be lida '•!• ApplU;-
EARLY Will I E III. Lb PEA ittLY

KACEUOESE comci ottenif En •' y ,-. -
-

find Iff

1 Grower*, ll^adin^.

\j l.W DWARF FIELD PEA.— « BISHI
^^ LA SI
height/ vf-ry prolific, and cornc* • ff r-try *-Kr\y.

Krowin^' between the rown of Mar^'old Wnrz':l mtii •

]> dibbled in rows 'A fret apart.

qnently drilla bbel of Fesi Mnttdemt
i an acre. Priced Lfsti KDl I I

j

Btr,

' rn BE .-'i[ D
* l.j quartern a' , >.r*»;r* of *

I rBLUE P£A t
capiul boiler, or an abun^^nt U^nr tor

e Sklrrina'a
wib, «rovn ' :-o<i;

transplanted and other ibrti of Tun
—Apply to Mr.GEOBOB TAtjr.a, Sccl '• v.'iibaiD,

Delivered r ...

f TALIA N R X K- G Ii A S S,
-*- Per bushel.—i.d.

Dickinson's True C G
Fine imported 5 fi

True, home grov.

CENUINE SEEDS.
THE MEMBERS OF THE "SEED GROWERS

SOCIETY," continue to supply penninc AGRICULTURAL.
VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS at Growers' prices.

Lists with price and terms ofbusiness maybe had on application

to the Secretary, Jonx Moss. Jan.
, Feering, Kelvedon, Essex.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.
DICKENSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS may he

obtained true of Messrs, Sutton & Sons, Reading.
Priced Lists post free.

"CTOVE R SEEDS.
f^\ ENUINE NEW CLOVER SEEDS can be had
VI at the lowest market prices of JOHN SUTTON
& SONS, Seed Growers, Heading, Berks.

T^HITe"' BELGIAN CARROT SEED.— Pim-
* ' chasers of Largr Quaxtities will be treated liberally.

For prices apply to Suttox & Soxs, Seed Growers, stating
the quanti ty required.

OKIRVING'S SWEDE SEED.— Purchasers or
^J Large Quantities will be treated liberally.—For prices,

apply to Sutton & Soxs, Seed Growers, Reading, stating the
qiiantity required. - ^_^^_^^_
TURNIP SEEDS DIRECT FROM THE GROWERS

CARRIAGE FREE.

PAGE and Co. can supply from the finest Trans-
planted' Stocks

Skirving's Improved s. d.
j

White Tankard ... perlb. IQrf.

S^'cde ... perlb. 1 Purple-top Bullock „ lOd.
Matson*sPurple-tr.pdo.„ 1 9 Red Globe „ Sd.
Green Gold Turnip „ OS And every other variety worth
White „ S| growing.

Page & Co. having a large Agricultural connection, their
prices are, strictly speaking. Farmers' Market Prices.

Seed Stores. Oxford Street, and Above Bar, Southampton,

RHUBARB ROOTS for FORCING or PLANTING.
—Strong one-year planted roots of MYATT'S VICTORIA

and LINNAEUS, MITCHELL'S ROYAL ALBERT, at 6s. per
doz.; HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT, 125. per dozen. This is

a larger variety than the Victoria, and is extensively cultivated
about Manchester. Price to the trade of the above, per 100 or
1000, on application to Messrs. J. MYATT axd SOXS.
^_^___^_ Manor Farm, Deptford. March 3.

Perennial Rye- t.d.

grasp, per btub^ Z$. W.to 5
Summer Tar*:-, per bushel 8 C
Gi&w, _ 9

Finest mixed Permanent Pasture und Lawn Grasaef,
Page & Co. having a large Agricultural connection, th'.ir

prices are, strictly speaking, irkttFrttt*.
Si-i' . r .

!"
;, '

> -; -'-'... \ ':. .'-.- '','

CABBAGE PLANTS.
T^HOMAS WELI \yu Garden asd Cattle
J- Cabbage NimsERT j Drnmhe»d*,
Early Battersea, Earl; Ym, . La.'..^,, -'rial, &c. safely patkei
for any pan . ia.ud

f and Wale*, for 3». CJ.

per 1000; crates included.
Surrey Gardens, near^'odatming, Surrey.

WJ ANTED TO PURCHASK,n quantity of FKfir
* » TREE STOCKS and MAIDEN TRET,?.—Addrenr.

stating sorts and price. Jakes Lake. N»r«eryrn »

L1QUIDAMBAK.—The underuamed is a bpj

either a large or sraajl quantity of the aVve. Ser<
price, and height, to Mr. Jetes, Nurseries, Northi

f POMCEA RUBRO C.ERCLLA.—Seed of this
A exceedingly beautiful Climbing Annual being now obtainable

at a moderate price, all cultivators of floweis having a green-
house or wall with warm aspect are advised to include it in their

spring selection.—Seed supplied to Seedsmen and Nurserymen
only, by Geobge Roberts, 32, Moorgate Street, London.

PUWLKKand WRIGHT, Seedsmen and >r/ESEB.T-
-T ?iex. Glasgow, have for sale 1 year Seedling LARCH. 2 ye^r
Seedling LARCH, 1 year Seedling BEECH, and 1 year Seedling
ALDER. Price forwarded on application.—March 3.

PYRAMIDAL PEAR TREES.
Geafted ox the Qutxce Stocks.

J and J. FRASER have still to offer strong trees of
* the above PEARS: a Descriptive Catalogue of D

may he had on application. To prevent disappointment early

orders are requested, as the Stock of some of ibe varieties iff

getting low.—The Nurseries. Lea Bridge Rf-ad. Essex.

t?RUIT TRbES, FOREST TREES, and SHRCBSV" GARDEN axd FLOWER SEEDS. PERMANEN
TURE GRASSES, and FINE DWARF LAWN GRASSES.
—Catalogues of the above may be had on application, to Williah
BABBa tt. Saint John's Nursery. Wakefield .

TO PLANTERS.

HAY, SANGSTER, and CO., have for sale the

following;—600 to 700 strong Standard PEARS. 500 D»arf
do., and 100 Dwarf-trained do. Any reasonable r

refused, as the ground must be cleared by the 25th March.

_

Applv t? Hat. Sakgstee, & Co.. Newir..
whom also roav be had for seed York Regent Potatoes, 6&, and

Early American. Ss. per bushel of 56 lbs- the J"
prepared Cuttings. Terms cash.

pHEAP AND GOOD CINERARIAS.—
v^ Fine flowering plants from Turner's best seed in large
60 and iSpots, justcoming into bloom, at from 4sAo 6s. per dozen.
Also fine plants of named varieties, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Herbert, Adela Villicrs, Garland. Constellation, Lady H.
Campbell. Kate Kearney, Flora M'lvor, Etoile de Venus, &c,
at 9s. per dozen.

—

Wood &- Ixgk.vm, Nurseries. Huntingdon.

GENERAL SEED ESTABLISHMENT, NORTHAMPTON.
JOHN JEYES begs leave to inform his Patrons aud

Friends that his general stock of Seeds is now complete, and
that he shall feel obliged by their early ordei*s. He has a good
supply of all those various Seeds his Establishment lias long been
celebrated for, such as Matchless Cabbage. Imperial Cos Lettuce.
Conqueror Pea, Blood Red Beet, Dwarf Prolific Bean, Snow"s
Green Cos Lettuce, do. Broccoli. Northampton Market Broccoli.
Giant Asparagus, ice, &c.

JOHN GREGORandCO., Nurseries, Forres, N.B.,

have for sale several millions of Seed'.:

TRUE HIGHLAND SCOTCH PINE PDASTS
S^eds collected in the celebrated native F
Thev have received the numeronspr "ded b_.

the 'Highland and Aericultural S

propagation of the true native Pice- ITw

plants compared with the pro-auce cf plan:ei woods, degt

by cultivation, will be seen on referring to the article - Ptjvs

Tree" in Morton's AgrieaU*ral Q•£o?adia7 published by Blactie

snd Son. _j

TO BE SOLD, at Prices that will be snre to give

satisfaction, 10,000 STRONG CURRANTS ~:

sorts, viz.:—Red and White Dutch, common Elack ar i

Napl'es. Wil £ Champaign and Eaby
-.--.'--- v. zed Pears and Plmr-

1 j) e
:
,. Pastolffand other B strong standard

and a quantity of prime Seed Potatoes, well kept, of the "best

sorts.—For further particulars surly to Jaass La.ee. Surseiy-
--•
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STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
TT7ILLTAM NICHOLSON is now sending out

V V fine strong plants of his four New and excellent varieties,

viz AJAX, the finest dessert fruit ; RUBY, do.; CAPTAIN
COOK dessert and market; FILLBASKET, do., tremendous

bearers', at 6s. per 100. The plants have been kept in frames

under glass, and are in good condition for planting. Post-office

orders payable at Yarm, Yorkshire, which are in all cases

required with ihe order.

Egglescliffe, near Yarm, Yorkshire, March 3.

POLYANTHUS SEED.
TAMES WOODS has again this year to offer n quantity

'J of POLYANTHUS SEED, saved with more than ordinary

care, from named and good laced flowers, which he can recom-

mend with confidence, having had numerous Testimonials from

different parts of the Kingdom of good and valuable flowers

being raised from his seed. He will be able to send seed to grow

300 plants, with directions for sowing. Price ls.'per packet, cr

sent free, on receipt of 13 postage stamps to James Woods,

Florist, Harwich, E^-sex.
, . . -, - 1T_ ,.,

P.S. Plants of Polyanthus will be sent out in April, with blooms

on each plant, with name or otherwise, from Gd. to 3s. Gd.

J. W. has a small quantity of Auricula Seed, saved from a fine

collection of Alpines, at Is. per packet as above.

SHILLING'S SELECTED LIST OF SEEDS.
North Warn-borough: Nursery, Odiham, Hants.

STEPHEN SHILLING will send on application his

List of Seeds and Prices for the season. Tliose who have

tried his seeds in past years can vouch for their good quality.

He will also send free of carriage to the principal railway stations

in Hants, Berks, and Surrey a liberal selection for 11. 105.; a

smaller selection, 16s. ; either of which will be a suitable choice

of quantities for gentlemen where arofessional gardeners are not

kept. Collections of Flower Seeds, containing from 24 to 48

varieties, from 3s. Gd. to 12s., free per post. Trees, Forestand Fruit

;

and Evergreens. Potatoes, Walnut-leaved, Shilling's Frame, &c,
and all otber Kitchen Garden Plants, &c.

THE LARGEST STOCK AND LOWEST PRICES IN
ENCLAND.

JOHN WESTWOOD, the Floral Nursery, Acton
Road, Turnham Green, near London, having an enormous and

well selected stock of SOFT-WOODED PLANTS, and most ex-

tensive premises {the glass covering 3 acres of land), is enabled to

offer it to the public and the Trade at prices far lower than any
hitherto heard of, but as it is impossible to convey by advertise-

ment anything like detailed or sufficient information of the

advantages or resources of bis establishment, he respectfully

requests all who desire to purchase plants to apply for his

Catalogue for 1S55 (which is now ready), and he will imme-
diately forward it postage free^

SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS?
CARRIAGE FREE.

PARTICULARS of the SORTS akd QUANTITIES Con-
tained in SUTTON'S COLLECTIONS of SEEDS will be seen
at page 50 of " Gardeners' Chronicle " for January 27.

By the 'perusal of this List, it will be seen that the very

best hinds of Vegetable Seeds may be obtained in full

quantities
s
and proper proportions for one year's supply

of a large garden for the sum of Zl tJ and other complete

Collections of equally choice sorts for smaller Gardens at

2£., 1/. 5s., and 15s. The economy of cost is by no means the

only advantage gained by ordering one of these Collections.

Address, John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading.

splendid"imrorted CERMAN FLOWER SEEDS,
CHARLES PENNELL begs to offer to his patrons

and the public, at reasonable prices, very superior and un-
rivalled collections of GERMAN SEEDS, comprising extra
double German Bouquet Stocks, new large flowered ; New Yellow
and New Hybrid ditto. German Emperor,and the fine Autumnal
and Winter Flowering varie'ies, &c. Extra double German
Larkspurs, Salpiglossis, German Zinnias, in several fine varieties,

. Phlox Drummondi, and many other varieties too numerous to

insert here, prices of which may be had on application.

C. P. takes this opportunity of announcing that owing to a
three years' residence in different parts of Germany, including
Prussia and Austria, he has been enabled by dint of great atten-

tion, to make one of the most superior selections of German Seeds
ever before offered in England. He feels therefore the most
unbounded confidence in offering the above to the public, being
assured that they will afford the most ample satisfaction to all

honouring bim with their purchases.—Nurseries, Lincoln. Mar. 3
.

DWARF-BUDDED ROSES,
Adapted either for Potting *or Planting in Groups.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery,
Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, have the nleasure of

offering fine strong Plants of the following DWARF' HYBRID
PERPETUAL ROSES, at 15s. per dozen :—Baronne Prevost,
Duchess of Sutherland, Jacques Lafitte, La . Reine, Madame
Trudeaux. Pius the Ninth (pillar Rose), Robin Hood.
The following at 10s. per dozen:—Madame Laffay, Marquise

Boccella, Marquis of Ailsa, William Jesse.
N.B. A very liberal allowance to the trade on the above.

NEW ROSES.
WOOD'S DUCHESS OF NORFOLK, a superb bright crimson
Hybrid Perpetual Pillar Rose, 10s. (id. per plant. Usual dis-

count to the trade, and a further reduction if six or more
plants are ordered at once.

WILLIAMS' EVERGREEN CLIMBING ROSE, 3s. Gd. each.
Usual discount to-the trade.

NEW EVERCREEN CLIMBING ROSE.
TT7ILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery,
V v Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, beg to intimate to their

friends that they are now prepared to send out at once good
strong plants of WILLIAMS' EVERGREEN CLIMBING
ROSE, at 3s. Gd. each, with the usual allowance to the trade, and
a still further reduction if one dozen or more are ordered at once.
Price may be had on application.

N.B.—Single Plants will be sent free per post on receipt of six
penny postage stamps extra to defray postage. Strong Plants
of the above may also be obtained at the same price from Mr.
Charles Turner, of the Royal Nursery, Slough.

WILLIAMS' EVERGREEN CLIMBING ROSE'.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery,
** Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, have strong Plants of

the above now ready for delivery. This highly interesting and
valuable addition to the class of Evergreen Climbing Roses was
raised by the late John Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston. It is a
Seedling from Ayrshire Splendens, fertilised with Yellow Tea.
Its rapid growth and elegant habit is precisely like the Ayrshire
Splendens, while its glossy foliage and long lemon-coloured bnds
partake of the character of the Yellow Tea. Its flowers are
creamy white, deliciously sweet-scented, and are borne in long
racemes of 12 to 20 on a single shoot, being produced from every
axil. It is highly desirable for covering walls, lattice work,
verandahs, or buildings of any kind, and, as a pillar Rose, is

unequalled, being of an extremely elegant habit for forming
festoons or arches, and is also very hardy. For Bouquets it is a
most beautiful variety, producing an immense number of its
finely-formed bnds. It only requires to be grown to be pronounced
the best Climbing Rose for all purposes in cultivation.
Good established Plants at 3s. Gd. each, with the usual allow-

ance to the trade, and a further reduction when one dozen or
more are ordered at once.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING POTATO.
BROCKLEY KIDNEY.WAND J. MYATT can dispose of a limited

• quantity of the above excellent new Potato, which they

bave proved to be a first-rate variety, and has been selected as the

best out of many thousand seedlings raised at Manor Farm.
In flavour it is quite equal to the Ash-leaf, and for produce very

far superior ; it is a compact strong grower, and ripens off quickly,

making it an invaluable summer variety. To he sent out in peck

bags, 35. ; bushel, 56 lbs., 10s.

Also, EARLY MAY or BRITISII QUEEN, the earliest round

Potato, middling size, suitable for planting whole, 5s. ; Early

Shaw, 5s.; York Regent's, 5s. ; Hen's Nest, a good field Potato,

5s. per bushel ; Red Ash-leaf, 2s. 6rf. per peck. These are all one

year's growth, from Yorkshire or Scotch sets, and will be

delivered free to any railway terminus in London.
Post Office Orders are requested from unknown correspondents,

pavableat Deptford, to William Myatt.—Manor Farm, March 3.

NOTICE. — For full particulars of EDWARD
TILEY'S two unequalled new Cucumbers, Melons, and

Seedling Potato, see advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle of

24th February, 1955, page 128, together with an exact repre-

sentation of the Cucumber, Sir Colin Campbell.

TWO NEW CUCUMBERS, SIR COLIN CAMPBELL and
GENERAL CANROBERT, 3s. Gd. per packet, or a packet of

each and a packet of either of the Melons mentioned in the

advertisement of the above date (except Golden Drop and Scarlet

King), for 6s.

TILEY'S SEEDLING POTATO, THE . CHAMPION
KIDNEY, the best and earliest in the world, price 5s. Gd. per

peck, hamper and package included, or 11. per bushel.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELON, GOLDEN DROP (Green

Flesh), price Is. Gd. per packet.
THE KING, a superb Scarlet Flesh Melon, Is. Gd. per packet.

A packet of Golden Drop, one of the King Melon, together with

a packet of any other variety mentioned in the former advertise-

ment, will be forwarded post free on receipt of 3s. Gd. in cash or

penny postage stamps.
Edward Tilet, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somersetshire.

DILLISTONE and CO., Sturmer Nursery, near
Halstead, Essex, will supply the following at the annexed

low prices :

—

s. d.

12 fine perpetual blooming Roses, 11 to 2 feet stems ... 12
12 „ „ dwarf Roses 9
Climbing Banksia Fortuniana, Jaune Serins, Cloth of

Gold, Soll'aterre, &c, each 1 6
100 good dwarf Roses, two of a sort 30
12 fine named Hollyhocks, including Pourpre de Tyre, &c. 9

100 unbloomed seedlings, strong from the best seed ... 15
Packets of seed from 20 best kinds, each packet 1 6
100 double French white Rockets, very showy and fragrant 15
12 hardy Climbers, including fine Clematis, Honey-

suckles, &c 9
12 showy mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders ... 6

100 evergreen and flowering shrubs, two of a sort 30
100 fine showy Herbaceous plants, two of a sort 20
12 double white and yellow Primroses 6
12 Hepaticas, in four sorts, fine 6
20 of the most popular and profitable Strawberries,

100 2s. Gd. to 5

Remittances respectfully requested from unknown corre-

spondents. Carriage 'of all orders above 20s. paid to London.
Fine collection of Fruit trees, Seeds. &c—March 3.

-SUPERIOR GERMAN SEEDS WARRANTED.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea,
ti London, beg most respectfully to call the attention of their

patrons to their very superior collection of German Seeds, Asters,
Stocks, &c, which, having been grown, ripened, and selected

under their own immediate care at their Branch Establishment
in Germany, they can guarantee to be of the finest sorts and best
quality. In order that ladies and gentlemen not possessing them,
from Messrs. Weeks this season may be enabled to judge of the
rare beauty of the different sorts in their splendid collection, they
will be grown at Messrs. Weeks' Horticultural Establishment,
King's Road, Chelsea, where their patrons may make a personal
selection for a future season.

For the general List of all other Seeds, see J. W. & Co.'s Seed
Catalogue, and also their various Catalogues of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Vines, &c. Also their Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Buildings and Heating by Hot Water.

EXTRA SELECT CERMAN SEEDS.
GERMAN ASTERS.

A Collection of 24 distinct and fine varieties of tall double s. d.

quilled 8
Do. do. 12 finest and most distinct double Dwarf 6
Do. do. 12 do. do. Globe-flowered double , ... 4
Do. do. 20 do. do. Pyramidal do. 7
Do. do. 12 do. do. Globe-flowered Pyramidal do S
Do. do. 10 do. do. Anemone-flowered Pyramidal do. ... 7
Do. do. 6 do. do. Dwarf Bouquet Pyramidal do 7
Do. do. 16 do. do. Truffant's Pseony-flowered do 10

GERMAN BALSAMS.
A Collection of 20 fine and distinct varieties of Tall double 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. Dwarf double 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Camellia-flowered 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Rose-flowered 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Camellia Rose-flowered 7

GERMAN COCKSCOMB.
A Collection of 12 fine distinct varieties 7

GERMAN LARKSPUR.
A Collection of 8 fine and distinct Tall double 3 6
Do. do. 12 do. do. Dwarf double 5

GERMAN STOCKS.
A Collection of 36 distinct and beautiful varieties of Dwarf

10 weeks ! 10
Do. do. 16 do. do. do. Dwarf-branching do 7
Do. do. 18 do. do. do. Wallflower-leaved do 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. do. new large-flowered Dwarf do. ... 7
Do. do. 4 new hybrid perpetual-flowering 10 weeks ... 3
Do. do. IS new and distinct, vars. of new autumn-flowering 7
Do. do, 16 do. do. do. branching autumn-flowering ... ... 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. do. Emperor, or Perpetual-flowering ... 7
Do. do. 20 do. do. do. Winter or Brorapton 10

GERMAN POPPIES.
A Collection of 10 beautiful and distinct varieties of Car-

nation Poppies 4

GERMAN ZINNIA ELEGANS.
A Collection of 12 beautiful and distinct varieties ... ... 7

FLOWER SEEDS.
A Collection of 100 beautiful and distinct hardy and half-

hardy Annuals, selected by J. W. & Co. 20
Do. do. 50 do. do. do. do 10 6
Do. do. 25 do. do. do. do 6
Do. do. 50 beautiful and distinct hardy Biennials and Per-

ennials, selected by J. W. & Co 10 6
Do. do. 25 do. do. do. do 6
Do. do. 36 beautiful and distinct tender Annuals and Bien-

nials, selected bv J. W. & Co 15
Do. do. 24 do. do. do. do 10 6
Do. do. 12 do. do. do. do 6

John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water
Apparatus Manufacturers, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &c. &c.
The Horticultural Building and Engineering Department is

near Sloane Square, Chelsea. The Nursery Establishment is

near the Cremorne Gardens.

SUTTON'S LAWN CRASS SEEDS,
At the Crystal Palace, Stdekham.

SUTTON and SONS have had the honour of supply-

ing to the Crystal Palace Company ihe Grass Seeds

by which so many acres of Arable Zand have been con-

verted into ihe beautiful Park and Zaicns, now so much
admired at Sydenham.
The following letter has been received, besides many others:

—

From Professor Lindlet/, Horticultural Society, 21, Regent Street,

London.—"We have already made trial of your Lawn Grass
Seeds, and it is only justice to say that they have proved the
best we have sown for many years."

Price ls.per lb.; 2s. Gd . per gallon; or 20s.. per bushel. Quan-
tity required for forming new Garden Lawns, 2.J bushels, or 50 lbs.

Addivss John- Sftton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

1 MPROVEMENT OF CRA~SS~~LANDS." "

OUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR& IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.— Great improvement
may be effected by sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per acre of Sutton's
Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and Grasses
of the finer kinds for improving the bottom.

An increase of several Tons of Hay per acre has been

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Pastures.

The Seeds should be sown early.

The drought of last summer having caused partial failures in
the ordinary Grass and Clover Leys, Sutton's Renovating Grass
Seeds may be sown with great advantage in all suc7i cases. Price
REDUCED TO Qd. PER POUND.
Sutton & Sons also supply Grass Seeds for laying down Land

to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense, the sorts being
selected in accordance with the nature of the soil to be laid down,
particulars of which may be obtained by post.

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Pail.
Address John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

pORNISH EARLY WHITE BROCCOLI,
v_y *

.

is. per packet, or Gs. per oz.

CONQUEROR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,
Is. per packet, containing 12 good seeds.

The above can he had, warranted geouine, by forwarding post-

age stamps for the amount to

James Lake, Seedsman, &c, Bridgewater.

PELARGONIUMS OR GERANIUMS.
JOHN DOBSON and SON beg to offer the following,

and feel sure that the plants and varieties will give the
greatest salisfaction. Any 12 of the following (purchaser's selec-

tion) for 63s., Zampa, &c, included : Attraction, Bride of Abydos,
Carlos, Sunrise, Eliza, Glowworm, Leah, Optimum, Pashe, Har-
riet, Vulcan, Rosa (Foster's), Lucy, and Ambassador.
The following 12 for 42s.: Neatness, Colonel of the Buffs, Vir-

ginia, Leonora, Gertrude, Enchantress, Rosa (Beck's), Arethusa,
Jupiter, Spot, Purple Perfection, and Picta.

Any 12 of the following, 21s.: Mochanna, Arethusa, Magnet,
Astrea, Amazon, Purpurea, Magnificent, Chloe, Capella,Exhihition,

Leader, Generallissimo, Prince Arthur, Virgin Queen, Galatea.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS.—Any 12 of the following, 24s.:

Advancer, Annette, Caliban, Captivation, Carlotta, Grisi, Fasci-

nation, Fleur de Marie, Nerea, Formosissima, Gipsy Queen, Lady
Downes, Picturata, Prima Donna, Perfection, and Prince Albert.

Catalogues with full descriptions on application, Woodlands
Nursery, Isleworth.

TOHN HARRISON begs to offer to the Trade the
*J undermentioned plants, of which he has a large stock.

Rose Manetti, strong cutting 25s. O^.p.lOGO
Raspbeny, Northumberland Fillbasket, the

best variety in cultivation, 20s. per 1C0 ... 160 „

Do. Fastolff, Ss. per 100, or 60 „

. Do. Wilsher Red Globe, 10 per 100

Do. Magnum Bonum. 10 „

Rhubarb, Victoria, strong 25 „
Do. Royal Albert, do." 30 „
Currants, Victoria, 1 year old 6 „
Do. do. 2 years old, strong ... 12 „
Do. Black Naples, 1 year 6 „
Do. do. do. 2 years 10 „
Do, do. Bang-up, extra fine 12 „
Arbor-VitEe, H to 2 feet 15 „

Juniper, Swedish, 11 feet 25 „
Cupressus Funebris, 1$ feet 100 „
Delphinium Barlowi, strong 40 „

Roses of all the best varieties in cultivation, of which J. II,

has a stock of many thousands, one year established in pots, and
fit for immediate forcing.—Nursery, Darlington , March 3.

N E W AND CHOICE SEED
Free by Post or Carriage Paid.

Holcus saccharatus, per s.

packet of 500 seeds ... 1

Holcus saccharatus, per
packet o! 1200 .seeds ... 2

Danvers' new yellow Onion
very early, half oz. ... 1

Picridium vnlgare, for

salad, per packet ...

01 ive-sba ped whi te Ra-
dish, 1 oz. 1

Rose China do., winter,

per packet 1
Yellow Turnip do., very

early, 1 oz. 1

Abronia umbellata, p.pkt. 1

Alonsoa Warczewicsi,
splendid half-hardy an-
nual for pots or bedding,
orange and scarlet, 12
seeds 1

Arctotus breviscapa, per
packet ... 1

Browallia abbreviata.very
showy for pots or bed-
ding, 12 seeds 1

Calandrinia umbellata,per
packet 1

Clintoniapulchella, p.pkt. 1

Coreopsis Drummondi
gnndiflora, perpacket

Delphinium chinense, per
packet

Double Convolvolus minor,
per packet ... ... 1

Double dark Dianthus,
extra, per packet ...

Gomphrena Haageanaj
orange, per packet ...

Gypsophila muralis, red,
dwarf, suited for border-
ing, very pretty, 25
seeds 1

HelianthuscalifornicuSjfl.
pi., 10 seeds 1

Helianthus argophyllus,
silvery foliage and yel-
low blossoms, 12 seeds 1

Helichrysum brachyrhyn- s. d.

chum, 50 speds 1

Helichrysum compositum.
maximum, large double
flowers from yellow to
scarlet, fine, per packet 1

Heliophila trifida „ 10
Hibiscus Tbunbergi, yel-

low, per packet 6
Iberis umbellata violacea

superba, per packet ... G
Impcmcea limbata, purple,
with clear white border,

most beautiful climber,

6 seeds 1 6
Impomcea rubro casrulea,

6 seeds ..; 1
Lamarkia aurea, perpekt. 6
Liuum decumbens, red,

per packet 6
Lisianthus Russellianus,

100 seeds 1

Lobelia ramosa, per pekt. 6
Lupinus guatemalensis,
per packet 6

Mesembryanthemum tri-

color, per packet ... 6

Phlox Drummondi, fine,

per packet 6
Phlox Leopoldi, perpekt. 1

Portulaca aurea, „ 6

,, splendens ,, 6

„ Tbellusoni „ 6
Rhodanthe Manglesi, per
packet ... 6

Salpiglossis variabilis, per
packet 6

Sabbatia campestris, very
handsome half-hardy
annual for pots or bed-
ding, pink with yellow
eye, 50 seeds 1

Saponariamultiflora,p.pkt. 6
Schizopefalnm Walkeri,
per packet 6

Zinnia elegans coccinea,

per packet
Collections suited for competition of ihe finest imported German

Asters. German Stocks, Balsams, Larkspurs, Marigolds, Scabios,
and Zinnias, from 2s. Gd. to 7s. Gd.

Dioscorea Batatas, 2s. Gd.; or five sets for 10s. Gd.

THOMAS JACKSON and SON, Kingston-on-Thames.
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SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.

WILLIAM CHATER begs to offer packets of seed,

oonslfltlnff of 20 yartotlofj, from bin bout Hhow Hollyhock^

at li"-; 12 varlotloH. 2s, Gd,; and from good double Hortn, l«.

Superior Quilled Gorman and French As tors, In 12 varlotlofl,

mixed, U.porpackotj Hcparato, 2a, Pino Quilled African Marl-

rfblds, <W. per paokot,— Saffron Wnhlmi NurHorlofl,

(HJISLK ITALIAN TUIIKKOSK ROOTS
4ff. pur ilfi/.nn,— 'I'lio annual Importation of the above

mod beautiful and fragrant Flowor, liaH Just boon received, and

largo and woll noloetod Bulbs may bo obtained, without dl«-

anpolntmont, at A. Codijbtt'h Foreign Warehouse, 18| Pall Mall,

N.li. Printed regulation for treatment sunt) aiiuo, Just arrlvod

very moist and opon Parmanan CheofiOH.

TTUTlflLL'S BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER^ the
\J haul for all uboh, U per packet; SNOWS WHITE BPINE,
Is. por paokot.

.1. a/fl PAMPHLET on the POTATO, with 20 'fl ArtloloH

,,, i -i nit-, and Vogo tablet), Third Edition, 2*,? or bj nont,2a,4d,

J.C.'bSoi i Edition of MARKET GARDENING, la.Qd.]

by pi.ni, la, Srf. Jambs Outittll, Camborwoll, London,

THOMAS WILD, Ipswich, haa beautiful Bomi-double
PRIMULAS, inivr.il from largo flowers, of lino form, and

iv:ii. substance. Tula Ifl tbo (.Unuink Btoob noticed In tbo

"Cottiif/d Gardener" of Fob. 18th. 2s, Qd. por pai kot.

Alim the boat CUCUMBER in tbo world, tbo IPSWICH
STANDARD, Tor tablo market, or exhibition, jit In unrivalled,

m proved by tbo numerous testimonials lately rooolvod, 2b.6c(,

pel paokot. Agents: the principal Nursorymon In England,
frelnnd, ami Hrnllnml.

VINES FROM EYES THE CHAMPION
JOHN BUTCHER can with tho greatest confidence

rooommond this truly noblo Grape (but little known); ft was
raised at Warwick by tbo late Mr. W. Canning. Borrlefl, extra

largo and globular; »kln, thin ; flavour, superior to tho I [ambro,
mil days earlier. Plants (fa. Qd. and 7a, 0a. eaeh Stock limited.

Stratford on-Avon, Maroli 8.

VINES FROM EYES.—THE BLACK BARBAROSSA,
•I'm', Last i.atb Gkapr in Covbnt G-abdbn Mabket.

T011N ItUTOllKRciin supply fine Plants of tho above
J splendid lato Grape. Plants, with well-ripened wood, stopped
*t from 5 to 7 foot. J. B. hns boon awarded PrlzOB for tho abovo
Srapo by the Florlcultural Socloty of London, ,it Regent Street,

m thn "following occasions : — Oct. 19, 1852; Fob. 18, 1853;

Feb. 21, 1854: and Feb. 6, 18C5.
All tbo following varieties true to name:- Bhick Hamburgh,

Black MnHcadol, Black Tripoli, Black Alicant, Black West's St.

Peter's (Oldaker's), Black Raisin, White Muscat of Alexandria,
White Frontignan, White Syrian, While Malvaiso or Grove-
;nd Sweetwater, and Rod or Grisly Frontignan.

Stratl'ord-nn-Avon, Mai eh :'.

COLE'S CRYSTAL WHITE, & COLE'S DWARF
RED CELERY.

I" THORNELEY,COLE,cScCo., Nurserymen, Seeds-
' • jikn, and FlowSTS, Witbington, near Manchester, beg to

.nnounce that tlnjy aro now prepared to supply these two well-

mown varieties, raised by Mr. W. Cole (late of Dartford).
CRYSTAL W HIT U, * oz. packets, free by post, for 12 stamps.
SUPERB DWARF RED, A oz.pkts., free by post, for 9 stamps.

Price por lb. to the Trade on application.

FIRST-RATE PELARGONIUMS AT LOW PRICES.
l\f H. WHEELEK, Florist, &c, Hendon, Mid-
» * • dlesex, offers n choice of 12 from the following, at 21s.

' or dozen:—Carlos, Magnet, Medora, Optimum, Pilot, En-
han truss, Moclmnna, Sanspareil, Colonel of tho Buffs, Governor-
etteral, Magnificent, Sunrise, Village Maid, Supreme, May
;iicon, Virgin Qncon, Basilisk.

SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS (3000), from the collection of
first-rate grower, out of pots, at 2s. Gd. per dozen; in 4-inch do.

t 8s. per dozen, good and strong plants.'

CINERARIAS
,
just coming into flower, 3s. to 6s. per dozen.

1 OPS SUPERSEDED BY THE BAVARIAN
--1- BITTER, a perfect substitute for Hops, of an agreeable
ivour, quite soluble in wort or beer, saving the trouble of
raining through a Hop-back, and giving to Beer the well-known
aeping properties of the Bavarian Beer. Price of I packet.
. 8d., which is equal to 5 lbs. of best Hops.—Prepared only by
somas Pratt Wills, St. George's Square, Portsea. Free
r post.

BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS.
7 and A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-
- • mentioned is now ready, and maybe had, post free, on
plication :—Antirrhinums, Verhenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-
ums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, Chry-
utheruums, &c. Climbers in variety, also a miscellaneous Col-
rtion of Greenhouse Plants. They have now in bloom Cytisus
ceniosus, Cinerarias in variety, Primula sinensis, Acacia
mata, Deutzia gracilis, Erica Willmorea, &c. &c. The Trade
pplied.—Dulwich, Surrey. March 3.

AMERICAN MUK5ERY.
"J.EORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
•* LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, &c, as exhibited by
m in the Royal Botattic Gardens, Regent's Park, may be had
inclosing two postage stamps.
G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock, of Weeping
ollies, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American
irsery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines
ation. South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be
tained.

v MEK1CAN PLANTS. — A Descriptive Priced
* CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for
- coming season is just published, and may be had by enclosing
1 stamps for postage. As everything in tho way of American

.ints is grown to an unequalled extent at this Nursery,
iending purchasers would do well to provide themselves
I h this Catalogue.
YATERER and GODFREY, Nephews and Successors to the

Ma Hosea Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

,j.EOHUE SMITH'S PRICED and.DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of first-clnss Verbenas, Fuchsias. Geraniums

C ow, Fancy, Variegated, and Scarlet), Dahlias, Chrvsanthe-
Bms, splendid now Hollyhocks, very choice Petunias, &c, will
tLbrwarded in return for one postage stamp,

'bo Geraniums are in extra fine condition, and require repot-
WZ. Parties giving orders immediately will save much in
<riage, with less liability to damage by having them before
t-y are repotted. Choice Verbena Seed from the finest show
yers.—Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

.J HEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
* LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

i Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
ESDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest eudea-
«r to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of
very best quality and true to name; and as many of the Seeds
• our own growing, and are proved before sending out, vre
Morally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.
9\f. arc in daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed
Mrs from those we had the honour of serving last t/ear ; andre deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we* very respectfully
* -it the honour of an order from those -who have not vet given

trial.—J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
tcestershire Agricultural Society.
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DECONIA OPULIFLORA.
Gurluko ):- B
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v. iiito, ffltb goldi n 1 In largo lioad 1

1U11
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Strong plantfloaoh L0*> ''•'. Uflcb—tt d.

BEGONIA PRE ro 1E1 r8, strong plantfl 2 v,

BUPERBA r>

„ 8EMP1 RPLORENfl 2 «

„ lNM|f;NIH 'i 1;

„ in hi; ,i.ii OLIA MANICATA
a 1 10 tlifl follow in

1 holci Becdl free by po t! - Per i«f:kt.— *. d,

CALCEOLARIA, from spotted and striped variolic* ... 'i a
CINERARTA, from the boat floworfl '£

PRIMUL v.iiii" fringed extra flno '/ r.

PHLOX DRUMMONDI. fine mlxad 1

MYOSOTI8 \ZORICl 8 (Ferget-Me-Not) 1

AHRON1A UMBELL MA , 1

Pant N nr << i'v, Maldfltono.

NEW SORTS OF PEAS.
CAWlTAOl! I i-i i, 1 1X1 ill" PAMBI/8 UNDKIt 20.7, VAMJK.

SUTTON and SONS have muck confidence in rcconi'

mending the undermentioned PEAS, as hcing not

only new and. distinct from others^ but also as possessing
superior properties.

Prices por pack or bushel may he had on application.

PRIZETAKER.—New, line long green pods, which hang $. d.
so closely as almost to cover tho haulm from top to bot-
tom. Numerous prizes wore awarded to tho Prlzetaker
last summer. This is tho first season we have offered it

for sale. Heights feet 2 G
BECK'S EARLY GEM.—Now, prolific, and fine flavour;

particularly adapted for narrow borders and for small
gardens. Height if, foot 1 6

FAIRBEARD'S NONPAREIL.—New wrinkled marrow-
fat, very sweet, juicy, and prolific; 9 or 10 will be found
in every pod, and the pnds extremely numerous; J ft. high 2
Sutton & Sos»fl havo a largo stock of good old kinds at low

prices, a^ seo their Priced List, just published.

GODFREY'S BLACK SPINE.
Splendid and Prolific Frame Cucumber.

TT/'OOD and INGRAM beg to offer seeds of the
» * above beautiful variety. Colour, magnificent dark green,

with a very fine bloom; average length, 18 to 21 Inches, and
produces in great abundance through an entire season. Packets,
containing 12 seeds, 2s. Gd, ; 6 ditto, Is. Gd.

W. & I. will be happy to refer any persons wishing further
information respecting the variety to three or four Noblemen and
Gentlemens' Gardeners who have grown it, and prefer it to any
other.
London Agents : Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, G, Lcadenliall

Street.

W. & I. have also the following esteemed varieties to offer, in
packets, Is. each, containing 12 seeds:-

SEED FLAX.
f
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little book will do sometJi : <> ij to satisfy U" ionsS'
- Gi rdenera' Chronicle.

J. C. WnBBLRD-A Hon will f-.rw.irl a c/>py of th
post free on receipt of two poatege itam pa. Tlwy c-^r

lidi-ntly recommend tbe : tiona of Onrd«n Bcedb , m
comprising the mi tto, and anch that they ft<:l

will give entire satisfaction.

No. l. A complete Collection, aqltable foralar- . o
No. 2. A Collection of equally choice vaxtetief, bat

smaller qnanUUca
No. ?,. !l Collect i 'imall Garden 15

These Collections will be sent Carriage Preetoany Railway
Station within 200 miles of Glouc

J. C. WHEELER r.p Gsowebs, Gloucester.

Sion House
Barnes's Fearnought
Walker's Prolific

Constantino's Incomparable.

Sagg's Royal Exhibition
Conqueror of the West
Improved Sion House
Manchester Hero,

Huntingdon Nurseries, March 3.

ACHIMENES, GLOXINIAS, ETC.
BASS and BROWN have a large stock of fine

Tubers of the following, which they can supply to the trade
in quantities. Prices on application.

Achimenes Cherita.

Mr. Aparpart.
Louis Van Hontte.
Margaretta (best white),

Magnifica purpurea.
Sir Traherne Thomas.

Glosinea Leonie Tan Houttc.
„ Hogoveen.
„ Willsoni.

,, Duke of Wellington.
Verbenas, 60 new varieties of
1S5L of the first raisers.

A quantity of Comea-and Pimelea Stocks Wanted.
Sudbury , Suffolk.

r> OSES ! ROSES ! A superb and vigorous Stock.

12 Dwarf perpetuals in 12 superb, all new vara, of last season,
for 42s., including Alexander Bachmety, Conite de Neuchatel,

j

General Jacquiminot, Adam Paul, Glorie de France, Madame
Doinage, Glorie de Dijon, &c.
Any of the following dwarfs, best hybrid perpetuals, 12s. per

dozen : Augustine Mouchelet, Baron Provost, Clementine !

Syringe, Cymedor, Dr. Marx. Ducd'Aumale, Earl Talbot. Geant '

de Batailles, Jacques Lafitte, La Reine, Louis Bcnaparte, Madame
Laffay, Madame Prideaux, Marquis of Ailsa, Mrs. Elliott,

Prince Albert, Prince of Wales, Prudence Rosea, Queen Victoria
(Paul's), Reine Mathilde, Robin Hood, Standard of Marengo,
Reine de Flenrs. £,. s. d.

50 Dwarfs, all perpetuals, in 50 best vars., including
the above 3

100 Dwarf Roses—100 best sorts 4
100 Dwarf „ 50 best sorts 3 10
100 Standards, 100 best vars 7 10
100 „ 50 „ 6 10
50 „ 50 ,, all selected from perpetuals 4
Carriage free to all the London Termini with orders not under

20s., aud plants gratis with 40s. aud upwards.
Bass & Brown, Sndbnrv, Suffolk.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
OUTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF SE^ —A Clergyman, whom we have had the honour of
many years, writes us:

—

"I have much eaiisfactum it, .'tiymmmd-

inff your Seeds to various friends, as I ' mucA pUastd
v-ith them; u and another purchaser says, u t ru

numerous a Collection, to good in quality,from any house."
We therefore confidently recommend those genth-mtri \

not themselves acquainted with the best sorts of
order immediately (while we hare a large Stock), one of the
undermentioned complete Collections:

—

KPT/CHEN GARDEN SEEDS. £ $. d.
No. 1. A complete Collection, for one year's supply ...COO
No. 2. A complete Collection, in reduced quantities ... 2 O
No.8. Ditto Ditto Ditto :

No. 4. Ditto Ditto Ditto 13

HARDY AND SHOWY FLOWER SEEDS [poai feee).
No. 5. A Collection of the best 50 aorts known 10 6
No.6. A Collection of the best 36 sorts known 7 6
No. 7. A Collection of the best21 sorts known o
SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF SEEDS will be sent post free

John ScTToy&Soyg, Seed Growers, Heading. Berks.

HOLCUS SACCHARATUS, OR CHINESE SUGAR CANE.
SUTTON and SONS can supply tttis Seed genuine

as imported in scaled packets at li. or 2*. Gd. coeA,

Post Free.

For description 3nd uses, see Gardeners' Cltronide, D
1S54. p. S-35.—Scrros & Soxs. Seed Growers, Reading.

SEEDS FOR IRELAND, SCOTLAND, AND WALES.
SUTTON and SONS having many customers ia

North and South Wales, Scotland and Ireland, whom tLey
have supplied with Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds for

many years, are well acquainted with the sorts which tbrive best
in each locality.

Sutton & Sons deliver their Goods Free of Carriage to

the Seaports, and many other parts of Irdaua\ Scotland)

and Wales. For particulars, address
John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Eerks.

Cite (Bzvts*m$x&' Cftronicte*

SATURDAY, MARCH Z, 1S55.
MEETINGS POB THE ENSUING TVEES;.

Tueedat, March 6—Horticultural : jjt.

LATE WHITE SUPERB BROCCOLI-" EMPEROR."

EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock
• o( the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-

deners, TliorDgumbald, near Hull, befrs to announce that be is

prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. 6d. each. This
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of
the Mammoth, sent out some time ago. who state that the
EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into use before
it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from
15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, aud stands firm three
weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands tie
best price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well
kuown, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
around London, as well as those who* wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI—Numerous ap; li

having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season forSeed of the
Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow o Sat to stand
for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, prodncibg
heads from IS lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the
stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in
packets at 2s. 6rf. each.
Each may be had of Messrs. Noblk. Coopet:. S- Boltok. 152.

Fleet Street ; and Messrs. Hurst & BTHotxex, 6. Leadcnhall
Streot, London. Also of the Advertiser, 57, Queen Street. HnU.

Papers relating to the beobgaxisatxox of the

Civil Service have been just laid before Parliament.

The tenitory belonging to the Gardeners' Chronicle

may be said to include the Woods and I

only ; but in our complicated system of govern-

ment all branches of the service are so nearly con-

c I that it is difficult for a critic to confine his

comments within very narrow limits. I:, therefore,

the following remarks shall be found to bear upon
matters not immecii'.e^; - r?

;
we must

ask for the indulgence of our readers.

In the vear 1S53 Sir Cha?.lt.s Tf.evtf.tan and Sir

Stafford Xorthcote
;
two most able and experienced

civil serva-nts. were directed to report in what
manner admission to the Civrl Service could be
regulated so as to secure a more universal.

class of public officers than is provided by the

xisting system. We presume that the report

was called for with a view to the extinction

of that _ ex-?r;
:

se ."

| . ::entary and
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family influence, which is universally known
among us by the name of jobbing, and which under

our present vicious arrangements seems to be inevit-

able. These gentlemen avow that the public service

suffers both in internal efficiency and in public

estimation from the existing system of admission by

favour, and they do not hesitate to ascribe to it the

complaints that are made of " official delays, i

official evasions of difficulty and official indisposi-

turn to improvement." How far this opinion is

supported by facts known to all men we need not

say. The Woods and Forests afford as much evidence

as to the truth of the allegation as any reasonable

person can require ; and Sir James Stephen, who
was so long in a high position in the Colonial

Office, entirely confirms the statement. He declares

that when he quitted office seven years ago,

the gentlemen employed under him " were

clearly distinguishable into three classes ; the

first, a very small minority ; the second being

more numerous than the first ; and the third

exceeding the number of the others united." Of
these the first were men of the greatest ability and
energy, the second were meritorious, while the third

was " made up of persons of whose official characters

nothing but the obligation which )'ou have imposed

upon me would induce me to speak at all." These

last were "without exception, men who had been

appointed to gratify the political, the domestic, or

the personal feelings of their patrons ; that is, of

successive Secretaries of State." When we are told

by men of such standing as Sir Charles Trevelyan,
Sir Stafford Northcote, Sir James Stephen, and
others, that the Civil Service of the country is in

such hands, it is impossible not to feel that honour-

able exceptions, however numerous, can have little

effect upon a body of between 50,000 and 60,000

persons, and we see at once the history of our

bungling blundering Civil Service in the Crimea.

It is right to say that Mr. George Arbuthnot, also

a high civil officer, does not admit the existence

of such a state of things, and without much regard

to official courtesy gives it a flat denial. But it will

be seen by readers of the " Papers" that every point

upon which he has ventured to make a stand is

shown by positive evidence to be untenable, and
that the assertions of the Government Court of

Inquiry, if it may be so called, remain unshaken.

This will surprise no one who recollects that it was
this very Mr. Arbuthnot who maintained before Mr.
Drummond's Committee, that he saw nothing wrong
in the management of the Woods and Forests, and
who from anger dropped to pathos when he adverted

to the facility with which any public department
might be run down ; another opinion from which
we presume to differ :—the truth being that no
public department can be "run down" until

its mismanagement becomes utterly indefensible.

The Times has plainly declared, as the result of its

own experience, that

—

" The officials of our public establishments seem
to think not only that they may do wrong, but that

it is an unwarrantable presumption in any one to

set them right. The same spirit has been visible

through the whole period of the war, nor is there,

we believe, a single one of the examples of mis-

management, now flagrant and confirmed, which
•was not denied or disputed as long as dispute was
possible."

In order to meet difficulties of so great a magni-

tude, it is proposed that no person whatever shall

be admitted hereafter into the Civil Service unless

he shall have passed certain examinations, and a

period of official probation. To this principle there

is nothing to object. If honestly and skilfully worked
out it should extinguish the whole system of im-
proper appointments ; by which we mean appoint-

ments without qualification, or in spite of disquali-

fication. It is not patronage, it is not nepotism, it

is not influence that reasonable men object to,

provided they are honestly exercised. In a country

like this wealth, political power, or high rank,

will, we trust, always have their legitimate

weight. It is only when they are executed im-

properly that they require to be checked. The
world does not object to Mr. Fitzburgh, an idle

young scamp, because he is placed in office by the

.Duke of Hereford; the objection is taken to his

unfitness ; the appointment would have been none
the better had he been the nominee of a tailor.

Why have we objected to the appointments of

Forest officers ? Certainly not because their places

were procured for them by Lords and Earls, and
members of Parliament, but because they were
wholly ignorant of the duties they had to perform.
A sufficient previous examination would have pre-
vented such reckless sacrifices of public interest.

Previous examination and probation are sound in
principle, but they must be suited to the occasion.
And this leads us to inquire whether the plans
suggested by Sir Charles Trevelyan and Sir

Stafford Northcote will really answer the end
proposed. Upon this some differences of opinion

are certain to be entertained.

Of what is the proposed examination to consist ?

It is to be " in all cases a competing literary

examination," and this is elsewhere explained to

signify an extensive range of acquirements in

history, jurisprudence, political economy, modern
languages, political and physical geography, and

other matters, besides the staple of classics and
mathematics:—rather a tough affair for a gentle-

man aspiring to become a clerk with such miser-

able pay as the Civil Service offers to the mass
of its officers. The examination is, however, to be

modified to suit the exigencies of special depart-

ments. We own that we agree with those who
think such a system not likely to work satisfactorily.

What we want in our public offices are well-educated,

active, intelligent men of business, and it is ques-

tionable whether success in any competing literary

examination will secure such a class. We should say

the contrary. Let us take the case of a man who has

once put down ; the aristocracy would contend in
honourable rivalry with the democracy, and if the
former fairly won, the latter would no longer com-
plain.

_We see with amazement that a minute por-

'

tion of the newspaper press is protesting against
men being dismissed for inefficiency, and crying out
upon the hardship which individuals must suffer.

Those who write thus can have no real wish
for the reform of the Civil Service. Others,,

however, who, like ourselves, represent the public
interest, will listen with little sympathy to such
appeals, and deny that any one would be used
unjustly if deprived of duties which he cannot fulfil,

and for not doing which he has already been allowed
to plunder the public purse. It is because official

dismissals are so rare that official incompetency is-

so common. We engage to say that as the former
increase the latter will diminish, but in an accele-

rated ratio. Under circumstances thus altered,

it would not be possible for any future board
of inquiry to introduce into their report such

gained the highest honours at an University ; he a paragraph as the following :
—" We have hefore

would doubtless stand high in the proposed official
:
us," say Sir Charles Trevelyan and Sir Staf-

examination ; but it by no means follows that he
,

ford Northcote, " the testimony of an eminent
would make a good public officer. He might want

'
public officer who was for many years connected

method, good business habits, knowledge of the with one of the chief departments of the State,

world, and a practical acquaintance with the subjects He writes thus:—During my long acquaintance

with which he would have to deal officially. Place
,
with the office I remember four, and only four',

such a man in a situation commensurate with the instances of young men being introduced to it on the

literary attainments he shall be found to possess, ground of well ascertained fitness. I do not venture

and the chances are that he will break down,
j
to mention any names, but I confidently affirm thai

Examples of officers of state, and high officials, pos-
j

the superiority of those four gentlemen to all the

sessing, no doubt, far more literature than any board rest was such as to extort the acknowledgment of it

of examiners could require, being totally unfit to ! from their rivals, and to win the high applause of

conduct the business of a public department, are un- ' each successive Secretary of State." After such an
fortunately too recent as well as flagrant to leave : avowal who can wonder at the calamities that have
any doubt upon the point. Such men fail, not for ; of late befallen us, or expect them to be averted for

I

want of literary attainments, but because they want l the future until jobbing is crushed, and the whole
clear heads, business habits, and a knowledge of race of worthless nominees returned upon the hands

' common things, as well as the decision, firmness,
j

of their patrons as discarded public servants 1

and moral courage necessary to render the other

qualities effective. Nelson would have broken

down in the presence of a literary examination,

and yet what a war minister would he have made !

Or if we look at what is, instead of what might have

been, we shall find some of the very best of our

civil officers by no means distinguished for literary

attainments. Or let us take the case of a deputy-

surveyor in a Royal forest ; would proficiency in

Greek and Latin stand him in any stead t He

Last Tuesday Sir John Shelley brought on in

the House of Commons his motion for a select com-
i

mittee to inquire into the grounds upon which the

Right Hon. T. F. Kennedy was dismissed from his

office of Commissioner of H. M. Woods and
Forests. The ex-Chancellor of the Exchequer.

from whom the dismissal came, defended his act in

a speech, the precise meaning of which we fail tc

discover, and in which the statements of most

would not learn either the art or science of forestry
j

puhlie interest were two — the first that he.

from the Georgics or the Geoponic writers ; though Mr. Gladstone, was the only person responsible tc

he might from English, French, and German books,

the very names of which would be to a board of

examiners unknown.
Possibly such a modification as is suggested by

the House for the management of the Crown estates

and the second that " not one word or syllable hac

ever been said by members of the Governmeni
which Mr. Kennedy could imagine to touch hi;

the Chairman of Inland Revenue might meet these
|

honour, his veracity, or his integrity." Mr. Witsoj

objections ; indeed, it' is evident that without some
j

also disavowed, on the part of the Government, "it

such change as Mr. Wood suggests, the system of
j

the most^ ample manner^' that any such impu-

examination would lead to no useful result ; for if

it killed the inefficiency which comes of patronage,

it might revive inefficiency by erroneous education.

We think that the head of each department should

have absolute control over the appointment, disci-

pline, promotion, and dismissal of the persons em-
ployed under it, subject to certain rules of universal

application, exactly as is the case in a great public . , . ,

'mi i "j c n a t ^ ?;,„„i,} „„tn,-. meeting complaints comment is superfluous.
company. The head of the department snould settle t> r t
.u i

• j c i- a _«i,.,t;„„ ,„L,-„i, ;<-« The temper of the House was, however, so ob
the kind of examination and probation which its ... ^ > >

r j „ „„„„,.„i u„„„j viously hostile to Mr. (jladstone, and SDeeches bv
peculiar nature may require ; and a general board i

" '

tation had been ever made. And yet unless oui

memory deceives us strangely, the ground of the

Right Hon. gentleman's dismissal .was declared

to be that a Treasury tribunal had reportec

unfavourably upon a question, relating to Mr
Brown and Mr. Kennedy, in which, as the Treasury

then asserted, were involved the veracity, honour

and character of the parses.* Upon this mode o)

of examiners should be called upon to examine can

, didates in the subjects prescribed by the head of the

department, and in no other. But the head of the

|

department should not be the removable political

! head ; he should be the permanent working chief.

i

The Treasury should be itself deprived of all

patronage except that which it could claim in

I common with any other department ; and its per-
' nianent chief should be the only officer with power
even to settle the line of examination to which

I candidates for appointments in the Treasury should

be subject. The permanent head of a department

i
knows what is required ; he should be made heavily

1

responsible for the good working of his office ; and
, if he were able to promote good men, remove bad

|

ones, and settle what qualifications his rank and file

should possess he would, we think, soon take as

great a pride in the excellence of his office

as a good Lieut.-Colonel does in the discipline

of his regiment. The system would require to

be surrounded by certain precautions, no doubt,

but men who have the conspicuous talent shown in

' drawing up the papers which have led to the present

remarks, would have no difficulty in guarding the

system against abuse. We should have an end to

scandalous appointments, and obtain fair security

against their recurrence. The clamour which has

been raised against what are not very fairly called

j
aristocratic influences, by which is really meant
Parliamentary jobbing of all kinds, would be at

nley, Mr. Malins and others told with suet

force upon the act of dismissal, that a Committee
would have been inevitable had not Lord Palmer-

ston come to the rescue, and undertaken that there

should be placed on the records of the Treasury a

full acknowledgment that Mr. Kennedy stood fullj

unimpeached. And so the matter ended.

New Plants.
116. Thyrsacanthus barlerioides, Nees ah Escrib. hi

DO. Prodi: xi. 323. Planchon in Van Eoutte, Fl
des Serves, t. 986.

Why this is called Barleria-like we are unable to com-i

prebend, unless upon the principle of lucus a non hecendo.

It is a broad-leaved Brazilian shrub, with a close thyrse

of long, slender, deep crimson flowers, which are very

handsome. Dr. Planchon says it has the appearance oil

a herbaceous plant, scarcely woody at the base, with an

• The words of the Treasury minute of March 31, 1854, arej

these:—"In the case, however, of the controversy which has

arisen between Mr. Higginbothom and Mr. Brown, and also>

between the former gentleman and Mr. Kennedy on the subjecti

of Mr. Beown's reports on Alice Holt and Woolmer Forests, the,

questions at issue are reduced to matters of simple fact, bat.

which, from the spirit in which the discussion has been con-j

ducted, have assumed a character involving the veracity, integrity,

and honour of the parties." If there is any meaning in Treasary,

minutes we have here an assertion that the veracity, &c., of Mr
Kennedy, as well as of Messrs. Beown and Higginbothoh, for

all were parties to the controversy, are involved. Yet this if,

what Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Wilson assured the House ol.

Commons was never said! !! We observe in the Times that late h,

in the evening Mr. Wilson attempted to reconcile the fact and hndt,

assertion; but we are unable to discover by what process it wa.''f.

proposed to effect this desirable object.
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upright simple oi* forked atom, J }, to .'( feet high,

clothed to tho Imso with great, light green, membranous
loaves. It was first seen in tlio garden of .Sun Donato,
at Florence, in the collection of Prince Demidoff. Mr.
Vim lloutto now possesses it. Jtx native country in

Hiild to lie tlio province of Minna Gerties in Brazil, in

the bands of KngliHh gardeners wo bavo no doubt Mint

it would prove a species of much beauty.

[ucluding Siisoe, I bell

excellent land under f

tenshlrOi and accordi

''" "••"" '' '"''
, " " "' afford pasturage lor tho daeranoaUowtiieiiiiderwoodto

Mn the county of Northamp grow H rs for tile pabttedone
published in their duty, these Oaks (a eenuiry naet theb

to the account ibllsbed in tbelr duty, these Oaks (• century past tii«-jr

ntry witldn now of no u ' lor ship-bulldlng) would have .,.

one 10,0001. above the return down long since, and the irrouiid property prepared end
lut bow run it be otborwiH ' Hi. replanted win, Oak (and Urch, the litn-rw ,,„,,<-,,«,„]

A ROYAL FOREST,
In panning through Whittlewood forest tlio other woolc,

I found by tho auctioneer's murk apparently on every

iroo worth a. shilling, that it in going to be disforested in

ournoHt. So far, ho good, and though now too Into to it'

rotrievo tho past as rogardB tho trooH, it is not loo late

to lot tho country know the disgraceful manner in which

ots property has been inaiiagod for nearly two centurion.

your ooliniuiH, they have been eoi.iin - tie- er.u

the IiimI, twenty years
for mismanaging it. B_.
Duko of arafton claims all tho underwood, and I bcllovi . been bringing in the eoantr* .-.i Ism
ap to his time his forefathers claimed all but tho Oat fJOOOJ, annually. Since nmr.v thousand :
timber

; it waa, therefore, their interest to crow undi t forests aro still in the hands of the i i

wood an.
I
not Oak, and they havo not lout the chance ol generally speaking, not much bettor than the above I

doing so. trust they will not be allowed to remain ao. Ill
I ran.

i
you a rough skoteh ol the forester's system ia quite timo to put aside the r.-.^or, and lay th

of pruning, practised for I believo nearly two centuries powerfol weapon the axe to the root* of tins —1«-
apparontly to tho satisfaction of Jolin Bull. Kou will abused branch of the public property. A» fib* b
nee by it, that eve,, the few straggling Oaks (many ..f Whittlewood Forest will not be eutdown till M»», my
which mint have stood there in Charles II.'s timo, an.

I

one who imagines that my sketch in in any way .

are 12 foot and upwards in circumference containing up rated has n till an opportunity of satisfying bim
wards of 200 foot of timber) ore completely mutilated to tho matter. David Per^ n'/harnJiirc

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXI.
I 272. Apostaxis. Comtitulional and Organic or Acci-
ntal. A. Discharge of resinous fluids.—Like gum,
sinous fluids are deposited in particular cavities, or
e to a greater or less extent mixed up with the general
rculating medium, from which it is necessary that

ey sin in I 1 be eliminated when present in greater abund-
ice thau is consistent with health. In some cases, as

the Silver Fir, the Cowdie and Kauri Pine, &c., the
sinous matter flows naturally, hardening on exposure
the air ; and to a small extent the same may be said

most resiuiferous plauts ; but in other instances no
8at discharge takes place without accident or artificial

:ision. The quantity of matter discharged varies

menssly ; while in l'istacia Terebintbus (the Chian
irpentine Tree) it amounts to only 10 or 12 oz. in the
'jrse of the year, in some of the Indian Varnish plants,
i Dipterocarpus, Shorea, Me'aiorrhea, &c , the quan-
ta ia prodigious* without affecting in any sensible
ii'ree the health of the plant. There are, however,
isome eases limits to the demand which can safely be
I .de on the plant :

" A strong and vigorous Spruce Fir,"
( s Loudon, '-will yield every second year from 40 to 50
I

. of congealed resin ; and this may be collected for
im 20 to 25 years, if no other value is set upon the
<e; but if the collection of the sap be continued for this

1 gth of time the tree becomes rotten and decays,

£ ing birth to myriads of insects, which seriously injure
t surrounding trees. It is therefore better tocut the
tsa down after extracting the sap for 10 or 12 years,
bause the wood may then probably be used for

P king boxes, and at any rate will be good for fuel and
Crcoal." Similar cautions are given by Hartig. In
"lringia and Franconiathe disastrous consequences of
a >ver-greedy demand for resin are notorious. The

In Oreodaphne opifera a volatile oil is produced in immense
OJititiesby merely making an incision into the bark with an
•a as deep as the liber. It gushes out in such quantities that

ral quarts mny be obtaiued from a single incision. In the
•J sas nnd other allied trees several feet of tho trunk, from the
t> nd are often covered with a crust of resin.

trunks from 8 to 10 feet high are so bad that they can
scarcely be sold at, the price of firewood. Moderate
bleeding is attended by no evil consequences, especially

if the trees are allowed to rest every alternate year. If

such precaution be not taken, they soou assume a sickly

aspect, the growth becomes dwindled, the seeds do not

come to perfection, and death ultimately ensues.

273. A discharge of resinous matter is not so likely to

be injurious to a tree by inducing decay as gumming,
because it has a tendency rather to exclude than admit
outward atmospheric agencies which might prove inju-

rious to the ruptured tissues. It may, however, be
complicated with gangrenous disease. In shallow ill-

drained soils, with an impervious substratum, where the

ground is alternately water-logged or extremely dry,

extensive disease sometimes prevails amongst Conifers,

the bark cracking in the first instance from drought, and
then affording a perennial outlet for the resinous sap

;

or in case the discharged sap hardens into a compact
mass of resin, through which nothing can pass, the cir-

culation is impeded, and the tissues swell arennd the

original wound, producing unsightly tumours. Iu these

cases where the disease is very aggravated, decay is the

sure consequence, but where the injury is but slight,

genial seasons may effect a cure, or what is far more
effectual, the roots may at length penetrate the barrier,

and convey a more regular and better supply of nutri-

ment, under the influence of which the more healthy
tissues may overgrow aud ultimately obliterate the

diseased patches. Where the subsoil is absolutely im-

pervious the plantations will never recover, and the

profitable growth of timber is altogether hopeless. In
some cases, as in Liquidambar styraciflua, the liquid

balsam is collected principally from fissures in the bark,

through which it exudes from accumulations between the

bark and wood. Occasionally the flow of resinous matter
iu Conifers is so great that the stream extends from the

trunk to the roots, where it at length finds an exit, and
in consequence protrudes into the surrounding soil

largo amber-like masses of resin.

274. Besides the cysts in which resinous matters are
usually contained, which themselves vary considerably

in size aud form, and though having no proper tissue of

their own are closed with a wall built np of regular

cellular tissue, more or less distinct from that which

surrounds it, there are in some cases irregular cavities

which contain large quantities of such production, com-
parable to the accumulations of gum in the trunks of

Cycads. In the trunk of Dryobjelanops Camphora, for

instance, vast cavities or fissures sometimes exist, as in

a case from Labuan, described by ilr. Motley (see

Hook. Jouvn., 1852, p. 201), in which five gallons were
saved from one cavity, though much was lost- From this

the camphor itself is deposited in crystals on the walls.

275. Sometimes on the contrary, the turpentine pe-
netrates by infiltration into every part of the wood,
even those which in general are free from resinous

matter. Wood in this condition is called by the

Germans Kienholz. It is probable that in such

cases there is a defect of vitality in the cell walls,

in consequence of which the turpentine is distri-

buted according to mere dynamic laws. It is well

known that dead branches of Pines inclosed in living

wood are strongly impregnated with turpentine, and

acquire, in consequence, an extreme degree of hard-

ness ; and such is more or less the case with all the other

portions of the wood. The punctate woody tissue and

the medullary rays are equally affected ; their mem-
brane itself is saturated, and the intercellular passages

are gorged with resin. The affection is either general

or partial, aud is sometimes confined to the tops of the

branches, which are then known in Germany by fixe

name of Kienzopfe. The wood, however, for many pur-

poses, is not deteriorated by this process, but acquires 3
high degree of durability, and in consequence is much
valued by mechanists. The roots of Fir trees gradually

acquire a similar condition, and are dug up in ancient

forests after the expiration of hundreds of years and
used as torches, from the immense quantity of resin

which thev contain. M. J. B.
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DRACOPHYLLUM GRACILE.
This is a remarkably useful plant, and, under good

management, it soon forms a pretty specimen. Its

little lieads of white flowers, with which every shoot is

crowDed, have a very pleasing effect and last a consider-

able time in beauty. Although not very difficult to

propagate, this part of its culture had better be left to

nurserymen ; for the propagation of any hard-wooded

plant is a work which requires time and careful atten-

tion, and good, strong, well got up, young plants may be

procured for a trifle.

To begin, let us suppose that a couple of nice bushy,

healthy young plants are procured at once with which

to commence. Those that are dwarf, bushy, and
strong, and neither under nor over-potted, should be

selected. When received let them be placed in a close

part of the greenhouse, where they will be near the

glass and out of the way of cold draughts, giving water

to the soil very carefully for the present. About the

beginning of March, see to the state of the roots, and
if these are found to require more pot-room, shift at

once into pots a good size larger, using prime rich turfy

peat broken up rather small, and well intermixed

with plenty of sharp silver sand and sonle lumpy bits

of charcoal, to ensure the soil being permeable by
water. Secure perfect drainage by placing plenty of

j

potsherds in the bottom of the pot, and in potting
j

make the fresh soil rather firm about the ball. Place

the plants after potting in the warmest part of the [

greenhouse close to the glass, or in a pit where the

night temperature may be kept at about 45°, keeping

them rather close during the day, to encourage the

roots to strike into the fresh soil. With proper care

to have the ball and soil used in a healthy state at

the time of potting, very little water will be necessary for

some time after potting, but the plants should be dewed
over head with the syringe on the afternoons of clear

days, taking care also to secure a moist state of the atmo-
sphere by frequently sprinkling any available surface.

But, although over-watering must be avoided, the

opposite extreme would be nearly as injurious, there-

fore when the soil requires water, and only then, give
a good soaking, avoiding dribblings, or waterings
when it is not absolutely required. In course of a
month or so after potting, the roots will probably have
got hold of the fresh soil, and as soon as this is apparent,
cut back any straggling shoot, stop the others, and
train them nicely, bringing them well down to the pot,

and keeping them thin. The object after this should
be to get the plants to break as thickly and strong as

possible, and this will be best secured by keeping them
near the glass, giving air freely on fine days, keeping

i

close when the weather is cold, and the atmosphere can
hardly be kept too moist. When the weather becomes mild,

remove them to a cold frame, which is the best situation

for them in summer, and use a thin shade on the fore- !

noons of bright clays, but not until it is wanted, for too

much shading is productive only of long-jointed weakly
wood. As the young shoots advance in length train

them out to neat thin made stakes.

A second shift will probably be wanted towards June,
and this should be attended to as soon as the pots are

full of roots, in order to avoid checking the plants, and
also to get them well rooted into the fresh soil before

winter. Use similar soil, &c, to that recommended
for the last shift, and keep the plants rather close for

a fortnight or so after repotting. In summer every
precaution must be used to secure a moist state of the
atmosphere, for except this is attended to strong rapid
growth will not be obtained ; and, perhaps, the best way
of effecting this is to place the plants on a bed of coal

ashes, which, by sprinkling in fine weather, can be kept
continually moist. Give air freely on fine days, but
guard against drying winds by giving air sparingly,

and on the sheltered side of the light keeping down
the temperature by shading. Sprinkle the plants over
head early in the afternoon, and keep them close for the

evening, but air should be given freely for the night

;

and after the middle of July the lights may be thrown
off in the evening, so as to expose the plants to the

night dews, replacing them in the morning before the

sun becomes powerful.

A drier system of treatment must be pursued in

autumn, in order to get the wood well ripened for

winter, and the plants should be removed to a light

airy part of the greenhouse for the winter. The same
treatment pursued a second season will produce nice

little specimens, which will be useful for flowering,

and in this case they should receive the ordinary green-

house treatment until they come into bloom, when they

should be slightly shaded, to prolong the beauty of the

flowers. As soon as their beauty is over, cut back

the shoots sufficiently to ensure a compact growth,

and remove the plants to where they can be afforded

a moist atmosphere, keeping them close to the glass, but
not too warm, in order to induce them to break close

and strong. As soon as they fairly start iuto growth,
give a shift if the roots are found to be in want of more
space, which will be the case if all is right. Attend to

training the shoots as may be necessary, and treat
them during the remainder of the season as already
recommended. With care in watering, &c, the plants
may be expected to lost many seasons, and form fine

large bushes
; but it will be safe to be prepared for

the loss of a specimen occasionally by having a succession
of young plants. The compact heads of white flowers
are very suitable for bouquets, in which they are much
valued, and their removal for this purpose improves
rather than injures the plant. Alpha.

COMMON THINGS.
Asparagus.—Now that the weather has changed

Asparagus beds will require early attention, as the plants

will soon commence growing. Presuming of course

that they have been top-dressed with rotten manure or

some light rich compost before winter set in, this

should now be mixed with the surface soil by forking it

lightly over, taking care of course not to go deep
enough to injure the crowns of the plants. After the

operation of forking, a moderate dressing of salt may
be given, and when the newly broken up soil has been
acted upon by the atmosphere sufficiently to allow of its

being neatly raked, this operation may be performed,
first shovelling up the loose soil out of the alleys/aiid

spreading it over the surface of the bed. The/l^^s/
being neatly edged another ,dose of salt will ensure'
the beds in a great measure against weeds. Before th6se

matters are attended to it is advisable to take up
1

as

many plants as will be required for forcing, and cover
them with old tan or something similar, which will pre-

serve them from frost without exciting them.
Stdkale.—It is a common practice to throw away the

old roots of Seakale that have been taken up and forced;

but it is a pity this should be the case, as if taken care
of they will produce fine plants for another year with
very little trouble. After the "Grass" has been cut, which
should be done without injuring the crown, the plants

may be laid in carefully in some sheltered out-of-the-

way spot, until a half spent hot-bed frame is at liberty,

with a surface soil of leaf and sand. The roots may
now be cut into pieces 2 or 3 inches long, and after

dusting them over with quick lime they may be planted
all over the frame 3 or 4 inches asunder. The frame
should be kept rather close for a few weeks, and by the
time the season will admit of it the plants will be in a
nice condition for removing to some rich well trenched
ground, and having all the summer before them will

make fine strong plants by autumn quite equal to what
two-year-old seedlings generally are.

Home Correspondence.
Grafted Rhododendrons.—Being one of the advocates

for grafted Rhododendrons, I think it right to observe

that I have had no desire to adopt that " Irish " species

of defence which "J. R." attributes to them. My object

from the commencement has been to state in a straight-

forward maimer my reasons for considering some of his

statements erroneous, and I have advanced nothing but
what my own observation and practical experience

prove to be correct. I have recommended grafted

Rhododendrons for standards, as I consider them better

calculated to make handsome specimens than plants

propagated from layers, and this in a much shorter time

;

I only stated the fact of its being possible by deep plant-

ing to induce the scion to emitroots,andbecomeindepend-
ent of the stock, as a secondary argument, and with the
view of helping " J. R." out of his supposed difficulties.

I do not wish to deny that stocks, even though weaker
than the scion, will not occasionally throw up suckers,

but I hold that even when this does happen to its

greatest extent, it is but a small evil, and easily remedied
by common attention ; it is an evil too which gets less

every year, and when the scion has gathered strength

will disappear altogether. I am, however, perfectly

aware that some skill is required in the selection of

proper stocks for different varieties, but this is never
overlooked in an establishment where the proprietor has

an eye to his own interest. In endeavouring to refute

my assertion that Rhododendron ponticum and maxi-
mum are more luxuriant than their hybrids crossed

with arboreum, " J. R." seems to be unacquainted with

the parentage of the hybrids, which he names as

examples ; R. Russelianum is not from caucasicum, but
from some of the varieties of catawbiense crossed with

arboreum, and it illustrates very well the truth of my
statement that hybrid Rhododendrons almost inva-

riably assume the habit of the female parent ; but
the hybrid obtained from caucasicum crossed with
arboreum, and known as Nobeanum, furnishes a more
perfect illustration; here we have the dwarf habit of

caucasicum, and the foliage far more like that variety

than arboreum, and many more examples could be
named in support of this point. As regards my assertion

that hybrids raised between hardy and tender sorts will

not be hardy unless the seed is saved from the hardy
sort, I may state that, before trying the experiment
myself, I had the testimony of two or three practical

hybridisers of extensive experience. And I have since

proved it for myself in the ease of a batch of hybrids, in

which the seed was saved from a tender sort, all of

which suffered from frost, while those from the same
parents crossed vice-versd have stood uninjured. Hugh
Eraser, Stanwell Nurseries, Edinburgh.
Show a Protector of Vegetation.—Your observations

at p. 99 remind me of the protection afforded by snow
to vegetation in the neighbourhood" of St. Petersburg!].

On the melting of snow there I noticed in a large field

that the last year's Grass, and many weeds mixed with
it, remained green, excepting that the ends of the leaves

were frost-bitten
;
young shoots were even sprouting out

between the old stems. The preceding winter had been
unusuajly long and severe ; on one occasion Reaumur's
thermometer marked 25° of cold about noon ; it had
been as low as 30° the preceding night, being equal to

35^° below zero of Fahrenheit. Market gardeners
seemed to avail themselves of the protection snow
affords, for at Ocbta, near St. Petersburgh, I saw a man
sowing Peas on prepared ridges whilst snow was still on
the ground around them ; after drawing earth over the

seeds, he covered the ridges with a thick coat of snow.
Rarely in this country is there enough of it to protect
the soil beneath from frost ; but might not this practice
serve as a hint to our gardeners ? Might not they
spread some waterproof material over tender plants or
seeds ? Old nets have long been sold for nailing against
walls, old carpets would form excellent protection if

previously coated on one side, with tar for instance. B.
Haiti at Rothamsted, Herts, in 1854 :

—
Large gauge l.lOOOtli of Acre.

SmallActual weight
Inches of Rain

calculated
from weight.

Large
Gauge

/

of Rain in Gauge. exceeds
Small.

lbs. oz. 10th lu. 10. 100th In. 10. 100th In. 10. 1.00th
Jan. 456 2 1 2.0205 1.6450 0.3755
Feb. 214 12 7 0.9512 0.6650 0.2862
31 arch 116 2 6 0.5121 0.3150 0.1971
April 112 8 8 0.4960 0.3425 0.1535
May 991 IS 5 4.3823 3.7625 0.6198
Juue 172 10 8 0.7656 0.5250 0.2406
July 193 14 6 0.8560 0.6800 0.1760
Aug. 609 3 6 2.6910 2.5650 0.1260
Sept. 176 3 9 0.7776 0.4975 0.2801
Oct. 517 13 2.2669 1.8575 0.4294
Nov. 346 7 7 1.5297 1.1350 0.3947
Dec. 357 5 5 1.5783 1.3050 0.2733

Total 4265 4 8 18.S472 15.2950 3.5522

—/. B. Lawes.

Temperature.—In your Paper of Feb. 24, p. 115, you
give a table of the extremes of cold since the years
181 3 or 1814, but in the column Extreme Lowest against

the years 1819 and 1820 are three dots, thus ... ; also-

in 1822 and 1823, and again in 1855. May I ask
whether this means above zero ? [Yes ; the dots have
been put in merely to fill up the space.] All the other
years have the minus . sign — , meaning, I suppose,
below zero. [Yes, in the usual way.] The following

table, copied last year from one of the leading journals,

may. perhaps be useful. It is by Mr. Lowe, of the
Highfield Observatory :-

1826—January 15... 11
f above

1830 .,

1838 „
1841 „
1845—March

19.„
20...

1S54-

14...

January 3...

I zero.

i
below

[
zero-

1810—February21... 12°
{
a
z
b
e
°„e

1S14—January 9... 4 „

„ 13... 3 „

„ „ 14... 5 „
1815 „ 33 ... 11 „
1S16—February 9... 2 „
1820-January 1... 6 „
1823 „ 19... 6 „

On 14th March, 1845, temperature fell to 1° below zero on
the Grass.

On the 3d January, 1854, the thermometer on the Grass was
6° below zero by several thermometers ; at 4 fee't above the
ground it was 2D below zero.

The year 1829-30 was a very severe winter, but none of
the tables I have seen seem to notice it. The river

Medway was then full of ice. [In that winter the ther-

mometer gave the following results for the 31 coldest

days :

—

1829—1830 Mean max. Mean min. Mean. Lowest extreme
Dec. 20 to Jan. 19 34-12 2580 2999 Jan. 18th 10?.

The period was remarkable for continued low, but
not extremely low temperaiare.] On Feb. the 10th
inst. we had the thermometer at 5° above zero here.

Fred. B. Banlcey, Fetcham Park, Surrey, Feb.{25.

Discrepancies between Thermometers at different Eleva-
tions.—At p. 115 you make a comparison between the
observations at Chiswick, during the late severe frost,

and those of Howard, for the frost of 1813-14, as given
in his " Climate of London." Now, a comparison be-
tween two instruments can only be strictly true when
the elevation of those instruments is identical ; and I
can prove that there was a difference between the eleva-

tion of Howard's instruments and those at Chiswick
amounting to no less than 9 feet, as regards the mini-

mum thermometer. When I wrote to you on this sub-
jeet in March, 1852, you inserted a sketch of the posi-

tions of the instruments at Chiswick in your Paper of I

March 1 3, which I have now by me. In the explanation i

of the diagram you say, " The minimum thermometer'
is about a foot above the surface of the grouud," conse-

1

quently within the influence of radiation, and indicating •

with precision the temperature to which vegetation is ex-

posed. But Howard's observations seem to have had no i

reference to the science of horticulture. If you refer to

the " Climate of London," vol. i., page 4, in the article on
temperature, you will see that Howard's instruments 1

during the frost of 1813-14 were suspended no less than i

"10 feet from the general level of the garden." Now
it is a known fact that the temperature, 1 foot above thei

ground, is always lower than'at 10 feet elevation, so that I

observations conducted at this height, though valuable

|

as a record of weather, are worthless as regards the
;

j

effect of frost on vegetation. As a proof of the dis-ii

crepancy between two instruments of different elevations,

,

I may mention that on January 10 of this year, one of i

.

my thermometers (a), 6 feet above the ground indicated 1 1

at 8 a.m. 24°, while another [(b), 20 feet above the /

ground, registered 29". On the 19 th (a) was 13",
j

while (b) was at 17°. Here, 8° has been the lowest ; i

point reached by (a), 9° by (b) on Feb. 18. If observers

would make it a rule to give the elevations of their
i

instruments as well as their readings, a comparison might I;

be instituted on strict principles, and the cause of t

meteorology and horticulture be much benefited.,).

O. B. N. P., Stevenage, Herts, Feb. 26.
" Dommisl-a" Apple.—Mr. Hogg mentions, in his ,.

work on " British Pomology," a foreign Apple under (

the name of " Dommiska," amongst the list of those, v.

with which he is imperfectly acquainted. Can your
,

.

correspondents give me any certain information respect- *

ing the Apple so called ? From the description given i
of it, I suspect it is the same as an Apple which I met;.,

with in Wallachia, where it was called the "Doum-V
:
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noahti" Apple (thin difference in name would in; merely

tlio natural change into the common form of names En

tho Wallachiau language). 11' it bo tho same, 1 can

answer lor iLm quality being of tlio very finest in VVal-

lachia, where I Imvo eaten it in tlio latter purl, of

October. It was then fully equal, if not superior lo any

Apple 1 Imvo over tasted, somewhat similar in appear-

anco and quality lo a, very large and well-ripened

itii'
.

i 1
1 Pippin, 0. W. Strickland, Wamand.

Scottish Avborioultwal Society,— In your notice of

this now Society, at p. 100, you nay that " it in hut just

to tho veteran Billington to state that tills (formation of

such a Society) in a ineaHuro of which ho ban been tho

advocate over sineo you remember his naino." Now, if

your knowledge of Mr. Billington only began with the

advent of tho Gardeners' Chronicle in I (Ml, I take ii. for

granted that another has a prior claim to tho merit of

suggesting tho propriety of establishing an association

lor tho improvement of Forestry ; for those who possess
copies of tho "Gardeners' Magazine" will find, in the
October Number of 1883 of that work, that tho utility

of forming such an association is insisted on at consider-

able length. A Forester, Easton Maudet. | What then !
|

The Winter in the, North; at Jedburgh, N. B, On
tho morning of tho 15th ult. wo had tho thermometer
down to zero, and on that of tho J 7th M, " below that
point. This was at 5 o'clock a.m. At H o'clock on that

morning it was 3?, and at 2 o'clock 2° bolow zero. The
snow around tho town lias been a foot deep. Jedburgh
is situated in a finely sheltered valley, so that in some
localities near us tho temperature would doubtless be
more than -I.;." below zero. In a place not a mile and a
half off tho thermometer indicated 9" below zero on tho
17th at (I o'cIock,,A.M. ; and 1 believe it would bo per-
fectly correct, as it was tho standard instrument by
which the owner, one of tho most eminent makers in

the north, used to regulate all his thermometers.
Wo shall experience a fearful loss of plants ; bushes of
Aucuba japonica are as black as coal, all my Noisette
Roses, the very hardiest of them, and plants covering a
;reat space of wall are killed to the ground. Tho loss in

standard Roses will be considerable, and 1 should think
,he whin (Furze) fences, unless saved to some extent by
.he snow, must bo ruined. William Deans, Anna Nar-
cry, Jedburgh. An ordinary registering tliermo-
neter fell hero as follows :—Feb. 15, 11° below zero

;

Teh. 1G, 16J° ditto ; Feb. 17, 20° ditto; and on the 19th
q below zero. The above occurred between 6 and 7
'clock in the mornings. Charles Kay, Blaclcadder, Dunsc,
lenoickshirc. [What is here meant by the expression
elow zero ? or has the writer a thermometer that mis-
ads him ?]

WaterHats.—Having been rather an extensive planter,
ii low ground aud near a running stream, and having
sen much annoyed by. water rats barking the young
•ees (about six inches from the ground) quite round
le stems, and completely destroying them, I am in-
iced to ask whether you can point out any effectual
an for killing these animals, except by shooting them,
hich is a very tedious operation ; the professed rat-
itchers will not undertake to extirpate these aquatic
sts. A Subscriber. [We destroyed or drove away all

rs, in 1838, by laying phosphoric rat poison iu their
us.]

Societies.

they been sufficiently furnished with ipecimens, Mv-r
discussing fin th or some of the opinions ontertained
by botanists us to thoir affinities, Dn Hookoi
on to state Ills own view, which Is, briefly, that

tho vascular bundlos i" the rhlzoroos ol tlolosf

and Langsdorffio arc sufficient evidence ol llioii

being dicotylodonou , thesi b ling altogi titer oxa
and not differing from the stems of Menispermacen
and other anomalous but undoubted dlcoty ledons. " The
Dalanophorcoo/ 1

he continues, " have an ndhoreni

perianth iu all the gonora wh rethl organ I levolopcd,

and an oplgynous stamen in Cynomorlum, the only

peoies in which hormaphroditc flowi n occi r, I

characters indicate u position amongst the oplgynous

Galyeiflorio, a group which, though far from

limited an a natural clnnn, in in our pn nl

Itnowladgo one of considerable value, an comprohi nding

many noarly allied natural families. Amongst tbero,

the most direct relation of the Balanophorcm El a
tainly with Ualoragcoe and Gunnora, with both of

which it presents many important characters in

oouininn, and between which 1 would plocO it ill

tho linear scries." Thin view Dr. Uookcr pro-

ids to illustrate by a detailed comparison of in-

dividual organs, and to meet such objections as may
probably bo urged against it. In tlio classification

of tin' genera mid species, Dr. Hooker prefers Griffith's

primary divisions, monontyles and distylcs, which are

perfectly natural. The greater number of these plants

belong to tlio tropical and subtropical mountains of Asia

and South America ; in both hemispheres certain

species ascend to .1 0,000 feet. A considerable number
aro extra-tropical, as Cynomorium, which attains

lat. 'II" N. in Europe ; the two Mystropetala and .Sar-

eophyl.o, which inhabit South Africa ; an Helosis from
the Plata district, and the North Indian species of

ISulanophora and Rhopnloencmis. The individual

species have often exceedingly wide ranges, though
some are extremely local. Tlio most conspicuous
examples of extensive distribution are Cynomorium
coccineum, which ranges from the Canary Isles to the

mouths of the Nile, namely, through .1000 miles of longi-

tude ; Rliopaloenemis, which is found in lat. 27" N. in

East Nepal and Sikkim, iu the Khasiya mountains of

East Bengal, and in Java under the line, places no less

than 3000 miles apart ; fialanophora fungosa, which is

found both in East Australia aud iu Tanna, places sepa-
rated by 1500 miles of ocean ; and in the New World,
Langsdorffia hypogrca has been found in the province of
Oaxaca, in Mexico, in the mountains of New Grenada,
and at Rio de Janeiro, having thus a range of 4000 miles
in a straight line. The widely distributed species, it is

remarked, do not vary much according to the distance
they spread.

and will act on . fflcienUy
'I urb .

, . way Ms

y< i ui.. (platm J, made ..I alum
mi', It 'In.' ih mblcifull ol i ,,u, will

in India. [ cannot say il alum will cl
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' before
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;
, I . i:. Hi
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I
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using the " patent autogrophi i deal
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i

; j

prefer to send their dj

off, rather than trouble t;. f their

own.

LiNN.EiN, Feb. 20.—The President iu the chair.
nong the objects before the meeting were three

J'l
.ueties of Rice from the kingdom of Nyami, Upper

ji inbia, together with the fruits of Amomum Dauielli,
< eum, latifolium, exscapum, aud grana-paradisi, from
sstern Africa, presented by W. F, Dauiell, M.D. The

,3, owing communications were read :— 1. A letter from
3 . E. D. Lockwood, of Haileybury College, Hertford,
i ordiug the occurrence iu that neighbourhood during
t late severe weather, of the red-throated diver, and
t little auk, both killed between Ware and Hertford.
£ A continuation of Dr. Hooker's memoir on the
I auophorese. Polymorphism and extreme simplicity
II very organ were stated to be the prominent features

, pjhis order, when surveyed in a structural poiut of
Yiv ; and, it was remarked, were value to be attached
K'tlie fact of every organ appearing in a most
di :aded state in oue or more of the species,
B uiophorere would rank low iu the system of plueno-
gl, ic plants. Disregarding imperfection, however,

-
.

ail lie organs are present which are necessary to warrant
i *h .' being placed among phoenogams, with the exeep-
jl of terrestrial roots. The arguments used to exclude
tUi» plants from the Phanerogamia were summed up

- bjjilie author, as coming within the following category :

(o' erroneous views of the nature of the ' seeds
(I'llicher, Martins, Blume, and others); (6) of their
•0$ii being in a diseased state of the plants they grow
OBTunghulm and Trattinick)

; (c) a supposed similarity
. ta.ngi, and an erroneous idea that their appearance is

Ufioric and their growth rapid (Endlicher); (d) the
raj'iibliiiice between the articulated filaments ou the
?Jiila of the Helosideae, and the paraphysea of

^Jji, aud between the pistilla of Balanophora, "and the
lidia of Musci (Griffith and Lindley)

;
(e) the

lblance of the cellular and vascular tissues in some
dr characters to those of Ferns (Unger and Goep-
» (/) a very peculiar view of the nature and
ons of the parts of the female flower (Weddell, who
refers Balauopliorefe with Rafflesiaeere to Gymno-
s). These views, Dr. Hooker observes, their
d authors would never have entertained had

Notices of £oQfcs;.
—

—

The Art of Travel, by Francis Galton, (Murray, post
8vo, 12s,) will be fouud as indispensable to the traveller

in wild countries as "the Handbooks" are to mere
tourists. It is evident that the author is a man of expe-
rience ; he knows what the traveller wants and what he
has to encounter ; upon both points he gives advice,

which is as judicious as it is abundant. Water, fire,

bivouac, clothes, food, discipline, defence, hiding places,

boats, ponds, &c. ; roads, carriage, carpentry, skins,

writing materials, cattle, horse furniture, fire-arms,

trapping, fishing, medicines, presents for barter, ex-
penses, philosophical instruments, form so many distinct

subjects, each of which is carefully worked out and
well illustrated with woodcuts. Such a quartermaster-
general or commissary-general would have secured us
against the disgraceful mismanagement in the Crimea

;

it is of men like Mr. Galton that such officers should
alone be made, carpet knights aud gentlemen in uniforms
with red tape facings are only fit for the atmosphere of

St. James's. The author's advice as coucerns water
enables us to make an extract illustrative of the manner
in which his very useful little volume is written :

—

" Topurify water that is muddy, putrid, or salt.—With
muddy water, the remedy is to filter, and to use alum,
if you have it. With putrid, to boil, to mix with char-

coal, or expose to the sun and air ; or, what is best, to

use all three methods at the same time. With salt

water, nothing avails but distillation.

" Muddy Water.—When at the watering-place there
is nothing but liquid mud, take a good lwmdful of Grass,
and tie it roughly together iu the form of a cone, 6 or
8 inches long ; then dipping the broad end into the
puddle, aud turning it up, a streamlet of partly-filtered

water will trickle down through the small end. Thjs
excellent plan is used by the northern bushmen—at

their wells quantities of these bundles are fouud lying

about (Andersson). Otherwise, driuk through your
handkerchief—either put it over the mouth of your
mug, or else throw it on the liquid mess as it lies in the

puddle, and suck through. For a copious supply, the

most perfect plan, if you have means, is to bore a cask

full of auger-holes, and put another small one, that has
had the bottom knocked out, inside it, then fill up the

space between the two with Grass, Moss, &c. Now
sinking the whole in the midst of the mud, the water
will filter through the auger-holes aud Moss, and rise up
clear in the inner cask, whence it can be ladled. With
a single cask, the lower parts of the sides may be bored,

and alternate layers of sand and Grass thrown in, till

they reach up above the holes ; through these layers

the water will strain. Or a canvass-bag that is kept

open with hoops, made on the spot, may be moored in

Garden Memoranda.
HORTII I

i.i '
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, G
—The stoves here are i

which are well known to be inns', useful plantsfor winter
decoration ; but in . r plants

' <ot in flower require especial notice. One of the

most ornamental of these i-. 1 hyr-acanthus rutihuis, a
stove plant as yet scarcely known, but which should be
in every collection, as it is really one <A the handsomest
things thai has been introduced for yearn. It produces
great quantities ol brilliant crimson tubular flowers

attached near the ends of lore branched drooping flower
stems, which when tied out a little, 60 as to fully

the blossoms to view, render the plant very effective.

The flowers also keep a long time in perfection, a

desirable property at all times, and especially at this

season of the year. Another plant, which cannot be

too highly spokeu of, is the Flax called Linurn trigynum,

a hardy greenhouse plant, whose numerous bright yellow

blossoms, each as large as a half-crown piece, are

extremely showy, and they continue to be developed in

succession for several weeks. Sciadocalyx 'Warscewiczi,

a Gesnerad resembling Achimcnes picta, is a tolerably

handsome stove plant at this season, as is also :

dendron, with pale yellow flowers, called C. fiplendens

Hugeli.

Among Orchids in bloom the most important was
Dendrobium speciosum, a noble plant, which, however,
is scarcely yet in perfection. It has upwards of 12
flower spikes on it, many of them quite 15 inches in

length, and when fully out must produce a glorious

effect. This plant has been kept comparatively cool,

aud we are thus led to believe that the reason it so

seldom flowers is because it is kept all the year round in

too warm a temperature.

Iu the great Consrvatory saveral kinds of Habro-
thamnus w ere in bloom, among which one called scaber
promises to be an improvement on elegans, to which it

bears considerable resemblance. A m\ss of H. fasci-

culuris was also in blossom, and when large anl well

flowered as this was few winter flowering plants are

handsomer. The Camellias in this house are coming
fiuely into flower ; elegans in particular is literally loaded

with its large showy blossoms, notwithstanding that hs
flower-buds had been previously very much thinned.

The sweet-smelling Luculia gratissima is also still in fine

condition, although it was in full flower when we saw
it a month ago, and even long before then. On the

side shelves plants of Selago distans were in flower,

together with Heaths, early Tulips, Hyacinths, and
other spring bulbs, Primroses, and Acacias, all of

which serve to produce a large amount of gaiety, even
thus early in the year.

The Urchard-house has been re-arranged and put in

order ; it is well stocked with fruit trees of new or little

known kinds in pots ; even Raspberries, Gooseberries,

and Currants (red, white, and black', have been potted

and put in it for trial. Round the sides of the beds are

Strawberries in pots, a situation well adapted for them

in winter, and from which they may either be removed

to warmer quarters if it be desired to have item

or if allowed to remain where they are they will come
in a little before those in the open air.

Protections for pits, &c. have been in great requisi-

tion during this -winter, and in addition to frigi domo,

several contrivances made of straw have been tried.

.The best of the latter has been made of long V

straw laid crosswise on three pieces of tar twine (at

equal distances apart), on which the straw is worked

with common twine, in the manner recommended by Mr.

Brewer, of Pine Apple Place. These protections when
completed are about 10 feer in length, and nearly -

in width : they are light, and have the advantage of being

capable of being speedily rolled up and set on end in

any corner out of the way. -Another description of

covering is straw fastened on a skeleton sash ;
:".::=

answers very well, but when they are pulled off they

cannot conveniently be put out of tbc •»»}- Tt<> J*^.-!

kind of new covering tried has been straw placed be-
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tween wire screens rmide of zinc, but lhese_ are said to

have the faults of being too heavy ;nd opt to break the

glass.

Out of doors the tlu.w had only two days set in, and
although the snow had nearly disappeared, little if any-

thing certain can as yet be said of the effects on vegeta-

tion of the late severe weather. It may be mentioned,
however, that Berberis nepalensis, tinctoria and other

species appear to be much injured, as are also several

of the Mexican Pinus, except Lindleyana, which has

not been hurt in the least. Ribes speciosum isapparently

injured considerably, and so are plants of Daphne
pontica and laureola. A small plant of Assam Tea has
only had a leaf or two browned. Rhododendrons
appear to be safe, and Laurustinus do not seem to be
hurt, nor even the young shoots of the common Bay.
The Chusan Palm has unfortunately suffered in the

outer leaves, but the centre looks green and healthy.

The Pampas Grass is quite blanched, but whether or not
it is killed remains to be seen. In the kitchen garden
young Cabbages and Broccoli are greatly blanched, but
we think not killed, although it is reported they are so
in some of the market gardens in the neighbourhood,
la a short time it will be better known what has been
killed and what has not. When tie thermometer has
been down to zero, as it has been here, and the frost a
foot deep in the ground, the effects on vegetation must
be expected to be great, and these it will be our busi-
uess to report next month.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing weeh.')

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.— Such of the twiners as were

closely pruned in autumn will, under the influence of
sunny days, soon be starring into free growth, and it is

of the utmost importance to get them as thoroughly
cleared of insects as can be done while they are in a
dormant state. The flowering plants should be removed
•q one eud of the house, so as to allow of giving the
twiners a good washing with the engine, which will have
the desired effect on most things, and will also be useful
ia cleaning the glass, &c. But such things as Acacias
and Jasmines, if affected with white scale, to which they
are very liable, will be but little benefited by this
operation, for these are more difficult to eradicate when
allowed to get fairly established than red spider,
and we know no other way of destroying these
pests, than by taking them in time, and painting the
affected parts with a mixture similar to that recom-
mended a few weeks ago for fruit trees. This, like all

other insects, is particularly troublesome only when the
plants liable to its attacks are grown under circumstances
uniayourable to its habits, and in this case the
affected plants should be taken up and replaced with
others of a more suitable character for the position,
for it is nearly impossible to keep plants clean, unless
iliey can be kept in vigorous health. Take every
opportunity of admitting fresh air ; but after the con-
finement to which the plants have necessarily been
subjected, cold currents will be dangerous and
should be avoided. Be satisfied with a rather low
temperature at present, and use only sufficient fire-heat

'.o secure this and prevent damp in the atmosphere.
Stove.— Plants of Dipladenias, hchites, and other
twiners in active growth will require frequent attention

in order to properly direct their growth and prevent the
shoots getting entangled. Get such things into the pots
in which they are to bloom as soon as this can be done
with due regard to the state of the roots, so as to allow
of the shoots being properly trained to the trellises

before there is risk of their being broken in the operation.
Look sharply after insects of all kinds, particularly mealy-

bug, which will be emerging from its winter quarters,
and will soon be sufficiently numerous to afford any
amount of work unless every means is used to eradicate

it at present.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
-Pineries.—The large use of fire-heat which has been

necessary for a considerable time, will, except where great
care has been used to counteract its effects, have been
injurious to plants swelling fruit. Now that the

weather is such that the requisite temperature can be

'maintained by a very moderate use of the fires every

care si ould be exercised to keep the" atmosphere

Saturateri^with moisture uutil the fruit begins to change

colour, giving manure water to the Boil as often as it may
be wanted, letting the temperature range between 80°

and 90° with the assistance of sun-heat ; also see that

the bottom-heat does not fall below 85°, nor rise above

U6°. Young plants growing in the open bed that have

been some time planted will be benefited by having the

soil loosened up as deeply as can be done without

injuring the roots, giving it a liberal soaking of

tepid water if it is found to be too dry. The water

should be applied by means of a rose-pot, and not so

iitat as to flood the surface, for if this is done the soil

^v/ill be rendered almost as close as before forking up
;

-indeed, careless watering is the great cause of the sur-

face of the soil becoming close and hard, and should be
carefully avoided. Endeavour to afford these] a nice

regular bottom-heat,with a thoroughly moist atmosphere,
and keep them growing as freely as may be consistent

wih keeping them dwarf and stocky. Haveaconstant eye
to maintaining a succession of fruit, or securing a supply
at the season when it may be most wanted, and let the
irtnumeui, of tl.o plants be regulated in time by your
circumstances ; for this ia a matter which demands

considerable forethought, and which can be successfully

managed only by careful observation and attention.

Vineries.—The -unusual amount of fire-heat which the
long-continued severe weather has rendered necessary
has been anything but favourable to Vines fairly started,

and this, combined with the absence of sunshine and
the difficulty of admitting fresh air, has had a tendency to

induce weak long-jointed wood and thin foliage, and
where this has occurred the greatest care should be
exercised to get tl e wood and foliage strengthened.
Take advantage of every favourable opportunity to

admit fresh air as freely as can be done with safety, and
be satisfied with as low a temperature from fire heat as
may be considered safe under the state of the Vines, but
shut up early on sui ny days, allowing the glass to rise

considerably. This will to some extent economise fuel,

and will be much more congenial to the Vines than so
much fire-heat. Except where the Vines are in flower
keep the atmosphere moist, but the foliage should always
be allowed to become dry in course of the day. Look
carefully for red spider in the early houses, for the
amount of fire-heat which has lately been necessary will

have been very favourable to the increase of this pest,

and it will probably be making its appearance upon
Vines that have been at all liable to it formerly. Attend
carefully to the state of the borders, and where ferment-
ng materials are used do not allow the heat to decline

because the frost is gone, but aim at securing a steady
warmth of about 70°, at a foot below the surface.

Peaches.—Where the trees are in bloom admit air

freely whenever the weather is mild, and keep the
atmosphere rather dry, maintaining a steady night tem-
perature of about 50°. Trees on which the fruit is

fairly set should be afforded a moist temperature, sj rin-

ging them liberally in the afternoon to prevent red
spider, and keeping the border in a healthy state as to

moisture, &c, to secure a vigorous root action. CtictiM-

behs.—These may now be kept at from 65° to 70° by
night, and 70" to 80° by day, with a steady bottom-heat
of about 85°, which, combined with a thoroughly moist
atmosphere, will induce free growth. Keep the shoots
thin near the glass, and attend to stopping, &c, as may
be necessary. Attend carefully to the early Melon
plants, and regulate the temperature according to the

state of the plants and the amount of sunshine, taking

care not to get the Vi.es weak and long-jointed through
a high close temperature, for a fair crop of fruit need
hardly be expected unless the Vines are kept strong and
short-jointed. Do not omit putting in seeds of the

favourite summer kinds.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
In the present state of the ground but little can be

profitably done in these departments; it may be reason-

ably hoped, however, that the ground will be in a fit

state for work of all kinds before this appears; mean-
time walks and lawns will require frequent rollings, to

properly consolidate them after the frost, and this

should be attended to at once, for if dry weather should
set in the roller will be less effective than now, and the

walks and lawns will not be easily put into proper
spring order. Where any alterations are in hand, these
will of course demand attention as soon as ever the frost

is out of the ground, and the removal of shrubs or
planting, where such has been unfortunately delayed
thus far, should be finished with the least possible delay;

and no unnecessary time should be lost in getting altera-

tions involving the relaying or putting down of fresh

turf completed, for it is a great saving of after labour
and attention to get this kind of work finished before
the drying March winds set in. If not previously done,

get Pillar Roses pruned and tied ; and where wood
stakes are used examine these carefully, and renew such
as are not likely to last the season, for they are trouble-

some to replace after the plants begin to ramble about.

It is an excellent practice on most soils to give these a
liberal dressing of manure water in a very strong state

in the winter ; or, wiiere it can be obtained, night soil

mixed with water, so as to reduce it to the consistence

of thick paint. The surface soil should be removed for

about two feet from the stem of the plant, placing it so

as to form a basin, and the undei\soil stirred as deeply as

can be done without injuring the roots, giving from four

to eight gallons to each, according to the strength of the

plant, and replacing the soil. This will be much more
efficient in inducing a vigorous growth, and in the case of

the autumn blooming kinds securing a fine display of

late flowers, than all the manure that could be applied.

Push forward the work of propagation with the least

possible delay, and endeavour to keep the young stock

strong and stocky.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
There will be no want of work whenever the state of

the ground will admit of its being done. A small sowing
of Radishes, to succeed those in frames, should be made
on a warm dry border ; also Early Horn Carrots, Tur-
nips, and a moderate breadth of Parsley should be got in

where there is any danger of a scarcity of this much
.used plant. Where the Lettuce and Cauliflower plants

have been injured by the late frost, there will of course

be a supply coming on under glass. These and the

early Celery are best raised on a slight hot-bed, where
they can be kept close to the glass, and afforded plenty

of air; but where this convenience cannot be commanded,
they may be raised in pans or boxes in the forcing-

houses, taking every possible care to keep them stocky,

and carefully inuring them to exposure to the open air

before planting out. Onions and Parsnips may also be

sown at once, where the ground is clear of frost, and in

a fit state for working,'but until this is the case all seeds

will be better in their papers, Peas that were sown

before the frost should be carefully examined, in order
to ascertain what amount of injury they have sustained,

and fresh seed put in as may be necessary to make good
the lines. See to providing for a succession of this much
esteemed vegetable, and get those raised under glass

prepared for planting out by full exposure on mild days.

Of course every advantage will be taken of favourable
weather for nailing, &c, in order to get this work done
so as to have the hands tit liberty for other work.

STATE OF TEE WEATHER AT CEISW1CK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending March 1, 1S55, as obEcrved at the Horticultural Gardens-

Feb. and gS
March. !=>"*

Friday -J

Satur. 2

Sunday 2

Mon.. 2

Tues. 2;

Wed. 2S
Thurs.

stun-:

la-si i

-9-777
29.62J

: iJ.7

'."1.291

29.311
29.11.9

29.1112

29.7.'17

29., 27

29.5.S6

Tkmpkraturk.

Ma*. Kb. Mean '„£« ««

l-.ii 32.1 34.2 37.1

N.E. .00
S.W. .69
S.W.I .10

N.W.i .04
" S. X6
S.W.I .13

S.W. .01

'l.Oi

Feb. 23—Uniformly overcast; snow, in broad Hakes, to the depth of an
inch; overcast.— 24—Overcast ; thaw commenced; fine; heavy rain at night.

— 25—Uniformly overcast ; rain at night.— 2G—Hain ; drizzly; overcast.
— £7—Foggy; drizzly; overcast.— 28— Foggy; drizzly; cloudy; halo round the moon ; slight fiost.

March 1— Heavy rain; very fine.

Mum temperature of the week .'.; deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending March 10. 1SS5,

* **
a o.

Eh

No. of
Teara Id

which it

Rained.
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of Rain.

Prevailing Winda
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Wed. 7
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Friday 9
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49.2
49.8
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5H.S

32.1

3 i.l

32.3

32.8

33.0
3i.7
32.4

40.6
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41.1

41.4

41.8
4l.fi

10

9
10
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10
s
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0.4 S in.

0.40

0.26

0.11

0.17
0.47
0.69

3 1

3 1

1
a."

S 5 5

4' 7 4

SU 4
4' 8 3

4 8 5;

Si ?! 31

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 9lh>

132ij-therm. 63 deg. ; and the lowest on the 10th, lb47—therm. 7 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bell Glasses : JIUo. They may be bad of any large glass

dealer.

J

Books : F H G. Endlicber's " Synopsis Coniferarum" is the best
modern work on Conifers, but it is quite technical and abounds
in errors or omissions. The most accurate list is that published
in the Journal of the Horticultural Society, Vol. V., p. 19D.

A good work is much wanted ; but there is no chance of its

being undertaken until a sufficient fund is subscribed to secure
author and publisher against loss.

—

A N. There is a Flora
Melitensis ; but it can only be procured in Malta, even if there.

There is no other.

Crickets: Manchester. The best trap for crickets Is tlach treacle

in soup plates, preserving jars, or wide-mouthed bottle?, placing
in each just sufficient to cover the bottom. They should be
plunged to the rim in the ordinary plunging material of the
house, in order that the crickets may experience no difficulty

in entering, though if soup plates are used they will jump in

freely. "When the surface of the treacle is covered they must
be emptied into Lot water, and the traps baited again.J

Dioscorea japonica: Buyers of this are recommended to tako
care what is sold them before they pay. We have seen lately

what are called plants, for which the mere postage would be
too great a price. They ought to be tubers, and noc
smaller than a sparrow's egg.

Guano; P 7. The purity of guano can only be ascertained with
certainty by means of chemical analysis. If, however, you fill

with it the howl of a clay pipe and put it into a fierce fire, if

there is any red colour communicated to the clay you may be
certain that the sample is adulterated. Cover such a bank with-

Ivy, the larger Tutsan, Privet. Holly-leaved Berberries, Savin
bushes, and plant among them any coarse herbaceous plants.

Laburnums: An Old Sub. We presume you have before you what
is called Cytisus Adami, a curious production, sometimes
putting out branches of the common Laburnum, sometimes of

O. purpureus, sometimes of a plant intermediate between the

two. The exact cause of the appearances has never been
satisfactorily explained ; but they are probably owing to a plant
of the common Laburnum having been budded with the purple
Cytisus, which having failed to develope its own bud, tainted

the stock on which it was worked.
Namf.s of Plants : "We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

thny should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking t

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to hdp them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in futuie, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

Dillon. A very bad specimen of some
Crassula, probably Cr. lactea.

—

Rusticus. We do not know.
Orange Boxes: JI'JT. Orange trees or other plants grown in

boxes coated over inside with Stockholm tar, are not injured

thereby .%

Portulacas: Buxton. They require an open soil, such as very
|

sandy loam, moderately enriched with leaf mould, or other

light manure. They do best in pans about four inches deep,)

well drained, or if pots are used, they should be filled half full]

of potsherds. The damping off has been caused most probably

by the plants growing too thickly together, and the soil being

too rich %
Roses: A Lady. The following selection of three dozen Hybrid

Perpetuals may possibly suit your purpose. Blush :— Jeanne
d'Arc, Madame Aimee, Marquis of Boccella, Queen Victoriii,

Mrs. Rivers, Madame de Manoel, Mure de St. Louis, Lady
Steward, and Blanche de Beaulieu. Pink and light Rose:—
Caroline de Sansal, Auguste Mie, Duchess of Sutherland,

Madame Aline Gibbon, Louis Peyronny, Madame Lamoriciere,

Reine des Fleurs, and Duchesse d'Orleans. Rose :—Augustine

Mouchelet, Baron Prevost, William Jesse, Dr. Marx, Madame
Laffay, Comtesse Duchatel, Louis Odier, James Veitch, and

Jacques Lafitte. Crimson:—Geant des Batailles, Beranger,

Robin Hood, Comte d'Egmont, Louis Buonaparte, Triomphed*
Paris, President Pierce, Apollo, Baronne Hallez, and Melanie

Cornu.t
Stephanotis floribunda: W N. The fruit of this, when ripe, i*.

greenish Apricot coloured and poisonous.^

Misc.: Sub. We doubt whether Lapageria rosea is a sufficient!}!

free-blooming plant to be really ornamental under the cor. I

ditions you mention. It is, however, well spoken of by some

See our vol. for last year, p. 725. It likes a light situation am

peaty soil; a place against a wire-work pillar exposed fo thi

sun would suit it better than the hack wall. Passiflora Buorta

partia will not flourish in the temperature of 40° by night

Pleroma elegans will do so; Dipteracanthus spectabilis fft 1

not, X-^O B. 2s. 6d, first four lines, &d. a line after,
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COKN MANIJKK FOB HI'KI Nfi KOWINfJ.
COKCKNTJtATJiU URATE FOR GRASS, icAI'l-., A NO

AM. ROOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIMB.

rpHE LONDON MANU11E (JOMJ'ANY continue
-L to rnanuffloturo tlio above Manures, which have boon uoed

svHb n" much huccghh for the last H yoarj<

Tlws London Manure Company also nupply PERUVIAN
<JUAN«> (direct Iron. Importors' waroliousoHj, Nltmt.- ol I oda.

6iilpliflto of Ammonia, Fisbory and other Salts, Bono Dust, and

cvory artificial manure of known raluo. k.jwaiih Puitsun, hoc

Qiflco—iOj Bridge Stroor. Bleokfrlars.

a
THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
- nt Mr. Lawes1 Factory, Deptford Crook : Turnip Manaro,

11. per ton; Huperpho»phuto oi' lAmo, It.; tiuljihurlc Acid and
Coprolltes, U,

Ofllco, 60, King William Street, Olty, London.

N.B. Genuine Pcmvlun Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 pot

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Boun. Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical MjuiuruH.

WIIKAT AND OT1IKU MANURKS ON :,\I,K.

Tlio micneiiH attending the application of the manure
upociuiiy adapted for "Wheat [luring tho last two yoars. Induces

the undersigned to again offer it to the Agriculturists with con-

fidence. AIho Superphosphate ol Lima, Blood Manure, Gnano,
Nitrate of Hodu, Gypsum, Salt, Tent. Charcoal, and all outer

SlanuroB of known value.—Apply for Prlcos Current to mai;k
FOTHERGILL & Co,, 204a, Upper Thames Stroot, London,

rpiIK MANCHESTER SEWAGE WUANO COM-
-l l'ANY roHpoctfully Inform Agriculturists that they have
made arrangements which will enable thorn to moot the Increasing

domain, for their Manures. The MANCHESTER SEWAGE
<iUANO in a compost of Jllond, Bones. Urine, N.Khtrirjll, and

other Animal Matters, and highly fertilising Chemical Ingre-

dients, whloh aro in a concentrated Ht.itu Incorporated with

Animal and Vegetable Charcoal, ground to a fino powder, the

whole forming a dry portable Manure. It In free from all kimlrt of

Seeda, Weeds, &e., and enriches the laud too conRiderahle dogroo

for aovoral yoars after it iu used. Price 5J. 5*. por ton. Nut cash

on deUvoiT'.' Testimonials forwarded on application, Carrlago

t'rao to nny ltnilway or Canal Wharf in MancheBLei\—JOHN
Tjiohi'bon, Secretary, 8,-Watllng Street, Slnulehill, Manchester.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers nnd
othorHcngnged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
oOicient preparation, by applying to J, C. Nesdit,F.G.S.,-&c.,

Principal of tho Agricultural and Chemical College, ICennirigton,

London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolltes, &c. and Assays of Cold, Silver, and other Minerals,

aro executed with accuracy nnd dispatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find amnio facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

RENDLE'S AGB.I CULTURAL PRICE
CURRENT and FARM DIRECTORY for.

1055, with Newspaper Stamp to go free by post, is now
published, and can be had in exchange for six penny
stamps.

Tho proprietors of this well-known and widely circulated pub-
lication have much pleasure in announcing another edition for

the present year. They have spared no expense nor trouble in

making it a most useful and serviceable guide to all who take
,iu interest in the cultivation of the soil. It contains a valuable
Descriptive List of all the best AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
with prices affixed to every article, with cultural remarks and
general information ns to the best varieties for various crops.

Tho List of TURNIP SEEDS is very comprehensive, and is

embellished with an ENGRAVING of KENDLE'S IMPROVED
SWEDE TURNIP—a variety iu great favour iu tho West of

England.
The descriptive Lists and Tables of the best selected

GRASSES are very complete, and will be found eminently
useful to all who intend laying down land for Permanent Pasture,
'Ornamental Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

There is a very useful ALMANACK, which has been compiled
with much care.

In the MANURE DEPARTMENT there is a general Price
Current of all the leading Manures, including Peruvian Guano,
Lawes' Fatcnt Superphosphate, Nitrate of Soda, &c.
Tho ORIGIN and HISTORY of PERUVIAN GUANO will

«bo found amongst its contents, as well ns some excellentadv.ee for

detecting the spurious from the genuine article. The proprietors

have been favoured with some good sound advice to Farmers on
this point by J. c. Nesbit, Esq., the celebrated Agricultural

Chemist. They have also reprinted Professor Way's Lecture
on the same subject, from the Gardeners' Chronicle, read to the
Members of the Royal Agricultural Society.

Descriptive articles relating to Lawes' Patent Superphosphate,
Nitrate of Soda, the new Mexican Guano, and other manures
will also be found very useful and interesting.

Tho "SUPERPHOSPHATE CONTROVERSY" in the Ply-
mouth Papers is also given at length. The whole of the letters

aro reprinted from the Plymouth Herald. In this Controversy
the " Gypsum mixers 1

' are fully exposed by Mr. J. Prideaux, tbe
eminent Agricultural Chemist.

A valuable Paper has also been written expressly for this

Edition by Mr. R. Ebrtngton on the " Cultivation of the Potato,"

.as well as an article on " Liquid Manure " by the same gentleman.

The Proprietors have also much pleasure in stating that they
have been favoured with two Original Articles, by J. B. Lawes,
Esq., Rothamsted, the celebrated Agricultural Chemist, on
" The Artjfchl Manures most suitable for the Growth of Barley "

And ,( The Cultivation of one Grain Crop after another on heavy land."

There will be a good Engraving of tbe CEDRUS DEODARA,
one of tbe hardiest and best varieties of Cedars ever introduced,

and prices of various Forest Trees, Shrubs, and Fruit Trees.

Engravings and descriptions of a great many Agricultural
Implements are also added in the present Edition, and amongst
them will be found MCCORMICK'S AMERICAN REAPER,
GARDNER'S TURNIP CUTTER, SAMUELSON'S REGIS-
TERED LAWN MOWER, PATENT LIQUID MANURE
DISTRIBUTOR, WARNER'S GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS,
SYRINGES, &c; FOWLER and FRY'S CHAFF CUTTING
MACHINE and ONE ROW TURNIP DRILL. ANTHONY'S
PATENT AMERICAN CHURN, and PARKES' STEEL
DIGGING FORKS.

Descriptions are also given of the New CHINESE POTATO
{Dioscorea Batatas) and tbe FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, a
sort highly recommended in tbe Midland Counties.

At the request of several corresponden ts the Publishers

have printed the present Edition the size of the " Oardciicrs"
1

Chronicle," so that those who wish, it can bind it with the

present volume of that valuable Paper. It contains 28
folio pagcs

t

" Chronicle " size.

Copies can be procured, price Gd. each, or free to purchasers of
seeds; andean be obtained through the medium of any book-
seller in tbe United Kingdom, from tbe

LONDON PUBLISHING OFFICE, 294, STRAND;
Or from tbe Proprietors, William E. Rksdlk & Co., Seed
Merchants, Plymouth.;

IYIANCER, RACK,* WATER-TRGUCH AS ONE FIXTURE.
ItfPBOVXD M<ii '" F I'i I vu.

/10TTAM and HAM. EN, th« original Inventors,
' ' obtolnod tho Groat Exhibition Prlzo Medal foi thl

mont, i" which all tho lot on! Improvemeu Is ore "
by I'"'* i.i, Including a method entirely new ol Rtftcn
iiulti i irolghl and refit from the bacli ol the mong< > to iho undi t

in. nt ol the plate, allowing the home greater freedom, m
nol oh in oporatlon, add ofucb lo n» comfort while) feeding and
convenience when ei reit, m llkewlao, from Iholr peel tIon. rrolit
Ing tho liability of the i

't restive borne getting cant
Eoannged stable should be without these fittings,

COTTAM'8 ENAMELLED HANGERS »re constructed In

the boet possible manner, both an t'. form and utllll

cleanly in nppearancOj durable, and Impervious to Infection

;

manufactured Plain. Galvanised, and Enamelled, Improved
Surface Drain, with Safety Covors, Sanitary Trap
Pumps, Loose Box, Fittings, Gntta Perebe Presi rvlng Saddle
and Ihuiiiiui Itriir.kftH, and evciy inh.li in . in Mr I hi nihil c, m
stock. An i.-xtentifvo oHHortment of Patterns f"r both Plain and
Ornamental Caatlnga, and every description '<f Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building nnd other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron GateH, both plain and - mi
mental, IlurdlcH, Strain Fencing, Ac.

EfltlmatCS and CatalogucH on application to COTTAH& HALIiSW,
2, WInsloy Strcot, Oxford Btreet.

WAItMTNG AND VENTILATING.

WAKINJiK'S JMl'HUVi;)) I>IQI \l) MAKUItE,
OK GENERAL PORTABLE PI MP.

Tho valve in a ball of Imperishable
material, and cannot clog In action.
The barrel is of galvanised Iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4j In. Pump, wlih Icj

Tho barrel iu 27i in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. Gd. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Kubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 8». Gd. per foot.

Way be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of tho Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Wabseb & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Kams, Deep Well Pumps, &C.; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on app lir..
:

i .

\\T MINER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V> DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a deptli not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel]

Of Parrel under nose. £ s. d.

21 in. short lft. 7 in. { Fitted for lead, \ 1 12
gutta percha, 1 15

or cast iron >2 12
flanged pipe, I 2 IS
as required. J 3 5

2£ „ short, with 15 ftet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

2*
,

long 3
,

3

3 , ditto 3
,

6

3fl , ditto 3
, 8

4 , ditto 3
, 6

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, -when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER A5D SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

rpANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
-L Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square

yard- 200 yards, 145.; 500 vards, 30s.; 1000 vards, 50*. Scrim
Canvass, for Wall Fruit—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick

Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smiih-

field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Soutbwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Stre

e

t , near the East India Export Dock, Blackball.

GALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTING.—
Id. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-inch „ strong „
2-inch „ extra strong „
Ig-inch „ light „
15-inch „ strong „
l§-iuch ,, extrastrong

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

... Id. perrd. bd. per yd.

... 9 „ 6J „

... 12 „ 9 „

... 8 „ 6 „
10 „ S
14 „ 11

All tbe above can be made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-

fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d,

per square foot. Patterns forwarded post frte.

Manufactured by Barsaed & Bishop, Market Place. Norwich,

and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or

Newcastle.
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In reference to lie article on Titrsip-geatisg in

another colnmn. we may just mention that we saw

at Jlr. Telfes";, last week, a Turnip-grater which

made a very near approach to pnlp—a thing we had

never seen'before. Any previous so-called Turnip-

grater has turned out the Turnip merely in thinner,

narrower slices than is done by the common Banbury

machine. And this is done by the acting cylinder
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presenting to the direction in which it revolves

a number of raised edges over holes, which the

ribbon-like pieces, cut or grated off the root by

these edges, pass through. Mr. Tklfer's grater is a

solid cylinder of wood covered with sheet iron, which

has been pierced all over from the inside outwards,

with a solid pyramidal-pointed punch. At each of

these points the sheet is torn open, presenting

three torn teeth, and over the whole surface so

punctured these teeth point promiscuously in every

direction. The cylinder revolves several hundred

times in a minute, and IS cwt. of roots are torn

down by it in the hour. This grated Mangold is

not allowed to ferment as in the plan described in

another column : 3 cwt. of it are steamed and min-

gled with 25 lbs. of Bean-meal and 84 lbs. of Lin-

seed and 70 or SO lbs. of the Oat-husk from the Oat-

meal mill—each steamed separately, and the whole

then mingled together, and these quantities make
one of the feeds which are given daily to 48 cattle

in the byres. It is in the adaptability which they

thus acquire for intimate commixture with other

food that the advantage of grating or pulping roots

is chiefly found.

The present is the season during which purchases

of artificial manures are generally made, whether
for top-dressing the young Wheat—and its present

appearance after the frost will be a temptation to

the more general use of top-dressings than has

hitherto prevailed—or for use as auxiliaries to the

ordinary dressings of farm dung for Turnip and
other green crops. Mr. Pusey's confident recom-
mendation of nitrate of soda will occur to many a

purchaser about to enter the guano market ; and
salts of ammonia, whether obtained by direct distil-

lation from coal, as in the sulphates, &c, prepared
from gas water, or made in a roundabout way out of

various preparations of animal offal, blood, &c,
which are now coming into more general use—any-
thing, in short, as well as nitrates and ammoniacal
salts, which shall in any degree lessen the demand
upon our limited supplies of guano, is of great agri-

cultural and national value. We hope next week,
or very soon, to give what information we
can obtain of the London Manure Company's
supplies and methods of supply— of the Nitro-
phosphate Manure Company's proceedings also,

where blood comes into direct use—of the Cyanic
Manure Company too, all of whom advertise in our
columns : but before giving in this way the actual

quantities and qualities of the material on which
the annual fertility of the land is to depend so much,
it may be well just to direct attention to the principle

on which all these fertilisers act. And no way of

doing this can be more appropriate than that afforded

by a short review of an interesting lecture lately

delivered to the members of the West Cambridgeshire

Agricultural Club, " On the connection of chemistry
with agriculture—its uses and abuses,*" by the

Hon. and Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt, to whom the

readers of the Agricultural Gazette have in past years

been indebted for some of the most valuable papers

which have appeared in its columns.
The first few pages of this pamphlet are occupied

by a parallel between the arts of agriculture and
medicine—showing how, in both, chemistry has

reformed practice, and how experiment, under its

guidance no longer groping in the dark, is likely to

improve experience. The larger and more important
portion of this publication is, however, devoted to

a critique upon Mr. Pusey's late paper on "the
Nitrate of Soda as a Manure," and it is to this that

our remarks must at present be confined. We be-

lieve that in this matter Mr. Harcourt is right and

abused, nor the character of their company prejudiced

by bad work.

I observe the compliments bestowed by Mr. Napier

on the Government Inspectors, and I do not desire to

lessen the influence of bis good opinion, but I venture,

nevertheless, to assert that there is not one of those

officers who has not seen reason to regret the very im-

perfect manner in which much of the drainage has been

done under the Public Drainage and Private Moneys
Drainage Acts.

No one has ever thought of holding the Inspectors

responsible for details committed to the superintendence

of ignorant and unpractised men, and as long as

ignorant and unpractised men are intrusted (as they

continue to be) with such important works as drainage

so long will the mode of carrying out the several

Drainage Acts be liable to abuse. Now, it is just this

abuse of the powers delegated to them that it becomes

the duty of all compauies to use their utmost vigilance

to prevent. It is not assumed that everything a draining

company may undertake must itself be perfect; all that

is insisted upon is—that knowing the liability to defects

which all works of drainage are subject to, the directors

acting as trustees for capitalists, and as sureties for the

"advance of agriculture " are bound to use every pre-

caution against abuse. The amount of vigilance to effect

this security practised by the Directors of the General

Land Drainage Company in cases where the works are

performed by the landowner's own agents, is simply, in

the first instance, to satisfy themselves that the proposed

works are creditably designed, and, in the next, that

they will be fully carried out by competent hands.

And when landowners become cognisant of the fact that

whereas the Lauds' Improvement Company have the

power to charge estate for a term of 25 years only, the

General Laud Drainage Company can charge for 50

years, the necessity for vigilance will not fail to be

manifest to them, particularly when the explanation is

accompanied by a tangible proof of the advantages

attending the extended term, in the truth that it takes

61. 17s. 6rf. to repay 1001. to the Lauds' Improvement

Company, while it only requires 5Z. 2s. lOd. to satisfy

the General Laud Drainage Compauy—a very sensible

difference when landowners are arranging with their

tenants for the payment of interest.
_

And what is the cost to landowners of this vigilance

on the part of the General Land Drainage Company ?

especially the case in regard to Wheat : and Mr.

Hope found 90 lbs. of nitrate with 180 of guano

give a heavier crop of Clover and Grass at less

expense than ISO of nitrate alone."

Now Mr. Harcourt says truly that nobody will

contest any moderate praise of nitrogen in its

forms of the various nitrates and of the several

ammoniacal salts. " Its value is well known,

especially since the publication of Mr. Lawes's

experiments. It is a constant subject of advice to

farmers to prevent the escape of ammonia from

their dunghills ; and nitrate of soda and sulphate

of ammonia have long been used as valuable

manures." But to speak of nitrogen as " the main

strength of vegetation by a law of nature " is not

only mistaken in itself—it is calculated to mislead

with regard to the whole scope and philosophy of

manuring.
We prefer guano to nitrate of soda as a manure,

because the former supplies nearly all the building

material needed by the plant ; while the latter at

most supplies but three, and in effect but two, of

these essential substances. Doubtless the most

economical manuring is that which supplements

deficiencies in the natural supplies of food for plants;

but seeing that generally we do not know wherein

a soil may be deficient, it is well to employ ma-

nures which are more compound in their nature

than a single mineral salt can be. Hence it is that

farm-yard manure is the best of all as to its cha-

racter, though no doubt there are many forms of

fertiliser more intense and energetic in their action.

If a soil does contain abundant store of mineral

and other food, then some nitrogenous manure, such

as nitrate of soda, will no doubt excite most

vigorous growth and produce, and experiments with

nitrate of soda performed under such circumstances

will corroborate all that Mr. Pusey has said in its

favour. But such soils are the exception, and we
believe that top-dressings of the young Wheat
plant will be safer and more profitable if they are

more mixed and compound in their character. We
recommend, therefore, in preference to 1| cwt. of

nitrate of soda per acre for the Wheat plant an it will be found to depend entirely upon the capability

equal value of genuine Peruvian guano. of the "landowner's own agent" to design aud carry

out the improvements. I need not say there are many

agents quite as competent for the work as any omcer-

LAND IMPROVEMENT COMPANIES. connected with the Government or with the companies.

I have to beg you will favour me with space for a few
; In instances where the landowner is represented by

words of explanation on the points referred to by Mr. I such agents, the cost of the company's vigilance

Napier in last week's Agricultural Gazette.
j

will be minimum, but cases may happen in which the

Mr. Napier alleges that there are two inaccuracies in qualifications of the ageuts may be so small as to

the passages you did me the honour to quote from my ! raise it to a maximum. Now the maximum

recently published paper on " Land Drainage and Drain-
|
cost cannot exceed two per cent, on

_
the outlay

age Systems," which might injuriously affect the Lands' in drainage, road making, and the erection of farm

Improvement Company ; and to a certain extent the '

buildings. And what does this practically amount to .

allegation is true, but not wholly so. I admit the
,
One penny farthing per acre per annum on drainage

error respecting the clearing of lands— it was unin- ', works charged for the term of 50 years !

tentional, and shall be rectified in the second edition i However gratifying or politic it may be to compliment

of my pamphlet, which is now preparing. But with the Drainage Inspectors and to treat with the agents oi

respect to the maximum amount of annual instalment landowners without distinction of character, I fearlessly

chargeable by that company, the question of what rate
, submit that such a mode of proceeding does nothing to

of interest shall represent the future value of money is prevent the abuses of the present system, nor to advance

so entirely problematical that the Lands' Improvement the character of agricultural improvements.

Company are in fact rather benefited than injured by
, It would be easy to prove that in every instance

widening the latitude of possibilities. I am informed by where a land agent has presented a creditable work ot

persons conversant with money matters that, if the improvement, the General Land Drainage Company

present war continues, there is great probability that the have not only given him every facility of carrying it out

rate of instalment of 7?. lis., which is the rate com-
j without aDy objectionable interference oi its own

plained of, will not only be reached but will be exceeded;
j

officers, but the advantages on the score of cost which

and as some proof of this the Lands' Improvement they have offered will bear a favourable comparison with

Company have, I believe, already increased their annual any other method of effecting the only legitimate object

rate of instalment to 61. 17s. Gd., which is within 3,"
"6d.

of Mr. Napier's maximum. I tender this explanation

merely to justify your observation that the accouut I

gave in my paper of the different companies was " his-

torical," and not ex-parte.

But the concluding observations by which Mr. Napier
Mr. Pusey is wrong

; and as the subject on which
,| support3 the pl.actic

°
of the Lands' Improvement Com

in view—effective work at the least cost.

In estimating the actual cost and charges to the land-

owner when treating with the Lands Improvement

Company, it must be borne in mind that with an increase

of responsibility the Government Inspectors must, m
justice to themselves, increase their inspections. Ihey

will have, in fact, to satisfy the three parties—the

they ditter is of real and, at the present time, of
j

pany of advancing money to landowners who have landowner, the company, and the Inclosure Commis
seasonable importance, we shall reproduce the state-

[

executed works of improvement by " their own agents," '

ment of the former, avoiding however the character
i require a few remarks to show in what way the General

which he has unnecessarily given to it of a personal

attack upon the then President of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society of England.
Mr. Pusey, it will be remembered, attributed the

whole effect of the nitrate of soda to the nitrogen

which it contains.

Mr. Harcourt shows, that the experiments on
which he depends for this conclusion do not neces-not neces-

jg
_roved by the fact t |lat tl)e GeDera l Land Drainage

sanly lead to it. He also says that the idea of the Company has been selected by many leading land-
mtrates being the only fertilisers is opposed to the

j

owners, to execute works of improvement on commission,
experience of every other observer. For himself he

j

while their system of advancing money on approved
says :

—
" For eight years together I tried nitrate of

i works has been gradually gaining a position to which it

potash on Wheat against sulphate of soda, and
j

would appear there yvill be no limit when it is properly

invariably found the latter yield a better crop than understood and appreciated. If we compare the mode
the nitrate, though during all that time not a ! of working this money advancing system adopted by the

particle of nitrogen was added artificially to the
|

two companies, we shall find a somewhat different but

soil." And Pmfessnv .TnTT»OT«» „„•,= in He » 1<V-
|

equally simple means of effecting the object. The Lands'

Improvement Company requires simply that the " Assist

sioners. J. Bailey Denton, 52, Parliament Street, London,

Feb. 28. ________
AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS.

The total Wheat crop in Scotland last year is esti-

mated to have yielded 606,000 quarters, or about^ l-30th

only of the annual consumption of Great Britain. So

Improvement Company does undertake. That the two
j

very small is the proportion iu which Scotland eontoi-

branches of business do not militate against each other butes to the staple food of her southern neighbours that,

in so far as the supply of Wheat is concerned, we should

Land Drainage Company does the same thing. The
fact is this : the General Land Drainage Company has

two branches of business, the execution of works (which

the Lands' Improvement Compauy does not undertake)

and the advance of money on works approved and
executed, which is simply and singly what the Lands'

soil." And Professor Johnston says in his " E
perimental Agriculture" that though the nitrates

"usually, but not invariably, increase the quantity
ant Inclosure Commissioners" or inspectors shall be satis-

fied, whereas the Directors of the General Land Drainage„t „ „ „ . ,i . - ' . ., ,.. * _ .,- neu, wnereas inei^ii
of corn crops, yet they impair the quality of the Co

'

y llaving greater powers t0 protect as well as a
gram, or market value per bushel : this is said to be practical character to maintain, require to be self

* Published by John Warben, Koyston. assured that the powers entrusted to them are not

miss her less than if the ports of Denmark and the

Hanse towns yvere closed against us. Prussia alone

sent us last year twice as much Wheat as all Scotland

produced; aud the shutting of the Russian ports is

attended with much the same effect on the bread con-

sumers of England as if the northern half of this king-

dom had for two years yielded no Wheat harvest.

Such facts are, doubtless, painful at the present moment,

for they press upon us the extent to which this country

of manufacturing industry is dependent for its food on

foreign supply ; but it would be as senseless to try to

ignore that as to attribute its existence to free trade.

The breadth of Wheat sown in this country was pro-

bably never greater than last year, under the stimulus

of high prices and the prospects of war, and yet, with
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all tlio farmer's exertions, aided by a propitious i eason,

Scotland lias yielded uh only 12 duya' consumption of

Wheat !

The returns of land under erop in Ireland show the

increase of Wheat last year, as compared with 1068, to

have been very considerable ; and, if the yield hoi bi n

in the same proportion, Ireland will this year give uh

about 1,-100,(111(1 quarters of Wheat, or nearly one

month's consumption. Scotland and Ireland together

thuH furnish us with about nix week*' consumption of

tho United Kingdom. So far WO have something like

trustworthy data on which to rent an estimate of tho

last crop ; and, when tho returns from those English

counties where tho experiment has been tried come in,

wo shall bavo the means of still further verifying current

estimates. England in the great Wheat-growing quarter

of Great Britain, and, with tho favourable weather of

last year, and the increased breadth sown, will probably
yield not less than I '1,000,(10(1 quarters of Wheat.

Of Barley, Scotland given about one-seventh part of

tho annual consumption, and of Oats nearly one-fourth.

Compared with Ireland tho two countries aro nearly

equal in Hurley, while Ireland grows more Ihan double

the quantity of Oats which are produced in S land

The total corn produce of Ireland in L853 was 18,500,000
quarters, and that of Scotland in Ili.VI about 6,000,000
quarters, Ireland thus yielding considerably more than
twico ns much corn as Scotland, which may be a useful

bint tn the Chancellor ot tho Exchequer, if any future

claim for exemption from taxation should ho made from
Ireland. The crop of Potatoes in Ireland in 1858 was
upwards of 5,500,000 tons ; that of Scotland in 1854
about 500,000 tons, or not quito one-tenth of that of

Ireland. Tho total money value of tho corn and
Potato crop of Ireland for 1853, at average prices (50s.

for Wheats and corresponding rates for other produce,
and 80& per ton for Potatoes), was upwards of

24,000,0002. sterling, while that of Scotland for 1854,
at tho same rates, is little more than (1,000,000/. sterling.

Wo know not whether tho revenue raised in each
country bears the same proportion to the produce of

their soil, but the facts stated above form a sound basis

for the consideration of questions of revenue hereafter.

We have not space, amid tho more stirring matters
that absorb public attention, to enter in detail into these
returns ; but we have been struck with tho comparative
produce shown by them when placed beside those of
Ireland for 1853. For instance, the following figures
show the average produce per acre in bushels of corn
and tons of Turnips and Potatoes :—

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Turnips. Potatoes.
Ireland 27 40 88 16 6J
Scotland 28 3b' 36 MJ 34

Now, this indicates an inferior style of agriculture in

Scotland when contrasted with Irelaud, as in every kind
of produce but one the latter appears to excel. But
every one who has travelled in both countries must feel

that this is not the fact, but that very much the con-
trary is the fact. If the Scotch returns, therefore, are
in any degree accurate, the Irish ones must be most
erroneous, and in extending this inquiry to England we
should do well to follow the Scotch mode rather than
that of Ireland. It is worthy of note that the two most
northerly counties of Scotlaud, Caithness and Suther-
land, show the highest average produce of Wheat and
Turnips per acre, a fact which we cannot help attri-

buting in a great degree to the spirit of agricultural

improvement early introduced into that remote district

by the late Sir John Sinclair, formerly President of the

Board of Agriculture.

—

Times.

[The average produce of Wheat iu the northern counties being
so large is owing to the very small extents to which those
returns refer—extents confined exclusively to the best soils in
tho several counties. And as to the comparison between Irish
and Scottish agriculture here instituted, we have, no doubt
that the explanation suggested is the true one. The Scottish
estimate is

t
uo doubt, near the truth—aud the Irish is " most

erroneous."]

On the abstract question ol I i n I t-.lmll

say nothing, as I believe do oi El for it* own
sake. The difficulty is Cot those who have animals of

superlative merit to contlnui their hen il either

risking the Ions of some of tin ir mo
or resorting to noor degrees ol affinity My I

that no man ol our day haa po •. herd an the
1 1. 1 Mr, Bates. Thai bo scrupli d nol to com
near relations ifl undoubted ; bul il ntui ; be r< mi

In the Brst place, that tho animals lie bi %an

of most excellent quality, and in the noxt, that Ida

tribel wore so m he was able to
j

much variety, even while appoi ontlyui

within a limited circle, ifou havo yourscll poind
on tl tber hand, that when In i w oeci ion, bo would

freolyrttort to new blood, Ho has bc< i mod for

both course i

\
bul I" bi oi

: uo : ' ted by time, Is the

best answer to bis censors. ' he I
I

in, that he

possessed that intuitive genius, withoutwhlch no men
can hope i" rii e above a bun ;ler in the difficult art of

breeding. With this be united long experience, and
i -I.

i . of i nthu i - i" which no difficulties could re-

proi , no failures could dnnnt, He loved '

their own Bake, not for the money he might happi n to

make by them : above all, he never forgot the eh

of the animal be was dealing with. He insisted on a

row being a cow, and not a mere oblong box of fat.

Hence tie- charm of bis bird, of which every individual

has a character which whi-n once studied will never be

forgotten. Hence ho did not, ai some breeders do,

neglect the milking qualities of his favourites, for he
well knew that a first-rate animal may both milk and
feed.

From my own experience I find the cows of Mr. Bates'

blood the best thrivei'S on hard keep and iu an ex]

situation I ever possessed. Tho popular notion thai

high-bred animals nro tenderer than mongrels is a
mistake, arising in great measure from the injudicious

nursing they too frequently receive. I never pamper
(

my short-horns, and, therefore, wdien removed from my
form it would bo difficult to find a situation on which
they would not thrive, or food on which they would not

keep their condition. Willoityhby Wood, Holly Bank,
Burlon-on-Trcnt.

TURNIP GRATING.

DUCHESS 67 AND HER CALF.
In your interesting article on short-horns of the

10th Feb. you nllude to the calf of Duchess the 67th as

"one of the most vigorous young quadrupeds that ever
puzzled those who condemn in-and-in breeding." If,

however, you examine her pedigree, you will find that

although it contains a good deal of close breeding, it can
scarcely be cited as an instance of strict in-and-in breed-

ing. Iu the first place, the sire of Duchess 67 was
Usurer, whose blood is totally different from that of Mr.
Bates' herd. It certainly was a bold innovation to intro-

duce this strain into the Duchess family ; whether ft

Yt'a9 a judicious move or not, time alone can show.
At any rate, there is uo affinity between the sire of the

calf and the sire of its dam. The dam of Duchess 67
was by second Duke of Oxford, grandam by second Duke
of Northumberland.

Fourth Duke of Oxford, the calf's sire, is by Grand
Duke, his dam by second Duke of Northumberland,
granddam by Short Tail. Every one who is conversant
with the pedigrees of these celebrated animals will per-

ceive a considerable closeness of affinity so far. On the

other hand there is also considerable diversity of indi-

viduals, no actual identity occurring until we arrive at

the gr. gr. g. sire of the calf in the female line, and her
gr. g. sire in the male line, both being the second Duke
of Northumberland. We find then in the maternal line

Cleveland Lud as the sire of Duchess 51, and he was
own brother to the sire of Grand Duke. After this

the maternal line continues steadily among the members
of the Duchess family, while the remainder of the
ancestors in the male hue belong to the Oxford family.

[The following is tho abridgment of a letter to tho DuUin
Farmer^ Gazette, giving the results of experiments on grated
food; the report alluded to seems to have been an opinion
adverse to the practice, by Dr. Hodges of Belfast. Our opinion
is, that the real use of grating is to enable tile thorough mix-
ture of different sorts of food, aud not to enable or facilitate
fermentation.]

The trial which Dr. Hodges reports upon took place
under his auspices near Belfast, with animals the
property of members of the society, who kindly offered

any selection, amongst 140 tied up, and also with pigs.

At the request of some of the members of the society

to my brother (the inventor of the system, and upon his

request to me), 1 seut my steward to Belfast for one
week, to show them how to go to work, and to superin-

I

tend the proceedings for that time ; at the termination
of the week I went myself out of curiosity, and found it,

not only all, but quite beyond my expectations. Also,
the professor expressed himself tome—"That it was
the greatest discovery of the age." The results at the
end of the first week were as follows :

—

Increase—qrs. lbs.
2 heifers on their feeding 2 o
2 „ on fermented food 3 14

3 pigs on steamed food 1 7
3 ,, on fermented food 2 4

In the pamphlet is brought forward a trial made by
another steward of mine, and carried out with the
greatest precision for 30 days, and which is borne out
by subsequent experiments, and which, at a low calcula-

tion, makes about 4d. per diem, saved on each pig fed

on Turnips and Barley-meal, and still returning a larger

and harder quantity of meat by fermenting instead of
cooking.

At the termination of the first week, aud after the
weighing, I ordered my steward to return home, as
agreed upon ; but there was so great a desire amongst
the members that he should be present at the second
weighing that, with extreme reluctance, I so far yielded
the point as that he should return for it. As he was.
therefore, at the second weighing, he must stand god-
father to the results, although he did not superintend
the proceedings.

A chemical friend of mine stated, that the professor
over fermented, and that, according to his calculation,

his pigs had swallowed several gallons of brandy. The
fact is, the food at first is apt to scour the animals and
when this happened I suppose the professor's staff went
on with the regular dose, instead of correcting it bv
increasing the quantity of dry food, and diminishing the '

other.

English bay is notoriously superior to Irish, merely
i because there great care is taken that it goes through

j
but the one fermentation, and this sweet hay is again '

the reason wdiy Englishmen say that Irish horses
show such wonderful improvement, when they have
been one year iu their country. The Frenchman says,

his sheep prefer the refuse of Beetroot to young Grass
— as the object of their manufacture is sugar, their

Beetroot must have arrived only at the first fermen-
tation.

Why should not the pigs have sugar in their grub,

when giving them a diuner to their taste—saves hall

our Turnips and all our fuel. Jervasc Bush-e. Glcncairn

Abbey, Lismore.

Home Correspondence.
Mn„,',..:, \\ ,ii, ibe rot or roc

nccti d thejudii I mbtcfa 1 now
v ui in i to offi r the folio i

.

i 'by of all oi bat farm or !<..

t as a fertiliser, it must ed in die soil,

liquid, to be then absorbed by the

i sap, through thi

I
plant. About ii .,! the

.

announo
other < d ••

;
it was thee u

mould ; but subsequently, on the anlhoi

Tim. r, . the name oi h mm I;.

pei ons, pporteri ol the bombs theory, It wae
fanciful!) plants."

Humus wad i

substance, a CO
and nitrogen ; the result

abundance in , !, or in o

dunghills." Tl

of all anin substance*.

To the theory of humus sua
and humic acid ; and here I i to the fourth

edition of Liobig's KAgriculluri
. i

;
i. : bul -

I as purely hypothetical, I prefer to return

now to the agency of farm-yard mam, re. It is curious

to o rve the different opinions that havi

taincd concerning the action of this manure within the

soil, altb article of it can be taken op by
tin; roots of plant'. contend that the

dung rim lved, and tl . in the form

of a watery solution. I.
- humus

or vegetable mould rily of reaaon the dung
luced to carbonaceous matter within tie soil,;

becomes carbonic acid by absorption of oxygen, and
thus yields an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas, which
ln_' t iken up by the green parts of a plant nourish the

organism, and thus furnish its entire system of woody
matter. The specific action of manure of any kind,

organic or mineral, depends mainly upou the

constitution of the land. If the staple be clayey,

it must be thoroughly broken up and drained to the

depth of 3 or 4 feet, by tiles or pipes bud with all

the accuracy that a spirit level can effect, so as to pro-

vide a gradual fall from end to end, without one single

depression. Drains so made, as "Talpa" has practi-

cally shown, constitute underground furrows, which
effectually carry off every drop of superfluous rain-

water, be the amount of the fall what it may. I do not

attempt to inquire into the varieties of soils : it most
suffice to urge the absolute necessity of deep intermix-

ture and comminution, being convinced that if adequate

labour is actually bestowed upon those fundamental

operations, the required manure will be placed in a
I'ositiou wherein it cannot fail to produce its greatest

effects. We will select farm-yard manure, by way cf

example, as containing every fertilising element, pro-

vided the dunghills have been formed upon the prin-

ciples of the one termed " Norfolk-pie.
:: This consists

of a vast heap compressed to the utmost by carting over

it, aud then covering it with a thick stratum of earth, by
wluch the ammonia developed is absorbed and perma-
nently fixed. When a manure so prepared is duly

blended with deeply pulverised land decomposition of its

organic elements commences, and electricity, or electro-

magnetic action is set up, particularly when the ground

is under crop aud roots advance in growth ; thus by the

play of affinities sap is prepared, and propelled into the

spongelets of the roots ; it then ascends through the

cellular system, is laborated by the leaves, and finally

certain portions of it are returned to the soil through

the chaunels of the redueent vessels. Such is the

general routine of vegetable growth, the whole being

effected by a reciprocating agency between terrestrial

and atmospheric electricity. /. 7

Borsc Food.—They have Clover and a pint of corn

in the morning before they go to work ; they leave the

stable at 6 o'clock and return to it by 11, be': e

hours out of the stable at their work ; when they come

in they have Clover as much as they can eat, and after

12 they have their feed of corn, and leave the stable at

1 o'clock for their work, and return to it from their

work at 6, being five hours from their stable. They

then have as much Clover as they can eat ; at 3 o'clock

they have their supper, which is a mash of cut straw,

Lin'seed, bran, or Beans mixed up in this way—2 lbs. of

Linseed meal is boiled in 8 gallons of water for about

15 minutes, and 6 lbs. of straw chaff is spread on the

barn floor, the liquid is spread over it and well mixed,

and the chaff imbibes all the liquid : it is again spread

out. and then 5 lbs. of Bean-meal and bran are sifted

through a sieve on the chaff, and the whole being well

mixed together is given to each horse for his supper.

During the winter the horse is fed in the morning—he

gets first his- feed of corn, and when this is done some

Carrots are put before him to eat till he leaves the stable

for his work ; when he comes in at 12 o'clock he then

gets his feed of corn and Carrots till he is taken ont to

his work, and when he comes in at night he gets some

more Carrots, and has the same as above for his supper.

We do not make any hay, and the horse has no dry

fodder but straw, which he has in his mash, as we think

Carrots are not only superior to hay bnt much cheaper.
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We can easily raise 20 tons of Carrots per acre on the agricultural societies, the principle of ^arrangement

knd which never, before it was broken up, produced ' proposed by Mr. Gray would be equally applicable to

i ton of hay. Now if one horse daily cousume 56 lbs. I the construction of tents, field hospitals, or other

af Carrots instead of 26 lbs. of hay—which they did !
portable and temporary coverings for out-door pur-

consume the first whiter, as we had not any roots to give poses.—The President also explained to the members
them then—an acre of Carrots will last a horse 800 :

the ingenious minor contrivances adopted by the

days, while an acre of hay at 28 lbs. per horse per day
j
inventor in the details of his plan for rendering his

will only last him 80 days, but the cost attending the arrangements complete.—The thanks of the Council

acre of Carrots may be double of that attending the crop I
were ordered to Mr. Gray, for the trouble he had

df hay. M.
\

himself takeu in submitting his invention to the notice

Administration of a Chanty.—Below are thestatistics : of the Couucil.

of \& Rice fund which I originated last year in an agri-
1 Austkalian Wheat.—The South Australian Local

cultural parish in Herts, with a population of about 700, Committee for the Great Exhibition of 1 85 1 transmitted

consisting chiefly of labourers. The same plan has i to the Council a portion of their sample bottles [of

been adopted this year with success, though the Rice
i
Adelaide grain received back from the Royal Commis-

sold weekly has not amounted quite to the same quantity
i

sioners at the close of the Exhibition. Sir Matthew
as'l&st year, which is to be accounted for from the fact !

White Ridley, Bart., informed the Council (in a letter

that bread has not ranged quite so high this year as last, ' addressed to them in August last), that although the

and also* that there has been more employment for i Australian seed-Wheat had not succeeded well with

labour. The conditions on which the Rice is sold, some of the members who had tried it, he was himself

which is| done by the wife of one of our farmers, are partial to it as a Wheat after Turnips in his district in

these :— 1, No person in the receipt of parish relief to Northumberland. He had previously had good crops

buy any ; 2, No married couple, with either one or two . of it and a good sample ; and had that year (1854) again

children, to buy any ; 3, Man and wife with three a superb crop of it, from the produce of the small

children under 16 years, to buy 7 lbs. a week ; 4, Manand !
quantity he had received at a Couucil meeting six or

wife with four children under 16 years, to buy 9 lbs. a seven years ago. He had of course changed the land on
week ; 5,Man and wife with five children under 1 6 years,

to buy 1 1 lbs. a week ; 6, Man and wife with six children

under 16 years, to buy 13 lbs., and so on, increasing

2 lbs. a week for every child over 6 and under

which he had grown this particular Wheat.
Stoppage op Drains.—Mr. Frere, of Roydon Hall,

Diss, Norfolk, having frequently had his improvements
checked by the stoppage of drains on his property, occa-

16 years of age. The reason for prohibiting a person sioned by fibres from the roots of trees, had recently

in receipt of parish relief from purchasing any Rice is, ; met with a plan which appeared to him as likely to

that as in this union the relief is given partly in kind, prove a radical cure of the evil in question. It was
bread : and flour, the price of these articles to the contained in Mr. Brown's second edition of his work
recipient is a matter of indifference, as whether the entitled " The Forester," in pages 132—4. Mr. Frere
bread is Gd. or KM. a loaf he has his bread. The reason had adopted the plan proposed, to a small extent, as

for the second rule is obvious, that with only two an experiment, the result of which he would iu due
children, and the present rate of wages, the aid of course report to the Council. In the meantime, he
charity is not so much needed. If these statistics in , thought that some other members of the Society might
your estimation are like to be of use, you will perhaps possibly be induced to join him in the trial during the

give them publicity. One advantage I think iu this way ! ensuing spring. He suggested that Mr. Brown would,

of administering relief is, that the Rice being sold and
i
perhaps, on application to him, kindly supply the result

not given away, the feeling of self-dependence is not , of his own experience of the plan he had proposed,
materially weakened in the poor man ; and another

\
during the four years that had elapsed since the second

advantage is that children, who are the great sufferers
[

edition of his work had appeared. Mr. Brown's shut

Society's publishing a table showing the proportion of
nitrogen and ammonia, and of the phosphates and
alkalies in the^different substances, whether natural or
artificial, used as manures, the President, Professor
Way, Mr. Slaney, Sir John Johnstone, Mr. Paine, the
Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt, and Mr. Raymond Barker,
addressed the Council on the importance of the data
which such a table would furnish to the farmers of the
country, in their estimation of the market value of a
manure, and of its adaptation to their particular soils ;

and the Council referred the recommendation to the
Chemical Committee of the Society.—The Council having
referred a paper by Mr. Templeton, on Turnip Feedings
to the Journal Committee, they adjourned to their
monthly meeting on the 7th cf March.

in these dear times, need not, and do not, go without a
daily supply of food well suited to them.

Farmer Pdham's Rice Fund Account, 1853-4.

Dr.
£ cwt. of ftice bought at 17s. 3d. per cwt
10i „ „ 17s. „
21 „ „ ISs. „
"Carriage of the above

£ s.

6
S 18
IS 18

14

Cr.

Stice sold to the Poor at l\d. per lb.

£34 11 101

November 26 181 lbs ... 18 10i
December 3 319

,
... 1 13 2j

„ 10 2S1 „ ... 1 9 3i
17 257 „ ... 1 6 9J
24 .. 224 „ ... 1 3 I
31 238 „ ... 1 4 9J

January 7 252 „ ... 1 6 3
14 136 „ ... 14 2

„ 21 232 „ at \d. per lb. ... 19 4
28 234 „ ... 19 6

February 4 230 ., „ ... 19 2

„ U .. 220 „ „ ... IS 4
18 246

,
... 1 6

25 25! „ „ ... 1 11

March 4 241 „ ... 1 1

„ 11 .. 219 „ ... 1 9

18 255 „ „ ... 1 1 3

„ 26 .. 175 „ ... 14 7

19 11
^Deficiency made up by Subscriptions in the Parish ... 15

£34 11 10*—A Country Curate.

Backward Agriculture.— Excuse me taking the liberty

to ask you through the medium of your widely-circu-

lated paper, how it is that we see in travelling through

drain among trees is 48 inches deep, 12 wide at the top

and 9 at the bottom. In filling the drain, he recom-
mends rough gravel to be put in lor the first fJ inches

from the bottom, on which a sole of slates is to be laid

for the drain tiles to rest upon, leaving between each

sole a vacancy, or chamber, of 1 inch deep. The tiles

being laid, are to be surrounded with a puddle of good
clay 3 inches thick on each side, and the same over the

top of them. This covering of clay, he conceives.

J2onct£ of 23oofc&

Tlie Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
Vol. XV., part 2. John Murray, Albemarle Street.
The current part of this work contains more than the

usual quantity of veterinary matter. Professor Simonds'
valuable lectures on the teeth of the ox, sheep, and
pig as indicative of age are reprinted. This and an
essay on parturient fever in ewes, by Mr. Seaman,
occupy more than one third of the part The other
papers are by Mr. Read, on Oxfordshire farming ; by
Messrs. Hamond and Barnett, on the implement and
live stock departments respectively of the Lincoln show ;

on Dorsetshire farming, by Mr. Ruegg ; on the natural

history of the Grasses,, by Professor J. Buckman ; on
the growth of Beans and Peas, by Mr. Vallentine ; on
cattle feeding, by Mr. Lawrence ; and on the influence

of lime on soils, by Professor Way. There are two
or three other shorter papers of less importance. There
is thus the usual variety and fullness which past volumes
have exhibited ; and there is a great deal to which we
shall hereafter direct the attention of our readers.

Probably the most important paper is that by Pro-
fessor Way. If his further researches shall verify his

speculation on the relations of lime to the ammonia-
retaining and ammonia-attracting power of soils, they

will have a very important influence on farm practice

in this particular.

Bulky dressings of lime at lease-wide intervals will be
abandoned for the more frequent smaller doses which

the Professor recommends, and which are commoner in

English than they are in Scottish agriculture.

Calendar of Operations.

FEBRUARY.
Bobdkr or THE Fens, Feb. 26th.—After nearly six weeks of

wintry weather, on Saturday the 24th, a welcome change took

place in the advent of a gradual, and up to this evening, an un-

will prevent the fibres descending into the tiles, while I interrupted thaw, accompanied yesterday and this morning by a

the current of water filtering through the gravel will I

moderate fall of rain; our first thoughts are naturally directed

induce them to remain below them, the chamber
between the soles being intended to receive any super -

abuudant water that the bed of gravel might on any
extraordinary flow be unable to contain. Mr. Brown

to the sheep, seeing that the ewes have a dry lair in the lambing
fold at night, and we have found it necessary to shift the lamb-
hogs from the Turnip field (which is reduced by the effects of

fn>st aud rain to a perfect quagmire), and putting them for a day
or two into a Grass field, whore we shall continue to give them
cut Turnips until the land is settled and again fit for their recep-

considers that such a drain would keep good for 50
j tion Three or four lambs have already made their appearance,

years.—Sir John Johnstone feared thafsuch drains i and in another week the shepherd will have his "hulks" full,

would be double the expense of those constructed jn ' and his hands full night and day in every variety of early life

., ,, i. T
r

r, . , i , ,, . , .. among the woollyraultitude. Thechief error tobeavoided in this,
the ordinary way.—Mr. Paine had been in the habit

; as in % t\iar circumstances, is any tendency to officiousness, as too

of using double tiles for the purpose proposed, and ' anxious a desire to render assistance, when not required, has fre-

quently resulted in severe loss to the breeder ; time and patience

will work wonders; self-possession, care, and adroitness will

generally meet those cases of exception which more frequently

occur in a new or mixed flock and when in high condition, than
where the ewes are natives of the farm and recruited from the

owner's young stock ; nor is it a light or easy matter to obtain a
good flock of ewes of the right stamp, when by tho misfortune of

disease, accidents, or great mortality, a serious diminution of

number should occur. A farmer may pick up a few at a sale,

these were found fully to answer the purpose,

Cock's-foot Grass.—Communications on the value of

the Dactylis ylomeraia were received from Miss Banister,

of Steyning, [Mr. Graburn, and Mr.* Scott. Miss
Banister's paper l'eferred to her own experience in the
cultivation of that Grass, and to the various specimens
she had forwarded from time to time to the Council ;

Mr. Graburn's, to his comparison of the Cock's-foot with ]

where he generally has to give a high price, or at market, where
., TA .. -o e c • j L there is always a risk ot getting culled or detective sheep: m
the Italian Rye-grass, for forcing purposes, and to *'2 it,^j one having land suitable for ewes, who may
regular series of experiments on the productive powers l

have pursued the raising of sheep for some years, feels great

of various Grasses by means of irrigation, in which he ' pleasure in gradually modifying and improving his sheep by

was about to enirape inil of wbioli bo would fnmioli selecting the theaves that possess those qualities to -which

almost every county in England so much land w^^ attaches any importance and it is a great chance if

i»- . j • .u -4ji i- .1 ir,.u » j- .1
I

t0 "le ^O"110" tlle detailed result; Mr. scotts, to
. fllev ,j not heroine his favourites—nurtured, chosen, protected,

cultivated in the middle ol the 19th century, and in this
[nformat jon ori t)le vaiue of the Dact ,. lig gl merata,

;

and maintained, that he may in turn be regarded by their length
boasted age of agricultural improvements. I will thank iven b Mr- Fulton ;n his

.

e m tne
b
Hign iand and weight of wool, early maturity "

you to tell me who are to blame, whether the landlords
,

Societ
-

a Tl.ansactiorl3 for October, 1853, aud to Mr.
or the tenants, and what remedy you would propose for

; LaWson's work on Grasses._Dr. Calvert remarked that
that great national evil. A Correspondent. [You must
study Mr. Mechi's writings on the subject !]

J?owtie£(.

heavy carcase, and light

losses, to" compare with his neighbours' luck and help to pay the
rent. If sheep breeding is not more practised than of yore, it is

at least revived, seeing the good trade that ram-breeders have
the Cock's-foot Grass took the lead of the other Grasses !

driven of late; and although it may be profitable for some artists

«f(o« mft,,.;™ i,».*;i +u« f~«r.* „ t i *.,..„ A nr-*«n+,~A hy confinement upon boards and in dark places to make mutton
after mowing until the frost set in, when it was destroyed. »»_

t0 ôyiie fM theM ,vbolesI1,£ fee(ling gentlemen> it
He preterred the lall Fescue (Festuca elatior), which

j

is llu i t e evident that we must look to our pastures, which in pas-
came in earlier, and continued later, being at the same toral tranquillity graze and will continue, let us hope, to graze

time ravenously preferred to all other Grasses by the j

the millions of ewes and lambs which are to replenish those
... j i tt i . .u r. • 'arable and lat Turnipy districts made fertile by sheep, and by

cattle and horses. He was sorry that the Fescue in i

,vbich onr markets are supplied. The thaw and rain are ex-
question had not been one of the Grasses examined by tremely welcome to hundreds of farmers, on the somewhat sin-

Prof. Way in his valuable paper in the Journal. A !

gular account of a great scarcity of water; many have to fetch

r .11 .... ~ , i. ~c 'i -i i, , e 3 • o- i • . water four or five miles for every purpose of the house and yard.
ful account of its merits would be found in Sinclair s

^
It i s

e

tme that ,vithin this space there are many sources of water,
mical mode of constructing shedding for agricultural well known work. Prof. Way's specimens had been ! but not available to the public, and therefore those who suffer

and other purposes was submitted to the Council ; and, supplied to him by Mr. Bravender, of Gloucestershire, from the scarcity provide themselves from tho nearest river or

in the absence of the inventor (through illness) explained who considered the Cock's-foot as one of those Grasses
\ £f.f

°

a tanS^^towK mrlhistne J£
to the members hy the President. Ine framework tnat indicated good land; and it had been round by pose f fetching water, besides the expenses of horses and
consisted of rows of upright posts, consisting of barked Prof, Way's anulysis to stand at the head of the list of vehicles; another tells you that, do as he will, he cannot get

' sufficient to keep his stock in health. When many men are
unemployed in agricultural parts the farmers are charged as
being to blame, whereas if inquiry was instituted it would, we
think, be discovered that other callings contribute a larger por-
tion of the people out of work, such as bricklayers, job carpen-
ters, boatmen, and railway labourers, gardeners, porters, hig-
glers, aud excavators whether of gravel or stone ; whilst
work can be found to do on a farm we do not imagine
any one who could pay a good lahourer would select severe
weather to discharge him ; at the same time the high price

of provisions, joined to deficient earnings, lias produced all

I

over the kingdom much privation and suffering; this reacts
I «" *-i,de generally, and a great stagnation is complained of in all

tments of business. Would that the bitter experience of

winter could make a permanent impression of the value of provi-

dent habits, but wherever great ignorance prevails, no matter
how high the wages, they go all one way down the throat; but

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
"Weekly Council, Feb. 28.—Mr. Miles, M.P., Presi-

dent, in the chair.

Shedding.—Mr. Jonathan Gray's model of an econo-

larch poles, let into hole3 in the ground made ' the Grasses supposed to be nutritiouschemically speaking,

by an auger, and held securely in their upright Professor Way not having ascertained practically how
position by longitudinal and transverse metallic wires, far its flesh-forming constituents were free or controlled

ropes, or rods passing over their tops, and carried, like by other circumstances iu the actual feeding of animals.

the chains of a suspension-bridge, on each side into the —Sir John Johnstone thought the'Cock's-foot very good
ground, where they were firmly moored and kept at as a bite for the second year. Much of its value
their full stretch. The canvas awnings, by which the

i

depended on its cultivation, the Grass being coarse
frame-work was covered, were secured in their position under those circumstances in which its management was
on each side of the sheddiDg by elastic holders, which ' neglected.—Dr. Calvert has devoted a lengthened period
accommodated themselves to the varying strain and to the selection and cultivation of the different Grasses,

| on trade

dimensions of the canvas, keeping it constantly at even and he hoped'in a few weeks to be able to draw up for the
]

departm
" Society a report of his results.

Analyses of Manures.—Mr. Bethell having called

tensioD. Though intended in the first instance only for
agricultural purposes, especially as a convenient awn-
ing for the -exhibit oa of live-stock and implements at the attention of the Council to the necessity of the

|
let a little light of abetter system but beam upon an industrious
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family, Improvement, Independence, rind comfort «o hand In hand,

tho cottager Iff then prepared to Imttle with ordinary revenien,

rind oaoli year sees him Increase in determination to be not merely
a labourer hut ready to avail lihnHelf ol any opportunity to he an
occupier and perchance an employer. Economy may he practised
oven in littering yards with Htraw, verily tills hi a yen rot con-
sumption in the eaiitern counties ; hay h< scarce, TiinilpH nre not

plentiful, cake and com are dnar, and the utniw l.lie very Straw
in disappearing with marvellous celerity ; a dry lair I0 all thai in

required with an much straw for growing storo stock to eat as the
nllowanen of Other food will render iH'eeimiu-y. K COFtalnlV lOOkfl

well to nee horses and beasts up to their knees In a yard full of
clean bright straw, but there is something extravagant in ii ; the
only Justification of such prodigality with us would he the assur-
ance that more and better manure wan made Iherehy

;
it not, there

In jutit BO much Htraw wanted, and some more profitable mode Of
employing It ml^ht he sought lor. ./. II'., Peterborough,

NoticoK to Correspondents.
At.RncK C'i.ovku : it Uobson ank-t tor any personal oxperloni ol

Ahilkn Clover. It in spoken will of. Messrs. I'i m I, ol

Stirling, toll us thai 2 or Slbs-ofltporacre are a groat Improve-
ment hi Italian Rye-grass. Pol'haps Home ouo will nay whether
it In 11 .nil una suitable addition to mixtures for pormam nl

Grans.
Auhthaijan ltrcAiMNfi MAfuriNK : An Australian known of a

machine in nne at Adelaide for reaping Wheat, called there
ltidley'H machine. He wants to know where in England il San
ho had, with Home idea of probable price. It may he as WOll I"

nay that tliin machine, uh dOBOrl&Od, not only gathers but
threshes the Wheat at the same time. As tho machine pro
polled by nix oxen), proceeds, the stalks of corn enter a largo
comb, when the earn only are Immediately beaten off by a
revolving cylinder-shaped apparatus, They Hum undergo a
oomploto threshing, and tho whole la thrown book Into s box,
which 1h emptied of Uh contents nt every round made of tho
flold. Any information relative to this subject will have our
thunkti. It Is thought that Mr. Ridley In at present In London,
If this should meet his eye, perhaps he will he good enough to

communicate with uh.

Avitsimtii Cows: Ctcricus. Wo will try to obtain tho name of
some dealer in Ayrahho cowb; but wo Imagine your plan
must bo to advertlwo.

Hooks: A'cy^Hays:—"Do, pray, Ret somebody to tell me what
Should ho expected of a how, I mean at what period after her

,

pigging she may return to /"'t.ih alow-, and if at all?— the wanli
from a house where the Inmates are nix and tho how Hingle?
What amount of meal, again, the now with a farrow, Hay of 10,
Hhonld consume per week, till tho little ones are weaned, and
what Bhould he their consumption thereafter? And pray,
again, the heat mode of managing tho little ones, with regard
to time of keeping tlieni, and so forth, with somo possible profit?
You would indeed ho doing uh "little gontlomen " an incon-
ceivable benefit in telling us something practically on this
head. Wo get, in nine cases out of ten, a had sort of her-
maphrodite— amphibious half-gardener half-cowman sort of
fellow—who knows nothing, and, finding wo know less, docs
us to a great extent. J II. [Try Kiclmrdsoirs "Rural Hand-
book " on the Pig, price Is.']

Diseases or Cattle, &c: WW. "Tho Ox," by the Society for
tho Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, is still a very good book.
Wo would grow Rye-grass on a stiff soil. " )V IF." asks for a
receipt, to pickle bacon as in Norfolk.

Fowler's Steam Draining Plough: Mr Scott informs us that
this implement, much improved, is now at work daily on tho
farm of Mr. Grant, Wormleybury, near Broxbourne, Essex,
and that gentlemen interested in drainage are invited to
inspect its operation. There are now 13 horse ploughs and
three steam ones at work in different parts of the country, and
upwards of 10,000 acres have been drained by them.

Hereford Stock: H Arlington. We do not know of any dealer
to whom to direct you, nor are we personally acquainted with
any breeder of Hereford stock to whom we could introduce you :

we imagine your best plan is to go to oue of the Hereford fairs,

and you will easily learn to whom you had best apply for a
fresh bull as a cross for your cows.

Italian Uye-gbass: Anon. It will not do to sow it now among
thin Wheat. The Wheat would be utterly choked long before
it came to ear. We did that once and that was an experience.
If you sow among Wheat at all sow it early in May, as the
last time you dare go among this crop with the hoe and hoe it

in. It is quite possible that your half germinated seed may
have been killed; if so, just go over the ground with the tine
seed harrow again, and follow it up with the brush barrow, and
that will ensure a crop. There will be a full account of tho
crop given next week.

Manures: S phosphate. We do not know in what published work
you will obtain instructions for making "all mineral manures.'
For making superphosphate consult past indices of the
Gardeners1

Chronicle. Professor Way, in England ; Professor
Anderson, in Scotland; the one the chemist to the English
Agricultural Society— the other the chemist to that of Scotland.
AVe must not name agricultural machine makers—there are
numbers of firms able to give you satisfaction.

Pigeons: Anon and several others ask an "Old Subscriber,
Durham," to state the origin of bis ''laughing pigeons/' and
what breed they resemble in plumage, size, &c. They would
be glad to communicate with him on the subject

Eadish: Cor. We do not know the Black Winter Radish at all

as an agricultural plant, but will make inquiry.
Rape-cake: FA. If you cannot get it cheaper than Bean-meal [!]

you should not use it. It is to be had for less than 51. a ton ac
Hull. Rape-cake contains about one-third its weight of protein
compounds corresponding to the fleshy part of animal matter,
and one-tenth its weight of oil. Barley contains one-eighth
its weight ot the former, and two-thirds its weight of starchy
matter, &c, corresponding somewhat to the latter. Beans,
again, contain one-fourth their weight of the former, and more
than half their weight of the latter, But Rape is probably not
efficient up to the measure of its value theoretically, because it

is generally distasteful to animals; and unless it can be had
much cheaper than Beans we would not buy it.

Refuse from Brewery: A Subscriber. What is it? We last
week saw the refuse " dreg" of a distillery— so much of it as
the cows refused or lost—running into a tank, into which their
urine also ran, whence it was pumped over Italian Rye-grass.
This was at Hundred Acre Hill, near Glasgow, where Messrs.
Harvey have GOO or 700 cows fed on grains and dreg, and
steamed Turnips and hay. " Dreg" is the liquid remaining in
the still after the whiskey ceases to come over. We would
not mix lime with manure containing ammonia.

Seeds: II. Treacher. You will find tables of the quantity of the
different sorts of seeds needed per acre in many agricultural
price lists, in the Agricultural Almanacks, &c; or if you will
name what you waut we will give it you here.

Sundries; E F. Oyster shells contain but little phosphate of
lime, and will be of little more value alter being acted on by
sulphuric acid than so much gypsum would. Sulphate of soda
has been applied with usefulness, especially to Potatoes, and 60
or SO lbs. per acre might well be added to any guano, soot, or
other appropriate dressing for that crop. You cannot compare
it with common salt. It may be of great value, or it may be
valueless, according to the circumstances of the soil. Your
case may be as that of a builder who cannot get on for want of
window nails, or putty. It would be of little service t:- him in
such a case to discuss whether freestone at Is. per cube foot or
Oak at 3s. Gd. were the dearer,

TnE Oat: A Subscriber. We do not believe the extraordinary
account of which you have heard. To get a Rye crop vou must
sow Rye seed

!

The Pig
: IIJ E. The shilling hand-hook on the Pig will, wc

dare say, serve your purpose.

CRA88 SEEDS.
CUTTON'H <;KASS SEEDS (CAWWiGB PumV
*J NATURAL OKAHH BEED8 POR PEUMANBN1
I'AKTIJJtKH, wpr.rale or mixed, QXpTfllrif Ui null

I

M'ir.iii. B01 rOM find Hontt having for runny yuin paid i

onpoclAl attention *>• the wirolnallon ol Natural Pi I

t) illooting "i the Ctrassoi which thrive In the rsrl

Qroat Britain and Ireland, ire enabled to napplj
I

quantities of Bends, varied t/» lult tho soil for which tlioy trs
Intended, Tho cost will v»ry from 240* fc> 30h. 1

according to the sorts and dijantitles the noil require*.

FINE i.awn GRABS 0EED8, for maklog New or Impn
Old J.rnvriii, price 1h. per pound, 'In. (',>/, jn-r gallon -

per bushoh For forming new Lawns, 2$ ha hehj,oi GO I

tho quantity required per nero,
*

FINK (iltAKK anij CLOVER BEEDB FOR [MP)
OLD PASTURES (Bottom 1 Renovating Mixtun . Quantity
n oiiln d por aero, 8 lbs. to 12 Ibf. price 9d. pet 111.

N.li. ft, will he seen above tlvat wt '•• yrtady -

duced the pricet of our Grass Seeds this u 1 n
t

the fine Lawn Seeds and *' .Sutton's Renovati/ny Mi <'•<••

for improving Meadows and Pastures ; and toe doubt not

that our liberal charges will induce « ww< u< '" > "'
i'

'"

lice of sowing our superior kinds of Grunt Seeds, Priced

Lists sent post, free.
: :.* & Boss, Seed Growers, Readin g, Dorks.

MESSRS, B. G. HENDERSON amd HON, of the
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, Lond 111 com-

moncfl wending out. April 80, 1695, the following now
FUCHSIAS, raised by Messrs, story and Banks,
Queen Vlotorla fstnry'a), Hcarbit, with white corolla. 10*. Gd.

Prince Albert (Banks's), find violet corolla, 10*. 0-7.

Perruglno (Story's), fino striped corolla. 10*. 1.

Empress Engonle (Story'H), rotiy crimson, white corolla. iOi.Cd,

Ranunouloflora (Story'*), fino double white corolla, SM*.

Lady of tho Lake (Story'H), blush, white corolla, I0#. 6d,

Water Nymph (Story h), globe-flowered, fir.e white corolla.
111:. I',/.

Kiifljiollo (Story'H), beautiful variegated corolla, 10*. fkT

Mrs. Story (Story s), fine white corolla, fin accordance with
Mi Story's wish, this wns named after Mrs. Story, as it wna In

his opinion the finest.) 10a. Gd.

Or If the set of Nino are taken, the price 1Z.4*., h
SNOWDROP (Stoby'8). This was received from Mr. Story as
possessing a double white corolla, and described by hlm
others who saw it in flower aH a very beautiful variety. It wa-t

the first double whlto raised by him; hut the plant did not
flowor in the Wellington Nursery after Itwas received by Me Bra.

IlENDEitBON ; and through three stout branches having been
hmken oil" it it did not quite correspond with tho description

given by Ml'. Story and others a few months after to Mr. A.
Henderson when at Newton making inquiries respecting the

Plants. Consequently no charge will be made for it, but one will

bo presented with every set ordered.

FUCHSIA, BANKS'S FAVOURITE (BANKS), considered
the finest of the blue violet corollas. 10s. Gd.

For further particulars seepage 62 of the Gardeners' Chronicle

for Jan. 27 ; or a list will be sent post free on application.

SfKSSns. E. G. HENDERSON & SON having purchased of
the late W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon
for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling Fuchsias with
white Corollas, which new feature in this tribe he succeeded
in introducing, and in consequence of an advertisement which
appeared in the Gardeners1

Chronicle some few weeks hack trom
Messrs. Lucombe. Pince, & Co., of Exeter, offering two new
Fuchsias similar in character to those purchased of the late Mr.
Story, and after a written communication with that gentleman
it was thought necessary for one of the firm to make further in-

quiries about them, and in consequence Mr. ANDHKW Henderson
went to Exeter and Newton, where he was informed by a jobbing
gardener at Newton that he had received Seven Pounds for

them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated) he had been
offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, hut whose
name or address he did not know.
Messrs. E. G. II. & Son give the above explanation in conse-

quence of a great number of their customers throughout the autumn
having ordered plants of them at higher prices than are above
quoted. This reduction is made in consequence of information

which they have received that leaves no doubt on their minds but

that those to be sent out by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co. are
similar iu character to the above.

Messrs. E. G. HENDERSON & SON, of the Wellington Road
Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, beg to inform their patrons

and the public that their New Catalogue of Seeds for 1S55 is now
ready, with full descriptions and other information, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON tike this opportunity of staring

that none but the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable
Seeds appear in their list, and among the Flower Seeds only

those whose beauty and merit are univerally acknowledged,
together with a carefully selected stock of the principal new
varieties. They would call particular attention to the following

new and choice seeds, which thev can confidentlv recommend :

—

d.

6
6
6

]\/I KSSKS. WILLIAM R0LLI6601 XS be*
1*1 to In! roi their F j-

.

CATALOG 1 1. '/i -j. i i,- : . 3 ., i» now ready, and »m be
f<,rw.ir<!. application,

sv. it. Ac Botu erobrs* r, x , maaj ,fi lJj( .

r-'<u most difficult to ohtaia
l

-

n procured from growr*
particular attention bavlng U':t. paid to

j lover Beads tt'.m tml .,, tUl/,

thai r\.>: whOU ' \+ty »<n#-ti;r
;

- 'f-illy Invite all

1.4.
Alonaoa Waraeawlczl, » l>*»'itlf'j| h*if bandy —"Hffl T. of• spUcee) '-f searlat Bovara -i i,

\ fr"; flowering sbovy *Tunx\
IbeCaps ]

Ai'"r, naw Vmoof pyramidal, ir,

colours
Aslar

f dwarfbotx jay >, *»

.VnrMwk/,1, ornamenta! f

'
' D

Chanopodluoi atrfplej ornamanlal P»\lac* plant . . i *;

CllntonU pulcnalla, a I'-v^ly liu

I
.

Dlanthoj Dun ' Iadj, '/fl/rtl-

llant colour and dwarf bablt ,. „. j

Dlgllali

Wt-TH J f,

Bllchrysum eomposlUiin maximum, large doub
many colonrs

I !ii
(
'.traw r/.V

1 iiioldcm, jraltow, v<-ry ly»'/,
' lift]

Iicllanth 1

lliblscu 1 Tl pellow. sbowy
: Nr'hr.iUr, Tyriari i'ir;Ai-, »itj, •

margin, beantuhl
I.iliimi gfgantenm
Llmnanthiin nulpburcaodorata, vellow, edged wit-
Linurn grandlflOTDin mhnim, a Ur;f<: bright crir

from AH-I'pj, with brlllian'y < f ' : iraod : ";

wbirii ree-fimrtfas of, the oioal pot plaots u»*rd

!.(:T.-».Xt,TJ

Pansy, extra choice, naved from soperh fiV/wers

Phlox Drammondl, extra fine, mixed
Prbnala slnensla fimbriate, alba, and rubra, aired
superb flowen, e-ich

I phylla, a rery distinct new HfgnooeUe 1 D
Babbatls . fine roue with yellow eeotj

beautiful
Stock, dwarf double antamn flowering, in collection* <-f \i

dleiinct colours
Stock, new largo flowering German, In collections of 12 dis-

tinct colour* ,, % H
Tropfl3olam Lille Schmidt, good Vt llnterUoonrfng ...

Viti.idinia lobata, pink, rery r/impart and dwarf ... . 1

Whltlavia graadiflons, large dark Tiolet b«ll-flhaped fiei

ftfessrs. W. B xs are deiircu* ofdirecti ut*

attention to their fine Collection of Fntits, vbich contalrt all the
choicest varieties in cultivation. The rare Cymbidinm ebarneaca
is now in blossom and can be seen at the

'Nursery, Tootin g, London.—March 3.

TX'ILLIAM BAKRATT. Lr DSCaFK Gaede5eb>
»V Wakefield.

*." Plans and Estimates fnrnfahed.

GARDEN ORNAMENTS.—Seven!
Hundreds of VASES, FIGURES, and

SUN-DIAL PEDESTALS, which hav,

wholly exposed to the late frosts, may now bo
ir.^p'-ctcd at

AUSTIN* A;n> BEELETS Show Va*o,
Keppel Eow. New Road.

fc3~ A fe*r articles wbich have been standing
as patterns for many years will be sold At re-

duced prices. Any geoUeman unable to riilt

the yard may have sketches sent, if t

describe the object - -rice. ~

TO NURSERYMEN AND CARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 16Y per ton, delivered

to any of the London Wharfs or Railways, or within a.

circuit of five miles. Peat and loam at rr.^erate prices.—
KgWKABP. Broth En?. Syan Place, Old Kent R<-.ad.

Per packet-
Antirrhinum, extra fine ...

Auricula, fine mixed
Abronia umbellata ,

Anagallis azurea grandi
flora

„ rubra „
Arctotis breviscapa
Aster,new Peony pyramid,

in packets of 10 distinct

colours, separate ... 3

„ new bouquet, pyrami-
dal, in packets of 12
distinct colours ... ... 3

Balsam, double Camellia-
flowered, in packets of 6
distinct colonrs, separate

,, new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sepa-
rate, extra fine S C

„ Aurora, new double
crimson ... 1

„ new dble. pale yellow 1

Carnation, stage flowers... 1 6

Calceolaria, ex. ex. 2s. Gd. & 5s;

Cineraria, ex. ex. ls.Gd.& 2s. Gd.

3

Chrysanthemum pompoue 1

„ large dowered 1

Calendiinia umbellata ...

Dianthus Dunnetti, suprb. 1

Chinensis flora pleno,

extra fiue

Eschscholtzia tennifolia

Geranium, choice show
., choice fancy...

Hollyhock, first quality

„ second quality

Ipomo?a rubio c«erulea

Per packet—5.

Ipomcea limbata 2
Leptosiphon luteum ... O
„ aureum 1

Linum grandifloranibrum
Is. 6d.,and 2 6

Lobelia Queen Victoria
(scarlet) 6

Lobelia Roi Leopold ... 6
Larkspur, new double
improved Hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours ... 2 G

Limnanthes sulpbnrea
odorata 1

Mignonette, new, large ...0 3
Mimulus, beautiful ... 6
Pansy, choice show ... 1

„ choicefancy 1 6
Petunia, extra fine ... 1

Phlox Drummondi cocci-

nea 6
Portulaca, new orange ... G

,, new rose 6
Primula sinensis fimbriata,

alba and rubra mixed ... 2 6

R°PP5" f
new large Pasony,

in S brilliant colours ... 2
Reseda mjriophylla, new
Mignonette 1

Salpiglossis. scarlet, blue.

and sulphur 6
Stock, German, new *

flowering, in packets of

six distinct colours ... 2 6

Verbena, choice mixed ... 1

Sweet "William, new-

double G

Whitlavia grandifli-ra ... 1 G

Lilium giganteum seed, 2s. Gd. and 5^. per packet.
Holcus saccharatus (new Sugar-cane).. Is. to 2s. 6
Dioscorea Batatas (Japanese Vam). 2*. 6d. each tuber.

20 Ornamental Grasses (see Catalogue).

12 Ornamental foliage Annuals.—March. 1S53.

THE CURVILINEAR FLOWER BASKET.
AS SUSPENDED IS THE NaVE A>T> TEJ.N5EPT5 OF TSX

Crystal Pai

\\T COGGER, ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORKER
\> . TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE, respectfully

the Nobility and Gentry that he was the Oxlt IEasui
of those useful and ornamental appendages to the C<ra-

under the direction of Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.. who hs
him permission to take orders from the original designs.

Sketches and Estimates famished for Eose Temples. AvUries,.

Verandahs, Garden Arches, Arbours. Fl:—-: -

Conservatory or Drawing-room of first class workmanship, and
at the lowest possible price. See specimens. Hardware Conriv
Crystal Palace.

Siami factory opposite the Chorch. Sydenham. Kent,

LOWER POTS and STANDS of all kind?, includ-

ing Suspension and Bracket, of the most approved shape.

Classical, Italian, and Grecian Vases. Pedestals. Fountains; &C,,.

in stock. Prices for 1S55 forwarded en application to

'William Mat~t.e & Soys. Horticultural P-"^-: ;-. ?~-- "

MAW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
an indestructible and highly decorative 5

ordinary flooring, and their imperishable Ofl

Entrance Halls, Passages. Verandahs, c -**"7"

Maw & Co. send free of expense their Boot of I"
in price and style for every description c: I

anth ill

"Works. Broseley, Salop.

WEEDS ON WALKS.
MR. FLEMING'S WEEDING on SALTING

MACHINE fos GRAVEL "WALKS. COUKT YAB.D5,
&c, manufactured and sold byALEXASDEB Saa>KS & S^i-y. Ar-
broath.Forfarsbirp. frrm whrrr.T nti a tors gjtt --------

- .

WATERPROOF PATHS.—BARN A\D CATTLE SHED
FLOORS.

'T^HOSE who would enioy their Gardens during the
i winter months should construct their waits ofPOETLAXD
CEMENT CONCKETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the-

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam whiefc-

Ts mixed with it .and to every part of clean gravel addone of sharp-

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the cry state "c-e:':re

applying the water. Iimaythen be laid on 2inches thict. Any-
iab^iirer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the*

spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot trrow through or upon it, and it resists the - :t::~ : t"; -

severest frost. Itls necessary, as water does not soak throngb.it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation mates crst-rate raving for BAENS
CATTLE-SHEDS. FAEM-YABDS. axd "all other sitnatiens

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

wiuter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement. J. B. "Whtts & I;:r

Uiitiuk Street, "Westminster.
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SHEET GLASS (15 oz.) of good quality in 100 feet

boxes.

10 in. by Sin. and under 15s. per bos.

11 in. bv 9 in. to 22 in. by 14 in 17s. „

Larger sizes to 2S in. by IS in 19s. „

Also similar sizes in 21 oz. Sheet at 21s. per box. Boxes

charged 2s. each, and returnable at the same price, if delivered

free CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet Class in

Crates, British and Patent Plate, &c. &c "White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c—G. Farmiloe & Son, US, St. John

Street, West Smithfield.

HOT -WATER PIPES at wholesale 'prices, with
Elbows, Syphons, Tee Pipes, and every requisite connec-

tion. Cast Iron Boilers, 55s. each. Improved Soot Doors and
Furnace Doors. Builders' Castings of every description kept in

Stock at— Mr. LYNCH WHITE'S, Old Barge Iron Wharf,
Upper Ground Street (near Blackfriars Bridge), London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES.
THOMAS MILLINGTON'S present prices for good

16 oz. sheet glass, boxes included.

6 in. by 4 in. to 6 in. by 5A in. ... 13s. Zd.\

7 by 5 to S by 6 13 6

Si by 6i to 10 by S ... —14 Lper 100 feet.

lOiV by SI to 14.} bv 101 16

17~bv ltfto IS by 12 IS )

A great variety of sizes. Parliculars had on application.

OKCHARD HOUSE SQUARES on Mr. Riyers's plan, to

whom I have sold some tboussnds of feet.

Large Sheets for cutting up. in cases, at IXd. and 3<f.per foot.

HARTLEYT IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,

and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating Glasses,

Wasp Traps, Cucumber Tubes, Preserve Jars, with and without

covers; Fern Glasses.

Plate, Sheet, Crovrn, and Ornamental Window Glass. Crystal

Glass Shades for ornaments.

Greenhouses, erected in either wood or iron. Garden Lights

and Frames.
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London—same side as Eastern

Counties Railway. \

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE
GLASS, 1-Sth thick, or 2 lbs. to the foot; 3-16ths, or 31bs.;

and l-4th, or 4 lbs. to the foot, for Ridge and Furrow Roofs,

Greenhouses, Railway .Stations, Engine Sheds, Mills, Market
Halls, and Public Buildings generally.

Packed in Boxes of 60 feet each.

6 by 4 and 61 by 41 10s. Gd. per box,

7 „ 5 „ 74 „ o| 12 „

8 „ 6 „ Si „ 6i «. 13 6 „
9 „ 7 „ 91 ., 71 and 10 by S ... 15 „

For larger sizes a full List of Prices will be sent on application.

Boxes are charged 2s. each extra, full price allowed if returned

free of expense.—For further information apply to

JAMSJ PHILIPS & CO.,
116, Bishopsgate Street "Without.

"Rough Plate has never been, and never can be, prejudicial to

the colouring of Grapes; though we*can easily believe that it has
been charged with such a fault by persons "who have not skill

enough to manage Grapes under glass."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" There can be no question now that Rough Plate Glass is the

most beautiful as well as the most usefu. kind of glass that can he
employed in horticulture. It is free from all the faults of trans-
parent glass, and has many advantages peculiar to itself, without
a singU disadvantage as a set off"— Gardeners' Chronicle.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches. Per foot. Per 100 feet.

Under 6 by 4 at l\d. is £0 12 6

From 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5 „ 2d. „ 16 8
7 „ 5 „ 8 „ 6 „ 1\d. „ 18 9
8 „ 6 „ 10 „ 8 „ 2hd. „ 1 10

10 „ 8 „ 12 „ 9 „ 2$d. „ 1 2 11
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3^d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. ,, 3^d.to5d. „ „ „
26 oz. ,, 3ld.to7$d. „ „ „

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,

either in sheet or Rough Plate Glass.
Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

PRIZE MEDAL—1851.
AT A VERY ECONOMICAL RATE.

SAMUEL CUNDY, Mason and Builder, Pihlico
Marble and Stone Works, Belgrave Wharf, Lower Belgrave

Place, Pimlico, London.
Marble Chimney-pieces manufactured by improved machinery.

The public are invited to view the stock, nneqnalled for quality
and price. A good Marble Chimney-piece for 40s. Marble Work
in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate for Halls, Dairies,
Larders, &c. Circulars sent on application.

N.B. The "Royal Blue" Omnibuses pass the Works every
ten minutes from the Bank.

TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS.
HPHE BR1DGEWATER FIRE AND WATER-
JL PROOF MINERALPAINT.—An Important Discovery.
This substance is a vein of earth found only in one of the

Bridgewater Mountains of New Jersey, in the United States. It
is the most extraordinary paint offered to the public, possessing
?iew and valuable properties, and applicable to a variety of pur-
poses. Its colour is dark red, never fading or changing in the
hottest climates. When mixed with any other paint, the colour
produced by that mixture will be rendered unfading also. After
it has been applied and exposed to the atmosphere a few months,
it becomes fireproof, and as durable as stone. Wherever it is

applied neither rain, sea-water, nor damp can penetrate; thus
preserving iron from rusting, wood from rotting, and brickwork
from damp. It will endure intense heat without cracking or
blistering. It has also the property of flexibility; Canvas, Tents,
&C., covered with it become waterproof, retain their previous
flexibility, and are not liable to crack when they are rolled up.
•Coarse Wrappers, covered with two coats of it, are an excellent
substitute for Russian mats, to cover gardeners' pits and frames,
or to protect wall fruit trees, being cheaper and more durable.
If two coats of it be applied to trees, above and below the ground,
where the borer generally enters, it will prevent the attack of
that destructive grub, or insects of any kind ; a new bark will be
formed under the paint and the trees kept in a healthy condition.
1 1 is spread out easily, and does not emit any unhealthy effluvium.
A specimen of the paint on coarse wrappers for Gardeners and

others may be seen at J. Le Cren's, House-painter, 26, Moorgate
Street, -who undertakes to supply Gardeners and the public with
any quantity of painted wrappers at moderate prices.

Sole Consignee for the United Kingdom, Jons Eives, 17, Corn-
hill, London. Sold by Agents in most of the principal towns of
the United Kingdom. In London by L. Frank & Son Oil
Merchants, 14, Borough, London Bridge, of whom may be' had
Quick Drying Oil to mix with it, for use during the winter
reason, and also Testimonials in its favour from Shipowners,
Builders, Painters, &c.
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HORTICULTURE

in all ^12Psi3^ BR '

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

ITS

RANCHES.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish- r ._

ment and Hothouse Works, .

King's Road, Chelsea, an exten- j^^~,
sive variety ofHothouses, Green- j^\y '

houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c, p55£t
erected, and in full operation, f""

- ~~" "
r

. " ""'»',
-l

combining all modern improve- '
-—

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of

House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits, ^^^is^ie^e^fi^^^^^^^^w&fssmszkaffording both top

and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-

tion and particularly

worthy of attention. ~*

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel ...

W^k^

more than 3s. Sd. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, "Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LICHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES X LICHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and S ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

1C0 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,

Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

HALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS ; the best and
cheapest for all purposes of shelter and shade from Frost,

Hail Storms, and Gales of Wind. No. 0, 5d, ; No. 1, 5Zd.', No. 2,

Gd. ; Nos. 3 and 4, Id. All 56 inches -wide, and in lengths of

10, 20, 30, and 60 yards.—Manchester.

SPADE FARM-WARWICKSHIRE.
Within Four Miles of Warwick and Sis of Leamington,
about a Mile and a Half from "Hatton Station" on
the Great Western Railway, where 13 Trains stop
Daily.

TO BE LET, unfurnished, or partially furnished,

for the residue of a Lease terminating Michaelmas, 1859,
and which can probably be renewed, NORTON LODGE, in the
above most eligible situation, contains four Reception Rooms;
Five best Bed Rooms, with Three Dressing Rooms ; Bath Room

;

Five Servants' Bed Rooms, and Capital Offices. Stabling for Six
Horses, Coach House, Gardens, and Pleasure Grounds, &c. In
addition to the House and Grounds there are about thirty-five

Acres of fine Land, of which half is arable, under the plough and
fork, deeply tilled, and perfectly clean. Five acres are cultivated
on the Lois-Weedon Wheat system. The House is on a good
elevation, commanding an extensive view of the surrounding
country, is in the most complete order, a large outlay having been
made both by the proprietor and the present occupier. The
Lease is on favourable terms.—Apply to Messrs. Cookes, Sons,
and Meres, Estate and House Agents, Auctioneers, &c, 34,

Warwick Street, Leamington.

TO BE SOLD, by private treaty, a NURSERY
i- andPLANT BUSINESS, established nearly 70 years. The

Proprietor of this old-established Nursery Business is willing to

retire, and dispose of the Stock and Good-will. The nursery com-
prises about 20 acres of ground, and about 15 large and com-
modious Stove, Greenhouse, and Propagating Houses, with
numerous Pits, frames, &c. The business is in full -working order,

and is capable ofbeing increased to almost any extent, and of being made
one of the best provincial nurseries in the Idngdom. The stock is in

a flourishing condition, being young, healthy, and in good sale-

able order, and comprises a general assortment of all the most
saleable Forest Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Stove, Greenhouse,
and Miscellaneous Plants. The Nurseries are situated close and
adjoining one of the largest towns in the West of England, with
a population of more than 100,000 inhabitants. The whole of the

land, houses, &c, belongs to the proprietor, who vrill have no ob-

jection to grant a long lease to Ms successor or successors, and at

least one-half of the purchase money could remain on security at

common interest. The business has been carried on with great
success by the present proprietor, -which partly contributes to his

retiring from the business. None but principals and bond fide
purchasers will be treated with.—Address in the first instance,

A. B. C, Office of this Paper.

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
Established in the Year 1S19.

"pO BE LET, with immediate possession, the NUR-
-L SERY-and SEED SHOP at Taunton, for some time past in
the occupation of Messrs. M'Intyre and M'Intosh. The Grounds
and Stock are in excellent condition, moderately rented, and aT6
well worthy the attention of any person wishing to carry on the
business. If required the quantity of ground may be reduced.
The Nursery is about 5 minutes' walk from the Railway Station.
—Apply to Mr. Young, the Proprietor, Elm Cottage, Taunton.

TO BE SOLD, BTJFF COCHIN CHICKENS, from
first class Prize Birds, Brahma Pootra Chickens, from imported

American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens. Also some very
good one-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. Wire, Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Hen-houses, Chicken
Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden Arches, and every
kind of Wire Work, useful and ornamental.—T. H. Fox's, City
of London Wire Works, 44, Skinner Street, and 6 &8, Snow Hill.

Illustrated Catalogues forwarded post free.

DORKING FOWLS.—Eggs, from remarkably large
and weighty birds, of the best coloured breed, will be dis-

posed of at 15s. the dozen, box included.—Address W. G., Railway
Inn, Holme, Stilton, Hunts.

/COLOURED DORKINGS.—EGGS, from coloured
v_y Dorking Fowls, which have taken prizes and been com-
mended at Reading, Cambridge, Norwich, and Colchester Shows
at half a guinea the setting of 13 ; also Eggs from prize Buenos
Ayrean Ducks at the same price.—Apply to Rev. E. H. Kittoe,
Chadwell Rectory, Grays, Essex.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE & MORRIS will sell by

Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURSDAY,
March 8th, at 12 o'clock, about 200 choice double Camellias, from
IS inches to 5 feet, comprising all the approved kinds, beautifully
furnished with bloom buds; 100 very strong Camellia Stocks;
also a choice assortment of Standard and Dwarf Roses; a fine

collection of American Plants; choice Dahlias in dry roots;

Pceonias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c.—May he viewed the morning
of Sale ; Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers,
American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, AND
OTHER PUBLIC COMPANIES ENGAGED IN PLANTING.
Clearing the Ground foe the Woodfoed and Loughtos

Branch Railway.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS beg to
announce that they will Sell by Auction, on the premises,

the American; Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex, ou MONDAY,
March 12th, and following day, at 11 o'clock each day, in con-
sequence of a portion of the land being required by the Eastern
Counties Railway Company, for the Woodford and Loughton
branch, the valuable NURSERY STOCK, consistingof the finest

Evergreens of all sizes, Ornamental and Fruit Trees, Deciduous
Shrubs and American Plants, amongst which may be mentioned
2000 Variegated and Green Hollies, from 3 to S feet; 2000 hybrid
and other Rhododendrons, 1500 Fan Yews, 3 to 6 feet; 1000
Spruce Firs, 3 to 8 feet; 1500 Limes, from 6 to 12 feet; 1000
Laurels, 4 to 6 feet; 500 Bushy Andromeda floribunda, 2 feet;

magnificent specimen Portugal Laurels, Sweet Bays, Arbor-
vitee, Weeping Ash, Mulberries, &c.— May be viewed prior

to the Sale. Catalogues may be had of the principal Seedsmen
in London; and of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, Essex.

BROMPTON PARK.
To Noblemen, Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Builders, & Others.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction, on the premises, Brompton Park Nursery,
Park Lane, near the " Hoop and Toy," on MONDAY, March 19,

at 11 o'clock, without reserve, by order of Mr. Adams (in conse-
quence of the ground being taken by the Royal Commissioners
for the Exhibition of 1851) the whole of the valuable NURSERY
STOCK, growing on the above celebrated Nursery, consisting of

Evergreens and Fruit Trees, comprising large Cedar of Lebanon,
variegated and green Hollies, Portugal" and common Laurels,

Irish and English Yews, Pinus sorts, Ai'bor-vitse, Red Cedars, Lau-
restinus, Aucuhas, Bays, Box, Berberries,a quantity of Irish Ivies

and Vines in pots, Weeping Limes, Elms, &c; also standard-

trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Pears, Apples, Plums,
Cherries, Box Edging, &c.—May be viewed one week prior to

the sale. Catalogues may be had on the premises; of the
principal seedsmen in London; and of the Auctioneers,
American Nursery. Leytonstone, Essex.

TO MARKET GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, X OTHERS.
Near the Blue Anchor Inn, Blue Anchor Road, Beemondbey.

MR. W. T. ATWOOD has received instructions to

Sell by Auction, on MARCH 14tb, at 11 o'clock, the
interest in the unexpired term of Lease and the term in an
agreement of TWO PIECES OF LAND containing about 13

acres, together with certain Crops growing thereon ; also all the

STOCK of 80 3-light Boxes and Lights, 800 Bell and Hand-
glasses, Horse, Cart, and Implements of Trade; a quantity of

Moss Rose Stools, Cauliflowers, Seeds, Baskets, &c; the Furni-
ture in the House comprising Mahogany Bedsteads, good Beds,

Mahogany Tables and Chairs, and other useful articles.—Par-
ticulars may be had on the Premises, the Inns in Covent Garden,
Mr. Perry, Solicitor, 181, Tooley Street, London; and of Mr,
Atwood, Auctioneer and Land Agent, Mortlake, Surrey.

S U N B U R Y.
To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Builders, and Others.

]\/jK. J. WILLMER will Sell by Auction, on the
J-*-* premises, Sunbury Nursery, on WEDNESDAY, March 7,

and following day, at 12 o'clock each day, the STOCK of this

well-known NURSERY, consisting of Green Hollies, 2 to 6 feet;

Striped Hollies, 3 to 8 feet; Arbutus, 3 to 7 feet; Portugal

Laurels, 3 to 5 feet; Laurels, 3 feet; Red Cedar, 2 to 6 feet;

Yews, 4 to 10 feet; Siberian Arbor-vitre, 2 to 3 feet; Cedrus
deodara, 4 to 6 feet; Bays, 3 to 4 feet; Scarlet Rhododendrons;
Rhododendron pontica, 3 feet; Laurestinus, 2 to 5 feet; Ever-
green Privet, 2 feet; Phillyrea, 6 feet; Box Edging, Hornbeam
Hedges, Standard and Dwarf Pears, large Dwarf Plums, Standard

Quinces, Currants, Ivys in pots, Spruce Fir, Balm of Gilead do
,

4 to 6 feet, Beech, Elm, Limes, Horse Chesnuts, Spanish Ches-
nuts, Ash, Acacia, Oak, &c, of large size.—May he viewed till

time of sale, and Catalogues had on the premises, or by enclosing

two postage stamps to the Auctioneer, Sunbury, Middlesex.

WANDSWORTH.
To Gentlemen, Nurserymen, Builders, and Others.

MR. J. WILLMER is instructed by Mr. Robert
Neal to Sell by Auction on the Premises, Wandsworth

Common, on MONDAY, March 12th, and five following days at

1 o'clock each day, the stock of this well-known Nursery, con-

sisting of Green Box, 3 to 5 feet; Arbor-viUe, 2 to 5 feet ; Green
Hollies, 3 to 12 feet; Yews, 2 to 6 feet; Cedrus deodora, 2 to 5

feet; Striped Box, 3 to 4 feet; Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 4 feet;

Scarlet ponticum and catawbiense Rhododendrons, 2 to 4 feet;

Standard Rhododendrons of sorts, Kalmia latifolia, 2 to 4 feet;

Buxus bellericus, 2 to 3 feet; Striped Hollies, 1 to 2 feet; Irish

Yews, 3 to 4 feet; Arbutus, 1 to 3 feet; Juniperus Chinensis,

2 feet; Portugal Laurels, 4 to 6 feet; Spruce Fir, 5 feet; Ever-

green Privet, 2 to 4 feet ; Laurels, 2 to 4 feet ; Aucuba, 2 feet

;

Standard and Dwarf Roses, large Standard Pears and Cherries,

Maiden Pears, Dwarf-trained Pears, Weeping Ash, Weeping
Willows, Gooseberries, Currants, Victoria Rhubarb, large Limes,

Athena Poplar, Laburnums, Horse Chesnuts, Mountain Ash,

Weymouth Pine, Fir, Standard Thorns, &c, may he viewed till

time of Sale, and Catalogues had on the Premises; or by for-

warding four postage stamps to the Auctioneer, Sunbury, Mid-

dlesex.
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COMPOSITION
.VACmK AND CO.'S
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT.

ADVERTISEMENT CONTINUED FROM PAGE 144.
From the 7lev, JS. T, liiohard, FarUnglon Tleatory,

An llin BoaHon in now drawing to n. cloao, t can iifftnerl tbattlia
plight Composition I had from you Inthosui or bus boon oi

tlm greatest bonoflt to my troos; It bqoruj to havo perfectly

Stopped tlio spread of a parasitic ftinaus which line] Infooted a

|argo Vino for six or seven yoavft] tlio EnfOBtod loaves, although
marked by the fungus, liavo becomo porfectly healthy; In short,

tlio Vino prosontH a very different appoaranco from that of lasl

yc.nr at i bin HoaHon. I have womo Plum trcoH which wore greatly
Infostod wiih nphldoH, but the Composition lian restored tholr
luxuriance. Oot, 1 1, 1862,

from J. Staples, !':<!, "Belmont lToune
t
Salisbury,

i have tried your Composition, and am porymuoh plan ed with
Hid result, my fruit trees having qulto recovered tho excessive
Mlj-;lit. Mini iill'i'i'lnl I lin 1 1

curly in I lie BOOBOn.—AugUSt. 11, 1852,

/''mm Mr. Uiil.hiK, Gardener to XT, F. K, TIolloway
t

Esq,,

Maroiiwood Lodge,

l highly approvo of your Composition, as It answors admirably,
saving my wnii trees from an untimely death, and qulto roco-
vi'i Ing my Roses, killing orory Insect It touches In an Instant,
I intend to havo a quantity of it this season for nil my plants^-
May 20, 1861.

From Mr. J. Allen. Gardener to tlio "Right TTon, Sir Francis
Thornhill Baring, Dart,, Stratton Paris.

My Poach on and Nectarines worn sadly Infected with blight,
butaftor bvringing thorn according to your dfrootlons, It quite
disappeared, nor havo they bad a blight? loaf upon them Blnco.
i iiicil it on two largo Orange trees which bud Ihe green-fly very
bad, and It destroyed it. Immediately, nor ban it boon Been on
them since, and the trcos are now In a healthy flourishing state.

I Hbiiii coutlnuo to be a onstomer, as I believe it to bo a novor-
falling romody.—Oct. 12, 1852.

From Mr. J. Thorn, Gardener to Sir Charles Taylor, Bart.,

Hollybrooft,

I am satisfied of the efllcncy of your Blight Composition.—
Aug. 11,1852.

From Mr. D. Forhes, Gardener to G, 72. Eyres, Esq., Warrens.
I am happy to bear testimony to the groat utility of your

Blight Composition In the destruction of brown scale mid red
npidiT. in llio hothouses and upon the, open wall.— Oct. 0, 1852.

From Mr. \V. Wilson, Nurseryman, Wimtome.
Tim gentlemen for whom I procured tho Blight Composition

havo told mo that it effectually killed tho blight.— Aug. 9, 1S52.

From Mi\ /'. Easier, Gr. to the Rev, W, Fitz7iugk, Bannister Lodge.
l beg to recommend your Composition for killing Insects and

Blight on wnll trees; 1 havo used it on tho Peach and Nectn-
rino, and found It of great service, as my trees h.id the blight
last spring, but recovered and. mado some excellent wood.

—

Nov. 2, 1852.

From Mr, W. Rollins, Gardener to W. Beach, Esq., Oakley Uall.
I have used your Composition with one-third water, and it killed

green-fly, and without water it destroyed tlirip.— Nov. 4, 1852.

From Mr. J. Menr.ies, Gardener to J. Groves, Esq., Feme Park.
I highly approvo of your Composition, which is most destruc-

tive to all sorts of aphis. With ono application I perfectly cleared
my Cherry trees, and intend in future to avail myself of it.

—

Oct. 12, 1SG2.

From Mr. Pullinger, Gardener to Mrs. Watson, Brookjirtd Lodge.
I have given your Composition a fair trial upon Roses, fruit

trees, and greenhouse plants, and am much pleased with the
results : my fruit trees are perfect pictures.—Oct. 21, 1852.

From Mr. A. IJibbard, Gardener to T. Hill, Esq., Fir-grove.

Your Composition has completely killed the " Mealy Bug,"
which was very strong upon some imported Orchids, &c, without
the least injuring flowers or leaves.—Fob. 10, 1853.

From Mr. Smith, Gardener to the late Mrs. Preston Sutton, Barnfeld.
Your Composition has been tried by me, and I am glad it has

proved so good for killing all insects, and making the trees

healthy for bearing, which is a great point ; it is excellent as well

for Cucumbers."—Nov. 5, 1S52.

- From Mr. A. Memnuir, Gr. to Spencer Smith, Esq., Brooklands.
I have given your Blight Composition a trial, having had it

applied to the fruit trees here (which were very much blighted),

and I am happy to say with very good success, for although some
of tho trees are very old, they are very much improved by its

application.—Nov. S, 1852.

From Mi; J, IS, Frond, Gardener to General Ufa !

Aftor: ib" Unit application oi yoni Painabb C< ipo

Pouch and Nectaruu Ira , 1 -
I upjuJ. and In i

week the troi h oi a In ultli ;,i "i [frowlna i n\tto

tried H. upon Pelargonium rid I u •• In I i red with
groom fly, which wore mi killed In lautly, and the I

romal I as fn li as •-•
i Oot. 10, 1 • '.

J/rom Mr. W, IforMng, Gardener to J.J. DrUcoe, I ,< 1

r have groal plot) art In to ai Ing tostlmon I I i

mil IJHghl Composition :
it liai killed the bl

, and tho wall troi • calncd ^ dm
follagi I Robob mil gn onhoui oplnntsfl
killing tho blight wlthoul Injuring the follng

From Mr.. i. Dowen, Gr.to >' 0, Oodrtnglon, i %,, Dean

My wall fruli trees wore dying from excessive blight, bnl
aftor two :'. ringing i wllli youi I position they quite r<

and mado some excelIon I n 1. For mj R . . II did tho
same, or i should not havo bad s bios om i pi n II

and an o!fcctual remedy, which no gardenor shonld be
and ii Is equally adapted foi

| o\ plant*.- Oct. 22, i
•.

From Mr, J, Hatty, Gardener to G. I Baiter, Hartley Grange,
i have used your ullghl ' omposll n wall trees, and And II

mi Invaluable Bpoclflc again it blights Nov, 1 1, | .

From Mr. Q. Lu , Gardener tc W.fiett . I Mount,
My Poaoh trees wore attacked with bi after the

fni 1
1 ivas gathered, for which I applied yotn i i ftli n, which

perfectly dostroyou It; i also (tied it on some Stove Plai
tho Bamo offeot.—Nov. 25, 1852.

From Mr. Tfiomae Bwidey, Gardener to the Rev. F. Bra-ion, Xorth
Stoneham.

Your Composition IS most destructive to all the insect tribe.
With UK' ii has proved itself very valuable, Instantly rei

all Insects without tho least injury to the plants.—Dec. '2., \y.:>i,

fflrom Major Munday, Uollybantc.

Major Munday encloses Messrs. J\\«. a & Co. postage stamps In

payment of a Jar of Composition, which he has found highly
efficacious.—May 26, 1868.

From Mr, E. Mtnnelt, Gardener to General Gilbert, Tweed,
Your Composition has proved very effective upon Cucumbers,

Melons, and Tenches. I consider Its merits will bring it Into
general use.—Aug. 17, 1S53.

From Mr, J. Taylor,'late Gardener to Chas, Ttxynam, Eaq..Portsicood.
1 11111 glad t-i hear testimony to tho great utility of your Blight

Composition for tho destruction of mealy bug, brown scale, and
red spider.—Aug. 19, 1853.

From Mr. Chas. Gosling, Gr. to W. Trcmonger Esq., Whenoell Priory.
1 havo found your Composition have great effect upon red

spider, green-fly, &c. ; it also produces a luxuriant growth. For
eight years I have suffered from blight, which could not be got
rid of until this season, when one application of the Composition
entirely destroyed it. For the future I hope to use it in all cases.
—Aug. 21, 1853.

From Mr. 77. Cull, Gardener to the fiev. IT Brine, Boldre.
I have this season made use of your Blight Composition, and

found it effective in extirpating green-fly from Cucumber Vines,
without injury to the plants.—Sept. 13, 1853.

From Mr. G. Mitchell, Gardener to IT. TJ". TiJiitmore, Esq., Dud-
maston Hall.

I am very happy to inform you that your Composition has
turned out quite satisfactory. I tried it on the Peach trees in the
houses, and wherever it touched, every leaf became clean and
healthy. You will please send me two gallons in the spring.

—

Sept. 17, 1853.

From Mr. W. White, Gr.to W.Hans Sloane Stanley, Esq., Paultons.
1 consider your Composition valuable for the destruction of

insects of all kinds.—Sept. 20, 1853.

From Mr. E. Spivey, Gr. to W. Hooloun, E-q.. HaWngZury Gardens,
1 was much pleased with your Blight Composition; I applied it

to my Cucumbers for the thrip, and glad I am to say that it drove
them completely out of the house, and the plants "did well after-

wards.—Sept. 24, 1853.

/
1

1

]

1

Itfon « fair trl«l, » f .

nii'i found

1

I highly ippn 't'ljtou m**Ir
mil' ami thrift on »tov« , ^n- \

' threetlmes h-/. „> it.*** totally 1

I 1

Having OMd JOHT '
• .^ fton

tre- s. greenho toe i( j\ «»**,] ny

plmit*; it lu the cheapest mi<j best
public.—Jan. 11,

From Mr. 8. I','
'

It Is with plemmrc that I Ktatc your C'.mj^ltlon hu j-nr"I
valuable to me. In the devCrtu i-tiy, red «pi<w, Ar,
during the pftHt«ea»on.—J ah, VI, 18&4-

From:!-
I have -i icd your Composition raw 1

.
.

....
.

my friend m, and eonilder it U the remedy we ruoat all L»t<3
recourse to.— Jan. 18, 18&4.

From Mr. Smithtrt, Gay, Bart, W<m
Applet

Your BlightComposltionanJiwered perfectly well^—.jMi.28,l8&|.

From Mr, J. BanitU, Gardener to . . huck Keene,
il'iUM.

The Blight Composition I found moftemcadoos in tbedeatrnc-
tion of all kinds of insects, more particularly that trottbleaocM
pest the Cucumber thrip, which ha* hitherto resitted erery
means that have ever been recommended for it* deatru'.*
find on being touched by the C I instantly die*, and I
found it much more destructive to all the aphis family than
tobacco water, withont doing the least injury to the most tender
plants.—Jan 21, 1654.

From Mr. Jno. Page, Gardener to A. Dixon, E$q^ Birch*.'. (

I used your Composition upon Vines Infested with mildew,
which it instantly arrested; also on Cheries and Feacbe-.
the aphis and spider, with beneficial results; It al«o produces a.

fine, dark, healthy foliage wherever it is applied.—Jan. 31

Your Composition will destroy mildew, as I have tried it several
times.—Oct. 25, 1854.

From Mr. Jones, Gardsner to Jl M. Eliei?, E-jn Botsingtyn Henue,
My Vines were very mnch infested with scale and red spider,

berries as well as leaves, and seeing the many testimonials by
experienced men of the good effects produced by your Composition,
I gave them two syringes all over, which effectually destroyed
both pests. I think it the best remedy for green-fly, dec, that
can be produced.—Feb. 28, 1854.

From the Hon. and Bev. F. Coram, Vicarage, MicLUaver.
It is the most efficacious remedy I have exer m»ed.—Jnly 11, 1S54.

From QicScv. W. M. Frost, Trir.g Bcclory.

I am indebted to yonr Composition for the preservation of a
crop of Melons, which were attacked b- ''

-n it soon
disappeared, and the plants flourished vigorously. I intend "fiffg
it again, as I know of nothing so effective,—Feb" I

No. 1. A COMPLETE COLLECTION OF GARDEN SEEDS
„ 2. Do. do. do.

„ 3. Do. do. do.

,, 4. Do. do. do.

£3 0s 0A
2

1 5
15

No. 1. 100 PACKETS OF BEAUTIFUL FLOWER SEEDS
„ 2. 50 Do. do. do.

„ 3. 25 Do. do. do.

.. -1. 12 HARDY ANNUALS

£i u.za.
15
8

FINEST MIXED PERMANENT PASTURE ami LAWN GRASSES, not to be surpassed in the Trade, and it is with pleasure Her Majesty's beautiful

Grounds at Osborne Palace, the Southampton Parks, &c., can be referred to.

AGENTS CAN NOW BE TREATED WITH.

Offices and Warehouses, 37 & 38, Oxford Street, (adjoining Radley's Hotel, one minute's walk from tire Railway
and Docks), and 58, Above Bar, Southampton.

NEW PLANTS.
AVERSCHAFFELT.NuRSETtYMANjGhenf.Belsium,

• begs to offer to Amateurs and to the trade his following
new plants:—
ACHIMENES (TREVIRANIA), AMBROISE- VEESCHAF-
FELT. Tbis is the finest Achimenes of all; a correct drawing
is figured in L' I illustration IIorttcolk, Number 1, 1S55.
Nice plants will be sent out next May, each Ss.—N.B. One
over if three plants are titken.

T\ DCEA WARSCEWICZ1I; magnificent plant for foliage, and
particularly for the flowers. It is the finest gesneriaceous
plant of all; a correct drawing is figured in L'iillustration
Horticole, Number 1, 1855. Strong plants are now ready for

sale, each Ids,—N.B. One over if two plants are taken.
RHODODENDRON (HARDY) PRINCE CAMILLE DE
ROHAN. This is the finest hardy variety raised; a correct-

drawing is figured in L'Illustration Horticolk, Number 2,

1S55. This variety is warranted to be quite hardy, and very
freo bloomer. Nice plants will be sent out next May, each 15s.
N.B. One over if three plants are taken.
Agent in London ; Mr. R. Silrerrad, 5, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street.

DR. SYNTAX CUCUMBER. — The above cele-
brated variety has been nearly lost to gardeners for several

bears past. It is known by all experienced gi owers of Cucumbers
j;o be the very best sort in existence for early work.

A pn per sent l"rr<> |ut
i
.-st I'll rciviw i>i 1

.

". stamps.
\ SNOW'S HORTICULTURAL BROCCOLI. — Half-ounce
[Packet sent free per post on receipt of 24 stamps.
NORTHAMPTON MARKET BROCCOLI.—This variety is

frrown by the market gardeners here, and excites the admiration
f all who see it. Visitors say "they never saw such Broccoli •

itywhcro else.'' Half-ounce Packets sent free per post for
> 4 stamps.—John J eyes, Nurseries, Northampton.

SUPERIOR EARLY BROCCOLI.
MITCHINSON'S PENZANCE OR EARLY

"WHITE CORNISH BROCCOLI.— Celebrated and invalu-

able for its earliness, coming into use early in February, a/idl-siz?d

handsome head of excellent quality, but a shy seeder, Is. 6d. per
packet, or 12s. per ounce., New Seed can be bad in sealed packets
of the following Agents in London:—Nash, Mlnier, and Co..
Strand; Daivk, Cottrell, and Bexham, Moorgate Street:

Hurst and MoMollen, Leadenball Street: Flanagan and Sox.
Mansion House Street; or from Mitchixsox's Seed Establish-
ment, Truro, Cornwall.—December 2.

From numerous unsolicited Testimonials we selecttbe following:
To Messrs. Mitchinson and Co., Seed Merchants, Truro. Cornwall.
" Sirs, I have enclosed IS postage stamps for a packet of your

Penzance Broccoli Seed, the same kind as you sent me last year.
I hope I am not too late, for Iam anxious to procure it, if possible,
for I can bear testimony to its value as a new, early, and a supe-
rior Broccoli, for I have been cutting upwards of 30 heads every
week from the beginning of February.

" Dorking, Sun ey, April 6, 1S54. " Y\". Underwood.''
To Messrs. Mitchinson and Son, Seedsmen, Truro, Comical!.

"Sirs,— I enclose you Is. 6d. worth of stamps, and hope yon
will peud me a small packet of the Early Broccoli you advertised
last year. I have beat all my neighbours this year with your
Broccoli, which has been very fiue and true, and stood the winter
well. "George Pender."

" Sandgate, Kent, April 10, 1S54."

To Mr. Mitchinson, Seedsman, Truro.
(Enclosed with Specimen).

" Sir,—I beg to forward you tbis Broccoli, one of the sort after
your own name. I have had a splendid crop of them this season,
many ofwhich measured three feet in circumference, and quality
excellent. Cut the first on the 11th of February. If seed i"<

scarce, be kind enough to save two packets.—T, BiCG Gardener.
Grampouud Cornwall, April T 1S54."

FIVE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF POTATOES
TO THE ACRE.—This enormous crop was gro^r-

year by a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only
5 bushels diseased; nearly all the quantity were fare
some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz, and not above 30 bushels
out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared in 5:

and is called by its grower the Scottish Champion. It is

baker and boiler. Price 27.2s., inclusive of the sack of 3
'

delivered free at the South "Western Railway station in I

Early application is necessary, as only a few sacks are :

the party growing intending to plant largely next seas

reference as to the quantity and quality can be

neighbourhood—Apply by letter, post-paid, to B. 5- ».

Lane, London Bridge, where samples may be^een. and Hk
of the grower given.

All orders mnst be accompanied by a remittance.

A^OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Paxtaer-
-L^ ship heretofore subsisting between as, the anSets

JOHN SCHOFIELD and CHARLES SCHOI IELD, :

on business at Knostrop. in the Borough of Leeds, in the

of York, as Gardener?' - =—
or firm of "J. Schofteld & Soar" was this day diss: h
mutual consent. All debts due tn and owing by the said firm will

be received and paid by the said Cbabuss S ~ wbaa
the business will in future be carried on.

Dated this 24th day of Pebro .; . 1655,
John ScHorrr".

Witn Cx,
"Wm. Clarke. Solicitor. Leeds,
CHARLES SCHOFIELD, in respectfallT sr'r

tin uar.ee of the > - - accorded to the late Finn
assure his Friends and the public that every exeraon shall be
used to merit their future patronage.

Knostrop. near Leeds. March 3.
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PAGE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON

Roses, Wall-fruit Trees, Cucumbers, Melons, Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon, sufficient to make four (Jars and Barrels extra).

In Bottles, Is. 3d. and 2s. 6d. each. Directions for use forwarded.
10 Gallons and Upwards CARRIAGE EREE TO LONDON.

4 FTER FOUR YEARS' EXTENSIVE USE, by the most eminent Gardeners in the kingdom, the superiority of PAGE & Co.'s BLIGHT COMPOSITION
jHL is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general use for destroying every pest to which Plaut and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the
most delicate (lowers or foliage) and promoting a luxuriant growth.

From Andrev Toward, Esq., Royal Gardens, Osborne Palace.

I have great pleasure to add my testimony to the efficacy of

your Blight Composition, which has been used with great success

upon Rose trees much affected with the green fly.—Nov., 1852.

From Frederick Malleson, Esq., Royal Gardens, Claremont.

I find it answer the purpose in all respects for walls, also for

green fly and brown scale in the houses. I have no occasion to

try it in any other way as yet.—May 10, 1854.

From J. Forbes, Esq., his Grace the Duke of Bedford, Woburn Abbey.

I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the valuable

qualities of Messrs. Page & Co.'s Composition, which I have
found very efficacious in destroying the green fly (or aphides), on
the young shoots of Peach trees, as well as those of the Rose,

when liberally syringed with the mixture.—To Mr. Freeman,
"Woburn, of whom the Composition can be had.—Dec. 14, 1854.

From Mr. E. Butcher, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Jersey,

Middleton Park.

I am much pleased with the Composition ; it far exceeded my
expectations.—March 31, 1854.

From Mr. S. Snow, Gardener to Earl de Grey, Wrest Park.
Please forward me auotber 10 gallon cask of your Blight Com-

position. I have found it answer tbe purpose exceedingly well.

—Jan. 25, 1854.
f

From Mr. A. Bowling, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Henry
Cholmondeley, M.P., Holly Hill.

Your Composition is most destructive to all blight. My wall
trees must have died had I not availed myself of it. I consider
it applicable to all cases, as it is not the least injurious to the
foliage of the most tender plants.—May 17, 1S51.

From Mr. IF". Farthing, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord
Ashburton, the Grange Park.

I consider your Composition valuable for the destruction of
insects of all kinds.—Nov. 3, 1S52.

From Mr. F. Moore, Gardener to the Right Hon. Earl Grey,
Hawick Hall.

After giving your Blight Composition a fair and impartial
trial, I am glad to bear testimony to its efficacy in destroying
those worst of all pests the thrip and red spider; two parts
water to one composition, but the green fly quickly disappears
if double that quantity of water he used. I have not found it to
injure the most delicate plants.— Sept. 17, 1853.

From Mr. Lucas, Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Palmerstcn,
Broddlands.

I have used your Composition according to your instructions,

and consider it valuable for the destruction of insects, &c. I am
confident it will be much used when gardeners give it a trial.

—

January 5, 1854.

From Mr. F. Davison, Gardener to the Right Hon. Earl Cowper,
. Pansha?iger.

I used it upon Peach and Nectarine trees to destroy the green
fly ; also upon Morel lo Cherries for the black bug, and found it

effectual in both cases.—August 3, 1854.

From Mr. Whale, Gardener to the Right Hon. Earl Rivers,
" Rushmoor.

I very much approve of your Blight Composition; my Peach
trees were much infested, but one application so completely re-

moved them that the set-off of the wall was covered. It also

destroyed the black beetle on my Cherries, and the thrip upon
my Cucumbers, a pest that I could not before get rid of by fumi-
gation or sulphur.—August 3(^-1 S54.

From Mr. B. Porter, Gardener to the Right TT.m. and Rev. Lord
C.H. Hervey, Chester/ord.

I found it most destructive, .especially to kill green fly and
also tbe black aphis upon my Cherries. I am certain if pro-
perly used, it will give every satisfaction.—December 1, 1S54.

From Mr. J. Brown, Gardener to the Right Hon. Sidney Herbert,
Wilton House.

This summer has been a very blighty one, indeed more so than
I ever remember, but am pleased to say our wall trees were
never so well, which is owing to the use of your Blight Composi-
tion.—July 26.

From Mr. George TWyard, Gardener to the Right Hon. C. S.
Le/evrc, Heckfield.

Your Blight Composition has given me every satisfaction, and
when better known will be extensively used.—July 31, 1854.

From Mr. Packman, Gardener to J. Gadesden, Esq., Ewell Castle.

As I found your Composition very useful last year, I should
like to have 10 gallons sent immediately.—April 1.

From R. J. Spranger, E'-q., Southend House.
The Composition is very effectual.—April 13.

From the Rev. F. Ghssop, West Dean Rectory.

I will thank you to send me some Blight Composition, which
my gardener found to answer very well last year.—April 18.

From Mr. F. Thome, Gardener to the Hon. F. Baring, Melchet Park.
I am glad to have found so useful a Composition.—April 21.

From Mr. C. Robinson, Gardener to E. R. 'funno, Esq., Warnford
Park.

I have used your Composition for two years, and found it very
efficacious.—May 8.

From Thomas Higgs, Esq , Stapleton Road, Bristol.

The Composition gave such satisfaction to myself and friend

that we wish you to send us a small cask.—May 11.

From Mr. James Robeson, Gardener to E. Currie, Esq., Vale Lodge.
I am glad to say your Composition has destroyed every living

thing in shape of thrip, scale, or green fly, with one washing,
after everything else had failed ; without a doubt, it is tbe best
thing ever introduced !—May 18.

From Mr. Thomas Challis, Gardener to Sir F. Bathurst, Bart.,

Clarendon Park.
It kills the blight dead, wherever it touches.—May 20, 1854.

From Charles Lane, Esq., Budgemore.
The effect of the Composition upon the trees and plants under

the dreadful blight we have had remains the same, and it is sur-
prising to see the healthy state to which it soon recovers them.

—

May 23, 1854.

From Mr. H. Robertson, Gardener to Sir M. G. Chelmely, Bart.,

Easton Hall.
I find it an excellent Composition; it entirely destroyed the

black fly upon my Cherries. Please send me double the quantity.
—June 2, 1854.

From Mr. F. HamJ-elt, Gardener to Miss M. Phillips, Lisle Villa.
I am much pleased with your Composition; the trials I have

made have proved very satisfactory. I shall soon give you a
larger order.—June 9, 1854.

From Mr. John McDonald, Gardener to the Rev. Thomas Hubbard,
Sennicotts.

With three-quarters water jour Composition was most effectual
in destroying the black and green fly upon my wall trees. Please
send two gallons more.—Juue 15, 1854.

From Mr. J. Steptoe, Gardener to Colonel Onslow, Upton House.
It surpasses everything I have ever tried. Please send another

jar.—June 22, 1854.

From Tifiss Parry, Westbury House.
Miss Parry bees to inform Messrs. Page & Co. that her gar-

dener has used the Composition with the greatest success upon
Roses and Geraniums, and she has strongly recommended it to
her friends.—July 5, 1854.

From Mr. J. Teel, Cambridge House Gardens.
I have used your Composition on walls, also on Melons and

Cucumbers, and find it everything I could expect : it produces
an instant effect, and in no way injures the plants.—July 11, 1S54

From Mr. R. Taylor, Gardener to C. Paget, Esq., Rudding ton Grange.
It destroys all insects it comes in contact with.—July 14, 1854.

From Mr. G. Beagarie, Gardener to — Williams, Esq.,

Tring Park, Herts.

I have used your Composition upon wall trees, on Strawberries
(when the fruit was nearly ripe), on Melons and Cucumbers
covered with thrip and red spider, and on stove plants for

mealy bug; and in no instance have I found it to fail. Before I
had i 1 1 used from 1 lb. to 3 lbs. of tobacco per week ; now I do not
require 2 oz. It is efficacious and economical; every gardener
should keep it by him.—July 14, 1854.

From Mr. W. Shakespear, Metallic Hot-house Manufactory,
BirmingJiam.

It is thoroughly destructive to insects without injuring the
foliage of the plants.—July 26, 1854.

From Mr. G. Lambert, Gardener to G. Baring, Esq., Oakwood.
I have found your Blight Composition to be good for the

destruction of green fly, &c.—July 26, 1S54.

From Mr. H. Dawes, Gardener to J. A. Sewell, Esq., Marelands.
It is truly the best remedy for green fly I have ever met

with. It deals destruction to all the aphis tribe on the very first

application.—July 26, 1854.

From Mrs. Gundry, Hyde.
The Blight Composition Mrs. Gundry fouud highly beneficial.

-July 26, 1854.

From Mr. Jones, Gardener lo R. D. Sliafto, Esq., Hampworth Lodge.
I have found your Composition of great benefit to my fruit

trees, as it quite destroyed the blight.—July 27, 1854.

From Mr. G. Olarenshaw, Gardener to G. Monckton,Esq.,

Somerford Hall.

I can highly recommend your Composition as the best remedy
for the destruction of blight. In April my Peach and Nectarine
trees were in a horrid state; I gave them one good washing and
they have looked beautiful ever since. Some Melons, completely
eaten up by thrip (thought beyond all recovery), it quite re-

covered, and I have some fine fruit.—July 27, 1854.

From Mr. W. Campbell, Gardener to W. O. Harland, Esq.,

Sutton Hall.
I find it a complete cure for every pest plants and fruit

trees are alike subject to.—July 27, 1854.

From Mr. W. Underwood, Gardener to J. LahoucJiere, Esq.,

Stoke Park.
I am quite satisfied as its merits become known it will be con-

sidered the most excellent effectual remedy ever introduced,
and highly appreciated by all gardeners; my Roses were nearly
dead, but have since made clean healthy shoots.—July 27, 1854,

From Mr. W. Shephard, Gardiner to A. Currie, Esq.. High Elms.
My Peach trees were covered with black fly, which quickly

disappeared. My Roses remain clean and healthy, and it is an
effectual remedy.— July 27, 1854.

From Mrs. Fenwick, Field Green.
I found it destroy the blight completely.

From Thomas Hoskins, Esq., Haselhiry.
I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficacy of

your Blight Composition, which I have used with perfect success,

—July 27, 1854.

From Mr. T. Oliver, Gardener to Sir J. R. Reed, Bart., Ewell Grow*.
I have used your Composition with Cucumbers, Melons, Pot

Plants, and Wall Trees with perfect success in every instance,

and consider it a most effectual remedy.—July 28, 1854.

From Mr. George Clayton, Gardener to J. W. Childers, Esq.,

Cantley Hall.

It has proved to be the best Composition I have ever applied

to Plants for the destruction of blight.—July 31, 1854.

From Mr. J. Gregory, Gardener to Mrs. Singleton, Hazeley House.

I highly approve of your Blight Composition, having used it

upon wall trees and Rosea, and found it a valuable remedy.

—

Aug. 5, 1854.

From Mr. Jones, Gardener to R. D. Shafto, Esq., Hampworth Lodge.
I used your Composition upon Roses, Cherries, Peaches, Nec-

tarines, &c, and found it excellent.—Aug. 21, 1854.

From Mr. Doswell, Gardener to Sir John Barker Mill, Bart.,

Mottis/ont.
I have given your Blight Composition a fair trial, and am

pleased to say that it has killed the green fly, red spider,.

mealy bug, and thrip in every instance.—Sept. 2, 1854.

From Mr. A. Campbell, Gardener to John Shelley, Esq.,

Avington Park.
I beg to recommend your Composition for killing insects of all

kinds. I have used it on the Peach and Nectarine, aud found
it to be most valuable for all my plants.—Sept. 19, 1854.

From Mr. Martin, Gardener lo Sir P. Hartdyke, Lullingstone Castle.

Your Blight Composition I find superior to anything I have
used before; the first dressing, I believe, killed every insect. The
Peaches and Nectarines, which were much infested, have since'
looked better than I ever saw them.—Oct. 5, 1854.

From Mr. Warren, Gardener to W. Pinney, E?q., Somerlon.
I have used Composition upon Cucumbers, Melons, Roses, Pot'

Plants, and Wall Trees with perfect success; nor is it the least'

injurious to the foliage of the most tender plants.—Oct. 7, 1854.

From W. H. F. Cavendish, Esq., Agot, St. Lawrence.
I think your Wash for Blight the best thing I have seen. J.

am a great Rose grower, and in this bad season of blight I have
not a Rose that lias done badly, or even shown any sign of blight
it also helped me much with Fruit Trees, but the blight was too
strong before I got any of it from you."—Oct. 6.

From Mr. W. Poole, Packington Hall Gardens.
I have given your Blight Composition a fair trial upon Peach

and Nectarine Trees, and gladly bear testimony to its efficacy in
destroying all insects without the least injury to the foliage.

—

Oct. 19, 1854.

From Mr. E. Cleeton, Gardener to Edward Holland, Esq

,

Dumbleton House.
I found your Composition kill thrip, red spider, green fly

and mealy bug upon Etove and greenhouse plants, Roses,.
Melons, Cucumbers, and everything it was tried upon; therefore

please send me a further supply.—Nov. 22, 1854.

From Mr. John Cox, Gardener, Redleaf.
My opinion as to the merits of your Blight Composition is in 1

the highest degree favourable. Last season my Cucumbers and
Melons became infested with a peculiar kind of aphis, which was
so tenacious of life that the 'fumigation requisite to kill if
killed also the plants. I destroyed several frames, and left one large
one of Cucumbers solely to try the effects of your Composition ;.

I did so, and the effect, to my thinking, was little short of
miraculous. The plants recovered immediately, and commenced,
growing again with the greatest vigour.—Nov. 2S, 1854.

From Mr. John Perkins, Market Square, Northampton.
The Composition I am quite satisfied with, and shall require

more.—October 3, 1854.

From Mr. G. Winzcr, Gardener to Mrs, Fattison, Wrackleford
House.

I have tried it for mealy bug and white scale, and found it

effectual in destroying both pests.—December 6, 1854.

From Mr. John Jobson, Gardener to J. W. Scolt, Esq., Rother-
Jield Park.

I shall not be without your Composition again.—Dec. 6, 1854.

From Mr. Reith, Gardener to C. E. Rumbold, Esq., frcston,

Candover.
My Peach trees were much infested with green fly. I only

used the Composition twice, and was perfectly satisfied with the
result ; the trees were very healthy all the season afterwards.

—

December 7, 1854.

From Mr. W. Ruckland, Gardener to W. Smith, Esq., Little

Houghton.
I much approve of Page & Co.'s Composition, as it does execu-

tion quickly ; I shall be glad to have more of it.—Dec. 15, 1854
(To Mr. Freeman, Woburn.)

From Mr. G. Mackie, Gardener to E. Bouverie, Esq., Delapre
. Abbey.

I can certify with pleasure to its efficacy in destroying greers

fly, I also found two dressings of it destroy tbe mealy bug
without injury to the plants.—Dec. 15, 2S54. (To Mr. Freeman.
"Woburn).

From Mr. Thomas BeV, Gardener to E. L. Rudge, Esq., Abbey
Manor, Evesham.

I quite approve of your Plight Composition.—Jan. 2, 1855.

Prom Mr. John Hunt, 3Iarket Gardener, Southampton.
I have used your Composition upon wall trees which I con-

sidered quite worthless, but which after two applications made
a vigorous growth and have ripened some good wood.— January
2, 1855.

From W. Stride, Esq., Redbridge.
I have found it completely effective, when mixed with an equa

part of water, in destroying at a single application every kind of

enemy which attacks the Peach, the fly on the Rose, and better

ttian all, so far as I am individually concerned, a black fly or

small shiny beetle which appears on the tender shoots of young
Cherries about Midsummer, and which on espaliers I never could

annihilate till last summer, when one application effectually

removed the whole community and enabled the trees to make
satisfactory progress to the end of the season.—Nov. 5, 1852.

From Mr. J. Dummer, Gardener to the Very Rev, The Dean of
Winchester, Bishnpstoke.

I have used your Composition upon Cucumbers, Melons, Roses,

pot plants, and wall trees, with perfect success in every instance,

and consider it tbe most safe, speedy, and effectual remedy ever

introduced.—Oct. 22, 1852.

FOR CONTINUATION OF PAGE & Co.'s ADVERTISEMENT SEE PRECEDING PAGE.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, In the Parish of St. Pancras, and Frederick: Mullett EvaM3, of No. 2", Victoria Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in tbe Precinct of Wbitefriare, in the City of London ; «nd published by them at the Office, No. h, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden.icth.esaui .County, Trhereall Advertisements and Communications are to be Adorekeed to tue Editob.— Situuday, March a, 1855.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
'IMim SEOOND Sl'JUNO MEETING will take phico nt

Hie Society's IIOU80, 21, Kogeni Street, on TUESDAY, April 3,

from I- fo r> p.m.

HORTICULTURAL"SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
FIRST SPRING MEETING, MABOK 6, 1856.

AwA.no OF Mnoals.
Forced Bulbs SB, Mr. Davio.s: 01, Mr. Cutbuah; C 2,

Mr. Tod mini.

CtOLAMBSS SB, Messrs. Henderson , Wellington Road;
C 1, Mr, Myatt.

CiN'RrtAUiAS CI, Mi*. Todman.
Indian Azalkas SK, Mr. Todman.
ORCHIDS L S, Messrs, Rollisson.
C'uiNi'.sii Piumulas ... SB, Mr. James SniitU; CI, Mr, Cbilman;

C2, Mr. Green.
Sikolr Spccimeks ... 8 K, Messrs. Voltch; CI, Messrs. Yeitch;

C2, Mr. Forsyth.
STRAVi-ni'nr.iTCS CI, Mr. McEwen; C2, Mr. Brown.
Ni:w (;uai*kh SK, Mr. Forbes; SB, Mr. Jennings.
Finh Ai'i-Liis SK, Mr. D. Duvies; S B, Mr. Fleming;

C 1, Mr. Dodd.
PSABS 'SB, Mr. Tillyard; CI, Mr. Snow ; C 2,

Mr. Uolwvtson.
STOKCItl) YErrKTAnr.KS SB, Mr. McEwen: 1. Mr. Flaming.

SUTTON'S SHORT SEED LIST,

SUTTON'S SHOUT SEED i.i.-.r, - ainino only

//ir moat desirobU sorts of Kitclum Qardcn '• /
,

will hi, unit post free.
Si i rOM & flOKi, H«'i!il (lruw<\ , I

(-I)TTUN'.S FARM SKKIl LIST, v.nn Viucw,
*^ niiiy In) liml grot In nild p" ' h , ,. ,. M ., ^,1 ,, , >

, ,. 1

.

vured ' liirrloge 1 reo, »
« Me Catalogue.

It ling, i:-rkit, Murcli [0.

MESSRS. J. and il. EKOWN'.S NEW PRICED
C VTALOQ1 E, no t fn •. oi '

irl PInn( . I Dnlfeno,
i:<i.i i, QeranlumR, rtfouslas, Orcliltlen, Btovo and urei
I'lntiiii, Fruit Trees, »ti*. A Beparntc IMl ol Garden •
Choice Flowor Boods, 20 papers, tin. ; 40 do., 10*. frco by post

1 -__^^ Albion Xiirnciv, BfOKe N'-wlnglon, London. __^^^_
''I

1 F. WINSTANLEY'S JJ«Bcriptivo Catalogue of
* • GARDEN and PLOWEU SEEDS is now ready, and can

bo hud on application, or sent free by post.

28, Marhot Place, Mancbester,

-I 1 P. WiNSTANJLEY'S Descriptive AGRIC1 I--

-^ • TURAL SEED LIST will shortly be ready, and may !«•

bad on application, or sent free by po ' The above Wst c ntaui
imicli useful InformaHon.

PRICED
'JH, Mm k«'l I'liicc, ',1 mcl

NURSERY. CATALOGUES.

A PAUL and SON will be happy to forward tlic

• following priced NurHery CATALOG UES in relp
one posture BtSmp nacli:—A, JRbSRS; D n.

.
, >. 1

AND CoN11-KKH; C, FitUlT Titl'.lis; I), Ihl.i:.' EOBS i'l.AMS ; F,
Obebniio'usb Plants, &c. ; C, Skkuh; II, UoLLYftoCKs; I,

Bulds.— N'ur.ii-rir;, Ghefllmnt, Her! i.

VERBENAS AND PANSIES.

JOHN HAYES, Florist, Farnham, Surrey, bege to

offer in good bedding varieties, strong stock Verbenas in

4-inch pots, at -Is. per dozen; 24 varieties of good Pansles, at 4i,

per dozen ; 40 seeds of a good useful Cucumber, sent for 12 pos^
age Blamps ; and Polyanthus from named varie Hes, It. pfr dozen.

BRITISH Q.UEEN STRAWBERRIES.— Plants
for Forcing, autumn raised, in 32 pots, .it 21. per hundred.

—

Mr. Makn, Market Gardener, Mogdpn Lnnr, Isleworth*.

FOBCRD SALAPS
MlSt'F.Ll.ANKOUS

"v\
:

, 01, Mr. Till mv' 12, Mr. Flcmin:
SB, Mr. s-i w ,, 1. Mr. Mc"Swen; CI,

M 1, Messrs. A. Ilen-
dei ... 1 & U6: CI, Mr. L. Solomon;

2. Mr. "Wood ; C 2, Mrs. N. Oompton

;

H.M., Mr. Fleming ; H.M., Mr. C.
Dav ips.

EOYAL BQTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The EXHIBITIONS of Plants. Flowers, and Fiuiit this

season will tako place on WEDNESDAYS. May 9, June 13, and
July 4 ; and of American Plants. MONDAY, June 18.

Tickets of Admission are now being issued, and maybe obtained
nt the Gardens only, by orders from Fellows or Members of the
Socie ty—price on or betWf May 5, 4a. ; after that dav. 5s. each.

CRYSTAL "PAL A CE.—HORTICULTURAL
FETE.—It is Intended to hold ft grand Horticultural Exhi-

bition at the Palace on SATURDAY, the 2d of June next. The
Rules and Scheduled of Prizes are now ready, and can be obtained
on application to the Secretary.

March 10. (By Order.] G . G-kovk, Secretary.

(Ti ARDENERS? ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTI-
VT TUTION.—NOTICE is hereby given that an Election of
Two Pensioners on the Funds of this Charity will take place
in June next. All persons desirous of becoming Candidates are
requested to send in their certificates and testimonials to the
Committee on or before the 31st inst., after which time they will

not be received. Forms of petition may he had on appli-
cation to Edward Roger Cutler, Sec,

March 10. 14, Tavistock Rotv, Covent Garden.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*.,,* Plans and Estimates furnished.

f iUTHILL'S BLACK SPINE CUCUMBER, the'
V^ best for all uses, Is. per packet; SNOWS WHITE SPINE,
Is. per packet.

J. C.'s PAMPHLET on the POTATO, with 20 more Articles !

en Fruits and Vegetables. Third Edition, 2s.; or by post, 2s. 4d. 1

J. C.'s Second Edition of MARKET GARDENING, ls.6d,;
\

by post, Is. &/.—James Cuthill, Camberwell, London.

BROCCOLI IN~SUCCESSION.--The" importance
]

of sowing at the proper season the proper sorts to succeed
each other, has induced Messrs. Sutton to furnish some iustruc- I

tions on this matter in their SEED AND PLANT LIST, which
also contains many oilier useful hints on Horticulture and Agri-
culture. Tins publication may be obtained post free in return

j

for four postage, receipt, or draft stamps.
Address John Sutton & Soys, Seed Growers, Reading, Perks.

HPHOMAS PERKINS has still on hand strong
J- VINES from Eyes, 4 to G feet rods, namely :

—

Black Hamburgh, Black Prince, Black Frontignac, White do., J

Grizzle do., White Muscat, Chasselas Musque, West's St. Peter's,
and Muscat of Alexandria.
In consequence of T. P. leaving the land by the 2oth inst..

the above will be sold at very low prices on application to the
Advertiser, Atherstone, Warwickshire.

J

STRAWBERRY P L A NTS.
^tT7 ILLTAM NICHOLSON is now sending out
* * fine strong plants of his.&ur New and excellent varieties, !

viz., AJAX, the finest dessert fruit; RUBY, do.; CAPTAIN
COOK, dessert and market; FILLBASKET. do., tremendous ;

bearers, at 6s. per 100. The plants have been kept in frames
under glass, and are in good condition for planting. Post-office
orders payable at Yarm, Yorkshire, which are in all cases
required with the ordor.—Kgglescliffe, near Yarm, Yorkshire. 1

R SMITH is now sending out his New Seedling
• Strawberry, SIR CHARLES NAPIEB, the best forcing

one of the day, admired by all who bav« seen its growth, and fur

colour not one to equal it. Price. 31. per 100 ; 50 for 30s. ; iTi for U.
Also, Sir Charles Napier, British (.,....

. J ling in

pots for Forcing.—B. Smith,

"

Richmond Road,
Twickenham.

NOTrtJE
PETER LA ON i y SOV, the Queen's Seeds-

mi;n, Edinburgh mil '
1 1 u to intimate to those who

have transmitted orders foi PLANTS, that they have made
arrangements which wilt en&hle them to ex«*c,ute the snme with
tho least possible delay after the breaking up of the protracted

frost. As their grounds- are for the most part dry and well

drained, they are happy to say that their Nursery Stock has
escaped material damage.—March 10.

CHEAP NURSERY STOCK.
IjrPOTlTAXT TO ALL PLANTERS WHO DESIRE IMMEDIATE EFFECT.

WILLIAM JACKSON & Co., Bedale, Yorkshire,
beg to refer to their advertisement in the Gardener^ Chro-

Tiidc and Agricultural Gnzct'i of the 17th February, page 110.

ROGERS' AGRICULTURAL, CULINARY/ and
FLOWER SEED DEPOT; REGISTRY OFFICE for

GARDENERS, &c".— Clock House. Chelsea.
EMPRESS OF THE FR] NCH 1.TCUMBER, and all the

new things supplied. See ' VTAXOOUB.

SET5 POTATO tTC.
q^HE BRITISH QU KEN, for productiveness, earli-
-*- ness, and quality unequalled:—First size, 7s. per bushel;
second size, suitable for plaming whole, 5?. per bushel, carriage
paid to London. Also, a very superior Bath Cos Lettuce, in Is.

packets, free by post.

—

Halt ,: Nicklin. Florists and Seedsmen,
G uildford.

SEED POTATOES.
"

CFLITTON begs to call the attention of growers
* to his choice stock of SEEDS, which he can with confi-

dence recommend, viz., Early Shaws, York Regents, York Reds,
and Jersey Blues. Can be. had in bags from 1 cwt. at Ss., or
15s, &?. 2 cwt. ; Fluke Kidneys, 9s. Gd. per 112 lbs., for cash.

—

Address C. Flitton, Potato Ractor. 21, York Road. King's Cross,
London.

NEW crr^ESE POTATO-
DtOSCOREA JAPONICA) BATATAS.

TF. WINSTANLEY has received a limited quantity
• of the above new rotate. For description and method of

planting see his Garden Seed List, where full particulars are
given. "T. F. W. has also a few Plants left of the Kaisha or
Sweet-kernelled Apricot, a fortnight earlier than the Moor Park.
Prices on application.—28, Market Place, Manchester.-

FLUKE K'DNEY POTATO.

TF. WINSTANLEY has a very fine stock of the
• above unrivalled POTATO, selected small for SEED, as

they do not bear cutting. Also Lapstone Kidney, Ashleaf, Flour-
hall, and many other varieties. Prices on application. The
Trade supplied.

—

2S, Market Place, Mancbester.

HPHE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.—This excellent
-a. variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being
more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It was raised in Middlcton, and may be had genuine in
any quantity atos. per bushel of 50 lbs,—Apply to Johx Holland,
Bradshaw Gardens. Middleton, near Manchester.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middleton. Lancashire .

^HE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting

the Potatodisease, and without exception the finest and most
prolific Potato iu cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s.. bass included.
To be had genuine of T1IORNHILL & DICKSON, Lawrence

Hill Nurseries; and No. 1, Wine Street, Bristol.

NEW CAULIFLOWER.
WAITERS "ALMA," fa ttopafor to WsAeki

m »,« ids, Pries t>. a." inAt 'iu
p

smaller i]tuuiutlw 3«. *>/. ptrec< Ro "ni»r» %ttmi*4 tonrltm
¥>**A (>UMl»bu>nit, 1-;

llolb- 1 11 1

I \WAIir I ltEN< II 0EAWS can bi b*d En any
J ^ qui nl r to J. */ Waits, h<-*-d M

1.

EARLY DANIEL O'POUPKE PEAS.

JO. WAITE be^i to Inform I

• r' n -

\y pt*, PrU«
can be had '-ii applli •

Seed KaUblMin rot, K 1, III '. II "1born. Ix

;

SANGSTER'ri EARLY No, I I'KA. — To mto
trouble Hat, Savcwkb, &Co.b#g t« **y itmjttn

of the ftbOYe for et)lM season, eicepl In r»-i»li •- U, 44, p
N>wfngtoo BoUa. M»."

ry*Q BE SOLD, 20 to 30 tboi md J

-1 i to 5 feet, Dellven :»iiw»r
• 2i«. per ihoiuaod#—Apply to Mi

King - "
I ''!. Ix-nil^Tp.

rp6 BE SOLD, v.^ry cheap, 20,000 Tr.Mi*p!arned
J- NORWAY

;

'I 1
*) BE SOLD, a private co UIDA-

A CEOl ' '7 g^nllrman
declining their zultlvatkm - l>dfcrd
Conserratory, Covent Garden.

i:. KI.VM.I.. - . m .!.<»> I. M:KlT-f»IlAndF<J
i may Iw had <n 1 ^^ kiampi.

r

j
<> HE SOLD, a first-rate O.ik-cu-V of OHCIUDS

A and other Stove and GreenhouAe 1'lnn'i. tti« property of*
gcntlenuin declining' th I dtin» apply Vi

NiBAWAT, Mat ^ Durdbaro Dmwo Mur^rfe*, Bi

JiK JKM. PERENNIAL RED i LOVfcK
PBATEKSB pawns), mar be obtained from

Messrs. £ is, Blading, at yd. la Is. y*-.r lb., scoording
to sample' and nnnntity re'juirvd.

CEKMAN FlOwER SEEDS FRESH IMPORTED.
OUTTON a i> SONS iiavc importer" a superior assart-

\D German Fiov. Priced List of
which may be had post fee.

SI 1 H'V.S IMPROVED 1 I

as-d DICKENSON'S I i

- both
very superior to the Italian I!

At present ^lcssx*. Sti t£ Sted

of cat
'

" MANCOLD WL1 ,^:. SEED.
PURCHASERS OF LARGE QUANTITIES will

be treated liberallv.—For prices applv .-'.tuting the qoantity
required, to SUTTON A 1 Growers, Blading.

MANGOLD \VVR2EL SEED, L ', and
YELLOW GLOBE, warranted genuine, Jind the grot

1854. Price 4ol. per ton.—Apply to J: - '.vedot^EMex.

ASPARAGUS PLANTS.—Best Quality, abcat
20,000, at the Nursery of Jobs Wezks &. Co, Kings Road,

Chelsea.

'J -HE 1

1

1

LlClUlUAMUAU.—The undercamed is a bu^er of

either ft Urge or small quantity of the above. Send cash
price, and height, to Mr. Jkt.p, >;r.rsf-rie&. Ni.rthamplon.

] POMCEA HUBRO C^RULEA.— Seed of thU
JL exceedingly beautiful Climbing Annnal being dot obtainable

ftt a moderate price, all cultivators of flowers having a green-
house or wall with warm aspect are advL^ed to inclnde it in their

spring selection.—Seed supplied to Seedsmen a:

only, by George Roberts, 32, M<:onrate Street, London.

ANTED TO PURCHASE, a quantity of FUtTi'
TREE STOCKS and MAIDEN TREES.—Add]

slating sorts and price. James Lake. Nurseryman. Dridgewa'er .

TIMBER.
WANTED, Old WALNUT TREES. SYCAMORE,

CHESNTJT, LIME TREES, &c Set i size and price, by
letter, to Mr. E.. 41. Fellows S^eet South, P*
Kingsland R.i.T.l. London. Copy the addiv-s?^

E N C L I S H "OAK S.

VX7ANTED IMMEDIATELY, a considerable qn&n-
VV titv of FIXE TRANSPLANTED ENGLISH

from 4 to 6 feet high: STIFF, STRAIGHT, and VTELi-
ROOTED.
Any Party having sneb to offer may hear of a purchaser by

addressing A. B. C, Office of this Paper.

T\~M. WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery,
' ' Mjresfield, near Ccif eld, Sussex, will behappyf I

prices of a large quantity of very fine One-year Seedling LAUCH,
on application

! .

OWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen and NrssEET-
-rs. Glassrow. have for sale 1 r;:- - ..ECH.2year

Seedling LAKCHi 1 vear Seedling BEECH, and 1 year Seedling

ALDER. Price forwarded on application.—March 10.

C?RUIT TREES, FOREST TREES, a™ SHRUBS,
" GARDEN A?o FLOWER SEEPS. PERMANENT PAS-
TURE GRASSES, and FINE DWARF LAWN GRASSES.

nes of the above may be hs

:

n to William

Baeeatt. Saint Joh n's Nursery. Watereld.
.

TO PLANTERS.

HAY, SANGSTER, and Cu, have for sale the

following :—BOO to 700 strong Standard PEARS. 3(0 Dwarf
do'/aild KO P G-arf-irained do. Any reascn^i.r ne: wli not be

refused, as the groundnmst be cleared by the 2otb March.

Apply t3 Hat, SAyc.srzr.. S: Co.. > :^oa: of

whom also may be had for see- York - I f:- a^t-^.

Early American, Ss.per bushel of -^Slbs^tie pr:i-c^ :;

prepared Cuttings, Terms cash.
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E PARKER begs to offer the following, all of which
• are well established, and can be forwarded to any part of

Per dozen.-

9

the Kingdom :

—

Exotic Orchids, distinct and beautiful species 60
Exotic Ferns „ „ 18
Exotic Lycopodiums „ „ 1*2

Roses, consisting of the best varieties of Hybrid Perpctnals,
Teas, and Bourbons, strong plants, established in pots ... 12

Cinerarias, choice named varieties, strong, established
plants, in 4-inch pots

Cinerarias (Seedlings), from the finest named varieties, in-

cluding: the best varieties sent out last season, strong,

established plants, in 4-inch pots 4
Calceolarias (Seed! ngs ,fxom beautiful spotted varieties,

strong, established plants 6
Lists of Names forwarded upon application.

The following' choice Cucumhers and Melons, in packets of

12 Seeds, at Is. per packet
CUCUMBERS.

Phenomenon
Tyrolese Wonder
Superlative Improved
"Walker's Rambler
Manchester Prize
Hunter's Prolific

Improved Patrick.

MELONS.
- Golden Perfection (extra fine)

Bromhara Hall
Green Gage
Persian Green Flesh
Chichester Prize
Cuthill's Scarlet Flesh
Victory of Bath

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-

known correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Homsey Road, Holloway.

MESSRS. K. G. HENDERSON and SUN, of the
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, will com-

mence sending out April 30, 1855, the following new Seedling
FUCHSIAS, raised by Messrs. Story and Banks.
Queen Victoria (Story's), scarlet, with white corolla. 10s. Gd.

Prince Albert (Banks's), fine violet corolla. 10s. Gd.

Perrngino (Story's), fine striped corolla. 10s. 6c?.

Empress Eugenie (Story's), rosy crimson, white corolla. 10s. 6c?.

Ramine ul a? flora (Story's), fine double white corolla, 21s.

Lady of the Lake (Story's), blush, white corolla. 10s. Gd.

"Water Nymph (Story's},globe-flowered,fine white[corolla. 10s.6^.

Raffaelle (Story's), beautiful variegated corolla. 10s. Gd.

Mrs. Story (Story's), fine white corolla. (In accordance with
Mr. Story's wish, this was named after Mrs. Story, as it was in
his opinion the finest.) 10s. Gd.

Or if the set of Nine are taken, the price 41. 4s., including
SNOWDROP (Story's). This was received from Mr. Story as

possessing a double white corolla, and described by himself and
others who saw it in flower as a very beautiful variety. It was
tbe first double white raised by him; but the plant did not
flower in the Wellington Nursery after it was received by Messrs.
Hexderson ; and through three stout branches having been
broken off it, it did not quite correspond with the description

given by Mr. Story and others a few months after to Mr. A.
Henderson when at Newton making inquiries respecting the
Plants. Consequently no charge will be made for it, but oue will

be presented with every set ordered.

FUCHSIA, BANKS'S FAVOURITE (BANKS), considered
the finest of the blue violet corollas. 10s. Gd.

For further particulars see page 62 of the Gardeners' Chronicle
for Jan. 27; or a list will be sent post free on application.

Messrs. E. G. HENDERSON & SON having purchased of
the late W. Storv, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon,
for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling Fuchsias with
white Corollas, which new feature in this tribe he succeeded
in introducing, and in consequence of an advertisement which
appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle some (ew weeks back from
Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co., of Exeter, offering two new
Fuchsias similar in character to those purchased of the late Mr.
Story, and after a written communication with that gentleman,
it was thought necessary for one of the firm to make further in-
quiries about them, and in consequence Mr. Andrew Henderson
went to Exeter and Newton, where be was informed by a jobbing
gardener at Nswton that he had received Seven Pounds for
them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated) he had been
offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, but whose
name or address he did not know.
Messrs. E. G. H. & Son give the above explanation in conse-

quence of a great numberoftheircustomers throughout the autumn
having ordered plants of them at higher prices than are above
quoted. This reduction is made in consequence of information
which they have received that leaves no doubt on their minds but
that those to be sent out by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co. are
similar in character to the above.

Messrs. E. G. HENDERSON & SON, of the Wellington Road
Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, beg to inform their patrons
and the public that their New Catalogue of Seeds for 1855 is now
ready, with full descriptions and other information, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON take this opportunity of stating
that none but the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable
Seeds appear in their list, and among the Flower Seeds only
those whose beauty and merit are univerally acknowledged,
together with a carefully selected stock of the principal new
varieties. They would call particular attention to the following
new and choice seeds, which they can confidently recommend :

—

Per packet

—

s. d.

Antirrhinum, extra fine... 6
Auricula, fine mixed ... 1 6
Abronia umhellata 1 6
Anagallis azurea grandi-

flora 1

„ rubra „ 10
Arctotis breviscapa ... 6
Aster.new Peony pyramid,

in packets of 10 distinct
colours, separate ...3 6

„ new bouquet pyrami-
dal, in packets of 12
distinct colours 3 6

Balsam, double Camellia-
flowered, in packets of 6
distinct colours, separate 3

„ new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sepa-
rate, extra fine 5

., Aurora, new double
crimson ... 1

„ new dble. pale yellow 1
Carnation, stage flowers... 1 6
Calceolaria, ex. ex. 2s. Gd. & 5s.

Cineraria, ex. ex. Is. Gd.& 2s. Gd.

Chrysanthemum pompone 1

„ large flowered 1
Calendriniaumbellata ...0 6
Dianthus Dunnetti.suprb. 1

„ Chinenais flore-pleno,
extrafine 6

Eschscholtziatenuifolia... 1 6
Geranium, choice show ... 2 6

,, choice fancy ... ... 2 6
Hollyhock, first quality ... 2 6

., second qnality ... l
Ipumcea rubio caarulea ... 1

Per packet-
Ipomcea limbata 2
Leptosiphon luteum ...

„ aureum 1

Linumgrandiflorumrubrum
Is. Gd., and 2

Lobelia Queen Victoria
(scarlet)

Lobelia Roi Leopold ...

Larkspur, new double
improved hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours ... 2

Limnanthes sulphurea
odorata 1

Mignonette, new, large ...

Mimulus, beautiful ...

Pansy, choice show ... 1

„ choice fancy 1

Petunia, extra fine ... 1

Phlox Dmmmondi cocci-

nea
Portulaca, new orange ...

„ new rose
Primula sinensis fimbriata,

alba and rubra mixed ... 2

Poppy, new large Preony,
in S brilliant colours ... 2

Reseda myriophylla, new
Mignonette 1

Salpiglossis, scarlet, blue,

and sulphur
Stock, German, new large

flowering, in packets of
six distinct colours ... 2

Verbena, choice mixed ... 1
Sweet William, new

louble
Whitlavia grandifiora ..,

Lilium gigauteum seed, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.
Holcus sacchairatua fnew Sugar-cane), Is. to 2s. Gd. do.

^/I ESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS bee
» to inform their Patrons and the Public that their NEW

CATALOGUE OF SEEDS for 1S55 is now ready, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

W. R. & Sons embrace this medium of stating that many of the
Seeds most difficult to obtain true, such as Beet, Lettuce, the
Brassica tribe, &c. &c, are of their own saving, and the others
have been procured from growers of the highest reputation;
particular attention having been paid to secure the German
Flower Seeds from eminent sources ; are therefore able to state
with confidence that the whole of their seeds are of very superior
quality. W. R. & Sons respectfully invite attention to the follow-

ing Choice Flower Seeds, selected from their Catalogue :— s. d.

Alonsoa W.irscewiczi, a beautiful half hardy annual, of
graceful habit, with spikes of scarlet flowers 2 6

Arctotis breviscapa, a free flowering showy annual from
the Cape 1

Aster, new Preony pyramidal, in collections of 12 distinct

colours 3 6
Aster, dwarf bouquet, or nosegay, ditto ditto 3 6
Canua Warscewiczi, ornnmental foliage plant 1 6
Centauridium Dmmmondi, orange coloured, veryshowy ... 6
Chenopodiuni atriplex, ornamental foliage plant 1 6
Clintoniapulchella, a lovely little blue flower 6
Coreopsis coronata, bright yellow, free flowering 6
Dianthus Dunoetti sup^rbus, double Sweet William, of bril-

liant colour and dwarf habit 1

Digitalis (Foxglove), extra choice, saved from a collection
of splendid spotted flowers 1 6

Elichrysum compositum maximum, large double flowers of
many colours 1 6

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia, straw coloured, very distinct ... 1 6
Eucnidabartonioides, yellow, very beautiful 6
Gypsophila muralis, red flowers, very neat 1
Helianthus angophyllus, silvery foliage, very ornamental ... 2 6
Hibiscus Thunbergi, yellow, showy 6
Ipomcea limbata, a tender climber, Tyrian purple, with white
margin, beautiful ' 2

Lilium giganteum , 5
Limnanthes sulphurea odorata, yellow, edged with white ... 1 6
Linum grandiflorum rubrnm, a large bright crimson Linum
from Algiers, with brilliancy of colour and style of flower
which surpass three-fourths of the usual pot plants used
for decorating the conservatory 2 6

Pansy, extra choice, saved from superb flowers 2 6
Phlox Drummondi, extra fine, mixed 6
Primula sinensis fimbriata, alba, and rubra, saved from
superb flowers, each 2 6

Reseda myriophylla, a very distinct new Mignonette ... 1

Sabbatia campestris, fine rose with yellow centre, really
beautiful 1

Stock, dwarf double autumn flowering, in collections of 12
distinct colours 3

Stock, new large flowering German, in collections of 12 dis-
tinct colours ..3 6

Tropaeolum Lille Schmidt, good for winter blooming ... 6
Vittadinia lobata, pink, very compact and dwarf 1

Whitlavia grandifiora, large dark violet hell-shaped flowers 1 6

Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons are desirous of directing especial
attention to their fine Collection of Fruits, which contains all the
choicest varieties in cultivation. The rare Cymbidium eburneum
is now in blossom and cau be seen at the

Nursery, Tooting, London.—March 10.

SUPERIOR GERMAN SEEDS WARRANTED.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea,

*-* London, beg most respectfully to call the attention of their
patrons to their very superior collection of German Seeds, Asters,
Stocks, &c, which, having been grown, ripened, and selected
under their own immediate care at their Branch Establishment
in Germany, they can guarantee to be of the finest sorts and best
quality. In order that ladies and gentlemen not possessing them
from Messrs. Wekks this seasirc may be enabled to judge of the
rare beauty of the different sorts in their splendid collection, they
will be grown at Messrs. Weeks' Horticultural Establishment,
King's Road, Chelsea, where their patrons may make a personal
selection for a future season.
For the general List of all other Seeds, see J. W. & Co.'s Seed

Catalogue, and also their various Catalogues of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Vines, &c. Also their Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Buildings and Heating by Hot Water.

EXTRA SELECT GERMAN SEEDS.
GERMAN ASTERS.

A Collection of 24 distinct and fine varieties of tall double s. d.

quilled 8
Do. do. 12 finest and most distinct double Dwarf 6
Do. do. 12 do. do. Globe-flowered double 4
Do. do. 20 do. do. Pyramidal do. ... 7
Do. do. 12 do. do. Globe-flowered Pyramidal do 8
Do. do. 10 do. do. Anemone-flowered Pyramidal do. ... 7
Do. do. 6 do. do. Dwarf Bouquet Pyramidal do 7
Do. do. 16 do. do. Truffant's Pseony-flowered do 10

GERMAN BALSAMS.
A Collection of 20 fine and distinct varieties of Tall double 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. Dwarf double 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Camellia-flowered 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Rose-flowered 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Camellia Rose-flowered 7

GERMAN COCKSCOMB.
A Collection of 12 fine distinct varieties 7

GERMAN LARKSPUR.
A Collection of S fine aud distinct Tall double 3 6

Do. do. 12 do. do. Dwarf double 5

GERMAN STOCKS.
A Collection of 36 distinct and beautiful varieties of Dwarf

10 weeks 10
Do. do. 16 do. do. do. Dwarf-branching do 7
Do. do. IS do. do. do. Wallflower-leaved do 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. do. new large-flowered Dwarf do. ... 7
Do. do. 4 new hybrid perpetual-flowering 10 weeks ... 3

Do. do. IS new and distinct vars. of new autumn-flowering 7

Do. do. 16 do. do. do. branching autumn-flowering 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. do. Emperor, or Perpetual-flowering ... 7

Do. do. 20 do. do. do. Winter or Brompton 10

GERMAN POPPIES.
A Collection of 10 beautiful and distinct varieties of Car-

nation Poppies 4

GERMAN ZINNIA ELEGANS.
A Collection of 12 beautiful and distinct varieties 7

FLOWER SEEDS.
A Collection of 100 beautiful and distinct hardy and half-

hardy Annuals, selected by J. W. & Co. 20
Do. do. 50 do. do. do. do 10 6
Do. do. 25 do. do. do. do 6

Do. do. 50 beautiful and distinct hardy Biennials and Per-
ennials, selected by J. W. & Co 10 6

Do. do. 25 do. do. do. do 6
Do. do. 36 beautiful and distinct tender Annuals and Bien-

nials, selected bv J. W. & Co 15
Do. do. 24 do. do. do.'do 10 6

Do. do. 12 do. do. do. do 6

John Webks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water
Apparatus Manufacturers, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &c. &c.

The Horticultural Building and Engineering Department is

near Sloane Square, Chelsea. The Nursery Establishment is
j

near the Cremorne Gardens.

pORNISH EARLY WHITE BROCCOLI,
^— Is, per packet, or Gs. per oz.

CONQUEROR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,
Is. per packet, containing 12 good seeds.

The. above can be bad, warranted genuine, by forwarding post-
age stamps for the amount to

James Lake, Seedsinnn, &c., Bridgewater.

THE CATALOGUE OF SEEDS sold by J. C.
WHEELER and SON, of Gloucester, appears

to__ v.s to deserve notice, "because of the stand which its

authors make, in ^common with ourselves and others,,

against the useless incomprehensible Seed Lists of the day.
In this, as in all matters of taste, there will, be a differ-

ence of opinion as to the relative qualities of varieties;

yet the mass of buyers who have no fancies, but who dis-

like being perplexed, and arc satisfied with what is excel-

lent, will greatly prefer a short, select Seed List, to an
interminable labyrinth of names, ivhich,for the most part,

represent nonentities or rubbish. Messrs. Wheeler's
little booh will do something to satisfy their cxpeclationsP
— Gardeners' Chronicle.

J. C. Wheeler & Son will forward a copy of their Catalogue
post free on receipt of two postage stamps. They can most con-
fidently recommend the following collections of Garden Seeds, as
comprising the most select sorts, and such that they feel sure
will give entire satisfaction.
No. 1. A complete Collection, suitable for a large Garden £3
No. 2. A Collection of equally choice varieties, but

smaller quantities 1 10 O
No. 3. A Collection suitable for a small Garden 15
These Collections will be sent Carriage Free to any Railway

Station within 200 miles of Gloucester.
J. C. WHEELER and SON, Seed Growers, Gloucester.

FIRST-RATE NEW FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, CINE-
RARIAS, GERANIUMS, PANSIES, ETC.

M. RUMLEY and SONS are now sending out
the under-named in fine healthy plants, hamper included,,

or froe by post, at the prices affixed, viz. :

—

FUCHSIAS.—The following best new varieties of 1S54, fine

plants, 10s. Gd. per dozen, or six for Gs ; or smaller plants, 9s. per
dozen, or six for 5s.:—Admiral, CHo, Duke of Wellington,
Elegans, Grandissima, Globosa Splendens, Henry Monteith, Mr.
C. Palmer, Miss Hawtrey, Macbeth, Madame Auberge, Perfection
(Standish's), Queen of Hanover, Thorntoni Perfecta, Van-
guard, &c.
VERBENAS.—The following best new varieties of 1S54, 6s.

per dozen, viz.:—Arethusa, Angelina, Ajax (Mockett'sL Ajax
(Smith's), Annette, CapttVation, Cardinal Wiseman, Francisse
Rousseau, Hector, Madame Schmidt, Mrs. F. G. Caley, National,
Superb, Queen, Rouge et Noir, Triumph, &c.
CINERARIAS.—The following best new varieties of 1854,

strong plants, 12s. per dozen, or six for 7s.; or smaller plants 9s.

per dozen, or six for 5s., viz.:—Advancer, Empress Eugenie,.
Estelle, Etoile de Kaise, Garland, John Bull. Lord Stamford,
Lablache, Lady Camoys, National, Nimrod, Novelty, Octavia,
Polyanthiflora," Scottish Chieftain, &c. Good show varieties,

6s. per dozen.
GERANIUMS.—Extra fine, 9s. to 42s. per dozen; choice fancy-

do., 9s. to 30s. per dozen.
PANSIES.—Extra fine. 4s. to Gs. per dozen.
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES.—First-rate varieties, 12s. tc

20s. per dozen pairs.

The above will be forwarded immediately to any part, on
receipt of a post-office order, payable at Richmond, Yorkshire.
A New Descriptive Spring Catalogue of the above, also con-

taining choice collections of Dahlias, Petunias, Antirrhinums,
Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemums, Stove, Greenhouse, Bedding, and
Hardy Plants, is now ready, and may be had on application.

Gilling, Richmond, Yorkshire. __^
'MnASTOLFF RASPBERRY."—It is with much

-5/ satisfaction that we announce a third award made by the
London Horticultural Society, for examples of the above most
excellent "Raspberry, unequalled by any other variety for the
size of its fruit and richness of flavour. It is reported in the-
Gardeners" Chronicle, as follows:—" Messrs. Yotjell, of Great
Yarmouth, sent a boxful of beautiful fruit of the Fastolff Rasp-
berry; they were unusually fine, and well deserved the certificate

of merit awarded them."
Strong well-rooted Canes, 15s. per 100 ; Large White Raspberry

24s. per 100; New Monthly Fruiting, 24s. per 100.

CHOICE FRUITS. (Warranted true to name.) Per dozen.
APPLES, standard, in best selections, good heads ... 9s. Old,

.

„ dwarf „ „ 6
'„ trained „ „ 30

PEARS, standard ,, „ ... • ... 12

„ dwarf „ „ 8 ()

„ trained „ ., 30
PLUMS, dwarf „ „ 9 O'

„ trained „ „ 36
PEACHES, dwarf trained, in fine strong plants, 3Gs. to 60 O
NECTARINES, dwarf trained „, 36s. to 60
APRICOTS „ „ 36s. to 60
CHERRIES, standard in fine variety 12

„ dwarf „ 9

„ trained „ 36s. to 42
GOOSEBERRIES, 25 of the finest varieties (good, bushes),.

selected for size and flavour, 30s. per 100; 4s. per dozen.
CURRANTS, improved large white Dutch, Black Naples, Raby

Castle (red), and Large Red Grape, 4s. per dozen; Knight's-
Sweet Red, Gs. per dozen; these are the most desirable kinds
in cultivation, and are highly recommended.

RHUBARB, Myatt's Victoria, 9s. per dozen; Royal Albert, 0s.

.

per do. ; Linnrcus, 9s. per do.; Tobolsk, 6s. per do. (strong).

SEAKALE, extra strong, 2 years, 6s. per 100; 3 years, 8s. per do.

.

ASPARAGUS, extra strong, for forcing, 5s. per 100; 3 years old,

3s. Gd, ; 2 years old, 2s. Gd.

Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage Free to-

London or Hull, or to any Railway Station within 150 miles-
of the Nursery.

YOUELL and CO., Royal Nursery. Great Yarmouth.

LATE WHITE SUPERB BROCCOLI—" EMPEROR."

EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock;
• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-

deners, Thorngumbald, near Hull, begs to announce that he is.

prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. Gd. each. This-
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs. Elletsons, the raisers of
the Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the
EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into use beforo

it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from.

15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three

weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the
best price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well'

known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners.
around London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate

Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the-

Pure Mammoth Broccoli, they determined to allow a flat to stand
for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, producing
heads from 18 lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the
stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in
packets at 2s. Gd. each.
Each may be had of Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Boi.ton, 152»

Fleet Street; and Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhali
Street, London. Also of tbe Advertiser, 57, Queen Street, Hull.
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WIJERLKIS.ANN SON'S SHORT SKLKCT SEKD
u IT Our Priced LIfll of SoodH forthlM i tain

iiiL' Description!* and Prlccao! the bu»l fJ aim h.m mid PLOWER
SEEDS, wlH bo forwarded free hypo t. II laonrearnc Ion

vourtonond out all Seeds, whether for the Gnrdnn or Fnrm,ol

the vory best quality and true to i
•; and ah many of tho goods

lira our ""'" growing, and aro proved before vending out, wo

uoDflrally succeed In Riving entire BAtlnfactlon to our ouHtomerft,
'

(iv are In daily receipt "I moat oraftfyinp Utter* and renewed

orders from time toe had the honour oj wvina last */">; and

an wo deliver <>i>r Beedn Gabiuaojc Pubis, we vary roHpoctfullj

nolle! t (.lit) bonour nf an ordor fr ' liono who bava nofcyai

iih u trial.- J. 0. wiikki.iui & k-.n, Q-loua nir-r, Bcodamon to the

Olouce»tor»lilro Agricultural Sncloty.

NEW BEODINC CALCEOLARIAS.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS bog

to i inco thai thoy have purohnnod the ontlro Htook from

Mr. Dole of tbo undermentioned Ocmtj, and will commonoc lend

Ing bhem out tho lirnt week lr Miry.

CALCEOLARIA VA it l A Hi I. in, [Qs, OtZ, each.—As a bedding

plant tills will maka a eharmlnir variety, and In bo mi i

supply tho deflolency thoro has boon lor durable and offocllvi

plants of a light colour for tho pattcrro. Lb Is an i col lent grower
of very aompact, pretty habit, and produces In great proftislon

i ehso trtissoB of blossom, which open of a delicate pi Imrofjo

colour, and ohan go to whlto AHngethor 11 Is a niOHtuoslrable

acquisition, and a variety thoroughly (1 latino! to any In cultivation.

CALCEOLARIA ECLIPSE, I0«,fld each, This Ih tho I

showy and brilliant coloured variety ovor rained, of nloo corapaol

habit) producing largo trusBQH of glowing orlmson flowors, which
are Homewbat remarkable for tho length dI time they butt In

blossom; an a bedding plant Hm value win lie. Inestfmubli II

wan awarded il HvHt class cortlflcate by tho National Florloultural

Society, Juno 10. 1854, also at the Royal Botanic Gardona,
July o, 1854, and has 'been ro] tcdiy notlcod In tho Qatdeners

Chronicle for Its good qualities and match loss colour.

Tim above two Calounlarlan produooHuoh magntflcont trusses of

blossom, and aro ho extromoly I'flbotlvo, that thoy will l>» admlr-

ablv adapted for Greenhouse and Conservatory deooral Ion,

Messrs, "W". it. & Bojiflhavoan excellent stock of RoIllsson'H

tTntque Qeranlum, Wliloli oan be supplied at5(.perl00. Although
not Dew, this in a vory usoful and showy plant for bedding ami
general decorative purposes.
Messrs. William Uolllsaon &Sona beg to draw attontlon to

their oxtonslve Collection ofSpecimen and Half-specimen Orchids,

Ericas, Azalofte, Stove and Givorilmusc Plants, t&c.&c, which are

tills season In nnnnuallj flue condition.

*.Tho Nurserlos, Tooting, near London.

MESSRS. e! g! HENDERSON and son bog to

drameBpeolal attention i>- tho following SCRUBBY BED-
DING CA LCEOLARIAS, which tlieycan recommend as possess-

ing first-rate properties and unsurpassed by any in cultivation.

The Calceolaria, as a bedding plant, stands pre-eminently high,
.mil fur a brilliant effect Is unequalled by any in tlio parterre.

The following new varieties, now for tlio first time offered for

sale, possess a free, robust, and bushy habit, with a healthy
vigorous growth ; thoy can also with confidence be recommended
for potcultnre, as tho length of time tlio flowers continue in per-
1'nctiou, and their large compact trusses, render them one of the

most attractive flowers in tho conservatory, even when placed
beside the beautiful spotted and blotched Herbaceous Culceolarins.

Messrs. E.G. II. & Son having noticed many flowers of this

class very beautiful, with colours and habits unexceptionable,
when cultivated in pots and protected with glass, but when the

same plants were planted in the open garden, they have proved
anything ;but what was expected, and totaUyifailed as bedding
plants, either from tlio colours fading, or the growth and habit
becoming stunted and changed so much that the abundance and
continuance of flowering natural to this class was entirely want-
ing; consequently they determined that all their immense batch
of Seedlings should be planted out in the open garden, where
they flowered the whole Of the summer, and as every other named
variety in cultivation, both old and new, were also planted out
beside them, a sure proof was thus obtained of the superior
qualities of those now offered, and the best adapted for the purpose
AS compared with all known varieties.

To be sent out in May :—
DUUNETTIA—Bright rich crimson, with extra largo fine b. d.

formed flowers, a most profuse flowerer, with a flue bushy
habit, extra 7 G

CORREGGIO—Orange buff, shaded, free, large, and very
showy, a first-rate bedding variety 7 6

MAGGIORE—Rich ruby crimson, with a Urge yellow
cap, possessing a fine free growth, a noble bedding variety 7 6

MINNIE—Rich bright dark crimson flowers, a beautiful

neat bedding variety, and remarkable five flowering, extra 7 G
NORMA—Crimson orange, very conspicuous, and one of

the largest flowers of this class, free, vigorous, and noble
growth 7 6

RED ROVER—Bright crimson shaded with orange, large.

and free bloomer, fine habit 7 G
VEZZOSA—Flowers large and fino formed, of a bright
orange and crimson shaded, with largo trusses, flowering
abundantly, and a splendid habit, extra 7 6

WILDFIRE—Bright dazzling orange and crimson shaded,
large and very showy, fine free growth, extra ... ... 7 G

The Set of Eight Varieties, 21. 2s.—March 10.

TO CENTLEMEN ENCAGED KM PLANTING.
WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their stock of the following very desirable
HARDY PLANTS.
Araucaria iuibricata, from 2 to

7 feet high; as handsome as
plants can be.

•Cedrus Peodara, in any qnan-
titv, from lto S feet high

Do. do., 4, 5, 6, 7. S, and 10

feet high; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 6, and
10 feet high

Pinus Douglas!, 3 to 10 feet

„ insignis, 2 to 7 feet

,, Menziesi, 3 to 7 feet

, Pinsapo, flue plants, 3 to

6 feet

#1
Nordmanniana, 1$ to 3 ft.,

all from seed and remark-
ably handsome

.,, nobilis, 1\ to 2 feet; a few-

larger. 5 and 6 feet high, on
their own roots, and with
perfect leaders

„ Alontezunu?, 2 to 4 feet

Pinus canadensis, 3 to S feet

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lam-
bertiana, 4 to 7 feet

„ thyoides variegate, 3 to

4 feet (the variegated white
Cedar)

Junipems,Upright Irish,perfect
columns, 3 to 7 feet

„ chiuensis, 2 to S feet

Yew, common English,3toSfeet
„ Irish, 4 to 10 feet

„ gold-striped, 1^ to 3 feet

„ do., tall standards,4 to 7 ft

„ Dovaston, or Weeping,
worked on tall straight
stems

Thuja aurea, the finest plants Id

the country
Liboeedrus ehilerisis, the finest

plants in the country
Large variegated Hollies

Standard Bay
Also an immense stock of large Evergreens, Standard Orna-

cnental Trees, &c.
All the plants here offered may he seen growing in our

Nursery; they are removed every year, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. Ot some, such as Araucarias.
Deodaras, Golden Yews, Thuja aurea., Pinus nobilis, Kord-
mauniana, we have any quantity.; and the plants, for root and
branch, are not to he surpassed. Priced Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage stamps, to "Watkksr
and GonFEEY, nephews and successors of the late Hosea Waterer,
Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station,

South-Western Railway, where all trains stop, and where capital
conveyances can be obtained.

The 2d, stamp will also include a descriptive Catalogue of their
American Plants, Roses, and Nursery Stock in general.
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pine collection of Pruil trees. Seeds. &c.—March 10.

D
<; (I

no 1)

20 c

(!

.;

j^lSllKK, HOLMES, and CO. beg to offer the
s- following, all of which are good sized healthy plants, such
as they feel assured cannot fall to give sath faction

Bach—*, <>. Each—*, d.
Ilcgonia rresloniensin ... 1 O
l.:.i'hin:Hllhi|:, H].h'lld idtlH 1 G

,, speciohua ... 1 G
Ilogeria amnuia 1 G
Hoya beJla 1

„ campanulatn. ... 1 G

„ „ large plants 3 G
Allamandii neriifolia ... 1 G
Ixora coccinea 1 G

„ „ smaller ... 1 O
Jhirchellia capensis ... 1 G
Pranciscea confertifbliA,

(lowering plants Is. Gd. to 2 6
1 ditto, ditto, large ... 5 O
Gyprlpedium insigne ... 2 G
Henfreya scandens ... 1

l Dracaana Draco, fine

large plant 7 G
., terminal Is, 2s. Gd. to 5

Brugmansia Knighti, fine

plants 2 6
The following smaller but nic« established plants

1 Musa Cavendishi ... 3 6
|
Puchsia Domminiana

Cyrtoceras refle\a ... 1 6 Tacsonia molissima

Justlcia coccinea 1

II. .!' li! : , . - ...,. I

Eranthemum louconervum 1

Cyrtanthera magnifies ... 1

Cantua dependens
,, bicolor

Mitraria coccinea
Lycopodium uinbrosuin ..

., viticulomim ..

„ formosum

„ apothecum ..

„ braziliense .,

„ lonsianum ..

„ Focppigianum
„ ciesia arborca 1

Doodia aspcra 1
Humea elegans, strong

plants for flowering this
season Is. to 1

FuschiaDukeofWellLugtonO
White Fairy Rose ...

Cliantbus magnificus
Yucca aloefolia ...

Pentas rosea 1

Ugenia Ugni 2 6
Hoya picta ... ... 2 6
Azalea indica Apollo, Amabilis, Anrantia superbe, Decora,

Duke of Wellington, double white, Extrani, formosa. Krosti,
fltlgens, Gem, Glory of Sunning Hill, Hebe, Ignescens, Lncombe
Djajesta, Murrayana, Optima, Prima Donna, refulgens, and
splendens. The above Is. to Is. Gd. each, all strong healthy busby
plants, remittances from unknown correspondents will oblige.
Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield, March 10.

N E VV AND CHOICE SEEDS.
Free uy Post or Carriage Paid.

Holcus saccharatus, per s. d.

packet of 500 seeds ... 1

Holcus saccharatus, per
packet of 1200 seeds ... 2

Danvers' new yellow Onion
very early, half oz. ... I

Picridium vulgare, for

salad, per packet ...0 6
Olive-shaped white Ra-

dish, 1 oz 1

Rose China do., winter,

per packet 1

Yellow Turnip do., very
early, 1 oz 1

Abroniaumbellata.p.pkt. 1

Alonsoa Warscewiczi,
splendid half-hardy an-
nual for pots or bedding,
orange and scarlet, 12

seeds 1

Arctotus breviscapa, per
packet 1

Browallia abbreviata.very
showy for pots or bed-
ding," 1*2 seeds 1 G

Calandriuia umbellata,per
packet 1

Clintonia pulchella, p.ptt. 1

Coreopsis Drum mendi
grindiP.ora, per packet 6

Delphinium chiuense.per
packet ... 6

Double Convolvolusmiuor,
per packet 1

Double dark Dianthus,
extra, per packet ... 6

Gomphrena Haageaua,
orange, per packet ... G

Gypsophila muralis, red,

dwarf, suited for border-
ing, very pretty, 25
seeds .".. ..." ... 1

IleHanthuscalifornicus.fl.
pi., 10 seeds 1

Helianthus argopbyllns,
silvery foliage and yel-

low blossoms, 12 seeds 1

Helichrysnm br?.chyrhyn- *.

chum, 50 sfreds ..." ... 1

Helichrysum compositum
maximum, large double
flowers from yellow to

scarlet, fine, per packet 1

Heliophila trifida „ 1
Hibiscus Thunbergi, yel-

low, per packet
Iberis umbellftta violacea

superba, per packet ...

Ipcmcea limbata, purple,
with clear white border,

most beautiful climber,
6 seeds 1

Ipomoea nihro cserulea,

6 seeds 1

Lauiarckia aurea, per pekt.
Linum decumbens, red,

per packet
Lisianthus Russellianus,
ICOseeds 1

Lobelia ramosa, per pekt.
Lupinus guatemalensis,
per packet

Mesembryanthemum tri-

color, per packet ...

Phlox: Drummoudi, fine,

per packet O
Phlox Leopold"*., per pekt. 1

Portulaca aurea, .,

„ splendens „ O
Tbellusoni „

Rhodanthe Manglesi, per
packet ...

Salpiglossis variabilis, per
packet

Sabbatia campestris, very
handsome * half-hardy
annual for pots or bed-
ding, pink with yellow
eye, 50 seeds 1

Sa'xinariamultiflora.p.pkt.

Schizonetalum Walkeri,
per packet

Zinnia elegans coccinea,
per packet '.
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Fie i price 1*. I

THE KINO, a lup-trb Scarlet Flcah Xaloo, U. Gt, p^r packet.
A packet of Golden Di
a packet of any oilier Tariety menti'

:

menf, will be forwarded post free on recdpl ',aah or
peiioy postage stamps.

to Tilet, Nurscryroan. geodanun, and FlorUt, 14,
Abbey Church Y:i.t<\. liith, Boaiecai I

TO NURSERYM
TENDERS are required for the ropplj of the follow-

ing TICEP.S and SHRUBS, which m .ivered
during tbe month of Marci. at the " Half Moon Irm,"" Godatooe
Road, in the Parish of Caterham, in the oc/onv
Tenders are to be addressed to Alf*£I> Su/th, Caterltain f

Croydon, Surrey.
All the following are to he 3 feet high :—

1000 Acacia Thorn. Fin.
5000 Ash.
1000 Mountain Ash. I. -iara.
6000 Beech. ;,roee.

1000 Weeping Beech, ,-Ur.
5000 Weeping Birch. ;.\rch.
1000 Horse Gnesnatrf. - Fir.
5000 Spanish Chesnu:?.
1000 Wych Elm. \qw.
3000 Common Holly. 5*>0 Broocn. ol

1000 Laburnum.
1000 Lime. >earlet-fi'jwtring Carrant.
1000 Maple. Laard.
2000 Oak. il LanreL
100) Corsican Firs. ' 5000 Priv^tl
1000 Mountain Firs.

Collections suited for competition of the finest imported German
Asters. German Stocks, Balsams, Larkspurs, Marigolds. Scabios,
and Zinnias, from 2s, Gd. to 7.?. Gi.

Dioscorea Batatas, 2s. 6(t; or five sets for 10s. Bd.

THOMAS JACKS025 and SON. Kingston-on-Thames.

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer |

CHOICE PLANTS, &c., which thej will forward I

part :—
Andromeda florihnnda, per dozen
25 Azaleas, nevr hardy Belgian varieties, one
name on their orrn roots I

25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do 15
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias. per dozen S
25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, b:

12 Rhododendrons, including scark".
Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons. 1 ... 12
New 1 ellotr Rhododendrons, in pots, each ..."

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sor: 10
50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on their own -oz.s 15
Standard and half standard Ec-ses. superb wrts, per

dozen Vli.to 15
Fine climbing Roses, ofsorts, per dozen
Bourbon Roses, budded, 1 foot, fine for bear
Fitz-Roya.. Saxe-Gotha, Cephalotaxns, and L.
each 5

"Wellingtonia gigantea. and other choice and cl
Conifer

Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to 3 feet -well gro-s-n. per dor:-
Greenhouse Azaleas, choice v, :

-

12 Camellias, with one- -

50 choice Greenhouse plants. :

-

Orchidea Plants^ beautiful species, by
24 choice Ericas, one of a sort

24 choice Fuchsias, fine proved varieties

6 Tree Carnations, choice sorts

Verbenas and Petunias. best new s:r-

First Cla-s- Carnations,
25 choice Pause"- .:— ... - -

12 Piconias new white, pink and blcf".

25 choice hardy herbaceous plan;- nam : .

Choice Flower S

FRUIT TREES.,
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apples, Plums. Peais

and Cherriesof thevery best

Fine Gooseberry
Figs, Medlars, t

•

r.ew thin sh-? .30
Strong Vines, fix

A large stock Scotch Larch am)
Firs, cheap. Ais-o Evergree- -

I >inds.

i Catalogue:

pes*.
Albion Nursery. S:oke Kesington, L:ndon.—March 10.
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NEW BEDDING GERANIUM.
GAINES' SCARLET UNIQUE.

"Vf GAINES begs to inform the nobility, gentry, and
XN • trade in general that he can supply strong healthy plants

of the above beautiful variety. In habit it is like Kollisson s

Unique, producing magnificent trusses of brilliant scarlet flowers.

It was exhibited at the Chiswick nnd Royal Botanic Horticul-

tural Shows, where it was considered a great novelty, and well

adapted for bedding purposes. Price 55. per plant; when three

are taken, a fourth will be sent to compensate for carriage.
_

A Descriptive List of his large Collection of Pelargoniums,

Dahlias, both Show and Fancv varieties, also Stove, Greenhouse,

and Hard wooded Plants, may be had post free, by applying at the

Nursery, Surrey Lane, Battersea, Surrey. ^
PELARGONIUMS,

FUCHSIAS, PANSIES, VERBENAS, ETC.

JOHN DOBSON and SON having a large and

healthy stock of the above, beg to offerthem at the low prices

affixed ; the plants are all in the finest health and require imme-

diate repotting.

PELARGONIUMS from named varieties, 12s., 21s., 305., 42s.,

and 63s. per dozen.
,

PANSIES, a first-rate collection, 6s., 12s., and ISs. per dozen.

FUCHSIAS, 12 fine varieties, including Vanguard, Qieen of

Hanover, Duchess of Lancaster, Glory, Duke of "Wellington,

&c, 10a. ; older varieties, 9s. and 12s. per dozen.

VERBENAS, the best of last season's English and French
varieties, 6s. and 9s. per dozen. A general descriptive Catalogue

of the above may he had for one postage stamp.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

FOR MORE THAN A HUNDRED YEARS
the SEEDS grown by "WHEELER, of Gloucester, have

been held in high repute in the "West of England, for genuiness,

purity, and excellent quality. The 3/. collection contains all the

Seeds necessary for the year's supply of a Irrge garden; the 30s.

collection contains Sangster's No. 1, and Fairbeard's Nonpareil

Peas ; Wheeler's Imperial Cabbage ; Bicton Cos Lettuce ; New-
ington Wonder Beans ; with other choice sorts of Peas, Beans,

and Seeds suitable for a moderate-sized garden ; and the 16s. col-

lection comprises the Seetfs suitable for a small garden.

These collections will be forwarded carriage free, and every
dependence may be placed on the Seeds contained in them.

—

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester, Seedsmen to

the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society. Established in the

early part of the ISth century.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
MEADOW & PASTURE GRASSES, SC.
OETER LAWSON and SON, of Edinburgh and
*- London, the Queen's Seedsmen', Nurserymen, and Wood
Foresters; and to the Highland and Agricultural Society

OP Scotland, beg to intimate to their English Customers and the

Public that they are now sending out FARM SEEDS of every
description, saved from genuine stocks, and tor which they
respectfully solicit orders.

Also Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, Garden Implements,
Draining Tools, and everything connected with their trade.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

London Branch, 27, Great George Street, Westminster.
P. L. & S. are always able to recommend experienced Bailiffs,

Gardeners, and Foresters. ____

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their Mixtures of Grass
Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
acre 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old GrassLand,ls.perlb.
Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.

These Seeds are are all new, and have all been properly cleaned
and their growing properties fully tested. Directions tor sowing
accompany the seed.

G.G. and Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
will shortly be ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

26, Down Street, Piccadilly, LondoD.

CHARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his

New SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains
descriptive lists of

—

Carnations,
Picotees,

Dahlias.
Fancy Dahlias,
Cinerarias,
Verbenas,
Fuchsias,
Hollyhocks,
Chrysanthemums,

including several

Scarlet and Horse-
shoe Geraniums,

[Pinks, Delphiniums,
I Pansies, Mimulus,

j

Auriculas, Pentstemons,
Shrubby Calceo- Petunias,

larias, Bedding Plants, &c,
new Dahlias, new Verbenas, new White

NEW PANSIES.
WILLIAM JAMIESON is prepared to send out fine

healthy plants of the following, viz. :

—

CAPTAIN BARCLAY (Jamiesos), yellow ground, upper
petals dark glossy maroon, lower petals margined with the same, <

lies flat and perfectly smooth on^the edge, ground colour all one
j

shade. This flower was submitted to the Editor of the Gar-
\

(tellers' Chronicle for opinion, who thus notices it in that Paper,
July 1, 1S54, page 423 :—" WJ P. Your yellow ground flower is

distinct and well shaped, with a good bold eye; it is of medium '

size, and we should say, if we may judge from the number of
blooms sent, that it is constant ; all the blooms (four) are uniform
and good ;" 5s.

TOPAZ (Jamteson), deep yellow, fine form and substance.
The following is the opinion of Mr. Turner, Editor of the
*' Florist," in the October Number, 1S53 :—" W J P. A very good
yellow self, rich dense eye, medium size ;" it was also awarded a
Certificate at the Glasgow and West of Scctland Horticultural
Show, August 17th, 1S53; 5s.

The allowance to the trade. All orders must be accompanied
by a remittance.— Address, William Jamieson, 4, Wellmeadow
Stree t,^Pai sley, N.B.

SUPERB NEW HYBRID HEATHS.
IUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO., are now prepared to
J send out their beautiful well-known New Hybrid HEATHS;

they were exhibited at the Horticultural Society's meeting in
Regent Street, and obtained the large Silver Medal. The follow-

ing is the description given bv the Editor of the Gardeners'
Chronicle, May 2S„ 1853;— -

" Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co. received a Large
Silver Medal for a collection of new Hybrid Cape Heaths
consisting of Lindlcyana, Exomiensis, Jnsignis, Pidcher-

S'zmOj Exquisita, and Metulcefiora superba, all fine kinds

possessing large bold flowers and bright clear colours ;

they were stated to have been raised from Massoni,

Ampullacea, Sprengelli, Hartnelli, and Aristata, all it

will be seen good parents"
L., P., and Co. can assure all cultivators of this beautiful tribe

of Plants that these fine varieties cannot fail to give satisfaction,

as they possess excellent habits and have large rich coloured
flowers of much substance, which are produced in great profusion,
properties that fully justify L., P., and Co. in very strongly
recommending them to the public. Price, 31. the set of six.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1 720.

NEW PLANTS.
AVERSCHAFFELT,NuRSERYMAN,Ghent,Belgium,

• begs to offer to Amateurs and to the trade his following
new plants:

—

ACHIMENES (TREYIRANIA), AMBROISE VERSCHAF-
FELT. This is the finest Achimenes of all ; a correct drawing
is figured in L'

I

llustration Hobticole, Number 1, 1S55.
Nice plants will be sent out next May, each 8s.—N.B. One
over if three plants are taken.

TYDCEA WARSCEWICZI; magnificent plant for foliage, and
particularly for the flowers. It is the finest gesneriaceous
plant of all ; a correct drawing is figured in L'Illustration
Hobticole, Number 1, 1855. Strong plants are now ready for

sale, each 155.—N.B. One over if two plants are taken.
RHODODENDRON (HARDY) PRINCE CAMILLE DE
ROHAN. This is the finest hardy variety raised; a correct
drawing is figured in L'Illustration Hoeticole, Number 2,

1855. This variety is warranted to be quite hardy, and very
free bloomer. Nice plants will be sent out next May, each 155.

N.B. One over if three plants are taken.

Agent in London: Mr. R. Silbeeead, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street.

WILLIAMS' EVERGREEN CLIMBING ROSE.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery,

Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, have strong Plants of

the above now ready for delivery. This highly interesting and
valuable addition to the class of Evergreen Climbing Roses was
raised by the late John Williams, Esq.. of Pitmaston. It is a
Seedling from Ayrshire Splendcns, fertilised with Yellow Tea.
Its rapid growth and elegant habit is precisely like the Ayrshire
Splendens. while its glossy foliage and long lemon-coloured buds
partake of the character of the Yellow Tea. Its flowers are
creamy white, deliciously sweet-scented, and are borne in long
racemes of 12 to 20 on a single shoot, being produced from every
axil. It is highly desirable for covering walls, lattice work,
verandahs, or buildings of any kind, and, as a pillar Rose, is

nnequalled, being of an extremely elegant habit for forming
festoons or arches, and is also very hardy. For Bouquets it is a
most beautiful variety, producing an immense number of its
finely-formed buds. It only requires to be grown to be pronounced
the best Climbing Rose for all purposes in cultivation.
Good established Plants at 3s. Gd. each, with the usual allow-

ance to the trade, and a further reduction when one dozen or
more are ordered at once.

Bedding Calceolarias, &c, offered for the first time. Can be had
on application.— Royal Nursery, Sloughy

rpO THE SEED TRADE.—
TURNIP SEEDS, &c.

Orange Globe Wrrzel
Broccoli, of sorts

Fairbeard's Nonpareil Peas
Cole's Crystal White Celery.

Skirving's or Liverpool Swede
Laing's
White Globe Turnip
Green
Red Tankard
W. J. Epps can with confidence offer the above (not large quan-

tities), having been grown from the best selected stocks possible.
—Prices sent on application.

Seed Establishment, High Street. Maidstone, March 10.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS,
FOR PRESENT SOWING. Per packet.—s. d.

Pansy, saved from 100- of the best varieties, by name
50 do.

50 do. „
60 of the most superb kinds „
24 do., spotted varieties
30 newest varieties

50 of the new Belgian do. do. ...

20 best named varieties

Anemone, from the most sbowy and brilliant kinds
30 packets of new and choice Flower Seeds
The above, per post, free. Postage stamps received in payment.

YOTJELL AifD CO., Royal Nnrsery, Great Yarmouth.

Polyanthus, do.

Verbena, do.

Hollyhock, do.

Calceolaria, do.

Gloxinia, do.

Daisy, do.

Antirrhinum, do.

BEGONIA OPUL1FLORA.
Guelder Rose Begonia.

CH. GARDINER begs to offer strong Plants of the
* following:— BEGONIA OPULIFLORA ; flowers pure

white, with golden stamens in large bean's resembling the
Guelder Rose, and flowers profusely throughout the season.
Strong plants each 10s. Gd. Each—5. d.

BEGONTAPRESTOMENSIS, strong plants 2 6

,,
SUPERBA 5

„ SEMPERFLORENS 2 6

„ INSIGNIS 2 6
„ IIYDROCOTYLIFOLIAMANICATA ... 2 6

Also the following choice Seeds free by post :— Per pekt.

—

s. d.

CALCEOLARIA, from spotted and striped varieties ... 2 6
CINERARIA, from the best flowers ... 2 6
PRIMULA, fine fringed extra fine ... 2 6
PHLOX DRUMMONDT. fine mixed 1

MYOSOTIS AZORICUS (Forget-Me-Not) 1

ABRONIA UMBELLATA 1

Fant Nursery. Maidstone.
d 11 y BARB

BASS and BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Estab-
lishment, Sudbury, Suffolk, offer the following :

—

s. - d.

Bailey's Early Monarch, a splendid early sort. Particulars
see Bass & Browk's Seed and Plant List. Per root ... 2 6

Salt's Crimson Perfection, per root 7 6
Mitchell's Royal Albert, Myatt's Linureus. and Myatt's

Victoria Giant, each per dozen 7s. Gd., or Is. Gd. each.

STRAWBERRIES.
Foe Particulars see Seed and Plant List.

Admiral Dundas (Myatt's), per dozen 7 6
Scarlet Nonpareil (Patterson's,), per dozen 12
Omar Pacha (Ward's), per dozen 10
Magnum Bonum (Barrett's), per dozen 6

Other best older sorts, 3s. to 10s. per 100.

POTATOES.
True and Free from Disease.

British Queen, per bushel of 561bs 7
Soden's Early Oxford do. 9
Flour Ball do. 9
York Regents do. 6

For other sorts see Seed and Plant List.

Fine trained Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, &c.
Goods (not under 20s.) Carriage Free to all the London

Termini, or on the Eastern Counties, Colchester line.

WILLIAM MASTERS and" SON,
_
Landscape

Gardeners, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Exotic Nursery,
Canterbury, have assorted Collections of VEGETABLE and
FLOWER SEEDS, containing the most desirable varieties in
cultivation. VEGETABLE SEEDS.

"

No. 1. Collection for a large garden, containing 20 quarts
of Peas of tbe best sorts for succession, 10 best
sorts of Broccoli, 8 do. of Lettuce, with all other
Vegetables in proportion £2 10

No. 2. The best new and other sorts in smaller quantities 1 10
No. 3. Ditto Ditto Ditto 100
No. 4. A collection of esteemed kinds for a small garden 10 6
FLOWER SEEDS, with printed directions for their culture,

in collections of 12 for 2s.; 25 for 4s.; 50forSs.; 100 for 15s,

William Masters & Son respectfully solicit commissions, and
beg to intimate to their kind patrons, that the varieties to be
included in these Collections may be selected by their own
Gardeners, from the r.ewly printed Lists to be had on application.

Cheat Novhltiks for the Ensuing SeasonFUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS
T UCOMBE, PINCE and CO. bej* leave to announceL' that they shall be prepared to send out two splendid and

entirely novel Seedling Fuchsias, early in May next, viz. :—
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.

Pure white corolla, with brilliant scarlet sepals, finolyreflexed :
an extremely lovely and novel variety.

CALANTHIFLORA-PLENA
(The DouiiLE Snowdrop Corolla'd Fuchsia.)

Pure double white corolla, resembling a fine large double Snow-
drop, with rich scarlet sepals; altogether distinct from anythin"
of tbe kind ever yet produced. Price 10s. 6d. each.
The usual discount to the Trade when three or more are taken.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.— Fktatvusiiep 1720.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
GUTTOK'S COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS.^ —A Clergyman, whom we have had the honour of supplying
many years, writes us:—" I have much satisfaction in recommend-
ing your Seeds to various friends, as I find they are much pleased
with them; 1

' and another purchaser says, "I never received so
numerous a Collection, so good in quality,from any house."
We therefore confidently recommend those gentlemen who ave

not themselves acquainted with the best sorts of Vegetables, to
order immediately (while we have a large Stock), one of the
undermentioned complete Collections:

—

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS. £ s. d.
No. 1. A complete Collection, for one year's supply ... 3 O
No. 2. A complete Collection, in reduced quantities ... 2 O
No. 3. Ditto Ditto Ditto 15
No. 4. Ditto Ditto Ditto II 15
HARDY AND SHOWY FLOWER SEEDS (post free).

No. 5. A Collection of the best 50 sorts known 10
No. 6. A Collection of the best 36 sorts known 7 6
No. 7. A Collection of the best 24 sorts known 5
SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF SEEDS will be sent post free

John Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SUPEHB COUBLE HOLLYHOCKS.
TOSEPH BUTLER, Gardener to R. Hills, Esq.,O Colne Parke, Halstead, Essex, begs to inform the public
that he has now ready to send out a large STOCK of nearly all
the superb DOUBLE HOLLYHOCKS in cultivation named,
from Gs. to 25s. per do2. if left to J. B.'s selection. Catalogues
sent on application, enclosing one penny postage stamp. Packets
of seed saved from this superb collection on the receipt of 12
postage stamps rost free. Post-office Orders on Halstead Post-
office from unknown correspondents. A liberal allowance to the
trade.—March 10.

/^.ENUINE WHITE and EfeOWN PORTUGAL
*J ONION SEED, growth of 1854, 3s. Gd. per lb. Carriage
paid to any railway station in England on all orders of not less
than 40s. value, and smaller quantities free a proportionate distance

.

N.B. A Price List of Garden and Agricultural Seeds free per
post on application.—Edward Taylor, Nurseryman and Seeds-
man, Mai ton, Yorkshire.

IMPORTED GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.

TF. WINSTANLEY has received his annual irn-
• portation (direct from Frankfort) of unrivalled Collections

of German Seeds, including Double Ten-Week Stocks, Asters.
Zinnia elegans, Truffeaus, new Pa-ony-flowered Aster, very
beautiful, and many other varieties too numerous for insertion.
Prices on application ; lists free by post.

28, Market Place, Manchester.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—Twelve packets, each
packet containing 1(0 Seeds, Is.; sent free per post, Is. '2d.;

a 5s. packet sent free per rail. Abronia umbellata, Eccremocarpu a

scaber, choice Gloxinias, Lophospermnm Hendersoni, Lisianthus
Russellianus, and every other choice variety Gd. per packet.
Dwarf German (10 week) Stocks, as imported, 36 varieties, each
variety 3d. per packet.—Wai. Culuxgford, 1, Edmund Terrace.
Ball's Pond, Islington, London.
N.B. Elletson's superb new late Dwarf "White Broccoli Seed

("Emperor"), 2s. 6rf. per packet. The Broccoli raised from this
seed weigh from 17 lbs, to 25 lbs, each.

RHUBARB ROOTS for FORCING or PLANTING.
—Strong one-year planted roots of MYATT'S VICTORIA

and LINNAEUS, MITCHELL'S KOYAL ALBERT, at Gs. per
doz.; HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT, 12s. per dozen. This is

a larger variety than the Victoria, and is extensively cultivated
about Manchester. Price to the trade of the above, per 100 or
1000, on application to Messrs. J. MYATT and SONS.

MaTiorFarm, Deptford. March 10.

pHEAP AND GOOD CINERARIAS.—
V-/ Fine flowering plants from Turner's best seed in large
60 and 48 pots, justcoming into bloom, at from 4s. to 6s. per dozen.
Also fine plants of named varieties, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Herbert, Adela Villiers. Garland, Constellation, Lady II

.

Campbell, Kate Kearney, Flora M'lvor, Etoile de Venus, &c. r
atr9s. per dozen.

—

Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,
4s. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and
large and well selected Bulbs may be obtained, without dis-
appointment, at A. Cobbett's Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall.
N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent; also, just arrived

very^moist and open Parmasan Cheeses.

MAY'S 1\1AGNUM: BONUM^ETTUCE.—Pajnfel
who were disappointed last season in receiving the above,

can now have it by early application, in Packets Is. each, free by
post. Wo have numerous let'ers to show, received from parties
who had it last season, asserting that it is the most magnificent
Lettuce they ever saw.—Address, Henry May, The Hope Nur-
series, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

JOHN GRIGOR and CO., Nueseries, Forres, NJ8T
have for sale several millions of Seedling and Transplanted

TRUE HIGHLAND SCOTCH PINE PLANTS, raised from
Seeds collected in the celebrated native Forests of Strathspey.
They have received the numerous premiums hitherto awarded by
the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland for the
propagation of the true native Pine. The superiority of such
plants compared with the produce of planted woods, degenerated
by cultivation, will be seen on referring to the article " Pink
Tree" in Jlorton's Agricultural Cyclopedia, published by Blackio
and Son. Priced Lists on application.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
GEORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, &c, as exhibited by
him in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, maybe had
by inclosing two postage stamps.
G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock of Weeping

Hollies, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American
Nursery, Windlesbam, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines
Station, South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be
obtained.

AMERICAN PLANTS.— A Descriptive r/rice<i

CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for

the coming season is just published, and may be had by inclosing

two stamps for postage. As everything in the way of American
Plants is grown to an unequalled extent at this Nursery,
intending purchasers would do well to provide themselves
with this Catalogue.
WATERER and GODFREY, Nephews and Successors to flip

late Hosea Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
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" ATORKOLK HERO" CUCUMBER.— Without
-Li exception tlm vory beat Cucumber for opon (rrotmdcultl

ration thai linn yet boon offered. It Ih a moit prolific bearer, >m
handsome afl any frame variety, and is a« dollcate In point of
texture, the friili measuring from 16 to 20 InoliOH In length. It
in In tlio sold posHCHHlon of Yoiii'.f.i. & Co., who will forward per
pout free (on receipt at pontage HtampH) packeth i tnlnlng hI

Seeds, Is.; 18 8ocdn, 2*.6</. " To Market Gardeners the above
will bo found a great ocnulHltlon,"

Royal Nunicry, Groat VnrmnuMi.

/
j
GORGE SMITH'S PRICED • d DEJ I RIPTIVE

" ' CATALOG i i. ol i

i

!

- 1
1 i~crbeni I 1 1 I

Clmwnlumi
(flhow, Fancy, Vflrfejrafcd, and Beat lot). 1Mb 1 1 i

,

mums, splendid now Hollyhocks, very choice Petunia , dec., will

bo forwarded In n tin n for one po tage itorap

'i hi-. Gc lums nro In oxtra Uno condfilott, and require rapot-
iinj', Partlos giving ordei i Immi dlalel / will i

-.Mill -•, with less lliihllliy to damage b] having thai

thoy are repotted. Choice Verbena Seed from tin 0n< • boa
flowers. Tollington Nursery, Ilonwoy Road, Islington, London.

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.
*

'iSKI"]) AND HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT,

NEW

SUDBURY, SUFFOLK.

BASS AND BROWN'S
SEED AND PLANT LIST FOR 1855 contains

'T'HEIR very seleot nml choice Asaortmonta of VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS ; upi riov Mixlnros o'
* tlio bent GRA88US for PEIIMANUNT PASTURES', PAI(K8,I LAWNS, BOWUNd OREENS, 4c ; >l o itORII i L

tiiiiaIj seeds t»r tlir i'mii'mI ni'.iiiotod Stockn; h grout vnrloty of I'lowor Roota nml Bulbs miicd for Spring Planum
Imtn of vi' iv obolcooollcctloiiH of Acliiiiicni'ii, (iio\iniii:i

f

r'nciiiiiii.i, v.'ihiiiiiM, Pol M, l»n lil Urn, Bedding Calceolaria
mums, Bedding I'lunij), &o.
Tho AUT.UMN CATALOQTJ E contains l lulu of Now and Soleol Stove and Groenl 10 Planls, Oeranlnros, I Inei IkaIqbj,

Hollyhocks, iinnlv Climbing Plants, Coniform, and "Hut Selcol Trooe and : brub
,
Itosoi, Herbaceoii iPlanl i .

Hotli Oataloguos ombraoo a largo amount or doscrlptlvo and iiscful Information lor tlie convenlouco ol puri uaeei ; Hod free
by poKt lot- lliree |>i,nn\' uliimpi, fiuli, ,„' |;n,ti-t In nur nml, -t wlin may ,ml Imvn ri'coivotl Mi. in,

GOODS (not under 20».) CARRIAGE FREE to all tlio Stations In London, and nil Statlona on tbo Colclieeter Line, '

London and NorwLell.

The large number of Utters of satisfaction and approvalfrom persons receiving articles botk of Seedi and Plant*
from our Entablishment, and the annual increase of patronage of which we are every year in 'possession, is a << , tain

proof that our care in providing the best of everything is appreciated by the public, to whom we desire to tendi I
<<

heat thanks.

BASS «t BROWN'S ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
Contain everything which may be desired for imeriority of sorts, The sorts and quantities of the collections arc

specified in the Catalogue. For any sorts not wished for, enlarged quantities of others sent to make np the amount.
No.l. COLLECTION for a lnrgn Rnvdcn, containing quantities sufficient for ono year's supply £.". o

, 2. COLLECTION In smaller proportion 2
i r, o

i small garden 15

No.
No. S. COLLECTION ditto"

No. i. COLLECTION of choice kinds for i

FLOWER SEEDS—
These may be had pre-paid by post at the prices afji.

100 varieties select showy Annuals, which will include
tlio beautiful new Leptnsiphons aureum and lutenm,
Escholtzta temiifolia, Whitlavia grandillora, and
other choice novelties of the season, also splendid
prize Asters, Stocks, Zinnia, &c 155.

50 varieties, including new, 8s. W.; 30 varieties do.,
6s. Git.; 20 varieties do 4

20 varieties choice Greenhouse Annuals, including tlio

new Gotuphrcna aurantiaca, Salpiglossis atro-
sangninea, tlio new Portulacas, Ithodanthe, Thun-
bcrgia, l'hlox Orummondi, 7s. till.; 12 varieties do. 5

BEST ASSORTMENTS.
zed} with printed instructions for sovtinr; and raiting Seeds,

20 varieties beat Dwarf Annuals, in large packets, for

filling beds on lawns
12 varieties ditto ditto

20 varieties choice Greenhouse Perennials, including
0(7. very line and new Calceolaria, Cineraria, Fuchsia,

Petunia, Verbena, Chorozoma, Kcnnedyas, Calen-
O driuia umbellata, &C, 10a. &/.; 12 varieties do.

20 varieties Hardy Biennials and Perennials, including
very choice Antirrhinum, Gladioli, Heartsease,
Mimulns, Polyanthus, Dianthns, Brompton, and
Emperor Stock, &c., 7s, Gd. ; 12 varieties do.

75.Cc".

5

7 6

5

A TEW NEW AND CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS.
Any of the following not priced arc Gd. per packet. Those marked thus (*) have been omitted in the Catalogue.

GREENHOUSE
PERENNIALS.

Acacia, 3 vaiieties, each ...

Calceolaria, very choice .,,

„ extra, from new ...

Calendrinia umbellata.
*Chorozenm cordata
Cineraria, choice ...

„ extra, from new vars. of
our superb collection 2 G

Cobten scandens.
ColTrffia Arabiea (Arabian

Coffee).

Erythrina crista galll ... 1

Geranium, choice 1

„ extra, from new vars.

,, of our superb collection 2 6
.. finest faucy varieties ... 1 6

Gloxinia, extra, from our
superior collection of new
and choice

Heliotropium, choice
Primula sinensis.

„ do. fimbriata ... 1

„ do. do. alba ... 1

, t denticulata ... 1
Tropttolum, 3 choice, Gd. to 1

Verbena, choice ".'„
... 1

„ extra new, of our
superb collection 2 6

HARDY PERENNIALS.
Abronia umbell.Ua.
Alstrcemeria pulchella.
AntiiThinum, extra, from
our superb collection ...10

Aquilegia formosn.

,i glandulosa (true).
Carnation and Picotee, ex-

tra, from colleciiou of 400
varieties 2 6

Dactylis variegata, fine

variegated new striped
leaved Grass.

2 G

HARDY PERENNIALS, s.d.

Dianthns Punnet ti, very
' r>nperb dark new Sweet
"Willinm 1

* „ Biirridgi, splendid new
scarlet Sweet "William 1

* „ mnculatn, vei"y showy,
red and white spotted.

Gladiolus, from choice
named early varieties of
our superb collection ... 1

Hollyhock, choice 1
" „ exirn, from our

fine collection 2 G
Iris anglicn,from best vars.
ofour very choice collection 2 G
Lindhelmnra texana, new 1

Pansy, extra, from best col-

lections 1

Potentilla, extra, selected
fromourfinest named vars. 2 6

Ranunculus, from very
choice of our superb col-

lection 2 6
* Wallflower, beautiful,

saved from imported vars.

CREENHOUSE ANNUALS.
Balsam, saved from choice
imported varieties.

Gomphrena aurantiaca ... 1

Ipomeea quamoclit, new
white.

„ rubra cierulea ... 1
ilesembryanthemura trl, alba.

Phlox Leopold! hybrid.

„ alba oculata.

Poi tulaca, six superiornew
varieties, each 6

„ fine mixed.
Rbodantlio Manglesi.
Salpiglossus atrosangutnea.

„ new yellow.
Schizanthus retusus albus.

Grahami carnea.

CREENHOUSE ANNUALS.
Tbunbergia, six superior s.d.

vars., each 6
„ mixed varieties.

HALF-HARDY ANNUALS.
Aster, Bishop's Prize, su-
perb varieties.'

Calceolaria chelidnmoidee,
beautiful yellow.

* ,, new Californian sp.

Grammauthesgentianoides.
,, gent, lutea.

Lobelia ramosus alba,

major and roseus, each ... 6
Nomesiabicolor, new, beau-

tiful, and very attractive 4

Perilla Nankinensis, new,
very fine for bedding out,

dark purple variety.
Pink, Imperial Indian, ex. 4
Podolepis rugaia, new,

lar^e, bright yellow, fine.

HARDY ANNUALS,

O 4

HARDY ANNUALS, s.d.

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia,

new, delicate clean straw

;

very dwarf, neat, and at-

tractive. A Certificate

awarded at Chiswick ... 1 €

Gilia, Californian sp., habit
of Capitata, flowers twice
as large.

Iberi* violacea supeiba, ex,

deep purple
Leptosiphon aurenm, very

beantiful new bright
golden, a Californian sp.

Medal awarded at
Cbiswick

„ luteum. beautiful.

Limnanthes sulphureaodo-
rata, new, yellow, edged
with white and rose-col.

stamens, very fragrant...

Liuum grandifl. mbrum ...

Lupinus Hartwegi rosea.

„ mouogynia, fine

light and deep purple.

SUTTON'l LAWN CRASS SEEDS,
"IfAM,

QUTTOl
I
j f .-./..

\ ! CMMtfj now v,

'We liaV« «lr*-*'ly iumjU fti.l tA ,.' ir J,«»ii '.fw.«
Hi-'"!i

( Mri'I It la 'ii.lv jtlMlM to HI tbfct lUr'y ti*r*. jfvi4 1U
^<- «j-wj, t-ti uihny )t hi*."

NEW ( VCRCRCEN CL MISING ROSE
I17ILLIAM rVOOD VoodUndt N

K i

frfenda ti

. . KKhtiKKS
|

l\ Httll fui
'

i'ldh** will 1'

7j Mr.

DWARF-tJUDOED ROSES,
Aoapti n j '-i i

-
l' ,--

\\ ILLIAM WOOD
* » M
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l'i;i:|-l.'I I AL I

II mAmmo*
Pmdi l

, pet d< zj-n i—HOiSajnc I-sflfcy, Ha
JUjcchMh, Mar'jnif of AlUo, Wlllloin
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:,k, imperii -

Hybrid Perpetual Pillar V -r ;>'' ' "i*I dU-
connl * and a forth i

are oroVred ;»'

WILLI '
' ( LIHBtKG HOSE, Z*.*A. *t«b.

I '!'] .

NEW ASHtEAF THE EARLY CHAMP ON
JOSEPH WILSON, Skedsmah, Iptwkb, offers the
** following aplendld varieties >-

THE CHAMPION AHifLKAF.deddedlj the fineftond
moal prolific In cnltlvarlon i

JACKSON'fl IMPROVED ASHLEAF
h«lof5Clbf. 6

LORD RAGLAN, new Mammoth T«.ritty
f
per i*ck of

16 stones 2 2

All orders must be accmnpanied with a remittance. No charge
for sacks or bngi, and carriage paid to London for crd^r* cf

M l nnd npwHrdg.
*

NORTH CHINA SUGARCANE—aioLcrs 8AOcnAa*TC»).
NEV/ CHINESE POTATO—(Diosoomsa Bata- •

MR. JOHN HENDBRSON, of KiDgskerswell,
South Devlin, Is still rrepared \n supply and varrant

genuine Seeds of the aIhjvr Bngar f'anf-. and tubers of

Chinese Potato, with description of the Chinese mode oi ciltare

at the following price?* frt-f-, for cash :

—

HolcusSaccharatap.in packets, at 1 *., %*SA.. and 5j. each.
Dioscorea Baata-— four tubers, 10*,; ten ditto. 1.'. %<. »W.

For further particulars as to culture, &c, see a pamphlet descrip-

tive of the nature and progress of these plants, with d i recti ns
for cultivation, by Jpu» HKVDKnsos, price \sn pnblishedby Xr.
S. JOHKSOS, St. Martin's Lanp, «nd to be bad of all bookaeller*.

Post Dflice Orders are requested to be made payable at Newtoo
Abbott, South D.-von.

CHARLES SHARP be^8 to call the attention of the
Nobilitv. Gentry, and the Trade to bis nnrivalled c^

1 '

of SEED POTATOES, which have been grown and selected

with great care, and perfectly free from disease. The under-
mentioned price** include hampera and package. Tern. | |

Trade known on application.

POTATOES:—
1 6

Clarj', white top, fine, new,
and showy.

CHOICE IMPORTED SEEDS.
30 Superb varieties Dwarf German Stocks, 5s.; 15 varieties 3

Choice new Sulphur, pale yellow 1

Fine new white Hybrid 1

10 Siiperb varieties, new, large flowering 2 6
New large flowering Chamois, very fine 6

IS Superb varieties, new wall-leaved, or Prussian 3 6
15 Superb varieties, Brompton Stocks, 3s. 6oT.; S varieties 1 6
6 Superb varieties. Perpetual Emperor Stocks, lasting more

than four years, and flowering three or four times a year 2
4 Superb varieties, new large flowering Emperor 2
24 Splendid vars. quilled and striped Aster. 5s.: 12 vars. ... 3
12 „ Globe flowering Aster 2 6
12 „ Pyramidal Aster 2
10 „ Bouquet double dwarf 3
5 „ French Fieony, flowering, very fine 4
Also choice imported Balsam, Cockscomb, Larkspur, Indian

Pink, Salpiglossus, Sweet "William, Wallflower, and Zinnia.

—

See Catalogue.

The finest Lawn Grasses for Flower Gardens, Is. per lb., or 4s. Gd. per peck.

ROOTS FOR EARLY SPRBF^C PLANTING.
ANEMONES.

50 vars. named, beautiful and distinct
Finest mixed double (Is. Gd. per doz.) per 100
Very fine ditto (Is. per doz.) ...

Double Scarlet vars. (Is. 9oT. per doz.)
Beautiful mixed semi-double Russian, very showy, and

flowering early per lb....

Fine new Single
Nino beautiful Double vars. for clumping, 12 roots of each
Six roots of each

RANUNCULUSES.
100 roots in 100 vars., very superb
100 .. 100 „ very fine

Extra choice, mixed from best named, per doz. 2s. 0d. per 100.
Very fine mixed ... ... „ 1 G
Fine border mixed „ 9 „

Remittances required from unknown correspondents.
Stamps received for small amounts.

s. d.

12 e
10
6 <'

12 u

fi

4
•-0

10 .:

s. ,,'.

15
20
IS
10

o

per 100 3

., 4

IS

RANUNCULUSES.
Early Scarlet Turban per doz. G

New Orange ditto , 1 G

„ Golden Turban „ S
Seraphique, clear yellow ... ., OS

„ Hercules, white , 2 6
Oeil Noir, best black {Is. Gd. each}... „ 15

IRIS GERMAN I C A.
40 Vars.. very superb and beautiful, of the richest colours 45
20 Vars., ditto ditto, best selection 35
20 Vars., ditto, very fine 15

Best Mixed, 5s. per doz.: per 100 30 O
Fine Mixed, 3s. per doz.; per 100 IS .

A choice stock of Gladiolus lilium lancifolhirj, Tri'onea anrea,

Tigridius. Oxalis, Achimenes. Gloxinias, and a large number of

other roots for spring planting, for which see Spring Catalogne.

office Orders payable to Bass & Esovrx. or Stephen Eeovtn-.

Per bush, of 4 st.

Ash-leaf Kidney (Jack <

Ash-leafed Kidney(\ValDUt-
leafed) ... * in*.

Early Emperor 10s.

„ Shillings l^s.

„ Martin's Globe ... 10a.

„ Oxford Large ... 6s.

„ Round Frame (for

Forcing) 8*.

Early (Fox's Sredling) ... Ss.

Per bn«.h

American Early
Forty-Fold
Kentish Kidney
York Regent's

;gb
French Bines
White Kidney
British Queen, the la-

jj

and best produce in cul-

tivation 6*.

:.
8a.

fir.

Ct.
'•.

Seed Establishment. Wisbeach, Cgmbridgj-grnre.

TO POTATO GROWERS.—RO;S'S AMERICAN
EARLY, gr^wn expressly for Seed on reclaimed Peat or

Moor without manure. This well-known prodnctive Potato
cannot be equalled as a '-second early;" price 21*. per sack
of 2 cwt.

WALKER'S LARGE WHITE.—This variety is about twe
weeks later than the preceding, and for general emps cannot be
surpassed. It grows ;o a large size, is an extraordinary -

and for taMe use is all tost could be desired: price 24f. per sack
of 2 cwt. Theseprices include a strong sackf and carria$:

London, Liverpool, and Hull.

W. DRDMliOXD and SONS, SBSDSXXff, Stirling. N3.
*^ To prevent disappointment unknown corresponcv:

encln=e a r^mit'snee Tith th»-ir ~ r. __^_

BASS & BROWK, Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

MYATT'S NEW SEEDLING POTATO.
BROCKLEY KIDNEY.

TT~ AND J. MYATT can dispose of a limited
» * • quantity of the above excellent nc--c- Pot " vi

have proved to be a first-rate variety, and fcas be*n stiecsedasthe

best out of many thousand seedlings raised at Uanor Farm.
In flavourit is quite equal to the Ash-leaf, and for prrj

far superior; i: is a cm pact strong grower. *nd ripe

making it an invaluable summer variety. To be sent cm in peck
•-1. 55 lbs„ 10s.

FIVE HUNDKED BUSHELS OF POTATOES
TO. THE ACKE.—Tbis crop was growz

year by a gentleman in Surrey, End ont of which ther-^ w I

5 bushels dfc-eas -II ite qnantiry were larg:

some weighing S
" v « 30 bushel? "'.

out of the whole. Tbis P tato was originally reared in Scotland,

andis called by its unpioo. It is agood
baker and boi'.er. Price 22.2*-, inclnsi-reof the sack

delivered trc-e at the Soutj it sta.*icn in London.
s on] a :"ew sacks are fox

" -nt largely next <e^ J

reference* as to the quantity and quality can be gv
- rooked

Lane. London Bridge, wLcre samples may be see-, i

f tie gr
?: ba accoz3panied by a rami
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GREAT YA T
-JV7 0W THAT FROST HAS LOOSED HIS IKON HOLD, and the weather has again become propitious for the safe transmission of Plants, we beg to

JN call the attention of our numerous Patrons and the Public at large to the very moderate prices at which we quote the following merely premising that our Stock is

this season very healthy and unusually large. Carriage Paid on all Orders of 21, and upwards, to any distance Within 150 miles of the Nursery, and Good Plants added

to compensate for this charge on packages of less value.

d. "
Azaleas, in 50 fine varieties, good plants, principally in 5.

small 4S's; composed of such as the following—Amcena,

obtusifolia, exquisite optima, Broughioni, &c—the col-

lection - 50

Ditto, per dozen, fine varieties 15

Aratia trifoliate, strong plants of this very unique shrub 5

Acacia grandis, 2s. 6(7. ; dealbata, Is. ; linearis, Is. ; virgata,

Is.; couspicna cordi folia, Is.— the collection 6

Abutilon insigne (Linden's), a new and fine species ... 2

Aphelexis, in four finest varieties 4

Berberis ncpalrnsis; the perfect hardihood of this plant

is as yet somewhat doubtful, but its magnificent foliage

and showy flowers recommend it to a place in every col-

lection of choice plants, each 7

Boronia Drummondi, a fine new species, nice plants ... 2

Burchellia capensis nana, a great improvement on an old

favourite, strong plants 1

Cinerarias—the following fine varieties, including novel-

ties of last season, Yir. Etoile de Yase, John Ball, Mar-
guerite d'Anjou, &c, per dozen.

Chorozema flavum, Is. 6<*. ; Lawrencianum, Is.; Chandleri,

Is.; cordatum splendfns, Is. 6c?.; rotundifolium, Is.;

Henchmanni, If. Bd.—the collection 6

Coleonema rubrum, strong plants 1

Corrcea brilliant, the finest variety 3

„ Harrissi, strong plants ... 1

Daphne collina, Is. Gd.; collina latifolia, 2s. 6d.; dauphin,
2s. 6d. ; indica alba, Is. 6tf.; indica rubra, 2s. 6(7.; japo-

nica true, 2s. Bd,—the collection in fine blooming plants 10
Dillwynia cinnabarina and scabra, both new and fine

species in small plants, 2s. each 4

„ sulphurea, good plants 1

Diosma (divine fragrance). The sweetly-scented foliage of

capitata and ericoides adapt them admirably for bouquets.
Each .f 1

Dielytra spectabilis, strong plants from the open ground
for forcing, to which purpose it is admirably adapted,
per doz IS

Camellias, in 100 varieties, comprised of the best of the old

and new kinds, the plants on an average from 1 to 2$ feet,

With and witbout buds, the collection ... 200

, 30
21

9

Camellias, in extra fiue variety, same as above, per doz
„ all in bud, standard varieties, per doz. ...

., without bud, in good variety, per doz IS
N.B.—Parties wishing to add to tlieir collection of this

beautiful flower, when favouring us with their orders, are
requested to send a list of the varieties already in their
possession.

Ericas, in very choice selections of hard and soft-wooded
kinds, nice healthy plants, per 100 varieties ...100

,, large bushy blooming plants, in choice varieties,

per doz. "varieties 12
., smaller plants, in 6's. nice bushy well grown stuff,

many of the varieties set for flower, per 100 var. 75
„ ditto, per doz. varieties 9

Epacris, large bushy plants, full of flower-buds, in choice
varieiy, per dozen 12

„ smaller plants in 60's, well grown, comprising the
finest varieties in cultivation, in 50 choice kinds 37 6

,. smaller plants, in varieties, per dozen 9

Epiphyllum crenatnm, the large white-flowering Cactus, a
magnificent tiling, strong plants, each ... 2 6

,, Kusselliauum, truncatnm, Bridgesi, Kuckeri,
Snowi, and violaceum ; all very pretty and distinct varie-
ties; worked on some of the strong growing kinds, they
form beautiful objects for winter decoration, small plants,

each n 1 G

Jasminum gracile and Poiteau, both remarkably fragTant
species, each 1 6

Lilium lancifolium album, strong flowering bulbs, per
dozen ... ... 9s. to 12

„ rubrum do. do. ... 12 to 18

„ japouicum, true do. do. ... 24 to 30
Kennedya Marryattsc, 2s, Gd.; monophylla, Is.; monoph.
variegata, Is. 6d. ; oyata alba, 3s. Gd. ; rubicunda
maxima, Is. 6(7.; the collection ... 8

Hardenbergia mouopbylla 1 6
Maudevillea suaveolens, in fine strong plants 1 6

This is probably the finest conservatory climber we
possess ; flowers white and fragrant.

Olea fragrans, good plants of this fine old favourite ... 1 6

Pimelea Henderson!, grafted on decussata, good bushy
plants, 3s. Gd.; smaller do., 2s. Gd.: Nieppergiana,-
grafted, 2s. Bd ; macrocephala, a new variety with large
heads of flowers, grafted, 2s. Bd. ; decussata, Is.; the
above are fine healthy stuff, not imported.

Pittosporum Tobira : this, ore of the finest evergreens we
possess, owing to tbe supposed difficulty of propagating
it, is to be met with bin seldom; it is hardy in most
localities, yet its fine glossy foliage and sweet-scented
flowers recommend it to a place in the conservatory,
where it may not be found to exist out of doors ; strong
plants 16

Polygala acuminata, 2s. 6<7. ; cordata, Is. Bd. ; Dalmasiana,
Xs.Bd.; grandiflora,2s. 6(7. ; the collection 7 Q.

Sollya Drnmmondi, Is. 6:7. ; heteropbylla, Is. 6(7. ; linearis,

Is. 6(7. ; these blue-flowering plants are well suited to run
up the pillars of a conservatory, or to cover trellises

in pots.

Tacsonia manicata, 2s. Gd. ; mollissima, Is. Gd. These are
both magnificent climbers; when planted out in conser-
vatories and allowed to hang in festoons from the roofs
they flower freely, and, as the flowers depend, look ex-
tremely beautiful.

S tatice Holfordi, extra strong plants of this beautiful species 3 6
Stiginaphylion ciliare, strong plants of this fine yellow

creeper 2 6
Tecoina capensis, Is. Bd.', Jasminoides, Is. Bd.; Jasmi-
uoidesTosea 2 6

These are old favourite climbers.

Tetratheca ericwfolia (true). This was the gem of the s.

new greenhouse plants exhibited the season before last

at the Horticultural Society's shows, each 3

Tetratheca verticillata, and older species, very handsome 1

Myrtus TTgni; the new Chilian Myrtle, bearing fruit, very

much prized in its own country, and likely to become

useful for the dessert in this; in small well established

plants -

It is a plant of the easiest culture, and of an excellent

habit.

CONIFER/E.
Abies morinda, the Weeping Himalayan Spruce :—

6 to 9 inches, per dozen 6

9 to 12 inches, „ 9

12 to 15 inches, „ ... *2

2 to 3 feet, each 2

4 to 5 feet, each, fine specimen 3

„ Menziesi, 1 to H feet, each Is 6d.; per doz 12

U to 2 feet, each 2s. ;
per doz 24

This last species is remarkable for the bright silvery

appearance of the foliage on the under -side, which gives

the tree as you stand under it a very striking expression.

Abies orientalis, a neat and dwarf species, with short dark

green foliage, pressed closely to its slender shoots ; this

as well as the two following are of compact and symme-
trical form, and well adapted for situations on close

shaven lawns, where tall shrubs or trees are not admis-

sible. Strong plants, each 2s.
;
per dozen IS

Abies pygmwa, each 3

,, pumila (Waterer's variety), very bushy, each 2s. Bd.

;

per dozen 24

,, Whitnianniana (new), 3 to4 ins., each 5s.
;
per dozen 42

Araucatia imbricata, 15 to IS in., each 5s.
;
per dozen ... 42

„ „ H to 2 feet, each 7s. Bd.
; „ ...72

„ „ 2 to 2* feet, each 15s.; „ ..-150

„ „ a few fine specimens, each 3 to 5 gs.

Cedrus atlantica, a species from Mount Atlas, very hardy
and very ornamental, 9 to 12 in., each 2s

; per doz. IS

„ atlantica, 12 to 15 in., each 2s. Bd.; per doz. ... 24

„ „ H to 2 ft., each 3s. Bd.; per doz 36

„ deodara, 2 to 2A ft., each 3s. Bd.; per doz 30

„ „ 2i to 3 ft., each 6s.; per doz 42

„ „ 3 to 4 ft., each 7s. Gd.; per doz 72

„ „ 4 to 5 ft., each 10s. Bd.; per doz 120

We will remark that the Deodars above quoted are all

seedlings, very bushy, many whose diameter is fully

equal to the height; that they are all planted in the

open ground, and will remove with fine balls. To
parties wishing to buy largely, we shall be happy to

quote prices per hundred. It cannot be too generally
known that when placed among Scotch and Spruce in

common plautations they surpass these hardy and quick
growing Firs in rate of growth, &c.

Cephalotaxus Fortuni, fine specimens, 2 ft., each 21

„ „ smaller plants, each 5

Cryptomeria japonica, fine seedling plants. 2 ft. high,
raised from seeds matured in this country; they were
grown in the open ground, potted last autumn, aud are in
fine health; per doz 21

Cupressus sempervirens of India, one vear, per doz. ... 12

„ „ „ 9 to 12 in. „ ... 30
Of this species a most fluttering description was sent

with the seed, to the effect that it forms a most magnifi-
cent tree in its native habitat.

Cupressus elegans (same as Kuighti we believe), a species
singularly beautiful, and need only to be seen to be
admired; strong plants, li to 2 feet, each 5

Cupressus elegans, smaller ditto, each 2 6

„ fnnebris; this species, here on the most eastern
point of Britain, is perfectly hardy; in its young state it

forms a beautiful little bush, 1 to li feet, each 2s. ; per doz. IS

Cupressus fnnebris, 1A to 2 feet,'each 2s. Bd.
;
per doz. ... 24

„ Goveniana, 12 inches „ 2s. Bd.
; „ ...24

„ ,, 2 to 3 feet, nice specimens, each ... 5
„ Lambertiana, fine plants of this magnificent

tree, 2 to 2A feet (for it assumes all the appearance of a
Cedar as it advances in growth), 5s. each; per doz. ... 50

Cupressus macrocarpa; this fine species is sometimes con-
founded with the last named, but is certainly quite dis-
tinct, 12 to IS inches, each 2s. Bd.

;
per doz. 24

Cupressus Uhdiana, 1% to 2 feet, 2s. Bd. each
;
per doz. ... 24

„ Whitloeana, a new species, 1$ to 2 feet, each ... 5
Dacrydium Frauklini, G to 9 inches, each 2s. Gd.

;
per doz. 24

Juniperus Bedfordiana, 9 to 12 inches, each Is. 6(7. ;
per doz. 12

„ „ 1 to li feet, each 2s.; per doz. ... 21

,. „ 2 feet, each 2s. Bd.; per doz. ... 24
(a very hardy, free growing, ornamental species).

Juniperus excelsa, a noble species from India, 6 to 9 in.,

each2s.; per doz 21

Juniperus excelsa, 15 to 18 inches, each 3s. Gd. ; per doz.... 36
„ echiiiiformis, or hedgehog Juniper, a very curious

species, not inaptly named^each 3 6
Juniperus hibernica, or Irish, strong plants, 2 to 3 ft., p. doz. 13

„ sinensis, 2 to 2=1- feet, per doz.. ... 42
Iiibocedms chilensis, nice seedling plants of this magnifi-

cent Arbor-vita;, 4 to 6 in., per doz. 30
Libocedrus chilensis, 6 to 9 inches, per doz. 42
Picea cephalonica, 1 to 12 feet, each 2 6

„ U to2feet 3 6

„ Nordmanniana, a truly grand and beautiful tree,

stout busby seedlings, 9 inches, each 21

„ Pinsapo, a very handsome Spanish Pine, remark-
ably striking in appearance, 6 to 9 inches, stout
seedlings, each 3s. Bd. to 5

„ Pinsapo, 2i to 3 ft., fine specimens, ea. 3s. Bd.
;
p. doz. 42

„ Pindrow, 9 to 12 inches, each Is.
;
per dozen ... 9

„ ,. 12 to 15 inches, Is. Gd.
; ,, ... 12

„ Webbiana, true, 9 to 12 inches, each 2 6

24
10 b
9
12
«0
76
100

I

Pinus canariensis, 1& foot, each 2s. Gd. to 6s. 0(7.

„ Cembra, a very hardy Tyrolese species, 15 to IS
inches, per dozen

„ „ 2 to 3 feet, „
„ Edgariana, 2 feet, fine plants, each

„ excelsa, 12 to 15 inches, in pots, per dozen ...

„ „ IS inches to 2 feet „ „

„ „ IS inches to 2 feet, bedded, per 100...

„ „ 2 to 3 feet „ „ ...

„ „ 3 to 4 feet „ „ ...

This, the tall growing or Bhotau Pine, grows very
fast, and is a very ornamental species ; we possess a
large stock, and quote it low.

Pinus Gerardiana, anotberllimalayan species, slow growth,
9 to 12 inches, each Is.; perdoz. ... 9

„ „ 12 to 15 „ „ Is. Gd.; perdoz.... 15

„ „ H to 2 feet, „ 3s. Gd.;

„ Hamilton iana, 1 foot, 2s. Gd. to 5
., insignis, 12 to 15 inches, each 3s. Bd.

;
per doz. ... 36

This Pine, once seen, will be always remembered from
its beautiful sea-green colour.

Pinus Lambertiana, grafted, 15 inches, each 5
„ macrocarpa, seedlings, 1 foot, each 10

„ ponderosa, 2 yards, each 5

„ „ 1 foot, each 15
„ Sabiuiana, this fine Pine, in jength of foliage re-

sembling "macrocarpa," but glaucous, hitherto so scarce

iu the country, owing to an importation of seeds made last

spring, is now become more plentiful; it ranks No. 1 in

tbe genus; strong 1 yard seedlings, established in pots,

perdoz 42

Taxus adpressa, 1 to li foot each 1

„ elegantissima, 4 to 9 inches, each 2s. ;
perdoz. ... 24

„ Dovastonii, or Weeping, 1A to 2 feet, each 2s.
;
per doz. 21

„ gold-striped, 4 to 9 inches, each Is. 6d.; per doz.... 12

., „ 9 to 12 „ ,, 2s. Bd.; ., ... 25

„ „ 12 to 18 „ extra, each
Thuja aurea, 6 to 9 inches, each

„ „ 9 to 12 inches

„ „ 1 to 1A foot

This, the golden Arbor-vita;, cannot be too warmly re-

commended ; the elegant form of the bush and the rich

colour of its foliage contribute to render it a most beau-
ful object.

Thuja flagelliformis, each

„ sinensis, 2 to 3 feet, per dozen
Taxodium sempervirens, lJr to 2 feet, each

„ „ , . 2 to 3 feet, do

Salisburia adiautifolia ; nice plants of this singular

Conifer, each
Wellingtonia gigamea, nice seedling plants, each

Everybody who can afford it should plant at least one
of this extraordinary tree, to commemorate the hero
whose name it bears.

CLIMBERS,
s. d.

... 1 6

... 12
, 9s. to 20

... 3 6

CHOICE HARDY ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS
ETC.

Bignonia radicans major, strong plants, each

Berberis Fortuni, small, per doz.

„ Darwini, per doz

„ „ extra strong, each

Ceanothus deutatus, strong, each 1

„ rigidus, each 1
These Californian species are well adapted to cover

walls, &c. ; they are profuse bloomers, and very handsome.
Cerasus ilicifolia; a fine hardy evergreen plant from Cali-

fornia, tbe foliage resembling that of the Holly, each
from Is. Gd. to 3

Clematis aznrea grandiflora, strong plants, each 1

„ Sieboldi „ „ each, 1

„ flammula „ „ each 1

„ montana „ „ each 1

Dentzia gracilis, nice plants, per dozen ... 9

„ crenata, new, each ... 1

Erica, Mediterranea, Ciliaris, Vagans, Vagans alba,

Herbacea, Tetralix alba, &c, per doz. varieties 9

Escallonia macrantha, a plant unrivalled for the beauty of

its foliage, while its rose-coloured flowers, produced freely

iu the spring and autumn, are very attractive; strong
plants, each 1

Euonymus japonica variegata, a handsome old favourite,

per dozen
Forsythia viridissima, 2 to 3 feet, each

„ „ 3 to 4 feet, each

An importation from ChiDa, producing its primrose-
coloured flowers abundantly, early in spring.

Hex castaneffifolia (Chesnut-leaved Holly), strong, each

„ latifolia, the Laurel-leaved, 2 to 3 feet, each

„ „ „ 3 to 4 feet, fine, each

Ligustrnm japonicum, a new and handsome evergreen
shrub ; it produces large panicles of cream coloured
flowers in tbe autumn; good plants, each

Pernettya speciosa, a new and very neat species, each ...

Philadelphus Gordoniana, fiue, each

,,
mexicana, good plants, each

An exquisite free flowering little shrub, rivalling the

Orange in fragrance.
Philadelphus, new species from California, each 2
Quercus Fordi, undoubtedly one of tbe haudsomest and

hardiest of low evergreen trees, its habit is most compact
and symmetrical, 9 to 12 in. each Is. Bd. ; 2 to 3 ft. each 3

Poses, named and choice varieties on their own roots, our
selection, per 100 ... 33

Roses, climbing ditto, in choice variety, per doz 6

„ Fortuniaua, new white Banksia, strong plants, each 2

„ common white and yellow Banksias, strong plants ,, 1

Wistaria sinensis, strong plants, each from ... Is. Gd. to 3

„ „ alba, this fine new variety from China
in good plants, each 7

Weigelia amabilis, a great improvement on the older var.
rosea, each 2

Weigelia rosea, strong plants, per doz. 12
Yucca gloriosa superba, strong plants, each ... 3s. Gd. to 5

9
1

1 6

2 6
3 G
5

1 fi

1 Ci

1

1 «
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Some years ago M. Masson, an ingenious French
gardener, conceived the possibility of so preserving

esculent vegetables that while their bulk was re-

duced to a minimum, and their quality remained
unimpaired, they should be secured against decom-
position for a very long time. It is well known that

the large space occupied by vegetables is owing in

part to the water they contain, and in part to the

looseness of their tissue ; it is also known that the

decay which ensues when they pass into a state of

fermentation is rapid or the contrary, in proportion

to the water lodged in their substance ;. if absolutely

by they undergo no putrefactive change whatever.

M. Masson proposed in the first place to deprive

hem of the greater part of their mere water, by
exposing them to a current of warm dry air till

ibout 90 per cent, was removed, when they become
ough leathery bodies, with little tendency to

lecay. In the second place they were to be
nbjected to violent pressure, so as to expel

I

he air and convert them into solid masses.
These objects have been so skilfully carried out

hat the compressed vegetables cau scarcely be
aid to differ from the fresh ; and certainly lose

n the operation no part whatever of their nutritive

r sanitary qualities. In reality they part with nothing
ut water ; not even aroma disappearing, nor any
urnt or other unnatural taste being communicated

y the process of drying. The invention became
he subject of a patent, and soon attracted the
Mention of the French.

In 1851 specimens of the preparation were shown
i the Great Exhibition in Hyde Park, aud received

Council Medal, the highest honour which the
idges could confer. In the report of the juries the
reparation is spoken of in the following words :

—

" Masson's dried compressed vegetables demand
special notice, as showing one of the most remark

-

jle discoveries of modern times in this branch of

nnufacture. By Masson's process the most bulky,
ift, and succulent vegetables are reduced to a
action of their volume, and are preserved in a dry,

destructible state. After boiling for a rather
nger time than usual, they are restored to some-
iiug of their original form and consistence, retaining

1 their nutritious principles, and much of their

'Vour. Chollft and Co., the manufacturers of

ese preserved vegetables, use only desiccation and
Impression in the process, which is Masson's in-
.ntion. According to a statement published in

e ' Comptes Rendus,' as read before the Paris
ademy, the vegetab'es are reduced seven-eighths
weight, and proportionally in bulk. They require
be boiled for one hour and a half to one hour aud
tee quarters, and on cooling are found to have

regained nearly nil theii cvapon

I have red •<> '" bi lii re, tl

.lain iln ii good qualitii fo

rann'.i, la [O0 " !

tion. It would prooably be m i • Ion;.

i
. mare < '

fectly rlry en I i oi Inn! i ,

a bi c ii

In :;., mi.' r.i .i .' c mmi i

French naval /mil if hi.. Mi. i" offlei Irong

monded their introduction Into the ton a provided

i,,i sailors, and ordi "'! a nupply for nil i

war. In Augo i. II 52, a *rt '"'Ii medical ci

sion adopted the views of !!" naval bi trd

recommended thi in to be introduc id

commisi arial of the army oJ Algten . Wi tind<

that lini'i: that time they have formed i

important part <>f the mppliei pro foi 1 1 *
-

service of all French armamenl .

Lnat 'I'm' iday a cake of this mibi I n

for the l'i' rich sei ice by Messrs. Cnoi/i,Bi I

who wi'il: Hi'- pati nt, wai exhibited i" Hi" Horti-

iiiiinial Society. It weighed 'I lbs., co I , 3d
an. I was i.uliiricnl. lor I ID ration '. Noibiiij; COB

tii|i.;..'; the fi'i'slmi :
:
and fragrance of the prepara-

tion ; no (bat for three farthings a head a meal '.I

valuable nutritious anlirscorbqtic food is at the

command of any commissariat. Tin. value attached

by the French navy to this important preparation

will bo seen by the following extract from a letter

addressed to the Minister of Marine by Ad
Hami-.i.in, dati'd from on board the Ville de Paris,

lying off the Katcha, October 8, L854, while acknow-
ledging the arrival of 17,000 kilos or more than

37,000 lbs. " These vegetables have been received

with the greatest satisfaction,- and their effect upon
the health of the men is already manifest. VVe
wore threatened by epidemic scurvy; but from the

time that the vegetables have been served out an
improvement has taken place, swellings and ulcera-

tions of the gums begin to disappear, and the con-

dition of the men is sensibly better. As the season

advances we shall have no fresh vegetables, which
can never be obtained on an enemy's coast without

extreme difficulty ; and therefore another supply of

these preserved vegetables would be most welcome.
The health of the men, which has become a good
deal impaired, will be preserved, and your name
will be identified with one of the greatest improve-
ments which have been introduced into victualling

the fleet."

Considering the length of time that this prepara-

tion has been known, its cheapness, its portability,

its durability, and its unquestionable excellence, it

might have been expected to have found its way
into the English service, and that some means would
have been taken in our own victualling yards to

secure the right of working Masson's patent, or

that our own market-gardeners might have derived

some advantage from the increased demand which
would have followed its adoption. But with the

exception of a small order sent to Paris by the

Admiralty, nothing had been done about it when
the late Minister of War quitted office : we hear,

indeed, that some prepared vegetables had been
purchased by him for the Crimea ; but they were
not such as the experience of the French has taught

them to prefer, and would seem to have rotted in

the Balaklava limbo if they ever reached it.

But it is not merely because of the importance of
J

Masson's vegetables in time of war that we have
thought it desirable to bring them thus into notice

;

on the contrary, it is for the sake of ourselves at

home, of our great mercantile marine, and of

our numerous market gardens, that we wish
them to be better known. For surely in a

countrv like this, in which all hopes of fresh

vegetables at moderate prices are effectually dis- i

pelled for W'eeks to come by the severity of anv
hard winter, it is a matter of the first necessity that

such a method as that of Masson should come into

common use. Thousands of pounds' worth of Cab-
bages have utterly perished round London, all which
might have been saved had there been a London
Chollet to buy them up and secure them by the

simple process before us. And the poor, instead of

being left without a chance of fresh vegetable diet

until the end of March, at the soonest, might have
bought in any grocer's shop an abundant supply at

even a less cost than in the summer. It is to be
hoped, then, that enterprising persons will be found
to secure the right of working in this country the

patent by which such important results are I

obtained, and that in future we may be placed
beyond the reach of a scarcity of fresh vegetables,

whether arising from season, mildew, or other
j

causes.

The experiments of M. Fabrk on the Origin or
]

Whkat, and the consequent conclusions adopted by
several distinguished naturalists that most of our
cultivated Wheats were derived from species of

i
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It is admitted Ilia'. Triticum sativum ai

ovata arc strictly congeners, as confirmed

form of the c ; that M. tritic lei is the

first known instance of a hybrid am'..

that M. Fabitb raised from seeds of a wild

Ai. triticoid . liich produced perfect teed,

which he again sowed and continued the operation

during 12 successive generations, and that during

these 12 years' careful cuwvation the plants

gradually acquired more- ar.d more the character of

Wheat; that M. triticoides is occasionally, I

rarely, found in sterile places surrounded by vine-

yards.

But M. Gooron observes that there were abund-
ance of Wheat fields in the neighbourhood of the

spot where M. Faeef. carried on his experiments,

from whence the pollen might have been wafl

as to fecundate his plants and produce tha* gTadual

assimilation according to the laws of hybrids.

So also in the case of the JE. triticoides in the

midst of vineyards, there was quite Wheat enough
cultivated in the surrounding country for some of the
pollen to have found its way over to the parent plant

of JE. ovata.

Even admitting this extraordinary dispersive

power of the pollen of Wheat, and that JE. triti-

coides as now produced is always of hyl

it appears to us that this very great

natural hybridisation in a family where it is so

rare as to have been hitherto unobserved, would
appear to prove much rather that the two plants had
a common origin, than that they are re-,

species.

Another point ranch relied on by M. Gov
that the fir^t start from .5. ovata to AL. triticoides

is very great, and that there are no intermediates

between two plants so distinct as to he

admitted as species. That such should t

case with M. Godkon's artificial crops would
naturally be expected, but that it is so in it;

plant remains to be proved. •

species of -S^ilops, in the South of I

very variable, and run so much cr

that few botanists em r.rree as tc or are

not species amongst them.
With regard to" tl

" "- les in a
wild state, we may observe i

that when aberrant forms oi

produced from causes unknown to v -refore

termed ace!
~

.
various circum.-unces

tend in a wild state to res ' indi-

viduals, or cause the varieties to iisaprjeai

gether, whilst they may be rendered permar::

cultivation.

In our opinion, therefore, all thai
"

has pre it Triticum

ovata are species so nearly alii

with a :
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we re-assert that this is no proof that the two plants

are distinct species. B.
To this we would add that neither M. Godron nor

M. Alexis Jordan, who has filled 100 pages of the

Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences of Lyons with

speculations upon the origin of domesticated plants,

have attempted to explain what the origin of Wheat
has been, if it is not a domesticated condition of

JEgilops, as M. Fabre's experiments, in our opinion,

prove it to be.

New Plants.
117. Viola capillars. Persoon. Van Uouitc, Fl. des

seri'es t. 983.

A little greenhouse violet from Chili, with entangled

erect sterns, small rugose leaves, and flowers the colour

of the Neapolitan. It is a pretty little thing, thriving

in equal parts of leaf-mould, sand, and loam, and

flowering from May or June to August, hut it is not

fragant.

118. Tvdjea gigantea. Planclion in Van BTonltc, Fi-

des serrcs It. 975-6.

A stately stove plant, obtained by crossing Seiadocalyx

Warczewiczii with Achimenes picta. It seems to have
the noble aspect of the former and the gay yellow and
scarlet spotted flowers of the latter. It was raised in

the garden of M. Van Houtte by Mr. Koezl, and is no
doubt one of the finest of its brilliant race. M.
Planchon assures us that the flowers hang on much
better than usual, a circumstance which he attributes to

their being sterile.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXII.

276. Apostaxis. Accidental and Functional.—
4. Honey Dew.—The leaves of plants during hot
and sultry weather, or occasionally when the tempe-
rature is lower, are covered, as with a varnish, with a
sweet sticky coat, which is popularly known under the
n»me of honey dew. It is commonly believed that this

substance falls from the clouds, and it is in consequence
said in cold damp seasons, there will be no honey this

year, because there has been no honey fall. In this, as

in most popular opinions, there is some shade of truth
mixed up with error, inasmuch as the same seasons
which are favourable to honey dew are also productive
of honey. Apart, however, from popular opinion, several

notions have prevailed amongst those wdio profess to have
examined matters more accurately

; but till a correct
chemical analysis has been made of these sweet deposits

under different circumstances, the question must still

remain in a certain degree of obscurity. The proba-
bility is that the deposits are not always of precisely the
same chemical nature, and it is certain that they arise

from at least two sources totally distinct. In all cases
the appearance is in great measure confined to the
upper surface of the leaf— a fact which has had no
small part in the arguments to which the subject has
given rise.

277. The most ancient notion, and that which, as
said above, is still most popular, is that it arises from
the deposits on the leaves of a sweet substance falling

from the air. It is in general scarcely attempted to

show whence this sugary vapour or rain may be derived,

except so far as the indication may go that it usually

takes place when the larger number of plants are in

bloom, from which it may possibly be an emanation. If

such were the case it ought not to be confined to indi-

vidual trees or species, but every plant alike should be
covered, and not ouly so, but every surrounding object
should equally be coated with the sweet varnish.

Instances indeed are sometimes alleged in which this

has been the case, but such supposed facts require close

investigation, and the report seldom comes from persons
of scientific habits, who are sufficiently accustomed to

observation to insure the absence of error. Wiegmauu*
in his little treatise on the diseases of plauts assures us
that such deposits do take place, accompanied by fine

rain. He says that he has himself seeD in an afternoon
in the beginning of June nearly half an acre in bis

garden completely covered with honey dew. Not only
bitter plants, such as Wormwood and the bitter Thistle

(Cnicus Benedictus), but the garden beuches, tools,

plant markers, &c, were equally varnished, while beyond
a strictly defined limit not a trace of the phenomenon
was visible. In this case till after the deposit there

was no personal inspection, and a subsequent storm
prevented the collection of the sugary matter for exa-
mination. He relates also a case reported to him
by Dr. Zitz, of Mayence, in which a sweet substance
was seen to fall in little drops between the branches of
the trees while the sun was shining, and, as in the

former case, covering every object which was exposed
to it. The air was at the time filled with dipterous

insects, from which the matter might have fallen.

Allowing, however, that such observations are correct,

they are at least exceptional, and capable, as will be
seen presently, of explanation, and will only help to

show that honey dew may arise in more ways than one.

278. Some authors are inclined to refer every case
of honey dew to the agency of the different species of
aphis. It is quite certain that a sweet substance is

squirted from the processes on their body, and that
many cases of honey dew arise from it, though it is as
certain that cases occur where no aphis is present.
They occupy principally the under side of leaves, though
not exclusively, which would account for the d eposits

* Wiegmann, Die Krankheiten und krankliaften MissM-
dungen der Gew-ichse. 1339, p. 102.

being almost wholly confined to the upper surface of

the leaves. It is clear that in this case, as well as the

lust, though mischief may ultimately arise to the plant

from the deposit, there is no question of Vegetable
Pathology.

279. There are, however, undoubtedly cases, and
those of great frequeucy, in which the honey arises

either immediately from an exusion of sugary matter
from the upper surface of the leaves, commencing at

distinct points and gradually spreading and becoming
confluent, or by the deposit of similar sugary matter,

dropping from the stomata of the lower surface. In
such cases we have real apostaxis, which is due to pecu-

liar conditions of the atmosphere, which have not at

present been fully examined, and is no leS3 observable

in healthy than unhealthy individuals. In such cases

we have ourselves observed objects like gardeu seats

placed under the trees covered with honey dew, but we
have never seen such a phenomenon iu situations which
were not iu the immediate neighbourhood of trees. And
such cases as those mentioned under the last section

may really be due to matter descending from trees and
carried by currents to particular spots, exactly as in

the case of the yellow rain which is due to pollen. It

is very possible that immense secretion of honey dew
may be exhausting to plants, though it probably acts as

a natural relief in many cases. Hartig reports a case

of a Rose tree, in which, after a copious discharge of

sugary matter, the leaves lost their green colour, the

cells collapsed, and the chlorophyll was exhausted.

Loudon asserts that diseased plants, such as Hops that

have been injured by the larva of the Hepialus, are

most subject to honey dew, but we have not observed

such to be the case.

280. Besides any direct injury which may arise from
the copious excretion of honey dew, the respiratory

functions may be impeded, though not to such an
extent as if the deposit was on the lower surface of the

leaf. If, however, rain does not wash off the sugar,

moulds like Cladosporium, Antennaria, and Capnodium
are soon developed, and the dark velvety coat wdiich

arises from them not merely impedes respiration, but

prevents the due action of light upon the tissues, ob-

structing one of the most important functions of

vegetation.

281. The sweet substance like honey which appears
in the inflorescence of Grasses attacked by ergot is pro-

|

bably a species of honey dew arising from disease.

I

Oidium abortifacieus, which before the recent obser-

vations of Tulasne, was supposed to be the fungus
' which produces ergot, may possibly be a condition of

some yeast fungus developed iu the sweet matter
;

but this is merely thrown out for the present by way
of suggestion. HI. J. B.

Fig. 3.—Third Year.

RECLAIMING UMBRELLA-HEADED TREES.
The following is my method of reclaiming stunted

umbrella-headed trees, such as are alluded to in my
remarks on Delamere Forest and the Chopwell woods,
in your volume for 11154, page 709. Permit me to

premise, however, that I could give in the woods a more
convincing illustration of the method in question in

10 minutes than any written description could possibly

convey, but as it is unlikely I can have many oppor-

tunities of giving such lessons, I will endeavour to

furnish as plain directions as I possibly can, how to

proceed with the operations for the renovation of

such trees.

Let us begin with a busby-headed Oak from 4 to 8 feet

in height, say of 14 or 15
years' growth more or
less.. Take, for example,
such a one as is repre-

sented in fig. 1 ; looking

at it, can anything be
imagined more likely to

remain a cumberer of the

ground ? I commence by
taking off most of the
strongest side branches
close to the stem, short-

ening the other small ones
so as to bring them within

a reasonable compass. I

I then ring the bark about half an inch wide on the upper
strong branches close to the stem, leaving about an

' inch (more or less, according to

circumstances) in the centre or

fork of the tree, to produce a cen-

tral shoot for a future leader, by
which process I force the space
left in the centre to throw out

several shoots — the strongest

and best-placed I select for the

leader. At the end of the first

year I thin and shorten the other
shoots, thereby throwing the

main force of the sap into the

leader ; the other shoots left

should be removed at the begin-

ning of the second year's growth,
before they have time to compete
with or injure the permanent
leader. If this operation is at-

tended to iu the second year, the

I tree will have the appearance
, represented by fig. 2.

In all cases of hide-bound and unhealthy trees,

I I slit the bark along the stem from the ground to

Fig. 1.—Stcxted Tree.

Fig. 2.— Second Yeah.

where the new leader is to be produced. By this
operation the sap flows more freely, to the manifest
benefit of the new growth, viz , the leader. Any small

spray from the upper old

branches that inclines inwards
where the young leader springs

from should be shortened, so as

not to encroach or injure it

;

while, at the some time, they
wculd form a shelter which
would prevent it from being
broken or blown on one side by
the wind till it has acquired
sufficient strength to brave the
storm itself. Iu the autumn of

the third year all the old side

branches of the old stem should

be sawn close off, when the pre-

viously stunted tree will have
the promising appearance repre-

sented by fig. 3. It is a remark-
able fact that the bark heals

over a wound as well after the

saw as the knife, so that smooth-

ins with the knife after the saw
is, in most cases, unnecessary.
By the end of the third or fourth year the renovated

tree will have acquired great vigour, and may be
trained to any required height before it is finally left

to itself : and thus I could have renovated and re-

claimed, I believe I may say, all those decrepid, dwarf,
bushy-headed trees in Delamere Forest, and unfortu-

nately in too many other places.

When operating on crooked, ill-formed, scraggy

trees, not bushy-headed, I head them off at the place

moat suitable for producing a new leader ; but this is

rather a nice operation, requiring both experience and
judgment, and they demand careful looking after for

two or three years. Heading off without after training

—like planting withuut early care afterwards—the

result will only be disappointment and loss of both time

and money.
In hedge rows and parks single trees naturally throw

out numerous strong side branches near the ground
;

such trees require training to acquire a clean straight

stem to any desirable height before they are permitted

to assume their beautiful natural habits of growth. By
this process of training when young they advance much
faster in height, and there are no thick branches to be
removed to make the stem unsightly where no branches
are required.

In enclosed plantations and groups in parks and
lawns the outside trees should be trained with shorter

stems than those in the interior, as being more natural

and beautiful. The interior trees will naturally draw
themselves up straight and tall with but little training.

But to produce valuable and 'at the same time orna-

mental timber, great care must be taken to give plenty

of head-room as soon as the- tops begin to encroach on
each other, or to a great extent it will be labour in vain.

But after all I am fully convinced that until experi-

mental plantations are provided near the metropolis

wdiere landed proprietors and planters occasionally

resort either for pleasure or business, and where they

could see living examples of the value and convincing

utility of the process, until, I say, something of this kind

is established, or a Royal English Arboricultural Society

is formed, I am confident, from a very lengthened

experience, that little progress will be made in the true

system of forest management. No written description,

as I have already said, will effect the object in view.

Some never read, and others soon forget what they do

read on such subjects. Then why not try the system
upon a small scale at first iu some of the Royal forests,

where there are some young plantations—say DeaD,
Delamere, and the New Forest— till the Lords of the

Treasury and the Commissioners of Woods, &c. &c,
are convinced by examples of the paramount utility of

my plan. W. Bill'inglcm, Roy, Bclmullet, Mayo, Ireland.

EXTRACTS FROM ANNUAL REPORT
FROM THE

CURATOR OF THE BOTANIC GARDEN, GLASNEVIN,
January, 1855.

The Museum of Economic Botany has proved a

great source of additional interest to the public during

the past summer, though it still is in a very imperfect

state. Whether this may have arisen more from its-

novelty, or from its real importance, I am unable to

state, but certainly no other department of the Garden
has been so much frequented by visitors as the Museum.
It is consequeutly to be desired that its true value,

both in an economic and educatioual point of view, may
be fully understood, and lead to its being supported ia

the same respectable manner as the Museums of Econo-

mic Botany which are attached to the Kew and Edin-

burgh Gardens.

In the experimental portions of the Garden, trials

have been again made on the growing of root crops at

different distances. 1 reported on this subject last year,

when the results were in favour of sowing moderately

thick, which is also the case in the present iustance.

Plots of ground 18 yards wude, by 12 long, were sown

with Mangold Wurzel. On one, the drills were 18 inches

apart, and the plants stood 9 inches apart in the drills.

The produce of this weighed 1 ton, 2 cwt. 1 qr. Another

of same dimensions, on which the drills were 3 feet

apart, and the plants 18 inches in the drills, only pro-

duced 16 cwt. Both spaces were manured alike, and
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side by side Some experiment* were tried with

manure*. A plot 18 yard* wide, by 12 long, manured

with bog-mould '""1 wilt mixed, produced 14 cwt. of

Mangold roots. Another of name dimensions, manured

with equal parts <>f bog-mould, milt, and stable manure,

produced 1 7 cwt, ; and a third, with stable-yard manure

alone, produced 1 ton 4 cwt. Tho within of manures

put on each division were equal. Further trials with

other fertilising materials supplied hy a gentleman who

takes much interest in those matters have been made,

hut owing to tho lateness of tho soason when they wore

sent, the experiments did not get a fair trial. 1 shall,

therefore, reserve making any special report on them at

present, and only state that they afforded proof of

having considerable stimulating qualities.

Tho growing of seedling Potatoes has been particularly

attended to this year. Lust April the Assistant Secre-

tary sent to me 1 15 kinds of those seedlings, raised hy

Mr. Anderson of Fermoy, nt age* varying from two to

four years, all of which had either names attached, or

Btptes describing their merits. It was stated, that Mr.
Andci'Hon desired to have them tried and proved in the

Botanic Garden. They were accordingly planted with

much care, and samples of tho produce of 10!) of the

kinds aro now in tho Exhibition of Farm Produce, at

the Agricultural Museum of tho Society. It affords me
pleasure to report that there aro eomo first-rate kinds

among them, both as regards quality and prolific yield
;

and 1 have no doubt but they will noon take their places

as standard varieties for general cultivation ; but, so far

as their being proof against blight, such is not tho case.

'file haulm of every one of them was cut down in

common with tho ordinary varieties, when the Might

prevailed in August, but when dug in October the tubers

of a good many of tho kinds were (juitc Hound, whilst

others had about one- half diseased. The remarks

attached to the samples sent to the Exhibition will show

the effects as they occurred.

Supplies of plants and flowers have been regularly

sent twice in each week to the School of Art ; 750
examples from the Conservatories, and 2533 from the

outside grounds, besides private supplies to pupils who
came to the Garden and selected for themselves.

The Professors of the Royal College of Surgeons, and
Peter Street School of Medicine, have been supplied

with specimens for illustrating their lectures ; and
plants and flowers were freely sent to the Museum of

Industry, Stephen's Green, for Dr. Allnian's lectures in

that institution.
,

Although no official order was issued until lately for

affording the public access more freely to the Garden,
I acted in some degree on my own responsibility, and
admitted them (strangers especially) throughout the

summer, knowing it to be the desire of the Committee
of Botany, and members of the Society, to make the

nstltution as useful as possible. From a 1st December,
1853, to 31st December, 1854, thirty-seven thousand
*ix hundred and thirty-eight persons visited the Garden,
exclusive of nearly three thousand who attended the

lorticultural fete.

I have again reluctantly to call your attention to the

itate of the dwelling-house, trusting that for the beauti-

ying of your Garden, the comfort of your officer, and
or economic considerations, special information may be

I ailed for on this subject. D. Moore, Bee. 30, 1854.

eyes from or M inches of each cutting should be cut

out previously to planting, which prevents suckers from
being thrown out admit the roots, When liny have
been two years in the ni'rscry bed, and have fern ed

heads of four or Ave shoots, they may be plantod where
they nro intended to remain, inking care to have a stem

Of H inches clear above ground to each plant.

TRADE MF.MOICANHA.
Hswark of a ui.'in who is ropre curing liimscll

gnniener to n merchant, and who purchases plants and

groonhouae work upon false representations. Hisalm
seems to ho to live on his dupes a few days, mid if he

can to borrow cash, mid give them tl" slip without

notice, His height is about 5 feet i inches, block hair

and whiskers, black coat and trousers, black figured

waistcoat. Answers to different names.

/
/

COMMON THINGS.
j

Pruning and Training Nut-bushes.—As soon as young
lauts are established, some pains should be taken to

j

ive their heads a proper form, which may be done in a

I.milar manner to that recommended for Gooseberries

nd Currants. If it is intended to keep the plants

uder a regular system of pruning, they must be kept
>w, so that their upper portions may be reached
anding on the ground, both for the purposes of

I tuning and of gathering the fruit. Their heads
mst be kept thin, shortening the leading shoots

11 9 or 12 inches, and cutting out such other
rong ones as would if left encumber the head,

iesides these, there will be also produced from the two
f three years' branches, annually, short twigs of 6 or

[

inches in length, which generally bear a great many >

Iuts the following year ; these should be thinned out,

at not shortened, leaving them in tolerable quantity
lierever they are produced, cutting them clean out the
Uowing winter, and leaving others in the same manner
those had been left the previous season. In Kent,

uts are better managed than in most other parts of

ngland. The bushes there are pruned much in the
j

anner just described, their branches being wide apart,
d the middle of the bushes very open. Some may,
iwever,deemittoomuch trouble to prune Nut trees in a
»ular way ; should this be the case, something still may
done to prevent their running into a wild state in

licit they generally are. They may be looked ever !

the first two or three years after planting, till their
ads have been formed into a kind of regular shape

;

t even then, it would take but little time to have
:m looked over once a year about this time, to clear
ay suckers and thin out their heads, remembering
it where the latter are crowded with wood the crop is

rays defective, except, perhaps, near the extremity of
!

i
branches

; on the contrary, where the bushes are
n, Nuts are generally good and abundant.
Propagation of Cun-ants.—These are increased by
tings only where good and handsome bushes are
[uired. For this purpose strong young shoots should
selected which are straight, and about 12 inches of
lowest part ol

A
each should be made use of. The

Home Correspondence.
An Irish Loy and tin Price of Digging,— You have

invited from your friends accounts of rates paid, &c,
for digging. Hy Statements published by the Society of

Friends, iu the frith Farmers' Gazette of 1849, of their

farniH In Connaught, it appears that they got their land

dug .') inches deep for !)s. (it/, an aero (statute). At the

same period other accounts stated that Conaaught men
would dig an acre of stubblo land when light 9 inches

deep for 6s. M., and when heavy for 10». Hut 111 I a was
a period of labour deterioration, when men were found

glad to work even in Leinster for id* Or 6d, a day, or

merely for their own food, their families being half

starved and wandering beggars through the country. In

ordinary years a very general rate for turning land

(as No. 1, see p. 68) hy the loy in the mountainous

districts of Ireland, where it is chiefly practised, is

for Btubbles about 10s., and for lea 12*. or 13s.;

in these cases, however, the land is not all

turned, the ridges or beds are generally narrow, that

is, including furrows, about 6 feet

wide, the furrow then is not

stirred, but the edge of the bed
turned down upon it fts by the

plongh ; indeed, this turning is

a close imitation of ploughing at

about 4 inches deep, and rates

most commonly about the same
price as ploughing would. For
this purpose the loy in the hands

of an Irishman is a most efficient

instrument, it gives him a great

lever power in raising and turn-

ing the sod ; indeed, so well is

it fitted for it, that I think a

man with less fatigue would torn

one half more ground in the day
than he would with the spade.

I had one in my hands a few
minutes ago : its dimensions are,

handle and blade, 5 feet flinches

long, the blade 1 h foot long, and

3h inches wide, and about .', inch

wider at its junction with the

handle, the step 6 inches above
the blade, and 6 inches higher is

the fulcrum 5 inches deep ; the

blade fits on to the handle by a
lapping of the sides for about
7 inches, and the handle is set

into the blade in a double wedge
form, side and lengthways. An
Englishman could make no hand
of this tool, and I do not con-

sider it well adapted to general

digging, although so used, but
an Irish lov. f]le narrow and strong blade fits

it well for hard, stony 'and, and the broad, wooden step

makes it easy to the foot ; the weight of the blade is about
5 or 6 lbs., and the weight of the whcie is about 10 J lbs.

In 1850, when labour was still low, I dug (as No. 2) in

the county of Longford 12 acres of strong clay land

(locally called gollagh), mostly stubble, with the spade,
forcing it into the grouud nearly perpendicularly to

9 or 10 inches, but turning the sod over sideways, in the
nature of a deep ploughing ; the whole ground was dug,
the men were employed at constant wages, work or no
work, wet or dry, at Sd. a day ; and in this way one
acre with another cost me H. and a few pence. This
might have been done for something less, eitiier by task

work, or by only paying the labourer for good working
days, and for which plenty of labourers might have been
got ; but as a man must eat, though he might not be
able to work, and as he would be better able to do a fail-

day's work when he did not fast on the day he could not
work, I thought it only just and reasonable, as well as
wise, to have him in attendance at all times, though at a
little more nominal cost. J. M. Gcodiir, Scrabby, Co.

Cavan.
The Winter and its Effects in Scotland.—I was anxious

to learn from Mr. Graham, of Belstane, who grows
Coniferse largely, how a plant I had giveu him some
years ago, of the Coniferous trine, which I supposed might
be an Athrotaxis, but which you suggested might be a
Microcachrys on examining a sprig which I sent you, and
the seeds of which I had received from South Australia,

had withstood the recent severe frost. Mr. Graham
writes me about that and some other of the numerous
tribes of Coniferaj which he grows, as follows :—" I

wrote to ask about the Microcachrys, aud to-day

(26 tit F'eb.) have a report that it is as fresh as it was

last summer. Great**! cold out Hurt < . ., at BtlsJuw,
Which I lie ») on Mo

I rtb inn., 8'abOTO
zero, 'I i i' • iiiie r M,'hi ;,

', otiw I 10* and upward*,
>. the iri»i hoi In i n

i
" '•; sari r*. Mi Graham then

notices '.be followfi ' preaeo Goveotana, at unhurt

;

<'.. I.iimberiiiin*, ditto ; Sequoia gjgante*), ditto Crypto-
moria, ditto; Pious ioslgots, all *»f«: ; Abie* stanzas*),

out
'

ly "iii) injured : A. Douglaof, on! of w-hr
200 noni and all other Pine* unscathed ; nil

the above I eh • in the o\ *i

ti'in ..I any kind. Atmy place betw, vben J md, a*?.

tuiiily favourably located nt to cLio*'.-. ,,, .,-,• baving

observed my oulaida thermometer lower than 17,
though il ' "

i tava gone down lower during night
i>, I have bad about a dozen of Sikkim

Rhododendron* out unfnlnjurad. Among ibeea »»-r»: \

Rhododendron Pali eri, I', sry/nteiftn a form of

it at least— si- if intern)' **fl the true K.
argenteum, which i* very scarce in Scotland, and jc.

Falconer!, but having the bad (like a small coney of the

true argenteum; It. Tboi '.nun, Wal-
liehi, fulgent, tiiveurn, Ejaacum, ntinpylorarpum;
and the following in a cold from* wholly unpri
by covering of any kind except the glazed uuihe* :

It. YVighti, cinnabarinum, lanetfoUttm, barbatum
(several of which I hail in the open border »ll nnm-
jored) ; R. anthopogon (Hook, pi), Ac. All thtae

stood admirably. Beside* these Rhi i I had
other thing* of a more questionable character, '*h;efi

stood out all this severe season, viz. : BerbeiW, tp. nt

10,000 t.i 11,000 feet on the Andes; Neillia thyrsi-

flora; Escallonia macrantha, foliage browned, bat

appears sound otherwise ; Ccrasus ilicifolia, slightly

touched in the foliage, appears quite sound ; AcacU,
sp. from South Australia, scathed in foliage. 'I

lowing in greenhouse or pot", often frozen as hard as

bricks— Pourretia pyramidata, a bromeliactous' plant

from Andes of Quito, at 10,000 and 11,000 feet; Arabia
species, with fine Fern-like foliage, at 13,000 feet on the

And'-: Draba alyssoides, a shrubby specie*, at from

14,000 to 15.000 feet, on Andes; Crcroolobus peru-

vianus at 12,000 feet, on Andes ; Melaatomao «.-, several

species, at from 9000 to 11,000 feet, Andes; Ribee,

species, at 13,000 feet, Andes; Margaricarpus setosus,

at 10,000 feet, Andes—in open grouod till middle of

December ; Berberis, dwarf species, at 1 4,000 feet on
Pichincha, said to be very pretty ; Alstromeria Caldasi,

from 10,000 to 12,000 feet on Andes: besides many
other things from the same elevations. Isaac Anderton,

Maryfield, near Edinburgh.

Subterranean Application of Liquid Manure.—Since

my return from the continent I have received several

letters from gardeuers informing me that a Mr. Wilkins

had taken out a patent for my invention for growing
Celery, and requesting me to inform the public of the

number of years I have grown Celery, &c, on that

system. In the year 1828 I used pipes for watering the
interior of Melon and Cucumber pits and frames, and
had excellent crops of Melons of large size and rich

sacchariue quality ; in proof of which I took the first

prize for Melons at the Doncaster Horticultural

Society's Exhibition seven consecutive years, and was
never beaten. If Mr. Wilkins will refer to the '•Gar-

deners' Magazine" of 1829, he will find something said

about my system of watering the interior of pits or

frames. After being so successful with my pipes in

conveying water to the roots of Melons and Cucumbers
I employed the same system for supplying liquid

manure to the roots of Celery aud other horticultural

produce with the same success, and I have continued it

ever since. Surely, therefore, my using pipes for apply-

ing liquid manure to the subsoil under the roots of

Celery, &c, for 26 years ought to convince Mr. Wilkins

that his system is not novel ; and I should like to know
why Mr. Wilkins should wish to levy a toll from the

public for that which is not his own. James Stephens,

28 years' Gardener and Steward, Carr Bouse, Doneasler,

Yorkshire, March 6.

Tepid Water for Watering Plants.—" Be sure you have
some water in your bouses for watering plants in winter,"

is a general cry with gardeners; ard although it maybe,
aud doubtless is, a good plan to adopt in the case ofstove

plants, it is quite unnecessary for those which usuahy

occupy a greenhouse, i- e., provided you have access to

a well of any depth. Duriug the late frost, I found ly
experiment that the temperature of the water from a

well 16 feet in depth was 46° Fahr., while some water

that had been standing all night on the flue of a green-

house had a temperature of only 42°, the temperature of

the greenhouse being 40°. This proves thai even during

the most severe weather the temperature of the earth

undergoes but very tittle change, and I have seen it

stated"that the heat increases gradually the farther we

go below the surface, though I do not remember in what

proportion. A. A.
'llee Late Proit.—The following observations were

taken with a six's thermometer, in exposed N. E.

aspect, at 2 feet from the ground. The lowest points

registered were :—Jan. 19th, 5°
; 21st,9°. Feb. 11th,

1°; 14th, 7°; 18tl>:
5°; 19th, 3=

; 23d, 8°. The
highest points registered were :—Jan. 24th, 36" ; 25tb,

36°
; Feb. 31, 36° ; oth, 39°. These returns are from

Jan. 19th to Feb. 19th inclusive, the minima represent-

ing the lowest tempera'ures of .he preceding nights.

The following are the means for the same dates :

, r > Msx- Min. iEean- Lowest.
. fS 1T.2S 23.53 1-

But the frost began some days before Jan. 19th, and I

think an additional table or two is necessary. The first

frost of sdv strength was on Jan. 11th, thermomeUrat
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16° ; from that till the 26'th of February we had a

frost every morning without a single exception, though

on the mornings of Feb. 4 ami 5 there was only 2° and
l°of frost respectively. Dividing the month of January,

I find the following are the averages for the first 15

days : max., 39.8 ; min., 33.9. For the last 16 days:

max., 2D. 8 ; min., 17.4. For the month of February :

max., 30.60 ; min., 19.40. And from the 6th to the

22d of Feb. my thermometer never touched the freezing

point at all. 1 attribute this rather to the exposure of

the thermometer to the wind, as another on the ground
close by indicated almost throughout the day the same
temperatures, and in one or two instances, when the

wind was high, two or three degrees warmer. All greens

are destroyed, except Cabbages, Brussels Sprouts and
Kale. A. R., Bromley Common, Kent, March 7.

The thermometers at Lilburn Tower, in the north of

Northumberland, are fixed about 4 feet from the ground.
The observations were taken at 9 a.m., and show the
lowest temperature in the preceding 24 hours :

—

February loth, + 5°
; ditto 16th, — 7°

; ditto 17tb, —
3°

; the mean of the maximum and minimum on
the morning of the 17th was — 7". We had frost and
snow fcr seven weeks. Evergreens look as if they had
been set fire to. Peach and Apricot trees appear to be
destroyed ; a handsome specimen Arauearia on our
terrace, if not killed, is very much injured. J. Deas.
The following are the coldest nights that have occurred
here during the late severe weather. The data are
taken "from a registering thermometer in the middle of

a garden, 3 feet from the ground:"—Feb. 10th, lowest,
S°; 13th, do., 9°; 14th, do., 9°

; 15th, do., 11°
; 16th,

do., 9°; 17th, do., zero; 18th, do., 6°; 21st, do., 10°.

We have had frost here, more or less, from Jau. 12ih
to Feb. 23th, or 48 days. Ice in small ponds was 12
inches thick. Vegetables have suffered very much,
but, from present appearances, evergreens have
not suffered near so much as in 1838. D ,

Amington Hall, near Tamworth, March 5.

On Feb. 16, at 12 p.m., an ordinary thermometer here
stood at 2°

; on Saturday, the 17th, at 7 A a.m., it was
1° below zero, being 9° lower than in January, 1838, as
registered by me in North Wales. Judging from
present appearances, Wallflowers, Sweet Williams, &c,
seem dead or dying. In the kitchen garden the Brassica
tribe is much cut up. With a flue, the thermometer being
1° below zero, I was able to keep a heat of 65° in the Pine
stove; having pot Grapes setting and swelling at the time, I
was obliged to keep up a brisk temperature. R, Gardener
to J. E. Bealcy, Esq., Hill House, WaUall, Staffordshire,
The lowest night temperature at Oulton Park, Cheshire,
I can state was as follows :—February 9th, 11"

; 10th,
10" ; 14th, 8.L"

; 15th, 12°
; 16th, 7°

; 17th, 6°
; 18th,

11°
; 19th, 14" ; 20th, 10° ; 21st, 8°. The register of

Dixie placed against the north wall of the house 10 feet
from the ground. E.

Yellow Raspberry.—This fruit, vulgarly called white
Raspberry, is, I think, very generally preferred for ils

delicious flavour to the red. It also possesses one con-
siderable advantage—that it is very little molested by
birds, who evidently are not fond of it ; and therefore
it can dispense with, nets in places where nothing else
will protect the red fruit. But its produce seems to be
very unsatisfactory ; and it yields but scanty dishes
even to the dessert table, while the red sorts are pre-
served by the bushel. Nor are the individual berries as
generally filled out, rounded, and well-formed as the
others. There is something defective about the plant.
Can any of your correspondents inform me whether any
artificial treatment, such as manuring or watering in the
dry parts of the spring, will impart to this variety the
luxuriance and productiveness of the red Raspberries ?

A.M.
F

" Pregussata Fig.— In the select list of Figs which you
give your correspondents, you often name Pregussata

;

Loudon I see does the same. I tried the sort for
several years under glass, but it never even showed a
fruit, and I gave it up in despair. Do others find it a
good bearer ? S. B., March 5.

Healing Paint for decayed Branches, or Snags, in
Forest and other Trees.—Dissolve 2 oz. of corrosive subli-
mate in spirits of wine, and mix with 3 pints of best
tar. The decayed parts to be pared off or gouged out
below the level of the surroundiug sound bark, and the
wound well painted over with the above. All limbs
that require removal should be cut off close to the trunk,
or larger branch, and treated in the same way. Wm.
Collyns, M.R.C.S., Drenslcignlon.

T/ie Winter in Ireland.—The effects of the late frosts
on some of the half hardy plants at Woodstock, near
Inistioge, are as follows :—Eucalyptus perfoliata quite
healthy, whilst E. obliqua is killed, and E. robusta very
much injured. Corraea rufa not at all injured ; C. alba
dead. Mimosa prostrata quite healthy at the west wall,
dead at south wall. Acacia affinis very much injured

;

A. vertieillata dead. Ceanothus divaricatus and
azureus killed, C. rigidus and several others healthy.
Spiraea Reevesiana killed, S. fiore-pleno and all the others
uninjured. Olea fragraus quite healthy at the west wall,
hilled at south wall. Colietia ferox slightly injured.
Berberis empetrifolia and asiatica killed, B. dulcis and
several other kinds not injured. It may be remarked
that most of the above are established plants, being
more than ten years planted. Amongst the exotic
Coniferte which stood well here may be mentioned
Pinus Hartwegi, excelsa, apulcensis, and devoniana.
Cunuinghamia sinensis looks remarkably well. Cupres-
sus Lambertiana and macrocarpa could not be more
healthy; C. lusitanica (Goa Cedar, 50 years old),
greatly injured ; whilst C. Goveniana in an exposed

situation, in flower and full of cones, not the least

injured. Juniperus bermudiana, browned other

seasous, quite green and healthy now. Cryptomeria
japonica, 20 feet high, never looked better. Arauearia

imbricata, 30 feet high, in rude health. Abies morinda
and Douglasi, as well as Picea Webbiaua and Piuus

insiguis, it is well to know, will stand the lowest tem-

perature. March 1.

Rain at Cirencester in 1354 :

—

Inches.
2.98

0.96

January
February
March
April

May
June

0.68

0.25

2.90

1.73

Inches.
Brought forward ... 9.45

July ... 3.15
August ... 0.90
September... ... 0.70
October ... 2.72
November ... 1.62

December ... 1.48

Carded forward ... 9.45 19.92

Comparison of Ten Years with Chiswick.

1S45I184G 1847 1S4S 1S49 1S50 1851 1852 1853 iS54

Cirencester
CMs wick

29.9 32.1

23.3 27.7

25.9

Q.o 3,1 1R.0 4.1 1R2 8.4 1.0

48.8

32.6

19.9

1S.9

Aveiiiyt— uireiicester, 31.4; (Jluswick, 23.3, 'Jhos. C. Brown.
Grafted Rhododendrons .and Hardiness of Hybrids.—

The discussion now going on in your columns as to the

merits or demerits of grafted Rhododendrons will not

fail to elicit some useful facts concerning that valuable

plant, which I think might justly be called the most
ornamental hardy evergreen shrub we possess, and
therefore deserving of having everything said about it

which is in any way likely to facilitate its general cul-

ture. I have had some experience among Rhododen-
drons, which leads me to differ from " J. R/s" assump-
tion that grafting is necessarily a dwarfing process.

Many seedling plants of R. ponticura will grow quite

as strongly as any hybrid that has ever come under my
notice, and if such "stocks are chosen for grafting upon,

and that operation be skilfully performed, there can be

no reason why a plant resulting from such an union
should be less robust than another of the same
variety raised from a layer ; I must admit, how-
ever, that I have never seen any hybrids possessing

that laurel-like luxuriance described by " J. R."
As regards another point in dispute, as to whether the

hardihood of a hybrid is determined by the male or

ihe female parent, I agree with " J. R." and the autho-

rities he quotes, that the male exercises the strongest

influence in this matter upon the offspring ; but as my
opinion is founded upon the following single experiment,

it|may not be worth much. Some eight or ten years
ago a plant of R. arboreum grew in the border of a con-

servatory here, and yet notwithstanding its favourable

situation, it refused to produce its magnificent flowers

oftener than once in two years. On one occasion I

fertilised some of its blossoms with pollen from common
hardy kinds which had been forced into early bloom,
and plants the produce of this cross have been growing
out in the common soil of the pleasure-ground ever since,

some of them being now from 5 to 6 feet h'gl), and as much
through ; consequently they are perfectly hardy.

j
gin

habit and appearance they differ altogether from
arboreum, being dense spreading bushes, with nothing
tree-like about them. One peculiarity of the female
parent, its thy blooming, has however been inherited by
the offspring, for some of these large bushes have never
yet produced a single flower ; others have flowered

sparingly, the colour in all cases being some shade of

crimson. I have also raised some very distinct varieties

by crossing alta-clerense and other red hvbrids with the

common sorts of ponticum aud catawbiense. These
commence blooming after their female parents, coming
out in succession till the common kinds begin to open,

aud thus slopping a gap in the flowering season of

Rhododendrons ; they have also the desirable properties

of bright and various colours, and a compact dwarf
habit, but the value of them is unfortunately lessened

by their liability to disfigurement by late spring

frosts. A new class of late-blooming, high-coloured

kinds, not liable to this last objection, is now in the

hands of the principal growers, but being at present

high in price, these are not much known to general cul-

tivators. It would help to make them more so if

Messrs. Standish and Noble would favour our readers

with the names and colours of the best and most distinct

of them. Hybrids raised from seeds of R. campanu-
latum, I find, inherit in a striking degree its peculiari-

ties. In foliage and manner of growth there is a strong

family likeness between that species and my seedlings

from it, and unfortunately they promise to be quite as

shy as the mother in producing flowers. Judging from
what we know of the Indian species, it is to be feared

that none of the large growing kinds from that country
will be free bloomers. J. B. W.

^oricitts.

Hokticultdeal, March 6.—J. M. Strachan, Esq., in

the chair. The Hon. Lord Murray, J. Boord, Esq., and

Mr. Videon were elected Fellows. Notwithstanding the

very severe weather we have lately experienced, there

was an excellent exhibition on this occasion, not only of

plants and fruits, but also of forced vegetables. Of
Forced Bulbs there were some charming collections,

chiefly of Hyacinths ; of these the best came from Mr.
Davies,gr. to E. Rosher, Esq., of Hamilton Terrace, St.

John's Wood. The most striking varieties contained in

it were Laurens Hosier, Charles Dickens, Nimrod,

Sutton's Favourite, and Queen Victoria. Mr. Cutbush,

of Highgate, furnished a group in which were two sorts
particularly worthy of notice; they were William the
First, a very deep bluish purple witli a large compact
head of single flowers, and Baron Rothschild, a bright
red, aud also single. Mr. Todman, gr. to Mrs. Buck-
master, contributed a mixed collection of bulbs, consist-

ing of Tournesol Tulips, Jonquils, Lachenalias, and four
hinds of Hyacinths. Cyclamens were furnished by
Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of the Wellington Road Nur-
sery, and Mr. Myatt, of Deptford. The latter sent C.

persicum ; the former red, white, rose and flesh coloured
varieties of that kind, together with the dwarf and pretty
C. Atkinsi, a comparatively new hybrid raised by Mr.
Atkins, cf Painswick, from seed of C. coum crossed with
persicum. Cinerarias were confined to one collection,

which was contributed by Mr. Todman. The most
striking varieties were Beauty of Clapham, Queen, and
Delight. The last named exhibitor also showed finely

flowered medium sized plants of Indian Azaleas, con-
sisting of Prcestans, Trotteriana, a variety in the way of
lateritia, and purpurea elegans. Mr. Fleming again
showed a plant of his purple striped and mottled white
seedling called Duchess of Sutherland.

Among Orchids were some noble specimens. Of
these the most remarkable was Dendrobium speciosum,
a large plant well furnished with flower spikes, from
Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting. This was unfortunately,

however, the spotless variety of it, which is not nearly

so handsome as the other. It was stated that the magni-
ficent plant of this Deudrobe which the Society is well

known to possess, is now in full flower in the garden at

Chiswick, but that owing to its great size it could not be

got out of the door of the house in which it is growing,

to bring to the meeting. The other Orchids in Messrs.

Rollisson's collection were the White Butterfly plant

(Phaltenopsis amabilis), the ivory white flowered Cymbi-
dium eburneum, Schomburgkia violacea, Vanda tricolor,

and a handsome variety of Dendrobium nobile called

pulcherrimum. Messrs.Veiteh sent the singular-looking

Lady's Slipper, Cypripedium villosum, so called on
account of the long hairs with which the flowers are

furnished. Mr. Forsyth, gr. to Baron Rothschild, had
a well flowered Phaius grandifoiius, aud a large and
fine Dendrobium nobile came from Mr. Hamnierton,

gr. to J. Lovick, Esq., of Stamford Hill. Flowers of

Mormodes igueum and of two Vandas were contributed

by Mr. Pass, gr. to T. Brocklehurst, Esq , of the Fence,

Macclesfield.

Of Stove and Greenhouse plants there were several.

Mr. Davies, gr. to E. Rosher, Esq., showed Franciscea

confertiflora, certainly the most ornamental of the

genus. A plant of this and another species of Franciscea

were also exhibited by Messrs. Veitch, who showed,

moreover, a charmingly blossomed specimen of the

Jasmine-flowered Rhododendron, pronounced by many
to be the gem of the exhibition ; also a fragrant white

flowered Posoqueria, and some of the better kinds ol

Epacrises. Messrs. Lee had well grown plants ol

Styphelia tubiflora, Eriostemon linifolium, Imatophyllum

miniatum; an Epacris and a Camellia. Mr. Todman sent

Eriostemon myoporoides, and from MeBsrs. Henderson,

of Pine Apple Place, came Hebeclinium ianthemum,

in the shape of a handsome bush covered with blue

Ageratnm-like flowers, a Begonia, some Acacias, and

other plants.

A small boxful of Neapolitan Violets, was shown by

Mr. Boyd,gr.to ViseountDillon, at Dytchley Park, Oxon.

Of Chinese Primroses there were four collections, all

of them good specimens, and well flowered. They came
from Mr. Smith, gr. to Mrs. Reay, of Wanstead ; Mr.

Chilmau, gr. to Mrs. Smith, of Epsom ; Mr. Green, gr.

to Sir E. Antrobus ; aud Messrs. Henderson, ol

Wellington Road. Mr. Hayes, of Edmonton, had a

pretty blush kind called Bride, whose blooms measured

1^ inch across. A good specimen of Double White was

shown by Mr. Keele, gr. to J. Butler, Esq., of Woolwich.

Some good Pine Apples were produced. Mr. Flem
ing sent from Trentham two fruit of the smooth-leavec

Cayenne ; one a little too far gone, weighing 5 lbs. 4 oz.

the other 4 lbs. 12 oz. From Mr. Davies, gr. to Lady

Bridport, came a Black Prince, finely shaped, weighing

6 lbs. 4 oz., and a smooth-leaved Cayenne, weighing

4 lbs. 3 oz. These were stated to be both from ok

stools ; one of which (the Cayenne) yielded in July lasr

a fruit 61 lbs. weight, and the other (the Black Prince

one in August last 10 lbs. in weight. Mr. Dodds, gr. tc

Colonel Baker, showed a smooth-leaved Cayenne, weigh

ing 4 lbs. Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke of Norfolk

sent both smooth and prickly leaved Cayennes, th<

former weighing 2 lbs. 5 oz., and the latter 3 lbs. 10 oz

Mr. Page, gr. to W. Leaf, Esq., had a Providence

weighing 4 lbs. 15 oz.; and Messrs. Bray and Hendersot

had each a Queen, weighing respectively 3 lbs. 1 oz.

New Grapes, quite ripe and beautifully coloured

came from Mr. Forbes, gr. to the Duke of Bedford, a:

;

Woburu ; and Mr. Jennings, gr. to the Earl of Derby

at Knowsley. These both consisted of Black Ham I

burgh.

Pears, unrivalled for their beauty and freshnes i;

thus late in the season, were shown by Mr. Tillyard, gr
!

to the Right Hon. the Speaker. Fine examples of thi i

kind of fruit were also furnished by Mr. Snow, gr. *| I

Earl de Grey ; Mr. Robertson, gr. to Lady Emily Foley,

,

and Mr. Smith, gr. to Mrs. Keay. Among the varietie,

,

shown were Easter Beurre, Beurre Bance, Ne Plu,
1

Meuris, Kuight's Monarch, Glou Morceau, Old ColroaT|
j

Winter Crassane, Chaumontel, Beurre de la Motfci
t

Catillae, and large and fine specimens of Uvedale'6 S»

)

Germain. The latter came from Mr. Snow.

A most beautiful collection of Apples was shown b
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Mr. fenow, their skina J>«*ii»tr bright and clear without

tiin slightest symptoms of shrivelling. Among them

wero lili'iihoiin I'ippin, Golden Noble, a largo pale

yellow Apple, IIiiII'b Golden li.i iiirlti', Kirk's ditto, Court

ivndu Plat, Robinson's I'ippin, Bedfordshire Found-

ling, Selene (reported to be a useful Apple;, Old Golden

Pippin ((Voui an east wall), Scarlet Nonpareil, and one

or two others. Mr. MeEwon :i1ho cent a trayful of woll-

proservcd varieties of Applet from the Dulteof Norfolk's

garden at Arundel.

Strawberries were exhibited but they wrro not pood.

Mr. M'Ewen sent Blaeli Prince and Keens' Seedling;

and Mr. Brown, of WuHIimih Abbey, the last named
varioty.

Forced Vegetables, considering the Imd weather we
have imd for nuc.Ii tilings, wore very satisfactory : Mr.
M'Ewen produced examples of Mitchell's Royal Albert

Rhubarb, Fulmor's Early Kidney Bean, Ai
|

Potatoes (very hiuhII), Seakale, and Mushrooms. Mr.
Fleming sent from Trentham Rhubarb, Kidney Beans,

Seakale, leaves of Silver Jiett, h brace of good Cucum-
bers, and some Mushrooms.

Of Snlnd Vegetables, Mr. Tillynrd scut Beck's horl

topped K:h1i ii Celery, Batavian and green.curled

Endive, Mustard and ('resfl, and a brnco of .Sion House
Cucumbers. Mr. Fleming bail LettuceB, blanched

Chicory leaves, Celery, Beet, Mustard and Cress, and
Cucumbers, the latter a long kind, a hybrid from a

Wbito opine crossed with Sion Houbc. Mr. M'Ewon pro-

duced Lettuces, Endive, Celery, young Onions, Mustard

and Cress, and Sion House Cucumber. Some Cucum-
bers, Mushrooms, and Asparagus, wcro also exhibited

by Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq., and Mr. Tivey,

gr. to J. II. Elwes, Esq., of Cheltenham. Of French

produco, Mr. Lewis Solomon, of Covent Garden, showed
Lettuces, Endive, Globe Artichokes, very large, White
Asparagus, and Green " Sprue," and Barbo du Capuoin.

Variegated Scotch Kail was contributed by Mr.
Fleming, in order to show how well it had withstood

the severity of the winter. It was stated I hat the Irost

had had no effect on it whatever, while it had left nearly

all other winter Coleworts quite blanched. The variety in

question ia red coloured, and is much grown in the

Highlands of Scotland, where it is called Cow
Kail. It is, however, a good garden vegetable, espe-

cially in severe winters.

Among Miscellaneous Articles was a new kind of hoe
from Mr. Wood, gr. to C. R. Scott Aiurray, Esq. It

may be described as a common draw hoe with r^pick in

the centre of the hoe about 6 inches or so long. It may I

thus be said to be a combination of the Vernon and
Common draw hoe. It was stated to be a useful imple-
ment botli for stirring the ground and killing weeds.

A very pretty Basket made of wicker, and covered on
the outside with leather stamped so as to resemble I

leaves and fruit, and also a smaller basket covered with
leather leaves, were exhibited. These are intended

for setting pot plants in in sitting rooms, and are doubt-

less well adapted for the purpose, being much more orna-

mental than a bare garden pot. They are made by
Mrs. Compton, of Blackheath Hill.

Three Watering Pots made of zinc were shown by Mr.
T. B. Lawrence. A model and plan of a Hot-water Pipe

j

were produced by Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie ; they

were intended to show that by pressing, as it were, a
|

4-inch circular pipe into a kind of square, with deep
indentations in its sides, it would still have as much
heating surface as a round 4-inch pipe, and at the same
time require less water. How this kind of pipe may
answer can only be determined by experiment.

Samples of Vegetables preserved by Messrs. Chollet

& Co., of Paris, under Masson's patent, were exhibited;

a full account of these will be found in another page.

An extensive and valuable assortment of Fibrous
Materials : Cordage and Paper prepared from them was
furnished by the secretary of the Society, Dr. Koyle.
Among them were Plantain fibre and tow, plain and
dyed, showing that it takes colour well ; also fibre from
Yuccas, Pitu or Agave (Madras), Sanseviera or
Moorva, Moonja (Saceharum Munja), a kind of Sugar
^ane, Pine Apple, and Jute (Corchorus olitorius). There
>vere likewise leaves of Bhabhur (Eriophoruiu cannabi-
aum), and Cyperus(C. tegetum), together with examples
>f a kind of Bark-cloth from the Paper Mulberry and
?lam tree of Borneo. These natural cloths and fibres,

Ogether with the papers made from Lace-bark, Plaintain,
Ice, excited, as might he expected, much interest,

howing, as they did, the richness of our Indian empire
a textile materials, which are at present so scarce
rfth us. They were sent partly to show the great
.umbers which we have in India, and of which
aper is made in the far East ; in opposition to some
ere, who say paper cannot be well made from fibres,

ut that you require a woven fabric. Another object
'as to show that you need not take the trouble of sepa-
sting the fibres individually, but that the Chinese, &c,
rip off the bark of the Paper Mulberry and pound it

;ito half stuff, and water it down into pulp ; so iu the
limalayas do they treat the Daphne, of which enormous
leets of tough paper are made, and which, when care-
illy made, will take the finest impressions, as the so-
illed Indian paper for proofs. They strip off the bark
species of Mulberry, Artocarpus, &c, which we

low grow large and quickly and are abundant, and
mnd the bark into half stuff ; so with many other trees
iw yielding bast, bark, cloth, &c. In India, moreover,
:y make paper from endogenous fibres, as of Agave,
oseviera, and Plantain. The latter of every variety
quality ; that is, both thick for drawing paper, and

tough for packing pnpar * pnd lu*r<J It hu own Diadd

fine enough for the Qnedn'fl oolc paper. In India, flioy

a] o i'i.i.m paper from tHo BO-caiJud Heinpf and Jut**

aa well un from Cotton $ thai I fj om * n i
<>\ ' or

cl
|
Crotalaria, HfblAouft, and 601 yplum : thus lh<jy

can show an abundant, novor failing source of supply »*f

cheap materials. The Imihih made into rope even ell oi

Hu- Arracan coast foral 1 B h ewi 1.. and Sunn
arc sold In the / tate "i fture from Bi, to

'

•. a cwt. Why
may not other fibres be produced ds cheaply 01 n

;i". those of Malabar and the Malayan penin ula,

or Hi- luxurlnnfcand ivell-waterod Bengal ' Mr. Henley,
quoted in Dr. RoylerVnew work, whero all

are fully detailod* itatee (hat good half stuff m»y i»<

landed in London "t Irom \Bl. (•» l"/. per ton ; tho latter

equal to that from good linen rage, from which there

would be little 1«hh In preparation, and which would,

moreover, I"- useful fbv
£i

filling up#" Bamples oi paper

prepared from Holcus laoeharatus were also exhibited

iron 1 Mr, Henderson^ of Kingskorswoll. They were
strong, innl of tolerably good colour. It was mentioned
thai fibre of this plant was Borne timi 1

-> nfttod i"

ili.' Treasury for the purpose of instituting experiments
with it, in order to ascertain it* value, and that the

result of the Government investigations was, thai ii wai

inferior in strength to Hemp, but very nearly »h strong
ns Flax.

Among plants from the garden of the Society, the
most remarkablo was Thyrsacanthuj rntilans, a scarlet'

(lowered stove plant, of which Borne account was given
last week. There wore also cut flower'* of Gbimonan-
tliua, from plants on the conservative wall, protected
only by 111n.tR, which have had the effect of preserving

them perfectly from the frost.

Cuttings of four kinds Of new Pears were distributed

to such Fellows as wished to receive them.
The Medals, &c, awnrded on this occasion, will be

found, in our advertising columns.

J&otircS of 23cofe£,

TlttBook of Ike Garden. By Charles M'Intosh. Black-
wood. Edinburgh and Loudon. 2 vols. iivo. 4/. Is, Gd.

Every one interested in gardening or who has devoted
any portion of time either to the perusal of its literature

or to the pursuit of it as a delightful and intellectual

occupation, must have noted the extraordinary and
almost incredible strides which have marked its progress
during the last 30 years. It is the purpose of the work
before us to describe that progress. Thirty years since

little iihroad had been made upon the ancient principles

of its architecture or its evcr-y-day operations; hence, any
innovation upon long established practices was received

with suspicion and distrust. To have erected a green-

house upon any other plan than with front sashes,

like a pastrycook's shop, and a semi-opaque roof,

\> ould have been considered absurd. Houses for the

production of fruits had also one stereotyped plan,

viz., the lean-to. The timbers employed were such as

are used in the construction of cathedrals ; the glass,

the dingiest that could be found, with small squares,

half of them lap, and usually embedded in putty. These
principles we modern innovators presume were adopted

to keep in heat and shut out light, and yet our author
says,* "Improvements in hothouse building appear to

bear no comparison with the improvements that have
taken place of late years iu other departments of horti-

culture." We think it must, however, be admitted that

progress has been made in the "structural" depart-

ment of gardening. Sir George M'Kenzie and the late

Thomas Andrew Knight were among the first to

dispel the cloud that hung over us, and let in the

rays of light. Mr. Loudon, by means of his nume-
rous publications, helped to enlist and enlighten the

public mind. Then came forward Sir Joseph Paxton,
who produced the great conservatory at Chatsworth
(at that time unequalled as a glass structure) on a new
principle termed " the ridge and furrow." This has
been followed by the Crystal Palace at Sydenham,
which a celebrated writer terms, and justly, "the eighth

wonder of the world." We caunot, therefore, at all

agree with our author in his opinion on the progress of

"structural" gardening, and in support of our case we
appeal to plates 6 and 7, which illustrate his own
desig;.s at Poltalloch and also at Panmure, where he
has succeeded in producing a new system of arrange-
ment and ventilation of an admirable description.

For the construction of garden walls Mr. M'Intosh
has given various plans ; but we are glad to find that

when built of brick he approves of and adopts hollow
walls, which are equally strong as solid ones, and less

expensive, the cavity within containing a large body of

air, which from its nouconuuetive properties renders
them drier and warmer; and he adds,-r "to ensure
durability all walls when first built ought to be furnished

with either east-iron eyed or headed nails pushed into

the joints before the mortar or cement is set, 9 inches

as a minimum and 15 inches the maximum distance

apart. To these the trees should be secured by soft

twine previously steeped in pyroligneous ether.. This
will not only be found an immense saving of material

ever after, but will secure the wall agaiust these annual
defacements which arise from driving in and pulling out
thousands of nails both in joints and in the bricks."'

In this excellent advice we entirely concur, tor what
cau be more unsightly than a garden wall freckled all

over as if it. had bad an attack of the small pox, aflord-

. i.ii'lh ot I : t.rna-

iii' i. I'd wiib (hi Ii

I

lili'l illu

1

i horticultural pi

20 years.

different
. .

cmlly '.!

plntitti<xii'":

I

which ii......
v in "'1 hi -.." and

garden archill

and thoroughly com| rehei d it, roi tl Ii

soul and hiiccckh of plant culttir".

i i i
i.i to the full

tlthy lunga an i

the human body.

In tb" CODBil

the " etructuraf" i rn will

be found to contain a largi

able alike for bull >. M'Into»ii

being himaell one of the in< ced garden

tecta of our time, minute detaila are giren, to that

the expi '

every necessary erection, may be at once accrtaftmdj a

matter of no small im;

either to form na or imprw already

exist. The details arc <
mates, as far a« these can be given, owing to th* floc-

tuation of prices of labour and in different

parts of the country, are such a -ied upon aa

a close approximation to accuracy.

We shall conclude our ome of

this work, which is devoted to f.ructural Hardening,

matter wholly different from that contained in the

second volume, with a few observations on the f-xecution

of the work before, us. It contain! I pages

and about 1100 illustrations, 3nd it will, we think, be

admitted that arliMicallynoformerworkon gardening has

yet equalled it ; the engravings ar< :romthebeK
subjects, such as the Royal Gardens, Frozmore, Royal

Botanic Garden, Kew. Svnri House, <\hi<-wick Hous*,

Holland House, Dalkei'h Palace, &c, &c, besides some
excellent examples of flov 9. The coloured

plates deserve the attentive consideration of the young
gardener, exhibiting as they do the principles by which
the various colours to produce harmonious effect are

arranged. On the whole, this volume on structural

gardening, both in compilation and artistical execution,

deserves our warmest commendation.
The second volume of this work is of a cultural

character, and has been got up with jrrcat care and re-

search. It embodies the opinions a: of tbe

older writers on Horticulture, and also what is of more
importance, the experience of our eminent modern
gardeners on the subject, together with the opinions cf

our author, who has studied and practised tbe art for

upwards of half a century, both in this country and on

the Continent. If we were called upon to show tbe

value such a hook possesses when in the hands of a

gentleman or his gardener, we roizh' r r '

:

r.t to page 10

of the volume under notice, where Mr. M'Intosh gives

the quantities of seeds necessary for a kitchen garden

of an acre. How such quantities may acree with those

recommended by our advertising friends, we know not :

we should, however, feel ourselves safe in being guided

by the great experience of our author in a matter ot

this kind. With regard to the varieties of seeds, which are

now becoming a nuisance, and a puzzle to every possessor

of a garden, Mr. M'lntosh's book will be found a good

guide, pointing out as it does the best kinds to form a

selection, a matter which every one must admit to be

mo-t important. The same iu fact msv be said in

respect to fruit trees. The cumbrous lists which are

issued from the various nursery establishments, both in

this country and on the Continent, are enough to perplex

and confuse our very best cultivators. '' The Book of

the Garden " will relieve us of much of this diSeulrr,

It will also plaoe before the reading gardener—sad who
are not reading gardeners now-a-dnys '—the prin-

ciples of the art explained and discussed in a manner

diffuse and instructive. Such plants as are introduced,

whether tree, shrub, herb, cr vegetable, are fully

described, both as to culture and nsf. and we doubt

whether in any other w.-.rk ti:e enemies of gs:

have been more fnlly illustrated. The insects which

inflict an injury on vegetation are not overlooked, and

the readiest means o: their destruction pointed out. We
therefore feel justified in recommend;-; Mr. MTatcsh's

two excellent volumes to the notice of the public

» Vol. I., page 10S. + Vol. I, page 106.

FLORICULTURE,
The Holltecce-—This is now t-ecoroirp a favourite

both in the gardens of the rich and poor. It is a plant

of easy culture, and may be propagated either by se^
division of the roots, or by cuttings. The seed should

be gathered from the best coloured double varieties; and
when cleaned from the husk it should be stored in a drv
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situation until March or April, wlien it should be sown
broadcast, either on a gentle hotbed or on a warm
sheltered border prepared for the purpose. As soon as

the young seedlings will bear handling they should be

transplanted into a rich soil in rows 2 feet apart, and
the plants should stand 1 foot asunder in the rows, in

order that they may not be spoiled by being too crowded.

The following season they will bloom, when a selection

should be made, and all the best varieties marked ; such

as are finely shaped and brightly coloured should be cut

down, and planted where they are to remain aud bloom
;

the others may be thrown away. Fine varieties are

giving weak liquid manure water to such as may have
tilled their pots with roots. Pot off Achimenes before

they get so strong as to be likely to suffer by the opera-

tion. Look sharply after insects here, particularly mealy
bug, which, wherever it exists, will be escaping from its

winter quarters, aud unless destroyed with a diligent

hand will soon spread and become very troublesome.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The increased amount of sunshine which

we are now experiencing will be highly beneficial to

these, especially to plants swelling their fruit. Give
these as much tepid manure water as the soil will bear

readily increased and perpetuated by division: good
j
without becoming too wet, and afford them a thoroughly

strong plants with plenty of shoots may be taken up moist atmosphere with a warm temperature ; but obtain

when they have done blooming, and divided either with
; this as far as possible by economising the solar heat,

a spade or a sharp knife, taking care that each part has giving air sparingly when the glass rises towards 80° or

a good supply of roots, and then they may be planted 85°, but do this by opening the ventilators on the

where they are to remain and bloom. When they are ' sheltered side of the house, so as to avoid currents of

propagated by cuttings they should be made from the dry air blowing through the house, and robbing the

laterals or side shoots which push from the base of the
|
atmosphere of its moisture, and shut up early in the

main stems. When the cuttings are prepared they
| afternoon. Do not hurry young stock, but aim at

should be planted round the edge of pots, filled with a

compost of sandy loam, pressing the earth dose to each
cutting as you proceed. At first the pots should be
placed in artificial heat, keeping the lights close down,
and allowing very little air until the cuttings have taken

root. They should not be allowed much water, as they

are liable to damp off, aud should be securely shaded
from the scorching heat of the sun. Wheu they have
emitted roots they should be potted off into small pots,

and then placed in a shady situation, where they may re-

ceive regular supplies of water, aud be gradually inured to

bear the full force of the sun. They will then be ready
for planting out, which may be done early in September,
by which means they will get established before winter.

Early in spring, when they begin to grow, they should
have strong tall stakes placed to them, the size of the

stake corresponding with the strength of the plant. As
they advance in growth the shoots should be regularly
tied to the stakes, aud during dry weather a dose of

liquid manure water would be useful. When the bloom-
ing season is over and the seed gathered, where 3eed is

required the old flower stems should be cut down. Dig
the ground among the plants, and give them a good
quantity of rotten manure. To some this attention may
appear tedious, but it will be amply repaid ; for, as a
back row plant extending alon^ a flower border, or
intermixed with Dahlias, the Hollyhock stands un-
rivalled. F. S.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The large amount of fire heat

which has been necessary in all plant houses this season

will have been very favourable to the increase of red
. ,

spider, and this pest should be carefully looked for upon prevent red spider making its appearance. If green-fiy

any plant likely to be infested with it. Plants that may makes its appearance, which often happens when the

have occasionally been allowed to get too dry at the weather has not admitted of giving air freely, or where

root, and those standing near the pipes or heat giving the trees are at all unhealthy from any cause fumi-

surface, or such as may be in a weakly state, are !

gate, and if mildew makes its appearance dust the

likely to be attacked first, and all such should be very
|

affected parts with sulphur immediately it is perceived,

minutely examined, and if they are found to be at all
|

Be careful not to push succession houses too fast, and

obtaining a stocky habit, aud proportion the temperature

to the state of the plants and the amount of li^ht. Do not

exceed 60° or 65° by night, and give a little air when the

glass rises to 75°, but with a moderate circulation of

air, 85° by sunshine will not be too high. See that

all is right at the root, for the sun will soon tell upon
badly rooted plants, discolouring the leaves, &c. Aim
at keeping the soil light and open, and in a nice healthy

state as to moisture, and do not syringe heavily, but give

the soil a liberal soaking whenever it may be necessary,

using the syringe merely to moisten the plants on the

afternoons of bright days, or after much fire heat has

been used. Vineries.—As the berries swell in the

early house it will be readily perceived whether the

bunches have been sufficiently thinned ; aud such as

may appear to have been left too thick should be gone

over a second time at once, for it is folly to allow the

energies of the Vine to be wasted upon fruit that is not

to be left to come to perfection. Also reduce the

number of bunches on Vines that appear to be over-

cropped, for with the most favourable seasons there is

no chance of securing first-rate fruit from Vines that

are allowed to carry too heavy a crop ; and overcropping

is, moreover, injurious to the Vines and to future

prospects ; keep the night temperature at about 65°

where the fruit is swelling, and use no more fire-heat

than may be indispensable to secure this, shutting up
early and economising the euu's influences as much as

possible. Also keep up a moist atmosphere until the

fruit begins to change colour, giving air very cautiously,

especially on stormy gloomy days. Attend to stopping

laterals, &c, and keep everything trim and orderly.

Peaches.— Keep the young shoots regularly and neatly

tied in so as to admit all the light and air possible to the

foliage, and give the trees a good washing with the

syringe or engine on the afternoons of fine days, to

exposed to the air, so as to have them fit for planting

out whenever the weather becomes such that they can
he safely trusted ; hut it will be wiae to keep all such
things under the shelter of glass until the nights become
warmer than they have lately been. Meantime, see

that the ground for the reception of these is prepared,

choosing a warm sheltered corner, and for Lettuce and
Cauliflowers it can hardly be made too rich. The main
crop of Potatoes should be planted at once ; Onious and
Parsuips should also be sown immediately, if not already

done. Make a small sowing of Savo^ s, Brussels Sprouts,

German Greens, Snow's and Early Sprouting Broccoli,

and Leeks, and see to providing a succession of Lettuce,

Radish, and other small salads, by frequent sowings.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT UlilSVVICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week e ul) ii „- M ;u r ; i C, !'•'>, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens

Babomrtxb.
Ibmhhhatubh.

Oi the Air. Ot the Earth Wind. &
ass Max. Min. Max. Min. «*„,,„ 1 loot, 2 leer

Mean
deep. deep.

Friday 2 13 29.355 29.0IU 53 38 45.5 38 33 s.w. :..:

Satur. 3 (1 S3. 134 - -2SMS 50- 3D 40.0 40 39$ .Oti

Sunday 4 IS ;9 576 MA73 49 3S.0 39 39 s.w. .00
Mori.. 5 'fi 29.703 :97 m a. 2R 39.5 39 40 S.K. .w
Ti.es. 6 17 29.8G6 29.86 1 51 23 37.0 39 40 N.E. .00

ffed. 7 IN 29.SVJ -29.M ; 4G 22 34.0 39 40 E. .(H»

Tlmra. 8 19 30.086 30.0*36 45 IS 31.5 39 40 K.K. .00

Avprn'Ti"

.

-.'iTK Cfl.nfie 49.5 1 26.3 :;-.;> 39.0 395 059

March "—Heavy mill; r.lcuHy; rain.— 3—Boisterous; ram; clear nud firm.— 4— Clear; cloudy and tine; slight frost,— 5—Slight fog; very fine; low log, but clear abors.— fi—Very fine; cloudy; foggy; frosty.— 7— Kros-.y ; fine; frosty.
— b—Very clear; line; clear at night ; sharp frost.

Mean temperature of the w eek 3 dec;, below the average-

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
Uurinfc the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending March 17» 1855.

«^4

5m*
Hi la

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds

M arch

.

1

si

450.5 3-2.U 4 1.7 9 0.20 in. ? 10 2

Mod, 12 61.4 32.2 41.8 12 0.23 6 3 3 j
=*[ *

61.3 31.9 43.1 1U 0.3G a 4 3
.1

Wed. 14 51.6 35.1 43.3 12 0.70 - t> 3
r; IV

Thura. 15 51.0 31.4 42.7 14 0.37 4o ~.r J
51.2 3J.5 42.9 11 0.26 -a 4 8

3 ;>Satur. 17 49.7 33.11 41.4 12 0.36

The h
1S2S, and
13 d.

ipbest temperature during the above period occurred on the lath.

ii:tli, 1311— therm. 67 deg. ; and the loweHl on the 13th, 1345—thenn-

infestei with this enemy, lay them upon their sides

on a clean mat, and give them a thorough washing

with the syringe or engine, using tepid water, and
taking care not to injure the foliage hy dashing

the water against it too strongly. If taken

secure a moist state of the atmosphere, using the syringe

freely except where the trees are in bloom.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Now that the ground is in a fit state for work, and

the weather favourable, every possible exertion should

time, red spider is very easily eradicated, but if once !
be made to get alterations completed, for planting can-

allowed to get thoroughly established, it is the most
destructive insect with which we have lo contend, and
perhaps the most difficult to eradicate. Recently potted

plants will require to be very carefully supplied with

water until they get into free growth, for although they

will not require a very liberal supply, any neglect, or

oversight, will be more likely to be injurious to such

than in the case of plants that have not been recently

shifted. If the well-known rule, " never water a plant

until the pot rings clear, and then give it a thorough

not be done too soon after this season, and if drying winds

should set in watering will be necessary in the case of

shrubs of any size that have not been long enough

removed to have made a few fresh roots. Also attend

to having everything well secured against wind, for

nothing is more injurious to plants than allowing them

to be rocked about by the wind, loosening and

breaking their roots. Bourbon, Tea, and other

tender Roses may now be pruned, and the beds

manured and lightly forked. Roses do not object

soaking," 'was regularly observed by persons entrusted
]

however, to a rather firm soil, and the roots should uot

with this work, plant growing would' be an easier and
i

be injured by forking or digging too deeply. The best

simpler matter than it has hitherto proved, save in the
|

manure for these, after they get fairly established, is

hands of those who respect this good old advice.
[

diluted night soil, which should be applied after looseu-

STiings that have been lately repotted should be kept as : iug the surface soil, and an inch or two of fresh soil

much together as circumstances will allow, affording I
sprinkled over the surface to prevent any unpleasant

them a ^rather humid atmosphere, syringing them
;

smell, &c. In the case of plants growing in hadly-

liglltly early on the afternoons ot fine days, and keeping
J

drained heavy soils, a good coat of well decayed farm-

them rather close. Luculias iu pots should be encou-
!

yard manure will be more suitable, and will assist in

raged to make their growth, in order to get the wood
j

keeping the ground moderately open. Get walks, &c,

well matured early in autumn, so as to have them in edged, and keep gravel aud lawns well rolled. Also see

flower before those planted out; for it is desirable to that a sufficient quantity of plants for bedding out is

lengthen the blooming season of these splendid plants as
\

in a fair way to be ready when wasted in May. Sow

much as possible. Should we be favoured with bright seeds of tender annuals on a gentle hot-bed, where they

weather, shading will soon be necessary for show-houses

that are much exposed to the sun, and also for some of

the Orchids. At all events, see that it is ready for

being put up, so that it may be fixed at any lime when
it is deemed advisable to do so, but it should be dis-

pensed with as long as can be safely done. Young
stock of all kinds should now be encouraged by every

possible means to make vigorous growth, especially

can be freely exposed to air when up, to keep them

stocky. Hardy annuals for early blooming may also be

sown in the borders.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where any nailing remains undone every advantage

should be taken of fine days to get this finished. Also

be prepared with covering for Apricots, Peaches, &c,

for the season is far advanced, and with bright warm

IWisiaa ; for these will soon be more disposed to days the blossoms will soon make their appearance.

bloom than make wood. See that they do not suffer And wherever it can be done the covering should be

for want of pot room, and keep them near the
;

put up at once to shade the trees, and retard their

glass to induce a close habit with strong short-
j

blooming as much as possible. Directly the nailing is

jointed wood. Stove.—Use every means to secure a
j

finished the borders should be forked or lightly dug over,

moist atmosphere here, and shut up early on fine days
|

so as to give the ground a fresh neat appearance. Peas,

after giving the plants a genile syringing. Encourue I
Lettuce, and Cauliflowers that have been raised or win-

_

the growth of Clerodendrons aud other gross feeders by I tered uuder glass should, save on frosty nights, be fully Woodlice: CJF. See p. 54 of the present year's volume.}

• Notices to Correspondents.
Barked Apple Trees : 6 B. We would advise you to give even

the worst of them a trial. Apply to the wounds cow-dung
mixed'witli clay and wood ashes, and tempered with water till

of the consistence of thick paint.

Bedding Plants : J Rogers will be obliged by some of our cor-

respondents, informing him whether Whiilavia grandiflora,

Escholtzia teouifolia, and Xeptosipllon aureuni are really good
bedding plants.

Cabbage: Lady Farmer. The " Thousand Heads" mentioned at

p. 112 of Soyefs " Shilling Cookery," is Chou a mille tetes, or
;

Cow Cabbage.
Drainage: S J W L. A four feet drainage will do very well. The

bore of the pipes is immaterial ; take the size that the farmers

use, and which you can most readily procure. Good U-inch
pipes with collars will suffice, but you will probably find a

larger size more procurable. Nothing is gained by a large

bore.

Early Peas : L M K. It is doubtless a good plan to shelter

early Peas when growing by placing a hedge of matting or of

plaited Bean stalks or otherprotection between the rows, where

they are much exposed to cold winds, provided the protection

does not shade the plants too mucb.+
Elm : W 31. Remove the soil at M idsummer, not now.

Efacrises : Yorkshire. You will find the treatment of these fully

given in au article by " Alpha" in our vol. fur 1853, p. 67.+

Foresting : J S. We really could do nothing with it. Such
subjects are very difficult to manage.

Greenhouses : Amateur Gardener. The real objection to iron is

that it is too expensive, except for large buildings. Gas may
be used for beating, prmiiicd—1, it cannot escape into the house

;

and 2, its drying action is counteracted by a sufficient evapo-

rating surface.

Hartley's Ronc.n Plate Glass : J C B. It will suit your

orchard house perfectly.^

Heating : R S. Y'ou know as much as we do, and must judge for

yourself.

Lettuces : Old Sub. They are blanched by tying up the outer

leaves over the inner ones so as to exclude the latter as much as

possible from light. They should not. however, be tied up

when wet or they are apt to rot in the heart.

t

Mulberry Trees: Siltn-orm. The white Mulberry trees yon

speak of were bought for a company formed to grow silk in Ire-

land. It failed, and all the plants disappeared long ago. The
speculation would not pay.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. AH we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—Erzermim. 1137, Anemone Bungeana;

1173, Hypericum crispum ; 224, H. empetrifolium
;

1119,

Pumaria pallida ; 78, Ranunculus arvensis; 322, R. Kotschyi;

1234, R. flammula(?) var. ; 2, Cevatocephalus falcatus.—S N.

Yes; but it is not specifically distinct from Asplenium

adiantum-uigrum. 5.

Nut Bushes : Amateur. You will find some remarks on pruning

and training these in another column of to-day's paper.}

South Devon Grass : J P. Don't you think a mild damp climate

an ample explanation of the circumstance you mention? It is

the Continental summer that renders green turf unattainable.

The sort 3f Grass has nothing to do with it.

Strawberries : S B. Do not remove the axillary crowns. They

remove nothing, and add much.
Susquehanna Root : J B D. We can find no one who knows

what this is ; but inquiries are making, of which you shall

know the result.

Tools : Stanton. We do not think you can buy in London a

genuine American axe.
f

Weeds: X F Z. If you don't mind colour, the readiest way ot

keeping them down is to "pay" the walks with gas tar.

Boiling salt water also is effectual, but no " chemical substance

can be advantageously employed except corrosive sublimate,

which is so poisonous that it is only to be used with very great

care.

Woods and Forests : R D. Pooh

!
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IjKIUJVIAN GUANO, Ifnliviitii Guano, Superplios
phato of Llmo, Nltnito of Hodii, Buftir Scum, and ovory

description of Artificial Uanurus. Llnrfood CakoH, &0«
Wm. InOMH Oahnk, 10, Murk LftnO, London,

rjouN maniihk ion sJPiiiNa sowiko.
CONCHNTHA'l'KI) [JKATI't FOK QHA.BS, UAL'-, AN1-I

A 1,1, HOOT CROPS,
SUPEKPMOSI'HAT]! OF 1.IMK.

HHE LONDON .vianiikio COMPANY continue
to manufacture tlio above ManuroB, which bayo been u eel

with no much HtlCOGHfl for the last M yennt.

Tile London Manure Company nlso ntipply PERUVI A N
<;i and (direct iVoru Importers' ivnrchouBOK}, Nitrate of Boda.

Sulphate of Aiumonlii, If-Shory and other Suits, Uono Du»t, anu
every urtifn'iul ihanuro nf known value. Edward Pinisicn, see.

OJTJcp in. Bridge Btreof, IMhqk friars.

"n YAN1C MANURE (JOMl'AN Y
V^ W 11 I T E'S l' A T E N 'is.

OflPiCKHj 07, CiiAitmo Cuohh, London.
Directors.

Tbo lion, .J. W. FortcBCuo. I General Mncdomtld, C.B.
G. P. Irvine, K*i|. Now ton H. 8cott, _.HI|.

Panfrl rj
'9 -MOSSI'S, Hurries, l''Hl'inilmr, 6_ Co., Bt, .(iiliii'K'n .Street.

$<iiicit»ri— Messrs. Vnllimcq & Vnllnnco, SO. Ebmox Btrcct
f
Stnuith

Agricultural CftemAst—William White. Esq.
Secretary—Mr. W. p. Mould.

Tbo Directors Invite the attention of landed propi lotorfl, agrl-

cUltUrista, &Ci, to the Patent. Cynnlo Monti ro, rh containing tbo

«HOHt uppi'uved i' lei ne lit H nl' fei li li:.ul inn In their Jl in t pi "|ini I fontl ',

It run be, ihereforo, confidently rccol nded an a very wipei h r

drowning for Wheat, Barley, Oats, Clover, Gross, <v.c. Price Hi.

por ton.

ProspQotnses (with practical directions for use) may bo bud on
application, or will be fonvarded by post.

All ordorit, applications for Agonolus, &c to bo addressed to

tlui Becrolary, hi, the pfflcps of the Company, :i7. Charing Cross.

rpHE FOLLOWING MAWUKES are manufactured
J- nt Mr. Lawks' Factory, Deptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

F_. per ton; Superphosphate of Llmo, 7/.; Sulphuric Acid and
Cuprolltes, (I/.

Office, Of), King Wllllnm Street, City, London.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain IB per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

WHEAT AND OTHER MANURES ON SALE.—
The success attending tbo application Of tbn manure

Mpei-ially adopted for Wheat during tho last two years, Induces
the undersigned to again offer it to the Agriculturists with con-
fidence. Also Superphosphate of Lime, Blood Manure, Guano,
.Nitrate of Soda, Gypsum, Salt, Peat Charcoal, ami all other
.Manures of known value.— Apply for Trices Current to MAltK
rOTHEBGlLL & CO., 204a, Upper Thames Street. London

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.—Tins highly
fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Sewage, will bo found most efficient for
every species of crop ; more especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,
Mangold Wurzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater
return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an
equivalent value: it also possesses the property of retaining its

fertilising power longer than other Manures now in use. It may
be obtained at the SEWAGE MANUKE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Fnlham, at il. per ton, and in quantities less than half
9, ton, at 5s. per cwt., for ready money only ; and in quantities not
less than a ton, will be delivered at the London Termini of the
Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may also be hud from Messrs.G.GiBns&Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London ; Mr. II.

Campbell, 87, Dale Street, Glasgow; and from all tho other
Agents of tho Company. _______

'rilE MANCHESTER SEWAGE GUANO COM-
-*- PANY respectfully inform Agriculturists that they have
made arrangements which will enable them to meetthe increasing
demand for their Manures. The MANCHESTER SEWAGE
GUANO is a compost of Blood, Bones, Urine, Nightsoil, and
other Animal Matters, and highly fertilising Chemical Ingre-

dients, which aro in a concentrated state incorporated with
Animal and Vegetable Charcoal, ground to a fine powder, Vie

whole forming a dry portable Manure. It is free from all kinds of

Seeds, Weeds. &c., and enriches the land to a considerable degree
for several years after it is used. Price 51. 5a

-

. per ton. Net cash
on delivery. Testimonials forwarded en application. Carriage
free to any Railway or Canal Wharf in Manchester.

—

John
Thompson, Secietary, 3, Watling Street, Slvudehill, Manchester.

HPHE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
-*- MANUKE COMPANY.—Provisionally Registered pursuant
to the Act 7 & 8 Vict. c. 110.

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., 2, I-Ialkin Street West.
Charles Dimsdale. Esq,, Essendou Place. Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq., M.F., S, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.
Major-Gen. Hall, M. P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors,

Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
Deputy-Chairman.—John Sharp, Tower Villa, Queen's Road,

Regent's Park
Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham,

Middlesex.
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury,

Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq,, Stanstead

Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmon-

ton, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, Esq., AVest Lex-
ham, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Cam-
den Villas, Camden Town.

Thomas Nash, Esq., Great
Chesterford, E^sex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop
Stortford, Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.
With power to add to their number.

BanTierSt—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor,—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,

St. James's.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, _3, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist.—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Compauy beg to call the attention
of their friends and the Agricultural Community to their Blood
"Manures for Corn and Turnips, which have been used with the
greatest success in all parts of England, and to assure them that
having uow erected commodious Works, with every suitable

convenience for carrying on the manufacture on a large scale,

under the management of an experienced practical Chemist, the
Agriculturists of this country may depend upon having a manure
of proved high quality, which the Directors guarantee to be
genuine. It is sent out in the form of a tine friable powder, which
may be sown by the drill or baud with the utmost facility.

They beg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious
imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure, have pro-
fessed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security,
therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Manure," aud sold only by tho authorised Agents of the
Company.—Com and tirass Manure, 7/. 10s. per ton.

Directions for Use.—From 2 to 3 cwt. per acre, according to the
condition of tho soil. It may either be drilled in with the Seed,
or sown broadcast; if the latter, it should be well harrowed in.

Turnip Manure, Gl. 10a. per ton.
Delivered at any Railway SUtion or Wharf in London.

Applicattous to be made to Odams, Piokford, & Keen, Agents
for the above, 35, Leadeuhall Street, London.

\ RTJi'H.iAL MANURES, &c. Manufacturers and
t* .,11,-n. engaged In making ART!! U IAL mam |i

ibtaln ovory nccoHAary Initmctlon f<<r tholr eonomii
i 111clout preparation, by applying lo J. < Ni i i | fj

Principal of Ilia Agricultural &nd Chemical Callage, K«a
London. Analy«»ol Bolty Ounnoa, Muperpl pbalei

CnprolitOH, &«. and Anunytot OoJd, Silver, and ottiei

• cuted wiih tie. hi,.' . And dl patch.

Gentlemen doHlroud «f receiving Inntnrctloiui In Chemical
\ 1

1 it i \ 'iei. nii'i AiMiyinK, will And ample /acflity and -

(Inn at the CollOgH,

PERr/IANfcNT PASTURE,

Hit,, SM1THE| of Kiihtlii'K, Faveraham, Jw-nt, \n

• now prepared loaond mil IiIh n I'l ICAL
0HAB8E8, PMtENMAL CLOVERS, .'•.•' told
Land t<> Ponnonont Paslure, at 20*. per ncre, ollovlng Uirca
hiifilo 1 1 to the acre, carrlaue free. Mlxturei for Lawn, or any
oilier piirpoxo, or Iba Borti nuparalo, Mi I oi lh.

Gt'HHffaro collected by the Advertlwer, and be will bttaiow the

greatent attention in HClectlng Niichaa n_inll coimtltutaml
. ,,. ..i ",... i •,, m... ... ii yrr, nfoiifh biiver,

UHA_. AND AGKiCULlURAL S£EOS.
TPHOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Skbdkmew to the
» Hoyal Agricultural floclety of EnglflJid. beg (o inform tin i

lilendii and a|;i icultui lulu generally that Ihoyarono* prepared
to Hiipjdy the undermentioned In any quantities requlreo.

MIxturoH of (ineei s> e.in for laying down land to pen
PnHtnro and Muadow; Irrigation orWatei Meadow Mixture*;
Up] I Bhoep Walk Mixtures; Park end Hold I.awn Mixture*;
k .novating Mlxturofl for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, oi On
plot Mlxt h; various Permanent Grass BeedH Kupplled Mpo-
ratcly to order; Mlxtnroii for one jeur'n lay, do. for two <.r three
years 1 lay (cominonly called " seeds ").

CLOVERS^ Red Or bload leaved, white orDutcll, Red Su( klin;r,

Alsiknor Hybrid, Trcfblf, Cow Grasi or I'erennial.

\i\ G-GKASSES.—Italian (very fino)y Annual, improved '

iilal, and other kinds.

CARROTS.—Large White Belgian, largo field Altrlngham,
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Surrey.

PARSNIPS.—Globs1 large Guernsey Cuttle, common large.

MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orange or Yellow Globe,
K.,l GlObO, long Yellow.

CABBAGES.—Large Drumhead Cattle, Thousand bended.

TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swedes, Skirvlng'H
Swedes, Grceu-top Yellow Hybrid, Red-top Yellow llyhinl,

Globes or Rounds, Tankard's soils, Kohl Babl.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Qorse, Field Parsley, Rape, Seed
Barley son,-,, Wheat sorts, Rye, Sainfoin, Tares White Mustard,
White Sileslan Beet, Peus

;
Potatoes, and all other seeds for

tbo farm.

KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, including all

the new and most approved varieties. Assortments made up
to suit different sized gardens, or to any given amount.
Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds sent free

by pont on application to Thomas Gums & Co., Corner of Half-

Kr.iNULb's AiiiUC&LTUKAL PRICE
CURRENT and FARM DIRECTORY fob

1855, Viitk Ncwspapei' Stamp to go free by post, is now
published) and can be had in exchange for six penny
stamps.

Tho proprietors of tbia well-known and widely circulated pub-
lication have much pleasure in announcing another -edition for
the present year. They have spared no expense nor tioublo in

making it a most useful and serviceable guide to all who take
an interest in tho cultivation of tho soil. It contains a valuable
Descriptive List of all the best AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
with prices affixed to every article, with cultural remarks and
general information as to the best, varieties for various crops.
The List of TURNIP SEEDS is Very comprehensive, and j_

embellished with auENGRAVING of RENDLE'S IMPROVED
SWEDE TURNIP—a variety in great favour in the West of
England.
The. descriptive Lists and Tables of the best selected

GRASSES are very complete, and will be found eminently
useful to all who intend laying down land for Permanent Pasture,
Ornamental Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.
There is a very useful ALMANACK, which has been compiled

with much care.

In the MANURE DEPARTMENT there is a general Price
Current of all the leading Manures, including Peruvian Guano,
Lawes' Patent Superphosphate. Nitrate of Soda, &c.
The ORIGIN and HISTORY of PERUVIAN GUANO will

be found amongst its contents, as well as some excellent advice tor
detecting the spurious from the genuine article. The proprietors
have been favoured with some good sound advice to Farmers on
this point by J. C. Nesdit, Esq., the celebrated Agricultural
Chemist. They have also reprinted Professor Way's Lecture
on the same subject, from the Gardeners' Chronicle, read to the
Members of the Royal Agricultural Society.

Descriptive articles relating to Lawes' Patent Superphosphate.
Nitrate of Soda, the new Mexican Guano, and other manures
will also be found very useful and interesting.

The "SUPERPHOSPHATE CONTROVERSY" in the Ply-
mouth Papers is also given at length. The whole of the letters
are reprinted from the Plymouth JJcrald. lo this Controversy
the " Gypsum mixers" are fully exposed by Mr. J. Pkideaux, the
eminent Agricultural Chemist.

A valuable Paper has also been written expressly for this
Edition by Mr. R. Ebbisotos on the " Cultivation of the Potato,"
as well as au article on " Liquid Manure " by the same gentleman.
The Proprietors have also much pleasure in stating that they

have been favoured with two Original Articles, by J. B. Lawks,
Esq., Rothatnsted, the celebrated Agricultural Chemist, on
" The Artificial Manures most suitable for the Grotcth of I

and *' The Cultivation of one Grain Cropajteraiwtheron heavy land.''

There will be a good Engraving of the CEDRUS DEODARA.
one of the hardiest and best varieties of Cedars ever introduced,
and prices of various Forest Trees, Shrubs, and Fruit Trees.

Engravings and descriptions of a great many Agricultural
Implements are also added in the present Edition, and amongst
them will be found M'CORMICK'S AMERICAN REAPER
GARDNER'S TURNIP CU ITER, SAMUELSON'S REGIS-
TERED LAWN MOWER. PATENT LIQUID MANURE
DISTRIBUTOR, WARNER'S GARDEN ENGINES, PUMPS,
SYRINGES, &C.; FOWLER and FRY'S CHAFF CUTTING
MACHINE and ONE ROW TURNIP DRILL. ANTHONY'S
PATENT AMERICAN CHURN, axd PAKK.ES' STEEL
DIGGING FORKS.

Descriptions are also given of the New CHINESE POTATO
(Dioscorea Batatas) and the FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, a
sort highly recommended in the Midlaud Counties.

At the request of several correspondents the _P:

have printed the prest nt Edition the size of the " Gardeners'

Chronicle" so that those icho tcish it can bind it with the

present volume of that valuable Paper. It contains 2S
folio pages, u Chronicle " size.

Copies can be procured, price 6rf. each, or free to purchasers of

seeds: andean be obtained through the medium of any book-
seller in the United Kingdom, from the

LONDON PUBLISHING OFFICE, 294, STRAND:
Or from the Proprietors, William E. R__~dlx & Co., Seed
Merchants, Plymouth.
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Settlement, Mon^Bge. *.r otbei

and without inn Ll:»r(ft* the »1

, upon ihe Eutate, to be repaid l

over any peril d determined by Lsnidownera witt

60 yenrs f.,r Drainage and Itosds.andSl year* for Farm I.

Landowners may arrange wiih ibe Company for Iba ^xeoittoo
iks by their own agents, with U

the Company's Capital. William CLirrotto. f?ec.

II E LANDS 1MPKOVEMEM COMPANY.
IXCUBPORATED IV BPSCIAX A

England asd Scotlasb.—To Landowners, the

citors, Sun'eyors, Estate Agents, _fcc>—Loani rr.n- be contracted

for tlie execution by the
landed improvement, especially Dxainaur., Boil

Enclosing. Warping, Irrigatif n, Erol . Rr__da,

Planting. .Machinery, Ac. The plai ratifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by Ibe and are

submitted to the approval of ii ;..

prietors may avail therr.selvfs of the powers of the Acttorecorer
from ibe inheritance their own fundi) to be expended on impTore-
meuts. They may also apply jointly (or the titcnt.
mutual improvement, such a.s a conil fee. For forms
of application, ic, apply to Ihe Hon, Wk N.mizil. Managing
Director. 2, Old Patnce Yard. Westr

J

/ 1 0LLEGE of AGKICULTUKK a>d CHEMISTRY,
V> and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, S# and
SS, Lower Kenningtcn Lane. Kenninelr-D. neAr 1.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S- F.C3-, «ic.

The system of studies pursued in tlie Col *3ev»ry
branch requisite to prepare youth for tl

Engineering, Mining, Mannfactores. and u I * Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays ot every description are premptiy axd
accurately executed at the College and ether jar-

ticularsroay be had on application to the Principal.

TM1E CONSULTING CHEMIST or the ROYAL
J AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY <-r ENGLAND Mr. Wat)

is ahont fo REMOYE his LABORATORY from 23. Holies
Street, to 15, Welbeck Street. Cavendish Square, where, after the

25th of March, all communications and _ t "nalysis

should he addressed. Mr. Way receives pupils into his labora-

tory for the study of Agricultural Chemistry.

&i\t gflritttltttra l (Sa.mr.
SATURDAY, MAKCH \0, 1S55.

MEET1KGS FOB THt. ENSUING TEr-K.

Wedmsd.i, March 14-A^r.ciit-ri.. -

Last ^VednesdaT Mr. Lawes lead a very valnable

paper on Town Sewage, in which an immen&e
mass of experimental and other research was brought

to bear npen that important snbject. The main

result at which he arrived was that something more

than 10,000 tons of ammoDia. aid 5000 tons of

phosphates are annually washed :l:o the Thames.

A quantity of manure equal to the production of

000,000 quarters of Wheai is thus « isted.

We shall hereafter give the details of the most

interesting investigation by which he arrives at

these startling results ; at present we must confine

ourselves to the bare mention of them.

To the discussion which followed Mr. Lawi_*s

paper the best contribution v. : Mr. Chad-

wice. He considered Mr. Lawes's estimates con-

siderably under the truth, seeirg that he had
confined them simply to the question cf excreirten-

titious matter, whereas in every household there was
a great deal of olher waste which also found its way
into the sewers. Eeferriig to the est erience of the

sreat London Water Companies, Mr. Chadwick
dec. are d that it was possible to pump up and
deliver water by pipe at a distarce c: £0 miles for
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2id. per ton ; and assuming the truth of his statement

it will, no douht, appear to many that the sewage

manure question is at once settled. Unfortunately

it is not so :—the question still remains, not whether

the sewage water is worth 2>,d. per ton. hut whether

it is better by that amount than water that can be

had for nothing. We doubt if it he. Adding

the rain fall "to the water supply, and de-

ducting the evaporation, as the basis of the

estimate, Mr. Lawes's 10,000 tons of ammonia are

distributed in the contents of our sewers through

200,000,000 tons of water : "the dilution of the

ammonia is one in twenty thousand, or some-

thing like li ounce per ton ! No wonder Mr.

Laves, in speaking of irrigation with it, spoke

of 10,000 tons per acre as the dose desirable—

a

dose which we fancy cannot be delivered by

machinery 20 miles away with profit. The only

plan, as it seems to us, by which town sewage can

be made use of—is, first, to hinder all the compara-

tively inoffensive portions of it, such as Hood (to

whose use as a manure we shall soon direct atten-

tion), from finding their way into the sewers ; and,

as regards the remainder, to provide some plan by
which it shall be delivered upon Grass lands lower

down the river, having travelled thither by its own
weight. If this were possible, then the experience of

the irrigation system in Ayrshire would strengthen

expectations of success.

This latter subject and the Italian Itye-grass

farms of Avishire were brought under the notice

of the London Farmers' Club on Monday, in a

paper which we give entire in the following

pages. The Club accepted all the conclusions

to which that paper tended, and adopted a

resolution affirming the profitableness and the

fitness of the Ayrshire practice, and recommend-
ing its adoption here. We must postpone consi-

deration of the discussion which resulted in this

resolution, but the main facts on which it hinged do,

we think, to some extent sanction the expectation

that if town sewage could find its way without
artificial force on to meadow land, or especially on
to Italian Rye-grass, near the metropolis, it might
yet be profitably converted into milk. For though
heavy dressings of manure are applied to this crop

at Cunning Park, yet they are washed in with such
enormous floodings of water that they do form, in

fact, a very dilute liquid manure ; and in our climate

a still more dilute liquid, such as town sewage un-
j

doubtedly is, might be even more suitable.

The fact, for so it is, that Mr. Telfer keeps 48
j

cattle on seven acres of Italian Rye-grass during

five months and a half of the year—that, from
j

7 Scotch acres, five-and-a-half-twelfths of the whole
annual produce of his dairy are in this way derived

l

—that five-and-a-half-twelfths of the 30,660 gallons

of milk which he obtains, fivc-and-a-half-twelfths of\

the two thousand pounds and upioards for which that

quantity of milk would sell in London were obtained

by these bulky dressings of dilute liquid manure
from 7 Scotch acres of land—this fact does, we think,

justify the expectation that some method of turning

our sewage to a profitable account will yet be found.

We have received a most important communi-
cation from Mr. Lawrence, of Cirencester, on the
Mustard Adulteration of Rape-cake, to the nature

of which, as we are forced to postpone its publi-

cation for a week, we may in a single sentence here

allude. It appears from Dr. Voelcker's experi-

ments; that those ferments in Mustard seed which
under certain circumstances, such as maceration in

cold water, excite the formation of the poisonous

irritant to which many losses from the use of

adulterated Rape havebeen owing, lose their efficiency

for this purpose, are, in fact, coagulated and rendered

inert and powerless if the cake containing them be

submitted to boiling water. Mr. Lawrence details

his experience in confirmation of these laboratory

results of Dr. Voelcker. We hope to give it next

"week ; and in the mean time, as the earliest informa-

tion of this kind may be useful, it is well to under-
stand that liability to loss by adulterated Rape-cake
will be diminished, if not destroyed, by breaking

it down and putting it in boiling water before

using it.

We have received several letters in connection
with Mr. Bailey Denton's comparison last week of

the several companies for the permanent improve-
ment of land. As to the present rate of the rent-

charge made by the Lands' Improvement Company
to repay a loan, capital and interest, in 25 years, it

is not 61. 17s. 6d., as stated by Mr. Denton, but
SI, 15s., as stated by us in some articles on the
subject published last autumn, since which time it

has not varied. That is a mere matter of fact,

which we give with perfect confidence on the
authority of the Company itself, and it cannot there-
fore be disputed. For the amount of the charge
quoted by Mr. Denton, nevertheless, he is not

responsible, seeing that he took it from a printed

circular obtained from the Company, in which, by

some mistake, the blank left for the amount of the

charge was filled up as he quoted it.

It would be easy to enter here into a detailed

comparison of the two companies, the General Land
Drainage Company and the Lands' Improvement
Company, and attempt to justify any preference at

which, after such a comparison, we might arrive,

but we think that to do this would be beyond our

province. Our duty is done when, on the one hand,

the national advantages are pointed out of that

unlimited source of ability provided by one of the

companies for those who have but a limited interest

in their land; and when, on the other, the main
features of these companies have been, in somewhat
general terms, compared, as was done the other day.

If any correspondents shall be disposed to state their

personal experience of any of these companies, we
shall be very glad to hear them, and so no doubt will

our readers. Communrcaiions of this kind from
them would be most useful, and we hope they may
be forthcoming. But it will be better, we think,

after the immediate differences which we have
unwittingly provoked shall have been allayed, that

the merits or demerits of the rival companies be

declared by their bond fide clients respectively,

rather than by their office-bearers.

THE CULTIVATION OF ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.
[The following paper was read at the meeting, last Monday'

of the London Farmers' Club, by Mr. John C. Morton.]

It may be right to state at the outset of this paper that

my object in naming its subject for discussion, and in

gathering all the information which I could upon it by cor-

respondence with the principal growers of the plant, and
by personal inspection of the farms in Ayrshire and
elsewhere where it is grown, has not been to prove any-

thing whatever with regard to persons. Of course this

remark will be understood by those who have read the

angry discussions that ensued upon the late Tiptree

gathering. I shall avoid all personality, whether in the

way of praise or censure. No reference to past state-

ments on the subject shall be made— statements

which have been disputed, defended, and condemned,
with a good deal of unnecessary temper—no attempt
to determine where the credit is due, if there be any
doubt as to the originality of this, that, or the other

in connection with the cultivation of Italian Rye-grass.

In what degree Mr. Dickenson or Mr. Rodwell, Mr.
Lawson, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Telfer, Mr. Mechi, and
Mr. Ralston are copyists or originators I have not

tried to ascertain, 'ihere is an aspect presented by
the subject more important surely than the personal : 1

hope every one will agree with me in that ; and instead

of trying to defend or to condemn what has been
already said about Italian Rye-gi*ass, especially about the

extraordinary crops of it at Myremill and Cunning Park,
I have tried to forget it all, and considering the culti-

vation of this plant simply as a subject of great agri-

cultural importance on its own account, I have lately

done my best to inform myself of the actual ex-

perience of its growers in order that I might be
able, through the London Farmers' Club, to call the
attention of agriculturists generally to what so many of

them now already perfectly know, the extraordinary
merits of the Italian Eye-grass as a forage plant.

(Late Rapid Extension of the Crop,)

This may be proved, first, by the rapidly increas-

ing sale it is receiving. It has been known to Bri-

tish agriculture for nearly a quarter of a century.

In 1831 Messrs. Lawson first imported it ; 160 bushels
were that year shipped from Hamburgh and sold at

two guineas a bushel. The imports increased year by
year ; iu 1840 they were 5000 bushels—in 1853 they
were 40,000 bushels—by this one firm alone.

Mr. Lawson writes to me as follows :

—

'* The first importation took place 24 years ago, viz. :

—

Bushels. Selling price.
In ia3l 160 42s. Od. per bushel.

1832 320 35 „
1836 1,000 15 „
1840 5,000 10 6 „
1841 6,000 10 „
1850 25,000 7 6 „
ISol 28,500 7 6 „
1852 30,000 6 „
1S53 40,000 5 6 „
1854 32,900 5 6 „

" The large increase in 1S53 is attributable to aslight deviation
in the usual channels of sale, our wholesale transactions having
assumed an importance in that particular year, owing to trade
arrangements, whicli it is not necessary to particularise. Our
present year's importations are not yet completed, but we think
they will not exceed 35,000 bushels. There is no doubt that the
consumption of Italian Kye-grass is progressively increasing— for
independently of our own sales, other parties in the trade have
also become importers—to what extent we cannot exactly say, but
we have every reason to believe that our own imports represent
three-fourths of the foreign seed consumed in this king-
dom. Of home-grown seed we have no means of judging,
but our long experience in the trade warrants us in saying
that the foreign seed is to be preferred even at a higher price. iS'o

complaints have been urged against it, which is more than can
be said of the English seed. The factitious value of this seed is

owing to its being better cleaned than the foreign. There is not
the tightest difference in the plant. The arrangements now
made by ua with the growers in Italy ensure its being perfectly
cleaned. There can be no question but that the fact of foreign
seed being ill cleaned induced cultivation in this country, and
many growers have bestowed pains in preparing it for the market
under their own names. Farmers should, however, be cautious in
estimating the quality of the seed by the luxuriantly-grown
samples from which the seed is said to he and undoubtedly is

produced. This luxuriant growth having been superinduced by
liquid manure, a disappointment results if the crop with ordinary
manuring does not equal its parent. But we need not enlarge
on this. As to the comparative breadth of Italian and common
Rye-grass, no one can speak; for not a twentieth part passes
ihrough the hands of the seedsman. Our own transactions in
the latter have been to the extent of 95,000 to 100,000 bushels,
ranging over tho past five years. But this must not be taken as
bearing the exact proportion to the Italian, so far as consumption
goes."

But wholesale dealings are not so satisfactory a proof
as those which represent sales to actual cultivators

of the soil ; and on this point Messrs. Drummond,
of Stirling, tell me that their retail sales alone in

Stirling during the last six years have been 120, 136
3 .

1.00, 220, 280, and 350 quarters respectively— an
obvious testimony to the increasing reputation of an
crop. In like manner Messrs. Gibbs, the seedsmen to the-

Agricultural Society of England, tell me "the quantity

of Italian Rye-grass sent out by us increases every year,

and the demand is at least double what it was seven or
eight years since. The quantity, however, actually

sown is no doubt much more than double, as it can now
be obtained from nearly all the local seedsmen." Mr.
Sutton, of lieading, tells me that their firm sold last

year 1096 bushels retail, against 1161 bushels of other

sorts of Ryegrass ; this is of course independent of all

wholesale dealings, and of sales of both in mixtures for

permanent Grass. But perhaps the most curious evi-

dence of the gradually but rapidly increasing estimation

in which the plant is held is given by Mr. Rendle, of

Plymouth, who has been kind enough to examine bis

books during the past 15 years for me, and bis retail

sales alone of the seed during that time have been year by
year as follows—in 1840 only 25 bushels, and this

followed in successive years by 30 bushels, 30, 50, 50,

60, 70, 90, 100, 180,240,400,500, 600, and 700 bushels

per annum. In fact, as Mr. Rendle says, the use of

the seed is not now confined to a few of the more enter-

prising cultivators ; it is general, and everybody sows it.

Well, then, seeing that the plant has already fully

established its claims to cultivation, it is an easy task

for me to advocate them. I wish, however, more
especially to call attention to that method of cultivation

which has been adopted on the liquid-manure farms in

Ayrshire and elsewhere, and to the extraordinary

results which have attended it. But before doing this,,

I must answer the questions of those who wish to com-
mence its cultivation and its management in the

ordinary manner.

(Ordinary Cultivation of Italian Rye-Grass.)

Italian Rye-grass prefers the adhesive class of

soils — loams and clays. The quantity of seed re-

commended for growth by itself, is 3 to 4 bushels

per acre. Mr. Dickenson recommends 4 bushels
;

Mr. Sutton, of Reading, and Mr. Drummond, of

Stirling, recommend 2^ only ; their seed is, however,
probably above the average quality. I fancy the Ayr-
shire practice may be safest, which is to sow 34 to

4 bushels per Scotch acre, corresponding to fully

3 bushels per imperial acre. This, I find, is Mr.
Mechi's quantity. When sown with a mixture for per-

manent Grass, 8 lbs. or 10 lbs. per acre is an ample
share. When sown with Clover 1 bushel per acre,

with 12 lbs. of mixed Clover seeds, is sufficient. In that

case it should be sown as late as possible along with the

grain crop. If it could be hoed in early in May it

would be best. If sown as early as usual it would by
its rapid growth materially interfere with the harvesting

of the crop. But for a full crop it is best sown by itself,

i. e. without a grain crop ; and then, as soon after

harvest as possible is the proper seed time. Mr.
Drummond recommends 2 or 3 lbs. of Alsike Clover to

be sown along with 2i bushels of Italian Rye-grass as^

early in autumn as possible. At the first cutting early

in summer, this Alsike Clover was 18 inches high, and
the whole was a very heavy crop. Mr. Sutton recom-
mends to sow Italian Bye-grass by itself—making an
exception, however, in favour of Trifolium incarnatum
if it be sown in August—a Yery large crop of both is

obtained, and the Trifolium is made surer and more
abundant for its nursing by the earlier Rye-grass,

A great deal of the success of the crop depends upon
the choice of seed. It may not be of a good sort, for

there are varieties ; it may be imperfectly ripened ; it

may be imperfectly winnowed; and it may be adulterated.

Its weight varies from 15 lbs. per bushel up to as much
as 28 lbs., which is the extraordinary weight named by
Mr. Drummond. It is much adulterated with Hair Grass

and common stable seeds ; and its varying weight indi-

cates how much mere husk is often mixed with it even
if it be a genuine sample. Mr. Rodwell, of Alderton

Hall, Suffolk, some years ago pointed out the necessity

of selecting the right sort, showing that they differed

very materially, and Mr. Sutton writes to me as follows;

" Much of the misapprehension and diversity of opinion respect-

ing productiveness ot Italian Bye-grass has, we believe, arisen
from the assumption that there is but one kind of Italian Rye-
grass, or that all varieties possess the same properties or nearly
so; whereas we have repeatedly proved that there are probably
as many varieties of Italian as of English or Scotch Rye-gTasses,
and that the productive and nutritive properties of some greatly
exceed others. This we found to be the case with a kind we
procured from Mr. Dickenson, then at May Fair a few years
since, as also another very productive variety, which for distinc-

tion we have kept under the name of "Sutton's"' and the other
"Dickenson's." So great is the difference in the produce ofthese and
that of other varieties of Italian Rye-grass which we have sown,
that we are not surprised at the great weight per acre grown by
Mr. Dickenson with a copious supply of liquid manure. To the
above remarks I may add, that some years ago a rather distinct

variety was brought before the Council of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England by Mr. Rodwell, which was of a darker green
than other kinds, and having a brown tint to ears of bloom or

seed ; it was a good variety, but not considering it superior in
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Quality to thoso abcivo alluded to, wi did rtol proKorvc

Htock. Fresh Imported Hoed always produces a large built ofGnt .

iliu flr.it yoar, but In generally foul with u-.rilii."

on this subject, too, Mr. Drtimmond writes :

—

"Seed from i.ciiiliiirily wn llnd upon tlia whole tlid "out, tin

from It >»" «i'" jii ivn.yn nun: of It growing an early I Iimiii i

crop. Muoli of Hi" Ih-ithih Naved need in In Ini cliuriiefer and

habit so III-.- common Uyu-grnflf, lliat It In not whit curlier.

A great deal of it; In howii on ordlnrfry land, Instead of eommon
Uye-graue, along with Hie JJarloy crop, Iho need of wliloli, pro.

vldoii It Inn Inmi iliu direct produce "I I.ombanly need, maj

do; but If ihl'i bo ngaln howii In the i
- « II "ill bo grcally

flood n iratcd, itmi in a yoar or two v-ilm-ii an Italian Uyc-grafiH.

wi'u'ii wo do malic lino of homo uavod need we mum luivo I n

tho direct pro :o of Lomhardy, and itnvod tho immoyeflrln which

il i:; nmvii ;
/,-., M "VII IliliJU! Ill A|Hll flllll 1 1 1L 1' Vfltl I'll III" fill Ill" lll'llll'.ll.

Wr have proved dozens 6f flmos tho Infoi lorlfy of Hie i

inn of hot crown seed. homhardy Hoed looks ii.ni, and Id

uii i vim ly 'cured,' and ii does not vreKotato onual to our own honu
growth, do tiial i roqulrcB to ho sown rathi i thicker."

So iniu'h Jiir tho liiml and quantity of seed and limi

of Bowing. On tho Inst point 1 may repeat, that it may
be Bown very late among corn; but is best sown by

itself, either an early us possible after hurves.t, when --l

first cutting in to Ihi had very early next Bpring, nun it

lias been oven known to yield a cutting in November,
and certainly n good bite for sheep ; or i" March,

April, or May, of the following year, (when if sown in

March) there will bo a cutting towards the end of Juno,

Tho plan is to clean tho lond and roll if hard, and sow

three bushels broadcast) and bruBh-harrow it in and

leave if. Tliu plant if properly manured, and that tho

liquid way is tho proper one 1 cannot doubt, will keep

down every other thing.

As to fho produce under ordinary management, it

will yield .'1 good cuttings in the .year if watered with

tho water-cart as industriously as possible, and if tho

land bo in good heart to begin with. But if watered

copiously—as it can bo only by a system of pipes and

tanks and force pump—you may have 4 up to !l cuttings,

according to tho stage of growth at which you wish to

lake it. It will stand being cut later than ordinary

Rye-grass, for it does not become so woody at as

nearly ripo, and it will do to cut very young also, and
Mr. Dickenson tells me that he has cut it even 10 times

in one season. I do not refer at greater length to his

-experience, because he is soou to publish a pamphlet
on tho subject. If allowed to seed Italian Kye-grass

yields a fair crop. I once sold 90 sacks, i.e., 360 bushels,

weighing 17 lbs. a bushel, off 1° acres, and this was not a

good crop ; it was a second cutting that year. The seed

is difficult to save from its liability to shed. The
•swath© was tied up in small sheaves at once and stooked

as Wheat is, and carried at once to the board upon a

large sheet in the field, where a couple of men could

thresh it out almost as last as a horse and cart could

fetch it ; two or three blows upon each slieaf sufficed to

knock tho seed out. That then is all that need be said

about the ordinary experience of this crop.

(Cultivation at Tiptb.eE.)

Mr. Mechi, who, as we all know, adopts tho liquid

manure system, states his management and experience

of it as follows :

—

""Wo sow 3 bushels of Italian Rye-grnss per imperial acre—
broadcast with the, seed-barrow on the "Wheat crop—before tho
last horse-hoelng, which works it in. As soon as the Wheat is

harvested, the Grass is irrigated at the rate of 10,000 gallons per
awe, which gives us abundant autumnal feed. Before Christmas
it is again irrigated once or twice, and about the 20th April to

the 10th May italVords an abundant mow. Last yearonG acres of
poor, stony, rocky soil wo kept 100 fattening sheep from the
*20th April to tho end of August, the sheep never having been
removed from the land. They were folded, aud had ltupe-crike.

This was the second year of the Grass which had been several
times mowed in ls.',3. The land was ploughed in November,
sowed with white Peas, which will be picked for the London
market, and followed by Turnips. 1 should say that the hose
and jet followed the sheepfold. I prcfor taking broad-leaf plants
after Rye-grass, rather than cereals. As a general rule, our Rye-
grass gives us abundant food in the spring, whilst our neigh-
bours are sadly deficient. It also gives much late autumnal feed.

When wo mow, 10,000 gallons are applied after each cutting;
-without this we have no crop in the summer. More weight can be
obtained by mowing than by folding; the latter interferes with
the rapid growth of the plant."

(The Ayrshire Farms.)

I now come to the description of such of the
farms in Ayrshire where Italian Rye-grass is cul-

tivated as 1 have seen. You are all aware that at

several places in that county the system of irriga-

tion by underground pipes for the distribution

-of liquid manure has been applied especially to

the cultivation of Italian Rye-grass. And such very
extraordinary statements have been made about the
results, botli in the field and in the cattle stalls, of
this mode of management, that I was sure, when this

subject was named for discussion before the London
Farmers' Club, that a great deal of its interest would
hinge upon the truth or inaccuracy of the statements
referred to. I went to see these farms, therefore, the
week before last, in order to make personal inquiry into

the subject, and so be able to speak this evening with
the confidence of an eye-witness. There are five farms
in Ayrshire where pumps and pipes arc in operation for

the distribution of liquid manure;—Myremill, about 8
miles east of Ayr, on the Maybole roaJ, the property of
Mr. Kennedy, [a banker, in Ayr, and occupied by Mr.
Kennedy, his tenant ; Cunning Park, a farm of 50 im-
perial acres, on the sea shore, one or two miles south of
Ayr, occupied by Mr. Telfer ; Enterkine, three or four
miles S. \V. from Ayr, occupied by Mr. Bell ; Lagg,
occupied by Mr. Ralston, a high-lying farm, nearly all

arable however, some four miles from Ayr, on the
south road which runs by Cunning Park ; and a farm in
the occupation of the Marquis of Ailsa, some 4 or 5
miles farther south. I saw Myremill, Cunning Park,
and Lagg. Enterkine, I was told, was stiff clay land :

those parts of Lagg and Myremill which I u

what would jni, I,ably fc ealh 1

1
ti i omewhat brush,

and Gunning Park is ft light sand. Mi lie) icdy, the

1. 1,.-, ni ,,i Myn mill, bus for man -
-

01 the value of manure applied In the liquid lorm by

wati rcart both on common liye gri - and t

it wnti out of a conversation wlih his landlord In which

bin own experience, along with Bmltli ol Di

plan for distributing the liquid ewngi o to i

I, that tin- plan of undt r| nd
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tributing Ilia farm liquid wan del n This

was soven or eight years ago,

Myremill i* n farm ol BOO Imperial seres, and ol

Ihcss 820 ore furnished with uni

extending, some of It, lo Ihe distance ol near a mile

from four tanks on the farmery, which together bold

800,000 gallons. Thefarmcrj i placed on tin

ofonool the knolls or undulation ol tin
I
nd, aod it-.

tanks are tlniH abovi mo I ol the land oi the farm

but when Ihe pomp is in operation vhenevcr

more than sufficient for the worli ol distribution

whether on the fields below it or above it,op

way to a higher tank at a dislance, in which, there-

fore, any BUrplus liquid is accumulate

lation at any future time. The supply for tilt

iH as follows:—water ad libil/um, pumped into litem

from a neighbouring stream—the liquid ol

caitlu kept pretty constantly throughout the year in

byres— the druinings of the open yards and sties— and

the whole manure of 'l">t> sheep kept in a hou

boards, tho spaces beneath being Hooded oul occusion-

nally, just as they are at Tiptree, d us have
seen. Besides ibis stock of manure Mr. Kennedy
purchases at (id. a gallon tho concentrated gas-water of

tin- neighbouring gas-works of Ayr and Maybole, and

of this he procures bOO to 1000 gallons in the year. All

Ihe liquid made during at least nine months ol thi

and nil this gas-water is put on ill imperial ucres

of Italian Rye-grass. The liquid made during about

three months ol winter is poured on the fields intended

for Mangold Wurzel and other green crops. Those,

then, are the means employed at Myremill.

Now for a word on Mr.Telfer's farm. As you approach

Ayr by railway from the north, the sea upon your riubt

is hidden by a waste of sandy hillocks but imperfectly

bound together by the wiry roots of the scanty Grass

with which in patches here and there they are em i n d.

This is in fact, a district of blown sea-sand, in which

rabbits burrow. On your right, again, the same sand

has been levelled, aud is cultivated, and by dint of

manuring, is made to grow Turnips and other food for

sheep, which there, as everywhere, at length impart

fertility. Through this sand the water of Ayr finds its

passage to the sea, and on its banks the town is built.

South of the town the same kind of soil occurs, in a

narrower line however, along the shore, and it is soon

altogether stopped by the high lands, on the summit of

which, close by the sea, lies the farm of Lagg—Mr. Kal-

ston's occupation. Before you reach these high-lying

lands—and before you leave the sandy tract—you come,

as you travel southwards, upon Mr. Teller's farm of

Cunning Park. It is an old enclosure from the blown
sand of the shore— 50 acres in a rectangle lying between

the south road and the sea—formerly, no duubt, a sandy

waste, but at what date I do not know ; and while the

difference which to the farmer it exhibits from the

wilderness it was "is at least as great as that exhibited

by the richest specimens of fertility I know, that dif-

ference is in this case wholly due to Art and not to

Nature. The sand on some of its extent has been

heavily clayed, and has yielded heavy crops of Wheat,
but a great deal of it that 1 saw was as light a sand as

was ever cultivated—a pure sand soil which the severe

frosts of this winter have failed to make cohere. The
manure applied to these acres consists of (1) an endless

supply of water
; (2) the whole liquid and solid excre-

ment of 48 cattle in the byre, which are highly fed on
food grown and purchased

; (3) 10 cwt. per acre of

artificial manure over the whole of the extent in

Italian Rye-grass, 6.'. cwt. of guano per acre over the

Cabbage and Mangold Wurzel, and about 2i cwt. per

acre over the whole of the Wheat. All these are

after the rate of imperial measure. There are only 21

Scotch acres, that is, rather more than 25 imperial act es,

under the irrigation system ; the other part of the farm
is managed in the ordinary way.

I pass now to Lagg, some three miles further south,

and probably between two and three hundred feet

above the level of the sea. The farmery here is high

above the land under irrigation—so high that the liquid

from the cattle runs down some 40 or 50 feet, I

should think, to the tanks, where it accumulates

for use by gravitation on the fields still lower

down. These fields, extending over 60 imperial acres,

are on a slope ; the upper part probably 70 or 80

feet above the lower, but all sufficiently below the

tanks to give pressure enough for distribution of their

contents through flexible pipes from the fixed hydrants.

The soil here is much the same as at Myremill—a good
but somewhat brashv loam, worth, I dare say, 35s.au acre.

The manure used upon the laud under irrigation is the

liquid from 60 large cattle and 20 horses—with nearly

2 cwt. of artificial mauure per acre washed into the laud

after each cutting of 1 talian Rye-grass. The extent under
Italian Rye-grass at Lagg each year is 12 acres, and this

receives all the liquid except during two or three

months of winter, whtn the land for root crops gets a

dressing. The extent sown each year at Mvremill is

42 acres, and at Cunning Park 44- acres. This, let me say,

in March or Apt autumn, and kept
-
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And now as t" the ] from Italian

r this cultivation. I mil commence with

Mr. Telfer's i - nd I ben k»y, that I

have never been on a faun where such a detailed

i and iu result is kept as is

kept at Cunning Park. 'J he rtMii; of this is, that

the order aim cltanlim ere are moat
remarkable. 1 would rather finieh I 1 bad

in Mr. Telfer's cow-house than if 1 bad topic-

it oil the floor of many a cottage I have visited. A
record is kept of the daily food consumed, and of the

daily produce of the lour lots of cows in which the whole

are arranged : :7 cows of the Ayrshire breed and one
bull occupy tl 1 bey receive, while on Italian

ly, four feeds daily, amounting to from 2 tons

to 50 cwt. o! the Grass among the 48. The Grass is

allowed to stand till on the [ oint of putting forth its

seed-stem ; it is then more substantial food, containing

less water and more starch and sugary matter. When
younger it contains, along with more water, more of the

Bui stances corresponding to the gluten of Flour, and
which chemists tell us resemble the fleshy part

of animal matter. Those who wish to make flesh by
their consumption of Italian Rye-gran may, there:ore,

be right in cutting frequently and baviDg it v

That is Mr. Dickinson's plan. Mr. Teller makes butter,

and is right in cutting it leas frequently—often only

three, sometimes four, or at most five times in the year.

He has a drier food in consequence. His object is to

have a food for his cows containing 20 to 25 per cent.

of solid matter, and he mixes chafi and hay and meal
wilh Ins Mangold Wurzel during winter in order to

obtain this result. His opinion of the relative

merits of the younger and the older Grass is

founded on analyses by Br. Anderson, of Glasgow,
from which it appeared that the Italian Rye-grass 17

days old 17 or 18 inches high, and weighing about '< or

10 tons per acre, contained £6 per cent, of water; and
when five weeks old, or 3 to S

J,
feet higb, and weighing

20 tons an acre, only 74 per cent ; in the former case

three per cent, of the protein compounds coiTesr*nding

to fleshy matter in the animal— in tne latter only 24 ; while

the starch and sugar present in the former were only

5J, and in the latter lOi per cent.

It is no part of my present business to state the

winter feeding of this cow-house, or to do more than

relate what share this c§ acres of Italian Rye-grass have

in the maintenance of the live stock. 1 may say, there-

fore, that the Italian Kye-grass is, as a general mle, the

whole maintenance of the stock so far as green food

goes during the months of May, Jane, July, August;

that it is most of their maintenance in September ;

aud that it is half their maintenance in April

and October. This was the case last year, when

Sf acres of Italian Rye-grass, half of it sown in the

spring of last year (for the seed was not go; in in the

autumn of 1S53 asusual). yield - en food,

besides a crop of hay o£" the c id Grass, which was left

for hay in the autumn, the younger crop being then in

full bearing, and sufficient for the feeding of the cattle.

Now it is very little to say that 4S cattle are maintained

— that S0,660gallonsofmilk(forthatistheaverageTear's

produce from the 47 cows), that 30,660 gallons of milk

were made upon 50 acres of land, half of it under this irri-

gation svsteni—that a quantity of milk worth, at 2a7. a

quart, upwards of 1000 '., or at Is. 4<f. per gallon. .

was made upon so little land—because the question re-

mains where their food came from ; and there is many a

London cairv man with no land at all that maintains a
laiger herd and makes a larger quantity of milk. I will

therefore just add the cropping of the land last year.

Uf the 25 acres under irrigation there were 8S acres in

Italian Kye-grass yielding 270 tons of green food besides

a crop o: bay ; there were 3j acres in Cabbage yielding

150 tons of Cabbage, 10'. worth of which were sold;

there were 7 V acres of Mangold Wurzel yielding 250
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thing to say that the 25 acres under irrigation who]
kept those 40 cattle, that is to say, tlmt the grain,

and Mangold, and Cabbage sold will pay the hay and

tons, 80 tons of which were sold at from 23s. to 30.

ton, according to the season ; aud there were nearly 6 acres
of Wheat, which yielded the extraordinary measured
produce of 405 bushels. And it h an extraordinary ij high of Grass was 'eaten down by sheep, which if it had

each day was 16 ton9 ; the 2d cutting, ascertained in

like manner, was 25 tons ; the 3d was 17A tons ; the
4th, in September, was 16 tons ; and after that a foot

been cut would have been 8 or 10 tons per acre. This
was 74 tons per Scotch acre in oucyear. Thatwas thefirst

year of a crop sown in September of the previous season
Linseed, Bean, and manure accounts. That they will

;
There must 'be added to it the two or three cuttings

not do so another year is probable, seeing that the , of the next season before we get the quantity that one
greater part of the Wheat sold at 10s. a bushel.

|
acre will have yielded in the two years, corresponding

Mr. Teller writes rae—" The food obtained for my
|

to the two years' produce which I have estimated at
cattle from the other 19 Scotch acres—that is, nearly 25 80 to 100 tons per imperial acre.
imperial—not under irrigation, is charged against them i\r« -n„if„. .„ r • T i

.- t , i • r
, \, .

i. i i
• .i i ,. Sh. lelters farm is, as I have intimated, a dairy farm,

at the price it can be purchased in tbe market (sixty o„ i:„ i„ ;, i,;„ ; , .. r j . .i \ i,„. ( ... r „¥ , . ,
v"-~y He hnds it his interest to grow food at this high pressure

leeds, i.e., 30 tons of Grass, and a quantity of hay, with
| ,.„.„ „hi,„„„i, i. , n n °i r .i V i c i-

,-,„,„ ,'r. . , . T .

n
i

' i >, ,, late > although he is 400 miles from the market for his

rlw A w?
-)

; ,

eSVeCt
!?-
y Sa ' eS

,,

of M
;i"

g
? ' ' buMel-- His bu«CT »"»>«» up to Jerniyn Street, and

Cabbage, and \\ heat to cover this as well as all other
j
T believe it fetche

purchased food." And in another letter 1 have received
from him he says

—

<: My calculation at present is that
the grain, Mangold, and Cabbage sold off this farm will pay
for the hay and Linseed, &c, aud manure accounts."

Let me give the history of an acre of Mr. Telfer's Rye-
grass. It is sown in autumn, as I said of Mr. Kennedy's,
about 4 bushels per acre, aud brushed in and watered,
and left till spring. Sometimes it is very late ; aud
when I was at Cunning Park the week before last, it

was barely up, and had been cut down by the frost,
and might have to be sown again. In that case
it would be as it was last year, a spring sowing

;

in that case its first Hooding would be fdlowed by a
first cutting in perhaps June, when 1(1 or 12 tons per
acre might be expected from it. Immediately after
cutting, between 3 and 4 civt. per acre of mixed
Peruvian guano and sulphate of ammonia are sown
upon it, and 1 inch, or 100 tons per acre of water are
poured upon it through the pipes, containing such a share
of the liquid excrement of these 48 cattle as belongs to

the period since the last pumping took place. Mr.
Telfer attaches immense importance to this immediate
manuring and flooding with water : and he lets the water
on direct from the pipes to the land ; he does not
send it flying in a shower through 40 or 50 yards of it

may be dry air, which would run off with half its excel-
lence, but he sends it direeily to the roots of the plant.
The flooding follows the cutting immediately, the Italian
Rye-grass uses the ammoniacal manure especially during
the early stage of its growth, and by applying the'liquid at
onceitgets the start of all weeds. In five weeksthelnnd
will be covered 3 feet high with a thick luxuriant growth,
weighing dry, ;'. c. without dew or rain upon it, at least 1 ti

to 20 tons per acre. This is cut and followed by another
manuring in a similar manner, and a third cut of 16 to

18 tons may be expected pretty early in September, and
a further manuring will give ynu 10 or 12 tons per acre
towards the end of October. In spring another dress-
ing of the water gives a cutting towards the etui of
April, and a second and third cutting will be had.

as high a price as any in the
market ; and I believe that, notwithstanding the expense
of carriage and the high pressure under which it is

made, it reaches Jennyn Street with as little ou its

head per lb. to answer for, with as large a balance, I

mean, per lb. of profit to the maker of it, as any that is

sold. We surely all agree with Mr. Telfer that the power
through this Italian Rye-grass of producing a large

quantity of vegetable matter where milk brings so high
a price as it does in the neighbourhood of large towns,
becomes a far more important consideration to persons
situated near London, than it does to the tenant of an
Ayrshire farm. And I quite expect, as the result of
this day's meeting, to find that Mr. Telfer's practice is

being copied in the neighbourhood of London.

I have yet to say a few words of Mr. Kennedy's farm,
where Italian Rye-grass goes to the manufacture of meat.
It is, as I have said, 750 Scotch acres, or 900 imperial
acres, in extent : 180 acres are in Wheat, 180 acres
in Turnips, Swedes, and Mangold Wurzel, 180 acres
in Oats, 180 acres in one-year-old seeds, 180 acres
in two-year-old seeds. Of these 180 acres kept two
years in Grass, 42 are Italian Rye-grass ; 420 of the
900 acres are under the system of irrigation by
underground pipes for the distribution of the con-
tents of the tanks. The green food of this farm,
along with certain portions of Rape-cake and Bean-
meal, and along with steamed straw keeps a herd of 250
large cattle fatting to 7 cwt. and upwards (a very even
lot of cattle, under capital arrangements as to feeding
and accommodation, I saw there the other day), 450
sheep (improved Cheviots), fatting to 16 or 18 lbs. a
quarter, and selling for 42s. to 47s. a-piece ; and from
150 to 200 pigs and 25 large Clydesdale cart horses.

These are besides the sheep in the fields. Three
such lots of sheep are passed through the hands in

the year, the cattle may be kept longer—more nearly
five mouths than four on average ; but that stock,

excluding the sheep in the fields, is the average quan-
tity constantly on hand, and 42 acres of young

together weighing 45 to 50 tons per imperial acre, by !

ft*!"™ Rye-grass, and 42 acres of two-year old

the end of August. The land is then allowed to grow the : Italian Rye-grass keep them during about five months
crop unassisted, and a crop of hay or seed may be had

j

of summer. The cattle get about 6s. or 7s. worth of

in the early part of October, after which it is broken up Rape-cake and Bean-meal per month a-piece. The
During the two years that acre will have yielded
between 80 and 100 tons of green food per acre,
in seven cuttings, by the use of a ton of guano, sulphate
of ammonia, and nitrate of soda washed in with 700 tons
of dilute liquid. I am not stating this produce as an
actual history, but as what I believe to be a moderate
estimate, founded on the information I have obtained,
of what any one of us may get under favourable
circumstances if we adopt Mr. Telfer's system. Mr.
Telfer states the produce, as actual history for one rows m tlle width of a long L-shaped building, with i.

year, of his 7 Scotch acres—that is of 3". Scotch central passage. They looked healthy, comfortable, and
for the two years of their existence at 270 tons of gr;en prosperous. The labour of attendance on 450 sheep so

food besides the hay

—

i. e., less than 80 tons per Scotch kept 's on'y 1*>*. a week, the wages of a man and woman

sheep get half a pound of the mixed food a day, or not

much more than 8d.or \j)d. worth a- piece per month; and
beside that from April till October they get only Italian

Rye-grass. The sheep eat from 1 to 15 lbs. of this green
food a day, and the cattle from 100 lbs. to a cwt. a-piece.

It is the universal testimony there that the Italian

Rye-grass never palls upon them. They get tired of

Clover, but not of this Grass. The sheep are on open
boards in pens, 12 feet by 6, holding 10 ; there are two

acre for the two years. But it is right to give the fol

lowing facts in connection with this 270 tons from 7
Scotch acres. Three and a half Scotch acres were
sown in the spring of 1 853, and 3i Scotch acres were
sown in the spring of 1854. The former yielded 3 cut-
tings in the former year and 2§ in the latter year, and
it was then allowed to seed ; and the 3J acres which had
been sown in the latter year yielded 3 cuttings : so that,

taking the latter year alone, 5 J cuttings were obtained.
The old Grass yielded 2§ cuttings ; that is to say, during
the third cutting in the beginning of July the scythe
was stopped, and the liquid manure following it was also
stopped—the mowers being sent in to the younger Grass
sown that spring, as it would otherwise have gone to
seed. It will be seen, then, that owing to the seeding
in both cases being iu the spring, and especially owing
to the manure being stopped so early in the season,
-only 5| cuttings in all were obtainsd in the year from the
two plots of one-year-old and two-year-old Grass. In
calculating what, under more favourable circumstances,
might have been, I think that that § of a cutting only
has to be deducted, as it alone of the older Grass can
be called contemporaneous iu its growth with the first

cutting of the new, and thus 5 full cuttingsmight have been
obtained from that 3£ acres of the two-year-old Grass
in one year. It is, however, of little importance, and
there is little need, to speculate on what might have
been. The aciual history of that pro luce, crippled as i

was, is extraordinary em.ugh. My version of what niigh
have been is, nevertheless, corroborated by the following
actual history of facts, which Mr. Kennedy gave me a
the produce of 16 Scotch acres of Italian Rye-grass las
year as follows :—On April 20, a cutting commenced
and on each day a perch was measured and its produce'— cut if possible dry—was weighed dry; aud the weigh t

per acre calculated by a perch weight ascertained

who supply the food. The labour of providing the

Italian Rye-grass for all the stock (cutting and carrying
it from the field) is done by four horses constantly em-
ployed in carting, and two men constantly mowing
during the season, besides women raking.

Mr. Kennedy states that he will undertake to keep 70 to

80 sheep per Scotch acre for five months of summer on
Italian Rye-grass cultivated in this manner. This is

00 sheep per imperial acre. They fatten to 18 lbs. a
quarter. Their consumption may be 16 lbs. a day on
the average, besides the i lb. of Rape-cake and Bean-
meal. 960 lbs. of green food daily for five months is

64 A tons of green food per imperial acre ; and that I

do not in the least doubt is not only a possibility as an
individual fact, but it is a possibility as an average
experience. Besides the flock of sheep, viz. 450 in the
house, some 7 sheep per acre are kept upon the Clover
during summer, and 3000 sheep in all are sold off

the farm to the butcher, in the year. How great an
auxiliary the Italian Rye-grass is to the general interests

of the farm, appears in the quantity of manure which
the great stock kept on it during summer enables to be
made. Mr. Kennedy had 7000 cubic yards of manure
in made and measured heaps upon his farm last spring.

His plan is as 1 have said to apply gas-water with the

liquid manure. At every dressing, and there are often

two after each cutting, he puts 20 gallons of the concen-
trated water per acre into the tank from which
the liquid manure is to be taken, and this with

5000 or 6000 gallons per acre is the usual dressing.

That the liquid is of immense importance is proved
by an experience of Mr. Ralston, at Lagg, where
two dry top-dressings of guano were followed by but

two cuttings iu the year—while with the liquid— some
5000 or 6000 gallons per acre, repeated twice or thrice

after each cutting, four cuttings were obtained ; and, as

Mr. Ralston put it, the Grass grew 12 feet iu lengifj

during the season.

(General Conclusions.)

Now, I do not wish to hold up the practice of
these Ayrshire farmers as a foil or contrast to that
prevailing anywhere else. There is many an illustra-

tion of the enterprise and energy of our common Saxon
blood to be found, not only on individual farms but
over whole districts and even counties, both in England
and in Scotlaud. These instances of successful cultiva-
tion of Italian Rye-grass are to be taken as independent
histories ; not for the purpose of putting any other
practice in the shade— not for the purpose of compari-
son or contrast at all—but simply for consideration on
their own merits. I have not given the cost of laying
down the pipes, and pumps, and tanks—that varies with
the costof iron, and with fifty other things ; andone man's
experience is not necessarily another's in another
place and at another time : and it is not likely that

any person determining to enter on this plan will do
so without personal inquiry into this aspect of the
subject. All I have tried to do is to show that an
enormous stock per acre is kept upon Italian Rye-grass
cultivated in this manner—so large a stock that I think

I have given good reasons why any tenant farmer with
an interest in his land secured to him long enough to

render an outlay of the kind required prudentj should go
North and inquire into these facts for himself. I believe

they maybe parallelled in the neighbourhood of London
with even greater profit than is reaped by Mr. Telfer in

the neighbourhood of Ayr. The original character of

ihe land seems to be of little importance. Mr. Bell, of

Enterkine, has pipes under 40 acres of what is there

called stiff clay land, and I was told that he be-

lieves he cut 100 tons of Rye-grass per Scotch acre

last year. Mr. Telfer, on the other hand, grows his

great produce on the lightest sand. The great ad-

vantage of the plant is this, as Mr. Telfer puts it:

that you get a rapid certain growth when placed
in favourable circumstances as to liquid manure ;

that there is a much longer time during which it is

palateable for stock (for it is longer of getting dry and
woody than any other Rye-grass) ; and that any soil

with ammonia-and-water-retaining powers can be made
to produce as large returns as the richest and most
easily managed soils. If any one shall consider it worth
Ins while to inquire further into the practice prevalent

at Myremill, Lagg, and Cunning Park, it may be an
encouragement to him to say that I found Mr. Kennedy,
Mr. Ralston, and Mr. Telfer as cordially frank, and
ready to meet my many questions as I could possibly

have wished—as *' ready to do good and to communi-
cate" as any men I ever met.

It may be right to add a word or two on the hay made
from this plant. It is of course, under its ordinary
management, as proper for conversion into hay as any
other Rye-grass— more proper if excellence for this

purpose depends upon abundant produce of pala'eable

food. But under the irrigation system, where the second
cutting follows so quickly on the first—where such very
heavy, almost unmanageable, produce is obtained, and,
above all, where the success of the management depends
upon the land being flooded with liquid immediately
upon its being cut, it is not advisable to make hay. Hay
is made from it, then, only in such cases as that

described by Mr. Telfer, when, a cutting of the old

Grass remains unfinished, while the first cutting of the
new is ready—or whenever the growth accidentally

or by mismanagement overtakes the consumption.
Then that which cannot be consumed at once is cat
and made into hay — and very good hay it makes.
You will perhaps expect that when speaking about
hay, I should make some reference to Mr. Telfer's

hay crop about which he spoke to Mr. Caird and me
at Mr. Mechi's—and to the consequeut statement which
produced so much excitement then and subsequently.
I am not, however, going to do anything of the kind.

I submit that if any one shall insist upon investigating

that, and ascertainiug here aud now what the exact
nature of the statement was, and who is responsible

for it, he will, for the sake of mere idle curiosity, be
doing his best to destroy the usefulness of the dis-

cussion which may follow this paper ; for the angry
feeling which has thus been raised, and probably would
be so again, is not the best in which to arrive at truth :

and I hope that the London Farmers* Club will by
their resolution this evening affirm the importance of

the Italian Rye-grass as a forage plant, especially for

use iu the green state for feeding cattle. I hope too
that they will recommend its cultivators to inquire,

with a view to imitation, into the method of management
adopted on the Ayrshire farms to which I have referred.

One further remark in conclusion i—It is but a century
since men lived on salted meat alone during the winter
months; the summer season was the only time when stock
was fed or could be fattened ; the introduction of the Tur-
nip husbandry has changed all that, so that on many an
arable farm more food is now provided during the winter
months than there is for them during the summer,
especially during the early part of it. The growth of

Rye has been recommended as the remedy for this, and
winter Vetches, Cabbage, Rape, and early Turnips are
the crops which have been used to supplement the
deficiency of the summer produce. I believe there is

no plan so efficient for this purpose as the growth of a
few acres of Italian Rye-grass, under irrigation, near
the steading. Eight or ten acres of it, under the liquid

manure system, will yield an enormous produce of? it,

and the manure that can be made by its consumption
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will lio a welcome addition to the powers of the farmer

in the autumn cultivation of his stubbles for the green

crop of tlie following your.

Home Correspondence.
land) Improvement Companies.—Will you permit me

to inform the readers of your widely-circulated Journal

that the present rate of rent-charge of the Lands' Im-

provement Company, to repay a loan (capital and inte-

rest) in 25 years, is not 67. 17». i»/. per cent, per annum,

as stated l.y Mr, Bailey Denton in Ins letter of the 28lh

February. The present rate of the company is 67. IBi.

per cent, per annum. With regard to Mr. Denton's

remarks on the great advantages offered to landowners

by the General Land Drainage Company, by a charge

of I'd. 2s. JO'/, per cent, per annum for .10 years, as

compared with the charge of ti/. 15s. per cent, per annum
for 25 years, by the Lands' Improvement Company,
will you allow me to Isy before your readers a very

abort calculation, showing the exact sum which would

be paid by the inheritance or lands improved, for the

outlay of 1002., in improvements, in cither case :
—

Vi-iu.'t. Rnto.

General Lnml Drainage Company, no >< £5 !! 10 — £21)7 1 s

Lands' Improvement Company, 25 > ti 15 166 MS

Difference £ sh i; 8

It thus appi ai'S that there would bo a saving to the land-

owner anil the inheritance, by the Lands' Improvement
Company's rate, of 067. Be, 8a. upon the outlay of every

100/. on improvements. These figures require no fur-

ther comment on my part. William Napier. [It is only

Coir, however, to add n word of comment from ourselves.

The real comparison is not to bo effected by adding up,

as if it were a payment now, all that each company
demands every year (luring a course of years before its

claim iB satisfied ; but by addding up now the present

rahte of that claim in each year of the series during

which the claim is standing. The question pimply is,

whether 100/. is procured on cheaper terms by paying

for it an annuity of 07. 15s. for 25 years, or by paying

an annuity of 52. 2s. iOd. for 50 years ?—and it can bo

answered by a reference to the first ready reckoner that

comes to hand.]

^ocirtics;.

ROYAL AGRICULTUKAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, March 7 ; Mr. Miles, M.P.,

President, in the chair.

Edward Warner, Esq., M.P., of Grosvcnor Place,

.London, and Higham Hall, Essex, was elected a

Governor of the Society ; twenty-nine new members
were also elected.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Earlier, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the monthly report on
the accounts, from which it appeared that the current
cash balance in the hands of the Bankers was 32412, He
also laid before the Council the report of the House
Committee;

Journal.—Sir John Johnstone presented the report

of the Journal Committee, detailing the advanced pro-

gress made in the preparation of the eusuing July
number, their recommendation of remuneration for

surveysand researches connected with some of the papers,

and their suggestion, the names of Sir Stafford North-
eote and Mr. Dyke Aeland should be added to the list of

the committee.

Agricultural Chemistry.—Sir John Johnstone also

laid before the Council the report of the Chemical
Committee, which embraced the following subjects :—

1. The rapid increase in tho number of analyses made, at a
reduced charge, in the laboratory of Professor Way, the
consulting chemist to the Society, for its members, the
number in the last year being more than double that in
the preceding one ; Professor Way remarking on this
point that the result was gratifying, both as an indication
of the extending application of arti6cial manures, and as
furnishing unmistakable evidence of the increased con-
fidence of the agricultural public in the decisions of
chemical analysis.

-. Prof. Way's statement that, tlie high price and increased
demand for guano, during the last year, had led to more
than its usual amount of adulteration ; also, that the use of
superphosphate of lime was becoming year by year more
general ; and a greater amount of skill and capital devoted
to its manufacture.

3. The progress made by Prof. Way in the examination of those
conditions of soils, on which their peculiar management
and adaptation for particular manures may eventually be
found to depend.

4. Incidental investigations made by tbe consulting chemist:
1. Of samples of supposed alkaline specimens of Nitrate
of Soda, and of tho Salts from the Nitre-beds of Mexico.
Wong with instructions for recognising the alkaline Nitrates
roadeforthe Foreign Office; 2. Specimens of genuine Guano,
and simple rules for testing the value of deposits, prepared
at the request of the. Admiralty, for the use of Naval
'Officers in their research for Guano ; 3. Examination of
Stothevt's Manure, made at the request of Viscount Pnlmer-
ston, for his information as Secretary- of State for the
Home Department; 4. Analysis of Poisonous Oil-cake,
made at tho request of the Council of the Society.

o. The direction of die committee to Prof. Wav, that he would,
as the consulting chemist of the Society,' investigate the
nature and effects of the atmosphere upou soils, with a
view to tlie publication of a paper on that subject in the
Journal, if approved by the Journal Committee; and that
on 'Wednesday, the ISth of April next, at 12 o'clock, he
would be prepared to deliver a lecture before the members
in the Council-room of the Society. ''On the recent
researches on the composition of the atmosphere in relation
to vegetation." Other lectures for the. season will be
announced, when their subjects and tho arrangements
for their delivery shall have been decided upon by the
committee.

C. The removal of Prof. Way's Laboratory from Holies Street
to 15, Welbeck Street, where greater facilities will be
obtained for carrying out his operations as consulting
chemist of tho Society.

7. The Committee's consideration of Mr. Eethell's suggestion,

us referred to them by tbe Weekl I oldnnUioffllli
,,t i . bin ,, v ; and tboli teaun > < V\ be win
draw ujp.i'H nuhlfi stfen i" tnojournal, at

of the analyt f tho different manure*, liotlj natural and
artificial, hat tig raflfard to the normal and avert -

•

idtlon, and value ..I tin- Jm/rcdlontH, taking
tin- analysis <it guaoo, pubfl tin td In tbt I I J

fol, ,,p. 224.

Guano Sni'i'i.v.. 'I'lu- President reported the eon
tinned influx of communications from the Iforelgn-offlc*,

on the extensive researches undertaken by dirct I n

the Enrl of Clarendon for deposits ol guano and the

nitrates, ami transmitted to the Society by Loi

Wodchouso.
.it in. in' AwAiuis.— Oa the motion ol Mr I

Mobbs, the following resolution, of which Mr. .Milwnrd

l. :ni given notice, was carried ; namoly "That a

Reserve number In- given by the Judges in each elans

of Live Stork.

"

All. in I'n.s tin the motion of Mr. Fisher Ilobbs,

the following resolution, ox which Mr. Drondreth Gibb
I in 1 1 given notice, was carried (and a commitu appoint! tl

accordingly), namely:—"That a special committee bo

appointed, to n riiinin'nd some conditions in ord<-i' to

ensure tin- ages of pig" exhibited at, tin' Society's Shows
being correctly returned in the entries."

Essays ami Reports received in competition for the

Prizes of the Society in that department for tin:

current year, woro referred to the .Journal Committee
for adjudication.

His Excellency the Baron do Cetto prt entt 'I a collec-

tion of works on tho part of the Royal Bavarian Agri-

cultural Society at Munich. The New York State

Agricultural Society transmitted tho last volume of

their transactions. The Count do Gourcy presented his

agricultural "Promenades," " Itini'raire," and "Voy-
age," in Enejnnd, Central France, and other continental

districts. M. B. Vienna Maekenna sent his agricultural

account of Chili. The Association for Promoting Im-
provement in tho Dwellings and Domestic Condition
of Agricultural Labourers in Scotland presented copies

of their first Annual Report. Prof. Simnnds, on the

part of himself and Prof. Morton, as tho joint editors of

tho new series of the " Veterinarian," laid copies of that

work before the Council. Mr. Cuthbert Johnson trans-

mitted a copy of his pap r on the Application of Sewage
to Agricultural Purposes.—The Council ordered their

usual acknowledgments for these and other presents
made to the Society.

Adjourned to Wednesday, March 14.

its4 If ; but when v..

'fie valuable

Society of Arts, March! th-— On tlie Sewage ofLondon.
—Mr. Lawes read a paper on this subject, which is fully

reported in the Journal of the Society, from which we
make the following extracts :—

the sewer wall t

II a
:

• ol the water, Mid all:', tbe

necessary irregulai ty ol • with it at

different tlmi •, thin i» found to be by no
means the cose.

r A ii Immense disss '<f facts mi lb
- ,ik,i .,

[,i".pti\ » wta$ is

In applying tin- result* of the* tables to elucidate our
inam question, namely, the composition of the •

population ol London, tbe Utter Is

si '..", millions ;
ami this numbei lo com-

prise males and females ol rei

lions giv ti oi the but census,

I

ii, ,' ... i>.

amounts of carbon and >

under thai !>;•-, in school*, in puUic

establishments of boys, in prison*, in », etc.,

nod in many ,

.

dosses of male* over \5 in tie w*1
to in- represented, .'> far as the carbon and i

i i« concerned, by the . oOonj,

of soldiers, and pen

prisoners without labour, of men in wot

infirmaries, as well at of ci

din cl expei iment. And
the table of children in workhouse* on .->, and

in various asylums and public e*t*bli*li

&c, is applied to the female inhabitant* uie

years. Thai, on the other band, given of woi

workhouses, in prisons with and Without labour, -wills

soldiers embarked, and of a caee
mint, is supposed to apply to the adult female papula-

tion. There are also given the calculated dicta,

several fomilii and other establishment*, of mixed »^<a

and sexes, ol different grade* of society, tl

which fully confirm the indication* of those of ti

u

clashes, and at the same time justify tlie appropriation,

for our present purpose, of tfai for the

various classes in the manner abort *ihe

avcrage thus taken of the amounts of carbon and
nitrogen consumed per head per day for each

divisions as to sex and age, is multiplied by the number
of individuals of each such divisions, Mid the :

thus obtained for the several division* being added

together, we obtain, of course, the amounts of carbon

and of nitrogen consumed by the total population in one

day ; and from this is easily ascertained the annual

consumption. Before leaving the question of the amount
of the constituents consumed in food, it may be well to

notice a point of some national interest and importance,

Whoever undertake* to bring forward plans for
whi

:
h

fl
,e calculation of the various dietaries may belp

_ . ° .' ir. oI,,„,<s<.t<i Yi«tT,r.lv the, r.rr.hrtl, e r,ver.',"e f i 1>-ii1iii>!ioiito elucidate, namely, the probable average consumption

of Wheat by each individual of the population. This

has been variously estimated at from 6 to 8 bir-bela per

htad per annum. The amounts of bread, flour, &c,
registered in the dietaries, which have been calculated,

lead to the conclusion that C !, to GJ bushels is about the

average amount so consumed. Another point illustrated

the economical disposal of the sewage of the metro-
polis, is at once met by the difficulty arising from
the enormous bulk of tlie material with which he
hos to deal. It is estimated, that between 100:
and 200 million tons of fluid pass through the
sewers annually ; and it is said that solid matter,
amounting to nearly 200,000 tons, is suspended or dis- ,

solved in this liquid. Those who advocate the employ- '• l,
-v tl,e calculates is, that the average quantity of the

mentof the sewage by irrigation, must therefore seek i

dr
-v substance of food-that is, excluding the water it

for an extensive tract of land at no great distance
naturally contained—is, within a very small fracl.on.

from London oil which to deposit this fluid ; whilst those
0Be r°u"<l per head per day, including both sexes and

yvho propose to separate from it a solid manure must ages,

produce a substance of sufficient productive value to

bear the cost of carriage to all parts of Great Britain.

Of late years much money has been uselessly expended
in patents and inventions for converting the sewage into

a portable manure, which might have been saved by a
better knowledge of the true principles of manuring,
and the yvants of agriculture. It should never be for-

gotten that it is the cost of carriage which regulates in a
great measure the distribution of manures, and assigns

to each a limit of area, beyond which it cannot profitably

he employed. No one doubts the value of stable manure;
yet its use is confined to a range which does not exceed
a few shillings per ton for carriage ; and a farmer who
would have to cart it beyond this range would not
accept it as a gift ; and it is for a similar reason, that

evenif the manufacture of asolid manure from the sewage
of a. small town could be carried on with profit, it

might still be quite impracticable as applied to London.

[The waste by respiration, pexspin '
- dec^

taint i: in great detail is tben deducted from the food consumed.
and the remainder finds its -way into the sewers. Tl/C main
remits are given as follows."

After this full discussion of the nature of the evidence

i

at command for the estimation of the composition of the
i excrements of a large mixed population, let us see what
are the results to which it has brought us :

—

Estimated Constituents of the Human Ezcr<znr..U of Louden.

Constituents.

Ounces per
bead t sr

dav.

Ponrds per T

_ annum. T, , fAverage ol Average of
toUj

both sexes ' both sexes
and all ages, and all ages

in i :..: ages.

[The first part of the paper, to which no shall hereafter refer,

related to the nature of manure and the elements of value in con-
nection yvith it. Mr. Lawes tben went on to apply these principles
to sewage].

Total dry substance
Mineral matter ...

Carbon
Nitrogen
Nitrogens ammonia
Phosphates

2-01

0--S5

0-M
0-35

o-«
0-20

4595
10-34

1GS5
7-94

9-6t
-

::
-

:- - -

'

.
-

The average amount of real dry substance voided in

the excrements of each individual of the population in

Assuming as we may do for all practical purposes,
I

24 hours, is thus seen to be only 2 ounces ; or equal to

that the great bulk of the excrements of horses, cows,
|
about 46 Its. per annum. This 2 ounces of dry sub-

&c, in the metropolis, will not find its wav in the sewers i stance will contain rather less than half an ounce of

that the refuse of manufactures valuable as manure
which will do so will be comparatively limited—and
that the matter abraded from the street with their small
admixture of the excrements of horses and other
animals, will also be of comparatively little value—we
recur to human excrements as the main items to be

mineral matters, and the annual amount of these per

head will be about 10J lbs. ; and about two-fifths of

the mineral matters voided, or about one-tenth of the

total dry substance will be phosphates. Of carbon in

the excrements, there is about three-quarters of an
ouuee per head per day, equal to about 17 lbs, per annum.

taken into calculation. The questions arise, then, upon Of the valuable constituent nitrogen, there is an average

what data can we fairly estimate the amount and the I of rather more than one-third of an ounce per day, or

chemical composition of the excrements of the total

population of London ! In what condition of solidity

or solubility will these constituents be found, andthrougli
wbatbulkofsewagewillthey be distributed ! What would
he the actual value of the constituents if separated from
their admixture with water i And finally, what are the
most promising means of turning these constituents to

economical accounts in the state of solution and dilution

-in which we find them ? It might, perhaps, appear at

first sight, that the most feasible way of estimating
what constituents enter the sewers would be to analyse

about R lbs. per annum : and these amounts of nitrogen

are equal to .42 of an ounce per day, and nearly 10 lbs.

per annum of ammonia. The amount of the constituents

voided by tile total population in one year, if entirely

freed from water, is seen to be 51.286J tons. Of this

abont one-fifth is mineral matter ; and the nitrogen it

contains amounts to about one-sixth of the whole,

namely, 8S5f'J tons, which is equal to I0,753j tons of

ammonia. Jiow little more than g a cwt of ammonia is

the usual artificial dressing for an acre of cereal grain,

and it might be calculated to yield an increase of crop
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of JO to 12 bushels of Wheat, or this 10,758^ tons of

ammonia would afford a produce of about 600,000 qrs.,

if it could he conveniently applied for such a purpose.
The intrinsic value of the sewage of London considered

in this merely chemical point of view is therefore enor-

mous. Indeed, according to the above supposition, it

would return to the metropolis nearly one-third of the

Wheat consumed by its population. If, however, it were
thus devoted exclusively to the growth of corn, it would,

at the rate above mentioned, extend over more than

400,000 acres of land. But this ammonia in the sewage

of London is unfortunately distributed through an enor-

mous bulk of water, and Mr. Wickstead has shown us

how immense would be the cost of distributing this

material over an enormous area of land in the liquid

form.

[Mr. "Wickstead's method of treating sewage manure and other

methods of extracting its value in the solid form are then dis-

cussed. We shall refer to this hereafter.]

Considering the profitable manufacture of a solid

sewage manure quite impracticable with our present

knowledge, I now turn to the question of the employment

of sewage in the liquid form by irrigation. With
regard to what is, probably, the amount of fluid that

would have to be disposed of, in dealing with London
sewage, I will say a few words. By a return presented

to the Houses of Parliament last July, it appears that the

water delivered into the metropolis by the nine water

companies gives an average of from "?4 to 2.5 gallons per

head per day on a population of 2^ millions. I find, also,

that the average fall of rain over the area supplied by

the water companies will give almost exactly a

similar amount per head, .namely, between 24 and
25 gallons. The supply of the companies and
the rain-fall taken together, therefore, give a

gross amount of nearly 50 gallons per head per

day. But, from this a considerable portion must
be deducted for evaporation. I am inclined to think

that, by the time any comprehensive scheme for

the disposal of the London sewage can be brought into

operation it will nut amount to much less than 50

gallons per day for each individual of the population.

Fifty gallons per head per aay would amount to 81 i

tons per head per annum ; and, as it has been seen that

the dry substance of the excrements of one individual is

46 lbs. per annum, it follows that a ton of sewage
M'ould only contain 9 ounces of these excrement! tious

matters. In conclusion, there can be little doubt that if

the sewage of London is to be turned to some useful

purpose, it must be applied in the liquid form in such
quantities as to yield the greatest possible growth that

land and season are capable of. An fJ, certainly the

enormous amounts of produce of Rye-grass which have
lately been recorded as the produce of irrigation— and
which there is no reason to doubt—were never obtained

by such small amounts of liquid as the late Mr. Smith,

of Deanston, supposed sufficient. For corn crops,

an enormous supply of liquid manure is certainly not

well suited, for the influence of season fixes an easily

reached limit to the produce of grain, the gross value

of which cannot much exceed \2l. or \±l. per acre.

For market gardens, again, liquid sewage does not seem
well adapted, as with its use the surface of the land is

liable to become crusted, which is injurious in the

growth of the vegetables. There is, however, another

objection to any extensive application of sewage to this

purpose, in the unlimited amount of good stable manure
which is easily carried back by the carts which convey
the produce to London. It could, moreover, be easily

shown that the dung which was so comparatively ineffi-

cient a manure for the growth of "Wheat is, neverthe-

less, peculiarly adapted for the production of vegetables.

I return, therefore, to Grass, as the most suitable crop

for the application of liquid sewage. But that its use,

even for this purpose, should be attended with advantage,
it must, aB I said before, be employed in the most
liberal quantities that the capabilities of land and season
will admit of; and, in this way, it is not impossible that

in the neighbourhood of a large city a rental of 202. to

30?. per acre might be obtained. Experience alone can
decide what is the minimum area of land which would
yield the maximum produce and rental from the sewage
of London, but there can be little doubt that it would
require many thousand tons of sewage per acre to yield

the rental I have supposed. I may mention, however,
that if 10,000 tons of sewage were annually applied to

each acre, it would take about 20,000 acres to absorb the
whole sewage of London, upon the estimate of 50 gallons

per head per day. But it is even possible that so far as

the quantity of liquid is concerned the area might be
reduced below that which is here assumed. It will be
said, perhaps, that such an amount of sewage is much
more than would be usefully applied in furthering growth,

or even that it would be wasteful or injurious. The
point, however, to which 1 wish particularly to call

attention is, that up to the limit at which either the

amount of liquid or of manurial constituents becomes
positively injurious, an apparent extravagant supply of

ingredients on a limited area of land will, there is little

doubt, yield a more profitable result than a saving of

manure with a more extended area. There would
surely be no great difficulty in appropriating a few
thousand acres at no great distance irom the Thames to

the purpose in question. And Grass being the produce
grown, so milk and cream should be the chief products
obtained iu return. Irrigated Grass appears to supply
food peculiarly adapted for the production of milk ; and
there are certainly few articles with which the in-

habitants of the metropolis are so inadequately supplied.

Whilst, therefore, they must be justly charged for the

removal of the sewage on sanitary grounds, they might
surely demand that the cost might be lessened by a
proper application of the sewage ;

and it appears to me,
that a liberal distribution of it on Grass is the most
promising means of obtaining this result.

f^ottttS of 33ooItS.

Farming Essays. (Third Series.) By Hewitt Davis,

Land Agent, &c, 3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry.

Ridgway, London.

These essays, in this issue of them, reach No. 79,

commencing with 53. Mr. Davis has here contributed

27 of his very lucid, useful, and interesting papers on

agricultural subjects. A large agricultural experience,

extensive general knowledge, and a plain and pleasant

style in the relation of both, combine to make Mr.
Davis one of the most attractive and instructive of our

agricultural writers.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY M'CLASHEN'S PATENT.
\/j R. M'GLASHEN is now prepared to supply
L*-£ Apparatus or give Estimates as to the rate at which ho
will safely and expeditiously transplant Trees or Shrubs of any
dimensions in any part of the United Kingdom.

Canonmills Bridge, Edinburgh.

pHAFF-MACHINES and CORN-CRUSHERS—
V-/ All these Machines exemplify, in the most satisfactory
manner, the high, degree of perfection to which RICHMOND*
and CHANDLER have attained in the manufacture of Agricul-
tural Implements; and the recent improvements made upon their
various Chaff-Machines and Corn-Crushers (articles for the pro-
duction of which this firm has long heen justly celebrated) are of
the highest value in the economical preparation of food for
cattle.—Address Richmond & Chandler, Salfprd, Manchester:
and South John Street, Liverpool. Catalogues gratis.

NEW FEEOING SYSTEM.—No other Machine rut
Kealvs patent prizb hoot pulpee

prepares the Turnip or Root for Lambs, Mash Feeding, or
Fermen'ed Food, which method is attended with an immense
saving in time and money. Its exposition at the Cattle Show
has created an unprecedented demand.

Kealt & Co., 369, Oxford Street, London.

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH.
Berwickshire Merse Farm, March 5.—At length have we

reached the close of a protracted snow storm. During six weeks
but little progress has been made in agricultural operations.

The spring-like opening of the new year gave place, about the

middle of January, to weather of a more seasonable character.

Showers of soft snow and frosty nights were the forerunners of a
storm, and on the 23d it lay white and hard. The ploughs being
stopped, we embraced this opportunity for forming dung-heaps
on the break intended for Turnips, an operation to which but
little had been previously done, owing to the fine weather. This
operation, so much (and, in theory, so justly) condemned by some
writers, is practically found indispensable to progress at Turnip
time; for how could one find carts to convey afield all the dung
from a heap in the steading (as recommended), in that busy season,

without retarding the drilling to a serious extent? Surely the loss

of ammonia will be more than counterbalanced by the advantage
of seasonable sowing. A sudden thaw, which permitted ploughing
on the 5th, 6th, and 7th ult.,was followed by a return of the storm
from north-east, and it snowed pretty constantly for a week

—

quite a "feeding" storm. The snow having now reached a
uniform depth of a foot all over the country, we were visited by
the most intense frost known here formany years past. At 11 p.m.,

on the night of the 15th, Fahrenheit's thermometer stood at+3°;
and at the same hour next night it descended to 2° below zero;

while during the day it ranged from 6° to 15°. It was fortunately
very calm, but with a heavy hoarfrost. At this temperature the

streams were converted into sheets of strong ice; and water-
wheels frozen up, though (of course) under cover. The stores of

Turnips in field for sheep began latterly to fail; for less atten-

tion is paid to early storing for sheep than for cattle,
j

The bnlbs were so deeply covered with snow that it required
;

all hands to obtain a supply for ewes and cutting to hogs;
;

and that, not without much unavoidable destruction in the
j

process of '! picking." About the end of February, the snow
showers changed to rain; and the present month was ushered in

by a fine, fresh south-west wind, that has speedily discovered
|

" black ground," save where a white stripe lies under the lee of
|

a plantation or thick fence. Ploughs arc again at work, after a
;

month's rest, and have much to do yet in preparation for seed-;

time. Some will yet venture the "Wheat destined to have been
sown a month ago. Lea'is not yet dry enough for the Oat seed,

but will soon be so under this strong wind. The young Wheat
plant is indebted to the deep snow for protection against the past
severe frosts, and looks fresh and healthy, though not yet quite

risen up. Pastures have acquired a fresh green beneath the
;

snow, but little more as yet. The deficiency in the Turnip crop
has enhanced the value of Linseed-cake aud other artificial feed-

ing. The first quality of Beans, at less than 91, per ton, are

surely cheaper than oilcake at \3l. Sheep have not improved
much lately; but cattle, being well housed, have thriven. Among
lambs there are few twins ; but the single ones will be the sooner

i

fat. Our regular lambing time commences next week. J. 2'.

$

FREDERICK PHILLIPS' PATENT.
HPHE PRIZE PULPING MACHINE of the Royal
J- Agricultural Society's Show, held at Lincoln, July, 1S54.
Of all the Pulping Machines which are before the Public, this-

is the only one which the Royal Agricultural Society certifies as
"breaking the roots well,''— all others are certified as slicers (see
their Journal, just published, page 373, also in the article on
" Diminishing the Quantity of Boots in Fattening Cattle," page-
490), and the great braggadocia " No Other," advertised weekly,
although tried against that of F. P. and others, was not placed at
all, in fact was " nowhere."
F. P. is happy to inform his numerous applicants for his

Machine, that be has greatly simplified its construction without
affecting its efficiency, and has reduced its price from 11?. lis.

to 11. with Floor, and 61. 10s. without boarded Floor.
Orders addressed to Frederick Phillips, near Brandon,

Suffolk, promptly attended to.

Notices to Correspondents.
Ayrshire Cows : F IT. "We do not know the address of our corre-

spondent "Clericus," and you have not given us your own, so

that we cannot exchange the two.

Frosted Potatoes: A T. If all the Potato be "slightly"
affected it is useless for seed. If by " slightly" affected you
mean that a part only of a Potato is affected, the sound piece

cut off, if it has an " eye " in it, may, of course, be used as a " set."

General Book ox Farming: O M. The editor of this paper is

the editor of one of the works you allude to, and is therefore

incompetent to decide between them.
Name of Grass: W. Newton. It is Timothy Grass—Phleum

pratense. Eat it down: you can do it if you take it early

enough ; the stock are fond of it. It would he a loss to you to

get rid of it.

Pig Feeding: B H. If we had a steaming apparatus on the farm
we would not give store or fatting pigs raw Swedes and Man-
golds. The steamed roots are less loosening in their effect on
the bowels, chiefly because of the power you have of thoroughly
mixing them up with drier material.

Poultry : An Old Subscriber. Spanish fowls are good layers;
Cochins both lay and sit well, and are moreover excellent
mothers. Ifyon are likely to have a dirty or smoky run by all

means keep dark-feathered fowls; so much depends upon the
size and nature of the place where they are to he confined,

that we hesitate to advise you until satisfied on this point.

Cochins hear confinement well, and a very low fence suffices to

keep them within bounds; Hnmburghs, on the contrary, are
more wild, and will fly a considerable distance. About five

hens to on*i cock is the usual number we allow, but here, again,
"breed" must be consulted; ten hens may be put with one
" game " cock, whereas five to a " Dorking " cock would be the
outside number. Eggs could not be expected to hatch well
during the severe weather; make another attempt, and the
chances arc considerably in your favour. The price of Mam-
burgh fowls varies from 7s. to 205. each ; they are neat, prett-y,

and good layers. Look over the advertising columns, or tend
your address.

Short-horns: Ignoramus. H. J. Strafford, ^Esq., 13, Euston
Square, editor of the "Herd Book."

Short-horn Calf: Ravenwood. We would recommend you to

discontinue the medicine you have been giving, and let the
animal have some Linseed gruel twice a day, with the follow-

ing tonic:— Gentian powdered 4 drachms, Cascarilla bark
i drachms. Ginger 2 drachms; to he mixed and divided into
eight powders. II ". C. S.

Wheat : D O N. Mix the two loads of fowls' dung with an equal
quantity of earth, aud apply the whole to your acre of Wheat

:

it will not be too much. Do it, if you can, during wet weather.
*
4
3 As usual, many communications have been received too late,

and others sire unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries,

can be made. We must also beg for the indulgence of those
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting
contributions is still delayed.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a hall of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 3l.Ss.

The barrel is 274 in* l°ng f
aud the legs-

are 5 ft. high.

li inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Bd, per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & SQXSr
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also-

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel under nose £ s. d.

2* in . short 1 ft 7 in. Fitted for lead, •) 1 12 C
2A „ long 3 „ 3„ gutta percha, 1 15

3 ,. ditto 3 „ B„- or cast iron 2 12

3) „ ditto 3 „ 6 ,
flanged pipe, 2 18 0'

4 „ ditto 3 „ 6„ as required. . 3 5
2i „ short, w i h 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached and Bolts and Nuts
9 12

2Jit . long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may he fixed, when desired,,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,.

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by mcans-

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fn'e and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application. __^

f> LAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTR, and CO.'S PRIZEW PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, and COMBINED
THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING and WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be teen at their London Establish-

ment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information

relative thereto can he obtained. These Machines are constructed

to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from

the pulse. Ihey are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the

grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require no>

hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole

of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,

whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the

places assigned for them.
C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of

Machinery,, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position

they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural

Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-

bility, aud simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not

surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;

and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

STEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Graceehnrch Street?

London, and 17, New Park Street,Southwark, Manufacturers

of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or

Iron, respectfully'call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars

furnished on application.
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UNION ROAD, PLYMOUTH.

[HO p Oiiaciouh Majbhtv TitB'QOBitK, His Royal HiaiiHnfl tiii Pni '• m i r»J) i Co
OIT BnAIJAHT, HmiI{o\ai Hen im I I, j i

,-. [Ii I .
.im.

Mil (Irani 1 tic Al'oMllllllop of York.
iihxv the link" of lloilford.

Indraoc tlui I'm oof UuvoriNhlro.

Isftrooo iJio Dulcoof l.olimtor,

ii (Iriioo III" llliku of Mol'llmrollftll.

Il draco Hot Duko of BomorBst.

Iio Mont Bon. Hi" MnriiulH of Conynslmiu.
ha Rlghl Mon. Hi" Karl of lloHhorougb.

bo Right Hon, Mi" Burl of Hurllngton,

lid i louittoBN I lowiigcr of i Imvon.

be Iohh Downgi f Macclosllold.

Ii, lliglll II- III" Iml Of I .'iliiM.Hlli.

In Rlghl lion, lb" Hurl "I I'ortosouo.

WBIghl lino. Hi" I'.iul llowo.

'i ho iii'lii. lion, tin. Earl of Moi [i

Tlio Right Hon. Hi" Karl „i Mount Rdgoumtlo.
Tho Right lion, Hi" I, "I "i I'm, i mil
'I'h" Itlghl Hon, Mi" I i i Oi ii i.

Tho Rl| iii Hon. Ifio i nrl ol Ro aborry.
i hi Rl iii Hon. ii." i.. hi "i Win. ,ii.

i bo Rlghl Hon, I Vli nl Ebrlni ton
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WILLIAM E. KENDLE & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS, PLYMOUTH,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE SOUTH DEVON AGRICOLTURAI ASSOCIATION, AND THE B0TA1 AGRICULTURAL
PRINCE EDWARD'S ISLAND, SUITI.Y ALL KINDS OB

SEEDS FOR THE FARM AMI GARDEN.
CARRIAGE FREE, AS PER FOLLOWING SCALE:—

ill Orders for Seeds above £1 (excepting heavy articles, ss Grain, Tares, Clover, Seed Potatoes, &c, will be delivered Tree of Carriage
to any Railwuy Station between Plymouth and Paddington.

ill Crders above £2, with the above exceptions, Free to any Station on the Broad Gauge Railways, or to any Market Town in Ecvoa
and Cornwall, or to Cork, Dublin, and Liverpool, by Steamers.

11 Orders for Seeds above £5, with the above exceptions, will be delivered, Tree of Carriage, to any Hailway Station in England tnd
Wales, and to any Steam Port in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
RESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
Prom DISEASE, the RAVAGES of tho SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brotrght

Horn ."I'd in n EALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts aro given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

" One ol the fields nf this farm, the property of Mrs. Stanbury,
ti3 planted with Regenta Potatoes iu April last, some of which
ore prepared by you. Tho result now is, that tho whole of the

op from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly

jrth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

em from the prepared sets are not only in ft beautiful state of

I'si-rvaUou from the disease, but the produce is much greater,—

6 Potatoes are more numerous than tho others; indeed, if there

Lire do such tiling as tho disease to be feared, it would bo worth
e trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

en for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

e future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
Intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from tho SmuL

"G. B. Baxter.
•' Belmont Farm, Elthani, Kent, August 2S, 1S5-1."

Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.

"Sir,—I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

at came hero from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
are planted in a piece of new ground, and aceoi'ding to the

rections sent by him along with them as to distance between
ie plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

EXTRACTS:-
slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of

large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of

them are not fit for use, at least, a third part are diseased. 1

hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great boon.—I am, &c, John SnANKs,

" Forester, Kildrunimy Castle.
" Kildrunimy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1654."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have iuado with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,
without any manure, in ground where for several years I have
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
next to them, are diseased aud eateu by worms.

1( The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably
good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 160 of the others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.

" T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.
"Blackheatb, Kent, 24th August, 1854."

Sold bv Messrs. CHAKLWOOD & Cumjiins, Scedsmon, Covent Garden; and John Kkrnan, Seedsman. 4. Great Russell Street,

event Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, IS, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two,
hree or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers aud Potato Growers.

BOS SO NTS CHAMPION OF ENGLAND CELERY.

THE finest Celery yet introduced, beautifully white,
very crisp and solid, and withstands a greater amount

of frost than any other known variety ; it has been blanched
in the ground 3 feet.—To be obtained of T. F. Winsianlcy,
Seedsman, 28, Market Place, Manchester, price 2s. 6d. per
packet; prices to the trade on application.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.
intUAM CHATER begs to offer packets of seed,
' * consisting of 20 varieties, from his best Show Hollyhocks,
f>;.; 12 varieties, 2s. (W. ; and from good double sorts, is,

Superior Quilled German and French Asters, in 12 varieties,

ixod, Is, per packet; separate, 2s. Fine Quilled African Mari-
ohls iV. per pncki't.— Saffron Waklen Nursei

COLE'S CRYSTAL WHITE, & COLE ?S^FwARF
_

RED CELERY.
f THORNELEY,COLE,&Co., JStjbserymen, Seeds-

• u&k, and Florists, Withington, near Manchester, beg to
jmounce that they are now prepared to supply these two well-
nown varieties, raised by Mr. W.Cole (late of Dartford).
CRYSTAL WHITE, A o». packets, free by post, for 12 stamps.
SUPERB DWARF RED, A oa.pkts., free, by post, for 9 stamps.

Price per lb. to the Trade on application.

ROSES.
HEORGE CLARKE be$s to announce that he canp
hi

still supply tine Standards of all the leading varieties, bis
qn selection, at ISs. per dozen. Also, fine strong dwarfs of
iirpotuals. Bourbons, Tea scented, &c, 12s. per dozen. Well
wied collections of Evergreens, Fruit Trees, Conifers?, and

' tv article connected with the trade, At most moderate prices.
Galoguos may be had on receipt of two postage stamps.—
Nrsery, Brixton Hill, near London.

|OBERT KENNEDY, Agent for Messrs. Flatz and
-** Son, Seed Growers, Erfurt, hasmuch pleasure in announcing
Djh&s received their Catalogue of Flower aud Vegetable Seeds
rofche trade for 1S55, which abounds with new articles of great
invest, and will be forwarded, per post, on application to
.','.; nnrdv, Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, London.

IS. Also, R. Kennedy's General Catalogue of British and
FoHgn Ferns forwarded on receipt of six postage stamps.

HOPS SUPERSEDED BY THE BAVARIAN
BITTER, a perfect substitute for Hops, of an agreeable

flavour, quite soluble in wort or beer, saving the trouble of
straining through a Hop-back, and giving to Beer the well-known
keeping properties of the Bavarian Beer- Price of 1 packet.
2s. $d., which is equal to 5 lbs. of best Hops.—Prepared only by
Thomas Pratt Wills, St. George's Square, Portsea. Free
per post.

BOX TREES.
MESSRS. K. G. HENDERSON mid SON, of ihe

WeLMVOTOK NtfBSKBT, St. .!• : u haiii
lock 0.1 PINE BOX and LILAC TREE:*, beg to call

the attention Ol parties engaged in laying I I ri'sard
unto to tfaa none, which" they are wiflifl

- very reduced prices.--M i i

GENUINE SEEDS.
THE MEMBERS OF THE "SEED GROT

SOCIETY," continue to supply geiratneAGRICULTURAL,
VEGETABLE and FLOWEB SEEDS
Lists with price and terms of business maybe b*d on apfdfcaJkTi

Essex.

CRAS~S"~SEED3. CLOVERS, ETC.

TF. WINSTANLEY is now ready to tend out hU
• Mixture of New Grass Seeds, for Laying down N-

Renovating Old Past Lmu,6c For
list of sorts and quantities, &c.

t
see his Garden and Agricultural

Seed List, to be had on applli .

vS, Market Place
"

PASTURE and LAWN | -Gentlemen
laying down land as permanent Pa-'tnre, <ic. o- fine Lawns

and Bowling Gicen
mixed or separate, of 1>AWE. COTTBELL, -

Laurence
Pountney Lane, and 86, M rgate -:rcet, London.
D„ C.,*it B. also beg to call attention to their veil-

Id Wurzel. Swede, and other Turnips, &c
Catal tos Of Uorticnltaral, Acrioltural, and Garden >
appticition. Fluke, early Shaw, Clark's Soling, new early
Bermuda, Bed A'-h-leavtfd, and many other kind~ .

set*. (Established at 28. Cnrnhill .
"

'I^O BE fcULD, Bishop's last and 10 to
-*• 15 quarters at 565. per quarter, and 7 to 6 qnarters of a
superior BLUE PEA. capita.! boiler, or an abundant hearer for
podding, bSs. per quarter : also a quantity of genuine Skirving"

s

Swede Seed of List year's growth, grown from large roots;
transplanted and other sorts of Turnips and ManpVM S-»*de. &c.
—Apply to Mr.GBORGE TAr.EE. SeedG'rower, Rivenhall.Witha.^:.
Essex." Peliy cT-

-

?e. Terms cash
.

A CHALLENCE TO ALL ENC.AND.
A Great BaBoacs is sow

TO BE SOLD, at 5s. each, 100 Prime Dwari-irained
CHAMPION PEACH TREES, surpassing tver^

kind in size and flavour, and more hardy, having been r
England. Also a large quantitv of Dwarf—trair

PEA US. and all the best kinds of APPLES. Arc at lo*

—Agents] Messrs. Hoasr cc Co., 6, Leadenliall Street, t
T. HgTCiuxo. Manager. Great Nur^vri^-. AmnistH)

SPLENDID IMPORTED GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.
CHARLES PENNELL begs to offer to his patrons

'

and the public, at reasonable prices, very superior and un-
rivalled collections of GERMAN SEEDS, comprising extra !

double German Bouquet Stocks, new large flowered": New Yellow
ani New Hybrid ditto. German Emperor.and the fine Autumnal
and Winter Flowering varieties, &c Extra double German !

Larkspurs, Salpiglossis, German Zinnias, in several fine -varieties.

Phlox Drummondi. and many other varieties too numerous to

insert here, prices of which may be bad on application.

C. P. takes this opportunity of announcing that owing to a
three years' residence in different parts of Germany, including !

Prussia and Austria, he has been enabled by dint of great atten- !

tion, to make one of the most superior selections of German Seeds
!

ever before offered in England, He feels therefore the most
unbounded confidence in offering the above to the public, bein.^ ;

assured that they will afford the most ample satisfaction to ail i

honouring him with their purchases.—Nurseries. Lincoln. Mar- 10.

TO BE SOLD, at Prices that will be sure I .

satisfacti ,.i STRONG CUKKA! -

sorts, viz. :—Rod and AVhite Date 1
..

Naples. Will : rb Bed. Champaign ar.i

Also a quantity*f strong dwarf-trained Pears and PIot
best sorts, Fastolff and other Kaspberries, strong standard Pears,

and a quantity of prime Seed Potatoes, well kV
sorts —For further particulars apply to Jxxzs 1
man, Bridgewater.

« pRIGl DUMO."—Patronised by her $±z;?*xr the
-T Queen, the Dn"-:

Grace tlie Duke of Devonshire for Chis^-i.

Lindlev (or the Horticultural Sotaety. S:r

Crystal Palace,

Ealing Pa rk. a id — C :" r..r;; -I.

•'FBIGi UUMO" a Canvas made of patent prepare i Hair
and Wool. - n-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping.
wherever i: is applied, a £xed temperature. It is adapt
allhorticnltnral S

and Flowers from the scorching ray; of the ^
from attacks ofinsects and from morr. shad iauiT
required len^h. '2 yards wide, at Is. 6i. per yard rwz, :: Ei:ni

A^;ite~. whole and sole manufacturer, 7. Trimry Lan=
Csnnon Street, C .ty. and the Royal Mills, VTandsworth. Sonet
and of :- 1 Nurserymen and Ste-ismen throogh at the kingdm'

" It is^ucb cheaper than mats as a cxrrzrixig?
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GRAY & ORIVSSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex

perienee in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical
adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and Lone
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactc

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-wa
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made availabl

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Eoad, Chelsea,

'-r-jTEl""

GLASS.
THOMAS MILLINGTON, Importer of Foreign Sheet Glass, requests attention to the present Prices

Glass and Stock sizes, which are cheaper and better than those of English manufacture :

—

PACKED IN ONE HUNDRED FEET BOXES, THIRDS QUALITY, BOXES INCLUDED.

Inches. PerlOOft. Inches. PerlOOft. Inches PerlOOft. Inches. PerlOOft. Inches. PerlOOft. Inches. PerlOOft

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
HPHE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
J- ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits,
- affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 8tZ. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong Grapevines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, "Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS.

THE BRIDGEWATER FIRE AND WATER-
PROOF MINERAL PAINT.—An Important Discovery.

This substance is a vein of earth found only in one of the
Bridgewater Mountains of New Jersey, in the United States. It

is the most extraordinary paint offered to the public, possessing

new and valuable properties, and applicable to a variety of pur-

poses. Its colour is dark red, never fading or changing in the

hottest climates. When mixed with any other paint, the colour

produced by that mixture will be rendered unfading also. After

it has been applied and exposed to the atmosphere a few months,

it hecom£s fireproof, and as durable as stone. Wherever it is

applied neither rain, sea- water, nor damp can penetrate; thus

preserving iron from rusting, wood from rotting, and brickwork
from 'damp. It will endure intense heat without cracking or

blistering. It has also the property of flexibility; Canvas, Tents,

&c, covered with it become waterproof, retain their previous

flexibility, and are not liable to crack when they are rolled up.

Coarse Wrappers, covered with two coats of it, are an excellent

substitute for Russian mats, to cover gardeners' pits and frames,

or to protect wall fruit trees, being cheaper and more durable.

If two coats of it he applied to trees, above and below the ground,

where the borer generally enters, it will prevent the attack of

that destructive grub, or insects of any kind
;
a new hark will be

formed under the paint and the trees kept in a healthy condition.

It is spread out easily, and does not emit any unhealthy effluvium.

A specimen of the paint on coarse wrappers for Gardeners and
others may be seen at J. Le Cren's, House-painter, 26, Moorgate
Street, who undertakes to supply Gardeners and the public with
any quantity of painted wrappers at moderate prices.

Sole Consignee for the United Kingdom, John Fives, 17, Corn-
hill, London. Sold by Agents in most of the principal towns of

Jhe United Kingdom, in London by L. Fbaxk & Snt», Oil
Merchants, 14, Borough, London Bridge, of whom may he had
Quick Drying Oil to mix with it, for use during the winter
ssason, and also Testimonials in its favour from Shipowners,
• lilders, Painters, &c.
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IMPROVED PATENT ROUGH PLATE, PLAIN, FLUTED, AND IN QUARRY PATTERNS.
Eritish Plate, Patent Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Coloured Window Glass. Pure White Shades for Ornaments.

Pumps, Water Closets, and Plumbers' Brass Work. Genuine White Lead, Paint, Colours, Varnishes, Brushes, &e.
Tariffs of the above on application to

T. MILLINGTON, 87, Bishopsgate Street' Without, London.

SHEET GLASS (15 oz.) of good quality in 100 feet

boxes.
10 in. by 8 in. and under 15s. per box.
11 in. by 9 in. to 22 in. by 14 in 17s. „
Larger sizes to 28 in. by 18 in 19s. „

Also similar sizes in 21 oz. Sheet at 24s. per box. Boxes
charged 2s. each, and returnable at the same price, if delivered

free. CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet GlasS in

Crates, British and Patent Plate, &c. &c. White Lead, Oils,

Turpenliiie. Colours, &c.—G. Faemiloe & Son, 118, St. John
Street, West Smithfield.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feel

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners7 Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES. CROWN SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet. In Boxes of 100 ieet.

Under 6 by 4 £0 12s. 6d. ... 8s. Sd.

6 by 4, and 6i by 4i 13 ... 12 6

, 5, — 7i
, 15

10
14„ „ 64 l

6, — Si „ 6i/ —
9 „ 7, —10" „ 8^ 12 by 9,

12 by 10, 14 by 10

Larger Sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3 Id. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 4>,d. to Sd. „ „ „
26 oz. „ Sd. to7ji. „ „ „

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same qualitt
as we supply to Mr. Rivep.s, and of various dimensions, always
on hand,

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

Glass Tiles, I of an inch thick, packed in cases, containing 50,

at 11. 17s. ed. per case. Packages 2s. each extra, but allowed for

when returned.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and eveiy article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street

Without. London.

WEEDS ON WALKS.
MR. FLEMING'S WEEDING on SALTII

MACHINE ron GRAVEL WALKS, COURT YARI
&c, manufactured and sold by Alexander Shanks & Son,.

broatb, Forfarshire, from whom particulars with prices may beh

NEW AND IMPORTANT LEVELLINC INSTRUMENT

Si
-

?SS
?:

?
:™
"v *'

Pifon
GILLESPIE'S PATENT INCLINOMETER, f

Taking, Fixing, and Adjusting Surface Slopes of Lam
Earthen Embankments, Railway Gradients, &c, and the 1)

Outfall, or Rise of Drains, Water Courses, &c, and universal
1

1

applicable to determine the plans and aid the execution of ;

levelling or sloping operations known in civil engineering.

Prices :—Inclinometer, with mahogany frame and
brass mounting £3 3s. *

Do. with oak frame and wrought iron mounting 2 12-
'

'

Light Telescope, 10s. 6d. extra.

Testimonials.
From Mr. James Gentles, Contractor.—" I have for a fit

siderable time past used Gillespie's Patent Inclinoiuetei)' 1

extensive drainage operations carried on by me, and I have fowl

it to be of the greatest service, in showing the minutest slop in

the ground, and in saving of labour; and I could not haveon-

structed many of the drains with any degree of accuracy witotU

its assistance."—James Gentles, Hart Hill, by "Whitburn.

Extract of a letter from John Mitchell, Esq., Stand Hill, liti-

gate.—" I highly appreciate its capabilities as a levelling irtrti-

ment. In level lands, where there is a difficulty in detectigin

which direction the land slopes, it is invaluable."

Extract of a letter from Mr. John Turner,- Surveyor, Whiiurn.
—" The more I have tested it the more have I appreciate its

value. By this invention the power of levelling is brought vtliiu

the reach of all men of ordinary capacity."

Sold by William Deay & Co., Engineers, &c, Swan "jme

London. Specimens and Models may be seen at, their Wareioms

Also a Descriptive Treatise on the nature and uses of the iitent

Inclinometer, and copies of Recommendations of its efficient ana

value to be had on application.
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TO MANURE MAKERS AND FARMERS.

SULPHATE Oil MU1UATU OV AMMONIA.—
These powerful fertilluoi's, genuine as manufactured, may be

had in iniy quantities from Itbad Uolliday, Ammonia and Soda
WorkH, liuuderafleld.

JNGLIS and CHISHOLM, Charles Street, Garrutt,
. Manchester, make kteam ENGINES for Agricultural and

other purposes of tlio Iiesfc quality at a reasonable prices Addrogft

yHOUB & ClIIflHOLM, Chlll'lOB BtroOt, Oarratfj M/iliclirnt.T,

HALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS; the beat and
cheapest for nil purposes of shelter and shade from Frost,

|Tail Storms, and GaloH of Wind, Nn. o, IW.; No. J, Bji/.j No.2,

(Id.; N(ih. 8 and 4, id. All 00 Inelicfl wido, and In longtUH of

10, 20, 30, nnd 00 ynnlii. MiumIh nl<-r.

ri^ANNED NETTING, for tho protection of Fruit
JL Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

frpHh sown seeds, oltlior In Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200yards, Us.; BOO yardB, 80*.; looo yards. Ml, Borlm
Canvas, for Wall Fruit.- At. EDCHNGTON and Co/a, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Hmlih-

fleld Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southward; Emigrant
Outfitters, Hhip Cliandlors, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Stroot, near tlio East hullo Export Dock, Blnckwall.

I.MUUT TREES, POULTRY, ItABBIT, SHEEP,
1 AND LAMB PENClNGf. Spring Bird Traps, 10*. each
Worsted Netting, to protect the Bloom of Pencil, Nectarine,

and other Trees, Flower or Soed Bods, from frost, blight

and birds, '2 yurdH wido, Gd. to Qd. nor yard. Now Twine
Netting (tanned if required!, l yard wido, '2d. por yard

;

li yards >vido, id, por yard ; 'I yards wide, Bd,\ half Inch
MchIi do,, 2 yards wide, Bd. per yard. Tanned Netting, Sor.fl

yards wide, -l.'./A nor yard; 4 or (! yards wide, liif. por yard.
Elastic Hexagon Garden Not, or Scrim Canvas, A\d, por square
yard.. Coooa-nut Fibre, or Hemp Slioopfoldlng Not, of superior
quality, <t feet high, Ad. to M. por yard. Rabbit Not, 4 fo^t wide,

2<$„ font wido, 8tf,, B foot, idt por yard, Eaoli edge corded,
Ad. per yard 'extra, suitable for Poultry Penolng, Squaro MuhIi

Cricketing Not, lix Uh full width and length, made or stout
1

oord,

3</. to -If/, per square yard; this in tho bost article for Poncing
against Fowls, Cats, &6,—W. Gr/ixiKaronn's, 1, "Edmund Ter-
race, I'hII'h Pond, KingHlimd, London,

GALVAN1SKI) WIRE NKTTIMJ i.-or GAME and
SHEEP FENCING, AVIARIES, PIIEASANTXUES, &c.

M

2 inch Mesh, light., Bd, per lineal yard, 2 feet wide.

„ Ktrong, 8rf. „ „
Netting of any size or quantity, and Fencing of all kinds,

supplied on the shortest notice.

William Dray & Co., Manufacturers, Swnn Lane, Upper
Thames Street, near London Bridge.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THE only Patented invention of this description

constructed so as to prevent considerable waste of Hay and
Corn, together with all the newest improvements.
NEWLY IMPROVED ECONOMIC STABLE FITTINGS

FORTY SHILLINGS PER SET, to fill up the whole width of

Stalls, and can be had enamelled or galvanised. Every descrip-

tion of Mangers, Racks, nnd Stable Furniture in stock; Iron
Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c.
Manufacturer of Kite's Patent Noiseless Cast-Iron Smoke-

Curing Chimney Caps (200 on Buckingham Palace), price 85s
each. Price Lists and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded on re
ceipt of two postage stamps.
JAMES BARTON, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street,

few doors east of the Pantheon.

MANGER, RACK, X WATER-TROUGH AS ONE FIXTURE,
Improved and Newly Patented.

pOTTAM and IIALLEN, the original inventors,^ obtained the Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-
nent, to which all the latest improvements are adapted, secured

Illy

Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the
lalter-weight aud rein from the back of the manger to the under
jont of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being

I biseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
t-nvemencc when at rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-
ig the liability of the most restive horse getting cast. No well
ianaged stable should be without these fittings.

IjCOTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in
te best possible manner, both as to form and utility; are

I ennly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection;
I rnnntactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
« J rface Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps. Stable
' hiups. Loose Box, Fittings, Gutta Percha Preserving Saddle

Hi Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, in
mac. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and

I Sfcameutal Castings, and every description of Wrought and
at Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural

I afl Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orua-
I mhtal, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.

|

i mates and Catalogues on application to Cottam& Hallex.
'-. msley Street, Oxford Street.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

A \V\S
an Ind

ordinary floor

Entrance flu

Maw & Co.

.

In price and
Works, IlroHi

ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
estructlblo nnd hlgWy decorative Kubstltute foi

Ing, and tlioli Imparishable OIlCIol l

ii ..
i'.

i Nflgtfs, verandahs, *

i rid free of a^penso tholi Howl ol Di |gn lultabhj
style foi '.<•( v di ' rlptton >>\ Building.

I
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W II. [JAM HKAY Ai.n CO.'S STEEL DIGG1 G
POKKB are warranted equal, and by many aro c

i npoi lor, i" any i Xbrcd 1 Ine Forks, Aha
Tine Porks, ts, flrf, oscli, A liberal aHownncoon Wbolcsflfi I

William Djiak A Co., BwAn Lano, Upper Thai
in in London Bi Idge

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
• Wholesale Agents for England, have always In stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, and 52, Little Britain, London.

CAUTION.
Parkes' Steel Digging Forks and Draining Tools.—

Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are
now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as those
manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark " J. P.," and that
Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-

place to tho purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parses & Co.

PRICE TEN SHILLINGS AND UPWARDS.

Ik .. 32i.

40j. . .. Vh.
VI: . .. ttw.

ee>. . .. 6U.
5Sf. . .. 66».

©KTENTfy

A PORTABLE INSTRUMENT for Fumigating
Greenhouses, Stoves, and Frames, or Shrubs and Flowers,

in the open air more effectually, in conjunction with Sangster's
Florumbra, without injuring the most delicate plant; delivering
the smoke cool, in a dense mass, aud effecting a great saving of
Tobacco.—Manufactured and supplied to the Trade by Messrs.
Barber and Groom, Loudon ; and may be had of all Ironmongers,
Seedsmen, rnd Florists.

^WATERPROOF PATHS.—BARN AND CATTLE sTiED"
FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks ofPORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path isat present made from the loam which
is mixed with it .and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can m^x and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the i

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,
;

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS.
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. Wette & Brother,?, :

Milbank Street, Westminster.
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1000 BEOSTEADS TO CHOOSE FROM.
HEAL and SON have ju«t erected exten iw Pre-

mltet, which enable them *

Ktcndn In Rtock, l.V) of which ttrtt fixed for .

every variety of Brutj Wood, aod Iron, with Cblotz and I

Furnllnrefl complete. Tliefi - rjtain »«
ol '.f DED-BOOM PCBKIT1 BE, which a

every reqnfflte, from the pUInent Upnon^l deal for »«nruit«
rooms, to the DeireaC and mo*t Unt^nil dMlgmi In mabf^Anr and
other woods. The irhole warrant--'! of l

manufacture. llKALdV 8ox*fl Illaatrmled CatalogH of JJtd*tt*d^

,

and Priced LIsl of Ucddln^, wnt fr*c by pout.

Hkai. & Sox, 106, Tottenham Court Bead, London.

TIM: PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVEIL—
The real NICKEL SILVER, int induced 20 yean ago by

Wiu.iau S. Rt;p.T'»N-, when Plated by the patent proce** ofMtun

.

Elkington & Co, Ik beyond all comparison the very beit article

next to sterling silver that can be employed an »ach, either use-
fully or ornamentally, as by no possible test c*n It be dlatlngoiahed
from real silver. Thread or

Fiddle Brunswick King'e
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Tea Spoony per dozen 18».

Dessert Forks „ 30».

Dessert Spoons „ 30*.

Table Forks „ 40*.

Table Spoons „ 40*.

Tea and Coffee Sets, Waiters, Candlesticks. Ac^ at proportio&ate
prices. All kinds of replating done by the patent procew.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL, NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King'*.

Table Spoon's and Forks, fall size, per doz. 12*. ... 28*. ... SO*.

Dessert ditto and ditto ... IOt. ... 21*. ... 25*.
Tea ditto 6*. ... 1L». ... 12*.

THE BEST SHOW op IRON BEDSTEADS
in the Kingdom is William S. Bcbtox'?.— He baa two

very Large Rooms, which are devoted to the exclnslre snow of
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate
Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, 16*.;
Portable Folding Bedsteads from 12*. 6dL : Patent Iron Bedsteads,
fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 21*.; aod
Cots from 2ls. each; handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great variety, from 2/. 19*. to 13'. Ufa,

William S. BniTOK bas TEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS
devoted to the show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRON-
MONGERY (including Cutlery. Nickel Silver, Plated and
Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads aod Bedding), ao
arranged and classified that purchasers may easily and at once
make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The uxcrzey

returned for every article not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (comer of Newman Street); 1, 2. ar.2

3. Newman Street; and 4 & 5. Perry's Place.

HOLTOWAY'S PILLS THE FAR-FAMED
REMEDY FOR VARIOUS COMPLAINTS.—In all

cases of deranged Stomach, Indigestion, Bile, Sick Headache,
Liver Complaint, or determination of blood to the head, there is

no medicine known equal to these wonderful Pills that win eo
quickly alleviate and ultimately cure persons suffering from
disorders of this nature; the peculiar properties they possess act
on the very main springs of life, so thatsnch diseases are sure to

yield to their influence, therefore those who are so indisporsl
should have recourse to Holloway's Pills, which will effeciually

check every symptom and restore the patient to the soundest
health. — Sold by all Medicine Vendors, and at Professor
Hollovcay's Establishment, 244, Strand, London : and 90, Maiden
Lane, New York.

TESTIMONIAL.—TheflfoUowing Testimonial of the-

valuable efficacy of CUPISSS CONSTITUTION BALLS
is so excellent that the proprietor begs to call the alt-:-

the public to a perusal of it. *

- Combs. Stowmarket. October I
*

" Deab Sib,—Having for two years past experience-i gr«at
trial with the lung complaint in my neat stock, last year having
lost five out of seven, I employed an old experienced ve'erir^y
surgeon, with little or no success. The two cases savei I

to be from the use of blisters on each side of
•

CtJPiss's CoxBTrnrnos Balls, which you reccmaencec; and this

year having two cases of the same disease, quite as hi

others. I adopted the same means of cure, and am happy I

with success, having saved them both. I cannot speak too highly

of the use of the Balls: I believe them to he as good for neat

cattle as for horses. I think this statement of importance to

Agriculturalists, and gs Agent for Crass - - Balls.

you are at liberty to make use of the above information as you
may deem fit.—Yours faithfully, : > C -^sou>-

'•To Mr. J. B. Cui i'iAG, Chemist £:. StT^r—k-.
The Constitution Balls are prepared only by Fa

M.R.C.V.S . Author cf the -Prize Essay on the Diseases

Liver of the Horse." Diss. Norfolk: and sold by all res;

medicine vendors in town and country, in packets, sdx Balls eacK
3s. &£. perpacker. frith a wrapper givmg fall dire:

use of the Balls.and treatment of the animal whilst taking them.

Any gentleman using the Balls may consult tbe Tr :rir

letter pr-s: dsmL
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TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES, consisting of MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority aud excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal
both in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,
Jjondon.

BUY OF THE MAKERS.—BRUSHES, COMBS,
and BROOMS of eveiy description, whether for the dress-

ing table, household, or stable use, 30 per cent, lower than any
other house in the trade, at the manufacturers, J. and J.

WITHERS, 3G, Tottenham Court Road (opposite Bedford Street,

Bedford Square).—Warranted Tooth Brushes, 3d.; superior ditto,

4d. : the best that can be made, 6d. each.—NiB. The lowest price
ask**d ami no abatement. _^___^______

ESSKS. SHOOLBRbD and BRADSHAW,
34, Jermvn Street, Patentees. Manufacturers of every

description of ELAST1CAL SURGICAL BANDAGES, as re-

commended by all the most eminent surgeons, in acknowledging
the very extensive support they have received, beg to call

attention to the various improvements they are making in

patent Elastic Stockings, Knee Caps, Socks, and Ladies and
Gentlemen's Spine Supporters. A new description of Belt, in-

valuable for prevention of Cholera and the cure of Rheumatism,
Lumbago, &c. N.B. Every description of India-rubber Bandages
vulcanised on the newest principle.

ATMrTmECHI'S ESTABLISHMENT, 4, Leaden-
hall Street, London, are exhibited the finest specimens of

British Manufactures in Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing
Cases, Dressing Bags, and other articles of utility or luxury. A
separate department for Papier Mache Manufactures and Baga-
telle Tables. Table Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penkuives, Strops,
Paste, &c. Shipping orders executed. Superior Hair and other
Toilet Brushes.— N.B. The extensive ".Iterations for Mr. Mechi's
West End Establishment, 112, Regent Street, are fast approach-
ing completion.

SUPERIOR FIRST
-
CLASS CABINET AND

UPHOLSTERY FURNITURE can only he obtained at
moderate prices by purchasing direct from the manufacture] -

,

thus saving the profit of the middle man, and securing thoroughly
seasoned materials with soundness of workmanship, and an
elegance of style not to be found at other houses. Families
furnishing are respectfully solicited to inspect the extensive
stock of Cabinet Furniture, Bedsteads, and Bedding, at JOHN
VOLLUM'S old established manufactory. No. 3, Finsbury
Pavement. Designs and Estimates made for furnishing a house
or single room in any part of the country free of charge. No
charge made for packing country orders. Observe—No. 3,
Finsburv Pavement, Loudon, and the name most distinctly
JOHN VOLLUM.

CLOTH REVIVER.—To Clergymen and other
Wearers of Black Clothes.—To make two suits of

Clothes last as long as three. On the receipt of 13 Postage
Stamps the Advertiser will forward practicable directions for
Cleaning and Reviving Ch'th or other clothing material of any
colour to look equal to new—easily made up—used with very
little trouble, and perfectly clean and soilless in its application.

—

W. C, at Mr. Henry Bond's, Bishop's Castle, Shrewsbury.

METCALFE and CO'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-
important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at
Metcalfe, Binglet, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 b and 131,
Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
fiOBie houses. Mfttralfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder. 2,t. per box.

The Successful Results of the Last Half Century have
proved beyond question that

EOWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL possesses
peculiarly nourishing powers in the growth, restoration, and

improvement of the human Hair, and is now universally acknow-
ledged to be the cheapest, and superior to all other preparations
for the hair. It prevents it from falling off or turning grey,
strengthens weak hair, produces a thick and luxuriant growth,
cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully
soft, curly, and glossy. In the growth of the Beard,
Whiskers, Eyebrows, and Moustachios, it is unfailing in its

stimulative operation. For children it is especially recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Piice
3s. 6d. and 7s.; Family Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. Bd.; and
double that size, 21s. Caution.—On the wrapper of each bottle
are the words, Rowlands' Macassar Oil, in two lines.—Sold by
A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London, and by Che-
mists and Perfumers.

LADIES' HEADDRESSES.—Whatever may gbe
attempted in the production of the most elegant Ladies'

Headdresses, whether designed by the highest taste, or executed
by the most undoubted skill, must fail in the accomplishment if

the roots of the hair have lost their proper tone and firmness, one
of the common causes of lank and weak hair, or if the hair
itself has begun to decay or fall off in patches. The certainty and
facility with which these defects are obviated by OLDRIDGE'S
BALM of COLUMBIA, from its nourishing and bracing qualities,
have long obtained for it that extensive reputation which it is

so well known to possess. The first application causes the hair
to curl beautifully, frees it from scurf, and stops it from falling
off, and a few bottles generally restore it again. Price 3s. Bd., 6s.,

and lis. per bottle. Sold retail by the proprietors, 13, Wellington
Street, North Strand

.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?— No other compound for the Hair

has maintained such an enduring celebrity as Emily Dean's
CRINILENE. It is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Mous-
tachios, Eyebrows, &c, in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in
Baldness, from whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent
its falling off, and effectually check Greyness in all its stages.
For the nursery, Dr. Wilson says it is unrivalled.—Price 2s. per
Package (elegantly perfumed); sent post free, on receipt of
24 penny postage stamps, by Miss Dean, 37 a, Manchester
Street, Gray's Inn Road, London. Sold by every Chemist in
the Kingdom.—" In one fortnight it produced a beautiful set of
moustachios." H.Adams.—"It has prevented my hair falling

off." J. Hickson.—" It has quite checked the greyness that was
coming on." Mrs. Eldp,r.

PARR'S LIFE PILLS
are composed of simple but powerful curative ingredients.

They are so mild and excellent in their action that a child may
take them. For bilious disorders, liver complaints, indigestion,
costiveness, sick headache, depression of spirits, pains in the back,
gravel, and lumbago, Parr's- Life Pills will be found a safe
aud admirable remedy. Invalids should make an immediate trial
of this excellent, lung-tried, and successful medicine.—Ask for

Parr's Life Pills.—Sold by E. Edwards, 67, St. Paul's
Churchyard ; Barclay & Sons, Farringdon Street ; Sutton &
Co., Bow Churchyard; Hannay & Co., 63, and Sanger, 150,
Oxford Street, London ; and by all respectable chemists aud
medicine vendors in town or country.—In boxes price Is. lid.,
2s$d,, and in family packets lis. each.

Now readv,

HPHE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN, illustrate*]
* by Jobx E. Soweeby ; the descriptions, synonyms, &c., by

C. Johnson, Esq. In 1 Vol., cloth hoards, containing 49 plates,
full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s. Also Part VIII., com-
pleting the work, price 5s. lull, and 2s. 6d. partly coloured.

John E. Sowekbt. 3. Mead Place. Lambeth, London.

In 2 vols. Svo, price 2Ss. cloth lettered.

'T'HOMAS'S MODERN PRACTICE of PHYSIC:
* Exhibiting the Symptoms, Causes, Prognostics, Morbid

Appearances, and Treatment of the Diseases of All Climates.
Eleventh Edition, thoroughly revised, corrected, and to a con-
siderable extent rewritten, by Algernon Fkampton, M.D.,
Physician to the London Hospital. Assisted by
Herbert Davies, M.D., Senior Assistant-Physician to the
London Hospital;

N. Pahker, M.D., Assistant-Physician to the London Hospital

;

G . Critchett, F.R.C.S., Senior Assist.-Surg. London Hospital

;

J. Wordsworth, F.R.C.S., Assist.-Surg. London Hospital;
Henry Powell, M.D., Edinburgh; and
H. Letheby, M.D., Lecturer on Chemistry and Toxicology in the
London Hospital Medical School.
London: Longman and Co.; Simpkin and Co.; Whittaker

and Co.; Hamilton and Co.; S. Highley; J. Churchill; T.
Bumpus; H. G. Bohn; R, Mackie; D. Bogue; C. Dolman;
J. S. Hodson; lioutledge and Co. Edinburgh: A. and C.
Black. Dublin: Hodges and,Smith. Liverpool: G. and J.
Robinson.

On Thursday next will be published, fcp, Svo.

nrilE ANGLER and his FRIEND; or Piscatory
-*- Colloquies and Excursions. By John Davy, M.D., F.R.S.

London :. Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, in Svo, with many Woodcuts, price 2Ss.

DEREIRA'S ELEMENTS of MATERIA MEDICA
Mi) THERAPEUTICS. A New Edition of the First

Volume. Edited by A. S. Taylor, M.D. &c; and G. O.Rees,
M.D., &c.

Also a New Edition, in fcp. Svo, price 7s.

PEREIRA'S LECTURES ON POLARISED
LIGHT. Edited by tbe Rev. Baden Powell, M.A.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

HOOKER AND TAYLOR'S BRITISH MOSSES.
Just published,, in Svo, with 61 Plates, price 42s. cloth; or with

the Plates coloured, 41. 45., cloth,

"ORYOLOGIA BRITANNICA : Containing the
-"-* Mosses of Great Britain and Ireland systematically arranged
and described according to the method of Bruch and Schimper;
with 61 illustrative Plates, including 25 new ones engraved for
the present work. Beiug a new edition, with many Additions
and Alterations, of the " Muscologia Britannica" of Messrs.
Hooker and Taylor. By William Wilson, President of the
Warrington Natural History Society.

London

:

Longman, Brown. Green, & Longmans.

Second Edition, enlarged, in fcp. Svo, price 5s. 6d.

THE CHOICE and COOKERY of FISH

:

a Practical Treatise. By Piscatoe.
"This is one of the most useful volumes of the kind ever

issued. We find in it concise and lucid directions, both as re-

gards the selection of fish and the dressing of it. Now, these two
subjects have often been treated by v ax-ions writei's, but we have
never met with a work so thoroughly clear on the matters of
fact, nor so mentally pleasing in the rendering of those matters
of fact. Piscatornot only enlivens with culinary tactics, but he
interests with a graphic sufficiency of natural history relative to
fish. With the salmon and the sprat, the mackerel and the
mussel, the conger and the crab, the turbot and tbe tench, he is

equally at home. He seems to be cognisant of all processes
between the shoal in the fishing-boat and the sauce in the butter-
boat. He can tell you the best management of a white shark and
the most delicate condiment for a red herring. We beg to say
that the ladies of our household are so satisfied with Piscator's
agreeable and sensible edification that the volume has been ap-
propriated by them, aud on the warrant of this we cordially com-
mend the book to all who like a fish dinner in perfection."

—

Sun.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

This day, price Is.; hv post, Is. Ad.,

A GRICULTURE, PAST AND PRESENT; bein«r
-^*- Two Introductory Lectures delivered in the University of
Edinburgh. By Juhn Wilson, F.R.S.E., Professor of Agricul-
ture in tbe University of Edinburgh.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black; London: Longman & Co.
Next week will be published, Third Edition, enlarged,

INSTRUCTIONS for the ANALYSIS of SOILS,A LIMESTONES, and MANURES.
By James F. W. Johnston, M.A., F.R.SS. L. & E.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.
Of whom may be had, by the same Author,

The Chemistry of Common Life. 2 vols. lis. 6d.
Catechism of Agric. Chemistry and Geology. 37th Ed. 1*.
Elements of Agric. Chemistry and Geology. 6th Ed. Bs. Gtf,
Lectures on Agrio. Chemistry and Geology. 2d Ed. 24s.
On the Use of Lime in Agriculture. 6s.
Experimental Agriculture. 8s.

Notes on North America—Agricultural, Economical, and
Social. 2 vols. 21s.

Second Edition, enlarged, with 109 Engravings on Wood, Svo, 21s.»

THE FORESTER: A Practical Treatise on' the
* Formation, Draining, and Fencing of Plantations, the

Planting, Rearing, and Management of Forest Trees, the Cutting
and Preparation of Wood for Sale, &c. By James Brown,
Forester, Arniston.

" Mr. Brown has published his views of tbe subject (of Forestry)
in a sensible, concise, and useful manner, and we can now refer
tn his Volnme as the book to be recommended."

—

Lindley's
Gardeners1

Chronicle.
"Beyond all doubt, this is the best work on the subject of

Forestry extant."

—

Gardeners 1 Journal.
William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Just published, with Plates, price 2s. Bd., by post 3s.,

T AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS ;
J—J a Paper read before the Loudon Farmers' Club, with con-
siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.
C.E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.
London: James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly; and to be had of

ali Booksellers.

Just published, price Is. Bd.,

EXPERIENCE IN DRAINING, by Hewitt
Davis, Government Inspector and Surveyor under the

Drainage Act.— See "Farming Essays," No. 3.

FARMING ESSAYS, No. 3, by Hewitt Davis,
Author of " The Injury and Waste of Corn from too thickly

Seeding," &c. A Third Series of these Essays is now ready, and
may he had of Redford & Son, Printers, London Road, Soutb-
wark; James Ridgway, Piccadilly; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.,

Stationers' Court; and at all the principal Railway Stations.

^ Fifth Edition, with Engravings, Svo, 6s. cloth, nearly ready,

A N ANALYSIS OF THE BRITISH FERNS
Li AND THEIR ALLIES. By G. W. Francis, F.L.S.
Fifth Edition, revised, with Additions, by Arthur Henfcey,
F.R.S., F.L.S., &c, Professor of Botany, King's College, London,
Lecturer on Botany at St. George's Hospital; with an additional

Plate of the latest Discoveries.
London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationers' Hall Court.

This day, at Mudie's Library,

GRACE LEE, by Julia Kavanagh ; Gilchrist's Life

of Etty; Memoirs of Amelia Opie, Lady Blessington, Wil-
liam Jay, &c; Waagen's Art Treasures in Britain; Mammon;
Crewe, Rise; A Month before Sebastopol; Lord Carlisle's Diary;
Dwight's Christianity in Turkey; The Quiet Heart: Murchison's

Siluria; Grey's Polynesian Mythology; Bartlett's Jerusalem
Revisited; Katherine Ashton; Johnstone's Chemistry of Common
Life; Giustinian's Court of Henry VIII. ; FullonVs History of

Woman; The Englishwoman in Russia; Matthew Paxton

;

Heartsease, &c. &c
SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA PER ANNUM
Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London;

and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

POPULAK BOOKS, PRICE ONE SHILLING EACH,
BY MR. MACAULAY, LORD CARLISLE, MRS. JAMESON, THE REV. G. R. GLEIG,

JOHN FOESTER, Esq., SHIRLEY BROOKS, THE ABBE HUC, &c.

IN THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY.

Mr. Macaclay's ESSAY on WARREN HASTINGS.
Mr. Macaulay's ESSAY on LORD CLIVE.
LONDON in 1850-51. Bv J. R. M'Culloch, Esq.
SIK ROGER DE COYERLEY. From The Spectator.

WILLIAM PITT and tbe. EAKL OF CHATHAM. By T. B.
MACAULAY.

LAING'S RESIDENCE in NORWAY, 2s.

Mr. Macaulay's ESSAYS on RANKE and GLADSTONE.
Ida Peeiffer's LADY'S VOYAGE ROUND tie WORLD, 2s.

EOTHEN; or, TRACES of TRAVEL from the EAST, 2s.

Mr. Macaulay's ESSAYS on ADDISON and WALPOLE.
lino's TRAVELS in TARTARY, THIBET and CHINA, 2s.

Holcroft's MEMOIRS, 2s.

The Earl of Carlisle's LECTURES and ADDRESSES.
Werxe's AFRICAN WANDERINGS, 2s.

Mrs. JAMESON'S SKETCHES IN CANADA, 2s.

BRITTANY akd the BIBLE. By 1. Hope.
The NATURAL HISTORY OF CREATION. By Dr. Lixdley

Kemp.
Mr. MACAULAY'S ESSAY OS LORD BACON,
The ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. By Dr. G. Wilson'.
JERRMANN'S PICTURES MOM ST. PETERSBURG!!, 2s.

The Rev. G. R. GLEIG'S LEIPSIC CAMPAIGN, 2s.

MEMOIR of the DUKE OF WELLINGTON.
The AUSTRALIAN COLONIES. By William Hughes,

F.R.G.S., 2s.

Sir EDWARD SEAWARD'S NARRATIVE abridged, 2s.

LORD JEFFREY'S ESSAYS ox SWIFT and RICHARDSON.
RANKE'S FERDINAND I. and MAXIMILIAN II.

MEMOIRS of a MAITKE D'ARMES. By Alexander
Dumas, 2s.

RUSSIA. By the Marquis de Custine, 3s.

Mr. MACAULAY'S ESSAYS on BYRON ana the COMIC
DRAMATISTS.

MARSHAL TURENNE. By the Rev. T. O. Cockayne, M.A.
OUR COAL FIELDS and our COAL PITS, 2s.

BARROW'S TOUR on the CONTINENT in 1S52.
SWISS MEN and SWISS MOUNTAINS. By R. Ferguson.
GIRONIERE'S PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
TURKEY and CHRISTENDOM.
CONFESSIONS of a WORRING MAN. By Emile Souvestri!
The CHASE in BRITTANY. By I. Hope.
The LOVE STORY from SOUTHEY'S "Doctor."
An ATTIC PHILOSOPHER in PARIS. By Emile Souvkstr.
Mr. MACAULAY'S SPEECHES on PARLIAMENTARY

REFORM.
The RUSSIANS of the SOUTH. By Shirley Brooks.
INDICATIONS of INSTINCT. By T. L. Kemp, M.D.
LANMAN'S ADVENTURES in the WILDS of NORTH

AMERlCA,2s.
DURRIEU'S MOROCCO.
SELECTIONS from SYDNEY SMITH'S WRITINGS, 4s.

SCHAMYL, the CHIEFTAIN of the CAUCASUS.
RUSSIA and TURKEY. By J. R. M'Cullocii, Esq.
LAING'S NOTES of a TRAVELLER. First Series, 2s. I

An Essay on MORMONISM. From the Edinburgh lievieu:

RAMBLES in ICELAND. By Pliny Miles, 2s.

CHESTERFIELD and SELWYN. Br A. Hayward, Esq., CO.

ARCTIC VOYAGES and DISCOVERIES. Edited by Jiss

Mayne.
CORNWALL : ITS MINES, MINERS, and SCENERY, 2;1

'

DEFOE and CHURCHILL. By JonN Foster, Esq., 2s.

FRANCIS ARAGO'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
GREGOROVIUS'S CORSICA, 3s.

LONDON: LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, & LONGMANS.

On the 17th of March will be published, price 10s. each, handsomely bound in cloth, the Third Volume oftli

Natural HiSTor.r Division, and the Third Volume of the Geographical Division oe

"L

AND
CONDUCTED BY MR. CHARLES KNIGHT.

ILLUSTRATED WITH UPWARDS OF 5000 WOOD ENGRAVINGS.
These Two Divisions will he completed by the publication of the Fourth Volume of each in November next, and form. tJ: most

complete Cvclop.edias of Geography and Natural, History ever produced. Published also in Monthly Tarts, price 1 ett&,

and in "Weekly Numbers, price Bd. ___
kUNDGN: BRADBURY AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.
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Prlco Sa. M, cloUb,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLAKOEP,
RNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;

TlIICIR IflBTOllY AND MANAOItMBNT,
BV TDK RlSV. KDMUND MAUI. DIXON, M.A,,

Rector of tntwood with KohwIcIc,

,7, MArnrKWH, i», Upper Wfllllncfton'Stroat, Coynnl Gforrlnn,

'I III. ll I'illilioil, r.'Mi.lid.-l'lihlV CMlllI'l^'fl, pl'ICH />.'., Wit,

U K A L C II E M I S T R V.
By Edwatid Bot,ly, P.U.S,, F.L.R, F.G.S

Honorary McmlmroftlKj Royal Aifi'tcnitiira] Soclotj -.1 England,
profcHNororciiKinlKLry fo the IFoi'fleuItiiral Sooloty of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry In Hm lion E. I. Go.'b Military Seminary
at AddlHcnmho, Ac, Ac.

.J. Mattiucwh, 5, Upper Wellington Street, < lovonl Garden.

Prlco Is. 0c/., ft'oo by noHt l». 10<2,

LABELS POK T II i: II LRU A IM FJ M,
CONSISTING OF TIM NAMIEfl Olf TIID

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,

PROFESSOU MNDL-EY'S "VEGETABLE K1 I DO
ho printed in largo typo, tliat tlioycan bo out out and pnutcd

Into Tmc IIbudauioMi
.1. Mattitbwr, S, Upper Wellington Street Covont. Garden,

AJN LNTHUJDUUTJON TO THJfi STUDY Otf
JURISPRUDENCE,

DJWNfl A THANr.LATlON 01' Til 11 WEN BitAL PART OK
Tinr.AUT'H SYSTEM DEB PANDE1CTEN REOHTS

WITH NOTBH AND II.I.HiiTHATIONH

By NATHANIEL LINDLEY, of tho Middle Tomplo, LV|.,
Itiu'ri/ilri'iil.-Luw.

Wilmaw Maxwrll.82, Bull Yard, Lincoln's hm, Law Book-
HeJJer and Publisher: IIoikibh & smith, (irn-fton 8 trout, Dublin,

JUST PUBLISHED,
AKTIIUtt HENDERSON and CO'3 CATALOGUE

No. I., containing Orohlderc, Exotic, Greenhouse, and
Hardy Perns, Select Stove Plants, Including Aquatic, Varle ;ati d

leaved Plants, and Plants sultablo for suspending IntboStovo
inxl Orcbldeio tlonso, Groonhouso Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alplno Plants, which may bo
hud on application to thorn at Tine Apple Placo, Edgwoi'c Road

(^EORGE JILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
or timc CUCUMBER, MELON, SEAKALE, and ASPA-

RAGUS, will bo uontJh'ce by post on tho receipt, oi Bat Qd, In

pp itnge stamps.
" The dotAlls are given with accuracy, and tho language used

is clear and Intelligible to all; a person ignorant of gardening
may grow eltljei Melons or Cucumbers with the assistance of Mr.
MUUb' Book."—Part of Dr. Lindlctfs Review.

Gbobob Mim.s, pxbrldge Road, Ealing, Middlesex.

j > K(»U(iK MILLS* TRKaTLSU on the CULTUREVT ok tiir PINE will bo sent free by post ou tho receipt of
2s. Qd. in postage stamps.
"There is no mystery here, no preposterous mixture of all

manner of unmentionable substances called a compost; no
crotchety schemes for rendering the building dear or unmanage-
able

;
no ignorant recommendation of operations to which

reason in the first instance and experience afterwards are alike
opposed. The foundation of the author's success is common
sense."

—

Part of Dr. Lin&le'y's Review.
Gborob Mills, rx hrid ge Road, Ealing, Middlesex.

.Now ready at all the Libraries, in Two Volumes,
SAM SLICK'S NEW WORK.MATURE AND HUMAN NATURE.

J-* " Eyo Nature's walks, shoot folly as it flies,

And catch (he manners living as they rise."—Pope.
Hurst & Blackktt, Publishers, Succossors to HenkyColburn,

i.;, Great Marlborough Street.

Nearly ready, price <5d,,

INHIBITORS IN THE PARIS UNIVERSAL
-*--* EXHIBITION. A Report ou the Preliminary Measures
taken by tho Department of Science and Art for obtaining a
Representation of the Works of Industry and the Fine Arts in
the British Section of the Paris Universal Exhibition; with a
List of the Exhibitors and Plans of the Industrial arrangements.

liondon : Chapman & Hall. 193, Piccadilly.

A SPRING GARDEN SUPPLEMENT will,- on
Satubday next, the 17th inst., be given with The FIELD,

mis Country Gentleman's Newspaper, containing all the
information required by owners of Gardens during the Spring
Quarter. A copy sent to anv person inclosing six postage stamps

the Field Office. Ess x House, Essex Street, Strand, London.

/ 10H.1NG oK AGE IN THE OLDEN TIME."
Vy For 1S54-5.—A Subscription of One Guinea constitutes

Membership ibrone year to THE ART UNION OF GLASGOW,
and entitles subscribers to :—

1. An impression of the large and verv beautiful line
Engraviug by F. I-loll, from Frith's celebrated Picture of
Coming of Age in the Olden Time."
2. To one chance of obtaining a copy of the large Chromo-

lithograph Print from Mr. Gilbert's "Spanish Peasants goin~ to
Market, or some other work of Art at the Annual General
Meeting.
Every information given on application to, and subscriptions

eceived by Geo. Grant, Honorary Secretary, for London
>6, Gracechureh Street, City.
*** The Paintings, and other Prizes purchased for distribution

imongst the Members, will shortly be exhibited in London. Cards
nf admission will be forwarded for the members and their friends.

CORN PLANTER.'*—See. the
MECHANICS' JOURNAL,

2 du

rpo BE
1 iuiiII'L.'

HV LANDS PAI'K, NEAR CHELMSFORD.
I'l, i,r,T, with immediate poi tmum

t the pro*

ictlvo ICrTCIIl 0AKD1
logo tilor ivltli the Ron Hoi i

'

pencil and othei Frufl llou •
I

Kkn bdi , tin II tillfl ii
1 1 nil P

cuhirH "i torms Ut Hi Uaiikkb, lie

Qray'ii hm Hrpiare, London.

8PADE* FARM WAkWICKOHlKt.
Wi'nii.'.' Poi n Mm <

/, uoi i ..; m i, •, II i . : BOM "HATTi
•('MIC <-:.. I'l.' il'

Daily,

B for Llifl re ildue ol n Loaflc tei mlwatl

antl which can
i

OICTO NODOK, In Die
above mo •

I

i

|
.

i

t liiul Rooms, with TltreoDi Ii
I I Until J

T'lvd Barvan ts' Hi d Koran*, and Capital (

[loruos, Coach Hon • , Onrdons, and I'lcai nre I
i

addition tn the llou to und rounds there are ah
-..

.

i
i fine Lantl,ol wliloh ball > arable, n tin

I'oi i
, ili "|iiv tltlod, and porfcctlj i lean, I Ivi i oi i

fuj Lois.Wcedon Whoftt system, The House I on i

olovatlon, (-'11111111111111111; an extonalva view of the Hiirri

(•mint 17, i'i in the 1 1 complete order, a li— outlay!
mini.- both by the proprietor and the on r, Tho
Lciuni in on in v.i.iii ).). 1. mi.:. Apply to Mchsi , Coo
and M Km 1, Kstntc and House Agen

l

VVftnvlok 8tn ot, Leamington.

soi, I), i, v privAto treaty, a Nl R M".
ANT BUSINESS, oslabllflhed nearly i

Proprietor of this Old-cstabllsnejl'NurseryB Ine In viUIngfo
retire, and dli pose ol tho Stock and Good-will, The
prlsos about 20 acros of ground, and about 15 larg<

modlous Stovo, Greonhouso, and Propagating Uoiiki

numerous Pits, frames, &c, ZV11 hii

and is capabloo/h lag \norcattd to almost any extent, awioj I .-, < f<

one of ili'' beat provincial nurseries '•" if"' Mngdom, Tho 1

1

a flourishing condition, being young, healthy, and En :
able order, and comprises a general assortment ol all tho most
saleable Forest Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Stove, Grc
and MiBcellnneoufl Plants, The NnrsorieH are sltual

adjoining one of the largesl towns In the Went of Englan
n population of more than L00,000 Inhabitants, The win i<

land, houses, &c, belongs to the proprietor, who u

fection i" grant a long lease to his tuccesHoror sue*

leant one-half of Via purchase money could,

common interest. The business 1ms been carried on wil
success by tho present proprietor, which partly contributes to bin
retiring from the business. None hut principals find

purchasers will be treated with.—Address in tho first instance,
A. i:.r

,
oiiii f this P'lp^r.

TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, ETC.

TO BE SOLD, and may bo entered upon imme-
diately, at a fuir valuation, or by private contract, a most

eligible and old-established NURSERY, of nearly 10 acri

stocked, situate iu a large town, close to the London and North.-
Western Railway Station, and convenient for railway transit to
all parts of the kingdom. To a person of good capital itpn
an opportunity rarely met with. Tho entrance grounds, recently
laid out, are most pleasantly situated. The Vinery, Green!
Pita, and Frames well stocjeed with Camellias, Geraniums, &c.,
are of recent erection, and have been arranged with strict atten-
tion to usefulness and convenience, having an excellent supply of
water from cisterns in each house, supplied from the roof, and
also a fine Pond in the centre of the grounds, with an Ornamental
Fountain. There is a handsome Seed Shop at the entrance,
excellently fitted up, with a Warehouse Pand Counting-house
attached. Tho Purchaser would he required to pay two-thirds of
the amount on entrance, and to give satisfactory security for the
remainder in six months.—For particulars apply to Mr. J.Oguen-,
Nurseryman and Seedsman. Coventrv.

rjTO BE SOLD, n, snug little concern, consisting of
-*- Dwelling House, Shed, and Cart Shed, light Cart, and
Harness; three new Pits with flues, stocked; a quantity of
Loam, Peat, and Silver-sand ; with 1700 Moss Roses iu pots,
1300 Roses in beds, 1000 yards of Box Edging, and other
miscellaneous stock. To he disposed of on account of ill-health.
—Apply (any day except Thursday or Saturday) to Mr. W.
Sr.w.wi:!., Church Rmv, \\> st Hackney.

TO BE SOLb7WFF
_
COCHIN CHICKENS, rrom

first class Prize Birds, Brahmapootra Chickens, fromimported
American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens. Also some very
good one-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. "SYire, Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Hen-honses, Chicken
Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden Arches, and every
kind of Wire Work, useful and ornamental.—T. H. Fox's, City
of London Wire Works, 44, Skinner Street, and 6 &S, Snow Hill

Illustrated Catalogues forwarded post free.

./ POULTRY I PIGEONS, PfRIODIO.L SALE.
R. J, C. I E\ - at h'w

town,
;

•I»v
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TO NOBLJr.'. \ AND
OTHER PUBLIC COMPA
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PBOTHI
1
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and other Rhododi ndr< n

gpruee Fir .

1 pri«r

in 1

BROW^TON P t-

IVjESSKS. PKOTHEROE im MORRIS will Sell

MORR1

"AMERICAN
3RACTICAL

Pact LXXXIV, JIakch. 1S55. Is., contains,
It,t.itsteatioks.—Two Large Couuor-plate Engravings of The

I'atont Axlo Box Company's Railway Carriage Axle "Box and
Mr. J. 11. Jackson's Smokeless Furnace for Steam Boilers,' and
1 Wood Engravings.
Contexts :—Tlie Labours of Seven Years—Railway Carria-e

Ixle l.ox— Slater and Tull's Woodworking Macliinery—Smoke-
oss Furnaces for Steam Boilers—American Notes by our Own
Jovrespondent

: Decomposition of Water by Heat— Steam Jet
inner Firo Grates— Steam Blowcrs-A Mississippi Steamer—
•urnace for Wet Fuel-Corn Planter-Self-acting Altimeter—
Jlodern War Gunnery, Robb's Railway Brake, Lord Berriedale's
«UlStle Paper, Fuel Gases for Making Carbonate of Soda,
.lobe steam-engine, Cowbnrn's Oscillating Safety Valve Paris
inhibition (1S55), British Association at Glasgow. Law Reports
u Patents: Fabricated Trade Jfarks; Porter's Anchor; Clark's
unhcation of Water; Money Tills. Reviews of New Books—
roceedmgs of Societies - Monthly Notes— Lists of all New
aionts.

HsnERT,S8 Cheapside; Editor's Offices (Offices for Patents),
1
Lincoln s Inn Fields, London.

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,

rnn
_ Established ix tse Yeaf. 1S19.

-„,,„
LE '

r
'
wit" immediate possession, Hie NUR-

h„ „ . 0,,d SEED SHOP at Taunton, for some time past in

mi sXp« ir of Mes
r;

s ' MInt^" :mA M '

I"tos"- T1«

M

e 11 wo«hv .hi ,»
M

.-
U" t

r",aiii'm
'
moa™tely rented, and are

^
'." ?" p;1«'rei the quantity of ground may be reduced.

\,™ I - V v
"''" n'in» les w»'k from the Railway Station.-Apply .0 Mr. Young, the. Proprietor. Elm Cottage. gWonl

fpO BE SOLD, NORFOLK STOCK TURKEYS,
-*- of various prices, all young. Also other Useful and Orna-
mental Poultry, splendid Brahma Pootra, with buff Cochins,
Arc, &c; also the Eggs of these birds, and some Aylesbury
Ducks, to bz parted with immediately; also the Patent ri^ht of
an Invention of great use and utility as well as perfectlv novel.
—Apply to A. Z., Mr. Newman, 7, St. Giles Street, Norwich.

DORKING FOWLS.—Egiis, from remarkably larjre
and weighty birds, of the best coloured breed, will* be dis-

posed of at 15s. the dozen, box included.—Address W. G.. Railway
Inn, Holme, Stilton , Hunts.

pOLOURErTDORKINGS.—EGGS, from coloured
V->* Dorking Fowls, which have taken prizes and been com-
mended at Reading, Cambridge, Norwich, and Colchester Shows
at half a guinea the setting of 13; also Eggs from prize Buenos
Ayrean Ducks at the same price.—Apply to Rev. E. H. Kittoe
Chadwell Rectory, Grays, Essex.

R. DANIEL HARRISON will dispose of EGGS
tfrom his first prize Coloured Dorkings, Bramah Pootra,

Golden Pencilled Hamburghs, and Rouen Ducks, at 10s.
dozen, or Is. each. The above stock have this last year taken ;

Uo'!»rd-
l'i-.rr.-.

by .'.

Park Lane, ne, ' MOB
at 11 '. ' Mr. A
Jiuencc i

STOCK grou in-j or I

Kvergrcen i and I'r il

Irish am I

anil Vims in

trained

Cherriea, I'-"? I
— M^y be vi-

the sal be had on the pretnUa; of the

principal Kedsmen in I.'.ndon; and -'/oeen,

o Nnraery, Levi -ex.
.

CHOICE NAMED RANUNCULUS
I

STANDARD ROSES, IRIS CERMANICUS ETC., ETC.

MR. ALEXANDER will Sell by Auction, at the

Mart, near the Bank, ' rch 14th, at

12 o'clock, a choice collection of UA N I" N' !

the show varieties; Standard Roses; also a collection of Iri*

Germanicus, comprising 50 ahoi varieties; Pink,. dorjMt
id crimson Rockets, with otherchoiceHerbacconi I*lant«.

—May be vi.-wed the morning of tale. Catalogues had al*o of Ihc
Auctioneer, Shacklewell.

M*i
WANDSWORTH.

J. "WILLMEK is instructed by Mr. Hubert
Meal to Sfill by Auction on the vrand^worth

Comnioii, on MONDAY, Bfarcfa 12th, Jin'i five following days *t

1 o'clock each day. the stock of this well-known Nursery, con-
sisting of Green Box, 3 to 5 le*:: Arbor-vite, 2 to 5 feet: Green
Hollies, 3 t-> 12 feet: T«wb, 2 to 6 feet; Cedrasdtodo-
feet; Striped Box. 3 to 4 feet; Cedar of Lebanon, 3 to ' 'ee:

:

Scarlet ponticom and catawbiense RhodcnJendiv -

Standard Rhododendrons of sorts, Kalmi* latifolia, 2 I

Bnxus bellericus. 2 to 3 feet; Striped Hollies, 1 to 2 f*-et: Iri*li

Yews, 3 to -4 feet: Arbatns, 1 to 3 feet: Jnniperos Chinenais,
2 feet: Portugal Laurels, 4 to 6 feet; Sprooe Fir, 5 fee*: Ever-
green Privet. 2 to 4 feet ; Laurels, 2 t 4 :' e I : Ancab*, 2 feet

:

Standard and Dwarf Roses, large Standard
Maiden Pears. Dwarf-trained Pears. Weeping Ash, Weeping
Willows, Gooseberries, Currants, Victoria Rbubarb. large Lime*.
Athena Poplar, Laburnums. Horse Cbe>: otain Ash.
Weymouth Pine. Fir. Standard Thorns. &c, cay be viewed tall

time of Sr.le, and Catalogues had on the I

warding fcui postage stamps to the Auctioneer, Sunbnry, Mid-
dlesex.

T

prizes wherever exhibited, including Birmingham, Cambridge
Manchester, Liverpool, &e.— Singleton Park. Kend al. March 10.

1>OULTRY.—Eags of Brahma Pootra Fowls at 10?.
per dozen; Buff and Partridge Cochin China, Dorking-,

Black Spanish Fowls at 55. per dozen ; package included. Also
a few birds of each of the above and a pair of Golden Spangled
Bau tarns on saje, at very moderate prices.—For particulars apply
to Ax Amateur, Matlock, Bath.

TO NURSERYMEN,

TO CEWTLEMEN ABOUT TO ORNAMEMT THER
GARDENS, TERRACES, OR PLEASURE GROUNDS.
"HE ANNUAL SALE of the Borough Road

Artificial Stone Works. 74. Borough Road, opposi

Queen's Bench PrisoD, will take place on THURSDAY.
March, at 10 a.m.. when, the whole collection, cons'

FO. N TAINS in great variety. FIGURES. C\z.~ :

Modern, a large assortment of Beautiful VASES, &
by Public Auction, without reserve.—Catalogues to bet;.

days before the sale on the prernises^

Sals of thk Entire Heed of Prn~-
Cattle, Asn Suffolk. Horses, the Pi.

Bos. the Earl of Atlksford, at tbz Daisy Fast.
Packixotos, ds Tm Warwick.

BROWN and CLARKE have the p'eisure to announce
tothe admirers and breeiersofP-

pure-bred DEVONS, theproperty of the t£i|

EarlX>fAylesfbrd, will take place at th - D- ir-

on FRIDAY, the SSd March, on -which oca -

the honour to submit by Auction the foil- - - > —
55 Cows and Heifers, in'milk or in cal£. and
40 Two-year-old and Y'earling Heifers : 30 Three-r

year-old", and Yearling Steers: 4 Bulls, van
to be offered at the sale will be found to passe -

of purity and most beautiful syrame:-
noble proprietor from beasts purchase

. The voung stoct possesses all the m
qualities of this justlv admired breed.

HORSES AND COL* -

Two Suffolk Mares in foal, sad 3 F " ^-ear-

NOBLEMEN, CENTLEMEN,
AND OTHERS.

TF. WINSTANLEY, Nckserymax, Sekdsmax, and I old*T Tw
• Florist, begs respectfully to inform his patrons, the I Three-vear-c":i. 3 T^c-7 - Tending FSteys; 1 .

^-~

nobilitr, and public. that he has added to the abore business that year-old Black-FiUev- -
. -

of AUCTIONEER and VALUER to noblemen, gentlemen, and 9 powerful Draught H
nurserymen about relinquishing their establishments, or other- 10 o'clock, ani ' "

- :

wise desirous of disposing of their stock of Conserratorv. Green- ' Catalogues mav be h.i. try F-— _ I

house, and Stove Plants. \ nrros; the Farm Bai

T.F. W. having been for some years in a Nursery previons to AYar^ck Arm. W«rwick : and the Anotaonoon
his coming to Manchester, trusts that his knowledge of Plants I The place ot" sale is within three miles of the Hampton, and three

and their value will enable him the better todispose of them than
J

and a half miles of the Coleshiil S: the London and
any ordinaiy Auctioneer.—2?. Market Place, Manchester. North-Western Railway.
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A LIST OF GRASS SEEDS AND OTHER FARM SEEDS
OFFERED BY

J. C. WHEELER AND SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER,

(ESTABLISHED IN THE EARLY PART OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY)*

SEEDSMEN TO THE GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Adapted for

string heavy
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its earline:

Hay be sown
under trees.
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culture.
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parks and
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Valuable for

damp soils,

Very early
Grass.
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for its frag-
rance.
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Lawn Grass

Clover seed.

Evergreen.

Grass seeds
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mand of late.
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•used, and
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cious results.

Iteduced
prices of the
iiest sorts.

Usual time
for sowing
Grass seeds.

Proportion of

Clover.
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Clover.

The following1 are some of the best Natural Grasses well calculated for Permanent Pasture:—
MEADOW CATSTAIL, ob TIMOTHY GRASS (Phleum pratense) ... 10(7. per lb. II We have found by our experience about 12 lbs. of Clover Seed—a mixture of

The Timothy Grass possesses the advantage of affording double the quantity of
j|
Alsike, Cow Grass, White Dutch, and Trefoil (the proportions varying according t

nutriment when its seeds are ripe that it does if cut when in flower. rOn strong,

tenacious, and rather moist soils, it is entitled to a precedence to almost, nny other,

:ind should at least form a considerable portion of the mixture employed for laying

down such, either for alternate husbandry or permanent pasture.

MEADOW FOXTAIL GRASS (Alopecnrus pmtensis) is. Gd. per lb-

This is one of the earliest and best of Pasture Grasses, but not so well adapted for

hay, as it produces but few stalks; its root leaves are very broad, long, soft, slender,

and grow rapidly when cut, or when eaten down by live stock. It requires two or

three years after sowing to arrive at full maturity.

ROUGH COCKSFOOT (Dactylis glomerata) Is. per lb.

Is a valuable Grass in cultivation, on account of the great quantity of produce
which it yields, and the rapidity with which its leaves grow after being cut. It is

well adapted for growing in shady moist places under trees, as in orchards, &c.

MEADOW FESCUE GRASS (Festuca pratensis) ls.perlb.
This is an excellent Grass, either for alternate husbandry or permanent pasture,

but more particularly the latter. It is well liked by all kinds of herbivorous animals.

HARD FESCUE GRASS (Festuca duriuscula) Is. per lb.

Will thrive on a great variety of soils, and is found to resist the effect of severe

drought in summer, and to retain its verdure during the winter, in a remarkable
degree. From the fineness of its foliage and greenness in winter, it is well adapted
for sowing in parks, especially for sheep pasture.

SHEEP FESCUE (Festuca ovina) Is. per lb.

This Grass forms the greater part of the sheep pasture of the Highlands. In quan-
tity of Grass it is much inferior to the other cultivated Fescues; but, from being well

liked by sheep, it should always enter into the composition of mixtures of lands on
which they are to be pastured ; in fact, on the authority of Linn seas, these animals
have no relish for hills and heaths which are destitute of this Grass.

WOOD MEADOW GRASS (Poa nemoralis) Is. $d. per lb.

Its habit of growth is delicate, upright, close, and regular. There is no Grass
better adapted for pleasure grounds, particularly under trees, as it will not only grow
in such places, nut forms a fine sward where few of the other fine Grasses can exist.

It produces a considerable deal of foliage early in spring.

ROUGH-STALKED MEADOW GRASS (Poa pratensis) Is. per lb.

This is a valuable Grass as a mixture for Grass Lands, particularly on dump soils.

Its habit of growth fits it for mixing along with the upright grown sorts, sucn as the
Italian Rye-grass.

SMOOTH-STALKED MEADOW GRASS (Poa trivialis) Is. per lb-

This Grass yields a large quantity of herbage at a very early period of the season.

SWEET-SCENTED VERNAL GRASS (Anthoxanthum odoratum) ... 2s. per lb.

This Grass yields but a scanty portion of herbage, yet, on the whole, Permanent
Pasture should not be without a mixture of it, particularly in parks and pleasure
rounds, were it for no other reason than its pleasant scent, not only when cut for

hay, but also when tbe seeds become nearly ripe.

CRESTED DOGSTAIL GRASS (Cyn.-surns cristatus) 2s. per lb.

From this Grass forming a close turf, and having rather fine folirtge, it may be
advantageously sown on lawns and other places to be kept under by the scythe.

For some of our descriptions of Grass Seeds, we are indebted to Larson's AgrostograpMa.

LAWN GRASS SEED Is. Od. ner lb.

the nature of the soil)—and 2 bushels of Grass Seeds to be about the quantity reqtiired

for laying down an acre of Permanent Pasture, and these Seeds we can tupply at from
;24s. to 30s. per acre.

For the improvement of Old Pastures, we should recommend, when the land is

being dressed in the spring with manure, that about 8 or lOlbs. of Grass Seed per
acre be harrowed or bushed in with it ; the quality and quantity of the herbage will

be thus greatly improved. Suitable Seed for this purpose we can supply at

lOd. per lb.

Quantity of
seed required
per acre.

Price.

Renovation
of old pas-
tures.

CLOVER—White Dutch 9d. to

„ Red or Broad 7d. to

Trefoil 4rf. to

„ Cow Grass, or Perennial Red Clover

„ Alsike — •-. 2

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS—Imported Seed perbushel 6

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS (Pacey's) „ 4s. Gd. to 5

GRASS SEEDS.
The demand for Natural Grass Seeds has greatly increased during the last few

years; formerly many of the better sorts were scarce and dear, and their price was
such as to prevent their being generally brought into cultivation, so that recourse
was had to seeds scattered about the hay loft, which being often mixed with inferior

varieties and weeds, nroduced but an indifferent sward, and formed a striking con-

trast to those pasture's where seeds of the best and most nutritive sorts had been sown.

In consequence of the annually increasing demand for the better sorts of Grass
Seeds, the price has been so reduced as to be within the reach of all, and more atten-

tion has been paid to saving and hand-picking them, keeping each sort separate and
free from weeds; so that now whether land is required to be laid down for permanent
pasture—or only for a year or two—under Trees, as in Orchards and Parks—in mossy
and poor soil, or even on drifting sands, the different Grasses can be so selected and
mixed as to form valuable pastures. For Lawns and Pleasure Grounds the finer

growing sorts are well adapted, and a few months after sowing a fine sward is

btained, equal, if not superior to that formed by laying dowu turf, and at less than
a quarter of the expense.

In laying down Land for Permanent Pasture, the plan usually adopted is to sow
the seeds in spring, on land with Barley or where a crop of Wheat is growing; but
it is a question with some whether it is not better to sow the seeds on ground
without any other crop : in this case, if the land is in a good state of cultivation, and
the seed sown in the spring (say in March or April), a good crop of Grass can be
obtained in a very short time. We have also known Grass Seeds sown in this way
in August and the beginning of September with complete success.

In selecting Seeds for laying down Permanent Pasture, there should he a propor-
tion of Perennial Red Clover or Cow Grass (Trifolium pratense perenne), and also

some of the Alsike Clover (Trifolium hybridum) mixed with the other Clovers. The
Cow Grass is well known, and highly esteemed, but it is somewhat difficult to obtain
true. The Alsike Clover is a cross, or hybrid, between the White Dutch and the
Broad or Red Clover. The Messrs. Law son, speaking of this varietv, say, "It is

deservedly in repute as one of the best Perennial Clovers, and well adapted for

growing in this country; one proof of its valuable qualities is in the great and yearly
increasing demand for its seeds; but hitherto, from tbe comparative high price, it

bas not received a fair trial in field culture. From the result of our experiments, it

is found to thrive on such soils as are termed by the fanners ' Clover-sick,' and
must, were it for this quality alone, prove a most valuable, acquisition to our culti-

vated field plants."

SWEDE, MANGOLD WURZEL, TURNIP,
AND OTHER

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
CARROT—LARGE WHITE BELGIAN 2s. Gd. per lb.

„ LARGE RED ALTRINGHAM 3 „
FRENCH FURZE, or GORSE 16 „
KOHL RABI 3 6 „
LUCERNE—FINEST IMPORTED 10 „
PARSNIP-LARGE CATTLE 2
VETCHES or TARES-SPRING

WINTER
SWEDES-IMPROVED WHITE 2 „

„ SKIRVING'S PURPLE TOP 2 „

„ LAING'S 2 „
This is a well-formed and excellent Swede.

„ EAST LOTHIAN ... 2 2 „
This is a large Swede, highly esteemed, and extensively grown in Scotland.

TURNIP—TWEEDDALE YELLOW BULLOCK 2s. per lb.

This is a new Scotch Turnip, of excellent quality ; it is a great improvement on
the old Purple-top Yellow Scotch. The stock at present in cultivation is extremely
limited, and we can offer it only in small quantities. We strongly recommend a
small quantity to be sown as a sample.

TURNIP—IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP YELLOW 1*. Gd. per lb.

The flesh and under part of the skin of this Turnip is deep yellow, with a purple
top, hardy, of good size, and keeps well.

TURNIP—LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE Is.' 2d. per lb.

This variety can be strongly recommended as a large handsome Turnip, of excellent
1

quality.
' TURNIP—DALE'S HYBRID Is. 2d. per lb.

TURNIP—PURPLE-TOP ABERDEEN Is. 2d. per lb.

This is an old and very deservedly esteemed variety, and is considered by some to

come nearest the Swedes, in hardness and solidity of texture.

TURNIP—GREEN GLOBE... Is. 2d. per lb

Roots of a fine globular shape, with a small neck and tap-root: very white under
and green above the surface of the ground ; of the medium size, hard and firm in texture.

TURNIP—POMERANIAN Is. 2d. per lb-

This variety was introduced some years since from Pomerania, and may be con-

sidered as the most perfect Globe Turnip in shape, as well as the most regular or

uniform in growth. Its skin is of a smooth white and somewhat shining or transparent
appearance; leaves smoothish, of a dark green colour, and whitish nerves.

TURNIP—WHITE GLOBE 1 per lb.

,. EARLY STONE, or STUBBLE 1 6 „
GREEN ROUND NORFOLK 1 „

- „ RED ROUND NORFOLK 1 „
WHITE ROUND NORFOLK 1 „
TANKARDS 1 „

MANGOLD WURZEL—LARGE YELLOW GLOBE ... 1 „
„ LONG RED 1 „
„ LONG YELLOW 1 „
„ RED GLOBE 1 „

We can very strongly recommend our large Yellow Globe Mangold. Some very
large roots have been exhibited at the Agricultural Show in this City, grown from
Seeds supplied by us, many of the roots weighing from 30 lbs. to 40 lbs., and the
average weight above 30 tons to the acre.

White
Carrot.

Through the
severity of
last winter,

Swede Seed
is very
scarce.

Quite new"

and scarce.

A valuablt
substitute
for Swedes.

GARDEN SEEDS.
It is our earnest endeavour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm,

of the very best quality, and true to name; and as many of the Seeds are our own
growing, and are proved before sending out, we generally succeed in giving complete
satisfaction to our customers. We are in receipt of most gratifying letters and
renewed orders from those we had the honour of serving former years; and as we
deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfnlly solicit tbe honour of an order
from those who have not yet given us a trial. We have the pleasure of subjoining
the notice our Seed Catalogue has received :

—

" The Catalogue of Seeds sold by J. C. Wheeler & Son, of Gloucester, appears to
us to deserve notice, because of the stand which its authors make, in common with
ourselves and others, against the useless incomprehensible Seed Lists of the day. In
this, as in all matters of taste, there will be a difference of opinion as to the relative
qualities of varieties; yet the mass of buyers -who have no fancies, but who dislike
being perplexed, and are satisfied with what is excellent, will greatly prefer a short,
select Seed List to an interminable labyrinth of names, which, for tbe most part,
represent nonenities or rubbish.; Messrs. Wheeler's little book will do something to
satisfy their expectations."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle, March 2.

We beg to offer the following Collections of Garden Seeds :—

.

No. 1.—A COMPLETE COLLECTION, SUITABLE FOR A
LARGE GARDEN £3 Os. Od.

No. 2.—A COLLECTION OF EQUALLY CHOICE VARIETIES.
BUT SMALLER QUANTITIES 1

No. 3.—A COLLECTION SUITABLE FOR A SMALL GARDEN
These Collections will be delivered Carriage Free.

10
15

The best
White Globs
Turnip.

Of this wc
have a fine

stock true to

name, saved
from selected

Bulbs.

Seeds ourI

own growth.

Delivered
carriage free.

Collections!

of Seeds.

Early Orders are respectfully solicited. We deliver our Seeds Carnage Free.

* We cannot tell the exact year our Business was established, but we have in our possession a copy of a work written by
" James Wheeler, Nurseryman in Gloucester," 1763, published in London by W. Owen, at Homer's Head, near Temple Ear, Fleet
Street, entitled " THE BOTANISTS' AND GARDENERS' NEW,DICTIONARY, containing the Names, Classes, Orders, Generic Characters,
and Specific Distinctions of the several Plants cultivated in England according to the system of Linnaeus; directing the culture of
each Plant, describing its singular Virtues and Uses, and explaining the Terms peculiar to Botany and Gardening. In which is also
comprised a 'Gardener's Calendar,' divided alphabetically, according to the Names of the twelve Months of the Year, directing the
whole Practice of Gardening in the Flower Garden, the Seminary, the Fruit Garden, the Kitchen Garden, the Greenhouse, and the Stove."

J. C. WHEELER & SON, NURSERYMEN AND SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.
Printed by William Bbadrubt, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, In the Parish of St. Pancras, and Fredebick Mollbtt Evasb, of No. 2?, Victoria Sireet, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both ii

tiie County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in) the Precinct of WbitefriaiK, in the City of London; mid published .by theia.fii-the Office, No. 5, Charles Straet, in tb.4 PaciftU -W; St. Paul's^Goxer
Uarden, in the said County, where all AdyertiBements and. Comnauaicationa are to b<* Addqe?-^i> so T.113 £DA3Q&-oSATUai>Ai, March 10, IS63. '
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It.ni.Miii;, llnrlin, March 17.

MIOSSIis. .1. and II. BROWN'S NEW PRICED
CATALOGUE, poll IVeAol Amorlcan Plan! I nlfi

r . .. I..,
,

i iiclialai, Orclildoa, Bl G onhou*
I'lnni :

,
I'niii Tr , -to. A leparaU) List ol Gardi i

Choice I in', i r '

1 1, '.in paperi, r,«.; 10 do., I0». free by <

A li.i', n Niii-Hcry. Btotco NowlriKlnn, London.

pEORGE KDWARD'S ANNUAL CATALOGUE
* ^ on DAHLIAS, GERANIUMS, &c., Id now ready, and
niny ini had on application, &t his 8 1 Rmnhllnhm nl I, King
Street, Cantlogato, York.—Clarence Nin icrle II h hykond, York.

F. WINSTANLBY'S Descriptive Catiiloguo of

OAKDHN and FLOWED SEEDS la now ready ond can

b0 had on application, "r mnt frc: liv |'" it.

S8, Maiknt Place, Manchcater.

T.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
GARDBNRns ftiul Nurseryman who propose to EXTIIBIT

at tlio next MKRTING on Aprils, can have tho Schedule of
the day sent them by post, upon application nt this Oluce.

21, Regent Street. W. B. BooTir.

\TATIONAL FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,
-L^l 21, Regent Street.—The Exhibitions for 185"> will bo held i

THURSDAY, March 22.

„ April 5 and 26.

„ May 17 and 31.

„ June 7 and 21.

July 12 and 26.

THURSDAY, August 9 and 23.

Sept. 6 and 20.

October 4.

November 15.

December 6.

Tho Chair to be taken, and the Report read at 3 o'clock each
day precisely. Visitors, not being Exhibitors, will bo admitted at
2 o'clock Exhibitors at half-past 2 o'clock.

Notioe.—AH subjects intended for examination must bo at the
Office, entered aud staged, by 1 o'clock, at which time the
Censors will proceed to duty, Under no pretence can Flowers
be staged for competition after that timo. Intending Exhibitors
will do well by giving a dav or h... s not :o to the Secretary of
such thoir intention, that p irovlsiot. may bo made for the
selection of Censors best qualified for-particular subjects.

John Edwards, Secretary.

rP K WINSTANLEY'S Descriptive AURICUL-
J- • TUItAL SEED LIST will shortly be ready, and may bo

had on application, or sont free by post. The above Lint containn

much UHcful information.—28j Market Place, Mm. h. [«•]

pORNISII EARLY WHITE BROCCOLI,
Vy Is. nor packet, or 6s, per oz.

CONQUEROR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,
Is. per packet, containing 12 good seeds.

The abo\ o can ho had, warranted geuuine, by forwarding pont-

ago stamps for tho amount to

James Lake, Seedsman, &c, Bridgewater.

CucownRK Plants.
COIMSTAMTINE'S INCOMPARABLE BLACK SPINE.

EHARMAN begs to offer strong Plant3 of the
i • above, two in each pot, 48-slzed pots, the price per

j

Address E. Harmak. Nursery, Denham, Bucks.

i'L\:.; i m pUnU,

NATIONAL FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY,
21, Regent Street.—At the Exhibition on THURSDAY I

next. March 22d, M^essrs. W.Holmes, C.Lidgard, aud A. Parsons
will act as Censors of Cinerarias, Primulas, Camellias, &c.

Intending Exhibitors of other subjects will do well by giving
timoly notice of such their intention, that the selection of Censors
best qualified may be facilitated. John Edwards, Secretary.

SOUTH I^ND0N""S0CIETY OF AMATEUR
FLORISTS.—The Second Annual General Meeting of the

Members of the above Society will bo held at the Horns Tavern,
Kenuiugton, on WEDNESDAY, April ttb, at 8 p.m.

Tho following Exhibitions will take place during the season,
viz.:—Iu APRIL, for Auriculas, Polyanthuses, Heartsease,
Cinerarias, &c. MAY, for Tulips, Heartsease, Pelargoniums, &c.
JUNE, for Pinks, Ranunculuses, Roses, &c. JULY, for Carna-
tions, Picotees, Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c. SEPTEMBER, for
Dahlias, Hollyhocks, &c. ; and NOVEMBER, for Chrysanthe-
mums, &c.

Subscriptions for Members, 205. per annum ; Honorary Mem-
bers, 10.v. per ftimum. Both Members and Honorary Members
will have the privilege of admission for themselves, and two
Tickets for friends for all Shows of the Society.

John Bushell, Hon. Sec.

Lower Keunington Lane, Lambetb.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTI-
TUTION.—NOTICE is hereby given that an Election of

Two Pensioners on the Funds of this Charity will take place
in June next. All persons desirous of becoming Candidates are
requested to send in their certificates and testimonials to the
Committee on or before the 31st inst., after which time they will
not be received. Forms of petition may be had on appli-
cation to Edward Roger Cutler, Sec,
March 10. 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener.
Wakefield.

*** Plans and Estimates furnished.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON 'and SON, of the
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, having on hand

a large stock of FINE BOX and LILAC TREES, beg to call
the attention of parties engaged in laying out Cemeteries and
Ornamental Grounds to the same, which they are willing to dis-
pose of at very reduced prices.—March 17.

NEW RIDGE CUCUNIBErTvECTIS.—A packet
containing 12 good seeds of this first-rate Ridge Cucumber,

for particulars of which see Gardeners' Chronicle for Jan. 27.
1S55, p. 50, will he sent post free, on receipt of 12 postage stamps
addressed to Thomas Tavlok, Nurseryman, &c., Weston Super-

* mare.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
"CTTILLIAM NICHOLSON is now sending out
* » fine strong plants of his four New and excellent varieties,

viz., AJAX, the finest dessert fruit; RUBY, do.; CAPTAIN
COOK, dessert and market; FILLBASKET, do., tremendous
bearers, at 6s. per 100. The plants have been kept in frames
under glass, and are in good condition for planting. Post-office
orders payable at Yarni, Yorkshire, which are in all cases
equlrod with the order,—Egglescliffe near Yarm, Yorkshire.

BOSSOIYVS CHAMPION OF ENGLAND CtLERY.

THE finest Celery yet introduced, beautifully white,

very criBp and solid, and withstands a greater amount
of frost than any other known vm >ty; it has been blanched
in the ground 3 feet.—To be obtained of T. F. Winstanley,
Seedsman, 2S, Market Place, Manchester, price 2*. 6d. per

packet ;
prices to the trade on applicat ion.

CLOVER SEEDS.
GENUINE NEW CLOVER SEEDS can be had

at the lowest mar 1 '-' nr**-* of JOHN SUTTON
8c SONS/ Seed Growl.. Rim iiNG, Ber ks.

WHITE BELGIAN CARROT SEED.—"Pur-
V v chasers of I. a^. Quantities will v treated liberally.

For prices apply > » Suttok & Sons, Seed Growers, stating
the quantity required. .

S~UTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
ASD DICKENSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, are both

very superior to the Italian Rye-grass commonly cultivated.

At present Messrs. Sutton have a supply of true Seed

of each sort, price 7s. 6d. pa- bushel.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
asd DICKENSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, are both

very superior to the Italian Rye-grass commonly cultivated.

At present Messrs. Sutton have a supply of true Seed

of each sort, price 7s. Gd. per bushel.

John Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

, rcE W-

CAtlfJACE PLANTS.
'PHOMAS WT5LLAND o\
* B, rropflrUI f. .

.. rw j,i

GMANT A i

' thru ycari, at 2ft#«

DWAKI I REN) H 111 - any
quantity,—Apply •<, -i. •,

liigh [lolborn, London,

BEA1 Ml Oh SEMI DOUBLE PttlM
Only a fcw p:ick<-K Penufal On UAOd.

• l*v.

The colobrmted [pfiwlcli BumUrd Cucumber Is soM (

12 seeda ]< - i ., Ipswich.

iQATlDAMBAK.—The undernamed is a I

either a Urg< 01 imsll qtuntlry . Beod c**b
price, and height, to Mr. .1 -'bimpKn.

TPOM0EA RUBRO CiEBULEA
JL exceedingly besatlfnl CUmbfng Ann-'".' .'*Ja&M«

at a moderate price, ell cull

house or wall with warm asp*' ' are *d»i cd U) If

Hpring K'l' rserynen
only, by G

ANTED, a iargi quAfltity ofGOLDE
BOX. lain* Udresj, «tatir.

Fogoo, Gardener to Blr Willi*m 1 . F. Mlddlfton, Bart., 8hrub-
l and Park, near Ipswich.-

W/ "TED TO PURCHASE, a quanUtv of I I

irtl.i and MAIDEN' TREES.—Addrtcs,
stating aorta and price, -l*Mrs Lakt.. N ir«ryman, Bridtj

WILLI ,jlanda Nonerys
MaresfielJ. n?ar l.'ck6eld, Sassex^wiU be huppy to forward

prices of a large quantity of very fine One-year Seedling LARCH,
on application,

F~
RUIT TREES, 1'OKEST TREES, akd SHRUBS,
GARDEN A3TD FLOWEB SEEDS, PERMANEN1

TURE GRASS! tSE DWARF LAW
—Catalogues of the ab-.ve may be had on appUcatlon to W;:.liak
Barratt •

LARCH AND SPRUCE TREES.

TO BE SOLD by private Contract—
100,000 excellent Larch Plant?. I

" feet.

20,000 Spi
ice, &c„ ij.pl> 10 : LAWRIE, Edgefield,

near Holt, .

TO BE SOLD, verv clieap, 20,000 Tran?planttd
NORWAY SPRUCE, 2 to 21 feet, price on appl:—Samuel Fin'.vkt&Cq.. Gateshead Nnrsery. Newca.9tle--

CEKMAN FLOWER SEEDS FRESH IMPORTED.
SUTTON and SONS have imported a superior assort-

ment of New German Flower Seeds, a Priced List of
which may be had post free.

IMPORTED GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.

TF. WINSTANLEY has received his annual im-
• portation (direct from Frankfort) of unrivalled Collections

of German Seeds, including Double Ten-Week Stocks, Asters,

Zinnia elegans, Truflfeaus, new Paxray-flowered Aster, very
beautiful, and many other varieties too numerous for insertion.

Prices on application ; lists free by post.

28, Market Place. Manchester.

CRASS SEEDS, CLOVERS, ETC.

TF. WINSTANLEY is now ready to send out his
• Mixture of New Grass Seeds, for Laying down New or for

Renovating Old Pasture; finest Mixtures for Lawns, &c. For
list of sorts and quantities, &c,, see his Garden and Agricultural
Seed List, to be had on application.

2S, Market Place. Manchester.

TO BE SOLD, G3 fine FRUITING PINES and
225 SUCCESSION ditto. To be seen at tbe late residence

of Mr. Alderman Copt-land. Leyton, Essex.—For particulars asd
price inqnire of Messrs. Mron Low A: Co.. Clapton.

|

TO BE SOLD, a first-rate Collection of ORC
and ether Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the proper-

gentleman declining their cultivation.—For particulars apply to -

Garawat, Mayes, i: Co., Durdham Down Nurseries, E: I

FLAX SEED, CROWN IN THE NORTH OF SCOTLAND.

TO BE SOLD, in qnantiry, excellent FLAX SEED,
grown from Riga Seed imported. Samples may be bad. ao4

prices learned from Bes-tahtx Reid & Co., Seedsmen, Aberdeen,
Scotland. Reference* required from unknown correspondenIs.

MANGOLD WURZEL. ETC.-TO THE SEED TRADE.
BASS and BROWN beg to offer, of the finest Stocks,

Mangold Wurzel, Long Red; Do. Yellow Globe; Do. Red
Globe; White Carrot; Skirving's Swede; Orange Jelly Turnip;
Meadow Fescue Grass. Wholesale prices to the trade on appli-

cation.— Seed Establishment. Sudbury, Suffolk.

MANCOLD WURZEL SEED.
PURCHASERS OF LARGE QUANTITIES will

be treated liberally.—For prices applv (stating the quantitv
required) to SUTTON & SONS . Seed Growers. Reading.

MANGOLD WURZEL SEED, LONG RED, and
YELLOW GLOBE, warranted genuine, and the growth of

1S54. Price 45?. per ton.—Apply to R. S. Hsws. Kelvedon. Essex.

GENUINE SEEDS.
THE MEMBERS OF THE "SEED GROWERS

SOCIETY," continue to supplv genuine AGRICULTURAL.
VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS at Growers* prices.
Lists with price and terms of business maybe had on application
to the Secretary, Jqrk Moss. Jun.. Feerin'g. Kelvedon. Essex.

CHEAP AND GOOD CINERARIAS.—
Fine flowering plants from Turners best seed in large

60 and 48 potsjustcoming into bloom, at from 4s. to 6s. per dozen.
Also fine plants of named varieties, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.
S. Herbert, Adela VUHers, Garland, Constellation. Lady H.
Campbell, Kate Kearney, Flora M'lvor, Etoile de Yenns, i-c.
at9s.perdo£en.—Wood & Is "'" N Tories, Huntingdon.

PLANT YOUR POTATOES WITH JACKSON'S PATENT
PREPARATION.

BASS and BROWN having been appointed Agents
for the above, will be happy to furnish it to their customers

who may be forwarding their orders for Potatoes or other good*.
Also Agents for Page's COMPOSITION FOR THE' Lr.-

STRUCTION OF BLIGHT.—Sudbury. Suffolk.

SEED POTATO ETC.

THE BRITISH QUEEN, for productiveness.
ness, and quality unequalled:—First size, 7j. per t -

second size, suitable for planting whole, 5;. per bushel, carriage
paid to London. Also, a very superior Bath Cos Lettuce, in 1*.

packets, free bv posL

—

Hart & Nicsijtk. Florists and Seedsmen^
Guildford.

NEW CHINESE POTATO—
DIOSCOREA JAPONIC A) BATATAS.

TF. WINSTANLEY has received a limited qu-.

• of the above new Potato. For description :-~

plauting see his Garden Seed List, where full particulars are

given. T. F. W. has al.-o a few Plants .

Sweet-keruelled Apricot, a fortnight earlier than tbe Moor Part.

Prices ou application.—£8, Market Place. I

FLUKE K DNEY POTATO.

TF. WINSTANLEY has a very fine stock of the
• above unrivalled POTATO, selected small for SEED, as

thev do not bear cutting. A:.-

ball. and manv other^ varieties. Prices on application. The
Trade supplied!—28. Market Place. Mar.c. : _____

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.— This excellent

variety is now planted here is 1 il crnp; being;

more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It vas raised in Middleton. and may be had genuine in

anv quantitv a 1 5s. per bushel of363 bs.—Apply to Johx Holj__td_

Bradshaw GarQens.MinQletra.TieaT Mauc
Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middle-en. Lancashire.

T"HE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
X variety, surpassirr -.-~ :":.-E7 in its capability of resisting;

the Potato disease, and without excepticr.

proline Potato in cnltiva-; d. Price per ewt, 1-V.. bags inelnded.

To be bad genuine of THORNIIILL A: DICKSON. _aw_e_:-2

HiUXnrseru - - £;reet, Bristol.
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Great Novelties for the Ensuing Season,
FUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. beg leave to announce

that they shall be prepared to send out two splendid and

entirely novel Seedling Fuchsias, early in May next, viz. :—

FLORENCE NICHTINCALE.
Pure white corolla, with brilliant scarlet sepals, finely reflexed

;

an extremely lovely and novel variety.

CALANTHIFLORA-PLENA
(The Double Snowdrop Corolla'd Fuchsia.)

Pure double white corolla, resembling a fine large double Snow-

drop, with rich scarlet sepals; altogether distinct from anything

of the kind ever yet produced. Price 10s. 6d. each.

Together with a very beautiful new double Purple variety,

VIOL/EFLORA-PLEIMA,
Rich double blue corolla, resembling a fine double violet, 7s. 6d. each.

L., P., & Co. have also fine plants ef the following choice kinds

of Fuchsias at ISs. to 42s. per dozen. :—
A spasla
Apollo
Brilliant

Duchess of Lancaster
Duke of "Wellington
Dominiana

Glory Purple Perfection

Lucretia Sir Harry Smith
Orion Sidonia
Prime Minister Sir Jno. Falstaff

Princess Telegraph
Kossuth ' Resplendent.

They are also now prepared to send out their beautiful new
VERONICA KERMESINA,

Raised by that eminent horticulturist J. Luscomhe, Esq., of

Coombe Royal, who sent specimens to Dr. Liudley, at the time of

its first flowering, who thus pronounces his first opinion of it :

—

" The variety sent with this was charming, a decided rose colour
having mingled with the violet." See also notice of Dr. Lindley
in the Chronicle for Dec. 2, 1854, as follows:—" L., P., & Co. Your
V. Kermesina is a handsome dark variety of Y. speciosa; its

beautiful large spikes of deep purplish crimson blossoms cannot
fail to make it a favourite." Price 7s. Gd. each. A few extra-
sized specimens may be had.

The usual discount to the Trade when three or more are taken.
Exeter Nursery, Exeter.—Established in 1720.

NEW ROSE S.

BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer strong Dwarf
Plants, in pots, of the following NEW ROSES:—

Hybrid Peepetuals.— s.d.

Madame Recamier ... 3 6
„ Rendatler ... 3 6

,, Theodore Martel 10 6
Qttetel

Marie de Bourges
Prince de la Moskwa .

Sephora
Sit John Franklin
Triomphe en Beaute" .

P. Moss, Andre Thouiu .

Bourbon, Omer Pacha .

Tea, Gloire de Dijon
„ Louise de Savoie .

Nois, Augusta
Moss, D'Arcet

3 6

3 6
5
3 6
3 6
3 6

3 6

10 6
3 6
7 6

7 6
2 6

Gloire deMousseuses 5
„ Jeanne de Montfort 3 6
„ L'Eblouissante ... 3 6
„ Marie de Blois ... 5
„ Vandael 3 6

Gallica, Amphitrite ... 2 6

„ George Vibert ... 3 6
H. Bour., Charles Lawson 7 6

Gervaise Rouillard 3 6

HYBBrD Pebpetuals.—s. d.

Alfred Colomb 3 6

Alphonse de Lamartine... 3 6

Auguste Guinoisseau ... 3 6
Caroline Milsom 3 6
Ceres 3 6
Cicero 7 6
Comtesse Yaillant ... 10 6
Conseiller Jordeuil ... 3 6
Colonel de Rongemont ... 3 6
Dr. Jamain 3 6
Duchess of Norfolk ... 7 6

Deuil de F. Willennoz ... 7 6

George d'Amboise ... 3 6

Gloire de France 3 6
Gloire de Parthenay ... 3 6

Lady Milsom 3 6

Lady Shelley 3 6
La Ville de St. Denis ... 3 6

Madame Domage 3 6

„ Hector Jacquin 5

„ . Masson 12 6

„ Lacroix 3 6
„ F.Rigaux ... 3 6
„ Place 10 6

,

N.B. The new Hybrid Perpetual Rose Emperor Napoleon I
intend sending out in June, at 10s. 6d. each, orders for which
are now solicited. A Descriptive List of the above New Roses
can be had on application.

Carriage paid to any Station on the Eastern Counties Railway.
St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

.

LATE WHITE SUPERB BROCCOLI-" EMPEROR."
EP. DIXON having purchased the entire stock

• of the above Broccoli of Messrs. Elletsons, Market Gar-
deners, Thorngumbald, near Hull, begs to announce that he is
prepared to send it out in sealed packets at 2s. 6d. each. This
Broccoli has been raised by the Messrs, Elletsons, the raisers of
the Mammoth, sent out some time ago, who state that the
EMPEROR, if sown at the same time, will come into use before
it. Is of very dwarf growth, perfectly hardy, with heads from
15 lbs. to 20 lbs. weight; keeps its colour, and stands firm three
weeks after it is ready to cut. A noble flower, and commands the
best price of any other in the Hull market, where it is well
known, and will be a great acquisition to the market gardeners
around London, as well as those who wish for a first-rate
Broccoli.

PURE MAMMOTH BROCCOLI.—Numerous applications
having been made to Messrs. Elletsons last season for Seed of the
Pure Mammoth Broccoli, tbey determined to allow a flat to stand
for Seed, carefully selected from the original stock, producing
heads from 18 lbs. to 25 lbs. each. E. P. D. having purchased the
stock of this celebrated Broccoli, is prepared to send it out in
packets at 2s. 6d. each.
Each may be had of Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152,

Fleet Street; and Messrs. Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London. Also of the Advertiser, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

SALTHILL NURSERY.—ESTABLISHED 1785-

A J. STEWART begs to offer the following :—
SEEDLING HOLLYHOCKS. s. d.

Autocrat, deep pink, compact, well formed, and large ... 5
Danntless, chocolate and white, beautifully veined 3 6
Harriet, pure white, large, and well formed 5
Rainbow, bright rosy lilac and white, shaded, mottled, and
veined ; very attractive 3 6

Mary Stewart, orange and saffron, shaded, well formed ... 5
Striata perfects, silvery-shaded puce, much mottled and
veined, well formed, and large 3 6

Pantaloon, an attractive mottled flower 2 6

SEEDLING VERBENAS—(Plants first week in May.)
Cream of the Yalley, deep cream, immense truss, very free s. d,

bloomer, and fine habit ... 3 6
Cerise unique, beautiful bright cerise, with lemon eye,

first-rate habit, profuse bloomer, good trusses, extra for

bedding 3 6

A Descriptive and Priced Catalogue of Geraniums, Fuchsias,
Verbenas, Hollyhocks, Chrysanthemums, &c, may be had on
application; also a List of Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds,
with prices attached.

SUPERIOR CERMAN SEEDS WARRANTED.
JOHN WEEKS and CO., King's Road, Chelsea,

London, beg most respertfully to call the attention of their
patrons to their very superior collection of German Seeds, Asters,
Stocks, &c, which, having been grown, ripened, and selected

under their own immediate care at their Brar.ch Establishment
In Germany, they can guarantee to be of the finest sorts and best
quality. In order that ladies and gentlemen not possessing them
from Messrs. Weeks this season may be enabled to judge of the
rare beauty of the different sorts in their splendid collection, they
will be grown at Messrs. Weeks' Horticultural Establishment,
King's Road, Chelsea, where their patrons may make a personal
selection for a future season.
For the general List of all other Seeds, see J. W. & Co.'s Seed

Catalogue, and also their various Catalogues of Stove and Green-
house Plants, Vines, &c. Also their Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Buildings and Heating by Hot Water.

EXTRA SELECT CERMAN SEEDS.
GERMAN ASTERS.

A Collection of 24 distinct and fine varieties of tall double s. d.

quilled 8
Do. do, 12 finest and most distinct double Dwarf 6
Do. do. 12 do. do. Globe-flowered double 4
Do. do. 20 do. do. Pyramidal do. 7
Do. do. 12 do. do. Globe-flowered Pyramidal do 8
Do. do. 10 do. do. Anemone-flowered Pyramidal do. ... 7
Do. do. 6 do. do. Dwarf Bouquet Pyramidal do 7
Do. do. 16 do. do. Trurfant's Pceony-flowered do 10

. GERMAN BALSAMS.
A Collection of 20 fine and distinct varieties of Tall double 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. Dwarf double 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Camellia-flowered 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Rose-flowered 5
Do. do. 10 do. do. Double Camellia Rose-flowered 7

GERMAN COCKSCOMB.
A Collection of 12 fine distinct varieties 7

GERMAN LARKSPUR.
A Collection of 8 fine and distinct Tall double 3 6
Do. do. 12 do. do. Dwarf double 5

GERMAN STOCKS.
A Collection of 36 distinct and beautiful varieties of Dwarf

10 weeks 10
Do. do. 16 do. do. do. Dwarf-branching do ... 7
Do. do. 18 do. do. do. Wallflower-leaved do 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. do. new large-flowered Dwarf do. ... 7
Do. do. 4 new hybrid perpetual-flowering 10 weeks '' :

... 3
Do. do. 18 new and distinct vars. of new autumn-flowering 7
Do. do. 16 do. do. do. branching autumn-flowering ... ... 7
Do. do. 10 do. do. do. Emperor, or Perpetual-flowering ... 7
Do. do. 20 do. do. do. Winter or Biompton 10

GERMAN POPPIES.
A Collection of 10 beautiful and distinct varieties of Car-

nation Poppies 4

GERMAN ZINNIA ELEGANS.
A Collection of 12 beautiful and distinct varieties 7

FLOWER SEEDS.
A Collection of 100 beautiful and distinct hardy and half-

hardy Annuals, selected by J. W. & Co. 20
Do. do. 50 do. do. do. do 10 6
Do. do. 25 do. do. do. do 6
Do. do. 50 beautiful and distinct hardy Biennials and Per-

ennials, selected by J. W. & Co 10 6
Do. do. 25 do. do. do. do , 6
Do. do. 36 beautiful and distinct tender Annuals and Bien-

nials, selected by J. W. & Co. ... 15
Do. do. 24 do. do. do. do 10 6
Do. do. 12 do. do. do, do 6
John Weeks & Co., Horticultural Builders and Hot-Water

Apparatus Manufacturers, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &c. &c.
The Horticultural Building and Engineering Department is

near Sloane Square, Chelsea. The Nursery Establishment is
near the Cremorne Gardens.

T^ILLISTONE and CO., Sturmer Nursery, near
-L' Halstead, Essex, will supply the following at the annexed
low prices:— St &
12 fine perpetnal blooming Roses, U to 2 feet stems ... 12
12 „ „ dwarf Rosea " 9
Climbing Banksia Fortuuiana, Jaune Serins, Cloth of

Gold, Solfaterre, &c, each 1 6
100 good dwarf Roses, two of a sort ... ... ... .."30
12 line named Hollyhocks, including Pourpre de Tyre, &c. 9 O

100 unbloomed seedlings, strong from the best seed ... 15
Packets of seed from 20 best kinds, each packet 1 6
100 double French white Rockets, very showy and fragrant 15
12 hardy Climbers, including fine Clematis, Honey-

suckles, &c 9 o
12 showy mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders ... 6

100 evergreen and flowering shrnbs, two of a sort 30
100 fine showy Herbaceous plants, two of a sort ... .". 20
12 double white and yellow Primroses 6
12 Hepaticas, in four sorts, fine 6
20 of the most popular and profitable Strawberries,

100 2s. 6d. to 5
Remittances respectfully requested from unknown corre-

spondents. Carriage of all orders above 20s. paid to London,
Fine collection of Fruit trees, Seeds, &c—March 17.

SUPERB NEW HYBRID HEATHS.
IUCOMBE, PINCE, am> CO., are now prepared to

-* send out their beautiful well-known New Hybrid HEATHS;
they were exhibited at the Horticultural Society's meeting in
Regent Street, and obtained the large Silver, Medal. The follow-
ing is the description given by the Editor of the Gardeners'
Chronicle, May 28, 1853:—

" Messrs. Lucomre, Pince, and Co. received a Large
Silver Medal for a collection of new Hybrid Cape Heaths
consisting of Lindleyana, Exomiensis, Insignis, Pulcher*
rima, Exquisita, and Metulaflora superba, all fine kinds
possessing large bold flowers and bright clear colours

;

they were stated to have been raised from Massoni,

Ampullacea, Sprengelli, Eartnellis and Aristata, all it

will be seen good jmrents."

L., P., and Co. can assure all cultivators of this beautiful tribe
of Plants that these fine varieties cannot fail to give satisfaction,

as they possess excellent habits and have large rich coloured
flowers of much substance, which are produced in great profusion,
properties that fully justify L., P., and Co. in very strongly
recommending them to the public. Price, 31. the set of six.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
' FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS

MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
CHOICE PLANTS, &c, which they will forward to any

part :— s. d.

Andromeda floribunda, per dozen 12s. to 18 O
25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by
name on their own roots ... ... 20

25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do. 16
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen 6
25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10 6
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white and rose ... 12 O
Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per dozen.., 12 O
New Yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 3s. Gd. to 6 6
6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10
50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on their own roots 15
Standard Roses, superb sorts, per dozen 12s. to 15
Fine climbing Roses, of sorts, per dozen « 6

Bourbon Roses, budded, 1 foot, fine for beds or edgings, do. 10
Fitz-Roya, Saxe-Gothrca, Cepbalotaxus, Libocedrus, each... 5
Wellingtonia gigantea, and other choice and cheap hardy

Coniferse (see list).

Cedar of Lehanon, 2 to 3 feer, well grown, per dozen, 12s. to 18
Greenhouse Azaleas, choice varieties, per dozen ... 12s. to 18
12 Camellias, with buds, fine sorts, for 30
50 choice Greenhouse plants, one of a sort 45
Orchidea Plants, beauiiful species, by name, per dozen ... 40
24 choice Ericas, one of a sort 16
24 choice Fuchsias, fine proved varieties ..; 12
6 Tree Carnations, choice sorts ., ... 6
Verbenas and Petunias, best new sorts, per dozen 6
First Class Carnations. Picotees, and Pinks, per dozen ... 10
25 choice Pansys, one of a sort— 10
12 Pa?onias new white, pink and blush, of sorts 8
25 choice hardy herbaceous plants named ... 7 6
Choice Flower Seeds, 20 papers, 5s. ; 45 ditto, 10s. Ffe6 by post.

FRUIT TREES.
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apples, Plums, Pears, s. d.

and Cherries of the very best sorts, 2s. 6d. each, or per doz. 24
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per dozen 3
Figs, Medlars, Quinces, Walnuts, and Mulberries, each ... 2
Filberts, new thin shelled and red skinned, per dozen *... 3
Strong Vines, from eyes and layers, in pots, per dozen ... 18

A large stock of fine Transplanted Scotch Larch and Spruce
Firs, cheap. Also Evergreen Shrubs of all kinds.

New Priced Catalogues of Plants and Seeds by post.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—March 17.

TO GENTLEMEN ENGAGED IN PLANTING,

WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

attention to their stock ot the following very desirable

HARDY PLANTS.

From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTRACTS:-
"*

" One of the fields of this farm, the property of Mas. Stan-bury,
was planted with Regents Potatoes in April last, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the
crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly
worth the trouble of taking up; while those raised by the side of
them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of
preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there
were no such thing as the disease to he feared, it would be worth
the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,
even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for
the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Baxter.
" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 2S, 1854."

"Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
"Sir,— I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the
directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are o^
large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of
them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I
hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great boon.—I am, &c, John Shanks,

" Forester, Kildrummy Castle.
" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,
without any manure, in ground where for several years I have
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very flue condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 of the others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.

" T. Aosten, Nurseryman and Seedsman.
"Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1S54."

Sold by Messrs. Chaelwood & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kern an, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,
Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two,
Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

Araucaria imbricata, from 2 to

7 feet high; as handsome as
plants can be.

Cedrus Deodara, in any quan-
tity, from 1 to 3 feet high

Do. do., 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10
feet high ; splendid plants

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 6, and
10 feet high

Pinus Douglasi, 3 to 10 feet

„ insignis, 2 to 7 feet

„ Menziesi, 3 to 7 feet

,, Pinsapo, fine plants, 3 to

6 feet

„ Nordmanniana, 1£ to 3 ft.,

all from seed and remark-
ably handsome

,, nobilis, 1^ to 2 feet; a few
larger, 5 and 6 feet high, on
their own roots, and with
perfect leaders
Montezuma?, 2 to 4 feet

Pinus canadensis, 3 to 8 feet

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lam-
bertiana, 4 to 7 feet

,, thyoides variegata, 3 to

4 feet (the variegated white
Cedar)

Juniperus,Upright Irish,perfect

columns, 3 to 7 feet

„ chinensis, 2 to 8 feet

Yew, common English,3 to 8 feet

„ Irish, 4 to 10 feet

„ gold-striped, 14 to 3 feet

„ do., tall standards, 4 to 7 ft.

„ Dovaston, or Weeping,
worked on tall straight
stems

Thuja aurea, the finest plants in

the country
Libocedrus chilensis, the finest

plants in the country
Large variegated Hollies

Standard Bays
Also an immense stock of large Evergreens, Standard Orna-

mental Trees, &c.

All the plants here offered may be seen growing in our

Nursery ; tbey are removed every year, and will travel any
distance with perfect safety. Of some, such as Araucarias,

Deodaras, Golden Yews, Thuja aurea," Pinus nobilis, Nord-
manniana, we have any quantity; and the plants, for root and
branch, are not to be surpassed. Priced Catalogues will be for-

warded on application, enclosing two postage stamps, to Waterer
and Godfrey, nephews and successors of the late Hosea Waterer,
Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey, near the Woking Station,

South-Western Railway, where all trains stop, and where capital

conveyances can be obtained.

The 2rf. stamp will also include a descriptive Catalogue Of their

American Plants, Roses, and Nursery Stock in general.
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SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.

WILLIAM CIJATKU bogs to oner packets of seed,
conslntlng of 1*0 varieties from hlo best Show Hollyhocks,

aX&a.; i'/ varieties, 2h, (W.; fuhI from good double sortfl, in.

guporlor Quilled German and French Asters, In 12 varieties

mlxi-rt, !«. per packot; scparato, 2*. Flno Qui Hod African Marl-

tfoldH, Gd, per packet,— HiifTrou WuMon Nurseries.

BANKS' SEEDLING FUCHSIAS. IRHf}-

(For Full Dbhoiuttion hkk Kokmku Aovicin.,

fftBHiMW!0j AifD

ON Aj'i'JJOA'JION).

WJ. 33PPS Iirh much pleasure En stating that tlic

• above Fuchsias have boon proved to bo tho ntiost tlldt

nave boon raised by that eclobratod grower E, Banks, Esq., Doftl.

Bariy orders are solicited. The set;of six, 22. 2a. Tlio utfuol

fllflCOIinl In I III' Iniilf, ItnwiT Nlll'SIU'loil, Malllflf n||i'.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE hoots,
Ah. par dozen.—The annual Importation of tho abovo-

naimMl beautiful and fragrani Plover has J usl boon received, and

largo i"" 1 woll nolootod IlnlbH may bo obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A, ConmsTT'H Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mull.

N.It. Printed rogulatlumi for trontment Hont; also, Just, arrived

very moist and open Parmanan < Iheoflos.

RI1UIIAIUI aOOTS forFORCING or PLANTING.
—Strong one-year planted roots ofMYATT' 6 VICTORIA

and LlNNyLUH, MITCHELL'S ROYAL ALBERT, at6*.per
do/.,; HOWARD'S PRINCE ALBERT, 12*. per dozen. This Ifl

a larger variety than tho Victoria, and 1h extensively onUlvatod

Spout Manchester, Prleo to tho trade of tho abovo, por 100 or

1000, on application to Micasna. J. MYATT and SONS.
Manor Farm , Peptford. Maroh 17.

BEAUTIFUL L^LOWKRS.—Twolvo packet*, each
packet containing 100 Seeds, la, ; son! free per post, l». ''-';

a 5ff. packet sent free per rail. Abronlaumbellata, Eocromocarpus
soabor, choice GloxiuinH, Lophonpormum Ilondorsonl, LIfllantnUS

RuSHollinnuH, ami every other choice variety Gd. per packet.

Dwarf German (10 week) Stocks, aH Imported, 86 varieties, each

variety 2d. per paoknt.— mi. CubLiNdKoni), 1, Edmund Terrace,

Ball's Pond, [Hlington, London.
N.B. EllotHon'H Huperl) now lafo Dwarf White Broccoli Seed

{"Emperor"), 2$. 6d, porpackot. The Broccoli raised from tliia

seed weigh from 17 lbs, to 25 lbs, each.

TO BK SOLI)/ lit I'riccH that will bo sure to givo

satisfaction, 10,000 STRONG CURRANTS of the following

sorts, viz. :— Ili'd and White Dutch, common Black and Black

Naples, Wllmot's Suporb Red, Champaign and Raby Castle.

Also a quantity of strong dwarf-trained Pears and Plums of the

best sorts, Fastolff and othor Raspberries, strong standard Fears,

and a quantity of prime Seed Potatoes, well kept, of tho best

aorts,—For further particulars apply to James Lake, Nursory-

man, Bridgowator. ^^
HOPS SUI'tiRSEDEl) BY THE BAVARIAN

BITTER, a perfect substitute for Hops, of an agreeable

flavour, quite soluble in wort or beer, saving the trouble of

draining through a Hop-back, and giving to Beer the well-known
keeping properties of the Bavarian Beer. Price of 1 packet,

Is. 8d., which Is equal to 5 lbs. of best Hops.—Prepared only by
Thomas Piiatt Wills, St. George's Square, Portsea. Free
ier post.

WILLIAM MASTERS and SON, Landscape
Gardeners, Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Exotic Nursery,

Canterbury, have assorted Collections of VEGETABLE ana
TLOWER SEEDS, containing the most desirable varieties in
:ultivation. VEGETABLE SEEDS.
'To. 1. Collection for a large garden, containing 20 quarts

of Peas of the best sorts for succession, 10 best

sorts of Broccoli, 8 do. of Lettuce, with all other
Vegetables in proportion £2 10

*o. 2. The best now and other sorts in smaller quantities 1 10

Jo. 3. Ditto Ditto Ditto 100
*0. 4. A collection of esteemed kinds for a small garden 10 6

FLOWER SEEDS, with printed directions for their culture,

a collections of 12 for 2s. ; 25 for is. ; 50 for 8s. ; 100 for 15s.

"William Masters & Son respectfully solicit commissions, and
eg to intimate to their kind patrons, that the varieties to be

ncludcd in those Collections may be selected by their own
iimlfiiors from thr newly printed Lists to bo hud on application.

(CTOTICfi — For full particulars of EDWARD
^ TILEY'S two unequalled new Cucumbers, Melons, and

eedltng Potato, see advertisement In Gardeners' Chronicle of

1 1th February, 1855, page 128, together with an exact repre-

intation of the Cucumber, Sir Colin Campbell.

TW«> NEW CUCUMBERS, SIR COLIN CAMPBELL and
ENERAL CANROBERT, 3s. Gd. per packet, or a packet of

ich and a packet of either of the Melons mentioned in the

ivertisement of the above dato (except Golden Drop and Scarlet

ing), for 6s.

TILEY'S SEEDLING POTATO, THE CHAMPION
IDNEY, the best and earliest in the world, price 5s. Gd. per

sck, hamper and package included, or 12. per bushel.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELON, GOLDEN DROP (Green
lesh), price Is. Gd. per packet.

] THE KING, a superb Scarlet Flesh Melon, Is. Gd. por packet.

I packet of Golden Drop, one of the King Melon, together with
packet of any other variety mentioned in the former advertise-

ent, will be forwarded post free on receipt of 3s. Gd. in cash or

anny postage stamps.

Edward Tilev, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

bbey Church Yard, Bath, Somersetshire.

NEW BEDDING CALCEOLARIAS.
oTESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS beg
VJ to announce that they have purchased the entire stock from
r. Cole of the undermentioned Gems, and will commence send-

g them out the first week in May.
CALCEOLARIA VARIABILIS, 10s. Gd. each.—As a bedding
BOi fills will make a charming variety, and in some measure
pply the deficiency there has been for durable and effective

ants of a light colour for the parterre. It is an excellent grower
very compact, pretty habit, and produces in great profusion
imense trusses of blossom, which open of a delicate primrose
lour, and change to white. Altogether it is a most desirable
quisition, and a variety thoroughly distinct to any in cultivation.

CALCEOLARIA ECLIPSE, 10s. 6d\ each.—This is the most
owy and luilliatit coloured variety ever raised, of nice compact
bit, prnduciug large trusses of glowing crimson flowers, which
e Somewhat remarkable for the length of time they last in'

issom ; as a bedding plant its value will be inestimable. It
is awarded a first class certificate by the National Floricultural
ciety, June 15, 1854, also at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
ly 5, 1854, and has been repeatedly noticed in the Gardeners''
\ronicle for its good qualities and matchless colour.
The above two Calceolarias produce such magnificent trusses of
issom, and are so extremely effective, that they will be admir-
•y adapted for Greenhouse aud Conservatory decoration.

Messrs. W. R. & Sous have an excellent stock of Rollisson s
liqne Geranium, which can be supplied at 51. per 100. Although
II new, this is a very useful and showy plant for bedding and
leral decorative purposes.
ffessrs. William Rollisson & Sons beg to draw attention to
Or extensive Collection ofSpecimen and Half-specimen Orchids,
cas, Azaleas, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.&c, which are

ll season in unusually fine condition.

The Nurseries, Tooting, near London.

NEW AND RARE CONIFEP/fc
pETER I.awson and SON, ii" Q i/i i

* mbs, Edinburgh and London, have nlfll on hand n

quantity ol Hi" Roods ol the following RAMS COI IFBfl
rum . Lambortlana, 60 i'. b. </.

Seeds l 5
P.tuborculatn ontlroconos2 2 '»

r. montlcola, 50 floods ... 2 v. o

P, Jeffrey) do, ... 2 2
P, Boaraeloyl do. ... 2 2

Llbocedrundcciirron^do, I Ef

TrixuK LdndloyAna (quite

now 10

Clul In -•• 4W1

fomlan grain* 1

Wheal '" vm
i ritlcum 'iiu ini

2

! ,

Full doivcrlptlonotvlll bo found !n the lnHtpagcol tin Qarttoma
' 'hronii '

|
foi i

1 1), 8 i 'i'i'
1 1 <"'•• v be addr< etl '

I' uL
boh & Boh, In Edinburgh : oi to their London Ui

Goorga Btroot, We tmln ti I

S 1

NOW f<EAOY
WIIJJAM A5D GEOROE DAVISON cat] Wtpplj

oompleto oolleotlons oi kitciimn GARDEN SEEDS, (a

null, tho varlom Blzcd Gfardens. "i tho following pi I i

Ne. 1 Collection ... o I No. 8 Collection ... jcj 2d
No. 9 „ ... 1 HI

I
N". 4 „ ...

FLOWER SEEDS i 50 paokel [.Including tho bo I bai

hardy, and tondor Annuals and Bionniahi, with printed Inatruc
tlons. lffl. 0d.\ 20 ditto ditto, Of. ; 12 ditto ditto, 8#.

GRASS SEEDS: Fine Lawn GrtiM Seed Is, pel lb
|
Oft

Boods for laying down permanent posture mixed to sull <<

:',!):. por Bore, Evory pftrloty of Ogrlcultaral SeedR of tho flnosi

r|iiallty. 1'ilcfil i 'iihi!o[Mu-.i may be had on application to W.
A a. Daviboh, Soed Warohouso, St. Petor'a Street, Uoroford

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
UTTON'S COLLECTIONS OF SEEDS.
A Olorgymanj whom we bftve Had tho honour ol inppl} Ing

miiny yciini, wrltcn mh :- " / Jt&Vi itlUCli latisfatUon '<<< •<•'

-

ing your 8eods to various fridtidsj ds I find they an mucl plea I

with than;" and another puroluuor says, "J nsver received w
numerous a Collection, to good <<> quality

tfrom any home,"
Wo therefore confidently recommend those gentlemen who nro

not thomselvos acquainted with the best «ort« of Vegetables, to

order Immediately (while WC have a largo Stock), one of tho

Undermentioned complete Collections:—

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS. .£ s. d.

No, 1. A complete Collection, for one year's supply ... 8
No, 2, A comploto Collection, In rcdudd <|uantlties ...2
H0.8. Ditto Ditto Ditto 1 T» O
No. 4. Ditto Ditto Ditto 15

HARDY AND SHOWY FLOWER SEEDS (FOSTlrBEB).
No. 5. A Collection of the best 50 sorts known 10 6
No. 6. A Collection of the best .36 sorts known 7 6
No. 7. A Collection of the best 24 sorts known 5
SUTTON'S CATALOGUE OF SEEDS will be sent post free.

John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Heading, Berks.

BASS and BROWN'S CHOICE VEGETABLE
AND FLOWER SEEDS.

For some of the novelties of their first-rate Collections,

also choice imported Seeds, Boots for early spring

plantvtifff etc., sec Advertisements in the Gardeners*

Chronicle of Feb, 17, page 109, and March 10, page 149.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,
containing the best new sorts

No. 1, with 20 quarts of Peas, and other vegetables in pro- s. d.

portion 60
No. 2 Collection, 405.; No. 3, 255. ; No. 4 15

The collections are given in the Seed and Plant List.

FLOWER SEEDS, BEST AND NEWEST ASSORT-
MENTS, with printed instructions for sowing, &c.

100 vars. choice strong annuals 15
50 vars., Ss. Gd. ; 30 vars., 5s. Gd.; 20 vars
20 vars. best dwarf kinds, in largo packets, suited for

beds on lawns, 7s. Gd. ; 12 vars 5 O
20 vars. choice greenhouse annuals, 7s. 6rf.; 12 vars. ... 5
20 vars. choice greenhouse perennials, 10s. Gd. ; 12 vara.... 7 6
20 vars. choice hardy biennials and perennials ... ... 7 6
12 do. do do do. 5

For further particulars see Seed aud Plant List.

'CHOICE IMPORTED SEEDS, comprising Stoclc, Aster,
Balsam, Cockscomb, Larkspur, Salpiglossis, Scabious, Sinecia,

Sweet William, Wallflower, Zinnia, &c.
Bass & Bnowx's Seed and Plant List free by post for three

penny stamps. Also the autumn Catalogue for three penny
stamps; or gratis to our customers who may not have received
them.—Seed and Horticultural Establishment. Sudbury, Suffolk.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON will

commence sending out, on and after Monday, April 30, the
following New Plants :—

Brunette
Coreggio
Maggiore
Minnie...

CALCEOLARIAS (Shrubby or Bedding).
7s. Gd.

... 7 6

... 7 6
7 6

Norma .

Red Rover .

Vezzosa
Wildfire

6*

Or the set of eight varieties, 21. 2*.

Full descriptions of which may be seen in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of last week.
With permission of Mr. C. Turner we shall offer CALCEO-

LARIA PURITY, the best of the two white bedding varieties,

raised and exhibited by Mr. Cole, at 7s. 6<7. each, or with tlie

above set 21. 7s.

HYDRANGEA UORTENSIS, flora pleno, 10s. Gd.~This
remarkable plant with double flowers will prove a great acquisi-

tion ; the colour, as with Hortensis, is either blue or pink,

according to the soil or treatment it may receive. The flowers

remain a long time on the plant in full beauty.
DAHLIA EMPEROR FRANCIS JOSEPH, 10s. Gd.—This

beautiful plant, with constant and attractive white variegated
foliage, will give a height amongst variegated foliaged plants
that has been much required, 3J to 4 feet. The double dark
coloured flowers over the sheet of white foliage will be quite
unique as a bedding plant.
PHLOX QUEEN VICTORIA, 5s.—One of the finest formed

flowers, with the free strong growth of the decussata section

;

splendid truss of blush white flowers, with a conspicuous large
purple eye.—Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.—March 17.

PAGE and CO.'s bLIGHT COMPOSITION.
— Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon, sufficient to make four (Jars

and Barrels extra) ; in Bottles, Is. 3d. and is. 6d. each. Directions

for application forwarded. 10 Gallons and upwards Carriage
Free to Loudon. Should be in the hands of all Plant aud Fruit
Growers. See Gardeners' Chronicle, March 3, 1S55. It can now
be obtained of

Messrs. F.& A. Dickson & Sons,
106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester
Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Sutton & Sons, Reading
W. & G. Davison, St. Peter's

Street, Hereford
Henderson & Co., Pine Apple

Place, London
Rendle & Co., Plymouth
and of the Inventors and Manufacturers-

B. PAGE & Co., Seed Merchants. Oxford Street, and
Above Bar, Southampton.

N.B.—Other names will shortly appear, as the agents are
appointed.

Masters & Son. Canterbury
Thomas Davies & Co., Waver-

tree. Liverpool
Mr. Freeman, Wobnrn
„ J. Perkins. Northampton
„ Tilev, Bath
„ E. Paul. Derbv
.. AY. Barratt, St. Johns,

Wakefield.

„ Baskerville, Bristol

Burham, Hastings

NEW PLANTS.
A I BR ' ii ill U.'i,:.. ,. KurMA*,Qk*DtiBe\piUBi
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NEW KVEMOPELN CL'MBING ROSE,
WILLIAM WOOD am. BOh, Woodkodl '.nr-ry,
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CPAHLKH T'JfiMKft, Of th< I'

DWARF-BUDDED ROl
1 '* tivsftiru.

\\ [LLIAM WOOD
W T M:.

rata of the following DWARF fTYRHID
PERPETUA1 -, at 16*. \x-.r dozen: Bw dm Vr-Tr*i,
Duch< itherland, ,lw .

i
. loth [pillar Bi Hood.

'

I :

Boccella, Marqou of AlUa. William
N.B. A very liberal allowance to the trade on the above.

N E w B O B E S.

WOOD'S DUCHEBB Ol NORFOLK,! '- bright crimaoB
Hybrid Perpefual Pillar J; j*I di**

count to the trade, and a further reduction If fiix or mora
plantt are ordered *'

WILLIAMS' EVERGREEN CLIMBING ROSE» MM. ettb.
Usual discount to the Irade.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradahaw Gardens, Hid
near Manchester, beg* to Inform < Amateur*, Ac,

that he can supply them with tho following, from a -

20,000 Plants, well rooted, and in robust htaltb, Inclading arery
choice variety grown.

CARNATIONS, ff., 12»., and lgr. per dozen pairs.

PICOTEES, 9*., 12*, and 18#. „
PINKS, 4-?., 6s., and 9*.

PANSIES, 4i, 6s., and 9j. per dozen plants.

BELGIAN DAISIES, i«.and6*. „
FLUKE RUDNEY POTATO, 6*. per bnabel of66ftfc
SELECTED PANSY SEED, 1* and>. per packet.
DELPIIIMCM BARLOWI, b.perdozen.

Auriculas, Alpine Auriculas, Polyanthuses, Primroses, &e.
Priced and Descriptive Catalogues m-w ready for one stamp.

Post-office Orders to be payable at Middlcfon, Lanca-shire.

CERANIUM—"ENGLAND'S GLORY."
BA1NBRIDGE and HEWISON have purcbaned this

beautiful bedding Geranium. The cokmr of the Bower is

pale flesh, or maiden's blusb ; the leaf of the borse shoe kind, and
very glossy; the individual 8owers are smooth, of great fcub-

stance. and of exquisite form. It is an abundant bloomer, an
exceeding large trusser, and throwing it3 flowers weU above tho
foliage. It resembles much the Hydrangea, and is considered
the best Geranium ont for bedding of conservatory.

Plants in Jnne, 1855, 5j. each. The usosl allowance to the
trade when three Plants are taken.—York ynrseries. March 17.

R SMITH is now sending out his New Seedling
• Strawberry, SIR CHARLES NAPIER, the best forcing:

one of the day, admired by all who have seen its growth, and for

colour not one to equal it. " Price 31. per 100

;

Also, Sir Charles Napier, British Queen, and Keens' Seedling in
pots for Forcing.—R. Siorn, Market Gardener, Richmond Road,
Twickenham.

NOTICE to THE TRADE.
JOHN ADAMS, NtntSBcnun and SErDSMA*, High

Street, near the Market Pi ice, New Brentford, Middlesex.
Nursery Grounds at Acton Green, established several years.

John Adams begs to inform his kind friends and patrons that

he intends carrying on the above business on a large scale, and
begs a continuance of their kind favours, and that nothing on bis
part shall be wanting to give entire satisfaction.—Brompton
Park Nursery. March 17.

THE ANNUAL SPRINC EXHIBITION OF PLANTS IN THE
EXETER NURSERY.

LUCOMBE, PINCE and Co. very respectfully beg
leave to announce that tbeir snperb specimens of CAMEL-

LIAS are now in flower; they are particularly fine this season,

and great additions have been made to tbeir collection. Their
New Show House is also filled with an extensive asscr:-

various Fine Plants, which cannot fail to gratify those who pay
their Nursery a visit, as it is now, and will continue tor a long
time to be exceedingly brilliant and attractive with aU the gayest

Spring and other Choice Flowers.
L.. P.. & Co. have now several experienced Gardeners whom

they can strongly recommend.—Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Mar. 17.

SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1855.

*

The Climate of the Crimea has lost none of its

interest. The army has passed through the perils

of December, January, and February, which have

proved to be such as we long ago anticipated.

March has now arrived, and it is thought probable

that the troops will be before Sebastopol at least

till the end of June ; so that four or five months'

experience of a Taurian spring and summer has s:LI

to be gained. Two translations* of Professor Koch's

work" on the Crimea havipg just issned from the

* The Cr::.-r. (W- BjC.W.KoCH. KorT-

LErGK : pp. 1SS, srith -ss-ooccots. 12m
Tk< Crimea and Odessa : Journal of a Tout, trilS an Auxnnd of

'.axarepaatum. ByCW.KoCB. MrE2AT : pp. 333

with a map of ihe country and woodenta. Small Svo.
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press, we possess the means of furnishing the reader

with some information upon that subject also. In

our quotations, we avail ourselves of Mr. Routledge's

translation, which we much prefer.

Professor Koch, after spending some years in the

Caucasus, passed into the Crimea by way of Kertch,

the land of Circe and Mithridates. Thence he pro-

ceeded westerly to Kara-su-Bazar and Sympheropol,

after which he turned to the south, visited Sebas-

topol. Balaclava, and the south coast up to

Orianda, where there is an imperial palace, and

finally doubling back as far as Aloushta, he again

reached Sympheropol, whence he proceeded through

the dreary steppes and pampas to Odessa, by way
of Perekop. In the book before us he gives an

account of what he saw and learned in the course

of his j ourney.

It is impossible to read his pages without arriving

at the conclusion that the Crimea is destitute of

everything that can render it valuable except as a

military position. The vast plains north of Sym-
pheropol are almost uninhabited and utterly barren

;

between Perekop and Sympheropol he did not see

a single herd of cattle or flock of sheep ; human
beings were only visible at the post-houses.

"A plain," he says, "such as is found in the

north of the Crimea and in the south of Russia,

affords the most melancholy prospect in autumn,

when all vegetation has disappeared, and only the

varieties of Wormwood and Horehound, or a few

Centauries, can be distinguished. The only feeling

to which we could yield was that of boundlessness,

which was grand, even in this melancholy desert.

Wherever we turned we could only perceive the far

distant horizon, without a single point on which the

eye could rest, even for the shortest space of time.

In spring, indeed, a ve^ry busy scene is presented.

Many thousand sheep and oxen, followed by
shepherds and dogs, traverse the steppe, and feed

on the juicy herbs. But when the last days of June
arrive, the Tatars with their flocks draw nearer to

the south coast, and spend the time from July to

the season when the rain is turned into snow, upon
the Crimean mountain range, where a healthier and
fresh pasturage is afforded them."

On the south coast it is better, the country being

rugged and picturesque, though sterile ; the country

houses there of the Russian nobles seem to be main-
tained merely as an occasional retreat, or in obedience
to the desire of the Court of St. Petersburgh. We
are assured that the Tatar population is reduced
to 60,000 souls, and that the whole country is

incapable of supporting a million of persons without
external aid.

The climate is thus described :
— " The south

coast has no real autumn, but a double spring, in so

far as by spring we understand the reproduction of

vegetation. The actual spring, which agrees with

ours as regards season, at times lasting from the

middle of April to the middle of June—more gene-

rally, however, beginning in March and ending in

May— is not the finest part of the year, as it is with
us : the greatest variation prevails here in every

respect. This the south coast shares in common
with many Eastern countries. At the beginning of

March there is frequently splendid weather, and the

vegetation makes extraordinary progress ; when,
suddenly, cool, even cold weather, sets in in April,

and the thermometer frequently sinks below zero.

(32° Fahr.) It seems as if winter were recommencing.
" The autumn, which seems like a second spring,

Is far more pleasant. A portion of the shrubs and
trees put forth new shoots, and even are covered

with a fresh display of foliage. Towards the end
of August, the heat generally decreases, and autum-
nal days set in : rain alternates with wind and fine

weather. Towards the equinox the wind becomes
a storm, frequently a hurricane, and causes the most
fearful desolation. At this season there is a good
deal of rain. The soil which, till the beginning of

spring, was parched and burnt up, eagerly imbibes
the moisture. Springs which, at the end of August,
were quite dried up, begin to flow again. In case

it has rained itself out—to use the common phrase,

—by the 5th or 6th October, the sky is suddenly
cleared, and the most beautiful weather in the
whole year sets in. While the last half of October,

November, and December are frequently a very
disagreeable season in Germany, on the south coast

it is the most pleasant in the year, and the vegeta-

tion is very luxuriant. These regularly beautiful

days last till the second half of December, and very
frequently till the new year. From that period,
wind and rain again alternate with sunshine. The
thermometer vacillates between 36° and 46° [we
change the scale of Reaumur to that of Fahrenheit],
falls at times below 32° but rises also to 54°. The
rain at times changes into snow, which rarely lasts
longer than an hour, and melts as soon as it has
fallen. Towards the end of February, or beginning
of March, extreme cold sets in, and the thermometer

not unrarely sinks 20° or 30° below freezing point.

In the middle of March, there are frequently several

fine though cold days, which last for a week or

more. At the vernal equinox, another change

occurs, which is generally accompanied by a fall

in temperature. The mercury sinks sometimes to

38°. The period from the end of January to the

middle of April, however, varies in other years from

the rule I have just given. There have been years

when there was hardly any cold in February, and
the winter was at an end. This reminds me forcibly

of the climate of Tiflis, where I spent the winters

of 1836-7, and 1S43-4. On the 20th January, 1837,
I spent the night in the open air, without any extra

clothing, during a shooting excursion. It was at

that time lovely weather; the Almond trees were
beginning to blossom, and on the 18th of February

they were covered with splendid flowers. In the

middle of April, on the contrary, it was so cold that

I did not dare to go out without a great coat.

" On the south coast of the Crimea, the weather

was fine in 1843 up to the 17th March ; the ther-

mometer had never once fallen to freezing point. In

January it stood once at 66°, in February at 63°.

A frost suddenly set in on the 18th March, and the

mercury fell to 8°. It was not till the 29th March
that milder weather set in ; and at the beginning of

April, the thermometer showed 36" of warmth. In

1844, the winter was generally mild; but on the

11th April the mercury fell to 34°, and on the

13th to 25°. In the year 1840, there were 18° of

cold on the first Easter festival.

" It can be easily imagined that such a variable

climate has no good effect on the vegetation. A
quantity of shrubs and trees, which flourish in

England in the open air, will not grow at all, or

only very sparingly on the south coast."

" The spring only lasts for a short space. In the

Crimea it generally begins with the first days of

March, but at times much later. The vegetation is

rapidly developed, in spite of the night frosts, and
collects in the steppe that energy which enables it

to resist a long, lasting heat, or else dies away in a

few months, as is the case in the pampas. In pro-

portion as the soil is covered with plants, the longer

do they maintain their verdure, but whenever they

die away rapidly, as in the pampas, the ground grows
heated with extraordinary rapidity ; an exhalation

of heated air commences, which continues even
during the night, and is scarcely ever interrupted.

As the countries on the Black Sea and Sea of

Azov possess the least vegetation, there is scarcely

any rain there during the whole of the warm season.

Most fearful storms frequently rage over the adjacent

sea ; the rain pours down in streams there, but not

a drop falls on land.
" With each week of summer, the heat becomes

more insupportable. At the outset, the sky is of the

purest azure ; it only appears more or less overcast

over the larger rivers, where continuous evaporation

is taking place. Soon, however, the pure colour dis-

appears ; it becomes daily more milky ; and that

haze sets in which is frequently visible in our

country in hot days, but which is much more pro-

minent in the south, especially over deserts. In
July, all the water in the pampas and the adjacent

country is evaporated ; in the month of August and
beginning of September, water is sought for in vain

in the steppe regions, except in the vicinity of large

rivers. Here, too, the vegetation gradually dies

away, and the stems of the plants, 6 or 8 feet in

height, are alone visible, which the Russians call

Burian, and apply to all sorts of purposes, but
principally as fuel for the winter.

" In the middle of September, cooler weather sets

in, in which the trade winds cease blowing, at least

for a short period, in the unwooded zone, and pro-

duces a change in the temperature : with this a fresh

vegetation commences. The buds for the next
year are not only formed on perennial plants, but
many of them are covered with a new coat of

verdure. In October, there is a considerable

quantity of rain, and the ground grows so soft that

there is great difficulty in walking over it. In
November, it grows colder, and storms set in, of

which we can form no idea. Whirlwinds are very
frequent, and cause an immense amount of destruc-

tion. In December the winter generally commences,
though frequently without a flake of snow falling.

The cold is, consequently, much more severely felt,

and principally by the plants, of which immense
quantities are killed. There are winters, on the

other hand, in which a great deal of snow falls.

The storms at this season are terrible, and the wind
generally blows from the east and north-east, at times

for more than half the year, and not unfrequently

becomes a hurricane. It raises the dust aloft, and

I

drives it before it in the shape of a pillar ; but it is

much worse if snow is lying, as the entire mass is

j

raised up a in whirlwind and carried away. Woe to

I the flock which is surprised by such a snow-drift

(called samet by the Russians). The cattle are
terrified, and disperse in every direction. It is

almost impossible to see a step before you, and the
road is continually lost. As a snow-drift at times
lasts several weeks, though usually only three days,

.

sheep and oxen, and frequently men, cannot find

!

their homes, are exhausted by terror and hunger, and
finally perish from cold. It is a very frequent cir-

cumstance for sheep to run right into the sea or large

rivers, and be drowned. The sheep, also, in such
cases, are continually devoured by wolves.

" No less dangerous are the snow-storms (Wyuga,
among the Russians), even when only a gentle

breeze is blowing, or in a perfect calm. A darkness
frequently sets in, so that it is impossible to see ten

paces before you. Any one who does not possess a i

good knowledge of the locality—I might say instinct I

—can easily miss his road, and be exposed to I

extreme peril."

This gives an idea of what the troops have before I

them.
The Crimean trees are not yet well known, but I

we have no doubt the present occupation of the I

country will bring us better acquainted with them. I

According to Koch, one of the commonest Oaks is

Quercus pubescens; but we already know from
evidence furnished by one of our gallant friends on
the spot, that the scrubby Oak which abounds near
Sebastopol and on the Tchernaya, and among which
the battle of Inkermann was fought, is by no means
the species so called in Europe, but one which is

peculiar to the East. It has sessile amplexicavxl

leaves, without the midrib projecting beyond the

margin ; the acorns are sessile, and the cups those of

the Turkey Oak. According to Koch it never grow:

more than 40 or 50 feet high, but branches imme-
diately from the ground, so as to form a giant bush.

The same plant was found by Mr. Bentham in the

forest of Belgrade, near Constantinople, and occurs

among Kotschy's ill preserved Cilician collections,

Within the lines of the Allies it bears no acorns,

Possibly in a climate like ours it would develope in

a more perfect manner.
According to Prof. Koch the scrubby Juniper oi

the country is the Juniperus rufescens of Link, and

he describes it thus :

—

" The nearer we drew to the promontory, th(

extremity of which forms Cape Aithodor, the less

fertile did the soil become, and the indigenous

bushes, especially the Oak and the Eastern Haw-
thorn, were very scrubby. Gradually, too, ths

Juniper with bright red berries (Juniperus rufescens

Link) made its appearance, which for so long a timi

was confounded with the Juniper Cedar (Juniperu.

oxycedrus, L.). At the commencement of our walk
this bush was a very fine object, and in size liki

that of the Cypress, although, instead of flesh}

scales, it bore needle-shaped leaves. Like the tal

Juniper, this variety also likes rocks, and above al

a soil covered with triturated rock. Where it i

very sterile, and a strong wind blows, it lies on th<

ground like our Savin tree, and its branches grov

upwards." Our correspondent, in sending specimen;

to this country, observes that it is very common abou
that place, usually growing 3 to 4 ft. high, but some
times much more ; it has a very spreading habit

and extremely sharp leaves. The cinnamon browi

fruit is abundant, and contrasted with the green o

the leaves produces a very lively and pleasing effect

This, we presume, is one of the plants whose root

the men grub up for fuel. It is very lik

J. oxyeedrus.

Another tree near Balaclava is described by ou

friend at Balaclava as one to be much admired. It

colour is beautiful, its form graceful, and its dar

berries hanging in profusion on the branches produc

a charming effect. About Balaclava it forms

spreading head 20 feet high and upwards. Koci

thus describes a specimen seen by him at Orianda :

"Further in the front, and just on the verge

the precipice, stood a splendid specimen of one c

those Junipers (Juniperus cxcelsa, Bieb.), whicl

instead of needle-shaped leaves, like the Arhor-mU
or the Cypiress, have close-pressed pulpy scales, an'

of a larger size than I ever saw in the Crimes

though I had found similar ones in the valley c

the Tchoruk ; the trunk itself was no less than 3

feet in diameter. If we bear in mind that th

Juniper grows very slowly, indubitably it ha
required more than a thousand years to attain suci

a size. It is, consequently, the only tree which ssn

all the various nations come and again depart at th

period of the great migration."

Whether this is the same as the tree calle

J. excetsa in this country is extremely doubtfu

The words in italics being rendered in the sam

sense in both the translations before us must b

taken to be the words of the author : but what the

mean we cannot say.

By the same opportunity we have received froi

our active correspondent ripe seed-vessels of th
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Christ's Thorn {Paliurua aculeatux) gathered near

Balaclava, a, .Syrian shrub which in unable to bear a

hard English winter' ; together with specimens from

the highest ground of a Lichen, which i« probably a

form of Lccmvora tarlarca, our Cudbear, in the

condition called hidiicm coruUinum by botanists,

and approaching the Armenian Manna, or Lccanorn

afflnis, formerly figured in our columns (neo IM III,

p. 012). lie aLso finds near the soldiers' huts in

great abundance a little land-shell which our friend

Mr. Westwood rcforn to Bulimus taurkns or

mmcn.iix, a genus extending from Italy to India.

All these bits of evidenco tend to show that the

vegetation of the Chersonese and adjacent country

is such as indicates a Southdown climate at the

worst. Of course on tho plateau above Sebastopol

the cold is very Irving to the troops, and so it would
be if the works of the Allies were constructed upon
the hills round Folkestone. We may add that the

other information contained in Professor Koch's
book, to which we must refer tho render, wholly con-
firms the statements already made in this journal.

In our columns for 1851, p. 290, we gave a full

account of the manner of cultivating that stubborn
hedge plant called in the United States the Osaoe
Ohanoe (Madura aurantiaca). But it turned out
that the supply of seed which was then expected
never arrived, and those who desired to try the shrub
where an impenetrable live fence is wanted, were
•disappointed. We are now able to announce the
actual arrival of a considerable quantity, which is

held by Messrs. Ciiaulwood & Co., Seedsmen,
Coven t Garden, of whom it may be procured. The
articleabove referred tois too longforre-inserlion, and
therefore we are obliged to refer the reader to its place.

It is now officially announced that the Imperial
•and Central Horticultural Society of Paris will

hold a permanent exhibition in that city, in connec-
tion with the Exhibition of all Nations, from May 1

to Oct 31. Rules and regulations are not yet issued,

but are promised very shortly. As soon as Ave

receive them we shall make them known. In the
meanwhile communications should be addressed to

"Mons. Leon le Guay, Inspector of Imperial Parks
and Gardens, 17, Rue du Cherche-midi," who acts
as Secretary of the Horticultural Committee.

New Plants.
119. CcSLOOYNE MICRANTHA.

G. (J filiferrc) pseudobulbis oblongis angustis diphyllis, foliis
lineari-Ianceolatis racemo sessili (?) basi imbricato longioribus,
sepalis ovatis xqualibus, petalia filiformibus breviorlbus,
labelH ti-ilobi lobo medio subrotundo emarginato, disco lamellis
pluvibus in fimbrillis solutis apice bilamellato basi bidentato.

We owe our knowledge of this curiosity to Mr. A. Dick,
gardener at Dale Park, where it had been received from
" the East Indies." It is probably from some Malay
island, since it approaches nearly the C. miniata of Java,
which has, however, a lip with a pair of elevated lines.

In this, on the contrary, the whole face of the lip is

broken up into fringes, except at the point where two
short plates stand apart, and at the base, which is

furnished with two teeth and an intermediate ridge.

The flowers are very small, pale brown, with the back
of the lip marked with the sooty brown stains so charac-
teristicof the filiferous Ccelogynes. Notworth cultivation.

120. Posoqueria revoluta, Ntcs. D. C. Prodr. iv. 376.

This beautiful Brasilian stove shrub was exhibited a
fortnight since in the rooms of the Horticultural Society

by Messrs. Veitch. It has fine Laurel-like leaves, and
clusters of graceful snow white flowers, the tube of
which is more than 3 inches long. The specific name
was given upon the supposition that the leaves have
their edges rolled back, but this occurs in so slight a
degree as to cause regret that so fine a plant should not
bear a more characteristic title.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXIII.
282. Apostaxis. Constitutional or Accidental. 5. Dis-

charge of manna. Manna is a sweet substance, re-

sembling sugar in chemical constitution, but differing

principally in its indisposition to fermentation, and
yielding mucic or saccholactic as well as oxalic acid
when digested in nitric acid. All manna is not, however,
identical in composition. The manna produced as men-
tioned below by a variety of Tamarix gallica does not,

in fact, contain sugar possessed of the peculiar properties
of manna sugar, but those of glucose, or Grape sugar. It

exudes naturally from many different trees in warm coun-
tries, or in more temperate regions during unusually
warm weather, but those trees which produce it abundantly
under high degrees of temperature, are entirely un-
productive in less genial climates. The manna of
commerce is produced principally from Fraxinus ornus,
either oozing naturally from the bark, or from artificial

incisions. Grafted trees are much more productive than
others, in all probability, as Meyen believes, because the
sap, in general, does not descend so rapidly in grafted
trees as in those which are left in a state of nature. The
manna which drips from the Larch in the form of little

beads, is known under the name of Manna ef Briancon;
it is, however, very inferior in consequence of its con-
taining a large quantity of turpentine. Eucalyptus
mannifera produces manna very similar to that of the

Calabrian Ai,h, of which importation!) are made for

medical purposes. A variety, of which little in known,
bun also been brought from Botany Bay in the form of

mow white globules, collected bom the ground in large

quantities, identical probably, or nearly no, with the
manna tears produced in our own country in very not
Bummers from the him and other trees, from which it

occasionally falls in such Quantities as to be capable of

being swept up like little hailstones where there is a

smooth area beneath tie- branches, in countries where it

in abundant, manna in coll'-iterl a an aitiele ol food, for

its purgative qualities deem to be slight when it in freahly

gathered, ami to increase with ago, and are at. any rate
not such an greatly to interfere with iUi USO. 'lie;

Bedouin Arabs in the neighbourhood of Mount Sinai

collect it for food from lledynarum Albagi, ami it in well

known that a variety ol Tamarix gallica produces tho

Maine aubhtanco in thorn; districts. In the latter case,

ami probably in Home Others, the production of manna
is duo ti! the agenoy of an Insect, Coccus manni/erus, and
it has been asserted also that Cicada orni produces tho

same rcHult in the Calabrian Ash.

208. It appears then that the discharge of manna may
take place naturally without any organic lesion, an from
the Btomatos, having first oozed through the walls of the

cells ; it may accumulate beneath tho bark in such
quantities as to find a vent by rupturing the superin-

cumbent tissues ; or it may be duo to pure accident or

to tho agency of insocts. As in other cases of Apostaxis
the urgency of tho case depends entirely on tho extent
of tho symptom's, and it is probable that the dischargo
is never bo great naturally as to prove really injurious.

Where it is separated from the leaves in hot weather,
it is doubtless a relief of a plethoric state of tho system
which might prove fatal without some outlet, and in

other cases, except possibly in some instances where it is

due to insects, it is quite harmless.

284. It has been attempted to show that the supply of

manna to tho people of Israel in the wilderness, may
have been derived from the Tamarix ; but a very slight

degree of reflection would show that this notion is entirely

inconsistent with the scriptural account, the very essence

of which is that its origin was miraculous. It may be
mentioned also that a species of Lichen (Lichen esculen-

tus, Pallas and some other Bpecies) has been supposed
to be the manna of Scripture. It is found in Armenia,
Algiers, and other districts, lying in dense masses on the

ground, and there are accounts worthy of credit, which
show that it is sometimes taken up from the surface in

whirlwinds and deposited again after a journey of many
miles. This substance has not, however, any of the

properties of manna. It is used in times of scarcity to

grind with Wheat, and whatever nutritive matter it

contains must depend almost entirely upon the Lichen
starch which enters into the composition of its cellular

tissue. At best it is a very poor article of food,

dangerous to some constitutions from the immense
quantity which it contains of oxalate of lime, and
could only be used where there was a great deficiency

of better commodities.*
285. A very curious affection has occurred for many

years past on the leaves of Stenocarpus salignus and of

several Myrtaceoe in one of the houses at Kew. At first

there is a rather copious exusion of transparent sugary

matter both from the upper and under surface of the

leaves. This spreads in little round patches, on which
pure white byssoid radiating lines soon make theirappear-

ance, but little elevated above the surface,and interrupted

once or twice in their growth, after the manner of the

mycelia of many of the higher Fungi. At this stage,

the white matter is found to consist of moniliform

threads, wdiose articulations are obloug from ^i^ to bjL

inch loug, and containing two nuclei. They resemble,

in fact, very closely the reproductive bodies of

Ergotetia arbortifaciens, Queckett. In some cases, in

addition to these bodies, there are others far more
minute," and sometimes the whole substance consists

of these lesser granules. A change now takes place,

which gives the production an appearance very similar

to that of manna. The byssoid lines become gradually

confluent, and lose their filamentous aspect. The
edges of the little mass become swollen and granulated,

till at last small, more or less orbicular, pellets are

formed, still of a pure white, easily separable from the

leaf, and having much the appearance of the sugary
i

efflorescence which occurs on large seaweeds. Under
|

the microscope, however, the mass consists of a multi-

tude of acicular crystals, mixed with a few of the

original granules. The exact nature of these crystals^

have not been able to ascertain, but they do not consist

of carbonate of lime, and therefore are not due merely

to the water with which the plants are syringed.+ The I

secretion is confined to a certain number of plants ; and
since some change has taken place in their position, it

is not produced in so many species as it was for-

merly* M. J. B.

* An interesting account of tbis will be found in this Journal.

1S49, p. 612.

t Since the above was written, the substance has been kindly
examined at my request by Dr. G. Owen Rees. The quantity
submitted to his inspection was necessarily very small, and insuf-

ficient for any very extended chemical analysis. The crystals

are soluble in water; little, if at all so, in alcohol ; they yield an
alkaline ash on incineration. The probability is, then, that they
are some salt arising from a vegetable acid combined with potash
or soda, mostlikely die former. Their solubility n water fort ids

their being oxalate of lime.

X It has occurred on Stenocarpus salignus for more than 20
years. Mr. Smith iuforms me that he has observed it on Calli-

stemon speciosum and several other Myrtacea?, but never in the

same abundance as on the Stenocarpus. At the present moment
it is confined to that species. The Myrtaceie, it should be ob-

served, are now in a different house from the Stenocarpus.

i.u.uv; aHODODENDBONS.
i the m

i

iiti'T of seedling Rhododendron* "J, It" is

certainly behind bis time, lie would bare ne go back
a quarter ol a century, and repeat labours now

t I

forgotten; labours, nevertbi • >», in themselves of ih«
highest value, and from rbicfc tin of the

hi reaped, and is still reaping,

assistance, but which it would only be a waste ol time
to repeat

Seedling Rhododendron* but once removed from
arboreum «n-, a« a general rote, woolly valoeleas (or
out door cultivation. In the firat place Utc J

:.:• i, .-rally

from 20 to '.:', y< nrs old before tliey Bower ; an

4

from tin: faet of ineb flowers, when they arr pn
expanding v< ry early in lb'- jisr, it in only in f

favoured I isons, and in a few localities, lint liny coino
to perfection without artificial protection ; not that the,

•
• art not lardy, but the flowers, in

which, of course, the chief attraction of the plants i *,

arc destroyed. Wo could name many garden* where
there are fine specimens of soeh early flowering kinds,
and where, in the majority of Masons, tliej ueV« rapaod
a flower. vVe reeoUact on* In particular on du
coast, wliore the .Myrtle hardly requires protection, tut
where, nevertheless, these early flowering i

droiiH rarely perfect a head of bloom. The plant*, re-
taining too much of the constitution of arboremn, sura

exdfa 'i by a few prematurely warm day* in February to
lose, nsa natural remit, by the firstsevere frustafterwards,
their expanding blossom*. The qualities tint Rbododen-
drons for cultivating in the open air should post*** are,
hardiness of constitution, handsomeness of

freedom of growth, richness and variety of rob
cocity and abundance of flower, and the power of
remaining inactive in growth till the dancer from spring
frosts is over. All who are acquainted with even a
small part of the hybrids in cultivation know well enough
that plants possessing these qualities are abundant.

Now, although it is found desirable, both as a mean*
of inducing rapidity of growth and carlineas of bloom
(by carllness we here refer to the age of the plants) a*
well as by its affording a ready means of ] reparation,
to graft seedlings, even though they possess tire above
desirable qualities; they are, nevertheless, very ; re-

cocious in the production of flowers without grafting.

How "J. R." can give to such plants as he very justly

observes are often 20 years old before producing a
flower, the preference over those we have been describ-

ing, we are at a loss to understand. But there is do
accounting for tastes, and every one has an undoubted
right to entertain and to advocate his own ideas upon
any subject, however eccentric they may be.

As we have before observed, seedlings from Rhodo-
dendron arboreum do not usually flower before they
are 20 or 25 years old

;
yet these are the plant*

that " J. R. '' wishes to see in place of the I

now so generally cultivated. If to produce a mass of
evergreen be the result sought, there are very many
other shrubs much better suited for general cultivation

by which such may be attained ; and if flower be the
object, we do not see how a preference can, even in a
remote degree, be claimed for tbem. This we do know,
that among a pretty extensive connection, we never jet
found the purchaser who would order them for cultiva-

tion in the open borders. Plants that will flower abun-
dantly and at an early age are invariably stipulated for ;

and in good truth it would be a folly in aoy one to pur-
chase a plant that would require 10 years to produce a
scanty crop of flowers, when for the same roor.ey he
could purchase one that would abundantly reward him
in one year.

The most abundant as well as the most precocious

bloomers as species are the following, which are placed

in the order in which they are entitled to priority, viz,

ciliatum, glaucum, caucasicum, catawbiense, ponticnm,

and purpureum ; while arboreum and its varieties

possess the opposite qualities, but which, as regards

season, are the earliest to produce their flowers. The
latest bloomers in the season are maximum, catawbiense,

ponticum, and purpureum. The hardiest are cataw-

biense and maximum, the former standing first in this

respect.

From what has been said it will readily be seen that

if free-blooming qualities are desired in a hybrid Rho-
dodendron, it must be removed as far as possible from
maximum and arboreum ; while the nearer its parentage

is to ciliatum or either of the six following named above,

the more will it partake of that desirable quality. For
late-blooming qualities the hybridiser must employ
catawbiense, maximum, ponticnm, and purpureum

;

while arboreum and maximum will afford him the

richest as well as the most delicate tints.

The primary defect, as hardy plants, of all the first

hybrids from catawbiense, caucasicum, and ponticnm,

by arboreum, is their early blooming propensity, the

consequences of which we have before alluded to ;

and in those from maximum by arboremn their

extreme shyness in producing flowers detracts Tery

much from' their usefulness ; for when yon do get a

head of bloom from them, it is indeed extremely

beautiful, but it occupies almost a lUe-time to realise

such a result As an instance we may mention that

some years since we were admiring a solitary head

of bloom in a large bed of Rhododendrons at High-

clere, when the gardener informed us that the whole

of the plants were hybrids between maximum and

arboreum, that they were 26 years old, and that the

head of flowers we were then admiring was the firsJ
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and only one that liad been produced. We could

name manv similar instances if it were necessary.

Among first hybrids the earliest (as regards age) and

most abundant bloomers are those of which caucasicum,

or a near hybrid of it, is one of the parents ;
next in

order come seedlings between pontieum and arboreum,

and following these crosses between catawbieuse and

arboreum. The. defects of these we have just pointed

out Now, if a cross between a hybrid arboreum and

a hybrid from one of the above crosses be again crossed

with either of them, the plants resulting will be per-

fectly hardy, and produce flowers at a very early age,

and the nearer they are to caucasicum the more pre-

cocious will they prove. From such crosses a great

part of the hardy hybrids in cultivation have sprung.

But the most abundant bloomers, and such as flower

in the youngest state, are plants raised from a third

cross by a third cross.

The shyest-blooming hybrids are those in which

maximum" is a parent. Hybrids between a hybrid

caucasicum and a hybrid arboreum will bloom when
about six or seven years old ; and seedlings from a

hybrid pontieum, say Smithii, by catawbiense, will

flower at about the same age.

By a careful selection of breeders and a due admix-
ture of the qualities of each, the present race of beautiful

hardy hybrids have, after years of labour, been obtained.

Would " J. R." have us then throw these out of cultiva-

tion, and grow nothing but his favourites, which require

20 years of cultivation before they condescend to show
colour ? Surely not

;
yet from his letters we can only

infer as much.
In the course of many years' practice in hybridising

the Rhododendron we have observed very curious
sports and crosses, some of which confirm, others
entirely overthrow, the received opinions as regards the

results of hybridisation among plants. These we shall,

if desirable, be very glad to record in another article.

Standish and Noble.

their bulk, but in Russia their original form is retained,

that they may the more nearly resemble fresh green
Peas and fresh French Beans, and they are commonly

I

sold in all the provision shops in St. Petersburgh. It

seems remarkable that this well-known mode of pre-

serving green Peas and French Beans has not before

been extended to other vegetables. B.

Temperature of February in Berwickshire.— The
following table represents the extreme cold and heat
which we had here during the 28 days and nights of

February last. It has been prepared from data

furnished by a registering thermometer, which I have
used for these last six years, and which has always been

: found to be correct. It stands 2 feet to the north of a
large Portugal Laurel, clear of all other objects, and is

fixed to a board 16 inches by 13 inches, sided with a

2-inch deep frame to throw off wet, and screwed to a

post 4 feet above the ground. It faces the north. The
ground was completely covered with snow a foot deep
all around it from the 14th to the 24th of February. 1

may mention that the Portugal Laurel behind the

thermometer—a beautiful bush, 14 feet through and
10 feet high—has been killed down to within a few
inches of the ground ; the old stems, 18 inches in

circumference, not escaping, although thickly covered

COMMON ffHINGS.

Propagation of Figs.—Figs are propagated by cuttings

and by layers. The latter method is the best, as plants

at the end of a year are fit to take up from the stools,

and to plant out where they are intended to remain.

Cuttings taken from plants from which layers cannot be

obtained may be planted singly in pots, and placed under

a frame, in a gentle beat now, and they will make good

plants by the end of the year. The best of all methods,

however, for obtaining fruiting plants quickly is the

following. Take a Potato, cut it in half, and scoop out

of each half enough of the Potato to permit it to be

fastened round the stem of the intended cutting. Then
select a good fruitful branch with two or three shoots

on it, fasten the Potato round the stem where you are

desirous roots should form, and cover it with moss.

The moisture afforded by the moss and Potato will soon

cause it to emit roots, when it may be removed from the

parent tree and potted. In this way you may make
tolerably sure of having a fruitful tree.

Seakale from Seed.—Its seeds should be sown in March
or April, thinly upon a bed in an open part of the

garden, keeping the plants clean from weeds through the

summer. In the following spring they should be taken

up carefully, and, shortening the roots to 8 or 9 inches,

they should be planted out on good well-trenched

ground, in rows 4 feet apart, and the plants at IS inches

distance from each other, placing the crowns of the roots

2 inches below the surface. This may be considered as

a regular distance for the crop, but a smaller sized root

may be planted between each of the others as an inter-

mediate plant, which will increase the crop for the first two
or three years without injuring the rest; afterwards they

may be removed, leaving the original number at 1 8 inches

apart. At the end of the first year after planting out

the heads may be forced by means of large pots being

placed over the crowns, and covered with hot dung. It

should be observed that immediately on cutting the

forced heads they should be brought to a level with the

surface of the ground, or else in the course of a few

years the plants will form their crowns so high that it

will be necessary to earth them up to preserve them
from, the effects of severe frost. Should young plants

not be at hand when a new plantation is required to be
made, cuttings from the roots of the old plants of 2 or

3 inches in length will answer the purpose equally

well as plants, for every inch of root will grow if planted

near the surface, and the stronger these pieces are the

stronger will be the plants at the end of the year.

Days of the month. Lowest night temp. Highest day temp.

February 1

2

„ 3

5
6

7
8
9
10 .

11
,

12 .

13 ,

14 .

15 .

16 .

17 .

18 .

19 .

20 .

21 .

22 .

23 .

24 .

25 .

26 .

27 .

28 .

26° above zero
H

i,

SI „
30 „
31
30
11 i,

26 „
23
25
23
13 „
20
13 . „
11 below zero
16* „
20"

„
15 above zero
4 below zero

15 above zero

10 „
12 „
8 „
5 „
27 „
23 „
18
29

363 above zero

38 „
36
37

It "
38

30
37
42
46
42
46
24
21
20
37
33

34
35
37
39
40
41
40

TRADE MEMORANDA.
Beware of foreign hawkers offering wonderful plants

for sale.

Home Correspondence.
Masson's Patent Mode of Preserving Vegetables is a

striking instance of the usefulness of even trivial articles

that have appeared in your pages, for his method is little

mure ihau the extension of a common Russian practice
that was noticed in the Gardeners' Chronicle some years
ago. It was therein related that green Peas and green
French Beaus were habitually preserved for winter use
by first scalding them slightly, then drying them, the
Freuch Beans having been previously sliced, as is usual
in preparing them for the table. Mr. Masson's exposure
of vegetables to steam is more simple than the throwing
them for a moment into boiling water, as is practised in
Russia

; but both modes are productive of the same
effect. Mr. Masson presses the vegetables to diminish

wi th leaves and branches down to the bottom. In the

above table it will be seen that the day temperatures

are all above zero. The degrees are numbered from
zero each way as shown on the thermometer, and as

they ought to be, not from 32 Q , the freezing point : for

instance, on the 17th February the lowest temperature
marked was 20° below zero, making 52Q of frost ; and
the highest that day was 20° above zero, showing 12°

of frost in the warmest part of the day. The above
will serve to confirm my remarks iu the Gardeners'

Chronicle of March 3d. The young wood of Apricots

and Peach trees on walls is all killed, as are also parts of

the old wood. French Pears, standard trees, and many
other things are likewise killed down to a foot above the
ground, or to where they were protected with snow.

C. Say, Blaclcadder Gardens, Chirnside, N. B., March 10.

The Fhilce Potato.—It is not, I am aware, usual to

find fault with advertisements unless it isevidentthatthey
contain a misrepresentation tending to mislead, but
finding that one in your last publication states that
" they (Fluke Kidney Potatoes) do not bear cutting,"

I beg in opposition to such a statement to give you the
result of my experience iu the matter. Having
received a quantity of the above variety last year from
Yorkshire, one-half, at least, of which weighed between
3 and 8 ounces each, it seemed to me that it would be
wasteful to plant them whole ; I therefore had them
lightly covered with earth, and as soon as the eyes were
started I had the tubers cut into sets, having one and
two eyes each, and neither from the produce nor the

appearance of the plants could any difference be per-

ceived. Knowing that a large quantity of similar seed
has been sent out this season, I have related the above,

in order that the purchasers of it may not be induced
to commit such a piece of useless extravagance as to

plant whole Potatoes. E. Wilkinson, Baling.

Pear Culture in Scotland I read with interest M. de
Jonghe's papers, and I wish that his views could be
realised ; it would be very pleasant indeed if one were
able by judicious culture to beat unfavourable seasons,

i and always secure a good crop of good fruit ; but it

remains to be shown how this is to be done, and, till

that be, we must look upon it as a happy delusion. It

,
is "absurd to reason from Belgium to England—their

climates differ so much. As he insists on having the trees

wrought standard high, I beg to give what little expe-
rience I have of the matter. Seven years ago I got a
number of Pear trees, pyramids,.on the Quince stock,

and being in a nursery iu my neighbourhood, where
there were some Pears on Pear stocks for sale, with
stems 6 and 7 feet high, I bought some of them for trial.

The trees are all in the same kind of soil, are well taken
care of, and properly pruned, but I have never yet had
a solitary fruit from the tall trees, although they have
had abundance of blossoms every year. Bad as the

seasons here have been, I have always had some fruit

from the pyramids, and sometimes very good crops.

The tall trees are growing in the same soil, are of the [

same age as the pyramids, and in a most healthful and
j

vigorous condition, yet they will not give me fruit. I
|

attribute this to their height ; they are more exposed?
thereby to the force of cold winds and frosts than then?
more humble neighbours ; and the lower pyramids and
bushes are iu a more comfortable condition and more
easily escape. One can understand a fruit tree being (

made to grow on a tall stem in orchards where there is

much uudergrowth, such as Gooseberries, Currants, or
tall vegetables ; but if there be no uudergrowth to
prevent due circulation of air, I can see no purpose
whatever in having the head so far from the ground
except bad ones. Tall trees certainly do not set their
fruit so well as those that are low ; and if the wind
blows off and destroys their fruit in the north of

England, how much more here in Scotland are we
exposed to its ravages ? It is difficult to see, too, how
these long-legged trees are to be so nicely pruned as M*
de Jonghe describes, for they are so difficult to get at,

and to prune them without damaging their buds would
require either a cat or a monkey for a gardener. My
objections then to these trees are that they are very
ugly, bad to get at, don't set their fruit well, and will

not show what they do set ; and I would say more, that

in a soil like mine it is hardly possible to keep them on
their legs, as in heavy rains with strong wind, which we
have usually in October from the north-east, they are
apt to get tilted over. I am now going to say some-
thing about the pyramids : I planted, I think, about
20 varieties of these on Quince stocks. The sorts which
hear freely with me and ripen their fruit are Citron dee
Carmes, Williams' Bon Chretien, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Soldat Laboureur, and Beurre Ranee ; I have-

always some Pears of these sorts, and frequently good
crops. In the autumn of 1853 I had 12 dozen fine fruit

on two small pyramids of Louise Bonne of Jersey, 12

dozen on one tree of Beurre Ranee, large and very fine,

20 dozen on two trees of Soldat Laboureur (this is like

Beurre d'Aremberg in its fruit, but does not grow quite

so vigorously, and bears more freely). I do not know
what size your Pears get to in the south, but suppose
they must be much larger than we can raise here ; how-
ever, Williams' Bon Chretien, from pyramids on the

Quince, measure about 9 inches round, and when ripe

is wonderfully juicy, indeed it is impossible to cut it

without losing a great deal. The Glou Morceau will

not ripen as a standard ; on the wall, on a Quince stock,

it yields good fruit and bears well. As a standard Marie-

Louise is not hardy, and will not ripen its fruit with us.

Now I have to say something further in favour of

low standards. I would prefer bushes to pyramids, and
several of my trees I have in that form, for they

escape winds and frosts best of all,, and I always

see that the finest fruit is lowest down if not

shaded or choked, which I do not allow. My
rule is to keep the tree as close to the surface as

possible, to let nothing trench upon its position, but tc-

let it have room and plenty of light and air. I grow
all my Apple trees on this plan ; they are low bushes r

branches in autumn are often resting on the ground,

and the fruit on these branches is of the best quality.

It is warmest near the surface—it is warmest there at

night from the radiation of the heat from the ground,
and warmest there during the day from reflection of the
sun's heat. Being near the ground gives the tree

something of the advantage of being near a brick wall j

for it is close to an earth wall. When the tree is at

the top of a pole, as in those high standards, it loses

every advantage, and is subject to great disadvantages.

B. 0. B., the Manse, by Coldstream, N. B.
Swede Turnips as Food.—At this season of scarcity of

vegetables, in consequence of the late severe weather, it

may be useful to know that the common Swede Turnip,
such as is given to cattle, makes a most excellent dish

for the table. I use it regularly at my own table, and
it is greatly approved of. The only treatment different

from that of the common garden Turnip is that it

requires to be boiled a much longer time, to make it

perfectly soft—from seven to eight hours. It is then

strained, and mashed in the usual way, with the addition

of pepper and salt and a little cream or good milk. A
10 years' Subscriber, York.

American Axes.—In your paper of March 12th you
doubt whether these can be obtained in London.
Permit me to state for your information that I keep a
large, stock of the genuine Samuel W. Collins' axes,.

which are so much sought after in all our colonies.

Joseph Fenn, 105, Newgate Street, London.
Spade and Fork Husbandry.—Mr. Dixon has made

some remarks, at p. 38, on the use and durability of

Parkes's steel digging forks. I beg to observe that
" Experience is a great teacher," both to those who
make forks and to those who use them. After years of

close application and months of severe drilling to our
workmen, we now rarely, if ever, turn out a defective

article, and when such a case does occur our agents in

London are instructed to make good the damage to the

purchaser in all such instances. " Occasionally, if care-

lessly used, a tine will break," says your correspondent.

Now, after a little experience, the workman will become
so enamoured of his light and handy tool, that he will

not break it carelessly. In many instances where the

workman has hard stony subsoil to dig, after delivering

the load of a previous spit from his fork he will take a
step backwards in the trench, at the same time raising hia

hands above his head he will bring down his fork with all

the percussive force which he is capable of exerting, and
should one of the prongs come in contact wi th a stone

the concussion is so great that there is risk of its being

broken. Now this is altogether unnecessary, as the

points of the prongs of our Bteel forks are always so

fine that the pressure of the foot is quite sufficient to
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drivu them down in any noil, and when it, in no driven

the workman can fool if it comes in contact with fl

large stone, and by moving the handle of the fork to

and fro ho will spring the prong and (iuhh hy the stone.

By what I. learn from the description which your cor-

respondent gives of Inn land I think three prong forks

would answer liin purpose better than four prongs. 1

know instances where two prongs are the moBt uHoful

implements for digging clay-land. Ah a genera) rule a

person should never use more prongs than he requires,

for tho greater tho number of prongs tho greater is

the amount of pressure demanded to sink tho fork

to its depth, and tho greater !h the cost of tho

article. In soino iimtiuii^H a Uimo-pron^ fork will

break a clod up tho centre. alio,wing a part to

fall on either side, where a fork ono inch wider would

bring up tho clod whole, notwithstanding the prongs
aro so much further apart. Your correspondent H»y«

his men will dig from 5 to G rods per day ; I presume
about .'JO square yards in tho rod. This in by no means
tho maximum amount of labour which can be performed

if tho workman layB hiipself out judiciously for tho

work. Throughout a largo tract of land lying between
Birmingham and Lichfield, trenail digging in now
universally adopted, and wo havo many men in this im-

modiato neighbourhood who frequently dig 5 roods per

day (a local measure of ft yards each way, viz. 6 f square
yards). Wo have, in fact, ono man particularly clever

at this kind of work, who lias with tile assistance of his

own two boya, aged respectively II and 13 years, dug
an acre 10 inches deep in 10 days. This is the system :

—

Suppose the land to be a foul Stubble it ia ploughed

about t) inches deep, and then tho manure is carted on
it ; it is then ready for the diggers. The man gets out a
trench from ,20 inches to 2 feet wide. The first hoy
takes a four prong steel Potato or short-handled dung
fork, ono that has been considerably worn ; with this

implement ho pulls tho furrow slice of the plough to

pieces, and places it in the bottom of tho trend), taking

care to keep it all down level, to prevent Couch from
growing through ; he then scatters tlio dung all over it.

The man follows with his large steel trenching fork, Ray

9£ by 16 inches (two spits with this fork take up the

width of the trench), and tins soil is turned over (right or
left, as the case may be) on to the manure. The second
boy follows" with a No. 1 shovel, and clears up the

crumbs from the bottom of the trench, pointing the

work with them. In clay land, perhaps, this last

operation would be better omitted. F. Parties, Sutton

Coldfield, near Birmingham.
The Late Frost and Rain-fall in 1854 in Hertford-

shire.—The following list of the minimum temperatures
on the severest nights of the late frost may be interesting,

by way of comparison. The minimum thermometer is

6* feet from the ground :

Min. Min.
January 19 ... 18s February 13 ... 10"

„ 31 ... 18° 18 ... 15°
February 1 ... 11° „ 16 ... 15°

9 ... 14' 17 ... 8°

» io ... 12' „ 18 ... 14°

From Feb. 7 to 22 the temperature never reached the

freezing point. Vegetation, notwithstanding the long-

continued severity, has escaped better than in the two
preceding years, Laurels and Bays especially, a result

mainly to be attributed to the previous dry season. I

saw a plantation of young Laurels completely destroyed

by the frost in Feb. 1853, which was not nearly so

severe a mouth as the last (mean temp. 4° higher), but
which set in after a wet mild December aud January,

and a very wet autumn in 1 852. The groutfd in which
they were planted was light and sandy, and well drained,

and the situation rather elevated, so that no excessively

]ow temperature could have been the cause. The frost

in 1853-4 injured Bay and Laurustinus shrubs, which
thls'year have been unscathed. I subjoin a table of the

rain-fall at this place during 1854 :

—

Inches. Inches.
January ... 1.91 Brought forward ... 1042
February ... 0.87 August ... 1.9S

... 0.45 September ... 0.83

April ... 0.81
October ... 2.37

... 1.59May ... 3.36

... 1.42
June ... 1.16

July ... 1.86 1S.61

Rain, 1852 ... 29.79

Carried forward ... 10.42 1S53 ... 38.07

C. B. N. P., Stevenage, March 12.

Zapstone Kidney Potato.— I think I shall be doiug

service by recommending your readers to try this

kidney ; its quality is excellent, and it is an abundant
cropper. I obtained this sort from Messrs. Sutton last

year, and out of the produce, which was about 2 bushels,

only one tuber was slightly affected with disease. Q,

Rom, Laverton, near Bath, March 13-

Watcr-wheels, Orchard-houses, and Garden Walls.—
I have half an acre of water at the top of a hill, from
which in wet weather issues a stream about the size of

my wriat. This water I am conveying to a kitchen garden
42 feet below the poud, to supply a fountain in the
middle of the garden, and also to give it (the garden)
a shower two or three times a week. I want this water
to turn a saw mill. What I wish to know is, the power
and velocity given to the periphery of a water-wheel 6 feet

in diameter, by water running out of a pipe 2 inches in

diameter, with 42 feet of fall or pressure, into the usual
shaped boxes ou the circumference of a water-wheel.
Can any of your correspondents give me their ex-
perience iu this matter I I am constructing au orchard-
house, the glass 21 ounces to the foot, the rafters 23
inches apart. I want to substitute something for
lapping the glass, as I am thiuking of grooving
the glass into the rafters instead of puttying. Would

lead do, as in lead lights? I have juat con ti

garden wall of stone, on which I ink ! to ird h a

wire trelite, Itlco tho invisible wire fence, to av«
the walls, and to prevent the fruit being eaten up by
ivoodlice. Sec, I have cut off the capillary attrac

tho wall by boiling " tar and lime together, and
spreading it on the stone about 8 inches from ihi

Thin has answered the purpose, wears v< ry well, the

stone beneath the tar being 'lark and wet, all above
being white and perfectly dry the whole I

i

i

wall for half an acre of garden being only a few ihib

lings, The composition must be laid on boilingjand

afterward more lime sprinkled over it to dry It i

WOUld do for any wall, an<l lli- I pi riol to I

pared with slate and cement ! am making somi

wallri (20 oz.)t which, when oomph to, will co I i ?. per

foot. I thuH grow tress " J| each side, and the appear*

anco is very good ; this in intended for the sooth wall

of my gardon. I thus have no damp dark i ide. <V. N.

Lonibardy and Black Italian Poplare, A.tp. 104 I

perceive a question n» to the utility ol tin last

upecieH (munilifera). In looking over an old book on

gordf ning in Willi I met with the following distich re-

lative to the Poplar :

—

" Though heart of Oak bo strong and stoat,

Yotkeop mo dryj I'll soo bun out."

I wan at that time gardener to a gentleman whose alcove

(which stood on the bank of the river Test) wan under-

going repuir ; tho floor, which roue ,

r
> feet above the

ground, was in a dilapidated stale, and I advised him to

renew it with board" prepared from the Lombardy
Poplar. Ho did so, and 1 had thus an opportunity of

testing its lasting properties. For 25 years it neither

showed signs of dry rot nor the least symptoms of decay,

and it is probable that it would have remained in the

same condition for a period as long again had not the

place been pulled down to make room for improvements.
If the Black Italian Poplar be as lasting, its rapid

growth, durability, and the facility with which it can be

propagated would render it invaluable to largo landed

proprietors. I have a tree now growing in my garden,
which when planted in 10-11 measured 6 ieet in height,

its stem being rather larger than a man's thumb. The
trunk of this tree now measures 38 inches in girth 6 feet

from its base, and its height is upwards of 46 feet.

Another peculiar feature in this tree is, its growing
luxuriantly in low marshy bogs, where almost every
other species of timber ceases to thrive. C. T.

f
Whit-

church, Hants, Feb. 25,

Mr. John Weeks' and Co.'s One-toiler System of Heating.—As
your reporter visited our nursery iu December last and reported
ou our improved apparatus for heating the whole of our establish-
ment with one boiler, and as since then the winter has been
unusually long and severe, we think both you and the public will

be interested in- learning how the apparatus heating such exten-
sive ranges of houses and pits by one boiler has succeeded. The
conservator! es, hothouses, and pits would extend ih one line

1000 feet and expose to the atmosphere 16,000 superficial feet of
glass. Many of the houses are wide and lofty, and are divided
into about 40 different compartments, and several of the propa-
gating houses and pits have both top and bottom-heat. Through-
out the whole of the late severe weather the boiler and apparatus
have worked to our entire satisfaction, giving us a greater com-
mand of heat than we required, and enabling us for the first time
to dispense altogether with matting and every other description
of external covering. In this we have found a large economy
not alone in saving the cost of mats but also in avoiding the

breakage of glass, which formerly was both expensive and
seriously inconvenient. In our hothouses we have been able to

maintain a temperature of from 70° to 80°, in the greenhouses
60p , and 90° for bottom-beat, air having been admitted both by
day and night Our nursery, though laid out with much regu-
larity, yet consists of various detached buildings, so that large

portions of the maiu pipes have to pass underground ; but not-

withstanding this great disadvantage, we feel confident that we
could heat nearly if not quite double the quantity of glass with
the same boiler. "We use coke, the consumption of which
has not averaged more than three sacks each 24 hours, and
we feed the boiler every 12 or 14 hours. We are no longer in-

convenienced by having to attend to a number of fires, stokeholes,

and chimneys, aud the boiler and apparatus being powerful there

is always a large supply of Jiot water in circulation through
every house, or division of a house; and by a simple but well
contrived brass valve we are enabled in a few minutes to regulate
the temperature throughout each building of the establishment
according to our desire. Our Orchid-house is situated upwards
of 300 feet from the boiler, aud in it we maintain a regular steady
temperature of from 70^ to S0°. We are fortunate in having had
so severe a winter to test the efficiency of our new arrangements,
aud doubly so in their having proved so eminently successful.

John Weeks <0 Co., King's Bond, Chelsea.

Linnean, Ufarch 6.—The President in the chair.

Mr. J. T. Syrue exhibited specimens of a variety of

Ophioglossum vulgatuni found at Swanbister, Orkney,
together with a series of specimens of the species from
other localities ; and also specimens of O. lusitanicum

from various distinct localities ; and made seme observa-

tions on the two supposed species, which, in common
with many recent botanical writers, he considered as

merely varieties of one species. N. B. Ward, Esq.,

exhibited on the part of Mr. M. T. Masters a remark-
able abnormal stem of a species of Dipsacus ; and some
observations on the specimens exhibited by Mr. Masters
were read. The commencement of a memoir on the

botany of Madeira and Teneriffe, by C. J. F. Banbury,

Esq., was read, and from it the following passages are

gleaned :—The first thing that strikes a botanist on land-

ing at the capital of Madeira is the thoroughly tropical

aspect of the cultivated vegetation. The Banana, the

Sugar-eaue, the Coffee, the Guava, and the Custard-

apple are seen in all the gardens. On the lower slopes

of that sunny amphitheatre of mountains, which rises

from the Bay of Funchal, most of the productions of the

tropics are cultivated with success. The Papaw is

frequent in the gardens, aud ripens its fruit abundantly,
j

Paudanus odoratissimus grows to a great size, and
_
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on BO last that it in difhcull

more difficult to judge what plant* an
what are introduced. For cxai

I ia introduced into the Island by a My still tiring
there, and i now tl orou hly establlsl i plant
and very abundant in man] pla© 'irated

fields, but on rough, wild, broken ground amidst the Fir
plantations, ngonium capitoitoiii aatLSaifja.

pseudo-coceinen are con.' tnralised in various
places. The Datura arborea and Fnc ea arc
rapidly e • themjelree. It ih very probable
that many other plants, of which the exotic origin

eannol BO easily be traced, may in like manner hare
been introduced into Madeira in rno-i' •, rough
the agency, either voluntary or accidental, of man.
The culture ol the Vine hardly extends above 2000 feet;

beyond this there i» trill some cultivation, hut it is in

scattered patches, no longer bo continuous and exten-
sive as to exclude the native vegetation. Of Ferns,
the Polystichum angulare and Blechnum boreale are
very common in the Chestnut woods of the mountain
sides. Asplenium anceps, Asplenium acutnm, and
Polypodium vulgare frequent on rocks in this as well
as in the b.v.er i- ^.ion. Nephrodium affine [Lastnea
Filix-mas] and PolyMichum falcinellum more local
This last is an interesting plant remarkab:e for

rigid texture, and iia resemblance at first sight to the
leaves of a Zmiia. Mr. Bunbury found it sparingly in

the woods about the Jardim da Serra, the I

Mr. Veitch, 2000 feet above the sea, and in a more
dwarfed state amidst the crowning rocks of the Arre-
bentao peak, at an elevation of more than 3800 feet.

The beautiful ravine, commonly called the Little Carral,

from which the Ribeiro de Joan Gomez descends to

Funchal, is attractive to a botanist, and especially to a
lover of ferns. Here Woodwardia radicans, Adiantnm
reniforme, Pterisarguta, Cystopteris fragilis, Athyrium
Filix feminn, Laslrsea elongata,Davallia canariensis, may
all be found, with abundance of Lycopodium denticulatatn.

The fine ravine of the S mta Luzia torrent, at the head of
which is a remarkable waterfall, is still more rich in

Ferns. Woodwardia radicans, Ailantodia [Asplenium]
umbrosa, and Pteris arjuta grow in most luxuriant
beauty about the foot of the waterfall, at an elevation of

2600 feet above the sea. Adiantnm reniforme is plen-
tiful on the cliffs that bound the ravine; and A.capillus-

veneris, which at Funchal grows close to the actual

sea shore, extends even up to the waterfall. In this one
ravine, and in one day's excursion, 22 species of Ferns
were observed. The Tea tree is cultivated with great

success by Mr. Veitch at the Jardim da Serra, and its

produce is of excellent flavour. At Funchal it does not
succeed. On the highest parts of the southern moun-
tains occur a few Ferns, particularly Gymnogramma
Lowei [G. totta], and Blechnum boreale ; these

two ascend to upwards of 3800 feet. Madeira
is famous for its abundance of Ferns, owing to its

wild and wooded condition, and its very moist climate.

The beautiful Haresfoot Fern (Davallia canadensis),

and the Polypodium vulgare, appeared the most zene-

rally common throughout the island. The other Ferns
enumerated by Mr. Bunbury, with notices of their

localities, were the following :—Nothochlsena lanuginosa,

Gymnogramma Lowei, G. leptophylla, Acrosrichnm squa-

mosum, Blechnum boreale, Woodwardia radicans, Pteris

aquilina, P. arguta, Cheilanthes fragrans, Adiantnm
reniforme, A. capillus-veneris, Asplenium palmatum,

A. anceps, A. monanthemum. A. marinum, A. cana-

riense, A. tanceolatum. A. acntum, Athyrium FiUx-

femina, Ailantodia umbrosa, Scolopendrium vulgare,

Ceterach officinarum, Polystichum falcineUnm. P. acu-

leatum [angulare], Kephrodium molle, I>. amne, N.
elongatum, N. faenisecium [the three latter Lasrrseas],

Cystopteris fragilis, Davallia canadensis, Trichomanes
speciosum, Hvmenophylluni tunbridjeoaa- Th*> Ye-m

Flora of Madeira, according to Mr. Lowe, comprises

40 species, of which the relative distribution in Madeira

and the adjacent isles is traced. The author then,

at considerab e length, records his observations on the

lower crvpto^amic and the pbsenogamous plants of the

island.

Ppmologicax, March o.—Dr. Davies, of Pershore, in

the chair. The chairman furnished a collection of

Apples from the orchards of Worcestershire, among
which the most remarkable were the Flanders Pippin
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and the Queen's Delight, two sorts which are not in

general cultivation. The former is a very large variety

adapted for kitchen use, and keeps in good condition

till April. It possesses a tender flesh, with a delicate

and pleasant acidity, aud has an agreeable perfume.

The latter is a small dessert Apple of very excellent

quality, the trees of which are in the last stage of decay;

but Dr. Davies intimated that he would furnish the

Society with grafts to be distributed among its members.
Tiie same gentleman also placed grafts of three varie-

ties of seedling Plums, which he stated to possess supe-

rior merits, at the disposal of the Society. The Secre-

tary reported upon specimens of the Melon Apple which
were exhibited by Mr. Rivers at a former meeting.

This variety has a very high reputation in America,
and Mr. Rivers has succeeded in fruiting it in this

country. The specimens so produced were found to be

of large size and handsome ; the flesh tender, crisp,

juicy, and vinous, with all the delicacy and perfume of

the imported fruit of the Newtown Pippin. From Mr.
Smith, of Herefordshire, came a large assortment of

Apple3 from the orchards of that county ; and from G.
S. Wiutle, Esq., was a collection illustrative of the
pomology of Gloucestershire. Among them we observed
the Carraway Russet in good condition, and a seedling
dessert variety raised by Mr. Holbert, of Gloucester.
Mr. Lane, of Berkhamstead, exhibited fruits of the New
Hawthornden, which were perfectly sound even at this

late season, and possessed all the merits of its parent.
There were also other specimens of Apples and Pears
from the same nurseryman. Mr. Bunjard, of Maid-
stone, contributed examples of Pears grown in that
neighbourhood. Seven new members were elected.

—»

—

. Elements of Geometry and Mensuration, with easy Exer-
cises, designed for Schools and A dull Classes. Part

,11. : Geometry as an Art. ^By Thomas Lund, B.D.
Longmans, 1 2mo., 2s.

' The favourable opinion expressed by us of the first part
of this little work deserves to be extended to the second.
Mr. Lund has endeavoured to bring practical geometry
to the notice of those whose attention is usually confined
to Euclid, and to add the scientific principles of
geometry to the knowledge of persons who are usually
only taught how to apply rules deduced from and
depending on them. In this the author appears to us
to have been eminently successful. His work will be
found especially useful to young men who, feeling a
vyaut of knowledge on these subjects, have to supply
that want by their own exertions.

juration made easy, or the Decimal System for the
Million; with its Application to the daily employments
of the Artizan and Mechanic. By Charles Hoare.
3d thousand. Effingham Wilson. 12mo, Is.; or in
cloth, Is. 6d.

This is a book of rules without the reasons for them,
and therefore not one calculated to improve the minds
of those for whom it is intended. At the same time, as
a book of rules, the work will suit those who, so long as
they cau do a thing, care little to know the principles
upon which they proceed.

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Chandler's Nursery, Vauxhall.—The

extensive collection of Camellias, for which this nursery

has been long and justly celebrated, is now in full bloom,

and well worth inspection. Red kinds, as altheEenora,

Chandleri, Woodsi, imbricata, elegans, &c, are abund-
ant aud fine, and the old Double Whites have flowered

well here this year, few of the buds having dropped.

Of Carnation-striped varieties Albertus is still one of

t'.ie best, the next being perhaps Colvilli striata, aud the

semi-double sort called tricolor is also very pretty.

Among newer kinds may be mentioned Marchioness of

Exeter, a fine rose, not very double, but never showing
the eye ; Reine des Eleurs, a beautiful imbricated red

;

Duchess of Northumberland, white, flaked with pink,

and very handsome ; americana, a small, delicate pink,

with a good round petal ; elata, a small but compact
carmine ; Teutonia, a medium-sized rose, 'and very
constant; and Henri Favre, a small but finely shaped

red kind. We may add that, in addition to the treat

the Camellias afford, the show-house is at present gay

with Hyacinths, Narcissi, purple-striped and other

Crocuses, Azaleas, Epacrises, Cinerarias, Cyclamens, and
forced shrubs, among which we remarked^the pretty

' white-blossomed slender Deutzia (D. gracilis). This,

we need scarcely say, is a most valuable plant for forcing,

requiring about the same treatment as Kahnia glauca,

and things of that sort. Here and elsewhere out-door

plants have suffered considerably from the severity of

the mirier, but the exact extent of the injury committed
is at present unknown.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

»

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—No time should be lost in ascer-

,

taining whether or not there is a sufficient quantity of
suitable plants for the decoration of the conservatory
during the summer and autumn. If this is atteuded to
at once very much may yet be done towards making up
for any deficiencies which may be discovered, for it is

not yet too late to provide multitudes of showy plants !

for autumn decoration. Young plants of Allamandas,
if encouraged with bottom-heat, &c., and stopped
occasionally will form nice little bushes in course
of the summer, and cuttings of Clerodendrons
may be rooted, and made to form nice little flowering
plants in a few months, and Torenias, Vincas, and
many other soft-wooded stove plants, if kindly
treated, soon form useful-sized specimens.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.— Attend carefully to the bottom heat,

particularly where this is produced by fermenting mate-
rials, as tan, &c, and see that it is not allowed to rise too

high, which it is exceedingly apt to do after fresh mate-
rials have been added, either during bright wreather, or
where there are pipes under the bed, where much fire

heat is used. It requires some practice and attention to

be able to keep the soil in a proper state as regards
moisture, but this must be effected at any expense of

attention if success is to be insured. Maintain a
thoroughly moist atmosphere, but do not push young
stock too fast until we may be favoured with more sun-

shine, when if all is right at the roots there will be no
danger of drawing the plants, as would be the case in

the present cloudy state of the weather. Avoid
allowing water to lodge in the hearts of plants showing
fruit, and spare the flowers of those in bloom with the
syringe. Pot off or plant out suckers as they can be
obtained sufficiently strong, and attend to keeping up a
regular succession of plants, which is the surest way of

providing for a succession of fruit. Vineries.—See
that the houses in which the Vines are not yet started

are properly cleaned, the Vines painted with the usual

composition of soft soap, sulphur, &c, and everything
put into proper working order ; also get the rods bent in

time to induce the buds to push regularly. Attend to

disbudding and stopping, &c, as may be necessary in

the succession houses, and see that the inside borders
are kept properly moist, giving tepid manure water as

may be necessary to effect this, and do not be afraid of

giving too much of this to Vines in pots. Be as sparing
of fuel as the state of the weather will admit, and hus-
band the sun's influences by shutting up early on the

afternoons of bright days ; for depend upon it there is

no heat so congenial to vegetation as that derived
from the sun. Where plants are grown uuder
Vines keep^a sharp eye upon these for thrips and
spare no pains to keep them clear of this pest, which if

once allowed to get upon the Vines will spread with
amazing rapidity and soon ruin the foliage. This is

not only the most destructive insect with which we have
to contend, but it is also the most difficult to extirpate,

and should, therefore, be kept under by every possible

means. Frost is the only effectual means of eradicating
it, but tobacco smoke and a liberal use of the engine
will keep it in check and prevent its being injurious.

Azaleas are exceedingly subject to it, and many of the

varieties can hardly be kept clear of this pest while
growing in heat, and if these must be grown in Vineries
they must be carefully watched and smoked, or syringed
with the mixture recommended in a previous calendar
for the destruction of this pest immediately it is per-

ceived, for if it is ever allowed to get established upon
the Vines the chances are that it will greatly injure the
foliage before it can be eradicated.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Sweep and thoroughly clean lawns, and roll them with

a heavy roller as often as may be necessary, to render
the turf even and firm. This is sometimes, through the

pressure of other jobs, put off until dry weather sets in,

after which the roller makes comparatively little impres-

sion ; whereas, if done at once, while the turf is in a soft

spougy state, it will be greatly consolidated and improved
for the season. If any alterations or planting still re-

main to be done, every avaifable hand should be con-

centrated on this work, so as to get it completed as

quickly as possible. Planting, uuless done soon, will be

almost sure to require much attention in watering, aud
this during the very busiest season of the year, especially

in the case of large shrubs or trees, and it is much too

common a practice to put off such work until too late in

the season. Look over the beds planted with bulbs, and
where necessary stir the surface soil, so as to keep it open
and friable, and also to give it a fresh, neat appearance.

If the stock of bedding plauts is still deficient get in cut-

tings in the most favourable position, and with the least

possible loss of time. See to the propagation of Dahlias

aud Hollyhocks ; the latter are now, thanks to the well

directed labours of the florists, so greatly improved, that

they much surpass the Dahlia for many situations, and
ought to be extensively planted in every garden.

HARDY FRUIT ASD KITCHEN GARDEN.
Now that we are being favoured with comparatively

mild weather, Cauliflowers and Lettuces that have been
wintered under glass may be planted out, selecting a
sheltered deep rich piece of ground. It is a very good
practice in planting-out things that are at all tender at this

uncertain season to throw up the ground in good strong
ridges running east and west, planting on the south side

of the ridge. The plants are thus sheltered from the

north winds and fully exposed to the sun. Peas, &c,
that have been raised under glass, if properly inured to

the weather, should be planted out at once, giving them
the most favourable situation at command, aud it is a

very good practice to shelter them for some time after

planting out, by placing some branches of Spruce Fir, or

any other suitable evergreen along the lines so as to break
the wind, &c. Take advantage of dry days to stir the

surface of the ground among growing crops, and to pre-

vent weeds from making their appearance.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week endingMarch 15, 1S55, aa observed at the Horticultural Gardeiis-

Friday 9
Satur. 10
Sunday 1

1

Hon.. 12
Tues. 13
Wed. li

ThUTB. lj

AvcrjtL.'c

;ti>.ni3

29.838
29.fi73

29.018
29.522
29.IVM

29.793

•J'.u;;*

29.891

29.751
29.371

29.21";

29.594

29.522

29.151

Temperature.

Mix. Mln. Mean '™ |g*

29.0 ;v,.-2

39i

39.G

March 9— Frosty; snow-flakes occasioually; overcast.— 10—Snow an inch deep; snowing; sharp frost at sight.— 11—Snow in the night nearly two inches deep; cloudy; overcast.— 12— Cloudy; rain; overcast at night.— 13 -Fine throughout; overcast.— 14— Fine; cloudy; slight rain; overcast.— 15—Fine; cloudy; rain at night.
Mean temperature of the week 6 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
OurinjtthelaBt 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending March 24,1855.

Sunday 18
Mon. 19
Tues. 20
Wed. 21
Thurs. 22
Friday 23
Satur. '/4

5-ag

49.6

50.5

51.4

51.7
50.1

50.5

<X*

33.3
33.3

34.3
36.0
34.4
31.1

Eh

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.19 in.

0.33

0.3G
0.21

0.44

0.60

0.11

Prevailing Winds,

;s«3--*>"5

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 19th
and 20th, 1336—therm. 69 deg. ; and the lowest on the 20th, 1S45—therm.
16 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Diseases W M. Had your plants been exposed, we should have

said that they were frost-bitten, for it is frequently the tips

only of evergreen leaves that are affected. But your account is

not consistent -with such a notion. Neither is the fault, as it

appears, in the soil. Many'similar affections arise from some
deficiency of ventilation, or from the miasma of noxious
matter for which there is no sufficient outlet. Are you sure

that there is no latent evil of this sort. The vital' powers of

your plants are evidently too low, and perhaps the judicious

application of some stimulant might remedy the mischief, pro-

vided the ventilation be perfect. M. J, B.
Footmarks in Snow : B. Frof. Owen has distinctly shown that

the mysterious tracks seen in Devonshire are merely those of

the plantigrade hind-foot of a badger; having the five short

claws in front, and the rounded heel behind, which latter has
been mistaken for a hoof! and the tracks consequently have,

in most instances, been traced backwards, which bothers the

observer. The badger climbs well, both walls and sheds : he
is a harmless nocturnal beast, very active, and having a
great range of prowl when roused by unusually long frost

out of his winter repose. You may have badgers in your

vicinity a long time before you are aware of them, until their

nocturnal rambles are made manifest on snow. The long and
large hind-foot, in walking, usually obliterates the impression

of the corresponding fore-foot, and so leaves a track as of

some mysterious hoofed biped. Its tail is too short to make
a track, as an otter's would. A question of this nature hardly

comes within the subjects of this journal ; but we answer your

question for the sake of showing you that there is no necessity

to have recourse to the unknown in explaining appearances

which scientific observers like our eminent comparative

anatomist have no difficulty in referring to simple natural causes.

Goegonias : W. Smithson. These are corUeiferous Polypes, there-

fore animals, not plants, and we have nothing to do wiih them.

Grass Seeds: J M Caledonia. It is very difficult to say. "We
advise you to state your case to Messrs. Lawson and Co., of

Edinburgh, and to take their advice. You cannot have better.

Transplant your evergreens in September, not in April or any
other time in the spring.

Late Correspondents : R S G-. "We are sorry to disappoint you,

but it is out of our power to answer inquiries which do not
reach us till we are about to go to press.

Monstrosities : J J M. Very much obliged ; but such cases are

by no means uncommon. You will find a similar malformation
figured at p. 669 of our volume for 1848. "We do not know who
wrote the treatise you speak of.

Mulberry : E B S. The fruit of the Mulberry is the ripened.

state of an inflorescence ; that of the Strawberry and Raspberry
is the ripened pistil of a single flower. The other part of your
question is unintelligible. "What are fructures ?

Names of Plants : "We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gainiug information.

"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them— and that most willingly. It is now-

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.—W S. Helleborus niger, changing its

colour.— Constant Beader. Oncidium maculatum.—A D. Ccelo-

gyne ocellata and C. micrantha.—Z X Oncidium sanguineum,
very pretty.—J B K L. Your Col is Enteromorpha compressa

;

but the question is not horticultural, nor does it relate to Rural
OSconomy.

Pentstemon : A E. P. Cobrea is figured in the "Botanical Maga-
zine," t. 3465. "We do not know what Calceolaria violaria is;

C. violacea is a greenhouse under-shrub, which will of course
live out of doors in summer. Plants from Chiloe are not

hardy unless they are annuals.

Rhododendrons : J B. B. Graft them now and place them in a
close frame, and if on a gentle bottom-heat so much the better.:}:

Rubus Arcticus: AS. This will fruit, indifferently, in a peat
bed ; as to R. Chamffimorus we never saw it fruit in this part

of the kingdom. If plants can be had it will probably be in

Edinburgh.
Stunted Trees : WS EC. The period for ringing the branches of

these, in the way described by Mr. Billington at p. 152, is, we
presume, when the bark will run. X

Susquehanna root: J B D. You are quite right; the whole
affair is an ingenious and successful scheme to sell what we
can only hope does no harm.

Transplanting Roses : C B N P. The best month in the spring

for moving them is the present ; but the best time of all for the

operation is as soon as the leaves have fallen in autumn. %
White-fruited Blackberry : A B. "We have seen this variety

of Rubus fruticosus ; and it may still exist in some remote
place. It is a mere curiosity, and has nothing to do with
Needham's white, which is an American not European species.

Misc : A B C. Fritillary roots require no particular attention

beyond planting them out in the open border in good light

garden mould. Any nurseryman can supply them. The best

cure for mildew on Roses is dusting the parts affected with
sulphur the moment the evil is perceived .%—Northwood. In a
soil like yours Beans will be the best crop to put between your
rows ot Potatoes, which you anticipate may fail. Let the rows
of Potatoes be not less than 2£ feet apart, and the sets 10 inches
asunder in the row. Pond mud mixed with lime makes a good
top-dressing for a lawn ; but it should have been put on in

autumn. If applied now no time must be lost and it should ba
well rolled in afterwards,

|
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PERUVIAN CUANO, Bolivian Guano, Snporphoi-
pjmto of Limn, Nltratoof Hodn, Kiikhi' Bcum, n'nl rviiy

description of Artlflolal Mnnurnn, Lln'socd Cakofl, &o.
Wm. In*h,ih Caunk, 10, Miu-k J. line, Loudon,

TO FARMERS AND OTHERS.
REFUSE ANIMAL MATTER FOR SALE.—

.Contains I n ; quantities of nitrogen, Hulphurle aold, fat, &e.
It will mako it first-rate MANUKK; prlcoBJ. por ton, A sample
forwarded froo by enclosing 12 postage stamps,—Apply to Mr
<,'l,0)>r,.<Chnm1nl;, Mill Fond Htrcwit, Ui-nnonditey, Lnnitmi.

>ryilk FOLLOWING MANURES are iimmifacturwi
J- nt Mr. iMWWi' I'ncloj-y, [>ii)p1IoriI Circle : Turnip Miuimc,

Pi. per ton: Superphosphate of Lime, 11. ; Sulphuric Acid anil

Coprolltcflj 6Z.

Onion, M>, King William Stront, City, London.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano. guaranteed to contain 10 por

pant, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

WHEAT AND OTHER MANURES ON SALE.—
The aucoesfl attending the application of the manure

Hpoclniiy adapted for Wheat during the last two years. Induces
the undersigned to again offer It to the Agriculturists wllh con
fidenco. Alno Huporphonplmto of Lime, Blood Manure, Guano,
Nltralo of Soda, Gypsum, Suit, Peat Charcoal, and all oilier

Manures ol known vuinc.— Apply for Prlcos Current t<> MARK
fotiikimiill A t:o.

p

imma, i ppoi Thj . Stret >. Lot don

CORN MANURE FOR SPRING BOWING.
CONCENTRATED URATE FOR GRASS, RAPE, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME.THE LONDON MANUKK COMPANY continue

-*- to manufacture) the ubovo Manures, which have boon used
ivlth so much succors for tho lnnt 11 years.
Tho London Mauuro Company also mipply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from importers' warehouses), Nitrate of Soda.
Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Snltn, Uono Oust, and
every artificial manure of known value. Edward Pouskb, Sec.

oilTce—40, Bridge Street, ltlackfrlars.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c— Manufacturers and
others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying lo J. C. Nrcsnrr, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of tho Agricultural and Chemical College, Kenningtoh,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolltcs, &c, and Assays of Cold, Silver, and other Minerals,
arooxeeuted with accuracy and dispatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find auiplo facility and accommoda-
tion at tho College.

CYANIC MANURE COMPANY,
WHITE'S PATENTS.

Offices, 37, Chaning Cross, London.
Director3.

The Hon. J. W. Fortescue. I General Macdonald, C.B.
G. P. Irvine, Esq.

|
Newton S. Scott, Esq.

JSankci-s—Messrs. Herriea, Farquhaiy & Co., St. James's Street.
Solidtors—Messrs. Vallance & Vallance, 20. Essex Street, Strand.

Agricultural Chemist—William White, Esq.
Secretary—Mr. W. P. Mould.

The Directors invito the attention of landed proprietors, agri-
culturists, &c, to the Patent Cyanic Manure, as containing the
most approved elements of fertilisation in their just proportions

;

it can be, therefore, confidently recommended as a very superior
dressing for Wheat, Barley, Oats, Clover, Grass, &c. Price 81.

per ton.

Prospectuses (with practical directions for use) may bo had on
application, or will be forwarded by post.

All orders, applications for Agencies, &c, to be addressed to
(ho Secretary, attbe offices of_the_Company, 37, Charing Cross.

rPHE MANCHESTER
-
SEWAGE GUANO COM-

-*> PANY respectfully inform Agriculturists that they have
made arrangements which will enable them to meet the increasing
demand for their Manures. The MANCHESTER SEWAGE
GUANO is a compost of Blood, Bones, Urine, Nightsoil, and
other Animal Matters, and highly fertilising Chemical Ingre-
dients, which are in a concentrated state incorporated with
Animal and Vegetable Charcoal, ground to a fine powder, the
v)hole forming a dry portable Manure. It is free from all kinds of
Seeds, Weeds, &c., and enriches the land to a considerable degree
for several years after it is used. Price 51. 5*. per ton. Net cash
on delivery. Testimonials forwarded en application. Carriage
free to any Railway or Canal Wharf in Manchester.

—

John
Thompson , Secretary, 8, Watling Street, ShudehiH,_Mancb ester.

T"
HE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY.— Provisionally Registered pursuant

to the Act 7 & S Vict. c. 110.

Trustees.
Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., 2, Halkin Street West.
Charles Dimsdale. Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P.. S, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.
Major-Gen. Hall, M.P., "Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.
Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chaiwian.—John Sharp, Tower Villa, Queen's Road,
Regent's Park.

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDR.
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Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham
Middlesex.

Oohu Clayden, Esq., Littlebnry,
Essex.

Richard Hunt, Esq,, Stanstead
Abbot, Herts.

Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmon-
ton, Middlesex

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lex-
ham, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Cam-
den Villas, Camden Town.

Thomas Nash, Esq., Great
Chesterford, Essex.

James Odarus, Esq., Bishop
Stortford, Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square) Pentonville.
With power to add to their number.

Bankers.—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare &Co., Lombard Street.
Auditor.—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,

St. James's.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist.— James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company beg to call the attention
of their friends and the Agricultural Community to their Blood
Manures for Corn and Turnips, which have been used with the
greatest success in all parts of England, and to assure them that
having now erected commodious Works, with every suitable
convenience for carrying on the manufacture on a large scale,
under the management of an experienced practical Chemist, the
Agriculturists of this country may depend upon having a manure
of proved high quality, which the Directors guarantee to be
genuine. It is sent out in the form of a fine friable powder, which
may be sown by the drill or hand with the utmost facility.
They beg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious

imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure, have pro-
fessed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security,
therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Manure," and sold ordy by the authorised Agents of the
Company.—Corn and Grass Manure, 71. 10s. per ton.

Directions for Use.—From 2 to 3 cwt. per acre, according to the
condition of the Boil. It may either be drilled in with the Seed,
or sown broadcast; if the latter.it should be well harrowed in
Turnip Manure, CI. 10s. per ton.

Delivered at any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications to be made to Odams, Pickford, & Keen, Atrents

for the above, 35, Leadenhall Street, London.
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GRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SLEDS.
r rilOMAS GIBBS and CO., tho Seed her to the
A Royal Agricultural Society of England, beg to i U» lj

friends and agriculturists generally that they an i

to mippiy (ho undormontl <i In any quantltlon n
Mixtures of Grass Seeds f>-r laying down land to pi n

Pasture and Meadow; Irrigation or water Heai
Upland Bhoop Walk Mixtures; Park and Field Lawn Mixtures;
Renovating Mixtures for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, oi On
plot Mixtures; various Permanent Crass
ratoly to order; Mixtures for one 3 eaiJe lay, do. for two or three
years' lay (commonly called "kccuV').

CLOVER8, Red «r broad leaved, white or Dutch, Red Suckling,
Alslke or Hybrid, Trefoil. Cow Grass or Perennial,

\i\ 1. GRASSES.—Italian (very fine), Annual, improved Peren
Dial, and other kinds.

CARROTS^-Largo White Belgian, large field Altringham,
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Surrey.

PARSNIPS.— Cibhn' large Guurmtey Cattle, common large.
MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orange or Yellow Globe,
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES. Large Drumhead Cattle, Thousand beaded.
TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Giecn-top Swedes, Sklrvlng's
Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid, Red-top Yellow Hybrid,
Globes or Rounds, Tankard's sorts, Kohl Raid.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Gorse, Field Parsley, Rape, Seed
Barley sorts. Wheat sorts, Rye, Sainfoin, Tares White Mustard,
White Silesian Beet, Pens, Potatoes, and all other seeds for
the farm.

KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, including all
the new and most approved varieties. Assortments made up
to suit different sized gardens, or to any given amount.
Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds sent free

by post on application to Thomas Gibbs & Co., Corner of Half*
Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

*%»r«

Re;
c
NDLE'S AGRICULTURAL PRICE
CURRENT and FARM DIRECTORY for

1855, with Newspaper Stamp to go free hy post, is now
published, and can be had in exchange for six penny
stamps.

The proprietors of this well-known and widely circulated pub-
lication have much pleasure in announcing another edition for
the present year. They have spared no expense nor trouble in
making it a most useful and serviceable guide to all who take
au interest in the cultivation of the soil. It contains a valuable
Descriptive Liot of Ml tho best AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
with prices affixed to every article, with cultural remarks and
general information as to the best varieties for various crops.

The List of TURNIP SEEDS is very comprehensive, and is
embellished with an ENGRAVING of RENDLE'S IMPROVED
SWEDE TURNIP—a variety in great favour in the West of
England.
The descriptive Lists and Tables of the best selected

GRASSES are very complete, and will be found eminently
useful to all who intend laying down laud for Permanent Pasture,
Ornamental Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.
There is a very useful ALMANACK, which has been compiled

with much care.
In the MANURE DEPARTMENT there is a general Price

Current of all the leading Manures, including Peruvian Guano,
Lawes' Patent Superphosphate. Nitrate of Soda, &c.
The ORIGIN and HISTORY of PERUVIAN GUANO will

be found amongst its contents, as well as some excellent advice for
detecting the spurious from the genuine article. The proprietors
have been favoured with some good sound advice to Farmers on
this point by J. C. Nzsbit, Esq., the celebrated Agricultural
Chemist. They have also reprinted Professor Wat's Lectcbe
on the same subject, from the Gardeners1

Chronicle, read to the
Members of the Royal Agricultural Society.
Descriptive articles relating to Lawes' Patent Superphosphate,

Nitrate of Soda, the new Mexican Guano, and other manures
will also be found very useful and interesting.
The "SUPERPHOSPHATE CONTROVERSY"" in the Ply-

mouth Papers is also given at length. The whole of the letters
are reprinted from the Plymouth Herald. In this Controversy
the " Gypsum mixers" are fully exposedby Mr. J. Prideacx, the
eminent Agricultural Chemist.

A valuable Paper has also been written expressly for this
Edition by Mr. R. Errikgtom on the " Cultivation of the Potato"
as well as au article on "Liquid Manure" by the same gentleman.
The Proprietors have also much pleasure in stating that they

have been favoured with two Original Articles, by J. B. Lawes,
Esq., Rothamsted, the celebrated Agricultural Chemist, on
" The Artificial Manures most suitable for the Growth of £arley"
and ''The Cultivation of one Grain Crop after another on heavy land"
There will be a good Engraving of the CEDRUS DEODARA,

one of the hardiest and best varieties of Cedars ever introduced,
and prices of various Forest Trees, Shrubs, and Fruit Trees.
Engravings and descriptions ot a great many Agricultural

Implements are also added in the present Edition, and amonsrst
them will be found M'CORMICK'S AMERICAN REAPER
GARDNER'S TURNIP CUTTER, SAMUELSON'S REGIS-
TERED LAWN MOWER, PATENT LIQUID MANURE
DISTRIBUTOR, WARNER'S GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS
SYRINGES, &q.\ FOWLER and FRY'S CHAFF CUTTING
MACHINE and ONE ROW TURNIP DRILL, ANTHONY'S
PATENT AMERICAN CHURN, and PARKES' STEEL
DIGGING FORKS.

Descriptions are also given of the New CHINESE POTATO
Dioscorea Batatas) and the FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, a
sort highly recommended in the Midland Counties.

At the request of several eorresponde7ils the Publishers
have printed the present Edition- the size of the " Gardeners*
Chro7iidc" so that those who wish it can bind it with the

present volume of that valuable Paper. It contains 23
folio pages, " Chronicle " six.

Copies can be procured, price 6d. each, or free to purchasers of
seeds ; and can be obtained through the medium of any boot-
seller in the United Kingdom, fivni the

LONDON PUBLISHING OFFICE, 2&4, STRAND;
Or from the Proprietors, William E. Rendle & Co., Sesi
Merchants, Plymouth.
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Priced Lists of the above, with every other deecrfptfj a of Farm
Seeds, may be bad post free on application.

1 D v.— All pjirc*:ln of Seeds shove W. -.;,;

, tion of Grain and V "

l, Hull, Xewcsiitle, Belfast

Inverness, and 10 all the Stations along the Line* of I

donian and North British Railway*, &€•
W, DfiOMHOSD & Sons, Seed and Inrplement Warehouse,

Stirling, N.B.

111- GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY.

Incorporated mr Special Act or Pasuaxn
Offices, 52, Parliament StreeL, London.

Directors.
IIeniit Keb Bstjcbb, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John V. 3iieli.iv, Bart, Ml' Ttmt>.

George Thomas Clark, Esq. 1 William Fisher HoM
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P. Edward J. Hutcblns, Esq., M.P-
Sir "William Cubitt, F.R.S. Sir 5. M. Peto, Bart.

Henry Currie, Esq. I William Tit*-. E ;.. F.R.S.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq. I William WiUhere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, ar

Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm B'lildint*^ Opon
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise: or Church

|

and without investigation of Title to charge the whole ontUy and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowner* within the limits cf

50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own cr

the Company's Capital. Williax C
j

T 1
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-*- INC

HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
CORPORATED DT SPECIAL ACT OP PaEIJAXE^t

England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Cler.

citorSj Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c.—Loans may be contracted
for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation. Embanking', Reclamation, Roods,
Planting, Machinery, Ac. The plans (of buildings,, specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and sre
submitted to the approval of the Enclosure ( m. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover

from the inheritance their own funds to be expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execnt;

mutual improvement, snch as a common outfall, &c~ For forms
of application, &c, apply to the Hon. Wx. Napixs. Managing
Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

p OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
VV and OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane.Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S, F.C.S., &c
The system of studies pnrsned in the College comprise? every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pnrsnits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly end
accurately execnted at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the PrincipaL

THE CONSULTING CHEMIST or the ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY or ENGLAND Mr. War)

is about to REMOVE his LABORATORY* from 23. Holies

Street, to 15, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, wbere, after tie

25th of March, all communicanens and substances for analysis

should be addressed. Mr. Wat receives pupils into his lobora-

- the study of Agricultural Chemistry.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.—Prize Sheets for the CARLISLE MEETING

may be had on application to the Secketaet :: the -

No.' 12. Hanover Square, Lcndon.

ROYAL
]
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The discussion on Itauax RrE-Gr-ASs Cultiva-

tion before the London Farmers' Clnb ]ast week
terminated in the adoption of a resolution which,

however true in itself, was not, we agree with a

wiiier in the 3Farl: Lane Express, borne out by the

evidence which was on that occasion laid before the

meeting.

It mav very properly be the opinion of that

Club that " on most farms a portion of land

sown with Italian Eye-grass, especially if irri-

gated in the manner of the Ayrshire farms,

would in many ways be very advantageous to
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the farmer, from the great amount of the produce

and the easv and cheap mode of obtaining it ;" but

certainly, however satisfactorily the abundance and

facility of the produce which may in this way be

ensured was proved, no evidence was adduced in

reference to its cheapness. We nevertheless be-

lieve in that as much as in the other ; and if the

weak point in the opening address be, as the Mark
Lane Express asserts, its non-production of evidence

on that point, this is, we believe, a weakness merely

in the advocacy, not in the cause advocated. It

was, we think," however, a sound discretion which

led the discussion exclusively to the consideration of

the productiveness of the crop. If that be proved,

it becomes well worth the while of any one to

inquire into the means by which it can be ensured.

And though Mr. Telfer's experience, or that of

Messrs. Kennedy and Ralston had been given in

full detail, no one would have risked a large ex-

penditure with the view of treading in their steps

without inquiring for himself into the accuracy of

the statement made, and the possibility, under

altered times, &c, of verifying it elsewhere.

The speakers who followed Mr. Morton, in dis-

cussing the merits of the Italian Rye-grass, referred

especially to the exhausting character of the crop

and its watery character as food. On both points

we believe that much misconception prevails. Mr.
Denton, who referred to the unsatisfactory character

of a glass full of froth to a thirsty man, seemed to

think he had established a parallel case in placing

Italian Rye-grass before a hungry animal, because it

contained so much as 75 per cent, of water : but

75 per cent, of water is a remarkably small propor-

tion in green food, as the analyses of Turnips, Man-
gold Wurzel, Clover, &c, pfove ; and it is needless

to quote such illustrations, seeing that Mr. Mechi
fairly closed discussion on that point by recalling to

the recollection that there are 75 per cent, of water
in a beefsteak ! The succulence of Italian Rye-grass

entirely depends upon its age. At the period when it

is fit for hay-making it is not less substantial than
other Grasses, and it excels them all in the palatable

character which it retains up to a later stage of

growth than is done by any other plant.

The exhausting character which it possesses is

another feature in its character charged against it

:

and justly so. But this is a feature which helongs

to it not as Italian Rye-grass, but as a productive
crop. The distinction between scourging and ame-
liorating crops no longer exists, according to Mr.
Nisbet, for it is possible to grow any crop on any
land by the application of fitting manures ; never-

theless, it is we believe the case, that after a heavy
cutting of Italian Rye-grass the succeeding Wheat
crop will be less luxuriant than it will be after

Clover. The heavier growth of the former crop has

not been obtained without expense to the soil—it

would be very extraordinary if it had. Suppose
that of two kinds of Turnip one is capable of a

more thorough use of the fertility of the land than

another, its greater consequent produce must more
perfectly exhaust the soil, and the succeeding crop

will suffer for it ; but it is the better Turnip of the

two for all that. Exhausting crops, in fact, are

what we want. It is the very art of the farmer to

convert the fertilising matter of his soil into market-
able matters, such as milk, or grain, or meat ; the more
perfectly any agency does this the better will it

serve his purpose. It must depend upon himself to

fill the land with the raw material of his crops,

and it depends upon the -due selection of these

crops to extract it all in the more profitable forms
in which, as vegetable or animal substance, it exists.

The Italian Rye-grass is one of the most thoroughly

exhausting—one of the most voracious plants we
can grow; and in that its very merit lies. If con-
sumed upon the land, of course it so far reproduces
the material out of which it grew ; if carried off

the land, of course it exhausts the farm as well as

the mere field from which it has been taken. In
either case it cannot be made to yield the enormous
crops which Mr. Telfer and others obtain, except by
doses of manure which are quite as remarkable in

the history of agriculture as is the extraordinary

produce in which they result.

Among the speakers who referred to the value of

the crop were Mr. Baker, of Writtle, who related

an experience of it of some fifteen years' standing
;

Mr. Sidney, who referred to its position in Italy

under the irrigation system, both by sewage and by
rain water, around Milan, where seven cuttings, four
in winter for consumption green, and three for hay in
summer, are obtained ; Mr. Moore, who referred at
length to Mr. Dickenson's experience at Willesden;
Mr. Bradshaw, who spoke with favour of its use
with Clover in ordinary rotation in a course of
cropping

; Mr. Williams, who confirmed what had
been said on the liability to damage from the choice
of inferior seed ; and Mr. Mechi, who adduced his
own experience, now generally known. The resolu-

tion we have already adverted to ; it will, we believe,

result in a larger extension of the crop than ever

hitherto, and in an extended use of the irrigation

system adopted at Tiptree and elsewhere.

[We add to the above that the related subject of

Town Sewage is again to be discussed before the

Society of Arts next Monday evening ; and that

when it is closed we shall draw attention to the

results determined by it.]

According to official tables collected by M.
Mounier in his work on the Agriculture of France

the number of mules in the south-east division was
in 1846 216,394, being in round numbers somewhat
less than one-third below the amount of horses; and
in the north-west the number of mules was 106,128,

the horses being more than three times as numerous.

We know so little comparatively of Mule breed-

ing in this country that we are tempted to give the

substance of a letter addressed by the late M.
Bujault to the directors of the Haras of Saint

Maixent, in which he bitterly complains of the new
government system of improving the breed of horses,

because it directly led to the extinction of the old

description of mare that used to produce the most
valuable mules in France.

The district in question is that surrounding

Poitiers, where about twelve millions of francs were
annually realised by the export of these animals to

Spain, Italy, and various parts of the central and
southern parts of France.

Our author is an enthusiastic admirer of the

muje, which he distinguishes as " admirable " and
"superb," indispensable in the south of Ejirope,

while the horse is only " handsome ;
" even the

Arabian steed that bears the robber of the desert

on its back and does not work is, in Bujault's esti-

mation, "a hundred-thousand times " less valuable

than the old Poitevin horses of ancient and honoured
race, created for the soil and improved by extreme
attention, from which had sprung the noble mule
of Poitou. The author makes some preliminary

remarks as to the influence of climate, soil, and
pasturage on animals, and illustrates his argument
by what we must accept as a fact—that on a large

area of the locality around him several young horses

go blind, and he attributes this to the water which
they drink. The sour herbage of theBocage, though
suitable to the temperate, hardy and enduring

mule, he asserts to be quite unsuited to the sort of

cavalry horses which the Government introduced
into that locality. While he does not affect to deny
the possibility of improving the native breed of

horses, as the Germans and English have done, he
hints that the improvers must first possess such
means and advantages as German and English
landowners have at their command. Some of ours

are thus flatteringly described :
—" The English

nobility, who possess a great_ proportion of the soil,

have a mania for horses. I have before me an im-
mense list, containing the names of English and
Irish lords, who have from 150 to 1300 horses in

their stables [!!] This is astounding. They will

give 100,000 francs for a horse, and freight a vessel

to Arabia for sires and mares." Maniacs and mill-

ionnaires he indeed finally designates them, but yet

all powerful in effecting their object. His argument
against the usefulness of the Haras in Poitou is in

effect this—the mare of the old and true type for

producing first-rate mules has certain points of con-
formation, viz., short body, long ribs, wide haunches,

wide and low hocks, fleshy thighs, wide hoofs, heels

well turned out and hairy; in short, a thickset

animal of capacious body is the right mould for a
fine mule. Now the directors of the Government
studs would certainly not approve of such a piece of

frame-work for moulding colts and fillies, though,

according to the Poitevin farmers, it is for mule bear-

ing the perfection of symmetry. M. Bujault rather

dogmatically asserts that large mares with long legs,

or lengthy and slight body and elevated back are

generally barren. He affirms that of mares which
have been served by the ass only two out

of three become pregnant, and of these

several cast the fcetus from the second to the

seventh month, which he attributes to internal

incapacity for mule bearing. Five out of six mares
served by the horse will produce ,foals ; it would
naturally be inferred thence, that horse breeding

would be more remunerative, but, on the contrary,

we are here informed that the male progeny of the

horse and mare (when emasculated) is of so little

worth in that hot and relaxing climate, that the
j

owner of a brood mare would rather that she missed
foal than have a colt produced : the high price

obtainable for one of the rare Poitevin high-caste

mules renders the breeding of them—though mares
'

J

be not prolific of them — more remunerative.
:

Our author informs us that the males of the mule
kind, also, in warm climates, though larger and i

handsomer than the females, are easily enervated,

less capable of hard labour, and subject to a peculiar

and wasting urinary disease, so that they are 25 per
cent less in value. Annual importations into

Poitou of some hundreds of mule-breeding mares
from Bas Poitou and Britanny, first tended to the
deterioration of the geuuine breed of mules, and the

social revolution which turned the heads of even the

slow-going people of western France, stimulated the

farmers there to rear horses (through the interven-

tion of the Haras) that could go at a fast pace with
diligences, &c. Thus the celebrated Poitevin

mule was superseded by the light-bodied and fast

stepping horse brought into existence for the sake

of its speed. The strong, heavy, and somewhat
peculiarly formed mare which used to be valued for

rearing mules is out of fashion, and our author

mourns thus :
—" Inspectors and directors of Haras

are sent to us—what their powers and privileges

may be, I know not—they are, however, reformers,

and arbiters of our horseflesh ; they made us take

our stallions from station to station, and have ruined

choice stock for mule breeding, Nothing will

satisfy them but huge brutes with long necks, long

bodies, and long legs—racers ! These are distinguished

by privileges ; every mare that brings into the world
such an animal as I have described is honoured, and
receives la paie, and is allowed to compete for the

Government prizes if she have borne offspring to one

of the herring-gutted* horses of the Haras." It

might have been expected that the old gentleman

who has so enthusiastically traced all the physical

conditions of the mare—the usual maternal parent of

the mule (the she-ass and horse engendering a very

diminutive and inferior sort)—would have honoured

the paternal donkey with some notice. But we have
no information from him as to the Poitevin Jackasses

of high degree, and are left to conjecture whether

any of them equal those of Kentucky, which occa-

sionally stand 15, and even 16 hands high, and are

worth enormous prices. As he is silent on this side

of the family tree, we may infer that the true aris-

tocratic bearing of the Poitevin mule is on the

mother's side.

The demand for mules by our united armies in the

east is now considerable, and the south of France

and Spain will furnish the supplies needed.
_
The

" superb" breed of Poitevin—-now fast diminishing

it would seem—is too costly to fall into the hands of

jobbers for the commissariat service. The itinerant

dealers have been in the habit of paying for the

prime specimens about 500 francs each, at five years'

old, to the farmers of La Vendee and Deux Sevres,

who buy them when yearlings, in the seven or eight

communes of Poitou where they are bred, and
work them with careful tending until they reach the

full age for profitable labour. D.

A LADY-DAY INVENTORY, 1844.

It included live stock, implements, tillage, and the

outgoing tenant's rights, which consist of the unexhausted
cultivation, in preparing and manuring 86 acres of land

which produced a crop of roots last year ; the duDg
made from the consumption of those roots and the

Wheat straw since harvest ; the manure dropped on
34 acres of Clover, which were pastured by sheep during

the summer ; and the farm produce of last year's crop
which remained unconsumed, valued by on the

part of the incoming tenant, and by on the part of

the outgoing tenant.

No. 1.— Live Stock.—To 5 horses, 2 cows, £ s. d. £ s. cL

118 sheep, 15 pigs, and 33 fowls ... 336 4
No. 2.

—

Implements.—To harness for 4 horses,

3 ploughs, 3 carts, 3 pair of harrows,
1 cultivator, 1 Finlayson's harrow,
Turnip drill, 2 rollers, 38 corn stad-

dles, &c, and household furniture ... 235 4
671 8 O

No. 3.

—

Tillage, or acts of Husbandry.—To
2331 acres once ploughed, 338 acres
harrowed, 128 acres drilled, 33 acres
cultivated ; 1761 bushels of Wheat,
and 371 acres of~Clover seeds 204 11 8

No. 1— Tenant's Bights.—To 35 tons of

Carrots, 70 tons of Mangold Wurzel,
40 tons of straw, the unconsumed por-
tion of last year's crop 108 15

No. 5.—To unexhausted cultivation in labour
and manure in producing 86 acres of

roots, the crop of 1843 314 12 4
No. 6.

—

Manure.—To the manure dropped in
consuming 34 acres of Clover crop,

1843, and manure left in the yards,

produce of the consumption of 86
acres of roots by stock, and the Wheat
straw 374 17

798 4 i

£1574 4 O
The first and second entry of this inventory (the live

stock and implements) are never reckoned to the in-

coming tenant except by special agreement.

The third entry is a customary valuation made to the

incoming tenant by the arbitrators of the two tenants

mutually. The fourth, fifth, and sixth entries are never

taken any account of, the landlord generally claiming it

as belonging to the estate andgiviog them to his incoming
tenant at the expense of the retiring tenaut. There is,

* We have taken a liberty with the original word, etrvpe
r

which we think gives the exact meaning of the indignant expos-

u lator.
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however, u trifle given '" ""> outgoing tenant for pack-

ing up llio straw and for squaring of tho manure-heaps,

but this seldom amounts to til. Thorn in no instance

where tho outgoing tenant has had any compensation

for tho unexhausted cultivation and manure loft in the

noil during the previous year's culture^ when the out

going tenant carted off llio Turnip and other root

crops. So that in this case the outgoing tenant has hoi n

paid tiotil. as Tenant's rights on the farm of 'J(iu acres,

bosidcH livo and dead stock, amounting to 6702,

By this inventory justice 1ms been done to the out-

going tenant, and therefore tho wholo of the land has

beon loft in a good state of cultivation, for which tho in-

coming tonunt lias paid 10022. Hi.'., and tho incoming

tenant bus received value for thia hiiih in tho large crops

of Wheat thu land produced the Brat your, and in the

largo quantity of manure which he had on tho farm,

which wuM uH much as was esquired for all his rootorops
tho first your, nor were there any extra expenses for

clearing tho land in preparing it for his fallow orons.

It muHt ho evident that if the outgoing tenant did not

rocoivo tho vuluo of nil his luhom* and the produce of bis

last year's crop, whether it ho in u raw state, or fop the

manure produced from the lust year's crop, ho would be

careless uhout it, and might greatly injure tho lund in

consuming tho orops on it, and of course ho would
not bo careful iu whut stuto ho loft tho land to tho next

tenant. /. M.

RAPE CAKK AS FOOD FOR STOCK.
Sincic tho advance in price of Linseed-cake from ill

to \2l. nnd moro per ton, we uood, in tho first place,

Linseed and Rape-cake mixed in equal proportions
;

and for the hist two years we have used Rape-cake alone.

Tho analyses of Linseed and Rupe-cako indicated their

equal value for agricultural purposes, having regard to

their feeding and manuring capabilities; tho only diffi-

culty therefore which presented itself was that Rape-
cake was much less palateuble to animals than the
Linseed-cake. In the raw state wo got over this diffi-

culty by a few days' perseverance, anil we found the

sheep do perfectly well on it, given broken in their

troughs in the field. When we used it dissolved iu

water to pour over chaff in a cooked state for bullocks,

the same cake varied very much. Sometimes tho dis-

solved cake on being poured over the chaff was offensive

to the smell, and affected tho eyes so much that the man
could hardly continue the admixture, and the animals re-

jected the food; at other times nothing of the kind existed,
and themixturewaseatenfreely. Thiswasvery perplexing
for a time, but we ultimately discovered this depended
entirely upon tho temperature of the water into which
the cake was put ; that when the cake was put into
boiling water the evils experienced were completely
cured

; and that when it was dissolved in water under
that temperature they existed in full force.

As Rape-cake has of late been so much used for

feeding, I think it may be useful to communicate this

fact to your readers. I thought it desirable to ascertaiu

tho cause of this phenomenon, as the solutiou of it might
elicit further information as to the composition of Rape-
cake, and I therefore mentioned the circumstauce to

xay friend Dr. Voelcker, the skilful chemical professor

at our Agricultural College, who wrote to me as follows

:

11 1 believe the pungent principle iu Rape-cake arises

from the presence of Mustard seed, which is often con-

tained in considerable quantities iu foreign Rape-cake.
Mustard and Rape belong to the same family of' plants;

and iu Germany, at least, I am sorry to say our Rape
fields are ofteu very foul with Mustard. That boiling

water prevents the pungent, acrid smell, is fully explained

by the chemistry of Mustard seed. That seed does not
contain any volatile or essential oil of Mustard, the

cause of the pungency of Mustard paste ; but it does
contain two peculiar principles which, in contact with

cold or tepid water, generate essential oil of Mustard.
The one is called myronic acid by chemists, the other

myron. The latter is a substance-like albumen, and,

when moistened with cold water, acts as a kind of

ferment upon myronic acid, producing the acrid oil of

Mustard, whereas boiling water coagulates myron like

albumen. In a coagulated state myron loses its efficacy

as a ferment, and consequently no pungent or acrid

smell is produced when cake containing Mustard is

mixed in boiling water. I am not aware that clean

Rape-seed contains analogous principles to those in

Mustard ; but as this is possible, I shall be glad if you
will seud me a few ounces of decidedly clean Rape seed.

A few experiments with such Rape-seed will soon tell

me if it contains substances allied to myronic acid and
myron in Mustard seed ; or if, that which I expect to

be the case, your Rape-cake is made from seed contain-

ing a mixture of Mustard seed.

" However, the practical result of mixing Rape-cake
with boiling water deserves to be generally kuowD, for

even pure Mustard cake will lose its poisonous character;

or, more correctly speaking, its poisonous qualities will

not be called into existence, if it be mixed with water
at the temperature of 112 Q Fahrenheit.

"An analogous case is presented to us in bitter Almonds.
There the albuminous substance which acts as a ferment
in contact with water is called emulsin. Besides this

emulsin, bitter Almonds contain a beautiful crystalline

substance called aroygdalin. Neither the emulsin nor
the amygdalin are poisonous ; neither have they any
smell ; but when both are mixed together iu cold water,
the emulsin resolves the amygdalin into volatile or
essential oil of bitter Almonds, and into hydrocyanic or
Prus9ic acid. Digested with cold water, bitter Almonds

gradually gonoratfl "'I ''I bitter All d .
. Pru .'

acid. Digested with boiling

selves to tin.' temperature of 212" L'ahrenlieit, the

emulsin in Almonds coagulates, and <

. Litter

Almonds or Prussic acid Is formed,"
On tin' receipt of this highly Inton

tho practical result wo hud arrived i

Voolcltor some porfoctly clean [la] '., <-,,
i

pose of tho experiment proposed in his lettci

have since received another letter from him,

paniod by a bottle containing some ol thi ci

and digested in cold water for -I hours, lie writes,

" Tho experiments which I have mode witl) tin I

socd yon kindly forwarded to ma fully confirm my fro-

pi . ion, thai iii" ; i ong mi II ob -

1

a tupe-

cako in moistened with cold vatei
i

to the

admixture of Mustard need. I Hod thai Rape seed 'he i

not contain any substances analo to thorn which in

Mustard iced produce the pungent volatile oil ol

Mustard, Neitlii c cold nor boiling water develop, in

puro Rape Heed, any pungent principle, The- fluid

obtained by distilling crushed Rape seed with water

faintly smells like the crushed need, as yon will percoi

by tho bottle I send you. Boiling, tepid, or cold water

have tho same ellect on pure Rape- seed. It follows

from these experiments that Rape-cake cannot act

injuriously, when given to animals, by reason ol any
irritating substance which it contains, provided it lias

been made from puro seed, and not, as is frequently the

case, largely mixed with Mustard seed."

I have grout plcasuro iu forwarding to you these im-
portant explanations from so distinguished u chemist as

Dr. Voelcker, as of great practical use to our agricul-

tural brethren, affording, as they do, a very simpli

of distinguishing pure from impure Rape-cake, and eon-

firming, by tho aid of science, the mode suggested of

rendering the latter comparatively innoxious. Charles

Lawrence, Cirencester, March 3.

Home Correspondence.
Agricultural Society.—It would be very gratifying to

many supporters of the Agricultural Society of England,

and a great boon to practical agriculturists, if prizes

were given for animals in a proper saleablo condition

for the butcher, as well aB profitable to the breeder and
feeder. During the infant days of a society it may be

difficult to check the fancy and fashion of the day
;

opinions, however numerous, must run riot for a time,

in order that good may eventually arise from the

extravagant flights of its first promoters. Experience
and tne progress of science will, however, rescue a
valuable institution from its youthful mistakes, and raise

its character for usefulness. Awarding prizes for quad-

rupeds whose existence must be a burden to them from
the immense masses of fat hanging from their sides has
to a certain extent been discontinued, but to give the

farmer the full advantage of this change, it is suggested

that prizes should be given for various animals wdiose

power of accumulating wholesome meat ou their carcases

could be proved by refereuce to age and a Dr. and Cr.

account of what has been consumed by each beast during

the period of fatting. Persons who are in the habit of

supplying beef to the market know what may be done with

animals of an inferior description if the owner is willing

toopenhispurse-strings widely. Too much careand atten-

tion cannot be paid to crossing to obtain constitution and

symmetry, as when both these are apparent in an animal,

it may be presumed he will prove a good feeder

without pampering, weigh heavy in the scales, and show
I well on the spit. At all exhibitions " holiday folk" form a

j
considerable item amongst the spectators, who, although

they may stare with wonder at an over-fed brute, have
their pity rather than their admiration excited for the

uncomfortable state the animal must be in, puffing and
blowing as if its heart would break. The interest excited

throughout the United Kingdom by the meetings of the

Royal Agricultural Society is immense, and would be

increased fourfold could farmers be sure of having the

feeding properties of animals fully tested on the broad

£ s. d. basis. After all, there is no conviction comes
so home as that of the pocket. Eloquence on the back,

ribs, and loins of an ox is thrown away in comparison

with the weight of a plain statement of the quantity,

quality, and cost of the food required to bring the object

of admiration to a condition fit for the shambles and the

appetite of a healthy man. It is not impossible that an
amateur when viewing the stock of a celebrated breeder

may have inquired the expense of feeding abeast whose
dimensions appeared extraordinary, and may have
received for answer, " He is for the next show ; I

cannot tell -what I have spent on him. I expect the

prize." Falcon.

Cattle Food.—The mode which I have adopted for

years is the following. 1 prepare a compound, 10 lbs.

of which are Oat straw cut into chaff, 3 lbs. of Linseed

meal, 5 lbs. of Beans and Oats and bran ground, and
10 lbs. of water. This compound is made in the fol-

lowing manner : 3 lbs. of Linseed meal is boiled in 10 lbs.

! of water for about 15 miuutes, and 10 lbs. of chaff being

spread out on the floor the liquid is spread over the

chaff and mixed together ; the straw, the Beans, Oat-

meal, and bran are sifted over the chaff, and the whole

well mixed together. It is rammed hard down, so as to

let the whole be intimately mixed and well saturated.

This is the quantity given to two beasts night and

morning. The compound is made at night and in the

morning ; that which is made at night is given first

thing in the morning, and what is made in the morning

is given about 2 o'clock. So that the times of feeding

I t the Compound, say „

01 they can eat ; about

impound, and
., '. o'docl al i, i, :

I y BarediM ;.

.

•, lbs, ol Beona, I as, and )'

,' with chi,f|. Tney art aireeli

during I, /arc eating their br< aLlaat, and at
' i in again a rrcd up. a» i

in boxes [lowed em eftener thai

in t; or 10 weeks ; hut their lit t-

dry and sweet. 'J In Data, brr.n, aa
1

o be '•( more value (hen the. / value

, and the straw cheeks Do- tendency and saves
laxatl

, Die J. if.

/ v. Traith •/ I.' '
•

" I/" imrely " tMBCn his

rushy ground say "ft IllfhciS deep. I • be cannot afford

to destroy (he torf he may pare it oil, and plant it or
lay it down as the trenching proeei In numerous)

,l only

requires culture to , deal crops of

our beat Qrs tea without drawing ; i.aumc:

fbadf iu way
off at the gravel stratum. Two- thirds of the turf will

be sufficient to lay down a^aiii ; the i ...y and
ought t/, !> left, near the surface, chopped inuj fchrods,

which would afford food for tho enpertocaabeDt turf.

My linn opinion is that had lie liefa has been
expended in draining in numerous instance* been spent
in the proper cnl'ure of 18 Inches' of the lurfaee tbo

result* would have been more IBlM&ef . [We
do not agree with our eorreapondeoi.

To </: Groweri of //•,;,«.— Perhaps few plant* have
been longer or more forced by cultivation than the

Hop ; the usual conaequeoecs have been of hit* yearly

I, and progressing in intensity of operation—an

increasing inability to resist disease. I( has been tho

same with our long cultivated fruit trees ; and recent

observation has shown, that by reverting t/> the native

stock a healthier plant has been obtained, resisting a

greater severity of inclement weather. Why not pursue

the same plan with the Hop ! The probability of sutesea

(if the experiment have not yet been judicioualy tried)

seems almost certain, and, if so, the consequent value

of it is incalculable. In Mr. Rnegg'l recent prize report

of Dorsetshire farming, he says there is a great preva-

lence of indigenous Hops in that county ; that the late

Mr. Mowlam cultivated tbem, it is thought profitably

until his death, and that they were quite free from
mildew, lice, &c. T. Landor, BurUm, FOt. 12.

La ' 65 neon.—At this period it may not be useless

to direct the attention of flock-masters to the simple

means by which the evil effects resulting from unusually

hard or protracted labour may be in many instances

averted. In all cases where much " handling " has

beeu required during parturition, where "draining"

supervenes, or in cases of abortion, the administration

of the following dose has been found very beneficial :

—

Two ounces of Epsom salts, 2 drachms of ginger, and
2 drachms of laudanum. Should inflammation ensue,

resort may be had to bleeding ; but as a rule such

patients require all the strength which Nature furnishes.

Unless the unfavourable symptoms disappear in the

course of 24 hours, repeat the dose. It is from expe-

rience that I recommend this mode of treatment, as I

feel fully assured that in the two past lambing seasons

it has been— in connection with careful nursing—the

means of saving many ewes, which under the old methods
would have been lost. 1 send you this with the simple

desire that what I have found advantageous in my own
experience may be placed at the disposal of other

breeders. T. R. Ellis, Oxnead Ball, Norfolk.

The Plough.—In the plough we have.no doubt, a very

efficient instrument for turning the ground, but will it

not admit of a question, except in the breaking np of

old leas, whether turning of the ground is a necessary

operation ; whether the use of the grubber, which has

been lately advocated, with other implements for separat-

ing a portion of the upper soil from the lower, and for

tearing the portion so separated to pieces, may not be

found to give as effectual cultivation at far less cost of

labour ? By the plough, with the action of a wedge, a

slice of clay is separated, raised, displaced, and turned

over, and, all these operations become necessary for the

mere purpose of exposing the under part of this slice to

atmospheric action ; were it not for this the separation,

the under and side cutting of the slice, would be all

sufficient. But while a considerable amount of force is

necessary to perform these operations by the upper side

of the wedge, as much more is lost in the pressure of

the lower side of the wedge on the unmoved soil below,

and on the land side, to much detriment of the land,

especially where clay predominates. I admit that the

slice so turned is easily operated on by the harrow, and

that in the interstices beneath the sods a small quantity

of air is locked up. but this is soon deprived of all its

fertilising properties ; and the working of grubbers, etc.,

will, I should think, be more effectually beneficial on the

unturned surface than that of the harrow on the turned

slices, for the action of the harrow, while it tears the

surface, closes it and excludes, to a certain extent, the

air, while that of the grubber is to open it and render it

pervious to the air, and its tearing action, though it may

be less than the harrow on the surface, is much greater

I in the depth. But we bury weeds by the turning opera-

tion of the plough
;
granted—but if we do, we bury indis-

criminately those that rot and decay when so burned

I and those "that thrive, and are rendered more difficult to

I
extirpate afterwards from this covering of them ; we

i
obtain a clean surface, which looks well to the eye fcr a
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while, but we destroy no weeds that would not be as

effectually destroyed if dragged to the top, and we pro-

mote and encourage the growth of many which, if

brought to the top, would have dried up and withered

by the frosts of winter or the sunbeams of summer, if

we did not choose to take the trouble of raking them off.

It is also true that in turning the sod we expose a fresh

surface to atmospheric action, but is atmospheric action

limited to the surface !—willit notequally prevail, and be

as powerful in every part of the soil which is opened to

its influence ? Will it not follow the tines of the

grubber ? Is it even known to what depth it will

penetrate ? It is probable it does to some extent iuto

the subsoil; it certainly does into unstirred ground, or

lands exhausted by tillage could not recover fertility by

being left unstirred in Grass. If this is true surely the

turning of the land is unnecessary and its cost would

be much more profitably expended in such operations as

would go deeper, and more frequently might be applied

from their inexpensiveness. Would not a share and
coulter with two grubbing tines in lieu of the sole, by
the application of the same force that is now used in

ordinary ploughing go much deeper, while there would
be no pressure on the under soil, which, indeed, would
be left as loose as after the spade. /. M. Goodiff.

Drainage.--If "Leisurely" has been an attentive

reader of the Agricultural Gazette since 1853, he will

remember seeing in its columns the writer's method of

drying a field in every respect analogous to the one he
describes. The plan adopted was boring holes from
bottoms of the parallel drains into the stratum of gravel

every 20 yards or so the whole length of the drain.

Down these holes 1-inch pipes were put into the gravel
;

the water rose and was carried away by the pipes in the
drains. In the above case the drains were 3\ feet deep,

30 feet apart, and had only 3 inches of fall in every
100 feet. The making of the holes and putting in of the

pipes do not cost $d. per hole, and one year's trial

leaves no doubt as to the efficiency of the work. J. Ji.

From another correspondent we have received the

following :—Your correspondent " Leisurely " describes

a rushy pasture which, with a total fall of 5| feet, he
has commenced to drain at only 30 inches deep. Why
not make use of the total fall I At the lower end of the
field where the brook leaves his boundary, it would give

to a main drain having its outlet there a depth of 5* feet,

sufficient for any purpose, even supposing the field was of

such a length as to make it necessary that the depth at
the commencement of the main should be only 30 inches

;

why the whole field should be drained at this depth I

cannot exactly conceive. If the gravel is springy from
upland sources, tapping it, as you recommend, of course
would remove it ; but would it do so in all cases with
" the bottoms of the brooks in the district " on the same
or perhaps higher levels, and on the same bed of gravel,
to feed these drains ? In such a case a syphon
would be a more correct name for such than a drain, I
opine. Agricola.

Peas.— It may be useful to some of your readers to

know that common white boiling Peas sown at this time
in any field prepared for Oats on one ploughing and
harrowing in, in fact treated precisely as Oats are, will

come in very seasonably for the table, if picked green
in July and August, and if not quite as delicate as the
garden kinds, are very excellent eating, at any rate

make extremely good green Pea soup, forming a very

and classes again formed, after, no doubt, immense
confusion, fighting, and squabbling—the loss of enormous
wealth and reputation as a country in the great family

of nations during the halcyon days of equality. The
stronger the bond of union between master and man,
the longer will this country continue to flourish ; but

it must be on fair grounds, not starving the labourer

on the scantiest wages, and casting him off on the

slightest pretext— deal with him honestly, and with a

generous hand, recollecting he is a man. There will

then be some prospect of the farm-servant being raised

from the degraded position he now occupies—vegetating

—not living. Falcon.

Ayrshire Cows.—In reply to " Clericus's " inquiry, I

beg to say I would recommend him to apply direct to

some breeder in Ayrshire for his cows, and if at all con-

venient to him, to go over and make his own selection
;

his advantage would then be two-fold, viz , a certainty

of getting pure bred animals, and, secondly, making his

own bargain on the spot. If your correspondent will

drop a line to either of the following gentlemen, viz.,

Mr. Robert Kirkwood, of Highlongmuirs, Kilmaurs, or

Mr. George Cowan, Wheating, Kilmaurs, both near
Kilmarnock, I doubt not he will get supplied with what
he requires by either one or both of them, or if not they
will refer him to some of their friends who can do so.

The first named gentleman was a successful competitor

at the Highland Society's show last year at Berwick
with this breed of cattle, carrying off several prizes

;

and I am sure if your correspondent pays them a visit

—

as I and a friend did last autumn—he will be pleased

with their stock, and I think not less so with the kind
reception he will meet with. J. L., Lofthouse, March 5.

Duchess Cow.—I consider Mr. Wood's information

on the Duchess family of short-horns of rather slender

description, inasmuch as though Mr. Bates "loved his

cattle for their own sake and not for the money he might
happen to make of them," yet I have heard through
several breeders that the Duchess tribe of short-

horns were never first prize-takers at the national

shows, on account of slight deficiency in thighs and fore-

quarters. That Mr. Bates was fond of them for some
of their points is proved by in and in breeding for the

purpose of further developing those favourite points

;

and if Mr. Wood would be kind enough to explain more
fully why he considers that no man of our day has pos-

sessed such a herd as the late Mr. Bates's, he would be
conferring a great benefit on breeders this side of the

channel, many of whom have early known the Duchess
tribe of short-horns by the pedigree in the "Herd-book,"
which proves that up to the year 1851, 6i have been
registered in the female line, of which there is no account
of 28 of them to have bred at all. The remaining 36

are registered to have 110 live calves, being on an
average of 3 each cow, and 2 calves over. This appears
to be a very small proportion of progeny for 43 years'
breeding ; and whether In and in breeding is the cause
of it, or whether obviating against consanguinity would
insure a larger propagation, and whether Norfolk

(2377) and Usurer (9763) blood have not caused an
improvement in constitution, I will thank Mr. Wood to

explain. John Daly, Charletille, Enniskerry, Ireland.

Scottish Agricultural Statistics.—From the returns of
Scottish agricultural statistics, given in the Agri. Gazette

of the 10th February, it would appear that the estimate
had been very generally given in Scotch acres, which

efficient auxiliary crop to the garden forces. As they
j

would both account for the great deficiency appearing
ripen at different times they will last for six weeks.

| in the whole extent of the country (nearly 7,000,000
A third of an ajcre would supply a family of 20, aud

j

of acres), and also for the high acreable averages stated,
those not picked green may be left to ripen for the pigs More than 3$ quarters of Wheat, i\ of Barley, the same
till harvest time. Crcde Experto. of Oats, 3| of Beans, and upwards of 1 5 tons of Turnips

Labourers and Masters.—In advocating the cause of
j

per imperial acre, are high averages, and exceed in the
the labourer, the interests of the upper and middle case of Wheal and Turnips those stated for East Lothian
classes are not neglected ; indeed they are all three so in (he returns of the preceding year ; that was an unfa-
inseparably mixed up together that what is beneficial to

j

vourable year for both crops, while last season was of an
one must either, directly or indirectly, affect the others,

j

opposite character. Yet, after making allowance, that
The capital of the rich would be useless without the assist- ' the averages for the whole country should have exceeded
ance of the bone and sinew of the poor. The exertions of those of the finest county in it was not to have been
the peasant and mechanic would comparatively be thrown expected. It may also be remarked, as showing the
away without being backed up by the wealth of the excellence of the farming, how nearly the figures re-
merchant, agriculturist, and manufacturer. We are lating to the arable country represent a five-course rota-
all equal in the sight of God; each will receive his tion(one of the beBt)— the fallow and fallow or amelio-
reward hereafter according to the use he has made of rating crops, Beans, Peas, Turnips, Potatoes, Mangold,
the talent intrusted to his care. There equality ter- Carrots, Vetches, and Cabbage, amounting to 666,380
minates in this world. In the distribution of riches, a acres or one-fifth of the whole cultivated land ; the corn
greater proportion may seem to fall to the lot of men crops, Wheat, Barley, Oats, Bere, Bye, and Flax to
whose circumstances are already independant,and who

|

1,337,314 acres, or two-fifths ; and Grass, in the rota-
are free from the pressing wants to which many of their ' tion of the farm, to 1,427,790 acres, the remaining two-
neighbours are liable. Take a large manufacturer who fifths. N. Drake. [The figures refer iu^very case to
has amassed a fortune sufficient to enable him to retire

j

imperial measure, not to Scottish or to local measure.]
from business and enjoy (if there can be enjoyment in Seed Wheat.—Some time ago one of your correspond-
idleness) the fruits of his speculatiens. He has a right ents put a question to me which I am only now enabled
to do so, but what would be the immediate consequence to answer; and I answer it willingly, because the subject
to those who envy him his daily profits. The

;

of seed Wheat is so important to the farmer that it is
sudden stoppage of the ponderous steam-engine

, but fair to him to have every careful experiment of a
would throw a vast amount of labour on the market, new sort brought to his notice. The question referred
and cause much misery amongst the workpeople.

I to my experience of Payne's " Defiance Wheat." I have
To grudge capitalists, whether they employ their money tried it for two years. The first year was the year ofm growing Wheat or spinning cotton, the lion's share of , almost universal blight, and then the yield was only 26
the proceeds, after paying expenses, is both unjust and bushels, after a fair promise before harvest of at least
unfair— what is to compensate for risk!—nevertheless it

! 40. The crop of the second year (1854) was only
is the duty of men who reap such a plentiful harvest thrashed out the week before last, and the produce from
not to forget those by whose aid they become rich. !

the 4-acre piece was 20 qrs. and 3 bushels ; and,
Ihe neglect of their wants as human beings and Chris- > deducting Is. a bushel for 2| qrs., it was sold last week
turns entai s a fearful responsibility on their employers. ' at a falling market for 60s. But, though this looks
It an equal division of property could be made amongst well ; though it gave me, besides, 7 tons of good straw ;bign and low—how long would it last ? The Paradise though the Defiance yields well, and stands up well,
(ot tools) would continue long enough for talent and and defies the attacks of the birds, I have given it up
energy under whatever garb it might be, to run ahead for the following reasons : The farmer does not like it,
ot .sloth and indolence, when a balance would be struck because, though sown early, it ripens late ; and because

the miller does not like it ; and because of their dislike

/ do not like it, and because a new system of growing
Wheat cannot fairly be tested in comparison with the

old but by the growth of the ordinary seed. I have

therefore given it up, I own with some regret, and now
nse for seed a mixed Wheat which, deservedly, as I

think, is in great favour with many neighbouring farmers,

being a judicious combination of the Lammas and

Bristol red, the former for sample and the latter for

bulk. S. Smith, Lois Weedon, March 10.

Societies.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OP ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, March 14.— Sir Robert Price,

Bart., M.P., in the chair.

Communications and Presents.—Mr. George Sams-

bury complained of the annoyance to which the breeders

of choice and valuable stock were subjected by the

" trespass of neighbours' bulls " when turned out into

adjoining pastures. Mr. Towers stated his opinion on

the application of steam power to the cultivation of

land, adopting the views of Mr. Wren Hoskyns on the

subject. Captain Kellermann's paper on the medicinal

properties of the leaves of the Black Currant was re-

ceived through the Foreign Office from Lord Cowley in

Paris. Mr. John Howe suggested the destruction of

rats by means of fumigation, on the principle adopted by

Mr. Browne in his well-known apparatus for fumigating

fruit and other trees. Mr. Bethell exhibited specimens,

in a moist as well as dry state, of roots reduced to a

pulp by machinery. The East India Company trans-

mitted a further supply of Pine seeds, from the Hima-

layan and other districts of India. The Royal Hano-

verian Agricultural Society presented a copy of their

Transactions, for which the Council ordered the Journal

of the Society to be forwarded in return. Prof.

Wilson transmitted a collection of Illustrated Imple-

ment-Catalogues, from America.

The Council having ordered their usual acknowledg-

ments for these communications and presents, adjourned

over Wednesday, the 21st inst., to their weekly meeting

on the 28th of March.

The Agricultural Cyclopedia. Edited by John C. Mor-

ton. Blackie & Son, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and

London.

It will be allowed us to intimate the completion of this

work. It has appeared in 28 parts, and is now published

in two large volumes. Among the 60 or 70 who have

contributed to its pages are Dr. Lindley, Mr. Bentham,

and the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, who have written the

botanical articles ; Dr. Lyon Playfair, Mr. Way, and

Dr. Voeleker, who have contributed its chemistry

;

Messrs. Trimmer and Morton, well-known writers on

the geology of agriculture ; Mr. Curtis, who has written

all the entomological articles, and Professor Buckman,

who has written several articles on natural history.

Among those who have written papers on some of

the more general aspects of agriculture are Mr.

Hoskyns and Mr. Pusey. Articles on the several

crops are written by cultivators of them ; the arbori-

cultural portion of the work has been written by Messrf.

Grigor of Forres and of Norwich ; agricultural imple-

ments are described by the editor ; agricultural

engineering is treated by Mr. Newlands, borough

engineer of Liverpool, by Mr. Bravender, and Mr.

Girdwood. Animals are described and their manage-

ment discussed by well-known breeders ; and Mr.

Spooner refers to their diseases ; and such names as

Gray of Dilston, Caird of Baldoon, Wilson of Edington

Mains, Baker of Writtle, Haxton of Drumnod, Paine of

Farnham, Clarke of Long Sutton, and many others are

among the contributors. The volumes are abundantly

illustrated by wood-cuts and engravings.

Miscellaneous.
What is a Bargain?—A trial in the Southampton

County Court the other day has given occasion to a

decision on this subject by Judge Gale.

Gulliver v. Harris.—A plaint for 10i., the action being brought
to recover the difference between the price at which the defendant

had agreed to sell to the plaintiff a quantity of Wheat, and the

price to which it had arrived in the market upon the defendant's

refusal to deliver it. Mr. Pocock stated the case: Mr. Gulliver,

a farmer at "VVimpson, on the 17th of October last, agreed with
1 Mr. Harris, butcher, Abovehar, Southampton, and who rents

some land adjoining the plaintiff, to purchase ot him 30 quarters

of Wheat, at hi. 10s. a load, and Mr. Harris inquired where he

should deliver it, implying, of course, that according to the

,
custom of farmers selling, he should deliver it anywhere within a

1 moderate distance the buyer might desire. Mr. Gulliver said

he would let him know in a day or two, and went away. He
j
then went to the barn (at Wimpson) and took a sample of the

"Wheat, it not being necessary he should take one from Mr.
!
Harris at the time, as it was conditioned Ihe Wheat should

weigh 65 lbs. a bushel. He bought the Wheat on a Tuesday,

! and sold it on Wednesday (next day), to Mr. Ray, farmer

and miller at Woodmill. On Friday he wanted the Wheat
I
to be delivered, hut Mr. Harris refused to do so, assigning

' as a reason that the markets were going up 1 Mr. Gulliver,

I having sold the Wheat, and being unable to deliver it, had to

i

compromise with the buyer in consequence, and paid Mr. Ray 51.

' Mr. Pocock concluded by saying that business in the markets
1 would he at an end if bargains could be repudiated or got rid of
• in any such way. The loss between the price agreed for and that

i
at which the Wheat arrived he should show to be 8/. 85.

After evidence had been given,

Mr. Leigh, for the defendant, said the plaint could not be main-
tained, for under the statute of frauds, as he need hardly state to

his honour, no contract was binding where the consideration

amounted to 101. and upwards, unless it was made in writing, or
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part payment made, OL* delivery and acceptance of part of the

urtlcfofi made. The Judge H*M that Mr. Leigh need not proceed

further In the cane an the action could not DO maintained, and

proceeded to quote Home caueit hi Selwyn'u " NIiil Prlllfl " hearing

ou the crho, but in fact the statute of frauds, passed so long ago

n» Charlun the Heeond'ii time, qultu eiiluhlliihed the rule of law thai

such a contract an thin for the sale of bo much Wheat ought to

Jiavo been In writing, and the non-delivery did not take It out of

the statute. Wheat was sold by sealed notes In London. Mr.

Pocock Haid ho, of course, look the law from hhi honour, butthuro

would bo an end to all bargains In the agricultural markets If It

wore to he. so ruled. The Judge said they would all bo void In

law. If the farmers chose to deal upon honour they must tako

the conmiqiiencGH.

Tabic showing the Rales of Wages for Agricultural

Labourers in the different Counties in Ireland, 'A\ni.

December, 1 (153 :

—

School!). Countlou. Mon. Women, lioya.

d. rf. d.

Jjarrio Antrim U, 7

Morkothil] Aniin^'ll 12 •I

Jtallluborough ('avail M 7 11

Sallolffhan Donegal 12 10 7

Currlck Poi'managh •• II s :i

Bohlll Londonderry... ia B II

Drumbtlla Monaghan ... 8 ii II

Loiii;1iiih1io Tyrone 10 8
Wullylmnk Clan; 10 4 ii

MuiiHtor (2 mlloil
j la (1 I

irora city) ... j

Torvoo Limerick r. 5
OornmiiHtown ... TIpperary 11 (i

Glounparagh Waioii'ord ... 1U m
OlitHnoviu Dublin in
Atliy Kildara 12 ii a

Woodatock Kilkenny »>> Bl ii

Kalum King's County 1) i ii

I)rom!nkon Louth 11J s u,
Ktlflkyro Moath 11*
ltallinvally Wostmoatn ... • 12 ii

Uolgany Wlcklow 12 ii

CaHtloliackott Gulwuy 8 -i -i

Loltrliu Leitrim 10 i

Cappaduff' Mayo r* •Ii
1 6

Glanduff UoHcorunion ... 8 i i
Ooevagli Sligo 114

M AY MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE,—In piSHER, HOLMES, avd CO. beg to offer the
calling attention to the letter below, we beg to n»y that ire * following, all of vbtch nr- good ibsed healthy plants, «ucb

„ r ,. entire itrangori to (he gentleman, and know nothing furthar * H *'" !y '' :J -' wnwd cannot fall Uj gire umiafaction

:

of film than wlml th< [otter says, lie object to having K
'iave ii";the name and addraag by

Dr. KirkpalriekU Report on National Agricultural

Schools, 1854.

The New Market, Copenhagen Fields.—It is rumoured
that it will be opened about the middle of April. It has
been ready for use in almost all its parts for a consider-

able time.

i Preal

iptendUuu i

mwna
Ilora h*ll»

,, campannlata
AlhirmiFi'la nerllfolU

clnea

„ „ maUaf ...

Ilia eapenala
* eonfcrtJ folia,

(lowering plant* !«.<>/, t/> 2
... 'i

llninfjreya • indane ... i

Lw!i-«.
Kranthem urn Ii

Canton d«-p*rid*na

tricolor

Miu-arla coodoaa
ibroann ...

vll!<

„ apotlM
„ I'/ibiwi'jm ...

rlgUbttn
,, en ;.* aftona l

Doodutapeni ... i

.

'Cowering

Wnlti i ...

made public, bul any party can ba
sending to us,

" To Mr, Maj M i
I I

"Hiii,— I see your Advertisement In the C

of the Magnum Donum Lettuce, Sfouare right in n*y\uv, the

Lottucest t magnificent; they are Indeedao, A.1H I

<miy grow Vegetables for my own a <, i bod quite * run upon me
for them last year from frlendi, and one and all pi

the mottt itplendld thoy ever saw, Indeed, whon lei

frlondN [gardeners) about them, they looked a! me thl

v/mi romancing, but whon they came to mj aw them,

thoy hold up their bonds In amazement ere they

outol nlghl ii"- largoetevor I saw, bul tin igl Ihavi

yeare grown all klnde, they were the crlapoiit and reeb tlorerl';

mol with My noli la very thin and light, h I mi
(o have Ihom so largo thai In sending Ibem to fit nd i

i pul tin in following smaller t I
.
^u>-

in i ..i those open round bushel basket* whlcl comi u ... 1 •
'„-'""

Kotterdam with fruit. After I got In three. I bad >., raeaenUmd
thorn n g loal to gel Inafourth, [could bare pul in - re

«—**
dozen "i my bosl ' ob Ul is oi tbo same real I growth, I Apollo, Awj»M1I«, A I

oneloHo '.'i stamps, and will feel obliged by your sending me ''"- »i M " if ". Kxtn

twopaekotsol the Boed." ^"'"
' I

"»i»"«h*

Price per packet, U., and would recommend early application, najesta, Murrfcywi*, Oj.iir/n t rrh I

nfl the etock "i seed i" getting very small, Addre lUusi
May, rii" Hone Nursorlew. near Hcdalo, yorkohlrc

IMPORTANT TO ALL PLANTERS WHO DESIRE

i

i

lUruUirorlli . M*r* h 37.

IMMEDIATE EFFECT.
T\7M. JACKSON and CO., Bedalo, Yorkflhire, will

supply tho following cholco ittock, ol ^oo-l uuallty, at t!.*-

annoxod low prices:

•1'2 Ablca Mcnzlcsl, 2 to 3 fret

12 Morlnda. ) feot.flno HpcclnifiiH ...

*12 „ Douglasl, -i to 4 foot, uo., trom seed

•12 Plnua combra, 4 feet, Hue Hpcclmcns, do.

•12 „ oxcolHfi,2 to 3 foot, do. do. ...

•12 Cedrus Deodara, 2 to 8 feet. do. do. ...

12 „ „ 3 to i foot, largo, do. do

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH.
Lammehmuir Sheep Farm, March 12.—Since the middlo of

January wo have had a very severe snow storm, more severe
than has been experienced for the last 15 years. Though there
lias been little drift, there has been a most intense frost. With
an interval of a week sheep have been fed with hay night and
morning since tho 2 1th of January; and the crop, which at hay
harvest was reckoned most abundant, lias in many places been
found no more than sufficient to supply the largo demands which
have necessarily been mudo upon it. Though there is a fine

south wind to-night yet we aro by no means certain that we have
seen the last of the storm—a continuance of which for another
10 days would see the majority of flock masters in extremities
for fodder. Cheviot ewes are now being put on to Turnips ; it is

desirable to allow them a month's Turnips previous to lambing,
and if possible a fortnight after. On those farms where it is

usual to winter ewo hogs without Turnips the gimmers require to

bo put on a week or two earlier than the more aged ewes, as
never having eaten Turnips they are a considerable time before
they learn to eat them. Cheviot wedder hogs are frequently
turned off Turnips to the hill about the middle of this month

;

when practicable, however, they ought to remain on during the
whole month of March, and in the present season this will be the

more necessary, an from the long duration of the snow storm
they were often but scantily supplied with Turnips, and did little

more than keep what condition they had. It is yet premature to

say whether hill stock generally have stood the winter well or
not, as their deficiencies never appear till some time after fresh

weather fairly sets in. It is then that the effects of the storm
become visible, and very frequently sheep, which during the
snow have pleased the eye pretty well, appear shaken and
haggard on the return of fresh. J, S. B.
Wester Rosa, March 12.—At this date in ordinary seasons

we are alt busily engaged sowing in the seed ; this year we have
scarcely as yet got the plough into the ground, and it will take a
considerable time ere the soil be in a fit state for harrowing. It
would he rash and premature to conclude that, as the winter has
encroached far upon the spring, our harvest must necessarily be
correspondingly late, for it is quite possible and not at all unlikely
that our spring and summer weather may be such as will make
up for all detentions. Wheat when freed from its winter's cloak
looked withered and lifeless; now it begins to recover, and looks
quite thick enough. Sowing Wheat is likely to be much interfered
with, and loss than the usual quantity will now be sown. Turnips
are complained of as being much destroyed by the intensity and
continuance of the frost. The softer|sorts suffer most in this way,
aud all that wore injured by accident or game are totally lost.

Sheep had difficulty in eating as many frozen Turnips as would
keep them in statu quo, and cattle in open courts felt much the
severity of the winter. The price of grain has been for some
time very unsteady, and teuding downs. Exhibitions of corn
have been held in connection with the different agricultural
societies in the north, and the weights of the different kinds of
grain range as follows :— Spring Wheat, G3.Ubs. ; Barley, from
66 to 60 lbs.; Oats, from 43 to 46 lbs..; Rye-grass, 2S lbs. per
bushel, clearly showing that the stuffs we grow in this quarter
are anything but despicable.

„ ,,
,} hi » luuii uu)5«., uui uv ... ... w

•12 Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 8 feet, fine specimens, from I I I

12 Best hardy Azaleas, with largo and rich flowers, per-

fect ehrubs, on tbelrown roots, *i foot high ill

12 Hardy hybrid Rhododendrons, 11, to 2 feet and 2 to

:i feet, perfect BhrubH, on their own roots

"12 Rhododendron dauricum atrovirenn, with flowcr-budu,

8 to 4 feet

*12 Handsome hardy Rhododendrons, 2 to :i fact, gcarlct,

purple, white, and crimson, and all shades ofcolours,

selected from abovo 100 kinds

12 Standard Berberls dulcls, with fino heads
•100 Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs, two of a sort

•100 Good showy Herbaceous Plants, two of a sort

100 „ „ Hollyhocks, 10*., and
100 Portugal Laurels, 1i to 2 feet

•100 Limes for avenues, 4 feet, 10s.; 6 to 8 feet

100 English Elms, well grown, 5 to 6 feet, 15.9.; 6 to 8 ft.

•1000 Evergreen Privets, Myrtle-leaved, for fancy hedges,
25a. and

1000 „ „ strong, 3 feet, for field fences and
coverts

•1000 Hollies, 1 to li feet, very bushy
1000 Common Laurels, 1* to 2 feet, 605.; 2 to 3 feot

• These have been several times transplanted, to

good roots.

FRUIT TREES.—Per dozen.

Apples, most approved kinds, good strong standards

Ifl

30

Do. do.

Pears do.

Do. do.

Plums do.

Do. do.

do.

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

dwarfs..
standards
dwarfs
standards
dwarfs...

Cherries, good strong standards
Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, trained, 4.2s. to

A reference or remittance is respectfully solicited from un
known correspondents.

Notices to Correspondents.
Analysis of Soils: WT. Cousult the "Appendix to Johnston's

" Agricultural Chemistry."
Liquid Manuring : i? W. You will find all that is published on

the subject in the last year's volume of this Journal. Consult
its Index. We will endeavour to obtain the details you ask for

in reference to the Ayrshire farm.
Salt, &c. : Three Tears' Subscriber. If sown in wet weather, a
cwt. per acre. You may sow Clover and Rye-grass land a week
afterwards without their being hurt. On a sheep-house see
what is said of Mr. Kennedy's in the article on Italian Rye-
grass last week. We cannot give estimates of cost.

Two-House Power: H 11*. You must state your quantity of
water, and then the size of wheel can be named over which
that water would be two-horse power; or state your fall, and
then we can tell you how much water you will need. Multiply
the volume of water per minute by 62i (which is the weight in
pounds of 1 cubic foot), and that by the fall in feet, and divide
by 33,000, and you have the theoretical number of horse-power.
In practice you get about three-fifths of this by an overshot
wheel.

.. 3 6
S B

.. 1 6

.. 6

.. 1 6
.. 6
.. 6

j\/| ESSKS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS beg
L»-l to inform their Patrons and the Public that their NEW
CATALOGUE OF SEEDS for 1855 is now ready, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

W. R. & Sons embrace this medium of stating that many of the

Seeds most difficult to obtain true, such as Beet, Lettuce, the

Brassica tribe, &c, &c, are of their own saving, and the others

have been procured from growers of the highest reputation

;

particular attention having been paid to secure the German
Flower Seeds from eminent sources; are therefore able to state

with confidence that the whole of their seeds are of very superior

quality. W. R. & Sons respectfully invite attention to the follow-

ing Choice Flower Seeds, selected from their Catalogue:— s. d.

Alonsoa Warscewiczi, a beautiful half hardy annual, of

graceful habit, with spikes of scarlet flowers 2 6

Arctotis breviscapa, a free flowering showy annual from
the Cape 1

Aster, new Pa?ony pyramidal, in collections of 12 distinct

colours
Aster, dwarf bouquet, or nosegay, ditto ditto

Canua Warscewiczi, ornamental foliage plant

Centauridium Drummondi, orange coloured, very showy
Chenopodium atriplex. ornamentAl foliage plant
Clintonia pulchella, a lovely little blue flower

Coreopsis coronata. bright yellow, free flowering

Dianthus Dunnetti superbus, double Sweet William, of bril-

liant colour and dwarf habit ... 1

Digitalis (Foxglove), extra choice, saved from a collection

of splendid spotted flowers 1

Elichrysum compositum maximum, large double flowers of

many colours 1

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia, straw coloured, very distinct ... 1

Eucnida bartonioides, yellow, very beautiful

Gypsophila muralis, red flowers, very neat 1

Helianthus angophyllus, silvery foliage, very ornamental ... 2

Hibiscus Thunberg'i, yellow, showy O
Ipomcea limbats, a tender climber, Tyrian purple, with white

margin, beautiful 2

Lilium giganteum 5
Limnanthes sulphureaodorata. yellow, edged with white ... 1

Linum grandiflorum rubrum, a large bright crimson Linum
from Algiers, with brilliancy of colour and style of flower

which surpass three-fourths of the usual pot plants used
for decorating the conservatory 2

Pansy, extra choice, saved from superb flowers 2

Phlox Drummondi, extra fine, mixed O
Primula sinensis fimbria ta, alba, and rubra, saved from
superb flowers, each 2

Reseda myriopbylla, a very distinct new Mignonette ... 1

Sabbatia campestris, fine rose with yellow centre, really

beautiful 1

Stock, dwarf double autumn flowering, in collections of 12

distinct colours 3
Stock, new large flowering German, in collections of 12 dis-

tinct colours .. 3
Tropwolum Lille Schmidt, good for winter blooming ...

Yittadinia Iobata, pink, very compact and dwarf 1

Wbithwia erandiflora, large dark violet bell-shaped flowers 1

Messrs. W. Rolusson *fc Soxs are desirous of directing especial

attention to their fine Collection of Fruits, which contains all the

choicest varieties in cultivation. The rare Cymbidium ebnrnenm
is now in blossom and can be seen at the

Nursery, Tooting. London.—March 17.

Ml R I. ',. HBNDKB OW, oi the
Well I

- it April 30
ii'.: .-.- »nd Bankj,

•-'«.„ scarlet, with vfalu ooroll*. 1Q*,6&
Prince Albert (Hani
Pemij - corolla* Mm
Bmpre lorya^roaycrtmaon, aiiltc corolla, Vh.CJ.
Banuncnhcflora [81

Ladyol the Lake (StorVeL blnab, wfalto eorol
-

i beaotifol v.\:.

tory (Storr'a), fine white corolla, 'In aco>T*Uf-

Ur. Story'l wlab, uls vai named after Mm. Htory, u it wm la

hi i opinion th<- fine I J
1

t. 6£
Or if tic: let Of Nino aro Uk«n, the pri« Hit.. \J»

. TM* wa» recetn

Dg a double white corolla, ar.d d<s*crik*d by hlmwilf *nd
rbo saw It In flower u a very be* ' It ww

the firnt double vbitfl taleed by bur I Uv plast did not

flower In the Wellington Nuraery after Ittw received by Mestn.
Hekdeiuov; and tbrongb three itoot branches baring b**»

broken oil It, ft did not quite cjrre*p>md with the deaerioOwn

given by Mr. Story and others a few month* after to Mr. A.
i m when at Newton making inquiries respecting the

Plant*. Connequently no charge will be made for it, but one will

be presented with eve ry set ordered.

FUCHSIA. P.ANKSS FAVOURITE 'BANKS), constdered

the finest of toe blue violet corollas. 10s. &L

For further particulars see page 62 of the Gardener* Chroafce

for Jan. 27; or a list will be sent post free on application.

Messrs. E. G. TIENDERSON & SON having purchased of

the late W. Story, Baqu of Newton, in the county cf I

for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling Faehsia* with

white Corollas, which new feature in this tribe he succeeded

in introducing, and in consequence of an advertisement which
appeared in the Gardmeri OircmicU some few week* back rrom

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, & Co., of Exeter, offering two new
Fuchsias similar in character to those purchased of the la*e Mr.
Story, and after a written communication with that gentleman,

it was thought necessary for one of the firm to make farther in-

quiries about them, and in consequence Mr. Aitorew Hevozbso*
went to Exeter and Newton, where be was informed by a jobbing

gardener at Newton that he had received Seven Poroda for

them after (as the nald jobbing gardener stated) be had been
offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, but whose
name or address he did not know.
Messrs. E. G. H. & Son give the above explanation in conae-

qnence ofa great numberof their customers throughout the autumn
having ordered plants of them at higher prices than are above
quoted. This reduction is made in consequence of information

which they have received that leaves no doubt on their minds bo*
that those to be sent out by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, de Co. are
similar in character to the above.

Messrs. E. G. HENDERSON & SON", of the Wellington Road
Nurserv, St. John's Wood, London, beg to inform their patrons-

and the public that their New Catalogue of Seeds for 1855 is now
ready, with full descriptions and other information, and will be
forwarded post free on application.

E.G.HENDERSON & SON take this opport-;-

that none but the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable-

Seeds appear in their list and among the Flower Seeds only

those whose beauty and merit are univerally acknowledged,,

together with a carefully selected stock of the principal new
varieties. They would call particular attention to the following

new and choice seeds, which they can confidently recommend :

—

3 6

Per packet-
Antirrhinum, extra fine ...

Auricula, fine mixed
Ahronia umbellata ,

Anagallis azurea grandi-

flora

,. rubra n
Arctotis breviscapa
Aster,new Peony pyramid,

in pickets of 10 distinct

colours, separate

„ new bouquet pyrami-
dal, in packets of 12

distinct colours ... ... 3 6
Balsam, double Camellia-

flowered, in packets of 6
distinct colours, separate 3

,, new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sepa-

rate, extra fine-. 5

., Aurora, new donble
crimson*.. .. ... 1 $

„ new dble. pale yellow 1

Carnation, stage flowers... 1 6

Calceolaria, ex. ex. 2s. 6d. & 5s.

Cineraria, ex. ex. Is. Gd.& 2s. 6i
Chrysanthemum pompone 1

large flowered 1

Calendrinia umbellata ...

Dianthus Dunnetti, suprb. 1

.. Chinensis flc re-pleno,

extra fire...

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia... 1

Geranium, choice show ... 2

_ choice fancy 2

Hollyhock, first quality... 2

., "second quality ... 1

Ipomcea robro cserulea ... 1

Per packet
Ipomcea ltmbata 2

Leptosiphon Interim — O
aureum 1

Linum gran difl orumrubrum
Is. 6d.,and 2

Lobelia Queen Victoria

(scarlet)

Lobelia Roi Leopold ...

Larkspur, new double
improved hyacinth
fiowered, in packets :'

6 distinct colours . 2

Limnanthes snJphnrea
odorata • 1

Mignonette, new, large ...

Mimulns, beautiful ... O
Pansy, choice show ... 1

_ choice fancy... -- 1

Petunia- extra £ne_ .-- 1

Phlox Dnnnmondi cocci-

nea
Portulaca, new orange ~ O

„ new rose ... -•

Primula sinensis fimbriata,

alba and rubra mixed ... 2

Poppy, new large P&:ry.
in S brilliant colour- .2

Reseia myriopbylla. new
Mignonette 1

Salpiglossis. scarlet, bine,

and ^^":^;r ... ... 9

Stock, German, new large

8 - —ering, in packer d
:"

six distinct colours ... 2
Verbena, choice mixed ... 1

S^-eer VTiDiam, new
double

TVhidavia grandifksra — 1

Lilium giganteum seed. 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.

Holcns ssccharatns (new Sngar-cane'j. Is. to 2s. 6i do.

T scores Batatas (Japanese"Yam). 2s. Gd. each toner.

20 Ornamental Grasses see Catalogue

12 Ornamental foliage Annuals.—March, 1S55.
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K PARKER be»s to offer the following, all of which

• are well established, and can be forwarded to any part of

the Kingdom :- Per dozen.-s. d.

Exotic Orchids, distinct and beautiful species 60

Exotic Ferns „ » J°
Exotic Lvcopodinnis „ „ .,_•". ,"'

Roses, consisting of the best varieties of Hybrid PerpetimIS,

Teas, and Bourbons, strong plants, established in pots ... 12

Cinerarias, choice named varieties, strong, established

plants, in 4-inch pots .--- 9 °

Cinerarias (Seedlings), from the finest named varieties, in-

cluding the best varieties sent out last season, strong,

established plants, in 4-inch pots .-
'"

Calceolarias (Seedlings), from beautiful spotted varieties,

strong, established plants 6

"Lists ofNames forwarded upon application.

The following choice Cucumbers and Melons, in packets of

12 Seeds, at Is. per packet:—

CUCUMBERS. - MELONS.
Superlative Improved ' Golden Perfection (extra fine)

Walker's Rambler Bromham Hall

Manchester Prize Persian Green Flesh

Hunter's Prolific
- Chichester Prize

Improved Patrick. I
Cutbill's Scarlet Flesh.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-

known correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.

RE1GATE SILVER SAND, Is. Gd. per bushel or

165. per ton, delivered to any of the London wharfs or rail-

ways, or within a circuit of five miles. Peat and Loam of excellent

quality. Sacks charged cost price—Kexxabd, Brothers, Swan
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

BLOSSOM of FRUIT TREES. — WORSTED
NET to effectually protect the blossom of wall fruit trees

from frost and blight, and the ripe fruit afterwards from wasps

and flies, "id. per square yard, in various widths. All kinds of

garden, fishing, and sheep nets, made by machinery, and at very

low prices—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road,

King's Cross, London. ^
ALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS ; the best and
cheapest for all purposes of shelter and shade from Frost,

Hail Storms, and G ales of Wind. No. 0, 5d, ; No. 1, bid. ; No. 2,

6d. ; Nos. 3 and 4, Id. All 56 inches wide, and in lengths of

10, 20, 30, and 60 yards.—Manchester.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit

Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square

yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; tOOO yards, 50$. Scrim

Canvas, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick

Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-

field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick

Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING for GAME and
SHEEP FENCING, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

M

2 inch Mesh, light, 6d. per lineal yard, 2 feet Tride.

„ strong, 8d. „ ,',

Netting of any size or quantity, and Fencing of all kinds,

supplied on the shortest notice.

William Deat & Co., Manufacturers, Swan Lane, Upper
Thames Street, near London Bridge,

alvanised wire game netting.—

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-inch
2-inch

'. 5-inch
l|-inch
23-inch

Btrong
extra strong „
light

strong „
extra strong,,

"All the ahove can he made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-

fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.

per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Babnabd & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

AW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
an indestructible and highly decorative substitute for

ordinary flooring, and their imperishable Oil Cloth Coverings for

Entrance Halls, Passages, Verandahs, Conservatories, &c—
Maw & Co. send free of expense their Book of Designs, suitable

in price and style for every description of Building.—Benthall
Works, Broseley. Salop. ^_^_^^_
MANGER, RACK, X WATER-TROUCH AS ONE FIXTURE.

Improved and Newly Patented.

1NGLIS and CHISHOLM, Charles Street, Garratt,
Manchester, make STEAM ENGINES for Agricultural and

other purposes of the best quality at a reasonable price.—Address
Inglis & Chisholm, Charles Street. Garratt, Manchester.

CLAYTON,SHUTTLEWORTH,and CO.'S PRIZE
PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, and COMBINED

THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING and WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be seen at their London Establish-
ment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information
relative thereto can he obtained. These Machines are constructed
to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the
grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require no
hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole
of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the
places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of
Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position
they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, disa-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not
surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-
warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

COTTAM and HALLEN, the original inventors,
obtained the Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-

ment, to which all the latest improvements are adapted, secured

by Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the

halter-weight and rein from the back of the manger to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
convenience when at rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-

ing the liability of the most restive horse getting cast. No well-

managed stable should be without these fittings.

COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in

the best possible manner, both as to form and utility; are

cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection

;

manufactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable

Pumps, Loose Box, Fittings, Gutta Percha Preserving Saddle

and Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, in

stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural

and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orna-

mental, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.
Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottam& Hallen,

2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY M'CLASH EN'S PATENT.

MR. M'GLASHEN is now prepared to supply
Apparatus or give Estimates as to the rate at which he

will safely and expeditiously transplant Trees or Shrubs of any
dimensions in any part, of the United Kingdom.

Canonmills Bridge, Edinburgh.

SCYTHES
BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHES

may be had of all Ironmongers and Nurserymen, and
Wholesale and Retail of William Dray & Co., Agricultural
Implement Makers, Swan Lane, London.

WILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S STEEL DIGGING
FORKS are warranted equal, and by many are considered

superior, to any in use. Three Tine Forks, 4s. 6d. each ;
Four

Tine Forks, 5s. 6rf. each. A liberal allowance on Wholesale Orders.

William Deat & Co., Swan Lane, "Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
jVj ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
VrX Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, and 52, Little Britain, London.

CAUTION.
Parkes' Steel Digging Forks and Draining Tools.—

Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are
now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as those
manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark " J. P.," and that*

Messrs. Bubgess-& Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale aud
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parkes & Co.

/1HAFE-MACH1WES and CORN-CRUSHERS.—
Vy All these Machines exemplify, in the most satisfactory
manner, the high degree of perfection to which RICHMOND
and CHANDLER have attained in the manufacture of Agricul-
tural Implements; and the recent improvements made upon their
various Chaff-Machines and Corn-Crushers (articles for the pro-
duction of which this firm has long been justly celebrated) are of
the highest value in the economical preparation of food for

cattle.—Address Richmond & Chandler, Salford, Manchester;
and South John Street, Liverpool. Catalogues gratis.

TO MANURE MAKERS AND FARMERS.
QULPHATE or MURIATE of AMMONIA.—
^J These powerful fertilisers, genuine as manufactured, may be
had in any quantities from Read Holliday, Ammonia and Soda
Works, Huddersfield.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a hall of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, Zl.Ss.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.
. 1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 6d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Gd. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

ARNER'JS PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel mider nose.

2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead

2* „ long 3 „ 3 „

ditto S „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6

£ s. d.

1 12
1 15

2 12
2 IS
3 5

gutta percha,
|

or cast iron \

flanged pipe, I

as required. J

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

• v-T

FREDERICK PHILLIPS' PATENT.
THE PRIZE PULPING MACHINE of the Royal

Agricultural Society's Show, held at Lincoln, July, 1354.
Of all the Pulping Machines which are before the Public, this

is the only one which the Royal Agricultural Society certifies as
"breaking the roots well,"— all others are certified as slicers (see
their Journal, just published, page 373, also in the article on,
" Diminishing the Quantity of Roots in Fattening Cattle," page
490), and the great, braggadocia " No Other," advertised weekly,
although tried against that of F. P. and others, was not placed at
all, in fact was " nowhere."

F. P. is happy to inform his numerous applicants for his
Machine, that lie has greatly simplified its construction without
affecting its efficiency, and has reduced its price from 11?. Us.
to 71. with Floor, and 61. 10s. without boarded Floor.
Orders addressed to Feederick Phillips, near Brandon,

Suffolk, promptly attended to.

« I7RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks ofinsects and from|morning frosts. To be had in any
required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of Elisha
Thomas Archee, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey;
and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

LOOKEB'S PATENT VENTILATORS
For Workhouses, Barracks, Factories, Workshops, Greenhouses, Stables,

Farm Buildings, Sec. &c.
Tlte cheapest but most effectual method yet introduced for admitting fresh air into any kind of building without

cold or draught.

Made in Pottery, Metal, or other material of any shape or size to suit every situation, aud so arranged that they may be regu-
lated with perfect ease to any point.—Particulars, with prices, &c, forwarded to any part of the United Kingdom, on application to
the Inventor, Patentee, and Manufacturer,

BENJAMIN LOOKER, Jun., Kingston-on-Thames.
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GltKAT saving in the cost of BEEAD by the un« of

Wm. i.iia v & Co.'B DOMESTIC FLOUH MILLS. Until

rffPrices forwarded on Hpplfcailon to W.n. Dhav & Co., Hwun
Lano, TliamoH B trout, London.

PRIZE MEDAL 1 8 b I

.

AT A VERY ECONOMICAL BATE.
SAMUEL GUNDY, Mahon and lluiuircii, PimMCO

Mauiu.ic and Stowkwobkb, Bolgrnvo Wlnu-r, Lowor Bolgr&vo

Placi!, Plmlico, London,
Mjubln Chlinniiy-plercli riiliiiiifiieturiMl liy Impvovod mftcliJnOIT,

She public arc Invited i" vinv the Itock, nnoqualled for rjtiallty

inn! price. A good Marble Gnlnweyfploco for iQa, Marble SVorh

In nil Hit branchoM nl. a r.-miLiltiibly flu'ii|i int.: lor J J it 1 1 m, lijiii i.'i,

Larders, &o. Clroulars sont on application.

N,B. The " Koyiil llliin" Oiiinilniiiiiii jmiiu tlui Works OVory

ton minutes from tlio Bank.

STEl'llKNSON ami. PHI 1,1,, K I, Orncndmrcli StMet,
London, and 17, Nnw Parti Htrimt.,H<iulliwiirJi,MiiiiiifiiHimn,

«f Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and conservatory and Llotbouso Bulldors, oltlior In Wood or

Bon, rospeotfully oall tbe attention of tlio Nobility, Oontry, and

Nurserymen to their sfmplo batofQcaelousxnetboa of warming
Hortlcnitiiriil and other Buildings by Hot Winter.

From tho oxiohhIvo works thoylmvo txecuted, referoncea of

tlio highest respootablllty can li» givon, and lull particulars

nirnlshed on application. ^^
WEEDS ON WALKS.

MR. FLEMING'S WEEDING OB SALTING
MACHINE JOB GRAVEL WALKS, COURT VAHDH,

&c, manufactured and sold byALKXANDBn Shanks & Hon, Ar-

broath, Forfarshire, from whom particulars with piicos may bo had.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who wmilil onjoY their Gardens during the

winter months should oonsrruot tlmir wnlkn of PORTLA NI>

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus; Bor the

gravol of which the path la at present made from tho loam which

Js mixed with it, end lo ovory part of clean gravoladd one of sharp

river Hand. To live parts of fiieh equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, nml Incorporate the whole well in tho dry stale before

applying the water. It may then be laid on Sinches thick. Any
labourer can mix- ajid spread It. No tool Is roqulrod beyond the

spado.and In -18 hours it booomes as hard iih a rock. Vegetation

BJiinol groi\ through or upon It, and it resists the action of tho

sovoront frost, n Is necessary, an water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the mlclille of tho path towards the sides,

Tho Fame preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
[CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

whero a rlenn. haul bottom is a dosideratmn. Slay bo lid in

winter equally well at* in summer.

Manufacturers of tho C'omont, J. B. White & Brothers,
Milb.ioi, Street, 'Westminster.

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR I-IORTlOUL-
TURAL PUKPOSES (15 oz.) of good quality, in boxes of

100 feet each. Sizes from 7 in. by 5 in., to 9 in. by 7 in., at 12s.

per box ; f>i In. by 7* in , 10 in. by 8 in., and lOi, in. by 8A in., at

18s. per box. (In'2l oz., at Is. per box extra.) Larger sizes in
stock, of 15 oz., 2d. per foot; 21 oz., 3d. per foot. Boxes
charged 2s. each, and returnable at tho same price, if delivered
free. CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet Glass in

Crates, British and Patent Plato, &c. &c. White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine, Colours, &c.
G. Fahmii.oe & Son, 118, St. John Street, West Smitlifield.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HBTLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT BOUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Solio Square, London.

See Gardener? Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES.
THOMAS MILLINGTON'S present prices for good

16 oz. sheet glass, boxes included.

Gin. by 4 in. to Gin. by 5J in. ... 13s. 3*^
7 by 5 to S by 6 13 6
8»by6Mol0hy8 1-4 t per 100 feet.

101 by 8J to HJ by 101 16

17"by 10 to IS by 12 " ... "... IS J

A great variety of sizes. Particulars had on application.
ORCHARD HOUSE SQUARES on Mr. RlVEns's plan, to

whom 1 have sold some thousands of ieet.

Large Sheets lor cutting up. In cases, at 2 1 d. and 3d. per foot.

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,
nnd Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee aud Propagating Glasses,
Wasp Traps, Cucumber Tubes, Preserve Jars, with and without
covers; Fern Glasses.

Plate, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass. Crystal
Glass Shades for ornaments.

Greenhouses, erected in either wood or iron. Garden Lights
and Frames.

87, Bishopsgato Street Without, London—same side as Eastern
Conn t ics Railway

. __^
CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,

PIT FRAMES, ETC.
JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

baud their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6} by U £0 12s. Od.

8 ",
(!, — 8$ " of} 14

9 „ 7, — Of,, 7J. 10 by 61
10,; 7, 10 by 8/ 16

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15
at 19s. per 100 Ieet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long'

16 oz. from 2M. to 31d.
|

21 oz. ftomSkd. to 4Jd
26 oz. from 5}A to7jd.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet or
Crates of SCO feet, 2Jd. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH AIANTJ-FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and of various dimensions alwavson hand, .

J

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxesGLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c
} of an inch thick *1 17s. 6d. per case of 50
VT >' 2 13 „ 60
* „ 1 17 6

'

60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

r.,™mw
n
S
Pans

.
21 «- Per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Carooys' Milk Svpbonswasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades forOrnaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oilsand Colours, Paint Brushes, nnd everv article in the trade

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Eishopsgate Street
Without, London,
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TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
** Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9,10, ll

r 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. G in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. *by Oft. 6lm, kept roody
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and Kent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,
t ; putry, and the Trade, in most, of the counties in England.

Vf O CHARGE FOR STAMPING atLOCKWOOD'S,
-L ' 75, New Pond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five
quires for 9d. ; Thick ditto, five quires, lj.; Albert and Queen's
sizes, five quires for 6rf., dd, nnd Is. ; Note-paper made from Straw,
2s. 6(f. per ream ; Envelopes, A<1'. to 1*. 63. per hundred : Foolscap
paper, 7a. 6d. per ream ; Copybooks 2s. Gd. per dozen. Card Plate
engraved, 2s. 6rf.; 100 Cards printed, 2s. 6d. "Wedding orders
promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands.— Copy
address, Lockwood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country orders for
20s. sent carriage free. Lockwood's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)
Pen, 1 doz. post free for 13 stamps.

'T'O BE SOLD, by private treaty, a NURSERY
J- and PLANT BUSINESS, established nearly 70 years. The

i

Proprietor of this old-established Nursery Business is willing to
I
retire, and dispose of the Stock and Good-will. The nursery com-

! prises about 20 acres of ground, and about 15 large and com-
' modious Stove, Greenhouse, and Propagating Houses, with
numerous Pits, frames, &c. The business is in full working order,
and is capable ofbeing increased to almost any extent, and fj'being made
one 0/ the best provincial nurseries in the kingdom. The stock is in
a flourishing condition, being young, healthy, and in good sale-
able order, and comprises a general assortment of all the most
saleable Forest Trees, Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Stove, Greenhouse,
and Miscellaneous Plants. The Nurseries are situated close nnd
adjoining one of the largest towns in the West of England, with
a population of more than 100,000 inhabitants. The whole of the
land, houses, &c, belongs to the proprietor, who will have no ob-
jection to grant a long lease to his successor or successors, and at
least one-half of the purchase money could remain on security at
common interest. The business has been carried on with great
success by the present proprietor, which partly contributes to his
retiring from the business. None but principals and bond fide
purchasers will be treated with.—Apply to Mr. William E.
Ren-dt.e. Union Road. Plvmonth.
r Pu LET, lor a term of years, from Lady-day next,
-L & compact SHEEP AND TUKNIP FARM. Seaton. near
Axminster, on the South Coast of Devon, comprising a good
Farm House, convenient Oftices, and 205a. lr. 34 p. of Land, of
which 29 a. lr. is Meadow, 2a. 3r. 4 p. Orchard, IS a. 2r. 25 p.
Pasture, and 154 a. 3 r. 5 p. Arable. The whole within a ring
fence, and near good Market Towns and Seaports.—To view
apply to Mr. THOMAS Atnslet, at the Farm ; and for particulars,
by letter, to Mr. Bapbage. Nettlecombe, Taunton.—March 17.

'

TO BE LET, for a term of years, and entered upon
at Lady-day nest, the FARM of TESTWOOD, in the

Parish of Eling, in the County of Southampton. It consists of
about 357 acres, of which 60 acres are excellent Water Meadow,
265 acres of excellent Arable Land, and 32 acres of Rough
Pasture, which is to be converted into Arable Land. There is a
good Farm House, and large commodious Farm Buildings. The
Farm is about five miles from Southampton, and the turnpike
road from there to Salisbury pas.-es through it. It is within
1£ miles of Eling Railway Station and "Wharf on the South-
ampton ride. — For particulars apply to Messrs. Coxwn,L &
Bassett, Southampton; or Mr. Johx Morton-, Nailsworth,
Gloucestershire. A person at Testwood House will be directed
to show the Farm.
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til half a g «

Ayrcan DnckJ at the Mine price,—Apply bo /: r. I., if I
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[TGGS in.m CANARY and CIN> '.hTnS
t WHITE COCHIN ( Sd. for 13. .'

PACT PARI EtIDGE ' OLOURED I Oi R I : r«md
PARTRIDGE PI I.LETS, NOW I

for 21*., package included.—Addro B n Plow,
Edinburgh.

TO NOBLEMEN, CENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, "

AND OTHERS.

TF. WINSTANLKV, NtrfiSEKTXAN, Sr.EnsKi.f, and
• I"/- illy to fnf'.rm hi* patron* , the

nobility, ami public, that he has ad'i I r.eo* tint
i

1
J IONEBR and VAJ men, and

nuruerymen about rellnquJjblng tbe --r other-
irons of disposing of their hU<k of Conwerratory, Greea-

ints.

T. F. W. having been for some years In a ^urv-ry previous t«>

his coming to M trusts that hi* knowledge of Plant*
and their value will enable him (be Defter to dispone of them than
any ordinary

MESSRS. PKOTHEROE ,

by Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on THURS-
DAY, March 22, at 12 o'clock, about 300 choice double
CAMELLIAS, from 18 inches to 5 feet, comprising all tbe
approved kinds, beautifully furnished with bloom buds: :

strong Camellia Stocks; alRoachoic- ardand
Dwarf Roses, a fine collection of American Plants comprising
Ghent and other Azaleas, Hybrid Rbod KalmUs,
Magnolias Andromeda floribunda, choice Dahlias in dr
PBRonias, Verbenas, Fuclmias. Eparr :

:''-tfl, &c.— May
be vltnred the rooming of »a!e. Otii'-mie* bad at the Mart;
and of the Auctioneers, American N r.stone, Eaaex.

brompton'park."
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will Sell

by Auction, on the premises Bromptor. Park JJuraerj,
Park Lane, near the "Hoop and Toy, DAT, March l!i,

at 11 o'clock, without reserve, by order of Mr. Adams ^in conse-
quence of the ground being taken by the Royal 1

for the Exhibition of 1851> the whole of tbe valn\
STOCK growiuE on the above cel<-

v - ry, consisting ot
Evergreens and Fruit Trcfs. comnri-sing Ii .'.ebaaon,
variegated and green Hollies, Portugal and comnMn Lsnrels,
Irish and English Yews, Pinns sorts. Arbor-viue. Red Cedars, Lsta-
restinus, Aucubas, Bays, Box. Berberriesa quantity of Irish Ivies
and Vines in pots, "Weeping Limes ElmS,4c; also standard-
trained Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Pears, Apples, Plums,
Cherries, Box Edging. &c.—May be viewed one week prior to
the sale. Catalogues may be had on tbe premises: of the
principal seedsman in L " r. : and of the Auctioneer?.
Amen can Nursery. Lcytonstone, Essex.

FIGURES, FOUNTAINS, VASES. TAZZAS, ETC.
To Private Gkstlemex, Bctldees. axv Othsbb.

MR. PEAKE is instructed to Seil by Auction, on
the Premises, 74. Borough Road, Newington Cansesr

THURSDAY, March 22d. at 12 o'clock, without res^-
Genuine Stock in Traded" the ARTIFICIAL STONE "WORKS.
comprising a great and pleas - : Figures, Fonntains,
Vases, Ornaments, and other elaborate "Works of Art, suitable
for embellishing Gardens and Pleasure Grounds, well worthy
the attention of private gentlemen and other-.—Maybe
prior to the sale, and Catalogues obtained on the PtemSj
Mr. Peake's Auction Offices, 4-4. Tooley Street; sxc
Street, S I ndon.

Sale of the Entire Heed of Pcre-Beet> Xosth Drr;>-
Cattlf., and Suffolk Horses, tbe Peopzi:tt oftbxRtget
Hox. the Eael of Atlesford. at thb Daisy Fat;-
Pacbxsgtos, is the Cm;mv of Waewick-

BROWN and CLARKE have the pleasure to aarjoorjce

to the admirers and breeders of Devon Cattle, that ibe S

pure-bred DEVOXS. the property of thcRigbt Hodoc-
EarllofAylesford, will take placea't the DAirv^Farm. Pock
on FRIDAY, the 23d March, on which occasion they *
the honour to submit by Auction the fol',

55 Cows and H« tiers,
:

.n milk or in calf, and their y
40 Two-year-old and Yearling Heifers : 30 Three-r
year-old", and Yearling Steers;

to be offered at the sale will be ft

of purity and most beautiful syr.

noble proprietor from beasts nnxebas :
i

kingdom. Tbe yonng - - the most desirable

qualities of this justly admired breed.
" HORSES AND COLTS.

Two Suffolk Mares in foal, an I -;?-yesr-

oldj I Tsro-year-old, and 2 Year g £

Three-year-old, 3 Two-year-old, and S : Pwo-
Black FiHev": -

I

teon en the table atholfpast

10 o'clock, and the sale to eminence at half-past 11 pr

Catalogues may be had at the Dairy Farm, Packington: Mi.
3SSVTTOS-, the Farm Bailiff. MeriaVn
Warwick Ann, "Warwick : and tbe Auctioneer?. C01

The place - - '. in three miles of the Hampton, and three

and a half miles of the; Coleshill Stations, on the L:r_:

-VTestern Railway.
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READ'S GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES,f&c.

WHEN an article of real utility attracts public attention. Imitators start into the field to snatch" from the

inventor the just reward of his labours. It has now become a daily practice of exhibiting in the windows of ironmongers and
other, Syringes of the very commonest description*, with the words "READ'S PATENT," as an inducement to pui chasers.

This, as an eminent writer on Horticulture has recently remarked on the subject, is indeed " living upon another man's fame."

Read's Instruments have the Royal Arms, with the Address—35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON.
J_^*» A liberal discount allowed to Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &c., &c.—Descriptions 6ent Post free. _

YOUELL AND CO.
BEG RESPECTFULLY to refer the Subscribers to the Gardeners' Chronicle to their advertisement which

appeared in last week's Paper, containing a detailed List, with prices, of some very choice " Greenhouse
Plants," " Rare and Hardy Conifers," " Hardy Ornamental Shrubs and Climbers," " Fastolff Raspberry," with

other desirable fruits ;
" Choice Flower Seeds for present Sowing," Norfolk Hero Cucumber, &c. &c.

~ a our Advertisement last week, p. 150,/or Picea piusapo, 2i to 3 ft. fine specimens, each 35. 6rf... per doz. 425., read 31s. 6d. to 42s. each

ROYAL NURSERY, GREAT YARMOUTH.
PRICED NURSERY CATALOGUES.

A PAUL and SON will he happy to forward the
• following priced Nursery CATALOGUES in return for

one postage stamp each:—A, Roses; 1?, Ornamental Trees
and Conifers; C, Fruit Trees; D, Herbaceous Plants; F,
Greenhouse Plants, &c. ; G, Seeds; H, Hollyhocks; I,

Bulbs.—Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS.
Fand A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-

• mentioned is now ready, and may be had, post free, on
application :—Antirrhinums, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-
niums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, Chry-
santhemums, Mimulus, Salvias, Lobelias, &c. Climbers in variety,

also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse Plants. They have
now in bloom Cytisus racemosus, Cinerarias in variety, Primula
sinensis, Acacia armata, Deutzia gracilis, Erica Willniorea, &c.
The Trade supplied'.—Dtihrich, Surrey, Marco. 17.

/TJ_E0RGE SMITH'S PRICED and DESCRIPTIVE
—* CATALOGUE of first-class Verbenas, Fuchsias, Geraniums

(Show, Fancy, Yarieg» ted. gJad Soartet), Dahlias, Clirysanthei
mums, splendid new hollynocks, very choice Petunias, &cv will

be forwarded in return for one postage stamp. »

The Geraniums are in extra fine condition, and require repot-

ting. Parties giving orders immediately will save much in

carriage, with less liability to damage by having them before

they are repotted. Choice Verbena Seed from the finest show
flowers.—Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
GEORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, &c, as exhibited by
Mm in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, may be had
by inclosing two postage stamps.
G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock of "Weeping

Hollies, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American
Nursery, "Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines
Station, South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be
obtained.

NORTH CHINA SUGAR CANE—(Holcus Saccharatus).
NEW CHINESE POTATO—(Dioscorea Batatas).

MR. JOHN HENDERSON, of Kingskerswell,
South Devon, is still prepared to supply and warrant

genuine Seeds of the above Sugar Cane, and tubers of the New
Chinese Potato, with description of the Chinese mode of culture
at the following prices free, for cash :

—

Holcus Saccharatus, in packets, at Is., 2s. Gd., and 5s. each.
Dioscorea Batatas—four tubers, 10s. ; ten ditto, 11. 2s. Gd.

For further particulars as to culture, &c, see a pamphlet descrip-
tive of the nature and progress of these plants, with directions
for cultivation, by John Henderson, price Is., published by Mr.
S. Johnson, St. Martin's Laue, and to be had of all booksellers.
Post Office Orders are requested to be made payable at Newton
Abbott, South Devon. -

NEW ASHLEAF—THE "EARLY CHAMPION."
JOSEPH WILSON, Seedsman, Ipswich, begs to call
v attention to the following varieties :

—

Th* CHAMPION ASHLEAF, 12s. (per bushel, 56 lbs.), is

decidedly the finest in cultivation ; it is healthy, hardy, and
prolific, and for delicacy of flavour it is impossible to be surpassed.
The BRITISH QUEENS, the earliest round variety known!

The stock on hand this week is a remarkably fine sample for
" sets," and can with confidence be recommended. The following
testimonial is worthy of note:

—

" Siu.—The quarter of a peck of British Queens you sent me
last year on trial has produced over 2 bushels of very fine Pota-
toes; in fact I have not seen such a crop for the last 20 years,
and I have much pleasure in recommending them to your
numerous customers. Signed J. Basting, Gardener to
"Mr. J. Wilson. Mrs. Campbell, Birkfield Lodge."

The new Mammoth variety, LORD RAGLAN, 4:2s.; and the
MOSS KIDNEY, 24s. per sack of 16 stones as 2d Early's, and
well worthy of a trial by large growers for sale.

Free to London for orders of 4 bushels and upwards. No charge
for bags or sacks.

AMERICAN PLANTS. — A Descriptive Priced
CATALOGUE of HARDY AMERICAN PLANTS for

the coming season is just published, and may be had by inclosing

two stamps for postage. As everything in the way of American
Plants is grown to an unequalled extent at this Nursery,
intending purchasers would do well to provide themselves
with this Catalogue.
WATERER and GODFREY, Nephews and Successors to the

late Hosea Waterer, Knap Hill Nursery. Wok ing, Surrey.

WHEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of
the very best quality and true to name ; and as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.
We are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed

Orders from those ice had the honour of serving last year; and
as we deliver our Seeds Caeiuage Free, we very respectfully
solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given
us a trial.—J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

WILLIAMS' EVERGREEN CLIMBING ROSE.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery,

Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, have strong Plants of

the above now ready for delivery. This highly interesting and
valuable addition to the class of Evergreen Climbing Roses was
raised by the late John Williams, Esq., of Pitmaston. It is a
Seedling from Ayrshire Splendens, fertilised with Yellow Tea.
Its rapid growth and elegant habit is precisely like the Ayrshire
Splendens, while its glossy foliage and long lemon-coloured buds
partake of the character of the Yellow Tea. Its flowers are
creamy white, deliciously sweet-scented, and are borne in long
racemes of 12 to 20 on a single shoot, being produced from every
axil. It is highly desirable for covering walls, lattice work,
verandahs, or buildings of any kind, and, as a pillar Rose, is
unequalled, being of an extremely elegant habit for forming
festoons or arches, and is also very hardy. For Bouquets it is a
most beautiful variety, producing an immense number of its
finely-formed buds. It only requires to be grown to be pronounced
the best Climbing Rose for all purposes in cultivation.
Good established Plants at 3s. 6d. each, with the usual allow-

ance to the trade, and a further reduction when one dozen or
more are ordered at once.

ryO POTATO GROWERS.—ROSS'S AMERICAN
*- EARLY, grown expressly for Seed on reclaimed Peat or

Moor without manure. This well-known productive Potato
cannot be equalled as a "second early;" price 21s. per sack
of 2 cwt.

WALKER'S LARGE WHITE.—This variety is about two
weeks later than the preceding, and for general crops cannot be
surpassed. It grows to a large size, is an extraordinary cropper,
and for table use is all that could be desired

;
price 24s. per sack

of 2 cwt. These prices include a strong sack, and carriage paid to

London, Liverpool, and Hull.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS, Seedsmen, Stirling, N.B.
*** To prevent disappointment unknown correspondents will

enclose a remittance with their order.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
MEADOW Zc PASTURE GRASSES, XC.
PETElt LAWSON and SON, of Edinburgh and

London, the Queen's Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and Wood
Foresters; and to the Highland and Agricultural Society
of Scotland, beg to intimate to their English Customers and the
Public that they are now sending out FARM SEEDS of every
description, saved from genuine stocks, and for which they
respectfully solicit orders.
Also Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, Garden Implements,

Draining Tools, and everything connected with their trade.
Catalogues will be sent on application.

London Branch, 27, Grelit George Street, Westminster.
P. L. & S. are always able to recommend experienced Bailiffs,

Gardeners, and Foresters.

GRASS SEEDS, SEPARATE OR MIXED.—
Gentlemen intending to lay down land to Permanent

Pasture, or for one or two years' lay, arc recommended to

communicate with its, slating the nature of the soil and
situation, that we may advise as to sorts of CVrass Seeds
most suitable. Price 24s. to 32s. per acre forPermanentPasture^

John Sutton & Sonp, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

PERMANENT PASTURE.

HR. SMITHE, of Eastling, Faversham, Kent, is
• now prepared to send out his mixtures of the NATURAL.

GRASSES, PERENNIAL CLOVERS, &c, &c, to lay down-
Land to Permanent Pasture, at 25s. per acre, allowing three
bushels to the acre, carriage free. Mixtures for Lawn, or anj
other purpose, or the sorts separate. Most of the species of
Grass are collected by the Advertiser, and he will bestow the
greatest attention in selecting such as shall constitute mixtures
snecilical to the soil, purpose,_&c, of each buyer.

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS " SEEDS
~~

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,
Piccadilly, beg to announce that their Mixtures of Grass

Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :—
Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,
heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
acre 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 32s. per acre-.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per IK
Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.

These Seeds are all new, and have all been properly cleaned1

and their growing properties fully tested. Directions for sowing'
accompany the seed.
G. G. and Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE

is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.
GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

TO PLANTERS
HAY, SANGSTER, and CO., have for sale the

following;—GOO to 700 strong Standard PEARS, 500 Dwarf
do., and 100 Dwarf-trained do. Any reasonable offer will not be
refused, as the ground must be cleared by the 25th March.
Apply to Hay, Sangster, & Co., Newington Butts, London ; cf

whom also may be had for seed York Regent Potatoes, 6s., and
Early American, 8s. per bushel of 56 lbs., the produce of their
prepared Cuttings. Terms cash.

CHARLES SHARP begs to call the attention of the
Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade to his unrivalled collection

of SEED POTATOES, which have been grown and selected
with great care, and perfectly free from disease'. The under-
mentioned prices include hampers and package. Terms to the
Trade known on application.

POTATOES:—
Per bush, of 4 st. Per bush, of 4 st.

Ash-leaf Kiduey(Jackson's) 10s. American Early 7s
Ash-leafed Kidney (Walnut- Forty-Fold 8s.

leafed) 10s. Kentish Kidney 8s.

Early Emperor 10s. York Regent's 6s

„ Shilling's 10s. White Rough 6s

„ Martin's Globe ... 10s. French Blues 7s
„ Oxford Large ... 8s. White Kidney 8s

„ Round Frame (for British Queen, the largest
Forcing) 8s. and best produce in cul-

Early (Fox's Seedling) ... 8s. tivation 8s

... Seed. Establishment. Wi sbeach, Cambridgeshire.

T THE SEED TRADE.—
TURNIP SEEDS, &c.

Orange Globe Wurzel
Broccoli, of sorts

Fairbeard's Nonpareil Peas
Cole's Crystal White Celery.

Skirving's or Liverpool Swede
Laing's
White Globe Turnip
Green
Red Tankard
W. J. Epps can with confidence offer the above (not large quan-

tities), having been grown from the best selected stocks possible.
—Prices sent on application.

Seed Establishment, High Street, Maidstone, March 17.

Km U B A R B

BASS and BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Estab-
lishment, Sudbury, Suffolk, offer the following:— s. d.

.

Bailey's Early Monarch, a splendid early sort. Particulars

see Bass & Brown's Seed and Plant List. Per root ... 2 6">

Salt's Crimson Perfection, per root 7 6'

Mitchell's Royal Albert,' Myatt's Linnseus, and Myatt's
Victoria Giant, each per dozen 7s. Gd., or Is. each.

STRAWBERRIES.
For Particulars see Seed and Plant List.

Admiral Dundas (Myatt's), per dozen 7 6'

Scarlet Nonpareil (Patterson's^, per dozen ... 12 O
Omer Pacha (Ward's), per dozen 10 0~

Magnum Bonum (Barrett's), per dozen 6 0-

Other best older sorts, 3s. to 10s. per 100.

POTATOES.
True and Free froji Disease.

British Queen, per bushel of 5Slbs 7
Soden's Early Oxford do. 9 f>"

Flour Ball do. 9
York Regents do. 6 O

For other sorts see Seed and Plant List.

Fine trained Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, &c.
Goods (not under 20s.) Carriage Free to all the London

Termini, or on the Eastern Counties, Colchester line.

PELARGONIUMS OR GERANIUMS.
TOHN DOBSON and SON beg to offer the following,
v and feel sure that the plants and varieties will give the
greatest satisfaction. Any 12 of the following (purchaser's selec^

tion) for 63s., Zampa, &c, included : Attraction, Bride of Abydos,
Carlos, Sunrse, Eliza, Glowworm, Leah, Optimum, Pashe, Har-
riet, Vulcan, Rosa (Foster's), Lucy, and Ambassador.
The following 12 for 42s.: Neatness, Colonel of the Buffs, Vir-

ginia, Leonora, Gertrude, Enchantress, Rosa (Beck's), Arethusa,
Jupiter, Spot, Purple Perfection, and Picta.

Any 12 of the following, 21s.: Mochanna, Arethusa, Magnet,
Astrea, Amazon, Purpurea, Magnificent, Chloe,Capella,Exhibition,
Leader, Generallissimo, Prince Arthur, Virgin Queen, Galatea.
FANCY PELARGONIUMS.—Any 12 of the following, 24s. r

Advancer, Annette, Caliban, Captivation, Carlotta Grisi, Fascir
nation, Fleur de Marie, Nerea, Formosissima, Gipsy Queen, Lady
Downes, Picturata, Prima Donna, Perfection, and Prince Albert.

Catalogues with full descriptions on application, Woodlands
Nursery, Isleworth.

Reduced Price.
WARD'S OMER PACHA STRAWBERRY.

TT/ILLIAM JAMES WARD respectfully informs
»\ his friends and the public that he has still a few well-

rooted plants to offer of the above excellent Strawberry, which
obtained the Bronze Medal at the Royal Botanic Garden Exhibi-

tion, July 5, 1854.

It was submitted for opinion to Mr. Thompson, Horticultural

Society, Chiswick ; Mr. Marnock, Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park; Mr. Powell, Royal Gardens, Frogmore ; Mr,
Spencer, Bowood Gardens; and several others: all of whom
speak highly favourably of it.

The following extract, accompanied with a woodcut, appeared
in the " Florist and Fruitisr," September, 1854, in the descriptive

list of new Strawberries :

—

" Omer Pacha.—This variety is a seedling raised by Mr. Ward
from .British Queen, fertilised by the old Caroline Pine, two good
kinds, of which the present variety seems to be a combination.
The samples I received were fine looking fruit, and of good
quality."

W. J.W. warrants it of very superior flavour, and well adapted
for long carriage.

100 Plants £2 I 25 Plants £0 15 O
50 „ 1 5 |.. 12 „ 8

Terms, cash.—Prospect Hill, Reading, March 17.

Printed by William B bad port, of No.l3,UpperWobum Place, in the Parish
of St. Pancras, and Frederick Mullett Evanb, of No. 27, Victoria
Street, in the Parish ol' St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both -in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of WhitefriaiB, in the City of London; and published by them
at the Ufljce, No. h. Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisements and Communications
are to be Aujikesbed to tub Editob.—Saturday, March 17, 1855.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIKTY ill'' LONDON.—
iMlo HIOCilNH NI'KING MEETING will take pluco at

Hi.. S'li'ii'i.y'it iIiiiiiiii, L'l, Eogont Street, on TUESDAY, Aprll8,
linn. 1'.! In 5 I'M.

H OKTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
GARDEN EXHIBITIONS.

Notice in hereby glvon that tho FIRST EXHIBITION of tho

Season will take place, by permiaaion of hor MaioNty's Commis-
sioners for the Great Exhibition of 1851, in the GROUNDS of
<;uKK HOUSE, on \V EDNESDAY, May 16.

The Garden will Ih> opened to the Rublic at two o'clock, under
the following ru^nlntMniH ;— All Follows of tho Society will bo
admitted wilhout tickets, from half-past 12 till G o'clock, on
signing their names in a hook at the entrance. Visitors can he
admitted only by, tickets, to he obtained by tho personal or
written orders of Fellows of tlie Society.

All Fellows wlio .shall apply, on or before Monday, tho 30th of
April, may obtain at tho PRIVILEGED RATE of Three Shil-
lings and Sixpence eiich, any number of tickets not exckehino
tiiiktysix

; but nn application for such tickets will be received
aftor that day. Fellows n/' the Society subscribing for tickets at thin

pries will be allowed " clear week from the 80th of. April during
which they vn'ii claim them. Avtkr that period all- tiik 3s. 6d,
runners subscribed nut, but not rssiiF.n, may be cancelled.
After tho 80th of April, any furl her number of tickets will be
delivered to Follows on their personal application or wrllien
order, at tho price of Five Shillings each ticket.

All applications for tickeis must be made at the Society's
Office, 21, Kefieut Street.

NOTICKE'tS WILL BiT ISSUEr i
.

! Ei r"'EET
ON THE DAYS OF EXHIBITION. On tUOSfc flaya Offices,
near tho G anion Entrance, will bo opened at half-past 12 o'clock
lor the issue of tickets at 7s. Gd. each; but still under tho regula-
tions above stated.

SPECIAL PRIVILEGE OF FELLOWS. — Fellows of the
Society uot only enter free at half-past 12, but can also introduce
two friends, with tickets, at Gore- House, Kensington Gore,
Jlaylli; at Chiswick, June 20, and July 11. Or the Fellow's
power may bo transferred to a brother, sister, son, daughter,
father, mother, or wile, residing in the Fellow's house, provided
the person to whom the transfer is made be furnished with a
ticket Bigned by that Fellow. That is to say, the power of
entering early may be transferred, hut not the right to frei5
admission.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
Tho EXHIBITIONS of Plants, Flowers, and Fruit this

season will take place on WEDNESDAYS, May 9, June 13, and
J uly •!

; and of American Plants, MONDAY, June IS.

Tickets of Admission are now beingissued, and may be obtained
at the Gardens only, by orders from Fellows or Members of the
Society—price on or before May 5, 4s. ; after that day , 5s. each.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener.
Wakefield.

V* Plans and Estimates furnished.

BANKS' SEEDLING FUCHSIAS.— 1855-
(For Full Description see Former Advertisements, and

o.s" Application).

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in stating that the
• above Fuchsias have been proved to be the finest that

have been raised by that celebrated grower E. Banks, Esq., Deal.
Early orders are solicited. Tho set;of six, 21. 2s. The usual
discount to the trade.—Bower Nurseries, Maidstone.

SEEDS FOH THE FARM, CARRIAGE FREE.-Hkr
ENDLE'S "FARMING PRICK CURRENT i d

AQIUI i [/TUBAL DIRECTORY?'
Wn.iMM I. i:- ! Co., Be«d Merchant*!, Plymouth.

IMTTON'S FARM SEED LIST, with PniCJ
1 ' may bo had gratlif i pont-ffflfl on application. Go<
\ i-i'i'.i t farrlagc i rco, n i

' ixta!
.

Heading, Bi rl
.

U trch 21.

YOUELL am. CO, i«'i,' roBpectfully to refer tlm
SubHorlboi'H to tho Oafdcnertt O/ivonicte toibd

I orl

tiM'iit whlcli appearod on tho Will of Match, conti

List, wliii prlcos, of wry oholco "Qreenlr i c PIadU/'
"Rare mid Hardy Conlfaro." "Hardy Ornamental Bhrubfl and
Climbers/ 1 "Faatolff i;n .pin'rry," with other denlrablo frtdU;
"Cholco Flower Becda for preeoni Bowing," "Norfol I

Ciii-niiibi'.i'," At. &(*„- .Royal Nnnrny, Great Yarmouth.

Messrs", j. am. h. brown's new priced
CATALOGUE, post freo, ol Ann rlcan Planl ,Conif

Roses, Goran!
,

i uchslas, Orchldea, Btove and
J'limt::, Fruit Trees, &o, a Separate List of Garden Beeds,
Choice Flowor Seeds, 20 papers, Bi, ; 40 do,, 10#, free by poBt.

Albion Nur:ii'i'v. Btoko Ne wington, London,

rp F. WINSTANLEY'S Descriptive Catalogue o f

J- • GARDEN and VLOWER SEE1 >S is now ready, and can
he had on appliciitinu, i>r scut free by \><>-(.

28, Market Place, Manchester.

V. WINSTANLEY'S Descripttvo AGRICUL-
TURAL BEED LIST will shortly be ready, and may be

had on application, or sent free by post. The above List contains
much useful Information.—28, Market Place, Manchester.

T.

/^ORNISH EARLY WHITE BROCCOLI,
Vy is, per packet, or 6s. per oz.

CONQUEROR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,
Is. per packet, containing 12 good seeds.

The above can be had., warranted germiue, by forwarding post-

age stamps for the amount to

James Lake, Seedsman, &c, Bridgewater.

fT'INE DELPHINIUMS of" SORTS for BEDDING
AND FLOWER-BORDERS.

Azurea pleno, per doz.
Elatum pleno, „
Mesoh'.ucuni „
Sinensis ,.

24s. 0d.
12
4
4

Azurea, per doz 6s. Od.

Barlowi, „ 6
Ilybridumpleno,p. doz. 24
MagniGcum, per doz.... 42
Wheeleri „ ... IS
Also a quantity of fine Seedling Delphiniums, strong plants of

various colours, 3^. per dozen.
D. Wood, Welkm Nursery, near Brough, Yorkshire, March 24

Not to be rap

V I N E ^

JOHN and CHARLES LEI Ii an f\' nsive stock
of strong well rooted VINES oi the following BOrl

ranted true:

—

White Frontignan ' Pope's Hamburgh
Barbarossa l^perlone
Chascela^ Musque West's St.

Muscat of Alexandri j al W uscadlne
Cannon Hall Mn - .iuscnt

Dutch Hamburgh Prolific Sweet Water

Black Hamburgh
Black Prince

Black Alicant

Black Tripoli

Black Frontignan

Nursery, Hammersmith, near London.

/MIARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his
V^ Now SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains
descriptive lists of

—

Dahlias,
Fancy Dahlias,
Cinerarias,
Verbenas,
Fuchsias,
Hollyhocks,
Chrysanthemums,
including several

Carnations,
Picotees,

Pinks,
Pansies,
Auriculas,
Shrubby Calceo-

larias,

new Dahlias,

Scarlet and Horse
shoe Geraniums,

Delphiniums,
Mimulus,
Pentstemons,
Petunias,
Bedding Plants, &c,

new Verbenas, new Wbite
Bedding Calceolarias, &c., offered for the first time,
on application.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

Can he had

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.
WILLIAM CHATER begs to offer packets of seed,

consisting of 20 varieties, from his best Show Hollyhocks,
at 5s.; 12 varieties, 2s. Gd,; and from good double sorts, Is.

Superior Quilled German and French Asters, in 12 varieties,
mixed, Is. per packet ; separate, 2s. Fine Quilled African Mari-
golds, (»,/, per packet.— Saffron Walden Nurseries.

BOSSOIVI'S CHAMPION OF ENGLAND CLLERY.
HPHE finest Celery yet introduced, beautifully white,
-*- very crisp and solid, and withstands a greater amount
of fnwt than any other known variety; it has been blanched
in the ground 3 feet.—To be obtained of T. F. Wiusfanlev,
Seedsman, 2S, Market Place, Manchester, price 2s. 6d. per
packet ; prices to the trade on application.

R SMITH is now sending out his New Seedling
• Strawberry, SIR CHARLES NAPIER, the best forcing

i one of the day, admired by all who have seen its growth, and for
l| colour not one to equal it. Price 3'. per 100 ; 50for30s.; 25 fori?.
I Also, Sir Charles Napier, British Queen, and Keens' Seedling in
pots for Forcing.—R. Smith, Market Gardener, Richmond Road,
Twickenham.

p HEAP AND GOOD CINERARIAS.—
I ^-^ Fine flowering plants from Tumor's best seed in larse
60 and 4S pots, just cominginto bloom, at. from 4s. to 6s. per dozen.
Also line plants of named varieties, consisting of Mr. and Mrs.

!
8. Herbert, Adela Villiers, Garland, Constellation, Ladv H.

I Campbell, Kate Kearney, Flora M'lvor, Etoilo de Venus, &c»
at iv.pcr dozen.—Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

CHOICE STOCK SEED.—One packet of very
choice Scarlet Intermediate, or one of White Emperor

Stock, will be forwarded to any one enclosing 12 postage stamps
to E. N. , Post Office, Louth, Lincolnshire.

IMPORTED GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.

TF. WINSTANLEY has received bis annual im-
• portatlon (direct from Frankfort) of unrivalled Collections

of German Seeds, including Double Ten-Week Stocks, Asters,
Zinnia elegans, Truffeaus, new Pa'ony-flowered Aster, very
beautiful, and many other varieties too numerous for insertion.

Prices on application : lists free by post.

28, Market Place, Manchester.

COV ENT CA RDEN.
and S. GAINES beg respectfully to offer to

Gardeners, Farmers, and Nurserymen, the following

SEEDS:— Scarlet Runners, 273. per bushel; China, Dwarf, or
Bobbin's Egg Beans, at 28s. per bushel. Potatoes for planting :

also Annual Flower Seeds, fifteen varieties, 2s. Gd.; thirty
varieties. 5s. Prices for cash.—Post-office orders payable to

W.& S. Gaines, Charing Cross, London.

C ' r*AN FLOWER SEEDS FRESH IMPORTED.
SQTTO

' i

whicli may
'E CLOVER /TRIFOLIUM HYBR'O

SUTTOl
of Ihl

i

i Y'lll'l !. BELGIAN CARllOl

tho qnantlty n qnli ed.

OKIRVING'S SWEDE SEEDO Labor Qoj
apply to Bi i "'•' & Bom, Seed Grower*, B**din$<:, nuv
(|tiniifi*- i

MANCOLO WURZEL SEED.

Pi Rl ii .' EF OF LARGE QUANTITIES will

required * -

MANGOLD WU'ZEL, ETC TO THE SEED TKADE.
BASS 4KD BRi eg to offer, of the I

; Long Red

Meadow Fescue i

i

MANGOLD WUHZEL SI ED, U '. ami
YELLOW GLOBE, wan

1864. Price 45T per ton.— At

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR SEEDS.
Qlcrgym n

3
>j<- )

special contra al I redudion in

price, on application to

William E. Resume A C

SEED5" CARRIACE FREE.
GRICULTU RA L SEEDQ, / Proprietors

and Farmers who rcouire larch qcamttjes of
Turnip, Mangold Wur2* :'. "'";/ otlur kinds of
Agricultural Seeds, will be supplied on Uic most
terms.—Apply to

William E RsypLB & Co., Bj ed tot r

COUTH AMERICAN CALCINED B^ Agricultural Purj

Goad, Ricg, & Co., Broker-. 17

A'

prices learned from Besjami.n Reid -

Scotland. References required froi

DWARF FRENCH
quantity.—Apply to J,

High H<-'lbi-rn . Lon don.

BEANS can
G. W ...

be had in hoy

CAMELLIA JAPONICA.
CHANDLERJand SON'S extensive coil-

beautiful plant is now in flower and will

weeks. Also a great variety of Floweriwg Pl»nts for m i

conservatories.—Wandsworth Road. Vauxhall.

PRIMULAS.—
To prevent disap-

BEAUTIFUL SEMI-DOUBLE
Only a few packets remain on hand,

pointment, order without delay.
The celebrated Ipswich Standard Cucumber is sold out,

Thoh. - W Ipswich.

GIANT ASPARAGUS PLANTS.— Fine plants,
three years, at 25*. per 1000. can be had

Shilling. Nurseryman, North Warnborough. Odib&m. Han*=.

LIQ.UIDAMBAK.—The undernamed is a buyer of

either a large or small quantity of the ab^ve. Send cash
price, and height, to Mr. Jetfs, Nnrseries, Northampton.

w.

L/RUIT TRIBES. FOREST TREES, a>d SHRUBS,
r GAEDEN axd FLOWER SEEDS. PERMANENT PAS-
TURE GRASSES, nnd FINE DWARF LAWN GK. :

—Catalogues of the above may be bad ob applical:

Barratt. Saint John's Nr.rseiy. Waltefield.

TO BE SOLD, a few thousand good strong I

planted ENGLISH OAKS, 5, 6. ar ".

"

on application

-

-W.Jj. . Bedale, Yorkshire.

ONE YEAR SEEDLINC LARCH.
WILLIAM WOOD and SOX haTe a fine St

the
catinn.

he above, and v^iil be happy to furnish prices -

-Woodlands N;:---1— . Mapesneld. near L*c>

AV

CHEAP NURSERY STOCK.
Important to atx Planters vteo deshir IsniTDiArz E

-ILLIAM JACKSON & Co.. Bedale, York
beg to re: .:

mdeandjt
,

-
\

17th March, page HI.

B OX TR E E S.

MESSES. E. G. HENDERSON" and SOX. of tie
Weilivut. v N" SI hind

a lame stock of FINE BOX and LILAC TP.EI -

the attention of parties eneaired in

Ornamental Grounds to the same, irhich Lhey are irillir; j

pose ot at verv r: 5.—

M

i -

TO PLANTERS.

JOHN ADAMS! Nurseryman and Seedsman, High TJAY. S1KGSTEE, asd CO., have for sale the

O Street, near the Market Place, New Brentford, Middlesex. ,

-ti following;-*; I

Nursery Grounds at Acton Green, established several years.

HOPS SUPERSEDED BY THE BAVARIAN
BITTER, a perfect substitute for Hops, of an agreeable

flavour, quite soluble in wort or beer, saving the trouble of

straining through aHop-bftck, and giving to Beer the well-known
keeping properties of the Bavarian Beer. Price of 1 packet.
2.--. Sd., which is equal to 5 lbs. of best Hops.—Prepared only by
Thom as PrattWills. St. George's Square. Portsea. Free per post.

NOTICE TO THE TSAOE.

Any reasonable offer wID - :
":

Oil V.. ICC 11. ci.u.iomu . ^ - ^ 1 ., i , ...... 1 , ^ _ -,. J-.,
nform his kind friends and patrons that refused, as the groundmnst be cleared immediately.

lie above business on a large scale, and Apply 1 1 Hat, 5
John- Adams begs to intc..-

he intends carrying on the above business on a large scale, and ApplytoHiT, S

begs a continuance'of their kind favours, and that nothing on his whom alsomay Tie had
l port shall be wanting to rive entire satisfaction.—Brompton Early Amo ^' lbs, the produce ol

Park Nursery, March 2J. '
'
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PERMANENT PASTURE.

HR. SM1THE, of Eastling, Faversham. Kent, is

• now prepared to send out Ins raixture&ofttie NATURAL
GRASSES, PERENNIAL CLOVERS, &o ,

&c, to lay down

Land to Permanent Pasture, at 25s. per acre, allowing three

bushels to the acre, carriage free. Mixtures for Lawn, or any

other purpose, or the sorts separate. Most of the species of

Grass are collected by the Adveitiser, and he will bestow the

greatest attention in selecting such as shall constitute mixtures

specIBcal to tie soil, purpose, &c, of each buyer.

BEDD1NC AND OTHER PLANTS.

Fand A. SM ITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-
• mentioned is now Beady, and may be had, post free, on

application :— Antivrliiniims, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-

niums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemous, Lhry-

santbomunis, Miuiulns, Salvias, Lobelias, .vc. Climbers in variety,

also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse flant-. They have
now in bloom Cytisus racemosns, Cinerarias in variety, Primula
sinensis, Acacia armata, Ueutzia gracilis, Erica Willmorea, &c.

The Trade supplied.— Dulwicb, Surrey. March 24.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH jsd VIGOUR, nnd the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jaokso.v.

EXTRACTS:-
" One of the fields of this farm, the property of Mrs. Stanbury,

was planted with Regents Potatoes in April last, some of which

were prepared by you. The result now isf that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly

worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of

preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth

the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

the future, prepare all ray Potatoes for seed by your process ; and

I intend to adopt it for preserving my "Wheat from the Smut.
" G. B. Baxter.

" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 2S, 1854."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.

"Sir,— I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the

directions sent by him along with them as to distance between

the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;

I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appftarance of any disease amongst them. They are of
large equal size and very prolific. There wer« long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a gr^at deal of
them are not fit for use, at lea*t a third part are diseased. I
hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great boon.—1 am, &c> John Shanks,

"Forester, Kildruminy Castle.
" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1S54."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for 1 planted tliem,
without any manure, in ground wln-re for several years I have
hardly hod a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly i'rea

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at. the same time, and
next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good ihat I was induced to weigh them, and 1 found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 ot the others, or about
25 per cent, in favour of your preparaiion.

" T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.
" Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1654."

Sold by Messrs. CharlvAod & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kernan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Two,
Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use ofFarmers and Potato Growers.

TROUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,
*-* 4s. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-
named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and
large and well selected Bulbs may be obtained, .without dis-
appointment, at A. Cobbett's Foreign Warehouse, 18, Pall Mall.

N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent; also, just arrived
very moist and open Parmasan Cheeses.

M ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
CHOICE PLANTS, &c, which they will forward to any

part:— s . d.

Andromeda floribunda, per dozen 12s. to 18
2o Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by
name on their own roots 20

25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do 16
Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen Q
25 Harjy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10 6
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white and rose ... 12
Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per dozen... 12
New Yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 3s. Gd.to 5 6
6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10
50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on their own roots 16 O
Standard Roses, superb sorts, per dozen 12s. to 15
Fine climbing Roses, of sorts, per dozen 6
Bourbon Roses, budded, 1 foot, fine for beds or edgings, do. 10
Fitz-Roya, Saxe-Goihsca, Cephalotaxus, Libocedrus,each... 5
Wellingtoiiia gigantea, and other choice and cheap hardy

Coniferffi (see list).

Cedar of Lehanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per dozen, 12s, to 18
Greenhouse Azaleas, choice varieties, per dozen ...12s. to 18
12 Camellias, with buds, fine sorts, for 30
50 choice Greenhouse plants, one of a, sort 45
Orchidea Plants, beautiful species, by name, per dozen ... 40
24 choice Ericas, one of a sort 16
24 choice Fuchsias, fine proved varieties 12
6 Tree Carnations, choice sorts 6
Verbenas and Petunias, best new sorts, per dozen 6
First Class Carnations, Picotees, and Pinks, per dozen ... 10
25 choice Pansys, one of a sort

—

10
12 Pffionias new white, pink and blush, of sorts ... ... 8
25 choice hardy herbaceous plants named ... 7
Choice Flower Seeds, 20 papers, 5s. ; 45 ditto, 10s. Free by post.

FRUIT TREES.
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apples, Plums, Pears, s. <7.

and Cherries cf the very best soits, 2s. Bd. each, or per doz. 24
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per dozen 3
Figs, Medlars, Quinces, Walnuts, and Mulberries, each ... 2
Filberts, new thin shelled and red skinned, per dozen ... 3
Strong Vines, from eyes and layers, in pots, per dozen ... 18

A large stock of fine Transplanted Scotch Larch and Spruce
Firs, cheap. Also Evergreen Shrubs of all kinds.

New Priced Catalogues of Plants and Seeds by post.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—March 24.

L A U R ELS FOR THE MIL LION.
DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener and Contracting Planter,

CI AN supply LAURELS, 6 to 9 inches in height, 50Z. per 100,000 ; 9 to 18 inches, 100/. ; 18 to 30 inches, 1502. ; 30 to 50 inches, 2002. Fine bushy Cenrua Deodara,
S 12 to 50 inches, 100?. per 1000. Very fine Specimen Yews, 4 to 5 feet. IO0L per 1000. Very fine Double Pink and Single Crimson Thorns,. 5 to 7 feet, 1001. per 50'0. Bushy Tree Box, 12 to 14

inches, 50/. per 10,000. Berberis Aquifolia, 12 to 24 inches, 201, per 10,000. Cotoneaster Microphilla, 251. per 5000. Eve.rgieen Privet, 20Z* per 2't.0u0 Aucubas, 18 to 24 inches, 40J. per 5000.

Very fine Portugal Laurels, Variegated Hollies, Auracarias, Cryptomeria Japonica, Irish Yews, Phillyreas, Standard and Dwarf Budded, Roses,. Spruce, Hazel. Elms and Limes for Avenues.
A few very fine dwarf worked May Duke Cherry Trees, full of flower buds. Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 4 feet, 10/. per 100, &c. Heliotropes in five or six varieties, very strong, 8/. per 1000.

Tom Thumb Geraniums, &c, 101. per 1000.—No more Orders taken for Bedding Plants till after the 20th of April.

D. F. was many years Gardener to the late P. C. Labouchere, Esq., Hy lands, Essex, and is well acquainted with Forcing Grapes, Peaches, Apricots, Raspberries, Strawberries,. Melons, French
Beans, Lettuce, Carrots, &c, on the Dutch System, which is superior to the British, where a stud of horses is kept. D. F., to save trouble, distinctly wishes it to be understood in cases of

Contracting or Carrying out the Works, his time and patience will not admit of any interference but with his Employers. D. F. will feel much pleasure in recommending two Working Gardeners :

one requires 80Z. per annum, with Cottage, &c. ; the other will be satisfied with 60/., and are well worth the notice of any Lady or Gentleman in want of suoh.

PLANS OF HOUSES AND PITS, ETC., FURNISHED ON THE DUTCH AND ENGLISH SYSTEMS.

STOWE, BUCKINGHAM.
ESTABLISHED 1786.

WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
ESTABLISHMENT,

FOE, THE SUPPLY OF EVERY REQUISITE FOR THE FARM AND GARDEN.

UNION ROAD, PLYMOUTH.

Her most Gracious Majesty the Queek, His Royal
of Brabant, Hei

His Grace the Archbishop of York.
His' Grace the Duke of Bedford.

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire.
His Grace .he Duke of Leinster.

His;Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
His' Grace the Duke of Somerset.

The'tMost Hon. the Marquis of Conyngham.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Besborougb.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Burlington.
The Conutess Dowager of Craven.
The'Coumess Dowager of Macclesfield.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Falmouth.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Fortescue.
The Right Hon. the Earl Howe.

And

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
Thi
The
The
The

WxiiSvv t\)t patronage of
Highness the Prince of Wales and Duke of Cornwall, His Majesty the Kino of tiie Belgians, Her Imperial Highness the Duchess
i Roval Highness the Duchess of Orleans, His Excellency the Nepaulese Ambassadok and Suite.

The Right Hon. Lord Ashburtou. The Right Hon. Lady Rose.Right Hon. the Earl of Morley.
Right Hon. the Earl of Mount Edgcumbe.
Right Hon. the Earl of Portsmouth.
Right Hon. the Earl of St. Germans.
Right Hon. the Earl of Roseherry.
Right Hon. the Earl of Wilton.
Right Hon. Lord "Viscount Ebrington.
Right Hon. Lord Viscount Lortou.
Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Ely.
Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Exeter.
Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Meath.
Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Ossory.
Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Ripon.
Right Hon. and Rev. Dean of Windsor,

The Right Hon. Lord O ran more.
The Hight Hon. Lady Bassett.

The Right Hon Lord Bolton.

The Ritfht Hon. Lndy Elizabeth Brownlow.
The Right Hon. Lord Caraw.
The, Right Hon. Lady Churchill.

The Right Hon. the Baroness do Sternberg.
The Right Hon. Lady Fortescue.

The Right Hon. Lord Graves.
The Right Hon. Lady Grenville.

The Right Hon. Lord Hill.

The Right Hon. Lord Lovelace.

The Right Hon. Lord Poulett.

The Right H-m. Lord Sherborne.

The Right Hon. Lord Vivian.
Lewis William Buck, Esq., M.P.
Sir John Yarde Buller, Bart., M.P.
R. P.Collier, Esq., M.P.
John Ffolliotr, Esq., M.P.
Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P.
L.J. Bland, Esq.. M.P.
Colonel William Edward Powell, M.P.
The London Horticultural Society. [Island.

The Royal Agricultural Society, Prince Edward's
The South Devon Agricultural Association.

The Hon. the East ludia Company.

upwards of two thousand of the leading aristocracy and principal families in Great Britain and Ireland.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS, PLYMOUTH,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE SOUTH DEVON AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, AND THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
PRINCE EDWARD'S ISLAND, SUPPLY ALL KINDS OF

CARRIAGE FREE, AS PER FOLLOWING SCALE:—
All Orders for Seeds above £1 (excepting heavy articles, ss Grain, Tares, Clover, Seed Potatoes, &c, will be delivered Free of Carriage

to any Railway Station between Plymouth and Paddington.
All Orde-s above £2, with the above exceptions, Free to any Station on the Broad Gauge Railways, or to any Market Town in Devon

and Cornwall, cr to Cork, Dublin, and Liverpool, by Steamers.
£11 Orders for Seeds above £5, with the above exceptions, will be delivered, tree of Carriage, to any Railway Station in England and

Wales, and to any Steam Port in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.
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NEW AND RARE CONIFER/E.

PETER LAWSON and son, the Q#aENte Seed*
hign Edinburgh and London, hava mill on hand a imall

quantity ol the Socuh of the following KABK conikkjm-;, &c,

ii LlndloyiPinus Xambortlana; BO £ 0. d,

Beads ... 1 6

I\tulMtrciilal.ft,onlliT round « 'I

p.roontloola, 50 floods ... a a o

p, Joflroyi do. ... 2 2

I*. llnnnbdeyl do, ... i! i*

LllioeedniH dccurrerut, do. I 5

'I'ii.viiii Llndloyana (qntte

now) Bii Beddu ... 2 2
Clubuheadcd'Wbeai {cul-

tivated by tliaoldualJp
fornlans) 200 grains 1 "

Wlioat (a variety of

Trlttcum dunum) do* Ifi

Full descriptionswill in-, found in thd Last page df-tlio Qordnnei

Qhranicla, for Fob. 8 Orders may .bo addressed to Pimm Law-
hon & Hon, hi Edinburgh; or to their Lotfdon Uouho, 27, Qroal
Goorgo Street, VToirtminAtnr.

KlUHWHtli I 'KM i
.

WARD'S OWieR PACHA STRAWBERRY.
WILLIAM JAMKS WARD respectfully informe

hln frlendH and the public that lie has still u fow woll-

rootnd [iiaiiin to offer of the above excellent Strawberry, wliloli

obtained Mi.' Bronze Modal at tno Rpyftl Botanic Garden Exhlbl

Hon, July 5/1854.
II, wmi submitted foi' opinion to Mr. Thompi<*>n, I lorl loull unil

Society, Olilswlck ; Mr. Munuook, Itoyiii Botanic Gardone,

Regent H Park; Mr. Powell,' Royal Gordons, Frogmoro; Mr,
Bpnncor. '

Howood Gardens; mid several others: all of whom
speak highly favourably of it.

Tim lollowing extract, accompanied with n. wnoilmif, iippcm <<\

in the" Florist and Prultlstj" September, 18M, in the uosi rlptlvc

Hat of new StrawborrioB :

—

" Onnn Pacha.--tmh variety in a toddling raised by Mr. Ward
from British Queen/ fertilised by tlio old Caroline Pino, two good

kinds, of»whlch.tbo.presont variety scorns to be a combination.
Tim MiintploB I received woro lino looking fruit, and of good

quality."
W.J.W. warrants It of very superior flavour, and walladapted

for long carriage.
101) Plants X'2 I 25 Plants £0 16
60 „ 1 5 O 12 „ 8

Terms, cash,— Pn.spi-et Hill, Reading, March 24.

OTICE. — For full particulars of EDWAUI)
Ti LEY'S two unequalled new Cucumb'crs, MelonB, and

Betiflling Potato, BOO advertisement in Gnrdmnrs 1

Chronicle of

!iih February, 1866, page 128, together with an exact repre-

sentation ofihe Cucumber, sir Colin Campbell.

The Two pinkhtCUCUMIUCRS in tub World, STlt COLIN
CAMPBELL and GENERAL OANROBERT (for further par-

ticulars mn Oardmms' Ohromclt of February 24th), price 3a. (M.

per packet, or a packot of each and a packet of either of the

Melons mentioned In the advertisement of the above date(except
Golden Drop and Scarlet King), for 6s.

TILLY'S SEBDLTNG POTATO, THE CHAMPION
KIDNEY, the best and earlloHt in the world, price 5s. 6d. per
neck, hamper and package included, or 11. per bushel.

UNEQUALLED NEW MELON, GOLDEN DROP (Green
Flefih), price lei Gd. per packet.

TIIE KING, a superb Scarlet Flesh Melon, Is. Gd. per packet.

A packet of Golden Drop, one of the King Melon, together with
a packet of any other variety mentioned in the former advertise-
ment, will bo forwarded post free on receipt of 3s. Gd. in cash or
penny postage stamps.

EitwAui) Tiley, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somersetshire.

jjpi ERMAN ASTER SEED, all saved from the finest
y~X Glohe varieties, ever yet exhibited, and which have sur-
passed all others in cultivation for their immense size and
distinct colours, 1$. per packet.
SWEET WILLIAM SEED saved from 50 of the choicest and

most superb varieties, Is. per packet.
ANTIRRHINUM SEED saved from all the finest shaped and

best varieties, is. per packet.
SUPERB HOLLYHOCK SEED saved from alt the best

named flowers, Is. per packet.
SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine, Is.

per packet.
VERY SUPERIOR FIMBRIATA PRIMULA SINENSIS

SEED, saved from six distinct varieties of the largest and most
superb plants ever grown, 2s. 6'/. per packet.
PANSY SEED, a few packets from selected varieties, Is.

per packet.
POLYANTHUS SEED, fine mixed, Is. per packet.
CROWN GOURD, or CUSTARD MARROW; this variety

is the most delicious of all the Marrows grown, Is. per packet.
AQUILEGIA, or COLUMBINE, of 12 distinct varieties,

Is. per packet.
Any three packets of the above (except the Primula) sent post-

free on receipt of 2s. Qd., or the Primula included with two other
packets, for 3s. Gd., in cash or penny postage stamps by
EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

NOW READY
WILLIAM and GEORGE DAVISON con supply

complete collections of KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS, to

suit the various sized Gardens, at the following prices :

—

No. 1 Collection ... £3 I No. 3 Collection ... £1 26
No. 2 „ ... 1 16 | No. 4 .„ ... 12 6

FLOWER SEEDS: 50 packets, including the best hardy, hall
hardy, and tender Annuals and Biennials, with printed instruc-
tions, 10s. Gil. ; 25 ditto ditto, 6s. ; 12 ditto ditto, 3$.

GRASS SEEDS : Fine Lawn Grass Seed Is. per lb.; Grass
Seeds for laying down permanent pasture mixed to suit any soil,

30s. per acre. Every variety of agricultural Seeds of the finest
quality. Priced Catalogues may be had on application to W.
& G. Davison, Seed Warehouse, St. Peter's Street, Hereford.
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Pur lb.-fl. d.

White Hilfinn f'nrrot

Yflhiw Ghibo Mangold VVurzel
Mm ton's v< llo« i"h" do.«.

Flshor Hobbs' ^'rlh-w Globe do,

Blvetham bong Rfld do.

True Dovon Gvergrean Gvoaa
imported Italian B ^e-gre i

Dickenson's I mproved do. ...

Trnr Bomoraot uow (Jraes ...

Alnike Hybrid Glover
Common Red Clover
\\ lilte Dutch do
Prices of all kinds of Agricultural Seed i trill be found In

RENDLtt's "Farming Prlco Current and Garden Directory," jin.t

published.—Apply to

\\iiii\-t i:. kiKDTm & Co ., Seed Merchants, Plymoutli.

|\,i KSSU8. E. G. HENDERSON and SON. of
I*' the Wellington Nursery, St. John'* Wood, London, will
commence sending out the following New Plants on the 30th
April next :—
HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS, More plono, 10*. Gd.
PIII.ON QUEEN VICTORIA, 6s.

DAHLIA EiMPKKOK FRANCIS JOSEPH (variegated
foliage), lO*. 6d.

SHRUBBY BEDDING
Brunette
Coreggio
Maggiore
Minnie...

->.\>

.. Is fid.

..1 6

.. T 6

.. 7 6

CALCEOLARIAS.
Norma
Red Rover
Vi-zznsa
Wildtire

7 <;./,

7 6
7 C
7 6

Or the set of eight varieties, 2/. 2s.

With the permission of Mr. C. Turner they will offer his new
CALCEOLARIA PURITY (the best white bedding variety) at
7s. 6d. each, or with the above set 21. 7s.

FUCHSIAS.
Queen Victoria (Story) 10.s. Gd.

Prince Albert. (Banks) ... 10'

6

Perrugino (Story) 10 6
Empress Eugenie ("Story) 10 6

Rauunculteflora (Story)... 21

Lnriy oftheLakerStory)10*.6rf.
Water Nymph (Story) ... 10 6
Raffnelle (Story) 10 6
Mrs. Story (Story) 10 6
Snowdrop (Story) 10 6

Or the set of ten varieties, il. is.

FUCHSIA BANKS' FAVOURITE (Banks), tOs.Gd.
For full particulars of the above see back numbers of this

Paper.—March 24.

BASS and BROWN'S CHOICE VEGETABLE
AND FLOWER SEEDS.

For some of the novelties of their first-rate Collections^

also choice imported SccdSj Hoots for early spring

planting, <fcc, see Advertisements in the Garden* rs'

Chronicle of Feb. 17} page 109, and March 10, page 149.

ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,
containing the best new sorts

No. 1, with 20 quarts of Peas, and other vegetables in pro- s. d.
portion 60

"No. 2 Collection, 40s.; No. 3, 25s. ; No. 4 15
The collections are given in the Seed and Plant List.

FLOWER SEEDS, BEST AND NEWEST ASSORT-
MENTS, with printed instructions for sowing, &c.

100 vars. choice strong annuals 15
50 vars.,Ss Gd.; 30 vars., 5s. Gd.; 20 vars. ... ...

"" 4
20 vars. best dwarf kinds, in large packets, suited for

beds on lawns, 7s. 6rf. ; 12 vars 5
20 var.^. choice greenhouse annuals, 7s. Gd.; 12 vars ... 5
20 vars. choice greenhouse perennials, 10s. Gd. ; 12vars.... 7 6
20 vars. choice hardy biennials and perennials 7 6
12 do. do do do. 5

For further particulars see Seed and Plant List.

'CHOICE IMPORTED SEEDS, comprising Stock, Aster,
Balsam, Cockscomb, Larkspur, Salpiglossis. Scabious, Sinecia.
Sweet William, Wallflower, Zinnia, &c
Bass & Brottn's Seed and Plant List free by post for three

penny stamps. Also the autumn Catalogue for three penny
stamps; or gratis to our customers who may not havt- received
them.— Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk

UNRIVALLED SPECIMENS OF
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, CONIFER/E,

ETC.
LUCOMBE. PINCE, axd CO. respectfully call at-

tention to their superior stock of the ab'-ve, which is worthy
of the notice of those who are engaged in Ornamental Planting,
where immediate eflect combined with perfect safety in removal
is an important consideration.

L., P. & Co. refer with much satisfaction to the great success
with which they have for mnny vojits heen in the habit of
removing their large and symmetrically grown specimens
to very. great distances), facts which fully justify them in stating
that such Plants as they now offer are seldom to be met with.
Their stock is too extensive for the limits ot an Advenisem.-nt.
a lew only of the more prominent ones being here named, but
sizes, prices, and full particulars of all may bn had on application.

Pinus cembra
„ excelsa

Picea Nrirdmanniana
„ Pinnapo [lushy

Portugal Laurels, Jinc large,

Pnrple Beech
Irish Yews
Ilex Oak
Japan Yews
Jumperus excelsa
Libocedrus chilensis
Scarlet 0»ks
Rhododendrons, fine large,

busby, grown in loam, fit
for any .soil or situation

Standard Bays.'tn tubs

„ Portugal Laurel

3 , Standard Thorns
&c. &c. &c.
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NEW BEf-OiNC CALCEOLARIAS.
MESSfiS. v\ 1 1. LI AM NSlMg
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fitlll We-k !
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showy flnil brilliant ootoured variety ever n "nnprnet
habit, pmilniiii^ Isqrr tmnfn*if glowing a
are somt what n-mftrk«lde U I ol time tbcj
hfosscm ; ana bedding plant in value will be tn»-.«tinj-

was awacded a tirst class-ceitiBoale by U.e National Kl'-ri cultural

Society, June 15, 1854, also at the Royal Botanic
Jnly'5. 1854, end haa N»n rej ed in the Ot
Ohr'onicU tot its good qualities and matchless c
The above '«» Calceolarias produce sncti n su<*iucent trot**?, of

blossom, ;uid arc "i exi *ill be admir-
ably adai.ted for Oieenbouoe and I

r «^ywatMm.
Mesars.'W. i:. ^ Bootfboveau ea i;l«an»'s

Unique Gerai'inm, which can be supplied ntol. per 100. Althoogh
not new, this is a very nf-ttul and showy plant for bedding and
general decorative purposes.

Messrs, William Kolliftson & Sons bvtr to draw attention to

theirextensive Collect!* ' :men Orchids,
Ericas. Azaleas. Stove sr.d QrVeohonse I'Unts, Ac. die., which are
this season in untisnalli fine c/.nditi« n.

The Surserii

I

Arbutus, of sorts

Abies Dmiglasi
„ orientalis

„ Menziesi
„ canadensis

Araucaria imbricata
Biota glauca

„ janonica
Birch, silver stemmed
Cedars of Lebanon
Cedrus deodara
Ciipressus macrocarpa
Ford's oaks
Lanrel-=,^7ie large, busliy

Lucombe Oaks
Magnolias
Pntupas Grass
Pinus insignia

„ Rustriaca

CRAfS SEEDS CLOVERS. ETC.
F. WINsTANLEY is now ready bo tend coat his
Mixture lif New Grass Seeds, for La>ing d^.wn >*v

RmAvatinu- Old l'a--tiire; finest Mixmr^ tor Lawns, Ac For
rts a.nd quantities. A-c. f^e bis Garden and Agricnltsral

Seed List, to be had m apt ii

28. Market Place, MsncheaftaC

NEW EVER R£Er: CL MBiNC ROSE.
TVILLIaM WOOD hid SON, WuotonfeTfonay,
'* Marestield, near Uckt:*

friends that they aef, -

strong plants of WILLIAMS" EVERGREEN
ROSE, at 3.s. Gd. each, with the nsnal al *« trade, And
a still further reduction it one dozen or more are ordered at once.
Price may be had on application.

N.B.—Single Plnnts will be sent free per p*>«t on receipt of sir

penny postage stamps extra, to defray prrstage. Strong Plants
of the above may al:-o be obtained at the j-xri.e price :

Cbablus Toksbb, o: the Royal Kun*ery, Slough.

SATURDAY. MARCH £4. 18S5.

BxeterWursery, Exoter.—Establislied 1720.

plSHKR, HOLMLS, and Co. beg to offer the
l following, all of which are good sized healthy plants, such
as they feel assured cannot fail to give satisfaction :

—

Each
Begonia Prestoniensis ... 1

^Eschinanthus splendidns 1

Kqgeria amcena
Hoya bella

„ campanulata
Allamanda neriifolia

Ixora coccinea

„ „ smaller
Burchellia capensis
Franciscea conterti folia,

flowering plauts ls.6ii.to2
Cypripedium insigne ... 2
HenlVeya scandens ... 1

J usticia coccinea 1

llexacentris mvosoriensis 1

Each

—

s. d
Eramhemnm leuconervum 1
Cautna dependens ...

., bicolor
Mitraria coccinea ...

Lycopodium umhrrsum ... 1

„ viticuloMini... 1

., apothecuni ... 1
lousiannm ... 1

., Pceprigi.iTium 1

., ca^siiimarboteum 1
Poodia aspera .. .1

6
i
Humea elegans, strong, for

': flowering tl'tlS se:<>.
|

6 FmfcsiaBnWflTW'eHingtonC
6 White Fairy Rose ...

The following smaller but nice established plants:

—

Cyrtoceras reflexa ... 1 6
[ £}

rt
-
ra Pictl 2 6

n" . , « Tacsnnra molissima ... 1Peutas rosea 1 | Y«cca*loeJoUa 1 6
Azalea indica Apollo, Amabilis, Auiantia snperbe, Deooca,

Duke of Wellington, double white. Extrani, f-rmosa. Frosti,
ful-ens. Gem, Glory of Sunning Hill, Hebe, Igne-cen>, Lucombe
mnjesta, Mnrrayana, Optima, Prima l>i>nna, remlgcns, and
splendens. The above Is. to Is. Gd. ench. all strong healt
plants. Remittances from unknown corres] . oblige,

Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield, Maich '21.

Tt is to be feared that trmpej*ixg steel will soon
become one of tbe lost art-^, unless our cotlei

|

themselves to some purpose. Wi messes before the
Crimean Commiuee of inquiry declare that the

Engli.-h hardware supplied to the Ordnance is of

the vilest quality ; that the picks won't pick, nor

the bill-hoi-ks cut, nor the trenrhii g tools break up
earth : th*it bence we can neither mine, nor throw
up field works, nor even crub up roots for fuel.

Cavalry officers say that their men's swords are in-

capable of piercing a Russian j cket, and that for

an English soldier to strike a blow is only to disarm

.himself. In short, steel is becoming an unknown
;
material, aod the present ace se y to be

called by futare historians neither that of iron nor

i of bronze, but of lbad and brass. We trust the

[
admirers of loutine will not Kgaid the last remark

j
as being personal.

It is no business of ours, indeed, to complain of

swords and military tools. Nor >h< uld we do so if

j

the public service weie a 1 that sneered : for there

are men enough now. active, in'elneent.andresolute,
1

to look after that. Our_r:eY?. ee is purely h:"
' tural. "We complain f . _ :.ers are trea:e 1 a:

badly as trc: at they can nowhere procure

. the instruments peculiar to their cubing. The only
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cutting instrument, the use of which is limited to
I

gardeners, is the pruning knife ; and that they cannot
J

buy. To be sure we see in every cutler's or even

ironmonger's shop, things called pruning knives ;

!

heavy, awkward, ill-contrived pieces of iron,

,

admirably suited for bending or snapping or conver-
j

sion into primitive saws, after half a day's pruning

;

but if we ask for a pruning knife that will prune no

such article can be found.

Seriously speaking this is not only a great evil,

but indicates a state of trade discreditable to the

cutlers of this country. It is also quite a modern

condition of things. A few years ago every nursery-

man could supply his customers -with knives that were

faultless and at a price within the means of those

who had to use them. Now it is so far otherwise

that people to whom a good knife is of the first

necessity may travel from Exeter to Inverness with-

out rinding such a thing. We do not mean that no

good knives are procurable for money ;
doubtless

the great cutlers will supply you with a perfect

instrument if you will pay an exorbitant price for it

:

but what is wanted by the public is as good a knife

as was made 30 years ago at the same price as was

then demanded. That we cannot have ; or at least

we are wholly unable to discover its whereabouts.

In the days of the late Lord Vernon there was a

capital maker at Derby, one of whose knives now
before us is still fit for excellent service, although

it has been but indifferently treated for a dozen

years. If that maker still exists he may bring the

horticultural world to his shop, provided he has not

lost his art or unreasonably raised his price.

A pruning-knife should be light, not too thick at

the back, forming two gentle curves at the back

and edge, and with a handle rough enough and long

enough to enable the operator to have a firm grasp.

The hook-pointed knives now* so common are very
objectionable. In temper it should be tough, and
so hard as to keep a keen edge, with no more trouble

in sharpening than is demanded by a good chisel.

If too hard it breaks at the edge, or snaps short near

the neck or middle of the blade. In price it ought

to be sold retail for Is. 6d. or 2s. If a clasp knife

it would we suppose be worth something more : but

a true gardener is content with a fixed blade in the

old fashioned paper sheath, or " shade," as it used
to be called. If fine gentlemen earning 12s. a week
think it vulgar to wear such a knife in a slit on the

right hand of the trousers, as their fathers did, they

will of course not object to paying the price of being

genteel and set themselves up with a " clasp." Can
no one induce some skilful artizan to turn his atten-

tion to this subject ? or must we go to the United
States or Canada for our pruning knives as well as

our axes ?

No principle is more generally recognised in the

treatment of human maladies, though few perhaps

are less attended to by the majority, of every grade

of education and indeed of natural intelligence in

other matters, than the necessity of ascertaining

accurately the nature of any affection before an
attempt is made to apply a remedy. Where a con-

trary practice is adopted, people must be prepared
to run all the risks that wait upon empiricism, and
much more if they are not content to let well alone,

but will be using all sorts of nostrums, where there

is scarcely a trace of disorder. These remarks are

quite as applicable to horticultural pursuits as they
are to other cases in which men are victimised by
the bold assertions of empirics. It is, in fact, a far

more easy matter to use a dozen different remedies
than it is to ascertain with precision the disease to

which those remedies are applied, or the cause from
which it springs. A case has just been submitted to

ns respecting a disease the history of which is pretty

well ascertained, and for which there is a certain

remedy, as may be ascertained with ease by any one
who will take the pains to look over the indices of our
last two or three volumes, without having recourse

to any anti-blight composition, however highly it

may be vaunted.

The Grape blight is by no means difficult to recog-

nise, even without a microscope, by its mealy aspect,

which is totally different from any other affection, and
precisely similar in appearance to the mildew of

Roses, Hawthorn, Peaches, &c, with which every
cultivator must of necessity be acquainted, and if

other affections of a totally different nature, as rust,

chlorosis, spotting, &c, be mistaken for it, the use of

the best remedies for Grape mildew, which are totally

inapplicable in the other cases, can only end in dis-

appointment. It is well always to have wholesome
suspicions of remedies which promise too much, and
though it is just possible that some fiftieth remedy,
after 49 unsuccessful recommendations, may take
effect, there is a fearful risk on the other hand of
aggravating the malady by such chance and aimless
attempts. If chemical compositions be applied with
a syringe in cases where there is no peculiar

diseased action to neutralise or decompose the

matter applied, it will form a permanent pellicle

upon the plant, and like the carbonate of lime which

is in some districts so copiously deposited from the

water, will soon act as a mechanical obstacle to the

due respiration and perspiration of the leaves, and

in consequence induce serious malady.

When the tissues of plants themselves are in the

first instance affected, it is often difficult to ascer-

tain the cause, but every gardener who wishes to

take an eminent position in his profession must

make himself master, at least, of all external

affections. There is, in fact, no excuse for him, if

he is not able to combat such attacks where the

remedy is in daily use amongst the more intelligent.

M. J. B.

At the close of the article in the Gardeners

i Chronicle of the 10th inst, on M. Godron's Experi-

ments on jEgilops, we observed that neither he nor

M. Jordan, who has filled 100 pages of the
! " Memoirs of the Academy of Lyons " with specu-

lations upon the origin of domesticated plants, have

attempted to explain what the origin of Wheat has

been, if it is not a domesticated condition of

jEgilops. We find that we overlooked a passage in

this lengthy paper in which he does make the

attempt, but in a manner so new and original that

it is not worth referring to it, even as an instance of

the absurdities into which we are led by the modern
theory, that all varieties or races of plants of any

degree of permanency are true species. This doctrine,

which threatens to plunge the science of botany into

inextricable chaos, would scarcely be deserving of

serious refutation were it not that its advocates

i
are daily increasing in number, especially on the

i

Continent, and they seem generally to recognise
' M. Jordan as an able and talented expounder of

' their views.

We have not access just now to the " Lyons

!
Transactions," but in a detailed abstract in Schlech-

,
tendahl's "Botanische Zeitung" we find the

following passage :
—" If, therefore, all these sup-

posed races of our domesticated plants are true

species, how can we explain the fact of their being

in cultivation, unless we assume that they either do

now or did once exist on our globe in a wald slate ?

But they are now nowhere to be found. From his-

torical traditions we know that almost all our fruit

trees, vegetables, and cerealia came to Europe from
the temperate regions of Asia. Their cultivation in

Asia appears to date from the remotest antiquity.

Asia must, therefore, have been the country where
they once grew wild, but are now no more to

be found in that state. The same uncertainty

prevails with regard to many domesticated animals.

It appears, therefore, that these plants and animals

are in direct connection with the origin of mankind.

In the Bible we read that a fearful catastrophe once

overwhelmed the earth— the Deluge—on which
occasion only a small number of persons, with the

animals and plants which they especially required

for their support, were saved. It must be supposed
that they also saved with them seeds of various

plants which they sowed again on the subsidence of

the flood. In this way the domesticated plants

disappeared in their wild state, and only remained

as cultivated. Thus, therefore, is the Biblical

narrative confirmed by science, as the phenomena
can only be explained in this way."

But not only are we unable to recall any passage

in the Mosaic account of the Deluge in support of

i the gratuitous supposition that the waters destroyed

vegetable as well as animal life, or that Noah laid

in a stock of seeds to restore vegetation on the face

of the earth, but we actually find that the Olive-

tree at least was not destroyed, for the first evidence

Noah had of the abatement of the waters was the

return of the dove with " an Olive-leaf pluckt off"

in her mouth. Moreover, does M. Jordan suppose

that the Deluge destroyed only the wild originals of

domesticated plants, or the entire vegetation 1 and,

in the latter case, did Noah carry with him into the

ark seeds of one or two hundred thousand species

(or, if we adopt M. Jordan's views, one or two
million species) in order to replenish the earth after

I
the flood was over 1 We think that either he or

his disciples should answer that inquiry before they
carry their speculations any further.

the microscope it has a glistening aspect, and presents an
appearance not unlike that of some thin sponge, in conse-

quence of the frequent lacunee and spiculseform processes
which connect the linear bodies into which the mass is

divided. In some cases also the lamina is not simple,

but is composed of two or more distinct layers. The
whole substance appears to consist of starch, for on the

application of an aqueous solution of iodine it assumes
the most beautiful blue, and on the addition of a drop of

sulphuric acid gradually dissolves, assuming a reddish

tint. The columnar structure, if so it may be called,

resembles very closely that of the curious formation of ice

on the stems of certain plants, which was lately described

in the Qardcncrs' Chronicle (1854, page 740), from a
paper by Dr. Caspary, and may perhaps be compared
with the sort of spurious crystallisation which takes

place in Wheat starch, as prepared for commerce,
though the condition of the two is totally different. The
quantity produced on the single leaf in my possession,

for which I am indebted to the kindness of Dr. Lindley,

is considerable, and must be highly injurious to the tree,

and a very curious chemical condition must have existed

in the plant to cause the amylaceous matter to flow out

in such a form. It is very probably in a state of transi-

tion into dextrine,a transformation which is veryfrequent

during the process of vegetation. Under the teeth it

has a harsh consistence, something like that of the slices

of pith known under the name of Rice Paper, but it is

evidently no form of cellulose, as it at once assumes a

fine blue with iodine, without the admixture of any
sulphuric acid. I have in vain searched for any notice

of a similar phenomenon, and regret that I am not able

to do the subject more ample justice, both from want of

materials and deficiency of chemical knowledge.*

287. Starch granules are sometimes ejected bodily

from the cells of plants, without any transformation.

During the prevalence of the Potato disease, it was not

uncommon to find tubers which were studded with little

glistening white patches, consisting entirely of starch

grains. When it is considered that there are not only

many layers of muriform cells immediately beneath the

cuticle, but that the first layers which follow are deficient

in starch granules, it is evident that a considerable organie

lesion must take place before the grains themselves can

be ejected, and at the same time there must be a great

pressure on the walls of the cells themselves. These

heaps of starch granules are not to be confounded with

the curious appearance described in this Journal 1848",

p. 555. The white granules of which the little heaps

consisted in that case, instead of becoming blue with

iodine, assumed a brown tint. They were, in fact,,

oblong cells adhering very loosely to each other, and

were evidently of the same nature as the ordinary cells

of the tubers, as they assumed, when exposed to light

and air, the cinnamon tint which is usual to the tissue

under similar circumstances. The cuticle was split into

irregular stars, in order to make way for them, and
when washed out they left pits similar to those which

are produced by the scab. I have not myself had an

opportunity of examining this disease, which has many
points about it of considerable interest. The figure is

here reproduced in order to draw attention once more
to the subject.

288. Oliviline, which is associated by Dr. Thomson
with amylaceous matters, is discharged with the gum of

the Olive tree. The most recent chemists consider

its nature as doubtful, and its occurrence is, therefore,

simply mentioned in this place. M. J. B.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXIV.
286. Apostaxis. Constitutional or Accidental. Dis-

charge of Starch.—Amongst the collections made by
Lieut.-Colonel Sir T. L. Mitchell in sub-tropical Aus-
tralia, No. 471 is a most curious and beautiful produc-

1 tion, which appears to have oozed from the upper and
under surface of the leaves of some species of Eucalyptus.

The substance consists of flabelliform flakes, marked
occasionally with a few concentric zones, indicative of

interruptions in the process of formation, and most beau-

tifully and regularly fissured, often subdichotomously, in

a radiating direction from the wedge-shaped base. Under

ENTOMOLOGY.
THE BRITISH INK GALL.

It was the opinion of a fanciful naturalist who lately

occupied the chair of Natural History in one of our

Universities, that the peculiar forms of galls upon diffe-

rent trees and plants were owing to the natural tendency

of the sap of those plants to develop forms analogous to

those of the galls in question ;—thus the natural tendency

of the sap of the Rose tree is to form pricklets, and con-

sequently the galls of the Rose tree, commonly called 1

Moss balls or bedeguars, are all over studded with weak

pricklets. This pretty theory might be difficult to over-

throw if it happened that each plant produced only one

kind of gall, but as the same kind of tree, especially the

Oak, bears a great number of distinct species of galls,,

each of a distinct form from the rest, it becomes at onee

evident that some other influence is in operation besides

" the natural tendency of the sap."

Now nothing is more remarkable in the physiology of

plants, as well as of insects, than that two kinds of flies,

so nearly resembling each other in size, form, and colour

as to be scarcely distinguished even with a lens, should,

by puncturing the leaf or stem of a plant produce two

totally different galls, varying not only in size and colour

* It is just possible that the production may he the work of an

insect ; but if so, it must still he formed at the expense of the

amylaceous matter in the plant, for 1 know of no instance of an

animal secreting starch, though there is more than one case on

record of the presence of cellulose in their organisms.
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but also in texture, one being soft and lloaby, whilst

another io hard aa wood itself.

The common Oak, aa above noticed, in especially pro-

Jific in producing a great number of distinct species of

galls, the loavca, tile catkins, tiie Htom, the twigs, and
ovon tbo root being infoatcd with thoHo excrescence I,

cauaod by the punctures of Cynips Quercus folii, ('.

C^uoreUH bacciirum, C. QueroUS inferua, ('. QuorcU I

podunculi, C. Ouercus corticis, C. Quercus Hamuli, C«

Ouorcus Gemmce, C, Quercus tcrminulis, C. Quercus
petioli, all described by Limuuns ami Fabricius, besides

a considerable number of new spuciua, lately mono-
graphed by llartig, who appears to bavo described

tho BpeeieH which producea the gall figured in the

Guvdcncm' Chvtmictc (ante p. 1 lti, under the name of tho

Choenut-frnifi'd Oak gall) aa the Cynipa caput Medusoe.
Thoso various galls and their inhabitants form an

interesting subject of investigation, possessing, aa they

do, many curious points of inquiry, unattended however
by any other practical results than may bo produced
from tho injury, alight indeed as it appears to bo, which
tho trees may receive from tho distraction from their

ordinary course of the nutritive fluids, although in the

case of tho Pear tree infested by aphis galls described

by mo iu the Gard. Oliron. for 1849, p. TBS, a positive

injury was produced. There is, however, one apoeius of

Oak-gall fly of great importance in a practical and even

commercial point of view, which will form tho subject

of our next Entomological paper, namely, the Ink gall

fly, Cynipa Quercus tinotoria (C. acriptorum, ofKirby and

Spenco) tho galls of which, under tho iiuino of Nut galls, are

imported in greatnumbers for the manufacture of ink.

It might bo a question worthy of some examination

whether somo of the kinds of Oak galls which occur in

great numbers in this country might not be beneficially

collected with the view of making use of the great

quantity of tannin which they unquestionably contain.

This might be done with the marble-like globular gall

of Oak leaves, C. Q. folii, and especially with the Oak

the Cherry-like galla of >'. Quercus terminally, which
may possibly be a variety of the same find of gall deve-

loped singly at the end of ;i I irig, In this view '

the lattor name to the gull now before us some time
since in reply to one of my correi pendents,

Mr. Stainton'a correspondent informs us, moreover,
that it is chiefly upon the lower twigs of Oaks, in In ! •

which have been cut down three or four yeoj
|

that the galls are most numerous, being rarely found

higher than 10 feet above the surface oi tin- ground, so

that it would not be difficult to collect them, snd that

the appearance of the trees now denuded of loavi

rendered quite remarkable by their great number,
Rendered thus conspicuous, they become the ob 1

1

attack t" the titmice, which, notwithstanding the smooth
hard surface of tho galls, contrive to make u

I

them to pick out the larviu which remain In then
unchanged during tho winter.

An tho species is very closely allied to that which
forma the Oak galls of commerce, we shall 'Infer the

spocifie description of the present species for our next

artiole, in order to point out the distinctions between

them by a comparative diagnosis, J. 0. W.

Apples, so well known to every country schoolboy who
strives to climb aud get one to stick in his hat on King
Charles's day.

Be this as it may, the species of gall, represented in the

accompanying figure, possesses properties entirely similar

to those of the Nut gall of commerce, and having been
collected in considerable numbers in Devonshire, has

been successfully applied in the manufacture of ink.

At the last December meeting of the Entomological
Society, Mr. Stainton read the following extract from a
letter received from R. C. R. Gordon, Esq., of Queen's
College, Birmingham, relative to this species of gall,

which had been exhibited at a previous meeting by Mr.
Rich. " The galls are old friends of mine ; I have
known them for 20 years ; of late they have been more
common. I have here some specimens of the Cynips

—

I have known the Cynips for three years. About five

years ago a medical man at Lympstone, near Exmouth,
used them always to make his ink aud tried to impress
upon the country people the use that might spring from
making them an article, so to speak, of exportation. But
of course, as with all other things of this sort, they
would rather gather the galls for him to make the ink,

when paid for it, but never made any attempt to sell

them elsewhere. They would be a good substitute for

the Nut galls, and deserve to be used instead. The
Cynips appears in September, perforating the gall by a
single round hole. The galls themselves are first green,
afterwards brown ; the larva; may be occasionally found
in them in spring."

Mr. Rich had obtained these galls from Somerset-
shire and part of Gloucestershire, where they were so

abundant that the Oaks were covered with them to the
extinction of the acorns, the loss of which for feeding their

pigs the farmers greatly regretted, thus raising another
economical question connected with the subject of these
galls of considerable interest, bearing likewise, as it does,
on the physiology of the plant, since the galls are deve-
loped in the axils of the leaves, and prevent the deve-
lopment of the acorns, of which they usurp the place.
The species is figured, with considerable details, by
Rosel (Ins. Belust. Supp. Vesp. Gall Quern., tab. 35
and 36), under the name of C. Quercus petioli, with a
reference to Fabricius Sp. Ins., No. 6 ; but the insect
had been previously described by Linna?us, Geoffrey,
and Reaumur, the last-named author representing it in
his Mcmoires, iii. pi. 41, on which also are represented

CLIMATES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.—No. V.

Nick, March '', I8B5.—Though the winter Inn- bos
boen unusually cold, Violets, both single and double, arc

now in abundance. Wallflowers are in blossom, the
single bright yellow (Cheiranthus Cheiri) growing wild

on tho rocks. The Almond trees havo gone off bloorn,

and aro succeeded by ataudard Peaches, which arc very
showy, and also Apricots. Scarlet Geraniums in the

ground, which were cut by the frost, are making fresh

shoots. Stocks of various colours, single and double,

are large and handsome : the Jardin des 1'lantcs, near
the sea, is quite gay with them and Wallflowers, mixed
with Venus's Looking Glass, now also in full bloom,
with hedge-rows of yellow Coronilla. Tho corn fields

are in many places literally covered with the single

blue and scarlet Anemones.
It should be observed that each of the principal wild

flowers has its own locality ; for instance. Primroses
are only met with in quantity by the " Vallon obscur,"

Crocuses on "Mont Vinaigrier," Blue Ilepaiicas in the

valley of that name, Snowdrops on " Mont Gros," &c.
The pretty Grape Hyacinth (Muscari racemosum) is

almost everywhere to be met with, and a species of

Rhus, with scarlet berries, is found in many places

on the rocks, as is also the little blue Harebell (Cam-
panula rotundifolia) and the pretty delicate lilac

Lavatera maritima in some districts ; likewise various

sorts of Orchis.

The markets are now well supplied with vegetables,

Broccoli being in full season, and Cauliflowers plentiful.

New Potatoes are about 2d. per lb. English. There is

also d small yellow sort sold here called Pommes de
Terre Chataigne. Salmon and Turnip Radishes have
continued throughout the wiuter in the open ground,
and are now quite common ; also young Carrots and
Onions, Lettuces, Spinach, and Endive.
As to the temperature, fires indoors are nearly done

with, and the power of the sun is almost too much for

walking out in the middle of the day unless by the sea,

from which there is a refreshing breeze. A comparison
of the average temperature of Nice and London for the
half months as under gives the following result :

—

dung if •'.-,
t, ;t

will nol ry under I y culture to

the ground deeper, but in

p / Hon of manure requisite

that it should be regularly mixi oil from the
bottom oi tin- trench to the top. if one of the quarter!
of i Ik; garden should be reqaired Cm alone

ile ought to ' .'. if it

were for only I <!, ss the roots

selves in sod by penetrating thi

between the beds the outer row* of heads will always i*:

finer than those in the m
pared the beds should be * t out the width oi

with 8 feet alio; trong stake at
•

oi each bed, driven down to the depth of •'- •

I thus to plant the beds : strain

a linn round the four corners of t
s

.
, cut it

rpendiculorly on the inside of thi

depth of :; inches, i ..u»t be
laid on the alleys on each side, levelling the

perfectly even, but tike core not to i-.tand upon tbo bed,
on the contrary keep the soil a» light a« pcosible ;

mark out four lines a', a foot from each
the fed and a foot from each other ; rrrr IW 'l

from the end of the bed, and mark each a line :.

apart, thus forming squares of 1 _' inches each way.
now provided with some good one or i

old plants (not more;, open the roots flat,

plifnt on each of those places marked on the Lin

fasten it down with a handful of mould to keep it in its

place. When this is done the led must be fill

level with the spade. This being finished, procc*

the other beds in like manner till the whole

i

Artichokes arc propagated by the off-set suckers, which
are produced abundantly from the root" of old plants:

these should be planted in rows i feet apart, placing

them in clumps of three or four in each, '_'
:

in the rows. Artichokes require a do and
before they are planted the ground should be wefl

manured, and trenched 2 feet deep : ibis o]

should be performed in April as soon as the young
leaves begin to show themselves above the surface

ground. After this, the plants will require only to l>e

kept clear from weeds during the summer ; and in the

autumn to be protected by litter from the stable, to

secure them against frosts in winter.

SPRING PROTECTIONS.
Having accidentally in my D six large

canvas blinds mounted on strong rollers, I am fixing

them in front of my Peach trees, ss a protection

against the frost, by a movable contrivance, of which
the annexed is a sketch. They seem likely to work

1S54 to November 15 ...

„ 30 ...

December 15 ...

„ 31 ...

1855.—January 15 ...

31 ...

February 15 ...

,, 28 ...

Nice. London.

52 41
4S 37
49 42
45 39
48 40
42 2S
49 27
4S 29

Excess,
iSice.

11

11

The ground temperature 1 foot below the surface is still 50?.

Daily Temperature.

1S55.
February 16

IV

18
19
20
21

tt
22

23
24

25
26
27
2S

March - 1

Mean

Mean

7 a.m. 12.

33 45
41 50
46 DO
46 58
50 47
41 52
42 60

42.7 52.4

40 5S
43 60
41 5S
44 52
41 56
44 56
42 60

42.1 57.1

44 61
49 54
45 5S
41 52
4S 5S
42 5S
44 57

44.7 56.9

so well that I am inducel to send you this commu-
nication. I think the representation will tell its own
tale. The bar across the top is driven down •.

quite tight ; and as a precaution a nail may be lightly

tacked m at each end, to prevent its getting loose. By
putting another small staple for the gudgeon to run it

under that shown in the drawing, another blind can be

fixed on the other side, so that six blinds can be

slung bv seven of the fastenings. C. IV. -V.

101 P.M.

46
50
52
46
43
41

46
42
45
43
46
44
46

49
4S
43
4S
45
46
47

B. C.

COMMON THINGS.
Asparagus.—There are various methods pursued in

forming new plantations of Asparagus. The most
common one is to trench the ground from "2 to 3 feet

deep, mixing with the soil a good quantity of rotten

Home Correspondence.
Tlie Crimea, its Climate and

" —I am much
interested by the account of Koch's work on the Crimea,

noticed by you at p. 171. I have one or two i

tion to make on it. Not having yet seen his wcr

not know whether he explains the present desc.:

the Crimea, which is naturally a fertile country, with a

fair middle European climate more like that of the

Pvrenees or Lombard}- than anything else I could com-

pare it with. Remember that what there is of really

Mediterranean vegetation, whether native or cu.:

is confined to the" valleys of the southern coast—the

' plains or undulating country to the north bemg rather

in the same condition, as to climate and Flora, ai

era Hungary and Wallachia and Moldavia, which have

a soil and physical status very like the great steppe of

the Crimea. "The Russians, as Csvie :e Is "us, depopu-

lated and destroyed the previous cultivation of the

Crimea, and their'system of government has continued

or increased the state of desolation, to which it was

reduced after their conquest of it. The steppe north of

Perekop to the Dnieper, and a small part of that

south of Perekop, are a dreadful saline desert. They

are, as well as much of the coast of the penin-

sula and other parts of the shore of the Enxine,

the ancient bed of a shallow sea (which once, in all

probability, extended through the trough of the Manytch

into the Caspian basin, and perhaps far beyond it), the

i sudden drying up or running off of which is alluded to

[ in one or two passages of Pliny, apparently as a tra-
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dition generally received in bis time. This tract is l Centrifugal Pump, where every drop of water which Their tops and branches were thus buried under th*-

indeed 'sterile ; the surface little above the present lev^l enters produces its due effect. An overshot water-wheel,
'
continual snow, which lay upwards of a yard deep, and

of the sea, the soil full of salt, showing no traces of hill

or valley or running water—few wells— but hillocks of

sand irregularly alternating with saline mud or marsh,

in which the vegetation is all Salsola, Salicomia, Ana-

basis, Statice, aud other salt plants, with abuudauee of

Artemisia. The limit ..f this saline steppe, or ancient

strait, is hold and well defined to the northward by the

tertiary cliffs and hills of the right bank of the Dnieper,

and of the high tertiary and granitic steppe which

extends from that, river near Bereslap above Cherson,

to the sea of Azof near Mariupol. The southern limit

of this low salt steppe within the peninsula of the Crimea,

and south of Perek- -p, isnot so well defined —the rise being

gradual, and the change marked chiefly by the improve-

ment of soil and vegetation. But ail that central plain or

low tertiary plateau is intersected by valleys, watered by

fresh, if not copious, streamlets, and is in every respect

equal to those similar high steppes of Southern Russia

north of the low saline strait, with the advantage of a

decidedly better, though still variable, climate. Were
justice done to this district, it would probahle become a

fine corn country, but its masters must change or be

chauged before that is likely to happen. The natives

are docile enough. Picturesque palaces, and marine
villas of nobles, belonging to St. Petershurgh and

Moscow, will not make up for the depopulation of a lar^e

province turned into a vast military position. On the

limestone steppes or plateau, the most conspicuous

among the Burian, or weeds, is the wild Hollyhock,

Alcea ficifolia, the colour in the wild plant being in-

42 feet highj is in his case ridiculous. Molar
Hybrid Rhododendrons.—Allow me to ask Meesrs.

Standish and Noble to name any hybrids which have

been produced by a cross from ciliatum or glaucum,

as I see they recommend them as breeders, and of

course their recommendation is not a theoretical one.

W.F., March]9.
Ipswich Standard Cucumber.—Permit me to furnish

you with a specimen of this Cucumber, which is, how-
ever, by no means perfect, but is merely sent as an
example of what kind of fruit it produces when the

plants are overcropped. On Friday the 16th, four

Cucumbers, all over 20 inches long, were cut from one
plant, and the specimen sent for your inspection is one

of them. T, Wild, Ipswich. [It measured 20 j inches

in length and 5| inches in girth. Its only fault was
that it was a little irregular in thickness.]

Roasted Potato Sets.—The following is the result of

my second year's experience in roasting Potato sets :

—

These were kept on the hot flue near a month before

planting out, which was done in June to procure a late

crop of new Potatoes. Some time before the disease

had generally shown itself, one plant was very securely

inclosed under a hand-glass ; now precisely at the s»me
time that the attack upon the crops in general com-
menced in my neighbourhood, the whole of these

showed unequivocal symptoms of the rot, nor was the well

covered plant any more protected than those imme-
diately around. The result of my observations lead

me to conclude that the cause lies at one particular time

Inches. laches.
January ... 1.81 Brought forward ... 7 42
February ... 0.63 August ... 2.57

March ... 0.24 September ... 0.59

April ... 0.36 October ... 1.74

May ... 2.92 November ... 1.69

June ... 0.85 December ... 147
July ... 0.61

Total ... 15.48
Carried forward ... 7.42

variably the sulphur yellow, and very handsome,
j

of the year, and not in the age of the plant, for that

Another striking plant, particularly so in the droughts does not secure them ; but, on the contrary, the younger

of summer, is the Liquorice, Glycyrrhiza.gla.bra, forming they are at such time the more severe the rot will be ;

large patches of dark and seemingly indestructible therefore those are right who recommend planting early.

green, which resists the strongest heats of summer and
[

Last year the mischief, severe in the tops, did not show
autumn, while everything is parched around it. It itself at first much in the tubers here, but a great many
seems to flower but sparingly, even in a state of apparently very sound ones were found tainted atter-

nature. Some of the coarse biennial or perennial wards, and had to be re-sorted over and over again with

Centaureas considered as flowering bushes, C. ovtna, &c., loss. Q. <?., York.

are not ugly when in bloom. As to Koch's Quercus
j

Rain at Dorwards Ball, Witham, in 1854.

—

pubescens, it seemed to me the same as that which I

saw some months later on the hills around the plain of January

Troy, growing with the Valonia Oak. I suppose
it to be the same as that of Southern Austria
and probably Hungary, which is not seen in Western
Germany, except iu a few pleasure grounds, as an
ornamental grey tree. Juniperus rul'escens seems very
near J. macrocarpa of Greece and Naples— very near
J. oxycedrus—which might easily extend to the Crimea. Henry Dixon.
It seems everywhere to prefer sea shores. I am in- Pinus insignia.—One peculiarity of this Fir is the
terested in the question of the identity of the J. excelsa difficulty in good ground of keeping it upright ; another,

with ours, or that of Nepal and Siberia. In some that if you cut off a bianch in spring it sprouts from the
botanical works, every species from Russia which is not mutilated stump exactly like a deciduous tree. Except
known to be European, and some European ones too, in gravelly or sandy soils, a good specimen cannot he

are set down as Siberian. Koch's description is exact, considered safe from being uprooted however carefully

The words in italics in your quotation only need the planted. Somerset.

omission of the last comma, and perhaps the transposi- i May's Magnum Bonwm, alias Bedale Hall Cos
tion of the word "have" to be quite correct as a! Lettuce.—Observing that Mr. May is advertising this

translation from what I conceive the original German, Lettuce in your columns, I wish to say that it is

from its sense, to be.. Just imagine the Isle of Wight decidedly one of the best summer Lettuces grown,

on a larger scale, the Southampton water suddenly run attaining the largest size; it requires to be planted

dry by a submarine earthquake in the Atlantic (the 2 feet apart each way, which space it will quite fill up.

Straits of Dover being not yet cut through the chalk), It is a sweet and tender Lettuce, and will last good
the water in the Solent and Spithead lowered so as to longer than any other. Bearfield's Bath Cos is the

leave a spit of sand for an isthmus partly covered with best Lettuce extant for autumn and winter use; indeed
brackish pools and salt marshes, and uniting the low I it is a good Lettuce for all seasons of the yen*, and
shore of West Cowes with the nearest point of the then stands the winter in the shape of vonug plants with

dry bed of the previous Southampton Waters, and you < impunity. C. Hr.wson, Bedale Hall, Yorkshire.

have a good idea of the geography of the Crimea—its

tertiary plateau being further represented by the
tertiary country about Newport; the Medina might be the
Salghir, and the chalk and subjacent secondary strata

very truly and correctly figuring the limestone rocks of

a similar formation in the Yaila range, with a warm
sunny under cliff of older beds, in both peninsulas,
cropping out from below. S*

Under-ground Manuring.—Allow me to bear testi-

mony to the value of this mode of applying liquid

manure to Melons and Cucumbers. I have practised it

for the last five years as follows :—Having put in the
pit or frame about two-thirds of the soil intended for
the plants, I then placed on this soil horizontally, at

about 18 inches from the sides of the pit (all round), a
row of common drainage pipes about two inches in the
bore, together with three or four placed perpendicularly
leading into them—I then put on the other third of soil.

By this means you are able to water the roots with
liquid manure without interfering with the surface. As
a proof of the success of the plan, I may mention the
following facts :—On the 21st June, 1853, I exhibited a
Victory of Bath Melon at the Guildford Horticultural
Exhibition, and gained a prize. I brought it home,
sowed the seeds next morning, and cut aud showed on
the 24th September at the same place, from this sowing,
and gained another prize. This surely was not bad
work. W. II Wheeler, Hendon, Middlesex.

Water Wheels (see p. 175.)—"S. N." should consider,
before he lays out his money on a water wheel, what his
power is worth. He has 42 feet fall, and half an acre of
storing pond. Taking the rain-fall at 24 inches per
annum (how else is his pond to be filled ?), and sup-
posing the clouds will be kind enough to allow him to
keep half his yearly store by h.m at all times, and
making use of your reply to " H. W." at page 181, I
value his power at 1 horse 8£ minutes per day, or 1
man £ an hour daily; in money about one penny. If
he still thinks this small power might be turned to use,
let him put in a wheel on the principle of Appold's

Holcus (Sorghum) Saccharatus.—We read in the
" Botanische Zeitung," that at the sitting of the Berlin

Society of Naturalists, on the 16th January, Herr
Liidersdorf spoke of the Sorghum saccharatum with

relation to its saccharine principle. According to

him the saccharine principle is only developed in the

stem towards autumn, and is more considerable in the

lower part of the stem than towards the panicle. The
sugar contained in the whole stem is, according to Ins

experiments, only 7'54 per cent, and, therefore, much
less than Vilmorm found. This sugar is for the most
part cane-sugar ; but is unfortunately, like the sugar of

Maize, mixed with Grape-sugar, so that the Sorghum is

not likely to add to the number of useful sugar-b-aring

plants. Specimens of the plant and of the sugar pro-

duced from it were laid before the Society. B.

Trees broken down by Ice.—The effect of ice in weigh-
ing down the hranches of trees, when it is formed as

fast as the rain falls, as mentioned by Mr. Rogers in the
Gard. Chron., Feb. 10, 1855, is described in an article

in the " Magazine of Natural History" (vol. vi., p. 100),
from which a very graphic quotation is given in

Loudon's " Arboretum" (vol. iv., p. 2136). A view of

a Birch forest near Saratof, broken by the weight
of the ice and bent down into the snow, is printed

in Pal las's " Voyage through the Southern Pro-
vinces of the Russian Empire" (vol. i., p. 88). The
description of the phenomenon is given at p. 55 as
follows :—" After passing the Sokura we met with con-
siderable heights, which abound with wood, and divide

the brooks of the Tshardym from those of the Kurdyum.
Here our curiosity was gratified by anew and uncommon
appearance of the trees, of which we had received an
imperfect idea in the former part of our journey. The
cause ot this singular phenomenon was as follows. Severe
hoar froBts had commenced in these regions before
Christmas, and were followed by snow mixed with rain
or sleet, so that even the smallest branch t s of the trees

were covered with ice an inch thick; by this all the flexible

Birch trees had been bent to the ground in semicircles.

kept the trees in that recumbent state. The inflexible

full-grown Birch and Oak trees had been partly split

and partly broken by the weight of the congelations on
their tops, while their collateral branches were also bent
to the ground. The thaw which began here towards the
latter end of February and the rays of the sun had
indeed melted the icy incrustations on the upper part
of the trees, but it still remained undissolved on the
branches which were fixed in the snow. The cylinders
of ice on one side all appeared melted into a solid mass*,

but on the lower part they were crystallised, some
according to the usual configuration ot frozen water, in
hexagonal and partly in rhomboidal figures, while
others consisted only of hexagonal sections. These bodies
were like the well known hollow cubes of salt, apparently
formed of icicles of a pyramidal figure when inverted,
broad on the surface, and narrow towards the inner
part where they were fixed in the ice. A similar phe-
nomenon was observed in many woody regions below
Saratof." M. J. B.

Coniferce.—-Like your correspondent " Pinus Glouces-
trensis " I should much like to see some competent
authority taking up the nomenclature of such new, or
rarely known Couiferse, as were not included ,in the
synopsis of Coniferous plants published in the Journal
of the Hort. Soc. Many kinds of Cupressinse and
Abietinese are to be met with, scattered through various
nursery establishments, but it is difficult to say what
thev really are, not being referable to anything there
mentioned. Agaiu much confusion exists in the names
of species which have been long introduced. I now only

allude to Abies grandis and amabilis—the one being
often substituted for the other, and vice versa. From an
inspection of many collections I am of opinion that

there are very few plants of amabilis in the countryj,

and very few more of grandis ; most of the plants

I have examined under the name of amabilis being
nothing more than Frazeri. Mr. Veitch has how-
ever seedling plants of true amabilis in a small

state. I ooce purchased a plant of Pinus bungeana
from Mr. Glendinning, who informed me it came from.

Japan, and reached him through a continental nursery.

Pinus Padufica, or Padufiana, I know to come from the

Crimea, having myself received cones from thence ; this

species belongs to the two leaved section, and has cones

closely resembling the Scotch Fir. There is a deal to

rectify in the names of many species of Cupressus. I

may mention the one under the name of macrocarpa, or

its synonym, Lambertiana— as it represents two plants

of very distinct habit. I have another kind named
Knighti or majestica, about which I can hear nothing

;

it is a very fast grower, and is making a grand looking

tree, evidently of the Thurifera section. Corneyana, as

your correspondent observes, is certainly not chinensis

fcemina. The Junipers are likewise in much confusion
and require a revision to correct their names ; which
can however only be satisfactorily done by an examina-
tion of living specimens. I am a great admirer of

Coniferous plants myself, and anything which will help
to throw light on their history will be acceptable to all

interested in their cultivation. John Spencer, Bowood,
The Winter in East Lothian.—The effects of the late

severe frosts in this district have of course been various,

according to the elevation and dryness of the situation
J

but so long a continuance of such a low temperature as
1° and 2° above zero is not remembered here, and con-
sequently the destruction amongst evergreens and plants

usually considered hardy has not been exceeded during
the last quarter of a century ; the foliage of the former
has in all cases been browned, and in some instances the
plants have been killed to the ground. All the Brassica
tribe, and even Leeks not covered with snow, have been
blanched and withered ; and Cauliflowers, where not
under glass, have been completely destroyed. In my
garden, the soil of which is low and damp, and exposed
to exhalations from a small river, I have suffered

severely. Besides the effects noticed above, all China
Roses even on a south wall have been cut down to the
roots. Ou Moor Park Apricots, covered with flower-

buds, I do not expect half-a dozen blossoms to expand,
the buds being all brown and lifeless. Peaches are
little better, and a good many forwaid Pears are in the
same condition. It is satisfactory to observe how well

Mr. Fortune's importations have weathered the storm;
Weigela rosea, Forsythia viridissima, Spirsea prunii'ohn.

being apparently uninjured, while a small plant of

the beautiful Jasminum nudiflorum, just coming into

bloom, once or twice in the intervals of the storm, and
surrounded by snow, opened a few blossoms, and is now
nearly covered with fully expanded flowers. In a few
weeks the ravages of the weather will be more distinctly

marked out, but it will take many years to restore

plants to their former condition, and some valuable

specimens will never recover. John Ferine, Haddington.
Preserved Vegetables.—The great diminution of the

bulk and weight of vegetables preserved in M. Masson's
way is of considerable importance, whether as saving

land carriage, or freight of sea-borue ; but it may be
questioned whether pressure of such articles be other-

wise desirable, more especially as it is owing to this

process that the vegetables require so considerable a
time to cook them. For soups and stews this would be
no objection, but in most other cases a material one.

It is possible that the aroma of vegetables may be better

preserved in cakes of them than if exposed in their

natural form to the air ; and on this account it might be

expedient to press those herbs or roots that are suitable

for soups or stews ; but where a natural appearance is
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desired, it might Ijo advisable to dry vegetable!) a» fur

iiH possible i" tlieir natural form, »b groi'ii Peas and

French Beans are dried in tluBeia It would seem that

vegetables of' the most delicate kinds might be bo pre
Horved for winter use, Cauliflowers for example ;

bui

they would require division into Bmall portions, mo that

they could only In-, served at table in it bhucg, either

white or brown, and In cooking them the first process

would be soaking in tepid water till ibey had absorbed

a sufficiency to bring them to tlmir pristine state. Such

herhH aH Spinach and Sorrel might be pressed, since it

iw customary to tnash them uj) in preparing them for

tahlo ; ho it in wiih Turnips. Sweet herbs of most kinds

roqtiire only to be dried find bottled, but Parsley loses

its peculiar flavour when moHt carefully dried
;

poHHilily

the green tops of Celery might in a manner Bupply its

place, as is not uncommon in France: It might be

worthy of experiment whether roots*Carrots for example,

might not be easily pressed in their natural form,

whereby they might tin served whole. It in noedless to

add a word on the great luxury an well an the economy
of adopting M. Mumhoh'h process on an extensive BOalQf

since it has been ho ably advocated in the Go/t'dencvB
1

Chronicle ; but its pages have not adverted to tbe

employment it would nll'ord to women anil children i"

picking and cleansing the vegetables. A friend has

suggested that it miglit afford suitable occupation for

paupers. It was Btatod in the Timet la«t week that a

Union in Devonshire bad realised a considerable profit

by employing itH paupers in the cultivation of vegetables;

but, doubtless, much more would be gained by drying

them al.so, Blnco a. market would thus bo ensured. Tbe
strong and robust pauper might bo the cultivator, whilst

the old, the infirm, and the little child, would have suf-

ficient strength to shell Pens, to divest Cabbages of

caterpillars, or to wash roots, &c, preparatory to drying

them. D.

gocictits,—*

—

Entomological, March 5.—The President in the

chair. Mr. Stevens exhibited several cases of insects,

forming a series of the species of all orders collected by
Madame Pfeiffer in Amboyna and Ceram. The speci-

mens had been brought home folded separately in bits

Of paper or between layers of cotton wool, and were in

perfect preservation, many beingof very great rarity . Mr.
Edwin Shepherd exhibited a remarkable specimen of

Arctia caja, the common garden tiger moth, tbe upper
wing of the left side of which wa3 marked throughout
its whole length with a narrow dash of red ; also a
Triphsena orbontt, the upper wings of which presented
almost the appearance of those of a Gltea. Mr. Edward
Sheppard exhibited a bag of silken tissue without seam,
used by the Chinese for lapping up the ends of rolls of spun
silk. Dr. J. E. Gray stated that it was formed by heating
out a single cocoon, and that Mr. Reeves had brought
many specimens of it to this country. It was announced
that a prize of five guiueas had been offered by tbe
Society for the best essay on the Coccus which produces
the lac dye of India, to be forwarded on or before tbe

31st December, 1855 ; and it was stated that the East
India Company had agreed to afford all the information

in its power relative to the subject. The Secretary also

announced that it was the wish of the Society to obtain

the co-operation of members who had studied British

Coleoptera in the formation and publication of a list of

British beetles for distribution and labelling of cabinets.

Mr. Newman read a notice of the honey bee of South
Africa, a species stated to be only half the size of the
English hive bee, and to be so prolific as to allow tbe

comb to be cut away eight times in the course of the

year. Also on the ravages committed by tbe common
toad, as well as by the woodpecker, upon beehives,

the latter not only having been observed tapping at

the hive to induce the bees to come forth, but actually

picking the mortar off the foot-board so as to make
additioual places of exit for the bees. Mr. West-
wood also stated that at a particular period of the
summer he had observed the common sparrows with
their .'young broods to be very injurious to bees, the
female bird flying up to the mouth of tbe hive and
catehing the bees as they take wing. Mr. Newman a!sj

read a notice by Mr. Wallace ou the peculiar habits of
two groups of Eastern butterflies, oue of which sits

with its wings defiexed, like the sphinges, whilst the
other is very strong in its flight, hovering in the same
manner as the same insects. Mr. Douglas read a note
as to the means of avoiding and curing greasiness in
insects preserved in the cabinet, which led to an ex-
tended discussion on the subject. Mr. Waterhouse read
8 note by M. Jekel on the scarce British Weevil Oniias
sulcifrons, lat.ly also taken by M. Chevrolat near Brest.
A note by Dr. Schaum was read on a species of
Cetoniadte recently incorrectly figured by Mr. West-
wood as the Heterorhina bicostata ; likewise on the
species of El.itendse recently described by Mr. Curtis,
of which he corrected the nomenclature. A note was
also read by Mr. Jauson on the latter subject, proving
most of the supposed new species to have been previously
described by continental authors. A discussion having
been raised upon the subject the Presideut withdrew
his inaugural autobiographical address.

ingof many hundred lighii. 'Co keep the Inn
tb>' latter in a healthy condition durl severe

tveatht r lias been no easy tusk ; this, however, has bora

ticcoinplished perfectly by means ol good prol clivns,

Hindi- of reeds wot [Otliei ilih I HO in the way
io which straw coverings an made. In addition to

theso, mats and Porn have also beon used, and il Issur-

prising to see bow safely and will Mouths and otlioi

plants "I similar hardihood have wintered under them.

In ihose pits we noticed Surrdcoiiius ol varfou

Venue's Fly-traps (Din Museipula), and one oi

two hardy Canadian Lady 81ippers (Cypripediums),

Trillinum hove aln • been wintered here, together with

several plants of a violet called Viola peduta froi

Jersey, En the-Heotll»house some ol tho wintoi flower*

ing kinds wore in blossom; such as hyemalis and

and oven triumphsne was beginning to open a few

flowers. Under the Hinge were many lino plants of the

Funereal Cypress, which it hud been thought would

winter bettor there than out of doors. Among other

Conifers we remarked plants ol tho rare 'l liuja gigaati -

which is mi id io In- the sin or as the Libocedrus decurrens

ol Torrey. together with examples ol Libooedru tflii

Iciihih, ami Torroya Myristiea, a fine coniferous ireo,

with foliage resemblfrig that ol a Cephalotoxus. Of

Araucarias there were several, ami among them some
handsome plants of excels* from cuttings, which, when
made ol tho top or leading shoots, Mr. Low Hunks form
as good trees as those raised from sei-ds. Whin- the

louder has been removed new elmom puHh <ut, which
also strike readily, and make handsome plants.

In a long lean-to house were numbers of Camellias

and < Irange trees, the latter with clean straight stems

from -I to 5 feet in height, and with beads measuring
from 2 to 3 feet in diameter. These, as may be

imagined, will make very uselul trees. Lspageria rosea

lias been raised here in abundance from imported seeds.

They were sown in peat and loam, and nearly every

oue of them in many potfuis has germinated freely.

Of Pitcher plants Mr. Low has a few of the best kinds,

and of Orchids a great many, though most of them are

planis recently imported. For these and other things

a long span- roofed house is being built with a raised

stage in tho middle and slate shelves. It is heated by

hot-water in 4-inch pipes, and glazed with 16 oz sheet

glass in small panes, long ones having been found here

liable to split down the middle. Ol Mangosteens and

the Bourbon Palm Latania borbonica we noticed

several plants. The latter have been raised from seeds

sown in peat, in which they often lie five months before

tbe youug plants make their appearance. A very long

span-moled house is filled with Camellias and Azdeas.
Of Ferns there is a good collection here, as indeed there

is of most tribes of plants, tbe repotting of which and

otherwise putting them in order for the summer are

now works in active progress.

no' oe i nut ng uj luake liieuxtelvcs

Garden Memoranda.
Ma. Low's Nursery, Clapton.—Few nurseries con-

tain a more extensive collection of plants in pots than
this does. Upwards of 14 houses are appropriated to
their accommodation besides long ranges of pits? consist-

pottos of Books.

Century of Ferns, being Figures with brief Descriptions

of One Hundred New, or Rare, or Imperfectly-known

Species of Ferns from various Parts of the World, a
Selection from the Author's Icones Ptantarum. By
Sir W. J. Hooker. Pamplin. 1854. 8vo.

It is much to he regretted that the admirable series of

drawings and descriptions of new or rare plants con-

tained in Sir W. J. Hooker's 4C Icones," remarkable

alike for fidelity of executiou and intrinsic interest, did

not meet with that support from botanists which might

have insured its continuance. Such works, unhappily,

in this country, so far from proving any source of

remuneration, are, lor the most part, a certain loss, as

everyone who, from a love of science, wishes that the

public should he partakers of the riches of his collection,

is sure, sooner or later, to know to his cost. The series

of drawings is now very voluminous, and though pub-

lished at an extremely low rate, requires an outlay

which is not within the means of many more humble culti-

vators. As, however, one of its m«»st interesting features

is the excellent and copious illustration of that most
difficult hut lovely tribe the Ferns, and as the cultivation

of these is increasing every day in favour with the

public, it has been thought advisable to select a number
of the most instructive figures, publishing them in a

separate volume, of the appearance of which we now
apprise our readers. The drawings themselves are from

the pencil of Mr. Fitch, a circumstance which uot only

insures correctness ol detail and outline, but a degree of

taste which is so often wautiu_' in the niere botanical

maps with which the botanist is so often afflicted. Their

interest is not confined to the species themselves, but

most important observations on the value of nervatiou

as regards generic character, a" point when justly esti-

mated of great weight, though easily carried beyond all

reasonable bounds, accompanied by just criticisms of

other labourers in the same field, will repay attentive

perusal. Those lovers oi Ferns who wish to obtain

some general views of the riches of the tribe will be

enabled to gather from it a large mass of information,

while their attention will not be called to mere herbarium
species confined to the author's own collection or founded
upon individual specimens ; but they will find just views

as to the value of forms, and will be able to recognise

occasionally, if their collection is at all extensive, some
of the species which they cultivate, which perhaps the*

would not be able to do from any other source. To suit

the views of purchasers, there are both plain and
coloured copies ; and we think that we cannot give

»r*tiona hy
Mull.;,.;

.<-. a beaotifal hook, admirably printed, and n-Jonn-d

wiiji exquUiU) vroo ,'htful

li> Miil" .-J . J '.r | i.< ]v«*

<,) ;ilil,/;.i;, of jllnhltation, (be pr«MDtMUM h*M pro-

duced nothing mart Interesting or morn irortby of

patrons < idda to the lifgh reputation of Mr.
Mulreaay mm arturi) which i* aft/fag a greeadeal,

Miscellaneous.
CUnuU * areaiber li** b*M of this

most extraordinary character for In* Um few d«y».

-at or warm
pair of glovi ;vr it vr** ho

Cold that OVCfl our Emm of vnirrn '

•i' not Mjp'tfiu' ii hi (,f loniDMryofl
are hero suddenly pn ,--t hull ;.n hour*!

into tin: midl L< At thfl end of tfauj month we
may expect ramv and wi.rm d*vn, and th<- hjh Isecotnea

- . . diiigly powerful at times

May. Three daya ago tbi

next day it fell t" 40", in the afternoon it wan »t I tl

night 28°. Yesterday mnrnii ;- <-;irly it iru r.

i lorning it was ai 24*
; it in no*' at '.',*>", Twice

or thrice during this time the country haa l
•

by drifting fo^H, which have nothing of the charac-

teriftticH of onr"old London part colar" *-xcpt o>n*ily.

The influence of a (<«- hour*' tuu»hine here in rfrmark-

able. We hare hid a f«-* warm data only, &n fJ yet the

soil) wherever a fl-.-Aer baa a chance of anrinjpi -j, ponra

forth multitude of Snowdrop*, Crocnaes, and Hyacintha.

i i,, i ,, raoneec ifl
'••

1 v.-r<:i with btrittona plant-, coinB of

great beauty, and the fhruiw contain Mrvt-ral rare

I

ii i The finches and lar^n hcr<j have a Viiicritirie'a-

duy of their own, and Mill f;on^r»-^aU: in fio^rks \
ferj

brilliant goldfinches, large bnDiingS, ^'ld-cn-j,t*-d wrens,

larks, linnets, titlarks, and three Kirta of tomti

fafedge sparrow, and a |*Tetty species of wagtail, nr

common all over the Cherw»De«e ; and it is strange to

hear them piping their threats an'i twiit>rrinc; at^.ut the

bnahea in the intervals ol the hor.ming of cannon juat as

it is to see the young spring Hewers forcing their way
through the crevices of piles of shot and peering out

from under shells and heavy ordnance. The insides of

our huts are al»o turned in'o gardens, and Grapes
sprout out of the earth in the window billn, the floor,

and the mud walla. Correspondence of l?i£
u Times,"

dated March 2.

Gas Tar in Horticulture.—A discovery, which is likely

to be of advantage to agriculture, has lately been reported

to the Agricultural Society at Clermont (Oi-

gardener. whose frames and hot-houses required paint-

ing, decided on making them black, as likely to attract

the heat better, and from a principle of economy be
made u*e of sias-tar instead of black paint The work
was performed during winter, and on the approach of

spring the gardener was surprised to find that all the

spiders and insects which usually infested his hot-house

had disappeared, and also that a Vine which fin? the
last two years had so fallen off that he bad intended to

replace it by auother had acquired fresh vigour, and
gave every sign of producing a lar^e crop of Grapes.

He afterwards used the same substance to the posts

and trellis works which supported the trees in the

open air, and met with the same result, all the cater-

pillars and other insects disappearing. It is said that

similar experiments have been made in some of the

vineyards of the Gironde, with similar results Galig-

nanVs Messenger. [We have always understood that

gas-tar will kill plants by its effluvium.]

FLORICU LTU RE.

Seasonable Hints.—Auriculas at this season require

much atteution ; tlieir pips will be rapidly advancing.

See that they experience no check from cold winds or

other causes ; but hy no m^-ans keep them closely shut

up, or weakened flowers will be tbe result. Early sorts,

intended for exhibition next month should at once be
selected, and care takeu to promote their flowering.

Cinerarias.—These will be benefited by an occasional

application of liquid manure. See that their fiower-

shoots are carefully tied out; this will strei Lthen

them materially, aud be productive of better defined

colours. Dahlias.—The propagation of these must
be proceeded with ; those already struck should

be potted off and kept in a hotbed for a few .a^s to

re-establish themselves after the shift. Fuchsias will

require re-potting : cuttings taken off now will root

freely and make nice bloom an sp-cimeus to succeed the

autumn struck plants. Hollyhocks must be shifted on

as the pnts get filled with routs ; otherwise they will be

pushing up their flower stems, much to the injury of

their after welfare. Pansies in the open ground should

be top-dressed and made secure from injury which heavy

winds are sure to inflict on loose or strangling plants.

Those in pots under glass mu~t never be shut up closely.

Pelargoniums intended tor July flowtrii g shouid now
Oe stopped ; let them become dry for a iiay or two,

which will induce the formation of "back breaks."' and
these will be ma erially assisted by keeping the hnnse

rather close for a few oa\s alter the operation, avoiding

also too much moisture ; but as the buds show boldly
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aud indicate growth, occasional syringings may be given.

Pinks should now receive a top-dressing. Tulips.—
Mild gentle rain, when we are favoured with it, may be

admitted as growth proceeds ; occasionally stir the sur-

face, and perseveringly protect from hail or fro; ts. Ver-
benas Continue to take off cuttings, and to pot off

as they strike root, using light rich soil and small thumb
pots ; keep them in a slight dung-heat.

Cisebarias : H. The compost we would recommend for specimens
intended for exhibition, and for large plants generally, would
be two parts of good turfy loam, and equal parts of well-

decomposed cow-dung and leaf-mould, with an admixture of

silver or river sand. As the plants grow, take cave to thiu out

all superfluous leaves, so as to admit the air freely and prevent

mildew, which is a great pest, and which can only be removed
by applying sulphur to the parts affected. The Cineraria

should oulv he stopped once, as the second operation teuds to

produce we'ik growth. As soon as the shoots are long enough,

tie out wide, keeping the outer branches as low as possible, and
place them close to the glass, which will insure dwarf and
compact plants. We had nearly forgotten the drainage, which
should be of rough leaf-mould and potsherds mixed ; this will

keep the roots iu a clean and healthy state.

SEEDLINGS.
Azaleas: G E. The best are Nos. 1 and 4 : 1 is a brilliant rosy
salmon, semi-double, and measures fully 3 inches across; i is

rosy pink, and spotted on the upper petals. Both 'are well
worth cultivating.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—In addition to the plants men-

tioned in last week's calendar as suitable for the decora-

tion of the show-house in autumn, there are many
greenhouse plants which soon form useful specimens

if placed iu favourable circumstances, and encouraged

with pot-room, &c, such as Fuchsias, Croweas, the

beautiful Luculia, and many others. The old Gardo-
quia Hookeri is a beautiful thing for autumn deco-

ration ; but it is too late to, do much good with it

for this season. Then there are quantities of things

which may be raised from seed and grown into

showy specimens, as Thunbergias, lpomceas, Globe
Amaranthus, Balsams, Cockscombs, &c, which are

all useful enough where better things are scarce. But
where these things are likely to be wanted there is

no time to be lost, and every effort should be used at

once to provide an ample stock of the most showy
things that can be commanded. Camellias that have
done flowering should be thoroughly cleaned, washing
the foliage with a sponge, &c, if necessary ; and if any
-of them are infested with scale this must be removed
first, for there is no getting plants to thrive unless they
are kept clear of insects. Repot such as require it, and

j

temperatures or a too free use of fire-heat,

place them in a suitable position for making their growth. ! —If fermenting materials have been used for warming
Asaleas for flowering about next Christmas should also

{ the borders these must be turned occasionally, adding
be encouraged to make their growth ; and Epacrises

|

fresh as may be necessary to maintain a gentle warmth
that have done blooming should be cut back, and kept

! in the border, for it will not be safe to neglect this

this busy season, and many plants are allowed to get into

a weakly state after shifting which with proper after care

would not have been in the least injured. Indeed, suc-

cess in transplanting large trees is quite as much
dependant upon after care as upon their being lifted

with large balls, &c. Push forward any alterations still

remaining to be done, and get this work completed as

quickly as possible, in order that the place may he got

into good keeping. The bedding-out seafon will soon

be here, and unless there is already a sufficient stock of

cuttings put in, no time should be lost in getting in

everyone which can be procured, for it is most desirable

to have strong well-established plants at turning-out

time. If not already done, pot up scarlet Geraniums
that have been wintered in boxes, and place them in a

close frame to encourage them to make a nice short

growth, and get them well inured to the air before

planting out. Few places are overstocked with the

variegated Geraniums, and these should have every

attention. Where cuttings can be obtained they will be

found to root very freely at this season.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the Pines are grown in pots, it is

by no means a bad practice to occasionally rearrange

those in the fruiting pit, placing those showing by them-

selves, so as to be able to afford them a rather drier

atmosphere while in bloom ; for at this season there is

some danger of badly-formed fruit if the atmosphere is

kept too moist, or the syringe used too freely while the

plants are in bloom. Those expected to show shortly

should also be kept as much together as circumstances

will admit, so as to avoid having to disturb the arrange-

ment for some time to come. Indeed, where a regular

supply of fruit has to be furnished from only a mode-
rate quantity of plauts, frequent rearrangements will be

necessary ; for it is, perhaps, impossible to regulate the

treatment so as to get every plant to fruit just at the

desired time, and hence it will be necessary to use

every means to regulate the supply, such as removing a

portion of the plants to the coolest division when too

many happen to show at once, which is frequently the

case at this season, and forwarding others as much as

can he done. Plants swelling their fruit can hardly be

afforded too moist an atmosphere, and they must be

carefully attended to with water at the root, giving clear

liquid manure in a rather strong state, and some of

this should also be sprinkled upon the tan, &c, so as

to make the atmosphere resemble a dung pit. Shut up
early iu the afternoons of bright days, letting the glass

rise to 85° or 90", moistening the plants with the

syringe, and sprinkling the passages so as to saturate

the atmosphere with moisture, but avoid high night

Vineries.

rather close and moist, in order to induce them to make
early growth. These are first-rate plants for winter

flowering, and by starting them into growth about this

time, and getting their wood matured early in autumn,
many of the varieties will be in full blossom in November,

at present. Ventilate cautiously, on cold windy bright

days admitting air on the sheltered side of the

house only, and keep the ins
:

.de borders moist by
occasional sprinklings, so as to counteract the dr) -

ing effects of cold air and bright sunshine. If

and their flowers last much longer at this season than
j

is desirable to prevent the Vines iu the late house

after the sun becomes powerful in spring. Proceed as from starting for some time yet, they should be let

diligently as possible with the repotting of such of the i down as far from the glass as can be conveniently

hard-wooded plants as require it, so as to afford them a done, and the house shaded, unless the Vines can be

fair chance of making a vigorous season's growth, and i taken out, which would allow of the house being used
endeavour to keep the newly potted stock as much for other purposes, and there is no danger of the

together as circumstances will admit for a few weeks
after potting, keeping the atmosphere rather closer and
moister than usual. Stove.—Many of the plants here

will be in vigorous growth, and will require careful

attention. Attend to stopping, tying out, and regulating

the growth as may be necessary, and do not let free

growers suffer for want of pot room. Most stove plants

enjoy a moderate supply of manure water while growing
freely, and this should be given liberally to such things

as Clerodendrons, &c, using it very weak at first, and
taking care to have it at about the same temperature as

the roots are growing in. A little of this sprinkled

about the pots in the evening so as to. charge the

atmosphere with ammonia, wilt also be beneficial to the

plants. Secure a thoroughly moist atmosphere by
frequently sprinkling the paths, &c., and give air

cautiously, and on the sheltered side of the house

during the prevalence of cold easterly winds. Look
sharply after insects of all kinds, and allow these no
quarter, for if they are allowed to establish themselves

upon the young growths they will soon ruin the most
promising specimen. See to having shading in readiness,

for some things are very impatient of bright suushine

vat this season, particularly when air cannot be given

freely without rendering the atmosphere too dry.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The cold drying winds from which we are now

suffering are exceedingly trying to recently transplanted

trees or shrubs, and unless these are well attended to

there will be but little chance of their escaping injury.

See that they are secured against being blown about
by staking, or whatever other means may be preferred,

and where the soil is of a sound dry nature, watering will

be necessary at once, unless the weather should become
more favourable. In watering things that have been
lifted with a ball the water is very apt to pass off

through the loose soil, without soaking the ball where
the roots are, and care should be used to prevent this,

which is easily done by forming a basin over the ball.

It is of the greatest importance to well care for plants
after shifting until they can form fresh roots, and get
tstablished; but this is too often neglected in the bustle of

weather being euch after this season as to injure the

Vines. Houses in which the Vines are starting should

be kept thoroughly moist, syringing the Vines morning
and evening, and the rods bent as may be necessary

to induce the buds to push regularly. Peaches..—
Where the fruit is fairly set, maintain a nice humid
atmosphere, giving the trees a good washing with the

syringe just before shutting up in the afternoon, so as

to keep them clear of red spider, and see that the

soil about the roots is in a properly moist state.

Attend to disbudding and tieing in the shoots, keeping

them thin and regular. Here as elsewhere it will be

a work requiring careful attention, while the present

state of the weather lasts, to properly regulate the

ventilation, but this must be attended to at any expense
of time or trouble.

HARDY FRUIT ADD KITCHEN GARDEN.
Pruning, nailing, and the planting of all kinds of fruit

trees should be finished at once if not already done; and
recently planted trees should have their roots mulched,
to protect them from the effects of drying winds ; and
standards should he carefully staked, so as to prevent
their being blown about by the wind, and having their

young roots broken off as fast as they are formed. Take
advantage of the firm dry state of the ground to get

manure wheeled upon quarters where it is likely to be
wanted soon. Cauliflowers, Peas, &c, that have been
lately removed to the open ground from under glass

should be afforded some shelter against excessively cold

winds. For Peas we know nothing better than the Spruce
branches recommended last week, and the old practice of

covering Cauliflower plants with inverted flower-pots will,

in the absence of any better covering, be found a great

protection to the plants. Forward Celery plants for an
early crop by pricking out on a gentle hot-bed, and sow
on the same for a succession crop. Attend to providing

a regular aud plentiful supply of Peas, &c, by sowing
quantities proportionate to the demand at regular

intervals ; also keep up a supply of French Beans and
Asparagus, aud Seakale, &c., by introducing quantities

into heat at short intervals ; and advantage should be

taken of the dry state of the mould to "prepare grouDd

for fresh plantations of Asparagus, Seakale, and Rhu-
barb, which it is necessary to make every year where
these are used largely for forcing. The ground for

these should be trenched some 3 leet deep, and plenty

of rotten manure well incorporated with it as the work
proceeds, for it can hardly be rendered too rich if good
crops are to be obtained.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CEISW1CK, NEAR LONDON,
if the week ending March 22. 1S55. an observed at the Horticultural Garden?,

a Tbw rKRATOaa.

March. § tr

ABOUa.".
Oi the Air. OI the Earth Wind.

3 Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean ) toot
deep.

2 leet

deep.

Friday 16 £7 29.707 29.5 IS 53 32 42.S 41 41 W.
Satur. 1; 2d 29.641 29.49S 50 33 41.5 41 41 s.w.
Sunday Is a 29.730 29.66" 43 34 42 41 w.
Mon.. la t 29.922 29.S/7 30 42.5 ",2 42 S.W.
Tuea. 20 a 29.824 29.735 53 47.5 43 43 S.E.

:< 29.391 29.10? 45 34 39.5 43* 43 N.E.
4 28.903 2S.SS2 30 33 34.5 42 424 NJS.

Average

.

29.5S9 29.496 49.3 33.3 41.3 42.1 1 41.9 0/7
March 16—Densely overcast; fine; clear at night.— 17—tine; rain; clear.— IS—Fine; cloudy and boisterous; clear at night.— 19—Uniformly overexst ; slight showers; clear.— 20—Fopgy; very fine; overcast; boisterous.— £1—Hazy and cold ; cloudy ; bail shower at night.— 22— Sleet; barometer exceedingly low— a3tate. with wind" easterly

quite unusual ; cold rain.
Mean temperature of the week 1 dee;, below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending March 31,1855.

a>*> «

Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Ma: cb.

3

si

-i- 3

Cfl

GSunday 25 50.3 33.0 4i.7 11 0.50 in. 4

Mon. 25 51.8 32.6 12 0.17 —
<< 4 J t>

Tues. 27 53.fi 34.2 43.9 10 0.37 1 h 4 i —
Wed. 28 53.4 33.5 43.5 10 0.GS H 6 V "

Thurs. S9 53.9 33.7 43.8 7 0.33 1 3 ' 7
6 b 4

Friday 30 54.0 34.7 44.3 11 0.50 a 4
Snt.ir. :u hb.l 35.7 45.1 12 0.30 - 7 ^d ~ ;>

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 27th,

IS'50—therm. 75 deg. ; and the lowest on the £3th, ISiO—therm. 14 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Asparagus : JS. Make your new bed now of good ricli soil, not

less than 3 feet in depth. Two year old plants will answer
quite as well as three year old ones ; indeed better if the latter

have grown all the time in a seed bed4
Elack Honey Dew: G A. This is produced by the soot fungus,

Torula furoago, a terrible pest. It should be removed if pos-

sible. You might try dusting the part affected when wet with

flowers of sulphur, or washing with fresh made lime water.

It ruins plants if it is not checked.

Books : UR. Brown's " Forester."

Canvas: A Sub. You will not succeed in rendering this quite

water tight without painting it. Boiled oil is very useful.

You might try the effect of the following receipt:— Mix in

boiling water equal parts of roach alum and sugar of leadI;

immediately plunge the cloth into the solution and let ic

remain, covered by the fluid, for 24 hours. Then take the

canvas out, do not press or squeeze it, but hang it in the shade

to dry very slowly. Half a pound of each material is enough
for 6 gallons of water. "When dry, brush off the white deposit,

and the article is ready for use. In good woollen cloth this is

effectual ; we do not know how far it answers for linen.

Diseases: SPM. "VVe have examined your Grapes and leaf very
carefully* and do not find a trace of mildew. There are, in-

deed, certain white spots, especially on the under surface of

the leaf, which look like carbonate of lime, but they do not

effervesce with sulphuric acid, and therefore probably are due
to the anti-blight composition. Let us„recommend you, before

you mak use of such compositions, to ascertain that you really

have got the disorder for which they are recommended. We
suspect that you will find some very different cause for failure.

31. J. B.
Fekn Cases: J JR. When in London, you had better look in on

Mr. Kennedy, of Covent Garden.;}:

Gas-water: Vectis. Diluted gas-water will kill green fly no
doubt, but with what proportion of water it should be used we
cannot sav, because its strength is variable. It turns lead paint

black; and if too strong will burn the leaves. Yon should try

a few experiments with it upon some corpus vile before apply-

ing it to your Peach trees.

Guava Jellt : A Constant Header will thank some of our cor-

respondents to give him a receipt for making Guava jelly from

fre^h Guavas, as in the West Indies.

Insects : S. F. The insect caught in a piece of Turnip is

the young caterpillar of a moth which during the summer,
when nearly full grown, does great injury to the crop of

Turnips. You may know the wireworm by its resembling a

bit of polished wire, measuring from half to an inch in length.

It is the larva of a beetle. W.
Heating : G R. There is no objection to using gas for this pur-

pose, provided you can secure the stove from leakage or allowing

the gas to escape into the house. This is very difficult to

accomplish. If you douse gas you should place an evaporating

pan of water near the source of heat, with a view to preventing

the air of your house becoming over heated.

Labelling Plants: Anne. Your gardener ought to know better

than to give you such advice. The face or named side of the

label should never be towards the plants of which it is the

name. Just the reverse is the proper practice.!

Mahaleb Stocks : Iota. Either graft or bud them with Cherries,

whichever process you prefer. This stock dwarfs'the Cherry

in the same way as the "Paradise" dwarfs the Apple. We
hope your Escallonia macrantha will shoot again. It has sur-

vived even this exceptional winter in many places.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks moreespecially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now-

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

Thomas Lang, Geelong. Festuca bro-

moides aud Phalaris canadensis, both introduced, no doubt.

We cannot undertake to pay the postage of either foreign or

home letters.

Planting: Fn G-. We do not know who wrote the article on

Useful and Ornamental Planting in the " Library of Useful

Knowledge," For the cultivation of Oaks you should consult

Brown's "Forester;" for the sorts in cultivation, Loudon's

Arboretum Britannicum: hut the information given there is not

so satisfactory as it should be.

Reports on Nurseries: Omega. Not sufficiently well written.

We never insert such reports unless furnished by our own
reporters.

Slugs : S F Quicklime would certainly be more lastingly useful

than salt in a garden where the soil is extremely retentive

and imperfectly drained, and in which you cannot keep the slugs

under.$
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PERUVIAN GUANO>, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate of Lima, Nitrate of Bod a, Sugar Scum, and overy

description of Artificial Manurofl, LIniiood CoMqh, &c.

Wm. Inolib Caunk, 10, Murk Lano, London.

CORN MANUKE FOR SPUING SOWl CL

CONCENTRATED UKATE FOR GRASS, RAPE, AM)
AIX UOOT CROPS,

SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME,

THE LONDON MANIJKK COMPANY continue

to manufaoluro tlio above Manures, which have been used

yvUh no much succoflfl for tuo last W yearn.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from Importera' warolt'ouson). Nitrate of Soda.

Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Uono Dust, and

eyory artificial mi re of known value. Edward L'Ukbi a, oc.

Office 40, Hrjdge Btrcot, Bliiokfrlarfl .

rpHJS FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
A. at Mr. Lawkh' Factory, Dontford Crccfc : Turnip Manuio.

7/. per ion ; Superphosphate of LlmOf ii.\ Huiphiuic Add and

Ooprolltos, ')/.

Office, 69, Klnff William Stroot, City, Lon i.

N.R. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nltrato of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical MamireH.

WHEAT ANO OTHER MANURES ON SALE.—
The BuccflflH attondlng the application of tlio mflnnje

specially adapted for Wheat during tho last hv n Induces

the undorBlgned to again offer It to tlio AgrJcultiirlBtB with cor

fidenoo. AIho SuperphoBphato o( Lima, Blood Mnnuro, Guano,
NiifjLh'. <ii' Stulu, (JypK , Suit, 1'i'jii Charconl, and allothor
ManuroB of ltnown value. Apply for Prlcos Current to MARK
FOTIIKHGILL & CO., 204a, Upper TlinnwH Street, London.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.—This highly

fertilising Manure, which In Peal Charcoal completely
saturated with London Sewage, will bo found most efficient for

overy species of crop
j more especially for Poaa, Deans, Turnips,

Mangold Wurzel, and other rool orops. it will produce a greater

return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an
tqulvalont value : It also ponhonhoh the property of retaining its

fertilising povjer Longer than other Manures now In use, It may
bo obtained at tho SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley

Bridge, Fulhacn,at If, per ton, and in quantities less than half

k ton, at 5*. per cwt., for ready money only; and in quantities not

leSB than a ton, will lie delivered at the London Termini of tlio

Railroads froo of charge for oartage. No charge for Hacks.

It may aNo be had from Messrs. cj.Gihuh &Co., 26, Down street,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London ; Mr. II.

Campbell. H7, Dale Street, Glasgow; and from all tho other

Agents Oi the Company.
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ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
Others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
emolent preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, Ac, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

CYANIC MANURE COMPANY.
WHITE'S PATENTS.

Offices, 37, Charing Cross, London.
Directors.

Tho Hon. J. W. Fortescue. I General Macdonald, C.B.
G. P. Irvine, Esq.

. Newton S. Scott, Esq.
Jfonfcws—MesBrs. Hemes, Farqulmrj & Co., St. James's Street.
Solicitors—Messrs. Vallance & Vallance, 20. Essex Street, Strand.

Agricultural Chemist—William White, Esq.
Secretary—Mr. W. F. Mould.

The Directors invito the attentiou of landed proprietors, agri-
culturists, &c, to the Patent Cyanic Manure, as containing the
most approved elements of fertilisation in their just proportions

;

it can be, therefore, confidently recommended as a very superior
dressing for Wheat, Barley, Oats, Clover, Grass, &c. Price SI.

per ton.

Prospectuses (with practical directions for use) may be had on
application, or will be forwarded by post.

All orders, applications for Agencies, &c, to be addressed to

the Secretary, at the offices of the Company. 37, Charing Cross.

'PI-IE MANCHESTER SEWAGE <il AM" LOM-
-* PANY respectfully iuforni Agriculturists that they have
made arrangements which will enable them to meet the increasing
demand for their Manures. The MANCHESTER SEWAGE
GUANO is a compost of Blood, Bones, Urine, Nightsoil, and
other Animal Matters, and highly fertilising Chemical Ingre-
dients, which are in a concentrated state incorporated with
Animal and Vegetable Charcoal, ground to a fine powder, the

whole forming a dry portable Manure, It is free from all kinds of
Seeds, Weeds. &c.

}
and enriches the land to a considerable degree

for several years after it is used. Price 51. 5s. per ton. Net cash
on delivery. Testimonials forwarded on application. Carriage
free to any Railway or Canal Wharf in Manchester.—John
Thompson . Secretary, 3, Watling Street, Shndehill, Manchester.

TO AGRICULTURISTS.
Bone Manure Manufactory, Drake's Place, Plymouth.

PONTEY, ROWE and CO. beg to acquaint the
Agriculturists in the West of England, that in order to

insure a supply of their MURIOPHOSPHATJE, which has been
tested 12 years, and found far superior to all other Artificial

Manures, in the continual support it yields to TURNIPS and
the succeeding crops, they have made considerable purchases of
BONES and BONE ASH, from South America, Hamburgh, &c,
on favourable terms, They will therefore be enabled to render
their Muriophosphate the same strength as heretofore, at 71. per
ton, in bags free on board ; or 71. as. delivered to the principal
Seaports in Devon and Cornwall.
They have obtained reports of the Analysis from the most

celebrated Agricultural Chemists, Messrs. Herapath, Nisbet, and
Way, and they will guarantee that they supply the same article
as reported on. The Analysis referred to will be open to the
inspection of purchasers.
P,,R. & Co. have constantly on sale BONE MANURE of their

own manufacture at their Mills, at Drake's Place, which is open
to purchasers. Also best PERUVIAN GUANO from A. Gibbs
&Co., GYPSUM, MANURE SALT. Ac, prices of which can
be obtained at the Manufactory, or of Mr. Pontev, Seedsman,
Cornwall Street. 2A per cent, off for cash on delivery.

Also London Manufactured BONE MANURE.
-Patronised by her Majesty the« L^RIGI HOMO.

J- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland" for Syon House, His
Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Cilndley for tbe Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks ofinsects and from morning frosts. To be had in any
required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of Elisha
Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey ;

FARM SEEDS.
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Seed and Implement WarohoujOj
Stirling, N.D .

PRIZE MANGOLD WURZEL, SWEDE TURNIPS, ETC.
I AMJJS GROVK.Grent Baddow, Essex, who obtained

*' Prizes at tho Chelmsford and i

nine fears In succession, bogs to state thatlilsScci
iinin Selected Roots, not Plants. Ho begs to call attention t<<

the following opinions of the press:

—

The roots shown by Mi*. Jambs GnovB stand unrivalled.''—

SmUhfiold Club Show, 1848.—Marl l ISxprt .

"Tho roots shown by Mr. James GnovK were pronounced by
many practical judges to be the most perfect

i
pi - imens they had

ever eon."—Smithfield Club Show, 1849.—JBcWa Wee ly Mes-
senger,

"The Mangold Wurzcl and Swedes exhibited by Mr. .).<
drew forth the warm encomiums of all who saw them. Mr Ci.-.vi:

has devoted a great deal of timo to the cultivation of Mangold
Wurzel, and judging from the specimens at this show, bis efforts

havo been eminently successful. —Smithfield Club Show, 1851.—
Ibid.

Similar remarks were made in the Agricultural Journals on
the roots exhibited by Mr. Grove in 1S52, 1858, ami 1854.

Mixed Grass Seeds for Permanent Pasture.

RENDLE'S AGRICULTURAL PRICE
CURRENT and FARM DIRECTORY for

1855, with Newspaper Stamp to go free by post, is now
published, and can be had/ in exchange for nix penny
stamps.

Tho proprietors of this well-known and widely circulated pub-
lication have much pleasure in announcing; another edition for

the present year. They have spared no expense nor trouble in

making it a most useful and serviceable guide to all who take
an interest in the cultivation of the soil. It contains a valuable
Descriptive List of all the best AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
with prices affixed to every article, with cultural remarks and
general information as to the best varieties for various crops.

The List of TURNIP SEEDS is very comprehensive, and is

embellished with an ENGRAVING of RENDLE'S IMPROVED
SWEDE TURNIT—a variety in great favour in the "West of
England.

The descriptive Lists and Tables of the best selected

GRASSES are very complete, and will be found eminently
useful to all who intend laying down land for Permanent Pasture,
Ornamental Parks, Pleasure Grounds, &c.

There is a very useful ALMANACK, which has been compiled
with much care.

In the MANURE DEPARTMENT there is a general Price
Current of all the leading Manures, including Peruvian Guano,
Lawes' Patent Superphosphate. Nitrate of Soda, &c.
TheORIGIN.ASD HISTORY of PERUVIAN GUANO will

be found amongst its contents, as well as some excellent advice for

detecting the spurious from the genuine article. The proprietors
have been favoured with some good sound advifce to Fanners on
this point by J. C. Nesbit, Esq., the celebrated Agricultural
Chemist. They have also reprinted Pkofessor Way's Lecture
on the same subject, from the Gardeners' Chronicle, read to the
Members of the Royal Agricultural Society.

Descriptive articles relating to Lawes' Patent Superphosphate.
Nitrate of Soda, the new Mexican Guano, aud other manures
will also be found very useful and interesting.

The "SUPERPHOSPHATE CONTROVERSY" in the Ply-
mouth Papers is also given at length. The whole of tbe letters

are reprinted from the Plymouth Herald. In this Controversy
the " Gypsum mixers" are fully exposed by Mr. J. Prideacx, the
eminent Agricultural Chemist.
A valuable Paper has also been written expressly for this

Edition by Mr. R. Errtngtoh on the " Cultivation of the Potato,'"

as well as an article on "Ztgutdl Manure" by the same gentleman.
The Proprietors have also much pleasure in stating that they

have been favoured with two Original Articles, by J. B. Lawes,
Esq., Rotharosted, the celebrated Agricultural Chemist, on
" The Artificial Manures most suitable for the Growth of Barley"
and " The Cultivation of one Grain Crop after anotheron heavy land.'"

There will be a good Engraving of the CEDRUS DEODARA,
one of the hardiest and best varieties of Cedars ever introduced,
and prices of various Forest Trees, Shrubs, and Fruit Trees.
Engravings and descriptions of a great many Agricultural

Implements are also added in the present Edition, and anaon*"^
them will be found M'CORMICKS AMERICAN REAPER
GARDNER'S TURNIP CUTTER. SAMUELSON'S REGIS-
TERED LAWN MOWER. PATENT LIQUID MANURE
DISTRIBUTOR. WARNER'S GARDEN ENGINES. PUMPS,
SYRINGES, &c; FOWLER axp FRY'S CHAFF CUTTING
MACHINE asd ONE ROW TURNIP DRILL, ANTHONY'S
PATENT AMERICAN CHURN, axd PARKES* STEEL
DIGGING FORKS.

Descriptions are also given of the New CHINESE POTATO
Dioscorea Batatas) and the FLUKE KIDNEY" POTATO, a
sort highly recommeuded in the Midland Counties.

At th£ request of several correspondents the Publishers

have printed the present Edition the size of the " Gardeners'

Chronicle" so that those who tcish it can bind it with the

present volume of that valuable Paper, It contains '23

folio pages
y

a Chronicle " size.

Copies can he procured, price 6d. each, or free to purchasers of
seeds ; aud can be obtained through the medium of any book-
seller in the United Kingdom, from the

LONDON PUBLISHING OFFICE, 294, STRAND;
and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom. '

I Or from the Proprietors, William E. Rksdle & Co., Seed
" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering." I Merchants, Plymouth.

CRASS SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.PI
< M;I.K
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HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE A.V
PEOVEM1

J Pj M.IAKJETT.

Offices, 52, Parllami

DlBECTOBf.
Hf.np.v KebSETUI -mam,

as v. Sim.Lnv, Biri

George Thomas Clark, Esq. William ]i Ur Hobb*. E*j.

John C. Cobbold, E«q, M.l\ Edwu I J.

Sir William Cnbitt, F.E.8. - - Lut
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq. Wll
Empowered to execute Drain.-. .

Land Improvements, and to I

under Settlement
and without investigation of Title to char,'

expenses upon tbe Estate, to be repaid by Instalments ipread

over any period determined by Landowners within tbe limits of

50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Ji'

Landowners may arrange with the Com;
of the works by their own agi e use of the:r

the Company's Capital.
-

'"THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
-*- incorporated et special Act i

Engla>*d and Scotland.—To Landowner
citors, Surveyor?. Estate Ag - tracted
for the execution by the proprietor or by tl

landed improvement, especially D:
Enclosing, Warping, Irrigati'''n, Embankir _

Planting, Machinery, 6.-C. The plai ^^cifiea-

tions, and estimates are prepared by th-; ^nd are
submitted to the approval of the Enclosnn. i

prietors may avail themselves of the power:
from the inheritance their own funds to be expen
ments. They may also apply join 'xecntion of*
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall. &
of application. &c, apply to the H ''\3*gii:g

Director, 2, Old Palace Y'ard, Westminster.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE,
3S, Lower Kennington Lane. Kennington, Dear L

Principal—J. C. Nesbit. F.G-S, F.C.S- &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprif

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits ofA griculture.

Engineering. Mining, Manufacturer, and the Arts; for the NavAl
and Military Services, and for the Dnirersit
Analyses and Assays of every description are prcmpflv and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsTnay be had on application to the Principal.

""CHEMICAL AND METALLURGICAL LABORATORIES.
T ^HE ROYAL COLLEGE OF CHEMISTRY
A (now the Laboratory of the Metropolitan Sc'

applied to Minim; and the Arts nder tbe dired
Dr. Hofmann, F.R.S.. and the Metallurgical Laborat ry

the directiou of Dr. Peect. F.R.S.

At both of these LabonUories there are three terms anrmaily
of 12 weeks each. The fee for working every day in tV

is lOr. per term, but Pupils ma-
reduced fees.

The Third Term will commence on Monday, th : .

when Pupils may be entered.

For further particulars, 3pply at the Mi
jmS

Oxford's treet.
*

TiivaAi: Ret^j. Reri=trar.

DOYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIET1
UV ENGLAND.—r: Sheetsfort
may be had on application to the Secextaey of the S

No. 12, Hanover Square, London.

Sltr ^igncttltttral ©a^tttr.

SATURDAY, MARCH :^. I

MEETINGS FOR THE ESSCLSG WEEK.

The agricultural relations of the subject of to'wx

sewage were very fully and instractiTeiT discussed

last Jlonday evening, before the Society of Arts.

Reports of some of the addresses delivered on that

occasion will be found in another page ; a full pub-
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licatiou of i he rieliate woulit occuin greater space

than we can afford in a single number ; and its post-

ponement in pnrt is the less to be regretted as the

subject is not, like many others, one on «hicli an
immediate decision, would at once affect farm

practice. In fact the general tendency of increas-

ing knowledge on the subject seems to discourage

expectation that farm practice will ever largely

benefit by the use of town sewage. Professor Way
has indeed shown how the conservative powers of

ordinary soils would make them store-rooms of

fertility, in which the food of plants might at any

season be safely placed against the season of growth,

when alone it can be used—but in sewage this food,

it seems, is so greatly diluted that, however efficient

a vehicle for it water may be, the manure which it

thus conveys is pretty much as expensively conveyed

as guano would be if a whole train of carriages

were needed for the delivery of every ton. The
question is, no doubt, as Mr. Caird has stated, now
one more for the engineer than for the chemist. So far

as the latter is concerned, it seems to be exhausted
;

but we fear that the problem, however simply now it

may be stated, is as far as ever from a profitable

solution.

We hope next week to give a further report of

the discussion.

5 4 30

5 3 29

4 SO

4

A very seasonable and useful discussion took
place last week befure the Highland and Agricultural

Society of Scotland on Top-dressings for Differrnt
Crops. Two papers were read—one by Mr. Hope,
of Fenton Barns, and the other by Mr. Finnie, of

Swanston—and Dr. Anderson, the chemist to the
Society, summed up the points which had been
brought out, and read the experience that had been
described, in the light of that general experience
which, when classified and arranged, is called science.

One cannot imagine a more satisfactory and appro-
priate employment for an agricultural society than
that in which the Highland Society was thus
engaged. Its best practical men, instructed by its

chemical officer, had brought their practical skill to

bear upon a point of great practical importance, and
the results of their experiments ascertained with
carefulness are now published just at the time of
year when likely to be most useful, and published
along with suggestions by Professor Anderson,
directing attention to such of the results made out
as appear to one of his experience in experimental
research to have been determined. Mr. Russell,
of Kilwhiss, in Fifeshire,had also contributed similar
results with those of Messrs. Finnie and Hope,
but his absence in America had interfered some-
what with their parallelism with the others, so that
they could not so satisfactorily be presented in the
same series.

We have not space for publication of the separate
papers- that were read ; but their results we take
from Dr. Anderson's remarks, in which they have
been compared. These remarks, it should be stated,

specially directed attention to Mr. Posey's view of

the relative value of guano and of nitrate of soda
as manures, and it was shown that in the ex-
perience of the Scottish experimenters that view
was not borne out—guano being the more efficient of
the two.

The experiments originated in a correspondence
between Dr. Anderson and the three gentlemen we
have named, in which the nature of the experiments
was resolved upon : it was determined that nitrate

of soda should be used at the rate of 1 cwt. per acre,

and that sulphate of ammonia and Peruvian guano
should be used in such quantities as to supply the
same amount of nitrogen. It was further resolved
that a mixture of these manures should also be used.
One other point seemed worthy of inquiry. It has
recently been customary to mix nitrate of soda with
common salt, which is said to strengthen the straw,
and prevent the tendency to lodge, which is fre-

quently observed where light manures have been
applit-d to grain, but as doubts have been ex-
pressed on this point, it was thought well that
these manures should be tried both with and with-
out salt.

On the last of these points it is sufficient to state

that, comparing the two halves of all the experi-
ments, over one of which the salt had been used,
while over the other it had not, the conclusion
arrived at is, that it was without effect, or at least
that its influence was very uncertain.

The real point determined by these experiments
is thus limited to their comparison of the nitro-
genous manures, and here we simply present to the
reader a somewhat condensed report of Professor
Anderson's remarks :

—

On Wheat.— In Mr. Finnie's experiments there is

remarkable similarity throughout the results. If we
add together the quantities of good and weak grain,
and, further, take the mean of each pair of experi-

ments, with and without suit, we have the lollowjug

table :

—

qrs. bu. lb. qrs. bu. lb.

Nitrate of soda 5 3 47

1

„ with salt ... 5 5 14 f
Sulphate of ammonia ... 5 4 56 \

„ with, salt ... 5 2 14 J"

Peruvian guano 5 6 3U| .
with salt ... 5 2 60 f

Mixture 5 6 37 "i , . ,.

„ with salt 6 2 52J ° * lb

We perceive at once that guano has given the largest

return, next to it comes the mixture, and third only is

nitrate of soda, with salt. The second column, giving

the average of each pair, shows that though Peruvian
guano stands highest, nitrate of soda is little behind it,

while sulphate of ammonia falls short by more than a
bushel. This difference is so small, however, as to be
unimportant

Turning to Mr. Hope's experiments, we find the

results somewhat different, for, with him, sulphate of

ammonia has given the highest result, while guano and
nitrate of soda are nearly on a level. In Mr. Hope's
experiments, we have the advantage of beini; able to

compare the produce with that of au unmanured por-

tion, from which we are enabled to calculate the actual

profit derived from each manure. I shall select the

highest result afforded by each manure, which is most
favourable to nitrate of soda, and we obtain the

following table, Wheat being taken at 70s- per qr. :

—

Increase
per acre.

Increased
val. of ci op.

Cost of
manure.

£ «'. d.

10
13 6
14

Profit.

Nitrate of soda and
salt

Snip, of ammonia
and salt

Peruvian guano ...

Bushels.

3

5

3i

£ s. d.

1 6

2 3 9

1 10

£ s. d.

6

1 10 9
16 9

It follows, therefore, that while sulphate of ammonia
lias given a profit of 30s. per acre, nitrate of soda has
given only 6s., and nitrate of soda employed alone gave

an increase of only 2 bushels per acre, value 17s. Gd.
entailing a Iofs of 2s. 6d. per acre.

,

In Mr. Russell's experiments, where the produce of

Wheat fr<ini the unmanured portion is very small, being

only 3 qrs. 3 bush, per acre, the effect of the top
dressings is more marked than either in Mr. Finnie's or

Mr. Hope's, and in them guano holds the highest place,

while nitrate of soda stands low. It gives a profit cal-

culated on the same manner as before, but taking the

Wheat at the value of 72s. as given by Mr. Russell
of but 7s. 9d. per acre, while sulphate of ammonia gives

21. 9s. 3
and guano 3£. 7s. per acre. As far as the pro-

duction of straw is concerned, Mr. Finnie's results are
most favourable to nitrate of soda, Mr. Hope's to

sulphate of ammonia.

On Grass.—Turning to the hay experiments, we find

matters more favourable to nitrate of soda. Mr. Hope
finds that it produces on the average an increase of

12 cwt. per acre, while guano only gives 9 cwt., and
sulphate of ammonia 7 cwt. It is worthy of remark,
however, that guano conjoined with salt gave a higher
result than nitrate of soda, but when employed alone its

effects were greatly inferior, and hence the difference in

the average. Mr. Finnie's increase is 17 cwt. from
nitrate of soda, 14 from sulphate of ammonia, and only

10 from Peruvian guano. Here guano falls decidedly

short of the other ones, while taking into account the

relative costs of the two manures, the nitrate and sul-

phate of jimmonia leave about the same profit.

Mr. Finnie has calculated the money. value of the

hay crop ai Id. per stone, and it thus appears that the

portion dressed with nitrate of soda alone gives an
increased value of \l. 8s. Id., but when common salt was
added it was only 1/. 4s. Ad. Taking the average of the

two, we have 2/. 4s. \\d. as the profit ; which consider-

ably exceeds that of the other manures. Mr. Hope's
experiments afford similkr results with nitrate of soda,

the profit is 11. 18s. 8d. per acre ; with sulphate of

ammonia, 11. 2s. 2d. ; and 'with Peruvian guano,

\l. lis. 10cZ. In Mr. Russell's experiments guano
gives an increased amount of hay, the value of which,
deducting the cost of the manure, is 12s. \0d. ; nitrate

of soda gives 11. 0s. 8 /. profit ; and sulphate of ammonia,
\l. Is. 2d. On Grass the results are ou the whole more
favourable to nitrate of soda, but they by no means give

it that pre-eminence which has been lately assigned to it.

On Potatoes.—The results obtained from Potatoes are
unfavourable to nitrate of soda, but considerable discre-

pancy exists between Mr. Hope and Mr. Finnie's
results. Calculating Mr. Hope's at the rate of 3s. per
cwt., we find that, after deducting the cost of the
manure, the profit is 10s. per acre, while sulphate ot

ammonia gives \l. 8s. Gd., and Peruvian guano entails a
loss of 7s. In Mr. Finnie's experiments, sulphate of
ammonia gives a loss of 14s. per acre, nitrate of suda a
gain of 19s., and guauo a gain of 31. 1 Is.-

It is proper to add to this that the manures
applied per acre were respectively as follows :—
(1), nitrate of soda, 1 cwt. ; (2), nitrate of soda,

1 cwt., and common salt, 2 cwt. ; (3), 87 lbs. of

sulphate of ammonia
; (4), 87 lbs. of sulphate of

ammonia and 2 cwt. of common salt; (5), 137 lbs.

of Peruvian guano
; (6), the same guano and 2 cwt.

of salt; (7), a mixture of 37 lbs. of nil rate of soda
with 29 lbs. of sulphate of ammonia and 46 lbs. of

Peruvian guano
; (8), tne same mixture and 2 cwt.

of common salt.

•On the general value of these experiments, and
on those circumstances under which they were per-

formed by which this was affected, we quote Dr.

Anderson further :

—

Taking these experiments as a whole, it is obvious

that they form a very important contribution to our
knowledge of these manures, when used as top-dressings

upon different crops. They cannot be cousidered as

exhausting the subject, or that we are entitled to assert

that in all cases similar results are to be obtained ; but
this much is clear, that the extraordinary pre-eminence
assigned to nitrate of soda is far from being borne out,

I It is to be observed, however, that the season was dry,

|
and on that account comparatively unfavourable to top-

i dressings. This circumstance would undoubtedly act

\

prejudicially on all these manures, but less so in nitrate

of soda than the others. We know that when sulphate

of ammonia and guano lie for a considerable time

on the surface before they are washed in by the

rain that a material loss of their ammonia occurs.

On chemical grounds we know that such loss is

less likely to occur with nitrate of soda. We remark,
also, that the greatest effect in many cases has been
produced by sulphate of ammonia, while guano occa-

sionally stands behind the other two. It must be
remembered, however, that the experiments are incom-
plete, and that the effects upon the next crop may
materially alter the relative position. Kuhlman found

that guano differed from nitrate of soda and purely

ammoniacal manures in the action which it exerted in

the subsequent crops. He found that it produced a
marked increase upon them, while the portions which
had been dressed with nitrate of soda and sulphate of

ammonia actually gave in the subsequent year a less

produce than the uumanured portion. Should a similar

result be obtained on the crops of this year, we shall at

once see that our conclusions may undergo considerable-

modification, and that guano may come to stand higher

than it at present does. Meanwhile while these

manures are taken so as to supply the same quantity of

nitrogen, we have evidence that there is no marked
difference between them unless it be in the hay crop.

There we find that nitrate of soda does undoubtedly

produce a larger increase than either of the others, and
this is in accordance with the observation frequently

i made of its superior effects on the Grasses. In other
' words, it produces a more powerful effect on the stems

than the other manures, and this we see also in the

j
Wheat, when a larger increase of straw is produced by

!
it than by either of the other manures; but in the pro-

;

duction of seed we observe that the advantage lies in

j

some cases with sulphate of ammonia, in others with

guano, while nitrate of soda is invariably inferior.

Our readers will agree with us that the thanks of

: the agiicultural commnnity are due to the gentle-

' men and to the Society who have thus called atten-

tion to facts so well determined on a department of

farm practice which during the next few weeks will

occupy so generally the attention of agriculturists.

YOUTH.—CRIME .—P UNISHMENT.
(TWO LETTERS )—No. I.

One fine afternoon, last autumn, a gentleman riding

home saw a boy, at that time in his employment, earning
his wages by knocking down Apples from a tempting-
looking tree in a small orchard adjoining his garden.
The lad was too busily occupied to notice the new
arrival at the scene of his labours : the interview was
inevitable : flight was vain : and a whip in the rider's

hand. Boys will be boys, and men will forget that the
remark once applied to themselves : so, whack I

crack ! down came the riding-whip twice upon the
peccant shoulders, with the usual reprimandatory inter-

jections tor such cases made and provided. A most
expressive shrug of the off-side shoulder, and a quick
furtive glance curiously compounded of angry pain and
intense 'deprecation of impending number three—arrested

t ie whip-hand ; and with that biting form of admonition
which popular metaphor has likened to 'a flea in the
ear,' the boy departed : and the rider.

Both, in pain. For, the excitement of the moment
over, there was something in the appeal of that smarting
look, and writhing figure that made me half disposed

(for the writer was the rider) to throw the whip into

the nearest pond, which chanced to be conveniently

at hand. But why was this ? Had I struck too
hard ? No ; the whip was but a light one; the
offence, and detection, complete ; and I had—after the
most approved fashion too

—

punished the little culprit.

I began to reflect, as I rode ou, upon this thing
c Punishment.' Said I to myself but you shall see

the soliloquy in result. I have already remarked it was
a tempting apple-tree : (oh ! those tempting Apples I

what work they have played in history, sacred and
profane ! For aught we know, Troy itself might still

be standing, strong and safe as Sevastopol, but for

one of them !)—Well, under this same tree, before ten

days had passed, I beheld another young marauder
working away, as before. I was on foot this time ; but

before the little man, No. 2, could look round, the arm
he was raising with might and main for * another shy*

dropped to his side, at the touch of a hand laid, very-

gently, on his shoulder.

" What, stealing Apples, my little man?"
A look of terror, and a burning blush, were the only

answer.

" Why how comes this \ Don't you know it's wrong
to steal 1

"

No answer : but the same shamed and terrified look.
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" UliVC \ Vi I- llflinl Hi.'.
I

II is WK-lti-il to |,|.fi,| '<

Han your mother never told you thin i

"

The hoy looked up somewhat re.assured by the words,

or tlio tunc, Mini In that peculiar way of children, so un

thinking, often eo touching, mid

—

"Mother's detid."

" How long Iiiih she been dead '!"

A pause : aird then—" 1 doant know."
"And did poor Mother never toll you it in wicked to

steal?"
A dnll hang of fhn head : a long silence, and then a

blubbering outbreak of tears.

Then followud a abort lecture on stealing ; a promise

that 1 ehoujd watch liiiu always, till by good behaviour he

had wiped out this offence : that that, wan the mil}'

way to tin ii
; and that by good character he might soon

be tthlo to earn (lie means to buy hoiiio apples of his

own, &o.

Both these boys I nee frequently. The one meets me
with a cowering angry Bort of look, ns if I was a Dragon
that he dreads, hut. aliouM like to slay, The smart ol the

whip, is not forgotten ; the 'Punishment 1 has done iia

work. What that work is wo will inquire presently.

The other boy meets me with a aoit ol uuder-glow of

countenance, solicitous of notice ; evidently with a

sense of pleasure : he knows not why, of course, hut

with an indistinct association of my look and voice with

'poor mother.'

Now, without going the length of assuming that all

boy* caught stealing would bluBh extempore, and hang
their heads, and cry ; or have that sad startling answer—" Mother's dead I" I would ask you, Madam or Sir, to

"look on this picture, and on thiB," and say which ol

these two modes of treating juvenile crime, is the one

most likely to cure it, and to protect us from it

—

tho first, or pmitiw system, or the second, tho 're-

formatory ' system S

'But Crime must be 'punished!'
' With what view 1

'

' Oh ! to prevent it, of course.'

'But how does the Punishment of the Criminal pre-

vent Crime ?

'

' By the example, doubtless, to other offenders.'

'Then it is not on the ' tit for tat' principle that you'd
inflict it ; not to avenge it upon the individual V

'Certainly not : it is inflicted in order to deter others
from repeating the offence ; that society may he protected
from depredation and assault, from "injury to person
and property."'

Such is the answer. It has stood good for some hun-
dreds of years : mayn't one say thousands '! The ' British

Constitution' is a chicken to it. It is older than the
Pyramids: almost really "as old as ihe hills!" At
least so all people say, and most people think. A soli-

tary rider on a still autumn evening, of the year of
grace 1854, with a Hushed cheek and a shaking hand, as
this thought passes through his mind, draws in a long
breath between his closed teeth, as if it was some
plaiBter for the heart-burn, and when he can draw
in no more, dares to ejaculate it all—breath, thought,
words, authority, antiquity, British Constitution, and 1

don't know how much more, in this hot short phrase

—

" This '.Punishment
!

' This hateful Punishment I

"

I know not how or why it is, that when one's
thoughts are strongly excited, and most especially if the
burning ember of compunction is thrusting its red-hot
end into the Council that sits under the waistcoat-

buttons,—an odd phenomenon is apt to occur: floating

sentences or phrases long ago familiar, yet never marked
till now, drilt unwittingly across the recollection,

—

vaguely, lightly, suddenly, like an air-borne leaf across
the face in winter, some Cumsean leaf that has lost its

place and parentage, that bloomed far back in forgotten
summer, and far away from the spot where now, bat-

like, it flaps across you. What is it that brings those
morsels of memory so oddly obtrusive yet so curiously

a-propos, across the mind in its distress, uttering the
very words, so that one rather seems to hear than
think them 2

"And God put a mark upon Cain, lest any one finding
him should slay him."

Such were the words that alighted impromptu, and
kept repeating themselves, as it were, over and over
again, as I rode home, swung myself into my study,
closing the door behind me.

"This Punishment! this hateful human Punishment:
is it Right !

"

I took down a volume of Blackstone, that most
eloquent and satisfied of 'Commentators' upon Things
that be, or that once did be ; whose pleasant ample
portrait smiles, in the old editions, opposite the title-

page of what is now a charnel-house of dead Law.
Caught by an old pencil-mark in the margiu, my eye fell

upon the lollowing passage

—

"For, every bun.au law is only so far just and effi-

cacious, in proportion as it is founded on the Laws of

Nature."

Admirable ! said I. Come, here, at least, is a pro-
position that needs no argument or proof. This is the
right track ! this must lead ' out of the wood.' I begin
to think 1 see daylight already.

' Punishment.' ' The Laws of Nature.' ' Human law.'

I regularly laid it out, and stated it; like an equation.
It almost seemed as if it would work!
The Laws of Nature ! blessed, beautiful, roerciiul

Nature ! fresh, fresh every morn and every 'dewy eve'
and every hour and every instant, from the living band
of the Living God ! Well done, robed and ermined
Jusiice Black6tone ! For that one gem of a sentence
I'll forgive you all the duaty toil of bygone days through

ill.:- lour volumes octavo all those bones and heaped- Bui would not i

up Mkiills of dead and buried legislation from which argument require thai that the
my marvelling mind kept drawini c ninhmtnl of A. who ban committed a crime, will

forbidden, -to find/ at fctn end of all, at thi lasl round operate to Ihe prcvei . who ha-
ul the ladder, that ' th« climbing of II i « i meat all that you should fii tol all be able to show
useful practice for beginners, and that] must now evidence of lis salutary influence upon A. bit

it down behind me, and begin to stud) the 1 tram . >tair-

I'liiplaud at they a/re ' I lill, and the turning of a cranl tUiai
'The Laws ..l Natural' And what, then, my*. Isgi . ithttt

Nature about. Natural ' PtlwilhlntntV Lot nil humbly wan : blister the hand and its

examine the question ; and look into it carefullyj un- Instincts with obi Mich a sacrilegious

Hinchingly. Lot us lay thi* hideous thing Punishment Heaven-born mbovb, ill in rain, u ll reason
under thi disseotlng'knife, and probe into lit

essence of ii« nature, What It ''
'

'l ; child, not yet able to walk or Bpeak, puts i'

into the candle : It burns : In an Instant the arm it drawn

back v.i ii an In tinctive j'-rk. There's a rour; an

angry look ul lie unconscious mutton and lis pointed

tongue nl flame, and (with perhaps an OCi

repetition of tho learning) the child grows to manhood
with two hands having upon each a thumb and four

lini'i-i'H, insti ad "I two mutilated dedigitaliBcd
i tumps,

The Bchonlboy— but, who on earth is lo follow hiitvl

At every liiuir, at every gscmet at i-vrry jump, at every
trick, he is trying and testing and proving, and tor

turing if he could, the ' Laws of Nature.' No dashing

French cavalier galloping round the serried phalanx of

a British ' square-lor cavalry ' ever tried with more
daring and dauntless cunning to find out one unguarded
Spot', In vain ! Nature hedges him around with her
chevaux-dc-lrise of wwmimcj pains and penalties, some-
times mild, sometimes slmrp, always proportionate to the
invasion, always discriminate to tin; offence, always
alighting on the exact tr-insgressiiig member. She
bites him, burns him, kicks him, scratches, pinches,

bruises him. There is not a trick be can put upon hor,

but she has a trick in return; yet she never for an
instant loses her temper. It is all his own act and deed
producing its own certain and cognate result. ' Punish-

ment it is absurd to call it : it is simply an educational

experience of physical causes and effi-cts. By it he
learns : by it lie is warned, guided, preserved to

manhood.
The youth enters upon a deeper course of lessons.

The physical Laws of Nature with their phjsical warning
of pains and penalties, on one side, and rewards ami

pleasures on the other— that fair hedgerow of joyous

time thai the effects upon / tr»n»-
...

oi ought to* Hin, sobjuncttvely, win i

ipes grow on Thorn , oi I on XbbdM
rails ol a ',•

I i d fallacy of

mi guilty A. to terrify Innocent X. from uncommitted
crime, be simply a blunder equally against tru.

and tbi i

idea oi Individual
' by oor criminal code— what,

then, Ik the ii
i of ' Pooiabi

What ought it to I" I What is ll,.- r got of

against those who have wounded i-

her in property or person, transgn sb* d i/*-r i**.

uk give- this practical question .'.

gation— not through tli< ni.rlov.

tooth-for tooth' legislation, not through, the BusenMi
fallacy ol ' example-punishment*,' to be hereafter known
as the exploded ' scarecrow theory'— but by the broad

and free light which lighteth every roan if be will only

come to the Light, and read the Laws of Nature a*

revealed and interpreted by One who was patient to

be called the ' Friend of Shiners.' //.

Home Correspondence.
The lien: Mainifirii'i-c.— In the interesting paper ot>

" Italian Rye-grass/' read by Mr. Morton before the

London Farmers' t'iub, which appears in your Gmttle,

March I Oth, in describing the produce under the irriga-

tion system, page 154, the following observation occurs:
" When Rye-grass iB cut young, it comains with more
of water more of the substances corresponding to the

gluten of flour, which chemists tell us resemble the

flowers and prickly brambles lining on each side the road fleshy parts of animal matter. Those who wish to

of safety — swell into richer hues, caught from the make flesh by consumption of Italian Rye-grass may
moral world, and protected from rude invasion by thorns therefore be right in cutting it frequently, and having it

of deeper smart on the way-side of Duty and Happiness, youuger," &c. If by "making flesh" Mr. Morton
Yet all in warning mercy still ! The midnight revel means " fattening " or beef making, and that protein or

and excess followed by the waking agony and depression albuminous compounds are more essential for fattening

corresponding to the very cup3, varying in intensity

with the very number ol the stupid toasts'— all with

such an exactitude, such a Minti precision of cause and
consequence, that almost an idiot might learn !

The grown-up man—but is it necessary to pursue it

than for milk, I may hope for space to explain my
grounds for a different conclusion. When cows are in

full milk soon after calving, they will give 16 quarts per

day. I have now five on hand which are giving this

quantity on the average, and are apparently maintaining
further \ the dyspepsia of the glutton, the ennui of the

|

their weight and condition. An analysis of milk of

idler, the gout, and other mystic inward gravehings of
\
standard quality shows a proportion of solid or dry

Mr. Sober Excess, the poverty of the slothful man, the mater al of 5 lbs. in the 16 quarts of milk per day, of

isolation of the selfish man, the fever that penetrates which 2 lbs. will be casein or pure curd. If we assume
the inner chamber of the careless neglecter of his i the materials of food rieh in protein, such as Beans,
penury- and- disease- stricken neighbours — are they

,

oilcake, &c, to contain 25 to 33 per cent, of this, it

' Punishments' or JYandngs ? Look at them well : com- will appear that the 2 Lbs. of casein or pure curd will

pare them with the gentle flame that checked the
j
represent the protein of 6 lbs. to 8 lbs. of Beans, oil-

errant finger of the little child; you will see the same cake, or other substances equally rich in protein ; or, in

principle and kindly purpose running throughout; the : other words, a daily supply of this quantity of Beans
Lhw of Motive and ot merciful guidance and protection

!
and oilcake will be required to produce the 5 lbs. of

to the individual. As well might the spur that pricks

the speed of the charger flying from certain death, as

well might the knife that cuts away the mortified part

of a diseased limb be called ' Punishment.'

In the sense that criminal-law-makers attach to the

w'ord, and have taught men to understand it, the laws of

Nature exhibit no such thing as ' Punishment.' From
first to last the whole ' criminal code' of Nature is

simply and emphatically prospective, reformatory, and

parental, acting upon the external and the physical, and
still more potently and keen, with the tooth that is not

seen, upon the internal and moral feelings of the iu-

casein or pure curd. My cows giving 8 quarts per day
increase in weight on the average, and for a length of

time, 7 lbs. to 9 lbs. each per week. This produce of

milk and gain of weight will represent the protein com-
pounds of 3J lbs. to 5 lbs. of Beans, oilcake, or other

materials equally rich in protein. The ex;*rience of

feediiig or fattening shows that a gain of 14 lbs. per
week, or 2 lbs. per day, to be as much as can be relied

on as an average for a length of time. If we consider

}i lb. per day as fat, which is probably not more than the

actual proportion, there will be li lb. for flesh, of which
the fibrine, reckoned as dry material, will be less than

dividual. And if teaching such as this, so kind yet A lb., and will represent the protein of 1£ lb. to 2 lbs. of

never disguising truth, so gentle yet never relaxing ' Be»ns, oilcake, or other materials equally rich in pro-

effort, keen in presence and perception, constant as his tein. It w-ill be observed that I have treated only of

own shadow in its attendance upon each individual, the quantities of protein compounds carried off in milk,

often fail to teach,—what shall we say of the presump- or assimilated in increase of beef, and that each class of

tuous hand which attempts by 'examples' of human animals will require beyond this what is adequate to

'punishment' to prevent, the crimes of others?
j

maintain their condition. Experience affords a t ilerably

The whole idea is a mixture of error and injustice : safe guide to estimate the quantity required for this

of error because it is ethically false to the constiiuion purpose. In the Turnip districts it is found that with

of human nature to suppose, or to make laws ou the 120 lbs. of Swedish Turnips per day. a fair-sized beast

supposition, that punishment can generate vicarious will maintain its condition for a length of time. In the

motive or morality, and thus extinguish future crime ; district of Craven, in Yorkshire, where hay is the

of injustice, because no human power or human laws staple food, 1£ stones of meadow hay are found to

have the right to make men into the scarecrows of maintain the condition of a like-sized animaL These

hypothetical offences of others, not yet committed, any quantities, which supply bulk with elements of resp:ra-

uiore than into scapegoats of the past ofivnees of others, tion, correspond in their contents of protein compounds.,

with whom the offender himself has no relation past or and represent those in 6 lbs. to 8 lbs. of Beans, oilcake,

future, and for whom he is not and cannot be re- ! and other substances containing 25 to 33 per cent, of

sponsible. protein. As a feeder supplies for purposes of bulk and

Where did legislators get the preposterous notion of respiration substances richer or poorer in protein, he

this transitive operation of Puuishment from the thief
|
will have to lessen or increase his quantity of these

in esse to the thief in posse! Upou vhat ' discourse auxiliaries. It is of the nimost importance in the

of reason ' was the theory based ! The practical expe- treatment of cattle, as aJso of plants, to afford an ample

rience of the whole history of Crime in this couuu-y

flatly contradicts it, and condemns it, as false tc human
nature. When men were hanged for horse and sheep

stealing, the number of sheep and horses stolen was lar

greater (and from a smaller populatio..) than since it has

ceased to be a ' hanging ' crime : the same is true of all.

though (on consideration of cost, if not of effect also)

not excessive supply of the elements of food, whether

mineral or organic, suited to their requirements, and

constitution, and purposes : on our ability to effect this

epends, in a great degree, our measure of success.

The milch cow may be said to have a twofold oceupa-
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tion iu using her food—the production of milk and the

maintenance of her condition. The former is the

favourite one ; if the food supplied be inadequate for

both purposes, the defective elements are diverted to

the milk, in which she strives to maintain the natural

proportion of constituents, at the expense of her flesh,

fat, and probably also of her phosphates or bone

material. This we see daily exemplified in the dairy

cows kept near large towns, which are bought in full

•condition, and after undergoing a course of milking, are

^old off, greatly reduced. I am clearly of opinion that

hitherto, iu philosophy as well as in practice, the value

of substances, rieh in nitrogenous or protein com-

pounds, has been under estimated, and too little of them

used as auxiliaries for food, for cows giving milk
;

whilst for purposes of fattening have been too much
.relied on, and used too freely. T.

g>otittit$*

Society -of Arts, March 8 and 19.

—

On the Sewage of
London.—The agricultural relations of this subject were
discussed more fully on the second day devoted to its

consideration. The discussion, as reported in the

Journal of the Society, extends to an unusual length,

and we can find room for the remarks of only two

or three of the speakers. The general scope of the

debate, along with a condensed report of two or three

more of the speeches that were made, we hope to give

next week.

Professor Way stated that from the great pains and
trouble which Mr. Lawes and his able coadjutor Dr.

Gilbert had taken, as well as from his own experiments

on this subject, that there could now be no doubt as to

the composition and value of sewage. Mr. Lawes,

had arrived at the same results which, by a different

road, he (Professor Way) arrived at some two or three

years ago—that was—in determining the value of the

sewage by a direct reference to the composition of the

excrements, and within a very trifle the results which he
arrived at agreed with those of Mr. Lawes. Mr.
Lawes had found that 2 ounces of solid matter were
daily ejected by each individual of the population

—

taking males and females and people of all ages and
classes together ; and that three and a half tenths of

nitrogen were ejected in the same matter. He (Professor

Way) found it to be 21, ounces as against Mr. Lawes's
2 ounces of solid matter and ijgjths of an ounce of

Eitrogen, which within a minute quantity agreed with
Mr. Lawes's results. He thought, therefore, the question I

of the average composition of sewage water was set at

rest, and that so far the subject was exhausted ; for

when two persons came nearly to the same point by dif-

ferent results, he thought it might be considered that

they had arrived at truthful results. If, therefore, he
agreed with the data of Mr. Lawes, he could not
hesitate to agree also with the general conclusion as to

the gross value of sewage water. He also agreed with
Mr. Lawes that solid manure could not be profitably

made from sewage. He regretted to have to slate an
opinion of this kind, when adverse to the interests of

the many persons engaged in trying to make solid

manure from that source ; but at the same time he
thought it did not become any one whose opiuion was of

any weight at all to allow people to go on with those

schemes when their success was opposed to all know-
ledge and experience on the subject. He therefore said

unhesitatingly that any existing plan for the production

of solid manure from sewage water would be a failure.

He said this from a knowledge of the fact, that of the
valuable matters contained in sewage water nine-tenths

exist in a liquid state, and these could not be separated
by any known process of filtration, nor could they be
precipitated by any substance which they had at present

at command. Taking it for granted, then, that

sewage must be supplied in a liquid condition, there

were two principles to be borne in mind. One was
that the proper place for its application was not

necessarily or usually the land to which it naturally

flowed. In nine cases out of ten these were heavy clay

lands, which did not require sewage. If well drained
they would be naturally rich lands, and if not drained
sewage could not be applied to them. But the lands

which required sewage were those high-lying, or compa-
ratively high-lying, lands, in which there was a fair

admixture of sand and gravel, which would take in the

sewage and allow it to pass through. He did not mean
to say any sandy soils, but lands of a medium character,

which benefitted by manure of all kinds ; and, therefore,

he said that they should endeavour not to go to the

natural outfall, but to produce an artificial outfall, if

that could be done at a moderate and reasonable amount
of expense. It was the proper plan to pursue, and
in so doing a more extended area was obtained for

the deposit of the sewage. It had been stated in

the course of this discussion, and he had elsewhere
been informed that the pumping of a quantity of 80,000
gallons of water could be done for a shilling, raising it

100 feet in height. This was stated in one of Mr.
Chadwick's reports. Now, if every person consumed 25
gallons of water per day, that would amount to 0,000
gallons a year for each individual. If the urine and
fseces of 10 people were put upon an acre of land, 80,000
gallons would represent that quantity. These 80,000
gallons would be raised to the higher level of 100 feet at
the expense of Is., and if twice or thrice that quantity
were allowed, 2s. or 3s. only would be the additional
cost of manuring an acre of land at a high as compared
with a low level. He therefore would say, let it be

their object to seek the high-lying laud.! (Then he would
say again, a great and an increasingly acknowledged
principle was that they should manure the land and not

the crop. It was not necessary, even in the case of

liquid manure, that the crop should be on the land when
the manure was applied. He believed there was abun-
dant practical experience to show that liquid containing,

manuring qualities produced its effects twelve months
after its application, although it might be supposed to

have run through before the crop was put on. But they

had independent evidence of that fact, and here he must
be allowed to refer to his own investigations upon this

subject. He had found that soils removed nearly every
particle of manuring matter from solutions which were
filtered through them, allowing the water to run away
and leaving the fertilising properties in the soil, and this

proved that liquid manure might be applied to the soil

without fear of losing the fertilising substances which it

contained, although no crop was on the land at the time,

a view of the subject which tended very widely to en-

large the opportunities for the application of liquid sewage
manure. It was not necessary to be applied to the crop

on the land, but they might take advantage of any
favourable opportunity that presented itself for putting

the sewage on. It was not for him to say to what
description of crops sewage could be most profitably

applied. All he said was, they ought to apply it to the

land, rather than to the crop when it was on the land.

He thought at present that principle was not properly

understood. He would say a few words as to the quan-
tity to be applied per acre to land ; he thought Mr.
Lawes's estimate was excessive. He had said 10,000

tons of sewage ought to be applied per acre. This

amounted to something like the excrement of 100 people

;

now if they made a calculation of the quantity of solid

matter which 10 people would supply, they would find

this would amount to twice the value of a good dressing

of manure—that was, 10 people would, in a year,

produce the ammonia and other matter equal to the fer-

tilising value of between 5 cwt. and 6 cwt. of guano. 1

He believed that manure was more effective in a liquid

than in a solid state ; and if they put on, as Mr. Lawes
suggested, manuring matter equal to 2 or 3 tons of

guano per acre, it would be wasting manure and doing

harm rather than good. He repeated, he thought Mr.
Lawes's estimate of the quantity per acre was much too

high, and he thought it was a duty to the agriculturists

to show that the sewage of a town could be profitably

applied to a much larger area.

[The address of Mr. Scott we must postpone. It related to tlie

alleged unwholesomeness, both to man and beast, of the irriga-

tion method of applying manure.]

Mr. Caird considered the conclusion which the pre-

ceding speaker had arrived at, regarding the alleged

unwholesomeness of Grass produced by liquid manure,
to be without adequate foundation. Pleuropneumonia
affected cows fed in every way. It had no doubt been most
virulent in towns where the stock are crowded together

and the air foul ; but, on farms, he had seen it equally

fatal whether the stock were fed on artificial Grass or

natural Grass, whether forced by irrigation or pastured

in the field. It seemed to be generally admitted that,

with our present knowledge, it is impracticable to make
a solid manure of high value from sewage, and the plan

hinted at by Mr. Ward of separating the valuable portion

from the rain water might be open to the fatal objection

of so rendering the small sewers detrimental to health.

Any result of that kind would be infinitely more injurious

that even the total waste of the sewage under the present

system. The conclusion seemed to be that the sewage
of London possesses no money value except as a liquid

manure. He was not aware of any facts yet pub-

lished which showed that value satisfactorily. The
report of the Board of Health, so far as he

could recollect, gave many instances of the advan-

tage of farm sewage but none of London
[
sewage.

If we take Professor Way's estimate of the solid and

liquid excrements contained in London sewage, we find

it to be one in 1400. If that one is equal in quality to

Peruvian guano, then 140 tons of sewage would supply

as much manure as 2 cwt. of guano, with the water to

wash it in besides. Now this quantity at the price men-
tioned by Mr. Chadwick, 2d. per ton, costs almost

exactly the same money as 2 cwt. of guano, viz., 12, 3s. id.

But the water itself is of very considerable value to a

Grass crop in the dry months of summer. Is the one

then, in sewage, equal in value to the same weight of

guano ? That is a point to be determined by analysis

and actual experiment. If it can be satisfactorily proved,

there cannot be a doubt of the agricultural benefit of

London sewage so applied. Even should it be of some-
what less value, the water in which it floats may make
up the difference. Mr. Pusey has shown the enormous
produce his meadows in Berkshire yield by the appli-

cation of water alone. In Ayrshire, Mr. Morton tells

us, that the use of large quantities of water in washing
in guano to Italian Rye-grass was found to give two
cuttings instead of one where the same quantity of guano
was applied dry. We all know the value of a shower
of rain in dry hot weather, and if we had the power of

throwing on something better than rain when we liked,

it would be well worth paying for. But it may, no
doubt, be said, why not use the water which you can
get for nothing on your farm instead of payiug for it ?

He had no doubt that this might occasionally be done

with great advantage in washing in guano to Italian

Rye-grass. But it could not be done for nothing. In a
trial which he had made with horses, water barrels, and
tank, he found that to pump, carry out, and apply liquid,

at a distance of only 120 yards, cost -!M. a ton. Now

Loudon sewage at 2d. a ton must be cheaper— for, if

guano pays to be washed in with 100 tons of water,

You have the cost of the guano, 2 cwt. at lis. 6d. ... £13
Cost of applying 100 tons~of water by water-cart at 2 JA 1 10

2 3 10
Against 140 tons of sewage at 2d. 13 4

Showing a saving by the use of sewage of £10 6
(Provided the sewage is equally valuable in its results.)

The position of the metropolis and other large towns
was highly favourable to the use of this manure, for,

within a circle of 10 miles, the land is chiefly under Grass
and market gardens, to both of which sewage manure may
be applied with peculiar advantage. And when gentlemen
spoke of the danger of using so large a quantity of

]

liquid to crops, it was not considered that Italian Rye-
grass, under this system, yielded five crops in a season,

and
, could therefore absorb with advantage a much

larger supply of liquid than a single corn crop. (Hear,
hear.) He thought the solution of the question might
now be said to rest with the engineer. If the engineer
can construct his works so as to deliver sewage front

hydrants in the farmers' fields for 2d. a ton, the point

was gained. For even though the water had but a very
small portion of actual manure, who would not, as he
had already said, gladly pay for an abundant supply of

water at certain seasons i An inch of raiu in the end
of May might save the hay crop ; aud, at 2d. a ton,

this could then be had at a cost of 1 6s. Sd. The advan-

tage of the water manure drill was well known in the

south. Now, the timely application of a quarter of an
inch of water, at a cost of 4s. 2d. an acre, might make
the difference between success and failure in starting

the Turnip crop. But let them not blame the stolidity

of the farmers, as had been done by a speaker in the

previous night's discussion, for any part of the failure

of this system hitherto. It was quite a mistake to

suppose that as individuals the farmers are averse to

the introduction of improvements, or unable to compre-
hend their value, or incapable of appreciating their own
interests. Let the gentleman who thinks them so

simple try them by dealing with them. Look at the

rapidity with which they adopted guano as a manure.
In 1841 it was scarcely known : in 1845 nearly 300,000

tons, at a cost of 2 millions sterling, were used by
the farmers of this country. Prove to them, as clearly

as guano has proved itself, that you can give them a

valuable manure for even less money, and you will have

a demand larger than you can supply. (Cheers.)

[We postpone for a week the condensed report, which is all we
can obtain room for, of speeches by Mr. Paine and other gentle-

men who subsequently addressed the meeting.]

Mr. Wren Hoskyns confessed that, from the general

testimony that had been elicited in the course of the

debate, from practical and scientific speakers, both as

to the precise value and the engineering availability to

the agriculturist of sewage manure, the hopes he had

always encouraged upon the subject had received less

confirmation than the fears he had latterly been led to

admit. Still, the problem appeared to him not with-

out hope. And the ground upon which he founded it

was this : that the problem had two heads to work it,

two sets of shoulders to bear it—the agriculturist at the

one end, and the sanitary commissioner on the other,

both equally and interestedly bent upon its solution.

" Nothing will ever be undertaken," says the poet Imlac

to Rasselas, " if all difficulties must be first overcome."

He felt an instinctive assurance that this subject would

not end with this night's discussion ; the question

was too important, and the parties interested in it too

many, to forbid the belief that further knowledge
and research would be brought to bear on it, and
further opportunity of its discussion afforded at some
future day. He would admit that his mind was not

unprepared altogether for the low estimate which
chemical analysis had conclusively disclosed in the

case of sewage manure. There were, it seemed to him,

reasons calculated to mislead a judgment formed merely

from the physical sense, as to the fertilising value of this

manure. For obvious reasons no animal consumed so

little food, in proportion to the living bulk, as man,
whilst in no animals were the resulting organised tissue

so important and expensive, physiologically speaking.

Four pounds of new blood in the 24 hours (the quantity

produced from the food of a healthy man), was a heavy
draw upon less, on an average, than a pound of meat,

with the relative proportion of farinaceous and vegetable

food ; and though from this, of course, a considerable

residuum passed off in excretion, still, after due allow-

ance for respiration and perspiration, the aggregate loss

in the formation of new tissue suggested, a priori, ground

for somewhat disappointing results in the agricultural

value of the manure. In illustration of this Mr. Hoskyns
referred to some recent experiments at the Hatton

Lunatic Asylum, in Warwickshire, the sewage of which,

wdien distributed over the surrounding soil, under local

circumstances peculiarly favourable for the experiment,

seemed to have produced results in no degree commen-
surate with the anticipations based upon the amount

of the nuisance experienced prior to its utilisation upon

the soil.

Agriculture, Past and Present. Being two introductory

Lectures delivered in the University of Edinburgh.

By John Wilson, F.R.S.E., Professor of Agriculture

in the University of Edinburgh.

These lectures present, in a condensed, unpretending,

and compendious form, first the history and next some
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of tlio existing relations of agriculture. Tho former of

the two in especially commendable for the exceedingly

full, interesting, ami well packed narration which it

gives of the many steps by which agricultural progress

lias boon effected, and which, though following one

another often at long and tedious intervals, present never-

theless instructive relations when thus brought toge-

ther. This lecture is certainly a satisfactory exception

to the general, or at least tho comparative, uselossness

of dwelling on the history and maxims of the past in

agriculture. There are in our current history instances

more striking of agricultural intelligence and success,

and in our current literature lessons, arguments, and

illustrations drawn from all sources, and hearing with

more living influence on our agriculture and our

agriculturists, than those which one sees ao often quoted

from the Latin and tho Greek. In the second lecture

Professor Wilson relates tho way in which chemistry,

geology, botany, and meteorology are connected with

larm practice, and the following are among his concluding

remarks :
—

" I liavo ventured thus to point out to you some of

the more prominent features in tho connection between

those several soienoes and that which I am appointed to

teach in thiH university, hocauflo I believe firmly that

they constitute tho basiH upon which agriculture as a

aoionco must stand. Molding that opinion, I liuvo not

disguisod from myself tho heavy responsibility of the

duties J have assumed in attempting to teach a science

involving such a wido range of knowledge, and I am
free to confess that 1 look forward with some anxioty as

to my capability for fulfilling them to my own satisfac-

tion ; for I do "not forget that I am charged to uphold

tho intellectual interests of agriculture in this its acknow-

ledged capital. But this anxioty is considerably

lessoned when I rocollcct that under this same roof

each of thoso allied sciences, to which I, as a farmer,

have already sworn allegianco, forms a distinct and

soparato study, presided over and taught by its respec-

tive professors. A knowledge of this relieves me at

once from the weightiest portion of the responsibility,

and encourages me to hope that I may he able so to

make use of tho knowledge which it is their province to

impart to tho student, as to render my task—that of

establishing its relations with agriculture—a compara-
tively easy one.
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New ROSES IN POTS.
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Dwarf Plants of the following :
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IWHITE COROLLAS.
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Miscellaneous.
Agricultural Prejudice.—At first many of my neigh-

bours came, when they saw the mode of deep tillage and
frequent stirrings of the land I was practising, and very
goodnaturedly warned me of what they considered the

folly of my proceedings, and assured me that from their

knowledge of the exhausted state of the farm I had
entered on, if I did not cease my ." hook farming," and
:( let the soil rest," I would "break the heart of the
land," meaning that I would destroy its fertility. As
the result of my labours proved the falsity of their

opinions, many, of whose judgments I had formed a
more favourable opinion, have been forced to change
the grounds of attack, and now assert that the system I

advocate and pursue has been established by landlords

for the purpose of keeping up high rents ! This is the

most unfortunate impression of any to get abroad ; and
I am sorry to say, groundless though it be, it is one that

I

can be had on application

is very general. I do not believe it to be my province

to enter further upon a question of this nature, nor
ittempt to point out how such a feeling is to be removed ;

3till I think it right to state that such an impression
1 exists, and seriously tends to impede agricultural im-
provement. Mr, Healcifs Report of JJrcssog to Dr.
Kirkpatrick*

N.B. Tho now Perpetual Ilnno Kmpereur Napoleon, 7 <

only serai-double, plants of which are now ready to Mend out.

Extra plants will bo presented with each order,

Wood 1 and h Nursery, Mnreafield, nen.r OkiVH, Sussex.
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BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer strong Dwarf
Plants, in pots, of the following NEW ROSES:—

Hyuiud Perpetuals.—s. d.

Alfred Colnrab .'J 6

Alphouse de Lamartine ... 8 6
AugUste Guinoisscau ... 3 6
Caroline Milsora 3

Ceres 3 6
Cicero 7 6

Comtesso Vaillant ... 10 G

Conseiller .Tordeuil ... 3 6

Colonel do Rougomont ... 3 6

Dr. Jamain 3 6

Duchess of Norfolk ... 7 6

Deuil de F. Willcrmoz ... 7 6

George d'Amboiso ... 3 6
Gloire de France 3 6
Gloire de Partheuay ... 3 6

Lady Milsom 3 6
Ladv Shelley 3 6

La Villede St. Denis ... 3 6

Madame Domage 3 6

„ Hector jacquin 5

„ Masson 12 6
„ Lacroix 3 6
„ F. Rigaux ... 3 6

Place 10 6

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH.
Cheshire, March 20.— Since our last report the unusual

severity of the weather has very much retarded all field opera-
ions, excepting carting out manure for green crops, &c, and it

,vill require more than ordinary exertion on the part of both
nen and horses to bring up the arrears of spring work, and place
'.he farmer in that position he would wish to be by the end of
ipril. The frost, has left the land in fine condition for working,
md if the clay land is allowed time to dry before being trampled
in by the horses, the work will be greatly facilitated, otherwise
be benefit derived from the frost will be destroyed, and addi-
tional labour created. On some of the fine warm land Wheat
lowing was resumed immediately ou the disappearing of the
frost, with great expectations of "a full crop; but this practice
tannot be considered general, many preferring Oats as a more
certain crop.

_
Swede Turnips, where left in the ground, have

>een much Injured, and in many instances entirely destroyed by
he frost, which has materially reduced the amount of "spring
bod for the stock. Mangold Wurzel has kept well where the
lecessary precautions of covering with straw and soil in the pit
lave been resorted to. Winter Vetches have been cut severelv,
iut are now recovering; it is, however, feared they will he much
ater than was anticipated. Where Summer Vetches have been
own by mistake, they are entirely destroyed, much to the
nnoyance of the parties sowing them, and we think persons
upplying such seed knowingly ought to be made to pay for the
i3ss and disappointment. Considering the severity of the winter,
wes have done better than we could have expected, and are now
roducing fine healthy lambs: this may be attributed in some
leasure to the dryness of the season, which is far better for
heep than a wet open winter. At the annual sales which are
ow held almost every week at one place or other throughout the
ounty, stock of every description, but more especially fat stock,
as fetched high prices. The "pleuro-pneumonia *'

still lingers
i some localities, but it does not appear to be of so devastating a
haracter as formerly. TF. P.

Notices to Correspondents.
uhnipSeed: J. IT. We suppose it impossible to be sure that
two varieties of Turnips do not become mixed in growing on
the same farm. You had better seed but one kind.

Hybrid Pkrprtuals.—s.d.

Madame Recamicr ... 3 fi

„ Rendatler ... 3 fi

„ Theodore Martel 10 6

„ Quetel 3 6
Marie de Bourges ... 3 C)

Prince de la Moskwa ... 5
Sephora 3 G
Sir John Franklin ... 3 C,

Triompho en Beautc* ... 3 G

P. Moss, Andre" Thonin ... 3 6

Bourbon, Omer Pacha ... 10 6
Tea, Gloire de Dijon ... 3 6

„ Louise de Savoie ... 7 6

Nois, Augusta 7 6
Moss, D'Arcet 2 G

„ Gloire deMousseuses 5
„ Jeanne de Montfort 3 6

„ L'Eblouissante ... 3 6

„ Marie de Blois ... 5

,, Vandael 3 6
Gallica, Aruphitrite ... 2 6

George Vibert ... 3 6
H. Bour., Charles Lawson 7 6

„ Gervaise Rouillard 3 6
N.B. The new Hybrid Perpetual Rose Emperor Napoleon, I

intend sending out in June, at 10s. 6rf. each, orders for which
are now solicited. A Descriptive List of the above New Roses

ication.

Carriage paid to any Station on the Eastern Counties Railway.
St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

SELECT (MEW rTc^S E S.

THOMAS RIVERS offers the followinu selection of
New and Fine Roses, youug healthy Plants, lit to plant out

the end of April.
HYBRID PERPETUALS. '

Baron Larrey, rose, shaded with carmine, 7s. Gd.

Belle Lyonnaise, nearly white, beautifully shaped, 75. Gd.

Cicerou, marbled crimson, 5s.

Colonel do Rougemont. bright rose, Baronne Prevost, im-
proved, 3s. Gd.

Comtesse Vaillant, deep crimson purple, 7s. Gd.

Deuil de Willermoz, very dark crimson, 7s. 6d.

Emperor Napoleon, brilliant glossy scarlet, large petals, a little

more thau semi-double, 7s. 6d.

Felicite" Rigeaud, white, tinted with rose, 3s. Gd.

Georges d'Amboise, bright red, 3s. Gd.

Gloire de France, deep vivid crimson, large and fine, 3s. Gd.

Jules Margottin, light vivid crimson, a fine pillar Rose,
2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd.

Leon Haimann, brilliant glossy rose, 7s. Gd.

Lord Raglan, scarlet and crimson, larger and more brilliant than
the Geant, 10s, Gd. [Roses, 5s.

Madame Hector Jacquin, bright rose, one of the largest of

„ Lacour Jury, delicate rose, tea-scented, 7s. 6d.

„ Masson, deep crimson red, large, 10s. Gd.

„ Place, delicate bright piuk, most perfect in shape, 7s.Gd.

„ Theodore Martel, pale flesh, 7s. Gd.

„ Trotter, bright red, vigorous, a fine pillar Rose, 5s.

President Menoux. bright rose, cropped a seedling from Standard
of Marengo, 7s. 6d.

Prince de Moskowa, dark crimson, 5s.

Rose et Blanche, bright rose with centre white. 5s.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Belle de Moulins, pale fiesh, very large, os.

Belle Laure, pale rose, large, 3s. Gd.

Censi Ponrpre, crimson, 3s. Gd.

Gloire de Dijon, salmon, tinted with rose, the finest of Tea Roses,
3s. Gd. to 5s., the latter one year old stout plants.

Louise de Savoie, fine sulphur yellow, large, 7s..Gd.

Madame Maurin, pale yellow, finely shaped, os.

NOISETTE ROSES.
Augusta, sulphur, large, finely shaped, 7s. Gd. to 10s. GS.

Isis, pure white large, 5s.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSES.
Celine Briant, bright rose, blooms freely in autumn, 7s. 6d.
Didon, pale flesh, finely shaped, 10s. 6 i.

Madame Ory, bright rose, globular, large and very double, 15s.
Michel Adanson, brilliant crimson, 10s. Gd.

Salet, bright rose, large and double, the most vigorous of this
group, 7s. Gd.

Carriage paid to London. The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses
free per post. • The Rose Amateur's Guide," 5th edition, 3s. Gd.

per post.—Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.
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TO NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, ETC.

MESSRS. E. G Hi- IDEH I btmog

under thi u to bvrc been 4i*trH*ut#>i

pnbUabad by a T«ry
e ien1 and Id e tabllabed firm neaj

to the ame ihey And that all the Hardy Araruala from .\

rdyAnnnalafn IW, Uardy E
i e Plant %

and Tender Annuali from Noa. f'A\ to 741 bare sil been c/rd©J
from their llrttt, with tho full dMerfpi ', treaA-

nicnt, and other information, area the nnmbera attached
article correspond with the stricteiit acoinwry. 71ic only altera-

tion is that no prices arc attached, whereas, In the original

catalogue every article (a priced.
. E. ('•. U. --' Boa b f-g to rat, that as they are at *«n*5

Dg and iMtifn^ tb«ir

Catalogues throughout the year, they now pi ?

they Shall consider it r(-ry dlaxepnUblaui any parties copying
them in the style above alluded to, unleM the aource from which
they derive their information is published at the time, or other-
wise communicating with tbem pre*--; log the same.

Wellington Nursery, Bt J< bn'ij Wood. London^—Man

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON am> SON having
purchased of the late W. Btory, BaqH of Newton, in the

county of Devon, for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling
Fuchsias with white Corollas, a new feature in this tribe intro-

duced by him, and in consequence of an I I appear-
ing in the Gardeners' CJironitle from Messrs. Ltieombe, Pince, &
Co., of Exeter, offering two new Fuchsias similar In character

to those purchased of the late Mr. Story, it was thought neces-
sary, after a written communication with that gentleman, for

!
one of the firm to make further inquiries abont them, and in con-
sequence Mr. Axdrew Hesdersos went to Exeter an^J I

I where he was informed by a jobbing gardener at Newton that

j

he had received in the month of November last Seven Pounds
for them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated; he had
been offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, but whose
name or address he did not know.

[
Messrs. E. G. H. & Son give the above explanation in eonse-

t quenee of numbers of their customers having ordered plants at
!
higher prices than are now qroted. This reduction is m«de in-

[
consequence of information which they have received that leaves
no doubt on their minds but that those to be sent ont by Messrs.
Lucomhe, Pince, & Co. are similar in character to those purchased
of Mr. Story.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON take tbi^ opportm
that none bnt the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable
Seeds appear in their list, and among the Flower Seeds only
those whose beauty and merit are nniverally acknowledged^
together with a carefully selected st^ck of the principal new
varieties. They would call particular attention to the following
new and choice seeds, which they can confidently recommend :

—

. 3 6

3 €

Per packet-
Antirrhinum, extra fine ..,

Auricula, fine mixed
Abronia umbellata
Anagallis aznrea grand!

flora

„ rubra .,

Arctotis breviscapa
Aster,new Peony pyramid,

in packets of 10 "distinct

colours, separate

„ new bouquet pyrami
dal, in packets of 12
distinct colours ,

Balsam, double Camellia-
flowered, in packets of 6
distinct colours, separate 3

,, new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sepa-

rate, extra fine 5
„ Aurora, new double
crimson ... 1

„ new dble. pale yellow 1

Carnation, stage flowers... 1 6
Calceolaria, ex. ex. is. Gd . & 5s.

Cineraria, ex. ex. 15. Gd.& 2s. Gd.

Chrysanthemum pompone 1

„ large flowered 1
Calendrinia umbellata ... 6
Dianthus Dunnetti,snprb. 1

„ Chinensis flore-pleno,

extra fine... 6
Eschscholtzia tennifolia... 1 G
Geranium., choice show ... 2 6

,. choice fancy 2 6

Hollyhock, first quality... 2 6

., second quality ... 1

iDonicea ruhro cserulea ... 1

Per packet

—

s.

Ipomcea limbata 2
Leptosiphon lntenm ... O
„ anrenm 1

Linum grandiflornmrnbrnm
Is. &J.,and 2

Lobelia Queen Victoria
(scarlet) ...

Lobelia Eoi Leopold ...

Larkspur, new donble
improved hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours ... 2

Limnanthes snlphnrea
odorata 1

Mignonette, new, large ...

Mimulus. beautiful ...

Pansy, choice show ... I

„ choice fancy 1

Petunia, extra fine ... 1

Phlox Drummondi cocci-

nea
Porralaca, new orange ...

., new rose
Primula sinensis fie':

~

alba and rubra mis :

Poppy, new large Pssony.

in S brilliant colonxs

Reseda myriophylla. new
. :

SalpiglossiSj scarlet, bine,

and sulphur &
Stock, German, new large

flowering, in packet-

six distinct colours ... 2 S
Verbena, choice mixed ... 1 O
Sweet "William, new
double 6

Tv"hitla"r:-

:

Lilium gigauteum seed. 2s. 6i. and 5s. per pack e t.

Helens saccharatos (new Sugar-c. - 'ii.do.

Dioscorea Batatas (Japanese Yam\ if. 6i- each tuber,

omental Grasses (see Catalogue).

12 Ornamental foliage Annuals.
Their new Seed Catalogue, with fall particulars of, ti;

and many other novelties, is eow ready and will be forwarded
i applicatior.

Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood.—March. 155-5.
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SAMUELSON'S REGISTERED LAWN MOWING

MACHINES. To cut 16, 19, 22, and 25 inches wide. The
Registered Improvement renders unnecessary the great care

requisite in the handling of these Machines on the old plan. AH
that is now required can be done by any unskilled labourer, who
has only to push the Machine before him, the Registered Adjust-
ment insuring a clean cut of uniform height, and preventing the
knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground
may be. Illustrated Price Lists, with copies of Testimonials, and
a Catalogue of his other Agricultural Implements, maybe pro-

cured, post-paid, on application to the Manufacturer,

B. Samcelson, Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon.

The above may also be procured at the principal Agricultural
Implement Depdts in London, and of all respectable Ironmongers
^nd Seedsmen in the country.

~BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THE only Patented invention of this description

constructed so as to prevent considerable waste of Hay and
Corn, together with all the newest improvements.
NEWLY IMPROVED ECONOMIC STABLE FITTINGS,

FORTY SHILLINGS PER SET, to fill up the whole width of
Stalls, and can be had enamelled or galvanised, Every descrip-
tion nf Mangers, Racks, and Stable Furniture in stock ; Iron
Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c.
Manufacturer of Kite's Patent Noiseless Cast-Iron Smoke-

Curing Chimney Caps (200 on Buckingham Palace), price 35s.

each. Price Lists and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded on re-

ceipt of two postage stamps.
JAMES BARTON, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street,

few doors east of the Pantheon.

MANGER, RACK, X WATER-TRoUCH AS ONE FIXTURE.
Improved and Newly Patented.

\ I AW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
1 an indestructible and highly decorative substitute for
ordinary flooring, and their imperishable Oil Cloth Coverings for
Entrance Halls, Passages, Verandahs. Conservatories, &c.

—

Maw & Co. send free of expense their Book of Designs, suitable
in price and style for every description of Building.- Benihall
Works, Broselev, Salop.

[March 2<*,

m

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

>le may be carried
houlder toany pond or tank required.

Price of 4A in. Pump, with legs, %l.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

IJs inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per font.

.-
'

rmu£ R
n>
ED

,£5 ,CK PHILLIPS' PATENT.
]THE PuIZE PULPING MACHINE of the Royal
-"- Agricultural Society's Show, held at Lincoln, July, 1854.
Of all the Pulping Machines which are before the Public, this

is the only one which the Royal Agricultural Society certifies asbreaking the roots well,"-all others are certified as slicers (see
their Journal, just published, page 373, also iu the article on

i .om"
11

"!, !
%' e Suantity °f Koots in Fattening Cattle," page

together, and the whole may be carried , V' , . ,

grei1 ' oraggadocia " No Other," advertised weekly,
although tried against that of F. P. and others, wa= not placedat
all, in tact whs " nowhere."

F. P. is happy to inform bis numerous applicants for his
Machine, that he has greatly simplified its construction without
affecting its efficiency. t.

rrT-k* Jad of the Patentee, Brandon, Suffolk; of Mr. James
U inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas ' J

Vo
^
DS

-
Implement Manufactory, Stowmarket, Suffolk, ; or of the

JLondun Agents, Mr. William Dbav & Co., Swan Lane, Upper
lhames Street; or of Mr. Medworth, Implement Department
Baker Street, Bazaar.

Price, with boarded floor, 6?. 10s. ; do. without do., 61.

Suction Pipe, 3.s. Gd. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden. Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

£ s. d.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel tinder nose.

2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead,

2% „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ -j or cast iron

ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe,

ditto 3 „ 6 ,, I as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

l'j

15

12
18
5

^JOTTAM and HALLEN, the original inventors,
vy obtained the Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-
ment, to which all the latest improvements are adapted, secured
by Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the
nalter-weight and rein from the back of the manner to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
convenience when at rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-
ing the liability of the most restive horse getting cast. No well-
managed stable should be without these fittings
COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in

the best possible manner, both as to form and utility
; are

cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection-
manufactured Plaiu, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable
Pumps, Loose Box, Fittings, Gutta Percha Preserving Saddle
and Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, in
-stock. Au extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orna-
mental, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.

Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottam& Hallen.
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

MtW AND IMPORTANT LEVELLING INSTRUMENT.

./^.ILLESPIE'S PATENT INCLINOMETER, for
^-* Taking, Fixing, and Adjusting Surface Slopes of Lands,
Earthen Embankments, Railway Gradients, &c, and the Dip,
Outfall, or Rise of Drains, Water Courses, &c, and universally
applicable to determine the plans and aid the execution of all
levelling or sloping operations known in civil engineering.

Prices:— Inclinometer, with mahogany frame and
brass mounting £3 Zs.Od.

Do. with oak frame and wrought iron mounting 2 12
Light Telescope, 10s. Gd. extra.

Testimonials.
From Mr. James Gentles, Contractor,—" I have for a con-

siderable time past used Gillespie's Patent Inclinometer in
-extensive drainage operations carried on by me, and I have found
it to be of the greatest service, iu showing the minutest slope in
the ground, and in saving of labour; and I could not have con-
structed many of the drains with any degree of accuracy without
its assistance."—James Gentles, Hart Hill, by Whit Irani,

Extract of a letter from John Mitchell, Esq
,
Stand Hill, Bath-

gate.—" I highly appreciate its capabilities as a levelling instru-
ment. In level lands, where there is a difficulty in detecting in
which direction the land slopes.it is invaluable."

Extract of a letter from Mr. John Turner. Surveyor, Whitburn.
"The more I have tested it the more have I appreciated its

value. By this invention the power of levelling is brought within
the reach of all men of ordinary capacity."

Sold by William Dray &*Co., Engineers, &c, Swan Lane
^ondnn. Specimens and Models may be seen at their Warerooms
Also a Descriptive Treatise on the nature and uses of the Patent
lnclinomeier, and copies of Recommendations of its efficiency and
value to be had on application.

XXflLLIAM DRAY and GO.'S STEEL DIGGING
* » FORKS are warranted equal, and by many are considered

superior, to any in use. Three Tine Foiks, 4s. Gd. each ; Four
Tine,Forks, 5s. Gd. each. A liberal allowance on Wholesale Orders,

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,
near London Bridge.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

\/J
E6SRS. BUHGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

* Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of ei^ht postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, and 62, Little Britain, London.

CAUTION.
Parkes' Steel Digging Forks and Draining Tools.—

Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are
now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers oi the same have believed them to be the same as tho&e,
manufactured by me, and to wbicli the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I oereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured ,oy me is stamped with my trade mark "J. P.," and that
Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-
place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Fuancis Passes & Co.

J.

(Fig.l.) (Fig- 2.)

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well pain-ed oak tub, fitted with

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 2S 45 6 18

T TYLOR& SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
*' • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ ' „ SO „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 4=i „ ... 5
No.14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

Full size Syringe, on Read's principle, of the very best quality
and workmanship, with two roses and one jet,21s. ; Plain Syringes
from 10.v. Gd. upwards.

J. Tyior & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these prices trnm any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsmen in
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor -& Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

...

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*s • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each: .

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Ey a simple arrangement tbi& Syringe is rendered more -

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever

offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or j

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as mucli
f

water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. Th8J
arrangt-nr-nt consists in attaching a smalt flexible suction tube)

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water

at every discharge ot the previous contents. Hy this means the i

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston!

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, tie

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

1

supplying, a great saving nf labour is effected; and the necessity i

of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being donej

away with, the direction of the water can be .maintained for any I

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not)

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of everyi

other Syringe, ltsconstruction is peifectly simple, and cannotgetl

out of order; the ground in ball valves and finings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had

of any respectable Iromnongeror Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carnage, package, or expense:*
(

of delivery iu the country.
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WEEDS ON WALKS.

M]j FLEMING'S WKKDING on SALTING
MACIIINI') BOB GRAVEL WALkS, COUIIT VABDS,

Ac. manufactured and Hold byAuiXANDisn Sjiankh & Boh, Ar-

broath. i

,

i'i'f)ui.iili
i(%ii'"iii whom particular!! with priced may bo bod.

T OOKE1VS I'ATKNT VENTILATORS for Work-
I j i rn, Barracks, Cootorlod, Worlcahops, OronnlionuoH,

Stnbios, Harm Buildings, &e, iSee. Tl Iiulipum bill montoiTi'i

tmti method yet Introduced foi Admitting fi'OHh air Into miy kind

of building without cold or draught, Made In Pottory, Mi tal, or

other material of any shape or bJsso to Bultovory uftuatl aud

SOiitrrangGd fliotthoy may bo mgulatod wlib perfect oaii<< to any

point, Particular!), with prices, &c, lorwardi'd to any partoftho

United Kingdom, on application to tlio Inventor, Patentee, and

Manufacturer, BICNiIAMIW Ijfldicif.lt, .Inn . KIiikmUiii mi 'I'll,,,,,,- i.

HALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS j tho beat, and
choiipmit for all punpoiosiof 'Blioltor-andifiliado from Front,

EHM Storms, and Q BofWInd, N». »,[»/.; No..l, 6W.j No.2,

is,/.; Nob. 8 and 'I, 7,/. All f,(i Inolios wide, and in loogtliB of

III, 'JO, III), mid 11(1 yiii'dd, Mancliostor.

fl'ANNKJ) NUTTING, for the protection of Fruit

.1 Trees from CroHt. blight, and birds, and for tin* security ,,'

fresh sown goods, either In Gardens or Isolds, al Id.poi i i

yard; '200 yards, Ua.\ BOO yards, 80s.; Kinii yarda, BO*. Scrim

Canvas, for Wall Kinlt.—At BDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick

Cloth, Tent, and Watorproof cinth Manufacturers, 17. Hmlili-

fleld Bars, City, mid Old Krm Road, Bouthwark; Emigrant

Otttfltters, Ship Ohandlors, and Export Merchants, I'.numwlclc

gtrool ar the Kitut India Export Dock, BlaokwaN.

/ i ALVANISED WIRE NETTING con GAME anu
v7 BHJDRP FENCING, AVIARIES, PHEASANTBIES, &c.

2 Inch Meall, light, (irf. per lineal yard; 2 I'eet wide.

„ strong, Bel. „ „
Nottlng of any size or quantity, and Fencing of all kinds,

mipplled on tlie shortest notice.

Wii.uam Duay & Co., Manufacturers, Swim Lauo, Upper
TlntnieB Street, near London Bridge

CLAZINC WITH OR WITHOUT PUTTY.
DtiNCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
Chelsea.— Printed Price Lists supplied on application.E

BRITISH SHEET GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES (15 oz.) of good quality, in boxes of

400 feet each. Sizes from 7 in. by 5 in., to 9 in. by 7 in., at 12s.

per box; 9J in. by 7A in., 10 in. by 8 in., and 10£ in. by 8$ in., at

13$. per box. (In 21 oz., at Is. per box extra.) Larger sizes in

stock, of 15 oz., 2d. per foot; 21 oz., 3d. per foot. Boxes
charged 2s, each, and returnable at the same price, if delivered

free. CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Sheet Glass in

Orates, British and Patent Plate, &c. &.c. "White Lead, Oils,

Turpentine) Colours, &c.

G. Fabmilok & Son, US, St. John Street, West Sroithfield.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square- foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jasies Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

Spp /7i».rrf*»»jrtr»' fjhrfmiiift! first Saturday in each month.

CLASS FOR CONStRVATOKlES.
HPHOMAS MILLINGTON'S present prices for good
-*- 16 oz. sheet glass, boxes included.

Gin. by 4 in. to 6 in. by 5£ in. ... 13a\ 3t/. "l

7 by 5 to 8 by 6 13 6
SA by 6A to 10 by 8 14 O } per 100 feet.

101 by 8* to 14.} by 10* 16
17 by 10 "to IS by 12 18 /

A great variety of sizes. Particulars had on application.

ORCHARD HOUSE SQUARES on Mr. Rivkrs's plan, to

whom I have sold some thousands of feet.

Lai'ge Sheets tor cutting up. in cases, at, 2Ad. and 3d. per foot.

HARTLEY'S IMPROVED ROUGH PLATE GLASS, Sheet,
-and Rough Plate, Tiles, Milk Pans, Bee and Propagating Glasses,
Wasp Traps, Cucumber Tubes, Preserve Jars, with and without
•covers; Fern Glasses.

Platf, Sheet, Crown, and Ornamental Window Glass. Crystal
•Glass Shades for ornaments.

Greenhouses, erected in either wood or iron. Garden Lights
and Frames.

87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London—same side as Eastern
Conn lies Railway.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, .GREENHOUSES."
-

PIT FRAMES. ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
baud their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6i by 41 £0 12s. Od.

7 „ 6, - 74 „ 5U 14 O
8 „ 6, — .81 „ 64/ 14

9.,, 7, - 94 „ 7*, 10 by 6 \ ifi o
10 „ 7, lObySf 16

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by in to 20 by 15,
at 19s. per 100 teet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 iuches long.

16 oz. from 21d. to 3 Id.
|

21 oz. from 3$d. to 4'd.
26 oz. from 6.W. toT^d.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or
Crates of SuO teet, 21d. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as Vv'k supply to Mr. Rivers, and of various dimensions, always
on hand,

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

} of an inch thick £1 17*. 6d, per case of 50

-(V ). 2 13 „ 60
i „ ... 1 17 6 „ 60

Glass Slates of tho usual dimensions.
Glass Milk Pans, 2U. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons:
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, aud Ornamental Glass, Shades Tot
Orniunei.ts, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe. White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Pmnr Brushes, and every article in the. trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, Londou,
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V ' PORTABLE H'l BAM ENOl II o COMB I BD
tiiiii :- niNd, STRAW BHAK.1NG, RIDDUMO a»d WIN-
NOWING MACHINE nmy ba won at tholi Loi

uiiiii, fl, Pltzroy Torraco, Naw Road, whore all Infon
re I,u I vr thereto can he obtftlnad. Those MachlnoHArecon
to hern llnrli'V, and mill:'- n pel 'fijcl I

•
|
II 9 I tl n I Ihi

tlie pulao Mmv are ftttfld with Elevator
,
which depo il tha

grain Into hag», and boyond the fflcd«»rof Uaol
imndu cxcopl to take away the Corn, &c . n ibra ihi & the whole
of tin? i perations being performed b;

whoroby the ' om, Straw,, Chaff", and PuIbo are delivered In loo

places assignod for thorn.

C. S. & Co. luivu paid special attention to tlii

Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from ifac
i

they have taken at the it"y»l and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and turo pi loity, tbelr Engines and Machines u
surpassed by any other maker in England. All letfc

warded.to the Wbrks at Lincoln will have Immedjate attention;

and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all purls of the kingdom
postage free.

SLATt WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLt-SEX.

EDWARD BKCK Manufactures in Slate ii variety !

of articles for Hoi'tlcnltura] purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced LiVtS of Plant Tubs aid Boxes forwarded on application.
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HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Eoad, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House bestadnpfed for everv required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits,

affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all eflVctu«Uy
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 3d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit. may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and tor saleat veiy low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all th*- heat ^orts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticulture) Kuiioings also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application

to .lOHN Wkrks \ Co.. Kine's Road, Chelsea, London

'AN'ROOl it' OKKKMIOI
and a BTOVK 2

with ft < i

are i^'li fi rat-rate Plant 1 1mm
i pliui.—Apply i'i.J. Lkvtih, if*<)

HtJiniford Hill, M :hk% .

I
BE SOLU, (he B1

I I'll I

collection <>f planta In the Bncul a ndliimi

ACAt IA \-J);. i

John's Wood, and i nc U an
fxcellcnt Residence, «ith h^

Well worthy ihe «tt*-n'Ioii <>f any pen^Mi h hlrtK ro c«rry on ib#)

bualncw. A part of Ibe purehaM mtmej m«j m
ii rvqalred, runber p

prletoi . Uobbbi 'i'i '.. i /,-: Koad,
St. Joha'i W)
r|'0 BE SOLD, by private treaty, a NURSE] 1

1 andPLA* i 70 yean. Tb*;
Proprietor of thb* old-eatabll in

retire, and dlflpi riTir»*ry CO&-
prj 'id, and abotit 16 lanes »nd com-
modtouB Stove, Qreenfa >i»^\ arid Ban—, with

CLTldis Capable r,f brir.ri incr*/}A"l i -"/grnad^

>>i"- •>/ the bat provincial nurseries in U lock ll fn

aflonriahlng condiiloM, briog young, health), and in g*-y>d fcale-

able order, and comprises a general sxonmeatol » I ibe moat
salt-Hble For«-st Tic-s, Shrubs, Fmll :ibo*v.
and UiaceHaneoua-Pbuita. Tb«Hnnner1eaanHNltiuuedclo«B and
adjoining one of the largest townsln 'Ik: Wi and, witit

a population of more than 100,000 fnhabftani
land, honseo, &-., belongs to the
jecttcm to grant a long leaM to hi* >urxs**orrrr hj/ss^wtm.

bast one-hat/ of the purchase money "jrity al

common inters.1 1. The busings h«-> t^'-ii uni^d on with great
success by the present proprietor, whicli partly contributes t/j his

retiring from the business. None but principal

purchasers -will be treated with.—An .<); to Mr. William L.
Reniu.k, Union Rnad, Plvmonth

STEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracechurch vStreei,

London, and 17, New Park Street,Southwark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or

Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particular.-

furnishprf r>n ann'ication.

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
ESTAPLISHKD IS THE YEAB. lSt9.

TO BE LET, with immediate possession, the NUR-
SERY and SEED SHOP at Taunton, for some time past in

the occupation of Messrs. M'Intyre and M'Intosh. The Grounds
and Stock are in excellent condition, moderately rented, aud are
well worthy the attention of any person wishing to carry on the
business. If required the quantity of ground may be reduced.
The Nursery is about 5 minutes' walk from the "Railway Station.

—Apply to Mr. Yousg, the Proprietor, El i- Cottle. Tann'on.

r 1
aO BE LET. for a tt-rm of years, and entered upnn

i- at Lady-day next, the FARM of TESTWOOD, in the
Parish of Eling, in the County of Southampton. It consists «•*'

about 357 acres, of which 6" acres are excellent Water Meadow.
265 acres of excellent Arable Land, and 32 acres of Rough
Pasture, which is to be converted into Arable Land. There is a
good Farm House, and large commodious Farm Buildings. Thr
Farm is about tive miles from Southampton, and the turopik*-

road from there to Salisbury passes through it. It is wi ii

14 miles of Eling Railway Station and Wharf on the -

ampton ride. — For particulars apply to Messrs. Coxwill A-

Bassett. Southampton; or Mr. John Morton. Nailsiw«.rth.

Gloucestershire. A. person at Testwood House will be directed

to show the Farm.

'[ U BE &ULU, BUFF' 1 I Hl> I UlcKtiMx»9 fvom
* firstctassPriz« Birds, BrahmaPiM.iraChirkeo^.troni imported
American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chlfki 'ae very
gciod une-year-old Birds of the ab"V- -. Gome
and Poultry Netting. Poultry Burdl . Chicken
Cuops, Flower Stands, and Trainer-, Onruat Al
kind of Wire Work, nseful .:.- T. fl. Foi .-. C:*y
of London Wire Works, i%. Sklnoex Street, ^r;d 6 A- 6, Snow Hill

IlliiMtratfd r'aralocii^s r.

l>OULThY.— Ei'gs ol Brab'. - at lOr.

per dozen; Buff and Partri*'^
Black Spanish Fowls at 5*. per dozen

;
pa-

a few birds ot each of the above a> d a pmii t ~pangled
Bantams on sale, at very moderate prices.—For panicuUrs apply
to As AmateoRj Matlock, Bath.

TO CENU.E MEN, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS.
\>ESSRS. BROIHEKOE am. MOKKIS »ill Sell
1 bv Auctinn. at the Hart, Banln-1. mew Lane, ^n THUKv
PAY, March 29th, at 12 o'clock, alx-ot 200 Choice DOUBLE
CAMELLIAS, from IS inc • -ill ihe
appioved kinds, beautifully furnished with bh-iu buds; ob*o 4
superb collection ot fine Hollyhocks from a celebrxted grower:
an assortment of choice American Plants, Standard and Dwarf
Roses, Azalea Indies. Ericas, Fuchsia.-. Verbenas, Dahlias :.n

dry roots. PEeoniasr-&c. May be viewed the morning of Sale.

—

Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers, Americsn
Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex.

\ |K. ALEXANDER will &ell bj AartioD,
* * Mart, near ihe Bank of England, on TL "

27th, at 12 o'clock, a choice collection ol CARMATIOKS,
PICOTEES. PINKS, HERBACEO S PLANTS, s i AKDAfiU
ROSES, and other TREES; also IPJr- GKRMA I

"

in^' all the show varieties.—3Iay be v^ew«l»'n lhenr-'mingof Salt.

CafalAST»p-i U«fl n* the Hart; and ofMr. Ai 1 xa^dbk, ?b.

^ < k. J. u1lL.UKK will 6e.l im Auction, a

'*- Auction Mart, Bartholomew Lane, on WEDNESDAY.
March 2S, at 12 o'clock, a choice : onsan-i

! Pinks, Dahlias in dry nvt-
in pots, &c.—Mmv be viewed the morning of *ale. and Catalogues

had ar the Mart."and of the Anrtione*-- > nbury, M ddlesex.

TO CAROENERs A D OTbt-S.
NOELASD TSEEACE AND LaSSDOWS ROAD. A rEW DOO>

THE UXBRID6B ROAD, NoTTDIC HlLL.

MR. HAWKINGS will Sell bs ni the

premises as above, on WEDN :

10 for 11 o'clock, a qnanarr or L:j is

fixed to wall. Siages and Pits -

Pors. Herbs. Manure. Mould. VTo d. Btrr

TWO DOGS, ore a & sleofS

piew, Tuesday and morning of sale: and CaiaJojoes bad on the

premises, and* ^f the Anctii n<-er. rf. L--< n Gr--vp. I^odoa.

'TO NOBLEMtN, CENTLt>EN. rvURS=.RYMEN,
AND CTHE-5

TF. WINSTANLKY, VhS-p.vMAN, Seefsxa: -

• Flobist. begs res] ~m his pa.tr
r~

i-cbilitv. and public, that he has addr

i AUCTIONEER 'a; d VAX-TIER »o a blemen. gentien :

uui>-ervmen about reiinquisbing tbeir estxblishn -

se desirous singof their s:

lionse, and Stove P..

T. F. W. i;av'Eg 'reen for someyears in a Nursery vr-

-

his coming to .' -- "" Bants
.nnd their value will enable him the tv rl s jfthemthsa
any ordinary Auctioneer.—2S, Market Place. Manchester.
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AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,MEADOW X PASTURE GRASSES, XC.

PETER LAWSON and SON, of Edinburgh and
London, the Qcegs's Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and "Wood

Torestebs; and to the Highland and Agricultural Society
of Scotland, beg to intimate to their English Customers and the
Public that they are now sending out FARM SEEDS of every
description, saved from genuine stocks, and for which they
respectfully solicit orders.

Also Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, Garden Implements,
Draining Tools, and everything connected with their trade.

Catalogues will be sent on application.
London Branch, 27, Great George Street, "Westminster.

P. L. & S. are always able to recommend experienced Bailiffs,

Gardeners, and Foresters.

JOHN
<J SEVERAL HUNDRED

ROSES IN POTS, FOR FORCING.
and CHARLES LEE have to offer

itrong dwarf budded HYBRID
PERPETUAL ROSES, of the best kinds, well established in
pots, and fit for immediate forcing. The wood being well ripened,
they cannot fail to produce an abundance of bloom, and they
will be found invaluable for filling up beds that have suffered
from the late severe frost.

Nursery, Hammersmith, near London.

f^\ RASS SEEDS, SEPARATE OR MIXED.—

j

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.
\\/"ILLTAM NICHOLSON is now sending out
* * fine stroug plants of his four New and excellent varieties,

viz., AJAX, the finest dessert fruit; RUBY, do.; CAPTAIN
j

COOK, dessert and market; FILLBASKET, do., tremendous
_ |

bearers, at 6s. per 100. The plants have been kept in frames
*

j
under glass, and are in good condition for planting. Post-officeVT Gentlemen -intending to lay down land to Permanent 0Ti(. TS payable at Yarm, Yorkshire, are in all cases required

Pasture, or for one or two years' lay, are recommended to
i

with the order.—Egglescliffe near Yarm, Yorkshire.
communicate with us, staling the nature of the soil and
situation, that we may advise as to sorts of Grass Seeds

most suitable. Price 24s. to 30s. per acre for Permanent Pasture.
John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers. Reading, Berks.

RHUBARB
"D ASS and BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Estab-
lishment, Sudbury, Suffolk, offer the following:— s. d.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
AXD DICKENSON'S ITALIAN RITE-GRASS, are both

very superior to the Italian Rye-grass commonly cultivated.

At present Messrs. Sdtton have a supply of true Seed
of each sort, price 7s. 6d. per lushel.

John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

TO THE TRADE.—The Subscribers can supply the

following AGRICULTURAL SEEDS to the
Trade. Prices on application.

White Belgian Carrot.
Yellow Globe Mangold "Wurzel.
Long Red „ „
Skirving's Swede Turnip.
Eendle's „ „
True Devon Evergreen Grass.

Apply -to WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., Seed Merchants,
Plymouth.

HHHOMAS BEACH, the well-known Strawberry
A- Grower, begs to sav tlmt he lias now ready a large stock of

fine strong Plants of his TRUE BRITISH QUEEN, the same
he beat the whole world with at the Crystal Palace, many weighing
from 2 to 3oz. each, likewise the same he gained the Knightian
Medals with at Chiswick, and other places. He has gained the head
prt2e, and surprised the world, both in flavour and weight. Strong
Plants sent to any part of the world, at 5s. per 100, box included.

Post-office Orders on Hounslow, tn Mr. Thomas Beach, Straw-
berry Grounds, "VYorton, Tsleworth, Middlesex.—March 24.

SWEDISH TUKNlP SEED.
STUART and MEIN have for sale a considerable

quantity of PURPLE-TOPPED SWEDISH TURNIP
SEED of last season's produce, which they can recommend as
true to kind, and of first-rate quality.

Also PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS^ 15 lbs. pe.r bushel, war-
ranted from a prime Ayrshire stock. Prices on application, with a
reference from unknown correspondents.

Kelso, Roxburghshire, March 24.

T° THE SEED
TURNIP SEEDS,

TRADE.—
&c.

HENDLE'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.—
This is the most hardy variety in cultivation, and

has stood the late severe winter, in the most exposed situa-

tions, without the least injury. The Subscribers have
received scores of letters during the past month to confirm
this statement. *

It is handsome in form. Small tap roots will keep longer than
any other sort, and is altogether a most valuable variety.

It has been selected with much care for the last seven
years, and the present stock has been groion by growers of
the first respectability. Price 2s. per lb., or Is. 9d. per lb.

if talcen by the cwt. Wholesale Dealers can be supplied
with a few bushels.

For Description, Testimonials, and Engraving, see RENDLE'S
"FARMING PRICE CURRENT AND AGRICULTURAL
DIRECTORY."—Apply to William E. Rendle & Co., Seed
Merchants, Plvmouth.

Orange Globe "VYurzel

Broccoli, of sorts

Fairheard's Nonpareil Peas
Cole's Crystal White Celery.

Skirving's or Liverpool Swede
Laing's
White Globe Turnip
G reen
Red Tankard
W. J. Epps can with confidence offer the above (not large quan-

tities), having been grown from the best selected stocks possible.
—Prices sent on application.

Seed Establishment, High Street, Maidstone, March 24.

MEADOW AND PASTURE GRASS SEEDS.
GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their Mixtures of Grass
Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,
heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
acre 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.
to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures-for improving and renovating old G rass Land, Is. per lb.
Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.

These Seeds are all new, and have all been properly cleaned
and their growing properties fully tested. Directions for sowing
accompany the seed.
G.G. and Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE

is now ready, aud will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

26, Qowq Street, Piccadilly, London.

~CRASS ~AND AGRICULTURAL
-
SEEDS.

THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
Royal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform their

friends and agriculturists generally that they are now prepared
to supply the undermentioned in any quantities required.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent

Pasture and Meadow; Irrigation or Water Meadow Mixtures;
Upland Sheep Walk Mixtures; Park and Field Lawn Mixtures;
Renovating Mixtures for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, or Grass-
plot Mixtures; various Permanent Grass Seeds supplied sepa-
rately to order; Mixtures for one year's lay, do. for two or three
years' lay (commonly called " seeds ").

CLOVERS.—Red or broad leaved, white or Dutch, Red Suckling,
Alsike or Hybrid, Trefoil, Cow Grass or Perennial.

RYE-GRASSES.—Italian (very fine), Annual, improved Peren-
nial, and other kinds.

CARROTS.—Large White Belgian, large field Altringham,
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Surrey.

PARSNIPS.—Gibbs' large Guernsey Cattle, common large.
MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orange or Yellow Globe,
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES.—Large Drumhead Cattle, Thousand headed.
TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swedes, Skirving's

Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid, Red-top Yellow Hybrid,
Globes or Rounds. Tankard's sorts, KohlRabi.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Gorse, Field Parsley, Rape, Seed
Barley sorts. Wheat sorts, Rye, Sainfoin, Tares White Mustard,
"White Silesian Beet, Peas, Potatoes, and all other seeds for
the farm.

KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, including all

the new and most approved varieties. Assortments made up
to suit different sized gardens, or to any given amount.
Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds sent free

by post on application to Thomas Gtbbs & Co., Corner of Half-
Moon Street, Piccadilly, London

.

CERMAN FLOWER SEEDS.
HHENKEL begs to offer the following choice

• Collections of NEW FLOWER SEEDS, jusfimported,
and warranted fresh, at wholesale prices

7 6
12 O
10 O
6

7
9 O
9
6 O

Bailey s Early Monarch, a splendid early sort. Particulars
see Bass & Brown's Seed and Plant List. Per root 2

Salt's Crimson Perfection, per root ... .7
Mitchell's Royal Albert, Myatt's Linmcus, and Myatt's

Victoria Giant, each per dozen 7$.6d., or Is. each.

STRAWBERRIES.
Fon Particulars see Seed and Plant List.

Admiral Dundas (Myatt's), per dozen
Scarlet Nonpareil (Patterson's), per dozen
Omer Pacha (Ward's), per dozen ... ,"' "*

Magnum Bonuni (Barrett's), per dozen ..'

Other best older sorts, 3s. to 10s. per 100.

POTATOES.
True and Free from Disease.

British Queen, per bushel of 561bs
Soden's Early Oxford do.
Flour Ball do.
York Regents do.

For other sorts see Seed and Plant List.
Fine trained Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, &c.

Goods (not under 20s.) Carriage Free to all the London
Termini, or on the Eastern Counties, Colchester line.

OSAGE ORANCE (MACLURA AURAIMTIACA).
pHARLWOOD and CUMMINS beg to announce
V-^ that they have received from America Seeds of the above-
named valuable Hedge Plant, which they are ready to send out
at 4s. per lb., accompanied with directions for sowing and treat-
ment, as described in the Gardeners' Chronicle, May 13th, 1S54.
They have also received their annual importation of American

Trees and Shrubs; Seeds, consisting of Azaleas, Rhododen-
drons, Quercus, Red Cedar, &c, of which a Priced List will be
sent on application.
One-year Seedlings of the following varieties of American

Oaks, at 4s. per 100: Quercus nigra, Banisteri, alba, and obtu-
siloba. Fine Plants of Aquilegia glandulosa, 20s. per dozen.
Lilium giganteum, per 100 seeds, 20s.'

SEED POTATOES.
s.d.

Lapstone Kidney, per bush. 7
Ash-leaved do. „ 8
Soden's Oxford „ 7

Early Defiance,
Forty-fold
Early Manley

per bush. 7 0-

6
7 0-

C. & C. will be glad to receive offers of 1, 2, and 3-years old
Quick.—14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London.

CCHARLES SHARP begs to call the attention of the
J Nobility, Gentry, and the Trade to his unrivalled collection

of SEED POTATOES, which, have been grown and selected
with great care, and perfectly free from disease. The under-
mentioned prices include hampers and package. Terms to the
Trade known on application.

POTATOES:—

12 varieties of Ten weeks Stocks, separate in packets of
100 seeds each 2

18 ditto ditto ditto 3
24 ditto ditto ditto 3
36 ditto ditto ditto 5
12 varieties of Winter, or Biennial Stocks ditto ... 1

6 do. Marigold ditto ... 1

G do. Phlox Drummondi ditto ... 2
12 do. Larkspurs, new Hyacinth flowered, in pekts.

of \ oz. each 3
30, Rood Lane, London.

| OHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
*-* near Manchester, begs to inform Gentlemen, Amateurs, &c,
that he can supply them with the following, from a Stock of

20,000 Plants, well rooted, and in robust health, including every
choice variety grown.

CARNATIONS, 9s., 12s., and 18s. per dozen pairs.

PICOTEES, 9s., 12s., and 18s. „
PINKS, 4s., 6s., and 9s. „
PANSIES, 4s., 6s., and 9s. per dozen plants.

BELGIAN DAISIES, 4s. and 6s. „
FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, 5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.

SELECTED PANSY SEED, Is. and 2s. per packet.
DELPHINIUM BARLOWI, 4s. per dozemV

Auriculas, Alpine Auriculas, Polyanthuses, Primroses, &c.
Priced and Descriptive Catalogues now ready for one stamp.

Post-office Orders to be payable at Middleton, Lancashire.

Per bush, of 4 st.

Ash-leaf Kidoey(Jackson's) 10s.

Ash-leafed Kidney (Walnut-
leafed) .., 10s.

Early Emperor 10s.

„ Shilling's 10s.

„ Martin's Globe ... 10s.

„ Oxford Large ... Ss.

„ Round Frame (for

Forcing) 8s.

Early (Fox's Seedling)

Per bush, of 4 st.

American Early
Forty-Fold
Kentish Kidney
York Regent's ...

White Rough
French Blues
White Kidney
British Queen, the largest

aud best produce in cul-

tivation

7s.

. Ss.

. 8s.

- 6s.
. 6s_

. 7si.

Ss~

Seed Establishment, Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire.

NEW ASHLEAF—THE "EARLY CHAMPION."
JOSEPH WILSON, Seedsman, Ipswich, offers the

S. £?~

NEW PLANTS.
A VERSCHAFEELT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium,

• begs to offer to Amateurs and to the trade his following
new plants :

—

ACHIMENES (TREVIRANIA), AMBROISE VERSCHAF-
FELT. This is the finest Achimenes of all ; a correct drawing
is figured in L' Illustration Horticole, Number 1, 1855.

Nice plants will be sent out next May, each 8s.—N.B. One
over if three plants are taken.

TYD03A WARSCEWICZI; magnificent plant for foliage, and
particularly for the flowers. It is the finest gesneriaceous
plant of all; a correct drawing is figured in L'Illustration
Horticole, Number 1, 1S55. Stroug plants are now ready for
sale, each 15s.—N.B. One over if two plants are taken.

RHODODENDRON (HARDY) PRINCE CAMILLE DE
ROHAN. This is the finest hardy variety raised; a correct
drawing is figured in L'Illustration Horticole, Number 2,

1S55. This variety is warranted to be quite hardy, and very
free bloomer. Nice plants will be sent out next May, each 15s.
N.B. One over if three plants are taken.
Agent in London; Mr. R. Silberbad, 5, Ham Lane. Great

Tower Street.

DILLISTONE and CO., Stdrmer Nursery, near
Halstead, Essex, will supply the following at the annexed

low prices :

—

12 fine perpetual blooming Roses, 1§ to 2 feet stems
12 „ „ dwarf Roses
Climbing Banksia Fortuniana, Jaune Serins, Cloth of

Gold, Solfaterre, &c, each
100 good dwarf Roses, two of a sort

12 fine named Hollyhocks, including Ponrpre de Tyre, &c.
100 unbloomed seedlings, strong from the best seed

Packets of seed from 20 best kinds, each packet
100 double French white Rockets, very showy and fragrant 15

12 hardy Climbers, including fine Clematis, Honey-
suckles, &c

12 showy mixed Carnations and Picotees for borders

100 evergreen and flowering shrubs, two of a sort ,

100 fine showy Herbaceous plants, two of a sort

12 double white and yellow Primroses
12 Hepaticas, in four sorts, fine

20 of the most popular and profitable Strawberries,

100 2s. §d. to 5

Remittances respectfully requested from unknown corre-

spondents. Carriage of all orders above 20s. paid to London
Fine collection of Fruit trees, Seeds, &c—March 24.

s. a.
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^ following varieties

.

The CHAMPION ASHLEAF, (per bushel, 56 lbs.)

MOSS KIDNEYS
NONPAREIL DITTO '„

„ 6
The New Mammoth variety, " LORD RAGLAN,"

medium size (per sack, 16 stones) 42 G
No charge for bags or sacks, and free to London for orders of

4 bushels and upwards. A remittance must accompany all orders.

NEW CHINESE POTATO—
DIOSCOREA (JAPONIC A) BATATAS.

TF. WINSTANLEY has received a limited quantity
• of the above new Potato. For description and method of

planting see his Garden Seed List, where full particulars are
given. T. F. "W. has also a few Plants left of the Kaisha or
Sweet-kernelled Apricot, a fortnight earlier than the Moor Park.
Prices on application.—2S. Market Place, Manchester.

PLANT YOUR POTATOES WITH JACKSON'S PATENT
PREPARATION.

BASS and BROWN having been appointed Agents
for the above, will be happy to furnish it to their customers

who may be forwarding their orders for Potatoes or other goods.
Also Agents for Page's COMPOSITION FOR THE DE-
STRUCTION OF BLIGHT.—Sudbury, Suffolk.

PAGE and CO.'s BLIGHT COMPOSITION.
—Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon, sufficient to make four (Jars

and Barrels extra); in Bottles, Is. 3d. and 2s. 6d. each. Directions

for application forwarded. 10 Gallons and upwards Carriage
Free to London. Should be in the hands of all Plant and Fruit

Growers. See Gardeners' Chronicle, March 3, 1855. It can now
be obtained of

Messrs. F.& A. Dickson & Sons,

106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester
Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Sutton & Sons, Reading
W. & G. Davison, St. Peter's

Street, Hereford
Henderson & Co., Pine Apple

Place, London
Rendle & Co., Plymouth
and of the Inventors and Manufacturers

—

B. PAGE & Co., Seed Merchants, Oxford Street, and
Above Bar, Southampton.

N.B.—Other names will shortly appear, as the agents are

appointed.

Masters & Son, Canterbury
Thomas Davies & Co., Waver-

tree, Liverpool
Mr. Freeman, Woburn
„ J. Perkins, Northampton
„ Tiley, Bath
„ E. Paul, Derby
„ W. Barratt, St. John's,

Wakefield.

„ Baskerville, Bristol

„ Burham, Hastings

FLUKE KtDNEY POTATO.

TF. WINSTANLEY has a very fine stock of the
• above unrivalled POTATO, selected small for SEED, as

they do not bear cutting. Also Lapstone Kidney, Ashleaf, Flour-
ball, and many other varieties. Prices on application. The
Trade supplied.—28, Market Place, Manchester.

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.—This excellent
variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being;

more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It was raised in Middleton, and may be had genuine in

any quantity at 5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.—Apply to John Holland,
Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middleton, Lancashire .

r|^HE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
A. variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting

the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most
prolific Potato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s., bags included.
To be had genuine of THORNHILL & DICKSON, Lawrence

Hill Nurseries ; and No. 1, Wine Street, Bristol.

rpo POTATO GROWERS.—ROSS'S AMERICAN
i EARLY, grown expressly for Seed on reclaimed Peat or
Moor without manure. This well-known productive Potato
cannot be equalled as a "second early;" price 21s. per sack
of 2 cwt.
WALKER'S LARGE WHITE.—This variety is abont two

weeks later than the preceding, and for general crops cannot be
surpassed. It grows to a large size, is an extraordinary cropper,,

aud for table use is all that could be desired
;
price 24s. per sack

of 2 cwt. These prices include a strong sack, and, carriage paid to

London, Liverpool, a7id Hall.

W. DRUMMOND and SONS, Seedsmen, Stirling, N.B.

*** To prevent disappointment unknown correspondents will

enclose a remittance with their order.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—Twelve packets, each
packet containing 100 Seeds, Is. ; sent free per post, Is. '2d.;

a 5s. packet sent free per rail. Abroniaumbellata, Eccremocarpns
scaber, choice Gloxinias, Lophospermum Henderson!, Lisianthus
Russellianus, and every other choice variety Gd. per packet.

Dwarf German (10 week) Stocks, as imported, 36 varieties, each
variety 3d. per packet;—Wm. Cullingford, 1, Edmund Terrace,.

Ball's Pond, Islington, London.
N.B. Elletson's superb new late Dwarf White Broccoli Seed

(" Emperor"), 2s. 6d. per packet. The Broccoli raised from this

seed weigh from 17 lbs, to 25 lbs, each.

Printed bv William Bradrobt, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in the Parish
of St. Pancras, and Frederick Mullett Evanb, of No. 2/, Victoria

Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. Jobu, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of WhitelriarR.in the City of London ; and published by them
at the Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisements and Commumcat ions

are to be Acdbessed to tub Editor.—Saturday, March 24, 1S53.
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HORTICULTURAL SOOJETY OF LONDON.—
The SECOND SPRING MEETING will tako place at

tlio Sooloty'fl Souse, 91, Regent Street, on TUESDAY, Aprils,
from V2 in 5 i' m.

H~~
ORTTcULTUHAL SOCIETY or LONDON —

(1 A If 1)12X EXHIBITIONS,
Notice i» hereby gtvon that the FIRST exhibition of the

Season will take placet ,>v pfniiisBlon of her Miijustv's Comtnltf-
sionors for the Groat Exhibition of 1851, In the GKOUXD3 of
GORli UOUSK.on WEDNESDAY, May 16.

The Garden will bo opened to the Public at two o'clock, under
the following regulations:—All Fellows of the Society will bo
admitted without tickets, from half-past 12 till 6 o'clock, on
signing their names in a book at tbe entrance. Visitors can bo
admitted only by tickets, to be obtained by the personal or
written orders of Fellows of the Society.

All Fellows who shall apply, on or before Monday, the 30th of
April, niny obtain at the PRIVlLEC£D RATE of Three Shil-
lings and Sixpence each, any number of tickets not exceeding
THIRTY-SIX; but no application for such tickets will he received
after that day. Fellows of the Society subscribing for tickets at this

pries will be altomd a clear week from the. SOth of April during
which they may claim them. After that peetod all the 3s. Gd.
TICKETS SUDSCUIllKD VOR, BUT NOT ISSUED, MAT HE CANCELLED.
After the 30tli of April, any further number of tickets will be
dolivored to Fellows on their personal application or written
order, at the price of Five Shillings each ticket.

All applications fur tickets must be m«' :

a at the Society's
Office, 21, Regent; Street.
NO TICKETS WILL B£ ISSUHtl IN Rt-ICENT STREET

ON THE DAYS OF EXHIBITION. On those days Offices,
near the Garden Entrance, will bo opened at half-past 12 o'clock
for the issue of tickets at 7s. 6ri. each; but still under tbe regula-
tions above stated.

SPECIAL PRIVILEGE OF FELLOWS. — Fellows of the
Society not only enter free at half- past 12, but can also introduce
two friends, wrru TICKETS, at Gore House, Kensington Gore,
May 16; at Cbiswick, June 20, and July 11. Or the Fellow's
power may bo transferred to a brother, sister, son, daughter,
father, mother, or wife, residing in the Fellow's house, provided
the person to whom the transfer is made be furnished with a
ticket signed by that Fellow. That is to say, the power of
entering early may be transferred, but not tbe right to free
admission.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The EXHIBITIONS of Plants. Flowers, aiid Fruit tins

season will take place on WEDNESDAYS. May 9, June 13, and
July!; and of American Plants, MONDAY, June IS.

Tickets of Admission are now being issued, and may be obtained
at the Gardens only, by orders from' Fellows or Members of the
Society

—

price on or before May 5, 4s. ; a fter that day, 55. each.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—HOlmCULTURAL
FETE.—It is intended to hold a grand Horticultural Exhi-

bition at the Palace on SATURDAY, the 2d of June next. The
Rules and Schedules of Prizes are now ready, and can be obtained
on application to the Secretary.
March 23. (By Order.) G, Grove, Secretary.

-VTORTH WILTS HORTICULTURAL AND
-L> FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.— The Exhibitions for
this year will be held in the Castle Grounds, Duvizes, on
THURSDAY, the 6th of July, and on THURSDAY, the 6th of
September. J. J. Fox, Hon. Secretary.
Devizes, March 31.

w
YyiLUAM BaRRATT, Landscape Gardener,

Wakefield.

ILLIAM MASTERS- a n d S N,
Landscape Gardexers, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

Wakefield.
Plans and Estimales furnished.

BOTANICAL.
TO BE SOLD, the following Collections of BRITISH

PLANTS, scientifically named and systematically arranged:
A fasciculus of 400 FLOWERING PLANTS ... £2
A fasciculus of elegant FERNS 10 6
A fasciculus of SO beautiful MOSSES S

William Foqoitt, F.B.L.S., Market Place, Thirsk.

WALTER BIRD, Atherstone, Warwickshire, begs
» » to inform the public that he has a number of well-rooted
VINES from EYES, which he can send out at a very low rate,
the names and prices of which can be had on application.

.

" Terms—Casit.

^
CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, saved from the~best

^-^ varieties, post free.
Anlirrhinum, from 100 vars.,6d.; Balsam, from 25 vars., M. :

Hollyhock, show vars., ed.; German Aster, from 24 vars., 6rf.;
Petunia, from 40 vars., 6.J.; Par.sv, show, from 100 vars., Is.;
Fancy Pansy, fine, Is.; Stimulus, from 12 vars., Gd. ; Verbena,
from 100 vars., Is. ; Double Daisy, from 50 vars., 6d. ; Gloxinia,
from 60 vars., Is. Catalogues for one stamp, from
William Knight, Florist, &c, High Street Battle, Sussex.

HPHB ROYAL NATIONAL GRAND ANNUAL
I EX llllll I [ON "I I I • I M A.lrinn .: V

I
I, . ,

Botanic dardonii), will bo hold al Cambridge, onTl K8DAY,
May 32, In a ictlon with tlio Oambrldgo Horticultural

Trea H Ubadi I Eiq., BUnlaiord, Caml
Hon. Seeretat t Mr, 0. B, Boow», 02, Bl In i

I
i

'I" '
I loi !"." Iiavo ploaioro it. direotfni

follon in
, oxtended ami liberal

SCHEDULE OP PBIZ1
Cifl I. ... Hi' JMll.Al: Hi. I ,

v, ill, |
,'.'

, ,1 ;,.„! f,,,,.

|.'lann-ii flow or In . '..I. Class ofBl* m , 1
!

GUAM, PrtltMIKJI I'iiizk, a Silver Cup, vuln i.
•

,

.'Id,.I/.; lili, 11/ ; r,ll,,2(.; (III., 11,

Class I'.. 'I'm i i vi in i-.m.Ai: Bl 001 I col t 01

Blzarros, four ByblromeDs, arid i Ro lstnri;
Cup, vii 71,; 2.1,1/.; .'I.l,.'l/,; .III,, 2/.; ..til, U.

ClllBH C- ElOHTBSM DlBBIUflyAB BtOO IS, COnslStl -of sljc

Biznrres, six Bybloomons, and hIx [tosas, lstnrla
value 0/. ; 2d, 47, : 3d, 87.; ltli,2i ; Bill, \i.

SINGLE SPECIMENS.
Cla D, Featiii!Iie» HizAiuii.H. 1st prl/..., II.: 2d, I

10,1.; .Ith,7.<; Bill, G« ; 6tll, B».

Class I:. Flamed Nizauiiks. 1st prize, 12,: 2d, 15s.; 3d, 10».;
4th, Vs. ; All, ,11,.; 8th, 5,,

Class 1'.—I'm ii Bl S8. 1st prize, 12.: 2
8d, l"

; lili, 7...; 5th, (is.; (lib, 6s.

Class G, -FlamI i' Byiii.iemkxs. 1st prize, If.; 2d, 15s.; 3d,
10s.; 1th, 7s.; [ II... OUl, 6

Class II.— Fi.a riinuKij Rosns. 1st prize, 12.: 2d, IBs.: M, 10s.;
4th, 7s.; Btll, 6s.; 6tb, 6s.

Class I.—Flabbd R081 . 1st prize, K.; 2d, 15s.; 3d, 10s.;
4th, 7s.; 51b, i;,; 6th, ..

Class K—Six Dissimilar UuEF.nr.R.o. 1st prize, l(.; 2
3d, lUs.; .|th,5s.

Premier prizes of 1/. each will be awarded to
Feathered and Flamed Flower in each Class, 'selected IVi

entire Exhibition. Certificates of M»rit will he awarded to

Seedlings, which the judges think worthy of BflSl
In Class B, private growers only will be alwwed to compete.

The other Classes are open to all growers.
Subscribers of 12. Is. and upwards to he allowed to shov.

their respective clashes. Non-subscribers to pay the foil

entrance-fees : In Classes A, 11, and C. 6s. each Class ; In I lass
K, 2s. 6(2. ; Single Specimens, Is. each bloom. There will bono
charge for Seedlings. All Eutries to be made, and the Entrance-
money paid, on or before the 9th of May, to the Secretary , of
whom further particulars may be obtaiueil'.

SEEDS FOR THE FARM, CARRIAGE FREE.—See
I)ENDLE'S" FARMING PRICC CURRENT and

«- AGRICULTI BU.U1
William E. Resule i i .... >.-. .is, Plymonth.

' I. Qd.

OCRMAN FLOWeR »eE05 FRt«H IMPOR18'
•

/' /

IKE CLOVEP TRIFOLIUM MVBRIDU''
S'UTTO

Plant,

GIANT ASPARAGUS PI
three fes

Bniniiro, Nui •

DWAKI FRENCH BEANS can 1* h*/l in any
quantity Apply to J.

High ii
I loo.

Ll'.'i IUAMIIAU.—The und.msme.J is h I..

either a large i

to Mr. Jura*,
'

STATlCt PSEUOO ARMERIA
WIUJ'.'I Mn'i.'J. •,., upply (he Trade will

'

. imp*.

LUCERNE.—PRI
had r.l

,'. April I .
'

I.M.N'K STRONG SEAJKALE ROOTS, •
•

Exeter '

CABBACE PLAN
"PHOMAS WELLAND offers extra fine DRL'M-
i- READ

E. IMPERIAL
part of . Ireland, and '."

;

'!_ LE : :

ELLETSON'S LATE WHITE I

EMPEBOR and >IAJI!I
highly esteeme ' ?ai

2s. Gd. e:

lilill.

" AMI'- 1

I

"V^OUELL and CO. beg respectfully to refer the
J- Subscribers to the Gardeners' Gitfoniole to their advertise-
ment which appeared on the loth ot' MjVah«)r.tai!
List, with prices, of some vei

"Rare and Hardy Conifers,," i

'

and Cliniluis.'— Royal Xnrserj i :;aouth.

p ORN I SS E A R L Y \Y 1 1 1 T FT BROCCOLI,
v-^ is. per packet, or Gs. per oz.

CONQUEP.OR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,
Is. per packet, containing 12 good seeds.

The above can be had, warranted genuine, by forwarding post-
age stamps for the amount to

James Lake, Seedsman, &c, Bridgewater.

TO POTATO CROWERS.
TITANTED TO PURCHASE, a considerable quan-
V » tity of good sound POTATOES.—Address, in the first

instance, with full particulars, lowest price, &c, to E., care of
Sotheran & Co., 10, Tower Stiv,. t. L'.nl.m.

E A R L Y P O T A T oY~sT
CHARLES SHARPE begs to ofier to Market Gar-

deners aud others the followiog sorts of Early Potatoes for
Seed :—
Ashleaf Kidney (Jackson's) I Early Martin's Globe
Early Foxe's Seedling „

*
Rilot's Flour Ball.

Terms per ton, or for less quantities, may he had ou application.
Seed Establishment. Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire.

SEED POTATOES, Sound and True.—EARLY
OXFORDS, FLUKES, REGENTS, FIFTY-

FOLD, and several other choice sorts at moderate prices,

particulars of which may le had on application (stating

quantity required) to

Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers, Reading.

fluke kidney potato.

TF. WINSTAN'LEY lias a very fine stock of the
• above unrivalled POTATO, selected small for SEED, as

they do not bear cutting. Also Lapstone Kidney, Ashleaf. Flonr-
ball, and many other varieties. Prices on application. The
Trade supplied.—2S, Market Place. Manchester.

THE FLUKE" KIDNEY POTATO—This excellent
variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being

more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It was raised in Middle'cn, aud may he had genuine in
any quantity at 5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.—Apply to JoejTHollanp,
Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

Post-office Orders to he made payable at Middleton. Lancashire.

HAM' BllOWN

CABBAGE PLANTS. {,::. of ali

PICKLING RED CABBAGE

RANUNCULUSES, :
r-"C

HENRY GROOM, Clapuak
bv Appointment I

Spring CATALOG LE i-

by post ou application. He would U.g local! a
- '-:.*.: a to this

being tl... t Riinuncnln-. •:.

~ CH=AP NURSERY STOCK
Important to all P

.

WILLIAM JACKSON Sc Co., B-:

beg to refer to their advertisement in
"

mrfe and Agricultural GazcUt of the 1 7 ' i.

"MANGOLD W'Ji'ZEL, ETC.—TO THE SEED T-

BASS and BROWN beg to offer, of tbe E

Mangold Wurzel. Long Red: Do. Yellow G:
Gibe: White Carrot: Skirving's Swede: OrangeJelly .

Meadow Fescue Grass. Wholesale prices to the trade o D

cation.—Seed Establishment. Sudbury . Suffolk.

TO"PINE CROWERS.
XT7ANTED to purchase abont 50 FRU:
V» PLANTS, and 100 SUCCESSION Do.— PartM

sorts, with prices, may be addressed to Mr. Bates, G"
Tittenhurst Park. Sunning Hill.

PINE PL A NTS .ETC.
JOHN A. WATSON, Fecit Grower, has now for

sale ft fine clean healthy Stick, principally Ripley Qaecn :

also fine young stock of the following kinds—Moscow
Bristol Queen, Providence, Black Jamaica, Srr.

Sierra Leone. Smooth Cayenne, Prickly Cayenne. Env"
Blood. Lilv of the Valley. 10s. per bushel : G xseberry Bosbes,

16s. per 100 ': Thimble Raspberry, 10s. per 100.

Tine Gardens, Ealing.

S~T RONC OAKS.

I
and J. GAITSK1LL have on band a fine bes

• stock of the above, 1.J
to2feetazI 2 tc .' :": -:. which

sold cheap. Price on application.

Hall Santon Nurseries. Whitehaven,—

H

THE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
-*- variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting
the Potato disease, and without exception the finest 3nd most
prolific Potato in cultivation. Price per cwt., 15s„ bags included
To he had genuine of THOEXI1ILL & DICKSON, Lawrence

Hill Nurseries; and No.l. Wine St reet. Bristol.

COVENT GARDEN.
TV" and S. GAINES beg respectfully to offer to
» » • Gardeners, Farmers, and Nurserymen, the following
SEEDS:— Scarlet Runners, '27s. per bushel: China, Dwarf, or
Robbin's Egg Beans, at 2Ss. per bushel. Potatoes for plantinc :

also Annual Flower Seeds, fifteen varieties, 2s. 6if.; thinv
varieties. 5s. Prices for cash.— Post-office orders pavatle to

W.il- S. Gaines, Charing Cross, London.

STROMC QUICK.
CHARLES SHARPE has for sale 3 quae -

STRONG QUICK. 2 t< -
-

Price to the trade may be had on applicr. I

Seed Establishment. Wist reshire,

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, price 60L, a small private

Collection of OP.CHIDS -,'.tj> ft Messrs,

Feazee, Nurserymen. Lea Bridge E:ai. L-?y::^. Essex.

n "O BE SOLD CHEAF. 3000 rrar-splanted WALNUT
1- TF.EES. 3 to 4 feet high. Price —
M e Norfolk Nnrserv. East Dereham.

SWEDE. C-RROT. AND MANCOLD SEEDS.

TO BE SOLD, a few sacks of SKIhYING'S
SWEDE, of last year's

— -:i. from large roots:

YELLOW GLOBE and LONG BED MANGOLD: and
iLTP-INGHAM CAKEOT, all warrantSSlar Apply to Mr.

Geo TA2EB. Seei Grotrer, Brreshall. W5±jc, Esse".
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PELARGONIUMS OR CERANIUMS.
JOHN DOBSON and SON beg to offer the following,

and feel sure that the plants and varieties will give the

greatest satisfaction. Any 12 of the following (purchaser's selec-

tion) for 63s., Zampa, &c, included : Attraction, Bride of Abydos,
Carlos, Sunrise, Eliza, Glowworm, Leah, Optimum, l'ashe, Har-
riet, Vulcan, Rosa (Foster's), Lucy, and Ambassador.
The following 12 for 42s. : Neatness, Colonel of the Buffs, Vir-

ginia, Leonora, Gertrude, Enchantress, Rosa (Beck'B), Arethusa,

Jupiter, Spot, Purple Perfection, and Picta.

Any 12 of the following, 21s. : Mochanna, Arethusa, Magnet,
Astrea, Amazon, Purpurea, Magnificent, Chloe,Capella,B.xhibition,

Leader, Generallissimo, Prince Arthur, Virgin Queen, Galatea.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS.—Any 12 of the following, 24s.:

Advancer, Annette, Caliban, Captivation, Carlotta Grisi, Fasci-

nation, Fleur de Marie, Nerea, Formosissima, Gipsy Queen, Lady
Downes, Picturata, Prima Donna, Perfection, and Prince Albert.

Catalogues with full descriptions _on application, "Woodlands

Nursery, Isleworth.

1\/| ESSKS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON having
J.»_l purchased of the late W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the

county of Devon, for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling

Fuchsias with white Corollas, a new feature in this tribe intro-

duced by him, and in consequence of an advertisement, appear-

ing in the Gardeners' Chronicle from Messrs. Luconibe, Pince, &
Co., of Exeter, offering two new Fuchsias similar in character

to those purchased of the late Mr. Story, it was thought neces-

sary, after a written communication with that gentleman, for

one of the firm to make further inquiries about them, and in con-

sequence Mr. Andrew Henderson went to Exeter and Newton,
where he was informed by a jobbing gardener at Newton that

he had received in the month of November last Seven Pounds
for them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated) he had
been offered £20 for them by a nurseryman i_i London, but whose
name or address he did not know.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son give the above explanation in conse-

quence of numbers of their customers having ordered plants at

higher prices than are now quoted. This reduction is made in

consequence of information which they have received that leaves

no doubt on their minds but that those to he sent out by Messrs.
Luconibe, Pince, & Co. are similar in character to those purchased
of Mr. Story.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON take this opportunity of stating

that none but the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable
Seeds appear in their list, and among the Flower Seeds only
those whose beauty and merit are univerally acknowledged,
together with a carefully selected stock of the principal new
varieties. They would call particular attention to the following

new and choice seeds, which they can confidently recommend :

—

Per packet—s. d. Per packet—s. d.

Antirrhinum, extra fine ... 6 I^omoea limbata 2 6
Auricula, fine mixed ... 1 6
Abronia umbellata 1 6
Anagallis azurea grandi-

flora 1

„ rubra „ 10
Arctotis breviscapa ... 6
.Aster,new Peony pyramid,

in packets of 10 distinct

colours, separate ... 3 6

,, new bouquet pyrami-
dal, in packets of 12
distinct colours 3 6

Balsam, double Camellia-
flowered, in packets of 6

distinct colours, separate 3

„ new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sepa-
rate, extra fine 6

„ Aurora, new double
crimson ... 1

„ new dble. pale yellow 1

Carnation, stage flowers... 1 6

Calceolaria, ex. ex. 2s. Gd. & os.

Cineraria, ex. ex. Is. Gd. & 2s. Gd.

Chrysanthemum pompone 1

„ large flowered 1

Calendrinia umbellata ...0 6
Dianthus Dunnetti,snprb. 1

„ Chinensis flore-plcno,

extra fine 6
Eschscholtziatenuifolia... 1 G

Geranium, choice show ... 2 6

„ choice fancy 2 6

Hollyhock, first quality ... 2 6

„ second quality ... 1

Ipomoea rubro cterulea ... 1

Lilium giganteum seed, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.
Holcus saccharatus (new Sugar-cane), Is. to 2s. 6c?. do.
Dioscorea Batatas (Japanese Yam), 2s. Gd. each tuber.
20 Ornamental Grasses (see Catalogue).
12 Ornamental foliage Annuals.

Their new Seed Catalogue, with full particulars of the above
and many other novelties, is now ready and will be forwarded
post free on application.

"Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.—March, 1855.
*-

Per packet—s.

Ipomoea limbata 2
Leptosiphon luteum ... O
„ anrenm 1

Linum grandiflorumrubrum
Is. Gd., and 2

Lobelia Queen Victoria
(scarlet)

Lobelia Roi Leopold ...

Larkspur, new double
improved hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours ... 2

Limnanthes sulphurea
odorata 1

Mignonette, new, large ...

Mimulus, beautiful ...

Pansy, choice show ... 1

„ choice fancy 1

Petunia, extra fine ... 1

Phlox Druiumondi cocci-

nea
Portulaca, new orange ...

„ new rose
Primula sinensis fimbriata,

alba and rubra mixed ... 2
Poppy, new large Pieony,

in 8 brilliant colours ... 2
Reseda myriophylla, new
Mignonette 1

Salpiglossis, scarlet, blue,
and sulphur ... ...

Stock, German, new large
flowering, in packets of
six distinct colours ... 2

Verbena, choice mixed ... 1

Sweet William, new
double

Whitlavia grandiflora ... 1

BASS and BROWN'S CHOICE VEGETABLE
AND FLOWER SEEDS.

For some of the novelties of their first-rate Collections,

also choice imported Seeds, Moots for early spring

planting, <fcc, see Advertiscmcnfs in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of Feb. 17, pane 109, and March 10, page 140.
ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

containing the best new sorts
No. 1, with 20 quarts of Peas, and other vegetables in pro- s. d.

portion 60
No. 2 Collection, 40s.; No. 3, 25s. ; No. 4 15

The collections are given in the Seed and Plant List,

FLOWER SEEDS, BEST AND NEWEST ASSORT-
MENTS, with printed instructions for sowing, &c.

100 vars. choice strong annuals 15
50 vars.,Ss. Gd.; 30 vars., 5s. Gd.; 20 vars 4
20 vars. best dwarf kinds, in large packets, suited for

beds on lawns, 7s. Gd.; 12 vars 5
20 vars. choice greenhouse annuals, 7s. Gd.; 12 vars. ... 5
20 vars. choice greenhouse perennials, 10s. Gd. ; 12 vars.... 7 6
20 vars. choice hardy biennials and perennials 7 6
12 do. do do do. 5

For further particulars see Seed and Plant List.

'CHOICE IMPORTED SEEDS, comprising Stock, Aster,
Balsam, Cockscomb, Larkspur, Salpiglossis, Scabious, Sinecia,
Sweet William, Wallflower, Zinnia, &c.
Bass & Brown's Seed and Plant List free by post for three

penny stamps. Also the autumn Catalogue for three penny
stamps; or gratis to our customers who may not have received
them.—Seed and Horticultural Establ ishment. Sudbury, Suffolk.

R PARKER begs to offer the following, all of which
• are well established, and can he forwarded to any part of

the Kingdom :— From per dozen.—s. d.

Exotic Orchids, distinct and beautiful species 60
Exotic Ferns „ „ 18
British ditto „ ,;

9
Exotic Lycopodinms „ „ 12
Roses, consisting of the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals,
Teas, and Bourbons, strong plants, established in pots ... 12

Cinerarias, choice named varieties, strong, established
plants, in 4-inch pots 9

Cinerarias (Seedlings), from the finest named varieties, in-

cluding the best varieties sent out last season, strong,
established plants, in 4-inch pots 4

Calceolarias (Seedlings), from beautiful spotted varieties,

strong, .established plants 6
Lists of Names forwarded upon application.

The following choice Cucumhers and Melons, in packets of
12 Seeds, at Is. per packet

CRASS SEEDS.—CARRIACE FREE.
PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS.—The very best

Selections can be obtained from William E. Rendle
& Co., Seed Merchants, Plynimth,—all new and care-
fully selected, from 24s. to 30s. per acre.
ORNAMENTAL LAWNS, PLEASURE GROUNDS, &c

The choicest varieties for producing a fine sward for Lawns and
Pleasure Grounds can he procured from William E. Rendle
& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth, at 18s. per bushel, 2s. Gd. per
gallon, or Is. per lb,

RENOVATING GRASSES—for sowing over land deficient of
plant—can be obtained at 9rf. per lb.

A complete descriptive list of drosses will be found in
"Rendle's Farming Price Current," and some valuable
Tables, and other information relative to the best varieties
for certain Lands and Situations.

Apply to Wm. E. Rendle & Co,, Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
Established Seventy Years.

CUCUMBERS.
Superlative Improved
Walker's Rambler
Manchester Prize
Hunter's Prolific

Improved Patrick.

MELONS.
Golden Perfection (extra fine)

Bromham Hall
Persian Green Flesh
Chichester Prize
Cuthill's Scarlet Flesh.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-
known correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway .

Great Novelties for the Ensuing Season,
FUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. beg leave to announce

that they shall be prepared to send out two splendid and
entirely novel Seedling Fuchsias, early in May next, viz. :

—

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.
Pure white corolla, with brilliant scarlet sepals, finely reflexed;

an extremely lovely and novel variety.
CALANTHIFLORA-PLENA

(The Double Snowdrop Corolla'd Fuchsia.)
Pure double white corolla, resembling a fine large double Snow-

drop, with rich scarlet sepals; altogether distinct from anything
of the kind ever yet produced. Price 10s. Gd. each.

Together with a very beautiful new double Purple variety,

VlOL/ETLORA-PLENA,
Rich double blue corolla, resfemblinga fine double violet, 7s. Gd. each.

L., P., & Co. have also fine plants of the following choice kinds
of Fuchsias at 18s. to 425. per dozen. :-

Aspasia
Apollo
Brilliant

Duchess of Lancaster
Duke of Wellington
Dominiana

Glory Purple Perfection
Lucretia Sir Harry Smith
Orion Sidonia
Prime Minister Sir Jno. Falstaff
Princess Telegraph
Kossuth Resplendent.

Thev are also now prepared to send out their beautiful new
VERONICA KERMESINA,

Raised by that eminent horticulturist J. Luscombe, Esq., of
Coombe Royal, who sent specimens to Dr. Lindley, at the time of
its first flowering, who thus pronounces his first opinion of it:

—

" The variety sent with this was charming, a decided rose colour
having mingled with the violet." See also notice of Dr. Lindley
in the Chronicle for Dec. 2, 1S54, as follows :—" L., P., & Co. Your
V. Kermesina is a handsome dark variety of V. speciosa; its

beautiful large spikes of deep purplish crimson blossoms cannot
fail to make it a favourite." Price 7s. Gd. each. A few extra-
sized specimens may be had.
The usual discount to the Trade when three or more are taken.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.—Est adljshed in 1720.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and WIREWORM, in addition to ivlrich the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
jfrom numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTRACTS:-
•"' One of the fields of this farm, the property of Mrs. Stantiurt,

was planted with Regents Potatoes in April last, some of which

were prepared by you. The result now i^, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly

worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of

preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth

the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my "Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Baxter.
" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 28, 1854."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.

"Sir,— I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

lhat came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the

directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
I have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of
large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of
them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great boon.— I am, &c, John Shanks,

"Forester, Kildrummy Castle.
" Kildrummy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17, 1854."

" I am very much pleased with the resnllof the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted them,
without any manure, in ground where for several years I have
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perfectly free

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while those of the
same sort, unprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms.
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great
astonishment, that they were as 200 to 150 of the others, or about

25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.
" T. Austen, Nurseryman and Seedsman.

" Blackhoath, Kent, 24th August, 1854."

Sold by Messrs. Charlwood & Cummins, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and John Kernan, Seedsman, 4, Great Russell Street,

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and-Tit the Patentee's, 18, Cannon Street, London Eridge, in Packets of One, Two,

Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

CRASS Al\-D AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
rrHOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
-L Royal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform their
friends and agriculturists generally that they are now prepared
to supply the undermentioned in any quantities required.
Mixtures of Grass" Seeds for laying down land to permanent

Pasture and Meadow; Irrigation or Water Meadow Mixtures:
Upland Sheep "Walk Mixtures; Park and Field Lawn Mixtures;
Renovating Mixtures for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, or Grass-
plot Mixtures; various Permanent Grass Seeds supplied sepa-
rately to order; Mixtures for one year's lay, do. for two or three
years' lay (commonly called " seeds").

CLOVERS.—Red or broad leaved, white or Dutch, Red Suckling,
Alsike or Hybrid, Trefoil, Cow Grass or Perennial.

RYE-GRASSES.—Italian (very fine), Annual, improved Peren-
nial, and other kinds.

CARROTS.—Large "White Belgian, large field Altringham,
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Surrey.

PARSNIPS.— Gibbs' large Guernsey Cattle, common large.

MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orange or Yellow Globe,
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES.-Large Drumhead Cattle, Thousand headed.

TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swedes, Skirving's
Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid, Red-top Yellow Hybrid,
Globes or Rounds, Tankard's sorts, KohlRabi.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Gorse, Field Parsley, Rape, Seed
Barley sorts, Wheat sorts, Rye, Sainfoin, Tares White Mustard,
White Silesian Beet, Peas, Potatoes, and all other seeds for

the farm.

KITCHEN GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS, including all

the new and most approved varieties. Assortments made up
to suit different sized gardens, or to any given amount.
Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds sent free

by post on application to Thomas Gibbs & Co., Corner of Half-
Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

GERMAN ASTER SEED, all saved from the finest

Globe "varieties, ever yet exhibited, and which have sur-

passed all others in cultivation for their immense size and
distinct colours, Is. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAM SEED saved from 50 of the choicest and
most superb varieties, Is. per packet.
ANTIRRHINUM SEED saved from all the finest shaped and

best varieties, Is. per packet.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCK SEED saved from all the best

named flowers, Is: per packet.

SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine, Is.

per packet.
VERY SUPERIOR FIMBRIATA PRIMULA SINENSIS

SEED, saved from six distinct varieties of the largest and most
superb plants ever grown, 2s. Gd. per packet.

PANSY SEED, a few packets from selected varieties, Is.

per packet.
POLYANTHUS SEED, fine mixed, Is. per packet.

CROWN GOURD, or CUSTARD MARROW; this variety

is the most delicious of all the Marrows grown, Is. per packet.

AQUILEGtA, or COLUMBINE, of 12 distinct varieties,

Is. per packet.
Any three packets of the above (except the Primula) sent post-

free on receipt of 2s. Gd., or the Primula included with two other

packets, for 3s. Gd., in cash or penny postage stampB by
EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

14, Abbev Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

following
rf.

FOR PRESENT PLANTING.

BASS and BROWN offer the
SELECT PLANTS:— £

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine and distinct vaTS, 1 10

„ ,, 100, including newer „ 2 10 O
ROCK PLANTS. 25 fine varieties 12

DELPHINIUMS, 12 in 6 fine varieties 9

„ very fine seedlings of splendid

mixed colours, per 100 110
DIANTHUS ATRORUBENS, splendid dark crimson

for bedding, per doz 6
DIANTHUS SFLENDENS, rich bright crimson,

for ditto, per doz.

POTENTILLAS, 12 fine varieties, 9s.; 12 extra fine ...

it
splendid mixed seedlings, per doz ...

,, 5 best new varieties — King of

Crimson, Sudbury Gem, Theodore, Shylock, and
Julia, for

HOLLYHOCKS, 12 fine varieties, per doz. 95. and
ANTIRRHINUMS, 12 fine varieties of richest colours

ROCK C1STUS, dwarf, 24 beautiful vars., very distinct 15

PHLOX, 25 fine vars., 9s.; 25 beautiful newer va"rs. 12

Primula involucrata, most lovely white, per doz.

Lupinus magnificus, fine variegated blue and white,

each Is. 6d., or per doz
Lupinus polypliyllus purpureus and albus, each per doz.

Mimulus, 6 fine varieties O 5

Pentstemons, 12 fine varieties 7
Viola arborea, Gs. per doz. ; alba, per doz. 6

,, Neapolitan 6s. „ Russian „ 4

Berberis Darwini, flowering plants, per doz

Escallonia macrantha, fine plants „ 18s. to

Pseonia papaveracea, strong ... ... Is. Gd. to

Ribes, 5 best vars., 2 of each fer

Spirea, 8 beautiful vars., 2 of each for

Rhododendron ponticum, fine, per doz 9s. to

Hardy Climbing Plants, 12 fine vars 9s. to

Roses, Tea-scented and Climbing, in pots, 12 fine vars. 12

Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, finest sorts

trained, very strong and tine, 12 sorts 11. 16s. to 2 8
Standard and Dwarf Apples, Pears, Plu"ms, and Cherries,

Ac, &c.
Rhubarb, Myatt's Linnseus, and Mitchell's Royal Albert,

choice early vars., also Myatt's Victoria Giant,

each per doz
Seakale, very strong, per 100

Strawberries, newest and best sorts

Goods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.

Plants added gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.

COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny
stamps, or the Spring Catalogues alone for three penny stamps,

or gratis to our customers who may not have received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.
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NEW AND RARE CONIFER/E.

1DETER
I.AWSON and SON, tlio C£ijkhn'h Skmiii-

mi.-i EJInbumli and London, havo mill on I il a small

muntUrol il"' 80eJ« o( tho following BAKEICONIFErUEj &o,

Plnui Lambortlano, 50 J!

'J' li E (i A IM) B N E'R.8' 0H 8,0 N DC I. B.

goods ... ... [
' <>

p,tuboronIato,i)ntlraoonoBZ li u

p.njontloolii/BOBoodi! ... no
P. jofltarl 'i"' ••• ''• '' "

c. maruBloy) 'I". — 'i a °

LlBocodriuidoourronB, do, I n (i

ti, I TftKUN l.iil'llrynitji (qultC

w) i.o Seeds ... 2
Club-lioadoaWltoalfoul

tlvatod by HiooIdOall-
fovnlans) 200 Rvalaii t

Wheat, (a viu'lnly of

Trltlouni dur ) do,

2

15 n

.1

r'nii doBoulptlono will bo found In tho 1an tpage ol tlio >i- >.>„>'

Chronicle, for ITeb. 8, Ordorn may, bo Qddi'OHeod to L'ktbu i.au

boh A Hon, in Edinburgh ; or to their Loudon floueo, 27, Groat

George Stroot, WontmlnHtor.

01 IN 1IOU.AND, Brudehftw Gurdoni] Mrdilloton,

Miiucliimttir, DOgS I" Inform QOUtldmon. A iiuih'iini, StQ,.

that ho can supply thoni with tba following, from a Stock -r

20,000 Plants, well rooted, and in robuHt hoalthj Inoludlug ovory

fin. ir.' viii'iriv grown.
CARNATIONS, '.):<., Via., and lHi. por dn/.m |>nlni.

l?ICOTEE8,9tf,, 129., and Itto. „
PTNtfB, 4#v 6>., mid n«. .,

TANHiKH, ii.., A*., and On pordoason plante.

RKI.GIAN DAISIES, 4* and G*. „

I'M iKK, KIDNEY I'OTATO, 5*. por biwlinl of 501bi)«

SWLHC'PED I'ANHV HEED, 1« I '.!«. por pat I
i I

DELPHINIUM KAlii.oWl, \a. niirdojson.

Amiciiiiin, Alpine Aurloulas, Polynntliutiou, PrlmroBon, &o.

Priced ana DoBeriptlvo CataloguoH now ready for one iitajnp.

Poit offloo Ordere to bo payable at Mtddlotnn, LjuicaHblra.

SELECT CARNATIONS, PICOTEE.S, ETC.

CJIA.IU.ES SGHOF1ELD (Into .John Sciiornan .V

Son) respectfully boge tooflof for aalo tba following Ln strong

iiiMiithy plants, vi'/,. 12 pairs of Oarnatlous for 6$.. Loi., or20*.;

12 ditto HootecB] for 6n, io*., oi 20i; 19 <un<> c.r I'lnkn, for iff.,

,,.,,.. I.'l; 12 I'huiln o£ I'ihihI.'m. for 4*, H»«.,nr lf>.v.; 1U ditto Of

Dahlias (In May), fori!*., 10.*., <>r '.JO*.; 1'J ditto nC Hcurlel Coni-

nhi raj, for 0». or las.; IS ditto of vorbonas, (or 4s, oi I3n

Mho the following Seeds* selected from the oboTcost show

flowers, 1'iinsiivi, Calceolarias, and Hollyhocks, oaob per packet,

2s. Od. or Is. <W. A DWrlpuvo Catalogue of the above plants

Hont tnio on application inclosing one postage Btamp.
ICnowHthorpo, nnar I Is. 1 orlculilir,.

NEW SCARLET VERBENA -MRS. WOOOROFFE.
ARTHUR, HENDERSON and CO. will .send out,

the Hint week in April, a NEW SCARLET VERBENA,
a vory decided Impuowmont upon tho great favourito Soarlot

It.aliLiico; lirin;; nimllar in Invbit, hut tho truasoB of flowers and
also the single Hewers aro nearly double tlio bIzo, aud witli equal

it not more1 brilliancy of colour.

V, ll. So Vo. baling n large stock to cull from, and being
lealtOUS that their patrons shall at once enjoy tho pleasure of
zoning a good muss of this valuable bedding plant in their own
lnwei* gardons, have determined on sending out fine Btrong
iliuilH lit ISfi per dozen, or 5/. per hundred.
Testimonials of the highest order could bo given in favour of

Ids Verbena for its size and colour, but tho recommendation of

Vuthuu Uknobrsom & Co. is no doubt quite sufficient, without
roubjlng their friends with any further romarks,

rin.'-AppIo Place, Edgwarp Road.—March 31.

NEW AND DISTINCT PELARGONIUM.
^T GAINES begs to submit to the Nobility, Gentry,
^1 • and Trade, tho following description of his very beautiful
;

-

nt class Pelargonium.
TETE N01R.— Flower large size, uppor petals rich velvety
aok, of good substance and smooth on the edges, inclined a
ifle to reflex, which in this variety rather adds to its beauty
i an otherwise, showing to advantage its richness of colour;
wer petals beautifully shaded, orange salmon with velvety
aok spot in each. The orange colour combined with the darker
indo of this truly beautiful flower gives it a most gorgeous
ipearance; it is, without exception, the greatest novelty of its

isH, and will form a conspicuous objeot in the choicest collection,

•ice per plant, 31s.

N. Gr. also has a largo collection of Geraniums, comprising all

o newest varieties; also Dahlias, Fuclisias, Stove and Green-
use Plants, Eiions, Epacris, Corneas, Ferns, Azaleas, Rhodo-
ndrons, &c, f

Ac., Catalogues of which may be had post free on
plication,-—Tho Nursery, su rrey Lano, Bnttersea.

R&DUOBD Thick.
WARD'S OMER PACHA STRAWBERRY.

inLLIAM JAMES WARD respectfully informs
» his friends and the public that he has still a few well-

ited plants to offer of the above excellent Strawberry, which
aincd the Bronze Medal at tho Royal Botanic Garden Exhibi-
n, July 5, 185-1.

t was submitted for opinion to Mr. Thompson. Horticultural
jj-.iety, Chlswick ; Mr. Marnook, Royal Botanic Gardens,
gent's Park; Mr. Powell, Royal Gardens, Frogmore ; Mr.
ncer, Bowood Gardens; and several others: all of whom
ak highly favourably of it.

'he following extract, accompanied with a woodout, appeared
he "Florist and Fruitist," September, 185-1, in the descriptive
of new Strawberries:

—

Omer Pacha.—This variety is a seedling raised by Mr. Ward
n British Queen, fertilised by the old Caroline Pine, two good
ds, of which the present variety seems to he a combination,
i samples I received were fine looking fruit, ftnd of good
Uty."

IT.J[* W. warrants it of very superior flavour, and well adapted
long carriage.

100 Plants £2 I 25 Plants £0 16 O
50 , 1 5 | 12 „ S

Terms, cash.—Prospect. Hill, Reading, March 31.
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Qovmc ...

'

P| M'I"I iai.ii

A |fl ..null iin' UuchOieUtJT
A Iphonoe do Lamartlnc
Uaron Laray
ComtcBiio Vnilliioi

Dui ii-.
. ol Morfoll

Emperor Napoleon
•Gli de I'l'iiiniiiiiy ..,

I

1

1 Iloi y "i ! ranee
•Gonoral On itollnnq

,, Jacqiiomlnot,3ffi Orf/to B

|
JuJi i MargotMn,2#Afite B

•Lady Htnart 2 <'>

Li •h'O '2 '1

Lord Raglan 10

Mudii Aiinr Gllborj t<

Plittlfp -.- ') '•

„ MnHxmi ... 10 (1

daCombnaijeri i
!

,;

'

„ Marlnl ... 7 6

„ Pisco 7
i

,, EugaoIoOftvalgnafl B 8
Monsieur PJgeron ... 10 o

•Paul Dupuy 8
I'lTllM'n I,run M (i

„ EKoskowa ... r» o

N.IL An unrivalled collection of fjol/yhocfa. Some
thousancln of Planus now ready, in fine healthy condition,

Nurseries, Chcshunt, Herts.

NEW ROSES IN POTS.
ILLIAM WOOD and SON have to offer fine

Dwarf Plants of tho following

2

' '

i I
ii... BO

,, Comti i
-

i *
i

„ [Trod; rJ«
i

i,«
. . i>

,, I'm,..' , Alice Paul
Boui I"-", i rancolH ifcn

rim
i

•
,, MiNlnnii' II. [foul . i.

t" „ Prince Albi
I

r
i

-, Mario Ch
•ciiiiin, Ell le i

l< - i ... 'i v,

1
1 ., u< ontcdj Augu ite

vachor
•

,, Q] idi DIJoo, Stf.lo IS

„ Madame Vflloi /,... *i (i

•
,, melanle Ogor ... -; *»

•
,,

Bombriouil 2 O
IMIyhrid Bourbon, Vivid

fl'unl'i.; 3 6
( iixh 1

1 Uttant crim ion. a
splrndid ptllai

.I jM'hiui Mown Salet ... 7 c

W
IIvilUlli I'l'.Ill'I'.TUAI.B,— ti.d.

Bacon Laray 7 6
Cicero 5
Comtesso d'Orle*ann ... 7 (>

,. Vaillant ... 7 6
I)tiuildoFrnncoiKWillormoz7 6
Duchess of Norfolk ... 10 6
Emporeur Napoleon (srmi
nouoi,K) 7 G

Evfeque de Moaux 10 6
General Bre'a 2
Jules Margottin, 2s. 6d. to 3 fi

Julio GuinoiBscau ... 10 6
Lafonlaine 7 6 1

La Villo do St. Denia ... 3 6
Leon llaimann 7 6
Lord Raglan 10 6
Madame do Cambactres

(splendid) 10 &
Madame do Trottaire ... 5

„ Donmge,2*.6d. to 3 6
„ Hector jacquin . 5

„ Lacour Jurie ... 7 6

„ Masson 10 6
„ Phelip 5

„ Place 7 6

„ Theodore Martel 7 6

„ Vidos 10 6

llviunn \'v.n\v.TVAl.H.—n.d.

Monsiour 1'igiTon 10*1
Panach£ d'Orleans ... 10 a
Prenldent Menoux ... 7
Prince de la Muskowa ... 5
SouvenirdeLevesonG'.iM i i

„ des Braves ... .')0

Triompbo en BcauM* ... 2 6

/ r.'J/ i tutlC i /•;!•, |ON OF
IN Tl

PLANTS

Bourbon.FerdinandDeppo 7

„ Francois Henrique 5

„ Omer Pacha ... 7 6

Tea, Auguste Vacher ... 3 8

„ Barillot Deschamps 6

„ Gloirodo Dijon,3s,6(/.to5

„ I.-aiirettefBelleLiuire) 3 G

,, Madame Maurin ... 3 6

China, Lucullus 7 G
Perpetual Moss, Salet ... 7 G
Noisette, Aiigiista.7s.6rf. to 10 6
Moss, Jeanne de Montfort 3 6

„ L'Oblouissaute ... 3 6

„ Var.dael 3 6
Hybrid Bourbon, Charles
Lawson 7 6

Gallica, Amphitrite ... 2 6
George Vibert ... 2 6

N.B. The new Perpetual Rose Empereur Napoleon^ 7*. 6d.
f
is

only semi-doublo, plants of which are now ready to send out
Extra plants will be presented with each order,

Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, neur Uckfiehl, Sussex.

NEW ROSES.
BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer strong Dwarf

Plants, in pots, of the following NEW ROSES:—

0-

HARLES TURNER begs to recommend '"the

following Seeds:

—

VBBATIA STELLARIS. — This beautiful Greenhouse
ual was raised at the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, from seed
ived from Texas, and was exhibited at the Horticultural
ety'a July Show, at Chiswick, and was awarded a First Class
ificate. It is of a deep rose colour, with a yellowisb-green
and sweet-scented. It should be growu in a mixture of half
mould, with the other half comprised of light peat, loam, and
t sand, and sown in a little heat. 2s. 6rf. per packet.

1 BW CUCUMBER, " WARD'S IMPROVED SION
>|TSE," superior either to the " Improved Sion House" or "Lord
foil's Favourite," for winter use. Mr. Ward, of Prospect

Iu';\i1iiil:, who raised it, writes—"I can strongly reconi-
l it as the best winter sort I ever met with; and it always
s out, not plumber's iron fashion, as is the case with many

,
aud equal in bearing to Lord Keuyou's Favourite, gene-
throwing three or four fruit together." Price Is. 6rf.

acket.

ILYHOCK SEED, saved from the newest and fiuest

sorts in cultivation, per packet
„ smaller packets, each

LIA SEED, saved from tbe very best exhibition
flowers, per packet
smaller packets, each

7EOLARIA, extra quality, per packet...
iRARIA, extra quality, do
&TSEASE, from best show flowers, do

J » „ „ smaller packets, each
J new white bedding Calceolaria " Purity," the entire stock
'chisin Cbarlks Turner's hands, also bis new Dahlias,
erbenas, &c, will shortly be advertised.
Nursery, Slough.

Htprid Perprtcals.— s.rf.

Madame Recamier ... 3 6
,, Rendatler ... 3 6
„ Theodore Martel 7 6

,, Quetel 3 6
Marie de Bourges ... 3 6
Prince de la Moskwa ... 5
Sephora 3 6
Sir John Franklin ... 3 G
Triompbe en Bean to* ... 2 6

P. Moss, Andre Thouin ... 3 6
Bourbon, Omer Pacha ... 7 6
Tea, Gloire de Dijon ... 3G
„ Louisa de Savoie ... 7 6

Nois, Augusta 7 6
Moss, D'Arcet 2 6

,, Gloire deMoussenses 5
„ Jeanne de Montfort 3 6

„ L'Ehlouissaute „, 3 6

„ Marie de Bloia ... 5

„ Vandael 3 6
Gallica, Amphitrite ... 2 6

., George Vibert ... 2 6
H. Bour., Charles Lawson 7 6

„ Gervaise Rouillard 3 6
N.B. The new Hybrid Perpetual Rose F.mperor Napoleon

will not be sent out before June; by that time I shall have
proved it. If not more than semi-double, I much question if it is

worth 7s. 6rf. I, however, received a very high character of it,

i
which induces me to offer it to the public, hut not to let it out
beforeproving its worth.

Carriage paid to any Station on the Eastern Counties Railwav.
St. John's Street Nursery. Colchester.

Htprid Peupktdals.—s.d.

Alfred Colomb 3 6
Alpbpuse de Lamartine ... 3 6
Auguste Gninoisseau ... 3 6
Caroline Milsom 3 6
Ceres 3 6
Cicero 5
Comtesse Vaillant ... 7 6
Conseiller Jordeuil ... 3 6
Colonel de Rougemont ... 3 6

Dr. Jamain 3 6
Duchess of Norfolk ... 5 O
Deuil de F. Willermoz ... 7 6
George d'Amboise ... 3 6
Gloire de France 3 6
Gloire de Parthenay ... 3 6

Lady Milsom 3 6
Ladv Shelley 3 6
La Ville de St Denis ... 3 6

Madame Domage 2 6

„ Hector Jacquin 3 O
„ Masson 10 6

„ Lacrois 3 6

„ F. Rigaux ... 3 6
Place 7 6
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B.d.

Lapstone Kidney, per bush. 7

Ash leaved do. „ BO
Soden's Oiford ,, 7

Early Defiance,
fold

Early Mauley

f.d.

p« bukh. 7

6
... , 7

C. &C. wlllbc glad to receive r,ffr.r* of 1,2, and 3 yean old

Quick.— 11, Tavistock Row. (>,v..iii (.ard'i., L/^nduo.

PLANT YOUR POTATOES WITH JACKSON'S PATENT
PREPARATION.

BASS and BROWN having been appointed
for the above, will be happy to furnhJi it to theii

who may be forwarding their orders for Potatoes 1

1

Also AgenLt for Pack's COMPOSITION rOU THE VL-
SI Rl < HON OF BLIGHT.—Sudbnry, BnflbUc.

P"
AGE and CO.'s BLIGHT COMPOSITION.
— Extra Strong, 4s. p*r gallon, sufficient to make km Jan

and Barrels extra); in Pottles, l«.3rf. and 2s. Gd. eai

for application forwarded. 10 Gallons and upward* C
Free to London. Should bo in the bands of all Plant an

Growers. See Gardeners' Chronicle, March 3, 1865. It can nov
be obtained of

Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons,

106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street,
Manchester

Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Sutton & Sons, Reading
W. & G. Davison, St. Peter's

Street, Hereford
Henderson & Co., Pine Apple

Place, London
Rendle & to., Plymouth
Masters & Son, Canterbury
Thomas Davies & Co., Waver-

lree
f
Liverpool

Mr. Freeman, Wobnrn
„ J. Perkins, Northampton
„ Tilev, Bath
„ E. Paul, Derby
., W. Barratt, St. John's,

Wakefield.

Mr. Durham, Hastings
Measrs.C Ur.aitri Son,Wazd.s-
worth Road, l^ondrn

Mr. James Veitcb, Exotic Nur-
tery, Chelsea

Messrs. Wheeler & Sos,
Glonc

Messrs. I>iwnie «£: Laird, South
Frederick Street, Edinburgh

Mr. W. F. Smith, Riverabead
Nursery. Sevenoaks

: .slier. Holmes, Jc Co..

Bandar
Mr. Tbos. Cridland, V
near Taunton

Mr. E-. Taylor. Malum "

Mr. S. Smee, H.ils;ta:.

Mr. Henry Home, Henley-on-
Thames

Mr. Thomas Pierpoint, War-
rington, Lancashire„ Baskerville. Bristol

and of tbe Inventors and Manufacturers

—

B. PAGE & Co., Seed Merchants, Oxford Sireet, ^nl
Above Bar, Southampton.

N.B.— Other names will shortly appear, as the agents Lie

appointed.

£fir <BarlrnwriS[_€firotttr)^.

SATURDAY, MARCH 31. 1S55.
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i\/j ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON, of
-L'-l llie Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, will
commence sending out the following New Plants on the SOth
April next :

—

HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS, flore pleno, 10s. 6rf.

PHLOX QUEEN VICTORIA, 5s.

DAHLIA EMPEROR FRANCIS JOSEPH (variegated
foliage), 10s. M.

SHRUBBY BEDDING CALCEOLARIAS.
Brunette 7s. Gd. Norma 7s. Gd.
Coreggio 7 6 Red Rover 7 6
Maggiore 7 6 VrZEQsa 7 6
Minnie 7 6 Wildfire 7 G

Or the set of eight varieties. 2L 2s.

With the permission of Mr. C. Turner thev will offer his new
CALCEOLARIA PURITY (the best white bedding variety) at

7s. Gd. each, or with the above set 2!. 7s.

FUCHSIAS.
Lady oftheLaie (Story) 10j. 6d
Water Nvniph (Storv)... 10 6
RaffaeUe (Story) 10 6
Mrs. Story (Story) 10 6
Snowdrop' (Story; 10 6"

Or the set of ten varieties, 4?. 4s.

FUCHSIA BANKS' FAVOURITE (Banks), 10s. 6<i
For lull particulars of the above see back numbers of this

Paper.—March 31.

Queen Victoria (Storv) 10s. 6d.

Prince Albert (Bank's) ... 10 6
Perrugino (Story) 10 6
Empress Eugenie (Story) 10 6
Ranuuculajtlora (Story)... 21

In the rear 1S52 the following statement appeared

in the " Botanical Magazine :
"

—

" During ihe early part of the present year seeds

of an Australian Nympha^aceons plant were in the

hands of several cultivators in this country as a new
Victoria, Victoria Fiizroyana. with flowers of a

'purplish blue : ' from what source obfeinei I have

not been able to ascertain. Those which were

obligingly presented ;o us i ; S

Stokes under that name were, we think, r.

seeds of a Vict ria. but of a Nymptea : and were

}
so crushed in a letter, and sent dry. that we have no

'hope of their genninatipg. Now, it does happen
' that we received during the pas: year specimens of

a magnificent new Jvympbsa from our friend ilr.

Bidwill, gathered in the YVide-B.-.y district, North-

eastern Australia, some of whose flowers certainly

vie with the ordinary ones of Victoria rtgia, being

a foot in diameter, and if not of a purplish blue

colour, vet blue—the blue, as it would appear,_of

the well-known yj/mphea caruha. >Ve are much
disposed to th;nk that this is the plant producing the

seeds in question, and that theplant havingbeenknown
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to other colonists in Australia, the seeds have been

by them sent to their friends in this country, under

the name of Victoria Fitzrot/ana. Mr. Bidwill is

too good a botanist to have done so. Be that as it

may, we deem it a matter of duty now to lay a

figure and description of our magnificent plant before

the public, and even a coloured figure ;
for so beau-

tiful are the specimens dried by our valued friend

and correspondent, that we think we cannot err

much on that point. And sure we are that, even

should all the seeds above alluded to fail to ger-

minate, or prove to be those of another plant, our

Nympilea gigantea will, ere long, find its way into

our tropical tanks, and adorn them with a Water

Lily little inferior to the Royal Victoria in the size

or beauty of its flowers, and with leaves equally

remarkable in size, for a true Nymphjea, being

18 inches to 2 feet across. A tuber which we have

lately received from Mr. Bidwill for cultivation, but

unfortunately dry and dead, is about the size of an

ordinary Apricot, and nearly as globose, having

numerous depressions or eyes, like the ' eyes ' of the

Potato, with a scale at each depression."

As Sir William Hooker foresaw, this Australian

Nymph has found her way to Europe, and now
exists in a living state in several continental collec-

tions. It has even flowered and seeded with Mr.

Van Hootte, of Ghent, with whom it produced

delicate blue blossoms nearly 8 inches across. It

appears, however, that there is some difficulty in

managing the plant, for tubers sent to Mr. Edward
Otto, of Hamburgh, and others, obstinately refused

to move, or only produced a few scale-like leaves

which soon died off again, and would not root at all.

Upon this subject Mr.f Ortgies, the skilful plant

manager in Mr. Van Houtte's nursery, has remarked

to the following effect {Rev. Hort., 1855, p. 92) :—
" I have had similar complaints before, and I have

myself met with the same difficulty ; and although

the intractable lady is now in full flower and has

continually five or six flowers open at a time, I am
far from being satisfied with the result ; the plant is

in fact a puzzle. However, don't fancy your tubers

lost ; I have had them for 12 months with

little undeveloped leaves, and nevertheless they

have ultimately started. Once set a-growing they

push with surprising rapidity. I am of opinion that

the plant requires to be very deep in the water, and
that we have been all wrong in putting the tubers

near the surface ; and for the following reason.

Last spring all the tubers, after having been kept
dry during winter, were replanted and placed in

shallow water. A few days after they began to

move ; but the young leaves made no progress, and
never reached the surface. It was, therefore, obvious

that no roots could be formed ; for in this, as in

Nymphseas, the roots appear after not before the

leaves. One day I found that some little leaves had
reached the surface of the water, and upon inquiring

into the cause, I found that a pot had been upset

and had tumbled to the bottom of the tank, which
was 2 feet deep. As soon as the tuber was thus

carried beyond the action of light, its leaves began
to lengthen and spread over the water ; larger leaves

soon succeeded, and in a short time the plant was
in full growth. Acting upon this hint, I placed the

tubers 2 feet deep in water, and now they grow
vigorously."

M. Ortgies deserves honourable mention for this

very useful discovery ; of which growers will know
how to profit in other cases besides that of the

Great Blue Australian Water Nymph.

prise has found in Great Britain nothing for general

employment except Flax and Hemp (straw is hardly

worth notice), and in all the world only Flax, Hemp,
Cotton, Jute, and New Zealand Flax and Bowstring

Hemp—just half a dozen out of the thousands of

articles which the vegetable kingdom is ready to

yield up. To these may indeed be added Coir for

mats and cables and the coarsest uses.

In the review of what India is known to offer we
find mention made of various Grasses, Sedges, Screw
Pines, Palms, Liliaceous plants, Plantains, Malva-

ceous plants, Leguminous plants, Dogbanes, Daphnes,

Nettles and their allies, with a host of other pro-

ducts, cheap and abundant, which India is able to

supply if our manufacturers will take them. And
that which is thus bounteously furnished in the

East is as lavishly offered by the West. Never-

theless, Flax, Hemp, and Cotton remain the manu-
facturers' great reliance, just as they were in the

days of Sennacherib. Why is this i Is it because

of the wonderful excellence of these fibres, and

of the inferiority of all similar products ? Let

us hear what Dr. Royle has to say upon that

point :

—

The scarcity of textile materials, that is to say,

of vegetable fibres capable of being manufactured
into linen, cordage, or paper, still continues, and
appears likely to. increase. Whatever importance

the subject possessed when we last drew the atten-

tion of growers to it (see Gardeners'' Chronicle,

1854, pp. 300 and 340) is now considerably aug-

mented. We are, therefore, sure that the public

will receive with much satisfaction Dr. Royle's
new work on the " Fibrous Plants of India,* in

which the learned author gives a full and particular

account of all the known textile species found in

our Asiatic possessions.

As we have formerly observed, all countries that

can support a vigorous vegetation abound in vege-

table fibres of greater or less value ; the tropics are

most especially rich in such substances, partly

owing to the exuberant growth of plants under the

combined influence of a moist atmosphere and high

temperature, and partly because of the great variety

of species which such climates bring forth. It is

therefore impossible to move in any good climate
without encountering the materials in question at
every step. Nevertheless, notwithstanding their

importance, our much boasted commercial enter-

that their own routine is as inexorable in another
way. It is for this reason that Dr. Royle is obliged

to declare that great as the value of Indian Fibres
undoubtedly is, they will not find their way into
the home markets without some little encourage-
ment. The encouragement deemed necessary is not,

however, Government or other assistance which
shall place the raw produce in an unnaturally
advantageous position in the market ; it is not to be
given in the shape of bounties or protective duties,

or in any other of those ways which are opposed to

the principles of political economy. The only
encouragement advocated by the author consists in a
little patience on the part of the home merchant,
and a little trouble on the part of the producer and
broker. As it is, the merchant is ignorant of the

existence of the raw material, of its excellence for

the purposes of manufacture, of the facility and
cheapness with which it can be brought into the

market. On the other hand, the producer knows
not that his fibre is suited to supply the demand for

more cordage, more clothing, more paper, and if he
sends some of his material to this country, in the

hope that somebody may find a use for it, he is told

" It is now well known that India possesses, and
,

by the broker that the commodity is unknown in

indeed exports, various fibres which are produced the market, and no one will buy an untried article ;

by several fast-growing plants. Of these fibres,

some, though long and fine in texture, are deficient

in strength ; others appear coarse in texture, or are

harsh in feel, and yet not remarkable for tenacity.

It has therefore been inferred by some very intell'

the broker himself knowing nothing of what is con-
signed to him, except that he has never seen it

before. The removal of these sources of discourage-

ment is the encouragement declared necessary by
the author. Let the merchant take the trouble to

gent men, that the heat and moisture of the climates inquire into the means of production and the nature

where these grow are favourable to rapid growth, of the material—let the broker acquire such know
ledge as will enable him to make those between
whom he stands better acquainted with each others"

wants—let the producer see that if he will furnish

a steady supply, that supply will be taken off his

hands, and there seems no reason to doubt that Indian

which of itself is sufficient to account for the want
of strength ; and that therefore we cannot expect to

find them suited to the production of good fibres.

But here the conclusion come to is equally hasty,

for no distinction is made between what is due to

the nature of the plant itself, and what to its mode Fibres will, from their abundance and cheapness,

of cultivation, or to the preparation of its fibre, and ,
hold their own against all competition. No

what to the effects of soil and of climate. We do i other encouragement, at all events, is sought for

not in this country expect the Willow to have the
j

them. We should not have dwelt upon this

strength of the Oak, nor that a rope of Rushes will point had not a writer in the Economist made

have the tenacity of even a cord of Hemp. Yet
|

some remarks upon the same subject, which
J

all may be seen growing in the vicinity of each would lead the reader to infer that Dr. Royle advo-

other. There is as little reason for expecting that
j

cated encouragement in some other mode. The

the soft and silky Jute of India is to have the !
writer in question appears to us wholly to have

strength of either' Flax or of Hemp ; and because I mistaken the sense in which the author has usee

it does not have it, for inferring that there cannot
|

the word encouragement, and such is the deservec

be produced in its vicinity other fibres possessed of !
repute of the opinions of the Economist on al

greater strength. But, if we were to judge from ;
matters relating to political economy

,_
that i

the density and strength of some of the woods pro-
j

becomes no less just to the author than importan

duced in the hottest and moistest, as well as in to the mercantile community, toshow that no pre

some of the driest climates, we might expect to find
j

tection, no bounties, no favouritism of any kind i

plants in the same localities which are equally con- sought for the producers of the materials in quei

spicuous for tenacity of fibre. Instead, however, tion. A fair trial is all that is recommended

of inference, I hope to be able to prove, to the satis-

faction of even the most sceptical, that India grows
plants in some of its dry and barren plains, yielding

fibres which are as strong and tough as any pro-

duced in other parts of the world ; but which are

equalled in such qualities by others growing in

some of its moistest and hottest valleys. Some of

these, while possessed of the greatest strength, are to the public service, because it is troublesome

once made, the rest will take care of itself.

No doubt one reason why manufacturers are a]

to throw cold water upon new raw products is th.

their machinery must be altered to work them u
That is inconvenient and to' be avoided. Just as

a public office the officers cling to old routin

although it can be made clear that it is detriment

also divisible to any extent of fineness. Most of

them exist in sufficient quantities, or are so easily

cultivated, as to be of great commercial and manu-
facturing value ; because it lias been ascertained

that they can be brought to the markets of Europe
even from these distant fields, so as to contend in

price, even in ordinary times, with the favoured

products of the nearest countries."

It is, therefore, clear that colonial fibres are not

neglected because of their quality, especially when

change official habits. The machinery of a gover

ment department is its clerks and books and chec

and foolscap paper. The machinery of a man
facturer is his steam-engines, looms, printing blocl

spinning-jennies, and carding machines. What
the difference except that one is fed with beef a

bread, the other with coals and oil ?

We once asked a manufacturer celebrated

good taste why he continued to issue the fright

patterns then in vogue. "Why," he replied, "shoi

the more usual materials are dear, but for some
j

I alter my patterns, ugly as they are, so long as 1

1

* The Fibrous Plants of India, fitted for Cordage, Clothing,
and Paper; with an account of the preparation of Flax, Hemp,
and their substitutes. By J. Forbes Royle, M ,D. 8vo. Pp. 403.
Smith and Elder. 12j.

other reason. That reason is commercial indiffer-

ence, as Dr. Royle well explains :

—

" If we inquire into the history of many of the

most important articles of commerce, we shall find

that they were at first either neglected or abused.

Large sums were expended, and much money was
lost, before they came to be established as regular

articles of commerce. The difficulty in making
new things known and appreciated as articles of

commerce, arises chiefly from the habitual neglect

of such things when sent for inquiry from abroad,

in order to have their value ascertained at home."
" Indeed, I am informed, "that the novelty of the

appearance, or the strangeness of the name, is more
often the subject of jest, than the article is one of

serious inquiry. At all events, the result usually

is, that the article is sold at a price which does not

pay its expenses, and the planter is deterred from
sending any fresh quantities. Further progress is,

in that quarter at least, thus stopped, even at its

commencement."
Evidence like this shows that our much vaunted

commercial enterprise moves in a much narrower
track than is supposed ; and that while gentlemen
at Manchester are clamorous, with very good reason,

about inexorable official routine, they quite forget

sell them as fast and as profitably as better things

In like manner if another is asked why he contin

to use an expensive instead of a cheap descript

of raw material of equal or greater excellence,

would probably say, " Why should I alter

machinery for this novelty, when the old art:

notwithstanding its dearness to the consumer

just as profitable to me 1
"

We are persuaded that this is the true hislor

the indifference with which new kinds of

materials are received in the produce market,

only cure for it is competition ; and that it is t<'

hoped that we shall speedily witness. Notl

indeed but the state of the law has prevented

being already established ; for it appears from

ceedings in the House of Lords that Mr. Sha
who has most honourably distinguished hiinsel

his attempts to introduce a cheaper and better (

of textile materials, when he applied to the P
Council for a charter of incorporation, which w
limit the liability of those ready to find him cap

was met by the objection that a charter might

be wanted, because the whole question of lin

liability was under the consideration of Goi

ment ; and then when months afterwards inqui

made into the intentions of Government

10
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iHpect to introducing a bill for legalising partnerships

ith limited liability, the name stereotyped reply

lat the subject was still under consideration wan all

ml could bo elicited.

But it is not alone because of Indian fibres,

bother from tho Kast or Went, that this question

ecomes of importance, nor even because it pro-

lines to secure a reduction in the price of such

ecessaries as cordage, linen and paper, but because

lere is evory reason to suppose, as we have always

intended, that with suitable machinery and sullicient

impetition there are waste or worthless products

, home which may bo brought most profitably into

msumption.
It is not improbable that Hemp and Flax refuse

ight become valuable as ingredients in paper

aking ; so may dried Potato haulm, Jerusalem

rtichoke stalks, and other substances. Indeed we
we now before us cleaned fibre, extracted from

langel VVurzel after crushing and preparing it for

le sugar maker or distiller, which an eminent paper

laker valued at the minimum price of KM. per ton.

i was prepared on the estate of the Ht. Hon.
iios. Francis Kennedy, in Scotland, and could be

id in enormous quantities if distillation from Beet

lould become a branch of British industry. It is

so probable that the Ilolcus saccharatus may, as

[r. John HjindEIIBON thinks he has ascertained,

a worth growing for the same purpose, the crushed

raw, after yielding up its sugar, consisting chiefly

! vegetable fibre of excollent quality.

But, as Dr.'RovLE observes, these efforts at invo-

icing cheaper materials than we now have require

icouragement ; such for instance as the intro-

uction of a law which will enable speculations to

2 carried on without exposing their promoters to

le danger of unknown, unforeseen, and unlimited

ibility. Scientific knowledge has pointed out the

urce of boundless supplies of cheap manufacturing
aferials ; and it only remains for an enlightened

gislature and commercial skill to render them
merally available. For ourselves we entertain no
)ubt that to work out the textile problem to its

lal solution would be to cheapen our clothes, our

>oks, and our navy, and would be of far more
cial importance than the repeal of every one of the

-called taxes on knowledge.

New Plants.

1. Rhododendron citrinum. Sasskarl Cat. Sort.

Bogor. 1844, p. 161. B. M., t. 4797.

Javanese species, with yellow campanulate flowers

large as a sparrow's egg. It inhabits the mountains
Java, at the height of 5000 ft. in swampy places.

Messrs. Rollissons' collector, Henshall, found it in

milar places, but 4700 feet higher, and it is to that

ninent firm that its introduction was owing. It is said

grow on the branches of trees in its native country
;

it it is not the less able to thrive in earth on that

count. According to Mr. Van Houtte, it likes^ in

inter a low damp stove, at 39° to 50°, and close

the light. About the first of April he puts it on an
Iiausted hot-bed, covered with glazed sashes (a cool

icumber bed), taken off at night in cloudy or misty

;ather. Shaded from sun in the daytime, except in

e^ early morning ; completely shut up in windy
mther or when it is bright and clear, turned out in a
iv damp place in an east aspect, from the 15 th May to

th September, it thrives perfectly well. After the

it date it is restored to a cold pit, and put back into

b stove when frost returns.

similar nature, is almoHt conclusive against such a Hew.
There are two norta of Tragacanth, which aro often

mixed indiscriminately in commerce, of a different form
and aspect, but whether they are the produce of the

same plant or no, does not appear with certainty. The
one, nowoyor, iH known by the name of Kinky or

.Smyrna Tragacanth, and Is supposed to be derived from

Astragalus vorus, the 'other Vermiform or Mores
Tragacanthf, the produce as it Is believed of Antra

gains crotlens. The first of these is white Rabelliform

or ronlform, with a few concentric lines, and resembling

very much in appearance Home gelatinous fungus; lbs

second forms long yellow tendrils, vc-ry much ait'-r the

fashion of tho cirrhifonn threads of spores of Nemas-

pora. linth agree essentially in structure, but this i»

far more clear in the Flaky Trngacunth than [fl the

other, and therein some difference in the component
cells. When examined under the microscope they «*-

dibit a mass Of largo rounded sacs, very loosely

compacted, and eapablo of being partially separated

from each other by slight pressure under a thin

plato of microscopic glass. In tho centre of each

cell is an irregular cavity filled with stnrch granules,

and the wnll which incloses these is evidently formed
of ninny concontric layers, calling to mind very forcibly

the structure of tho common many-coated hydatids,

On the application of an aqueous solution of iodine, tho

starch granuleB at onco declare their nature, and the

addition of a little sulphuric acid turns the walls from

white to a beautiful bluo,J malting a most pleasing object

ol different species of mould is very abundant I hare
not examinee a scrap ol Tragacanth without finding

quantities of mucedinous threads like tbosc n presented
in the figure ; Mid in gum from the Apricot the base

absolutely consisted ol a compact mats ol mould
threads glued together with gum, while In die i<-w

compact '>''! more transparent portion abundant
threads were swimming about, end every fragment of

the protruded tfssUff of the matrix wae SWamiog with

parasites, it may he remarkfd m eoncfnseofl that

Bl rtain'-d that the varnitdi produced hy «uch
trees as Melanorrhea is organised m\u a recent, i od th»t

the change ol colour to red or black is todneed by die-

organisation, Bee Dudley, ('; I'.in?, Ed. 2, p, 408,

[on represent* a portion of (be eritnlar tissue of
the I'luky Tragacanth Interspersed with mycelium. The
lower figure on the left i» from the bane of » >

Apricot gum, showing the mOCcdhlOIIS thread* Of which
it is compacted; •rhlls ihe upper Bgnre r»-pre#ijnu a
portion ofthe tissued the matrix overrun with parasite*.

M. J. II.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY—No. LXV.
271.* Afostaxis. Constitutional and Organic. Gum-
ng. There are so many curious points connected with
e discbarge of Tragacanth and Cherry gum, that a
pplementary section is necessary for their illustration,

was long since conjectured by De Candolle that the
jelling of Tragacanth iu water must arise from the
atter being inclosed in cells, and the analysis of
uibourt showed that it was very different in its phy-
:al condition, as well as in its chemical properties, from
im arabic, and that the insoluble part was, in point of
est, a mixture of starch and lignin. The complicated
ture of the collections of bnssorin in the roots of
:chids was pointed out many years ago in the Linntean
•ansactions by Dr. Lindley. Since the article Gumming
is printed, it became necessary for me to examine the
•ucture of Tragacanth under the microscope, in illus-

ion of a curious gelatinous body found ou the Grass
;er the breaking up of the frost, in Sussex, which was
nt to' me by Mr. Borrer, and I then found that

; Candolle's conjecture that the structure was cellular
is really true, and on further consideration, it came
to my recollection that there was something on the
me subject in Kiitzing's* " Introduction to Botany,"
lich on reference proved to be of some importance,
d illustrated with excellent figures. Kiitzing, indeed,
nsiders Tragacanth as a fungus ; but I am not pre-
red to assent to such a view, tor the structure is by no
eans that of any fungi.to which it could possibly beallied,
d the case of Cherry gum, a aubstance so evidently of a

• Kiitzing, Grundziige der philosophischen Botanik, vol. J.1S51.

under the microscope. The walls then consist of

cellulose, but evidently in some different condition from
that in which it occurs in ordinary cases, and perhaps
including in their substance as in a sponge the bassorin,

though there is no ambiguity of tint to indicate such a
matter. This is, however, a chemical question. What we
have to consider here is, inasmuch as the structure of the

whole mass is cellular, can it be regarded really as an

exusion, or is the matter formed by the increase of cells,

by means of addition to the external surface as in fungi.

The case is certainly one of considerable difficulty, but

my belief is that in the first instance the gummy
matter is collected between the bark and albumen; that it

there becomes loosely organised after the fashion of lymph
in animal structures ; and finally that the accumulation is

at length so large as to force its way through the bark

and thus to make fungiform bodies. The cirrhiform

condition is evidently squirted through the bark and not

a mere external growth, and since this is organised in

the same way as the Flaky Tragacanth, we cannot seek

for a different origin of the latter. Now if a specimen

of Cherry gum (using the term genetically) be examined,

the portion of it which is clearest and in a semi-liquid

state will be found to contain portions of the woody
tissue of the plant, showing clearly that in oozing out it has

carried with it detached portionsof the matrix, which have
been broken off in the course of its exusion. Kiitzing has

figured the growth of cells in this substance. § I have

not succeeded in ascertaining their presence in English

gum ; but in a specimen of South Carolina gum from
Prunus serotinus, which I examined some years since,

I remember being much surprised at the presence of

cells, and supposed that they must be due to a little

species of Sphinctrina which was parasitic upon them.

Unfortunately I have no opportunity at present of re-

examining the structure.il In either ease the mycelium

t Tournefart states (Voyage du Levant, vol. i. p. 21), that the

vermiform Tragacanth which he gathered on Mount Ida is the
product of a species of Limonium. He figures it as occupying at
first cavities in tho wood and bark.

t Kiitzing does not seem to have tested the cell walls with
iodine and sulphuric acid, but only with these substances

separately. He says therefore that Tragacanth consists of three

substances:— 1. Bassorin, which forms the outer thick wall,

consisting of many layers ; 2. A peculiar form of cellulose to

which he gives the name of Gelin—this answers to what is com-
monly called the primordial membrane; 3. Starch granules. It

is evident from the account given above that there is some error.

The whole cell wall consists of what he calls Gelin.

$ Kiitzing states that little molecules arranged in moniliform
threads are first formed at the base, that these gradually form
large cells which in turn give birth to others, aud that the

gelinous substance (to use his own phraseology) is converted into

bassorin as the cells become more and more superficial. The
bassorin ultimately becomes more or less soluble, and the

cellular structure is no longer capable of being recognised.

Kiitzing, I. c, p. 204.

lj
Since the above was printed. I have examined a specimen of

this gum, entirely free from any external parasitic growth. Part of

the specimen was quite colourless and transparent, anotherwas am-
ber-coloured, and another brown : but I fonnd no cellnlar structure

whatever. The sporidia of an Hypoxylon, and the spores of a
Pestalozzia were inclosed in the mass exactly as similar objects

Tin; vim. hi i. a i. IM HADEIBA.
Fumciui., Mii.i.niA, .1/ i iifuiu liaufcu

England in the last autumn, I told you that I would
employ a part of my leisure here in rnalii• inquiries

into some collateral points connected with the Vine
mildew, which have not hitherto been much inv<«iifat*d.

Through the kindness of Mr. Leaeock and

Freitas Ferrar, old residentnon the island, I navi

fortunate in obtaining information which may be *&fely

relied on ; and in regard to the phenomena aitei

the fermentation, &c, of diseased Grapes, the testi-

mony is that of a person whose occupation is distillation

and its cognate processes.

1. As to tho sorts of Grapes mostJKaMe to the attacks

of the Oidium.—In Madeira the disease appears pretty

indiscriminately to haunt all kinds; but its ravages are

most rapid and disastrous in those which produce the

best wines, as Malmsey, Muscatel, Scrotal, Verdelho,

Dual, Negra-mol, Ncgrinlio,Bastardo, and Tint*. While
Grapes have suffered more than black. Of the former,

Malmsey and Verdelho most ; of the latter, Tinta. In

general, the Grapes richest in saccharine matter, and
which therefore should yield most alcohol, were the

greatest sufferers. The mildew attacks the Grape in

every stage of its development, as well when it is in

flower as when the berry begins to ripen. If while in

flower (or before), the fruit does not'set ; if the berry

be already set, it cracks on approaching maturity, and
lays the seed more or less open, showing it to be par-

tially separated from the pulp. Under such circum-

stances the pulp does not attain the semifluid state of

maturity, but becomes in consistence like the pulp of an
Apple, the bunch ceasing to grow, and speedily drying

up. In some clusters a few of the berries will continue

to grow, and even after cracking give some signs of

ripening ; but these contain very little juice, and that

green and immature.
On arriving here in November, I was struck by the

miserable appearance of the vineyardB after the disease

of the previous spring and summer. A few attenuated

shoots struggling for life, on which appeared some
black and shrivelled remains of bunches, with leaves

hardly exceeding those of the Ivy in size. These were
a strange contrast to seme leaves of the Black Ham-
burgh, which I had gathered at home last summer on
account of their unusual size, too large to be entirely

concealed within the grasp of a quarto volume.

2. As to the phenomena attending the fermentation

of diseased Grapes.—The fermentation in 1352, when
the disease first appeared here, was short but violent.

What wine was made tasted sweet, bnt with the fungose

flavour of the disease. In 1853 and 1854, the few

Grapes that were gathered at all, being taken earlier,

were consequently less ripe. The fermentation in these

was very slow and imperfect. The greater part became
putrid without even clearing ; that is, passed into the

last stage of fermentation without the previous vinous

and acetous stages. This is confirmed by a Portuguese

authority :
" A fermentacao putrida tem mais lugar nas

uvas doentes que nas saas." *

My informants concur in stating that it is not easy to

say whether the produce of diseased Grapes contains

the customary quantity of argol, or tartaric acid, the

deposit being in tbe usual course a work of time, and

it does not seem that the wine was subjected to a

chemical analysis with a view to ascertain the fact. A
Portuguese authority, however, states that *' Tartaric

acid exists in diseased Grapes, as in healthy ones, when

the fruit developes itself, but the comparative quantities

have not yet been observed. In the sediment of wine

produced from diseased Grapes, portions of tartrate of

potash are found, as in that from healthy ones."

It follows, from what has gone before, that the quan-

tity of spirit obtained by distillation is much smaller.

The absence of healthy maturity, and of the saccharine

principle in the diseased fruit, affords not the same

matter for vinous fermentation, nor consequently for the

production of brandy subsequently.

It is agreed that "(as you surmised yourself) diseased

Grapes, during the process of fermentation, emit a very

are in amber. It may be mentioned here, that on macer&tinga

]ar°e piece of gum from a wild Cherry tree, with a view to obtain

the
=
cerasine free from any admixrort & brick-red substance w-as

formed en the sides of the cup containing minnte linear bodies,

endowed with active motion. They did not revive on being

moistened after they had become perfectly dry.

• "The putrid fermentation takes place more in diseased

Grapes than in healthy ones."
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nauseous smell, " especially (adds a Portuguese in-
;

some benign florist tell where I may arm myself with a

formant) when remedies of a sulphureous nature have

been applied to them." The wine obtaiued from mil-

dewed Grapes, even when they have been but slightly

attacked, is very bad both iu taste and smell, and this iu

spite of any after process to which it may be subjected.

The effects of the disease are so summary and unequi-

vocal as to leave no chance to the operations of

doctoring.

In the mean while the island is fast going to ruin. In

its best days it attained a degree of prosperity surpassing

that of any other Portuguese colony, by its natural

advantages, and in spite of a bad government and the

blade that will cut ; and, coute quHl coute, I will have
that couteau. Surely it will not be necessary, as you
darkly intimate, to go to the United States. If we
country folk are startled when we hear, from time to

time, that such and such a neighbour is " gone to town
to have his hair cut," what will be our feelings of

amazement when we are told that Mr. So-and-so has
" sailed for New York with a view to buying a pruning-

knife % " S. R. H.
Effect of the late Frost on Autumn-planted Potatoes.—

I had about an acre of these, all of which are destroyed
except a few small patches where the suow had drifted. I

usual influence of the Romish religion ; but a still worse
,

have been accustomed to ridge up the earth over the rows,

blight has come over it since 1852. The change in the
i
which exposes more surface to the action of sun, air, &c,

condition of the chief landowner may be taken as and places the sets a little farther from the frost. But

a measure for that of the whole island. His income was this year I trenched them in, leaving a flat surface ; had

at least 30,000/. a year in amount ; it is now about 1 1, however, ridged the ground they would not have been

2000/. We have only to hope that vegetable pestilences
|

saved this year, for Celery ridges that had no protection

may bear some analogy, in nature aud duration, to the onthemwerefrozenquitethrough.evenbelowthetrenches.

plagues and murrains of animal life, and that after
i

In future I intend, whether I plant on the flat or ridged

running its course the Vine mildew may disappear. plan, to scatter some straw litter over the ground, which,

The substitutes that 'have beeu proposed in Madeira should there be snow, will form a lodgment for it, and if

for the Grape ure by no mean3 encouraging. The ;
not will prevent the frost from going so deeply into the

Sugar Cane flourishes, but 'it exhausts the soil, and i ground. It is worthy of remark how little prevents

requires hard labour and liberal reinforcements of snow from being drifted. I had a piece of Broccoli,

manure—things which the Madeira people do not .
which, after being attacked by the larks, were little

understand. Wheat has been grown, it is said, without
|

more than stumps, yet the snow lay amongst them
any change, and without manure, for many years. The ;

quite evenly, 2 or 3 inches deep, although the surround-

Coffee grown on the island is very good, but its cultiva- iug ground was bare. A very thin layer of snow

tion is narrowly limited by locality and the means of ' prevents frost from penetrating the soil. O. Lee,

irrigation. The Cactus which feeds the cochineal i Clevedon. [Mr. Lee confirms (what indeed requires no

insect appears to flourish naturally in the most barren confirmation) Mr. Wilkinson's statement (see p. 174)

spots, and I understand that attempts are being made
:

that the Fluke Potato may be cut into sets like any other

in that direction. D.

COMMON THINGS.
The Potato Onion is so called from its producing its

crop generally under the surface, like a Potato ; hence
it is also called the under-ground Onion, and is never

obtained from seed. There are several ways of culti-

vating it. The two following have been practised with

success. The first is to dung and dig the ground well,

and form beds four feet wide now, on each of which

plant three rows, placing the roots ten inches apart, and
inserting the bulb about half its depth in drills, drawn
lengthwise on the beds to receive them. As they grow,

earth them up like Potatoes ; small bulbs become
large ones, and produce offsets ; the middle-sized

and large ones, large clusters. Under this manage-
ment 60 bulbs planted out in spring are reported

to have produced 360 in the July following. The second

method is, when the Onions have shot out their leaves

to their full size, and when they begin to get a little

brown at the top, to clear away all the soil from the

bulb, down to the ring from whence proceed the roots,

thus forming round each bulb a basin which catches the

rain and water from the watering-pot. The old bulbs

then immediately begin to form new ones, and if kept

properly moist and the ground good, the clusters will be

large and numerous, and bulbs grown thus above ground
are said to be sounder than those grown below, and
better keepers. The Potato Onion is very hardy, pro-

ductive and of mild quality, equally so with the Spanish,

and it conies into use earlier than any other sort.

Long and Short Prickly Cucumbers for Ridges.—
These should be raised in frames now, and when

Potato.]

Hybrid Rhododendrons (seep. 190.)—Allow us to ob-

serve, in reply to " W. F.," that if he will favour us with

a visit, we will show him a numerous progeny of hybrid

Rhododendrons, of which ciliatum is one of the parents.

We have not yet offered any for sale, but shall do so in

due course. Standish and Noble.

Pregusata Fig.— A correspondent makes inquiry

about the Pregusata Fig \ I have had it several years
without show of fruit until last season, when it put
forth a second crop, and now promises well for this

year. It appears to be one of the small sweet Mediter-

ranean Figs, but the colour is not yet perceptible. W.
Supply of Water to Wells, Springs, Rivers, dec.— I have

been often asked of late by persons who are aware of

my investigation of the supply of water in the chalk

stratum, " When shall we have water in our wells 3"

The answer is obvious, " When we have more rain or
snow." But I find so much (if I may be permitted so

to call it), ignorance on this subject, that I am induced
to offer a few remarks upon it. In 1852 I registered

34 inches of rain, or 10 inches above the average of

24 inches. We know the effect of this on wells, springs,

and rivers—the height of water in the one, and the
volume of flow in the other was scarce ever exceeded
in the memory of man. In 1853 1 registered 26 inches,

of which 24 fell before the first of November ; from that

date to the present, just 17 months, I registered

23 inches, or 1 inch below the average of 12 months.
In that period only on two occasions has the quantity
in 24 hours amounted to half an inch, and that in the
hot months of July and August ; hence the depression

of wells, such as never, I believe, has been known. The
present fall of snow, which has amounted to more thanlarge enough to transplant two or three plants should .
-

be put into a pot. They should be kept in the a foot ln deP th
>
equaI to l mch of ra,n

>
will

>
l believe,

frames till they are strong enough to turn out under produce a marked and almost immediate effect on the

handglasses in the end of April for the first crop. watf
!
r ™ the chalk and elsewhere If there is no frost

For the last crop the seeds should be sown under the |

to
„
hlnder the thaw, arise may be looked for by the first

glasses in May and June. When the plants have grown
long enough to train on the ridges, it is an advantage to

cover the latter with clean straw, which keeps the sun
from parching the ground, and prevents the blossoms
and young fruit from being covered with soil during
heavy rains. The covering the ridges with straw has
also another advantage— that of preventing, in a great

measure, the fruit from becoming spotted when the

autumn is wet and cold. The thickness of the straw
covering should not be less than two inches when
pressed close to the ground.

of next month. I shall feel really obliged to any one
who will note the rise of water in his well in the chalk
or any other water-yielding stratum. It is but to

measure to the water, and so note the rise ; not to

measure the depth of water in the well ; this is best

done by a wooden float attached to a string or measuring
tape. James C. Olutterbuck, Long Wittenham, Rucks.

Nottingham Elms.—I have lately seen a distinct sort

of Elm planted a good deal in the neighbourhood of

Nottingham, and as it is quite different from, and I think

very superior to any other variety I have seen, I should
like to know if you are acquainted with it. Having
made inquiries of the person on whose grounds they
were growing, I found they had most, if not all, been
procured at a nursery, under the name of " Siberian
Elms." Is there such a thing ? Mr. Lowe, of the
Highfield House Observatory, has some growing

Home Correspondence.
Pruning-knives.— Regarding the Chronicle as our

floricultural Times, I rejoice to read your declaration of
" war to the knife," and with it. Your comments, I

trust, unlike the article in question, will " cut and come
]

in his park, I was told. As he has the reputation
again." We have heard something of " the de'il of paying great attention to nature perhaps he may
among the tailors," hut it really seems as though his know something about its origin. I called at the nursery
evil presence had been transferred to the cutlers ; and ' and asked the proprietor where it had been procured

;

how guardsmen or gardeners are to prevail over their ' he told me it had been sold as an ornamental Elm by
" Garden Battery " with such worthless blades, I know his grandfather, and had been propagated and sold

not. Why, every full grown Rose tree is now a Sebas- ! regularly for at least 50 years, but that it was only
topol, bristling, not with cannon, but with thorns ; and I lately that it had been much talked about ; as to its real

we have not made our assault five minutes before we
have to fall back upon our whetstones, and find our-
selves and our weapon in the worst of tempers. If
other amateurs share my tribulation, there can be no
"needy knife-grinder " in the land. I have juBt now
returned, utterly exhausted, from a single combat with
H. C. General Jacqueminot ; and my pruning-knife, I

feel convinced, would be powerless upon a pat of butter.
To add to my misery, all the time I was cutting and
slashing, a gardener near me, with a knife of mediaeval
aspect, made the timber fly in all directions, whittling
and whistling " Through the wood, laddie," with an
occasional grin at his perspiring master. Oh ! will not

origin he knew nothing—" it had always been sold by
that name." It isagraceful and delicate growing tree,and
looks more like some of the pendulous English Elms one
sees from the Eastern Counties line in passing through
Hertfordshire, than any other I am acquainted with ; the

bark is almost as smooth as a Beech, the shoot so slender

that it gives one the ideaof being a slow grower, yet it is a

plant of enormous growth ; some of the trees I saw
were wonderful specimens for the time they had been
planted. I was shown some near Chilwell Hall, the

residence of T. B. CharltoD, Esq., planted alternately

with a sort called the Giant Elm, and they had made
quite double the wood in the time. As it does not

sucker, I was told it did not require grafting, every
cutting making a tree with a rapidity almost equal to a
black Italian Poplar. By inserting this some informa-
tion may, perhaps, be elicited. A. B.

May's Magnum Bonum Lettuce.—We have received '

two letters respecting this variety—one from Mr. Fitz-
simon, of Reigate ; the other from Mr. Mountford, of
Kinmel Park, St. Asaph. The latter states that it is

nothing more than the well-known Florence Cos, which,
although a good summer Lettuce, is not equal to the
Alphange Cos, which grows to a large size, requires no
tying, eats beautifully crisp, and continues along time
in use without running to seed. As a summer Let-
tuce he thinks the last-named variety has no equal.

Mr. Fitzsimon says that May's Magnum Bonum has no
right to the name of Bedale Hall, farther than that it

may be cultivated there by Mr. Hewson, and that if he
is rightly informed it was raised some 9 or 10 years

ago by Mr. M'Donald, of Newton House, and went by
his name iu that neighbourhood. About seven years ago
he saw it growing in the gardens at Brough Hall, where,
as nearly as he can recollect, it was about 15 inches high
by 10 inches through, beautifully blanched without
tying, and felt in weight more like a well grown Cabbage
than a Lettuce. He adds that it is an excellent variety.

[Seeds sent to the Horticultural Society will show us
what this new name is worth.]

Swede Turnips as Food (see p. 174).—Permit me to
say that if your York correspondent will slice his Swede
Turnips a little thicker than a penny piece, he will

find them done (boiled) in much less time than seven or

eight hours, and also much better flavoured. George Lee?

Clevedon.

Water Power and Glass Walls.—"S. N." asks for

information as to the velocity to be given to a wheel six;

feet diameter by a certain amount of water. I believe

a foot perpendicular of water will give 1 lb. pressure on
the square inch. Allow me to direct your correspondent

to the 26th number, page 223, of the " Engineers' and
Machinists' Assistant," published by Blackie and Son,
Warwick Square, London. Perhaps " S. N." will be
kind enough to furnish me with some particulars as to his

mode of constructing a glass wall. William Edwards?
Stamford.

$ioitette&»

Linnean, March 20.—The president in the chair.

Samples of Kino from Nyami, Upper Gambia, were
presented by Dr. Daniell ; who also exhibited specimens
of M. Masson's compressed vegetables, now being largely

transmitted to the Crimea ; these samples were from
Messrs. Fortnum, Mason, and Co. N. B. Ward, Esq.,

exhibited autograph letters from Sir J. Franklin, Capt.
Flinders, and Sir J. Banks, together with autographs of
Tournefort and of the Jussieus, Antoine, Bernard,
Antoine Laurent, and Adrien. Read a description of
Peachia hastata, a new genus of zoophytes, with obser-
vations on the family Actiniadse, by P. H. Gosse, Esq*
It was stated that in January and again in March, 1854,
the Rev. C. Kingsley found near Torquay an undescribed
Actinia, which, in Mr. Gosse's view, constitutes a new
genus. This he here proposes to call Peachia, and minutely
describes. The peculiarities of the animal seem to
reside in the mouth. From the mouth protrudes a
singular organ, unlike any other belonging to this class

of animals ; it is a sort of fleshy proboscis, the top of
which dilates into a clubbed head, divided into about
20 short papillae. This curious apparatus, which
appeared to form one side of the mouth, and to be in
fact an enlargement of the lip at one part of the circum-
ference, without anything corresponding to it on the
opposite side, was perforate, and was supposed to lead
down to the visceral cavity of the body external to the
stomach, constituting the orifice through which the ova
are ordinarily deposited. The animal appears to have
a more than usually rapid and spasmodic power of

retraction. The generic name is proposed as a tribute

to the zeal, industry, and success with which marine
zoology has been studied by Mr. Charles W. Peach.
Mr. Gosse proceeded to revise the British species of the
genus Actinia, and proposed to separate two new genera,
under the names of Sagartia and Bunodes. On this he
remarks, " I hold that wherever we find several

characters co-existent in a certain number of species,

none of which are common to other species, the species

possessing such characters ought to be elevated to the
rank of a separate genus."

Caledonian Horticultural, March 10.—On this

occasion the following prizes were awarded, viz. :—To
Messrs. Dicksons & Co. for Hyacinths, La Tour*

d'Auvergne, Jenny Lind, Nimrod, Baron Von Tuyll,

Voltaire, Prince Albert, Prince of Wales, and Grand
Vidette (blue and white). Silver Medal to Mr. Hender-
son, gr. to C. K. Sivewright, Esq., for La Tour;

d'Auvergne, Lord Wellington, Prince Albert, Grand
Lillas, Grand Vidette, and Amicus. One or two other

collections of Hyacinths were also exhibited. Silver

Medal to Mr. Smith, gr. to Viscount Melville, for a

specimen Erica hyemalis. To Mr. Pender, Moredun,
for Azalea Conqueror. To Mr. Edwards, Lauriston

Castle, for clusters of Rhododendron Alta-clerense, Cin-

namomeum, and Russellianum tigrinum. Silver Medal
to the same for Cinnamomeum in pot. Camellia blooms:

1st, Mr. Fowlis, gr. to J. Tytler, Esq., with Double

White, Jeffersoni, Fimbriata, Pratti, Reine des Fleurs,

and Imbrieata. 2d, Mr. Mitchell, Ravelston, with

Frankfurtensis, Fimbriata, Sweeti, Double White,

Imbrieata, and Traversi ; 3d, Mr. Edwards, with Double
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Wliiln Imbricata, Fimbriata, Albertus, CandidieBima,

and Rom Mmidi. Cinerarias, 1st, Mr. Fowler, wild

(Ilium* and Lady Jane. Stove or 'ii nhouss

Plant: yilvor Modal to Mr. howler, for Dendro-

bium nobllo ! 2d award to Mr, Cameron, for Boronia

maorantha. For the finest two Spring-floworing

Hardy Herbaceous Plants grown '" pots the prize

was awarded to Mr. Mitchull, for Epimodi vio-

laeoum, and Draba aizoidos ; 2d, Mr. Falconer,

gr. toMm. Fraser, for Saxifraga opposltifolia, red and

whito varieties! Rhubarbs Mr. John II. Porterlield,

with Victoria and Albert. Messrs. Diclcsons and Co,

exhibited (not for competition) a collection of Hyacinths;

and Messrs. Cunningham, Fraser, and Co., a basket "I

Cyclamens. Messrs. Downio and Laird sent Hyacinths,

from the garden of S, Hay, Esq., were Azaleas,

Kpaoris miniata, and Rhododendron Bplcndidum ; from

C. K. Sivowright, Esq., Hyacinths; from I). Anderson,

Esq., Azaloa Gledstauesi exoelsa, and a <lh>li of MuhIi-

rooms ; from It. Qirdwoo'd, Gscp, specimens ol a now
black Turnip grown at ('iirni.orphino ; and from Mr.
Laing, CamelliaH ami RhododendronSt

iloticctf of Books,

The Golden Colony, or Victoria in Idol, with Rnnarl-s

on the Geology of the Australian Qold Fields, by George

Henry Wathon (Longmans), lias boon written with the

object ofgivingomigrants to Australia a rapid but distinct

impression of the aspect and condition of the land of

their adoption ; and of affording to tho English public

an opportunity of becoming better acquainted with the

riso and progress of a colony which is destined ono day

to take a prominent place among tho nations of the earth.

Tho portion of this book which will be read with

most interest at the present timo is that which traces

tho origin and history of the recent disturbances and
loss of life at the gold fields. These riots are here

attributed to the inequality and excessive amount of

tho gold tax ; and the oppressive and un-English

manner in which it is levied from a population naturally

orderly, but particularly likely to resent every exercise

of injustice or oppression. Were it not too serious a
subject to be treated lightly, those persons who are now
SO loudly accusing all grades of government officials on
this side of the water of ignorance and waut of sym-
pathy with the common business of life, and of too

servile an adherence to forms even in great emer-
gencies, might derive a sort of negative consolation from
discovering here that they are not worse off in these

respects tliau their fellow countrymen at the antipodes,

who suffer severely from the same causes.

The scenery is graphically described and illustrated

by the author's sketches. The different phases in the
wild life at the gold fields are brought out with consider-

able effect, and disclose a state of manners, which by its

strong contrast with what we ordinarily witness in

England will add considerably to the iuterest with
which this book will be perused.

Hints on Village Architecture, &c. (By H. Weaver.
Large 4to, Ilolhvay, Bath ; Pope, London), forms a
thin volume 13 by 17 inches, aud contains 10 liiho-

graphed drawings representing seven designs for Rural
Schools, Labourers' Cottages, and Parsonage Houses,
with rough estimates of their cost. Those who wish to

be their own architects may gather useful hints from
Mr. Weaver's plans, which are made with a view to

economy and convenience rather than architectural

effect—a result, however, in some cases not unskilfully

obtained. Internal arrangements offer no ground for

criticism because we do not know the precise objects or
fancies of those for whom the designs were made ; upon
the whole they have produced a favourable impression
upon us, and may be taken as good general guides, to be
neglected or improved upon as circumstances may
require.

The Ferns of Great Britain, illustrated by J. E.
Sowerby (8vo, with 49 coloured plates ; 27s.), has been
already noticed at pp. 502, 631 of our last year's
volume. We have only now to announce its completion
in a thin volume, the plates of which are neatly drawn
and coloured, aud give a good idea of the plants repre-
sented. The letterpress, by Mr. Johnson, of Guy's
Hospital, is well written and instructive, and includes
good practical directions for cultivation.

Cw Heroes of the Crimea (Routledge. Is.). Under
this name Mr. Ryan has given hasty but graphic, and
we believe authentic, sketches of the lives of some of the
gallant spirits who have fallen under, and of others who
still survive, the perils of the Crimean campaign. He
writes like a soldier, with force and spirit. Of course,
he takes the popular view of the great question of army
promotion, the working of which under existing regu-
lations he boldly exemplifies in the well-known case of
one of the most distinguished modern generals, Sir de
Lacy Evans.

destroyed, as have also different kinds of Duvatuj
Ccanothus divuricatus, C. papillosum, and '

Tho Bamo misfortune bai likewise bcfallon (Spinet

lloovi lana, Escallooia rubra, Bcrberis hypoleuca, B.

dealbata, and B. arlstata. B. tlnctoric has app

boon killed, while in another part <l the ground

from a wall, tho handsome Darwin Barborry has with-

stood tho frost unhurt,

As rcgaivlo othor plant'; on tin i n itivi .wall, tho

Now Holland Eucalyptus coccifora ban oucapod injury,

as has also Mr. Fortune's Jasminum nudiflorum, which
has boon for some time pant, and is evoc no

a tolerable crop of round bright yellow Primi

bio in. Prunus sinensis, tho uinglo pink kind, has

had lot leaves browned, as have also the common Myrtle,

and Solanum crisp from tho above it will bi

that what injury bafl boon or nitted has mostly boon

confined to the foliage and j ng tops ol shoots, which
uhon removed will leavo tho plants in comparatively

good condition for making now wood and loaves for the

coming season.

In the open ground the trees that ban: Buffcri I most

an the Mexican Pines—apulcensis, macrophylla, Xco
Devoniana, Russolliana, and patula, winch sustained ho

much injury last spring. These have apparently been

killed, while even tho long leavcH of P. Lindleyana have
escaped almost untouched. This line species must
therefore be pronounced to bo perfectly hardy, a on
also P. cembrSides, P. Montezumre, and the CauTornian
species radiata, muricata, and tuberculata. I', monti-

cola likewise stands well. P. orizabte has had its leaves

killed. FitZrRoya patagonica has sustained no injury,

nor has the Crimean Abies Nordmanuiana, Libocedros
chilensis has bad its foliage browned. Cuprcssus
australis has been hurt a little, and it is probable that

portions of some plants of C. Goveniana may turn out

to be dead, though that cannot be correctly ascertained

at present. The Pampas Grass has been thoroughly
blanched, hut it is to be hoped not killed. The Chusan
Palm has likewise been a good deal injured ; but it may
yet recover. The Californian Cherry (Cerasus ilicifolia) has
bad its foliage browned. Camellias, line bushes of which
have beeu growing on the north side of a wall for years,

have stood tho frost well, only one or two of them having
had their foliage hurt. The majority of them are quite

uninjured, and as green and bealtby as in the month of

June or July. Among Sikkim Rhododendrons, ciliatum,

nlpinuiri, and cinnabarinum are quite safe, while some
of the hybrids from arboreum have had their leaves

somewhat browned. Benthamia fragifera has been
killed to the ground ; Laurus regalis has had its top

hurt ; Quercus Cooki has lost its foliage, and Garrya
macrophylla appears to be at least three parts dead.

Among hardy Berberries must be mentioned Mr.
Rivers's hybrid, between fascicularis and aquifolium,

which must be set down as a valuable evergreen
shrub, and quite bardy. Magnolias have stood well,

except the narrow-leaved variety of grandiflora, which
is a little browned. Laurustinus aud Bays have suffered

but little ; in fact, as we have already hinted, the garden
altogether looks about as well now as it usually does at

!

the close of much milder winters. This may be attri-

buted, in a great measure, perhaps, to the wood having

been well ripened last year.

Owing to the continued coldness of the weather vege-

tation has made but little progress as yet, and if it were
not for the gaiety of the Crocuses in the beds on the

west side of the arboretum, and the increased greenness

of the Grass in that department, it would scarcely be

known that spring had yet set in. Fruit trees of all i

kinds show well for a good crop, which the backward
state of the bloom buds will help to secure. Nine-inch

wide coping boards have just been fixed on the Peach
j

wall, and even above Pears the same kind of coping

boards are about to be placed.

As regards routine operations, pruning and nailing
' are now nearly finished, and in the kitchen garden the

getting in of seeds, &c, chiefly occupies attention.

Under glass little alteration has taken place since our

last report.

Mronl i"

H'Jllj|».

d'lionlcultun

Al"

Garden Memoranda.
Horticultural Soctety's Garden, Turxham Green.—It will be satisfactory to know that the injuries iufiicted

or out-door vegetation in this establishment have been
fever and less severe than might have been expected,
considering the kind of winter we have had, and which
has not even yet left us ; for on the morning of Monday
last die thermometer fell 14° below freezing. On the
conservative wall the foliage and unripe wood of many of
the m»re tender things have been browned ; but as far as
can be judged at present, little has been entirely killed.
The Ntw Zealand Podocarpus Totara has had its leaves

IMPERIAL AND CENTRAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF PARIS.

We have received the following regulations for the

exhibitions of the present year :

—

REGLEMENT DE L'EXPOSITION; UXIVERSELLE.
1 Article Premier. La Societe imperiale et centrale d'horticul- :

hire ouvrira, 1" nmi 1855, une exposition permanente et univer-
[

selle des produits de ^horticulture; elle sera close le 31 octobre
suivant.
Art. 2. Cette exposition sera etablie aux Champs-EIysees, sur '

,
le cam? de l'Elysee.

Art. 3, Pourront etre adrais a cette exposition les plantes,
arbres, arbrisseaux et arbnstes de tout genre et de toute espece,

fleuris ou non, les legumes et fruits forces on cultives naturelle-

nient, et les objets d'art et d'industrie ayant an rapport direct

al'borticulture.

j

Art. 4. Les horticulteurs et amateurs francais et etrangers qui
voudront coucourir a cette exhibition^ sont invites a faire

parvenir, dans le plus bref delai, a M. le Secretaire de la commis-
;
sion d'organisation, rue dn Cherche-Midi, 17, une demande d'ex-

i position qui devra contenir:—1" La nature et la quantity des
produits qu'ils se proposent d'envoyer; 2" L'emplacement qui
leur sera necessaire ;

3° L'epoque a laquelle ces produits pourront
etre exposes ; 4° Le temps qu'ils pourront sojourner a l'exposition;

' 5° Toutes autres indications qui pourraient etre necessaires.

j

Art. 5. Aucune demande ne pourra etre admise, si elle n'est
j

parvenue au secretariat de la commission quinze jours au moins
avant l'ouverture. Dans le cours de l'exposition, les demaudes

' devront etre adressees hnit jours a l'avance.

Art. 6. En repouse a ces demaudes, la Commission d'organi-

:

sation ferft connaiu-e :—1° Le nombre des produits qui pourront
j

' etre admis ; 23 L'emplacement accorde ;
3* L'epoque precise a

laquelle les produits peuveut etre admis. Elle adressera, en
' outre, en triple expedition, un bulletin d'admission, sur lequel

j
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Art.11. Le* produltfl vc-nant de 1

'i prodollff, »«/,::.,

d'admlssli — LilJ",

-Joiix, Pont-di
Laurcnt-dii-Vio

eaux. Mantes, Boulogne, Call
Art. 12. [Is Joulront, apartirde U tnnttbn, dc U. redaction

art. 10.

:. (/admission des produits a l'Exposition est gratoltt,

ct lea KxpoHantiinekontasKUJcUisaaucune retribution, dequelque
nature q
Akt. 11. Lb Commission d'organlsation de I'Exposlllon est

cbarg^e de recevoir, deballer el disposer les objets ii l'Exposition.
L'ouverture des colis se feraensa presence; eUe en '.-ronteu
l'eiat, et dressers un prooi^-verbal des avaries qui pourraient

y etre survenucs. En cas d'avaries graves, copie du prxe*-verbal
io:diatement expediee a l'Exposant par les floins de la

Commission.
Art. 15. Toutes les plantes ou objets exposes devront etre

munis d'une .itiquctte lisible et correcte, indiqaant 1

MM. les Commissaires placeront sur cbaque lot une
indicative du nora, de la profession et de l'adres^e de l'Exposant
Art. 16. Les produits exposes seront places soU dans desserres

de differentes temperatures et pourvues d'appareil de chsnffsge.
soit sons des tentes ou autres abrisles pins convenables i assurer
leur conservation. Leur entretien sera confic a des jardinien
speciaux attaches u l'Exposition et places sous la sttrveUlaaco de
la Commission.
Art. 17. Chaqne Exposaut aura la faculty de falre garder ses

produits, a l'Exposition, par nn r le son choix.
Declaration devra eire faite, des le debut, da nom et de la

qualite de ce represcnUnt: il lui sera delivre une cart* d'entr'ie
personnelle, pour le temps que durera l'exposition de ces produits

;

cette carte ne pourra etre ui ceMee ni pretee a aucune periode de
l'Exposition, sous peine de retraiL
Art. IS. Les representants des Exposants devront se bonier a

r<*pondre aux questions qui leur seront faiies, et a dclivrer des
adresses, prospectus ou prix courants qui leur seront demand^s.
II leur sera iuterdit, sous peine d'exclusion, de sollieiter l'att^n-

tion des visiteurs, on de les engager a acbeter les objers ex]

Art. 19. La Commission veillera. avec la plus grande sollici-

tude, a la garde des objets expeuies; mais elle ne sera responsable
ni des avaries, ni des vols on detournements qui pourraient etre
commis.
Art. 20. Dans le cas de vente des produits exposes, ils ne

seront livres qu' a I' expiration du temps fixe pour leur exposition.
Art. 21. L'appreciation et le jugement des produits exposes

seront confie's a un Jury compose de trente-six membres titulaires

et de douze suppleants. Ce Jnry, cboisi par la S:cieti, sera
divisi en six sections; chacune de six membres titulaires et
de deux suppleants, et preside par nn des Tice-presideats de la
Societe. Cbaque section fonctionne altemativement et sous la
presidence du Vice-president ou celle d'un Membre delegue
pour le remplacer.
Art. 22. Chaque produit expose sera, pendant la duree de son

exposition, l'objet d'un examen par la section de service, qui en
dressera un proces-verbal.
Art 23. Ces proces-verbaux seront revus, e.t les recompenses

detenninees par le Jury, toutes sections rennies, sous la presi-

dence du President de la Societe.

Art. 24. Des m&lailles seront donnees en recompense, et les

Exposants recompenses recevront, a titre de prime, le rembourse-
ment des frais qu'ils auront faits ponr le transport, aller et retoor,

de leurs produits sur le territoire francais.
' c?mmissiov. Lz PrcsidaUds la connifnm.

Leox LE GUAY. ComrE DE MOBSY.

FLORICULTURE.
Pyramidal Fcchsias.—As the Fuchsia has now been

brought to great perfection both in shape and colour,

a few remarks on the mode of culture which I have

pursued may perhaps be of use to the amateur in

enabling him to produce pyramidal plants as rlne aud in

as short a time as the most experienced practical

gardener. The system I adopt is as follows : I put a

few old plants in a warm pit or Vinery where the tem-

perature ranges about 55 :

, about the end of January or

beginning of February, in order that they may have
pushed out plenty of young wood by the middle of

March. I then take off what cuttings I can get from
each sort, preferring the shortest-jointed wood. First

prepare as many 4-inch pots as you may require, taking

care that the pots are well drained, and the compost of

a sharp open nature—coarse brown river sand and a

little leaf-soil well intermixed will be found to suit very

well, with about an inch of silver sand on the top, which

will enable the cuttings to emit roots more freely.

Water gently with 3 fine-rosed pot, then plunge_the
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puts ill the propagating pit, where there is a gentle

moist bottoni-keiu, where in the course of three weeks

they will have made roots enough to sttmd potting off.

You may now pot off sinsly info 3-inch pots ill a light

open sifted compost of rich loam, leaf-soil, and sand,

equal parte, and if you have any botiom-heat to spare

they will te the betler to be plunged in it for a day or two,

to give the young root9 a start. They may now be

removed to a worm pit or Vinery, or whatever you find

most convenient, where the atmosphere is kept moist,

which will ensure a strong, healthy, and vigorous

growth. When you find, the pots full of roots

repot into 6-inch pots, using for this shift a good

rich compost of turfy loam two part?, one of old rotten

cow droppings, leaf soil and sand. As this will be their

last shift this season, care must be taken to provide good

drainage; this can be secured by putting iu plenty of

potsherds, with two or three bits of open turf or Moss

over all. As the plants will now be pushing strongly,

they must be tied to a neat stake, as they will be sending

out laterals or side shoots. As the making of these

side branches secures the formation of the plant, a little

weak :-heep dung liquid manure will be found very bene-

ficial at this period of their growth. As the first tier of

laterals has made their first joint, pinch it at that ; this

will not only enable you to have two shoots from each

lateral, but will cause the leader to push away, and fur-

nish you with plenty of side wood. The four first tiers

of laterals will be enough to pinch this season, the rest

may be allowed to grow on. They will be forming nice

little plants now, so they may as well be taken to the

greenhouse or conservatory, where, with a gay profusion

of flowers, they will assist in keeping the house " dressy "

for a short time. By the middle of November water

should be withheld gradually, in order to ripen the

wood, and they m;.y be placed in a dry cold pit, or any

out of the way place, such as under the greenhouse

stage, for instance, where t^iey must remain all winter,

as they will require no more attention till the end of

February, when a little water may be applied sparingly to

induce them to start ; the knife must now be applied to

cut back the side shoots that were pinched last year, to

the second joint on the wood they made after they were

pinched, and a couple of tiers of single shoots to the

second joint, the rest to the first, and the leader to

within four inches; thus you will have a pyramidal basis

to work on. Place them now in a warm vinery, and they

will soon show indications of rapid growth. After they

are fairly started turn them out of their pots,

and shake off all loose soil, and examine the roots;

repot now in 10-inch pots, using strong fibry loam

of a rich texture, old cow dung, leaf soil and sand,

equal parts well mixed. As slated for last season,

attend well to drainage, as they will require no
more pot room th s s< ason ; replace them again in heat,

and pinch in according to the directions laid down
for last season, always aiming at having lhe plant broad
and full at the pot, and tapering to the top. Pinching
should, however, be stopped after the 1st of June, for

by the middle of the mouth they should get a prominent

place in the conservatory, where, by July, they will be

the objects of greatest admiration in the house ; liquid

manure must not be omitted upon any account, at least

three times a week, as this is now the only thing the

plant will derive its nourishment from, and will cause it

to bloom right on till October, when it will be getting un-

sightly, and may be removed out of doors to make room
for some other favourite. When cold nights set in re-

move them as before to a cold pit, &c. No more atten-

tion will be necessary till t-pring, when they may be

pruned and started according to the time they are
wanted in bloom. They can be had in bloom by putting

a few into heat by the beginning of January, about the

middle ol May ; others, started accordingly, will enable
you to have them in flower all the summer. W. F.

SEEDLINGS.
Cineramas: E J. and Ji.

7
ti:c. All inferior to varieties possess-

ing the same colours now in cultivation.

Kpaciuses : F A D and Sons. All handsome, but no improvement
on kinds already in existence.

Calendar of OperatioEs.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPABTMEST.
Conservatory, &c.—If the pruning of any of the

more tender climbers has not yet been done, it should

be seen to at once, for growth will now be commencing,
and such things ought not to have their growth retarded

ny any means. Also see that the soil about the roots

of creepers is in a nice moist healthy state, as also the

beds and the borders ; and where it is found too dry

give two or three liberal soakings at intervals of a few

days, for as the water is apt to pass off through the

crevices or fissures, it is hardly possible to thoroughly

moisten any bulk of soil by one application. See that

-Orange trees, &c, are free from insects, and that their

foliage is free from dust and other impurities. These
will soon be coming into flower, and will be objects of

considerable attraction ; hence they should be in perfect

order.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
If not already done, the walks, &c, should be edged

and fresh gravel put on where wanted so as to put them
into proper order for the season. The turf should also
be well rolled and made smooth and firm, without loss of
time, for notwithstanding the cold state' of the weather
tiie Grass shows that the work of mowing must soon be
cod menced. And it is a great saving of after labour to
take time by the forelock in this matter, for when the

first mowing is deferred until the Grass gets too long,

the turf becomes spongy, and if it is once allowed to

get iu this state it is much more difficult to mow, and
can hardly be got into " good keeping" without cutting

it up so as to make it present a brown and very
uusightly appearance. Attend carefully to the stock of

bedding-out plants, and get rooted cuttings potted off as

soon as they are fit, and encourage them by kind treat-

ment to make free growth, for after this season there is

no time to be lost with young stock.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Look over young growing stock, occa-

sionally examining and repotting such as are found
to be in want of more pot room, and avoid the old

injudicious practice of repotting the whole stock at

once, irrespective of the state of the roots, than which
nothing can be more improper, particularly where a

constant succession of fruit is an object. Pines, like

other plants, are checked in their growth by allowing

the roots to get too much matted before repotting,

hence every plant should be shifted before it suffers

for the want of pot room, and no plant should be re-

potted until the state of its roots indicate that more
pot room is required. This requires rather more time

and attention than the old practice of repotting all in

one day, but the result fully repays the extra trouble,

&c. The temperature may be slightly advanced as the

amount of light increases, but this is a matter in which

the state of the plants will be the best guide. Aim at

securing strong dwarf plants, with a free habit of

growth ; and if this is obtained, it is immaterial

whether the night temperature is 60° or 70°, and very

much will depend upon circumstances as to which will

be proper. Planls that may be unhealthy and iu an
unkind state, if kept near the glass, will be benefitted

by a considerable higher temperature than would be

suitable for others in a free state of growth. These
are circumstances, however, which can be properly

judged of only by those in care of the plants, but they

are easily understood by a little careful observation.

Use very means to induce a vigorous root action, and
if this is obtained free strong growth will result with

otherwise ordinary care only. Vineries—See that

Vines starting into growth are tied up in their places

before the shoots get so long as to be liable to be broken

off in the operation. Syringe frequently until the

leaves begin to unfold ; but use the syringe sparingly

after that is the case, and only on the afternoons of

bright days. Where the buds do not promise

to break regularly bend the Vines so as to place those

that are backward in the most likely position to catch

the sap, and this should be done directly any indications

of their breaking irregularly are observed. If any of

the bunches in houses where the berries are stoned look

as if they would be improved by a few more berries

being cut out, let this be done at once, so as to allow

those left plenty of room, and also to avoid having to

handle the fruit after it begins to colour. Give air as

freely as the state of t':e weather will admit, using a little

extra fire heat, and leaving a little air on at night, so as to

prevent the bloom being injured by damp settling on
the berries, as is apt to be the case where the house is

shut up. Figs.—Where the early crop is approaching

maturity the borders should be well watered, so as to

avoid the necessity of having to water the soil after the

fruit begins to ripen, which is injurious to the flavour,

and is also apt to cause the fruit to burst prematurely,

particularly if the trees have been rather dry at

the root previously. So far as the present crop is con-

cerned the trees can, perhaps, hardly be too dry at the

root, while the fruit is ripening, but where a second crop

is expected care must be exercised to keep the trees in

health, and to prevent the foliage becoming a prey to

red spider, otherwise the second crop can hardly be

expected to be good for much. Use the syringe

vigorously, and maintain a moist atmosphere as long as

this can be done without risk of injuring the fruit. Also

keep the young wood thin and regularly tied in, stopping

before the fourth or filth leaf,according to the strength ot

theshoote, &c. Melons.—Encourage thosenewly planted-

out with a moist warm atmosphere, so as to get them
into full growth as quickly as possible ; but plants that

are fairly established should be kept cooler, admitting

air on every favourable opportunity, in order to secure

short-jointed fruitful wcod. Keep the shoots thin and

regular, pinching out any not wanted, but avoid stop-

ping the main shools until they reach the sides of the

pit, when by pinching out the points the laterals will

start into growth and show fruit abundantly ; and by
this time the plants will have gained sufficient strength

to set and carry a fair crop. Do not exceed 65° at

night, and admit air when the glass rises to 75°, but

do this very carefully on cold days. Endeavour to

maintain a steady bottom-heat of about 80" or 85°, and
keep the soil in a healthy state as to moisture. See to

providing plenty of young plants for succession crops.

HARDY FRUIT AXD KITCHEN GARDEN.
The protection of the blossoms of fruit trees will soon

require attention, and we have found Hall's nets to

answer admirably for this purpose. If expense is no
consideration, there can be little doubt but that the pre-

ference should be given to woollen net, as being the

most effective protection, and likely to last longer than

any material made of cotton. But the woollen net

which was used so successfully by Mr. Harrison, of

Snelston Hall, costs lOd. per square yard, while Hall's

No. 1 costs a fraction less than 4c/., and this quality

seems sufficiently strong to last well, and is as close in

the mesh as we think anything for being permanently

fixed while the trees are in bloom should he. The

woollen net used by Mr. Harrison when made up for
use, with calico at top and bottom (making it 3 yards
wide), costs Is. lOirf. per yard along the wall, exclusive
ol making

; and Hall's, made up in the same manner,
would cost less than the 10'd., which is a most important
difference where any considerable length of wall has to

be covered. But where the materials for protection
have still to be procured, there is no time to be lost, and
whatever material may be decided upon should be
obtained at once and made up ready for use. The
main crop of Carrots should be sown at once, choosiDg
a fine day when the ground is in a dry state, to prevent
the surface being rendered hard by the treadiDg.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CB1SWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week endirjR March 29, 1S55, asobserred at the Horticultural Gardens-

Tbmpkhatubb. i

Match. Ol the Air. Of the Earth Wind.;

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

2 left

deep.

Friday 23 5 29.180 29.025 27 325 41 41 N.
Satur. 24 29.301 29.283 as 31.5 40 40 N.W.
Sunday ^.i ^. 29,621 29.402 43 IS 30.5

1%
40 N.E.

Mon.. 26 H 29.662 29.645 45 29 :7.o 41 N.E.
H 29.8?1 29.736 51 27 39.0 40 41 S.

Wed. CS 10 30.230 30.029 41 31 36.0 41 41 E.
ThurB. 2? 11 30.434

|
30.420 44 25 345 40 41 N.E.

Avernee

.

29.7-49 I 29.513 42.3 26 34.4 40.0 40.7

.02

0.31

.March 23— Densely clouded
; cloudy and cold; Blitjht frost.

— 24—ClouiW; overcast; frosty at night.— 25— Hne throughout; sharp frost.— 26— Clear aud frosty; very fine; cloudy; fine.— 27—Overcast; very fine; clear at ni^M.— 2S— Drizzly thick haze; cons taut rain, yet barometer rising rapidly.
— 29—Overcast ; cloudy; clear and fine.

Mean temperature of the week S deg. below the average.

RECORD OF TBE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK,
During the last 29 years, for the enBuing week, ending April ) 1SS5.

11*
lit

2H

No. of
Tears in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds.

April.

a
4

4

3
•2

z

a

3

5

5
8

7

a 1*1

3 3

4 2

3
1

i

2 1

2 2

•IsL-tfl,-*, s
tfii

3 7 1

3 7 3
2 6 5

6 4 3

2 6 10

41 9 2
ill 91 6

2:

Suuday l

M on. 2
Tues. a
Wed. 4

ThurB. b

Friday (^

Sotur. 7

55.1

5H.5

56.3

56.2

56.7
56.5
hi.(1

35.0

36.3

34.5

36.7
35 JA

36.4

45.11

45.9

45.4

46.4

46.3

46.4
4fi.'»

15

12

12
14

11

13

0.76 iu.

- 1.19

0.30
0.46

0.65

0.30

0.40

4

S
4
3

-

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 3d,

1S4S—therm. 78 deg. j and tbe lowest on the 1st, 1333—therm. 16 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Alpine Rose: Sub. It is a hardy shrub, and requires the same

treatment as any other hardy Rose. It is not worth cultivation

except in botanical gardens. Heat your greenhouse with

hot water.J

Books: A W. Koch's "Flora Germanica."

Cakker: Atepk. We will endeavour to procure you some infor-

mation by next Saturday. It it is really canker, the disease

is, we believe, incurable.

Conifers: A Constant Header. Such land as you describe -will

suit them well. It is impossible for us to say what is hardy

or the contrary in a situation of which we. do not even know
the name. All N. European, Siberian, Himalayan, Japanese,

and American species from above the latitude of South Cali-

fornia, and all the Real del Monte species, are hardy in lair

situations. Certainly make walks through your Pinetum, and

plant evergreens—if with pay flowers so much the better—by
their side. For other matters you had better consult your

gardener, •who of course understands such questions. Larchos

are the best nurses.— IF A. They ought not to he grafted.

Grafted plants are worthless. "We decline to instruct you how-

to do that which ought not to he done. If you are a gardener

of course you do not want to be told how to perform the ordi-

nary work belonging to your business.

Dioscorea Batatas : S S. The small tubers should be planted

whole. As to its treatment, the best information you can have

will be found at p. 19 of our present year's volume, and in a

pamphlet on the subject, published by Mr. Henderson, of

Kingskerswell, Newton Abbot, Devon.]:

Ferns: Sub. Next week.

Gas Tar: Almts. There is no objection to gas-tar as an appli-

cation to tree guards in a park, though there is to putting it on

trees themselves. You will not find any other substitute for

paint than tar of some kind. We prefer to gas-tar Stockholm

tar mixed with a small quantity of pitch and resin—although

it is a little dearer. The mixture used in the navy is the best.

Haricot Beaks: C F L. The common white Dutch running

Kidney Bean is one of the eatable Haricots of the French ; but

tbey-cultivate several other more delicate white-seeded sorts.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other .plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

tbey should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot sa\Te them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to kelp them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—J S W. One of the many varieties of

Amaryllis Jobnsoni.

Osage Orange : U M. Certainly it might be transplanted when

4 feet high ; but it should be done as soon as the leaves have

fallen in autumn.J
PiiysioI-OGt : W S. We nre unable to discover anything unusual

in ytur inarched Vine. Had the result been different it

might have been extraordinary. All that the experiment

amounts to is, that a graft with a long heel will grow as well

as a graft without a heel.

Plants for Baskets: Header. Cyanotis vittata, commonly

called Tradescantia zebrina, will possibly answer your pur-

pose best.J .

Pot\toes: Northwood. Your question was answered imme-

diately, see p. 176, bottom of third column. Bees prefer making

their own comb.J
Rhubarb: A Subscriber will be obliged by any of our readers

furnishing him with some explanation of the following circum-

stances. He says. " My gardener, last October, covered over"

some roots of Rhubarb with cement casks, and fold-yarf

manure, which was added several times in order to force tBe

growth. Again, three weeks ago he covered over, in a pre-

cisely similar way, other roots on the same soil, and those

covered the last are ready the first. How is that ?"

Strawberries: H H. You may obtain a late crop : 1, by growing

Alpines; 2, by turning out in a warm place the pots vhich

were forced veiy early ; 3, by picking off all the floweri that

appear up to the middle of July.

Vine Leaves : L P. They are not mildewed, nor is it posable to

say what ails them without inspecting the house. Hare your

flues burst ? or are they cracked ? or have you been dolig any-

thing to vour border?

Water Melons : Sub. They should be cultivated in the same

way as other Melons.J .

Misc.: HW. Our agent will supply you with the psper. me
numbers can be had.
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I>KRUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superpho*
pimfii of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Scum, and <-vi:vy

denorlption 0/ Artificial Manures, Llnsood Cakca, &o.

WM. IKOLIS CABNH, 10, Murk LanQ, London.

CORN MANLIKE FOR SPRING BOWING.
CONCKNTKATMI) URATE FOR UKAHH, RAPE, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

rjMIE LONDON .MANUKK COMPANY continue
X to manufacture the abova Mantiros, which hayo boon muni

with ho much fluccoHS for tho l»nt 14 years.

Tho London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
<;i;ano (direct from Importers' warohouno«), Nltrato of Soda.

Sulphato of.Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Bono Dust, ami
every artificial manure of known value. Edward Pudhkr, Sec.

Office—40, Bridge Street, Hb.<l(IV!arn.

rpHfi FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
JL nt Mr. liAwiiK* Factory, Doptford Crook:- Turnip Manure.

?!. pet tOtt! SuporphoMphnto of Lime, 11, ; Hiilphmlc Acid and

CoproliteB, 61,

OfflcOj 60, King William Stroet, City, London,

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, gparantaea to contain l't per

cent. of ammmiln. Nltrato of Soda; Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical MaimniH.

WHEAT AND OTHER MANURES ON SALE.-
Tho hiiccohh attending tho application of the manure

specially adaptod for Wheat during the laBttwo years, Induces

tho undersigned to again offer it to tho Agriculturists with con

fldenco. Also SuporphospbatQ of Llmo, Blood Manure, Guano,
Nltrato Of Soda, Gypsum, Salt, Peat Charcoal, and all other

Manures of known value.—Apply for Prices Curronfc to MAltK
FOTHEJtGILL_&CO., 204a, Upper Thames Stroe I; London.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged Id making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

ohtaln every ncoeBBary Instruction for their economical and

(Dfltolent preporatlon. hy applying to J. C. Nkhiut, F.G.8., &c,
Principal of tho Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,

London. Analyses of SoJIh, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,

CoprolltOS] &0., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Mfnorulrt,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch.

Gentlemen doslrouH of receiving instructions In Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at llin Colleen.

ESTABLISHED 1850.

rfHEjNITRO-ORGANIC MANURE COMPANY,
1 (Late tho Manchester Sewage Guano Company),

Have much pleasure in informing their Friends and Agricultu-

rists generally, that in orderto secure the most complete arrange-

ments in all the Chemical Processes in tho Manufacture of their

Manures, they havo engaged the professional services of Dr.

EdwauD Fuankland, F.K.S., F.C.S., Professor of Chemistry at

Owen's College, Manchester, to analyse all the various Manures
made daily at their Works, and they have ompowered him to

reject every portion which is not found to be of the full standard

quality. Tills arrangement will secure to all their customers a
standard and uniform manure, of equal or greater value (in pro-

portion to its cost) than foreign guano, and on which agriculturists

may confidently rely.

* Tho Nitro-Organic Manures are a Compost of Blood, Bones,
Urine, Nightsoil, and other animal matters, and highly fertilising

Chemical Ingredients, which, In a concentrated state, are incor-

porated with prepared Charcoal, and forming dry portable
manures, which enrich tho land for several years after they are
applied. They may bo used in all cases, exactly the same as
Peruvian Guano, at equal cost per acre.

For top-dressing, the Manure is recommended to be applied in

all cases in wet or showery weather. If convenient, the Nitro-
Organic Manures may be used with very beneficial effect along
with a small dressing of common farm-yard manure, or nightsoil,
in which form they have been strongly recommended.

Prices of the Nixno-OnoAsic Manuiif.s.
For Grass, Clover, &c. £5 5 per ton.

For Wheat, Oats, Barley, Rye, &c 6 6 „
For Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, & Potatoes 6 6 „
Deodorising Charcoal 1 10 „

Tkhsis—Net Cash on delivery; Carriage Free to any Railway
Station or Canal Wharf in Manchester.

John Thompson, Secretary.

3, "Watling Street, Shudehill, Manchester, March, 1855.
*** The use of Sewage having for some time been discontinued,

the opportunity presented by a change in tho late Company has
been taken to alter tho name to one more characteristic of the

actual constituents of the Manure.

nrHE PATENT NlTRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
-I- MANURE COMPANY.— Provisionally Registered pursuant

to the Act7&S Vict. c. 110.

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., 2, Halkin Street West.
Charles Pimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P.,8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.
Major-Gen. Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.

Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
Deputy- Chairman.—John Sharp, Tower Villa, Queen's Road,

Regent's Park.
Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham,
Middlesex.

John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury,

Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq,, Stanstead

Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmon-

ton, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, Esq., WT
est Lex-

ham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Cam-
den Villas, Camden Town.

Thomas Nash, Esq., Great
Chesterford, Essex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop
Stortford. Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Peutonville.
With power to add to their number.

Bankers.—Messrs. Barnett, -Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.
Auditor.—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,

St. James's.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman,23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist.—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company beg to call the attention
•of their friends and the Agricultural Community to their Blood
Manures for Corn and Turnips, which have been used with the
greatest success in all parts of England, and to assure them that
having now erected commodious Works, with every suitable
-convenience for carrying on the manufacture on a large scale,
under the management of an experienced practical Chemist, the
Agriculturists of this country may depend upon having a manure
of proved high quality, which the Directors guarantee to be
genuine. It is sent out in the form of a fine friable powder, which
may be sown by the drill or hand with the utmost facility.

They beg to cantion the public against the attempts of spurious
imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure, have pro-
fessed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security,
therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Manure," aud sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.—Corn and Grass Manure, 71. 10s. per ton.

Directions for Use.— From 2 to 3 cwt. per acre, according to the
condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the Seed,
or sown broadcast; if the latter.it should bo well harrowed in.
Turnip Manure, 61. 10s. per ton.

Delivered at any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications to be made to Odams, Pickfokd, & Keen Agents

for the above, 35, Leadenhall Street, London.

fl YANIC MA N II k E C O M I' A N V.
\J iy n it B'8 PA T i. i

Opvjcj i, 87, Cm 1 1
• Cno , Lovdi

Directors'

The Flon. J. V7, ForUaCflO, I General Hacdonsld, C B.
<.. i\ Irvine, Esq. ffinrum SrHcott I

Jlanhera—Meitur*. Berrfofl, Farquhar, •
8oUctlort- Messrs, VaMnnceA vatlanca, 20 i Ircet.BtranA

Agricultural Olumtit William White, B*|,
- , , la, ; M ' V.' .

!•', M'.llld.

The Directors Invite the attention ol lend* d , roj rfotoi

culttirlsts, Ac, to the Patent Cyanic Manure, as contain!)

most approved olemonts ol fertilisation In tneli isl

ii can oo, llierofori , ( onfldonll i roi ommi nd d

.,. ing for Wheat, Barley, 0*t«, Clover, Gm
pOI ''ii

prospectuses (with practical directions for use) may bo bad on
application, Or will be forwarded by post,

All ordors, applications for Agencies, See,, to be adi

tho Boorotory, »' the ofllcos ol the Company, < hating Crose.

to manure: makers and farmers,
QULPHATB on MURIATE op AMMONIA.—
^J These powerful fertlllsorH, genuine as manufactured, n

hud in any quantities from Head Holliday, Ann,,' .
j i ai d d

Works, IIuddorHflold.

/ (LAYTON.SHUTTLEWORTH^ndCO.'S PRIZE
vy PORTABLE BTEAM ENGINES, a-.,. COMBINED
THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, IUDDL1NCJ ikd WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may bo &eon ol tbi Ii Lond< n I itabll \%-

mi'iit, 0, Pltzroy Terraco, New Road, where all Inf

relative thoroto can be ObtalnotL These Macblnei in i

to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of tin' chafl from
tho pulse. They are fitted ivlth Elcvatora, which depoaif the

grain into bags, and beyond the feedTof Machine require no
hands excopt to take away tho Corn, Ac, an thnalHfl, tin- whole

of tho operations being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the

placos assigned for them.
C. S. & Co. liavo paid special attention to this clais of

Machinery, and Fixed Ham Machinery, and from the i« Won
they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines
surpassed by any other maker In England. All letters for-

warded to tlie Works at Lincoln will have Immediate attention;
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.
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KKNDLE'S IMPROVED SWEDE [*URMP.
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ForDe tlrmmlaui.and EntrravloeLoceRENDLCfl

"FARMING PRIC1 i
I AND AGRICULTURAL

DIRE) TORY."—Apply to William E. Bsvdue A Co., Seed
MercbAntM, Plymouth.

A G RiCULTURAL SEEDS,MEADOW X PASTURE GRASSES, XC.
« J^RIGI DOM O."—Patronised by her Majesty the r>ETEK LAWSON AVD SON, ol i tod
_ -- Queen, the Dnke of NOTthnmberland for Syon lion-.-, in-* I London, tbe Qum
Grace tho Duke of Devonshire for Chiswlck Gardens, Professor
Llndley for tbe Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Poxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, ol

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and ('old, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and fiortcultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun. from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in any
required length, 2" yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of Elisra
Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey

;

and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout tbe kingdom.
" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

PERMANENT PASTURE.

HR. SMITHE, of Eastling, Faversham. Kent, is

• now prepared to send out bis mixtures of tbe NATURAL
GRASSES, PERENNIAL CLOVERS, &c , &c, to lay down.
Land to Permanent Pasture, at 25^. per acre, allowing three
bushels to the acre, carriage free. Mixtures for Lawn, or any
other purpose, or the sorts separate. Most of the species ol

Grass are collected by tbe Advertiser, and he will bestow the
greatest attention in selecting such as shall constitute mixtures
specifical to the soil, purpose, &c, of each buyer.

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDS.
CUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR^ IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.— Great improvement
may be effected by sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per acre of Sutton's
Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and Grasses
of tbe finer kinds for improving the bottom.

An increase of several Tons of Hay per acre has been

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Pastures.

The Seeds should be sown early.

Tbe drought of last summer having caused partial failures in
the ordinary Grass and Clover Leys, Sutton's Renovating Grass
Seeds may be sown with great advantage iti all such cases. Price
REDUCED TO 9d. TER TOUND.

Sutton & So>'s also supply Grass Seeds for laying
down Land to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense,

the sorts being selected in accordance with the nature of
the soil to be laid doxen, particulars of which may be

obtained by post.

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Pail.
Ad dress John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

FARM SEEDS.
\\f DRUMMOND and SONS have implicit con-
* * * fidence in recommending the following Seeds:

—

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, from the most select growths, and
perfectly clean.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, direct from Lombardy, and through
the same gentleman in that country who has for several years
been employed by us in collecting those fine parcels which
have hitherto given so much satisfaction to our customers.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE.—Having been
among the first to recommend the use of the Natural Grasses
»h the /ormation of Permanent Pasture, the suhject has occupied
a large share of our attention. We have carefully noted the species

composing the best Natural Pastures, and the results of combina-
tions in culture under varied circumstances of soil and situation

;

and, as the result of our observations, as well as from the great
satisfaction our selections have given, we feel warranted in recom-
mending, in addition to the Grasses usually sown, a variety of such
species as are Taiotcn, not only to yield the greatest bulk of herbage,
but the largest amount of milking and feeding properties, varying
those species, and the proportions of eacli, accordihg to the nature

of the land to be laid down. From the increased demand, we are
enabled to charge a lower price than formerly. An excellent

assortment, and allowing a liberal supply of Seeds, may be had
at from 24s. to 26s. per statute acre.

TURNIP, in all the leading varieties, saved by ourselves from
full-formed Bulbs.

VETCHES [or TARES), large broad-leaved, a very superior sort.

Priced Lists of tbe above, with every other description of Farm
Seeds, may be bad post free on application.

Free Delivery.— All Parcels of Seeds 'above 27. value (with
the exception of Grain and Vetches), delivered free in London.
Liverpool, Hull, Newcastle, Belfast, Londonderry, Aberdeen,
Inverness, and to all tbe Stations along the Lines of the Cale-

donian aud North British Railways, &c.
W. Drumhond & Sons. Seed and Implement Warehouse,

Stirling, N.B.

Foresters; and to the Highland > :.

'. su, beg to intimate to their

Public that they are now sending out PAR '

description, saved from genuine stocks, and for which tbty
respectfully solicit orders.

Also Garden Seeds, Flower Seed*, Garden Impi-
Draining Tools, and everything connected wi'h their trade.

Catalogues will be tent on application.

London Branch, 27, Great Ge' -

P. L. & S. are always able to recommend experienced Bailiffs,

Gardeners, and Foresters^

-yHE GENERALTaND DRAINAGE AND IM-
JL PROVEMENT COMPANY

Incorporated bt Special Act or PASUJjaanr.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, Londcn.

Directors.
Hest.t Ker Setheb. Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John V. Shelley, Bart.. M.P., D'jnjty-Chairmnv.

George Thomas Clark. E^o. William Fisber Hob!
John C. Cobbold, Esq.. M.P. Edword J. Hotcbtes, Esq^ M.P.
Sir William Cnbitt, F.R.S. Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.

Henry Currie, Esq. William Tit^. Esq., PJUL
Thomas Edward Dicey. Esq. William WUshere, Tsq.
Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-rraking, and other

Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings nj»r,

under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise; Of CbnrcJi :

and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid tr instalments spread

|

over any period determined by Landowners witbin tbe limits of
50 years for Drainage and Bonds, and 31 years for Fam Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the C^-mrany for the execution

of tbe works by iheir own agents, with tbe nse of their

the Company's Capital. William Cltttped. £*<.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
J- incorporated by sfecial Act or Paeliamett rot
England and Scotland.—To Landowners, tbe Cfcargj

citors, Surveyors. Estate Agents, &c.—Loans may be contracted
for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building. Clearirg,

Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roods,
Planting, Machinery, &c. The plans (of buildings ,1, specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the ind are
submitted^ to the approval of the Enclosure Come:
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to be expended on i

ments. They may also apply jointly for tbe execnt:

mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c For forms
of application. &c, apply to the Hon. Wm. Napke, Managing
Director. 2, Old Palace Yard. Westminster.

p OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE a>d CHEMISTRY,W and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE. 37 and
3S, Lower Kennington Lane. Keuninzton, rear London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbtt, F.G.S, F.C.S .. £c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of A griculbxre.

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and tbe t Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities,

Analvsesand Assays of every description ore

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsmav be had on application to the Principal.

%lw agricultural <5a$rttr.

SA TURDA Y, IfAFCH 31. 1555.

MEETINGS FOK TBE ENSUING WEEK.
Tcbbdat. ipril 3—Agno-tomJIgfrSocfrf lirinM!

WID5ISD.I. 4-Asrieulnirsl Society c:

The discussion before the Society of Arts on

Town- Sewage has been one of tbe fullest and most

interesting to which that question has been yet

subjected. Mr. Lawes, by bis long experience as a

chemist, an agriculturist, and a manure manufac-

turer, was perfectly qualified to introduce it fairly

in all its aspects ; and amongst his audience were

Professor Way, who had made the chemical rela-

tions of the subject his especial study—Messrs.

Chadwtck, Ward, Bazalgette, and Hatwoop. who
were competent to speak upon its sanitary and

engineering relations—and such men a» Messrs.
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Caird, and Paine, and Scott, and Sidney, who
were guarantees that the purely agricultural aspect

of it was fully represented.

The main results of the debate may perhaps be

given thus ;—(1), that the conversion of sewage
into a solid manure of value enough to pay for cost

and carriage is impracticable ; and (2), that the possi-

bility of carrying it in a liquid form to such lands

as are suitable for it is more than ever doubtful.

Probably on the first point it would be fair to add
that the decision of Professor Way, which was
generally acquiesced in, related to London sewage.

Elsewhere (unfortunately for the inhabitant of such

places) it may be stronger than it is with us, and its

concentration may be profitable : and Mr. Wick-
steed's works not yet completed at Leicester—of

which we shall give a report as soon as they are

ready for inspection—have been erected in the con-

fident belief that Mr. Way's decision does not apply
in that locality. On the second point, too, it must
be added that the doubtfulness of a profitable appli-

cation of town sewage in the liquid form seems to

depend on the improbability of finding suitable

laud on a lower level than the sewers. Professor

Way's remark, that large towns are situated

either in the neighbourhood of alluvial and
adhesive soils does not universally apply ; and
wherever drained land of a porous character is ob-

tainable below the level of and near a source of

sewage, it may no doubt be profitably used. The
very interesting experience of Mr. Paine on the

possibility and economy of applying liquid manure
during the winter months to arable land, in antici-,

pation of summer crops, together with the researched
of Professor Way on that power in soils on which
their conservative character in* this respect depends,
are, of course, an encouragement to persevere in the
attempt to utilise the contents of our sewers ; and
the practice on the Ayrshire farms, where the liquid

is applied during the winter months upon the land
for Turnips, and only in the spring and summer on
the Italian Rye-grass, points the same way.

The agricultural discussion in conned ion with the
subject, conducted chiefly by Messrs. Scott, Caird,
and Paine, we have given pretty fully in our
columns. Our own opinion is that the possibility

of growing a "poisonous!" food by excessive
manuring, if it has any truth at all, has been greatly

exaggerated ; and that to attribute pleuro-pneumonia
to the use of Italian Rye-grass grown in this way is

not " tying the two ends of a thing together" at all

;

it is placing together two entirely different things

which have no necessary relationship to one another.

The evils of those Edinburgh meadows, of which,

we should think, every reader on this subject is

heartily tired—the experience of cow-feeders there,

and that of the Insurance Company which bears

their risks—all these matters have no necessary

relationship to the subject ; they are obviously

either exceptional or the result of mismanagement.
There is hardly any more richly manured field,

we dare say, in the island than Mr. Telfer's
Italian Rye-grass plot near Ayr; but he can cut
from off that field food as succulent or as dry as

he chooses, and, we dare say it, he can ensure what
health for his live stock he may please, not of

course by attending merely to their food but by
management in other respects.

We have seen cow-houses, containing from nearly

50 to upwards of 500 cows—one light and sweet
and clean, another at the first sight seeming dark
and foul as any "black hole" that was ever

imagined. We entered the one as into an airy

and pleasant apartment ; on opening the door of

the other a rat was disturbed, and slunk lazily

away out of sight, just as if we had been look-

ing in at the mouth of a sewer tunnel. In both
of these byres the cattle are fed upon Italian

Rye-grass—fed, too, upon Grass grown on liquid

manure ; what the experience as to balance-sheet

of the two cow-keepers actually may be we do
not know, but that there is a difference between
the two, both as to healthiness of animals and
wholesomeness of milk, we cannot doubt. This dif-

ference is notwithstanding a great sameness of food,

for both are fed upon the " unwholesome" Italian

Rye-grass—and it shows where we must lay the

charge of pleuro-pneumonia death—not so much
upon the food of the animals as upon their treat-

ment in other respects.

We must add a word upon the opinion on
manuring soils rather than plants, expressed by Mr.
Paine as a practical agriculturist, in accordance
with Mr. Way's opinion as a scientific man. His
statement is that it is becoming more than ever the
rule to manure the land rather than the crop. Now,
we confess that we should have stated the case
exactly the other way. Whether there is thus an
advantage to the wholesomeness of vegetable growth
(which, by the way, is almost entirely a new idea
in agriculture) for hitherto vigorous growth and

large produce have been held proof of healihy

growth,—whether this wholesome growth is ensured

by a digestion, so to speak, of the manure in the

soil before it is sucked in by the plant—we do not

now discuss, but we must state the belief that,

comparing present practice with that of years ago,

there is a shorter interval generally now between
the application of manure and the attainment of its

result in the crop than there used to be. The idea of

a crop whose consumption shall restore the land—one
manuring crop in a rotation by which fertility is

maintained throughout it, so that the full result is

not obtained till the 4th or 6th year, as the case

may be—no longer has that hold it used to have.
" The practice on this farm," said the Times com-
missioner of Mr. Hudson's land at Castle Acre, " is

to manure for every crop," And that practice is

gaining ground everywhere : witness the enormous
bulk of artificial manure now in use, and the

practice now becoming more general, of saving a

portion of the farm-yard dung from the green crop

"break" and applying it to the other crops in the

rotation. Whatever use may be, has been, and no
doubt will be made of Mr. Way's discoveries as

to the conservative character of ordinary well tilled

soils, we believe that, comparing 1S55 with 1845
and previously, it is becoming less than ever the

rule to manure the land rather than the crop. And
how greatly to the advantage of the farmer this

altered practice is, any one who can do a sum in

compound interest and knows the difference between
quick and slow returns on the profits of a business,

easily can tell.

The subject in some other of its relations must
be again referred to.

Among the earlier agricultural gatherings of im-
portance this year will be that of the Royal Dublin
Society on the 10th of next month, and the forth-

coming exhibition between June 1st and 10th at

Paris. The extent of the Dublin show may be
gathered from the fact that there are 200 bulls

entered for competition. The character of the

Paris exhibition may be anticipated from the central

position which the capital of France this year
occupies from almost every point of view. The
agricultural, no less than the commercial and
social interests, are being cared for by the imperial

commissioners in charge of the Great Exhibition of

1855. Agriculturists of all countries are invited to

compete for the very liberal prizes offered for cattle,

sheep, pigs, and poultry ; and we hope those of the

United Kingdom will respond liberally to the

invitation. Many of the cattle shown at Dublin
early in April will no doubt find their way to

Paris towards the end of the following month.
Their expenses from the place of landing to Paris

will be repaid by the French Government, who
charge themselves also with the cost of maintenance
of the animals in Paris.

It appears that " the experience of some of the

best Lothian farmers is against the growing of

Italian Rye-grass, they having some years ago cul-

tivated it in the place of the common Rye-grass,

and as a mixture with it," and most of them
having since abandoned it. This is a statement
published by one agricultural paper and quoted by
another in the leading page, with all the emphasis
of capitals and italics. What if an agricultural

journal should lift a warning voice against the use
of guano—quote instances (which may no doubt be
had for the search) in which the manure has failed

—and, generally, shake the head and recommend
the wisdom of a cautious course in reference to it

!

This would not be greater folly than the attempt
to write down the cultivation of Italian Rye-grass.

The single ton or so of guano which Mr. Scott told

us at tbe Society of Arts last week that he, with
Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool, was the first to use
some 14 or 15 years ago, though at the price of

nearly 201. per ton, has grown to 129,839, 123,166,
and 235,111 tons in the three last years

;

and this would, probably, be held conclusive of

its usefulness in agriculture, notwithstanding
the failures which have been recorded, whether
owing to mismanagement or adulteration. And
though " some of the best of the Lothian farmers "

may have given up the use of Italian Rye-grass,

the real value of that crop in general estimation is

sufficiently proved by the importation of its seed,

which in the hands of a single firm alone has

reached the amount of nearly 40,000 bushels

annually, by a steady growth from 160 bushels 24
years ago ; and by the distribution of this seed, too,

from the hands of all the retail dealers who have
spoken on the subject, for it too has wonderfully

increased in almost every part of the country.

Let those who think that agriculturists generally

are given to speculative and extravagant enterprise

act the drag as the greatest service they can do.

We do not here desire to compare the relative

merits of the spur and drag respectively as agricul-

tural implements ; but, in reference to a progress

so constant and so safe—made, too, without the use
of any spur—and proved so unquestionably by the

direct testimony of seedsmen, it does seem to us
the height of absurdity to think that the interests of

the farmer require him to be cautioned against the
adoption or extension of it. We have no doubt that

in spite of the exceptional failures—and the liability

to false seed is just as fatal to the result as is the
liability to adulterated manures— the growth of

Italian Rye-grass will continue to extend just as

the use of guano has extended ; and a larger extent

of the stubbles of the now young grain crops will

this year be set apart for Italian Rye-grass than has
ever hitherto been done. We venture to recommend
agriculturists to act in this matter independently of

the doubting tone which has been raised upon this

point, and so echoed as that the warning portion of

it is heard louder than the rest. We know that

the growth of this crop has been, and we believe it

will continue to be, extended largely, not only in

mixtures with other Grasses and with Clover, but.

by itself, both under ordinary cultivation and as

stimulated by irrigation.

TOWN SEWAGE AND ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.
The question of liquid manuring begins to assume a

practical bearing, and the interest as well as the im-

portance of the subject has been greatly promoted by
the recent excellent papers of Mr. Lawes on the Sewage
of London, and of Mr. J. C. Morton on the Italian Rye-
grass. I am pleased to find that the conclusions respect-

ing the value and the application of sewage which I

arrived at several years ago, and which I endeavoured in

vain to impress on a neighbouring town (since victimised

by the apostles of the Board of Health) has been borne

out and established by the elaborate and valuable cal-

culations of " Mr. Lawes. The subject is, therefore,

one of peculiar interest to 'me,* and I am desirous of

directing attention to one or two points, whilst the

papers to which I have referred are before the attention

of readers. We may I think consider as settled points

—

1. That if the sewage of towns is to be rendered pro-

fitable it must be by being applied in a liquid state.

2. That Italian Rye-grass is above all others the

piant which offers the greatest return for the application

of liquid manures.
3. That this plant should not be fed on the land, but

cut for soiling, and removed, so as to allow tbe immediate
supply of an abundant dressing of liquid manure.

4. That the liquid manure as applied by Messrs.

Mechi, Kennedy and Telfer is of vastly superior quality

to that furnished by ordinary sewage. On this last point

I think it would be very desirable if the above gentle-

men were to furnish samples of their manure, which
should be compared by a chemist with that furnished by
ordinary sewage. This observation leads us to notice a

practical difficulty with regard to sewage which has not

hitherto received the attention it deserves, viz., that

when we require the most sewage we shall have the

least, and when we need the least we shall be supplied

with the most ; when the land is saturated with mois-

ture the sewage will be copious and diluted, and when
the soil is parched by drought the sewage will be scanty

and concentrated. To this we may add that the ten-

dency of sanitary improvements is to render sewage

more diluted and less valuable.

It is evident therefore that it will be at all times

difficult to fix a pecuniary value per ton on sewage in

the same manner as it would on Peruvian guano if it

sometimes contained 17 per cent, of ammonia and
sometimes only seven.

It will be necessary, in order to render it available,

that a given number of acres should be devoted to the

growth of Grasses for its reception, and that means
should be afforded by which its quality should be

doubled or trebled by artificial manure when required,

and either diluted with water in the summer, or collected

and retained in immense reservoirs against dry weather.

Dismissing the subject of sewage, and reverting to that

of the application of ordinary or artificial manure in a

liquid state, I may venture to express my belief, that

although the idea of laying down pipes for the purpose

throughout the whole extent of a farm, and on many
farms, is probably Utopian, and would by forcing into

general use a particular mode of farming defeat the

very end for which it would be introduced in the reali-

sation of profit, yet that it is extremely probable that on

a great number of farms where steam machinery is-

available, and a copious supply of water exists,

a portion of the farm nearest the homestead will

be furnished with pipes, and devoted by means of

irrigation to the production of monster crops of Grasses.

If, for instance, in a farm of 500 acres, 100 of these

nearest the homestead were to be pierced with pipes, a

moiety of 5 acres might always be kept in Italian Rye-

grass or Clover, whilst large crops of grain, Pulse, or

roots might be raised alternately without further-

manure. The resources of the farm would thus be vastly

enhanced whilst the general management might not be
greatly interfered with.

There appears to be much discrepancy with regard to>

the quantity of liquid to be applied at each dressing ; Mr.

Mechiapplies 10,000 gallons; Mr. Telfermore than double,

viz. 100 tons, or 22,400 gallons ; whilst Mr. Lawes puts
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down tli'- ciini'iuoiiH (jutniliiy of 10,000 tons per acre

per annum, wliioh n' v(;H "000 iovoacli of live applications.

Now whilst wo think tlio latter (if not a mieiake) la

greatly above the cate that can hi: profitably employed,

the quantity applied l>y Mr. Meohl might be increased

witli much advantage. It who very evident to thoto

who, lilio myself, had the pleasure of inspecting Mr.

Mochi'B operations in July lastthat whilst the Italian

Ryo-gniHH in tho neighbourhood'Of the furrows waB green
and luxuriant that on the top of the ridge was very in-

ferior. Tho former from their lower level must have

received at lflunt double the amount of liquid to that im-

bibed by tho ridge ; whilnt the furrow might have had at

the rate of 60 tons pSiv acre, tho ridge could only have
had 1/i, which, HtippoHin^ the land to be in a <liy Btato,

would not have penetrated ouo inch in depth* U
appears, therefore, that as I inch, or 100 toon of liquid,

would wot tho laud 'I inches in depth, that thin quantity

in dry weather would ho \>y no means too much. Wo
may, thcrol'oro, como to tho conclusion that tho quantity

supplied at each dressing should approach loo tonB if

tho land is in a dry state. It is very evident that il the

Grass crops are heavily divssod tho intervening groin

crops will require no further assistance, but will be

sufficiently fed hy tho overplus supplied lor the Grass.

It has been urged hy soino parties that if no solid

manure is usod tho land will become too close, and
will miss tho carbon which tho straw supplies.

This objection, however, may easily ho met by leaving

the stubble of (ho grain crop longer than usual and put-

ting it iu, or a portion of tho last cutting of Italian

Ryc-gruss might easily bo buried, thereby supplying

plenty of carbon if it in really required. There is one

point of much interest which tho production of monster

Grass crops appears to elicit, which is tho enormous
quantity of silica readily extracted from the land hy
moans of tho Kye-gi'ass ; and although, no doubt, a

good portion of silica is supplied iu tho liquid manure,
yet it is only partially in a soluble state, and we can
rapidly raise a monster crop with equal facility by
applying sulphate of ammonia, or guano (containing

very little silica), with a large quantity of water. If

therefore the free application of ammonia to the soil

will enable it to give up so large an amount of silica to

plants, we need not be under any apprehension that
sufficient silica will uot be supplied to ordinary crops
under ordinary treatment, and there is very little encou-
ragement afforded for supplying silica, either soluble or
insoluble, iu artificial manures. W. C. Sjiooner.

Home Correspondence.
Measurement of Ifai/stacls of a cylindrical form with

conical roof.—In Strachan's agricultural tables (Simpkiu
and Marshall, 1843), the following rule is laid down, viz. :

" To the perpendicular height from the ground to the
eaves, add one-third of that from the eaves to the
top for the mean height ; then multiply the square of
the girth by the mean height, their product multiplied
by ]00 and divided by 4847 will give the number of
stones nearly, reckoning 7 stones to the cubic yard."
Example. A rick of bay 18 feet from the ground to

eaves, 9 feet from that to the top, and 60 feet girth givts

15S9J stones. Now, what I want to know is—firstly,

Why does he multiply by 100 and divide by 4847 I

Secondly : Is 7 St. per cubic yard a pretty fair allow-

ance for ordinary sized haystacks (say one of the above
dimensions) I Lastly, is it true that there are 1559 st.

in the above-mentioned stack ? By the aid of mathe-
matics I make out that the cone = 35 cubic yards,
cylinder = 209 cubic yards ; total, 244. I am aware
that iu the second question hmch would depend on the
quality and state of the hay, yet I think that there must
be some approximate weight fixed by valuers for a cubic
yard of good meadow hay well got. Mathematics. [The
solid contents of a cylindrical rick, assuming the conical
top of it to fill a cylinder one-third its height from the
eaves upwards, are obtained by multiplying the area on
which it stands into the height thus obtained, i.e., into
a height equal to the height up to the eaves, plus one-
third of the height above the eaves. But the area is the
radius multiplied into one-half the girth, and as the
diameter is the girth divided by 3.14159, it follows
that the area is represented by the square of the girth
divided by about 12.566. If, therefore, the solid con-
tent in cubic feet be obtained by multiplying the height
into the square of the girth (both in feet), and dividing
by 12.566, it follows that by multiplying this by the
number of stones of hay in a cubic foot you obtain the
weight of the rick. According to Mr. Straehan there
are 7 stones in a cubic yard, or -L in a cubic foot ; and
you will find that to divide by 12.566, and then multiply
by the fraction J-, is just the same as multiplying by
100 and dividing by 4847, which is Mr. Strachan's rule.

Hay varies from 8 to 12 cubic yards per ton, according
to the age and size of the rick, and therefore no rigid
rule is applicable.]

The Laughing Pigeons.—In answer to inquiries, I

mention that a friend purchased these birds for me
!

at Mr. Steven's, in King Street. My friend understood,
when he bought them, that they had come from Persia,

|

vid Bombay. If I can obtain any further particulars I '

will send it to you. An Old Subscriber.
Cross Breeding v. Breeding in-and-in I had fully

intended to leave Mr. W. P. Ayres to the quiet enjoy-
ment of his theory, however erroneous I may and do !

consider it, on the subject of breeding ; but, as my

!

silence might be misconstrued into an approval of a
jsystem— if system it may by courtesy be called—the lead-

Ulg feature of which is alteration' of form under the
i

guiV: of improvement, ol animals, I think it but tku to

tho public and to myself to reiterate firm but earnest

protest against the opinions he has endeavoured to

promulgate, and which, if generally adopt

infallibly lead to very serious nod in: eh -

l endeavoured to prove this, and torn own faction,

and that of many of for greater i pi rii o« I u l can
boast, did prove it, from the written testimony of one oi

our ahlentaud moHt, Hcientilie authorities in : neb n.

the late Henry Clino ; and, yet more Important, tho

living evidenee of Messrs Brown's flock at Denver. To
all this, what counter i vidence has Mr. Aye . to off! t I

A Buccessful blunder of his Welsh friend to enlarge

the form of his native mountain iheep, by mean
repugnant alike to the principles ol elence and

nature. I speak advisedly. It is a blunder, and

not the I"hh so, because in this instance it in-

to euaeoed. it is beginning at tbc wrong end
\
and

most assuredly, if generally adopted, would lead to

I a vast amount of mischief and disappointment I mean

I

of course, the introduction of mule, whose chit I recom-

mendation is their size and weight. Hy these so-called

improvers, tho old maxim of" small in size and gri Ol b

j
value " hoemH either disregarded or in Heme dai ;oi id

being altogether reversed. Shade of Bokewell ! forgive

this outrage on the principles so wisely and assiduously

inculcated hy thco ; and in all kindness compassionate

!
the errors both of omission and commission of many
who in their own imagination are theoretically treading in

thy footsteps, when, literally and truly, they are but

following an ignis fatuus of their own invention 1 As
to tho in-and in system, so long and so successfully

adopted by tho Messrs. Brown—"a great fact," as I

may call it, of more than half a century—what has Mr.
Ayrcs to oppose ? Not a syllable as to sheep breeding
at all, hut a most touching and doleful tale of a certain

dairy of cows being so bred that they had no milk ; and
so fat, you could not keep it down, even in a strawyard !

And this Jeremiad is put forth, I suppose, as a caution

to my unhappy friends (Joseph and Thomas Brown) to

avoid the rock on which this unfortunate cowman (laid

down in Mr. Ayres's chart as "the in-and-in shoals")
appears to have split. With all deference, I suspect that

my excellent friends, however much they may appreciate

Mr. Ayres's kindness in this his friendly warning, will

be very apt, with me, to assign a far different reason for

the cowman's failure,viz., ignorance and mismanagement.
These are strong words, I admit; but obstinate diseases

require strong remedies, and this is of them. I have
mentioned Messrs. Brown as skilful and successlul

breeders on the in-and-in system ; but I am able to

point to a similar instance in the immediate neighbour-
hood of Mr. Ayres, in the person of Mr. Valentine
Barford, of Foscote, near Towcester, and but a short
distance from Whittlebury. This gentleman will, I am
quite sure, not only confirm all I have said as to the
Denver sheep, but is able to exhibit in his own flock a
further instance of wdiat may be done by a long course
of judicious management in the breeding and selection
of individuals on the in-and-in principle. I have no
authority from Mr. Barford thus to bring forward his

name ; but knowing, as I do, the pleasure it always
gives him to aid the cause of real improvement, I have
the less scruple in taking the liberty with him. If I am
wrong in so doing, my motive must be my excuse.

T., Gloucester, March 23.

The Lambing Season. — Having lost several ewes
during the lambing season, I shall feel obliged by your
inserting these few lines in the Agricultural Gazette,

trusting that some of its numerous readers may be
enabled to render me a little assistance. My flock con-
sists of 500 ewes of the Dorset breed ; they commenced
lambing about the middle of December, and with the
exception of a few which were very late, had dropped
their lambs by the end of the first week in January

;

consequently my ill-luck cannot be ascribed to the
severe weather, as about that time it was both dry and
mild. About two days after lambing the disease first

appears ; the ewe does not feed, inflammation of the
uterus is, I suppose, going on ; within a few hours she
commences heaving, after which I have not known a
single instance of recovery. I must add that this dis-

ease attacks the " two-teeth " sheep only. I have tried

laudanum, Epsom salts, and ginger, but always unsuc-
cessfully. Can any remedy be given ? and what is the
reason that the older sheep do not suffer ? Whilst men-
tioning Dorset sheep, I will draw your attention to what
appear to me to be errors in " Blackie's Cyclopedia."
I think the fleeces will be found to average 5 lbs. per
fleece, and three-year-old fat wethers will average a
great deal more than 18 lbs. per qr. 0. P.— IF. P.
[Hearing and Inflammation. — This somewhat mys-
terious and peculiarly fatal disease has been very pre-
valent this year, and appears to bid defiance to remedial
measures. . A friend of the writer, who has suffered
much from it this, as well as in former seasons, has
found that of two flocks, one that had had Swedes were
affected, and another that had received common Turnips
escaped. He ascribes it to the stimulating properties of

the Swedes, and intends for the future to give no Swedes
before lambing. High keep, and a want of sufficient

exercise before lambing, are no doubt predisposins
causes. It usually attacks ewes with the second and
third lamb, but your case appears to be an exception.

Perhaps your young ewes may be in better condition.

W. C. &]
AgriaUtural Statistics of Scotland.—I have no doubt

a great many in England look with great interest at the
statistical returns of Scotland collected by the Highland
Society, and we shall no doubt see them "taken for what
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growth ol Italian Rye grai
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incontrovertible and ined facta therein stated
should be a sufficient ind

its culture, "at least in an

Though I do not bapi
in its separate culture, yet I have always advocated the
introduction of a certain portion of Italian Ky<-grans in

addition to the other CloTCT Seeds in the ordinary course

of cropping, and have del em the

practice in " early spring" by boring tnreto
turn ewes and lambs on to at least a week or 10 days in

advance oi ."1100 ol the n< ighbonring farmers—a circum-
stance of some importance in sheep. I reeding district

such as this happens to be ; nor ni the opp
a good bite of green food at this scaeon of the y'AT lost

Bight of. As 1 have the pleasure of knowing many intel-

ligent farmers who, within the last few years, hare had
to the same alternative, and with the like good

result, I have seen some enormous cropsof Italian Bye-
grass grown "north of the Tweed," and have ofm
wondered why its culture had not become more
extended ; but from the able advocacy its merits are now
receiving, I have no doubt that ere long patches of

Italian Rye-grass may be seen flourishing on every

farm with as much luxuriance as it has hitherto shown
on the Ayrshire farms. P. Deane.

Hardiness of Mangold Warzd.—Last year about the

beginning of May I drilled a few acres of yellow Globe
Mangold Wurzel, 27 inches apart, with seed from
Me srs. Sutton, Reading ; they were hoed and set out in

the usual way, not moulded up to keep tbem from the

frost. About the latter end of October I began to stack

them. Having had some conversation with a first-rate

agriculturist on the hardiness of the root, by »

experiment I determined on leaving a few. I th- .

selected two rows, about 200 plants, in the middle of a
40 acre field, where tbey have been during this Berne
winter. On examining them this day there is scarcely
a rotten one ; I fancy they are as good as they were
last autumn. If any of your readers would like to

inspect them they are at liberty to do so by applying to

me. IF. Davis BriginsJiau; Anerden. Farm, Tapfou,
Maidenhead, March 23.

^octettes*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, March 28.— Mr. Miles, M.P.

president, in the chair.

Fbench Agricultural Show. — M. Herbet, the

Consul-General of France in London, transmitted to

the Council, on the part of the Minister of Agriculture

and Commerce in Paris, an announcement of the

Agricultural Show to be held in that city at the betpn-

ing of June next, and a schedule of the prizes and the

conditions of competition in reference to foreign exhi-

bitors. The following is a summary of the prizes

offered in the first section, which includes cattle of

foreign (that is, not French) breeds, imported into

France for the purpose of the show, and having either

French or foreign owners :

—

Improved short-homed cattle £13*"

Other English breeds 233
Dutch, Swiss, and other breeds 233
Merino, pare and crossed
Dishler, New Leicester, and other long-wcolled sheep 116
South-Down, and other short-woolled sheep 116

Pigs
T
of large breed ®

Pigs, of small breed — >3

The birth of all male animals in the classes of clt:

sheep mnst have occurred before the 1~: :f May, 1854; and that

of females in those classes before the 1st of November, 1853.

That of boars and sows must have occarrei before the 1st of

October. ISoi All animals condemned by the jury as being too

fat will be excluded. The first prizes for cattle; sheep, and pigs
will be accompanied In each case by a gold medal: the second
prizes by 3 silver medal: and the other prizes by a bronze
medal. "The show will last from the 1st to the 9th of June,
daring which period the French authorities will take charge of

the animals and supply them with food. The French Govern-
ment will pay the expenses from the frontiers to Paris, attending
the conveyance of all stock sent from foreign countries. The
reception of animals for the show will close at 2 pjl. on June 1st.

The public exhibition will take place on the 5th and 6th of June.
The entry of animals for the show will close on May 24.

The appointment of a deputation from the Society to

the Agricultural Meeting of France was then suggested,

and referred to the ensuing Monthly Council.

Laboukebs' Cottages.—Miss Banister, of Steyning,
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transmitted to the Society several models of cottages

for labourers, with statements referring to their con-

struction and peculiar advantages, for which the thanks

of the Council were ordered. Mr. Slaney, at the request

o" the President, undertook to inspect these models,

and to report upon them to the Council.

Production of Bciter.— Prof. Way read to the

Council a letter addressed to him by Mr. Horsfall, of

Barley Hall, near Otley, on the amount of cream and

butter he obtained in his dairy by the particular

n a agement of his cows. This communication led to

tie expression of much dive:g:ty of opinion on the

conditions under which the production and quality of

n i k is affected. Mr. Horsfall was requested to supply

devils of his management ; and, on the motion of Mr,

Caird, the further discussion of the subject was deferred

until the second Wednesday in May.

Lecture.—Prof. Way's lecture on the Atmospheric

Influence in Reference to Vegetation was arranged to

be delivered on the 25th instead of the 18th of April.

Society of Arts, March 19.-

—

Seivage of London.—
{We add to our last week's report an abridgment of the

addresses on the subject by Mr. Scott, of Liverpool)

and Mr. Paine, of Faraham. Mr. T. Scott said

—

The value of sewage had been carefully ascertained by Prof.

"Way, and amply illustrated by Mr. Lawes, and the result

appeared to show that five-sixths of it was held in solution, and
•one-sixth in suspension. This also was the case of the Edinburgh
sewage water, according to Professor Anderson's analysis, which,
Jiowever, must be noted as much richer in the elements of
fertility; and this analysis confirmed the results of Professor
"Way and Mr. Lawes's investigations, if any confirmation were
required. Now as there was no absolute fixer of ammonia and
of the other valuable elements thus held in solution, enabling us to

secure the above five-sixths of volatile matter in a solid or sedi-

"mentary state, and then let the pure water go free, a pretty
genera! unanimity of opinion was becoming prevalent in favour
of appropriating the whole sewage of London to irrigation, No
one, however, had as yet ventured even to shadow forth a plan
on which this theory was to be carried out in practice, and it,

therefore, appeared premature to launch so much recrimination
as had been done against those the business of whose lives was
remunerative farming for not accepting that which had never
yet been put within their reach. As a practical agriculturist,
farming land mainly for profit, he differed with Mr. Lawes and
with a similar sentiment contained in a letter he held in his hand
from Mr. Telfer, of Ayr. as to the propriety of forcing crops up to a
point at which they become injured, but he was quite willing
to use manure up to the highest point at which it was profitable.

He at the same time was ready to admit, and had good data for
believing, that 10 times the present expenditure of manure could
be profitably employed if it could be obtained in any shape at the
standard price of pure superphosphate of lime, or guano. Mr.
Mechi said that sewage manure could be profitably applied to
cereal crops ; we had no precedent, however, for such a doubtful
practice except on a very limited area of light soils in this
country, or in the rice swamps of Italy, India, and America; in
fact, the great desideratum in connexion with cereal crops here
was how to stiffen and support the straw, not how to turn it into
a weak aquatic reed. Just ask any farmer—he would not even
stipulate for an intelligent farmer but one possessed of only the
•ordinary instinct of his kind— if he would like to have the fall of
rain over his Wheat fields throughout the year doubled or
quadrupled, and yon would have a sound solution of the. problem
as to applying liquid manure (o Wheat crops generally. Few
of us would like to miss Mr. Mechi's presence from these meet-
ings, and from Tiptree farm at his annual gatherings, but if he
persisted in the practice of applying liquid manure to grain crops,
his legitimate field of operations was not Essex, with its 130
rainy days in the year, but Italy, with its 38 (see Capt. Baird
Smith oi» Italian Irrigating), or even the arid sands of Sahara.
In these countries it was a question of irrigation and a crop, or,

no irrigation and no crop. This, however, was seldom the case
with us in this country, and it, therefore, appeared to him super-
fluous to adduce the case of Italy, and other countries, with
their comparatively rainless climates and arid soils, and
where no parallel circumstances existed. The nature and
appropriation of the soil, too, was so entirely dissimilar
that he thought he should do best to confine his remarks
to what existed or was proposed to lie carried out at home in
connection with sewage irrigation. The lowest estimate of the
quantity of land required for the London sewage was made by
Mr. Lawes, and amounted to 20.0C0 acres. He at the same time
confirmed the all but universal opinion that Grass, either natural
or artificial, was the only crop to which liquid manure could be
profitably applied. Now, although London was surrounded by
Grass lands, he could not see that this 20,000 acres could practi-
cally be obtained out of a less area than 40,000 acres, or upwards
of 60 square miles of land—being a larger area than that on
which London stands (and here within parenthesis he would
say that the Italian irrigation was nearly always applied to land
under alternate husbandry). The first question that occurred
-was how this immense tract of land for irrigation was to be
obtained ; were the owners and occupiers voluntarily to combine
to take the sewage, or were they to be compelled under an act of
parliament? He confessed this staggered him. Again, if the
sewage at the rate of 10,000 tons per acre, as proposed by Mr.
Lawes, was thus concentrated on a single district, would not the
nuisance created be greater than that now existing in the
Thames ? Surely, if we were to pay for its removal, we were not
to have an equivalent elsewhere. "Why residential property for
iTiiiles around would be depreciated in lettable and fee simple
value, and its owners would indite the nuisance, as would all

passers by, whether by road or rail, and who would answer for
the consequences? Who would justify the scheme to the general
tpublic, who have no interest in getting cheap bad milk near
town, when they could by rail get better from a distance. It
would be seen, by a letter he should presently read, that two
eminent men, Dr. Sutherland and Professor Simpson, of Edin-
burgh, had reported against the fcetid irrigation of one of the
newest water meadows near that city, and that medical men had
condemned the milk. If, on the contrary, it was attempted to
apportion out the sewage of London in driblets over a wider
expanse of country, Mr. Lawes had shown that it would not pay,
and the chairman had confirmed his calculations. When Mr.
Chadwick said that it could be delivered at a distance of 10 or 15
miles from London, and 150 feet above the level of the dis-
charging sewers, at 2id. per ton, he surely never meant that it
was to be spread over the land—which was the principal item of
C0S

iT
at thflt rate; if so

'
manv individual occupiers of light land

could ppply the sewage with advantage, but not even then at the
'ate of 10,000 tons an acre, as suggested by Mr. Lawes, which
would cost 1C4Z. 35. 4.d. an acre. It could be used more sparingly,
however, and no doubt with a profit to many crops. He had
been in the habit, for 5 or 6 years, of sowing upwards of 100
acres of Turnips annually with Chandler's liquid manure drill,
using about three tons of water or 672 gallons per acre, with
.signal success

;
but he never could get it distributed at less than

about 65. per acre, nor did he expect to do so even, though this
was nearly ten times Mr. Chadwick's price. He agreed with
Messrs. Chadwick and others that Mr. Wickst'eed's estimates of

cost tor trunk drains and pipes tor irrigation were extreme

—

as also his estimate of land required, and which might, to

some extent, be accounted for by bis being an advocate
for solidifying the sewage ingredients. He had, therefore
taken the figures of those who preferred irrigation. Mr. Lawes
valued the ingredients in the sewage of London at 774,5252., and
Mr. F. O. Ward calculated the water with which they were
carried off at 90 millions of tons, Now, if all this sewage
was to spread over 20,000 acres of land, we should have 100 inches
deep over 60 square miles. Imagine such a putrid sea within
sight of the largest and most condensed mass of human beings in
Europe, and then say, if such a thing was likely to be tolerated.

Edinburgh, with its 600 acres, was bad enough in sultry weather,
as he had personally experienced ; but what was it to this I Then
take the case of Edinburgh as to the effect on the animals fed on
sewage Grass. The author of the admirable prize essay on the
farming of the Lothians late'y published in the "Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society" wrote him :
—" Slncepleuro-pveumonia

became so prevalent, the loss from this disease in the Edinburgh
dairies exceeds all belief. During the first year or two, the veter-
inary surgeon was called in ; but as cures were seldom effected, the
butcher has taken hid place. The loss has been so great that

many cow-keepers have been ruined. It is rather suspicious and
against the system of feeding with irrigated Grass, that Mr.
Telfer, at Cunning Park, has been losing an immense number of

cows, and the ventilation of his cow-houses cannot be surpassed,
and cleanliness is most scrupulously observed. It is quite
understood here" ( Edinburgh), " that the experiment at

Myremill has been anything but profitable; and Mr.
Huxtable has, we believe, partly relinquished the practice.

(Authority, Lavergne, the French agriculturist.)" Then
as to the special case of Mr. Telfer, a gentleman wrote:—i' So
great a nuisance is Cunning Park that we have felt the most
offensive smells near 'Alloway Kirk,' distant a mile and a
half. We advised Mrs. Begg, Burns' sister, to indite him for a
nuisance. This she declined dcing; but we believe that other
parties have been threatening a process of this kind." Another
correspondent in Edinburgh, on whom he could rely, said:

—

" The meadows being very near the town (Edinburgh), and being
irrigated to frequently as to produce three or four crops of very
rank grass in the course of the season, were considered a very
great nuisance by the inhabitants in this neighbourhood, and it

was considered a great benefit to the city, generally, when the

improvements connected with the Queen's drive, &c, led to the

practice of so irrigating those nearest town being done away
with. In hot weather, and in certain winds, the smell from these
fields was intolerable, and the grass had the thick, rank appear-
ance of the grass of a crowded churchyard. The smell, and their

insalubrity, affected the rents of the houses exposed to their

influence*. As to the effects of grass produced by them on the
milk or meat of cattle fed with it, I can only say that the general
impression on the part of the public was very much against such
milk and meat."

[Further evidence from the Agricultural Manure Com-
pany and from other witnesses, was adduced ou the

point by Mr. Scott.]

He had one letter from a large rent-paying occupier on the
Duke of Argyll's estate in the west, and with which he was fami-
liar, having resided as his grace's agent upon it, and he stated

that irrigation and horse-feeding were supposed to destroy the
procreative powers of cattle; and added, " The irrigation works
in Ayrshire are looked upon by practical farmers and good judges
with great suspicion, i c, Messrs. Kennedy's and Telfer's. Mr.
Ralston's is upon the gravitation principle, and is most admired,
and considered the most profitable. Indeed, the others are con-
sidered to be the reverse, even though Mr. Telfer sells his milk
at 6d. per Scotch pint; but no one can say without seeing the
honest balance-sheet." In justice, however, to Mi*. Telfer, whose
extensive and exact knowledge of the sciences of chemistry and
physiology, and love of their pursuit, had, he bad little doubt,
been the main instigation to him to undertake his wonderful
operations to illustrate "agricultural possibilities," at Cunning
Park, and with the purest motives to instruct and not mislead

—

in justice to him he (Mr. Scott) should read part of a letter to him-
self, dated the 14th inst. That gentleman said, "I have hurriedly
read Mr. Lawes' paper, delivered at the Society of Arts, and agree
with him in what he says about the advantage of manuring up
to the point at which the plant is injured in its growth. It is

better to put a large quantity of manure on a small area than a
limited supply on a more extended surface, or, if you choose,

better to waste manure than land. I have been acting in this

view in the growth of Italian Eye-grass, and with most satis-

factory results. I believe I could put the whole liquid of my 48
cows in one acre of Italian Kye-grass, not only without doing
injury to the plant, but with a decidedly more profitable return
than if applied to a larger area." It must not, however, from
this be supposed that Mr. Telfer would be able to feed his 48 cows
oft" the acre so manured, for he saw by a report of the Board of
Health that he had always been under the necessity of pur-
chasing not only foreign cake, but home-grown corn and hay to

sustain his cattle under his present system. But even if this

irrigating system were found to be desirable and remunerative,
the cost of carrying it out generally would absorb more than all

the surplus capital of the kingdom. Take the case of the Duke
of Portland, and who can imitate it by sinking 39,000?. on 300
acres. But this proof was entirely wanting up to the present
time, and we had as yet no pecuniary inducement, and certainly
no sanitary one, to adopt the system, and after banishing
the ague by drainage, to bring it back by pestilential irrigation

!

How to render town sewage available to agriculture remained
one of the most urgent, but he feared involved, economical pro-
blems of the day, and the offer of 1000Z. for its solution, by Mr.
S. Brooks, of Manchester, remained unclaimed. But the dis-

coveries that science had made during the last few years left no
man at liberty to dogmatise of the future. In the meantime, he
would venture to suggest that a Commission of two first class

practical agriculturists, aided by a competent chemist and a
hydraulic engineer, might be sent to examine the sewage of con-
tinental towns—see how it was disposed of, if used, and to ascer-
tain the results. Until something of this kind be done, we must,
he thought, be content to obtain for agriculture from our cities

only such solid matter as blood, and, in many cases, night soil, as
we could intercept from the 6ewers, and which the Sanitary and
Sewerage Commissioners might much facilitate; and, afterwards,
we might intercept the sediment by an inexpensive process, which
he purposed recommending to the notice of the Commis-
sioners. Our present information leads to the conclusion: 1st.

That precipitation produced an inferior manure, and would
not pay tor preparing; 2nd. That open-drain, foul-water
irrigation would not be tolerated; 3rd. That pipe irrigation

was unsuitable for either low or elevated* clay soils, was
doubtfully remunerative on any, impracticable on a large srale

and would create an indictable nuisance; 4th. Intercepted
solids and settled sediment inexpensively obtained seemed, then,

the only residue we could secure out of this mine of liquid wealth.

It was a scientific mistake to suppose that this water, or any kind
ofmanure containing by analysis the elements of fertility required,

was, per se, adapted to all soils ; for in many cases we required to

alter the mechanical texture of the soil by bulk—hence sewage
as rich as that of Edinburgh might injure a clay soil, whilst the
poorest solid manure might produce a beneficial effect. In the
stewartry of Kirkcudbright be had seen land where, afterthe
stones had been gathered off the land, it became unmanageable
and unproductive, and these had to be restored to their original

bed. And in Kent he had seen land, on Sir Percival Dyke's
estate, where flints were obliged to be brought back, for the same
reasons, after having been sold for road metal. So, after all, the

bulk of Mr. Wicksteed's precipitated manure might constitute

its chief value, and thus practically qualify the theory of the

analytical chemists. A few experiments would shortly prove

this, and it was to be regretted that we had no national experi-
mental farm where such experiments could be made, and reliable
results obtained.

[The following are remarks by Mr. Paine, of Farn-
ham : we regret we are unable to give the contributions
of other speakers to this most interesting discussion.]
To the conclusions of Mr. Lawes, that we must measure the

value of manures by their chemical ingredients, he gave his most
hearty assent ; and he thought that the enunciation of the maxfm r

that we should chiefly estimate the worth of manures by refer-
ence to the proportions of nitrogen and phosphoric acid they
might contain, had been of immense service to all those
farmers who had availed themselves of that information. Mr.
Scott had just now alluded to the rank luxuriance of the Edin-
burgh meadows, as an evidence of extravagant liquid manuring,
and had attributed the disease so prevalent amongst the cattle
fed on those meadows to the bad quality of their food ; while Mr.
Caird altogether dissented from this view on the ground that hie
own cattle, receiving a different kind of food, were quite as
severely visited by the epidemic. But whether the rank quality
of the Grass in the Edinburgh meadows predisposed the cattle fed
thereon to the taking of this particular disease or not, still be felt

satisfied that even Grass lands might be over-manured by too large
doses of sewage, so as not to allow it time to form those chemical
combinations with the soil which ProfessorWay had spoken of, and
which he had good reason to believe always took place in the
land before the manure could be healthily assimilated by the
plant, the manure being as it were digested by the soil, and thus
fitted for vegetable use; and if so, it was highly probable that
excessive manuring would produce a growth of crude vegetation
of a poisonous rather than a nutritive character. But, returning
to the uses of the London sewage, it had been generally admitted
during this discussion that the several processes for converting it

into a dry manure were failures, on account of the low chemical
value of their results. To the liquid form of application our
attention was chiefly directed, but from the many practical

difficulties which had been started, he was not very hopeful of a
speedy realisation of the advautages which the theory of the
subject would lead us to expect. In the onset of any such under-
taking, it seemed pretty clear that unless the City of London, for

its own sanitary purposes, lent a strong helping hand to the agri-

culturist, there was not much prospect of so large a scheme
being attempted; there must be, in fact, a combination of both
interests. Now, as to the theoretical value of this London
sewage, we learned from Mr. Lawes' Tables that each
individual in the course of the year supplied about S lbs. of
nitrogen and 4t lbs. of phosphates, which substances would,
if available, be" worth at least 4s. and 3d. respectively, and,
taking the population at 2,500,000, we had a money representa-
tion of 531,2502. per annum. This was supposing there was no
loss of nitrogen in respiration, hut this loss would be more than
compensated by other refuse matters which flowed into the
sewers along with human excreta. Then, again, 80 lbs. of nitro-

gen in the sewage, combined with the accompanying phosphates
and alkalies, would be a most liberal manuring per acre for any

I description of crop; 10 persons produced this quantity, conse-

,

quently 250,000 acres ought to be manured. Such capabilities of
1 manuring, and so large a money value, ought not, and we might
be allowed to hope would not, be eventually lost. The chemist

J

and the agriculturist recognised the value of this sewage, hut
1 they must look to the civil engineer for the means of application.

i

Mr. Way told us, in the early part of the evening, that we were

,
not to expect much advantage from the application of sewage to

the low-lying alluvial lands near the Thames, as they could not

be properly drained for this purpose ; and he (Mr. Way) differed
1 from the opinion of Mr. Lawes, and many others, in thinking that

it might be advantageously used for cereal crops; and he stated

\
that he had arrived at this conclusion from the facts which he
had discovered in his investigation of the absorbent properties of

[

soils, and, therefore, especially recommended the use of sewage
i prior to the crops being sown. He (Mr. Paine) would be able to

adduce a few facts presently, illustrative and confirmatory of

Mr. Way's views, which, he considered, had a most important
,
bearing upon the useful application of liquid manure. He fully

' believed that the metropolitan sewage might be beneficially

used as a manure to every crop, provided due regard were
: paid to the time and mode of distribution, and provided
always that the land were, either naturally or artificially,

1

drained, so as to ensure a porous subsoil manure. For his
! own part he would fearlessly place the sewage upon the

i
soil destined for root crops at any convenient time, before

' as well as after the plants came up. And here be could

not but refer to Mr. Caird's valuable remark, that if sewage, or

!
even water alone, could be obtained when wanted, at the prices

I

stated by some of the speakers, it would prove a great boon in

certain dry seasons in saving the crop of upland hay, and in

! starting the young root plants. Mr. Paine would now detail a

|

few facts which had recently occurred on his own farm, which

|

would tend to prove the soundness of Mr. Way's opinions relative

; to the possibility of successfully using liquid manure for corn

j

crops, if placed upon the land .at the proper time. I." A field on
a gravelly soil, resting upon chalk, was manured, in September
1S53, with about SO00 gallons of liquid per acre, from the farm-

yard tank. It was sown in the beginning of November, with
! Payne's "Defiance Wheat," the same sort that the Rev. S.

Smith, of Lois Weedon, sowed in his experimental crop of last

year. It was a rather coarse variety. The rick being the

produce of this field was threshed out in the autumn, the crop
was 64.J bushels per acre, and was sold for 181. per load of 40

bushels. The crop of straw was fully 3 tons per acre. 2. Part
of another large field of a similar geological character

had been in Italian Rye-grass for three years previous to

the spring of 1853, and during this period it had occa-

sionally been liberally dressed with strong tank manure. It

was sown, late in the spring of 1853, with Wheat, and the whole
field was much blighted. Last year, 1S54, the field was sown with
Oats, and the part which had previously been manured with the

liquid grew the strongest crop of Oats he ever saw. The crop of

the whole field was a good one ; indeed, the average growth of

Oats on his farm was upwards of 13 quarters, but this portion of

about 3 acres greatly surpassed any other. The straw stood fully

6 feet high. 3. Another instance was on Hops, in a field adjoin-

ing another farmyard, in which there were spots where the chalk

subsoil was faulty near the surface, and which were naturally

less fertile than the rest of the field. Upon these spots in the

winter time, when of course there was no growth in the plant, the

liquid from the manure tank was pumped. This happened

during two successive winters, and the result was the bringing of

these poorer spots of land to the average fertility of the whole

garden. He, Mr. Paine, regarded these " facts from the fields
"

as highly confirmatory of his friend Professor Way's researches

in the laboratory, and he could confidently recommend them to

the attention of his brother farmers, and he hoped they might
tend to lead others to make similar experiments, as it was mani-

fest that the safe application of liquid manure to the cereal crops

had a most important bearing on the sewage question. He would

only add another word in conclusion. Some of his friends who
had visited his farm might ask him why he had partially discon

tinned the use of liquid manure. His answer was, that with the

aid of Mr. Way he had discovered an inexhaustible supply of

soluble silica on his estate. It was a porous rock, similar, in

many respects, to charcoal, especially in its deodorising and
absorbent characters. He, therefore, now ground this rock into

powder, and the liqui<rimanure from the tanks was absorbed by it.

This enabled him to give all his root crops a moist seed bed of

highly stimulating properties. It might seem curious that he

thus fell back upon manures obtained by absorption, the making
of which from sewage he deprecated at the commencement of his

remarks. But, then, let it be remembered, that the manufactory

was on the farm, and, therefore, the cost of carriage constituted

very trifling expense.
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Miscellaneous.

C/uano. A Return " of nil the Guano imparted into

tho United Kingdom in oucli of the yearn from 11152

to VIM, inclusive ; distinguishing the quantities im-

ported from euch Country rcHpectively.'"

{JoimriuKB

rsoM

Which IHPOBTED.

QtJAKTITJIfB Off Gl/AXO
Jmi-oiii iui INTO TUB
Uniticii KINGDOM
IN TH1B YKAflH

1882. 18B8. 1851.

Tons. Toim. Tons.
i.wi
7,ct:i 850 3,187

1,868

700 051
117 882
182 2 1,602

OM oh:i 608
1,575 868 112
D82 888 686

u in 6,828 4,248
0,218 1,068

88,208 106,812 221,747
7,282 2,200 i in

178 601

1,888 4,840 1,7711

129,882 IS), Kill •
i . I l 1

West Count of Africa

British Possessions in South Africa

Kmturn Count of Africa

China
IlrltUh Wont India TuIandH

United HlaLoH of America
Brazil
Oriental Republic of tbe Uruguay ...

BueilOH Ayrus, or Ai'Kuntlnu Republic
Chill

Bolivia
Pom
Patagonia
Falkland Inlandn

Other Placos

TotalH of the (Juantlllmt Imported

Office of tho IDBpcctor-General of Imports nwl

Exports, Custom K0U8O, London, March 17, 1855.

John A. Messenger, .Impedor- General of Imports and
Exports.

Calendar of Operations.—•>--

MARCH.
WKBT Snssrcx, March 2(5.—Wo have now got near to the end of

March, when we usually have tho fields assuming their cheerful

croon but Hits yoar every kind of vegetation is very backward
;

and wo find our Turnips disappearing rapidly and nothing

coming to supply thoir place. The weather for tho past few days

has been very cold, and tho frost at night sharp, and Grass has

hardly begun to change its dull wintry aspect, so that if a change

of mihlor weather docs not soon come wo shall hardly know
which way to turn. Wo must now put the sheep upon a limited

allowance of Swedes, and make up with cake or other artificial

food with hay, and for tho latter the consumption is unusually great

for this time of tho year, for generally before this time they give

up eating hay. On all sides we hear that tho Swedes are rotting,

in Homo cases more than half tho crop ; and we shall now have an
opportunity of testing the merits of those sorts that are said to

stand any winter; for any that stand such a winter as we have
had may he depended upon for any ordinary season. But there

aro other circumstances to take into account. Wo iind that the

same sorts have stood welt on some land, and given way on
others ; and generally, where the land was free of stones, they
have stood best: perhaps the stones may have damaged them
when compressed by the frost, while in tho soft land they have
not boon bruised so much. But, on tho whole, we do not think
that roots have beon healthy at all; for all stock has done
badly upon them from first to last. Tares and Rye have stood

well, hut do not come on fast; and the young Clovers are ex-
tremely weak, and make us doubt whether to leave them, or
plough them up, to sow something else; but Triloliura

looks well, and oven one line day would change it much.
Wheat got very much cut up, hut is now recovering,

and may bo pronounced in a fair way. The lambing
season has passed over favourably, and young lambs are
now coming into the market, but they are mostly of the
Leicester or horned breeds; there haveHot yet been any pure
Downs shown. Barley sowing is hardly begun; and many are

sowing Oats, though we consider it somewhat late for that crop.

Thero is yet nothing done in preparing for the Turnip crop, but
we are never allowed to forgot that tho time for that is coming;
for tho applications from the farmers' friends— I mean the manure
sellers—aro becoming numerous, and there is no difficulty in

meeting with that respectable manor his agent with whom, in

all treatises on manure, we are advised to deal exclusively. Who
is not respectable? Of course all are if we take their word for

it, and we must do so until wo prove it otherwise, for that is the

principle of English law. But then the proof is established

with costs ; and is it not the most ridiculous thing in existence

to see a good old farmer listening to the plausible argu-
ments of some clever- tongued agent for some celebrated nostrum?
Surely, respectable men will bestir themselves and enlighten
their own judgment so that it will act as their guide, instead of
being led by the nose, and fleeced by well-known " respectables,"

as they have been. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Statistics : We have received a valuable paper

on this subject from Mr. Lack, of (he statistical department of
the Board of Trade, which we are unfortunately obliged to
postpone for a week.

Books: O. We do not know a work specifically ou the law of leases.
Bayldon on "Rents and Tillages" refers, we think, to the sub-
ject; and Low ou "Lauded Property" has a useful chapter on
that topic.

Churn: Constant Subscriber. The churn made, we think, by
Robinson, of Lisburn, in which the milk is treated pretty much
as rags in the paper mill, travelling round and round in an
elliptical tub, divided longitudinally into two divisions, in
one of which the agitator is placed, while in the other any
vessel may be put filled with water of the requisite temperature.

Coltsfoot: Omega. Pull the flowers before they seed, and cut up
the plant, lifting as much of the root as possible, whenever the
leaves appear. " Patience and perseverance overcome all diffi-

culties."

Cream : J. A. GUI. You can easily sell any quantity. Cream
of ordinary thickness can he bought wholesale in Loudon,
so we are told, for 2s. a quart ; but of course it varies in price
according to thickness. Milk sells wholesale for about Is. lOd.
per barn gallon of 17 pints. Cream -would not stand a long
railway journey, we fear.

'Economic" Manure: A Subscriberfrom 1S41. The character of
this manure was fully described "hi last year's volume. We
do not advise you to buy it

!

Field Peas : S. Cotton. You have no doubt already answered
the question for yourself. The crop has either already shown
thatit has recovered or the plants are plainly dead.

Guano to Oats : A C. Apply it mixed with mould at auy time.
and harrow it in. If spread broadcast without mixture, you
had better wait till the seed has well brairded, and harrow it in
after a shower of rain.

Lucerne: Inquirer. 12 inches intervals are enough.
"Weight of Italian Rye-Grass Seed: Messrs''. Vritmmond, of

Stirling, write to us that their mention of 2S1b*. as the weight
of a bushel of Rye-Grass referred to the common perennial
kind; the greatest weight they have known of Italian Rve-
Grass was 22 lbs. per bushel, and the ordinarv weight of that
seed in their experience has been from 1-1 lbs. to 16 lbs. per

< bushel.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY M'CLASHEN'S PATENT.
^/I K. M'GLASHEN >h now prepared to supply
J Apparatus or give Estimate* on to the rate at which be

will safely and expeditiously transplant Treed orBbrubsof any
dimension!! In ony part of the United Kingdom*

Csaonmllll Bridge, Edinburgh,

SCYTHES.
BOYD'S PATENTSELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHES

may be had ol the Manufacturers, William Dray & Co.,

Bwan Lane, London; and of all Ironmongei nod

liberal allowance I" lit'- tl "I"

WARNER'S IMPROVED UqUb -MAM
I 1,

ok OENEBAL PORTABLE PI MP,

The valve Is a ball of Imperlsbabis
material, and cam ol 1 log In *' Uon,
Tba barrel in of galvanised Iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raise* 1

lowered at pleasure. 1 b< legs win fold

together, and the siiols may be
on shoulder toany pond ortanli required.

Price of 44 in. Pump, with leg

Tii" barrel (s 27j In. long, and the legs
are h ft. high.

14 inch Gutta Pen be Bat lion Plpi

\n. ad, per foot.

if, inch Flexible Rubber and
But tlon Pipe, 8 , 82, pi 1 fool

May be obtained ol any Irom
or Plumber In town or country, nt the

above prices, or of tbe Patenta
Manufacturers, John VVabui b

8, Crescent, Jewin Street London,
Every description 'if Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Will Pumps, Ac; alao

Fire and Garden Engines, <fcc. -Bngravlngfl sent on application .

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farm«, f'.t-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length ofBarrel,
ofBarrel under nose, £ *. d.

iiAln.Khort1ft.7in. / Pitted for lead, \ 1 l'J

2J „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percba, 1 US

3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ ( or cast Iron 2 12

8J „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, 2 18

A „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ I os required. ]3 60
2i „ short, with 15 feet of Lend Pipe

attached, and I tolls and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

MANCERj RACK, x water-trough as one fi/ture
I Hi r.h.

ClOTTAM >m» HALLEN, the original inventors,
' obta

merit. tO Which all lb« »re adaptiy)
by Pateol * method satf&tlj new of »••*/

balter-welght and rein from tbe bad
' plate, alio*

noiseless In opt ration, add m
enitmce when *t r«-«t, a* llkcwlaa, from

Ing tbe liability >

1
.

COT1 M 1 '. HKLLKI' MA SOKI
1 ana utility; •

'cleanly In appearance, durable, -

manufactured Plain, U
Surface Drain, with Safety Covura,
Pumps, 1 iUlngs, Gutta

I

and li 1

Stock, /i

and ev«-ry •:•

Cast Iron lldlng and oil

and Horticultural Implement*, lr<m •
mental, 11

1 ilea and Catalogues on application t'< Coffrj aA I

2, WInaley Sir Street

WARMING AND VEKTTLATI5G.

The short barrel Pump is very com
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at tbe above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

2J. 19s.. to bold
10 gallons.

9 Larger sizes

in wood or iron.

May be ob-

tained of any
Ironmonger or
Plumber in

town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any

depth to any height by Steam. Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent ou application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5rf. to Is. 3d. per lb.

TOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,
t) London. Manufacturers of FIRE "ENGINES, PUMPS
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES

1*

FREDERICK PHILLIPS' PATENT.
HPHE PRIZE PULPING MACHINE of Uu
-I Agricultural Boclety'i Show, held at I

Of all the P11'; ea which ar*: b
j 'i • n!y one wbich the Royal Agricultural fcoctety or-
"breaking tbe roots well,"—all bertlBed m atii

wrruU, juat published, page 978, *
" Diminishing the Qua in Fattening I M
490), and the great braggadoda " No Other," advertl**': -

tried against that ofF. P. and others, waanot placed at

all, in fact w«s " now .

1". P. is happy to inform Ms numerous applicant I

. that be has greatly simplified its construction Triibwit

affecting Its effii

To be bad of the Pateictek, Brandon, SoflMk; of Mr. Jakes
! "Woods, Implement 3Ianufactory. Slowmar-
i
London Agents, Mr. William Dbat Si Co., Swan Lai.'

Thames Street; or of Mr. Medwoeti:, Imphmtnt Department,
1 Baker Street. Bazaar.

Price, with boarded floor, BI. 10#.; do. without do ., 61.

OOKER'S PATENT VENTILATORS admit para
' air without cold or draught. The cheapest arrangement yet

introduced.— Particulars may be obtained of the InrenWr and
Manufacturer, Bkwam -op-Thames.

u

Brass Syringes, 9*. to its.

All articles of Joitn Warner & Sons' manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at
the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to

himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens. Hothouses,
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c
Sheets of Engravings sent on amplication.

\T0ORFS PATENT VENTILATOR, for every
-* ' Description of Farm-Baildings,Conserv-
Warehouses, Market-houses, BelL-tcnets, also for Venti:

.

Shafts. &c.
These Ventilators are fitted to side-sl*p3 of wood will

levers, iron flanges, and brass screws, with rcngh plate, . 1

sheet glass, at 4s. per foot super. 2s. Set. extra for necessary
fittings to each Ventilator. If with brass levers in plac.'

4s. per pair extra. It is presumed the accompanying drai
a Greenhouse will show tbe advantages obtained';indepe_
a most perfect system of Ventilation, by admitting any amount
of fresh air and distributing equally over the plants, &c^ and at
the same time emitting the vitiated;, viz-, a much neater 1

ance, and an uninterrupted vi^-w of tbe whole interior,

houses at Mr. James Veitch, Jnn., F.

Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch & Sons. Nursery, E-
flfessxs. Perry, Nursery. Banbury ; and the Plessr-re Gr:
Hampton Court PaUc-?; having been fitted with the
with perfect success, the Patentee lias obtained perr__-

to the above places all parties desirous of seeing the san;.
These Ventilators Lave been applied to ma"

houses, Conservatories, &c, but they are not pnbli -

to avoid giving unnecessary trouble. Fifty-

lators. o K. square (34 ou the r

been fitted at Her Majesty's Saltpetre Works, Waltham -

the success of which has been proved by the fact, that

is crystallsed in little more than half tbe ti prev

j
light and ventilation obtained by tbe ac:r- "

utflal --.

BIoobk's double-current Vetiii '- &c
5 for every description of apartment, from tl

j
to the Palace. Stained and Ornament.:... [centred. Tn

J

taking the size, the exact opening should be given.

I "idth distinctly. Tariff Prices of th* :rii ary
VentilatDTS maybe had en arr

- >es. Packing cases allowed fhll price when returned free.

N.B.—These Ventilators can be readily fitted :: ~m a
already erected, by removing the entire sasbes and fixizc the
Ventilators in their places,

Peefi ::os ik jxl Case; Gcaeaszssi .

Church. TurreL Musical and House Clock M^ktr?. m tl I rds

of the Admiralty, the Hon. Board of Ordnazce. the —

—

China. &c
ion: SI. Fleet Street, London.—Mannfacrrv. 5:

W:r>?. ClerkeuweR.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Hoad, Chelsea,

^3^Ef£
': ::;i" tlii

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
metit and Hothouse Works, J?~7^ ' ' "" """.%:

King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive varietyofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c, j

erected, and in full operation, *

combining all modern improve- -
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits, Mi-nrr
affording both top .^352?
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
<3oes not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may he
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application

to John Weekb & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES X LIGHTS.

"--. -vc; :-- -

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the countie s in England.

OTEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracechurch Street,^ London, and 17, New Park Street, Southwark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or
Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot "Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars
furnished on application.

G ALVANISED WIRE NETTING for GAME and
SHEEP FENCING, AVIARIES, PHEASANTRIES, &c.

2 inch Mesh, light, 6d. per lineal yard, 2 feet wide.

„ strong, 8d. „ „
Netting of any size or quantity, and Fencing of all kinds, sup-

plied on the shortest notice,—William Dray & Co., Manufac-
turers, Swan Lane, Upper Thames Stre et, near London Bridge.

t > ALVAMSED W1KE GAME GETTING.—W1KE
Id. per Yard, 2 Feet Widb.

„ Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide ... 7d. per yd. hd. per yd.
2-inch „ strong „ ... 9 „ 6£ „
2-inch „ extra strong,,

lf-inch „ light „
lji-iuch „ strong „
l§-inch „ extra strong,,

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.

per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Mauufactured by Barnard & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

12 „ 9
8 6
10 8
11 11

pHEAP WIRE GAME* POULTRY WETTING,
V^ 5d. per running yard.
GALVANISED DITTO, Id. per running yara, 2 feet wide.

Galvanised.
24 in. wide, 2 in. mesh, Id. per yard. .

30 in. „ 2 in. „ dd. „
36 in. „ 2 in. „ 10$d. „
48 in. „ 2 in. „ Is. 2d. „
Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, <.

Not Galvanised.
... 6(f. per yard
... 6R „
... na. „
... lOd. „

. per square foot, made
to any size for the same proportionate price. This article was
shown at the Great Exhibition, where it was so much admired
for its light and durable appearance, and acknowledged to be the
cheapest and best article of the kind ever offered. Extra strong
Wire Sheep Netting, 3 feet high, Is. Gd. and 2s. 3d. per yard.
Also every description of Flower Trainers, Dahlia Rods, Garden
Arches, Bordering, Flower Stands, Tying Wire, Trellis Work
Invisible Wire Fencing, Hurdles, and every description of Wire
Work for Horticultural purposes.—Illustrated Catalogues of
Patterns forwarded, post free, on application to T. H. Fox, City
of London Wire Work and Iron Fence Manufactory, 44, Skinner
Street, and 6 and 8, Snow Hill, London.

HALL'S GARDEN NETTINGS ; the best and
cheapest for all purposes of shelter and shade from Frost,

Hail Storms, and Gales of Wind. No. 0, bd. ; No. 1, 5Ad.; No. 2,

6d. ; Nos. 3 and 4, Id. All 56 inches wide, and in lengths; of.

10, 20, 30, and 60 yards.—Manchester.

^PANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
J- Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of
fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, 14s. ; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s. Scrim
Canvas, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

WILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S STEEL DIGGING
FORKS are warranted equal, and by many are considered

superior, to any in use. Three Tine Forks, 4s. 6d. each ; Four
Tine Forks, 5s. 6d. each. A liberal allowance on Wholesale Orders.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

^^^ near London Bridge.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.
A/I ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
1VX Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and TooIb are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eitiht postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, and 52, Little Britain, London.
CAUTION.

Pabkes' Steel Digging Forks and Draining Tools.—
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are
now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as those
manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured.by me is stamped with my trade mark " J. P.," and that
Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application seud Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parkes & Co.
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INGLIS and CHISHOLM, Charles Street, Garratt,

llano] tor mako SI'l AM ENGINES for Agricultural and

,thor nurnonei ho bonl quality at n roiwonfiblo pita.—Addro»n
N.u.irf A- ( iiioi.m, (' 'I'-i SJ i. flarrntt, mmMmtr.r.

/ ill A l-'I-'-M Af:ll INKS am. COKN-CHUSIIKHS.—
\J All thonc Machines OJtomplliy, In tllb most iiatlalttclon

mimm-i- tlio hl<rh ilogrco of perfection I" whldi RICHMOND
and < M f A N I ' I . i'. I

.' liavo attained I" tlio manufacture of Agrlcul

tural [mplomontsjand Hi" reconl Improvement made upon tliolr

various i.'ImiIFMmMiii'm i"»l Coi'h->Crunllo>n (artleldfl for tlio pro

,in,.ti if which HiIh lirm hafc-long booh Juntly celebrated) are of

ili.i highest) value in tlio economical preparation of food for

cattle -Addroflfl Richmond' & CnANinvnui Salford, Manchester;

mill Boutli Jolm Street, iilverpnnh Catalog i i:''ni 1 1.

WEEDS ON WALKS.
MK. PLEMING'S WEEDING on SaI.tiw;

MAC1IINK VOll OHAVEL WALKS, OOUKT YAKliM,

,Vc, manufactured and Hold by Ai.kxani.kii Biiadxh & Hon, Ar-

,,,,,,(1,, I
-.1 l,n lill. ,

h'»,,| vvhiilil iMll'licllllll'l Mill. |i|i. Ii V ln-llllll.

Gl A/INC Willi OR WITHOU I TIM IV

EDIiNOIl, PATENT HoTHOllgB Works, Kiii^'m KoiicI,

. Chelsea. Printed Prloo Lists suppllod on application,

BRITISH SHEET HI.ASS FOB HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES (15 nil.) of good i|iiallt.y, In bbtfOfl of

ICO fret onoll. Sizes from 7 in. by fi In., I» II in. by 7 In
,

i.t I4»i

,„., box: '.i
1

, in. My 7* In., in In. by Kin., and loj In, by hj in., at

18l, per ii"*. fin 21 "/, nl If. per box extra.) I ger slzoa In

stock, of Hi "/.., 2d, per foot; 21 oz,> M. per l"»t, Boxen

obarged 2s, eaob, and returnable al tlid Haroo price. If delivered

free, CRYSTAL WHITE GLASS, Crown and Si t Ohusln
Orates, British and Patent Plate, Ac, &c. Wblto Load, Oils,

I'm pontlno. Col p

fl| &0,
(I. l.'Aii.M ! ,t- Son, MM, SI. .Inlin SI n-i- I. Wi-Ml Sinil blli-ld,

OLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETL15Y and CO. supply lli-oz. SHEET OLASS,
oi Hi-iiiiib MSitiu.faotu.rQ , at priced varying from 2d, to irf.

per square foot, I'm- the usual Blaofl required, many thousand im-i

of wluoli are IcBpl n-miy Hacked for Immodlrttcdellvbry.
Hutu of Prices ami l-'.i-.llniHtiMi forwArfletl oil application, for

rATlONT ItiHHill PLATE, THICK CROWN iilass.ijlass
tills and SLATESj WATER-PIPES, I'Uui'AdATiNO
OLASSKS, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and CLASS SHADES,
to .Iamks Mim.iiv aV.Co-.r8K, Soho Square; London.

Son <:,n;lrijrr.i' Chrome!? ti|-nl Snlimliiv In ,-af-ti month.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have tlie pleasure to

band tliolr present reduced prices of Class for Cash :—
SHEET SQUARES.
In r.oxos of 100 feet.

by -I, and fij by ii £0 12s. Orf,

7 „ 5, - 7?

8 „ 1

9 „ 7, — 0(
10 „ 7, 10 by 8

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at 19.«. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding40 inches long.

16 oz. from 2W. to 3ld. | 21 oz. from S.jrf. to i\d.

2Goz. from bid. to7j<£

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or
Crates of 800 feet, 2Jd. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY
as WE supply to Mr. Rivkrs, and of various dimensions, always
on hand,

Ponble-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.
GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

} of an inch thick £1 17s. 6(7. per case of 50

VV „ 2 13 „ 60

i „ 1 17 G „ 60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and CeeGlasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps-, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornumeiits, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Urushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Eisbopsgate Street
Without, London.

FOREICN AND ENCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgatk Stueet, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivehs and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4^ in, ...

7* „ &h
8? „ «4 /

74, 10 by C I
3/

14

16

6i ,. 4*
Ik „ 5J
8* „ 6-t

y* 11 7*
104 „ Si
12 , 9
10 , 10
11 „ 10
11 , 11
12 . «
13 . 11

13 1 12
13* , 18*
16* , 134

7 , 6
8 , 6
9 7
10 . 8
11 > 9
13 , 9
10* , 10*
11* ,

10*

, 1Uin
12* 11*
134 , , 11*
13*

,
12.4

14*
,

1SJ

... 12s Oi.

... 12 fi

... IS

... 13 6
... 13 <;

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 16

... 16

... 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21* by 13*, 164 hv 14J, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 16, at ISs. per 100 leet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Tlitto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
DUto „ 2 „ ... Si „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roush, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
-and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY.—
The Managers beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

Farmers, Gardeners, &c., that their new List of Prices may be
had free on application at the Company's DepOt, 296, Oxford
Street, London.
PLATE. CROWN, and SHEET WINDOW'GLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE 'for Roofing Con-

servatories, Halls, and Public Buildings.
Coloured and Ornamental Glass.
CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, and
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-

head's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for Dairies, Green-
houses, Stables, &c; Glass Milk Pans.'Pails, Tests, and Measures;
Cream Pots and Syphons; Churns, Butter Tests and Slabs; Tiles
and Slates; Bee Ilives, &c.

Aquariums, Fern Shades, Propagating Glasses, Fruit Pro-
tectors, Preserve Jars, Cucumber Tubes, Hand Lights, Flower
Vases, Labels, &c, and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,
Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass.

NOTICE. To Li
. Ill -. TO Dl i

. i iikii;

i
i

. i , riot ,.
,

A/.-.

Alnriw iuhI beautiful choice ol F01 1

I
ii. i RES, \ '. i.

,
M i

,
i i

' ' i i .

for wale, ai. 7-1, liorougli Itoad, .'•>•. In '

reduced pi-Icon,

MAW'S ENC-aOSTJC TII.K 1-a VI.mi.;. i
.-. form

destructible and bi.-i-
"

ordinary Hoprlng, i ill Ii
l

- OIK loth I
-

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
1819,

'| '" BE LE'I H, immediate \nmemum, the

P»tln

and Ht<* i

.,,„j , r,
well wortl

Intranco iinii-i, Va <

' ' ' on ervi toi l<

Maiv .t Co, send ftiui ol - pc thelrflooli ol Di

I,, pi ice and iitylo foi ovory dcAirlptli •• ol Building. ;

VVmkii, Rroiioloy, Balop.

D BANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Ilortloulturliitii and all Interested In lerdeni

an- Invited to examine Kl-.A NL, I • I: A V - n CO oxlcnslvc

Stock ol '• VRDEN1 10 i rn.'-lNH imi-li Hi i

London-made Garden Englnos and Syrlogon, C'olebrool Dali

I Ihi-iIi-ii Sentil and Clinil'H,

t»tlon.

'I'O BE U
I

fl

'I O BE l.l.'l ON I.I.V-I., for;. T.r„, I:

nth, * hltfl.i v

AvoruncatorH
Axes
Bugging [looks
Bills [torrtfl

Borilorn, vai loufl pat

Botanical Boxoa
Brown's Pntoni Fu

<
, iiin< |

' ; I'm mlan Plcl <
i

1
1-

1

. i m Potato Foi !-
-

Ornpe Qntlierors and Pi unli I

Oravol Rakei nnd
Sloven

3roonl no Doors
mi. I I'jihih;

mlgator [tiirumonti ETommorfl
Ch io! Pruning in [land pflnitt F/amcfl
I Lir.v i;uk(

Intihl, ,

Doi i.
-

i
iid :

Draining Tools
Edging Ironu and

BTioarA

Flower Soli i oi

„ Stands in \\ In
i

mill iron
PomIgators
Galvanic Borders and

Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs nnd!

Seats

„ Loops
,, Hollers

„ Scrapers

Knives, . .

Saws
HclHH'ITH

'

Ra) - -I' it rirlety one ai

COH ',
wiih Market mid lullwuy faellli

vlfwr nri<) tr<^t %$p\y v> hk%% I

To

S CCUMTY, IRELAND.

,»ndr>i.MI,-N[; LASljH

Reaping Hooks
Scythes
. [rtho •

' n
-

Shears, various
Bleklc

.

Sickle Saws
Spades and I n

Spnds
BwlUh i fool i

Thistle Hooks
Tiiiiinjiliintiii; !

Trowels
Turfing Iimil:

Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Honks
Wheelbarrdws
YoutliH' S<!tof Tools

T" BE l.l-l, with im„,.;
I

I . V. I I . I

.

.,! ( ',i

,

t'.WIi

I

I
;

i
,

.
. i |

ft liit]"

contain H In*.*
Ded i Kluhen, and «il m
atUobed an two large
walled-ln garden, w*-il stocked

prfaie 'I'inlity, vail weiend

'i<iifi and '

it nan! a long lei e • III be gl

'
i ;.jy tO JO

Belflj Id

Terrace, Lean
In iin: uoi r the i-*nd«.

iinv ICnlvi

Horticultural Ham
mors ntifi Hatchet*

IToes of every pattern
Hotbed Handles
Ladloa' Sot of Tool i

LanelS, viirloiiH pat-

tOi hi, In /Anc, l*or

celalfl) Ad
Linos and Reels
MinkluK Ink.

Mattocks
Monographs
Metallic Wire
Miitnh Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Mncliinos

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. nro sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
l'KRMANKNT LABELS, flnntples of which, With their IIIiih-

trated List of IlnrtiotiHunil Tools, can he sont, poat paid
partofthe Dpited Kingdom. AlBttrWholesale and Retail Agents numerous PItsj

f

rramee7&cT Tlw, Zwifr,w
lorSAYN()U ,

Scelobrated PRUNING KNIVBS^^jwcIurively and to capableo/bci itmadS

w*AS

rr

r |" BE SOI D. l.y private treaty, a NURSERY
-1 ;m<] PLAN! BUS! . The
Proprietor of tble old-) suwfUfaerto
retIro>ani tne Stock and Good-will. The Tmrntrj ctaa-
prlsee about 20 arret of ground, and about 15 Ism and oom-

[o any modlous Stove, Greenhousej arid Propagating uouaes^ wStit

by the first Gardeners In the United Kingdom.—DEANE, 1>K AY,
& CO. (Opening to the Mnnnment) , London Bridge.

one o/ttm best pro 'JcUin
a flourishing condition^ being young, L^atUiy, and in good salt-

pots, &c, in boxes or iuu each. The zmc Labels are
highly approved of for their lasting durability, can be written

ft P7"'^tion of more n
. it who!

upon with the greatest ease, and when dry a permanent inscrip- gj!?l
ho

.

USC8
*

i

Hon is secured. Directions are sent with each box, including
bottle of metallic ink.—Sole Agents in London, Messrs. Dkask,

implement Warehouse, 46, King

land, houses, &c,
jratifim to grant a long lease to his successor or swxzwtrr, and at
least onc-h'rff of Uu purchase money could remain
common interest. The business has been carried on with great
success by the present proprietor, which partly contribute? to hl.i

retiring from the buSinesv, None but principals and Ujnd Jlde
purchasers will be treated with.—Apply to Mr. William E.
Resole, Union Road, Plymouth.

Duay & Co, Hortlcult
William Street, London 1

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSti who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at preaent made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such eqHal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer -can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spnde,and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock,
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through Uy
to give a fall from the middle of the niuli towards the sides. T'O BE SOLD, a ZEBRA BULL, and TWO COWS
r
T
n^T

S
r

1

^iP,'n«
rfl

^TnT^%fr?--
t" ratti

, ^V"5
,

ror &*R-^? A heavy in calf, all bought at The lat* KnoVsley Sale,25/. the
'- three—Apply to 6. F. > D ifleld.

TpO/BE SOLD, & paJr of young PEA-FOWL* in

TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, a great bargain, a Large VINERY,
about 100 feet long by 22 feet deep, consisting of 48 top

lights and 24 front Hashes, with wrought-iron nprigbut, and iron

,

rods to train the Vines to; two glass ends, and two glass divi-

,

sions with pulleys, &c. Sec., complete. The lights are 3-inch

;

stun", and in very excellent condition. The whole to be sold a
bargain, as it must be cleared in a short time.—Apply within

Vegetation one week to Mr. Bird, Florist, Green Lanes, Stoke Xewington,
London. Such a chance may never occur again.

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and "all- bi her situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid 1 in
winter equally well as in summer.

M.innnictiirer« of the Cement, J. B. White & Beotuers,
Milbank Stiver, Westminster.

-L splendid plumage, price Three G nine**.—Mr. Josh. Newjuy,
Chesterton Farm, n^ar Ciren

hPRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC- ^TO BE SOLD, BUFF COCHIN CHICKENS, from
JL TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES, * first-class Prize Birds, Brahma PootraChidEens,from Imported
BRUSHES, NETTING. HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB- American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens. Also some very
STITUTK, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both
in England and America «t the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloab, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,

London.

TO NURSERVMEN AND GARDENERS

R El GATE SILVER SAND, \s. 6d, per bushel or
16s. per ton, delivered to any of the London wharfs or rail-

ways, or within a circuit of five miles. Peat and Loam of excellent
quality. Sacks charged cost price—Kenxard, Brothers, Swan
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Fuller's Earth Works, Chart Lodge, Reigate, Surrey.
N O T I C E— S 1LVER SAND.

GAWKROGER and HYNAM bejr to inform the
Nobility and Gentlemen, Gardeners, Nurserymen, Florists,

and Seedsmen, that they are prepared to supply them with the
REIGATE SILVER SAND, which is- known by its superior
whiteness and fine quality, and is much used in the Propagation
and Growth of Greenhouse Plants, dec, It will be sent in fine

bags, and delivered to any of the Railway Carriers, or Wharfs in

Loudon, in not less than £ ton lots of 10 bushels, at the rate of
2?. per ton. Parties requiring lots of 4 tons and upwards can
have the Sand delivered loose or in bags at the Bricklayers' Arms
Station, or within five miles of the same, at a very low price.

—

For further particulars, apply at the Offices of Jasies Gawkroger,
21, Union Street, Halifax,. Yorkshire; and Johx Hyxam, 7.

Princes Square, Wilson Street, Finsbury, London.

good one-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. Wire, Gam*,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Hen-bon^s Chicken
€oops, Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden A rcbes. and every
kind of Wire Work, useful and ornamental.—T. H. Fox's, City
of London Wire Works, 44, Skinner Street, and 6 & S, Snow Hill.

Illustrated Catalogues forwarded post free-

MR. J. W1LLMER will Sell by Auction, at the
Auction Mart, Barholomew Lane, on TUESDAY, April 3,

at 12 o'clock, a choice collection of Carnations and Pico:ees, Pinks.
Dahlias in dry roots, Pseonies, Climbing Roses in p-::

May be viewed-the morning of sale, and Catalogues had at the
Mart, and of the Auctioneer, Sunbury, Middlesex.

TO BUILDERS.
I7ISHERTON ANGER CEMETERY, Salisbury,
A Wilts.—The Burial Board of the Parish of Fisherton Anger
are desirous to receive TENDERS for the several works required
to be done in erecting the Entrance Buildings, the Boundary
Enclosures, and the two Chapels, and FORMING, LAYING
OUT, and PLANTING the new Cemetery on the Devizes Road.
The Plans and Specifications of the works may be seen at the
Onico of Mr. Johx Turner, 15, Wilton Street, London, the
Architect, until the 27th instant; and at my Office, High Street,
Salisbury, from the 2Sth instant until the 9th day of April next.
The Burial Board will not object to receive Tenders for the sepa-
rate Trades or for the whole works, but they do not bind them-
selves to accept either of them or the lowest Tender. The Tenders
to be forwarded to me on or before the said 9th day of April next,
marked on the outside Tender/or Fisherton Cemetery; and if for

either of the Trades, stating which. The Contracror or Con-
tractors will be required to give such security as the Board may
require for the due performance of the work agreeably to the
plans and the general conditions and specifications, such security
to be prepared at his or their expense.

G. Smith, Clerk to the said Board.
Salisbury, March 31.

ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction, at his

Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garder

.

TUESDAY, April 10, at 1 o'clock precisely, a collection of
Established ORCHIDS, in fine health, and including the follow-
ing choice varieties:

—

Cattleya Acklandjc
„ lcbala

-:;>erDft

Oncidium sarcodes
Barken

Cymbidium ebnrnnm
Trichopiiia coccmea

tortilis

Odontoglossnmn&stilabiiia

Aerides crispum
„ snavissimum
,. cornutum

Saccolabium guttatnm
„ Blumi major
,. retusum
,. miniatum

Vanda tricolor

,, insignis

May be viewed on the morning of sale, and Catalogn-
Mr. J. C. Stevxxs. 3"*. King Street, Covent Gard

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN. FLORISTS. & OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS wiil sell

1* ' by Auction, at the Mar. Bartholomew Lane, on TUESDAY
and THL'RSDAY. April 3d and 5th. at 12 o'clxk. a First

Class Collection of CARNATION'S, comprising J n-rice Shallow,

S. F., Jennv Lind. Fnxlev's. C. B.. Valentine, S.F-. Ascendant.

P. F.. Garland. K. F- Poor Tom, R. F.. Admiral Curzon. S.B_
Beach Diamond. C. B.. Lord Milton. C. B-. Falconbridge. PP.B .

Beauty of Woodhonse, P. F., Bardolpb. ire-: P1COTEES.
among which are Mrs. Reyne"?. P. P. eiv Connre-s. P. P. Mrs.
Barnard. Magnificent, R. P.. Haidee, P. P- Duke of I.

Prince of Wales, R. P.. Green's Queen, R. F ~ ' i
1
-. Art

:

and PINKS, including Mrs. Lt^is, Mrs, Woolf, Great Britain.

Hebe. Narb- ro Buck, Teddir_ - Desdemona. Ptrrpfc

Perfection, Harry. &c. Also a superb Collection of fine Hc-ily-

hi cfcs, from a celebrated Grower: acboice ass rt ntcJ Staadard
and Dwarf Roses; American Plants; choice Dahlias in drr
roots; Paeonias, Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c—May be viewed the
morning of sale: Catalogues had at the Mart, and of the Auc-
tioneers. American Nursery. Leytonstone. Basest,
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BANKS' SEEDLING FUCHSIAS.-1855-
Foe Fdll Descbiptiok see Former ADVEBTiSEiiExxs, axd

ok Application).

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in stating that the
• above Fuchsias have beeu proved to be the finest that

have been raised by that celebrated grower E. Banks, Esq., Deal.

Early orders are solicited. The set of six, 21. 2s. The usual
discount to tlie trade.—Bower Nurseries, Maidstone. _ ______

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.

WILLIAM CHATER begs to offer packets of seed,

consisting of 20 varieties, from his best Show Hollyhocks,

at 5x.; 12 varieties, 2s. Gd, ; and from good double sorts, is.

Superior Quilled German and French Asters, in 12 varieties,

mixed, Is. per packet; separate. 2s. Fine Quilled African Mari-
golds, Gd. per packet.— Saffron "NValden Nurseries.

BOSSOM'S CHAMPION OF ENGLAND CELERY.

THE finest Celery yet introduced, beautifully white,

very crisp and solid, and withstands a greater amount
of frost than any other known variety; it has beeu blanched

in the ground 3 feet.—To be .obtained of T. F. Winstanley,

Seedsman, 2S, Market Place, Manchester, price 2s. 6c?. per

packet; prices to the trade on application.

JIVERY and SON beg to say that the two
• AZALEAS, CRITERION and ADMIRATION, sent out

by them last autumn, may now be seen in bloom at their

Dorking Nursery, plants of which may be had from 21s. to 42s.

each.—

D

orking,' March 31.

TO PLANTERS.

HAY, SANGSTER, and CO., have for sale the
following;—600 to 700 strong Standard PEARS, 500 Dwarf

do., and 100 Dwarf-trained do. Any reasonable offer will not be
refused, as the ground must be cleared immediately.
Apply to Hat, Sangster, & Co., Newington Butts, London; of

whom also may be had for seed York Regent Potatoes, 6s., and
Early American, 8s. per bushel of 5G lbs., the produce of their

prepared Cuttings. Terms cash.

NOTICE TO THE TRADE.

JOHN ADAMS, Nurseryman and Seedsman, High
Street, near the Market Place, New Brentford, Middlesex.

Nursery Grounds at Acton Green, established several years.

Jons Adams begs to inform his kind friends and patrons that

he intends carrying on the above business on a large scale, and
begs a continuance of their kind favours, and that nothing on his

part shall be wanting to give entire satisfaction.—Brompton
Park Nursery, March 31.

DjARE AND CHOICE FLOWER ;ROOTS,
Lv At vert Reduced Pbices.
LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM, 2s. each, or 21s. per doz.

GLADIOLUS GANDAVENSIS, 3s. per dozen, or 21s. per 100.

The above are strong flowering roots.

To be had of "Willi asi Duster, Seedsman and Florist,

S2, Gracechurch Street, London.
Catalogues of all the New and Choice Flower and Vegetable

Seed s forwarded on application.

FRING FLOWERS.—CINERARIAS,good flower-

ing Seedling Plants, 4s. to 6s. per doz.; fine named varieties,

6s. to 9s.

HYACINTHS in pots, various colours, just showing bloom,

4s. per doz.; also a few very hue named flowers, many of which
are catalogued at Is. to Is. Gd. each, in the same state as the
above, 9s. per d«z.
FINE HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, from Major's

seed, in large and small 60 pots, 4s. to 6s. per doz.

Wood and Ingram, Nurseries. Huntingdon.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS.—Twelve packets, each
packet containing 100 Seeds, Is.; sent free per post, Is. 2d.;

a 5s. packet sent free per rail. Abroniaumbellata, Eccremocarpus
scaber, choice Gloxinias, Lophospernium Hendersoni, Lisianthus

Russellianus, and every other choice variety Gd. per packet.

Dwarf German (10 week) Stocks, as imported, 36 varieties, each
variety 3d. per packet.—YVji. Cullixgford, 1, Edmund Terrace,

Ball's Pond, Islington, London.
N.B. Elletson's superb new late Dwarf White Broccoli Seed

(" Emperor "), 2s. Gd, per packet. The Broccoli raised from this

seed weigh from 17 lbs. to 25 lbs, each.

FLOWER SEEDS.— Twelve separate varieties of

choice Hardy Annuals. Is. ; 25 ditto. 2*.; 50 ditto, 4s. ; 100

ditto, Ss. The name, height, and colour described on each

variety. Scarlet Ruuners and Dwarf French Beans, Is. Gd. per

quart; and everv kind of Vegetable and Flower Seed in Culti-

vation (of the best quality) at very low prices.—Robert Green's

Seed Warehouse, 154, K.ingsl;>nd Road, London.

NEW EVERGREEN CLIMBING ROSE.

TI7ILLIAM WOOD and SON,- Woodlands Nursery,
V » Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, beg to intimate to their

friends that they are now prepared to send out at once good

strong plants of WILLIAMS' EVERGREEN CLIMBING
ROSE, at 3s. 6<?.eacb, with the usual allowance to the trade, and

a still further reduction if one dozen or more are ordered at once.

Price may be had on application.

KB.—Single Plants will be sent free per post on receipt of six

penny postage stamps extra to defray postage. Strong Plants

of the above may also be obtained at the same price from Mr.
Charles Turner, of the Royal Nursery, Slough.

DOUBLE ITALIAN TUBEROSE ROOTS,
4s. per dozen.—The annual importation of the above-

named beautiful and fragrant Flower has just been received, and

large and -well selected Bulbs may be obtained, without dis-

appointment, at A. Cobbett's Foreign Warehouse, IS, Pall Mall.

N.B. Printed regulations for treatment sent; also, just arrived

very moist and open Parmasan Cheeses,

T^HOMAS BEACH, the'«,well-known Strawberry

Grower begs to say that he has now ready a large stock of

fine strong Plants of his TRUE BRITISH QUEEN, the same

he beat the whole world with at tlie Crystal Palace, many weighing

from 2 to 3 oz. each, likewise the same he gained the Knightian

Medals with at Chiswick, and other places. He has gained the head

prize, and surprised the world, both in flavour and weight. Strong

Plants sent to any part of the world, at 5s. per 100, box included.

Post-office Orders on llounslow, to Mr. Thomas Beach, Straw-

berry Grounds, Worton, Isleworth, Middlesex.—March 31.

TO NURSE.RYMEN, SEEOSMEN, ETC.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON having

had (through their customers), a Seed Catalogue brought

under their notice, and which seems to have been distributed

throughout the whole of their connection, published by a very

eminent and old established firm near London ; and on referring

to the same they find that all the Hardy Annuals from Nos. 1 to

30S the Half-hardy Annuals from Nos. 309 to 479. Hardy Biennials

and Perennials from Nos. 4S0 to 660, and the Greenhouse Plants

and Tender Annuals from Nos. 661 to 741 have all been copied

from their lists, with the full descriptions of colour, height, treat-

ment, and other information, even the numbers attached to each

article correspond with the strictest accuracy. The only altera-

tion is that no prices are attached, whereas, in the original

catalogue every article is priced.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son beg to say, that as they are at some

considerable expense and trouble preparing and issuing their

Catalogues throughout the year, they now give notice lhatin future

they shall consider it very disreputable in any parties copying

them in the style above alluded to, unless the source from which

they derive their information is published at the time, or other-

wise communicating with them previously to copying the same.
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. London.—March 31.

COOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS.
TT/ILLIAM. MOORE having a surplus stock of the

above begs to offer them at the following low prices, all nice
fruiting plants :—Per 100 s. d.

Black Naples Currant ... S
White Dutch ditto ... 8
Red Grape ditto S
Crown Bob Gooseberrv... 10

Per 100
Ironmonger, fine late red s. d.

ditto 10
True Champagne ditto 10
Fine mixed Sorts ... S

Norfolk Nursery. East Dereham.

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, NORWICH.
\1TILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undernamed,
* * in hue healthy plants:

—

per dozen.
GERANIUMS, all the finest show sorts ... 6s., 9*., and 12s.

„ Fancy do. do 6s.. 9s,, and 12s.
SCARLET GERANIUMS 3s.' to is.

FUCHSIA, all fine sorts 4s. to 6s.

CALCEOLARIAS, fine plants 6s..
VERBENAS, including all new ones of last year, 3s. to 4s.

W. H.'s Descriptive Catalogue may be had by forwarding one
penny postage stamp.

PHUICE FLOWER SEEDS,^ FOR PRESENT SOWING. Per packet.—s. d.
Pansy, snved from 100 of the best varieties, by name ... 2 6
Polyanthus, do. 50 do. „ ... 2 6
Verbena, do. 50 do. „ ... 2 6
Hollyhock, do. 60 of the most superb kinds „ ... 2 6
Calceolaria, do. 24 do., spotted varieties ... 2 6
Gloxinia, do. 30 newest varieties 2 6
Daisy, do. 50 of the new Belgian do. do 1 6
Antirrhinum, do. 20 best named varieties 1

Anemone, from the most showy and brilliant kinds ... 1

30 packets of new and choice Flower Seeds 5
The above, per post, free. Postage stamps received in payment.

YOUELL and CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

nHOICE FLOWER SEEDS, &c.

30 varieties HARDY ANNUALS 5 6
CALCEOLARIA, saved from a collection that has taken

first prizes, per packet ; 2 6
CINERARIA, very choice 1

PRIMULA „ 1
STOCK, superior mixed German and intermediate, each... 6
SWEET WILLIAM, ANTIRRHINUM, each 6
PANSIES, per dozen Plants, choice named 6
BROWN COS LETTUCE, very superior 1

All the above can be highly recommended and forwarded free
by post.

—

Hart & Nicklin, Florists, &c, Guildford.

T THE SEED TRADE.
TURNIP SEEDS, &c.

Orange Globe Wrrzel
Broccoli, of sorts

Fairbeard's Nonpareil Peas
Cole's Crystal White Celery.

Skirving's or Liverpool Swede
Laing's
White Globe Turnip
G reen
Red Tankard
W. J. Epps can with confidence offer the above (not large quan-

tities), having heen grown from the best selected stocks possible.

—Prices sent on application.

Seed Establishment, High Street. Maidstone, March 31.

rPO THE TRADE.—The Subscribers can supply the

i following AGRICULTURAL SEEDS to the

Trade. Prices on application.
White Belgian Carrot.

Yellow Globe Mangold Wurzel.
Long Red „ „
Skirving's Swede Turnip.
Rendle's „ „
True Devon Evergreen Grass.

Apply to WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., Seed Merchants,
Plymouth.

OPECIAI, CONTRACTS FOR SEEDS.—Noblemen,
O Clergymen, or Yeomen requiring large quantities,

special contracts will be made, at a great reduction in

price, on application to

Wi lliam E. Rendlk & Co.. Seed Merchants. Plymouth.

QUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS,
O axd DICKE"NSON'S' ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, are both
very superior to the Italian Rye-grass commonly cultivated.

At present Messrs. Sutton have a supply of true Seed

of each sort, price Is. Gd. per busltel.

John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

SWEDISH TURNIP SEED.

STUART and MEIN have for sale a considerable

quantity of PURPLE-TOPPED SWEDISH TURNIP
SEED of last season's produce, which they can recommend as

true to kind, and of first-rate qualitv.

Also PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, 15 lbs. per bushel, war-

ranted from a prime Ayrshire stock. Prices on application, with a

reference from unknown correspondents.
Kelso. Roxburghshire. March 31.

B
RHUBARB.

ASS and BROWN, Seed and Horticultural Estab-
lishment, Sudbury, Suffolk, offer the following :— s. d.

Bailey's Early Monarch, a splendid early sort. Particulars

see Bass & Brown's Seed and Plant List. Per root ... 2 6

Salt's Crimson Perfection, per root --. 7 6

Mitchell's Royal Albert, Myatt's Linnaeus, and Myatt's

Victoria Giant, each per dozen 7s. Gd,, or Is. each.

STRAWBERRIES.
Fok Particulars see Seed and Plant List.

Admiral Dundas (Myatt's), per dozen 7 6

Scarlet Nonpareil (Patterson's), per dozen 12

Omer Pacha (Ward's), per dozen 1"

Magnum Bonum (Barrett's), per dozen 6

Other best older sorts, 3s. to 10s. per 100.

POTATOES.
True and Free from Disease.

British Queen, per bushel of 561bs. ... 7

Soden's Early Oxford do. 9

Flour Ball do. 9

York Regents do. 6

For other sorts see Seed and Plant List.

Fine trained Apricots, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, &c.

Goods (not under 20s.) Carriage Free to all the London
Termin i, or on the Eastern Counties, Colchester line.

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to -announce that their Mixtures of Grass
Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing v bushels and 12 lbs. to the

acre 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old G rass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.

These Seeds are all new, and have all been properly cleaned

and their growing properties fully tested. Directions tor sowing
accompanv the seed.

G. G. and Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now readv, and will be forwarded free on application.

' GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

TO WHEAT GROWERS.
pETER LAWSON and SON, the Queen's Seeds-
*- men, Edinburgh and London, have received from North-
West America a small quantity of two new kinds of WHEAT,
which they are sending out in packets containing 200 grains.
One kind is named Club-headed, cultivated by the old Califor-
nians. The yield is said to be very large, and forms a very
beautiful delicate-coloured sample. Price 20s. per packet, con-
taining 200 seeds. J

The other kind is evidently a variety of Triticum durum, with
solid stalks. It is very early, and welt adapted for spring sowing.
Price 15s. per packet, containing 200 seeds.—Orders may be sent
to Peter Lawson & Son, in Edinburgh ; or direct to their
London House, 27, Great George Street . Westminster.

BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS.

P and A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-
J- • mentioned is now ready, and may be had, post free, on
application:—Antirrhinums, "Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-
niums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, Chry-
santhemums, Mimulus, Salvias, Lobelias, &c. Climbers in variety,
also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse Plant*. They have
now in bloom Cytisus racemosus, Cinerarias in variety, Primula,
sinensis, Acacia armata, Deutzia gracilis, Erica Will'morea &-c.
The Trade supplied.—Dnlwich, Surrey. March 31.

1\/ HEELER and SOWS SHORT SELECT SEED
* * LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of
the very best quality and true to name; and as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally Bucceed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.
We are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed

orders from those we had the honour of serving last year; and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully
solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given
us a trial,—J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Ag ricultural Society.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
GEORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS. &c, as exhibited by
him in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, may be had
by inclosing two postage stamps.
G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock of Weeping

Hollies, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American
Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines
Station, South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be
obtained.

JOSEPH FRYER, Ciarendon Nurseries, Camber-
well, begs to state that he can supply fine Standard, Standard"

trained, Dwarf and Dwarf-trained Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries,
Peaches and Apricots, many of them large and in a bearing
state; fine Mulberries, Figs, Walnuts, Quinces, Raspberries,
Gooseberries, and Currants, Strawberries, fine strong Seakale,
Asparagus, &c. A great variety of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs
of all sizes, American Plants, Standard and Dwarf Roses. A
general collection of Greenhouse, Herbaceous, and Bedding
Plants, Vegetable and Flower Seeds, &c. Most of the above can
be supplied to the trade.—N.B. Gravel, Loam, Bog Mould,.
Manure , Silver Sand, &c , in any quantity.

V\/ILLIAM IVERY, Hanover Nursery, Peckham,
* » near London, begs to inform his friends and the public

that his SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and may he had
on application ; it contains all the choicest Geraniums, Fuchsias,.

Verbenas, Cinerarias, Antirrhinums, Petunas, large and Pompone-
Chrysanthemums, Indian Azaleas, Phloxes, Herbaceous and
other Miscellaneous Plants.

W. I. has a well-rooted stock of Hamburgh and other Vines
from eyes ; also a fine selected stock of Plants of all kinds for

Bedding, at reasonable prices, such as Geraniums, Golden Chain,
Flower of the Day, Trentham Rosy Scarlet, Lady Cottenham,
Lilac, andRollissou's Unique, &c.—Post Office orders made pay-
able at Peckham.

CEDRUS DEODARA.—From 100 to 200 of the
above, from Seed, 3 to 4 feet in height, and as much through r

splendid specimens, transplanted last year, can be supplied at

7s. Gd. each, or S4s. per dozen.
ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, fine plants, 15 to IS inches,

stout and bushy, 5s. each, or 42s. per dozen.
Larger sizes of the above if required.

Youell & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

« ~VJ ORFOLK HERO » CUCUMBER.— Without
-L^ exception the very best Cucumber for open ground culti-

vation that has yet been offered. It is a most prolific bearer, aS
handsome as any frame variety, and is as delicate in point "f
texture, the fruit measuring from 16 to 20 inches -in length. It

is in the sole possession of Youell & Co., who will forward per

post free (on receipt of postage stamps) packets containing six

Seeds, Is.; IS Seeds, 2s. Gd.—To Market Gardeners the above
will be found a great acquisition.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

^O POTATO GROWERS.—ROSS'S AMERICAN
i- EARLY, grown expressly for Seed on reclaimed Peat or

Moor without manure. This well-known productive Potato-

cannot be equalled as a " second early ;" price 21s. per sack of 2 cw t.

WALKER'S LARGE WHITE.—This variety is about two
weeks later than the preceding, and for general crops cannot be
surpassed. It grows to a large size, is au extraordinary cropper,

and for table use is all that could be desired
;
price 24s. per sack

of 2 cwt. 2'hese prices include a strong sack, and carriage paid to

London, Liverpool, and Hull.

W. DRUMMONDand SONS, Seedsmen, Stirling, N.B.
*** To prevent disappointment unknown correspondents will

enclose a remittance with their order.

SUPERB NE>V HYBRID HEATHS.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO., are now prepared to

send out their beautiful well-known New Hybrid HEATHS;
they were exhibited at the Horticultural Society's meeting in

Regent Street, and obtained the large Silver Medal. The follow-

ing is the description given by the Editor of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, May 28, 1853 :—
" Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, and Co. received a Large

Silver Medal for a collection of new Hybrid Cape Heaths

consisting of Lindlcyana, Exomiemis, Tnsignis, Pidcher-

rima, Exquisita, and Mctulceflora superba, all fine hinds

possessing large bold flowers and bright clear colours

;

they were stated to have been raised from Massoni
t

Ampullacea, Spjrengelli, Hartnelli, and Aristata, all it

will be seen good parents."

L., P., and Co. can assure all cultivators of this beautiful tribe

of Plants that these fine varieties cannot fail to give satisfaction,

as they possess excellent habits and have large rich coloured,

flowers of much substance, which are produced in great profusion,

properties that fully justify L., P., and Co. in very strongly

recommending them to the public. Price, 31. the set of six.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter. Established 1720.

Printed by William Brad nt'BY, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in the Parish

of St. Pancraa, and Fkedebick Mullett Evanb, of No. 27, Victoria

Street, in tlie Parish of St. Margaret and St. Jobu, Westminster, bntti in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct o! Wbiteiriars.m the City of London ; and published by them
at the Office, No. 5. Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent

Garden, in the said County, where all Advert Uements and Communications
ere to be Addiiesbed to tdb Editor.— Saturday, March 31, 1S55.
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fjUTIIIN'S FARM SEED LIST,
^ mny be had gratis ind post free on application

vurod Carriage E >••-. ft* I ofl Catalogue.
i;<-,..Uh[-, Berkff, April 7.

with Pan i •,

<- odadell

A

SPECIAL CONTRA* .

Itract "

/.. /••, .i. « /v !

WlI.I.I.M I,. BjWKI.C '. I

CLOVER SEEDI.
/ El i

i ; • :.'.'. EH BBED had
\-i at tin lowtt marltet i ., JOHN BUTTONVAN GEERT, Notsbbyhan, Ghent, Belgium, & BO G o

bo^H to Infiiriii Atiiatoiu'H and the Trade that an Extract
Catalogue i Price Current Is Just published, wlilcli may \\JHITK BELGIAN CAURl/T BBED.

»» OIIJ

SEEDS FOR THE FARIV1, CAKRIACE FREE,

ENDLE'S "FARMING PRICE CURREN1
AOIUCOLTUR Kit DITtEl I ORY."

Wn, i.iam 15. lir -. i.i.r. ,v Co., Si-iii Merchanl ., Plymouth,

Mr. K. BlLDSIUlAD, -

r
i, [Xai p

H0H,T1CULTUKAI, SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
GAUDKN EXHIBITIONS.

Notlco in hereby given that tlio FIRST EXHIBITION of tho
Season will take plnco, by permission of bur Majesty's Commis-
sioners for tbo (iruiit Exhibition of 1851, In the GROUNDS of
GORE HOUSE, on WEDNESDAY, Mny 1G.

Privileged Tickets at 3.v. Gd. oncli nro now issuing to Follows of
the Society, or their orders, at 21, Regent Street, dully from 11 to 4.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
SECOND SPRING MEETING, Apbii. 3, 1856.

Awaud or Medals.
NEWLV INTBODUCED f

Plants (
Indian Azaleas
Foiiced Bulus
Roses, in pots

„ cut
Orchids
Forced Pelarconiums
Single Specimens ..

GRArKS
Pinh ArrLES

Stbawderries, in pots

,,
in dishes

CnEnniES
Forced Vegetables..

Pears
Pears and Atples f

(Foreign growth) ~\

Miscellaneous

Messrs. Rollissou, CI, LI M ; Messrs.
Veitch, C 2.

Mr. Wood, LS; Mr. Todman, SK.
Messrs. Cutbltsh, S B.
Mr. E. P. Francis, S K. [C 2.

Messrs. A. Paul & Son, C 1 ; Mr.McEwen,
Messrs. Rollisson, SK; Messrs. Veitch,
Mr. David Coe, SK. [SB.
Messrs. Veitch, S K; Mr. McEwen, C 2;
John Allnutt, Esq., C 2; Mr. Snow, C 2;
Mr. Wn. Taylor, C2; Mr. C. Hale,
C 2 ; Mr. Thomas Moore, C 2.

Mr. J. Allport, S K.
Mr. T.Bailey, SK; Mr. MdEwi, SB;
Mr. W. Brown, CI.

Mr. M'Ewen, S K ; Mr. J. FSuiihg, S li.

Duke of Marlborough, SB; Mr. Ingram,
CI; Mr. Snow, C 2.

Mr. Slmter, S K.
Mr. M'Ewen, SB; Mr. Tillyttrd, CI;
Mr. Lewis Solomon. S B.

Mr.- Geo. Tillyard, S B ; Mr. Hill, C 2.

Mr. Lewis Solomon, S 13.

Mr.lngraru, SB; Mr.Turner.Cl ; Messrs.
A.Henderson &Co.,C2; Mr.Hutchinson.
H M ; Mr. W. Brown, H M ; Messrs. A

.

Paul& Son , HM ; II.E.I.Compnny.HM.

CRYSTAL PALACE.-HORTICULTURAL
FETE.—It is intended to hold a grand Horticultural Exhi-

bition at the Palace on SATURDAY, the 2d of June next. The
Rules and Schedules of Prizes are now ready, and can be obtained
on application to the Secretary.
April 7. (By Order.) G. Grove, Secretary.

^yiLLIAM .MASTERS
. SON,

Landscape Gardeners, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

WILLIAM BARRA1T, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

Plans and Estimates furnished.

BANKS' SEEDLING FUCHSIAS.- 1855-
Fob Full Description see Former Advertisements, and

on Application).Ty J. EPP3 has much pleasure in statiog that the
* * • above Fuchsias have been proved to be the finest that
have been raised by that celebrated grower E. Banks, Esq., Deal
Early orders are solicited. The set of six, 21. is. The usual
discount to the trade.—Bower Nurseries Maidstone.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.
WILLIAM CHATER begs to offer packets of seed,
* » consisting of 20 varieties, from his best Show Hollvbocks,

at os.; 12 varieties, 2s. G<(.; and from good double sorts, Is.
Superior Quilled German and French Asters, in 12 varieties

mixed, Is. per packet ; separate, 2s. Fine Quilled African Mari-
golds, tuf. per packet.— Saffron Walden Nurseries.

TT LANE and SON, The Nurseries, Great Berk-
JL-» • hamsted, beg to inform their Patrons and Customers
in general that they possess all the NEW ROSES of the Season
but, not having proved them, cannot confidently recommend
them, uot knowing their different qualities. The Rose Cataloguemiy he had on application.

pORNISH EARLY WHITE BROCCOLI,^ Is. per packet, or 6s. per oz.
CONQUEROR OF THE WEST CUCUMBER,

Is. per packet, containing 12 good seeds.
The above can be bad, warranted genuine, by forwardiDg post-

age stamps for the amouut to

James Lake, Seedsman, &c, Bridgewater.

BOSSOM'S CHAMPION OF ENCLAND CELERY.

J
HE finest Celery yet introduced, beautifully white,

, r
vc
jy, msf and solid, and withstands a greater amount

of lrost than any other known variety; it has been blanched
in the ground 3 feet.—To bo obtained of T. F. Winstanley.
Seedsman, 2S, Market Place, Manchester, price 2s. 6<7. per
packet

; prices to the trade en application

Of h!i

lid IiiiiI nil ll|ipliiulii,ii fiviln Ills llf-'r

Lime, Gt. Tower Street, London.

RANUNCULUSES, ANEMONES, GERANIUMS, ETC.

T_T ENRY GROOM, Clapiiam Rise, mar LONDOH,
' by Appointment FtoniST to Huh Majbi ;

that his Spring i:\TAI.niiri; is ready, ami will be forwarded
hv post mi application. He would beg to call attention tothi*
being the time to plant Ranunculuses and Anemones.

NEW FUCHSIAS.
STEWART and NEILSON are now receiving orders

for their Twelve NEW FUCHSIAS, advertised In

temher Inst, which will be ready to send out on the 1st nf fttay

at the following prices, or 31. for the twelve.

Mr. Ewart, dark..
Mr. D. Nellson, do. ..

Mr. G. Lawrance, do.,

.Miss France, do
Mr. Littledale, do. ..

Dr. Parr, do

lOs.flrf.

10
10

10 (1

7 «
7 6

Mrs. E. Hill, light ...

Mrs. Gardner, dark ...

Miss A. J, Writtht, do.

Mrs. Maxwell, do. ...

Mrs. Perry, do
Mrs. Pencil, light

7S.W.
7 6

A remittance from all unknown correspondents.
Nurseries, Liscard, Cheshire, near Liverpool.— April 7.

GOOSEBERRIES AND CURRANTS.
ypILLIAM MOORE having a surplus stock of the

above begs to offer them at the following low prices, all nice
fruiting plants :—Per 100 s. d.

Black Naples Currant ... 8
White Dutch ditto ... 8

Per 100
Ironmonger, fine late retf s. d.

ditto 10
True Champagne ditto 10 u

Fine mir.nd Sorts ... 8

H

S
Red Grape ditto 8
Crown Bob Gooseberry... 10

Norfolk Nursery, East Dei ih&J

T HE ,S~ BED UA :D i.

TURNIP S! '
I

- :C

Skirving's or Liverpool Swede i Or ': '
i ,

rp O

rrrrtiu will be traaUd liberally.
i ricea apply to Hiittoj 4 Ho*», t

|| ilnrd.

OKJRVING'S SWEDE SEED.— I'. ,

-

' J LaBOI QDAJmrm will be treat/:-! m*ir»l!
apply to Bnrrox & 8ox«, Hvntl Gniwera, H-juWrnr,, it>.

r."pilred,

CERMAN FLOWER SEEDS FRESH IMPORTED.
SUTTON amj SONS have imported a tuftrior •

I .nan Flouxr SevU, a I'ricA 1.

trh ;,!,, mn,) hi: hml p'j.H fifjC.

MANCOLO WURZEL SEED.
pURCHASi LARGE QUANTITIES will
-I be treated HWally.- For price* xpply f»Utir .:

required) to Surrox 4 Soxs, H. red Grower*, Reading.

MANGOLD WUHZEL, ETC.-TO THE SEED TRADE.
BASS and BROWN b*2 to offer, of the fineet Stockx,

Mangold Wurzel, Long Red: Do. x*tflo* Oloba; :

Globe; Wbite Carrot; Skirving** Swede; OranKeJelly I

Meadow Fescue Grass. Wholesale prices to the trade OH appli-
cation.—,- eed l..'..MivhmenL Sndbnry. Sngbl k.

SWEDE, CARROT, AND MANGOLD SEEDS.
'PO BE SOLD, a lew sacks of SKIKV,
' SWEDE, of last year's gr'.wtli. from Isrire 'toots; some
YELLOW GLOBE and LOST. GOLD; aixj

ALTRINGHAM CARROT, all warranted. — Apply to Mr.
Geo. TAl wer, Rivenhall. Withau-..

"

FINE STRONG SEAKALE )

immediate planting •
,;

- -- -

Exeter Nursery, Exeter, i •

Broccoli,

.

Fairlieni . • Nonpi -

-

;
. Peas

Cole's Ciystal White Celery.

Lain^
n bite Globe Turnip
Green
Red Tankard
W. J. Epps can with confidence offer the above (not large quan-

tities), having been grown ironi the best selected stocks possible.
—Prices sent on application.

Seed Establishment, High Street. Maidstone, April 7.

HAMPSHIRE BROWN COS LETTUCE
PLANTS, line, at 5s. per 1000.

CABBAGE PLANTS, fine, of all kinds, including the true
QUEEN, and FLAT DUTCH CATTLE, at 3s. 6<I. per 1000.
PICKLING RED CABBAGE PLANTS, 9s. per 100.
Can be had iu any quantity of Stephen Shilling, Nursery-

man, North Warnhorough, near Odiham. Hants.

w.
COVENT GARDEN.

and S. GAINES beg respectfully to offer to
Gardeners," Fanners, and Nurserymen, the following

SEEDS:— Scarlet Runners, 27s. per bushel; China, Dwarf, or
Robbin's Egg Beans, at 28s. per bushel. Potatoes for planting

;

also Annual Flower Seeds, fifteen varieties, 2s. &/.; thirty
varieties. 5s. Prices for cash.— Post-office orders payable to
W.& S. Gaixes , Charing Cross, London.

TO~LARCLr~p6TATO CROWERS.
TOSEPH WILSON, Ipswich, begs to offer aboutO 25 sacks of small SHORT-TOP ASHLEAF. at 225. per sack,
and about 10 sacks of JACKSCvN'S IMPROVED ASHLEAF;
these are a good sample, hut " honeycombed ;

:T
the crowns are all

perfect, price 22$. per sack; and about 6 sacks of the OLD ASH-
LEAF, in excellent condition, 24s. per sack.
The whole of the above are worthy of notice by growers for

sale. No charge for sacks.

... '. . .

2

|^OOD SEAKALfi; >

VT 1 Year's ASPARACL. ;

The Trad-
Apply '

:

Ro-id, London.

'1A.NT ASPARAGUS and SEAKALE-G
Strong 2 years old Giant Asparagus 15.*. r

., 3 „ ., 3*. &Z. per 100, SO* ..

,, 1 „ Sealcale 5:.

„ 2 ,. transplanted do. IOj.

Youell & Co., Roval Ntn Ymrmaaih.

STATICE PSEUDO ARMERIA.
tiie Trade with fine

[ .tke'.i Oi. each.
Payment to be made in postage stamps.

Norfolk Nursery, East Dereham.

TTHLLIAM MOORE can supply t

» » Seed of tlie above, st 1 .

SEED POTATOES, Sound and True.-
OXFORDS, FLUKES, REGENTS,

EARLY
FIFTY-

FOLD, and several other choice sorts at moderate prices,

particulars of which may be had on application {stating
quantity required) to

Sottox & Soss.Seed Growers, Reading.

FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.

TF. WINSTANLEY has a very fine stock of the
• above unrivalled POTATO, selected small for SEED, as

they do not bear cutting. Also Lapstone Kidney. Ashleaf, Flour-
ball, and many other varieties. Prices on application. The
Trade supplied.—2S, Market Place. Manchester.

THE LANCASHIRE "FLUKE POTATO.— Fine
medium-sized SEED of this celebrated variety, warranted

true, to be disposed of, at 55. per bushel of 60 lbs., bags included.
A reduction will be made when a quantity is ordered. Post-office
orders made payable at Bury, Lancashire.

—

Robert Davexpoet,
Gardener and Seedsman , Union Street. Bury, Lancashire.

fyHE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.-This excellent
-*- variety is now planted here as the principal crop, beinsr
more free from disease and more prolific than anv other in culti-
vation. It was raised in Middleton. and may he had genuine in
any quantity at 5s. per bushel of 06 lbs.—Apply to Joh^Hot_lani>.
Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

Post-office Orders to he made payable at Aliddleton, Lancashire.
THE FLUKE POTATO.—A new second early
-*- variety, surpassing every other in its capability of resisting
the Potato disease, and without exception the finest and most
prolific Potato in cultivation. Price per cwt.. 15s.3 hacs induced
To be had genuine of THORNI1ILL & DICKSON. L.^~r- nee

Hill Nurseries; and No. 1, Wine Street, Bristol,

LIQUIDAMBAU—The undernamed is a bir

either a large or small quantity of the Send cash
price, and height", to Mr. Jetes.. Nurseries. Northampton.

CHEAP DAHLIAS.
ADAM HOGG has a large Stock of the above. ^:

6s. per dozen. Catalogues on pre-paid application.

Double "White Primrose at 4*. per dozen.
Nurseries, Scotswood Road, Newcai

FLOWER SEEDS.— Twelve separate variel

choice Hardy Annuals, Is. : 25 dil . - 4 I

ditto, Ss. The name, height, and colour described r
.

variety. Scarlet Runners and Dwarf French Beans. 1a
quart; and every kind of Vegetable and Flower Seed ii

vation (of the best quality1 at very low prices.—Boi
Seed Warehouse, 154, Kingsland Read, London.

CHEAP NURSERY STOCK.
Ijifof.taxt to all Plaxtef-- ":Dirr:j.Tr E
'ILLIAM JACKSON & Co., Bedale, York*

beg to refer to their advertisement in the Gmt
' Agricultural Guzetu of the 17th March, page 1SL

Y\'
ANTED, a few Thousands of STRONG Ql

** —Apply, stating size, age ::- and price, t: A. Z^
Messrs. Wrench & Son s. L:n :

:

d B .";
3 ge.

T~^lThTJNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVE -

CESSION PINES foe 1856-57, to be <

i:.-:.C' : M :. :
..ssex.—Panic

Messrs. Low. Upper Clapton.

THRIVING" YOUNG OAKS FOR
A large quantity of c!e?.n weD-grown Oaks,

W

SALE
-i- A larj? qnanSty of clean well-grown Oaks
6 ff. high, to be sold or exchanged for

in the autumn of the present year. Part:; lars maybe ascer-

tained on application to Mr. C. J- N"
Notts.—April 7.

T^O BE SOLD CHEAP, 300' WALNUT
1- TREES. 3 to 4 feet high. ?r . '-— '•

;; -. > : N:-r>rrv. East Dereham.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, price \. a sm^L
lection of ORCHIDS ISO 3 is —Apply to W

Frasee's, N'lrserymet;. Lea Frlfre R: \z. Lr;:::. L-: .-fe-.

TT-O BE SOLD, 124 dozen GOLDEN CHAIN
J GERANIUMS, an I .\ parcel of HOLLYHOCK -

r.ileman who grows all the best flowers. Price accorcine
i&ntity required: the trade win be liberally dealt with.

EsofJ Primalasleft. TheI:--:„
S:audard , ._ .

—
'
;. ; - Id c :—_:.:._; "

" : Iv^-::L.
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TO WHEAT GROWERS.
PETER LAWSON and SON, the Queen's Seeds-

men, Edinburgh and London, have received from North-
West America a small quantity of two new kinds of WHEAT,
which they are sending out in packets containing 200 grains.

One kind is named Club-headed, cultivated by the old Califor-

nians. The yield is said to be very large, and forms a very
beautiful delicate-coloured sample. Price 20s. per packet, con-

taining 200 seeds.

The other kind is evidently a variety of Triticum durum, with
solid stalks. It is very earlv, and well adapted for spring sowing.

Price 15s. per packet, containing 200 seeds.—Orders may be sent

to Peter Lawsox & Sox, in Edinburgh; or direct to their

London House, 27. Great George Street, Westminster.

RENDLE'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.—
This is the most hardy variety in cultivation, and

has stood the late severe winterfin the most exposed situa-

tions, without the least injury. The Subscribers have

received scores of letters during the past month to confirm

this statement.

It is handsome in form. Small tap roots, will keep longer than
any other sort, and is altogether a most valuable variety.

It has been selected with much care for the last seven

years, and the present stoclc has been saved by growers of
the first respectability. Price 2s. per lb., or Is. 9d. per lb.

if taken by the cwt. Wliolcsale Dealers can be supplied

with a few bushels.

For Description. Testimonials, and Engraving, sep RENDLE'S
"FARMING PRICE CURRENT AND AGRICULTURAL
DIRECTORY."—Apply to William E- Rendle & Co., Seed
Merchants, Plymouth.

SPLtWDID NEW HOLLYHOCKS.

G SMITH respectfully informs the admirers of the
• HOLLYHOCK that the following are Seedlings of great

merit, and cannot fail to give entire satisfaction. They were
raised by Mr. Parsons, the grower of Joan of Arc, and other fine

varieties. To be sent out about the middle of April, 1S55, in
strong healthy plants. s. d.

Eclat, yellow and buff, a nice full flower 3 6
King of Yellows, large, of fine form, flower full, extra fine

yellow 7 6
Marchioness, flesh or blush, very double and close, fine for

exhibition 3 6
Monarch, a true salmon, very large and fine shape ... 7 6
Mr. Adams, dark salmon pink, a noble show flower ... 5
Pearl, blush white, large and distinct 5
Pillar of Roses, a beautiful bright* rose, a splendid spike,

the finest border flower yet offered, and a most attractive
show flower 5

The Alma, cherry rose, distinct, fine shape 5
White Unique, very close and double 3 6
Sarah, a splendid large rose, fine form and spike 5

_ Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

TV /I ESSRS. WiTl7iAM~ROLLISSON~and~SONS
— '-*- embrace this medium of announcing that they will com-
mence sending out the first week in May the annexed three new
ERICAS, which they can with the greatest confidence recom-
mend, and which will doubtless be as universally admired as the
sorts hitherto introduced by them, among which we may name
Cavendishi, jasminiflora, Harlnelli. Ventricosa superba, muta-
bilis, tortula?flora, Tricolor elegans, Sprengeli. i

ERICA ^EMULA.—This is a very beautiful hybrid in the
Erica Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the
style of Erica aristata, but very much higher incolour ; altogether
this is a very distinct variety. 21s.
ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA.—This variety may really he

said to be three times as fine as the parent whose name it bears

;

it is a very compact grower and excellent habit, with tubular"
blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour. This charming variety obtained
the First Seedling Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens, 1852.
31s. Gd.

ERICA PAXTONI.—A very distinct variety, obtained by
hybridising Erica Hartnelli with Erica Massoni. It blossoms in
very large whorls, of a soft red colour. This variety will be very
useful for autumnal exhibition purposes, as it blossoms from
July to October 21.

The Set of the above named Ericas three guineas.
_The Nurseries, Tooting, London.

GERMAN ASTER SEEDTall^avedlVonrthe finest
Globe varieties, ever yet exhibited, and which have sur-

passed all others in cultivation for their immense size and
distinct colours, Is. per packet.
SWEET WILLIAM SEED saved from 50 of the choicest and

most superb varieties, Is. per packet.
ANTIRRHINUM SEED saved from all the finest shaped and

best varieties, Is. per packet.
SUPERB HOLLYHOCK: SEED saved from all the best

named flowers, Is. per packet.
SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine, Is.

per packet.
VERY SUPERIOR EIMBRIATA PRIMULA SINENSIS

SEED, saved from six distinct varieties of the largest and most
superb plants ever grown, 2s. Gd. per packet.
PANSY SEED, a few packets from selected varieties, Is.

per packet.
POLYANTHUS SEED, fine mixed, Is. per packet.
CROWN GOURD, or CUSTARD MARROW; this variety

is the most delicious of all the Marrows grown, Is. per packet.
AQUILEGIA, or COLUMBINE, of 12 distinct varieties,

Is. per packet.
Any three packets of the above (except the Primula) sent post-

free on receipt of 2s. Gd., or the Primula included with two other
packets, for 3s. Gd., in cash or penny postage stamps by
EDWARD TILEY, Nut.sehyman, Seedsman, aj~ Florist,

14. Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

BASS and BROWN'S CHOICE VEGETABLE
AND FLOWER SEEDS.

For some of the novelties of their first-rate Collections,

also choice imported Seeds, Roots for early spring
'planting, <&c, see Advertisements in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of Feb. 17, page 109, and March \0,paqe 149.
ASSORTED COLLECTIONS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS,

containing the best new sorts

No. 1, with 20 quarts of Peas, and other vegetables in pro- s. d.

portion 60
No. 2 Collection, 40s.; No. 3, 25s.; No. 4 15

The collections are given in the Seed and Plant List.
FLOWER SEEDS, BEST AND NEWEST ASSORT-

MENTS, with printed instructions for sowing, &c.
\ irip

3
vais, choice strong anuuals 15

oUtms.,*.^,;. 3ft vars., 5s. Gd.; 20 vars 4

"V'J vars. l.vst (hvait kimls, in large packets, suited for

_ Ijeds-on iiwns, 7s. &/. ; 12 vars. ."

30 Var>. rlioire gi"(unlioMse animals, 7s, 0-7. ; 12 vars ... 5
*3Q Vars, choice greenhouse perennials, l"s. Gd. ; 12 vars.,.. 7 6
'20 vkin. choice hardy biennials and perennials 7 6
;12 do; -"t?o.\-v \ do do. 5

Vov fuithei prfrticulars see Seed and Plant List.
. 'CHOICE IMPORTED M:i-;i>S. o-mprising St.*k. Aster,
Balsam. f'V'rki.cnii.L. Larkspur, SalpigVissis, Scabious, Sinecia,
Sweet WiTlwin, ^^^,llf^.^wr, Zinnia, A:r.

Has, & Bfto-vTsV, fifed ami i'lai.t List frc 1"' p'^t for three
penny :Ktanips. :_ Aisr> the autumn ratal, .-no ;[ ihree pi'iniy
•st«n,pfe j .or, £i"af:is :to our customers who may not have received
them.— Seed arid Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Reduced Piuce.
WARD'S OMER PACHA STRAWBERRY.

WILLIAM JAMES WARD respectfully informs
his friends and the public that he has still a few well-

rooted plants to offer of the above excellent Strawberry, which
obtained the Bronze Medal at the Royal Botanic Garden Exhibi-
tion, July 5, 1S54. .

It was submitted for opinion to Mr. Thompson. Horticultural
Society, Chiswick ; Mr. Marnock, Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park; Mr. Powell, Royal Gardens, Frogmore ; Mr.
Spencer, Bowood Gardens; and several others: all of whom
speak highly favourably of it.

The following extract, accompanied with a woodcut, appeared
in the "Florist and Fruitist," September, 1S54, in the descriptive
list of new Strawberries :

—

"Omer Pacha.—This variety is a seedling raised by Mr. Ward
from British Queen, fertilised by the old Caroline Pine, two good
kinds, of which the present variety seems to be a combination.
The samples I received were fine looking fruit, and of good
quality ."

W. J. W. warrants it of very superior flavour, and well adapted
for long carriage. *,

100 Plants £2 I 25 Plants £0 15
50 , 1 5 | 12 „ S

Terms, cash.—Prospect Hill, Reading, April 7.

I^RUIT TREES IN POTS.—As the fruit seasons
-»- have been for late years so unfavourable, the under-
mentioned offer an opportunity for growing it, so that the crop is

certain and can even be put on table on the trees. They consist

of the following, well set with bloom buds, Apples, Apricots,

Currants, Figs, Gooseberries, Nectarines, Peaches, Pears, ;PIums.
Also a fine assortment of the best Vines from eyes, and Straw-
berries for forcing; dwarf-trained Cherries, Nectarines, Peaches,
Pears, Plums; standard-trained Apricots, Nectarines, Peaches,
Pears; pyramidal Apples and Pears; standard Apples, Cherries,

Pears, Plums ; also Currants, Gooseberries, &c.

H. Lane & Son, The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted.

ESSRS. E. G. HENLTERSTJN and SON7~of
the Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, will

commence sending out the following New Plants on the 30th
April next :

—

HYDRANGEA IIORTENSIS, flore pleno, 10s. Gd.

PHLOX QUEEN VICTORIA, 5s.

DAHLIA EMPEROR FRANCIS JOSEPH (variegated

foliage), 10s. Gd.

SHRUBBY BEDDING CALCEOLARIAS.
Brunette 7s. Gd. Norma 7s. Gd.

Coreggio
Maggiore
Minnie...

Or the set of eight varieties, 21. 2s.

With the permission of Mr. C. Turner they will offer his new
CALCEOLARIA PURITY (the best white bedding variety) at

7s. Gd. each, or with the above set 21. 7s.

FUCHSIAS

7s. 6d. Norma
7 6 Red Rover ... . . ... 7
7 6 Vezzosa ... . . ... 7

7 6 Wildfire ... . . ... 7

NEW EVERCREEN CLIMBING ROSE.
\AfILLIAM WOOD and SON, Woodlands Nursery,
» * Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex, beg to intimate to their

friends that they are now prepared to send out at once good
strong plants of WILLIAMS' EVERGREEN CLIMBING
ROSE, at 3s. 6d. each, with the usual allowance to the trade, and
a still further reduction if one dozen or more are ordered at once.
Price may be had on application.

,
N.B.—Single Plants will be sent free per post on receipt of six

penny postage stamps extra to defray postage. Strong Plants
of the above may also be obtained at the same price from Mr.
Charles Turner, of the Royal Nursery, Slough.

Queen Victoria (Story) 10s. 6rf.

Prince Albert (Banks) ... 10 6
Perrugino (Story) 10 6
Empress Eugenie fStory) 10 6

Ranuncula^flora (Story)... 21
Or the set of ten varieties,

flora, 31. 3s.

FUCHSIA BANKS' FAVOURITE (Banks), 10s. Gd.

For full particulars of the above see back numbers of this

Paper. Any further orders for some of the above Fuchsias
cannot be executed till after the second week in May.—April 7.

Lady of theLake (Story) 10s. Gd.

Water Nymph (Story) ... 10 6
Raffaelle (Story) 10 6
Mrs. Story (Story) 10 6
Snowdrop (Story) 10 6

41. 4s.; or without Rantraculffl-

Great Novelties for the Ensuing Season,
FUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS.
LTJCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. beg leave to announce

that they shall be prepared to send out two splendid and
entirely novel Seedling Fuchsias, early in May next, viz. :

—

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE.
Pure white corolla, with brilliant scarlet sepals, finely reflexed;

au extremely lovely and novel variety.

CALANTHIFLORA-PLENA
(The Double Snowdrop Corolla'd Fuchsia.)

Pure double white corolla, resembling a fine large double Snow-
drop, with rich scarlet sepals; altogether distinct from anything
of the kind ever yet produced. Price 10s. Gd. each.

Together with a very beautiful new double Purple variety,

VIOL/EFLORA-PLENA,
Rich double blue corolla, resemblinga fine double violet, 7s. Gd. each.

L,, P., & Co. have also fine plants of the following choice kinds
of Fuchsias at ISs. to 42s. per dozen. :

—

Purple Perfection
Sir Harry Smith
Sidonia
Sir Jno. Falstaff
Telegraph
Resplendent.

They are also now prepared to send out their beautiful new
VERONICA KERMESINA,

Raised by that eminent horticulturist J. Luscombe, Esq., of
Coombe Royal, who sent specimens to Dr. Lindley, at the time of

its first flowering, who thus pronounces his first opinion of it:

—

" The variety sent with this was charming, a decided rose colour

having mingled with the violet." See also notice of Dr. Lindley
in the Chronicle for Dec. 2, 1S54, as follows :—" L., P., & Co. Your
V. Kermesina is a handsome dark variety of V. speciosa; its

beautiful large spikes of deep purplish crimson blossoms cannot
fail to make it a favourite." Price 7s. Gd. each. A few extra-

sized specimens mav be had.
The usual discount to the Trade when three or more are taken.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.—Est ablished in 1720.

Aspasia Glory
Apollo Lucretia
Brilliant Orion
Duchess of Lancaster Prime Minister
Duke of Wellington Princess
Dominiana Kossuth

CiHAKLKS TURNER begs to recommend the
S following Seeds :

—

SABBATIA STELLAR1S. — This beautiful Greenhouse
Annual was raised at the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, from seed
received from Texas, and was exhibited at the Horticultural

Society's July Show, at Chiswick, and was awarded a First Class
Certificate. It is of a deep rose colour, with a yellowish-green

eye, and sweet-scented. It should be grown in a mixture of half
leaf-mould, with the other half comprised of light peat, loam, and
silver sand, and sown in a little heat. 2s. Gd. per packet.

NEW CUCUMBER, " WARD'S IMPROVED SION
HOUSE," superior either to the" Improved Sion House" or" Lord
Kenyon's Favourite," for winter use. Mr. Ward, of Prospect
Hill, Reading, who raised it, writes—"I can strongly recom-
mend it as the best winter sort I ever met, with; and it always
swells out, not plumber's iron fashion, as is the case with many
sorts, and equal in bearing to Lord Kenyon's Favourite, gene-
rally throwing three or four fruit together." Price Is. Gd.

per packet.
HOLLYHOCK SEED, saved from the newest and finest s. d.

sorts in cultivation, per packet 2 6

., „ smaller packets, each 1 6

DAHLIA SEED, saved from the very best exhibition

flowers, per packet 2 6

,, „ smaller packets, each 1 6
CALCEOLARIA, extra quality, per packet 2 6

CINERARIA, extra quality, do 2 6
HEARTSEASE, from best show flowers, do 2 6

„ n „ smaller packets, each 1 6

The new white bedding Calceolaria " Purity," the entire stock

ofwhichisin Chaeles Turner's hands, also his new Dahlias,

new Verbenas, &c., will shortly be advertised.

Royal Nursery, Slough.

NEW ROSES.
jVT ESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS
-J-*-*- beg to offer the following uew Roses, which they will be
able to supply in good healthy plants the first week in May, at
7s. Gd., established in pots. Purchasers wishing for a less
number than here enumerated, by leaving the selection to our-
selves, may depend upon having the best and most desirable
varieties chosen for them.

HYBRID PERPETUALS.
Abadie de Rougeiuont, bright crimson, very fine.
Bai'on Larray, fine rose, and beautiful shape.
Belle Lyonnaise, very double, blush white.
Clecron, very curiously mottled, dark crimson and white.
Comtesse de Marennes, rosy lilac, tinted with carmine.

„ d'Orleans, delicate rose.

„ de Turennes, beautiful light flesh colour.

,, de Vaillant, light violet.
Deuil de Frederic Villermoz, purple velvet shaded with Mack.
Docteur de Varennes, rosy purple.
Duchesse de Cambac^res, bright rose, very sweet.
Empereur Napoleon, bright scarlet.

Etendard des Amateurs, very bright rosy purple.
Eugenie Poilleaux, bright carmine.
Eveque de Meaux, rosy velvet.
Folicbonne, bright crimson. Gloire de Vitry, rosy crimson.
Julie Guinoiseau, delicate glossy rose colour.
La Fontaine, bright crimson. LeonRaimann, bright glossy
Lord Raglan, scarlet and crimson. [crimson.
Louise de Ch&teaubourg, bright rosy crimson, very sweet.
Madame de Trotter, bright red,

„ Hitz, beautiful flesh colour.

,, Latour, very delicate pink.

„ Massan, bright velvety crimson, changing to violet.

„ Place, bright delicate pink.

„ Theodore Martell, blush white, tinged with pink.
„ Vidot, delicate blush, shaded with pink.

Marie Liabaud, rosy pink.
Maxime, rosy violet in the centre, and shaded.
Monsieur Pigeron, very large, deep crimson.
Nouvelle Etendard du Grand Homme, pale apricot colour.
Panache" d'Orleans, soft rose colour striped with red and purple.
Perfection, dark crimson, shaded with carmine.
Prince de la Moskowa, dark crimson.
Raphael, bright rosy crimson.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Baronne de Savigny, blush white, darker centre.
Blanche de Solleville, white shaded with cherry colour.
Louise de Savoie, yellow.
Madame Barillet Deschamps, white tinged with yellow.
Souvenir d'Elisa, pale yellow, centre white.

NOISETTE.
Polonie Bourdin, salmon colour, yellow centre.

BOURBON.
Auguste Pajol, bright cherry colour.

Camille de Chateaubourg, red, shaded with purple.
Emilie Miret, carmine. Etoile du Nord, bright red.
Ferdinand Deppe, purplish velvet, fine.

Frilet, bright crimson. Isabelle, bright rose colour, very
Josephine Chambert, cherry colour. [fragrant.
Marguerite Dubourg, bright red. Omer Pacha, dark purple.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSES.
Madame Edouard Ory, bright rosy carmine.
Salet, bright red in the centre, and beautifully shaded.

The usual discount to the trade when a dozen sorts are taken-
The Nurseries, Tooting, London

.

GEORGE SMITH has much pleasure in offering the
undermentioned strong Plants, ready for delivery about the

20th of April, 1855, feeling the greatest confidence iu recommend-
ing them as possessing first-rate qualities :

—

VERBENAS.
BOULE DE FEU (Young), bright orange scarlet, with, con-

spicuous lemon eye
;
pip large, of fine form, compact truss, of good

size, the habit excellent, a most profuse bloomer, the finest

scarlet ever offered. First class certificates at the National,
Royal South London and North Londou Floricultural Societies.

LORD RAGLAN (Banks), crimson scarlet, large lemon eye, pip
and truss large, of fine form. This will be found a noble variety.

EMPRESS (Smith), pure white, with conspicuous rosy purple
centre, pip and truss large, smooth and compact. One of the

very finest of the light varieties.

MRS. M'NIEL (Smith), brilliant rose with large lemon eye,

truss and pip large, of exquisite form, and very beautiful. In the
style of Beauty of Hornsey.
YIOLACEA (Smith), intense violet, with a very conspicuous

large white eye, pip and truss large, of good form. This flower

will be found most remarkable and beautiful, either for bedding
or exhibition. It is something in the way of M. Paquin, with the

colour much more intense, and a fine free grower.

SILISTRIA (Smith), pale lilac, shaded with rose, very large

and compact. First class at the Royal South London Horticul-

tural Society. The set of six for 245., or 5s. per plant.

FUCHSIAS.
The following four Fuchsias are fine show flowers, plants of

good growth, and very free blooming kinds that must be grown
in all good collections :

—

OMER PASHA ("Smith), tube short and stout, sepals well re-

flexed, of bright waxy crimson scarlet, corolla deep violet purple,

large, of good shape, fine habit, free in growth and profuse

bloomer. A fine plant for exhibition. 7*. Gd.

ORLANDO (Smith), dark tube and sepals reflexed, with an
intense dark corolla. 3s. Gd.

CORONET (Smith), white tube and sepals, corolla violet, good

shape, very free. 3s. Gd.

N IMROD (Smith), white tube and sepals, corolla light purple,

good form. Plant ofstrong growth, and a very free bloomer. 3s. Gd.

SCARLET GERANIUMS.
BEAUTY OF COMB BANK, intense scarlet, eye white, pips

large and circular, truss very large, dwarf habit, with horseshoe

foliage. A first class bedding variety. 5s.

CHEPSTEAD BEAUTY, fiery crimson scarlet, extra large

and fine, foliage very beautiful, habit dwarf, and free bloomer.

One of the finest scarlet Geraniums ever offered. 5s.

CERITO, salmon rose, truss and pip large. A novel and

pleasing variety. Was exhibited at the National Floricultural

Society, where "the judges would have awarded it a first class

certificate had the plant been exhibited. 5s.

PETUNIA.
SINGULARITY (Smith), a novel and striking variety, corolla

two-thirds downward brightgreen, throat rose, flower extra large,

the habit of Prince Albert, a pleasing variety. 5s.

Choice Verbena Seed, 2s. Gd. per packet.

A Pricpd and Descriptive Catalogue of first class Verbenas,

Geraniums, Fuchsias, Hollyhocks, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums,

arid Petunias, will he forwarded in exchange for one stamp.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.
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PELARGONIUMS,
FUCHSIAS, PANSIES, VERBENAS, ETC.
OIIN jjoUSON and SON having a liirgc; and

itlUllV fltoclc of llio altnvn, lire to of'lrr Ihi'in III llic. low i.rici'il«> hi

ultixod* Mm |ilii!il,H hid nil in tlio iiiui/it, health and L'etjliU'O fmmo-
(

PELARGONIUMS, Una namod v/u-u'i if-n, 12//,, 2U., 80s., A\\n.,

and GSff. Mr dozen.

PA NSI IBS, ft fli'.sfc-Hito collection, C.i,, 128,, and lH.7, por dozon.
|.| cjisiAS, r.! lino varlotloa, Including V'angnarti, Quoon of

Hanover, DuohosH of Lanoawtor, Glory, Duke of Wellington,

A011 IS*-
i

"id.tr variation, Off. and V2a, por dozen.

VERM5NAS, tin) host of lftHt season's English and French
varieties, '!:/. and !h;, per dozon. A general descriptive Catalogue

of the above may bo had for one pontage stamp,
WoodlandB Nursery, isleworth.

JOHN HOLLAND, Unulaliaw Gm-dcnH, Mi.lillol.on,

near Manchester, bogs to lufonn Gtontlomoni Amateurs, &c,
thai ho can mipply thorn with the following, from a stock of
yonoii Plants, woil rooted, and In rolniHt health, Including evory
choice variety grown.

<: A K NATIONS, i)a.,12.t., and 18«. per dozen pairs.

PICOTBES, Off., 12s,, and 18ff. „
I'INKH, An., (N., and Off. .,

PANS] ESi As., Off., and fl.v. per dozon plantn.

BELGIAN DAISIES, 4ff.and 0«. „
FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, B>. poruuBliol offifllhs.

SELECTED PANSY SEED, \.< and 2a. per packet,
DELPHINIUM MA u low i, 4a. per dozen,

A 1 1 1n -
1 1 f .

1 1, Alpine A u fir ul.'is, 1'olyiiiiHiiiiinn, I'riimonivi, &.<•.

Priced and Descriptive Catalogues now ready for itfttnp.

Port office < Orders to bo payable at Mlddleton, Lancashire,

HORTICULTURAL GARDENS, NORWICH.
WILLIAM I1USSEY bogs to oiler the undernamed,

in Que healthy plants:

—

per dozon.

GERANIUMS, all tho flnoHt nhow sorts ... Off., Off., and 12s.

,, 1 'ancy do, do
SCARLET CIEUANIUM8

1 CHSIA, >m QnonortB
1 \ mi 01. ami as. Rnoplants
\ 0RBENAS, Including all new ones of Inst yoar, ,'Jff. to -Iff,

W, H.'fl Descriptive Catalogue may he had by forwarding ono
ienny postage stamp.

SELECT CARNATIONsTpICOTEES, ETcT
< 1IIARLES SCIIOFIELD (lato John Schofield 6c
v

' Son) respectfully begs to offer for sale the following in strong
lealthy plants, viz.—12 pairs of Carnations for 8s., 10.?., or 20s.;

IS ditto MicoteoH, for 6s., 10s., or 20.«; 12 ditto of Pinks, for 4s.,

,, 01 LSff. ; 12 Plants of Pansies, for As., 10s., or 15s.; 12 ditto of
lahllas (in May). for8ff., 10s., or 20s. ; 12 ditto of Scarlet Gora-
linms, for 6s. or 12a. ; 12 ditto of Verbenas, for 4s. or 12s,

Also the following Seeds, selected from tho choicest show
Offers, Pansies, Calceolarias, and Hollyhocks, each per packet,
s, Gd. or Iff. Gd. A Descriptive Catalogue of the above plants
oUt freo on application inclosing one postage stump.

Knowsthorpe, near Leeds, Yorkshire.

Off., Off., and 12ff,

8«, to Iff,

4ff. to Off,

(;.•.

ROBERT M. STARK begs to intimate that his
^ spring Catalogue of FLORISTS' FLOWERS, BEDDING,

id select HERBACEOUS PLANTS (comprising every novelty
merit) is now ready, and may be had on application. Choice
sortments of GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS, to

hlch he has added several new and deserving vaiicties. Every
her article connected with the Nursery aod Seed Trade.
igehill Nursery

; and 145, Princes Street, Edinburgh.—April 7.

mi COLIN CAMPBELL CUCUMBER.— This is
* the finest Cucumber ever grown for exhibition, produce, and
rfection. No grower should bo without this unequalled variety.
is a splendid black spine, and always grows of an even lengtb,
ice Ss. Gd. per packet, containing five seeds.
GOLDEN DROP (Green Flesh Melon.)—One of the finest
VOUted and most handsome Melons ever yet grown.
3CARLET KING.—This is a splendid Scarlet Flesh Melon
a very superb variety.

Qaoh, price Is. Gd. per packet; or a packet of the Cucumber
th a packet of either of the Melons for 4s. Gd., sent post free
receipt of penny stamps to the amount.
,* In answer to numerous inquiries for " Tilkt's Champion
nxi-.v Potato," E. T. begs to state that he has about 5 bushels
re to dispose of at U. per bushel, or 5s. Gd. per peck, hamper
I package included.
EDWARD TILEY. Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,
Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

"10 THE TRADE.—The Subscribers can supply the

following AGRICULTURAL SEEDS to the

2de» Prices on application.

White Belgian Carrot.
Yellow Globe Mangold Wurzel.
Long Red ,, „
Skirving's Swede Turnip.
Rendle's „ „
True Devon Evergreen Grass,

pply to WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., Seed Merchants,
nouth.

NEW ASHL£AF.-"THE CHAMPION."
)SEPH WILSON, Ipswich, begs to state that his
stock of CHAMPION ASHLEAF (decidedly the finest in
vation), price 12s. per bushel (56), is getting" low, and that
r applications will be necessary.
W.'s stock also comprises the following excellent varieties •—
PROLIFIC KIDNEY, price 6s.; these on light land are a

1 profitable crop— they will repay a little outlay. MOSS
NETS, 6s.; a similar variety to the Prolific, 'grow to a
size, but not so many to a root. SUFFOLK EARLY
WS, the finest in the world, 22s. per sack. LORD RAG-
S, a new mammoth variety, 42s. per sack (medium size
out); and the late variety, PINK KIDNEY, price 24s. per
; for private glowers this variety offers many inducements;
ell known keeping qualities being as good in the month of
as when first taken up ; and added to its immense yield,
scsses all the fine flavour of the Ashleaf.
ie to London for orders of 4 bushels and upwards. No charge
-tfs or sfteks. No order attended to without a remittance.

-

OSACE ORAMCE ^ACLURA AURANTIACA).
1ARLWOOD and CUMMINS beg to aunounce
Unit tlier linve received from America Seeds of the abovc-
pd valuable Hedge Plant, which they are readv to send out
' per lb., accompanied with directions for sowing and treat-
as described in the Gardeners' Chronicle, May 13th, 1S54.
y have also received their annual importation of American
and Shrubs; Seeds, consisting of Azaleas, Rhododeu-
Querrns, lied Cedar, &c. of which a Priced List will be

n application,

year Seedlings of the following varieties of American
at 4s. per 100: Qnercus nigra, Banisteri, alba, and obtu-

1'ine 1 lants of Aquilegia gl.mdulosa, 20s. per dozen.
n glgantenm, per 100 seeds, 20s.

SEED POTATOES.
s. (/. I ^ (7

.oe Kidney, per litisli. 7 o Early Defiance, per bush. V 6
aved do. „ 80 Fortv-fold 6
s Oxford „ 7 | Early Manley 7
C

: ."'"J
he

.

Rla
,

d '° r«eive offers of 1, 2, and S-years old
4, T avjstock Row, Covent Garden, London.

NEW AND RARE CONIFER/E
DETEn LAWSON akd SON, tli "
. in, ,, ICdfnljurKli and London, have IHI on 1

ntmnlltj ol the nutiof tho follow I (JO.NII

Plni iii • ,.d, "

i
-

P.tiibovciilntJi.cntli'ocoi i 12
i tlcola. SOSoedH ... 2 2 «

P. .1. Ni.-.. i do. ... 2 2 I)

P, Doriritiiloyl do, ... 2 2

MbnccUriiN uncnrronK, do, 1 5 o

I'bxiih Lindl

.. '.'. 2 I)

Club i n In

tl
..'.'!

|{ , t ||.

fornfnn 10
Wlirill (0

int leum dm Liu
i do, I ',

BEODINC AND OTHL:-

1

now In bli ' '

I

full doHorlptl i will '"' round In tin lantpii (/ardent
'

Ohrontcl/if for .
. J .

. 8 Ordi i may be ftddn i d I

i

- .in Edlnbiirgli ; or to tholr London lloiiso, 25

Qoorgi ti I
v.

i ii tor.

&c.
». ii.

pHOlO i. I LOWE It 8 I. BUS,

80 vnrlotlou HAIIDY ANNUALS
CALOEOLAHIA, Dftvod from a collootlon that 1m

lin.i in ' , porpaol "' 2 o
CINKIJAUIA, very cbolco 1 (i

pniMi i. a „ i

STOCK, Hnnorlor mixed GtormAn and Intormcdlato. cocli... o r;

SWt.KT \\ II.I.IA.M, ANTMIKIIINI ,M, i-wh r,

PANSIKS, por doxon Plants, oholconamod t; <>

BttOV [001 LETTUCE, vorj nuporlor i

All tho abovo i in bi lilglily recommonded and forwarded free

by pout.

—

IIaiit 8c Nil i" td, &c, Oulldford.

1UEW SEE D S, C A It K J A G E F REE
Whito Bolglan ' larrol

follow QlobQ Mangold Wurzel
Mnrton'ii ^'I'llmv l Hobo dr

FiHlicr ilulilm' JTellow (ilolrodo.

Elvotham I g Ked do. ...

True Dovon ISvorgreon Grass
Imported Italian Rye-grass
Dickenson's Improved do. ...

Tin.. Somerset Cow Grans ...

Alslko Hybrid Clover
Common Rod Clover
White Dutch do.

I'ir Ii.

HA V, SANGI TER, i ' i

I.arly Amerli

'I I'M. 1:1:: i
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Medals with at ' ;

prlzo.and
Plantssentl

V
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.Per lb. Brf., 10c;., to

M., 7,1. to

fid., 10i/., to

2
1

1 a
1 o
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n
7
R
1
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Prices of all kinds of Agricultural Seeds will bo found in
Rbndlb'8 "Farming Price Current and Agricultural Directory,"
just published. -Apply to

Wiiii \m I,. Uinm.i. <V COj Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

/ 1HARLKS TURNER begs to intimate that bis
Vy New SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains
descriptive lists of

—

Dahlias, Carnations, Scarlet and Horse-
Fancy Dahlias, Picotees, Bhoe Geraniums,
Cinerarias, Pinks, Delphiniums,
Verbenas, Pansies, Mimulus,
Fuchsias, A uriculas, Pentstemons,
Hollyhocks, Shrubby Calceo- Petunias,
Chrysanthemums, larias, Bedding PlantR, &c,
including several new Dahlias, new Verbenas, new White
Bedding Calceolarias, &c, offered for the first time. Can be had
ou application.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

TREES and SHRUBS—The annexed having been
constantly removed are very suitable for immediate effect,

having been grown more as single Specimens than Nursery
Stock, and having formed large balls of earth. Every care is

taken to ensure success.

Araucaria imbricata

Arborvitie.

Azaleas, Ghent.

Cedrus deodara.

„ Libani.

Chesnuts, scarlpt.

Cryptomeriajaponica

best

Dentzia gracilis.

Holly, green.

„ variegated.
Junipers in large
variety.

Picea Pinsapo.

„ Fraseri.
Pinus excelsa.

Also very fine Specimen Standard Portugal Laurels and
Rhododendrons. Indian Azaleas and Greenhouse Rhododendrons,
for which we received first prizes last year, are grown very
extensively. Catalogues may be had on application; also the
Tree and Shrub Catalogue.

II. Lank & SoK, The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted.

Pinus Cembra.
,. insjgnis.

RhododendronSj
sorts.

„ hybrids.
Red Cedars 6 to 9 ft

Portugal Laurels.
Yew. Irish, 3 to 7 ft.

UNRIVALLED SPECIMENS OF
HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS, CONIFER/E,

ETC.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. respectfully call atten-

tion to their superior stock of the above, which is worthy
of the notice of those who are engaged in Ornamental Planting
where immediate effect combined with perfect safety in removal
is an important consideration.

L., P. & Cc. refer with much satisfaction to the great success
with which they have for many years been in the habit of
removing their large and symmetrically grown specimens (even
to very great distances), facts which fully justify them in stating
that such Plants as they now offer are seldom to be met with.
Their stock is too extensive for the limits of an Advertisement,
a tew only of the more prominent ones being here named, but
sizes, prices, and full particulars of all may be had on application.

Arbutus, of sorts

Abies Douglasi
„ orientalis

„ Menziesi
„ canadensis

Araucaria imbricata
Biota glauca

„ japonica
Birch, silverstemmed
Cedars of Lebanon
Cedrus deodara
Cupressus macro-
carpa

Ford's Oaks

Laurel
bushy

Lucombe Oaks
Magnolias
Pampas Grass
Pinus insignis

,. austriaca
Pinus cembra

,, excelsa
Picea Nordmanniana

fine large, Irish Yews
Ilex Oak
Japan Yews

' Junipcrus excelsa
(Liboeedrus chilensis

Scarlet Oaks
Rhododendrons, Jtne

large., bushy, groicn

in loom, fit /or any
foil or situation

„ Pinsapo Standard Bays, in tubs

Portugal Laurels,fine ,. Portugal Laurel
large, bushy ,, standard Thorns

Purple Beech &c. i&c. tic.

A M L H I C A N U U K i t K Y.

t
I ORGE BAKER f I* J r. B CATA-

H «
i

.
i

him in the Royal BoUnlc Oa ii Park, m*;-

a. B, begs to call attention to 1

Hollies, Conlferou*
nrrty, n*«:

Station,
.
mcc* ur*y be

I

BhA L i i M l 1 jj j v. ; teketa, each
packet containing i i r. 2t.

umbellata, i

.

Lopbo ,
other chi

nkec

—

1

I i.n, 1, Edmund Terrace, J-

London.
Al STRAIJi v VICTORIA KIDNEY, ar.d

EARLY PBOLIFK PO] \ : ' |E9, . \*r bushel,

SPRING FLOWERi).—C1NJ
ing Seedling Plants, At. to Cs. per doz.; fine named varieties,

i; ti 9

HYACINTHS in pots, various colours, just showier.'

As. per doz. ; also a few vrry line named flowera, many of which
are catalogued at D. to Lr.6ct. each, In the sauis tiz.-h

above. 95. per doz.

FINE HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, fawn
seed, in larg*- and small 60 pots, 1>. to &s. ;

Wood and I

'

?don.

DWARF FRENCH BEANS can be had in any
quantity.—Apply to J. G. *\Vaite, Seed Merchani

High Holborn, L> nd in.

PLANT YOUR POTATOES WITH JACKSON'5 P.

PREPARATION.
BASS and BROWN having been appointed Agents

for the above, « ill be happy to furnish

who may be forwarding their orders for Potatoes or othe
Also Agents for Page's COMPOSITION FOR THE DE-
STRUCTloN OF BLIGH1 - Snffolk-

PAGE u?n CO.'s BLIGHT COMPOSITION.
—Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon, sufficient to make fooj

and Barrel a extra s, Is. 3d. and 2s. Gd. each. Directions

for application forwarded. 10 Gallons and upwards Carriage
Free to London. Should he in the hands of all Plant and Fruit
Growers. See Gardeners' Chronicle, March 3, 1S55. Itcanncrir
be obtained of

Messrs.F.& A. Dickson& Sons, Mr. Bnrham, Hastings
106, Eastgatc Street. <. isrs.Chandler& Sot."

and 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester
Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Sutton & Sons, Reading
W. & G. Davison, St. Peter's

Street, Hereford
Henderson & Co., Pine Apple

Place, London
Rendle & Co., Plymouth
Masters & Son, Canterbury
Thomas Davies & Co., Waver-

tree, Liverpool
Mr. Freeman, Wobiirn
„ J. Perkins, NorUiampton
„ Tiley, Bath
„ E. Paul, Derby
„ W. Barratt, St. John's,

Wakefield,

worth I;

Mr. James Veitch. Ex: I

sery, Chelsea
Messrs. Wbeeler S Sod,
Gloucester

Messrs. Downie & Laird, South
Frederick Street, Edinburgh

Mr. W. F. Smith, River&head
!

Nursery. Sevenoaka
frs. Fisher. Holmes, & Co^

HandsworthNursen'.Shefiield
Mr. Thos. Cridlana.'Wiileton,

I near Taunton
E. Taylor. Slaltcn. Yorksh.

Mr. S. Smee. Halstead. Essex
Mr. Henrv Home, Henley-on-

I

Thames
Mr. i homas Pierpoict, "vYar-

ringtori. Lancashire„ Baskerville. Bristol

and of the Inventors and Manufacturers

—

B. PAGE & Co., Seed sUbbchaxts, Oxford Street, and
Above Bar, i

N.B.— Other names will shortly appear, as the agents are
appointed.

Exeter "Nursery. Exeter.—Established 1720.

E PARKER begs to offer the following, all of which
- • are well established, and can be forwarded to any part of

the Kingdom :

—

From per dozen.—5. d.

Exotic Orchids, distinct and beautiful species 60
Exotic Ferns

;, ., IS
British ditto „ „ 9
Exotic Lycouodiunis „ „ 12
Roses, consisting of the best varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals,

Teas, and Bourbons, strong plants, established in pots ... 12
Cinerarias, choice named varieties, strong, established

plants, in 4-inch pots 9
Cinerarias (Seedlings), from the finest named varieties, in-

cluding the best"varieties sent out last season, sfrorg,
established plants, in 4-inch pots 4 C

Calceolarias (Seedlings), from beautiful spotted varieties.

strong, established plants 6
Lists of Names forwarded upon application.

The following choice Cucumbers and Melons, in packets of
1*2 Seeds, at is. per packet

Oir ©artremr^Clirfintrle,
SATURDAY. APRIL 7, 1S55.

CUCUMBERS.
Superlative Improved
Walker's Ji.iuibler

Manchester Prize
Hunter's Prolific

Improved Patrick.

MEIiONS.
Golden Perlection (estra fine)

Bromham Hall
Persian Green Flesh
Chichester Prize
Cuthill's Scarlet Flesh.

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from uc-
knotvn correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Kcad, Hollctvay.

The vrar with Russia has already doubled the

price of garden mats, and wil!, probably, dest:

trade altoje her. Should this prove to be ihe case

gardeners, the great consumers of Rusid..

find a substitute, for bast is r.ecesiary to their

business. Already a substance called Cuba 1 -.-

found its way into the market ; but it is too weak
and too dear. At the last meeting of_ the Horti-

cultural Society, Messrs. Pacl. of Cr.eshnnt. exhi-

bited samples of a letter material, for it was softer

and stronger, which we understand can be supplied

at a much lower rate : and this appears to be the

be.-t sul star.ee of the kind at present on sale.

But at the same meeting were exhibited by Dr.

Rotle other basts, from the East Indies, incom-

parably stronger than either of the preceding. They
came from Arracan. where they appear to bear

the common nar.:. -'-.' ::p:cEl damp
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,.. h7~dri7to ti^mfcelinm of some fungus. I diate contact with the cyst was a most delicate

c-o^i^^V^^E?^hrCI FefpottsS^reTore difficult to ascertain tissue of spiral JUS^LSS^S^^
bark can be peeled into such strips as te
mats are made from, and if such as have hi heito

been most heard of come chiefly from, India,

it is only because we know more of the non-

commercial products of the old than of the new

world, thanks to the experiments and inquiries

continually making by the officers of the East India

Company, and most especially of late years by Dr.

Rovle. There can be no doubt that an article of

the same class as the Russian mat, and of far better

quality, can be manufactured in India from the

basts that are procurable in all directions. The

only difficulty would be the cost of freight. Whether

it could be brought in Europe into competition with

the very indifferent Russian mat, we are unable to

say
• but there can be no doubt that were that

possible, there would be a ready sale for such a

production, at even a higher price, provided strength

and durability were increased iu proportion. Mer-

chants alone know whether such an import could

come profitably as dunnage, and therefore at little

cost, and to them must be left the solution of the

Question. .

"
It must not, however, be supposed that this is

_

a

matter interesting only to us English ;
it is

;

in

reality a great colonial question, for we find that

Russia exports about three millions and a hall

of mat's annually, of which from 300,000 to 800,000

are consumed in the United Kingdom. Nothing

produced naturally in this country can be converted

into such an article. We have of late been forced

into the use of the light woollen canvas called £n,g%

domo, but the quality of that article is already so

deteriorated that it will probably soon cease to be in

demand, and then we shall feel the want of mats

more than ever. It is possible, indeed, to manufac-

ture our own straw mats, and for winter covering

they are excellent; but they are too opaque for

shading, and give the gardener no aid when he looks

round for something inexpensive with which he can

tie up his trees or his produce. Mats, therefore,

may be considered indispensable horticultural im-

plements, and we earnestly hope that either our

East Indian or West Indian possessions will find us

a good substitute.

m ir.Vit nnt hp rlneto the mycelium ot some iungus. aiaie contact mm mc y> " ' ,, Z ti s. a

FpwnZts however are more d.fficult to ascertain tissue of spiral or reticulated cells, probably in a

7h IZJrtv than the real nature of such appear- young state, the structure of which was only visible

Ztz ^iLXlm^^fom^JLotll^ very high powers There is every
_
reason

cells with mycelium and such mistakes are often to believe that the anomalous condition of the roots

cells with mycelium * however, Was due to the presence of the Vibrio, the extreme

Tnvincea ha the e» mycelium * and the minuteness of which makes it very improbable that

J' ation of chemical tesU was conclusive as to any remedy could be sugaested were the evil such

SftS* rince theConnecting membranes became as to require one. The Vibrio was not seen except

sibC and the su" 0Sed threads acquired a deep in a very young state ;
any attempt therefore to

visible, ana me suppus i
, , -,.'

t
v. ST)ec ; es . supposing it to be described,VlSlOie, auu me su^fuo™ „..--__- x

blue tint when treated with iodine and sulphuric

acid ; and it was evident that a growth of loose cells

had taken place within the ducts, probably for the

ultimate deposition of fecula, as in some Legu-

minosae. Our attention had, however, been drawn

to certain little cyst-like bodies, much larger than

The boots of a variety of plants are subject to

excrescences of different size, form, and character.

Some of these, as in Leguminosse and Conifers, are

mere modifications of the branchlets of the roots

themselves, and are either normal or due to peculiar

circumstances in which the plant may be placed. In

the former case they are probably reservoirs of nutri-

ment, in the latter from their abundant reticulated

cells, homologous with those of the aerial roots of

Orchids, there can be no doubt that they perform

some important economical function. There are,

however, many other tumours which are evidently

of insect origin, and some which are mere hyper-

trophies, or whose nature is still doubtful. Some of

these so closely resemble fungi that they have been

placed by Fries in his genus Mylitta, and we have

one now' before us, in which such a curious resem-

blance occurs to the fructification of some smooth-

seeded Truffle that a youg botanist might almost

be excused were he to fall into error. Amongst a

quantity of Cucumber plants in the garden at

Nunehani, Mr. Baily observed, a few days since,

one whose leaves were covered with brown spots,

some of which occurred also on the stem. The

frame was slightly affected with Thrips, but

there was no circumstance to account for the un-

healthy state of this individual plant, and on closer

examination the root was found to be covered with

excrescences varying from the size of a small pin's

head to that of a little Bean or Nutmeg. The roots

of Melons, Gourds, and many allied Cucurbits, have

a peculiar odour when hsalthy, resembling very

closely that of the pith of the common Rush ;
but

in this case there was a hot acrid smell, like that

which is so common in Crucifers.

The tubercles were of a dirty cream colour, nearly

globose, obscurely furfuraceous, and in almost every

case were developed on one side of the root, as was

very evident in the younger individuals; but the

same fact might be traced even in the largest. A
section exhibited irregular, radiating, whitish,_ and

sometimes snow white masses of vascular tissue

with numerous large open ducts intercepted by

loose cellular tissue, simulating in arrangement me-

dullary rays, and passing gradually into a thick

external ring of parenchymatous cells, especially on

the side of the tubercle where the swelling had

first taken place. On a minute examination of the

tissues the first point worthy of remark was the

enormous development of the vascular tissue, and a

second that many of the ducts, both in the tubercles

and the unaffected portions of the roots, were tra-

versed apparently by multitudes of threads. It was a

question, therefore, whether the morbid bodies

in a very young otai*> , cUJ. „~.-~r ., — : ,

ascertain the species, supposing it to be described,

U
The*articulated appearance, after the fashion of

Cephaelis, often assumed by Melon roots, may

possibly arise from some similar cause. We shall

hope on some future occasion to examine the

phenomenon. , . ..

We have represented in the annexed figures the

general appearance of the production, of the natural

size, omitting, however, for the sake of distinctness

many of the nodules ; a section through one ot the

cysts with the surrounding tissue magnified ;
a por-

tion of the eggs and the young Vibrios themselves,

as seen when treated with iodine and sulphuric

acid ; and also a portion of the delicate tissue above

mentioned more "highly magnified. It should be

observed that this latter presents very different

appearances in different parts ; in some, the out mes

of the cells are as represented in the figures m
others the tips of the cells are sharply pointed ;

and

while the generality of them merely exhibit tans-

verse lines, as from a spiral thread, some of them

are delicately reticulated. M. J- B.

The following announcements appeared the otheB

day in the Globe:—" We have reason to believe

that the Hon. James Kenneth Howard will succeed

Mr T F Kennedy in the office of Commissioner ot

Woods and Forests. We have much satisfaction in

stating that Sir John Hersohel will be succeeded as

Master of the Mint by the distinguished Professor

the mouths of the ducts, which were themselves of GliAHAM; f University College, now one ot the

considerable size, and to our great surprise it Assayers."

appeared that these cysts were regular membranous The latter of these appointments does great honour

sacs exactly resembling the sporangia of Truffles, to Lord pA1MERSToN. A man more highly quaiiheo

and' filled with a multitude of minute elliptic or than Mr. Graham for the important post to whict

sliehtly cymbiform eggs, averaging not more than h h been advanced could not have been selected

. tht of an inch in length, with a breadth As a profound chemist he is intimately acquaint*

of >_ In many of these the nucleus already with the ereat processes over which he is now t-

showed the form of a Vibrio, folded up once preside , and the public service cannot but derive al

or twice and several of the animals were the advantages which scientific refinement, combine

free though still of small size, having escaped with practical experience, can bring with it to s

froni the eggs by a little circular aperture at one vast a object as our coinage. In short frolessc

1 Graham is a wirthy successor to Sir John Herschel

,
was not affected by iodine and .

connections . Let us hope that the honoura

but showed some appearance ot
|

*
tleman is equally provided with the grea

extremity. The cyst was destitute of any evident

organic structure, was not affected by iodine and

sulphuric acid, but showed some appearance ot

giving way under caustic potash. It was clear, then,

that it did not consist of cellulose, but might possibly

be some modification of xylogen. It is not conceiv-

able that such a cyst could have been deposited by

the Vibrio itself, and we must therefore consider it

as due to the irritation caused by the presence ot

the egtfs, and exactly analogous to the cysts pro-

duced by the larva of the cestoid worms in animal

structures. We are not aware that anything of the

kind has ever been observed before in vegetable

parasites; for though the tissues of vegetables are

greatly altered by the presence of the larvae which

produce galls, it does not appear that they ever give

rise to a free cyst, as in the present case differing

altogether from the surrounding tissues.

\jrRAHAM IS a. wntuj bu^otowi *v -**- —

and the appointment is the more to be applauae

that it was made without the aid of politic;

influence. . .

But what are we to say of the other nomination

The officer under whom the management of tl

Royal Forests is placed should have attainments ot

high order as well as the Master of the Mm
Unless he is conversant with the science

forestry, the working of mines, and a vane

of other matters of the first consequence in rur

economy, to say nothing of the control oflandi

property, he does not possess the qualificatw:

indispensable in so peculiar a charge. Is t

Honourable James Kenneth Howard a master

these branches of knowledge ? We are not the or

persons unable to answer that question ;
tor '

observe that Mr. Cradfdrd has given notice in t

House of Commons of his intention, after the rece

to call the attention of Parliament to the appon

ment in question. As far as we are at present

formed we can only say that Mr. Howard is son

the Earl of Suffolk, son-in-law of the Marquis

Lansdowne, and brother-in-law of Lord Shelbuk

and of the Honourable Charles Gore the ott

Commissioner of Woods and Forests All there*

which is certain is, that he enjoys the advantage
__. . • t i 1 ihnt <hft hnnAlM

* Threads ofmycelium rarely, if ever, turn blue on the applica-

therefore be submitted to chemical verification.

t These are, however, large m comparison with those of the

common human thread-worm, whose dimensiona are *V5 DJssv-

lllgll COUIl«u»uo. ">•" — *.wF~ — -
-

—

gentleman is equally provided with the giea
|

requisites of his office.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—LXVI.

289. Vamegatio.—Phaenogamous plants, with :

exceptions, in a state of health, and duly exposed to

influence of light, exhibit in their leaves and otten

other organs a green tint of greater or less dens

according to the individual species. This depends u

a peculiar substance called chlorophyll, capable •

various modifications as regards colour, and incorpora

in some way not perfectly ascertained at present
J

certain, for the most part, nitrogenous globules, »

do not, however, seem tocous.st entirely of chloropM

but to be a mere receptacle for it. These globrJes),

indeed intimately connected with its production, w

,

do not seem to exist in cells which are pf*|
colourless. , ,.. . sifo

"90 Chlorophyll seems to differ m quality in ame

plants ; that of Lichens at least is not identical witn

of Pticenogams. The globules moreover which sen
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its receptacle are not always of tho same nature. In

Lichens thoy arc probably reproductive ; in some AlglS

they are certainly capable of germination, while in

Pbrenogams, notwithstanding the attributes assigned by

Turpwi to his globuline, thoro is no proof that they are

capahlo of giving rise to organised structures, except by

chemical decomposition. In PhfBnogoms such globules

arc dispersed irregularly in the protoplasm of the cells,

wJiilu in (Jhura, Zygncma, &c, tliey have a definite

arrangement, which in the former instance cannot be

deranged without the destruction of the circulation and

other vital phenomena. In most instances tho globules

arise indifferently in the midst of tho protoplasm ; hut

in Lichons they are produced at the tips of threads, of

which they are tho ultimate articulations, after the

raannor of spores.

291. According to the various modifications which
chlorophyll undergoes, different tints are < nimcil in

various parts of a plant, and not only do flowers ex-

hibit their multiplicity of hues, hut oven leaves in their

normal condition are variously painted. With such
matters, ns peculiar to each species, and consistent with
perfect health and tho performance of every vital func-

tion, howovor interesting, wo have nothing to do in this

place. In certain cases, however, either in every cell

equally, as in seedlings, or in portions only, variously
disposed, the chlorophyll, though in the normal condi-

tion produced abundantly, is entirely wanting. Tho
seedlings aro of very short duration, seldom advancing
beyond tho (lcve)npmont of tho cotyledons ; the partially

affected plants aro of indefinite duration, and are known
under the name of variegated.

202. If the leaf of a plant, as for instance of a varie-

gated Pelargonium, be examined under the microscope,
while the green portions are rich in chlorophyll, tho
blanched parts aro entirely destitute, except in those

varieties in which the border oxhibits a golden or
Bpeckled appearance, which is dependent on modifica-

tions of the contents of the cells. In proportion as the
cells are coloured, the globules, which are the receptacles
of the chlorophyll, are more or less developed, and of
greater or less size. The functions of the cells in other
respects are not impeded, there is no lesion of their walls

;

the bleached parts are not killed by exposure, as is the
case with some delicate pale tissues, as, for instance,
the expanding fronds of certain Ferns ; and if there
were no other peculiar phenomena, plants so affected
could be regarded only as mere varieties, and not as
plants in a diseased condition. It is, however, curious
that when a portion of a plant with variegated leaves
is in communication with other parts which normally
would produce leaves endowed with the ordinary green
tint, those parts are liable to contract the affection

;

and the affection, when once present, does not seem to
vanish altogether, though it is said that in some cases
it may be modified by rich soil, accompanied by com-
plete exposure to light. It is possible, however, that
variegation may not always be properly distinguished
from Chlorosis.*

293. Variegation may arise either in the seedling,f
or in some particular branchlet of a tree ; often in

shoots coming from adventitious buds. Such a shoot
may communicate the affection immediately, or if grafted
upon a sound stock may affect the stock ; or, on the
contrary, if the stock be variegated the graft may be
affected. Many such instances are reported in the
older writers on Horticulture and Vegetable Physiology,
and in more recent times Turpin, in his memoirj on
grafting, informs us that Noisette had observed the phe-
nomenon in the case of a variegated Jasmin. Seedlings,
however, from variegated plants are not of necessity
variegated, exactly as the produce of an Albino does not
necessarily exhibit the peculiarities of that animal
condition.

294. Many plants in their normal condition exhibit
parts which are entirely colourless, though modifica-
tions of organs which in their normal condition are
green. It does not however follow that such plants are
in precisely the same state as the colourless parts of
variegated leaves. White flowers, for instance, seem to
have their own peculiarities. They are by no means
free from colouring matter, and in some instances they
give the same chemical results as flowers of a different

colour. §

295. It appears, on the whole, that variegation depends
originally upon a weak condition, but if so, one which
does not admit of perfect remedy, and which, moreover,
is capable of propagation. It should seem, however,
that this capability exists only for cells in a young and
tender condition. A leaf which is already green does
not lose its chlorophyll, nor are neighbouring cells

affected ; it is only in new shoots or leaves that the
extension of the malady is visible. In fact, cells of the
most different colours may be in juxtaposition without
any mutual effect, as regards colouring only. M. J. B.

* A case is quoted by Meyeu from Burgsdorf's " Versucli enter
vollstandigen GescMchto vorziiglicher Holzartcn," a book to
-which I have not access, which is worthy of attention. A young
Beech which had beeu eaten down by snails to its cotyledons,
^and in its first winter by deer, produced in the spring two leaves
only, with but little green about them. It was transplanted the
next year into better soil, and again produced variegated leaves

;

after it was established the white spots gradually disappeared, and
At length there were no signs of variegation, it is said also that
variegated Myrtles recover their green tint when so treated

;

and it is notorious that even in variegated trees particular shoots
will reappear in their normal condition. The curious point is,
that if the malady arises in the first instance from any external
eause, it should so seldom disappear, and that it should be so
easily and permanently propagated,

t Knight obtained variegated plants of Vines by crossing.
{ Annates do.s Sciences Naturelles (1st series), vol. 24, p. 349.

i See Thomson's " Organic Chemistry," p. 427.

CLIMATE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES—No \ I

Nick, 80 March, I ISM.—On the 10th of this month
single red Tnlipi (OculuS soils) wen- in flower in thfl i

,, n

Acids. On the 13th white Thorns were in full leaf. Ontbs
15th were gathered wild the double Scarlet Anemone
(Rogina), which Is also abandant In gardens. Somool
the Lemon and Orange trees wire also iii blossom In the

warmer Hif.uat.ionn. On the 'I'M, Poaches and Nectariucn

(all standards here), and new Cherries, Pear trees, and

Plums were fully onf>—Apples, partially. Ai|

from gardens, ana also wild from the hedges, is sold in

the market. On the rocks of Mount vinalgrior, the

Asplonium Petrarebn (a Fern not known in Britain)

something like A. trienomanes, but much prettier,

grown rather plentifully. China Pouch are coming nto

Rower. Lycopodium denticnlotnm grown in the lanes

and valleys. Manure here Iwih great care taken of it;

a great part is Mouefled and in that state applied ronnd
the roofs of the Orange and olive trees. 2vo sewage U
allowed to escape. The recent decrease in temperature

appears to have been almost simultaneous in London,

Paris, and llrusHols, and of about tho same extent. The
usual cold March winds have been but little felt hero at

present. Daily Temperature.

I0J P.M.

IMiG.
March

Moan

1G
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

7 A.M. 12.

40 52
nr, SI

89 48
37 60
89 55
43 68
42 00

40.1 53.4

45 02
47 02
48 58
47 02
40 01

49 63
47 63

45.5 58.7

45 61
45 66
48 68
40 66
47 65
40 52
42 52

44.7 55.5

41

44
40
46

42.8

61
64
47
46
47
4.8

46

61
46
49
43
43
42
45

45.8

£. a
Villa Beak, Naples, March 28th, 1855. — Trees

coming into leaf : Maple, Fig, Lime, Beech, Hornbeam,
and Acacia, and in sunny places the Vine ; except one
Maple in full leaf, all the rest seem equally advanced.
The flowers are " legion :

" Judas trees, of which there

are only three in this garden, Glycine, Azaleas, Roses,
— amongst the rest Devoniensis and the dark China

—

Tulips, Ranunculuses, Hyacinths, the Grape Hyacinth,
and Anemones, we met with a month ago in Tuscany

;

Calla ./Tithiopica, in full flower, planted in rock-work
islands round a fountain ; Geranium (Scarlet) Mallow,
8 feet high ; Stocks of all sorts, very poor ; the chief

weed under the trees is a yellow Oxalis. The Mesem-
bryanihemum hangs like Ivy in masses 6 feet long from
the top of walls ; its triangular leaves are half an inch

each side of the triangle. The Cytisus and even the
Laurustinus and Magnolia have the edges of their leaves

browned by the frost ; the Laburnum in full leaf will,

iu two or three days, be in flower ; the Aloe and Iris

(common blue) grow on the ruined walls, and Ivy
quite as thick as with us. At Florence beyond the
Olives and Oleanders no one thing existed to remind
one of the south, the only Ferns were the Ceterach and
Asplenium nigrum and Trichomanes ; here the true

Adiantum cap. Veneris covers the lava round the
fountains. The Filix-mas grows from the tufa walls,

and is now a foot high. The Grass borders here are

cut with a hook ! and every plant of Clover is eradi-

cated. The China Roses, Azaleas, and Camellias have
each a hole 2 feet in diameter round them. In Lady
Strong's villa, across the street, there is an Araucaria

excelsa, about 15 feet high, worth coming to Naples to

see. The Lupins and Trifolium incamatum are in

flower in the fields. The want of any freestone, and
the excellence of the clay, cause terra-cotta vases of

beautiful forms to be universally used here, even in the

King's gardens. The beautiful yellow red to which this

clay turns in the fire agrees much better with the green
leaves than either stone or marble, and I am much sur-

prised that our friends never think of sending any over

to England. They have the bad taste here to put white

marble seats on rough bases of small lava and scoria?,

and make their statues rest on similarly made islands,

from holes in which lava issue two jets of water. The
Palms are not allowed fair play, but " overcrowed " by
dozens of other trees, consequently they are not very
fine. There are no small Taugerine Oranges in the

Villa Reale, but at two or three villas at Pausih'ppo there

are a few. Vesuvius has much snow on it yet. At
5 o'clock a common bat was hawking after flies in broad
daylight here amongst the promenaders. Somerset.

T. F.THE DISMISSAL OF THE RIGHT HON
KENNEDY.

When Sir John Shelley withdrew his motion in the

House of Commons on the 27th of February, for a Com-
mittee to inquire into the grounds and justification of

the removal of Mr. Kennedy from the office of Com-
missioner of Woods, &c„ he did so on the condition of

I nnderti i
• by lbs Prime Mil

also first Lord oi die 'I reosory, in tb<- bee of the House
',i Commons, that certain o Ena Tree
i
ury Mfnnte oi the Sli I Mai el •

Kenni dy and Mi friends, six

bj the Treasury, and that such retractation should be
..,<, ,,,11,! ,, corded at the Treasury.

This pledge ban been amply and promptly fulfilled by
tbi First Lord of the Tn i

A Peril menl • Paper has recently ben
(No. iii, containing a letter sddrsosed, by command of

the Lords Commissioners of her Majesty? Treasury, to

Mr. Kennedy, together wiih a Treat
,-'

/
',, 8 i I

I

This Minute contains a i--tt<r from Mr. <..

dated 28lh February, the debate having takei

the 27th, 1 1 may be worth . juxta-

position thi oflensivs paragraph and tho Minoto made
in purauance of tin- under'aLiujj of the Prime Minister:

Extractfrom M,„
i

SI, i'.'.4.

—

" In the ni", however, of the contri rer ;•
•!

. between Mr. II :• and Mr Brown,
"and also between the former gentleman i

" Kennedy on tho subject oi Mr. brown's reports on
" Alice Holt and Woolmcr Forests, the questions
" at issue are reduced to matters of simple fact,

" but which, from the spirit in which the onr-cuseion

" 1ms been conducted, have assumed a character b>
" volving the veracity, integrity, and honour of the

"par',-/, and rendering it <!<•table, on that account,
" that the matter should be brought to a conclusion with
" the least possible delay."

"Copt or TaSASomr Mj*cte, dateo Mu/ii S, I

" My lords read tin: following letter from the I

E. Gladstone:—
" ' Downing Street, Feb. 28.

" ' My I-ord«,—In a discussion which arote but night in tbe
House of Common., with respect to the e* .edy, it

was slated by Sir John Shelley, who made a motion on bli
behalf, that bin removal from onus had tjiken place In conjunc-
tion with reflections on hi* honour, veracity, and integrity.

Having been the person principally rcAponsibb-, u
the Exchequer at the time, for Mr. Kennedy's removal. I may
take 11, is opportunity of slating, what, however, I know to be
perfectly familiar to your lordships, namely, that no irnjoUation

was aul cr was intended to be cast by me ujsrn Me. K-
respect of his honour, veracity, or Integrity; on the contrary, I

had a sincere respect for the zeal with which be appeared to

prosecute hb duties ; and bis character, after a long lit*-, was un-
assailable in these vital points. I am able to state that in all

communications which have passed between the Earl of Aberdeen
or myself on tbe one band, and friends of Mr. Kennedy on the
other, the utmost willingness has at all times been expressed by
us both to adopt any effectual and proper mode of pucb
matter, naturally so interesting to Mr. Kennedy, beyond dtrobt.

As, however, I must judge from the language used Last night
by Sir John Shelley, and likewise by other members of Parlia-

ment, that such doubt has existed, and as it appears to be in

some degTee supported by words in a Treasury minute, which
were used, I am well assured, with another intention. I venture
to suggest it to your lordships for consideration, whether yon
might not act justly by Mr. Kennedy were you to place it upon
record in a supplemental minute that it has never at any time
been intended to cast any reflection upon Mr. Kennedy in point cf
honour, veracity, or integrity. I have, &c,

'• ' W. E. Glad",'
" Mr. "Wilson states to the Board that, being fully cognizant

of tbe intentions of their lordships' immediate predece
is enabled to assure their lordships that the expressions in a
minute of the Board to which Mr. Gladstone refers, and which
have been interpreted by Mr. Kennedy and his friends as
throwing an imputation upon I

- rarity, and ii

of that gentleman, were not intended to hare such an application, or
in any way to impeach his honour. My lords desire (bat
of this minute be communicated to Mr. Kennedy, with the ex-

pression of their lordships' hope that it will have the •

relieving bis mind from any leeling that his honour has been
called in question.*'

" Thus," as is remarked in a paper in private circu-

lation, "it appears that Mr. Gladstone on the 28th of

February, 1855, ' suggested' to the Lords Commissioners
of the Treasury, for their consideration, a course of

proceeding ('acting justly,
1

as he says, ' by Mr. Ken-
nedy ') which the Prime Minister had on the previous

day, the 27th, pledged himself to the House of Commons
to adopt. It appears that Mr. Gladstone thought this

proceeding proper to be adopted, on considerations of

justice and truth, but he waited for upwards of nine

months before he took it, or 'suggested it for consider-

ation,' and until it was extorted by a motion in the

House of Commons. He claims credit for doing that

in which the Prime Minister had anticipated him, and
had pledged himself to do, before he had the benefit of

Mr. Gladstone's suggestions." This, it would seem, is

Mr. Gladstone's perception and sense of justice, and
the Smanner in which he carries them into execution.

May we ask in what school he gained his own ideas of

right and wrong ; at Naples 1 or in Whitehall 1

With reference to the last remark, we beg the attention

of our readers to the words here printed in italics. After

giving it they may perhaps arrive at a better judgment

concerning the true value of the statements occasionally

made by public men, than they could previously form.

It is clear that what Messrs." Gladstone and ^ tlson

really say is not to be taken as an expression of what

they intend or mean, but that they belong to that in-

genious school which takes for its motto, " The use of

words is to conceal meaning."

Lord Palmerston, in thus forcing his ex-colleague to

sing his palinode, has fully redeemed his promise to

the House of Commons. "But," as a contemporary has

well put it, " though Mr. Kennedy was dismissed from

the Woods and Forests, yet a Minute is entered on the

records of the Treasury praising Mr. Kennedy to the

skies. The only inference one can draw from this, and

manv similar instances, is, that under our matchless

|
constitution men are turned out of their offices because

they have deserved well of their country. It would

|
seem to follow, that for a man to be left in office is

[
tantamount to a declaration that he is incapable or
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untrustworthy." However unjust such an inference

manifestly is in numerous cases, we must confess

that the conduct of the Woods and Forests renders the

conclusion inevitable in that department of the public

service.

COMMON THINGS.
Shallots.—The usual method of cultivating these is to

plant the roots in drills, and to earth them up as the

plants advance in height ; but the late Mr. Knight sug-

gested a mode of surface-planting by which he states he

succeeded in growing very fine bulbs. It is thus described:

—He placed a rich soil beneath the bulbs, and raised

the mould on each side, to support them till they became

firmly rooted. This mould is then removed by the hoe,

and watered from the rose of a watering-pot ; and the

bulbs in consequence were placed wholly out of the

ground. "The growth of these plants," he added,

"now so closely resembled that of the common Onion

as not to be readily distinguished from it till the irregu-

larity of form resulting from the numerous germs within

each bulb became conspicuous. The forms of the bulbs,

however, remained permanently different from any ever
seen of the same species, being much more broad aud
less long, and the crop was so much better in quality,

as well as much more abundant, lhat the mode of cul-

ture adopted is confidently recommended to every
cultivator.

Tomatoes The seeds of these should now be sown
upon a hot-bed, and as soou as the plants are 2 inches

high they should be planted in small sized pots, placing

two plants in each pot. They should have plenty of air

allowed them so that they may not draw up weakly,

and about the end of the month they may be removed
to a cool frame, and hardened off by degrees till they

will bear the open air. In May, or the beginning of

June, they may be planted against a south wall. They
must be trained close to the wall as they grow, and
when they have acquired sufficient length and shown
blossom enough for a crop they should then he topped

and all useless laterals removed as well as those leaves

which shade the fruit. The common large red kind is

the most useful for ordinary purposes.

Home Correspondence.
Restoration to Health of a decayed, Holly.—Some years

ago a beautiful, old, spreading Holly tree showed signs

of decay. It grew in a cultivated field ; the roots of

the Couch-grass, which were in the field, were collected,

and instead of carting them to an out-of-the way corner,

they were spread in large quantities under the Holly

tree ; the fresh soil attached to the roots of the grass,

and the decomposition of the roots themselves, have
greatly benefited the Holly, which is now in a healthy

condition. It will thus be seen that the years of many
a favourite tree may ofteu be prolonged by very simple

means. P. M.
May's Magnum Bonuwif alias Bedale Hall Cos Lettuce.

—Mr. Fitzsimon is wrong in stating that this variety

was raised by Mr. M'Donald ; that it was called

M'Donald's Cos is true, but this name, as well as that of

Bedale Hall Cos, were given it merely because its proper

name had not been ascertained. In the first place Mr.
M'Donald gave a few plants or seeds of this Lettuce to

my father, declaring that he could not "shank" it, and
that he would give him a sovereign for every seed ; my
father, however, succeeded in seeding it, and gave a few

seeds to one or two neighbouring gardeners, along with

his method of producing them, aud in this way the

variety has been preserved. Mr. M'Donald also

declared that it was only possessed by himself and a

friend ; that it was not in the trade, but refused to give

its name (if it had one) or its origin. I have endea-

voured to discover its right name, both from London
and country travellers, but without success. If it can be

proved what it really is in the garden of the Horticultural

Society it will be a pleasure to myself and a benefit to

the public, as it is deserving of general cultivation. Mr.
M'Donald, I have been informed, went to America a

few years ago. C. Heivson, Bedale Hall, Yorkshire.

Pruning Knives.—An inquirer after a good pruning

knife may buy the best I ever had of Beach, of Salis-

bury. They are mounted in wood and particularly well

shaped. I direct to him, Mr. Beach, King of the

Cutlers, Salisbury, and have had dozens of him. Woglog.

I could readily explain why these are not

good at the present day. Suffice it to say that our

manufacturers generally have acquisitiveness rather

too fully developed ; but there are yet remaining a few

men devoted to their callings, and who feel the greatest

amount of gratification when they have served their

customers well. One of these is Mr. Williams, Butchers'

Cutler, 14, West Smithfield, and if your correspondents

will be satisfied with a plain knife (not a clasp), they

may there procure as good a one as ever was put into a

bush ; and if they would more certainly assure^ them-

selves of this fact, let them inquire at any butcher's

shop in London. Francis Paries, Steel Digging-fork
maker, Sutton Coldfield.

Dead Vines.—Last week I called on a neighbour who
has two vineries ; one he uses as a greenhouse, the other

during the winter months is a plant-stove. In the
former the Vines have been planted 3 years last autumn,
and in the latter two years. The borders were made
over-rich, being fully half manure, with insufficient

drainage, the subsoil being stiff clay. During the two
first years the Vines grew luxuriantly ; but in the
beginning of December, 1853, they were turned out of

the house before the wood was thoroughly ripened, and

exposed to the severity of the weather until the follow-

ing March, 1354. They broke but indifferently last

summer, owing doubtless to their being so much
exposed ; this season every Vine has died to within

3 feet of the ground. On examination it was found that

the roots bad entered the stiff clay. Now what was the

cause of this failure ? Their being exposed in an un-

ripeued state, or was the disaster occasioned through
the roots entering the cold clay ? All the Vines were
planted outside the houses. Most of them in the other
house have been planted two years, hut I believe three
were planted this spring ; they have all been turned out
of the house during the winter, with a few haybands
twisted round them ; they have nearly all shared the

same fate as those alluded to above— in short, they are
all dead to within 2 or 3 feet from the ground. E. B.
[Of course. If you manure Vines extravagantly they
cannot ripen their wood, and frost must kill them.]
The Weather in Stirlingshire—"Borrowing days."—

There are some old popular rhymes about the
" borrowing days," such as

—

" March borrowit fra Aperill,

Three days aud they were ill."

Also the following

—

" March said to Aperill,
' I see three hogs upon a hill

;

But lend your three first days to me
And I'll be bound to gar them die.

The first it shall be wind and weet,

The next it shall be snaw and sleet,

The third it shall be sic a freeze,

Sail gar the birds stick to the trees
;

'

But when the borrowed days were gane,

The three silly hogs came hirplin hame."

This season winter has borrowed a month or two from
spring which will be long remembered by the cultivators

of the soil. Iu the last week of March the frost and snow
in some places in the neighbourhood of Stirling pre-

vented the spade and the plough from working freely,

and the effect of 30° of frost is „stlll visible in many
places upon garden vegetables and shrubs ; some are

dead and their remains bleached white, others will

require a good cutting in to remove the withered

appearance, and yet some shrubs of the same species

appear to be little injured by the severe frost, which
almost killed their near relations. Our common spring

bulbous flowers are long in coming, but they are

welcome, although they are " hirplin hame" at a slow

rate. The severe frost has also tested the hardiness of

some of our newly introduced plants ; for instance the

Dielytraspectabilis, which will bloom in our stoves and
greenhouses, will also live at zero of Fahrenheit's scale.

P. Mackenzie, West Plean, Stirling.

Origin of the name Hypericum.—Few plants have
had such a run of popular names as this genus.

Gerard is loud in its praises, and says " a most pretious

ointment" is made from it, hence probably its name in

our time of " Tutsan " (toute saine, all heal). " Aaron's
beard " and " terrestrial sun " relate no doubt to its

starry flowers, for not only are its petals of a bright

golden yellow, but it has a host of yellow stamens
slightly tinged with red occupying the whole disc of

the flower, and forming half a globe ; but, besides the

golden hues of its petals and stamens, it has a multitude

of pores in its leaves—hence the French writers call it

the flower of a thousand holes (mille pertuis). These
names are therefore all easily accounted for ; but I was
not a little surprised to find iu Loudon's " Hortus
Britannicus" that the botanical name of this genus
(Hypericum) was stated to be of "origin unknown."
On referring, however, to Loudon's great work, the
" Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicum," I find various

conjectures offered as to the origin of this very ancient

name, not one of which appears even to be in the least

plausible ; and it were vain to look among modern
words for a name compounded, for aught we know,
hundreds of years before the Christian era, since the

name Hypericum is given in the works of Dioscorides.

Hypericums are all of the easiest culture, and by nature
widely spread both as beautiful plants and as weeds

;

we might therefore, with good reason, look for the name
occurring as a household word along with such as the

Lily and the Rose, and following like them in the wake
of civilisation and Christianity. Bearing as it does in our
own language, as well as in that of Germany, the

name of one of the Holy Family, the beloved St.

John, it is easy to see that its virtues were accounted
by the early Christians as of the highest order

;

and added to this its ancient name " Androsfemum"
literally signifying human blood, from aner (andros), a
man, and haima, blood, in allusion to the dash of red on
its stems, [We rather believe this name refers to the
property undoubtedly possessed by the Androsfemum
of staunching blood ; it is, in fact, an ancient vulnerary.]
as well as on the golden rays of its long slender
stamens, we can readily comprehend that bright
ideas were associated with this terrestrial sun in those
early days. Now in all figures of "the Holy Family,
ancient and modern, the rays of light encircle not only
the head of our Lord and Saviour, but likewise the
heads of the blessed Virgin and St. John, and as
the precursor of the Messiah was the foremost ray of
the world's light (terrestrial sun), we can easily see the
link that connected the St. John's Wort with the glory
on the figure, for this is literally the Greek compound
of this ancient and beautiful name from hnper, upon, and
icon, the figure. Hence we have the classic origin of
Hypericum simplified, and in harmony with its ancient
line. Alex. Forsyth.

Beneficial Femdts of Planting Evergreens in Peat.—
The following statement may be useful to those who
may yet plant evergreens, for shelter^ or ornament,

where peat can be easily obtained. Upwands of 20
years ago some Portugal Laurels were planted in a
mixture of peat earth and common earth. Others in

common soil, only a few feet apart from each other, ,

with the same aspect to each. Some of those in the '

peat measure 25 feet in diameter and 13 feet in height,

and are still in a healthy vigorous state with scarcely a
leaf injured by the frost of last winter ; the best of the

others measure 14 feet in diameter aud 10 feet in height,

and they have many brown leaves upon them. P. M.

Horticultural, April 3.— Sir Philip deMalpasGrey
Egerton, Bart., M.P., in the chair. Lieut.-Col. Crabbe,
K.H. ; T. B. Simpson, Esq. ; J. H. Hedge, Esq. ; and
C. Fletcher, Esq., were elected Fellows. This second
spring meeting, notwithstanding the peculiar backward-
ness of the season, was the occasion of bringing
together a very interesting exhibition of flowers, fruit,

and vegetables, and a very crowded attendance of
Fellows and their friends.

Of New Plants there were several. From Messrs.
Rollisson came the Java Rhododendron retusum,
the Brassia cinnamomea, and the Odontoglossum
Pescatorei mentioned in another column. Messrs.
Veitch contributed the handsome light-coloured Camel-
lia, Countess of Orkney, an Achimenes in the way of
picta called gigantea, a Dendrobium allied to transparens,

and though by no means new, the Yellow Side-saddle

flower (Sarracenia flava). Concerning this and other-

Sarracenias it was mentioned, that although they brave
the rigour of a Canadian winter with impunity, they
have not been found to succeed out of doors in England,
and the reason ascribed for this is, that our summers
are not hot enough for them. They like a hot, moist
atmosphere while growing, which is what they have in

their native swamps ; but when at rest they may be
kept cool and comparatively dry.

Of Indian Azaleas there were two nice collections }
one from Mr. Wood, gr. to G. W. Norman, Esq., of
Bromley ; the other from Mr. Todman, gr. to Airs.

Buckmaster, of Clapham Park. There was also a speci-

men of Smith's Azalea, from Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to
the Duke of Norfolk, at Arundel Castle. In the group
from Bromley was an example of Gledstanesi, variegata,

and lateritia, all grafted together in one plant, the
different coloured flowers thus intermixed producing a
very beautiful effect.

Of Hyacinths a dozen charming plants was fur-

nished by Mr. Cutbush, of Highgate. As regards colour
the most remarkable among them were Prince Albert,

a nearly black kind, and Cavaignac, a bright salmon-
coloured sort with faint white streaks running down the
centres of the petals. These are two varieties which no
collection should be without.

Roses in Pots, not less remarkable for their clean
bright green foliage, than for the beauty and fragrance
of their flowers, were furnished by Mr. Francis, of
Hertford. The varieties consisted of Souvenir d'un
Ami, Auguste Mie, Geant des Batailles, Madame Bravy,
Comte de Paris, and other well known kinds, all of
which were "worked" on the Manetti stock, which
is a favourite with Mr. Francis. The same exhibitor

likewise showed a collection of cut Roses, as did also

Mr. M'Ewen, of Arundel, and a beautiful boxful of
these flowers came from the Messrs. Paul, of Cheshunt.
In the last-named exhibition we remarked examples of
the new Rose Gloire de Dijon, which may be described

as possessing the rich colour of Safranot, or rathetf

perhaps that of Vicomtesse Decazes, with the fine full

form of our English Rose Devoniensis. It is certainly

a glorious addition to Tea-scented varieties, and that it

stands forcing well was evident from the beauty of the

blooms exhibited.

Of Orchids two fine collections were produced, one
from Messrs. Rollisson, the other from Messrs. Veiteh.

Messrs. Rollisson's plants are fully described in another
column. Messrs. Veitch sent Phalsenopsis grandiflora,.

capital specimens of Cypripedium villosum and Den-
drobium nobile, Vanda insignis and tricolor, the beau-

tiful Dendrobium Farmeri, and Ansellia africana, the

only Orchid known to come from Fernando Po, and
that from a Palm tree, on which few of them like to

grow. Mr. Wicks sent Miltonia Candida and Scilla

peruviana.

Of Cinerarias," one of the best collections perhaps
ever shown was furnished by Mr. Turner, of the
Royal Nursery, Slough. It consisted of the following

varieties, which were pronounced by all who saw them
to be " perfect gems," viz , Lablache, blue ; Estelle,

white, broadly tipped with purple ; Lady Mary La-
bouchere, white, tipped with blue ; Loveliness, purple,

with a small ring of white round a purple centre
;

Lord Stamford, white, tipped with blue ; Esther, white,

with a dark centre, and broadly tipped with brilliant

crimson ; and Kate Kearney, a white kind. Along
with these were also two or three others not for competi-

tion. Pelargoniums were confined to one collection, which
came from Mr. Coe, of Ham. The sorts were Blooms-
bury, Album multiflorum, Duke of Cornwall, Mrs.
Johnstone, Silene, and Gauntlet, all kinds known to

force well. Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at Frog-

more, contributed cut specimens of different varieties of

Begonias, chiefly hybrids raised by himself, and with

whose brilliancy and beauty all were struck. In colour;

they may be said to have varied from delicate pink to

the rich crimson or rather scarlet of B. fuchsioidea.

The best were perhaps suaveolens rosea, Ingrami, and
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the varieties of nitida called rubra and rosea; but to

particularise in nocdlosa where all are no well worth

growing.

Mr. Snow, gr. to Earl do Grey, sent Amaryllis

" Stophenia," a variety of A. Johnsoni with a large

amount of colour in it. From J. Allnutt, Esq,, came

Camellia Doncltelaari, and a large boxful of blooms of

Camellias was furnished l>y Mr. Collins, gr. to E. II.

Chapman, Esq., of Hornsey. Two collections of Stove

and Greenhouse I'lanls were exhibited, one from Me '

Ilondersoii, of Pine Apple Place, the other from Mr.

Davios, gr. to E. kosher, Esq,, E*lamilton Terrace, St,

John's Wood. Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq,, also

had a most beautiful specimen of Boronia tnpbylla,

covered with little pink Htars, whose polished surfaces

almost seemed to sparkle j and of Eriostemons, a class

of plants with pale star-shaped flowers, there were some
good speoiinenH, together with a well-grown example of

Acacia Drummondi, a beautiful speoies from Swan
River, which Rowers in a sufficiently small Btate to

render it suitable for pot culture ; this was shown by
Messrs. Veitch. Prom Mr. Moore, of the Apothecaries'

Garden, Chelsea, came Iho rare and extremely handsome
Fern Nephrolepis davallioides.

Of Fruit there were several exhibitions. Blaoli

Hamburgh Grapes, very good bunches and well colonred,
were furnished liy Mr. Allport, gr. to II. Ackroyd, Esq.

Pino Apples were numerous. Mr. Bailey, of Sbar-
deloes, sent a prickly Cayenne weighing -J Lbs. I oz. ;

Mr. M'Ewon, a I Hue It Sugar Loaf weighing fi lbs. 3 oz.,

aSmooth Cayenne, 8 lbs. 8oz., and a Queen, 2 lhs. 10oz.
;

Mr. Jonos, gr. to Lady Chavlotte Guest, had a Prickly

Cayonno weighing libs. IS OZ., but it was somewhat
over ripe, Mr. Brown, of Waltham Abbey, bad a
Moscow Queen, Weighing 2 lbs. 9 OZ, ; and Mr. Clements,

of Oak Hill, ii Providenoe woighing 4 lbs. 6 oz., and a
Queen, 2 lbs. I -j oz,

Strawberries in Pots.— Keens' Seedling and Cutbill's

Black Prince were shown by Mr. M'Ewen, of Arundel,
and Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, at

Clevedon. Mr. M'Ewen also furnished a dish of mixed
Strawberries, consisting of Keens' Seedling and British

Queen. The best dish of Strawberries, however (Keens'
Seedling), came from the gardens of the Duke of Marl-
borough. These were fruit worthy of July ; and little

less can be said of a dish of Ingram's Prince of Wales
from the Royal Gardens at Frogmore, and of a dish of
Keens' Seedling from Mr. Snow. Mr. Brown, of Wal-
tham Abbey, sent Keens' Seedling.

A plate of May Duke Cherries was exhibited by Mr.
Shuter, gr. to the Earl of Wilton at Heaton Park, near
Manchester.
A small branch, with ripe fruit on it, of Rivers' Per-

petual Raspberry was produced by Mr. M'Ewen, to
show that Raspberries may be had now, as well as Cher-
ries and Strawberries, if they should be desired.

Pears, equal to those of the best French growth, and
in excellent preservation, were shown by Mr. Tillyard,

gr. to the Right Hon. the Speaker at Heckfield. They
consisted of Beurre Ranee, Ne Plus Meuris, Easter
Beurre, and Knight's Monarch. Beurre Ranee Pears,

large and fine, were furnished by Mr. Hill, gr. to

R. Sneyd, Esq., of Keel Hall, Staffordshire; and some
Pears and Apples, somewhat shrivelled, were shown
from Liverpool by Mr. Hutchinson, gr. to H. Harrison,
Esq.
OfFrench produce, in the shape ofApplesand Pears, Mr.

Lewis Solomon, of Covent Garden, sent a famous exhibi-

tion. Among the Apples were enormous fruit of Rein-
nette du Canada, the beautiful little Pomme d'Api, aud
White Calville. These were remarkable for their bright
polished skins, which were such as could only be
acquired under a continental sun. The Pears, though
fine, were nearly if not quite equalled by those from the
garden of the Speaker already alluded to, except perhaps
Uvedale's St. Germain, which were very large.

Of Foreign Vegetables Mr. Lewis Solomon sent a
very fine collection, in which were enormous Cardoous,
Cauliflowers, and Asparagus, French Beans, Globe
Artichokes, new Potatoes, Horn Carrots, Tomatoes,
quite ripe, and well coloured, roots of Oxalis crenata,
young shoots of the Hop gathered before they had
reached the surface of the ground ; and an excellent
forced Salad, consisting of Lettuces, Endive, Barbe du
Capucin, and white and red Turnip Radishes.

Of English Vegetables, Mr. M'Eweu contributed
Kidney Beans, young Peas, Potatoes, Seakale, Asparagus,
and Mushrooms. From the Right Hon. the Speaker's
garden came Rhubarb, Potatoes, Seakale, Mushrooms,
Endive, and Cucumbers. Mr. Brown showed a dish of
Sutton's Early Emperor Peas, which were good for this

early season of the year.

Among Miscellaneous subjects were specimens of
Bast from Messrs. Paul, and -also from the East India
Company. These were strong, though somewhat hard
and coarse ; Messrs. Paul are of opinion that theirs

might be sold for about one-third less than Cuba bast.

Mrs. Compton, of Collyer's Buildings, Blackheatb Hill,

again sent an example of her ornamental leather
baskets. Mr. Rivers contributed a perforated circular
tile or cover for keeping newly sown seeds from
birds, &c. ; and Mr. M'Laughlin, foreman to Messrs.
Wood and Ingram, showed a square Orchid basket
made of cylinders of burnt earthenware, holed at the
ends to allow of their beiug fastened together with wire.
Their great fault was thought to be their liability to break
should they happen to meet with a fall or other
accident.

From the garden of the Society came a collection of
Begonias, the Swan River Trymaliuni odoratissimum,

Thyrsacanthus rutilaus, thi little Violet G
[carta aoaulis), and oni oi twi other plai
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prefoct

explain the history of thi present publication, to which

great interest attaches, on account of the novell

importanoe of the curious process which it illu Irs

" Everyone who bos attempted to u » the name
of a plant by comparing it with mere di crip

aware of tlio difficulty of effecting the object ;

Is moro familiar with the technical languagi i

than tllOSe commonly are who, although ndo.

dedicate texture, boautiful colour, or graceful form, do
iioi profess to be skilful botanists. Even with the aid

of drawings, investigation often leads to no sati I

result, in consequence of the inability of art to repi

faithfully the minute peculiarities hy which natural

objects aro often best distinguished. If this is so with

plants in general it is most especially true of Perns, the

complicated forms and tender organisation of which

baffle tho most skilful and patient artist, who can only

give at the best an imperfect sketch of what be uppo e

to bo their more important features. And herein
I

tho great defect of all pictorial representations. The
draughtsman can do no moro than delineate a po

what he sees ; and whether he sees correctly what he
delineates will at all times be a matter of doubt, i p

cially where, as in natural history, minute accuracy is
'

indispensable. But if minute accuracy is of more vital

importance in one than another race of plants, it is most
especially so among Ferns, in the distinctions of which
the form of indentations, general outline, the exact
manner in which repeated subdivision is effected, and
most especially the distribution of veins scarcely visible

j

to the naked eye, play the most important part. To
express such facts with the necessary accuracy, the art

of a Talbot or a Daguerre would have been insufficient

until nature-printing was brought to its present state of
perfection.

" The process of the Imperial Printing Office at

Vienna, to which the name of nature-printing has been
happily applied, aud to which the work now offered to

the public owes its origin, is a great improvement upon
the old method, inasmuch as it represents not ouly

general form with absolute accuracy, but also surface,

hairs, veins, and all those miuutite of superficial structure

by which plants are known, irrespective of those hidden
details of internal organisation. Moreover, an exact
copy in copper of the part to be represented being
employed by the printer, instead of so fragile an object

as the plant itself, we obtain the means of multiplying

copies to the same extent as in copperplate engraving
;

and hence the method becomes suitable for purposes of

publication. The Germans have already availed them-
selves of the method, and with considerable success.

Von Heufler has published a specimen of the Crypto-
gamous plauts of the Valley of Arpasch, some of the

figures in which are admirable representations of

nature ; and other works are announced as having

made their appearance, or being in preparation, in the

Austrian dominions.
" It is in emulation of such continental efforts that

the present work has been prepared, with the view of

showing by uumistakeable evidence in what the dif-

ferences consist among the Ferns which grow wild in

Great Britain and Ireland. It is true that nature-

printing has its defects as well as its advantages : it can
only represent what lies upon the surface, aud not the

whole even of that. But, on the other hand, its

accuracy is perfect as far as it goes ; and in the case of

British Ferns it goes far enough for all practical

purposes.
" The minute structures to which botanists trust for

the distinction of genera, aud to which nature-printing

cannot be applied, are sufficiently pointed out by de-

scription alone, and, among the subjects of the present

work at least, are iu no need of delineation. It is not,

indeed, too much to say that in many other plants

besides Ferns a knowledge of the inconspicuous parts

of fructification might be dispensed with if it were
possible accurately to represent by figures, or to describe

by words, the real forms aud condition of the larger

organs. But, when compared with the result of nature-

printing, botanical drawings are often little more than
indifferent diagrams. It is related of the late John
Gough, of Kendal, that, having become totally blind

from small-pox when two years old, he so cultivated bis

other senses as to recognise by touch, smell, or taste,

almost every plant within 20 miles of his native place.

It is believed that good nature-printing will convey to

the eye the same class of positive impressions as those

which were conveyed to the mind of Gough by other

organs."

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Rollisson's Ncrsert, Tooting. — The

Camellia house here has beeu extremely gay for some
weeks past ; but now, although it is still well worth
inspection, its beauty is considerably impaired by the

decay of many of the best blossoms. The house is a
long lean-to, one end of which is filled with greenhouse

there
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Lady's Slipper. This last had iour beautiful bio

it. A novelty was also here in the shape of ItraAia

cinnamomoa, a species so named on account of half of

each of itsflo tnon-colomed. \>

a plant of great beauty, but it possesses an '/dour

which is lilted by some, and it will serve to make
variety. Of Vandas several were in flower, and at

an end of the bouse, which ' damp and

Bhaded, were some of the better kinds of Pitcher plant'-,

while in a propagating house were numbers of Cepba-

lotus follicular!*, and young plants of Nepenthe*, all

raised from seeds. Of Ferns there is an interesting

collection here, among which were cxampleB of Platy-

cerium grande ; the most remarkable, however, was a

noble plant of the rare Nephrolepis davallioides, whose

graceful fronds measured nearly 3 feet in length, and

half a foot in width. Of Begonias we noticed a Java

kind, with handsome foliage, covered all over with

bright red hairs ; and of Meyenia erecta, a new tender

greenhouse shrub from Cape Coast, a few plants

were pointed out, and if its flowers at all agree with

those in drawings of it, it will certainly be an acquisi-

tion. They are represented as being nearly as large as

a half-crown piece, and of a beautiful blue with a light

eye. Among Vacciniums was Rollis6oni, a small, deep

crimson-flowered kind, which is said to be hardy : and

among Conifers were fine plants of the different sorts of

Araucarias, the as yet little known Thujopsis borealis,

Podocarpus antarctica, aDd the smaller-leaved P. acicu-

laris, together with fine plants of the new Thuja
gigantea, which is said to be the same as the Libocedrus

decurrens of Torrey.
Out of doors, in a large American ground which the

Messrs. Rollisson have at some distance from the

home nursery, many of the Rhododendrons have been

browned and otherwise hurt by the frost, especially

some of the early crosses from arboreum ; with the

exception of these, however, no great amount of damage
has been sustained. Large quantities of Sikkim Rho-
dodendrons are grown here ; bnt they are in pits ; they,

therefore, have wintered safely.- Indeed, R. Edge-

worthi promises soon to be in flower.

Of new bouses one or two are being erected for soft-

wooded plauts, such as Pelargoniums and things of that

sort, to the growth of which the Messrs. RolUsson are

about to devote especial attention.

FLORICULTURE.
The CtXERiRiA.—Where do we find a plant, which

during the autumn, winter, and early spring months,

is so gay and beautiful as this : or one which is so useful

for exhibition or decorative purposes, or for the embel-

lishment of the flower-vase or bouquet \ By gas or

candle-light, the colours of some of the rose, crimson,

and purple varieties are extremely brilliant ; while the

white varieties, margined with the preceding colours,

are matchless. Add to this, that many of the kinds are

agreeably fragrant, and you have nearly all the quali-

ties which constitute a useful flower. In treating of the

Cineraria as a plant for exhibition, or of its value for

decorative purposes (and, in the early part of the season,

the plants make a fine display), I cannot refrain from

stating that their cultivation should be much improved,

and indeed must be before they will assume their

wonted standing upon our exhibition-tables. Only a few

years ago . Cinerarias were but a set of poor, starry

things, with narrow, flimsy petals, and flowers supported

by tall, unsightly stems ; but now, thanks to the march

of improvement, the best varieties are dwarf and com-

pact, and, when properly grown, produce perfect

trtistes of stout, and, in some few cases, of almost

perfectly-formed flowers. When high cultivation is

aimed at, peculiar treatment (which I shall presently

describe) is required to produce stout, healthy cuttings,

as from such the Cineraria can only be properly grown.

As the plant is now In bloom, and seedlings will he

required, a few of the most esteemed varieties should be

selected for that purpose, bearing in mind that those

chosen must be of the best possible form, clear colours
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and marking, as much depends on this in producing

new and first-rate varieties. When this is done, some
secluded place in the garden should be selected, to keep

them entirely apart iiom any inferior varieties, with

which the bees would cross them, and produce muddy,
unsightly flowers, instead of clear and well-defiued

colours. AVheu the seeds are ripe, sow immediately

in some shady place ; and as soon as large enough,

prick off thinly into pans or wide pots, and keep close

for a few days, until they are properly established, when
they may be removed to the open air until large enough

to place in single pots : should large plants be required,

they should be stopped when about 2 or 3 inches high.

As'soou as the seeds are gathered, the old plants should

be cut down, or partly so, as in many instances the

crowns of the plants rot if cut too close to the surface.

Now that they are cut down, remove them to some
shady place (a north borJer being preferable), until they

throw up young shoots, when they should be potted into

larger pots, in a light compost, or planted out in the

open ground in a light soil, where the)' will furnish

strong cuttings, and from these only can good specimens

be obtained. When they have grown about an inch or

two, remove the cuttings, and place them in mould
prepared for the purpose—composed of equal parts of

!oam, leaf-mould, and silver sand, taking care to well

drain the pots with potsherds. "When rooted (which

will be in about a fortnight), pot off into thumbs
- or 3-inch pots, in a nice light soil. Should first-

rate plants be wanted, every care will now be

required to keep them in a growing and healthy con-

dition, to which end they should be shifted every few

weeks, until they receive their final potting, which

should be about January ; every care should be taken

that they do not get pot-bound in the small pots, as that

w'ould throw them into a blooming state immediately.

The compost I would recommend for specimens in-

tended for exhibition, and for large plants generally,

would be two parts of good turfy loam, and equal parts

of well-decomposed cow-dung* aDd leaf-mouldj with an
admixture of silver or river sand. As the plants grow,

take care to thin out all superfluous leaves, so as to

admit the air freely and prevent mildew, which is a

great pest, and which can only be removed by applying
sulphur to the parts affected. The Cineraria should

only be stopped once, as the second operation tends to

produce weak growth. As soon as the shoots are long

enough tie out wide, keeping the outer branches as low
as possible, and place them close to the glass, which will

insure dwarf and compact plants. I had nearly
forgotten the drainage, which should be of rough leaf-

mould and potsherds mixed, which will keep the roots

in a white and healthy state ; fumigate occasionally, to

prevent the green-fly ; and water very sparingly through
the winter months, increasing the supply as the spring

advances, w-hen weak- liquid manure may occasionally

be given. S.

Hollthocks : A. They may be propagated either by division of
the roots, by cuttings, or raised from seed. The seed should he
gathered from the best coloured double varieties, and when
cleaned from the husk it should be stored in a dry situation
until now, when it should be sown broadcast, either on a genlle
hotbed or on a warm sheltered border prepared for the purpose.
As soon as the young seedlings will bear handling they should
be transplanted into a rich soil iu rows 2 feet apart, and the
plants should stand 1 toot asunder in the rows.

Calendar of Operations.
IFov the ensuing week.')

i>LA.jjT department.
Conservatory, &c.—Where there is proper con-

venience for growing plants the show-house will now be

very gay, as Azaleas and some of the New Holland

plants, &c, will be in bloom. While in flower these are

exceedingly gay ; but their beauty is but short-lived if

exposed to' bright sunshine in a dry atmosphere, and as

they are what may be termed expensive plants, requir-

ingconsiderable care and time to get good-sized speci-

mens of them, every means should be used to preserve

their flowers in beauty. The beds, borders, and every

available space, should be lightly sprinkled on the

mornings of bright days, in order to counteract the

effects of the prevailing dry winds ; a thin shade will

also be indispensable on the forenoons of sunny days,

both for protecting the blossoms from bright sunshine

and keeping down the temperature without letting

currents of cold drying air pass over the plants. Use

shading sparingly, however, at present, and have it

removed immediately it may be safely dispensed with.

Remove decayiug flowers directly they are perceived,

and endeavour to be prepared with specimens in full

beauty to replace any that begin to look poor. Green-

house.— Ventilate cautiously here in the present

state of the weather, especially uear recently potted

specimens, avoiding all direct currents until the

weather becomes warmer and the atmosphere mois-

ter. Proceed as diligently as circumstances will

admit with repotting and training young stock, taking

care that the balls are in a rather moist state before

potting, and also to place them in a close part of the

house, sprinkling the shelves, &c, frequently, to assist

in affording them a moist atmosphere. Do not neglect

Correas, Epacrises, and other early winter-flowering

things ; but let these have every possible attention, in

order to induce them to make their growth early. Ex-
amine large specimens very carefully, for the purpose
of ascertaining whether the balls are properly moist,

root. A gentle syringing on the afternoons of suuny
days will now be beneficial, but this should be done
early, shutting up the house before the temperature
gets too low ; aud where for any reason this cannot be

done, the syringe had better not be used over the plants

until the weather becomes warmer. Stove.— The
twiners here will be in free growth, and will require

frequent attention to keep their shoots from getting

entangled, &c. It is a great saving of time to go over
this kind of work frequently, as the shoots of such
things are easily regulated when this is done at the

proper time ; but if allowed to grow into each other,

they are not easily unravelled. Endeavour to keep
young growing stock near the glass, and attend to re-

potting, stopping, and tieing out as may be necessary.

Large specimens should be frequently turned in order
to prevent the young shoots from drawing to one side.

Look sharply after insects, and spare no pains to extir-

pate mealy bug and black thrips ; keep the floors, &c,
regularly moist ; syringe the plants lightly over head
early in the afternoon, shutting up early, so as to satu-

rate the atmosphere with moisture. In the present

state of the weather give air cautiously, opening the

top sashes, and this only as far as may be necessary to

prevent burning. Most stove plants enjoy a moderate
supply of manure water while growing freely, and this

should be given liberally to such things as Clerodendrons,

&C, using it very weak at first, and taking care to have
it at about the same temperature as the roots are grow-
ing in. A little of this sprinkled about the pots in the

evening so as to charge the atmosphere with ammonia,
will also be beneficial to the plants. See to having
shading in readiness, for some things are very impatient
of bright sunshine at this season, particularly when air

cannot be given freely without rendering the atmosphere
too dry.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The dry state of the ground affords a very favourable

opportunity for making preparation for planting Roses
that may have been wintered under shelter. It is hardly

possible to render the soil too rich for this favourite

flower, nor to get them to thrive save in very rich soil.

The beds should be made at least 2 ft. deep of good
strong loam, adding some 3 or 4 inches of old rotten cow
manure, which should be well incorporated with the soil.

It will also tend to improve the texture of soil, and more
thoroughly incorporate the manure with it if the beds

can be turned over two or three times when the surface

is in a dry state. Planting out should be deferred until we
experience a favourable change of weather, particularly

in the case of Teas, &c, aud plants that are starting

into growth. If not already done, pruning should he
finished, unless it is desirable to retard the blooming of

a portion of the plants, and in this case the pruning
of these may be deferred for a week or so. Where
any alterations are in hand involving the transplanting

of large shrubs or trees, the ground, &c, should be pre-

pared, so that the plants may be removed to their fresh

quarters immediately the weather becomes more favour-

able for this kind of work, but it will be safer not to dis-

turb large plants while cold drying winds prevail.

Attend to recently transplanted things, and do not let

them suffer for want of water at the root. See to getting

hardy annuais sown about the borders, cce, for early

summer flowering, and get stocks that have been raised

under glass strong and ready for planting out as early

as possible.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—In the present state of the weather it will

be nearly impossible to maintain a properly moist state

of the atmosphere without the aid of shading ; for, if

sufficient air is admitted on bright days to keep down
the temperature, the atmosphere is speedily robbed of

its moisture, and the foliage at once feels the change,

and is easily injured by bright sunshine acting upon it

in its exhausted state. We are no advocates for shading

Pines when it can be dispensed with, consistent with the

well-being of the plants ; but save iu the case of tank or

dung pits, where a constant stream of moisture can be

commanded, it 13 nearly impossible, iu the present state

of the weather, without the aid of shading, to maintain

a sufficiently moist atmosphere, either for young growing

stock or for plants swelling their fruit. A very thin

material should be used, however, and this only for a few

hours on the forenoons of bright days. Growing stock

and fruiters should be lightly syringed every fine after-

noon, shutting up the house early, but do not use the

syringe too freely, as this is apt to render the soil about the

collars of the plants too wet, and water, when allowed to

lodge in the axils of the leaves, tends to disfigure and

render the foliage weakly. See that the whole of the

stock, whether in pots or planted out in the open bed, is

kept in a healthy state as to moisture at the root, for

any neglect in this respect at the present season will be

most injurious, and may cause a large portion of the

young stock to show fruit prematurely. In watering

Pines, the same attention aud care should be exercised

as in the case of more tender things, looking over

the plants often, watering only such as are dry,

and giving these a liberal soaking. Vineries.—The
unusually severe winter, and the long continuance of

cold weather will render this a memorable season to

those who have had much to do with early forcing ; for

fire-heat, even in its best applied forms, can only be

considered as little better than a dangerous necessity.

And when a comparative absence of sunshine aud preva-

lence of cold weather extend far into the spring, as has

been the case this season, rendering its use necessary to a

artificial heat should be here and there apparent in

weakly foliage becoming the prey of red spider. Where
the Vines are strong and a healthy root action can be
secured there will not be so much to fear from the

attacks of red spider, but in the case of old sickly Vines
and badly conditioned borders, and these two generally

go together, the most assiduous attention will be neces-

sary to keep this pest from making is appearance. The
atmosphere should be kept moist, using fire-heat as

sparingly as possible, and if spider makes its appear-

ance it must be eradicated at once either by washing
every affected leaf with a sponge, or by a liberal use of

the syringe as long as this can safely be used, so as to

avoid having to contend with this enemy when the

Grapes are colouring. The pipes should also be coated

with a mixture of sulphur and lime, renewing this occa-

sionally as it gets worn off. Stop laterals as they make
their appearance, and keep the shoots thin and regular

in order to expose the foliage as much as possible to the

light. Ventilate very cautiously, opening the top sashes

only on cold drying days, and shut up early in the

afternoon. Peaches.—Where the stoning process is

over there will be little or no danger of the fruit

falling, therefore if the crop has not already been
sufficiently thinned this should be done at once, and if

fine fruit is an object thin liberally. Keep the trees

moist at the root after stoning while the fruit is swelling

rapidly, and weak manure-water may be given with

advantage to such as show any indications of weakness.

Also secure a moist atmosphere by frequently sprinkling

the Hoors, &c, and use the syringe freely on the after-

noons of bright days to prevent the appearance of red

spider.

TEE Vi NEAR LONDON,STATE 01 EATHER AT CHISW1CK
For the week nding April 5. 1S53, an obeerved at the Horticultural Gardens.
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01 the Air. ;Of the Earth Wind.
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aud April. Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2tect
deep.
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Friday 20 12 30.433 30.418 46 29 37.5 40 41 N.E. .00

Satur. 31 13 30.40S 30.375 45 22 33.5 40 41 .00

Sunday 1 14 30.382 30.221 48 22 35.0 40 41
Mon.. 2 n 30.173 29.907 46 27 36.5 401 41

Tues. 3 in 29.723 29.S66 51 39 45.0 41 4U
Wed. i IT 29.S6S 29.723 51 23 37.0 42 42 N.E.
Thurs. a IS 30.0bl 30.013 57 33 45.0 43 •>-* W. J:o

Average

.

30.149 30 010 40 1 27.S :is.s 40.9 41.4 0.16

March 30—Cloudy and fine throughout-
— 31—Heavy clouds; fine; clear and frosty.

April 1—Froaty; clear; overcast; frosty.
— 2— Frosty and fosuy; fine; overcast.
— 3— CWuly; showery; uniformly overcast.— 4—Cloudy; clear in the evrnins ; rain at night.
— 5— Slight liaze; very fine throughout.

Mean temperature ol the week 7 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK,
During the laBt 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending April 14, 1S55.
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of Rain.
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Sunday S 56.2 35.3 45.3 13 0.-0 in. 2 6 * _ 5 5 6 1

Mon. 9 54.8 35.1 44.9 13 0.30 A .i

Tues. 10 55.1 33.5 44.3 11 0.27 2 6 6 S

Wed. 11 55.3 35.7 45.0 14 0.51 3 7 3 1 I i "

Thurs. 12 55.6 37.5 46.fi 19 0.56 1 if, 5 —
1

&
Friday 13 56.0 31.5 45.2 12 0.45 2 5 H 4 2 1| 7
Satur. li 577 37.1 47.4 11 0.31 t

2< 5' 6 1 i i.i 1 4

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 9tb,

1914, and 14th, 1352 therm. 73 deg. ; and the lowest on the 11th, 1343,

and l"th, 1S53—therm, 2i dejr.

nnd wliere it is found that this is not the case
3
see that

they are thoroughly soaked at once, for the present 1 larger extent than has heen the case for many years, it

weather will speedily ruin plants that are dry at the will not be surprising if the ill effects of so much

Notices to Correspondents.
American Blight: Lower Seeding. Prime your trees hard in;~-^

then paint them all over down to as far below ground as you -

can get with the following mixture, viz., half a peck of quick

lime, half a pound of flowers of sulphur, and a quarter of a

pound of lamp black mixed with boiling water till of the con-

sistency of paint. Before applying it, however, take care to

scrap off all loose hark and burn it.£

Books : Svb. There is no separate book on nursery work that we
know of. You will probably find all you want to learn in

Brown's " Forester." Tlie most complete catalogue of fruits

is that of the Horticultural Society, with its supplement.

Both may he had of all booksellers.

Diseases: Ah-ph. It is seldom sale to give any judgment with-

out some sort of ocular inspection. There can, however, he
little doubt that yours is a case of canker, which assumes
many forms, and arises from many causes. Where it is local,

and arises from local onuses, excision may prove efficacious;

but where it is constitutional no cure is known. We have,

ourselves, just discovered a vexatious case of canker in the

stem of a Fear tree of extraordinary vigour, which bore a
large crop last year, aud is laden now with flower buds. That
the tree will fall a sacrifice we have no doubt, and we have,

therefore, left it to take its chance. M.J. B.

Flax: A Farmer will find the best information in Dr. Royle's

new work on "Fibrous Substances," noticed last week. For
machines, he should apply to the nearest machine maker.

Galvanised Ikon: A Sussex Man seeks for information as to

whether patent galvanised iron hothouses have been found

generally to answer, and especially during the late severe

winter; and also which, in the opinion of our correspondents,

is best—wood or galvanised iron for garden buildings.

Hollies: Watford. Had your large plant been removed in

September we should have acceded to your own theory. The
operation having been deferred till the present time we must
agree with your gardener.

Lilium gioanteum : A Sub. Sow it on damp peat in a cool hot-

bed, covering it with a little moss to guard it from light. Too
much moisture, or being covered with earth, is fatal to it.

Perhaps your seed is bad, as is often the case.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or coal I have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them— and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—Ashby. Myrsine africana.—A B C. Cam-
panula hederifolia.—A D. 1, Dendrobium chrysanthum

; % D.

cferulescens.—TDH. One of the many varieties of Dendrobium

transparens.
Strawberries : Oxonian. The blossom buds were doubtless

killed by the frost while the plants were plunged in the open

ground. J
Misc: CNR. Yon can have the numbers mentioned in your note.

—K W. Lobelias are poisonous plants.
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MIK AGRICULTURAL M ACIIINKKY DEPART-
MENT ov Tim CRYSTAL PALACE will bo roudy for

Public [nipdctlOB on and after EASTER MONDAY,
tiilrm tho f&rffOHt »nd most complete Collodion over cxhlbitod,

comprlfllng tne most approved Agricultural [mplentontfl and

Mm ililnen liy nil Hie liint-nild ninl(i:ni. liy ordor.

Crystal Palaco, April 7. <;. Onovit, Bccrelary,

SCYTHES
BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHES

muy bo had of tlio MonufflotnrorB, Wuxum Duav & Co,,

flwim Lane, London; and of nil Ironmongers and Soadsmoni a
liberal allowance to the trado.

CORN MANUBE FOK BPUINCI BOWING,
CONCENTRATED URATE FOR fJItASS, RAPE, AND

ALL ROOT CHOI'H.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

rPHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY wmttoue
J- to manufacture tliu above MiinuroH, which hftVO POOD UBOd

wifli bo rhucli buccohs for tho hint 14 years.
Tiie London Minium Company uinn Bnnply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Importers' warehouses), Nitrate <'i Soda,

Stilphftto of Ammonia, Fishery arid other Salts, Bono Dust, and

every artificial manure of known value, Edward Puiuutty Boc.

Office '10, Bridge Street, Blaokfrlara.

aMiE FOLLOWING MANURES are nmnufftctured
ut Mr, Lawbb1 Factory, Ooptford Creole :—Turnip Manure

1

.

7/ ijer ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/.: Sulphuric Acid ami

Oopi-olltes, 61,

Office, 60, King William Street, City, Lonflotii

n it. Genuine Peruvian" Gfuano, guaranteed t<> contain 16 per

cent, of (uiiniriiiia. n Unite of tioda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
oflier Chemical Manures. _________
AHTII'ICIAL MANUllliS,&<'.— MniiiiliictnriTBnnil

others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MA Ml it KB may
obtain every necomiary inHtructlon for their economical and

efficient preparation. by applying to J. C. Nssbtt, -T.G.S., Arc,

Pilnolpalof the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennlngton,

London. Analyses of Soiln, Guanos, Superphosphates ol Lime,

Coprolltes, _4c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

nro executed with accuracy nnd dispatch.

Gentlemen "desirous of receiving Instructions in Chemical
Atmlvsi'siind Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at tho C ollogo.

__

OEWAGfci CHARCOAL MANURE.—This highly
O fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Sowage, will ho found most efficient for

every sneclee of crop ; more especially for Peas, BejMS, Turnips,
Mangold Wttl'zel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater

return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an
equivalent value: it also possesses the property of retaining its

fort i Using power longer than other Manures now In use. It may
bo obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge. l-'ulbam, at -it. per ton, and in quantities lesn than half

a '.ton, at 5it. per cwt., for ready money only; nnd in quantities not
less than a ton, will he delivered at the London Termini of the

Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may also be had from Messrs. G.Gibbb &Co., 26, Down Street.

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London, and
from all the pother Agents of the Company,

/ i VAN I C M A N URE COMPANY.
V> WHITE'S PATENTS.

Offices, S7, Charing Cross, London.

Directors,

Tho Hon. J, W. Fortescue. I General Mncdonnld, C.B.
G. P. Irvine, Esq. Newton S. Scott, Esq.

Bankers^Messrs. Herries, Faranhar, & Co., St. James's Street.

Solicitors— Messrs. Vallance & Vallance, 20. Essex Street, Strand.

Agricultural Chemist—William White, Esq.
Secretary—Mr. W. F. Mould.

Tho Directors invite the attention of landed proprietors, agri-

culturists, Ac, to the Patent Cyanic* Manure, as containing the

most approved elements of fertilisation in their just proportions;

it ran be, therefore, confidently recommended as a very superior

dressing for Wheat, Barley, Oats, Clover, Grass, &c. Price SI.

per ton.

Prospectuses (with practical directions for use) may be had on
application, or will be forwarded by post.

All orders, applications for Agencies, ecc., to be addressed to

the Secretary, at the offices of the Company. 37, Charing Cross.

ry HE PATENT mTRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
—. MANURE COMPANY.— Provisionally Registered pursuant
to the Act 7 & S Vict. c. 110.

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jim., M.P., 2, Halkin Street West.
.Charles Dinisdale, Esq... Esseudon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., S, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.
Major-Gen. Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.

Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
'Deputy-Chairman,—John Sharp, Tower Villa, Queen's Road,

Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lex-

SUTTON'S PERMANENT GRASS
Price 24b. to 30s. per Acre.

SEEDS,

( ENTLEMEN Intending to toy down LAND to ri.i'r.
I 1 i

' PUBEj or tot one, two, or (/ ' KNTI
* -* lay, rt ,,. recommended to comn cat* rill a latlngthe natnn

Grans floods most suitable, Having bad many ycai exponent

of the kingdom, we confldontly undortoke to supply tin wwt to

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS TO MESSRS. feUT'J

ilic followingfrom among man . i wu u

.Middlesex
John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury,

Essex.
Kichard Hunt, Esq,, Stanstead

Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmon-

ton, Middlesex

ham, Norfolk
Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Cam-
den Villas, Camden Town.

Thomas Nash, Esq., Great
Chesterford, Essex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop
Stortford, Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Midaieton Square, Pentouville.
With power to add to their number.

Hankers.—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.
Auditor.—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,

St. James's.
Salicitors.—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman,23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist.—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company beg to call the attention
of their friends and the Agricultural Community to their Blood
Manures for Corn and Turnips, which have been used with the
greatest success in all parts of England, and to assure them that
having now erected commodious Works, with every suitable
convenience for carrying on the manufacture on a large scale,
under the management of an experienced practical Chemist, the
Agriculturists of this country may depend upon having a manure
of proved high quality, which the Directors guarantee to be
genuine. It is sent out in the form of a fine friable powder, which
nmy be sown by the drill or hand with the utmost facility.

They beg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious
imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure, have pro-
fessed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security,
therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Manure,'' and eold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.—Corn and Grass Manure, 7?. 10s, per ton.

Directions for Use.—From 2 to 3 cwt. per acre, according to the
condition of tlw soil. It may either be drilled in with the Seed,
or sown broadcast; if the latter, it should be well harrowed in.
Turnip Manure, Gi. 10s. per ton.

Delivered at any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications to be made to Odams, Pickford, & Keen, Agents

for the above, 35, Leadenhall Street, London.

Wrm Mr. c .'»</'(,

Gardener (c hU Qrac* tht An >> hop of Cm • bury,
" The Orai i I

oeds recoil ed from »

ilthcngl trn tat0;thc growth «»•• such that • era enabled
, , H,, Churchyard In the autumn, nnd it has now the

appearance ol an established lawn ol some years' snuidlng; and

my employer, the Archbishop ol I ante) Inn I

v.-iti. Us appearance.'

From l/i D u ' w&L Steward to 11. D Sheridm I

i"j-|
l( . (. , (jedahave turnod onl uncommonly well, and we

have some very One cropi of Turnips, Swedes, and Mangold

WursMjl."

/;.,„< th< Hiv.Jonrph Gibbs, Clifton, //'",-..

"The Pnsturo mode with your seed Is over] yeoj Improving,

llM ,i sotting more ( lover In it, which Im more than I i

tie i" ".i tioroabouts is not calculated to grow i d natural Oraaa/ 1

l-'rnvi. frofeasor IAndley, Bortioultural Society, 21, Itegent (reel

London,
"Wo have already mado trial of your Gras Beed and u S»

only justice to nay that they have proved the best wo have sown
for many years."

Prom the Rev, J. Iwson Sinncm, Edingthorpe factory, Korlh
WaUham.

" I have one piece of land, sown last year with yonr Permanent
Grass Seeds, nnd no one can possibly tell it from rm old i

wivo In the absence of weeds. I have had a great deal <-f feed

flrom it also."

From Mark PTiiUpi, Eeq., SnitterJUld, Stratfortlon-Awm.
" The Permanent Grass Seeds supplied me last apring arc

remarkably strong and healthy."

" i tot

them
7 /. / i

'

ll

I

"J was parllenlarlY plmuwd wftl

employed (or laying it swoom
flno iward, by August."

/ .

, oalure laid down wl

in a very Inxurlant state, «n<

Ci©v< rat during <

ndrnlrnbly."

Prom ' ''*r$.

"Tin- Gross Seeds sent In tin •

remarkably well^and the prctcnl appean . 'Mux* U
moat hatifiiactory."

Prom .'

nt Ii*a anawen
a swnrd already."

rt TfaulhoTHt or Camtsrifyt,
"

I wsh very mucb pleased with the bleb yon wmt
mt:; the Gra*H«pning up quickly and Corel/.'.

" Allow me to wy that the Gr**» H<xd% you sent DM have ftjlj

realiHcd my hlgbeat expectatJ

Sutton &. Sons, Seed Growers, Rending, Berks, having mad* - (f Natural and Ar<

Grasses the subject of their especial attention for many years, liave much satisfaction in

others,) the above communications quite unsolicited

Clovers and Grasses for One, Two,
A Priced List of Mangold Wurzel, Turnips, and

JOHN SUTTON & SONS,
PHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
L PROVEMENT COMPANY

Incorporated by Special Act of Pari.ia5ip.xt.

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
HrcNnY ICer Setsier, Esq., M.P., Chairman,
Sir Jons V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

or Three Years' Lay, 12s., 16s., and 22s. per Acre
ther Agricultural Seeds may be bad po*t ft< i rcaacd

SEED GROWERS. READING. BERKS.
C^f.RIACE

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cnbitt, F.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.

William Tite, Esq.. F.R.S.
William Wilsherc, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise: or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and

CRASS SEEDS.-CAP.RIACE FREE.

PERMANENT PASTURE GJ ASS
Sehctirtns can be obtainedfrom William E. Resdlk

& Co., Seed Merchants, Plynwdhf-aU new and care-

fully selected, from, 24s. to 30# . per acre.

ORNAMENTAL LAWNS. PLEASURE GROUTOS, A>.
The choicest varieties for producing a fine sward for Lawna and
Pleasure Grounds can 1* procured from Wii.uak K. Er.>

& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth, at 18*. per bushel, 2s. ed. per

gallon, or 1*. per lb.

RENOVATING GRASSES—for wring over land deficient of

plant—can be obtained at 9J. per lb.

A complete descriptive tUt of Gra&es will be found in
e ' Rendle's Farming PbiCB CtrtREvr," andsome valuable

Tables, and other information relative to the best varieties
expenses upon, the Estate^ to be repaid by instalments spread : fa. C€rtain Lands and Situations,

by Landowners -within the limits of--' ^^over any period determined by 1

50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or i

the Company's Capital. William Clifford, Sec. ]

Apply tu Wjl E. Rekdlt. & ' rchant*, Plyrocutb.

ESTABL.TSTTED SgVBATS 1

R'OYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIRENCESTER.

Patron—His Royal Highness PRINCE ALBERT.
Presidkst of Council—Earl BATHL'RST.
Principal—Rev. J. S. HAYGARTH, M.A.

PROFF.SSORS, &C.
Chemistry—J. A. C Voelcker, Ph.D., F.C.S.

Zoology, Geology, and Botany—John Buckman, F.G.S , F.L.S.
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G.T. Brown, M.R.C.V.S.
Surveying, Civil Engineering, and Mathematics—F. Armstrong, CE.
Manager of Farm—G. Austin.

Students are admitted after the summer and winter vacations,

also in April and October. The Annual Fees for Boarders
vary from forty-five to eighty guineas, according to age and
other circumstances. The Fee for Out-Students is 40?. per annum.
The College Course of Lectures and Practical Instruction is

complete in one twelvemonth—although a longer course is recom-
mended. There is a department for general as well as for

agricultural purposes. Prospectuses and information can be
had on application to the Principal.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

3S, Lower Kenniugton Lane, Kennincton, near London.
Principal— J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., tfce.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts: for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.

YAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

. PRIZE SHEETS and CERTIFICATES of ENTRY for the
CARLISLE MEETING may be had on application to the
Secretary of the Society, 12, Hanover Square. London: to whom
all Certificates for Implements must be sent by the 1st of May,
and all Certificates for Stock by the 1st of June.

R°

GRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the

Royal Agricultural Society of Y. inform tbeir
fxiends'and agriculturists generally that they "are dow prepared
to supply the undermentioned in any quantities required.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying do-*TJ land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow: Irrigation "or Wat -

bctBxet;
Upland Sheep Walk Mixtures: Park and Field Lawn Mixtures:
Renovating Mixtures for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, or Gra^s-
plot Mixtures: varions Permanent Grass Seeds supplied sepa-
rately to order; Mixtures for one year's lay, do. for two or three
vears' lav (ccnimonlv called "seed!
CL< (VERS.—Red or broad leaved, white orDnteh,Eed Sodding,

Alsike or Hvbrid, Trefoil, Cow Grass or PerenniaL
RYE-GRASSES.—Italian (very fine;, Annual, improved Peren-

nial, and other kinds.
CARROTS.—Large White Belgian, large field Arrringham.
Yellow Belgian, long Orange

PARSNIPS.—Gibbs' large Guernsev Cattle, comrconUrge.
MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orange or Y'eDow Globe.
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES.—Large Drumhead Cattle. Thousand headed.
TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top -

Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid. Red-top Yellow Hy^rii.
Globes or Rounds. Tankard's sorts. KchlRabi.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or G^rse. Field Parsley. Rape, Seed
Barlev sorts. Wheat sorts. Rye, SA;rf:in. Tares WhiteMosfard,
White Silesian Beet, Peas, Potatoes, and all other seeds for

the farm.
KITCHEN GARDEN AN-D FLOWER SEEDS. incT"-

the new and most approved varieties. Assortments made ap
to suit different sized gardens, or to any given an
Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden E

by post on application to Thoxas Guts & Co.. Comer ef Half-

Moon Street. Piccadilly. Londnn
.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
MEADOW X PASTURE GRASSES, It
PETER LAWSOX and SOX, of Edinburgh and

London, the Queen's Seeps):^

Foeestebs :' and to the HiGBxaxr* jlsd A
OF Scotlast*. beg to intimate to their English Customers and the

Public that thevare now sending on; FABM SEE^ 3 " er —
description, saved from genuine stocks, and far which I

respectfully solicit orders.

Also Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds. Garden Implements,

Draining Tools, and everything connected wi;b their

Catalosues will be sent on applies:

London Branch. 27. Great ~ roster.

P. L. & S. are always able to recommend c-zt-:: :::. '. I

Gardeners, and Foresters.

Or StgrfcttltttraX <Ba?rttr*

SATURDAY. APhIL 7. 1555.

^TESTIMONIAL TO J. B. LAWES, Esq.— The
J- Committee beg to inform those interested in the above
undertaking, that the New Laboratory is expected to be ready
for presentation in May or June, until which time the Subscrip-
tion List will remain open, to afford an opportunity to any who
may still wish to associate their names with this acknowledg-
ment of Mr. Lawes' services.

Communications to be addressed to

Mr. W. Keel, Hon. Sec, Harpenden.

SEEDS CARRIACE FREE.
i GRICULTUHAL SEEDS.—Landed Proprietors

J\ and Farmers who require large quantities of

Turnip ifanpolJ Wursd, Carrot, or an? other U.A of ,

so.c^led Bird Island, which has been claimed
Ayricultm-al Zceds, will be supplied on the most liberal

,

L"
,,

"
r

terms.—Apply to

William E. Re>t>lk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plvmouth.

"An Enslisbmarr" writes to the Times in reference

by the A'eneznelan Republic, inquiring to whom
the sovereignty of the island rightfully belongs.
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Venezuela has its sea board on the north coast of

South America, and this island, it is said, must not

be confounded with one of the same name lying near

that shore, between the islands Les Roques and

Buenayre. It is one of the more westward of

the Carribean group, lying some 150 miles west of

the British island Guadaloupe, and the large deposits

of guano said to be lying there seem to have been

appropriated by mere " seizure and occupation."

In the meantime it appears that, on the 21st of

December last, the Venezuelan Secretary of State

for the Home Department signed a contract with a

citizen of the United States, named D. F. Wallace,
conceding to that person the exclusive privilege of

procuring at, and exporting guano from, Bird Island

during a period of 15 years, in consideration of a

payment to Venezuela of 4 dollars a bushel thus

exported : Mr. Wallace furthermore binding him-

self to advance to the Venezuelan Government a sum
of 200.000 dols. on account of that contract.—The
sooner the worth of such a contract is tested the

better.

Such peculiar changes as have taken place during

the last four months in temperature and the general

condition of the weather, can scarcely be expected

to pass by without some marked effect upon the

Wheat Crops. The seed was committed to the

ground in a season of unusual dryness, and it was
six or seven weeks before the first leaf appeared

above the ground ; the high temperature and genial

weather immediately after Christmas caused a

peculiarly rapid growth, wdiich was checked at once

by nearly two months severe frost, succeeded by
drying north east winds, pulverising the surface, and
in many cases exposing the tender stem, the conse-

quence of all which has been tifet in some districts*

not only do the fields without close inspection appear

almost bare, but a great portion of the plant has

either already perished or is perishing rapidly.

If this were a case of mere thinness of plant*

we should not think it worth while to call our
readers' attention to the subject, for we have known
cases in which there was apparently scarcely any
hope, improve so rapidly after two or three careful

hoeings, in consequence of excessive tillering, as to

afford ultimately a far better produce than breadths
which at first wore a far more favourable aspect.

In the present case, however, the plants which seem

ings are not injurious, but many persons suffered

two years since in consequence of the weather
being too wet to get the seed which had
been dressed with arsenic, corrosive sublimate or

blue vitriol into the ground ; and we see no reason

why injury to some extent should not take place

when the seed is really placed in the soil, but

cannot germinate at all, or only slowly, because

of its dry condition. The subject is well worth
consideration, and the more so because poisonous

dressings are altogether needless. Quick-lime, when
properly applied, is perfectly efficacious and safe

;

and the best dressing of all is a solution of

Glauber's salts (sulphate of sod;i) succeeded when
the Wheat has been drained by a dredging of quick-

lime, the lime and sulphuric acid combining to make
sulphate of lime or gypsum ; while the caustic soda

acts upon the spores of the bunt, to destroy which
is the main object of dressing. We shall be

anxious to learn whether the malady is widely
spread or not, and if any communications are made
to us confirmatory of its prevalence, we should be

glad to know what dressing has been applied. M.J.B.

Steam Cultivation having become so far practical

that a handsome prize is to be awarded in July to

the best invention able to accomplish it, we may
venture to offer a renewed series of observations on
the subject. And we may commence by congratu-

lating Mr. Hoskvns, and any other advocate for

steam-farming, upon the late rapid progress and
promising prospects of their cause. In the days

of our childood we remember sketching an out-door

threshing machine, with a steam boiler in place of

horse works, and the engine crank-shaft where the
" spindle " should be. This was a mere whim ; but

in after years a Lincolnshire farmer, we believe,

suggested to a machine maker the first notion of

such a portable steam-thresher, and what was our

delight at seeing at a fair—now 10 or 12 years ago

—a threshing machine mounted upon the carriage-

frame of a portable steam-engine, and frightening all

the farmers who crowded round it to see fire and
straw in such dangerous proximity ! The enter-

prising firm who constructed it had it in model
several years before, but business considerations had
prevented them from sooner setting up a rival to

the universally used horse wheels.

In 1841 a portable steam-engine was first exhibited
likely to stand do not bear a proportion of one in a , atthe RoyalAgriculturalSociety'sshowheld atLiver-
hundred to those which must inevitably perish, or

J

pool, and was styled in the judges' report " the great
are already dead. On the slightest touch many of novelty of the meeting." And it may perhaps be
those which have some little trace of green about
them separate from below, as if destroyed by wire-

worms. If, however, the diseased plants are care-

fully dug up, all will be found in connection with
the seed and roots; but the roots are withered,

and the shoot is either soft and pappy and
in a state of decomposition, being brown in-

stead of white, or where there is some indication

of life, there is incipient canker, many of the cell
j

motive. There were also two others portable, but
walls being brown and charged with humates or not locomotive, by other - makers. At Derby in
ulmates, while the spongelets are for the most part 1843 three were present ; and steam-engines
dead of greatly discoloured. There was not a trace

j

there first figured as a class in the prize list.

of any insects, and scarcely any of fungi, and there
j

At Shrewsbury, in 1845, there were only two ; at

can be no doubt that the ungenial condition of the ' Newcastle, in 1846, only one. At the last year's
atmosphere succeeding to the increased excitability

j

meeting at Lincoln, however, there were 40 portable
consequent on the previous warm weather has acted I steam-engines, and a good many fixed engines
unfavourably upon the plant, and possibly another I besides, for agricultural purposes. In 1851 the
cause may have been at work of which we shall I number of portable steam threshing machines in
speak presently. Meanwhile what is to be done 1

! the kingdom was computed at 8000 ; and as since
In the cases which have come before us we feel that time many firms have been each turning out
sure that the decision to drill in fresh seed, which is ' several new ones every week, and as a steam-engine
quite practicable without ploughing, from the pul-

! (like a certain patient beast of burden) never dies—
verised condition of the soil, is the only one which

;

being renewed from time to time, still preserving its

can lead to any good result. To wait for im-
, individuality, like a clasp-knife after several new

provement is quite useless. Seventy acres out .blades and hafts—there must be several thousands
of 90 in one case are beyoud hope, and in the

; m0re now busy in our farm-yards and fields. Well,
neighbouring farm 50 must be resowed. It would this is a bright beginning in the application of steam

by step nearer to the prime labour to which we are
seeking to yoke it. Considered in 1841 unable to

be made moveable in the yard, field, and over farm-
roads with permanent advantage, it has overcome
all difficulties in this respect : next, considered as

confined to such millworh as threshing, grinding,

sawing, pumping, with stationary machinery, it has
belied the general opinion by laying hold of a
travelling implement, and causing it to traverse up
and down a field so as to perform its required work:
and it does this efficiently, and at a profit. But if

it can drag one tool it can another ; and the mecha-
nical possibility of some hind of steam-cultivation is

therefore proved. Are we then to say, " Possible it

may be, but it will never be found effectual and
economical 1 Steam-power has certainly shown
that it is not restricted to our barn machinery, &c.

;

but it is adapted at most only to traction imple-

ments of very great draught (such as the drain-

plough), and which perform operations previously

found to be highly expensive." Such a limitation

as this, to the last achievement of steam power we
may happen to have seen, is hardly philosophical,

and is certainly rather insulting to the dignity of

the steam-engine. Besides it is not predicating the

exact truth. Steam power has been applied to the

traction of common ploughs, with or without sub-

soiling-tines, or harrows, &c, following after,—and
applied, too, with success, as far as the quality of

performance is concerned. And improvements in

the mode of connecting the power with the imple-

ments are being contrived from time to time, so

that we have arrived very nearly at an economical

method of ploughing by steam. We allude to the

long and persevering trials of the Marquis of Tweed-
dale, Lord Willoughby d'Eresbv, and some pre-

vious experimenters.

We have strong expectations, therefore, of a

speedy solution of the great problem. Never mind
about the plough being an imperfect implement: if

a steam-engine once works this tool so foreign to its

abilities, we do not despair of quickly substituting

something better adapted to the new motor. But on

light land the plough is not to be easily beaten :

and having once managed to work it well, there is

no grubber, broadshare, presser, forker, &c, that

need be refractory. On heavy soils, perhaps,

steam-ploughing may be a forthcoming possibility ;
but the desideratum is a far different order of

operation. I. A. C.

As the cultivation of meadow land should at this

time be occupying the attention of the farmer, we
are induced to offer a few notes on a subject

apparently much neglected, or at best only partially

almost a parallel to the well-known engineer's pre-

diction that a steam-vessel could not cross the

Atlantic, to record that the firm who manufactured
this very engine were of opinion (we believe) that ,

atte
(

nded t0
>
™»»ly the weeding of pastures. That

however promising and ingenious, portable steam- P^ures require weeding is a matter which to some

engines would never be found to answer. At Bristol
would adnnt °* ^st

}
011 we

f

a
.f.

ful
jy

aware
-

f
?
r

the next year, this engine was shown having four^ conceive that herbage of all kinds is useful in

wheels instead of only two, and was made also loco- Pa*ture a* tendl?g to improve quality and make up

I
bulk, and yet it is questionable whether some of

even the larger plants allowed in pasture do not

derogate from the goodness of the sample, while at

the same time they diminish the amount of crop.

These are facts which we hope to fully prove in

discussing the natural history of some groups of

weeds, in the order of the following table :

—

1st. Poisonous weeds, or plants injurious to cattle.

2d. Weeds which prejudice a pasture by reason of their

mechanical structure.

3d. Innutritious weeds which dilute the feeding properties of

the sample.
4th. Weeds which take up room, but do not add to bulk.

1st. That pastures frequently contain plants that

render the fresh herbage at least highly injurious,

and often absolutely poisonous to cattle, is a fact

not sufficiently understood, or surely we should not

see year by year an increasing growth in some
meadows of so great a pest as the Colchicum

aulumnale, Meadow Saffron. This plant which puts

forth its lilac-coloured flowers without leaves in the

pastures in autumn, to be succeeded by its large

succulent herbage in the spring, is highly poisonous

in all its stages of growth. Some years since a

farmer in the neighbourhood of Stow-on-the-Wold,
in Gloucestershire, lost 10 calves in one season, from

portable power to agricultural operations ; and we
refer only to the portable form of this power
because of its being adapted to the various pro-

cesses of tillage. Steam threshing machines were
invented, made, exhibited ; were encouraged with

not, indeed, be wise to take such a measure
without careful examination ; plants if still healthy,

however dwarfed and miserable they may now appear

will recover under more favourable circumstances,

but where they are evidently dead or rapidly dying,

it is well to take time by the forelock and to apply a

remedy as quickly as possible. use—and
.
all within a very few years. "Steam

We suspect, however, as said above, that there cultivators have likewise been invented, con

may be another element in the question. The seed structed, tried, and at last are to be exhibited for a

remained many weeks without germinating. Is it
|

prize : what is there to prevent their further

not possible then that injury may have been im-
j

career in becoming established as common business

bibed from the metallic poisons with which the seed ' requirements ? In 1841 the steam threshing

was dressed? The inquiries which we have at I machine was "the great novelty;" in 1851 the

present been able to make tend to show this, chief agricultural novelty was the machine which
Where the general crop is healthy, lime alone or ' excavated drains, and laid in its own pipes ; and
lime and salt have been used, but the answers in the
other cases have been, that sulphate of copper (blue
vitrol) or some of the advertised dressings, all of

which we believe are highly poisonous, have been
nsed. It is true that in ordinary cases such dress-

» We speak more especially of the northern part of
Northamptonshire.

premiums; and are now successful and in general' eating the flowers of this plant, which is exceedingly
~ abundant along the whole range of the oolites of the

Cottesw-old district, and this, notwithstanding that

a season or two previously three cows had been

poisoned from the like cause in the same district,

and probably in the same field. Here the mischief

resulted in" the usual error of conceiving that

the flowers are innocuous from their delicacy

and smallness, so that cattle are turned into the

autumn pasture, whilst the more conspicuous leaves

prevent those who know the plant from depasturing

the meadows where it occurs in spring, and in conse-

quence it is made into hay, in which, it is true, much
of the poisonous principle is lost in the process of

drying. However, a little reflection will show that

if it can be entirely eradicated, it would be far better

than the being forced to disagreeable expedients to

this, which was considered Utopian by so many
beholders, has become, through Mr. Fowler's

ingenuity and extraordinary perseverance, a suc-

cessful steam draining machinery, of which, we
believe, he has now 17 at work, and by which
he has already drained more than 10,000 acres.

Here we have the grand agent steam coming step
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avoid injury from it ; to which end, if the bunches of

leaveH bo pulled in May or even mown off i

the ground, not only will its seeding power be

destroyed, put the new corm will be
i

rented

forming," and iIiuh the parent and progeny are both

cut off at one blow. Now, although it is more than

probable that the eradication of Ihis pest cannot be

expected in ooo year, yet it will be materially

Jeasened, and we have found two or three sea oni

especially of the pulling process, quite sufficient
j

and the cost of the operation in more than paid for

in removing a plant which takes up no much room

as to bring it into the fourth category of our table,

even if it did not possess poisonous proper! ii

2d. Such plants as Thistles, and even some
Grasses, such hh Ilordeum (the Barley Gra e ),

greatly injure the bay, on account of the mechanical

obstructions they present, such as the spines of thi

former and the awns or beard., of the latter. The
Thistles, which are mostly biennial, are easily over

come, as the cutting them off below the crown at

once destroys tlium ; but the perennial forms, with

the creeping underground stem (rhizome) must be

mown down while in the freshness and vigour of

youth, and never allowed, as is usually the case, to

get into flower before they are thus attacked, as then

their work is done, and the lull-grown leaves liave

not only been active in bringing foi « ard the flowers,

but at the same time have increased die growth of

rhizome. ' Ine or two ea6ons of this treatment will

greatly weaken this pest, but perfect eradication will

require longer time. Objectionable Grasses must
be got rid of by other means, and it is a fortunate

circumstance that whatever tends to improve the

fertility of pasture mostly resells in the destruction

of Grasses of an inferior kind, which die out as the

better species take a stronger bold upon the soil.

3d. There are many weeds in almost every
pasture which occupy a large space, but inasmuch
as they add something to the hay, and do not possess

any more positive injurious tendencies, are allowed

to remain unmolested, such as the following :

—

Riimcx, Docks and Sorrel, various species ; Poly-
gonum historic/; Snake-root ; Plantago lanccolala,

lance-leaved Plantain ; Heraclcum sphondt/lium,

Cow Parsnip ; Anthriscus sylvestris, beaked Paisley

;

and many other large-leaved plants. These, of

course,' are highly varied in their structure and
habits, which must at all. times be estimated in

dealing with them, but in general they may be
expeditiously attacked in detail, by pulling and the
spud, or in the aggregate by mowing ;—the former
methods, if perfectly done, destroying the indi-

viduals at once ; whilst mowing, though it operates
more slowly, is still certain if done in time,

j

the rule to observe being that the herbage
should at all times be cut down before it

has advanced in the performance of its func-

:

tions. This is usually too long delayed, which is

the reason why bay-making, especially if delayed
until too ripe, so slowly effects the desired end, and
should warn us that, though sometimes a larger crop
is thus obtained, it is often counterbalanced not
only by loss of nutriment in the hay itself, but by
consequences still more prejudicial to the land.

4th. The best plants in which to observe the
effects of the occupation of the soil by useless
species are the Plantago media, Hoary Plantain

;

P. m. var. major, Greater do. ; Primula vcris,

Cowslip; Bellis perennis, Daisy. It is not at all

uncommon to see the broad-leaved Plantain spread-
ing its single bunch of leaves close to the soil,

occupying hundreds of circular patches to the acre
of from 5 to 10 inches in diameter ; and frequently
aggregations may be seen of twice or thrice that size.

These are almost if not entirely passed over by the
scythe, and at most can only add their small flower-
stems (scapes) to the hay. And the same may be
said of the Daisy, only in a less aggravated degree,
as the plants are smaller; whilst the Cowslip,
though its leaves do not grow- so close to the ground,
yet covers a great space, and just in the spring
when the Grass growth is determined. The Plan-
tain and Daisy are from their manner of growth
great pests in lawns, on which account we deter-
mined the' last year to attack them on our own
lawn, which was expeditiously done by cutting off
each individual below the crown ; and though we
are aware that it is not at all times safe to recom-
mend for field culture such processes as have only
been tried in the gardens, yet, after all, this is the
only certain method of eradicating, these plants
wherever they occur, except in such pastures as can
be irrigated—irrigation, properly earned out, killing
all such plants in a most summary manner. It
simply therefore resolves itself into a matter of ex-
pense

; and if, as our own experiments show, a boy
caneasilybejaught to overlook at least half an acre

* Tho Colchicnro has a tuber or corm to each root, ivhich
annually withers whilst the leaves are forming, and at the same
time a new corm is formed by the action of the new leaves.
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OBSISItVATIONS ON AGRICULTURAL
C'P V 'IMC'IMI'C l',r II 1/ I <,..,

!

Oi.Aliai.HjO,— i>y ii. a,. Ivack.

The number of persons employed in agriculture in

Grout Britain has been gradually dimi Jelling of late

years, ur compared with increased population. In the

year 1831, according to tbo CeuBus returns, 81 j per
cent, of the males of 2(1 yours of age and upwards

...

•i

InlautlH In the Uritlah gea»

were employed in vurious occupations connected will

agriculture, whilst in the year 1851 only 26 per cent.

1831

; ;: -

' -*v>

1,251,7(51 ;

2. Sizbop Fakms.—The statistics relating to ti.

of farmb are only obtainable for the j I I In that

year there wen farms in '.rtat Britain, of tba

average size of 1 02 acres each. The proportions in a
thousand farms were as follows :

—

Under 100 acren

ad under 2</i

1000 and upwards

BTSAOBSa

137 ,
1 „

of tho males of 20 yonrs of age and upwards were so

engaged, showing a decrease of 5£ per cent, in the

latter as compared with tho former year. Tho im-
proved method of cultivating tho soil, and the introduc-

tion of Btcam and other more perfect machinery for

performing farming operations, are no doubt the chief
causes of this diminution.

hi reviewing tho movements of this class during the
period that elapsed between the taking the two last

Censuses of 11141 and 1851, it is necessary to bear in

mind the peculiar position of the agriculturists conse- England and TFato.—The number of acres in the

quent upon the more general introduction of the free-
1,fm<is of

,
2033 English farmers, holding farms

trade system of politics on the part of the government acres and uP«ards, exceeded the number of acres in th

of the country within that period. The decay and bands of 9/.800 small farmers by 10,060 acres, m. :

break up of the old protection, and the introduction of

the new free-trade system, with the uncertainty of its

results to farming interests, acted in any way but Farmers holding Farms of 700

l'/OO

favourably either upon the undertaking of agricultural sSf^Ss'"'
pursuits, or towards stimulating agricultural energy.
In addition to this change of policy of the government,

I

I' is remarked in the census report " that when agricul-

the increased demand for manufactured goods both at tural statistics are obtained, the comparative results of

home and abroad (which demand is looked upon as the I farming in the large and small way will be evident." The
result of the introduction of the free-trade system), large holdings in England and Wales are in the I

may have been an inducement to many to have em- eastern and eastern counties, the small farms in -he

barked in llie more promising commercial employments, north-midland, in Yorkshire, in Wales, and in the north-

ami to have abandoned the less remunerative agricul- western counties, comprising Lancashire and Cheshire.
tural occupations. The average size of farms in England and Wales is

The period then must be viewed, with respect to 1 1 1 acres ; this, it will be remembered, differs little in

the agricultural classes, rather as one of trial and size from the " hyde " of the Anglo-Saxons, which,
transition than one of progress, as a period during according to some estimates, contained 100, according
which the great question had to be tried, whether or not to others 120 acres. The average size of the English

the new free-trade system would benefit or injure farms is much greater than that of Scotch farms,

farming interests, whether it would increase or curtail its Scotland.—In Scotland both large and small holdings

profits. The question may now almost be said to have are numerous, viz., 360 farms of 1000 acres and upwards,
been fairly tried, and the result to have proved, to most and 44,469 farms each of which is under 100 acres,

minds, beneficial, and we may therefore look forward The average size of Scotch farms is 74 acres.

with interest to the coming census of 1861, to furnish us Islands in the British Seas.— S47 farms in a thousand,

with a fairer view of the position of the agricultural are under 100 acres, and therefore come under the

classes as existing in a time of agricultural prosperity. denomination of small farms, if farms under 100 acres
Farming has of late years been regarded and treated can be so designated,

more as a science, and its operations regulated by estab- !

The number of farms in each division of Great
lished principles, rather than by established practices. A Britain in 1S31 was

—

large proportion of the total number of farmers in Great
Britain are now working their lands upon scientific

principles, from which most beneficial results may be
anticipated. The improvement in the working of farms
is not confined to England alone, but is being rapidly
pursued by many Continental nations and by the United
States of America, and it is evident that if the British
farmer does not now bestir himself and call to his aid
the latest improvements that science can offer him, he
will be left far behind in this age of universal progress.
The systems of rotatiou of crops ; of returning to

the soil in kind, in the shape of manure, &c, the

England and Wales
Scotland
Islands in the British Seas

Total—Great Britain
(7b be concluded nek

X-. :f .

. 225.31S
56,650

.- ;

Home Correspondence.
Seeding thick and thin.—Repeated experiments have

proved that the espabdities of grains of com, whether
Wheat, Barley, or Oats, are only to be known by plant-

ing early, thinly, and singly : and in order for the fall

mineral properties exhausted by crops ; of draining and ' development of each grain, whether on poor or rich

irrigation, and of reclaiming waste or exhausted lands, soils, it requires to be planted at leas; 3 feet apart

are every day becoming better known and more generally square. Although the notion of planting at this

acted upon, and it can hardly be expected that those !
extreme distance may be ridiculed and pronounced

who persist in doing only as their fathers have done I illogical by thick seeders, yet we contend that by
before them, will be able to compete with others who

i

judicious management on good and well-prepared soils,

manage their farms on the more improved and reason-
able principles.

The same man who laughs at the rude implements of
the savage scorns the more perfect machines of civilisa-

tion : it may be that he thinks with Aristotle that a

happy medium between two extremes is best.

1. Persons Employed.— The total number of persons
engaged in agricultural pursuits in Great Britain in

each of the years 1841 aud 1851 was :

1S41 1,499,27S
1S31 2,890,563

No comparison, however, can be made between these
sums on account of the discrepancies in the enumeration
of 1841. The following table, No. 1, showing the pro-
portion of males of 20 years of age and upwards engaged
in agricultural occupations, gives a more correct view of

and by planting early in September, each plant of

Wheat thus treated will invariably not fail to produce

4000-fold, and half a pint of selected seed is thus suf-

ficient to plant 1 acre, and as a natural consequence, it

is, of course, quite possible to obtain a produce of 4000
half pints, equal to 31 bushels, and 1 peck per acre,

quite equal to the average yield of the United Kingdom,
from the opposite extreme and ordinary practice of

sowing 256 half pints, or 2 bushels of seed, and some-
times more to the acre. Anomalous as this may
appear, yet it is certain, and defies irrefragable

evidence to prove the contrary, that whilst 4000-

fold is thus obtainable from half a pint of seed, not

30-fold is nor can possibly be obtained from a full crop

of 256 times the quantity, by reason of its extreme

thickness ; for, were it so, 30 times 2 bushels would be
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the average yield, viz., 60 bushels per acre ! If our
agricultural friends will take the trouble to plant, or

thin, small plots of their corn to about 6 inches by 12

apart, or about 18 plants to the square yard (the dis-

tance we believe proper for obtaining the fullest crops),

their expectations will be fully realised. As the season

is now too far advanced to prove the correctness of this

statement on Wheat crops, if not already done, we do

trust that some unprejudiced farmers will take the trouble

to plant, transplant, or thin singly, about a rod at least

of their Barley or Oat crops, in the middle of their

fields, when it has been up about a fortnight, and after-

wards keep it perfectly clean by hoeing it deeply with a

hack hoe ; then all their doubts of the reasonableness of

this expostulation will be removed. Hardy & Son3 Seed

Grotccrs, Maldon, Essex.

The Manchester Guardian Society.—A Trade Memo-
randum.—Knowing that you are always ready to assist

the agricultural interest whenever you can by any
•means, I have the greater pleasure in giving to you for

the benefit of your numerous readers a few hints as to

forwarding live stock and produce to some parties

resident in Manchester, several of whom combine
together and refer as to character from one to another,

and by these means have at various times during the

last six months ob tained possession of some very
valuable pigs which have been sold for very little more
than the carriage. I have informed the secretary of

the Manchester Guardian Society of some of these trans-

actions, and he informs me that the owners have come
over after the pigs have been sent some weeks, but of

course too late to do any good. Having taken several

prizes at Lincoln, and elsewhere, I have not only been
applied to but have had some of the pigs to which I

allude offered to me at prices such as I would not sell

such stock at, and upon inquiry soon found out "the
reason why." Most of those I have heard of as coming
to Manchester have been black ones ; in one case I

understood one of the pigs was'invoiced at 20?. He
was a fine bred small boar. I kept the man in treaty

for some days to try to find out where it came from,
but was not able. The gentleman who sent it has since
visited Manchester, and my friend Mr. Cottam found
out where the pig was, but it had been sold. If I can
be of any use to any person who has such application,

I will with pleasure let them know who and what the
parties are if they will address A. P., Box 124, Post
Office, Manchester.

Nitrate of Soda v. Guano.—The experiments made
by Messrs. Hope, Finnie, and Russell on the compa-
rative value of different portable manures for top-
dressing Wheat, which you have published and
commented on, are doubtless of much interest to the
agricultural community. The result arrived at by each
of the experimenters, viz., the superiority of guano over
nitrate of soda for this purpose, hitherto generally con-
sidered as the one for which there could be no question
of the superiority of the nitrate, is a little startling.

Query ! Had the nitrate a fair trial I It is the custom
of those using this manure much to apply it at two
different periods—one-half when spring growth is just

starting, the other half in two or three weeks afterwards
when the shot-blade is about forming. In neither of the

experiments we have before us was this attended to.

The whole cwt. was sown at once. Hence, as regards
nitrate, the result may have been less satisfactory than
mif»ht have been the case had the method generally

adopted been followed by the experimenters. S.

Can you cwivtrive to Jcecp Tree Roots out of Pipe Drains,

or any sort of Drain 'whatever?—If too near, we want
an impossibility—nothing short of hermetically sealed

pipes will effectually prevent their intrusion. This
remedy would exclude water, and not dry the land, for

which purpose you put in your pipes. The attack is

made in dry times, when the tree wants a drink, and
down go the roots after moisture. Wherefore does a
dry March produce a good stiff standing crop of

Wheat ? Because the rootlets grow downwards in

such moist search. Then from such a state of growth,
throwing out very many deep roots, laying strong hold
of the soil ; and when the summer growing time arrives,

such formed vigour causes the plant to tiller well and
produce many stiff upright fruit-stalks. Let me, there-

fore, boldly advance with my drains straight up to the
tree, and take him in front, allowing neither an attack

from behind, nor on either flank ; in growing into the
drain in front it would do no farther mischief than
what it actually fills up ; and probably the water would
continue to ooze on and not do any material damage.
An Aged Practical Observer. [If water can get in the

roots will follow. You had better, therefore, not let

water into the pipes when close to trees. Bed them in

cement just at those places.]

Farmers' Clubs,
Discussion on the Cultivation of Root Crops—On

-"Monday evening last, the monthly meeting for discus-

sion of the Central Farmers' Club, was held at the York
Hotel, New Bridge Street. Mr. Sherer in the chair.

•Subject, « The Cultivation of Root Crops." Proposer,
Mr. Bennett, of Cambridge. He said :—
"In the days we live in, when onr agriculture is making

-the most astonishing advancement, climbing, as Sir James
Graham very aptly expresses it, " to the very lull top," it is
scarcely necessary for me to say to the enlightened agricultu-
rists I see before me, that, with the judicious cultivation of the
fallow crop is immediately connected (I had almost said) all
that is great and magnificent in agriculture, and that because
it is the foundation on which rests the successful rotation of all
ihe other crops. The fallows neglected, or only imperfectly

done, the whole thing is a tail are; aud the fnrm| throughout
will never hear inspection. Whatever course of farming is

adopted (and that man is a novice in agriculture who farms
without a system), the fallows must be gone into with spirit,

and with no niggardly or parsimonious hand; and I^must be
allowed to say, although some of our amateur agriculturists
will tell you that fallows are unnecessary, I trow not, and,
although I am no friend to needless restrictions, I hold landlords
are justified in requiring that the farm shall systematically,
either with "or without a green crop, as is best adapted to

the soil, receive a good and efficient fallow. Nor is it

scarcely more to tho interest of the landlord than the tenant
(unless the latter is about to run away), that it should be so.
Sir, I am free to confess, after an experience of some 40 years

—

and, like other men, I have occasionally been naughty—but
I say it advisedly, I have never stolen a crop in substitution
for a fallow, without ultimately drinking damage. The fallow
season is the starting post in the race. If the land requires
draining, this is the time to effect it. If double ploughing or
subsoiling, it must be done now. If crooked and unsightly
hedges are to be reduced, there is no time more fitting for
the operation than the winter preceding the fallow. In
pursuing this discussion, it will perhaps comport with the
convenience of the Club, if we first attempt to Bhow on what
soils roots may or may not be profitably grown at all. I hope,
by the by, this statement will not shock any of my friends
around me, because it is the opinion of some of our more
modern agriculturists that Turnips may and ought to be grown
on all arable land. It is true, there are but few soils on which
you cannot cultivate Turnips. . Rut the question we have to

discuss is—Can it be done economically, or will another system
leave the land in a better state, and the farmer more money in
his pocket? The farming world is by no means agreed on this
point. There are those who will tell you that, only drain and
plough deep, and you may then plantthe land with Turnips to

advantage, irrespective of the nature of the soil, or its situa-

tion as regards the homestead. On the other hand, so
much are we the creatures of habit, that I know there are
farmers situate in the clay land districts, who year by year
pursue the naked fallow system, without attempting anything
better, even on the more favourable spots of the farm. The
result of my experience, backed by close observation, leads me
to believe both these practices are far enough from the correct
one, but of the two, the man who recklessly drives at Turnips
over all his fallows, however unfit for such a mode of cultiva-

tion, will, sure enough, be quit of his money first! In fact, to

pursue such a system upon the poorer dead tenacious clays of
England is, in my judgment, the most rapid way to ruin, a man
can well pursue; and for this simple reason—the cost of produc-
tion far exceeds their value in such situations, while the succeed-
ing crops will show vast inferiority to those the land produces
under a naked fallow, or where Tares have been previously fed
off with sheep. Close akin to such infatuation is that which
induces the farmer of clay land to go through the whole of his
farm, like a blind horse in a mill, with his naked fallows, because
his father before him did the same, without looking round to see
if there are not some portions of the farm contiguous to the
homestall where a crop of Mangold and Wheat might be grown,
perhaps alternately, to the great benefit of the farm, and some-
times other spots ofnewly broken tip or woodland soil off which, if

not fit to depasture sheep in the winter, the crop might he
taken for the flock in the spring, with great advantage. In
addition to the soils above named, as not generally adapted to the
growth of Turnips, we must add, however, a large tract of fenland,
particularly in parts of Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, and Lincoln-
shire. It seems, however, it is not so much because the land
will not bear Turnips, or that there is difficulty in feeding them
oft", but that stock are not found to do well with them from such
land. I am not at all sure, however, if this arises from an
absolute inferiority of quality, or if it is not the soil attaching to

the bulb, which mainly disagrees with the sheep ; it" so, washing
the r^ots might obviate the evil. For the present, Rape, Mangold
Wurzel, and on the better land Potatoes, with here and there a
few Cabbages, are the vegetables chiefly grown on the fens, and
probably best adapted ti> the soil. Cabbages might, I think, be
profitably cultivated to a much larger extent. Having, then,
noticed, in passing on, what soils it is doubtful that Turnips can
be grown on with a profit, it is very gratifying to know that the
progressive improvements which have been made within the last

50 years in Turnip culture (and are still going on) have contri-
buted perhaps to a greater extent to the production of human
food, and added more real wealth to the country, than all other
improvements besides. How, then, we may best make these im-
provements known, and progress still higher in the science, is

an object not merely worthy of the best efforts of this Club,
but, if I mistake not, of every true patriot in the land. For in
the teeth of these astounding improvements it must be admitted,
in some districts good farming is yet the exception and not the
rule. Nor is the system of Turnip culture by any means uniform,
even among tolerably good farmers. What, then, is the best
mode of raising root crops, and at the least cost ? That is the
point in hand. I have bestowed some? ains to get at the
practice of some eminent agriculturists in different localities, and
I regret that it would he taxing the valuable time of this meeting
too severely to give the result of these inquiries at all at large ;

suffice it to say, there is no general uniformity of practice
among them, and perhaps with the variation in soils we must
not expect it. Mr. Henry Overman, of Norfolk, whose well-

earned reputation as an agriculturist and keeper of stock,

as well for his hospitality and general intelligence, makes
him an authority—this gentleman seems to tavour ploughing
(on his quality of soil) only a moderate depth, and still

drills his Swedes and Mangold on the flat surface, 2 feet

apart; and if his Turnips are not the largest they are cer-

tainly the best preserved of any I have seen. Mr. Francis
Sowerby, of Lincolnshire, a very extensive and spirited agri-

culturist, adopts the ridge system for all his Mangold and Swedes
with great effect; has used the water-drill to some extent, and
in July last the Turnips so put in seemed, I am free to admit,
very much to take the lead, and I learn are Btill in favour. Mr.
G. Russell, near Woolwich, whom Mr. Caird describes as one of

the first growers of green crops in the kingdom, prepares his land

by very deep ploughing in the autumn, but first uses manual
labour, chiefly with a fork, to extract twitch or other noxious
weeds; completing the cultivation with a scarifier, without the

further aid of the plough ; manuring heavily both with solid and
artificial manures; plants on the level surface, I believe, and
with such cultivation on a naturally rich soil, grows (as might be
expected) the most astounding crops, both of Mangold and Swede
Turnips. Gen. Hall, M.P., of AVeston Colville, Cambridgeshire,
is (to all who know him) no mean authority as an agriculturist.

On a naturally weak soil, he commences his cultivation for

Turnips and Mangold by very deep four-horse ploughing, and
then sometimes drives the subsoil plough through the chalk
strata below, after which the common plough has about finished

its work, the scarifier, harrows, and roller doing the rest, when a
moderate portion of farm-yard manure is applied witli the boutin

t

plough, and 4 or 5 cwt. of blood, superphosphate, or the same cost

in guano, with 5 cwt. of salt, are put on per acre ; and there,

an open tract of country, on a thin chalky soil, doubtless any of

you may witness, next autumn, close by the Six Miles Bottom
Station, about 40 tons of Mangold and hard by 30 tons of Swedish
Turnips per acre, growing most luxuriantly. It is but justice to

say the General farms his own land, and is, doubtless, bent on
its improvement, almost regardless of expense. But it only
shows what may be tfone by skill and capital in the way of

cultivation. I understood the General to have also commenced
ploughing two furrows deep for Wheat; iu the success of which,
however, I must be excused for remaining an unbeliever till 1

have the honour of paying the gallant General another visit.

I will give but one other example. Mr. Charles Howard, of

Bedfordshire, a young but spirited agriculturist, began culti-

vating Turnips on the usual plan of the neighbourhood*
fallowing about 5 or 6 inches deep, and after repeated plough-
ings drilled his Turnips but 16 inches apart, on the level
land. The consequence was—being a gravelly soil—as soon aa
the hot dry weather of August or September set in, they almost
invariably mildewed, and got so stinted in their growth that
three years out of four the unfhriftv plants produced nothing;
but ii number of little hard unsightly bulbs, and they of the
meanest quality. He now breaks up his land 10 inches deep,
with four horses—does the greater part afterwards with the
scarifier, harrows, and roller— adopts the ridge system of 27 inches,
in which he deposits from 12 to 15 tons of good "com or cake-made
manure—has not found the water drill, so far, to answer on his
soil, it producing, mixed with the superphosphate, a sort of con-
crete which runs the soil together where the seed is deposited.
like an hasty thunder shower. Nor has he found artificial

manures generally pay the extra cost ; but with the above culti-
vations he can grow splendid crops of Turnips without their aid,
of which, I must say, I have had ocular demonstration. It is but
justice, however, to add, the soil (in fertility) is above an average
of tbe country. Having furnished these examples from different

parts of the country, I will now, sir, with your permission, give
you as briefly as I can my own views on the subject. If, then,
garden cultivation is right, there can he no question that to? root

crops, as often as they occur, the soil ought to be moved much
deeper than is at all necessary or desirable for the general crops
of the farm. I am decidedly of opinion, however, that you obtain
your object far better, in the general way, by what I call double
ploughing than by one deep furrow of 10 or 12 inches, because
that furrow must be proportionately wider than the depth to turn
it at all properly; and on anything like stiff land you will get a
huge untractable lump of earth, which the weather of no ordinary
winter will penetrate or pulverise; whereas by taking it up by
two ploughs, the latter one being of higher construction and
casting the furrow to the top, thereby exposing the most
ungenial soil to the winter frost and rains, yon leave it in
a far better state than even under ordinary spade cultivation.

The P.P. Plough, lately invented by the Messrs. Howard, and
which took the prize for deep ploughing at Lincoln, as also

that of Messrs. Ransom, which followed so close upon the
heels of the former, appear to me admirably adapted for taking
out this second furrow. And I fully incline to the opinion,
that almost at any time whenever you want to go beyond
7 inches, requiring more than two horses, looking at the im-
proved state in which you leave the land, it is most economical.
I think the system far preferable to one moderately deep furrow,
followed by the subsoil plough, because in the latter case much
of the strata below falls pretty much into its former position,"

and the virgin soil receives but little benefit from the action of
the atmosphere. The depth you go must depend more or less

upon the nature of the subsoil—but experience will of course be
the best guide. It is but justice to say that I have not hitherto-

adopted the system at all largely, except as cultivation for

Potatoes, Carrots, and Cabbages, but have done a considerable
tract for the planting of Fir trees, and it was astonishing what
fine Carrots and other vegetables we grew between the trees for

two or three years, even on a weak soil, without a particle of

manure. In adopting this system, if land be foul, it will be
desirable to do as much cleaning as practicable in the autumn
heiore you commence this operation. Indeed among our very
best agriculturists autumnal cleaning, where Mangold and
Swede Turnips are to follow, is every year becoming more
general. (Cheers.) It may be too much to say that the system
can be brought to bear on all lands, but in the majority of cases
(to borrow a favourite phrase of our friend Mr. Mechi), " I think
I might stake my agricultural reputation upon its success." We
come now to the seeding operations (for the land so ploughed
will require little else than the application of the scarifier,

harrows, and roller). It is evident that great authorities still

differ as to the best mode of drilling. The result of my own
experience, backed by much observation, is, however, very
decidedly in favour of the ridge system 27 inches apart, more
especially where the Turnips or Mangold are to be carted from
the land or stored in heaps — first, because in putting in
the manure (if the weather be at all showery) you cart the
soil less than by manuring on the flat surface; and if the same
quantity of manure is used, you certainly get a greater weight
per acre with the manure directly under the plants than other-

wise, and that not more from the contiguity of the manure,
than the fact that you can move the soil later, clean the land
more perfectly, and perform all the hoeing operations far more
cheaply, than on the flat surface at nearer intervals, in addition

to which they are much more easily extracted when you take
them up. Care should be had not to leave the ridges too high, to

roll freely with a suitable roller, if the weather be dry, before
drilling, and not to be afraid of pulling them down with the hoes,

as the ridges should be lost ere the hoeing is completed ; for it is

quite a mistake to suppose that these kinds of bulbs require
moulding up. Let them only have something good to feed upon
underneath, and if you want fine handsome bulbs, you can hardly
disencumber them too much. You thus make the land more even
and better for the sheep, and pretty effectually obviate the too

frequent irregularity of the succeeding corn crop under ridge
cultivation. Had I been addressing a few raw inexperienced
farmers, I might have guarded them against drilling Turnip
seed among dry clods, and referred them to the couplet of Tusser
(I thiuk it is), who says

—

" Where clods prevail
The Turnips fail."

And on the subject of manure, I should have said, guard against
the prodigal system of those antiquated farmers, who make no
calculation of their means, but allow the whoie of their farm
manure to be laid sometimes on little more than half the
fallows—having to finish, if they complete at all, with artificials

only; but rather use it with caution, laying on but a moderate
quantity of the former, eking it out with blood, superphosphate,
guano, Lawes's Turnip manure, Rape-dust, or such other dressing
as may be most approved, and he who leaves a portion of dung
for Wheat where most wanted {as many good farmers do) is no
novice. In putting manure into ridges, use but two ploughs
together, one opening and the other closing in the manure close'

after the spreaders, avoiding exposure to the atmosphere. I have
long followed the practice of dragging over the ridges a small
piece of timber, or strong Larch pole, reaching four rows at

once, sweeping off any of the manure on the top of the ridge,

and pretty well covering the dung; and in that state add the

artificial manures, rather than drill them into a very narrow
compass after the ridge is completed; the last plough thus
closes in altogether, when you have only to roll and drill the

seed. I am not, however, so enamoured of the Northumberland
system as to suppose, in all situations and circumstances,

it must be the best. But, on the other hand, where Turnips
are not for extraction, but to be fed off upon the ground, they
may sometimes be grown to advantage at somewhat narrower
intervals ; but even in that case, I prefer, if practicable,

to place them on smaller , ridges, by which you set them out

more effectually, without smothering the young plants.

I have practised this system extensively by attaching small
skeleton ploughs to a Bedfordshire drill, forming three

straight ridges at a time, about 22 inches apart, depositing

the artificial manure by the same operation ; and, I repeat it,

where Turnips are to be fed upon tbe land, this mode of cultiva-

tion, I think, has its advantages. In bringing these remarks to

a close—and I fear I have already trespassed too freely upon
your indulgence—I assure you I have introduced the subject

to elicit the sentiments of the enlightened agriculturists of this

Club, and so get them before the public, rather than at all dog-
matically to propound my own. What has been said, then,

backed by the experience of others, must, I think, pretty gene-

rally bring us to this conclusion— that to cultivate root crops

profitably we have first to lay the land dry by draining, if

required ; to clean the fallows intended for the earlier crops, as
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far hh noimMil*;, in the prcvioiiii iiiitnmri; in cultivate il^ply,

taking thiii! by the forelock in getting (IiohoII thoroughly pill*

voiiHod; not to plough too frequently, nor at nil when the land

poachoS) but, if practicable, let it, bo undisturbed for two or three

weekB previous to the lost operation ; to manure as freely an you

can (In lufltfco to the Wln.nl crop} both with tbo farm and artlfl-

clal manures; to put all crops Intended for carting, or clamping,

on tbo ridge, taking care not to dopoalt your need uoeper thin Is

necessary to oneure vegetation; to libe well both by borne tnd

jiianiitti labour, hot forgetting tan the best money upon! In the

whale operation) to send, over the Turnip and Mangold Wm/,«i
Jluldtf, as yon may at a trill trig e<ml, a low men nil or harvest, with

ft fwiall threo-tlned fork, and a bag or apron tied before them,

faking two ridgoa at a time, to extract any, fibres of twltph or

other noxious weeds that maybe still alive; and last, though
not loant, tu tako warning by the past, and preserve your roots

well wbun you have grown them, (Loud eheoraj

[Wo uitiHt postpone for a week our report of tlio

discuHsiou which followed this very interesting paper.]

Calendar of Operations.

MARCH.
FonFAHHinaK. (Ji.k.nh, April '2.—With tbo exception of about a

week In the beginning of Maroh we have hud uninterrupted

frost and hh»w hIiico the 14th of January, boing eleven weeks,
nnd wo ii I'd tillll iimlor wintry iiilluonooH

; f In-, all i|>hora I|Q0 a

freezing temperature, and tbo snow cIIiikh fruit to the ground) ami
Only OH low warm spots and minny slopos lian II boo OVOd ; the
northurn Hides and tops of tbo hills still present an unbroken
sheet of dazzling white. Tbo consoquoncos both Immediate ami
prospectivu ofsuoh a state of things bagin to bo felt, There has
been no ploughing since the beginning of the storm, and even
with favourable weather it oan bo but partially resumed for eight
or tun (lays to come. The BOed time will bo Info, and indications

ftvo not wanting that, in upland districts at least It will bo very
Into, but our prophetic fears may be disappointed, and tbo

dreaded cloud may yet break in blessings, a benevolent con-

nection may now bo traced between the abundant produce of hint

summer and autumn and the protracted winter which bus fol-

lowed; foddor nnd Turnips being itlill In plentiful supply and
likely to continue bo aB long an required. Had a long winter and
a late Bprlngp followed o deficient orop of th« previous season, we
should have been very differently circumstanced. The docks
have bail considerable hardships to contend with, and notwith-
standing that. moSt part of them bavo to live Solely by their own
oxortions, tlioy liave generally reached tbo present date with
romarkably few casualties ; they wore unusually well-con-

ditioned, both iu ilesli and wool, at the commencement of winter,

and have therefore been able to endure cold and short-comings
for so long a period with loss injury. There are well authenti-
cated instances of black-faced sheep having lain upwards of six
wooks under a wreath of snow, without food, and come out in
perfect health [ 1 ], clearly showing that they are endowed with
the power of secreting within themselves a considerable part of
t&etr winter provision, a romarkablo adaptation to the circum-
stances in which they are placed, and one which their owners
would do well not to disregard. It is a common remark, that a
well snmmored sheep is an easy wintered sheep. Alpine regions
are liable to sudden and violent storms, such as occurred in this
district en the 8th and 9th of January, 1852, when whole flocks
were engulphed in the drifted snow. On that occasion many
were no doubt destroyed, not however by beiog buried in the
snow, but by being driven one above another into hollows and
suffocated; some that were merely drifted up came out weeks
after without injury. A northern winter requires all the care of
the most careful shepherds, and when their duty is well per-
formed it ought to be well rewarded. Much of the ground being
still covered with snow, food is scarce, and supplemental rations
of hay or straw have been required in many cases during the
last two or three weeks. The wedder hogs get Turnips during
the spring, for sometimes they had great difficulty in getting at
them for snow; but they have now plenty, and arc doing well.
The lambing season begins in 10 or 12 days; the prospect at
present is not cheering, but Grass would rapidly succeed the
snow at this advanced period of tbo season if the weather were
at all genial. Although there has as yet been littlo appearance
of disease and few deaths, long privation must have greatly re-
duced many flocks in condition, and induced constitutional weak-
ness, which will only be developed when the Grass comes, the
healthy will then improve and the unhealthy will deteriorate.
Fed stock, both sheep and cattle, will pay their rations, and also
leave enough for risk and trouble. S.

Miscellaneous.
The New Market, Copenhagen Fields.—At a Court of

Common Council held this week, Mr. Taylor, chairman
of the Markets Improvement Committee, brought up a
report in which reference was made to the greatly
increased cost (25 to 30 per cent.) of both labour and
material since the commencement of the work,iuvolving,
according to the estimate of the architect, anexpenditure
of 80,000/. beyond the amount already authorised by the
court. This raisesthe sum of'278,7212., at which the cost was
estimated in the report of quarter from 1853 to upwards
of 350,0002.—The report was received, and after the
failure of several amendments, referred to the Coal, Corn,
and Finance Committee to consider how the money may
be raised for the purpose required.

Notices to Correspondents.
Blood Manure : X. Blood is used by very many manure com-
panies now. The Nitrophosphate Manure Companv, the
Cyanic Manure Company, the so-called Manchester Sewage
Manure Company, and the London Manure Company, beside
others, use it. The Nitrophosphate Company throw bones and
blood together, and add sulphuric acid, thereby manufacturing
a manure which, as it contains soluble phosphates along with
nitrogenous manure, is as nearly perfect, whether for roots or
corn, as anything ordinarily need be ; and a similar process is,

we believe, employed by other companies, of whose operations
we shall shortly speak.

Cabbages after Tares : C W S. Sow early iu May, aud trans-
plant in the end of June, after you have reduced the land to
the proper tilth. Drumheads managed thus will come in for
spring use. They may be planted out from 24 to 30 inches
apart.

Gas Lime: G W L. Most of the ammonia is taken up by the
water in the purifying apparatus. The lime absorbs the
sulphuretted hydrogen, and will to that extent become, by
exposure to the air, gypsum. You should lay it iu a heap and
turn it frequently over, and afterwards spread it, a ton or two
per acre, over stubbles before ploughing.

Potatoes: Kempsey. Each tou of tubers placed ou a dry well
drained spot in a conical heap, well and thickly covered with
straw, and then with earth covered with a cap of thatch, is as
good a way of keeping Potatoes as any.

*** As usual, many communications have been received too late
and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries
can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those
numerons correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting
contributions is still delaved.
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WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DAItD PUMPB,
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I

tara y Manure 'i ankf, and Wells ol a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

fc Diameter Lengthol Uarrel,
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for fixing In situations of limited height and
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Wash-houses with soft water from under-
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under the Btage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ol the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WAKNEK and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising "Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Rugisteeed Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

2J. 19*.. to hold

__ 10 gallons.

i^»t Larger sizes

in wood or iron.

May be ob-

tained of any
Ironmonger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any

depth to any height bv Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5d. to Is. 3'/. per lb.

JOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,

London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 38*.

All articles of John Warxer & Sons' manufacture may be
obtained of auy Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at
the advertised prices.

Johs Warner & Soxs having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of botb Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could with
auy Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to

himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for
hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens. Hothouses,
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories. Lawns, &c.
Sheets of Engravings sent on application.

STEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracechurch Street,

Loudon, and 17, New Park Street,Southwark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in 1

Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full parri;jir.rs

furnished on application.
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WILLIAM DRAY a:;d CO.'S STEEL DIGGING
» » FOliKS are warranted e'joal, and by many are ooniiio>f«4

KTiperlor
f
to any In u«:. Three Tine Port

i. each. A liberal allowanason Wbolctmb
WiLUAJi DBAT it Co., Swan [*ne. Upper Tbunea Street,

near London Uridg-*.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS i DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS axd KEY, as Mr. P.

"vTholesale Atrents for England, hare always In stock a.

large assortment. These Fcrks and Tools art :.
^

upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Fanners, n-
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be lb* best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 r -

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage

103, Newgate Street, and 52, Little Britain, London.
CAUTION.

Paekes' Steel Digging Forks axd Db.a::
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel ' igging P c rfcs are
now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as tbo&e
manufactured by me, and to which the Eoyai Agricultural -

and numerous Agricultural Societies" prizes have been awarded,.
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork n
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark J. P_" and tbat
Messrs. Bcbgess & Kxr. of No. 103. Newgate Street, Loadon, ar*
my sole "Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised tboi
place to the purchaser every Fork of my mannfactare found
defective: they will also on application send V
.Retail Price Lists, «tc^ post free.' Fbakcb Paesxs &. Co.

MAW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS
an indestructible and highly decorative sal

ordinary flooring, and their imperishable O:'.

EDtrance Halls. Passages. Verandahs, Conservatories. «fcc.

—

Maw & Co. send free of expense their Book of DesJ£ns._L

in price and style for every description of Building.—BentbaD
Works, Broseley". SaJop.

Waterproof paths.
barn and cattle shtd floors.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens dtrrir.

winter men;. - PORTLAND*
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed ti-5 :—Screen the-

gravel of which the path is at present made £r: — *

is mixed with it, and toevery part of clean graveladd ens

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture

!

land Cement and incorporate thewhole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on. 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool i_- repaired be;
spade, and in 4S hoars it becomes as hard as a rock. Veg
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists tl :

severest frost. It is cecessiry. as water does not soak thrc-ugh it,

to give a tall from the middle of the path towarl- I

The same preparation makes first-rate pavine for I .

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YABDS. and all other sitnarions
where a dear bard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement. J. B. White & BsozBQBtS]

:::::.:;> >reet, Westminster.
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FOR PRESENT PLANTINC.

ASS and B It W N offer the following

1 10
2 10
o 12

9

SELECT PLANTS:—
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine and distinct vars.

„ 100, including newer ,,

EOCK PLANTS. 25 fine varieties

DELPHINIUMS, 12 in 6 fine varieties

„ very fine seedlings of splendid

mixed colours, per 100 110
DIANTHUS ATRORUBENS, splendid dark crimson

for bedding, per doz 6

DIANTHUS SPLENDENS, rich bright crimson,

for ditto, per doz. 5

POTENTILLAS, 12 fine varieties, 9s.; 12 extra fine ... IS

„ splendid mixed seedlings, per doz ,..0 9

,
5 best new varieties — King of

Crimson, Sudbury Gem, Theodore, Sbylock, and

Julia, for 1 10

HOLLYHOCKS, 12 fine varieties, per doz. 95. and 12

ANTIRRHINUMS. 12 fine varieties of richest colours 6

ROCK CISTUS, dwarf, 24 beautiful vars., very distinct 15

PHLOX, 23 fine vars., 9s.; 25 beautiful newer vars. 12 6

Primula i&volncrata, most lovely white, per doz. ...0 9

Lupinus magnificus, fine variegated blue and white,

each Is. 6d., or per doz 12

Lupinus polyphyllus purpureus and albus, each per doz. 6

Miinulus. 6 fine*varieties 5
Pentstemous. 12 fine varieties 7

Viola arborea, 6s. per doz. ; alba, per doz. 6

„ Neapolitan 6s. „ Russian ,. 4

Berberis Darwini, flowering plants, per doz 15

Escallonia macrantba, fine plants „ ISs. to 1 4
Pffonia papaveracea, strong ... ... Is. 6d. to 2

Ribes, 5 best vars., 2 of each fer 7

Spirea, S beautiful vars., 2 of each for 8
Rhododendron ponticum, fine, per doz 9s. to 12

Hardy Climbing Plants, 12 fine vars 9$. to IS

Roses', Tea-scented and Climbing, in pots, 12 fine vars. 12

Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, finest sorts

trained, very strong and fine, 12 sorts 11. 16s. to 2 S
Standard and Dwarf Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

&c, &c.
Rhubarb, Myatt's Linnieus, and Mitchell's Royal Albert.

choice early vars., also Myatt's Victoria Giant,

each per doz 7 6
Seakale, very strong, per 100 10

Strawberries, newest and best sorts

Goods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.

Plants added gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.

COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny
stamps, or the Spring Catalogues alon&for three penny stamps,
or gratis to our customers who may not nave received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

TO NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, ETC.
MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON having

had (through their customers), a Seed Catalogue brought
under their notice, and which seems to have been distributed

throughout the whole of their connection, published by a very
eminent and old established firm near London; and on referring
-to the same they find that all the Hardy Annuals from Nos. 1 to

308, the Half-hardy Annuals from Nos. 309 to 479. Hardy Biennials
and Perennials from Nos. 4S0 to 660, and the Greenhouse Plants
and Tender Annuals from Nos. 661 to 741 have all been copied
from their lists, with the full descriptions of colour, height, treat-

ment, and other information, even the numbers attached to each
article correspond with the strictest accuracy. The only altera-

tion is that no prices are attached, whereas, in the original
catalogue every article is priced.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son beg 'to say, that as they are at some
considerable expense and trouble preparing and issuing their

Catalogues throughout the year, they now give notice that in future

they shall consider it very disreputable in any parties copying
them in the style above alluded to, unless the source from which
they derive their information is published at the time, or other-

wise communicating with them previously to copying the same.

"Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. London.—April 7.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON having
purchased of the late TV. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the

county of Devon, for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling
Fuchsias with white Corollas, a new feature in this tribe intro-

duced by him, and in consequence of an advertisement appear-
ing in the Gai'deners1

CJironicle rrom Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, &
Co., of Exeter, offering two new Fuchsias similar in character
to those purchased of the late Mr. Story, it was thought neces-
sary, after a written communication with that gentleman, for

one of the firm to make further inquiries about them, and in con-

sequence Mr. Andrew Hendetison went to Exeter and Newton,
where be was informed by a jobbing gnrdeuer at Newton that

he had received in the month of November last Seven Pounds
for them after (as the said jobbing gardener stated) he had
been offered £20 for them by a nurseryman in London, but whose
name or address he did not know.

Messrs. E. G. H. & Son give the above explanation in conse-

quence of numbers of their customers having ordered plants at

higher prices than are now quoted. This reduction is made in

consequence of information which they have received that leaves

no doubt on their minds but that those to be sent out by Messrs.
Lucombe, Pince, & Co. are similar in character to those purchased
of Mr. Story.

E. G. HENDERSON & SON take this opportunity of stating

that none but the most popular and improved kinds of Vegetable
Seeds appear in their list, and among the Flower Seeds only

those whose beauty and merit are univerally acknowledged,
together with a carefully selected stock of the principal new
varieties. They would call particular attention to the following

new and choice seeds, which they can confidently recommend :

—

, 3 6

Per packet-
Ipomoea limbata 2
Leptosiphon luteum ...

„ aurenm 1

Linum grandiftorumrubrum
lsi6d. s

and 2
Lobelia Queen Victoria

(scarlet)

Lobelia Roi Leopold ...

Larkspur, new double
improved hyacinth
flowered, in packets of
6 distinct colours ... 2

Limnanthes sulphurea

Per packet

—

s. d.

Antirrhinum, extra fine ... 6
Auricula, fine mixed ... 1 6
Abronia umhellata 1,6
Anagallis aznrea grandi-

flora 1

„ mbra „ 10
Arctotisbreviscapa ...0 6
Aster,new Peony pyramid,
in packets of 10 distinct

colours, separate ... 3 6

„ new bouquet pyrami-
dal, in packets of 12
distinct colours

Balsam, double Camellia-
flowered, in packets of 6
distinct colours, separate 3

„ new double Camellia
Rose, in packets of 10
distinct colours, sepa-
rate, extra fine 5

„ Aurora, new double
crimson ... .. ... 1

„ new dble. pale yellow 1
Carnation, stage flowers... 1 6
Calceolaria, ex. ex. 2s. 6d. & 5s.

Cineraria, ex. ex. ls.6d.& 2s. 6d.

Chrysanthemum pompone 1

,, large flowered 1

Calendrinia umbellata ... G
Dianthus Dunnetti,suprb. 1

„ Chinensis flore-pleno,

extrafine 6
Eschscholtziatenuifolia... 1. 6
Geranium, choice show ... 2 6

„ choice fancy 2 6
Hollyhock, first quality... 2 6
„ second quality ... 1

Ipomcea rubro cserulea ... 1

Lilium giganteum seed, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.
Holcus saccharatus (new Sugar-cane), Is. to 2s. 6d. do.

Dioscorea Batatas (Japanese Yam), 2s. 6d. each tuber.

20 Ornamental Grasses (see Catalogue).
12 Ornamental foliage Annuals.

Their new Seed Catalogue, with full particulars of the above
and many other novelties, is now ready and will be forwarded
post free on application.

"Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.—April 7.

odorata 1

Mignonette, new, large ... 0. 3
Mimulus, beautiful ... 6
Pansy, choice show ... 1 6

„ choice fancy 1 6

Petunia, extra fine ... 1

Phlox Drummondi cocci-

nea 6

Portulaca, new orange ... 6

„ new rose 6
Primula sinensis fimbriata,

alba and rubra mixed ... 2 6
Poppy, new large Pa?ony,

in S brilliant colours ... 2
Reseda myriophylla, new
Mignonette 1

Salpiglossis, scarlet, blue,

and sulphur 6
Stock, German, new large

flowering, in packets of
six distinct colours ... 2 6

Verbena, choice mixed ...10
Sweet William, new
double 6

Whitlavia grandiflora ... 1 6

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
/^.EORGE GIBBS and Co.; 26, Down Street,
^-* Piccadilly, beg to announce that their Mixtures of Grass
Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :—
Mixtures for laying Land dowu to permanent Grass, for light,
heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
ncre 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.
to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land. Is. per lb.
Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.
These Seeds are all new, and have all been properly cleaned

and their growing properties fully tested. Directions for sowing
accompany the seed.

G. G. and Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,
26, Down Street, Piccadilly, Loudon.

HEATHS AND EPACRISES.
Tl/jTESSRS. YOUELL and CO., in offering the follow-
LW-fi ing, beg to say that the whole are very healthy and well
grown

; those marked * are set well for flowering.
ERICAS.—Strong bushy plants in 48's at 12s. per dozen
varieties:—Aristata vittata, "aggregata, bicolor, *Cavendishi,
Coventryana, v daphnoidea, *denticulata moschata, *echiflora,
*grandinosa, *hyemalis, hybrida, hyaeinthiflora, Linnreoides
nova, Metulseflora bicolor, ^propendens, "propendens tubiflora,
••piriformis, *rubens, *Scabriuscula, *Sindryana, ^Ventricosa
breviflora, *V. coruscans, Y. curta rubra, *V. deusa carnea,
*V. fasciculata rosea, V. fasciculata superba, V. fasciculata
longiflora, *Y. hirsuta, V. perspicuoides, *V. supevba, *V. tu-
mida, *V. tenuifiora, Verticilla *vestita fulgida, *viridLfiora,
Westphalhigi, *Wilmorea superba.

The above are all dwarf bushy plants, and can he supplied to
the trade at the usual discount in large quantities.
ERICAS, in large and small 60's, at 9s. per dozen varieties :—

Archeriana, ampulacea, amp. carnumhrata, amp. rubra,
aristata major, Bandoniana, Cavendisbi, cerinthoides coro-
nata, Clifford!, *Colorans, daphnoidea, Devoniana depressa,
denticulata moschata, elata, eweriana, eximia, exurgens coc-
cinia, **gracilis, *grandinosa, grandis Hartnelli, *hyemalis,
hybrida, hyaeinthiflora, longiflora, Liunrcoides superba, Me-
tulieflora bicolor, *ovata, *perspicua nana princeps, *propen-
dens, *prop. tubiflora, pi'iinuloides retorta major, Savilliana,
Shannoniana, do. Turnbull's variety, *Sindryaua, splendens,
sulphurea, tricolor, tircolor rubra, T. Wilsoni, trossula rubra,
Vent, alba, V. alba .tincta, V. Browni, V. carnea, V. coccinea
minor, V.conspicua, V. dependens coccinea, V. fasciculata
longiflora, V. f. rosea, V. globosa, V. grandiflora (Storey's),
V. hirsuta, V. magnifiora, V. perspicuoides, Vernix coccinea,
Vernoniana, Vern. superba, Verticillata, Vestita carnea tenni-
flora, Vest, coccinea, Vest. coc. tenuifiora, Vest, fulgida, Vest,
rosea, "Westcotti, Westphalingi, Wilmorea superba, Walkeri.

These are admirably adapted for specimen growing, being of
the proper size to start with; the trade may also be supplied at
the usual discount per 100 plants.
EPACRISES, in large 4S's, fine plants, 12s. per dozen; ditto in

large 60's and small 4S's. The following varieties at 9s. per
dozen varieties; those marked with an asterisk are set with
flower buds:— *Alba penduliflora, ardentissima, autumnalis,
*Campanulata alba, *C. maxima, C. grandiflora, Copelandica,
*Carnea, *Cera?flora, Coruscans, delicata, densiflora, *densi-
flora incarnata, *elegantissiina, Fairharniana, *formosa,
grandiflora, hyaeinthiflora candidissinia, hyaeinthiflora rosea,

*Hopeana, impressa, *imp. alba, 'imp. magna, *imp. rosea
magna, *lunata, magnifica, miniata, ^nivalis, *nivalis grandi-
flora, ^ornata, purpurascens, rubra grandiflora, *sauguinea,
*splendida, Tauntoniensis, *variabilis.

This List comprises nearly all the varieties in cultivation.
As a winter flowering plant the Epacris is eminently useful ; it

is also easily managed. The usual discount to the trade per 100
plants. We beg to refer to our advertisement of March 10,
where will ,bo found enumerated Conifene, Choice Greenhouse,
and Hardy Plants, &c. &c.

VERONICA VARIEGATA
WOOD'S DUCHESS "OF NORFOLK ROSE ...

LILIUM GIGANTEUM, strong bulbs
FUCHSIA DOMINIANA, each

Youell & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

s. d.

a 6
5 O

6
2 6

ESTABLISHED 1786.

WEST OF ENGLAND AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURAL
ESTABLISHMENT,

FOR THE SUPPLY OF EVERY REQUISITE FOR THE FARM AND GARDEN.

UN BON ROAD, PLYMOUTH.

SFntirr tlje \dntvmix$z at
Hr.n most Gbacious Majesty the Queen, His Roval Highness the Prtnce of Wales and Duke of Cornwall, His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Heb Imperial Highness the Duchess

of Brabant, Heb Roval Highness the Duchess of Orleans, His Excellency the Nepaulese Ambassador a>*d Suite.

His Grace the Archbishop of York.
His Grace the Duke of Bedford.
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire.
His Grace the Duke of Leinster.
His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
His Grace the Duke of Somerset.
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Conyngham.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Eesborough.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Burlington,
The Countess Dowager of Craven.
The Countess Dowager of Macclesfield.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Falmouth.
The Right. Hon. the Earl of Fortescue.
The Right Hon. the Earl Howe.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Morley.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Mmint Edgcumbe.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Portsmouth.
The Right Hon. the Earl of St. Germans.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Roseherry.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Wilton.
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Ebrington.
The Right Hon. Lord Viscount Lorton.
The Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Ely.
The Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Exeter.
The Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Meath.
The Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Ossory.
The Right Rev. Lord Bishop of Ripou.
The Right Hon. and Rev. Dean of Windsor.

The Right Hon. Lord Ashburton.
The Right Hon. Lord Oranmore.
The Right Hon. Lady Bassett.

The Right Hon. Lord Bolton.

The Right Hon. Lady Elizabeth Brownlow.
The Right Hon. Lord Carew.
The. Right Hon. Lady Cburchill.

The Right Hon. the Baroness de Sternberg.

The Right Hon. Lady Fortescue.

The Right Hon. Lord Graves.
The Right Hon. Lady Grenville.

The Right Hon. Lord Hill.

The Right Hon. Lord Lovelace.

The Right Hon. Lord Poulett.

The Right Hon. Lady Rose.
The Right Hon. Lord Sherborne.
The Right Hou. Lord Vivian.
Lewis William Buck, Esq., M.P.
Sir John Yarde Buller, Bart., M.P.
R. P. Collier, Esq., M.P.
John Ffolliott, Esq., M.P.
Sir Massey Lopes, Bart., M.P.
L. J. Bland, Esq., M.P.
Colonel William Edward Powell, M.P.
The London Horticultural Society. [Island.
The Royal Agricultural Society,Prince Edward's
The South Devon Agricultural Association.
The Hon. the East India Company.

And upwards of two thousand of the leading aristocracy and principal families in Great Britain and Ireland.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO.,
SEED MERCHANTS, PLYMOUTH,

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO THE SOUTH DEVON AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, AND THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
PRINCE EDWARD'S ISLAND, SUPPLY ALL KINDS OF

SEEDS
CARRIAGE FREE, AS PER FOLLOWING SCALE:—

All Orders for Seeds above £1 (excepting heavy articles, as Grain. Tares, Clover, Seed Potatoes, &c, will be delivered Free of Carriage
to any Railway Station between Plymouth and Paddington.

All Ordeis above £2, with the above exceptions, Tree to any Station on the Broad Gauge Railways, or to any Market Town in Devon
and Cornwall, or to Cork, Dublin, and Liverpool, by Steamers.

Ml Orders for Seeds above £5, with the above exceptions, will be delivered, Free of Carriage, to any Railway Station in England and
Wales, and to any Steam Port in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland.
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TTardkn engine^ syring'esT&c
VJT CAUTKiN. — 'I'l'" well-known ropututl I HEAD'S

Enelnon Maohlnel, and Syringes, lim led to the nofi n i
|i iu llcii

ofSiaclno Card ;ll "i' Windows, with tlio wordn "Bi \u'«

iVik-t" 0V01 Svrlngos of tho vi;i,v COMMOl B8T OE-

SCllli'TION. R.Kiuo bogsto Caution the Public agulnat being

decolvc'd by suoli false i'oproflonto,tlonn, an ranny ol tlioHc In tru

iiii'iihi upon trial, will bo found dofcotlvo and UflolO; .:. BEAD'S
Instruments bavo tlio Royal Arms and address,

35, Rodent ClrcuH, London.

QLOSSOM OF WALL FRUIT TRKES.—
J> JTOKSTED NET to offootually prosoroi the blpsi and

tho rlpo frull aftorwards ft waspsand IIIob, also for shading

purposes, Id. per square yard. In any wldtli required, All

Kinds of dardon. iblng, and Slieop NotB, made by mud i t,

at vory low cost, N.B. Transparent Bbcotlng, nearly 2yarilii

wldo, i poryard, very muob approved.

K. Riohaiiubon, •», Tollbridge l_'hir.ii, New Ihuul, l.imrb 11.

riiANNKD NETTING, for Hi'- pvotmlimi of 1'iuil

.1 Troos from frost, blight, and birds, and for the soourltyol

fresh sown seeds, olther In Qardons or Fields, al l<*.poi

yard! 200 yardB, lit,; BOO yardB, 80s.; 1000 parda, B0», Sorlra

Canvas, tor Wall Fruit, -At GDGINCJTON and Uo.'s, Wok
Cloth, Tont, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, I

field Bars, City, and Old Kont Road, Bouthwarki Emlgranl

Outflttors, Bhlp Chandlors, and Export Morohants, BrntiBwlolc

Street, near thu Unsl lucltn ISxporJ Dock, Ulackwall ,

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING porGAME ami,

SHEEP FENCING-, AVIAEIES, PHEASANTRIES, &>,

T II K A G R ECU l/M R ' L G 2 !' m

2 Inoh Mesh, light, 64. per lineal yard, 2 foot wldo.

Btrong, 8<l. „ „

Nottlng ofany size or quantity, and Poncing of all kinds, sap-

piled on the shortest notloo.—willtam I'i.av & Co., Manufac
1 11 1 . 1 .. Swan l.ano, Upper Thnmes Street, near London Bridge.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-

ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exteu- .^SH
eive variety ofHothouses, Green- ^^p^jl
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation
combining all modern improve-
ments, bo that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House host, adapted tor every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through nil

the Houses and Tits, J^Mr^W^^W^W
affording both top ^&¥%CS^
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-

tion and particularly

worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal In length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel

inoro than Sa\ Sd, per day, and
the apparatus ia so arranged
Unit each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of stroug GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c„ forwarded on application

to John Wf.eks & Co.. King's Road, Chelsea. London.

WANGER, RACK, & WATER-TROUCH AS ONE FIXTURE
Improved asd Newly Patented.

I

iw

pOTTAM and HALLEN, the original inventors,
V>' obtained the Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-
ment, to which nil the latest improvements are adapted, secured
by Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the
lialter-weight and rein from the back of the manger to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
convenience when at rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-
ing tho liability of the most restive horse getting cast. No well-
managed stable should be without these finings.
COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS "are constructed in

the best possible manner, both as to form and utility; are
cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection

;

manufactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable
Pnmps, Loose Box, Fittings, Gutta Percha Preserving Saddle
and Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, in
stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building and" other purposes. Agricultural
and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, Jioth plain and orna-
mental. Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.

Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cotta5i& Hallex.
2, A\ tnsley Street, Oxford Street.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND EUAMELLCD MANCERS.

/

'
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f TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
•> ' ENGINE (Fig. 1), in bcstwoll painted oak tub, fitted wltli

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of tho Hoparato rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds If) gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £-1 10

No, 2 ,, 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 10

No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
" • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered

Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan

and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15

No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4

No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 O
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 IS

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

Full sizo Syringe, on Read's principle, of the very best quality

and workmanship, with two roses and one. jet,21s. ; Plain Syringes
from lOs.Qd. upwards.

J. Tylok & Sox's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsmen in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylok & Sox's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, Loudon.

ROSE' ON MATJETTI £T'.
; . I, ..

I i I ' I
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Tiiovas Hill, lr»"

A RECEIPT FOR THE MILLION.Tl .Ml. I. LIAS, with or wiil,.,ut artifieUl

1 .iiugton
Woolwich.

NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
LIMIKD IX 7IIB Yr./ -

TO BE LET, with imm . tin .' I.'It-

, and SEED SHOP >•. I ;.«•. In

; ^tlon of Jleasrs. MI r,rotiods
and Stock arc in ind an:
well worthy the alien',

business. If reqnlnd the qiuotltj
The Nursery Is al/,ut .', :.\ilway Statvo.
—Apply to Mr. ,

TO SMALL CAPITALISTS.
rPO BE SOLD, the Le&sc of a Piant and Grape
-L growing Pusincss, In full working
Covent t. IteoDtain , 'ge,witb
about 3000 feet of Glass, and 10.000 Plan's. To any respectable
man a part of the purchase money may remain, and be paid a*
agreed upon.—For further particulars apply (by letter only/ Xa
Ai.t'MA, Office of this Paper.

y .

'
.
Jn&

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
<J • SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur nse, 21s. each:

Large size, for Gardeners* use, 25s. each.

Ey a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than anv portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a "given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water

at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of thi

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do. the

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected : and the necessity

of stooping to fill the syringe at every discbarge being done
away with, the direction "of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not

possible for any water to gel on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the nse of every
other Syringe. Itsconstniction is perfectly simple, and cannot get

out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Ttlor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus.

Warwick Lane. Newgate Street. Loudon.
N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expenses

of deliverv in the country.

TO GARDENERS AND OTHERS.

TO BE LET, within an easy distance of Covent
Garden, a FLORIST Bl SH Grreen-

houscs, a Propagating-h rase, with Pits, FsuDes, «C with abctit

half an acre of land, walled in, an -. •: of plants for

market ; rent moderate.—For particulars apply to T. Ii., Office
of this Paper.

""TO GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS AND OTHERS.^O BE LET, with immediate possession, a
-L FLORIST'S, FBUITERER'S, and GBEENGRi
BUSINESS, in a populous neighbourhood. 1 1 would be a good
opening for a jobbing l fcte.—-Apply to
H. S. H., "Westcroft Place, Hammersmith.

POULTRY.—Eggs of Brahma Pootra Fowls at 10j.
per dozen; Buff and Partridge Cochin China,. lurking,

Black Spanish Fowls at 5s. per dozen, package included. Also
a few pairs of each of the above and a pair -7 angled
Bantams on sale, at very moderate pri rtimlatf apply
to Ax Amateur, Matlock, Bath.

DForking blue mottled fowl*' eggs,
12s. per dozen. Took 6rst Prize at Bright

of three counties, 1S54.—Address 3lr. Ed. Hzxdxs, Beehive Inn,
Barking, Surrey.

O BE SOLD, BUFF COCHIN CHICKENS, from
first class Prize Birds, Brahmapootra Chickens.from imported

American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens- Alooaoi
good one-year-old Birds of the above descriptions. *vTire. Game,
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Hen-hc-nses, Chicken
Coops, Flower Stands, and Trainers, Garden Arches, and every
kind of Wire Work, useful and ornamemsL—T. H. Foi'=. C:rv
of London "Wire Works. 44. Skinner Street, and 6 &S. Sn

Illustrated Catalogues forwarded post free.

NURSERY CROUNDS, DUFF1ELD ROAD. DERBY.
To Nurserymen- a>t> Landscape Gari:

MR. POOL will Sell bv Auction, on TUESDAY.
WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY,. April 10th. 11th,

and 12th, at 11 o'clock, at Mr. Palmers N:

-

Duffield Road. Derby, the extensive and valuable Stock of Orna-
mental and Flowering Shrubs. Lverirr^en?. Roses, Herbaceous
Plants and Bulbons Roots of rare

Trees, Tree Stocks. Implements, and other

Auction Offices, Albert Street, Derby.

TO CENTLEIYIEN, FLORISTS. AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will sell

bv Auction, at the Mart. Barti. CBS-
DAY, April 12. at 12 o'clock, a first-class col!ecrac-r.

Picotees, and Pinks: about 100 fiDe double

nished with bloom buds, Standard and Dwarf Roses, American

Plants, Choice Dahlias in dry roots, Fu: irbenas.

Azalea indica in bloom. &c—Mav be ~
sale : Catalogues may be had at the Mart- ? : ~

American Nursery, Leytonstone.

STANDARD AND DWARF ROSES AND FRUIT TREES
The pRorsRTT of an- Eotsstvi be Scoa ::

ABOUT £00 COSVKSTES1
~ 5KHVE.

MR J. C. STEVENS begs to notily that be La=

received ir- 5 to S -.t bis Grea-

Room, SS. Kintr Str-t:- FBIDAT, April 1% ai

IS o'clock precise] - STANDARD] - -

H P Geant des Batailles. Dec
Napoleon. Mrs. Elliott. &c &c: B, Ifcn ' Queen.

Jutritex, Souchet, Emilie Courtier, ire: - g Dwarfs,

principallv worked: 2 »arf Mayduke Cherrr 1

in beanriful order for potting, an '. rith crdinary tres." r-t would

have a larse crop of firoit this g " ". :" flower-buds.

Upwards of 1000 Standard and Dwsr- ;ar. a=i

Plum Trees, including a a quantity of the Badcon Piprir. &U

;

verv fine un-named Se-: - - idieepangtofiM

Hanwell Souring, and good" e.* :r kitchen use.—Hay-

be viewed on the~morning of sale, and Catalogues had of Mr. -„ .

C. £tevess.3Sj King Street- Covent Garden,
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A LIST OF GRASS SEEDS AND OTHER FARM SEEDS
OFFERED BY

J. C. WHEELER AND SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER,

(ESTABLISHED IN THE EARLY PART OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY)*

SEEDSMEN TO THE GLOUCESTERSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The following are some of the best Natural Grasses well calculated for Permanent Pasture:—
Adapted for

strongheavy
land.

Valuable for

its earliness.

May be sown
under trees.

Alternate
culture.

Suitable for

parks and
valuable for

sheep' J

ture.

Well liked
by sheep.

Well adapted
for pleasure
grounds.

Valuable for

damp soils,

Very early
Grass.

JRemarkable
for its frag-

rance.

Suited
lawns.

Lawn Grass

Clover seed.

Evergreen.

Grass seeds
more in de-

mand of late.

Inferiorsorts
used, and
their perni-
cious results.

Reduced
prices of the
best sorts.

Usual time
for sowing
Grass seeds,

Proportion of

Clover.

Alsike
Clover.

MEADOW CATSTAIL, or TIMOTHY GRASS (Phleum pratense) ... lOd. per lb

The Timothy Grass possesses the advantage of affording double the quantity of

nutriment when its seeds are ripe that it does if cut when in flower. On strong,

tenacious, and rather moist soils, it is entitled to a precedence to almost any other,

and should at least form a considerable portion of the mixture employed for laying
down such, either for alternate husbandry or permanent pasture.

MEADOW FOXTAIL GRASS (Alopecnms pratensis) 1*. €d. per lb

This is one of the earliest and best of Pasture Grasses, but not so well adapted for

hay, as it produces but few stalks; its root leaves are very broad, long, soft, slender,

and grow rapidly when cut, or when eaten down by live stock. It requires two or
three years after sowing to arrive at full maturity.

ROUGH COCKSFOOT (Dactylis glomerata) Is. per lb

Is a valuable Grass in cultivation, on account of the great quantity of produce
which it yields, and the rapidity with which its leaves grow after beiug cut. It is

well adapted for growing in shady moist places under trees, as in orchards, &c.

MEADOW FESCUE GRASS (Festuca pratensis) Is. per lb

This is an excellent Grass, either for alternate husbandry or permanent pasture
but more particularly the latter. It is well liked by all kinds of herbivorous animals.

HARD FESCUE GRASS (Festuca duriuscula) Is. per lb.

Will thrive on a great variety of soils, and is found to resist the effect of severe
drought in summer, and to retain its verdure during the winter, in a remarkable
degree. From the fineness of its foliage and greenness in winter, it is well adapted
for sowing in parks, especially for sheep pasture.

SHEEP FESCUE (Festuca ovina) Is. per lb
This Grass forms the greater part of the sheep pasture of the Highlands. In quan-

tity of Grass it is much inferior to the other cultivated Fescues; but, from being well
liked by sheep, it should always enter into the composition of mixtures of lands on
which they are to be pastured; in fact, on the authority of Linnreus, these animals
have no relish for hills and heaths which are destitute of this Grass.

WOOD MEADOW J5RASS (Poa nemoralis) Is. 3d. per lb
Its habit of growth is delicate, upright, close, and regular. There is no Grass

better adapted for pleasure grounds, particularly under trees, as it will not only grow
in such places, but forms a fine sward where few of the other fine Grasses can exist,

It produces a considerable deal of foliage early in spring.

ROUGH-STALKED MEADOW GRASS (Poa pratensis) Is. per lb'

This is a valuable Grass as a mixture for Grass Lands, particularly on damp soils.

Its habit of growth fits it for mixing aloDg with the upright grown sorts, such as the
Italian Rye-grass.

SMOOTH-STALKED MEADOW GRASS (Poa trivialis) Is. per lb

This Grass yields a large quantity of herbage at a very early period of the season.

SWEET-SCENTED VERNAL GRASS (Anthoxanthum odoratum) ... 2s. per lb
This Grass yields but a scanty portion of herbage, yet, on the whole, Permanent

Pasture should not be without a mixture of it, particularly in parks and pleasure
grounds, were it for no other reason than its pleasant scent, not only when cut for
hay, but also when the seeds become nearly ripe.

CRESTED DOG STALL GRASS (Cyn^surus cristatus) 2s. per lb.

From this Grass forming a close turf, and having rather fine foliage, it may be
advantageously sowu on lawns and other places to be kept under by the scythe.

For some of our descriptions of Grass Seeds, we are indebted to Lavjsoii's Agvostogrnphia.

LAWN GRASS SEED - lj.Orf.perlb.

10CLOVER—White Dutch

„ Red or Broad ...

„ Trefoil .:*. -

„ Cow Grass, or Perennial Red Clover ...

„ Alsike

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS—Imported Seed

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS (Pacey's)

per bushel

„ 4s. Qd. to

Qd. to

7d. to

Ad. to

...

... 2

6

5

GRASS S EEDS.
The demand for Natural Grass Seeds has greatly increased during the last few

years; formerly many of the better sorts were scarce and dear, and their price was
such as to prevent their being generally brought into cultivation, so that recourse
was had to seeds scattered about the bay loft, which being often mixed with inferior

varieties and weeds, produced but an iudifferent'sward, and formed a striking con-
trast to those pastures where seeds of the best and most nutritive sorts had been sown.

In consequence of the annually increasing demand for the better sorts of Grass
Seeds, the price has been so reduced as to be within the reach of all, and more atten-
tion has been paid to saving and hand-picking them, keeping each sort separate and
free from weeds; so that now whether land is required to be laid down for permanent
pasture—or only for a year or two—under Trees, as in Orchards and Parks—in messy
and poor soil, or even on drifting sands, the different Grasses can be so selected and
mixed as to form valuable pastures. For Lawns and Pleasure Grounds the finer

growing sorts are well adapted, and a few months after sowing a fine sward is

obtained, equal, if not superior to that formed by laying down turf, and at less than
a quarter of the expense.

In laying down Land for Permanent Pasture, the plan usually adopted is to sow
the seeds in spring, on land with Barley or where a crop of Wheat is growing; but
it is a question with some whether it is not better to sow the seeds on ground
without any other crop ; in this case, if the land is in a good state of cultivation, and
the seed sown in the spring (say in March or April), a good crop of Grass can be
obtained in a very short time. We have also known Grass Seeds sown in this way
in August and the beginning of September with complete success.

In selecting Seeds for laying down Permanent Pasture, there should be a propor-
tion of Perennial Red Clover or Cow Grass (Trifolium pratense perenne), and also

onie of the Alsike Clover (Trifolium hybridum) mixed with the other Clovers. The
Cow Grass is well knewn, and highly esteemed, but it is somewhat difficult to obtain
true. The Alsike Clover is a cross, or hybrid, between the White Dutch and the
Broad or Red Clover. The Messrs. Lawson, speaking of this variety, say, " It is

deservedly in repute as one of the best Perennial Clovers, and well adapted for

growing in this country; one proof of its valuable qualities is in the great and yearly
increasing demand for its seeds; but hitherto, from the comparative high price, it

has not received a fair trial in field culture. From the result of our experiments, it

is found to thrive on such soils as are termed by the farmers ' Clover-sick,' and
must, were it for this quality alone, prove a most valuable acquisition to our culti-

vated field plants."

We have found bv our experience about 12 lbs. of Clover Seed—a mixture of
Alsike, Cow Grass, White Dutch, and Trefoil (the proportions varying according to
the nature of the soil)—and 2 bushels of Grass Seeds to be about the quantity required
for laying down an acre, of Permanent Pasture, and tkese Seeds we can supply at from
24s. to 30s. per acre
For the improvement of Old Pastures, we should recommend, when the land is

being dressed in the spring with manure, that about 8 or 10 lbs. of Grass Seed per
acre be harrowed or bushed in with it; the quality and quantity of the herbage will
be thus greatly improved. Suitable Seed for this purpose we can supply at
10d. per lb

2s. 6d. per lb.

3 „
16 „
3 6 „10 „
2

2 2

SWEDE, MANGOLD WURZEL, TURNIP,
AND OTHER

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
CAEEOT—LARGE WHITE BELGIAN

LARGE RED ALTRINGHAM
FRENCH FURZE, or GORSE
KOHL RABI
LUCEUXE—FINEST IMPORTED
PARSNIP—LARGE CATTLE
VETCHES or TARES-SPRING 1

„ „ WINTER
SWEDES-IMPROVED WHITE

SKIRVING'S PURPLE TOP
„ LAING'S

This is a well-formed and excellent Swede.

„ EAST LOTHIAN
This is a large Swede, highly esteemed, and extensively grown in Scotland.

TURNIP—TWEEDDALE YELLOW BULLOCK 2s. per lb.
This is a new Scotch Turnip, of excellent quality ; it is a great improvement on

the old Purple-top Yellow Scotch. The stock at present in cultivation is extremely
limited, and we can offer it only in small quantities. We strongly recommend a
small quantity to be sown as a sample.

TURNIP—IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP YELLOW lj. 6rf. per lb.

The flesh and under part of the skin of this Turnip is deep yellow, with a purple
top, hardy, of good size, and keeps well.

TURNIP—LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE Is. 2d. per lb.

This variety can be strongly recommended as a large handsome Turnip, of excellent
quality.

TURNIP—DALE'S HYBRID Is. 2d. per lb

TURNIP-PURPLE-TOP ABERDEEN Is. 2rf. per lb.

This is an old and very deservedly esteemed variety, and is considered by some to
come nearest the Swedes, in hardness and solidity of texture.

TURNIP-GREEN GLOBE Is. 2d. per lb.
Roots of a fine globular shape, with a small neck and tap-root: very white under

and green above the surface of the ground ; of the medium size, hard and firm in texture

TURNIP—POMERANIAN 1.. 2d. per \b.
This variety was introduced some years since from Pomerania, and may be con

sidered as the most perfect Globe Turnip in shape, as well as the most regular oi

uniform ingrowth. Its skin is of a smooth white and somewhat shining or transparent
appearance ; leaves smoothish, of a dark green colour, and whitish nerves.

TURNIP—WHITE GLOBE 1

EARLY STONE, or STUBBLE 1
„ GREEN ROUND NORFOLK 1

„ RED ROUND NORFOLK 1

„ WHITE ROUND NORFOLK 1
TANKARDS 1

MANGOLD WURZEL—LARGE YELLOW GLOBE 1
„ LONG RED 1

„ LONG YELLOW . 1

„ RED GLOBE 1

per lb.

6 „
„
,,

„
„
„
„

° „
„

We can very strongly recommend our large Yellow Globe Mangold. Some very
large roots have been exhibited at the Agricultural Show in this City, grown from
Seeds supplied by us, many of the roots weighing from 30 lbs. to 40 lbs., and the
average weight above 30 tons to the acre.

GARDEN SEEDS.
It is our earnest endeavour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm

of the very best quality, and true to name; and as many of the Seeds are our own
growing, and are proved before sending out, we generally succeed in giving complete
satisfaction to our customers. We are in receipt of most gratifying letters and
renewed orders from those we had the honour of serving former years; and as we
deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully solicit the honour of an order
from those who have not yet given us a trial. We have the pleasure of subjoining
the notice our Seed Catalogue has received:

—

" The Catalogue of Seeds sold by J. C. Wheeler & Son, of Gloucester, appears to
us to deserve notice, because of the stand which its authors make, in common with
ourselves and others, against the useless incomprehensible Seed Lists of the dav. In
this, as in all matters of taste, there will be a difference of opinion as to the relative
qualities of varieties; yet the mass of buyers who have no fancies, but who dislike
being perplexed, and are satisfied with what is excellent, will greatly prefer a short
select Seed List to an interminable labyrinth of names, which, for the most part'
represent nonenities or rubbish. Messrs. Wheeler's little book will do something to
satisfy their expectations."— Gardeners'1

Chronicle, March 2.

We beg to offer the following Collections of Garden Seeds :—
No. l.-A COMPLETE COLLECTION, SUITABLE FOR A

LARGE GARDEN £3 0s Od
No. 2.—A COLLECTION OF EQUALLY CHOICE VARIETIES

BUT SMALLER QUANTITIES 1 10
No.3.—A COLLECTION SUITABLE FOR A SMALL GARDEN 15

These Collections will be delivered Carriage Free.

Quantity of
seed required
per acre.

Price.

Renovation
of old pas-
tures.

White
Carrot.

Through the
severity of
last winter,.

Swede Seed
is very
scarce.

Quite new
and scarce.

A valuable-
subsiitute

for Swedes.

The test
White Globe
Turnip.

Of this we-
have a fine

tock true to-

name, saved
from selected
Bulbs.

Seeds our
own growth.

Delivered
carriagefrce.

Collections
of Seeds-

Early Orders are respectfully solicited. We deliver our Seeds Carriage Free.

* We cannot tell the exact year our Business was established, but we have in our possession a copy of a work written by
James Wheeler, Nurseryman in Gloucester," 1763, published in London by W. Owen, at Homer's Head, near Temple Ear, Fleet

Street, entitled " THE BOTANISTS' AND GARDENERS NEW DICTIONARY, containing the Names, Classes, Orders, Generic Characters,
and Specific Distinctions of the several Plants cultivated in England according to the system of Linnaeus; directing the culture of
each Plant, describing its singular Virtues and Uses, and explaining the Terms peculiar to Botany and Gardening. In which is also
comprised a ' Gardener's Calendar,' divided alphabetically, according to the Names of the twelve Months of the Year, directing the
whole Practice of Gardening in the Flower Garden, the Seminary, the Fruit Garden, the Kitchen Garden, the Greenhouse, and the Stove."

J. G. WHEELER & SON, NURSERYMEN AND SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.
.¥f rJ .

1L""?!?V,l,t,I",;°fk°-13.1JrperTVobuniP}'ice, Id the Parish of St. Pancras. and Fbeiebick Mulleti Evaks, of No. 27, Victoria Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John. Westminster both intne county ol UldfUeaex, Printers, at theirOfiBce in Lombard Street, in the Precinct ol ffiiilefnars, in the City of London ; and published by them at the Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St Paul'-' MoventOarden, in the Bald County, whereall Advertisements and Communications are to be AniiEE'SEn to tub EDiToa.-SiH,BnAt, April 7, 1855.
"
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H'' ORTICULTUIUL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
GARDEN EXHIBITIONS.

Notlao Is hereby glyon that tho FIRST EXHIBITION of tho
Season will tnko place, by permission of her Majesty's Commis-
sioners fop the Great Exhibition of 1851, In the GROUNDS of
GORE HOUSE, on WEDNESDAY, May 16.

Privileged Tickets nt S*. C»l. each are now issuing to Fellows of
the .Society, or their onli-rs. at 21. Ke^ut Street, tlnity from 11 to V.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The EXHIBITION of Plants, Flowkrh, nnd Fuuit this

season will take place on WEDN ESDA YS, May i), June 13, nnd
July 4; and of Amisrioan Plants, MONDAY, June 18.

Tickets of admission may he obtained at the Gardens only, by
orders from Follows or

. Members of the Society—price ou or
before May 5th, 4s. ; after that day ,5s. each.

CRY ST A L P A L A C E.—HORTICULTURAL
FETE.—It is intended to bold a grand Horticultural Exhi-

bition at the Palactt on SATURDAY", the 2d of Juno next. The
Rules atid Schedules of Prizes are now ready, and can. be obtained
en application to tho Secretary.
- April 14. (Rv Orde r

)
G.

j

&BQYB. Secretary.^

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX FLORTcULTURAL
• AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. T ROYAL

PAVILION. — The Second Annual Summer Exhibition of
Plants, Flowers, Fruits, .to., will bo held 6fi "WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, the 27th and 2Stb June next, on the sumo
grand scale as last year. Schedules are npw ready and can be
had hy application to E. Spary, GenoraVSuperintendent ot the
Exhibition, or of the Secretary, E. Cakpkntkr, 45, Lavender
Street, Brighton. By the liberality of the Railway Company all

plants will be convoyed to the Exhibition and hnck carriage free
from all stations on the lines.—By order of the Committee,

Edward Carpenter.
N.B. The Autumn Exhibition will take place on the 12th and

13th Saptemhernext. ____^_

SATURDAY, APRIL II,

SEEDS FOR THE FARM, CARRIAGE FREE
Ri;ndlk ,S"faumin<; puick current and

AGRICULTURAL DIRECTORY."
"Wh.t.iah E. Hi'.nm.k & Co., flood M-M imi.tM, Plymouth,

u PECIAL CONTRACTS FOR SEEDS, Noblemen,
is Qltfgymen, or TcotMti requiring largt truaniii{et

t

special contractu will be made, at a great reduction tn

price, on application to

Will i ah I',. Ifi'.Npm & Co.. Seed MnrchanfH, Plymouth.

bUPERIOR WHITE BELGIAN CARROT SEED.
tjUTTON and SONS Iirvo Bomo reinarljiihly fitio^ need oftlila useful root. Wboreffl much o/ the Ctrrof Beod
selling this soasoD is acknowledged to be of Inferior quality,
MeHHis. SOTTON & Sons having tested thelr.t, find ft to germinate
as wi-ll or batter than any they have evijr aoM. Price according
to quantity required.—Address Sutton & BOOT, Seed Growera,
Roadui^ Borksi

;
.

j

ALSIKE CLOVER (TR1FOLIUM HYBRIDUMj.
SUTTON and SONS have some pare genuine Seed

Of this superior new CLOVER, which will he found an i

invaluable Porennlal Plant.

LUCKKN hli— FUESR XMPOttTKU^ SEliD may be
j

bad of Sutton & Sons, Rending, price Is. per pound, or
j

95f. per cwt. April is the best month for sowing. True French
Furze (Uh-x europeus), Ij. per pound, or 064. per cwt.

CRASS SEEDS.
C. WHEELER and SON'S DESCRIPTIVE
PRICED LIST OF GRASSES FOR PERMANENT

PASTURE will be forwarded free by post on application.

J. 0. WnRELRn & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucester-
shire Agricultural Society.

[P»H

NE// SCARLET VEBMNA -MR1. WOODROrrt
ARTHUR HKNDKRSO

out till, line no« Vi:«ll]

-

BnotliOT Arm. r

DWAKI FRENCH BEAKS can b
qu»ntltT^-Applr lo J. U. V.'.

lll;;li Ir.ll

iH.ii; 8CIMBTAR M.AS.—M»y I* bad of the
jpuWW, T, K. Tnrl.ia, Llttl* Dfkzlad, artr Wlt!i*nj,

I 13«. flrf. |":r IiihIk-1, r.xfU !

J.

G 1AWT ASPARAGUS and SEAKALE.

Strong 2 years old Giant Asparagus 15«. per 1000.

„ 3 „ „ 3j. SJ. per 100, 23s. „
„ 1 „ Scakftle 5s. .„

„ 2 „ transplanled do. 10s. „
YoitTCT.r, & Cn„ Hoyal Nnr-;i''-v, lirfnt Yni-mnulh.

STRAW8EBRY PLANTS.
TROLLOP'S VICTORIA and KITLKY'S

QOLIAH, tirooftlu bul In etftN I
• ri^trt,

IQt. par 10OD. Addrow Jaum Li :^w»t«r

STRONG SEAKALE
JOSEPH FRYKIi, Cl«ren.].,n Kowerie^ CkmberweU,
« can »upplT the Tradi with a Ur«<! 'jmntlty of Ibe aljort.
rri'-«- on application.

CEORUS DEODARA—Onc-Yris Ou bihwim. • t

MAI l INS lia»« » ft* TbooaMdi of the
r at lo:. j^:r i'^lta.

ThCT »t ; ll b»TC a »;ojd supply of all nz,-t /mm l lo s fe*t.

The Xiir«»rle». Dri-ol. April H.

A VAN GEERT, Nun-unm:., Ghent, B-.lciam,
• bes-* to inform Amateura and fhu Trad* that an BxtacC

of his Catalogue and Trio.' Current la Jnat puMUh.^1. whirl, may
hn had on application from hla agent, ilr. K
Lane, On. Tower >irtxt, London.

LARGE YELLOW GLOBE M
vfVZZEL, WIllTi: BELGIAN '

and TURNIP SEED, offered at H.JiTO-d Prices, which n.ay M.
known on application O) J. C.WHEELEE A fcoN. Gluiontor,
Seedsman to tl ire Atrriculr-

R 1

ENROLLED ACREEABLY TO ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
UNITED GARDENERS' BENEFIT SOCIETY,

Waterloo AniiH, Camberwell, Surrey. Instituted 1830.

This Society (established for Gardeners only under 35 years

of age), has proved for 10 years the accuracy and soundness of
principle upou which it is founded, namely, the highest amount
of benefits to he received by its Members in Sickness, Super-
annuation, and Mortality, for the smallest amount of contribution

consistent with stability and permanence. The accounts are
always open to the inspection of all the members, who have also

the control of the expenditure of its funds; it is therefore incum-
bent on alt, by a small monthly contribution, to provide against
the casualties of life, from which none are exempt, by enrolling

themselves in a Society of this nature, which guarantees 12.*. per
week in sickness ; 3s. and 4y. per week superannuation ; 107. at

the death of a member, and St. member's wife, for the small
contribution of 2s. 3d. per month.
^Camberwell Green, Surrey. Ciiari.es Stunell, Secretary.

ILLIAM MASTERS and SON,
Landscape Gardeners, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury,w

w ILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gahdener,
"Wakefield.

*,* Plans and Estimates furnished.

"JVT OTICE.—As the Supply of the New RIDGE
J-^1 CUCUMBER "VECTIS" (advertised in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, page 50 of No. 4, by Tuos. Tatloe), is limited, persons
are requested to give their orders as early as possible.

Thos. Taylor, Nurseryman, Weston-super-mare.

NOTICE TO FARMERS AND OTHERS.—The
Prices of Clover Seeds having advanced, and a reduction

having taken place in the price of several other kinds of Seeds,

purchasers are recommeuded to procure a copy of the present
prices, which will be sent post free on receipt of one penny stamp.

Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers, Reading. Berks.

-The undernamed is a buyer of

Send cash
price, and height, to Mr. Jryrs, Nurseries. North ampton.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.

\ GRICULTURAL SEEDS.—Landed Proprietors

J\ and Farmers who require large quantities of

JOHN WEEKS and CO. beg to intimate that they
*' have still on hand a limited supply of superior imported
STOCKS, raised in their own German' Branch EstabUshmeptj
which they are furnishing in Collections it 2i*. M. to 10

Collection, Recording to quantity >< 5 seds and ntim

"Varieties. They are sold out of Geraiau AaflR-*, Zinnias, nnd
Balaams of

1

their own raising, and t'Jjofefore are unable this

season to attend to further orders.

Horticultural Establishment, King's Road, C jus]

ARE AND CHOICE FLOWER ROOTS,
At very Rkduckd Erices.

LILIUM LANCIEOLIUM RUBRUM, 2s. each, orSlff. per doz.

GLADIOLUS OA1SDAVENSIS, 3*. per dozen, or 21s. per 100.

The above are strong flowering roots.

To he had of William Denyer, Seedsman and Florist,

S2, Gracechurch 'Street, Loudon.
Catalogues of all the New and Choice Flower and Vegetable

Seeds forwarded on application.

HYACINTHS.
ARTHUR HENDERSON and Co.'s Grand Collec-

tion of Hyacinths will be in great perfection during the

next fortnight, which may be seen. Also the New Scarlet Ver-
bena, Mrs. WoodrofTe, at their Nursery, Pine-apple Place,

Edgware.Road, London.—April H.

dWtut, C-HKOT, AND MAtvGOLD S>i£D5.

TO BK SOLD, a few sacks of SK IRVINO'S
SWEDE, of last year** _- lari'*- roots;

YKLI.OW GLOBE and D: «r.

'

ALT1UNGHAM CARROT
1

iM^ORTA.MT TO FARMc.t.S

TO BE SOLD, Sku
TURNIP SEED [growtl

planted nut.—Apply to Willia 1
;

Socon, St. Neot's, Hunts.

O BE SOUTCHEAP, price OT7» «m&H private
Collection of ORCHIDS (180 Plant* .—Apply U Messrs.

Frasee's, Nnrserymen, Le* P.ridge Road. Lejtor, .

SEEDLING SWEET3RIARS.
o to Three Dozen of the above

State price per post.—Address to

.'EDE
ts. and

WANTED, from Twc
plants, very fragrant.

J. X. X.. Parade, Nottingham.

HOLLYHOCKS.

A PAUL and SON have for Sale a large Stock of
• fine double HOLLYHOCKS in separate colours, 30j. to

50s. per 100. Superior named varieties, 12s. per doz. and upwards.
The plants are Btrong and in perfect health.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

C A MELL1A JAPONIC A.

CHANDLER and SONS, extensive collection of this

beautiful plant is now in flower, and will continue for some
weeks. Also a great variety of flowering plants for Rooms and
Conservatories.—Wandsworth Road , Yauxball.

OSAGE ORANGE (MACLURA AURANTIACA).
CHARLWOOD and CUMMINS can supply SEED

of the above-named Hedge Plant at 4s. per lb., with full

directions for treatment. The month of May is the best time for

sowing.—14 ,
Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London.

H. LANE and SON, The Nurseries, Great Berk-
hamsted, beg to inform their Patrons and Customers

in general that they possess all the NEW ROSES of the Season,

but, not having proved them, cannot confidently recommend
them, not knowing their different qualities. The Rose Catalogue

may be had on application.

LIQU1DAMBAR.-
either a large or small quantity of the above.

Fibst-rate New Fuchsias, Verbenas, Geraniums, Clnebarias,
Dahlias, Pansies. Petunias, Carnations, Picotees, Green-
house, BEDDING: PLANTS, &C, UNSURPASSED FOB CHEAPNESS
AND QUALITY.

ILLIAM RUMLEY and SONS NEW DESCRIP-
TIVE SPRING CATALOGUE, containing first-rate

collections of the above, is now ready, and may he had on
application.—Gilling, Richmond. Yorkshire.

W ]

J.
FOWLK and SOiN'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

GEEAN1UMS. CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HERBACEOUS
runtyj, Mangold Wursel, Cairot, or any other kinds of \

PLANTS, &c. &c, ismw ready, and can be tmd_on_ application.

Agricultural Seeds, will be supplied on Ae most liberal

terms.—Apply to
William E. Rendlr & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

TO GROWERS OF VERBENAS.
JACOB SCOTT MATTHEWS, Spring Gardens,

CardilT. South Wales, dors to inform the Public that his
Etock of Autumn-struck Yerbeuas are now ready for sending out,

—Holland Nursery. Holland Street, Brixton Road, Kennipgton.

PHLOX BEAUTY OF IYULRIC.

DEEGHORN and AITKIN, Ncrsert and Seeds-
mux, Kilmarnock, N.B., beg to acquaint the Public that

they have still a small stock of the above PHLOX, which is con-

sidered by all good judges who have seen it in flower to be the

best white Phlox in cultivation, both as to size and form of flower.

Price 2s. 6rf. each, with one added to every three ordered by the

WANTED —Any one having 3 small weekly supply
of CUT FLOWERS to dispose of may hear

by applying to W. H. Maitlaxd, 24. I: _• -,- i: i L Liverpool.^

ROGERS'S~~SEED DEPOT and GARDENERS'
REGISTr.Y OFFICE, Clock Honse, Chelsea.—Seed of tbe

Osage Orange, Texian Grass. Whitlftvia grandiflora, Holcus
saccharatus, E*cbscholtzia tennifdia, Leptosipbon aareum, and
all the New Things supplied, sent free per post.

SEED POTATOES, SOUND AND FREE FROM DISEASE
1 OHN HARRISON begs to offer to the Trade a
" quantity of Flake Kidney. Lapstone or Hayes Kidney,
Ashleaf and Egyptian Kidney, Earlj Round Manly Poatoes, 5s.

per bushel or Sj. per cwt.

John Harbison, Nursery, Seedsman, and Plorist Landscape
Gardener, Darlington.

SECOND EARLYS.
JOSEPH WILSON, Ipswich, begs to offer the

following Second Earlys : they are all fine samples, and
entirely free from disease. The Derdby Drop, 2S*. per sack

(16 stones nett); Moss Kidnevs. 24j. : Prolific do, 2ir.: and
Early Shaws, 21s. The excellent late variety Pink Kiduey. 24'.

Orders for the Champion Ashleaf, price 12-. per bushel, will be

executed np to the 20th inst. Free lo London. No charge for

sacks. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.

consisting of 30 of (he best Heddiug varieties, fine Plants aud Trade.
well established in pots. Retail price, 1 doz., 3s.; 4 doz., 10s.;

j

D. & A. beg to acknowledge thankfully the large share
9 doz., 20s. Carriage paid when 20s. worth or upwards is taken, patronage they have received for this flower,

The usual allowance to the Trade. ' Kilmarnock, April 14.

FLUKE KDNEY POTATO.

TF. WINSTANLEY has a very fine stock of the

• above unrivalled POTATO, selected small for SEED, as

they do not bear cutting. Also Lapstone Kidney, Ashleaf, Floor-

ball, and many other varieties. Prices on application. The
Trade supplied.—2S, Market Place, Manchester.

HE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.—This excellent

varierv is now planted here as the principal crop, being

more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It was raised in Middletcn, and may be had genuine in

any quantity at 5s. per bushel of561bs.—Apply lo Joaa HouusDj
Bradshsw Gardens, Middleton. near Manchester.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middleton, Lancashire^

rpHE FLL'KE POTATO.—A new second early

L variety, surpassing every ether in its capability of resisting

the Potato "disease, and without exception the finest and most

prolific Folate in cultivation. Price per cwt, 15s, bags included.

To be had genuine of THOR>"HILL & DICKSON. Lawrence

Hill Nurseries : and No. 1, Wine Street, BristoL

HE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATO.— Fine^-
medium-sized SEED of this celebrated variety, warranted

true, to be disposed of, at 5s. per bushel of 6) lbs, bSgsr&cLided.

A reduction will be made when a quantity is orcered, re-

orders made pavab'.e at Bury, Lancashire.—Eo3tcr PifsWET,
I Gardener and Seedsman, Union Street Bury, Lancashire, 1

- -
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MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
CHOICE PLANTS, &c, which they will forward to any

part :— s. d.

Andromeda floribunda, per dozen, 12s. to IS

£5 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by
name on their own roots 20

25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do 16

Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalinins, per dozen 6

25 Hardy American Plants, one of* a sort, by name ... 10 6

12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white and rose ... 12

Tine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per dozen... 12

"New Yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 3s. Qd. to 5 6

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10

50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on their own roots 15

Standard Roses, superb sorts, per dozen 12*. to 15

Fine climbing Roses, of sorts, per dozen 6
Bourbon Roses, budded, 1 foot, tine for beds or edgings, do. 10
Fitz-Roya, Saxe-Gotluea, Cephalotaxus, Libocedrus, each ... 5
"Wellington' a gigantea, aud other choice and cheap hardy

Conifers (see list).

Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per dozen, 12s. to IS
Greenhouse Azaleas, choice varieties, per dozen ... 12s. to IS
12 Camellias, with buds, fine sorts, for 30
50 choice Greenhouse plants, one of a sort 45
Orchidea Plants, beautiful species, by name, per dozen ... 40
24 choice Ericas, one of a sort 16
24 choice Fuchsias, fine proved varieties 12
6 Tree Carnations, choice sorts 6
Verbenas and Petunias, best new sorts, per dozen 6
First Class Carnations, Picoteea, and Piuks, per dozen ... 10
25 choice Pansies, one of a sort— 10
12 Prconias, new white, pink and blush, of sorts 8
25 choice hardy herbaceous plants, named 7 6
Choice Flower Seeds, 20 papers, 5s.; 45 ditto, 10s. Free by post.

FRUIT TREES.
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apples, Plums, Pears, s. d.

and Cherries of the very best sorts, 2s. 6d. each, or per doz. 24
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per dozen 3
Figs, Medlars, Quinces, Walnuts, and Mulberries, each ... 2
Filberts, new thin shelled and red skinned, per dozen ... 3
Strong Vines, from eyes and layers, in pots, per dozen ... IS
A large stock of fine Transplanted Scotch Larch and Spruce

Firs, cheap. Also Evergreen Shrubs of all kinds.

Neio Priced Catalogues of Plants and Seeds by post.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—April 14.

TO THOSE ABOUT REPLENISHING THE FLOWER
GARDEN.

YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the following List
of desirable PLANTS, suitable for the above purpose.

Carriage paid on all Orders of 21. and upwards to any distance
within 150 miles of the Nursery, and good Plants added to com-
pensate for this charge on packages of le.ss value. :

—

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES. Per doz. pairs.
Fine selections by name from our extensive and
well-known Collection, in strong plants ... 18s. Qd.

Fine mixed border ditto 9
True old Clove Carnations 12
Tree Carnations, in choice variety each 1 6
CALCEOLARIAS.—Of this favourite flower the following

list contains some of the best varieties for Bedding :

—

Ajax (Lucombe, Pince, & Co.), fine large rich-coloured flower, of
crimson and yellow, Is. 6d. each.

Golden Chain, fine golden yellow, 6s. per dozen.
Gold Cap, rich dark maroon yellow cap, 9s. per dozen.
Superba (Constantine's), dwarf, rich crimson plum, Is. 6d. each.
Surprise „ bright orange crimson, ex. fine, 12s. per doz.
Sulphurea splendens, fine large yellow, 6s. per dozen.
Mr. White, rich shining bronze red, 6s. per dozen.
Superba (Turner's), fine dwarf, dark crimson (ex. fine), 6s. per doz.
"Wellington Hero, rich deep golden yellow, 6s. per dozen.
Magnificent, large and rich, crimson, with yellow crown, extra

fine, 6s. per dozen.
Viscosissima, deep yellow, 6s.

They will also supply in May next Turner's new shrubby
Calceolaria " Puritv," a new and beautiful variety, pitbe paper
white, dwarf, free habit, branching, and a most desirable bed-
ding plant, very highly recommended, 7s. 6d.

ROCKETS, new double crimson, 9s. per dozen; old double
white, 3s. per dozen.
PRIMROSES, double white, 4s. per dozen; double crimson or

maroon, 12s. do.; double yellow, 5s. do.; double purple, 4s. do.
PHLOXES.—The following choice varieties 9s. per dozen:

—

Maria Boulanger, Striata superba, Roi Leopold, Villaret joyeuse,
Bois Rose, Imbricata, Macrantha, Deuilde la Comtessede Marne,
Anais, Eliza, Mrs. Thompson, Madame Courcelles, Madame
Frobel, Madame Lanier, Madame de Pruines, Gen. Lamoriciere,
Princesse de Cleres, Princesse Marianne, and other fine kinds.
HOLLYHOCKS, extra fine, first-class show varieties by

name, 12?. to 18s. per dozen.
BELGIAN DAISIES in 36 best kinds, by name, 4s. per doz.
P-EONIAS in 2C new and very choice Continental varieties,

for 11.

Diely tra spectabilis ; this universal favourite, 9s. per dozen.
Delphinium Barlowi, 9s. per dozen.

„ Mooreauuro, an extremely beautiful variety, 12s. per doz.

„ grandiflorum maximum, 9s. per dozen.
Saponaria ocymoides, 6s. per dozen.
Statice maritima rosea, a very pretty, hardy herbaceous plant of
dwarf habit, producing numerous heads of bright rose-coloured
flowers, 6s. per dozen.
MIMULUS in 6 new and choice varieties, 6s. per dozen,
POTENTILLAS in fine variety, 6s. per dozen.

Lilium lancifolium album, 9s. per dozen ; rubrum, 20s. per dozen.
Lobelia Feu dn Roi, St. Clair, and Aurora, 9s. per dozen.
Herbaceous Plants in very choice variety, 30s. per 100 ; or 6s.

per dozen.

CHOICE FRUITS. (Warranted true to name.) Per dozen.
APPLES, standard, in best selections, good heads ... 9s. Qd.,

» dwarf „ „ 6

„ trained „ „ 30
PEARS, standard „ „ 12

„ dwarf „ „ 8
„ trained

, „ 30
PLUMS, dwarf „ „ 9

„ trained „ „ 36
PEACHES, dwarf trained, in fine strong plants, 3Gs. to 60
NECTARINES, dwarf trained „ 36s. to 60
APRICOTS „ „ 36s. to 60
CHERRIES, standard, in fine varietv 12

„ dwarf „ 9

„ trained „ 36s. to 42
FASTOLFF RASPBERRY (true), as originally sent out by
Youeix & Co., strong, well-rooted canes, 15s. per 100; Large
White Raspberry, 24s. per 100; New Monthly Fruiting, 24s.
per 100; Belle de Fontenay, 9s. per dozen.

GOOSEBERRIES, 25 of the finest varieties (good bushes),
selected for size and flavour, 30s. per 100, or 4s. per dozen.

CURRANTS, improved large White Dutch, Black Naples, Raby
Castle (red), and Large Red Grape, 4s. per dozen ; Kuight's
Sweet Red, 6s. per dozen. These are the most desirable kinds
in cultivation, aud are highly recommended.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2 years per 100 2s. 6d.
t, „ 3 years 3 6

RHUBARB, Myatt's Victoria per doz. 8
» „ Linuseus SO
„ Mitchell's Royal Albert 8
„ Hawke's Champagne, new ... each 2
YOUELL and CO., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

QUEEN'S GRAPERIES AND NURSERY GROUND.
Pauk Street, and at 176, Westers Road, Brighton.

ESPARY, Nurseryman, Florist, and Seedsman,
• begs respectfully to return thanks to his numerous patrons

and friends for the increasing patronage received, and wishes to

direct attention to his extensive collection of Plants, Vines, Seeds,
&c, &c, at the above establishments. His new Catalogue of
select Dahlias, Plants, &c, for 1S55 is now ready and can be had
on application.

FOR PRESENT PLANTING.
BASS and BROWN offer the following

SELECT PLANTS:— £ s. d.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine ar.d distinct vars. 1 10

„ „ 100, including newer „ 2 10
ROCK PLANTS. 25 fine varieties 12
DELPHINIUMS, 12 in 6 fine varieties 9

„ very fine seedlings of splendid
mixed colours, per 100 110

DIANTHUS ATRORUBENS, splendid dark crimson
for bedding, per doz 6

DIANTHUS SPLENDENS, rich bright crimson,
for ditto, per doz. 5

POTENTILLAS, 12 fine vat ieties, 9s. ; 12 extra fine ... IS

„ splendid mixed seedlings, per doz ...0 9

„ 5 best new varieties — King of
Crimson, Sudbury Gem, Theodore, Shylock, and
Julia, for 1 10

HOLLYHOCKS, 12 fine varieties, per doz. 9s. and 12
ANTIRRHINUMS, 12 fine varieties of richest colours 6
ROCK C1STUS, dwarf, 24 beautiful vars., verydistinct 15
PHLOX, 25 fine vars., 9s.; 25 beautiful newer vars. 12 6
Primula involucrata, most lovely white, per doz. ...0 9
Lupinus maguificus, fine variegated blue and white,

each Is. 6d., or per doz 12
Lupinus polyphyllus purpureus and alhus, each per doz. 6
Mirnulus. 6 fine varieties 5
Pentstemons, 12 fine varieties 7 6
Viola arhorea, 6s. per doz.; alba, per doz. 6

„ Neapolitan 6s. „ Russian „ 4
Berberis Darwini, flowering plants, per doz 15
Escallonia macrantha, fine plants „ ISs. to 1 4
Preonia papaveracea, strong ... ... Is. 6d. to 2 6
Ribes, 5 best vars., 2 of each for 7 6
Spirea, 8 beautiful vars., 2 of each for 8
Rhododendron ponticum, fine, per doz 9s. to 12
Hardy Climbing Plants, 12 fine vars 9s. to 18
Roses, Tea-scented and China, in pots, 12 fine vars. 12
Plums, Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, finest sorts

trained, very strong and fine, 12 sorts 11. 16s. to 2 8
Standard and Dwarf Apples, Pears, Plums, andCherries,

&c., &c.
Rhubarb, Myatt's Linnreus, and Mitchell's Royal Albert,

choice early vars., also Myatt's Victoria, Giant,
each per doz 7 6

Seakale, very strong, per 100 10
Strawberries, newest aud best sorts

Goods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,
and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.
Plants added gratis with orders of 40s, and upwards.
COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny

stamps, or the Spring Catalogues alone for three penny stamps,
or gratis to our customers who may not have received them.

S*ed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

FLOWER SEED S—a few choice New and Select.

BASS and BROWN'S CATALOGUE, including
also a great variety of other Novelties, may be had free for

three penny stamps. Per packet.
Clary, new white-topped, very showy Os. 6d.

Eschscholtzia tenuifolia, very dwarf, neat, and attractive 1 6
Gilia, new Californian sp., large and fine 6
Leptosiphon aureum, beautiful bright golden yellow ... 1 6

„ luteam> fine primrose yellow 6
Limnanthes sulphurea odorata, fine new yellow, white

edged, and rose stamens 6
Whitlavia grandiflora, fine new Californian annual, with

large dark bell-shaped flowers 1 6
Calceolaria chelidinoides, beautiful yellow 6

„ new Californian species 6
Nemesia bicolor, white and blue, very attractive ... 6
Perilla nankinensis, fine dark purple 6
Portulaca, 6 beautiful new varieties, separate, for ... 3
Cineraria, choice, Is.; new ex., from our choice collection 2 6
Geraniiim, choice, Is.; new ex., from ditto ... 2 6

„ from finest fancy varieties 1 6
Gloxinia, extra, from our superb collection 2 6
Verbena, choice, Is. ; new ex., from our fine collection 2 6
Antirrhinum, extra, from our choice collection 1

Carnation and Picotee, ex., from a collection of 400 vars. 2 6
Dianthus Dunuetti, superb new dark Sweet William ... 1

„ Burridgi, splendid new scarlet ditto ... 1

„ maculata, very showy, red and white spotted 6
Gladiolus, choice, from our beautiful collection „•. ... 1

Hollyhock, choice, Is.; extra, from our fine collection ... 2 6
Lindheimara texana, fine new yellow 1
Potentilla, extra, from our finest varieties 2 6

CHOICE IMPORTED SEEDS.
STOCKS, 30 superb vara., dwarf German, 5s. ; 15 vars; 3

„ choice new sulphur, Is. ; fine new white hybrid 1

„ 10 superb varieties, new large flowering ... 2 6

„ 18 superb vars., new wall-leaved or Prussian 3 6
„ 15 superb vars. Brampton, 3s. 6d. ; 8 vars. ... 1 6

„ 6 superb varieties Perpetual Emperor ... 2
„ 4 superb vars. new large flowering Emperor 2

ASTER, 24 splendid vars. quilled and striped, 5s. ; 12 vars. 3

„ 12 do. globe fl„ 2s. 6d.; 12 do. pyramidal 2

„ 10 do. bouquet dbl.dwf, 3s. ; 8 do; French pseony fl.4

Imported Balsam, Cockscomb, Larkspur, Indian Pink, Salpi-

glossis, Sweet William, Wallflower, Zinnia, &c—See Catalogue.

FLOWER SEEDS—best assortments.
(These may be had prepaid by Post at the prices affixed.)

100 vars. select showy Annuals, the two beautiful new
Leptosiphons, Eschscholtzia tenuifolia, Whitlavia
grandifl'<ra, and other choice novelties of the season 15s. Od.

50 vars. including new, 8s. 6d. ; 30 vrs. do., 5s. 6d. ; 20 do. do. 4
20 vars. best Dwarf Annuals, large packets, for filling

beds, 7s. 6tf.; 12 vars 5
12 vars. best Dwarf Annuals, large packets 5
20 vars. choice Greenhouse Annuals, including the new

Gomphrena, Salpiglossis, Portulacas, Rhodanthe,
Thunbergia, &c, 7s. 6d. ; 12 vars. ...- 5

20 vars. choice Greenhouse Perennials, including Very
fine and new Calceolaria, Cineraria, Fuchsia,
Petunia, Verbena, &c, 10s. 6d.

;
; 12 vars 7 6

20 vars. Hardy Biennials and Perennials, including very
choice Antirrhinum, Gladioli, Heartsease, Dian-
thus, Brompton and Emperor Stock, &c, 7s. 6d.

;

12 vars 5

THE FINEST LAWN GRASSES,
Containing a mixture of the best Dwarf kinds, suited for

Flower-Gardens, Is. per lb., or 4s. 6d. per peck.

Jackson's Patent Preparation for Preservation of Pota-
toes and Seeds from Disease, the attacks of Insects, Vermin,
&c, in packages of 1 lb. to 4 lbs., 2s. 6d., 4s. 6d., 6s. 6d., and 8s. 6d.

;

also in tight casks of 7 lbs. to 28 lbs., at Is. 6d. per lb.

Page's Composition for the Destruction of Blight, in
bottles at Is. 3d. and 2s. 6d. each, or 4s. per gallon.

Remittances requested from unknown correspondents. Pest
Office orders to be made payable to BASS & BROWN, or to

STEPHEN BROWN, Seed" and Horticultural Establishment,
Sudbury, Suffolk.

jYjESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS
embrace tins medium of announcing that they will com-mence sending out ft^ in May the annexed three new

m\„f « '< i? ^7?™ witn the greatest confidence recom-

SlSr'wa
W

,

hlC\Wlil doubtless be as universally admired as the

p L r
int

.
rod"ced by them, among which we may name

85?*S!5SJKS?'J
1*"?' *artneIH

.
Ventricosa superba, muta-

bihs, tortulfflflora, Tricolor elegans, Sprengeli.

tJS w« ^ULA—Thislis a very beautiful hybrid in the
EiicaMassotii section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the
style of Erica aristata, but very much higher in colour; altogether
this is a very distinct variety. 21s.

S¥^t5iXHPS SUPE*BA-This variety may really be
said to be three times as fine as the parent whoso name it bears
it is a very compact grower and excellent habit, with tubular
blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour. Thischarming variety obtained
the First Seedling Prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens, 1852'
ols. 6a.

ERICA PAXTONI.—A very distinct variety, obtained by
hybridising Erica Hartnelli with Erica Massoni. It blossoms in,
very large whorls, of a soft red colour. This variety will be very
usetul for autumnal exhibition purposes, as it blossoms from,
July to October 21.

The Set of the above named Ericas three guineas.
The following choiee and new Plants can be seen in blossom-

at the Nurseries:—
Erassia cionamomeum (new). I Cypripedium Lowi (rare).

~~

^attleya Aclandia? (rare). Odoutoglossumpescatoris(new).
» lanthina (new).

„ hastilabium (rare).
With several Orchids equally rare.

__Tbe_Nurseries, Tooting, London.

OIR COLIN CAMPBELL CUCUMBER.— This is^ the finest Cucumber ever grown for exhibition, produce, and
perfection. No grower should be without this unequalled variety..
It is a splendid Black Spine, and always grows of an even length.
Price 3s. 6d, per packet, containing five seeds.
GOLDEN DROP (Green Flesh Melon.)—One of the finest

flavoured and most handsome Melons ever yet grown.
SCARLET KING.—This is a splendid Scarlet Flesh Melon

of a very superb variety.

Each, price Is. 6d. per packet; or a packet of the Cucumber
with a packet of either of the Melons for 4s. 6d., sent post free
on receipt of penny stamps to the amount.

*** In answer to numerous inquiries for " Tiley's Chawfiox-
Kidney Potato," E. T. begs to state that he has about 5 bushels
more to dispose of at 11. per bushel, or 5s. 6d. per peck, hamper
and package included.
EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

4, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset

CUPPLEMENT to MAY'S CATALOGUE of^ HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS to be had free by post
on application at the Nursery. The Catalogue and Supplement
contain the most rare and beautiful varieties of this interesting,
class of Plants, amounting to upwards of 2000 sorts :—
100 fine Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, named ... £1 10
100 do. do. do., Purchasers' seleetion... 2 10 O
100 fine Double Hollyhocks ... 1 10 0'

12 fine named Calceolarias, new 12. 0'

12 fine do. Shrubby do. do., including "Mas-
terpiece," " Surprise," and " Superba" 12- fr

12 fine Ericas, named 12 0'

12 do. Epacris do 12,
1

12 do. Cinerarias, do., including " Lord Stamford" 12 O
N.B.—A fine collection of Shrubs and Hardy Trees, also Green-

house Plants, &c. &c. See Catalogue.—Address, Henby May,
The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

Exotic Orchid;
Ferns— stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
Geraniums—show,fancy,scarlet,

variegated, and hybrid bed-
ding varieties

Chrysanthemums—large flower-
ed, and Pompone varieties

Petunias
Antirrhinums

13 0BERT PARKER begs to inform his friends
*-* and the public that his New Spring Catalogue containing;
Descriptive and Priced Lists of the following:—

Roses in potB [varieties
Dahlias — show and fancy.
Fuchsias
SelaginillaB or Lye c>podiums
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding Tarieties
Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants-

&c, &c.

Is cow ready and can be had Post-free on application.
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway, Loudon.

TO WHEAT GROWERS.
pETER LAWSON and SON, the Queen's Seeds*
JL men, Edinburgh and London, have received from North-
West America a small quantity of two new kinds of WHEAT,
which they afe sending out in packets containing 200 grains.
One kind is named Club-headed, cultivated by the old Callfor-
nians. The yield is said to be very large, and forms a very
beautiful delicate-coloured sample. Price 20a. per packet, con-
taining 200 seeds.

The other kind is evidently a variety of Triticum durum, with-
solid stalks. It is very early, and well adapted for Bpring sowing*.
Price 15s. per packet, containing 200 seeds.—Orders may be sent
to Peter Lawson & Son, in Edinburgh ; or direct to their
London House, 27

L
Great George Street, Westminster.

RENDLE'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.—
This is the most hardy variety in cultivation, and

has stood the late severe winter, in the most exposed situ/v-

tionsy without the least injury. Hie Subscribers have
received scores of letters during the past month to confirm*

this statement.

It is handsome in form. Small tap roots, will keep longer than
any other sort, and ia altogether a most valuable variety.

It has been selected icith much care for the last seven,

years, and the present stock has been saved by growers of
the first respectability. Price 2s. per lb.

t
or Is. 9d. per lb.

if taken by the cwt. Wlioksale Dealers can be supplied

with a few bushels.

For Description, Testimonials, and Engraving, see RENDLE'S'
"FARMING PRICE CURRENT AND AGRICULTURAL:
DIRECTORY."—Apply to William E. Rendle & Co., Seed.
Merchants, Plymouth.

BtDOIIMG PLANTS.—At 2s. 6d. peb Doz.

JOHN SCOTT, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne*.
Somerset (established 1728), has nearly 20,000, in 3-inch pots,

ready to be sent out. Post-ofnce Orders payable at Crewkerne..
{Baskets and Package at the Expense of Purchaser, and not

returnable.)
200 Sorts of the best aud newest Verbenas,
120 do. Scarlet and other Bedding Geraniums.
20 do. Variegated leaved ditto.

100 do. Fuchsia, all the best; 24 do. Shrubby Calceolarias;
24 do. Petunias; with Anagallis, Ageratums, Cupheas, Helio-
tropes, Lobelias, Salvias, Senecios, &c. Also the beautiful white
Double Pyrethrum.
When a fair proportion of each is taken the price will be 2s. 6d..

per dozen ; but if only Calceolarias and Geraniums are ordered
they will be 4s. per dozen. Catalogues, in which the above are

arranged in sections of colour, &c, sent on receipt of a postage
stamp. Parties requiring large quantities can have them in>

store pots by agreement,



NEW SHRUBBY CALCEOLARIAS.

MR. II UN llY MAJOR, KnowBthorpe, near Leeds,
begs i" announce that his beautiful now Seedling Hhmbby

CALCIJOLAUJ AH urn now n-iuly to lu-tnl out., |hI> o .'!/. i t • h i <<\

flfteon. The usual allowance to the trade tot cash only. The
following in MiYGHonny's opinion upon then j— " Shrubby Oal*
cooi,iriuH— Wiiliont, exception the beat batch of needling Calceo
lariuH we ovm* ntny ; \vc could pick out ituvcnil that are Wit bCttei
than nine out of ton of the rarlotles now flHtoeirjod good."

N. m. offern a second Het of twelve, to Include all bio beat florti

sent out inHt year, price 26b,

Choice Calceolaria and Pansy Seed, 2a, Gd, porpackol ; also a
few paokots of very select a Iplno Auricula Beed, 2b, Gd, por packet.

It is respectfully requested that ordoru from unknown corre

spondents bo accompanied by it Post ofllco order,
1'oMtHKo stamps ace requested In paymont of the seedSi
A descriptive Catalogue of the new Calceolarias may bo had on

.ftpplloatlon.

NEW ROSES.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON am, SONS

beg to offer tho following now Honoh, wliloli they will be

ablo to supply in good healthy plunta the first week In i\iuy, at

in. Oil,, established in pots. Purchasers wishing for a loss

number, than here enumerated, byloavlng the nelootlon to out

goitres, may depend upon having the bunt and most desirable
variation clionon lor thorn,

HYBRID PERPETUALS.
Aimdio (In Rougomontj bright orlmson, very flno.

Baroi) Larray. flue rose, and beautiful shape.
Bells l.yormniMu, voiy double, blush white.
'Clooron, very ourlously mottled, dark crimson and white.

Gomtesse.de Maronnos, rosy lllao, tinted with earmino,
„ d'oi'iciiiiii, dollcato rose.

„ do Turennos, beautiful light iUmh colour.

de Vaillant, llghl violet
iOmilldn KivitriH' Villi'i'ino'/,, |iim|iIo vulvot Hluulod with blftck,

Doctmir do Varonnos, ronypurplo.
DU6hease de C baccrcs, bright roBo, very nwoot.
I'impereur Napoleon, bright scarlet,

lOtombinl iW.n AiiiiitniiiK, very lui; lit ro.iy j.iirplc.

BiTKertle Pollleaux, bright oarmlno.
Gvoquo do Moaux, rosy vdvot,
S?dltcnonne, brlghl crlm ion. Oloire de Titry, rosy crfmBon.
intin QulnolBoau, dollcato glossy rosa colour.

JLa Fontaine, bright crimson, Loon ltalinann, bright glowy
Lord Raglan, Bcarlot and crimson. [erlmson.

Louise do Oli&teanbourg, bright rosy crimson, very sweat.

MudamoJo Trotter, bright rod,

„ Site, beautiful flesh colour.

„ Latonr, vory delicate pink.

,, Masson, bright velvety crimson, changing to violot.

„ Place, bright delicate pink,

„ Theodore EJartell, blush white, tinged with pink.

,, Vldot, delicate blush, shaded with pink.
Mario Llabuwl, rosy pink.

Maximo, rosy violot In the centre, and shaded.
Monsieur Plgeron, very large, deep crimson.
INouvello Etendard dxi Grand llommc, pale apricot colour.

^Panache* d'Orleans, soft rose colour striped with red and purple.
Perfection, dark crimson, shaded with carmine.
Prince do la Mnskown, dark crimson.
Raphael, bright rosy crimson.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Saronne de Savigny, blush white, darker centre.
Blanche de Solleville, white shaded with cherry colour.

\Louiso de Suvoie, yellow.
Madame Barillet Descbamps, white tinged with yellow.
Souvenir d'Elisa, pale yellow, centre white.

NOISETTE.
Tolonio Bourdin, salmon colour, yellow centre.

BOURBON.
Auguste Pajol, bright cherry colour.

Camilla de Chitteaubourg, ved, shaded with purple.
Emilio Miret, carmine. Etoile du Nord, bright red.

Ferdinand Deppe, purplish velvet, fine.

Frilet, bright crimson. Isabelle, bright rose colour, veiy
Josephine Chambert, cherry colour. [fragrant.

.Marguerite Dubourg, bright red. Omer Pacha, dark purple.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSES.
Madame Edouard Ory, bright rosy carmine.

Salet, bright red in tho centre, and beautifully shaded.

Tho usual discount to the trade when a dozen sorts are taken.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London.

SELECT NEW ROSES.
THOMAS RIVERS offers the following selection of

the finest of the New Roses, which will for the most part

be in full and fine bloom the ensuing week, In the Rose bouse;

the young plants are grafted on the Manetti stock, and are strong

and healthy.
HYBRID PERPETUALS.

Baron Larrey, l'ose, shaded with carmine, 7*. Gd.

Belle Lyonnaisc, nearly white, beautifully shaped, 75. Gd.

Ciceron, marbled crimson, 5s.

Colonel de Rougemont, m
bright rose, Baronno Prevost, im-

proved, Ss. Gd.

Comtesse Vaillant, deep crimson purple, 7s. Gd.

Deuil de Willermoz, very dark crimson, 7s. Gd.

Emperor Napoleon, brilliant glossy scarlet, large petals, a little

more than semi-double, 7s. Gd.

Gloire de France, deep vivid crimson, large and fine, 3s, Gd.

Jules Margottin, light vivid crimson, a fine pillar Rose,

2s..6d. to 3s. Gd.

Jjoon Haimann, brilliant glossy rose, 7s. Gd.

Lord Raglan, scarlet and crimson, larger and more brilliant than

the Geant, 10s. Gd, [Roses, 5s.

Madame Hector Jacquin, bright rose, one of the largest of

„ Lacour Jury, delicate rose, tea-scented, 7s. Gd.

„ Masson, deep crimson red, large, 10s. Gd.

n Place, delicate bright pink, most perfect in shape, 7s. Gd.

„ Theodore M artel, pale flesh, 7s. Gd.

„ Trotter, bright red, vigorous, a fine pillar Rose, 5s.

President Menoux, bright rose, cupped, a seedling from Standard
of Marengo, 7s. Gd.

Prince de Moskowa, dark crimson, 5s.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Belle de Moulins, pale flesh, very large, 5s.

Belle Laura, pale rose, large. 3s. Gd.
Cerise Pourpre, crimson, 3s. Gd.

•Gloire de Dijon, salmon, tinted with rose, the finest of Tea Roses,

3s. Gd. to 5s., the latter one year old stout plants.

Lauise de Savoie, fine sulphur yellow, large, 7s. Gd.

Madame Maurin, pale yellow, finely shaped, 5s.

NOISETTE ROSES.
Augusta, sulphur, large, finely shaped, 7s. Gd. to 10s. Gd.

Isis, pure white large, 5s.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSES.
Celine Briant, bright rose, blooms freely in autumn, 7s. Gd,

Didon,pale flesh, finely shaped, 10s. Gi.

Madame Ory, bright rose, globular, large and very double, 15s.

Michel Adanson, brilliant crimson, 10s. Gd.

Salet, bright rose, large and double, the most vigorous of this

group, 7s. Gd.

Carriage paid to London. The Descriptive Catalogue of Roses
Tree per post. " The Roso Amateur's Guide," 5th edition, 3s. Gd.

per post.—Thos. Riveks, Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts, near
the Harlow Station.

NEW EVERGREEN CLIMBING ROSE.
WILLIAM wool/ a SON, Woodland* Nuw«y,

Marosfteld, ncai Uckfli Id Bui <- beg to Intlm
I

frlondfl that they abb how prepared U\

Btrona planti ol WJLLIAM6 1 BVEROHEE CLI
[10BE, nl I Qd • n b, h Ith the uitual allowai
a still further reduction 11 onedoKonoi mon
Price may bo had on application!

N.i:. Single Pi.mt I (rill be - n( free pt rpoaton
penny po tn, i tamps kxvua i« daftn .

< Mronu PJanu
of tho abovo may alvo b« obtained »t tho unsnt price from Me.
CiMiti.i'.n Tan rtcn, ol the Royal I

ROSES ON MANETTI STOCKS.
L'DWAlilJ PARKE FRANCIS offer* Ihc following
I j ROBE '. strong rlgoron i plan! i In

pol i, . peelmen « ol the complete "• • of Rom
toi I. wore ' ipit.it"! ol tin Rcgi nl Btn et Ifooi Cm

tho 8d, mnRflUrlng 2 reel blgh ana I fool thro igli, I rear's ffrowtb,
„ M ,i wore t)id admiration of n]' who saw tfai m

II vii n. I 'i- mi nM,llrli.
I

flYUniOP i :.—»,d.

Madamo du Trotter r * " Olotro de 1'artbenay ... :; <;

I'heodora Martol 7 Q Lad 2
.'i <; H.'j.li'da ,'j

10

fi

lo 6 I

6

l lomsgd
Harriet Btowo .

i
!' tor ' "

[i

i
,,, Gibbon

i oil in- Rlgoaut 8 '!

I'lr.rc 7 fl

Vldol W 8

AniMi'ih' Glulnolssoan ... a 'J

Duron Larray 7 d

„ Clopard 7 G

rtormonl ''•''•

ConMolllor -i "deull ...
''•

( lolonol do Roug nt ... 3
Gen. Jacqueminot \u.Gd. to fi o

Jules Margottin, vn.Od, to a

y\ fan hundred Manottl Stooks may HtiM bo bad.

Hertford Nursarlcs, Hertford. Carriage paid I I

Bourbon tins ft o
, Bonvenlrdel i

i .',...
i ^ ft

„ Pauline [Mantlet ... *i

,, Jauno 'i o

,, Mlphltofl 'i

„ Antoros 2

„ Bougero ,.. ... 'i

„ l lavonlenslf ... 2

„ Elfso Baurage ... 2

„ GloIrodoDl
,, Madame \v illormos 2 G

B ol letto, Hntabllls ... ft

''.]-.
. Baron l n m 1 ... 7 C

NEW ROSES.
BENJAMIN H. CANT ocrh to offer strong Uwarf

Plants, in potn, of the following NEW ROSEB:—
1I\ iii'.io PaBPETCALS*-

Alfred Colomb
Alplionao do Lamartlnc ...

Cores
Cicero ...

CoiutOHBO Vaillnnt

ConselUer Jordeull
Duchess of Norfolk
Deuil do F. Willermoz ...

George d'AmboiNe
Gloiro do Franco
Gloire de Parthcnay
Ijiidy Milsom
T-.adv Shelley
La Villode St. Denis ...

Madame Domngo
„ Hector Jacquin

„ Masson
„ Lncroix

„ P. Rigaux
„ Place
„ Recamier
„ Rendatler

-a,d,

3 G

3 6
8 G
50
7 G
3 6

5
7 6
3 G
3 G

3 G
3 6

3 6
3 G

2 G
3

10 6

3 G
3 G
7 6
3 6

HYBBID I'i 1.

Madame Theodore liartel

Quotcl
M.uii- do It'iiirges

Prince do la Moskowa ...

Sir John Franklin
Trlompke en Beantd

P. Moss, Andrd Thouin ... 3 G
Bourbon, Omcr Pacha ... 7 6

T«n
t
Gloire dc Dijon ... 3

„ Louise do Savolc ... 7 6
Nois, Augusta 7 6
Moss, D'Arcet 2 6

„ Gloire dcMonsscuses 5
„ Jeanne do Montfort 3 6

„ 1,'Ebloui.snanto ... 3 6

„ Marie de Blois ... 5

„ Vandael 3 6
Gallka, Am phi trite ... 2 G

George Vibert ... 2 6

H. Bour., Charles Lawson 7 6

„ Gervnise Rouillard 3 6

N.B. The new Hybrid Perpetual Rose Emperor Napoleon
will not bo sent out before June ; by that time I shall have
proved it. If not more than semi-double, I much question if it is

worth 7s. Gd. 1, however, received a very high character of it,

which induces me to offer it to the public, but not to let it out

he/oreproving its worth.

Carriage paid to any Station on the Eastern Counties Railway.
St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

NEW ROSES.

A PAUL and SON have to offer the following New
• ROSES, good healthy plants, for which early orders are

solicited. The kinds marked thus (') can be highly recommended
from their own knowledge. Most of the others, not having yet

bloomed in England, are offered on tbe faith of their respective

raisers. The kinds marked thus (t) can be supplied either as

Standards or Dwarfs, at the prices here attached :—

Hybrid PEnrETUALS.—s. d.

Alexandrine Bachmeteff 2 6

Alpbonse de Lamartine 3 G

Baron Larray 7 6
Comtesse Vaillant ... 7 6

Duchess of Norfolk ... 7 6

Emperor Napoleon ... 7 6

•Gloire de Parthenay ... 3 6

j'Glory of France ... 3 6

{•General Castellane ... 3 6

f* „ Jacqueminet,3s.6d. to 5

t*Jules Margottin, 2s. Gd. to 3 6

*Lady Stuart 2 6

'LeonPlee 2 6

Lord Raglan 10 6

Madame Aliue Gilbon 5

„ Phelip ... 3 6

„ Masson ... 10 6

„ deCambaccres 7 6

„ Martel ... 7 6

„ Place 7 &

„ EngenieCavaignac S 6
Monsieur Pigeron ... 10 6
Paul Dupuy 3 6

t»Prince Leon 3 6

„ Moskowa ... 6

Hybrid Pebpetuals.—
*Salvator Rosa
^Souvenir de Leveson

Gower

Moss, Captain Ingram.- 5
„ Comtesse Doria... 5

„ Frederic Souli£ ... 5

f „ PrincessAlice(Paul's)3 6
•Bourbon, Francois Hen-

rincq ... 5
*

,, Madame Helfenbein 3 6

T* ., Prince Albert (Paul's) 3 6
•Noisette, Marie Charge

-

5
"China, Elise Flory ... 2 6
*Tea-scented, Anguste

Vacher 3 6
* ,, Gloire de Dijon.05.6rf.to 5
* „ Madame Viilennoz... 2 6
* „ Melanie Oger ... 2 6
*

., Sombrieuil 2

t*Hybrid Bourbon, Vivid
(Paul's)

(itfcA brilliant crimson, a
splendid jrillar Hose.)

Perpetual Moss Salet ... 7 6

3 6

N.B.

—

AmtiirivalJcd collection of Hollyhocks. Some
thousands of Plants now ready3 in fine healthy condition.

Nurseries, Chesbunt. Herts.

FLOWER SEEDS.—We have selected out of our
large collection of Flower Seeds the most beautiful and

showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour, and calculated to

produce a fine effect when planted out in beds or groups in the

Mower border. We have had each variety distinctly marked
with the Botanical and English name, height, time of flowering,

colour Of the flower, manner of growing, whether erect or trailing.

&c, the time it should be sown, and other valuable hints as to

its cultivation. In selecting these varieties we have been careful

to exclude all which are shy bloomers or have an insignificant

appearance, so that the collections will comprise only those whicb
are really showy and handsome, and whicb we believe would
prove to "the entire satisfaction of any lady or gentleman who
might be disposed to order them. The German Stocks and Asters

especially are most superb. The Collections 'will be sent free by
post to any part of the kingdom at the following prices

20 extra fine varieties, all distinct and beautiful

50 do. do.

100 do. do.

J. C. "Wheeler & Sox. Nurserymen and Seed Growers.

Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

Established rx the early fart of the ISth Cexttry.
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for which we received first prizee Urt ;
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H. Lane & Soy. Tbe Nurseries, Great B«rltbaTnst«d<

rjRIMSTONE'S HISTORY OF AN EGYPTIAN
*J TEA, discovered amongst ofbefi by I

British Museum, In a \. .*rden*r
Wilkinson, the EgyptUn IriveUer. Three were
Mr. Wm. Geucbtoxi! by Mr. T. I. Pettigrew, i

opening this relic of tbe time of the Phan
old. The growtli of this I

Je* is 'li(f-:rent to the se

tbe taste is unequalled, tbey boil mnch kt<j-

prolific, being planted thus . • .
*

. 8 inches epmrt,

bag will produce ^n ago for a small fan.. • ,\t+ d'>

sticks, and the bloom hangs in clusters. Beroei
gen nine is sold in bags, 2s. Gd.; three Lirc'-^ the
seven times the quantity, 10.?. Each bag is signed and sealed by
William GbxKSTOXE, Herbary, Hlgbgmie; every bag contains
the only method of cultivating them.—1> _ , Street,
Bloomsbury, London Eye-snuff and Herb Tobeeco Warebofue,
3d. per ounce.

5s. Od.

. U's. Gd.:- ..

GEORGE SMITH has much pleasure in offering the
undermentioned strong Plants, ready r

20th of April, 1655, feeling the greatest oonfid*nce ia recommend-
ing them as possessing first-rate qualities:

—

VERBEN

•

BOULE DE FEU ^oungj, bright orange scarlet, with con-
spicuous lemon eye; pip large, of fine form, compar- -

size, tbe habit excellent, a most profuse bloomer^ *,

scarlet ever offered. Kirst class certificates at the >'atkmal,
Royal South London and North London FloricaltnnU Societies.

LORD RAGLAN (Banks), crimson scarlet large temoa eye, pip
and truss large, of fine form. This will be found a noble variety.

EMPRESS Smith,, pure white, vitb conspicnons ro*y porple
centre, pip and truss large, smooth and compact. One of the
very finest of the light varieties.

MRS. M'NIEL (Smith), brilliant rose with barge lemon eye,
truss and pip large, of exquisite form, and very beantifaL In the
style of Beauty of Hornsey.

VIOLACEA (Smith), intense violet, with a very cj~n.cpieaens

large white eye, pip and truss large, of good form. Thij flower
will be found most remarkable and beautiful, either for bedding
or exhibition. It is something in the way of M. Paqnin, with the
colour much more intense, and a fine free grower.

SILISTRIA (Smith), pale lilac shaded with rose. -very large
and compact. First class at the Royal South London Horticul-
tural Society. The set of six for 2-is.,'or 5s. per plan:.

FUCHSIAS.
The following four Fuchsias are fine show £owers. plants of

good growth, and very free blooming kinds that mast hi grown.
in all good collections :

—

03D3B PASHA (Smith), tube short and stont, sepals well re-
flexed, of bright waxy crimson scarlet, corolla deep violet purple,
large, of good shape, fine habit, free in growth and profuse
bloomer. A fine plant for exhibition. 7*. Gd.

ORLANDO ('Smith), dark tube and sepals re5exe£. with an
intense dark corolla. Zs. Gd.

CORONET (Smith), white tube and sepals, corolla violet, good
shape, very free. 3^. 6d-

NIMROD [Smith), white tube and sepals, corolla light purple,

good form. Plant ofstrong growth, and a very free bloomer. 3j. 6d.

SCARLET GEEAHHTJ -

BEATTTY OF COMB BAXK, u te, pips

large and circular, trus^ very large, dwarf Labi;, with horseshoe

foliage. A first class be 5s,

CHEPSTEAD BEAUTY, t^ry crimson i large

and fine, foliage very beautifuL habit dwari ana free bloomer.
One of the finest scarlet Geraniun-

CEF.ITO. salmon rose, truss and pip '.:-.. ~ A and
pleasing variety. Was exhibited a:

Societv. where "the judges would hav est class

certificate had the plant been exhibited. 5t
petun:a.

STNGLTLARITY Smith), a novel and str.' -. corolla

two-thirds downward bright green, throair: s tra large,

the habit of Princs Albert, a pleasing var-e"

S i.'2s.Gd. per (

-

A Priced and Descri

Geraniums. Fuchsias. Hollyhocks, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums,
and Petunias, will be forwarded in exchange for one stamp.

Tollingtm Nursery. Hornsey Road. Islington, Loadon.



AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
MEADOW & PASTURE GRASSES, ie.

PETEK LA.WSON and SON, of Edinburgh and

London, the Queen's Seedsmen, Nurserymen, and Wood
Foresters; and to the Highland and Agricultural Society

of Scotland, beg to intimate to their English Customers and the

public that thev are now sending out FARM SEEDS of every

description, saved from genuine stocks, and for which they

respectfully solicit orders.

Also Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, Garden Implements,

Draining Tools, and everything connected with their trade.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

London Branch, 27, «reat George Street, Westminster.

P. L. & S. are always able to recommend experienced Bailiffs,

Gardeners, and Foresters.

PERMANENT PASTURE.

HR. SMITHE, of EastUng, Faversham, Kent, is

• now prepared to send out his mixturesof the NATURAL
GRASSES, PERENNIAL CLOVERS, &c, &c, to lay down

Land to Permanent Pasture, at 25s. per acre, allowing three

bushels to the acre, carriage free. Mixtures for Lawn, or any

other purpose, or the sorts separate. Most of the species of

Grass are collected by the Advertiser, and he will bestow the

greatest attention in selecting such as shall constitute mixtures

epecifical to the soil, purpose, &c., of each buyer.

CRASS SEEDS.-CARRIACE FREE.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS.—Tfie very best

Selection can he obtained from William E. Rendle

& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth,—aU new and care-

fully selected, from 24s. to 30s. per acre.

ORNAMENTAL LAWNS, PLEASURE GROUNDS. &c.

The choicest varieties for producing a fine sward for Lawns and
Pleasure Grounds can be procured from William B. Rendlh
& Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth, at ISs. per bushel, 2s. 6d. per

gallon, or Is. per lb.

RENOVATING GRASSES—for sowing over land deficient of

plant—can be obtained at 9tt. per lb.

A complete descriptive List of Grasses will be found in
(i Eendle's Farming Price Current," and some valuable

Tables, and other information relative to the best varieties

for certain Lands and Situations*

Apply to Wsi. E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
Estah i.ished Seventy Years.

NEW SEEDS, CARRIAGE FREE.
. Per lb.-s. d.

White Belgian Carrot 2
Yellow Globe Mangold Wurzel 1

Morton's Yellow Globe do 1 6
Fisher Hobbs' Yellow Globe do. 1 6
Elvetham Long Red do 2
True Devon Evergreen Grass ... Per bushel 5*. to 6
Imported Italian Rye-grass 6s. to 7
Dickenson's Improved do f 8
True Somerset Cow Grass Per lb. 9d., 10d., to 1
Alsike Hybrid Clover 2
Common Red Clover Bd.,7d. to 8
White Dutch do 9d., 10tf., to 1

Prices of all kinds of Agricultural Seeds will be found in
Hexdlb's "Farming Price Current and Agricultural Directory,"
just published.—Apply to

William E. Rendle & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

FARM S E E~DS~WDRUMMOND and SONS have implicit con-
• fidence in recommending the following Seeds:

—

PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, from the most
g

select growths, and
perfectly clean.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, direct from Lombardy, and through
the same gentleman in that country who has for several years
been employed by ns in collecting those fine parcels which
have hitherto given so much satisfaction to our customers.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE.—Having been
among the first to recommend the use of the Natural Grasses
in the formation o/Permanent Pastueb, the subject Jias occupied
a large share of our attention. We have carefully noted the species
composing the best Natural Pastures, and the results of combina-
tions in culture under varied circumstances of soil and situation

;

and, as the result of our observations, as well as from the great
satisfaction our selections have given, we feel warranted in recom-
mending, in addition tothe Grasses usually sown, a variety of such
species as are known, not only to yield the greatest bulk of herbage,
but the largest amount of milking and feeding properties, varying
those species, and the proportions of each, according to the nature
of the land to be laid down. From the increased demand, we are
enabled to charge a lower price than formerly. An excellent
assortment, and allowing a liberal supply of Seeds, may be had
at from 245. to 265. per statute acre.

TURNIP, in all the leading varieties, saved by ourselves from
full-formed Bulbs.

VETCHES (or TARES), large broad-leaved, a very superior sort.

Priced Lists of the above, with every other description of Farm
Seeds, may be had post free on application.

Free Delivery.—All Parcels of Seeds above 21. value (with
the exception of Grain and Vetches), delivered free in London,
Liverpool, Hull, Newcastle, Belfast, Londonderry, Aberdeen,
Inverness, and to all the Stations along the Lines of the Cale-
donian and North British Railways, &c.

W. Drummond & Sons, Seed and Implement Warehouse,
Stirling, N.B. .

GRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform their

friends and agriculturists generally that they are now prepared
to supply the undermentioned in any quantities required.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow; Irrigation or Water Meadow Mixtures;
Upland Sheep Walk Mixtures; Park and Field Lawn Mixtures;
Renovating Mixtures for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, or Grass-
plot Mixtures ; various Permanent Grass Seeds supplied sepa-
rately to order; Mixtures for one year's lay, do. for two or three
years' lay (commonly called " seeds ").

CLOVERS.—Red or broad leaved, white or Dutch, Red Suckling,
Alsike or Hybrid, Trefoil, Cow Grass or Perennial.

EYE-GRASSES.—Italian (very fine), Annual, improved Peren-
nial, and other kinds.

CARROTS.—Large White Belgian, large field Altringham,
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Surrey.

PARSNIPS.—Gibbs' large Guernsey Cattle, common large.

MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orange or Yellow Globe,
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES—Large Drumhead Cattle, Thousand headed.
TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swedes, Skirving's

Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid, Red-top Yellow Hybrid,
Globes or Rounds, Tankard's sorts, KohlRabi.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Gorse, Field Parsley, Rape, Seed
Barley sorts, Wheat sorts, Rye, Sainfoin, Tares, White Mustard,
White Silesian Beet, Peas, Potatoes, and all other seeds for
the farm.

KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, including all
the new and most approved varieties. Assortments made up
to suit different sized gardens, or to any given amount.
Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds sent free

by post on application to Thomas Gtbbb & Co.. Corner of Half-
Moon Street, Piccadilly, London,

C LOV E R SEEDS.
GENUINE NEW CLOVER SEEDS can be had

' at the lowest market prices of JOHN SUTTON
& SONS, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.
~ SUTTO N ' S"L AWN CRAS S SEEDS,

At the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

SUTTON and SONS have had the honour of supply-

ing to the Crystal Palace Company the Grass Seeds

by which so many acres of Arable Land have been con-

verted into the beautiful Park and Lawns, now so much
admired at Sydenham.
The following letter has been received, besides many others:

—

From Professor Lindley, Horticultural Society, 21, Regent Street,

London.—"We have already made trial of your Lawn Grass
Seeds, and it is only justice to say that they have proved the

best we have sown for many years."

Price Is. per lb.; 2s. Qd. per gallon; or 20s. per bushel. Quan-
tity required for forming new Garden Lawns, 2£ bushels, or 50 IbR.

Address John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

IMPROVEMENT OF~ CRASS LANDS^
SUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR

IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.— Great improvement
may be effected by sowing 8 to 12 lbs. per acre of Sutton's
Renovating Seeds, which consist of Perennial Clovers and Grasses
of the finer kinds for improving the bottom.

An increase of several' Tons of Hay per acre has been

thus effected on many Meadows and Upland Pastures.

The Seeds should be sown early.

The drought of last summer having caused partial failures in
the ordinary Grass and Clover Leys, Sutton's Renovating Grass
Seeds may be sown with great advantage in all such cases. Price
REDUCED TO 9d. TEE POUND.

Sutton & Sons also supply Grass Seeds for laying

I down Land to Permanent Pasture at a moderate expense,
'

the sorts being selected in accordance with the nature of
the soil to be laid down, particidars of which, may be

obtained by post.

Goods delivered Carriage Free by Hail.
Address John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS OF THE FINEST

SELECTED STOCKS.—As the quantity of
Mangold, some of the Turnips, <£c, are found not

scarce on the market as was expected at the close of
harvest, we submit our present prices, in which several

will be found lower than quoted in our Spring Catalogue.

Per lb.—j. d. Per lb.—s. d.
MangoldWurzel.LongRed 8 Turnip White Decanter, or

„ „ Long Yellow 1 Norfolk Bell ... 1 2

„ „ Yellow Globe 8 „ Green Barach ... 1 2

„ „ Red Globe ... 9 „ White Tankard ... 10
Carrot,LongWhite Belgian 2 „ Red Tankard ... 10
Turnips, fine Purple Top 1 9 „ Yellow Tankard ... 2
„ fine Green Top ... 1 9 „ Orange Jelly ... 1 4
„ Skirving's 1 9 „ Purple Top Bullock 1

„ Laing's Purple Top 1 U Cabbage, large Drumhead 2 6

„ NorfolkWhite Round 9 „ KohlRabi ... 2 6

„ „ Green RounoVO 9 Lucerne 1

„ LincoInshireRedGlobe 1 2 Furze or Gorse 1

„ Pomeranian White Alsike Clover 2
Globe 1 2 Bokhara Clover 2 6

PERMANENT PASTURE and OTHER GRASSES.-Our
Mixtures for Permanent Pastures will be found equal to any
which are supplied. Prices per acre, according to the nature of
the soil, 24s. to 34$. Wholesale Prices of Grasses and other Seeds
to the trade on application.

Finest Mixed Lawn Grasses, per lb. 1*., or 4s. Gd. per peck.
6ST* Goods Carriage Free (not under 20s.) to all the London

termini, or any station on the Colchester and Norwich line.

BASS and BROWN, Seed Estab I ishment, Sudbnry, Suffolk.

HEATHS AND EPACRISES.
MESSRS. YOUELL and CO., in offering the follow-

ing, beg to say that the whole are very healthy and well
grown ; those marked * are set well for flowering.

ERICAS.—Strong bushy plants in 4S's at 12s. per dozen
varieties:—Aristata vittata, *sggregate, bicolor, *Cavendishi,
Coventryana, *daphnoidea, *denticulata moschata, *echiflora,
grandinosa, 'hyemalis, hybrida, hyacinthi flora, LinnKoides
nova, Metnlfeflora bicolor, *propendens, *propendens tubiflora,
*pyriformis, 'rubens, *Scabriuscula, *Sindryana, *Ventricosa
breviflora, *V. coruscans, V. curta rubra, >V. densa carnea,
*V. fasciculata rosea, V. fasciculate superba, V. fasciculate
longiflora, *V. hirsuta, V. perspicuoides, *V. superba, *V. tu-
mida, *V. tenuiflora, Verticilla *vestita fulgida, *viridiflora,

Westphalingi, *Wilmorea superba.
The above are all dwarf bushy plants, and can be supplied to

the trade at the usual discount in large quantities.
ERICAS, in large and small 60's, at 9s. per dozen varieties :

—

Archeriana, awpulacea, amp. camumbrate, amp. rubra,
aristata major, Bandoniana, Cavendishi, cerinthoides coro-
nate, Cliffordi, *Colorans, daphnoidea, Devoniana depressa,
denticulate moschata, elate, eweriana, eximia, exurgens coc-
cinia, "gracilis, *grandinosa, grandis Hartnelli, *byemalis,
hybrida, hyacinthiflora, longiflora, Linnasoides superba, Me-
tulffiflora bicolor, *ovata, *perspicua nana princeps, *propen-
dens, *prop. tubiflora, primuloides retorte major, Savilliana,
Shannoniana, do. Turnbull's variety, *Sindryana, splendens,
sulphurea, tricolor, tricolor rubra, T. Wilsoni, trossula rubra.
Vent, alba, V.alba tincte, V. Browni, V. carnea, V. coccinea
minor, V.conspicua, V. dependens coccinea, V. fasciculata
longiflora, V. f. rosea, V, globosa, V. grandiflora (Storey's),
V. hirsuta, V. magniflora, V. perspicuoides, Vernix coccinea
Vernoniana, Vern. superba, Verticillate, Vestita carnea tenui-
flora, Vest, coccinea, Vest. coc. tenuiflora, Vest, fulgida, Vest.
rosea, Westcotti, Westphalingi, Wilmorea superba, Walkeri.

These are admirably adapted for specimen growing, being of
the proper siee to start with ; the trade may also be supplied at
the usual discount per 100 plants.
EPACRISES, in large 48's, fine plants, 12s. per dozen ; ditto in
large 60's and small 48's. The following varieties at 9s. per
dozen varieties; those marked with an asterisk are set with
flower buds :—*Alba penduliflora, ardentissima, autumnalis,
*CampanuIata alba, *C. maxima, C. grandiflora, Copelandica,
*Carnea, »Ceneflora, Coruscans, delicate, densiflora. *densi-
flora incarnata, feelegantissima, Fairbarniana, 'formosa,
grandiflora, hyacinthiflora candidissima, hyacinthiflora rosea,
•Hopeana, impressa, 'imp. alba, *imp. magna, *imp. rosea
magna, 'lunate, magnifica, miniate, 'nivalis, 'nivalis grandi-
flora, *ornata, purpurascens, rubra grandiflora, Jsanguinea,
•splendida, Tauntoniensis, "variabilis.

This List comprises nearly all the varieties in cultivation.
As a winter flowering plant the Epacris is eminently useful ; it

is also easily managed. The usual discount to the trade per 100
plants. We beg to refer to our advertisement of March 10,
where will be found enumerated Conifers, Choice Greenhouse,
and Hardy Plants, &c. &c. s. d.

VERONICA VARIEGATA ..." 2 6
WOOD'S DUCHESS OF NORFOLK ROSE ... 5
LILIUM GIGANTEUM, strong bulbs 10 6
FUCHSIA DOMINIANA, each 2 6

Youell & Co.,Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

NEW BEDDING GERANIUM.
GAINES' SCARLET UNIQUE.

^T GAINES begs to inform the nobility, gentry, and
-L~ • trade in general that he can supply strong healthy plants
of the above beautiful variety. In habit it is like Rollisson's
Unique, producing magnificent trusses of brilliant scarlet flowers.
It was exhibited at the Chiswick and Royal Botanic Horticul-
tural Shows, where it was considered a great novelty, and well
adapted for bedding purposes. Price 5a. per plant; when three
are taken, a fourth will be sent to compensate for carriage.
A Descriptive List of his large Collection of Pelargoniums,

Show and Fancy varieties, also Stove, Greenhouse, and Hard
wooded Plants, maybe had post free, by applving at the Nursery
burrey Lane, Battersea, Surrey.

SPLENDID NEW" HOLLYHOCKS.O SMITH respectfully informs the admirers of theVJ • HOLLYHOCK that the following are Seedlings of great
merit, and cannot fail to give entire satisfaction. They were
raised by Mr. Parsons, the grower of Joan of Arc, and other fine
varieties. To be sent out about the middle of April, 1855 in
strong healthy plants. s

'
jw

Eclat, yellow and buff, a nice full flower 3 6
King of Yellows, large, of fine form, flower full, extra fine
yellow 1 £

Marchioness, flesh or blush, very double and close, fine for
exhibition 3 g

Monarch, a true salmon, very large and fine shape ... 7 6
Mr. Adams, dark salmon pink, a noble show flower ... 5
Pearl, blush white, large and distinct 5
Pillar of Roses, a beautiful bright rose, a splendid spike,

the finest border flower yet offered, and a most attractive
show flower 5

The Alma, cherry rose, distinct, fine shape ..." ... ... 5
White Unique, very close and double 3 6
Sarah, a splendid large rose, fine form and spike 5
Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

GERMAN ASTER SEED, all saved from the finest
Globe varieties, ever yet exhibited, and which have sur-

passed all others in cultivation for their immense size and
distinct colours, Is. per packet.
SWEET WILLIAM SEED saved from 50 of the choicest and

most superb varieties, Is. per packet.
ANTIRRHINUM SEED saved from all the finest shaped and

best varieties, Is. per packet.
SUPERB HOLLYHOCK SEED saved from all the best

named flowers, Is. per packet.
SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine,. Is.

per packet.
VERY SUPERIOR FIMBRIATA PRIMULA SINENSIS

SEED, saved from six distinct varieties of the largest and most
superb plants ever grown, 2s. 6rf. per packet.
PANSY SEED, a few packets from selected varieties, Is*

per packet.
POLYANTHUS SEED, fine mixed, Is. per packet.
CROWN GOURD, or CUSTARD MARROW; this variety-

is the most delicious of all the Marrows grown, Is. per packet.
AQUILEGIA, or COLUMBINE, of 12 distinct varieties,

15. per packet.
Any three packets of the above (except the Primula) sent post-

free on receipt of 2s. 6d., or the Primula included with two other
packets, for 3s. 6d., in cash or penny pontage stamps by
EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Flob:st,

14, Abbey Church Yard , Bath, Somerset.

CHARLES TURNER begs to recommend the
following Seeds:

—

t
SABBATIA STELLAR1S. — This beautiful Greenhans©

Annual was raised at the Royal Gardens, Frogmore, from seed
received from Texas, and was exhibited at the Horticultural

Society's July Show, at Cbi6wick, and was awarded a First Class
Certificate. It is of a deep rose colour, with a yellowish-green
eye, and sweet-scented. It should be grown in a mixture of half
leaf-mould, with the other half comprised of light peat, loam, and
silver sand, and sown in a little heat. 2s. 6d. per packet.
NEW CUCUMBER, « WARDS IMPROVED SION

HOUSE," superior either to the " Improved Sion House" or ''Lord
Kenyon's Favourite," for winter use. Mr. Ward, of Prospect
Hill, Reading, who raised it, writes—"I can strongly recom-
mend it as the best winter sort I ever met with; and it always
swells out, not plumber's iron fashion, as is the case with many
sorts, and equal in bearing to Lord Kenyon's Favourite, gene-
rally throwing three or four fruit together." Price Is. 6d.
per packet.
HOLLYHOCK SEED, saved from the newest and finest

sorts in cultivation, per packet

„ „ smaller packets, each
DAHLIA SEED, saved from the very best exhibition

flowers, per packet «.

„ „ smaller packets, each ...

CALCEOLARIA, extra quality, per packet
CINERARIA, extra quality, do
HEARTSEASE, from best show flowers, do ;

„ „ „ smaller packets, each
The new white bedding Calceolaria " Purity," the entire stock

of which is in Charles Turner's hands, also his new Dahlias^
new Verbenas, &c, will shortly be advertised.
Royal Nursery, Sloughy

5. A.

2 (i

1 -6

2 B
1 6
2 %
2 «
•I. 1!

1 6

NEW STRAWBERRY—CAROLINA SUPERBA.
JAMES KITLEY bega to inform his friends and the

public that he has succeeded in raising from Seed a New
Strawberry, the qualities of which have long been a desideratum.
It possesses the excellent flavour of the old Carolina, the fruit as
large as the British Queen, with all the combined good qualities
of productiveness, hardiness of plant, dwarf habit, &c., which
tend to make it a general favourite. It was exhibited at the
Chiswick Horticultural Exhibition, and obtained a First-class
Certificate.—See Gardeners' Chronicle, July 15, 1854.

Dr. Lindley's Opinion.

"J. K., the Strawberry which you have named Carolina
Superba partakes of the flavour of the old Carolina, but
the fruit was bruised by carriage, so that the paper which
accompanied the Strawberries was saturated with juice, and
this juice dried on the paper like syrup — sweet, adhesive,
glossy, and brownish coloured. Strawberry juice does not usually
possess these properties."—See Gardeners' Chronicle, July 1, 1854.

The undermentioned gentlemen having had opportunities of
seeing it growing, and also tasting the fruit, have kindly per-
mitted their Testimonals to be placed before the public:

—

" Your Carolina Superba Strawberry, which I saw last summer
in bearing, appeared a very hardy and productive kind, with the
flavour of the old Carolina, and will prove an acquisition to this

class of fruit.

"John Spencer, Marquis of Lansdowue's, Bowood."
" I feel much pleasure in giving my opinion of your Seedling

Strawberry, Carolina Superba. Having had frequent opportunities
of seeing it growing and testing the fruit, I consider it hardy, of

good habit, shcrt foliage and fruit-stem. In flavour and crop, I
know none that will surpass it; and feel assured it will do yon
credit, and give satisfaction to all who may purchase it.

" James Pond, Devonshire Cottage, Bath."
" The Seedling Strawberry, named Carolina Superba, that I saw

in fruit in your nursery last season, appeared to me to be a first-

class variety of dwarf foliage, a profuse bearer, and flavour
excellent. I have no doubt it will give the greatest satisfaction

to all who may possess it.

"D. Butler, Widcombe Nursery, Bath.'

Strong well-rooted PLANTS are now ready, at SI. per 100, 10s

per dozen, or 12s. free by Post.

Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.
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Il'OMfftA RUBRO CMRULEA—Seed of thm
1-1- exceedingly boaiiHflil Climbing Annual being now obtainable

hi il moderate price, all cultivators of Ifowore bavlng a ijroen

bouse or wall with warm aspect are advlned to Include it in tholr

uprlng Hulcctlon.—Seed mippU'd to Hocilnmon and Nurserymen
only, hy Gieobob Rodbbth, a*.;, Moorgate Street, London,

NEW PLANTS IN FLOWER.

MESSRS. B. G. HKNDKRSON and SON beg to

announce that the following plantu are now In flower, and

may be vlnwmt at tlaifr niti'Mcry :
—

Camellia Jenny Lind
Maria Antoinette

JJ
Arlonto

„ M,itliotiana

.. alba plono of Oaitorutt 1

tl
Mary Ann (.new Ame-

rican variety)

Azalea Criterion

„ Juliana
iyoiatnen Atkinal
' Hi* i: .j .iih.i .

ttbododondron Ferguson!

Rhododendron Pontlca cocelnea
Camellia do la Koine

„ Faitsttno I, cciii

„ Americana
Azalea Admiration

„ Niircbmlllfnu
|
lion

Cyclamen Pontlcum, now oolloo-

Caraellla Gloria delta Itiolo

Hanoma
Rhododendron, new needling

QenOfltyllla mooroMtogla (Fuch-
stoldoH).

Rhododendrons species ft'ora Slltklm (lowering for the first time
ii ESnglandj small Plants wldi three trusses, each Uuhh having
13 llowern, colour cunaiy-vfllow.

NEW PLANTS
To bo Hont out In May (orditrH for the Faohstaa rdcolved aftor

April 7tU will only be executed after tho earlier orderK are Benl

iff, when it hi probable one or two varieties may be too small to

travel with the rent) :—
HYDKANGUA lloKTKNHIS, (lore pleno, 10*. (Irf.

PHLOX ijUKKN VICTORIA, 5*.

DAHLIA EMPEROR FRANCIS JOSEPH (variegated
ollago), 10*. 6rf.

SHRUBBY IICDDING CALCEOIiAKlAff.
Brunette la. Art. Norma 7s. M.
Coreggio 7 Red Roves 7 o

Maggtore 7 (i v«-/,/,ona 7 c
Minnie 7 G Wlldllru 7

Or tho not of eight varieties. 2/. 2*.

with the permission of Mr. C.Turner they will offer his new
CALCEOLARIA PURITY (the Wat white Sodding variety) at

Is. 6d. each, or with tliu above set, 21. 7a.

FUCHSIAS,
Lmly of the Lako fStory) 10*. <U.

Water Nymph (Story) ... 10 G

Raffaelle (story) 10 6
Mrs; Story (Story) 10 6
Snowdrop (Story) 10 6

or without Knuuiiculuv

-Jnocn Victoria (Story) lO.v. (W,

I'rince Albert (Hunks) ... 10 G

Perruglno (Story) 10 «
Ktuprcse Eugenlo (Story) 10 G

Itanuncuheilora (Story),.. 21

Or tho sot ot ten varieties, -1/. is.

lore, 31. 3s.

FUCHSIA PANICS' FAVOURITE (Banks), 10... C>d.

For full particulars of tho above see back numbers of this

*aper,

NEW SEED CATALOGUE,
With full description of all tho New Annuals, forwarded post

reo on application ; each article lt> priced, tho height and colour

jlven, with various Information to guide the cultivator. A list

if tho choicest sorts 1b also selected and brought together in a
teparato List.

THE NEW SPUING CATALOGUE
Will shortly be published and forwarded post free on appli-

Jition. Parties wishing for the same will have their names
looked for it, to be sent as soon as ready.

A COLOURED PLATE,
Composed of a group of Nine new Flowers belonging to the

Stove, Greenhouse, and Garden. It will be sufficient to say
hat it was taken by Mr. Andrews, tho floricultural artist, to

nsure their accuracy, and which are now in course of preparation
inder his superintendence; any one wishing for the same will
mvo their names booked for it, to be sent them when finished,

>y forwarding 12 postage stamps; and if ordered in time will

>e stitched-in and sent with their new Spring Catalogue.
Phis notice also applies to any nurseryman that may wish to

mve the Plato.
Messrs. E, G. Henderson & Son having purchased of

lie late W. Story, Esq., of Newton, in the countv of Devon,
"or ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling Fuchsias
vith white Corollas, a now feature in this tribe introduced

jy him, and in consequence of an advertisement appeari-

ng !n the Gardeners1 Chronicle trom Messrs. Lucombe, Pince, &
Jo,, of Exeter, offering two new Fuchsias similar in character

o those purchased of the late Mr. Story, it was thought neces-

)ary, after a written communication with that gentleman, for

mo of the firm to make further inquiries about them, and in con-

sequence Mr. Andrew Henderson went to Exeter and Newton,
where he was informed by a jobbing gardener at Newton that

he had received in the month of November last Seven Pounds
for them after fas the said jobbing gardener stated) he had
beeu offered £20 tor thein by a nurseryman in London, but whose
oame or address he did not know.
Messrs. E. G. H. & Son give the above explanation in conse-

iueu.ee of numbers of their customers having ordered plants at

higher prices than are now quoted. This reduction is made in

consequence of information which they have received that leaves
ao doubt on their mluds but that those to be sent out by Messrs.
Lucombe, Pince, & Co. are similar in character to those purchased
>f Mr. Story.

TO NURSERYMEN. SEEDSMEN, ETC.
E. G. Henderson & Son having had (through

their customers), a Seed Catalogue brought under their

notice, and which seems to have been distributed throughout
the whole of their connection, published by Messrs. Rollisson
& Son, Nurserymen, Tooting, near London; and ou referring to

the same they find that all the Hardy Annuals from Nos. 1 to 30S,
the Half-hardy Annuals from Nos. 309 to 479. Havdy Biennials and
Perennials from Nos. 4S0 to 660, and the Greenhouse Plants aud
Tender Annuals from Nos. 661 to 741 (appear to) have all been
copied from their lists, with the full descriptions of colour, height,
treatment, and other information, even the numbers attached to

each article correspond with the strictest accuracy. The only
alteration is that no prices are attached, whereas, in the original
catalogue every article is priced.
Messrs. E. G. H. & Son beg to say. that as they are at some

considerable expense and trouble in preparing and issuing their
Catalogues throughout the year, they now give notice t hat iu future
they shall consider it very disreputable in any parties copying
them iu the style above alluded to, unless the source from which
they derive their information is published at the time, or other-
wise communicating with them previously to copying the same.
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood. London.—

A

pril 14._
Fuller's Earth Works, Chart Lodge, Rf.igate. Surrey.

NOTIC E.—S ILVER SAND.O AWKROGER and HYNAM beg to inform the
^-* Nobility and Gentlemen, Gardeners, Nurserymen, Florists,
and Seedsmen, that they are prepared to supply them with the
KEIGATE SILVER SAND, which is known by its superior
whiteness and fine quality, and is much used in the Propagation
and Growth of Greenhouse Plants, &c. It will bo sent in fine
bags, and delivered to anv of the Railway Carriers,, or Wharfs in
London, in not less than A ton lots of 10 bushels, at the rate of
27. per ton. Parties requiring lots of 4 tons and upwards can
have the Sand delivered loose or in bags at the Bricklayers' Arms
Station, or within five miles of the same, at a very low price.

—

For farther particulars, apply at the Offices of James Gawkhogrb.
21, Union Street, Halifax, Yorkshire; and Jons Hynaji, 7,
Prince's Square, Wilson Street, Finsbury, London.

MEADOW AND PASTURE GRASS SEEDS.

GlEORGE GIBBS and Co., 20, Down Street,
' Piccadilly/ !";« to announce that tbeli Mixture* of drain

Seeds arc now ready for delivery at the following pi It a

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Cm - for light,

heavy, and other folll (allowing 'I bushel* and 12 '•'

aero)
'

v>»
1

1

Mixtures for Park or PIeld Lawn*(allowing 'i bn hi 1
1 and I2lb#,

to tho aero) |

Mixtures for Improving and renovating old Graes Land; t per lb

Mixtures (finest Mortal for forming Lawna )#. 8tf, per n<.

These Seeds are alt new, and nave nil been properly cleaned
and their growing properties Atfly tested. Direction! lor sowing
accompany the seed!

G.G.and Co.'s New Priced AOIUCULTURALCATALOai I

hi now ready, and win be forwarded free on application.

GEOHQE GIDDB A <:<>., BKRDSmw,
Z6, Down Btrr«t, PlccpflMy, London.

r ro TIIK TRADK— '/'/»• Subscribert can tupply tlu

I following AGRICULTURAL SEE0S to a,

Trade. Prices on application.

White Belgian Carrofc

bellow OlODO Miiujcold W unset.

Long Red „ m
BkIrving'! Swede Turnip.

Rendle' /

True Devon Evenrreen GrasH,

Apply to WILLIAM B. RENDLB & CO, Seed SU-vUiuU,
Plymouth.

T H E

BOSSCM'S CHAMPIOfJ OF ENCLANO CELERY.
PPUE flnc I Celery vet inir<. jfuliy whit*,
* very crisp and *»m, and wlihttUndi % ;

',r fr'rtt than any otiier known v*n>ty ft h»i in-u t:

In the groui 'J- b* (tituiru 4 - • 'j
j

MeiMSaman, w, Harlret P1a4

;
|

'•-. to t|,i- imdi- on »pp|

NEW FUCH'HAI.
STHWART A-*h NEIL ON are i

t-r their Twelve MEW mm:
t, which wilt h<- reedy to

-I the following prleee, i
i

I reive.

Mr, Ewart Oark
Mr 1 >

I |
|

Mr, O, L
'

Mr, Llttled '
\)r. t'«rr, do.

'|> »> a E K U T K A D E.~
rtJRNIP BBEDB, Ac,

Orange Glebe Wvrzol
\'.n,r< nil, >>l i '.i 1 i

palrheard'H Nonpareil Peas
CoIo'h CryHtal White Celery.

HklrvlnK't or Liverpool Swedo
Lalng'fl

White Globe Turnip
(j reen
Red Tankard
w. ,i. I'.ri'H ran with confldence oflbr the above (not large

titles), having been grown from tho bent aelucted stocks p
- - Prices Bonl on application.

.-.
. I KHtnbllHhnii'nt, llijjh Street. Maid (tone. April It

SEED POTATOtS.
ALSTONE KIDNEY.— This is perfectly distinct

from airy other Potato. It is an astonishing cropper,

and the tidjers arc of a large size. It keeps tvell, and is

good flavoured, and is altogether an excellent and profit-

able variHy. 2s. b'(/. per peel', or 9s. per bushel.

PRINCE OF WALKS.—This is an early round
white Potato, which, for a general crop, can be highly

recommended. It is a sort that gives the most complete

satisfaction to every one who soius it. 2s. Qd. per peck, or

9s. per bushel.

J. C. Wusglkb & Sow, Gloucester, Socdflmen to the Gloucester-

shire Agricultural Society.

ESTAULISIIKU IN THE EARLY PART OK THE 18tII CESTUnT.

I ... 7#,C
l 'i 'i Ml C

MImA.J
10 '. Mm, Maxv.

7 1 Mi«. Boocu, light ...

from «ii nnkn
No lllfit, r»-»r I.I-. erpOOt. April 14.

CORNISH EARLY WHITE BKOCCOlT,
U. per]

00 ! EROB ''i t HE « i IBEB
U. per

The above can be had, vernal : rv&rdlogpoet
go ntAnipn for ibo ami

JAMU LAX*, H«-*"l<!rn*n, 6* . I't •

SUPPRB HOLLYHOCKS, S.EEOS, ETC.
WILLIAM CHATER bep to offer r*ck^u of

c/.nhMfng of 20 rarletleej from bis »* ^ Ht >,* Elolrj
*

at 6m.; 12 rarleUee, 2», 6A; »nd from good doafafc

Bnpmior Quilled German and ' -'m, in vi v

mixed i pei packet; leparat CJtnllled Afrfci

golds^Oil p'-r packeL—-Saffron Waldi

BANKS' SEEDLINC FUCHSIAS.
fKon Fi'i.t. Dsecarpnrni sex 1

OX Aii'i.i'.A i

WJ. EPPS haa much pteasxixw in stAttn? that lh«*

• above Fuchsia* have been [ I

have been raised by that celebrated grower K. Basks, Esq,, l>*al.

Early order* are solicited, . 21, 2j. The urnal
dlacoont to the trade.—Bower Nfir-

SELECT CARNATIONS, PlCOTcES, ETC.
/ tHARLES SCHOFXELD (\mc .Jon-* Scbofield &
kJ Bow] respectfully b*Kn to ',ff«rr for sale the bUowinsj Id ttixmg

hrnlthy plants, t!*#—12 palrn of CarnaUoni
IU ditto Plcotee , for i , or 20j; 12 d at Pinks

&*.,ot12*.; 12 Plants ol Penries, for 4/.. K'i.,or 15*.: 14 ditto of

Dahllae [In Mi i or20#.; 12 ditto of Bestrkl Oere-
nluma, for C». or* 12*.; VI ditto ofVerbenas, for i*. r 12*.

Also the following H<;<;d*, leleets 1 from 1

flowers, Pannien, Calceolaria-, and Hollyhocks, each per pack'rt,

'2t. Cyi. or U-6rf. A Descriptive Catalogue of the above plania

sent free on application incl I :np.

Knowethorpi "fonubiiv.

PRICES OF TURNIP SEEDS BY THE bUSHEL.
CAERIAGE FKEE.

SUTTON & SONS, SEED-GROWERS, READING,
DESIROUS of affording every advantage to purchasers of Seeds in considerable quantities, make the

following offer of choice kinds, at the prices annexed :

—

Per bushel—

£

1 15WHITE GLOBE TUKNIP
GREEN GLOBE Do.
SUTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE ditto.—
The heitTiest and most certain cropper; sow in June,
July, and August

WHITE TANKARD TURNIP
SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS' TURNIP—The

quickest Turnip known; sow in April, May, & August
POMERANIAN TURNIP. Tery larRe white
WHITE STONE, or STUBBLE TURNIP
NORFOLK WHITE ROUND ditto

GREEN BARREL ditto

ORANGE JELLY TURNIP; should be sown in July

2 2
2 2
1 15
1 15
2 2
2 10

P*r bu.hel—£ .. d,
SUTTON'S PURPLE TOP YELLOW HYBRID
TURNIP, the best substitute for Swedes; sow in July 3 3

SUTTON'S GREEN TOP HYBRID TURN II'.—

Similar toSntton's Purple Top:tn.ybesownin Aosm*t 3 3

SKIRVING'S PURPLE TOP YELLOW HILLOCK 2 1

YELLOW SCOTCH TURNIP <C,r«n Tp, 2 5
SUTTON'S HARDY PURPLE TOP SWEDE ... i

ASHCROFT SWEDE <
SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE 3 15
HARDY WHITE SWEDE 2 10
YELLOW TANKARD SWEDE.—A superior new

sort for earlv or late sowing 3
HARDY GREEN TOP YELLOW SWEDE 3

SUTTON'S LARGE YELLOW GLOBE MANGOLD WURZEL.
This is a superior stock of Mangold Wurzcl raised from selected, large, finely-formed bulbs; it is more solid than other kir.cp.

and perfectly hardy, not requiring to be stored or clamped in the winter. W. D Briginshavc,Ef:-. ~ 7

grew some of this kind from our Seed last season, has written to the Editor of the Ageiccltcra.l Gazette, on 23d March last, stall

the Mangold he raisedfrom Messrs. Sutton s seed, and which has been standing in an openfield, \- 'flasC

Mag, is as sound and as good as it was in the autumn. We have also receiTed an order from a gentleman in the *ame neigbboorbooi
who states that his Mangold, grown in a field near Mr. Briginsbaw's, but not from our seed, is nearly all rotten.

Price of Seed, I*, per lb-, or 5/. per cwt.

The common sorts of Mangold Wurzel may be had much cheaper.

GOODS DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PREPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG. GRUB, and "WIREYVORM, in addition to wbich the CROPS are brcngbt
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given,

from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTRACTS:-
" One ot the fields of this farm, the property of Mes.Staxburt,

was planted with Regents Potatoes iu April last, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly
worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of
preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth
the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my "Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Bastes.
" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, Augusts. 1S54."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
" Sir,— I have received jour note of the 16tb. The Potatoes

that canie here from England, prepared by Mr. Jackson,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the

directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
we have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of
large equal size and very prolific. There were long blade
pared Kidneys planted in the same pitch, and a great deal ct

them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased- T
hope Mr. Jackson's process may be widely known, as it is a
great boon.—I am, &c, Joax SHAXE5.

" Forester, Kildmmmy Castle,
" Kildrammy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 1", ISM."

" I am very much pleased with the result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted then
without any manure, in ground where for several years I hav
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop perf^:

from disease, and in a very fixe condition; while those of th

same sort, unprepared, which were planted a: th ^~i tine, an
next to them, are diseased and eaten by worms,
" The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably

cood that I was induced to weig ' —7 ~^-
astonishment, that they were as 5 U ; ; the others, or about
'25 per cent, in favour of your preparation,

- T. Ar=rz>~. Nr^rservman and Seedsman*
"Blackhe&th. Kent, 24th August, IrJi.

Sold bv Messrs. Chakltvoop & Cmnnss, Seedsmen. Covent Garden: and Johx Keenax. Seeisrtan. A. Great Russell S:?t :

Covent Garden: all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's. IS. Cannon Street, London Bridge, in Packets of One, Tt ft

Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.
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NEW AND RARE CONIFER/E.

PETER LAYVSON and SON, the Queen's Seeds-

men Edinburgh and London, have still on hand a small

quantity of the Seeds of the following BAKE CONI!

Pinus Lambertiana, 50 £ s. d.

Seeds 15
P.tuberculata.entirecones2 2
P.monticola, 50Seeds ... 2 2

P. Jcflreyi do. ... 2 2

P. Beard'sleyl do. ... 2 2

Libocedmsdecurrens, do. 15
Full descriptions will be found in the last page of the Gardener^

Chronic!*, for Feb. 3.-Orders may be addressed to Peteu Lar-
son & SoW, in Edinburgh; or to their London House, li, Great

George Street, Westminster.

Taxus Lindleyana (quite

new) 50 Seeds ... 2

Club-headedWbeat (cul-

tivated bv the old Cali-

forntons) 200 grains 1

Wheat (a variety of

Triticum durum) do.

2

15

TO THE SEED TRADE.
ESCHSCHOLTZIA TEXPIFOLIA. LePTOSIPHOS AUEECM, AND \\ H1T-

I. WIA GUAND1FLOKA.

MESSRS VEITCH and SON have still to spare

a small quantity of SEED of the above beautiful new

Californian Annuals, which are fully described in the Gardeners

of the 1th of November last. Prices will be forwarded

to the Trade on application.

Nurseries. Exeter and Chelsea, April 11. ___
RHODODENDRON CAMPANULATUM (TRUE).

TTHLLlAil JACKSON and CO., Bedale, Yorkshire,

VV having a largo stock of this most distinct and beautiful

species, will supply fine bushy plants, perfect Shrubs on their

own roots, 9 inches high, 40s. per 100. or Is. Gd. each; 12 to 15

inqhes high, 60s. per 100, or 2s. Cd. each, during the present

planting season; afterwards no more will be offered at the

prices. Not a leaf is injured by the late severe winter.

FRING FLOWERS.—CINERARIAS, good flower-

ing Seedling Plants, 4s. to 6s. per doz. ; fine named varieties,

6s. to 9s.

HYACINTHS in pots, various colours, just showing bloom,

4s. per doz. ; also a few very fine named flowers, many of which

are catalogued at Is. to Is. Gd. each, in the same state as the

above, 9s. per doz.

FINE HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, from Majob's

seed, in large and small 60 pots, 4s. to Ge. per doz.

Wood and Ingram, Nurseries. Huntingdon.

E.
GLAZING WITH OR WITHOUT PUTTY.
DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road,
Chelsea.—Printed Price Lists supplied on application.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY.—
The Managers beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

Farmers, Gardeners, &c, that their new List of Prices may be

bad free on application at the Company's Depot, 296, Oxford
Street, London.
PLATE, CROWN, and SHEET WINDOW GLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE for Roofing Con-

servatories, Halls, and Public Buildings.

Coloured and Ornamental Glass.

CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, and
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-

head's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for Dairies, Green-

houses, Stables, &c; Glass Milk Pans, Pails, Tests, and Measures;
Cream Pots and Syphons; Churns, Butter Tests and Slabs; Tiles

and Slates; Bee Hives, &c.
Aquariums, Fern Shades, Propagating Glasses, Fruit Pro-

tectors, Preserve Jars, Cucumber Tubes, Hand Lights, Flower
Vases, Labels, &c, and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,

Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass.

HERBERT TIREBUCK, Nurseryman and Seeds-

man, Luton, Beds, begs to inform Gardeners and Nursery-

men that be has several thousand strong healthy plants of double

WHITE ROCKETS to dispose of at 2s. Gd. per dozen, or 16s.

per hundred.

H. T. also begs to inform the public that be has an unequalled

collection of CARNATIONS aucfPICOTEES at 3s. Gd. per pair,

true to name; warranted strong, well-rooted plants. Liberal

allowance to the trade.—

B

reach. N ursery, Luton, Beds.

EOBERT M. STARK begs to intimate that Iris

spring Catalogue of FLORISTS' FLOWERS. BEDDING,
and select HERBACEOUS PLANTS (comprising every novelty

of merit) is now ready, and may be had on application. Choice

assortments of GARDEN, FARM, and FLOWER SEEDS, to

which lie has added several new and deserving varieties. Every
other article connected with tlie Nursery aod Seed Trade.

Edgehill Nursery ; and 145, Princes Street, Edinburgh.—April 14.

CHOICE GERANIUMS.
WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-

named collection for 30s., fine healthy plants, package
included, viz. :—Alonzo, Ariadne, Belle:of the Village, Butterfly,

Colonel of the Buffs. Conspicuum, Christine, Constance, Cuyp,
Chloe, Diana, Elise, Enchantress, Eurydice, Ganymede, Gene-
ralissimo, Gulielma, Lavinia, Lord Mayor, Little Nell, Magni-
ficent, Magnet, Major Domo, May Queen, Mochauna, Nonsuch,
Nectar Cup, Narcissus, Ocellatum, Optimum, Old Story, Prince
of Orange, Prince Arthur, Pearl, Pulcbra, Rosa, Rubens,
Roweana, Rosamond, Rachael, Silk Mercer, Virgin Queen,

A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-
known corresnor:,iPTi;s.— Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

"cheap new fuchsias" and verbenas.
JOHN HOADE, Addlestone, Dear Chertsey, offers

the following:—Autocrat, Clio, Charles Palmer, Clapton

Hero, Duchess of Lancaster, Duke of Wellington* England's

Glory, King Charming, Macbeth, Nil Desperandum, Othello,

Omega, Perfection (Standish's), Queen of Hanover, Vanguard.
Post free 8s. the dozen ; single plants, Is.

VERBENAS.—Avalanche, Fair Rosamond, Iver Rival, Incom-
parable, King of Scarlets, Hon. Mrs. Gerard Leigh, Prince of
Wales, Prince of Orange, Queen of Purples, Rouge et Noir,
Sarah, Standard. Post free at os. per dozen; older sorts, 2s. Gd.

per dozen.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED TURNIP SEEDS.
TXT" SKIRTING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to
* * • acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed the

price of his TURNIP SEEDS for the season, as follows:—

SKIRTING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP, at Is. 9(7. per lb.

IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP YELLOW BUL-
LOCK TURN1P7 at Is. 3d. per lb.

All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural seeds in general, of
the most select description, at moderate prices. A remittance, or
reference from unknown correspondents, is respectfully requested
to accompany orders. W. S. has no agent in town or country.

Liverpool, April 1855. ^^
BEDDINC AND OTHER PLANTS.

Fakd A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-
•* mentioned is now ready, and may be had, post free, on

application :—Antirrhinums, "Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-
niums, Calceolarias. Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, Chry-
santhemums; Mimuluft, Salvias, Lobelias, &c. Climbers in variety,

also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse Plants. They have
now in bloom Cytisus racemosus, Cinerarias in variety. Primula
sinensis, Acacia armata, Deutzia gracilis, Erica Willmorea, &c.
The Trade supplied.—Dulwich, Surrey. April 14.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
GEORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-

LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, &c, as exhibited by
him in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, may be had
by inclosing two postage stamps.

G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock of Weeping-
Hollies, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—America^
Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines
Sftation* South-Western Railway, where conveyances may be
obtained.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in. ...

6* , «
7* , 64
8* , «4
M* , nm , S4

12
, 9

10 , 10
11 , 10
11

, 11
12

, 11
13 , 11
13 , 12
13i , 131
15i , 134

7 „ 5
8 „ fi

9 » 7
10 „ S
11 ,,

9
13 „ »
10* „ 10)

11* ,i 10*
Hi n 11*

124 .,
11*

13A „ 11*

13* „ 124
1*4 » 134

12s 0*
12 6
13
13 6
13 6
14

14
14
14
14
11

14
16
16
16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21± by 13*, 16± by U$, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 ieet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2£ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£ „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colon? s,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

] AMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bishopsgate Street
*J Without, have the pleasure to baud their present prices of
the following articles:

—

GLASS MILK PANS.
12 inch, diameter Is. 3d. each.

CLASS CREAM POTS.
6 inch, diameter Is. Od. each.

GERMAN-SHAPE MILK PAN.
Extra Strong—17 inches in diameter, and 4 inches in depth,

recommended by the Agricultural Society. 21s. per doz.

PROPAGATING CLASSES.
2 inches diameter, 0s. 34iZ.ea.

3 „ „ 4£ „

XhJ HEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
* * LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of
the very best quality aud true to name ; and as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.
We are m daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed

orders from those we had the honour of serving last year ; and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully
solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given

4 O 6* „
5 „ . 6* „
6 „ O K „
7 „ 10 „

S 1 „
y 1 2 »
10 1 4 ..

n . 1 6 „
12

1> - 1 9 v
13

Jf 2 .,

14 2 6 „
15 3 „
16 A 6 „
17 4 „
18 „ 5 „
1» fi

ii

20 7 „

CLAS FERN SHADES
AND STANDS.

s.d. s.d.
Bin ,dia 2 Owith Rds . 3 Oe
V n 2 4 3 6
8 „ 2 9 4
9 3 3 5 ,

10 „ 4 6 ,

11 „ 5 7 ,

12 „ 6 8 ,

13. 7 6 10 ,

14
15
16

10
14
15 6 .

12 6 ,

17 ,

22 ,

BEE CLASSES
inch, diameter Os. Gd. each.

ii „ S „
>i ii

10 „.,11 ,i

ii 1 4 ,,

i, ,, 1 8 „
2 „

CUCUMBER CLASSES.

24 inches long
22
20
18
16
14
12

Made to any length.

PRESERVE JARS.
d. s.

4 with lids3in.dia.
4 „

8
10

1

1 4
1 8
2

a.

6ea.
9 „

11 „
2 „
4 „
8 „

2 8

LACTOMETERS.
For testing the quality of
Milk. 4s. Gd. each.

CARDEN-LICHTS, CONSERVATORIES, AND
HOT-HOUSES

Erected on the shortest notice, and most reasonable terms.
Loudon Agents for the sale of " Hartley's Patent Rough

Plate Glass," 116 Bishopsgate Street Without.

A RECEIPT FOR THE MILLION.
•"TO SET CAMELLIAS, with or without artificial
-*- heat, by a most simple means. Price Is. Gd. by stamps.

—

Direct, post paid, to R. Keele, Practical Gardener, 46, Wellington
Street, Woolwich.

HOW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES
BY HUNDREDS.—A Method will be forwarded with

instructions for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy the above
vermin quickly and without trouble. 1000 acres may be cleared
for a few shillings.

Gilbert Dyson, Hoo, Rochester.

(CRYSTAL GLASS SHADES for Alabaster and
V-^ other Ornaments, and Preservation of Articles affected by
Exposure, from 4d. each ; whiter and 15 per cent, cheaper than
any other house in England.

Bohemian Glass Warehouse, 18 & 19, Crown Street, Soho,
19 doors from the S.E. corner of Oxford Street.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER BASKETS
made to the original, and a variety of new and elegant

Designs for Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing-room, &c, from
3s. Gd. upwards, by W. RICHARDS, Wire-worker, <&c, 370,
Oxford Street, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre. Conserva-
tories fitted up, Aviaries, Bird-cages, Flower Stands, and every
description of Wire work. Game and Garden Fencing of the best
description.

N.B. Holland, Venetian, Wire, and all kinds of Sun shades, and
Window Blinds of best quality.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both
in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hilli

London.

TO COUNTRY GENTLEMEN VISITING LONDON AND
OTHERS.

A large and beautiful assortment of FOUNTAINS,
Classical and Modern Figures, a variety of choice designs

in Vases, with numerous other Ornaments for gardens, terraces,

and pleasure grounds, are being offered at unexampled low prices,

at 74, Borough Road, Southwark, near Blackman Street,

Borough, London.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

THOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gakdenee,
Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, Loudon, begs respectfully to inform the nobility,

gentry, and his patrons generally, that he has entered into
arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the sole

disposal in London of their highly ornamental and very durable
Vases, Fountains, &c, samples of which may be seen at his
grounds in the Garden Road, as above.

T. S. has much pleasure in being the first to introduce to the
notice of the public a highly ornamental Vase, capable of resist-

ing the most severe weather, and at little more than half the cost

of any other possessing the same qualities ; and he has no hesita-

tion in stating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plants
caunot be manufactured.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.^

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs,

Averuncaters
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills [terns

Borders, various pat-

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu
migator [sirumenu

Cases of Pruning In-

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons and
Sbears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs and
Seats

„ Loops
„ Rollers

„ Scrapers

Gidney's
Hoe

Grape Gatherers and
Gravel Rakes and

Sieves
Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers

Prussian) Pickaxes
[Scissors Potato Forks

Pruning Bills

„ Knives, various
,'
f Saws
„ Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in great variety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various

Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets

Hoes of every pattern1 Sickles
Hotbed Handles

| Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools i Spades and Shovels
Labels, various pat-! Spuds

terns, in Zinc, Por-I Switch Hooks
celain, &c.

Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall in ails

Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-
trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail Agents
for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used exclusively
by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, & CO. (Opening to the Monument), London

Bridge.

F INGHAM BROTHERS, No. 170, Hampton Street,
J—' Birmingham, sole Manufacturers of the improved WOOD
and ZINC MONOGRAPH, or LABELS for Garden Borders,
Flower-pots, &c, in boxes of 100 each. The Zinc Labels are
highly approved of for their laBting durability, can be written
upon with the greatest ease, and when dry a permanent inscrip-
tion is secured. Directions are sent with each box, includin~ -

_ bottle of metallic ink.—Sole Agents in London, Messrs. Deane,
us a trial.—J. C.Wheeler & Sox, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the I

Daat & Co., Horticultural Implement Warehouse, 48, King
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society. | William Street, London Bridge.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING, GARDEN ARCHITECTURE,
AND GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF DOMAINS,

WOODS, PLANTATIONS, ETC.

pHARLES M'INTOSH, F.R.P.S., A.L.S., &c.sV> Author of the " Book of the Garden/' and other works on
Horticulture, &c, late Curator of the Gardens of bis Majesty the
King of the Belgians at Claremont and Brussels, and latterly of
those of his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch at Dalkeith Palace,
begs to inform the nobility, and the proprietors of estates gene-
rally, that, in consequence of the numerous applications he has
been honoured with for Plans and superintendence of all kinds
of Garden Erections, Laying-out Grounds, the Management of
Woods and Plantations, and other matters connected with Rural
Economy, he has made arrangements which will enable him to
dedicate his whole time and attention to these objects.

The practical experience of upwards of 40 years, both in Great
Britain aud on the Continent, and in a field of operation he
believes more extensive and varied than has fallen to the lot of
most individuals in his profession, will, he hopes, be sufficient
guarantee to those who may honour him with their commands
that they will be executed efficiently.

C. M. would particularly direct the attention of the public to
bis new and important improvements in Hothouse and Conserva-
tory Building, which he flatters himself will in all cases secure
economy, elegance, and fitness for the purpose, and of which
examples can be referred to.

Address, Lugton, Dalkeith, N.B. After 1st of May, address
Newcome Villa, Murry field, Edinburgh.
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1 -Extra HtrtmK, 4b. per gallon, nufflclont to mako tour (Jan

and BflrwlB extra); in Botae«,4».8& and 2*.<W, each. Dlroci

for application forwarded, JO Gallons and upward b Canlnfffl

Prefl to Loridon. BhouM bo In the handa of all Planl «nd I mlt

Growers. Hon G&rdmwt? Chronicle! Marcli .'J, 18fifl. Ucan now

bo obtained of

iWnMHrw. l'\& A.I)icItHon& Sons,

100. GaHtcate Street, Chester,

una l-i, Corporation Htroot,

MamJhdBtdr
|{;iriH«i Brown, Sudbury
Button &SonH, lloiuliiiB

W. & G. DavlBOn, St. Potor'H

stri'dt, Hereford
Uondflrsdn tk Co., Pine-apple

Placet London
Rendle & Co., Plymouth
MufltorH & Bdn, Canterbury
Thomas Ditvit-H & Co., Wavor-

treo, Liverpool

Mr. Freeman. Wobiirn
„ J. 1'crkinM, Northampton
„ Tllny, Bath
„ 15. Paul, Dauby
„ W. Bayratt, St. John'n,

Wakefield.
„ PiiHiuirvillo, Bristol

Mr< lturham, MuhUhhm
MonmiuC handler & Hon,Wands-
worth Road, London

Mr. Jamefl Veitch, Exotlo Nur-
Hury, Oboists

Messrs. Wheolor & Son,
GloucoNter

MnnHrH. l>ownlo & Laird, South

Mr. W. F. Hmtth, RlveMhoad
Nursery, Sovenoake

Mohhi'h. In niter, lloliw h, & Co..

HandfWorthlSTurHory.i hoffleld

Mr. Thou. CrlillHinI, Will'-.l'iM,

near 'I aimton
Mr, iv Taylor, Malton, yorksh.

Mr. B. Smoo. Halstcad, i bi

Mr. Henry llorno, Henley on

Thames
Mr. Thomas Plorpolnr, War-

rington, Lancashire
Mr. \V. (i armway, Wclwyn,

Herts
Mr, Goorpo Whooler,
man, Warminster

Mftssrs. Wood <t Ingram, Nur-
HorlfiH, Huntingdon

Mr. it, M, Mills, Markot Place,

Bourn
Mr. Husbands, Talbot Btrunt,

Nottingham
Mr, CaparOi Seedsman, Nowarlt

Mr. John Cattail, Socdi in,

WcHtorham [mlnater

Mr. Morgan, Nursory, ICldder-

Messrs. ivory & Bon, Nursery*
iiiiin. Dorking and Rol [ate

MessrB, Ujake&Smlth, Brldge-

Fredorlek Street, Edinburgh
uminftim invcntoi-H and Manufacturers

—

II. PAGE & Co.. Sued Merchants, oxford Street, and
Above Bar, Southampton.

N.IL- Other names will shortly appear, as the agents aro

appointed,

GERANIUM -"ENGLAND'S GLORY."
BAINBIUDGH andIIEWISON have purchased this

beautiful bedding Geranium. The colour of the flower in

pale flesh, or maiden's hlutjh; the leaf of the horso shoe kind, and
very gloHsy; the individual flowers are smooth, of great sub-

stance, and of uxc|uisltu form. It is an abundant bloomer, an

exeeedinfflargettnssef, and throwing Ha flowers well above the

foliage. Jt resembles mnch the Hydrangea, and is considered

the best Geranium out for bedding or conservatory.

Plants in June, 1855, 5s. each. The usual allowance to the

trade when three Plants are taken.—York Nurseries, Apri l 1-1.

/ 1 RASS SEEDS"for PERMANENT PASTURE,
V_J 24a. to 80a. per acre.

IMPORTED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, Gs. per bushel.

PACEY'S PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, 'is. Gd. to 5s. Gd. per
bushel.

LAWN GRASS SEED, Is. per lb.

TRUE PERENNIAL RED CLOVER, or COW GRASS, lOtf.

per ll>.—Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester Seedsmen
to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

Established in the early part of the ISth century.

Cite (Satftmrg' €ftxmizU.
SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1855.—'—-

The mode of securing wall fruit against spring

frosts is now engaging the attention of gaideners, as

well it may, for, if the end of this present April

should be at all like that of the last five or six, our

gardens will again be deprived of their most valuable

produce.

Wall trees, then, must be protected, and imme-
diately ; but in what way ?—or rather, in which of

the dozens that have been suggested ? Should it be

with canvas ? or with netting ? or with glass fronts ?

or with hay-bands ? or coping boards ? or Fir twigs ?

The best reply is that all will answer more or less

if properly applied, and none will be efficient if care

instead of judgment is all that the gardener can

trust to.

What is the true object of this shelter? To keep

the wind off ? No. To keep the rain off ? No.

To keep trees warm 1 Certainly not. To keep

the air away 1 No, no. It is simply and purely

to guard against nocturnal radiation, or to stop

driving sleet. Beyond this no purpose is served.

Let us look at this from a general point of view.

Let, a b represent the front of any
wall, and b c a border on one

side of it. When nocturnal

radiation takes place, that is to

say, loss of heat by the earth,

the heat passes away into space

in the direction of the doited

lines a a a, and in no other

direction. In bright nights this

takes place to a degree that is

fatal to the blossoms of fruit trees.

But the lines of radiation are in-

tercepted by any object inter-

posed between them and the sky,

such, for example, as is shown at

A d ; and then the heat which
flies off perpendicularly, being

stopped at b b b, is immediately
radiated back to a a a, so that what is lost by the
earth at one moment being sent back again the next
moment, the. effect of radiation from a to b is

nullified by the counter radiation from b to a.

Such is the theory of radiation upon which the
means of securing wall trees from night frosts

wholly turns.

It is evident that in this case a d represents a
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to be extended to dwelling

houses, fchould their owners not

find it their irj'.er-

surely will—to employ it with-

out compulsion. Under these

such a sloping screen can be made with other mate- circumstances metropolitan or town gardening as-

rials in a temporary manner. We content ourselves
,
sumes new importance.

with pointing out one. The Harrison screen admits It is not, however, to be supposed that coal smoke
light and air abundantly, and destroys radiation

; |
is the only obstacle to gardening in the mi-j

that is its fundamental principle. Whether the
j

acres of houses ; other enemies are in the way, as

effect is obtained with brown calico and woollen
i

fatal as smoke, but fortunately more easily guarded
netting and neatly trimmed framework, or with far

|
against. The first of these is the general dryness of

ruder materials and hedge-stakes, is of no gTeat con-
|
the atmosphere. Wherever large areas are deprived

sequence to the crop, however much such rough con- I of trees the air ceases to be charged with moisture,

trivances offend the eye. The following scheme, and vegetation languishes or perishes". Wherever
which has been repeatedly tried with advantageous

; trees abound, as in natural forests, the atmosphere
results, may be put up in any country place is incessantly supplied with vapour by the insensible

in a few hours. Let the accompanying diagTam
j

perspiration of their leaves, and luxnriant verdure

represent a b, a wall ; b c, the border ; and a d,
j

is the result. A great city is therefore like a
j

the screen as before, seen endwise. Let a d
|
desert, and equally incapable of supporting vegeta-

also represent a line of strings , tion in the absence of artificial supplies of water.

stretched from the top of a It is even worse, for the dry brickwork of houses is

wall to c. Suppose haybands perpetually and powerfully absorbing the little

or strawbands, the rougher the ! vapour which does exist applicable to the purposes

better, are tied horizontally to ! of vegetation. But in this country water is :.

a D at the places marked i

it is evident that, when looked

at from below, a d will have the

appearance of a close roof, and
in reality will be so for the pur-

wanting in cities, and refreshing showera can be
administered at the pleasure of the gard-r.rr. AB
that his home-made rain is deficient in is that car-

bonate of ammonia which natural rain colle

its passage through the atmosphere. But this

pose of intercepting radiation, a want which a very small amount of ingenuity can

In fact it does roughly and im-
, supply.

D perfectly what the Harrison Another, though less universal, difficulty in town
screen does neatly and securely. I gardening consists in the general sterility of tie

Its fault is, that the slope a d
j
soil in such places. 'Whatever its original quality

B C does not keep off driving sleet . may have beeD, and it was most commonly in-

sufficiently, different enough, it becomes in a few years ntti

In all these schemes there is one important
[

exhausted of all matters on which plants can feed,

condition which is little thought of,although it makes and no means are taken to restore or commcr

the whole difference between success and failure.
!
fertility by manure. If Grass is mown, the mow-

To retain warmth (or as wre say to keep off cold) ings are removed and nothing supplies the r-_

is not of itself enough to secure a crop of fruit, matter they have abstracted; if leaves fall they are

Precautions must also be taken to enable the flowers swept up and carried away ; if the borders are

to " set." Nothing is done if that is neglected.
(

decorated with annual or perennial plaE". :

We have seen most carefully and expensively gardener's first care is to cut off and remove

executed contrivances wholly resultless owine to decaying leaves in order to make the place

this simple matter not having been thought of. We may take our WTetched London squares j

Their ingenious inventors could not divest their gardens of a peculiar kind. In the course of

minds of the maxims of the "coddling school" of 40 years, during which we have known the-

culiivation, and killed their children with kindnes- raemberto have seen a single load of manure

In order that flowers may set, it is indispensable carted into even the best of them. The inhabnanis-

that they shall be exposed to all natural currents of trust to Providence, insl ir own ontla;-

air, short of storms, raid to the freest access of superintendence; contract with somebody, at

insects, both which agencies are undoubtedly lowest possible price, to "keep the square in or-fer."

natural contrivances to ensure the dispersion of that is to say to mow the Grass and sweep nz the

pollen. But when a plant is put under a dead leaves ; and there they stop. They would seem

close glass case, or bagged up in a tight canvas not to know that trees and Grass require to

frame,~or stifled bv anv similar scheme, no sir finds as well as th< It would be as rational it

free admission.no insects canvisit the flowers,and ti.r trust tc »f acurreycombalonefr k«
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a horse in health. Luckily it does so happen that their

great enemy soot renews a little the languid powers of

the soil; were it otherwise these trees would dis-

appear. That which is true of a square as it is,

would be equally true of a garden properly so

caKed ; and more so, for ordinary garden plants

usually demand a better soil than that in which

trees contrive to exist.

When, therefore, we shall have lost our sooty

atmosphere and begun again to garden, the first

requisites will be water in abundance and manure.

In their absence no skill can succeed ; with them at

command, no greater failure is possible than that

which arises from ignorant gardening, which is just

as bad in the country as in towns. Towns, indeed,

will have this advantage—that they provide a degree

of warmth and shelter which in the open country is

unattainable. The only real impediments will be

birds, cats, and other vermin. A man must, how-
ever, have very little skill who cannot keep off

such visitors by means that shall not render his

garden less enjoyable.

We presume that it is in anticipation of the

advent of this new condition of Londcn that the two
little works mentioned at foot have been prepared.*

We cannot, however, say much in favour of the

second, which does not seem to have been written

by a gardener, if we are to judge from the plants

recommended for cultivation, and from sundry little

symptoms which the practised eye has no difficulty

in detecting. Gardeners do not talk of "A'oderas

of suffocated greens," or " Tantalian lakes," or
" Stagyrian retreats," whatever those phrases may
mean, nor would he have recommended such plants

as Browallia«, Cleomes, Hebenstreitias, ChaBiios-

tomas, and Eutocas, as annuals for a town garden,

or unattractive species like Nicotiana longiflora,

Malva crispa, Catananche lutea, and Fedia dentata

to he cultivated anywhere.
Mr. Paul's book, on the contrary, is that of a

practical man, whose advice may be taken with
confidence ; and we anticipate that it will become,
as it deserves, a general authority in subuiban
cultivation. We must, however, be permitted

to doubt whether his selection of plants will

continue to have weight with those who shall

have purchased upon his advice such things as the
following for decoration of London gardens :

—

Erigeron philadelphicum, Lathyrus in variety,

Benthamia fragifera, Podocarpus coriacea, Sangui-

naria canadensis, to say nothing of others whose
names are unknown beyond the nurseries.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY No. LXVII.
296. Decoiokatio {Change of Colour). Variegation

not only differs in degree, according to the more or less

imperfect formation of chlorophyll, but different shades
may be combined in the same individual, as in a variety

of crown imperial, where there are yellow, white, and
.green bands, but it may be accompanied by hues which
are no proper shade of green or its component parts, as

reds. A well-known instance is that of the variety of

Kale called Ragged Jack, which is permanent when
raised from cuttings. How far it may have the same
effect upon the stock as other variegated grafts has, per-

haps, not been ascertained. Any such effect if really

produced would probably be confined to the white or
whitish cells, for coloured cells apparently exercise no
general effect upon those with which they are connected.
The stock and graft retain their own peculiarities of

colour unchanged. In the white Silesian and red
Beet grafted on each other by Dr. Maclean (see

{Hardeners' Clirontele, 1855, p. 20) there was not the
least blending of the colours in the contiguous cells,f
" Each produced its own colouring matter in its own
new cells as they formed superficially, the red cells

adhering to the white cells while in the nascent state,

but retaining each the peculiarity belonging to it,

without any interchange of contents through the sides

of the walls in contact."

297. It is not then with any primary or normal dis-

position of red tints combined with blue or otherwise
that we are concerned in this place. Tiiey do not
depend upon any diseased action as far as we know, nor
can they communicate like tints arising from true variega-

tion to tissues with which they may be in contact. The
decoloration of which we now wish to speak is that
which accompanies tissues when arrived at full maturity
and just about to lose their vitality, evidenced either

by parting from the parent plant, or by a tendency to

enter into further and more rapid decomposition. It

may be regarded possibly rather as a symptom than as

an especial disease ; but in whatever light it may be
regarded, it is the inevitable forerunner in mature
tissues of more or less speedy decay.£ The presence of

* The " Handbook of Villa GardeniDg," by "Win. Paul. Piper
and Co. 12mo, pp. 138.

" The Town Garden," by Shirley Hibberd. Groombridge.
24mo, pp. 172.

t This is the more remarkable because deep red Beet when eaten
£u large quantities imparts colour to the urine. The colouring
matter is probably not chemically combined with the fluid, or
at least not in a state of real solution but merely suspended in it,

and therefore will not pass through the membranous walls.
I All assumption of florid tints by parts normally green is not,

however, necessarily indicative of decay. Tbe bleached shoots
of Pelargoniums for instance, which have been produced iu a

chlorophyll is necessary in almost all self-sustained
plants

;
* but the green tint is rather a concomitant

of healthy effects produced by exposure to light and
air than anything to which we can attribute inherent
virtue. In Chlorosis we see that the defect of
colour is accompanied by an unhealthy condition,
rapidly tending to death, and when organs have arrived
at maturity, and have performed their functions, changes
take place in the chlorophyll concomitant, as before, with
derangements dependent upon old age. And this is the
more probable because it appears from the observations
of M, Macaire Princep, that the red and yellow colour of
flowers is the same as that which exists in leaves which
have assumed what are commonly called autumnal
tints. Such tints take place only in leaves exposed to
sunlight, under which they absorb oxygen instead of
giving it out. The change of colour, then, is dependent
on the formation of an acid which changes the chloro-
phyll first to yellow and then to red.f A red leaf mace-
rated in potash becomes green, but a green leaf treated
with an acid becomes yellow (see Thomson's " Organic
Chemistry," p. 426). It is, therefore, apparently more
a purely chemical than a vital phenomenon, and where
the assumption of florid hues may be supposed to be
essentially vital, as in the flowers of plants, such parts
are seldom of very long duration, but for the most part
pass rapidly into decomposition, except the moisture
which they contain is very small originally, or soon
dried up.

298. The green tint of chlorophyll not only passes
into other colours, hut sometimes becomes unnaturally
deep, a circumstance which is occasionally indicative of
evil. Under the full action of light and air, forcing
manures or certain gaseous matters have this effect ; and
the same phenomenon takes place in fairy rings under
the influence of tbe fungi by which they are produced.
The presence of mycelium in tissues, as for instance that
of bunt, causes sometimes a marked intensity of green,
by which the plants which are affected may be pointed
out long before the spike appears, and indeed iu the case
of seed purposely inoculated, occasionally from the
earliest infancy. Some other epiphytal fungi have a
similar effect. The general deep tint observed in some
years at the beginning of autumn in woods is caused by
the dark Fumagos which overrun the leaves.

[April 14,

ROBINIA PSEUD-ACACIA.
Tins elegant and fast-growing tree has been justly

celebrated for the strength and durability of its timber.
But some writers, in their enthusiastic encomiums on it,

have attributed to it qualities to which it can lay no
claim, more especially when grown in this country. Its

chief merit consists in the early formation of heart
wood, its strength and durability ; the other portions of

the tree possess no claim to notice more than any other
quick growing tree. Having been employed for very
many years by a gentleman who has planted a goodly
number of the Robinia, and who has in various ways
tested aud proved the lasting qualities of its wood, I

am, therefore, enabled to give the following remarks
from practical experience and observation.

The Robiuia delights in a rich light soil and sheltered
situation. In such a soil it is questionable whether
digging or trenching is of advantage. Its natural habit
when young is to grow freely and rapidly, making shoots,
when once established, from 6 to 10 feet in a season.
The object iu such a soil should be rather to check than
encourage an excessive growth ; for the great defect of
the Robinia in its young state is the splitting and
separation of its branches from the trunk, even by their
own weight, and much more than when exposed to a
brisk wind. In light sandy, gravelly, or chalky soils I

would advise the ground to be trenched 18 inches deep.
In stiff retentive clays I have seen repeated trials to

grow it without success ; the last trial was made in

1845, but in the wet autumn of 1852 and spring of 1853
they all perished. A strong stiff soil, on which is laid

a large quantity of sand, and then trenched, however,
appears to suit it well. The splitting and separation of
the branches require the constant attention of those who
plant the Robinia to produce lasting timber. I confess
I am unable to point out any mode of treatment by
which this natural defect may be entirely overcome

;

but shortening or pruning back the young wood during
summer and even the leading shoot when it shows a
tendency to split off, appears to me to be the best way
of lessening the evil. From the neglect of such a mode
of proceeding I have frequently seen trees of consider-
able size much injured ; and, therefore, if we would have
the wood of the Robinia in perfection, we must grow it

under a regular and systematic course of pruning.
It may be grown to produce timber iu dells,

or where it is surrounded by high trees, but not to
the exclusion of sunlight and air, for these, I hold
to be indispensable to the organism of the tree.

In woods where there are large vacant spaces, if the
soil is suitable (and any soil that is not retentive of
excess of'moisture will do), the Robinia may be planted

cellar, assume a red tint when exposed in a warm frame to light-

The tint may, however, he confined to the petioles of the leaves,
the lamina? acquiring rapidly a full green without any concomitant
red. A branch of Alder if cut across soon assumes a vivid red.
In this case possibly the change may be one rather of molecular
arrangement in the exposed sap than of chemical composition,
as in the analogous blue tint of many Boleti.

* Monotropa is stated by Duchartre, in his memoir on that
genus, to be no true parasite. It is certainly capable of cultiva-
tion, which is not the case with Orobanches, and such plants as
derive their nutriment from some organised matrix.

t It is obvious that change from green to yellow is not neces-
sarily dependent upon the same causes as the prevention of the
formation of a full green tint. The one may take place in the
presence of light, the other in its partial or total absence.

with advantage. When planted in the margins of
plantations, or in belts by the side of public roads, &c
its leaves contrast agreeably with the more formal
and darker foliage of many of its associates; its
clustering, drooping, white, Pear-blossoms are very

|

attractive, furnishing an agreeable perfume, and during
the brief periods of their beauty they afford an abundant
and rich harvest to the honey-bee. In favourable
seasons this tree ripens abundance of seed, and if it is
kept in the pod until the following spring/and sown in
light good soil, it will grow freely.

When of considerable size, the Robinias may be
transplanted with safety

; indeed, for ornamental pur-
poses moved trees are to be preferred, it makes them less
vigorous, and consequently they are better able to resist
the force of winds. When removed the branches should
be well cut back, and the long rope-like roots which
run near the surface carefully preserved to a consider-
able length, with a view to ensure its growth as well
as to assist in keeping it in an erect position.
What Robinias have come under my notice have

I
not attained a great age or size ; but the heart-wood

j

has attained full maturity in from 25 to 35 years ; when
put down, trees of the latter age have even shown signs
of decay at the pith ; after that age the growth is slow,
but they will resist the force of the storm unscathed.
When once established repeated thinnings will soon be
replaced by suckers, which are produced freely from
the roots. The rapid growth and the early period at
which it produces heart-wood, has induced the belief
that the young stems were well adapted for Hop-poles

;
but those who are practically acquainted with its mode
of growth will require no argument to convince them
that it is ill adapted for this purpose. If Hop-poles

|

can be obtained at all from it they must be from those
trees that have grown up with long and straight branches
or limbs, and that have made durable heart-wood.
These, indeed, will be lasting. Cattle will eat eagerly
of the young shoots and foliage of the Robinia, but
fortunately the green meadows and pastures, together
with the greatly improved husbandry of our country,
will, we hope, always preclude the necessity of depend-
ing on such a source for a supply of fodder for our
stock.

The Robinia has likewise been praised for its abun-
dant and quick supply of firewood; but when we take
into consideration the strong and repulsive thorns with
which it is armed in the early period of its growth, and
that the workman must be thoroughly defended by a
panoply of leather before he can attempt to make any
progress with the work, it is not likely that it will ever
become a favourite iu this country as an inhabitant of
the copse ; but if its qualities in this respect were even
such as have been described, there could be little induce-
ment now to plant it for this purpose. The formation
of railways has opened up an intercommunication
throughout the country, by which the produce of our
coal-fields, the wreck of the forests and morasses of
bygone ages of our globe, are conveyed for our use.
Upon a careful examination of those trees that have

come more particularly under my notice, I find that
there is not more than one in ten whose stems are with-
out blemish and decay ; these defects are principally
caused by winds breaking off the branches, producing
decay and admitting moisture ; or possibly the nature of
the soil and the variableness of our climate may tend to
accelerate the evil. These are the reasons, notwith-
standing the undoubted value and durability of its wood,
and the urgent recommendations of many of its advo-
cates, why it is not more generally planted in this
country.

I shall not enumerate the purposes to which its wood
has been applied in this and other countries, but will
merely confine my remarks to what I have seen it taken
for, which has been for strong posts to support theroofs of
open sheds, gate posts, posts for various sorts of fencing,

frames for covered tanks, window sills, handles for picks
and mattocks, espalier stakes, Dahlia stakes, Carnation
sticks, flower sticks, tallies, &c. &c. ; and likewise for
cabinet work. The heart-wood should be well seasoned
before it is sawn up for Dahlias and for flowers, other-
wise it is apt to twist and warp.

The measurements of thefollowingspecimens aregiven
with a view to show the growth of tbe tree and size of stem
in a given number of years, but no account is taken of the
limbs, many of which would make posts for low fences

;

the trees are selected from many planted at the same
time, the stems are apparently sound, having no outward
appearance of decay.— 1st. Planted in 1844, nine years'

growth ; height of tree, 28 ft.; circumference at ground,
1 ft. 8 in. ; at 6 ft. high, 1 ft. 4 in.

; protected by large

trees. 2d. Planted in 1822, 31 years' growth
; ground

trenched 2 ft. deep ; height, 45 ft. ; stem at ground,
4 ft. 9 in. ; at 10 ft., 3 ft. 8 in. ; at 15 ft., 3 ft. 6 in.

;

no protection. 3d. Planted in 1821, 32 years' growth
;

deep, rich, garden soil ; height, 50 ft. ; stem at ground,
5 ft. 1 in. ; at 10 ft., 3 ft. 3 in. ; at 20 ft., 2 ft. 8 in.

;

at 30 ft, 2 ft. ; rather sheltered. 4th. Planted in 1819,

34 years' growth, ground trenched 2 ft. deep, light soil,

chalky bottom; height, 45 ft.; stem at ground, 4 ft. 9 in.;

at 10 ft., 3 ft. 7 in. ; at 18 ft., 2 ft. 5 in. ; no protection.

5th. Planted in 1 81 D ; 34 years' growth, ground trenched

2 ft. deep ; light soil, gravelly bottom ; stem at ground,
4 ft. 3 in. ; at 1 ft., 3 ft. 2 in. ; at 20 ft., 2 ft. 1 1 in. ;

at 30 ft., 2 ft. 8 in. ; height of tree, 55 ft. ; clear stems,

free from branches, protected south and west by high

trees.

I have omitted to mention that the above trees were
planted along with Larch, Turkey Oak, and Fir trees,
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but they havo outgrown thom nil except tho Larches,

which have maintained their ascendancy.

A variety from the' nursery planted in 1810, and re-

planted on ii lawn in linn, has attained a height of 80 ft.,

fully exposed, with a girth or circumference at bottom of

7 ft. 10 in. ; at 10 ft, 4 ft. I in.; at 'JO ft., 4 ft. ; at 'JII ft.,

3 ft. .'t in. ; nt 5 feet high are SCVOral largo limljH, of

whicli no notice is taken,

In tlio rector's garden, a tree which had apparently

been cut down, and had afterwards thrown up two stems,

is now (both stonm) hl> ft. in height. No. I. Cireum-

feronce at bottom, 5 ft. It in. ; at 10 ft., '1 ft. -1 in. ; at

20 ft., 3ft. 4 in. ; at 33 ft., 'J ft. Id in. No. '.!. Circum-
feronce at bottom, 5 ft. I) in.; at 10 ft., 4 ft. 10 in.; nt

20 ft., 3 ft. II in. ; at 33 loot, 3 It. Several largo limbs
havebeen sawn oil'. There is no record when it was
planted, but it iH eorlainly more than iO yearn of ago.

Taaacl.

SALVIA 8PLENDENS.
Cuttings of this gay winter flowering plaid; may he

put in now, nnd nfforded a gentle bottom-heat until

they emit rootn, when they should bo potted singly in

small pots. After potting place them in dolose hut not

over wnrm situation, and sh poon as they get established

keep them near tho glass, and afford them all the light

possible, syringing overhead morning and evening in

bright weather, and keeping tho atmosphere as moist uh

circumstances will admit. If good Hi/.od specimens
nro wished by the autumn tho young plantH must
not be allowed to suffer for want of pot room. Ar they

advance in growth the shoots should be carefully

stopped anil tied out, in order to secure bushy

compact specimens ; but if n vigorous root action

is maintained, there will bo little difficulty in keeping

tho plants bushy. A cold frame or pit will be tho

best" situation for them alter tho beginning of May,
or earlier if the weather proves favourable ; but

they should bo kept close here, and not allowed to

sustain any check, which at this stage would be very
injurious. If all goes on well, the plants will be ready
for shifting into good-sized pots by the end of June, and
I seldom repot them after ihot season. By that time
they should be strong and [well established in 8-inch
pots, and when this is the ease I shift Bonie into

12 and others into 15-inch pots, according to the
strength of the plants and the size it may be desirable

to have them by the flowering season. They should be

returned to their former situation, kept close and moist,

and encouraged to make active growth, merely giving

sufficient air to keep the young wood strong. When
the pots get well filled with roots, and the plants become
good-Bized specimens, which will be the case by August,
they should bo gradually prepared for removal to a
sheltered situntiou out of doors, where they will be
shaded from the forenoon sun. Here they will make
short growth, and will flower more profusely than if

kept under glass all the autumn. Stopping should not
be practised on plants intended to flower in November
later than about the middle of August. As soon as the

weather becomes unsettled in autumn the plants must be
placed under glass, for they are very easily injured by
frost, and should be afforded a light airy situation.

After flowering, the specimens may be thrown to the

rubbish heap, reserving one or two to supply cuttings.

These should be kept dry at the roots for a fortnight,

then cut back rather closely, and placed in any spare
corner of the greenhouse until towards the end of

February, when they should be placed in a warm house,
and thoroughly watered, when they will soon furnish a
supply of cuttings. Alpha.

December bos the least daily variation. The line of valleys, lis wood i, ,,, ;.,r building rur
the mean daily temperature throughout the year forms posM The leaves are very derl green, except at the
a very regular parabola ; while that of the night differs middle ol lite back, where tbey are covered with i
hill.- from a straight line. It m therefore difficult to silver bloom like that of a Plum, which jives them a
estimate exactly the time of minimum temperature, but I singularly beautiful

smalh r '•.'on colli •! . / i by tin- Jenit apjtoars umiaKy to precede sunrise by a fow minutes.
The mean maximum temperature for the yeai
ili'- mean minimum 77'. The highest temperature
noticed during the live yarn was May I/'!, 1(140, when
the thermometer indicated Ml'':". The lowest waul,.';"

no tin- morning of the 27th of January, Ifl
'

Tim driest month Is June, and the mosl humid are

Octoborand November! the daily curve ol humidity in

vory nearly an Inversion of that ol temperature: tin

driost bring ale. lit. I p.m., and the molstesl about miii-

rise, except in .lime and July, win u the moietUM is

groatest about midnight.

'rill- average annual fall of rain for tin- Ave reari wan
58.583 in. The moat rainy month is October, which
averages 14.800 in.; November nearly equals ii, the

average for that month being 18.018, March is the
only mouth in which no ruin falls.

'I'lif COUCTe of tho winds throughout the year is na
follows!— In January, until about the middle ol

February, N.E ; then southerly winds predominate,
especially S.E., until the middle of May, when the 8.W.
monsoon commences, and continues the prevailing wind
until the end of September. In October the winds are
variable and nearly equally divided between (he fads'

quartern, until about the end of the month, when the
N.E. monsoon sets in, and prevails until February.
Taking tho whole year the southerly winds considerably
predominate. On tho average the number of dnye
from each quarter is, N.W., 63—N.E., 85— S.E., W>—
N.W., 121. These results are not only interesting in SO
far as meteorology is concerned, but they are of con-
siderable importance in a horticultural point of view to
those engaged in the cultivation of tropical plants,
particularly of such as are peculiar to the neighbour-
hood of Modras. Tbey show that, in order to com-
pensate for the great degree of heat to which vegetation
is subjected there in the daytime, Nature supplies a
proportionate amount of moisture in the form of heavy
dews or rain at night, the average depth of rain being
nearly three times the quantity which usually falls in
the climate of London, thus making the daily curve of
humidity, as stated in the report, an inversion of that of
temperature. The young and inexperienced cultivator
will therefore do well to remember this, and if he hopes
to be successful he must endeavour as much as possible
to imitate such a climate by using the syringe most
liberally during the summer season, as late in the even-
ing, after a fine wnrm day, as it can be done without
inconvenience. W. B. B.

CLIMATES OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.—No. VII.

Climate of Madras.—From the meteorological obser-
vations made in the years 184(1-1850 at the Hon. East
India Company's Magnetical Observatory at Madras,
and printed by order of the Madras government, we
learn that, on the mean of five years, the barometrical
pressure is greatest in January and least in June, with
a gradual decrease and increase between these extremes,
but that the law is not strictly followed out in individual

years ; as for example in 1 850, ' February bad the
greatest mean pressure ; and in 1849, May had the
least. The greatest and least pressures observed during
the five years both occurred in 1846, and were respec-
tively 30.189 inches on January the 1 lth, and 29.346
inches on October the 20th. The four daily tides of
pressure are well marked, even by a single day's obser-
vation, the exceptions being very rare, and occurring
only in tempestuous weather. The principal maximum
occurs on a mean at 9". 15'". a.m., the excess above the
mean being .060 ; the principal minimum at 3h

. 52m.

p.m., being .060 below the meau. There are two minor
tides in the night, the maximum of + .032 occurring at
10h . 5m . p.m., aud the minimum of — .026 at 3\ 2'2».

a,m. The greatest average daily range (.130) occurs in
March, and the least (.106) in December. As it has
been stated that, at St. Helena and other places, the
moon produces a sensible effect on the barometer, the
observations of 1846 were reduced and arranged accord-
ing to the moon's right angle, with the view of ascer-
taining if any tiling of the kind was perceptible at
Madras

; but the-result would lead us to infer that the
moon has no direct influence, either on the atmosphere
or on the mercurial column.
With respect to temperature, it appears that for the

five years 1846-50, the hottest month was May, though
June nearly equals it, and was in excess in three years

New Plants.
122. Thujopsis DOLABUAT/L,S;ebold and Zuccarini Flora
Japonica, Vol. II., p. 32 ; aliiis Thuja dolabrata,
Thunberg.

A living plant or two of this fine tree having reached
the Botanic Garden, Leyden, as we learn from MoDsieur
de Vriese, the learned Professor of Botany in that
institution, our readers may be glad to know something
of its history.

We are told that as a genus Thujopsis differs from
Thuja in the scales of its cones being woody, with five
seeds in two rows in the axil of each. It lias the same
flattened branches and leaves ; but the latter are

We pr. Home the plant to be as hai

Thujas, which no frost •••
i i, in ou

natural size ; > :. | orlion .

UM, opted' bom lb- " flora JapOfl

Home Correspondence.
'. May .' ask your

opinion on a point which hi certainly of much St

.-.I...- to tbi comfort and health of a large part m the

community ! I* it safe to prepave add preaarvea by
boiling in bare untinoed copper peney a- Is. i i*di«Te.

Iiu • ed practice, both in private femuiee an/Lin

Dfedionan tradi I Aslio] reprr lately informed
me that In ia in the habit of supplying most of the
bouses in h ueigbbo rbood with copper on
paDS, and that mine Is the only bouM that f
them to bi tinned. 'II.' mi fortune is, that <

cannot be relied on as a remedy for tl *• that
operation ia usually performed by applying, .'

sake ol cbeapnei ,
about equal pan* of tin end lead ;

so tlu.i it would sppcsr ii of preterves hate
only the choice oi being poisoned by copper or by lead.

I have somewhere read that there ia no 'laager of
the copper b.ing dissolved aa long aa tho acid u» kept
boiling and not allowed to cool in the vessel, but tbm
Stab menl ia bo contrary to ail experience i:i chemical
combinations that it m difficult t'» think it can be cor.< tL
lir.iti. .,,11.. i',, i, [There Is no doubt that preeervea pBa-
pared in naked copper venae)* arc unwbolew,uit ; or
that the mischief is increased if a mixture of tin and
lead is substituted for tin itself, which we dare say occurs
in these days of rascality. The last suggestion is aa
new to us as to you. Preserving pans sfauuid always
be made of lull. natal.]

Mowing MaeJiincs.— Can any one inform me which ia
the very best mowing p .-.chine now in use ! For some
years I have used liudd.ng's, which answered my pur-
pose exceedingly well ; but aa I am now in want of a
new one I imagine there may be some tuperior to the
one 1 have just named. I have been Samuelson's, bat
it will not suit, in consequence of the wheels not going
sufficiently near the edge of the walks ; I want one thai
will cut close to the edge of the flower beds and
walks; one, therefore, that has wheels projecting like

Samuelson's will not answer. I want one suff.<

large for a strong lad to pull, and as I ouiy employ
manual labour, I would like one to run as lightly t»
possible. Any information on the subject will obligt

B. B., Pcrdiswdl.
Comparison between tloc late Winter and Otal of 185-1.

— I send yon tho following tables of averages, which
may be interesting. 1 have no maximum average of the
thermometer for January, 1254; the tables are therefor,

a

made withoutit :

—

Average maximum of* JS^S.
•tan™*.* tSSra*

7
:

Average minimum of ' r*1."[v-

'

thermometer
}
j™™*

( .January .. I

Mean temperature ...-. February ..

'

(March ...!

Averaee maximum of February and
March ,

Arerage minimum of January, Feb-
ruary, and March

Mean temperature of February and
March

ISM 1855

caret 34-6

45.56 30.60
5100 4103
sua 25*

1840
31.12 *658
caret caret
39.20 2500
42.513 3) .

49.78 33.11

32.00 23.96

40.87 2S.15

Differ.

H -

13.45

4J4

I4J0
1M

16.67

SjO*

12.72

covered with glaucous
stomates, all over the
middle, which looks
towards the ground,
while the Thujas have
no stomates at all.

The tree is a native
of Japan, where it is

called Hila, and acquires great sfciure with a majestic
aspect. The head is pyramidal, and formed of spreading
or even pendulous branches. It grows wild on raoutT-
tains in the islands of Kipon, especiaKy on the chain

We cannot wonder at the lateness of the spring, when,
though the winter of 1854 was considered severe, the?

mean temperature of February and March, 1855, »
12.72 lower than that of the same months in 1854.
A. Ji. t Bromley Common, Kent, Ap/ril 11.

The Nimrod Strawberry.—I had hoped that ere thist

some explanation would have been given by MessTs.
Lucombe, Pince, and Co. respecting the Strawberry
sent out by them in the autumn of 1853, under the Dame
of " Nimrod ;'' such not having been the case, I wish to say
a few words upon the subject. The sirop'e facts are
these:— In the Gardeners' Chronicle it was stated that

fruit of a seedling Strawberry under this name had been-

sent to the Editor, aud that it was superior irr sweetness

and richness of flavour to the British Queen : soon after-

wards an advertisement appeared from Messrs. Lncombe,
I Pince, and Co., stating that they had purchased the st^ci-r

of this Strawberry of the raider, and that it would be-

seut out in October. I was induced to become a pur-

chaser of some plants, and was much disappointed to

find that they were merely Myatt's Eleanor. I haTe-

heard it hinted that there was some misiake : if so,

Messrs. Lucombe, Pince and Co. should have frankly-

stated that this was the case, and eTery purchaser
would have been satisfied ; row. the very reverse is the
fact, and it is a matter of serions consequence to the-

trade, as persons will be very shy of purchasing articles

advertised as novelties after having been so completely

deceived. Henry Dovhleday, Eppina, April 9. [This
statement is not exactly correct. What the Gardener?1

stated was as follows: '* We have reeerred

samples of the Nimrod Strawberry from Mr. Saijders,

the intelligent gardener at Teiwortb, with a request

that we would state our opinion of it. So fa- as we rttJfr.,,. rt
r ,i c, t • i T ,

J— «.."o ... mc lawuuB ui a»ij'uu, r^|..ti;iai;\ on me cuain tuat we woma srate our opinion oi it. .>o ar as we cutvout oi tne hve. January is the coldest month, but
]
called Hakone, where it prefers the dam'p slopes of the ljudge of it, after harinn been packed in a j :;:-:-- &*.?
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for several hours, we should say it is superior to the

British Queen ; it is large, oblong, or rather conical,

with the same colour as that variety, but sweeter aud

richer. It is said by Mr. Sanders to he an excellent

bearer, and to force well ; in addition to which it is

reported, to be much hardier than the British Queen,

nearly all which perished last winter round Tedworth,

while this Nimrod suffered in no degree whatever."]

Effects of the Winter about Neioark.—In this imme-
diate district the frost of the winter has done more
mischief than was done by the frost of last year. The
common Laurels are killed by hundreds, at least cut

quite down to the ground. Last year they suffered

very little. The Cupressus macrocarpa, I fear, is

killed. The Pinus insignis, which was untouched last

year, has its spines turned brown half way through.

The variegated Golden Holly has the white or golden

leaves generally turned brown. The large Arauearias

have their leaves tinged with brown many feet higher

from the ground than last year. The Cryptomeria has

not suffered much. Pinus Russelliana is killed. In

several places the common Yew is burnt on one side,

and the Cedar of Lebanon also. Altogether these two
last winters have cut very short the catalogue of hardy

shrubs. D.
Early Rhubarb (see p. 203).—Your correspondent

who says his gardener last October covered over some
Rhubarb with cement casks and fold-yard manure,

which was added several times in order to force the

growth, and again some four months afterwards covered

over, in a precisely similar way, other roots on the same
soil, which though last covered were ready first, should

remember that he covered up at a time when Rhul>wV
was wholly at rest, and when it would require double

the time and heat to start it that it would when he

covered his second lot, growth at that time having

already commenced. Besides, starting to force before

midwinter does not ensure his cutting so much earlier,

more especially if the Rhubarb «had not been forced

before ; if, however, it has once been started early it

will start about the same time ever after, with little

trouble ; but to begin too soon, as your correspondent

states, would require something more than merely adding

manure " several times," for eve-ry gardener knows too

well the uncertainty of dung heat in hard weather. If,

on the other hand, your correspondent should begin to

force after midwinter, and continue the heat till he gets

a supply of Rhubarb, and the next year commence a
|

week or two earlier, he might not then fail. It must
(

be remembered, however, that different sorts of Rhubarb
naturally vary very much as regards earliness. /. Divers,

Maidstone.

Does Sea-water Kill Seeds 1—I havebegun making some
few experiments on the effects of immersion in sea-water on

the germinating powers of seeds, in the hope of being able

to throw a very little light on the distribution of plants,

more especially in regard to the same species being found

in many cases in far outlying islands and on the main-

land. Will any of your readers be so kind as to inform

me whether such experiments have already been tried ?

And, secondly, what class of seeds, or particular species,

they have any reason to suppose would be eminently

liable to he killed by sea-water ? The results at which I

have already arrived are too few and unimportant to be

worth mentioning. Charles Darwin, Down, Farnborough,

Kent, April 11.

Foreign Correspondence.
Leaves fkoji mi Chinese Note-Book : No. 8.

—

A Journey in search of a new Cedar or Larch, called

Abies Kcempferi.— I have been acquainted with this

interesting tree for several years in China, but only in

gardens, and as a pot plaut in a dwarfed state. The
Chinese, by their favourite system of dwarfing, contrive

to make it, when only a foot and a half or two feet high,

have all the characters of an aged Cedar of Lebanon. It

is called by them the Kin-le-sung, or Golden Pine, pro-

bably from the rich yellow appearance which the ripened

leaves and cones assume in the autumn. Although I have
often made inquiries after it, and endeavoured to get the

natives to bring me some cones, or to take me to a place

where such cones could be procured, I met with no
success until last autumn. Then, however, I happened

to visit a part of the country where I had not been

before, and quite unexpectedly came upon some fine

.specimens of full grown trees covered with ripe cones.

They were growing in the vicinity of a Buddhist monas-

tery in the western part of the province of Chekiang, at

.an elevation of 1000 or 1500 feet above the level of the

sea. Their stems, which measured fully 5 feet in cir-

cumference 2 feet from the ground, carried this size,

with a slight diminution, to a height of 50 feet, that

being the height of the lower branches. The total

height I estimated about 120 or 130 feet. The steins

were perfectly straight throughout, the branches sym-

metrical, slightly inclined to the horizontal form, and
having the appearance of something between the Cedar

and Larch. The long branchless stems were, no doubt,

the result of their growing close together and thickly

surrounded with other trees, for I have since seen a
single specimen growing by itself on a mountain side at

a much higher elevation, whose lower branches almost
touched the ground.

I need scarcely say how pleased I was with the dis-

covery I had made, or with what delight, with the
permission and assistance of the good priests, I pro-
cured a large supply of those curious cones sent to

England last winter. It was with great regret I read in

this paper, and in a letter from Mr. Glendinning, that so

few of these seeds had vegetated, and in order to increase

the number by procuring another supply, I paid a

visit this autumn to the place where I had been so

successful last year, with what results I shall proceed to

relate. Having arrived at the Monastery of Tsan-tsing

—

lor that is the name of the place—I lest no time in

visiting the spot of my last year's discovery. The
trees were there as beautiful and symmetrical as ever,

but after straining my eyes for half an hour I could not

detect a single cone. I returned to the temple and
mentioned my disappointment to the priests, and asked

them whether it was possible to procure cones from any
other part of the country. They told me of various

places where there were trees, but whether these had

seed upon them or not they could not say. They
further consoled me with a piece of information, which,

although I was most unwilling to believe it, 1 knew to

be most likely too true, namely, that this tree rarely

bore cones two years successively, that last year was its

bearing year, that this one it was barren. A respect-

able looking man, who was on a visit to the temple, now
came up to me aud said that he knew a place where a

large number of trees were growing, and that if I would

visit the temple to which he belonged he would take me
to this spot, and that there I would probably find what I

wanted. I immediately took down the name of his re-

sidence, which he told me was Quan-ting, a place about

20 le distant from the temple in which I was
domiciled, and at a much higher elevation on the

mountains. Having made an appointment for next day
he took his leave of me with great politeness, and
returned to his home.

Having procured a guide for Quan-ting, I set out

early next day to visit my new acquaintance. Leaving

the temple of Tsau-tsing, our way led up a steep pass,

paved with granite stones. On each side of the road

were forests of fine Bamboos—the variety called by the

Chinese Maou, the finest I ever saw. The forests are

very valuable, not only on account of the demand
for the full-grown Bamboos, but also for the young
shoots, which are dug up and sold in the markets in the

early part of the season. Here, too, were dense woods
of Cryptomeria, Cunuinghamia lanceolata, Oaks, Ches-

nuts, and such like representatives of a cold or tempe-

rate climate. The Chinese Chesnut appears to differ

slightly from the Spanish, but it is superior to that

variety. A very pretty small one, about the size and
form of the Hazel Nut, is much esteemed ; both, I think,

worth introduction to Europe. I have sent them both

to India, and I am happy to hear that both are now-

doing well on the Himalayan mountains. Chesnnts have
long been a desideratum in India ; many fruitless

attempts have been made to introduce them, hut with

Ward's cases we now work wonders.
Our road was long and rugged, and we were gradu-

ally attaining a higher elevation. We reached the

temple of Quan-ting at last, and had no difficulty in

finding our acquaintance of the preceding day, Mr.
Wang-a-nok, as he called himself. It now appeared he

was a celebrated cook—the Soyer of the district—and
had been engaged on this day to prepare a large dinner

for a number of visitors who had come to worship at the

temple. He told me he would be ready to accompany
me as soon as the dinner was over, and invited me to be

seated in the priest's room until that time. This little

temple has no pretensions as regards size, and was in a

most dilapidated condition. In one of the principal halls

I observed a table spread and covered with many good

things, which were an offering to Buddha, and before

which the visitors, as they arrived, prostrated them-

selves. As the valley in which the temple is placed is

fully 3000 feet above the sea, I felt the air most
piercingly cold, although it was only the middle of

October, and hot enough in the plains in the day time.

So cold was it that at last I was obliged to take refuge in

the kitchen, where Mr. Wang was busy with his pre-

parations for the dinner, and where several fires were

burning. This place had no chimney, so the smoke had

to find its way out through the doors, windows, or brokeu

roof, or, in fact, any way it could. My position here

was, therefore, far from being an enviable one, although

I got a little warmth from the fires. I was therefore

glad when dinner was announced, as there was then

some prospect of being able to get the services of Mr.

Wang. The priests and some of the visitors now came
and invited me to dine with them, and, although I was

unwilling, they almost dragged me to the table. In the

dining-room, which was the same, by-the-by, in which

they were worshipping on my arrival, I found four

tables placed, at one of which I was to sit down, and
was evidently considered the lion of the party. They I

pressed me to eat and to drink, and although I could not

comply with their wishes to the fullest extent, I did the

best I could to merit such kindness and politeness. But

I shall not attempt a description of a Chinese dinner

which, like the dinner itself, would be necessarily a long I

one, and will only say that, like all good'things, it came

to an end at last, and Mr. Wang having finished his in

the kitchen and taken a supply in his pockets, declared

himself ready for my service.

Our road led us up to the head of the valley in

which the temple stands, and then it seemed as if all

•further passage was stopped by high mountain barriers.

As we got nearer, however, I observed a path winding

up round the mountain, aud by this road we reached

the top of a range of mountains fully a thousand feet

higher than any we Mra passed, or 4000 feet above ihe

sea. When we reached the top the view that met our

eyes on all sides rewarded us richly for all the toil of

the morning. I had seen nothing so grand as this since

my journey across the Bohea mountains. On all sides,

in whichever direction I looked, nothing was seen but
mountains of various heights and forms, reminding one of
the waves of a stormy sea. Far below us in various
directions appeared richly cultivated and well wooded
valleys

; hut they seemed so far off, aud in some places
the hills were so precipitous, that it made me giddy to
look down. On the top where we were there was
nothing hut stunted brushwood, but, here and there,
where the slopes were gentle, I observed a thatched hut
and seme spots of cultivation. At this height I met with
some Lycopods, Gentians, and other plants not observed
at a lower elevation. I also found a Hydrangea in a
leafless state, which may turn out a new species, and
whicu I hope to introduce to Europe. If it proves to
be an ornamental species it will probably prove quite
hardy in England.
We had left the highest point of the mountain ridge,

and were gradually descending, when on rounding a
point I observed at a distance a sloping hill covered with
the beautiful object of our search— the Abies Koempferi.
Many of the trees were young, and all had apparently
been planted by man ; at least so far as I could observe
they had nothing of a natural forest character about
them. One tree in particular seemed the queen of the
forest, from its great size and beauty, and to that we
bent our steps. It was standing all alone, measured
8 feet in circumference, was fully 1 30 feet high, and its

lower branches were nearly touching the ground. The
lower branches had assumed a fiat aud horizontal form,
and came out almost at right angles with the stem, but
the upper part of the tree was of a conical shape, resem-
bling more a Larch than a Cedar of Lebanon. But
there were no cones even on this or on any of the others,

although the natives informed us they had been loaded
with them on the previous year. I had therefore to

content myself with digging up a few self-sown young
plants which grew near it, and which I shall endeavour
to introduce to England.

I now parted from my friend Mr. Wang, who re-

turned to his mountain home at Quan-ting, while I and
my guide pursued our journey towards the temple at

which I was staying by a different route from that by
which we had come. The road led us through the

same kind of scenery which I have endeavoured to

describe — mountains ; nothing but mountains, deep
valleys, and granite and clay-slate rocks—now bleak

and barren, and now richly covered with forests chiefly

consisting of Oaks and Pines. We arrived at the

monastery just as it was getting dark. My friends,

the priests, were waiting at the entrance, and anxiously

iuquired what success had attended us during the day.

I told them the trees at Quan-ting were just like their

own—destitute of cones. " Ah 1 " said they, for my
consolation, " next year there will be plenty."

I cannot agree with Dr. Lindley in calling this an
A bics, unless Cedars aud Larches are also referred to

the same genus. It is apparently a plant exactly inter-

mediate between the Cedar and Larch ; that is, it has

deciduous scales like the Cedar and deciduous leaves

like the Larch, and a habit somewhat of the one and
somewhat of the other. However, it is a noble tree

;

it produces excellent timber, will be very ornamental in

park scenery, and I have no doubt will prove perfectly

hardy in England. R. F.

Entomological : April 2.—J. Curtis, Esq., President,

in the chair. Donations of books from the Royal
Society, the Society of Arts, the Entomological Society

of Stettin, Berwickshire Naturalists' Club, See., were
announced, as well as an extensive [collection^of speci-

mens of aphides preserved in Canada Balsam presented

by Mr. F. Walker, and a number of. rare British Lepi-

doptera by Mr. H. Doubleday. Mr. Stainton stated

with reference to the discussion respecting the corrosion

of the pins wit!- which insects are stuck, that be had

only observed this to occur in one species of Nepticula

(N. Acetoste), and from the acid nature of the Sorrel

upon which it fed it might be considered that the corro-

sion was attributable to the nature of the food of the

larva ; the transformations of the species in question

had been observed last year by Mr. Shield, of Dublin.

Mr. Eoxcroft exhibited specimens of 17 rare species of

Lepidoptera which he had reared from larvae taken last

year in Fifeshire ; he also exhibited specimens of

Papilio Machaon reared from two very different varieties

of larvae. Mr. Bond exhibited a variety of Spilosoma

Menthastri. Mr. Edward Shepherd exhibited speci-

mens of Donacke, some stuck with the common pins and

others with electro-plated pins ; the former were now,

after a few months, infected with verdigris, whilst the

latter remained uninjured. Mr. Samuel Stevens exhibited

specimens of the very rare Euchirus longimanus, male

and female, brought to England by Madame Pfeiffer,

from the Eastern Archipelago ; also specimens of Euch.

MacLeayii. A note was read from Mr. Wallace contain-

ing a description of a magnificent new species of butterfly

belonging to the genus Oruithoptera from Borneo, which

he proposed to name after the Rajah Brooke. Mr. Curtis

read a note on the species of Galls, recently figured by
himself in the Gardeners'' Chronicle, suggesting that some
of them might prove varieties. A memoir by Mr. Dea-

borc.ugh was read on the natural history of the hive bee,

being a continuation of his observations on the obser-

vatory hive, which had gained the prize recently given

by the Society on that subject. The secretary gave

notice that the Council had resolved to offer the dupli-

cate insects in their collection for distribution among the
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mcmbora. The portion at prcmmt arr»ji^<-.J for that

purpose consists of foreign butterflies, foreign Coleoptera,

and Briton Coleoptera, fche distribution to commence

after the Juno meeting, the Council homing that

members partaking in the distribution will in return

contribute to the Society's collection from their own

store?. l)v. Gray ntaiud that ho had made arrangements

with Mr. Janson for the preparation and publication of

a working catalogue of British Coleoptora; and also that

ho bad secured for tho British Museum collection the

wholo of the typob of Mr. Wolltisfcon's Colooptera oi

Madeira. _____
British Meteorological, March 27.—Dr. R. D.

Thomson in tho chair. A paper was read "(in the late

severe weather, an compared with Unit of 1014 ; and on

tho crystalH of snow, observed during its continuance ;''

by James Glalsher, Esq., F.R..S.

Tho present y<it"' wan nshorau In with n high tomporaturo, pat-

oeedlnK ItH avoi'iiKn by quantities varying from 8° to 12p dally.

On Jan. loncoid period sot In, togotnor with a donno fog, and

the temperature which waB a» blah as 40.Q on tho 0th, roll to

28' on tho 10th j
lliln diminution or tomporaturo waif accompanied

by a change In the wind, whlah from blowing a c pound from

tho wont changod to a compound from tho oafit, and with raw

«xceptlonH lmn ho continued up to tho proflont time. On

Jau. 12 und in the temperature was about Its average value, bui

aftor tho 14th, when tho cold sol in, in dopiirlmvH woio v«r> con-

Hldornhh', imrllonliirlv nvor tho umtth, W08t, and QOBtorn purlH 01

England. Scotland, and the northern oountlee wore frequently

exempt from any nhiuo in tho K re.nt m-vrrily >!' Iln- pcrim), whidi

wan alHo Iohh severely felt at aoa-Bldothan al Inland places, Tho

lowest temperature, viz., 0.6, took place at Berkhampstoad, and

at different places in England on Boveral days it was recorded as

low oh a°, 6°. 7V and lou . For a similar period to tho one which

has just pnssod, It is necessary to go back to tho year 1814. That

year, however, commenced with a very low temperature, a

frost having sot In on Decomber 2(1, 1813. Tho intensity

of the two periods was about the same; It ended In 1814, on March

OUt," whereas In the present year, with tho exception ol as -i

IntermiHHlon about tho first week in March, It has continued to

the present tiino. Tho temperature of tho present period has

descended lower and more frequently than in 1814, In winch year

the coldent day was on Jan. 10, when tho reading was 19.6. The
lowest temperature of tins year also occurred in January, and

was 19.2. In 1814 tho lowest temperature in February was on tho

4th, and wan 22". The lowest reading in this month of the present

yearwas 20.6, and took phiceon tho 18th, and this Fob. was a much
more severe month than tho Fob, or 1814. The mean temperature

of Fob. 1814, was 32,4, and that of tho present year was 29.3.

The snow this year has been replete with crystallised particles

of compound figure, formerly imagined to be confined almost, if

not entirely, to tho Polar regions. Tho primary figure or base of

each crystal was either a star of six radii or a plane hexagon.

The compound varieties included combinations of spiculre,

prisms, and laroina\ clustered on and around the radii, and

seemed in their various stagos of formation, and almost endless

variety, to defy any attempt to classify or arrange them into

groups. At the commencement of the frost simple stellar forms

were chieflv prevalent, and fell in clusters of from 10 to 20 in a

group. They descended quickly to the ground, where they lay

like cotton ravellngs knotted here and there, an effect produced

by the white molecule, the centre of each star. On the morning
of Fob. 8 a huge number of crystals fell intermingled with the

snow, which continued from early morning till late at night,

with a temperature of from 29° to 82®. From S to 9 a.m., crystals

of arborescent character fell sparingly ; alter 9 these entirely

ceased, and were roplaced by minute and glistening hexagons of

lamina1
, which gradually gave place to other hexagons com-

pounded of solid hexagons set round in groups, and solid. These
again, as the day advanced, became exchanged for figures still

more compound, and from the centre hexagon of which, diverged

six radii laden with prisms, set on at an angle of 60°. Soon alter

November tho crystals ceased falling for a time till 4 p.m., when
the arborescent form again set in, and was soon after accompa-

nied by a mingling of nearly all the figures which had pre-

viously fallen during tho day. They only ceased with the snow

long after dark, when it laid upon the ground to the depth of S ins.

On Feb. 13th, 16th, and 17th, a large number of crystals were
observed, particularly on the 17th. The prevailing form was
an arrangement of six radii studded on either side with prisms,

ranged parallel to each other, but of different lengths; some
exhibited a double layer of prisms the one superimposed upon the

other. A few were* discovered of cruciform figure made up of

solid hexagons cut into numerous facets; these last were very

minute and scarcely discernible to the naked eye. On Feb. 21st,

there fell a large number of very complex crystals made up of

solids, both of rhomboidal and irregular figure, cut into many
facets and heaped one upon the other ; there were also a large

number of- double crystals, that is, two crystals united to each

other by an axis at right angles to the plane of each.

On Feb. 23 the frost gave way, but for some hours in the morn-
ing Mr. Glaisher was able to continue his observations. The
morning was overcast and calm, and snow fell in flakes, accom-
panied by minute spicules; soon after 9 o'clock a change took

place, and mingled with the heavy flakes there fell a large

number of thick snowy crystals; on examining these with a
Coddiugstone, they were found to consist of an assemblage of

prisms, grouped in thick arrangement; and bristling up (if the

phrase may be allowed) at all angles from some invisible

nucleus. Some of the prisms were longer than others, but most
of them were notched here and there, giving indications of the

intended formation of other prisms or spicule. After the lapse of

half an hour the common flakes were fewer in number, and were
accompanied with innumerable spicule?. These did not fall sepa-
rately, but in groups of several, clinging to each other at all

angles. They had a fleecy appearance to the naked eye, but
under tho glass were long and rounded prisms, partaking much
of the character of an icicle, but all notched and tapering to a
point. At this time the air was soft and mild, and the snow was fall-

ing thickly. At 10h.30m.the air was stiil calm, and the suow con-
tinued. At this time it was easy to detect here and there pinnules
in an intermediate stage of formation. The spiculse which were
still falling were now of greater length, and their figure more
perfectly developed. At 11 crystals were falling of great beauty
and transparency, but of simple figure ; they were aborescent and
mauyof them double. Whilst observing them they changed their
figure in the most curious and kaleidoscope manner possible, the
upper groups of prisms collapsing first, the next in order next,
and so on, the collapsing each time dissolving three or more
prisms into one, a change effected with instantaneous rapidity.
This was the first step preparatory tc their dissolving : the next
step was the rounding of every angle that remained, and the
next step to that the extension and thickening of spicules, which
had served as axes to prisms, and which now derived accession
from their half fluid and dissolving matter. In this manner
they continued to exchange one simple form for another yet more
simple until the pristine drop of water occupied the site of the
former crystal. At lib; 15m. snow was falling quickly in minute
crystals, as described. The air was genial and mild, the clouds
lightened as preparatory to sunshine, and the birds for a while
sungjoyously. All nature seemed to rejoice at the mitigation of
the weather. At 12h. the snow had all but ceased, and the tem-
perature was 37°. The cocks crew as anticipating a change; the
birds answered each other from the trees. Icicles 2 feet in
length, which had been noticed for 16 davs previously, began
fast to melt away.

,
All nature but the birds was still, and what
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Illustrated by numerous drawing*) by Mr, Olal 1
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Notices of £oou5.

Oorrmenta/rict on the Pvoihuilivt Forces cj Uuttxa, By
\\. i, .i,. Tegoborikl, Vol. I. Bvo, pp,
Longmans,

,\ i last wo hare mi account of Hi" resource! ol Hie

empire with which wo iiro at wnr, a booll which givi DJ

some real Information respecting our form

antagonist. Jl"w fiw th« facte and Hgursi brought

together hy M. do legoborski can bo relied dj

urn not in a position to judge, but assuming them to be

true, we proceed to select such us arc most 111 ely to bo

ol general inters it.

European Russia, including Poland and Finland,

eniiHi.lenihly exceeds liiili' the entire surface of Kurope,

and bad in 11151 a population of about 62 000,000 inns

bitants, i. c, three times tho population of Engine I and
.Scotland in tho same year. Tho population of the

Russian possessions in Asia, whence it has hcen sup-

posed Hindi swnrms of troops can ho pi-oetin d,

is estimated at less than 6,000,000, or scarcely

moro than twico tho population of London. Of the

surface of this immense empire it appears that 18 net
cont. consists of land in cultivation, 12 per cent, of

meadow, 35.8 per cent, of forest, and 34.2 per cent, of

pastures, marshes, Landcs, heaths, roads, canals,

lakes, rivers, and grounds occupied by buildings. The
forests are very unevenly distributed, for whilst in some
districts they occupy nearly the whole ground, in others
they are entirely absent ; in the Government of Taurida,
which includes the Crimen, only 4 per cent, of the

country is forest. Of the land fit for cultivation,

234,000,000 of acres are eminently fertile, consisting of

a black earth or humus, the like of which is not
found in any pnrt of Western Europe. The natural

fertility of this soil is, however, in some districts more
then counterbalanced by excessive droughts, which are

so frequent and of such long duration that it is nothing

uncommon for 20 months to pass without a siDgle

copious shower of rain. The mineral resources of

Russia are comparatively unimportant. Iron of very
fine quality, it is true, is exported ; but in the agricul-

tural districts this metal is so scarce as to bo almost a
luxury ; in fact, owing to the concentration of the mines
at the extremity of the country, iron is so dear that

more than fl-lOths of the cart and waggon wheels of

every description are without iron tire ; and, with the

exception of private carriages, all the axles are of wood.
The most important agricultural vegetable products

are,—In the northern provinces Rye, TJarley, Oats and
Flax ; in the central provinces and in Poland Wheat and
all other cereals, vegetables, Hemp and Flax ; in the
southern provinces Wheat, wine, silk, oleaginous seeds,

Tobacco, and several tinctorial and medicinal plants.

The most important to England are corn, Flax, and
Hemp.
The author calculates the mean annual crop oi cereals

throughout all the European possessions of Russia at 260
millions of tchetwerts,* equal in value to 144,000,000/.

Podolia, and part of Poland, furnish the finest Wheat.
Rye is the most extensively diffused throughout almost
every district. Barley and Oats are also cultivated in

abundance. The fluctuations in the price of corn are
very great, and their causes are examined at consider-

able length ; the most important seems to be difficulty

of transit, owing to which a deficiency iu one district is

not easily supplied from the superabundance in auother.

The average quantity of corn exported during the
decennial period of 1G39— 1G48, amounted (exclusive

of Poland) to about 4,400,000 tchetwerts. The three-

course system is still common ; indeed it is almost
universally prevalent throughout Russia.

The total production of Flax in Russia has been
estimated at 10 mdlionsof poods (1 pood equals 36 lbs.),

and that of Hemp at 6 millions. There were exported
in the years 1847, 1848, 1849, 12J million poods of

Flax, and nearly 8| million poods of Hemp, or about
21 million poods of both together, giving an annual
average of about 7 millions. This in value may be
taken as equal to 2,346,0007. When it is remembered
that Flax and Hemp (including seed) are upon the

whole the most important of all the Russian exports,

and that more than 61 per cent, of all that is exported
conies to England, and that on the other hand 62 per ceut.

of all the Flax and Hemp which comes to this country is

imported from Russia, some idea may be formed of the

prejudicial effects of war upon both countries in this

one particular alone. The author has not overlooked

the rapid increase of the exports of Flax from Ireland,

and he examines the probability of a successful com-
petition by Ireland with Russia in this article. In his

opinion there is no cause for alarm for Russia, at least

for the present. Iu eacli of the years 1846, 1847, 184S,

the average quantity of Flax exported by Russia to

England was about 3i million poods, whilst in 1849
and 1850, wheu the exports from Ireland greatly

increased, the average quantity supplied by Russia was

more than 5 J million poods. It is the small cost of

production which gives Russia the advantage over

other countries as regards this important article, for in

quality Russian Flax stands at the bottom of the list.

The price of Rica Flax is to Irish (the next worst in

* 1 tchetwert = 0-72 imperial quarters.

quality) an 1(1 to I ',:;;. , j,
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i inn climate and
farming, owing - mood G r

extensivi ol Russia, was and
profitable ; but the effect of the enormous quantities of
excellent wool imported by England from

felt, The .. in wool in

the mark, ta of <, rmsny, and the incri :.nd for
it there, i olsoi culated to alarm the RtuoUn farmers.
Tho author, however, is far from d< ; to the
fate of his countrymen, provided they will jay rnor<:

attention > As it is, hi loriont
that tho washing and rations

of great importance—arc, with a few laudable excep-
tions, performed amongit us with fcu rjh consummate
slovenliness as to be elsewhere unparalk-d; and what is

more, such is the ignorance and absurdity of some flock

masters that they speculate on the increment of weight
from dirt, and wash their sheep in muddy water
in expectation that the fleece will thus bring in more
money—the fact being that the price off-rod by the mer-
chant, who is quite alive to the trick, is in consequence
so small that the advantage redounds to him and not
to the farmer.'' Great attention is paid in Russia to

horse breeding, a matter of the big! ^nce m
consequence of the large numbers of the Imperial
Cavalry and of the immense demand for horses of all

kinds lor the purpose of intercommunication. The best
horses are reared in the provinces of rtw Russia, and
especially in the Governments of Taurida, Kherson, and
Bessarabia, the country of the Don and Black Sea
Cossacks, &c. In the Caucasian provinces and in

Georgia there are numerous herds of horses of excellent
breed, very suitable for light cavalry. The total

number of horses in European Russia <*eluding
Finland) is computed to be upwards of 18,000,000, or
about ° horses for every 31 inhabitants, an enormous
proportion as compared with France, Austria, and
Prussia. The number of horses exported is very
trifling. The author states at considerable length the
means taken by the Government to improve the various
breeds, but for these as well as other details reference
must be made to his work itself.

The chief productions of the Crimea seem to be wine
and fruit. In 1848 the number of Tines in the whole
government of Taurida was 35i millions. The wines
themselves, however, are not much liked by those un-
accustomed to them ; the prices vary according to
quality and sort from 3<i. to 10s. per gallon. Apples
and Pears are the principal fruits ; of the former the
rennet, and of the latter the St. Germain and vir~ouleuse
(a winter Pear), are greatly cultivated. The Black Sea
and Sea of Azov, moreover, abound in fish of the
greatest variety. Amongst others there are the tunny,
the salmon, the sea trout, anchovies, and herrings
weighing as much as a pound and a half.

We take reluctant leave of this highly interesting

work. It is well translated, and will, if furnished with
a good index, take the place it deserves amongst
staudard works of reference.

FLORICULTURE.

The ArRicr/LA.—Notwithstanding the severity of the

wiuter, I have seldom seen my Auriculas look

than they Co at the present time. They pror::-

bloom unusually well, and in order to strengthen and
increase the size of the truss, I give them now and
then a little weak manure water. In cairivating the

Auricula, I have found that the principal care required

is to keep the plants in a clean and healtby stste, by
removing ail decayed leaxes a"*1 fi&trptn^iJio j™**—«a

surface of the soi~! neat and tidy. The compost I use

is made up in the following proportions, viz . ; arrow-

loads of cow dung. .: feast two years old; 1 do. of

leaf mould ; 1 do. of pure light loam, from an old pas-

ture. These are well mixed together, and a suSciency

of silver sand added to keep the mass open and porous.

During November, December, and January, it the

weather is mild, I give the plants all the air I can.

While they are at rest I occasionally give them a little

water to prevent the foliage from beccmirg £s;-r.a.
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taking great care not to wet the plants themselves. The
first mild weather in February I top-dress, by re-

moving about an inch in depth of the surface com-
post, taking care not to disturb the fibres, and filling up
Co within a little of the foliage with new compost, having
a portion of good old sheep dung mixed with it.

After they are top-dressed, the plants must be set to

"work, by being regularly watered ; towards the end of

the month they will be growing rapidly—at which time
protection is requisite from sudden and severe frosts.

My stages face north-east ; but, immediately after being
top-dressed, I remove those plants intended for exhi-
bition to a stage facing due south ; and as they come
into bloom, I remove them again to the north-ea9t, where
they only get the morning sun. During May, June, and
July, the plants must be liberally supplied with water,
and kept clear of decaying leaves and flower stems;
at the same time look out well for a small black
caterpillar, which attacks the centres of the plants, and if

not caught iu time, will leave only a naked stump.
Green fly, also, must be removed, by carefully brushing
theni off. There is much difference* of opinion respect-
ing the time to repot Auriculas ; there can be no doubt
that early potting causes many of the plants to bloom in
•autumn, which weakens them and injures the spring
•bloom. My time for beginning this necessary operation
-ts towards'the end of July, so that I may have them all

finished by the middle of August. The plan I follow is

to shift two years consecutively, leaving a good ball of

aoil at the roots, and the third year to shake the whole
>of the compost from the fibres, and pot them afresh

;

when I require to do this I repot about a month earlier.

The method I adopt in repotting is as follows :—For a
full-sized plant I use a pot 6 inches wide and 7 deep,
and for smaller plants and offsets pots varying from 3 to

5 inches wide. For draining I use first, a layer of
broken crocks, then a layer of oyster-shells, convex side
up ; above this I place some vegetable fibre, to prevent
the compost choking the drainage; I then fill in
some compost ; when this is done I examine the plant
to be repotted, and reduce the ball of fibres with
a sharp knife. I like to grow my plants with short
-stems, consequently the lower portion of the stem is

well examined auuually, and all decaying portions of it

-cut off, and the wound dressed with powdered wood
charcoal to dry it up, and keep the plant healthy ; the
offsets are then slipped carefully off, and the part of the
-plant to which they adhered, dressed also with charcoal

;

the plant is then placed in the centre of the pot, which
is filled up to within about half an inch of the top, care
being taken to keep the foliage clear of the compost

unusually late, and hence there will be but a poor
chance of their blooming satisfactorily. The present is

a favourabla season for making any alteration among
the conservatory twiners, and we would recommend
those who have a large demand for cut flowers in

winter to plant some of the finer Acacias to be trained

to the rafters. These grow very rapidly, and when allowed

plenty of space form objects of great beauty in winter,

and early spring.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants swelling their fruit should be very

carefully attended to with water at the root ; for, if

allowed to get too dry, there is great danger of checking

the fruit and preventing its attaining the size which it

would under proper treatment. It is, however, very easy

to err in the opposite extreme, and considerable care and
practice are necessary to enable one to properly water

plants having their pots plunged ; therefore this should

not be intrusted to inexperienced hands, who would
probably water every plant if the surface soil indicated

dryness. Use weak tepid manure water for plants that

are well rooted, whether fruiters or growing stock,

and keep the atmosphere thoroughly moist, giving

air very sparingly on cold, drying, gleamy days.

Black Jamaicas and Montserats expected tosupply ripe

fruits at Christmas should soon be ready for shifting

into their fruiting pots, and great care should be exer-

cised to avoid checking their growth by auy means, as

this might lead to their fruiting prematurely. See to

having the balls in a rather moist state at the time of

repotting, and keep the bottom-heat regular and the

atmosphere very moist and rather close until the plants

appear to have taken to the fresh soil. The same
attention will be necessary in watering, and bottom-

heat, &e., in the case of those growing in the open bed,

for plants that are any size are very apt to show fruit at

this season if at all checked in their growth. Vineries.

—Directly the fruit in succession houses is sufficiently

advanced for thinning get this done, the laterals stopped,

and the shoots regulated without loss of time, for

allowing the berries to get so thick that the scissors can

hardly be got amongst them renders thinning tedious,

and also robs the Vines. Give inside borders a liberal

supply of manure water, using that from the stable-

yard tank where it can be obtained, and mixing with it

a sufficient quantity of warm water to render it about

milk warm. In all cases, give every possible attention

to the state of the roots, securing a little artificial warmth

where circumstances allow of doing so, for the ground is

cold and very unfavourable for the roots of Vines.

Where feroientint; materials have been used on the

the ground. For specimens iu prominent situations,

metallic wires should be used instead of cords, being
neater in appearance ; and if somewhat expensive in

the first instance, they will last a lifetime, and a little

expense is of no importance compared with living in

constant fear of having a favourite specimen blown
down or injured by the wind. Take advantage of the
dry state of the ground to stir and rake the surface
soil of shrubbery and herbaceous borders to prevent
the growth of weeds, and give a fresh neat appearance.
Also plant out Wallflowers, double Rockets—young
stock of herbaceous plants generally. Delphinium
Hendersoni is one of the finest plants we possess in this

way, and should have a place in every garden.

EARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Be prepared with protection for the blossoms of fruit

trees wherever this can be applied, for it will be
nothing surprising if the present stormy weather
should be followed by a few nights of sharp frost, and
even if it should be true that frost does not injure

the blossoms of trees that have been properly pruned,
we would advise those who can command some kind of

covering not to make the experiment. Thick covering,

which would keep light and air from the trees, should

not be~allowed to remain on during the day, for this

would probably be as injurious asfro9t. See that recently

planted trees are perfectly secured against the wind, and
do not let them suffer for the want of water at the root.

The main crop of Broccoli should be sown at once,

also a bed of Couve Tronchuda, which is excellent for

autumn and early winter use. A small breadth of

Cabbage should also be sown for succession, as also

Cauliflower, Lettuce, Turuip9, &c. The best way of

securing a regular succession of these is to bow small

quantities frequently, and at stated intervals during the

summer—say once every fortnight. Put in a few

Kidney Beans on a warm border, and plant some in

pots or turves, to be raised under glass, and planted out

where they can be covered in case of frost. These will

afford the chauce of an early dish, and anything in the

way of early vegetables will be doubly valuable this

season. If not already done, Ridge Cucumbers, Vege-

table Marrows, Cardoons, Tomatoes, and Capsicums

should be sown in a warm frame, so as to have strong

plants by planting-out time.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending April l'J, 1S55, no observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

-gentle stroke or two upon the bench will settle the soil,
j
border of the early house, the heat should not bi

and should it sink much, I add what is necessary to allowed to decline until the fruit is fairly ripe, for it is

complete the quantity. When the compost is shaken much easier to secure a heavy crop of well swelled fruit

altogether from the plants, and the stem and fibres pro- 1 than to perfectly colour and ripen even a moderate
perly trimmed, the fibres require to be equally distributed
over the soil in the pot, touching the side, and then filled

up. Some cultivators have recommended keeping the
plants in a dry state for a few days after re-potting. I
iave found injury to result from following this advice ;

-therefore, they should be watered whenever com-
pleted. There is one fatal malady to which this fine

flower is liable, viz, Rot. This may be attributed
-to two causes, viz., improper compost, and allowing
-water to lodge in the hearts of the plants. An ex-
perienced cultivator can instantly perceive by the
peculiar smell when disease is in a collection : when
a plant is seen with its head leaning to one side, and the
outer leaves assuming a purple hue, having also a strong
-disagreeable smell, then rot has commenced. Plants so
infected must be immediately removed to a distance
Trom those in health, otherwise the whole collection may
be swept off in a very short time. I have tried ev- ry
sort of experiment to cure this scourge. The only
remedy that was successful was to take the plant out of
"the pot, wash it well, and with a sharp knife cut away
all infected parts, and dust the wounds with charcoal ;

and after allowing the plant to dry for a few hours, to
Te-pot it in a mixture of leaf mould, loam, and sharp
sand. To guard effectually against rot, never allow the

plants to receive any heavy rains, and purchasers
cannot be too careful in having their plants from a
laealthy stock. These are precautions which every
grower must attend to who wishes to have a healthy
and fine display of this favourite spring flower. L.

SEEDLINGS.
Soaelet Geraniums: J S fr. 1 is the best; it is a brilliant

scarlet, but of the size and appearance of the tnis« we can

form no opinion, as it had dropped to pieces before it reached us.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing iceel.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
,

Conservatory, &c.—Where the hardier kinds of

-stove twiners are grown for covering the rafters of the

-show-house, every possible attention must be afforded

tKora *u: owom., Sn "T-rW to induce an early healthy
growth, for unless this is secured many of them will

bloom but poorly, if at all. Give particular attention to

the state of the roots, and endeavour to keep the soil in

a nice moist healthy state ; also avoid giving top air

when not absolutely necessary for the other inmates of

the house. Considerable attention and care are neces-
sary to get these things to flower abundantly even in

favourable seasons, and this seasou the spring has

crop, and a healthy root action is perhaps more im-

portant while the fruit is colouring than at any other

period. Therefore let the fermenting materials be

turned occasionally, adding fresh as may be requisite to

keep the temperature of the border at about 70".

In cases where red spider threatens to be troublesome,

in succession-houses, rendering syringing necessary,

rain water should be provided for syringing with, as if

water containing lime is used, the berries are sure to be

disfigured by an incrustation of lime, and we have seen

a splendid house of Grapes disfigured through syringing

with hard water. Figs.—To have this fruit in perfec-

tion, the trees should be rather dry at the root and the

atmosphere rather dry and warm during the ripening

period ; but respect to the second crop often prevents

proper attention being given to the ripening of the first.

If care, however, is used to have the borders in a

healthy state as to moisture, and rather inclining to

dryness at the time the fruit begins to ripen, and save

in the case of plants growing in pots or tubs, giving no

more water at the root until the first crop is gathered,

fruit of good quality will be obtained without risking the

loss of the second crop. Plants in pots or tubs swelling

a heavy crop of fruit will be benefited by an occasional

watering with weak manure water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.

The weather continues most unfavourable for recently

transplanted trees and shrubs, and nothing but careful

attention will save large plants that have been shifted

this spring, especially if in exposed situations. Do not

allow anything to suffer for the want of water at the

root, but one good soaking after planting to settle the

soil about the roots will be sufficient in most cases until

we have more sunshine to warm aud dry the ground ;

for keeping the soil saturated will not be of any service

in encouraging the production of active roots. The soil

should be kept moist, but not saturated and run together

by over watering as is sometimes done—a sprinkling

overhead with the engine on the evening of drying days

will be of more service to large evergreens than over-

watering tbem at the root. See that all recently planted

thinzs, whether large or small, are well secured against

the "wind. The best way of effecting this in the

case of large plants is to use three strong tarred

cords for each, fixing them to the plant by means

of a collar made of strong metallic wire, and thickly

wrapped with canvas to prevent its injuring the bark,

and tieing to strong pieces of Oak driven into the

ground at a proper distance from the stem of the plant.

This may be somewhat more expensive than staking,

especially where stakes can be obtained without any

outlay ; but a plant once properly secured in this way

Baboustbb.
Tbm I'KKATURtt.
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April. Qi the Air. |Ofthe Earth Wind.

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

2feet
deep.

Friday ft 19 30.1 35 30.119 f.4 40 5-J.O 44 43 N.W.
Satur. 7 *:i. 30.120 19.994 eo 32 46.0 46 45 N.W.
Sunday 8 21 3(10bli 29.999 53 36 4.S.S 46 45
Hon. .

u 29.811 29.404 bS 39 4S.S 46 45
Turn. 10 29.301 29Jtt3 40 47.0 47 46
Wed. 11 29.556 29.423 42 49.& 45 45
Thurs. 11 35 29.572 29.512 60 46 53.0 46 45 S.W.

iterate

.

29.792 29.672 53.0 39.5 4SS 45.7 44.8

prll 6—Fine; Tery fine; partially overcas
-

:.

7— Overcast; exceediBKly tine; clear at night.
- 8—Low white clouds; cloudy and cold; slight rain.

- 9—Slight rain; cloudy; rain; boi&terous.
- Id—Boisterous; hail occasionally ; clear and boiaterouB.
- 11—Cloudy; rather boisterous ; rain at night.
- 12—Clear ; very fine throughout ; slight rain.

Mean temperature ol the week 3 deg. abore the STerage.

KECORD OP THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
During the laat 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending April 21.1855.
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57.1 36.1 46.6 14 0.32

57.6 . 375 47.4 13 0.49

36.8 47-1 7 0.45 t

36.8 48.2 14 0.39

S-itur 21 1 58.4 39.3 48.
1* 13 0.2S

/hitherto been so cold and unfavourable that without I
may be considered safe against wind, as the ropes will

extra attention the growth of such things will be
|
last for years, and until the roots get sufficient hold ot

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 19th.

1S54—therm. 77 deg. ; and the lowest on the 16th, 1817. and 19th, ldo*—

therm, it) deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Asparagus : T B P. The general opinion is that there is bat one

sort of Asparagus, and that the so-called varieties are merely

the result of differences of cultivation. The matter is, however,

undecided. Our own opinion is that there are more sorts

Dioscorea Batatas: S J 31. It 1ms been advertised by several

nurserymen; see our paper of the 10th ult., p. 149.$ __

Insects- SF Your insect is the young state of the Devil's
'

Coach-horse, Staphylinus (Goerius) olens. You mnstnot destroy

it as it feeds upon worms and other obnoxious grubs. W.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them-and that roost willingly. It ib now-

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent ub at one time.—F O S. The species of Cupressus cannot

bo recognised by fragments. No doubt C. macrocarpa anfl

Lambertiana are the same species.—T W. Jatropha panduras-

folia — F. We cannot recognise your Salvia from so small a

bit It mav be S. pulchella. As regards S. splendens, see an

article by "Alpha" in another column. {—IT Pass. Cattleya

intermedia, a dark variety ; and a Vanda that seems to be quite

new You will see further mention of it hereafter.—IT 67 A.

It looks like a bit of Silene arenaria ; but the specimen is too

small for identification. ...-•,. .

Oranges : L C. They may be grafted now if they have not

begun to grow. We would, however, prefer marching to

Vises : Woolton. There is no objection to stopping the progress

of your Vine-roots by an underground wall. The other

inquiry is answered in a leading article.

Misc Sub Mellilotus leucantha is the plant otherwise called

Bokhara Clover. Magnetic observations do not fall within the

Bcope of this Paper.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Limn, Nitrate, of Hoda, Hu^ar Benin, mid every

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &e.
Wm. Inuuh Caiink, 10, Mark I.mm, London.

W" HEAT AND OTHER MANURES <>N SALE.—
The success attending the application of tlm manure

specially adapted for wiwnt during tuo last two yearn, InduceK
tiio undersigned to again offer it to tlm Agriculturists with con-

fidence. AiHn Superphosphate of Lime, Blood Manure, Guano,
Nitrate of Bod a, Gypsum, Bull, Foot Charcoal, and nil other
Hanuros'of'ltnown value.—Apply for Prices Current to maiik
FO'I'IIKUCIU. .V- co„ «(Ma, Upper Thames Btrnnt, London,

CORN MANURE FOB BLUING BOWING.
CONClvNTKATKI) URATE FOB OKAHH, RAPE. ANO

ALL HOOT CROPS.
BUPERPH08PHATE OP LIME.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY continue
to manufacture tho above ManuroB, which have boon used

with no much buccosb for tho last 14 years.

Tin- London Mahul'e Company ulna minply PERUVIAN
<-;UANO (direct ft'om Importers' warehouses), nitrate of Bode.

Bulpbato of Ammonia, Fishery nnd other HuHm, Bone hunt, mid
rvm v artificial manure of known valuo, Edward Pudbeii, Boo.

Office 40, RrMgo Streot, MackfrlarH.

THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
ut Mr. Lawks' Factory, Doptford Creek :- Turnip Manure,

71. pet ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/.; Bulphmic Acid mid
L'oproUtos, fl/.

OIucg, M, King William Street, City, London.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 per

cent, of niuiiinnia. Nitruto of fciimii, Bulphate of Ammonia, nnd
other Chnmlcal Mnnurpa. ^^_—
ARTIFICIAL MANUUES t &c— MiimirnfturiTHniH]

otlim-H engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every ni oessary instruction for Qieir economical and
Afflolont preparation, by applying to J. C. Nksrit, P.G.S., &c,
Prlnclpalof (he Agricultural and Chemical College; Kennlngton,
London. Analyses of Soiln, GnanoH, 8up<*rphonplmton of I, Imp,

CoproIlteB, io.. and Ahhuvh of CJoId, Silver, and other Mlnuraln,

are executed with acouraoy and dispatch.

Gentlemen dOBlrous of receiving instruct ions in Chemical
Analysis and Assaying, Will find uuiplo facility and accommoda-
tion ut tho College.

ESTABLISHED 1850.

THE NITRO-OHGANIC MANURE COMPANY,
{Late the Manchester Sewage Guano Company^,

tllavc much pleasure in informing their Friends and Agricultn-

rlstM generally, that in order to secure the most complete arrange-
ments in all the Chemical Processes in the Manufacture of their

Manures, they have ongaged the professional services of Dr.
'Edward Fiunkland, P.U.S., F.C.S., ProfeBsor of Chemistry at

Owen's College, Manchester, to analyse all tho various Manures
made daily at their Works, ond they have empowered him to

reject ovory portion which is not found to be of tho full standard
quality. This arrangement will secure to all their customers a
standard and uniform manure, of equal or greater value (in pro-

portion to its cost) than foreign guano, aud on which agriculturists

may confidoutly rely.

The Nitro-Organic Manures are a Compost of Blood
t
Bones,

Urine, Nightsoil, and other animal matters, and highly fertilising

Chemical Ingredients, which, in a concentrated Btate, are incor-

porated with prepared Charcoal, and forming dry portable
manures, which enrich the land for several years after they are
applied. They may bo used in all cases, exactly tho same as
Peruvian Guano, at equal cost per acre.

For top-dressing, the Manure is recommended to be applied in

all cases in wet or showery weather. If convenient, the Nitro-
Organic Manures may he used with very beneficial effect along
with a small dressing of common farm-yard manure, or nightsoil,

in which form they have been strongly recommended.
Prices of thk NituoOroanic Manures.

For Grass, Clover, &c. £5 5 per ton.

For Wheat, OatB, Bartev, Rye, &c 6 6 „

For Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, & Potatoes 6 6 0,,
Deodorising Charcoal 1 10 „

Terms—Not Cash on delivery; Carriage Free to any Railway
Station or Canal Wharf in Manchester.

John Thompson, Secretary.

3, Watling Street, Shudehlll, Manchester, March, 1S55.
%* The use of Sewage having for some time been discontinued,

the opportunity presented by a change in the late Company has
been taken to alter the name to one more characteristic qf the

actual constituents of the Manure.

a-^HE PATENT NlTRO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
- MANURE COMPANY.—Provisionally Registered pursuant

to the Act 1 & S Vict. c. 110.

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jan., M.P., 2, Halkin Street West.
Charles Dimsdale. Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.

Edward Ball, Esq., M.P.,8, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors,.

Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
Deputy-Chairman.—John Sharp, Tower Villa, Queen's Road,

Regent's Park,

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham,
Middlesex.

•John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury,

Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead

Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmon-

ton, Middlesex,

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lex-
ham, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Cam-
den Villas, Camden Town.

Thomas Nash, Esq., Great
Cbesterford, Essex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop
Stortford, Herts.

j\/| A NO HE.— Pure animal carbon In powder, eud tree
1*1 from moisture, containing by analysis 7-33 p«j cent, ol

nitrogen, equivalent a abeui 9 pfl I o! ammonls T< I

at 71. per ton, bags UlOludcd, delivered at any [tail IU f \\ I

Mr. Witty, Chemical Works, Delia Mo, neir King's Cross,
London

HPHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,VIuroonroiiATBD or spzoml Act ov r >>.: .
i ,'.iA>.t. axd Hnni.AMi. To Landowners, the Clergy, Boll'

eitorn, Hnrveyi.ru, l.i. lati- Ai;'(iti), At. Lonnn mi,) t,- -

for the execution by the proprietor or by tbo Company ofevtrj
landed Improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
i oi i lng, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, i.

.
i . . ,,, Itoads,

Planting, Machlnory, Ac. The plans foi bufldl

lions, and estimates arc prepared by Ine proprietors, and an
submitted to the approval ol tin- Enclosure Comm oors. Pro-

pi 1. 1 .ii may avail themselves of the powers of tho Acttorecorei
from i lie Inueritance their own funds to be expendci

montS. They iniiy IJSO npply Jointly for the • 6
mutual Improvement, suoli as s oomn atfall, e\c, For form
ol application! Ac., apply to the Hon. Wm. NAin.it, Mhiikk1"K
Director, 2, Old Palace Yuni, Westminster.

rrilli GKNKHAI, l,AM> DItAINAGK AND IM-
JL piiOVEMENT COMPANY

Xvcom>oiutkd fcr BpxoiAt Act oj Paruavbxt.
Offices, 62, Parliament Streot, London.

biBEOTBns.
IIf.n»v Kr.n BsTHlBj Esq*, M.I'., Chairman,
Hiu Joint V. Bubllxt, Bart., .M.i*., Deputy-Chairman*

George Thomas I 'lark, Esq.

John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.r.
Sir William Cuhltt, P.R.S.
Henry Cnrrle, ESQi
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobna, Esq*
Edward J. HutchIns, Esq., alp.
SlrS. M. PetO, Hurt
Wllllain Tito, Esq., VMM.
William Wilshere, Esq

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, nnd othfr
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon i .-t. .

under Settlement, MoriKngo, or otherwise; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon tho Estate, to he repaid by Instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limltnof
GO years for Drainage and Bonds, and .tl years for Farm BuildlngH.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or

tho Company's Capital. William Cliffobd, Sec.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

PRIZE SHEETS and CERTIFICATES of ENTRY for the

CARLISLE MEETING may be had on application to the
Secretary of the Society, 12. Hanover Square, London; to whom
all Certificates for Implements must be sent by the 1st of May,
and all Certificates for Stock by the 1st of June.

'I in. AGJ U i LTUJtALMACIMNKRYDEPART-
t'VtthU IK8PECTIO .,,.. iu,yfut *ud most

collection tverexblbiU i,r**v*d
nil lmpl*m*nt« t.t.-j ii».i,)M- by nil n- tnbnU

nakera, \\ •

TRtE TPArr.PLAf.nrjt, BY m-CLA&HCN'ft PATCNT
MR. 'J '. I. li !..' i» now pnrj :ir . .) \, t >u\,\,\y

Apparaloa or elvs E«Umat«aiM •

will mf<|y ktid .

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.

With power to add to their number.
JSitnkers.—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare &Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor.—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,

St. James's.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist.—

J

ames Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Mani-factoby, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company beg to call the attention

of their friends and the Agricultural Community to their Blood
Manures for Corn and Turnips, which have been used with the

greatest success in all parts of England, and to assure them that

having now erected commodious Works, with every suitable

convenience for carrying on the manufacture on a large scale,

under the management of an experienced practical Chemist, the

Agriculturists of this country may depend upon having a manure
of proved high quality, which the Directors guarantee to be
genuine. It is sent out in the form of a fine friable powder, which
may be sown by the drill or hand with the utmost facility.

They beg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious
imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure, have pro-
fessed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security,
therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Manure," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.—Corn and Grass Manure, 71. 10s. per ton.

Directions for Use.—From 2 to 8 cwt. per acre, according to the
condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the Seed,
or sown broadcast; if the latter, it should bo well harrowed in.

Turnip Manure, 61. 10s. per ton.

Delivered at any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications to be made to Odams, Fickford, & Keen, Ageuts

for the above, 35, Leadenball Street, London.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE,
CIHENCESTER.

Patrox—His Royal Highness PRINCE ALBERT.
Prksidkmt of Council—Earl BATHURST.
Principal—Rev. J. S. HAYGARTH, M.A.

Professors, &c.
Chemistry—J. A. C Voeloker, Ph.D., F.C.S.
Zoology, Geology, and Botany—John Buckman, F.G.S , F.L.S.
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery—G.T. Brown, M.R.C.V.S.
Surveying, Civil Engineering, and Mathematics—F. Armstrong, C.E.
Manager of Farm—G. Austin.

Students are admitted after the summer and winter vacations,
also in April and October. The Annual Fees for Boarders
vary from forty-five to eighty guineas, according to age and
other circumstances. The Fee for Out-Students is 40/. per annum.
The College Course of Lectures and Practical Instruction is

complete in one twelvemonth—although a longer course is recom-
mended. There is a department for general as well as for

agricultural purposes. Prospectuses and information can be
had on application to the Principal.
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o'i'EPHE^SON a.m. 1TJLL, M.'irvechurch StreetO London, and 17. New Park Street, Soiithwark.Manufajcturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved O-r.ital Ir'-r. BOILSJtt*
and Connervatory and BTotbouoe Bulldere, eltbei in Wood or
Iron.renpectfullycall tbi- attention of tl»e Nobility, Gentry, and
Noraerymeo to their itimple but efficaclrtia method of worming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive worki they have executed, refereneeo of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars

furnUheil on application. ^^
PRIZE MEDAL—1851.

AT A VEKY ECONOMICAL RATE.
SAMUEL CUNDY, Maso.n and Builder, Pimlico

Marble and Stose Works, Eelgrave Wharf, Lower Belgrave
Place, Pimlico, London.
Marble Chimney-pieces manufactured by Improved machinery.

The public are invited to view tbe stock, oneo,nRlled for quality
and price. A good Marble Chimney-piece for40». Marble Work
in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate for Hails, Dairies,
Lardfrs, <fcc. Circulars sent on application.

N.B. The "Royal Blue" Omnibuses pass tbe Works every
ten minutes from the Bank. . ^^^

p OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

Tbe system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
accurately executed at tbe College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

MAW'S ENCAUSTIC TILE PAVEMENTS form
an indestructible and highly decorative substitute for

ordinary flooring, and their imperishable Oil Cloth Coverings for

Entrance Hall*, Passages, Verandah*, Conservatories, dec

—

Maw & Co. send free of expense their Book of Designs, suitable
in price and style for every description of Building.— Bentholl
Works, Broseley, Salop .

PRUNING.
THE GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS are universally

acknowledged to be the best for every description of Pruning.
Thev cut faster and cleaner than any other, and do not bend or

break. Price 2s. 6d., 3s., nnd 3j. 6d. each.

Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, 4, Haymarket, London.

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, aud I have been informed that pur-

chasers ol the same have believed them to be the same as those

manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society

and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark " J. P./' and that

Messrs. BiboesB & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are

my sole Wholesale Agents, aud I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale aud
Ketail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Pajieves & Co.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during tbe
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus -.-Screen tna
gravel of which tbe path is at present made from the loom which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel odd one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of Mich equal mixture add one of Fort-
land Cement, and incorporate tbe whole well in tbe dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rc<k. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of tbe
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of tbe path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Bbothzes,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

&ht Agricultural <Ba*rttr.

SA TURDA Y, APhIL 14. 1S55.
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSVLSG WEEK.

WtDSEs&.T, April IS-AffrifulturiLl Socierj of E&glud.

CLAYTON.SHUTTLEWOHTH.iND CO.'S PRIZE
PORTABLE STEAM EKG1SES, axt> COMBINED

THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING. RIDDLING axd WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be teen at their London Establish-

ment, G, Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information

relative thereto can be obtained. These Machines are constructed

to horn Barley, and mafee a perfect separation of the chaff from

the pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the

grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require no

hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole

of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,

whereby tlie Lorn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the

places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of

Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position

they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural

Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-

bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not

surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to tlie Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention:

and Illustrated Catalogues forw arded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

On Tuesday, April 24, one of the largest and

finest herds of Short-horns in England, and there-

fore in the world, is to be distribu'.ed. Dorlr _

past few years it has been laboriously and expen-

sively collected, and now for reasons which are, we
presume, of no public interest Mr. Straetord U to

scatter it. Mr. Tanqckray has been known among

short-horn breeders for some years past as an

attendant and buyer at sales of well-bred stock,

and he has collected at Hendon, near London, a

herd of about 100 animals, whose prices will, we
doubt not, maintain the reputation of the short-hom

breed, ilany of these are very nearly related to

ihe Kirkleaviagton blood, and thus (as appears in

the valuable letter which we publish to-day from

Mr. Wood) related to several of the best tribes into

which the breed is divided. The Oxford family

is largely represented; Oxford 11th and 16th.

among the cows and heifers, and the 6th and 7th

Dukes of Oxford among the bulls, will no doubt create

extraordinary competition. Oxford 11th was bought

at Tortworth by Mr. Tanqcerat for 250 guineas,
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and Oxford 16th, then a three months calf, was

bought for ISO guineas. The sixth Duke of Oxford— :

just a yearling—is from the first of these cows ; the

other bull is from Oxford 6th, a cow bought by Mr.

Tanqueray, at Tortworth, for 200 guineas. Besides

these there are animals with many crosses of

the Duchess blood in them which will doubtless

fetch very high prices. Seventy-seven cows and

heifers and 23 bulls and bull calves will be offered

for sale on April 24th, and American and French

will bid against English breeders for their possession.

The reputation ofiMr. Bates, of Lord Ducie, and

of many other breeders, as well as that of Mr.

Tanqueray, will be maintained by the result- It

is very much to be regretted on national grounds

that a" gentleman who has at such a cost of time and

means done much to improve and encourage the

breeding of short-horns, should thus have deter-

mined to abandon the pursuit.

Mr. Lock has recently published an appendix to

the fourth edition of his excellent work " Ireland's

Becovery," that supplies a want generally ex-

perienced in making investments in the purchase

of Irish estates. The mode of valuing land

is methodically managed in England, and the

condition of it when about to be transferred

from one proprietor to another is easily ascertain-

able. Our area comparatively with that of Ireland

is divided into larger farms, held on shorter leases,

and occupied by tenants who more punctually pay

their rents, and are prepared to surrender their farms

at the expiration of their leases, if either party

wishes to sever the connection ; and if the tenant

does not faithfully observe the covenants under

which he binds himself, th^ law affords an easy

remedy to the injured landlord. There are also

many smaller holdings under yearly tenancy, in

•which cases six months' notice on either side is

sufficient to conclude the temporary agreement, and
in many instances without liability on the part of the

landlord to allow compensation for any improve-

ments made by the tenant ; but though legally there

may be no obligation on the English landlord in the

latter case to make any compensation, it is the

custom in some portions of the midland counties

to do so, under peculiar circumstances. These
instances are locally understood by the valuators,

and rarely produce any difficulty whatever.

If a proprietor of land wishes to sell it, and has a

right to do so, no difficulties arise from the circum-

stances of the occupying tenants ; and the principle

of valuing the property is simple, and, we believe,

nearly uniform in England. One or more profes-

sional land surveyors are employed to examine into

the details of each farm, with its labourers'

cottages, &c. A map of reference is before them
(where a tithe or parochial map exists this is the

guide), with each field, coppice, &c, specified and
numbered upon it. The valuator criticises the

qualities of the soil and subsoil, and notes

the acreable value. The timber is perhaps valued

in detail, or not unfrequentlv a certain sum is

demanded for it in the gross. The condition of the

farm houses, the repairs to be executed, the de-

ficiencies to be supplied, the drainage necessary,

are of course estimated also by the valuer, who takes

into consideration the amount of land-tax or other

charges payable by the landlord, and the probable
amount of tithes, poor taxes, and parochial rates

chargeable to the tenants. From such data he
ascertains the just acreable value, referring to the

local prices of agricultural produce as a standard.

From his return the value is accurately fixed, and
the estate charges ownership without difficulty,

and at the average rate of about 30 years' purchase.

But in Ireland the application of the English
principles alone is often insufficent to meet the

cases submitted to the valuer. Mr. Lock's practical

remarks on the subject are extremely interesting in a
statistic point of view and important in themselves.

We shall give them in an epitomised form, regretting

that our limits of space do not admit of them being

transferred to our columns in exlenso. To carry out the

details of the Poor Law in Ireland the first valuations

•were made " by isolated individuals at different

periods, without co-operation, or reference to any fixed

schedule of prices." To attain something definite and
uniform, Government valuations were made in the

years 1839, 1846, and 1852. The first was called the
Ordnance or Townland Valuation, and was based on
the then current prices of agricultural produce, viz.

—

Schedule of Prices adopted under the Townland Valuation,
6 <fc 7 Wm. IV., c. 81.—Per cwt. of 112 lbs.

valuation, the Townland (the smallest denomina-

tion of land possessing permanent boundaries) being

made the unit of valuation.

The second valuation was upon an estimate of

the net annual rent which each tenement might be

reasonably expected to bring, all rates, insurances,
1

repairs, and public charges (except tithe-rent charge)

being paid by the tenant. At that period the value

of agricultural produce was as follows

—

Schedule of Prices adopted under the Tenement Valuation, 15 tt 16
Vict., c. 63, loith Supplement of 17 TJrt, c. 8.

Per cwt. of 112 lbs.
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Schedule

Then came the last acts, with a new reference

standard of prices, from which schedule Potatoes

are omitted, and Flax included, the valuations pre-

viously made remaining fixed until they shall be
revised under the act, so as to present one uniform
scale of value.* It appears two of the provinces,

with the exception of the counties of Longford and
Clare, are under the latter (or Tenement) valuation

;

the other parts are under the Ordnance valuation.

When the Tenement valuation, that is of "the rate-

able hereditament under the provisions of the Poor
Law" shall be completed, the valuation of each Poor
Law union, &c, is to continue fixed for 14 years,

when a revision may be ordered by the authorities.

A British intending purchaser of Irish land pro-

perty must find it an advantage to be informed of

those details. Nor will he think it superfluous in-

formation that the county cess is paid by the occu-

pier or tenant, who is also liable to half the poor
rates : and though the other moiety is chargeable to

the landlord, with the whole of the tithe-rent charge,

(which however does not exceed lie?, in the 11. on
the net rental of the country) " the amount of

Poor Law taxation now happily diminishing through-
out Ireland will not be a serious discouragement
when it is considered that the very circumstance of

an independent and employing capitalist becoming
the proprietor of a hitherto insolvent estate must
necessarily result in the reduction of local taxation."

Then it must be borne in mind that land in Ireland

is valued lower in comparison with its productive
capabilities than land in England, the superior

farming of the latter causing the average produce per
acre to exceed our returns by about one-third.

From this it is easily apprehended how agricultural

skill applied to Irish land will yield the purchaser
an increased per-centage on his investment, or, in

other words, reduce the number of years purchase,

as estimated on the increased productive value under
improved culture. It is pleasing to find that even
the Peat moors in the west of Ireland, which
hitherto have been classed under the head of waste
land—to a great extent, too—are found to be giving

larger comparative returns for draining, See., than
the licher soils. The Scotch sheep farmers have
found this out ; their hardy Irish sheep are quite at

home, or perhaps better than they would be in their

native highlands, on the green pasturage to be found
on the shallow Irish bogs.

5 d.

6

s. d

6

s. d.

7

. d.\

69

. d.

34 6

d.

25 6

s. d

1 7

Notin-
cludedin
Schedule

It w as intended to form a uniform and relative

YOUTH.— CRIME.—PUNISHMENT.
(TWO LETTERS.)-No. II.

Ii is a favourite adage and one which appears to re-

flect no little of the free spirit of our Courts of Criminal

Law—that ' It is better 20 guilty men should escape than

that one innocent man should be wrongfully convicted.'

Those who are old enough to remember poor

'Matthews at Home' may be able to recall the

stage-coach scene of a very talkative travelling lady,

the headlong plausibility of whose discourse is doomed
to be from time to time tripped up by a gruff old gentle-

man in an enormous throat-wrapper, which his mouth
only surmounts at the most provoldng intervals, just to

utter the words

—

«

" That's another wulgar herror !
"

The indignation of the good lady's face as the rude
and repeated blows from this travelling sledge-hammer
keep smashing the best links in the chain of her mail-

coach oratory, is suggested by the bare thought of apoint-

blank contradiction of the above adage'about innocent

and guilty men. But it may as well be spoken out at

once : it is an error, and an error based upon an error.

Try it in this shape. " It is better that 20 rotten

* Mr. Lock's third table shows tlieaverago prices at the com-
ment of 1855 :

—

Per cwt. of 112 lbs.

d̂

> O

s. d. s. d.

17 3 9
d. s. d. 8. d. s. d. s. d. 8. d.

9 6 94 6 48 53 45 6 69
*. d.

6 6

There is also a table showing the present value in years, &c. of
a lease for any certain term which it may be desirable to pur-
chase.

sheep should be turned loose amongst the flock than

that one sound animal should be submitted, without

occasion, to the doctor." Or thus, " It is better

that 20 typhus patients should be billeted on the

town than that one person, free from the disease, should

be sent to the hospital." Or, once again, thus—" It

is better that 20 dangerous lunatics should be set at

large than that one man of sound mind should undergo
treatment for insanity."

If the ' treatment ' be, in each case, cruel, ignorant,

and antiquated —Yes ! If enlightened and discrimi-

nating—No ! Because, a few days would end the mis-

take ; and meantime no suffering would befal the

supposed ' patient,' because none would be required or

practised.

When shall our Gaols have their ' Quetelet,' ' Winslow,'

and ' Conolly ? ' When will the ' Punishment ' for

moraHnsanity follow the drum that has beaten the

retreat of the straight-waistcoat and the scourge from
the abodes where infirmity of intellect is sad enough

—

but a good deal milder and safer without them.
The truth is, that in our dealing with the criminal we

cannot, and we do not, get our own minds clear rid of

the idea of vengeance. Alas, for poor human nature !

you shall see it start, now, at the very shadow of tlie

word, but the substance is there still, barbed like a fish-

hook, rooted deep and firm ; hidden away from self,

most carefully and most tenaciously. In vain we
try metaphysical conclusions with the young Igno-

rance standing impersonate before us, telling him
we ' punish' him for his own good. The obedient air

conveys the sounding paradox to his outer ear :
' the

voice is the voice of Jacob, but the hands !
' as Mr.

Bumble bears him away, roughly, though unresisting.

Did you ever chance to notice, after some kind and
gentle-voiced magistrate or judge had almost called

up the forgotten tear of sorrow and penitence to the

face of conscious guilt, how, the very instant the last

syllable, hung upon by a solemn and silent assembly,

has dropped from his lips—how Mr. Bumble, with his
" Come along !" and a shove and a pull to correspond,

dislocates the whole fabric in the twinkling of an
eye-lash ? Mr. Bumble is your true ' practical man.r

He has been listening all the while with impa-

tience withheld only by 'respect for the Court,' or

magistrate, (whose ' higuorance o' the natur' o' them
young varmints' he unfeiguedly pities in his secret

soul) till his turn comes. And then ! the voice and
hand of vulgar authority compelling, back to the precious

acquaintauce which prison has 'introduced' him to,

goes the little culprit, a new soul waiting upon the

Stygian shore beyond which lies the land of Universal-

crime-specific, "Three months' Hard-Labor," "Six.

months' ffard-liubor," "Twelve months' HARD-Labor."
Talk of quackery and Morrison's Pills ! Why this

beats anything that the most stolid empiricism ever

dared or dreamt of. For, look you, Justice Morrison,

you do not understand the moral pharmacopoeia you
pretend to dispense from ! This Pill of yours which you
prescribe as a 'hard' and bitter drug is, all the while,

your patient's proper Food! Teach him but to believe

thai not so ' hard ' as he supposes ; make that but plea-

sant in his eyes—show him that when the ground was-

cursed for man's sake, that was the occult inherent bless-

ing, theprecious flower entwined bymerciful Omniscience
within the thorns and brambles that sprung from
man's first disobedience—that The Hand which made
both Man, and Labour, could mitigate, unite and recon-

cile the lot, till it should be inseparable from the happi-

ness of the forgiven Sinner—that unlike earthly power,
the creative Hand could withdraw the penalty without

altering the sentence : that from that same ' Labour

'

which you have now stigmatised for ever in the culprit's

mind by an epithet as ugly as it is false—springs all

that makes man healthy, wealthy, wise, and happy ! all

that enriches, instructs, and ennobles, all the difference

physical, intellectual, moral, that stands between,

and separates him the poor, ignorant, Prisoner, from
you the wealthy, learned, Judge ! And this talisman

of earth—this golden key that unlocks every door, you,
as far as in you lay, have dissociated for ever from his

hand and will ! Blind leader, of the blind ! putting

bitter for sweet and sweet for bitter !

What said the immortal Howard this eighty years

ago ? " Make a man industrious, and you will make
him honest." This was his favourite aphorism. Now
if anybody but Howard had said this, who amongst US-

would ever have dreamt of its having the remotest appli-

cation to the genus Eonio that has its habitation on the

wrong side of Prison walls ? For, according to the

popular doctrine, and practice of the criminal law, so

soon as the terra incognita included in those walls is

reached, all human motive and propensity become
reversed ; the Tender now goes before the Engine.

Labour, the producer, and the sweetener, of Food, is

henceforward to be unproductive ' by Act of Parlia-

ment,' and the decrees of pseudo-political-economists.

Breakfast, dinner, and supper drop from the skies, and
have no more to do with divinely-appointed labour

than with the passing clouds that form the day-
landscape, or the starry segment of the celestial-globe

bequeathed by departed earth to the prisoner's noc-

turnal eye,—though alas ! without the "knowledge " that

night 6hould give to night. Everything, as in dream-
interpreting, is henceforward to go by contraries m

r

instead of its being a man's interest to keep in health,

he swallows his soap at washing-time as a note-of-invita-

tion to Diarrhoea, and the comforts of the Gaol-

Infirmary, or "wilfully seeks his own salvation" by
rupturing himself for life, to escape ' such a getting up
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dmost without ii pedigree. Again I Qhrater, for example. Aniaraam euce got*,
the latter j<-nr, nt. tii' nmi noeletj "

o tkn ofiBri
I obtained the first prize lor hie bull remedy ibis the offspring 1 '.r uMtance,

stairs ' us that presented by the baiTen orbit of tin- marked, waa
Xreadwheel, and ho blips tho yoke of ' Hard-labour 1

for remark that

OTorinoro. show, Mr. II

What a prnctionl commentary upon the ' punishment' calf General Sale, ol which the sire woe the Du eofllhavi rr. Bates's pare
of ' ZfanZ-labour ' ! What u justification of itself by Northumberland, and the dan was by Cleveland Lad ; blood, while he* dam bis blood ;

outraged natural Truth! Natwum expcllas fund, and thatatthe Royal Agricultural Society's meeting al *li" in lr tho . .Wp
Liverpool In 1841 a bull belonging to Mr. < milker, and a rery fini By a

took ili" prize ol 80 sovereigns, Latterly, Mr. Bab
bocame Indifferent abont showing, as indeed who would uowincnlfagi
not be after winning no many Hret prizes as he bad row of the highest pi

done I Independently of the heartburning, the Jealousy, Vork (10,167) and of Uiofii

tho expense, and tho ri»l. always incident to showing i .
•

i lei ll would n difficult

the system, as at present carried out, involvoi perma-

Truth ! Nat/wwrri

tumcH usque TCCUrvd, V'ou may drive out Nature, but
she'll bo up and at you again ! V'ou may drive it out from
your universities, and teaeh your lav/makers every-

thing but thuhinipk'Ht natural truths that preside over
the relation ofman, body and mind, with the laws of the

universe around him. They shall talk of Physics, And
MotuphysicH, and be ignorant of tin; nuiKt ordinary Ihwh

of both ; and tlifii thoy shall sit upon a Parliamentary nent Injury to the animals exhibited, becauso,in

Committee, and produce you such a struggling modicum to insure a bur chance of success, it in absolutely

of wisdt ih this

—

necessary to make them fatter than they ought to be
" Tiir Commlttoo conours with soma of tho most oxporloncotl for breeding purposes. Important as this point is, T. have

wltnoHHOH thoy have oxamlnod, in tlic opinion that tho groat not hjumi- to com Ider It here, within the limits which I

liliijiirity u[ convicted prlHonorg lit

andgood impulses ""it influence other human Itelngsi '<, and
lull' iimi ii Nvfltoni of cnoourattomonl to good conduct nnd on-
dSaVOlll' til illlpilV li l-l I ll;;l III m-ll . ell ri H II IH'-, llllll

hopefulness, ivhtoh liavo I n tried in ri of out largo il o itn

bUshmentH, ought in bo adopted as far as practicable-."'

Kind this, shade of Howard I nearly three ; pa

tions after you hud wauderod through the prisons of the
earth and striven in vain to pcrsundo mankind tlmt tbo

bird, though eaged, was still a bird, that every 'old bird
'

wan ones a yomig bird, and that the bird that won't sing
cnu be made lo sing by early teaching, and can never
be made to sing by mere punishment, which, indeed,

never produced one Bong yet ; and that "no song, no
supper" lb a good maxim nil tbo world over, the prison

world included. How tbo old birds grow from young
birds, anil how the young birds come to bo old birds let

tho following extracts show.
"One plain faot showing the oxtent to which orlmeis oauscd

by the neglect of ohlldroo, in iliu large numbor of Orphan*
always In In- found In prison. Oul of seventy lags and girls under

us to liiid « fanll be might I*

.•if to the I' ' depth tlitre

Ih extraordinary.

Tho prollHc quail! I I .-ire at least

equal to those ol other Thus it •

have 'assigned to myself, and I imisf thorefori contonl from the "1 that Duches
c.'dveii ii- of ii;i; bribe

should not have bred at fnary a ttate-

i'i led into inrjuir

at ' ne of 'J uiiip tvpe.

died from natural

myself with expressing my conviction that il Ihi

useful qualities of short-horns are to be maintained,

the present system of, forcing them in order to win pre-

innuiiH must in- altogether abandoned.

The foots which I have just adduced prove that, in

the opinion of tho judges at oar agricultural bo

animals of tie' Duchess tribe 'held a pre-eminent place, causes, and thai 'or the
I now proceed to what I consider a mill more decisive bufcher, or by i •

i

' re in
test of their merits, X mean the prieeH which the public prematurely faf^ tie- muni
lmvo been willing to pay for tbem as breeding stock, tho.ne which would not breed, if indeed, wblefa I cannot
The second Duke of Oxford (9046) won a son of the learn, that w in • with any. Mr. I

Duke of Northumberland, out of Cleveland Lad's sister, over, somewhat hast/ in bis proceedings, and having a
Ho wns himself only eeeond to bin sire in appearance, large number to choc discarded a cow
mid in bit turn became the Hire of many first-rate and which • At Tortworth
high priced animals, Amoim tho cows by him, I Duchess 55tb had not had a calfat the lime of

will only name DucIicbb fiStb, which was sold at three yearn, raid having been foi it of health,

Lord Ducie's sale for 350 guineas, and Duchess it wns thought the migh other. TheDucie's sale for 8S0 guineas,

51th, which fetched the still higher price of 600 consequence was that shi guineas, and
rightist! years >>r age in tin' prison, fl/tg inul lest one or both I guineas. I deBiro to call especial attention to his ' that actually being in call at the time, she wss the beat

;™'eenimi'
l

rln!;L'i;T'
!

i'

1
'

1
'0I

'U0 '10f "", P"™" ,h »» livl»e son, fourth Duke of York, which at nearly eight ' purchase made at tbat wonderful Wood,

And attain "—
'

j

years old, an age when numbers of excellent bulls are
,
/A,//./ 1 i

><,n-<m-Trcnl.

"Of children trained at nil ai-iglit, the number is small indeed
consigned to the butcher, made at Lord Ducie's sale .Duchess 55 has not had a calf since the Tortworth sale.]

whom wo have had the pain of seeing bore : but where any pains
' 500 guineas. At Mr. Bates's sale that noble earl wns by

liuve been bestowed oven in- one parent, the last thing forgotten
|

some persons deemed extravagant because lie gave 200
to an the

i

recklessness of profligacy is the prayer or hymn taught guineas for him. Yet the event proved him trium-
oy ll mother H lips; mid t 10 most nuieniint stine nl i-i'iiscieiii'ii , ,, , . , • , , ., c"L. .... ' phantly right, inasmuch as, independently of a numerousin solitude and adversity is what the memory of filial disobe-
dience lnfliots."J

Are there no waste lands in Great Britain and Ire-

land where the busy fingers of inchoate crime may be

OBSERVATIONS ON AGRICULTURAL
STATISTICS.—By II. Ii. Lack.

(CandwUdfrom p. 227.)

3. Land Cultivated and Uncultivated.—One-balf

tile area of Great Britain is stated to be occupied by
farms. The hill pastures are not included in the farms

to which they are attached.

The following are the proportions of territory occupied

England and 'Wales
Scotland

OjSST

progeny of extraordinary excellence which he gained

by his purchase, he more than doubled his original cost.

Duchess 66th, which sold for 700 guineas, the highest

reconciled to uselul labour, and the brains belonging to price ever given for a cow, was in my opinion the most
those fingers bo taught really to know, as a practical ' perfectly lovely short-horn ever seen. Along with her
truth, that Honesty is the best policy ? It is but to ' may be mentioned another daughter of the fourth

know that ! Not to know it, is the ignorance tbat lends I

Duke, Duchess 69th, which fetched the enormous price by farms in Great Britain, England and Wales, and

to all crime: and to rescue from crime 'one of the j

°f "100 guineas, although only five months old. These Scotland, respectively :

—

least of these* may indeed in a double sense of truth be ' sums far exceed those given at Charles Ceiling's sale,
i

Great Britain

called a charity that ' covereth a multitude of sins ;' i

where the highest price given for a cow was for Lily,

since, it has been ascertained that to cure one criminal
J

which fetched 410 guineas, while no heifer calf made
It is ' nmre than 106 guineas. Here it may be interesting to

note, that at the same sale the highest priced heifer was
Young Duchess, the original of the tribe, for which
Mr. Bates gave the large sum of 103 guineas, which
was by his friends considered an act approaching to

insanity. Yet, whenever the progeny of that heifer for '28,411,065.

assuages and illudes it, that gives the help of a sound have come into the market, they have always been sold Tne table below (No. 3) shows the proportion of

body towards the restoration of a sound mind • and I

for prizes continually progressive up to the present cultivated and uncultivated land

the prolonged engagemeut in which, is consistent with !

day. I consider that the fourth Duke of York was the &reat Britain, in the year li

and favourable to the exercise on the part of the super- ' finest bull of our day, and that he was the sire of more

is, on a proved average, to prevent fifty crimes.
like 'killing a wasp in March,' which is said to 'take a
whole nest without gunpowder.' And if there be an
occupation that cau turn the wasp into a bee, it is that
first and best of arts that soils but not contaminates,
that separates, but without solitude, that invites toil yet

Or one-half of the territory of Great Britain, two-thirds

of England and Wales, and one-fifth of Scotland.

The estimated number of acres under cultivation, as

returned by the farmers, in Great Britain in 1851 was
29,213,312, and the number uncultivated or unaccounted

Table III.

visor, of tbe three essentials of Reformatory Discipline
of the young offender, viz., Kindness, Firmness, and
HOPE. //.

Divisions.

THE DUCHESS TRIBE OF SHORT-HORNS.
I feak that your correspondent Mr. Daly may still

consider any information I have to communicate re-
specting the " Duchess " tribe somewhat scanty. Mr.
Bates is dead, and breeders too seldom keep any written
record of their proceedings, of the views on which they
acted, of their successes or of their failures. This is

greatly to be regretted, inasmuch as a history of their
experience could scarcely fail to afford material assist-
ance to their successors. With regard to the Duchess
tribe, however, your correspondent has been misinformed
when he has been told they were never first-prize
takers at the national shows. At the first meeting of
the Royal Agricultural Society at Oxford, the Duke

stock of a superior and even quality than any other.

He died on his passage to America last year. Many
persons, however, considered that he was surpassed by
another bull of the same tribe, the Duke of Glo'ster

(11,382), which at the same sale fetched 650 guineas. England
However this may be, the world may safely be challenged Scotland ...

to produce two other animals their equals, either for

their interior merits or the evenly high quality of their

stock.

These facts contain the reason why I consider Mr.
Bates's herd superior to any other of our time. When
did any other cows fetch such prices as these I What

Estimated No. of No. of acres
acres under culti- uncnlriTAted
-ration as returned or tmac- :

by farmers. OHUHed (dr.

Isl.mds in the Bri-

tish Seas .

Grent F.ritain .

-

11S.976

1S£5SUBBI

Total
* - - - - f

-
.. :;

-

-

133,024 252.000

29.213.312 g.-ilUO 57.524^77

Kote.—In addition to the number of acres formed in Scotland
there were 1.662.401 acres of pasture or moor land, making in all

a total of 5^51,069 acres under cultivation of some kind in Scot-

land in 1S51. A considerable addition mav also be mode to the
other herd can produce bulls like the Dukes of North-

,
number of acres fanned in England and Wales, on the assamp-

umberland, of Oxford, of York, and of Glo'ster I Nor 'ion that many of the fanners did no: return the acreage <

must the sire of the latter, Grand Duke (10,284), be |

Pns,nre or mcor land held by them in addition to thenamber of

forgotten, which, apart from the excitement of pubic T ., , „.-,- .. , r i j J™ —.l*;™° ....' ui •„ . . l 'r ,«„,, In the jear 182/ the amount of land under culbva-
competmon, was sold by private contract for 1000 ' . • r> •. t> -»_• „ , n- con

• its. ' i i t jc _ _ij.i tion in Great Britain was estimated to be 34,39< ,690
guineas ! The late Lord bpencer remarked that many , .. . ., , , , . .,- --. -A a „„„-,5 r . - ., , •

, , ,-i_ ,. J
. acres, and that uncultivated and waste 23,oo4, 1 9y acres,

of Northumberland (1940) took the first prize as the £
efect

?
were V19,b

.

le
!
n
,

a
.

n,ale amma
i,
wlnch

,

would " ot making a total of 57,952,489 acres. This estimate is in
best bull of any age. Two Duchesses also took first I

have bee" P^e.vfle 'n an ox. Tc.produce perfect
; excess

°
ofthe recent returns made by the farmers to the

prizes in their respective classes, and of five premiums I

™ ft 'es Is therefore the highest test of the merits of any i

offi afld to be
-

rather „ ^^
a... __.}.. 1 _ i i~\ 1 -« t -i-» . . . * ! till ho on if IO tli Miarn litn J * * , w

Taking the better means possessed by the census corn-awarded at Oxford, Mr. Bates carried off four I The i

tribe
>
BS " is the Perrectlon of a male to impress his

Duke of Northumberland also took the prize as the best '

own cl,»racter on his progeny. In this latter respect the

two-year-old and the best a»ed bull at the Yorkshire
I

bulIs of
'Mr - Bates

'
s descent are surpassed by no others.

Society's meetings, w hen his dam also took the prize as .

J
?
r ' Da'>', COBsiders the Duchess tribe slightly deficient

the best cow. As far as short-horns are concerned the
m tlle thl8lls and f°reiluarters -

A certain degree of

exhibitions of this society rank quite as hi<>h as tho«e of '

"ghtness >n the former part is the almost invariable

the Royal Agricultural, Yorkshire Durham and the
characteristic of a cow that milks well, let the breed be

North of England generally bein» the stronghold of the '

wllat U ffl* 0n the contrary, whenever a cow has
breed. It has happened before now that a°cow which

i

thiSba Ilke a bu"°ck, there is the strongest presumption

has been the victress at the latter of'these societies ha-
been beaten at the former in the course of the same
season. Although not belonging to the Duchess tribe,

,,j!L
not irrelevant to mention that 2d Cleveland Lad

(3408) gained a second premium in 1 84 3, and a first prize
in 1844 at the Yorkshire Society's meetings, both
because his blood was largely interchanged with that of
the Duchesses, and as showing that public opinion sup-
ported the individual judgment of Mr. Bates in 'his
-choice of an animahwhich, as you have yourself re-

eipline
SO

lS50
On °fUOUSO of Co™*01*3 Committee on Prison Dts-

- is „ t-
Mr

'
F- lmi

- Report for 1S45.
I Key. Mr. Kingsmill, chaplain at Pentonyille. 1S1G.

n their early days for their milking powers, we learn

from the pamphlet of the Rev. H. Berry. I know that

they have not lost them now ; and I have been assured,

on the highest authority, that during the preparation of

the Tortworth herd for sale, it was no easy matter to

dry them, as was necessary, in order to put that " bloom"
upon them which the public taste demands. For my
own part, I much prefer a good milker to a cow with

thighs like a fat bullock, but which is unable to rear irs

own calf. As to lightness of fore-quarters, that is a

defect common, though not universal, among the highest

bred short-horns. Many animals of the tribe w-e are

considering are very good in that point, as the Duke of

niissioners for obtaining information on this point into

consideration, there is no doubt that the returns for

1351 are the most correct.

4. Labourers on Farms.—The number of labourers:

on farms, males and females, in the year 1851, was as

follows :
—

'

FotALES.

OCCTPATIOXS, [ Above U-der A.I

-

of age.

Out-door agriculture
bourers, including -

herds
In-door farm servants

Occupied in the wc
woodmen, ecc-

SS 3S!

1.174

•' " :

63^3S

18

64.713

Total
( Males 1.271.51?

(Females 199.16S

Of the total number of fanners returned to the census

commissioners in 1S51, 12S,0S6 were stated as employ-

in" no labourers, and it may therefore be supposed

that thev were small farmers who did the m antral
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labour themselves, assisted by their children and by the
|

fqrth her powers or counteract lier efforts, it seems that

employment; of occasional labour.

The number of farmers in Great Britain in 1851 who
only eiaploved one labourer each, was 38,021 ; those

employing "two 33,536; three, 21,172; ten, 9660;
twenty, 3153 ; forty, 403 ; fifty, 213 ; and those em-

ploying sixty labourers and upwards, 182. These
returns are exclusive of women and children.

It needs also be stated that of the total number of

persons who returned themselves as farmers, no less

than 22,982 were engaged in some other pursuit or

business besides that of farming, and amongst this

number we find 3434 inn or beershop keepers, 1885

millers, 1463 nurserymen, 1230 land proprietors, and

1352 butchers. Tlie remainder of these persons were
engaged in various other occupations.

From the foregoing statements it will be observed

that it is very difficult to arrive at any satisfactory

results with regard to the exact number of farm
labourers employed. The only way in which we can

get a tolerably fair view of the proportion of the popula-

tion engaged in agriculture is to view the whole number
of persons employed in agricultural occupations as a
class ; and as a class compare them with the total popu-
lation. On doing this we find that 26 per cent, of the

males, and 8 per cent, of the females, of 20 years of a<je

and upwards—and 8 per cent, cf the males and nearly

3 per cent, of the females under 20 years of age, were
specially employed in agriculture iu the year 1851.

From what has been said, it appears that the agri-

cultural classes have increased in number since 1831

but decreased as compared with the increased popula-

tion, that is to say that although the total number of

persons employed in agriculture has somewhat increased

since 1831, it has not increased in the same proportion

as the population.

The agricultural classes of Great Britain, therefore,

as regards number, may be stated to occupy a nearly

stationary position ; the efforts of the farmers being

rather directed towards the greater production of the

land under cultivation than 'to the iuclosure of unculti-

. vated lands.

In the United States of America not only are the

farmers paying greater attention to the fertilisation of

the lands already uuler cultivation, but the stationary

position of the agricultural classes in that country is

also apparent, although not arising from precisely the

same causes as in England. In the Patent Office

Reports on Agriculture for 1849 it is stated, with

reference to that country, " That it is a notorious fact

that farm labourers do not seem to increase ; they are

everywhere scarce, and the demand for their labour in

the towns and manufacturing villages enables them to

command high wages Farmers can with difficulty

obtain sufficient labouring men, notwithstanding the

almost half million of arrivals" (immigrants).

It is very probable that the increased education of the

working classes may have in some measure been the

cause of this scarcity of labourers, and if so, the still

increasing education of the masses will materially affect

the position of the farmer. For it is evident that when
the masses become more generally educated, they will

be better able to undertake skilled employments, and
therefore the farmer will have to raise the wages of his

labourers ; for if he does not, he cannot expect a man
to be content to do the work and receive the pay of

unskilled labour, when he has the means in his power
of acting just in the opposite direction.

The introduction of machinery, however, in the place

of unskilled labour, will enable the farmer to get over
this difficulty ; and to raise the wages of the skilled

hands he will then require to employ (which will be

fewer in number than those at present engaged) to the

standard of that of the manufacturing labourer, and
* thus the skilled agricultural labourer w-ill be placed on
an equal footing with the skilled manufacturing labourer.

When farming is managed entirely upon scientific prin-

ciples it will lie necessary for the farm labourer to know
something of those principles, and so we may hope that

the position of the agricultural labourer will eventually

be greatly improved.

With regard to the territory which is lying waste it

is possible that science may aid us in reclaiming a
portion of it, and when we consider the wants of the

coming generations it appears most necessary that every

step should be taken to increase the fertility of the soil,

as well as to restore waste lands to fruitfulness. It is

worthy of notice that some thousands of acres of land

in this kingdom, hitherto employed for agricultural

purposes have, during the last few years, been used for

the construction of radroads, and thus been subtracted

from the total producing area of the country. To make
up this deficiency, as well as to provide for the increasing

wants of the people of this land, is in the power of the

agricultural classes, and it is hoped that they will, ere

long, awaken to a sense of their own and country's

interest.

nothing short of a miracle can find food for the enor-

mous number of animals, now all at once starting

into existence, and clamouring for that supply which
she has so unprecedented!}' withheld. What is to be
done ?

An answer to this question will, perhaps, be one which
will interest your farming readers more than any other,

perhaps not less than the taking of Sebastopol itself

—

and to this question I now apply myself. The first

grand requirement in the feeding of ewes is, not only

that they should have a sufficiency of food, but that that

food should be succulent in its nature, and capable of

enabling them to secrete a sufficient quantity of milk for

their lambs.

The second grand requirement in feeding of ewes and
Iambs is, to do it so economically, that while they get the

benefit, the farmer does not suffer in his pocket beyond
what he may reasonably replace. Now I asked a large

flock-master the other day how he fed his eweB, and
what he thought the best food for bringing them to their

milk. " I give them Oats," he said ;
" nothing like Oats."

What I said to him was this : "*V'ou remind me very

much of an old joke against a brewer, who upon a friend

bragging to him what excellent beer he brewed, asked

him how he made it, ' Why,' said he, * I procure the best

malt and Hops.' ' Ah,' said the brewer, interrupting

him, ' aDy fool may brew .good beer with good malt and
Hops ; but the grand art and mystery of brewing is to

brew good beer without either.' So I say, any one

,may keep up the condition of his ewes, and get up
his lambs, with plenty of Oats, but to do it without,

—

( There's the rub.' " Now, it is a fact well known in

animal physiology that highly nutritious food, in a

concentrated state, does not produce the same beneficial

effects upon an animal fed with it, as food less nutritious

but more bulky ; bulk is essential to bringing the mecha-
nical action of the stomach into play, and, though a pint I

an economical and nutritious food, which their ewe
will eat with a relish, and that as often as they please toj

repeat it.

I will venture to say that whoever will adopt this plar

systematically will find that he has got hold of a recipe']

which, if it does not make his fortune, will at any rate!

save his animals from starvation, and his pocket from »i|

ruinous outlay.

At the present moment I am feeding nearly a 1

hundred score of ewes and lambs and other sheep 1

by this mode, without having scarcely a sound Turnip'
left upon my farm, and without the assistance of'

corn, meal, or cake ; and I never had my ewes and lambs

.

do better in all my experience. Frederick Phillips, the

Hall Farm, near Brandon, March 20, in the Bury and 1

Norwich Post of March 28.

Home Correspondence.
Agriculture as a Science.—The difficulties which a

good practical farmer has to encounter are many and
perplexing. There is one, however, that stands para-

mount above all others, as claiming the first attention-

it consists in a general ignorance of the qualities and
temperament of the staple soil. True it is that cultiva-

tion has made great advances during this 19th century;

and indeed since the time when Arthur Young, in 1770,

wrote in favour of bones as beneficial to clay lands, and
when Marshall, in 1795, asserted that one farmer in

Norfolk had applied rape-cake for 20 years at the rate

of 1 ton to 3 acres, which cost from 2/. to 3?. per acre.

Artificial manures were, however, little thought of till

the organic manure produced upon the farm was found

to be insufficient to recruit a soil exhausted by inade-

quate tillage and injudicious cropping. Judging from
recordedthe many statements and opinions recorded in our

numerous periodicals, and the facts we obtain from
personal inspection, we arrive at the conclusion that

o7oa"ts
V

is essentially more nutritious than half a'pmt of
i

agriculture still remains, to a great extent, under the

HOW ARE WE TO FIND FOOD FOR OUR
FLOCKS ?

Of all the inquiries which press most anxiously upon
the farmer's consideration at the present moment, this

is the most urgent and obtrusive. In an unparalleled
season like this, when our so(t Turnips, on which we
depended for our ewes and lambs, are almost univer-
sally destroyed, and when the extreme backwardness
of the season is considered, in which Nature seems
unable or unwilling to awake from her long wiutry
sleep, or the sharp nightly frosts, like fetters of iron, 1 sufficiently,

bind her hand and foot, and either prevent her putting
|
tion, and that of their"animals, that they have prepared

Oats mixed with half a peck of chart', yet the latter would

be more beneficial than the former, because of its

mechanical effect. And this brings me to the question

of the economical feeding of ewes and lambs ; and the

substance which I point to, is straw. " Straw," some
one will say, " I should like my ewes to eat straw."

Straw this season is the farmer's sheet-anchor. Thanks
to a bountiful Providence, if we have no Turnips, we
have plenty of straw. Of straw, as a light-land farmer,

I would say, as the poet of " The Seasons" beautifully

said of health :
" He that hath thee hath little else to

wish for ; he that is so wretched as to want thee wants

everything with thee." I remember visiting a success-

ful Norfolk farmer many years ago, one who by his

farming had lined his pockets well ; I found him in his

chaff-house, standing beside a large heap of straw chaff,

and seeing it prepared for s»me operation. I asked

him what he was going to do with it. " Stay a minute,"

said he, " and I will show you." Presently a man came
in with two pails full of hot boiling Linseed mucilage, and

emptied them amongst the chaff, which act he repeated,

and then mixed straw chaff and mucilage all up together.

" There," said my friend, " that's what 1 do with my
straw ; and if those who grow the wretched stuff called

' low-land hay ' knew how worthless it is, they would

never be at the trouble of saving it, while they can get

good straw. I feed all my horses and bullocks upon
straw chaff." I was a younger man then than I am now,
yet I have never forgotten the lesson which I then

learned ; but I fancy I have rather improved upon my
friend's practice, for instead of giving it to Toy horses

and bullocks only, I give it also to my ewes and to my
fatting sheep.

We have all laughed at the old joke of the two

penitents, who being enjoined penance to a distant

shrine, were to proceed there with Peas in their shoes.

One performed his journey gaily and expeditiously, and

returning home, met his poor foot-worn crippled

brother hobbling along, having hardly made any way at

all, who asked how it was that, enjoined as they were a

like penance, the other should have got over his ground

so gaily and so quickly, whereas he was in torture, and

had all his misery yet before him. " Well, to tell you

the truth," said the more sly and fortunate brother, " I

took the liberty to boil my Peas." And here's the

secret of using straw chaff—cook it
;
you will never get

sheep to eat it successfully without, unless a portion of

pulped root is mixed with it. 1 steam mine. To do

this 1 have brick vats, which will hold about 500 bushels,

with perforated false bottoms; beneath these false

bottoms is the steam supply pipe, which I can regulate

at pleasure, but where there is not a supply of steam a

substitute may be found in this way : take any large

receptacle— it may be a mash tun, or anything else, the

larger the better ;
place within it a layer of straw chaff,

about 4 inches thick, sprinkle this well with boiling

water, put in another lajer of chaff, sprinkle this in

like manner, and so on, until your vessel or receptacle

is full
;
press it down tolerably compact, cover it well

up, and let it stand until the straw is thoroughly

cooked. I find it best to mix a small quantity

of good stover or bay chaff with the straw chaff

before steaming— say one- sixth part or one-fourth

part, if you have plenty ; it gives its flavour

to the straw, and makes it very palatable ; and I also

add just a little dust of salt to flavour it ; and those who
are fortunate enough to have some Swedes or Mangold

left will do well, with the aid of my pulping machine, to

pulp a few, and mix with the chaff after it is cooked

when they will find, to their great satisfac

guidance of empirical routine, and that little is

really known of causes or principles. The discordant

and even opposite results obtained from the use of

any kind of fertiliser upon different portions of one and
the same farm or garden yield proofs conclusive of the

existing ignorance of the first principle above alluded to ;

and therefore until the mineral elements of the soil and
subsoil be thoroughly understood, any system of agri-

culture must be more or less defective and uncertain in

its results. But how is such knowledge to be obtained ?

If the plain and direct answer- " By analysis of the

soil" be returned, then the immensity of the under-

taking must reuder the attempt all but hopeless ! Here,

however, it is but just to inform the English reader

that the Highland Society now offers, at its own expense,

to have correct analyses made of the soils and manures

used by those farmers who may compete for its

premiums with special manures. Aided by the steady

and rapid advauce of chemical science, with the most

delicate tests and refined processes, much might be

locally effected during that deep laboratiou of land

which must precede the thorough draining of every

good farm, and wherein the temper and constituent

minerals would, to a great extent, be discovered, and

the required system of manuriug indicated. Since

the first appearance of Liebig's work the mineral

constituents of the ground have been much studied,

and less has been thought of stable and fold manures.

Those elements are sandy or silicious matter, alumina

or the basis of pure clay, chalk (carbonate of lime),

and oxide of iron. These minerals are found in

extremely variable quantities in every fertile land, and

of that I had ample means of proof during my 17 years'

experience in Berkshire. I first consulted Sir H. Davy,

and went through the minute details given in the 12

pages, commencing at p. 140, of his fourth agricultural

lecture. Clever as these were nearly 50 years ago, they

(and also the processes of the late Dr. Henry) failed to

bring out clear results, particulatly in the elimination of

the oxides of iron and phosphoric acid. The simple

and mechanical washing through tin strains perforated

so as to arrest silicious particles, and carry off the soft

and more divisible fine matters, proved more instructive

in so far as that they at once exhibited the substances

which constitute the texture of the sample. Step by

step improvement advanced ; and about the era when
the English Agricultural Society was established, every

process of refined investigation was rendered more con-

clusive by the writings of Dr. Ure and Fownes, aud in Mr.
Mitchell's " Analytical Chemistry." The young chemist

can now feel his way to discovery by the light so afforded.

My experiments upon land and its soils, by deep 3-spit

trenching, proved the necessity of effectual tumiDg over,

trituration, aeration, and comminution of all new lands,

and also the good effects that would follow a similar

course in the renovation of old ground long under the

cultivation of its upper stratum to the depth of 6 to 8

inches only. If we desire to manure on sound prin-

ciples with auxiliary fertilisers appropriate to the

requirements of the earth, we must, as before stated,

acquaint ourselves with the actual condition of every

rod or pole and rood of land prior to the introduction of

any particular crop. The subject of organic manure,.

6uch as those of the dung-heap and of Linseed cake,

requires great attention, and that for a particular reason

little noticed by any writers. Lime, also, has its own
essential specific claim not to be passed by or over-

looked ; but space cannot now be afforded, though the

objects are of great interest. /. T., Croydon, April S.

Newton-Abbot Union.—Report of the Agrimltural

Committee for the year ended Christmas, 1854.—The
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iriiiiuiiil committee bog to jjruMiiit to Lin: board ilicir

nidi report and balance-shoot for the past year. In

fltloing they think it unnecessary to enlarge on the

',!( /antagoH of tho labour scheme, as carried out in this

i

ion during ihu last four yours, or upon tho honcliciul

MM ulta which must bo admitted to have followed it. In

i

muring their bahmco-Hhcot they havo made use of

i form adopted by them last year. Thoy consider

!.|in form will convoy, in the most concise manner, all

be* \) information which may bo required as to tho

Him intity of the different crops grown, and their disposal,

ijjj well as a fair statement of the pecuniary resultff of

\)\A\ year's proceedings. Tho total quantity of land

filler cultivation is about (» acres ; and the following in

,/4 tatement of tho amount of the principal crops grown
troon during tho past year :—Potatoes, 24 I hags (not

luding refuse given to pigs) ; Wheat, 1.1 hags;

,rloy, 20 hags ; Cabbages, 2)! cwt, ; Swedes, 10 cwt.
;

.rsnips, 2(J cwt.; Mangold Wur/.el, G toiiH ; Onions,

lbs.; Leeks, 1000 lbs. ; Broccoli, it cwt. Tho
mber of hours of labour, &c, performed during the

it your by the different classes of inmates employed
the land, has been as follows :—Tho aggregate

mber of hours of Held labour done by adult, paupers
.ostly aged and infirm), 12,003£ ; the number of

[lilt paupers at work on an average of II
|. hours

ily, .

r
) ; the total number of hours of Held labour done

boys, 14,*.! lit ; tho number of boys at work, five days
ch week, and on an average I! hours daily, 1.1 ; tho

;inhor of hoys in tho house tit for service at Christmas
is 8. Jty a comparison of these figures with those on

e last year's report, it will bo seen that there is an
crease in tho number of boys whoso labour has been

ade available during tho last year. Nineteen boys

?re provided with situations in tho course of the

ar. Tho committee cannot conclude their report

ithout adverting to tho loss which they, as well as the

>ard, have sustained by the death of their late chair-

nu, Mr. Story, whoso deep interest in tho success of

e agricultural scheme, and tho zeal and energy dis-

ayed by him in promoting that success, are well known
evory member of the board. K S. Bcarnc, Chairman,
arch 7.

Aamaui.TURAii Account, 1854.

Gr. £ s . d.

By vegetables & straw
used hi tho house 'It 1 1

,, "Wheat and Pota-
toes sold 14 6

„ PotntooH for scad... 8 13 4
„ Vegetables, &c, in

store at Christmas 37 5 8

Dr. £ s. d.

limit 40 10
Rates unci Tltlio 7 5
Sond Potatoos ... 18 5
Ditto Barley ... 1 1

Suods and Culi-

bage Planta 2 12 2*
Purchase mill ro-

pnli' of tools 1 12 6
l-.\pi:iiH.'s of har-
yOHtEng, thresh-
ing, tuid drawing
Wlioaut Birloy 4 5

70 10 .v

Profit of Labour 33 10 u
£104 7

Piggery Account,
£ s. d.

opurchasoof lOpigs 10 u"

Bran, pnllard, and

£104 7

sharps, bought ...5 5

. .Profit

15 4 fi

24 11 6

By produce of 3 pigs
slaughtered, 21
score 2 lbs., at 10s. 10 11

„ estimated value of
7 pigs in store ... 24

„ estimated value of
Barley and roots

on hand 5 5

£39 16

Summary. £ s. d.
Profit on vegetables 33 10 U

Ditto Pigs 24 11 6"

£5S 1 7J
SurrLRMRsrrAL Statembnt.—Disposal of the Crops grown.

Vegetables, etc., consumed by the Inmates of the Work-
house, to Christmas.

otatoes, 831 score 15 lbs., average prico
lOd. per score £34 13 11

sbhagea, 28 cwt. 1 qr. 22 lbs., at 2s. Ad. per
cwt.

eekrt, 10 score, at 10<f. per score
uions, 42 score, at Is. bd.
carlet Runners, 6 score, at lOd.
eaus, 14 pecks, of. 6d. per peck
eas, S pecks, at lOd. per peck ... ...

arsley, 23 score, Is. Sd. per score
traw, 10 seams, at 3s. per seam

8 6 •H
O H 4
3

5
7
6 R
4 7

Vegetables. <fic,

i boat, 13 bugs, at 15s. Gat ... ..',

otatoes, 11 ditto

sold.

1 10

in 1

3 19
G

Potatoes for seed.
iventy-six bags at 6s. Sd. .'.

Vegetables, Ac.
otJtoes, 30 bags, at 6s. Sd.

70
,, 6s.

44 1 1

14 6

3 13 4
in store, at Christmas.

... 10

... 21

eaks, 40 score, at lOrf
elery, 3 rows, at 2s. Gd.
nnter greens (valued at)
arsnips, Ki civt., at 2s. id. .

wedes, 10 cwt., at 15s. per ton
traw, 10 seams, at 3s. per seam

31
1 18

7
10

1 17
7

1 10

£104 7
Loss of Sheep 5;/ orowsinr/ Yew.—On the night of Jan.

i tli a flock of sheep got into the gardens of Gosfield
tall, and fed on the Yew trees growing in abundance
iere. In the morning the owner was sent for, and in
note to me he says—" I found two dead, and the

3raamder, or at least the greater portion of them,

?,?, *
n-,"'l ' U

'
foami"S at the mouth, and in a stupid

tate. Ihe number was 63, out of which 42 died.
rom the fact of the ground being covered with snow,
suppose the sheep were very hungry, and ate

oraciously, hence the fatal result. The treatment

adopted had uo elite*, Considering the nature <»i tlu

poleon a "narcotic irritant," I believe that oil, of what
ever kind came first to hand, would be the \tett remedy,
acting mi n purgative of a mild hind, and sheathing the

intestines from the irritating effect of the Yew, The
oil hIiouM bo repeated at intervale' nod gruel also,

Some of the sheep lived several days, and one lo dayi

but touched nothing but what whh forced down as a

drench • it was a sad sight to see the poor things

standing for hours In the same place and position, in

the last thai died tho Intestines were Almost in a rotten

state from tho intense Inflammation, '/'. 7'.

roctctfes.

ItoiAi. Dnii. in Si'iiiNo SbOwA April 10.— This
Society, tho patron and parent of all the) other various

sociotfes for the improvement of the agriculture of

Ireland, in now holding its annual spring exhibition of
farm utock, farm implements, and to some extent farm

produce, and never during tho 80 years In which I

am acquainted with lit exhibitions, scarcely one of

which during that time have I missed the pleasure oi

seeing, havo I seen one which told ho well n« thin in

likely to toll for the real improvement of I rinli agricul-

tural In an far as the production of improved stock and
of improved implements are concerned. At this early
atago of tho exhibition it would bo premature to give
anything liko a. full description of tho variouH animals
or various implements in anything like detailed
accuracy, for at the moment I write the judges are
Only entering on their arduous task, nor would I so Boon
give you this brief notice, but because at a later period
it might bo too late for your next publication. Indeed,
but for tho obliging disposition of tho Curator I could
not give you as much information even as I now do, as
the catalogues arc very properly kept out of sight till

the judges have made their awards.

SHOUT-HORNED Stock muster in large numbers, and
are quite select in character.

Short-homs—Yearling Bulls lOt
Two-year-old do. 43
Threeyear-old do 13

Long-horned Bulls—None.
Hereford Bulls—One

-

solitary entry
Devon Hulls—Yearlings 1

Two-year-olds, 2
Three-year-olds 1

West Highland Hulls—one single entry
Scotch-polled Bulls, of any age
Ayrshire Bullsof any age
Alderney Bulls „ ... .'

Kerry Bulls of any age ... ..

Best Bulls of any ago or breed, calved prior to 1852

Total of Bulls

Ilti/trs, short-homed, yearlings 34
J)o. two-year-olds 11
Do. three-year-olds ... ..'. S

Cows, short-horned, in calf, or having had alive calf since
April, 185-1

,

None.
None.

'..'.
..'. '.'.'. '.'.'.

ICO

1

A
1

4
3
2
3

15

193

Cows, Heifers, long-horned.
Cows and Heifers, Serefords.
Devon, Heifers, yearlings ...

Do. two-year-olds
Do. three-year-olds ...

Cows

BeH Highlands. None.
Scotch-polled Cows ...

, 2
Ayrshire Heifers 2

Cows 1
"

3
Alderney Heifers 1

Cows 3
4

Kerry—Heifers, yearlings
ditto, two-year-olds
ditto, three-year-olds 6
Cows in calf or giving milk \\\ . 9

15
For the best three heifers in calf l entry.
For the best three milrh cows 5
For the Tenant's Challenge Cup 5 "
Fat Stock—Oxen, short-homed, two-year-olds No entry.

»» u » three-year-olds 2 entries.

» „ ,1 aged 4 „
tt ,, Long-horned, two-year-olds None.
>i „ „ three-year-olds None.
n it » aged 4 entries.

„ fferefords None.
„ Devons None.
„ Any other breed Sentries.
„ West Highland None.
„ Scotch-polled None.
„ Kerries, three-year-olds 2 entries
„ Best pair of Fat Plough Oxen 1 entrv

Fat Ficet—Short-horned H
„ Long-horned None
„ Hereford 1 entry
„ Devons 4
„ West Highland None
„ Scotch-polled None
„ Ayrshire " Balf-bred Slack" 1
,1 Kerries o

Fat Heifers, of any breed io
From a review of the foregoing it will be seen how

deservedly the Short-horns "are" taking the lead; the
Long-horns, the Herefords, West Highlanders, Scotch
Polls, have all but disappeared ; the Devons, too, are
very few, whilst the Kerries not only hold their places,
but appear to be taking those left vacant by their
hitherto more highly favoured neighbours,

SHEEP.
One-shear Leicester Kams 12
Two-shear „ „

"
4

Best Kara of „ „ any other age ... .['.
.[[ 1

Best three Hogget Bams, never shorn— seven entries ... 21

Total of Leicester Kams 3S
,

1

.
.

jj< • * j. .'..<'.<.'.
. 1 1

-. ...

if, not »n Leicester*,

Ditto M %tty *:•*

l'"M Ibr"

Total I

m% 0oU< 1 Bwm with lamb
1 tries

1

30

«
2

]

1%

<J

~t

«

ft

10

1'J

T',ui loof-wooUeo' »»*« ...

>f

»» >i
' ..

„ „
„ „ lo lout of Uir^,n^T«Tfllpp«4,twoalrtri«

Total '-t tbort^rooUed Hams

Best <}>,, u of Bvs EveSfOns entry

„ „ 1.' rsi * llppedj 1 1

Total ot ibort^rootl

- ori«-»l>«*nr Itam* „
„ two'Shoar
„ f.f Bnyothersee
„ '. two entrl*-«

T'/UI CbsrlotBsttS

- '."vi with Ismbs, one «itry

„ Uoggets oerei ellppea, two entries

i •
1 CI Bvlot »«* J".

Fat Weddsri—i*n of five lon({-w/y>ll*;d, one entry ft

., „ SfaOTt-WOOttM

„ Cheviot1', one entry , &

ToUloffiUWedders

Tlu- hlieep hhow i ^11 Dublin sbow ar*:>«

but very wrlect, jet it so far ]»rovea Uic rage forCI

in much diminished.

BW1NE—BLi
Boars, not exccc4lnj?2'j mint hi old W
Sou* in pip, or had littered durint; the last six months
Breeding Pigs in lots oft 14 < tries 42
Litter* not excei nths old; 13 sntries, probable

average of b

Total number of black Tigs 16ft

SWINE—WHITE PIGS.
Boars not exceeding 24 months old

Sows with litter- <r in pig
Breeding Pigt of three in number; 2 entries

Litters not over 4 months old; 7 entriea, average S ...

Total of white breeding Pigs 72

Fat Pigs of any breed , ... C

The Royal Dublin Society, with much good judgment*

separated the whites from the black breeds on this

occasion, and it is to be hoped, if the funds admit, they

will, by the next show, separate the large from the

smaller breeds in both the classes. Having run this

analysis, I fear, over long, I will merely add I had a
hasty look through the above stock yesterday evening,

and hence the impressions glanced over in the intro-

ductory part of this. The poultry I had not time to see.

Of course the horses I could not see, as they will be
only on view during the week. The implements as well

as the farm produce are select and valoable. which, with

the poultry and horses, as well as the stock generally,

deserve a more detailed notice. Edward CarroU, Triton

YiUa, PhiUboro, Dublin, April 1 0.
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6
50

Farmers' Clubs,
London : [The following remarks followed the reading

of Mr. Bennett's paper last week on Root Crops] :

—

Mr. Buston observed, that be happened to be one of those un"
fortunate men who fanned fen land, and be assnred them that
they were entitled to alt the sympathy tbey oonld obtain. In
their cultivation of that description of land, however, tbey hardly
needed the caution which Mr, Bennett bad given regarding a
thorough pulverising of the clods ; for tbeir real difficulty was not
how to pulverise hut how to compress and consolidate, so as to
prevent dry winds "blowing away the soil; hence the growing of
roots on this sort of land upon the ridge system did not succeed
so well as upon the flat, for the influence of sun and wind so dried
up the land that the seed no sooner became a plant than it dried
off. During the last spring he sowed eight acres of Mangold

—

four on the flat and four on the ridge system—fresh ploughing
and manuring the whole. The foar acres cultivated on
the flat system did extremely well, but the four cultivated
on the ridge, after vegetating, immediately died away,
which compelled him to follow with a crop of Swedes. He had
been most successful on light soils by manuring in winter. ;-=:

before Christmas, ploughing the manure well in, and letting it lie

till the spring, then working the land two or three times, so as to

thoroughly incorporate the manure with the soil, and consoli-

dating it "with CrosskiU's roller. He had derived considerable
advantage from the use of the liquid manure drill, and believed
that Mr. Bennett had some of his Mangold in his eye when
he mentioned the benefits he had witnessed frcm the appli-

cation of the water drill in the fen districts. Last year he used
it to a considerable extent, when it answered so admirably that

he invited Mr. Bennett ' '-he difference

between the dry and the water drill, where all things were ecrcaL

A cousin of bis had also made an experiment with the ts

of drills on a piece of Swedes, hut he did not know the 3

the sowing and weighing. The produce per acre on the land
sown by the water drill was 16 tons 10 cwt. ; on that sown by the

dry drill. 12 ten? 7 cwt. 4sL: being an excess in rave-.:

water drill of 4 tons 2 cwt. 4st, the manure used being in the
proportion of 2 cwt. of Lawes" superphosphate of lime, and 10
loads of yard manure per acre. In his own experimrt,ts tie

produce resulting from the liquid manure drfll was about one-
fourth more than that from the dry drill: brt he was convinced
that the water drill would not be equally effective on all soils,

thongh generally where there was a difficulty in getting the seed
to germinate 3nd the plant to grow well in the early stages of
its existence, which was the case in hia district, it wonld produce
satisfactory results; indeed he had never experienced a failure.

However his experience had led him to the conclusion that fen
land was unsuitable for Turnips, and he intended never to sow
them on such land again.
Mr. J. Wxlltjlxs (Wilts) said that after nearly 30 yesrs
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experience m the growth of Turnips, during which period he had
tried almost every plan in existence, he had arrived at the con-
clusion that the best system for general adoption was that

described by Mr. Bennett. With regard to the relative merits of

the flat system of drilling, he could state that it was considered

the best in the "West of England ; and the old system of sowing
Turnips without manure was nearlv obsolete.
Mr. Wood (Sussex) remarked that he farmed that description

of soil which Mr. Bennett considered it hardly expedient to

cultivate Turnips upon to any extent— he meant a stiff clay soil;

perhaps it might be unprofitable to do so merely for the
sake of root crops, but taking it altogether, and considering the
cleansing it gave the land, it answered his purpose to cultivate

it in that way. He believed the autumn was the best season for

that purpose. As to ploughing the land deeply, he coincided

with Mr. Bennett that it increased the value of the soil. His
(Mr. Wood's) system was to plough gradually deeper and deeper,
and subsoil afterwards. He had not yet tried the liquid manure
system, but he should like to know whether by that system the

seed would*not in some cases malt or sprout, without taking root,

and then die from the drought arouud. He always ploughed on
the flat, and not on the ridge; for he never drilled in his seed till

after the land had been worked down for a considerable time, so

as to have the moisture near the top and in contact with the seed.

He considered the most economical mode of cultivating roots

depended much on the nature of the soil, and that whatever the
plan adopted it should be in the autumn.
Mr. Charles Howard said, that he had taken great interest

in the cultivation of Turnips. His farm was a really sharp
gravel, notwithstanding Mr. Bennett's thinking the contrary. In
fact it had always been considered a burning soil. When he first

entered on it he used to plough in the regular way, 4 or 5 inches,
deeming it sufficient to get the laud up before Christmas. For
some time he pursued that jog-trot svstem; but after reading a
good deal of what passed in that Club, he put a stop to it, and com-
menced the system of autumnal cultivation. He had been very
successful; and he considered that success depended upon the
following course of operation—autumnal cultivation, deep winter
ploughing, wide intervals, early sowing, and choice of seed, all

of which important matters ought to be kept in view in cultivat-
ing Turnips. He used to sow his Turnips in June, latterly he
had commenced in May. He had tried Chandlers drill, but
without the beneficial results he had anticipated; probably that
was through his inexperience in its management. He intended
trying again this year. For some years he had experimented in
the cultivation of Turnips, both on the fiat and on the ridge
system, and had found that a greater weight was to be grown on the
ridge, with much less manure, because the manure was imme-
diately under the Turnip. By having them at wider intervals
the laud could be better watered ; the most they could do on the
flat was to hoe once or twice, on the ridge they might hoe three or
four times. f

Mr. Ruston- remarked that his Turnips were sown about 26 or
27 inches apart on the flat, the same as on the ridge.
Mr. Thomas, after stating that he had been a large and suc-

cessful grower of Turnips, said that five or six-and-twenty years
ago he happened to be in the neighbourhood of Worksop, Not-
tinghamshire, when he was impressed with the extraordinary
quality of the Turnips grown there, the cleanliness of the soil,

and the success which invariably attended the farmers in the
production of the roots. On inquiry he found that their almost
uniform plan was to apply the farmyard dung made in the
previous year to the Clover leas before the sowing of Wheat,
and that the Turnips were grown by the application of bone-dust
to the ridge. He tried this system himself, and had better crops
than he ever had by any other plan.
Mr. Ltttle (Wilts) said it appeared to him that on two points

they ail seemed to agree—autumnal cultivation and clean culti-
vation. With respect to Chandler's liquid-manure drill, he could
say that it had accomplished great good in his county, and was
an immense boon to the light-land farmer; in fact, it had reduced
to a certainty the culture of the Turnip upon that description of
soil. On the large farms in Wiltshire the ridge system was
seldom adopted; the Turnips were drilled on the flat, aud the
artificial manure, generally applied by means of Chandler's drill,

was superphosphate with a little guano. With regard to the
seed malting, he had never seen it on light soils. He had never
lost a plant from the use of the water drill, but from the dry drill

he had lost many.
Mr. Owen (Berkshire) considered that the application of

sufficient cart dung to the Wheat crop was the ground-work of
the root crop the following year. He thought that artificial

manures were the cheapest manures that could be put upon the
land for Turnips. Having been one of the first to use Mr.
Chandler's drill, he could speak with the utmost satisfaction of
its value ; and if had the necessary supply of water on his farm
he would not put in Turnips under any other system.

Mr. Chandler (inventor of the drill bearing his name) said
he knew of but two cases where his drill had failed, and one of
them was Mr. Howard's. He was unacquainted with the nature
of that gentleman's land, but he (Mr. Howard) had described it

as a sharp gravel or building sand; as superphosphate contained
a good deal of lime, it was not improbable that the building
sand and the superphosphate had combined to form a concrete.
(Hear, hear.) The other case was in Shropshire; in that case
the drill was to have another trial. It was of no use to try the
liquid manure system unless by some compression they made the
land retain the moisture put upon it.

Mr. Abbott (Norfolk) observed that Mr. Bennett's system was
the same as that generally used in Norfolk. He did not agree
with the plan of ploughing only once in the spring; it was highly
desirable to plough the land three times.
Mr. Wood.—Would it not be better to go a little deeper at first?

Mr. Abbott.—My soil will not admit of deep ploughing.
Mr. Howard.—How deep do you plough ?

Mr. Abbott.—Seven or eight inches.
Mr. Bennett observed that there seemed but one point on

which the meeting did not agree—whether the ridge or flat

system was the best. After 30 years' experience he had arrived
at the conclusion that he could grow 5 or 6 tons more per acre by
the ridge than by the flat system.

The following resolution was then unanimously
adopted :

—

" That it is the opinion of this Club, that in the cultivation of
root crops the principal points to be borne in mind, having regard
to the most economical mode of proceeding, with a view to a full

crop, are—autumn cultivation, deep ploughing, where practic-
able, choice of seed, judicious manuring, and seasonable hoeing."

The thanks of the meeting were unanimously given to

the lecturer and to the chairman.

sheep of 20 lbs. per quarter when tat £ lb. is the highest

daily average allowance for which a return of prime
cost has been made on this farm. "With these quantities,

and valuing the roots at Gs. per ton, or 51. an acre, I

have not had any difficulty in making both cattle aud
sheep pay for what they consume, and leave a money
profit, and the manure into the bargain. Hay is never
given to cattle except under peculiar circumstances, as

sickness, or along with cut Grass in summer, when it

acts very beneficially, especially when soiling in wet
weather. The quantity of roots given daily to a bullock

of the size named is three baskets of 50 lbs. each, along
with straw ad libitum. 51. an acre may not be thought
a iiigh enough value for a crop of roots, but we must
remember 17 tons is a good average crop in ordinary

seasons, aud considerably above the present ; indeed I

have not lenowu a valuation wherein this amount has
been reached on farms of any extent under ordinary

cultivation. Whether they can really be grown for this

sum depends on a variety of circumstances into which I

shall not at present enter, but will subjoin a statement

of the result of fattening 20 oxen during part of 1853
and 1854.

Dr. £ s. d. Or. £
To 20 oxen at 121. 10s. each ...250 By 2 sold at 32

„ 30 tons Mangold, at 6s. ... 9 "

„ 12 acres Clover once cut at 40s. 24

„ 6 acres Winter Vetches at 50s. 15

„ ^ acre Cabbages ... i..

„ S^ acres hybrid Turnips and \
Swedes at 51. ... y

5 tons oilcake at 91. 14s.

2S qrs. Vetch & Earley-meal \
at 27s. per qr. ... J

,
lj tons oilcake at 91. lis. ...

5

42 10

48 10

37 16

1G 19
£495

£448 15 6

Profit £46 4

Out of this profit attendance would have to be paid

John Dunn, Bisterne, near Ringwood, in the North
British Agriculturist.

Food and Produce of Dairy Cows.—The following ex-
periments, conducted with great care, on the different

kinds of food usually given to cows, will be found in-

teresting aud valuable. The cows were house-fed summer
and winter, and had access to a pasture field for four

hours daily ; in addition to the food mentioned in each
experiment, they received Oat-straw, the refuse of which
was used for litter. The milk was measured every
morning and evening, skimmed after setting 36 hours,
and churned" generally in one hour at a tern perature of 60 °.

Miscellaneous.
Will Cattle pay for their Keep'?—-The real value of a

crop of roots can only be fixed by the amount of beef or
mutton which a given weight will produce. Some have
assigned 150 lbs. as the quantity required to produce 1 lb.

of beef ; this is too high an estimate of their properties.
200 lbs. is nearer the mark in an average of crops and
seasons. Taking the price of beef at 6d. per lb., a ton
of roots will have a money value of about 5s. l±d. ;—the
ieeding value of roots, therefore, may be reckoned at 6s.

per ton iu order to simplify calculations. Experience
has led me to fix 5 lbs. oilcake as the maximum daily
average which a bullock of 60 imperial stones when fat
should receive during the time of fattening, and for a

-3 Ol Oi *. W IO 1— No. of Experiment.

KJ tO M W CO tO -q No. of Cows.

Date

at

which
Experi-

ment
was

finished.

70

lbfl.

of

Mangold

and

50

lbs.

of

Turnips

...

Italian

Rye-grass,

ad

libi-

tumSecond

Cutting

of

Clover

CabbagesMangold

Leaves

and

Cab-

bagesMangold

Leaves

alono

...

50

lbs.

of

Mangold

and

60

lbs.

of

Turnips

Kind

and

quantity

of

feeding

per

head

daily.

Duration of Experiment.

1— to -— r- i— —
CD tO tO X- !-> W N>

Gallons
of Milk. hi

w
o
a
H

to toes «>go£ to
03 -I *. to CO Ol .(M

Quarts of

Cream.

-3 CD CI CI CS -1 M-
lr»- CS O tSOOl CD

lbs. of
Butter.

fl OJCS CS CJi cs -q

IO OS CD tO CO O t£
to —l co cs at *- Co

No. of Quarts of Milk to
.produce 1 quart of cream.

1.211-531*46

1.4S

1-561-471-25

No. of Quarts of Cream to
to produce 1 lb. of Butter.

9
9-228.73929

10-81
9
8G

908

No. of Quarts of Milk to
produce 1 lb. of Butter.

These experiments not being so comprehensive as
would be desirable, they shall be repeated next season.
The Grass, Clover, Cabbage, and Mangold leaves were
not weighed, but they were given in such quantity as
would not disturb the animal system. The influence of
a change of food was immediately perceived in an in-

crease of milk ; and the effects of the food of the previous
week did not extend to the succeeding week, so as to
have any influence over the experiment. In reference
to the case in which the cows received Mangold leaves
and Cabbages, and in which there is an increase of milk
above the previous week, but a less quantity of butter

;

it is right to observe that the cows did not seem to
relish the Cabbages after the Mangold leaves, a fact
which partly accounts for the result. From Magazine of
Albert Training Institution.

Calendar of Operations.

APRIL.
Berwickshire Merse Farm, April 9.—Five weeks ago I

reported that the storm had come to an end ; but scarcely had we
begun to think of seed time when the wind returned to the east,
and we were for a fortnight exposed to all the horrorso second
and unseasonable storm. A constant succession of snow showers
whitened the ground every night; but the temperature was never
much below the freezing point, and sometimes rose of an after-
noon so as to melt the nightly fall, which on one occasion reached
the depth of 7 or S inches. In these brief intervals lea ploughing
was proceeded with; some, indeed, eager to get on, ploughed down
the snow, which will make but a cold bed for their seed. On the
23d ult. the snow finally left the fields clear ; and, cold east winds
still prevailing, a dry seed bed was quickly prepared, and Oat sow-
ing has been universal during these two weeks past. Lea harrows
beautifully; but Turnip laud, where wet tramped with sheep

has got hardened by the drought, and does not present to th» '

Barley seed so fine a mould as that cereal is said to require I]

We never had a right fresh, however, until Thursday last, when
the wind veered to the west. It has since that day blown pretty ||

strong, revealing black ground on the hills, and dissipating those-

1

patches of' snow that lingered so pertinaceously in sheltered ji*

nooks. Seed time will be all but over this week. It has been
'

characterised by dry winds, like last year; but after so late a
spring a dry summer would be doubly hazardous. The wind has II

risen very high this afternoon, and we hope for rain ;
indeed, at

this moment a smart shower is passing over us, but it will be
dried up in ten minutes. The young Wheat plant was well pro-

;

tected from the severe frosts of February, but after the departure

of its snowy covering, it looked very blue under the influence of 1

the frosty east wind. These two or three days, however, have ;

given it a healthier colour; and, of course, but few plants have-

been thrown out by frost. Grass is at least a month back; bnt
1

the plant is good, and has just begun to grow. Ewes have, since

lambing, got 2 or 3 lbs. each of Oats a day (besides Turnips) to

promote the secretion of milk, hut this has proved too dry food

latterly, and a portion of Rape cake has been substituted. As a
;

consequence of the dry weather the lambing progresses but slowly 2

but the crop promises to be an average one. Lambs lived wonder-

fully well during last storm ; but those lambed earlier, which

with better weather might now have been fat, will scarcely

regain their lost time, aud many of them must be kept on as

hogs. Turnips are now very scarce, but scarcely so dear as they'

were, for folks will rather have Grass at a high price at this

season than doubtfully nutritious Turnips. Consequently Grass

parks have been let, in many cases, above last year's very high

rents. As irrigation is not practised in this district, we cannot

expect to cut seeds for soiling before the month of June, though

they were top-dressed with Peruvian guano in January, aud will

soon receive a further allowance of nitrate of soda. J. T.

Boeder of the Fens, April 10.—The weather may well be SO'

prominent a subject of conversation, since the health of every

individual depends so much upon it, and the prospect of having,,

plenty to eat next year is confirmed or uncertain according as the

effects of long continued frost, the prevalence of harsh winds or

any other cause retarding the spring, brings evideuce of mischief

to the future crop, or discovers there is slight grounds for alarm-

to the ever sensitive and observant farmer. Two or three mild

days and a few passing showers have started into growth both

Grass and Wheat, and we again behold a healthy green over-

spread the fields: Oats and Bailey are making their appearance,,

and the Beans look strong, yet there is good reason to fear that a

good deal of Wheat will be too thin of plant, particularly on cold

or thin soils, and after Clover. In the fens those crops of Wheat
that succeed Oats are observed to suffer most, but in nearly every

case after Beans, Coleseed, Carrots, or Turnips, the Wheat looks

strong and of a good colour. If the dry cutting winds are un-

favourable to the pastures, they suit planting Potatoes well, and

a great breadth will be got in this week. I saw yesterdiy a

rather uncommon plan of putting Potatoes in by drawing the'

trenches with a plough first, then spreading manure out of *
cart into the trenches, placing the Potatoes on the manure an*
raking the ridges over them so as to level the surface ; 1 «-

marked that the practice seemed a good one, except placing r' e

Potatoes on the manure, which I contend ought to have been

ploughed-in previous to trenching the land, or if placed in the

trenches they should have been split in a somewhat similar

manner to ridging for Mangolds, only a little more care would b&
required iu dropping or rather pressing the Potatoes in at a

proper distance and depth. After Potatoes are disposed of

we must attend to Carrots and Mangolds; we give a good

dressing of farm-yard manure to the seed-bed of the Carrots, and'

although we have been cautioned to expect thereby forked roots

and coarse ungainly produce, we have more than once or twice

had a heavy crop of straight and clean Carrots ; as to Mangold,,

we shall sow as early as we can, probably next week, although

we may have a few plants run to seed we deem that infinitely

preferable to a deficient or late plant, for transplanting will

never come up to the Mangold grown where they are sown'. The
lambing season is nearly concluded, and we hear generally of a

good fall of lambs this year; some persons have already stocked

their seeds with ewes and lambs, but this should be done as-

lightly as possible before May-day, as this year neither Clover

or Kye-grass have made much progress, and they appear to-

suffer much from wind and frost when prematurely stocked.

Applications for work are numerous, but in another week or so'

hoeing will require all the labourers now unemployed. J. W.r

Peterborough.
Wester Ross, 10th April.—The weather continues particularly

unfavourable — stormy and changeable. Last month we had a
few fine drying days, which were taken advantage of for getting

down the remainder of the Wheat, and for sowing Oats, On the*

earlier farms in the neighbourhood the whole of the Oats has-

been sown ; and, thanks to the continued and intense frost, they
have been well covered in, and the ground finely pulverised over
them. Last year we commenced sowing on the 23d March, this

year we began on the 26th; and as there were only a few days of
difference, we expected, with good weather and pretty hard
driving, to make up our lee-way. But here we are stuck up once
again. On Saturday last we had a field prepared for being sown
with Barley, but on Monday the rain was falling in torrents, a
northerly storm having set in. To-day it is no better, heavy

,

showers continue to fall at short intervals ; and not only is-

Barley sowing out of the question, but agricultural labour is all'

but at a stand still. Patience, it would appear, must be exer-
cised. The work on the earlier farms must now be far behind

.

what it ordinarily is, but in the higher and later districts;

scarcely anything has as yet been got done. The higher hills

all around continue thickly covered with snow, and the path of
the plough is still obstructed in many of our highland glens.

Vegetation has made a little, yet only a very little, progress
in our earlier districts. Wheat, although sadly pale

and sickly when it came out from under its winter
covering, begins to exhibit signs of life and vigour, and has re-

gained somewhat of its natural green. Grass, which at this

season often affords a bite for a hungry animal, has only made
the least perceptible advance, whilst the Turnips are well nigh,

finished in most places. Sheep have finished their proportion of
the Turnips, and have left the low country for their hill pastur-
age, where little will be met with for some time but snow and
starvation. Considering the uncommon severity of the winter,.

sheep have left in better condition than might have been antici- :

cipated. Having received higher prices this year than usual for

Turuips eaten by sheep, the anxiety wag to give over as many for

this purpose as could be spared, and failing to calculate on such.,

a perverse winter, our cattle bid fair to be on stinted allowance
for a pretty protracted period, should the weather in reserve for-

us be in any sort of keeping with that we are now experiencing;.

Notices to Correspondents-
Beead: E C. One sack of good fiour will make 100 41b. loaves,,

and a quarter of white Wheat of 62 lbs. per bushel will yield
from 390 lbs. to 400 lbs. of fiour, from which bran alone has>

j

been taken.
Chemical Manure: Young Farmer. Tou had better not attempt

to manure your land by artificial manure devised after con-
sideration of what is taken out of the land by your crops.
Manure liberally with guano and farm-dung, aud you will do-

better than by any attempt at exact supply of the absent
materials of fertility.

Farm-horses : Devon. Oats, Vt bushels per week ; Beans, 1 peck;;
Hay cut into chaff, 2Slbs. per week; Swedes or Carrots, 1 cwt.
per week

; and Oat straw, 2S lbs. per week—will feed a horse.
Pigeon Manure: A Subscriber. Tenor 12 cwts. dried in a lot of

turf ashes would be a good dressing for an acre of Turnip?.
But you must not depend on this alone—there must he a
dressing of farm-yard dung also.
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MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE.

S C OTT'I S II FRO V I DE N T I \ ST IT I TION.

The SEVENTEENTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of this SOCIETY was held at Edinburgh,
on 21st February,

Mu. CHARLES MORTON, Writer to the Signet, the Senioi in |fac Ohair.

Tim CitAinMAN, after thanking tlio mooting, flnfl roforrlng

briefly to tho aovorul toploa embraced hi the roporl from the

Directory, IraflroHBod tho mooting on tlio dtntlngulBhlng prln

oiploB of tlm Institution, I'" recapitulated tlio ground« "I pro-

feroncoof mutual over proprietary ofilcnn, and of tho flyAtom of

doderato premium a and appropriation of tho nurplufl imbrokon to

those who have made surplus paymontsovor tho Hystom of ox-

eesBlve premiums ll1 " 1 promlHouous bonuHOB. Tho Chairman
then :mid— I believe that most classos who have Incomes da

pendant on their lives havo largoly availed thomsolvos "f Life

Assurance; but there is < class of tho community i should

%vinh to reach, who do riot make so much of Its advantages as

they ought, i mean tho Important clasH of tonanl farmors, I

havo frequently conversed on tlm subject with farmorSj oven ol

superior intelligent o, nnd i liavo boon grieved to And a prejudice

provullliij; ngnlnst Assurance, founded very generally on the

supposition i havo Just noticed, that it would bo less bonoflolal

in the i than their own savings would bo; and [bunded, also

on an Idea that, though It might be very useful to aomo" clasHes,

U In hoi of much c [uenco to thorn. Now, I think that the

class of fanners Is jusl o f the olassosto whom Life Assurance
in pnouliiirly viihiuhlo, Tim position of tlio mrim-i- in oiinn Hum :

UoluiH tnltim ii lease, and, If a person of enteiwlse; very pro-

Imbl, all thn capital ho has is mink in the huul at, tho outset,

liu n ay die al that stage, and what iu then tho position of IiIh

famll? r All he has Is sunk on tho farm, and perhaps his crcdll

Is pltdged eyen for something more. Ills lease cannot be

aivulid—It goes to his eldest son as holr-at-law; and unless hia

ohh' i i
::<-u< nluttir (villi ii llic crop nnd tho stoi I., be Cfl '

•oari'y on tlio farm. From what fund, then, nro tho widow
and Che younger children to bo provided for, if the parent

Shall have died in such circumstances, and before he has
got back from the land, and accumulated as savings,
na much of tho money expended on it ab would form
a provision for them ? It is clear that, in such a caso,

they must either bo left in poverty, or a burden on the

heir; which perhaps ho may bear with for a time without
a grudge, but which, when ho gets a family of his own, may bo
more than he or the profits of tho lease can stand, nnd may lead
even to its surrender and the loss of all the outlay. How often is

a farmer's family thus situated, if its head dies early ; and how
different would bo their position and their comfort if he had had
tho prudence to Insure his life I By a very sniAll annual pay-
ment, which could never affect his means of cultivating bis farm,
?revou diminish his personal comforts, he might have the satis-

action of knowing that his stock and crop, witji his lease, would
go unburdened to his eldest son, ensuring a fair and remunerative
working of the farm ; whilo his widow and younger children
would be comfortably provided for by the sum in his Policy. I

feel very strongly the importance of Life Assurance to the
farmers, nnd I nm glad to see present a gentleman who has great
influence with that, important class (the Secretary to the High-
laud and Agricultural Society), and probably the work in which
he has been lately engaged in reporting on the Agricultural
Statistics of the country will give him better opportunities of
bringing the subject of Lifo Assurance— a subject in which j

know he also takes a warm interest—under their uotice. I hope
the result may be that we shall see a great many more farmers
availing themselves of Life Assurance than there are at present.

W. Nhil Colqtjhoun Campbell, advocate, laid on the table the

report by the Directors, which showed that since the commence-
ment of the Institution 71S4 policies had been issued, assuring

£3,139,416, In the last year the number of new policies was 577,

assuring £2ES,f305. The amount of new business is thus some-
what less than the previous year, the diminution having arisen

entirely within the last few months, ahd being easily traceable

to commercial depression, following upon high prices and in-

creased taxation.

The report, with the relative states, and the report by the
auditors, having K'on read—

Chahi.es Henry Forbes, Esq., of Kingairloch, said : I beg to

movo that the highly favourable report we have just heard

iv; mi be approved of by tho contributors, i havo be«i

connected with this In tltutlon, and t can hi

the n i tt nllon paid both by (he Din otoi a in ihu
. ,i,. .

i'ii', !i.in tending lo pri mob I

of tho ustahllrihmont. As ono ol the olai i al eel io by
tho chairman, i i an i ay thai In can Ing out tin

pi a large farm, which J nave bad occasion to tuki

management, i have dorlved gwal benefit fron myi

this office, anil i only wonder Unit more ol the 1

1

Imvo nol joined It. It Is doI Ihe objocl oftho farm i

for bonuses. What he I a lo tie Istoi ecun a pro
family at tho li wo il

| o Iblo outlay, and In

i lot i with >h advantage to himself as In this office, tie may
lioro, without throwing away any of his chance ol pi i ill

1000/. for tho same Bum that would only bring him 8007. In

anolhor office, it. in a comfortable thing for a man pai In

his money to this society to know that he cannot lo ie ft,

happons to die boforc ho ban paid nn (he sum Insured; bis family

Is a considerable gainer; onaifhefs spared iiii he bos paid up
Hint in

i

to, be has the prospectof one of those comfortable
bolng added to the sum to !" paid his relatives at bis death. In

these time i, win ii taxation and all the necessaries of life aro so
high, there it an additional motive— I may say duty— tor tho

ml of a family to make provision for those he leaves bih

liim, iii order to meet the enhanced price of thenecessarles ol life

on which their comfort so much depends, I beg to move that the

Reporl now rend he- approved of.

Mr. William (\ hay, farmer at Soutbflcld, seconded the motion,
and expressed his entire concurrence in tho rcmarka of Mr.
Forbes.

The motion was put, and unanimously agreed to.

The Chairman expressrd his satisfaction that his remarks had
called up two farmers, lie would remind them that they vr^rc

the class at present most able to insure, aa while others groaned
under high priccB they were reaping the advantage. (Laughter.,)

Mr. Hall Maxwell, of Dargavel, Secretary to the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland, then said: I bavi
pleasuro in moving that we give the thanks of tho meeting to the
Directors for their services during the past year. I nm quite sure

you will all willingly join in the compliment so well earned by
these gentlemen, who have devoted so much time and trouble
to the promotion of your interests, and to whose industry and in-

telligence, as well as to the possession of similar qualities by their

predecessors in office, we owe in so great a degree the high posi-

tion which this institution now occupies. The Chairman has been
pleased to allude to me in connexion with the great and acknow-
ledged advantages of Life Assurance to the farming com-
munity. I apprehend that all I can do in this matter is to express
my entire concurrence with whatdias fallen from the Chairman :

but I fear that any attempt on my part to inculcate on the farmers
the nature of these advantages might be regarded as somewhat
foreign to the functions of my office. At the same time I have
that high appreciation of the intelligence of the farmers of

Scotland— and certainly there is no man in Scotland who has
better opportunities of knowing them than I have— as to feel

perfectly convinced that they will year after year become
more impressed with these advantages, and that they will year
after year more generally avail themselves of them. You say
ih.it you have called up two farmers. Why, I think this is

altogether a very agricultural meeting—(laughter)— for I have at

present other two farmers in my eye, and I must say that,

attending, as I sometimes do, on the meetings of other bodies such
as this, I do not generally see such meetings graced by so many
members of the agricultural profession as this is. As I have said,

I sometimes attend other meetings of this kind. As you know,
I am connected with another Insurance Company, and as, I dare
say, there are many other gentlemen here who are connected
with other bodies, I would like to make one observation, and I do
it with the best of feeling, in reference to a remark which fell

from my friend, Sir. Cnmipbell. Connected as I am with other
bodies, I could n,ot subscribe exactly to the doctrine which, I

The meeting separated after a vote of thanks to the Chairman.

drnt w»

I

In which (hi

that our •fTaini win <

by that hi

I

' year.

b*ra#, taM-Ai ft f«rro*T 1

' r part of what you
and distinct miinner In

i life Insurance. I w* I inwri
.

,

For my own part, I mn everal
ovarii »ho«c farm* »)'

be carried on at a profit, which would com h*d
they not left A 1 think it 1* ST6XT rnui'*
duty, In whatever rank or stal be may b«: pUttd, to
Insure his life. It Is a Christian duty, even alii

not directly depend npon it, x* it

:

.uUm of
numbers that the families of those wb<
for. 1 may mention, also, In reference 1 t

of the benefits - : the > *

i ,• 10 or 12 years since I first joined tbli t

I illy over U
leddtad

conviction that tbi y montf.
Some years afterwards I tl.'ti(-i,t it expedient v> effect * second
Insurance, and, lest i a wrcnif in my fint

rroined that I should for I

fully examine the principles that regulated I

and again I came back to the ScottUh Provident—<be*X^ Lear,

—

v. io !. I hod the pleasure of effecting a second huctuanee. I

to second the motion.

The motion was agr» I

The CnAXBitAX then said—I suspect I must have been in Mtne
error as to the farmers. (A Lingh.) But I think ibe remarks of
our friends will do a gTcat deal of good. They *.bow that tbc*e
who are in the foremost rank of their own profession are also la
advance in other matters affecting their interests. I doubt Dot
their example will be followed by many; and. If so, I will be
delighted to come back next year and retract every word I have
said as to the farmers to-day.

Mr. Chaeles Lawsov, jnn^ seedsman, moved the thanks of

the contributors to the manager, secretary, and medical officer.

M p i' IBKB.T Sclatee moved the thanks of the meeting to the
auditors and trustees lor their efficient services.

Mr. David Raxxik. postmaster at Kilmarnock, in seconding
;h< nil : ion, made some remarks as to the peculiarly favourable
advantage held ont by the Scottish Provident Inst:'

young lives, and dwelt more particularly en ibis subject in con-
nection with the initiative the Gov-jintrenthiid recently taken In
the promotion of Life Assurance anvngst the Post Office

And frincerely entertaining a conviction of the superior benefits
of this Society, bad no doubt but that it would largely participate
in the bnsi open,

Mr. John Schank More, Professor of Scots Law; y-
Fletcber M'Farlan, Chairman of the Chamber of Comn:eree:
and Mr. James Crawford, jnn., W.S, were then appointed
directors in room of the three retiring: and Mr. Robert Walker
(of Bell and Bradfute), pnblisber. Master of the Merchant
Company, was appointed Auditor, in room of Mr. Crawford.

MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE.

SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.
THE ONLY"OFFICE WHICH COMBINES THE ADVANTAGE OF PARTICIPATION IN THE

WHOLE PROFITS WITH MODERATE PREMIUMS.

The Premiums are, at earl)' and middle ages, about

a fourth lower than in other mutual or participating

Offices. They are as low as the non-partieipaling rates

of the Proprietary Companies, which they admit of being,

not only with safety but with ample Reversion of Profits

to the Policy-holders, being free from the burden of

Dividends to shareholders.

Examples of Annual Premium io Assttre 100?. at Death.

Age 25
[

SO 85 | 40 | 45 | 50

£1 IS £'2 1 e
|

f-J (i Hi £2 14 9 t':i 5 si £4 17
Thus a person of 30 may secure 1000Z. at death, for

a yearly payment of 202. 15s., which, if paid to any of

the other Mutual Offices, would secure a policy for 800/.

only, instead of 1000Z.

The arrangement, by which the premiums are re- 1 at the First Division of Surplus—15' years a"

duced to a rate commensurate with the risk, is obviously commencement—Bonus Additions have been made
more suited for securing a competent family provision, the Policies which have come -within the participating

in case of early death, than that which, by the same class,

yearly outlay, secures a much smaller present sum,! Varying from "20 to 54 per cent, on their amount,

with the hope only of prospective and contingent addition] I In ail points of practice— e

indefeasibility of policies, facility of license for travelling,

or residence "abroad, and of obtaining advances on the

value of the Policies—the regulations of the £

as well as the administration, are as liberal as is con-

PROFITS.
The principle on which the Profits are divided is at

once safe, equitable, and favourable to good Lives

—

the surplus being reserved for those members w-ho alone sistent w-ith right principle,

can have made surplus payments ; in other words, for
|

Copies of Reports, explanatory of i ;?, witii

those whose Premiums, with accumulated interest, every information, may be had on application at the

amount to the sums in their Policies. I Head Office, 14, St Andrew Square, Edinburgh ; orat
The practical working of the system has been, that the London Branch, 66", Gracechureh Street, City.

LONDON BRANCH, 66, GRACECHURCH STREET, CITY.
JAMES WATSON, Manager.
GEORGE GRANT, Resident Secretary.
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BUDDING'S PATENT
LAWN MOWI.NC MACHINES,

[April 14,

J.

IMPROVED
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

and H. FERRABEE,
Phoenix Iron "Works, near

Stroud, Gloucestershire.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by

unskilled la-

bourers with

equal facility on

Lawns, Verges,

between Flower

beds on Bow-

IlDg Greens,

Cricket, and

Pleasure Grounds ; 4500 of them have been sold.

Hand Machine, for One M:in, cutting 16 inches wide £5 tOs.Orf.

Ditto for Two Men „ 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... 8
Horse Machine „ 2S ditto ... 11

Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15
London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-

ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

J(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
• ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate^rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW" GARDEN ENGINE
*J • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ ,, 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ » 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

Full size Syringe, on Read's prinoiple, of the very best quality
and workmanship, with two roses and one jet, 21a. ; Plain Syringes
from 10*. 6d. upwards.

J. Tyloe & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsmen in
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
ofwhom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

WILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S STEEL DIGGING
FORKS are warranted equal, and by many are considered

superior, to any in use. Three Tine Forks, 4s. 6d. each; Four
Tine Forks, 5s. 6d. each. A liberal allowance on Wholesale Orders.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,
near London Bridge.

TOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jtwin Crescent,
*J London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENUIM^S, jfUiifoGARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.

.Brass Syringes, 9«. to 18c

All articles of John "Warner & Sons' manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at
the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to
himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.
No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-
quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.
Sheets of Engravings sent on application.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS £ DRAINING TOOLS.

]\/J
ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

*-*-- "Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the I

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, and 52, Little Britain, London.

RICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF
CUTTING MACHINE.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-
tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

(§? Catalogues Gratis. *

MANGER, RACK, X WATER-TROUGH AS ONE FIXTURE
Improved and Newly Patented.

r TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
tl • SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each;
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.
By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at eveiy discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order ; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling
all other patent Syringes being entirely supersede!. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.
J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expenses

of delivery in the country.

COTTAM and HALLEN, the original inventors,

obtained the Great Exhibition Prize Medal for this arrange-

ment, to which all the latest improvements are adapted, secured
by Patent, including a method entirely new of attaching the

halter-weight and rein from the back of the manger to the under
front of the plate, allowing the horse greater freedom, and being
noiseless in operation, add much to its comfort whilst feeding and
convenience when at rest, as likewise, from their position, avoid-

ing the liability of the most restive horse getting caBt. No well-

managed stable should be without these fittings.

COTTAM'S ENAMELLED MANGERS are constructed in

the best possible manner, both as to form and utility; are
cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection

;

manufactured Plain, Galvanised, and Enamelled. Improved
Surface Drain, with Safety Covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable

Pumps, Loose Box, Fittings, Gutta Percha Preserving Saddle
and Harness Brackets, and every article in Stable Furniture, in

stock. An extensive assortment of Patterns for both Plain and
Ornamental Castings, and every description of "Wrought and
Cast Iron Work for building and other purposes. Agricultural

and Horticultural Implements, Iron Gates, both plain and orna-

mental, Hurdles, Strain Fencing, &c.

Estimates and Catalogues on application to Cottam& Hallen,
2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street.

WARMING AND VENTILATING.

I OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-
commended, for
durability and
low price, viz,,'

21. 19a., to hold"

10 gallons.
Larger sizes

in wood or iron.

May be ob-
tained of any
Ironmonger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees andT
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices
sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes,

from 9s. upwards. . Metallic String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE*
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any poud or tank required.

Price of 4^ in. Pump, with legs, 31.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the tegs-

are 5 ft. high.

14 inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. Bd. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Bd. per foot.

Maybe obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & SoNSr
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &o.; also-

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel under nose. £ s. d.

r Fitted for lead, \ 1 12
gutta percha, 1 15

or cast iron 2 12
flanged pipe, 2 18 O
as required. ) 3 5

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2£ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

2* in. short 1 ft. Tin.

2J „ long 3 „ 3
ditto 3 „ 6
ditto 3 „ 6
ditto 3 „ 6

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired^
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

MESSRS. SHOOLBRED and BRADSHAW,
34, Jermyn Street, Patentees—Manufacturers of every

description of ELASTICAL SURGICAL BANDAGES, as re-

commended by all the most eminent surgeons—in acknowledging
the very extensive support they have received, beg to call

attention to the various improvements they are making in-

patent Elastic Stockings, Knee Caps, Socks, and Ladies and
Gentlemen's Spine Supporters. A new description of Belt, in-

valuable for prevention of Cholera and the cure of Rheumatism,
Lumbago, &c. N.B. Every description of India-rubber Bandages
vulcanised on the newest principle.
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iHN WEEKS & Co., King's Hoad, Chelsea,

f

'
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HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
'HE MOBILITY andGENTRY about to erect Hor-

tlciilturul Bulldlngn, or Ux Iiot-wutor ApparatUH, wljl find

nur Horticultural EHtftbH»h-

nt mill Hothouse- Wuiku,
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ctfld, and in I'n II operation,
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mm beat adapted (bravery required purpose,

Nifl HOT-WATER apparatus, which, pnsflea through all

IIOIIHOH 1111(1 PltS,

inline both top
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I'dll'ltlUll M|)I1|'II
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rthy of itttnntion.

iny of the Moiihoh and PltH aro of wldo mid lofty dlnionHlomi

I tonthor equal In length Khki foot. Thoy aro all eflfeotually

itod by vm boiler, which, during tho BOVOfO wintnr months'

h not cowt In labour and fuel __m. ..i . i. . i.m.i..i .nuu.i,-

y WM.

i:

'[,

J?,

''i-lI'I

' r.ulll-

ro than 3.i. Hd. per iluy, uml
apparatus in n<> arranged

t oaoh HoiiMo or Pit "my bo
itod separately and to tho
uirnd trimpnmt urn. Tho
null. I colluotlonn of Stovo
1 GroonhouHe Plants nro oIho In Iho htffhoat state

lion, unci tor Nnlo at vory low prlccH. AlHoa lino collodion

itrong Grnpo Virion in pots, from oyon, all tho Lent Boris,

•lans, MoilolH.and Estimates of Horticultural Itullillngn; aim

taloguea ol Plants, Vtnon, BiwiIh. Sic, fnrwnrdod on application

ImiN Wkhkh St Co., KIiik'b Koad, Chelsea, London.

JTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LICHTS
OR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES X LICHTS.

fYMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London,

roon and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
[til, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

, 7 ft. G in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boies and
its. from 4 ft. by 8 to 10 ft. Gin. by 5 ft. Gin., kept ready
ed with stout Bhcet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
nimodiate UBe, all made of best material, packed and Sent to
.arts of the kingdom.—Reference may bo bad to tbo Nobility,
try, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

7-EIR'S IRRIGATORS, LIQUID MANURE
PUMPS, FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES.

Single Cylinder (as £ .«, d.
engraving) ...880

Pnubte Cylinder ... 10 10
Horse power size ... 16 16 q

Exclusive of Suction and
Delivery Pipes.

Illustrated Catalogues free,

per post.

Terms Cash on Delivery.

ward Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 1G, Bath Place, New
Road, Londou, removed from Oxford Street.

IPROVEO'MOWINC AND ROLLING MACHINE.

.EXANDER SHANKS a>d SON, Arbroath,
Forfarshire. Inventors and Sole Manufacturers, respectfully
'. the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to

mproved Machine for Mowing and Rolling Lawns. The
ine is in operation in the Royal Gardens at "Windsor
;, Buckingham Palace, and at Osborne, in the Botanical
us at Kew, Regent's Park. Manchester, Sheffield, &c; at
eim Palace, Trentbam, Cleveden, Elvaston, Broadlands,
irn Abbey, Clumber, Lillesball, Castle Howard, Shrublaud,

i e Castle, Enville Hall, Tiptrea Hall, Chatswortb, and in

other of the principal gardens in tbo kingdom as well as in

aited States, British America, and on the Continent, where
rits have been fully proved, and its success established,

machine is made to cut the breadth of 42, 30, 20, and
Ijhes respectively, is exceedingly durable, easily managed,
l(ljusted to cut to the length required. The execution of the
1 3 far superior to what may be attained by the'most skilful

f, while at the same time a great saving of labour is effected,
lie turf much improved. By the largest machine a Scotch
l.iay be mowed, rolled, and the Grass collected in one hour.

I, and SON have much pleasure in stating that they have
1 considerable improvements in their 15-iuch or hand
Soe this year, by which the draught is considerably lessened,
nachine combines all the merits aud advantages of the

! machines with firm and secure construction, and is

3 ibly adapted for borders and for lawns of no great extent.
iXANpKR Shanks and Son also respectfully solicit notice
' lemiog'B Weeding or Salting Machine" for destroying
* in gravel walks, court-yards, drives, &e. This machine
* in operation in many parts of England, where it has given
1 satisfaction as the best and most economical means of
> ;bly keeping down weeds or Moss
ther particulars, with testimonials and prices, may be had
f ication.

rpANNED NETTING, for the protection »f Fruit
1 Trees from front, blight, and iiiriln, and i"> the te.

(roan sown Reads, ettiierTo Gardens or Fields, a! Uf.nei

yard; 200 ynril'i, !<•.; 600 ,...•!", "•">.; 1000 vi.i'1>, •,',,

Canvas, Ibi Wall Prull »i i,ih;i:.i.'i ON and Co.'i Kiel

Cloth, Tent, and Walorproof Cloth Manufacturers, IT, Hmliii-

Held I'.arii, miy, and Old Kent lto»d, Bouthwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick

gtroot, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

rniUIT TKht.s, POULTRY, kaiiiiit, SHEEP,
I ANIl CAT I INl'INC. W -. Il 'I ' Dttlncc 10

{

tbo Bloom of Paaeb, Meatarlne, and oilier Trees, Flower 01 Bead

nods, iron, frost, blight and blrds,2 y»nis wide, r,./. par rard,

Nr-w Twine Netting (h & If required), l yard wide, lid pel

yard; 9 yards wldo, >w. pet yard; 4 yards wldo.Od ball Inch

Mini, do,, '2 yards wld.-, M. per y»rd. Turin, d .'..ill,,

yards wide, I)./, pur yardj 4 or a yards wld.., :w, per yard

Elastic Hexagon Garden Net, or Hirlin Canvas, 4j.A pur square

yard. Cocon oul i Mir.-, or iioro|. Bboepfoldlng N.i. ..I superior

iiualliy, 1 feet high, id. to M. per yard, liabbit Net, 1 feel wide,

lltf., fOOt Wldo, 2jlf., 8 fOOt, M, per yard. Knell edgl

hi. per yard extra, suitable for I'ooliry Fencing. Bquan

Orlokollng Net, Si lliflillwldth ami length, made ol at

Id, t» '>.'. i"'i iquare yard; thla la tbo beat article f..r Fencing

sgalnsl Fowls, Cats. Sir..— w. UnLtwovoan's, I, Edi i Tei

nice, llall'n Pond, Klngaland, l/mdon.

A .iiiyar.i lirng N.t, with purse complete, 'U. 10s; a Single

Wuiiml iirag Net, any length ami depth, U. per square yard;

Caution Nelu, COmpletO, 1«. |..r yard, r iaiire.1 round the lead

line ;
tine Nelll, liny sIXO, Is. per lupin. 'e vuril complete. Mln.e.w

Nelu, K.il Nets, and Landing Nets equally cheap, all warranted

iiini rate quality and workmanship.

Gi ALVANISKD WIRE NKTT1NG n.ii OAMK «n
• KIIKKI' FENCINQ, AVlAltlKH, I'llKASANTItIKH, 4c.

2 inch MchIi, 11,,'ht, Gd. per Uncal yard, 2 feet wldo.

„ Btrong, 8J. „ „
Netting of any sizo or quantity, and Fencing of all Itindu, nup-

plied on tho Hhorte.it notice.—William Dray & Co., Manufac-
turers, Swan Lane, Upper Tharaon Street, near London Itrldgo.

"> ALVAJNISED WlllE GAME NETTING.—
J Id. pek Yard, 2 Frbt Widb.

GaTvan- Japanned
Ised. iron.

2-Inch mesh, light, 24 Inches wide ... 7d. per yd. M. per yd.
2-inch „ strong „ ... 9 „ 6J lt

2-incli ,, extrastrong,, ... 12 ^ 9- „
lg-inch „ light „ ... 8 „ 6 „
lfj-inch „ strong „ ... 10 ,, 8 „
1^-inch tf extra strong „ ... 14 „ 11 „

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.
If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Fheasantries, 3d.
per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barsard & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

NEW AND IMPORTANT LEVELLING INSTRUMENT.

GILLESPIE'S PATENT INCLINOMETER, for
Taking, Fixing, and Adjusting Surface Slopes of Lands,

Earthen Embankments, Railway Gradients, &c, and the Dip,
Outfall, or Rise of Drains, Water Courses, &c, and universally
applicable to determine the plans and aid the execution of all

levelling or sloping operations known in civil engineering.
Peices:—Inclinometer, with mahogany frame and

brass mounting £3 3s. Od.

Do. with oak frame and wrought iron mounting 2 12
Light Telescope, 10s. 6d. extra.

Testisiokials.
From Mr. James Gentles, Contractor.—" I have for a con-

siderable time past used Gillespie's Patent Inclinometer in
extensive drainage operations carried on by me, and I have found
it to be of the greatest service, in showing the minutest slope in
the ground, and in saving of labour ; and I could not have con-
structed many of the drains with any degree of accuracy without
its assistance."—James Gentles, Hart Hill, bv Whitburn.

Extract of a letter from John Mitchell, Esq., Stand Hill, Bath-
gate.—" I highly appreciate its capabilities as a levelling instru-

ment. In level lands, where there is a difficulty in detecting in
which direction the land slopes, it is invaluable."

Extract of a letter from Mr. John Turner, Surveyor, Whitbnrn.—' The more I have tested it the more have I appreciated its

value. By this invention tie power of levelling is brought within
the reach of all men of ordinary capacity."

Sold by William Deat & Co., Engineers, &c, Swan Lane,
London. Specimens and Models may be seen at their Warerooms.
Also a Descriptive Treatise on the nature and uses of the Patent
Inclinometer, and copies of Recommendations of its efficiency and
value to be had on application.

WATER VOUR GARDENS with mi J'A'j
I

J LEXIBLK *.i i i
' ii i

i i; .. u.
perfoo . J'.'/ M,fixrm4fs UotonJolotj, fans U •

• i.j.' U

Initroctton* Rlfen to alDi Jolnii U '!»: PottOffitf ten
paynblf al (trancb.

AddlVM JaHCi rV Watt", YvX/iTJ, T7 ' tsOOdOS.

WANTED, THREE HI NDRED POl IfDS, Urn

ftitffliof y<'»n, fn )l \#t *rf»«w.

.ii'' bnl piin I i mudton i i>iur.
ii'ii- » "i to v.'. i

, Mi

BASS'S EAST INDIA TALK ALE. BARCLAY'8
POBTEB mh'I BTOU1 lAl Half-

DottlM, And JfnjHrl«l \'\u\n.

i'./ bi | Bi ' ' ' o . 3, fit, sTrUdm loo.

/ 1 LI\ I.I..M II.LU i'ATL.VI 1 :\" ;i

»c*.d by
drcria to bfl the fluent HUr'h ibfl tftt tut a.

oynl Laiitidry, find prOOOIUlOtd *

"U fni<'«it HUr'h ibfl <-*<;r im •'.

Hold by nil Chai

nwj'I in the
h':r M»J<:«tr'. 1

METCALFE, BINGLEY, and CU/S OATMEAL
and CAMPHOB BOAP, I

.. •
;

-

Prie*3 fltf.eaclis Thli nap will be four.'] tl.< pureat and moat
perfect wlnUr soap em [ottodaiced U

,
It pTeaerreo

the liandi from Cbapplllff, and naodsn the kkln fyilt and affree-

flble.— Sold wholciale and retail by tbo [mrentoij and aol

fivctnriTH m . ( • tun nd Par-
fumers to II.K.H. Prtncfl Albert, l£0s and 131, Oxford fitrwrt

Caitiox.—To prcTtnt Araod, aacb UbUk b<:ir» tha r^litcred
murk and the namcrf and addrtaa of the inventor*, a« ibQTiS*

UsTOALVX'a ALKALINE TOOTH POWDI I

The above may be obtained of moat respectable ChoaUtt, Per-
f u iih i i

. &c.

AT Mk. MECHI'S ESTABLI.SIIMENT, 4, Leader*.
hall Btreet, London, an exhibited tha finett apecimentof

P»ritlwh Manufacture:!! in Drr-niting Caaea, Woravboxaa, Writing
Cocea, DntBuing Bags, and other article! of utility Of luxury. A
separate department for Papier Mncb«' Mannfactnrea and Baga-
elle Tables. Table Cutlery, BazOW, Seliaora. Pat
Past

, Ac, Shipping orders executed, gypf-rior Hair and other
Toilpt Brushes.—N.B. Mb. afBCBT*! West End E«Ubliahcient,
112, Regent Street, will open in a U-.w dayi.

SUPERIOR
-

FIRST CLASS CABINET AND
UPHOLSTERY FURNITUBE can only be obta.Lr.td at

moderate prices by purchasing direct from the manufacturer,
thus saving the profit of the middle man, and securing thoroughly
seasoned materials with soundness of workmanship, and an,

elegance of style not to be found at other booses. Families
furnishing are respectfully solicited to inspect the extenaiva
stock of Cabinet Furniture, Bedsteads, and Bedding, at JOH.K
VOLLUM'S old established manufactorv, No. 3, Finabnry
Pavement. Designs and Estimates made for furnishing a house
or single room in any part of the country free of charge. No
charge made for packing country orders. Observe—No. 3,
Flnsburv Pavement, London, and the name most dULinctly
TOHN VOLLUM.

NO CHARGE FOK STAMPING at LOCK WOOD'S,
75, New Bond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for 9d.; Thick ditto, five quires, 1*.: Albert and Qneen's
sizes, five quires for 6d., 9d., and U. ; Note-paper made from Straw,
2$. Qd. per ream ; Envelopes, Ad. to 1*. 6dL per hundred : Foolscap
paper, 7s. &/, per ream ; Copybooks 2*. Gd. per dozen. Card Plate
engraved, 2s. 6d.; 100 Cards printed, 2s. f\d. Wedding orders
promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands.— Copy
address, Lockwood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country orders for
20.J. sent carriage free. Lock-wood's celebrated Nugget Gilt)
Pen, 1 doz. post free for 13 stamps.

BUY OF THE MAKERS.—BRUSHES, COMBS.
and BROOMS* ol every description, whether for the dress-

ing table, household, or stable use, 30 per cent. lower than any
other house in the trade, at the manufacturers, J. and J.
WITHERS, 36, Tottenham Court Road (opposite Eed/ord Street,

Bedford Square).—Warranted Tooth Brushes, 3d.: superior ditto,

Ad. ; the best that can be made, 6d. each.—N.B. The lowest price
asked nnd no abatement.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE for SILVER—
The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by

William S-Bcetok, when Plated by the patent process ofMessrs.
Elkington & Co., is beyosd all comparison the very best article

next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either use-
fully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be distinguished,

from real silver. Thread or
Fiddle Brunswick King's
Pattern. Partem. Pattern-

Tea Spoons, per dozen ISs. ... 26*. ... 32j.

Dessert Forks ,, 30*. ... 40?. ... 46*.

Dessertspoons „ 30*. ... 42*. ... 4&r.

Table Forks „ 40*. ... 56*. ... 64*.

Table Spoons „ 40*. ... 58*. ... GSs.

Tea and Coffee Sets, Waiters. Candlesticks. &&, at 7r:rcrti&nats

prices. All kinds of replating done bv the patent pnaeess.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL. NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. KiDg*s-

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz. 12*. ... 28s. ... SO*.

Dessert ditto and ditto 10*. ... 21*. ... 25*.

Tea ditto 5*. ... 11*. ... 12*.

THE BEST SHOW of IRON' BEDSTEADS
in the Kingdom is William S. Bubttht's.— He has two

very Large Rooms, devoted to the exclusive show of Iron

and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate

Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads from 16*.

;

Portable Folding Bedsteads from 12*. 6d, : Patent Iron Bedsreads,

fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17*. 6i.: and
Cots from 20*. each: handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great varietv. from SI. IS*. 6a". to 1;

William S. BtstcV has TEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS
devoted to the sbow of GENERAL FOINISKING IRON-
MONGERY (including Cutlery. Nickel Silver. Elated and
Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so

arranged and classified that purchasers may easily and at once
maketheir selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post] free. The money
returned for everv article not approved, of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street)' 1, 2. and
3. Newman Street : and 4 & 5, Perry's Place.
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Toe Successful Results of tiie last Half Ce.vtuey have
pf.oved beyond question that

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL possesses

peculiarly nourishing powers in the growth, restorntion, and

improvement of tbe human Hair, and is now universally acknow-

ledged to be the cheapest, and Buperior to all other preparations

for the hair. It prevents it from falling off or turning grey,

strengthens weak hair, produces a thick and luxuriant growth,

cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully

soft, curlv, and glossy. In the growth of the Beard,

Whiskers, Evebrows, and Moustachios, it is unfailing in its

stimulative operation. Tor children it is especially recom-

mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Price

3t.6d.andT;.; Family Bottles (equal to four small), lOt. 6A; and

double that sim, Sl», C « rio».r—On the wrapper of each bottle

arc tbo words, Rowlands' Macassar Oil, in two lines—Sold by

A. Rowust> oi Sons, 80, llatton Garden, London, and by Che-
mists and Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR
W1II>aERS,&c.?-12,000 testimonials prove the magical

powers 01' Mol'KKI'M'. In all cases, oven where everything

, it will be [omiil efficacious in reproducing the

hair when 1 si either by disease or decay, checking premature

greyness, strengthening weak hair, and preventing its falling

6flf.tS.-c. For the production of "Whiskers and Moustaches in two

or three weeks, it is guaranteed ascertain. Sent, post free, on
receipt of 24 penny post stumps, by MISS GRAHAM, 10, Chi-

chester PlftCr. King's Cross, London. '* It produced a fine pair

of whiskers in less than a month." H. Lovdt, Esq.—"I have re-

commended it to many of my patients, who have found it

successful." Dr. Simptmi.— " I was b;ild 17 years, and it entirely

reproduced my hair." Hr. W.Long,— "It quite checked the

greyness." 2trs. Smart.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
"WHISKERS, &c.?— No other compound for the Hair

has maintained such an enduring celebrity as Emily Dean's
CRIISILEN'E. It is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Mous-
tachios, Eyebrows, &c, in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in

'Baldness, from whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent
its falling oft, and effectually check Greyness in all its stages.

For the nursery, Dr. Wilson says it is unrivalled.—Price 25. per
Package; sent post free, on receipt of 2-1 penny postage stamps,

by Miss Beak, 37 A, Manchester Street, Gray's Inn Road,
London. Sold by every Chemist in the Kingdom.—"In one
fortnight It produced a beautiful set of moustachios." H. Adams.—" It has prevented my hair falling off." J. Hickson.—" It has
quite checked ihe greyness that was coming on." Mrs. Elder,

Beware of imitations under closely similar names.

NEW WORKS
PRINTED FOR

WALTON AND MABERLY,
UPPER GOWER STREET, and IVY LANE,

PATERNOSTER ROW.

PHE

I.

II.

PROFESSOR LIEBIG'S NEW WORK-Prin-
ciples of Agricultural Chemistry, with Special Reference to

the late Researches made in England. By Justus Von

Lrawo, Professor of Chemistry in the University of Munich.

Small Svo, 3s. 6d. cloth. (Juslpublished.)

MICROSCOPIC DRAWING & ENGRAVING.
Illustrated Papers on this Subject will he found in Part

XVI. of " Lardner's Museum of Science and Art." Price Bd.

{Just Published.)

DH. LABDNER—THE ELECTRIC TELE-
GRAPH POPULARISED. "With 100 Illustrations (From

the " Museum of Science and Art") 12mo, 250 pages, 2s.

QUARTERLY REVIEW,
No. CXCII., is Published THIS DAY.

Contents :

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
VENETIAN DESPATCHES — EMBASSY TO
HENRY VIII.

III. MADAME DE MAINTENON.
IV. THE FORESTER.
V. FOOD AND ITS ADULTERATIONS.
VI. DEATH OF THE EMPEROR NICHOLAS.
VII. SIR RICHARD STEELE.
VIII. PUBLIC AFFAIRS.

London: John Murray, Albemarle Street.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCVL, will be
published on TUESDAY next.

Contents.
I. SLAVERY IN THE UNITED STATES.

II. SIBERIA.
III. ENGLISH SURNAMES.
IV. THE CORRECTION OF JUVENILE OFFENDERS.
V. mJC'S TRAVELS IN CHINA.
VI. PASCAL PAOLT.

VII. THE CHEMISTRY OF COMMON LIFE.
VIII. AUTOCRACY OF THE CZARS.
IX. LORD BROUGHAM ON CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.
X. ARMY REFORM.
London : Longman & Co. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black.

TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

ARETIRED CLERGYMAN having been restored
to health in a few days, after many years of great nervous

suffering, is anxious to communicate to others the means of cure
;

lie will therefore send (free), on receiving a stamped envelope,
properly addressed, a copy of the prescription used.—Direct Rev.
E. Docolass, IS, Holland Street, Brixton, London.

DR. DE JONCH'S
LIGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL. — This OIL

long known, extensively prescribed, and highly appreciated
on the Continent, has now, in consequence of its proved superior
power and efficacy, acquired the general and entire confidence of
the medical profession in this country. It is of the purest and
finest quality, free from admixture and adulteration, or the
usually repulsive and nauseous flavour, or sickly after-taste of
the pale Oil. or of the coarse brown Oil commonly sold, though
totaUy unfit for medicinal use. It is as low in price per ounce as
any other genuine Cod Liver Oil, whilst its regular and speedy
effects render it incalculably cheaper. Medical and scientific

testimonials of the highest character delivered or forwarded gratis

on application.—Sold in bottles, capsuled and lahelled, with Dr.
De Jongh's stamp and signature, without which none are
CENTINf.. by ASSAR, HARFORD, and CO., 77, STRAND,
London, Dr. De Jongh's sole accredited Agents ; and by respect-
able Chemists in Town and Country. Half-pints (10 oz.), 2s. 6<Z.;

Pints (20 oz.), 4s. 9<f.; Quarts (40 oz.), 9s. IMPERIAL MEASURE.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS,
EXTRAORDINARY REMEDIES FOR THE CURE

OF BAD LEGS.—Extract of a letter from Mr. John Anthony,
residing near Llandovery, dated March 16,1855:—To Professor

Holloway, " Sir, I suffered for 10 years with a bad leg, ap-
parently a white swelling, which caused me to keep my bed for

two years; from an injury afterwards it turned into a wound,
and 16 pieces of bone were taken out. I tried several medical
men, hut they could not cure my leg; I am, however, happy to

to say that your Ointment and Pills effectually healed the wound
in about a month."—Sold by all Medicine Vendors, and at Pro-
fessor Hollowa"'s Establishments, 214, Strand, London, and SO,

Maiden Lane, New York.

Ey DR. LARBHER.

DINNEFORD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has
been for many years sanctioned hy the most eminent of the

Medical Profession, as an excellent remedy for Acidities, Heart-
burn, Headache, Gout, and Indigestion. Asa mild aperient, it is

admirably adapted for delicate females, particularly during preg-
nancy; and it prevents the food of infants from turning sour
during digestion. Combined with the Acidulated Lemon Syrup,
it forms an Effervescing Aperient Draught, which is highly agree-
able and efficacious.— Prepared by Dinnefop.d & Co., Dispensing
Chemists (and General Agents for the Improved Horse-Hair
Gloves and Belts), 172, New Bond Street, Loudon, and Sold by all

respectable Chemists throughout the Empire.

E~Tfectual support for varicose
VEINS.—This beautifully elastic compressing Stocking is

pervious, ligl-t, inexpensive, and easily drawn on without lacing
or bandaging. Instructions for measurement with prices on
application, and the articles sent by post from the Manufacturers,
Pope & Plante, 4, "Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London.

KUPTURES EFFECTUALLY CURED WITH-
OUT A TRUSS.—All sufferers from this alarming com-

plaint are earnestly invited to consult or write to Dr. LESLIE, as

he guarantees them relief in every case. His remedy has heen
successful in curing thousands of persons during the last twelve
years, and is applicable to every kind of single and double rup-

ture, howover bad or long standing, in male or female of any age,

causing no confinement or inconvenience in its use whatever.
Sent post free to any part of the world, with full instructions for

use. on receipt of Is. 6d. in postage stamps, cash, or post-office

order, payable at the General Post-office, to Dr. Herbert Leslie,

37a, Manchester Street, Gray's Inn Road, London. At home
daily (except Sunday) from 11 till 4 o'clock. A Pamphlet of Tes-
timonials sent post free on receipt of one postage stamp.

In One Vol. Svo, with many hundred Woodcuts, price 50s.,

T OUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA op GARDENING:
-*—* Comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Flori
culture, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening; including al

the latest Improvements, &c. A New Edition, corrected and ini

proved by Mrs. Loudon. Also,

T OUDON'S HORTUS BRITANNICUS ; or, Cata
J—i logue of all the Plants Indigenous to, cultivated in, or intro
duced into, Britain. New Edition, with a Supplement, prici

31s. 6d. The Supplement separately, price 14s.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans.

THE PLANETS; ARE THEY INHABITED GLOBES?
THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH POPUL AUlSED. 100 Illus-

trations.

STEAM AND THE STEAM-ENGINE.
THE LOCOMOTIVE.
WEATHER PROGNOSTICS.
POPULAR FALLACIES IN QUESTIONS OF PHYSICAL

SCIENCE.
LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.
LUNAR INFLUENCES.
METEORIC STONES AND SHOOTING STARS.
RAILWAY* ACCIDENTS.
LIGHT.
COMMON THINGS—AIR,

Ditto , WATER. '

Ditto FIRE.
Ditto THE EARTH.
Ditto TIME.
Ditto PUMPS.
Ditto SPECTACLES.
Ditto CLOCKS AND WATCHES.-

LOCOMOTION IN THE UNITED STATES.
COMETARY INFLUENCES.
THE POTTER'S ART.
LOCOMOTION AND TRANSPORT, THEIR INFLUENCE

AND PROGRESS.
THE MOON.
TERRESTRIAL HEAT.
THE SUN.
EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES'.
THE BAROMETER.
SAFETY LAMP.
WHITWORTH'S MICROMETRIC APPARATUS.
THE EYE.
TSHE ATMOSPHERE.
THE KALEIDOSCOPE.
MICROSCOPIC DRAWING AND ENGRAVING.

Tltt above Subjects will be found in

DR. LARDNER'S
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE

AN D ART:
A UTSGBLLAHV OF INSTRUCTIVE AKD AMUSING TRACTS ON THE PHY-
SICAL SCIENCES, AND ON THEIR APPLICATION TO THE USES OP LIFE,

Illustrated by Engravings on Wood.

Already published,

Vols. I. to "V., each Is. Gd., or Vols. I. to IV., in Double Vols.,

each 3s. 6d.; also Parts I. to XVI., and Numbers 1 to 69.

In Svo, with about 2000 Woodcuts, price 60s.,

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA or TREES ani
SHRUBS ; or the " Arboretum et Fruticetum Britannicnm'

abridged. Containing the Hardy Trees and Shrubs of Grea
Britain, native and foreign, scientifically and popularly described
with their propagation, cultui'e, and uses in the arts ; and wit!

Engravings of nearly all the species. Adapted for tbe use o
Nurserymen, Gardeners, and Foresters.

London . Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
The Fourth Edition, in Svo, price 10s. 6(2.,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING
based on Chemical and Economical Principles; wit]

Formulae for Public Brewers, and Instructions for Privat
Families. By W. Black, Practical Brewer.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

jjgj A Corrected Edition, in Svo, with 2000 Woodcuts, price 63s.

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF COTTAGE
FARM, and VILLA ARCHITECTURE and FURN1

TURE : Edited by Mrs. Loudon.
By tbe same Author, New Edition.

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF AGRICULTURE. Svo, 50s.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF PLANTS. New Edition in April.

AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TREES AND SHRUBS. Svo, 50.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Now ready, 2d edition,

"iHE SHILLING BEE BOOK. By Robert Goldinc
Hunton, Kent.

London: Longman & Co; Maidstone: Wickham & Son.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND INDIGESTION.
Just published, new and cheaper Edition, price Is.,

or by post for Is. Gd.,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,

and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable
hrongh the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician. '

London: Piper, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Han
at, 63, Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Corabill: and all Booksellers.

" 'Dr. Lardners Museum,' one of the few works of the kind
which can be recommended as at once popular aud accurate."—
Sir David Brewster.

" This Series, besides affording popular but sound instruction

on scientific subjects, with wbicb^the humblest man in the

country ought to be acquainted, also'undertakes that teaching of

'Common Things' which Lord Ashburton and every well wisher
of bis kind are anxious ti

this serviceable publication have heen p:

hope that the desire for instruction and improvement widely

prevails; and we have no fear that such enlightened faith will

meet with disappointment."—The Times, Feb. 9, 1854.

Third and cheaper Edition, with numerous Woodcuts, 5s.,

1^ PHEMERA'S HANDBOOK of ANGLING
-L* teaching Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottom-fishing, Salmoi

fishing; with the Natural History of River Fish, and the be
modes of Catching them.

Also, in fcap Svo, with numerous Plates, price 14s.,

EPHEMERA and ANDREW YOUNG'S BOO
of the SALMON.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

MR. BADEN POWELL'S" NEW WORK.
In crown Svo, with Diagrams, price 12s. Gd. cloth,

ESSAYS ON THE SPIRIT OF THE INDU<
TIVE PHILOSOPHY, the UNITY of WORLDS, ai

the PHILOSOPHY of CREATION. By the Rev. Badi
Powell, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., Savilian Professor
Geometry in the University of Oxford.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, new and improved edition, price Is.,

THECURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION; beii

a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and ii

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. 1

F. H. Ramadge, M,D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, la

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of t

Chest, &c. Also, by the same Author, price 10s. Gd.,

A TREATISE on ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEAR'
^^ Loudon : Longman & Co.

Just published, price 2s. each, Nos. 62 and 63 of

MEYER'S BRITISH BIRDS and THEIR EGG!
a series of Coloured Illustrations of all the British Bii

and their Eggs; with a Complete History and Description
each. The figures are all drawn and coloured from Nature, unfl

the Author's own inspection. Two numbers appear monthly, ea

containing four beautifully coloured plates. Also Vols. I. to ii

now ready, each containing sixty coloured plates, price 12. lis. 1

per volume.— G. Willis, Great Piazza, Covent Garden.

New Edition, with nearly 2000 Coloured Figures of Butterfl

and Moths.

WOOD'S COLOURED BUTTERFLIES SI
MOTHS: INDEX ENTOMOLOGICUS; or a compl I

Illustrated Catalogue of all the Butterflies and Moths of Gr t

Britain, with their Synonymes, Localities, &c. New Editi>[

enlarged by J. O. Westwood, Esq., including ISO colouif

figures now first added. A large vol. royal Svo. half morocj
41. 4s. The Supplement, separately, to complete former editlol

containing 180 coloured figures and descriptions, 12s. 6d.

G- Willis. Great Piazza, Covent Garden.

Now ready, with Six beautifully Coloured Plates, Part X.,
price 4s., containing the genus Orchis,

ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS, Coloured Illustratic

of, comprising Figures of the most interesting and beaut
Genera, with Descriptions of all the Cultivated Species, :

Directions for their Cultivation. Edited by T. Moore, F.l

^ ! The former numbers contain tbe genera Miltonia, Eras;

Coryanthes, Sarcopodiura, Odontoglossum, and Stanhopea.
London : G. Willis, Great Piazza, Covent Garden.

lt§T This work is continued in Weekly Numbers at Id.:

Monthly Parts at6d.; Quarterly Volumes at If . 6(2. ; and Half-

yearly Volumes at 3s. Gd.

London: Walton & Mabzrlt, Upper Gower Street; and
Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

FREE TRADE IN BOOKS.
Sand T. GILBERT beg respectfully to inform B<j

• buyers living in tbe country that they supply all Bo<

Magazines, Reviews, and Periodicals, published at One Shil

and upwards, at a Reduction of 2d. in the Shilling for Ci
The rate of postage is 6d. for each lb. or fraction of a lb. weig

or sent by railway when the order exceeds 4 lbs. All or,

executed by return of post.—Please copy the address, S. £P-

Gilbert, Booksellers, 4, Copthall Buildings, Moorgate Stifc

London.
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Nature-Printing applied to Botany.
THE FERNS OF (MEAT BRITAIN.—The Fvrst Part,

price 6s„ largefolio, consisting of Three nature-printed

Illustrations, with Descriptions

Edited by Dr. Lindley.

by Thomas Moore, l\L.H>.

%* The Work will be issued Monthly, and the Second Part will be published on the l*t of May.

BRADBURY <V IOVANS, 11, HOUVKIUB STREET.

Just publiBhod, in a handsome folio vol
,
price liis.,

containing upwards of 000 Wood Engravings,

PICTURES OF LIFE AND CHARACTER, prom
tub COLLECTION of Mit. PUNOH. By John Lbucui.

IJiuniumv A I5vANH, 11, Rouvorlo Street

SCHOOL BOTANY ; on, THE Rl DIMENTS 01
BOTANICAL SCIENCE-

400 Illustrations. 8vo. Pvlcn 5*. GU half bound.
liiiAiinri;', A- Kvanii, I I , I'i'ii' . h , , i

Just 1'ubUsliod,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and GO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing orchidia1

, Exotic, Greenhouse, and
Hardy (Terns, Select; Stove Plants, Including Aquatic, Variegated-

leaved Plants, uml Plants suitable for suspending In tlio Stovo
mid Orobidon' House, Groonbouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may bo

had on application to thorn at Pine Apple Place, Edgwaie Road.

Just published, prlco '2n. lid., lioardH, post prepaid 8s., the Fourth
Edition, revised and onlarged, of

THE BURIAL ACTS, 1852, 1858, 1054 ; being the

Metropolitan Burials Act, 1852; tho Burials (beyond the

Metropolis) Act, 185!! ; and tho Burials (beyond the Metropolis)

Amend talent Act, 1854; with tho Incorporated clauses from

Cemeteries Clauses Aor. 1347, &c, Tho instructions and Regu-
lations of tho Homo Oilico for providing Cemeteries and con-

ducting Interments, and an Explanatory Analytical Abstract
nf all these Statutes; with Directions for tho Constitution of

Burial Boards; tho Choice of Sites, and Formation and Planting
of Burial Grounds, with Estimates for Works, &c; and copious
Index. By James J. Scott, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-

at-Law.
Loudon: Kniiiiit & Co., 90, Fleot Street, Publishers by

Authority to the Poor Law Board and tho General Board of Health.

Price 4(7., sewed,

CEMETERY CONSTRUCTION and REGULA-
TION. Instructions issued by the Secretary of State for

tho Homo Department to guide Burial Boards in providing
Cemeteries; also tho Home Office Regulations for conducting
Interments in Burial Grounds; with Introduction and Index.
By Jamics J. Scott, of the Middlo Temple, Barrister-at-Law.
Loudon : Knight & Co., 90, Fleet Street, Publishers by Autho-

rity to the General Board of Health and the Poor Law Board.

ALL THE BOOKS and FORMS
-
REQUIRED

UNDER THE BURIALS ACTS, 1852, 1853, 1854 are
published by Kniuut & Co , 90. Fleet Street, London.
Hats may be obtained on application.

THE FOLLOWING WORKS ARE ALWAYS ON SALE
AT THE OFFICE OF THIS PAPER.

Price 5s. 6d. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY

Their History and Management.
Bt the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.,

Honorary Member ofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,
Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of Loudon,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c., &o,

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price Is. 6d., free by post Is. KM.
LABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,

consisting op the names of the
CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,

OP
PROFESSOR LINDLEVS "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."

So printed in large type, that they can bo cut out and pasted
into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3s. 6d., free by post,

THE TREE ROSE.—Practical Instructions for its

Formation and Culture. Illustrated by 24 Woodcuts.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with additions.

CONTENTS.
Annual pruning

time, principle of
execution, &c.

Binding up
Budding knife
Budding, time of

year, day, time of
day, state of the
plant, care of buds

Budding upon body
Bud, insertion of,

into stock
Bud, preparation of,

for use
Buds, dormant
pushiug

Buds, failing

Buds, securing
supply of

Caterpillars, slu
and snails,

destroy
Causes of success
Dormant buds, theory

of replanting with,
explained

Guards against wind
Labelling
Loosing ligatures

March pruning
Mixture for healing
wounds

and

to

Pruning for trans-
plantation

Planting out, and ar-

rangement of trees
Pushing eye, spring
treatment of dwarf
shoots from

Roses, different sorts
on tho same stock

Roses, short list of
desirable sorts for

budding with a
pushing eye

Sap-bud, treatment of

Shape of trees
Shoots and buds,
choice of

Shoots for budding
upon, and their

arrangement
Shoots, keeping even,
and removing
thorns

Shortening wild
shoots

Stocks, planting out
for budding upon;
the means of pro-
curing ; colour, age,
height; sorts for

different species of
Rose ; taking up.

trimming roots,

sending a distance,

shortening heads,
&c. ; saw proper for

the purpose.
GRAFTING. .

Aphides,to keep down
Free-growers, re-
marks on

Graft, binding up
and finishing [of

Grafting, advantage
Grafting, disadvan-

tage of
Operations in differ-

ent months
Preliminary observa-

tions

Roses, catalogue and
brief description
of a few sorts

Scion, preparation
and insertion of

Scion, choice and
arrangement of

Stock, preparation of.

APPENDIX.
A selection of varie-

ties

Comparison between
budding and
rafting.

Price ;:'/. ooohi or S#. fhr 20 copies for distribution among
Tenantry, dollvcrud nnywbcre In i don, on a Po
being " ni to tho Publisher, Jaukh MATrnBWfl, at tlio< i

the Qatdi "• rV ' fironit '•

in i hi nuonce "i the now poi tal m rangi men! | i tfci In the
ci try who desire II can havo copied m til by m
in addition to tho cost of tho aumbora, will pass 10 copied
(roc by post.

The cost of a single copy, free by post, In therefore 7d.\ and of
ton, froo by post, in '•'>"

nPIIE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
J- OPERATIONS.

By Sir Joseph Paxtoh,

Reprinted from the Gaudbhsub' Chrohicle
have already been Hold.

CONTENTS.
Glllns
Gooseberries
i

; rafting

Green-fly
Heartsease
Herbs
Herbaceous Pcrcn-

nlalfl

Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish
Hyacinths
Hydrangeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidney Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, doublo
Marigold
Marjoram
Manures
Marvel of Pern
Mosembryanthe-
mums

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
Oenothera bifrons
Onions
Prconies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-hanlm
Pears
PeaB
Pelargoniums
Perennials
Persian Iris

Petunias
Phlox
Pigs
Pinks
Planting

Post-office orders to be made payable to James Matthews,
5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
BeaiiH

Beet
I'.irnnml :

Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borago
Borecolo
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus
Calceolarias

Californian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,

Cliinese
Chives
Clarkiaa
Clematis
Collinsins
Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
j
Dahlias
Daisies
Dog's-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-
ing articles for

Ferns, as protection
Fruit
Fuchsias
Gentianella

abort

Plum i

Polyanthti i

Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-
tings

Fyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculns
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Seeds
Sea Daisy or Thrift
Seakalo
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Frnit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Venue's Looking*-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian Stocks
Wallflowers
Willows
Zinnias

TO CARDENERS AND OTHERS.

TO BE LET, within an easy distance of Covent
Garden, a FLORIST BUSINESS, with four Large Green-

houses, a Propagating-house, with Pits, Frames, &c, with about
half an acre of land, walled ir, and a pood stock of plants for

market ; rent moderate.—For particulars apply to T. B., Office
of this Paper.

eighbourhood and close to
ALL NURSERY and MARKET

GARDEN. The Ground is well cropped, there is a span-roofed
House, Stock of Plants, Pits, Frames, &c. Capital Plots of
Strawberries, Fruit Trees in full bearing. Shrubs, &c.—Apply to
R. Vincent, Hill Street, Rugbv.

TO BE LET, in a new ne
the town of Rugby, a SMAL!

HICHLANDS OF PERTHSHIRE.

TO BE LET, CASTLE MEMZIES and SHOOT-
INGS; the House, as furnished, affording ample accommo-

dation for a numerous family and establishment, along with
10,000 acres of Muir and Low Ground Shootings. The stock of
Game, which lias been strictly protected and well preserved, will
bo found good, healthy, and of all the usual descriptions; and
Salmon Fishing is to be had along the banks of the Tay and
Lyon, which bound the property for six miles. The post passes
the gate, and from Aberfeldy (two miles distant) coaches proceed
in all directions. Supplies are easily procured. The climate is

exceedingly good ; and the place would be equally suitable as a
permanent residence or as a shooting quarter.—Apply to Archi-
bald Campbell, Camserney Cottage, by Aberfeldy.

HOUSE AND SHOOTING.—ISLAND OF MULL.
•yO BE LET, CARSAIG HOUSE, beautifully
-*- situated on the South Coast of Mull. It contains three
public rooms, seven bed-rooms, three dressing-closets, and a
hath, ample accommodation for servants, and is -well supplied
with water. Tho tenant may have accommodation for two or
three horses, and may have a pasture for two cows, or be supplied
with dairy produce. There is a good Vegetable Garden. The
Shooting extends over about 5000 acres, which have been very
little shot over for many years. Other -4000 or 5000 acres adja-
cent may be obtained. The Game consists of grouse, black
game, partridge, bare, and rabhits. and occasionally red deer.

The Sea Fishiug is excellent, and there are two small T:
Streams ou the Estate. There is a commodious Quay and

FARM WITH RESIDENCE.
WANTED TO RENT, u\ntn an improving lease,

ni. AHA I'-J.i. )
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will be treated »ith.—Apply to Mr. Wtx&um E.
n

i itb.

TO SPORTSMEN, STOCK FARMERS, ETC.
BOLD, ri r:-.uj- "1 n*-;irlv 0000 ac-TMi of

travi i
- >mrp**»*d in

the Lowland! <>f Scotland for Iti ii^nin^ qriaiificati'

.

fortable Small Lodg

njili'H (,t i well h% forming n r*;ry [oiprorl

eaally^managed lavcabDeiii u a xujc* F«rm f-ir k i

<: kame»
Apply, free, to No.

To BB

f
\ 'O BB SOLD, three Htron« built GREENHOUSES.
-1 One l^ff. by 10ft.; Uft by 10 ft; lOft.br8fL; glazed
with Hlrnng 16-OZ. c\*sn.—Addreu, pre-paid, to W. Sjiith, 85,

White I ::ie.

rrO BE SOLD, BUFF COCHIN CHICKENS, from
-* first clans Prize Birds, Brahma Pootra Chicken*, from Imparted
American Prize Birds, and Spanish Chickens. Also vrmnvvrj
good one-year-old Birds of ':.• shore descriptions. Wire, G-*jd<^
and Poultry Netting, Poultry Hurdles, Iieo-hooses t

•

Coops, Flower Stands, ayd Trainers, Garden Arches, and every
kind of "Wire Work, osefbl and ornamental.—T. n. F03
of London Wire Works, 44, Skinner Street, and 6de8, Snow Hill.

IlliiHtrated Catalognca forwarded post free.

T'O BE SOLD immediately, FANCY and USEFUL
POULTRY, all kinds, from 12#. to 30>. each. Black. N-r-

folk, and "White Tnrfcies: splendid Brnhma Pootraa: Silver,

Cinnamon, BiuT, White, and Grouse Cochins: Aylesbury Dncks
of the purest stock. Also three, splendid White Poland Fowls;
some of these birds now lay, and their eggs will be sold from Gd.

to os. each ; also the noted large Grey Cambridge Turkey Bggav
As the owner wishes to part "vitb all the po>iltry, address sad
make Post-office Orders payable to Mr. S.ufrEL Sekju:
Giles Street, Norwich.

TO BE SOLD, EGGS and FoV. l.S of profitable
and ornamenial Poultry of the best breeds, from Cochin to

Bantams, at reduced prices, in consequence of a new fowt-boetss
being constructed.—For particulars apply to F. M., Mr. Ecctesv
Woodstock.

DORKING BLUE MOTTLED FOWLS' I

12s. per dozen. Took first Prize at Brighton Exhibition
of three counties, 1S54.—Address Mx. Ed. HrsDEir, Beehive Inn^
Dorking, Surrey.

TO GENTLEMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE a*d MORRIS will sell

by Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew Lan*», on THURS-
DAY, April 19, at 12 o'clock, a first-class collection of ' AB-
NATIONS, PICOTEES. and PINKS, from a celebrated grower^
a choice assortment of American Plants. Standard aad Dwarf
Roses, Dahlias in dry roots. Camellias. Fncbsi as. Verbenas, AzaJe*
indica, Ac.—On view the morning of sale; Catalogues bad at the
Mart: and of the Auctioneers. American NorseW, Levtoastone,.
Essex.

MR.G
ORCHIDS FROM INDIA.

J. C. STEVEN'S will Sell by Auction, at his
Great K'xun, 3S, King Street, Covent Gardes

TUESDAY. 24th April, st 12 o'clock, an importation of 11 cases-

of ORCHIDS jnst received per Overland Route: they have
arrived in the best possible state, and contain tbe finest parcel of
Saccolabium retusum that has ever reached this country: also-

large masses of Dendrobium Devonianum, formosom, Cam-
bridgeanum, clavatum, transparens, Falconeriannro, and a new
yellow species—Ccelogyne VTaliicbi. anew Cymbioinm. Vand*
Jenkinsoniana, &c &c.—May be viewed on the morning of sale^

and Catalogues had of Mr." J. C. Stevbks, 3S, King Street^

Covent Garden.

ESSRS. SURRIDGE axd SO>"S have been
favoured with instructions from J. J. Mechi. Esq. to i

mit to unreserved Sale by Auction, on TUESDAY. 24th

inst.. at the Ship Inn. near Tiptree Hall, a large number of

useful FARM IMPLEMENTS, mostly rendered nnnect -

tiie new system of irrigation, Ac, arid many others purchased

experimentally, n* present Land-ditching

Tools, Steel Digging Forks, Ircn Pig-

Ducie's Drag. Coleman's ani Seetefa. £ -s.rrett*s

Manure and^Seed Drills, Bean and Linseed Crusher^

Cutters; Smith's, Bans St

Subsoil and Surface Houghs: Norwegian Harrow. H
Reaping Machine, i-c. A-c. fuU particnlars of which will be given-

in Catalogues, to he had Inworth Hall,

Coggeshall and Halsted. or posted free, on application.

N.B. The Sale willcommenceatl o'caoek. Gentlemen leaving

London by the 11 o'clock train « '-'• Kel-
vedon. be" able to proems immediate conveyance to the place

of sale.

wounds I Kose : taking up, grafting. Landing-place, and. Stea^a-boais nass the house in the summer tance «f Londoi
J. Matthews, 5, Upper "Wellington Street, Coven; Gardes. I three times a-week. week rrrer :: :'-

IMPORTANT SALE OF HURDLES. C^TES. CONSERVA-
TORIES. HAND-CLASSES. IRON BUILDINGS. ETC.

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION, on MONDAY, the-

30th of April, on the - and Glasier,

Camden "Works, Hawlev Crescenr. near tbe Canal I

Camden Town, London, about 2>> O Patent Twisted IRON
HURDLES. 14 CONSER1

. DSS, Patent HAND-
GLASSES. 50 IRON li ...

- - :^ble for labourers'

Cottages, ov.Nl'.y.loi-.-r?. &c Arrang :'A he made to

erect "the Conserratt ries an 3 'A : .^;; Trithin a given dis-

seen, and Catalogues had on the
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

AND

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHI P

GRAY & ORMSON, DAMVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on tlie lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

READ'S GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c.

*\T7"HEN an article of real utility attracts public attention. Imitators start into the field to snatch from the
• inventor the just reward of his labours. It has now hecome a daily practice of exhibiting in the windows of ironmongers and

other, Syringes of the veby commonest description, with the words'" READ'S PATENT," as an inducement to purchasers.
This, aa an eminent writer on Horticulture has recently remarked ou the subject, is indeed "living upon another man's fame.

1 "

Read's Instruments have the Royal Arms, with the Address— 35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON.
*«* A liberal discount allowed to Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &c, &c—Descriptions sent Post free.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

TO AGRICULTURISTS.

MOORE'S PATENT VENTILATOR, for every
Description ofFarm-Buildings, Conservatories, Hot-houses,

Warehouses, Market-houses, Bell-turrets, also for Ventilating
Shafts, &c.
These Ventilators are fitted to side-slips of wood with iron

levers, iron flanges, and brass screws, with rough plate, or 32 oz.

sheet glass, at 4s. per foot super. 2s. 6d. extra for necessary
fittings to each Ventilator. If with brass levers in place of iron,

4s. per pair extra. It is presumed the accompanying drawing of

a Greenhouse will show the advantages obtained (independent of

a most perfect system of Ventilation, by admitting any amount
of fresh air and distributing equally over the plants, &c, and at
the same time emitting the vitiated), viz., a much neater appear-
ance, and an uninterrupted view of the whole interior. Green-
houses at Mr. James Veitcb, Jun., Exotic Nursery, King's Road,
Chelsea; Messrs. VeLtch & Sons, Nursery, Exeter; Messrs.
Messrs. Perry, Nursery, Banbury ; and the Pleasure Grounds at
Hampton Court Palace ; having been fitted with these Ventilators
with perfect success, the Patentee has obtained permission to refer
to the above places all parties desirous of seeing the same.
These Ventilators have been applied to many other Green-

houses, Conservatories, &c, but they are not published, in order
to avoid giving unnecessary trouble. Fifty-four of these Venti-
lators, 5 ft. square (34 on the roof at an angle of 60 degrees) , have
been fitted at Her Majesty's Saltpetre Works, Waltham Abbey;
the success of which has been proved by the fact, that the saltpetre

is crystalised in little more than half the time, previously to the
light and ventilation obtained by the adoption of these Ventilators.
Moore's double-current Ventilators for External Walls, &c.

Ventilators for every description of apartment, from the Cottage
to the Palace. Stained and Ornamental Glass if required. In
taking the size, the exact opening should be given, stating the
height and width distinctly. Tariff Prices of the ordinary
Ventilators may be had on application at either of the above
addresses. Packing cases allowed full price when returned free.

N.B.—These Ventilators can be readily fitted to Greenhouses
already erected, by removing the entire sashes and fixing the
Ventilators in their places.

Perfect Ventilation in all Cases Guaranteed.
Church, Turret, Musical and House Clock Makers, to the Lords

of the Admiralty, the Hon, Board of Ordnance, the Emperor of

China, &c.
London: 81, Fleet Street, London.—Manufactory, Sekford

Works, Clerkenwell.

B. GREENING AND CO.
"OEG'to call attention to the Wire Fencing they are now offering at ONE SHILLING PER LINEAL
-J-*

YARD. It is 3 feet 9 inches high, very strong, exceedingly durable, and perfectly efficient, being warranted to turn Horses,
Cattle, and Sheep. It is stronger than the common strained Wire Fencing, over which it possesses many considerable advantages.
It may be firmly and effectively erected by farm labourers, it requires fewer supports than any other fence, and when fixed, although
it is decidedly one of the firmest and most stable fences, yet it does not constitute that impediment to improvement that the
Btrained fence or a hedge does, as i t can be removed to another line without the expense of sending for skilled workmen.

Manufactured by Patent Machinery by B. GREENING and Co.,

Agricultural Iron Works, 1 & 3, Church Gate, Manchester.

N.B. Catalogues, Pattern Sheets, and Price Lists, sent per Post, on receipt offour Stamps (cost of postage).

ONE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of 1000 Bed-
steads in stock, 150 of which are fixed for inspection, comprising
every variety of Brass, Wood, and Iron, with Chintz and Damask
Furnitures complete. Their new Warerooms also contain an
assortment of BED-ROOM FURNITURE, which comprises
every requisite, from the plainest japanned deal for servants*

rooms, to the newest and most tasteful designs in mahogany and
other woods. The whole warranted of the soundest and best
manufacture. HEAL and SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE of BEDSTEADS and PRICED LIST of BEDDING
sent free by post.—HEAL and SON, 196, Tottenham Court Road.

Printed by William Bradrobt, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in the PariBh
of St. Pancraa, and Frederick Mullhtt Evanb, of No. 27, Victoria
Street, in the Pariah of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in
the County of Middlesex, PrinterB, at their Office in Lombard Street, in
the Precinct of Whitefriara.in the City of London; and published by them
at the Office, No. 5, Cbarlea Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisemen tR and Communications
are to be Addbesoed to tub Kditob,—Satuhday, April U, 1S35.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
21, Kkoicnt Sthket, Aimux,21, 1855.

Notice in hereby given, that the ANNIVERSARY MEETING
of this Society will bo held on TUESDAY, May 1st, for the
Election of Council and Officers for the ensuing year, and for

receiving the report of the Council for the padt year. The Chair
will bo taken at l o'clock) p.k,

.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON,—
GARDEN EXHIBITIONS.

Notice is hereby given that the FIRST EXHIBITION of the
Season will tako place, by permission of Jier Mitjenty'.H Commis-
sioners for tbo Great Exhibition of ISM, in tho GROUNDS of
GORE HOUSE, on WEDNESDAY, May 16. ..

Privileged Tickets at $$. 6d. each are now issuing to Fellows of
llic Society, or their nnlcrs, at yi, Keg'-nt Street, ihiiiv from 11 to-l.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park-
The EXHIBITIONS of Plants. Fi.owkrs, and Fruit this

soason will take place on WEDNESDAYS, May 9, Juno 13, and
July 4; and of Amkuicak Plants, MONDAY, Juno 18.

Tickets of admission may be obtained at the Gardens only, by
orders from Fellows or Members of the Society—pvice on or
before May 5th, 4*. ; after that day &\ each.

p R YST AL P A L A CK^HOU *LCULTURAL
V' VETF.— Tt in Intended to hoi", rrrh f

r irtiCuttural Exhi-
bition at the Palace on SATURDAY, the 'Jd of June next. The
Rules and Schedules of Prizes are now ready, and can be obtained
on application to the Secretary.

April 21. (By Order.) G. Grcvf, Secretary.

COUTH LONDON SOCIETY OF AMATEURO FLORISTS.- The FIRST EXHIBITION for this season
will take place at the HORNS TAVERN, KENNINGTON, on
TUESDAY, 1st May, 1855, when prizes will be awarded for the
following productions, viz.. AURICULAS, HEARTSEASE,
CINERARIAS, and MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS. An effi-

cient Band will be in attendance,—Admission to Non-Members
from 2 to 7 o'clock, at Sixpence each. List of Prizes and the
Rules for Exhibitors may be had from

John Bushell, Hon. Sec, pro km.
Lower Kennington Lane.

OYAOoUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL
SOCIETY, under the Patronage of Her Most Gracious

Majesty the Queen.—The FIRST EXHIBITION of the
season will be held at the HORNS TAVERN, KENNINGTON,
on THURSDAY, tho 2d of May, 1855 (open to all E.xhibitors),
when prizes will be awarded for the following productions, viz
MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS in collections, SPECIMEN
PLANTS, AZALEAS, CINERARIAS, AURICULAS, POLY-
ANTHUSES, and HEARTSEASE, with additional Prizes
offered by Members.—Lists of Prizes and the Rules of the Exhi-
tiou may be obtained of the Secretary,

John Taylor Neville.
Fbenezer House, Peckham, Surrey.

TVATIONAITcTrNATION^AND PICOTEE
-^ SOCIETY.
The FIFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of this Society will

be held at OXFORD, in connexion with the Royal Oxfordshire
Horticultural Society, on THURSDAY, the 2d of August, 1855,
when the following Prizes will be offered for competition, viz. :

—

Open to all Growers-
Class A.—Carnations, 12 dissimilar blooms, 60s., 40s., 20s., 10s.

Class B.—Picotees (white ground), do. do. 60s., 40s., 20s., 10s.

For Private Growers—
Class C.—Carnations, 12 blooms, to contain not less than .nine

dissimilar varieties, 60s., 50s., 40s., 30s., 25s., 20s.

Class D.—Picotees (white gnd.), do., 60s., 50s., 40s., 30s., 25s., 20s.
[No Exhibitor can win more than one Prize in Classes A. & B.,

and C. & D., respectively.]

Class E.—Single specimens in Classes; on Cards (open to all
Growers), five in each class, 5s., 4s., 3s., 2s., Is.

Carnations, six Classes: Picotees (white ground) six Classes

:

Yellow Picotees one Class.

[One variety may win any number of awards in its Class.
Seedlings may be shown either in the Stands or Classes, and a
First Class Certificate may he awarded to those of sufficient ex-
cellence, provided not less than two blooms are shown. Bottles
for the single specimens will be provided by the Committee.]
Premier Carnation (to be selected from the Stands or Classes)

7s. 6<f.
"

Premier Picotee (ditto), 7s. Bd.

A Schedule of Prizes and Conditions for Exhibition mar be
hnd of Wm. R. Hours, Secretary.

Subscriptions will he received bv Mr. Charles Turner Royal
Nursery, Slough; Mr. John Holland, Middleton. Manchester;
Mr. Keynes, Salisbury; John Edwards, Esq.. Wace Cottage
Holloway, Middlesex; Mr. E. S. DodweH. Derby ; or by Mr W
R. llobhs,23, St. Giles's Street, Oxford, to whom all Sub*criptir»n«
are to be remitted.—Oxford, April, 1S">5. - •

Ii

SATURDAY, APRIL 21.

aiGUTON AND SUssI'.a FLORICULTURAL
and HORTICULTURAL BOl 11.1 v. - BOYAL

PAVlLmN. — Tim Second Annual Bummoi I bll

I'limhi, I'b.wrM, I'niltH, &c, will l». bald on WED! I DAI
iumI THURSDAY, the B7ti ilid 28IL Juno n< t, on the same
grand ioaIo m lai I j BOi*. Bouedulo i are no r

had by application to K. HfAiiv, ChumI dent ol ii,.

Exhibition, or of the Secretary, E. ('a v.\ > : 1 1 i , 15, LtretiM
BtrOi i, Brighton. By the tlbetallty ol the Rail*' mpany all

planta will be convoyed to thft Exhibition and bncli can \ag\ /ret
tv. mi nil statfonu on the ilues.—By order of the Committee,

i is ii- Oabtsxtcb.
N.ll. Tho Autunni Exhibition will take place on the 12th and

13th September next. !

WILLIAM MASTERS and SON,
Lani»< ape QAnPCTBBflj Bxptlc Npraery, Cantarhnry

WILLIAM BAKUA if, Landscape Uaildknbh.
Wakefield.

_____^__ *." Plans and Extlmntes fiirnlHhfd.

ri'nc i. 6d.

SPECIAL CONTKACTS.
SUTTON A^D SONS are prepared to innke Contracts

on wry liberal tcrniH to Farmern or otherH requirtng

jn conHl ilcrnlih- quantities.

ALSIKE CLOVER (TRIFOLIUM HYBRIDUM).
SUTTON and SONS have fioine pure genuine Seed

of tuis gnperior DftW CLOVICH, which will be found an
inVHlllabh; r.T.'iniiul I'huH.

CLOVER SEEDS.
f> ENUINE NEW CLOVER SEEDS can 1

\T at the lowest market prices 0/ JOHN SUTTON
& SONS, Sked GitowF.ns, Keau^c, Bgnitg.

H[ ^ R U E G U ERNSEY PA R S N I P.—
i This is a large and superior sort, and can be strongly

recommended. The Subscribers have jn 1 imported a
choice lot of Seed from Guernsey, and can supply it at

2s. per lb.

WILLIAM E, KENDLE & Co.. Seed Mkhcitanth, Pl ymouth.

WHITE B K L G I A N. C A R R O T, 2j~ per lb.,

or much cheaper by the cut.
yflUAAUF.. REXpLE&CoujKiii. .Mil; in t-, Plymouth.

NyTORTON'S VELLC ' .\:\N.;oLD—
1 From Seed grown fro Ii.- iginvX stc ' of. J. C.

Morton, Esq., the Editor <f
:'

•
.'

1 ' azutte.
Is. (id. per lb.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & Co .. SEgn llro 11 , :-, Tlymoatb.
FINE MANCOLO WURZEL ANn B£LCIUlvi CARROT SEtD.

J
AS. FAIRHEAD, Seed GnowiiR, Braintree, Essex,
begs to offer, at moderate prices, ORANGE GLOBE,

RED GLOBE, LONG HED, and LONG YELLOW MAN-
GOLD WURZEL; WHITE and ORANGE GREEX-TOPPED
BELGIUM CARROT, of selected Stocks, the growth of ISM.
Carriage paid to any Station on tho E«stern Counties Railway.

>:::

TO THE SEED TRADE.
A BRAHAM HARDY and SON, Seed Geowers,

•**- Maldon, Essex, haTe for sale SCARLET RUNNERS
YELLOW GLOBE MANGOLD SEED, KNIGHT'S TALL,
and CHAMPION OF ENGLAND PEAS, at moderate prices,
all new and good. Other home-grown Seeds in variety.

TO SEED MERCHANTS.TO BE SOLD, 120 bushels of OLD PURPLE-TOP
J- SWEDE IMPROVED, all transplanted and carefully

selected in flower. Also 100 bushels of RED-TOP ROUND
TURNIP, and 1 ton of LONG YELLOW MANGOLD SEEDS.—W. Woodcock, Wisbech, Agricultural Seed-Grower of 20
years standing. Respectable references given and required.

SWEDE, CsRROT, AND MANCOLD SEEDS.
""TO BE SOLD, a few sacks of SKIRTING'S
-* SWEDE, of last year's growth, from large roots ; some
Y'ELLOW GLOBE and LONG RED MANGOLD: and
ALTRINGHAM CARROT, all warranted.— Apply to Mr.
Geo. Taper, Seed Grower, Rivenhall, Witbam, Essex.

T-'O BE SOLD CHEAP, price 61)2., a small private
J- Collection of ORCHIDS (ISO Plants).—Apply to Messrs.
Fraser's, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Levton. Essex.

T^O BE SOLD, 100 strong healthy PINE SUCKERS,
J- mostly large and -well-rooted, chiefly Queen's. Black
Jamaica's, and a few other varieties.—Address to Mr. Vaik,
Head Gardener to Lady Dorothy NVvill, Dangstein, Petersfield.

"TVWARF FRENCH BEANS cao be had in any
-L' quantity.—Apply to J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181,
High Holboru, Londoiij

J"
IQUIDAMBAR.—The undernamed is a buyer of

J-J either a large or small quantity of the above. Send cash
price,and height, toMr. Jeyes, Nurseries, Northampton.

SECOND EARLYS.
JOSEPH WILSON, Ipswich, begs to state that

*-* up to the 2Sth instant be will be glad to execute orders for
not less than one sack (16 stoues) of the following varieties:
Derby Drop, Moss Kidney, Prolific do., Cambridge do., and Earlv
Shaw. Large, buyers will be liberally treated withi Price on
application.

^HE~FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO— This excellent
J- variety is now planted here as the principal crop, being
more free from disease and m^re prolific than anv othSr in culti-
vation. It was raised in Middleton. and may be had genuine in
any quantity at5i. per bushel of06 lbs,—Apply to Johx'Hollaxd,
Bmdshaw Gardens, Middleton, near Manchester.

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middleton. Lancashire.

THE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATO.— Fme
medium-sized SEED of this celebrated varittv, warranted

true, to be disposed of, at 5s. per bushel of 60 lbs., bags included.
A reduction will be niaiie when a quantity is ordered. Post-office
orders made payable at Bury, Lancashire.

—

Robert Davkxpobj,
1 Gardener and Seedsman. I Burr, Lancashire.

SEEDS FO« THE FAPM, '.

RKNDLE 1 IKMIf d V

C'^AfcS SEEDS.
I C WHEELER • DES( BIPTIVE
U • 1-iM' 1 D 1.1 1 01 Oil BE8 1 'W. I

I'A -'J 1 KE« III Im forwarded I

,|.C. WJM'.I f >•>: .V .-'. '.

sblre a;ti' all

r.L a hM\j . t-yt plant*.
MESSRS. M.I I' II 1 d80 i- 1 '-ctfully ann«jiic«

th*t their DESCRIPTIVE LI61 or SIOVKLTJ
tliU aaaaon i« now ready for dUtjibtjU^/n, uid will be f'/rwarded
on application. '

'

Tl . WINSTANLEY'i 8e« a of hi*
• DE&CEIPTIVE I 1TALOG1

In now ready, arid can be bi Un t»'.

Htamps — !tf*.
"

GERMAN FLOWER SEEDS FRESH IMPORTED.
SUTTON AND SONS ha ri'/r *uv/rV

'ltd fret,

CEOHUS DEODARA OJTK-YSAB OhD Be?:.

MAULE and SONS li-ivc & few Tbooaa

They flt'P .

Thct Nurv-n .

HYACINTH
ARTHUR HENDERSON and Co.'« Gj

: 1 of H will Ix; in great j
•

next fortnight, which may be •een. Alw» ilrt New Hear]

b<-na, Mrs. Woodroflfe, at their K *i>V** Plac*,

EdgwareRoad. Ix-ndon.—April 21.

CHOICE PANSIEJ.
HART a>d NICK LIN, Funura,

offer the Iblloirtpgytbc aetfbc VI*. :- Sovereign, E
sima, France, Cycob\ Sir J. Partr-i; •o-ia). C
Alfred the Great, CaxoHm-, flylria, Sul'.-n. Man
Eva, Ophlr, Mr. B»*ck, Duk- Eapbearfa
Adela, Blaocfae, BoyaJ Purple, P mj . Lady Carrioj.-t**, uti.

Lord Jeffreys—Choice varie sen

TO GROWERS OF V'?.3E*AS.
JACOB SCOtS MAT!

Cardiff, c .uib Wale
sJf»r.fc of Autumn-stru:

;

consisting of 30 of the beat Ife-doii -_•

well established In pots. Ketd.il pr:

9 doz., 20*. TbeOAMal allowance to t!i» Tr«td<-.

NEW SCARL£ITveRBENa"—MSS. WOODROFFE.
ARTHUR HENDERSON' a.xd CO. are nmr sending

out this fine ue^ VERBENA; partlcolara'of »h:eb may
be seen in their advertisement In the G^rdtmrt Chrmadt of
51 arch 31. The uaoal diiu-- rade.
&3~ This Verbena is the time as. • red by

another firm.—Pine-apple Plac*. Edgware Ho*d. 7,

H O L L Y'iTo C

A PAUL and SON have I r Sale a large Stock of
• fine double HOLLYHOCKS fa separate colour*, 30*. to

50s. per 100. Superior named;-- *r doz. and upward*.
The plants are strong and in perfect

Nnr^ ries,

'

OSACF ORANGE MACLURA AJ*ANTiACA .

CHARLWOOD and CUMMINS canWpply SEED
of the above-named Hedge Plant at At. per lb., with fell

directions for treatment. The men* • Ume for

sow i 1 1 g.— 14. Tavistock Bow. Covent Garden. London.

BOSSOM'S CHAMPION OF ENGLAND CELERY.

THE finest Celery yet introduced, beanufully while,
very crisp and solid, and withstands a gr

of frost than any other known v^r l-een blanched
in the ground 3*feet.—To be obtained of T. r
Seedsman, 2S. 5Iarket Place. Manchester, price 2a. 6i- per
packet : prices to the trade on application.

MAY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE is by
far the largest, sweetest, and crispesf Lettme 1 th. in

proof of which we possess numerous
who Ir-d it last season. The addresses of thewrr
on application. Only a few packets remaining at Tj. each.

—

HEyr.y Mat, the Hope yorseries. netr Bedale, Yorkshire.

BANKS' SEEDLING FUCHSIAS.—1655.
(Foe Frix Desceiptjo;.- =ez Foemkb A

of A

:

"IT" J. EPPS lias much pleasure hi stating that the
* ' • above Fuchsias have been prove- to 1 - r.zest that

have been raised bv that celeV- ;-. Deal-

Early orders are "solicited. The set - - - -

u- osaal

discount to the trade.—Bower Ncrs^: ne.

CABBAGE PLAN":
THOMAS TVELLAND offers genujoe G^r^n and

Field Cabbage Plants, safely p?. Great

Britain. Packed^and deliverer free t' GcaIciu:^ -•

per IQOQ.—Surrey Gardens. Gccsln: rr S: ~:~-

500.000 FLAT-POLE oe DRUM HEAD CABBAGE PLANTS.
'PHOMAS MOORE, Noise:. S B33SKA3I, Fore
•» Street, Kincsbrldge. Devon, beas to caII attentSon to his

large Stock of CABBAGE PLANTS, which win be ready in

May and June. They are a superior late 5 &d frcm
seed of his r.wn saving.

• X- uRFOLK HF.RO" CUCUMBER.— Without
-L^ exception the very best Cucumber for open ground culti-

vation that has yet been oSexed. It isamosJ ^^rer, as
as any frame variety, the fruit measuring fr:r

5 in length. Itisint'.t - - •: ~ ;' Y -;--.'

who will forward per post free (on receipt of pcs;age stampsj
packers containing six Seeds, It IS S

-

Surserv, Or- :

'.'
.
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SPLtNDID NEW HOLLYHOCKS.

G SMITH respectfullv informs the admirers of the

• HOLM I

' u ""*s " f great

merit, and cannot fail to give entire satisfaction. They were

raised bv Mr. Parsons, tl'O K' .
and othernno

varieties. To be sent out about the middle of April, ISoa, in

strou- healthy plants. '• "•

Eclat, yellow and buff, a nice full flower •• > °

King of Yellows, large, of fine form, flower full, extra fine

VfllOW - '* "* •
v

M'archionessi'flesh'or blusli. very double and close, fine for

exhibition •• -
fi

Monarch, a tens salmon, v«iy largo and fine ampe ... < o

Mr. Adams, dark salmon pink, a noble show flower ...
o u

Pearl, blnsh white, large and distinct ... ... — ° u

pillar, R autiful brlghl rose, a splendidspike,

the finest border flower ye: oilored. and a most attractive

show flower -•• ? n
The Alma, chorrv rose, distinct, fine shape u

White Unique, very i

' !o
. ••:, ? 5

Sarah, a splendid large rose, fine form and spike a u

ToUingion Nursery, Horasey Iioad, Islington, London.

FLOWEK SE1 US.—We havi selected out "I our

laree collection of Flower Seeds the most beautiful and

showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour, and calculated to

produce a fine effect when planted out in beds or groups in the

flower Ixirder. We have had each variety distinctly marked

with the Botanical and Kngli.-li name, height, time of flowering,

colour of the flower, manner of growing, whether erect or trailing,

&c . the time it should be sown, and other valuable hints as to

its cultivation. In selecting these varieties we have been careful

to exclude all which are shy bloomers or have an insignificant

appearance, so that the collections will comprise only those which

are really showy and handsome, and which we believe would

nrove to the entire satisfaction of anv lady or gentleman who

might be disposed to order them. The German Stocks and Asters

rspociallv are most superb. The Collections will be sent free by

post to any part of the kingdom at the following prices :

—

20 extra fine varieties, all distinct and beautiful ... 5s. Od.

60 do. do. ... 10s. 6d.

100 do. do. ... 20s. Od.

J. C. Wheeler & Sun. Nurserymen and Seed Growers,

Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

Established rx toe eaelt past of the ISth Cextdet.
.

NEW PLANTS IN FLOWER.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

announce that the following plants are now in flower, and

may be viewed at their nursery

:

Camellia Jenny Lind
„ Marie Antoinette

„ Ariosto

„ Mathotiana
„ albapleno of Casoretti

r alba illustrata

„ Catherine Longhi
„ Conite de Paris

„ Don Michel
„ Innocenza
„ Madonna

"

„ Ristori

_ Yerscbaffeltiana

TO THE TRADE.—The Subscribers can supply the

following AGRICULTURAL SEEDS to the

Trade. Prices on application.

White Belgian Carrot.

Y'ellow Globe Mangold Wurzel.
Long Red „ ,>

Skirving's Swede Turnip.

Rendle's „ „
True Devon Evergreen Grass.

Apply to WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO., Seed Merchants,

Plymouth

NEW SEEDS, C A It It I A G E E R E E.
Per lb.-s..d.

White Belgian Carrot J °

Y'ellow Globe Mangold Wurzel 1

Morton's Y'ellow Globe do 1 °

Fisher Hobbs' Y'ellow Globe do • 1 o

Elvetham Long Red do 2

True Devon Evergreen Grass ... Per bushel 5s. to 6

Imported Italian Rye-grass $s - to 7

Dickenson's Improved do S

True Somerset Cow Grass Per lb. Od., 1(M., to 1

Alsike Hybrid Clover 2 °

Common Red Clover 6d., 7d. to 8
White Dutch do 9A, KM., to 1

Prices of all kinds of Agricultural Seeds will be found in

Rexdle's "Farming Price Current and Agricultural Directory,"

just published.—Apply to

William E. Rendu. & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Azalea Criterion

„ Juliana
Rhododendron campylocarpum

„ Dnlhousie will be
open in the course of a week

Rhododendron Poutica coccinea
Camellia de la Reine
Azalea Admiration

„ Narcissi flora ' [tion

Cyclamen Persicivm, new collec-

Rhododendron, new seedling
Genestyllis macrostegia (Fuch-

sioides).

NEW PLANTS
To be sent out in May (orders for the Fuchsias received after

April 7th will only be executed alter the earlier orders are sent

off, when it is probable one or two varieties may be too small to

travel with the rest) :

—

HY'DRANGEA HORTENSIS, flore pleno, 10s. 6d.

PHLOX QUEEN VICTORIA, 5s.

DAHLIA EMPEROR FRANCIS JOSEPH (variegated

foliage), 10s. 6d.

SHRTFBBY BEDDING CALCEOLARIAS.

GERANIUMS.
BASS and BROWN have the following to offer,

strong and healthy plants, well established for a fine and

abundant bloom. F. r descriptive list see their autumn Catalogue.

The following 12 Superl New' Show Varieties of last

season for 40s., or separately as priced.

Dobson's Eliza 3s.6rf.
j
Turner's Duchess of Wel-

lington 5s. Od,

Topping's Emily Rival 3 6

Hoyle's Regalis 5

„ Virginia ... 5

„ Carlos 5
„ Tamberlik ... 3 6

Bmuctte ... 7s. Cd. Norma 7s. Bd.

Coreggio ... 7 6 Red Rover ... . 7 6
MagKiore ... 7 6 Vezzosa ... . . ... 7 6

Minnie 7 6 Wildfire ... . . ... 7 6
Or tbe set of eight varieties, 2*'. 2s.

With the permission of Mr. C. Tamer they Tvill offer his new
CALCEOLARIA PURITY (the hest white bedding variety) at

7s. 6d. each, or with the above set, 21. 7$.

FUCHSIAS.
Qneen Victoria (Storv) 10s.6d.

j
Lady oftheLake (Story) lOs.Gd.

Prince Albert (Banks) ... 10 G Water Nymph (Story) ... 10 6
Perrugino (Story) 10 6 Raffaelle (Story) ... ... 10 6
Empress Engenie (Story) 10 6 | Mrs. Story (Story) 10 6
Ranunculteflora (Story)... 21 I Snowdrop (Story) 10 6

Or the set of ten varieties, At. As.; or without Ranuncula?-
floro, &. 3s.

FUCHSIA BANKS' FAVOURITE (Banks), 10s. 64.
For full particulars of the above see hack numbers of this

Paper.
NEW SEED CATALOGUE,

With full description of all the New Annuals, forwarded post
free on application ; each article is priced, the height and colour
given, with various information to guide the cultivator. A list

of the choicest sorts is also selected and brought together in a
separate List.

THE NEW SPRING CATALOGUE
Will shortly be published and forwarded post free on appli-

cation. Parti- for the same will have their names
booked for it, to be sent as soon as ready.

A COLOURED PLATE,
Composed of a group of Nine new Flowers belonging to the

Steve, Greenhi , and > It will he sufficient to say
that Mr. Andrews, the eminent floricultural artist, has them in
course of preparation, and under his superintendence full reliance
may be placed on their accuracy : any< newishingfor tbe same will
have their names hooked for it, to be sent them when finished,
by forwarding 12 postage stamps; and if ordered in time will
be stitched-in and sent with their new Spring Catalogue.
This notice also applies to any nurseryman that may wish to
have the Plate.

Messrs. E. G. Hesdbbsox & Son having purchased of
the late W. Storv, Esq., of Newton, in the county of Devon,
for ONE HUNDRED GUINEAS, all Seedling Fuchsias
with white Corollas, a new feature in this tribe introduced
by him, and in consequence of an advertisement appear-
ing in the Qardi ' jrs. Lncombe, Pince, &
Co., of Exeter, offering two new Fuchsias similar in character
to those, purchased of the late Mi-. Story, it was thought neces-
Farj\ alter a written communication with that gentleman, for

.i,„ ^Tingfymataj further inquiries about them, and in con-
iftSttMw Henderson went to Exeter and Newton,

rnK^.tty a jobbing gardener at Newton that

- ^irit^in^tfiC^fnontli of November last Seven Pounds
r.v irwin :; i bing gardener stated) he had

WP^ujISfi-^^flfeOemYv a nurseryman in London, hut whose
did ijplknow.

^["JJpESft*. D. G*. IT. & ?rpi ave the above explanation in conse-
istomers having ordered plants at

BHBes WH.fire.v>oy quoted. This reduction is made in
rW|nt'Bc- "F !^:_.j !;i-TSfi which they have received that leaves

"
'^U' s V^lt tna*

*'10Se to be sent, out by Messrs,
, _ Go^aVe similar in character to those purchased

firadRSi

„ Empress ... 5

„ Glowworm ... 3

Foster's Lucy 5

„ Purple Perfection 5

Turner's Pilot 3

The following 20 first-rate Varieties, of previous date,

for 30s., or any 12 for 21$.

Admiral, Albira, Ambassador, Astrea, Butterfly, Eleanor,

Exhibitor, Ganymede, Harriet, Jupiter, Kulla, Lagoma,
Leonora, National, Novelty, Optimus, Portia, Queen of May,
Rachel, and Rubescens.

Hie following 20 first-rate older Varieties for 15s,9

or any 12 for 12s.

Alderman, Commissioner, Elise, Enchantress, Field Marshal,

Flying Dutchman, Gem, Medus, Mocbaima, Magnificent, May
Queen, Nepaulese Prince, Nandee, Prince Arthur, Painter Im-
proved, Rosa, Rowena, Rubens. Village Maid, and Virgin Queen.

FANCY GERANIUMS.
The following 12 beautiful varieties for 9s.:—Bishop of Win-

chester, Caliban, Extravaganza, Jehu Improved, Lady Downs,
Magnifica, Mazeppa Superhe, Neeree, Odoratissima graudiflora,

OdorataSuperba, Statiaski, and Superba.

GLOXINIAS.

I

The following set of 11 new varieties of last season are very
i
fine, and may be had for 33s., or separately 3s. 6d. each :

—

Duke of Wellington, rich velvety scarlet of stout substance,

throat shaded with violet, and slightly spotted with white.

Eleanor, pure white, blotched with rose, and purple shade.

Elegantissima, French white of great substance, pale lavender
centre, spotted with buff.

Erecta Magnifica, fine white, with blue throat, habit of Fyfiana.
Eugenie, rosy pink, centre creamy white, spotted with rose.

Exquisite (Henderson's), pure white, with broad belt of puce,
throat creamy white, spotted with puce.

Grand Sultan, a fine Continental variety.

Lady Franklin, extra large rose, stout and robust, shading off to

pink, slightly spotted white in the throat.

Magnet, clear rose, with blotch of purple in the throat, large and
fine form.

Prince of Wales, white, shading off to lavender.

Sir C. Napier, deep rosy crimson, throat blotched with intense
rose, dwarf habit.

The following 12 superb vars. for 20s. :— Belle Clymene.
Duchess de Brabant, Dr. Plancheon, Grandis, Hogoveeu, Impe-
rialis, Leonie Van Houtte, Petoiana, Princesse de Lamballe
Victoria Regia, Wilsonia, and Wortleyaua.

ACHIMENES.
The following three very beautiful new varieties may he had

for 17s. 6<Z :—
Madame Rendatler, a fine large purplish lilac, with yel-

lowish white throat 5s. od.
Picturata, brilliant mse colour, flowers of the form of mul-

tiflora, with darker spots, exceedingly handsome ... 5
Gigantea, a novelty beyond comparison, resembling Picta,
hut twice as large and brighter colours, very free and
keeping in flower several months 10 6
Twelve Superb Varieties for 10s., including Louis Van Houtte.

Mr. Aparpart, Cerito, &c; 12 fine older vars. for 6s.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 50 fine and select species
and varieties

„ „ 50 do. do., best selection
STOVE PLANTS, 50 superb and select species and vars
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine and distinct vars.

„ ,, 100, including newer „
ROCK PLANTS. 25 fine varieties
DELPHINIUMS, 12 in 6 fine varieties

,, very fine seedlings of splendid
mixed colours, per 100

DIANTHUS ATRORUBENS, splendid dark crimson
for bedding, per doz. .

DIANTHUS SPLENDENS, rich bright crimson',
for ditto, per doz.

POTENTILLAS, 12 fine varieties, 9s.; 12 extra fine .."

„ splendid mixed seedlings, per doz ...

M 5 best new varieties — King of
Crimson, Sudbury Gem, Theodore, Shylock, and
Julia, for

,

ROOK C1STUS, dwarf, 24 beautiful vars",' very distinct 6 15
PHLOX, 25 fine vars., 9s.; 25 beautiful newer vars. 12
PENTSTEMONS—Grandis, fine blue, improvement on

Atrocasinlea, and a fine bedding plant, per doz. 15
„ Magniflora. extra large dark red, 2s. Grf.;perdoz. 24

£ s. d.

2 fl

3 5
4
l in
2 10

12
9

1 1

5
18
9

1 10

Azureum (true), a fine dwarf blue, per doz. ... 7
„ Ovatum, light blue, abundant hlcomer, per doz. G

Primula involucrata, most lovely white, per doz. ... 9
Viola arborea, 6s. per doz.; alba, per doz. 6

„ Neapolitan 6s. „ Russian „ 4
Berberis Darwini, per doz 15
Paeonia papaveracca, strong ... ... Is. Cd. to 2
Hardy Cliriibing Plants, 12 fine vars 9s. fo 18
Roses, Tea-scented and China, in pots, 12 fine vars. 12
Wood's New Duchess of Norfolk, Hy. perpetual, each... 5
Goods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.
Plantsadded gratiswith orders of 40s. and upwards.
COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny

stamps, or the Spring Catalogues alone for three penny dtampB,
or gratis to our customers who may not have received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

BEDDING PLANTS.—At 2s. Gd. per Doz.

JOHN SCOTT, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne,
Somerset (established 1728), has nearly 20,000, in 3-inch pots,

ready to be seut out. Post-office Orders payable at Crewkerne.
(Baskets and Package at the Expense of Purchaser, and not

returnable.)

200 Sorts of the hest and newest Verbenas.
120 do. Scarlet and other Bedding Geraniums.
20 do. Variegated leaved ditto.

100 do. Fuchsia, all the hest; 24 do. Shrubby Calceolarias;
24 do. Petunias; with Anagallis, Ageratums, Cupheas, Helio-
tropes, Lobelias, Salvias, Senecios ,&c, Also the beautiful white
Double Pyrethrum.
When a fair proportion of each is taken the price will he 2s. Gd.

per dozen ; but if only Calceolarias and Geraniums are ordered
they will be is. per dozen. Catalogues, in which the above are
arranged in sections of colour, &c, stmt on receipt of a postage
stamp. Parties requiring large quantities can have them in
store potsby agreement.

NEW AND CHEAP PLANTS.
The Cheapest Establishment in the Kingdom for Plakts

is AT

HENRY WALTON'S, Edge End, Marsden, near
Burnley, Lancashire, where there are propagated annually

from 20,000 to 30,000 plants for sale, which for cheapness and
quality are not to be equalled. Parties desirous of possessing a
choice collection of good plants would do well to select from the
followiug:

—

GERANIUMS, new varieties, strong autumn-rooted plants,
purchasers selection, 30s. per dozen; H. W.'s selection, 25s. per
dozen, viz.—Attraction, Carlos, Duchess of Wellington, Em-
press, Eliza, Glowworm, Helen, Indian Chief, Leah, Lucy, Mrs.
Hoyle, Marginata, Mary, Neatness, Picta, Rebecca, Regalia,
Rosa (Foster's), Rhoda, Tamberlik, Virginia, and Zeno. Extra
strong choice older varieties, 9s., 12s., and 15s. per dozen; 25 for

20s. ; 50 for 35s.

FUCHSIAS, new varieties of last season, spring struck, 7s. Gd.

per dozen ; autumn struck, 9s. per dozen, post free, viz.—Ad-
miral, Autocrat, Clio, Duke of Wellington, Elegans, Fanny
Webb, Grandissima, Globosa Splendens, Henry Monteith, Mac-
beth, Magnifica, Monarch, Mr. Charles Palmer, Omega, Queen of

Hanover, Telegraph, Trentham, and Vanguard.
CINERARIAS, choice new varieties, 12s. per dozen, or 6 for

8s., viz.—Advancer, Etoile de Vaise, Estelle, Empress Eugenie,
Exquisite, Garland, Lady Camoys, Lord Stamford, Lablache,
Mrs. Seagrave, Mrs. Beecher Stowe, Novelty, National, and
Polyanthiflora. Choice varieties of previous years, 6s. and 9s.

per dozen.
PANSIES, tbe following choice select varieties, 12s. per dozen,

or the set of 22 for 18s.—Duke of Perth, Eldorado, Flower of the
Day, Golden Ea«le, Kate, St. Andrew, Sovereign, Emperor,
Fearless, Lord Walsingham, Ajax. Owen Glendower, Prince
Albert, Rubens, Rising Sun, Sir William Wallace, Lady Bute,
Miss Jane, Mrs. Oswald, Marchioness of Bath, Yellow Climax,
and Charles Turner, Good older show varieties for 4s. Gd. and
6s. per dozen.
VERBENAS, new varieties of last season, 7s. Gd. per dozen.
New PETUNIAS of last season, 9s. per dozen.
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, 50 superior sorts, named,

one pair of each, 21.; 25 do., one pair of each, 1Z.; or 9s., 12s.
t

and ISs. per dozen pairs.

PINKS, 4s. Gd., 6s., 9s., 12s,, and ISs. per dozen pairs,

HOLLYHOCKS, a choice selection of strong healthy plants,

12s., 18s., 24s., and 30s. per dozen, H. W.'s selection.

DAHLIAS, in May, new varieties of last season, 9s. and 12s.

per dozen; older varieties 4s. Gd. to 6s.

A choice selection of Bedding Plants, including Scarlet and
other Geraniums, Heliotropes, Pentsteraons, Cupheas, Salvias,

&c, equally cheap.
H. W.'s Spring List is now ready, and maybe had for one

postage stamp.
It is respectfully requested that all Post Office Orders be made

payable at Marsden, Lancashire; and a remittance or satisfac-

tory reference expected with all orders from unknown correspon-
dents, AH orders to the amount of 25s., carriage free to Liver-
pool, Manchester, Leeds, and Preston; 21. and upwards, carriage
free to Birmingham and Carlisle ; for more distant carriage,
extra plants will be given gratis.

GEORGE SMITH has much pleasure in offering the
undermentioned strong Plants, which he is now sending

out, and feels great confidence in recommending them as
possessing first-rate .qualities :—

VERBENAS.
BOULE DE FEU (Young), bright orange scarlet, with con-

spicuous lemon eye; pip large, of fine form, compact truss, of good
size, the habit excellent, a most profuse bloomer, the finest
scarlet ever offered. First class certificates at the National,
Royal South London and North London Floricultural Societies.

LORD RAGLAN (Banks), crimson scarlet, large lemon eye, pip
and truss large, of fine form, This will be found a noble variety.

EMPRESS (Smith), pure white, with conspicuous rosy purple
centre, pip and truss large, smooth and compact. One of the
very finest of the light varieties.

MRS. M'NIEL (Smith), brilliant rose with large lemon eye,
truss and pip large, of exquisite form, and very beautiful. In the
style of Beauty of IIornsey.

#

VIOLACEA (Smith), intense violet, with a very conspicuous
large white eye, pip and truss large, of good form. This flower
will be found most remarkable and beautiful, either for bedding
or exhibition. It is something in the way of M. Paquin, with the
colour much more intense, and a fine free grower.

SILISTRIA (Smith), pale lilac, shaded with rose, very large

and compact. First class at the Royal South London Horticul-

tural Society. The set of six for 24s., or 5s. per plant.

FUCHSIAS.
Tbe following four Fuchsias are fine show flowers, plants of

good growth, and very free blooming kinds that must be grown
in all good collections :

—

OMER PASHA (Smith), tube short and stout, sepals well re-

flexed, of bright waxy crimson scarlet, corolla deep violet purple,
large, of good shape, fine habit, free in growth and profuse
bloomer. A fine plant for exhibition. 7s. Gd.

ORLANDO (Smith), dark tube and sepals reflexed, with an
intense dark corolla. 3s. 6d.

CORONET (Smith), white tube and sepals, corolla violet, good
shape, very free. 3s. Gd.

NIMROD (Smith), white tube and sepals, corolla light purple,

good form. Plantof strong growth, and a very free bloomer. Zs.Gd.

SCARLET GERANIUMS.
BEAUTY OF COMB BANK, intense scarlet, eye white, pips

large and circular, truss very large, dwarf habit, with horseshoe

foliage.' A first clttes bedding variety. 5s.

CHEPSTEAD BEAUTY, fiery crimson scarlet, extra large

and fine, foliage very beautiful, habit dwarf, and free bloomer.
One of the finest scarlet Geraniums ever offered. 5s.

CERITO, salmon rose, truss and pip large. A novel and
pleasing variety. Was exhibited at the National Floricultural

Society, where the judges would have awarded it a first class

certificate had the plant been exhibited. 5s.

PETUNIA.
SINGULARITY (Smith), a novel and striking variety, corolla

two-thirds'downward brigbtgreen.throatrose, flower extra large,

the habit of Prince Albert, a pleasing variety. 5s.

Choice Verbena Seed, 2s. Gd. per packet.

A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of first-class Verbena*.
Geraniums, Fuchsias, Hollyhocks, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums,
and Petunia-?, will be forwarded m exchange for one stamp.

TollingtoQ Nursery,, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.
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VARIEGATED IPOMCEA.

GEORGE ROBERTS Imn jupt received from a

correspondent a small paokol of the id of n yarloBHtad

LPOMfflA, ffliloli oppoirs ft the following doBct'Int o bo n

very IntecoBUng novelty. " Apparently 11 beautiful hybrid, The
ground colour of tile (lowov Ifl ivhlto or pub: pink, profiiBidj

spotted and Biroalced with purple, bluo, lllao, bright crln

Xho same plant prcuontB an almoBt Infinite rarlety of col »,

eaeli lowflr varying frpra Its nolgliboui lie

»

c Btalk i In om
llm jMii-jtbi, iii iiiK.iiici' ibi! blni) nii'ljici! v.oiiM bo more prominent,

I'ackotn cuiiljiiiiini; I" wralo ''' 'W.

Oeobohi Rodmith bogfl also i<» offer to tbo Trade tlio following

Soedii:-Qiiliu|iinllii liirii™, i). Iilrsuta, Qalplilmla ologn Canna
lutoa, C. Indian, ArlBtoloohla odoratiyelma, UuiBalplnlfl Moplarla,

MlnioHn asplrataprBluubby Sonaltlvo, MomordlcaJjuffa, Ipomuiu

rubro cajrulea, X, bona nox, a fragrant white Convolvulus, and

Argomon! moxlcano,— H2, MoorgatG Btroot, [jondon.

ABTANSFIELD and SON beg to offer Uio

• following :—
1000 'Hpcicitvi and varlotlcs of QorbacoouB und Alpine Planl i al

is. por dozen, or 80s. por 100.

500 speotos and varieties adapted Por ttookwork at4«, por dozon,

liOO Hiioruui and vurlri.biH of llni'ily Olroon] ho and tovfl Corns
and LycopodH, at from Ofl. por dozen, nod ppwards,

Verbenas, e'uohslas, QoranlumH, iliwI otlior Bedding Plants, al

from 8«. (W.nor dozon, Oatalogues on applloatl

... loo buHliolH of Boleoted Pluka Potatoes at da. Qd. poi bu bi I

ot r,o lbs. Dean'B Seedling Fluke at '• Qd, per stone of 1 1 lbs.

Vale QardeoB, Todi :don, Laneashlro^—April 21,

NEW ROSES.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLHSSON and SONS

bog to pffor tbO following now BOSOS, wlilrli tlo'y will be

able to supply Lngood health; plants the Hirst wookln MAy, at

7s. M., established in polio Purchasers wlBhlng for a loss

numbor tbun iioio enumerated, by leaving the selection to "in

solves, may clopuml upon having fho bout anil of dl 'nil

VM'lolloscbosoii lor (horn.

HYHWn l'ERPETUALS.
^ougemontj bright crimson, very fino.

Abndle do .. -«,». ami beautiful shape.
Heron l.nrroy, lino .. - liluuli white.
Hollo l.yonnalHo, vory double, .i, cr j nlSnn and white.
Clocron, very curiously mottled, doi ..

'•Ucarruiuo
ComtOBBO do Moronnos, rosy lilac, tmtud w..

d'Oi'lonns, delicate roBO.

de Turonncs, boantiful light (IobIi colour.
" do Vaillant, light violet.

Douil do Frederic Viliermoz, purple velvet shaded with black.

Docteur do Voronnes, rosy purple.

Duohesso do CanibaceidB, bright rose, vory Bweet.

Empereur Napoleon, bright scarlet.

Etendard deB Amalours, vory bright rosy purple.

Eugenie Poilleaux, bright carmine.

Evilquo de Meaux, rosy velvet.

Folichonne, bright crimBon. Glolre do Vitry, rosy crimson.

Julio Guinoiseau, delicate glossy rose colour.

La Fontaine, bright crimson. Leon Kaimaun, bright glossy

Lord Raglan, scarlet and crimson. [crimson.

Louise do Clifitoaubonrg, bright rosy crimson, very sweet.

Madame de Trotter, bright red.

„ Hitz, beautiful flesh colour.

„ Latour, very delicate pink.

„ Masson, bright velvety crimson, changing to violet.

„ Place, bright delicate pink.

„ Theodore Martell, blush white, tinged with pink.

„ Vidot, delicate blush, shaded with pink.

Marie Liabaud, rosy pink.

Maximo, rosy violet in the eontrc, and shaded.

Monsieur Pigeron, very largo, deep crimson.

Nouvelle Etendard du Grand Homme, palo apricot colour.

Panache" d'Orleans, soft rose colour striped with red and purple.

Perfection, dark crimson, shaded with carmine.

Princo de la Moskowa, dark crimson.

Raphael, bright rosy crimson.

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.
Baronne de Saviguy. blush white, darker centre.

Blanche de Solleville, white shaded with cherry colour.

Louise de Savoie, yellow.

Madame Barlllet Deschamps, -white tinged with yellow.

Souvenir d'Elisa, pale yellow, centre white.

NOISETTE.
Polonie Bonrdin, salmon colour, yellow centre.

BOURBON.
Auguste Psjol, bright cherry colour.

Camille de Chfiteaubourg, red, shaded with purple.

Emilie Miret, carmine. Etoile du Nord, bright rod.

Fordinand Deppe, purplish velvet, fine.

Frilet, bright crimson. Isabelle, bright rose colour, very
Josephine Chomhert, cherry colour. [fragrant.

Marguerite Dnbourg, bright red. Omer Pacha, dark purple.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSES.
Madame Edouard Ory, bright rosy carmine.

Salet, bright red in the centre, and beautifully shaded.

The usual discount to the trade when a dozen sorts are taken.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London.
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NEW ROSES IN POTS.

WILLIAM WOOD and sun h&vo to ofli
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PlantB, In pots, of the following NEW HOE
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IIyTIUID PERrETUALS.—S. d.

Alfred Colomb 3 G

Alphonse de Lamartine ... 3
^eres 3 G

Cicero 5
Comtesse Vaillant 7 G

uonseiller Jordeuil 3 «
Duchess of Norfolk 6
Deuil de F. WillernUK ... 7 a

George d'Amboise 3 6
Gloire de Franco •6

Gloire de Parthenay 3 6
Lady Milsom 3 (i

Lady Shelley 3 6
La Ville de St. Denis ... 3 6
Madame Domage •i 6

„ Hector Jacqnin 3

„ Masson 10 G

„ Lacroix 3 «

„ F.Rignux 3 (i

„ Place 7 6

„ Recamier 3 G

„ Rcndatler 3 G

Hvur.ID PFrRPRTL'AT.g. *-?•*'*

Madame Theodore Marifl 7 8

„ Qnetel 8 ';

Marie dc Bourges- ... 8 8

Prince de la Moskowa ... 5
Sir John Franklin
Triomphe en IJeaut<3 ... 2 C

I
1

. Moss, Andri; Thouin ...

Bourbon, Omer Pacha ...

Tea, Louise de Savoie ...

Nois, Augusta
Moss, D'Arcct

„ Gloire de Mousseuses
,, Jennne de Montfort
,, L'Eblouissante

,,
Mfiri* de Bloia

,, ^'nndael
Gallica, Amphitrite

., George Vibert ...

H. Bour., Charles Lawson
„ Gerraise Bouillazd

N.B. The new Hybrid Perpetual Kose Emperor Napoleon
will not be sent out before June; by that time I shall have
proved it. If not more than semi-double, Imuch question if it is

worth 7s. 6d. I, however, received a very high character ofitT

which induces me to offer it to the public, hut not to let it out
beforeproving its worth.

'Carriage paid to any Station on the Eastern Connties Railway.
St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

AMERICAN NURSERY.
(^ EORGE BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
VT LOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS. &c. as exhibited by
him in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, may be had
by inclosing two postage stamps.
G. B. begs to call attention to his fine stock of "Weejinr

Hollies, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American
Nursery, Windlesbam, near Bagshot, Surrey, near Staines
Station, South-"\Vestcrn Railway, where conveyances may be
obtained.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and. Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PEEPARATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, the RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and "WIRE"\YORM, in addition to which the CROPS are brought
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and the yield is greatly increased," iu proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Mr. Jackson.

EXTRACTS:-
" One ot the fields of this furm, the property of Mes.Stanbttky,

was planted with Regents Potatoes iu April last, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the

crop from the unprepared seis is thoroughly diseased, and hardly
worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of

them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of
preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there

were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth
the trouble and expense of preparing the sets by your process,

even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process ; and
I intend to adopt it for preserving my Wheat from the Smut.

"G. B. Baxter.
"Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 2S, 1S54."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, R.C.B., Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
" Sir,— I have received your note of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jacksox,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and according to the
directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
the plants, &c. They came up well, with strong healthy stems;
we have now taken the whole crop up, and there is not the

slightest appearance of any disease amongst them. They are of

large equal size and very prolific. There were long black unpre-
pared Kidneys planted in the same patch, and a great deal of

them are not fit for use, at least a third part are diseased. I

hope Mr. Jacksox's process may he widely known, as it is a
great boon.—I am, &c, Jorx Shanx?.

"Forester. Kildnimmy Castle.
" Kildnimmy Castle, Aberdeenshire, November 17. 1S54."

" I am very much pleased with-tbe result of the experiments I

have made with your Prepared Potatoes; for I planted theKJ.

without any manure, in ground where for several years I have
hardly had a sound Potato, and I now find the crop per;\ .

from disease, and in a very fine condition; while th:-

same sort, uuprepared, which were planted at the same time, and
next, to them, arc diseased and eaten by worms.

"The Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were so remarkably
good that I was induced to weigh them, and I found, to my great

astonishment, thai they were as 200 to 150 of the ethers, or about

25 per cent, in favour of your preparation.
" T. ArsTT.x. Nnrservman and Seedsman.

"Blackheath, Kent, 24th August, 1S54."

Sold by Messrs. Chari.woot> & Cummins, Seedsmen. Coveut Garden: and John Kekxax, Seedsman, 4. Great P.

Covont Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists: and at the Patentee's. IS. Canucn Street, London Bridge, in Packets -
. -

~

Three or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.

BiflNt, aatf

N.B.- y tpyew, mm tL« agent* tn

TO WHEAT
METER LAWSON a:.

-a-

which '

1

bcautil

Uinint; 200 MM
other kind i=i evidently a witty

ROlii uY. . J: . .
v. ry • . :.* ,'•

;
•.-. '. r \

Pric- 15

I

London IJ

CRASS SEEI AGE FREE.

PERMANENT PA81 .y U*t

afonscan hi

& Co., iTi^, PlymwAj—all neu and cane*

ORNAMENTAL 1 08. &C
The choicest varieties vnsand

• k E. KtrvLX
rchairts, Plymouth, at 18*. per battel, '-

gallon, or 1*. per lb.

RLNOYA'l - :od deficient of

plant—can be obi :*r lb.

A complete descriptive Li.' of Ghana \riU be found in

"Rendle's Farming Price Crnwffrr," and twine valualle

Tables, and other information relative to the beet rarUtia

for certain Land* mu.
Apply to Wji. E. Kb ~*A Merchant*, PTyiooBtk.

j
..:j $v.\k.\i\ YgAfca.

PHOICEf L O W E R SEEDS,^ FOB : -WING. Per packet^-., d.
Pansy, saved trom 100 of the best varieties, by name ... 2
Polyaotbos, do. do. m ... 2
Verbena, do. 50 do.
Hollyhock, do. 60ofthemostsnperbkind*

„

... I
Calceolaria, do. 24 spotted varittiea ... 2

a, do. c tie* 2
Daisy, do. 50 of the new Belgian do. do 1

Antirrhinum, do. 20 best mused varieties ... I

Anemone, from the most sbory and brilltsnt Lisas
30 packets of new and
The aty.ve. per post free. Postage stamps received :a psTmest.

YODELL .•" Tgna.

SUPcRB HOLLYHOCKS. SEEDS.
TT'ILLIAM CHATER begs to of- r f seed,
* * consisting of 2( -

. yboeks,
at b>.; 12 varieries, 2-'. '>.

:

.: and fr mgoci
Snperior Quilled German and rietiea,

mixed, Is. per packet

:

golds, 6d. per packet.— S

SUPERIOR WHITE B: -

SUTTON and SONS hav-:

seed of this nseful root. 7

selling this season h
.- - theii

as well or better than i

to quantity required.—Address Sm»y «fc Soxs, Seed Gro
Reading, Berks.

Ei\t (BKVtstnn^_Ciirottitlt»

SATURDAY, APRIL -

• —
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the very in'.r

at last produced its nowers in

garden of his Gr

.

We cr.n now add 1—one
having fallen from ft

acquirin; the s
:

.^ Si >range. It

was of a deep plum colour, and B] pened
- ;ind per;V ' ~-~i

formaiion oi ! which the
.vour proved equal to the great rej

which the : we thoT_

something li I a melting Peach mixed

with Grape juice ; at all ev - can be no

doubt
'
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of the dessert. Three otherspecimt-ii:: :::-::;

one of which promise! _ ~ as if

grow2 in the H£ . mnst be hiahly
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gratifying to the Noble Duke to find that the patient

care which has been bestowed upon the plant is at

last, after so many years, thus rewarded by complete

success. ... i

We believe that the garden at Syon is the only

establishment, private or public, in Europe in which

have been ripened Vanilla, Nutmegs, Litchis,

Cloves, and, greatest o f all, the Mangosteen.

Wis find in the Prussian Landicirthschaftliche

Zcitunq, of March 9, the following highly inte-

resting tabular view of the mean monthly earth

temperature of Berlin, drawn up by Professor Dr.

Dove from the observations of the last five years ;

for the convenience of our readers, we have reduced

it from the scale of Reaumur to that of Fahrenheit.

this year, it will be evident enough how much the

balance is against 1855.

these

January .

February
March . .

April . . .

May. . . .

June . . .

July . . .

August. .

September
October .

November

,

December !

4 feet

above
the

ground.

32.67
32.74

35.53
45.68
58.59
63.61

68.47
64.91

68.16
49.43
38.63
34.43

On the

surface

of tbo
ground.

33.35
32.60

36 05
44.60
67.24

60.4S

65.43
61.97
56.72
4S.31
38.79
34.97

At a depth below the surface of

1 foot.

36.72

S6.1S
37.33
43.72

52.13
67 80
62.46
60.57

57.35
51.12
43.94
S9.20

1J ft. |2 feet,

37.80
37.19

38.00
43.83
51.48

5S.15
61.04
60.53
57.78
51.80
45.07
40.19

3S.18
37.67
38.14

43.52
50.76
56.68
60.55
60.50

5S.10
62.25
45.6S
40.6S

2* ft-

39.02
38.23
38.54
43.63
50.72
66.6P

60.48
60.66

5S.41
52.52
46.44
41.69

To adopt the words of the German editor, the

importance of air-temperature with relation to the

vegetation of plants, and their cultivation, is so what

universally recognised, that it is superfluous to
I

waste words upon it. But the influence on the

development of the plant, exercised by the relation

borne by the warmth of the soil to that of the

outer air, is less known, although practically ad-

mitted, inasmuch as it teaches us to sow different

plants at different times of the year.

It is only, indeed, from a very recent period that

even meteorologists have begun to ascertain the

varying temperature of that soil in which the roots

of plants are placed, and which governs tkoK rate

of growth at least as much j§ any other of the con-

ditions to which vegetation is exposed.

To say, as was formerly said, that the average

ground temperature of a country amounts to so much,

as is indicated by springs, was wholly without signifi-

cation to a cultivator, whatever interest the statement

may have had in the eyes of a geologist. Springs

indicate the temperature of their sources, and little

else ; and as the roots of plants do not reach the

neighbourhood of such springs, to them the warmth
of sources is indifferent. When artesian wells were

bored in the valley of the Thames, the water rising

from the depth of 200 or 300 feet was always warm ;

unless our memory deceives us, the temperature

was somewhere about 66", both in midwinter and at

midsummer. But the vegetation of neither season

could be affected by such a fact.

It was the deficiency of information upon this

important subject which led to the long series of

observations on ground temperature which have

been carried on in the Horticultural Society's

garden since 1838, and which have since been

the subject of inquiry in other countries. Angstrom
at Up&al, Weilbach at Copenhagen, Taylor on the

Neikherries, Hooker at Dorjiling, Captain Neweold
at Bellary, and Caldecott at Trevandrum, have all

published observations, more or less complete, which
tend to illustrate this department of knowledge, and
Professor Dove's new contribution is a most welcome
addition. What the more important inferences are

to which the experiments now on record lead, need

not be here examined. For to-day we confine our-

selves to asking whether the cause of the present

singularly late season is explained by ascertained

facts. That it is most unusually late is shown by
the circumstance that the common Pilewort (Ranun-

culus ficaria), which near London usually opens its

first flowers in the very beginning of March, was
not thi£ year to be found in blossom till the 15th
April, six weeks after it was due.

The average ground temperature of Chiswick this

year has been, at 1 foot and 2 feet below the surface,

as follows :

—

In February ...

In March
In April (to the 12th)

whereas, on an average of

found to be

—

In February ...

In March
February being 4}° and 21°, and March about 2$ °

and 2° below the average—an enormous difference,
when it is considered how much the roots of plants
are affected by small differences in temperature.
In fact, our February has been little warmer under-
ground than Berlin in January.

If we contrast the three first years in which
careful observations were made at Chiswick with

Feb.
Mar..

In the year 1846, February averaged 43.23° and

44.07°, while March advanced still further, the

thermometers indicating 44.47° and 45°.55.

One practical lesson to be drawn from

important facts is that seeds which might have been

safely sown in February, 1846, ought not this

year to be committed to the ground till April,

and that nothing except the hardiest kinds can this

year be safely sown before the end

of the month. For until the earth

at 1 foot below the surface reaches

the temperature of 46°, a great part

of the flower seeds which are re-

garded as hardy cannot be ensured

from rotting, especially in the pre-

sence of wet weather. Physiolo-

gists know that seeds have their

own specific vitality. The seed of

the Nettle will not germinate at a

temperature sufficient for Groundsel,

nor the Cape Marigold in the tem-

perature that suits the Nettle, nor

the Cocoa-nut in that which is sufficient for Cape Mari-

gold. Horticultural observations are wanting to show

is the exact temperature of the soil which

different plants require ; but we think ourselves justi-

fied, by what is known, in asserting that exotic annual

seeds should not be put into the earth till our

weekly records of temperature show that t^
ground has reached 46°.

It is to the neglect of this, an_i ,10 t to the quality

40.07
39.31

39.17

43.43
49.57

55.26
59.00
59.72

5S.01
52.97
47.43

42.59

42.44
41.47

40.91

43.88
48.96
54.41

57.78
59.00

5S.01
54.18
49.55

45.00

44.44

43.13
42.28
44.01

48.15

52.99
66.21

57.85
67.49

54.88
51.26

47.09

Differ-

ence.

11.09
10.53

6.23
0.79

9.09

7.49
9.22

4.12

0.77
6.57 I

12.47
12.12

of seed, as is always averted, that those failures of

annuals, of v'riich we hear so much, should be

ascribed, Seeds in fact, in nine cases in ten, do

not fail because they are bad, but because they fall

into the hands of bad managers.

except it is simply transitional, is attended with more

or less of danger. There is, however, a great difference

between the diseased condition of which we are treating

and mere blanching. Shoots which are produced in

tlie absence of light seldom exhibit any tint of green,

and the came may be said of the cotyledonal leaves of

seeds before the integuments by which they are inclosed

are ruptured. In these cases, however, the admission

of light soon imparts their normal colour, and they

are in the end as healthy as if they had been pro-

duced at once under the full influence of the most
favourable atmospheric conditions. But this is not the

case with Chlorosis. Exposure to light, so far from
remedying the evil, sometimes almost aggravates it,

because the tissues of the affected parts are in such a
low state of vitality as not to be capable of bearing

the stimulus, and unless this condition can be raised by

the application of external remedies, such as gaBes

arising from fermenting manure, a more generous diet,

or weak solution of sulphate of iron, there is no hope of

their returning to a sound condition. An exception,

too, should be made where the evil has not existed too

long, and become inveterate, in favour of the benefit to

be derived from the removal of the primary cause, as,

for instance, where bad draining, cold winds, or any

other outward agent have produced a chlorotic condition

of the tissues. Where it is purely constitutional, it is

the most unmanageable of all disorders. In cases

where outward agents are at work, if the older parts

are sacrificed, the more recent produced under more
congenial circumstances may be altogether unaffected,

as we see every year in Wheat crops, Viues, &c: : '^^
where the constitution is affected, the new n^g wjji De
affected as well as the old ; and ^_"Juaa there may be
nothing present to aggrav^'ve tlie evi]

?
it may be in itself

so virulent as to a^llt of no pauiation .

301. Fro^, whatever cause Chlorosis may arise, the
effect

JS mucn flie 8ame upon the plant itself, though

according to the peculiar circumstances of each species

it may be slightly different. A portion of the plant,

greater or less, according to circumstances, does not

assume its natural green hue, but acquires instead a
yellow tint. This spreads to neighbouring tissues or

remains isolated. No chlorophyll is formed ; the

walls of the cells become flaccid ; their contents

undergo chemical change ; and the whole either dries

up, leaving additional work to be done by those tissues

The Cucumber Disease is already as active as it

was last year, as baffling to the cultivator, and as

obscure in its origin. All that we know is that

from an early stage of growth parts of the cellular

tissue are destitute of their proper vitality, chloro-

phyll is not formed, the cells are gorged with fluid,

or give way under the first burning heat, and ulti-

mately decay or deformity are the consequences.

Great attention will sometimes palliate the evil

;

but we have never seen a plant which has been

once seriously affected recover. Foreign seed un-

fortunately produces plants quite as unhealthy as

our own, and we can suggest only one remedy,

which, indeed, we have suggested before. Have
recourse to the oldest seed which can be procured,

and from this save the healthiest plants, for the

sake of producing, if possible, a healthy stock.

Reject every plant that shows the slightest tendency

to sickliness or deformity, and allow all the best

fruit to ripen. A stock may thus be saved which

will supply every want for years to come ; and if

the experiment answers, it will he easy, with a

little attention, to keep it up. If the produce,

however, should still prove diseased, provided the

seed is old enough to remove any suspicion of its

being itself tainted with the malady—which is, we
believe, of very recent origin—we shall then have

simply to submit to an evil which does not admit

of remedy, and conclude that there must be some
atmospheric cause at w-ork which we can neither

discover nor control. M. J. B.

35° 25 and 38°

38° .75 and 39° 50
43° .38 and 43° .12

10 years, it has been

39° .74 and 40°.51
40" .96 and 41°.57

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—LXVIII.
299. Chlorosis.—This term has been long in use to

designate that condition of vegetables in which those

parts which, under the influence of light, are normally of

a healthy green, varying in tint according to the several

species, though still properly illuminated, exhibit a
pale yellowish tint with only a very slight admixture
of blue. The name is evidently given from a supposed
analogy between the affection known to physicians by
the same denomination and that to which plants are
subject, but inasmuch as it rather indicates an acces-

sion than a diminution of the green tint it has been sup-

posed to be not strictly correct, and the word Pallor has

been substituted by some. As the term is, however,
well understood to indicate this peculiar condition, it

seems scarcely worth while to change it, and the less

so since xx-&>po''r?jc is used by Hippocrates in the sense

of paleness. The word Icterus has been proposed for

those cases which are not constitutional, but the term
appears unnecessary, and I know of no advantage that

can arise from its adoption. It is properly only a
synonym of Chlorosis.

300. It was shown above (297) that a green tint is

not absolutely necessary to the health of every vegetable,

and instances were adduced in proof. In general, how-
ever, any marked departure from the normal green,

which remain healthy, or the walls give way, de-

composition takes place, the putrefying mass spreads

its contagion in every direction, and the neigh-

bouring structures are involved. Where the tissues-

dry up, the effect may be slower, but it may not

be less sure, and every part of the plant is liable to be

affected ; and even the tissues of the seed, if any should

be produced, may be unhealthy, and capable of carrying

on the evil through succeeding generations : and thus,

what was at first accidental may eventually become
constitutional or hereditary.

302. We mil first notice such instances as may be

deemed to be constitutional. These, indeed, may have
arisen in remote external causes ; but inasmuch as we
are not in a position to ascertain what these are, and
the plant—either from seed or otherwise, without any
assignable reason—exhibits such phenomena, we are

compelled to regard them as constitutional. As certain

plants from their very infancy appear variegated, so

others are chlorotic, and baffle every attempt to raise

them to a healthy condition. A few scattered seedlings

will be found in almost every patch consisting of

'

numerous individuals which are in this state; But not

only is this true of individuals where the majority of

seedlings is healthy, but some varieties, especially

hybrids, are by nature so delicate as scarcely to admit
of cultivation. Mr. Herbert found this to be the case in

his experiments on the muling of Rhododendron and
its allies ; and, indeed, it is notorious that some varieties

of fruits are far more difficult of management than

others, because they have such a tendency to assume a-

chlorotic condition. It is not merely that they are less

impatient of wet and cold, but that in their own nature

they are possessed of such a low degree of vitality as

sometimes, under circumstances apparently not un-

favourable, to defy the utmost pains and skill which can

be brought to bear upon them. M. J. B.

ON THE EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE
FROSTS OF FEBRUARY, 1855, IN THE
ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S GARDEN, GLAS-
NEVIN.

BEING A PAPER BEAD BY D. MOORE, ESQ., AT THE EVENING MEETING
OF THE BOYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY, ON FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1855.

In furnishing details of the effects produced on out-

door plants by the late severe frosts in the Botanic

Garden, I shall first make a few remarks on the

climatology of Ireland, as well as on relative climatology

in several parts of Europe, in so far as plants are

affected by it.

First, with respect to Ireland, I believe I am right in

stating, that in no other country of equal superficial

area will so many exotic plants, natives of the different

temperate climates of the globe, be found flourishing

with equal luxuriance as there are in Ireland. The
green grassy sward of Erin, and the fine evergreen

shrubs, are more admired by the majority of foreigners

who visit us than almost anything else they see.

The audible exclamations " trcs bien !" " tres mag-
nifique !" which one hears uttered by them when
passing some fine Arbutus, Laurustine, or even Portugal

Laurel, proves how much their attentions are arrested

by the beauty of those plants as they appear here, com-
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pared willi tlm miserably Blunted Hpccimenj 01 thorn

Been on the continent, where they are treated as hot-

house plants. The observation applies chiefly to

European countries, an I am fully aware that there are

localities in tlio southern hcmiHphiTo • which enjoy

meteorological conditions oven more favourable for the

growth of plants, which are nativoH of warm temperate
climates ; v. g.t

Van Diomon's Land, and even the

Inland of Madeira in Kuropo. If tltiH be admitted, it

follows that Ireland must be influenced by some peculiar

meteorological circumstances, which do not affect other

countries situated in the same parallels of latitude ; or
thoHC falling under the saine isothermal linca on tho

surface of tho globe. Tho prevailing cause, I presume,
arises from the influence the sea exercises in equalising

temperature in all countries which are broken up with
gulfs and peninsulas, compared With those in tho interior

of compact musses of land.

It haB been remarked by Dr. Lloyd that " Inland,
situated as it is at, tho north extremity of Europe, and
exposed to tho full Influence of the northern branch of

the gulf-stream which sweeps its western shores, has its

temperature as high as countries on the southern shores

of the Euxine." But it must be also considered, when
reasoning on this subject, that tho same causes which
influence tho high winter temperature operate in lower-

ing that of tho summer. Owing to tho great amount of

exhalations which take place, and tho western winds
crossing over part of the Atlantic Ocean, which prevail

during the summer and autumnal months, wo have
generally cool, cloudy summers, which tend to lower
tho average mean temperature of tho year. In Ireland,

where those fiuo evergreen plants flourish so lux-

uriantly, it is not higher than in countries where
there is some difficulty in preserving ihem during
winter in conservatories, whilst, on the other hand,
plants in those countries are much influenced by the
greater summer heats which they experience, and are
thereby enabled to ripen both iheir wood and fruit

better. By tracing the isothermal lines over the map
of Europe it will be found that the one which passes over
the province of Munster extends on through Konigs-
berg, in Prussia, over the Isthmus of Perekop, on to the

I

borders of the Caspian Sea, where Grapes and Peaches
are produced in full perfection, without artificial aid
which is not the case in Ireland—but where many of
our hardy trees and shrubs will not survive the intense
frosts which occur during the winter months in those
localities. It is thus clear that tender plants owe their
existence in Ireland principally to tho mildness of the
temperature during the winter months, and not to the
mean temperature of the year, which only averages
49^° Fahrenheit ; in 1851 it averaged 50", according to
Dr. JUoyd. fly referring to the highly interesting

'

tables prepared by that gentleman, and lately published
in the " Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,"
it will be seen that the most important climatological
laws, which are observed on a large scale through sea-

board and inland counties over Europe, hold good in

Ireland. On this head Dr. Lloyd observes, that, upon
comparison of the mean yearly temperatures of the
several stations where meteorological observations were
made, it has been found that those of the inland stations

are in defect, as compared with the corresponding
coast stations

—

c, g., the mean temperature of Armagh
-—48.6—is less 1 deg. than Donaghadee ; and, again,

the mean temperature of Markree— 48 '2— is less than
that at Killybegs, on the coast of Donegal, by "2.6°, and
that of Westport, on the coast of Mayo, by 3.5. Simi-
larly there is an increase proceeding from east to west
—Dublin being 49 J", and Westport, 5.1.7 ; and from
north to south, being at Portrush, on the Antrim coast,

49", and at Dromore, on the coast of Waterford, 51°
Fahrenheit, which are important data in aiding us to

reach the proximate causes of plants being differently

affected in various parts of Ireland, and will, no doubt,
when better understood

—

c&tcris paribus— go far to

account for the distribution of some species in this

country.

In applying myself more directly to the subject under
•consideration, I have not been able to obtain mnch
relative information which could be depended on, to

show at what previous periods any very intense frosts of
long duration occurred in Ireland. It is said that the
temperature has not been so low during the last 40
years ; but there may be some mistake in this ; my own
impression is, that I saw the thermometer as low as zero
in 1831, at the south side of the city, when a greater fall

of snow occurred than we have lately experienced
;

plants suffered very much in consequence, though not
nearly to the same extent they have this year, which
•may have resulted from the cold happening earlier in

the winter, when they were in a more dormant state, or,

probably, their wood had been better ripened during the
previous autumn, thereby rendering them abler to

withstand the effects of the frost. This year they
were particularly liable to be injured, owing to the state

of exciteability many of them were in, arising from the
remarkably mild weather which had prevailed during the
month of November, December, and January. The
Roses had young shoots, on some of them several inches
long, and were in full leaf, and other out-door plants
were in a state of unnatural forwardness at that early-

period of the season. Scarcely any frost occurred during
those three months to arrest vegetation, the thermometer
not having fallen lower than to 28" above zero, indi-
cating 4° of frost during November, and that only on
one night. In December it also fell to 28° on one night,
that being the lowest until the 28th of January, when it

fell to 25°, up to which period the temperature of the

winter months wan equable and mild
;
yet l •;<< i ol Hod

so great u difference an l i pectcd, oxi con paring the

average mean temperature ol the months ol November
and l > cember, I864>and January, 1855, with thi

ponding month* of the year 1861, u given by Or.

Lloyd, for the locality of Dublin, In his table she

l L. mean tempi ratlin- of «-n<-li ini.iii.li ol the yi nr at the

several registering btaiioha through ireiaii !

marked for January, 4.'!..';; February, 4,').fJ
; December,

43.8 i
which indicate a more than ordinary mild winter,

sinco accii-'liii^ to my calculations, biLen from tho

readingi of the thermometers at the Botanic Garden,
registered once during 24 bourn, the average mean tea
peruturo of tho month of December, 1854, Is 42°, and
that of January, 11155, 40", being rather under than

over those of 1861. Those differences may, however,
bo owing, in some degree, to several reading! baring

been taken in the one cue during 24 hours, ami only

once In the other, as well as to the situations when the

instruments wero placed, the Botanic Garden being

05 feet above tho level of the M-a, and freely e>| I,

whereas the College is less than 10 feet, and, no doubt,

influenced by the heat of tho city. A very marked
difference, however, occurs In February, the mean ol

that month having been 41.7 in 1861, whereas, in

Febi unry, 1855, it was only Ii2" at the Botanic Garden,
which I beliovo is tho lowest on record ; besides, the

minimum thermometer fell to 2" above zero, indicating

.10° of frost on the night of the 16th, and, again, on the

18th it fell to 5*, and on the 1 9th to 10", which alone

goes far to show tho principal cause of so much destruc-

tion to our out-door plants ; but when considered in
|

connection with the state they were in at the time these

frosts occurred, and the severity of tho weather during

the present month, when they were recovering, fully

accounts for all the damage.

On the 6th inst., the thermometer marked 8° of frost,

'

followed by a bright sun next day ; and on the 25th,

7
J

, followed also by bright sunshine, along with piercing

frosty winds which prevailed during tho month, circum- '

stances which have been very injurious to plants in

their present condition.

1 have already stated that I could not get any reliable

registerings of the thermometer, indicative of the state

of the weather during the early part of the present

century ; but Mr. Yeates has kindly furnished me with

notes of the lowest points to which his thermometer fell

during the last 12 years, from which I find it did not

mark iower than 10 above zero during that period. I

learn also, from the same data, that the greatest colds

during those years occurred between the 6th to the 18th

February, though in some instances in January.

Before passing from this part of the subject there is

one other meteorological circumstance I shall briefly

notice, because I consider that many of our herbaceous

as well as woody plants ow-e their partial safety to it

— namely, the unusually small fall of rain which
occurred during the autumnal winter months. By
referring to the meteorological tables published lately

in the proceedings of this Society, it will be found

that only 10J inches of rain fell from the 1st of July

to the 31st of December, which is below the average
quantity for that period in the neighbourhood of

Dublin. The ground was, consequently, drier than it

usually is in February ; and although the smaller

plants were snugly ensconced under a good covering of

snow—which was, no doubt, the principal protecting

medium—they would have suffered more had the ground
been saturated with moisture, as I find the same species

' has been more affected in wet parts of the garden than

where the ground is drier.

Having now considered, as briefly as I could, the

prevailing meteorological causes which affect plants in

Ireland, as well as those which have led to the

destruction of so many in the present instance, it will

have appeared that the moist equable temperature and
cloudy skies which we generally experience duriug the

' autumnal months operate on them in two ways opposed

to each other respecting their hardiness. Under these

]
favourable cliraatal influences they often continue to

grow luxuriantly up to Christmas, when their wood is

soft and unable to resist frosts so well as it would be

if the autumnal months were clearer and warmer to

ripen it properly, and the early winter months suffi-

ciently cold to arrest growth. Now, this is what takes

place in those countries on the continent of Europe
whose annual mean temperature equals that of Ireland,

and also in several parts of England and Scotland the

seasons are more marked, which accounts for the

I
superior ripening of fruits, as well as the comparative

hardiness of some plants ; take, for example, the

average mean temperature of the month of August, as

it occurs in Hungary, aud compare it with that of

Dublin, under the same isothermal line ; in the former

it is 69.8, and in the latter only 60 deg. ; but in Novem-
ber the scale changes conversely at nearly the same
ratio. {To be concluded in our next.)

ARE LARGE BOILERS ECONOMICAL ?

Without in the slightest degree w:shing to disparage

the arrangements which Messrs. Weeks and Co. have

made for heating their plant houses, &C-, and which

you have described at p. 807 of the last volume of the

Chronicle, I may perhaps be permitted to ask the pre-

ceding question ; and as I speak from experience, and

have reason to doubt both the economy and policy of

employing one boiler to do the work generally assigned

to several separate and distinct arrangements. I imagine

my convictions on the subject may not be without

,
contemplating Levari

IMy may no', have wrriv

tho matter.

I may, therefore, preml Ihat I via

enirui'ed with the re-arrangement of ioimoU forcing

irJ mj£, to winch were added a ' •

extent of new oreetfdu*. -'it thai t; retain

ofboatingwasmnch In babtoo, :

in the n.nt'er and Intimately •' qua Died w.U) Mr.

I was Induced to adopt the " on* bo

O.r nta* distinct pit* and house*, and to supply

both top and bottom beat to •• d of Jam* '1
1 1 -juan-

tity of pipe employed wm v«-ry eonaidenl

undent »»» provided to beat the wbolt of the

houses properly with 'be thermometer " brio* ore,
and a piercing north itaaf wind* One of

u Hill's flue

boiler*" was employed a letter never I ad water put in

it;, and >uch a quantity of brass atop »»lv< I

thiol., about 4'2». each), a* mak'-v me, now when I I |j
i N

k

of it, bhuh at the expense, The draught of i

was SO good that It would bum anyth- '.-itbing

put under il ; neither wai nV iiiniuinjil

fuel large for the work done, whuV of i

handful was taken out of Um ' mtwelvei
the only residue of the fire being dfnksn,
for the thorough consumption of fuel arid for tl a

prevention of the loaa of heat up the cbimn»y,
generally a jrreat louree of !<•»» though but little

observed, wan the best I ever worked. II'

arrangement, so far as the engineer was concerned, was
In evry KSpeet Complete. l!ut how did it work *

The greater part of the glass was employed for I

purposes, such as the growth of Pfnea, Melons, Cu'.-um-

bers, stove plants, A.C , and nearly 400 feet of p j I »M
employed to heat a large span-roofed greenhouse. The
heating was complete, the attention to the fire was of

course that of one instead of four or five, tut as

regards the valves to regulate the temperature of the

various houses, how worked they ! In one place we
wanted a temperature of 75", in a areood 70', in a third

05", a fourth 50" and so on, the greenhouse being filled

with hard-wooded plants merely requiring to have the frost

excluded. So long as the valves were properly attended

there was no difficulty in maintaining the temperature in

the different compartments,but as the heat required eUft-

ing from one place to another, being one hour here, two

hours there, and three hours in another pla/-e, the

attention required was continuous, and hence, in the

height of the forcing season, especially if the weather

was severe, it was impossible, either day or night, to

leave the valves for more than two or three hours

together. And this was not the worst of it, for possibly

just as the forcing department was got into proper con-

dition to leave for the night, down went the thermometer

in the greenhouse, and the heat muM be turned on.

Then rather than cool the water in the forcing depart-

ment, it was stopped off at the boiler, and the poor

attendant had not only to wait until the greenhouse was

sufficiently warm to leave with safety, but he must also

dance attendance until the forcing-pits were at the

required temperature, and thus it may be fairly in-

ferred that the heating of the greenhouse, in addition

to the forcing-pits, required more attention from the

stoker than would have been necessary had a separate

boiler been employed to heat that one house.

I am, therefore, quite convinced that in point of labour

and attention a single boiler involves more attention,

and is far more difficult to manage, so far as accuracy

of temperature is concerned, than if several separate

boilers were employed.

Again, as to the expense of working and consumption

of fuel—and here I may as well once more dispel the

mystery in which this subject is involved. A given quan-

tity of fuel contains a certain amount of calorie or beat.

Now, that boiler which the most effectually absorbs or

abstracts the caloric or product of combustion with tie

least loss by the furnace doors or up the chimney is

the best ; and it matters not what its form may be,

whether square, circular, conical, flue, saddle, or tubular,

so long as that object is attained. A given quantity

of water requires a certain quantity of fuel to beat it,

and it is a matter of very little importance whether one

boiler or half a dozen be used so long as the caloric or

heat is completely abstracted ; the loss, if any, wi'.l be by

the heating of the additional masonry of the s"x boCers

and the five extra chimneys, but unless there is full

work for the large boiler at all times, I am convinced

that the loss by the additional masonry will be more

than counterbalanced by the saving in only using the

small boilers for such work as may be necessary in the

summer season. As an example of the successful

working of Mr. Weeks's arrangement, we are told that

a smalfpit situated 365 feet from the boiler was raised

60° of temperature in a very short time, and for the

purpose of testing the economy of large boilers, we
will just examine this fact a little further. It is quite

certain that in Mr. Weeks's case be does not, except in

severe weather, require to use heat for more than

one-third of his glass ; in the summer not more than

two or three houses require artificial warmth ; and it is

just possible that in a private establishment only this

single pit for several months in the year might require

to be heated. Allowing such, then, to be the fact, it is

quite certain that the large boiler and the water con-

i rained in 730 feet of useless pipe must be heated to do

the work which, under a separate arrangement, would

be equally well accomplished by comparatively a tea-

kettle and a handful of coals. Can snch an arrange-

ment be economical ? The answer is too self-evident to

I
need further explanation. It may be argued that this
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is an tx'reme case; granted, but not more so than
ir m iilit be necessary to put into practice.

There is yet, however, another view in which
a single boiler will not appear very favourably. In

my own case I was, one clear starry night juM
before Christmas, terrified with the" exclamation
from the man in charge of the r>CS, ' Please sir, the

boiler's burst !" and true enough it had hurst, and by
that simple accident nearly 20,000 plants, many of them
Of very considerable value, were, so far as the boiler

was concerned, exposed tt> the tender mercies of the ice

king. That Djght t i,c thermometer fell to 15°, and
during t!ie whole time that new boilers were being put

in—for I bad done with the one boiler—the thermometer

iudicated several degrees of frost. Fortunately I was

supplied with mats and other covering, and with the

assistance of 10 to 00 lbs. of candles per night, and by

burning chare a] in the houses I managed to pull through

pretty well, but not without spoiling nearly 3 tons of

hay used for covering, and severely injuring my whole

stock of Polygalas, Boronias, Leschenauliias, &C. Such
"a fix" as this I imagine would chill the ardour even

of Mr. Weeks ; in fact it gave my enthusiasm such a
thorough cooling that it is quite out, and I shall eschew
the single boiler arrangement for the remainder of

my days.

The only view in which I could feel induced to advocate

a " single boiler " would be as removing the nuisance

of so many chimneys, for certainly they are great

nuisances, but with a properly digested plau it is quite

certain that the smoke of several different fireplaces

might be concentrated in one chimney shaft. I have no
objection to two or three houses being worked from one
boiler, so Ions as the houses heat independently of each
other and sufficient power is provided, but if three

houses are attached to one boiler and that boiler only of

sufficient capacity to heat one house properly, then, I

say, whoever promotes such an arraugement, whether
employer, architect, or gardener, does that for which his

fingers ought to be burnt every time he goes near the

boiler. If at the iireplace sufficient power is not pro-
vided to do the work assigned to the apparatus under any
circumstances without forcing, it cannot work economi-
cally, and the annual loss of heat up the chimney and
by the fire doors, and the consequent waste of fuel, will

be more than would have paid for a proper arrange-
ment at the first ; in fact, it is the game of penny wise
and pound foolish to its fullest extent. An extra pound
or two on a good-sized boiler, or in a few score feet of
extra pipe at the time of erection, is money well and
profitably invested ; for though, as a mere matter of
fact, sufficient power may have been provided to heat a
house properly with the water near the boiling point, it

is quite certain that a much more healthy atmosphere
will be generated if sufficient power is provided to do
the work properly without the heat of the water ever
exceeding 130°. Roaring fires and red-hot furnace
doors may show that the stoker is doing all he can to
keep the heat up, and there can he no question that
he is at the same time working very profitably for the
coal merchant. To have to put a boiler to its full force
is bad policy and gross extravagance. In fact, our
whole system of horticultural building requires revision
—at least half the timber generally employed might be
dispensed with, and a great proportion of the money
expended in making sashes, building brick walls, and

;

useless ornaments—too frequently mere harbours for
'

insects, dust, and filth—would be more profitably in-

vested in using better glass, and a more powerful
heating apparatus. I may, however, recur to this

subject some other day. W. P. Ayres, Whittlebury Lodge.

COMMON THINGS.
In rawing Tines from cuttings, those which are

furnished with two eyes each will be sufficiently long
for the purpose ; the lower part should be cut trans-
versely, close to the bud. They should be planted
singly in small pots filled with good mould, leaving
the upper eye rather below the surface than above it.

The pots should be placed either in a stove or in a hot-
bed, allowing the plauts room as they advance in height,
and shifting them into larger sized pots when they have
filled the first with roots. As the season advances they
may be removed into the stove or other hothouse, and
from thence to the greenhouse, keeping them neatly .

tied up to sticks, and allowing them plenty of air, to
prevent them from being drawn up weakly. Vines
raised from single eyes require the same management
as those from cuttings, beginning only with a smaller
sized pot, and removing them into others as they gain
strength and require room. Those raised from cuttings,

'

as well as these, should be kept under glass throughout
the summer, and a judicious application of liquid
manure during the growing months would considerably
promote the growth of both.

Cauliflowers.—The seed should be sown now for the
|autumnal crop upon a gentle hotbed. This sowin» will
jc

?m<;,
m
v
during AuS«st, and for a later crop the seed !

should be sown the beginning or middle of May ; this l

will furnish heads in October or November. If some of
the plauts of this last sowing be taken up and laid in
like Broccoli they will be more secure in ease of cold
wet weather occurring at the end of the season.

1 potted them in a mixture of decaying turf aud white

sand, covered the surface with living sheets of Bryums,
and placed the pots in the shade of trees, and there they

have remained ever siuce without shifting, receiving (as

they are evergreen) water once every day. Uuder this

treatment they bloom freely. What amount of frost

they will endure I cannot say, but I have frequently seen

£™den in which thePotatoes destr mcU Wiin iioov

Home Correspondence.

f^'T^n
f^T,V\ r,e .«8»« with your remark

(see p. 483 18o4), that there is no reason why this fine
plant should not be found in every greenhouse in
Europe. Eight years ago I procured some tubers of it

Disa has been uninjured. S. S. Smith, Mrs. Saunders',

Grove Street, Cape Town.
Transplanting late Peas.—Transplanting Peas to

forward early crops has. long been recommended; but

having found transplanting late Peas so advantageous

that in future I shall always practise it, I think it may
be useful to your readers to have their attention directed

to it. Having but a small garden, I grow only the

finer kinds of Marrow Peas. These are at times a

failing crop, coming up irregularly, in a manner difficult

to account for. It is not the fault of the seed, for iu

some parts of the rows every seed produces a healthy

plant, while in other parts every one perishes, or pro-

duces a weakly plant. These failing seeds, when ex-

amined, are found to be decaying, and full of small

centipedes, 50 or 60 in a Pea. This cannot he from
eggs existing in the Peas before they are sown ; or

there would not be in the same row, in some places, a

dozen or more healthy plants together. Possibly the

centipedes, aware that the Peas contain proper food for

their young, and attracted by their peculiar sweetness,

deposit their eggs iu them alter they are sown, passing

on from one Pea to the next, which would account for

parts of the row being almost wholly destroyed. The
weakly plants appear to be caused by the substance of

the Peas being devoured before the young plants have
made roots sufficient to support themselves. Perhaps
the Marrow Peas are more tender than others, and may
be injured by the ground being in spots so much
deprived of its moisture by drying winds that the

sprouting Peas are dried and killed, as Barley is when
malted ; some being destroyed, others injured, and
becoming, in their diseased state, attractive to the

centipedes. However this may be, I have seen many
crops of Marrow Peas injured as above described. So,
in 1853, were my Peas (Hair's Defiance ; a fine

large Marrow Pea) ; and it was only by repeatedly-

sowing the missing places, and transplanting, that the
rows were got at last to produce a moderate crop. To
prevent the mischief described, and to secure a regular
crop, I last year sowed all my Peas in a small bed

;

and afterwards transplanted the healthy plants, when
3 inches high, into rows. The seed was saved from
the crop of Hair's Defiance, above mentioned. An
ounce of spirit of tar, mixed with dry earth (recom-
mended to me as destructive or repellant to in-

sects), was trenched 3 inches deep into the bed,
which was then levelled, and the Peas (previously
steeped in water for 20 hours) were, about the 10th of
March, sown by inserting them about 3 inches apart in

the earth with the finger and thumb, each Pea with
the root downwards. The roots can be plainly seen
wdien the Peas are steeped ; but only those who have
time aud inclination need to be thus particular. The
bed when sown was pressed down with the back of the
rake, and kept damp by slight sprinklings of water
until the Peas came up. Few of them missed ; but
when Peas are sown to transplant—unless very few
indeed be sown—though half were to miss, there would
be sufficient left, as they go a long way when trans-
planted. Two rows 6 inches asunder, and the plants
G inches apart, were set to form each row. This is

quite near enough for large branching Peas. The
rows (crops of other vegetables being grown between
them) were 11 feet apart, planted north and south, to
get the sun on each side. They were well sticked,
and when 6 feet high, or a little more, had their
tops taken off. These rows of Peas were per-
fectly regular, and quite as luxuriant in their
growth as untransplanted Peas. They produce,
as you will readily believe, when you consider
their thorough exposure to sun and air, a good
crop of fine full pods. The Pea, whether removed with
or without earth, transplants better than any plant I
know. Every plant which in its early growth may lose

j

its top puts up another luxuriant shoot or shoots. Every
i

plant in the half of one of my rows had its top taken off

(by birds probably), but when the row was in flower, no
difference could be perceived between that half and the
other. The spoiled tops I pruned off for appearances'
sake. My rows of Peas were as regular as well cut
hedges, and being kept well to the sticks continued to
put forth shoots aud blossoms, and to bear Peas of good
quality until the frosts destroyed them. In gathering
Peas, all that are full grown (in which state the
Marrow Peas eat quite young and tender) I gather

;

even should there be more ready than are required
to be used. This keeps every gathering free from
Peas which are too old. In the later gatherings of the
season, when the pods become less plentiful, they are
still regularly gathered, but at a little younger age, and
are then placed upon the floor of a cellar until the
quantity desired to be used at once has accumulated.
Thus mauaged, the quality continues good. Should
you consider this likely to interest your readers, I will

(should you wish it) also send you an account of the
means I use to stick my Peas securely, (pray do)

my garden being much exposed to winds, since prevent-
ing Peas being injured by winds, &c, is essential to

continued produce from the same crop. To make one
crop continue to supply me during the season, and to
have that crop a very productive one, are the objects

I aim at, not having room to sow a succession of crops.
It will be perceived, therefore, that my plan is
particularly adapted to those who endeavour to
compensate for the smallness of their gardens by
taking greater pains, and try to acquire increased
skill in EesUTJEg a lai'gs and never failing produce from
their crops. Every one must choose the time for
sowing Peas, from his own experience of what is best,

iu the place where he lives. For a large crop, it should
be neither very early nor too late ; in the first case, the
plants are liable to be weakened and injured by bad
weather ; in the latter, by the heat forcing them into
bloom before the plants have grown large enough, and
their roots have penetrated deep enough into the ground.
I dislike artificial watering : if the soil be deep, and in

good order, Peas will find moisture for themselves.
Warm suuny weather fills the pods ; of course different

situations will ever require somewhat different treatment.
John Ward, Queen's Road, Sheffield.

Potatoes at the Cape.—As far as I have been able to

learn all the kinds of Potatoes imported since the dis-

ease broke out in Europe are liable to the malady.
Sometimes one-half or even more of the crop is de-

stroyed sometimes only a few roots, but I believe it is

always present. A sudden fall of rain, or an over dose

of water in irrigating them, followed by a hot or perhaps

a scorching day's sun, is sure to produce it, as will also

a check from want of moisture. What is rather remark-
able is the fact that the European kinds and some seed-

lings imported and raised before the disease broke out

in Europe, are free from taint, although in one case I

knew them to be mixed with diseased tubers before

planting them. R. S. Smith, Mrs. Saunders, drove Street,

Cape Town.
Rhubarb and Seahale that have been forced in the.

Mushroom-house should now be planted out as soon as

possible, and any roots that have been but lately removed
from where they have been forced should be afforded

the protection of an inverted flower-pot until they get

inured to their altered circumstances. W.
American Timber.—Would you oblige me by naming

the enclosed wood ? It is largely used in Ireland in

cart and car building, and in the upper works of coast-

ing vessels, uuder the names of American Elm or White
Elm. It is imported from Canada. It is exceedingly

tough, pliant, and durable, but warps greatly. B. B.
[It is the wood of Ulmus americaua.]

Cardoons.—Seeds of these should now be sown in

trenches 6 inches deep and 1 2 inches wide, into which
a small quantity of rotten dung has been previously

I dug. The rows should be 4 feet apart, and the seeds

!
should be sown in patches three or four together, at

i
about 18 inches asunder. When the plants have ac-

i quired four or five leaves they should be thinned out to
I single plants. During summer they must be kept clean

! from weeds, and in dry weather frequently watered, as
they require a good deal of moisture. About the end
of October, when the plants have attained nearly their

full size, a dry day should be chosen for earthing them
up. When they are free from damp, the leaves of each
plant should be carefully and tightly tied together with
strong matting, keeping the whole upright, and the ribs

of the leaves together. The plant should then be bound
closely round with twisted haybands, about 14 inch in

diameter, beginning at the root and continuing to about
two-thirds its height, covering the whole so as to prevent
the earth when applied to it coming in contact with the
ribs of the leaves. If the Cardoons are to be used
early aud before frost sets in, the plants may remain
thus banded without earthing up, and will become
sufficiently blanched for use; but if there is any danger
of their being exposed to frost, then it is necessary that
they should be earthed up in the same manner as
Celery, care being taken that this is done, as has been
stated, on a dry day, and not to raise the earth higher
than the haybands. There have .been other methods of

blanching recommended, but plants treated as above
have been found in all respects superior to others under
different management. H.

Fruit and, Potatoes uninjured by Frost.—In my fruit-

room I had portions of Apples, Pears, and seed Pota-
toes ; they were laid on clean dry straw, but not
covered. In this room is fixed a cistern (for supplying
a bath in the room beneath) the water in which was
frozen so that the ice was full half an inch thick, while
none of the fruit or Potatoes were injured in the least.

Can any of your correspondents account for this ? O. M.
Dielytra spectabilis.—Has any one ever tried the suc-

culent shoots of this plant as a vegetable ; or is there
anything unwholesome in them ? Subscriber. [No.]

Rhododendron Edgeworthi is now in flower here. The
plant is about 2 feet and a half high ; the flowers measure
5 inches in diameter ; they are white, with a faint

streak of pink, and emit a strong spicy fragrance.

/. Aiton, Enville Hall, April 16.

Botanical, of Edinburgh, Feb. 8.—The President
in the chair. The following papers were read :

—

1. Account of a Botanical Excursion to the Braemar Mountains in

August, 1854, by Prof. Balfour.—2. Report on the Diatomacece col-

lected in Braemar in the autumn of 1854 by Prof. Balfour and Mr.
G. Law son, by Dr. Greville.— 3. On the Geological Belations of
some rare Alpine Pla?its, by Dr. Gilchrist. The author remarked :

" In August, 1853, 1 formed one of the party which now annually
employs itself in botanical pursuits under the auspices of Prof.
Balfour. Our ground for that year was the now classic one,
botanically, of Clova. While there we had an opportunity of
gathering a few of those plants which, from their rarity and
isolation, would almost warrant the inference, either that they
are new creations which have not yet had time to secure pos-
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soHHion of a wider extanl of surface, or thai they are aged plnntH

which. have lived their time, and, yielding to the iinivoruallftw
of created llfo.are about to dlnappoar for over from till

things, Not being well satisfied with either oi tlioiio theories. It

occurred to mo that some approximation, at least, to the olution

ofthe problem mlghl bo obtained byanascorUiInmontof the nature
and relations of each plant to the soilon which II gro
The first plant examined was Oxytropls campostrl \, a platil rare
in Britain, and confined to a single Isolated locality In Ulova,
There It grows on a cliff fiiclng the south In Glen Ifladh, The
cliff in Homowlmt Isolated from tho surrounding rocks \>y two
perpendicular Indentations t Ing along the entire fai I the
rocks, which, jui they aro not the result of wutor, b

lng. would indicate somo chango In the structure or compo Itlon

of the rooks. Thin in ut onco conflrinod by an examination of
the rocks thomsolves; lint on which tho plant gi'own, and lo

which It. Ih limited^ Is a micaceous schist, oxtromoly rloh In mica,
of a durk colour, and rapidly undorgohi . dec mposltfon, The
Immediately surrounding rooks aro of tho so eonoral charac-
ter: but the mica Is greatly loss In proportion to the other mate-
rlnlH, and lighter in colour.- The noxl plan! was Lychnis ulplna.
It grown on tho summll of a hill, called Little Glllniniioon, at
about equal distances from Olons tslaand Dole, it seomsllmlted
to about half an aoroof surface. The rook Is a tabular mass of
compound felspar, apparonily capable of resisting dec po ill Ion
Whilo In runny places It h bare and Hag-like, other portions ol

It present a singularly rough and Irregular surface, as If I

baa undergone fusion previous to expulsion, small portio
hearing a distinct, resemblance to similar spccl ns from the so
called ' vitrified forts.' The relations ol llils plant to the n 1 1 on
which it grows are well soon, many ol the i owingln
HttlocrovicoKof Mm hm-e rock, whore thoro Is no! the slightest
vestige of soil, ordinarily so called. The rock cooxtonslve with
tho limits of the plant Is uhvariod In character. Its rel

those around could not bo Ascertained, The Astragalus alpli us
crowns tho summit of Cralglndal, a hill aboul 8000 feel In

height. To tho east of Braemar wo gathered spsclmona of this

clogaut little plant, In two separate Localities, a! considerable
dlstancos from eaoh other, but the rockB on which both grew
were the iniiiin, n vci'v pun' < piu-i. Ciinpar, of which the entire
hill si-ems lo he I'ori'iM'il. .Tin- lientlana nivalis, found InGlon
IslOj was also examined as to Its geological eolations; but, from
tho varylng-cluiructiT of tile rook and the difficulty of finding the
plant

;
ho an lo ascertain Its exact limits, the examination was no!

satisfactory. A porphyritio granite, rich in felspar, associafc
with a dark Syenite, abounding in hornblende, was the prevailing
rock.—With reference (" the plants examined, two facts m to

have been ascertained: first, that each plant was limited in its
range to a rock of tho same specific character; second, that. In

one case at least (the only one in which the examination could
bo comploted), tho limits of the plants' distribution, and of tho
rock possessing such character, were identical. On the ascertain-
ment of these two fuels, the writer would base the propriety of
these remarks, as well as of the question he lias now to ask,
whether a farther and more miuuto examination is not justifiable
and desirable."

_
4. Descriptions of some nexo Coniferous Trees, recently introduced

into this country by Mr. W. Murray, of San Francisco, by A.
Murray, Esq.— Tho expedition in which they had been procured
left San Francisco under Mr. \V. Murray's direction last
autumn, and explored a considerable part of the range of moun-
tains which runs between tho coast range and the Kocky Moun-
tains, hit. 40°, 41°, &c, N. Tho new Pines which Mr, Murray
describes wore the following, viz.:—Finus Beardsleyi.—From the
description given, it would appear that this tree lias more affinity
with Bonthamiana than any other described species; but the cone
of Benthamiana is 5 inches long, while that of Beardsleyi is only
3 inches. Its leaves are 11 inches in length, while in Beardsleyi
they are only 6 inches. The sheath of the leaf in Benthamiana is
an inch long, whilo in Beardsleyi it is short, being only an eighth
of an inch. The wing of the seed in Benthamiana is much longer
and larger tliau In Beardsleyi, and the .-cud itselfis uumly Iwico
as large. The timber of Beardsleyi is homogeneous all through

;

the heart of Benthamiana is redder than tho sap wood, and the sap
wood runs a long way into (ho stem. The tree is of great beamy
and size

; one which wns cut down measured 123 feet in height,
and 44 inches in diameter at the stump. Another tree next, it

measured 17 feet 4 inches in circumference, 3 feet from the
ground. The stem was a very handsome column, about 30 feet
to the first branch ; timber good and clear. It was found on the
top of the mountain, same altitude as P. Jeffrey], monticola,
and grandis, and higher than Bentham i ana or Lambertiana. The
Fine has been named in honour of A. F. Beardsley, Esq., who
accompanied Mr. Murray in his expedition. Pinus Craigana.—
This is a tree which also has some resemblance to Benthamiana
as well as to the preceding species (Beardsleyi). It differs from it

in having the prickle of the scale pointing towards the tip instead
of the base. The prickle too is strong and firm in Craigana; in
Beardsleyi it is small and weak. The apophysis or excrescence
on the exposed part of the scale is much more developed in
Craigana than in Beardsleyi, which has the exposed part some-
what fiat; while in Craigana the upper part projects considerably
over the lower. The wing of the seed of Craigana is shorter and
relatively broader—the seed is nearly twice the size of tbat of
Beardsleyi, although the cones are about the same size. The
leaf of Craigana is also very distinct from that of Beardsleyi. It
is much finer and not so long, while its sheath is considerably
longer and more delicate. This species was found in the same
mountains as Beardsleyi, but one-fourth of a mile further down,
and higher up than Benthamiana. It spreads its branches wider
from the stem than Benthamiana, and sheds its seeds a month
later. This Pine has been dedicated to Sir William Gibson-
Craig, who has done so much for the introduction and cultivation
Of this valuable family. Abies Hookeriana.—This species is

closely allied to Fattoniana introduced by Jeffrey, and figured
by the Oregon Committee, but may be readily distinguished
from it by the following characteristics. Both trees are of ex-
ceeding beauty; but Pattoniana is described by Jeffrey as being
160 feet iu height, and towering over the rest of the forest: the
height of Hookeriana was only about 50 feet. The cones of
Fattoniana are uniformly of a dark brown colour, while those of
Hookeriana are of a light*fawn, somewhat of the hue of our
common Larch cone. The scales of Pattoniana are at least a
third less than those of Hookeriana ; they are deeply and firmly
crenulated, while those of Hookeriana are not Granulated. The
bract of Fattoniana is quite differently formed from Hookeriana

;

in the latter it commences to contract" near the top, which it does
not in the former. The seed and the wing of Pattoniana are both
about one-third shorter than in Hookeriana, aud the wing of the
former has a purplish brown tinge at the top and back, while
the latter is entirely fawn coloured. This species was found high
up the Californian mountains, about lat. 41° N., where the ground
was already covered with snow on the 16th of October. Cupressns
Lawsoniana.—This was the handsomest tree seen in the whole
expedition. It was found on the banks of a stream in a valley
on the mountains; is about 100 feet high, and 2 feet in diameter;
the foliage is most delicate and graceful. The branches spread
upwards like a Spruce, and hang down at the tips like an ostrich
feather ; the top shoots droop like a Deodar. The timber is good,
clear, and workable. Cupressns Macnabiana.—This is the same
species as one sent home by Jeffrey, without a name, aud dis-
tributed by the Oregon Committee' in 1852. The cone is about
the size of a Hazel-nut, with bard scales, having a projecting
umbo in the centre. It is of small growth, and fitted for shrub-
bery. Taxus Lindleyana.—This tree was found growing on the
banks of a creek, under the shade of lofty trees. It was of con-
siderable size; the. trunk of one which was measured being
BO inches in circumference at 5 feet from the ground. The
branches aro exceedingly long and pendulous, and the wood
extremely elastic. It is used by the savages for their bows.
The berry is red, and grows on the under side of the branches.
It is exactly like the berry of the Irish Yew.
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Tims we havi 175 additional British species o

doptern (exclusive ol Tineidto and Crambidte), 58 new
Bees, and 227 new Coleoptera included in these lists,

with references to their places of capture and i

of their publication. In the Lepidopterous portion we
are surprised to find no reference to the late Mr, Wing' i

excellent figures, published in the supplement to Wood's
Index; no fewer than Ml out of the 17.0 Mipplcmcntal

Lepidoptera being carefully represented in that work.

From a passage also in p. 151, it is evident tbat the

editor is unacquainted with M. Marloy's "Observations

sur quelques chenilles do Satyrcs," published in the
" Annates'' of the French Entomological Society for 183H.

The work contains also an address to young entomo-
logists, and instructions for collecting nnd preserving

Lepidoptera, with other general remarks by the editor,

and instructions for collecting and preserving Coleoptera

by Mr. Wollaston, adding greatly to its utility. The
following passages, urging the utility of a knowledge of

the Latin and foreign languages, extracted from the

address to young entomologists, will serve to show the

character of this portion of the work :

—

" To read the memoirs of Reaumur and De Geer it is

necessary to know French, and a facility in reading

Latin and German will also be found no mean advantage.

The entomologist, therefore, immediately finds a per-

sonal interest in prosecuting his studies of those

languages. Instead of saying, as many others might be

tempted to say—' Of what use will Latin be to me ?

'

ho exclaims—' I shall then he able to read Haworth's
Lepidoptera Britannica;' instead of despising French
as a language ' good enough for girls,' he is anxious to

get on with it that lie may have no difficulty in reading

Reaumur and De Geer. Now, though it be quite true

that these studies ought to be pursued in good earnest

from a sense of duty, yet when we can do so, it is surely

desirable to give the scholar a personal interest in the

steady prosecution of his studies.

" The philological skill which is used in deciphering

some obscure passage iu Xenophon or Thucydides may,
later in life, be of use in enabliug an entomologist to

unravel some obscure description ; indeed, the classical

student soon gets to learn that, to ascertain an author's

meaning, the only way is to familiarise yourself perfectly

with all the author's modes of expression. Individuals

rarely use the same combination of words to express

exactly the same ideas, and an author's meaning is best

elicited by a reference, not to a dictionary, but to him-
self."

From all interested in the progress of British

natural history, the volume before us will be sure of a

welcome, and most especially so from those who have
experienced, as we have, the trouble of hunting up the

notices of newly recorded species, scattered here and
there in our various miscellaneous natural history pub-

lications.

G-arden XEemoranda.
Crystal Palace, Sydenham.—On Monday last every-

thing was being put in as complete a state as possible

for the reception of the distinguished personages who
were about to honour the building and gardens with

their presence. In the cemre transept a dais was being

erected,which was to be profusely ornamented with plants

in flower, and the latter we understood were also to be

liberally introduced throughout the building. As regards

plants permanently turned out into the beds we have

to report that they have stood the winter uucommonly
well. The only one apparently killed is a large Pimelea

decussata, near the entrance at the west end. One or

two other things have also had their leaves a little

browned ; but altogether the injury sustained is ex-

tremely trifling. Acacias and Camellias have been

flowering freely until within these last few days, whose

heat and brilliant sunshine have driven them very much
out of blossom. The large Indian Azaleas that have

been planted out seem to have become perfectly

" » The author of the Coleopterous portion of the work before us

does not seem (see p. 112) to be aware that Bonneister originated

these Berichts.
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The more tender Palms, Orchids, and other plants in

the warm end of the building have, on the whole, done

well. The Musas have suffered most ; these have lost

their leaves, but they arc now beginning to path new
ones. The MaDgosteen has been tried here, but without

success.

Out of doors the grounds may be said to be fast

approaching completion. The great centre wak has

been put into I
- dnwa to xl fence,

where it is to terminate in a kind of temple. JJeiow tiv»

lakes a row of Deodars has been planted on either side

of it. They men sure from C to 10 feet in height, and
stand some*40 feet apart t towers for supply-

ing the fountains are nearly buiit ; one is quite ready

for the reservoir on the top, and the other is very nearly

in as forward a state. It is expected .tains

may be ready to play in June next. The water temples

have been completed, and arc ready for colouring ; the

cascades leading from them h .skes in the

lower part of the grounds hr- .de, and the

lakes themselves are rer re the iron piping

for the fountains. On the rising ground beyond these

noble pieces of water are to be se .ed by

handsome stone balustrades. From these resting places,

overlooking as they do the lakes below, a front view of the

cascades, the water temples an 1 the palace beyond them
will be obtained, as well as a sight of most of the more
prominent features of the park- The high ground

behind where the e illustrations have been

placed, and indeed the whole of the hill face opposite

the lakes and islands where the extinct animals are,

has been planted, and is traversed by walks, which

pass here and there over rustic steps, or wind among
scenery of a semi-wild character ; here a kind of

massing system hasbeen followed. Lilacs, Rhododendrons,

Thorns, Arbutuses, Cotoneasters. Gorse, Heath, Broom,

&c, having been planted in distinct groups ;:> as ro give

breadth of effect, due regard being paid at the same

time to harmony of colour. Specimen Conifers and

other trees which are intended to form part of

the Arboretum have also been planted in places where

thev will be seen to the best advantage. Passing still

further round towards the A' n extensive

and extremely we' i managed rr •' een formed

on the little hilt which hides the railway station from the

park. Here, in addition to Rhododendrons and other

flowering shrubs which have been planted among

the rough rustic looking roots, have been introduced

such plants as Squills, • Anemones,

Foxgloves, and things of that sort -which are so beauti-

ful in earlv spring, and which are naturally k-oked for

in situations of this kind. A large rock-wort is also in

course of formation en t'r. of the park in the

hollow below - Paston's house; and on a

natural knoli a - -

of temple is to be bnii: --

open lattice work suitable for training climbers on.

This will form a companion to the Rose tempie on the

opposite side, which has just received some additions in

the shape of rapid . so as to grre it a

temporary covering till the Roses get up a little.

From what has been stated above our readers will

perceive that with the exception of filling the lakes and
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|)tt±-liia "it.i "iUci'j pltiuliug tlie i?luitUd where Hie .u.it-

diluvinns are, gravelling some of the walks, and tinting

or sowing Willi fine L.wn-grasses the still bare portions

of the grounds, little now remains unfinished.

With respect to the effects of the winter on the out-

door plants, we may mention that little loss has been

sustained. A Jarge Sweet Bay appeared to be dead,

and some of the larger Rhododendrons in exposed

places have lost a few of their branches and liave had
their leaves browned ; but nothing of importance has

been seriously hurt. Deodars have been cut up a little,

but they are now breaking afresh ; altogether, both

plants and grounds are looking as well as could reason-

ably be txpected, and are now, it need scarcely be
added, every day becoming more attractive. The
walks in the terrace gardens are well rolled, and the

Grass here and elsewhere has grown so fast within the

last week that mowing has been commenced. This is

conducted by means of scythes and Shanks's mowing,
micliine, which is said to be the best for large places.

me atmosphere nun moisture by sprinkling every avail-

able surface. See that plants growing in the open bed

are properly moist at the root, giving a thorough soak-

ing when the soil is found to be dry, for mere surface

watering is of no use here. Fruit beginning to change

colour should be afforded as dry an atmosphere as cir-

cumstances will admit, and the flavour will be improved
if the soil inclines to dryness during the ripening period.

Do not neglect to stake fruit that require it until they

get disfigured by the crowns growing to one side ; also

attend to repotting succession stock before the roots

get too much matted, and see to having the balls moist

at the time of shifting, as allowing the plants to grow
too long in small pots, or shifting when the balls are not

properly moist, often causes the^plants to fruit prema-

turely, particularly at this season. Endeavour to keep

the newly-potted stock as much together as possible, in

order to be able to afford it rather more shade and
moisture and less air, until the roots strike into the

fresh soil. Queens, intended to furnish the autumn
supply of fruit, should by this time be well established

in their fruiting pots ; and where this is not the case,

they should have every possible attention, for it is easier to

retard these than to induce growing plants to show fruit.

Vineries.—Where it is desirable to retard the breaking

of the Vines in the late house as long as possible, and
the glass cannot be removed nor the Vines exposed

Miscellaneous.
New Vine Disease.—The Guicnne, a Bordeaux journal,

states that anothtr malady has broker out in the Vines.

It consists of a sort of scab, and has received the name
of itch (gale). According to some persons, it is an old

complaint which has afflicted the Vines, though at very I

","
.ve

. ,. ,, ' . .- ,./
i

to the open air, they should be let down as tar irom
rare intervals ; and according to others, it is a modifi-
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STATE OX TBE WEATHER AT CHlbHlCK, WEAK LUNUOft,
For tbe week ending April 19. 1865, as observed at the Horticultural barders.

BiflOilBTBB.
T/hmpkratuhh.

April.

3

01 the Air. Ul the

1 loot
deep.

Bartn

21eet
deep.

Wind.

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean

Friday 13 •J-. 29.G07 29.516 57 39 4S.0 47' 46 S.
W.
W.
w.
E.
E.
N.E.

Satur. 14 S7 30.0(12 ^9.814 40 51.0 47 47
Sunday l.i i!S 30.2(11 1 0.091 65 41 53.0 47 47
Mon„ 16 S 30.267 30.219 71 41 56.0 49
Tues. 17 1 30.:43 30.322 63 32 48.5 51
Wed. 13 2 30.342 30.224 66 23 44.5 50 4*4
Thuxs. 19 3 30.129 30.(103 67 36 51.5 49 49

Average

.

30.127 30.021 64.7 3fi.i' 50.3 48.5 47.6

pril 13—Uniformly overcast; rain; cloudy.
— 14—Foggy; tine throughout.
— 15— Overcast and fine.
— U— Fogjry ; clonJless and exceedingly fine.

— 17— Fiue throughout ; clear with cold wind at night.
— 18— Fine; dry air; clear and frosty at night.
— 19— Frosty; slight haze; very fine; sli^hily overcast.

Mean temperature of the week 3j deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SW1CK.
During the laai 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending April 28,185a.

been cut down, in order to shoot out again. At Pessac

the malady has also appeared, but has not done such
great idjury. The Guienne adds that in the districts of

Entre-deux-Mera and the Bas Medoc, a small number
of Vines has also been killed by a malady the precise

nature of which has not yet been ascertained. It

further states that at St. Macaire the Vines have been
similarly attacked.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c Any attention which will serve

to prolong the flowering of the Azaleas and New Holland

plants, which at this season contribute so greatly to the

beauty of this house, will be well bestowed, as when these

are over it will, in most cases, be impossible to furnish

the house with equally handsome specimens, affording

Grapes ripened by artificial heat late in the season are

inferior in quality to those matured while the suu has

some power, and fruit of inferior quality is generally

so little esteemed, that it is hardly worth having at any
season. We would almost invariably allow the buds
to start at the bidding of the weather after this season,

merely giving all the air possible, and take chance as to

the fruit keeping uutil next March, preferring the cer-

tainty of a crop of prime fruit to being able to furnish a

very late supply. Weakly or overcropped Vines ought
to be very carefully examined for red spider, which
may be expected to make its appearance on these, par-

'

ticularly ii the weather continues bright, and means
should be used to thoroughly eradicate it the moment
it is perceived. Probably the best method is to well

wash every affected leaf with a sponge, for it is useless

trying to overcome it in such cases by syringing, which
only serves to keep it in check, and when the fruit
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on thB £Sth»

1S40—therm. 81 deg. ; and the lowest on the 24th, 1954—therm. 18 deg.

tbe same variety" of colour which these do. Shading
]

be
f/
n

.

s t0 colour and syringing must be laid aside, it

should be used on the forenoons of bright days, and |

W1
,

U increase with fearlul
_
rapidity. Keep the atmo-

every Caro ©v^-reiseri *° Itoop the atmosphere of the

house from getting too dry ; also atlend carefully to the

watering of the plants, looking round on the forenoons

nf bright days to see if any of them are flagging, for

bright warm weather coming so suddenly afttr the long

sunless time through which we have just passed will tell

severely on plants that are not properly moist at the

sphere moist, sprinkling the floors, &n , frequently on
bright days, and take care that inside borders are well

supplied with water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The unusually low temperature which has charac-

terised this spring has been very unfavourable for newly
planted evergreens, and especially for large plants that

. Admit air freely on fiue mild davs, but sprinkle
|

nave been transplanted lately, for the ground has been

the borders, &c. frequently to keep the atmosphere !

so cold that active roots have not been formed so freely

moist Greenhouse, &c. — Soft-wooded plants, as I

as wouId have been the case had the weather been

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c, should now be carefully warmer. And should the bright dry weather which we

attended to, for it will soon be necessary to depend are now experiencing la t long it will be very trying to

to a great extent upon these for the decoration of the thinS s that have but few active roots to furnish them

show house. Fuchsias must not be allowed to become
I

Wlth support, and unless prompt attention as to watering,

at all pot-bound until they are in their flowering pots,

for this would check their growth and throw them into

flower prematurely ; neither must they be exposed too

freely to sunshine, which would harden the wood and
prevent free growth. Give air abundantly in the early

part of the day when tbe weather is favourable, but

&c, is afforded many of the spring transplanted things

will be likely to fail. Those who may have an opportunity

this season of judging between September, and winter

or spring planting, will probably have ample proof that

early in autumn is the best season for removing large

shrubs or trees. Look over all recently shifted things

shut up early, dewing the foliage over with the sufficiently often to prevent the chance of anything being

syringe, and saturating the atmosphere with mois-

ture. Large specimens that have been cut

back for bloomiug in autumn will be best in a

3hady part of the greenhouse, where they can be

freely supplied with air to prevent their making soft

•weakly growth ; stop any shoots that seem inclined to

take the lead of the others, and also to induce a close

bushy habit of growth. Some of the strongest of the

•Geraniums may be stopped and repotted for blooming
late in the season, and although these will not make such
plants as are commonly seen in June, they will be useful

for cutting from. Scarlet Geraniums, when well grown
and bloomed, are very useful for autumn decoration,

but a well managed plant of these is rarely seen. They
are generally over-potted and grown too fast, and con-

sequently are more conspicuous for fine healthy green
foliage than a profusion of flowers. To bloom them in

perfection they must be treated very much as Pelar-

goniums, only they will bloom almost equally well in

June or September, according to the season at which

injured through the want of water, and such as appear
to be suffering should be sprinkled over-head with the

engine on the evenings of dry days. Newly laid turf

will also require attention should the weather continue

dry and sunny, hut a few waterings and a little finely

sifted soil thrown over it and brushed into the joints

will generally be sufficient to keep this from injury

until the roots get hold of thoground. Persevere with

the work of mowing, &c, until the turf is rendered as

close and smooth as it is well possible to get it, for if

the Grass is not brought thoroughly under early in the

spring it is nearly impossible, without disfiguring the

place, to get a close velvety turf afterwards, and well

kept turf adds so much to the beauty of a garden that it

should be secured at any sacrifice.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
New plantations of Asparagus and Globe Artichokes

should be made at once, choosing good deep rich soil

that has been prepared by being heavily manured and
trenched 2 or 3 feet deep ; also give the Asparagus

they may be cut back, &c., and by carefully supplying beds their spring dressing, first lightening up the surface
them with manure water, &c, they are easily kept in I Boil with a blunt pronged fork and clearing the beds of

perfection for months. See that Calceolarias, &c, are weeds. Some seed of Seakale and Asparagus should
not infested with green fly, and apply Tobacco smoke also be sown to furnish a supply of young plants. Put
immediately this nuisance is perceived

FORCING DEPARTMENT
Pinebies.—Where the houses are glazed with large

in Buccessional crops of Peas, and earth up and stake

those that are above ground. Protect seeds appearing

above ground from birds and slugs. Prick out Celery
sized squares, and the plants are close up to the glass, a for succession crops, and attend well to the early

thin shade will be of great service on bright days ; but !
plants with water ; and if they are under glass see that

only a thin material should be used, for the object in : sufficient air is given to keep them stocky. Seed should
shading should be to break the force of the sun's rays,

j

also be sown for the late crop. Attend to keeping up a
not to darken the house. Give air rather freely on fine supply of all kinds of small salads by sowing frequently,

days, but shut up early in the afternoon, sprinkling the Stir the surface of the ground among all growing crops
growing stock lightly with the syringe and well loading to prevent the growth of weeds and keep the soil open.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: J W. Cuthill's papers on Market Gardening, reprinted

from our columns in the shape of a small pamphlet, is the only

work that has been written on the subject.

J

Boilers: RiJ . Any of the boilers now generally in use answer

very well. The setting and the furnace doors, which should

be on Sylvester's patent, are more important than the form of

the boiler. It is, however, desirable that it should be of cast iron.

The form of the pipe is immaterial, provided you secure a

surface not less than that of a 4-inch cylinder. It is a good

plan to have troughs cast on tbe pipes, and in practice this is

found much better than open tanks, the evaporation from

which cannot be easily prevented when it is not required.

DraCvexa ikdivisa : An Old Sub. Plant this on a bank or terrace,

raised a few feet above the surrounding level, and avoid stiff

clay about its roots while young. Also take care that it is well

sheltered from dry eld winds. After all, hard winters will kill

it, except in our best counties. We presume that Embothrium
lanceolatum is to be grown like a Grevillea or Hakea; but we

are unacquainted with it in gardens.

Dried Plants: S S.
t
Cape Town. In this busy country you will

hardly find a botanist inclined to accept your proposal. The

books you want are Harvey's " Genera of Cape Plants," Pappe a

" Medical Flora ofthe Cape," and Schultes' edition of Thunberg s

" Flora rapensis."'

Garden Walls: Tyro. Your inquiries are so numerous that an

answer is necessarily deferred till next week.

Gi.vger : J S. Any respectable nurseryman can supply you with

roots, or they may be got sometimes at Italian warehouses.

Plant them in S-inch pots, and grow them in a Cucumber or

Melon frame.t .

,

Lentils : Old Sub. Treat them in the same way as you would

Vetches. J ,"."."{,

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that, most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.—Sub. 1, Polystichum aculeatum in a
young state ; 2, Asplenium Filix-foemina, so far as can be
judged by the very imperfect specimen; 3, Polystichum loba-

tum; 4, Lastrea dilatata. Several causes may be assigned for

your Ferns turning black, such as cold and the soil too wet
during winter. If your case has no artificial heat, then you
need not wonder at the Lycopodium arboreum becoming
yellow ; the cold moist atmosphere inside the case and want of

light are sufficient to make it turn yellow, S.—F H S. Abies
taxifolia is hardly even a variety of A. Douglasi. Loudon's
lists are the best you can get: but they will not bear examina-
tion by a well informed critic,

—

May. Plants not in flower
cannot be named.

—

T 2". Lycaste macrophylla and Oncidium
(Cyrtochilum) macrophyllum. — J O L. Maxillaria picta,

Epidendrum variegatum. The little flower that accompanied
them is too much shrivelled to be identified. It looks like

M. uncata.— IF B, Cantab. Plants cannot be named from
unscientific drawings. We suppose yours to be Gentiana
barbata.

Osage Orange : J. You will find the information you seek
respecting this plant fully given in our volume for last

year, p. 299. \
Strawberries : -4 B. What ails them we are unable to say with
certainty ; but they look as if they had been injured by frost.

Have the sides of the pots been exposed? if so, that would
account for the failure. Permitting the soil to become soddened
with water would alsn tend to increase the evil. X

Supposed New Esculent: C J B. The Bamean, Gombo, or
Ochro, which you have received from Bucharest is nothing new.
It is the common annual Hibiscus (Abelmoschus) esculentus,

whose young pods are employed everywhere, in hot coun-
tries, as an ingredient in soups, for the sake of its mucilagi-
nous qualities. It will not succeed out of doors in this country,
our summer heat being too low.

Roses. G- B. Guano dissolved in water is a good manure for

Rose trees, as is also night soil and water, but tbe latter, as you
rightly state, has the disadvantage of being disagreeable to

meddle with. \

Tan Beds: W M B. Put them up just as you would dung beds.
They are best without walls, as when their heat declines, a
lining of dung can be applied to them with more effect than
when they are surrounded by brickwork, even though the latter

is pigeon holed. %
Vines : P J M. The specimens sent are evidently dead, but
from what cause it is impossible to say without personal inspec-
tion on tbe spot, if then. Such cases are not uncommon. The
best plan is to remove the plant at once, and put a young one
in its place.J

Vinery: ABC. We suppose your border to be cold and wet.
But all cases like yours require to be examined on the spot. No
doubt tbe fault lies with the border in some way or other.

Vine Borders : A Labourer. Concrete the bottom of your Vine
border if you like, and are on a cold heavy soil ; but on no
account employ gas tar for the purpose.

Wire Worms : C W F. If your land is in tbe state you describe,

you will hardly make head against these grubs. All you can
do is to catch them with pieces of old Potato. If the ground
were ours, we should burn the whole of the top spit.

*»* As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can be made.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Ilolivian Guano, Superphos-

phate "I' Lime, NitrntH of Soda, Bujux Boum, and ovory

description of Artificial Mannrim, Llnaood Cakos, &c<

W'M, IvOLIB CaUNB, 10, Murk Lime, LOIldOD.

flPHJS FOLLOWING MANUJIKS are manufactured
3L at Mr, Lawks' Factory, Doptford Crook;- Turnip Manure.

7/. per ton; Superphosphate of Limn, 7/.; Sulnjiurlo Acid nnd
CoprolHoH, til,

pfllCfl, fi9
:
Eir.g Vviilhim Street, City, London.

IN. 11. Genuine Peruvian (Jumio. guaranteed to contain 10 per
ci'iit. of Hninifinlft. jNltnito of fcioiiu, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
Ojlinr Cluinicfil Minmri'H.

W'llliAT AND OTIIISR MANL'ttKS ON SALK.—
The success attending the application of the manure

specially adapted for Wheal during the last two yearn. Induces
the.undtrflljrueilto again offer it to the Agriculturists with con-

fidence., AIh<> Superphosphate of Lime, Blood Manure-, Qnano,
NItralo of Soda, Gypsum, Salt, Peat Charcoal, and all other

Manures of known value,—Apply for Prices Curronl to MARK
FOTHEKQ1LL& CO,, 204A, tipper Thames Street; London,

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.—This highly
fertilising Manure, which in Peat Charcoal completely

.saturated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for

every spoclos of crop ; more especially for Peas, Deans, Turnips,
Mangold Wurzel, and other root crops, it. win produce a greater
return for the- outlay limn Citiano or any Othor Mumno at an
ctqulvulmit valuo : It ahin posBOBSGS the property of retalntoglts
fortUlHliij,' power longer than othor Manures now In ueo, it may
ho obtained at Iho SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge^ Fulham, at 41. por ton, and in quantities toss than half

ia ton, ut 5jt. per cwt., Cor ready money only, and in quantities not
loan than a ton, will ho delivered at the London TprtnlDlof the
Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may also he hud from Messrs. G.GimiflA Co., 26, Down Street.

Piccadilly, Agrlcuiturni Seedsmen, A^entH for London, and
-from all tho other Agents of the Company.

1JATKNT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'S
NITRO-PHOSPHATED CARBON orBLOOD MANURE,

•67. lti*. per ion j delivered In London, b»KH Included. Each ton

contains 1350 lhs. Blood and 11 per cent, or Phosphate of Lime—
Agents throughout tho country .1

32, IjiuuIu 'n Inn E loldH , Loudon.

ESTABLISHED 1850.

THE NITRO-ORGAMC MANURK COMPANY,
(Late the Manchester Sewage Guano Company),

Have much picanm-0 in Informing their Friends and Agricultu-
rlat.s generally, (lint in order toHccuru tho most complete arrange-
ments in all the Chemical Processes in tho Manufacture of their
'Mimures, they have engaged the professional services of Dr.
Edward Fiunkt-and, F.R.S., F.C.S., Professor of Chemistry at

Owen's College, Manchester, to analyse all the various Manures
made daily at their Works, and they have empowered him to

Tejcct every portion which is not found to be of tho full standard
quality. This arrangement will secure to all their customers a
standard and uniform manure, of equal or greater value (in pro-
portion to its cost) than foreign guano, and on which agriculturists
may confidently rely.

The Nitro-Organic Manures aro a Compost of Blood, Bones,
Urine, Nlghtsoilj nnd other animal matters, and highly fertilising

Chemical Ingredients, which, in a concentrated state, are incor-
porated with prepared Charcoal, and forming dry portable
manures, which enrich the land for several years after they are
Applied. They may be used in all cases, exactly the same as
Peruvian Guano, at equal cost per acre.
For top-dressing, the Manure is recommended to be applied in

all cases in wet or showery weather. If convenient, the Nitro-
Organic Manures may be used with very beneficial effect along
with a small dressing of common farm-yard manure, or nightsoil,
in which form they have been strongly recommended.

Prices of the Mitro•Ohgahio Manures.
For Grass, Clover, &c. £5 5 per ton.
For "Wheat, Oats, Barlev, Bye, &c 6 6 „
For Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, & Potatoes 6 6 0,,
Deodorising Charcoal 1 10 „

Terms—Net Cash on delivery; Carriage Free to any Railway
Station or Canal Wharf in Manchester.

John Thompson, Secretary.

3, Walling Street, Shudehill, Manchester, March, 1655.

%* The use of Sewage having for some time been discontinued,
the opportunity presented by a change in the late Company has
"been taken to alter the name to one more characteristic of the
actual constituents of the Manure.

THE PATENT NlTKO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY.— Provisionally Registered pursuant

to the Act 7 & S Vict. c. 110.

Trustees,

Abel Smith, Esq., Jun., M.P., 2, Ilalkin Street West.
Charles Pimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 3, Belgrave Road, Timlico.
Major-Gen. Hall, M.P., Weston Colville, Linton, Cambridge.
•John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors.

Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
Deputy-Chairman,—John Sharp, Tower Villa, Queen's Road,

Regent's Park.

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lex-
Middlesex

John Clayden, Esq., Littlebnry,

Essex.
"Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead

Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmon-

ton. Middlesex.

ham, Norfolk.
Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Cam-
den Villas, Camden Town.

Thomas Nash, Esq., Great
Chesterford, Essex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop
Stortford, Herts.

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonville.
With power to add to their number.

flankers.—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.
J\ uditor.—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,

St, James's.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman,23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist.— James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors of the above Company beg to call the attention
of their friends and the Agricultural Community to their Blood
Manures for Corn and Turnips, which have been usedVith the
.greatest success in all parts of England, and to assure them that
having uow erected commodious Works, with every suitable
convenience for carrying on the manufacture on a large scale,
under the management of an experienced practical Chemist, the
Agriculturists of this country may depend upon having a manure
of proved high quality, which the Directors guarantee to be
genuine. It ia sent out in the form of a tine friable powder, which
may be sown by the drill or band with the utmost facility.
They beg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious

Imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure, have pro-
fessed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security,
therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Manure," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.—Corn and Grass Manure, 71. 10s. per ton.

Directions for Use.—From 2 to 3 cwt. per acre, according to the
condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the Seed,
or sown broadcast

; if the latter, it should be well harrowed in!
Turnip Manure, 61. 10s. per ton.

Delivered at any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications to be made to Odams, Pickford, & Keen, Agents

for the above, 35, Leadenhall Street, London.
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The London Manure Company also supply i-i.i t vi/ :
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Sulphato of Ammonia, Fishery and other Bafw, Bone Dust and
every artificial manure of known ralue. Kdwaiid Puhheu, cW
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tcBteil 12 yoarf, ind found far luperior to nil othai A.rtlfl£iai

Mu tii, in iho continual ouppori II yields to i
I RN1PB tod

the m" ' ding ri'fipn, th'v have made conalderablfl purchaaaa of
BONEB and BONE AH II, from Bouih America, riamburgh, Ac,
on favourable > • m m , They will therefore be enabled l»

their Murli phoi pbatc tho bbdja Btn ngth an borol
tun, in brij-ii free on board; or 11. 6$. delivered to Ihc principal
Seaports In Devon nnd Cornwall.

They have obtained reports "f the Analyafa fipom 11

ci lobrated Agi-lcultural Cl^omlata, Mf.mrn. Uerapal
Way, and llicy will guarantee that thov aupph tin Rami irtJcli

bh reported on. The Analysis rufwrrAi to win be open to the
lnHpirrtlc.il Of pilB ImPHTIt.

J'.,K. & Co. have cODatantlv on sale BONE MANURE ot llialr

own manufacture al their Mlfhj, at Drake'n I 'hire, which la npan
topurcl ira. Alsoboat PERUVIAN CUANOfrom A. Olbbi
& Co., GYPSUM, manlim: x.\ i.t, 6 <

. prices ol *\

be obtained at tho Manufactory,'Or <>i Mr.PowTBV, Bc<

Cornwall Street. '2h per cent, oir for caah on delivery.

Also London Manufactured BONE MANURE.
\ ItTli'lCiAL MAMJHhS, &c— Manulncturtra and
*1 others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain evry DeccRsary Instruction for thi Ir econi i i and
efficient preparation; by applying to -J. C. Nijn, \ (i.H,, Ac,
Principal of the Agrlcuiturni and Chemical College, Kennlngton,
London. AnalyscH of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates ol Lime,
C'oprolitoH, Ac, and AssayHof Cold, Silver, and Other Minerals,
aro executed with accuracy and dispatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will lind ample facility and accommoda-
tion at i he College.
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/ •OLLEGKofAGKICULTUKKandCIIKMISTRY,
V> akd ok PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 87 and
SS, Lower Kennlngton Lane.Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nssbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youih for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay be bad on application to the Principal.

CHEMICAL AIMALY sTs.

MR. H. MEDLOCK (lormerly Chief Assistant in the
Koj'al College of Chemistry) begs to inform Agriculturicts

that, be undertakes the Analysis of Soils, Manures, &c, on mode-
rate terms. Mr. Medlock also gives instruction to Gentlemen in

Agricultural Chemistry nt his private Laboiatory, 20, Great
Marlbornueb Street. London.

'THE COiNSULTliNG CHEMIST of the Royal
J- Agricultural Society of England has removed bis Labora-
tory to 15, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square, where all commu-
nications and substances for Analysis should in future he
addressed. The Laboratory is open to Gentlemen wishing to

study Agricultural Analysis, for which purpose it offers consider-
able advantages.

.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

A LECTURE, by Professor Way, "On the Recent Researches
on the Composition of the Atmosphere in relation to Agricul-
ture," will be delivered to the Members, at the Society's House,
No. 12, Hanover Square, London, at Noon, on Wednesday, the
25th of April. By Order of the Council.

.Tames Hrnsos, Secretary.

mi, L.AMJS 1MFUOVEMEJNT COMPANY,!
-*- INCORPORATED BY SrF.CIAL ACT OF PARLIAMENT FOE
England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Clergy, Soli-

'

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c—Loans may he contracted
I

for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of every
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roads,
Planting, Machinery, &c. The plans (of buildings), specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are
submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to be expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application, &c, apply to the Hon. Wm. Napier, Managing i

Director, 2, Old Talaoe Yard, Westminster.

HE UENEKAL LAf>D DRAINAGE Ar>D 1M-
FROYEMENT COMPANY

Incorporated by Special Act of Paf.tjament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry Kek Seymer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.

Sir John Y. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy- Chairman.

1

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.K.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.
William Tite, Esq.. F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits ot

50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
the Company's Capital. William Clifford. Sec.
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f'-r Permanent Pactum »ii) ty found equal
which aro aupplfed. Prices per acre
tl 24s.toMi, Wboltaal« Prtcca of Or***e» i

to the trade on enp11<

KIwm Mixed Lawn Chnuww, per lb. l»

ifrr Oooti < •

termini, or any math n on the
R • isd BROWN

CRASS ANO AGRICULTURAL a£EDS.
THOMAS GIBBS A-.n CO , thi

i Agrfcoltorml BochMy of Ei

frlcndi and agrfcultnrlata geoeinUy Uuu Uwy »r« now
.

to mpply the nndermentloned In *ny Qiuntli
M ix tur*H of Oraaa Beedi f'-r laying down !»•

Paatnre and Hesdow; Irrigation or Watet Mtadow M
Upland Bheen Walk Mixtopn; Park end Field Lawn M
Renovating Mixtures for old 8varde; Garden, Lava, or Gt*»»-
plot Mixture*; varlon ad »^i*-
rately to order; MlxtareaforoMieayaLtT, <:>>. fortwni

rnrnonly called " teedl
CLOVBKi! Bed or broad Ieared, .'-kllor,

Alalkeor Hyl Con Oran tn P< nenotol.

BYE-GRASSES^—Italian [rcrt fin*:,, Animal, Improved Pertn-
nUl, nnd other kind*.

OARROT8.—Large White D«Ulan. buga field Altringbaia,
Sfell Bel i n, long Orange

PARSNIPS Q • f large Guars i monlarga.
OLD WURZELB/-Long Bed, Orange or Yellow Gk.be,

Bi Globe, long Yellow.
CABBAGES.—Large Drumhead Cattle, Tbooaand headed.
TL'RNIPS.— Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swede*, ^kirvloir'a

Swedes, Green-top xeBow Hybrid, Bed-top Yellov Hybrid,
Globes or Rounds. Tankard's aorta, K' hi Babf.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or G^rs*, Field Parsley, Jc:
Barley Borla, Wheat aorta, Bye, SunfofntTares, WMteMaatatd1

,

White Sileslan Beet, Peas, Potatoes, and all other seeds for

the farm.
K1TCHLN GARDEN A5D FLOWER SEEDS, tnclodfM si

the new and most approved varieties.

to suit different sized gardens, or to any given amount.
Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds •

by post on application to TrwHAS Gidbs & Co, Comer of Iltlf-

Moon Street, Piccadilly, Londonu
m

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.
GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their Mixtures of Grin
Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent O
heavy, and other soils (allowing a bushels and 12 IV
acre) 30*.

|

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels aod 12 lbs.

to the acre) ... 32s. p*r tcr<?.

Mixtures for improving and renovatirjCoIdGras* Lanfl. 1 -

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns U. 3d. per lb.

These Seeds are all new, and have all been pr^p+rly cleaned
and their growing properties fully tested. Direct;
accompanv the seed.

G.G. and Co/s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now readv. and will be forwarded free on application.

* GEORGE GIBBS & CO.. Sbedsmex,
26, T>r>xrn Street, Piccariilly, London.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
MEADOW S PASTURE GRASSES, Xc
PETEK LAWSON am> SON, of Edinburgh aDd

London, the Queen's Sf.ep?icx>". Nr/B=y:ETKEy, arc
Fobestebs; and to the Highland and Aoeicxlttzsl S

of Scotland, beg to intimate to their English Customers and the
Public that they are now sending out FARM SEEDS
description, saved from genuine stocks, and, for which tbey
respectfully solicit orders.

Also Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, Garden Implements,
Draining Tools, and everything connected with their trade.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

London Branch. 27, Great George Street. Westmm?*<=-r.

P. L. & S. are always able to recommend experienced BailifF*,

Gardeners, and Foresters.

SPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR SEEDS-—Not
Clergymen, or Yeomen requiring lar^t quantities,

special contracts will be made, at a great reduction in

price, on application to

William E. Rf>-t>lk & Co- Seed Mercian's. Flyipo-th.

SUTTON'S LARGE YhLLOW GLOBE MAN-
GOLD WUEZEL. tt^v Selected Roots, qote Haedt.—

Seed of this fine large Mangold Wurzel os- -
~

of Messrs. Sutton, price Is. per lb_ or 5?. per r»-

cheaper. Early orders are requested and recommended, as the

stock is limited.—Address,
John; Sutton i Son?. Seed Growers, Reading. Berts.

tEiu agrinritttra l <£amtr.
SA TURDA T, APhIL 21. 1855.

MEETINGS 70K THE ENSUING WKKE.
„ . , „] — AcricBltnTEl SorieTy of Esplxad—

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
AVhereas very inferior descriptions ot Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-

chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as those

manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society

and numerous Agricultural Societies" prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark "J. P.," and that

Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103. Newgate Street, London, are

my sole "Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Feaxcis Parebs St Co. j

The sales of short-homs nest week will make it

probably the most remarkable of the year in thai

respect Mr. Wetherell of Durham has two sales

ar.d Mr. Stratford three. The Hendon sale on

Tuesday to which we referred last week will be

followed on Wednesday by a sale of 40 pure bred

short-horns from Mr. Ambler's herd at Wa'kinson
Hall farm, near Halifax. Yorkshire, and on Friday

bv the auction at Springfield Hall, near Lancaster,

when the whole of the herd of the late John
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Boldk.n. Esq., will be submitted without reserve to

public competition. Mr. Boi.den was a coteniporary

of the Colli.ngs, and his cattle have been bred

chiefly from the herds of Messrs. Bates and Booth.

Mr. Ambler's stock is descended from the herds of

the Earl of Carlisle, Earl Ducib, and Earl Spender,

and those of Messrs. Bates, Boldex, Bootu, Fawkes,

Maynard, Tanqubray, Townbley, and others. And
we may mention in reference to Mr. Tancjueray s

herd, what was I last week, that a good por-

tion of the young stock are by the best bulls in the

country, namely" Duke of Glo'ster and 5th Duke

of York.

The idea of a Steam-Rasp for graiing down the

soil into a fine seed-bed, first enunciated by Mr.
Hoseyns in these columns, has been adopted by
numerous inventors, so that something of the sort

may be expected at Carlisle. Wishing to prepare

the agricultural public for the novelties likely to

compete for the 200?. prize, we would direct atten-

tion to the practical objections weighing against

some of them.

The theory of the operation of minute and deep
pulverisation we leave for future consideration

;

merely observing that it may be useful for preparing

ground for certain kinds of cropping, and at some
distant time, when the action of the atmosphere

upon fine particles of earth is better understood than

at present, may be proved profitable and effectual as

a means of fertilisation. But as yet the crops raised

from our land seem unable to repay any very costly

operation ; and it may, therefore, lead to future

success if steam power shall fiyst perform something
more like present processes! And we believe that Mr.
Hoseyns himself—taking into account the necessity

for an exposure of the soil in rough clods at some
seasons, the spontaneous crumbling of such clods

which occurs at others, together with the frequent

cleansings from root-weeds which must be provided
for—is prepared to welcome any modification of the

rotator}' rasp capable of tilling heavy land more
efficiently than the plough.

What is the general expectation with regard to a
successful steam-cultivator '? Why, that it will

effect the ordinary tillage of our fields—in an im-
proved manner it may be—with greater cheapness
and expedition than at present. The earliest idea
awakened by the advent of a steam-plough was the
extravagant supposition that land would be now
prepared in hours instead of days ; and we still con-
sider that no invention will answer which does not
include economy of time among its advantages.
Can a farmer be expected to sell off the most
of his teams for the sake of substituting an engine,

unless the latter will facilitate the breaking-up of

his Turnip land or stubble for spring corn, proceed
with unprecedented dispatch in autumn cleaning,

and prepare a seed-bed for Wheat or any other crop
in double quick time ? No data exist by which we
can foretell the amount of work due from a steam-
rasp ; but the very nature of the process of grating
or scratching necessitates either an enormous ex-
penditure of power, or a tediously slow rate of

performance. One of the most carefully studied
inventions of this kind is calculated (according to
the specification) to till, with a powerful eDgine,
about 200 square yards per hour, or only 1 acre a
day. Mr. Mecbi, after constructing and testing one
of these mincing or powdering machines, has con-
cluded that the process is altogether impracticable

;

and that the soil must be dealt with in masses
larger than mere dust, and must be cut and raised
by a slow, steady motion.
A steam digging machine has been invented in

Germany ; the power required for all its motions
has been ascertained from experiments, and every
detail corrected by calculation ; and the patentee
estimates that the strongest engine which can be
efficiently employed in spite of its weight will dig
to the depth of 1 foot not more than 1| acre per
day on the average quality of cultivated land,
Mr. Usher's steam plough in 1852, according to

Professor Wilson, broke up no less than 7 acres
per day, the cost of working being only 2s. 6d. an
acre ; and though the style and depth of its work
may have been far inferior to that made by the
German engine, this rapid rate of labour is far'more
likely to get the farmer's patronage. Our advice to
inventors is : however ingeniously you may. pul-
verise, dig, or plough ; however perfectly you may
accomplish any of the heavier labours of tillage;
you must work economically, and promise a saving

T
j^usbandnian, before you can reap success.

Manure Company, the late Manchester Sewage

Manure Company',and the Cyanic Manure Company,

we may refer to the operation of the last as charac-

teristic, if not of the process as employed by all, at

least of the value now set upon a substance most of

which used generally to be wasted.

The manner in which it is used at Belleisle is as

follows: —Bone-dust and crushed coprolites are

placed in a long tub, along the central axis of which
is the shaft of a revolving agitator—so many casks
full of blood are poured in over the bones and well
mixed by the arms >^pun {he working shaft. Sul-

phuric acid is added to the mixture, which
boils and effervesces under the action of

the vitriol on the bones and blood, and after-

thorough commixture for about 10 minutes the liquid

mass is allowed to escape through the opened end
of the vessel, and it runs in a heap upon the earthen

floor, where, as it cools, it hardens and dries. Some
16 or IS large vessels full of this mixture are thus

poured out in the course of the day, forming at the

end of it a large mass of probably 40 or 50 tons of

manure. It soon hardens, and in a day or two is

turned over with the spade and broken small, and
is found already dry enough for drilling. This is the

Turnip manure of the Nitro-phosphate Company.
In their Wheat manure the same materials are used

in different proportions, and a larger quantity of

blood being used artificial heat is needed to dry

the resulting compound. The Turnip manure con-

tains about 2 or 3 per cent, of nitrogen along with
16 per cent, of soluble phosphate of lime; the

Wheat manure contains about 7 per cent, of nitrogen

and the phosphate is reduced to 10 per cent.

The proportion of ingredients needed to pro-

duce these results we have, of coarse, no right

to publish, as it is on the determination of these that

the relative merits of the plans adopted by the dif-

ferent companies depend. Several thousand gallons

of blood are daily using now at Belleisle, and at the

works of the other companies which use it very
large quantities are being also turned to agricultural

uses ; so that this may be considered one of the

most prolific of the home sources from which the

enormous agricultural demand for manure is now
supplied.

How rapid the growth of this demand has been
appears in the history of the London Manure Com-
pany, which sells about 10,000 tons annually of

manures of all sorts, and which, from 3 tons of

guano in the first year of its formation (sold at 26?.

per ton), has risen in its transactions to the quantity

of 3000 tons, sold last year.

The great room for extension of the manure trade

appears also in the number of companies which have
latterly engaged in it. To some of these companies
we have referred in past numbers of this Paper. The
substance manufactured by one of them—the British

Economical Manure Company—was fully described

in last year's volume from analyses by some of our

best chemists, and readers of this Paper were warned
both from the recorded experience of those who had
used it, and from the recorded opinions of our best

writers on the food of plants that the substance was
neither worth the sum demanded for it, nor cal-

culated to do the good which it pretended. We
regret to find that a repetition of this warning is

required, and that the sale of a substance little

calculated to be useful is being pushed in Scotland

as well as England in spite of the abundant evidence

which exists of its low agricultural value.

W e lately saw the works at Belleisle, near King's
Cross, where the Nitro-phosphate, or Blood Manure
Lompany, at present manufacture their fertiliser
until their works in Plaistow Marshes are completed.And as blood is nsed now by several companies
advertising m our columns, such as the London

FARM NEAR CHELMSFORD.
In giving the system of cultivation in detail as carried

out upon this farm, we wish to be understood that it is

not from any conceit we entertain upon our own manage-
ment, but rather to convey to your readers at a distance

the system pursued, the state of the weather, and the

prospects of farming at the particular period at which
we are writing, that they may be able to compare notes

and ascertain what is our position relatively with

their own.

Upon the 18th January we put in 12 acres of Barley
upon a light soil, and had purposed upon the following

days to have put in a still larger quautity. Upon the

19th, however, rain fell, and upon the succeeding night

considerable frost followed, which continued with un-

usual severity until the 26th of February following,

when a rapid thaw tookplace. During the period alluded

to snow fell on two occasions to considerable depth, but
which immediately was blown into drifts, filling the

roads, and laying the fields bare. The unusual severity

of the weather destroyed the white common Turnips
entirely, as well as most of the green hardy varieties.

The Swedes also exposed were so greatly injured as to

become of little value, and the Mangold Wurzel, Pota-

toes, &c, not well secured by a more than ordinary

covering of earth became frozen and spoiled, and to

such an extent that the keeping of stock has been since

attended with unusual difficulty and expense, and sheep

and lambs, as well as hoggets, have fallen greatly in

price, the best couples not producing more than 42s.,

whilst the largest proportion have not realised more
than Zbs.

The frost upon several nights was so severe that the
thermometer marked only 3° or 4° above zero, and
upon, one particular night, the 9th February, in some
sittiSt-ions fell to that point, consequently much damage
has ensued to cr-Cps «non the ground of every descrip-

tion, and most of our'tender description of evergreens
are destroyed. Even the common Furze is killed to a
great extent, and Rye upon our driest description of
land is also partially destroyed by the unusual severity

of the weather upon portions of the field from whence
the snow was blown away.
We had remarked upon the effect of the weather

upon the young plants of Wheat before your observa-

tions appeared, but we have since made a particular

examination, and fiud that great deficiency of plant is

found upon all those pieces of a light gravelly character,

or upon other descriptions of soil where not sufficiently

consolidated. We feel assured that in most cases the
loss of plant is attributable to the effect of frost, as upon
this farm two instances occur proving it beyond all

doubt ; in one a field that bad been sown down with
Red Clover, and which failed in the spring of 1854,

7 acres upon one side, aud 2 acres upon the other, were
ploughed up, leaving about 12 acres in the middle in

Clover, which was mown twice and a portion three times
for foddering. The whole was manured and also drilled

the same day in the same manner, and came up
together a full plant ; the two sides succeeding Oats and
Potatoes are now an excellent plant, but much of the

plant is destroyed upon the portion that had been Clover,

and upon which the land remains in a porous state. This

proves that it was not to the mineral solution of vitriol

that was employed in dressing the Wheat that the

deficiency is attributable ; and if we may be allowed to

venture an opinion we shall at once state that we believe

the extraordinary dry season that attacked the Wheat
sowing, succeeded as it was by a continuation of dry
weather until the frost set in, did not produce the usual

consolidation of the soil, except upon such portions as

had been reduced by tillage to a depth of mould which
readily closed round the grains of Wheat ; and as the

protection by the snow ceased, except upon such portions

to which it was drifted and accumulated, those portions

as well as the sheltered end of the field, remaining for

the most part uninjured. In the early part of this

notice we stated that a field of Barley was drilled in

January—the field was much exposed, and was divested

of the snow—but the severity of the weather led us to

expect such a deficiency of plant that we were induced

about three weeks since to drill an additional quantity

of seed upon the field that the whole might become
ripened together ; this precaution became more neces-

sary on account of the onslaught upon the field by flocks

of rooks from all quarters, and more especially from a

neighbouring rookery, where they are protected and
encouraged to such an extent to become one of the

greatest pests we have ever had to contend with, it

having cost us upwards of 10s. per week from that

period to the present time to protect our crops from
their depredations. Rooks, it is true, may sometimes be
beneficial in destroying grubs, but under the altered

state of society their assistance would now be gladly

dispensed with; these black-feathered gentry never
feed upon insects if they can procure grain, and are

always prone to reap that which they have not sown. The
carrying on war against them also, if not so expensive

as that before Sebastopol, is equally harassing to the

farmer.

Upon the 1st and 2d days of the current month the
' Barley referred to began to make its appearance above
ground, and is now about two-thirds of a full plant

upon all those portions of the field protected from

the depredations of the vermin referred to, proving

that even Barley will stand considerable frost without

injury, if the land is well pulverised and the weather

succeediDg its being sown remains dry. This is corro-

borated as regards Wheat. A portion of Turnip seed

was put in early in January, aud has come up since the

frost plentifully, and remains excellent and vigorous in

plant. Talavera Wheat, also sown in the last week in

j

February, has also come up, and appears a full and
I healthy plant. Upon the whole we are quite satisfied

with the appearance of the young Wheat, not only upon

,
this farm, but also generally throughout this district

;

and upon the heavy land portion of this county we hear

that it has planted unusually well.

A large portion of winter Beans were put in through-

i
out this district, and the plant before the frost set in

was excellent ; those upon this farm, sown on the 16th
', October, were mostly killed by it, and the land is now
! ploughed in preparation for Turnips and Cabbages.
; We learn that most other persons have lost their plant,

not only of the winter variety, but also of those sown
early in the spring, and a large breadth has necessarily

been resown. Peas have, on the contrary, succeeded
'; beyond expectation, where not sown too early in Nc~

j
vember as to have become advanced into leaf before the

winter had set in.

As regards our spring sowing, consisting of Barley

and Oats, that has been long completed, unless where
Turnips and Rape have not been fed off sufficiently

early ; but we have had such continual frost at night,

and such drying winds by day, that it would not be now
safe to sow until rain falls, the land at the present

moment having become so dry that the land drainers

are impeded in their progress ; the consequence is, that

our land (about 30 acres), prepared for Mangold

Wurzel, is all manured, subsoiled, ploughed, and rolled,
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dy to receive tho seed which will be put in during

current week, and which will he the more important

none <>(' the Cabbage seed sown hn», owing i<. Mir

Instate of the atmosphere, at pi'OBent vi

j have within the last few days pet in our Potatoes,

Insecure them from disease have dressed the rills

the land copiously with an admixture of limo and

tBo this wo add nbout •" or ! owt. of fishery salt

•acre, which, of all the various applications made by

last season for that purpose) succeeded bettor than

'Other, and such was the effect upon the haulm of

Potato plants' when growing that it became Bovoral

del darker in colour, and rcmui 1 untouched by

iaee throughout to the timo of taking up tho bulbs,

icil were alno very clear and freo from canker,

Jul early description of llye ia progressing rapidly,

I should rain succeed wo shall commence mowing it

the 24th ; thin operation wo have endeavoured to

litate by sowing from 2 to 8 cwt. of guano per aere,

which (ho recent dry weather must have to a great

ont evaporated.

Ve arc now, in sailor's phraso, on our " beam ends
"

now how to provide lor our uoat stock, hoi

op. Hay in purchased at !/. 10s. per ton ; Grain al

per quarter; Turnips and Mangold at 17s. to 20«.

ton; Clovi bay, 100s. to 1 20s. pet ton. Most of

OH now to bo purchased, and with the number to

lupplied tho expense is alarming, and we have long

good bye to profit for this season.

1FFECT OF TKMl'KRATUltE ON DAIRY
PRODUCE.

I correspondent " Y" has senl us a phper on this Bubjcot
Bflrsl part of which he in, .I contributed in the useful mago.
iio published in i- loctlon with the Albert Training School,
t add ilium, in w 1

1 i oli liuvu boon untile by him iu the following
ticlo.]

'he dairy practice in this locality is directed to the sale
ewmillc and of butter and skimmed milk. Tho price
ew milk is nearly uniform, being Id. per quart, that
mtter is sometimes as low as Is. per roll of 21 oz.,

Sometimes nearly double this. The price of
amed milk is likewise steady, being generally \d.
quart. Tlie'cause ot the fluctuation in the price of
er, witli steadiness of price in that of milk, will be
id in the comparative ease of the transport of the
as compared with the other ; the former is liable

lamage by moving, whilst the latter is regularly
lght to market by sea and land, hundreds of miles,
ter is brought from Mecklenburg and from the
!; of Ireland to London. It will then be obvious that
supply of now milk is limited to populous districts,

D such as have gained easy access to them by the
oduction of railways. It is in some measure op-
al iu what state my dairy produce is disposed of—
ew milk, or in butter aud skimmed milk. In giving
ntion to this branch of farm economy, I was led at
arly period to inquire at what price the two processes
rded a like return. After several trials made during
m weather, my cows being on Grass, I found 16
rts of milk yielded 26 ounces of butter ; the quantity
:ream varies with (he skill or taste of the dairy-maid
kimming the milk, and in proportion as she mixes
i with the cream. I have frequently fouud a quart
a'eam to give 14 to 16 oz. of butter, and this is

ut the average from the cream used for the trial

3ses at the Royal Agricultural Shows. I have, how-
r, latterly, since December, 1854, fouud my cream
:h richer, and am obtaining 22 to 24 ozs. of butter
a each quart of cream. I can only attribute this to
quality of the food in which Rape-cake and Bran,
erials rich in oil, are components ; the pro-
tion of butler is, however, little influenced, being
ut 26 to 27 ozs. from 16 quarts of milk. The com-
ison will be

—

1G quarts of new milk, at 2if. per quart 2s. Sd.
10 quarts of milk give a roll of batter of 25» oz.,

)

.»' Is. Crf. I 5s. Sftf.
ltj quarts skimmed milk, at Id., Is. 2Jrf. \

(Tbe butter milk covers cost of churning.)

Gutter is sold here by the roll of 24 ounces ; it is

toiMry to make up the roll to weigh 25 ounces, the
.
one being in favour of the purchaser. I thus find

equal gain from new milk sold at 2d. per quart, as
n butter at Is. Grf. per roll, and skimmed milk at It!.

quart. It will scarcely be necessary to observe that
i a rise in price above Is. 6d. per roll, it is my
irtat to direct my dairy produce more to butter,
1st with a lower price new milk pnys better. In the
vse of a season or two, and towards the close of a
r (late in November), I remarked a considerable
mg off iu my receipts for the dairy ; and as no
nge had occurred in the number or circumstances
my cows, nor in their food, I was led to inquire into
cause. I found an equal quantity of milk had
n brought down to the dairy-maid, a like sum
eived for new milk, and that "the deficiency arose
'ly from a less quantity of butter. With this change
re had occurred a great change in the weather, "it
log become very cold and frosty. I again tested the
Btity of milk, and found the yield of butter 16 ounces
m 16 quarts, instead of 26 "ounces, as on the former
'Is: up to this time I had used an uuder-ground
W m summer, and a room on the ground floor in
iter, during which time this deficiency in my butter
o»ed. This room is situated on the north side of
house, the in-door opening into my kitchen, where
culinary operations are carried on, and which door
^BBnally kept close by day as well as by night ; the

• My experiments show 26 ounces.

oom . lighted nod ventilated by a tri Ilia wii a

gave froo access to the frost and sold air. On
the tomporaturo I found it somi Hill 10° ; il

thi n occurred to mo that the di Bcloni ol
I

i r muitl

W i

I

I,., in III.- Inn low ti-nipr-ni < ni . of tB

oasy mean I
ot romody at oni i u ;gi il

h, introduce with a supply of fresh or col

supply of hot wati i I

' thai

II. ho happened thai tho pipi '

water pai od ihrou h i
imn edlately in

trellis window, and ton lablo on ch mj
mill, bowls in'- plaoi 'i 'I hi i '"hi" i" about 2 fci i la

width, and occuph - oni i Wo and tho end ol tho dairy

in which is the tri I wiMdow. I ordi n d n

open cistorn to bo made of wood, with a rim a

inohes along each Bido, and lined with thin sbeel

thisc'nl - ' wab l tri 3 inches in depth.

Ai its i od n ar the window, is a hollo

,, , .,
i ol, ,,,:,,- 3 inches above the bottom,

Find lllVOUgll -
i

li ter escape inio tin-

common i owi r. A( the same end of tho bible, and inside

He- n.n, i

i ii] which, being inserted into the oi i

tho hot wall V apparatus, conduotsthis to a lap at the other

extremity, ami then returns along tho other sidi

lablo again to (he hot water pipe ;
when the now milk is

brought in it is set up warm, and immediately the hot

water tap in turned, when the water (lows from it and

along the cistern, in which tho full milk bowls are.

standing, fill it rises to the height of the holes pm ; ,

in the tube, and then flows through the same. The tap

is open bo long as the supply othot water lasts ; when
Ibis is exhausted, raid tho water in the cistern has
cooled, the plug is drawn, and the whole of the water
escapes, leaving the cistern empty. At this season the

trellis window is closed by a wooden shutter, and the

in-door communicating with my kitchen is kept open.

By these contrivances my dairy attains a temperature

in winter of 53° to 55". 1 superintended the experiment
when first tried one evening. The next moruing my
dairy-maid thus accosted me :

—" Master, it is quite

wonderful this morning ; I have more cream from stand-

ing one meal (12 hours) than before from three." When
the churning day came the result was a yield of butter

of 26 ounces from 16 quarts of new milk, being equal

to what I had found in summer. Thus from a change
of temperature solely, and without any change of cows,

or in their food, my quantity of butter was increased

50 per cent. But this is not the only advantage of the
plan : I have already remarked that along with the hot

water pipe, one with cold water passed through my
dairy. At the approach of summer a pipe inserted into

this with a tap close by that of hot water is turned,

allowing the cold water to circulate in the like manner
among the bowls of milk, till the cistern is filled to

near 3 inches deep, when it again escapes through the

perforated tube. This operation is continued through
the hot weeks of summer, the tap being regulated so as

to discharge a constant trickling of cold water, which is

of course escaping through the tube at the other ex-

tremity, the milk bowds siandiug in water of the deptli

of near three inches during the wdiole of the summer
season. I am thus enabled to allow my milk to remain
two or three meals (24 to 36 hours) without becoming
sour, and can sell it at the price stated, Id. per quart.

The advantage I gain from this is even greater than
what I derive from the increased temperature during

winter. These arrangements have been in operation

for several years, during wdiich I have occasionally

tested the yield of butter, and have always found it

similar, varying only from 25 to 27 ounces from 1 6 quarts

of milk, the greatest amount being observed in the month
of December last, wdien it was found to be fully 27J oz.

from 16 quarts. I may here remark that my milch

cows are supplied in summer and in winter with food

suited to their wants, and to the office they are per-

forming— the production of wholesome and nutritive

milk.

Since I adopted this mode of regulating the tem-
perature of my dairy, I have read a lecture given

before the Royal Society by Captain Carr, an English
gentleman, who resides on an estate wbich he has
acquired iu Mecklenburg, in which country the atten-

tion of farmers is chiefly directed to the production

of butter, which is their main source of money returns,

and where, as appears from Captain Carr's description,

the arrangements of the dairy, with regard to the pro-

duction of butter, are carried out with the greatest

perfection, and in which regulation of the temperature

is one of the chief aims. Captain Carr states that by
artificial heat they effect a temperature during winter

of 60°. Now, with my present means, I am not able to

attain more than 52° to 55°, but as I have not during

summer, when the temperature of my dairy sometimes

exceeds 60", found a great proportionate yield of butter,

I am led to conclude that the degree of temperature I

have stated, 52° to 55°, enables me to acquire the whole

of the butter which the milk contains.

Since the foregoing remarks were penned, I have bad

another opportunity of observing the effects of a lower

temperature on the yield of butter. During the keen

frost of February my main water-pipes, though laid

more than two feet under ground, were reached by the

frost, and my supply of water completely stopped. My
mode of increasing the temperature by hot water was
suspended. The thermometer in the dairy denoted 45°.

My yield of butter was again tested, and found to be

about 20 oz. from 16 quarts, or for every four rolls

of butter, with a temperature of 55°, I had only three

rolls from a like quantity of milk, with a temperature

of 45". I now noticed a current of cold air from the

...

i

which !|iKt

iii utraw. I torn thin

DID Ibt kdjoin-

• airy row; t-,

outlay was more than compensati
tin- in- My

. y t- 1. 1 lit tho (wowing

different a(ag< itfa a full y>-:A of milk, aud

quantity or lot "iving,

supplied with i nod with no mmm of w»u.Ty

olemont, tho com] < 6m, or

nearly

and probably as i uwl other

components. Thai th< quail

of bill

bo pi

netion

oi butter. By «

l£ tT.ip'-rn' lion that a

BC'ile oi illl com
| u

lowing may
a ut an approximate to wlmt the retult would

be:—From a very low mpcratare, little or

ter ; from a temperature of about

from 16 quarts of milk ; ditt/> 15", 21 oz. from ! 'quarts

ol milk ; ditto I
quarts

l till ol cream churned on the 12(1.

450 02. of butter, nearly 25 oz. per quit temperature

of duiry 50', without appliance of be Mlsr,
perusing several treatises on dairy produce 1 find the

proportion to range from I butter from

a quart of cream ; what I now state appears nearly

double the ordinary proportion. )'.

Home Correspon Jence.
A North

grass.—In a report dated June 27, 11 54, from Inver-

ness-shire, published in t :e columns of your contempo-

rary, the North British Aijricu.ltv.riil, appears the

following testimony to the value of Italian Rye-grass,

regarding which there seems to exist a wide difference

of opinion at present :— " We have experience this year

of the benefit to be derived from increasing the usual

quantity of Clover seed, and decreasing the Rye-grass

seed— 15 lbs. Red Clover and i bushel of Italian

Rye-grass seeds per imperial acre have given a most
satisfactory result. The Italian Bye-grass seems to

possess great capacity for shooting out when thin sown,

for we plucked up a single root from which Eprang 50
stems, each approaching to 4 ft. in length.'' The field,

a clayey loam, was in Swedish Turnips in 1852, the

manure being dissolved bones, tbe crop fair, Eay about

18 tons per acre ; the crop of 1853 was Wheat, which
turned out badly, nitrogen being apparently deficient

for this ammonia-consuming crop. Top-dressed in May,
1854, with li cwt. Peruvian Gnano, it afforded 3 heavy
cuttings by September, the Red Clover being thick,

while the Italian Eye-grass each time rose aboTe it at

least 6 inches. &
Steam Cultivation v. Ploughing.—We are waiting

with eagerness to see what the prize offered for steam

cultivators will bring forth, and our expectations waver
between hope and fear. If it is successful, which we of

course hardly expect at first, it will soon cause a change
of no ordinary importance ; but if it is far from suc-

cessful, then we may have to wait for some time before

we derive any advantage from it. My object in writing

this is to call attention to what I think a mistake into

which some of its warmest advocates have fallen—

I

mean those who go on the assumption that it must be

applied only to circular or rotatory cultivation. Now it

is true that stesm must be first applied in producing

revolution, but it does not by any mean; follow that that

revolution may not be converted into a draught power.

Do we not see it drawing the carriages on the railway ?

They run on wheels ; but though they iirere as many
sledges, could not tbe same power be applied to them ?

It is no doubt delightful to anticipate a field being

operated on by a hu;e scratcher, which at one operation

converts it into a vast flower bed : but this is easier

said than done. I think it must be allowed that the

form of our best ploughs being on the wedge principle

require the lightest drat.,- is more powerful

than the wedge! what less likely to suffer damage

from hard resisting substances ! It will split stones

and timber without being damaged : but what power

and strength of materials will it not require to tear

or scratch such substances apart. But apart from what

I think the impossibility of any substances being strong

enough to stand such wear and tear, I think there will

be in"emplovin2 it a creat misdirection of
|

ouly will the Enal res-stance be great, but the motive

power is at the wrong end of the lever, as the speed

must be multiplied greatly, and then tbe chief resist-

ance is at the point of the prongs, so that to carry

any breadth to a proper depth, the power must be

heaw : whereas the great desideratum seems to be a

an efficient light engine. The steam engine has indeed

become a giant, but even then it may be overworked.

But suppose we can get all this done—though the hardest

clays and most stubborn subsoils can be torn to pieces

and the field converted into one vast mole heap—do we
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when he comes to BOW that lie wants the fine bed

is uotthat what we want ! Who would think of work-

ing his land allotted for Turnips into a fine tilth in

autumn, and leaving it so all the winter ! And who

wishes to have their" Wheat too finely pulverised ? The

oulv time that we could use such an implement with

advantage would be for spring ploughing and sowing.

I fear some of our inventors, if they do not consider the

subject again, are likely to defeat their object by trying

to give us what we do not waut, and that too at a great

sacrifice of power. I think they will do best to keep to

the plough, however old it may be, and if they can, as

•" I. A. C." says, pull it well, by the same means we can

particularly called to tbe clause—"That no force-pump
waut that ! We are often told that farm practice must

approach more and more to garden practice. But is it

the gardener's wish to convert his beds into the finest

possible tilth at once? Certainly not ; his object is to

turn it up as roughly as possible in the autumn ; he

must have it in ridges, so that the frost can get at it

—

all ploughing is ridging on a small scale—and it is only
o[

-

p
r;

Committee, submitted to the Council the follow-

...Vist be"liltedVilli more than two valves, which must hi

of easv access ;" and a special note on the same point will

be forwarded to the honorary director of the Show.

Tho Society will not undertake to find the motwe power for

working the Steam-cultivators competing lor the Society s

Prize of 2001. at tho Carlisle Meeting.

Ages of Pigs.—Mr. Barnett, Chairman of the Age

ng report (which was also adopted and confirmed).

1. That all pigs exhibited at the Carlisle Meeting shall he

subjected to their mouths being examined by the Veteri-

nary Inspector of the Society.

2. That should the state of Ihe dentition of any pig indicate

that its age has not been correctly returned in the Certifi-

cate, the Stewards shall disqualify uuch pig, and shall

report the circumstance to the next Monthly Council.

3. That Prof. Simonds shall be authorised to calt in an

assistant if required; but that the Professor shall be re-

sponsible for the correctness of the opinions given; and

that the remuneration to be paid to such assistant shall

this year not exceed 10 guineas.

Country Meeting of 1856.—A memorial was

received, through Mr. Fisher Hobbs, from Mr. Parker,

null any other field implement. And that we shall
' the chairman of a country meeting held at Chelmsford

sooii^r or later see steam successfully applied to culti-

vation I have no doubt ; but that it may be delayed by

attempting too much with it i have some fear. However,

a few months will now inform us wiiereabout we stand. S.

Sand Drainage.—An "Aged Practical Observer"

asks, on April 7th, " Can you keep tree roots oat of

pipe drains, or any drains whatever i" That question,

1 think, can be satisfactorily answered. By observing

and imitating nature, a drain can be formed cheaply to

last for ever, that roots of any description shall not

•choke. Where natural drainage takes place it is by

3eams of sand or gravel ; now, by cutting a drain in the

usual fashion, and filling in six or eight inches of pure

sand, river sand if possible, and covering in over this,

you have a'drain that is permanent—in fact, everlasting

if undisturbed ; for although tree or other roots may
run through it, the sand can never be so displaced as to

affect the drainage in any sensible degree. I have often

wondered why sand drainage is never used, being so

cheap and so permanent. /. L., M. £>., Ncwlurgh, Fife.

lb

[April 21, I
it

ti

_ the 16th inst., inviting the Society to hold its

Country Meeting of 1836 in that town, the centre of a

purely agricultural county, which comprises upwards of

a million of acres of land and nearly half a million of

inhabitants, and where every local circumstances would

be found to be most favourable for the promotion of the

objects of the Society.— Mr. Raymond Barker and Mr.

Brandreih Gibbs were requested to form an Inspecting

Committee for ihe purpose of visiting the proposed

localities, and reporting to ihe next Council on their

capabilities for the purposes of the country meeting.

Cattle Awards—On the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs,

the following resolution was adopted :—" That, in accord-

ance with the resolution passed at the last Council,

requiring the judges to give in a reserved number for

each class of Live Slock, the judges be instructed to

give in such number at the Carlisle Meeting, but only

in those eases in which the animal would in their

opinion possess sufficient merit for the prize awarded in

each class, should the animal to which the prize was

awarded become subsequently disqualified."

The Council then adjourned to their weekly meeting

at 12 o'clock, on Wednesday, the 25th of April, when

Prof. Way would deliver before the members of the

Society a lecture on the Influence of the Atmosphere

on Vegetation.

The Journal of Agriculture, and the Transactions of the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland.

March, 1855. Blackwood, &. Son, Edinburgh and

London.

This periodical consists, as our readers know, of two

separate publications, paged differently, and though

stitched together, intended to be bound in separate

volumes. The Edinburgh Quarterly Journal of Agricul-

ture has now for some years been in this way issued along

with the Transactions of the Highland Society. Both

parts of the work in this issue of it contain uselul papers.

The Journal commences with an art : cle on Auxiliaries

to Farm Dung, in which the merits of the several arti-

ficial manures, some of which have been exposed and

others recommended in our columns, are discussed,

and the real value of the so-called Economic Manure is

ascertained. Another important paper is by Dr.

Voelcker, of Cirencester, on the relative values of

Linseed-cake and of Kape-cake ; in this he calls atten-

tion to the points already referred to by Mr. Lawrence

in this paper, and refers to the researches by which the

experience of Mr. Lawrence has been so satisfactorily

and carefully explained. We extract the following

products just named, and hence boiling water preve

the development of the agreeable smell of bit

Almonds, whilst cold readily calls it into existence. ,

" Laurel leaves, the leaves of Pntnns padus, Che
stones, and the kernel of all drupaceous fruits, do

contain any prussic acid, but readily produce t

poisonous acid if they are digested with cold wal
,

Thrown into boiling water, the formation of prus

acid is entirely prevented.
" As Linseed-cake is so high in price at the pres ^

time, many persons have now recourse to the chea] ,

Rape-cake, which, I have pointed out, often conta

Mustard seed. It appears to me hazardous to g
Rape-cake to beasts, without submitting it to an exa!

nation. And as boiling water prevents the formatioi $1

the pungent oil of Mustard, it may, perhaps, be ac L

sable to mix all Rape-cake with water at 212?. 'J

recommendation of this practice was suggested to

by the following note of Mr. Lawrence, of Cirencester

"' Dear Sir,—We have accidentally discovered, in hand]

Rape-cake for feeding bullocks, that by putting it into wate

2123
, for the purpose of making soup to mix with the chaff,

odour of a strong acrid nature, which renders it unpalatabb

destroyed ; whereas when it was put in cold water, or me: -

heated to a certain extent, it sent forth a strong disagree'

odour, and we had great difficulty iu getting the cattle to eat

mixture, except from hunger. Perhaps, from your knowledg

the analysis of Kape-cake, you can explain the modus optrc

It is a valuable discovery to those who do not like the pre

non-paying cost of Linseed-cake.—Yours very truly,
' Charles Lawbenci

§>omtit&.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Special Monthly Council (after the Easter recess),

April 18. Mr. Miles, M.P., President, in the Chair.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

-Finance Committee, laid before the Council the monthly

report on the accounts of the Society, and the usual

quarterly statements for the information of the mem-
bers. He also reported the current cash-balance in

the hands of the bankers as 3239?.

Prize-Essay.— The President reported from the

Journal Committee tbe following awards already made
by the Judges of Essays and Reports :

I. To Clare Sewell Read, of Plumstead, near Norwich : the

Prize of Fifty Sovereigns, for the best Report on the

Farming of Buckinghamshire.
II. To Hexev Evekshkd, of Albury, near Guildford: the

Prize of Fifty Sovereigns, for the best Report on the

Farming of Warwickshire.
III. To Jons Colemas, of Deene, near Wansford, Northamp-

tonshire : the Prize of Forty Sovereigns, for the lest

Essay on the causes of Fertility and Barrenness

in Soils, so far as observation and science have hitherto

enabled them to he ascertained.

IV. To Isaac Seasian, Veterinary Surgeon, Saffron Walden,
Essex, for the best account of the Nature and Treatment

of Lameness in Sheep and Lambs.

The President further reported that the judges had

decided that none of the essays sent in to compete for

Ihe prize of 207. for the best Essay on the Prevention of

Mildew in Corn Crops, possessed sufficient merit for that

prize ; that one of the essays in the class of Lameness in

Sheep and Lambs was excluded from competition on

-account of its not having been sent in until after the 1st
,..,i,,,i

of March ; and that adjudications still remained to be ;

passage on the subject of the pmsonous essential oil of

made in five other classes of essays than those in which ™ « • ^ .^ ;n(ere3t ^ knQw
decisions had been announced.

" I am not aware that Rape seed contains substar s ,

analagous to those which in Mustard give rise to

formation of volatile oil, and am inclined to think 1

the pungent smell which Mr. Lawrence observed

mixing his cake with cold water was due to the prese

of Mustard in the cake ; but whether this ia the <

or not, Mr. Lawrence's experience will be followe

have no doubt, with much advantage by others,

conclusion, I would suggest the following easy pla

tes ing B ape-cake. Powder some of the cake, add

water sufficient to make it into a thin paste, and

serve this paste until the next day. If Mustard

is present in the cake, the unmistakeable smell

pungent taste of Mustard will have become develt

during this time ; whereas good Rape-cake, under t

circumstances, will not produce a very strong si

nor taste pungently."

The Transactions of the Highland Society coi

papers on Manures, Fences, and Foods for Cattle,

on the last point we extract the following paper by

Anderson :

—

" On Arachis or Earth-nut Cote.—Some time
1

sir

had occasion to direct the attention of the agricult

to the use of Cotton-seed cake, which, though rect

at first with some degree of doubt, has now been

with success by several farmers, and its employme

only limited by the deficiency of the supply. I ha'

several different occasions referred to the great in

tance of searching for new substances adapted fo

food of cattle, and pointed out that the subject wai

which ought to engage the attention of both the fa

and the merchant. It is with some satisfaction, t

fore, that I point out another variety of cake, the •

of which is likely to bring it very rapidly into use.

cake in question is manufactured in I ranee fron

seed of the Arachis Hypogaea or earth-nut. This i

which is entirely different from the earth-nut of

country, has recently been grown pretty extensive

Algeria, from whence it has been imported into Fi

for the manufacture of oil. It has also, as I am
|

to understand, been introduced into Spain and inti

Cape of Good Hope. The first sample of this

analysed was sent to this country by Messrs. Ma:

& Co., of Bordeaux. Its composition is

—

Guano Supply.—The President reported from the
the conditions under which the essential oil is developed

in Mustard seed. Digested in cold or tepid water,
Guano Supply Committee that several communications

had been received from the Foreign Office, through i.,„,,. . . . ' P
\ vided it has not been heated in the oil-presses as high

Lord Wodehcuse, since their previous meeting, contain-
I „," ir X;. . , ,„;,; _«L_ „_ i , a

c ., • r .• c .i. j- r i- as 212° F. Digested in boiling water, or heated
ing further information of the discovery oi new supplies , . ,„

6
. ,„llM °., .. ' .

r j ii. * i_ _ iii bv itself to a temperature of 212°, it does not generate
of guano, and assurances that every means would be

, A „ _.. _ j ,_ »„__,.;?.:

taken by the Earl of Clarendon to obtain for the

Water
Oil
Albuminous compounds
Ash
Fibre, and other matters

11

J

12.

26.;

s:

45.1

Nitrogen...

The ash contains-

100.1

4.

1,

farmers of this country as full a participation in the

benefits of such discoveries as might be conceded by
the respective states within whose territories the guano
deposits occurred to the farmers of other countries.

Carlisle Meeting.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Vice-

Chairman of the General Carlisle Committee, reported

-the gradual progress of the works for the Carlisle

Meeting at the end of July next, and the favourable

manner in which the railway companies had received

the application of the Council for the concessions they

had hitherto so liberally granted to the Society's exhi-

bitions in the transit of their live stock and agricultural

implements and machinery.
Steam-power Conditions.—Colonel Challoner, Chair-

man of the Implement Committee, reported the following

results connected with inquiries relating to the conditions
-of the Implement Prize-sheet for the Carlisle Meeting :

1. Steam-engines worked on tbe expansive principle will be
allowed an expansive valve, worked by a simple excentrii',

in addition to the ordinary slide-valve, so long as worked
under one fixed rate of expansion, and divested of all com-
plicated arrangements intended to vary the rate of
expansion.

2. The true velocity which each exhibitor of a steam-engine
considers best for his particular engine must be stated and
adhered to by him in each case—no indefi nite, varying, or
average statement of velocity being allowed.

3. The attention of the Stewards and Judges will hereafter he

this oil. The substances contained in Mustard seed,

which "ive rise to the formation of the volatile or

essential oil, are called myron rnd myronic acid. The

latter is peculiar to Mustard, but has no smell ; the

former (myron) resembles in its chemical characters

albumen. In a moist state it readily is transformed

into a ferment, which, acting upon the myronic acid,

gives rise to the production of the essential oil of

Mustard. Heated to 212° F., myron becomes coagulated,

and in this state is incapable of effecting this change.

" It is for this reason thai? the Mustard we eat with

our beef loses all strength, or rather has not its pun-

gency developed, if it is made with perfectly boiling

water.
" An analogous case we find in Horseradish, which

does not contain the substance, which is the cause of

its pungency ready formed.
" Bitter Almonds likewise do not contain any essential

oil, nor prussic acid, ready formed, but two substances

which, acting upon each other when bitter Almonds are

digested with water, give rise to the formation of the

essential oil of Almonds and of prussic acid. One of

the two substances contained in Almonds is a beautifully

crystallised compound, which is called by chemists

amygdalin ; the other resembles in its nature albumen,

and is called emulsin. At a temperature of 212° F.

emulsin loses all power to change amygdalin into the

t Phosphates

( Phosphoric acid

" Compared with ordinary Linseed-cake we fim

little difference between the two. In some casi

doubt the quantity of nitrogen in Linseed-cake re

4.8 per cent ; but iu this case the oil is generally!;!

In fact, cake produced from the same seed var fc'

composition according to the extent to which th

pression of the oil has been carried ; and thai

modifies the composition of the^ earth-nut cal

obvious from the subjoined analysis of a sampl

ported into Leith :

—

Water 10J
Oil f
Albuminous compounds 33'

Ash 8.

Fibre, and other matters *

100.

6.

1.

0.

Nitrogen

T , ( PhoBphates -

lnasn—
\ Phosphoric acid

« In this sample the quantity of albuminous

pounds is very high. Messrs. Maxwell & Co.

communicated the following information rtgardit

price of this cake last autumn :

—

Its price free on board at Bordeaux, per ton, is, £4 12.

Export duty 1 "

Freight per steamer to Liverpool, and insurance

Price in Liverpool ...£7 1

If carried by sailing ship the price will be £6 12s. 6c

" In addition to this there is the cost of landing

at Liverpool ; so that this cake could not be sob

tl

nil

s

:

iii

il

>'-
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for loss than from It. St. to 7/. I'm. |ier ton
;

pH Boinowhat more. Of tliiu price, it in worthy of

vntion tlmt II. in the duty charged In France on all

u exported from that country, and but for that it

, bo sold at o7. !>s. or I'd. IBs. per ton. This

might bo saved by importing the nut itself into

country ; and as it iK jirohablo that freight to a

ill purt would not exceed that to a French one,

to cost of expression would bo quite kh low, the

nice deserves tbo attention of British oil-pressers.

armor will at once recognise the importance to

f a cuke which has so high a value as this, and

i
1ms none of the drawbacks of Kupc-cako, the

i-nut being perfectly palatable, and entirely devoid

•gativo properties."

Miscellaneous.
en Crops in the District of the Locketley FwmtrtP

AvKiuni', "VVicJonT i'ok OnOP 1RM.

Pick Aeic-

R C V T H E S

BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHES
rimy l«- >• ..I the Manufacturer;!, Wim.uk Dba* It Co.,

Bwan Lane, London; and >( nil Ironmonger! and Beedmnen. t

liberal allowance i" llio trade,

TREE THANSPLANTINC BY M'CLAtHEN'8 PATENT.

Mlt. M'GLASIIEN is now prepared to mpply
Apparataa oriitve BstlmatMM i" nu rateal *blMi In

will safely «"<l expodltlouiily Iranapl Tree" >.r Hbrulm of «r,y

dlnicniiluiin In any pari ol life I nlted Klnadom.
Canonrollld Bridge, Edlnburgli

OIIN WARNER and SONS, 8. Jewin Creaeent,

London, Uanufaetnreri "t 1'IRB ENGINES, v
GARDEN ENGINES, anil HVItl."-'- I

'-
.)

Soot-'
. .«n. Imporlal.

tons cwt. toim Cwt
26 14 20 8
28 11 18 18
27 ir, 22
17 8 III til

AVICKACIK WmiOHT QV KAOlt OIP TDK J.AHT SlX (JlUH'H,

Per Imperial Acre.

1849 1850 1851 1852 1853

tnrt. cwt. tllH. CWt. tllH. CWt. tllH. CWt. U1H. CWt. t

21 16 24 19 10 28 7 ::\ 10

r... 20 10 19 14 17 17 7 23 4

on 22 7 25 14 21 1 23 14 27 18

Id ii ii ii ii ii ii ii .,
18 10

IBM

tllH. cwt.

U0 8
18 13
22
13 16

ngold Witrzd Leaves,—This experiment waa insti"

for the purpose of testing an opinion promulgated

Tie, viz., that by cutting off the tops of Mangold
;el in the latter part of summer, and planting a row
jbages in each alley or interval, the produce of the

old roots would be very little diminished, whilst,

nt trenching on the succeeding corn crop, a good
of Cabbages would he obtained. The results of

rial were as follow, viz. :

—

Roots per statute Tops per statute
aero, acm.

tons cwt. qrs.lbs,

,__ f MangoldWurzol 11 15 .2 24
p \ Cabbage I Worthless.

il Crop of Mangold ... 19 15 24

tons cwt. qrs, lbs.

4 15 26

4 18 10

foregoing returns show very clearly that mixed
•e of this kind is rather chimerical and cannot be
imended. Mr. Donaghy's Report of Qlasnevin to

'irhpatrich.

Calendar of Operations.

APRIL.
Sjtiss.

—
"We have heard a traveller in times gone by

oe the want of forethought of the Irish peasantry as such
liey might be seen at Christmas digging their Potatoes
. pickaxe. That was an instrument in general use in this

r for collecting the cattle's food. Turnips contain about
cent, of water; the odd 10 per ceut. of nutritive matter
lerefore, set before them sealed up in a solid ball of ice.

throve, therefore, ill; sheep not much better while the
ps lasted; now, on the fields, the yellow Turnips are soft as
he Swedes dry as corks. Experience is proverbially a good
T; we venture, then, to prognosticate that Turnip heaps
) more generally seen in November next than has hitherto
customary. The "Wheat plant looks very scorched like,

.s not as yet thinned out much, and already a change of
is beginning to show itself. Potatoes have kept well in

ts, where sufficient precautions were taken to keep out the
but they were from the beginning so few in number, that
ormed but a supply for the upper and middle classes of tbo
tion, with a few cargoes for export, and a residue cf small
for seed (not a good plan to use those exclusively), the

ng classes could not afford to use them, which was felt as a
ioa. We pass on to the staple of the county—sheep. For
the past three months have been of a very trying nature,
lately they were in fine condition when the severe weather
which has helped to carry them through better than could
rise have been the case. The stock in the wintering grounds
i upland districts have not been worse off than the hogs on
ozen Turnip fields of the lower country. Deaths have not
excessive in number, hut all kinds are sadly out of con-
, and they have still a period of hard fare to pass through,
unrips are exhausted or destroyed by frost, while in the
mow still covers the herbage, and the heather has been of
ears so much subjected to summer burning, that it does
fiord the sweet and valuable pickings which it might do
it less interfered with. Wedders, with a good flush of
5 Grass may get into condition before the summer markets,
wes will be much out of condition at the lambing time,
ess of condition, besides telling on the future of the stocks,
t is well known, a detrimental effect on both the quantity
uality ot the clip of wool. Receivedfrom the Reporter to the
British. Agriculturist.

Hi !-.yiliif;i- ., 9*. tO 18*.

All articles of JOHR Wakniu[ & Hosn' manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at
the advertised prices.

John Wabseb & Sons having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners, A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and wiih half the labour to

himself. Syringes are economical for small bouses.
No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

Hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses,
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Hoards of Health, with every re-
quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.
Sheets of Engravings sent on application.

,

OHJN WARNEU AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IKON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Si-reader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19*., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron.

May be ob-
tained of any
Ironmonger or
Plumber in
town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices
sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes
from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5J. to Is. Bd. per lb.

1/ ARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID" MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog >in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 44 in. Pump, with legs, 32.3s.

The barrel is 27i in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

Ii inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per foot.

Ii inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. 6rf. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

TO HORTICULTURIST*, CAR&ENER8, FLORIST* ' T^
METALLIC WIRE tollable fa 'J ,,.',*,:

nil »[/.• .-. (win giugt] U manafaetured at
... -'

\ffi
v
i""** i" Oil*

Mara In U 1

.

T A
/'

; ' U
'

M "'''
) to ** protect of Fruit

wis***- ""' "Ui" r *" ""'J--

1 -"ii 1 :uii, At Kixil
I nt, inil t»/al

Bblp Cliantfkni, and Export M*rcbaoi B
1 LadU J sport Dock, HMkstlL

PHI II TREEl , POI LTAY, RABBIT, SJIKI.J',
I

' 1. LA Ml; Ii •

ill" Bloom '.f Peach,
•

i n ir-.*.*, Might *'"i Mrd*,3 y«m« wh<-
Nuw Twliu [Unn«d If nqmnA), 1 ?*-

yard; 2 yards »ld#J i>t. per yard
Hi

,
Syarda *i'l<-, fe/,p«r y«i

yards wMi', li'i. par yard; i

1 Hi 1 Li 1 [cxagi a Oardi n

Ii

quality, 1 feet high, id. Ui </. p*r >>
1

1

kd. per yard extra, lultebto foi

Cricketing Net, fix it* 1 nil width and length, madi
[uare yard; IhU h lh« b**t urtU

again l PowU, Cat*. oW—W, Cvvukqvomi ,
1

j m 0, B« II Pond, j- tag u •' !. ndon.

A 20^ard Drag Net, with ptinM eomplot 1 Hinrit
v. .I].-! Drag .''. to length 1 1 1

•
, complale, le.per yardt mej

1

1 1 Ifl Netn, any flz«. 1 * |^-r iqnare
J
ar'l OOmplHe. Mlfiiv^m

ioa Landlog Beta equally cheap, »ll vai
first Kit-, quality and trorfcmai

p ALVANISED WIRE NETTING fob GAME * .;,

VJ ,i ri:
< rNG, AVIAKIKH, Pfl] .J.3,4c.

Notices to Correspondents.
:i axd Comb : G P. The common stable currycomb and
sh will do for the byres as well, and may be used once a
with comfort to the animals.
vator, Grubber, and Scarifier: Francis. The last is
re superficial in its operation than the second. The first is
implete tiller of the ground.
BUGB3 : A Sub. The green tops are not likely to poison the
;»; but they are certainly not likely to do any good, and
1 f bo injurious.

fi ffiD for Calves : Oambrensis. A half pint of the jelly made
two pints of Linseed in one gallon of water is about half a
d allowance. Cattle will take to oilcake perhaps more readily
he hay or bay chaff which they eat be dusted over with
nj of the oilcake dust, which might be wetted and made
lewhat salt.

Arioation: Ji H\ Mr. Telfer informs us that the pipes
dare 3 inches diameter, and their present price \s. IQJ to
per yard. The length of hose is SO to 100 yards; the size
anks depending entirely on the supply of water at com-
!d.

I

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IKON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel under nose. £ s. d.

2* in. short lft. Tin. /Fitted for lead, ^ 1 12
24 „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha, I 15

ditto 3 „ 6 „ -i or cast iron
f
2 12

ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, 2 IS
ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ as required. J 3 5
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

Ii in. long' ditto ditto ditto 2 15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations oi limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

«^ May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
1 Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS.
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
; of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
i Engines, &c. &q.—Engravings sent on application.

2 inch Mesh, light, Qd. per lineal yard, 2 feet wide.

„ strong, 8d. ., ,,

Netting of any size or quanti^v, u ' lO kind*, top-
plied on the shortest notice.

—

William Df.at 6c 0»~ Manufac-
turers, Snran Lane, Upper Thames Street, near London iSridge.

IMPROVED MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINE.

8 1 -•

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, Arbroath,
Forfarshire, Inventors and Sole Manufacturers, respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to

this Improved Machine for Mowfng an<! Rolling Lawr
Machine is in operation in the Royal Gardens at Windsor
Palace, Buckingham Palace, and at Osborne, in the Botanic*?
Gardens at Kew, Regent's Park, Manchester, Sheffield, Ac: at
Blenheim Palace, Trentbam, Cleveden, Elvmstoo, Broadlaads,
Woburn Abber, Clumber. Lille^hall, Castle Howard, Stars.

Eridge Castle,' Enville Hall, Tiptree Hall, Chuswortta, and ro
many other of the principal gardens in the kingdom as well as in

the United States. British America, and on the Continen"
its merits have been fully proved, and its snecess establitbed.

The machine is made to cut the breadth of 42. 3 •. 20. and
15 inches respectively, is exceedingly durable, easily managed,
and adjusted to cut to the length required. The execution of the
work is far superior to what may be attained by the most fckilfal

mower, while at the same time a great saving of labour is effected,

and the turf much improved. By the largest machine a Scotch
acre may be mowed, rolled, and the Grass collected in one hoar.
A. S. and Son have much pleasure in stating that they have

made considerable improvements in their 15-inch or hand
machine this year, by which the draught is considerably lessened.
This machine combines all the merits and advantages of the
larger machines with firm and secure construct! r>n, and is

admirably adapted for borders and for lawns of no gre3t extent.

Alexander Shanks and Son also respectfully solicit notice

to "Flemingr's Weeding or Salting Machine" for destroying
weeds in gravel walks, court-yards, drives, &c Thhs machine
is now in operation in many parts of England, where it has given
ample satisfaction as the best and most economical means of
thoroughly keeping down weeds or Moss

Further particulars with testimonials and prices, may be had-
on application.

pLAYTON,SHUTTLEWORTH, and CO. :S PRIZE
yy PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. iM> COMBINED
THRESHING. STRAW SHAKING. RIDDLING 1SD WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be seen at their Lonfim Establish-

ment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace.
* New Read, where all information

relative thereto can be obtained. These Machines are consuncted

to horn Barlev, and mate a perfect separation of the c£ .

the pulse. They are fitted with Elevatcrs. which deposit the

grain into bags", and beyond the feeder of Machine require do
hands except to take away the Com, &c, as threshed, the whole

of the operations being" performed by self-acting jnt:

whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the

places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. hare paid special attention to this class of

Machinery, and Filed Barn Machinery, and fr

they have taken at the Roval and all the leidir B

Shows of England, flatter themselves that fa- efScies:-

bilitv. and simplicitv. their Engines and Machines

surpassed bv anv other maker in England. -'.

warded to the Vforks at Lincoln will have immediate £•

and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom.

oostage free-

J TEPHEKSON and PEILL, 613
Greeechurch Street*

•J London, and 17. New Park Street,S."tliwark. UanufacjBrers

f Copper Cvlindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
.nd Conservator? and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or

ron.respectfullvcall the attention of the Nobility. Gentry, and1

N'urserymen to "their simple but erScacicns method of warning

lorticiiltnral and other Buildings by Hot Water.

From the extensive works they have executed, references ot

be highest respectability can be given, and full particular

ornished en application.
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A, . MUELSON'S REGISTERED LAWN MOWING
S»v, ,. ."'JiliS. To cut 16, 19, 22, and S5 inches wide. The

i,j'"T„,,^ovemi!nt renders unnecessary the groat care
Regis!,,"6? J"*- -Ming ofthese Maohines on the old plan. All
retliiisite 12 me iwn>- -^ ime .

mtkitted labourer, who
that is now re.;''>'«' «}n

•
. . b ,<lir ;. him ,,,,, Registered Adjust-

taas only to push i jc .nacmtu ...

{m neigh, auli preventing the
ment insuring a cleai. "it « «">' <.OWOver uneven the ground
knives from cutting into the ;

son. .. ,ies f Testimonials, and
mavbe. Illustrated Price I.i»''V

,
7' ,'vaents, maybe pro-

a Catalogue of his other Agricn,.'' 1™ 1

J""?';-
cared, post-paid, on application to ttt

'

B. Samvelsox, Britannia Works

1 MauutactL..^ 1"'

Banbury, ?™>-

The above mav also be procured at the prj.'
lclP^ Agric.

Implement Depots in London, and of all respectav.lelronmongt-

and Seedsmen in the country.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWIIvTcTmACHINES,

wILLIAM DRAY j\nd CO.'S STEEL DIGGING
FOKKS are warranted equal, and by many are considered

ior, to any in use. Three Tine Forks, 4s. 6<f. each ; Four
<SB.6s.6d. each. A liberal allowance on Wholesale Orders.

MAXTTACTrSED XSD SOLD BY

and H. FERRABEE,
near** • Pbcenix Iron Works,

Stroud, Gloucestershire.

Budding's Patent.

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be nsed by
unskilled la-

bourers with

equal facility on

Lawns, Verges,

between Flower

beds,ou Bowling

Greens, Cricket

and Pleasure
Grounds ; 4500
of them have
been sold.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 105. Od.

Ditto for Two Men „ 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ...SCO
Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ...11

Ditto „ 36 ditto ... 15

London Agency:—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart-
ment, Baker Street Bazaar.

ICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF
CUTTING MACHINE.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture mannfac
tared on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salfbrd, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

gET Catalogues Gratis.

HE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER BASKETS
made to the original, and a variety of new and elegant

Designs for Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing-room, &c, from
35. 6d. upwards, by W. RICHARDS, Wire-worker. &c, 370,

Oxford Street, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre. Conserva-

tories fitted up, Aviaries, Bird-cages, Flower Stands, and every
description of Wire work. Game and Garden Fencing of the best

description.
N.B. Holland, Venetian, Wire, and all kinds of Sun shades, and

Window Blinds of best quality.

sup,.

,,T
*' ^«jvy & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

\\ illiau x..
near London Bridge.

~^3

PRUNING.
HPHE GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS are univei
-L acknowledged to be the best for every description of Pn
Thev cut faster and cleaner thau any other, and do not be
break. Price 2s. 6d., 3s., and 3s. Gd. each.

Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, 4, Hflymarket, Londoi

WATER YOUR GARDENS with the PATJJ
FLEXIBLE GUTTA PERCHA TUBING, froj|

per foot. Roses, from 4s. Union Joints, from Is. Gd. each,
:

complete.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, .and 52, Little Britiiu,_London.

Instructions
c"iveu to affix J oints to Taps.—Post Office (

payable at,City
C
rv^di7:?

,,ch
* ^„torv 27 Citv Road Lon

Addrgss;jA

u

es W. Watts, r„.
,CQry

' "'' ^lty KOaq
'

^°™

\p?w

f:

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

"PHE only Patented invention of this description
*- constructed so as to prevent considerable waste of Hay and
Corn, together with all the newest improvements.

NEWLY IMPROVED ECONOMIC STABLE FITTINGS,
FORTY SHILLINGS PER SET, to fill up the whole width of
Stalls, and can he had enamelled or galvanised. Every descrip-

tion of Mangers, Racks, and Stable Furniture in stock ; Iron
Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c.

Manufacturer of Kite's Patent Noiseless Cast-Iron Smoke-
Curing Chimney Caps (200 on Buckingham Palace), price 35s.

each. Price Lists and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded on re-

ceipt of two postage stamps.

JAMES BARTON, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street,

few doors east of the Pantheon.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GAR
Y • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitta

improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader,
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5
No. 3 „ 2S „ „ 45 „ ... 6

[ TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENC
'* • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted insic

outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and regi
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate ro
and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... ;

No. 13 „ 12 „* ' „ 30 „
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syi
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.
Full size Syringe, on Read's principle, of the very best c

and workmanship, with two roses and one j et, 21s. ; Plain Sy
from 10s. Gd. upwards.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obta
:

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsn
town or country, through whom alone they will be sirpplie

of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.
N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prici

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, N«
Street, London.

yillllfflicjw

2, WINSLEY STREET, 6c 76, OXFORD STREET, Luis DUN.

A SHOW BOOM rSYCTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
G " -nlmuses

Pater Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work.
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines I Flower Sticks
Game Netting Do. Syringes

I
Garden Bordering

Do. Rollers
j
Watering Pots

Garden Chairs Flower Labels , Garden Arches, &c.

INED WIRE FENCING-, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN. ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATE 3 AND ENAMELLED IffANGERS.

r TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GAR
O • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.
By a simple arrangement tnis Syriuge is rendered

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Puni
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Gard
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use.
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suctio
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this mea
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to d
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus madi
supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the nee
of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained f<

length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel,

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of
other Syringe. Itsconstruction is perfectly simple, and cant
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To 1

of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or com
J. Ttloe & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Appi

Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not iuclude carriage, package, or ex;

of delivery in the country.
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CLAZINC WITH OR WITHOUT PUTTY.

EDENCH, Patent Hothouse Work:,, King's tload,

» ChalBca, Pr[ntcii] I'rlco Mi In mijipllod ppllcatlon.

class ror< conservatoi
HETLEY and CO. supply lO-oz.,SHEET GLASS,

of itriiiiiii ManuFaotur6,al prlcofi varying from '/<'. to 8tf.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, 1 v bhounand foot

of which an' kepi road y packed for Immadiateuell
LlHtH f>r Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATKNTJtOUIIII PLATE, THICK CUOWN (il,ASH,CI,AH:i

MLES and SLATES, WATElt-PIPHB, :• 'AiiATia.
&LABBE8, GLASS MILK PAN8.PATISNT I'LATH OLA

,

ORNAMHNTAL WINDOW HI, AH:'., and 1:1, ABU SHADES,
to .Jamkn Hkti,h;v & Do,, ,'ir,, Soho Sqnaro, London,

Bee gordflWfirji' OlironieU flrsl Saturday noli month.

FOREICN APO ENCLISH SHtfl CLASS W EH US
W, llmi m, ATI'. STlimiT, Wrinm T,

HP MILLINGTON supplies iliu ivbovo SHEET
-A • OLASS in iiny iilzn or smbstanco, packod in 100, 200, or

300 toot cages. Borne » ! t supplied io Mr. Rivmts and the loading
men of thu day. Reduced tariff, boxes Included,— Per 100 ft.

iy <U In Hi. 04,

r,

ft

7

8
:i

»

I0J
HI4

11

11]

11

122

181

20 by "13, '21 by 18, 22 bj 18, 21
\

bj 18J, 101 by U4, 20 by 11,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, atl8».por 100 Ic i.

21 In. glass, In boxes under Id by 10, 2d. por fnot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2\ „
l>itt,, „ 2 foot ... 8J „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plato, Sbootand Rointb, Tiles, Striking
and Bee GlaHHOH, Milk PanB, Cucumbor Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
ns Horticultural UhL
Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lend ripe Paints, Colours,

mill Varnishes, st>n < ',,1 • List, which am lio had on application.
Kslshlisli, d more Hum Inn yi'iivM.

C L O C H ESr
JAMES PHILLIPS and CO. lmvo the pleasure to

inform their friends thoy are prepared to supply
GLASS OLOCUES,

Similar to those at the Horticultural Society's Gardens at

Cbiswick, at the following prices, viz,

w

'

GIB , IRRIGATORS, LIQUID .1

PI ,ir
,

i mi, urn i;ai'M i
. '.

Single '

ilrttfl H H <>

'

.

tloi ' ,,

I '

.
.

Doll
I

//

/***?,/&

1

I
'

I

I Itui -I I

' New
i ., , moved i". in O I rd lr& t,

In. by 4 ii . and : >

«4 »
it

„ 7

,. 8
8i „ ii

(

, „ B

84 „ 7? „ 10
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HORTICULTURE

IN ALL BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Eo;.d, Chelsea,

9 inches diameter

10

Is. Gd.

1 9

11 inclica diiunotcr

12 „

U „

24 inches long .

22
20
18

CUCUMIJFJl GLASSES.—Each.
2*. Od.

1 10
1 8
1 6

16 inches long
14

12

2s. 0d.

2 3

2 G

Is. Ad.

1 2

Made to any length.

CLASS FERN SHADES AMD STANDS.
6 in. dia.ii,, with stands 3s. 0d.

7
,;

3 6

8 ii » 4
9 » >, 6
10 „ „ 6
11 „ „ 7

12 in.diani.

13 „

14

15 „

16

with stands

. Bee Glasses, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons, Tiles
and Slates, Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, mid Ornamental Glass,
Shades for Ornaments, and every article in the trade.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS, for Con-

servatories, Public Buildings, Manufactories, Skylights, &c.
JAMES PHILLIPS and CO., Horticultural Glass "Warehouse,

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.
Extract from Gardeners1 Chronicle, April 21, 1854.

" The garden also supplied some Neapolitan Cabbage Lettuces,

a portion of winch bad been grown under hell-glasses which
differ from the French cloche in having a ventilator at the top
in the shape of a neck or chimney, which can be left open or kept
close as may he desired, by covering it over or not with another
small bell glass, made for the purpose. The result of this trial

bas been very satisfactory."

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.

THE NOBILITY aotjGENTKY about to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hoi

hi our Horticultural E tnbliHh-

mont and Hothouse \Vnrkn,
King's Bond, Chelsea, an exten
uive variety ofHothoime Green
houflos.ConBorvatorlos, Pll i, 6 a,
erected, and In full operation, _
combining all modern improve- -"' - -

ments, ho that a lady or gentleman can select the dcscrl
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the I louses and Pits, . .m. , -

affording both top _j%2,
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion find particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits arc of wide and lofty din;'

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They arc all effectually
heated by one toiler, which, during the severe winter months
docs not coat in labour and fuel

vfTll HI II *T**?rmore than 3s. 3d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged j

that each House or Pit may be ]

heated separately and to tho W\M j-fl I l^ni-fBl-
required temperature. The fj^r^ -

splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also In the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks it Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock Of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs,

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.
THOMAS SUMMERVILLK, Landscape Gardener,

Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Bond. St.

-John's Wood, London, begs respectfully to inform the nobility,

gentry, and his patrons generally, that be has entered into

arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the sole

disposal iu London of their highly ornamental and very durable
Vases, Fountains, &c, samples of which may he seen at his
grounds in the Garden Road, as above.

T. S. has much pleasure in being the first to introduce to the
notice of the public a highly ornamental Vase, capable of resist1-

ing tho most severe weather, and at litrlt> more than half the cost
of any other possessing the same qualities; and he has no hesita-
tion in stating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plants

•cannot be manufactured.

NOTICE.—To Gentlemen wishing to Decorate
their Gardens, Terraces, or. Grotinds.—A large and

splendid Collection of FOUNTAINS, FIGURES, VASES, &c,
selling at nearly half the usual price, at 74, Borough Road, near
Blackmail Street, Southwark. Packages forwarded to any part
of the United Kingdom or Ireland.

SLATL WORKS, ISLEWOR7H, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for. Horticultural purposes, all of which may Lie

seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application. '

TU*ELOAR>S COCOA-NUT F1B11E M AJNUFAC-

'

TUBES, consistingof MATTING, MATS. MATTRESSES,
BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-,
STITTJTE, are distinguished for superiority mid excellency of ,

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both
in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Tkeloak, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,

London.

« TyRlGl DOM O."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-1 Queen, the Dtike of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grnco the Duke of Devonshire for Cbiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the :

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs, Lawn
Ealing Park, and — Collier, 1 so., ol Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
*'FRIG1 DoMO," a Cunva red Hair

•and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and (-'old, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a lixod temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floriculture.] pn in hag Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind.
froiri attacks of i tostii, Tobehadinany
required length, 2 yards wide, at Is.

Thomas Ak< urr, whole and sole manulacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
t, City, and the Royal Mills. Wandsworth, Surrey :

ami of all Nursi p men mid Seedsmen throughout the :
,:; '

It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

Averuncaters
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills [terns.

Borders, various pat-

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu
migator [struments

Cases of Pruning In-

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools

Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands inWires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs and

Seats

„ Loops
,, Rollers
„ Scrapers

and

Gidney's Prussian! Pickaxes
Hoe [Scissors] Potato Forks

Grape Gatherers and Pruuing Bills

Gravel Rakes and „ Knives, various
Sieves

Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers
Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives

„ Saws
,. Scissors

„ Shears
Rakesin great variety
Reaping Hooks

Horticultural Hsm- Scythe Stones
mers and Hatchets Shears, various

Hoes of every pattern Sickles
Hotbed Handles

! Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools i Spades and Shovels
Labels, various pat- Spuds

terns, in Zinc, l'or- Switch Hooks
celain, &c.

Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

Thistle Hooks^
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Ageuts for LINGIIAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can he sent, post paid, to any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail Agents
for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used exclusively

by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, & CO. (Openiug to the Monument), London

Bridge. ^^__
A RECEIPT FOR THE MILLION.

TO SET CAMELLIAS, with or without artificial

heat, by a most simple means. Price 1*. Gd. by stamps.—
Direct, post paid, to R. Keele, Practical Gardener, 46, Wellington

Street, Woolwich.

"~Tarm with resTdenC E.

~\\TANTED TO RENT, upon an improving lease,

VV an ARABLE FARM of not less than 500 acres, with

house and garden suited to a geutleman's residence. The situa-

tion must be easily accessible from London, and near a first-class

railway station south of the Thames will be preferred. The
occupation will be very beneficial to the pr satisfac-

tory references both "as to means and agricultural skill will

he readily afforded.—Address, with full particulars, to Messrs.

Pa-* is ot Yigers, 3, Frederick's Place. Old .Jewry. London.

COIMNEIVIARA, IRELAND.

IPO BE LET, for a term of years and entered upon
I the 1st of May next, the FARM or SHANBOOLARD. in

the parish of Ballinakill and county et Galway. It consists of

about 264 statute acres •-•{ Arable, Pasture, and Beg Laud, on

which a considerable sum has already been spent in permanent

improvements. The Farm would be let at a Corn Rent, and, if

required, on a long Lease—the rent in proportion. The Farm is

I on the north bv Ballinakill Harbour, affonii;

sea-bathing; and on the south by Ballinakill Lough, noted tor

its Brown Trout, and commands extensive views of the Achill

and Cormemara Mountains. H is within light English miles of

the market-town ot Clifden.— For particulars apply to Mr.

Ed-ward Whitweu* LeUerfract, Galway.-

To

I 'i

HIGHLANDS OF PERTHSHIRE.
BE LET- I / ,. , /r .

•Uhk M ft

HOUtE AND SHOOTINC ISLAND Of MULL.
O ,- itiftiUjr

i»ih, .-.

with «

.1 >

n ih* matasotx

TO iPORTSMEN, CTOCK F* fcMCfU. ETC.
•'

I '» BE BOLD, i ioo acre* of

rtcUy

; andn

c&nity-mfl n

I.

'I O BE SOLD ' HEAP, by
: (}/ KDKN

I ( BAIR, with ( ick,

|
BE OLD, B KENS, from

.'.k *, j. k ,from Unported
American Prize A 1*4 tome rtty
good one-year-old Bird detcrlptioat. Win

Itry Netting, Poult:
,

1

kind of v
of London Wire W0TJ3t 44, Bl . *nd 6 4c% Siww HUL

Illustrated Catalogue* forwarded po*t free.

DORKING BLUE MOTTLED FOWLS1
f

IS - per dozen. To^k fint }':, n Exhibition
of three counties, IBM.—Addreifl Mr. Ei>. Hduo, Ecehlve Inn,

IEm tho Yard
of Mr. II. D. Daviea-, whose atoek h_$ be*n carefolry bred

and selected from all the best strain*, and has already taken

upwards of 250 prizes.

Spanish, Dorking, Brahma, and Rajigooa Er;rs, 2*. 2t- and
chin and Aylesbury Ducks, 1/, 11*. 6i., the dozen, to

include 1

Spanish and Dorking Fowls of all a^e* maybe selected from
that portion of the stock not required for breeding or exhibition

this season.

For Cock and 1 Pullet £5 5 O
For Cock and 2 Pullets 7 7

For Cock and 4 Pullets 10 10 O
Remittances, by P^>-- -oeab Kebslx,

the Bailiff, Spring Grove House, Hounslow, to accompany all

orders.

Mr. Davics will feel oblig who wish to see

the Poultry will make it convenient todo so between the hours of
10 and 4 on any "NVed -day.

Saks Suction.

ORCHIDS FROM INDIA.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, &t bis

Great Koom, &S, King St- Garden, on
TUESDAY. 24th April, at 12 o'clwk. an imporraticn <!U casts

of ORCHIDS just received per . Overland Hemic: tbev- have
arrived in the best po - >

: tain the finest parcel of

Saccolabintn retnsum that baa «-ver reached thia countrr : also

large masses of Dendrobinm Dev —sosrnn. Cam-
bridgeflnuiD, clavarum. tran^pftreas. Fa'cccerianam. and a new
yellow species—Ccelogvne *Waliic>ii. a new Cvmbidinni. Vanda

Viana, &c. &c.—M.iv r: viewed on the morning of sale,

and Catalosnies had of Mr, J. C. STrvrxs. SS, King Saeet,

Covent Garden.

TO CENTLEMEN. FLORISTS. AND OTHER.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE a>p MORRIS will Sell

by Auction, :
IDAT,

April -2i"th. at 12 o'cic-ck. a .llecrion of CARXA-
PICOTEES, and PIN:. -jscn_—t of

AMERICAN PLANTS. C ice H : » cele-

brated grower. DAHLIAS .

-. » ER-
BENAS, FUCHSIAS, KA IXDICA.
GERANIUMS, Ac—On view tbe n Sate. Catalognes

had at the Mart, and :>UJ»MJ.

Leytonstone. Essex.

MR J. WILLMER wi!l sell bv Au: Mart,

Bartholomew Lane, on TUV.
o'clock, a choice collection

&c—On view the morning of sale, and _: e Mart,

and of the Auctioneer, Sunbory

TO~MAKK— CAM M STS, AND O"

-

MR. J. WILLMER is iBStructei by Mr. rbOTf

to Sell bv Auc-ti

Station Felthain. on TUESDAY.
130 PIT LIGHTS and two

new. On view till f.

premises, and of the Anc: rt 7. ;

IMPORTANT S»LE OF HURDLES, C-TES. CONSERVA-
TORI"™ HAND-CLASS: ~~ STC.

rprj b'e'SOLD BY ATJ !

-
•. of April.

Camden

HAXD-
GLASSES 50 IKO^ " -^aners

-
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SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
i GRICULTURAL SEEDS.—Landed Proprietors

J\ and Farmers who require large quantities of

Turnip, Mangold Wurzel, Carrot, or any other kinds of
Agricultural Seeds} will be supplied on the most liberal

terms.—Apply to

William E Rekdlk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL.—
The prices quoted in Messrs. Sutton's Advertise-

ment of last week, page 237, will not be considered binding

for articles ordered after tlic expiration of the present

month.
'

ITALIAN RYE-G ItASS.— Instructions on the
Cultivation of this useful plant are sent with all parcels of

" Sutton's Improved Italian Rye-grass," and " Dickenson's
Italian Rye-grass" Seed, supplied by Messrs. Sutton, who will
also be happy to forward a copy of the same to any of their

friends on receipt of one penny stamp for postage.—Address,
SiTTTQN- & Sons. Seed Growers. Reading, Berks.
SKiRVINC'S IMPROVED TURNIP SEEDS.

WSKIRVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to
• acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed the

price of his TURNIP SEEDS for the season, as follows:

—

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP, at Is. 9d. per lb.

„ IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP YELLOW BUL-
LOCK TURNIP, at Is. 3_. per lb.

All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural seeds in general, of
the most select description, at moderate prices. A remittance, or
reference from unknown correspondents, :a respectfully requested
to accompany orders. W. S. has no agent in town or country.
Liverpool, April, IS55.

SEED POTATOES.
ALSTONE KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct

front any other Potato. It is an astonishing cropper,

and the tubers are of a large size. It keeps well, and is

good flavoured, and is altogether an excellent and profit-

able variety. '2s. Gd. per peck, or 9s. per bushel.

PRINCE OF WALES.—This is an early round
while Potato, which, for a general crop, can be highly

recommended. It is a sort that gives the most complete

satisfaction to every one who sows it. 2s. 6d. per peck, or

9s. per bushel.

J. C. "Wheeler & Son, Gloucester/Seedsmen to the Gloucester-
shire Agricultural Society.

Established in the rarlt part of the ISth Century.
RHODODfcN-RON CAMPAIMULATUM (true).

TTH'ILLIAM JACKSON and CO., Bedale, Yorkshire,
* * having a large stock of this most distibct and beautiful

sp j cies, will supply fine bushv plantsr perfect Shrubs on their
own roots, 9 incbes high, 40s.'per 100, or Is. Gd. each ; 12 to 15
inches high, 60s. per 100, or 2s. Gd. each, during the present
planting season; afterwards no more will be offered at the
prices. Not a leaf is injured by the late severe winter.

BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS.
T? and A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-
-«- • mentioned is now ready, and may be had, post free, on
application :—Antirrhinums, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-
niums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, Chry-
santhemums, Mimulus, Salvias, Lobelias, &c. Climbers in variety,
also'a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse Plants. They have
now in bloom Cytisus racemosns, Roses, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
spotted Calceolarias, Erica Hybrida, Cactus, Geraniums, &c.
The Trade supplied.—Dulwich, Surrey. April 2L

J COLE begs to inform the admirers of Calceolarias
• that he is now prepared to aupplv a few more orders from

his Choice Stock of Unbloomed SEEDLINGS; the seed was
saved from the choicest spotted and striped varieties, carefully
impregnated, at 3j. and 4s. per dozen, 20s. and 25s. per 100.

Also strong plants of his Fine Bedding Calceolaria Prince of
Orange, for habit and profusion of bloom unequalled. Strong
Plants without pots. 6s. per dozen; well established, 9s. per dozen
The Trade liberally supplied. A Remittance solicited from

unknown correspondents. Post-oftice Orders payable at St.Alban's.

_K e

y

field Nu rsery.

ifUONYMUS; or, the " BURNING BUSH" of
-J NORTH AMERICA.—The advertiser has just returned

from America, and brought with bim a few Seeds of the above
new and beautiful hardy ornamental small tree. It grows from
6 to 10 feet high, and of an uniform bushy, compact habit, quite
unlike any of the varieties known in English gardens. For four
months in the autumn it is densely studded with its beautiful
scarlet seeds, which makes it an object of the inosr striking and
admirable character, and hence the name ' Burning Bush'' has
been given to it by the natives. The advertiser's knowledge of
plants and their worth enables him to say that hundreds of
trees have been sent out as being hardy and ornamental, whose
claims to notice were far, very far inferior to those of the
* BriiMNG Boss." 50 perfect seeds will be forwarded post free,
on the receipt of 50 postage stamps, addressed to A. B., 12, Great
Pulteney Street, Golden Square.

N.B. Specimens of this charming plant will be shown at the
next Monthly Meeting of the Horticultural Society, 21, Regent
Street. London.

FARM SEEDS.
'Vy DRUMMOND and SONS have implicit con-
** • fidence in recommending the following Seeds:—
PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, from the most select growths, and

perfectly clean.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, direct from Lombardy, and through
the same gentleman in that country who has for several years
been employed by us in collecting those fine parcels which
have hitherto given so much satisfaction to our customers.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE.—Having been
among the first to recommend the use of the Natural Grasses
in the formation of Permanent Pasture, the subject has occupied
a large share of our attention. We have carefully noted the species
composing the best Xatural Pastures, and the results of combina-
tions in culture under varied circumstances of soil and situation ;
and, as the result of our observations, as well as from the great
satisfaction our selections have given, we feel warranted in recom-

Jmending, in addition to the Grasses usually sown, a variety of such
species as are known, not only to yield the greatest bulk of herbage,
but the largest amount of milking and feeding properties, varying I

those species, and the proportions of each, according to the nature
of the land to he laid down. From the increased demand, we are
enabled to charge a lower price than formerly. An excellent
assortment, and allowing a liberal supply of Seeds, may be had
at from 24s. to 26s. per statute acre.

V^A*^' *n a^ the leading varieties, saved by ourselves from
full-formed Bulbs.

VETCHES [or TARES), large broad-leaved, a very superior sort,
i need Lists of the above, with every other description of Farm
*£_

m
,v

be had P°st free on application.

thlTin
D

t
?Lrv'ERV.-AIl Parcels of Seeds above 21. value (with

T itfS *2
°,l

C
t
rain and Vetches), delivered free in London,

I„w3__2 «. !l 1
N

t
wcastIe

-
Belfast, Londonderry, Aberdeen,

SEKrS _sar£_S5_ &ng the Linea of the Cale -

6__L&k!]_!
I0SD & S°XS

'
Seed

'

and lament Warehouse,

NEW AND RARE CONIFER/E
pETER LAYVSON and SON, the Queen's Seeds-
*- men, Edinburgh and London, have still on hand a small
quantity of the Seeds of the following RARE CONIFERJE, &c.

:

Pinus Lamhertiana, GO £ s. d.

Seeds ... 1 6
P.tuberculata,pntirecones2 2
P.monticola, 50 Seeds ... 2 2
P. Jeffrey

i

do. ... 2 2
P. Benrdsleyi do. ... 2 2
Libocedrus decurrens, do. 15

Taxus Lindlevana (quite

new) 50 Seeds ... 2
Club-headedWheat (cul-

tivated by theoldCali-
fornians) 200 grains 1

Wheat (a variety of
Triticum durum) do.

2

15
Full descriptions will be found in the last page of the Gardeners'

Chronicle, for Feb. 3.— Orders may be addressed to Peter Law-
son & Son, in Edinburgh ; or to their London House, 27, Great
George Street, Westminster.

C1HAKLES TURNER begs to ultimate that his
* New SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains

descriptive lists of—

Calceo-

Datalias, Carnations,
Fancy Dahlias, Picotees,
Cinerarias, Pinks,
Verbenas, Pansies,
Fuchsias, Auriculas.
Hollyhocks, Shrubby
Chrysanthemums, larias,

including several new Dahlias,
Bedding Calceolarias, &c, offered for the first time.

on application.—Royal Nursery, Slough.—_ T H ^ s^E~^~I) T R A D ET
TURNIP SEEDS, &c.

Scarlet and Horse-
shoe Geraniums,

Delphiniums,
Mimulus,
Pentstemons,
Petunias,
Bedding Plants, &c,

new Verbenas, new White
Can be had

Orange Globe Wurzel
Broccoli, of sorts

Fairbeard's Nonpareil Peas
•Cole's Crystal While Celery.

Skirving's or Liverpool Swede
Laing's
White Globe Turnip
Green
Red Tankard
W. J. Epps can with confidence offer the above (not large quan-

tities), having been grown from the best selected stocks possible.

—Prices sent on application.
Seed Establishment, High Street. Maidstone, April 21.

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE)
24s. to 30s. per acre.

IMPORTED ITALIAN RYE-GKASS, 6s. per bushel.
PACEY'S PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, 4.s. 6d. to 5s. 6d. per

bushel.
LAWN GRASS SEED, Is. per lb.

TRUE PERENNIAL RED CLOVER, or COW GRASS, 10_.
per lb.—Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester, Seedsmen
to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

Established in (he f-fivlr purr m the 18th century.

SUPERB SHOW CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS,
PANSIES, ETC.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
** near Manchester, is imw sending out choice selections of the
above, in strong well- rooted plants, package, &c, included.

25 pairs cf Show CARNATIONS in 25 different vara. £1
25 pairs of PICOTEES do. do. ...1C0
25 pairs of PINKS do. do.... 10
25 fine show PANSIES, in 25 distinct varieties ... 12
AURICULAS, ALPINES, POLYANTHUSES, &c. Extra

fine selected PANSY SEED, Is. and 2s. per packet. Priced and
Descriptive Catalogues are now ready, and maybe had for one
postage stamp. Post office orders to be made payable at
Middleton, Lancashire.
The FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, TRUE. 5s. per bushel of

56 lbs.

hlEW AZALEA—"ALBA NIELiOR."
'"PHIS is the 0De exhibited bv us under the name of
-*- "Alba Magna" among our collection to which the First
Prize was awarded at the Regent's Park Show; very large pure
white, and quite first-rate. Price 7*. Gd., 10s. Gd. to 21s. each.
Also a superior stock of Azaleas, for which see Catalogue.
The Spring Catalogue, consisting of Greenhouse and Stove

Plants, and the Herbaceous one can be had by enclosing oae
postage stamp.

H. Lakh & Soy, The Nurseries. Great Berkhamsted.
CHOICE GERANIUMS.

\X/-ILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the under-
^

V » named collection for 30s., fine healthv plants, package
included, viz.:—Alonzo, Ariadne, Belle of the Village-, Butterfly,
Colonel of the Buffs, Conspicuum, Christine, Constance, Cuyp,
Chloe, Diana, Elise, Enchantress, Eurydice, Ganymede, Gene-
ralissimo, Gulielma, Lavinia, Lord Mayor, Little Nell, Magni-
ficent, Magnet, Major Domo, May Queen, Mochanna, Nonsuch,
Nectar Cup, Narcissus, Ocellatum, Optimum, Old Story, Prince
of Orange, Prince Arthur, Pearl, Pulchrn, Rosa, Rubens,
Roweana, Rosamond, Rachael, Silk Mercer, Virgin Queen.
A remittance or reference to accompany all orders from un-

known correspondents.—Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

PHLOX BEAUTY OF MILRlC.
T^REGHORN and AITKIN, Nursery and Seeds-
JL/ mrn, Kilmarnock, N.B., beg to acquaint the Public that
they have still a small stock of the above PHLOX, which is con-
sidered by ail good judges who have seen it in flower to be the
best white Phlox in cultivation, both as to size and form of flower.
Price 2s. Gd. each, with one added to every three ordered bv the
Trade.

D. & A. beg to acknowledge thankfully the large share of
patronage they have received for this flower.
Kilmarnock, A pri'l 21.

CHEAP NEW FUCHSIAS AND VERBENAS.
1 OKN HOADE, Addlestone, near Chertsey, offers
*" the following:— Autocrat, Clio, Charles Palmer, Clapton-
Hero, Duchess of Lancaster, Duke of Wellington, England's
Glory, King Charming, Macbeth, Nil Desperandum, Othello,
Omega, Perfection (Standish's), Queen of Hanover, Vauguard.
Post tree Ss. the dozen ; single plants, Is.

VERBENAS.—Avalanche, Fair Rosamond, Tver Rival, Incom-
parable, King of Scarlets, Hon. Mrs. Gerard Leigh, Prince of
Wales, Prince of Orange, Queen of Purples, Rouge et Noir,
Sarah, Standard. Post free at 5s. per dozen ; older sorts, 2s. 6d.
per dozen.

OUPPLEMENT to MAY'S CATALOGUE ofO HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS to be had free by post
on application at the Nursery. The Catalogue and Supplement
contain the most rare and beautiful varieties of this interesting
class of Plants, amounting to upwards of 2000 sorts :

—

100 fine Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, named ... £1 10
100 do. do. do,-, Purchasers1 selection... 2 10
100 fine Double Hollyhocks 1 10
12 fine named Calceolarias, new .„ 12
12 fine do. Shrubby do. do., including "Mas-

terpiece," " Surprise," and " Superb* "... ... 12
12 fine Ericas, named 12
12 do. Epacris do . 12
12 do. Cinerarias, do., including " Lord Stamford" 12

N.B.—A fine collection of Shrubs and Hardy Trees, also Green-
house Plants, &c. &c. See Catalogue.—Address, Henby Mat,
The Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

SPRING FLOWERS—-C_N£RARIAS,goodnower-
ing_Seedling Plants, 4s. to 6s. per doz. ; fine named varieties,

6s. to 9s.

HYACINTHS in pots, various colours, just showing blooro,
45. per doz. ; also a few very fine named flowers, many of which
are catalogued at Is. to Is. Gd. each, in the same state as the
above, 9s. per d^z.

|

FINE HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIAS, from Major'?
I seed, in large and Btnall 60 pots, 4s. to Gs. per doz.

| ___^__ Wood and Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

ORCHIDS.
|

TT/'ILLIAM MAULE and SONS have received
i

* * their annual importations of ORCHIDS from their col-
i lectors in the East, which they beg to offer on the following

i
terms, many of which are one and two years established :

—

i Vanda casrulea, 21-s., 42s., 63s., 105s.; Vanda teries, 10s. Gd.'.

l Aerides odoratum, 10s. Gd. ; Aerides affine, 42s. ; Foxbrush, 105s.

;

I
Dendrobium Devonianum, 10s. Gd.; Cambridgeanum, 10s Gd.--.

j

Gibsoni, 10*\ 6d.; densiflorura, 10s. Gd. ; Farmer! , 10s. Gd., 15s.

;

J

chrysanthum major, 7s. Gd. ; nobile, mixed with Wallichi,
7s.6<f.; Pierardi, mixed with latifolia, 7s. Gd.; cl_yat_m,.15&, 21%;

! moschatum, 10s. Gd.; Camarotus purpurea, 10s, Gd.; Ccelogyne,"

J

or Pleome, Wallichi and macula ta, in pots, with four or five

'plants or bulbs, 10s. Gd. each; Saccolabium ampnlacium (very
scarce), small plants, 63s. each. -The Nurseries, Bristol.

[\/f R. J. LINDEN, of Brussels, has much pleasure in
i»-« announcing that his CATALOGUE of NEW and RARE
EXOTIC PLANTS is now ready, and may be bad on applica-

tion to his Agents, Messrs. Betham and Blackith, Cox and Ham-
mond's Quays, Lower Thames Street, London, and at the Office of
this Paper.

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends
and the public that his New Spring Catalogue containing

Descriptive and Priced Lists of the following:

—

[varieties

and fancy
Roses in pots
Dahlias — show
Fuchsias
Seiaginillas or Lycopodiums
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding varieties
Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

&c. &c.

Exotic Orchid
Ferns—stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
Geraniums—show/ancy.scarlet,

variegated, and hybrid bed-
ding varieties

Chrysanthemums—large flower-
ed, and Pompone varieties

Petunias
Antirrhinums

Is now ready and can be had Post-free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway, London.

Great Novkltiks for the Ensuing Season.
FUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS.
IUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co. beg leave to announce

-1 that they shall be prepared to send out two splendid and
entirely novel Seedling Fuchsias, early in May next, viz. :

—

FLORENCE IMICHTINCALE.
Pure white corolla, with brilliant scarlet sepals, finely reflexed

;

an extremely lovely and novel variety.

CALANTHIFLORA-PLENA.
(The Double Snowdrop Corolla'd Fuchsia.)

Pure double white corolla, resembling a fine large double Snow-
drop, with rich scarlet sepals ;

altogether distinct from anything
of the kind ever yet produced. Price 10s. Gd. each.

Together with a very beautiful new double Purple variety,

VIOL/EFLORA-PLENA,
Rich double blue corolla, resembling a fine double violet, 7s.Gd. each.

L., P., & Co. have also fine plants of the following choice kinds
of Fuchsias at 18s. to 42s. per dozen. :

—

Aspasia Glory Purple Perfection
Apollo Lucretia .

Sir Harry Smith
Brilliant Orion Sidonia
Duchess of Lancaster Prime Minister Sir Jno. Falstaff
Duke of Wellington Princess Telegraph
Dominiana Kossuth Resplendent.

They are also now prepared to send out their beautiful new
VERONICA KERMESINA,

Raised by that eminent horticulturist J. Lnscombe, Esq., of

Coombe Royal, who sent specimens to Dr. Lindley, at the time of

its first flowering, who thus pronounces his first opinion of it:

—

" The variety sent with this was charming, a decided rose colour

having miugled with the violet." See also notice of Dr. Lindley
in the Chronicle for Dec. 2, 1854, as follows :—" L., P., & Co. Your
V. Kermesina is a handsome dark variety of V. speciosa; its

beautiful large spikes ot deep purplish crimson blossoms cannot
fail to make it a favourite." Price 7s. Gd. each. A few extra-
sized specimens mav be had.
The usual discount to the Trade when three or more are taken.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.—Established is 1720.

\\; HEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
* * LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER.
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of

the very best quality and true to name ; and as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.

TT'c are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewal-

orders from those we had the honour of serving last year* and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully

solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given
us a trial.—J, C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

^QUEEN'S CRAPERIES AND NURSERY GROUND.
Park Street, and at 176, Western Road, Bbiohtox.

ESPARY, Nurseryman, Florist, and Seedsman,.
• begs respectfully to return thanks to his numerous patrons

and friends for the increasing patronage received, and wishes to

direct attention to his extensive collecrionof Plants, Vines, Seeds,.

&c, &c, at the above establishments. His new Catalogue of

select Dahlias, Plants, &c, for 1855 is now ready and cau be bad
on application.

LANDSCAPE CARDENIIVC, GARDEN ARCHITECTURE
AND GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF DOMAINS,

WOODS, PLANTATIONS, ETC.
pHARLES M'INTOSH, F.R.P.S., A.L.S, &c.?

VV Author of the " Book of the Garden," and other works on

Horticulture, &c, late Curator of the Gardens of his Majesty the

King of the Belgians at Claremont and Brussels, and latterly of

those of his Grace the Duke of Buccleuch at Dalkeith Palace,

begs to inform the nobility, and the proprietors of estates gene-

rally, that, in consequence of the numerous applications he_hns

been honoured with for Plans and superintendence of all kinds

of Garden Erections, Laying-out Grounds, the Management of

Woods and Plantations, and other matters connected with Rural'

Economy, he has made arrangements which will enable him to

dedicate his whole time and attention to these objects.

The, practical experience of upwards of 40 years, both in Great

Britain and on the Continent, and in a field of operation he

believes more extensive and varied than has fallen to the lot of

most individuals in his profession, will, he hopes, be sufficient

guarantee to those who may honour him with their commands-

that they will be executed efficiently.

C. M. would particularly direct the attention of the public to

his new and important improvements in Hothouse and Conserva-

tory Building, which he flatters himself will in all esses secure

economy, elegance, and fitness for the purpose, and of which,

examples can be referred to.

Address, Lugton, Dalkeith, N.B. After 1st of May, address

Newcome Villa, Murryfield, Edinburgh.

Printed by William Beadbort, of No. 13, Upper Wobur_Plfice, in the ParibH

of St. Pbdcthb. and Frederick Mullktt Evans, of No. 27, Victoria

Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret an.t St. John, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, m
the Precinct of WhitciriarE, in the City of London ; nu<) pubrnmed by them
at the Office, No. S. Charles Street, in the Parish of St.. Paul s. Coycnt

Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisements an'l Commum cation a

are to be Adde-sbed to tiis Editor,—Saiukdav, April 21, 1S_5-
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HOItTlCULTUItAL SOCIETV op LONDON.—
Tin' FI1WT SUMMER MEETING will tnko place a.

tlio Soclfty's lluaao, 21, Ke^ent Street, on TUESDAY, May 8
from 12 to G p.h, '

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
QAHDEN EXHIBITIONS.

The lust day on which Privileged Tickets can be obtained at
21, Kogent Street, upon tbo orders of Eellowd, at 3^. 6rf. each, is
the 00th.

Tho FIRST EXHIBITION of the Season will take place, by
permission of her Majiwty's Coniinissh.ners for the Great Exhi-
bition of 1851, hi the GROUNDS of GORE HOUSE, on WED-
NESPAY, M ay_16.

R"
OYAL'BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Pakk.—
TIib EXHIBITIONS of Plants, Flowkks, and Fhuit this

BOflson will take placo on WEDNESDAYS, May 9, June 13, and
July4; andof Ambmcah Plants, MONDAY, June 18.

Tickets of admission may be obtained at the Gardens only, by
orders from Fellows or Members of the Society—price on or
before May rub, isl j after that day 5s. each.

CRYSTAL PALACE.-HOO ; .,.71
f-E»*i*It is intended to hold a :, nrl Hoiticultui Ij

Mtion at the Paiacu on SATURDAY, Sie 2d of June next. The
Utiles and Schedules of Prizes are now ready, aud can be obtaiued
on application to the Secretary.

April 28. _ (Bv Ordnr.) G. Uuve, Socrotary.

EOYAL SOUTH LOiNDON FLORU TLTURAL
SOCIETY.—In the Advertisement of this Society, in the

last Number of this Journal, for THURSDAY, May 2d, rend
WEDNESDAY, May the 2d.

CHICHESTER HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The Summer Exhibition will take place on THURSDAY,

June 21st, in the Gardens of the Episcopal Palace. Schedules
may be had by application to the Secretary,

H. SlLTRRLOCK, Jim.

/BOUNTY OF GLOUCESTER AND CHELTEN-
V^ HAM ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The
First Exhibition of the season will take place on WEDNESDAY,
May 2d, at the Royal Old Wells.Cheltenliam.

Henry J. Cochrane, Secretary.
11, Colonnade, Cheltenham.

SPECIAL CONTRACTS.
SUTTON am> SONS u-fl prepared to maki Contract!

on v«- ry liberal torniR to Former* or others nq Irli

In coniilderahte riiiantltloe,

r I mi I-; FEilENNlAL u Hi I K ' l.'Ai.li. fbii
1 Clover Ii looludod In all Moure. Button'i ml

Permanent PaRturs, sod If Tory superior to thi ooi mon White
Ulovor; Ii y bo purchased separately, prlo I fW.pi

i nd.
A'l'ii'-M Bi Pros i*-; Sosi; BeedOrowei I i

ALSJKE CLOVF.R fTRIFOLIUM HYBRIDUM^.
SUTTON a,np» sons nave Borne pun genuine Seed

of Lit Id superior now OLOVEK, fflilcfc sul bd (bond nn
invaluable l'i vt il Plant.

_

MANGOLD WURZEL SEED.

PURCHASERS OF LARGE QUANTITIES will

in- treated liberally.—For prices apply (elating the quantity
reqitirr-d) to Sn s

- 8n ,Jived <l row urn, Id-fxHng,

SUTTON'S LARGE YELLOW OLOHE MAN-
GOLD WURZEL, I'ltf-M SSLBCTBD Rod ,

' IlAlshV.—
Seed i if this I'iim! Inr^*' Maiif,">ld W mzol may bn ol>talm

o( MuHsm. Sutton, pricu 1«. per lb., orSI. per cwt.; ptbei

cheaper. Early orders are requested and recommended, »« the
stock is limited.— Address,

.ii hi .
i i h>-. a- > . ,

' i'i ii ' ;'.'. -T . iin kg.

QPECIAL CONTRACTS FOR SEEDS.— Noblemen,
I O Clergymen, or Yeomen TtqyAting large quantities,

I

special contractu will he made, at a great reduction in

|

price, on application to

William E. Rknplb Ik Co.. Seed Merchants, Plymonth.

CLOVER SEEDS.
f> ENU1NE NEW CLOVER SEEDS can he liad

\~f at the lowest market p-iccs of JOHN SUTTON
& SONS, Seed Growers, Reading , Bbpks.

Morton's Yellow globe mangold.—
From Seed grown from the original stock of J. C.

Morton, Esq., the Editor of tlte Agricultural Gazette.
Is, 6d. per lb.

WILLIAM E.RENDLE&Co., Seed Merch ants, Plymouth.

WHITE UELGI AN CARHO T, 2s. per lh.}

or much cheaper hy the ciot.

WILLIAM E. RENDEE& Cq.,SekdM fi:i iiawts, Plymcmth.

K\ ^ H U E G U E R N S E Y PARSNIP.^
JL This is a large and superior sort, and can he strongly

recommended. The Siibstt'tbcrs hax& orted a
•

' from Guenwy, and lc s supply it at
2s. per lb.

WILLIAM E. REKDLE Sc Co.. S f.fp M '"

BOSSOM'S CHAMPION OF E ptLERY
THE finest Celery yet introduced, beautiluily white,

very crisp and solid, and withstands a greater amount
of frost than any other known variety,; it has been blanched
in the ground 3 feet.—To be obtained of T. T. Winstanlet,
Seedsman, 28, Market Place, Manchester, price 25. 6d. per
packet

;
prices to the trade on application.

SEEDS fO« THE FARM, CARRIAGE
| > I M ! '. PRICK t I

AOKIi i \;\\ HAL lilttl

\

W/M.UN i

ASS SEEDS.
' V, III. I.I.I. K -

GREAT NATIONAL EXHIBITION OF FLORAL AND
HORTICULTURAL PRODUCE.

rPHE CUMBERLAND FLORAL AND HORTI-
-1 CULTURAL SOCIETY OF CARLISLE will hold a
scrand EXHIBITION of FLOWERS, FRUITS, VEGE-
TABLES, &c, in spacious marquees and tents (engaged for the
purpose), on the 24th, 25th, and 26th of July (open to the United
Kingdom), adjoining to, and during the week of the Royal
Agricultural Society's Exhibition, when 200?. will be awarded
for Prizes.

Schedules of Prizes and every information may bo obtained
by applying to the Secretary, either personally or by letter. By
order of the Council, John Patterson, Secretary.

62, English Stree t, Carlisle.

WILLIAM MASTERS andSON,
Landscape Gardeners. Exotic Nursery, CanterbUrv,

"\\HLLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

Plans and Estimates furnished.

ROGERS'S AGRICULTURAL CULINARY and
FLOWER SEED DEPOT, GARDENERS' REGISTRY

OFFICE, &c, &c, Clock House, Chelsea.—All the new Flower
Seeds and everything rare and good supplied at reasonable prices .

BEDDING PLANTS.
JOHN HAYES, Florist, Faruham, Surrey, begs to

offer the above from Is. to -is., per doz., the latter end of May,
when the weather will permit. Catalogues sent on the receipt of
one postage stamp.

BEDDING PLANTS.
YyOOD and INGRAM are prepared to send out the
* * following, in fair proportions of each, strong and well

established Plants of the best standard varieties, at &s. per dozen,
package included :

—

Verbenas Senecio I Cineraria amelloides

Petunias I

Nierembergia Scarlet Geraniums
Chrysanthemum Salvias,

Ageraturns
|

porto hiteo &c. &c.
W. & L*s Spring Catalogue is now ready, and may be had on

application.— Nurseries, Huntingdon.

MAY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE is by
far the largest, sweetest, and crispest Lettuce known, in

proof of which wo possess numerous letters received from parties
whohnd it last season. The addresses of the writers can be had
on application. Only a few packets remaining at Is. each.

—

Hf^n

r

v May . the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire.

DWARF FRENCH BEANS can be had in any
quantity.—Apply to J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 1S1,

High Holbot o, London. ^^
ORANGE TREES.—A large number of different

sizes—amongst them are perhaps the finest young speci-

mens ever offered for sale in this country. The larger sizes are
particularly well shaped, with fine stems, and in perfect health,

and are well adapted for producing immediate effect in
conservatories.

Height of stem, IJ feet; diameter of head, 1 i feet.

2 „ „ „ li ,
3 ,. n n 2 „

„ ,i
4 „ „ „ 2* .,

Prices vary from 7s. 6rf. to 105s. each.

Hugh Low & Co., Clapton Nursery, London.

500,000 FLAT-POLE or DRUMHEAD CABBACE PLANTS.
T^HOMAS MOORE, Nursery and Seedsman, Fore

Street, Kingsbridge, Devon, begs to call attention to his
large Stock of CABBAGE PLANTS, which will be ready in

May and June. They are a superior late sort, and raised from
seed of his own saving.

SEED POTATOES.
/ OOD and INGRAM, Nurseries, Huntingdon,

having a few more than they want for their own planting,
offer the following varieties at the prices annexed for cash.

W
Per bushel.

Mitchell's Albion ... 5s. Qd.

Fortj-Fold 5
Allen's Early Kidney,
extra early 6

Jackson's Improved do. 6

Per bushel.
Lapstone Kidney ... 5s. M.
Chapman's ditto ... 5
Martin's Globe ... 5
British Queen, extra ... 6

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.-This excellent
variety is noiv planted here as_ the principal crop, being

more free from disease and more prolific than any other in culti-

vation. It Tras raised in Middleton, and may be had genuine in

any quantity at 5s. per bushel of 56 lbs.—Apply to Je-HX Hollaxd,
Bradshaiv Gardens, Middleton. near Manchester.

Post-otVieo Orders to be made payable at Middleton. Lancashire .

rpHE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATO.—Fine
-L medium-sized SEED of this celebrated varietv, warranted
trne. to be disposed of, at 5s. per bushel of 60 lbs., bags included.

A reduction will be made when a quantity is ordered.

Post-office orders to be made payable to Koeeet Dave>to^t,
Gardener and Seedsman, Union Street, Bury, Lancashire.
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NEW ANO RAPE PLANTS.

MESSRS. VEITCH OH re»f*ctfully announce
ih»t their iji.a' itiri i\ E I I
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RHODODENDRON CAI
\VILLIAM JACKSON AHD CO., Bedale, Y<
V T having a large stock

[
species, will supply fine busby pi

own root*, 9 inches high, 40f. per 10O, r ~

inches high, CO.. per 100, or 2.. 6i eac
v

planting season; afterwards do more will be HTerel
i prices. Not a leaf is be ipter.

CHOICE PANS I ES.

HART and NICKL1N, Florists. &c., Gui:

offer the following, the set for 12i. :- Boadicea. Elegastia-

Bima, France Cvcole, Sir J. Paxt.-n.C-'ns tat.:

Alfred the Great. Caroline. Svlvia, Sultan. Marchioness of Bath.

Eva, Ophir, Mr. Beck. Duke of Pertb, British Qneea, Eupbemia,
Adela, Blanche. Boyal Purple. Pompey. Lady Carrington, and
Lord Jeffrey.—Choice varieties. 4.t. t -

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.
TT-ILLIAM CH ATER begs to offer packets of seed,V consisting of 20 varieties, from bis ^

at 6a.; 12 varieties, 2s. 6A: and from good 1 >.

Superior Qnilled German and French A
mixed, Is. per packet: separate. 2a. Fine Quilled Africa.:. Mari-
golds, 6d. per packet.—Saffron W&lden Nurseries.

BANKS' SEEDLINCT FUCHSIAS.-1855.
(Fob Ful DEsc^.:rr:i >" see Foemet at -

:
- aaao

on Application).

TVT J. EPPS has mucti pleasure in stel

v V • above Fuchsias have been proved '

have been raised bv tiat celebrated gi - Deal-

Early orders are 'solicited. .

discount to the trade.—Bower Sure -
|

NEW SCARLET VERBEMA -MRS. WOODRCFFE-
ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO. are

out this fine r.ew VERBENA: partk

be seen in their adverusement in tie G-arj-: vidi oa

March 31. The usual discount to the Trade.

$j^"* This Verbena is the sax

. rrr.i—Pir.e-ar ile Place. Ecgware 1. -. :
••'. '

UCO.MBE, PlNCt a-nd CO. beg re*

announce that thev will be prepared to ccDzaeoce e

ont their new White Ccrolla'd Fuchsias Floret

and Galas-Jug r:

Violseflora-plena. on MONDAY, tl

orders intrusted to their care will receive their best attsadoc

Exeter N-rsery. E r

RITISH FERNS.—Good plants of British Ferns
includi-;: ;:— ^ : --

moderate :;^ru^. :. appllcatioa :: Mr. r^:~i: Post _~:v.
"atb-

IPOMCEA RUBRO C-ERULEA. — Seed of this

exceedingly beant:: - -

at a moderate price, all culriv;*: rs ::" f. ereez-

house or wall with warm aspect are advised

5, : . .

'::-' - -: d s-Tr'.^d :: Serdsr_^ i-l d^"-ir7^i-
oulv,"byG;.: : ; T. ::: .- - :: :-.: Street LrjodvB
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AGRICULTURAL SEEDS,
MEADOW S. PASTURE GRASSES, Xc.

PETER LAWSON and SON, of Edinburgh and

London, the Queen's Sffpsmex, Nurserymen, and Wood
Foresters; and to the Highland asd Agricultural Society

ov Scotland, beg to intimate to their English Customers and the

Public that they are now sending out FARM SEEDS of every

description, saved from genuine stocks, and for which they

respectfully solicit orders.

Also Garden Seeds, Flower Seeds, Garden Implements,

Draining Tools, and everything connected with their trade.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

London Branch, 27, Great George Street, "Westminster.

P. L. & S. are always able to recommend experienced Bailiffs.

Gardeners, and Foresters.

SUTTON'S LAWN CRASS SEEDS,
At tee Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

SUTTON and SONS have had the honour of supply-

ing to the Crystal Palace Company the Grass Seeds

ty which so many acres of Arable Zand have been con-

verted into the beautiful Pari: and Lawns, now so much
admired at Sydenham.
The following letter has been received, besides many others:

—

From Professor Lindley, Horticultural Society, 21, Regent Street,

London.—"We have already made trial of your Lawn Grass

Seeds, and it is only justice to say that they have proved the

best we have sown for many years."

Price Is. per lb. ; 2s. 6rf. per gallon ; or 20s. per bushel . Quan-
tity required for forming new Garden Lawns, 2$ bushels, or 50 Ibp.

A ddress John Sutton & Sons. Seed Growers. Reading. Berks .

" EVERCREEN GRASSES FOR CHURCHYARDS, ETC.
SUTTON and SONS have had the honour of supply-

ing many clergymen and others with Grass Seeds for

Churchyards and Cemeteries, which have given great satisfac-

tion. Price of Seed, Is. per lb., or 18s. per bushel.

From many similar letters we present the following:—

FromMr. C.Judd, Gardener to his Grace the Archbishop of
Canterbury.

"The Grass Seeds received from you succeeded admirably, and,

although sown late, the growth was such that we were enabled to

mow the churchyard in the autumn, and it has now the appear-

ance of an established lawn ofsome years standing ; my employer,
the Archbishop of Canterbuiy, is quite satisfied with its appear-
ance.—Addington Park, Jan. 7."

Address, John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers. Reading, Berks.

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDS.
SUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS FOR

IMPROVING OLD PASTURES.—Many old upland pas-
tures, parks, and meadows are nearly destitute of Clovers, and
the finer and more nutritious sorts of Grasses: in which case
these seeds should be sown early in the season, when the im-
provement in the pasture will be very great, and at a small
expense.
The following is similar to many other letters received from

former purchasers, showing the benefit derived from sowing
these seeds.

From Sir David Cuntnghame, Bart., "Wellesbounie, Warwick.
" T?ie meadotcs that were renovated with, your setds are looking

very well. I cut nearly two tons of hay to the acre, and three years
ago the same land hardly produced half a ton per acre."

Quantity of seed required, 8 to 12 lb. per acre. Price, 9d. pee
TOCND, CARRIAGE FREE.
Address John Sureox & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

THE PAMPAS CRASS "CYNERIUM ARCENTEUM."
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have a fine healthy

stock of this highly Ornamental Plant, well established in
pots, and fit to send out immediately. It is universally admitted
that few plants produce a more beautiful effect than this gigantic
Grass. See "Woodcut and description of it in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of November 4th, 1854. Sizes, prices, and all pirti-
culars may be had on application to Lucombe, Pince, & Co.,
Exeter Nursery, Exeter.— Established 1720.

/^.RASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PASTURE,
VJT 24s. to 30s. per acre.
IMPORTED ITALIAN RYE-GKASS.
FACET'S PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS.
LAWN GRASS SEED, Is. per lb.

TRUE PERENNIAL RED CLOVER, or COTV GRASS, lOd.
per lb.—Delivered carriage free.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Seed Growers, Gloucester, Seedsmen
to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

Established in the early part ot the 18th century.

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS!
GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their Mixtures of Grass
Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :—
Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,
heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
acre) 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.
to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old G rass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.
These Seeds are all new, and have all been properly cleaned

and their growing properties fully tested. Directions (or sowing
accompaov the seed.

G. G. and Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,
26. Dnwn Street, Piccadilly, London.

GRASS AMD AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the

Koyal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform their
friends and agriculturists generally that they are now prepared
to supply the undermentioned in any quantities required.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down laud to permanent
Pasture and Meadow; Irrigation or Water Meadow Mixtures;
Upland Sheep "Walk Mixtures; Park and Field Lawn Mixtures;
Benovating Mixtures for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, or Grass-
plot Mixtures; various Permanent Grass Seeds supplied sepa-
rately to order; Mixtures for one year's lay, do. for two or three
years' lay (commonly called " seeds ").

CLOVERS.—Red or broad leaved, white or Dutch, Red Suckling,
Alsike or Hybrid, Trefoil, Cow Grass or Perennial.

EYE-GRASSES.—Italian (very fine), Annual, improved Peren-
nial, and other kinds.

CARROTS.—Large "White Belgian, large field Altringham,
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Surrey.

PARSNIPS.—Gibbs' large Guernsey Cattle, common large.
MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orange or Yellow Globe,
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES.— Large Drumhead Cattle, Thousand headed.
TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swedes, Skirving's

Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid, Red-top Yellow Hybrid,
Globes or Rounds. Tankard's sorts, Kohl Rabi.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Gorse, Field Parsley, Rape, Seed

GA T> -Kv£r
Cy

- *°rts * Wheat sorts, Rve, Sainfoin, Tares, White Mustard,

theJ
S^&&fti#eet'

Peas
'
potat°es, and all other seeds for

^JhSiS^J^SP^ASD SLOWER SEEDS, including all
£»st approved varieties. Assortments made up

ThT
ll

\ S^*?*? VSS? £ar(lens -
or to any given amount.

.
j^nceo^ists -<^ boU Agricultural and Garden Seeds sent free

&£ «r^^T.-
,r

-%V!°T
TH

?
UA3 Gtbbs & Co -> Corner of Half-Moon street, Bicc^ilk-, London.

THE FORWARDEST TURNIP KNOWN.
CUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS' TURNIP
^ should now be sown for feeding off early. Excellent new
seed Is. 2d. per lb., 6s. per gallon, or 4'2s. per bushel. Mr T.

Hickman, of Brimptou House, near Newbury, in a letter dated

February 1, says :

—

" I must mention the Six Weeks'
1 Turnip as the lest sort I have

cr> r $••:!! for firhcst awl latest soxoings. I have grown them several

years, ami have hwa iatly found them to produce more teed in less

time than any otht.r Turnip. I have had them after Wheat of a

good size, within six weeksfrom the time of sowing."

N.B. Carriage free, except parrels under 20s. value.

Addro^, .1. SUTTON A- Sons. Sped Growers. Reading, Berks.

NEW EARLY SWEDE.
THE YELLOW TANKARD SWEDISH TURNIP

is valuable for early sowing instead of the common White
Tankard, tho root being equal in quality to the best Yellow
Swede, although the leaf is similar to a common Turnip. It is of

rapid growth, consequently adapted for the earliest and latest

sowings. Price 2s. per lb. Carriage Free, except very small

parcels. 2 lbs. -f seed per acre is sufficient.

Addres s, SUTTON & SONS, Seed Growers. Reading.

MANCOLD WURZEL AND SWEDE SEED.

JOHN SUTTON and SONS, Reading Berks, have
•' a fine stock of the best kinds of SWEDES, MANGOLD
WURZEL, and CARROT SEED, similar to those supplied

last t-eason, the prodnce of which gained Prizes at all the principal

Root Shows throughout the kingdom.
At the Annual Root Show held at Basingstoke, Hants, in

December, at which 16 prizes were awarded for root crops, 13

were gained with the produce of our seeds.

SMITIIFIELD CLUB.—CHRISTMAS SHOW.
We had the honour of exhibiting at the above show a stand

containing some of the finest Roots in the Bazaar, all grown from
our own seeds. The Editor of Belts Weeldy Messenger in his

report of the show says :

—

"At Messrs. Sutton's Stand the principal articles exhibited

were Sutton's Lincolnshire Red Globe Turnip, Sutton's Green
Topt Hybrid Turnip, Yellow Globe Mangold, and Ashcroft
Swedes, all of which were particularly fine."

A Priced List, with Hints on Cultivation, may be had postfree,

in return for two penny stamps.

RENDLE'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP.—
This is the most hardy variety in cultivation, and

has stood the late severe winter, in the most exposed situa-

tions, without the least injury. The Subscribers have

received scores of letters during the past month to confirm

this statement.

It is handsome in form. Small tap roots, will keep longer than
any other sort, and is altogether a most valuable variety.

It has been selected with much care for the last seven

years, and t7te present stoclc has been saved by growers of

the first respectability. Price 2s. per lb., or Is. 9d. per lb.

if talcen by the cwt. Wlioiesale Dealers can be supplied

with a few bushels.

For Description. Testimonials, and Engraving, see RENDLE'S
"FARMING PRICE CURRENT AND AGRICULTURAL
DIRECTORY."—Apply to William E. Kendle & Co., Seed
Merchants, Plymouth.

THE SEED
TURNIP SEEDS, &c.

TRADE.
Orange Globe Wurzel
Broccoli, of sorts

Fairbeard's Nonpareil Peas
Cole's Crystal White Celery.

Skirving's or Liverpool Swede
Laing's
White Globe Turnip
Green
Red Tankard
W. J. Epps can with confidence offer the above (not large quan-

tities), having been grown from the best selected stocks possible.

—Prices sent on application.
Seed Establishment, High Street. Maidstone, April 28.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED TURNIP SEEDS.
WSMtVIRG, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to

• acquaiut his friends and the public that he has fixed the
price of his TURNIP SEEDS for the season, as follows:

—

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP, at Is. 9rf.perlb

„ IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP YELLOW BUL-
LOCK TURNIP, at Is. 3d. per lb.

All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural seeds in general, of
the most select description, at moderate prices. A remittance, or
reference from unknown correspondents, is respectfully requested
to accompany orders. W. S. has no agent in town or country.

Liverpool, April, 1855.

SUPERB SHOW PANSIES.
JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
*J near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra
fine varieties, in stroDg, well rooted, autumn struck Plants, at

10s. the set, hamper, package, &c, included,

Argo (Paton & Small)
Adela (Turner)
Alfred the Great (Turner)
Boadicea (Fellowes) [ton)
Countess of Strathmore (Hamp-
Comiuander-in-Chief (Hooper)
Father Gavazzi (Holland)
Fearless (Schofield)

Great Western (Hooper)
Lady Emily (Downie & Laird)

Lady Carrington (Hunt)
Lord Jeffrey (Lightbody)
Mesmerist (Veitch)
Miss Talbot (Dickson & Co.)

Pandora (Hunt)
Rising Sun (Turner)
Sultan (Hooper)
Sir J. Paxton (Betteredge)
Thisbe (Hooper)
Victory (Schofield)

Older varieties, such as Fair Flora, France Cycole, Queen of
England, Duke of Perth, Rubens, Caroline, Ophir, Blue Perfec-
tion, Enphemia, &c. &c., 4s. per dozen, strong plants.

A few packets of very select Pansy Seed at Is. and 2s. per
packet. Priced and descriptive Catalogues now ready, and will

be forwarded on application. Post-office orders payable at
Middleton, Lancashire.

BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS.
"C1 and A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-
*- • mentioned is now ready, and may be had, post free, on
application :—Antirrhinums, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-
niums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, Chry-
santhemums, Mimulus, Salvias, Lobelias, &c. Climbers in variety,
also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse Plant*. They have
now in bloom Cytisus racemosus, Roses, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
spotted Calceolarias, Erica Hybrida, Cactus, Geraniums, &c.
The Trudf supplied.— Duhvich, Surrey. April 2S.

SEED POTATOES.
ALSTONE KIDNEY.—This is perfectly distinct

from any oilier Potato. It is an astonishing cropper,

and the tubers are of a large size. It keeps well, and is

goodflavoured, and is altogether an excellent and profit-

able variety. 2s. 6d. per peck, or 9s. per bushel.

PRINCE OF WALES.—This is an early round
white Potato, which, for a general crop, can be highly

recommended. It is a sort that gives the most complete

satisfaction to every one who soivs it. 2s. (id. per peck, or

9s. per bushel.

J. C. Wheeler & Sox, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucester-

shire Agricultural Society.

Established ln the early part of the 18th Century.

SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.
A GRICULTURAL SEEDS.—Landed Proprietors

, \ and Farmers who require large quantities of
Turnip, Mangold Wurzel, Carrot, or any other hinds of
Agricultural Seeds, will be supplied on the most liberal
terms—Apply to

William E Rexdlk & Co., Seed Merchants, Plymouth.
ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS OF THE FINEST
SELECTED STOCKS.—As the quantity of

Mangold, some of the Turnips, <fcc, are found not so
scarce on the market as was expected at the close of
harvest, we submit our present prices, in which, several
will be found lower than quoted in our Sp7'ing Catalogue.

Per lb.—s. d.

MangoldWm'zel,Long Red S
„ „ Long Yellow 1

„ „ Yellow Globe S
„ „ Red Globe ... 9

Carrot.LongWhite Belgian 2
Turnips, fine Purple Top 1 9
„ fine Green Top ... 1 9
„ Skirving's 1 9
„ Laing's Purple Top 1

„ NorfolkWhite Round 9
„ „ Green Round 9
„ LincolnshireRedGlobe 1 2
„ Pomeranian "White

Globe 1 2

Per lb.—8.

Turnip White Decanter, or
Norfolk Bell ... 1 2

„ Green Barach ... 1 2
„ White Tankard ... 10
„ Red Tankard ... 10
„ Yellow Tankard ... 2
„ Orange Jelly ... 1 4
,. Purple Top Bullock 1

Cabbage, large Drumhead 2 6
„ Kohl Rabi ... 2 6

Lucerne 1

Furze or Gorse 1
Al.sike Clover 2
Bokhara Clover 2 6

PERMANENT PASTURE and OTHER GRASSES.—Our
Mixtures for Permanent Pastures will be found equal to any
which are supplied. Prices per acre, according to the nature of
the soil, 24s. ro 34,?. Wholesale Prices of Grasses and other Seeds
to the trade on application.

Finest M ixed Lawn Grasses, per lb. Is., or 45. 6d. per peck.
llST" Goons Carriage Free (not under 20s.) to all the London

termini, or any station on the Colchester and Norwich line.

BASS and BROWN, Seed Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
JOHN SHARPE (late of Sleaford), Seed Grower
*-J and Merchant, Bardney, embraces the earliest opportunity
of tendering thanks for the extended patronage conferred upon
him at Sleaford, in the branches of Nursery Seedsman and
Merchant; he trusts the same assiduity will meet a continuance
of those favours. He intends connecting with the Seed Trade
the Growing, thereby dispensing with all doubt as to genuineness
of article.

J. S. is now sending out, of the purest and best selected stocks,
Permanent Grass Mixtures, 20s. per acre; Upland Sheep Walk,
20s. per acre; Field or Lawn Mixtures, 9d. per lb. Improving
Mixtures for old Swards.
CLOVERS.—Red, English, Dutch, Genrfan, French, 6s. to 3s.

per stone; White, 8s. to 10s. per stone; Italian Rye-grass, fine,

imported, 6s. to 7s. per bushel; Perennial Rye-grass, 25s. to 35s.
per quarter ; Mangold Wurzel, Bd. per lb., or 7s. per stone.
TURNIPS.—Skirving's and Purple-top Swedes, transplanted,

and of the purest characters, Is. 3d. per lb., or 60s. per bushel of
50 lbs.; White Globe or Round, Sd. per lb., or 30s. per bushel of
50 lbs.; Green Globe or Barrel, 8d. per lb.; White and Red
Tankards, Lincolnshire Red Globe or Round, Early Sixweeks,
Yellow Aberdeen, Orange Jelly, and other yellow-fleshed kinds.
Rape Seed or Cabbage Cole, 3s. Gd. per peck, or 12s. per bushel.
White Mustard, Spring Tares, &c.
For quantities, Purchasers treated with liberality.

Bardney Hall, near Lincoln, April, 1855.

F A R~M S EEDS.
Vy DRUMMOND and SONS have implicit con-

• fidence in recommending the following Seeds:—
PERENNIAL RYE-GRASS, from the most select growths, and

perfectly clean
PTALIAN RYE-GRASS, direct from Lombardy, and through
the same gentleman in that country who has for several years
been employed by ns in collecting those fine parcels which
have hitherto given so much satisfaction to our customers.

GRASSES FOR PERMANENT PASTURE.—Having been
among the first to recommend the use of the Natural Grasses
in the formation of Permanent Pasture, the subject has occupied
a large share of our attention. We have carefully noted the species
composing the best Natural Pastures, and the results of combina-
tions in cxdture under varied circumstances of soil and situation

;

and, as the result of our observations, as well as from the great
satisfaction our selections have given, we feel warranted in recom-
mending, in addition to the Grasses usually sown, a variety of such
species as are known, not only to yield the greatest bulk' of herbage,
but the largest amount of milking and feeding properties, varying
those species, and the proportions of each, according to the nature
of the land to be laid down. From the increased demand, we are.
enabled to charge a lower price than formerly. An excellent
assortment, and allowing a liberal supply of Seeds, may be had
at from 24s. to 26s. per statute acre.

TURNIP, in all the leading varieties, saved by ourselves from
full-formed Bulbs.

VETCHES (or TARES), large broad-leaved, a very superior sort.
Priced Lists of the above, with every other description of Farm

Seeds, may be had post free on application.
Free Delivery— All Parcels of Seeds above 27. value (with

the exception of Grain and Vetches), delivered free in London,
Liverpool, Hull, Newcastle, Belfast, Londonderry, Aberdeen,
Inverness, and to all the Stations along the Lines of the Cale-
donian and North British Railways, &c.
W. Drummond & Sons, Seed and Implement Warehouse,

tirling, N.B.

ASTANSFIELD and SON beg to offer the
• following:

—

1000 species and varieties of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants at
4s. per dozen, or 30s. per 100.

500 species and varieties adapted for Rockwork at 4s. per dozen.
200 species and varieties of Hardy Greenhouse and Stove Ferns
and Lycopods, at from 6s. per dozen, and upwards.

Verbenas, Fuchsias, Geraniums, and other Bedding Plants, at
from 3s. 6d. per dozen. Catalogues on application.

•»* 100 bushels of selected Fluke Potatoes at 4s. 6d. per bushel
of 56 lbs. Dean's Seedling Fluke at 3s. 6d. per stone of 14 lbs.

Vale Gardens, Todmorten, Lancashire.—April 28.

t^LOWEk SEJbDS.—We have selected out of our
F large' collection of Flower Seeds the most beautiful and
showy varieties, each sort distinct in colour, and calculated to

produce a fine effect when planted out in beds or groups in the
flower border. We have had each variety distinctly marked
with the Botanical and English name, height, time of flowering,

colour of the flower, manner of growing, whether erect or trailing,

&c, the time it should be sown, and other valuable hints as to

its cultivation. In selecting these varieties we have been careful

to exclude all which are shy bloomers or have an insignificant

appearance, so that the collections will comprise only those which
are really showy and handsome, and which we believe would
prove to the entire satisfaction of any lady or gentleman who
might be disposed to order them. The German Stocks and Asters-
especially are most superb. The Collections will be sent free by
post to any part of the kingdom at the following prices :

—

20 extra fine varieties, all distinct and beautiful ... 5s. 0d.

50 do. do. ... 10s. 6d..

100 do. do. ... 20s. Od.

J. C. Wheeler & Son, Nurserymen and Seed Growers,
Gloucester, Seedsmen to the Gloucestershire Agricultural Society

Established in the early part of the ISte Century.
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IJolcmi 'h Eliza ... ... 8«.6rf.

if Empress ... 5

Glowworm ... 3 (!

Fostoi' h Lucy ... ... 5

Purnlo Pcrfot lion r,

Tnrnoi 'sPllot ... ... 3 6

'ESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS
embrace tills medium of nnnounciTia tlmt llieywUI com

monco Bonding out n <i first ffcok In M»y tno annexed thraa now

ERICAS, which ilif-y can with Lite greatuNl confidence reeom

mend, and which will doubtlow) be an universally admired nn the

Hnrttt hitherto Introduced by thorn-, among which may bo named

CavondlHhl, [a»minlflora, Havtnolll, Vontrleosa sunorba, muta*

WIIh, tortulroiWa, Tricolor elegana, Bprongoll.

ERICA /PMVtA, ThlH In a vary braimfm bybrld in tlio

Erica Maasonl section, of a fino bright orlmflon colour, after ilia

Htylo of Erica arlatata, biitvory much higher Incolour; altogotbo]

thin in a very dlstlnel variety. 21*.

ERICA KXIMIA SUPERBA.—Thlfl variety may roally bo

iiiii.1 to bo threo times as lino as the poronl wliose name It beam;

H is a very compaflt grower and excelIon t habit, with lubulai

blossoms of a flery scarlot colour. This charming varlolj obtained

the First Seedling Prtao at the Royal Botanlo Garden ,ltiti'2

31*. <W.

ERICA PAXTONI,—A very distinct variety, obtained by

hybrldlHliiff Krlca Iliirtiiiilll with KrloaMnBHOnl. It bid om In

very largo whorls, of a soft rod colour. This vavloty will b« vi ry

useful for autumnal exhibition purposes, as It blossoms from

July to October 21,

The Sot of the abovo namofl Ericas three guineas.

Tlio following choice and new Plants-can bo soon In blossom
jit the NurHerlus: -

Brassia olnnamomoum (now), I
Cyprlpefllum Lowl Care).

Cattloya Aelandlro (rare). Odontoglosmim pencatorlijfnowY

„ lanililna (now). „ hastllablum (raro),

Willi several Orchids equally rare.

Tlio Nurseries, Tooting, [jondon.

GERANIUMS.
BASS and BROWN have the following to of&r,

strong and hoalthy plants, well established for a flno and

abundant bloom. For dottonpttvo list boo their autumn Untnloj uo.

The following 12 Svpcrb New Show Varieties of last

season for 40tf., or separately as priced.

Tumor's Duohossof W o\

Itagton 5s. od.

Topping's Emily Rival 8

lioylo'H KeguIiH 5

„ Virginia ... 5

,, Carlos 5

;,
Tamborllk ... S

The following 20 flrst-mie Varieties, of prevmis date,

for 30s., or any \2for 21s.

Admiral, Alblra, Ambassador, Astren, Butterfly, Eleanor,

Exhibit-']-, Gawymede, Harriet, Jupiter, Kulla, Lagonin,

Luonora, National, Novolty, Optlmus, Portia, Queen of May,
Rachel, and Rnbeacons.

The following 20 fust-rate older Varieties for 15s.,

or any 12 for 12s.

Alderman, Commissioner, EHso
(

Enchantress, Field Marshal,

Plying Dutchman, Gem, Medns, Mocbanna, Magnificent, May
Queen, Nepauleso Prince, Nandee, Prince Arthur, Painter Im-
proved, Rosa, Rowena, Rubens, Villngo Maid, and Virgin Queen.

FANCY GERANIUM?.
Tlio following 12 beautiful varieties for 9s.:—Bishop of Win-

chester, Caliban, Extravaganza, Jehu Improved, Lady Downs,
Magnifica, Mnzeppa Superbe, Neeree, Odoratissima grandiflora,

Qdorata Superba, Statlaski, and Superba,

GLOXINIAS.
Tho following set of 11 new varieties of last season arc very

fine, and may be had for 33s., or separately 3s. 6(7. each :

—

Duke of Wellington, rich velvety scarlot of stout substance,
throat shaded with violet, and slightly spotted with white.

Eleanor, pure white, blotched with rose, and purple shade.
Elegantissima, French white of great substance, pale lavender

centre, spotted with bnft'.

Erecta Magnifica, fine white, with blue throat , habit of Fyfiana.
Eugenie, rosy pink, centre creamy white, spotted with rose.

Exquisite (Henderson's), pure white, with broad belt of puce,
throat creamy white, spotted with puce.

Grand Sultan, a fine Continental variety.
Lady Franklin, extra large rose, stout and robust, shading off to

pink, slightly spotted white in the throat.
Magnet, clear rose, with blotch of purple in the throat, large and

fine form.
Prince of Wales, white, shading off to lavender.
Sir C. Napier, deep rosy crimson, throat blotched with intense

rose, dwarf habit.

The following 12 superb vars. for 20s.:—Belle Clymeno,
Duchess dc Brabant, Dr, Flancheon, Grandis, Hogoveeu, Impe-
rialis, Leonie Van Houtte, Petoiana, Princesse de Lamballe,
"Victoria Regia, Wilsonia, and Wortleyana.

ACHIMENES.
The following threo very beautiful new varieties may be bad

-for 17s. Gd :—
Madame Rendatler, a fine largo purplish lilac, with yel-

lowish white throat 5s. Od.

Picturata, brilliant rose colour, flowers of the form of mul-
tiflora, with darker spots, exceedingly handsome ... 5

Gigantea, a novelty beyond comparison, resembling Picta,

but twice as largo and brighter colours, very free and
keeping in flower several months 10 6
Twelve Superb Varieties for 10s., including Louis Van Houtte,

Mr. Apnrpart, Cerito, &c.; 12 fine older vars. for Gs.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 50 fine and select species
and varieties

„ ,, 50 do. do., best selection
STOVE PLANTS, 50 superb and select specirs and vars
HERBACEOUS PLAINTS, 100 fine and distinct vars.

„ ,, 100, including newer „
ROCK PLANTS. 25 fine varieties
DELPHINIUMS, 12 in. 6 fine varieties

,, very fine seedlings of splendid
mixed colours, per 100 110

DIANTHUS ATRORUBENS, splendid dark crimson
for bedding, per doz 6

DIANTHUS SPLENDENS, rich bright crimson,
for ditto, per doz. 5

POTENTILLAS, 12 fine varieties, 9s.; 12 extra fine ... IS

„ splendid mixed seedlings, per doz ... 9

,, 5 best new varieties — King of
Crimson, Sudbury Gem, Theodore, Shylock, and
Julia, for 1 10

ROCK C1STUS, dwarf, 24 beautiful vars., very distinct 15
PHLOX. 25 fine vars., 9s.; 25 beautiful newer vars. 12 6
RENTSTEMONS-Grandis, fine blue, improvement on

Atrocoiiulea, and a fine bedding plant, per doz. 15
.,, Magnitlora, extra large dark red, 2s. 6<*.; per doz. 24
„ Azureum (true), a fine dwarf blue, per doz. ... 7 6

Ovatum, light blue, abundant blcomer, per doz. 6
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Primula involucrata, most lovely white, per doz." ... 9
Viola arborea, 6s. per doz. ; alba', per doz. 6

„ Neapolitan 65. „ Russian „ 4
lierberis Darwini

(
per doz 15

Prconia papaveracea, strong ... ... Is. Gd. to 2 6
.Hardy Climbing Plants, 12 fine vars 9,-\ to IS
Roses, Tea-scented and China, in pots, 12 fine vars. 12
Wood's New Duchess of Norfolk, Hy. perpetual, each... a

C-oods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,
fend all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.
Plants added gratis with orders of 405. and upwards.
COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny

stamps, or the Spring Catalogues alone for three penny >tamps,
or gratis to our customers who may not have received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Abilnrmeriii ncutlfolla ...

A noi , Binglo Poppy,
flno mixed 6

Auricula ulplnl, from fino

named varieties . ... 1

Azalea, from Bin il I In od
bouse v,n letios 1

Cinomrla, from very suporb
varieties 2 6

Coin!a arcturufi o <J

Goranlum, from now florist

Varieties,, 12 seeds ... 2 6

„ from finest oldor do.,

12 Bccds .. ... 1

,, do. fancy do., 12 Heeds 1

Linnm gnmdUlonini, true . 1

A remittance to accompany all orders from unknown corre-
spondents.—Nurseries, "WeHterham, Kent.

Lychnis ful [Ons
Mandi villa ouaveolei
Nloroml . dbj

rosea
Potnnln ,

ii' r.i I'M.- .i vara. .

Polyan I
! n, from

snowy varieties for bor-
dtra, &c

I »". flnii ml ^ii

Do. from flno i

Saponai la calabi lea

Verbena teucrioldes ...

„ venoHii

„ mixed, from finest
named varieties i

Zinnia eleganscocclnee

I'Muiv, from 100
i

i
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MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
CHOICE PLANTS, Ac, which they will forward I

part :— s. d.

Andromeda Horibnnda, per dozen' 12«. to 18
25 Azaleas, new hardy ltelgian varieties, one of a sort, by

name on their own roots 20
26 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do. 16

Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen ... 6
25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white and rose ... 12

Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per doz. 12
New Yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each 3s. 6d. to 6

G Pine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort, in pots 10
• Wistaria sinensis, stipng plants, in pots, each 3
12 Hardy Climbers, of sorts, in pots 12

Fine climbing Roses, of sorts, per dozen, in pots ... s
Bourbon Roses, budded, 1 ft., fine for beds or edgings, do. 10
Fitz-Roya,Saxe-Gotha?a,Cephalotnxus, Libocedrus, each 5
Welling tonia gigantea, and other choice and cheap
hardy Coniferte (see list).

Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 ft., well grown, per doz., 12s. to 18
Greenhouse Azaleas, choice varieties, per dozen 12s. to IS

6 New Achimenes, and 6 Gloxinias 10
50 choice Greenhouse plants, one of a sort 45

Orcbiden Plants, beautiful species, by name, per dozen 40
21 choice Ericas, one of a sort 16
21 choice Fuchsias, fine proved varieties 12
6 Tree Carnations, choice sorts 6
Verbenas and Petunias, best sorts, per dozen 4
Calceolarias nud Cineraiias, in flower, per dozen. 9s. to 12
Fancy Geraniums, best sorts per doz. 15
First Class Carnations and Picotccs ,, 10
First-rate sorts of choice Pinks „ 6

25 choice Pansies, one of a sort 10
25 choice hardy Herbaceous Plants, named 10

Pentstemons, Lobelias, new Phloxes and Potentillas,per
dozen 6

Dahlias, the best fancy and show sorts, per dozen ... 12
Choice Flower Seeds, 20 papers, 5s.

; 45 ditto, 10s. Free by post.

Conservatories, Greenhouses, and Gardens furnished on mode-
rale terms.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—April 2S.
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"' NEW STRAWBERRY-CAROLINA SUPERBA.
[AMES KITLEY begs to inform bia fr>

'' public thai i

Strait berry, the qualities of which have b.ny
It p excellent i'.:r.

the Brftlab Queen, with all il

of plant, d--

:

tend to make it a general fftTonrite. It «m *-

Cbiswlck Hen I Exhibition, and -
I

rfct-elaai

CerliGcate.—See Gard>nrr* Ckrontde, July 15, lfiM-

hr. I lion.

"J. K., the Strawberry which yon have named I

Superba partakes of the flavour of the old '

the fruit was bmffted by carriage. K that the pftpc which
accompanied the Strawberries wa* aatorated »li

this juice dri'd on the paper like hyrnp — swtei

glossy, and brownish coU-nred. Strawberry jnice r

possess these pr'ip'-rti'/s."— See Gccrdt

The undermentioned gentlemen having had opy^rtoniUt* of
seeing it growing, and also tasting the fruit, have kindly per-

mitted their Testimonals to be placed before the public:

—

" Your Carolina Superba Strawberry, which 1 *aw la»t «mnner
in bearing, appeared a very hardy and productive kind, wilb the
flavour of the old Carolina, and will prove an acquisition to ihlJ

class of fruit.

"John Spbxceb, Marquis of Lanfidow-
" I feel much pleasure in gi

Strawberry, Carolina Superba. Ilavingbad -

_ it growing and tasting the fruit, J

good habit, sbcrt foliage and fruit-stem. In fur-

know none that will surpass it; and feel a-

credit, and give satisfaction to all who may purchase i*.

• Jamba V rth."'

"The Seedling Strawbeny, named Carolina Superba, tl

in fruit in your nursery last season, appeared to me to bt

class variety of d^arf foliage, a profu»« bearer, and Aavoor
excellent. I have no doubt it will give the greatest satisfaction

to all who may posses
'• D. Em.EE, "Widccmbe H

Strong well-rooted PLANTS are now ready, at 3L pez I

per dozen, or 125. free by Po*t.

Lyncombe Tale Nursery, Bath.

To Farmers, Potato Growers, and Others.

JACKSON'S PATENT PEEPAEATION
FOR

PRESERVING POTATOES, WHEAT, AND OTHER SEEDS
From DISEASE, tlic RAVAGES of the SLUG, GRUB, and Trir.EWOKM", in addition to -which the CROPS u
forward in HEALTH and VIGOUR, and Ihe yield is greatly increased, in proof of which the following extracts are given
from numerous letters received by Sir. Jacksox.

EXTRACTS
" One of the fields of this farm, the property of Mrs. STaxBtniT,

wa3 planted with Regents Potatoes in April last, some of which
were prepared by you. The result now is, that the whole of the
crop from the unprepared sets is thoroughly diseased, and hardly
worth the trouble of taking up ; while those raised by the side of
them from the prepared sets are not only in a beautiful state of
preservation from the disease, but the produce is much greater,

—

the Potatoes are more numerous than the others; indeed, if there
were no such thing as the disease to be feared, it would be worth
the trouble and expense of preparing the sots by your process,
even for the sake of the improved crops. I shall certainly, for

slightest appe-arance of any disease aracBzr" -
large equal size and very prolific There were
pared Kidneys planted "in the same parch, and a gn-*i deal of

them are not fit for use. at least a third part are dis<

hope Mr. Jacks SS may be wic-. 7 -

great boon.—I am, &<u,

" Kildrnmmy Castle, Aberdeenshirt. I

"lam very much pleased with Q
have made with your Prepared Potatoes:

the future, prepare all my Potatoes for seed by your process; and without any manure, in ground where for several y

intend to adopt it for preserving my "Wheat from the Smut.
"G. B. Baxter.

" Belmont Farm, Eltham, Kent, August 2S, 1S54."

" Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B.. Marlee House, Blairgowrie.
" Sib,—I have received your rote of the 16th. The Potatoes

that came here from England, prepared by Mr. Jacksos,
were planted in a piece of new ground, and accordii c

directions sent by him along with them as to distance between
the plants, &c They came up well, with strong be.'Utby stems;
we have now taken the whole crop up, 3ud there is not the

hardlv had a sound Potato, and I now find :

from disease, and in a very fine condition : '

same sort, unprepared, which were plantec one, and.

nest to them, are dise&E n ~7 * "r^?.

"Tbe Potatoes from the Prepared Seed were s? re^jartebly

good that I was induced to wt :

astonishment, that they were as 300 to_150 oS r about

25 per cent, in :'..

•• T. Acsn maad Seedsman.

"Blackheath. Kent. -

Sold by Messrs. Chaklwoop & Cuincrcs, Seedsmen, Covent Garden; and Jobs Kkbsaw, Seedsi

Covent Garden; all Seedsmen and Chemists; and at the Patentee's. IS. Cannon Street, London Bricge, in F:. oe, Two,

Tbr or Four Pounds, or in Bulk for the use of Farmers and Potato Growers.
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NEW AND FIRST-RATE PLANTS.

MITCHELL and CO., having an extensive stock of

the following plants, beg most respectfully to inform the

Floricultural public that they are now prepared to supply on and

after the 1st of May good healthy bushy plants, which cannot

fail to give satisfaction to any purchaser.

GERANIUMS sent out last season in 4S-sized pots, good

blooming plants, 25s. per dozen, or the whole Collection, 45s„

consisting of Foster's Attraction, Cloth of Gold, Carlos, Rosa,

Lucv, Rhoda, Purple Perfection, Sunrise. Lady Bird, Duchess of

"Wellington, Pilot, Lord Hardinge, Mogul. Splendidum, Hoyles

Regalia, Carlos, Virginia, Governor-General, Zeno, Mary, Rival

Queen, Majestic, Indian Chief, Tumberlik, Sanspareil, Eugenic

;

or smaller well-established plants, in GO-pots, 18s. per dozen
;
or

the whole Collection for 32s. All the best varieties ot the previous

season, good blooming plants. 12s. per dozen, or two dozen for 20s.

FANCY VARIETIES of last Season, strongly recommended

as being very superior; the whole Collection for 30s., or any 12

for 21s., good strong plants: Loveljness, Bourne Lassie, Formo-

siana, Ladv Hume Campbell, Ramosa, Lady Maiy Labouchere,

Argus Ocean Queen, Odoratissima punctata, Constance, Madame
Sontag, Lady Alice Peel, BartletU's Dandy, Figaro, and Eminent.

FUCHSIAS.—The best Show Flowers, consisting of Clio,

Duke of Wellington, Duchess of Lancaster, Queen of Hanover,

Elepans, Fanny Webb, Splendens,, Macbeth, Monteith, Omega,

Magoifica, Monarch, Telegraph, Vanguard; good established

plants, Gs. per doz^n.

TREE OR WINTER FLOWERING CARNATION.—Our
immense stock of this beautiful flower stands unrivalled iu the

Trade
;
good strong plants, our own selection, 6s. and 9s. per

dozen.
PENTSTEMONS.—The following r.ew and distinct varieties,

9s. per dozen, strong plants:—Magniflora, Campanulatus, Pur-

pnreus, Hybrida, Superbum, Grandis, Formosa, Azureum, Atro-

cffinileus, Speciosum.
BOUVARDIAS.—The following sis distinct varieties are

offered at 9s. per dozen : — Jaquini, Levigata, Aurantiaca,

Splendens, Angustifolia, Hartelli.

Eocvabdia Losgifloba. — The true white flowering sweet-

scented vnrietv. is. 6d. each.
PETUNIAS.—The 12 new and distinct varieties for 6s. per

dozen : — Napoleon III., Elizabeth, Lady Tournor, Camoens,

Pourpre, Royale, Queen of Roses, Cretia, La Reine, Rotundia,

Souvenir de Majorlin, Rachen von Thuvingen.
PINKS, consisting of Turner's Eragg's best Show Flowers, 4s.

and 6s. per dozen; True Crimson Cloves, 6s. per dozen, good

plants in pots ; Prince of Denmark, fine scarlet Clove, 6s. per doz.

Geranium Flower of the Day, 6s. and 9s. per dozen.

Lysimachia Leschenaultia, 2s. 6d. each, or ISs. per dozen.

Hydrangea japonica variegata, 2s. each, or ISs. per dozen.

Alonso Warcsewiczii, first-rate newplant for bedding, 9s. p. doz.

Heliotrope Beauty of the Boudoir, very fine, Is. 6d. each, 12s. doz.

GLOXINIAS.—The following If first-rate varieties for 21s.,

viz.:—Amabilis, Duke of Wellington, Repandens, Franki, Jnshti,

Irapernlis, Black Prince, Josephine Beaubarnais, La plus Belle,

Pulcherrima, Leonie Van Houtte, and Marie Van Houtte.
DAHLIAS.—The new varieties of last eeason, our own selec-

tion, 9s. per dozen
;
good show varieties of older date, 4s. to Ss.

per dozen.
VERBENAS.— The new varieties of 1854, 4s. per dozen, or six

dozen for 21s.

The following collection are first-rate bedding varieties of

Scarlets, 6s. per dozen— Boule de Neige, Bishopstowe, Com-
mander-in-Chief, Kingsbury Pet, Miss Emily Field, Skeltoci,

Trentham Rose, &c.
' Shrubby Calceolarias, superior collection, 4s. per dozen, strong
plants.

Phlox, General Radetsky, beautifully shaped variety, 6s.

per dozen.
Phlox, herbaceous, consisting of the best varieties, 6s. per doz.

Delphiniums grandiflorum and Barlowi, 4s. per dozen.

Post Office Orders are most respectfully solicited from unknown
correspondents, made payable to J. Fairbrotbeb.

••* Carriage paid to London, or any Station on the London
and South Coast Railway, on all parcels of 20s. and upwards,
with plants gratis to compensate for longer distances.

Bristol Nurseries, Kemp Town, Brighton.

GEORGE SMITH has much pleasure in offering the
undermentioned strong Plants, which he is now sending

out, and feels great confidence iu recommending them as
possessing first-rate qualities :

—

VERBENAS.
BOULE DE FEU (Young), bright orange scarlet, with con-

spicuous lemon eye; pip large, of fine form, compact truss, of good
size, the habit excellent, a most profuse bloomer, the finest

scarlet ever offered. First class certificates at the National,

Royal South London and North London Floricultural Societies.

LORD RAGLAN (Banks), crimson scarlet, large lemon eye, pip
and truss large, of fine form. This will be found a noble variety.

EMPRESS (Smith), pure white, with conspicuous rosy purple
centre, pip and truss large, smooth and compact. One of the
very finest of the light varieties.

MRS. M'NIEL (Smith), brilliant rose with large lemon eye,
truss and pip large, of exquiaite form, and very beautiful. In the
style of Beauty of Hornsey.

VIOLACEA (Smith\ intense violet, with a very conspicuous
large white eye, pip and truss large, of good form. This flower
will be found most remarkable and beautiful, either for bedding
or exhibition. It is something in the way of M. Paquin, with the
colour much more intense, and a fine free grower.

S1LISTRIA (Smith), pale lilac, shaded with rose, very large
and compact. First class at the Royal South London Horticul-
tural Society. The set of 6ix for 24s., or 5s. per plant.

FUCHSIAS.
The following four Fuchsias are fine Bhow flowers, plants of

good growth, and very free blooming kinds that must be grown
in all good collections :

—

OMER PASHA (Smith), tube short and stout, sepals well re-
flexed, of bright waxy crimson scarlet, corolla deep violet purple,
large, of good shape, fine habit, free in growth and profuse
bloomer. A fine plant for exhibition. 7s. 6d.

ORLANDO (Smith), dark tube and sepals reflexed, with an
intense dark corolla. 3s. 6d.

CORONET (Smith), white tube and sepala, corolla violet, good
shape, very free. 3s. 6d.

NIMROD (Smith), white tube and 6epals, corolla light purple,
good form. Plant ofstrong growth, and a very free bloomer. Zs.6d.

SCARLET GERANIUMS.
BEAUTY OF COMB BANK, intense scarlet, eye white, pips

large and circular, truss very large, dwarf habit, with horseshoe
foliage. A first class bedding variety. 6s.

CHEPSTEAD BEAUTY, fiery crimson scarlet, extra large
and fine, foliage very beautiful, habit dwarf, and free bloomer.
One of the finest scarlet Geraniums ever offered. 5s.

CERITO, salmon rose, truss and pip large. A novel and
pleasing variety. Was exhibited at the National Floricultural
Society, where the judges would have awarded it a first class
certificate had the plant been exhibited. 5s.

PETUNIA.
SINGULARITY (Smith), a novel and striking variety, corolla

two-thirds downward bright green, throat rose, flower extra large,
he habit of Prince Albert, a pleasing variety. 5s.

Choice Verbena Seed, 2s. 6d. per packet.A Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of first-class Verbenas,
Geraniums, Fuchsias, Hollyhocks, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums,
ana Petunias, will be forwarded in exchange for one stamp

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

SUPER8 SHOW CARNATIONS, PICOTEES, PINKS,
PANSIES, ETC.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
" near Manchester, is now sending out choice selections of the

above, in strong wellmntfd plants, package, &c, included.

25 pairs of Show CARNATIONS iu 25 different vara. £10
25 pairs of PICOTEES do. do.... 1C0
25 pairs of PINKS do. do.... 10
25 fine show PANSIES, in 25 distinct varieties ... 12
AURICULAS. ALPINES, POLYANTHUSES, &c. Extra

fine selected PANSY SEED, Is. and 2s. per packet. Priced and
Descriptive Catalogues are now ready, and maybe had for one
postage stamp. Post office orders to be made payable at

Middleton, Lancashire.
The FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO, TRUE, 5s. per bushel of

56 lbs. ,^___

H'
NORTH AMERICAN HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
UGH LOW and CO. have to offer the under-
named, which are all in a very healthy condition. The

Trilliums are now in flower, and several others will flower during
spring—the Cypripedium and Viola palmata now showing
flower buds. Amongst the plants now offered will be found
many varieties, and attention is particularly called to the

Sarracenies, which are strong and vigorous, imported, during
the past winter direct from their native localities.

d.
'

Asplenium acrostichoides . 2 G

„ ebaneum ... 2 6

„ rhizophyllum . 2 6
Aspidium intermedium ... 2 6

Asclepias, white flowering . 2 6
Calopogon pulchellum ... 1

Cypripedium humile ... 1 6

DionseaMuscipula(FIy-trap}3 6
Gentiana, new species ... 3 6
Habenaria fimbriata ... 1 6
Lilium Philadelphicum ... 2 6
Mimulus, blue flowering ... 2 6

d.

Onoclea ohtusiloba 2 6
Parnassia Caroliniana ... 1 6
Polypodium Virginicum ... 2 6
Sarracenia flava ... \ ttlW 2 6

,,
purpurea! « g "£ 1 6

„ rubra .. f ci^ 2 6

„ variolarisj wft 2 6
Trillium grandiflorum ... 1 6

„ pnrpureum ... 1 6

Viola palmata 1

Woodsia, species from Vir-
ginia 3 6

Clapton Nursery, London, April 28.

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends

and the public that his New Spring Catalogue containing
Descriptive and Priced Lists of the following:

—

Exotic Oichida
Ferns— stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
Geraniums—show,fancy,scarlet,

variegated, and hybrid bid-
ding varieties

Chrysanthemums—large flower-

ed, and Pompone varieties

Pelunias
Antirrhinums

Is now ready and can he

Roses in pots [varieties
Dahlias — show and fancy
Fuchsias
Solaginillas or Lycopodiums
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding varieties
Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

&c, &c.
ad Post-free on application.

PATTERSON'S SCARLET NONPAREIL STRAWBERRY.
JAMES VEITCH, Jim., begs to inform the public

*-" that he has still on sale a limited number of strong well-rooted
plants of the above fine Strawberry. It was exhibited at Chiswick,
on Saturday, June 3, 1S54, and received the Silver Knighlian
Medal; it has also been submitted to Dr. Lindl^y, Mr. Marnock,
and Mr. Thompson, all of whom report most favourably of its
merits. It is a.jirst-clossjorci?tg Strawberry in character, inter-
mediate between its parents—A'cch's Seedling and Britis?i Queen;
ot the vigorous habit of the/ormer, nnd fully one week earlier in
ripening; and in the qualitv of its fruit fully rqual in flavour, if
not superior, to the latter. The fruit is of a large size and hand-
some shape, of a bright red colour, and with a remarkably high
perfume. 100 Plants, SI.; 50 Plants, 2?.; 12 Plants, 12s.

Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, Apriljg^

JCATTELL has much pleasure in informing the
• admirers of the Heliotrope that he will send out after the

12th of May a superb Seedling, named " IIELIOTROPIUM
JOHN CATTELL." The colour is a beautiful lively bluish
purple, with a light lavender towards the bottom of the cup ; the
heads of flower stand erect, and are very large; the leaves are
broad, and a good green, having none of the objectionable black
colour of Yoltaireanum and kindred varieties, while the scent
and habit is superior to any other. From the size of the flowers,
the bold manner iu which the head is produced, together with
the pleasing colour and excellent habit of the plant, J. C. is quite
confident that this variety, when it becomes known, will super-
sede every other for general purposes. Stroug Plants, post free,

7s. Gd. each. A liberal discount to the trade.

A remittance or reference in London must accompany orders
from unknown correspondents— Nurseries. Westerham, Kent-

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road. IIolioway, London.

M
_

ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

announce that in consequence of their inability to supply
plants of sufficient strength so early in the season, two of the

|

new Fuchsias will not be sent out this year, consequently the set
|

will now only be 31. 3s.

Empress Eugenie.
Mrs. Story.
Prince Albert.
Snowdrop.

Lady of the Lake.
Queen Victoria.

Rafiaelle.

Water Nymph.
Orders for the above can only be hooked and executed in rota-

tion after the earlier orders are despatched.
THE NEW SPRING CATALOGUE

Will shortly be published and forwarded post free on appli-

cation. Parties wishing for the same will have their names
booked.

A COLOURED PLATE,
Composed of a group of Nine new Flowers belonging to the

Stove, Greenhouse, and Garden. It will be sufficient to say
that Mr. Andrews, the eminent floricultural artist, has them in
course of preparation, and under his superintendence full reliance

may be placed on their accuracy ; any one wishing for the same will
have their names booked for it, to be Bent them when finished,
by forwarding 12 postage stamps; and if ordered in time will
be stitched-in and sent with their new Spring Catalogue.
This notice also applies to any nurseryman that may wish to
have the Pkile —Wellington Nursery, St. John' s Wood, April 26 .

NEW AND CHEAP PLANTS.
The Cheapest Establishment in the Kingdom fob Plants

is at

HENRY WALTON'S, Edge End, MarsdeD, near
Burnley, Lancashire, where there are propagated annually

from 20,000 to 30.000 plants for sale, which for cheapness and
quality are not to be equalled. Parties desirous of possessing a
choice collection of good plants would do well to select from the
following:—
GERANIUMS, new varieties, strong autumn- rooted plants,

purchasers selection, 30s. per dozen ; H. W.'s selection, 25s. per
dozen, viz.—Attraction, Carlos, Duchess of Wellington, Em-
press, Eliza, Glowworm, Helen, Indian Chief, Leah, Lucy, Mrs.
Hoyle, Marginata, Mary, Neatness, Picta, Rebecca, Regalia,
Rosa (Foster's), Rhoda, Tamherlik, Virginia, and Zeno. Extra
strong choice older varieties, 9s., 12s., and 15s. per dozen; 25 for

20s. ; 50 for 35s.

FUCHSIAS, new varieties of last season, spring struck, 7s. Gd.

per dozen ; autumn struck, 9s. per dozen, post free, viz.—Ad-
miral, Autocrat, Clio, Duke of Wellington, Elegans, Fnnny
Webb, Grandissima, Globosa Splendens, Henry Monteith, Mac-
beth, Magnifica, Monarch, Mr. Charles Palmer, Omega, Queen of

Hanover, Telegraph, Trentham, and Vanguard.
CINERARIAS, choice new varieties, 12s. per dozen, or 6 for

8s., viz.—Advancer, Etoile de Vaise, Estelle, Empress Eugenie,
Exqnisite, Garland, Lady Camoys, Lord Stamford, Lablache,
Mrs. Seagrave, Mrs. Beecher Stowe, Novelty, National, and
Polyanthi flora. Choice varieties of previous years, 6s. and 9s.

per dozen.
PANSIES, the following choice select varieties, 12s. per dozen,

or the set of 22 for 18s.—Duke of Perth, Eldorado, Flower of the
Day, Golden Eafcle, Kate, St. Andrew, Sovereign, Emperor,
Fearless, Lord Walsingham, Ajax, Owen Glendower, Prince
Albert, Rubens, Rising Sun, Sir William Wallace, Lady Bute
Miss Jane, Mrs. Oswald, Marchioness of Bath, Yellow Climax,
and Charles Turner. Good older show varieties for 4s. 6d. and
6s. per dozen.
VERBENAS, new varieties of last season, 7s. Gd. per dozen.
New PETUNIAS of last season, 9s. per dozen.
CARNATIONS and PICOTEES, 50 superior sorts, named,

one pair of each, 21. ; 25 do., one pair of each, 11.; or 9s., 12s.,

and 18s. per dozen pairs.

PINKS, 4s. 6d., 6s., 9s., 12s., and 18s. per dozen pairs.

HOLLYHOCKS, a choice selection of strong healthy plants,
12s., 18s., 24s., and 30s. per dozen, H. W.'s selection.

DAHLIAS, in May, new varieties of last season, 9s. and 12s.

per dozen; older varieties 4s. 6d. to 6s.

A choice selection of Bedding Plants, including Scarlet and
other Geraniums, Heliotropes, Pentstcmons, Cupbeas, Salvias,
&c, equally cheap.
H. W.'s Spring List is now ready, and may be had for one

postage stamp.
It is respectfully requested that all Post Office Orders he made

payable at Marsden, Lancashire; and a remittance or satisfac-

tory reference expected with all orders from unknown correspon-
dents. All orders to the amount of 25s., carriage free to Liver-
pool, Manchester, Leeds, and Preston; 21. and upwards, carriage
free to Birmingham and Carlisle ; for more distant carnage,
extra plants will be given gratis.

CHOICE BEDDING PLANTS,
AND

TO THOSE ABOUT PERMANENTLY REPLENISHING
THE FLOWER GARDEN.

YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the following List
of desirable PLANTS, suitable for the above purpose.

Carriage paid on all Orders of 2/. and upwards to any distance
within 150 miles of the Nnrsery, and good Plants added to com-
pensate for this charge on packages of less value :

—

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES. Per doz. pairs.

Fine selections by name irom our extensive and
well-known Collection, in strong plants ... 18s. Ctf.

Fine mixed border ditto ... .. 9
True old Clove Carnations 12 O
Tree Carnations, in choice variety each 1 6
CALCEOLARIAS—Of this favourite flower the following

list contains some of the best varieties for Bedding :

—

Ajax (Lucombe, Pince, & Co.), fine large rich-coloured flower, of

crimson and yellow, Is. 6d. each.
Golden Chain, tine golden yellow, 6s. per dozen.
Gold Cap, rich dark maroon yellow cap, 9s. per dozen.
Superba (Constantine's), dwarf, rich crimson plum, Is. 6d. each.

Surprise „ bright orange crimson, ex. fine, 12s. per doz.
Sulphurea splendens, fine large yellow, 6s. per dozen.
Mr. White, rich shining bronze red, 6s. per dozen.
Superba (Turner's), fine dwarf, dark crimson (ex. fine), 6s. per doz,

Wellington Hero, rich deep golden yellow, 6s. per dozen.

Magnificent, large and rich crimson, with yellow crown, extra

fine, 6s. per dozen.
Viscosissima, deep yellow, 6s.

They will also supply in May next Turner's new shrubby
Calceolaria " Pubitv," a new and beautiful variety, pure paper
white, dwarf, free habit, branching, and a most desirable bed-

ding plant, very highly recommended, 7s. 6d.

SCARLET GERANIUMS.
Tom Thumb, Frogmore, and Trentham Scarlet, 4s. per dozen,

30s. per 100.

AmazoD, 12s. per dozen.
Baron Huge!, a dwarf growing variety, with brilliant scarlet

flowers, adapted for edging, 12s. per dozen.
Cerise Unique, colour a fine cerise, 9s. per dozen.

Defiance, an immense large flowering variety, Is. each, 9s. per doz.

VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.
Brilliant 12s. per doz.

Flower of the Day 9s t „
Dandy 9s. „
Golden Chain ... ISs. .,

Golden Circle ... 18s. per doz
Manglesi varie-

gata 12s. „
Mountain of Light 18j. „

GERANIUM—Boule de Neige, a unique white-flowering, horse-

shoe leaf variety, producing large trusses of well
formed flowers, 9s. per dozen.

„ Kingsbury Pet, a striking variety, bearing a fine

truss of bright salmon-coloured flowers, 9s. per dozen

„ Manglesi Floribunda, a free blooming light variety.

9s. per dozen.

„ Crimson Unique, for bedding purposes, a fine strong
growing variety, 9s. per dozen.

LOBELIA Cacemoides, the best dark blue variety, 4s. per dozen

„ lucida do. light do. 4s. „
„ compacta alba do. white do. 4s. ,,

„ Lindleyana, a decided lilac do. 6s. ,,

VERBENAS.—In this class particular attention has been giver
to introduce only those of the more striking colours and bee'

habits for bedding purposes ; these include all the handsomes
of the new continental varieties, and we offer them at 4s. pe
dozen, or 30s. per 100.

PHLOX NELSONI,—An extremely pretty and hardy variety
originated through the zeal of an amateur in this country
whose nameitwell bears. Itisof dwarf trailing habit, producin
a dense mass of large pure white flowers with puce-coloure
eye. Is. 6d. each.

TROP^EOLUM—Triomphe de Gand—a handsome variety f<

trellis work, producing large and brilliant scarlet flower
12s. per dozen.

CLEMATIS TUBULOSA MANGLESI, a handsome herbaceoi
plant bearing numerous heads of blue star-shaped flower
very hardy, 9s. per dozen.
ROCKETS, new double crimson, 9s. per dozen ; old doub

white, 3s. per dozen.
PRIMROSES, double white, 4s. per dozen; double crimson

maroon, 12s. do.; double yellow, 5s. do.; double purple, 4s. do.

PHLOXES.—The following choice varieties 9s. per dozen:
Maria Boulanger, Striata superba, Roi Leopold, Villaret joyeut
Bois Rose, Imbricata, Macrantha, Deuilde la Comtessede Marr
Anais, Eliza, Mrs. Thompson, Madame Courcelles, Madar
Frobel, Madame Lanier, Madame de Pmines, Gen. LamoricJei
Princesse de Cleres, Princesse Marianne, and other fine kinds.

HOLLYHOCKS, extra fine, first-class show varieties

name, 12s. to 18s. per dozen.
BELG IAN DAISIES in 36 best kinds, by name, 4s. per do;

P^EONIAS in 20 new and very choice Continental varieti

for 11.

Dielytra spectabilis; this universal favourite, strong flower!
i

plants, 9s. per dozen.
Delphinium Barlowi, 9s. per dozen.

„ Mooreanum, an extremely beautiful variety, 12s. per;d

„ grandiflorum maximum, 9s. per dozen.

Saponaria ocymoides, 6s. per dozen.

Statice maritima rosea, a very pretty, hardy herbaceous plan

dwarf habit, producing numerous heads of bright rose-colou

flowers, 6s. per dozen.
MIMULUS in 6 new and choice varieties, 6s. per dozen.
POTENTILLAS in fine variety, 6s. per dozen.

Lilium lancifolium album, 9s. per dozen; rubrum, 20s. per do:

Lobelia Feu du Roi, St. Clair, and Aurora, 9s. per dozen.
Herbaceous Plants in very choice variety, 30s. per 100 ; oi

per dozen,

YOUELL & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth
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GEOKGK BAKER'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
LOGUB op amkkhian PLANTS. &c, as exhibited bj

him in the Royal Botaulo Gardens, Regents Park, may be hall

by Inclosing two postage Mumps.
0. B, begs to call attention to liln fine AtocK of Weeping

IIoIUch, Coniferous Plants, Ornamental Shrubs, &c.—American
Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagsliot, Surrey, noar StalneM

Station, Soutu-Westorn Railway, where conveyances may be

obtained.

QUPPLEMENT to MAY'S CATALOG1 IS »iO iiakdv HERBApKOUS PLANTS to be had frcobyposi

on application at the Nursery, The Catalogue and Bupplcmenl
contain the most rare and beautiful varieties of this Interesting

class of Plants, amounting to upwards of 2000 HortH:—

100 firm Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, named
ioo do. 'I". do,, Purchasers' Helectlon...

100 flno DoOblo Hollyhocks
12 firm named Calceolarias, noifr

12 flno do. Shrubby do, do.. Including "Mas-
terpiece," " Surprise," and ''Suporbu'

12 lint) Ericas, named
12 d<>. Epacrls do
12 do. Clnorarlas, do., InoTudlng " Lord Stamford "

N.H.—A flno collection of Shrubs and Hardy Trees, al o Green
bouse Plants, &o. &c. See Catalogue.—Address, LIknuv May,
The Hope Nurseries, near Bedalo, Yorkshlrp.

J
COLE begs to inform the ndmirera of Calccolnrtas

• that ho Is now prepared to supply a fow ruoro ordors from
htfl Choice Slock of CJnbloomed SEEDLINGS the soad wa
saved from the oholcost spotted and striped varieties, carefully

Impregnated—at 8*, and 4a. per dozen, 20s, and 26*. por luu,

Also strong plants of liln Flno Bedding Calceolaria Prince ol

Orange, for habit and profusion of bloom unequalled, Strong
Plants without potH, f»», por dozen ; well establl lied, Of.perdozun
The Trade liberally supplied, a Remittance sol lotted from

unknown correspondents , Post-offlcc * inlet's payable at StAlban's.
Keyfield Nurseryj

NEW DAHLIAS AND OTHER PLANTS.
THOMAS BAKNES begs to announce that he will

commonro sending out (from a very fine healthy stock on
the lnt of May, bin new superb Dahlia Warrior, and Ablltt's

Incomparable, bmh of which are very flno crimson, though per*

fectly distinct, 10tf. 6A each, with all tho lending Dahlias of last

ond former yearn at moderate prices, Ills Catalogue, with
descriptions and prloos, may bo had on application, which Includos

Dahlias, Fuchsia, Vorbonas, Phloxes, Chrysanthemums, ltoseN,

ransioH, Daisies, Petunias, and Miscellaneous Plants. Also IiIh

new Scarrfit Pelargonium, Dawn of Day, which T. B. Is now
Bonding out.—Dano <'i'"i't Nurfeerlesj 9towmarket.

SPLtNDIO NEW HOLLYHOCKS.

G SMITH respectfully informs the admirers of the
• HOLLYHOCK that the following are Seedlings of great

merit, and cannot fail to give entire satisfaction. They were
raised by Mr. Parsons, the grower of Joan of Arc, and other fine

varieties. To be sent out about the middle of April, 1855, in
strong healthy plants. s. d.

Eclat, yellow »nd buff, a nice full flower 3 6
King of Yellows, large, of tine form, flower full, extra fine

yellow 7 6
Marchioness, flesh or blush, very double and close, fine for

exhibition 3 6
Monarch, a true salmon, very large and fine shape ... 7 6
Mr. Adams, dark.salm.mi pink, a noble show flower ... 5
Pearl, blush white, large and distinct 6
Pillar of Roses, a beautiful bright rose, a splendid spike,

the finest border flower yet offered, and a most attractive
show flower 5

The Alma, cherry rose, distinct, fine shape 5
"White Unique, very close and double 3 6
Sarah, a splendid large rose, fine form and spike 5

Tollington Nursery, PInrnsey Road, Islington, London.

BEDdTnG PLANTS.—At 2s. Gd. pek DoZ
JOHN SCOTT, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne,

Somerset (established 1728), has nearly 20,000, in 3-inch pots,
ready to be sent out. Post-office Orders payable at Crcvrkeme.

(Baskets and Package at the Expense of Purchaser, and not
returnable.)
200 Sorts of tbe best and newest Verbenas.
120 do. Scarlet and other Bedding Geraniums.
20 do. Variegated leaved ditto.

100 do. Fuchsia, all tbe best; 2i do. Shrubby Calceolarias;

24 do. Petunias; with Anngallis, Ageratuins, Cupheas, Helio-

tropes, Lobelias, Salvias, Senecios, &c. Also tbe beautiful white
Double Pyrethrum.
When a fair proportion of each is taken the price will be 25. Gd.

per dozen ; but if only Calceolarias and Geraniums are ordered
they will be 4$. per dozen. Catalogues, in which the above are

arranged in sections of colour, &c, Kent on receipt of a postage
stamp. Parties requiring large quantities cau have them in

store pots by agreement.

GERMAN ASTER SEED, all saved from the finest

Globe varieties ever yet exhibited, and which have sur-

passed all others iu cultivation for their immense size and
distinct colours, Is. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAM SEED saved from 50 of the choicest and
most superb varieties. Is. per packet.
ANTIRRHINUM SEED saved from all the finest shaped and

best varieties, Is. per packet.
SUPERB HOLLYHOCK SEED saved from all the best

named flowers, Is. per packet.
SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine, Is.

per packet.
VERY SUPERIOR FIMBRIATA PRIMULA SINENSIS

SEED, saved from six distinct varieties of the largest aud most
Euperb plants ever grown, 2s. 6d. per packet.
PANSY SEED, a few packets from selected varieties, Is.

per packet.
POLYANTHUS SEED, fine mixed. Is, per packet.
CROWN GOURD, or CUSTARD MARROW; this variety

is the most delicious of all the Marrows grown. Is. per packet.
AQUILEGIA, or COLUMBINE, of 12 distinct varieties,

Is. per packet.
Any three packets of tbe above (except the Primula) sent post-

free on receipt of 2s. 6(/., or the Primula included with two other
packets, for 3s. Gd., in cash or penuy postage stamps by
EDWARD TILEY", Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Flokist,

14, AbbeyChurch Yard, Bath, Somerset.

EUONYMUS ; or, the « BURNING BUSH " op
NORTH AMERICA.—Tbe advertiser has just returned

from America, and brought with him a few Seeds of the above
new and beautiful hardy oruameutal small tree. It grows from
6 to 10 feet high, and of an uniform busby, compact habit, quite
Unlike any of the varieties known in English gardens. For four
months in the autumn it is densely studded with its beautiful
scarlet seeds, which makes it an object of the most striking and
admirable character, and hence the name i% Burning Bush *' has
been given to it by the natives. The advertiser's knowledge of
plants and their worth enables him to say that hundreds of
trees have been sent out as being hardy aud ornamental, whose
claims to notice were far, very far inferior to those of the
" Burning Bush." GO perfect seeds will be forwarded post free,

on the receipt of 50 postage stamps, addressed to A. B., 12, Great
Pulteney Street, Golden Square.

N.B. Specimens of this charming plant will be shown at the
next Monthly Meeting of the Horticultural Socletv, 21. E gent
Street, London.
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NEW PLANTS IN FLOV/LR.

ME SRS. K. <i. HENDERSON and SON, of tbe
WHIh,, i

announce thai the followlnfl plnntfl are now in ;;

i -.-li in tholi win tor garuon :

—

i [ftmcllla Marie Antoinette
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„ MalhotUna
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I
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Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London, Ai i I

HUGH LOW and CO. have now r^ady for Sale
young Plants of Ihe undernamed new VERBENAS, which

are tho cream ol the Continental Collcctlomtof tb'-

1

Price Is. Gd, each :

—

Arago, violet bronze Oloire de France, vermilion,

Adrlcnno, pink, purple eye large truss

Coleman, velvety crimson Jerome, crimson. I

Due d'Almeidn, criniBon, centre Lauren tine, pink, creai i

very dark
ICulalie, violet pink, cream eye
Flore, rose, red eye [white eye
Florian, crimsoH, brown centre,

Mariette, violet, white eye
MiiiNciiikofr, crimson re

Paul de Kock, very dai k

Savenay, lilac, purple centre

Heliotrope climax ; ibis variety, now offered lor tin- fust time,

is of great merit, and will prove to be the best for bedding out in

tbe Flower-garden. Price 3a. Gd.

II. Low & Co. have now ready a very large stock ol Bofl

wooded Plants of all kinds suitable for decorating the I

garden during summer, at prices which cannot fail to .suit pur-

Chasers. All the Plants are grown singly in small pots, which
can he packed securely in a very small compass.

Parties requiting large quantities will be liberally treated.

Clapton Nursery. London, April 28.
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NtW ROSES IN POTS.

/ ILLIAM WOOD and SON have to offer fine

Dwarf Plants of tbe following :

—
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J
on.. KERNAN "_'- to offer I

.TUBAL SE1
Agricultural Car- '

to t L*.

Hybrid rF.arr.TCALS.—s.d.
Bnron Laray 7 6
Cicero 5
Comtesse d'Orleans ... 7 6

„ Vaillant ... 7 6
DeuildeFrancoiBWillernioz? G
Duchess of Norfolk ... 10 6
Empereur Kapoleon (semi
double) 7

Eveque de Meaus... . ... 10 G
General Br^a 2

Jules Margottin, 2s.Gd. to 3 6
10 6
7 6
3 6
7 6
10 6

10 6
5
3 6
5
7 6

10 6
5
7 6

Julie Guinoisseau
Lafontaine
La Ville de St. Denis ...

Leon Haimann
Lord Raglan
Madame de Cambaceres

(splendid)

Madame de Trottoire

„ Domage,2s.6tf.to

„ Hector Jacquin .

„ Lacour June ...

„ Jlaspon

„ Phelip

„ Place

„ Thecdore Martel

,, Vidos

Hybrid Perpetuals.—f.d.

Monsieur Pigeron 10 6
Panacb«5 d'Orl^ans ... 10 6

President Menoux ... 7 6
Prince de In Moskowa ... 5
Souvenir deLevesonGower 5

„ des Braves ... 6
Triompbe en Btautfi ... 2 G

Eonrbon.Ferdinntid Deppc 7 G
Francois Henrique 5

„ OmerPacba ... 7 6

Tea, Augnste Vacber ... 3 G
„ Barillet Pescbamps 5

„ Gloire de Dijnn,3s I

„ Laurette(BelIeLaure) 3 fi

„ Madame Maurin ... 3 6

China, Lucu'lus 7 6
Perpetual Mo«s. SalC-t ... 7G
Noisette, Augusta, Is.Gd. to 10 G
Moss, Jeanne de Moutfort 3 G

„ L\ blouissante ... 3 6
„ Vand acl 3 G

Hybrid Bourbon, Charles
Lawson 7 6

tallica, Amphi trite ... 2G
10 6

| „ George Vibert ... 2 6
Extra plants will be presented with each order.

Woodlands Nur>pry, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

Italian Rye*gra
Mixed Pennaaent Gru«ea.

Parsley for Sheep-Talks.

Cattle Cabbage.
Thousand-headed do.

The Ti iod. Seeds carefully packed for all c« .'sates.
Catal< g bad on applicati-n."

' rent Garden.

Mangold Wnrzel, 'it'^orts.

Skirving's Swedish Turnip.
e>topped do.

Ashcr
. '.d do.

Green-ton[>ed <i'\

k do.

I Globe do.
Dale's Hybrid do.

N E V/ ROSES.
BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer strong Dwarf

Plants, iu pots, of tbe following NEW ROSES:—
Hybrid Perpetuate,— s.d.

Madame Theodore Martel 7 G

,, Quetel 3 6
Marie de Bv urges ... 3 6
Prince de la Moskowa ... 5
Sir John Franklin ... 3 6
Triomphe en Beautt? ... 2 6

£

Hybrid Pzitetcsz.s.—$. d.

Alfred Colomb 3 6

AlphoLse de Lamartine ... 3 6

Ceres 3 6

Cicero 5
Comtesse Vaillant ... 7 6

Conseiller Jordeuil ... 3 6

Duchess of Norfolk ... 5
Deuil de F. Willermoz ... 7 6

George d'Amboise ... 3 G

Gloire de France 3 6
Gloire de Parthenay ... 3 6
Lady Milsom
Lady Shelley
La Ville de St. Denis
Madame Domage...

„ Hector Jacquin 3 O

„ Masson 10 6

„ Lacrois 3 6

„ F.Risaux ... 3 6

„ Place 7 6

„ Recamier ... 3 6

„ Reudatier ... 3 6

N.B. The new Hybrid Perpetual Rose Emperor :

will not be sent out before June; by that time I shall have
proved it. If not morel :ble. I much
worth 7s. Gd, I. however, received a very high character of it.

which induces me to offer it to tbe public.

beforepri

Carriage paid to any Station on the t-astern Counties Railway.

St. John's Street Nursery, CclcLester.

P
. Moss. Andre Thonin ...

Bourbon, Omer Pacha ...

Tea, Louise de Savoie ...

3 G Nois, Augusta
3 6 Moss. D'Arcet

j, Gloire de Monsseuses
., Jeanne de llomfort
.. L'Eblouissante
,, Marie de Blois

,, Vanoacl
Gallica, Amphitrite

George Vihert ...

H. Bour., Charles Lawson
„ Gervaise R^uiliard

3 6
2 6

3 6

E.KIOR WHITE BELCIAN CARROT SEED.
SUTTON and Sc-NS hr-ve totnt

seed
- quality,

r & Snsshavji
as well or better than .

-

Efxt (BsruTWf rg' Cftrontc'r.

SA TUIiDA Y, APRIL -

MEETINGS FOR TBE : :lL
Toiidit, liay 1-Kctv ---77 ] tm.

We are authorised to s'.ate t". it JI

charge of the British :. of the Paiis Universal

Exhibition, has prepared cards to adc:
i-pondeuts &f the Garc- - open-
icg on the 1st May, and that these cards w
ready for deliverj on Monday, the 3C

the Euglifh U-~.r~. Xo. 14. Rne dn Cirone, Paris.

S :-, inquiries addr>->- - a correspondent

upon the subject oi jardrn Walls lea:

believe that many :.id t«

have son;e practical inf n '. n I
" •-

: .

which, if not novel, may le :e:iedrjpon as

souni
Var: jus heights - best

for gaiden walls. S

should be as - '* the

ground : oih gh as 16 or

even IS feet. F

12 Ur. may re c :

espoi s

-

to fruit trees m lie f
the 1

Society. Some a

o-wing

. n be sooner

- an one a..

high, or b gher, ... e recommeiided ; that



1g fe ent height for training and

other operations connected with the management

of wall trees ; that against a Ion? and com-

paratively low wall more trees could be planted

against a* certain amount of brickwoik, with the

certainty of the whole being covered, some years

before this would be the case with the upper portion

of a high wall; and certainly all these allegations

favour the conclusion that it is better and more

economical to have any given amount of brickwork

in the form of a long and low wall than the contrary.

In determining the best height for garden walls,

however, other considerations must he taken into

account besides those just mentioned. For instance,

there would be little or no use in building garden

walls higher than would constitute a good fence,

were it not for the necessity of affording a better

climate for fruit trees than that of the open ground.

This is the all important point which should be

kept in view in the construction of garden walls

;

and the question may be asked how is this affected

by the greater or less height of a wall ?

We are not aware that experiments have been

made to asceitain by means of thermometers the

exact difference of temperature in front of high and

low walls in the same locality. It is, however, well

known that fruit ripens better against the former

than against the latter. In a locality where the

Orange tree would die in Britain, planted out

against a rock-work terrace of only a few feet in

height, it has lived many winters on a rocky steep,

in the shape of terrace above terrace to the heigh' of

30 feet or more, surmounted by the mansion, which

also reflects heat from a frontage 300 ieet in

length. In short, the higher the wall, the greater

the warmth in front of it, all other circumstances

being equal. To produce the desired effect, garden

walls should therefore be higher in a cold climate

than in the naturally warmer southern counties.

A high wall best fulfils the object for which fruit walls

are built, and it is therefore to be^jreferred to alow-

one ; in point of efficiency it is infinitely superior

to the latter. A wall 12 or 14 feet high may cer-

tainly be naked near the top for a few years longer

than one 8 or 10 feet high, but the additional height

is not lost whilst it contributes to the perfect

ripening of the fruit below. It is, in fact, better to

insure perfectly ripened fruit on a wall, say 12 feet

high, than to reduce the height one-fourth or one-

sixth, and add it to the length, at the same time

rendering the whole inadequate to lipen fruit in

perfection. Where the means are ample and the

climate indifferent, south-aspect walls -more espe-

cially may be advantageously built higher than 12
feet ; but as much as this at least should be gene-

rally aimed at. There are many old walls, on good
foundations, considerably lower than this, which
might have some additional courses of bricks put on
them before next winter, in the full assurance that

by so doing a permanent improvement would be

effected.

With regard to thickness, we should prefer a
14-inch hollow wall built of good bricks and mortar
to any other. It is about +or ^ cheaper than a

solid wall of the same thickness, and it is drier, and
consequently warmer than a solid wall. It may
be heated by hot-water pipes ; but if so, care should

be taken to have ready means of access to the joints

in case of leakage; and precaution should also be
taken to empty th3 water out of the pipes before

winter, otherwise frost might burst them, unless

that is guarded against by covering them or by
applying a little fire-heat. Hollow bricks do not
appear to be either applicable or. necessary for

garden walls, especially where the latter are built

hollow, for in this case the two sides, being only
4+ inches thick, require to be of solid materials.

Contact with any metallic substance is more or
less injurious to vegetation, and therefore training

to galvanised wire, or to any other kind of wire,
should in all css-s be avoided as much as possible.

In dispensing with these, however, there is no
necessity for battering down walls with hammer and
nails; the mortar should be good enough to hold the

latter, of which as few should be used as possible
;

most nails are required for the smaller shoots, and
to hold wood of that desciiption the nails need
only be driven in a very little way, so that the
joints may require fresh pointing not oftener than
once in 50 years, and then the face of the bricks
having been preserved, the wall will be as good as
new. If nail-hoks are made in the bricks them-
selves, insects are very apt to choose such cavities
for their habitations, from which they cannot easily
be dislodged without washing over with cement,
and this renders the wall unsightly ; but such holes
in the mortar joints can be occasionally sealed her-
metically by some fine lime-cement without pro-
ducing any bad appearance.

Excellent concrete for foundations of walls is
tormed of materials consisting only of lime, gravel,

or sand, aud water. On such a composition cot-

tages and palaces are founded, and nothing better

can be employed for a wall ag;iinst which trees are

to be planted"; roots like it, and creep along it with

safety. This being the case, there is certainly no

necessity for introducing into foundations gas-tar, a

pernicious substance which some have thought of

using.

As to protection, those who have woollen netting

may employ it with advantage ; it forms excellent

material for the purpose—perhaps the best of any.

The coping should project 2 inches, and should have

a groove or throating on the under side, so that the

drip may fall clear of the face of the wall.

Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, and

Plums may be planted against walls, from 15 to

18 feet apart. Pears should stand 20 feet.

Some years ago a discussion arose at the Cam-
bridge Philosophical Society about the transport of

certain seeds from island to island. As is usual on

such occasions many theories were broached, in the

midst of which it was suggested that it would be as

well to tiy first whether the seeds were capable of

floating. In a similar spirit of good sound practical

sense, Mr Darwin, who is engaged in many inte-

resting matters relative to the distribution of vege-

tables over the world, both in modern and more

distant geological times, has through the medium of

our journal requested information as to the capa-

bility of germination in seeds after immersion in

sea-water, and the nature and affinities of those which

are able to endure such immersion. A mass of valu-

able information might easily be obtained if some

ten or more of our readers would comply with Mr.
Dakwin's request. It is scarcely probable that they

will have information on the subjpet which is at

once available ; but nothing would be easier than to

obtain it if some such plan as the following were
adopted—a plan which we have ourselves put in

execution.

Sixty bags of strong muslin about 1J inch

square were prepared, with seams sufficiently large

to insure the preservation of the seeds. These
were divided into three sets, one for Monocotyle-

dons, a second for Dicotyledons, and a third for

corn and miscellaneous vegetables. Each bag was
accurately numbered and its contents registered, but

as the numbers might be washed out by the salt

water, the bags were regularly arranged in order, each

set of 20 being kept separate, and a button sowed
to number one to prevent any possibility of mistake.

The seeds were such as would most probably come
up in the garden, and in one case consisted of

flower and vegetable seeds from the Horticultural

Society and of Monocotyledons from Kew. All
these have been sown and accurately labelled, with
a view to ascertain the fact that they are capable
of germination under ordinary circumstances, and
the bags are now sent off to the sea, with a request

that they may be immersed in some safe place,

where they can constantly have a fresh supply of

water, without the chance of being injured by the

waves. On their return, the w-hole will be sown,
and the result accurately noted, all cases being re-

jected as useless in which the seeds have not germi-
nated in the garden. It would have been desirable

to have experimented with tropical seeds, especially

of some of the Leguminous plants, whose fruit is

often wafted across the ocean, but materials were
not at hand. The experiment, however, will still

be useful as regards the distribution of plants in

temperate climates.

A similar set of experiments, conducted with
care and accuracy, could scarcely fail of leading to

some positive results, and we strongly press the
matter upon the attention of our more scientific

readers. M. J. B.

remedy the mischief, and if an attempt is made to pro-

pagate it, the cuttings will not throw out roots, whereas

in the Pliyllanthoid Cacti mentioned above, aerial roots

are thrown out in abundance. Meanwhile the disease is

slow in its progress, and it is only after a lapse of

some years, after the fashion of those large Cacti im-

ported from South America which refuse to throw out

any fresh roots after beiDg placed in our stoves, that the

plant has ceased to live, unless indeed it has been subjected

to a low temperature, of which these chlorotised plants

are peculiarly impatient. The most careful treatment is

wholly unavailing ; stimulating manures or liquids

however judiciously applied are without result, and
death seems surely but iuvariably to ensue. Indeed, as

a general rule, all propagation from chlorotic indi-

viduals should, if possible, be avoided. "Where propa-

gation is possible, which is far from being generally the

case, there is little hope of favourable results, at least in

all those cases where the evil does not arise from the

depravation of existing chlorophyll, but from the inapti-

tude of the tissues to generate that essential element.

The evil, from whatever cause it may originally be in-

duced, seems to be as inveterate as a strumous habit in

man, which is almost sure, sooner or later, to develop

itself into some external or internal form of scrofula
;

or even should it by favourable or accidental circum-

stances be arrested during the life of an individual, it will

break out unmistakably in the second or even in the

I
third generation.

305. 2. Chlorosis of Hyacinths. — This disease is

reported by Bouche in the " Allgemeine Gartenzeitung "

for 1837, but I have in vain attempted to obtain the

volume or to get a sight of Bouche's paper, nor had
Meyeu an opportunity of personally inspecting the dis-

I

ease. I have now, however, before me a Hyacinth
: which is evidently affected with a modification of the

disease, but in too early a stage and imperfect a form to
' afford any additional information. The disease in an
aggravated form is indicated by crumpled, deformed,

yellow-striped leaves, which never attain their full deve-

lopment, and gradually communicate their unhealthy

condition to the bulb, which eventually perishes.

Nothing is said in Meyen's short report as to the

condition of the roots or base of the bulb, nor
indeed in what manner the plant is affected so as

to induce death ; the probability, however, is that

the original fault was in the reduced stem, for in

the majority of instances where death ensues in

bulbous plants after the leaves and flowers have made
a certain degree of progress, the fault has been
originally more deeply seated ; and either no roots, or

only a few weak ones, and these confined to some iso-

lated part of the plant, have been produced. Should

any thing occur worthy of notice in the plant which I

have now under observation, I shall have some future op-

portunity of recording it ; but as the disease is evidently

present in a very modified form, and the patches which
are deficient in chlorophyll are assuming a reddish tint,

as if there were a tendency to isolation from those

parts which are still in a healthy state, a curative

process seems to be going on, and the bulb may ulti-

mately recover. M. J. B.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.— No. LXIX.
303. Chlorosis (Constitutional and Functional).*—

1. Chlorosis of Cacti. — One of the most striking
examples which can be adduced under this head is a
disease which has been recorded by Meyen as extremely
common amongst the Cereus division of the Cacti in
Germany. I have had no opportunity of inspecting this
personally, and therefore must be content to borrow the
account of Meyen, for a somewhat similar affection
which is common in England amongst the Phyllanthoid
Cacti does not seem to be identical, but appears rather
to accord with ordinary cases of chlorosis arising from
bad and inattentive cultivation.

304. In Meyen's disease the wholeplant seems to have
acquired an inveterate condition, which renders it utterly
unfit to perform its proper functions. Not only do
particular parts assume a yellow tint, and that not by
any change of chlorophyll fcom green to yellow, for parts
of every new shoot are equally colourless, and though it

increases in dimensions, the constituent cells never
attain perfection. Pruning, consequently, does not

• The last paragraph of No. 299 is too broadly stated. Icterus
is only a synonym of chlorosis, so far as icterus albus is con-
cerned. Icterus used without any specific name implies jaundice.

ON THE EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE
FROSTS OF FEBRUARY, 1855, IN THE
ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY'S GARDEN. GLAS-
NEVIN.

BEING A PAPER READ BT D. MOORE, ESQ., AT THE EVENING MEETING.
OF THE ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY, ON FRIDAY, MARCH 30, 1855.

(Concludedfrom p. 261.)

I shall now detail the principal casualties which have
happened, in so far as they are yet observable. During
the time the intense coldness prevailed, the wind was
mostly from the north-enst, which has injured plants
more on the side exposed to its influence than on that
which is partially sheltered, and the appearance many of

them now present is as if they had been subjected for a
time to the influence of a flame of fire. The evergreen
shrubs, which are usually covered with beautiful foliage

at this period of the year, and some even in flower, are
brown and scorched, where not completely killed ;

besides, the number of losses which will yet take place

among them can hardly be estimated until after the

active-growing season commences, that being the most
trying period, when every organ is required to perform
the function it is destined for. The following data must,

therefore, be considered only the principal results, as

they have appeared up to the present time, aDd I shall

notice them seriatim, as they occur in their natural

orders, stating the countries they are natives of :

—

Ranuncidacece.—Paeonia Moutan (native of China),

young wood very much injured, so that no flowers will

be produced this year ; Clematis Nepalensis (native of

Nepal), young wood killed ; Clematis (two species from
the Himalayas), not yet named, a good deal injured.

Marjnoliacea.—Magnolia grandiHora (Carolina), young
shoots and leaves very much injured ; M. auriculata

(Carolina and Florida), much injured.

Anonaccce.—Asimina triloba (western states of Ame*
rica), injured.

Berbtracew.—Berberis Fortuni (China), killed to the
ground. Several of the Asiatic species, which generally

retain their foliage during our ordinary winters, have
had the leaves killed, and in some the young shoots.

Berberis Darwini (South America), scarcely touched

;

Mahonia fascieularis (California), lost all its leaves ; M.
aquifolium (Nootka Sound), leaves injured much.

Cistacecc.— Cistus ladaniferus (Spain and Portugal),
killed ; C. laurifolius (France and Spain), much injured

Pittosporece.—Pittosporum Tobira (China), fine, large
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plant, which hud Btood quite hardy during tho lo t 20

years, very much injured ; I*, rcvolutmn (Now Holland),

injured greatly.

Mulvaccii].— Sida vitifolia (Peru), liillod.

Coriariaccw.—Coriaria myrtifolia (south of Europo),

much injured.

Ccla&lraccw. — Euonymus Ilamiltoniannn (Nepal),

young wood killed ; K. japonicus (Japan), in hiiiiii-

instances killed, and in others very much injured. The
variegated variety has hollered equally.

Jl/iamnaccw.— Puliunm acnlcatos (Asia), young wood
killed; KhuninuH alaternuB (houi.1i of Europo), Bomo flno

largo plants killed, and all the varieties much injured
;

R. hybridus, lost all foliage, hut not otherwise injured ;

Colletia horrida (Chili), slightly injured; Ceanothus
' m (Mexico), tine largo plants, which have Bl I

many years, trained ngaiust walls, killed to the ground ;

ID. divaricatus, killed to the ground ; C. americanua (New
Jersey), young wood killed ; C. papilloBUS (Mexico),

killed.

Aqnifoliaccm.— Ilex aquifolium, common Holly, has

had leaves and young shoots killed in hi • instances ;

I. ligustrifolia, killed ; I. castanejefolis, killed ; I. dipy-

rena (Nopal), very muell injured, hut not killed ; I.

latifb'ia, leaves and young shoots injured.

Ifomaliaccw.—Aristotelia Macqui (Chili), largo plants

which have stood more than a quarter of a century
killed to tho ground.

Anacardiacew. — Duvaua dependens (Chili), largo

plants killed, though trained against a wall ; D. ovata
(Chili), very much hurt.

Jjcguminosa:— CylisuB tomentosus, kiftd ; l'iptnnihiis

Nepalensis (Nepal), some plants killed, others much
injured ; XJlex Kuropreus, common Furze, injured in

somo cases ; Genista triquetrn (Spain), young shoots

killed ; G. spbicroeorpa and G. letnensis have both

Btood uninjured ; Kdwardsia microphylla (New Zealand),

plants which have stood many years killed to tho ground
;

E. grandifolia (New Zealand), killed to tho ground
though trained against a wall ; E. Macnabiana, very
much injured.

Jtosaccw.— Cerasuslusitanicn, Portugal Laurel, injured

in some cases ; C. luurocerasus, common Laurel, injured

also ; Rosa : many of the hybrid Roses which were
budded on hardy stocks have been killed, particularly

those which belonged to tho tea and Chinese kinds. The
common Chinese species have had their wood killed to

the ground. Fortune's 5-coloured Rose, from China,
has also been killed to the ground. Rosa microphylla,

large plants, trained against a wall, killed ; R. Banksia,
fine plants, killed to the ground ; Crataegus crenulata
(Nepal), much injured ; Photinia serrulata ( China), fine

large plants, ten feet high, and uenrly twice as much in

diameter, greatly injured, if not killed.

Pkiladelphacece.—Decumaria sarmentosa (Virginia),

nearly killed.

Qrossularacea.—Ribes speciosum (California), greatly
injured.

Escalloniacea'.—Escallonia rubra (Chili), killed as a
standard, and much injured planted against a wall

;

E. montevideusis (South America), a fine plant of this

beautiful species, which had attained to a height of ten

feet as a standard, killed to the ground ; E. floribunda,

killed also ; E. viscosa, much injured ; E. Oregonensis,

young wood killed ; E. macrantha (Chili), leaves much
browned, but the wood does not appear to be killed.

Saxifragccc. — Hydrangea altissima (Nepal), fine

plants, which had stood out seven years trained against

a wall, killed ; others injured.

Araliacca.—Helix chrysocarpa (Nepal), very much
injured.

Comacca:.—Benthamia fragifera (Nepal), fine plants

killed to the ground.

Caprifoliaeew.—Lonicera discolor, L. fiexuosa, and
L. brachypoda, all considerably injured ; Leycesteria

formosa (Nepal), young shoots killed ; Viburnum
tinus, common Laurustuie, very much hurt, particularly

the shining-leaved variety ; the black, or hairy-leaved,

not nearly so much injured ; V. suspensum, killed

to the ground.

Compositcc.— Baccharis halimifolia (Florida), large

plants much injured ; Iva fruteseens (Florida)^ killed

to the ground ; Senecio cineraria (south of Europe),
killed to the ground.

Ericacca.—Great loss has been experienced among
plants belonging to this order. Fine plants of Erica
Mediterrauea, 8 feet high, and as many feet in circum-
ference, which have probably stood during the last 30
years, have been killed to the ground. Even the Irish

variety, which grows naturally in the county Mayo, is

killed where it was not covered with snow. Erica arborea
(south of Europe), killed to the ground ; E. Australis

(Spain and Portugal), killed ; E. multiflora (south of

France), killed, where not covered with snow ; Arbutus
unedo, very much injured, both in leaves and shoots

—

many plants killed altogether; A. hybrida, injured, but
not so much as the last. ; A. Andrachne, young plants
injured, but one fine specimen, upwards of 20 feet high,
not much hurt ; Gaultheria hispida, injured where not
protected by snow ; G. coccinea has suffered equally.

Rhododendrons : hybrid varieties have, in general,
suffered severely, particularly those between R. arborea
and other species, some of which are killed ; Azalea
sinensis, alba (China), injured, but not killed.

Slyracetc.— Styrax officinale (south of Europe), injured,
though protected by a wall.

Sapotacec&—Bumelia teuax (Carolina), injured, but
Dot killed.

Oleacca.— Ligustrum lucidum (China), one of the first

plants of this species which reached Europe, killed to

the ground— others much injured
; L.japon curi (Japan),

icarcely injured
;

Phlllyreo media, some ol

Injured ; Olcn Europcou, common Olive, Injun d, i

agaiiisl a wall ; 0. excel t, much Injured, thai

tected by a wall.

Jatmmae<cc.- -Jasminum revolutum Nepal), very
much Injured.

Solwnai "< Solanum ei I pum (( liiloi <

which have
i tood hardy during the last 1

Injured ; S, jasminifloriim, ti a ncd ngnlnsl a wall, killed;

Grabowskin duplicate (South Brazil), slightly injured;

Fabiana Imbricate (I i< in, line plants, S feel high
to tho ground.

Scronluularia a Buddlea globes* (South Amet
i

i

large plants, which havestood uninjured many years, killed

to lie- ground ; I!. Lindloyana, greatly injure, i

trained against a wull ; B. crlspa (Nepal

Injun d

lauraaa:.- I.minis nobilis (Italy and Greece), fine

plants, from 10 to 15 feet high, ami probably 80 years
old, killed to the ground.

Tliymclaccn Daphne pontica (Asia Minor), killed
;

I). Tartonraira, much injured; D. oleoides, killed;

1). gntdium, killed.

Elcagnaceie. Elicagnus n nexus, lop thoots killer).

Antidtsmcic. Garryn olliptica (California), slightly

injured.

Artocarpccs.— Borya Hgustrlnn (Illinois), killed,

Wmaccce.—Ulnms sempervirens, killed.

Cofylaccce.— Quercus virens (southern B'aics of

America), killed to the gronnd ; Q. eoccifern 1

1

much injured ; Q. pseudococcifera (Algiers), fine plants,

much injured; Q. Fontanesl, slightly injured ; Q, a

cork tree, fine |>l ints, much injured.

Taxinea Taxue canadensis (Columbia River), much
injured

; T. japonica (Japan), quite safe, and vi i ;.

hardy ; Taxodium sempervirens (California), upper
branches much injured ; Cephalotaxus drupacca
(Japan), not injured ; C. pedunculata (Japan), not
injured; C. Fortuni (north of China), safo ; Podocarpus
Totara (New Zealand), killed.

Coniferce.— The plants in this order, which have been
either killed or much injured, may be considered the

greatest losses. Pinus Brunoniana (Nepal), youne
wood killed ; P. religiosa (Mexico), killed'; P.
Webbiana (Nepal), upper branches injured; P.
deodaia (Nepal), foliage much browned in some
plants, others not injured in the slightest degree

;

P. Ayacahuite (Mexico), fine plant, killed; P.

Lamberiiana (Mexico), young plant killed ; P. mon-
ticola (Mexico), slightly injured ; P. Apulcensis
(Mexico), foliage injured only ; P. Devoniana (Mexico),
foliage injured ; P. Montezumre (Mexico), very slightly

touched ; P. pseudostrobus (Mexico), slightly injured
;

P. Russelliana (Mexico), foliage greatly injured
;

P. muricata (Mexico), slightly injured ; P. patulu

(Mexico), foliage much injured ; P. Hartwegi (Mexico),
one fine plant killed and another a good deal injured

;

P. palustris (North America), much injured ; P. jezoen-
sis (China), killed ; Araucaria imbricafa (Andes), leaves

of some plants a good deal browned, others not injured.

Gwpressvntts.—Thuja pendula (China), young shoots

injured ; Liliocedrus Chilensis (Chili), slightly injured

only ; Cupressus funebris (Chinese Tartary), one fine

plant killed, and another killed where not protected by
snow ; C. Goveniaua (California), tops of branches
killed ; C. thunfera (Mexico), fine plants killed (!) ;

C. Coulteri (Mexico), onefiue plant killed (?), and another
very much injured ; C. Uhdeana (Mexico), injured at

points of shoots; C. elegans, or Mexicana (Mexico),

much injured ; C. lusitanica (Cedar of Goa), some fine

plants killed, others much injured.

Jwniperineos.— Juniperus Bermudiana (Bermudas),
killed ; J. flaccida (Mexico), killed ; J. tetr.igona

(Mexico), much injured ; J. gossainthanea (Himalayas),

much injured ; J. Bedfordiana, much injured.

Smilacea;.—Smilax maculata (Nepal), injured, though
planted against a wall ; S. aspera (Asia Minor), much
injured ; S. sarsaparilla (America), injured ; S. latifolia

(New Holland), injured, but not killed.

Liliacccv.—Ruseus racemosus (Portugal), branches

injured.

Asphodelca;—Phormium tenax (New Zealand Flax),

much injured, but not killed.

Qraminecc.—Gynerium argentenm (Pampas Grass),

foliage killed, as we 1 as some of the plants, and all the

others very much injured.

In addition to the foregoing, many fine specimens of

New Holland Acacias, and other plants from the

souihern hemisphere, which had stood out several

years, trained against walls, with only slight protection,

have all been killed to the ground, including the blue

passion-flower (Passiflora eterulea), besides many small

rare plants which were growing in the narrow borders

fronting the conservatories, have also been killed or

much injured.

This long list of casualties will at once show that the

commonly received doctrine of plants becoming accli-

mated rests on a very unstable foundation. The indi-

vidual plants which are first imported never become
hardier, but rather the reverse ; but seedlings obtained

from them may and do so.

The extreme cold has, however, had its advantages by
showing us the plants which are really hardy sno

never likely to be injured in Ireland. 1 shall, there-

fore state the names of a few, which may be reckoned

valuable, and well worthy of being planted where rare

ornamental trees are desirable, viz.:

—

Pinus nobilis, P. ponder, sa, P. Sabiniana, P. Conlten",

P. californica. which closelv resembles C. Cou'teri ; F.
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i','' for April 10th, there op|*»red an article on
the subject signed "John Weeks and Co.," which

wouM
that we are not at all surprised thai man* of

your readem, including '
•'•

. W..' should be
the very contradictory statement* »bich

'tane Gardener' and <

horn Sir William Hooker and the Meenrs. Weeks, rela-

tive to the consumption of fuel to heal tie Kew I'alm-

house ; but as Sir William has chosen to observe a
strict silence on the subject since our reply t/, his first

statement, neither your readers nor ourselves have any
other alternative hut to fall back on our own judgment

;

and as practical men of some 36 years' experience, we
have no doubt whatever that it b perfectly impossible

to work the 12 boilers now in use at the Kew Palm-
house and maintain a temperature of 60" for anything
like 300(. a-yeor ; and that, therefore, 6ome great

mistake must have been made by those who gave in

such a report of the expenditure to Sir William II'

From this it would appear tbat MeEsrs. Weeks expected
Sir W. Hooker to have given some further statement

;

but as he could not alter the truth, viz , that the cost of

fuel for the Palm-house did not average more than
300(. a-year, I therefore do not see what further
notice of the su'oject could be expected, especially

seeing that the public position held by Sir William
Hooker is a sufficient guarantee that his statement
is correct. The paragraph above quoted co eludes

by saying that "some great mistake must have
been made by those who gave in such a report." Now
I confess it was I that made the report in question
by desire of Sir William Hooker (the whole of the
ordering and payments for fuel being checked by me),
and in order to show Messrs. Weeks the data by «hieh
I arrived at the cost of fuel for the Palm-boose, I will

here give a detailed account of the sums paid for foel

for the use of the Royal Botanic Garden during each of

the following years :

—

Year ended 31st March. 1S45 £388 10 6
„ lstr iOO 2
„ „ 1843 507 7 6
„ „ 1S49 761 9 6

„ 1S50 791 6 6
„ , 1S51 S17 8 6

„ „ 1SS2 673 1 3

„ „ 1S53 T23 8 9
,, 1S54 769

No exact separate account of the cost of fuel for the

Palm-house has been kept, therefore in crier to

ascertain that point I took the average cost of the whole
garden before and after the Palm-bouse fires came into

operation ; the latter took place in June, \0iZ. and the

first payment for fuel on account of the PaJm-bouse is

included in the sum of 76H- St. 6i, shown to have

been paid in March, 1S49, consequently the above table

includes six years of the Palm-nous: -May,
and part of June, 1848), the average of these six years

for the whole garden is, in round numbers, 7;tl. : and

after substracting the average cf the sums paid in HM6
and 1847 (394(.f there re: _ , which would be

entirely due to the Palm-bouse, provided there had not

been, as Sir William Hooker ;
- many other

additional fires in operation during t':. re, the

cost of which I ca: > n at less than 60/.., thus

bringing the cost of fuel for the Palm-bonse to about

300(., which with the wages of stokers amounts to 4'237.

per annum. It will be observed that I ha> e

•e computation the sum paid ^848;

if I had taken that into account the average cost

of the Palm-honse would have teen less, I

would not have been a jus: s
-a -ement, ss a portion

of the fuel for that year wi- -
I t>efore

or since required. Now, if Messrs. Weeis, with their

" practical ex-:: - :- - - . main-

tain that a creat error las bet -i in making
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tiie above calculation and also tlmt their boilers would

have saved 1093?. a-year during these six years, then I

must say that their practical experience has availed

them but li tie in forming a correct judgment in this

instance. I have not the means of proving to Messrs.

Weeks the correctness of the above statement otherwise

than by entries of payments, and coal merchants' tickets

of deliveries ; but if what I have shown is not sufficient

to convince them of their error, it may be possible for

them, on making a proper official application at the

office of the Commissioners of her Majesty s Roya

Parks, Palaces, and Public Buildings, in Whitehall

Place, to be allowed to see the whole of the receipted

bills ; or a more readv way would be to see the official

printed estimates for this garden, which are laid annu-

ally before Parliament, for in these estimates Messrs.

Weeks will find the sum set down for fuel for the year

ended March, t849, to be for the Palm-house 3002., and

for the rest of the garden 400Z. ; in the following five

years both services are united in one sum, viz., 800Z.

The expenditure above given, when compared with

the estimates of the corresponding years, shows that

our first and original estimate for the Palm house has

not beeu exceeded during the six years.

It is to be regretted that Messrs. Weeks should, after

their " 36 years' practical experience," have made such

a statement : for it is to the family of Weeks that horti-

culturists are indebted for many early improvements in

heating by hot-water ;—I say early, but I also hope

recent, especially in regard to the boiler they have

advertised. I have no doubt but that it has merits

above its predecessors, and if so it will soon become

known and appreciated by the public, even without the

extraordinary" statement of its power and economy as

given in the advertisement. Such statements are often

apt to make the cautious public think that they are too

good to be true ; nevertheless I will venture to assure

Messrs. Weeks that if occasion arises for boilers

in this garden, the merits of their new boiler will

be fully inquired into ; but I candidly tell them that the

experience I have had of boilers has made me very in-

credulous as to the economy of this or that boiler, both

as regards the consumption of fuel and in not requiring

to be looked at for 12 or 16 hours ! Most boilers come
up to the marl; on these two points during the summer
half-year, but in the winter half they fall much below

par. Another point Messrs. Weeks take credit for, is

iu having the whole of the houses of their nursery

heated by one boiler. I intended to have given my
reasons for differing from them on this point, but as the

subject has been fully entered into by Mr. Ajres in the

Chronicle of last Saturday, I therefore do not deem it

necessary to do so ; his views entirely coincide with my
owu, and I can bear testimony to the consequences of

the alarming words—" Please, sir, the boiler has burst,"

or I had it often, " The boiler of Number— is leaking,

*nd has put out the fire." There is another paragraph

in Messrs. Weeks' article in the " Cottage Gardener"
that I will briefly notice ; speaking of the extent of the

surface of their houses exposed to the action of cold,

they say, " if we take the outside measurement of our

detached houses aud compare tiiem with the Kew Palm-

house, it will be found our detached houses measure

about twice as much." I will ask, does this include the

brick walls as well as the glass, or glass only ? I must
confess 1 am somewhat sceptical as regards the correctness

of this statement, not yet having forgotten my country's

proverb that " it taks mony wees to mak' a muckle."

The Kew Palm-house is free to the public ; any one

may measure and make his own calculations—not so

with Messrs. Weeks' establishment, for having a due
respect to politeness, I could not think of deliberately

entering their premises with measuring tape in hand
without their sanction or invitation. /. Smith, Royal
Botanic Garden, Kew, April 23.

tioned, by an additional style. This ovary provtd

extremely interesting. In a transverse section half way

up, the placentae were seen springing evidently from

the walls, but perfectly united in the centre, and

showing a fascicle of vessels marking the position of the

axis with which they were confluent. A gentle

motion of the dissecting knife easily separated one of the

placentae from the walls, as did the mere act of drying;

but the other was so firmly incorporated that it could

not be separated without actual violence. There was in

fact no real solution of continuity. A section higher

up exhibited the placentte as perfectly marginal without

the slightest tendency to meet in the centre, though the

axis was prolonged aud presented sections of two carpels,

within which were three more, disposed spirally, and

all of them terminated with a short linear style. In

this case, of course, there were no free st'gmatic cords.

The inference from this example is precisely the same

with that which was derived from a Carnation, of which

an account was formerly published (Oarcl. Chron. 1850,

p. 612), that the placentation in Caryophyllaceae is essen-

tially marginal, and the apparently central placentation

arises merely from an early solution of continuity

between the placentte and the walls on which they were

originally developed. I have had many opportunities

of reexamining the Carnation, for all the plants raised

from the original plant exhibit the same peculiarity of

producing a number of ovules transformed into carpel-

lary leaves, and I had the pleasure during the present

autumn of showing growing specimens to Dr. Hooker
and Dr. Thomson. I do not deny altogether the possi-

bility of central placentation, but it is very probable that

many of the supposed cases will be resolved into parietal.

In the Foxglove the two confluent carpellary leaves,

of which you gave a figure, produced a placenta on the

line of juncture ; but in the present case the placenta

was confined to the outer margin of each as exhibited

in the woodcut. One figure represents two fertile

placentas with their stigmatic cords. In the one the

axis is terminated by three central, in the other by four

oblique and very irregular carpellary leaves. Both of

these ovaries were more or less decayed. The left-hand

figure presents a single carpel of the second, with a
distorted ovule near the base. The two right-hand

figures represent the sections described above, of which
the upper is the more highly magnified ; and the

remaining figure shows two confluent carpellary leaves,

with an ovule at the outer edge, situated just at the

point where the suture with the other carpellary leaf

ceases. M. J. JB.

MONSTROUS SWEET WILLIAM.
A few weeks since you published some remarks on

a singular state of the common Foxglove, in which the

calyx leaves were multiplied at the expense of the inner

whorls of the flower, while iu a few cases only anything
was produced in the shape of carpels. It was shown
that parietal and axile placentation occurred in the same
capsule, while the axis was prolonged beyond the pla-

centa; and bore at its apex a second whorl of carpellary

leaves within the first. I have lately had an opportu-
nity of examining a state of the common Sweet William
in an exactly similar condition. Unhappily, from the
advanced season of the year, a very few only of the
ovaries which had been developed were in a fit condition
to yield any certain information ; but notwithstanding
this inconvenience, results have been obtained which
seem of sufficient importance to lay before your
readers.

Exactly as in the Foxglove, in advanced ovaries,
there was not only the ordinary column studded
with ovules arranged evidently on three confluent
placentte, the tips or stigmatic cords of which were
free and naked, but the axis was crowned by one or
more whorls of carpellary leaves, either so confluent
as to form a distinct capsule, or perfectly free to
the very base, and exhibiting one or sometimes two
ovules attached by peduncles to the edge. A single
flower was obtained a few days later, in which the
petals though small were tolerably developed and per-
lectly fresh as also were the ovary and stigmas. The
carpellary leaves of this were disunited above, and only
two in number with the addition of the rudiments of a
third, indicated chiefly, as in the Foxglove above men-

TREE MIGNONETTE.
Common Mignonette is so well known that it is super-

fluous to say a word about it. It is to the culture of it

as standards for the winter decoration of the conserva-

tory and greenhouse that I would now direct attention.

I generally sow iu 4-iuch pots, about the end of

March or beginning of April, according to the number
of standards required. The soil I use is maiden loam
and leaf-mould in equal quantities, with a little well

rotted manure and sand added. I drain and fill the

pots in the usual way, but do not press the soil too

firmly ; I smooth the surface, and put a pinch of seed in

the centre of each pot. I cover thinly with fine sifted

soil ; water gently ; aud remove the pots to the stove,

or, if that is not available, to a hot-bed, and the plants

soon make their appearance. As soon as they have
grown a little, I pull all out but three of the strongest

near the centre of the pot. After all danger of their

damping off has in a great measure passed, I remove
the two weakest, and tie the other to a neat stake.

I repot as the plants require it, and remove the lateral

buds as soon as they make their appearance in the axils

of the leaves, at the same time preserving the leaves on
the stem carefully. The flower will soon make its

appearance on the top of the stem ; I remove it at once,

and allow the highest lateral bud to grow to form the

next leader to be tied to the stake as soon as possible ;

I remove the lateral buds as before, and so on till the

stem is the desired height.

When the stem is of the height required, I cut off the

top, and allow four or five of the highest lateral buds to

grow. As soon as they have pushed a little I pinch

them, leaving only two buds on each j I allow them to

start a little, and then remove the plants to a cool green-

house, where they get plenty of air ; I continue to pinch

regularly as the plants grow, till the heads are the

desired size (which will be about the end of September

or the middle of October), when they will require their

final shift, using 8 or 9-iiich pots according to the size

of the plants. I procure some iron wire for supports,

or neat wooden stakes. After being inserted into the

pots they must stand 2 or 3 inches above the head of

the plant, to allow all the laterals forming the head to

be suspended from them with small pieces of bast. If

they are not tied up carefully they will, as they grow,

droop down and break, as Mignonette is a plant of

straggling habit.

Treated in the above way, Mignonette will flower

freely till the time when there is plenty to be had out

of doors, when the plants may be thrown away. I prefer

growing from seed every season. The little extra
trouble required is amply compensated by the neat

compact form of the heads of the young plants.

Amateurs will soon find that there is a great dif-

ference in the habit of individual plants of Mignonette
when growing for standards. Some of the heads will

assume a neat compact form, with fine broad foliage,

while others will be of an opposite character. Seed
should be saved from the plants having the best habit

for next season's growth.

I have little doubt that the common Mignonette will

be superseded, so far as the growth of standards is

concerned, by the new variety, named grandiflora. It

appears to be a very robust grower, with fine broad
foliage, and will consequently require less time in

forming a standard. Alpha.

SIR W. J. HOOKER'S REPORT ON KEW
GARDENS.

Royal Gardens, Kew, 31st December, 1854.

In presenting my Report on the Royal Gardens of Kew for the
yeav now closed, I need not dwell much on the Botanic Garden
as distinguished from the Pleasure Ground or Arboretum. Its
progress has been detailed in former Reports. The arrangement
of walks, lawns, clumps, and ornamental flower beds ia, bo far as
regards general features, complete.

In novelties, rarities, and especially in useful plants, we have
received as manyadditions as in any former year, and equally
numerous have been our donations to foreign gardens and
colonies. The former circumstance (our augmented collections),

when taken in conjunction with the constantly increasing growth
of the plants, compels me to entreat for more accommodation to

our greenhouse plants frcm temperate climates, and especially
those of a large size, such as scarce tender Pines, and Austra-
lian trees aod shrubs.
Nothing has occurred to lessen the number of visitors, or the

interest shown by the public in the Gardens and Collections. As
in former years, I submit a statement of the number of visitors

annually, commencing with the first year of admission to the
Gardens, viz.-1841, 9174; 1842, 11,400; 1843, 13,492; 1844,

16,114; 1845, 28,139; 1846, 46.573; 1847, 64,282; 1848, 91,708;
1849, 137,865 ; 1S50, 179,627 ; 1S51 (the year of the Great Exhibi-
tion), 327,900; 1S52, 231,210; 1853,331,210; 1854, J39,164.

It will thus be perceived that the numbers are steadily and
constantly increasing. The great superiority in the year 1851
must be considered due to the influx of people to the metropolis
caused by the Great Exhibition, and that of 1853 to the Sunday
admission. In the same proportion has increased the mimber of

individuals who come for study and instruction, especially artists.

To various Government Schools of Art and Design we con-

tinually send abundant supplies for the use of their pupils in
London.
The Pleasure Ground adjacent to the Garden, and occupied

during the last four years as an arboretum, devoted to all kinds
of foreign trees and shrubs that will bear our climate, while still

keeping up its ornamental character, has its growing attractions.

The rough ground, bordering on the grand walk, or Sion Vista,

has, during 1854, been levelled and formed into lawn, and the
planting is finished ; and a large proportion of the trees and
shrubs have been named, in conspicuous letters on iron tallies,

with the genus and species in Latin and English, the name of

the author who first described it, and the native country ; thus

rendering this collection of hardy trees and shrubs immediately
available for the instruction of nurserymen, planters, &c.
The Museum of Practical or Economic Botany has prospered,

and is a source of usefulness as well as gratification to our mer-
chants and commercial men, as well as to scientific persons. Not
a day passes but applicants come for information about the useful
woods, oils, fibres, gums, resins, drugs, and dye-stuffs, of which
the stores and greenhouses contain the living sources, and the
Museum the products, all authentically named.
A new feature in connexion with the Royal Gardens remains

to he noticed.
In all continental and Government botanic gardens it is con-

sidered indispensable that an Herbarium and Botanical Library
should be appended to them, for the benefit not only of the
garden itself, but of students and of all who desite information
on the properties and commercial value, and on the correct
names of the plants which are employed in trade, in the arts, in
medicine, manufactures, and domestic economy, &c, &c. The
largest garden can never be sufficiently spacious to contain all

the known serviceable plants in a living state, even if they
could be procured. But a well-preserved herbarium does, or
should, contain dried flowering species of every known plant in
the world. Again, in the Library we have figures, and descrip-
tions, and historical notices of all plants ready for daily consulta-
tion. Thus an Herbarium and Library are essentially part and
parcel of a Botanic Garden, and when combined with a Museum,
leave nothing to he desired.

Till 1853 our Garden was utterly destitute of the two former
appendages. During that year and the one now expired it has
been my duty to report the presentation of two valuable Libraries
and Herbaria. One was the gift of Miss Bromfield ; it had be-
longed to her deceased brother, Dr. Bromfield, of the Isle of
Wight; the other was bestowed on us by George Bentham, Esq.,
of London. Both were presented under condition that they
should be available, under proper restrictions, for the public
service, and both are safely deposited at Kew.
These presents, together with the entire private herbarium and

library, the property of the director, have been made available
for public use, and are accommodated and conveniently arranged
within the precincts of the Garden. This important arrange-
ment was effected in the early part of the year now ended. The
benefits of it have already been experienced by botanists,
students, and persons of all grades who desire information about
economic and other plants throughout Europe. Many have come
to reside at Kew for months at a time, with the sole purpose of
study in the herbarium, library, and museum, and among the
living plants in the Gardens.

I must mention among the more important contributions to
the library during 1854, a splendid collection of drawings,
upwards of 1000, given by Miss Cathcart, which had been made
in India under the direction of her late brother, Major Cathcart;
a set of 218S drawings of Kew plants, which had been prepared '

by the order of the late William Townshend Aiton, Esq., presented
by William Attwell Smith, Esq. ; and the entire botanical corre-
spondence of the late Dr. Wallick, during his 28 years' super-
intendence of the Gardens at Calcutta, which that gentleman
bequeathed to the Gardens.

Lastly, the country appreciates and acknowledges the services
it has received from this establishment ; the visitors of all grades
(on two occasions exceeding 10,000 a day) evince by their generally
good conduct their thorough enjoyment of the place. Merchants,
manufacturers, travellers, we may even include foreign potentates,
testify to the same by their gifts of all kinds of plants, museum
objects, and books to the library.

To our own colonies our books show that we have contributed
extensively, by the dispersion of useful plants and trees, in
climates suited to their growth, wherever our trade and commerce
reach. Parliamentary Paper 140, 1.
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COMMON THINGS.
Neapolitan Violets.— About thin time collect a quan-

tity of stones about an incli in circumference, and look

over your frame, laying ono stone on each runner
about an inch from its end ; after tliat mix a

barrowful of loam and leaf-mould in equal parte, and
with a coarse sievo Hhako it lightly over them an inch

thick, afterward,* giving them a gentle watering. The
lights may bo put on every night, only expoeing them
in line days, and during mild showers. The lost week in

May take the runners up with a ball, ami prepare a piece

of ground on a north border, with the hiiiuo soil an used

in the frame, viz., equal parts of yellow loam, leaf-

mould, well-decayed cow-dung, river Hand, and old lime
rubbish. Plant them in rows II inches apart each way,
watering them in dry weather ; about the beginning of

September prepare your frame in which Primulas or any
thing of that kind have been grown during the summer
month**, by placing at the bottom a layer of bricks, on

which coal ashes should be spread within 18 inches of

the top. Then (ill up within f> or '» inches of the glassj

with a fresh supply of tho above compost, Blightly

pressed with a rake. After taking up the plants care-

fully but not with too large a ball, plant them in rows us

above, giving them a good watering, and shading them
from tho hot sun for about a fortnight with garden mats,
patting tho lights on at night. A good thickness of

short dung should bo applied round tho outside of the

frame, to keep out, tho frost, which must nover be

allowed to get to the plants. A few with good balls

may be taken up even when in full flower large enough
to fill an ll-inch pot, to stand in the drawing room. !!y

acting on the above plan a continual supply of this

favourite flower may be had from November till March.

The Camellia may be propagated by cuttings, but the

usual nursery practice is to graft or inarch ou stocks of

the single red and Middlemiss red varieties. Cuttings

of these root freely, provided they are taken off in a

properly ripened state. After being prepared, and
potted in very sandy soil and watered, they should be
placed in a cold frame till cicatrised, and then intro-

duced into gentle bottom-heat, where they will soon
form roots.

Home Correspondence.
Extraordinary nail-storm.—Mr. Darwin (Researches

p. 435), gives an account of the destruction caused to

deer, ostriches, and other wild animals by a hail-
'

storm in the Pampas, of which he was uot indeed him-
self a witness, but of which he saw the results and was
satisfied that the account he received from those who
were eye-witnesses was substantially correct, and the
more so, inasmuch as a similar account is given by
Dobrizhofl'er in his History of the Abipores. The hail-

'

storm of which au account has just been received from
a young officer stationed at Secunderabad, in a letter

dated March 1 3, is still more striking, and is well worthy
of being recorded :—" Vegetation is very abundant
here, and consists of large tropical plants and all sorts

of small weeds. The jungles are very fine. I believe

that there are pleuty of fungi in the rainy weather, but

there is nothing of (he kind now. We have had some
heavy storms lately, and during one several natives

were killed at Bolarum by the hailstones. The briga-

dier who was out, calling at Bolarum, had the panels

of his carriage knocked in ; every pane of glass iu my
house was broken, and some hailstones came into my
room, 5 inches long and of the shape of an egg. About
a mile from Secunderabad the hail was so heavy that it

stripped all the bark off the trees, and has left a road of

broken trees through the jungle. I had a quantity of the
ice colleated, and it lasted three days. A native on the
day of the storm, who saw me eating a piece of ice,

asked whether it was good, and immediately took up
a mass as large as a pigeon's egg and tried to swallow
it whole, but it stuck in his throat and he was very
nearly dying, but luckily it was removed iu time to save
him from Buffocation. The people were much asto-

nished, having never seen anyjj ice before, and one of
them came up to me with his hands full, shivering and
holloaing out, ' Bahot tunda, bahot tunda, sahib,' (very
cold, very cold, sir)." M. J. B.

T?ie Osage Orange.—The following information re-
specting this plant was obtained during a short residence
in the United States. The Maclura or Bow-wood, as it

is more commonly called in America, is a native of
Arkansas aud Missouri, where it is arborescent, and
grows from SO to 70 feet high, and is considered one of
the handsomest trees indigenous to that country. The
leaf is ovate-lanceolate, and of a dark glossy green. The
shoots are furnished with thorns scarcely less formidable
than those of the Gleditschia. The fruit is large, round,
and of a golden yellow. The wood when properly
seasoned is of great durability, and in (he southei u
states is extensively used for ship-building in preference
to the live Oak er Quercus virens, which abounds in
America, aud forms iu the south aud far west the main
material in the form of timber used for that purpose.
Various articles of furniture are also made of the Bow-
wood, such as chairs, tables, drawers, bedsteads, &c.,
and from the shavings, chips, and other refuse, a yellow
dye is made. Passing from the south and west to the
northern and eastern states, the Maclura becomes a
mere bush, and is useful only as a hedge plant ; but its

value for that purpose is, and must be wherever it will
grow, truly great. A hedge properly made of it does, iu-
deed, bid a " sweet defiance"to man or animal. Nothing
can pass through it, and to climb over it would he next

to impossible. Nature has given it the faculty of being

made into an impauaiiblo barrier, which,

and properly mode, must lion, the very formidable

nature of tho plant, give strength and durability ten or

twenty times greater than could be offered by any
ordinary Whitethorn or Quickset hedge. But, will it

grow— will it succeed in thin country] That's the

question, 1 answer No doubt about it. I have seen

it in various parti of the States, nod under vario

cumstances, and I do not, hesitate to Hint.'- thai It

not only grow and thrive hen-, nod make a !,

means of defence far stronger and mori

anything we now have ; but for months after your

Whitethorn hedge baa been leafless and barren, tht

Bow-wood will bo clothed with id beautiful dark green

foliage ii], to tin- latest period of the year, whir!, i

upon as a point by no means to In- overlooked, for
railway companies the Madura will be of great value,

more particularly for the summit of railway embank-
ments. Its roots being very fibrous and having quite

an horizontal tendency, they will greatly assist In

iog up tho aoil, and thus be a means of preventing land

nlipa, which often occur. In another number I

Something of the culture of the OflBge Orange. I would

inform those who dcaire to know more of this plant, 1 1 .
.-

i

I have brought over with me some of the shoots of bint

year. They may bo seen at 21, Regent Street, at the

Meeting of May llth. A Gardener.

Effect of Qua-time, Sand, and Ashes on Lawns.—
At tho recommendation of one of my neighbours I

have applied to my lawn lime from the gas

with equal quantities of sand and ashes from the

grate. From this application I was led to expect a

beautifully firm and green surface ; but to my astqnith-

ment the Grass is literally burnt up, and I fear com-
pletely ruined. Pray what is best to be done with it \

J. W. L., Manchester. [Let it alone. It may recover
when rains and S.W. winds return. If not you must
replace it.]

Bedding Plants for a Long Border.—Having a long

straight border, about 12 feet wide, which I purpose
planting this season with flowering plants in continuous
rows, but in such a manner as to produce the best effect,

I should feel obliged for the opinion of some of your
readers, wdio have been in the habit of planting such
borders, as to what plants are most suitable for it. 1

may observe that at present it is perfectly clear, its front
is margined by a broad walk forming an important
feature in the place, while a low Laurel hedge runs along
the back. I should not like anything higher than 3 feet,

and I do not wisli more than six or seven rows of plants.

Now what are these rows to be composed of? I am
tolerably well off' for the bedding-out plants most common
in use, such as Geraniums, Calceolarias, Salvias,

Fuchsias, Sec, but I want to know how to dispose of

them to the best advantage ; the effect to be produced
being for the present season only. N. W.

Pcrcepicr.—" At Caiusham, on the west bank of the
river Avon, about 5 miles above Bristol, grows wild the
plant Percepier, peculiar to England. It has a strong
bitter and sharp taste, and never exceeds a span in the
whole year, having no stalk but herbaceous flowers. It

is a powerful and quick diuretic, and water distilled

from it is useful iu many cases."

—

Camden's Britannia.
In a foot-note it is said, " Mr. Ray says it is not un-
common in foreign countries. Hist. Plant. IV. 14.

Nor is it uncommon in England." Would you have the
goodness to look into Ray, and see what is meant by
Percepier, and let us know what is the real name of

this strange plant. A. F. [The plant is Aplianes (or
Alchemilla) arvensis, a common weed in gravelly places,

and commonly called Parsley Teart, a corruption we
suppose of Percepierre.]

Gas from Green Wood.—Can any of your correspond-
ents (scientific men) inform me what that gas is which
escapes from green wood freshly put on the fire. It

may easily be perceived if prevented from escaping up
the chimney by a side draught or cross current of air,

aud it is unaccompanied by smoke. It is peculiar, but
not disagreeable. It comes abundantly from green
Apple wood, but is not, I think, peculiar to that. X Q. Q.,

Leyslers.

Fruit and Potatoes uninjured by Frost (see p. 262).

—

The cistern in your correspondent's fruit-room doubtless
first attracted the frost, and therefore his fruit and
Potatoes escaped injury. Our father for many years
adopted the practice of placing pails, basins, or dishes of
water in his Iruit-room during intense frosts, thus pre-
venting his fruit from being frozen whilst the vessels
contained water, which always attracted the frost before
anything else in the room ; when all the water bad
become ice, of course it was necessary to replenish it.

Of late years we have beeu more successful by intro-
ducing something larger, such as wash-tubs or milk-
pans, filled with w-ater, in the most draughty part of our
fruit-room. No doubt, therefore, tubs of water placed
iu greenhouses, and probably under or near wall fruit

trees, would prove useful. If frozen A pples or Potatoes
before they are thawed are put into cold water for a few-

minutes it will extract the ice from them to a degree
remarkable, inasmuch as they may be taken out, all

sticking together, a complete mass of ice, and if they
are then thawed slowly iu the water, aud afterwards
dried, most of them w ill be as good as ever. Doubt-ess
frozen plants might sometimes be saved by the same
practice. The middle of a room is the safest place ft r

preserving fruit, &c, from frost, the sides being the

most draughty and cold. We had Potatoes this winter
slightly covered with a cloth in the middle of an out-

house, opposite the outward doorway, uninjured ; whilst

' ere i although :e

other warm

;

I

Idlo of our grounda all winter, where all (hi

arc destroyed. Hardy A ion.

• "i <-*ll

-
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i few >«-«r» til) it
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it is so vcxatii
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have arisen. The very general admiral
'> now prevails

show how important tl t to; tad I :

that in many at present health;

source of evil will be, a few years I

.'ed. Why if t! - :>nd

that we buy for our plan - *'

ri in this manner, what
victims of th of mismanagement are those

very plants which we arc looking to ai I -La-

ments of our pleasure grounds and woods ! I wi> v
,

every Pino grower le Ida attention to thto

point; and by way of putting .in end to M
evil, I would

j rope se that there should be puhb*b«
your journal the names of all th w\u>

send out plants in this wretched " pot-bound" Kate.

lie name.-, of those whose plant' are healthy, wi

and in a creditable state. Were this plan sdopl

would alwaysknowwhoweretherigbl
ever district one chanced to be. It has been rn;

to form acquaintance with several nurseryr

southern and midland districts, an 1 I could b

[
. y well who send out properly-rooted Pines, a.- .

who do uot ; I have now come to reside in a di •
-

where nurserymen are scarce, and good ones almost
' unknown, and I am sorry to say I could now give

the names of two or three whose plant* are a per

disgrace to them, and I am, therefore, obliged to send
to the south, or to the neighbourhood of London, in

erier to procure plants that I can be sure »iil b*-

iu such a state as to give me a hope that my Pinetum
will prosper. If I could draw, I would give yon a

picture of a Pinaster suppli rs. of

which would amusingly illustrate wi at I have eaid,

I

i feet high in a 3-inch pot ! But enough. /

' irry Cala-juilar.—The following facts

perhaps, not be wiihout interest. Gooseberry t

pillars have been in past } ears particularly destructive

here ; last year they were very numerous, and a!

various methods were tried for their extir-

were of lit:le avail. Tlv's year I determined to stop

their ravages if practicable, and so far, I am happy to

say, I have been successful. Knowing that the chr<

is deposited in the ground—where it remains during the

winter—and that the first few warm days in spring

cause the fly to emerge, I kept waich to note their

appearance, and by employing an hour or two in the

morning for a few days, I caught several hundreds of

flies. Each of the females, at a ron^'h average, I cal-

culate contained fifty eggs— probably many more.

On examining (he Gooseberry leaves now I find but

very few eggs deposited, consequently they are e -

removed. I am persuaded that the above method i»

the easiest and surest way of getting rid of the ravages

of this voracious grub. The following deseripti -

the fly may be of use in identifying it :—

W

quite 'transparent ; the head and antenrre blacK ibe

thorax yellow, with a l.'.rge black spot above and Ivtua r

the upper spot generally divided into three ; the body
1

is of a delicate \ellow colour ; the 'e;s yellow, ar !

feet black. L "demt, Droi;-

Xatura! Mu '
" —I beg lo sen-i

;

basket of Mushrooms gathered from an ex; '•: i As; ira-

gus bed, and a sample of Mushrorms from a Mash-.

room-bouse. Ac x so unusual as a crop <i

Mushrooms out of doors at so early a period in tfce.

}ear exposed to the opposing influences of severe right

irost and dry cew'ers v either, appears ti me to be.

sufficientlv singular to merit retraric : the s^y-r -

excellence of the natural Mu.-hrooms will be evident

by comparisen. By way of explaining the appearance

of the Mushroonrs" on an Asparagus bed, I may state

that having ne.-asion to form a new AsTira-ns quarter

last year," and the natural soil being clay. I wls

obli^d to make the beds of materials borrowed

from \arious places. A layer of the leaves and dung

from my Seafcah rter formed the bottom. I

top Grassy sods .: :. ; s
-

: = . ft ^owed by a qn-ntity
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of mm, aud uily deposited by a little river adja-

cent the place ; the upper part was mixed with the

short duug from an exhausted Mushroom bed. The

whole was well salted, the bed was raised about

24 feet above the surface, and the Asparagus planted.

During the summer, and until late in the autumn, the

Asparagus was pretty nearly pushed out of the ground by

immense clusters of Mushrooms. 1 regret not keeping

an account of the number of bushels gathered. No

protection was given to the Asparagus bed during the

winter, and 1 concluded that frost and snow, and other

climatic influences, bad ended my trouble with Mush-

rooms, but they have appeared again as vigorously

healthful as ever. I think this chance has conveyed a

lesson in Mushroom culture, and instead of the usual

and aunual construction of beds formed of horse-drop-

pings and crusts of soil, why should we not form a per-

manent bed tn last several years, and afford a perennial

supply of what M. Soyer calls the Pearl of the Fields!

W. Ingram, Bdvoir Castle, April 26. [The specimens

were very fine iu all respects, and completely auswered

to Mr. Ingrains description.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Guatemala, Dec. 1 854.—You have enclosed a fewseeds

of the Scarlet Antigonum. It is a glorious creeper, and

now in full bloom ; but perfectly indescribable for its

luxuriance. A plant eight years old has its great

elephantine-like bulbs, from which springs, in this

instance, a stem as thick as my arm at the elbow, some

30 feet long, turning round and round an Anona tree,

and spreading over the top of the tree, some 50 feet

high and 14 feet iu diameter, a cauopy of scarlet and

green ; while, not content with this, it has caught the

corridor of the house, and also covered a space 20 feet

long, hanging a curtain of 10 feet deep of scarlet

streamers. The old lady in whose house this splendid

specimen is growing has given me iycoupleof bulbs,( ?) with

their young shoots all in prime order ; at this season of

the j ear I have great hopes it will preserve its vege-

tating properties till it reaches England. I packed them
in the identical soil where growing, in a box, along with

ayellow Bejuco (probablya Galphimia), equally curious,

and sent them off by this packet. These plants are

natives of our coasts here, climate about 75°
; but tiiey

thrive here after 6 years' acclimatation 65° to 68°,

which is necessary before they flower, so do not be dis-

appointed if the first year does not produce flowers.

One thing I observed in unpotting the present specimen
—at the end of the numerous fibres on the bulb were
20 or 30 small bulbs, or literally Potatoes, covered with

small fibres. All these, I expect, will produce plants,

and if so you will have a supply. My wish is that every-

thing I know here as fine may be common in my native

land. Of the Epidendrum myrianthum you mention, I have
fine plants to go by next packet. Warcsevicz never saw
this plant, or if he did he never could get it to England
as its habitat is 60 leagues from this. My impres-
sion is that the only plants of it that could ever

have gone were some which some other Belgian could

not pay the freight on, and which S bought
for 13/., and sold them by auction at Stevens', and I

recollect seeing them there sell for 80s. and 40s. each
as Epid. polyluthum. But you have my drawing of

the colours and a specimen iu spirits, and remember it

is as sweet and as handsome in its beautiful cluster as

Vanda suavis. Now I will venture to give you a detail

of my journey to the Alatepeque frontier of Honduras

—

take Mr. Baily's map and I will trace you my route, a
hitherto new one to me, and I question if traversed by
any interested in horticulture before.

1854, October 30.—I started in a southerly direction

by Arrasola to Quajimouilapa, where I breakfasted the
following day. Near Arrasola abounds Odontoglossum
bicallosum, O. Iceve, climate 60° aud 65°. Towards
"los Verdes" I found the evergreen seeds No. 110, the
plants dried specimens Nos. 1 (a charming yellow Big-
nonia), 2 aud 3 (a pretty Melastomad), with seeds of

the two last under same numbers ; the climate of these
last getting warmer as I descended the mountain of los

Verdes to Cerro redondo, 11 leagues, where I slept.

Next morning, 31st October, passed through Mai pais,

where the vegetation is almost coast ; near a rivulet

enormous Marants ; and of Orchids only Oncid.
sphacelatum, Notylias, and Oncid. roseum, with lots

of Pipers and Mosses, Lichens, &c. Getting out of the
forest I picked up seeds No. 57, a Leguminosa, but not in

flower. Breakfasting iu Qmijiniquilapa, I saw before
the door of the house a fine lump of Oncid. Suttoui

;

it had a mass of flowers. We now kept an easterly
direction to Esclavos, and crossed the river of that
name, aud on towards El Oratorio, the road through a
dense forest : here we have fine plants of Cattleya
Skinneri, Epid. Stamfordianum, C\cnoches Egertoni-
anum, Notylias, Oncid. sphacelatum, and Epid. macro-
chiluni roseum, with Stanhopeas venusta and saccata.
I put up in a village four leagues from Quajini-
quilapa, called the Guapinol, from the circumstance of
Beveral trees of that fruit growing here, and, 1st
November, started again in a northerly direction
up a steep mountain covered wiih trees and Chids,
such as I mentioned yesterday, and in addition
faophromtis cernua. We ascended some 1000 feet into
a region of solely Pine trees, and about 200 feet higher
came on splendid Oaks all covered with Orchids, prin-
cipally Oncid. Wentworthianum, Epid. electum stria-
tum, and Lycaste cruenta, with Stanhopea "venusta—
climate about 68'. As we proceeded we came upon an
extensive table land all in pasture to the village of

into

side

S.cualpa or Asacoalpa, a celebrated place for robbers.

At either entrance of this town there is a gallows erected

to keep the people in remembrance of the reward attend-

ing their good deeds. After leaving Sacualpa we came

pretty undulating ravines, in one of which, on a river

, I found the pretty shrub No. 5 (a Malpigbiad near

Bunchosia), and an immense quantity of Orchids—

Brassavolas giauca and venusta, Brassia verrucosa,

remarkably fine plants ; Cyrtoc. maculatum, Lycaste

cruenta, Oncid. leucochiluin, &c—as many of these

plants as would load a ship in three miles distance,

while, as we ascended a little higher, we found in

addition Barkeria Skinneri, now in glorious flower.

This plant, however, we can never find in masses,

single small plants, but most brilliant in its colours
;

and I observe the colder the climate the finer the colour,

not too shady in its habitat, aud yet not much exposed

to the sun. The natives make collections aud place

them on the trees before their doors in masses to

sell the flowers for the ornamenting the altars of

the churches at Christmas ; but principally the day

of the Conception, December 8, which gives a ver-

nacular Flor de la Conception and Flor de Pascua, by

both of which names this really pretty Orchid is known

in this country. About two leagues from A sacualpa we

descend a steep hill, and come on very extensive plains,

which continue till we reach the river Paz, which

crossiug we again ascend a slight acclivity of limestoue

rocks, where the only vegetation is Grasses and Pines.

On one side of the road, having dismounted, I found the

Mimosa seeds, No. 63, a very pretty sensitive plant,

forming a bank which on my approach was all set in

motion. Continuing through now a region of scorite and

Acacias, stunted Mimosas, &c, we crossed another

beautiful river, and entered on a magnificent plain

with a great many trees of the Crescentiad family, on

which I found in immense quantities Ljelia acuminata,

while the hillocks which from time to time rose on this

p^ain bore quantities of the Maguey, some in flower-

climate 69° to 75°. We got to the town of Jutiapa at

six o'clock, having ridden 12 leagues this day, 30 leagues

from Guatemala.

Nov. 2.—Leaving Jutiapa, which is a considerable

town and the head-quarters of the Corregidor of the

department, we continued along the plain now in a

northerly direction to a village called Achuapa, the

country void of Irees, and hence no Orchids ; but on

some fine Acacias in a village called San Chin, I saw

enormous masses of Loranths in full flower, the seeds of

which I sent by last packet in gum. [They were all

dead upon arrival ] Near Santa Catarina a curious

Umbelliferous plant about 6 to 8 feet high, covered

with fruit, attracted my attention much—seeds No. 72.

We stopped at Santa Catarina, 8 leagues from Jutiapa.

Nor. 3. — From Santa Catarina to Aguahlauca

we cross a beautiful river, and now in warm climate

pass over scoriated rocks, some places showing beautiful

sheets of lava. Principal vegetation Mimosas and
Acacias, here and there a solitary Epid. macrocbilum

roseum. My attention was attracted by a shrub which

is really a gem, No. 12 (one of the corollate Euphor-

bias). This was without seeds yet, but I hope to

receive them from the mines; where I also found it

abundantly. The hill sides for leagues shone again

with this lovely plant—climate 70°. Also exquisitely

beautiful is the Bucaro, No. 108 (another flue Big-

noniad), very common here ; but how much I wish they

had this in the conservatory at Chiswick ! I send seeds

also now, and have often done before ; but it is very

difficult to preserve them, as you will see, and more so

to raise them iu Europe. We have no finer thing in

this country than this ; the flowers are always in such

dense masses ; it grows about the same size as the

Cestrura in the conservatory at Chiswick. From Agua-
blanca I found nothing particular till I got to Caguasal-

tepeque, where we slept.

.AW 4.—Leaving this farm-house, in the intricacy of

half a dozen cattle tracks, we lost our way, and I found

myself on the summit of a high hill covered with a

curious Grass specimen, No. 9 (Ceresia), and also

quantities of a pretty pink flower, No. 8 (a Polygala).

These I found nowhere else. The faces of the rocks

covered with Bromelias and Ferns. Climate about 68°.

A few Pinus ochra (?) growing, but stunted for want of

soil and great exposure to a burning sun. Waiting
an hour till my servant could find a path to extricate

me, I amused myself searching for plants, but nothing

worthy of preserving except the above. By hauling

our mules and climbiug we got to a farm-house on the

opposite side of the mountain, and thence into the high-

road (?) again. Nothing remarkable till we reached
la Concepcion, and from there we ascended a league

the mountain of Alatepeque to the Mine of San
Pantaleon, an elevation of about 5500 feet above
the level of the sea. Here I remained inspecting

metals under ground for three weeks. The ravines

on this mountain contain many examples of rare vege-

tation, the principal object from its beautiful foliage,

the Liquid Amber tree, which grows to all sizes, even
to 3 and 4 feet in diameter, and 40 to 60 feet high. But
Oak and Pines are also equally abundant. You will

find two boards, which embrace the dried specimens,

are what we find there most useful for our works. I

now refer you to the list of seeds which I collected,

where I give a description of their natures aud climate,

and I feel convinced, from the temperature of the

mountains there, a cool greenhouse, if not out of door
spring and summer in England, will be found adapted
for them. I went to a mouutain near, about 1000 feet

higher, aud amongst enormous trees of Oak and Cedar,

but only in Oak trees, where the barks were covered
with Moss, Lichen, and Tillandsias, I found Arpophyllum
giganteum in bloom ; but, as I have often said, until

this plant is seen in England as I have seen it no one
will ever credit its beauty. A specimen can only be
sent in a bottle, as from its habit drying it spoils its

appearance. Where I found it luxuriating was in cold

damp spots, seldom ever seeing the sun, and certainly

subject to frosts at this season, and never warmer
in our hottest weather there than 58° and 60° of

Fahr., and oh ! such colour and such a mass of

flower. In this same habits t I found Odont. corda-

tum, but poor and shrivelled; where 10° warmer
it was fine. No. 53, a new [yes] Odont., leaves and
bulbs like pulchellum ; 54, a plant like E. arbusculum;

55 (a new grassy Epidendrum), and 56, with two other

distinct species. I send all the seeds to Mr. James
Veitch and the list, and I tell him to send it to you
along with the dried specimens, and if there be any-
thing which strikes you as remarkable let me know
the number and particulars of it, and I can send seeds

afterwards, as our medical man who accompanied me
iu my expeditions to the Mines I have so far smitten
that his leisure time will be given to making collec-

tions of plants, insects, &c, and a finer field I never
saw ; and sure am I if he experiences half the pleasure
I have enjoyed in travelling through these countries, he
will find his time delightlully employed. G. U. S.

^oritfteg.—

«

Linnxan, April 3.— The President in the Chair.

Specimens of Hierochloe borealis, gathered by Mr. R.
Dick, at Thurso, Caithness, presented by W. Gourlie,

Esq., and of Epipogiura aphyllum, gathered by Mrs.
Anderton Smith in a woody dingle on the banks of Safey

Brook, Tedstone, Herefordshire, in July, 1354, pre-

sented by E. Lees, Esq., were placed on the table ;

together with pods of Wistaria sinensis, and other fruits

from China, presented by D. Hanbury, Esq. The con-

clusion of Mr. Bunbury's remarks on the botany of

Madeira and Teneriffe was read. This portion of the

paper referred to the botany of Teneritfe. At Santa

Cruz, Mr. Buubury remarks, a very singular appearance
is given to the littoral mountains by the round pale green

bushes or clumps of Euphorbia canariensis, which are.

dotted over them in such a way as to produce a curiously

spotty effect, that strikes the eye at a considerable

distance. On the rugged cliffs eastward of the town,

and at the mouths of the little valleys which intersect

them, the peculiarly exotic character of the vegetation

—much more strikingly so than that of Funchal—is at

once apparent. There is the Euphorbia canariensis,

closely resembling the succulents of Caffraria ; the

singular and graceful Plocama pendula, a thoroughly

Canarian type ; and the Kleinia neriifolia, and Euphor-
bia piscatoria. These four plants give the distinctive

botanical physiognomy to this part of the coast. The
deep valleys on the coast north east of Santa Cruz are
full of interest. The steep rugged hills are dotted over

with the Euphorbias, Kleinias, &c. ; and higher up
where the valley narrows the rocks are covered with

Selaginella denticulata. Several Ferns grow on the

rocks, in particular Nothochlcena Marantse, Ceterach
aureum (which Mr. Bunbury thinks a variety of C.

officinarum) Gymnogramma ieptophylla, Adiantum ca-

pillus Veneris, Davallia canariensis and Polypodium
vulgare. Humboldt was certainly misinformed when
he restricted the list of Ferns found in the region of

the Vine in Teneriffe to two Acrostichums (Notho-
chlcente),and an Ouhioglossum. The six above-mentioned
all grow within the region of Euphorbias, and much
below its upper limit. The beautiful neighbourhood of

Orotava, on the north-wtst coast, has quite a different

botanical c 5 -^racter. As the climate is less dry and
more temperate, so the vegetation has less of an African

aspect. The great abundance of Date Palms in the

valley of Orotava, and some of the other valleys of

that coast forms a striking feature in the landscape,

though the Phoenix does not appear to be indigenous to

Teneriffe. The Dracsena is a scarcely less con-

spicuous feature in the scenery, but though indi-

genous to the island, almost all the trees which
occur in this valley are cultivated. The famous
Dragon tree of Villa de Oratava, so well known
through Humboldt's description, is still in existence

—

a ruin, indeed, but a noble ruin ; its foliage is still fresh

and flourishing, but the tree has been much shattered,

and has lost many branches within the last few years.

By Mr. Bunbury's measurement, the part that remains
entire of the trunk is 30 feet round. This is from edge

to edge of the hollow, and the width across the hollow

is 12 feet ; this measurement was taken at 8.^ feet

above the roots. Another tree, flourishing and compa-
ratively young, which stands beside a convent at Realejo

de Arriba, had a -trunk 14 feet 4 inches in circum-
ference at 4 feet from the ground. There is a still finer

one at Icod de los Vinos. About the level of Villa de
Orotava (1000 feet), or a little below it, the Ferns
begin to be very abundant and beautiful, and in

company with Houseleeks profusely adorn the rocky
banks and stone walls. Polypodium vulgare and
Davallia canariensis are here, as in Madeira, the most
abundant kinds ; Gymnogramma Ieptophylla, Notho-
chlsena Marantse, Asplenium pahnatuni, and Nephro-
dium elongatum, frequent and fine. Some of these

occur here and there at a much lower level ; and near
Garachico, the Asplenium palmatum descends even to

the sea-shore. Pteris lqngifolia is rare, and was seen
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only in one spot. Cheilanthes pulchclla grown in

rather arid rocky spots among tlio Cistus Montpo-
licnsis in tlio wild rugged country between [cod de

loa Vinos mid tlio vill ige of La Gunncha, The beautiful

crimson Cineraria (Senecio Tuiisibiginis) in one of the

greatest ornaments of tlio lower part of tlio woody
zino. Tlio beautiful forests of Tencriffo have been
lamentably wasted, but at Agua Mimsa, above

Orotava, tlio woodland vegetation may be seen

in all its luxuriance. At, Agua Manna, 4000 feet

above the sea, r'ornH are abundant and fine,

particularly l'teris nrguta, Asploniuni aciitum, and
Cystopteris fragilis. Qymnogramma leptopbylla

ascends to Ibis elevation. On the mountain hide, near

tho wood of Agua Mansa, but separately, not intermixed

with tho other trees, are a number of line Pines ( I 'iniiH

canarionhis)— noble, ami picturosquo trees* The roprt

Bentations of this speoies in the atlas to Webb and
Berthelot's work do not give a good idea of its appear*

auco ns seon by tho writer; it lias not the still' and
formal regularity there represented, hut rather the freo

and bold style of branching of the finest states of Pinna

sylvostris, while the very long, slender, drooping, and

almost pendulous leaves give it a distinct ami peouliar

character. Tho beautiful wood of Agua Garcia, of

which a glowing hut not exaggerated account is given by
Webb and Iterthelot, is the finest example Mr. IJiinhtiry

saw of the foroBt vegetation of Trundle, especially

day on which the Horticultural Society's first garden

exhibition Is announced to he held, 'lie; horde]

been dug, tie' Qrass is being mown, walks fn tt

vollod, aiel oltogothor a very < siderablo am', not of

improvemont In the appearance of the place has already
i ffectcd, An old wall which separated in part the

grounds el Oore h from those of tho adjoining

house has baen removed, thus throwing li lo om
a largo amount of excellent lawn, en which the IcnU

are about to I"- placed. As regards access to tie- latb i

nothing can bo mora convenient. Exhibitors1 vans have
(mly i o turn elf the Konsingtoii Road, a very i

down Goro(Park) Lane, out of which they ' ",

into a little paddock, in which they can be ni nut

more Ihan '.in c,i- 30 feot from the ends of till j

•

tents. There will thus he even less labour in

and unloading than at Chuwick, and tit

in ing put Into their places at first will not require to bo

moved until the show Is over.

• in tiw lawn arc - officii nl i»i "' treei to ' ep the

place shady and cool, should the day he warm and

bright; and altogether the grounds seem to bi

adapted for a fhiwer shew th in any \ ot applied to I Ucfa

a purpose.

Two new roads are being made between lie Bromp
ton and Kensington Roodi

tho other on

cultivated here, and
1

on the waili- we remarked
of well trained fruit ti

'

been brought down toil, Wh-dk
V. ill I,'

I

i.n'l Hoi

Deodars

FLORICULTURE.
lately f- *

waio of th'

could bi Hul culllvat

feetly luu

been failure, amateurs for

althoogb re of it* o« trxueoUai
I in much greater; and

one thing '

Itil

it in

,n. In our -.

ono on the London side, weather in October aid November
lie- Kensington side of Gore Hoi ,,,| formi ,;

these, the end of the latter next tie- Kensington Road

opened to Ihe piihlieen the day of exhibition will at

least afford a most convenient site for carriages.

markable for the profusion of Ferns and Mosses, and for
^

is in a very forward Mali', and should it not be formally

ho gigantic growth of Erica arborca. Here tho Wood-
waraia radicans and I'olysticbum aeuleatum grow to

extraordinary si/.o and beauty ; and the Trichomanes
Bpcciosum mantles tho wet overhanging hanks with its

dark-green glistening fronds. Summing up his observa-

tions, Mr. Bunbury adds, " Tho botanical features in tho

vegetation of Tenerifio most striking to me were— 1,

in the coast region, the remarkable terms of Euphorbia

canadensis ami piscatoria, Kleinia neriifolia, and Plo-

cama pcndula ; the social growth of the Artemisia

argentea, covering great spaces of stony and rocky

ground with its whitish foliage ; the conspicuous abun-

dance, especially on tho Orotava side, of cultivated

Date Palms and Dragon trees ; and in the ravines tho

striking and peculiar forms of shrubby species of liuniex,

Echiura, Solanum and Sonchus. 2, in the woody region

the prevalence of trees of the Laurel type of foliage
;

the vast extent of ground occupied hy Erica arborea,

and the surprising size to which it grows in favourable

Hank Gnovn, near Kinuston-on To imi I

Camellia reticulata here is now in flower, and, though
a little past its best, is etill well worth going miles to

Bee. When in perfection it is said to have hi

blooms on it all open at one time ! It is planted out

in a house by itself, and measures rather more than 14

feet in height, and quite as much in diameter. It is,

we believe, the finest plant of the kind in the country

In rd( t to < •' rcomi
. an the

flower buds expand, but it rm, I

air is as i" ' r; as light or beat. By thesemum
the blooi

till January. The Chryaanl

cwington and Highbury ,

this beautiful autumnal f' nrer into notice ; in .'act none
but those who ;." form any

correct i
which,

under proper treatment, it may attain. Such a* intend

growing specimen plants, or cut flowers for com; i

Other Camellias, of which there are great quantities ghould very i

here, are also iu good bloom.

Mr. Barnes' Nursery, Southampton Street,
Camiierwell.—The late severe weather has here, as

elsewhere, very much retarded out-door operation",

which are, however, now being proceeded with as

aware that many strike them much later, but .'

having them early. 1 piar.t I

good rich soil, and plunge in a » arm airy fituati< n. By
the middle or towards the end of M i m, and

shift them into larger pots, and to ensure dwarf busby

plants they should be again stopped in June, and then

frankenioides above the region of trees, and that of the

Cytisus nuhigenus at a still higher level.

April 1 7.—The President in the chair. E. H.
Vinen, M.D., and T. Williams, M.D., were elected

Fellows. Mr. Van Voorst exhibited a set of British

Algfe, named aud presented to him hy Prof. Harvey.

A memoir on some points of the structure of Crustacean

Animals, by C. Spence Bate, Esq , was read.

pottos; of Eoofts.—»

—

Bryologta Britannica (Longmans, 8vo, pp. 445, and

61 copper plates) is a new edition of Sir Wm. Hooker's

re
. under glass ; I ut at the same time, if the weather is fine,

I give as much air as possible. The luds will now

to show themselves : not more than ore or two should

! be allowed to remain on each shoot ; liquid manure may
at this lime be applied with advantage. L*od-

treatment a fine show of blooms may be confidently

expected, even in the most unfavourable sealers. Those
who do not desire specimen plants or cut flowers for

exhibition, I would recommend to plant their cuttings

in the open ground now, to stop them in SI:.

again in June. By the end of Sept-mutr they will be

fine large plants, and as soon as the Luds b-gin to swell

they may l.e taken up with a good ball of earth and
planted in ft or 11-inch pots, and plunged in the open

ground for nine or ten days, during which time they

should be well watered every day, to prevent flagging ;

speedily as possible. Beds are at present being formed j.^.^,
jn& ,

localities ; the abundance of Ferns and hypnoid Mosses lor Japan and other Lilies. For these the common moml , s ,,„ „ ., r„ n , vt.r a)| wed to flag ; for if this once
in the more damp and shaded situations, and of Cistincce ' garden sod is dug out about 9 inches or so in depth, and

takes p ]ace
-

,i ie ]ower Jea^s will assuredly fall, and all

and Genistese on the dry and open grounds ; and the
,

a mixture of loam and ptat is put in in its place, in which
i10pe3 f nne fpec imens will be destroyed. Towards"

noble form of the Canary Pine in the upper part of this
|

the bulbs are planted out of boxes filled with yellow
th

»

midd ie of September the plants will" have attained
zone. 3. The great zone occupied by the Adeuocarpus

j

sand, in which they have been found to winter un-
t ), eir fu ]i crowtli, and it wi',1 then be

;
'them

commonly well. These Lilies, we need not say, are

perfectly hardy, and might be left in the open ground
all the year round were it not that in winter slugs are

apt to fix upon and eat out the crowns of the bulbs.

Treated as above they never fail to make a fine display

every autumn. Tritoma Uvaria is another remark-
ably handsome autumn flowering plant which is

deservedly a favourite here, and which should be
extensively cultivated everywhere, for when well

grown and bloomed what can be more striking or
beautiful? Many have, however, found some difficulty

in flowering this Tritoma, a circumstance which Mr.
Barnes attributes to their having got T. Burehelli

instead of Uvaria, the former being proverbially a shy

Musciilogia Britannica, with so many additions and
j

bloomer. Tritomas are Cape plants, and with us some-

alterations by Mr. Wm. Wilson that the original author
i
what difficult to winter safely, especially if the autumn

thinks it necessary to state in a note in front of the is wet and sunless, which causes them to grow late and after"that time
work that he is not the author of the novelties here

j

keep full of sap, and then when frost comes it cuts them orconoervatorv which tl'.ev will keep gav till Januorv. £.
introduced. And Sir Wm. Hooker is right, for he is : down. Mr. Barnes has, however, kept a plant of Uvaria Carnations'— Wlaere it is desirable to haTe "late
naturally unwilling to peril the reputation he so de-

j

in good condition in the open ground by merely putting
fi(werin T bedV „f ,ilese th; , ; c a T

;'
rv eood tme , pro.

servedly obtained by the work in its original form, hy
, a layer of tan round its roots, which has successfully

pa „ate ,f. era for lllut T ,nrpc=e. I nor dibber
identifying himself with innovations that are little likely

|

preserved it, and now it is beginning to push afresh.
; s requireti either in preparin" the cuttnss or pricking

to stand the test of criticism. We especially allude to
,

Some take the plants up and winter them in boxes
them out where tliev are to'strike nor°anv artificial

the numerous new genera adopted from German writers,
[

filled with sand, or in pots, like scarlet geraniums, and
]]eat fnrtner than plac i D „ a band-glass over them when

and often founded upon characters most superficial and this is certaiuly a safe plan. Larkspurs are much cul-
pr i e£e(j 011t _ Having fix~ed upon the stem from which

you mean to draw the piping, take the former in your

left hand, and the top of the latter, with four or more
leaves between the two first firgers and thumb [

right, making a steady gentle pull ; the stem will give

way at the place most suitable for its making roots.

Then, on a smith border, where a place has bee

pared for their reception I y r r -arface equal

to the area of the open end of the handl _

to cover the cuttir ;s. to tie depth of 2 inches, and filled

must add that the edition before us has many merits of They are in 3-inch pots, and the scion is placed so low on w jtu pure mud neatly levelled, bnt not pressed with a
its own. It. is more rich in species and Bynonyms, and I the stock that after the plants have been shifted into larger

f .n(je or other instrument, the c ybe br-

ibe saud settled with a gentle watering, and the hand-

light put over them. Treated in that way, one may
safely calculate upon nice-tenths of them taking root.

TJants so obtained will flower till the winter sets in. E.

Cacti: J S. Cresses betvc aaw C.
.jiaraea

of the Hortic -

Yonr's, I

I

»e are anac-

quainted -with.

trifling. What, for example, can be so unscientific and tivated here ; one of the handsomest of them is Hen-
irrational as to separate the genus (!) Rhahdoweissia ! dersoni, a blue kind with a white eye. A variety called

from Weissia because it has a furrowed and not an even
!
giganteum is also a pretty sort; it much resembles

spore case ? Hendersoni, but the flowers do not stand the sun so

Nevertheless, although we wholly dissent from every-
j
well as thpse of the last-named kind. Roses, both in

thing belonging to the most modern changes in the
:

pots and out of doors, are growu here to a considerable

names of the genera of Mosses, aud although we have
j

extent. Those iu pots are on the Manetti stock, many
nothing to say in favour of the figures introduced since

,
dozens of which have just been grafted and placed in

the last edition of the Mus^ologia Britannica, we frames on a tan bed, which affords them a gentle heat.

will prove of greater use than ever to the young student pots the soil covers the under part of the scion, which
who is desirous of exercising his acuteness in di

tinguishing species till lately unknown to inhabit these

islands.

iVetfl Map of Europe (Edinburgh, Black, in case) re-

presents a perfectly flat surface, nothing but territorial

limits, coasts, rivers, and places being introduced. By
this plan great clearness is gained, which compensates
for the absence of mountains. Mountain ranges, indeed,

best occupy a map by themselves, and at all events are

soon strikes root aud may thus be termed on its " own
bottom," and plants thus treated grow three times

faster than those struck from cuttings. Some of the

outdoor Roses are being transplanted even thus late

:

but a mulching of stable-yard manure is being put over

their roots, and they will be kept well watered as the

spring advances. Of tree Carnations we now have
varieties of nearly every colour, and all the sorts are

grown in perfection here. By means of frequent stop-

pings, Mr. Barnes keeps them dwarf and bushy, and in
to be found m common atlases laid down with sufficient

|^ •
, quantities of bloom are obtained

exactness for most purposes The map before us ,swell hem>
-

Now -

s a
H

ood time for putting in eutl
coloured, forms a large folding sheet 3 ft by 4 ft. 4 in., I ^ which must

r
110t h„wever. be too foung or soft or

represents the telegraphic lines, and is accompanied by
some well-written descriptive letter-press.

G-arden Memoranda.
Gore House, Kensington.—Active operations are

now in progress here, in order to have the grounds in

as good a state as possible by the 16th of May next, the
]
larias, Pelargoniums, Azaleas, Heaths, ice

Miscellaneous.
they will be sure to "fog" oft". Pot "roots of Holly- The Pi : to the

hocks are also now in heat to cause them "to common opinion, of Persian origin. Diodorus S::u .£

push a few cuttings, which, as soon as readv, are says that it wws carried from Persia into Egypt during

taken off and struck in a close frame on a tf.n bed in the time that Camhyses ruled over that country. It :s

which there is a little heat. Other popular plants, such supposed to have I - rted from thence into

as the better kinds of Sweet Williams, Phloxes. Calceo- Greece, and, after a lapse of rime, into Italy, where it

are :-Iso onlv began to be known i " . ; : irs before the birth
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of I'"".', I''"' ' s >
about seven years bek.re tlie Ulmsuan

era, and it appears th»t Columella was llie first to trent

of its cultivation there. According to Nicander it was

brought to Greece by the agency of Perseus from

i. a locality affirmed by some to have been in

Tersia, by others in /Ethiopia or in Chaldtea. The

Peach is also spoken of by Theopbrastus, Dioscoriu.es,

si,.! oilier Greek writers. We mu^t therefore conclude
;

that this fruit was well known in the East very long

i us introduction into Italy. Many ancient writers,

including Athenteus an.! Pliny, and some more recent i

ones, as, for instance, Marcellus Virgilius, in his Coni-

rneutaries on Uioscorides, confound the Peach with the

pcrsea, a fruit the identity of which is uncertain, some

supposing it to be a Curdia, olhers a Balanites. Macro-

bills again confounds the Peach with the persicum of

Suevius, which is the Walnut, and with that of Cloatius,

which is the Citron ; all fruits resembling the Peach in

nothing but in the name, a clear proof that it cannot

'

have been in their days by any means a common fruit.

How few were the varieties of Peach known to the
|

ancients appears from Dioscorides, who only names
|

two ; from Pliny, who enumerates five, and Pall idius
:

four only, giving at the same time accurate information

on the mode of cultivating them. Willi regard to the

introduction of the Peach into Tuscany, it appears that

several varieties were known already in the days of the

Republic, but that the greater number were, as in the

case of other fruits, due to the exertions of the

Medici sovereigns. Matthioli, in the lGih century,

enumerates a considerable number as then in the
I

possession of Tuscan cultivators ; Micheli, under

Cosmo III., has 43, and in the drawings of Castello

are represented about 30. That called Poppe di Venere
j

(the Late Admirable of our Horticultural Catalogue), is

supposed to be one of the most ancient in Italy, and is

mentioned by Agostino del Riccio and Micheli, under

the name of Pesche Lucchesi. Although all the evidence

collected by Professor Tarigoni tends to show that the

Peach was originally brought from Persia, and he

therefore does not consider it necessary to proceed

farther with the investigation, yet no traveller whom
we can rely upon has ever found it growing really wild

there or anywhere else. We are therefore left in doubt

whether its native stations remain yet to be discovered,

or wdietber its original wild type must be sought for in

some species of Amygdalus known to be indigenous in

ti:e East. It has been more than once suggested that this

ori^iual parent is no other than the common Almond, a

.conjecture founded perhaps on the similarity in the leaves

and in the perforations of the endocarp, but rejected as

absurd by those who attach even generic importance to

the succulence of the indehiscent pericarp. This po-nt

cannot be decided with any degree of plausibility until

we shall have a better knowledge of the different forms
which the fruits of wild Amvgdali may assume under
various circumstances ; but we may mention, as circum-
stances in some degree favouring the supposition that

some kind of Almond is the parent of the Peach, the

ancient tradition referred to by Targioni (with the

remark that it is contradicted by Pliny and by common
sense), that the Peach in Persia was poisonous, and
became innocuous wdien transported to Egypt ; and the

cv:e quoted of a supposed hybrid, raised in 1831, in

Sig. Giuseppe Bartolucci's garden, at Colie di Val
d'Else, from a Peach stone which produced fruits at

first exactly like Almonds, but which, as they ripened,

assumed the appearance and succulence of Peaches,
whilst the kernel remained sweet aud oily, like those of

Almonds. We might also refer to some bad varieties

of Peach with very little juice to th ir pericarps,
although we do not know of any which assume the
flattened form of our Almond, a distinctive character
w-hicb appears to us to be of considerable importance.
The foliage and flowers of the two treeB show little or
no specific difference. Journal of Horticultural Society.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

»

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Cor.SEliVA'rouY, &c.—While cold drying winds and

bright suDshiue prevail considerable attention will be
necessary to maintain a moist healthy atmosphere in this

house, and no effort necessary to secure this should be
spared : for it is folly to expect flowers to last in a dry
Lot atmosphere. A thin shade will of course be used to

break the force of the sun, and in giving air every care

must be used to avoid drying currents, opening the top

ventilators only, so long as these may suffice to prevent
too high a temperature, and every available surface of

bed or border should be kept constantly moist, in order
to secure plenty of evaporation to counteract the drying
effects of the external atmosphere. Give frequent
attention to climbers in free growth, regulating the

young wood before it gets eutangled, and see that Ilar-

denbergias, &c, in bloom are properly supplied with
water at the root. At this busy season there is great
dnnger of neglecting the winter blooming favourites, such
»s Epacrises, Daphnes, &c, but if these arc to be had
in anything like perfection next season they must be
properly cared for now. Show houses are generally
kept too close and warm for Epacrises and such
things, and in this case the plants should be re-
moved to the greenhouse directly they are out
lo bloom, affording them a rather damp and shady
situation for a few weeks. Attend to repotting such as
have started into growth after being cut back, and keep
them moist and rather close until the roots get hold of

the fresh soil. Shift and attend carefully to tree.

Mignonette for flowering next winter, and see that the

tree Violets are not infested with spider. Stove.—The
stock here will now be growing freely, and every possible

care should be exercised to secure strong vigorous wood
Attend to repotting young stock before ihe plants sustain

any check for the want of pot-room, and see that every-

thing is well supplied with water at the root.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where there is not sufficient means of

maintaining a thoroughly moist night temperature the

growing stock may be dewed with the syringe in the

morning, but where plenty of evaporation can be
obtained from tanks or evaporating pans the syringe
should be used over the foliage only in the afternoon,

and then but lightly. Heavy syringing tends to render
the soil about the collar of the plant too wet, and makes
it difficult to judge of the state of the ball as to moisture

and keeping the axils of the leaves constantly full of

water is not favourable to compact s:urdy growth. See
that none of the young stock is allowed to suffer for

want of pot room or to get too dry at the root for a
short time's neglect at this season may end in a great

many of the plants fruiting prematurely. Maintain a

brisk bottom-heat, as near 90° as can be managed, but

on no account exceed this, and keep the atmosphere as

warm as the plants will bear without growing weakly.

Successions, if all right at the root and near the glass,

may safely be kept at from 65° to 70° at night and 75°

to 85° with sun-heat, and plants swelling their fruit, if

afforded a thoroughly moist atmosphere, will enjoy a

night temperature of 70°. Give these plenty of manure
water at the root. Vineries.—As soon as the fruit is

ripe in the early house discontinue the use of fire-beat

as far as the state of the weather will admit, aud keep
the atmosphere cool in order to prevent the increase of

spider and preserve the foliage in a healthy state as long

as possible. Where the borders have been covered
with fermenting materials this should not be removed
in the present state of the weather where the fruit is

colouring, but where the fruit is ripe the border should

be uncovered so as to expose it to the sun and
air and prevent the growth of laterals, &c. See
that Vines in pots and boxes are well supplied with

manure-water at the root. Give timely attention to the

work of disbudding, stopping, aud tying in the shoots in

succession houses, and endeavour to get the fruit thinned
directly the berries are sufficiently large. Peaches.—
There will be little trouble from insects where the trees

are in a healthy vigorous state ; but the excessively

dry state of the atmosphere and cold nights, rendering
fire-heat still necessary, is a very favourable state of

things for red spider, and any weakly or overcropped
trees should be carefully watched. See that the inside

borders are properly supplied with water, keeping the

atmosphere moist, and that every means are used to

keep the trees in vigour, and if spider makes its

appearance give the trees repeated washings with the
engine until the enemy is thoroughly eradicated. Thin
the crop severely directly the fruit is stoned, and avoid
leaving more than the trees can bring to perfection,

which would only result in small, flavourless fruit, a
continual war with insects, and greatly injure the trees

for next season. Keep the young wood thin and neatly

tied in, so as to expose all parts of the trees equally to

light, &c. Give air freely to houses where the fruit is

ripening ; but do not let cold winds blow through the

house too freely.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The long-continued cold northerly winds render the

management of bedding stock unusually difficult this

season
; for it is still dangerous to risk even the hardier

kinds from under the protection of glass. All that can
safely be done until the weather changes, in the way of

hardening the stock, preparatory to its being planted
out, is to give as much air as circumstances will admit,
without injuring the plants ; and to place Calceolarias

and the stronger Verbeuas in turf pits, where they can
be securely protected at nights, and sheltered from the

j

drying winds. Such things, when removed to cold pits,

should be planted out in fine very sandy soil, which will

save trouble in watering, and be much better for the
plants than keeping them confined in small pots.

Tender annuals that have been raised in heat should be
pricked out in light soil under hand-glasses, in order to
get them strong before planting out time. If not already
done, hardy annuals should be sown after the first

shower, and do not forget plenty of Mignonette and
Stocks, the fragrance of which will always render them
favourites. Look over the stock of plants at present in
flower, and mark the most admired for propagation at

the proper season.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Recently transplanted trees, &c, must be carefully

attended to with water, giving the ground a liberal
soaking when it is found necessary, so as to thoroughly
moisten it, and lightening up the surface with a blunt
fork when it becomes a little firm. Be prepared with a
supply of tobacco-water with which to attack green fly
the moment it is perceived upon the Peach trees, when
it will be easily eradicated. Clean aud loosen the surface
soil about Strawberries, and go over any plantations
made late last autumn, and make good where the plants
have failed. Take advantage of the dry state of the
ground to get manure wheeled upon quarters where it

will soo i be wanted, and see that there is a good supply
beii g prepared for the Celery crop, for without plenty of
old rich manure large crisp Celery can hardly be obtained
Directly the weather becomes more favourable get
the spring-raised Cauliflowers and Lettuce planted out, if

not yet done, selecting for them a sheltered situation

and light rich soil. A few branches of evergreens stuck

amongst such things after planting, so as to screen them
from the sun, is a great protection, and prevents their

being dried up until the roots get hold of the ground.
Get Scarlet Runners planted, also French Beans, if not

yet done, and give the former an open situation and good
deep rich soil, of which they are well deserving. Attend
to ridge Cucumbers, Vegetable Marrows, Tomatoes, &c,
and endeavourto get strong stocky plants, keeping them
where they cau be placed near the glass and freely ex-

posed to air on fine days, and avoid getting them leggy

and tender by too close treatment.

STATE OF THE V NEAR LONDON.PK.ATHKK. AT UHIS^IUK.
For the week ending April26, \$bb, as oheerved ai the Horticultural. Gardens.

Babomktbb.
Trmfrratitbk.

April. Ui ttie Air. Ol the Karri' Wind.
D

Max. Mm. Max. Min. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2iett
deep.

efi

Friday 2(i 4 30.3-19 3H.1 1>2 6" °7 47.0 49 *H N. .('0

Satur. £1 5 3tUSa 30.474 64 2* 41.0 49 4S,: E. .00

Sunday 22 3(1.473 :'0.327 52 2* 40.0 48 48 .00

Moa.. 23 7 30.503 30.42:: 60 22 41.0 47 48 N.E. .00

Tuea. 24 J, 30.321 30.174 G9 40 54.5 4S 4!H N. .00

Wed. 2-s 4 30.161 30.134 51 27 39.0 47* 48 .CO

Thura. 2fi 10 30.21(1 30.212 57 31 44.0 47 48 W. .00

\\.'r i L'e 3fl.3«7 30.272 5K.5 ' M.<* 4'(.S 47.S 4S.1 0.00

April 20— Fine; veryfine; clear at night; frosty.— 21 — Fine; very clear; frosty.— 22—Cold dry easterly wind ; cl ar; frosty.
— 23—Cold ami dry ; fine; i lear ; aharp frost.
— 24—Clear; fine; overcast at night.
— 25—Densely overcast ; cloudy and cold; slight frost.
— 26— Cold and overcast; fine; overcast.

Mean temperature ol the week -1^ dcg. below the average.

RECORD' OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SW1CK.
During the last 29yenre, for the ensuing week, ending May 5,1855.

4>- 01 lit W n(H.

April
and May.

•is*"

££a
fH'C

Years in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
ol Rain.

as
ri
*

to
CO

=:' *
z

Sunday 29 61.1 3S..S 50.0 11 0.7* in- 3 •A 6 2 4 5 2

Hon. 30 62.5 41.3 51.9 11 0.31 :h 3 ti 3 6

Tues. l 62.2 40.9 51.6 10 O.i I t •1 3

Wed. 2 63 3 41.3 52.3 11 0.72 SI 6 7,

—

Tbu. 3 62.0 41.6 51.8 15 0.58 i :> 4

Frid. 4 63.0 40.6 61.3 11 0.70 4 .1 8 — b 4

Satur. 5 62.7 40.6 51.7 18 1.26 b 5 3 3 7' 4

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 4th
1S33—therm. SI deg. ; arid tlie lowest on the 2d, 1?52—therm. 25 c eg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Dry Rot : An Old Sub. A good wash of corrosive sublimate effec-

tually stops the progress of dry rot, provided all the wood
attacked by the fungus is really cut away.

Frnnocue : R JR. This is written Finocchio. It is a kind of

Fennel, sweeter than usual, and is grown like Celery. But in

this country it is never eatable, owing to the want of sufficient

natural bottom-heat. Seeds, if procurable, can only be had of

the great seedsmen.
Heating: Sub. By no means use earthenware pipes for hot

water; they are continually leaking either at the joints or

sides, and otherwise getting out of repair, At the best they

are mere make-shifts, which in the end you would find more
costly than good iron pipes. X

Insects : J R, Each of the seeds of Pious nobilis sent contained

an insect in its interior. In one was a minute white footless

grub or larva, aud in the two others were two minute white

pupai. They appear to be the immature states of a small

hymenopterous insect, and in such case must be parasites, each

of which has fed upon aud destroyed an insect which had pre-

viously devoured the interior of the seed. The fact is quite

new to us, and we hope to rear the insects, when we shall be
able to speak more positively as to their habits. If you have
more of the seeds similarly attacked be so good as to forward

them to us.—L G, Bury. The beetles and larva? sent with the

pieces of perforated timber are the common Anobium pertinax,

an insect belonging to the same genus as the Death watch.

Pray inform us what is the kind of timber of which the speci-

mens sent are pieces. W.
Labels : D L. We believe that stamped gutta percha labels

answer very well ; their great fault is the difficulty of reading

them. If they are allowed to swing the wire must not rub upon
the hole, but must be lied tightly round them. Lead is much
better; no more trouble, and not costly.

Names of Fruits : £ K. Your Pear is the Easter Beurre\|(

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them— and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—S M. Apparently fragments of Ranun-
culus bulbosus starved with cold.— Kentish Man. Leptospermum
Ecoparimn—R H P. Dendrobium fimbriatum.- W W. Plants

not in flower ennnot be named.—A Lady. 1, Melianthus major;

2, Not recognisable by the leaf. Paint your vases with good

white lead, or good anti-corrosion paint.—Sub. Corydalis snlida.

— WG-. Apbelexis macrantha purpurea. We are unable to

name the Azaleas.—W R. Saponaria calabrica. It is hardy in

al! ordinary winters.—/ S. Acer Negundo.

Orange Trees : J H. As we do not know to what insect you

allude as infesting your trees we are unable to offer you

advice. Many insects of very different habits attack Orange

trees, Camellias, and similar plants.

Rhododendrons: A Scottish Sub. It is impossible to name the

garden varieties of Rhododendrons by mere inspection of their

leaves. That which is so much injured with you may hava

some pontieum blood in it, but it is a far remove. The other

appears to have no arboreum in it, but to be one of the innu-

merable and invaluable forms of R. catawbiense.

Skeleton Leaves: A Lady. Steep them for weeks in rain water

in a warm place, freely exposed to air; when nearly ready add

a small quantity of muriatic acid to it. A great deal of care is,

however, required in picking out with needles the parts of the

leaves that are not rotted away .J

The Argan Tree. W L. This is a bush or small tree from the

N. of Africa, and unable to bear our climate. Its fleshy fruit,

something like an Olive in appearance, is eaten by cattle; and

the stones, when crushed, yield a good deal of oil. You wilt

find a full account of it in Hooker's "Journal of Botany " for

the year 1S54. We believe that live plants exist in the

Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.
The Mangosteen : R H. We shall be happy to give you an order

to see the plant if you will favour us with your address.

The "Shamrock": J S. The real Shamrock ie Oxalis aceto-

sella. Anv 3-leaved Clover is the modem apology for it.

Vines : W W. You can do nothing better under the circum-

stances.
•#• As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can be made. We must aUo beg the indulgence of those

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting

contributions is still delayed.
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r:|'HJ!l FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-*- at Mr. LAWttfl' Factory, Deptford Crook; Turnip Manure.

71, per ton; Superphoupbuto of Lime, 57.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolltoft, (il,

Oiflce, fifl, Kiritf Wiiilimi Street, City, London,

NIL G onnine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain lflpor

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of ttmiii, hiilpliiUn of Ammonia, und
fflllOr ('hrinlrnl Mjllilil'I'H.

WHEAT AND OTHER MANURES ON sail.
Tim AucceHB attending the application of tho manure

ftnoclally adapted for Wheat during tiiolafittwo yearn, InducaH
tlio undtrnlKiicd to again oiler It to tlio Agrfeulturlotfi w J ih con-

fidence. Aiho Supei phriupbato of Lime, ill I Manure,' Guano,
Nitrate of Soda, Gypsum, Halt, Poat Charconl, and nil oilier

ManurcH of known value.—rAprtly for Prlcos Current to .\i UtK
FOTHEHG1LL A ni.,:'.(MA, rjipi-r 'JMihiihh Hin-«-t, Lniidon

PATENT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'S
i- ttlTRO-PHO'SPHATED CARBON onBLOOD MA I i

I

HI', 105. per ton; delivered In London, bngn Inoludad. Eaoli ton

contain*! 13501bM. Blood and 11 per cent, oi Phosphate of Lhmv -

A gouts throughout the country.

22, Lincoln's Inn Plaids, London.

CORN MANUKK FOB HI'HIMi siiwi.i,
CONCENTRATED URATE FOR GRASS, KAFE, ANI>

ALL ROOT CROPS,
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

npHB LONDON MANURE COMPANY continue
-L to manufnoture the auovd ManuroB, which have been lined

with so iinii'ii
i uccchs for the lam 1 1 years.

The London Manure Company also supply PEItTJVl A \
GUANO (direct from Importers' wareliouso^), Nitrate <>i Soda,
Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Bono Dust, and
cvnrv artificial manure of known value. Edward I'uhi Bit, Sec

Office i", Bridge Street, Black friars.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c Manufacturers and
othorBongoged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary Instruction for their economical and
eJBctont preparation, by applying to J. C. Nksdit, F.G.S., <&c,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, ICennlngton,

London. Analyeos of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolltes, &a. and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

uro executed with accuracy and dispatch.

Gentlemen detdrouH of receiving Instructions In Chemical
Analyses ar>d Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tlon at tlio ColletfH.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
-*. IKCOBPOBATKD BY SPECIAT. ACT OP PABMAMIEN'T FOB
England and Scotland.—To Landowners, tlie Clergy, Soli-

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c.—Loans may bo contracted
tor the execution by tho proprietor or by tlio Company of every
limded Improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
Enclosing, Warping; Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Koad«,
Planting, Machinery, &c. Tho plans for buildingB), specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are

submitted to tlio approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of tho Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to be expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a
mutual Improvement, such as a common outfall, &c For forma
of application, &c, applv to the Hon. Wm. Napieb, Managing
'Director, 2, Old Palare Yard, Westminster.

FIE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND 1M-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

iNCOnrORATHD BY SPECIAL ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry Ker Setheb, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John V. SHELLEY, Bart., SEP., L>tputy-Chairman.

T

Oeorgc Thomas Clark, Esq.
OohuC. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir "William Cuhitt, F.K.S.
Homy Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hnbbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Part.
William Tite, Esq.,F.R.S.

i
"William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other

Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise; or Church property,

and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to bo repaid by instalments spread

over any period determined by Landowners within the limits ot

50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years lor Farm Buildings.

Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution
of tlto works by their own agents, with the use of their own or

the Company's Capital. William Clifford. Sec.

THE PATKNT NlTHO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
MANURE COMPANY.— Provisionally Registered pursuant

to the Act 7 & 8 Vict. c. 110.

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jum, M.P., 2, Hnlkin Street West.
Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P.,S, Belgrave Road, Pimlico.

Major-Gen. Hall, M.P., Weston Colvillo, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Directors,

Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.
Deputy- Chainnan.—John Sharp, Tower Villa, Queen's Road,

Regent's Park.
Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham.
Middlesex.

John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury,

Essex.
Kichard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead

Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq, Edmon-

ton, Middlesex.
John Collins, Esq., Midd

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lex-
bam, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Cam-
den Villas, Camden Town.

Thomas Nash, Esq., Great
Chestorford, Essex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop
Stortford, Herts,

eton Square, Pt-ntonville.

With power to add to their number.
Bankers,—Messrs. Burnett, Hoare & Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor.—James Caird, Esq., Batdoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,
St. James's.

Solicitors.—Messrs. Kingsford&Dorman,23, Essex St., Strand.
Secretary and Chemist,—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.

Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.
The Directors ot the above Company beg to call the attention

of their friends and the Agricultural Community to their Blood
Manures for Corn and Turnips, which have been used with the
greatest success in all parts of England, and to assure them that
having -now erected commodious Works, with every suitable
convenience for carrying on the manufacture on a large scale,
under the management of an experienced practical Chemist, the
Agriculturists of this country may depend upon having a manure
of proved high quality, which the Directors guarantee to be
genuine. It is s»-nt out in the form of a fine friable powder, which
may be sown by the drill or hand with the utmost facility.

They beg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious
imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure, have pro-
fessed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security,
therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Manure," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.—Corn and i*rass Manure, 7?. 10s. per ton.

Directions for Use.— From 2 to 3 cwt. per acre, according to the
condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the Seed,
.or sown broadcast; if the latter, it should be well harrowed in.
Turnip Manure, 61. 10s. per ton.

Delivered at any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications to be made to Odams, Pickford, & Keen, Agents

for the above, 35, Leadeuhall Street, London.

\

DERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Sunerpho*
* photo of Limn, Nitrate of Soda, Biigar Be
deiicrlptlon ol Artificial Manure i, Lin 1 1 d I ilu .. •

Wm. Ixoms Canine, i
f '. Mai h Lanii, l

pOLLEGEoFAGKJCi LT1 UK a r> CHEMISTRY,
V*/ Avn oy PRACTICAL and CI i i

I L'K,37mmJ
38, Lower Kimnlngton Lane, Kennington, i

•
I

Principal J. C. Ni it,F.C ,F.I

'i he Htfi i studies pin wed In tlio Coll
branch rcqufi Be to prepare pnufli for the ni

Hi '
- i ing, Mining, Montife) luri -

and M illtni y Bui vices, Mid foj the I nl vi i Itlt

Analyneii and Annayi ol every description an
ticciiraiely executed ul the College 'J lie Uirni

flf.ulm-i itutv Ik* hurl on fippllrdtb n to the Prhirlpnl,

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
MR, II. MEDL0< K (formerly Cli ofil . .,, tin

lloyol College ol Chi mlsh bi lo Infom
1 1 in i he iiudui taken ' J > * - A ualj bIm or Soil rlnnun
mil' term 8, Mr. ftlcdloi lealioglvi
Agricultural Clleml (ry nt NIh private Laboratory, .

;

fjreai
Mnrlbnrniiah Btrei-t, London-

HE CONSULTING CHEMIST of the Koynl
Agrlculitnal Society of England Iirk removed bin Li

tory to IS, Wolbcch Btroet;
Cavcridlnh Bquitre, whore all

nloallonH and nuLmtanccu for analyiilfl Rhould In I I

nddn i

,! 'i lie Laboratory In "!"" to Ooinlcmi
Hiudy Agricultural Analysis, lor whirh purpose Itol

able advantages.

BA'ill AM) WKST Oh KNGLAND AGIUCUD
'IM;ai, SOCIETY. liliANH POULTIIY LaIIMM-

TION i" bo bold atTIrerlon on the 8th, 7lh, rind Bill J
OriiN to all Knoland. Prize Lists and Ci

of the Becrotury, Mr, Kisosudhy, Hdmmet Street, 1

Entries tlnally closo on the 10th nl May,
p

|

1ESTlMON)AL TO J. B. LAWES, i: ., — The
-^ Committee b«K to infonu those Interestt'd In tl

undertaking, that the New Laboratory in oxpecti ft I

for presentation in May or June, until which time the -

Mon Llsl will remain open, to afford an opportunity to any who
may still wish lo associate their names with this acknowledge
incnt of Mr. Lawcs' services.

CoitinmuicationH to be nddrPMsed to

Mr. W. Kerl, lion. Sec, Harpenden.

TO ARTIFICIAL AND CHEMICAL MAIMURE MANUFAC-
TURERS AND MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS.

MR. COOKE, CiiuiiiCAL Engineer &. Manupacturimg
CHEMIST, contracts for the erection of Sulphuric Acid

Chambers, and Chemical Plant generally on the most approved
forms. Practical instructions from 12 years1 experience In the
trade given in the working of Acid Chambers, »nd in the manu-
facture of all kinds of Artificial Manures, Superphosphates, and
Guanos. Receipts for the best mixtures furnished, and other
Information on application.—For terms, &c.

(
apply by letter to

6, St. Thomas Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne

SAMUELSOiN'S REGISTERED LAWN MOWING
MACHINES. To cut 16, 19, 22, and 25 inches wide. The

Pcgistered Improvement renders unnecessary the preat care
requisite in the handling of these Machines on the old plan. All
that is now required can be done by any imsktUkd labourer, who
has only to push the Machine before, him, the Kegistered Adjust-
ment insuring a clean cut of uniform height, and preventing the
knives from cutting into the soil, however nneve# the ground
may be. Illustrated Price Lists, with copies of Testimonials, and
a Catalogue of his other Agricultural Implements, may be pro-
cured, post-paid, on application to the Manufacturer,

13. Samuelson, Britannia Works, Banbury, Ox^n.
The above- may also he procured nt the principal Agricultural

Implement Depdts in London, and of all respectable Ironmongers
and Sei'dsmcn in ihe country.

IJUDDING'S LAWN MOWING MACHINES—
*) For Hand-power: 16 inches, 52. 10\r.; 19 inches, 5/. 15*.;

22 inches, 6/. For Horse-power: 26 inches, 8/.; 28 inches, 11/.;

30 inches, 15Z. ; including packing case and delivery free in
London, Liverpool, Birmingham, Bristol, and Manchester.
WATERING ENGINES, on Wheels, Wood Tub and Handle:

15 gallons, 41.; 20 gallons, 5*.; 30 gallons, 71.; in Birmingham.
LADIES' HAND SYRINGES, 4s.; full size, Sj. 6d., 10s., and

14.*, each.
Garden Rollers, Vases, Seats, Flower-pot Stands, Steel Digging

Forks, Spades, and every conceivable instrument lor gardening
operations, may be obtained from Maitlkbeck and Lowe,
Birmingham,

l\/ EIR'S CANVAS HOSE HPliNG, tor Liquid
» » Manure or Water, protected from rot.

1 1J U 1J 2 2i 24 22 3 inches diameter.
4o\ 4£d. 5rf. 6d. 7d. 7±d. Su\ 9d. 10& per fo»t.

Illustrated Catalogues and samples free per post. Terms, cash
on delivery

—

Edward Weir, Agricultural Engineer. 16, Bath
Place, New Road (six doors west of the Haropstead Road), London.

WATER YOUR GARDENS AND MANURE
YOUR LANDS WITH Gl'TTA PERCHA TUBING.

By attaching the Tubing to Cisterns or Butts, Manuring Carts,
or to the Main, it will found a ready, an easy, and a most pleasing
mode of watering gardens and manuring land. We select an
extract from one amongst the very numerous testimonials re-

ceived:—" That which was a labour by the watering-pot is now
rendered a pleasing and recreative pastime, and the garden made
an agreeable and healthful rendezvous. No modern appliance
has done so much for the garden as this Tubing. Grounds that

were neglected, dry, and sterile, are now Flower-beds ; and
tended, irrigated, and refreshed by genial showers through Gutta
Percha Tubing." Half-inch for Gardening. 4d. per foot, medium:
4£rf. stout; Brass Branch, with Stopcock and Rose, 5j. 6d~, and
upwards. Apply for illustrated Price Lists containing instruc-
tions to order what is required, to James Shkatu and Co., the
Patent Gutta Percha Factory. 35. Old Street Rnad.

FOR WATERINC CARDENS.
HANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-
factured especially for the above purpose: is of greater flexi-

bility than any other description of Hose; is capable of resisting

great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the mains of
water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.

WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary brassjoints,

stop-cocks* branches, and sprea«!ers complete.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made
anv length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.
VULCANISED RUBBER WASHERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of steim and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

All communications and orders punctually attended to. addressed

to the Manufactory, Jas. Lyme Hascock, Gaswell Road, London
.

STEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Graeecbureh Street,

London, and 17, New Park Street,Southwsj-k. Manufacturers

of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or

Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility. Gentry, and

Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of wanning
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulais

furnished on application.

IMPROVED MO//lf.C A'.', RO UNG MACHlNf

- - S-l *.\
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PATENT LAWN OK DAI
.
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old construction, and * '
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Sold wholesale by the London, Bin i-npvm,
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111L!-, Implement Works, Newport, -
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WA.TEDPPf.GF P^THS
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens dnrine the-

winter month* ihould conslrod I

CEMENT CONCBETE, wblch an
gravel ofwhich the path \? st present made t m *l.ich

Is mixed with it
f
and toevery pan of clean irrsvel a

river sand. To five parti ol inch equal mi: I

Innd Cetnent and Incorporate the wl
applying the water. It may then t-_- laid '-n 2 iiv:i.«-i thick. Any
labourer, can mix and spread it. ? red t^rmd the
spnde, and in 48 hours it becomes as 1 ard a*. * r<k. Vpe
CHtmot grow thn n it, *nd it r*

severest frost. [1 "ngfait,

to give a fall frm the middle of the p ih toward

The Rame preparation makes first-rate pavhag (at P-ARNS,
CATTLE-dHEDS, FARM-YARDS, >rri »}) ,

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. M*y be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. E. White & B&ynjEZS,
Milhank Stn-ft. Weatmlnater.
rrO THE TRADR^The Subxri rlydvt
1 following AGRICL'LTURAL SEEDS to the

Trade. Prices on application.

White Belgian C
Yel! Uang Id Wurzel.
Long Red .. „
Skirving'b Swede Turnip.

le'a

Tnie Devon Evenn»«n Grajt^

! Apply to WILLIAM E. KLNDLE & CO- Seed Merchants
Plymouth.

CRASS SEEDS —C*ftRlACE f*ttE.

PERMANENT PASTURE GRASS.— T?,e rtryhctt

Selections can he obtained from Wjlliak E. Rjddbu
1 & Co., Seed Merchants, Piym-vuth,—all mem and care-

fully selected, from 24$. to 30s. y<t acre
ORNAMENTAL LAWNS. PLEASURE GROUNDS, Ac.

! The choicest varieties for producing a fine ».*ard for Lawns and
Pleasure Grounds can be procure.
.. < Seed Merchants, Plymouth, at IE .- L-L 2*. 6d. per
gallon, or Is. per lb.

RENOVATING GRASSES—for sowing over land nefirifnt of
. plant—can be obtained at 9j. per lb.

A complete descriptive List of Grasses wfl be found in
'* Eendle's FaBMiNG Puck CDBBKnr," and tone valuable

Tables, and other information relative to the best varieties

for certain Lands and Situations.

1
Applv to Wm. E. Rexble & Co., Seed Merchants Plymonlh.

Established Si as.
_

SUTTON'S PERMANE.NT GRASS SEEDS, Price

24«. to 30.«. per Acne.—Gentlemen inti

I Land to Permanent Psstnre, two, vr*A r« 5
1

are recommended to communicate with us. statii g

the soil and situation, tba: we m»y acvi- :.' 'rn..?.

Seeds most suitable. Having had msny -i*aee in

laving d'twn Land :o Permanent P- - part of

the kingdom, we can cr-nfider" sty the sorts of

Seeds best adapted to the land "to be laid c- «-

I Clovers aLd Grasses for one, two, or Uinee years' lay, 12i, lfit,

! and 22*. p*-r acre.

|
A Priced List of M, . V .---.-

cultural Seeds may c*t bad, post tree, baas, addnrMfd
Jons SOTTOS i Soes, Seed Gr- wers, Resahanj

^lir agnrultttral 6a*rtte.
SATURDAY. APhlL 28, 185S.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSO>"G WEEK.

We learn frcm Messrs. Rendls, of P]\inonOi
(

that in consequence of the unheard-of demand this

vear for Italian Rve-grass there is not a bale of

foreign seed in all lie trade. Xo doubt seed of the
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coming harvest -will be imported in large quantities simple narrator of the simplest truths of Nature to

before our own corn harvest is completed, and before be reduced to the bitter confession that every time

therefore the autumn seed-time of this plant, but a man draws his breath he is liable to be choked by

the exhaustion of the supply at present speaks such a compound as imagination must attribute to

plainly of the estimation in which the crop is held; the words Oxygen, Nitrogen, and Carbonic-acid

and we doubt not that the extent of next year's crop

will be vastly greater than the seed had hitherto
;

large quantities will, however, arrive in autumn,

both by itself and as mixture with trifoliuni

incarnaturu.

' gas ! Yet the humiliating fact is literally incapable

of statement in shorter or less dangerous terms. We
say ' dangerous ', in deference to a prejudice : not

that we actually believe the stories ; but there are

those among the foes of science who will have it

that authentic cases of lock-jaw have occurred from
too rapid and ambitious a pi ogress in chemical

nomenclature.

But, seriously and truly, is it not a misfortune that

It is a singular fact, but not more singular than

true, that the very first step in the Science of

Matter is a step into the invisible world ! How
nearly extremes meet—how closely the simplest the instant you try to simplify Nature to a man, (for

rudiment of the most material knowledge borders the object of all learning is, surely, to simplify

upon the most occult philosophy, is a reflection that something which was difficult before ; not to make
in some shape or other finds access into the mind of it harder;—else, what does knowledge mean ?)

—

the very beginner in the great field of chemistry, and that you are obliged to begin bowling such skew
never can desert him again during the whole progress balls as these! Oxygen, Nitrogen, Carbonic-acid!
of his studies. He takes up a lump of soil, or a Why, if the theory of Lucretius be true that

piece of metal, or a glass of water, or, if you please, ' sounds produce their effect upon the drum of the

a dose of ' physic,' and says " Teach me what these human ear by virtue of infinitely small but solid

things be ; unriddle me the history of Matter. I atoms, smooth and round in the case of pleasant

see it around me in every shape, colour, and con- noises, angular jagged and even barbed in the case

sistency. I learn by degrees something of its uses, of harsh ones ; this very first lesson in chemistry
through practice ; and I see that it has certain

,
must, upon poor Dobson's auditory faculties, have

relations, one thing with another; that heat turns pretty much the effect of a sudden explosion of pins
solids into liquids and liquids into gases ; and and needles and fish-hooks

!

that cold on the other hand congeals them again. I How is he to know by inspiration that Oxygen
I see that vegetables are green when exposed to the ' in plain English signifies 'acid-maker,' or in more
daylight, and are blanched by darkness : I see that expressive Yankee—'Sort o' Sour,' and that it

animals must have air, to breathe, and fire must discolors the leaves in autumn, ' making the green
have air, to burn ; I see that coach-wheels commit ' one red,' and that this same red is in fact its livery

spontaneous combustion if they are not greased, colour, as he may also see upon any piece of steel

Tell me something about all this, that I may wider-
|

or iron exposed to air or moisture, or still more
stand as well as see it : what are tlfese substances, strikingly in the color of the blood of all things
and what are the laws, if any, which govern them."

i which breathe ; that act of breathing being the in-

It is irue, people do not ask these questions, else, haling of this oxygen into the lungs, which have the
all men would become ' chemists.' Nay there are faculty of separating and absorbing it from the air,

human skulls that do not pick up factology enough or, in the case of fishes, from water, which contains
in the drama of existence for the very prologue to some it in greater quantity than air does. And how,
of the queries we have hazarded. Certain captains again, is he to know what 'Carbon' means, unless
of emigrant ships we wot of who never knew that you can somehow convey to him that it indicates
air was an essential to human life under the battened- the solid and weight-giving property of wood and
down hatches of a crowded cabin ; housemaids are coal and charcoal, and other such substances, that
proverbial unbelievers in the necessity of air to the its ' livery' colour is dark blue, approaching to
laying, lighting, and burning of a fire ; and the : black ; that whenever it meets with the aforesaid
' King of Bantam ' was a stout infidel to the last, ' oxygen, especially in the presence of warmth, they
in the matter of ice, since in his climate, wherever
that was, water never froze.

But, such notable exceptions apart, no sooner,

common sense and common knowledge of common
things, be rightly considered : but the truth is that
Chemistry (itself a word more thoroughly bad than
any it embraces, being of such questionable and
far-fetched origin that for all useful purpose it

might, just as well have no origin, and mean nothing
at all)—the truth is that Chemistry is a base-born
science that dates its early growth in the blackest
darkness of pretentious ignorance, and to this day
it has never recovered the early taint of its pedantic
birth. The exquisite beauty, and charming sim-
plicity, of the knowledge it, really unfolds is the

reason why it has been swathed and swaddled in

the folds of mystery and complexity ; because it is

the nature of man to turn just such knowledge into

a ' property,' and to

" sit like a Cormorant thus
Hard by the tree of knowledge "

—

whose fruit he pretends to dispense. Corruptio
optimi est pessima ; which being rather inverted

than interpreted, may furnish the remark that the
most beautiful things are the things which man has
most disfigured.

And so we come, by a very roundabout road, to our

fourth long name, which is ' Hydrogen': a word not
simpler sounding than its three predecessors, but of

much simpler meaning than the last, suggesting

simply the idea of Water, which it is not, hut which
it forms in union with Oxygen, as Air is composed
of the latter with Nitrogen : but with a most
important difference in the mode of union, too

important to enter upon at present.

For, the aim and object of our remarks, delayed

by this uneasy effort to lift, or penetrate, the fog

that scares away so many a goodly simple mind
from the study of the properties and relations of

Matter (the true and only purport of what
we call Chemistry) is to attempt an explana-

tion, intelligible to minds that can understand

simple facts when the dust and cobwebs of long

words are brushed off them,—of the intercourse

that exists between the Air we breathe and the Soil

we cultivate.

It is an intercourse so immeasurably important to

the growth of crops, and it happens to be at the

present time the battle-ground of so important a

conflict of opinions between great men in England,

and great men in Germany, that it is worth knowing

something about, if it be only for the fun of watch-

we repeat, does the inquirer into the history of

Ma'ter open the first rudimentary page of reply to

his " questioning of visible outward things," than
he finds himself at once launched into the in-

visible world, as the only interpreter of the visible,

and discovers that his

begin to fight consumed/y, and go on fighting, till ! ing the fight, and understanding the fight we watch.

like the Kilkenny cats, they have eaten each other
j

Besides that, however excellent the crops a man
up ; that if the fight be short and violent it produces

I

may grow without knowing ' the reason why,' it is

fire and flame, and is called ' Combustion;' if long I
open to all who have brains to fill, as well as pockets,

and slow, men call it 'Decay.' That the result in to discover that with much less trouble than he
either case is a compound substance called Carbonic-

|

thinks, he may add to the pleasure of getting, the

acid gas, which, though invisible like one of its ' happiness of knowing. //.

parents, retains the obesity of the other, being so

two sub-

The sale at Hendon on Tuesday last will prove

to have been one of the marked days in the history

of the short-horn breed. One hundred head of

heavy that it can be poured out of a

water.

So much for ' Oxygen' and ' Carbon
;

stances so common and plentiful, that if a person i cattle sold for 7447 guineas, averaging 781. 3s. lOd.
should happen to say that one-half the world is

[

each. Seventy-six cows, heifers, and calves sold for

oxygen and a good proportion of the other half 5610 guineas, averaging 731. 7s. each ; and of these

tumbler, like

" eyes are made the fools o' the other senses,"

which he has been accustomed to think " worth all

the rest." It is called, and justly, one of the

noblest of sights to see the weighty structure of a
ship whose solid ribs have consumed the heart-of-

oak of some 50 acres of forest-land in the building, carbon, he would not be very far wrong though not

glide for the first time down the slips that launch :
<l
ui te light.

her upon the breast of a new element, where she ' And now for the other hard word ' Nitrogen.'

floats at once in graceful buoyancy, finding in an Whoever can 'do the like' for this gentleman, 'he
instant her native home in a quarter the most is the nonpareil ' ! And let it not be thought that

foreign to her growth and nurture. Butnot less truly !

we have awarded him the title of gentility in vain :

beautiful is the first awakening and emancipation of f°r
i
mystic doubts, not based on mere conjecture,

the mind from the slavery of mere eye-sight, into have at times crossed great and learned minds
the inner world and history of Matter which che-

i

whether he is really one of the 'simples' of Nature
mistry at once begins to unfold. To omit one he is held out to be. His lazy exclusiveness, and
or two of what may be called the governing reluctance to enter into society with other plain

elements of Nature which meet the student at bodies, his ancient pedigree, (for he was known by
the threshold, and to which we have already made name to the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, and
allusion, such as Light, and Heat, let us go on to dates high enough to be the progenitor of Alchemy
certain other of tho-e invisible gentry that claim and Magic,) his curiously fastidious costliness

his earliest acquaintance—namely, the constituents and inaccessibility, so near to you in person, of

of the atmos|dreie he has been, almost unconsci- such gracious and bountiful-seeming presence, yet so

ously, bieathmg from the moment of his birth, and hard to get at, and last, not least, a certain obscure
employing as an unpaid agent and workman in ar>d baffling relationship he appears to enjoy with
every field he has tilled and every crop he has

j

the very Thnnder and Lightning, entering caprici-

grown.
|

ously into odd combinations thereanent, generative

But how vexatious, at the very outset, is the old °\ quasi-metallic, or, as an ignoramus might say,

pedantry of Science ! What an inheritance of evil silico-metallic results, (and here we may beg pardon of

is it that our teeth should be set on edge by the
,

the Herald's College, for putting a metal upon a metal,
sour grapes our fathers have been chewing, in the

1,—an iHustriouserror,thatnrst detected the'Author of

names they have given to the very commonest Waverley'):—all this, and a great deal more which
of element*. We remember a worthy and simple-

j

^'ould only get more intolerable as itwent on,'—marks
minded clergyman who on inquiring the name this 'gentle or simple,' whichever it may be,as worthy
by which he should christen the firstborn son our especial notice and study, if it be only for the
of two of his poorer parishioners was somewhat attractive reason that so many people talk so much,
staggered, at the font, by the reply, in a grave spon-

! and know so little about it. It is a sort of chemical
sorial tone, of the name Venus! but being a man Sidvynx ; and 'happy man be his dole' who can act
of presence of nih.d and decision he summarily dealt CEdipiis to the riddles it propounds to us, the vital
with the case by saying after the thought'of an ' importance of which we shall presently see.
instant, ^" Nonsense ! John: I shall baptize him

j
But first of all, there is one more character we

J' UN
! Every practical farmer must wish that have to introduce, and then we have done for the

that gentleman had presided at the Font of '
present with 'proper names' ;—improper enough,

chemistry
;
for it baulks the very first hopes of a ,

if the mischief they have done to the advance of

24 were under 12 months old. Twenty-four bulls and
calves sold for 1837 guineas, averaging "76^. lis. 3d.

each, and of these 19 were under one year old.

But the prices reached in particular instances are

even more extraordinary than the averages, as will

be seen in the list of prices appended to this notice.

Oxford 11th, purchased by Mr. Tanqueray at Lord

Ducie's sale for 250 guineas, was here bought by
Mr. Gunter for 525 guineas. Oxford 16th, sold a

calf of a few weeks old at Lord Ducie's sale for

180 guineas, was here sold for 480 guineas.

And among the bulls the sixth Duke of Oxford,

now a yearling, was purchased by Mr. Gunter for

200 guineas. His dam, Oxford 11th, and himself

sold for 725 guineas, she having been bought in calf

at Lord Ducie's sale for about one-third that sum

—

an enormous price as it was then thought, but

one which the sale on Tuesday of herself and her

produce has certainly more than justified. The
competition for this family of short-horns which has

led to these extraordinary prices lay chiefly between

Mr. Gunter and Messrs. Becar and Morriss, of

New York. Mr. Gunter is now the owner of

more of the two fashionable short-horn races—the

Duchesses and Oxfords—than any other breeder in

the country ; and though they have been acquired

at enormous prices, they will doubtless at any time

repay their cost, while American and English

judgment unite in attributing to them the high

qualities which they undoubtedly possess.
_
The

Americans carried off Minerva 2d and Minerva

4th, at 140 guineas each ; also Victoria, at 160

guineas ; Surprise, at 80 guineas ; Delia, at 65

guineas, among the cows and heifers. They did

not purchase among the bulls. The highest

priced bull, Duke ofiCambridge, was purchased

by Sir C. Knightley for 280 guineas. The
seventh Duke of Oxford, which has been expected
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to realise the highest price, wan dead. We refer

for further particulars to the price list below.

Tho day was clear and bright : Mr. Stiiai toiio

had a very large audience ;
ana both he and Mr.

Tanqotray have,,we think, reason to congratulate

themselves on Hi" result of the proceedings.

Of the wiles at Halifax and Lancaster, also con-

ducted during the past week by Mr. Stuaword, we
shall be unable to give a report until next week,

when reference will lie made to tho prices reached,

and to the way in which connection with the Kirk-

leavington herd at once raises the market value of

the animals sold. There is undoubtedly |a real

superiority at the bottom of the extraordinary

excess in price reached by particular famil I

the short-horn breed ; whether the latter may not

be partly owing to temporary fashion, time alone

can prove. When a breeder shall, by long Buccess,

independent practice, and self-confidence, attain the

reputation of the late Mr. Bates, his stock, too, will

doubtless acquire a market value perhaps higher

than its actual merit.

Tun HuNiupN Sale of Shorthorns.

Naurs.
Calved

In
Nnnio of Purchaser.

Price in

Guineas

COWS AND lIlul.'KltH.

JlonuHt Mm. Gwynn ,., 1813 Mr. lliickworlh 2!)

Jlulia Gwynn 1H 1 I ,, lllatliwaito 12

Minna 1KII „ Townuhond ... 52

Duahosfi of Cornwall ...
IHII „ Plndor Ml

Dapnno Ghvyim 1810 „ Townshoud ... 70

Olive l.oul' isii; „ lllatliwaito on

MInstrol isii; Lord Burlington ... 110

Lady BarrhiRton IK III Doud 170

Now Year's Hay 1817

Jenny l.ind 1817 Mr. Cartwright ... 55

Jonnetlo 1847 „ Topham 30

Joan 1847 ,, Cartwright :iti

Oiik.'ipplo 1847 ,, Simson 71

Lady Emma 1848 „ Slattor 45
Janetta 1813 „ Downs 105

Duchess 2d 1848 „ Walters 45
Fidelia 1S48 „ Field 40
Oxford mil 1849 „ Guuter 525
Hyacinth 1849 „ Marjoribanks... 68

Mary 1819 „ Colvin 65
Angela 2d 1819 „ Topham 65
Minerva 2d 1801) „ Becar 180
Jardiue 1850 „ Stanhope 80

Dorcas 1850 „ Kirkham 50
Jris 1650 ,, Becar 90
Silence 1850 „ Barlhropp 94
Lady Blanch 1S50 it .. 100
Trinket 1850 „ Fisher 40
Cleopatra 1850 Lord Burlington ... 40
Hope 1850 Mr. Spencer 200
Dolly Gwynn 1851 „ Fisher 56
Cynosure 1851 „ Combe 50
Ann Gwynn 1851 „ Dormer 35
Arabella 3d lt51 „ Walters 51
Carmine 1851 „ Abbott 47
Narcissus 1851 Prince Albert 72
Boquet ISol Mr. Stanhope 55
Daffy Gwynn 1851 „ Jonas Webb ... 60
Fancy 1851 ,, Fisher 63
Cleopatra 2d 1851 „ Tracey 26

Stately 1852 „ Woodward 35
Clematis 1852 „ Hook 35

Astrtoa 1852 „ Jonas Webb ... 42

Blushet 1852 „ Kirkham 40

Olive Branch 1852 „ Angus 47

Noisette 1852 „ Lawford 40

Mystery 1S52 „ Drake 38

Sympathy 1852 „ Cruickshauk ... 46
Dorothea 1852 „ Field 42

Miuerva4th 1853 „ Becar ... 140
"VVildair 1S53 „ Atheton 38
Victoria 1653 „ Becar ... 160
Magic 1853 „ Downs 40
Garland 1853 „ Stanhope 51
Oxford lGth 1853 „ Becar 4S0
Dorinda 1853 Brooks & Fuller ... 45
Camilla 1853 i. 52
Julietta 6th 1853 Mr. Carrington 53
Honesty 1854 „ Guest 53
Surprise 1854 „ Becar SO
Sprightly 1S54 „ Crawley 60
Rosamond 1864 „ Simpkins 30
Darling 1854 „ Topham 30
Jewel 1S54 „ Hook 70
Lady Bell 1854 „ Sartoris 31
Louise 1S54 „ Becar 34
Hopeful 1854 „ Spencer 140
Alice 1S54 „ Hallett 40
Oak Bud 1854 „ Grenfel 61
Oak Leaf 1S54 Lord Feversham ... SI
Lady Iris 1854 Drad.
Lady Bates 1854 Mr. Combe 105
Nerissa 1854 „ Robinson 31
Fanciful 1S54 Lord Feversham ... 51
Delia 1854 Mr. Becar 65
Statira 1854 „ Sartoris 40
Surmise 1S54 » » 45
Junia 1855 , Cartwright 36

Bulls.
Duke of Cambridge ... 1S52 Sir C. Knightley ... 2S0
The Baron 1853 Mr. Cruickshauk ... 155
Seventh Duke of Oxford 1854 Dead.
Sixth Duke of Oxford 1854 „ Gunter 200
Noble 1S54 „ Cator 66
Nelson l$5t „ Jepson 34
Governor , 1S54 ,, Brooks 60
Aaron 1S51 „ Bostock 50
Fitz Derby 1S54 „ C.Abbott 50
Macdonald 1S54 „ Morris SI
Friar John 1854 „ Hall 50
Dukedom 1S54 „ Moore 110
Harrington 1854 „ Fisher ... 200
Autocrat 1S54 ,,

Simpson 67
Dauntless 1854 „ Hallett 50
Dundas 1S54 „ Guest 65
Captaiu 1S54 „ Duckworth 24
Douglas 1S54 „ Tracy S5
Harry of Glo'ster 1S54 „ Robinson IS
John of Glo'ster 1855 „ Dodwell 42
St. )avid 1S55 „ Bramston 45
Moitmaduke 1S55 „ Marjoribiinks... 100
Napier 1S55 Sir J. Lubbock 23
Fidelio 1855 Mr. Crump 17
Alliance 1S55 „ Chambers 15

I P] imi.m I. , IN LAND DRAIN \'.l._

No. I. MALTON, Vi.niiBiniiK.— VW
I i

•, t our
drains l feet deep ii v..- can got an outfall, hut we
can only get from BO i" 80 inches In mime
v..- then put tli- drains I'.! yards apart- where wo
ciu. |'. i i reel we put iln in 22 yards, Both distances

answer perfectly well ; indeed we can tee no dif-

ference both me equally dry alike, and we bi

no difficulty in feeding off the Turnip* with ihvep, when.,

before it woe drained! you w< nt down i 1 1 1 , fool

down us deep us the plough. This land in not more
tliiin ho feet above the sea level . soil alluvial, from <i

i<, i,', in. -i,.-. deep, lying on gravel and und lo I do nol

know what doptli we bave bored 80 -.11 find

nothing I. nt gravel and sand intermixed with " jet." The
land i» in fuly perfectly level, and tho spirit level ...

com imiiiy in use, All gutters ure Riled up. Our
Qrass land we drain I feet deep, same soil and subsoil as

above, but we put our drains if) yards distant, which
.I, ers well. vVe have drained aboul We
have used I j-inch pipes ; neither collars or socki

used. Wo cover tlie pipes from I to ini lies with our

licit toil; this acts os a filter, and tin- tiles never dis-

charge either gravel or sand. For main drains for

10 acres we use 8-inch pipes, for 20 acres4'inch pipes,

and for 80 acres 6-inch pipes, which we find quiti I I i

enough. We have had only one failure on »
i

liin.l'.'iliiiiit 2 acres; this is 620 feet above the sea level

nt the edge of moorland, tho moor rises al an ...

about 40° [I] to the height of 4W) feet ; it is sandstone to

that depth, then sandstone rubble. The water o*ik-s

out here ami contains so much carbonate of lime that

Hi.' pipes in three years are completely choked up, and
carbonate of lime is deposited in some places to an un-

known depth. On our clay, of which we have very
little, we drain A feet deep, 21 feet apart, using the Bame
sized tiles ; this bus also answered well. We bave not

more than 1U0 acres of this kind of soil. Under the

clay, which is a great thickness, there is a bed of lime-

stone gravel to what depth 1 do not know. The rest

of the estate is perfectly dry, principally resting on the

greystone rock and the oolite limestone, Thomas Horn-
scy, agent lo E. S, Caylcy, Esq., M.P., Mutton, Torklhirt.

No. II. Gatfsuead.— The drains have been nil

placed parallel to each other, but their directions

vary with the different inclinations of the field.

The prevailing- depth of druins is 4 feet, the maiu
drains varying from 4J- feet to whatever depth is

necessary to ensure a good delivery for the drains ; in

some cases I bave cut them from 10 to 14 feet in depth.

No difference bos been made between grass and arable

land. I invariably set out the minor or branch drains

to face the quickest descent, so that ihe bottoms of the

drains rest on nearly the same plane, and the water is

thus conveyed quickly to the main drain, and so to the

outlet. I never drain across the fall of the land, the

drains would require to be much closer ; otherwise the
water would flow under ihe higher drain and reach the
surface before being caught by the other drain. I

do not pay any attention to furrows : where they answer,
well and good, but on light lauds you find the ridges

across or inclining to the slope or fall of the land, to

cheek any wash by heavy rains or thundersiorms.
I have used 2-inch pipes for minor drains, 3-incb,

4-inch, 5-inch, 6-inch for main drains, in proportion to

the quantity of rain falling into them. Where there is

a large quantity of land delivering at one outlet, I

sometimes use two pipes, thus 00,size and proportion

according to land; I use well-jointed pipes without collars,

and when properly done I have never found them to stop.

I have never tried giving access for air to the drains.

The soil on this estate is light, subsoil varying, gravel,

sand, sandy clay, strong clay mixed with stone, generally

having dry backs or bands, like "cat band," or " moor
band pan " across the immediate descent, like so

many dams to the water in tbe subsoil. I have some-
times known these to occur within 10 yards of each
other. The geological formation is the coal measures.
I have now been engaged in works of drainage for

some years and to a considerable extent ; at present I

have under my superinteudence tbe drainage of this the

Gibside estate, the property of John Bowes, Esq., for

which 50001. is now being laid out un.ier the private

money drainage act. On my first becoming acquainted

with draining, shallow draining in the furrows was
all the practice, but like many others, by practice and
the able papers published by Mr. Parkes, the engineer
of the Royal Agricultural Society, and others, I was led

to see the advantage of deeper draining—say 4 feet—over

the shallower 2 feet, since which time I have adopted a

uniform system of drainage of 4 feet for branch or

minor drains, varying them in width according to the

subsoil, as it was more or less retentive, it being the

best and cheapest form in which draining can be
executed, combining utility, economy, and durability,

its utility being that you can place it further apart, thus

lessening the cost of tiles and leading where the tile

kilns are distant. The drains being at such a depth are

out of the rtach of injury, yet not too deep but that they

can be easily repaired, &c. The distance at which I

place the 4 feet draius apart is on an average about

36 feet, the subsoil, as I have before stated, being

open and porous ; this distance answers well, tbe

main drains vary in depth, so as to ensure a good

outfall, which I make a point of first importance,

but in all cases ensuring the branch drain a fall of

6 inches into the main drain. Before commencing
to cut the main drains or outlets, I have the

ground accurately levelled, using Cook's York level,

which I Bod simple and accurate, it y un-
necessary cutting or having ", go be

thus lessening cost I
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Mr. Hamilton, from which we make tb«

The day-books are

—

1 st, Th'. SUirard't Cailc-ov/lc, in which he entrre, every

day, tb.-. Ini . and the dia-

< Inn•!. of turns expended, aid see* that Ida balance is

2.J, 'I i I .'
I larc«r than

the usual one, bo as f. steward

opposite the ntitne of the v -, what
beading the wcrk that they b to be potted

under ; on the opposite fide ol the book i« an arrangement

of ruling by which, at the end of the week, th> re its a

space f. r potting the work done and the c

separate headings contained in ihe index. Thomas
Gannon is entered as three days

|
ne days

earth n Turnips, at 1». Id. per diem ; the two horses at

4s. per diem, and one norsc at 2*., are carried out under

the headings of

Turnips,
/. d.

al labour ... ... j i;

1 labour ...

Preparation of land for Oate.
i. i.

Manual lab^ox 3 C
Honse labour 12

15 6

When the steward has made these cntri»s, which are

merely the points which he must know, if he knows
any thing of how he is expending bis masters money,
there can be no more complication, and either be, or any
good clerk, can post the iniormation k> conveyed into

the farm-account book under the tr.jer leadings.

Mr. Hamilton proceeds as follows :
—

3d, I have lately printed a small sheet of letter paper,

so ruled, that the steward can, with the create*: ease, fill

in every particular of the amount of su^ck, the food

which each class consumes, t'.ie cash account, and tbe

register of farming operations ; and also a cairy return,

of which I lay specimens on the table. These returns

are a 1 that are necessary for the steward lo furnish ;

and wherever the establishment is so large as to justify

the keeping of a clerk of the yard, whose business it is

to see all quantities measured, and given out, and to

post the steward's returns into tbe farm-account book ;

or where, in smaller establishments, the posting is done

by a professional accountant periodically, or lie farmer

himself, the constant check upon unintentional errors,

' from having the returns furnished by one, and posted

by another, is invaluable, and leads to a wholesome
rivalship in accuracy. Having now described the

groundwork, I shall proceed to attempt as clear a

description as I can give, in general terms, of

of Meath's account-books. The headings comprised

in the index are arranged thus, under two di=tTPft

classes :

—

Fa,-,. —Work-horses, milch cows, cattle

fattening, store cattle, - dairy,

Wheat, Oats, Barley, Bere, Beans and Peas. 1 iis. hay,

stock, stackyard, Potatoes, Tun W urzel,

Carrots, Parsnip, VetchesC R
Grass, pasturage, roads and varus, fences, drainage,

farm-buildingsrimplements, miscei^u.ec.us stock, mis-

.
cellaneous cr - .neons unr.-. -

paid and to be allocated, storeroom, balance

farm-accounts showing the produce of each field,

memorandum of sunk pssrure-fed, memcrandum of

stock house-fed, memorandum c : reeding stock,

journal of operations, and gei eral memoranda-

's?! and Dc — "irriage and riding

. mansion, garden, - woods an ~.

plantations, roads" fences. .:sc*Uaneons.

The first class comprises - which come
nnder the legitimate heading of farm-account, and the

profit on which is to be set against the capital expended

bv the owner. Under the head of wc: - ereare

columns for Oats, Barley, Beans, hay, straw. Potatoes,

Parsnips, Carrots, other food produce of the tarm, food

from the storeroom, or purchased food, price, manual

labour, horse labour, other expenditure, total cost

Under these headings are posted merely the figures,
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denoting quantities from the steward's weekly returns ;

the credit side will show the number of days worked
during the year ; and the total of expense, together with

an allowance lor wear and tear, divided by that number,
gives, at ouce, the cost per diem of each horse's work,

and so checks the arbitrary charge of Is. Gd.
t 2s. , or

?s. 6d., usually made. When calculating the cost of

farming operations under the next head, milch cows,

we have the columns for number, description, age, when,
where, and how obtained, folio (this leads the eye, at

once, to the account of store cattle, or any other from
which they may have been transferred), cost price, live

weight, measurement, pasture-fed, as per folio, class;

expense of pasture-feeding, house-fed, as per folio, class;

expense of house-feeding, cost of attendance, other expen-

diture, total. The reference to the folio and class is to

tile memorandum of stock, pasture or house-fed, where
any charge is recorded, such as 8 dairy cows, in field

No. 2, from May 1 to November 1 ; from November 1

to May 1 in house, getting 4 stone Mangold Wurzel,
14 lbs. hay, 3 lbs. oil-cake, per diem. This simple record
of each change, with the date, makes it an easy calcu-

lation, at the end of the year, to give the cost of the
cows' feeding. Thecoutra side is arranged under columns
—produce, in dairy, average quantity of milk, value,

stock, description, value, when, where, and how disposed
of, live weight, measurement, price obtained, profit, loss.

The dairy account has, on the Dr. side, the number of

cows, average supply of milk, value, total—on the
contra side, the value of dairy produce disposed of, as
cheese, butter, cream, new-milk, skim-milk, butter-

milk, when, where, and how disposed of, value total.

This is only a postiug in of the summary of the sheet
filled in by the dairymaid or housekeeper weekly.
We now take one of the crop accounts as an example,

and let us begin with Wheat ; at the upper part
of the left-hand page you will find a place for the name
of the field or fields, and the contents ; the columns are
—manual labour, horses' labour, othertexpenditure, and
total cost of crop of 18 ; same repeated for crop of

18 ; so that each year's crop may be followed out as
to the completion of expense and returns into the
markets of the succeeding year. The columns on the
contra side are—By carried to stackyard account, folio,

No. of stacks, cubic yards, estimated value per cubic
yard, total estimated value—By value of Wheat dis-

tributed as per stack-yard account, folio, total. There
are two accounts ancillary to those crop accounts, which
provide against any confusion. It often happens that
the preliminary operations upon which the success of
the crop depends—such as autumn ploughing, cleaning,
&c.—are performed before it is quite certain whether the
season, or convenience of the owner, may lead him to use
Wheat, Oats, or Barley ; until this is a matter of certainty,

the cost of those operations on each field are posted in the
unraised account, and when the decision is come to, the
first entry iu the Wheat or other account will be— to
manual and horse labour, and other expenditure from
the unraised account ; the account is then carried on
regularly under its own heading. When once the corn
is carried from ihe field, the farmer enters his calcula-

tion of the supposed value of his crop, in order to know
the probability of the amount of food and straw that it

contains ; but this calculation is checked by the cer-

tainty of the produce of the stack-yard, where, accord-
ing as any stack is threshed, the entries of disposal are
made under the headings of Wheat and straw, &c—as
stack No. 1, threshed such a day, so many barrels sent
to market, so much small corn transferred to poultry
account, so much straw sent to the coach-horse stable,

so much to the store cattle, &c. ; thus we follow each
Btack and the contents of each field out, until we know
exactly what the produce in corn aud straw has been.

I shall now take one example of a green crop—Turnips.
The left or Dr. side is exactly the same as that of
T\ heat ; on the contra the columns are—quantity sold,

given to horses, milch cows, store cattle, fat cattle,

sheep, swine, miscellaneous, mansion, total quantity
disposed of, value per ton, folio, total. These entries
being made weekly, the farmer at the end of the year
knows, at one glance, exacly what his Turnip crop has
cost him, dividing the number of tons into that cost he
gets the cost of each ton ; if he adds the rent and inte-

rest of money be knows at what price he can supply his

cattle with Turnips ; and by charging them at that rate,

and not a fictitious value, he has one element in the cal-

culation of the cost of house-feeding provided for, the
Others follow out of these separate accounts as readily.

I need not enter into any detail as to the otheraccounis,
they are all headed so that the Dr. andCr. sides contain
provision for every possible contingency of expenditure
upon raising the crop, or allocation of the produce ; aDd
all this is obtained without learning the art of the
accountant, but only fidelity in entering each transaction
at once in its proper place ; the tabulation requires no
thought, it comes out of itself at the end of the year or
half-year. There are six balance-sheets, so as to enable
the farmer at any time to make out his accounts, and
see how he stands ; aud this is done simply by striking
the balance on each account, and entering the Dr. and
Cr. in the balance-sheet. On the debtor side is charged
in addition, rent, taxes.'and interest, &c. ; on the credit
side, the value of stock in hands; here a great
advantage^ is gained by the entry of the real value
instead of a fanciful one.

And now I recur to the weekly returns, which
are the foundation of tlrs minute system of accounts.
Jt every act of buying, felling, horse "and manual iabour,
dmsion of produce inio the various channels of ordi-
nary consumption on the farm, &c ., is noted down at

the close of day by the steward faithfully, and Classi-

fied, at the end of the week, under the very few head-

ings which any one week's work would embrace, there

is no longer any danger of confusion—every item fulls

into its proper place, and the cost of every simple

transaction can be at ouce referred to. I believe that

every year the necessity of accuracy in farm accounts

will be more felt, aud that agriculturists will owe much
to the Earl of Meath for having entered on so expensive

an undertaking, which, until the public see its import-

ance, would not have found any |
ublishing speculator

willing to embark in. Seventy copies were printed,

with a view that those most anxious on the subject

might have them at a cost of printing, keep them for a

year, and then report upon any apparent improvement,

so that a future edition might be made quite perfect
;

several have been kept for above six months, and seem

to work as well as possible. [We believe most readers

of the above will, after mastering the plan so far as that

is possible from a description, agree with us that we still

want a Bimple and efficient system of farm accounts,

adapted for ordinary and general use.]

ON REFORMATORY SCHOOLS.
By T. Barwick Llotd Bakkk, Esq.

[The following are extracts from a paper read at tho meeting of

the British Association at Liverpool.]

There is one point to be most zealously watched

and guarded against, namely, that we do not allow

the warm interest we take in the criminals under our

cA|—or our own natural vanity in turning them out as

erroital'ly to ourselves as may be— to induce us to give

them superior advantages, and thus make them ail object

of envy to the innocent.

It must always be difficult to avoid this. We are all

prone—the educated more than the uneducated—to

think others better off than ourselves : but if there were
once raised a general feeling that admission to a school

of this kind were a thiDg to be desired, we should, I

fear, have done a positive evil to the many which would
outweigh whatever benefits we would give to the few.

The deductions from these considerations (whether

faulty or not may be a matter of opinion) have led us to

adopt our present system. We hope— and so far as we
can see, we are borne out in our hope—that the world

without— the legally honest— will see little to desire in

the system which separates a child from his parents for

from two to five years, giving, by the new act, power to

put all the machinery of the Poor Law Acts in force to

compel the parent to pay all he can towards the support

of the child ; while the boy himself is set to steady hard
work, which will fit him to become, not a proficient in

one of the more skilled trades, which are an object of

envy to those of the lower classes, hut simply a tiller of

the soil—a farm-labourer. It is true that we endeavour
to make our boys as good farm-labourers as possible. It

is true that a good farm-labourer is, we believe, in a
really better coudition than most artificers. It is true

that if his wages are lower, his rent and other expenses

are lower in proportion, and that both his temptations

to evil and his chance of being thrown out of work are

less than they would probably be in any other course of

life. Yet still the general feeling is, and probably will

be for many years to come, all in favour of the occupa-

tion of the tradesmen.

All this appears to point out agricultural employment
as the kind peculiarly adapted to institutions whose aim
is to unite real advantages to the boy, with the absence

of all which may appear even to the ignorant to make
the effects of crime desirable. But there are yet other

advantages which are quite as important. The mind of

a boy fresh from the excitements and passions of the

streets of a town—the alternate crime and idleness

—the lavish expenditure when lucky, and the cold

want wheu unsuccessful— is in a state of feverish

restlessness, which requires to be allayed before

it can safely be operated upou. Now, I know of no
employment which will allay the excitement and tran-

quillise the mind, so as to prepare it to be acted upon by
a firm kindness, like steady, hard digging Now
this is one point in which lies, as I think, the great value

of agricultural employment. A boy comes to us, usually

quick and energetic by nature (for unless he be so he is

not likely to have distinguished himself in evil), and
with a restless craving for change and excitement caused
by long-continued vagabond and lawless habits. Set him
at once to tailoring or shoemaking, and while he feels an
apparent confinement of his body within four walls, his

mind has full liberty to return in imagination to former
scenes of excitement. But, on the other hand, put him
to hard and unused bodily exertion ; his energy expends
itself, not only harmlessly but profitably, on the stiff

clay ; the very feel of the fresh air and the appearance
of liberty tend to tranquillise and allay the feverish ex-

citement, and when the labour of the day is over he is

disposed rather to enjoy his rest in his new career than
to revert to his former courses. He may probably
indeed be disgusted at first with the hard work ; not
unfrequently he declares that he'll run away soon ; but

the very absence of walls and apparent restraint incline

him to put off his intention till by degrees he finds, not

only that the bailiff is nearly alwayB in sight, but that

even most of the boys would prevent his elopement (for

the boys by no means like runaways) ; and, seeing those

around him contented and patient, he finds that a life of

labour and regular habits is on the whole more to be
desired than the excitement of lawlessness. The kind-

ness, too, with which they are treated— for the bailiff is,

and must be, kind and gentle in his manner, though

thoroughly firm—and the discovery which they make
ere long—though they are slow to believe it at first

—

that the managers are doing their work not for pay but
for love, all tend to soften and subdue the rugged and
hardened tempers and to bring them into a state to

profit by instruction.

Here also we find a great advantage in farm labour.

The greater part of the boys come from towns, and if

we taught them trades, to towns they must return.

True, we should probably endeavour to place them in

other towns than those from which they came
;
yet

still, to a boy used to the vices of the streets, a large

town will always have great temptation. Now, if we
place him with a farmer in the country, all his habits,

all the objects he sees, remind him of his school life

where he has been reformed, rather than of his former
evil courses, and the broken thread is not likely to be

renewed.

We do not either entirely close the door to some
light trades. The boys make their own clothes and
mend their own shoes very tolerably. They make
baskets also in wet weather for the use of the farm, and
some few for sale. But this is merely done with the

hope that in their future farm service they may be able

tc employ a wet day or a winter evening more profit-

ably to themselves, their fellow-servants, or their master,

than they would otherwise be enabled to do.

I do not come here to talk of my friend and myself,

but perhaps you will allow me in a very few words fo

sketch the history of our own school. About 20 years

ago I became acquainted with the two persons who I

j

believe may be considered as the originators, in our

: country at least, of this movement, namely, Miss Murray
and Capt. Brenton. Their views at first appeared to me
to be grand but wild ; and it was not till I had some years'

experience as a visiting magislrate of a large prison

that I became convinced of the truth of their opinions,

which my later experience has still more confirmed.

For many years I longed in vain to see the experiment

tried again ; till some three years ago (having casually

mentioned the subject to him a year or so befori ) Mr.
Bengough offered to join me in the undertaking. Several

of the leading magistrates of the county gave us their

support, advice, and assistance, but the management re-

mained solely in our hands. I built very little more
than a labourer's cottage in the middle of my own
property on a small farm of poor land, which happened

to be in my own hands because it was in too bad order

to let, so that, had the experiment failed at any time, I

might have given up the school, let the cottage to a

labourer, and sustained no loss. We commenced thus

in our inexperience, merely because it was the most

convenient plan we could adopt; but our later experience

has not shown us any way in which we could have

improved it.

Now let me ask, is there any counfy in England in

which there is not to be found a magistrate who wishes

forsuch a school (if it be needed there),and who can find,,

at a fair rent, a few acres in the middle of his own
property, and near his own house, where the experiment

may be tried ? I shall be told that a magistrate usually

has not only the duties of that office but also the other

business of a country gentleman to attend to, which'

leave him not time enough to establish such a school. I

know perfectly well that this was my own case ; had it

been otherwise I should have attempted my favourite

scheme long ago. But can the aforesaid magistrate

not find some one like my lriend Mr. Bengough—a.

young man who being heir to a good property, does not

require a lucrative profession, and yet wishes for em-
ployment—who will help him ? Numbers of such men
uow-a-days flock to chambers, and undertake the toil and
drudgery of the law to keep them from idleness, and to

prepare themselves to become useful country gentlemen

in their day. And can none be found who, without

giving up their fresh country air and exercise, without!

leaving altogether the engagements and pleasures of

home, will give some three days a week for so extremely

interesting and satisfactory, not to say so useful and
honourable occupation, as the reforming the youth of a
county i

I do not mean to say that Mr. Bengough did nothing

uncommon. When he gallantly undertook the work,,

the chart was unknown—the perils, like all unknown
things, were exaggerated. Many expected that he would>

be murdered, and that my henroost would be robbed.

No one could say what difficulties we should have to

encounter ; and there were perhaps few men who would
have had the pluck and perseverance to brave the un-
known seas.

We have made it our object not to take all the boys
we could, from whencesoever collected, but to endeavour
as far as possible to clear our own county from the
instigators and instructors iu juvenile crime. Not
because we hold those of other counties as aliens for

whom we care not; but on the same principle that if I were
to go all over the county pulling up a weed on every

man's farm, I should do next to no good ; there would
be plenty left everywhere for seed. But if I pull up
every weed in my own farm I do a real good to myself
and my neighbours, by leaving none to go to seed ; and
thus I show my neighbours how they may benefit their

own farms. The result, so far as we can yet see, has been
satisfactory. In the town of Cheltenham, the largest in

our county, and formerly the most productive in juvenile

crime (though by no means dark in the statistics

of general crime), there were reported to be by the
police in January, 1852, about 20 boys under the age of

1 4 who had been once convicted, and about 20 more
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wiio, under the- sumo ago, hud been twice, or three, or

four times convicted."

I believe that I con now auy that there in not at

present in Cheltenham more than one hoy under Hi who
has been twice convicted. An old farm-house will hold

thm number, and be infinitely better than new buildings,

for the very reason tliat it looks more homely and plain.

Tlic more simple and unambitious your building can be,

tlie less inducement will it hold out to the honest, and
the better will it prepare the boys for the rough life

and accommodation which they will afterwards find in a

farm-house.
If it bo nocoHsary to build, let it ho ouch a building an

will in appearance roaomblo a row of labourers'

cottages, and in fact wilt he convertible into labourers1

cottugoH ih : 1

1

'i circumstances make it desirable to chango
tho locality of a school. I confeHH I believe that the
moment you get a building which will strike the vulgar
ns ornamental, you to that dogrco commence a decided
evil, picturesque you may have it. An old half-

timbered farm-house iu a most ploabing object to tho
better educated. Our own school, with its plain red
brick gables and ita low tiled roof, will, when the

creepers have got up the walln, ho not an objectionable
looking building to aeo on oho'h estate. Hut thin

excitps no envy ;—no feeling among tho honest poor
that " there is o grand place built for thieves, while I

and my honest wile and children are forced to put up
with a wretched cottage" I confess that, while wishing
every success to the raco of architects in nil other ways,
I trust that they may find ua littlo employment na

possible in designing reformatory schools.

Willi regard to the locality, 1 lay great strcsa and
attribute much of tho ease of our success to the fact of

tho school being placed in the middle of my own estate.

Huda committoo purchased u piece ofland itwould hardly
have been possihto to prevent all the neighbours taking

fright at the colony of thieves established cloa ) to them
;

and an adverse feeling amongst the neighbours tfd a
moral evil. For the same reason 1 would not have it

near a village, as the lees they see of their neighbours
the better. At the same time I should much wish that
it should he within a reasonable distance—a quarter or
half a mile—of the church, as, if it be much further,
weather may occasionally prevent their attending it

;

and a regular habit of church-going I believe to have an
important effect on the future character.

These, and such like points, however, though I

mention them as worthy of consideration, must vary
with circumstances. But the principal points, I think,
are, that the school should be rough looking, Bhould
begin very small at first, and increase very gradually,
not laying down a rule at Btarting that you are to
have a certain number in a certain time, but increasing
just as fast as you find that you can get them well
under discipline, and going to just such extent as you
find suited to your convenience or the wants of your
county ; and thirdly, that it be managed by a country
gentleman, and in the middle of his own property.
The quantity of land required we fiud to be about

half an acre (of stiff clay) to a boy ; but after it has
been well dug for some years it will become lighter,

and they can do more.
Our staff consists of Mr. Bengough and myself aB

managers, lie lives 12 miles from the school ; I about
one. He comes and spends a few days with me now
and then (alas ! very rarely). I, when I have an hour
or two to spare (very rarely also), go over and look at
the boys working, and have a chat with one or another.

I should think that I devote on an average four hours
a week to looking on and chatting. Such are our
arduous labours.

The bailiff is a farmer used to superintending work-
people, who does not treat the boys as a warder would
do, according to strict rule, for any deviation from
which he is liable to be complained of to the visiting

magistrates, exacting a certain amount of work, and
weighing out a certain amount of food ; but he treats

them exactly as experience has taught him to treat his

own workpeople or his own children, exacting wdiat
labour he sees that each can do, and giving to each
what food he finds to be necessary to keep him in hard-
working condition. We certainly are fortunate in our
bailiff. He has a mild gentle manner, with undeniable
firmness. He will readily give us his opinion, which is

usually worth having ; but he will strictly obey our
orders ; and, above all, his heart is in it.

A great part of the ease of our success is perhaps to
be attributed to our finding so good a bailiff. But in

these days, when farming cannot be carried on without
a large capital, there is many a man to be found with
good plain education, good practical knowledge, and
good feeling, but with too small a capital to farm.

The next person is the schoolmaster, and this I confess
is a difficult office to fill. We can find many school-

masters who will take the entire command of a school,
and will cram their pupils, so as to gain the approbation
of the most fastidious examiner. But to find a man who
will teach for two hours and a half per day—so short a
time that he will never he able to make them great
scholars, fit to make a show of ; who can in fact believe
and feel that the converting the pests of society into

good Christians is as useful and as honourable an occu-
pation as that of giving ploughboys a correct knowledge
of the position of the antarctic circle ; who has in fact

not merely a clever head but a good heart, and that
heart in this work, is as yet a difficult person to find.

Still I believe that ere long the demand will create a
supply. Many a lad in our training schools is unable to

pass the high examination required, and not obtaining a

certificate of sufficient learning, in disqualified '<.r tsl tag

charge of a national school. Vet many of these may
have courage, coolness, discipline, and a heart in the

right place, and though they have failed in their first

intention, yet, in audi a line ixh ours, they may possibly

make not less Useful, not lean honoured men than olbem
who have taken a first-class certificate,

In addition to the: bailiff and Schoolmaster WO hnvi:

also lately taken a labourer at If, per week above
Ul, « r'i, wage*, to work and Superintend one of the

gangs, He In all probability will iii fact cost us nothing,

as be will earn his wages on the land, and with ''.', l.<>>«

with no fence round them, two superintendents are

scarcely enough. Besides this we receive help

given ua by many of our neighbours. Our ricnr and his

curate occasionally call in a cluaa from the field, end

give that Instruction which a layman cannot give with

the same authority.

In conclusion, 1 can only warmly congratulate those

who take an interest In tho matter, that the act ol the

last session, affecting young offenders, ban placed the

matter on an eh a footing that the Govt rnmi til allowance

will, I think, bo found sufficient to defray every expense

of such a heboid beyond tlioae of probably the brat year;

and 1 trust that ero long the wisdom of that act may be

proved, not only by the mere increase of the number ol

schools, but by a decrease of general crime, remembering
that our object i« not bo much to benefit the individual

criminal aa to benefit the children of tho honest neigh-

bour whom that criminal would corrupt.

Home Correspondence.
ParJees'i Steel Digging Forkt.—Wo would that all

crops of corn, and more especially Wheat, were planted

in rows about 2 feet apart or four rows on a stetcb,

commonly dcaignated hero flths, with at most only one

quarter the usual quantity of seed per acre, in order for

the admission and free use of a horse-hot, or, what is

perhaps better, a scarifier, as the horaca would walk in

the furrows, thus furnishing an opportunity of cleansing

the crops from weeds (a point most essential, though too

much overlooked by us all), and attaining to something

like perfect cultivation of the soil—important for all

grain crops, as well as green, and which the plough is not

capable of accomplishing, and which cannot be effected

by the process of manual labour with the common hoe,

especially on what are termed full crops, or what we call

" too thick seeding." But what is to become of the

labourers at this season of the year may be asked, if

such appliances as these are to be resorted to in lieu of

the ordinary hoe % A similar question has been asked

by a correspondent in reference to the use of eteam

threshing machines, &c. In reply we beg to name a

salve for all those sores, viz., " Buy each of them one of

Parkes's steel digging forks." Ply the use of it by
forking up a sound spit between each row of corn, at all

seasonable times from the end of September to the

middle of April, by which times all kinds of grain

should have made their appearance above ground.

Labourers ought not, nor need stand still for want of

employment, nor our union houses be crammed with

able-bodied workmen, except in very inclement weather,

as the use of this efficient implement would always

doubly repay the employer. Since it has been

introduced into our grounds, the spade, notwithstanding

its superiority over the plough (one sound digging being

allowed to be wortli half a dozen ploughings), is cast

completely into the shade. The comparative ease too

by which the labourer is enabled to perform almost

!

double the amount of work is astonishing. Every work-

man calls out for " the four or five pronged steel
j

digging fork !" We remark that if those implements
were generally put into constant use in the way above

described, they would prove a boon to both master and
man, and finally to the country at large, and we recom-

mend that every other row of the said thick or full

crops of corn now growing be dug up deeply, on a
j

small scale at least, by these or some similar imple-

,

ments, to prove the truth of these observations before

the middle of April has passed away, thus testing the

utility of Parkes's steel digging forks before steam !

cultivation can be effected to supersede them. IV.B. The
free use of this famed implement between rows of i

Potatoes will amply repay the cultivator, and it may-

be introduced with certain profit till such time as the

plants have appeared above ground a fortnight ; or if I

a mark is drawn with the foot at the time of planting,

'

or any other index showing where the rows are, the

operation may be performed a month earlier with great

advantage, and this observation will apply equally to the

rows of corn. Hardy <t Son, Seed Growers.

"How are wc to find Food for our Flocks?"—In

perusing an article in your Paper on this subject, may
I beg leave to remark that the last winter has been un-

J

precedeuted for severity and continuance in the princi-

pality for untold years, and still continues, April 20th :

and our flocks have suffered immensely—25 to 50 per

cent, in the lambs, aud 10 to 15 per cent, in the ewes.

Since the introduction of Chivas' Orange Jelly Turnip.

I need scarcely say that where attention has been paid

to its cultivation, no lack of good provision should be

wanting for ewes and lambs in the spring. I have sown

them ou rather a large scale for some years; and this

last winter, when my late Swedes gave way to the

inclemency of the season, the Orange Jelly Turnip

withstood the trial, and I am now drawing them daily,

for cattle and the use of the tahls,in beautiful condition.

I feel sorry to trespass upon your time, but should any

remark I nave made tand from experience) be worthy of

an insertion in your valusl
l I tbaJI esteem it

a ureat bvoui W J. Fori, I
tttlh, ti.W.

\

'' shall be ad tot forthst information
On the value of thin roe'. I < .i net hu «u

as to il .

//.. /i Plant ;] If/..-.' from > pints of wed per
n'-re in looking r> n.:.rl.»bly well, and appears, aethi
to have only one fault, that ol \x tag much too thick [ 1J,
which, how* it, they i

1

. thinning it to single plants by theband.
:. M.'. ) poi lion os n in August

My, and will, notwithstanding the lai

season, be hi ear by the middle ol May, sod probkbly
fit for the sickle in July. A <;

... en&—1 have r--od the letter from
your correspondent "V." in yotnr u>t Nombes with
much inten ' Every one who h»« to do with a dairy
moat have obscrv4 d the tafloeoM of townerst I

the quantity of cream prodaesd from a given

,
and many parsons l.n •

lOSS ur.Mii;' from low t/-rii|»eratoreii. There are two
modes ol doing thli : i»t, by the sppUeation oi heat u>

• I containing ths mil.' ; and Zdly, by r»i>

temperature of the dairy. Your eon
. have availed himself of both these mock

hence probably an .,n »» I/, the

e temperature oi toe room bet 'If tod
Captain Our, which be At in all U.e*«

manipulations it Is Of the almost importance to Lave
nn i id '•• serf] tion of one thai ha* succeeded, in order
to insnri i others, I tni»t you will ex.-uee me
for requesting answers to the following qumtions :— let.

Having mysell tried the applies! to the vessel

containing the milk with complete success as regards
quantity, I have been of •• it up in eonse-

qnei ce of the rank teste in ths rr< ar-> and batter thus

obtained. Has your com lent" V.' obnerred this

in hit dairy ! 2d. What in the exact tempera'

which he appl m containing
his milk bowls I

''. The hot wstcrbeingS inches deep,
what is tin- depth of milk in the bowl! 4ib.

bowls of metal or earthenwan i low i-ng
flow of hot water into the cisterns continue !

A n Original HufjicriKcr.

Conveyance of Water in Vnflcrground Pijs-* — la

addition to former remarks may I odd that at this pre-

sent time I am intending to lay down a considerable

extent of piping, and have secured 1400 yards 3-inch

glazed pipes for that purpose, to reconstruct, and, I hope,

improve a water-course which supplies my premises with

water from the spring head, such Bpring being situated

on an eminence in the midst of a wood rising higher
than the cultivated land on millstone grit ; having no
natural or artificially used lime to be absorbed by the

water to render it hard, it is clear, cool, and perfectly

soft. Now as ffmay be of use to others bringing water

to their houses and gardens, I will endeavour to explain

the plan I intend to pursue. After having excavate!

the earth to a sufficient depth and impressed upon the

cutting the shape of each socket, I shall first pour a
small quantity of boiled coal-tar under each socket's

mark on the ground, ere cementing the pipes together
with some water cement. Afterwards upoD the top of
every such joint I shall again pour more tar, so as to

unite the two together over and under each already
cemented joint. All plants having an aversion to coal-

tar, I hope by this double precaution to succeed in pre-

venting effectually all future mischief, wh ch has not
been the case up to the present time in old-fashioned

socket piping ; for we have very often to take it up for

repairs, and have pulled out roots of trees CO
feet long, resembling the tail of a fox. Since
writing the above I have read the remarks of "J. L,
M.D., Newburgh," in your paper of the 21st April. I

fear he is not a practical man, and that his project of

filling up drains with sand would be too expensive, and
would not answer after sufficient accumulation of irater

to form a run ; for broken stones will not remain open
long but silt up. Pipes with collars and a good fall are

the best ; for in theory, all drains a'ter making com-
mence filling up from the top downwards, and unless

there is water irom behind to sweep them clean they

gradually fill up ; therefore, if possible, I contrive to

finish the top in a hollow that some flood or rnelr.r

.

may form such an accumulation of water as may flush

them clean : if not, it is advisable to have snnprtj

termination, with knowledge of its locality, to do so

artificially, as far cheaper to be attended to ever

years than cutting and relaying them over again. An
Aged Pracii:.

Societies.

EOTAi A 1AM).

Weekly CorNCtL, April 25 : Mr. Miles, M.P., Pre-

sident, in the chair.

Ai>: sfheiuc sriFLT >:r Mi>T3.irc- Mj.tteb.— Pro-

fessor Way, Consulting Chemist to the Society, delivered

a lecture before the members on the recent researches

connected with this subject, which he regarded

means a merely theoretical one. as i: might at first

seem ; but one fraught with the most practical results

in reference to agricultural operations. He glanced at

the germination of seeds on surfaces containing little or

no depth of soil, until rocks and towers became c:~er: i

with vegetation— to the forests of western America,
where successive s;curging crops of Tobacco and Sugar

were required to destroy the accumulated fertility,

and to :. is of various cocntries, which had
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their origiu iu vegetable matter ; facts which he thought

must strike the most unobservant, that the air, producing

as it did these vegetable products, must possess some-

thin^ more than a mere inert mixture of elastic fluids.

He referred to the advantages derived by real science,

though unintentionally, by the labours of the alchemists

in their researches for gold aud the elixir of life ; but

especially to the philosophical and more legitimate

investigations of Priestley, Bergman, Scheele, Lavoisier,

and De Saussure, whose genius in the direction of

their experiments on air was only equalled by their

candour and diffidence iu deducing their results.

These researches had first their application to the
phenomena of animal and life, and subsequently to

those of vegetation. Prof. Way then proceeded ''to

explain the composition of the atmosphere, and the
negative character of the nitrogen it contained," as con-
trolling the active chemical nature of the oxygen. He
stated that the carbonic acid gas mixed with "the atmo-
sphere, though small in proportion to the oxygen and
nitrogen, was sufficient in amount to furnish carbon for
the constitution of the whole of the coal-fields of the
globe. He had nothing to remark, as new, on the
watery vapour in the atmosphere. The most interest-
ing subject of consideration at the present time was the
occurrence of ammonia and of nitric acid in the air
and the mode in which their presence could be rendered
still moreavailable to the purpnsesof agriculture. He then
explained how everything organic required by plants
could be furnished by these four most powerful elements
of the atmosphere and its aqueous vapour, namely, oxy-
gen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen. He described the
recent experiments of M. Boussingault, and also those of
M. Ville (splendidly illustrated in a work presented to
the Society by the French Government), referring to the
views on scientific principles of agriculture just pub-
lished by Professor Liebig, the deductions of Mr. Pusey,
the elaborate researches of Mr. Lawes, and the ex-
periments of M. Barral. He alluded to the amount of
ammonia in rain-water, dew, and fogs, and to the in-
sufficiency of the methods hitherto employed for ascer-
taining the proportion of nitric acid in theair. He called
attention to the large amount of ammonia constantly
taken up by the soil, and washing into the land by rain;
and to the great importance, consequently, of exposing the
soil in such a manner to atmospheric influence as may
best tend to this ammoniacal absorption. Fallowing of
land, he remarked, had given way to rotation of crops

;
but that there was no such thing as such a simple rest-
ing as fallowing was supposed to imply in this case, for
an alteration of the soil under the influence of oxygen
was constantly going on. Every interval even, between
one crop and another, was in reality a fallow. Land
should be laid up as lightly as possible, for the purpose
of its aeration. The working of land, with a view to
this abundant aeration, was one important means of
improvement. He regarded it as indispensable to the
full development of the powers of soil that steam-
power should be brought to bear effectively upon its
cultivation. The amazing bulk of ammonia locked up
in the land itself could not be taken up by plants,
and would, therefore, remain in a form unavailable
for vegetation, unless the management of soil
tended to release such manuring matter, and brin<*
it within the reach of the roots. He had calcu°
lated, from data furnished by some rich loamy land of
tertiary drift, that the soil within available depths con-
tained ammonia at the rate of one ton (equal to six tons
of guano) per acre. This was a stock of wealth which
would repay the most active measures being taken for its
release and distribution. He then passed on to the sub-
ject of green manuring, and to that of draining, and the
importance of a free aeration of the soil and increased
absorption of ammonia, after the water had been duly
carried off.—The Rev. L. Vernon Harcourt referred to
the manner in which certain fungi absorbed nitrogen
and the phosphates during the growth, and yielded
ammonia and phosphates to the soil on their death and
decomposition—Professor Way explained the theory of
fairy rings, given by him in the Journal some years ago;
and his supposition that the development and expansion
of the cells of the fungi attracted their air manure. Dr.
Calvert called attend. ,n to the electrical effects produced
in the atmosphere by thunder-storms, and to the subse-
quent rapid vegetation in moorland districts; also to the
theory of nitrification in nitre-beds.

On the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, seconded by
Dr. Calvert, the best thanks of the Council were given
to Professor Way for the able and interesting lecture
he had then delivered. The President, on putting the
motion (which was carried unanimously), added his
tribute of praise, remarking that nothing could more
effectually, he thought, call thinking minds into operation
than the science and the researches of the able men
whose philosophical labours Professor Way had then
brought under the review of the meeting. He delighted,
as one of the earliest members of the Society, to witness
the successful manner in which practice and science
were more nearly approaching each other, for the more
secure guidance of practical farmers, and for the benefit
generally of the agricultural world.

Farm Memoranda.
Dorsetshire.—James John Farquharson, Esq., of

Langton, who holds in hand no fewer than 4500 acres,
managed by intelligent bailiffs, has the advantage of
having, under nearly all that extent of land, a chalk
subsoil, which performs, without expense, one of the
most necessary, bur, in many parts of the county, per.

plexing offices of good husbandry—drainage. This land

is chiefly arable, and the couise followed is the five-field

shifts, the Clovers staying two years, and Red Clover

occurring in the course once iu 10 years. The Turnips,

as well as the Mangolds, are grown on the ridge, and

the clod-crusher is used to bind the Wheat-bands instead

of the fold, which was formerly used for that purpose.

The horse-hoe is kept actively at work amongst the

Turnips, about half the bulk of which is drawn for stall-

feeding. The roots to be fed off on the land are left in

double drills. A cart of the width of two drills is used,

so that the left Turnips are not injured by the wheels,

whilst they are distributed evenly over the field. The
labourers are paid by " tut" work, the dung-put fillers

being paid by the square yard, and the spreaders and
ploughmen by the acre. A portion of the ley ground is

ploughed early in May and sown to Rape, which is fed

off previous to its taking the Wheat in the autumn.
From 80 to 100 acres of Italian Ray-grass are sown,
and sometimes French Grasses, as a substitute for

broad Clover. These are allowed to remaiu three

years, and are fed off, generally by lambs. The
stall beasts are kept in the vale during summer,
and put up in sheds in October ; they are supplied

with cut Turnips, bruised Barley, and Linseed, the two
latter being made into a " pudding," of which the

beasts have half a gallon a day. The breeding cribs are

cemented to prevent the intrusion of rats, and between
every two cribs is a small trough, which is kept always
full of water from a tank regulated by a ball-cock.

Here is another excellent steam-engine, which works a
useful threshing-machine. The corn is threshed, win-
nowed, sacked, and weighed, and the straw is cut into

chaff when wanted concurrently with the threshing. By
a simple but ingenious contrivance a bell rings as soon
as the sack reaches its proper weight. Newcastle coal

having burnt out the bars of the furnace, a vessel is

freighted with coal from Scotland. About 6000 sheep,

all pure Downs, are kept on the farms, as also from 40
to 50 fatting bullocks, and 60 working oxen, chiefly

driven by reins in pairs. The tenantry on the estate of

Henry Charles Sturt, Esq , of Critchell, are said to have
been the first who themselves bought fixed engines for

threshing, winnowing, &c. One of the first fixed

engines was erected by Mr. Ford, of Rushton Farm,
whose fat Hereford cattle occupy conspicuous places in

the prize lists at Christmas. The general system upon
this portion of Mr. Sturt's estates is five-field

;

but the following course has been found to answer well

on stiff soils:— 1. Swedes, fed off late in the
spring ; 2. Rape and Turuips, or Turnips alone, fed off

in the following fall, and sown to ; 3, Wheat ; 4, Barley

;

5, Clover; 6, old ley; 7, Wheat. One half of the Wheat
stubs are brought into Barley, the other half into Swedes
or Turnips ; one-half of the Turnip land fed off is sown
to Barley, the late-fed land affording another green crop.
This course gives great advantages in the working of
the land in unfavourable springs. On Mr. Sturt's home-
farm there is a very perfect fixed steam-engine, which,
besides threshing, winnowing, chaff-cutting, breaking
bones, cracking Oats, Beans, &c, and dressing flour,

pumps water for the supply of the house, stables, farm-
yard, &c, and saws the wood for all buildings erected
on the estate, cutting up in a summer's day 1400 feet of
Oak or Elm, or 1800 of Fir timber. The engine is

equal to this and the grinding of Barley at the same
time ; the boiler is tubular, and the consumption of
coal about 5 cwt. for 12 hours. Mangolds are grown
in this manner— During the winter, long dung is

carted out, spread, and ploughed in, a subsoil-

plough following. In the spring the land is found
to work very freely, and it is again ploughed
and worked about until reduced to a fine tilth.

A sack, or 6 bushels, of bones, mixed with ashes, drop-
pings of fatting beasts, &c, are sown broadcast, at the
rate of 80 to 1 00 bushels per acre. The plough follows

close and throws up the land in ridges, about 2 feet

apart. A very light roller is drawn along the ridges to

plane the surface, and men, women, and boys, follow

with the seed in aprons, and dibble three or four seeds
in at intervals of 12 inches. Another rolling completes
the process. The plants are singled by hand, horse-
hoed two or three times, and the soil between the plants
is deeply hoed by hand. The crops have always been
excellent without exception ; the cost of puttiug in the
seed is 5s. an acre, exclusive of horse labour and carter's

;

aud last year the crop of Mangolds was about 42 tons
per acre ; Swedes are sown on the flat. A flock of 350
ewes tire kept, the whole of the sheep sold being in a
fat condition. The tups are put out about 12th Sept.
The ewes seasoned in the first week are marked No. 1

;

those of the second week, No. 2, and so on. At the
time of lambing they are taken into the yard in
numerical order, to be under the eye of the shepherd

;

and it has happened invariably that since this plan has
been followed— 12 or 15 years—at shearing time, a
greater number of lambs were living than .there had
been ewes put to the ram. As many as from 400 to
500 pigs are kept on the farm. In the five-field course
a portion of the ley ground is sometimes broken up and
sown to Rape and Turnips. Mr. J. A. Damen, who
occupies a chalk farm near to the Bagshot sands at
Winfrith, says, it is not unusual to let the sheep run over
the Clover after the Barley is off ; but it pulls up the
plant, and the Clover is not half so good in the ear.

Some sow it after the Barley, and give it a tine with
the harrows ; but he thinks it best to sow it with the
Barley, give it one tine and a rolling. Italian Rye is

sometimes grown in this neighbourhood, instead of
clover ; it comes very early in the spring, and the

young lambs can lie put upou it a month before the
Clovers are ready for them. " We very often," says
Mr. Damen, "have lambs upon it in January and
February. I have fed it twice ; then cut it for hay

;

then seeded it, and had 40 bushels of seed per acre."
A good deal of fat beef and many sheep are grazed in
this district, and it is computed that where one bullock
was grazed 20 years ago there are now a score fattened.
The consumption of oil-cake is very large ; and artificial

manures are extensively applied.—Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England.

Miscellaneous.
Cabbages.—For the purposes of the dairy 1 acre of

Cabbages is considered to be worth 3 of Turnips.
They require to be raised from seeds sown in beds in
autumn or spring, and transplanted into the field

towards the end of May, or in the beginning of June,
and will be ready for use in October. One lb. of seed
will produce 24,000 plants, and about 8000 plants are
required to an acre of ground. The beds must be well
sheltered, and have a free exposure to the sun of the
whole day.

Calendar of Operations.

APRIL.
West Sussex.—There is little 10 speak of now but the very dry

days, and the cold, and sometimes frosty nights ; and, as a matter
of course, cattle and sheep have got on short allowance. There
is hardly a Turnip to he seen now, and the Clover seeds are not
come to hand, so that all kinds of shifts must be tried. To use
hay now is out of the question, as the sheep would rather starve
than eat it. A little picking of Grass, with a pound of cake, is

now their resource ; and they apply themselves vigorously to the
pond as they did last year. Mangold Wurzel has been more
than useful this year in carrying the stock through ; but now all

is done. As a consequence the sale of lean 6tock is at a stand
;

but we cannot yet say that the prices are lower, for it seems to
be felt that one little warm shower will put us all afloat again.
With fat cattle there is no difficulty in partiogat fair prices, and the
same with sheep

;
perhaps a trifl* below 5s. per stone is the fig re.

Lambs are a good sale, but they are brought into market be '"ie

they are hardly fit; about 6s. per stone is tbeirvalue. Respect i g
the crops there is nothing to complain of. The Wheat lo >l s
extremely well, and is now growing fast, notwithstanding ft e
frosty nights arid east winds. Barley and Oats have come up
well ; but without rain soon, we cannot expect them to continue
so long. But it will be some time before the Wheat suffers much,
as the frost bad so pulverised the top of the soil lhat it now i es
fine and close in the best possible state for retaining moisture.
The spring has not been favourable for top-dressing the Wheat,
as guano (which I expect will after all prove the best dressing)

would in such weather lose all its good in the air. But it will not
yet be too late if rain comes soon. The Turnip land is as easily

prepared as it can be; there are no weeds to take out, and by
keeping the roller close behind the cross ploughing all tendency
to hardening is prevented; so that, though work at one time
appeared behind, it will now be got as forward as is desirable. G. &.

Notices to Correspondents.
Artificial Guano : A* H. We do not know the guano of which
you send an analysis, and the analysis sent gives no index

to its real value. " Organic matter and ammoniacal Baits 32.'

per cent." may mean anything. And unless you actually know
the quantity of ammonia capable of evolution from the

guano, you cannot judge of its quality. Organic matter may
be worthless as manure.

Books : S. You had better get Dr. Lindley's " Theory of

Horticulture."

Cattle Gauge: Old Subscriber'. Ewart's cattle gauge, by Tree,.

22, Charlotte Street, Blackfriars Road, is the best. We regret

to have been unable to answer this before Friday, by post,

when you say it would have been useless to you.

Chandler's Liquid Manure Drill : Anon. You had better

apply to Carson, of Warminster, Wilts, and to Tasker &
Fowle, of Andover, Hants. The one firm makes Chandler's,,

and the other Spooner's liquid manure drill. Both bow' Beed
as well as manure, and you can compare the reports you
receive and judge for yourself.

Corn Manure : A Constant Header. We should not like to tmst
to any single dressing of manure to ensure a crop of grain
after grain on land that has been cross cropped for several-

years. Your best chance is to get the whole land thoroughly
tilled during the autumn, and manured then with dung to

some, however small, exteDt—to sow Beans after the Wheat,
and spring Wheat after the Barley and Oats as early as pos-
sible in the spring, top-dressing with guano and hoeing it in

in April.

Guardian Societt, Manchesteu: One who was Duped will

oblige us by his addreBS. This question is iu reference to a
swindler detected by the Guardian Society.

Nettles : 67 W. Their roots must be forked up. That is the
only plan to get rid of them. •

Oats for Fodder: J Irvin. We would rather sow 3 husbels of

Vetches and 1 bushel of Oats in May per acre for cutting green-

in September than sow Oats for that purpose by themselves.

But we do not know how Vetches suit in your country; and
perhaps as the land is just broken up it may be worth more to

pare and burn it, and sow Rape seed, than to attempt either

Vetches or Oats.

Taste of Butter : Dairymaid. The principle of all successful

attempts to get rid of the taste of roots in milk is to keep the
liquid hot for longer time than usual, so as to cause the eva-
poration of the aroma. This and cleanliness will generally
succeed.

Value of Pigeons' Dung: The following information on this

point has just appeared in the Journal of the Agricultural

Improvement Society of Ireland, in the form of a letter from
Professor Apjohn:—"The best way, I believe, of replying to

Mr. Smyth's inquiries iu relation to pigeons' dung as afertilising

agent, is to direct his attention to the following equivalent

numbers, deduced from the best analyses :

—

Farm-yard manure, moist 100'

Pigeons' dung, fresh 17*2

Peruvian guano 3'8

" From these data, it appears that pigeons' dung in its recent

state is, weight for weight, about six times as valuable as farm-

yard manure, and that its fertilising influence is to that of best

Peruvian guano in the ratio very nearly 1 to 4. In cases,

therefore, in which 4 cwt. of guano would be applied to an acre

of tillage, 16 cwt. of fresh pigeons' dung may be expected to

produce an equivalent action.

"As to 'the best way of managing pigeon manure,' I would
say that, while fresh, it should be made into a compost with

clay and peat charcoal, to prevent the loss of ammonia which
would otherwise occur during its desiccation, and that this

compost should be used for green and other crops precisely in

the manner in which guano is applied."
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w EIE'S IRRIGATORS, LIQUID MANUKK
PUMPS, PIKE and (JARDUN ENGINES.

HImkI'i Cylinder (on £ ». <&

engraving) ,., H H

Double Cyllndot ... 10 10

Uoi'fio power Bize ... 10 10

Exclusive of Suction and
Delivery Pinna.

Illuntratod Catalogues fico,

por pout.

Ti'i'iiin Gasli "ii Dollvory.

Edwaih) Wi'iii, Agricultural Engli ', 10, Batli Ploci

Road, London, removed from Oxford Btroot,,

rnANNKI) NETTING, for the protection of Pruil

JL Treoa from frost, blight, and birds, and for tho security ol

froHh sown seedB, eltbor In Qardens or Fields, at id. nor square

yard; 200 ynrdii, 14a.; 000 yards, 00*.; 1000 yards, 60*. Sorlm

Oanvas, for Wall Fruit—At I'.DU I NUTON and Co.'H, Wok
Cloth, Tout, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Hmlih-

flelil Bars, City, and Old Kont Road, Bouthwark; Emigrant
Dutlitturs, Shl|i' i'IiiiiiiIIits, mill Export MinlnmtH, BrunBwIck

Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blnckwall.

l.ntUIT TREES, POULTRY, RABBIT, SHEEP,
X ANIJ I.AM It FENCING:.— WovBtod Nottlng, to protoot

Hi,. Bloom of Peach, pJeotarlno, and othor Trcos, Plowor or Scod

Bods, from frost, blight and birds, 2 yards wldo, M. per yard.

Now Twlno Netting (tanned If required), 1 yard wide, 2<i por

yard;2 yards whin, 'I,/, per yunl; i yards wido.Sd.; ball Inoli

MohIi do., 2 yards wide, Bd. par yard. Tanned Nottlng, 2oi"8

yards wklii, ljd, por yunl; I or « yardB wldo, 8rf. por yard,

Elastic Hexagon Garden Not, or Scrim CauvaB, i\d. por sq 'o

yard. Cocoa-nut Fibre, or Hemp Bhoopfoldlng Not, of Hupurlor

quality, i foot high, id, to 6U por yard. Rabbit Not, I t Ido,

2d., foot wldo, id., 8 foot, id. por yunl. Each odg dod,

Kd. per yard extra, BUltablo for Poultry Fencing. Square Mosh
Cricketing Not, fix Us full width and iongth, made ol stout cord,

3d. to id. por square yard; this Is iho host, artlolo for Fonolng
against Fowls, Cats, &o,

—
"W. CuLLittaroan's, L, Edmund Tor-

race, Ball's Pond, LCIngBland, London.
A 20-yard Drag Not, with purse comploto, 21. lOs.j n Singln

Walled Drag Not, any iongth and depth, la.por squaroyard;

Casting Nets, completo, Is. per yard, measured round tlio lead

line; Flue Nets, any size, Is. per square yard complete. Minnow
Noti, Eol Nets, and Landing Nets equally ohoap, all warranted
Brsi ate qualUyiuid workmanship.

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING for GAME and
SHEEP FENCING, AVIARIES, PI1EASANTIUES, &c.

2 inch Mesh, light, 6d. per lineal yard, 2 feet wido.

„ strong, 8d. „ „
Netting of any size or quantity, and Fencing of all kinds, sup-

plied on the shortest notice.

—

William Dray & Co., Manufac-
turers, Swan Lane, LTpper Thames Street, near London Bridge.

i ALVAJN1SED W1KK GAME JNETT1MJ.-J Id. per Yard, 2 Feet Widb.

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

7d. per yd. Brf. per yd.

9 » 04 „
12 „ 9 „
S

ii „
10 ,, 8 „
14 ,, 11 „

2-inch mesh, light. 24 inches wide
2-inch „ strong „
2-inch ,, extra strong

,,

lfi-inch ,, light
,,

1^-inch „ strong ,,

Ig-inch ,, extra strong „
All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proot Netting for Pheasautries, 3d.
per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnard & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough Hull, or
Newcastle.

pHEAF WIRE, GAME, & POULTRY NETTING'
V-/ &d. per running yard.
GALVANISED DITTO, Id. per running yard, 2 feet wide.

Galvanised. Not Galvanised.
24 in, wide, 2 in. mesh, Id. per yard 5d. per yard
SO in. „ 2 in. ., 9d. „ B\d. „
S6 in. „ 2 in. „ lO^cf. „ 7id, „
48 in. ,, 2 in. ,, 1# . 3d. „ I0d. ,,

Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3d. per square foot, made
to any size for the same proportionate price. This article was
shown at the Great Exhibition, where it was so much admired
for its light and durable appearance, and acknowledged to be the
cheapest and best article of the kind ever offered. Extra strong
Wire Sheep Netting, Sfeet high, Is.Gd, and 2s. 3d. per yard.
Also every description of Flower Trainers, Dahlia Rods, Garden
Arches, Bordering. Flower Stands, Tying Wire, Trellis "Work,
Invisiblo Wire Fencing, Hurdles, and every description of Wire
Work for Horticultural purposes.—Illustrated Catalogues of
Patterns forwarded, post free, on application to T. H. Fox, City
of London Wire Work and Iron Fence Manufactory, 44, Skinner
Street, and 6 and 8, Snow Hill, London.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY M'CLASHEN'S PATENT.

MR. M'GLASHEN in now prepared to Dimply
A pparatc i m ulve I !

itimad

will Hftfoly ini'i « pcdTl oiiNly

iJlnjonHjonn In an / pari of llio 1

Cai UrldKC K'lliiburgli,

SCYTHES
ROYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUS'I INGSC1

! THE I

* * may be hud > the nanuftu

,

u
, '.vim 1. 1, (!,, London; ' ol all EroDmontfers and i. ,,,,.,,, ,\

llbaral allowance to (lie trade,

IMI'ltOVED LAWN MOWINC MACHINES,
mam i oi i nv Budding's Fal

... d II. FERRABBB,
Phojnlx Iron Workn, noar

Cllou Iilro,

J.

TIiobd nro ii.ii only mowing
MACHINES i inii. col be unod ),y

uniiklllud la-

bouron. with

oqual facility oil

liuv/nn, Vorgon,

ho i iveon C lower '

botlfl "ii Bow ling

Croon i, Crlckol
uiul IMi'ii inn -

,
4500

of thorn httvo

b on uold.

llund Machino, for One tfl&xi, cutting Ifl Int In

Ditto forTwo Men „ 22 ditto ... 6

pony Mochlno (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ... h f,

Uorao Machino „ 28 ditto ... n o o
Ditto „ 86 dill • [6

London Agoncy:—Tho Manager of the Agricultural D
iiirnt, Qakor Street ita/.nar.i

RICHMOND & CIIANDLKR'S PATENT CHAFF
CUTTING MA(;iIINE.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-
tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, RicnsiOND & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

^g" Cataloouf-s Gratis. _^__^^^_

TITILUAM DRAY and CO.'S STEEL DIGGING
» * FORKS are warranted equal, and by many are considered

superior, to any in use. Three Tine Forks, 4*. 6d. each : Four
Tine Forks, 5s. 6d. each. A liberal allowance on Wholesale Orders.

William Dray & Co., Swan Lane. Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge,

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS
MESSRS. BUKGESS and KEY, as Air. Parked

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stoct a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 10OO of the Nobility and Fanners, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

10S, Newgate Street, and 52. Little Britain, London-

\V

CAUTION.
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now in''

'
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Plumber In Tosti or Country, at the abore price*, or
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. and Manufacturer!.. JOSH V."AI;M.i: t..

'
i

oi. Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raisin? Water, by means

of Wheels, Bams, Deep Well Pumps, At.; aiao Fire and Garden

Engines, &c. &c— Ent-TaTint'n aent on appl ication.

OHM WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Stn

GALVANISED IKONTCE GAEDES
ENGINE.

With Wabxeb's Keoisteeed Sn~
—^ is str

comm :

durability and
.

Larger sixes

May be ob-
tained of any
IrotuonssjK r

Plumbf.r
t ^r. ' r ec ".-

Patentees and
'i\-:'--: r- : ,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising VTatcr from any

depth to any height by Stear:

sent on application. Syringes of various constra

from 9s. upwards. M-

TOHX WARNER aim SONS, 8, Jewin Cre
O London, Manufacturers of Fir.E ENGINES, PUMPS,
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.

:i i:i:%

^S=
»v be

Brass Syringes, 9/. D9 1 Be.

AH articles of Joax Wailxxt. : -

obtained of any Ironmcnger or Plninber in t:vti or cr _i

the advertised prices.

Johk WasNSB 4: Soys having be
for many years, know exactly "

and Gardeners. A gardener with a pa

will set through
-'

::re in a qnar:a " and with half She laboor to

himself. Syringes are ecoDcmical for small booses.
-rs such a var: re machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether tx sopply Gardens, BothonseSy
Farras, Mansions, cr Boards of Health, i

qnisite connected with the conveyance and distrib-

:

For.r' E ror Ccnservatories. Lawns, &c
S. •:-: :s ::" E-grsviags seat on applicaticr.
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\T A VERY ECONOMICAL RATE.
SAMUEL CUNDY, Mason and Builder. Pimlico

Marblb and Stone Works, Belgrave Wharf, Lower Belgrave

Place, Pimlico, London.
Marble Chimney-pieces manufactured by improved machinery.

The public are invited to view the stock,"unequalled for quality

and price. A good Marble Chimney-piece for 40*. Marble Work
in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate lor Hulls, Dairies,

Larders, &c. Circulars sent on application.

N.B. The ".Royal Bine" Omnibuses pass the Works every

ten minutes from the Bank.

LINGHAM BROTHERS, No. 170, Hampton Street,

Birmingham, sole Manufacturers of the improved WOOD
and ZINC MONOGRAPH, or LABELS for Garden Borders,

Flower-pots, &c, in boxes of ICO each. The Zinc Labels are

highlv approved of for their lasting durability, can be written

upon "with the greatest ense, and when dry a permanent inscrip-

tion is secured. Directions are sent with each box, including a

bottle of metallic ink.—Sole Agents in London, Messrs. Hiaxk,

Dkat & Co., Horticultural Implement Warehouse, 46, Xing
"William Street, London Bridge.

(Fig. 1.) (Fig. 2.)

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
*' • ENGINE {Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with

improved Tump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10

No. 2 „ 15 ,, „ 45 „ — 5 10

No.S „ 2S „ „ 45 „ .» 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
V • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered

Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan

and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15

No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 r
„ ... 3 5

No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „ ... 5

No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syriuge, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

1$ inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diamerer of barrel, lj> inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 10s. 6tf.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Ttlor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
ofwhom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

J TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
• SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each;

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of S feet, so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.
Ey a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the piill-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at every discbarge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Itsconstruction isperfectlysimple,and cannot get
out of order: the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling
all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

<J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,
« arwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

„, j ~.- Tne^e prices do not include carnage, packap e, or expenses
of delivery in the country.

N
BEEHIVES,

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour

& SONS, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-

mometer, &c., price 35s.,

securely packed for the

country.
This unique hive lias met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid;

its arrangements are so per-

fect, that the honey may be

taken at any time of the

gathering season without at

all injuring the bees.

Early applications, ad-

dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Holborn,

or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other

im proved Beehives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents:—Manchester, Hall & "Wilson, 50, King Street;

Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square; Chester,

F.& A. Dickson A Sons, 106, East^ate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, ISO, Trongate Street ; Dublin, J. Edmundson &Co.,
fil. Damp Street.

pOTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their

V^ Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Sireet, London,

a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c., at

very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-

tural Implements.

Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.

Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.

Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.

Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved
principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part

of the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may be

obtained.

CLAZINC WITH OR WITHOUT PUTTY.
EDENCH, Fatent Hothouse Works, King's Road,

* Chelsea.— Printed Price Lists supplied on application.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture. at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jasies Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Ctim-nich first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTE RS
PATENT.

HTHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY—
*- The Managers beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

Farmers, Gardeners, &c, that their new Lit*t of Prices may be
had free on application at the Company's Depot, 296, Oxford
Street, London. .

PLATE, CROWN, and SHEET WINDOW GLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE lor Roofing Con-

servatories, Halls, and Public Buildings.

Coloured and Ornamental Glass.

CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, and
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-

head's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for Dairies, Green-
houses, Stables, &c; Glass Milk Pans, Pails, Tests, and Measures;
Cream Pots and Syphons; Churns, Butter Tests and Slabs; Tiles
and Slates; Bee Hives, &c.
Aquariums, Fern Shades, Propagating Glasses, Fruit Pro-

tpctors, Preserve Jars, Cucumber Tubes, Hand Lights, Flower
Vases, Labels, &c, and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,
Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass.

FOREICN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUbu,
&7, Bishopsgate Stkeet, Without.

T MILL-IN GTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivehs and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, hoses included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. hy 4£ in 12$. QJ.

64 „ 41 ,, 7 „ 5 12 6

74 „ 5i „ S „ 6 13

S^ „ 6* „ 9 „ 7 13 6

9j „ 7A „ 10 „ 8 13 6

10± „ Si „ 11 „ 9 14 Q
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14 G
10 „ 10 „ 10* „ 10i 14 a
11 „ 10 „ 11* „ 104 14 O
11 „ 11 „ 114 „ 11J 14
12 „ 11 „ 12* „ 11* 14

13 „ 11 „ m „ 1H 14

13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 1*>

13* ,, 13* „ 14* „ 13* 16

15* „ 134 XS °
20 by~13, £1 hv 13, 22 by 13, 21* hy 131, lt? i hy 14£, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2i „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3i „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Ronsh, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

C L O C H E S.

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO. have the pleasure to

inform their friends they are prepared to supply
GLASS CLOCHES,

Similar to those at the Horticultural Society's Gardens at

Chiswick, at the following prices, viz.:

—

9 inches diameter ... Is 6rf-
| ^ inclies diameter

1 9 14

2s. Od.

2 3
2 6

24 inches long .

CUCUMBER GLASSES.—Each.
16 inches long ...

14 „
12

2s. Od.

1 10
1 S
1 6

Is. Ad.

1 2
1

Made to any length.

MOORE'S PATENT VENTILATOR, for every
Description of Farm-Buildings, Conservatories, Hot-houses,

Warehouses, Market-houses, Bell-turrets, also for Ventilating

|

Shafts, &c.

These Ventilators are fitted to side-slips of wood with iron
levers, iron flanges, and brass screws, with rough plate, or 32 oz.

sheet glass, at 4s. per foot super. 2s. Gd. extra for necessary
fittings to each Ventilator. It with brass levers in place of iron,

4s. per pair extra. It is presumed the accompanying drawing of

a Greenhouse will show the advantages obtained (independent of
a most perfect system of Ventilation, by admitting any amount
of fresh air and distributing equally over the plants, &c, and at

the same time emitting the vitiated), viz., a much neater appear-
ance, and an uninterrupted view of the whole interior. Green-
houses at Mr. James Veitch, Jun., Exotic Nursery, King's Road,
Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Nursery, Exeter; Messrs.
Messrs. Perry, Nursery, Banbury ; and the Pleasure Grounds at
Hampton Court Palace ; having been fitted with these Ventilators
with perfect success, the Patentee has obtained permission to refer
to the above places all parties desirous of seeing the same.
These Ventilators have been applied to many other Green-

houses, Conservatories, &c, hut they are not published, in order
to avoid giving unnecessary irouble. Fifty-four of these Venti-
lators, 5 ft. square (34 on the roof at an angle of 60 degrees), have
been fitted at Her Majesty's Saltperre Works, Waltliam Abbey;
the success of which has been proved by the fact, that the saltpetre
is cry-talised in little more than half the time, previously to the
light and ventilation obtained by the adoption of these Ventilators.

Moore's double-current Ventilators for External Walls, &c.
Ventilators for every description of apartment, from the Cottage
to the Palace. Stained and Ornamental Glass if required. In
taking the size, the exact opening should be given, stating the
height and width distinctly. Tariff Prices of the ordinary
Ventilators may be had on application at either of the above
addresses. Packing cases allowed full price when returned free.

N.B.—These Ventilators can he readily fitted to Greenhouses
already erected, by removing the entire" sashes and fixing the
Ventilators in their places.

Perfect Ventilation im all Cases Guaranteed.
Church, Turret, Musical and House Clock Makers, to the Lords

of the Admiralty, the Hon. Board of Ordnance", the Emperor of
China, &c.

London: SI, Fleet Street, London.—Manufactory, Sekford
Works, Clerkenwell.

CLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
6 in. diam., with stands 3s. Qd.

7 „ 3 6
8 „ „ 4
9 „ 5
10 „ „ 6
11 „ „ TO

12 in. diam., withstands 8$.0d~

13 „ „ 10

14 „ „ 12 6

15 „ „ 17 G

16 „ „ 22

Bee Glasses, Lactometers, Lord Cainoys' Milk Syphons, Tiles

and Slates, Wasp Traps ; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass,

Shades for Ornaments, and every article in the trade.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS, for Con-
servatories, Public Buildings, Manufactories, Skylights, &c.
JAMES PHILLIPS and CO., Horticultural Glass Warehouse.

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

Extract from Gardeners' Chronicle, April 21, 1S54.
" The garden also supplied some Neapolitan Cabbage Lettuces,

a portion of which had been grown under bell-glasses which
differ from the French cloche in having a ventilator at the top

in the shape of a neck or chimney, which cau be left open or kept
close as may he desired, hy covering it over or not with another
small bell glass, made for the purpose. The result of this trial

h a s been very satisfactory."

TRJELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES, consisting of M*ATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both

in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Tf.eloak, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,

London.
J

« T7RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardeus, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of •

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG1 DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and fioricultural purposes, tor preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks ofinsects and from morning frosts. To be had in any
required length, 2 yards wide, at la. 6d. per yard run, of Elisiia

Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey;
and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."



TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.

EEIGATE SILVER SAND, 12*. per ton, \s, 6d
per bushel, or 10». per ton, delivered to anyol the London

Wharfs or HjiIIwuvk, or within a circuit ot flvu miles. Pent and

Loum of various qualities, Sacks 2s, cachi

Kbnnaiw Dhotjibbb, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

FULLER'S EAH'JIi WnjutK, CnXttT LODOR, ItltlGATB, Kiijuii','/.

NOTIC E.-S ILVER SAND.

C^
AWKROGER and I1YNAM. bog to inform the

y Nobility arid Gontlertion, Gnrdeners, Nurserymen, FIorJHts,

and Beedsmen, that llioy are prepared to supply them wiih Mm
ickh; ati<; SILVER HAM), which Is known by itn superior

whiteness and fine quality, and Is much used In the Propagation
mid Growth of Groin! no Plants, &c. n. will be sent In fine

bags, ami delivered tojiny of the Railway Carriers, or Wliarfa in

London. In trot less than A ton lots of i" bushels, at tin- rate ol

22. 'per ton. Parties requiring lots of 4 tons and upwards can
hove tin-. Sand dollvered loose or In bugs at the Bricklayers' Arms
Station, or within ftvo miles of the Hamo, atavory lowprlci

lpor further particulars, apply at the Offices of Jam its GAWKitoaii k,

21, Union Street, Wall Iax, JTol'k'shlro; and Joiih EIymah, 7,

I'rliHTK H(|iinri', Wibmn ShvH, l'iiii;liiirv. i,oi\t)t,n,

TO HORTICULTURISTS, GARDENERS, FLORISTS, ETC.

"TV/f ETALLIC WIRE suitable for Training and
LVI Fastening Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Flowering Plants, dice., ol

nil sizes (wire gunge) Is manufactured at our Lead Works In this

city at reduced prices.—Samples and prices will bo forwarded on
application to Oavjoww and Ahmhtuono, City Load Works,
Manchester.

HOW TO KILL HATS, MICK, AND MOLES
HY HUNDREDS. A Method will bo forwarded with

Instructions Cor 80 postage stamps, which will destroy 1 1 1 * * above
vormln quickly and without trouble. 1000 acres may be I Ii Wfld

for a few shiHingS.

GiLnnnT DYfloy, Hop, Rochester.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER I'.ASKKTK
made to tlio original, and a variety of now and eloganl

Designs for Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing-room
(
&c, from

Ss. Bd. upwards, by W. 1UCHARDS, Wmw-wonKEn, #e., .*170,

Oxford Street, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre] Conservs
toricH fitted up, Avlarfon, Bird-cages, Plowor Stands, and every
description of Wire work. Gamo and Garden fencing of the best

description,

N.B, Holland, Venetian, Wire, and all kinds of Sun shades, and
"Window Itllmls ofbosj nuallty.

'GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

nrilOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gaudf-neii,
JL NuitsF.KVJJAN, SeKDBKAH, and Florist, Garden Rond, .St.

John'sllVVood, London, begs respectfully to Inform tlio nobility,

gentry, and bin patrons generally, that bo has entered into

arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the sole

disposal in London of their highly ornamental and very durablo
Vases, Fountains, &c, samples of which may be seen at bis
grounds In the Garden Road, as above.

T. S. has much pleasure in being the first to introduco to the
notice of the public a highly ornamental Vane, capable of resist-

ing the most severe weather, and at little more than half the cost
of any other possessing the same qualities; and lie has no hesita-
ti m in stating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plants
cannot he manuuietun'd.

CLAYTON, snUT'ri7E\VOR'l II,am.< <>.\s I'KI/.i;

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, and COMBINED
THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING and WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be Been at their London Establish-
ment, 6, Fitssroy Terrace, New Road, where all information
relative thereto can he obtained. These Machines arc constructed
to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the
grain into bags, and beyond the feedpr of Machine require no
hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole
of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the
places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of
Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position
they have taken at the Roynl and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not
surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;

and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Averuucatcrs
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills [terns

Borders, various pat
Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu-
migator [atruments

Cases of Pruning In
Daisv Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons

Shears
Flower Scissors

„ Stands iu Wires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and

Plant Protectors
G ardeu C hairs and

Seats

„ Loops
„ Rollers

„ Scrapers

and

Sidney's Prussian
Hoe [Scissors

Grape Gatherers and
Gravel Rakes and

Sieves
Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers
Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets

Hoes of every pattern Sickles

Pickaxes
Potato Forks
Pruning Bills

„ Knives, various

„ Saws
„ Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in great variety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
" hears, various

Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-

terns, in Zinc, Por-
celain, &c.

Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LING-HAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, "Wholesale and Retail Agents
for SA YNOR'S celebrated PRUN FNG KNIVES, used exclusively
'by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.

DEANE, DRAY, & CO. (Opening to the Monument), London
Bridge.

MESSRS. SHOOLBRED AND BRADSHAW,
34, Jermyn Street, Patentees— Manufacturers of every

description of ELAST1CAL SURGICAL BANDAGES, as re-

commended by all the most eminent surgeons— in acknowledging
the very extensive support they have received, beg to call

attention to the various improvements they are making in

patent Elastic Stockings, Knee Caps, Socks, and Ladies and
Gentlemen's Spine Supporters. A new description of Belt, in-

valuable for prevention of Cholera and the cure of Rheumatism,
Lumbago, &c. N.B. Every description of India- rubber Bandages
^vulcanised on the newest principle.

BASS'S KAST INDIA 1'AI.h AtB, JJAJM J, A V'S"
I'OJITKIt and BTOI J

. In 1 galb I
' . , I. •

, Jluli-
)

Bottles, and Imperial Pint*,

BkuuYj Broth Kn», ^ *'•>., '', Hi .1 - -
l o | 1

1 ndon,

/
J

LENF1ELD PATENT I TAKI If, iid
i I

yy Royal Laundry, arid pronounced 1,. b< ty'* Laun-
dress 10 be the hinjii Starch (the eve

Hold by nil ' In ndli 1 I
'<-.

NO CHAPCE FOR WATf.F'.f'f/OGI II IC~

l> KiinoK's VENTILATING v\ a'j KBPUOOF
> j.K.n'l i>\ RE-CO VI .

' A fl
, HOO PJNO A 1

&e,, lor all rjoooond, ') hese well know n, enpeel

mil r] garnu ni 1 ra l»l any Bmoutil i ..
.

ivr.tjilniiit.)! (the i''t !| i objection to all other wuterp
Intended, not merely for rainy weather, Iwl

tlmeH. Capea, 80*. i" i0».\ Coatn, 40/. too
New Bond H»re< I

"" l *'< ' '^rnl 111

IJ2, KtCLNT S7KEE.T, LONDON.

MR, MKuHl ho» opened p no« Csfablinhment, at
1 17. Regent Street, oppi

I

,
..

.

.' 1
.

,
1 .,.,,, 1 at 3 I ">'' '>'" ,''"•' VImIi

Hi.- country, and the London public, are respectful

Inanecttho entirely Now and Eh-ganl BtocV ol 1
-

rind BftKii, Paplei Mach(*
(
Cullcry, und a very extend

tin li 1,1 1 .(Mnirli'H, mi I table for prew-ntntlnn.

AT Mh. M ECHl'S KS'J A B I.I I II M I

112, [logon! Street, and 4, Leadenh all

ixhihih .1 the Oi i I i
ii ' (menu ol Brltli I

m,- in Cadd r, Work-boxea, Writing Cum Dn i

and otbor articled of utility or luxury. A Kenarati

for L'nplor Mnchc* ManufactnrOfl and Bagatelle 1 tbli

Cutlery. Razorn, Sclanor/i, I'cnknlvcH, Strops, Pa
pltiK "rdi'i-ii executed, Superior H air and other 'i'oWt-i 1

BUY 01 THE MAKERS.—BRUSHE , I

nini BROOMS "i evcrydc crJptlon, whetbci :

Inff table, household, or viable uhc, 80 per cent, lowoi 11

otnor Iioumq In the trade, at the manufacturci J. -i

\v ['J i! i || fl i otti nham Coiirl Boad opposite 1

Pedford Squaro)^—Warranted Tooth Brushes.iW,; super]
Ui.

; the best that can be made-/ 6^. each.—N.B. The lowest price
aj ked nnil no abatement.

QUPKR10K Kilt ST GLASS i ABINE'J ANDO UPHOLSTEETi I I RNITUKE can only be obi

riioderate prlcus by purchasing dlrecl froi

thus saving the profit of thoralddlo man, and fccuring ill

HcitHoncd materials with BoundnoBS of workmanship,
elegance of style not to be found ut other housi

furnishing are respectfully Bollcltcd to Inspect tin i

stock of Cabinet Furniture. Bedsteads, and Bedding, i

VOLLUM'S old established manufactory, No. :;, Fintibury
Pavement. Designs and Estimates made ior funilhhing n house
or Hinglo room in any part of the country free of cl

oharge made for packing country orders. Obsen
FlnBOurv Pavement, London, and the name moHt distinctly

JOHN VOLLUM.

PANDERS, STOVES, AND FIRE-IRONS.—
*- BuyorH of tlio above nrc requested, before finally dtcldlng, to

visit

;

William S. Bohton's SIIOW ROOMS, 89, Oxford Street

(cornerofNewman Street), Nos. 1,2, and 3, Newman Street, ami 4

and 5, Perry'H Place. They are the largest In the world, oni

such an assortment of FENDEHS, STOVES, GANGES, FIRE-
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of
design, or exqnisitenefis of workmanship. Blight St
bronzed ornaments and two sets of bats, 21. 14*. to 5?. 10*.

with ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 5/. 10«. to 121. 12s.;

Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, from 75. to 3!.; Sieel

Fenders from 21. IBs. to 6?.; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from 21.15«. to 71. Is.) Fire-irons from ls.9d. the set to 41. 4s.

Sylvester and all other Patent Stoves, with radiating hearth plates.

AU which be is enabled to sell at these very reduced charges.
1st,—From the frequency and extent of his purchases; and.

2dly,—From those purchases being made exclusively for cash.

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—William S.

Durton has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted exclu-

sively to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILETTE WARE.
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make his establishment the most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 7s. 6d.j Pillar
Showers, 3?. to 5?.; Nursery, 15s. to 32s.; Sponging, 10$. to 32s.;
Hip. 14s. to 31s. Gd. A large assortment of Gas Furnace,

'

Cold Plunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Ware
in great variety, from 15s. 6d. to 455. the Set of Three.

"THE BEST SHOW of IRON BEDSTEADS
J- in the Kingdom is "Willtam S. Burton's.— He
very Large Rooms, devoted to the exclusive show of Iron
and Brass Bedsteads and Children's CoLs, with ap]
Beddiug and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, 18
able Folding Bedsteads from 12s. Gd.; Patent Iron Bedsteads,
fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17$. 6 I. : and
Cots from 20s. each; handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great variety, from 21. 13s. Gd. to 15?. 15s.

|_>AP1ER MACHE and IKON TEA-TRAYS—An
* assortment of Tea Trays and Waiters wholly nnprec
whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.
New oval Papier Macbe Trays,
per set of three from 205. to 10 guineas.

Ditto, Iron ditto from 13s. to 4 guineas.
Convex shape, ditto from 7s. Gd.

Round and Gothic Waiters. Cake and Bread Baskets eqnallv 1 w.
William S. Burton has TEN LARGE SHOW R" OMS,

all communicating, exclusive of the Shop, devoted solelv to the
show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY (in-

cluding Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and Japanned Wares,
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so arranged and classi-

fied that purchasers may easily and at once make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The monej
returned for every article not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1. 2. and
3 , Newman Street: and 4 & 5. Perry's Place.

'

NO CHARGE FOR STAMPING at LOCKWOOD'S,
75, New Bond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for 9rf. ; Thick ditto, five quires, lr.; Albert and Queen's
sizes, five quires for Gd., 9d., and Is. ; Note-paper made frx m S

2s. Gd. per ream : Envelopes, 4d. to Is. 6d. per hundred ; !

paper, 7s. Gd. per ream : Copybooks 2s. Gd. per dozen. Card Plate
engraved. 2s. Gd.: 100 Cards primed. 2s. Gd. W« '

. . .

promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands. — Copy
address, Lockwoop's. 7c, New Bond Street. Country
20s. sent carriage free. Lockwood's celebrated Nugget Gilt)

P«>n. 1 t\o7, no«t frpp f^r 13 stamps.
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DJUNINElrUKirS VbKE FLUID MAGNESIA has
been for many years sanctioned by the most eminent of the

Medical Profession, asan excellent remedy tor Acidities, Heart-

burn, Headache, Gout, and Indigestion. Asa mild aperient, it is

admirably adapted for delicate females, particularly during preg-

nancy ;
and it prevents tlie food of infants from turning sour

during digestion. Combined «rith she Acidulated Lemon Syrup,

it forms an Effervescing Aperient Draught, which i? highly agree-

able and efticacious.—Prepared by £*innev;ed & Co., Dispensing
Chemists (and General Agents for the Improved Horse-Hair
Gloves and Belts), 172, New Bond f^e:. Lond^and Sold by all

rsspertaWe £hamists throogjvJnt the Emjjire..

YOUJRSELF1 WllA'j YOV ABE! AND WHAT
i IT FOB * Art ',f DIBCOVERTXG lb«

CHAKACTEK of INDIVIDUAL* from lb* j

their HANDWRITING, U- lor.,- -t MIm
lib utonbblDg H«r»t*niing d>lirJ>*ik*o* ««

Ml and detailed* dlflerfog from anything hitberu^ *t!*rr^t*d. All
irUblng to "know Cbetnselref/1 'caoy friend .

they are Interefted) must mtA a «p*ciwtn oi

stating sex and age, inclosing 13 pcmiy po^uge Maro^-*, to Mlac
Gi;aiiah. 10, ' do, King's Craw, I^/ndoi*. aad ibey
will receive a minute detail of the mental and moral qnalitte*,

talents, tastes affectiona, virtues, failing*, &c, of the •*:.

many other t hi r.;;- hitherto unsuspected.

—

A.CopjotextnmSbmry
Clairvoyant Revelationa sent post free for sii penny c'ampf.

Till; ECCCESSTOL EXSTTLTS OT TBB LSST Haj.f lEJTtlT 1

:> BUTOVU QfTrTI' ;

RO WLAND'S MACASSAR OIL pcoBesKS
\-,Z j ' wers In the growth, resl/ ration, and

improvement of the human Hair, and is nor universa^y aclcnev.
lodged to be the cheapest, and super:

for the hair. It prevents it fr^m falling off or •

strengthens weak bair, produces a thick and It.j

cleanses it frcm scurf and dandriff, and make
soft, enrly, and glossy. In the growth of *' e Beardt

Whiskers, Eyebnmjp, and Monstachios, It Is nnfatling in Its

stimulative operation. For children U is e±>7ecially recom-
mended, as forming the basis «^f a beautiful htad of I air. Prion

I"*.; Family Bottle-

double that siz-?, 21?. CiCTtoy.—On the wrapper of each bottlo
are the words, Rowlands' Macasaar Oil. in t^o liiiei..—Sold by

ISD& S< ns, 20, Hattcn Garden, London, and by Che-
mists and Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXUKlAjn HAIR,
WHISKERS. &c.? —

?

has maintained such an enduring celebrity as Ektit Deal's
CR1N1LENE. It is guaranteed to produce Wbi'ken, Movs-
tachks. Eyebrcws. &c^ in a few weeks, and restore tbe Hair in

a -e-eakfpnrrent
its falling stages.

For the nursery, Dr. v .vailed.—Pria I

Package: * f 24 p^nny p-t-jt^pe stamp*,
by Miss Deaw, 37 a, Mai Street m Road,
London. Sold fcy ev^— In one
fortnight it produced a beautiful set of mr ~

—"Ii bas preTcnted nry bair falling off." J. Hicci r.
—"It has

quite checked the greyness that was coming en." Mrs. Eldes.
B^watp nf imiMtiADS tinder ernes.

TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

A RETIRED CLERGYMAN havicg beta restored
to health in a few days, after many ye- ^rrpss

suffering, is anxious to communicate tooth:: : fcare;
he will therefore send [freemen receiving a stai3p*d enTeJope,
properly addressed, a copy of the prescript;

-

F. Drtrot.A=*. is. Hnliard" Prpper. Brixtno. London,

HOJLXOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS RE-
MARKABLE FOR THEIR EFFICACY IS CURING

BAD LEGS.—Mrs. Xormaz
field, tras affected for, opi - - - --1 bad

ids in it were dreadful to bet I impaired

of its eve i
she had been wilder -

men of cTea: celebrity, but all failed in c -

ever. At last she determined en using HOLLOWaIT;
MEXT AND PILLS, and these nes soon

effected a sound and per-ftc: c^re. to tbe great surprise of all be-

friends that had seen it-— Sold bv all Mec-cane Tendon, and at

I --.7^-:. L:<ndcc, and

RUPXURES EFFECTVALLY CURED WITH-
OUT A TRUS5.—AH -

plaint are earnestly boTi
. . - .

- :ei relief in every case. : as been
ring tbousanc; " tr^e

_ :? appbicable to every kind of single and double rap-

ture, however tad or lot

r.ccnvenienoe l never.
- :

or post-office

See,to Dr. Hx^tsxt Lesuk,
37a, Mai -- London. At borne

. = :"clc<±- A PtmphU: ::' ..-
E



SPEPSrAlj CON-
TN. NERVOUS, BILIOUS, AND LIVER COM-

PLAINTS. COUGH, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, CONSUMP-
TION, AND DEBILITY.

DD BARRY'S delicious REYALENTA ARABICA FOOD
saves 50 times its cost in Medicine, and cures the above com-
plaints and their consequences, such as flatulency, distension,

acidity, heartburn, palpitation of the heart, nervous headaches,
deafness, noises in the head and ears, pains at the pit of the

stomach and between the shoulders, diarrhoea, dysentery, im-
purities and poverty of the blood, scrofula, asthma, dropsy,

rheumatism, gout, nausea and sickness during pregnancy, after

eating, or at sea; low spirits, spasms, cramps, epileptic fits,

spleen, general debility, inquietude, sleeplessness, involuntary

blushing, paralysis, tremnrs, dislike to society, unfitness for

study, loss of memory, delusions, vertigo, blood to the head, ex-

haustion, melancholy, groundless fear, indecision. It is moreover
the best food for infants and invalids generally, as it never
purges or turns acid nn the weakest stomach, nor interferes with
a good liberal diet, but imparts a healthy relish for lunch and
dinner, and restores the faculty of digestion, and nervous and
muscular energy to the most enfeebled.

Bakey, do" Barry & Co., 77, Regent Street, London.

A few out of 50,000 cures are here given :

—

Cure No. 71, of Dyspepsia, from the Right Hon. Trre Lord
Sttart de Decies, " I have derived considerable benefit from
Du Barry's Revalenta Arabica Food, and consider it due to your-

selves and to the public to authorise the publication of these

lines. Stuart de Decies."

From the Dowager Countess of Castlestuart.
Cure 52,61-2—"Rosstrevor, County ofDown, Ireland, 9, Dec. 1S54.

—The Dowager Countess of Castlestuart feels induced, in the

interest of suffering humanity, to state that Du Barry's excellent

Revalenta Arabica Food has cured her, after all Medicines had
failed, of Indigestion, Bile, great nervousness and irritability of

many years standing. This Food deserves the confidence of all

sufferers, and may be considered a real blessing. Enquiries will

be cheerfully answered."
Cure No. 49,832.—"Fifty years indescribable agony from dys-

pepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,

spasms, sickness at the stomach and vomiting, have been
removed by Du Barry's excellent food.

Maria Jolly, Wortham Ling, near Diss, Norfolk."
Cure 52,422. " Bridgehouse, Frimley, April 3d, 1S54.
"I have suffered these 33 years continually from diseased lungs,

spitting of blood, liver derangement, deafness, singing in the
ears, constipation, debility, shortness of breath, and cough, and
during that period taken so much medicine that I can safely say
I have laid out upwards of a thousand pounds at the chemist's
and doctor's. Indeed I was in utter despair, and never expected
to get over it, when I was fortunate enough to become acquainted
with your Revalenta Arabica, which, Heaven be praised, restored
me to a state of health which I long since despaired of attaining.
My lungs, liver, stomach, head, and ears are all right, my hear-
ing perfect, and my recovery is a marvel to all my acquaintances.

" James Roberts, "Wood Merchant."

From the Venerable Archdeacon of Ross.
"No. 32,836.—" Three years excessive nervousness, with pains in

my neck and left arm, and general debility, which rendered my
life very miserable, has been radically removed by Du Barrv's
health restoring food. Alex. Stuart."

Cure 48,615. " Plymouth, May 9th, 1S51.

"For the last 10 years I have been suffering from dyspepsia,
neadaches, nervousness, low spirits, sleeplessness, and delusions,

and swallowed an incredible amount of medicine without relief.

I am happy to say that your Food has cured me, and I am now
enjoying better health than I have had for many years past.

" J. S. Newton."
Cure No. 180.—"25 years nervousness, constipation, indigestion,

and debility, from which I have suffered great misery, and which
no medicine could remove or relieve, have been effectually cured
by Du Barry's Food in a very short time.

"W. R. Reeves, Pool Anthony, Tiverton."
No. 420S.

—" Eight years dyspepsia, nervousness, debility with
cramps, spasms, and nausea, have been effectually removed by
Du Barry's health-res toring food. I shall be happy to answer
any inquiries.

" Rev. John W. Flavell, Ridlington Rectory, Norfolk."
No. 42,130, Major General King, cure of general debility and

nervousness. No. 132,110, Captain Parker D. Bingham, R.N.,
who was cured of 27 years' dyspepsia in six weeks time. Cure
No. 2S.416, William Hunt, Esq., Barrister-in-law, 60 years'
partial paralysis. No, 32.S14, Captain Allen, recording the cure
of a lady from epileptic fits. No. 26,419, the Rev. Charles Kerr,
a cure of functional disorders. No. 24,814, the Rev. Thomas
Minster, cure of five years' nervousness, with spasms and daily
vomitings. No. 41,617, Dr. James Shorland, late surgeon in the
96th Regimen'', a cure of dropsy.
No. 37,403, Samuel Laxton, Esq., a cure of two years' diarrhoea.

Mr. William Martin, a cure of eight years' daily vomiting.
Richard Willoughby, Esq., a cure of many years' biliousness.

No. 58,034.—''Grammar School, Stevenage, December 16, 1850.

"Gentlemen,—We have found it admirably adapted for infants.

Our baby has never once had disordered bowels since taking it.

*'R. AaiBLER."
"59, Union Street, Third District, New Orleans, Mar. 13, 1855.
" Dear Sir—Since 1838 1 had been afflicted with a complain t that

neither I nor my physician could qualify. It first began by an
excessive thirst, so that I was fain to drink daily from 30 to 40
tumblers of water, the greatest thirst being during the digestive

process. A strange feeling above the fundament followed that
unusual thirst. It came on with intolerable itchings, and next as

if an edged tool was cutting into it. Afterwards as if a full-grown

crab's claw were steadily pinching at me. These symptoms were
followed by colic, and finally by a dtarrhcea. Originally these

paroxysms came on yearly ; after a while, several times in the
course of the year; and for some years back almost every month,
until at last every week. So that for seventeen years I have been
labouring under an insufferable affliction, deprived of sleep, and
so dizzy at times that I could not help myself; ray stomach would
fail me, and I thus became a helpless enervated invalid. At last

on the loth of June, 1851, 1 was taken down with an alvineflux and
killing pains in the bowels. Often as I went to bed at night I

thought I should never see the morning. My medical attendant
and friend, in whom was all my trust, concluding that he could

do nothing to alleviate my sufferings, (I thought so, at least),

under colour of being himself unwell, sent me to one of his

colleagues, whose attendance proved as unsuccessful; all the reme-
dies prescribed failing to afford me any relief. It was at this stage

of my disease that, on the 5th of September last, I luckily

met one of my friends, who told me that Mr. J. B. Monier had
passed through the same ordeal, and had been radically cured by
Du Barry's Revalenta Arabica. Thereupon I immediately began
to make use of it, and soon after felt relieved; and the extra-
ordinary change for the better I have gradually experienced
since, owing to that excellent farina, induces me to believe that

I am completely cured. However as mine was a chronic dis-

order, I still keep taking the Revalenta, and will do so for some
time yet, to insure a permanent return to health. Hoping that
this statement may serve the cause of humanity, I cheerfully
make it, and remain, yours respectfully, F. B. Bernard,"

Commercial Abstract Clerk in the Collector's Office.

1 lb., 2s. 9d. ; 2 lbs. 4s. Gd. ; 5 lbs., lis. ; 12 lbs., 22s. Super-
refined, lib., 6s.; 2 lbs., lis.; 5 lbs., 22s.; 10 lbs., 33s. The
10 lbs. and 12 lbs. carriage free on receipt of Post-office Order.
Barry, du Barky, & Co., 77, Regent Street, London. London

Agents. Fortxuii, Mason, & Co., Purveyors to her Majestv, 182,
Piccadilly; and also at GO, Gracechurch Street; 49, Bishopsgate
Street; 4, Cheapside; 330, and 451, Strand; 55, Charing Cross.
BARRY, Dl> BARKY, and CO., 77, Regent Street, London.

^^TTTTiiianv huii'lred Woodcuts, price 50s.,

T OUDON'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA of GARDENING;
A-* Comprising the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, Flori-
cultura, Arboriculture, and Landscape Gardening; including all

the latest Improvements, &c. A New Edition, corrected and im-
proved by Mrs. LoODOX. Also,

LOUDON'S HURTUS BRITANNICUS; or, Cata-
logue of all the Plants Indigenous to, cultivated in, or introduced
into, Britain. New Edition, with a Supplement, price 31s. Gd.

The Supplement separately, price 14s.

London : Lose max. Browx, Gr een-. & LoscMAys.

New and cheaper Edition, in fcp., Svo. price 3s. 6d. t

RIVERS'S ROSE AMATEUR'S GUIDE

:

1 Containing ample Descriptions of all the fine leading
Varieties of Roses, regularly classed in their respective Families;
their History and Mode of Culture. Fifth Edition, corrected and
improved ; including a full account of the Author's experience in
the Culture of Roses in Pots.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

The Fourth Edition, in Svo, price 10s. Gd.,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON BREWING,
£\ based on Chemical and Economical Principles; with
Formula? for Public Brewers, and Instructions for Private
Families. By "W. Black, Practical Brewer.

London: Longman, Brown, Grken*, & Longmans.
Third and cheaper Edition, with numerous Woodcuts, 5s.,

J^PHEAIERA'S HANDBOOK of ANGLING:
J—^ teaching Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottom-fishing, Salmon-
fishing; with the Natural History of River Fish, and the best
modes of Catching them.

Also, in fcap Svo, with numerous Plates, price 14s.,

EPHEMERA and ANDREW YOUNG'S BOOK
of the SALMON.

London : Longman. Brown, Grfes, & Longmans.

Just published, in tool sen p-Svo,, price 6s.,

THE ANGLER and his FRIEND; or Piscatory
Colloquies and Fishing Excursions. By John Davy, M.D.,

F.R.S.
" We cordially commend Dr. Davy's pleasant conversations to

every angler, as much for real practical information as for lively

description and agreeable adventure." Press.

London: Longman. Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, new and improved edition, price Is.,

THE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being
a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary tor Diseases of the

Chest, &c. Also, by ihe same Author, price 10s. Gd,t

A TREATISE --n ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEART.
London: Longman. Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In fcp. Svo, price 10s. each, cloth; 12s. roan; or 12s. 6d. calf,

MAUNDER'S TREASURY OF NATURAL
HISTORY; or, a Popular Dictionary of Animated

Natube. In which the Zoological Characteristics that distinguish

the different Classes, Genera, and Species, are combined with a

variety of interesting information illustrative of the Habits,

Instincts, and general Economy of the Animal Kingdom; with a
Syllabus of Practical Taxidermy, and a Glossarial Appendix.

Also, all uniform in size, price 10s. each,
MAUNDER'S HISTORICAL TREASURY;
MAUNDER'S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY;
MAUNDER'S TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE; and
SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY TREASURY.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In 12mo, with numerous additional Woodcuts, price 7s. Gd.,

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL HISTORY; or,

First Principles of Zoology; comprising the Principles

of Classification, interspersed' with amusing and instructive

original Accounts of the most remarkable Animals. For the use

of Schools and Young Persons. By Mrs. R. Lee (formerly Mrs.

T. E. Bowdich), Author of " Taxidermy/' &c.
" A good text-book for pupil teachers."—Minutes of the Com-

mittee oj Council on Education.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

On the 30th of April will be published, price 9<Z.,

PLRT 61 of HOUSEHOLD WORDS Conducted
by CHARLES DICKENS—containing, besides the usual

variety of articles, SISTER ROSE, COMPLETE in SEVEN
CHAPTERS.

Office, 16, "Wellington Street North, Strand, and sold by
all Booksellers and Newsvendors.

CRYSTAL PALACE, 1855.—This Official Guide
and Handbooks, illustrative of the Contents of the Exhibi-

tion, are always on Sale, and may be had separately, at prices

varying from Threepence to Eighteenpence ; or, Handsomely
Bound in Three Volumes, price 4s. 6d. each. To be had at the

Palace, and at all Booksellers and Railway Stations, and of

Bradrury & Evans, Printers and Publishers to the Crystal

Palace Company, 11, Bouverie Street.

On the 30th inst. will be published, price One Shilling, Part 20 of

«'pHE NEWCOMES." By W. M. Thackeray.
-L With ILLUSTRATIONS by RICHARD DOYLE.

%* The First Volume is completed, and may be had, bound in

cloth, price 13s.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day is published, No. LXXXIX., price Is.

'T'HE^ FLORIST, FRUITIST, and GARDEN
-*- MISCELLANY. By Charles Turner and John Spencer.

Containing a beautifully coloured Illustration.
London: Chapman & Halt-. 193, Piccadilly.

This day is published, price 4s. Gd.

T^HE YESTER DEEP LAND-CULTURE. Being
-L a Detailed Account of the Method of Cultivation which has
been successfully practised for several years bv the Marquis of
Tweeddale at Yester. By Henry Stephens, P.R.S.E., Author
of the " Book of the Farm."

William Blackwood & Sons. Edinburgh and London.

Third Edition, enlarged, price 2s.,

INSTRUCTIONS for the ANALYSIS of SOILS,
JL LIMESTONES, and MANURES.—By James F. "VV. John-
ston, M.A., Author of " Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry," &c.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO THE QUEEN.
Complete in two large vols, royal Svo,

^PHE BOOK OF THE GARDEN.—By Charles
-J- M'Intosh. The Volumes are sold separately, viz.

—

Vol. I.—On the Formation of Gardens and Construction of
Edifices, &c. 776 pages, and 1073 Engravings. 21. 10s.
Vol. II.—Practical Gardening. 86S pages, and 279 Engravings.

11. 17s. Gd.

William Blackwood & Sons , Edinburgh and London.

Just Published,

A RTHUR HENDERSON and CCTS CATALOGUE.
-£*- No. I., containing Orchideae, Exotic, Greenhouse, and
Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchidea; House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

Just published, fcp. 8vo, cloth
;
6s. Gd.,

A MANUAL of PHOTOGRAPHIC CHYMISTRY,
including the Practice of the Collodion Process. By T.

Frederick Hardwich, late Demonstrator of Cbymistry, King's
College, London.

London : John CnrRcniTX, New Burlington Street.

Just published, Fourth Edition, fcp. 8vo, cloth, 12s. Gd,,

tELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY;
J being an Experimental Introduction to the Study of the

Physical Sciences. Illustrated with numerous Engravings on
Wood. By Golding Bird, M.D., F.R.S. , and Charles Brooke,
M.B. Cantab., F.R.S.

Loudon: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Just published, foolscap, 2s. Gd.,

HUFELAND'S ART OF PROLONGING LIFE.
A New Edition. Edited by Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S.
London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Just published, Fifth Edition, fcp. Svo, 2s. Gd.,

HEALTHY SKIN ; a Popular Treatise oil the Skin

and Hair, their Preservation and Management. By
Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S.

London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Just published, Second Edition, fcp. 8vo, cloth, 7s. Gd.,

fXN NEAR SIGHT, AGED SIGHT, IMPAIRED
V^ VISION, AND THE MEANS OF ASSISTING SIGHT.
With 31 Illustrations on Wood. By W. White Cooper, F.R.C.S..

Ophthalmic Surgeon to St. Mary's Hospital, and Senior Surgeon

to the North Loudon Eye Infirmary.
London : John Churchill, New Bnrlington Street.

Just published, Second Edition, Svo, cloth, Gs.,

N INDIGESTION AND CERTAIN BILIOUS
- DISORDERS OFTEN CONJOINED WITH IT. By

G.C Child, M.D., Consulting Physician to the Westminster

General Dispensary.
London : John Churchill, New Bnrlington Street.

O 1

Just published, Third Edition, post 8vo, cloth, 8s. 6d.,

ON GOUT ; its Histoky, its Causes, and its Cure.
By W. GairdxeR, M.D.

"Essentially a practical work, and may be consulted Tvith

equal service by the student and old practitioner. "We are much
mistaken if this volume does not assume a permanent and hon-

ourable position in British medical literature."

Medical Chirurgical Review.

London: John CHDiicmLL^N^vJSurlingtqn Street.

Just published, Fourth Edition, price 2s. 6r/.,

THE WATER CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASE ;

an Exposition of the Cause, Progress, and Termination of

various Chronic Diseases of the Digestive Organs, Lungs,

Nerves, Limbs, and Skin, and of their Treatment by Water and
Hygienic Means. By James M. Gully, M.D. , Fellow of the

Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society of London.
London: John CHURCniLT,. New Burlington Street.

O BE SOLD the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
AND AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE, complete and clean,

for 14 years, from its commencement to the end of 1S54. Price 52.

Eleven years are bound in strong brown paper in yearly volumes,

consequently are handy for reference; the last three years are

unbound.—A. Dick, Gardener, Dale Park, Arundel, Sussex.

Hew Work Edited by Dr. Lindley.

On May 1st will be published, PART II., price 6s., in handsome folio,

E FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE-PRINTED (Life ^i^e).

WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF THE INDIGENOUS SPECIES AND VARIETIES.

By THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S.

*j,* The Work will be issued Monthly, and will be completed in about 16 Parts.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN:
ILLUSTRATED BY JOHN E. SOWERBY.

THE DESCRIPTIONS, SYNONYMS, fee, BY CHARLES JOHNSON, Esq.

In One Vol. cloth boards, containing 49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.
;
partly coloured, 14s,

JOHN E. SO WKKBY, 3, MfcAD i-LALE, LAMBETH.
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SECOND EDITION, REVISED ANT) ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;

TlllUlt IIlBTOnY AND M ANA(JI'M1',Tr.

Bv -nut Riev, EDMUND HA HI, DIXON, M.A,,
RUGtOl' Of liilwouil Willi KnHWir.lt.

J. Mattiiiewb , 5. Upnor Wellington Stnwt, Cttvani flarilnn.

Third lid III r.oiwIdiM'iibly (iiilHrniid, urira l>«, IM,

1> U it A I, C II 12 M I S T It Y.
-*-V By UmvAim Mmi.i.v, I'.lt.H,, PX.S., F.C.H.,

Honorary Mambor oftho Rnyal AgrloulLUml Boolotyof i
. .

-
1 mil,

Professor of CliumlHtry to the LlprtlouUural Snolnty of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry In Uio lino E, I. Oo.'e Military Bomlniiry
at Addlsoombo, &o. t

Ac,
.1. Ma'cthhws.B, Upper Wellington Btreot, Oovonl Garden.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
JUBISPBUDENOE.

lutlMI A TRANSLATION in' Tint IIKNKHW, OAIIT ore

TIIIIiAljT'H SYSTEM DES PANDEKTEN KE01ITS
WITH MOTIEH ANIi II.I.im'ITIATIONH

By NATHANIEL LINDLEY, oftho Middle Tomplo, Eaq.,
Iliirrliilor-iit, l.iiw.

William Maxwoll, 82, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn, Law n ii

Bailer and Publlshnr; II hw & Sm ith, Orafton Street, Dub] ii,

WORKS ON RURAL ECONOMY BY MARTIN DOYl-E.
Ai)Ai"i'itu iruit Pmzue im VitxAuit Souools, Gim 1

to CoTTAasns, &o.

TJURAL ECONOMY fob COTTAGE GARDEN-
-*-v BBS and FARMERS; A Tree :y of Information low
Keeping, Sheep, Pigs, Poultry, the Homo, Pony, Ass, Goat. If y
lleo, Garden Culture, &o, Fourth Edition, prion ;>«,

PJATECHISM or COTTAGE GARDENING ; An
*~s Invaluable Utllo Mumml about Soils and Situation, Laying
out aaardmi, Preparation of Soil, Kotal ' Crops, Cultln a
.,1 Vegetables, Fruits, Flowors, and window l-lants.&o. Fifth
Edition, price 6d. cloth.

p ATECHISM ok COTTAGE FARMING.—On Lay-
V>* lng out, Draining and Managomont of Farms of 2, 10, and
SOaoros; on Cow, I'iu, Poultry, and l!uc Keeping, &c. Fifth
Edition, prlco (M. cloth,
Lend Gno,OM0U!l)Olt St Sons, S, ratornostcr Row, anil at

H Ice of the "Family Hconomlst."—Sold by nil Booksellers.

ELEVEN THOUSAND COPIES HAVE BEEN SOLD OF
THE DICTIONARY of DOMESTIC MEDICINE

& HOU3EHOLDSURQERY. By Spknobb Thomson, M.D.
"A good and safe Boole on Domestlo Medicine; should form a

portion of tho library In ovory family." " No emigrant should
lenvo homo without it." "All residing nt a distance from medical
ndrlco should possess it." " In emergencies It is invaluable."
Such are the opinions oftho Reviews. It is profusely Illustrated
with wood engravings. It Is arranged in the alphabetical form

;

' altogether," as the Athenmum remarks, " it comos hearer to the
standard ofwhatsuch a book should be than any we have yet seen."

•«* Order Thomson's Medical Dictionary, price 7s., of any
Bookseller In Town or Country.

GltorwnniDOB & Sons, Publishers, 5, Paternoster Row,
and at Hie Offlco oftho " Family Economist."

W Second Edition, price 6s., elegantly bound in cloth,

ANDERINGS among the WILD FLOWERS;
How to Sco and how to Gather them. With Two Chapters

on the Economical and Medicinal uses of our Native Plants. By
SPBNOBR Thomson, M.D., Fellow of the Botanical Society of
Edinburgh; Author of" A Dictionary of Domestic Medicine and
Honsohold Surgery." Illustrated with 170 Engravings.A pretty volume devoted to Botauv. The author has evidently
a love ot plants, and throws a sufficient amount of feeling into his
descriptions of tho parts of plants, to render them loss drv and
tedious than such are usually found. As an introduction to
Botany in this country, we can recommend Dr. Thomson's Wan-
derings among the Wild Flowers.'.'—Attimnum.A book of remarkable beauty."—Christian News.

GnooilBniDQK Sc Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, and at the Offlco

-___ of the " Family Economist."

T__
April, 1855.

HE PHYTOLOGIST: a Botanical Journal.
Arrangements have been made to continue the publication

of this Periodical under competent Editorial management.
No. CLIX., or No. 1 of the New Series, on May tho First.

Books for Review, and all Communications for the Editor, to be
addressed care of the Publisher. Advertisements intended for
this Number should be forwarded at once.

London; William Pvmplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho.
ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND INDIGESTIOnT

Just published, new and cheaper Edition, price ls.,or Is. Gi. by post.rpHE SCIENCE OF LIFE ; Or How to Live and
J- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable
through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.
London: Piper, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Hax-

NAT. 63, Oxford Street: Mann, 39, Corahill : and all Booksellers.

Just published, in two largo Vols., imperial 8vo, cloth, it. 15s.,
illustrated by nearly S00 Views and Plaos of the more remark-
able Towns, Ports, Harbours, &c.
rPHE IMPERIAL GAZETTEER: A General
-L Dictionary of Geography, Physical, Political, Statistical,
and Descriptive, including Comprehensive Accounts of the
Countries.Cities, Principal Towns, Villages, Seas, Lakes, Riyers,
Islands, Mountains, Valleys, &c., in the World. Compiled from
the latest and best authorities. Edited by W. G. Blackie,
Ph. D., F.R.G.S.
Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and Glasgow,

and Edinburgh.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS' JOURNAL,
-*- Part LXXXV., April, 1S55, Is., contains,
Illustrations.— Large Copperplate Engraving of Messrs. G.& A. Harvey s large Slotting and Shaping Machine, and 40 Wood

i,ngravings.
Contents :-The Coming French Exhibition—Patent Office

gallery ot Inventors' Portraits — American Notes: Collins'
Steamers and the U. S. President, Soft Metal Lining for Bearings.
Urease aud Air-tight Axle-boxes, Cast Iron Bearings, Hemp-
packed Axle-boxes, Adjustable Screw-key — Great Slotting
Machine—Peat Coal as a Smelting Fuel—Royal Society-M'Con-
nells Railway Wheels and Brake Blocks—Dodd's Smokeless
Furnace — Ashworth's Railway Chair Fastening — Warcup's
-kailway Springs— Wright's Fr.med Permanent Way-Robert-
eon s Steam Boiler Furnace - French Mode of Preparing Silk
Cocoons—Pump Ventilator for Mines-Tetley's Hydrostatic Mo-
tive Power Engines—Combined Forcing and Lifting Pump-
Continuous Action Pile Driver-House Ventilation— Eastern
feteam Company's Great Stearaer-U. S. Fire Alarm Telegraph— lortable Winch for Ship Builders — Cements of Turkey-London Coal—Centrifugal Pump for Raising Sunk Ships-Brad-
tmry is bvans's Medallion tJngraviug Machine — Permanent
impressions of Flowers on Gins.— Rail Bar Rolling—Screw and
Slide Lever Steering Gear-Bo.xing-off Mill Shafting-Steam asan Industrial Agent— Machino-n.'ade Watches in Am-rica—
r lax ana Plaintain Fibre for PapeT-making—Reviews of New

PatentT
FroceetlinS3 of Societies — Monthly Lists of all New

p^B
.!f

T^8?*- Ch?,l
P
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> London: Editor's Offices (Offices for
Patents), 47, Lincoln « Inn Field;.
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HICHLANDS OF PERTHSHIRE.
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in all directions. Supplies are easily procured. The climate Is

oxc liugly good
; and the place would 1,0 eqnally saltal

pormanenl resident as a diooting ipiarter.— Apply to Anciu-
iiAi.i, Campdrll, Camserncy Cottage, by Aberfcloy,

HOUSE AND SHOOTIMC—ISLAND OF MULL.
TPO BE LET, CARSAIG HOUSE, beautifully
' situated on tho South Coast of Mull. It contains three

publio rooms, seven hod-rooms, three dressing-closets, and a
hath, ample accommodation for servants, and Is woll supplied
with water. Tho tenant may have accommodation for two or

three horses, and may have a pasture for two cows, or be supplied

with dairy produce. There la a good Vegetable Garden. The
Shooting extends over about 5000 seres, which have bren very
little shot over for many years. Other 1000 or 5000 acres adja-
cent may he obtained. The Game consists of grouse, black
game, partridge, hare, and rabbits, and occasionally red deer.

The Sea Fishing is excellent, and there are two small Trouiing
Streams on the Estate. There is a commodious Quay and
Landing-place, and Steam-boats pass the house in the summer
three times a-week.

COUNTY OF KILDARE. -VALUABLE ESTATE.

HMO BE SOLD, th« HOUSE, DEMESNE, and
JL LANDS of NEWBERRY, in the Parish of Carberry, and

County ot Kildare, consisting of 530 statute acres, held in fee

farm. The House is largo and commodious, with attached and
detached Offices, Water laid all over the House, an excellent

Walled Garden, and handsome Shrubberies and Plantations.

The Lauds have been thorough drained, are of prime quality, all

under Grass, and in high conditioo, haying been for the last 23
years, as they are at present, in the occupation of the proprietor.

The fields are well watered, fenced, and sheltered with good
hedges and valuable hedge-row Timber; also some fine old orna-

mental Timber, and a handsome piece of water in front of the

house, with a Mill and Miller's II oise, and good water power, on
the public road side. Upon these Lands there is ac abundant
supply of tho best shell marl, limestone, Band, and gravel.

Newberry Hall is 24 miles from Dublin, 3 miles from the large

Market Town of Edenderry, 4 from the Enfield Station of the

Great Midland Railway, 10 from the Curragh, and 2 from the

Ticknovin Station on the Grand Canal. The Kildare Hounds
hunt the county within 4 miles. Tho Church, Post Office, Dis-

pensary, and Court House are in the Village of Carberry, imme-
diately adjoining the Demesne, and the Roman Catholic Chapel
about a statute mile distance. A purchaser can obtain imme-
diate possession of the entire.—For further particulars, and order
to view, apply to Messrs. H. Wallace ,t Co., Solicitors, 30,

North Great George's Street, Dublin; Victoria Street, Belfast;

or Downpatrick.
SHORES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN.

TO BE SOLD, the CHATEAU ST. GEORGES,
at CANNES, South of France, one of the most delight-

ful MARINE RESIDENCES IN EUROPE, with or without
its Elegant and Appropriate Furniture, all in perfect order,

and fit for the immediate reception of any Nobleman or Gentle-

man's Family. The Chateau is. in the Palladian style of

architecture, fitted up with every English comfort, and in a
beautifully warm and dry climate, where Sea-bathing may be
continued all the year with the greatest convenience. The
Gardens on the south side of the Chateau sloping down to the

Sea, with doors open on to the beach. On the north side the

property is bounded by the grande route from PARIS to NICE,
from which latter town it is distant about 20 miles south-west.

The Chateau is only a few minutes walk from the seat of Lord
Brougham, and about one mile west from the town of Cannes,
from which Port there are three Steam-boats weekly to aud from

Marseilles, and four Diligences to aud fro daily between Paris,

Marseilles, and Nice.

The Chateau is on an elevated terrace, rising up from the

Orange Garden, and within 200 yards of the sea-shore. It was
originally built by the late Lient.-Gen. Sir Herbert Taylor, but
has since received considerable additions and embellishments.

The terrace floor, occupying the south front, consists of splendid

double Drawing-rooms, Library. Dining, and Breakfast Rooms,
all en suite, and opening on to a Doric colonnade of hewn st^ne.

and descending by steps to a beautiful gravelled terrace 2S0 fee:

long, facing the " Blue Mediterranean." From the Drawing-room
floor a splendid marble stair-case leads to a first and second floor

of elegant Bed-rooms, of which there ere on the two floors nine to

the south front, two to the east, and six to the north, besides sis

servants' rooms in the attics. Excellent Porter's Lodge at the

entrance gate: Poultry-houses, six-stall Stables, large Coach-
houses, and splendid Flower and Kitchen Gardens, and a great

variety of shidv and ornamental walks amongst the natural

woods'of Cork Trees. Fir. Myrtle, Arb.itns. and .Maritime Stone

Pines: ar.d amongst the granitic rocks are growing the Cictns.

Flowering Aloe, and other tropicil plants in their

state—the great variety of level and cultivation giving the idea

of a much larger extent of ground. The whole is enclosed with

walls, but not obstructing the tine view of the magnificent

scenery around, and forms a parallelogram containing abou:

piare yards, or about seven English acres. The price of

the whole is 75001. without Furniture, which may also be had at

a valuation, and immediate possession ifdesired.

For viewing plans and further particnlaTS, apply :
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Sales by Auction.
FANCY POULTRY. -PERIODICAL SALE.

\fR. J C - will Sell by Auction, at hi*

DAY, Hayl,al [2 o'clock preeWy, Pooltry of eh* >
includinc BrotVcUsi Spanish from" th*> y*rd of Mr.

' Jiftm^uTjrh'i fr 'T.'j a rt>|(*brateJ aaatmr
bile and Bhu •

Cocliin*, and Brahman.— May be Yiewcd on the iD'-rnlng of Sale,
and Catalogues bad by eoetoalng a utampeJ directed envelope to
Mr. J. C. £ ^n. Loadco.

ORCHIDS ESTab_i5-«ED A'-D IMPORTED PLANTS.

MK. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at hi*

StneL Covens. Garden, on ".

DAY, May s, a* l o'clock precisely, a collet Tie beat
ORCHIDS from Columbia and Mexico, ins'ndin? established
plants of OJontoglossura, Pescatorei, nebalo^am, maculatnsn, and
Reicbenhaimi, Gropedlnm, Liodeni, Ac. Also ao importation
received bv last miil steamer from the Bruils, incloding fine

Plants of Laelia. purpurata and Bryssians ya atne*
thystina, bnlbosa, Leopoldi lobata, mntabilis, H*rri*.«.t>i and
titrrina.—May b^. viewed on the morning of 3 'alogne*
had of Mr.J.C.STEvKvs.-'JS, KingStro-et^ CoTent Garden. London

TO GENTLEMEM. FLOKlSTa, AxD OTHERS
MESSRS. PROTHEROE axd MORRIS *i!l SeU

bv Auction at the Mart. Bartbolm-iw L*u/-. on THCR3-
DAY, Mav 3d, al 12 o'clock, a first-rate coll*-'

NATIONS. PICOTEES. and PINKS, fr-
-

choice DAHLIAS, in drv roots: P.COSIES. VEK
FUCHSIAS, AZALEA rKDICA, GERA3
EASE. ERICAS. tfeC—On Tiew the moming 3t
had at the Mart; and of the Auctioneers, American Siorsery,

Leytonal* a

T U LIPS IN a - o ol
MESSRS. PROi'HERuE a>d MORRIS will seU by

Auction, with^nt the I^a ; -
' Y. M«t38,

at 1 o'clock preciselv, the ENTIRE COLL] 7CLIPS
in BLOOM of Mr. John Ldwards, and -

. *.*. ifai

Nursery. Hornsey, and Sei &i. Holloway,
Middlesex, where by the kind permission of Mr. R '* rt Pa*ktr.
they may from time to time be seen. The bed i< ^'''ro^-s In
length, and contains over 2X'i full size] first da?- Blooming
Bulbs, including most of the show flowers extant, all of tr»e finest

strain, and collected during the last 12 years at a cost exceeding
100O guineas.

Catalogues may be had for twopostage stamps of Mr. E. Parker,
as above ; of Mr. Turner, Royal Nursery. SlOBgtl : Mr. J. Keynes,
Salisbury : Mr. Wood, the Coppice. No'trinzbam : Mr. E. S- Dod-
well, Derby : Mr. Li^htbody, Falkirk, N.B. ; Mr. S

ham Hill, Manchester; at the Office of this Paper: and of the
Auctioneers, American

[
ne, Eeeex.

BLACKHE~AT-
To Noblhmfx, Gestlfitf.k. Nubsebtkest, av-> Otbcea.

S00O BEDDING AND OTHER GREENH'»CSE PLANTS.
MESSRS. PROTHERUE afd MORRIS a-

structed to sell br Aucti •- -^aron

Hall adjoining th*1 B;

a

way. on THURSDAY. May
of Fanev and other Pelarg^ri

Geraniums in varieties, "Verbenas. Heliotrope?

Petunias, Fuchs:as. Lobelias, Pentsterr-

also selected assortment of Axalea indica. 1

Aphlexis, Leschenaulaas. Acacias. <tc—Mi
prior, a-id morning oi sale : Catalogues may be c-btainet s

place' of sale: of Mr.
"

heath; of the principal Seedsmen in Locoon: and of t£«e Anc-

tioneers, American Nnrsery. I>ayt'--ns;-'T;e- E^s^x.

O N C A R, ESSEX.
TO GES-TLEStEK.

MESSRS. PROTHERUE .,
-

: SeQ
by Auction, on the F

Ongar, Essex, on TUESDAY. May 1st, a: 12 o'Ctesk. wifrssat

reserve, in consequence of the prop

hood, the whole r*wg
r.r.e A~ " J "" _'- '

l-f

&c. : au assort" -

Petunias, Helietx " -

greenhouse complete, severs oxss, a

modern summer-* use, rnstie Sower baskets, seals caMes, -r^^-

mental wire rlorer-stanis: a capita", ir :

dtiefcens frocr
•

;
-

gnss mav be had

I ie principal 5 . ::" :i-i

,
:...-.--- _^sex.

'

: ihe
ack-
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

AND

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHI

P

^M|ij
GRAY & QRSV3SON, DANVERS

(> RAY and ORMSONj Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

deBigu, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

TNGLIS and CHISHOLM, Charles Street, Garratt,
JL Manchester, make. STEAM ENGINES for Agricultural and
other purposes of the best quality at a reasonable price.—Address
Inglis & Chisholm, Charles Street. Garratt. Manchester.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHIT WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LOiMJON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OE HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot "Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines Flower Sticks
Fountains Game Netting Do. Syringes Garden Bordering
Ornamental Wire "Work Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Flower Stands Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATIONEVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

PAGE AND CO.'S
COMPOSITION FOE THE DESTRUCTION OE BLIGHT

UPON

EOSES, WALL-FRUIT TREES, CUCTDIBERS, MELONS, YINES,
STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

Extra Strong, 4s. per Gallon, sufficient to make four (Jars and Barrels extra). Directions for use forwarded.
Ten Gallons and upwards Carnage Free to London.

F
££^ ™!T£nX^^^ the kingdom, the superiority of

tItSl ^?pi^^viiVlP°^n I0N " unqnestionable, requiring only a trial to insure its general use for destroying
LP

„? J?„JX
Ch ant and * nUt Growers are subJ ect (without injuring the most delicate flowers or foliage) and promotinel; delicate flowers or foliage) and promoting

See two pages Testimonials, Gardeners' Chronicle, March 3, 1855.

every
uxuriant growth

1

Can now be obtained of
Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, Loudon.
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury.

. Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading.
.Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth.
Mr. James Veitch, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea.
Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester.
Mr. E. Paul. Derby,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
yHE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
*- ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-,
ment and Hothouse "Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern Improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits,

affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 8<i. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best Borts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LICHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LICHTS.

Mr. George Wheeler, Nurseryman, Warminster.
Messrs. Masters & Son, Canterbury.
Wr. Tiley, Bath.
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.Mr. W. Barratt St. John's, Wakefield.

?,
;^rs.Thomas Navies & Co., Wavertree, Liverpool.

xi
Baylor, Malton, Yorkshire.

M^rs.CtaandIer& Son, Wandsworth Road, London.
.Mr. ] reeman, Wobnrn.
Mr. J. Linford, Shefford, Bed3.

Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter.
Messrs. Hooper &, Co., Covent Gardfen, London.
Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co., Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield
Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton.
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead Nurserv, Sevenoaks.
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.
Mr. Baskerville, Bristol.
Mr. Btirham, Hastings.
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridgenorth.
Mr. Davison, St. Peter's Street, Hereford.
Mr. W

. Garraway, Welwyn, Herts.
Mr. Thos. Cridlaud, Willington, near Taunton.
Mr. Henry Home, Market Place, Henley-on-Thames.
Mr. R. M. Mills, Market Place, Bourn.
Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street, Nottingham.
-Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark.
Mr. John Catfell, Seedsman, Westerham.
Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidderminster.
Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nurserymen, Dorking and Reigate.

And of the Inventors and Manufacturers
B. PAGE and Co, Seed Merchants, Oxford S:reet, and Above Bar, Southampton,

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Clsremont" Place, Old Kent Koad, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., S ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from i it. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
tor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,
Gentty, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

- S li I
WltlIAM Beaiboiit, of No.13, Upper Wobnrn Place, in the Parish

of at. Panc-ras, and tHDnns Molliti Evass, of No. 27, Victoria
street, in the Parish aS St. M-jrgaret and St. John, Westminster, both in
the bounty of MlddlBses, Punters, at tlieirOffice in Lombard Stunt, in
the 1 reanct of Wlm-Miais, -,n the City of London ; und published, bj them
at the Office, No „, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Covant
tjarden.inthesaid County, where all Advertisements and Communications
are to be Ancsasiss to tas.Eniioa.-SiiuaDiT, ifril 23, USoi.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY of LONDON.—
• Tho FIRST SUMMER MEETING will tnko plnco at

(ho Soci.ity'H Houfee, 21, Regent Street, on TUESDAY, May 8,

il'-llll IS tO f> I'M.

HER MAJESTY'S COMMISSIONERS for the
EXHIBITION or 1851 Having granted tho use of tho

Hardens behind GOUE UdUSE mid GROVE HOUSE to tho

HOKTICULTURAL SOCIETY, for tin- Garden Exhibition on
"WEDNESDAY, May lfi, Notice is hereby given that Tickets,
prico 5s. oach, are iHsuing at 21, Regent Street, till TUESDAY,
May 15. Ou the day or Exhibition Tickets will bo only pro-

curable ut Gore House, and at the rate of 7s. 6d. each.

ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
Tho FIRST EXHIBITION this season of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, and FRUIT, will take place on WEDNESDAY
next. May 9. Tickets of admission to be obtained at tbeGardons
only, by orders from Fellows or Members of the Society, price

Bff.j or on the day of the Exhibition, 7s. Qd. each.
Gates open .\t 2 o'clock.

1JOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY. Regent's Park.—
V Tho following EIGHT BOTANICAL LECTURES are to

bo delivered in the Museum, at 3 o'clock, on the FRIDAYS in

May and Juno.
By Dr. Edwin' Lankestek.

M:iy 11. On General f ' v /teal Conditions tlutt iufluenco the Life
if Plants.

„ 18. On Conditions of tho Soil that Influence the Distribu-
tion of Plants.

„ 25. On the Forms of Plants characteristic of particular dis-

tricts of the Earth's surface.

June 1. On tho Distribution of Plants used as Medicines, Food,
andLuxuricSjOreniployedlnthc Arts and Manufactures.

By Professor Robert Bkktlky,
Jane S. On Vegetable Textile Substances.

„ 15. On Materials used for Paper.

,, 22. On Tanning and Dyeing Materials.

„ 29. On Gums, Resins, and Gum-resins.

Visitors are admitted to the Lectures by Tickets for the Course
at One Guinea each person, or a Member of the Family of a

Follow of the Society at Half-a-Guinea, to be obtained at the

Gardens. The privilege of the Ivory Tickets does not extend to

the Lectures. ' J. De C. Sowerby, Sec.
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Prom Srr.d i/rown from the original nUick of J. 0.

Morton, Eig.,the SdztOrof t/n j Aoricultobal Gazette.
] .1. Cid. per lb.

WILLIAM I'.. RENPLE & Co, Sikh Mhihum.. Plymouth,

WHIT E B ELG1 A N C A R l< T, 2». /«W6.,

or miku ilteapcr bi/ the cv;t.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE&Co., Skkd MEncHAUCT, Plymouth.

' I ' K U E GUERNSEY 1'AKSN Tp.—
1 This is a large and superior sort, and ean be ItfOngly

recommended. The Stdmrihen hare just imported a
choice lot of Seed from Guernsey, and c<m supply it at

2s. per lb.

\\ 1 LLIAM E. RF.NDLE K; Co.. SrF. n Mkii.-ii.vvth. Plvmontli.

T
_
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BEOt-ING ANO OTHER PLANTS
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now in bloom bc**I«a,
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E.—
&c.

SkiiTing's or Livorjiool Swede
Luing's
While Globe Turnip
G roen
Red Tankard
W. J. Eprfl enn with confidence olTer the above (not large qnan-

Orange Globe Wurzel
Hroccoli, of sorts

Fairheard's Nunpar.-il Peas
Cole's Crystal White Celery.

Collection of OI;

tities), having hoi i rown ftDni tbe best selected Btocka possible. '
Fiuseii

Prices sent on application, T\\V IKT ri
S I '. i,'.' ^;ivol. Maidstone, May5. \J

. - W LAN '"%
,

Vl^KSCIIAl'FII.T, 1MHSERYMAN, GBgfit

La iii

\\ -ILLIAM BARBAfT, Laiidm
: V\ Wal'

•.• i'i.--. .r,^V .,;fr..i>. fnr~ Wt,*A.

ROGERS'S SEED li. SERS'
REGIS! KV 01 I

of tho "Till:! 1

or pot culiurt, and all tbe Bewett and h.

i ,
,

.

inPO BE SOLD CHEAP,) ynn

A. (Belgium), is now sending nut his following New Plants:
Achimenes AtnbroiHe Vcrschafftilt 8a. dd.

„ Docteur Flopf ... 8

„ Edouard Otto 1

„ Edmond Bolsaier ... S
Tyda»a"Warscewiczi ...16
Rhododendron Prince Cainille de Rohan (cjuite hardy) 16
All the above Plants are figured in Verscraffelt's "Illustra-

tion Horticole," which can be seen at Mr. R. Silberrad's, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London.

High II l|

KSS
a well t,Town :

i

the bcht exislln ..
'

Ilorticuluril Ett»bli*bmei
Frankfrirt-on-ihe-Mmine.

W
CHEAP DAHLIAS AND VERBENAS.

HLEGGE is sending out &11 tiie leioHng Sort* of

• last Season, 9* I

4s. do. Catalogues can be b»d on
Marsh Bid I

BEDD1NC P LA NTS. BOSSONTS CHAMPION OF £NCLA\D C-LERY.
bctiatiful:y white.

(CRYSTAL PALACE.—KEASON TICKETS for
V-/ the ensuing year, available from the 1st May, 1855, to the

80th April, 1S56, are now issued, price One Guinea each. These
Tickets entitle the holders to admission to the Palace and Park
whenever they are open to the Public; also to the exclusive

privilege of admission at the Grand Horticultural and Ploricul-

tural Fete, to he held on Saturday, the 2d June, as well as on
the subsequent occasion of playing tho whole of the Grand Foun-
tains and Cascades for the first time.

They may be obtained at the Palace; at the Office, 3, Adelaide
Place, London Bridge; at the Offices of the Brighton Railway,
London Bridge, and 43, Regent's Circus, Piccadilly ; at Mitchell's

Library, Bond Street; and Sams's Library, St. James's Street.

Remittances from the country and Post-office Orders must he
made payable to George Fassou. (By Order.)

Crystal^Palace, May 5. G. Grove. Secretary.

GREAT NATIONAL EXHIBITION OF FLORAL AND~
HORTICULTURAL PRODUCE.

rPHE CUMBERLAND FLORAL AND HORTI-
A CULTURAL SOCIETY OF CARLISLE will hold a
grand EXHIBITION of FLOWERS, FRUITS, VEGE-
TABLES, &c, in spacious marquees and tents (engaged for the
purpose), on the 24th, 25th, and 26th of July (open to the United
Kingdom), adjoining to, and during the week of tho Royal
Agricultural Society's Exhibition, when 200/. will be awarded
for Prizes.
Schedules of Frizes aud every information may he obtained

by applying to tbe Secretary, either personally or by letter. By
order of the Council, John PATTERsox/Secretary.

(52, English Street, Carlisle.

ENROLLED ACREEABLY TO ACT OF"PARLfAMENT.
UNITED GARDENERS' BENEFIT SOCIETY,

Waterloo Arms, Cauiberwell, Surrey. Instituted 1S39.

This Society (established for Gardeners only under 35 years
•of age), has proved for 1G years the accuracy and soundness of
principle upou which it is founded, namely, the highest amount
of benefits to be received by its Members in Sickness. Super-
annuation, and Mortality, for tbe smallest amount of contribution
consistent with stability and permanence. The accounts are
always open to the inspection of all the members, who have also
(he control of the expenditure of its funds; it is therefore incum-
bent on all, by a small monthly contribution, to provide against
the casualties of life, from which none are exempt, by enrolling
themselves in a Society of this nature, which guarantees 12s. per
week in sickness ; 3s. and 4s. per week superannuation ; 10?. at
the death of a member, and S/. member's wife, for the small
contribution of 2s 3d. per mouth.

Cambcrwell Green, Surrey. Cuaeles StuxelLj Secretary.

V\/7 OOD and INGRAM are prepared to send out the T^HE finest Ctlery vet
* * following, in fair proportions of each, strong and well.

, 1_ Terv cr|sp and solid, a-

established Plants of the best standard varieties, at 3s. per dozen,
f froot than anv other kwrmvaj

package included :

—

Verbenas
|
Senecio [Cineraria amelloidcs

Petunias Nierembergia [In teol Scarlet Geraniums
Ageratums (Chrysanthemum portol Salvias, &c &c.

W. & I.'s Spring Catalogue is now ready, and may be had on
application.— Nurseries. Huntingdon.

OSACE ORANGE iMACLURA AURANTIACAV
pHARLWOOD and CUMMINS can supply SEED
vy of the above-named Hedge Plant at 6s. per lb., with full I

directions for treatment. The month of May is tbe best time for

sowing.—14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden. London.
j

RANGE TREES.—A large number of different

sTzes—amongst them are perhaps tbe finest young sped- I

mens ever offered for sale in this country. The larger sizes are i

particularly well shaped, with fine stems, and in perfect health, i

and are "well adapted for producing immediate effect in

conservatories.
Height of stem, 1 J feet; diameter of head, li feet.

2 „ „ „ li „
3 „ „ 2 „

„ n 4 „ „ „ 2i „
Prices vary from 7s. 6d. to 105s. each.

Hugh Low & Co.. Clapton Xnrsery, London.

SEED POTATOES.
Y\7 00D and INGRAM, Ncrskries, Huntingdon,
* » having a fevr more than they want for their own planting,

offer the following varieties at the prices annexed for cash.
Per bushel. Per bushel.

Mitchell's Albion ... 5s. Od. Lapstone Kidney ... 5s. Orf.

Forty Fold 5 Chapman's ditto ... 5
Allen's Earlv Kidney, Martin's Globe ... 5
extra-early 6 British Qneen, extra ... 6

Jackson's Improved do. G

P LANTS.
to offer FLOWERING
in quantities to the trade);

in the ground 3" feet.—To be vtlxt.

Seedsman, 23, Market Plao e 2>. 6a. per

packet: prices to the trtde on »pr
'

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, Sli: S

TT'ILLIAM CHATER beg= to of
» * consisting of 20 varieties, from bis

'

at 5<.: 12 varieties. 2s. 6d-: and f-
'

Superior Quilled German and Fr-

mixed. Is. per packet: sepaxal

golds, GJ. per packet.— Saffron WaJdei Niuvt^j

BANKS* SEtDLlNC FUCHSIAS.-
j

(Foe Ftxl Descbiftiqs -

OS APTUC-i"

\\]~ J. EPPS lias much pleasure in BteJ

» * • above Fuchsias have been prc>v-

have been raised by that celebrated g

Early orders are solicited. e ussal

discount t o the trade.— B-->w*t 1 -

^^NEW SCARLET VER E I _ DDROFFE.

ARTHUR HENDERSON on CO. are -

out this fine new VERBENA :

be seen in their advertiser • r

March 31. The usual iis

fe&~ Tliis Verbena is the sair

^rm.—Pine-ar-yle PI -

\
,
AY'S MAGNLM BOMM LET1UCL

i»J far tbe largest, sweet -

proof of which we possess nun
who ted it last season. The add--
on application. Onlv a fe^ - -

Hksrt M \r. the Hope Xurseries, near Becalc. Yortslnje.

fi\e<t cri: so: OF 1

EASON, ABLITT ~
I^HE
JL SEFLOWERING

X? and A. SMITH be|

r * PLANTS of the following .

Geraniums, Fuchsias, Verbenas. Heliotropes, Calceolarias. Hy- cupped, well cp. and good in :.

drangeas, Roses, Cactus, Ericas. Burchellia. Kalosantbus.

Neriums, Scarlet Geraniums. i:c. Prices on application. The
Plants are stocky and in gcoi condition : an inspection solicited.

—Dulwich, Surrey. s

brightest of its class, and fail size,

full compact, and svinmerrical: and

- ziarw be

500,000 FLAT-POLE or DRUM-HEAD CABBAGE PLANTS.
T'HOMAS MOORE. Nursery and Seedsman, Fore
A Street, Kingsbridge, Devon, begs to caU attention to bis

large Stock of CABBAGE PLANTS, which will be ready in

May and June. They are a superior late sort, and raised from

seed of his own saving.

. alihy plants, at 10s. 6d. per .

hadofMr.BABSBS,Stowmarfc«; Mi --_

Epwaejj Aelttt. Onr' -

M'ADAM and CO.'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION,
now nnivcrsallv used. If soldi el! cirec-

wash. So Grape. Peach, or Pla^: : et <

ftiis inyalnaMe remedv (sec

June 10. -Talv 1. &c - . .. . t: 7 ; Ur._rr:-: :ii:

Cirv. London. Faid crders forwarded.
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SK'RViNC'S IMPROVED TURNIP SEtDS.
T SKIBVING, Queen Square, Liverpool, hegs to

• acquaint his friends and tl;e public that he. lias tixed the

I. per 11).

W
price of his TUKX1P SEEDS for the season, as follows:—

SKIRTING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TIKNU'. at Is.!'.'.

ft£IMPROVED PURPLE-TOPVELLOW BUL-

LOCK TURNIP, at Is. 2d. per lb.

All o'her kinds of Turnip and Agricultural seeds in general, of

the mi st select description, at moderate prices. A remittance, or

reference from unknown correspondents, is respectfully requested

to accompany orders. W. S. has uo agent in town or country.

Liverpool, Mar. 1855.

CHOICE BEDDINC-CUT PLANTS,
ASD TO THOSE ABOUT PBHHAKKSTLY REPLENISHING THE

Flower Garden.

YOUELL am> CO. beg to submit the following List

of desirable PLANTS, suitable for the above purpose.

Carriage paid on all Orders of 2/. and upwards to any distance

n tfhln 150 miles of the Nursery, and good Plants added to com-

pensate for this charge on packages of less value :—

CARNATIONS and F1COTEES. Per doz. pairs.

Fine selections by name from our extensive and

well-known Collection, in strong plants ... ISs. Od.

Fino mixed border ditto 9

True old Clove Carnations \£

Tree Carnations, in choice variety each 1 6

CALCEOLARIAS.—Of this favourite flower the following

list contains some of the best varieties for Bedd ing :

—

Afax (Lucombe, Piuce, & Co.), fine large rich-coloured flower, of

crimson and yellow, Is. Gd. each.

Golden Chain, tine golden yellow, 6s. per dozen.

Gold Cap, rich dark maroon yellow cap, 9s. per dozen.

Superba (Constantine's), dwarf, rich crimson plum, Is. 6d. each.

Surprise „ bright orange crimson, ex. fine, 12s. per doz.

Sulphurea splendens, fine large yellow, 6s. per dozen.

Mr. White, rich shining bronze red, 6s. per dozen.

Superba (Turner's), fine dwarf, dark crimson (ex. tine), Gs. per doz.

"Wellington Hero, rich deep golden yellow, Gs. per dozen.

Magnificent, large and rich crimson, with yellow crown, extra

fine, 6s. per dozen.
Masterpiece (Constantine's), deep maroon scarlet, dwarf, 12s. p. doz.

Mrs. Beecber Stowe, bright yellow, 6s.

Shankleyana, large orange crimson, extra fine, 9s.

Beauty of Montreal, bright crimson, dwarf, Gs.

Kentish Hero, orange bronze, fine, 6s.

Sultan, fine large crimson, Gs.

Viscosissima, deep yellow, 6s.

Calceolaria " Purity," a new and beautiful variety, i>ure paper
vtbite, dwarf, free habit, branching, and a most desirable

bedding plant, very highly recommended, 7s. Gd.

SCARLET GERANIUMS.
Tom Thumb, Frogmore, and Trentham Scarlet, 4s. per dozen,

30s. per 100.

AmazoD, 12s. per dozen.

Baron Hugel, a dwarf growing variety, with brilliant scarlet

flower;., adapted for edging, 12s. per dozen.

Cerise Unique, colour a tine cerise, 9s. per dozen.

Defiance, an immense large flowering variety, Is. each, 9s. per doz.

TARIEGATED GERANIUMS.

GERMAN ASTER SEED, all saved from the finest

Globe varieties ever yet exhibited, and which have sur-

passed all others in cultivation for their immense size and
distinct colours, Is. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAM SEED saved from 50 of the choicest and

most superb varieties, Is. per packet.

ANTIRRHINUM SEED saved from all the finest shaped and

best varieties, Is. per packet.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCK SEED saved from all the best

named flowers, Is. per packet.

SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine, Is.

per packet.

VERY SUPERIOR FIMERIATA PRIMULA SINENSIS
SEED, saved from six distinct varieties of the largest and most
superb plants ever grown, 2s. 6-'. per packet.

PANSY SEED, a few packets from selected varieties, Is.

per packet.

POLYANTHUS SEED, fine mixed, Is. per packet.

CROWN GOURD, or CUSTARD MARROW; this variety

is the most delicious of all the Marrows grown, Is. per packet.

AQUILEGIA, or COLUMBINE, of 12 distinct varieties,

Is. per packet.

Any three packets of the above (except the Primula) sent post-

free on receipt of 2s. Gd., or the Primula included with two other

packets, for 3s. Gd., in cash or penny postage stamps by

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist,

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

Brilliant 12s. per doz.

Flower of the Day 9s.

Dandy 9s.

Golden Chain ... 18s.

ilden Circle ... 18s. per doz,

Mfcnglesi varie-

gata 12s. „

Mountain of Light 18s. „

GERANIUM— Eoule de Neige, a unique white-flowering, horse-
shoe leaf variety, producing large trusses of well
formed flowers, 9s. per dozen.

„ Kingsbury Pet, a striking variety, bearing a fine

truss of briglit salmon-coloured flowers, 9s. per dozen.

, (
Manglesi Floribunda, a free blooming light variety,

9s. per dozen,

„ Crimson Unique, for bedding purposes, a fine strong
growing variety, 9s. per dozen.

„ Crimson flowering Ivy leaf, tine, 9s. per dozen.

„ White do. Mfp. 6s. - .,

„ ' Miss Emily Field, 12s. per dozen.

„ Skeltoni, 12s. per dozen.

FUCHSIAS.—The following fine varieties. 9s., viz.:—Queen of

Hanover, Elegans, Vanguard, Uterpe, Monarch, Trentbam,
Automit, Duke of Wellington, Mrs. Patterson, Princeps, Lady
Franklin, England's Glory, Perfection, Model, &c. The best

of the older varieties, 6s.

Fuchsia Dotnminiana, 2s. each.

Petunias, nf best kinds, Gs. to 9s. per dozen.

LOBELIA racemoides, the best dark blue variety, 4s. per dozen.

„ lucida do. light do. 4s. „

„ enmpacta alba do. white do. 4s. „

„ Lindleyana, a decided lilac do. 6?. ,,

VERBENAS.—In this class particular attention has been given
to introduce only those of the more striking colours and best

habits for bedding purposes ; these include all the handsomest
of the new continental varieties, and we offer them at 4s. per
dozen, or 30s. per 100.

Anat;allis rubra, and grandiflora, 6s. per dozen.
Nierembergia filicaulis, 6s. per dozen.
Pentstemnn azurenm, 9*. per dozen.
Salvia lilacna, 9s. per dozen.
PHLOX NELSONI.—An extremely pretty and hardy variety,
ori^inat d through the zeal of an amateur in this country,
whose name it well bears. It is of dwarf trailing habit, producing
a d>--nse mass of large pure white flowers with puce-coloured
eye, is. Gd. each.

TKOP-rEOLUM—Triomphe de Gand—a handsome variety for

trellis work, producing large and brilliant scarlet flowerB,

J2». per dozen.

CLEMATIS TUBULOSA MANGLESI, a handsome herbaceous
plant bearing numerous heads of blue star-shaped flowers,

very hardy, 9s. per dozen.
ROCKETS, new double crimson, 9s. per dozen; old double

whit", 3s. per dozen.
PRIMROSES, double white, 4s. per dozen; double crimson or

maroon, 12s do,; double yellow, 5s. do. ; double purple, 4s. do.

PHLOXES.—The following choice varieties 9s per dozen:

—

Maria Boulanger, Striata superba, Roi Leopold Yillaret joyeuse,

Bois Rose, Imbricata, Macrantha, Deuil de la Cnmte.ssede Marne,
Anais, Eliza, Mrs. Thompson, Madame Courcelles, Madame
Frobel, Madame Lanier, Madame de Pruines, Gen. Lamoriciere,
Princesse de Cleres, Princesse Marianne, and other fine kinds.
HOLLYHOt KS, extra fine, fir^t-class show varieties by

name. 12*. to 18s. per dozen.
BELGIAN DAISIES in 36 best kinds, by name, 4s. per doz.

PiEONlASin 20 new and very choice Continental varieties,

for 1*.

Dielytra spectabilis; this universal favourite, strong flowering
plants, 9s. per dozen.

Delphinium Barlowi, 9s. per dozen.

„ Mooreanum, an extremely beautiful variety, 12s. per doz.
grandiflorum maximum, 9s. per dozen.

- SaponAria cicynjQides, 6s. per dozen.
' SAatice nmritima rosea, a very pretty, hardy herbaceous plant of

* lutVift, producing numerous heads of bright rose-coloured
fbmtiv;tj*. pet dozen.
gF^' \ \-y$ in ,6 ti\w and choice varieties, 6s. per dozen.
3?0 1 r-Vi I Ctig in, fine variety, 6s. per dozen.

L'lo in i .. i Lt'jjium allium, 9s. per dozen; rubrum, 20s. per dozen.
J/nVlinleumi ];,„, ^1 Clair] ail d Aurora, 9s. per dozen.
llntfc&nns PlauM-iri very choice variety, 30s. per 100; or 6s.
per dozen, -., .

>

Ajjra^rjtjgc-kr-Plants, in choice varietv, is. to Gs. per dozen.
YOtfELL & Co.. Royal Nursery', Great Yarmouth.

MEW PLANTS.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLL1SSON and SONS are

now prepared to offer

—

BEGONIA SPLENDIDA.—This exquisite plant was dis-

covered in Java by our collector, Mr. John Henshall, during his

researches in the Indian Archipelago. It is an extremely beau-

tiful plant of ornameutal foliage, the stems and leaves of which

are covered over with a bright crimson hirsute down : altogether

it presents so striking an appearance, that it is alone much to be

desired for its magnificent foliage, for which we are now offering

it, the plant not having yet flowered in this country. 42s. to 63s.

RHODODENDRON GR1SEWOODIANUM.—This is a most
superb large white free-blooming variety, beautifully tinted with

blush, and distinctly spotted with large dark brown spots; fine

form and large truss, and possessing beautiful foliage. We have
no hesitation in saying that this is one of the finest Rhododen-

drons ever raised, being perfectly hardy, which has been fully

tested during the last two severe winters ; for while many of the

so-called hardy sorts were completely disfigured in their foliage,

not a leaf of this variety was injured. 21s. to 31s. Gd.

RHODODENDRON SHAKSPEARE.—A soft rosy purple, in-

tensely blotched with orange yellow on the top petals; a most
beautiful and thoroughly hardy free late-flowering variety,

21s. to 31s. Gd:

ERICA uEMULA.—This is a very beautiful hybrid, in the

Erica Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the

style of Ericaaristata, but very much higher in colour : altogether

this is a very distinct variety. 21s.

ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA—This variety may really be

said to be three times as fine as the parent, whose name it bears

:

it is a very compact grower and excellent in habit, with tubular

blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour. This charming variety obtained

the first seedling prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens, 1852. 31s. Gd.

ERICA PAXTONI.—A very distinct variety obtained by
hybridising Erica Hartnelli with Erica Massoni ; it blossoms in

very large whorls of a soft red colour. This variety will be very
useful for Autumnal Exhibition purposes, as it blossoms from
July to October. 21s.

The set of the above-named Ericas, Three Guineas.

CALCEOLARIA VARIABILIS.—As a bedding plant this

will make a charming variety, and in some measure supply the

deficiency there has been for durable and effective plants of a

light colour for the parterre. It is an excellent grower, of very
compact, pretty habit, ami produces in great profusion immense
trusses of blossom, which open of a delicate primrose colour, and
change to white. Altogether it is a most desirable acquisition,

and a variety thoroughly distinct from any in cultivation.

10s. Gd. each.

NEW PRICED CATALOCUE OF PLANTS.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON will he happy to forward

this on application. It can also be forwarded throughout the
following countries, pc-t free: America, Austria, Belgium, France,

Germany, Holland, Prussia, &c. &c. This Catalogue abounds
with novelties and rare plants; also contains priced lists of the
following :— . Page
Choice Achimenes 12

„ Alpine Plants 37 to 41

„ Azaleas, Ghent varieties 44

„ indica 23

„ „ species and hybrids 24

„ Bedding Plants 36
New Shrubby Calceolarias (bedding varieties) 35
Choice Camellias 24 to 26
New Pompon Chrysanthemums 33
New Chrysanthemum Precoces 33
Choice Stove Climbers 13

„ Greenhouse ditto 20

„ Hardy ditto 44
New and Choice Conifers; 45
Epacris 17

Ericas 20 to 22
Choice Exotic Ferns 14 & 16

„ Hardy ditto 42
Fuchsias, new sorts 31
Geraniums,new show flowers 27 & 28

„ new fancy

„ new French ...

„ scarlet, white, pink-flowering, and horse-

shoe marked leaf varieties, also kinds
with variegated foliage

„ hybrid bedding
New Gloxinias
Greenhouse Plants
Herbaccus ditto

Lycopodiums
NeWPlants
Choice Orchidaceous Plants
New Fruits
New Herbaceous Phloxes
Rhododendrons, choice hybrids

„ „ Sikkim and Bootan species ...

„ „ Conservatory kinds
New Roses
Choice Shrubs, &c * ...

Stove Plants
Tree Carnations
Tropical Fruits
Variegated Foliage Plants
New Verbenas

The following Choice and New Plants can be seen in

bloshom at the Nurseries :

—

Cattleya Aclandise (rare)
|
Camellia Empress Eugenie (do.)

NEW AND CHEAP FIRST-R*TE ShOW PLANTS.
The Cheapest Establishment in the Kingdom is at

TJEIM11Y WALTON'S, Florist, &c, Edge End,
A J- Marsden, near Burnley, Lnncasbhe, where there are pro-
pagated annnalry for Sale from 20,000 to 30,000 Plants, which for
cheapness and quality are not to be equalled, being strong and
healthy.
GERANIUMS, strong blooming plants of varieties of 1853,

such as Carlos, Neatness, Glowworm, Regalia, &c. &c, 25s. per
doz.;_older good show varieties, 9s., 12s., and 15s. per doz.;
25 fbr'20s. ; 50 for 35s., packages included.
FUCHSIAS, new varieties of last season, 6s. to 9s. per doz.
CINERARIAS, choice varieties, such as Advance, Etoile de

Vaise, Empress, Empress Eugenie, &c. &c, 10s. Gd. per doz.;
older varieties, 4s. Gd. per doz.

PAN31ES, 12 distinct fine show varieties, 6s. ; 25 varieties, 12s.
VERBENAS, new varieties of 1854, 4s. to 6s. per doz.
PETUNIAS, 4s. Gd. to 7s. Gd. per doz.
DAHLIAS, all the leading show varieties of last season, 9s, to

12s. per doz ; older varieties, 4s. Gd. to 6s. per doz.
BEDDING PLANTS, including Scarlet and other Geraniums,

Salvias, Pentstemons, Heliotropes, &c. &c, equally cheap.
H.W.'s Spring List i6 now ready, and may be had for one stamp.

It is respectfully requested that all post-office orders be made
payable at Marsden, Lancashire, and a remittance or satisfactory
reference with all orders from unknown correspondents. All
orders to the amount of 25s. paid to Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds,
and Preston; 21. and upwards free to Birmingham, Carlisle, and
the like distances; for more distant carriage extra plants gratis.

N.B. Parties are particularly requested to see H. W.'s adver-
tisement iu Chronicle, for Anril 14th and April 28th.

C E*R A N I U M S.

BASS and BROWN have the following to offer,

strong and healthy plants, well established for a fine and
abundant bloom. For descriptive list see their autumn Catalogue.

The following 12 Superb New Sh<>w Varieties of last

season for 40s., or separately as priced.

3s. Gd.

5

Turner's Duchess ofWel-
lington 5s. Od.

Topping's Emily Rival 3 6
Hoyle's Regalis 5

„ Virginia ... 5

„ Carlos 5
„ Tamberlik ... 3 6

y of previous date,

29

31
31
13
16 to 19
37 to 41
15
3&4
5 to 8
49
34
46
47
48
26&27
43
9 to 11

34
9
12
32

Dobson's Eliza

„ Empress

„ Glowworm
. ... 3

Foster's Lucy 5

„ Purple Perfection 5

Turner's Pilot 3

The following 20 first-rate Vari
for 30s., or any 12 /or 21s.

Admiral, Albira, Ambassador, Astrea, Butterfly, Eleanor,
Exhibitor, Ganymede, Harriet, Jupiter, Kulla, Lagoma,
Leonora, National, Novelty, Optimus, Portia, Queen of May,
Rachel, and Rubescens.

The following 20 first-rate older Varieties for 15s.,

or any 12 for 12s.

Alderman, Commissioner, Elise, Enchantress, Field Marshal,
Flying Dutchman, G'em, Medus, Mochauna, Magnificent, May
Queen, Nepaulese Prince, Nandee, Prince Arthur, Painter Im-
proved, Rosa, Rowena, Rubens, Village Maid, and Virgin Queen.

FANCY GERANIUMS.
The following 12 beautiful varieties for 9s.:— Bishop of Win-

chester, Caliban, Extravaganza, Jehu Improved, Lady Downs,
Magnifies, Mazeppa Superbe, Neeree, Odoratissima grandiflora,

Odorata Superba, Statiaski, and Superba.

GLOXINIAS.
The following set of 11 new varieties of last season are very

fine, and may be had for 33s., or separately 3s. Gd. each :

—

Duke of Wellington, rich velvety scarlet of stout substance,

throat shaded with violet, and slightly spotted with white.

Eleanor, pure white, blotched with rose, and purple shade.

Elegantissima, French white of great substance, pale lavender
centre, spotted with buff.

Erecta Magnifies,, fine white, with bl ue throat, habit of Fyfiana.

Eugenie, rosy pink, centre creamy white, spotted with rose.

Exquisite (Henderson's), pure white, with broad belt of puce,

throat creamy white, spotted with puce.

Grand Sultan, a fine Continental variety.

Lady Franklin, extra large rose, stout and robust, shading off to

pink, slightly spotted white in the throat.

Magnet, clear rose, with blotch of purple in the throat, large and
fine form.

Prince of Wales, white, shading off to lavender.

Sir C. Napier, deep rosy crimson, throat blotched with, intense

rose, dwarf habit.

The following 12 superb vars, for 20s.:— Belle Clymene,
Duchess de Brabant, Dr, Plancheon, Grandis, Hogoveen, Impe-
rialis, Leonie Van Houtte, Petoiana, Princesse de Lamballe,
Victoria Regia, Wilsonia, and Wortleyana.

ACHIMENES.
The following three very beautiful new varieties may be had

for 17s. Gd :—
Madame Rendatler, a fine large purplish lilac, with yel-
lowish white throat 5s. Od.

Picturata, brilliant rose colour, flowers of the form of mul-
tiflora, with darker spots, exceedingly handsome ... 5

Gigantea, a novelty beyond comparison, resembling Picta,
but twice as large and brighter colours, very free and
keeping in flower several months ... 10 6
Twelve Superb Varieties for 10s., including Louis Van Houtte,

Mr. Aparpart, Cerito, &c; 12 fine older vars. for 6s.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 50 fine and select species £ s. d.

and varieties 2 6

„ „ 50 do. do., best selection 3 5
STOVE PLANTS, 50 superb and select species and vars. 4
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine and distinct vars. 1 10

„ ,, 100, including newer ,,

ROCK PLANTS, 25 fine varieties

DELPHINIUMS, 12 in 6 fine varieties

„ very fine seedlings of splendid
mixed colours, per 100

DIANTHUS ATRORUBENS, splendid dark crimson
for bedding, perdoz

DIANTHUS SPLENDENS, rich bright crimson,
for ditto, perdoz.

POTENTILLAS, 12fine varieties, 9s.; 12 extra fine ...

„ splendid mixed seedlings, per doz ...

,,
5 best new varieties — King of

Crimson, Sudbury Gem, Theodore, Shylock, and
Julia, for

ROCK CISTUS, dwarf, 24 beautiful vars., very distinct

PHLOX, 25 fine vars., 10s. Gd.; 25 beautiful newer vars.

PENTSTEMONS— Grandis, fine blue, improvement on
Atrocffiiulea, and a fine bedding plant, per doz.

„ Magniflora, extra large dark red, 2s. Gd.] per doz. 24
Azureum (true), a fine dwarf blue, per doz. ... 7
Ova turn, light blue, abundant bloomer, per doz. 6

ianthina (new)

„ lobata (rare)

Cypripedium Lowi (rare)

Erica illustris (new)

„ affinis (new)

„ triumphans carnea (new)

Bilotte (new)
Huntleya cerina (new, ex-

tremely rare) [(rare)

Odontoglossum uastilaoium,
Rhododendron Edgeworthi

(Sikkim)

The Nurseries, Tooling, London.

2 10
12
9

110
6

5
18
9

1 10
15
15

15

Primula involucrata, most lovely white, per doz. ...

Viola arborea, Gs. per doz.; alba, per doz. 6

„ Neapolitan 6s. „ Russian „ 4

Berberis Darwini,per doz 15

Faaonia papaveracea, strong ... ... Is. 6d. to 2
Hardy Climbing Plants, 12 fine vars 9s. to IS

Roses, Tea-scented and China, in pots, 12 fine vars. 12

Wood's New Duchess of Norfolk, Hy. perpetual, each... 5

Goods cai'riage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.
Plants added gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.
COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny

stamps, or the Spring Catalogues alone for three penny stamps,
or gratis to our customers who may not have received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.
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MESSRS. E, <:. H&ENDERSON and SUN bog to

announces Unit, in consequence of their Inability to mipply

plants of sufficient fltrongtli no early In the season, two ol the

new PucbsiiiH win not. bo nontout tula ycarj conBGqw mi', tlic ot

will now only In; :u. \u.

Empress Eugenic.
Mvh. Story.

l'rinco Albert.
Hnowdrop.

Orders for the aljovftcnn only

ion after tbo oartlor orders urn

i,miy of Hi" Lriko,

Qaeon Victoria.

Kaff&olle.

"Wiii.*u' Nympb,
io booked and executed in

i ots
Ifiiipatcltwl.

THE NKW Hl'WNO CATALOGUE
Will shortly bo published and forwarded pout fret appll

cation. Parties wishing for tbo wuuo will have tholr oi

f
I'.oii.

A COLOURED PLATE,
Composed of a group of Nhm now Plowors bolonglna to tbo

fltovo, Oreenliouflo, and OflVden. It will bo Bufllclem to say

tbat xvi i*. AmirowH, tbo eminent Agricultural artist, bas thorn In

course ofpreparatlon. and undor IiIh wuporlntondonco full reliance

may be placed on tbolr ncouraoy ; anyonowlsblngfor the sami 111

have thin Dames booked for it, to in: sent thorn wbon Qnlsbod,

by forwarding i« postage stamps; and If ordored In tlmo will

bo Btltcbpd-ln and Hunt with tlmir new Spring I Itttftl
•

This notice also atmlias to any nurseryman Bbat may wish to

bavo tlio IMatu.— Wellington Nnriiory, Si. .UIhi'm Wood. May fj.

NEW BEDDING PLANTS.
CIIAKLES TURNER, Iiub much pleasure in intro-

ducing the following Now Plants:—
CALCEOLARIA '"PURITY," a nmr and boauHflil shrubby

variety, pure paper white, dwarf free hahlt, anil a most dnMlrahln

butlillng plant. Very highly recommended. In. fir/, each.

NKW VKIUIKNAS.
'\V<)Niii',i;i'i;i.( i; in', rii-n pi pm-iiie, wiih v.-i -\ \n\rv

white centre. Thin in without, exception the finest and moHt dls-

tlnct variety yet introduced, and in especially recommended for

bedding purposes, continuing fully In bloom until vory late in tlm

season, it obtained a Oertlfloato of Merit at NationalITIorloul-
tural Socioty.

"BLUE BEARD (Edmonds), adoeldod blue, good Bhape, largo

trnss, and an excellent bedding variety. Highly recommended.

*LADY LA (JON (Edmonds), bright who, with large pale yellow
centre, good nhnpe find hahil. Thin also in a first rute bedding

variety, (tlitained a First-clnsfl CertiDcato at National Florloul-

tural Socioty for form.

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF (Edmonds), bright coriso, with

yellow eye, free bloom or, and good habit. Very fine.

EMPRESS OF FRA NCE (Edmonds), large pale roso, fine truss.

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE (Edmonds), pink, yollow eye,

good shape.

ROSE OF ENGLAND (Edmonds), bright rosy pink, with
yellow eye, good form, free and distinct, fine.

TYRIAN PRINCE (Edmonds), deep bluo purple, fine and dis-

tinct. Rocoivcd a Certificate at Norwich.

EVA (Turner), pure white, fine truss, and free bloomer.

The abovo 55. each, or the Sot for 2Z. Tbo three varieties marked
thus * were figured in the " Florist" for April, 1855.

NEW DAHLIAS
Glenlyon (Fellowes) ... 7s. Gd.

Diadem (Fellowes) ... 7 6
Constancy (Hopkins) ... 7 6
The Nigger (Fellowes) 10 6
Baron Aldersou (Perry)
a fancy variety ... 10 6

Prc-Eniinont (Fellowes) 10s. 6d.

Lord Path (Wheeler)... 10 6
Espartcro (Turner) ... 10 6
Beauty of Bath (Bush) 10 6
RingleaderfG. Holmes) 10 6
Cossack (Fellowes) ... 10 6
Agincourt (Fellowes) ... 10 6

For Descriptions of these varieties see Catalogue, which can be
bad on application.— Royal Nursery, Slough.

NEW STRAWBERRY—CAROLINA SUPERBA.
JAMBS KITLEY begs to inform his friends and the

public that lie has succeeded in raising from Seed a Nut
Strawberry, the qualities of which have long been adesiderntum.
It possesses the excellent flavour of the old Carolina, the fruit as
large as the British Queen, with all tbe combined good qualities

of productiveness, hardiness of plant, dwarf habit, &c, which
tend to make it a general favourite. It was exhibited at the

Cbiswick Horticultural Exhibition, and obtained a First-class

Certificate.—See Gardeners' Chronicle, July 15, 1S54.

Dr. Lindley's Opinion.

"J. IC, the Strawberry which you have named Carolina
Superba partakes of the flavour of the old Carolina, but

the fruit was bruised by carriage, so that the paper which
accompanied the Strawberries was saturated with juice, and
this juice dried on the paper like syrup — sweet, adhesive,

glossy, and brownish coloured. Strawberry juice does not usually

possess these properties."—See Gardeners' Chronicle, July 1, 1S54.

The undermentioned gentlemen having bad opportunities of

seeing it growing, and also tasting the fruit, have kindly per-

mitted their Testimonals to be placed before tbe public:

—

" Your Carolina Superba Strawberry, which I saw Inst summer
in bearing, appeared a very hardy and productive kind, with tbe

flavour of the old Carolina, and will prove an acquisition to this

class of fruit.

"John Spencer, Marquis of Lansdowne's, Bowood."
u I feel much pleasure in giving my opinion of your Seedling

Strawberry, Carolina Superba. Having bad frequent opportunities
of seeing it growing and tasting tbe fruit, I consider it hardy, of

good habit, shcrt foliage and fruit-stem. In flavour and crop, I

know none that will surpass it; and feel assured it will do you
credit, and give satisfaction to all who may purchase it.

"James Pond, Devonshire Cottage, Bath."
" The Seedling Strawberry, named Carolina Superba, that I saw

in fruit in your nursery last season, appeared to me to be a first-

class variety of dwarf foliage, a profuse bearer, and flavour

excellent. I have no doubt it will give tbe greatest satisfaction

to all who may possess it.
11 D. Butlee, "Widcombe Nursery, Bath."

Strong well-rooted PLANTS are now ready, at 3?. per 100, 10s.

per dozen, or 12s. free by Post.
Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

T'-O VERY USEFUL NEW DWi 'URTlUMS.
[ Oil N CA'J 'I 1 »LL hflfl much pl« m un In h

i, , notice those two
MAB'J ' i: mi ,.i DWAItl CII

common riai U oi 1m : n

IOWV \\HT(\\ i

ItiMMO

Ditto DWARl C ' I'Ll.'l 'i he -

ucarlofc, v.i'i. !,.,, had i In a\ peri

They are both ol tl wf oropw I mini, and
admirably adapted for forming large bin in ,,„•/

poor soils; tbo flowi rs are tin

jui'i iiirott a '•'II above the Ml
throughout Hi mmor nml autumn. L'aoto

<

•

i
. oacb, poi I free.

J. 0. has also lha following choice Boca's forpraitnt sowing,

tbe price an I p«i p* Itol pi
I

:

8.d.

\ i tro mi rln ncatlfolla ... 1

.\o. mono, ilngla Poppy,
mixed ... 6

Auricula alpinl, from Boo
named varieties 1 *'

Azalo a, from finest Groon
I « v,n LetlOH 1 l>

Ctnorarlfl IV< m roi ? luporb
arli tloa '-:

• •

i

Gor to, from now florist

varieties; i« weds ... 2 c
,,

irnni finest older do,,

ivj seeds 1 "

., do. fancy do., 12 seeds I
<>

Llnum grandlllorum, true . 1

I

M indu - 111m Uf| ill

'i alls roi so

Petunia
| ,arn. .

,.

snowy varieties for bor-
dei See

i io, 6m n .,, i o
I) -. from fin' nai I i

Baponarlo i iiUbi m 1

... -'J

,, venoss
,, lni.:i'il, :.

aamed m ielli i ,.10
Zinnia oli

IPPEtS ftJC

..nt

a remittance Io acoompany all ordors firom unknows
Hpondonts. Nurseries, VYestcrham , Kent.

NEW ROSES.
OKN.IAMIN H. CANT bega to <»ffcr Rtronj; DfTOrl
L) Plants, In pots, of the following NI.W ROSES:—

MVI'IMU I'VAU'V.'rVALH.—8. d.

Alfred Colomb 3 G
Al)ihon.se do Lamartlno... 3

CereB ;i ( :

Clcoro fi

Comtesse Valllant ... 7 6

Consolller Jordcull ... 3 G

Duel) 01 B of Norfolk ... B
Deuil de P. Willermoz ... 7 G

Gcorgo d'AmboiHO ... 3 G

GHotre de France 3 G

Gloiro dc Parthcnay ... 8 6

Lady Milsom 3 6
Lady Shelley 3 6
T..a Vlllcdo St. Denis ... 3 6

Madame Domage 2 6

„ Hector Jacquin 3

„ Masson 10 G

„ Lacroix 3 G

„ F.Rigaux ... 3 6

„ Place 7 6

„ Recamier ... 3 6

„ Reudatler ... 3 G

Hydmd Pebprti M.M.— a. d.

Madame Theodore M artel 7 G
Qnetel

Mario de Bourgi
Prince de la .Monkowa
Sir John Franklin
Triompbo en Beautd

3 6
5
a S

! 6

S Q
-. '

7 6
2

:i r;

3 6
5 .»

:; 6

2
2 6
7 6
3 6

N.B. Tbo new Hybrid Perpetual Rose Emperor Napoleon
will not be sent out before June; by tbat time I shall have
proved it. If not more than semi-double, I much question If it is

worth 7s. Gd. I, however, received a very high character of it,

which induces me to offer it to the public, but not to let it out

beforeproving its worth.

Carriage paid to any Station on the Eastern Counties Railway.
St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

P. Moss, Andre" Thonin ...

Bourbon, Omer Pacha ...

Tea, Louise de Savoie ...

Nois, Augusta
Moss, D'Arcet

„ filoire de Mousseuses
„ Jeanne de Montfort
,, L'EblouIssante
„ Marie de Blob*

„ Vandael
Gallica, Ampbitritc

., George Vibcrt ...

H. Bour., Charles Lawson
,, Gervaise Rouillard

i

" £r.*f
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.
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(
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Exei' :

FLOWER SEEDS.
Pi. i ER LAWSON o Mtn tsd

Street, Weecralnster, be .•otioo to Ujdr very
choice -.•

27. fi f«r.

Z\\t ©artietirrsi' Clirontclr.
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MEETINGS FOB TUP. EMfl/150 WEEK.
TfJiDit, M.y H-Ilrtrtl^oltor.1 If*.
WiDUibll, — »—Roval V^AUaic Irx

M ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
CHOICE PLANTS, &c, which they will forward to any

part :— s. d.

Andromeda floribunda, per dozen' 12s. to 18
25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by

name on their own roots 20
25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do, ig

Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen ... G
25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white and rose ... 12

Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per doz. 12
New Yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each 3s. Gd. to 5

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort, in pots 10
Wistaria sinensis, strong plants, in pots, each 3

12 Hardy Climbers, of sorts, in pots 12
Fine climbing Roses, of sorts, per dozen, in pots ... 8
Bourbon Roses, budded, 1 ft., fine for beds oredgings, do. 10
Fitz-Roya, Saxe-Gotha?a,Cephalotaxus, Libocedrus,each 5
"VVellingtonia gigantea, and other choice and cheap
hardy Conifers; (see list).

Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 ft., well grown, per doz., 12s. to IS
Greenhouse Azaleas, choice varieties, per dozen 12s. to IS

6 New Achimenes, and 6 Gloxinias 10
50 choice Greenhouse plants, one of a sort 45

Orchidea Plants, beautiful species, by name, per dozen 40
24 choice Ericas, one of a sort 16
24 choice Fuchsias, fine proved varieties 12

G Tree Caruations, choice sorts 6
Verbenas and Petunias, best sorts, per dozen 4
Calceolarias and Cinerarias, in flower, per dozen, 9s. to 12
Fancy Geraniums, best sorts per doz. 15
First Class Carnations and Picotees n 10
First-rate sorts of choice Pinks ,. 6

25 choice Pansies, one of a sort 10
25 choice hardy Herbaceous Plants, named 10

Pentstemons, Lobelias, new Phloxes and PotentilIas,per
dozen 6

Dahlias, tbe best fancy and show sorts, per dozen ... 12

Choice Flower Seeds, 20 papers, 5s.; 45 ditto, 10s. Free by post.

Conservatories, Greenhouses, and Gardens furnished on mode-
rate terms.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—May 5.

PRESENT PRICES OF FARM SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FARM SEED LIST
BEING NEARLY OUT OF PRINT,

THE FOLLOWING EXTRACT IS PRESENTED, WITH PRICES OF SEEDS
FOR PRESENT SOWING.

Per Bushel—s. d.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE-GKASS ... 7 G
DICKENSON'S ditto ditto ditto 7 6
FRESH IMPORTED ditto ditto 6 6
TRUE PERENNIAL ditto ditto 6 6

Per lb
LARGE YELLOW GLOBE MANGOLD WURZEL ... 1

IMPROVED LONG RED ditto ... .10
WHITE BELGIAN CARROT, excellent 2 6

SWEDE SEEDS, OF SORTS
TUKN1PS, of Sorts
CLOVERS, of Sorts
MUSTARD and RAPE, or COLE
FKENCH FURZE and LUCERNE
KOHL RABI and DRUM 1IKAD CABBAGE
SUTTON'S EARLY CATTLE ditto ...

ALS1KE HYBRID CLOVER

Per lb.—s. d.

2
...9<2. to 1 6
... ed. to 1

a
1

2 6
5
2 6

Natural Grass Seeds and Ferennial Clovers, mixed, for Permanent Pasture.
CARRIAGE FREE, tXCEPT SMALL PARCELS.

ADDRESS: SUTTON & SONS, SEED-GROWEhS, READING.

Last Tuesday was ihe fiftieth anniversary of the

Hobticultubal SooiBTt of LotcDOS, and the Council

took advantage of the occasion to lay before the

meeting a sketch of the rise and progress of this

great Corporation np to the present time. Tbe
report itself is much too long for onr space, and we
therefore confine ourselves to condensing portions

of it, recommending every one to read the complete
report if he can.

The Society was eslahlished in the year

since which time great change; have taken place,

the face of gardens is entirely altered, and the art

of cultivation has been brought to a state of perfec-

tion which could not have been anticipated 50
years ago. Probably few persons have any distinct

recollection of the real sate of gardening in the
beginning of the present century. It is however
obvious from the writings of those who flourished

at that time, that no English garden bore much
resemblance to the first-class establishments of the

present day. Vegetable physiology had only jn«t

begun to be applied to practice ; what was good in.

cultivation did not extend beyond the frail

kitchen garden, which was scantily supplied with,

varieties scarcely now remembered, except in the

case of a few fruits and esculents little susceptible

of change. Flow* . shrubberies, and plan-

tations contained little that had not been in them
for a century and more. Marshall, whose book on
gardening had passed through five editions by the

year 1S13, has even at the last date few trees among
his lists beyond such as are natives of Europe, or as

form the commonest vegetation of the United States;

and his annual and perennial flowers have long since

been confined to Botanic Ciardens, with the excep-

tion of Cockscombs. Bal>amS; some Convolvoli,

Hollyhocks, Stocks, Mignonette, Chinese Pinks, and

a small number of other common species.

Of the then state of gardening we may form some

idea from an address ia April 1S05 by the late

Thomas Andrew Knight, beyond all comparison

the most experienced ( E ~ell as

scientific experirr.- I his day. Spea-: .

the need there was ol s:me stimu"..: Jinre,

he made the folio-sing observe -.::zj .

—

" Societies for the improvement of domestic

animals, and of agriculture in all it; tranches, have

been established with success in almc;:

trict of the Briti>h Empire. Hordes
appears to have been neglected, ".o the

common gardener, wto generally .~s dull

routine of h:s sor; and, if he deviates from

it, rarelv poste>se- .

- share to science and
information to enable him to deviate with, success.

In training wall trees is much in the modern
practice « hich a;. [ - ive and irrational : no
attenrion wha'ever is piid to the form which the

species or variety naturally assumes, and be its
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growth upright or pendent, it is constrained to take

precisely the same form on the wall. The construc-

tion of forcing houses appears also to be generally

very defective, and two are rarely constructed alike,

though intended for the same purposes
;
probably

not a single building of this kind has yet been

erected, in which the greatest possible quantity of

space has been obtained, and of light and heat

admitted, proportionate to the capital expended. It

may even be questioned whether a single hotbed has

ever been made in the most advantageous form

;

and the proper application of glass, where artificial

heat is not employed, is certainly veryill understood."

It was in March, 1804, in a room in the house of

Mr. Hatchard, the eminent bookseller in Piccadilly,

that the fincipty was first organised. On that occa-

sion there were present Mr. Charles Greville, Sir

Joseph Banks, Mr. Rich, Anthony Salisbury, a

distinguished botanist of the day, Messrs. W. T.

Aiton and W. Forsyth, two of them royal gardeners,

and Mr. James Dickson, an experienced practical

gardener. When organised, which occurred in a

week's time, the list of members included the names
of all who in those days were most distinguished

for their knowledge of horticulture. The mere
institution of the Society, therefore, conveyed a

distinct declaration, by those best qualified to form

an opinion, that the state of gardening stood in very

great need of improvement.
In 1810, the first number of the " Horticultural

Transactions " made its appearance, a publication

which ultimately extended to 10 quarto volumes,

replete with horticultural information both theoretical

and practical of the highest value, and from which
writers on gardening subjects have not failed to

extract a large part of their knowledge. The cost

of publishing these deservedly celelwated volumes
had in 1830 amounted to 25,250?.; and they were
not finally discontinued till the year 1848.

In the year 1816 (March 5) the first bye-laws
were passed, and by May, 1818, the prosperity of the

Society had so much increased as to lead to the hire

of an Experimental Garden at Kensington. The
elections rapidly increased, having risen from 73 in

ISIS to 328 in 1821, the largest number ever added
to the Society in one year.

About this time the effects of that system of

obtaining valuable foreign plants from extra-Euro-

pean countries, by which the Society has conferred
such inestimable benefits upon these kingdoms, began
to be felt. In the accounts of 1619-20 appears for

the first time a charge of 108?. 18s. 9d. under the

head of foreign importations. Plants had begun to

arrive from China ; not the least important of which
was the magnificent Glycine (or Wistaria) sinensis,

of which the first living plant, now an aged tree in

the Society's Garden, arrived in 1818.

By the year 1823 gardeners had been despatched
to the coast of Africa, the West Indies, South
America, and China, and extensive collections of

valuable exotics had been procured from distant

colonies. In 1823, 1200 varieties of Roses existed

in the Garden ; and this assemblage, as well as

the importations from China, may be assumed to

have led to that elimination of bad sorts, and general

improvement of the Rose, which has rendered the
modern Rose garden a scene of perpetual enjoyment,
instead of a summer display which only lasted for

a month or six weeks.
In 1822 the Society obtained a lease of the

present Garden at Chiswick ; the admission fee was
then raised to 6?. 6s., and the annual subscription
from 31. 3s. to 4?. is. At the same time, with a
view to defray the cost of the new Garden, a volun-
tary subscription was opened, which ultimately
reached the sum of 72751. 2s.

In 1827 it was resolved to discontinue the anni-
versary dinners previously held in London, and to

substitute for them fetes or public breakfasts.

These assemblages were unprofitable, produced
dissatisfaction, and were discontinued after 1831.
The first was held June 23, 1827. It was attended
by 2843 persons

; gave rise to a lawsuit between
the Council and the purveyor ; and produced a
profit of 504?., of which however 213?. were after-

wards consumed in legal proceedings. The second
occurred on June 21, 1828 ; it was attended by
4193 persons, produced a gross sum of 4760?., and
a loss estimated at 139?. The third took place on
-Tune 27, 1829 ; tickets were sold to the amount
of 5185?. ; the expenses were 5162?., and the
balance in favour of the Society 22?. 165. 6d. The
fourth and last was on the 23d June, 1831 ; on
which occasion the balance in favour of the Society
^ascertained to be 115?. 12s.

These experiments, having proved unsuccessful

r
e
[\-f-

a y aband°ned\ and replaced by the Garden
Inhibitions, which have formed so great a feature
in the recent history of the Society.
By the year 1826 the heavy charges incurred in

the formation of the Garden had begun to affect

seriously the pecuniary resources of the Corporation,

and the floating debt bad acquired very formidable

dimensions. In addition to this source of embar-

rassment, differences arose between the Society and
the then Secretary, which led to the appointment in

February, 1830, of a Committee of Inquiry, which
was authorised to investigate the management of

the Society. This Committee reported that the

debts of the Society amounted to 19,750?., of which
14,200?. were on bond (they eventually proved to

amount to about 500?. more, or 20,243?.), and they

did not estimate the property of the Society higher

than 16,500?., exclusive of the annual subscriptions

about to fall due. They found that the cost of the

formation and annual expense of the Garden for the

eight years from 1822 to 1830 had exceeded the

amount of all separate subscriptions and sources of

garden revenue, of whatever kind, by the large sum
of nearly 29,000?. They however added that many
objects of the Society had been substantially fulfilled

;

that the foreign missions for collecting plants had
been eminently beneficial, &c, &c. The Committee
declared that these results could not have been
attained without continued exertion and superintend-

ence, and that whatever errors had been committed,
had arisen from mistaken judgment, rather than
from want

j
of zeal in promoting the objects of

the Society.

Nor, add the Council, could the Committee have
said less when it appeared in evidence that a large

part of the debt had been incurred upon the faith of

a promise made by Government in May, 1825, but
not fulfilled, that 5000?. should be given to the
Corporation in aid of their funds ; that 16,464?. had
been sunk in permanent works in the Garden ; that

5737?. had been expended upon procuring plants,

&c, from abroad for distribution among the Fellows ;

that more than 880?. worth of medals had been
given as encouragement to horticultural skill, and
that the costly " Transactions" had been distributed

gratuitously to the Fellows, during a period of 20
years, without the funds of the Corporation having
furnished more than about 4000?. for the purpose.

Between 1823 and 1830, the Council observe, the
progress of the Society in works of permanent utility

had been continual and rapid. The confusion that
formerly existed among fruits and esculents had
been reduced to order. That system of heating
glass structures by hot water, instead of bv flues or
expensive applications of steam, to which modern
gardeners owe so much of their success, although it

did not originate in the Oarden, was first systemati-
cally applied there in the face of great opposition
from those who objected to the introduction of a
method to which they were unaccustomed ; and the
rapidity with which it gained public favour must
certainly be ascribed in a great degree to the proofs
which the Garden furnished of its perfect suitability

to cultivation. The importance of regulating the
moisture of the atmosphere of glass-houses—never
attended to systematically by the older gardeners,
but which has become one of the corner-stones of
successful horticulture—was first demonstrated in the
Garden, after having been pointed out by Daniell in
the Society's " Transactions." With instruments of
the best construction, procured and placed under the
advice of the late Professor Daniell and the present
Colonel Sabine, a series of daily observations of the
barometer, thermometer, hygrometer, rain gauge, &c,
was commenced on the first of May, 1825, and has
been continued to the present time ; and the Council
believe that there does not exist in this country so
long, exact, unbroken, and trustworthy a record of
the climate of London as the "Meteorological
Journal" of the Society has now become. Nor must
it be forgotten that in 1830 the country was in full

possession of those numerous and now universally
cultivated hardy plants, which resulted from the

:

expedition of Douglas to the then almost unexplored
regions governed by the Hudson's Bay Company.
The Brodiaaas, Collomias, Eutocas, Gilias, Gaillar-
dias, Coreopsides, Clarkias, Godetias, Collinsias,
Lupines, Escholtzias, the musky Mimulus, numerous
Pentstemons, and many another universal favourite in
the flower garden owe their origin to the Horticultural
Society of that period, as also do the Holly-leaved
Berberry, Spirsea ariaefolia, Vaccinium ovatum,
Garrya elliptica, Rubus spectabilis, Gaultheria
Shallon, the Ribes sam»uineum, aureum,~and spe-
ciosum, the Douglas Fir, and many more of our
noblest and hardiest Coniferous trees. To this may
be added the names of the Fuchsias, Salpiglotts,
Schizanths, Oenotheras, Petunias, Calceolarias,
Verbenas, brought from Chili and elsewhere,
which laid the foundation of races unrivalled for
the brilliant effects produced by their descendants
in modern flower gardens.

The Council next allude to the measures taken
after the report of the Committee of Inquiry had
been received, and give the history of their Garden
Exhibitions, which have rendered the modern history

of the Society memorable. The experiment was
made in 1833 and proved successful ; the exhibitions
were popular; the number of elections began to
increase ; a profit of 340?. was carried to the credit of
the Society, and a reduction of the dead weight to
the amount of 951?. was immediately effected.

Since that time the Garden Exhibitions have yielded
about 43,000?. of clear profit.

The Council remark that with such means at

command the incumbrances of the Society could
have been readily liquidated, had there been no
other purpose to gain than that of paying off

liabilities. But it was obvious that however
desirable extrication from debt might be, the

managers of the Society were appointed for other

purposes. A part of the debt dated as far back as

1824 ; the whole of it was incurred before 1830;
and it seemed unjust to the Fellows elected since

that time to apply the funds supplied by them to no
other purpose than the discharge of debts, to con-
tracting which they had been no parties. Nor could
the various Councils avoid feeling that to discontinue

the improvement and encouragement of horticulture

would be virtually to abandon the purposes for

which the Society was incorporated. They there-

fore endeavour to combine the liquidation of lia-

bilities with a vigorous prosecution of the objects

I declared in their charter. Since 1830 nearly

I

11,000?. has been expended in works of permanent
utility ; and more than 7000?. in the introduction of

j

rare plants and seeds ; notwithstanding which the

debts have been gradually reduced to 8800?. In the
course of this time the high character of the Society

has also been sustained, among other measures
by a most liberal distribution of medals and pecu-
niary rewards for meritorious productions, under
which head alone 19,224?. has been expended since

1830 ; by an enormous distribution of seeds, plants,

&c, amounting to almost a million and a half ; and
by an impulse given to horticulture to which there

is no parallel.

After alluding to some other points the Council

refer to the enormous debt bequeathed to the Society

in 1830. Up to 1852 a pretty steady reduction oi

this incumbrance continued to take place ; but in

1853 and 1854 it was slightly increased, and again,

in 1855 to the amount of 1250?. This has chiefly-

arisen from the thin attendance at the Garden Meet-
ing in May, when there was an important launch at

|

Woolwich in presence of her Majesty, and from that

: in June having fallen into unfortunate proximity with
the day on which the Queen opened the Crystal

Palace.

The Council report that in consequence of this

unforeseen event, immediate means were taken to

curtail expenditure ; his Grace the Duke of Devon-
shire reduced the Garden rent from 300?. to 200?. a
year, and a valuation of the property of the Corpo-
ration was ordered to be made. The result shows
a balance of property over liabilities, in favour of
the Society, of more than 15,000?.

The Council observe in conclusion that the career
of the Society has been, upon the whole, one of much
prosperity, and they cannot but look back with
pleasure to the important public services which that
prosperity has enabled the Corporation to perform.
They therefore invite the Fellows each to exercise
his influence in recruiting the ranks of the Corpora-
tion. " When it is considered that the admission
fee is now only two guineas, that the annual sub-
scriptions are retrospective and not payable in ad-
vance, that ladies are admissible as Fellows, that the
publications of the Society are distributed gra-
tuitously, that Fellows have free personal admission
to the Garden, and to the Meetings, that at present
there is no limit to their power of issuing orders of
free admission to the latter, that for Garden Meet-
ings each Fellow has the power of obtaining a
considerable number of privileged tickets at a lower
rate than the general public, that the distribution

of seeds and plants will certainly increase in pro-
portion to the means at our disposal, and is already
far more extensive than is generally supposed, and
finally, that no personal liability whatever is in-

curred, the advantages which the Society offers to

those who join its ranks are so great that there
seems to be every inducement to enter an associa-

tion from whose continued efforts for half a century
the present flourishing state of garden cultivation is

unquestionably derived."

We quote the last paragraph literally, and
sincerely hope it may be responded to in a manner
wojthy of the members of so important an in-
stitution.

We have received from the author a new pam-
phlet* on the Potato Disease, in which an at'empt
is made to show that that calamity arose from the
presence of nitrogenous or ammoniacal matter in

* ' Facts and Observations relative to the Potato Disease : its
probable Cause and Cure." By John Malam, Esq. Longmans.
A 12mo. pamphlet of 28 pages.
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the soil; and that the remedy in to withhold all

substances capable of yielding ammonia. At least

such appeai'8 to us to be the substance of the little

treatise before us.

So far an producing evidence obtained by himself

as to the advantages of refraining from the employ-

ment of rank manure in cultivating the Potato, we

are glad to see Mr. Mai.am'h remarks ; hut we are

surprised to find them published in the year L85fl

as something new, for the same result was obtained

by ourselves several years since, alter an examine

tion of the numerous returns from all parts of

the United Kingdom, procured with great labour

and trouble in the year 184!), and then pub-

lished in our columns. There has never, imbed,

been the least difference of opinion in I he

minds of well-informed persons that all manures

containing ammonia are prejudicial to the crop.

This has been stated over and over again in our

columns, and no reasonable doubt exists of its per-

fect truth.

Hut although ammoniacal matter most unques-

tionably increases the tendency of the Potato to

disease, we are by no means called upon to believe

that it caused the disease. It is, indeed, not a little

singular that Mr. Mai.am should not have felt that,

to establish his case, it is necessary to show that

ammonia in excess was presented to the Potato

crop for the first time in the year 1845. Was that

SO? Surely not. If heavy rains fell then, so had

they hundreds of times before without, destroying

this plant ; and it will surely not be pretended that

thunderstorms broke over Potato fields for the first

time in 1845. It may be very true, and we believe

it was BO, that the Potato crop in some cases ran

into a state of putrefaction immediately after thun-

derstorms, or when the air was highly charged with

electricity ; but these were customary events, and
they produced no disaster till 1845. There can

therefore, be no doubt that something had occurred

to the Potato in 1845 which had never occurred

before, and which made it prone to become diseased

from the operation of causes previously inoperative.

This is the answer that we give to all speculators

upon this singular visitation, from Prof. Lif.iug at the

top of the scale to Mr. Alfrkd Smee at the bottom.

On other points we also find matter worth a

notice, every word of which has, however, been
years ago anticipated in our columns. The most
striking is what relates to tar as a preventive of

disease. On the 6th of March, 1847, we save
the history of a fisherman who had accidentally

smeared his Potatoes with tar, and of the produce
which had pioved sound. This now appears in the

following form of illustration of the value of non-
nitrogenised matter as manure for Potatoes. Gas-

tar is a hydrocarbon which, according to our author,

has no nitrogen in its composition, and which, he
thinks, is a singularly good manure for Potatoes.

" To test the disinfecting properties of coal tar, I

had three cesspools emptied, the sewerage of them
being diluted with 1 gallon of tar (price 3d.) to

about 100 or 120 gallons of the water. One of the

cesspools contained about 1000 gallons of sewerage

from the water-closet, and the effect was to render

it so completely inodorous, that neither I, nor those

employed, could perceive any smell of the water

when close to it. The naphtha in the tar, in com-
bining and forming a new compound with the

sulphuretted and phosphuretted hydrogen gases, &c.,

leaves a black sediment at the bottom of the cess-

pools like coal-dust. Mr. Reed, of Montrose, in

his letter in 'The Journal of Gas Lighting' states,

' Although I am unable directly to corroborate its

efficacy in preventing the Potato disease, I can with
certainty affirm its value generally as a manure.
The farmer who made use of the ammoniacal water
we sent him frequently obtained quantities of our
coal tar, which he valued very highly, but his mode
differed from that mentioned by Mr. Malam. While
storing up the manure from his stable and cattle

sheds in the dung-court, his method was to deposit

a layer of about 1 foot deep, and, when levelled, he
sprinkled over it a good coating of tar. This was
covered over by another layer, and tar similarly

applied, and in this manner he made up the heap.
The decomposition of ihe mass did not appear to be
retarded in any way, but a singular change in the
nature of the tar itself takes place. Its oily character

shortly disappears by its absorption in the manure,
and a carbonaceous powder remains in its place.

Manure thus prepared has invariably been found to

produce much richer cereal, and greener crops than
ordinary, and abundantly repays the cost.' Mr.
Reed here fully points out the value of gas tar as a
manure. Considering the value of sewerage water
and tar, I have had the mixture applied to all ray
Peach, Apple, Gooseberry, and Currant trees, and
to a small plot of Grass land. I have suggested
that different Boards of Health should adopt the
plan I point out, for the conversion of the sewerage

of towns into a profitable mano
with coal tar. The proct

by its dilution

. far from being

prejudicial to public health, would be beneficial to

it. The disinfectant properties ol the tat not only

neutralise the noxious gates emanating bom the

sewerage, but give out those volatile propi

advantageous to health in a vitiated atmosphere."

Whatever opinion may he formed of the relation

of ill. ne statements to the- Potato, it in at least

certain that they possess public interest for n

of another kind.

New Plants.
L23. J'JHCIKII.T/.IA 'n'.NOIl'OI.IA. /,'.,,//../,„
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..... Ber, -', I. 408. ll.M. i. 4812.

This is ore- of the very pretty annual Imported by
Messrs. Veitch ft. Co. bike Each, californica i' i pel

feotly hardy. Whatever botanical difficulties may stand

In tbo way of » rigoroiiH definition of the plant, no reason-

able doubt can, we think, be entertained that it i» a per-

fectly distinct speoioi, without the strong straggling habit

of the common kind, for which is substituted a compact
tufted manner of growth. Its leaves too are much
finer and somewhat downy, its flowers much smaller

and prettier, paler on the under than upper side of the

petals, and the calyx-cup destitute of any conspicuous

shining horizontal rim.

It is one of the neate6t annuals among the novelties

of the season.
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probably from some favourable conditio)

circuinpiuuicee, by which tbo diseased sMtierfs listed,
ami the fruit, though full of unsightly pits, goes onto
maturity without decomposition. In

Something may certainly he done by attention, rnaio-

!•• of light, warmth, and dryness

which tin- particular case may require,aod mil.

diucano which has lately been so iroubb-v.ine, and which

seem perfectly identical, I have rr.y»lf wen case*

where a crop has been secured simply by cxr<-:

late-", with nothing beyond a common garaeo Cm
stable manor'', while in a neigbJbons#S garden, with erery

available horticultural means, there baa been a total

failure.

308. Where the disease advances to that condition in

which actual decomposition takes place, there ia almost

always a development of fungi, such as Clad<»poriujD

hcrbarum and Botrytis capitata, but though ibey may
possioly take their share in producing more rapid decay,

they have no primary part in the matter.

309. As the disease is st'ictly constitutional, the only-

way to combat it effectually is by securing if poseiUc

healthy seed. I have very lately -
. a this

journal a method which might easily be punroed, viz. to

take ihe oldest seed which can be procured, and to

select from such plants as germinate the very healthiest,

rejecting all which show the slighiest indication of dis-

ease. Meanwhile the fruit intended for seed shoald be

impregnated with pollen from the healthiest plant that

can be lound. A little attention in this respect would

soon produce seed upon which dependence could b

placed, and if, as I believe to be the case, the malady-

is universal,* no other method can give security,

offspring of two animals of a strumous constitution is

sure to be weakly, and twice as sickly a? its parent!,

and the same principles hold good amoogst vegetable*.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXX.
306. 3. Chlorosis of Cucumbers. Cucumber Dis-

ease.—The first notice that 1 can find of this disease

is in 1844, when complaints were made that Cucumbers
were apt to exude a gummy substance from their sur-

face, a circumstance supposed then to be attributable

either to excess of moisture
_ or want of bottom-heat,

while the superficial temperature was high. In 1846
these complaints were faintly repeated, but in the fol-

lowing year the evil became so widely diffused as to

excite a good deal of attention amongst cultivators.

Specimens were at that time submitted to me for inspec-

tion with an intimation that there could neither be
excessive moisture nor defect of bottom-heat from
the construction of the frames ; and it is now well

known that the very best cultivators are scarcely less

subject to the evil than those practical men with whom
everything depends either on chance or inveterate

routine. The whole history of the disease shows that

it is strictly constitutional, and though the subsequent
indications if examined by themselves might lead to a

different conclusion, an attentive consideration of its

early stages and development point out that it is

essentially a case of chlorosis.

307. The Cucumber disease, like most other consti-

tutional maladies, makes its appearance at very different

stages of growth. Sometimes the plants are what gar-

deners call "miffy'' from the very first, inclined, that is,

to damp off ; sometimes they progress rapidly tdl the

blossoms appear, when both the leaves and shoots are

affected ; but more frequently the malady appears

when the young Gherkins are just formed, and
attains its height by the time the fruit is fully deve-

loped. In all cases, we believe the first symptom
of the disease is an unnatural paleness confined to

certain spots, in consequence of the chlorophyll

being only imperfectly developed or altogether

wanting. Meanwhile the neighbouring cells may be in

exuberant health, and may in some cases increase so

rapidly as to cause distortion, a circumstance which is

far from uncommon in the fruit, where the lower part

Our figure, reproduced from our article 1847, [

represents at 1 , 2, 3, the condition of the tiss;

diseased fruit. In Number 3, the cells of tbe tr-

1

strata are undisturbed, while those beneath are entirely

separated, stained with ulmates and hmnares, while in

one intercellular space a new cell is formed containing

chlorophyll. Figures 4, 5, 6, represent Botrytis capitata,

* Plants raised from foreigr. -

as those from the best EDgfish gardens. A. white a&d a green

variety from Brussels wiitTextremely small unit, via, Coneambre
de Bo'nneuil and Concombre vert a petits cornicbons, wer* =:.

diseased last year that I coold scarcely secure a singlewell-&rmea

trait of each to ascertain its characters.
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Fries ; 7, 8, Cladosporium herbarum. Fig. 9 represents

dead cells attached to the cuticle of the leaves of

Portugal Laurel, to which I shall have some future

occasion to allude. 1£. J. B.

SARRACENIA DRUMMONDI.
Visitors to Chatsworth, in the summer and autumn

of 1849, were scarcely more surprised at the glorious

aspect of the Victoria Lily, than at the exquisite beauty

of this plant, many lart;e specimens of which decorated

a neighbouring st'ive among rare Orchids of the richest

hues and the most interesting forms.

It was, we believe, originally introduced by the late

Mr. Drummond, who met with it in Florida, near the

town of Appalachicola. It has since beeu found abun-

dantly, by Dr. Chapman, on the western borders of the

river of the same name, below Ocheesee. It, therefore,

inhabits the swamps of a region which, during summer,
experiences a tropical heat, as in some measure indi-

cated by the presence of Orchidaceous Epiphytes, such

as Epidendrum Magnolise and tampense.
The pitchers of this plant are from 18 inches to 2.\

feet long, perfectly erect aud straight, with very much
the form of a postman's horn. Their colour is of the

most vivid green, except at the upper expanded end,

where they are brilliantly variegated with white, red,

and green. The rim of the orifice of the pitchers is

slightly folded back, from the front towards the back,

where it expands into a broad roundish arched cover,

much undulated and crisped. In the inside this cover
is clothed with long hairs, which partially disappear
towards the entrance of the pitcher, at which point
there is a considerable exudation of sweet viscid matter,
apparently secreted by the hairs which exist there. The
flower is of a dingy purple colour, roundish, about

2-J-

inches in diameter, with five blunt acuminate sepals, five

obovate infiexed petals, and a pale green diluted five-

angled membranous stigma, which is nearly as long as
the flower itself ; each angle is divided into two short
lobes, beneath which, in a fold, lies the real stigmatic
surface. These flowers have little beauty, and are by
no means the object of the gardener's care.

The so-called pitchers are in reality the leaves of
this plant, in a very singular condition ; the pitcher
itself being the leafstalk, and the cover its blade. By
what mode of development this kind of structure is pro-
duced has never yet been conclusively shown. It has
been thought that the pitcher is formed by the folding
together, in its earliest infancy, of the two sides of a flat

leafstalk, the line of which union is indicated by a firm
elevated rib, which proceeds from the base to the opening
of the pitcher, as ii to stiffen and sustain it ; but this is

not certain, and it is more probable that the pitcher is

the result of a hollowing process, coeval with the first

growth of the pitcher itself, and analogous to that which
produces the hip of the Rose, or the cup at the bottom
of the calyx of Eschscholtzia, or the cups that appear
accidentally upon Cabbage leaves.

If the exact nature of the pitcher is thus undecided,
we are stilt further from a knowledge of the use for

which so singular an apparatus is destined. To the
common idea, that nature intended it to hold water,
arise these objections : that water is not found in the
pitcher except after rains or heavy dews, and that plants
which grow naturally in bogs can hardly require any
nnusual apparatus for supplying them with water.
Others think that the pitcher is a contrivance for

detaining insects in captivity till they perish and decay,
the putrefaction of these creatures conducing to the
nutrition of the plant. But there is no apparent reason
why the Side-saddle flower should require this sort of
special nutriment more than its neighbours in the same
bogs, which have no pitchers. This, however, is certain,

that if the pitchers were intended for fly-traps, they
could hardly have been more ingeniously contrived. It

is the honey of the mouth of the pitcher that tempts the
insects to their destruction ; and, accordingly, they are
found in abundance at the bottom. In the plant now
before us we count, in the month of February, about a
dozen, two of which are wasps ; and Mr. Croom says
that he found in one of his a large butterfly (Papilio
Turnus). Reversed hairs keep them there without hope
of escape. As the sides of the pitchers consist of very
lax cellular tissue, containing large cavities in every
direction, and as starch grains in abundance escape
from the sides when wounded, it is a question whether
this starch, converted into sugar by the vital force of
the pitcher, may not serve to sweeten the water in which
the imprisoned insects meet a miserable end ?

The manner in which the North American Side-saddle

flowers are grown at Chatsworth is explained in the
following memorandum, which is applicable to the more
common species as well as to that which is the imme-
diate object of the present article :

—

" The stove is decidedly the most suitable place for

these species making and maturing their growth, at

which time they require much warmth and moisture. A
temperature of from 80° to 100°, with plenty of water
at the roots, and syringing three times a day, from
March till September, we have found to suit them the
best. During their season of rest, a greenhouse would
probably answer the ends of cultivation better than the
stove ; at all events, the plants should be kept in a dry
cool atmosphere, from 40° to 60°, not higher. The best
time for pottini; is January, and the best material for

that purpose is silver sand and sphagnum, well mixed
with a portion of peat and potsherds, broken quite small.

It is important to have plenty of drainage, and no fear

need be entertained of excess in this particula r

It has been customary at Chatsworth to place the

pots in saucers which have been kept full of

water during the whole of the summer season.

We do not, however, attach any importance to

this practice. The plants will thrive equally well with-

out saucers. Pitchers are usually formed in October,

and continue perfect for three months. The number of

pitchers on an individual plant of S. Drummondi varies

from 14 to 23. We have measured individual pitchers

of this species, aud find the maximum length 2 feet 3

inches, and the maximum girth at the top, 6 inches.

Flowers usually open in March and April. By removing

the flower-buds as they appear, the succeeding pitchers

become much finer."—Pardon's Flower Garden.

CLIMATE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
No. VIII.

Nice, lid April, 1855.— The weather has been

splendid here of late, the sky being nearly cloudless

since the 4th inst. The temperature has considerably

increased, as will be seen from the statement annexed.

Various flowers have in consequence come rapidly into

blossom, and most of the trees are in full leaf—White-

thorn came into flower on the 9th ; Lilacs have been

very fine, but are now going off; Banksian Roses

(yellow and white) on pillars and on walls are now in

perfection, together with the Chinese and several other

kinds, which are extensively grown for the purpose of

distillation for perfumery ; Verbenas are also in flower

in the borders, having lived through the winter ; the

Quince is common in the hedges, and looks quite

Jiowy ; Strawberries are generally out, and on the

19th inst. I saw several ripe on an open southern

bank ; the large yellow Antirrhinum, pink Cistus, red

Valerian, yellow Coronilla, and Cytisus, growing wild

in profusion on the sides of the hills, look very gay ; the

white Spirsea is in fine bloom in the gardens ; also the

Judas Trees, one of which, a standard 40 feet diameter,

is a splendid object.

The tall Italian Reed (Arundo donax), which often

exceeds 20 feet in height, grows very extensively, and,

besides forming a pretty addition to the general appear-

ance of the country, is most useful in the various pur-

poses for which it is applied, either in supporting the

Vines, for arbour trellises, Pea sticks, Olive threshing,

fencing, &c.
Large quantities of Tomatoes are cultivated here,

and are now being planted out, as they were raised last

month on borders under the walls, with slight reed

coverings occasionally.

Daily Temperature.

This variety is also very useful when sown early in

September, and planted under hand-lights, or treated in

all respects similar to Cauliflowers. Snow's Superb
White Broccoli is also well deserving of general culti-

vation ; from sowings made in May and beginning of

June very good compact white heads are produced from
the end of November to January, quite superseding

Grange's White, which comes in at the same time.

Legge's Late White is also an invaluable Broccoli, pro-

ducing heads at a time when they are most wanted,

although the produce is not so fine as that from either of

the former. The value of this variety is, however,

enhanced by its extreme hardinesB, a property which

now applies to few other sorts.
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The minimum of the night temperature during the last fort-

night has he^n 46° to 56°—average minimum 51 s1 . Ground tem-
perature, 1 foot helow surface, 57?.—E. G.

COMMON THINGS.
Fruit Tree Protectors.—Pea sticks form a capital pro-

tection for fruit trees grown as pyramids, espaliers, or

on low walls ; they should be stuck in the ground and
lean on the trees, bo that the spray-like branches are

mingled with the blossom-buds—a very small quantity

of refuse hay placed among the branches will make the

protection still more efficient. It is indeed so like that

given by the foliage as not to require removal till the

end of May. In the country, where Pea sticks are

abundant and can be cut of extra length, they will be

found, with a little hay, even for full-grown trees on
high walls the cheapest of all protectors.

Broccoli.—The following kinds are especially worthy
of cultivation, as they produce heads at a- time when,
under ordinary circumstances, a succession is usually

most required. The Walcheren may be mentioned as

one of the most useful in this respect. In order to have
a good succession from August to January sow now,
although a little earlier would have beeu better, and
afterwards make a small sowing every three weeks,
until about the middle of July ; in this way a good
succession of heads will be furnished until the end of

December, and by taking up the plants should the

weather be very frosty, and laying them in by the roots

in an open shed, and protecting or exposing them
as may appear necessary, bearing in mind that they are

but little hardier than Cauliflowers, good heads of the

last sowing may be kept till the middle of January.

Home Correspondence.
Gooseberry Caterpillar.— Your correspondent who

has so well described this insect in page 281, will confer

a service on his brother gardeners if he will tell them
how he managed to catch several hundreds of them in

an hour or two in the morning for a few days. Here
in Middlesex it was only on the 16th April (the only

genial spring day we have yet had) that I observed

these flies in any number (a few stragglers having how-

ever been previously observed), but their mode of

flight prevented me from catching them in any quantity.

The following day the wind turned northwards, and

though fine, the number of flies was much fewer : since

that time, however, they have disappeared with the

continued east and north winds ; but as they have

only hidden themselves, and will again appear

as soon as the warm spring weather does come,

gardeners ought to be on the look out, and there

seems to be all probability of Mr. Grey's reply hereto

being in time to be of service. I may mention further

that I succeeded in discovering the males of this pest,_a

circumstance of some little interest, as " Ruricola" in

his article on the insect in a former volume of the

Chronicle, " Rusticus," of Godalmiug, (who wrote -some

amusing articles on blight in the '' Entomological

Magazine"), and Mr. Stephens, in his " Illustratio-.s of

British Entomology," have only described the female.

The male, instead of having the body of a delicate yellow

colour, as is that of the female, has it of a black hue,

the tip and sides only pale yellowish ; it is also smaller

and slenderer than the female. J. O. Westwood.

The Osage Orange.—Is it an established fact that this

plant is to supersede the Whitethorn as a hedge plant?

When I went to South Wales 12 months back, I found

there some plants which had been imported from Phila-

delphia and planted several years ; but they had only

annually produced a few abortive branches and leaves,

aud had not made half an inch of wood in 12 months.

It is true they were not planted under the most favour-

able circumstances, nor had they much attention after-

wards ; but Whitethorn, side by side with them, grew

as well as it generally grows, making from 1 to 3 feet of

good strong growth every season. In June, last year,

I had the ground dug round the Osage Orange, gave it a
good coat of dung, aud soaked the plants occasionally

with manure water. This moved the plants a little, but
still I only got a straggling branch here and there, 2 or
3 inches long. I have read the pamphlet on this plant

published by an American seedsman 12 or 18 months
back, aud have seen the representations of hedges,
which are certainly first-rate in every respect, but I am
sorry my own experience does not accord witji that
published in America. I fear our summers and autumn
are not warm enough to ripen this free-growing plant,

that is, if it ever grows freely in this country, and hence
it will suffer much from the winter's frost ; but I may
be mistaken. The examples above specified, however,
warrant me in doubting this to be a first-rate plant for
our climate, for if it will not grow in a dripping climate
like South Wales, or if it will not bear comparison with
the Whitethorn there, I fear it will not be of much
value through the country generally. W. P. Ayres,
Whittlebury Lodge. [Is not the "dripping country"
the explanation of its unwillingness to thrive ?]

Effect of Last Winter on Conifers in Cambridgeshire.—
Our situation is high for a particularly lowland country,
and the place rather exposed. The subsoil of the
district is chalk, but we have a very great depth of
loam. P. Hartwegi, planted in 1 848, has escaped this

and other years' severity. It looks a little yellow
during east winds, but has never sustained injury.
The following have stood quite untouched this year,
viz. : P. Pinea and varieties ; P. apulcensis, P. macro-
carpa, P. Lindleyana, P. Fremontiana, P. insignis, P.
radiata, P. macrophylla, P. monticola, P. maritima, and
its varieties ; Lemoniana, Mar di Corte, &c. ; P. Laricio
and its varieties ; P. excelsa, P. Lambertiana, P. Monte-
zumte, P. Russelliana, P. Devoniana, P. Benthamiana,
P. rigida, P. inops, P, pungens, P. Sabiniana, P.
Ayacahuite, P.brutia, P. Cembra, and variety; P.Mugho,
P. Taeda, P. pumilio, P. pocderosa, P. Banksiana, P.
Llaveana, P. taurica, P.Gerardiana,P. Nordmanniana,P.
tuberculata, Picea Fraseri, P. grandis, P. amabilis, P.

Pichta, P. Pinsapo, P. nobilis, Abies Wittmanniana, A.
orientalis, A. Douglasi. The three spring tender ones,

A. morinda, P. Webbiana, and P. cephalonica, have
escaped the winter, and I hope they may escape late

spring frosts. P. Teocote, which stood the previous
winter, has been killed ; P. patula is very much browned;
P. Pseudo-Strobus has last year's shoot destroyed, Abies
Brunoniana suffered from last year's late frost, and has
not at present recovered. The Cypresses have not
escaped so well ; C. Uhdeana is killed, C. mexicana is

injured, but I hope not materially. Some of the C.
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Govoniana a™ injured, and C. funebris ; alio C, Insi-

tanioa mom considerably, and C, elegons, but I rotor t»

small plants; Libocedrus ohilensis is hardly touched ; C.

majestica and G. Knighti, both in a ratlior sheltered

position, have stood very woll. Juniperus bormudiana is

killed to tliu ground. The following look vi vy woll i

CuprcHsun thurifora, & glauoa, *' Wittrnanniana,

JuniporuH phoonicoa, excelsa, •'. oblonga pondul ,,

eehiniformis, .1. ericoides, J. recurva, .1. recurva densu,

J. cliiuoiiHih, Thuja pendula, T. aurea, T. flagelliforrois,

Cryptomeria japouica, varieties Lobbi and nana, Pudo-
carpuH ooriacca, Cephalotaxus pedunoulata and For-

iunt., ChalniooypiiriHSiai sphtcroiilon and variognt.i, Tiixiih

eriooides ami Ai'aucaria imbrioata> Fitz-Hoya pata-

gonica, a young plant put in lato in the autumn, has
suffered, excepting whom protected by snow. At,

present I have had no success with the P. Gronvillcoo,

P. halaponsis, I', muricata (which I believe iH suffi-

ciently hardy), 1'. australis, and J', fllifolia. The
Deodars, excepting those mueh exposed to the wind,

look very well. I venture to add that I must attribute

a good deal «f damage done in the previous year to

having pot-hound plants. Plants have grown ami

thrivon hero for houio few years, and have afterwards
been killed by winter's frost or blown down by a high

wind. Upon taking them up I almost invariably find a

caueo for this in the root. In one ciibo a I'. insignis,

which had grown IVom 1 .', to 12 feet (and whioh accom-
plished 31, feet in one year), was blown on one Hide hy

a high wind In the spring, and the following wilder

killed. Upon taking it up I found plain symptoms of

disease at the roots, all curled tip and entangled. It

had never taken the least bold of the ground. Wm.
Parker ffamond, Pampiqford Hull, near Cambridge.

Scarlet Geraniums.—Can any of your subscribers

account for the following :—Trained to the wall of my
greenhouse is a giant scarlet Geranium of three years'

growth ; about 14 months ago the plant was thinned,

and one branch was cut oh" about 3 feet G inches from
the ground, and omitted to bo taken out. It is now
growing vigorously and showing blossom. The branch
is about 5 feet C inches long. 11. D. Nemill, Wellington,

Salop. [Perhaps the branch has rooted in a mortar-
joint.]

Mowing Machines.—Your querist " E. B., Perdiswell,"

cannot have a better mowing machine than Samuelson's
improved Budding's. He says he " has seen this, but it

will not suit, in consequence of the travelling wheels not
goiug sufficiently near the edge of the wallfB." If he
looks again he will find that for this purpose these
wheels are made so as to be easily removed, after which
the machine remains (with the exception of some
slight modifications) one of Budding's old machines,
and is the best for narrow borders. The great advan-
tage derived from the use of the wheels is in the open
lawn ; they reduce the power required to work the

machine, and, by a simple arrangement of the axle,
fix the cutting or revolving knives to any required
height, where they are kept, without any care from the
operator. Without these wheels the height cut depends
on the skill and care of the workman, who cannot help

making irregular work, long Grass here and short there,

according to the irregularities of the surface. J. S.,

Banbury.
Percepierre (see p. 281).—Allow me to inform your

correspondent that Crithmum maritimuni is called

Piercepierre in Guernsey, where it abounds ou the

rocks surrounding that delightful island. It is often

collected lor pickling, for which purpose I was told it is

excellent. E. Y. [And so it is.]

The Argon Tree.—We have at present six healthy

plants of Argania sideroxylon in our lar^e tropical

house. /. Vair, Gardener to Lady Dorothy Nevill,

Dangstein, Petcrsfield.

Frosting Asparagus.— Having noticed early in the

winter that a correspondent (see No. 50, 1845) consi-

dered it an advantage to expose bis Asparagus to the

effects of frost, my gardener concluded to try the effect

here, and took the covering off two short single rows,

set according to the plan recommended in Cuthill's

pamphlet. After the unusually hard frost this winter,

I may acknowledge that I feared they were much
injured ; but on examining them on the 13th ult , there

were eight heads up, whilst in the two adjoining rows
that had been covered, scarcely any were to be seen.

Whether it is an advantage or not, I leave to wiser

heads to determine, as I purpose sending the whole
produce of each of the two beds that were frosted and
covered to the meeting of the Horticultural Society, in

Regent Street, next Tuesday. At any rate, it will have
the effect iu future of removing any anxiety I miglit

have in frosty weather, lest the plants were not suffi-

ciently covered. J. Abell, Limerick.
Natural Mushrooms in April.—In addition to the

account furnished by Mr. Ingram of his early Mush-
rooms in the open air, I beg to inform you that last

year, wishing to grow some ridge Cucumbers under
hand-lights upon a slight bottom-heat, I made a bed for

that purpose, into which I put some Mushroom spawn,
which produced me a moderate crop, principally

buttons, and none of more than medium size. Early
this spring I distributed half the bed for manure over
part of the garden, and left about half the old bed with-

out disturbance. I was surprised to see a crop of Mush-
rooms springiug up in this ; and on the 21st of April
I gathered a very respectable basketful. Since that

time they have continued to appear, and of extraordinary
size. This morning I gathered at least half a peck, one
measured nearly 9 inches, and several G and 7 inches
across. That you may see I am not exceeding the

truth, I send yon ao exact copy ol the well
ii. . ./. /.'. /.'. /.., Lynn, Norfi Ik. [Tin

question mi < iun d ; lm hi aero

..

S-ocictteg.

Ho inn cii.Tuiui., May I : A-

Esq., V.P., in thi ill or. The following new met
ol Council were sleeted, viz., his Grace the D
Northumberland, Sir 8, M. Peto, Bart., and li JoMph
P , M.P.J '•"' General Pox, Q. Itushout, Esq.,

MP. ; andJ.Ci wiiiii-iiiun, Esq,, rotlred, Hli Qi

tin' Duke of Devonshire wan elected president; It.

Jackson, treasurer; and Dr. Uoylo, secretary ; and u
auditors) Maun. J, <•'• Stevens and Henry G, Bonn.

The annual report from the Council i . ,,,,| upon

the motion of Sir P. Pole, Bart., soi a by Lord
Kiivi jr.'.mi'lli, wan adopted and orden l] to bl

among the Fellows,

pah- bin-, and n. I'

proilo"'- !!

. ;« in/At

UMfal »inl< r nod I
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,1 ManualofElementary Geology ; or lh [ncient Changct

of the ht,ih nr'i it ; Inhabitants a fllu IraUtl by

geological Monuments. By .Sir Charles Lycll, M.A.,
K.R..S. 8vo, pp. 655. Fifth edition, illustrated with

750 woodcuts. Murray.

This groat work stands in the foremost rank of those

which ore devoted to a consideration ol '!.'

n, i which tho earth has undergone Pol

author's " Principles," which merely relate to changes
of a recent date or now in progress, tho volume before

us deals with events the nature of which is purely

inferential, reveals the causes which led to the formation

of the so-called aqueous, volcanic, plutonic, and meta-

morphic rocks, and thus carries the reader back to tho

most remote period of (he earth's history concerning
which we have any positive evidence.

It is superfluous to flay that Sir Charles Lycll ban

renewed his task for tho fifth time with consummate
ability, and that the reader will find in the work before

us all that is most trustworthy in relation to its mighty
subject. Tho account of what geologists call the

Wealden formation, that is to say, of the region which
comprises within it the whole of Sussex, and part of the

counties of Kent, Surrey, and Hants, will be read with

peculiar interest, all the facts belonging to that lar^e

area having been carefully reconsidered, and embodied
in a new description, of which the woodcuts, always
good in the volume before us, most especially deserve

to be mentioned with high praise. The same may be

said of the views now expressed concerning the true

geological analogies of the Isle of Wight, in arriving at

an opinion concerning which the views of Edward Forbes
are expressed iu conjunction with those of Sir Charles
Lyell.

Works of this nature have too little immediate rela-

tion to the main purposes of this Journal to justify

us in devoting much space to their consideration. We
will therefore only add that, upon the vegetation which
existed at the period wdien coal was formed, we are

unprepared to acquiesce in the opinions expressed by
the learned author. Adolpbe Brongniart calls the

carboniferous Flora that of the age of Acrogens, because

of the great quantity of Ferns and similar plants now
found in the coal measures, and the rarity there of

other classes of plants ; and this view Sir Charles Lyell

thinks may be justified. But we hold to the opinion,

formed many years ago, and once supported by experi-

mental investigation, that the remains of coal plants

offer no satisfactory evidence concerning the vegetation

of England in the remote ages when the beds of coal

were formed. All that the remains can be taken to

prove is, that at a certain time certain plants existed
;

but we are not justified iu assuming that at the time in

question no other plants existed ; because under the

conditions which enabled Ferns, &.C., to resist decom-
position, other races as abundant, or infinitely more so,

may have utterly disappeared. For ourselves, we regard

the whole of the inferences concerning vegetation drawn
by geologists from the plants now found in the old

rocks, as hasty, and unsupported by anything like suffi-

cient evidence ; and we entertain a strong belief that

the geological world will one day advocate the same
opinion.

Garden Memoranda.
Horticultural Society's Garden, Tcrnfjam Green.

—No one can doubt that vegetation this spring is

at least three weeks or a month behind what it usually

is in ordinary years, and therefore there is even thus

late iu the season little out of doors yet to attract

especial notice. The Horse Chesuut is almost the only-

tree in full leaf. Lime trees have scarcely begun to

move. Hawthorns were not in leaf before the 20ih ult

,

and it was the 16th before Standard Almonds were in

flower, while iu early seasons they are often in blossom

iu the month of January. The pale variety of Cydonia

japonica on the conservative wall is in full flower, and

very showy it is, as are also one or two of the earlier

hybrid Rhododendrons : but with the exception of these

and the red flowering Curraut, little else in the open

grounds is yet iu flower ; for although the sun has now-

become powerful in the middle of the day, easterly

winds prevail, and the nights are cold and mostly frosty,

while the excessive dryness of the ground which at

present exists greatly assists in retarding growth.

Under glass^ however, things now begin to wear a

different aspect. In the great conservatory both white

Boarlvt flowei -n'-ly showy, and even to s> fjod

• lainly

such m II

In in

In thl » nrw

two Sikliio p .

tho former I

about if

t ; the lm-
l.i,

in the upper petals l,t"t •* iwt

out of dooi

TbtwUtl
P. Giii- nm, was liki tt^na,

and in addition to ')" I

have all

cm ••• remarked the

shrubby Calceol a sort with pretiily

helmet-fthaj

those of die i - plant

of Imatophyllum mtoiatam, with & noble b<:*d of

brilliant : flowers, some 10 nr more
in number, and • ;. plant in an

pot. The beauty of this fine
|

known bk it i DM w»rc aim
ell-grown plat ns Tiolareu", and,

what is imL often met with, an Troraeolum

azureum. A small plant of Berbcns Wallichi »a» also

in blosiom here.

Among new things were young plants of Wcliingtonia,

and we observed sevecal of M. Bot'cri's s- eds coming
up ; also plants of the Californian Plane tree and

Madura anrantiaca or Osage Orange. Som» bulbs

from Balaklava were likewise beginning to grow, as

were plants of Whitlavia and other new annuals. Some
seeds from Mr. Skinner were likewise banning to

vegetate. Eugenia L\n. was coming into flower, and
we remarked examples of the While Glycine, which

1 ,,. be in flower. Wealso noticed plenty o

plants of the Palmetto Palm, which is reported to be
, nearly as hardy as the Chu-an Palm, together with
offsets of the Gynerium argen- Grass,
which had b I irom the old plant, and struck

in a little beat. The old plan -

, it may be mentioned,

I though much cut np, is not d leaves

I
have been removed, and it U beginning to push again

' from the centre.

In Ewing's glass wall some of the Acacias ar. I

I

Holland plants are cex 1. Tea Roses, however, seemto
thrive well in it, and Edvrardsia chilensis is now in full

' bloom. This thrives here perfectly, although it does

j

not succeed on the wall.

In one of the low span-roo(ed pits erected for Mx.
Fortune's Preonies, were plants of Forsythia viridissima,

]

literally one mass of yellow flowers: the-se were quite

striking, eren at a distance ; where this plant can bare

the protection of glass merely to keep its flowers from

setting tarnished by the weather, it b> certainly one of

the most ornamental early flowering shrubs we possess.

Camellia reticulata, in a two-light box, has also had

some hundreds of biooms on it.

In the orchard-house the young trees in pots are

progressing satisfactorily. The red and unite flowered

Chinese Peaches are in blossom, and very ornamental

they a:e. Apricots, Pe.ich ; - tarines are

setting their fruit, and the two latter are being dis-

budded in such a way as to keep their branches near

"at home." Figs have a plentiful crop on them, and

Cherries and Pelrs are in flower, as are also Currants.

Gooseberries have set their fruit, and appear to be free

from both Gooseberry caterpillar and a little red

Acarus which has been so de- Gooseberry

bushes in the open air this jear in the neighbourhood

of Loudon.
In the Orchard department care is being taken to

keep the Peach ac^ blooms from frost ; in

addition to 9- inch c. rtions, about

4 feet in width, are pnt under the boar - top of

the wall, off which (1 - ~ ne fixed to

at top and to pegs driven into the border

4 feet from the bottom of the walk Tr.e Hamson
woollen net and ot: - -

-

emploved, which will, doubtless, have the effect of saving

the bloom, of which there is a fine show. Apricots owing

to the late season are - - >fSower!

Pears on walls are full of blossom, although the latter

has been greatly thinned, in or -
: ^gthen what

is wanted to remain, and altogether there is every

I appearance this year of a prolific crop of fnrit_oi all
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kiuus. Hie ulussiims ol siuudard Pears have not yet

begun to expand, and Apples are not even in leaf.

Some of the latter have been painted over with a mix-
ture of lime, sulphur, and lamp black, with a view to

ascertain whether or not that will keep down American
blight. Some young pyramidal Pear trees, presented
I v .Mr. Rivers and Mr. Glendiniling, have been planted

aiong the Iront of the Peach border, together with

others from M. de Jringhe.

In the kitchen-garden, collections of different sorts of

vegetables have been sown for the purposes of trial, the

result of which will be given in succeeding reports.

It mny be mentioned now, however, that among Let-

tucis, the hardy Hammersmith Cabbage, the dwarf

Black Seeded Cos, and the Bath Cos have stood the best.

FLORICULTURE.
National Floiuclltural Society, April26.—Mr. Robinson in

tlia chair. On tins occasion several seedling Cinerarias were
ited. Mr. Lidgsrd sent the following varieties, viz., Blue

Beard, small with rather coarse disc; Bridesmaid, white, but no
improvement on Kate Kearney-; Lady Batlmrst, scarcely so
l- od as Mrs. Beecher Siowe; Hector, white with deep lavender

. .iiiL-. but insufficient in breadth of petal; Emperor, white, deep
blue edging, deficient in form and substance; Mary Anne, rosy

p I
role, neat second-class flower; Lydia, like Kate Kearney, but

|i truly so good ; Fame, white with rosy purple margin, too much
rtflexed; Brilliant, pure white, medium margin of delicate azure,
compact dark disc. petals slightly indented, goodform but rather
tilin, premising and distinct—a Certificate of Merit was awarded
it. Mr. Lockner sent Query, white, broad rosy lilac margin, but
i ;,ly of average merit. Mr. Crockford furnished Morning Star,
a rinwer of little value. Mr. Turner exhibited Emperor of the
French, rosy crimson with broad white ring round a dark disc.

Kose of England, white, edged with rose. To each of these
varieties a Firjt Class Certificate was awarded. From the same
Nurseryman also rame L'>rd Cardigan, white, with a broad
margin of violet purple; Monarch, shaded plum with brighter
> Otro ; Magnum bonnm, purplish crimson with a small
wliite ring round a black disc, and Princess Royal. Mr. G.
Smith sent Verbena Lord Kaglan, bright vermillion, good
miss, and habit of Defiance ; to ti is a First Class Certificate was
awarded. The same grower also sent four seedling Mimuluses,
viz., Portia

r
Unique, Enchantress, and Lydia; the last, a striking

variety, received a Certificate of Merit. Of B/msies there were
pvcral. Mr. Turner produced Perfection, yellow ground, with

Ivlting of dark maroon, and Constellation, yellow, with broad of checking growth and thrown)
very dark margin; each of these obtained aFirst Class Certi-

~
ficate. Two other seedlings, and pans of named varieties, also
came from the same exhibitor. Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-
apple Place, sent a collection of Hyacinths. Mr. Kosher con-
tributed Rhododendron Edgworthi, with large white flowers
Rootled with lemon, and deliciously fragrant. A Certificate of
Merit was awarded to an Epacris named purpurea rosea, a cross
between miniata and Tauntoniensis; this came from Mr. King-
horn. Messrs. Ivery, of Dorking, sent Azalea Admiration, a
striped, variety.

house affords more space for the specimen plants ; and
there is nothing more ruinous to well- grown speci-

mens than the want of sufficient space at this seasoD.

Be very careful to give plants of all sizes ft proper
supply of water at the root, and do not trust this work
to any inexperieoced hand, hut carefully and frequently

exumine every plant, and see that nothing is either

overwatered or allowed to suffer through dryness. In
the case of small or moderately-sized plants, there is

little difficulty in ascertaining the state of the hall as to

moisture, but it is sometimes very difficult to feel certain

as to whether a large old specimen is in the right state

in this respect ; for when a plant becomes weakly
through the want of pot-room, or some ot the many evils

attendant upon age, &c, most of us incline to lay the

blame on under or over- watering, and doubtless some-
times judge incorrectly, and the remedy decided upon
proves the death of the specimen. With loose bottomed
pots this difficulty is avoided, and these are invaluable

tor large specimens, as the pot can easily be removed in

doubtful cases, and the exact state of the soil as to

moisture ascertained without the least risk of injuring

the ball or roots, and if this was the only advantage
gained by the use of these pots they are eertaiuly deserv-

ing of the cultivator's preference for large plants where-
ever they can be obtained. But they are hardly within

the reach of the mass of cultivators at present, and if

proper care is exercised iu the preparation of the soil

and potting so that the water will permeate equally

through the bull, and moisten the whole of the soil before

making its escape by the drainage there will be little

danger of the ball becoming either too dry or too wet,

provided the old rule of " Water only when necessary,

and then thoroughly," is observed.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—In cases where a regular supply of fruit

is required at all seasons of the year, it will be neces-

sary to examine the stock of plants, frequently marking
these considered the most likely for fruiting, so as to be

j

able to keep them rather dry at the root for a month or
i

so, which will, in most instances, have the desired effect
j

state of the weather at cmsrviCK, near London,
the plants into fruit I

Fnrthe week endin* May 3, 1S55, aa observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

may be requisite to effect this. In the case of things
which are liable to suffer in severe winters when their
young wood is not well ripened, watering is sometimes
overdone, and we have seen many sut'h things greatly
injured through the soil being run together and ren-
dered very unkind for the roots by too heavy and
frequent waterings. All such things should therefore
be well mulched at once, in order to avoid the necessity
of being continually watering. Herbaceous plants
lately planted will also require occasional attention with
water until they get hold of the soil. If the removal of
any large shrubs or trees has been delayed through un-
favourable weather, this had better be deferred until we
experience a decided change. Get bedding stuffs har-
dened off as expeditiously as possible, but see that

they are perfectly clear of green fly before removing
them from the pits and frames, and do not be in too

much haste to expose the stock to drying winds and
bright sunshine. Encourage any backward

i
lants to

make free growth for seme time longer, for the beds
will be sooner furnished by planting out good strong
stock at the beginning of June than by planting weakly
ill-prepared plants early in May.

HAHDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Recently transplanted trees, &c, must be carefully

attended to with water. Take advantage of the dry,
state of the ground to get manure wheeled upon quarters-
where it will soon be wanted, and see that there is a good
supply being prepared for the Celery crop ; for without
plenty of old rich manure large crisp Celery can hardly
be obtained. Directly the weather becomes more
favourable get the spring-raised Cauliflowers and
Lettuce planted out, if not yet done, selecting for

them a sheltered situation and light rich soil. A few
branches of evergreens stuck amongst such things after

planting, so as to screen them from the sun, is a great

protection, and prevents their being dried up until the
roots get hold of the ground.

Calendar of Operations.
(for tlie ensuing week.)

The only effectual method, however, of securing a supply

of fruit at any particular time is foresight in the manage-
ment of the stock, taking care to get the growth well

matured in sufficient time to allow of affording the plants

a short period of comparative rest, which is the only

certain means of inducing them to fruit at any desired

season. With plenty of convenience this is easily enough
managed, but where the accommodation is limited, it is

by far the most difficult part of the culture of the Pine.

And in cases where a regular supply of fruit has to be

furnished from limited accommodation, it is safer to

grow the plants in pots, so as to secure perfect command
over the roots, and also be able to move the plants to a

cooler pit or otherwise, as may be necessary. Black
Jamaicas and Cayennes are the best varieties for winter

fruiting, and the stock of these should receive every
attention at this season, so as to induce them to make
free growth, and a portion of them should be shifted

into their fruiting pots as soon as possible. Use every
means to afford growing stock a nvast atmosphere,

which in the present state of the weather is a work that

requires much attention, but must be done if the plants

are to be kept in lirst-rate condition. Give air freely,

but avoid draughts of cold drying air, and use shading to

assist in keeping down the temperature without being

under thenecessity of admitting cold drying air too freely.

Vineries.—In eases where Muscats are grown in the

same house with Hamhurghs, and other free setting

varieties, the temperature must be kept sufficiently hig"
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fLAST DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.— Look over specimens growing in

file borders or beds of this house frequently, in order to

regu'ate the growth, and see they do not become a prey
to insects ; also keep them properly supplied with water
at the root, and in watering he careful to give sufficient

to well moisten the soil about the whole of the roots^

for mere surface waterings will not serve to keep the

plants in a vigorous state, and unless this can be secured

weakly growth will be the result. Examine Orange
trees carefully for red spider, and if they are found to

be at all infested with this pest, lay those in pots or tubs

upon their sides, so as to avoid saturating the ball, aud
give them a liberal washing with the engine ; turning

them so as to make sure of cleaning every leaf, and this

should be done before the blossoms are so f;ir advanced

as to be liable to injury. If kept in vigorous health,

however, these are by no means subject to red spider, during blooming, and until the berries are fairly set to

and a liberal supply of manure water at the root, during
[

suit the Muscats; for a crop of these cannot be de-

the growing season, will be of great service in effecting
;

pended upon from the most healthy Vines, unless they

this. Should black fly make its appearance upon the ' cau be afforded a brisk temperature while in bloom and

young shoots of those growing in heat, which it is very
j

setting their fruit. It will be better, however, to risk

apt to do, and the plants cannot, he conveniently smoked, I

having the Muscat bunches somewhat thin than to

dip the young shoots in tobacco water made by steeping
[

injure other varieties by maintaining a night tempera-

tobacco in warm water, and straining the decoction j

ture of 75", which is the practice of some good growers :

through a piece of flannel so as to have it clear, for 63° or 70° will be found quite sufficient. Get the

tobacco water, as frequently obtained from the tobacco- borders prepared for planting out young Vines, and if

cist, is so thick and dirty that plants cannot be dipped :
these are started into growth before planting do not keep

into it without soiling and disfiguring their foliage, them too warm, or it will be difficult to prevent their

At'end to removing the seed vessels Irom Azaleas I
sustaining a check after planting out. Peaches.—

directly the plants go out of flower, and those intended Where the fruit is approaching maturity the atmosphere

to bloom early next spring should be removed to where should be kept rather dry, with a free circulation of air,

they can be kept ra'her close and warm, in order to I
whenever the state of the external atmosphere will admit,

induce «irly growth, and get the flower buds pro-
|

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
• 3tiueitt before winter. Such as require more pot

\

Where the beds are filled with spring flowering
• rotwn should be shifted before storting them into

j

things the effect of the present arrangement should be

•_jrrwth, using good strong rich fibry peat, well ' carefully examined while the principal part of the

-Auokeu up and intermixed with plenty of silver
j

plants is in bloom, making a memorandum of any

^and, wh'ch is the mostj suitable compost for them.
|
alterations which it may be deemed proper to effect at

Keen \oui g plants of scarce sorts which it is desirable next planting time. Light well drained soils are already

to ETO.W as rapidly as possible near the glass in the cool so dry that a good soaking of water will be serviceable

end of the sto.e, and attend to regulating the growth by to Anemones, Turban Ranunculuses, and many other

pincbinganyover-luxuriant shoot,Bnd stopping regularly things which are generally used for the spring decora-

ovir when necessary to secure compact growth. Also tion of the flower garden. Do not water in the evening

keep the foliage clear of thrips and afford them plenty
,

when there is the slightest danger of frost, as this might

of pot-room land they will make rapid progress and form injure the foliage of Ranunculuses, &c; and give a

nice sized plants in course of the season. Young stock thorough soaking, which will save labour and be of more

of hard-wooded greenhouse plants will now be fairly use than repeated slight waterings. If the surface can

starting into growth, and in the present unfavourable be covered with a thin coat ot fine dry soil or sand after

state, of the weather will require very careful attention.
;

watering this will greatly assist in preventing evapora-

Take every advantage of mild days to give air freely, tion, and keep the surface of the ground from getting

but do not expose the young tender growths to currents i
hard and cracking, as is usual in dry weather after

of cold drying air by opening the front sashes in every heavy waterings. Give every necessary attention

state of the weather. We have invariably found young to shrubs or trees that bavo been recently planted,

stock of greenhouse things to do best in cold frames especially large evergreens, keeping the soil about

after this season, and their removal from the g.r.en> their roots moist by a liberal soaking as olten as

4pril 27—Hazy; finp; frosty at night.— 2*t—Dry iiaze; tine; overcast.— 29— llensely clouried ; cloudy and cold ; overcast.
— 31'—Uniformly ove-cr.st ; cloudy.
May 1 - llensely clouded ; dry haze; clear ntniKht.
— 2— fleer; air very dry ; clear ; sharp 1're-sr. 12 dee;, below freezing.
— 3—Frosty ; quile clear ; fine ; overcast sml cold.

Mean temperature ot the week 5$ dec. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SW1CK.
Durinjrtnelast 29yeara, for the ensuing week, endine May 12. lSt>5. ^

W S • • *.
No. ol
Years in

which ii

Rained.

Prevail in* Wind* tj

May. » * §
$2*

si
Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

z.
z

9

—

3

IT,

4

CO

6

*
60.7 40.3 50.5 12 0.6S in si 2

Mon. 7 62.4 41.2 51.8 10 0.39 A " a

Tuea. h 63.2 41.0 51.6 12 0.62 — 9 6 9 M a
Wed. 9 61.7 40.3 51.0 12 0.60 i

a —
Tim. lo 61.6 39.4 5l\5 11 O.lfl b l> ; 3
l-'rid. 1.2 62.2 40.8 10 0.26 5 6 3 4 * a
Satur 13 fM.4 ' 41. r. 52.5 12 O.40

The highest temperature durhi5 the abo r-e period occurred on the 6th,

1330, and 12th, 1S33—therm. SI deg ; and th lowest 01 the 10th, 1853, and
11th, lS3S-tticrm. 7 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Covent Garden Market: I. You are allowed to sell personally

if }'ou choose; but growers at a distance generally find it more
convenient to commission some agent to sell for tlir-m. %

Insects: JR. The eggs were most probably deposited in the
seeds of tlie Pinus ncbilis whilst on the tree. Can you learn

tlm particulars of the importation of the cones. Thanks for

the specimens.

—

J H. The Orange leaves are infested with a
scale different from that which is now doing so much injury to

the fruit. The leaves should be sponged with warm water and
the scales destroyed by hand. Smoking the house .vhen the

young are hatching will he useful.

—

H. VJe found no insects on
your Gooseberry twigs, the leaves of which seem small and
withered from some other cause. W.

Names of Plants : We have been so often oblige-J to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable it we could. All we
can do is to help them— aud that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not. more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

Const. Sub. Primula cortusoides.— Header.
The Rhododendron is thoroughly out of health. Perhaps it is

gratted. Theotheris Anthyllis cytisoides.

—

A It. Firms Pinea
—or Stone Pine—probably from Italy. — 5 //. Myoporum
Iffitum.

Poor for a Sit3IMER-H(iuse : Const. Sub. We should use thatch

made of Heather. Any handy thatcher could employ it. You
will hardly get wooden tiles of a good pattern, if at all, or that

will stand.

Sarracenia Dbummo'di: 2i W. You will find the information

you seek respecting this plant in another column. All other

Sarracenias should be treated in the same way. %
Vanilla: J M. If you will read the paragraph with attention,

you will find that you have misunderstood it. Vanilla ripened

vears ago at Liege.
Vine leaves: J? It. The small green excrescences you complain

of are harmless. They are induced by too dam^ an atmo-
sphere and want of sufficient ventilation %

Wf.igela: Yorkshire. Your plant is probably too luxuriant to

bloom ; if that is the case try what effect root pruning has on
it. The great point is to get it to make wood no stronger than
your summers can thoroughly ripen.^

%* As usual, many communications have been receivi d too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries
can he made. We must ab.o beg the indulgence of those
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whotse interesting
contributions is still delayed.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphos-
phate of Lime, Nitrate- of florin, Hugur Benin, and OVMy

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed yakcB, o*sc.

Win. Jnoijh Caiink, 10, Murk Lane, London.

PATENT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'S
NITBO-PHOSFJHATED CARBON on BLOOD MAN (IKK,

67. Uiri. per ton; delivered In London, baati Included. Eacli ton

contain h 1850 lbtf. Blood and 11 per cont. or Phnapbate of Limo.
Agents throughout the country.

22, Lincoln 'h inn FloldH, London.

rpHK KOI, LOWING MANURKS nr« niimufnctureil
X at Mr. Lav?us' Factory, Doptford Creeks- Turnip Manure,

7f. nov ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/.; Sulphuric Add and
Co'prolltfls, (U,

Offlco, 69, King William Street, City, London.

jj,n. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed i" contain lit per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Bulpbato of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Mnriuren,

OOHN MANUKE FOK HPKINC HOWINII.
CONCEN'I RATED iHlATE FOR GRASS, RAPE, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS,
SUPERPHOSPHATE Off I.IMK.

ry\\K LONDON MANUHE COMPANY continueX to manufacture the above Manured, which liavo been uuod
with ho iniicli BUCCORB for the hint M yeaill.

Tlio London Mm nine Company aluo supply ! i-'iti JVf A

N

(iiiANo (direct from Importorfl' waroliousoH), Nitrate of Soda,
Sulphate of Ammrnla, Fishery and other Salts, Bono Dust, add
every artificial manure of known value. Edwakd Purbkuj Boo.

Office 'id, B i Idye Strent, miickfrlara.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANUltK.-Thin highly
fertilising Manure, which 1h rent Charcoal completely

uaturuiud with London SoiyagO, tvill bo found most efficient for

every speoiofl of crop ;
more especially for ['ens, Boans, Turnips,

Milngold Wtirzal, and other rootcropH. it will produce a greater
return for

1

the outlay than (iimno or any other Manure at an
equivalent value i it also possesses thQ properly of retaining its

fertilising power longer than other Minim-en now in use. It may
ho obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Btdnlev
(Jlrhltfe, Fnllinni, at IV, per ton, and In quantities lOBB than half
n ton, at fi*. per cwt., for nmdy money only, and in quantities not

Iqss Hum n ton, will ho delivered ut tlio London Termini of the

Railroad's frdo of charge for cartage. No charge lor sucks.

It may alsobelitid from Messrs'. G.Grflns & Co., "'
;

, Down Street.

PieciuUlly, A^iirnltnial Seedsmen, Ageats for London, and
from all tllO oilier Agents of the Company.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVKMJiNT COMPANY,
-*- iNcuuroaATitu dy sruoiAL Act of Parliament fob
1',m;i,ani) and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Clergy, Soli-

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c—Loans may he contracted
for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of every
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roads,
Planting, Machinery, &c, Tlio plans (of buildings), specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are
submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers ot the Act to recover
from the Inheritance their own funds to ho expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly tor the execution of a
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application, &c., apply to the lion. Wm. Nafikr, Managing
Director. 2, old Palate Yard, Westminster.

rpHK GENbKAL LAND DRAINAGE AND JM-
JL PROVEMENT COMPANY

iNCcmrotlATED DY SPECIAL ACT OF PARLIAMENT.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
IIiSNrA' Keh Sevmeh, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sib John V. Shelley, Bart.. M.P., Dcput&Gkairman.

George Thomas Clark, Esq. . William Fislmr llobbs, Esq.
John C. Cobhold, Esq., M.P. Edward J. Hutchlns, Esq., M.P.
-Sir William Cnbitt, F.R.S. Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.
Henry Currie, Esq. William Tito, Esq., F.R.S.
"Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq. ' William Wilshere, Esq.
Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other

Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits ot

,50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years lor Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
the Company's Capital. William Clipfoup, Sec.

rpHR PATKNT NlTKO-PHOSPHATE or BLOOD
-1- MANURE COMPANY".—Provisionally Registered pursuant

.o the Act 7 & S Vict. c. 110.

Trustees.

Abel Smith, Esq., Jan., M.P., 2, Ilalkin Street West.
Charles Dimsdale, Esq., Essendon Place, Herts.
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., S. Belgrave Road, Pimlico.
MajOr-Gen. Hull, M.P..Weston Colville, Linton, Cnmbridge.
John Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square.

Director*.
Chairman.—Jonas Webb, Esq., Babrshnm, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman— J(Am Sharp, Tower Villa, Queen's Road,
Regent's Park

"Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham,
Middlesex.

John Clayden, Esq., Littlebury,

Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stanstead

Abbot. Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq., Edmon-

toD, Middlesex.

Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lex-
ham, Norfolk.

Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Cam-
den Villas, Camden Town.

Thomas Nash, Esq., Great
Chesterford, Essex.

James Odams, Esq., Bishop
Stortford, Herts,

John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Teiitonville.
With power to add to their number.

Hankers —Messrs. Barnett, Hoare&Co., Lombard Street.
Auditor.—James Caird, Esq., Baldoon, and 9, Little Ryder Street,

St. James's.
Solicitors.-^Messrs. Kingsford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

Secretary and Chemist.— James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Manufactory, Plaistow Marshes, Essex.

The Directors ot the above Company beg to call the attention
of their friends and the Agricultural Community to their Blood
Manures for Corn and Turnips, which have been u^ed with the
greatest success in all parts of England, and to assure them that
having now erected commodious Works, with every suitable
convenience for carrying on the manufacture on a large scale,
under the management of an experienced practical Chemist, the
Agriculturists of Phis country may depend upon having a manure
of proved high quality, which the Directors guarantee to be
genuine. It is st-nt out in the form of a fine friable powder, which
may be sown by the drill or hand with the utmost facility.
They beg to caution the public against the attempts of spurious

imitators, who, since the introduction of this Manure, have pro-
fessed to make one possessing similar qualities. As security,
therefore, to the purchaser, every bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Manure," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.—Corn and «>ri*s Manure, 7/. 10s. per ton.

Directions for Use.— From 2 to 3 cwt. per acre, according to tlte
condition of the soil. It mav either be drilled in with the Seed,
or sown b»o»deast

; if the latter, it should be well harrowed in.
Turnip Manure, $1 w$. per ton.

Delivered at any Railway Station or Wharf in London.
Applications to be made to Odams, Pickkord, & Keen, Agents

for the above, 35, Leadenhall Street, London.
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
Mil 11. MKDLOCK ()r,rnu-rl> ( '!»

< f A- n.nt in th«-

Royal College Of Cliemlafry bogfl to Inform Agrlcalturfeti
that ho unrlerhikeH the AniilyaiH ol Sollfl

f
Manure

,

rule terms, Mr. Modloclc also given Instruction Ui Oenlli i i
i

Agricultural Choral try at bin private Lahoiatory, S Q
MarllioroiiRh Street, London.

ripHE CONSULTING CHEMIST o( the Royal
J-. Agricultural Society of

1

England baa removed hie I

tory to 15, Welinek Street, Cavendlih Bquarc, vrbero "II com'
municatiotiH and KnbatanccH for analyaiH should in future be
addrcHsed. The Laboratory In open to Gentlemen wlahlog lo

study Agricultural Analyhis, for which purpose it offers'

able advantagcH.

KSTIMON1AL TO J. B. LAWKS, Ebo,.— The
Committee bog to Inform those Interested In the above

undertaking, that tile No* Laboratory Is expected to bo ready
for presentation in May or June, until which time the Subscrip-
tion List will remain open, to afford an opportunity to any who
may still wish In associate their names with this acknowledg-
ment of Mr. Lawes' services.

Communications to be addressed to

Mr. w. Ki'i:i.. Hon. Sec, Harpenden.

TO ARTIFICIAL AND CHEMICAL M^NUPE MANUFAC-
TURERS AND MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS.

MR. COOKE, CimftiiCAL Engineer & Manufacturing
Cuemist, contracts for the erection of Sulphuric Acid

Chambers, and Chemical Plant generally on the most approved
forms. Practical instructions trom 12 years' experience in the
trade given in the working of Acid Chambers, and in the manu-
facture of all kinds of Artificial Manures, Supei phosphates, and
Guanos. Receipts for the best, mixtures furnished, and other
information on application.— For terms, &c, apply by letter to

6, St. Thomas Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tync. _
CPOONER'S PATKNT WATER AND MANURE& DRILL. -— Manufacturers: Tasker & FOWLS, Andover,
Hants; and Gabrett & Sons, Saxnrundbam, Suffolk, to whom
orders may he sent; or to tlio Inventor and Patentee, W. C.
Spoonek, Ellng, Southampton.
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CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions ol Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-

chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as tho>e
manufactured by me, and to which the Royal AgricnltnmlSociety
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark "J. P.," and that
Messrs. Buhgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are

my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
lletail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parkes & Co.

SAMUELSOiVS REGISTERED LAWN MOWING
MACHINES. To cut 16, 19, 22, and 25 inches wide. The

Registered Improvement renders unnecessary the great care
requisite in the handling of these Machines «-n the old plan. All

that is now required cau be done by any tinskUUd labourer, who
has only to push the Machine before him, the Registered Adjust-
ment insuring a clean cut of uniform height, aud preventing the
knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground
may be. Illustrated Price Lists, with copies of Testimonials, and
a Catalogue of his other Agricultural Implements, may be pro-
cured, post-paid, on application to the Manufacturer,

B. Samtelson", Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon.
The above may also be procured at the principal Agricultural

Implement Depots in London, and of all respectable Ironmongers
and Seedsmen in the country.
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2 inch Mesb. Hghr, CA. per lineal yard, 2 fee: wide.

„ strong, 8A
Netting of any size or quantity, and 'all Vines, top-

plied on the shortest notice.
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tiir-T-;, Sw^n Line. Dppar Tnames St

iMfROVtD MOWING AND ROLLING WACHiNE.

( CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH, and CCVS PRIZE
V^ PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, and COMBINED
THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING. RIDDLING AND WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be seen at their London Establish-

ment, 6. Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information
relative thereto can be obtained. These Machinesare constructed
to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the

grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require no
hands except to take away the Com, &c , as threshed, the whole
of the operations being performed by self-acting machinerv,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the

places assigned for them.
C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of

Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position
they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not
surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;

and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

ALEXANDER SHANKS am SON, Ar
Forfarshire. Inventors and Sole Manuf- — folly

solicit the attent: ; of the Nobflitj nera to

this Improved 51achir.e for N
Machine is in operation in the Roy*l G«rden« at WioAaar
Palace. Bnckingham Palace, and a* - the Botanical

Gardens at K»-w. Regent's Park, Mancbesi

j
Blenheim Palace. Trentharo, CTeveden.

''

--dlaoda,

Woburn Abbev, Clumber. LillesbaH. Ca=*le H^ard. ;^b^JbJaBd,
.

Bridge Castle.' Enville Hall. Tiptree Halt Cha
' many other of the principal gardens in Ibe

the United States, British America, and Ml at where

j
its merits have been fully proved, and it* enccess fstablitrwd.

I The machine is made" to cot the breadth of 42. &\ 2f*. and
, 15 inches respectively, is exceedingly durable. •

, and adjusted to cut to the length required. The e~

work is far superior to what mav be attained by the most tkilfal

mower, while at the same time a great savi-

.

' and the turf much improved. By the larg^t machire a Snatch

acre mav be mowed, rolled, and the Grass colUet*d in or-

A. ?. and Soy have much pleasnre in staj

made considerable improvements in \t-

j
machine this year, by which the dranght is eowsf- -

This machine combines all the merits and adr

!
larger machines with firm and secure const—

i admirabl v adapted for bordeTS and for law- a

i Alexander Shanks and Sox also resp-ctfeny solici t nrtice

! to "Fleming's Weeding or Salting Machine'"

j
weeds in gravel walks, conrt-varo-

is now in operation in many r arts ' '~ ci^en

ample satisfaction as the best and =-st c-~:t".-j- _"a=is --.

thorongblv keeping down weeds or Moss
Further* particnhirs with testinionials and prices, may he baa

j

on application.

OTEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracechurch Street,
^ London, and 17, New Park StreetSouthwark, Manufactn-ers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILEKS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or

Iron, respectfully call the attention pf the Nobility, Gentry, and
Nurservmen to their simple but efficacious method of wanning
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can. be given, and full particulars

furnished on application.

(Eftr agricttKttral 6a*rttr.

^.4 TVBDA Y. MA Y o. IS55.

XXrXlN"G5 TO" Tat UNSOLD WETS-

It appears that in our report -.-• "--'-. :f Sir.

Tanqckbat% sale ^e made two or three i'L:.:

! mistakes, \vhich we cow correct. ''Lair Bar-

Tinetorj," purchased by Lord BuMasGioK for

170 guineas, is put down as " dead"—a misprint of

" Do."—Lord BrELrxcTOX having been the pur«
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chaser also ol the preceding lot. " Oxfoid 11th, pur-

chased by Mr. G inter for 500 guineas, is priced 525

guineas. " Lady Iris," marked "dead," was not so

—she was purchased by the American firm, Becar

and Morris, for 90 guineas. In calculating the

averages, too, we are corrected by our correspondent,

Mr. Fiiere, and with the alterations now made

they will stand as follows : 77 cows and heifers

at 5634 guineas = 76/. 16s. 6J'<7.
each; 24

bulls at 1837 guineas = SO/. 7s. 4d. each ;
or

101 head of cattle, 43 of which are under 12

months old. at 7844J. lis. Od. = 77/. 13s. 4<7. each.

And if any further evidence of the estimation in

which the 'short-hom breed is at present held be

wanting, it will be found in the circumstance that

our contemporary, the Mark Lane Express, tells

the farmers of this country that this price " is not,

for an average, a very extraordinary one." We
may be sure of this—that the competition amongst

English breeders alone would never have raised it so

high. It is the extraordinary demand for certain

strains of the breed in America coming into oppo-

sition with the sturdy resolution or patriotism, as

we may call it, of a few amongst ourselves

that h;is driven prices up so high—and produced

this extraordinarily high average—for so we may
surely call that which stands fourth in the list of

short-horn sales since the breed acquired its name.
Charles Colling's 47 sold for more than 151/.

each ; Robert Colling's 61 fetched 128/. 16s. each
;

Lord Ducie's 62 sold for 151/. each ; and Mr.
Tanql'eray's 101 fetched 77/. 13s. each. Both
Lord SrENCEtt and Mr. Bates, the one realising

68Z. 17s. and the other 67/., come after Mr.
Takqueray, and the Hendon sale may
therefore rank as one of the very few " events " of

which the breed can boast.

On Friday of last week Mr. Strafford con-

ducted the sale of the small rierd belonging

to the late Mi-

. Bolden, at Hyning, near Lancaster.

The sums realised will be found in another column.
Amongst them is the sum of 220 guineas for " Lady
Hopetown," bought by Mr. Torr—a price which does

credit to Mr. Booth's breeding. And there are other

particulars to which reference might be made in illus-

tration of the influence of Mr. Bates, such as the

average price—53 guineas—of the six calves by
the " Duke of Cambridge," the bull sold at Hendon
to Sir C. Knightley for 280 guineas ; these calves

were respectively 5i, 5, 4, 4, 2i, and 2 months old !

But to this and some otber particulars bearing on
this subject we must refer another time.

commonly used, for seeds which have been steeped

in a solution of that salt retain their vitality far

longer than those to which arsenic or corrosive

sublimate have been applied. The sulphate of soda

and lime would probably, if tried carefully, prove so

efficacious as to supersede all more questionable and
dangerous applications. M.J.B.

We have lately received some specimens of Wheat
from a rich black loam on a limestone bottom con-

firmatory of our remarks at page 226, and as our cor-

respondent observes, so neatly cut off at the base as

to make it difficult to imagine that the mischief is

not due to the attacks of wireworm during the fine

weather at the commencement of January. That
the wireworm is not to blame we were, however,
fully convinced by finding, together with a total

absence of wireworms, the connection between the

seed and dead stem still retained, where the plants

were taken up with sufficient care. Amongst a

multitude of cases our correspondent found the con-

nection between them maintained in one case only
when the plant was gently drawn out from the

ground, and in this the grain had been partially

ergot ed, and had produced three bright blue fungi,

which were undoubtedly the Cordyceps purpurea,
Fr. ; which, according to the discoveries of Tulasne,
detailed some months since in this journal, is the

fully developed state of theergot. Tulasnea.id others

had already observed that partially ergoted grains

would germinate, but perhaps the Cordyceps has

not been found before under such circumstances.

A portion of the field from which the specimens
before us were derived, is sown with winter Beans,
of which three-fourths have entirely perished. In
that part of the field only which was covered with
snow they are bright and healthy. A portion of

those from exposed spots which show some signs of

vitality accompanied the Wheat, and it is clear that

they are affected precisely in the same way as the
Wheat. A large portion of the part above ground
is dead, and though the heart and a portion of the

stem below the first leaf show some life, that part

near the cotyledons is either dead or dying, the

deep brown tint extending in some cases to the very
centre. No weather, however genial, can recover
plants whose tissues are decaying from the effect of

frost, while the effect of mildew winds is daily more
and more evident, where the plant was merely
dwarfed, or the herbage only was affected. Whether
the diseased condition of the Wheat crop be entirely

due to the frost or not, or whether the system of
metallic dressing may have aggravated the evil, we
do not the less insist on the superior safety of other
modes of steeping. Sulphate of copper is perhaps
the least harmless of those substances which are

EXPERIENCES IN LAND DRAINAGE.
No. III.—During the last 30 years I have drained

many thousand acres. The result in all eases -was

highly satisfactory—the tenants being generally willing

to pay 61 or 7 per cent, on the expense, and the advan-

tage to them I am aware greatly exceeds that interest.

The drainage I have adopted is the parallel system.

For some years I have allowed no drainage under 3\

feet deep in hard land, and in moss or bog ih or 5 feet.

At one time (20 years ago) our draiDS were only 27 and
30 inches, but experience has shown us the great

advantage of deeper drains. Our present drains are

3!. feet deep at 24 feet distance.—We have no lowland

for permanent pasture, our drainage in moor-lands

for permanent pasture being only a small open cut for

surface water, at an expense of about 31. per thousand

rods, but of incalculable advantage in sheep walks.—The
direction of our minor drains is with the fall. We do

not regard the furrows—the land in this district being

sown out flat..—I have used 2- inch and 2i-inch pipes

for minor drains, and 4-inch to 6-inch tiles with soles

for leaders. Collars or socket-pipes have not been used

in this district, although I believe they ought to be.

We have generally stones thrown out of drains, with

which we fix the joints of pipes very firmly.—I have
not tried the practice of giving air at places to drains,

and do not consider it at all necessary.—The average

number of acres to one outlet I cannot accurately say
;

perhaps 8, 10, or 12 acres, according to circumstances.

—We have great variety of soil : peaty soil upon clay

or till, or a good red earthy soil with more or less of

clay upon rock, till, or clay. We have a great variety

of geological formation, but chiefly a second-class

retentive soil upon the clay slate formation.—We are

from 10 to 400 feet above the level of the sea.—The
fall of rain here is, perhaps, as great as any part of

Britain. In conclusion I believe there isno expenditure

of capital more profitable than that of drainage, and few

measures have done more good than the Government
grant for that purpose. I believe if the money so

absurdly expended in promoting emigration had been
laid out in drainage it would have been immensely more
beneficial, both in contributing to the comforts of the

poorer classes and in promoting the prosperity and
wealth of the community. In some cases a tract of

land not worth 50s. has been, by drainage, made worth
50£. a year, and whole farms or estates have been even
tripled in value by drainage, followed by a good system
of farming. O. Guthrie, Rephad, Stranraer.

No. IV.—The greater part of Lord YarborougVs
estate in this county that required draining has been
drained by his tenants (his lordship providing the neces-

sary tiles) during the last 25 years. Up to about four

years ago the drains were put in from 18 to 24 inches

from the surface, but during the last four years a great

part of these have been taken up, and put in not less

than 3 feet deep. No difference is made between arable

and Grass land. The soil generally is clay, with the

subsoil of the same character ; where the latter has
sand veins, or is at all gravelly, a greater depth is

adopted—in some few/? cases they are 5, 6, and even
8 feet deep, the object being to go wherever the water
is. On the strong soils, 3 feet draining is found so far

to be effectual ; the system is to drain down each furrow,

the lands being generally about 8 yards wide. Egg-
shaped pipes, 2| ins. by \\ in., without collars, have been
partially used, but open tiles (with sides where neces-
sary) have been more generally used, and are preferred.

The average depth of rain-fall in the neighbourhood
is a little over 20 inches. Stephen Gibbons, agent to the

Earl of Yarborov.gh, Broclclesly Parle.

No. V.—The result of our drainage operations on all

descriptions of land has been most satisfactory. I

believe nothing pays better than draining land.—The
drainage adopted has been generally on the parallel

system, but that must depend a good deal upon the
nature of the ground and the fall.—The prevailing depth
of the drains is about 3 feet.—I have not laid down the
drains quite so near each other on Grass land as
on arable.—The direction of the minor drains has been
generally with the fall.—I have found 2-inch pipes

answer best for the minor drains ; I would not advise
that smaller should be used on any ground. I have
never used collars, as I think they would have a ten-

dency to displace the pipes and destroy the regularity
of the channel.—I have not sufficient experience to say
if there is any benefit by giving air at places to either

main or minor drains. — The average number of

acres discharging at the several outlets is about 3 acres,

sometimes more.—What is the soil and subsoil ? Pebbly
gravel, sometimes loamy, for the soil ; the subsoil

generally a stiff clay We are situated here in what is

culled the London Basin, wdiich consists of a great depth
of stiff clay, overlying the chalk which crops out at

Ware and Hertford, but is at too great a depth to be
worked in this vicinity. The valley of the Lea consists

of a great depth (in some places 8 or 10 feet) of loam
(brick earth). The sides of the hills are covered in

many places with beds of gravel, which dip under the

loam, and lay immediately over the clay. This is onthe

Hertfordshire side of the river. On the Essex side the
clay rises again after passing under the river, and there

is litde or no gravel. The marshes close to the river

consist chiefly of black peat or decomposed vegetable

matter, intermixed occasionally with beds of gravel,

with clay underneath. The surface of these marshes
is evidently higher than it was originally, and if

drained would contract like a sponge, and sink again.

I doubt much whether they can be drained to advantage.

The best mode of improving them would be to dig up
the clay and spread it on the top, so as to consolidate

them. Great injury is done to the laud by heading up
the water for the navigation and the mills.—We are
about 100 feet above the sea level. Hertford is 96 feet

above the high-water mark at the Thames.—I am quite

convinced, from experience, that nothing pays better

than draining if well done, and the drains are not placed

at too great a distance. I have one field on my estate

which was utterly worthless until drained. It would
not grow the poorest Grass. It now produces good crops

of corn and roots. But I strongly advise that whatever

is done in draining should be well and effectually done,

and that the pipes should never be less than 2 inches.

I am of opinion, also, that although the water will find

its way down to very deep drains, say 4 or 5 feet, this

does not obviate the necessity of close draining. We
are also less careful than we ought to be in forming the

outlets. What is much wanted is a good practical work
on drainage, similar to Leclerc's " Traite de Drainage,"

a French work. G. T. Bosanquet, Soddesdon.
No. VI.—My experience of drainage operations has

been quite satisfactory where the drains have been put

iu sufficiently deep. I have adopted a parallel system

generally. The depth of drains has been from 3 ft. 6 in.

to 4 ft. ; but where springs were to be cut off, often-

times far deeper. Most of the land in this neighbour-

hood has been set out in high and crooked ridges ;

therefore, in draining the arable I have totally dis-

regarded the furrows, and have put in the drains

parallel to each other, at distances varying, as the soil

might be more or less porous, looking to have the ridges

levelled and straightened ; but on the pasture I have,

for the most, drained up the old furrows, if the land

was stiff, and the ridges high ; but otherwise, where the

land was porous and required fewer drains, at wider

intervals. The direction of the minor drains has always

been with the fall of the ground, unless the fall was very

rapid ; in that ease they have, in some instances, been

placed diagonally with respect to the fall. For the

minor drains I have used If inch pipes, and for the

mains 3 inch pipes, unless I had to bring a larger

quantity of land than I have usually done into one head

;

then, in that case, pipes of a larger diameter have been

used towards the lower end of the main drain. Collars

have been occasionally resorted to, but only in those

parts of the drains where spots of running sand or fine

gravel were met with. I have not any experience as to

giving air, either to the minor or main drains, I did

not believe it needful. I have seldom brought more
than 5 or 6 acres into one head

;
perhaps it might have

been better had I done otherwise, in which case I should

have had fewer outlets to look after. It is certainly

desirable, where the main outlet is liable to occasional

floods, that a considerable quantity of land should empty
itself at one point, whereby a strong under current is

created at those times, which will effectually keep the

mouth clear of mud till the flood abates. The soil here

is blue lias clay, at the foot of the oolite limestone hills,

mixed with diluvial sand and gravel in spots. The
clays are very calcareous, and even in the stiffest parts,

when you go down to the depth of 4 or 5 feet, a grey

marl is mostly met with, which is considerably porous

and contains a good deal of water. My estate lies at

the foot of the oolite ranges of limestone hills in the

parish of Haresfield, six miles below Gloucester, on the

Bath and Bristol roads, and about two miles from the

river Severn. On our hill we have the remains of an

ancient British encampment (which gives a name to the

parish), a portion of which was fortified in after times by
the Romans, where they had a beacon, forming one of a

chain of fortifications extending from the lower Avon,
near Bristol, to the Cotswold Hills, in Gloucestershire.

On the south-west of the island, where we are situated,

and exposed to the westerly winds which blow from the

Bristol Channel, we probably have our full share of rain

—I should think a larger quantity than falls to the lot

of those dwelling in the more midland and eastern

counties. Daniel J. Niblett, Haresfield, Gloucestershire.

No. VII. The system adopted is and has been parallel

wherever the land permits. The depth of the drains is

not less than 3J feet. Here are few minor drains ; the

drains are independent of each other, and their direction

is with the fall, and they empty themselves each sepa-

rately into an open ditch on the lower side of the hedge.

But little pipe has been used j the material used being

thin slaty stone placed edgeways a foot high at the

bottom of the drain, on which is from 10 to 12 inches of

stone broken very small ; the top of the drain is then

filled with soil. There does not appear to be auy neces-

sity for air-holes. Our fields are generally not exceed-

ing from 10 to 20 acres, and as each drain is independent

of another, the quantity of land drained by each is very

small. The soil and subsoil various, perhaps in every

field ; in some parts loam with a clayey subsoil ; or

clay with a soft slate stoue beneath, such as is used for

the drain. The old red sandstone is the geological

formation. John Arlcwright, Hampton Court, near

Leominster.

P.S. I tried 1J- inch pipe, but in some places found it

choked with a fibrous plant or root-like vermicelli.
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TRADE MKMOKANlJlJM.
The info ation communicated to your readers in

tho Gazette ot the 7ih inst., relative to the proceedings

of certain parties resident in Manchester and Its

vicinity, seems to me exceedingly like the doin

correspondent who in IOCS dated IiIh favours from
" 30, Lord Street, Eluhnc, Manclumter," and who suc-

ceeded in victimising several parties, inducing them to

forward iivo stock, butter, and other agricultural

produce In Ihh kind order. 1 Hlionld have no hesitation

in giving Inn name, or the name lie assumed, hh it

might perhaps Bave others from being duped, as I own
I was by tho fellow. But the inquiries I made at tho
timo showed that he had used other names In the

courso of his transactions. Manchester Iihh acquired

a very unenviable notoriety in swindling, and I would
Btrongly advise any one favoured with orders from that

quarter to look upon them with a considerable degree
of suspicion, an the uames, or what are apparently the

namoB, of reully respectable people are often assumed for

tho purpnse of deceiving the unwary. One who was
Duped. [There is a very efnoient Trade Protection.

Society in Manchester, from which information may
bo obtained.]

ON GREEN FOOD IN FEED! Mi.

The feeding of bullocks him been of Into much dis-

cussed in the agricultural journals and elsewhere. It

is singular tliat'SUCh a variety of opinions, mieh a diversity

of practice, and bo great a difference in expense, should
exist at tho present day on a subject of ^vtvy year's

experience from time immemorial, and that by thou-

sands of agriculturists. Amongst an eminently prac-

tical people, as we are reputed to he, it would have been
a natural presumption that the mode and cost of feeding

a bullock in the shortest time, and on the most econo-
mical plan,' would bo as well established as any propo-
sition whatever ; the only deviation being the time
required for the operation ; and this would depend on
tho age, the laved, and tho condition of the animal put
up. Had this been the occupation of the merehant or
manufacturer, instead of the farmer, such a discrepancy
would not have existed at this day. Hitherto, exact
experiment, carefully noting weight, measure, cost of
food, &e., has not been an attribute of the farmer.
Such alone will furnish a sound foundation for reliable

practice, for which Mr. Lawes has set us an admirable
example.

I will presently give some particulars of the feeding of
some bullocks last winter ; but my immediate object is

to repeat a protest 1 have made from time to time against
the prevailing practice of giving to feeding animals a
very large quantity of roots daily, and that in a neat
state. Wheu I commenced feeding bullocks, some
years ago, I depended mainly on the experience of
others, and was in the habit of noting down the allow-
ances of the different kinds of food recommended in the
agricultural periodicals, and otherwise, by men of re-
puted authority in such matters. The quantity of roots
usually recommended I have observed to be from 1 to
lj cwt. per diem, and for large bullocks even up to

2 cwt., and that without admixture.
Now, what is the object we propose to accomplish ?

It may be assumed for our present purpose we are
dealing with animals at maturity in point of growth,
that the skeleton is fully developed, and that we have
only to accumulate flesh and fat. The first considera-
tion would seem to be, what is the food which, at the
least cost, contains the largest proportion of those
elements which build up muscle and fat, and is at the
same time palatable to the animal. General experience
points to the various roots grown on the farm as best
fulfilling the latter condition ; but when it is borne in

mind they contain on an average somewhere about 88
per cent, of water, the next point for consideration is,

how we can combine with this quantity of fluid as much
solid food of an ordinary kind (whether hay, straw, or
chaff) as may be requisite, having reference to the capa-
city of the stomach, and that degree of healthy action
which is essential to the due assimilation of the more nu-
tritious portions of the food. It must ever be borne in
mind that it is not the quantity of food put into the
stomach of the animal which accomplishes the object in
view, but that which is thoroughly digested and assimi-
lated by the healthy action of the viscera. When
animals are in a state of rest, and consuming food so
mixed, 1 have observed that, with water constantly be-
fore them, they take very little, unless the more nutri-
tious food superadded be of a heating nature, such as
Pea or Bean-meal in too large a proportion : the safest
course is to combine crushed" Linseed with those articles.
Such considerations led me to doubt the expediency of
makiug the chief food of fattening animals that, nine-
tenths of which consist of water, and more especially
unmixed with more solid food. The setting belore 'a

bullock half a cwt. of neat roots the first thing in the
morning, some hours afterwards their allowance of more
solid and nutritious food, and repeating the feed of roots
in the evening, appeared to me an irrational proceeding;
and, on the other hand, that a due mixture of the solid
and fluid foods would probably aid the proper digestion
of each. 1 resolved therefore to diminish the quantity
of roots which I had generally heard recommended one
half—viz., to from 70 lbs. to 80 lbs. per diem, according
to the size of the animal, and to give a portion of these
with each feed, as intimately incorporated as might be
practicable with the more solid food. With this View I

obtained Moody's cutter, now sold by Carson, of War-
minster, which cuts the roots into thin ribands ; these

wo turn ov.-r amongst ' • that tho animal;.

cannot avoid eating tbi tn log? thi r.

I have for none- loo.- direct' 'I the Ottel

ol tin igrii >! '" »1 impli """' " : r ot of a

tnuchino, in order to offi

incorporation of the drier food wiili thi .
".

ii. i.i'izi- has lately bei n offari tl bj the I

Society, Such an article was prodt

Mr. Phillips, ol Downlionj, This is an effeel

at I I Ruinous. 1 1. cannot probably bo n D

i

>
i
ni con .ii ucli d, nfc a. 1 > co I

of Moody's cutter Is only 4/. I0»,,n machini for pulping

must he produced ol rati oi t than II,
before it will gel into the fnrani rs' I-

I

I „i,. , od ii, . ile- animals under Iho

which I have a v i throve '.
.

' i', and v..

equally ell in » I
one third I' 1: : .', I

J
• • l.l, than

we had found r ci y on the former mode ol feeding.

In the month of August, l8o3, our i des and Man-
gold ivi re struck with somo kind of blight, oi other not

very well defined malady, which nearly Btoppi

rm . ih, nod wo win 1

1

1 to tho altl

ii llin it" loci or putting thi

allowance ol roots, and we adopted tho latter. We
limited tho bullocks to SO lbs. weight, and the

10 Iba., per head per diem. Wo had plenty ol

Barley-straw, but tho hay was very indifferent, having

been exposed for several weeks to rain, and put up at

last in questionable condition.

I purchased 17 bullocks at the Octobi H Td fair.

For the first four weeks they had little else than tho

Barley-straw and had hay cut into chaff, wi h

6(i lbs. of roots, from that, time till they

hail ii lbs. of Linseed and Rape-cakes, mixed in equal
proportions and boiled, and the noup poured ov< r the

chaff, which was then covered over in a slate-tank until

the former was completely absorbed. Thin destroyed the

fungus or mould which had accumulated on the damp
hay, and rendered it perfectly sweet, but of cour

not restore the nutriment washed out by the rain. The
Linseed and Rape-cake together averaged 81. per ton

;

the cost of this therefore was 2s. l^d. per hi

week. Tile attendance I put at Od. per head per we,
; :

(a man and a boy, at 18s., managed in all respects 24

bullocks, 24 fatting hogs, and the store pigs) ; the chaff,

2s. id. per head per week ; the roots (estimated at 1 0s.

per ton), Is. ftd. Say, for the first four weeks the cost

was 5s. per head per week ; and for the next 13 weeks
fis. KM. : when the animals were sold. The account
stands thus :—

17 bullocks, prime cost £286 17 6
FeediDg 4 weeks, at 6s £17

„ 13 „ atGs. lOd. ... 76 1

£379 18 6

They were sold for 336t. 10s. The credit balance of

61. lis. 6d. would be absorbed by the engine-power in

cutting the chaff ; and the manure represents the straw
cut for litter. The result, I think, shows that bullocks

may be fatted, in a reasonable time, at a less cost, and
with a much less quantity of roots than are usually given,

by the mode of feeding adopted, without actual loss. I

may observe, too, in reference to this particular case,

that, though beef during the year 1853 bore a good
price, lean stock commanded a much higher propor-

tional price in the market. Mr. Lawrence, of Cir

in the Journal of the English Agricultural Society.

Home Correspondence.
Sale of young Short-horn Bulls bred by Mr. Longmorc,

of Rcttic, Banffshire.—A public sale of young bulls of
the stock of the above gentleman, who has a high local

reputation as a breeder of short-horns, took place on
the 20th April. The prices realised, as noted below,
will show that the hardy farmers of north-eastern
Scotland are not disinclined to pay liberal prices for

such auimais as give promise to be useful in upholding
— in this case we may perhaps justly say improving

—

the quality of the stock raised in that cold but well

farmed district. The names given to the animals are
no less indicative of the popularity of our warriors
among those holding " land and beeves." Not that their

relative popularity is quite in unison with the prices

realised. There is somethiug in a name ; and it did us
good to hear the shouts of self-gratulation iu which the
burly farmer who became owner of " Sir Colin Campbell

"

announced his acquisition of the northern hero's name-
sake. We may further remark that the purchasers
were, we believe without exception, practical agricul-

turists, men noted for their caution and sharp look-out

for what will pay.
List or Bats sold.

Name. Age.

Cardigan
Raglan
Canrobert
Sir Colin Campbell...
Dundas
Napier
Bnrgoyne
Balaklava

Price.

14 months 50 guineas
1

12 „ 71 ..

11- .. 61
Hi „ 51
u „ 44

?i „ S3 „
s HI

6J 20

A ninth, " Iiikermann," was catalogued for sale, but au
accideut had occurred to him: from choking on a Turnip,

the best breeding will uot secure exemption. K
Manures.—It would be a great boon to little people

like myself if you or any of your correspondents could

give us practical information as to the value of some of

the manures which we see advertised in your columns.

Several of these might suit our purpose, if we could

depend on the genuineness of them. To take one in-

Manure " mi , ,*!•-**,

Will my on. ,,f ij,, t,.|| ug

or Kiwi
I .lion of it j j

will not iiiv.nn ;•!,.

:•

j.. .. |li

.... .

ol ti.e

little mnii si I I.

|

Mr. I'i>illi|>» ban written a* follow* :— Ii » tru*

a if, but

*'<*m

be had, or • »ill do, ooly with

I
i,l»l,«.v/U»

fermentation, wbicb ha boi disMsaatafs,
that lie

• h m a

Season |i|«j ih

about one. third of

to net up spontani Bat whatever
mode v,,u ;,.;„(, I . ;»ff

(
t|„, U

or the purpose will ba brick cwUn
which ij in hi/.., to the

quantity of food requin > good
size for these cistern* in 6 feet squan
by :; f. ei i, inches in depth, ,,. in*ide;

:, ih«7

iron, ai mild be a »'h the

all, inserted true and f»b<

to let out mperflui e, or, in ca** of spon-

taneous fermentation f ', to l*t in atmo-

epheric air, which is hi; I to iu
f
roduction.

The outside walls of thi inches

in thickness and the partition walls 4' inchc* ; there

should ; the w»ll», and
lids to cover down the i securely, so that there

may be no unnecessary waste of steam. From two to

four cisterns will be sufficient on moit farn

however, make use of five such, and think of erecting

two more. "Where there is not a steam-engine upon
the farm, one of the ordinary steam generators for

!
cooking vegetables would be found useful, and might

j
be had at a moderate price, with which the cisterns

might be heated. Iu mixing your minced roots with

the straw chaff, do it when removing it from the

cisterns ; the roots do not require steaming ; and as to

the best mode of preparing the roots for mixing, by
mincing or pulping, I am not aware that there is any
better machine for the purpose than the Royal Agri-

cultural Society's prize pulping or mincing machine,
made by Woods, of Stowmarket, Suffolk ; who also

I makes a larger machine, applicable to steam or other

power, which will mince from two to four, or even more
bushels, per minute. Frederick Phillipt, Tin Had Farm,

Hrandon.
Failure of Wheal after Dreaing Kith BU —

A piece of Wheat of mine has lost stock to such an
extent that scarcely a plant can be seen in some parts

of the field. I attributed this at first to the frost, bat I

am now inclined to think that the cause is the dr
of the seed in the usual way with blue vitriol, 1

a small part sown with uncrossed seed is as thick and
flourishing as I could wish. The seed was sown when
the ground was dry, after waiting for rain which did

not fall till some time after sowing. Much of the seed
never grew, and that which did grow was so weak that

it could not resist the frost, and has wellnigh all perished.

/. C. C.

Dicascd Meat.—The prevalence of particular diseases

in London cannot be a matter of astonishment to those

who are aware of the-universal adulteration of food of

every description, both liquid and solid—nothing escapes

the ingenuity of traders ; the only wonder is that the

mortality in the metropolis is not greater under the

amount of poisonous stuff daily swallowed. It will not

be necessary to enumerate the various articles, mixed
with red lead, sulphuric acid, copperas, ic, &c. which
are dailv consumed by the public. However there is

one fact'which will interest the readers of the Chronicle,

more particularly respectable agriculturists, who will

I be shocked to be classed amongst vendors of diseased

meat—a trade apparently carried on to an immense

;
extent, which the Gazette will do well to expose, and

| put a stop to a traffic so nefarious. The following

extracts from the " Quarterly Review." March, 1855,

speak for themselves:—Evidence before the ;mithSeld

\

Market Commission :
—" It is purchased by soup shops,

sausage makers, the a-la-modc beef and meat-pie shops,

&a, i:c. There is one sup shop. I believe, doing

500 lbs. a week in diseased meat : this firm has a large

foreign trade. The trade in diseased meat is r

alarming, as anything in the shape of flesh can be

so'.d at Id, per lb., or lam certain if

100 cows were lying dead in the neighbourhood of

London, I could get them all sold in 24 botrrs : it don"t

matter what they died of.'" Again—-The London r.

is verv extensively supplied with diseased meat from the

country. There are three insurance offices in London,

in which graziers can imure their beasts from disease.

It was the practice of one of these offices to send the

unsound animals dying from disease to their own
slaughter-bouses, situate 160 miles from London, to be
dressed and sent to the London market. Cattle, sheep,

Sec, are insured against all kinds of diseases, and one
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of the conditioDS is, that the diseased animal when dead

becomes the property of the insurance company, the

party insuring receiving two-thirds of the value of the

animal, and one-third of the salvage, or, in other words,

one-third of the amount the beast is sold for when
dead. The Chinese are supposed to be rather gross

feeders, because they consider dogs, &c, delicacies, but

a well-fed puppy in a pie must be a luxury when
compared to a bit of diseased cow covered with dirty

crust and well seasoned. " People who live in glass

houses," &c, &c." Falcon.

To sow Clover Seed.—I have found the following

method of sowing Clover seed so successful in pro-

ducing a good plaut the following spring that I beg to

offer it, through your columns, to the consideration of

those who have the means of availing themselves of it.

I always use Cambridge's presser this month to protect

my Barley from the ravages of the wireworm, and in

the grooves or furrows made by this implement I sow
the Clover seed broadcast, and the bush-harrow which
follows brushes the seed into the bottom of the grooves,

and covers it over at a uniform depth. This method
has for the last three years produced excellent crops of
Clover—far better than I had before been able to

obtain, either by drilling the seed or sowing it broadcast
—and seems to combine the advantages of both these
S}S"ems. To ensure the seed being evenly sown I

usually sow it with the drill, the coulters and the prin-

cipal part of the pikes being removed. O. P. S.

Meeting District for 1859 should comprise the counties

of Oxford, Warwick, Northampton, and Berks, and be

denominated the " Central District."

Soda.—An important communication 'was received

from Lord Wodehouse, on the part of the Earl of

Clarendon, in reference to an abundant supply of native

carbonate of soda ascertained to exist in South
America ; and of which specimens, forwarded from the

Foreign Office, had been placed in the bauds of Prof.

Way for analysis.

Adjourned to May 9.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OP ENGLAND.
* Monthly Council, May 2 : Mr. Miles, M.P., Presi-
dent, in the Chair.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the
Finance Committee, presented the Monthly Report on
the Accounts, frcm which it appeared that the current
-cash balance in the hands of the hankers was 3225?.

Journal Committee.—The Presiflent submitted to
the Council the Report of the Journal Committee, con-
taining the following recommendations :

—

1. The postponement to a subsequent meeting of the
further reports made by tlie Judges of Essays, in their
»djudication of prizes for 1S55.

2. The postponement, to a Special Council next week, of
the report of the Committee on the prizes for essays,
to be offered by the Society for 1S56.

3. The election of Dr. Elward Hartstein, Professor of Agri-
culture in tlie K-.yal Academy of Poppelsdorf, as an
Honorary Member of the Society.

4. The d-livery of Professor Way's Lecture on the Pr<v
duction of Butter, on the 16th of May; and his
L< cture on the use of Fish as Manure, on the 13th of
June, before the Members in the Council Room of the
Society, at 12 o'clock on each of those days.

These recommendations were unanimously adopted by
the Council.

Chemical Committee.—Sir Jolm Johnstone presented
the report of the Chemical Committee, statiDg the progress
of the researches, undertaken by direction of the com-
mittee, and carried on by Professor Way, in his new
laboratory, lo, Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square.
This report was adopted, and an order made that the

amount of the grant for the year ending the 1st May,
should be placed at the disposal of the committee.

Carlisle Meeting.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs presented the
Report of the General Carlisle Committee, announcing
the arrangement of the programme for that occasion,
and its preparation for distribution.

Steam-puwer Conditions.— Mr. Raymond Barker
submitted the following recommendations, which were
adopted :

—

1. Steam-engine Pumps.—That no force-pump must be fitted

with more than two valves, which must be of easy
access. That if two pumps be fitted for the same
engine, no more than one be allowed to work at the
same time.

2. limping-Machines.—That the Society find horses for the
trial of the reapers, but that exhibhors may, if they
think proper, send their own horses for that purpose.

Steward of Implements.— On the motion of Mr.
Fisher Hobbs, seconded by Mr. Hamond, Sir Archibald
Keppel Macdonald, Bart., was appointed Steward Elect
of Implements for the Carlisle Meeting.

Country Meeting of 1856.—The Report of tlie

Inspection Committee having been read, the Council
received a deputation from Chelmsford, consisting of
tlie following gentlemen :- Mr. Burch Western (Chair-
man of the Essex Local Committee), Mr. D. Wadding-
ton, M P., General Hall, Major Skinner, R.A., Mr.
Bullock, Mr. Gurdon Reboo, Mr. Kemble, Mr. Mechi,
Mr. Hardcasrl^, Mr. Round, Mr. Parker, Mr. Batard,
and Messrs. Meggy and Chancellor (Secretaries to the
•Committee), who favoured the Council with their
explanations of the various local advantages possessed by
the town of Chelmsford tor the country meeting of the
Society. On the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, seconded
by Mr. Jonas, Chelmsford was then decided upon as the
place of the country meeting ot 1856, subject to the com-
pletion of the stipulated engagements, and the usual
agreement to he entered into by the authorities of the
town with tlie s* cretary of the >ociety.
Country Me ting of ISoy.—The Council then pro-

ceeded to determine the district of the country meeting
four j ears in advance ; and Mr. Wren Hoskyns having
alluded to the great increase of transit accommoda-
tion, furnished by the gradual completion of the railway
system of the country, especially in the gcounty 'oi

Warwick, and the other central counties [of Engfand,
.since tlie Society held its country meeting at Oxford in

1839, it was carried, on the motion of Mr. Fisher
.Hobbs, seconded by Mr. Thompson, that the Country

Farmers 7 Clubs.
Botley.—On Agricultural Leases.—At a late meeting

of this Club this subject was again discussed. Judge
Gale said—I desired to bring before a body of practical

men interested in land, as landowners, as well as tenant-

farmers, the question whether a scheme might not be
devised by which, while the interests of the landlord

should be secured, the tenant might be freed from the

restrictions by which he is at present bound. He is fre-

quently, indeed generally, restricted from the sale of root

crops and all straw. Wow he could, particularly in the

neighbourhood of large towns, often sell the former for

milch cows for much more than they are worth for

feeding purposes ; and it frequently happens that he
could sell his excess of straw for 40s. or 50s. a ton, which
he is able to convert only into manure, very inferior in

value to that which he might purchase with the price of

his roots and straw.

Judging from observations made in the Mark Lane Express,
many farmers prefer a good tenant-right agreement to a long
lease. I cannot, however, think that preference is by any means
general. It is true by the effect of such an agreement a farmer
might be reimbursed for any outlay of improvement in the event
of his being ejected from his farm; but I should call that but a poor
compensation. In no trade can a man change his locality with-
out a heavy loss, and that is particularly true of farmers. Every
farmer must know the reason why. Besides which, if times are
good, as I hope they will continue to be, it is not an easy thing
tor a farmer to find a farm to suit him. A shop-keeper, or a
manufacturer, has obviously much greater facilities of locomo-
tion. Farmers, too, are more likely to have strong local attach-
ments, and if there were no pecuniary loss in moving from among
his friends and connections, it would be with a great sacrifice of
comfort that he would begin the struggle of life again surrounded
only by strangers. However, those who prefer a good tenant-
right agreement will, of course, get it if. they can; but I repeat,
that in my opinion, a farmer possessed of capital, which he
desires to lay out on the land, would prefer a long lease to any
other security- A friend of mine, Mr. John Bui lax, a conveyancer
in extensive practice in town, has informed me that there are. in
the Lothiaus, leases, known as Lord Kaimes' leases. They are
for a very long term—I think 999 years— determinable at sep-
tennial periods, by the tenant only, by a seven years' notice.

Every seven years the rent is increased. I presume there is a
sufficient provision for the landlord's protection. Whatever may
be the advantage of such leases, I think it very unlikely that
demises for so long a term would be adopted in England. Few
landlords would like so completely to part with their interest in,

and control over, their land. In the Lotliians agriculture is

very much assimilated to the manufacturing procedure. On all

the farms of any size there is.* steam-*engine—of course, with its

invariable long chimney ; and on a great many gas is made, by
the light of which the labourers work in the long winter even-
ings. I Bhould imagine that such a country must have almost
lost its rural appearance. "Whether we shall ever arrive at such
business-like proceedings it is difficult to say; if we ever do,
though the land may gain in productiveness, it will lose in the
picturesque.

Mr. Wyatt referred to the system of Nottingham,
where the custom was that the outgoing tenant was to

be paid for what he left, and then he left the farm in

such a state that his successor could cultivate it with the
best advantage. In that county they had handed the
system down from father to son. Mr. Wyatt then read
the communication to which he had before referred, sent

to him by a friend in answer to his inquiries. The
letter was dated from the vicinity of Nottingham, and
was as follows :

—

" I have been desired by Mr. Potts, of [Calverton, to acquaint
you with our system of valuing tenant-right in this neighbour-
hood. In the first place, we pay for all labour done on Turnip
land or summer fallows, together with the average rent and rates
of the farm, Turnip seed, and hoeing, and for all purchased
manures and carriage, and for the labour of manure being the
produce of the farm, deducting therefrom one-half the value of

the Turnip crop when consumed on the land by sheep, and the
whole when drawn off to the yards or consumed by cattle pro-

vided tlie manure belongs to the tenant, but if it belong to the
landlord only one-half is deducted, whether it is consumed on the
land or in the yards. The allowance for bones is for three crops
of corn or Grass in sixths; after a crop of Turnips we allow the
whole cost and carriage; after one crop of corn or Grass mown
2-6ths is deducted without carriage; after one crop of corn or Grass
mown and one year's pasture half; and after one crop of corn aud
twoyears' pasture 4-6ths; and after twocrops of corn orGrassmown
and one year's pasture 3-4 ths, after which the allowance ceases.

For lime we allow for two crops the whole value and labour before
a crop, and half the value after one crop ; this I think too little and
should like to increase it. For all artificial manures, such as

guano, Rape-dust, superphosphate of lime, &c, one-third without
carriage after one crop of corn or Grass mown. For draining,
tiles, labour, and carriage, or any part of them for seven years,

deducting one-seventh every year. For.Linseed cake, one-fourth

of the bill for the last two years, and in some cases one-quarter

and 1-6 th. "We have nearly done away with the system of
fallowing or way-going crops, substituting in its place the above-
mentioned tenant-right. I recomm'end the manure should
invariably belong to the tenant, because it is much better taken
care of, and we value to the tenant on quitting the whole of the
manure which is made from the last year's produce, together with
all the hay nnd straw unconsumed, and if it is greatly in excess,

at a less rate. "We also value any hay or fodder of previous
years' growth, deducting the value of manure it would be supposed
to make. All fixtures which belong to the tenant and have had
the sanction of the landlord, must also be valued. All labour in

the preparation of the land for seed Wheat or other corn, with
the bill for Clover seed and sowing, and all corn sown."

Mr. Blundell said, with regard to the statements

made in the communication read by Mr. Wyatt, let

them not be misled by the system of Nottinghamshire.

What were they met to consider? A proposition was
made by Mr. Gale, to provide a remedy lor the land-

lord for what was being done wrong by the tenant ; and
a compensation to the tenant for the unexhauoted

manures he left on the laud. These were powers that
had not been possessed by them before. He did not
object to them. If they were beneficial to the tenant
they were so also to the landlord. What bad been
suggested by his friend Mr, Wyatt differed from the

practice of this part of the country, but he should not
enter into the details of the system described by him,
except as to the new position in which they found them-
selvt s. Before entering on it he would say that no one
would object to tenant-right agreements, yet he thought
that the law would never compel parties to submit to one
general rule and he hoped they would all stand upon
their own foundation. Let the rates of compensation be
law when they have been agreed to by both parties.

With respect to the observations of Mr. Gale as to the

landlord's obtaining immediate possession of the land—
for breach of covenant—to be settled in the county
court, he would say that the landlord would have a
superior power over his tenant. If that summary power
were to exist, the object would, as he took it, be to pre-

vent the tenant doing the injury. He thought that an
essential alteration in the lease must be made before

this summary power was given to the landlord. He had
therefore made a bold hazard, and had proposed a form
of, or rather conditions for, a lease, and a scale of pay-

ments to be made to the tenant when be leaves, all

depending on the supposition that what Mr. Gale

proposes shall have been made law—else they might
come before the world, asking for power lor the landlord

over the tenant, without protecting the tenant in his

just demands ayainst the landlord. Let them meet on
such terms that the public cannot say, " You don't act

upon fair principles by having your settlement in a

county court."

Proposal far Farm Lease under a New Arrangement, whereby the

Landlord should obtain immediate possession by arbitration:—
Lease for Seven, Fourteen, or Twenty-one years, determinable by

either party giving two years' notice (in writing) previous to

the expiration of either of the before-named periods.

Upon entry, the landlord and tenant both to he represented by
their agents, or valuers, who shall inspect the farm, and agree

upon the general state thereof between themselves, or by umpir-
age, and sign a written statement of the condition, &c. of each
field, or parcel of land, and also of the state of the farm-buildings,

&c. as to repairs
The tenant to be allowed to cultivate the land, as regards rota-

tion of cropping, &c. as he may deem most advantageous during

the whole term, except in the last two years of the lease, whether
determined by notice or otherwise, during which two seasons the

land shall be managed and cropped according to the four-course

rotation, or Norfolk, system of cropping, viz.— one-fourth part to

be fallowed and seeded for roots, &c. to be fed on the farm
;
one-

fourth to be sown with Barley or Oats; one- fourth to be seeded to

Clover and Grass; and the remaining fourth part to he sown with
Wheat.
The tenant to be allowed to sell hay and straw, except during

the last two years of the term; and, on leaving, to be paid by the

landlord for haulm and fodder at consuming price, and for hay
at market value, or at consuming price, upon the same principle,

at the same ratio as the tenant paid upon entry.

Repairs to be done by the tenant, the landlord finding the

materials.
The tenant, upon leaving, to be paid for seed and tillages, and

purchased manures, from which he has derived no benefit, at tlie

full value.
The tenant to receive from the landlord the value of unex-

hausted manures and improvements at quitting, according to the
rates named in the annexed schedule :

—

Rule 1. Purchased manure, either town, yard, or other decom-
posed manures, to be charged over two years : first year, 20s. in

the pound ; second, 6s.

2. Bone manures used for Turnips, &c., to be charged over.two
years : first year, 20s. in the pound ; second, 8s.

3. Superphosphate of lime, guano, &c, used for Turnips, &c,
to be charged over two years: first year, 20s. in the pound;
second, 6s.

4. Grain, Pulse, Linseed, or oilcake, fed during the last year of
the tenancy, by fatting stock or sheep, to be charged at 8s. in the
pound.

5. Lime, if used by itself or with common mould, to be charged
over two years : first year, 20s. in the pound ; second, 10s.

6. Chalk, if done by consent of the landlord, the quantity and
price per acre to be first agreed by landlord and tenant, to be
charged over five years : first and second years, 20s. in the pound ;

third. 15s.; fourth, 10s.; fifth, 5s.

7. Draining (where the landlord finds tiles, the tenant doing
the labour), to be charged over six years: first year, 20s. in the
pound; second, ISs. ; third, 16s. ; fourth, 14s.; fifth, 10s. ; sixth, 5s.

8. Pipe or tile draining, done by consent between landlord
and tenant, tenant finding everything, to be charged over ten
years: first year, 20s. in the pound; second, 18s.; third, 16s.;

fourth, 14s.; fifth, 12s.; Bixth, 10s.; seventh, 8s.; eighth, 6s.;

ninth, 4s. ; tenth, 2s.

9. Any hedge planted, pasture-land converted into tillage,

orchards or plantations made by the consent of landlord, to be
subject to valuation.

10. Extra buildings required to be subject to a special agree-
ment between landlord and tenant.

11. Temporary buildings.—Any shed put np for sheep, cattle,

manure, &c, by the tenant, to be taken by the landlord at valua-
tion, or be allowed to remove it.

12. All consents to he given in writing.

13. If any dispute arise between landlord and tenant respect-
ing any of the abovementioned rules contained in this schedule,
to be subject to reference, one referee to be chosen by each party,
who are to chonse an umpire before proceeding to business, whose
decision shall be final.

After a lengthened conversational discussion, Mr.
Spooner said their subject was the consideration of

agricultural leases, but they had diverged into many
others. The object is to have su.h regulations laid

down as conditions of the lease as should he satisfactory

to the landlord and the tenant, and beneficial to the

country at large, the aim being that the cultivation shall

be as good in the last as in the first year of the tenancy.

The subject at tlie last meeting had two objects, first, a
recommendation of an Act of Parliament ; and second,

a recommendation to make an agreement between land-

lord and tenant. The first was to enable the landlord

lo get rid of a bad tenant who wanted to get all he
could out of the land, and then leave it in its impo-
verished condition ; or that was unable from poverty to

do justice to himself or his laudlord. Jud^e Gale
seemed to consider it was not desirable the landlord

should have the power, for some weak and frivolous

reason perhaps, to dispossess the tenant, but that upon
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furthihie (leHiring to <1<> ho (to huvo '»« '""'1 f'

deterioration), to lonvo the power to gome valuers, who

aro to look upon the land, and if they find it hh repre-

sented; they should have the power to dispossess the

tonaut from the furm. On the other siilo, if it conld be

shown that tho liinil «mn not injured, or that It would be

recovered from its temporary injury, that then they

should not ho able to dismiss the tenant. Then he

in-stood that the tenant should be paid for unox

liaueted improvements. It did seem, a{ nret sight, hard,

that if power should be Riven to one party to do him-

nelf justice, that it should not be Riven to the other.

The Chairman, alter some further disquisition, read the

resolutions of tho Club as prepared hy the Secretary, an

follows :

—

lHt. That it in tho opinion of thin Club that tha nnniorouH
rcbtrictioiiH whloli at proHOnt ho frequently encumber Hie lenses

of farms are absurd and Injurious, and Hhouia therefore J,*-

abollshod.

2d. That the tenant should have the power of farming In any
manner ho may think proper, provided lie farms Hie lanu during
the taHt two years In Hue.li manner ait may he BpQOtBod, And

3d. That he hIioiiIi! he c. pennaled for otiexllallHted iimiiurci

and improvements, according to a lietilo hud down and agtfbofl

pon.

4th. That (he landlord should havo the power of rtlsposi osslng
a tenant tor had eiillivatioo hy a none '(llimmiry pl'OCGBfl llnui ill

proHont oxIhIh, suoh power to he afforded by an Act of Parlia-

ment, and to be exorclned only under the itanction of eoiopetont
valuers, hiicIi having heen previously agreed to hy both landlord
and tenant.

5th That In (he opinion of thin Chili (he bofll tOlTil for a Ieaso

would he 21 years, determinable at the end of M yearn hy a two-
years notice, given hy either landlord or tenant.

Miscellaneous.
The late M/. Bohkrts Herd.—On Friday, April 27th,

tho snlo of tho celebrated stock of short-horned cattle,

the property of the late John Bohleo, Esq., of Hylling,

took place at Springfield Hall, Lancaster. There was
a remiirlmhly good attendance from all parts of the

country, and wo noticed tho presence of some visitors

from Ireland. Mr. Strafford officiated ; and tho com-
petition was remarkably spirited, as the following prices

Gs.

. 27

. 86

. 34

. 65
. 100

50
. 50
. 70
. 46
. 100
. 220
. 52
. 36
. 87
. 40
. 50

105
57
51
62
66
20
80
21
52
62
40

Calendar of Operations.

MAY.
CnEsniRE, May 2.—The month of May has arrived, but not

with it any Grass, and dairy stocks generally are suffering; for

want of it. Hay last year was an exceedingly light crop, and
many farmers have had to buy hay and other food at a high
price for their cattle, and are now, from necessity, turning them
out to very bare pastures. Wheat is recovering rapidly from
the effects of the severe weather, and where the root has not been
too much thinned is very promising for a crop. The sowing
of spring corn of all descriptions, and of seeds, has been quickly
got over in consequence of the frost having left the ground in
beautiful order for their reception. Potato planting has been
satisfactorily performed, and the sowing of Mangold Wurzel,
which is now so important a crop, is in a forward state. The
next step is the preparation for the Turnip crop, but farmers
generally are not so anxious as formerly to sow early on account
of the increased liability of mildew to early sown Turnips; from
the last week in May to the end of the first week in June is

now considered the best time on an average of seasons. Vetches
and all kinds of spring food for soiling cattle will be much later
than usual, consequently the expense of keeping stock will be
greatly enhanced. Owing to the very dry summer of last year,
and the great scarcity of Grass, the make of cheese was unusually
small, and there is now very little in the farmers' hands, con-
sequently prices have ranged rather high at the late fairs: but
considering the deficiency, they are not remunerative. Oats are
very scarce and dear, and "Wheat is rather more in demaud at
higher prices. If. P.

will show :

—

Dowagor Queen 1842 . . Mr. Can* ...

Floruuco 1845 . . .Mr. Adcock
Linda 1845 . . Mr. Hetheriiigton
Pearl 2d 184S . . Mr. Cartwriglit ..

Gertrude ISIS . i
Mr. Torr

Roan Twin 1850 . , Miss Dalton
Red Twin 1850 . . Mr. Vovnor
Pearlette 1850 . . Mr. Alexander ..

Isabella Howard 1851 . , Mr. Bromley
Prune 1852 . . Mr. Alexander ..

Lady Hopetown 1S52 . . Mr. Torr
Pearl Powder 1853 . . Mr. Cartwriglit ..

Burlet.ta 1853 . . Mr. Bromley
Isabella 2nd 1854 . . Mr. Knowles
Liaetto 1854 . . Mr. Whalley ..

Prunella
,,

1854 . . Mr. Alexander ..

Miss Warton 1855 . ,i Mr. Knowles

BULLS.
Duke of Bolton 1S53 . . Mr. Adcock
Viadot^ 1854 . . Mr.Blackstock ..

Hymen* 1854 . . Mr. Douglas
Vocalist*. 1851 . . Mr. Bland
Cberry Duke* 1854 . . Mr. Jefferson

Hyning 1£55 . . Mr. Dalzell

Bonaparte* 1S55 . . Mr. Bland
Petterill 1855 . . Mr. Whalley ..

Blucber* 1855 . . Mr. Bland
Brilliant 1855 . . Mr. Cartwriglit ..

Third Duko of Bolton.. 1855 . . Mr. Douglas

Notices to Correspondents.
Clover: A Ten Tears' Subscriber. 3 cwt. of Lawes' superphosphate
per acre would be a good dressing for old Grass land. It should
have been spread early in spring. If you mix: the guano you
purpose sowing with 10 or 12 times its bulk of garden mould,
or good earth of any kind, for a day or two before sowing, aud I

then spread it over the Clover in or after the first rain, yon
will do good " without any mixture of harm."

Grass : G S. Sow A cwt. of nitrate of soda, and H cwt. of guano,
mixed up with two or three times its bulk "of good mould
broadcast per acre.

Marl: J P. Put it into a wine-glass half full of vinegar. If it
effervesces you may conclude it to be a marl. It appears to
effervesce very slightly indeed ; but may be a useful dressing
upon very light land.

Poppy-cake: W C 3f haviug seen lately in onr columns a
favourable analysis of Poppy-cake as food for young stock, asks
if any of our readers can speak of its feeding qualities from
actual experience, and also where it can he procured..

, The bulls marked « were bred by Mr. S. E. Bolden.

W KIR'S IRRIGATORS, LIQUID MANURE]
n HPS, J HIE Aim QA.RDI BN0IN1

hiukI" Cylinder im t *. d,

i
- flnu) h h o

I) luhbj ' y\\nA< r ,,, 10 10 <>

Hoi i power ilz« 16 10 >

Exclu
Delivery l'i\nut,

fi!<i itrated Catalogue I

(.'i po I

•j
1 1 mu CmIi '>" Delivery,

Edwabd W\ in, Agricultural Engineer. 10, Ratli i'.

Itnftil, London, r« movfld from Oxford •

IIYIPKOVLD LAWN MOWING MACHINES,
,. ,

, lOTUDin .-. d "Mi.i. hv Budding' k Patent.

I ANi> II. FERRABEE,

Y * Phconli ir-.n Worki, n

Sir I, 01 Mttn ''I'"''.

ThoHO arc tho only MOWING
MACHINES that can bj used by

unskilled In-

hourem with

equal facility on

Lawim, VorgOflj

between Flower

l)f!llH
(
Otl Bowllllg *..

GroenH, Crlckot -^;
and Pleasure *""-r*

~"
' ^~-

Ground 8 ;
-i. v

—

*
of them havo

'r*' —-^ -— -_^j-iL*.^
I M '. <>!'!.

Maml Machine, for One Man, cutting Hi Inches
Ditto forTwoMen „ 22 ditto ... *;

Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 2G ditto ,., H C

Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ...11

Ditto „ 30 ditto ... W
London Agency :—The Manager of tie Agricultural D

mmit. Baker Street Bazaar.

UrARNER'S [MPJlO\ J.h LIQI ID
OB OEKEUAL I'OBTABLE I

»l»- l« * boll >A

f ;.

May > frfimrnqfr

i

WAUNER'S 1'A I I . • I1SKATINO
DARD ii '

PATENT CABT-I1
ntire •i'.nk", «nd V.

.

ot llxn- f. I 4
-

l M

rtjuij 1'jr fix\r,% J II ©
v. In. long iiuo Uw. c\v

* »</»»,

R ICKMOND & CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF
CUTTING MACHINE.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture tnnnufAC-

tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable f«>r

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32. South John Street, Liverpool.

i^* Catalogues Gratis.

iiriilMl
for fixinj* In M- •

Uwenpplj'oi copptm m
• ur»a>T-

ifr'Tind tardea, or In Dot. I 'Tin,-/, uwi PUot
Motues; tbty m*j \*. im-A, vbm &tmin4,
under the ftta^c.

H*7 be obtAlmrd of any Jroamemgtr or
Plumber in Town r,r Conntrf, al the obm fhem, vr *4 uac

: IBM VTAESEK
S, Crescent, Jewln Htr" • I

Every description d Machinery tat lulling w»vr. hj nwmi
of "WhfcclH, Kam.% Deep Well Pump*, Ac; alao Fire and Gardes
Engines, &c. &c—Engraving! oeot on application,

I OI IN WARNER AND Si

*J Cveoeeat, Jewifl ^ ( -
l

GALVANISED DION TL'Ii OABDEM
I.NGINE,

With Wabite£*8 UioumtD Spanawa,
If strwigly re-
coromen
darabilfty utd

21. 19'.. to bold
10 gMoru.
Larger size*

in wo-id or Iron,

.-.It.. 24
gmlj^ & 35 gal*.

Maybeobtateei
ufenj Inmiime

i'linjber

;

'-''
try, or of the^=-;>^ Vh'jtTiUaa and
Ai: .:"*-:-. r*-r\

as also Machinery of all kind* for t*1<' ^>
J**7

depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Minuil Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and cues
from 9s. upwards. Metallic String I

rib.

fOHN WARNER and SON-. . J win Crescent,
O London, Manufacturers of FIRE I

\
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYKK-

WILLIAM DRAY akd CO.»S STEEL DIGGING-
FORKS are warranted equal, and hy many are considered

|

superior, to any in use. Three Tine Forks, 4s. Qd. each ; Four
Tine Forks, 5s. Gd. each. A liberal allowance on Wholesale Orders.

William Dbay & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street,

near London Bridge.

PARKES' STEEL DICGING FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.
\l ESSRS. BUKGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes*
^J- Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, aud to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and ninstrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

Jill

?5rass Syringes. Pi- to '.It.

All articles of John Wat
obtained of any* Ironmonger or Plumber in town or ccci

the advertised prices.

John Waenee. & Sons having been practical Hortjcolterists

for manv vears.kno*- exactly the requirements of both Aaitea*
and Gardeners. A eardener with a property constracted pomp
will sret through as much work in Gv

anv Svrinze in a quarter of an h ftnr, azi wii i^S tiie Uboar to

himself. Syringes are economical for small bouses.

No establishment offers soch a variety of elective rcocaiaes far

hvdranlic purposes, whether --Jonses,

-irns, orBcw.r:- ^t?y_re-

onisite connected with the conveyarjce and distribn3tion of liqoias.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories. Lawns. &c
Sheets :: Bngravuegs sent on applicoticD.

LINGHAM BROTHERS. Nc. 170, Hamplon Street,

Birm:: _' us sole aJ rers ' OOD
and ZINC MONOGRAPH, cr LAJ
Flower-pots, &c_ in t Mlh. Tte Ziac Labels ore

highlv aprrrvei ;f for their lasting durability, can be

opon winti the rr£it;st e^ise. acd when dry a penaarjent inscrip-

tion is seenred. Directions are sent widi each b-rr. ind

bottle of metallic ink.—Sole Agents in London, Messrs. Deastz:

Dsjlt & Co., Horticultural Icplemect Warehcuse, 4S. Kins
WUiiam Street. London Bridge,
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HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Eoad, Chelsea,

tee,,
,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-

ment and Hothouse "Works,

King's Road, Chelsea, an exten- g~
eivevarietyofHothouses, Green- -^l-T
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c, I

erected, and in full operation, ;

"

""-^r

c

tj-J^M=a
=^ti^ri-^«=g^

combining all modem improve- '"*- ~~~

menrs, so tbat a lady or gentleman can select the description of.

House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits, J&&?^G&affording both top

and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tional particularly

worthy of attention.
"~

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boik the severe winter months
j
which, durin,

does not coat in labour and fuel

more than 35. Sd. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the

required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also id the highest state of culti-

Tation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings
,
also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks .^ Co., King's Road, Chelsea. London.

WARD'S CASES, GAS BOILER, Double Action

Galvanised PUMP, with Gun-metal Buckets and Pulpit

Branches for sale.— Apply to H. Smith, 12, Rufford's Row,

Islington, London. .

COTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their

Repository, No. 2, Wiusley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at

very low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-

tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.

Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c., made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part

of the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may he

obtained.

FOR WATERING GARDENS.
HANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-
factured especially lor tho above purpose; is of greater flexi-

bility than any other description of Hose; is capable of resisting

great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the mains oi

water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.

WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary brassjoints,

stop-cocJcs, branches, and spread* rs compU te.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made
any length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.

VULCANISED RUBBER WASIiERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of ste<iin and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

All communications and orders punctually attended to, addressed
to the Manufactory, Ja6. Lyne Hancock, Goswell Road, London.

rpHE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER,
-i- AND ROLLING ENGINE may be seen in the Agricul-
tural Departmeut at the Cuystal Palace, Sydenham.

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must he obvious
in Watering, Rolling, or Syringing ; it will throw about 60 feet,

and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it. It

contains about 20 gallons. Price 61. 10s.

May be had at J. Dore's Manufactory, 17, Exmouth Street,

Clerkeuwell, London.

~B E E H I V E S,

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour

& Sons, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-
mometer, &c., price 35s.,

securely packed for the
country.
This unique hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid;
its arrangements are so per-
fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at
all injuring the bees.

Early applications, ad-
dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Holborn,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents:—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, King Street;
Liverpool, James Cutebert, 12, Clayton Square; Chester,

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 1S6, Trongate Street; Dublin, J. Editundson & Co.,

61, Dame Street. •

THHE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER BASKETS
-«- made to the original, and a variety of new and elegant
Designs for Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing-room, &c, from
3s. 6d. upwards, by W. RICHARDS, Wire-worker, &c, 370,

Oxford Street, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre. Conserva-
tories fitted up, Aviaries, Bird-cages, Flower Stands, and every
description of Wire work. Game and Garden Fencing of the best
description.

N.B. Holland, Venetian, Wire, and all kinds of Sun shades, and
Window Blinds of best quality.

TREE TRANSPLANTING BY M'CLASHEN'S PATENT.
Vj R. M*GLASHEN is now prepared to supply
*-*-* Apparatus or give Estimates as to the rate at which he
will safely and expeditiously transplant Trees or Shrubs of any
dimensions in any part of the United Kingdom.

Canonmills Bridge, Edinburgh.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
,}

• ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painred oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 2S „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
'* • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ ' „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 ,, 24 ,, „ 45 ,. ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

\\ inch, 14s. 3d. ; No. 2, do., diame'er of barrel, 1| inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1| inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
towu or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, UXi'OJUD STKEET, L- -Wis.
A SHOW ROOM 3EV0TED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OP HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
H.".nd-£lnss Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles .

Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORE,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

J TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
<^ • SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each;
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for wateriug
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected
; and the necessity

of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Itsconstruction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus',
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expenses

of delivery in the country.

" pRIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made vi patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purpose's, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks ofinsects and from morning frosts. To be had in any
squired length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6>i. per yard run, of Elisha
Thomas Archer, whole and i^ole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey;
and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.

" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."
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SLATt WORKS, ISLEWOKTH, MIDDLf.8EX.

I?
3)WARD BECK ManupactuuhbIh Slats; ii variety

-^ of artlclos for Horticultural purponon
r
rrtl of which maybe

Homi in miic at VVoi'ton Cottago, oh nppllciitli - the Q u*d< i r,

Sunday*) oxcopted
Priced [.lulu "I I 'in i»l. 'I'n I m iumI jioxflH forwarded on application,

WEIR'S CANVAS HOSE PIPING, for Liquid
Manure 01* Water, protooted (torn rot.

1 u if, \§ 2 y.| 24 2i| 3 InchoB dlamotor.

4</. dirf. S5, iw. 7& 74(2, h</. 0d, lOd. por font.

UluNtratcd Cataloguoa Mid oatnploa froo per pout, Tern

on delivery.—Enwahd Wnm, Agricultural Englncoi 1
I

1

Place, Now lload (nix doom wo»t ot tho Hiinipntond llond), London

CLAZIl\C WITH OR WITHOUT PUTTY.

I/
1 DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, Km-v Road,
a* Chelsea, Printed Price Ums^ppljprt mi npjillrfitlon.

CLASS MILK PANS.
TAMES PHILLIPS and CO., EEoxiTicuiiTUXUL Glass

Mkiiciianth, Hi;, BinhopHgato Street Without, reapootfully

beg to direct attonilon to the price of Glaus Milk Pan**, thoaann
Blzo iih fehoao of German manufacture (17 Inchon in dli itor) but
superior In colour, make, and quality.^racked In en ion contain
lng 12, 21a per dozen. Case 2s. extra, roturnablo Ht full pi U .

Extract from Gardeners* Oli/ronicU,
" All Iknow aboutglOBBmllk |>umi hi ihlu: When I ill 1 U>«\

to dairying on u largo Bcalo I lain out 202. In glftBB piintj, bccauaa
tlioy looked so well In a dairy. On further acquaintance jvltfi

thoin, 1 Imvo come to the conclusion that thoy are tlio clioaposl

things (even at 4*. oaoh) that a (armor can uhi ; lor thoy are
waHlmd, and wiped, and aro kopt clean wltli 800 por com loan

trouble than ' leads.'

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

, , ,
,

rTIIE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY.—
-»- The Managers beg to Inform the Nobility and Gentry
Farmers, Gardeners, &0i, that their now List of Prlcos mny be
had free on appUcattoo at tlio Company's Depot, 286, Oxford
Street, London.
PLATE, CROWN, and SHEET "WINDOW GLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE for Hoofing Con-

servatories, IIuIIn, and Public Buildings.

Coloured and Ornamental (J lass.

CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, nnrt

MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-
head's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for Dairies, Green-
houses, Stables, &o.; Glass Milk Pans, Palls, Tests, and Measures;
Cream Pots and Syphons; Churns, Butter Tests and Slabs; Tiled
.and Slules; Bee Hives, &a.

Aquariums, Fern Shades, Propagating Glasses, Fruit Pro-
tectors, Preserve Jars, Cucumber Tubes, Hand Lights, Flower
Vases, Labels, &c, and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,
Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, aud Ornamental Glass.

FOREIGN A'^ O ~E*7GUSH SHEET CLASS
-

WAREHOUSE,
87, BlBBOPSG&TD Street, Without.

TM1LLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS In any sizo or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet eases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of thn day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 iu. by 4£in. .,,

64 , 41
7 J

i , bi
8+ , <M
»4 , H
104

, «*
12 , 9
10 , 10
11 , 10
11

, 11
12 . 11
13 , 11
13 12
13*

, 131
, 13}15*.

7 ,. 5
s „ K
9 >, 7
10 „ S
11 » 9

13 „ 9
10* „ 10*
iu „ 10*
Hi 11 11*
124 „ 111

134 „ 11*
131 „ 12.1

Ml ,, 13i

. 12s 07.

. 12 6

. IS
IS 6

. 13 fi

. 14
, 14

. 14

. 14

. 14

. 14

. 14
. Ifi

. 16

. 1G
20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21* by ISA, 1GA by HA, 20 by M,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3-^ „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plat©, Sheet and Rouah, Tilos, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, aud Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches. Perfect. Per 100 feet.

Under 6 by 4 at lArf. is £0 12 6
From G by 4 „ 7 „ 5 „ 2d. „ 16 S

7 „ 5 „ S „ 6 „ 2\d. „ IS 9
S „ G „ 10 „ S „ 2*oV „ 1 10

10 „ S „ 12 „ 9 „ 2|d. „ 1 2 11
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to :V
t
d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 3A.tf.to5rf.
i» „ »

26 oz. „ 3*d.to7*rf. ,, „ .,

PATENT ROUGH rLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all
other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury bv exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetley & Co., 35. Soho Square, London

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBReTm ANUFAC-
TURES. consistingof MATTING, MATS. MATTRESSFS

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices." Prize Mi dal both
in England and America ot the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloak, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,
London.

TO NERVOUS SUFFEPERS.
A RETIRED CLERGYMAN having been restorer!
X-l to health in a few days, after many years of great nervous
suffering, is anxious to communicate to others the means of cure

;

be will therefore send (freo), on receiving a stamped envolope,
properly addressed, a copy of the prescription used.—Direct Rev.
E. Douglass. IS, Holland Street, Brixton, London.

rl ANO GAKOLNCRS.
;. SILVER SAM;, 12 pei

,

tV per btifthol, ,
o ;
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1 (bin a circuit
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lng the Ground, 10?.

for Iho oooond i"'»ii dltb i

in awttrdlna Ilia Pn m economy •; eonatrncUon
raousuro will bi tli on Ii to 1 n Idi ration.

The Blto "i tin 1 Burlnl Ground part 1

Conn i, "ii tho Eeal ildo ol and " (olnli Iho Ti 1

loading to Canwlk. Tho Land mm I 1
1

1 1 txtontoi
15 Ii Irlcal, ornamental, and 1

1

ner; ibe
Bouthorn boundary to l>o the diversion of tho

landing to w n lib 1
1 ,

1 C: . Ii
'

I

i •!
1

!
ii- othor boiindnrlcH - ncl fl 1

bo i- n i" Hi- i; ito : '" conipotitor; the Nortliem boundary
nol to 01 ad tho trial hole.

r lea may c mpoto both fi c Iho buildlnp 1 n nd 1
Ii

the gn d, In one or mora plan - '-
f
itmi It will

for ono competitor to take both prei ilura

Tho plans, t-r., muel bo dlstlngul ibed by n mai h 01 1 n

delivered or m it! 1 1 p bid In hi aled covoi 1, ivltb

containing a correspond
1 ool the

competitor, to the Uloilcs of tho Burial Board, on 01 ;

day of Juno next, If uny pamo 1
1 n rltten on tho

1

written or verbal mnnlcatlon made, dlrectlj or Indirect)] , to

Indicate the competitor's namoto any member ol tbi I ard
tho offlclnls, previous to tho plans being selected, such pis

be absolutely rejected,

Tho Burial Board reserves tbo right to adopt th<

approved either wholly or In part and to employ the party whose
plans are selected to superintend the carrying oat such plana or
nor, as it may think lit; and whether such party shall
ployed or not, the plans for which the first premlmns shall be
awarded are to become tbo property of the Board,

It is expressly stipulated that the payment of tho premiums
shall ho withheld until tbo plans selected shall imvi- been carried
out, and the works found to be executed at the estimated costs or
thereabouts.

Tho party whoso plans are selected must, if required, bo pre-
pared to complete and deliver the working drawings and specifi-
cations for the Inspection of person? willing to tender for carrying
out and executing tho same, within 11 days after receiving' the
order for the same.

In case none of the plans should be found to have sufficient
merit to justify an award, the Burial Board reserves the right to
withhold the premiums.
A Plan of the South Common may be seen, and a tracing taken,

and further information obtained, at our Offices.

Wm, Andrew, ) Clerks to the
Lincoln

, May 1. TnunSTAX G. D ai.t-, i Burial Board.

TfARM WANTED TO HIRE.—The Advertiser is

JL in Want of a FARM of from 20 to 50 acres of good Arable
and Pasture Land, with respectable residence, and ample out-
buildings, within a distance of 20 miles from London. Possession
to be taken either at mice, or at Michaelmas next.— Apply,
stating rent and other ^particulars, to Y. Z., care of Mr. Macaulay,
Stationer, Rochester, K«'nt.

BINF1ELD ROAD, STOCKWELL, SURREY.

TO BE LET on Lease, the whole or part of a desir-

able NURSERY GARDEN, walled ronnd, Cottage contain-
ing five convenient rooms on tbo ground floor, three Greenhonses,
and two Sheds.— Particulars of Mr. Thoitpson, 3, Finsbury
Chambers. Blomfield Street, London.

'I " 01 I.I.I, „ M0|,|,|
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%wm

Kwl

\* Ir-r

CONNEMARA, IRELAND.

TO BE LET, for a term of years and entered upon
immediately, the FARM of* SHANBOOLARD, in the

parish of EallinaKill and county cf Gal way. It. consists of
about 264 statute acres of Arable, Pasture, and Bog Land, on
which a considerable sum has already been spent in permanent
improvements. The Farm would be let at a Corn Rent, and, if

required, on a long Lease—the rent in proportion. The Farm is

bounded on the north by Ballinakill Harbour, affording good
sea-bathing; and on the south by Ballinakill Lough, noted for

its Brown Trout, and commands extensive views of the Acbill
and Coiiuemara Mountains It is within eight English miles of
the market-town of Clifden. — For particulars apply to Mr.
Edward WnrrWKLn, Letterfrack, Gatway.

Sales bu Suction.

HIGHLANDS OF PERTHSHIRE.
lyO BE LET, CASTLE MENZtES and SHOOT-
-3- INGS; the House, as furnished, affording ample accommo-
dation for a numerous family and estiblisbmeut, along with
10,000 acres of Muir and Low Grouud Shootings. The stock of
Game, which has been strictly protected and well preserved, will
be found good, healthy, aud of all the usual descriptions; and
Salmon Fishing is to be had along the banks of the Tay and
Lyon, which bound the property for six miles. The post passes
the gate, and from Aberfeldy (two miles distant) coaches proceed
in all directions. Supplies are easily procured. The climate is

exceedingly good ; and the place would be equally suitable as a
permanent residence or as a shooting quarter.—Apply to Archi-
bald Campbell, Camserney Cottage, by Aberfeldy.

HOUSE AND SHOOTING.—ISLAND OF MULL
O BE LET, CARSAIG HOUSE, beautifully

' situated on the South Coast of Mull. It contains three
public rooms, seven bed-TOoms, three dressiug-closets, and a
hath, ample accommodation for sen-ants, and is well supplied
with water. The tenant may have accommodation for

three horses, and may have a pasture for two cows, or be supplied
with dairy produce. There is a good Vegetable Gardeu. The
Shooting extends over about 5000 acres, which have been very
little shot over for many years. Other 4000 or 5000 acre

cent may be obtained. The Game consists of grouse, black
game, partridge, hare, and rabbit?, and occasionally red deer.
Tho Sea Fishing is excellent, and there are two small Trouting
Streams on the Estate. T!ien> is a commodious Quay and.

Landing-place, aud Steam-beats pass the house in the summer
three times a-week.

TO SPORTSMEN, STOCK-FARMERS, ETC.

TO BE SOLD, a range of nearly 6000 acres of

easily-travelled GROUSING GROUND, not surpassed in

the Lowlands of Scotland for its sporting qualifications, and
watered by several small Trouting Streams, having also a com-
f stable Small Lodge, all situated in the midst of several strictly

preserved estates, in one of the most southerly counties, and of
easy access from England or elsewhere, from being within five

miles of a seaport, as well as forming a very improving and
easily-managed investment as a Stock Farm for a moderate
capital. The proprietor is i> for a Sale of the same.
—Apply, free, to >'o. SS0, N.B.A.O., Edinburgh.

ORCHIDS ESTABLISHED AND IMPORTED PLANTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his

Great Boom, 8ft K- a, 00
TTJESDAT,8I I I no porUtlon of

Lion, from
Santa Catarina and San Pan! Sid mufa o£

Lrolia pnrpurata and f{ry«ian*. and ' &ttleys

i. elegans, tigrina. Kuflftelliann «jp<: »
.

-
-

other species ; also some established aud ; .»nt* 'A

Odontoglo5Sum Pescfttorci and maculatum Lindeni.

and Odontoglossnm Iteichenhelmi. . phal*nop*U t

and hastilabium.—May he viewed . g of -air, sad
Catalogue

TO Cf-NTLEMEN, FLORISTS. A \ D O'HERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORKIS will sell

by Auction, at th» Mart, nar:hoion»r-« KXDAT,
May 11th, at 12 o'clock, a first class ci: -n*ti<mj,

Pieotees, and Pinks, choice Dahlias oti '-\rbottL
Fiichslas, Heartsease, Ac. ; ^itii Geranimns, Azalea indica, and
other plants in blo<im.— f)n vi';w Cata-
logues had at the Mar era, American
Nursery, Leytonatone, V.-^z.

BLACKHEATH.
To Xoblehen, Gbktlekkn. Ncxkebtvev, axb Onnu.

8000 EEDDIN' \NT=.

MESSRS. PROTHEU - re in-

stnicted to sell by
Hall adjoinine tl

way, on THURSDAY. May I

of Fancy and other Pelargoniums. Tom Thumb and fine Scarlet

Geraniums in v
Petunias, Fuchsias, Lobelii ihlias:

also selected assortment o( Kpaeris.

Aphlexis, Leschcnaui::

prior, and morning of • T.\ined at the
place of sale : of Mr. V . Inn. Tranquil Vale, Black-
heath: of the principal Seedi lad of the Anc-
tioneers. American Ni -

TULIPS IN BLOOM.
^\ I ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will seU by

. :ction, without the h -.- - - ^fav 2S.

at 1 o'clock precisely, the ENTIKE COLLECTION of TULIPS
in BLOOM of Mr. John Edwards, and now growing at the

Paradise Nursery. Hornsey. and Se1 «3. HoUoway,
Middlesex, where by the kind permission of Mr. Robert Parker.

thev may from time to time be seen. The be:

length, and contains over 2000 full ".xaning
Bnlbs. including most of the show flowers extant, all of tbe finest

strain, and collected during the lis: 1 - rost exceeding

Catalogues mav be had fort- Mr.K-ParSeT.

as shore ; of Mr. Turn Mr. J. Keynes.

Salisburr: Mr. Wood, tbe C "- I>cd-

weU, Derby; Mr. Lightbody. 1

ham Hill, Manchester 1 of the

Auctioneers, American ! --

"MITCHAM-TO TJL1? FA1 C ERS

MESSRS. PROTHEROE am> MORRTS have

received ins

public competitioii

Ilmder Cottage. Merton Lxa

May 25\at 1 o*d

tion of TULIPS. >"

equal to ar. ins

:u-:::-
'"- -

"

aud Seedlings ~
I .

30 years
are^-Fanny Ki _

Caesar, >
Standard. Lord Byron, Marshal SoulL Ms.-

Calphum- ^tbello. Coanet- Biz. Mart Antemr.

SirR-Pe^J. Helec. I. "

dera. Jnli

-..,'-'' .----

Mrs.

:

' " "

-

'

;. iannv Ell- - reral Bocmon-
viile, Loais XTI_ Polydora. W r

ster, Comm i n - '-. ic—May be vieved

two days prior to 1 - - ses
:
o:

the princip>al Seedsmen in London, and of the Aactinnseis.
American 2Tnisery, I^eytonstoDe, Es
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NEW AZALEA—' 1 ALBA MELIOR."

THIS is the one exhibited by us under the name of
" Ai.ba Magna" among our collection to which the First

Prize was awarded at the Kegent's Park Show; very large pure

white, and quite 6rst-rate. Price 7*. 6J., 10\s. Gd. to 21s. each.

Also a superior stock of Azaleas, for which see Catalogue.

The Spring Catalogue, consisting of Greenhouse and Stove

Plants, and the Herbaceous one can be had by enclosing one

postage stamp.
H. Lang & Son, The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted.

HOLLYHOCKS, HOLLYHOCKS, HOLLYHOCKS !

THUMAS WILL), Ipswich, offers for sale 100 packets,

each containing 100 Seeds, saved by a gentleman who grows
all the best varieties for Exhibition, Is. per packet. The u&ual

discount to the trade.

Ipswich Standard Cucumber, Primulas, and Golden Chain
Geraniums, are sold out.

Notice. — Wanted 100 dozen GOLIJEN CHAIN GERA-
NI L'MS. Sr*t* size and price to T. Wild. Ipswich.

UNBLOOMED SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS.

MR. HENRY MAJOR, Knosthorpe, near Leeds,

hegs to announce that his UNBLOOMED SEEDLING
CALCKOLARIAS are now ready to send out in parcels of 20, at

6s. per parcel, or four parcels for 11., post free. They have been
produced from rich aud beautiful varieties, therefore good and
beautiful colours and markings may reasonably be expected.

A few sets of II. M.'s beautiful new Seedling Calceolarias, so

highly spoken of by Mr. Glenny, stitl remain; price 3/. the set.

The usual discount to the Trade for cash only. Twelve very
choice Calceolarias, to include all hisbestsorts sent out last year,

price 25s. A descriptive Catalogue of the new Calceolarias may
be had on application. From unknown correspondents a remit-

tance is respectfully requested with the order.

JOHN Kl>ON is now sending out his new CINE-
RARIA, MASTER ARTHUR UNDERBILL. Colour

intense blue and white; good habit, very free bloomer; the
admiration of all that have seen it. "Was awarded first class

Certificate at the Wolverhampton Horticultural Sbow, June, 1854.

Mr. Glessy's Opinion:—" A fine large bright flower, and
very showy."
Mr. C. Turner.—" A more showy flower there could not be."

Good strong plants, 7s. Gd. each, or three for 1?. Is.

John Elson, Gardener to H. Underbill, Esq., Purton Grove,
Wightwick, near Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.

J COLE begs to inform the admirers of Calceolarias
• that he is now prepared to supply a few more orders from

his Choice Stock of Unbloomed SEEDLINGS—the seed was
saved from the choicest spotted and striped varieties, carefully

impregnated—at 3s. and 4s. per dozen, 20&, and 25s. per 100.

Also strong plants of his Fine Bedding Calceolaria Prince of
Orange, for habit and profusion of bloom unequalled. Strong
Plants without pots, 6s. per dozen; well established, 9s. per dozen.
The Trade liberally supplied. A Remittance solicited from

unknown correspondents. Post-office Orders payable at St. Alban's.
• Keyfield Nursery.

ASTANSFIELD and SON beg to offer the
• following:

—

1000 species and varieties of Herbaceons and Alpine Plants at
4s. per dozen, or 30s. per 100.

500 species and varieties adapted for Rockwork at 4s. per dozen.
200 species and varieties of Hardy Greenhouse and Stove Ferns
and Lycopods, at from 6s. per dozen, and upwards.

Verbenas, Fuchsias, Geraniums, and other Bedding Plants, at
from 3s. 6d. per dozen. Catalogues on application.

°* c 100 bushels of selected Fluke Potatoes at 4s. Gd. per bushel
of 56 lbs. Dean's Seedling Fluke at 3s. Gd. per stone of 14 lbs.

Yale Gardens. Todnr-r len. Lancashire.—April 28.

ORCHID S~
TmLLIAM MAULE and SONS have received

* * their annual importations of ORCHIDS from their col-

lectors in the liiist. which they beg to offer, wn, the following
terms, many vt which are one and two years established:

—

Vanda ca?mlca, 21s., 42s., 63s., 105s.; Vanda teres, 10s. 6d.
;

Aerides odoratura, JOs. Gd.) Aerides alfine, 42s.; Foxbrush, 105s.

;

Heudrobium Dev. niiaura, lQs. 6d.; Cambridgeanum, 10s 6d.
;

Gibsoni, 10s. Gd.- rea^iflorum, 10s. Gd. ; Farmeri, 10s. Gd., 16s.;

Chrysanthum majus, 7s. 6d. ; nobile, mixed with Wnllichi,
7s.6cL; Pierardi, mixed with latifolium, 7s.Gd.: clavatum,15s.,21s.;
moschatum, 10s. Gd. : Camarotis purpurea, 10s. Gd.; Ccelogyne
or Pleone, Wallichi, and maculata, in pots, with four or five

plants or bulbs, 10s. Gd. each; Saccolabium ampnllaceum (very
scarce), small plants, 63s. each.- The Nurseries, B ristol.

\fEW WHITE VERBENA, « MRS. FOSTER."—
-L* This very desirable variety was raised by Mr. Edmonds,
Gardener to the Eev. R. Foster, of Scratby Hall, and is acknow-
ledged to be the very best pure "White Verbena that has yet
been originated for bedding purposes, it has also been favourably
noticed by the National Floricultural Society. It is of a robust
but very compact habit; the heads of bloom (which are produced
in profusion) are large and flat; the individual flowers, in point
of size and shape, resemble those of a finely-formed Phlox

—

stout, and of the purest white. This Verbena will supersede all

other "White Verbenas in commerce. Strong plants are now
ready for sending out at 5s. each, with one over every three to
the trade.—YorELL & Co.. Ilovnl Xnrsi-rv, Great Yarmouth.

Vi/ ELLIN GTONIA GIGANTE A.—
* » Ample description of this noble tree having appeared

in former advertisements or circulars, it is only necessary now to

say that it is a Coniferous Tree, of immense dimensions and
great beauty. It having withstood the severity of the past
winter, without injury, both at Chelsea, Exeter, and various
other localities, there can be no doubt of its being a perfectly
hardy tree, thus rendering it the most remarkable of recent
introductions.

MESSRS. VEITCH & SON can supply healthy well estab-
lished plants at the following prices :—

A few of the first raised, extra sized plants ... 42s. Qd.
Second size 31 6
Third size 21

A reduction will be made on the above prices in proportion to the
quantity taken.— Prices to the Trade on application.

. Nurseries, Exeter and Chelsea.—3Iay 5.

WILLIAM BAUN LS respectfully informs his friends
and the public generally, that his SPRING CATA-

LOGUE is now ready for distribution, and will be sent, post
free, upon applicaiion ; it comprises all the leading varieties of
Indian Azaleas, Cinerarias, Verbenas, Hollyhocks, Phloxes,
Roses, Geraniums, Chrysanthemums, Perpetual Carnations,
Liliums, Delphiniums, Antirrhinums, Petunias, Calceolarias, and
a good collection of all the most popular plants in cultivation.
Camden Nursery, Camberwell, London.

:

XTJ HEELER and" SON'S SHORTSELECT SEED
* » LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of
the very best quality and true to name ; and as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.
We are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed

orders from those ice liad the honour of serving last year ; and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully
solieit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given
us a trial.—J C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

WORTH AMERICAN HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
HUGH LOW and CO. have to offer the under-

named, which are all in a very healthy condition. Amongst
the plants now offered will be found many rarities, and attention

is particularly called to the Sarraccnins. which are strong and
vigorous, imported during the past winter direct from their

native localities.

Asplenium acrostichoides . 2 6

„ ebaneum ...2 6

„ rhizophyllum . 2 6
Aspidium intermedium ... 2 6
Asclepias, white flowering . 2
Calopogon pulcbellum ... 1

Cypripedium humile ... 1 6
Diona?aMuscipula(Fly-trap)3 6
Gentiana, new species ... 3 G
llabenaria fimbriata ... 1 6
Lilium Philadelphicum ... 2 6
Mimulus, blue flowering ... 2 6

Onnclea obtusiloba 2 G

Parnassia Caroliniana ... 1 6
Polypodium Virginicum ... 2 6
Sarracenia flava ...\ ^p, 2 6

„ purpurea! gg^ j«
„ rubra ..

[ «£,2 2 6

„ variolarisj Bft 2G
Trillium grandiflomm ... 1 6

„ pnrpureutn ... 1 6
Viola palmata 1

Woodsia, species from Vir-
ginia ... ... ... 3 6

Clapton Nursery, London, May 5.

CHARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his

New SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains

descriptive lists of

—

Carnations,
Picotees,

Pinks,
Pansies,
Auriculas,
Shrubby

larias,

new Dahlias

Dahlias,

Fancy Dahlias,
Cinerarias,
Verbenas,
Fuchsias,
Hollyhocks,
Chrysanthemums,
including several

Scarlet and Horse-
shoe Geraniums,

Delphiniums,
Mimulus,
Pentstemons,
Petunias,
Bedding Plants, &c,

new Verbenas, new "White

CalceO'

Bedding Calceolarias, &c, offered for the first time,
ou application.— Roynl Nursery, Slough.

Can be had

MEW FUCHSIAS.
STEWART and NRILSON are now receiving orders

for their Twelve NEW FUCHSIAS, advertised in Sep-
tember last, which will be ready to send out on the 1st of May
at the following prices, or 31. for the twelve.
Mr. Ewart, dark..
Mr. D. Neilson, do. ..

Mr. G. Lawrance, do.,

Miss France, do....

Mr. Littledale, do. .,

Dr. Parr, do.

10s. Gd.

10
10
10
7 G

7 6

Mrs. E. Hill, light ...

Mrs. Gardner, dark ...

Miss A. J. Wright, do.

Mrs. Maxwell, do.

Mrs. Perry, do
Mrs. Bouch, light

7s. Gd.

7 6

A remittance from all unknown correspondents.
Nurseries,_Liscnrd, Clirsbir?. near Liverpool.—May 5.

[varieties

and fancy

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his iriends
and the public that his New Spring Catalogue containing

Descriptive aud Priced Lists of the following:

—

Roses in pots

Dahlias — show
Fuchsias
Selaginillas or Lycopodiums
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding varieties

Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

&c., &c.

Exotic Orchids
Ferns— stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
G eiauiums—show^ancy.scarlet,

variegated, and hybrid bed-
ding varieties

Chrysanthemums—large flower-
ed, and Pompone varieties

Petunias
Antirrhinums

Is row ready and can be had Post-free on application.

Paradise Nursery, H ornsey RojuI. Holloway, London.

JOHN CATTELL has a plentiful supply of PLANTS
*-* of the following, autumn-sown and bedded, superior true sorts:

Cauliflower, early and late 4s. per 100
Broccoli, Cape (Grange's and Hammond's) ... 3s. „
Cabbage, Red ls.Gd. „

„ Early, of sorts... .:. ... ... 7s. per 1000

„ Drumhead or Cattle 5s. „
Savoy, of sorts Bs. „
Packages containing Plants to the value of 11. and upwards

will be. delivered carriage frets fo L01 ''on. sad to the Edenbrklge
Station ofthe South- Eastern Railway, package included. A remit-
tance must accompany orders from unknown correspondents.

Nurseries, Wes terlmm; Kent.

SUPERB SHOW PANSIES.
JOHN HOLLAND, Uradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
«J near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra
fine varieties, in stroug, well rooted, autumn struck Plants, at
10s. the set, hamper, package, &c, included.

Argo (Paton & Small)
Adela (Turner)
Alfred the Great (Turner)
Boadicea (Fellowes) [ton)

Countess of Strathmore (Hamp-
Commander-in-Chief (Hooper)
Father Gavazzi (Holland)
Fearless (Schoficld)

Great Western (Hooper)
Lady Emily (Downie & Laird)

Lady Carrington (Hunt)
Lord Jeffrey (Lightbody)
Mesmerist (Veitch)
Miss Talbot (Dickson & Co.)

Pandora (Hunt)
Rising Sun (Turner)
Sultan (Hooper)
Sir J. Paxton (Betteredge)
Thisbe (Hooper)
Victory (Schofield)

Older varieties, such as Fair Flora, France Cycole, Queen of
England, Duke of Perth, Rubens, Caroline, Opbir, Blue Perfec-
tion, Euphemia, &c. &c.

(
4s. per dozen, strong plants.

A few packets of very select Pansy Seed at Is. and 2s. per
packet. Priced and descriptive Catalogues now ready, and will

be forwarded on application. Post-office orders payable at
Middleton, Lancashire.

NEW PLANTS IN FLOWER.
MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON, of the

Wellington Nursery, St. John's "Wood, London, beg to

announce that the following plants are now in flower, and may
be seen in their winter garden :

—

Camellia Marie Antoinette

„ Ariosto

„ Mathotiana

„ albaplenoof Casoretti

„ alba illustra

„ Catherine Longhi
„ Conite de Paris

„ Don Michel

„ Innocenza

„ Madonna
„ Ristori

„ Verschaffeltiana

„ Sarah Frost

„ General Drouot
Azalea Criterion

Azalea Juliana

„ alba illustrata

„ admiration

„ narcissiflora

Rhododendron campylocarpum
„ Dalhousieanum
„ Edgworthi

„ ponticum coccineum
Cyclamen persicum, new collec-

tion
Rhododendron, new seedling

Camellia de la Reine
Genetyllis macrostegia (Fuch-

sioides).

Rouvardia longifiora.

GRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
'T'HOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
*- Royal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform their
friends and agriculturists generally that they are now prepared
to supply the undermentioned in any quantities required.
Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent

Pasture and Meadow; Irrigation or Water Meadow Mixtures;
Upland Sheep Walk Mixtures; Park and Field Lawn Mixtures;
Renovating Mixtures for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, or Grass-
plot Mixtures; various Permanent, Grass Seeds supplied sepa-
rately to order; Mixtures for one year's lay, do. for two or three
years' lay (commonly called " seeds ").

CLOVERS.—Red or broad leaved, white or Dutch, Red Suckling,
Alsike or Hybrid, Trefoil, Cow Grass or Perennial.

RYE-GRASSES.—Italian (very fine^ Annual, improved Peren-
nial, and other kinds.

CARROTS.—Large White Belgian, large field Altringhnn),
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Surrey.

PARSNIPS.—Gibbs' large Guernsey Cattle, common large.

MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orauge or Yellow Globe,
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES.- Large Drumhead Cattle, Thousand headed.
TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swedes, Skirving's
Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid, Red-top Yellow Hybrid,
Globes or Rounds, Tankard's sorts, Kohl Rabi.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Gorse, Field Parsley, Rape, Seed
Barley sorts, "Wheat sorts, Rye, Sainfoin, Tares, White Mustard,
White Silesiau Beet, Peas, Potatoes, and all other seeds for
the farm.

KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, including all

the new and most approved varieties. Assortments made up
to suit different sized gardens, or to any given .amount.
Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds sent free

by post on application to Thomas GtBBS & Co., Corner of Half-
Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CENTURY.
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS. OF THE FINEST

SELECTED STOCKS.—As ifte quantity of
Mangold, some of ihz Turnips, cOc, are found not so

scarce on ike market as was expected at the close of
harvest, we submit our present prices, in which several

will he found lower than quoted in pur Spring Catalogue,

Per lb—s. d.

MangoldWurzel,LongRed 8

„ „ Long Yellow 1

„ „ Yellow Globe 8

„ „ Red Globe ... 9
Carrot,LongWhite Belgian 2
Turnips, fine Purple Top 1 9

„ fine Green Top ... 1 9

„ Skirving's 1 9

„ Laing's Purple Top 1

„ NorfolkWhite Round 9

„ „ Green Round 9

„ LincolnshireRed Globe 1 2

„ Pomeranian White
Globe 1 2

Per lb.—s. d.
Turnip White Decanter, or

Norfolk Bell ... 1 2

„ Green Barach ... 1 2
„ White Tankard ... 10

„ Red Tankard ... 10

„ Yellow Tankard ... 2

„ Orange Jelly ... 1 1

„ Purple Top Bullock 1

Cabbage, large Drumhead 2
Kohl Rabi

Lucerne
Furze or Gorse
Alsike Clover
Bokhara Clover .,.

6
6

.. 1

..19

..2

.26
PERMANENT PASTURE and OTHER GRASSES.-Odt

Mixtures for Permanent Pastures will be found equal to any
which are supplied. Prices per acre, according to the nature of

the soil, 24s. to 31s. Wholesale Prices of Grasses aud other Seeds
to the trade on application.

Finest Mixed Lawn Grasses, per lb. 1.!., or 4s. Gd. per peck.
$$$" Goods Cahriage Eeee (not under 20s.) to all the London

termini, or any station on the Colchester and Norwich line.

BASS and BROWN, Seed Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
TOHN SHARPE (late of Sleaford), Seed Grower

*-* and Merchant, Bardney, is now sending out, of the purest
and best selected stocks. Permanent Grass Mixture, 20s. per
acre; Upland Sheep Walk, 20s. perjicre; Field or Lawn Mix-
tures, 9d. per lb. , Improving Mixtures for old Swards.

CLOVERS.—Bed, English, Dutch, German, French, 6s. to 8s.

per stone; White, Ss. to 10s. per stone; Italian Rye-grafcs, fine,

imported, Gs. to 7s. per bushel; Perennial Rye-grass, 25s. to 35s.

per quarter ; Mangold Wurzel, 8d. per lb., or 7s. per stone.

TURNIPS.— Skirving's and Purple-top Swedes, transplanted,
and of the purest characters, Is. 3d. per lb., or 60s. per bushel of
50 lbs.; White Globe or Round, 8rf. per lb., or 30s. per bushel of
50 lbs.; Green Globe or Barrel, 8d. per lb.; White and Red
Tankards, Lincolnshire Red Globe or Round, Early Sixweeks,
Yellow Aberdeen, Orange Jelly, and other yellow- fieshed kirds.
Rape Seed or Cabbage Cole, 3s. 6d. per peck, or 12s. per bushel.
White Mustard, Spring Tares, &c.
For quantities, Purchasers treated with liberally.

Attendance at Sleaford, Market Rasen, BostoD, Louth, Lincoln,
and Horncastle, on market days.

Bardney Hall, near Lincoln, May, 1855.

THE FORWARDEST TURNIP KNOWN.
SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS' TURNIP

should now be sown for feeding off early. Excellent new
seed Is. 2d. per lb., Gs. per gallon, or 42s. per bushel; Mr. T.
Hickman, of Brimpton House, near Newbury, in a letter dated
February 1, says :

—

" I must mention the Six WecTcs' Turnip as the J.est sort I have
ever seen/or earliest and latest sovn-ngs. I have grown them several

years, and have invai'iahlyfound thtm to produce more >eed in less

time than any other Turnip. I have had thtm after Wheat of a
good size, within six loeclisfrom the time of sowing' 1

N.B. Carriage free, except parcels under 20s. value.
Address, J. Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

•yO GENTLEMEN ABOUT TO DECORATE
A THEIR LAWNS, TERRACES, OR GARDENS.—A very
handsome and beautiful Variety of FOUNTAINS, FIGURES,

I

VASES, &c. &c, warranted to stand all weather, are now being
I offered at greatly reduced prices, at Mit. SCOTT'S Artificial
Stone Wobks, 74, Borough Road, South wark. Illustrated Cata-

logues free of charge forwarded to any part of the country.

Wellington Nursery, St . John's Wood, London.—May 5.

MEADOW AND PASTURE CRASS SEEDS.

GEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, "Down Street,

Piccadilly, beg to announce that their Mixtures of Grass
Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :

—

Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,

heavy, and other soils (allowing u bushels and 12 lbs. to the

acre) 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs.

to the acre) 32s. per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old Grass Land, Is. per lb.

Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns ls.3tf. per lb.

These Seeds are all new, and have all been properly cleaned

and their growing properties fully tested. Directions lor sowing
accompany the seed.
G. G. and Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE

is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,

26, Sown Street, Piccadilly, London.

IMPORTANT SALt.
GRECIAN TAZZA FOUNTAIN, consisting of three

Basins, five pair handsome Vases, and two rustic Piers, 7 ft.

high ; this lot will be sold very cheap to effect immediate sale-
Apply to Mr. J. Virgo, High Street, Camberwell.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.
THOMAS SUMMERVTLLE, Landscape Gardener,

Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, London, begs respectfully to inform the nobility,

gentry, and his patrons generally, that he has entered into

arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the sole

disposal in London of their highly ornamental and very durable

Vases. Fountains, &c, samples of which may be Keen at his

grounds in the Garden Road, as above.

T. S. has much pleasure in being the first to introilnce to the

notice of the public a highly ornamental Vase, capable of resist-

ing the most severe weather, and at little more than halt the cost

of any other possessing the same qualities; and hehas no hesita-

tion in stating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plants

cannot be manufactured.

Printed by William Bbadrobt, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in the Parifsh

of St. Paneras. and Frederick Mullktt Evanb, ol No. 27, Victoria

Street, in the Parish ol St. Margaret and St. Jobn, Westminster, bntli Id

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of W'bitetriarf.in the City of London; wnd pub) is- bed by them
at the Office; No. 5. Charles Street, in the Parish ol St. Paul's. Covent

Garden, in the Baid County, where all AdvertifementK and Communications
are to be ADnBE=BED to tub Editob.—Saturday, May &, 1365.
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POSTPONEMENT
ROYAL NATIONAL

i .
i ielou i

Patronagi
Ih'iiiMii GftlMOl Ami i i Toll Grand National Exhibition Ma;-, wh< n ll .- -..-a' ,«~!b«
will bo held, I" ' neotlon wiih tiirt May BIioh 1

Cnmbi'Ugo Horticultural Soclaty, at I tmbrlil o, onTUESDAI
May 20th, Inntaod ol Mm 2M, aa previouitly mlv<T(l td (or

I

FLOwtRlNC PLANT «.

nlili'li oranii i in". I lib,ml .Iii-IiiIi 'I |,i,/.i-i In.. .,,.n J,
i.""l> A. -'•'IJII I ;• 1/, .,ff. r I,'

nimo.iiicud—largor In amoaat than lia, boon offered at many ol * • ri •

Mir |.iv\ Ion ; lui-.tlni;.!. TJlf Kb. »w will In. Ii. |,| ... .!,, i-cui-l , «,, .- i.. ii-, I ,

ortbe Old Ootnnlc Garden, iub^ect to nlmllar rojiulatlom to thou inogtmi r h.'hm
Issued af forraet exhtblUddl, Bubacrlptlonn ni..l entrance moni v
ii. be paid to tbe lion. Secretary (Ciiaui.i-.h Edwaiid Bno
Post Oflloo Order, jiriynbte ft! Cmubrldfjo.—AM artlclce to be In

dm 1:1 dn i.y lOoclock on Ule morning ol tl e Hhow.

COOO SWEDE SEED.
OUTTON and SONS luu; good new Ashcroft, ShuO vini/'s, and other Swede Sixdi, true to their kind*,

warranted all of lout year's growth, p, |M , In largo or nmnll
(inantllloH, 2,. per lb. Largo qtmntitlcH Cabbiaov I'ur.r.. lie-

inittancoH or rot'eronccH required from unknown correHpondcntfl.

AddrOKH. Suttok He Soni1
, Scod (; lower.., It linj-.

a^HE PERENNIAL WHITE CLOVfcR.— ThisX Clover In lnclud«d In all Messrs. Sutlon's mixtures for

Ponniineut H&Oture, und Is very Buporior to the cominoii W'l.ii.:

Clover; It may be purchased separately, price \s. Hd. per ponod.
Address—Sutto» A^ons. Beeo Growers, Reading.

GLOBE MAN

ui, Pnrle
1'lantn are
— Dtilwl. i.

MESSRS. JOHN WEEKS i non , a/W
a well grown »l/«k at REI>L>IS(, I'l.i I .. .. u4 (««

the 1 existing v.rl^ile., and at »v«u r«v
Hortlxol'oral ; ', Klna/a I: ulu

Frankfort-on-flie-Malna.

ari-1

OUTTON'S LARGE YELLOW
£5 GOLD WURZEL, IHOM Sei.kctbd Hoots, qcitk Haedv.—
Seed of this fine large Mangold Wurzel may be obtained genuine
of Messrs. Button, price Is. per lb., or of. porewt.; oihcr sorts

cheaper. Early orders aro requested and recommended, as the
stock Is limited.—Address,

Jouy Sutton & Soys, Seed Growers, Rending
, Perks .

MORTON'S YELLOW GLOBE MANGOLD —
From Seed grown from the original ttoeh of J. 0.

Mortem, Esq., the Editor of the Agricultural Gazette.
Is. 6rf. per lb.

WILLIAM E. RENDLB & Co.. Seed Mew-hasts, Plymonth.

CORE HOUSE, KENSINCTOM CORE.
EXHIBITION OF THE HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETV, May tC.-ThoCat.cs at Goro House will bo
open to tho Public ut 2 p.m. Tickets, price 5s. each, will be
issued daily at 21, Regent Street, till tho afternoon of May 15.

SrKciAL pEiviLKOit op Ff.li.ovvs.—Fellows of the Society
not only entor free at. half-past 12, but can also ench intro-
duce two friends, with Tickets, at tho same hour. Or tho
Fellow's power may be transferred to a near relatlvo, provided
tho person (o whom the transfer is made be furnished with a
ticket signed by that Follow, That is to say, a near relative, if

provided witli an admission ticket, may enter at half-past 12,
instead of n Follow, siul slt-o introduce two Iriiuuis.

HORTICULTURAL SQCIETY OF LaONDON^
FIRST SUMMER MEETING, Mat 8, 1S55.

Award of Mki?at,s, &c.
Nswly Introduced Plants. — Messrs. Rollisson & Sons,

Tooting, C 1 ; Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Wellington
Nursery, C 1 ; Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea, II M.
PEi.AnuoNiuius.—Messrs. Dobson. Islewortb, S K ; Mr. Turner.

Slough, S B.
Fancy Pei.aroonic.ms.—John Alhnilt, Esq., S K ; Mr. Tod-

inan, gr. to Mrs. Pueknmster, S U,
Indian Asialeas.— Mr. Rob.erl .'•- -. to A. Palmer, Esq.,

S K ;
Mr. Thus. Gainer Tlntlorsi J>Vfj •

; (essrs. Rollisson, C 1.

PAN8IK8.- -Mr. Charles Turner, Sldugiijs 11; Messrs. Dobson,
C 1 ; Mr. Bragg, Slough, C 2,

Single Specimens.—Messrs. Veitch, S B ; John Allnutt, Esq.,
C 1 ; Mr. Cutbush, Burnet,. 1 ; Messrs. Rollisson, C 2 ; Mr. John
Mahor, gr. to J. M. Strachan, Esq., C 2 ; Messrs. Standish &
Noble, Bagshot, II M.
Grapes, Black.— Mr. Clements, Oak Hill. East Barnct, S K

;

Mr. Fleming, gr. to his Grace the Duko of Sutherland, SB;
Messrs. Mitchell & Co., BrightoD, C 1 ; Mr. Monro, gr. to Mrs.
Oddio, H M.
Grapes, White.—Mr. Monro, gr. to Mrs. Oddio, C 1.

Pine Apples.— Mr. Robinson, gr. to Lord Boston, S K ; Mr.
Fleming, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, S B ; Mr.
M'Ewon, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, C 1.

Melons.—Mr. Fleming, gr. to his Grace the Duko of Suther-

Veoetables.—Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to his Grace the Duke of I TOHN KERNAN begs to offer the following list of

WHITE BELGIAN C A R R T, 2s. per lb.,

or much cheaper by the . wt.

r LOWER % t I OS.
PETER LA \V.SON

ramr* to tl i in/l »t

Ktre.-t, Weslmin.lrr, beg I

choice selection of PI
27

OS*C£ ORANCE MACL'JPA AUI' * \T. ' CA .

CHARLWOOO
of the abort

directions for ti L*»t tlaie f«r
sowing.- . ., l*mA'/a.

BANKS' . FUCMI » '.

WJ. I.I'i- h-g. lo My he i. DO*
• t!.

namely. Climax, Ma od One
three will not Ik; reidy till next

i ,nd-

DWAKE FRENCH BEANS a m ncj
quantity.—Apply to J. G. W

Hi gh It. .Iborn. London.
.

E FINEST ( ; THE
SEASON, ABLE: ' I PARABLE "—It U Uw

of its class, and full «Lv i Terr ilia,,
full, cempact, and symmetrical; and for a flower so -eaot/fMly

werk.

Till
SE

WILLIAM E. RENDLE& I i,ar^T6jMymoi.tb
:_ copped, well'up, and ge-^ in the centre.-Mr. GLt^-r. C»p4efc«:

Y P A R S N I P t - . may now W
, t be strongly

fust imported a

bad of M
Bdwahi

'giRUE GUER
JL This is a large and k

i

recommend';:'. The ,'.'.,

choice lot of Seed from Guernsey, and can supply it at
2s. per lb.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & Co- Seed Merccants, Plymouth .

DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener,
Garden Architect, and Contracting Planter, Stowe, £

Buckingham. Now is the time to prepare for planting in Sep-
E"Phem '*- AMa Blanche. Royal Pur,

tember October, and November. ton, and Lord Jaft-rey.-Cho.ee varieties, to. p«

HART and NICKLIN , it, Guildford,
offer the foil-win^, the wt for 12..:— B"*i;c:». rillf.llllll

sima, France Cycole, Sir J. P.xtoo, Constance, Nation-
rinn, Alfred the Great, Caroline, Sylvia, Sultan, Maretilwwx of
Bath, Era. Dphir. Mr. B*c>r. Duke of J'ertb. Britiatl Qaeea,

:
. •.-i-CuTriig-

w ILLIAM BaURATT,
Wakefield.

Plans and Estimates furnished.

SON 1\ [AY'S MAGNUM BONUM LETTUCE i? I.i fax

urv
' lAJ_ the largest, swiw-cn, and - ;e tas-rn, io proo*—

—

of which we possess numetoas letters reoeiTTd frooi partic* »l»

Y\J ILLIAM MASTERS a n d
» » Landscate Gahdenerp, Exotic Nursery, Canterbu. .— _ ti -. of which we possess r

Landscape Gardener, had it last season. The addresses of the writera can be had oc
application. It may be sown all the summer, aid will stand UK

Norfolk, C 1 ; Mr. Lewis Solomon, Covent Garden, C 1,

Asparagus.—John Aboil, Esq., Limerick, C 1 ; Mr. M'Ewen,
gr. to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, C 2.

Kaspbrsribs.—Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to his Grace the Duke of
Norfolk, C 2.

Miscellaneous.— Messrs. Backhouse & Son, York, SK; Mr.
Ingram, gr. to his Grace the Duke of Rutland, S B ; Messrs. A.
Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, SB: Mr. G. Tillyard, gr.

to the Bight Hon. the Speaker, C 1 ; Mr. C.Turner, Slough, C 1
;

Messrs. Standish & Noble, C 1 ; Mr. Frost, gr. to Ladv Gren-
fllUi CI: Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to his Grace tbe Duke of Norfolk,
C 2; Mr. Ingrain, gr. to his Grace tho Duke of Rutland, C 2;
Mr. J. Wiggins, gr. to E, Beck, Esq., C 2 ; Mr. Taylor, gr. to
Watson Wood, Esq., H M ; Mr. Mathew, gr. to J. Stearns, Esq.,
H M; Mr. E. Vivian, Torquay. H M.

ROYAL- BOTANIC SOCIETY, REGENT'S
PARK.—The List of Prizes awarded at tho Exhibition

hold on WEDNESDAY, May 9th, will be advertised in the
Gardeners' Chronicle on Saturday next, the 19th. .

NORTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY
will hold their ANNUAL EXHIBITIONS this season on

TUESDAY, Sept. IS, for Dahlias and Miscellaneous; and on
MONDAY, Nov. 19, for Chrysanthemums ; in the Penton Rooms,
Pentonville, London. The Schedules are now ready, and can be
obtained on application to

Geo. Smith, Hon. Sec, Hornsey Road, Islington.

SOUTH LONDON SOCIETY OF AMATEUR
FLORISTS.— Tho Second Exhibition of the season will

take place at the HORNS TAVERN, KENNINGTON, on
THURSDAY, Slat of May, when Prizes will be offered for tbe
following productions, viz.— Tulips, Heartsease, Pelargoniums,
Fancy varieties ditto, and Miscellaneous Plants. In additiqu to
the Prizes offered by the Society, Mr. R. I. Laurence, of
Hampton, oners to Amateurs 52. value in Tulips, to be selected
from his best bed when in bloom, to be divided into Four Prizes.
Admittance to Non-Members from 2 till 7 o'clock, at 6d. each.

An efficient Band will be in at endance. List of Prizes and the
Rules of the Society may he obtained from

John Busjiell, Hon. Sec.
Lower Kenninglon Lane, Lmnbeth.

KENILWORTH and LEAMINGTON FLORAL
EXHIBITION.—The Second Grand Horticultural F£te

will be held, by permission, among the ruins of Kenilworth
Castle, on WEDNESDAY, 4th day of July next, when, in
addition to the sum of S07. offered in prizes by the Committee,
two Silver Cups, of bl. value each, contributed by the inhabitants
of Kenilworth, will be awarded to the two most successful com-
petitors. Schedules, and every particular, may be had on appli-
cation *o J", CnrvN!:, Swretarv,—priory Garden 1

'. Warwick.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS

:

Agricultural Carrots, Red and White, Is. per lb.

Mangold Wurzel, of sorts.

Skirving's Swedish Turnip,
j

.

Laing's Purple-topped do. £
Ashcroft Purple-topped do. y-
Green-topped do.

Yellow Bullock do.

White and tied Globe do.

Dale's Hybrid do.

Italian Rye-grass (imported).

Mixed Permanent Grasses.

Parsley for Sheep-walks.

Cattle Cabbage.

Thousand-headed do.

Clover. Red and White.
Trefoil and Lucerne.

The Trade supplied. Seeds carefully packed for. all climates.

Catalogues may be had on application.

4, Great Russell Street, Covent Garden. ^^

A
Achinicnes

NEW PLANTS.
VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent

winter. Pack- 1^ 1 s. each.

HENRY MAY, the Hope Nm-»eriea, near RMale. Y Artlre.

TP.WINSTANLEY'S BEDDING PLANT LISl
• is now ready, and can be bad on application, or free by

post—28, Market Place. Manchester.

TO BE SOLD, about 300 strong healthy young
PINE PLANTS.— For price and particulars apply toGfccnvvE

I

Thompson, Seedsman. Florist.Ac 1
: - rntt. CbcWer.

FERNS.
TO BE SOLD, twelve distinct species of BRITISH

FERNS, correctly named, collected from their Natural

Habitats, and delivered'iu the neighbourhood of Loader

by rail.The Set. one of each sort, for or. ; two of each. -

of each, 15s.; or 100 plauts for 25...-JOHN L^otd, P:

East Hill, Wandsworth. 5 --,— -~.

BOSSCM'S CHAMPION OF ENCLAND CELERY.
V£jIVOenrtri'lilJ»l i, UJUfiKI .IIA.T, Mill 111 —— —— ... — — - -

-

-C_l,

(Belgium), is now sending out his following New Plants: T^HE finest Celery yet introduced, beautifully whit*,

licnes Auibroise Verscbaffelt Ss.Qd. ML rerv crisp and solid, and withstands a greats: a--

8
1
8

Tydaj'a Warscewiczi ... 15

Rhododendron Prince Camiltede Rohan (quite hardT) 16

Docteur Hopf
Edouard Otto
Edmond Boissier

w

I of frost 'than anv other known variety :
..aacbeil

in the ground 3 feet.—To be obtained at T. F. Wrx-?-rjijn.rT,

Seedsman, 2S. Mar's[el .re it. Si pa-

packet: prices lo the trade on applicati:u.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS. SEEDS. ETC.

XT" ILLIAM CHATER begs to offer packets of seed,

\> consisting of 2:
- -hocks,

at 5s.: 12 varieties, 2s. Si: ar.c fr
--

Superior Quilled German and Frer

tho following Superb FLOWEE SEEDS, saved from the mixed Is. per packet: separate.**. Fire Q -.:..?: African Man-

All the above Plants are figured in Verscraftelt's " Illustra-

tion Horticole," which can be seen at Mr. R. Siuierrad's, 5, Harp
Lane, G reat Tower Street, London.

ILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer

best varieties, post free:— Per packet, colds, M. per packet—

S

a'grrn WaMe
Autirrhinum, from 100 striped and spotted varieties ... 0s. 6d. *

Balsam, from 23 best double varieties

Hollyhock, from 50 best show llowers

Fancy Pansy, from a choice collection 1

Mimulus, from 12 of the most showy kinds

Verbens. from 100 of the newest and best varieties ... 1

Pansy, from 100 best show flowers 1

Gloxinia, from 50 newest varieties 1

Double Daisv, from 60 newest varieties

Sweet William, from 50 fine varieties ...

07 High Street. Battle, Susses.

BE;^: IMC AMD OTHER PLANTS.

NlW^CA^LETVERBENA-MRS. WOODROFFl.

ARTHUR HENDERSON am> CO. are n

out this fine r.ew VERBENA * ^i^ "L
be seen in their advertiseceu: in u^»^af^»^» *W"* J
March 31. The usual dis

^* This Verbena :

another firm.—Pine-aoile P: ^d, Lcoana.

-VEW WHITE YEI.BENdu - MH^. :" - —
SS This verv desirable v

Gardener to the Eev.E. Fosteb, jgctttiv

Ied<-ed to be the vs-

Flltl
• mentb

applicatio

MnfhMiiinnE Minniln c
. Salvias, Lobelias, Ac. Climbers in varierv. .t^:.- 1 aad shape, resemoie —^- - -_ -

now in bloom Cytisus racemosus, Roses, Verbenas, Fuchsias, other ^\ hue »
. ._ - -_ ^^
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UNBLOOMED SEEDLING CALCEOLARIAS.

MR HEKKY MAJOR, Knnsthnrpe, near Leeds,

h'e°-s to announce that his UNBLOOMED SEEDLING
CALCEOLARIAS are now ready to send out in parcels of 20, at

6s per parcel, or four parcels tor 1?., post free. They have been

produced from rich and beautiful varieties, therefore good and

beautiful colours and markings may reasonably be expected.

A few sets of H. M.'s beautiful new Seedling Calceolarias, so

highly spoken of by Mr, Glennv, still remain: price 3?. the set.

The usual discount to the Trade for cash only. Twelve very

choice Calceolarias, to include all his best sorts sent out last year,

price 255. A descriptive Catalogue of the new Calceolarias may
be had on application. From unknown correspondents a remit-

tance is respec^fully_re_qneste d with the order.

CHOICE BEDDINC-CUT PLANTS,
AXD TO THOSE ABOCT PERMANENTLY REPLENISHING THE

Flower Garden.,

YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the following List

of desirable PLANTS, suitable for the above purpose.

Carriage paid on all Orders of 21. and upwards to any distance

within 150 miles of the Nursery, and good Plants added to com-

pensate for this charge on packages of less value :—

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES. Per doz. pairs.

Fine selections by name from our extensive and

well-known Collection, in strong plants ... 18s. Od,

Fine mixed border ditto 9

True old Clove Carnations 1- "

Tree Carnations, in choice variety each 1 6

CALCEOLARIAS.—Of this favourite flower the following

list contains some of the best varieties for Bedding :—

Aj«T (Lucombe, Pince, & Co.), fine large rich-coloured flower, of

crimson and yellow, Is. 6d. each.

Golden Chain, tine golden yellow, 6s. per dozen.

Gold Cap, rich dark maroon yellow cap, 9s. per dozen.

Superba (Constantine's), dwarf, rich crimson plum, Is. 6d. each.

Surprise „ bright orange crimson, ex. fine, 12s. per doz.

Sulphurea splendens, fine large yellow, 6s. per dozen.

Mr. "White, rich shinine bronze red, 6s. per dozen.

Superba (Turner's), flneTdwarf, dark crimson (ex. fine), 6s. per doz.

"Wellington Hero, rich deep golden yellow, 6s. per dozen.

Magnificent, large and rich crimson, with yellow crown, extra

fine, 6s. per dozen.
Masterpiece (Constantine's), deep maroon scarlet, dwarf, 12s.p. doz.

Mrs. Eeecher Stowe, bright yellow, 6s.

Shankleyana, large orange crimson, extra fine, 9s.

Beauty of Montreal, bright crimson, dwarf, 6s.

Kentish Hero, orange bronze, fine, 6s.

Sultan, fine large crimson, 6s.

Viscosissima, deep yellow, 6s.

Calceolaria " Purity," a new and beautiful variety, pure paper
white, dwarf, free habit, branching, and ^i most desirable

bedding plant, very highly recommended, 7s. 6d.

SCARLET GERANIUMS.
Tom Thumb, Frogmore, and Trentham Scarlet, 4s. per dozen,

Amazon, 12s. per dozen. [30s. per 100.

Baron Hugel, a dwarf growing variety, with brilliant scarlet

flowers, adapted for edging, 12s. per dozen.
Cerise Unique, colour a fine cerise, 9s. per dozen.
Defiance, an immense large flowering variety, Is. each, 9s. per doz.

VARIEGATED GERANIUMS.

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends

and the public that his New Spring Catalogue containing

Descriptive and Priced Lists of the followin;

Exotic Orchids
Ferns—stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
Geraniums—show/ancj'.scarlet,

variegated, and hybrid bed-
ding varieties

Chrysanthemums—large flower-
ed, and Pompone varieties

Petunias
Antirrhinums

Roses in pots [varieties

Dahlias — show and fancy

Fuchsias
Selaginillas or Lycopodiums
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding varieties

Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

&c, &c.

Brilliant 12s. per doz.

Flower of the Day
Dandy
Golden Chain ... ISs.

Golden Circle ... 18s. per doz,

Manglesi varie-

gata 12s.

Mountain of Light ISs.

GERANIUM—Boule de Neige, a unique white-flowering, horse-
shoe leaf variety, producing large trusses of well
formed flowers, 9s. per dozen.

„ Kingsbury Pet, a striking variety, hearing a fine

truss of bright salmon-coloured flowers, 9s. per dozen.

u Manglesi Floribunda, a free blooming light variety,
9s. per dozen.

„ Crimson Unique, for bedding purposes, a fine strong
growing variety, 9s. per dozen.

„ Crimson flowering Ivy leaf, fine, 9s. per dozen.

„ White do. do. 6s. „

„ Miss Emily Field, 12s. per dozen.

„ Skeltoni, 12*. per dozen.
FUCHSIAS.—The following fine varieties. 9s., viz.:— Queen of
Hanover, Elegant, Vanguard, Uterpe, Monarch, Trentham,
Autocrat, Duke of Wellington, Mrs. Patterson, Princeps, Lady
Franklin, England's Glory, Perfection, Model, &c. The best
of the older varieties, 6s.

Fuchsia Domminiana, 2s. each.
Petunias, of best kinds, 6s. to 9s. per dozen.
LOBELIA racemoides, the best dark blue variety, 4s. per dozen.

„ lucida do. light do. 4s. „

„ compacta alba do. white do. 4s. ,,

,, Lindleyana, a decided lilac do. 6s. „
VERBENAS.—In this class particular attention has been given

to introduce only those of the more..6triking colours and best
habits for bedding purposes ; these include all the handsomest
-of the new continental varieties, and we offer them at 4s. per
dozen, or 30s. per 100.

*

Anagallis rubra, and grandiflora, 6s. per dozen.
Nierembergia filicaulis, 6s. per dozen.
Pentstemon azureum, 9s. per dozen.
Salvia lilacina, 9s. per dozen.
PHLOX NELSONI.—An extremely pretty and hardy variety,

originated through the zeal of an amateur in this country,
whosenameitwell bears. It isof dwarf trailinghabit, producing
a dense mass of large pure white flowers with puce-coloured
eye, Is. 6d. each.

TROP-iEOLUM—Triomphe de Gand—a handsome variety for
trellis work, producing large and brilliant scarlet flowers,
12s. per dozen.

CLEMATIS TUBULOSA MANGLESI, a handsome herbaceous
plant bearing numerous heads of blue star-shaped flowers,
very hardy, 9s. per dozen.
ROCKETS, new double crimson, 9$. per dozen ; old double

white, 3s. per dozen.
PRIMROSES, double white, 4s. per dozen ; double crimson or

maroon, 12s. do. ; double yellow, 5s. do.; donhle purple, 4s. do.
PHLOXES.—The following choice varieties 9s. per dozen:

—

Maria Boulanger, Striata superba, Roi Leopold, Villaret joyeuse,
Bois Rose, Imbricata, Macrantha, Deui! de la Comtesse de Marne,
Anais, Eliza, Mrs. Thompson, Madame Courcelles, Madame
Frohel, Madame Lanier, Madame de Pruines, Gen. Lamoriciere,
Princesse de Cleres, Princesse Marianne, and other fine kinds.
HOLLYHOCKS, extra fine, first-class show varieties by

name, 12?. to 18s. per dozen.
BELGIAN DAISIES in 36 best kinds, by name, 4s. per doz.
PiEONIASin 20 new and very choice Continental varieties,

for 1?.

Dielytra spectabilis; this universal favourite, strong flowering
plantB, 9s. per dozen.

Delphinium Barlowi, 9s. per dozen.
„ Mooreanum, an extremely beautiful variety, 12s. per doz.
.i grandiflorum maximum, 9s. per dozen.

Saponaria ocymoides, 6s. per dozen.
Statice mantima rosea, a very pretty, hardy herbaceous plant of

flwarf habit, producing numerous heads of bright rose-coloured
flowers, 6s. per dozen.

pnTPxinl".6 new and choice varieties, 6s. per dozen.

t i««™

T

-f ,.
S in fine variety, 6s. per dozen.

LobelTa Fen ZnT-^am >
9s ' Pert,oze£; rnbrum, 20s. per dozen.

Herbaceous tt'^ Clair
'
and Aurora

-
9*' P*r dozeS.

perToS
in very choiC€ Tariety> *» per 10°; ovGs-

Alpine or Rock Plants, in choice variety, 4s. to 6s. per dozen.YOUELL & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth,

Is now ready and can be had Post-free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey_RgaJ.'Jlollgway '
LondoD -

NEW PLANTS.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS are

now prepared to offer

—

BEGONIA SPLENDIDA.—This exquisite plant was dis-

covered in Java by our collector, Mr. John Henshall, during his

researches in the Indian Archipelago. It is an extremely beau-

tiful plant of ornamental foliage, the stems and leaves of which
are covered over with a bright crimson hirsute down : altogether

it presents so striking an appearance, that it is alone much to be

desired for its magnificent foliage, for which we are now offering

it, the plant not having yet flowered in this country. 42s. to 63s.

RHODODENDRON GRISEAVOODIANUM.—This is a most
superb large white free-blooming variety, beautifully tinted with

blush, and distinctly spotted with large dark brown spots; fine

form and large truss, and possessing beautiful foliage. We have

no hesitation in saving that this is one of the finest Rhododen-

drons ever raised,' being perfectly hardy, which has been fully

tested during the last two severe winters ; for while many of the

so-called hardy sons were completely disfigured in their foliage,

not a leaf of this variety was injured. 21s. to 31s. 6c?.

RHODODENDRON SHAKSPEARE.—A soft rosy purple, in-

tensely blotched with orange yellow on the top petals; a most
beautiful and thoroughly hardy free late-flowering variety.

21s. to 31s. fid.

ERICA JBMQLA.-This is a very beautiful hybrid, in the

Erica Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the

style of Ericd-aristata, but very much higher in colour : altogether

this is a very distinct variety. 21s.

ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA.— This variety may really he

said to be three times as fine as the parent, whose name it bears:

it is a very compact grower and excellent in habit, with tubular

blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour. This charming variety obtained

the first seedling prize at the Royal Botanic Gardens, 1852. 31s. 6d.

ERICA PAXTONI.—A very distinct variety obtained by
hybridising Erica Hartnelli with Erica Massoni ; it blossoms in

very large whorls of a soft red colour. This variety will be very

useful for Autumnal Exhibition purposes, as it blossoms from
July to October. 21s.

The set of the above-named Ericas, Three Guineas.

CALCEOLARIA VARIABILIS.—As a bedding plant this

will make a charming variety, and in some measure supply the

deficiency there has been for durable and effective plants of a
light colour for the parterre. It is an excellent grower, of very
compact, pretty habit, and produces in grent prolusion immense
trusses of blossom, which open of a delicate primrose colour, and
change to white. Altogether it is a most desirable acquisition,

and a variety thoroughly distinct from any in cultivation,

10s. 6d. each.

NEW PRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON will be happy to forward

this on application. It can also be forwarded throughout the
following countries, po«t free: America, Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Holland, Prussia, &c. &c. This Catalogue abounds
with novelties and rare plants; also contains priced lists of the

Page
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36
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24 to 26
33
33
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20
44
46
17
20 to 22
14 &15
42
31
27 & 28
30
29

NEW AND CHEAP FIRST-RATE SHOW PLANTS.
The Cheapkst Establishment in tee Kingdom is at

HENRY WALTON'S, Floret, &c, Edge End,
Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire, where there are pro-

pagated annually for Sale from 20.000 to 30,000 Plants, which for

cheapness and quality are not to be equalled, being strong and
healthy.
GERANIUMS, strong blooming plants of varieties of 1853,

such as Carlos, Neatness, Glowworm, Regalia, &c. &c, 255. per
doz. ; older good show varieiies, 9s., 12s., and 15s. per doz.

;

25 for 20s.; 50 for 35s., packages included.
FUCI-I SIA S, new varieties of last season, 6s. to 9s. per doz.
CINERARIAS, choice varieties, such as Advance, Etoile de

Vaise, Empress, Empress Eugenie, &c. &c.. 10s. 6d. per doz.;
older varieties, 4s. 6tf. per doz.
PANSIES, 12 distinct fine show varieties, 6s. ; 25 varieties, 125.

VERBENAS, new varieties of 1854, 4s. to 6s. per doz.
PETUNIAS, 4s. 6d. to 7s. 6d. per doz.
DAHLIAS, all the leading show varieties of last season, 9s. to

12s. per doz ; older varieties, 4s. 6d. to 6s. per doz.

BEDDING PLANTS, including Scarlet and other Geraniums,
Salvias, Pentstemons, Heliotropes, &c. &c, equally cheap.
H. "W.'s Spring List is now ready, and may be had for one stamp.

It is respectfully requested that all post-office orders be made
payable at Marsden, Lancashire, and a remittance or satisfactory
reference with all orders from unknown correspondents. All
orders to the amount of 25s. paid to Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds,
and Preston; 21. and upwards free to Birmingham, Carlisle, and
the like distances; for more distant carriage extra plants gratis.

N.B. Parties are particularly requested to see H, W.'s adver-
tisement in Chronicle for Anril 14th and April 28th.

GERANIUMS.
BASS and BROWN have the following to offer,

strong and healthy plants, well established for a fine and
abundant bloom. For descriptive list see their autumn Catalogue.

The following 12 Superb New Show Varieties of last

season for 40s. , or separately as priced*

3s.6d. I Turner's DuchesB ofWel-
5 o |

Hngton 5s. Qd.

3 fi |

Topping's Emily Rival 3 6
Hoyle's Regalis 5

„ Virginia ... 5
„ Carlos 5

,, Tamherlik ... 3 6

following :

—

Choice Achimenes ... »

„ Alpine Plants ... ..'.

„ Azaleas, Ghent varieties

„ indica ...
'

„ „ species and hybrids
„ Bedding Plants

New Shrubby Calceolarias (bedding varieties)

Choice Camellias
New Pompon Chrysanthemums
New Chrysanthemum Precoces
Choice Stove Climbers

„ Greenhouse ditto

„ Hardy ditto

New and Choice Coniferse

Epacris
Ericas "

Choice Exotic Ferns
„ Hardy ditto

Fuchsias, new 6orts

Geraniums, new show flowers

„ new fancy

„ new French

„ scarlet, white, pink-flowering, and horse-
shoe marked leaf varieties, also kinds
with variegated foliage 31

„ hybrid bedding 31
New Gloxinias 13
Greenhouse Plants 16 to 19
Herbaceous ditto 37 to 41
Lycopodiums , 15
New Plants S&4
Choice Orchidaceous Plants 5 to 8
New Fruits 49
New Herbaceous Phloxes 34
Rhododendrons, choice hybrids 46

„ „ Sikkim and Bootan species ... 47

i, „ Conservatory kinds 48
New Roses 26 & 27
Choice Shrubs, &c 43
Stove Plants 9 to 11
Tree Carnations 34
Tropical Fruits .'. ... 9
Variegated Foliage Plants 12
New Verbenas 32

The following Choice and New Plants can be seen in

blossom at the Nurseries :

—

AZALEA, EMPRESS EUGENIE.—This magnificent variety
received a Bronze Medal, as a new plant, on the 9th inst., at the
Royal Botanic Gardens, and will be sent out in the autumn at

21s. each. Early orders are respectfully requested, as they will

he executed strictly in rotation.
Cattleya ianthina (new).
Odontoglossum has ti labium (rare).

Huntleya cerina.—This received a Silver Medal, as a new
plant, on the 9th inst., at the Royal Botanic Gurdens; also a First
Class Certificate at the Horticultural Society's Rooms on the
Sth inst.

Erica illustris (new); do. affinis(uew); do. triumphans carnea
(new).
Rhododendron Edgewoithi (Sikkim).—This received a Silver

Medal, as a rare plant, on the 9th inst., at the Royal Botanic
Gardens.
Dendrobium clavatum (rare); do Dallmusianum (rare).

Meyenia erecta.—This received a Silvt-r Medal, as a new plant,

on the 9th in.n , at the Royal Botanic Gardens.
Lselia purpurata (rare).

Cymbidium species.—This received a Silver Medal, as a new
plant, on the 9th inst., at the Royal Botanic Gardens.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London.

Dohson's Eliza

„ Empress

„ Glowworm ... 3
Foster's Lucy 5

„ Purple Perfection 5

Turner's Pilot 3

The following 20 first-rate Varieties, of previous date,

for 30s., or any \2for 21s.

Admiral, Albira, Ambassador, Astrea, Butterfly, Eleanor,
Exhibitor, Ganymede, Harriet, Jupiter, Eulla, Lagoma,
Leonora, National, Novelty, Optimus, Portia, Queen of May,
Rachel, and Rubescens.

Tlie following 20 first-rate older Varieties for 155.,

or any 12 for 12s.

Alderman, Commissioner, Elise, Enchantress, Field Marshal,
Flying Dutchman, Gem, Medus, Mocbanna, Magnificent, May
Queen, Nepaulese Prince, Nandee, Prince Arthur, Painter Im-
proved, Rosa, Rowena, Rubens, Village Maid, and Virgin Queen.

FANCY GERANIUMS.
The following 12 beautiful varieties for 9s.:— Bishop of Win-

chester, Caliban, Extravaganza. Jehu Improved, Lady Downs,
Magnifica, Mazeppa Superbe, Neeree, Odoratissima grandiflora,

Odorata Superba, Statiaski, and Superba.

GLOXINIAS.
The following set of 11 new varieties of last season are very

fine, and may be had for 33s., or separately 3s. 6d. each :—
Duke of Wellington, rich velvety scarlet of stout substance,

throat shaded with violet, and slightly spotted with white.

Eleanor, pure white, blotched with rose, and purple shade.

Elegantissima, French white of great substance, pale lavender

centre, spotted with buff.

Erecta Magnifica, fine white, with blue throat, habit of Fyfiana.

Eugenie, rosy pink, oentre creamy white, spotted with rose.

Exquisite (Henderson's), pure white, with broad belt of puce,

throat creamy white, spotted with puce.

Grand Snltau, a fine Continental variety.

Lady Franklin, extra large rose, stnut and robust, shading off to,

pink, slightly spotted white in the throat.

Magnet, clear rose, with blotch of purple in the throat, large and
fine form.

Prince of Wales, white, shading off to lavender.

Sir C. Napier, deep rosy crimson, throat blotched with intense

rose, dwarf habit.

The following 12 superb vars. for 20s.:— Belle Clymene,
Duchess de Brabant, Dr, Plancheon, Grandis, Hogoveeu, Impe-
rials, Leonie Van Houtte, Petoiana, Princesse de Laniballe,

Victoria Regia, Wilsonia, and Wortleyana.

ACHIMENES.
The following three very beautiful new varieties may he had

for 17s. 6d:—
Madame Rendatler, a fine large purplish lilac, with yel-

lowish white throat 5s.0tf.

Picturata, brilliant rose colour, flowers of the form of mul-
tiflora, with darker spots, exceedingly handsome ... 5

Gigantea, a novelty beyond comparison, resembling Pictar

but twice as large and brighter colours, very free and
keeping in flower several months 10 6
Twelve Superb Varieties for 10s., including Louis Van Houtte,

Mr. Apurpart, Cerito, <Src.; 12 fine older vars. for 6s.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 50 fine and select species £
and varieties 2

„ ,,
50 do. do., best selection 3

STOVE PLANTS, 50 superb and select species and vars. 4
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine and distinct vars.

'

„ ,, 100, including newer „

ROCK PLANTS. 25 fine varieties

DELPHINIUMS, 12 in 6 fine varieties

very fine seedlings of splendid

mixed colours, per 100
D-IANTHUS ATRORUBENS, splendid dark crimson

for bedding, perdoz
DIANTHUS SPLENDENS, rich bright crimson,

for ditto, perdoz.
POTENTILLAS, 12 fine varieties, 9s.; 12 extra fine ...

„ splendid mixed seedlings, per doz ...

M 5 best new varieties — King of
Crimson, Sndbury Gem, Theodore, Shylock, and
Julia, for

ROCK C1STUS, dwarf,24 beautiful vars., verydistinct
PHLOX, 25 fine vars., 10s. 6d.\ 25 beautiful newer vars.

PENTSTEMONS-Grandis, fine blue, improvement on
Atrocfflrnlea, and a fine bedding plant, perdoz.

.. Magniflora. extra large dark red, 2s. 6<i.;perdoz. 24
„ Azureum (true), a fine dwarf blue, per doz. ... 7

Ovatum, light blue, abundant bloomer, per doz.

5

1 10
2 10

12

9

s. d.

5

lit)

6

5
18
9

1 10
15
15

16

Primula involucrata, most lovely white, per doz. ... 9
Viola arborea, 6s. per doz. ; alba, per doz. 6

,, Neapolitan 6s. „ Russian „ 4
Berberis Darwini,per doz ... 15
Pawnia papaveracea, strong ... ... Is. 6d. to 2 6

Hardy Climbing Plants, 12 fine vars 9s. to IS
Roses, Tea-scented and China, in pots, 12 fine vars. 12 D
Wood's New Duchess of Norfolk, Hy. perpetual, each... 6

Goods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.

Plants added gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.
COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny

stamps, or tbe Spring Catalogues alone for three penny stamps,

or gratis to our customers who may not have received them.

1 Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.
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WILLIAM )tAli.NK8rcH]x:cl,fnlly iiil'"i'ni«liiH Friend*

nnd tlw public gtnauMy, Hiot Ilia BFlBINQ OATA-
liOOiJH in now ruaily fee <i Witii i.m u.i., and will bo sunt, post

Ii™. upon application.; Ito pi'1.0" all the loading vurln i ol
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Llliunm DtlphtnUunii Aiitti'i'tiiiiiiriin, Patuulaa, Call >i
.<i >. I

V, i oallootlAn of oil tlio mo»i popular plant*. In cultivation.

Oiirndan NUrsory, Cliiliherivell, L.union.

THE GA I! I) BIN E US' C fl RON I OLE.

TCATTELI. linn much |ilnn»iiro in Informing ill.

• admirers oftho Hollxltropo that lm win sand out oftor the

lnth "i Mnv u imperii Seedling, mimed " iikliotiioi'Iiim

.ioiin CAXT&JLL," Tlio colour Ih a boautlful lively bluish

purple, with it light h.v lor towards fcbo bottom of tha oup; tha

lic.uln of flower itand ciect, nnd me vnry largo: tha leavi ra
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and hiihif in iiiipi'iior to itny olhor. From tlio HI20 of tho-llo 01

the bold manner lit which the head Is producod, togothor with

the pleasing colour anil excellent habit id' the plant, ,1.(1. In unite,

confident that, this variety, when It becomes known, will sunoi

sede every other lor general purposflBi Strong Plants, post ireo,

7.». Gd. each. A liberal discount to the trade.

A remittance or reference in London miiHt. accompany Orders
'loin unknown corrcHpondonta.— Nuruorloii, WuHtml. ...... Kant,

NEW FUCHSIAS.
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IMPORTED ITALIAN RYE-GRASS.

J. C. WHEELER 8c SON, GLOUCESTER,
Have some fine new Imported Italian Rye-Grass to offer at 6s. 6d. per bushel

;

or a bale, as Imported, containing about 14 bushels, for 84s.

CARRIAGE FREE.

J. C. WHEELER & SON, SEED-GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

NEW AND BEAUTIFUL PLANTS.

MESSRS. VEITCH & SON,
OF EXETER, AND THE EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA,

HAVE much pleasure and confidence in offering the following novelties. In making the present selection,

Messrs. Veitch & Son have been guided solely by the determination of submitting only bucIi plants as are
of general usefulness and sterling merit.

SONER1XA MARGARTTACEA.—This lovely plant was ex-
hibited at the Horticultural Bociety'a Rooms, 21, Regent Street,
on the 7th of November last, and was the gem of the exhibition.

(See report in Gardeners' Chronicle). It is perhaps the most
chaste of all variegated plants, producing with dark glossy green
leaves, dotted all over with fdlvery white spots, a profusion of
beautiful crimson flowers, with yellow stamens. It is a dwarf
compact plant, of particularly neat habit, and requires the tem-
perature of a cool stove or warm greenhouse. (It is figured in
the "Florist" for March last). Plants, 21s. each. One over on
three to the trade.

DESFOMTANIA SPTNOSA.—A fine hardy evergreen shrub
with glossy Molly-like- foliage, introduced from the Andes of

Patagonia, by Mr. William Lobb, who discovered it in the region
of snow. It pmduce.s beautiful tubular-shaped blossoms, often

2 inches in length, and of a rich scarlet colour, tipped with yellow.

(Soo figure in CurtuVs " Botauical Magazine," for May, 1854.)
This plant, having been fully exposed in the open ground during
the last severe win tor, may now bo considered perfectly hardy,
and is certainly a great acquisition. Fine establishpd plants, of

two sizes, 21s. and &&, each. One over on three to tlte trade.

DIPLADENIA ACUMINATA of Hooker; synonymc DIP-
LADENIA MAGN1F1CA of the " Floriht."—This really beau-
tiful Dipladenia was exhibited at Chtswick, at the July Meeting
last year, and was awarded the large Silver Medal. Both as an
oxhibition plant, as well as one for general ornament to the stove,
it is scarcely rivalled. (It is figured in Curtis's "Botanical
Magazine," for January of the present year, and in the " Florist"
for November, li-64.) Strong plants, 15s. each, with one over to

the trade where threo are taken.

ESOALLONIA PTEROCLADON.—This pretty hardy shrub,

is figured in the " Botanical Magazine " for January last. It was
exhibited at Chiswick, at the July Mooting of last year, and
received a Silver Medal. It is a dwarf compact habit, with dense
dark green foliage, and abundance of pvire white Epacris-Iike

flowers, and is altogether a neat and desirable plant. 'Well

established plants, Ills. 6d. each. One over on three to the trade.

EPACRIS ECLIPSE (Story's).—This is a striking flower, of

fine habit, and great freeness of bloom ; it was raised from Miniata
grandiflnra, crossed with a fine seedling. Strong plants, 10s. Gd.

each. One over on three to the trade.

EURYBIA ALPINA.—This is a perfectly hardy evergreen
shrub (from a high elevation in New Zealaud)j having stood

without any protection the late sovere winter. Strong plants,

10s. 6d. each. One over on three to the trade.

GRISL1NIA LITTORALIS.—This is a perfectly hardy ever-

green shrub, with bright glossy green foliage, and fine habit. It

has stood perfectly unharmed during the last severe winter, in

situations where the ordinary evergreen shrubs were much
injured. Strong plants, 15s.; second size, 10s. Gd. each. One over
to the trade on three.

IXORA FLORIBUNDA.—A very neat plant, of dwarf com-
pact habit, and a most abundant bloomer It was sent from Java
by Mr. Thomas Lobb, and is a very pretty plant. Strong bushy
plants, 21s. ; smaller, 10s. 6d. each. One over to the trade on three.

LAURUS AROMATICA.—A greenhouse plant, with deli-

cionsly fragrant foliage. Good plants, 10s. Gd. each. One over to

the trade on three.

LOMATIA FERRUGINEA.—This fine evergreen shrub was
found in Chiloe and Patagonia by Mr. W. Lobb. It attains a
height of from 6 to 8 feet, and is remarkable for its beautiful
Fern-like foliage. As a fine leaved conservatory plant, it is

perhaps without a rival, and no collection of fine foliaged plants
should be without it. It has but to be seen to be admired. Fine
established plants, of two sizes, 15s. to 21s. each. One over to

tbe trade on three.

MYRTUS APICULATA.—A very pretty Myrtaceous plant,
of the same degree of hardiness as the ordinary Myrtles; fine

dark green foliage, and an abundant bloomer. Strong plants,
10s. 6ii. each. One over to the trade on three.

PINUS BENTHAMIANA.—Having raised Seedlings of this
beautiful Pine (which is doubtless the finest of the long leaved
Californian kinds, and which has proved to he perfectly hardy),
we are now enabled to offer established plants in pots as follows

:

For a single plant, 10s. Gd.; for six, 50s.; for 12, 84s. Prices to
the trade in proportion to the quantity taken.

PODOCARPUS NUBIGENA.—This is another perfectly
hardy and fine Taxaceous plant, sent from Patagonia, by Mr. TV.
Lobb. EstabUshed plants, 21s. each. Oue over to the trade on
three.

RHODODENDRON CALIFORNICUM.—This is a distinct
species, sent from California by Mr. YV. Lobb, and described as
having fine trusses of rose coloured flovrers. rt is perfectly
hardy, having survived the past winter in the open border,
without any protection whatever. The foliage is good, and it is
evidently an abundant bloomer, small seedling plants being now
set with flower buds. It is a late bloomer, and will doubtless be
.1 great acquisition to hybridisers. It will be exhibited when in
bloom. Strong well established plants, 10s. Gd. each. One over
on three to the trade.

SWATNSONIA LESSERTIFOLIA.—A very pretty shrubby
Australian Papilionaceous plant, with spikes of flower resembling
in colour Kenuedya bimaculata. It is a free growing plant, and
profuse bloomer. Strong plants, 7s. 6d. each. One over on three
to the trade.

TORREY'A MYRISTICA.—This is a splendid hardy Tax-
aceous plant, sent from California by Mr. YV. Lobb. It is from
the Sierra Nevada, at a high elevation, and attains the height of

from 100 to 150 feet. The stock of this Plant is very limited.

Strong Seedling Plants, 63s. each.

YVELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA.—Ample description of this

noble tree having appeared in former advertisements or circulars,

it is only necessary now to say, that it is a Coniferous tree, of

immense dimensions and gr^at beauty. Having withstood the
severity of the past winter, without injury, both at Chelsea and
Exeter, there can be no doubt of its being a perfectly hardy tree.

This is doubtless the most remarkable and interesting of recent
introductions. A few of the first raised, extra sized plants, 42s.;

second size, 31s. 6J.; third size, 21s. each. A deduction will be
made on the above prices in proportion to the quantity taken.

Prices given to the trade on application.

Messrs. Veitch & Son can also supply the following good and
popular Plants :

—

Each.—s. d.

Abies bracteata (seedlings) 63 C

Apbelandra Leopoldi ... 7 G

„ Porteana, 5s. to 7 6
Achimenes gigantea,5s.to 7 6
Acacia Drummondi, 5s. to 10 6
Anrectochilus argentens... 7 6
Do. do. pictus 7 6

Do. Lobbi 21s. to 42
Do. Lowi 21s. to 42
Do. setaceus ...2ls. to 31 6

Do. do. cordatus,Sls.6rf.to 42
Do. do.intermedius, 21s. to 31 G
Do. do. pictus ...21s. to 31 6
Do. striatus

Do. xanthophyllus, 21s. to 31 6

Azalea striata formosis-

sima ... 7s. 6d. to 21

BegoniaThwaitesi,7s.6i.to 10 6
Do. inarmoi-ca 7 6
Do. Prestoniensis superba 5
Bejaria ajstuans, 7s. Gd. to 10 6
Berberis Leschenaulti ... 21
Bignonia grandiflora
BoroniaDruniniondi,3s.&?-to 7 6
Camellia, Countess of

Orkney ... 10s. 6d. to 21

Do. Storyi 10 6
Ceratostema longifiora.

Ts.Gd. to 10 G

Crytomeria Lobbi, 7s.6d. to 15
Dipteracanthnsspectabilis 3 6
Draca?na indivisa, 21s. to 42
Echites Harrisi, 7s. 6d. to 10 6
Eugenia Ugni, 2s. 6d., 5s., 7 G

Eucalyptus coccifera ... 21
Fagns antarctica 10 6

Fuchsia Dominiana, 3s. Gd.

to 7 6
Franciscea macrantha,

7s. 6i.to 10 6
Do. eximia ... 3s. Gd. to 5
Do. confertiflora, 3s. 6tf- to 5

»r*.'.j*»

Each.—s. d.
Gesnera Donckelaari ... 21

,, Leopoldi ... 5s. to 7 6
Hexacentris lutea ... 5s. to 7 6
Hoya frateraa 7 6
ImpatiensJerdonia;,3s.6i.,

5s., and upwards
Ixora alba 5

„ Lobbi ... 7s. Gd. to 10 G
Lapageria rosea, 10s. Gd. to 21
Liliumgiganteum,21s.,42s., 63
LardizaLala triternata ... 5
Lomaria alpina 5
Do. magellanica, 7s. Gd. to 10 6
Lysimachia Leschenaulti 5
LuculiaPinceana,3s.6<f.to 7 6
Maranta micans ... 5s. to 7 6
Nepenthes lanata, and se-

veral others
Nymphiea gigantea
Pernettya speciosa ... 3 6
Philesia buxifolia,10s.6rf.to 21
Picea grandis (seedlings)

„ amabilis „
nobilis „

Rhododendron Jasmtni-
florum ... 21s. to 63

Do. Javanicum. 5s. to
10s. Gd.. to 21

Do. Dalhousice, 10s. Gd. to
21s.. to -i?

Do. argenteum, 10*. Gd. to 21
Do. Auckland! ... 21s. to 42
Do. Edgeworthi, 10s. Gd. to 2i
Do. Falconeri ... 10s. Gd, to 21
P^. Niveum ... 3r.6i.to 5
Do. Nuttali. and many
others

Rhodoleia ChampionL
3s. Gd. to 7 6

Rnbus japonicus 5
Thrysicanibns rntilans ... 10 6
Veronica variegata ... 2 6
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ORCHIDS.
WILLIAM MAULE *r.r> SONS Iutc received

their annual importuione of ' ran th»lr etl-

lectors Id the East, which tbey beg to offer on the following

terms, many of which are r;nc and two yean eetebllabed :

—

Vanda casrulea, 2U., 42«, ffl«, M6j.: VamU te««, 10«. Of.

ejBue, VU. : Foibraab, lCSa.

Dcndrobinm DeronUoum, 10«. Co".: Cambridgeazmm, 10«. (A.

Gibson), 10,. 6d.; deniiflonrm, Wi.Oi.: Farmer! 10a.6d.lia.

Chrysanthum majua, 7«. 6i: nonile. miied with Wallica

7s.W.; Plerardi, roucd with latifolium, 7i &?.: claTalus),15>.,2Lf.

moschatum, 10* 64; Cur.arotis purpurea, 10f. Hi.; Oatlngrtm
or Pleonc, Wallichi, and maculate, in pete, with four H frr»

plants or bulbs, 10*. 6a". each ; Saccolabium ampullaceoin (r»aer

scarce), Bmall plants, 63,. each.— Tl. BriHat

.!'
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PAGE" and CO'S COMPOSITION FOB THE
DESTRUCTION OF BLIGH1 -UX-

FRUIT TRF.ES. CUCUMPl
AND GHBEHHO'USE I'LA NTS —Eitra Strong. «,. per gaOos.

sufficient to make four Mara and Barrel, .itra. . .

use forwarded. Ten gallons and upwards carriage free to London.
After four years' extensive use by the most eminent Garde oar

in the kingdom, the superiority of Pag*. & Co.'s BLIGHT
COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to

insure its eeneral use for destroying every peat to which Fleatt

and Fruit Growers arc subject {without injuring the most rie-lena.tr

flowers or foliage) and promoting a luxuriant growth.

See twopages Testimonial?. !
. rcrticU, March 3, taw>

Can now be obtained of

Messrs. Henderson & Co, Pine- Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton
apple Place, London

Messrs. Bass & Brown. Sudbury
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson& Sons,

106, Eastsate Street, Chester,

and 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, P.eadiog

Messrs. Rendle & Co. Plym- u'.b

Mr. Jame3 Yeitch, Exotic Nur-
sery, Chelsea rcester.

Messrs. TTheeler & Sod, Glou-

Mr. E. Paul, D^rby
Mr. George Wheeler. Nursery-
man, Warminster

Messrs. Masters & Son, Canter-

Mr. Tiley, Bath
Messrs. Downie & La-'-

Frederick Street. Edinburgh
Mr. VT. Barratt, St. John's,

Wakefield
Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co.,

Wavertree, Liverpool

Mr. E. Tavlor, Malton
Messrs.ChandIer& Son,Wands-
worth Road, London

Mr. Freeman, Wobnm
Mr. J. Linford, Shefford. Beds

Messrs. Veitch A- Son, Exeter

Messrs. Hooper & Co.

Garden, London
Messrs. Fisber. Holm
Handsivorth N'jrsery.ShefEeld

Mr. W. P. S=.ith, RirrrohaHl

Measre. Wood St Ingram, H»r-
series. Hwnnhgdon

Mr. B

.

'jjl

Mr. Burham, HaatiDKB {oefwB
Messre. Leake & Smith, BrMga-
Mr. Davison, St. Peter's Street,

Hereford ' Herta
Mr. W. Garraway. Welwya,

llisgioB,

near T .

Mr.Henrv nonie,Market Place,

on-Toames CBonm

-

Nottingham
Mr. Caparn. Seedsinan. Newark
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman.
West-

-:;—
. EadEr-

mln-
Messrs. I Nanerr-
men. Dorking ani I

-. r>nblin
'

Mr. W. B^wer. M :iTgiie I

East Retford
Mr. James AV.fi ser-B*tkwwH

Street. Glasgow

N.B. The prices of the Plants to which no quotations arc ajixed will ic given on application.

EXOTIC NURSERIES, CHELSEA AND EXETER.-May, 1855.

And of the Inventors and Mr
B. PAGE a>-:> CO - Oxiari Scvjet. mA

Ear. SoatbamptOL

JTfit iBariJnirrsXftrontrir.

SATURDAY, MAY IS,

MXETINGS FOB I
"^-

YfEtratsoAT, May 16—Horocdta.1 el Gow Esotc, SenKactoB.
.
I rar_

•—

The long end ex '---.: ' -S eSwrt _»f

the last winter c. -- near Dnblin,

which we have lately published, led to some discus-

sion for which we' have not before found room.

The'question raised was, in what manner does cold

act upon pi -nits when it causes death !

Dr. Steele expressed his opinion that this tras

not properlv understood. To the theory thai death

ensued from a too _ re il listeaaofl ::' -_aeir tissaes,

caused by- the coagelalion of their fluids, he objected.
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On the contrary, he thought that the action_ was in

some way similar to that caused by an electric shock

on succulent plants, such as the garden Balsam.

That a distension of the tissues did not produce

injury, as generally supposed, was sufficiently shown

by the well-known fact that the same degree of cold

acted very differently on different plants placed in

equal circumstances.

Mr. Moore did not consider the reasons given by

Dr. Steele for objecting to the generally received

opinion on this subject to have been happily con-

ceived, inasmuch as animals which are natives of

warm countries are more subject to be destroyed by

cold than those which are natives of colder regions.

Nature provides both plants and animals with tissues

capable of resisting the rigours of the climates they

were destined to live in. He had, therefore, no

doubt but that the action was of a mechanical

nature, and caused by the rupturing of the walls of

the tender cells, which he believed was the opinion

of the most distinguished botanists both in this

country and on the continent of Europe. It was a

very common occurrence to see the bark of plants

that had been injured by frost part from the wood.

Now, every vegetable physiologist knew that a layer

of soft mucilaginous matter existed between the

wood and bark of all exogenous trees, called cam-

bium, out of which young cells were being formed,

which had very long and slender walls at first, and

it was known to be the congelation of that substance,

and rupture of the tender cells, which causes bark

to part from the wood. The chairman also had

frequently remarked, when Pelargoniums are de-

stroyed by frost, that the wood separates from the

bark, and he believed the effect of frost on plants

to be a mechanical action which,ruptured their

tissues, and not a sudden shock.

This is so interesting a question that we just

venture to occupy a brief space with a remark or two
which we hope may help to throw some light upon it.

That the action of frost is purely mechanical is an

old doctrine which has met with general assent. It

has been held that when a plant is frozen the fluids

contained in its cells expand, and rupture the tissue,

thus producing disorganisation. That this is to

some extent true is, we believe, indisputable ; some
observers have reported that they have seen proofs

of such an action. It has been therefore suggested

that the fluids contained in different species of

plants may themselves act differently in the pre-

sence of cold ; just as- oil of turpentine requires a

temperature of 14° to freeze, while oil of bergamot
freezes at 23°, and Olive oil at 36°. But although

this may be true to a limited extent, yet it by no

means explains the phenomenon in question. The
plant x, for instance, perishes from frost, while

another, identical with it in nature, lives with im-

punity within 2 yards of it, both having been

exposed to the same temperature. In this case the

fluids of the two will be chemically the same, and

yet the results are opposite. Again, the Long-leaved

Pine (P. longifolia) is quite tender, while the

Gerard Pine, exceedingly like it, is hardy ; in this

case there is no ground for supposing that the fluids

contained in these species are different. In fact,

except that all plants suffer from cold in proportion

to the quantity of water they contain, we have no
kind of evidence to show that the quality of their

fluids has any material influence upon their power
of resisting cold ; for it is by no means true, as

some too hastily assert, that resinous trees, like

Conifers, are rendered hardy by the resin they con-

tain ; the Norfolk Island Pine and the Malay
Dammar are tender, although both are resinous.

It must be also remembered that plants are killed

by cold although their cells are perfectly empty, in

which case we need not say that the expansive

force of frozen fluid would have nothing to operate

upon.
All the experience that 40 years' acquaintance

with such phenomena has given us leads to one,

and only one, conclusion, which is that the power of

resisting frost is the consequence of specific vitality

and of.nothing else.

That a low temperature, or frost, acts differently

upon different plants very nearly allied to each other

is notorious; and this even where the)' are mere
varieties of each other. The China Rose, for

instance, resists any amount of Engli>-h cold; the

variety called the Tea-scented perishes, or suffers

severely, in every ordinary winter. • The gay-
flowered Senecios of the Canaries, known in gardens
under the name of Cinerarias, shrink from the mere
approach of frost, and perish upon its first arrival;

yet the Ragworts, and Mugworts, and Groundsels,
all equally Senecios, can bear a Russian winter. In
like manner Oaks, Chesnuts, Conifers, exhibit similar
differences in their power of resisting frost.

It is impossible, upon any other principle, to
account for the facts that surround us. For ex-
example, Genista sinensis has survived all the cold

j

of this winter. What is there in its constitution,

except specific vitality, which can account for the

fact ? — which can explain why it has endured,

without suffering, a degree of cold that has proved

fatal to its first cousin the Common Furze ? Unhesi-

tatingly we answer—nothing.

It may be asked, what is this " specific vitality ?"

To that we have no reply to give, except that we
do not know.

It is an axiom in animal physiology, that " the

general effect of cold on living bodies is a diminution

of vital activity, which terminates, if the cold be

intense, and its application continued, in death."

(Pereira.) Hence it is to be inferred, that all living

things whatsoever must finally perish beneath the in-

fluence of cold, provided it is severe enough and pro-

longed enough. But living things have each their

separate constitutional vitality, the power of which in

resisting cold differs between species and species, or

variety and variety, and even between individual and

individual. It is a peculiarity derived from the great

source of all things ; a reality ; inexplicable but indis-

putable ; like light, and heat, and electricity. We see

it manifested among plants between the yellow and

the spider Ophrys, and the Tea Rose and the China

Rose ; as among animals between the ass and the

zebra, the Negro and the Esquimaux, the terrier and

the Italian greyhound.

And we make this avowal of ignorance in the full

conviction that it is the only way of meeting such

inquiries. Men may speculate about first causes,

and attempt to explain the inexplicable, but they

only waste their own time and fatigue the patience

of their readers.

It is by attempting to explain every phenomenon
of life by the known laws of chemistry, electricity,

and similar agencies, that we plunge into a labyrinth

of perplexity

—

"And find no end, in wandering mazes lost."

But the moment we admit the presence everywhere

among all plants of a vital principle, and thus

recognise a direct analogy between plants and

animals, the principle of life in the two kingdoms
being identical, but differently manifested, then we
tread on the firm ground consolidated by the

march of ages, and find in the experience of animal

physiology the elucidation of what is obscure in

that of vegetables. It is true that we then abandon
the pursuit of first causes, and confess the vanity of

that curiosity which nothing can satisfy ;>but we
exchange rationalism for materialism, and we learn

how to apply experience to daily uses.

Much of this reasoning is taken from the new
edition of the '•' Theory of Horticulture," to which
those are referred who seek for further information.

We understand that the Cattleyas from Brazil,

advertised for sale by Mr. Stevens on Monday, are

fine specimens of fine plants just imported. What
is called C. Leopoldi in the sale catalogue is a very
striking variety of C. guttata.

New Plants.
124. Vanpa helvola. Blianc Rumphia iv., p. 49.

Folia Orchidacca, no. 14, p. 6 (Vandci).

We have received this rare plant from Mr. W. Pass,

gardener at the Fence, near Macclesfield, who informs
us that it is much shorter in the leaves, and has a

dwarfer habit than any state of V. tricolor. We have
not seen more than a couple of flowers, which by no
means justify the reputation which the species has

hitherto enjoyed. Dr. Blume calls it a magnificent

species, with wine red flowers shading into pale purple
and a brighter purple lip. What we have seen were of

a dirty straw colour, tinged with a brownish violet

over the upper half of the sepals and petals, while the

triangular lip, although less yellow, was but little

brighter or deeper in colour than the other parts.

Perhaps more air and sun will hereafter improve their

appearance.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXI.
309. 4. Chlorosis or Orchids.— The very curious

affection, of which a notice is now given, was kindly
forwarded to me by Dr. Lindley without note or
comment, except that the plant on which it was
developed grew in a warm moist house, and rather
dark. I have no further information from which
the probable causes may be conjectured, nor can I

assert whether it should be considered as purely
constitutional or accidental. I must content myself,

therefore, with describing what, I have seen. It

is the thick fleshy leaves of Phalgenopsis amabilis on
which it appears. The general aspect of the leaves is

at first only very slightly affected ; the green is full

and of a healthy tint, but here and there pa'e ill-

defined spots are observed, which might be hoped, in

process of time, to assume their proper hue. But this

is not the case ; the cells of which they are composed
are almost destitute of chlorophyll, or contain only a few
grains reduced ip size, and are probably of themselves

incapable of performing their functions. In this stage

possibly a solution of sulphate of iron might be used with
effect, or at any rate would be worth the trial. Things,
however, do not long remain in this state. The patches
which were at first indefinite become tolerably well

defined ; and while the neighbouring cells increase and
retain all their vivid green, these gradually contract
and wither till the leaf is full of deep pits, the substance
of which is at last dead and completely dry. No my-
celium is found about them, though when submitted to

pressure in order to their preservation in the herbarium
these spots are peculiarly liable to generate moulds,
while the parts which were full of chlorophyll exhibit
this tendency in a far less degree. As contraction takes

place certain granular points appear,but these are merely
cells filled with abundant raphides and have nothing'

specially to do with the disease. On examination with
the microscope the cuticular cells of the upper surface

appear unaltered ; their cytoblasts to the last are quite
as full and perfect as in those parts which are sound ;

but several layers beneath the cuticular stratum exhibit

a multitude of folds both vertical and horizontal, which
are singular only for their regular parallelism, as far

at least as we have observed, and it is owing to this

probably that the surface of the spots is so even and
free from distortion. The walls meanwhile are almost
colourless, and their death takes place with no other
effect than the gradual evanescence of all their fluid

contents. As I have had no opportunity of examining
the growing plant I am not able to say what proportion

the pale spots on the leavts in an early stage of the
disease bear to those which may exist at last, but from
what takes place in drying I should conceive that the

disease is not confined to those parts which were
affected on the first development of the leaf, but that

parts which were once rich in chlorophyll are liable

to contract the disease, and wither equally with those

in which it had never been perfectly developed. I have
already suggested one remedy, and in similar cases I

should feel inclined to try the effect of creating a steam
from liquid manure poured upon the hot pipe, a practice

which produces Bometimes a very vigorous vegetation

but which requires caution, as I have seen instances in

which a stream of air from highly heated manure has
been injurious to Pines. If the affection be strictly

constitutional, little assistance from this or from any
other measure can be expected, but in our ignorance of

the limits between constitutional and accidental maladies-

it is well to try every scheme which reason or experience

may suggest. Though at present ray attention has been
especially directed to the malady in one case only,* I believe

that it is notunfrequent,and Orchids are often so valuable,

as to make the preservation of well-grown individuals a.

matter of considerable importance. They grow under
such very different circumstances that it is almost im-
possible that all the epiphytous species should thrive in

the warm damp shaded houses which are so favourable
to so many of the species.f Some, so far from delighting

in the shade, grow only in spots exposed to the full sun,
as is the case with our own Liparis Laeselii and Malaxis-

paludosa, which make an approach to these epiphytes.
As regards, however, the particular species before us,

there is no reason to believe that it has any peculiar'

habits which would make it more impatient of such
treatment than a thousand others. The figure repre-

sents a horizontal and vertical slice, the first of which on
the left hand shows the pentagonal cells of the cuticle

with their cytoblasts, and the plicate hexagonal cells

beneath them ; while the second shows portions of the
four layers, all more or less plicate, which succeed the
cuticle. M. J. B.

* A different affection, characterised by some remarkable
features occurring on Aerides odora turn, Saccolabium Blumei, &c.^
will be noticed hereafter. The early stage is in some respects
similar, but the cells contain chlorophyll grains, and ultimately
assume a deep brown tint.

f The following passage from Hooker's Himalayan Journals.
Vol. ii., p. 321, will illustrate this :—" Near the village of Lernai
Oak woods are passed in which Yanda cierulea grows in pro-
fusion, waving its panicles of azure flowers in the wind. As this-

beautiful Orchid is at present attracting great attention from its

high price, beauty, and difficulty of culture, I shall point out how
totally at variance with its native habits is the cultivation
thought necessary for it in England. The dry grassy hills,

which it inhabits are elevated 3000 to 4000 feet; the trees are
small, gnarled, and very sparingly leafy, so that the Vanda which-
grows on their limbs is fully exposed to sun, rain, and wind.
There is no Moss or Lichen on the branches with the Vanda^
whose roots sprawl over the dry rough bark. The atmosphere is,

on the whole, humid, and extremely so during the rains, but
there is no damp heat or stagnation of the air, and at the flower-
ing season the temperature ranges between 60° and 80°, there is
much sunshine, and both air and bark are dry during the day.
In July and August, during the rains, the temperature is a little

higher, but in winter it falls much lower, and hoar frost forms on
the ground. Now this winter's cold, summer's heat, and autumn's
drought, and, above all, this constant free exposure to fresh air
and the winds of heaven, are what of all things we avoid ex-
posing our Orchids to in England. J t is under these conditions,
however, that all the finer Indian Orchideee grow, of which we
found Peudrobiu.m jFarmeri, Dalhousianum, Devonianum, &c,
with Vandacaerulea, whilst the most beautiful species ofCcelogyne,
Cymbidium, Bolbophj'llun^andCyprinedium inhabitcool climates
at elevations above 4QQQ feet In Khasia, arid as liigh as 6000 to

70Q0 &etin Sikkim."
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CHOBOZEMAS:
Ciiorozkmah nru generally considered by amateurs

difficult to cultivate ; lint they can be grown well by

pursuing the following method. The noil should be a

Handy peat, well broken with llio spado, but not Bitted.

The best time for potting ie March or April. Care must
l)o takon not to over-pot the plants, or injure the roots

while potting ; the Hoi] must he made very firm and

compact about the roots, and tlie pots well drained
;

then they should he placed in the greonhouMo in an airy

Hituation, and not crowded among other plantH. Jt in

also well to keep them in the greenhouse during summer;
but in hot weather they should ho shaded lor two or
threo hours each day during sunshine. They require a

reasonable supply of water ; that is, they must not ho

sodden, nor left too dry.

They may ho propagated in tho following manner :

the cuttings should bo taken off and carefully prepared
while tho wood is young ; take off the bottom leaves

with a sharp knife, and make a clean cut'j horizontally

juet through tho joint ; the cutting. pot should ho drained,
and then filled to within an inch of the top with tint soil

above mentioned ; on tho top of this put a layer of whit''

sand, into which put tho cuttings, making a hole for their
roception with a small stick. Whon the pot is full, give

them a little water witli a fine rose ; after which, place
a clean glass over them : in this state they may ha re-

moved to tho propagating house, where the temperature
should bo 70°. They should ho shaded from the sun,

which can bo done by placing a sheet of coarse paper
over the glasses.

As soon as the cuttings are rooted, which may be
known by their appearanco of growth, they must lie

potted off; but care must be taken not to injure tho

roots, and they must be shaded again for a week or ten
days, until they make fresh ones ; they must then ho
gradually hardened, and placed with the old plants iu

the greenhouse. Alpha.

clod ;, bi con - l found !
Mid :; nre arboreo-niai mum. All nave

thin winter perfectly, in a v<-ry
i fatten.

of No. I are not *a Inr^.- i j , » y*arai Um

morning (Vay from or 7 to i

as the day advanced, and under the influence ol a bright
sun, that they became particularly vivacious and ague, flowi-rs <

and were then caught with difficulty, However, to the plant, a huge one, I

although I did not try it, I entertain in, doubt that l.y
|
laet spring. All are free flow< ,

means of a line gauze net they might even then be BO to 40 beads, though only the*< ..
leu. lily captured. I may add that a considerable 1 tbty are shout 20 W ''..'. yean old -'

number of the male flleawere caught also; I shall be flower* wen • meeting of tin II

putting tlio estimate low when I say fifty. Jlollrl i,,.
,

(/nil, Badtor Oardtni, Droitirich, May 6. Through hybrid* to which our ee .

the middle of April my men were engaged before paper* on Hybrid Rhododendrons In oar cotoma
breakfast in catching the lawflice that wire nettled week* back. ] Ubbj >.!•, withoet
In the Gooseberry buehei, and sometimes got nearly ti>.- j • !.,,,. i

.

',

a pint, of them; they tapped the bushes with a stick, '//• ;

and the liy generally anrted to the ground, where believe, thi Aral iiuttone* of a while rarief
it was liecured without difficulty, We adopted thl*

plan some weeks before your Droitwich corroepondeot'a
account WU published) and there cannot he a doubl
tliat it is a very advantageous step to take-. Those we
killed were full of eggs, and had consequently done no
harm, an they lay hut once. 1 am informed a small

black fly, which is met with on the hushes ahout the

samo

I

•
i i evei •

i

a history, which ut the roilowfi

gentleman from the- county of Mayo tent rn<- .-.

iimii of tin ii„,
, Bo .. ,. ,j rarlety, which f now i

having i
• iv i.j

i-'
mm.' a of tbi > abow

which no mie h dc relative to its

entitled to a place in tl, , I had

COMMON THINGS.
Hoses received from nurseries in May, and during the

summer months, in a growing state, should, immediately
after being unpacked, be placed in a cold frame, and if

Sunny weather, 9haded a few days, syringing them occa-
sionally, or giving them water from a pot with a fin©

rose. The first three days keep them close, afterwards
admit air gradually, taking the lights off at night, if still

weather and the nights are dewy. In eight or ten days
they may be planted out without any risk of their being
•checked in their growth. Some little variation is re-
quired in the treatment of plants received out of pots,
with their balls of earth enveloped iu Moss ; these, it

need not be stated, have been grown in pots, but have
been taken out for convenience of packing. If in spring
or summer they should be placed iu a cold frame, with
the Moss tied round them, as they are received, treating
them the same as if they were in pots ; the Moss must
be removed when they are planted out. Without these
precautions Roses received in small pots on their own

time, feeds upon tho eggs, and therefore should obtained Information likely to lead me near the locaJin
ho encouraged. At present we have only observed one of the plant, I started from Dubl n for I

leaf affected with caterpillars in the whole of a urge Mayo in Aj.nl, 1842, when a'''

plantation. Should they appear, we shall have recourse the aide of a hill covered with Erica i

to hand picking iu the early stages, when the leaves are v-ry dwarf and varying in tinteand colour from U
only eaten in pinholes, as then they are found in viricty my friend sent me to tbe ordinary j in] rial*.
numbers of 20 to .'iO on one leaf. Those that finding that the cane, I saw there wan no chance of the
escape this operation, and get distributed ahout troeE. carnea being fouud, tin* befog, no doubt,;
tho treo, wo shall powder with hellebore, as taken for it ; and, indeed, it i« scarcely nosslntl

-

wo did last year with very marked success. Eighty any essential characters which will dtttfogu
pounds weight were UBed in successive dressings and dwarf flesh. coloured variety from it. On eat

sufficed to keep upwards of 100,000 young bui-hes so many shades of colour, it at once occurred to!
clean that not 1 00 were stripped of leaf, and this year like our other native species of Heath, a white variety
they are in full strong leaf and form a striking contrant might bo found, which resulted in the dfoSOTM
to those in the neighbouring plantations, where the original of the plant I now inclose, a'tcr searching
the ravages of the caterpillar were unchecked; two days. I shall hardly • - ,-iueed
many of thoso trees are dead, and a large portion of the by the ordinary state of this Heath on the tuii -

remainder in a sickly state, with but little fruit that can grew in such profusion at that early period of the Mason,
arrive at perfection. Our Pear hlossomB are much which can only he understood by those who have sees
injured hy tho lute frosts ; the Black Currants arc con- Erica cincrca covering a large space of ground ,

siderably affected ; the Plum, Apple, Gooseberry, and bloom, lighted up by the rising or setting sun. L>
Red Currant not materially hurt, but in some planta- Oiamcvin.
tions tho Plum is likely to suffer from grub, as it is Protecting Wall Tree*.—The following is an account
already preying on the|young leaves, but not visible with- of the protection I used, and how I fared, dor
out close inspection. R. Vardcn, Scaford Orange.

j

severe frost of ttie 4th of May. Sly wal's are i

.

Camellias in Cornicall.—In the gardens of J. S. Bed-
,

high ; the outside course pitched ashlar'. 1 stone ; the
ford, Esq., of Pendrea, near Penzance, I noticed a ! inside, excellent brick, with a Cinch cavity betwixt, aud
splendid Camellia just coming into full bloom, and bear- binders every fifth course and fifth brick, the e

ing upwards of 2000 buds and flowers, all fine and projecting 5 inches, and throated 3J inches from the
perfect. The size of the plant is 7 ft. high,; 1 ] ft. in wall. That portion of tbe south wall occupied by
diameter, and 33 ft. in circumference. The gardener

,

Apricots is covered every night with woollen sheets,
informed me that it has been in tbe open air throughout nearly double the thickness of frigi domo, reaching from
the past very severe winter ; but a slight covering is the top to within 6 inches of the ground at an angle of
now thrown over it, to protect it from the cold east 1 6 inches from the wall ; the sheets are fixed to rollers

wind and boar frost. When planted in 1848 it was in 12 feet lengths, and on be let down or drawn up in

only a foot high. Delia, Penxance, May i. a few minutes. Under such a covering you n
The Crimea.—As any anti-scorbutic is too valuable imagine all is safe, but not so ; on the morn :

ri^ of the
not to require notice, I beg to recommend the parties at 5th, when I went at 7 o'clock to draw up tbe sheets, a

roots are very apt to die after being packed for perhaps I

Sebastopol to examine the rocks on the sea-shore, where most beautiful crop of fruit, varying in size from a pea
iie t

I have little doubt the Crithmum maritimum will be to that of a marble, was frozen quite black ; conse-a few days in a close bask

To Stop the Bleeding of Vines.—When cut rather
late in the season, take one-fourth of calcined oyster
shells, beaten to fine powder in a mortar, and three-

fourths of cbeeBe, worked together until they form a
sort of paste ; this pressed into the pores of the wood,
either with tbe thumb or by any other means, will

effectually stop the flow of sap. Sometimes a repeti-

tion, however, is necessary if not well forced into the
pores, or if the wound is not properly covered.
Rubbing the cut parts well with candle grease also

greatly assists in preventing Vines from bleeding.

found, as also at Scutari and other places in those quently I let the cover remain down some hours longer,
latitudes. During many years' service in the Medi- for fear of admitting tbe sun too suddenly, but all to no
terranean I never failed to find it on tbe rocks, and purpose ; 99 out of every hundred are completely de-
made an invariable rule never to go to sea without a jar stroyed. I may also add that a Bigarreau Cherry on a

of it simply preserved in vinegar. It is a fine anti- different part of the same wall, which had a double
scorbutic, and one of tbe very best pickles I know, and hemp net and new Archangel mats hung before it,

a most useful palliative to the salt pork and beef. There suffered equally with tbe Apricots. My own opinion is

is little doubt our soldiers and sailors will be yet more that no coverings such as are in present use will save
accustomed to salt diet before they have done with that fruit from the effects of such a night as the one just

inhospitable shore, aud any anti-scorbutic to be procured mentioned. Tli.es. Henderson, Gardener to P. Oarfortk,

on the spot will be acceptable to them. W. One of Bsg., Coriston, Yorkshire.

the Crimean scribes has found Dahlias ! among the wild Natwal Mushrooms, Beurre Ranee Pears, dx.—The
plants there. I dread the want of water for our troops if Asparagus bed, from which I obtained a fine supply of

Home Correspondence. confined to the Heracleotic Chersonese in the summer. S. Mushrooms in April (see p. 231), still continues to pro-

Osage Orange.—Perhaps it may prevent disappoint- Rapidity of Groxoth of Pinus insignis and Black duce Mushrooms in great abundance, of the quality of

ment to experimenters in this part of tbe country to Italian Poplar. — In tbe early part of the spring which I send you a further illustration. I also send a

say that the Madura grows no better here (Fifeshire), of 1852 I had a present made me of a Pinus dish of Beurre Ranee Pears, instancing the excellent

than Mr. Ayns finds it to do in South Wales. As is ' insignis. It was about 7 feet in height, and in a pot ;
keeping properties of this Pear ; and I may mention

the case with many other American shrubs, the shoots it was planted in a good soil, a loamy red sand, aud that the crop of Beurre Ranee was saved last year by
of the Madura are always killed back here to a half or I

sheltered by a plantation from the north. The spring the employment of straw mats, which I use extensively,

a third of their length. In seed pans, indeed, in frames, '
following the leading shool was 8 feet all but 1 inch; The two samples of kitchen Apples sent are much

the young plants grow freely enough, but when set out
J

that is, the plant had gained that in height. The next esteemed in this locality, viz., " Betty Geeson " and Nor-
they make little progress, nor do plants from layers I year the growth did not exceed 4 feet, but lateral shoots manton Wonder [DumelowJ

s Seedling]. They afford i

succeed any better. Some stools for layering which were strongly sent out, some from 2 to 3 feet. This themselves the best proof of their good keeping qualities,

were planted here more than 20 years ago, throw up > year an unfortunate occurrence took place, whereby W. Ingram, Bc'rjirCasile,Grant L

shoots 12 or 18 inches long, but these are invariably numerous trees suffered, my Pinus amongst others—a [The above were all exhibited at the Hortic

injured in winter. To form a good close hedge, a plant
|
fall of rain froze on the branches, to so great an extent Society's meeting last Tuesday. The Mushrooms were

must be hardy enough to admit of being trimmed in ! as to load the trees with incrustation of crystals of ice, extraordinary specimens for this time of the year].

summer, that is, it must be capable of ripening late
j

whereby they were torn and injured. One branch of the In the spring of last year four trenches w
growths, and this certainly the Madura is unable to do ' Pinus broke off, the leading shoot bad been long upheld 4 feet wide and 1 foot 6 inches deep. These were t

in this climate. If. S., Kirkaldy. by a strong pole, the growth bad been so rapid that my with some horse-dung direct from the stables, m:

Gooseberry Fly.—I have experienced little difficulty gardener was fearful of its breaking ; about 5 feet, how- with some old linings from frames (all

iu capturing the flies which give existence to the Goose- ever remained unprotected, and this part was bent down these beds were planted with ridge C

berry caterpillar. It was on the 13th of April they first by the ice, but not broken ; it was braced up, but I have usual way, but owing to a disease then preva'ent among

appeared here (at which time they were not at all lively, my apprehensions as to whether the leader will show Cucumbers, they were useless. I therefor.

and were easily crushed), perched on some leaf, crawl-
]

much growth this summer ; it is now 4 inches, and may destroyed and the beds planted wit

ing up tbe stems of the Gooseberries, or on the ground, perhaps reach 2 feet ; here it is the earliest tree to mixed with Borecole. These still repiai. as i

To make sure that none escaped observation, hidden by shoot. Whilst on the subject, I will just give you the great protection to the beds. On the 2. th of September

leaves or perched on the stems, some fine soil was cast growth of a Black Italian Poplar—it was planted" by me we commenced gatherinj

sharply amongst tbe branches, which had the effect of in the spring of 1821, being about 3 feet high
: as and continued to have an abundant supply iinal the

eithe"r making" the flies take^ to' flight;or^knocking 7heni ,
thrown down in Februarv^ frost in January, which, owing to their not befog

upon the ground ; on tbe latter they were easily crushed, I feet of timber, allowing for the bark ; this increase was protected, stopped theur growth. During that ome we

and in the former case their place of rest was noted, if got in 34 years. B. Jeffries Ssdaile, Cothelstone House, had them in such quantities that many i»tue» o.

practicable, and they were destroyed. It was by these ! near Taunton. ketchup were made from the overgrown ones. The.,

means that so many were killed during five or six days I Hybrid Rhododendrons.—I send you flowers of three began to produce again on Uie I
,

o. Ap-ru, an
i
cor

after tbe 13th of April. They gradually became thinner,
: varieties of hybrid Rhododendron :—No. 1, the largest, tinue bearing as fine and good flavoured Mushrooms a*

and latterly I have been unable to find one. I attach arboreo-catawbiense, is the one I referred to as I have ever seen grown in a regular Mushroom-nousa

importance to attending to their destruction early in the equalling catawbiense in sizejand arboreum in colour. I have now covered, them with long Utter, ana keep
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them regularly watered, and to all appearance they

will continue in bearing for a considerable time

to come. John Morris, gardener to Tkos. White, Esq.,

Wcthcnfield, Essex.

The Manufacture of Caoutchouc, and its application to

various useful purposes, were introduced by the late

Mr. Charles Macintosh and myself, upwards of 30 years

ago, and although the consumption was small at the

beginning, it has grown now to a very large amount, and
is constantly increasing by numerous new applications,

both here and in other countries. The supply has

hitherto been equal to the demand, but as the best

quality is obtained from South America, and I believe

from the Siphonia elastica, I beg to inquire whether this

plant may not be cultivated in Jamaica and the East
Indies, and if so whether attention should not be called

to it in due time, since any chance that may obstruct

the trade or diminish the supply, if obtainable only from
one source, may cause great inconvenience. Before
facilities were discovered for reducing the solid substance,

many attempts were made to obtain it in the natural

liquid state, as drawn from the tree, and in the year
1824 I succeeded in importing from Guatemala a con-
siderable quantity in a very pure state, of about the

colour and consistence of cream. I did not succeed in

obtaining any more from that quarter, but I some time
after employed a person at Tampieo and that neigh

bourhood to collect it, and two or three hundred barrels

of it were sent to me at a great expense, but

it all became inspissated during the voyage, sepa-

rating from a dark liquor, and taking the form of a
portion of the barrel in a solid state. I have before me
a sample in a perfectly fluid condition, of a much
thinner consistence than the above, and which dries

much more slowly ; this has evidently been diluted

with ammonia, to which, I presume, it owes the reten-

tion of its fluidity. I have mixed sulphur with this

liquid, and when dried exposed it to heat in the ordinary
process of vulcanising with perfect success. I also
applied to it a solution of the chloride of sulphur, after
the patent of Mi'. Alexander Parkesj and the conver-
sion was perfect, rendering the substance as insoluble
and cold-resistent as if vulcanised. Now, it is clear
that whether obtained in the solid or liquid state, this

substance is destined to take an important place in the
manufactures of this country, and" this notice in your
Paper might possibly be the means of directing the
attention of competent persons to the cultivation of the
plant. I some time ago mentioned the subject to Sir
W. Hooker, who was so kind as to say that he would
at any time render any assistance in his power to parties
disposed to make the attempt. If you should wish to
have a little of this liquid, I will send you enough to
enable you to make any trial of it you may think
proper. I have thought it would be useful for covering
grafts or green wounds in plants or trees ; in all cases
when this substance is to be exposed to the atmosphere
it should be blackened, or it is soon decomposed.
Thomas Hancock, Stoke Newington. [We should be much
obliged by a little of this liquid ; but we do not see how
it is to be procured except in tropical countries.]

One Boiler Plan of Seating.—The following are the
advantages and disadvantages of heating whole ranges
of houses by one boiler. Advantages—neatness -and
less labour in having only one fire to attend to. Dis-
advantages—high cost of large boilers ; immense con-
sumption of fuel in consequence of the great draught
required ; and dreadful sacrifice of plants should an acci-

dent happen to the boiler during severe weather, when
such mishaps generally occur. Eensingtoniensis.

Seeds for the Crimea.—It may be interesting to know
that our brave countrymen in the East have at least
some among them who are anxious to contribute to
their comfort and happiness. An order for seeds from
a district being ravaged by war is somewhat novel ; but
such has been given by Captain the Hon. Henry Keppel,
of H.M.S. St. Jean de Acre, through the Admiralty, to
Messrs. Page and Co., Southampton, for a large supply
of permanent Grasses and vegetable seeds sufficient to
crop many acres of land. These were shipped in
cases of about 4 or S cwt. each, on board the R.M.S.S.
Medway, which left Southampton on Wednesday last,
with Artillery horses and men. Jistimo.
The Weather.—On the night of May 2 one of my

thermometers 6 feet from the ground fell to 26", and on
that of the 4th to 24°. On this latter night there were
3° of frost at 10 p.m. Such severity in the month of
May is, I believe, unprecedented. The Apple blossom
in this neighbourhood is fortunately not yet out, but the
young shoots of the Lilacs and other shrubs appear
many of them as if burnt up, and it will be impossible
for some days to discover the extent of mischief done.
The wind has now changed to the S.W., and it is to be
hoped that we have seen the last of these unseasonable
frosts ; rain and mild nights are sadly wanted, as the
Grass has scarcely began to spring, and the country
looks as parched and dry as it usually does in March.
<?• B. N. P., Knebworth, Stevenage, Herts, May 7.

The neighbourhood of London has again been visited by
one of those severe spring frosts which seem now to be
constant in their visitations. But the night of the 2d,
£hen the thermometer at Chiswick registered 12° of
frost ,vas moro aeTere lIlan anv May fl

T,
)st on recol.d-A he blossoms of the Plum trees, although not open, are

,„ ,." a Srea' extent
; the petals are, however, white
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and dead
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\
lle the™orneter did not descendbelow .8 . Formerly the environs of London were

reckoned peculiarly favourable for fruit gardening but

for these last eight years the spring frosts have been

ruinous to the fruit gardeners. Pyrus.

Foreign Correspondence.
Leaves from my Chinese Note-Book : No. IX.

—

The Gardeners' Chronicle reaches me pretty regularly

upon the whole, although I sometimes get one month's

numbers before the others, or two mouths'. together, as

the case may be ; but whenever or wherever it conies

to hand it is always most welcome. As I am in the

habit of making Dotes upon any subject in its columns
connected with the productions of China, I now send

you some of these notes for the perusal of your readers.

Chinese 'Yam (Dioscorca Batatas). — This esculent

seems to be attracting a good deal of notice in England
as well as in France, and is apparently considered by
some persons equal, if not superior, to the Potato itself.

It is very abundant in China but is not a staple crop,

like the sweet Potato, for example. Foreigners, as a
body, prefer it when roasted to the sweet Potato ; but

do not dream of putting it on a par with the common
Potato. However, I believe there is no vegetable of

the kind at present known more likely than this is to

take the place of our old favourite, providing it should
die out or become so diseased as to render its cultiva-

tion uncertain and consequently unprofitable. In

making this assertion, I am taking for granted that

the climate of England is suitable for the production
of the Chinese Yam, which I must confess I have some
doubts about. I dare say it will prove hardy enough to

withstand an English winter, but are our summers hot

enough 1 or does not the want of summer heat account
for Mr. Thompson's failure in the garden of the Horti-

cultural Society \ Experiments made in glass frames,

or with bottom heat, or even in the open air in a
summer which may be unusually warm, are all to be
guarded against in deciding an important question of

this kind. It ought to be kept in mind that the sweet
Potato, the Arum esculentum, the Nelumbium specio-

sum, and such like plants, are cultivated as esculents in

the north-eastern provinces of China, along with the
Yam. But should the summers of England prove warm
enough for its cultivation, I have no hesitation in

saying that it is more likely to suit the tastes of the
people than anything which has been brought forward
since the commencement of the Potato disease.

Mosquito Tobacco. — Some amusing correspondence
has appeared upon this subject which I cannot take as

very complimentary to my last book, " A Journey to

the Tea Countries," &c, or to the retentive memories
of the readers thereof. Mr. Prideaux says (Sept. 9th),
" In answer to'R. A.H.' (see p. 565), respecting the
passage referred to in Fortune's book on China, I

have made the following note unfortunately without the
reference. ' For keeping off mosquitos, the Chinese
use the resinous saw-dust of the Juniper smeared upon
Bamboo, which they find very efficacious.' " Dr.
Hooker states " he has somewhere read or heard of the
plant in question being a species of Artemisia." The
following passage quoted from the book iu question will

assist the memories of both correspondents, although
it will not add much to our information. " Various
substances are employed by the Chinese to drive away
mosquitos. This which we had just purchased was made
from the sawings of resinous woods—I believe procured
from Juniper trees—and mixed with some combustible
matter to make it burn. A piece of split Bamboo,
3 or 4 feet in length, is then covered all over with this

substance. AVhen finished it is as thick as a rattan
or small cane Various species of wormwood are
likewise employed for the same purpose."* Since my
arrival in China on this occasion I have been making
further inquiries about this curious substance, but have
been met with considerable jealousy on the part of
the Chinese. One manufacturer more communicative
than his neighbours gave me a good deal of information
as to the substances employed, but when pressed as to
the proportions of each, suddenly changed his tone, and
coolly told me he knew nothing about it, that if I wanted
to buy it he would supply me with any quantity, that it

was cheap enough, and what could I want more.
Patience is a great virtue in China, and if I can only
exercise it, perhaps I may tell you something more by-
and-bye about Mosquito Tobacco.

Hardiness of Chinese Plants in England.—I have
read with great interest the remarks published from time
to time upon the effects of the severe winter of 1853-54
on Chinese plants of late introduction. Such plants as
Weigela rosea, Jasminum nudiflorum, Forsythia viri-

dissima, &c , I have always considered as perfectly
hardy and suited for our climate, but I confess I was
not so sanguine with regard to Cephatolaxus Fortuni,
which appears to have proved itself as hardy as any of
them. This is a great matter, considering the beauty
of both varieties of this Chinese Yew.- The Chusan
Hemp Palm too seems to have established its claim
as a hardy Palm at last. I have long thought
that the species might produce the same marked
effect upon our scenery as it does in that of the
north-eastern province of China, more particularly
in the southern counties of England and Ireland, and in
the mild climate of Edinburgh. The new Chinese Ber-
berries, in the class to which Berberis Bealei belongs,
are no doubt perfectly hardy ; they are much more so
than Berberis Fortuni. The latter was much injured
by the winter of 1852 53 at Shanghai, while the former
stood perfectly unscathed. The Hollies I. furcata and
* " A Journey to the Tea Countries of Cliina and India," p. 179.

cornuta are no doubt as hardy as our common English
one. I do not observe it stated how Abies jezoensis

stood the winter in England ; at Shanghae it did not
suffer in the least. This species was discovered on the
mountains near Foo-chow iu Fokien, but I fancy, from
its apparent hardiness, it must have been introduced
from Japan. " Dielytra spectabilis requires no further

trial ;" so says Dr. Lindley in a leading article. Thie
was a great acquisition, and almost worth a jonrney to

China itself. I can hardly credit my eyesight when I

read that the Assam tea plant is hardy ; is there not some
mistake here ? [No.] It i3 a fact worth noticing that
while the winter of 1853-54 was a most severe one in

Europe, it was particularly mild on the eastern side of
Asia. Ice was scarcely formed on the lakes and canals

about Shanghae and Ningpo, and all last summer the
Chinese were dependent on that which had been housed
in 1 852-53, and which the plain ice-houses (described ic

the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1845) keep so well. iJ. F.

a octettes.0*

Horticultural, May fi.—J. M. Strachan, Esq., in the chair.
The Hon. J. K. Howard, W. Dent, Esq., C. Hulse, Esq., F. C.
Chalfield, Esq., J. Leeson, Esq., J. Wicks, Esq., A. F. Paxton,
Esq., and Mr, J. Shaw were elected Fellows. There was an ex-
cellent exhibition on this occasion, the whole of the rooms belong-
ing to the Society, and even the passages, being again crowded!
with plants, &c. The most striking objects were the Chinese
Azaleas, immense bushes of which, loaded with flowers, came
from Mr. Grix, gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., of Cheam. The sorts
were Bianca, Falconeri, and lateritia. The sam*» grower also
exhibited a large plant of A. magna as a single specimen. Other
Azaleas were furnished by Mr. Todman, gr. to Mrs. Backmaster,
and Messrs. Gaines, Rollisson, and Chandler. Among these the
best were Perryana, Duke of Devonshire, Ireryaua, and alba
magna. In addition to the above, Mr. Frost, of Dropmore, had
six seedling varieties, all promising kinds; Messrs. Standish
and Noble boxfuls of small plants of the white semi-double A.
narcissiflora, an example of A. amcena, crowded with small
purple flowers, and A. Bealli, a beautiful kind with white blos-
soms striped and spotted with rosy salmon. These last three
were introduced by Mr. Fortune. Messrs. Veitch sent two very
fine pyramidal specimens of A. indica alba, and Messrs. E. G.
Henderson a pretty kind— salmon edged with white — called!

Beauty of Europe. Pelargoniums, both fancy and other kinds,
were exhibited by J. Allnutr, Esq., of Clapham, Mi's. BucLmaster's
gardener, and by Messrs. Dobson and Turner. Mr. Dobson's
plants, all of which were large and well bloomed, consisted of
Eugenie, delicatum, Harriet, Rosamond. Arethusa, and Vulcan,
Mr. Turner had Governor-General, a brilliant variety; Petru-
chio, Brilliant, Pandora, Lucy, and Rosamond. These, although
in less than 6-inch pots, were finely grown and remarkable
for the size and substantial texture of their flowers. The
last-named exhibitor likewise showed a collection of Pansies
in pots, as did also Messrs. Dobson and Bragg. The more
striking sorts in these groups were Uncle Tom, Great "Western,
Emperor, Satisfaction, Comet, Duke of Perth, Earl of Mans-
field, Ophir, Sovereign, British Queen, Grand Duke, Sir
Joseph Paxton, Mr. Beck, Robert Burns, Fearless, Grace
Darling, and Lady Carrington. Some well grown Auriculas and
Cinerarias were shown by Mr. Turner and Mr. "Wiggins, gr. to
Mr, Beck ; as the names of the leading sorts of these flowers,

however, are given in another column, we need not occupy space
with them here.
Of Rare Plants, Messrs. Rollisson had the handsome, yellow,

brown- streaked Huntleya ceiina, and the curious Dendrobium
Cymbidioides ; Messrs. "Veitch the pretty Rhododendron Prince
Camille de Rohan; Messrs. E.G. Henderson R. Dalhousieanum
badly coloured ; Begonia picta, a sort with handsome leaves ; and
Genetyllis (Hederoma) macrostegia, a greenhouse shrub, with
drooping crimson, hell-shaped flowers. The most remarkable
plant exhibited, however, was Genetyllis tulipifera, of which
there were two examples from Messrs. Backhouse, of York,
This species very much resembles an Epacris in all but the
blossoms, which are as large as those of the Canterbury Bell, and
white or rather pale lemon streaked with bright red. The effect

produced by flowers of such size and colours, when the latter are
well brought out, as they were in this instance, may therefore be
well conceived. The same firm also sent Cattleya ianthina, a
6mall flowered variety of C. intermedia.
Of Miscellaneous Greenhouse Plauts, Messrs. Henderson, of

Piue-apple Place, had a collection, in which were six Eriostemons
beautifully flowered ; Elsocarpus reticulatus, and the lilac Tre-
mandra ericifolia. Mr. Maher, gr. to J.M. Strachan, Esq., had an
example of one of the best varieties of Cattleya Mossice, Mr. Tod-
man a large Erica ventricosa grandi flora, Mr.Cutbush a noble spe-
cimen of the Canary Island Statice Holfordi, and Messrs. Standish
and Noble Rhododendron glaucum, and Weinrnannia tricosperma,
an evergreen shrub which has not yet blossomed in this country,
but which, even independent of its flowers, must always be prized
for the beauty of its foliage. The sweet-scented Sikkim Rhodo-
dendron Edgeworthi came from Mr. Whitbread, gr. to C. B.
."Warner, Esq.; Messrs. E. G. Henderson sent some seedling
Heaths and Deutzia gracilis in the form of Standards. Mr.
Allnutt produced a remarkably fine specimen of Hovea Celsi,
furnished with branches and flowers quite down to the pot.

Of Fruit, Mr. Robinson, gr. to Lord Boston, sent a Providence
Pine-apple weighing 7 lbs. ; Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke
of Sutherland, a Moscow Queen, weighing 3 lbs. 4 "z.; and Mr.
M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke of Norfolk at Arundel Castle, a Ripley
Queen, weighing 2 lbs. 10 oz. Mr. Fleming furnished, moreover,
a hybrid white-fleshed Melon, a small yellow skinned variety,
said to be of great excellence. Black Hamburgh Grapes, large
both in bunch and berry and well coloured, came from Mr.
Clements of East Barnet; the Duke of Sutherland's gr. likewise
sent good fruit of the same variety ; as did also Mr. Mitchell, of
Brighton; Black Hamburghs also came from the Dnke of
Norfolk's garden ; from Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddle (who also
sent good bunches, but unripe, of White Frontignan) ; from Mr.
Hughes, gr. to J.Eaton, Esq.; and from Mr. Hill, gr. at Keel
Hall, Staffordshire; the lastrnamed exhibitor also had Black
Prince ; and three bunches of West's St. Peter's came from Mr,
Allport, gr. at Doddington Park. Other fruit consisted of Fal-
staff Raspberries and Alice Maude Strawberries from the Duke
of Norfolk's garden

; Keen's seedling Strawberries, from Mr.
Taylor, gr. to W. Wood, Esq.; British Queen Strawberries from
Mr. Mathew of Dulwich Common ; Fiys from Doddington Park;
"Betty Geeson'- and Normanton Wonder, ali&a Dumelow's
Seedling or Wellington Apples, in excellent preservation, and
remarkably fine specimens of Beurre" Ranee Pears from Mr.
Ingram, gr. to the Duke of Rutland; also beautiful examples of

the same kind of Pear from Mr. Tillyard, gr. to the Rt. Honour-
able the Speaker ; and Easter Beurre Pears, very much decayed,
from J. Abell, Esq., of Limerick.
The last-named gentleman likewise sent, as promised last

week, see p. 303, some Asparagus (what is termed in the London
markets Sprue), frosted and unfrosted, the one quite as good as
the other, and along with it 50 heads of ordinaiy Asparagus,
weighing 2 lbs. 5 oz. The Duke of Norfolk's gardener had also

50 heads, weighing 2 lbs. 4 oz., together with six beautiful heads
of Broccoli, and a collection of vegetables in which were Kidney
Beans, Ash-leaved Kidney Potatoes, and Peas, superior;!

examples of the same kinds of vegetables furnished from France
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by Mr. LowIh Solomon, oilier French produce fi i Mr, I olomon
consisted of Early Horn Carrots, Ctlobo Artichokes, and 100 heads
of vovy Iargo«Whito Asparagus. From tho pardon of Mr, Wood
canio wcdl grown speclmuns of Taylor's Hybrid and Essox noro
Cucumbers; and Mr. Htcanui furnished a dish of vory good
JVIiiilhiv.oinfl,

Among Miscellaneous articles wiui a new solf-roglsforlng
hygrometer, from IS. Vivian, Esq,, of Torquay. Of this nome
account will bo given horoafior. Mrs. Oompton, of GoUiai's
Buildings, Dlaokboatli, again furnished Hpeclraonfl of ornamental
leather nasKsts ; Mr. Fred, Rowoshowou Imported oxamplofi of

Osage Orange In tho shape of straight shoots, iiomo 6 or 10 foot
in longtb, thickly not Willi long n|ilni'.ii, tOgOtbOr Willi othor
Amorlcun enriosltlos, such an dried fruit of tho American Dato,
from which u kind of wine in proparou; a branob of a spooles
of Smllaxj «ood pods of a Koblnla; stalks ol Hibiscus osculontus.
whoso ifrcou need pods »ro used for thickening soups, and roJ
soodHol' Burning UmiiIi, Cuonymus sp.

(
probably atro-purpurous,

From the garden of tho Soolotycame tho slngularly-shapod
Calceolaria vlolacoa, Rhododendron themflorum, Bdgcworthl, and
formosum, the doublo white Primus slnonsls, ausoful shrub for
forcing; the scarlot-noworod Salvia gosnorlflora, onoof tho most
brilliant of plants

i
the oharmlngly floworod spool n of for-

sythlavlrldiaslma alluded to last wook, Dlolytra spoctabllhj, and
ono or two other plants,
Tho lint of medals, &o., awarded on tho ocoaslon will ho found

in ouradvorlltilii/; columns.

1,'uvii, Botanic, Ruarjtra's l'Aiiu, Man D,— Although fowor
plantn wore produced on this occasion tban usual, yot, upon tho
whole, thorn wu« a fair average show, Uor Majnuty, his Royal
lllghnoHH Prlnon Albert, and other inomhorii ol'tlio Roynl fi [y,
honoured tho Society with their presence in tho morning before
tho Raton wore opened lo Ihe public, 'tho weather, although
cold and somewhat cloudy, kept dry.
Largo collections el' Stove and (JnnioNiiorar. Plants were

contributed by Mr. Mav, gr. to ll.Colyer, Esq.; Mr.Barter.gr.
to II. Bassott, Esq.; Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E, Antrobus, Hurt.;
and Mr. Rhodes, gr, to J. Phtllpots, Esq,, of Slumlord Hill. In
Mr.Colyor'H group wore Immense plants of Epaorls grandlflora,
Erlostomon nerlllollnm, Boronla plnnata ami serrulata; Ixora
crocata, Azalea Murroyana ami varlogaui; Ixma Javanlca,
Vincas, LeHcliennoiiiu Formosa, Erloa ologans, one of the Uneat
plants of tbo kind perhaps over soon; Apholoxts macrantha
purpurea, Plmalea spectabilis, ChorozemaHenohmannl, and Poly-
gala oppositlfolla, Mr. Barteralso bad an admiraldo collection, in
which wore line planta of Ixora javanicn and crocata, Erlostomon
intermedium, Stuphanotls floribunda, Ohorozema Lnwronceanuni,
1'olygala aoumlnata, Azalea Porryana, still one of tbo beat
variotloa in cultivation ; A. coronata, Erica Cavendish!, a line
plant, but Insufficiently in bloom ; tbo blue Lesohenaultla,
Boronla plnnata, I'lmolea Ilendersoni, very highly coloured; tbo
sweet-smelling Franclscea confertlflora, and a Vinca. Mr.
Ciroon sent an immonso doublo rod Azalea, I'olygala acuminata,
Ixora cocci noa, Eriostomon intermodlum, Ixora crocata, Apholoxls
macrantha purpurea, Azalea Iveryaua, literally one mass of
white blossoms in which were faint stripes of purple ; Pimelea
spootabiliB, 1'. Ilendersoni, Franciscea ooufertiflora, Leschou-
aultia fonnoBa, Cborozema Lawronceanum, Daviosia umbellata
some Cape Heaths, and Epacris miniata. Mr. Rhodes produced
Uracophylluni gracilo, a useful plant for cutting from for
bouquets

; the rose-coloured Vinca, an Everlasting, Epacris
Sra?.2Son'' sorao CllP° Heaths, Boronia serrulata, Eriostemou
neriltohuni, Stenhanotis floribunda, Tetrathcca vorticillata,
iieschenuultia formosa, Polygala acuminata, and Cborozema
hawronceanum.
Stove and Greenhouse Plants in collections of 12 were ex-

hibited by Messrs. Fraser, Kollisson, Cutbush, Henderson, and
Pamplln. Messrs. Fraser sent a huge Pimelea spectabilis,
Epacris grandiHorn, Lesohonaultia formosa, Erica propendens,
ErioBtomon nerilfpUum, tho more slender E. scabrum, Boronia
serrulata, Azalea optima, a glowing red kind; Adenandra
speoiosa, Aphelexis spectabilis, a fine bush of Boronia tetrandrn
and another of the large yollow-flowered Gompbolobium barbi-
gornm. Messrs. EolHsson showed Erica Sindryaua, an erect-
growing free-lloweriug kind ; the sweet-smelling Rbyncbosper-mum jasmiuoides, Azalea speciosissima and 1'erryaua, Erica
propendens, two Everlastings, Eriostomon neriifolium and
myoporoides, a variety of Epacris miniata called splendens, a
brilliant kind, E. grandlflora, and Pimolea spectabilis. Mr.
Cutbush furnished the same Statice Ilolfordi mentioned already
in our report of the Horticultural Society's meeting ; a good
Stepbanotis floribunda, Erica elogaus and Hartnelli, both fiuo
plants; Boronia plnnata and serrulata, Leschenaultia formosa,
Azalea Exquisite, an Everlasting, the pretty, though rarely seen,
pink-flowered Hypocalymma robustum, and Eriostemou scabrum.
In tho two groups from Messrs. Henderson and Pampliu we
remarked Alhvmanda noriifolia suffering from cold, Medinilla
magniflca, a very fiue plant of llhynchospemiiiin jasminoides,
Cytisus racemosus, a well-grown Hovea Celsi, a large Pimelea
lanatn, and some Azaleas, Uorouias, and Capo Heaths.

Collections of 10 Stove and Greekhoose Plaxts were shown
by Messrs. Clarke, Taylor, Dingle, Peed, Hamp, and Morris.
Mr. Clarke sent Tetrathcca venicillata, Adenandra speciosa,
Ixora coccinea, a pyramidal White Azalea, Gompbolobium bar-
liigerum (finely grown aud well flowered), Pimelea spectabilis, and
jim excellent Cborozema Dlcksoui, a plant now rarely seen. In
Mr. Taylor's group were Azaleas, Ixora crocata, Aphelexis sesa-
moldes, Erlostomon intermedium, Erica elegans, two Boronias,
and some Cape Heaths. Mr. Dingle bad an immense red Azalea,
some Eriostemons, the useful Acropbyllum venosum, Azalea
Gledstanesi, Franciscea calycina, Pimelea mirabilis, and Lesche-
naultia formosa. In the collections of Messrs. Peed, Hamp, and
Morris, we observed good plants of Gardenia florida, Allamanda
nerlifolia, Euphorbia splendens, Bossisea cordata, Erica Siu-
dryana, Eriosternon intermedium, Hovea Celsi, and Cyrtoceras
rofloxum.
Of Chinese Azaleas some were in the form of ordinary

bushes, others in that of tall staudards and uyramids, the whole
producing an effect at once striking and beautiful. Groups of 10
plants came from Messrs. Fraser, Lane, and Green; and collec-
tions of eight aud six from Messrs. Koser, Dingle, Peed, Bray,
Taylor, Fraser, and Rhodes. Among the different groups
were lateritia aud its varieties, Gledstanesi, Semiduplex niacu-
lata, Exquisite, Minerva, variegata, optima, Frosti, camea
grandiflora, Iveryaua, delicata, Susana, Napoleon, Prince Albert,
Excellence, & c - Messrs. Rollisson had a new finely-shaped
Pink kind, called Empress Eugenie, which was much admired.

Hybrid Rhododendrons were confined to a small collection

from Mr. Gaines, all delicate pink-coloured kinds.

Tall Cacti came from Mr. Green, in whose group was a while
Epiphylhmi called grandiflornm, an interesting variety, which
formed a fine contrast with the more common scarlet sorts.

Orchids.—Collections of 20 plants were contributed by Mr.
Williams, gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., Mr. "Woolley, gr. to 'H. B.
Ker, Esq., and Mr. Hume, gr. to R. Hanbllry, Esq... the Poles,

Hertfordshire. In the first group were Dendrobium densitlorum,
niacrophyllmn, aud nobile ; Vauda suavis with two noble spikes
of flower, V. teres, V. tricolor, and V. insignis; also Pbalte-
nopsis grandiflora, Phaius Wallichi, Oncidium ampliatum
ruajus, the white Calanthe veratrifolia, Cattleya intermedia
and Mossire; three varieties of Aerides, Chysis bractescens,
Cypripedium barbatum, and Lycaste Skiuneri, the latter with 17
flowers on it. Mr. Woolley sent Epideudrum crassifolium and
bicornutum, Oncidium sphacelatum, Deudrobiuru nobile, macro-
phyllum, and Paxtoni; Vauda tricolor and insignis, Cattleya
intermedia and Mossise, Lycaste Skiuneri, La^lia flava with four
spikes of flowers on it, Chysis bractescens, Phalsenopsis grandi-
flora, Scuticaria Steeli with three largo yellow-spotted blossoms,
Calanthe veratrifolia, and two soils of Aerides. Mr. Hume
produced Dendrobium Farmeri and densitlorum, a fine plant of
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I' i, Barter, Dingle, Taylor, and Conor. Among theso wo
remarked tho following varletlM : plnlfolla rosea, kind
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voBtlta alba lulu, arlstata major, Cavondlsbl, dontlculaUi
mosehata, favoldcs olegans, Bartnolll, Macnabtfl
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i H uiivelty there was little. In addition to the plant! shown
to the Horticultural Society last Tuesday, Messrs. Rolll

Moyenla oreota, a greonhouso Hhruh with Tyrian purple flowers
something like those of an Achlmencs. Thoy were in this
instance, however, quite withered by tho cold ; tho same nnri.ery-
nii n also sent a t.'ymbidiiim in Ihe way of C. pendnJnmj
MossrH. Henderson produced Rhododendron glaucum; and
Messrs. Lnno Andromeda formoHa.
Among Miscellaneous Plants were some Ferns, a c

of Amaryllises, apparently varieties of A, Johnsonl, and a
Standard parasol-shaped Fuchsia.

Florist's Flowers, considering tho lateness of the
were shown extensively, and in line condition. They comprised
Pelargoniums, Auriculas, Cinerarias, and Pan [es,

Poi.AiinoNiuMS.— Of these Mr. Turner, of ihe ltoyal Nursery,
Slough, furnished 1*2 of the best plants wo ever remember t"

have seen; thoy consisted of the following kinds—Governor-
General, Carlos, Lucy, Basilisk, Rosamond, Majestic, Mochannn,
Exactum, Rival Queen, Clara, and Petruchio. In the Class of
Private Growers, Mr. Windsor, gr. to A. Bligh, Esq., Hamp-
stcnil, produced old varieties tolerably well grown, but not in

good bloom.
Of Fancy Pelargoniums there were seven collections ecarcely

sufficiently in flower. Here again the best group came from
Mr. Turner; it comprised Madame, Delicatum, Gaiety, Formo-
slssimum, Caliban, and Electra. In Ibe Class of Private Growers
Mr. Windsor sent Fairy Queen, Magnificent, Duchess d'Aumale,
Statinski, John Bull, and Madame Miellez.
Cinerarias were numerous. The best group came from Mr.

C. Turner, who sent large dwarf plants of the following— BoubIc,
Optima, Esther, Loneliness, Sir C. Napier, Lady Paxton, and
Picturata.
Of Pansies, in pots, Mr. C. Turner contrihuted Brilliant,

British Queen, Uncle Tom, Monarch, Aurora, Ophir, Lord J.

Russell, Marchioness of Bath, Satisfaction, Sovereign, Purple
Perfection, and Emperor. Cut Blooms 36 varieties : 1st, Mr. C.

Turner; 2d, Mr. Dcbsori. Among th*-se the best kinds were
Perfection, Monarch, Royal Albert, Comet, Sampson, Saii

Nonpareil, Beauty, Sir J. Cathcart, Purple Perfection, Queen of
the Isles, Primrose Perfection, Mrs. Marnock, Salnmaoour, Earl

Mansfield, and Royal Visit. The Pansies, generally, were very
fine.

Mr. Gaines had six Herbaceous Calceolarias; and Mr. C.

Turnpr a collection of 30 Auriculas. The best of these were
Lancashire Hero, Oxonian, Bolivar, Ringleader, Lovely Ann,
Superb, Attraction, No Plus Ultra, Venus, Lady Jane Grey,
Smiling Beauty, Duke of Cambridge, and Conspicua.

Mr. Gaiues exhibited a collection of Mimulus, both in cut state

and inputs, some of which were very prettily marked.
We also observed a rich yellow ground Pansy, named Perfec-

tion. This we have before described. It was again fine, as were
also Sir W. Scott, Admiral Napier, and Crimson Perfection, all

yellow ground varieties, aud Sir C. Campbell, a very large dark
variety. ^__^^^^^____

Garden Memoranda.
Messrs. Veitcii's Nursekt, King's Road, Chelsea.

— Since we last visited this establishment considerable

improvements have been carried out. The wings of

the large conservatory near the entrance have recently

been heated with hot water, and separated from the

central portion of the house by means of folding doors.

One of the parls thus partitioned off contained tree and
other tender Ferns, Sarraceuias, &c, and among them
was a very fine specimen of Medinilla magnifica, with

38 drooping spikes of flowers on it ; the other end was
filled with Palms, large Sobralias, and plants of that

description, among which was a young specimen of the

Rice-paper plant (Aralia papyrifera). The centre

beds in both these compartments have been mar-
gined with vitrified masses of brick, which when overrun

with Ferns and Lycopods will have an interesting

appearance.

Two new glass houses have been added to those at

the King's Road end of the nursery, and two more at

the Brompton Road end. The latter have ridge and

furrow lean-to roofs, and are glazed with Hartiety's

rough plate glass. They are filled with fruit trees in

pots, for the growth of which they have been put np,

aud for which they seem extremely well adapted. The

main walk has been thoroughly drained the entire

length of the nursery ; the margins have been put in

repair, and along a portion of its centre flag-stones have

been laid down, which are a great improvement in

appearance and comfort. On the borders on either side

have been arranged choice Conifers, relieved at intervals

with noble standard Bays in tubs, set out after the

manner of Orange trees.
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Theaeirere in pan planted In ]•*', phajf-
num, and silver sand, and were eoeetrnel with bell-

glaasts. The beantifnl Soneril* mar;ar<-uca, wbnae
foliage has been described a* b*ing " mwj with pearls,"

and tho handsomc-kavtd B<gonia Thwajiesi w*re al*o

here, as were several seedling planl* of Platyccriam

grande, whose seeds town in i*at and jband slightiy

covered vegetate freely.

In the front of a small greenhouse, now fall of flower

kept up by Hyacinths, Tulips, Heaths, Cinerarias, the

Jasmine and Java Rhododendrons, 4
patent ventilators have been fixed, and have been
found to work satisfactorily. They consist <

panes of glass about 6 inches wide, arranged like

Venetian blinds, and moved outwards or inward* by
means of a lever acted on by a string. For green-

houses, at least, Mr. Veitch thicks this mode of ventila-

tion perfect
The large Orange house has been filled with Azaleas,

and the Oranges have been moved to one of the new
houses which faces the north. Among the Azaleas
were plants of the noble Lilium gij&meun). The New
Holland house was gay with Acacias, Epscrue*, and
fine plants of Dielyira, which are planted out of doors
in summer and lifted and brought under glass in winter.

We also noticed here plants of Impatiens JerdoniaB,

which was so much admired at the different exhibitions

last year.

AmoDg rarities, in addition to Wellington!*, which
has stood last winter in the open border here, were
Abies bracteata, Podocarpus nubigena, from Patagonia;

Thuja gigantea, alias Libocedrus decuxrens, Torreta
myristica, Lauras aromatica, a greenhouse plant with

very fragrant foliage; Lomatia ferroginea, an evergreen

shrub from Chiloe ; Fsca'.lonia pterocladon, a hardy
shrub, which received a Medal at Chiswick in July last

;

and Desfontania spinosa, also a hardy shrub with fine

Holly-like leaves. This stood out of doors las. winter

in the open ground. In addition to these may be men-
tioned Story's Epacris Eclipse, which is a very striking

variety of the Miniata breed.

Both indoors and out everything is in the best

possible order, and well worth inspection.

Miscellaneous.
Poison of ti, M —A at two yean

will be remembered, a gentleman was accidentailypoisooed

in Bristol in consequence of eating scrapings of the

roots of the Wolfsbane or Monkshood 'Aconinun

Napellus) in misto'ie for Horseradisi. From a Taper

that was published in a recen. Number of"Tbe Ch

it appears that Mr. Thornton Herapaih, of Bristol, has

subjected several specimens of these roots, collected at

different periods of the year, to a chemical analysis,

and has thus - that the highest proportion of

poisonous alkaloid - ntain amounts to

about a erain and a half in the thousand grains, or

rrore exactlv. 10.12 £rs. per lb. From these results,

and the evidence siven at the inquest, Mr. Her»r«A
has satisfied himself that tte gvutieman in question.

must have been poisoned by a quantity of aroni rine,

e-hundredihs of a gram

:. Consequently, the poison of the Monkshood

is tWmort dead'v t-oi-on known, no: even excepting

prussic acd. Aconite roots, Mr. E- says, may
I be readiiv distinguished from those of Horsersdish by

I the ^crap'ings of "the former rapidly assuming a pinkish-

1 brown colour on exposure to the air. Briit'A M.
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FLORICULTURE.
Koval Sooth London Flohiculttral Societv, May 2.—This

was a good show considering the lateness of the season. Pansies
in pots were furnished by Mr. Turner, who sent Uncle Tom,
Great Western, Crimson Perfection, Constance, Emperor, and
Earl Mansfield; Mr. Dobson had Flower of the Day, Lady
Emily, Ophir, Fearless, Great Western, and Lady Carrington

;

these two collections were shown in first-rate condition, the

plants being covered with fine large flowers ; Mr. August,
sent Flower of the Day, Sir J. Paxton, Marion, Sir J. Cathcart,
Duke of Perth, and Robert Burns. Twelve Cinerarias: Mr.
Turner produced Ringleader, Esther, Kate Kearney, Formosa,
Mrs. Beecher Stowe, Estella, Sir C. Napier, Lady Mary
Labouchere, Rosy Morn, Lablache, Amy Rcbsart, and Lady
Camoys. These were compact dwarf busby plants, covered with
flowers. Auriculas were in fine health and beauty. An extra
prize (Small Silver Albert Medal) was awarded to Mr. Turner,
for 3 plants of Olliver's Lively Ann. The same exhibitor also

furnished Lancashire Hero (Chectham), Ringleader, Favourite,

and Smiling Beauty. An excellent pair of Auriculas was like-

wise contributed by Mr. Turner, viz., Ne plus Ultra and
Apollo (Beeston). Pansies, cat blooms, 24 varieties: of these

Mr. Turner seut Earl Mansfield, Monarch, Miss Ta lbot, Satis-

faction, Constance, Comet, Duke of Newcastle, Marion, Em-
peror, Royal Visit, Ophir, Memnon, Sweep, Royal Albert,
Lord John Riusell, Quceu of the Isles, Victory, Perfection, Red
Rover, Marchioness of Bath, Sovereign, Brilliant, Duchess of
Sutherland, Sir J. Cathcart; among these, the best were Red
Rover, Lord J. Russell, Duke of Newcastle, Perfection, Memuon,
Royal Albert, and Satisfaction ; Mr. Dobson bad Beauty,
Emperor, Aurora, Great Western, Marion, Flower of the Day,
Gliffe, Albion, Satisfaction, Mr. H. B. Douglas, ^ather Gavazzi,
Lady Carrington, British Queen, Polyphemus, Constance, Lady
Emily, Argo, Monarch, Fearless, Charles Cowan, Alice, Mar-
chioness of Bath, Ostrich, Miss Talbot—the abflve two collections

were very good ; Mr. August showed Ophir, Samson, Mar-
chioness of Bath, Pandora, Flower of the Day, Mr. T. Samson,
Miss Talbot, Sir J. Cathcart, Marion, Meteora, Addison, Aurora,
Mj. Beck, Royal Visit, Sir J. Pax:on, Sulphurea, splendens, Queen,
Joe Miller, Aunt Chloe, Alpheus, Velvet, Thisbe, Duke of Perth,
aud Adola. A First Class Certificate was awarded to Seedling
.Pansy Sir Walter Scott (Turner), a yellow ground variety, with
.clear shield round the eye, fine in form and distinct. Similar
award to Admiral Napier (Turner), a large yellow ground

rflo'wer, with narrow belting of bronze, top petals of same colour, a
fine distiuct flower for purposes of exhibition. First Class

. Certificate to Perfection (Turner); this is the finest of the dark
yellow ground varieties, the colours are very dense and rich ; it

also possesses great substance, and is very smooth on the edges.
- Of other st-edling Pansies, there were showiwAIpha (Turner),
Nonpareil (Turner), and Crimson Perfection (Turner), all yellow
ground flowers ; the latter is very bright, novel, and smooth.
Sir Colin Campbell (Turner) is a large dark variety, an improved
Duke of Perth. Of Seedling Cinerarias, Magnum Bonum (Turner)
is a large bold flower; Brilliant (Lidgard) is white, tipped with
blue, a pretty flower; and Rose of England (Barnes), a beautiful
variety, aud fine in form. Mr. Roser sent a specimen plant of
Azalea, Duke of Devonshire, and three new Azaleas, viz.:
Mrs. Barchard, Maria Louise, and Dilecta. Some good collections
of -miscellaneous plants were also exhibited.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—When this house contains a

mixed collection of plants, which it generally does,

aph ids are frequently very troublesome at this season,

aud it is always desirable to avoid smoking here, for

besides the expense and annoyance to the family, it is

no pleasant job to fill a large house with tobacco smoke.
Things in pots that require smoking may be removed to

a close room, or put under a frame covered with calico

or canvas, rendered air tight either by means of a coat

of boiled oil, or peat, where the remedy can be much
more com eniently and cheaply applied than in a lofty

house, and the risk of injuring the blossoms of things

which do not require smoking will be avoided. But
if the enemy is to be kept under by this means
saspicious plants should be frequently examined, aud
immediate action taken with those that are found

to be the least infected, otherwise the pest will

spread to an inconvenient extent to allow of its

being eradicated without smoking the house. Should
the twiners, or specimens planted out in the beds get

infested, these should be syringed with the followin^

mixture, viz : \ lb. soft soap, 1 gallon tobacco-water, and
|
to give the Grass and gravel a thorough rolling.

fruit. Also give a liberal supply of manure water from
;
the stable fank to Vines in pots*, first diluting it slightly

with warm water to bring it to about the same tempera-
ture ns the house. Attend to the regulation of the
growth, stopping laterals, &c, and timely thinning of
the bunches and berries, before they injure the principal

foliage. And see that the Vines in the late house are
tied up in their places before the shoots get too far

advanced, as there is considerable danger of breaking
these off when they are allowed to get too long before

the rods are tied up. Look sharply after red spider,

and use every means to keep clear of this pest.

Figs.—Attend to stopping and thinning the shoots

and aim at securing short-jointed strong growth, by ex-

posing the young wood to all the light possible. This
will, of course, necessitate keeping the trees rather
thin, but it is useless hoping for a crop of good fruit

from trees that are crowded with wood. Keep the
atmosphere moist, and give the foliage a good washing
with the syringe after shutting up the house in the

afternoon, to prevent red spider, and also see that the

roots are kept properly moist. Where the fruit is

ripening, syringing must, of course, be dispensed with,

and the atmosphere kept drier, therefore be careful to

have the foliase perfectly clear of insects up to the time

the fruit begins to ripen. Melons.—Maintain a rather

close, moist, warm temperature to plants recently

planted out until they get into full growth, but
avoid inducing a gross habit of growth by too

much moisture and warmth after the roots fairly;

get hold of the soil, for it is generally somewhat difficult

to secure a crop from wood of this sort. Give air as

freely as the state of the weather will admit, in order

to secure firm short-jointed wood, and where the crop

is setting, as the young fruit is very apt to damp off

unless the atmosphere is kept moderately dry. Endea-
vour to secure a steady bottom heat of about 80° or 85 p

for plants in all stages, and also to keep the soil in a
proper state as to moisture ; avoiding having to water
while the crop is setting, by well soaking the soil before

the principal blossoms begin to expand. Keep a careful

look out for insects, and use every precaution to pre-

vent these gettiug established upon the foliage, for there

is hardly any chance of a crop of fruit unless the

foliage can be preserved in health.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Notwithstanding that the weather has become some-

what more promising than it has lately been, it will be

wise to defer planting out the bedding stock, save in

very favoured localities, until we experience a more
decided change. Meantime take every opportunity of

exposing the plants to the open air so as to get them
well hardened off, and see that everything is perfectly

free from insects, and also have the whole stock nicely

arranged, so that when planting out is commenced
everything may be in readiness. Push forward late

propagated stock, and endeavour to keep the whole
growing slowly in their pots. It is a common and very
bad practice to allow bedding stock to stand in small pots
exposed to bright sunshine and drying winds, and but
scantily supplied with water until they get almost dried

up, and this with the view of preparing them for plant-

ing out. The plants should be exposed to the weather
as freely as circumstances will admit; but this should be
done by degrees, and never to the extent of browning
the foliage and drying up the tissues, and they should
never be allowed to suffer for the want of water, for

unless the plants are in good health when planted out,

they require endless care afterwards, if the beds are to

be covered in any reasonable time, and despite every
attention are long of getting into a free state. Endea-
vour to get mowing and other work here as forward as

possible, so as to be able when bedding out can be safely

commenced to command sufficient strength to properly

care for the plants. Take advantage of showery days

6 gallons rain-water, properly dissolving the soft soap in

a portion of the water. But as there is some uncertainty
about the strength of this mixture and its action on
different plants, it should not be used without first

making sure that it will not injure the foliage or young
shoots, and also that it is sufficiently strong to destroy

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN^ GARDEN.
Proceed gradually with the disbudding of Peach and

Nectarine trees, but remove only a portion of the buds

at once, selecting the strongest first,. and going over the

trees some two or three times, at intervals of about a
week. This will avoid checking the trees to the same
extent as when disbudding is done all at once. Be pre-

pared with a supply of tobacco water with which to

attack insects immediately they make their appearance,

and they will doubtless be plentiful after the long con-

tinued cold weather which we have experienced this

spring. Look carefully over the Apricot trees and
destroy the caterpillar wherever it is found. This is

the insects. The beauty of Azaleas and many other hard-

wooded plants which are now the principal ornaments
here will soon be fading, and every effort should be
used to be prepared to supply their places with others
>?n full beauty.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—For plants intended for winter fruiting

we would recommend using a somewhat lighter soil than
j

sometimes very destructive to the foliage, and also the

is generally employed for Pines, as there will not be so . fruit when neglected but for a few days, and there is

much danger of getting this too wet as when a strong good reason to fear that the late frost has so

neuacious loam is used. We prefer a compost consisting
\
thinned the crop as to render what remains worth

of about two-thirds mellow turfy loam, with one-third
j
any necessary attention in the way of preserving

good strong turfy peat, adding a liberal sprinkling of . it from insects. Be in no haste to remove the protect-
" oiean sharp sand, and some crushed broken bones, when ing materials, unless where the crop is found to be

they can be obtained. In this the plants root vigo- destroyed, and then they might be removed for use on

rouely, and fruiters can be liberally supplied with trees where there is still a chance of a crop. The fruit

manure water without any danger of the soil getting on Apricot trees which were unprotected in this neigh-

3^aden. But the great advantage of a light soil is that ;
hourhood is quite destroyed, having been frozen through,

v U ort.-.n Darts with its moisture, and the plants are more and is quite black and falling off, and the crop is doubt-
•manageable in me » a<y uf gutting them into iruit at the

j
ful where the trees were well protected by'covering.

•proper time. Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere,
j
Take advantage of showery weather to plant out Lc t-

especially where the fruit is swelling, and give plenty of tuce, Cauliflower, &c, and see to getting Tomatoes,
manure water to all growing stock, as well as to plants in ! Cucumbers, Vegetable Marrows, &c, prepared for

. Vineries.—See that inside borders are properly planting out. Make a sowing of Sweet Basil, Marjo-
supp lea. with water, giving sufficient quantities to ram, Savory, &c, on a light rich warm border ; also
thoroughly moisten the whole mass of soil. The "Vine

!

get the early Celery prepared for planting out as speedily
a g 088 leeder, and absorbs vast quantities of "water as possible, and attend to the plants for succession crops,

wnen in vigorous health and swelling a heavy crop of keeping them at all times well supplied with water^ &c.

STATE Of T1IK WEATHER AT GillSWICK, NEAU LONDON,
Vttt the week ending May 10, 1953, bb observed at the Horticultural Garden^

Friday 4

Satur. 5
Sunday 6

Hon.. 7
Tuee. S
Wed. 9
Tburs. 10

Average. I

•: 9.36a

29.93

1

25.931

30.004

'2\> *c:->

Mjqi
awn
•:o. ij;s

•-'47 '4

Tbmpbratukr.
Cr the Earth

M .1 foot : 2 feet
Max. Mm. Mean deepJ deep

SH
7

EOJ

N.E.
N.E.
W.
S.W.
N.W.
S.W.
S.W.

49 3 4B.A

May 4 -Cloudy and cold: clear, with Bbarp frost at night.
— 5—Low white clouds wi/h very clear intervale ; excessively dry

air; cloudy.
— 6— Fine throughout.— 7— fine; cloudy

;
uniformly overcast ; boisterous ; rain.

— 8—Cloudy and fine; Blight hail- shower at 6 p.m. ; sharp frost.— 9— SlJLirlilly overcast; fine ; rain at n'glit.— 10—Cloudy and fiue; overcast; cloudy; rain.

Mean temperature of the week 5 deg. below the average.

KECORD OF THE WEATHEK AT CDISYV1CK,
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending May 19, 1855.

May.

Mod.
Tuea.
Wed.
Tim.
Frid.

Satur.

The
and 17

25 dejr

E-M

63.G

63.4

648
66.1

65.8

64.7
65.5

5>

42.S

42.7
42.4
•12.9

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

13

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

1.10 in.

0.66

0.41

0.34

0.5S
0.17

0.50

Prevailing Winds.

iSS'S

highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 15th
th, 1833— therm. £6 deg. ; and the lowest on the lath, 1850—therm.

Notices to Correspondents.
Barbe du Capucik : H. It is blanched Chicory.
Bbowning Leaves: JJS. If your letter was not post-paid it

would, as a matter of course, be refused; and that would
account for its having leceived no notice.

Injured Evergreens: Ballandyne. Allow the trees to begin to
show new buds; and then cut back to those buds. Orchard
Houses, if well managed, and properly constructed, are getting,
into favour on this side of the Channel. One in the garden of
the Horticultural Society is doing capitally. "We are sur-
prised to see that on your western coast the evergreens have
sustained so much damage.

Insects: E W M. We found no grubs in the youug Wheat
plants sent, but suppose from their appearance that they are
infested by the Wheat fly (Chlorops lineata, described in the
Gard. Chron. 1843, p. 796.) We should think the rain would
now cause the roots to throw up side shoots plentifully. Such
was the case mentioned by Mr. Markwick.

—

B G. Your Rasp-
berry buds are infested with the larvae of the pretty little

Tinea aubiella, the eggs of which were deposited on the last

year's canes. The mischief is done- for this year, and all you
can do is to prevent future mischief by picking off and burning
all the injured buds.— B. On looking at your Gooseberry
shoots again, we found the yaner in which they were inclosed
covered with the squashed bodies of numbers of minute red
mites, with which the Gooseberry bushes round London have
also been much infested. We should advise dipping the ends
of the branches in lime water. W.

Ivt : T C. No doubt your plants are barked by some little animal

;

mouse? rat? or squirrel? Gas is unfit for heating Greenhouses,
unless you can completely present the possibility of its finding
its way into the houses; and moreover counteract its drying
effect by evaporating pans placed where its flame is acting..

We never yet saw this accomplished, though many attempts
have been made.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or coLil.l have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves

; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.—7? FIT. It is not possible to say whether the
morsel you have sent belongs or not to the Juniperus excelsa
of the uurseries. It may. The real plant forms in the Crimea
a large tree of great beauty, loaded with black berries. That
of Siberia and the N. of India is suspected to be different.—
G B. "Onion wicks" appear to be the knobs of the Grass,
called Alopecurus butbosus. It is probably found in some dry
pasture near you.

—

C. Leycesteria formosa is a very common
hardy shrub, introduced from the Himalaya mountains and be-
longing to the natural order of Caprifoils.

Pear Trees : B J M. For a rather exposed situation, and sandy
loam, you may procure as standards the Flemish Beauty,.
Aston Town, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne (of Jersey), Broom,
Park, Eyewood, Beurre Bosc, Forelle, Knight's Monarch,.
Passe Colmar, Fondante du Bois, Ne Plus Meuris.

|[

Primroses : E F. We are unable to account for the presence o£T

little spine-like processes on the under side of your leaves*
from Clevedon. The leaf is in other respects so different from,
that of a common Primrose that we should like to know more
about it. Have you a plant to give away?

The Osage Orange : J B. It is very strange that this plant
should have been for several years invariably killed nearly
down to the ground in the dry soil and warm locality of
Chelsea, when it used to thrive well enough for hedge-making
in the Horticultural Garden at Chiswick.

Woods and Forests: A* T Z. Every man has a right to justice,

and we hope we never shall imitate the conduct of Messrs.
Gladstone andWilson, by condemning Mr. Howard without trial

ns they did Mr. Brown. The honourable gentleman may prove
to be efficient, and if so be has nothing to apprehend from the
conductors of this journal. If high connections cje, as you say,
no guarantee of fitness, so toe say that they in, no degree prove
incapacity. If a man is not the better for having a handle to
his name, surely he is not the worse for it ; and in reality there
are cases in which it may be a real advantage to the public
service.

Yew Hedge. South Derbyshire. Transplant in the beginning of
September, filling the soil loosely, not treading it, but deluging
it with water in order to settle it about the roots. Then cover
the whole with earth, and leave the plants to their fate. Bu,t
very old Yews are hardly worth removal, and are very apt to
die. You had better leave them where they are, cutting, off

all the branches to within G Inches of the trunks. This will,

iu all probability, make the trunks break out all rotted with
new shoots. Perform such an operation in the month of
February. As to the value of Yew wood, that is quite a local
question, which cau only be answered satisfactorily by the.

country dealers in timber.

Misc. : E X. Mr. Black, Covent Garden.£
•»* As usual, many communications have been received too late
and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries
can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting
contributions is still delayed,,
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PERUVIAN OIJANO, Bolivian Gun
L pliate of I.lmo, Nl train of Hoilii, 8ni;ur

lano, SuporphoB-
plmlu of J.lmo, Nltraln of Hodu, Sugar Bcum; and <;v<;ry

doucrljitiuri of Artificial Manured, Llnflood CakOA, <Vo.

Wm. Inw.ih Cajinic, 10, Mark Limn, London.

IfOU l'UDUC SALE, for Account of Urn Uo.lcr-
* wrlliirn, on MONJM Y, May 2lHt, at. Win New <;orn I cliangl
Tavern, Mark Lano, at 2 o'clock praolsoly, by nrdor of Mi'iiini.

Anthony Oiiiiih & Hon, tlio ImportorH, 800 'I "ii
I lillimaaoi)

rr.ituviAN GUANO,—J. A.JJuoki&b A BmionAirr, Brokoi i,

*£), Commercial Halo Rooms. Mincing Lann,

PATENT .SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'8
*- NITKO-PHOSPHATED CARBON onBLOOD MANURE,
M. 10». per Ion

;
delivered In London, hajfii Included. Eaoll ton

contains l.'lWIIm. Blood and 11 per cent, of PuOflpllutO ol Llmi
Annuls throughout tllfl country.

22, LIiicoIii'h Inn Fields, London.

q^HK FOLLOWING MANIJIIICS arc ninnulactun-.l
*- at Mr, Lawiih' Factory, Doptford Crook:—Turnip Mnnuio,

11. per Ion; Snpnrpho.Hpliato of Llino, 71.; Hnlplmrlc Acid and
Coprollloa, 6/.

Olllco, «», King William Stroot, City, London.
N.li. Oiinulno I'emvlan CJnano, guaranteed to contain lfl pot

cont. of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Hnlphatn of Ammonia, and
other (Mienilcal MannreH.

CORN MANURE FOR HI'RINd HIIWINIi.
CONCENTKATHD UUATM FOR CRASH, RAPE, ANU

ALL ROOT CROPS,
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME.THE LONDON MANUKK COMPANY continue

•*- to manufacture the ahovn Miinnren, which have lie Bod
With ho much micecHH for tlio hint M years.
The London Manure Company nl«o Hnnply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Importers' varonousos). Nitrate of Sodn.
Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Bone Dust, and
evory artificial manure of known vnlne. EDWARD l'uiiHl'.n, Hoc.

Olllco—10, Hrl(luo .Street, ltliickfrlarn.

'•TURNIP SOWING.—Tlio Undersigned Leg to offer
A. tholr valuable SnplicrpllftnphRto of Limn (Soo " Royal Agri-
cultural Society's Journal," Vol, VI., Part 2), Turnip Manure,
and Nitro-phonphato or Blood Manure

Also on Halo, Guano, Nitrafo of Soda, Gypsum, Bone-dust,
Sulphuric Acid, Salt, and all other Manures of known value.
.Agents for the sale of Peat Charcoal.—Apply for Prices Gurront t"

MARK FOTUBBaiLL & Co., 20'iA, Ulipor Thames Street, London.

PATENT WOOL MANURE. — This new and
valuable manure prepared by tho artificial decomposition of

woollen rags with a duo admixture of alkaline salts and
phosphates, is now ready for delivery. It is recommended to be
applied In the same manner and in the sumo quantity per acre as
Penman Giuino, to which article it has (in the few experiments
alroady

(
mado) proved itself equal, if not superior, in fertilising

power, as may now be seen on Beveral farms where the two
manures have been applied side by side, at on equal weight per
aero; thus effecting a Having of nt IcaBt 80 percent. Price
81. 8s. per ton, or 9s. per cwt., delivered free to any railway
station or wharf in London. Terms—cash on delivery.
Nottidok & Co., Manufacturing and Agricultural Chemists,

SI, Gracecburcb Street, London.
Agents— R, It. Manning, Medbury, near Bedford

; G. BriLSEV,
St. Peter's, near Margate

; S. Smith, 81, Gracecburcb Street;
B. Or.uie, Clock House, Braintree, Essex; C. J. Macklin,
Blllltingford, Herts.

»T"HE lands'Improvemen's "company,.
-- INCOBrOKATED DY SPECIAL ACT OF PARLIAMENT FOE
England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Clergy, Soli-
citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c—Loans may be contracted
for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of every
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roads,
Planting, Machinery, &c. The plans (of buildings), specifica-
tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are
submitted to the approval of the Enclosuro Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to be expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application, &c, apply to the Hon. Wm. Naiueb, Managing
Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

'THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-L PROVEMENT COMPANY

Incorporated rt Special Act of Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry Ker Sevmer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

ROYAL A <; RIM,' I. 'II HAL BOCIB'l V O 1

''

ENGLAND PBOl I Oil • I LBCTUKI BARN
V/ATERd'GOr P*THt
AND CA71LL IHtO

tho Oliomlcal I'rl rplved In the V 'I'JI'i I. rlio would enjoy Uiirir G»rrlcn. rfurino ii .
»>'"»"" 0,,,^,,. Mm- .'.1,0,1,,, .1 th, ... I . ,-

Uanovor Square, London, ;' 12 „ i
<

. on H \ r <

i Society y.iu I,, hold
By r,,,:, ,

George Thomas Clark, Esq
John C. Cobbold, Esq., MJr
Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq

William Fisher Llobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.
William Tile, Esq., F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise ; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay aud
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits ol

50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
the Company's Capital. William Clifford, Sec.

SEVEN PER CENT. BONUS.
THE CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY.—

Notice is Hereby Given, that WARRANTS for the PAY-
MENT of tho GUARANTEED INTEREST on completed
Shares, and on Subscriptions of Shares in progress, of a year in
advance and upwards, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, will
he ISSUED on and after the 26th of April, for the half year end-
ing March 25, and will be forwarded to the respective Members
In due course. The Holders of completed Shares will also be
entitled to receive an additional 2 per cent., in order to make
every payment into the Society, by Shareholders prior to last
Michaelmas, realise 7 per cent., being the bonus declared by the
Executive Committee of the Conservative Land Society for the
second financial year, ending Sept. 29, 1S54. (By Order of the
Board.) Charles Lewis Gruneisen, Secretary.
Persons who may be desirous of investing capital and savings

with complete security and freedom from personal liability may
use the Society as a bank of deposit, or savings bank ; and the
taking of land being quite optional, it will be open to the mem-
bers at any time to select plots on eligible estates, in various
counties, so as to secure the freehold franchise and first rate
ground rents. A completed share, which is at once entered on
the register of rights, to choose pieces of land, cost 52/. 5s. 6d
including the conveyance of the lot, if taken, and all charges!
An_ uncompleted share, paid a year in advance, so as to be
entitled to 5 per cent, interest, payable half-yearly as on the
completed shares, is bl. 3s. 6i. Monthly subscriptions' on shares
in progress are Ss. per month, with Is. quarterly to coverworking
expenses, and 2s. (3d. entrance fee per share.

Prospectuses and Forms for taking shares will be forwarded
tree of expense, on application to the Secretary, at the Centrai
OfticeB, No. 33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London; or to the Agents
for members in the chief towns in the United Kingdom All
subscriptions on shares paid into the Society can be withdrawn
under the rules, at 10 days' notice.

i

16th "» Way.
Tlio GENERAL MKi/i INfl oj the

12 O'clock, OH 'J t I' 'i.AV, Mriy S2d
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'IMIK CONSULTING < HEM] 5T ol tlie )' .,

J AgrlcuHurAl Society of England hoa removed hli Labor*
i-.ry to i:>, Welbeok Hfn:<it, Uayendlali Square, trhera «n com
m patlong and lubstancfld f«r an&lysli nhould in fulure be
nddrCHHcd. 'i '" Laboratory in open to f;<-N.kn,< ,> >,

:

ntudy Agricultural AimiyH\H, for irulcfa purpoee «' oflei h
iidie ftdvantngi k

VOKKSHIRB AGRICULTURAL SO< ll/i'V.—
I PIUZE BIIEET8 fortbe MAI/TON MEETJ a

hndofihoflncrcfary, Mr, JohnHawmam, Land Aytntt, W<

KST1MONIAL TO .1. It. LAVVK.s, i;^_Thc
CommUfoa beg i" i**r.-r ir a thoao Intcn il d ...

i

• hIm»v«
undortaklng, thai tttfl New Laboratory >. oxpect&i I

for proBontatlon in M»y or ' -, until wlilcli tmn
tlon Lint v, hi remain open, Co afford an op Any who
umy null wfiih to aeeoclate llielr names with thin acki
montof Mr. LawflB

1 services.

Communlcatlone to bo addroi "^i t-*

Mr. w. k in. fir. Bcc, Flar]
i

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
MR M. MEDLOCK (formerly Chief AKHiHtrint in LllO

Koynl College "f ObemlstryJ bi r i t< Inform Agiiculturleta
tliat im undertakes Ibe Analysis «f Bolls, Manures, flee,, on mode
rnto tormn. Mr. Medlock nlao k'vch lostrnctlon to I otlemen In

Agricultural Cliomlstry nt hln private Laboratory, 20
Mfti'lltoroiifjli gtroftt, Londoti.

/^OLLKCJKof AfjRlCUL'ri:KKA.M. (II I..M I.STRY,
\J and hk PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 87 and
38, Lower KeniilriKton Lane, Konnington, near London.

lYiiiclpnl—J. C. Nkhiut, F.O.8., F.C.3., &c,

Tlio Hyfitnm of Htudles purHiiod in tin* CcMfw rompr! -

branch rc(iuinlto to prepare youth for the pursuits ofAgriculture.
Engineering, Mining, Mftnufnctururi, and tins Aria; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the UnivernltleH.

AnalyseH and ArtHays of every description are promptly and
accurately execnted nt tho ColIeKe. The termn and other par-
ticulars may l>o had on application to tli't I'rinnpal,

li, and toevery nan -.

Cr»vH tit •» i

nt u ml
'

Uf.o Ccmenl
spplylng the »at<-r. Itm*
labc/um <»t, r

p»d*, »fi'l Iri :

'

I

.

*\.ti<- n r,\r*Ti,hhi4 \riUftn !• • •

noally well as

/, I:.
"

I INGH '. ) HI (/1'HKI

A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c— Manufacturers and
^* otherH engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MAN HIES may
nhtnin every necessary instruction for their economical nnd
eflicient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nkkuit, F.G.S., Ac,
Principal of tbo Agricultural and Chemical C-illi^e, Konnington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
C^prolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical
Analyses and Assayiug, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

and '/>
i- i n of I.

f lowoi pole, Ac,, .

.

upon wli

ii'.u ii

I metallic \i/.

:
I

i

.

William Mr.. •

''', l*K

PRIZE MED'-
AT A V I, B / ECO L at A? V.

SAMUEL CUNDY. Hi
Mari-lk and HT'.ur H

Place, Pfi I '-'-n.

Tbo public ar«^ i

A y"A Marble *.\.:v.r,t -

In all It'i branchri at a remarkably I ,/airu:*,

Lardcm, Ac, Circular* nmt 'm apptll
Nil. Th': "Royal l'.l<f' OmrjiUiaea pas« U* Wcrfca crery

t*n mlmiue from the Bank.

ESTABLISHED ABOUT HALF A CCNTU«Y.
AGRICUL1 URAL SEEDS 0! THE 1 I

SELECTED STO( K8. A

MawjoltJ, tome of tft& Turnips <i<:.
t
art fonmd not v*

Kara rri'irhl a* teat t do$C cf
harrctlf wc tvhrait <mr prcicnt j/ri<s_ji

l
in which ttveral

will be found lower t' >i fjai^jloyyu.

-t. 'i. pwib—t. <f.

Mangold Wnrzel.I^ng Red H Tarnip 'WbiK J>«cuitert or

„ „ Long yellow l

„ „ Yellow Globe
„ „ Red Globe

>,'>ngWhiieli«lgtan 2
Turnip, fin<_- Porple Top 1

„ fine Green Top ... 1

„ Skining's 1

„ Lalne/s I'arple Top 1

„ NorfolltWblte Round
„ „ Gpf-n Round
„ Lincolnslnrel^Mlfik-be 1

„ Pomeranian White
Globe 1

PERMANENT PASTURE AVD OTHER Gl
Mixtures for Permanent Pastures will te found t^ r>*l to any
which are supplied. Prices p^r acre, according to tbe natore of

the soil, 21-. to 34/. Wholesale Prices of Graaaes and other Betis
to the trade on application.

Finest Mixed Lawn Grasses, per lb. !»., or At. &d. per peek.
$&- Goons Carriage Feee fnoj under 20*.) to all the London

"T^ANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit termini, or any station on tbe Cole
-A- Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for tbe security of BASS ano P.T

TO ARTIFICIAL AND CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFAC-
TURERS AND MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS.

MR.COOKE, Chemical Engineer & Manufacturing
Chemist, contracts for the erection of Sulphuric Acid

,

Chambers, aud Chemical Plant generally on the most approved
forms. Practical instructions from 12 years' experience in the :

trade given in the working of Acid Chambers, and in the manu-
|

facture of all kinds of Artificial Manures, Superphosphates, and
Guanos. Receipts for the best mixtures furnished, and other

j

information on application.—For terms, &c., apply by letter to
;

6, St. Thomas Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

... I 2

ta B»r«th 1 t
- „ Whin- T«ik»nl

„ K«l Tunkjtrd ... 10

B :
«• Tu,k»r4 ... i '.

1 «
•j . Pin '\ 1

'. Cabbag'- 4d2 4
l:-.M ._ t «

'j Lucerne I

2 Fure*. or Gorw; 1

AUikt Clorcr i
2 Eokbirm GI"TeT t «

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, Us.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50*. Scrim
Canvas, for "Wall Fruit.—At EDG1NGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and "Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Ears, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

Beds, from frost, blight and birds, 2 yards wide, 5d. per yard
New Twine Netting (tanned if required), 1 yard wide, 2d per
yard; 2 yards wide, 4rf. per yard; 4 yards wide, Si. ; half-inch

Mesh do., 2 yards wide, Srf. per yard. Tanned Netting, 2 or 3
yards wide, lid. per yard; 4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard.
Elastic Hexagon Garden Net, or Scrim Canvas, A\d. per square
yard. Cocoa-nut Fibre, or Hemp Sheepfolding Net, of superior

quality, 4 feet high, 4'/. to 6d. per yard. Rabbit Net, 4 feet wide,

2d., 6 feet wide, 3d., S feet, Ad. per yard. Each edge corded,

^d. per yard extra, suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square Mesh
Cricketing Net, fix its full width and length, made of stout cord,

3rf. to Ad. per square yard; this is the best article for Fencing
against Fowls, Cats, &c.—V>~. Ctllingfoed's, 1, Edmund Ter-
race, Ball's Pond, Kingsland, London.

A 20-yard Drag Net, with purse complete, 27. 10s.; a Single
"Walled Drag Net, any length and depth. Is. per square yard;
Casting Nets, complete, 1*. per yard, measured round the" lead
line; Flue Nets, any size, Is. per square yard complete. Minnow
Nets, Eel Nets, and Landing Nets equally cheap, all warranted
first-rate qnal ity and workmanship.

I GALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTING.—
^J 7d. peb Yaf.p, 2 Feet "Wide.

BR( >
V,' N. Seed EstablUhro -

CRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
THOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to tb«

Royal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform their
friends and agriculturists generally that they are no-w prepared
to supply the undermentioned in anr quantities reqnireo.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds fa -m land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow : Irrigation or Water M**dow Mixture* :

Park aod Fitld Lawn Mixture*;
Garden, Lawn, or Graas-

lrus Seeds strpptied sepa-
rately to order ; Mixtures for one year's lay, do. for two or bane
years' lay (ccmmonlv called u se*c ;

CLOVER?. -Red or' broad leaved, white trDuten,Red Sackling,
Alsike or Hybrid, Trefoil. Cow Grass or Perennial.

RYE-GRASSES.—Italian (very fine^ Annual, improved Peren-
nial, and other kinds.

CARROTS.—Large "White Belgian. large field Altringnac,
Yellow Belgian, long Orance or Surrey.

rARSNIPS.—Gihbs* large Guernsey Cattle, comzocn large.

MANGOLD WUPZKLS.—Long Red, Orange or YeDow G! t*
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES.—Large Drumhead Cattle, Thousand beaded.
TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Svec**. Si-

Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid.
Globes or Rounds, Tankard's sorts, KM Rabi.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Gorae, Field I
*-, Seed

Barley sorts, "Wheat sorts. Rye. Sainfoin, Tares, White Mustard.

White Silesian Beet, Peas, Potatoes, and all otiex seeds for

the farm.
KITCHEN GARDEN ajtd FLOWER SEEDS, including all

the new and most approved varieties- Assortments inaa* cp
to suit different sired careens, or to any given aiDOSE!.

Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds -

by post on application to Thoxas Gtsbs & Co- Comer c-f Ha,f-

Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

7i. per vd. 5d. per vd.
9 6} „
is „ 9 »
s „ 6
W

.T 8 „
li 11 „

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-inch „ strong ,,

2-inch ,, extra strong „
15-inch „ light ' „
l^-inch „ strong „
l|-inch ,, extra strong,,

All the above cau be made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will rednee the prices one-

fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.

per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnard & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, HuU, or

Newcastle.

Or agricultura l ©amtr.
SATCBDA T, MA Y 12. 1S55.

JIEETLSGS FOB THE ESSriXG »

WrtMitii, Mst It—Si-

Tbe qnestion—Hovr shsll we find :

stock ? is happily receiving its

rapid crowth of green food under tbe refi

shovrers of the laj: few lays ;
:':-;;

the sound of abundance of rain. Tbe

the severe drought and col i weather of - twi

months has happily come before mnch misc>

been done, and a somewhat later harvest will pro-

bably be the ntmosi blame that can be laid npon
the season hitherto.

Amosg the discouragements which beset, and often

arrest altogelher the progress of one who is endea-

vouring, perhaps late in Jlife, to acquaint himself
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with the science belonging to an art which forms his .

daily business, none is more mischievous in its first

effect upon his mind, or more baffling to the resolu-

tion, than to be struck every now and then with the

feeling that he is stepping from the land of cer-

tainty, or what he believes certainty, into a sea of

doubt. Like a landsman who for the first time

feels the unaccustomed motion of the waves, and

experiences a sensation as much the opposite as can

be well imagined of the day's ' pleasuring ' he had

promised himself in the gaily-painted craft to which

he had consigned himself and his prog-basket, he

begins to register a vow that—let him once set foot

on terra firma again, and he'll have nothing more to

do with an element that far from sharpening his

appetite for more, actually seems to put in jeopardy

what he had thought he could call bis own ! Many
a man has left the first lecture-room he ever attended,

of 'agricultural chemistry ' with just such a feeling as

that here faintly hinted at ; and this sensation is due

not merely to the chopping sea of hard words and
phrases he is sure to find running ahead, but

derives its worst qualms from a sort of ground- swell

he becomes writhingly conscious of, appearing to

affect the whole surface of the lecturer's discourse,

—the under-current of doubt.

To the practical man this is intolerable. For
there is this striking difference between ' practical

'

and ' scientific ' knowledge ; that the former leads a
\

man to trust to himself, by concentrating his view
upon what he has acquired, however limited the

field, while it is the melancholy virtue of the latter

to teach him to distrust himself and his conclusions,

by opening out to his eyes part of the infinite

field of the unknown. They look, as it were, through
opposite ends of the telescope. Yet, for action, the
first, for knowledge the second frame jol mind, is

indispensable. For even to her aptest scholars

Nature is chary of her secrets, they do but
" Show his eyes, and grieve his heaTt,
Come like shadows—so depart."

and the only wonder is that the man who in his
own person has proved the toilsomeness and slow
reward of field labour,—how much it takes to
earn such small apparent results,—should come
into the lecture-room of Science expecting and
demanding such instantaneous, rewards. Let them
come as plenty as blackberries or thick as hail-
stones, he should bear in mind they must still be
otliers' property as well as his! Knowledge is

no monopolist. He could carve no 'patent' out
of it. He must be-sgntent to share only with
the rest of mankind : so that the individual benefit
which Practice sometimes petulantly claims at the
hands of Science is a mere dream ; beyond the
general saving of waste, toil, and expense, which
knowledge and discovery lead to, and in which all

are free to participate alike. The mind directs the
hand ; the head saves the heels : that is the history
and answer of ' scientific ' knowledge, like every
other kind of knowledge : and surely the former-
President of the Royal Agricultural Society was
wrong to answer folly according to its folly, when
he agreed to count up, and even to extenuate,
the practical bequests of chemistry to agriculture, as
consisting hitherto only in " Liebig's suggestion for
dissolving bones in sulphuric acid and Sir Robert
Kane's for using flax-water as manure." The Pro-
fessor of Giessen—we beg his pardon—now of
Munich, holds the compliment rather cheaply, and
replies that " in a chemical " (we suppose he means
a scientific) " point of view such recipes have no
greater value than a recipe for good blacking," and
denies altogether such a limitation of the gifts of
chemistry to farming, declaring that "dozens of
prescriptions or recipes like that alluded to by Mr.
Posey may be found, in books which treat of the
application of Chemistiy to agriculture."

So they may; and many of them worthless
enough ; like that, so confidently put forward, for
fixing tbe volatile ammonia of stables and dung-
heaps by means of an insoluble and well nigh impul-
verable salt, the sulphate of lime. But Baron
Liebig seems to have misconceived the tone and
spirit of Mr. Posey's remark, which was not to
depreciate the advantages of chemical knowledge to
the agriculturist, but to moderate the extravagant
expectations of that day, and to mitigate the resulting
disappointment of those who looked to "doubtful
chemistry" for "good farming," and expected of
science what science does not profess, and is not
calculated to give, viz., sudden and individual
accessions of power or gain. Though it was an odd
way of setting about the task, by almost indorsing
the very prejudice it was desired to cancel.

Perhaps no instance has occurred, heretofore, in
which the actual field practice of tbe farmer, is so
prominenily concerned and even implicated in the
settlement of a question of 'doubtful chemistry,'
as in the discussion now pending, on the Nutrition
of Plants, between the advocates and the opponents

of what is called Liebig's ' Mineral Theory.' Itis a

'pretty quarrel as it stands,' because it embraces

some of the very points most important to be

known on ' the relation of the atmosphere and the

soil :
' and to give it what intelligence we may to

those who have not penetrated very far into the

mysteries of science, we shall weary our learned

readers by bringing up the rear from the point we
lately reached, after introducing the four great

organic elements, which worse, by one head, than

Cerberus himself, may he said to guard the very

portals of agricultural chemistry. When the ob-

jection is once surmounted, which the ' natural

'

mind entertains against the alternation of matter

between its visible and invisible forms ; when
this difficult and narrow portal of incredulity

is once left behind, the road becomes altogether

easier : the theory of ' combustion,' once explained,

accounts for the sudden disappearance of so

very large a portion of vegetable or animal

matter when burnt, and the term ' burning
'

no longer suggests the idea of annihilation, but of

mere resolution of the plant, or animal, into its

visible, and its invisible, elements ; the one part of

that which seemed corporeal, melting like breath

into the wind, as though the earth had bubbles as

the water has ; the other part remaining in the small

and tangible residuum of 'ash.'

Now touching this ash, Liebig lays it down in

the most recently published statement of his views,

as the 2nd of fifty 'propositions', in which his prin-

ciples are collected and embodied, that " On the

most diversified soils, in the most varied climates,

whether in plains or on high mountains, plants

invariably contain a certain number of mineral sub-

stances, and, in fact, always the same substances
;

the nature and quality, or the varying proportions

of which are ascertained by finding the composition

of the ashes of the plants. The mineral substances

found in the ashes were originally ingredients of the

soil : all fertile soils contain a certain amount of

them ; they are never wanting in any soil in which
plants thrive." In his first 'Proposition' he had
stated that the organic elements, oxygen and carbon,

through their compound, carbonic-acid ; and nitrogen

and hydrogen, through their compound, ammonia,
are obtained by plants from Air and Water. All
this is admitted and understood by men of science.

Now, without entering at present on the enumera-
tion of the mineral substances alluded to in Prop. 2,

j ust noticed, we will plunge at once in niediam rem, by
taking the passage quoted by Liebig from Mr. Lawes'
Essay at p. 2 of Vol. XII., part I. of the Journal of

the Royal Agricultural Society, which is as follows :

" In the course of this inquiry, the whole tenor of

our result has forced upon us opinions different from
those of Prof. Liebig on some important points ; and
more especially in relation to his so-called Mineral
Theory, which is embodied in the following sentence,
to be found at p. 211 of the 3d edition of his work
on 'Agricultural Chemistry,' where he says, 'The
crops on a field diminish or increase in exact propor-
tion to the diminution or increase of the Mineral
substances conveyed to it in manure! "

Here then, we have what lawyers would call the
' Declaration' and the '. Plea.' In Prof. Liebig's
little work just published, and entitled ' Principles
of Agricultural Chemistry, with special reference to

the late researches made in England,' we have the
' Replication,' together with the 50 ' Propositions '

above referred to. To this we hope to return,
when we have digested some of the ingredients or
rather the condiments with which it is flavoured

—

colloquially speaking, sauced,— to the English
palate. H.

It was of some public interest to ascertain the
degree in which the reputation of the short-horn
breed of cattle has of late years been maintained,
and several articles on that subject will accordingly
be found in current numbers and past volumes of the
Agricidtural Gazette. The point is, of course, to

be determined by references to sales of herds
and individual animals ; and remarkable in-

stances of this description have been brought
under the notice of our readers as often as they
occurred. The last occasion of the kind was the
Hendon sale of last month. We considered and
believe that the prices realised by Mr. Takqueray's
herd proved the increasing reputation of the breed,

and a writer in the Mark Lane Express, whom we
supposed to utter more than a merely individual

judgment, having expressed his opinion that the

prices reached, great as they were, had not been, as

an average, very extraordinary, we quoted him to

show that the character of the breed stood even
higher than these prices indicated. It appears,

however, that the opinion quoted is not com-
pletely the opinion uttered—the latter described

the sale as being " not for an average a very

extraordinary one, considering the pains and cost

at ichich Mr. Tanqueray had collected the herd;"

and our contemporary imagining that our object *
was to expose his judgment of the value of
short-horn cattle, expresses his displeasure at our
omission of these words. But this was not our
object :—if we had supposed that the writer of
that sentence was giving merely his personal opinion
we should not have noticed it at all—it was because
we_ imagined that he was uttering the opinion of
agriculturists that we referred to it— for our object
was to show that the average, high as it was, had not
reached theheighttowhich,in agricutoiraljudgment,
it ought to have attained. Besides, the quotation,

though imperfect as to length, is perfect as to fairness

for the purpose to which we have applied it. We did
not, indeed, quote this writer's reference to the cir-

cumstances under which, in his opinion, the Hendon
sale is not extraordinary ; but these circumstances
do in reality enhance the value of the event as a
testimony to the reputation of the short-horn blood.

For what has been the history of the Hendon
herd?

Mr. Tanqueray—a gentleman not previously in-

terested in agriculture—did not seven years ago
own a single short-horn : during that interval he
has gathered a herd together—at great cost no-

doubt — but at a cost forced upon him at the
sales by auction where his purchases were made

—

a cost therefore which proves not merely the indi-

vidual enterprize which our contemporary admits,.

but the general estimation in which the breed is

held ; and this is the very point to which our
remarks were directed. And that this general

estimation is proved more incontestably than

ever by the circumstances of this sale will

appear from an enumeration of some of them
which our contemporary does not seem to have been
acquainted with. For instance, though collected at

such cost, the herd did, we are assured by one able

to inform us, realise last month nearly double th.2

sum needed to balance its account. Again:. some
of the best animals were disposed of privately before

the sale— a Duchess heifer, especially, for 500
guineas—and in fact nearly five thousand pounds'

worth of animals had been thus disposed of during

the past two years ! Thirdly : some of the animals

purchased nominally by Mr. Tanqueray were in

reality purchased by him in partnership with Ame-
ricans, and having passed from his hands cannot

be quoted in explanation of the Hendon average

(the Duke of Glo'ster, for instance, for which
650 guineas were paid at Tortworth, and for which
Mr. Tanqueray would have given 1000 guineas, has

since crossed the Atlantic). Lastly : the animals

purchased at greatest cost are precisely those which
have yielded largest profits : thus, we may take
three, and these shall include some of the highest

priced animals that Mr. Tanqueray ever purchased
—Oxford 11th, for instance, and Oxford 16th, for

which 250 and 180 guineas were given at Tortworth;
these three, with their produce, sold for 1050
guineas more than had been given for them.
The circumstances of the sale we submit,
then, make it more than ever the remarkable
event which we believe it to have been, and
the writer in the Mark Lane Express cannot justify

his opinion of it by any reference to them. They
constitute a sufficient answer to the first part of his
angry notice of our last week's article.

As to the second part of his critique we must
simply confess that it is unanswerable. Having
lived more in the field than in the street we are

happily saved by ignorance as well as choice from
bandying .personalities in slang phrases.

A DAY WITH THE STEAM PLOUGH.
Having resolved to see for myself what measure

of success has attended Lord Willoughby d'Eresby's

steam ploughing, I lately paid a visit to Grims-
thorpe, his lordship's seat in South Lincolnshire

;

where, besides the attraction of such a novel mode of
tillage, the tourist may find objects of interest in the
embattled towers of the castle, in the gardens, the
picturesque village, and an extensive park with its noble
forest trees, and fine sheet of water 100 acres in

extent. My way there lying through a part of the Fens,
I had the agreeable opportunity of inspecting in their

proper order the separate steps by which steam-power
has been successively applied to agriculture. First, I

crossed over numerous large drainage canals and wide
ditches having no outfall into which they can discharge

the land-floods pouring into them ; and powerful fixed

steam-engines (two of which I passed by), are therefore

erected to bale out the rain-water and Bprings of the
entire country. Were they to cease working, tens of

thousands of acres uow highly cultivated, planted, and
studded over with farm buildings and clustered villages

would be one vast shallow lake. Next, I observed in

the rick-yards of those steam-dried fens portable steam-
engines busily threshing ; in one yard the farm horses
were actually standing unharnessed, and comfortably
looking on while their welcome helper, the engine, was
panting and perspiring at their hitherto accustomed
labour. "Surely," thought I, "as steam has first
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drained a whole district while fixed at one corner of it,

and then perambulated in a portable form into every

farmstead upon it, to do any work required there, the

noxt stop will lie on to tho surface of the fields

themselves, to till, manure, or bow there." How-
ever, on arriving at Grimsthorpe, I found that a

still intervening step 1ms been taken. His lordship,

justly notod as "a good landlord," has established noun;

"works," where all sorts of steam-sawn, lathes, boring,

morticing, ami planing machines lor wood ami metal
aro always busy, performing work for the tenantry, and
practically demonstrating to a rural population the

many faoili lies and advantages of such machinery* A
steam flour mill also crushes corn for cattle food, .'. a ,

and griiulH meal for "tho cottagers" at ono farthing

per bushel. There are four portable engines each of from
24 to 2(> horse-power, connected with the establishment]
ono constantly engaged in driving the above works,, two
omployod in drawing the steam-plough, thrashing on
various neighbouring farms, and grinding Iho clay for

three brick-yards ; whilo the fourth is made Locomotive
for running upon common roads, and forms tho next
kind of steam application to agriculture above alluded to.

The Groat Northern railway having a station four miles
off, Lord Willmighhy constructed a good slono rood to

it for tho use of his tenantry and the public, ami con-
trived an engine to travel to and fro with coal, &c, for
his castle. This ongino has thrco cylinders working
underneath tho boiler, and an ingenious steerage-appa-
ratus, and draw's several loaded break-waggons up steep
inclines ; but his lordship is now converting tho common
road into a railway by laying down wooden blocks, at an
expense (we were informed) of 20007. per mile ; a great
quantity of Ash timber having been felled for the pur-
pose. When this lino is completed tho farmers will be
saved four miles in the delivery of corn or fetching of
coal, and will bo charged, it is supposed, a very small
amount for carriage.

Tho history of the steam plough appears to be this :

seven years ago Lord Willoughby—who is a skilful

amateur in mechanical contrivances—designed an engine
and tackle for the traction of ploughs ; consulting his
enterprising bailiff, Mr. Scott, together with the intelli-

gent foreman of the works, as to the best form and
arrangement of the implement itself. The first trials

were made with a single engine working an endless
chain stretched between it and an anchored pulley at
the opposite side of the field ; but the slack or return
chain proved an insuperable obstacle ; and as the anchor
would not hold against the ploughs in work, they had to
be drawn empty towards it—ploughing only when
approaching the engine. The frame of ploughs was
intended to travel at the rate of five miles per hour,
which was of course impracticable, seeing that it was
necessary to have men to guide it. Two engines have
been found indispensable, each working and resting
alternately, as the implement traverses to or from them

;

and only a single length of chain is employed, which
unwinds itself from the barrel upon one engine, while
being gathered by that upon the other. Attempts were
made to use common rope, which could not stand the
wear. Another method of obviating the great friction

of the chain along the ground, was having two boys to

follow or precede the implement with small barrows
fitted with friction rollers to hold up the chain ; this

also was abandoned.
The present plan of working is as follows :—one

engine, with its " tender " carrying coke and water,
stands upon two 20-feet deals laid on the headland ; and
with two other planks alternately laid down and shifted

forward, the engine can travel the whole length of the
headland upon a sort of portable railway. At every
bout of the implement the engine moves forward a few
feet, equal to the breadth of furrows ploughed—propel-
ling itself by gathering up a chain attached to an anchor
at the end of the headland. The other engine, similarly
mounted upon planks and travelling in a parallel

direction, is set lfa'5 yards down the field, and the chain
drawing the implement extends between the two engines,
being alternately wound and unwound by each. It
takes a couple of men to lift and carry one of the planks.

The implement I saw consisted of three ploughs fixed
iu a long trussed iron frame, having four wheels to

steady it, and two handles at each end for steering.

One man walks near the fore-end and another follows
behind, going at the pace of from three to four miles
per hour. The plough is not turned round at the end
of the work, but is constructed with double shares,
coulter, and mouldboards, so as to throw its furrows in
the same direction when going back again. Nothing is

necessary but to adjust the ploughs by a shifting move-
ment within their lrame in order to follow each other,
and then move the whole implement sideways for
another thres furrows. The first is done by means of
handles and screws which slide the ploughs from one
side of the frame to the other ; the last is effected by
hoisting the frame itself with a ehaiu and lever sus-
pended to a strong wooden gallows. The top-bar of the
gallows is made slanting, and the chain is hun^ to a
roller travelling upon the bar, so that when the plough
is lifted it runs down of its own accord into its required
place upon the unploughed land. Of course there is a
hoisting apparatus at eaeh eud of the work. When the
plough is ready for returning the engine at the end
where it is gives a whistle as a signal for the other to start.

In order to allow room for the ploughs to slide before
and behind each other, the frame is of great length,
viz., about 18 feet with the handles ; and it is conse-
quently very hard work to guide it. The work is not
likely to be so well laid, therefore, as farmers iu general

would wish ;
but that which L inspei

ploughing for fallows, J cannot pronounce upon tho
point. Perhaps two ploughs .

. ,„ .,,„.

frame would bo more manag
formerly adopted, but then, Instead ol

I
i sidelong

[lifting of the two, tin r< wi r< idd

out ol Hi' lowered Intoworl byrai
. The

Ingenuity displayed in tin; contrivance of tht

cannot I"; shown without drawings
; bul i

improvements must still bo made before
i

its purpose ; as it now occat ionallv masters It

iniiii, sometimes tumbling over, and plaj ing otl

l.ij'lii. Iiui'l it, will plough pretty well ; bul

occasion it some trouble. My impn . . vutfnly is.

that some less cumbersome contrivan tan this long

Implement—little li
i i than a Ion in wi :,.

: y«t
Invented. Tho present draught mu I beononnou
Then tin; chain used for drawing

: rfiy, I had ex-

pected to find a wire-rope in use, after tin; .

with it by Fowler's drawing-engine, I'm', the
p

barrt I npon tin; engines are only a few inches in

diameter -too small to wind a wire rope on. I ;•

that ili" power wasted in simply drawing the chain la

never less than four horses—increasing with the wet-

ness and stickiness of tho bind it pusses over ; while,

in spite of the clever mechanism for grinding tht

evenly upon tho barrel, links aro continually catching,

and the chain thereby jerking and damaging the i

so that a day seldom passes without a breakage of mOTC
or less importance.

Looking at the engines themselves, I found that the

chain-barrels were worked by means of cranks and
parallel connecting-rods from eccentrics upon tin; fly-

wheel shaft. Cog-wheel gearing was first employ ',

then, for convenience, cranks were substituted, with

parallel connecting-rods ; and now tho whole pow
the engines is applied through these eccentrics, with an
immense amount of friction and diminution of the

effective force. I saw at once, therefore, that Lord
Willoughby's steam-plough, while demonstrating il e

possibility of doing what many people have doubted,

must not bo taken as exemplifying the economical con-
ditions of the operation. Until a wire-rope is employe I

to drag a lighter form of implement, and the engines
are made to turn the drums with greater mechanical
efficience, it will not do to calculate the prospects of

steam-ploughing from the fact that Lord Willoughby's

two engines of 24-horse power eaeh (at more than
100 lbs. pressure), can plough only 4 acres per day.

They have worked for weeks at a time—though
generally hindered from day to day with accidents

—

and their greatest achievement has been to plough

4 acres in a day at a working expense of 35s., employ-
ing at least six men. When the number of horses

required to carry the apparatus to and from the field,

and the incomplete state of the machine itself; are con-

sidered, it is not surprising that the neighbouring farmers
regard it with distrust, and even ridicule ; and that

instead of being regularly in work, it is only brought
out for special occasions, and for satisfying the curiosity

of inquirers. As each engine weighs about 5 tons,

three horses are required to draw it—two horses are

required for the two tenders and the various tackle
;

one horse for the plough, which is carried by a " gin,"

such as timber is borne with ; and a man and a horse

are kept busy in fetching water and coke for the

engines. I heard of one gentleman so taken with the

invention, that he actually had two engines constructed

like these ; but private matters have since prevented

his further engagement in it.

Iu conclusion, my opinion is, that much greater

things yet remain to be done with a steam-plough, and
this, too, with a single engine, and a better method of

anchoring a pulley. Perhaps Lord Willoughhy will be

able to accomplish this, and so lessen the expense of

working, as well as lower the first cost of his apparatus.

I may just add that plates and wood-cuts of the steam-

plough, with descriptive letter-press, appeared in the

Artisan for July, 1853, and May, 1854. Cultor.

Home Correspondence.
Blue Vitriolfor Steeping Wheat.—In answer to your

correspondent, " J. C. C," I can only say that I have

used blue vitriol ou Wheat for about eight years, and I

believe my brother has used it nearly twenty years, and
have never seen it damage the corn, but I cannot

warrant that it would not do so if used in too large

quantities, and if the corn was suffered to remain too

long in the wash : we only leave it one night iu steep,
j

I really believe, from the description your corre-
J

spondent " J. C. C." gives of his Wheat, that it must
have malted in the grouud. I have had this happeu to

my corn in Canada, where it is not an uncommon thing;

iu fact, the heat of the vitriol may have assisted the

malting effects of the hot dry earth ; for in Canada, if

you sow Wheat in very dry weather, perhaps after a
I

slight shower the corn begins to vegetate, and if it again

sets in dry, it positively malts in the ground. I have

been very, much puzzled this year to account for the

failure of about three quarters of an acre of ground

sown in a three acre field of Wheat, and was at first

inclined to put it down to the account of paring and

burning, until I saw in your Paper that Wheats had failed

on light lands: I then put down my failure to about 3u0

cart-loads of head-laud earth, carried out in over zeal for
:

the goodof the crop. B. -If. T.,F«cdown, Bideford. i

-On reading the statement of your correspondent

"J. C. C." of the suspected failure of his Wheat crop

from the use of blue vitriol as a dressing for the seed

1

of »v own
j

amen, after trying vai

1'"•>", I settled down to t;.

I

1 1 «t I always

I

:
'

.

acta to it m
.i. fact,
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ono wh •; U,,J

lure foundation; . I for DIM, at ifhr.1, srn It'll dis-
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'ion, length '.f t .

iii tin- Unmorsion of lbs aaad, ami fariotM other par-

itwean
IrSMfog in the usual way " in far loo »»jfue

not to require farther explanation. Whet in «• the
usual way I

" 1
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ri I m not
j end ehtll tiitnl-

fuUy await Information tht - .. whet n
own " usual way " was— not on a tirrj snub
— but t'. the i annual!;.

the aeon \ can vouch, always
making a point •! under m\

I vi-ry often with my own hands. 7
Hint I with not to ask for more than I mo p*

willing to impart rr,

:: usual way " of preparing a
firm conviction tl.at if carefully nod thoroughly i

i be no apprehension of fv..r< lor t

may hi re add that a vast deal more depends on
strict attention to the rnirrntire of this, as of roort

Other agricultural operations, whether practical or

merely experimental, than many, otherwia* excellent

farmcrB, may be disposed to think neceaaery. Jt i» not

enough to give general directions to a foa

man, that you wish your need Wheal prepared after

such and such a recipe— you must aee to it yourself ;

and even assist at the most important points by your
own personal exertions. I say this without roeaoiog the

least disparagement of either the care or judgment of

your overlooker ; who, when once in possession of your
plan of operations (only to be obtained directly from

yourself) may, and outht, if conscientious and attire,

to bo trusted to do in your absence what be is folly

aware would have been done had you been present.

But we must get on, or our steep will never be ready for

the drill. Take then a tub or vessel of ewnvenieut form

for holding 3 bushels of Wheat, and a space of some
6 or 8 inches beyond, for skimming, washing, and stirring.

Place this tub over a wider but shallower vessel, emilar

to the underback of a mash-tub : into which the Wbeat,

when washed and skimmed, may, by a cock or other

means, be drawn off from the tub above. But we are

forestalling matters. Prepare the steep as follows :

—

Dissolve about 3 lbs. of bine Titriol in water

wanted for immediate use, otherwise this is immaterial) ;

to this add water enough fairly to swim the quantity of

seed you intend to steep— say 3 bus-bels ; into this

liquor then sift gradually and lightly, by means of what
in some places is called a reeing sieve, the Wbeat as

above mentioned. Tbe heavy grain will fall to the

bottom, leaving the lighter portion, seeds of certain

weeds, smut balls if any), and other rubbish, to float at

the top. These must all be carefully si.imrr.ed off. and
the main body of the Wheat below well stirred from the

bottom, to make sure that the whole Is thoroughly

washed and skimmed. This process over, some recom-

mend a prolonged immersion in the liquid of from one
to three or more hours ; but I never could see any
necessity for this. In the first place its adoption

would be attended with great additional inconvenience.

to say nothing of the extra expense, from the necessary

enlargement cf the apparatus for steeping and washing

a much larger quantity at a time than I have named.

As soon, therefore, as you are satisfied that the washing,

skimming, &c, is accomplished, and the liquor drawn

off into the underback, empty the Wheat on to the floor,

which latter ought to be thoroughly washed and cleaned

between the steeps, and, after spreading it about a

little, sift over it enough hot slacked lime to facilitate

the progress of drying. Tbe Wheat will be fit for

drilling or sowing in a few hours, but if even delayed

for a day or two will take no harm. The same liquor

will serve several steeps, merely replenishing with

fresh water and about \ lb. of blue vitriol to each

succeeding bushel of Wheat. Snch was my practice

during many years of my farming life, nor did I _e-er

experience any failure of plant from the use of this

steep, though I certainly have from chatnbertye appfied

too strong and immersed too long. Bow to ace:

" J. C. C.^s " failure I know no more than be dees ;

but as he savs i: was sown when the eresEd was

it not as fair to presume tl -^re was quite as

likelv to have been occasioned by want of the requisite

moisture to cause the seed to germinate properly as by

anvthing in the composrioa of a steep in snch

universal use, and, with common care, so harmless as a

solution of blue v:-_ . though natch stronger

than I applied :: .

;
-

:
: waster.

for our Flocti.—This im-

portant query is answered in your Paper of April 2S by-

Mr. J. Ford.' North Wales, w bo recooMBes-Ss the c-oi-

ture of " Chiv3s!
s Orange Jelly Ttrrnrp." If this should

meet his eye. would he be kind enough to reply to the

following -.—What time of the year was the seen sown !

Was it grown upon fallow," or on land from which a

crop had just been taken ! How many tons of sound
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bulbs per acre were drawn about the 20th of April ?

His being as accurate as possible in his replies will

greatlv oblige A Subscriber.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, May 9.—Mr. Raymond Barker,

Y.P., iu the chair.

Special Council, May 9 : Mr, Miles, M.P., Presi-

dent, in the Chair.

Journal.—The President reported from the Journal

Committee a schedule of the subjects proposed for the

Prize-Essays of next year ; and the following recom-

mendation in reference to the editing of the Journal

during Mr. Pusey's lamented indisposition: namely,

—

" That Mr. Thompson be requested to accept the office of

Chairman of the Journal Committee, and that Mr. Acland and
Mr. Hoskyns be requested to accept the office of Vice-Chairmen :

the Editorship of the Journal to be confided to those three gentle-

men, with whom the Journal Committee will co-operate."

This report was adopted by the Council.

Poultry Steward.—The Hon. and Rev. Stephen
Willoughby Lawley, of Escrick Rectory, near "York,

was requested by the Council to accept the appointment

of Steward of the Poultry department at the Carlisle

meeting.

Management of Dairy-Cattle.— The following

communication was read from Mr. Horsfall, of Burnley
Hall, near Otley, Yorkshire.

" Burnley Hall, near Otley, May 5.

" In complying with the request of your honourable Council to

supply information regarding my treatment of cows for dairy
purposes, it seems pertinent that I should enter into some expla-
nation of the motives and considerations which influence my
conduct in this branch of my farm operations. I have found it

Etated, on authority deserving attention, that store cattle of a fair

size, and without other occupation, maintain their weight and
condition for a length of time, when supplied daily with 120 lbs.

of Swedish Turnips and a small portion of straw. The experience
of the district of Craven, in Yorkshire, where meadow hay is the
6taple food during winter, shows that such cattle 'maintain their
condition on 1 4 stone of meadow bay each per day. These re-

spective quantities of Turnips and of hay correspond very closely
in their nutritive properties ; they contain a very similar amount
of albuminous matter, starch, sugar, &c, and also of phosphoric
acid. Of oil—an important element, especially for the purpose of
which I am treating—the stated supply of meadow hay contains
more than that of Turnips. If we supply cows in milk of the
same size with a like quantity of similar food, they will lose per-
ceptibly in condition. This is easily explained when we find
their milk rich in substances which serve for their support when
in store condition, and which are shown to be diverted in the
secretion of milk. In the neighbourhood of towns where
the dairy produce is disposed of in new milk, and where
the aim of the dairyman is to produce the greatest quan-
tity, too frequently * with but little regard to quality, it

is their common practice to purchase in or" near calving
cows; they pay great attention to the condition of the
cow; they will tell you, by the high comparative price they
pay for animals well stored with flesh and fat, that condition is

as valuable for them as it is for the butcher; they look upon
these stores as materials which serve their purpose ; they supply
fhod, more adapted to induce quantity than quality, and pay but little

regard to the maintenance of the condition of the animal. With
such treatment, the cow loses in condition during the process of
milking, and when no longer profitable, is sold to purchasers in
farming districts where food is cheaper, to be fattened or other-
wise replenished for the use of the dairy keeper. We thus find
a disposition in the cow to apply the aliment of her food to her
milk, rather than to lay on flesh or fat, for not only are the ele-

ments of her food diverted to this purpose; but to all appearance
her accumulated stores of flesh and fat are drawn upon, and con-
verted into components of milk, casein, or butter. It is also
probable that a like result will take place in regard to her boues,
if a;due supply of phosphate be not afforded in her food. As I
am differently circumstanced, a considerable portion of my dairy
produce being intended for butter, for which poor milk is not
adapted, and as I fatten not only my own cows, but purchase
others to fatten in addition, my attention was given to devise
food for my milch cows adapted to their maintenance and im-
provement, and with this view I was led to give attention to the
composition of milk. From several analyses I have selected
one by Haidlen, which I find in publications of repute. Taking
a. full yield of milk. 4 gallons per day. which will weigh upwards
of 40 lbs., this analysiB assigns to it of dry material 5.20, of
which the proportion with sufficient accuracy for my purpose
consists of— lbs.

Pure casein 2.00
Butter 1.25
Sugar „ ... 1.75
Phosphate of lime ^ 09
Chloride of potassium, [-

And other mineral ingredients j 11

5.20
It appeared an object of importance, and one which called for

m ? particular attention, to afford an ample supply of the elements
Of food suited to the maintenance and likewise to the produce
of the animal, and that if I omitted to effect this, the result
wuld be imperfect and unsatisfactory. By the use of ordinary
farm produce only, I could not hope to accomplish my purpose.
Turnips are objectionable on account of their flavour, and I
neak to avoid them as food for dairy purposes. I use Cab-
bages, Kohl Rabi, and Mangold Wurzel, yet only in mode-
rate quantities. Of meadow hay it would require beyond
the supply necessary for the maintenance of the cow an
addition of fully 20 lbs. to supply the casein in a full yield
of milk 16 quarts, 40 lbs. to supply the oil for the butter,
whilst 9 lbs. seem adequate for the supply of the phosphoric acid.
You cannot then induce a cow to consume the quantity of hay
requisite for her maintenance, and for the full yield of milk of
the quality instanced. Though it is a subject of controversy
whether butter is wholly derived from vegetable oil, yet the
peculiar adaptation of this oil to the purpose will, I think, be
admitted. I had, therefore, to seek assistance from what are
usually termed artificial feeding substances, and to select such
as are rich in albumen, oil, and phosphoric acid, or phosphate of
lime; and I was bound, also, to pay regard to their comparative
cost, with a view to profit, which when farming is followed as a
DusmeBs is a necessary, and in any circumstances, an agreeablesw™pan ,ment _ I think it will be found that substances pecu-
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I now proceed to describe the means I nm using to carry out the

purposes which I have sought to explain. My food for milch
cows, after having undergone various modifications, has for two
seasons consisted of Bean-straw, Oat-straw, and shells of Oats
in equal proportion, Kape-cake 5 lbs., and Bran 2 lbs. per day for

each cow ; these materials arc blended together, moistened, and
well steamed ; they are supplied three times, ad libitum, per day
in a warm state. The attendant is allowed 1 lb. to H lb. per cow,

according to circumstances, of Bean-meal, which he is charged to

give to each cow in proportion to the yield of milk, those in full

milk getting 2 lbs. each per day, others hut little; it is mixed
with the steamed food on its being dealt out separately ; when
this is eaten up, green food, consisting of Cabbages, from October
to December, Koiil Rabi till February, and Mangold till Grass
time. With a view to nicety of flavour, I limit the supply of

green food to SO to 35 lbs. per day for each. After each feed 4 lbs.

of meadow hay, or 12 lbs. per day is given to each cow
;
they are

allowed water twice per day to the extent they will drink.

As some of these materials are not commonly used as food, I may
be allowed some observations on their properties. Bean-straw
uncooked is dry and unpalatable; by the process of steaming it

becomes soft and pulpy, emits an agreeable odour, and imparts
flavour and relish to the mess. For my information and guid-

ance I obtained an analysis of Bean-straw of my own growth, on
strong and high-conditioned land ; it was cut on the short side of

ripeness, but yielding a plump Bean. The analysis by Professor

Way shows a percentage of

—

Moisture of
Albuminous matter
Oil or fatty matter
Woody fibre ...

Carried forward

14.47

16 3S
2 23

25.84

5S.92

Brought forward ... 5S.92

Starch, gum, &c, ... 31.63

Mineral matters ... 9.45

Total 300

In albuminous matter, which is especially valuable for milch
cows, it has nearly double the proportion contained in meadow
hay. Bran also undergoes a great improvement in its flavour by
steaming, and it is probably improved in its convertibility as

food; it contains about 14 percent, of albumen, and is peculiarly

rich in phosphoric acid, nearly 3 per cent, of its whole substance

being of this material. The properties of Rape-cake are well

known ; the published analyses give it a large proportion (nearly

30 per cent.) of albumen ; it is rich in phosphate and also in oil.

This is of the fluid or elnin class of vegetable oils, and it is to its

elain property that I call particular attention. Chemistry will

assign to this material, whjch has hitherto been comparatively

neglected for feeding, a first place for the purpose of which I am
treating. If objection should occur on account of its flavour, I

have no diflftulty in stating that by the preparation 1 have de-

scribed I have quite overcome this. I can easily persuade my
cattle (of which 60 to SO pass through my stalls in a year,)

without exception to eat the requisite quantity. Nor is the
flavour of the cake in the least perceptible in the milk or butter.

During May, my cows are turned out on a rich pasture near the

homestead ; towards evening they are again housed for the night,

when they are supplied with a mess of the steamed mixture and
a little hay each morning and evening. During June, when the

Grasses are better grown, mown Grass is given to them instead of

hay, and they are also allowed two feeds of steamed mixture.

This treatment is continued till October, when they are again

wholly housed. The results which I now proceed to relate

are derived from observations made with the view of enabling
me to understand and regulate my own proceedings. For
some years back I have regularly weighed my feeding stock,

a practice from which I am enabled to form a more accurate

estimate of their doings than I could previously pretend to. In
January, 1854, 1 commenced weighing my milch cows; it has been
shown by what I have premised that no accurate estimate cau he
formed of the effect of the food on the production of milk, without
ascertaining its effect on the condition of the cows. I have con-
tinued this practice once a month almost without omission up to

the date of this. The weighings take place early in the morning
and before the cows are supplied with food ; the weights are
registered, and the length of time (15 months) during which I

have observed this practice enables me to speak with confidence
on the results. The cows in full milk yielding 12 to 16 quarts
each per- day vary but little, some losing, others gaining,
slightly ; the balance in the month's weighing of this class being
rather to gain. It is common for a cow to continue a yield from
six to eight months before she gives below 12 quarts per day, at
which time she has usually, if not invariably, gained weight.
The cows givingless than 12 quarts, and down to 5 quarts per day,
are found when iree from ailment to gain without exception.
This gain, with an average yield of nearly S qts. per day, is at

the rate of 7 to 8 lbs. per week each. My cows in calf I weigh
only in the incipient stages, but they gain perceptibly in condi-
tion, and consequently in value; they are milked till within
4 to 5 weeks previous to calving. I give the weights of 3of these,

and also of one heifer, which calved in March :

—

d 1S54 1855
d
'3

l

2
3

i

Bought, and
j

weighed ... j

Heifer,which ~|

calved also 1

in March, r

weighed .. J

July

cwt. qr. lbs.

10 1 20

8 2 10

S 2

7

April

cwt. qr.

11 3

10 2
10

9 3

ii>b. ibs.

148

214
184

300

2Sfl^^iS°iTO^-teeafl6,» ^ cold, I have a right to

Greater Bnrnin'T,S
S 'imp,,0n of tbem as *"'. ™& consequently a

SSSnS^JF&F"*? GUgar
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and Probably also as fat, mystalls being kept during winter at a temperature of nearly 60°.

These observations extend over lengthened periods on the same
animals, of from 30 to upwards of 50 weeks; a cow, free from calf

and intended for fattening, continues to give milk from 10 months
to a year after calving, and is then in a forward state of fatness,

requiring but a few weeks to finish her for sale to the butcher.

It will thus appear that my endeavours to provide food adapted
to the maintenance and improvement of my milch cows" are
attended with success. On examining the composition of the
ordinary food which I have described, straw, roots, and hay, it

appears to contain the nutritive properties which are found ade-
quate to the maintenance of the animal; the extra food will

supply the albumen for the casein, it is deficient in oil for

the butter, whilst it will supply in excess the phosphate of
lime for a full yield of milk. If I take the class of cows giving
less than 12 quarts per day, and taking also into account
a gain of flesh, 7 to 9 lbs. per week, though I reduce the quantity
of extra food by giving less of the Bean-meal, yet the supply
will be more in proportion than with a full yield ; the surplus of
nitrogen and phosphoric acid, or phosphate of lime will go to
enrich the manure. And here I cannot omit to remark on the
satisfaction I derive from the effects of this treatment on the fer-

tility of the land in my occupation. My rich pasture lands are not
tending to impoverishment but to increased fertility ; their im-
provement in condition is apparent. A cow in full milk giving
16 quarts per day, of the quality analysed by Haidlen, requires,
beyond the food necessary for her maintenance, 6 to 8 lbs. per
day of substances containing 30 to 25 per cent, of protein. A cow
giving on the average 8 quarts per day, with which she gains
7 to 9 lbs. per week, requires 4 to 5 lbs. per day of substances rich
in protein beyond the food which is necessary for her main-
tenance. Experience of fattening gives 2 lbs. per day, or 14 lbs.

per week, as what can be attained on an average and for a length
of time. If we consider ^ lb. per day as fat, which is not more
than probable, there will be 1^ lb. for flesh, which, reckoned as
dry material, will be about £ lb; which is assimilated inincrease

j

of fibrine and represents only 1$ to 2 lbs. of substances rich in pro-
tein beyond what is required for her maintenance. If we examine

j

the effects on the fertility of the land, my milch cows, when on rich

I
pasture, and averaging a yield of nine quarts per day, and

J
reckoning one cow to each acre, will carry off in 20 weeks 25 lbs.

of nitrogen, equal to 30 of ammonia. The same quantity of milk
will carry off 7 lbs. of phosphate of lime in 20 weeks from each
acre. A fattening animal giving flesh at the rate I have de-
scribed will carry off about one-third of the nitrogen, equal to

about 10 lbs. of ammonia, as compared with the milch cow,
whilst if full grown it will restore the whole of the phosphate.
It is worthy of remark that experience states that rich pastures
used for fattening fully maintain their fertility through a long
series of years. If these computations be at all accurate, they
tend to show that too little attention has been given to the supply
of substances rich in nitrogenous compounds iu the food for our
milch cows, whilst we have laid too much stress on this property
of such snbstances in food for fattening cattle. They tond also to
the inference that in the effects on the fertility of our pastures
used for dairy purposes, we derive advantage not only from the
phosphate of lime but also from the gelatine of bones used as
manure. On comparing the results from my milch cows fed in
summer on rich pasture, and treated at the same time with
extra food as I have described, with their treatment on winter
food, and whilst wholly housed, and taking into account
the yield of milk and the gain of weight, I find those
from stall-feeding fully equal to those from "depasture. The cows
which I buy as strippers, for fattening, giving little milk, from
neighbouring farmers who use ordinary food, Turnips with
straw or hay, and coming under my treatment, increase their

yield of milk, until after a week or two they give 2 quarts per
day more than when they came, and that too of a much richer

quality. I sometimes observe in the weekly publications which
come under my notice accounts of cows giving large quantities
of butter; these are usually, however, extraordinary instances,
and not accompanied with other statistical information requisite

to their being taken as a guide, and it seldom happens that any
allusion is made to the effects of the food on the condition of the

animals, without which no accurate estimate can be arrived at.

On looking over several treatises to which I have access, I find

the following statistics on dairy produce :—Mr. Morton, in his
" Cyclopaedia of Agriculture," page 621, gives the results of the

practice of a Mr. Young, an extensive dairy-keeper in Scotland.

The yield of milk per cow is stated at 6S0 gallons per year; he
obtains from 16 quarts of milk 20 ozs. of butter, or for the year,

227 lbs. per cow; from 1 gallon of cream 3 lbs. of butter, or12 ozs.

per quart. Mr. Young is described as a high feeder; Linseed is

his chief auxiliary food for milch cows. Professor Johnstone,
" Elements of Agricultural Chemistry," gives the proportion

of butter from 16 quarts of milk at U oz. per quart,

or from 16 quarts 24 oz., the produce of four cows of different

breeds—Alderney, Devon, and Ayrshire, on pasture and in the

height of the summer season. On other four cows of the Ayr-
shire breed ho gives the proportion of butter from 16 quarts as

16 oz., being 1 oz. per quart. These cows were likewise on
pasture. The same author states the yield of butter as one-

fourth of the weight of cream, or ahjut 9 oz. per quart. Mr.
Kawlinson, Journal of the Royal Society, No. 29, Vol. i., 1852,

gives the produce of 20,110 quarts of milk churned by hand as

1109 lbs. of butter, being at the rate of fully 14 oz. per 16 quarts

of milk, and from 23,156 quarts of milk 1525 oz. of butter, being
from 16 quarts nearly 16| oz. of butter. The same author states

that the yield of butter derived from five churnings of 15 quarts

of cream each, is somewhat less than 8 oz. per quart of cream.

Dr. Muspratt, in bis work on the " Chemistry of Arts and Manu-
factures," which is in the course of publication, gives the yield of

butter from a cow per year in Holstein and Lunenberg, at

100 lbs., in England at 160 lbs to ISO lbs. The average of butter

from a cow in England is stated to be 8 oz. or 9 oz. per day,

which on a yield of 8 to 9 auarts is 1 oz. per quart, or for lSquarts

16 oz. The quantity of butter derived from cream is stated as

one-fourtb, which is equal to about 9 oz. per quart. The richest

cream of which I find any record is that brought to the Royal

Society's meeting during the month of July, for the churns which
compete for the prize. On referring to the proceedings of several

meetings I find that Hoz. per quart of cream is accounted a good
yield. I have frequently tested the yield of butter from a given

quantity of my milk ; as my dairy produce is partly disposed of in

new milk, partly in butter and old milk, it became a matter of

business to ascertain by which mode my dairy produce gave the

bestrethrn. Tmay here remark that my dairy practice has been
throughout on high feeding, though it has undergone several

modifications. My mode of ascertaining the average yield of
butter from milk is to measure over the milk from churning
day to churning day, and compute the relative proportions. The
results have varied from 24 to 27J oz. from 16 quarts of milk

;
I

therefore assume in my calculation 16 quarts of milk as yielding a
roll (25 oz.) of butter. As I have at times a considerable number
of cows bought on as strippers, and fattened as they are milked,
which remain sometimes in my state eight or nine months, and
yield towards the close but 5 quarts per day. I am not enabled
to state with accuracy and from ascertained data the average yield

per year of my cows kept for dairy purposes solely. However,
from what occurs at Grass time when the yield is not increased,

and also from the effects of my treatment on cows which I buy on,

giving a small quantity, I am fully persuaded that my treatment
induces a good yield. I may here observe that I pay
great attention to the temperature of my dairy, which I

use means of keeping at 52° to 55°, my milk being allowed to

stand 36 hours. As the yield of butter irom a given quantity
of cream is not of such particular consequence, I have not given
equal attention to ascertain their relative proportions. I have a
recollection of having tested this on a former occasion, when I

found 14 to 16 oz. per quart, but cannot call to mind under what
treatment this took place. On questioning my dairywoman, in

December, 1854, as to the proportion of cream and butter, she
reported nearly one roll of 25 oz. of butter to one quart of cream.
I looked upon this as a mistake. On its accuracy being persisted

in, the next churning was carefully observed, with a like propor-

tion. My dairy cows averaged then a low range of milk as to

quantity—about 9 quarts each per day : six of them, in a forward

state of fatness, were intended to be dried for finishing off in

January; but owing to the scarcity and consequent dearness of

calving cows, I kept them on in milk till I could purchase cows
to replace them, and it was not till February that I had an oppor-

tunity of doing so. I then bought four cows within a few days of

calving
; they were but in inferior condition, and yielded largely

of milk. Towards the close of February and March, four of my
own dairy cows, in full condition, likewise calved. During
March, three of the six which had continued from December
were selected by the butcher as fit for his purpose; the other

three were dried at the close of March, and are now on hand in a

saleable condition. Each churning throughout was carefully

observed, with a similar result, varying but little from 25 oz.

of butter per quart of cream—on Monday, April 30, 16 quarts of

cream having yielded 26 rolls (of 25 oz. each) of butter. Though I

use artificial means of raising the temperature of my dairy, by the

application of hot water during cold weather, yet my service-

pipes being frozen in February, I was unable to keep up the tem-
perature, and it fell to 45°. Still my cream, though slightly

affected, was peculiarly rich, yielding 22 oz. of butter per quart.

Throughout April the produce of milk from my 15 daily cows
averaged full 160 quarts per day. My cows are bought in the

neighbouring markets with a view to their usefulness and profit-

ableness. The breeds of this district have a considerable admix-
ture of the short- horn, which is not noted for the richness of its

milk. It will be remarked that during the time these observa-
tions have been continued on the proportion of butter from cream,
more than one-half of my cows have been changed. Havingthus
satisfied myself that the peculiar richness of my cream was due
only to the treatment of my cows which I have sought to

describe, it occurred to me that I ought not to keep it to myself;
it appeared to me that these results of my dairy practice afforded

matter of interest for the investigation of those who cultivate

science, the physiologist and the chemist. Though my preten-
sions to acquirements in their instructions are but slender, the

are such as enable me to acknowledge benefit in .seeking to
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l«guiate my proceodtngfl hy their rates, i wa<( thim led i'» uldreu
ho note to l'rofotiHor Way, whose valuable time i should be

careful not to occupy with unworthy matter, suggesting, that If

ho thought proper, no rolfeht bring the subject under the notice oil

your honourable council, in taking off the oream I use an ordi-

nary shallow skimmer of tin perforated with holes, tbrough which
any milk gathered In skimming eioapos. it requires earc to clear

the cream, and even with thin Home streaklness i» obsorvable on
tbo surface of the skimmed milk. The milk howin are of glazed

brown earthenware, common in thin district; fchoy stand on a
Ijaho of to 8 inn., and expand at tlio surface to noarly (wlco that

width. Pour to flvn quarts are contained I" oaeli howl, the doptb
being 4 to 5 'Inchon at the centre. The churn I use Is a small
wooden one, worked by hand, on what I suppose to ho the
Anierlcan principle, i obtained It from Messrs. Dray arid Co.
r have forwardeu to Professor Way a small samplo of butter for

analysis; 10 quarts of-oroam wore taken out of the cream Jar,
di;d churioid it I. throe times lu equal portions—

Tho flrHt 'inartii of crourn gavo ... 127 OSS. of butter
i iir second r> „ „ ... vir, „
Tbo third 5 „ „ ... 1204 „

872J
Ala subsuquont churning of M quart!) of crourn—
Tho Bret soven gave 7 rolls or I7fi oz. of butter.
Tho Hocond suvon gave 7 rolls 2 07.., or... 177 oz. „

852 oz.

On touting the comparative yield of hotter and of butter-milk,
I find 70 per cent, of uuttor to 30 per cent, of butter-milk, i'ovcth-

ing the proportions glvon in tho publications to which 1 have
referred. Tho ohurnlngs usually occupy half*an-hour, at a
temperature of 02°. Having now, as far 11 h I can recolloot,

supplied every particular of Information, I hIuiII look with
intercut to tho iIIhciihhIou on thin subject, which, us I observe
from tho papers, in likoly to take place at your next mooting.
Since the foregoing was written I have received from I'rofoHHor

Way another analywln of the butter SOnt to him ; it Ih found to

contain

:

Pure fat or oil 82.70

Casein or curd 2.-15

Water, with a little salt it.85

Total 100.00

Tho only analysos of this material which I find In the publica-

tion in my hand are two by Professor Way, in the Journal of tho
Itoyal Socioty, vol. xi. part 11, on butter by the common and by
tbo Devonshire method; the result in 100 parts being-

Raw. Scalded.
Pure butter 79.72 ... 79.12
Casein, &c 8.38 ... 3.37

Wator 16.90 ... 17.51

Total 100 00 ... 100.00
— Thomas Ho-rsfall.

On the motion of the Hon. A. Leslie Melville,

seconded by Mr. Hoskyns, the thanks of the Council

were voted to Mr. llors'all for the favour of this com-
munication. Mr. Woodward and Mr. Gadesdeu fully

confirmed, by their own experience, the value of Mr.
Horsfall's system of dairy management.— Prof. Way
referred to the chemical principles connected with the

assimilation of food of dirt'erent character given to

milch cows. Mr. Scott furnished valuable evidence of

the improvements effected by him in reference to dairy

management in Ireland ; and his intention to draw up
a statement of the details for the information of the

Council. The Rev. Mr. Black, of Otley, favoured the

Council with his attendance, and 011 the part of Mr.
Horstall offered explanations on such points of the
communication then rend to the Council as the members
required.

1ICHMOND A. CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF

SUbfeftft

Snail Farms, and ho-.o they Ought to he Managed. By
Mart'm Doyle. G. Routledge & Co., Farriugdon

Street.

This little book contains chapters on farm offices,

implements, aud enclosures, all of which may be classed

together ; on the management of the soil, under the head-

ings draining, subsoiling, rotation, paring and burning, and
manures ; on the culture of crops and management of

live stock, and it concludes with a calendar of opera-

tions. It is instructive and generally trustworthy,

besides being well packed and arranged—and the whole
is just such a book of rules and instructions as we are

feeing continually asked for.

Calendar of Operations.

M A Y.

Northumberland Farm, Stay 9.—During the month of April,

anil indeed until yesterday, the weather has been exceedingly
dry and .cold, the ice in the mornings being frequently a quarter
of an inch thick. Yesterday we had a considerable fall of rain,

which, though cold, has refreshed us greatly. The long storm
threw labour a full month back, and the continuance of cold
weather since the snow left has prevented vegetation making up
its lee-way. There was little sawing till the last week of March,
when from the long frost land ploughed previous to its com-
mencement required very little of the harrow. Spring corn
was never, we believe, got into the ground in better order, and
had the weather been genial would soon have made up for lost

lime, but there is now every appearance of a late harvest. The
dry weather has favoured the clearing of fallows, where farmers
have been able to overtake their work so far as to get at them.
Potato planting is now pretty generally got through. Turnips
arc mostly consumed, and sheep and grazing cattle are turned
to Grass. Stock markets are rather heavy from the quantity of
cattle and sheep, especially the former, coming out at this time:
but corn markets keep brisk. Tyntmouth.

Notices to Correspondents.
Ayrshire Cows: WPP. "We have received your own and

several other announcements of cattle for sate. We must,
however, refer them for publication to the advertising columns
of the Paper.

Mangold Wur/.el: Brixton. Turn the heap over, and break
the growths off the bulbs; they will soon become worthless if

suffered to grow. The sooner they are cousumed now the better.

N'T^o-PnosPHATED Carb?x, or Blood Manure : J H. The
\ o companies nre distinct, |Tbe one referred to the other week
aas been advertising in our columns.

Sviam. Farm: P Q C. Wo shall endeavour to overtake arrears
n this subject in a week or two.

Swedish Turnips : Sow from the middle of May in the north of
J£ii£land end Scotland, and from the first of June in England.

All Dm varloo 1 1 lot 11 1 mnlfl t* of , 01
turad mi ih<: 11 1

1
rit solenllflo una Improved prfnclpli

llOmO UflO and exportation.- Addrc , KlCJ

Salford, Manchester; find 82, South John Street Llvei pool.

Q| CA1 4LO01 I GlIATJH,

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
]\ J ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes*
LiX Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of ciuht postage stamps.

W LIINER'8 IM
OB OKI 1

PROVED /.!</i ID MANURE
11 A I. POHTABLE J-

»e I. • Ull <A lu...
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'H, Crescent, Jevln Btn

ETcry dc ' r RAlalnjf Vt'httr. Vy omau
I'-imp*, &c: al'to Vm tutd 0ai4eo

r%vln%* ipct on application.

"UN V, A RNER AND SONS,

G A I.NAM r E D I BO N T L B G A .

BNGIKE,
With Waavcb's Keoi&ttked Srtr.Ar.»rt,

U «:
' BOX ' •

. > ' '. r
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g*.l«-4.^5e;al«.

IfsyteobCBtaed
of any Iroos&OB-
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try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturer*,

as also 3fachinery" of all kinds for raising Water frwn any
depth to any beigbt by Steam. Horse, or Manual Power. Prteeo

sent on appiication. Syringtt of Tiriotu coostmctJom and iiz<*

from 95. upwards. Metallic String from hi. to 1-

JOHN WARNER urn SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,
London, Mannfacrnrars of FIRE ENGINES. PUMPS

GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.

^

WSI^&P-

j^tOORE'S PATENT VENTILATOR, for even-
*•* * Description ofFarm-Buildings, Conservatories, Hot-houses,
Warehouses, Market-houses, Bell-turrets, also for Ventilating
Shafts, &c.
These Ventilators are fitted to side-slip3 of wood with iron

levers, iron flanges, and brass screws, with rough plate, or 32 oz.
sheet glass, at 4s. per foot super. 2s. 6d. e^tra for necessary
fittings to each Ventilator. If with brass levers in place of Iron,
45. per pair extra. It is presumed the accompanying drawing of
a Greenhouse will show the advantages obtained (independent of
a most perfect system of Ventilation, by admitting any amount
of fresh air and distributing equally over the plants, &c, and at
the same time emitting the vitiated), viz., a much neater appear-
ance, and an uninterrupted view of the whole interior. Green-
houses at Mr. James Veitch, Jun., Exotic Nursery. King's Road,
Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Nursery, Exeter; Messrs.
Messrs. Perry, Nursery, Banbury : and the Pleasure Grounds at
Hampton Court Palace : having been fitted with these Ventilators
with perfect success, the Patentee has obtained permission to refer
to the above places all parties desirons of seeing the same.
These Ventilators have been applied to many other Green-

houses, Conservatories, &c, but they are not published, in order
to avoid giving unnecessary trouble. Fifty-four of these Venti-
lators, 5 ft. square (34 on the roof at an angle of 60 degrees\ have
been fitted at Her Majesty's Saltpetre Works, Waltham Abbey:
the success of which has been proved by the fact, that the saltpetre
is cry.-talised in little more than half the time, previously to the
light and ventilation obtained by the adoption of these Ventilatory.
Mooke's double-current Ventilators for External Walls. &c

Ventilators for every description of apartment, from the Cottage
to the Palace. Stained and Ornamental Glass if reqnired. In
taking the size, the exact opening should be given, stating the

height and width distinctly. Tariff Prices of the ordinary
Ventilators may be had on application at either of the above
addresses. Packing cases allowed full price when returned free.

N.B.—These Ventilators can be readily fitted to Greenhouses
already erected, by removing the entire sashes and fixing the

Ventilators in their places.

Perfect Ventilation rs" all Cases Gtm&a^teed.
Church, Turret, Musical and House Clock Makers, to the Lords

of the Admiralty, the Hon. Board of Ordnance, the Emperor of

China. &c.
London; SI. Fleet Street. London.—Manufactorv, Sekfbrd

Works. Oerkenvell,

Brau Syringes. B*- - I fe

All articles c: Jons Wasxsb i: Sastfwaumfm - - -

obtained of any Ironmonger or Plmaber ;- 1:t
the advertised 7

-

John "Wab^-et. & Sots having
for manv vears. know exactly the reqrriretr eni

and Gardeners, A gardener with a property construes

will get through as cinch work ia rive niirates as he c
anv S-rringe in a quarter of anbror, and with half tbeialxmr to

himself. Syringes are ecoocmical for snail booses,

No establishment ofjtrssnch a vxr: -

hvdraulic purposes, whether :: BBpfiy Gartens, U ctLconcs*.

onisite connected with the conveysrjce and distriboticn ofSqaidsv

Fountains suitable for Douse* tatones, Lcsus, Ae-

STEPHENSO" ixrt PEILL, 613 Grscedirrrch Street,

Lpndcr. and IT. Sew Park Street,Suwilii*mA,Mmnafi ~^rcr~

of Copper Cylindrical ar.d lr - .zxl Iron BOILEE5,
and Conservatorv and Hothouse Z ------ in Wood cr
Iron,respectrrJly"caIltieatrf- -

- sSzy, tzf
Xurserymeu tc their sitrple fcutef^MricmsEietbo'd of warrning
Horticultural a- iirgs "ry E:; Wtter.

From tht exter.5;ve —:rks theyirave execir- "
-

the highest resr-ectibnity can be fiiven, and fall particulars

:"j.rr_isht£ cz crrrL-'-
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OPOONER'S PATENT WATER AND MANURE
O DRILL — Manufacturers : Taskf.h & Fowxe, Andover,

Hants- and Garrett & Sons, Saxmundbam, Suffolk, to whom
orders'may be sent; or to Uic Inventor and Patentee, W. C.

Spoosee, Kling
L
Southampton.

HORTICULTURE

[N ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.

THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hotrwater Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-

ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-

sive varietyofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c.,

erected, and in full operation,

combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of

Honse best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits,

affordin g both top

and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-

tion and particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged

that each House or Pit may be

heated separately and to the

required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highes* state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

Of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings
.
also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Ken-sal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials aud workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R^ofsof Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance lla!ls
r

Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

BEE HIVES,
NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-

HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour
& Sons, with all the recent rn

improvements, glasses, ther-

mometer, &c., price 35s.,

securely packed for the
country.
This unique hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid;
its arrangements are so per-

fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at
all injuring the bees.

Early applications, ad-

dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Holborn,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents:—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, King 'Street;

Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square; Chester,
F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 186, Trongate Street; Dublin, J. Edmundson &Co.,
61, Dame Street.

WEIR'S CANVAS HOSE PIPING, for Liquid
» » Manure or Water, protected from rot.

1 . 1} H If 2 2£ 2£ 2£ 3 inches diameter.
4d. 4£tf. 5d. Qd. 7d. 7id. 8d. Qd. lOd. per foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and samples free per post. Terms, cash
on delivery.

—

Edward Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath
Place, New Road (six doors west of the Hampstead Road), London

.

FOR WATERING GARDENS^
HANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-
factured especially for the above purpose ; is of greater flexi-

bility than any other description of Hose; is capable of resisting

great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the mains of
water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.
WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary brassjovits,

stop-codes, branches, and spreada's complete.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made
any length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.
VULCANISED RUBBER WASHERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of steim and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

All communications and orders punctually attended to, addressed
to the Manufactory, J as. Lyke Hancock, Gnswell Road, London ,

w

COTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their

Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,

a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c., at

very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, G-arden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-

tural Implements.

Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and crnamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained WireFencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part

of the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may he
obtained.

EIR'S IRRIGATORS, LIQUID MANURE
PUMPS, FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES.

Single Cylinder (as £ $, d.

engraving) ...8 8
Double Cylinder ... 10 10
Horse power size ... 16 16

Exclusive of Suction and
Delivery Pipes.

Illustrated Catalogues free,

per post.

Terms Cash on Delivery.

Edward Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New
Road, London, removed from Oxford Street.

WATER YOUR
GARDENS WITH

THE PATENT FLEX-
IBLE GUTTA PERCHA
TUBING, from 4d. per
foot. Roses, from 4s.

Union Joints, from Is. 6t?.

each, fitted complete.
Instructions given to

affix joints to Taps.
Post Office Orders pay-

able at City Road Branch.

JAMES W. WATTS,
Factory, 27, City Road,

London.

GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c—
CAUTION. — The well-known reputation of READ'S

Engines, Machines, and Syringes, has led to the nefarious practice

of placing Cards in Shop Windows, with the words " Read's
Patent" orer Syringes of the VERY COMMONEST DE-
SCRIPTION. R.Kead begs to Caution the Public against being
deceived by such false representations, as many of these Instru-

ments, upon trial, will be found defective and useless.—READ'S
Instruments have the Royal Arms and address,

35, Begem Circus, Xiondon.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
•conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Tases

Mowing Machines Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines Flower Sticks
Fountains Game Netting Do. . Sjringes Garden Bordering
Ornamental Wire Work Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Flower Stands Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE.MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
" • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
" • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside a^d
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered

Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan

and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 .. ,, 4i „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden SyiingBS,

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

lfj inch, 145. 3d.', No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1$ inch, 10s. 6c?.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

=-\HftRE~

J TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
• SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each;

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering"

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10$.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity

of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Itsconstruction is perfectly simple,aud cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superceded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tyloe & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, orespeuses
of delivery in the country.
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TO NURSERYMEN ANO GARDENERS.

BE1GATE SILVER SAND, L5ft par ton, is. Qd.

pes Imiilml, 'if HW. per (.on, didivcrrd to iuiy ol Mm London
WhiU'ln hi- lUilwityis, M wll.liln Ji (dneiiit of livi: nilli:ii. Peat and

Loam rf viirioiut 'jNiiiiiicn. Backs 2a, oaolt,

K jcnnaki' Huo'i'iiiuui, Kwimi riiicii, Old Kent Road,

SCYTHES
BOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHES

may bo hail of tint Miumliieliirc.ni, Wii.mam Okay A Co.,

Hwuii LanOi London; and pf-oll [fonmoogAm and Beedsmoiij A
liberal allowance to (ho tnulo.

INGMS and (-II1KIIOLM, Chui-litH Street, Garrait,
Manchester, nmlce STEAM ENqiWES for Agricultural and

otlmi' piirjioiicH of I hi; hctl i|iinlily ut a n-iiiiumililc prlco. Addro 1(1

Imoms & ('iiinnu.M, Chnrlos Street, Garrattj Manchester.

DO YOU BBUI&E YOUR oats YET? One
hunlinl of OatH when CniHliml will ninlco two, Q runt. saving,

oat BWtnSBRB,Cha#outtorB,'Pl(Higlifl
r

,niro»l)IngMaohlnoB
)

Flour Mill Oarts, Corn Dressing do.j Horse and Steam Machinery
put up, &c. Hook on Feeding, I '

M, WKDLAicir,, Llg, FeOfllluroll Street, London.

CAUTION.
PARKKS' STEKL- l>UJ«IN« FORKS AND

DRAINING! TOOLS.
WlioroftH very Inferior doHcriptloim of Hd-el Dl^ini; Korku am

now manufactured tuid sold, and I have, been Informed that pur-

clmHtn'H nf the hudiu huvn believed tiu'.in to bo tbo same as thoho
maimfiiolni'tid by ino, and to which the Royal Agricultural olot

and numerous Agricultural Societies' prices have beau awarded,
I hereby respectfully Inform the public that, every Fork mnr.ulao
tured by mo 1h stumped with my trade mark " .1. 1'.," am i thai

Messrs. Bcfiflcflfl & Kiev, of No. LOfl, Nowgo-ts Street, London, aw
my Hole Wholesale Agents, mul I have aUthorlasu them to re-

Slaco to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found

efoctivo: thoy will also on application Bend Wholesale and
Kotuil Prise Lists, &o., post free. Francis Fa units & Co.

AMUELSON'S REGISTEREITLa \V N MOWING
MACHINES. To cut Id, 10, 22, and 25 Inchon wide. The

Registered Improvement renders unnecessary the great care

requisite in the handling of these Machiuos on the old plan. All

that Is now required can bo done l»j any wukillnd labourer, who
has only to push tho Macliiue before him, the Registered Adjust-

ment insuring a clean cut of uniform height, and preventing tho

knives from cutting into tho soil; however uneven tho ground
may bo. Illustrated Price Lists, with copies of Testimonials, and
a Catnloguo of his other Agricultural Implements, maybe pro-

cured, post-paid, on application to the Manufacturer,

B. Samuelkon, Britannia "VVorks, Banbury, Oxon,

The above may also be procured at the principal Agricultural
Implement Depdts in London, and of all respectable Ironmongers
and Seedsuion in the country.

CLAZING~WITH~OR WITHOUT PUTTY^
DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's Road

• Chelsea.— Printed Price Lists supplied on application.E
GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to Sd.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are keptready packed for immediatedelivery.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

FOREIGN AlVD EMCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Stkef.t, Without.

TMlLLiNGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Kivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 lu. by 4 in and 6 in by 44 iu. ... ... 12*. 01

64 „ U 11 B ... 12 6

n ,1 H » s „ 6 ... 13

84 „ «4 11
9

ii
1 ... 13 6

94 .1 74 ll 10 „ 8 ... 13 6
104 „ 8* „ 11 „ 9 ... 14

12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 ... 14
10 „ 10 „ 104 „ 10* ... 14

11 ,. 10 „ 1H „ 10i ... ... 14

11 „ 11 » Hi „ 11* ... 14
12 „ 11 ,, 124 I, 114 ... ... 14

18 „ 11 „ 134 ,, 11* ... 14
13 „ 12 „ ISA „ 124 ... ... 16

18J „ 13J 11 11* ,. 13* ... ... 16
15* „ 13} ...* ... 16

IMPROVED MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINE

ALEXANDER -SHANKS am, BON, Arb
/ » Porfu 1 ihtre. Invtatom and Bole HnnuTaclarm n, r«

1 oil) ll the attend 'I ths NoMltJy, Dmitry, wid Oa 1

thin Improved Machine for ' Rolling L«%vnH. The
Mai Ititifl 1 1 In opi n in ths Uoyitl *

Palace, iltioklngliam PaUee, and al 0»borne, In I

Gardoim at ICew, Regent'a Park, Muni
Blenheim Petaae, Troutuani, Clovodon, I ulUods,
Woburn Abbey, I lun bi r, Lllfa h ill, I n lie Howard, 1

1

Bridge CoMtlo. KnvHla Hall, Tlptres Uall, I hateirovth, di»<l In

many othor of the 1 olpal gardona In 1
ic kingdom ut wnll a« in

1

1 ton, r.i in i> ft.merli -, and on Hie Continent, where
i . a bi an fully peov* d, :, " ,! ll

The miiehli mado to OUl tho breadth Of I
'. 30, 'Alt, and

10 InolioH ronneotlvoly, Is OKoeedlngly durabki, cjullj .

and adJuHted to - ul to the lengili required. 'J li« 1

work In far superior to what nja) Ij atlal itftkllful

mowor, whllfl al Ihn 1 amn UmS ((real ivh rial

and ihe turf much Iroprovi il. By tho Ii

aero may i" 1 w< d, rolli ll. and tlieGra 1 d lo one ii-'.r.

A. M. and Bo its 1 much pleasure In ntatlng thai they have
, mdfl < onsldorahla Improvements In Lheli 1

mnohlne HUs year, by (rhich the drani hit 1 1

Thi, machine combines iill tho merits and advantages of the
in .

1 maohlnos n Ith llrm and sectirs consi
. and Ii

admirably adopted for bon ei 1 and to hi

Ai/BXAVDBn Biiahks and Boh also re pf-ctfully lollcll notice

to " ii' mlng' . VYocdlng - r Baiting 1
I

iiroylns;

wceda in jravel 1
1

1 oowt^ard Thla nuehino
is now in oporatten In many parts ef Knvland, where it 1.

1

ample HutiHlactli-u km the hi*' and mo ' economical 1

thoroughly keeping liuwn wimmIh or Mohh
Further purtfeulaw with testimonials and prices, may be had

on application.

li'A'i mi-] .llv.

* II l> \>>

U'frt, kll '

i

I

I

u\ 10 .in*l \ *m nn7 \V«•;
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Sales &g auction.

LINCOLN CEMETERY.
TO Aw niTEOTfl, BURVEVOBS, LAKnSCAPBG'AB>DBHKnfl

/& Othcm«
'

i MI I-; BURIAL HOARD offer the following PRE-
1 MIUMS, namely:— For tho best Set of Plain for an EpU-

copal Chapel and a DinHenters' Chapel, in separate and
buildings; a Lodge, with a waiting-room attached; a 11

the inception of tho Dead; and Boundary Fences ; accompanied
by Estimates, 10/. For the Second best do., 5'.

For tho best Plan and Estimate for Laying Out and Ornament-
ing tho Ground, 10Z. For the second best do., ')!.

At a Monthly Meeting of the Butial Board, held the ftlh day of
May, instant, it was ordered—That the Costs of the Chapelt are

not to exceed 500/. each; and that the Costs of the Loo
othor Buildings bo left to tho discretion of tbo Architects, having
due regard to economy.
A Lithographed Plan of the Site may be had on application at

our Ollico en and after the 14th inst.

For General Instructions and Conditions, see previous Adver-
tisement in The Builder of the 5th of May inst.

"Wsi. Andrew, ) Clerks to the
Lincoln, May 12. Thuhston ti. Dale, ("Burial Board.

16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 131, 16£ by 14J, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under M by 10, 2c?. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£ „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Yai'uisbes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.
Established more than 100 years.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

G by 4, and 61 by 4* £0 12s. Od.

7 „5, - 7A„ 5| \ ou
6 „ 6, — 8A „ 6+y
9 >. 7, — 9| „ 74, 10 by 6 \

10 „ 7, 10 by S|
STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at ISs. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 21a*. to S.W,

|
21 oz. from 3^. to 4i<f.

26 6z. from 5$<L to 7^a".

Sisteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or
Crates of 300 feet, 2Ad. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISHMANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply to Mr. Rivehs, and of various dimensions, ahrays
on Land,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.
1 of an inch thick £1 17s. 6d per case of 50

A » 2 13 " „ 60
& „ 1 17 6 „ 60

Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.
Gloss Milk Pans, SU.per dozen; Propagating aud Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plato, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

TULIPS.
TO BE SOLD, a well selected bed, of GO rows, from

tho collections of Messrs. Gold ham, Sanders, Delaforco, and
most growers of celebrity, comprising many first cIrhb and new-
varieties; also the Btage complete, cabinet lor 168 rows, &c, the
property of Mr. Clark, 1, Alpha Place, Coburg Road, Old Kent
Road, who is giving up the cultivation on account of ill health.

—

May be viewed on the 23d, 24th, and 25th May. The stock being
too limited to admit of sale by Auction, Mr. C. would treat with.

any purchaser for all or part. .

TO FLORISTS AND GARDENERS.

TO BE SOLD, a great bargain, by valuation or
private treaty, a first-clans stock of Geraniums, Fuchsias,

Roses, Verbenas, Dahlias, Cftlceolarifis Mimulas, Chrysan-
themums, Hollyhocks, Carnations. Pico tees, Pinks, PhloxfS,

and a general "good assortment of Plants for any one in the

trade; consisting of a very large Greenhouse 150 feet long,

Forcing and Propagating Houses, Cold Pits, and Box Lights,

with all sorts of Tools for use ; likewise three large Water Tanks,
and a good supply of Water; Ground well laid-out; and also a
good lot of Fruit Trees iu full bearing.

N.B. Situated in Surrey, about uine miles from London,
adjoining a railway station, and within half a mile of a good
market town ; a good Dwelling House upon the premises, can be
taken by year or lease.

Dahlias from 4s. to 9s. per doz
;
good sorts aud strong plants.

Fuchsia „ 6s. to 12s. „ „ „
Verbenas „ 4s. to 6s. „ all the best sorts.

Pinks, Picotees, and Carnations, all named, equally cheap.

A good assortment of Bedding Plan's cheap.— Apply to Mr.
Hook, 21, Brudinell Place, New North Road, II xton.

TO ACR'CULTURISTS.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, with immediate possession,

the interest in a very useful TURNIP and CORX LAND
I FARM, of about 330 Acres, well situated in the county of Essex,

]
held on lease, 12 years unexpired. To an approved tenant,

accommodation as to payment for valuation, stock, &c, would be
given if required.—Apply to Mr. Pabtridge, Land Agent, Great
Braxted Hall, Witham, Essex.

r B 1 BE LET or. SOLD, extensive and commodious
-*- Premises, exceedingly well situated at Kilbura Gate.
Loudon, surrounded by a fashionable aud increasing neighbour-

hood. The premises, which were erected especially to suit the
above trades, include a good DWELLING HOUSE, Greenhouses.
Forcing-houses, Grounds, and every convenience (or carrying on
a large business.—For particulars apply to Messrs. Feesd &
Hamill, 44, Bedford Row, London.

COUNTY OF KILDARE.-VALUABLE ESTATE.

T^O BE SOLD, the HOUSE, DEMESNE, and
LANDS of NEWBERRY, in the Parish of Carberry, and

County ot Kildare, consisting of 5S0 statute acres, held in lee

farm. " The House is large and commodious, with attached and
detached Offices, Water laid all over the Hon>e, an excellent

Walled Garden, and handsome Shrubberies and Plantations.

The Lauds have been thorough drained, are of prime quality, all

under Grass, aud in high condition, having been for the last 23

years, as they are at present, in the occupation of the proprietor.

The fields are well watered, fenced, acd sheltered with good
hedges and valuable hedge-row Timber; also some fine old orna-

mental Timber, and a handsome piece of water in front of the

house, with a Mill and Miller's House, and good water power, on
the public road side. Upon these Lands there is ai; abundant
supply of the best shell marl, limestone, sand, and gravel.

Newberry Hall is 24 miles from Dublin, 3 miles from the large

Market Town of Edendeny, 4 from the Enfield Station of the

Great Midland Railway. 10 from the Cnrntgh, and 2 from the

Ticknevin Station ou "the Grand Canal. The Kildare Hounds
hunt the county within 4 miles. The Church. Post Office, Dis-

pensary, and Court House are in the Village of Carberry, imme-
diately adjoining the Demesne, and the Roman Catholic Chapel
about "a statute mile distance. A purchaser can obtain imme-
diate possession of the entire.—For further panicuUrs,and order

to view, apply to Messrs. H. Wallace & Co., Solicitors. £0.

North Great George's Street, Dublin: Victoria Street, Belfast;

or Downpatrkk.

FANCY POULTRY PERIODICAL *ALX.
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TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, FlORISTs7i1>TH£RS~

MR. ALEXANDER will &< oa on the
premises, Bromley Palace 'nearly "tnley

Church), Middlesex, at 1 o'clock . TUESDAY,
May 16, B00O BEDDING and GBEENHO I 9> cesa-
prising Dahliaa, Pelargoniums, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Csloeolariat.
&c, by order of Mr. R. Thorman. May \#, *ie«red the day prior

to sale. Catalogues may be had on the Premla**, and also of
the Auctioneer, Sbacklewell, Middlesex.

TO OENTLEMtN, FLORISTS, AND OT-
MESSHS. PKOTHEROE and UORBU will eell

by Auction, at thi M\rt, Bartholomew Lane, oa TUES-
DAY, May 15th, and THURSDAY, May 17th, at U '"

first-rate collection of Dahlias, Ver enas. Fuchsias, Climbing
and other Roses, fine Calceolarias, Geraniums, and other Plants
in bloom; Carnations and Picotees, vfib a large stsorane&t t€
Plants for Bedding.—May be viewed the morning of ».*Je, Cata-
logues had at the Marr, and of the Auction<r';r^. Americas Nar
scry, Leytonstone, E-

MILE-END NURSERY, BOW.
TO OTOX, PL0U9TS, AXD OT5E*S,

MESSRS. PROTHEkOE x*t> are
directed to Sell by Ancti

Nursery, Bow Road, Middlesex, on
Mav 21st and 22d. at 12 o'clock, about lzjOOO REDD: !

other GREENHOUSE PLANTS. iniiMlaiiiii. -4 tu* Sbosr and
Scarlet Geranium-. Geni I .."ydranges, Calla, V«x-
benas, Fuchsia->. Heliotropinra, Salvia, CsJoeoUriaa &vts.
Petunias, Mimalus, Nierembergia, Lobelia, Erinns, Palox Dtbsd-
mondi, Cuphea, Ageratum. and Gallardia; DaLlUa, Chryaaa-
themums. Intermediate Stocks, M*urandya, Tr-->ps* lam, Cohssa,

Lophospermum, EcrenK'carpus, ic May be Tie«ed three days
previous to the Sale.— Catalogues may be had 00 the Premise*:
of the principal Seedsmen in L~<ndon: and of the Auctioneer*.
American Nursery, Leytonstone, L

TULIPS IN BLOOM.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS wiU eeU by
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at 1 o'clock precisely the ENTIRE C I

in BLOOM of Mr. John Edwards, aa
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THE .FORWARDEST TURNIP KNOWN.
SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS* TURNIP

should now be sown fur feeding oft' parly. Excellent new
seed Is. '2d. per lb., 6s. per gallon, or 42s. per bushel. Mr. T,

Hickman, of Brimpton Housi1
, near Newbury, in a letter dated

February 1, says :

—

"Zmust mention the Six Weeks' Turnip as the lest sort I have

evir seenfor earliest arid latest sowings. I have grown tltem several

years, and have invariably found them to produce more reed in less

time than any other Turnip. I have had them after Wheat of a

goodsize, within six wecJisfram the time of souring."

N.B. Carriage free, except parcels under 205. value.

Address, J. Sutton & Sons, Seed Growe rs, Reading, Berks.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED TURNIP SEEDS.

\\f SKIRTING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to

• » • acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed the

price of his TURNIP SEEDS for the season, as follows;

—

SKIRTING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP, at Is. 9d. per lb.

„ IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP YELLOW BUL-
LOCK TURNIP, at Is. 2d. per lb.

All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural seeds in general, of
the m> st select description, at moderate prices. A remittance, or
reference from unknown correspondents, is respectfully requested
to accompany orders. W. S. has no agent in town or country.
Liverpool. ,Mav. 1S55.

TURNIP SEED AND MANGOLD WURZEL.
MESSRS. J. and G. SYVAILES, Nurserymen,

Seed Growers, &c, offer SWEDC and WHITE
TURNIP MANGOLD WURZEL, &c, of the finest selected
transplanted stocks grown last season by themselves. Priced
Catalogue on application. We have a few sacks of Skirving's
improved Purple-top Swede to offer to the trade, grown as above.

Beverley, Yorkshire, May 12.

OLD ESTABLISHED NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
SLEAFORD.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Nurserymen and
Seedsmsk, Sleaford, beg leave to thank their friends and

patrons for the support they still continue to receive in the above
business, and to assure them that no effort shall be wanting on
their part to merit a continuance of the favours which have been
for many years past so liberally bestowed upon them.

C. S. & Co. are now supplying to the trade the following
AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, of their own growth

DAHLIAS.
J KEYNES is now sending out his New DAHLIAS

• for this season, and solicits the orders of bis friends. Fine
Plants may also he had of those splendid Dahlias sent out by
him last season, at reasonable prices. Catalogues sent on appli-

cations—Castle Street Nursery, Salisbury.

S U P E R B SHOW PANSIES.
JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,

near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra
fine varieties, in strong, well rooted, autumn struck Plants, at

10$. the set, hamper, package, &c.}
included

TURNIP.- Globe, White.
Globe, Red.
Globe, Green.
Tankard, Red.
Tankard, White.
Tankard, Yellow.
Green-topped Yellow Aber-
deen.

Orange Jelly.
RAPE SEED.

MANGOLD WURZEL.—Yel-
low Globe.

Long Red.
Long Yellow.

CARROT.— Long Field Al-
tringham.

White Belgian.
TURNIP. — Skirving's Im-

proved Swede.
Improved Purple-topped.

Prices may be had on application.

C. S. & Co. take the present opportunity of informing their
friends that they have no connection whatever with Mr. John
Shabpe, late of Sleaford, but now of Bardney, Seedgrower and
Merchant.—Sleaford, May.

MEADOW AND PASTURE GRASS SEEDS.QEORGE GIBBS and Co., 26, Down Street,
VJ Piccadilly, hog to announce that their Mixtures of Grass
Seeds are now ready for delivery at the following prices :—
Mixtures for laying Land down to permanent Grass, for light,
heavy, and other soils (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs. to the
acre) ... ... ...- 30s. per acre.

Mixtures for Park or Field Lawns (allowing 2 bushels and 12 lbs
to the acre) 32s , per acre.

Mixtures for improving and renovating old G rass Land, Is. per lb.
Mixtures (finest sorts) for forming Lawns Is. 3d. per lb.
These Seeds are all new, and have all been properly cleaned

and their growing properties fully tested. Directions tor sowing
accompany the seed.

G. G. and Co.'s New Priced AGRICULTURAL CATALOGUE
is now ready, and will he forwarded free on application.

GEORGE GIBBS & CO., Seedsmen,
26, Down Street, Piccadilly, London.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
JOHN SHARPE (late of Sleaford), Seed Grower
*J and Merchant, Bardney, is now sending out, of the purest
and best selected stocks, Permanent Grass Mixture, 20s. per
acre; Upland Sheep Wnlk, 20s. per acre; Field or Lawn Mix-
tures, 9d. per lb. , Improving Mixtures for old Swards.
CLOVERS.—Red, English, Dutch, German, French, 6s. to 8.?.

per stone; White, Ss. to 10s. per stone; Italian Rye-grass, fine,
imported, 6s. to 7s. per bushel ; Perennial Rye-grass, 25s, to 35s.
perquarter

; Mangold "Wurzel,S</.per lb., or 7s. per stone.
TURNIPS.— Skirving's and Purple-top Swedes, transplanted,

and of the purest characters, Is. 3d. per lb., or 60s. per bushel of
50 lbs.; White Globe or Round, 8d. per lb., or 30s. per bushel of
50 lbs.; Green Glohe or Barrel, Sd. per lb.; White and Red
Tankards, Lincolnshire Red Globe or Round, Early Sixweeks,
Yellow Aberdeen, Orange Jelly, and other yellow-fleshed kinds.
Rape Seed or Cabbage Cole, 3s. 6d. per peck, or 12s. p^r bushel.
"White Mustard. Spring Tares, &c.
For quaniities, Purchasers treated with liberally.

Attendance at Sleaford, Market Raeen, Boston, Loutb, Lincoln
and Horncastle, on market days.

Bardney Hall, near Lincoln, May, 1S55.

JHEORGE ROGERS' NEwTEEDLIrTcTcrNE-
V-J RARIAS.— Strong plants in bloom now ready to send out
Carriage Paid to London, Liverpool, Manchester, and various
smaller stations, when the order contains a remittance.
ALMA.- Pure white, distinctly edged, dark crimson purple

disc, dark purple petals, of great substance, very broad and
round at the ends, gives the edging a perfect circle; form and
size extra, habit and growth all to be desired, verv dwarf not
more than 1 foot high, bearing a broad compact head of bloom
One of the finest ever offered. Price 10s. 6d. each.
EUPATORIA.-Bright Gentiana blue, black disc, aronndwhich is a light rosy shade, the petals broad and quite round at

the ends, large size, and fine form; a dwarf grower bearine abroad head of bloom. The blue, &c, of this is most unlike any-
thing before offered. Price 7$. 6d.

INKERMANN.—Shaded rosy crimson, with a novel bright
buff disc dwarf grower, with compact head of bloom. This is
not so good in form, but is offered for its novel and distinct colour,which is conspicuous in a collection. Price 5s.
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- Catalogues readyG. Rogers, Seedsman & Florist, Uttoxeter

Argo (Palon & Small)
Adela (Turner)
Alfred the Great (Tumer)
Boadicea (Fellowes) [ton)
Countess of Strat lira ore (Hamp-
Comuiander-in-Chief (Hooper)
Father Gavazzi (Holland)
Fearless (Schofield)
Great Western (Hooper)
Lady Emily (Downie or Laird)

Lady Carrington (Hunt)
Lord Jeffrey (Lightbody)
Mesmerist (Veitch)

Miss Talbot (Dickson & Co.)

Pandora (Hunt)
Rising Sun (Turner)
Sultan (Hooper)
Sir J. Paxton (Betteredge)
Thisbe (Hooper)
Victory (Schofield)

Older varieties, such as Fair Flora, France Cycole, Queen of

England, Duke of Perth, Rubens, Caroline, Ophir, Blue Perfec-
tion, Euphemia, &c. &c, is. per dozen, strong plants.

A few packets of very select Pansy Seed at Is: and 2s. per
packet. Priced and descriptive Catalogues now ready, and will

be forwarded on application. Post-office orders payable at

M iddleton, Lancashire.

"TWO VERY USEFUL MEW DWARF NASTURTIUMS.
JOHN CATTELL lias much pleasure in bringing

into notice these two very showy hardy ANNUALS, viz.:

—

NASTURTIUM DWARF CRIMSON.—The colour of the
common dark crimson.

Ditto DWARF SCARLET.—The colour very rich orange
scarlet, with a fiery shade on the upper part of the throat.

They are both of the dwarf compact habit of minimus, and
admirably adapted for forming large buds, particularly in any
poor soils; the flowers are the size of the common Nasturtium,
and thrown well above the foliage, and are a mass of bloom
throughout the summer and autumn. Packets, containing
12 seeds, Is. each, post free. |

J. C. has also the following choice Seeds for present sowing, at
the prices annexed per packet, post free:— •

s.d.

Alstraemeria acutifolia ... 1

Anemone, single Poppy,
fine mixed ... ... G

Auricula alpini, from fine

named varieties 1

Azalea, from finest Green-
house varieties 10

Cineraria, from very superb
varieties 2 6

Celsia arcturus 6
Geranium, from new florist

varieties, 12 seeds ... 2 6

„ from finest older do.,

12 seeds ... ... 1

„ do. fancy do., 12 seeds 1

Linum grandiflorum, true . 1

s.d.

Lychnis fulgens ... ... 6
Mandevilla suaveolens ... 6
Nierembergia intermedia . 6
Oxalis rosea 6
Petunia, from finest vars. . 6
Polyanthus, common, from
showy varieties for bor-
ders, &c 3

Do. fine mixed 1

Do. from fine named vars. . 1

Paponaria calabrica ... 6
Verbena teucrioides ... 3

„ venosa 6

„ mixed, from finest

named varieties ... 1

Zinnia elegaris coccinea.fine 6

A remittance to accompany all orders from unknown corre-

spondents.— Nurseries, Westerh.im, Rent.

NEW ROSES.
BENJAMIN R. CANT begs to offer strong Dwarf

Plants, in pots, of the following NEW ROSES:—
Hybrid Peepetuals.—s. d.

Alfred Colomb 3 6.

Alphonse de Lamartine ... 3 6
Ceres 3 6
Cicero 5
Comtesse Vaillant ... 7 6
Conseiller Jordeuil ... 3 6
Duchess of Norfolk ... 5
Deuil de F. Willermoz ... 7 6
George d'Amboise ... 3 6
Gloire de France 3 6
Gloire de Parthenay ... 3 6
Lady Milsom 3 6
Ladv Shelley 3 6
La Ville de St. Denis ... 3 6
Madame Domage 2 6
- „ Hector Jacquin 3

„ _ Masson 10 6

„ Lacroix 3 6

„ F. Ri'gaux ... 3 6
„ Place 7 6

„ . Recamier ... 3 6
„ Rendatler ... 3 6

Hybrid Peepetuals.-
Madame Theodore Martel

„ Quetel
Marie de Bourges
Prince de la Moskowa ...

Sir John Franklin
Triomphe en Beaute"

P. Moss, Andre* Thouin... 3 6
Bourbon, Omer Pacha ... 7 6
Tea, Louise de Savoie ... 7 6
Nois, Augusta 7 6
Moss, D'Arcet 2 6

„ Gloire de Mousseuses 5

,, Jeanne de Montfort 3 6

„ L'Ehlouissante ... 3 6

„ Marie de Blois ... 6

„ Vandael 3 6
Gallica, Amphi trite ... 2 6

,, George Vibert ... 2 6
II. Bour., Charles Lawson 7 6

,, Gervaise Rouillard 3 6

N.B. The new Hybrid Perpetual Rose Emperor Napoleon
will not be sent out before June ; by that time I shall have
proved it. If not more than semi-double, I much question if it is

worth 7s. 6d. I, however, received a very high character of it,

which induces me to offer it to the public, hut not to let it out
before proving Us worth.

Carriage paid to any Station on the Eastern Counties Railway.
' St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

M ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
CHOICE PLANTS, &c, which they will forward to any

part :— s. d.

Andromeda floribunda, per dozen" 12s. to 18
25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by

name on their own roots 20
25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do. 16 0'

Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen ... 6
25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10 6
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white and rose ... 12

Fine hardy Scarlet Rhododendrons, 1 to 2 feet, per doz. 12
New Yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each 3s. 6d. to 5 6

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort, in pots 10
Wistaria sinensis, strong plants, in pots, each 3 6

12 Hardy Climbers, of sorts, in pots 12
Fine climbing Roses, of sorts, per dozen, in pots ... 8
Bourbon Roses, budded, 1 ft., fine for beds oredgings, do. 10
Fitz-Roya, Saxe-Gothaja, Cephalotaxus, Libocedrus, each 5
Wellingtonia gigantea, and other choice and cheap
hardy Conifer© (see list).

Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 ft., well grown, per doz., 12s. to 18
Greenhouse Azaleas, choice varieties, per dozen 12s. to 18

6 New Achimenes, and 6 Gloxinias 10
50 choice Greenhouse plants, one of a sort 45

Orchidea Plants, beautiful species, by name, per dozen 40
24 choice Ericas, one of a sort 1G
24 choice Fuchsias, fine proved varieties 12
6 Tree Carnations, choice sorts 6
Verbenas and Petunias, best sorts, per dozen 4
Calceolarias and Cinerarias, in flower, per dozen, 9s. to 12
Fancy Geraniums, best sorts per doz. 15
First Class Carnations and Picotees „ 10
First-rate sorts of choice Pinks „ 6

25 choice Pansies, one of a sort 10
25 choice hardy Herbaceous Plants, named 10 6

Pentstemons, Lobelias, new Phloxes and Pote.itillas,per
dozen 6

Dahlias, the best fancy and show sorts, per dozen ... 12

Choice Flower Seeds, 20 papers, 5s. ; 45 ditto, 10s. Free by post.

Conservatories, Greenhouses, and Gardens furnished on mode-
rate terms.

Albion Nursery, Stote Newing'on, London.—May 12.

YJU HEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
* * LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of
the very best quality and true to name ; and as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.
We are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters arid renewed

ordersfrom those we had the honour of sennng last year ; and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully
solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given
us a trial.— J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society. _H_I

G SMITH begs to state that a First Class Certificate
• was awarded April 26, 1S55, by the National Floricultural

Society, 21, Regent Street, London, to Verbena LORD RAGLAN.
It has the following good properties, viz., Colour, bright scarlet
crimson, with conspicuous light eye; Size of truss, large; Pip
smooth, average size; habit good. The highest award is made
by the Society" for its general good qualities. G. S. begs to add
that this is one of the finest Verbenas he ever offered to the
floricultural world, either for bedding or showing purposes.
Strong plants are now ready at 5s. each.
Also the following:—Boule de Feu, Empress, Mrs. M'Niel,

Violacea, and Silistria, at 5s., or the set of six for 24s. For
descriptions see Catalogue, and Advertisement in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of April 7, 14, 21, and 28, also .Edwards' "Garden
Almanack " for 1855. G. S. has also a few extra strong plants
of Petunia Singularity, very novel, at 5s. each. Also new
Fuchsias, and first class Geraniums, &c.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Isling ton. London.

J P. COGHLAN, late Gardener to Don Manuel Escan-
* don, of the City of Mexico, has on hand in his garden in

Orizaba a full Collection of the very interesting ORCHIDS of
MEXICO, which he intends to keep in readiness to supply any
orders he may receive from England. The plants are grown on;

the premises so as to enable him tojudge of their merits previous'
to sending home any but those that are really worthy of cultiva-
tion. Any persons who may please to honour him with their
commands will be certain to approve of the selection of plants
and the manner in which tbeir orders will be executed.
Reference can be made to Messrs. Wm. Wood & Son, Mares-

field, near Uckfield, Sussex, and any orders intended for J. P.
Coghlan should be addressed to the care of Mr. Thomas
Grakdison, Cocolappan, near Orizaba.

N.B. J. P. C. will be happy to furnish Collections of Dried
Specimens for Herbariums, if required. References required-
from unknown correspondents.

NEW~ BEDDING PLANTS.
CHARLES TURNER has much pleasure in intro-

ducing the following New Plants :

—

CALCEOLARIA "PURITY," a new and beautiful shrubby
variety, gure paper white, dwarf free habit, and a most desirable"

bedding plant. Very highly recommended. 7s. 6d. each.
NEW VERBENAS.

•WONDERFUL (Edmonds), rich plum purple, with very laT^e
white centre. This is without exception the finest and most dis-

tinct variety yet introduced, and is especially recommended for

bedding purposes, continuing fully in bloom until very late in the

season. It obtained a Certificate of Merit at National Floricul-

tural Society.

•BLUE BEARD (Edmonds), a decided b!ue, good shape, large.

truss, and an excellent bedding variety. Highly recommended.
*LADY LACON (Edmonds), bright rose, with large pale yellow

centre, good shape and habit- This also is a first-rate bedding
variety. Obtained a First-class Certificate at National Floricul-
tural Society for form,
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF (Edmonds), bright cerise, with

yellow eye, free bloomer, and good habit. Very fine.

EMPRESS OF FEANCE(Ldmonds),lnrgepalerose, fine truss.

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE (Edmonds), pink, yellow eye,,

good shape.
ROSE OE ENGLAND (Edmonds), bright rosy pink, with

vellow eye, good form, free and distinct, fine.

TYRIAN PRINCE (Edmonds), deep .blue purple, fine and dis-

tinct. Received a Certificate at Norwich.
EVA (Turner), pure white, fine truss, and free bloomer.
The above 5s. each, or the Set for 21. The three varieties marked'

thus * were figured in the " Florist" for April, 1855.

NEW DAHLIAS'.
Pre-Eminent(Fellowes) 10s. 6d.

Lord Bath (Wheeler)"... 10 6
Espartero (Turner) ... 10 6
Beauty of Bath (Bush) 10 6
Ringleader (G.Holmes) 10 6
Cossack (Fellowes) ...10 6
Agincourt (Fellowes) ... 10 6

Glenlyon (Fellowes) ... 7s 6d.

Diadem (Fellowes) ... 7 6
Constancy (Hopkins) ... 7 6

The Nigger (Fellowes) 10 G
Baron Alderson (Perry)

a fancy variety ... 10 6

For Descriptions of these varieties see Catalogue, which can be
had on application.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

NEW STRAWBERRY—CAROLINA SUPERBA.
TAMES KITLEY begs to inforjn his friends and the

'-' public that he has succeeded in raising from Seed a Ntw
Strawberry, the qualities of which have long been a desideratum.
It possesses the excellent flavour of the old Carolina, the fruit as1

large as the British Queen, with all the combined good qualities

of productiveness, hardiness of plant, dwarf habit, &c, which
tend to make it a. general favourite. It was exhibited at the
Chiswick Horticultural Exhibition, and obtained a First-class

Certificate.—See Gardeners' Chronicle, July 15, 1654.

Dr. Lindley's Opinion.

"J. K., the Strawberry which you have named Carolina
Superba partakes of the flavour of the old Carolina, but
the fiult was bruised by carriage, so that the paper which
accompanied the Strawberries was saturated with juice, and
this juice dried on the paper like syrup — sweet, adhesive,
glossy, and brownish coloured. Strawberry juice does not usually
possess these properties."—See Gardeners' Chronicle, July 1, 1854.

The undermentioned gentlemen having bad opportunities of
seeing it growing, and also tasting the fruit, have kindly per-
mitted their Testimonals to be placed before the public:

—

" Your Carolina Superba Strawberry, which I saw last summer
in bearing, appeared a very hardy and productive kind, with tbe
flavour of the old Carolina, and will prove an acquisition to this

class of fruit.

"John- Spexcer, Marquis of Lansdowne's, Bowood."
" I feel much pleasure in giving my opinion of your Seedling

Strawberry, Carolina Superba. Havinghad frequent opportunities
of seeing it growing and tasting the fruit, I consider it hardy, of
good habit, short foliage and fruit-stem. In flavour and crop, I

know none that will surpass it; and feel assured it will do you
credit, and give satisfaction 10 all who may purchase it.

" James Pond, Devonshire Cottage, Bath."
" The Seedling Strawberry, named Carolina Superba, that I saw

in fruit in your nursery last season, appeared to me to be a first-

class variety of dwarf foliage, a profuse bearer, and flavour
excellent. I have no doubt it will give the greatest satisfaction

to all who may possess it.

" D. Butler, Widcomhe Nursery, Bath."
Strong well-rooted PLANTS are now ready, at HI. por 100, IQs.

per dozen, or 12s. free by Post.—Lyncombe Vale Nursery, Bath.

Printed by William BnADBOBT.of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, tn the PariBb
of St. Pancraa, find I'rhdebick Mdllett Evamb, of No. "27, Victoria
Street, in the PariBb of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in
the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombnrd Street, in

the Precinct of WhitelriaiB.in the City of London; and published by them
at the Office, No. 5. Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in the Baid County, where all Advert isemen ta endCommunicationB
Ere to be AnpBKssED to thb Editob.—Saturdat, May 12. I6a5.
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THE

pOYALlfOTANIC SOCIETY, RkgbnJ's 1'abk
i^ EXHIBITION of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUIT,
WEDNESDAYS, June 10th r.nd July 4tli. AMERICAN
PLANTS, MONDAY, Juno 18th. Tickets of admission to bo
, btainiul nt tho Gardens only, by orders from Fellows or Members
of tbo Society, piico 5a'., or on tho days of Exhibition, 7 .. M. .-aoh.

N.ll. Hy accident Homo of tho Tickot.1 issued lire wrongly dated
|

• I uly 5th lnflteiid of Wednesday, .Inly 4th.

ERISTOL, CLIFTON, and WEST or ENGLAND
i

ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—Tho HORTICULTURAL)
MEETINGS advertised to be held at the Gardeus of this- Society

i

v i 1 1 talco place on THURSDAY, tho 14th June, and TULRS-
>AY, tho 30th August.
On each occasion the sum of 130?. will bo distributed in

prizes. A List of Prizes, with Rulos, can be obtained on appli-
cation to the Secretary, Clifton. The full Band of the Royal
Artillery is engaged for the first FG to.

Terms of Subscription, Half a Guinea for Six Tickets—threo
fat each Ffite. Subscriptions received at Riluku's Library,
High Street, Bristol; McBsrs. Giles & Son, Royal York Cres-
roht, Clifton; Mardon's Library, Clifton; Mr, Cooper' 8, 1,
.Mall, Clifmh; Lancaster's Library, Clifton ; and at all the
Bristol Hanks.

flsBTThe gubsQrjption Boi kj ill be closed on .he 1st June.
rPHE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
*- INSTITUTION.—The 12th Anniversary Dinner, in aid
of the Funds of this Society, will take pi acts 'on MONDAY, tlie

11 (h June m\f, at tho tonaon 'TavWu, Hitjhopsgato Street,
Sjr Samuel Morton Pbto, Ba?V,j in t

"
*

Stewards.
J. J. Me<hi, Esq., Chairman.
Jamus Thomson, Esq., Vicc-Ghairmav

E. L. Betts, Esq-
Henry G. Bohn, Esq.
Henry Cutler, Esq.
C. D. Dandy, Esq.
John Edwards, Esq.
John Lettsotn Elleott, Esq.
Robert Field, Esq.
B. T. Brandrcth Gibbs, Esq.
Thomas Grissell, Esq.
Thomas W. Guuter,Esq.
Andrew Henderson, Esq.
Georgo Jackman, Esq.
Robert Low, Esq.

Robert Marnock, Esq,

Edward Milner, Esq.
Thomas Moxon, Esq.
Daniel Nash, Esq.
Henry Ormson, Esq.
Alexander Protheroe, Esq.
Thomas Rivers, Esq.
A, Rowland, Esq.
Edward Rosher, Esq.
Dr. Royle.
J. H. Schroader, Esq.
\V. B. Smith, Esq.
Johu AY. Thomas, Esq.

Tickets 21.s\, to bo obtained upon application of Edward
TiooER Cutler, Secretary , M, Tavistock Row, Covont Gavdon._

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
i
"\Yakefield.

,

*,,* PJans and Estimates furnished.

ILLIAM MASTERS and SON,
Landscape Gardeners, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.w

DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gakdener,
Garden Architect, and Contracting Planter, Stowe,

Buckingham. Now is the time to propare for planting in Sep-
tember, October, and November.

GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun., Choice Fruit and
Veoetablk Salessian, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Contractor and Purchaser of Choice Garden Produce.
Salesman on Commission.

Tarma, Cash, Forward as above.

pelarc.6nTums"aimd fuchsias.
T DOBSON and SON have a fine healthy Stock of
O • all the leading varieties of PELARGONIUMS, which they
can supply from IS*, per dozen. Fuchsias, 12s.

Catalogues may be had on application.
Woodl ands NuTsery.Ishnvorth.

SHOW and FANCY PELARGONIUMS,
AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS, MIMULUS, CINE-

RARIAS, HEATHS, EPACRIS, &c—A Large Collection of

the above may bo seen in flower at GAINES* Nursery, Surrey
Lane, Battersea. W. G. begs to inform the nobility, gentry, and
public in general that he has a largo stock of Bedding Plants
ready for sending ont at very low prices.

WANTED, a Quantity of SEEDLING YEW and
HOLLY (various); also variegated BOX, common ditto,

Portugal Laurel and Phylireus, for edgiug.—Address, with price
ami Bite, to G. H. B., Post Office. Ch islehurst, Kent.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, price 60/., a small private
Collection of ORCHIDS (ISO Plants).—Apply to Messrs.

Frasers, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road. Leyton, Essex.

TOBE SOLD, a bargain, TWO BEDS OF CHOICE
-A TULIPS, collected at a great expense by an amateur
(lately deceased), with Cauvas and Frame to ditto.—A pply to

23, Kennington Oval, London.

TO PINE GROWERS AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, about 2000 FRUITING, PINE, and
SUCCESSION PLANTS.—For further particulars, apply to

Messss. Norton, IIaocart, & Trist, 62, Old Broad Street,

Royal Exchange.

CHOICEST BEODINC OUT PLANTS FOR THE
PKF.SENT SEASON.

YOUELL iiMi CO. beg to refer to their Adv
to, nt ,,l Hi,, ni,,,- ,- In tlin last anil tv,,.

tlmm at tin- ',',,'/' „. >
' ' 7,,',,/ih u.

|{,iyiil Niimcry, Groat Yarmouth.

FLOWERINC PLANTS.-TO THE TRADE.
MESSRS. YOUELL a.nij CO, beg to offer n lot

|,i EIUCA VENTBIOOBA SUPEKBA, 'I i.M M LOHA,
I ' i c l

. \ i II. ' iHA, A <., about i" < pand tlielrhl

plnntn In lar^o is',,i, Laving upon an average aboul a dorei
mi oaoli, Price on applloallwi.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

FLOWERINC PLAN Tg"
1^ and A. SMITH beg to offer FLOWERING
* • PLANTS of tho following (In i|ii»ntil|. i tl I thi

Unrnnllimn, I'lirlmii. i, \ ,-rbi- 1
iii-i

. QelfotTOpi , Cal B
diungeaB, Bohob, Cactus, Ericas, Burcliollln, Kala
Neiiums, Scarlot Ooranluran, &c, Prices on application. The
Plants are stocky and In good condition : an Inspection
— Dulwicb, Surrey.

FLOWER SEE D S.

TJETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen and
-A- NuRBBnTHgN to the QcBsyyEdlnbargh, and nt : t. G
Street, Wceimlnetur. beg leave lo invito attention to thi

choico selection of Flower Heed
27, St. George Street, Westminster.

LUCOM BE, "PINCE, and ^CoT^beg respecifully to

announce that thoy are now sending out thnr superb new
HYBKID HEATH8, for description of wliich see former
Advertisements.

Exotir Nursery, Exoter.—Established 1720.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. beg" respectfully to
announce tliat tticy are now sending out their new white

Corolla'd FUCHSIAS: also their new double purple variety;
for description of which see former Advertisements.

Exe ter Nursery, Exeter.—Established 1720.

R E L A R Q O N I U IYI S, ETC.
TTENRY GROOM, Ciapham Rise, near London,
*--* by appointment Floret to Heh MAj v. begs to say
that his Spring CATALOGUE OF PELARGONIUMS, ftc, is

ready, and will be forwarded op application.

ORANCE XMACLURA
—

AURaSjtT>.C

COOD SWEDE »HO.

•SB) .:». . •

OSACE
pi-IAULWOOD and CUMMINS cf n sm T

' o. :' a! '.-o-nained Hedge Ti.-nt o! i...

directions .or treatment. TheroonthofM
:, i, in .

.
-11, Tavtbtock Row, Covent fla.

N E W PETUNIAS.
DANIEL MONEY having raised Three New

PETUNIAS begs to offer them for sale. EOS '

RATA, deep rose colour, very sweet scented, and free btooraer.

LILAC SUPERB, large flower. QUEEN, cream colour, with
purplo throat. D. M. has strong plants of the above sorts ready
to send out. Rosea odorata, 5s. each, or the set 10s. 6d. Bedding
Plants of sorts, 4s. per dozen. Post-office Orders to Daniel
Monet, 4, St. George's Place, ^'ater Lane, Brixton : or to Mr.
John Kernan , 4 , Great Russell Street, Covent Garden, London.

BEDDINC AND OTHER PLANTS.
Fand A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-

• mentioned is now ready, and may be had, post free, on
application :—Antirrhinums, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-
niums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, Chry-
santhemums, Mimulus, Salvias, Lobelias, o;c. Climbers in variety,

also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse Plants. They have
now in bloom Cytisus rncemosus, Roses, Verbenas, Fuchsias,
spotted Calceolarias, Erica hybrida, Cactus. Geraniums, &c.
The Trade supplied.—Dnlwich. Surrey. May 19.
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TURTJIP SEED AND MANCOLO WU»2EU.
MESSRS. J

, Seed G
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BEDDING PLANTS.

A PAUL and SON have a large stock of strong
• Bedding Plants, including VERBENAS, PETUNIAS,

GERANIUMS, CALCEOLARIAS, &c, which they are now-

sending out. Price 45. to 6$. per dozen. A Catalogue forwarded
on application.—Nurseries. Cheslmnt. Herts.

BEDDING PLA NTS.
JOHN HAYES, Florist, Farnham, Surrey, begs to

offer the ahove from Is. to 45. per dozen, the latter end of

May, when the weather will permit. Catalogues sent on. tie
receipt of one postage stamp.

MESSRS. JOHN WEEKS and CO. have now ready
a well grown stock of BEDDING PLANTS, selected from

the hest existing varieties, and at most reasonable prices.

Horticultural Establishment, Kings Road, Chelsea: and at

Frank fort-on-the-Maine.

EDWARD PAFKE FRANCIS offers the following

Bedding-out Plants, strong and vigorous, from 35. to 45. and
65. per dozen:—Scarlet Geraniums, Flower of the Day ditto,

Verbenas. Calceolarias,. Salvias, Heliotropes, Fuchsias, Petunias,

Lobelias, Anagallis, Ageratdm, Cnpbeas. &c Carriage paid to

London.—Rose Nurseries, Hertford.

-*- • Is n^.w read*-, and cun be I

MAY'S MAGNL'M BONU1J
the largest, sweetest, and crisp*

ssess numerou
had it last season. The ajare****
application. It may be sown all U« smamfcr, airi

winter. Packet* It. each.
HENRY MAY. the Hope : r Pw-dal», Yoricabir*.

NEW AZALEA— 1
' ALBA MEL OR?5

THIS is the one exhibited by as under tbe name of
Aita Magsa'' among our cvllectin to *mch th-

Prize was awarded at the Regent's Park Sho*-

:

white, and quite first-rate. Price 7*. 6a .

Also a super: Ealeas. for which se*> CatakifQe.
The Spring Catalogue., consisting of Greenbonae a«d Store

Plants, and the Herbaceous one can be bac by —M^^ng o^e
postage stamp.

H. Lane & S:>\ The Nurseries, Great Berktar:

NEW PLANTS.
ATERSCHAFFELT, Ndbshrytux, Ghent

• (Belgium), is now sending ont his SoUovins New PI

Achimeces Ambroise VerscharJelt v
„ I>octenrHopf -

EdeuardOtto 4 O
Edmond Boissier -

Tyda a Warscewidri 15
Rhododendron Prince Camille del: I

All the above Plants are figured ir
"

.tlsfrtzs-

tion Horricole," which can be seen at Mr. F. - '-• Hacp
Lane, Great Tower S:- :t- Lt.c-^.

ILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, A:c, begs to offer

\\

BEDDINC PLANTS.—At 2s. «. pek Doz.

JOHN SCOTT, Merriott Knxseries, Crewkerne,
Somereet (established 172S). has nearly 20,000, in 3-inch pots,

ready to be sent out. Post-office Orders payable at Crewkerne.
(Baskets and Package at the Expense of Purchaser, and not

returnable.)

200 Sorts of the best and newest Verbenas,

120 do. Scarlet and other Bedding Geraniums.

20 do. Variegated leaved ditto.

100 do. Fuchsia, all tbe best: 24 do. Shrubby Calceolarias:

24 do. Petunias; with Anagallis. Ageramms, Cupheas, Helio-

tropes, Lobelias, Salvias, Senecios, <£c. Also the beautiful white

Double Pyretbrum.
When a fair proportion of each is taken the price will be 2s. t>i.

per dozen : but if ouly Calceolarias and Geraniums are ordered

they will be 45. per dozen. Catalogues, in which the above are

arranged in sections of colour, &c., sent >n receipt of a postage

stamp. Parties requiring large quantities can have them in

store pots hy agreement.

thafbllowing -

12 fine varieties Anrirrhincnr '. -

12 .. Yerbeu..- .

12 Phloxs, if.; U _.

12 ..

'

12 fine Chrysanthemums, T -a*& _ 3 6

12 fine varietit- ":

67. E i- -
'

DAHLIAS.

J KEYNES is now sending oc; H? >'e»- DAHLIAS
. for-this "i- --.

PIa=;^ mav also be 1

biin last season, atress - "K*-
cation.— Castle SI "

NEW SCARLET VERBENA—MRS. WOODROFFE.

ARTHUR HENDERSON am> CO. are now seuSng
oat this fine oes VERBENA: panic

be seen in tieir sdverr;se- lids of

March 31 ^^
Its' This V-- ".

another firm.—Ptee-apple PIik. Ecggare Boad, Lctjoe.

SUP&RB HOLLYHOCKS. SEEDS .ETC.
TVILLIAM CHATER begs to oStr packers ^•s«2,
\ \ c nsistirg ::" i varie-t:

-

at Ss " 12 varieties, 2s. tvi: and fr:r .

Snoerior QmHed German and Freaci Asters, u: 1!i.vtceofcj,

mixed. Is. per paciet : separate. 2j. Efcr^^ilei Afritas ilari-

golds. W. per packet, -Sanxon Walde^ > -jr^rtrs.

i5 5? /
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CHOICE CINERARIA SEED.

LTJCOMBE, P1NCE, and CO. have now ready for

sending out Seeds of their very superior CINERAKIAS,
which have been 6aved Tvith great care from the finest varieties.

The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias have given for

several successive years, enables them to recommend their Seed

of the present season with much confidence. Packets sealed and
warranted by them at 2s. Gd. t free by post.

Exeter Nursery, Exeter.—Established 1720.

~ "BOSSOM'S champion of eimcland celery.

THE finest Celery yet introduced, beautifully white,

very crisp and solid, and withstands a greater amount
of frost than anv other known variety ; it has been blanched

in the ground 3"feet—To be obtained of T. F. Wikstaslet,
Seedsman, 2S, Market Place, Manchester, price 2s. 6d. per

packet ; prices to the trade on application.

G SMITH begs to state that a First Class Certificate

• was awarded April 26, 1855, by the National Floricultural

Society, 21, Regent Street, London, to Verbena LORD RAGLAN.
It bas the following good properties, viz., Colour, bright scarlet

crimson, with conspicuous light eye; Size of truss, large; Pip
smooth, average size ; habit good. The highest award is made
by the Society for its general good qualities. G. S. begs to add
that this is one of the finest Verbenas he ever offered to the
floricultural world, either for bedding or showing purposes.

Strong plants are now ready at 5s. each.

Also the following:—Boule de Feu, Empress, Mrs. M'Niel,
Yiolacea, and Silistria, at 5s., or the set of six for 24s. For
descriptions see Catalogue, and Advertisement in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of April 7, 14, 21, and 28, also Edwards' "Garden
Almanack" for 1S55. G. S. has also a few extra strong plants
of Fetuuia Singularity, very novel, at 5s. each. Also new
Fuchsias, and first class Geraniums, &c.

Tollington Nursery, Hornsey Road, Islington, London.

TWO VERY~USEFUL NEW DWARF IsiASTURTIUMsT"

JOHN CATTELL bas much pleasure in bringing
into notice these two very showy hardy ANNUALS, viz. :

—

NASTURTIUM DWARF CRIMSON.—The colour of the
common dark crimson.

Ditto DWARF SCARLET.—The colour very rich orange
scarlet, with a fiery shade on the upper part of the throat.

They are both of the dwarf compact habit of minimus, and
admirably adapted for forming large buds, particularly in any
poor soils; the flowers are the size of the common Nasturtium,
and thrown well above the foliage, and are a mass of bloom
throughout the summer and autumn. Jackets, containing
12 seeds, Is. each, post free.

J. C. has also the following choice Seeds for present sowiug, at
the prices annexed per packet, post free:

—

,
1

3

. 6

1

1

2 6
. 6

Alstrcemeria acutifolia, t

fine herbaceous green-
house climber

,

Animated Oats
Anemone, single Poppy

fine mixed
Azalea, from finest green
house varieties

Cochlearia acaulis
,

Cineraria, from very superb
varieties ...

Celsia arcturus
Geranium, from new florist

varieties, 12 seeds ... 2 6

g from finest older do.,

12 seeds 1

„ do. fancy do., 12 seeds 1

Geum coccineum splendens 3

,, „ Wiceii ... 3

Gloxinia, fine mixed ... 1

Holcussaccharatus... ... 6
Hibiscus Manihot ..; ... 6

Leptosiphon lutea 6
Lychnis fulgens 6
Mandevilla suaveolens ... 6
New Giant Mignonette ... 3
Nierembergia intermedia . 6
Polyanthus, common, from
showy varieties for bor-
ders, &c.

s.d.

Petunia, from finest vars. . 6
Polyanthus,from finenamed

varieties 1

Do. fine mixed 1
Saponaria calabrica ... 6
Verbena teucrioides ... 3

„ venosa 6
„ mixed, from finest

named varieties ... 1
Zinnia elegans coccinea ... 6

BEAUTIFUL ORNAMENTAL
GRASSES.

Agrostis capillaris 4

„ pulchella 4
Anthoxanthum gracile ... 6
Briza maxima 4

„ media 4
„ gracilis 4

Chrysurus aureus 4
Eragrostis elegans d 4

„ namaquensis ... 4

„ poffiformis ... 4
Lagurus ovatus 6
Lamarckia aurea 6
Pennisetum villotum ... 4

„ longistylum ... 6
Setaria macrochata ... 4
Stipa pinnata 6

A remittance to accompany all orders from unknown corre-

spondents.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

BASS and BROWN have just published a SUP-
PLEMENT to their CATALOGUES, with extracts and

descriptions of a few new and select plants, which may be had on

application.

^0- An extensive Stock of the finest and most popular and
showy Bedding Plants, strong and well established, at low prices.

The NEW FUCHSIAS with white corollas—Lucombe £ a. d.

and Pince and Story's varieties, each. 10 6
Fuchsia Banks's Prince Albert, rich dark variety, extra

form, each 10 6

„ Turner's Thalia, fine formed white, very deep
rose corolla, each 3 6

Verbena Mrs. Woodroffe, brilliant new scarlet, extra
size, per dozen 9

Geranium Keyne's Pretty Polly, each 3 6
Phlox omniflora compacta, new white, very dwarf and
compact, each 3 6

Calceolaria (Rollisson's) Eclipse, extra rich flowing
crimson, each 10 6

„ (Rollisson's) Variabilis, delicate primrose,
fine, each ... 10 6

Escallonia pterocladon, pure white, each 10 6
Rhododendron javanicum, each 10 6
Rose Duchess of Norfolk, each, 3s. Bd. ; strong flower-

ing, each B
For other new and select plants, see Catalogue and Supplement.

For names of the following see Advertisements in
Gardeners' Chronicle of May \st and 8th.

GERANIUMS, 12 superb new show varieties of last

season 2

„ 20 first-rate vars. of previous date ... 1 10

„ 20 first-rate older vars 15
GLOXINIAS, 11 superb new vars 1 13

„ 12 superb vars 10
„ 12 fine older vars 12

ACHIMENES, 3 splendid new vars 17 6

„ 12 superb vars., 10s. : 12 fine older vars. 6
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 50 fine and select 2 5

„ ,, 50 do., best selection ...350
STOVE PLANTS, 50 superb and select 4
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine and distinct vars. 1 10

ii ,, 100, including newer „ 2 10 oROCK PLANTS, 25 fine varieties 12
Splendid new Potentillas, Pentstemons, choice vars. of Phlox,

«c. &c, see Catalogues.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE free for six penny stamps.ine»pnng Catalogue alone for three penny stamps.

Brows
°rderS payable to Bass & Bb°wn, or to Stephen

Coods carriage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,

piLcJ^- n °Vbe London and Norwich Colchester Line.
Plants gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.
_

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
MESSRS. YOUELL and CO. beg to offer to the

admirers of these elegant flowers a quantity in pots, part
of the stock originally intended for their own blooming, at 21s.

per dozen pairs.

They are line strong plant.*, and may be either turned out into

the borders immediately, or repotted without suffering the least

check, a manifest advantage at this season.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

SUPERB SHOW PANSIES.
JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshnw Gardens, Middleton,

near Manchester, will supply the following set of 20 extra
fine varieties, in strong, well rooted, autumn struck Plants, at

10s. the set, hamper, package, &c, included

Adela (Turner)
Alfred the Great (Turner)
Boadicea (Fellowes)
Commander-in-Chief (Hooper)
Father Gavazzi (Holland)
Fearless (Schofield)

Great Western (Hooper)
Jubilee (Dickson & Co.)
Lady Emily (Downie & Laird)
Lady Carrington (Hunt)*

Lord Jeffrey (Ligbtbody)
Marion (Dickson & Co.)

Mesmerist (Veitch)

Miss Talbot (Dickson & Co.)
Pandora (Hunt)
Rising Sun (Turner)
Sultan (Hooper)
Sir J. Piixton (Betteredge)
Thisbe (Hooper)
Victory (Schofield)

Older varieties, such as Fair Flora, France Cycole, Queen of

England, Duke of Perth, Rubens, Caroline, Opbir, Blue Perfec-

tion, Euphemia, &c. &c, 4s. per dozen, strong plants.

A few packets of very select Pansy Seed at Is. and 2s. per
packet. Priced and descriptive Catalogues now ready, and will

be forwarded on application. Post-office orders payable at

Middleton, Lancashire.

f^HARLES TURNER begs to intimate that his
V> New SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains
descriptive lists of—

I Scarlet and Horse-
shoe Geraniums,

Delphiniums,
Mimulus,

I Pentstemons,
Calceo- Petunias,

I Bedding Plants, &c,
including several new Dahlias, new Verbenas, new "White
Bedding Calceolarias, &c, offered for the first time. Can he had
on application.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

Dahlias, Carnations,
Fancy Dahlias, Picotees,

Cinerarias, Pinks,
Verbenas, Pansies,

Fuchsias, Auriculas,

Hollyhocks, Shrnbby
Chrysanthemums, larias,

ROBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends

and the public that his New Spring Catalogue containing
Descriptive e.nd Priced Lists of the following :-

[varieties

and fancy
Roses in pots
Dahlias — show
Fuchsias
Selaginillas or Lyeopodiunis
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding varieties

Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

&c, &c.

Exotic Orchids
Ferns—stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
Gcraniums—show,fancy, scarle t,

variegated, and hybrid bed-
ding varieties

Chrysanthemums—large flower-

ed, and Pompone varieties

Petunias
Antirrhinums

Is now ready and can he had Post-free on application,

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road , Holloway, London.

ABM. MARTIN and SON'S LIST OF PLANTS
FOR BEDDING PURPOSES; at 3s. and 4s. per dozen;

by the hundred 21s. :

—

Senecio

Cuphea
Oenothra
Dahlias

Verbenas
Gaillardias

Cinerarias
Also a Large and Healthy Stock of Azalea indica, Escallonia

macrantha, Abelia rlorabunda, Tropxolum tricolor and Jarrati,

Primula sinensis alba pleno, Clematis azurea grandiflora and
Sieboldi, Cupressus funebris, Araucaria and Cedar Deodara, from
1 to 5 feet, in pote ; Lilium lanclfolia, rosea, rubra and alba,

Crassulas, Pimeleas, &c, &c, &c. Fuchsias, Geraniums, Holly-
hocks, Phloxes and Roses, most of the leading sorts grown.
Swede and other Turnip Seeds of the most approved kinds (own
growth).—Nursery and Seed Establishment, Cottingham, Hull
Branch, Junction Street, Abm. Martin & Son, Proprietors.

Calceolaria

Nierembergias

Geraniums, scarlet

„ other varieties

Fuchsia
Heliotropes

I'lllO^CS

Anagall is

Salvias
Petunias
Chrysanthemums
Double crimson
Rockets, 6s. perdoz.

Lobellias
Antirrhinums

NEW ROSES.

A PAUL and SON beg to offer the following- NEW
• ROSES, which were exhibited by them at Gore House on

the 16th inst.
s $ f

Adam Paul, H.P 3 6

Alexandrine Bachemeteff,
H.P 2 6

Anguste Vacher, T 3 6

Comtesse Vaillant, H.P. ... 7 6

Duchess of Norfolk, H.P. 7 6

General Castellane, H.P., 3 6

Jules Margottin, H.P. ... 3 6
Lady Stuart, H.P 2 6

Leon Plee, H.P 2 6

Leveson Gower, H.P. ... 3 6
Louise Odier, H.P 2
Madame Andry, H.P. ... 2

„ Dommage, H.P., 3 6

„ Phelip, H.P. ... 3 6
Paul Dupuy, H.P 3 6
Paul's Prince Albert.Bourb. 3 6
Prince Leon, H.P 3 6
Sombreuil, T 2
Triomphe de Paris, H.P... . 3- 6
Volta, H.P 2 6

Well established plants carriage free to London, and plants

given to compensate for distant carriage. The entire collection

of 20 plants will be supplied for SI. 5s.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

NEW ROSES.
BENJAMIN R, CANT begs to offer strong Dwarf

Plants, in pots, of the following NEW ROSES:—
Hybrid Pebpetuals.— s. d,

Alfred Colomb 3 6

Alphonse de Lamartine ... 3 6
Ceres 3 6
Cicero 5
Comtesse Vaillant ... 7 6
Conseiller Jordeuil ... 3 6
Duchess of Norfolk ... 5
Deuil de F. Willermoz ... 7 6
George d'Amboise ... 3 6
Gloire de France 3 6
Gloire de Parthenay ... 3 6
Lady Milsom 3 6

Ladv Shelley 3 6
La Ville de St. Denis ... 3 6
Madame Dommage ... 2 6

„ Hector Jacquin 3

„ Masson 10 6
„ Lacroix 3 6

„ F. Rigaux ... 3 6

„ Place 7 6

„ Recamier ... 3 6
„ Rendatler „, 3 6

Hybrid Pebpetuals.-

Madame Theodore Martel

,,
Quetel

Marie de Bourges
Prince de la Moskowa ...

Sir John Franklin
Triomphe en Beaute"

P. Moss, Audre Thouin ...

Bourbon, Omer Pacha ...

Tea, Louise de Savoie ...

Nois, Augusta
Mosb, D'Arcet

„ Gloire de Mousseuses
„ Jeanne de Montfort

„ L'Eblouissante

„ Marie de Blois

„ Vandael
Gallica, Amphitrite

„ George Vibert ...

H. Bour., Charles Lawson
„ Gervaise Rouillard

s.d,

7 6
3 6
3 6
5
3 6
2 6

N.B. The new Hybrid Perpetual Rose Emperor Napoleon
will not be sent out before June; by that time I shall have
proved it. If not more than semi-double, I much question if it is

worth 7s. 6d. I, however, received a very high character of it,

which induces me to offer it to the public, but not to let it out

beforeproving its loorth.

Carriage paid to any Station on the Eastern Counties Railway.

St. John's Street Nursery, Colchester.

EVERGREEN GRASSES FOR CHURCHYARDS, ETC.CUTTON and SONS have had the honour of supply-
^f ing many clergymen and others with Grass Seeds for
Churchyards and Cemeteries, which have given great satisfac-
tion. Price of Seed, Is. per lb., or 18s. per bushel.
From many similar letters we present the following:—
-.From Mr. G.Judd, Gardener to his Grace the Archbishop of

Canterbury.
" The Grass Seeds received from you succeeded admirably, and,

although sown late, the growth was such that we were enabled to
mow the churchyard in the autumn, and it has now the appear-
ance of an established lawn ofsome years standing ; my employer,
the Archbishop of Canterbury, is quite satisfied with its appear-
ance—Addington Park, Jan. 7."

Address, John Sutton & Sons, Seed Growers. Reading, Berks.
THE PAMPAS CRASS " CYNERIUM ARCENTEUM."

T UCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have a fine healthy
J-i stock of this highly Ornamental Plant, well established in
pots, and fit to send out immediately. It is universally admitted
that few plants produce a more beautiful effect than this gigantic
Grass. See Woodcut and description of it in the Gardeners1

Chronicle of November 4th, 1S54. Sizes, prices, and all parti-
culars may be had on application to Lucombe, Pince, & Co.,
Exeter Nursery, Exeter.—Established 1720.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to
-L»J- announce that their new Spring CATALOGUE for 1855,

ill be sent post free on application, and for 12 postage stamps a
beautiful coloured plate representing the followin
plants :

—

Achimenes Ambroise Verschaf-
felt.

Acacia Dmmmondi micro-
phylla.

Boronia Drummondi.
Bouvardia longiflora,

choice

Delphinium Hendersoni.
Genetyllis macrostegia (fucbg;

ioides).

Fuchsia Queen Victoria.
Mrs. Story.

' Prince Albert.
Mr. Audrews, the first floricultural artist of the day, has had

the getting up of this plate, so that full reliance may be placed
on the correctness of the flowers represented and the superior
style of the colouring.

Geranium SILVER QUEEN.—A valuable plant for bedding,
which by accident was brought under our notice last season.
Several plants were planted out for trial, and beside them a few of
every other variegated foliage Geranium in cultivation; there
were Flower of the Day, Mountain of Light, Attraction, Brilliant,
Silver King, Mangles' Silver, and others, but the foliage and
growth of all proved inferior to this one, and viewing the bed
from afar or near, this variety stood out in bold relief from all
others of a like character. The foliage is large, round and smooth,
habit dwarf and spreading with a free growth, and flowers of a
rosv pink, similar in colour to the Geranium Luci* rosea.
7s. 6d.

TURNIP SEEDS, ETC.
PETER LAWSON and SON Seedsmen to the

Queen and to the Highland Agricultural Society, beg
leave to intimate that they are sending out the following
TURNIP SEEDS, for which they respectfully solicit orders.
They are all of the most approved kinds of last year's growth:

—

SELECT STOCKS.
Swedish— Per lb.--s. d. Yellow— s. a.

Lothian Purple top .. 1 9 Bullock, Green-top ... 1 O
Green-top 1 9 „ Purple-top ... 1
LaiDg's Purple-top 1 9 Gordon of Ayrshire,
Skirving's do 1 9 Green-top 1
Matson's do 1 9 Gordon of Aberdeen-
Fettercairn Green-top .. 1 9 shire, do 2
Wbite-fleshed 1 9 Hood's Imperial, do. ... 1

Red—Round, or Norfolk O 9 LaurencekirkTankard,do.2
Tankard 10 Cambridgeshire do. do. 2
Globe 9 Skirving's Pnrple-top

„ w oolton (supenoi Yellow Bullock ... 1 2
variety) 9 Border Imperial Purple-

Green—Globe, improved 9 top do 1 tt

Round, or Norfolk
, .. 9 Dale's Hybrid 1

Tankard ... 10 TweeddalePurple.top Yel-
White—Globe 9 low Bullock 2

Do. Pomerain, true 10 Cruicksfield Green - top
Round, or Norfolk 9 Hybrid, new (between
Six-week, or Stubble .. 10 Swede Turnip and Kohl
Taukard 10 Rabi) 3 6

27, Great George Street, Westminster.

WILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
the following Superb FLOWER SEEDS, saved from the

best varieties, post free :— ' Per packet.
Antirrhinum, from 100 striped and spotted varieties ... Os.Gc?.
Balsam, from 25 best double varieties ,. O 6
Hollyhock, from 50 best show flowers 6
Fancy Pansy, from a choice collection 1 O
Mimulus, from 12 of the most showy kinds 6
Verbena, from 100 of the newest and best varieties ... 1 O
Pansy, from 100 best show flowers 1
Gloxinia, from 50 newest varieties 1 O
Double Daisy, from 60 newest varieties 6
Sweet William, from 50 fine varieties O 6

67, High Street, Battle, Sussex.

XX] HEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
» * LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER.
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-
vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of
the very best quality and true to name ; and as many of the Seeds
are our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.

We are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed
orders from those we had the honour of serving last year; and
as we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully
solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given
us a trial.—J. C Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
Gloucestershire Agricultural Society. ____^__
GERMAN ASTER SEED,'a]l saved from the finest

Globe varieties ever yet exhibited, and which have sur-

passed all others in cultivation for their immense size and
distinct colours, Is. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAM SEED saved from 50 of the choicest and
most superb varieties, Is. per packet.
ANTIRRHINUM SEED saved from all the finest shaped and

best varieties, Is. per packet.
SUPERB HOLLYHOCK SEED saved from all the best

named flowers, Is. per packet.
SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine, Is.

per packet.
VERY SUPERIOR FIMBRIATA PRIMULA SINENSIS

SEED, saved from six distinct varieties of the largest and most
superb plants ever grown, 2s. Bd. per packet.

PANSY SEED, a few packets from selected varieties, Is,

per packet.
POLYANTHUS SEED, fine mixed, Is. per packet.
CROWN GOURD, or CUSTARD MARROW; this variety

is the most delicious of all the Marrows grown, Is. per packet.

AQUILEGIA, or COLUMBINE, of 12 distinct varieties,

la. per packet.

Any three packets of the above (except the Primula) sent post-

free on receipt of 2s. Bd., or the Primula included with two other

packets, for 3s. Bd., in cash or penny postage stamps by

EDWARD TILEY, Nubsertman, Seedsman, and Florist,

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.



SUPERIOR EARLY BROCCOLI.

MITCI IlNiSON'S PENZANCE OR EARLY
WIIITK COKNlHll BROCCOLI. <Mrhruii-.il inniinvaUt

tibia for ttB rirrVriimii, rimiimj inln Uli "nln fa /'rlirimr//, a/ull ti --1

Immhioini- lirml of rsn-.Unil i/until//, Imt it 11/11/ iirnlrr.

Parties wlio worn too late to procnro Huoat ol irmtmihuiio

Hnrly llror.i-oll ran now lio uii|i|>llnil "I' 1 ' I',""' 1 I'OI'Uhy PLANTS
at \i«. nit. net 100, carriage free, by 'ending Immediate orders to

the undorslgnad, or fcliolV Agents In Lenaon. For tofltlmonlala

and Miinira of Ak™'» """ former adfortliemonts,
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SEEDS OF SELECT HARDY PLANTS.
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PRESENT PRICES OF FARM SEEDS.

SUTTON'S FARM SEED LIST
BEING NEARLY OUT OF PRINT,

THE FOLLOWING EXTRACT IS PRESENTED, WITH PRICES OF SEEDS
FOR PRESENT sow IN';.

Per iimilioi— jt. ti

SUTTON'S! I M nil IV HI) ITALIAN IIYE-OICAHH ...7 11

DICKENSON'S ditto ditto ditto 7(1
FRESH IMPORTED ditto ditto II II

TRUE I'UIUINNIAI ditto GO
LARGE YELLOW GLOBE MANGOLD WCliztx, porlb. 1

SWEDE SEEDS, of aorta

tiiknii'H, ol «ovor»1 ram rloi i
I

CLOVERS, of aorta
.; i J . it It I RAPE, or COLE
FRENCH I'lli/.l. and LWI BRHE

Per u, , .1

o. I
i-

i
':

... iw. to I

...

Natural Grass Seeds and Perennial Clovers, mixed, for Permanent Pasture,

24s. to 80s. per Acre.

CARRIAGE FBEE, KXCEl'T SMALL PARCELS.

ADDRESS :_SJJTTON & SONS^SEED-GROWERS, READING.

N E W AN D B EAUTIFUL PLANTS.

MESSRS. VEITCH & SON,
OF- EXETER, AND THE EXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA,

HAVE much pleasure nud confidence iu offering the following novelties. In making the present selection,

Messrs. Vbitch & Son have been guided solely by the determination of submitting only such plants at? arc

of general usefulness and sterling merit.

DESFONTANIA 8PINOSA.—A fino hardy evergreen shrub
with glossy Holly-like foliage, introduced from the Andes Of
Patagonia, by Mr. William Lobb, who discovered it in the region
of snow. It produces beautiful tubular-shaped blossoms, often

2 inches in length, And of a rich scarlet colour, tipped with yellow.

(See figure in Curtis's "Botanical Magazine," for May, 1851.)
This plant, having been fully exposed in the open ground during
the last severe winter, may now be considered perfectly hardy,
and is certainly a great acquisition. Fine established plants, of
two sizes, 21s. and 42s. oach. One over on three to the trade.

DIPLADENIA ACUMINATA of Hooker; synonyme DIP-
LADENIA MAGNIFICA of the '* Florist."—This really beau-
tiful Dlpladenia was exhibited at Chiswick, at the July Meeting
last year, and was awarded the large Silver Medal. Doth as an
exhibition plant, as well as one for general ornament to the stove,
it is scarcely rivalled. (It is figured in Curtis's "Botanical
Magazine," for January of the present year, and in the "Florist"
for November, 1864.) Strong plants, 15s. each, with one over to

the trade where three are taken.

_
ESCALLONIA PTEROCLADON.—This pretty hardy shrub,

is figured in the " Botanical Magazine " for January last. It was
exhibited at Chiswick, at the July Meeting of last year, and
received a Silver Medal. It is a dwarf compact habit, with dense
dark green foliage, and abundance of pure white Epacris-like
flowers, and is altogether a neat and desirable plant. Well
established plants, IDs. Gd. each. One over on three to the trade.

EPACRIS ECLIPSE (Story's).—This is a striking flower, of
fine habit, and great freeness of bloom; it was raised from Mlniatn,

grandiflora, crossed with a fine seedling. Strong plants, 10s. Gd.

each. One over on three to the trade.

EURYBIA ALPINA.— This is a perfectly hardy evergreen
shrub (from a high elevation in New Zealand), having stood

without any protection the late severe winter. Strong plants,

10s. Gd. each. One over on three to the trade.

GRISLINIA UTTORALIS.—This is a perfectly hardy ever-

green shrub, with bright glossy green foliago, and fine habit. It

lias stood perfectly unharmed during the last severe winter, in

situations where the ordinary evergreen shrubs were much
injured. Strong plants, 15s.; second size, 10s. Gd. each. One over
to the trade on three.

IXORA FLORIBUNOA.—A very neat plant, of dwarf com-
pact habit, and a most abundant bloomer. It was sent from Java
by Mr. Thomas Lobb, and is a very pretty plant. Strong hushy
plants, 21s. ; smaller, 10s. Gd. each. One over to the trade on three.

LAUBUS ABOMATICA.—A greenhouse plant, with deli-

riously fragrant foliago. Good plants, 10s. Gd, eacb. One over to

the trade on three.

LOMATIA FEBRUGINEA.—This fine evergreen shrub was
found in Chiloe and Patagonia by Mr. W. Lobb. It attains a
height of from 6 to 8 feet, and is remarkable for its beautiful

Fern-like foliage. As a fine leaved conservatory plant, it is

perhaps without a rival, and no collection of fine foliaged plants
should be without it. it has but to be seen to be admired. Fine
established plants, of two sizes, 15s. to 21s, each. One over to

the trade on three.

MYRTUS APICULATA.—A very pretty Myrtaceous plant,

of the same degree of hardiness as the ordinary Myrtles; fine

dark green foliage, aud an abundant bloomer. Strong plants,
10s. Gd. eacb. One over to the trade on three.

PINUS BENTHAMIANA.—Having raised Seedlings of this
beautiful Pine (which is doubtless the finest of the long leaved
Califoruian kinds, and which has proved to be perfectly hardy),
we are now enabled to offer established plants in pots as follows

:

For a single plant, 10s. 6d.; for six, 50s.; for 12, Sis. Prices to

the trade in proportion to the quantity taken.
PODOCARPUS NUBIGENA,—This is another perfectly

hardy and fine Taxaceous plant, sent from Patagonia by Mr. W.
Lobb. Established plauts, 21s. each. One over to the trade on
three.

RHODODENDRON CALIFORNICUM.-This is a distinct
species, sent from California by Mr. W. Lobb, and described as
having fine trusses of rose coloured flowers. It is perfectly
hardy, having survived the past winter in the open border,
without any protection whatever. The foliage is good, and it is

evidently an abundant bloomer, small seedling plants being now
set with flower buds. It is a late bloomer, and will doubtless be
a great acquisition to bybridisers. It will be exhibited when iu
bloom. Strong well established plants, 10s, Gd. each. One over
mi three to the trade.

SONFRILA MARGAR1TACEA.—This lovely plant was ex-
hibited at the Horticultural Society's Rooms, 21, Regent Street,
on the 7th of November last, and was the gem of the exhibition,
(See report in Gardeners' Chronicle). It is perhaps thi

chaste of all variegated plants, producing with dark glossy green
leaves, dotted all over with silvery white spots, a profusion of
beautiful crimson flowero, with yellow stamens. It Is a dwarf
compact plant, of particularly neat habit, and requires the tem-
perature oi a cool stove or warm greenhouse. (It is figured in

tho "Florist" for March last). Plants, 21s. each. One over on
three to tho trade.

SWAINSONIA LESSERTIFOLIA.—A very pretty shrubby
Australian Papilionaceous plant, with spikes of flower resembling
in colour Kennedya bimaculata. It is a free growing plant, and
profuse bloomer. Strong plants, 7s. Gd. each. One over on three
to the trade.

TORREYA MYRISTICA.-This is a splendid hardy Tax-
aceous plant, sent from California by Mr. W. Lobb. It is from
the Sierra Nevada, at a high elevation, and attains the height of
from 100 to 160 feet. The stock of this Plant is very limited.
Strong Seedling Plants, 63s. each.

WELLINGTONS GIGANTEA.—Ample description of this
noble tree haviug appeared In former advertisements or circulars,
it is only necessary now to say, that it is a Coniferous tree, of
immense dimensions ond great beauty. Having withstood the
severity of the past winter, without injury, both at Chelsea and
Exeter, tberc can be no doubt of its beibg a perfectly hardy tree.
This is doubtless the most remarkable and interesting of recent
introductions. A few of tho first raised, extra sized plants, 42s.:
second size, 81s. Gd.\ third size, 21s. each. A deduction will be
made on the above prices in proportion to the quantity taken.

Prices given to the trade on application.

Messrs. Vkitcii & Sox can also supply the following good and
popular Plants :-

Each.—s. d.

Abies bracteata (seedlings) 63 C
Aphelandra Leopoldi ... 7 6

„ Porteana, 5s. to 7 6
Achimenes gigantea, 5s. to 7 6
Acacia Dnnnmondi, 5s. to 10 6
Anwctochilus argenteus... 7 6
Do. do. pictus 7 6
Do. Lohbi 21s. to 42
Do. Lowi 21s. to 42
Do. setaceus ...21s. to 31 6

Do. do. cordatus, 31s. Gd. to 42
Do. do. intermedins, 21s. to 31 6
Do. do. pictus ...21s. to 31 6

Do. striatus

Do. xanthophyllus, 21s. to 31 6
Azalea striata formosis-
sima ... 7s. Gd. to 21

BegoniaThwaitesi,7s6d.to 10 G

Do. marmorea 7 6
Do. Prestonieu sis superba 5
Bejaria a?stuans, 7s. Gd. to 10 6
Berberis Leschenaulti ... 21

Bignonia grandiflora
BoroniaDrurumoiidi,3s.(\ r

; 7 G

Camellia, Countess of

Orkney ... 10s. Gd. to 21
Do. Storyi ... 10 6
Ceratostema longiflora,

7s. 6d. to 10 6
CryptomeriaLobbi,7s.6<f.to 15
Dipteracanthusspectabilis 3 6

Dracaena indivisa. 21s. to 42
Echites Harris!, 7s. Gd. to 10 6
Eugenia Ugni. 2s. Gd,, lV-. T 6

Eucalyptus coccifera ... 21

Fag us antarctica 10 6
Fuchsia Domiuiana, 3s. Gd.

to 7 6
Franciscea macrantha,

7s. Gd.to 10 6
Do. eximia... 3s. Gd. to 5
Do. conferti flora. 3s. Gd, to 5

Each.—s. d
GesneraDonckelaari ... 21

„ Leopoldi ...5s. to 7 6
llexacentris lutea ... 5s. to 7 6
Iloya fratema 7 6
Im patien s J erdonij?,3s. Gd.,

5s., and upwards
Ixora alba 5

„ Lobbi ... 7s.6J.to 10 6
Lapageria rosea, 10s. Gd. to 21
Liliumgiganteum,21s.,42s., 63
Lardizabala triternata ... 5
Lomaria alpina 5
Do. magellanica. 7s. Gd. to 10 6
Lysimacbia Leschenaulti 5
LuculiaPinceana,3s.6Ti.to 7 6
Maranta micans ... 5s. to 7 6
Nepenthes lanata, and se-
veral others

j

Nymphsea giganteft
Pernettya speciosa ... 3 6

,

Philesia buxifolia,10s.6d.to 21
Picea grandis (seedlings)

amabilis
nobilis „

;
Rhododendron Jasmini-
florum ... 21s. to 63

Do. Javanicnm. 5s. to
10s. Gd.. to 21

Do. Palbousias 10s. Gd. to
21s.. to 42

Do. argenteuro, 10s. Gd. to 21
Do. Auckland! ... 21*. to 42
Do. Edgeworthi, 10s.6J.to 21
Do. Fa.loon.eri ... I0s.6tf.to 21
Do. Nivenm ... Zs.Gi.to 5
Do. Nnttali, and many
others

Rhodoleift Championi,
3s.6d.to 7 6

Rubus japoniens 5
Thrysacanthns rntilans ... 10 6
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Baronne Ilugel, ttrf dwarf, light acarlet with white t :

fine dark horae^boe leaf 1
f '

Masterpiece, foliage, habit and truss like <>ri« Unbjo*,

colourm I

-niiantacarlet,withwhlweye,2i.'..

Princess, white and salmon, horseshoe Uaf
Rosea superb, rosj red, tnu&es Tery large, one of the finert

for pots or beds I 6
Surpass Ilydrangieflora, truss and colour like Lady Iloteia.

dale, of dwarf habit 2
Trentbam Rose, rosy scarlet, extra fine I «
Triomphe de Mont Rouse, pale salmon, bone-shoe tea/, tw. '.

Geranium Unique (Roilisson's) 1.. to 2 6

„ „ fine plants for bedding ... per dot. »
Momus, fine bedding variety, habit and colour

of the old Daryana 1

Anagallis Breweri, the finest blue each &L ; per inz. 4 r '

„ rubra grandiflora. the finest red eacb W. : per doc 4
lleliotropium Beaute de Boudoir each Is. td.: perdoc 12

.John Cattell : this in growth. Bower, and
scent is the finest Heliotrope yet brought ir.'o tv tice ... T

Pbloi Drummoudi Raditzki, fine, itriped like MayLbs*
botli colours very superior ... each If. fti: per doc 12

Phlox Drummondi. superb dark varieties, mixed per dor « t

Nasturtium incisum, very pretty, yellow and oraaircM. to 1 6
Scheuermann anun (true., a beautiful bosT sad

rich maroon variety of the common Nasturtium .

these Nasturtiums are valuable addttioas to oar
summer climbers.

Oralis Bowi. fine rosy pink, Cowers all the rammer, sad
makes a fine bed per doc 6

Petunia Purple Perfection, tlic best of the dark ucrplu
forbeds ... perdoc 6

Petunia conspicua, light rose edged with rosy purple, fine,

pcrdoz ~ — €

SPLENDID DELPHINIUMS.
Those marked thus • will not be sent out till the first week iz Jase.

... <£. c A
each 1 6 Gracdiaoram Bra aleao,

eacb 9
9

... 1

Hendersonia*
Magnifies.*

Hvbrida flora pleno*
tV'heeleri

Barlowi
Splendidum*

ChiDertse Hnlni*
„ Weltoni* „ 1

Wellingtonia gigantea. small. Bs. each.

„ - well established ]
eacb-

v^r^- fine, in 24's.

some of the finest plants ;. .>. *i«. each-

All orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied

bv a remittance or reference-—Nurseries. Westsrbssc Keot-

NOTICE.
«T-0 THOSE THIS ADTEKTI~EME>"T MAY

-I CONCERN.'—The undersigBed tt-

connection amongs u. Gentlemen, ti

Market Gardeners, and Ama:
(Lancashire and Cheshire especially', ais-

Veronica variegata ... 2 6

N.B. The prices of Ike Plants to which no quotations arc affixed icill be given on application.

EXOTIC NURSERIES, CHELSEA. AND EXETER.-May, 1855.
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OLD ESTABLISHED NURSERY AND SEED BUSINESS,
SLEAFORD.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., Nurserymen and
Seedsmen, Sleaford, beg leave to thank their friends and

patrons for the support they still continue to receive in the above

business, and to assure them that no effort shall be wanting on

their part to merit a continuance of the favours which have been

for many years past so liberally bestowed upon them.

C. S. & Co. are now supplying to the trade the following

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, of their own growth

MANGOLD WURZEL.—"!

low Globe.
Long Red.
Long Yellow.

CARROT.— Long Field
tringham.

White Belgian.
TURNIP. — Skirving's

proved Swede.
Improved Purple-topped.

TURNIP.- Globe, "White.

Globe, Red.
Globe, Green.
Tankard, Red.
Tankard, "White.

Tankard, Yellow.
Green-topped Yellow Aber-
deen.

Orange Jelly.

RAPE SEED.
Prices may be had on application.

C. S. & Co. take the present opportunity of informing their

friends that they have no connection whatever with Mr. Jokn
Sttarpe, late of Sleaford, but now of Bardney, Seedgrower and
Merchant.—Sleaford, May.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
JOHN SHARPE (late of Sleaford), Seed Grower

end Mebchaxt, Bardney, is now sending out, of the purest

and best selected stocks, Permanent Grass Mixture, 20s. per

acre; Upland Sheep "Walk, 20s. per acre; Field or Lawn Mix
tuxes' 9d. per lb. , Improving Mixtures for old. Swards.
CLOVERS.—Red, English, Dutch, German, French, 6s. to 8s.

per stone; White, 8s. to 10s. per stone; Italian Rye-grass, fine,

imported, 6s. to 7s. per bushel ; Perennial Rye-grass, 25s. to 35s.

per quarter ; Mangold Wurzel, 8d. per lb., or 7s. per stoue.

TURNIPS.—Skirving's and Purple-top Swedes, transplanted,

and of the purest characters, Is. 3d. per lb., or 60s. per bushel of

50 lbs.; White Globe or Round, Srf. per lb., or 30s. per bushel of

50 lbs.; Green Globe or Barrel, Sd. per lb.; White and Red
Tankards, Lincolnshire Red Globe or Round, Early Sixweeks,
Yellow Aberdeen, Orange Jelly, and other yellow-fleshed kinds.

Rape Seed or Cabbage Cole, 3s. 6d. per peck, or 12s. per bushel.
White Mustard, Spring Tares, &c.
For quantities, Purchasers treated with liberally.

Attendance at Sleaford, Market Rasen, Boston, Louth, Lincoln,
and Horncastle, on market days.

Bardney Hall, near Lincoln, May, 1855.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Gbeen, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS £>r the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

LIST OF GARDEN ORNAMENTS MANUFACTURED IN

AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, at Nos. 1 to 4,
Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park, London.

210 varieties of Vases and Tazzas, at
prices varying from 15s. to 50?.

94 Statues and small Figures.
38 figures of Animals.
17 „ of Birds.
16 Baskets of suitable Pedestnls;

prices from 12a- to 30?. Some ot

these are beautiful ornaments
for lawns.

12 different patterns of Flower Boxes
for Windows, &c.

4 Garden Seats.
15 Snn-dial Pedestals.
16 Shells for either Water or Rock Plants; the largest size is

12 feet diameter.
Pedestals, square, circular, and octagonal, of almost every

size. N.B. These are always perforated, to allow drainage
from a rase.

43 Groups of Figures, single Figures, or Architectural Flowers,
designed for centre ornaments of fountains.

Ornamental Copings to Ground Basins of Fountains, from
37 feet diameter to any smaller 6ize.

FOUNTAINS.
Austin & Seeley having erected 218 of these works in various

parts of the kingdom since the year 1836, may be presumed to

have more experience than any other persons engaged in such
work. Their collection now comprises about 200 designs, some of

which are of the highest class ; and they are now paying special

attention to this department of the business, in the expectation
that the local water works in course of erection will facilitate the

supply of jets d'eau. The prices range from 10?. to 400?.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.
'THOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardens
J- Nurserysian, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road StJohns Wood, London, begs respectfully to inform the nobi'lkv"
gentry, and his patrons generally, that he has entered into
arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the solr
disposal in London of their highly ornamental and very durable
Vases, Fountains, &c, samples of which may be seen at hisgrounds m the Garden Road, as above.
T. S. has much pleasure in being the first to introduce to the

notice of the public a highly ornamental Vase, capable of resist-ing the most severe weather, and at little more than half the cost
ot any other possessing the same qualities ; and he has no hesita-
tion in stating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plantscannot be manufactured.

*«"":»

POUNTAIN BASINS, VASES, STATUES,
J- FLOWER TRAYS, &c. in TERRA COTTA, by J. M.
Blashfield

, Praed Street, Paddington.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

"J7
DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a varietyJ—

' of articles for Horticultural purposes, all- of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener
Sundays excepted.

Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. 6d.

per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to any of the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Peat and
Loam of various qualities. Sacks 2s. each.

Kennard Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

ROYAL
BOTANIC

R E G E N T'S

GARDENS.
PARK.

LIST OF PRIZES AWARDED AT THE EXHIBITION HELD ON WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1855.

PLANTS.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive varietyofHothoofies, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of

House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits, «^
affording both top ^®?
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel .

—
,

,, ,

Imore than 3s. Sd. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also

Catalogues of PlantB, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King'6 Road, Chelsea, London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 3, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, X% 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

EXTRA COLD MEDAL.
To Mr. J. May, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, Kent,

for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Williams, Gardener to C. B. Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon,
Herts, for 20 Exotic Orchids.

LARGE GOLD MEDAL.
To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Lower Cheam,

Surrey, for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Barter, Gardener to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill,

Middlesex, for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Kerr, Esq., Hoddesdon, for

20 Exotic Orchids.

MEDIUM GOLD MEDAL.
To Messrs. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex,

for 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Clark, Hoddesdon, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Messrs. Fraser, for 10 Greenhouse Azaleas.
To Mr. Roser, Gardener. to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, Surrey,

for 8 Greenhouse Azaleas.
To Mr. Hume, Gardener to Mr. Hanbury, Poles, near Ware, for

20 Exotic Orchids.
To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, 16 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, for 12 Exotic

Orchids.
To Messrs. Francis, Hertford Nurseries, Hertford, for 10 Roses.

GOLD MEDAL.
To Messrs. Rollisson & Son, Nurseries, Tooting, Surrey, for 12

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 10

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Messrs. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex,

for 10 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. May, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, Kent, for

8 Cape Heaths,
To Messrs. Lane, Berkhampstead, for 10 Greenhouse Azaleas.
To Mr. Dingle, Gardener to A. Lawrence, Esq., Bath, for 8 Green-

house Azaleas.
To Mr. Clark, Hoddesdon, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 12 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Windsor, Gardener to A. Bligh, Esq., Kidderpore Hall,

Hampstead, for 10 Pelargoniums.

LARGE SILVER GILT MEDAL.
To Mr. Rhodes, Gardener to J. Philpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnet, Herts, for 12 Stove and
Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Dingle, Gardener to A. Lawrence, Esq., Devonshire
Place, Bath, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Messrs. Gaines, Nurserymen, Battersea, for 10 Greenhouse
Azaleas.

To Mr. Peed, Gardener to J. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood, for 8
Greenhouse Azaleas.

To Mr. Bray, Gardener to Baron Goldsmid, Regent's Park, for

6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
To Mr. Summerfield, Gardener to J. S. Venn, Esq., Highbury

Park, Islington, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., for 6 Exotic

Orchids.
To Mr. Dobson, Nurseryman, Islewortb, for 12 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Carrygan, Gardener to C.Lucas, Esq., Clapham Common,

for 10 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Barker, Gardener to A. Rowland, Esq., Lewisham, Kent,

for 6 Roses.

LARGE SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Lower Chearrt

Surrey, for 6 tall Cacti.
To Messrs. Rollisson and Son, Tooting, for 10 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Peed, Gardener to J. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood, Surrey,

for S Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 6

Cape Heaths.
To the same, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Windsor, Gardener to A. Bligh, Esq., Kidderpore Hall,

Hampstead, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
To Messrs. A. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, for 12 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Peed, Gardener to J. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood, Surrey,

for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Barter, Gardener to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 8
Cape Heaths.

To Mr. Roser, Gardener to J, Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, Surrey,
for 6 Cape neaths.

SILVER GILT MEDAL.
To Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Surrey Lane, Battersea, for 6 Rho-

dodendrons.
To Mr. Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, for 6 Cinerarias.
To Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.,
To Mr. Barter, Gardener to A. BaBsett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 12 Pansies.
To Mr. Sage, Gardener to W. Robinson, Esq., Hill House, Acton,

for 6 Roses.
SILVER MEDAL.

To Messrs. Pamplin, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for 12 Steve
and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Hamp, Gardener to J. Thorne, Esq., South Lambeth, for

10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Messrs. Rollisson & Son, for Orchid plant Cymbidinm specias.

To Mr. J. May, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, Kent, for

a plant—Genetyllis tulipifera.

To Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.

To Mr. Wiggins, Gardener to E. Beck, Esq., Islewortb, for 6

Cinerarias.

To Mr. Gaines, Battersea, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Weir, Gardener to J. Hodgson, Esq., The Elms, Hamp-

stead, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Terry, Gardener to Lady Puller, Youngsbury, for6 Rose3.

To Mr. Dingle, Gardener to A. Lawrence, Esq., Bath, for 8 Cape
Heaths.

To Messrs. Backhouse & Son, Nurserymen, York, for Heda-
romatulipifera,

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, Kent,

for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Messrs. Rollisson, Nurserymen, Tooting, for an Orchid plant

—Huntleya cerina.
To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Lower Cheam,

for a plant—Tetratheca ericifolia.

To Messrs. Rollisson & Son, Tooting, for Rhododendron Edge-
worthi;

To the same for Meyenia erecta.

To Mr. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, Surrey,
for Correct Labels.

To Mr. Rhodes, Gardener to J. Philpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
To Messrs. Cutbush, Nurserymen, Highgate, for 6 Fancy Pelar-

goniums.
To Mr. Dobson, Nurseryman, Islewortb, for 12 Pansies.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 36 Pansies.
To Mr. James, Gardener to W. Watson, Esq., Islewortb, for

24 Pansies.
To Mr. Ward, Gardener to G. Bishop, Esq., Regent's Park, for

6 Roses.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 30 Auriculas.
To Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen, Wellington Road, for Rho-

dodendron Dalhousieanum.
To the same for Genetyllis macrostegia.

BRONZE MEDAL.
To Messrs. Veitch, Nurserymen, King's Road, Chelsea, for a

plant—Rhododendron Prince Camille de Rohan.
To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for Azalea Empress Eugenie.

To Messrs. Standish & Noble, Nurserymen, Bagshot, Surrey, for

an Azalea plant—Beali.
To the same for a Rhododendron plant—Glaucum.
To Mr. Lane, Nurseryman, Great Eerkhampstead, for a plant

—

Andromeda formosa.

To Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-apple Place, for a Rhododen-
dron—Glaucum.

To Mr. Clark, Hoddesdon, for Correct Labels.

To Mr. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, Surrey
for Correct Labels.

To Mr. Dobson, Isleworth, for 36 Pansies.

To Mr. Holder, Gardener to the Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton College.

Eton, for 24 Pansies.
To Mr. Gaines, Battersea, for 12 Exotic Ferns.

CERTIFICATE.
To Mr. Clark, Hoddesdon, for Correct Labels.

To Mr. Bray, Gardener to Baron Goldsmid, Regent's Park, for

6 Cinerarias.

To Mr. Turner, Slough, for Pansy Perfection.

To Mr. Windsor, Gardener to A. Bligb, Esq., Kiddapore Hall,

for Fuchsia splendidissima. tt^
To Mr. Gaines, Battersea, for 6 Calceolarias.

To Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Road, for 11 varieties of

Amaryllis.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for Azalea Beauty of Dropmore.
To the same for Alba magnifies.
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GRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.

HPHOMAS GIBUS and CO., the Sjsedsmbn to the
* Royal Agl'Iotfltt.ra. fiocioty Of England! beg to inform tl ( <-Jr

frtendft and ii(.;ri(jii]tnniitn genera))? that tiwy wo.now prepared
to iinjipJy tins iind^riiUiijtloni'U In any quantities required.

MixtiirfiH of Gi'ftHfl Seeds for laying down land to permanent
•PaHtiiro and Mwidow ; irrigation or water Meadow Mixtuve«;
Upland Rh(wp Walk Mixtures; Park and Field Lawn Mlxtnres;
Renovating Klixtni'-H for old Hwai'dn; Garden, Lawn, or Grass-
plot Mixtures ; Tarlous Permanent Grass Seeds supplied sepa
rately to order; Mixtures for one year's lay, do, for two or three
ycnrB' lay (commonly called " BCOUfl ").

(JLOVEKH.—Ited or broad leriveil, white or Dntcb, Bed Bui I
i"

Alnlko or Hybrid, Tinfoil, Cow Grawi or I'orarmiaL

RYE'GKABBKH.— Italian (very lino), Annual, Improved Peren-
nial, and other kind".

CARROTS.—Large Wlilta Belgian, rarge field Altrlngbom,
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Kurrey.

PARSNIPS.—G Ibbs' largo Guernsey Cattle, common large.

mangold WURZELS^Long Bed, Orengo or follow Globe,
Red Globe, long Yellow.

Oi BBAGES.—Large Drumbead Cattle, Thousand headed.

TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swedes, Blclrvlng's
Sweden, Green-top Yellow Hybrid, Kedfop Yellow Hybrid,
Globus or Rounds, Tmikurd'H nortfi, Kohl Rftbl,

Lucerne, Broom, Fui'ZO or GOrse, Field Parsley, Rape, PJcod
Barley sorts, wheat sorts, Bye, Sainfoin, Tares, white Mustard,
White yilobian Ueet, Peas, J'otatoon, and nil other «eodn for

the farm.

KITCHEN GARDEN and ELOWER SEEDS, Including all

tbo new and most approved varieties. Assortmontrmmu ip

to mitt different sized gardens, or to any kIvoii amount.

Priced Lints of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds tient ftfco

by post on application to Tiiomah GTDBS & Co., Corner of Jlalf-

Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

HEATHS AND EKACRISES.

MESSRS. YOVZhh add CO., in offering the follow-
Ing, b< r to say that the whole are very > . Itby

i

Ki'own
;
tbo«e nidik'd • are net well lor Mowi

ERICAS, Strong busby planl i In :

trieties 'Aggregate. Mcoler, Cavendlnjil, I

daphnoJdcft, aent«sulaU roosciiata, *tcb(flon
hybrida,fiy*cInt!i(flOTa. Unnasoldei nova, Metu)«-flon

i

p/openderis, "pTopendetJi mMflor»j •pyrtform)*
i

"j

Hlndryiifin, Vontncont bravlflonv V. coniscai
rubra. *V. denia caniaR, *V> faodculata rosea, V ft

luperba. v. fascicule Ia longfflora, *\
. bin urn .

.

OWflS, *V. i upeilin, ' V. Itimlila, * V.tein Ifli

tlta rulglda, Wiidlflon, Weslnballngl, •Wflrnwes
Tbo above are all dwarf busby plants, and can bo tn\

the trade at the usual discount in largo quantities.

ISRICA0, in large and r.oKtii 607*, at 9t, pei down rai

ArchOrlana, amp* rubra, arUUtn major, Dandonlano, l

di»bi, cerlntholfli a coronate, Cllffbrdl, Colorai i, diphn*
DevonlaDA depressa, dtntlculata ujoscbata, elate, eirerfans .'

I

oxlmla, exurgens cocdnla, (gracilis. Ifartnoil I, )..<,

hybrid a, byoelnthfflora, longlflora, Llnm
I

-

tulieflora bfcolor, 'ovataj *pi i ip i us nai a ,

dens, '['"'i 1 tublflora, pnraaloJdoii, *81ndryan
sulphuroa, tricolor, tricolor rubra, vent, alba, ( ilni lincU,
V.oarnea, v. i ocdnaa minor, t^.dependei

i

i y, fact.
eulaia longltiora, V. ». rosea, V. globoaa. \'. blrsuta, \

nlflora, V. perspleuoldes, ^ernonlana, vem.
oUIate, Vestlti earoei tonulflora, Vesi fulgl

Weidpbalin^i, Wilinoren np< i l»t, U'nlkrii.

Those are admirably adapted tor specimen being ol
tbo proper slae to Htnrtwiib; the trade maj
the usual discount per lOOplantM.

EPACRISES, In large tiTSfflne plants, 12«.perdo»
ihiin 111 Urge 60*s and small Wh, d$. per d< z* a,

The UBUal discount to tbo trade.

Y<i 1 1 1. & Co., Royal Rurscry, Great Varmeulb.
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HORTICULTUEAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
EXHIBITION AT GORE HOUSE, May 16, 1855.

AWARD OP THE JUDGES.
Mixed Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS—In Twelves.
G.B.I. Mr. Dods, Gr. to Sir John Cathcart, Hart., F.H.S.
G.B.2. Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir Edmund Antrotnis, Bait., F.H.S.
S.G. Messrs. Frasor, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton,
L.S. Mr. Bartor, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill.

Mixed Collections op STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS—In Sixes.

S.G. Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S.
L.S. Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.
S.K. Mr. Cutbush, Nurseryman, Barnot.
S,B. Mr. Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., Palace, Bromley.
CI. Messrs. Rollisson, Nurserymen, Tooting.

GREENHOUSE AZALEAS—In Twelves.
L.G. Messrs. Lane, Nurserymen, Great Berkhampstead.
G.K. Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

GREENHOUSE AZALEAS—In Sixes.
G.B.I. Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S.
G.B.2. Mr. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq.
S.G. MesBrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.
L.S. Mr. Clarke, Gr. to Mrs. Webb, Hoddesdon.
S.K, Mr. Gaines, F.H.S., Battersea.
S.B. Mr. Bray, Gr. to Baron Goldsmid, F.H.S.
C.l. Mr. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Pbillpotts, Esq., Stamford Hill.

GREENHOUSE AZALEAS—Single Specimens.
S.K. Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.
S.B. Messrs. Lane, Great Berkhampstead.

INDIAN RHODODENDRONS—In Sixes.
S.G. Messrs. Lane, Great Berkhampstead.
L.S. Mr. Gaines, F.H.S, Battersea.

ORCHIDS—In Twenties—(Amateurs.)
L.G.I. Mr. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., F.H.S.
L.G.2. Mr. Woolley, Gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq., Cheshunt.

ORCHIDS-In Tens—(Amateurs.)
G.B.I. Mr. Gednev, Gr. to Mrs. Ellis, Rose Hill, Hoddesdon.
G.B.2. Mr. Clark.'Gr. to Mrs. Webb.
S.G. Mr. Carson, Gr. to \V. F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S.
L.S. Mr. Hume, Gr. to Robert Hanburv, Eso., F.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir Edmund Antrobus, Bt, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Summerfield, Gr. to J. S. Venn, Esq.

ORCHIDS—In Fifteens—(Nurserymen.)
G.B.I. Messrs. Veitcb, Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea.

G.B.2. Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting.

CAPE HEATHS—In Texs.
G.B.I. Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting.
G.B.2. Mr. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill.

S.G. Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.

CAPE HEATHS—Single Specimens.
S.K. Messrs. Veitcb, King's Road, Chelsea.
S.B. Mr. Cutbush, Barnet.
C.l. Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting.
C.l. Mr. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Pbillpotts, Esq.

SINGLE SPECIMENS— Excluding everything which can be
shown singly in other numbers.

S.K. Messrs. Garraway & Co., Nurserymen, Bristol.

S.B. Mr. Cutbush, Barnet.
S.B. Messrs. Standish& Noble, Nurserymen, Bagshot.
C.l. Mr. Tegg, Gr. to Baron Hambro, F.H.S.
C.l. Mr. Turner, F.H.S., Royal Nursery, Slough.

NEW PLANTS IN FLOWER.
L.S. Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, Edgeware Road

(Andromeda formosa).
S.K.Messrs. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea (Embothrium coc-

cineum).
S.B. Mr. Tegg, Gr. to the Baron Hambro, F.H.S. (Hoya sp.)

NEW PLANTS NOT IN FLOWER.
S.K. Messrs. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea (Aralia papyrifera).

NEW GARDEN HYBRIDS.
C.l. Messrs. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea (Rhododendron con-

spicuuin).

C.2. Messrs. Veitch, King's Road, Chelsea (Rhododendron
guttatum pictum).

MISCELLANEOUS.
S.K. Messrs. Paul, Nurserymen, Cheshunt, Herts. (30 new Roses

in pots.)

S.B. Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S. (Tetrathee.t
ericifolia.)

C.l. Messrs. Lee, Nurserymen, Hammersmith (Azalea LeeanaX
C.l. Messrs. Rollisson, Nurserymen, Tcoting (Azalea Empress

Eugenie).
0.2. Mr. Bray, Gr. to Baron Goldsmid. F.H.S. (6 Calceolarias.)
C.2. Mr. Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., Palace, Bromley

(Caladiuiu bicolor splendens).
ROSES IN POTS—In Twelves— (Amateurs).

G.K.I. Mr. Bushy, Gr. to J. Crawley, Esq., F.H.S.
G.K.2. Alexander Rowland, Esq., F.H.S.
G.B.I. Mr. Terry, Gr. to Lady Giles Puller.
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SATURDAY, MAT Vt. 1858

Till Wednesday Last few persons knew anything

of Gore House except that it had once been in-

habited by the Countess of Blessingtos, and -*3'.

afterwards desecrated by Monsieur Sotf.e ar.d \.'\
'

t

myrmidons. The great Exhibition of Fiowers by.

the Horticultural Society hai now explained »hai

ROSES IN POTS—In Twelves—(Nurserymen).
G.K.I. MesBrs. Lane, Uorkhampstead.
G.K.2. Mr. Francis, F.H.S., Hertford.

TALL CACTI-I:.- BlXKg.
S.G. Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir Edmund Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S.

PELARGONIIIMS-In Twelves—(Amatenra).
G.B.I. Mr. Windsor, Gr., Kidderpore Hall, West End, Bamnstd.
G.B.2. Mr. Todman, Or. to Mrs. Buckraaster, Clapham Park.

PELARGONIUMS-lN TwELVES-(N'urserymen).
G.B.I. Mr. Charles Turner, F.H.S., Slougb.
G.B.'2. Messrs. Dobson & 8on, Isleworth.
S.G. Mr. Gaines, F.H.S., Battersea.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS—In Sixps-(Amateiirs).
L.S. Mr. Windsor, Gr., Kidderpore Hall, West End, Hampstead.
S.K. Mr. Robinson, Gr. to J. Simpson, Esq., Thames Bank,

Pimlico.
S.B. Mr. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS—In SixES-(Nurserymen).
L.S. Mr. C. Turner, F.H.S., Slongb.
S.K. Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.
S.B. Mr. Gaines, F.H.S., Battersea.

CINERARIAS.
L.S. Mr. C. Turner, F.H.S., Slougb.
S.K. Mr. Wiggins, Gr. 10 Edward [Beck, Esq., F.H.S.
S.B. Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth.

PANSIES IN POTS.
S.B. Mr. C. Turner, F.H.S., Slough.
C.l. Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isloworth.

PINE APPLES, PROVIDENCE. &C,
L.S. Mr.Robmson^Gnto-Lord Boston, F.H.S. (* Providence

|^ ^XaXioTL really «, arJd shown bow "admirab

S.B. Mr. Clements, Oakbill, Barnet (a Providence Pine, 5 lbs. 5cz.)
!

is adapted for public purposes by extent, by tbe
pine APPLES. JAMAICAS, queens, &c. arrangement of the ground, and. above al..
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DPiDC,31bs - 502 ') facility of access from London. And we
S.K. Mr. Clements, Black Jamaica Pine, 3 lbs.

S.B. Mr. Fleming, Gr. to .bis Grace the Duke of Sutherland,
F.H.S. (Moscow Queen, '2 lbs. 3 oz.)

BLACK GRAPES—Single Disbes.
L.S. Mr. Clements.
S.K. Mr. Slowe, Gr. to W. R. Baker, Esq., F.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Dods, Gr. to Sir John Cathcart. Bart.. F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Fleming, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Munro, Gr. to Mrs. Oddie.
S.B. Mr. Breadley, Gr. to Sir S. M. Peto, Bart, T.P.H.S.
H.M. Mr. Spary, Queen's Graperies, Brighton (for Colour).

WHITE GRAPES—Single Dishes.
L.S. Mr. Breadley, Gr. to Sir S. M. Peto, Bart, Y.P.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Clements.
S.B. Mr. Ward, Gr. to W. Stephens, Esq., F.H.S.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES-In Collections oe Tht.ee.
'

S.G. Mr.Fleming,Gr.tohisGracetheDukeofSutuerland,F.H.S.
|

PERSIAN MELONS.
S.K . Mr. Fleming. G r. to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland. F.H.S.

(Trenthain Hyhrid).
S.B. Mr. Robertson, Gr. to Lady Emily Foley (Hybrid Persian).

FIGS.
S.B. Mr. Busby, Gr. to J. Crawley, Esq., F.H.S, Brown Turkey.

CHERRIES—Single Dishes.

S.K. Mr. Fleming, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to Her Majesty.

RASPBERRIES.
C.l. Mr. McEwen, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, F.H.S.

STRAWBERRIES—In Collections.
L.S. Mr. McEwen, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, F.H.S.

(Eleanor | British Queen | Victoria).

STRAWBERRIES—Single Dishes.

S.K. Mr. Cox, Gr. to J. Hodgson. Esq.. F.H.S. (Keens' Seedling -.

S.B. Mr. Constantine, Gr. to C. Mills, Esq. (Prince of Wales'

.

C.l. Mr. R. Smith, Twickenham (Keens' Seedling\

C.2. Mr. Lane, Gr. to J. H. Palmer. Esq., F.H.S. TDitto).

C.2. Mr. Dmmmond, Gr. to S. L. Stephens. Esq.. F.H.S. (Ditto\
C.2. Messrs. Tyne & Son, Honnslow (Di:: .

RARE EXOTIC FRUITS.
G.B.2. Mr. Iveson, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Northumber-

land, V.P.H.S. (Fruit of the Mangosteen—Garcims
Mangostana).

MISCELLANEOUS.
S.K. Mr. Fleming, Gr. to his Grace the Duke ofSutherland, F.H.S.

"(Mandarin Oranges in pois).

S.B. Mr. Constantino, Gr. to C. Mills. Esq. (Grapes, in pots).

C.l. Mr. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., I'JI.S. (Himalaya
Cucumbers).

H.M. Mr. Lockyer, Priuces Square, Plyzsoutb {Lemcr.s grown
in the open air).

but express our conviction thai -seeing

wisdom of Her Majesty's Commissioners in obtain-

ing possession of such a site, partly by mean^
surplus of the gTeat Exhibition and partly

Parliamentary grant, will be folly es'abiis:

the result. The ground in the hands of the Com-
missioners includes about SG acres, and is already

enclosed on two sides by n-^r

in the direction of Brompton. one of which
called "Prince Albert's

7
' will be perhaps the

finest near the metropolis. On the north i

Kensington high road, and another is to be made on
the south, so that the area in the final occupation of

the Commissioners will form an i-rega^ar rxualleJc-

gram, of which the kept ground filled en Wednes-
day by the Horticultural Society :' ion of

the northern limit. Xo one who stoc-i upon this

spot, and carried his eye over funded b>-

the flags fixed by order of the

could fail to see how great are the me-.

disposal for the purpose of a: art.

The ground on which the Exhi .

consisted of the gardens and adjoining field formerly

in the occupation of Lacy Blesstj

Elizaekth Wh'.tbf.v.o. H: :

command of his R.H. P

the Roval Commission. The >j« c

was well sci'r i for such an open.'.

Horticultural Socitty. v . more
favourable, would have formed a : an
with the lar;e l-wns. l!

trees, and the numerous tents ; but the ?r_r_ .

shine even once, the air was chi_= 1

atmosphere acted upon - . ir_-

tl.e dav. although iry. was re ::" —:-_'.-:: r.:: if

summer, hut we trasi .:_ -r_r_^~i.

weather as we have s:; :er_ced.

The Qrstx. accompanied by ?riree .
!

.

-
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theDuke of Sake Coeukg, the Princess of Hohen-

lohe, and their suite, visited the garden early, and

the exhibitors will gladly learn that her Majesty

was graciously pleased, not only to express her

satisfaction at the general result of their labours,

but at the gradual progress in good cultivation,

which their displays annually evince. And even

the most critical must admit that such Roses, and

such Azaleas, were never seen before, or indeed

such fruit in the month of May.
We shall not, on the present occasion, particu-

larise individual exhibitors, of whom a full and

separate account will be found in another column,

but content ourselves with adding our own humble

testimony to that of the distinguished visitors, that

such plants and fruits as were on Wednesday pro-

duced in spite of every difficulty which could arise

out of a most ungenial spring, reflected the highest

honour upon the horticulture of England. And this

too was the unanimous opinion of the numerous

spectators who filled the grounds in the afternoon.

In the last number of the " Quarterly Review,"

p. 439, in the article " The Forester," the writer

offers some advice on the formation and treatment

of hedges. For the benefit of such of our readers

as may not have perused the article in question, we
quote the passage referred to. " If," says the

writer, " the last (Quicksets) be selected, it (the

hedge) will be rendered more efficacious, though

less ornamental, by mixing Beeches with the

Thorns, as these trees, when young, retain their

withered leaves until spring, affording shelter to the

plantation during the budding season, which is the

period when their services are most needed. The
young Thorns, before being set, should be cut down
to about 4 inches above the crown of the root ; but

the Beeches must be left whole."

Before offering any comment on this passage, we
will direct attention to another "frorn the same

article, merely requesting our readers to be good

enough to compare them. At p. 444, the writer

tells us that " The first object is to encourage the

trees to root themselves firmly in the ground. A
plant should never be required to do two things at

once, or one, perhaps both, will he performed im-

perfectly, and the plant will suffer. On this

principle it is a bad practice to prune a young tree

severely when transplanted, while to cut it down to

the roots is likely to be most pernicious."

Surely the writer must have forgotten the first

passage -when he wrote the last one. No one will,

we think, dispute the very excellent physiological

axiom conveyed in the latter; but why it is not as

applicable to a Thorn as to an Oak or a Beech,
ire confess we are unable to perceive. If the act of

cutting a Thorn off to within 4 inches of the crown
of the root is not severe pruning, what does con-

titute severe pruning ?

The fact is, that when Thorns are planted to

form a hedge they should not, except the plants are

very large, be cut down, and then but partially.

The operation should not be performed till after a

year's growth. .And we are sure that no one who
is desirous of raiding effective Thorn hedges would
think of mixing Beeches with them; notwithstanding

the recommendation of so high an authority as that

of the " Quarterly Review." Beeches alone form a

very handsome and, if properly managed, efficient

hedge ; and the same may be said of Thorns, as

every-body knows ; hut if you wish to destroy the

efficiency of both combine them in the same fence.

If the shelter which a Beech hedge affords, from the

circumstance of its retaining the leaves after they are

dead, is of value to a young plantation, by all means
plant Beeches ; there can be no possible reason for

destroying its efficiency in this respect by mingling
Thorns with them.

We are aware that many persons are in the habit
of introducing into the same hedge other plants

besides Beech and Thorn ; but all such mixtures

are to be condemned. Decide upon some one kind
of hedge plant most suitable for the particular

purpose required, and form your fence of that alone.

The practical value of this advice few will dispute.

We have said that Thorns when planted to form a

hedge should not, except under particular circum-

stances, be cut down till after they have been esta-

blished one season. Many excellent cultivators act

otherwise we know, but this is more from defer-

ence to custom than from any other consideration.

On a large estate with which we are acquainted,

where Thorn hedges are planted yearly to a great

extent, the practice adopted is as follows. We may
add that the hedges there are very rapidly formed,
raid are highly efficient as fences.

The line of hedge having been marked out, a
space 2 feet wide is trenehed to the same depth.
Upon this 3 or 4 inches of well rotted manure are
put and forked in. Over this forked ground 6 or 8
inches of the soil outside of the trenched ground is

cast, so as to give the foundation of the hedge a

prominence over the adjacent field. In the ground
so prepared the young Thorns, as soon as the leaf is

cast in the autumn, are planted, bat not cut down.
Small healthy plants are chosen. Of course a rough
fence is placed as a protection. After the plants have,
by being planted a season, become well established

at root, a handy man with a large pruning knife

cuts all the plants down to within an inch or so of

the soil. This operation is performed in the spring,

just before growth commences. Of course, during
the preceding summer no weeds have been allowed
to interfere with the growth of the plants. After

the first spring pruning is over, all the cut down
plants and rubbish are carefully cleared off, and the

ground about the plants stirred and " turned in."

During the second season after planting, weeding
is carefully attended to. Each plant will of course

have made two, three, or more shoots. These are at the

pruning season cut hard back, as with the young
plants in the previous year. The rich ground will

form an admirable foundation for the future hedge,
and proper attention only is required to secure an
excellent fence.

Common or ordinary plants are unfortunately

considered by very many persons as not requiring

the same careful treatment as others of greater

rarity. Very few cultivators we know think of

manuring their hedges. The usual practice of hedge
planting, with the subsequent attention which the

plants receive, bears out what we have said. A bank
of poor soil is thrown up of some 2 feet in height.

A number of Thorns, mutilated after the most
approved fashion of our reviewer, are stuck in.

And this part of the affair, by the bye, is not seldom
performed when the plants are in leaf. Upon this

bank they dry up, or are starved, constant deficiencies

occur, and the misapplied labour of half-a-dozen

years produces a hedge in name, but no fence in

reality. G. W. L.

Oor readers cannot but peruse with intense satis-

faction the following correspondence, for it shows
that political honour and inflexible integrity may
find solid support even against influences as power-
ful as those of an unscrupulous Treasury. The
House of Commons has done its duty by compelling

the gentlemen who deprived the country of the

services of Mr. Kennedy to eat dirt in the most
literal sense ; and we now see, with admiration, that

one of Her Majesty's subjects has nobly stepped
forward to proclaim in a most unmistakeable
though unostentatious manner that disgust which is

everywhere felt at an act of despotism from which
even a Turkish Government would have shrunk.

We sincerely congratulate the right honourable
gent^nian and his friends upon so signal a recognition

of his wrongs ; but we still more congratulate the

country upon the continued existence of a public

spirit which, though latent, will some day break

out and overwhelm those who render good depart-

mental administration impossible :

—

" Porthkerry. Coiobridge, South Woles, May 14, 1855.

" Sir,—I shall be obliged if you will be so good as to

insert in the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle this

note, together with the accompanying copy of a document
(the name omitted), the original of which has been re-

cently transmitted to me. I wish to add that I have
accepted the gift it confers, aud although I am not
permitted to mention the name of the donor, I may
state that he is not connected with my family, and that

relations of friendship, which have existed between him
and myself during the unbroken period of now fifty

years, have governed my conduct in this matter.
" I am, Sir, your very obedient Servant,

" T. F. Kennedy."
" To the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle."

{Copy.)

Whereas my friend, the Right Hon. Thomas Francis
Kenned}-, has been deprived of the office he held as

Commissioner of Woods and Forests, mainly, as I

believe, from his inflexible zeal in the discharge of the

duties of that office, in promoting the welfare of the

country, at the sacrifice of influential patronage, and
be may not for long, or ever during his life, have that

injustice repaired ; therefore I, , hereby bind
and oblige myself, my heirs, executors and successors,

and to pay to the said Thomas Francis Kennedy
an annuity of twelve hundred pounds a year, at two
terms in the year, Whitsunday and Martinmas, by ecjual

portions, commencing the first term's payment thereof

at the term of Whitsunday, 1855, and so on half-yearly

thereafter : Provided always, that in the event of his

being appointed to any office, or receiving any pension

or allowance in respect of his past services to the

country, the said annuity shall be diminished to the

extent of the salary of such office, or of such pension or

allowance ; and I consent to the registration hereof for

preservation and execution. In witness whereof I have
subscribed these presents, written by , at London,
the fourth day of May, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty-five, before these witnesses, and .

(Signed)

New Plants.
125. So-called new spEcrEs of Conifers.

1. Pinus spinulosa, Griffith ic. iv., t. 373, is Abies
Morinda.

1. Pinus Griffiths, M'CleUand in Griff, ic. iv., t. 375,
is Pinus txceha.

3. Pinus Khasyanus, Griff, ic. iv., t. 377, is a very
doubtful plant, probably identical with Pinus sinensis.

4. Pinus Maeleriensis, Tenore in Ann. des Sciences,

4 sen vol. 2, p. 379, is said to differ from the Stone Pine
in its very unequal-sided apophysis, with the central
tubercle somewhat hooked, not flat, in the leaves being
twice as long and occasionally in threes, and in its

branches not being upright, but like those of a Pinaster,
of which it has the habit. Professor Tenore says he had
the seeds 20 years ago from Mr. Fox Strangways as
a Pine from Madeira. Is it different from Pinus
canadensis ?

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXII.
310. Chlorosis 5. (Constitutional and Organic.)

Potato Curl.—It is with some hesitation that I refer
this malady to Chlorosis, because I have had no oppor-
tunity of studying it properly myself. It is unknown
or extremely rare in the midland counties, and indeed
does not appear of late years to have been so formidable
as at the beginning of the century, though it was said to be
very prevalent in 1847 in Potatoes from Bermuda in the
gardens of the Horticultural Society, and in other im-
ported varieties. The best account of the disease with
which I have been able to meet is in the treatise of
Martius, who however knew the disease only from the
reports of others, to which I referred some years since
in Morton's " Encyclopsedia of Agriculture," and in
that of Putsehe and Bertuch, which I had not seen
when that article was written. From an attentive con-
sideration, it seems to me to be a constitutional disease,

however it may have been at first contracted. All the
accounts are unfortunately deficient in a description
of the appearance exhibited by the young shoots, which
is the more desirable, as its connection with, or dis-

tinction from, a disease described in the following
article, which before the occurrence of the Potato
murrain was known under the name of the dry rot, and
characterised by the frequent decay of the setf, the
difficulty with which they shoot, and the imperfection
of the shoots wdien produced, combined with a ten-

dency to produce a few miserable tubers instead of
rising into perfect haulm, requires to be satisfactorily

ascertained.

311. The curl was first observed in Great Britain in

the year 1764, but it soon extended into the provinces
on the Rhine, and to other parts of Europe. The most
extravagant notions were prevalent as to its cause, one
of the most singular of which, and maintained with
much violence was that it was due to the impregnation
of the finer varieties of Potatoes with the pollen of those
kinds which are cultivated for cattle. No more satis-

factory result was derived from all the treatises than
from the greater part of those with which Europe was
inundated in 1845 respecting the Potato murrain. It

was, however, observed that settings from crops affected
with curl were capable of propagating the malady, and
that the safer practice, even where pains were taken to
destroy every affected plant, was to obtain seed from a
district entirely free from the malady. The disease
must, therefore, either be constitutional or must be
produced by something inherent in or adherent to the
settings, the former of which seems to me the more
probable condition on a careful examination of the
evidence.

312. The affected plants are at once distinguished
by their sickly stunted growth, their simple unbranched
stems, their almost sessile leaves, their mottled chlorotic
aspect, their distorted shape, and by partial decay of
the tissues, affecting not only the external parts but
penetrating to the centre, so that the stems perish long
before their time. The fruit when produced, which is but
rarely the case, for the flowers in general fall off

prematurely, is mottled like the stem and leaves, and
the tubers which are few in number, if produced at all,

insipid and watery, are perfectly useless from the
unpleasant effects which they produce. These tubers,

like those of Potatoes affected by Potato murrain, d

not necessarily reproduce the disease, but together witti

the greater part of those amongst which' they grow they
have a tendency to do so.

313. Though the foliage is occasionally much altered
and distorted, the name of the disease is quite as much
derived from the curved form assumed by the shoots
as from the leaves themselves. There is the greater
necessity to call attention to this point, because the
name is often applied to Potatoes affected by aphis.

A few individuals about a plant are quite sufficient to

affect the foliage ; but even where the appearance of a
whole crop is thus affected, the consequences may be
altogether immaterial. The aphis is injurious only
where it multiplies to excess.*

314. Chlorosis 6. Dry Rot in Potatoes.—Before
I proceed to the consideration of this disease, it is

necessary to remark that though the popular name is

identical in meaning with the affection to which the

* Since the article on the Chlorosis of Hyacinths was written
I have had a plant in my possession in which the leaves and
stem were distorted with wart-like swellings, the flowers only
partially opened, those at the top gradually dying, and the paler
portions of the leaves showing a similar disposition. The bulb
is unhealthy, but not actually decaying, and the roots, though
weak, do not appear unsound. As the decay is beginning to affect

the leaves, the whole "plant will probably perish.
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Til k c,A i: ih<;n i. us' CHROiN [CLE
Gormans liavo given tlio name of Truckcri-fiiule, there

is no resemblance whatever between the two maladies.

It was observed in paragraph (•'Jl'v that the relation of

dry rot to curl Iihh not at present been accurately

ascertained, lie this relation, however, what it may,

the disease is unhappily too generally known from the

great loss which it occasions to the cultivator, and the

disastrous consequences which have arisen, more
especially in Ireland, Tlie HetH when committed to the

ground remain either altogether dormant^ and then pass
into a state of decay, or they produce only weak and
distorted shoots whicli either themselves swell iulo a

miserable tuhor, or give rise without any further deve-
lopment to a few diminutive Potatoes, or if the Bboot
lias Btrcngth enough to appear above the surface it

attains only small dimensions with a yollow ohlorotlc
aspect, and perishes without, however, as far an
I liavo observed, exhibiting any marked distor-

tion. All tho tubers from tlio same seed are not
Similarly affected ; and in consequence the crop in

goneral exhibits a patchy appearance. Now, it is at

once evident that every case in whicli tho tubers refuse
to germinato is not reforriblo to the same cause. They
may liavo been heated, salt may have been purposely
placed with the Potatoes in tlio pits to prevent heating,
or tho Potatoes themselves may bo partially decayed
from diflbrent causes, and in such cases wo need not be
surprised if tho crop fails, Tho cbbchco of tho diseaso
before us consists in tho tubers being to all appearance,
ovon on attentive examination, perfectly sound, and yet
indisposed to shoot—a condition precisely contrary to

that which obtains in tubers affected with tlio Potato
murrain, which are notoriously precocious.

315. One or two of tlio causes wdiich have been
assigned for this affection liavo already been disposed of.

Imperfect ripening of the tubers is one which perhaps
would deserve a little notice, if there wero any reason
to supposo that, in the majority of cases in which it

occurs, imperfectly ripened sets were used. This is,

however, so far from being the case that tho very con-
trary supposition, of tho tubers being allowed to arrive
at the most perfect state of growth before their removal
from the soil, is a favourite theory with some ; founded
partly on the fact that imperfectly ripened seeds germi-
nate more readily when committed at once to the ground,
than those in which the tissues and their contents have
arrived at that condition in which they can retain their
vegetative powers the greatest length of time, and
partly on the notion that, where the whole or the
greater part of the contents of the cells are converted
into fecula, there is little or no nitrogenous matter
present to facilitate the conversion of the starch
grains into a soluble substance capable of affording
nourishment with sufficient rapidity to the nascent or
dormant eye. It is not, however, observed that where
scattered tubers have been accidentally left in the
ground, or where whole plants have been left inten-
tionally, there is any difficulty of vegetation, or any
want of strength in ths young shoots. The practice of
greening Potatoes by exposing them to light depends
upon this notion ; but if it has any effect in producing a
flourishing crop, it is probably because such tubers are

less liable to decay than others, or less exposed to the

attack of such fungi as prey on organisms in which the

vital principle is liable to easy derangement. Thus
much at least seems certain, that where whole tubers
are used in preference to sets, the crops are much less

subject to the dry rot. In their natural condition the

feculiferous cells are protected not only by the cuticle

itself, but by several layers of subcuticular cells,

whereas in sets they are completely exposed, and it is

very possible that the immediate subjection to the fluids

contained in the soil, which may contain matter ex-

tremely noxious when absorbed at once by the cells,

though harmless when imbibed by the euticular surface

or spongelets, may prove injurious. The whole subject
is, however, open to further inquiry ; but no result can
be expected where preconceived notions or hasty con-
clusions blind the judgment and prevent a fair exami-
nation of comparative pheuomena. It is well ascertained
by the most careful and competent judges, that in com-
parison of sets undivided tubers have a great superiority
in point of certainty and produce ; it is wise, therefore,
to follow the experience of such authorities, even though
it may entail a little additional outlay ; and where
parties are obstinately bent on using sets, it may be well
to apply lime, or diluted gas-tar, or other matters which
appear to protect them from external injury. I have
not adverted to the use of raw manure, which, however
injudicious it may be in other respects, cannot have any

ADVENTITIOUS ROOTS.
It is a fact pretty well established that, in pheuo-

gamous plants, adventitious roots are not formed, except
where there is vascular tissue under whose vital

influence the young rootlet may be developed ; and this

is no less true of each further division of the root than
of the primary axis. An excellent illustration of this

was afforded by some Celery leaves which had been
accidentally injured, which were forwarded by Mr.
William Ford in the early part of 1852, one of "which
was figured in this journal at the time, producing a
mass of roots from a spongy callus generated at the
lower lip of the fracture. A single leaf has just
occurred to me, producing perfect roots from the
fractured surface ; but in this ease the upper lip of the
wound gave rise to the roots, which were uniformly in

pairs. A vertical section through the leaf and young

rootlet, an in the former Insfa 1 liibii ii ; , ,1,,,,.,

communication of the vet 1 uli ft ! thi leal

that of the i><<<ti and bad nothing more appeared 1

hould nave considoved it quite luperftuouj
attention again to the matter i bill the 1

remarkably modified at the point. o\ juocti

respective fascicles, ilmt it iii wall worth a few
words.

in the root Itself, and in the vasoulor buodli (ton
which it tprang, the iplraj vessels (for trui

capablo of being unrolled, oxifted in the fo

straight and snowed no peculiarity, i>ut at the point of

junction they were highly distorted and branched, often
giving off short protniii ironces, tod Inci

by the swilling out of their sides after Mo- fashion ol s
branebed Conferva, and not by ibo pn •

i bow
cells within tho par* nt cell, or the coiitlinnir

and the subsequent absorption oi the dissepiments,
The fascioles, too, of each pair of roots wore mi
less connected< The structure woe in foci on
the same as that represented by Trceul in the abortive
adventitious roots of the yellow Water Lily ("Annates
des Sciences Naturcllcs, Nov., Dec., 1854 | the h

singularly enough those roots which in Nuq thai lutcum
break through the bark exhibit no such structure, while

their ramifications present merely the obtuse, slightly

curved, and incriissntod ends of their spiral

attached at right angles to tho scalariform orreticulated
vessels of the main root. As only a single root-beat ing
loaf occurred in which all the rootlets were well

di veloped, there was no opportunity of observing in

what precise manner they were given off, but it is

quite clear that the spongy eel hilar mass produced at
tho fractured eurfaco had no further part in their

production than supplying nutriment and temporary
protection to the nascent fascicle from whicli the now
root was ultimately developed.

It is worthy of remark, in connection with the fact of
the adventitious roots in tho former cose arising from
ascending fascicles, whereas, in the present, they are
duo to descending offsets, that in the yellow Water Lily
all the adventitious roots are originally ascendant,
though eventually those only appear to be in general
developed which arc on the side which is in contact with

the soil. The figure exhibits four pairs of roots s[ ringing

from three marginal ribs of the leaf, as seen from ihe

upper surface, the spongy body, in consequence of its

obliquity, being completely concealed. The fasciclo of

vessels alone is represented as seen in a vertical section,

not passing directly through the centre, but a little on
one side, the bast cells which surround it being entirely

omitted as not exhibiting anything peculiar. The outer
surface of all the roots was clothed with short delicate

hairs, which 110 doubt are a great assistance to the

spongy tissue in imbibing nutriment from the soil. I

have nothing to add to the practical inferences which
were before deduced from this curious subject. M. J. B.

TROP.'EOLUJI TRICOLORUM.
Than this, few plants possess more real interest ; and

it is as useful as it is interesting, for it continues to

flower nearly the whole season through. It is so easily

managed, too, that it may be cultivated successfully in a

greenhouse, a pit, or even in a window, if frost is kept
from it ; and then its curiously formed, lovely red
flowers, when once developed, create such a charming
display, that any little care bestowed on it during its

early growth is amply repaid. Nobody who loves

flowers—and who does not '.—should be without this

valuable little plant, the training of whose tiny shoots

over the slender trellis that is destined to support them
affords agreeable employment for many an otherwise

profitless half hour.

The mode of culture I pursue is as follows. As soon
as the plants have done flowering, they are removed to

the back of the greenhouse, or to any sheltered place

most convenient, and are allowed to dry off gradually.

When the stems have become completely dried up, and
break from the bulbs, the latter are carefully taken out

of the pots in which they have flowered, wrapped in

paper, and preserved in a drawer, until the time arrives

for their being started again into growth. This will be

about the middle of September, when they will have

grown a few inches. I then pot them directly into the

pots they are intended to flower in. For bulbs from
four to five years old, I use 11-iuch pots, and smaller

in proportion to their size.

The soil which I find to suit them best is a ciix' .:

,

of equal parts of turfy loam and fibry peat, with a

portion of well-decomposed cow-dung, and a sutSciency

of silver-sand to make ihe whole gritty. These materials

should be well mixed together, and used in a rather

rough state. In potting, I employ clean washed pots.

and place about li inch of broken crocks over the

rougher portion M (he

-
1

Hlled, snd

Od V.HUIII:

rw»rd» modi

:

.-.How v,«u-r to stand it

Impatient of much moisture »•

in foil flower, and then they require a rat
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would b
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produced, and All 1 >. r;. pen
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is ; for wli.ii tlii, m ihe
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Home Correipori'lf.-.
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have, by tin Ii

which they 1, r.

ler, sod b_. an u
Hon ol the
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case ofthe Pale aedasobiest
on which discussion has lai e the d<-»n

zealous advocate •( Ihe I'oirnaise plan. Uui, aa J

apprehi nd, the subject can acarccly bec/tuidj-rrd to be
exhausted, if men s-< praetica
experience as Mi=iri. Weeks and Mr. A;re» d ftVr to
widely in opinion ; and .

I and utund-
ance cannot be an object of indifference to the many,
whatever it may be to the f- .»• with the
increased price to which these have lately attuned,
perhaps you will allow me to make a few observations

rather with a view to elicit the of the
experienced than to express my own, premising, how-
ever, that it is a point to which I have ^iven some
attention, and that the cost of my experiments, suit fas

ful and the reverse, falls on my own shoulders, i

perhaps truth in the proverb, that we are apt to attach

some, it may be an undue, value to experience
which we have acquired at our own expenae.
The question, then, as far as the public is concerned is

(leaving out all extreme cases of very large structures),

to what extent a number of separate horticultural build-

ings may with advantage be heated, hot water being the
medium, from a single boiler, as I suppose that few will

be found to maintain that each separate house and pit

will require a separate boiler. 1 his naturally divides
itself into two sections : the first the original cost of one
boiler with the additional connecting pipes and stops, in
comparison with a less quantity of pipes and stops, and
an additional number of boilers and setting ; the second,
the loss of caloric along the extra conveying pipes in

the first, against the escape from the chimneys and
furnaces in the other. The objections offered

Ayres are important ; and if they were without remedy
the subject would seem to admit of no further discus-

sion. But are they so in reality ? Ta'.t<-, for instance,

the one to which I attach the mot importance, the
bursting of the boiler : and as I have not escaped this

calamity I know how to sympathise with others in the

same predicament But if instead of one Urge boiler two of

an equal aggregate capacity were placed in juxtapen- I

that the same chimney and one settle. ble for

both, with stops connecting with the sime main flow and
return pipes, a precaution against the worst liis&ster

arising from the bursting of a single boiler is secured,

and other advantages obtained ; for, as both

boilers could be worked separately or together, the

control over the heating power would be much more
complete ; and as one supply of fuel would

scarcely any appreciable extra attendance would be

required. I am of course presuming that the houses

and pits to be heated are in such proximity that the

mains can be connected with each without t-ting carried

to wasteful distances. And thi- to another

of Mr. Ayres's objection: siting

valves, and the trouble of a:: ling 1

valve cannot be bad for less than 4i.. perhaps one

might pause to consider : •

valve cr a boiler, perhaps the balance might « .xroar

of the former, even at that price. I

nav. I know, that a simple and effc;

had for much less. If it be required to .

houses and pits at given cr vnrj -

be as necessary to* attend to, and -

heat as frequently, if each 1

boiler, as if they have one

supposing the command of a s - heat

for the whole

excessive cic- - i, indeed, ess

so the almost hocr

SO, with C. .
. -

external temperature during ihe 24

tive tec is3y be secure

and arrange: es laid in the respec-

tive houses. - - not :^:r::i ::

1 jres, that a given quantir
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c
oiitains a specific amount of calorie (the whole of

which I will add, is evolved in combustion, whether the

process of combustion be fast or slow), and that a giveu

bedv of water requires a certain amount of fuel to heat

it to auy given temperature (varying, of course, under

different conditions) ; and that that boiler which ab-

sorbs or extracts (I should rather say is the medium

of conveying to the pipes, not necessarily synyonmous

terms), with the least loss of heat from the door and

chimney, is the best ; no matter the form, nor is

it at all material whether one boiler or half a

dozen be employed, so that the object be attained.

Here however, the field of discussion begins, as

to which form and arrangement will do the most

effectually ; and although it forms the question at issue,

I will not trouble you with any lengthened theory of

my own ; only observing that as three sorts of

material may be used for fuel, perhaps no one

form or arrangement is equally best for all, but

as local position will determine—whether coals

which cake together during combustion ; or those which

do not, and coke and cinders ; and, lastly, wood, and

perhaps peat, be the fuel used, so do I incline to think

that each will require a different arrangement from the

other two for the most effective application of the

caloric. The extreme case to which Mr. Ayres alludes,

of a pit at Messrs. Weeks's being raised in a few

minutes to 60° at a distance of 365 feet from the fire,

I suppose is given by them to show that even at that

distance they have a command of heating power.

There is little fear that under a management far in-

ferior in intelligence to that of Mr. Ayres, such an
oversight should occur as to render it necessary to heat

a large boiler and 750 feet of pipes for the sake of a

solitary pit ; indeed there are few establishments

where several glass structures are in use, and where

Foreign Correspondence.
Guatemala, March 2, 1 855.—I went on the 5th of last

month to Los Nubes (the Clouds), reached them in seven

hours, and literally I found myself in the clouds. The
altitude of the mountains may range from 7000 to 8000

feet above the level of the sea, or perhaps a little more.

The soil is very light, but dark exquisite mould and

rich pasture. On the ascent (about 3 miles) were patches

of Cypress covering spots on the barrancas, forming

triangles and very remarkable from their foliage ; not

another tree mixing among them, and yet only in two

or three spots were distinct or solitary trees observable.

As we ascended I was particularly struck with the

intense scarlet of a plant of which seeds have gone home,

and also of Fuchsias, but only two species, pygmeea and

elegans. I took up my quarters in a new rancho

gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, Bart., of Cooper's Hill, Englefield
Green, for the following, viz. :

—

Adeuandra speciosa
Azalea, double red

„ exquisita
Aphelexis macrantua purpurea
Boronia pinuata
Chorozema ilicifolium

Erica Cavendishi
Eriostemon myoporoid.es
Epacris grandiflora
Gompholobium barbigerum
Leschenaultia formosa
Pimelea spectabilis

These were all large and beautiful plants. ~ The
Cavendish Heath was an immense bush literally covered
with flowers and the same may with justice be said of

the Boronia, which was perhaps one of the best plants
of the kiud ever shown. The Adenandra was an
admirable example of good plant growing, and so was
the Gompholobium, whose large yellow flowers were
much admired. The showy Pimelea was scarcely in

full blossom ; but it was a fine specimen, as was also

the double red Azalea. In short the whole of this

building, and fear I"passed as uncomfortable a time of gr°«P ™* composed of fine plants,

it as our Crimean folks. The cold was intense, and in
Mr - Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., of Cheam,

the morning the ground was quite white and the Grass wa
? !

ec
.

ond
-

Hls Plants were_: '

crispy, such as we have in October in England, but

oh ! what a glorious day, and how delighted I was with

my trip of three days ! The Oaks are 100 to 150 feet

high, covered with Lichens, Mosses, Tillandsias, and

Orchids, Epidendrum vitellinum, Odontoglossum corda-

tum, and Arpophyllums, with some fine varieties, really

very beautiful, of Epid. arbusculum ; one species I now
send to England, with white lip tipped with brilliant

Odontoglossum cordatum was in great beauty

Aphelexis purpurea
„ macrantha purpurea

Azalea, double red

„ Iveryana
„ purpurea

Daviesia umbellata

Eriostemon intermedium
Epacris miniata grandiflora

Franciscea calycina
Pimelea spectabilis

„ Hendersoni
Polygala Dalmaisiana

The most remarkable plant in this collection was
decidedly the Ivery Azalea, which was literally one
mass of white blossoms, faintly streaked with purple.

This was, as well it might be, the admiration of every-
body. The double red Azalea was also a remarkable

quite a Chiswick bank ; but how to get them down was

the difficulty, and I risked my neck two or three times,

for I am not so nimble on a tree as I used to be 20

years ago ; but the excitement was irresistible. From
bottom as well as atmospheric heat is derived from ' one tree, the only one with the assistance of ropes and

hot water, where firing can be entirely dispensed with two Indians which was at all scaleable, we culled about

pink.

What a clorious free-flowing thing this is ! — each
(

, .T, ° T .
b

, f ,„„„ ,i,„„ „ j„„„„ plant, but it was too stiffly trained to please some tastes.
bulb has two flower stems, and few less than a dozen r

_ 3 ___,._.._,.. _ , :ii,_ _r___j FJLjJl. :

to twenty flowers on each, and in masses presenting

for many days together the whole year round. Surely

then a case arises for consideration, to what extent

several separate horticultural structures may with ad-

vantage be heated from a single source, especially where
new buildings are being erected, or old ones rear-

ranged. T. K. '-

Advantage of Larch.—I have not a leaf out of any
tree (not even the Sycamore) excepting the Larch, all

of which, even 200 feet above the other deciduous trees,

are in full leaf. Somerset, May 12.

Crithmuni maritimum.—Permit me to ask if "Sam-
phire

1P

is not the common English name of this plant.

[Yes.] The French call it " Percepierre" or " Fenouil
mariu." It grows plentifully amongst the rocks on the

coast of Brittany, as I once learnt to my cost. Having
given a franc to a soldier whogathered a basketful for me,
his example was followed by so many of his comrades,
that I was forced to stop payment long before their zeal in

the " dreadful trade " was exhausted. I was not aware
that the name of "-Percepierre " was used in England.
J. M. O

and certainly a little more freedom might have improved
its appearance. The Pimeleas were fair specimens of

the kind, and the Franciscea was also a good plant, as

were most of those of which the group consisted. In-

deed, the great distinguishing feature of the show was
that there was not a bad plant in it.

Another collection of 12 came from Messrs. Fraser,

who sent :
—

Adenandra speciosa Eriostemon scabrum
Azalea speciosissima Erica pinifolia rosea

„ Fielderi Gompholobium barbige^lm
Aphelexis spectabilis LescheDaultia formosa
Boronia serrulata Pimelea spectabilis

„ tetrandra Polygala Dalmaisiana

These were all evenly-matched plants, and in good
condition. The Boronias were healthy and well grown,

more especially B. tetrandra, which was one of the best

plants of the kind we have seen. The Eriostemon

scabrum was also a well cultivated plant of this com-
paratively slender growing species. The yellow Gom-

200 fine plants, and then we had to get men to fell the

trees—the only means of getting good plants—which costs

about five to six hours' hard work to accomplish ; but

what a store-house these mountains present ! I have

risked four boxes now to England to Mr. Veitch, and
refer you to him for a share for the gardens, as well as

of all the seeds I made collections of, evergreens, &c.

My advice as to the growing successfully of Odont. cor-

datum, Epid. vitellinum, and Arpophyllum, is to pot

them in fibry peat or light mossy stuff mixed with

leaves and woody fragments, and place the pots in a

saucer with water, keeping it every evening well
j

phofoMum was likewise a°handsome bush/and so was
supplied. Try some of all these plants in a greenhouse,

. the Fie iQer
>
s wnite Azalea, which in some respects is

and some out of doors during the summer, when showing I

considerea superior to the common white,
flower, as much exposed to the sun as you can ; for I

j
A fourth coilection f 12 stove and greenhouse

found the most brilliant colours where most exposed and
, ]ants wag contribute(i by Mr. Barter, gr. to A. Bassett,

free from shade. The sun during the daywas very hot,yet E of Stamfor(j hm. This group consisted of—
in the shade I am sure the thermometer would never

reach 60", and alter sun-down the exhalation from the

ground was excessive, eyen freezing after 8 or 9-o'clock,

duringmy visit ;,the day I Ieft^liowever, the whole moun

Adenandra fragrans
Clerodendron squamatum
Chorozema ilicifoliuni

Erica Cavendishi
Eriostemon neriifolium.

Franciscea confertiflora

Gardenia intermedia
Ixora crocata
Leschenaultia biloba
Pimelea Hendersoni

Vinegar Plant.— I have lately had this plant given 1 tains were again enveloped in their accustomed clouds, j£3^£nfeKra StephaMHs'florib^nda
me, with the following receipt :—« To 2 quarts of water and rain for four days succeeded. I was so benumbed the The3e lant a9 a whol were scarcely in perfection,
add irib. of coarse brown sugar, and >

4 lb. of treacle ; lost night with the cold that I caught a touch of rheu- some f,them being insufficiently advanced in bloom,
boil them together ; when quite cold throw it into the

j

matism, and resolved to seek a melter on the coast. A
j

wh;le others were rathel.
t their best _ This remark

jar on the plant. Tie perforated paper on the jar, and ride of five hours took me into a climate of 80°, and 1
1 eSDecially appiies to the Cavendish Heath and the

let it remain uudisturbed two months-three months ! spent three days at Escumtla^where I made a collection Gardenia . The best plants were the gtephanotis and
will be better." It strikes me that in some former of Oncidium ampliatum, Epid. Stamfordianum, E. -

number of your Paper, when speaking of the adulterated macrochilum roseum, three varieties, &c, and many
vinegar sold by tradesmen, you recommended the seeds, some very remarkable, particularly in Convolvu-

making of vinegar with this plant. Pray is the above lacece, all of which have gone by this mail. Ascending
j

receipt a good one—is there a better modus operandi ? 1 near St. Pedro de Martyr I observed a remarkable
How long after its being separated from the mother Pitcairnia quite four miles off, of course without knowing
plant can the new one remain before being used ? If 1 what it was ; but the intenseness of the scarlet shining
taken out during the time prescribed, for a minute or out on the bare rock and burnt-up grassy face 'of the

two, will any evil arise i—this has been the case with a precipice arrested my attention. I spent two hours

Ixora, both of which were well flowered, and the

Adenandra was good, though its blossoms were hardly

out enough.

Collections of 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants were
contributed by Mr. Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer,
Esq. Messrs. Fraser, Mr. Cutbush, Mr. Morris, gr.

to Coles Child, Esq. ; Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting ;and

Mr. Rhodes, gr. to R. Philpots, Esq., of Stamford Hill.

In these groups were well grown plants of Stephanotis

[We have no experience in the matter. The plant
itself is the mycoderm, or mothery matter of a mould
called Penicillium glaucum.J

never mind, it is a glorious beauty, and may be new, as

I never sent it before, for I never saw it accessible.

The Epidendrum which I sent last year I now repeat

RcsuH of not Protecting Wall Trees.—Like your cor- fine specimens of, preserved through the year in barrels

respondent, Mr. Henderson, of Coniston, Yorkshire,
j

to acclimatise them ; and as the season is now when it

I have always covered my Apricot trees with canvas, is again in flower, I have sent two Indians to Retalente
netting, &c. ; but six years out of seven I have failed

j

for more. One of those Indians always has accom-
in obtaining 3 good crop. I determined, however, this panied me, and as he has learned to make a her-

ycar not to use any covering whatever, and take my
chance ; I have this day, May 15, looked over my trees,

and I am glad to say that I have an excellent crop.

1 can count 50 in a square foot, not in the least hurt by
the spring frost, particularly that of the 5th inst. ; they
are as fresh and green as any one would wish to see, I

have never seen so good a crop before. My Peaches
and Nectarines are apparently equally good ; our wall
is a very old stone one about 12 feet in height, with no
projecting coping. George Arclter, Garderer, Finedon
Ball.

The Frost in Italy.—On the 27th of April the frost

was so severe at Naples that all the Tomatoes were
killed, excepting those few close to the sea, and shel-
tered by reed screens ; even the Vines suffered. At
Salerno, still more south, the wind was as cold as in
March in London, and snow fell on the lowest hills
around. Near Nismes the Olives are all killed as far
as the branches go ; it is too early to tell if it has
reached the stems. The poor farmers are cutting back
the trees just as we do Apples for grafting. It thus
appears that the severity of the past winter has been
widely felt, and the disasters occasioned by it will, in all
probability, long liTe in the recollection of many.
Somerset, May 12.

barium, he has my boards and drying paper with

him to collect all flowers and seeds which I can here

weed if I like. The Antigonum grows luxuriantly at

Yzabal, and I will conduct it to England in June next,

when I hope to shake you once more by the hand,
although I only mean to pass a couple of months, as

my duties call me imperatively back again. The plant

like Odont. cordatum, but larger bulbs, &c, I could not

meet with a single example of ; my only two plants go

now to Mr. Veitch. G. U.S.

parties.

Horticultural : Exhibition at Gore House, May 16.

—On this occasion there was such a display of perfect

gardening as perhaps was never witnessed before. Stove

and Greenhouse plants were furnished in abundance,
and the brilliancy and beauty of the Orchids have seldom
been surpassed. The great banks of Azaleas and Roses
struck everybody with admiration, and even fruit, con-

sidering the unfavourable spring we have had, was won-
derfully good.

In collections of 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
the first large Gold Medal was awarded to Mr. Dods,

still fine in bloom ; Brachysema acuminata, a grey

leaved plant, with deep crimson flowers; Gardenia

florida, Boronias of different kinds, Chorozemas,
Pimeleas, Tetratheca verticillata, a useful violet

flowered plant, Dracophvllum gracile, Epacrises, and

Azaleas.

Orchids were numerous, well flowered, andunusually

fresh and beautiful. In collections of 20 plants, Mr.

Williams, gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., received the

highest award, for

—

Dendrobium macrophylluni
Lycaste Skinneri
Oncidium ampliatum
Phalrenopsis grandiflora

Phaius Wallichi
Saccolabium retusum
Vanda suavis

„ teres

„ tricolor

„ insignis

Among these, Vanda suavis was an excellent plant,

with two noble spikes of flowers ; V. teres was likewise

good for that species. The Lycaste Skinneri had 20

blossoms on it ; and the different examples of Aerides,

&c, were also well flowered.

Mr. Woolley, gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq., of Cheshunt,

produced

—

Aerides Warneri
„ affine var.

„ virens
Calanthe veratrifolia

Cattleya Mossise
Cliysis bractescens
Cypripediuni barbrttum
Dendrobium densiflorum

„ nobile
pulchellum

Aerides virens

„ maculosum
Calanthe veratrifolia

Cattleya intermedia

„ Mossiw
,, Skinneri

Cypripedium barbatum
Cyrtochiium filipes

Deudi'obium Paxtoni

„ densiflorum

Dendrobium nobile

„ macrophyllum

„ pulchellum
Epidendrum crassifolium

„ rhizophorum
Lycaste Skinneri
Oncidium sphacelatum
Phalsenopsis grandiflora

Vanda tricolor

„ insignia
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Tho Vandas ami Catllcyas in this group win:

especially remarkable ; so wcro tho DcndrobcH. The
Epidendrum rhi/.nphorum wan much admired for ii,H

bright orango-Bcarlct flowers, a colour bo scarce among
Orchids.

Collections of 10 Ouciiins wore furiiiahcd by Mr.
Gedney, gr. to Mrs. Ellis, Mr. Clarice, gr. to Mrs.
Webb, Mr. Carson, Mr. Hume, gr. to )(. Hanbury,
Esq., Mr. Green, gr. to Sir K. Antrobiis, Bart., and
Mr. Summorfiold, gr. to J. S. Venn, Esq. In these
groups wo observed good plants of l'hahenopaia ninnbilis
and grandillora, liras»ia verrucosa and maculula, Vanda
tores and inaignis, ChyBis bractflScene, Oncidium leuco-
chiluni, apbacelaluin, ainpliatum, flexiiimuni, altiaHmiuin,
and phymatochiluin, Saccolabiura guttatuin, n-liiauiii,

and prujmorsuni, Acrides virens and rrinpuin, Dendro-
bium pulchellum, Dalhouaicanum, nobile, Calceolaria,
and dcnsiflorum, Cuttloya Moaaiio, intermedia, Skinnori,
and Foibosi, Phaiua grandifoliua, Epidendrum macro-
cliilum, crassifoliuin, longipotahini, and aurantiacum,
Cyrtoohilumetollatum, Coelogyneaeperata, Arpopbyllum
giganleum, Calantbe voriifrifuliii, Anaellia africana, and
Lycaste Skiunori. The Arpophyll mentioned here had
seven flower spikes on it, which, although small, served
to show how beautifully the little shell-like blossoms
are arranged on the spike. It is seldom that one bcch
a fine specimen of this plant ; but when well grown and
bloomed, it is a really handsome Orchid. '

Collections of lfi Ouchios, both well (lowered, and
remarkably showy, wero contributed by Messrs. Veiled
and RoUissoii. The former produced :—

Aerbles virens
Q&lanthe verairifoll
Cattleya Sklnncrl

iuntblnn
Cyprlpodhjm barbatum

» vUtosum
Dundrobium nobilo

„ anoHinuai

Deiidrobitnn dcnsiflorum
„ Farmer!

Onofdlum nnipliulimi
riiiiiniiopHlH grandlflora
Trlchopllia cocctnoa
Vanda insignia

„ miavia

The Dendrobium anosmum in this group had on
it two very fine spikes of flowers, which are hand-
somor than those of D. macrophyllum, which it re-
sembles, and they are without the Rhubarb smell
which belongs to the last-named species. The Vandas
were all of them well managed plants, more especially
V. suavis, and so were the Lady's Slippers (Cypripe-
diums), C. villosum being covered with flowers which,
although not very showy, last a long time in perfection.
The red Trichopil was extremely well coloured. The
blossoms of the Dendrobium nobile, which was large
and fine, were scarcely out enough. On the whole,
tins collection may safely be pronounced to be the best
that has been shown this year.

Messrs. Rollisson had

—

Cattleya Aclandio
Cypripediuin Lowi

i, barbatum
Cyrtncbilura stellatuui
Dendrobium chrysotoxum

i, nobile

,, Dalbousleanum
Lielia purpitrata

Maxillaria tonuifolia
Oncidium sphacelatnm
Phalamopsis grandiflora
Sobralia macrantba
Tricbopilia coccinea
Vanda insignis

,, teres

The most conspicuous plants in this group were the
Oncidium sphacelatum, which was large and beautifully
flowered, and the Sobralia, which had a dozen blossoms
on it. The Dendrobium chrysotoxum was also a well-
flowered plant, of a beautiful yellow species. The pale
lemon-coloured Cyrtochilum was good of its kind, and
the beautiful Ltolia purpurata was greatly admired.
The Low Lady's Slipper had three flowers on it. In
short, this was altogether a group of fine plants.

Azaleas entirely filled one side of a tent upwards of
50 yards long, and as the plants were large bushes,
literally masses of flower of nearly every tint and
colour, the kind of eft'ect they produced may be easily
imagined. Collections of them were furnished by
Messrs. Lane, Fraser, Carson, Barter, Clarke, Gaines,
Bray, Rhodes, Pamplin, and Wood. Mr. Bray's plants
were again in the form of standards. Among the dif-

ferent varieties were good plants of the Chinese yellow
and its white variety, tlie Duke of Devonshire, coronata,
Perryana, Carminata, decora, lateritia, variegata,
Exquisite, Gledstanesi, Aurora, Broughtoni, Double red,
triumphans, speciosissima, graudis, and Fielder's White.
In Mr. Carson's collection were some extraordinary
plants, more especially one of variegata, which was quite
a column of flowers. Mr. Lane's plants were grown in the
"natural style," with very little staking or tyeing, and
some of them had two or three sorts united in one
plant, whose different colours produced a varied aud
pleasing effect. Messrs. Rollisson had their new
Empress Eugenie, whose flowers are well shaped and
good in colour, and Messrs. Lee sent a promising white
k'nd with faint purple streaks in it, called Leeana.
Groups of Rhododendrons were produced by Messrs.

Lane and Gaines. The former had a large and fine speci-
men of the fragrant R. Gibsoni ; also a yellow variety ; a
buff sort called Sabiuianum

; primulum elegans, a
yellow ; nivalis, white ; and a pink kind with a good

j

truss named superbum angustum. Mr. Gaines showed
Empress Eugenie, a delicate pink sort spotted with

[

crimson
; perfection, purplish lilac ; triumphans, rosy

pink ; aureum (Gaines'), delicatissimum, and Marie
Taglioni. The last two are both light kinds. Messrs.
Standish aud Noble showed one of the best flowered
plants of the Sikkim 1\. Edgeworthi ever yet seen. It
was'in the shape of a standard whose liead was fur-
nished with 15 large white blossoms, which are delight-
fully fragrant. We also noticed from the garden of
Mr. Farmer a good plant of the Gibson Rhododendron,
alius R. formosum ; and Messrs. Veitch had trusses of
some handsome new hybrids, among which conspicuum
and guttatuin pictum are especially worthy of mention.

Oi tall Cacti, a small group was furnished from the
garden of Sir E. Antn.bua, Hart, it contained the
whitu Epipbyllum grandilh.niln, I',. Ji nl In onl, Ipcclo

sum elegans, QraenY, and a variety oi Ackermannf,
Route in poin, both from nurserymen and amateurs.

wore uminually fine. Thnso from Meters, Lane were
literally pyramid') of llowor

; among them thl mOTI
remarkable were Coupe d'Hoho, which we n<-« .] ,..,t

nay in one of tho beat shaped Roses hi cultivation
;

Clii'-m dole, a more brilliant kind, but net to g<x , In

form ; I.amarqm-,a In f. flowering while climbing I'u
i

Paul nii-nut, whose buds arc of tin- richest crimson.
but unfortunately before they are more than three part«
open their line colour begins i" lose n« brilliancy

j

Queen waa also in lino condition, and so were Lady
Stuart and 1'aul 1'i-rran j

(leant den liatailba waa not
In good colour, -Mr. Francis's plant* were also very

full| of flower. Mr. Jtuaby, gr. to .1. Crawley, Esq.,

A. Howl I, Esq., Mr. Terry, gr. to Lady Puller,

mid Mr. Sago likewise had beautifully (lowered Roses
in pola, although htnaller in size than ill. above.

Of new RoSBfl. Mciisra. Paul, of Cheahiint, had a col-

leeiion of 80 kinda. Conspicuous among them were

Paul's I'rincc Albert, s> brilliant coloured Bourbon with
large amooth petals, nicely cupped

; Adam Paul, rose

colour, largo and full, and very sweet
; General I a '•

I

lane, brilliant criinaon ; Jules Margottin, bright cherry
colour, apparently a very free hardy Rose ; Lady Stuart,

flesh colour ; I,con I'lcc, large bright rone ; Madame
Duchcrc, blush ; Madame Philip, blush, with rosy
edges ; I'aul Dupuy, dark purplish crimson, very
velvety ; I'rincc Leon, largo bright criinaon, a \:ry fine

Rose ; Lcvcson Gower, dark ruby red, large ; Triomphe
de Paris, velvety purple ; Volta, large glossy rose

;

Louise Odicr, brightpink, blooming in clusters. All the

above, with tho exception of tho first, arc 11. Perpetuate.
Tea-scented, Auguste Vacher, yellow, shaded with
copper colour ; and T. Sombreuil, lar^c creamy white,

very double. There were also some other fine kinds,

such as Baronne de Kermont, Duchess of Norfolk,
which may make a brilliant pillar RoBe, and Paul's
Helen.

Of Cape Heaths, excellent specimens were furnished
by MessrB. Rollisson, Baiter, Fraser, Veitch, Cutbusb,
and Rhodes. Among the different varieties were pro-
pendens, pi-rspicua nana, vasiflora, elegans, favoides
elegans, Sindryana, an upright-growing kind, (astigiata

lutescens, florida, ventricosa magnifica, mutabilis, Beau-
monti, Devonians, nitida, vestlta rosea, mundula, denti-

culata moschata, pinifolia rosea intermedia, and Bru-
niades. The latter, a fine plant, came from Messrs.
Veitch.

Of New Plants, Messrs. Henderson, of Pine-apple
Pluce, and Mr. Lane sent Andromeda formosa

;

Messrs. Veitch, Embothrium coccineum ; and Mr.
Tegg, gr. to Baron Hambro, a species of Hoya, in

the way of the old carnosa. Messrs.Veitch also showed
as a plant not in flower, Aralia papyrifera, the Rice
paper plant.

Among Miscellaneous Things were nice plants of
Genetyllis (Hcderoma) tulipifera from Messrs. Garra-
way and Mayes, of Bristol, and Messrs. Veitch ; Cala-
dium bicolor spiendens, in flower, from Mr. Morris, gr.

to Coles Child, Esq. ; a profusely-flowered example of

the lilac Tetratheca ericifolia from Mr. Green ; and
various New Holland and other plants from Messrs.
Henderson, of Pine-apple Place. In the last-mentioned

group were Gastrolobium calycinum and Drummondi,
Pultenam ericifolia, a so-called new Osmunda, yellow
and red-flowered Grevillias, some well grown Erioste-

mons, two Rhopalas, Boronia Drummondi, three kinds
of Stylidium, Rhododendron glaucum, Chironiaglutinosa,

and cut flowers of Verbena " Mrs. Woodruff," a variety

in the way of Robinson's Defiance, but with much larger

flowers, and very brilliant in colour.

Pelargoniums were exhibited in considerable numbers.
By far the best collection came from Mr. C. Turner, of

Slough. This consisted of 12 large and finely bloomed
plants of Carlos, a large bold flower, with dark top petals

and white centre, very fine ; Basilisk, bright scarlet
;

Governor-General, rosy scarlet, very fine ; Sanspareil,

a spotted variety ; Lucy, lilac rose, dark top with
white centre ; Magnet, red, and very showy ; Queen of

May, a fine plantof bright orange colour ; Rival Queen,
rose, and very free ; Majestic, dark ; Clara, rose ; Mag-
nificent, a fine specimen ; and Exactum, white. Mr.
Dobson, of Isleworth, sent 12 nicely bloomed plants,

but they were deficient in foliage, and the flowers of

many of the kiuds were small. They consisted of

Harriet, very well bloomed ; Vulcan, Exhibitor,

Eugenie, Rosamond, Delicatum, a free flowering white

kind but deficient in spot ; Pacha, Arethusa, Salmon,
this should not be shown in the same collection with

Harriet; Leah, a good flower, with white centre
;

Gulielma, Painter improved, and Ambassador. The
latter is a dull variety, which can now- be well dispensed

with. Mr. Gaines, ot Battersea, had Flying Dutchman,
Admiration, Andover, First of May, Star, Peerless,

Queen of Purples, a bad plant of a worthless variety
;

Triomphe de la Tour, Colonel Fossey. Jaques Duval,

Gustave Odicr, and Glorie de Belle Vue ; the latter

five are spotted continental varieties. There were but

two collections from private growers. Mr. Windsor,

gr. at Kidderpore Hall, Hampstead, sent Enchantress, a
fine plant, but not in good bloom ; Forgct-m<:->"ot. Ajax,

Constance, Emily, Ariadne, Conspicuum, Nonsuch,

Lallah Rookh, Pearl, Little Nell, and Virgin Queen.

Mr. Todman, gr. to Mrs. Buckmaster, sent 12 as

follows, but they were but indifferently done, viz.,

Loveliuess, Beatrice, Rolla, Mociiauna, Ccl-

Ariadin . '

'; 'mi, and Atpo/.a. 'I i i > oil. •

tioiin oi Pancy varieties, (fares bom nurserymost «< d
I!-.' •!.:.,; Mr. 1

lie.,, sent 8 ei- .in sod nicely Mootncd plant!

following kinds : Delicatum, large and »<

and PrinOMS A lie* Maud. Mr. Windsor had ',

'ry Urge well gro i ;

, with-. iii a good bead, oi blossom j i.<-y w-r»

d'Aumale, I sirj Queen, sod .-.tAUaniti. /.

lion came from Mr. Baiter, gr. t'l A Deesett, K*q^.of

I Hill, but both pUuU and via-i<-.
,..ee w i

1 late, Mr. '

.

Turner contributed '. finely bloomed sp"
istinzof .MxUum Hontofr, * noMe plant ci I

"

besl
I

M-ii ight row, witli nu-
'

; Crlu riOO, iTiioeon
;

Gaiety, white and moro'/n
;

'-

; a»«I

.t r'rf.y '•

Lea Bridge Road, had 6 >m»JI I •

planU of the following c.rU: Jei.i.y I

im, Kichard Cobdi n, Jehu It

Ince. Mr. 'J»ine« b»»:

•ha] !
|

I:.,.'-, bo! Ifaey wen- not in ;

were Aavancer, Delicatum, Vend; stltz'a,

I i Alice Maud, and ..i,'.r» ' . A won-

derfully fine pi. nt oi Roaamoud »i> shown l-y Mr.

Turner m a nngle specimeo. U »a« in »n '; iarb pet,

and ijii to a bouquet ol V.

." niAs were exhibited by Ml -, Jlr.

Beck, and Mr. Dobson. The two fii I : « tm
siatcd of exirtmely wcll-gTOnn planta. Mr. 'I oro*r h»^

Magnum bonum, ricli crimw<n, with white riog rvcMi

I

the disc, a very Urge variety ; Lady Pexlou, wbi •

tipped with rosy lilac, large, with wn»!l bloei

Optima, white tip| ed with blue, a fir.' »'

Mra. .*-; t, white and row ; Picturata, wbiif

ond crimson purple, very kttractive, aod I

land Tcddiiigton, rosy lilac Mr. Bt- ! Lady

Camoys, Amy Itobsart, Eugenie, Agnta Wa.cfitld, at<J

Exquisite.

Pansies in pots were shown in very good condition,

and were, a» ihey deserved U> be, much adm,r'.d. Tb»

blooms on Mr. Tnrnir'a collection were partiesdarly

large aod good in colour. Tho aorta were Sovereijpi

,

yellow ; Emperor, yellow ground ; Royal Albert, dark

self ; Ophir, yellow ; Earl Mansfield, while ground
;

Brilliant, yellow ground ; Royal Visit, white ground

I

Sir J. Paxton, straw ground ; * lower of the Day, dark
;

|

Satisfaction, jellow ground; Brilieh Qtietn, straw

! ground ; and Lord J. Russell, yellow ground. Th*

varieties in Mr. Dobson's collection, dis-imiiar to th*

I above, were Fanny Keuible, Lady Carrington, Robert

Bruce, Aurora, Lady Emily, Marchioness of Bath,

Great Western, Marion, and Rising Snn.

OI Calceolarias there was one collection, which was

exhibited by Jlr. Bray, gr. to Baron Goldsmid, of

Regent's Park. They were well bloomed, but the

j
varieties appeared to be no improvement on kinda wc

I

have seen for these last six years.

Auriculas were produced by Mr. WUlmer, of Sun-

bury, and .Mr. C Turner. Among these there appears'

to be a deficiency of good se.fs and white edgea, aod s.

preponderance of grey and green edges. Of Self* there

w-ere Oxonian and Mango. In white edges, Pillar of

Beauty, Smiling Beauty, and Catherina. Grey edges

consisted of Chatham's Lancasii re Hen, S-quire Chil-

man, Duke of Cambridge, Ringleader, Nc Him Vltr*.

Conqueror of Europe, Privateer, Lady Mildmay,

\
Napoleon, and Liberty. Of green ed^es, there were

Smith's Britannia, Lovely Ann, Prince of Wakes,

Apollo, Lord Nelson, and Conductor. Mr. Gaines sent

j

a larce collection of Cut Mimnlus, seme of which

were very prettily marked. Mr. Kingborn furnished

two promising variegated Geraniums ; these appeared

to be good growers, and possessed good scar'.et flowers.

Dennis's Alma is also a showy purple.

Of Friii these wss a fair display, considering 1b«

unfavourable season we have bad. Of Providence Pu>e

(

apples, two good fruit came from Mr. I

to Lord Boston, and Mr. Clements, of Oak Hill, East

Barnet. The former weighed 7 lbs. 4 cz., and Ot
;
latter 5 lb. 5 cz. Mr. Price, gr. to W. Foitsroan, Esq ,

had a Queen weighing 4 lbs. 5 cz- ; Mr. Clements, a

Black Jamaica, weighing 3 lbs. ; and Mr. F.ec

to the Duke of Sutherland, at Trecthuc, a Moscow

Queen, weighing 2 lbs. 3 oz. Two Ripley Queens aod

an Enville came"from die Duke of Norfolk a a.; Arundel ;

and Mr. Daries, gr. to J. Dixon, Esq., had a Black

Jamaica.

Grapes were good, especially Black Hamburghs. Of

these, considerably the best were furt-ished by Mr.

Clements. These "were large both in bunch »cd berry,

and rine'.v coloured. Mr. Slowe, gr. to W. R- Baker,

Esq . and'Mr. Dods, gr. to air J. Caticirt. Bart, also

had fine bunches of this variety, and s tminj,

Mr. Muuro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie, Mr. Breacie;. . gr. u> >_ r

S. M. Peto, Baru, and ?'.r. S .:.-. - -
Tie

latter were comparativeJy sms £.™*'i"

ably well coioured. Sir. Mitcheli had also lurches of

LL-ick HamUu-ch. and so had Mr. Er; - ^. ;r. :
:
Cofaoel

Biddulph. M.P. The latter were st; i been

e-own in pots. B.ack Hambui^hs, badly coloured,

- arlacd, gr. to T.FtriL-r. _sq .

Gvmnersbury, and Mr. Smith, of Roehar^p tcri, a_V

sent examples of tit
:

s variety. Among white Graphs

the Fi- - s :rcm Mr. Breaiey * ^re ri; r

but le S eetwaters from Mr. C i
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the Roval Muscadines from Mr. Ward, gr. to W.

Stephen's, Esq., had scarcely attained that condition.

Mr. Constantine had some well fruited Vines in pots,

most skilfully dwarfed, and the admiration of everybody.

The sort was the white Muscadine.

Peaches and Nectarines came from the Duke of

Sutherland's garden at Trentham. The Nectarines were

the Murray and Elruge, and the Peaches the Royal

George. May Duke Cherries also came from Treutharn,

and that variety and Black Circassian from Mr. Ingram,

gr. to Her Majesty at Frogmore.

Strawberries were plentiful, large, and well coloured.

Mr. McEwen, gr. to the Duke of Norfolk at Arundel,

contributed a collection in which were Eleanor, British

Queen, and Victoria ; and of single dishes Mr. Cox, gr.

to J. Hodgeson, Esq., sent Keens' Seedling ; Mr. Con-

stantine, gr. to C. Mills, Esq., Prince of Wales ; Mr.

Smith, of Twickenham, Keens' Seedling, and dishes of

the same variety were also furnished by Mr. Lane, gr.

to J. Palmer, Esq., Mr. Drummond, gr. to S. L. Ste-

phens, Esq., Mr. lveson of Syon, Mr. Lane of Fulham,

and Messrs. Tyne & Son of Hounslow.

Mr. McEwen exhibited a dish of Rivers' Perpetual-

bearing Raspberries ; small fruit, but well ripened.

Brown Turkey Figs came from Mr. Busby, gr. to

J. Crawley, Esq.

Of Melons, Mr. Fleming sent fruit of the Trentham
Hybrid, and Mr. Robertson, gr. to Lady Emily Foley,

had a Hybrid Persian. Mr. Gray, gr. to W. Ricardo,

Esq., sent the Queen Melon.

Miscellaneous Fruits consisted of a collection of

Mandarin Oranges, in pots, from the Duke of Suther-

land's garden at Trentham. These were nice little

plants, each bearing 4 and 5 fruit. Mr. Lockyer, of

Plymouth, produced specimens of Lemons grown in the

open air ; and some very large Cucumhers, called the

Himalaya, came from Mr. Roser, gr. to J. Bradbury,

Esq., of Streatham.

Mr. lveson showed a ripe" fruit of the Mangosteen
from the Duke of Northumberland's garden at Syon,

concerning which a full account will be found at p. 259,

of a previous number.
"

Linn.ean, May 1st.—The President in the Chair.

F. Tagart, Esq., was elected a Fellow ; and Professor

Goppert, M. Hofmeister, and Dr. Planchon, Foreign

Members. A memoir " On the White Secretion of

Flata limbata, and its relation to the White Wax of

China," by Dr. Murchison, communicated by Dr.

Hooker, was read. In April, 1854, Dr. Murchison
observed the leaves of certain trees and shrubs growing
in the jungles in the neighbourhood of Rangoon to

have a singular whitened appearance, which proved to

be caused by numbers of insects bearing long white

pectinated appendages of considerable length. On the

slightest motion being communicated to the leaves, these

insects sprung off in all directions, leaving, however, the

white appendages behind. Dr. Murchison left Burmah
without further opportunity of collecting and examin-
ing the insects, which appeared to be a little larger

than a common house fly. The appendages which
remained on the leaves after the flight of the insects

were found to be adhering to a number of dried insect

cases, each furnished with six legs, and evidently the

remains of a former stage of the insect's existence. On
examination it was found that this white matter coating

the leaves possessed the properties of the insect wax of

China. Acting on this suggestion, Dr. Murchison
instituted a series of observations which led to the con-

clusion that the insect he had found, though probably
not the same which yields the insect wax that has been
imported from China, is yet one which, by some authors,

has been described and figured as the true Chinese wax
insect ; and moreover,itwas ascertained that it does yield,

in considerable quantities, a substance of a waxy nature,

which it seems probably may be employed for economic
purposes. It would appear that one of the first notices

in any English work of the Chinese wax insect is by
Sir G. Staunton, in his account of Lord Macartney's
embassy to China ; and Sir G. Staunton's insect, the

description of which coincides exactly with that found
at Rangoon, is stated by Mr. Westwood {Qard. (Huron.,

July, 1853) to be the larva or pupa of the Flata limbata
of Fabiicius. In the Reports of the Juries of the Exlii-

tion of 1351, the Chinese insect wax is stated to be the

produce of the ma'e Coccus ceriferus ; but this insect

has been shown by Dr. Anderson to yield the substance
called white lac in Madras, which presents properties

very different from the Chinese wax, being soluble in

alcohol and ether, and of higher specific gravity than
water. Mr. D. Hanbury has subsequently endeavoured
to prove that the Chinese insect wax is the production
of a species of Coccus, and not of the Flata limbata,

his conclusions being drawn from specimens of the
crude wax transmit'ed from Shanghai, as being employed
for obtaining the wax of commerce. In this sample
was a number of full-grown bodies of a female Coccus,
as well as pieces of stick encrusted with wax, and with
the insects still in situ. The insect Mr. Westwood had
named Coccus sinensis, and subsequently {Qard Chron.,

1853,) Coccus Pela. There is every probability that
the Coccus Pela contributes, at least, to the formation
of the wax of commerce ; but Dr. Murchison suggests
that not improbably the wax from different parts of
China may come from different insects. The Chinese
wax of commerce is insoluble in water, and but very
sparingly soluble in either alcohol or sulphuric ether,
and it does not saponify with an alkali ; its specific

gravity is '9G5, and its melting point has been variously
estimaiel at from 181° to 196° F. ; the melting point

of common pure white wax being 155°, and its

specific gravity -963. The wax of the Coccus Pela

purified was found by Mr. Hanbury to have its

melting point at 182°-"5 F. ; its specific gravity

has not been ascertained ; it does not dissolve, or

at least very sparingly, in alcohol, ether, or in

solution of caustic alkali ; hut it dissolves readily, like

the Chinese wax of commerce, in naphtha and fixed

vegetable oils ; and on cooling after melting indicates

the same acicular crystalline structure. The characters

of the white secretion of the Flata limbata coincided

very closely with that of the substances just noticed ; it

had the same kind of acicular crystallisation in stellate

masses ; the melting point was not very accurately

made out, owing to the minute quantity operated on,

but it appeared to be between 190° and 200° Fahr. ; it

was insoluble in water, in which it floats, and but

sparingly if at all soluble in alcohol, sulphuric ether, or

solution of caustic potash, whilst in naphtha and vege-

table oils it dissolves readily. From these characters

there can be little doubt that the white secretion of the

Flata limbata is of the nature of wax, and moreover

that this waxy matter is very similar in its properties

to the Chinese insect wax of commerce. It further

appears probable that the Flata is a source of that sub-

stance. That it is not the only source seems proved

by the facts adduced by Mr. Hanbury in favour of the

Coccus Pela. Considering, indeed, that the annual pro-

duce of the insect wax is not far short of 400,000 lbs.

per annum, and considering the very small quantity

yielded by an individual insect, Dr. Murchison thinks

it not improbable that the substance is derived from

several species of insect, of which no doubt the Coccus

Pela is one, and the Flata limbata another.

familiar with the secret processes of jobbery, and he
exposes them. Among other points discussed in the
pamphlet are the shameless dismissal of Mr. Ken-
nedy for his immovable official rectitude, and the
flagrant injustice towards Mr. Brown committed by
the Treasury. Administrative reformers should study
this pamphlet, which is not a tissue of idle decla-
mation, but an able revelation of undeniable facts ; and
they will then learn why government work is always
so inferior to that of private enterprise as oue of the
Treasury officers is constantly declaring, while he is at
the same time doing everything in his power to ensure
its inferiority. If government work is wretched it is

because Government employs wretched tools, and dis-

misses those who resolutely set about getting better.

That is all.

^otites of <Boofe£S,

London's Encyclopedia of Plants. A new edition, hy

Mrs. Loudon. 8vo., pp. 1574, with a multitude of

woodcuts. Longmans.
The first edition of this celebrated work, which is in-

contestably of the greatest utility to gardeners, and,

indeed, to all who have not access to great libraries,

consisted of 1159 pages; the latest in our possession

filled 1329 pages; that now brought before the public

occupies no fewer than 1574, forming a solid, massive

volume of small print, comparable to nothing so well as

to a dictionary. The great recommendation of the

wort has always been its woodcuts ; which, although

only miniatures, were nevertheless drawn by Mr.

Sowerby with such happy art, and so skilfully engraved

hy Brauston, that the plants could always be recognised,

even by those little acquainted with the vegetable

kingdom. The continuation in the form of supple

ments is executed in a manner more than worthy of

the original, aud brings down the subject to the latest

possible moment. The great feature of the work beint

thus worthily maintained, we are ^not inclined to criti-

cise the letterpress, by Mr. George Don, which, as it

will never be lookedjjat by botanists, does not call for

botanical censure. How many figures the work contains

we are unable to ascertain, but we estimate the number
of plants actually represented by good woodcuts as

amounting to something more than nine thousand !

Griffiths' Posthumous Papers, Part IV. Dicotyledonous

Plants, and a folio volume of plates. Calcutta.

Of this we have just received a copy by favour of the

Court of Directors of the East India Company. We
can only repeat our regret that the munificence of the

Company should have not been met by a little know-

ledge and iutelligence on the part of the Indian editor.

Perhaps we ought to say that the present volumes

are in some small degree less slovenly than the

former ones. The wrapper informs us that the work,

now we presume terminated, constitutes a complete

system of Elimentary and Practical Botany, founded on

the plants of India. We should say that it forms

memorable example of the possibility, by mere free of

editorial negligence and incompetence, of reuuermg
almost useless oue of the richest mines of botanical

knowledge which has ever been bequeathed to the world.

One of the learned editor's latest discoveries is that

Abies Brunoniaua is a Taxus ! (see vol. iv., plate 375).

Unless Dr. Thomson can do something to correct such

scientific (?) muddling we shall have the botanical student

at Calcutta imitating Father Loureiro in calling

Hydrangea a Primrose.

Tconum Botanicarum Index, by George A. Pritzel. 4to.,

pp. 1184, in double columns. Williams and Norgate,

and Pamplin.
This book contains references to eighty-six thousand

representations of Phanerogamic plants and Ferns

compiled from books published in the present and the

last centuries. Although of necessity incomplete, it

must be regarded as a marvel of patient industry applied

to a most useful purpose ; for the volume forms in fact

a general index to the plates in any botanical library—
no small convenience when we consider how formidable

the number of illustrated books has now become.

Dr. Pritzel has avowedly neglected such works as

Deakin's " Florigraphia," Jackson's " Pictorial Flora,"

&c, upon the ground that their " little pictures '\have no

relation to science, and in th;s he is perfectly right.

Pcd-tapeism : its Cause (Ridgway), is a pamphlet " by-

one behind the scenes." That this is a true description

of the writer we entertaio no doubt. He is evidently

Garden Memoranda.
S. Rucker's, Esq., West Hill, Wandsworth.—

The glass covered promenade, conservatories, and prin-

cipal stoves at this place are now very gay, and the
plants generally are in excellent condition. Camellias,

here as elsewhere, have begun to make their young
wood ; but a few of them nevertheless are still in bloom,
and among the latter Duchess of Northumberland was
especially remarkable. This has white flowers striped

with pink, and of excellent shape. Intermixed with the
Camellias were Azaleas in full blossom, and the front

shelf was occupied with Roses, Cinerarias, Azaleas,
in the form of low flat-headed standards covered with
flowers, a handsome variety of Amaryllis vittata called

imperialis, an importation from Berlin ; Rhododendron
campanulatum superbum, a beautiful large white sort

spotted in the upper petals with purple ; Pelargonium
" Parson's Perfection," a showy pink kind, and an ex-
cellent forcer ; and other showy plants. On a back
shelf, where they were partially shaded, were some
interesting Ferns, among which we remarked Gleichenia

microphylla, Hymenophyllum dilatatum, Trichomanes
reniforme, the New Zealand Davallia, Mertensia
flabellata, Todea pellucida, and a few pretty little

plants of Lycopods. In the stove or warm depart-

ment of othis house Pentas rosea was in bloom ; it

has more colour, and is altogether a better plant

than P. carnea, and it is equally useful. In addi-

tion to Orchids and other plants in flower here were
some good Gloxinias, the most remarkable of which
were Prince de Ligne, perhaps the very best of red

kinds
;

grandis, a white variety blotched with red

;

and Victoria Regina, white with a blue blotch. Bou-
vardia longiflora, a speeies with snow-white flowers,

was likewise in full beauty here, as were tbe showy
orange scar-let Begonia Prestoniensis and other useful

plants.

'

Many of the Orchids in the different houses, nay,

most of them, are magnificent specimens, and several of

them are at present finely in flower. Among the latter

were beautiful varieties of Cattleya Mossire ; also uni-

flora and intermedia, Dendrobium nobile, Farmeri,
albo-sanguineum, and others ; the scarce Odontoglossum
Peseatorei, in the shape of a small plant purchased the
other day at Mr. Linden's sale for 102. ; Lselia cinna-

barina ; Vanda suavis, a capital plant ; Phalamopsis,
quite masses of snowy white flowers ; Chysis brac-

tescens, and many others. A magnificent plant of

Cattleya Skinneri has just gone out of bloom. This
had been apparently literally covered with flowers.

In the aquarium the leaves of the different kinds of

smaller growing Lilies (Nymphams) are now nearly
covering the surface of the water. The Pitcher plants
placed round the tank have been cut "hard in;" but
they are beginning to push strongly again, and some
young plants of Nepenthes in another house are also in

a most thriving condition, N. sanguinea, a small plant

from a cutting a year ago, having now on it four large

pitchers extremely well coloured. In this house the
different kinds of Variegated^ Orchids were also ia

excellent condition.

The fruit garden here is quite a model of its kind.

The trees are all in the form of pyramids, about 6 feet

high. Bush fruit is also trained in the same way.
Pears, Apples, Plums, and Cherries stand 8 feet apart
between the rows and 6 feet asunder in the row, and
alternating with them ou each side of the beds are rows
of Gooseberry and Currant trees, 15 inches from the

alleys. The Cherries are iu a compartment by them-
selves, and are netted all over ;] notwithstanding this,

however, the frost has killed a great deal of the blossom
and embryo fruit on the upper sides of the branches,
but those on the under sides have mostly escaped

;

sufficient may therefore yet be left for a crop. Pears
at present are a sheet of blossom, but Apples are not

yet expanded ; and, on the whole, there is here still

promise of fair crops of most things.

Deodars and other plants on the lawn, which we may
mention is in excellent order, have suffered com-
paratively little or nothing from frost, but we remarked
some famous specimens of Sweet Bays in tubs browned
by it, although stated to have been protected with canvas.

FLORICULTURE.
Culture of the Dahlia for Exhibition.—The fol-

lowing concise rules, to be observed in the successful

culture of the Dahlia for exhibition, are not furnished

so much for any novelty which exists in the practice

recommended, as to point out a few of the most essen-

tial things to be done at the proper time. For economy
in carriage, the plants are grown and sent out in small
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pots; therefore, oil receiving them from the ininii 17,

place them in a clone frame for a day ami night to

recover them from their confinement ; then repot lliem

into 4-inch potft, using ricli noil : the pots should he

drained with coarse partly decomposed leaf-mould, ho

that in planting out there will ho nothing to abstract

from the hall of earth. A good btarl in of great import-

ance ; therefore care should ho token that the plant is

grown to a fair size without drawing during the tuna it

is in the pot ; the stouter it is the better, without being

tall ; and it should not he pot-hound at the lime ol

planting out : both the roots and the point of the plant

should ho in a thriving condition, and free from aphides.

It may perhaps ho unnecessary to statu that the plants

must ho carefully hardened off before they are turned

out. If the soil and plants are in u proper stale, the

lirBt week in Juno will be a good time for the general

planting, which, with ordinary care and attention, will

produce good blooms in time for the earliest exhibition.

A abort period will sulliee to have plants of a good

size ; but it should bo borne in mind that hours lost in

repotting them when in a young Htato will make a

difference of days in the time of blooming, and it is

important that this should bo clearly understood, that

no neglect in the matter may be permitted to take

place Examine the plants often to see if any require
water ; by no meaus let them become dry so long as

they are in pots. Secure them with proper and strong

fastenings at the time of planting ; water whenever they

require it, and sprinkle the foliage slightly ahuoBt every

evening with soft water. Tie out the branches, and, as

the plant increases in size, securo the side-shoots (irmly

to extra stakes. Cut away all superfluous small shoots.

Some varieties have scarcely any to remove, while

others have a considerable number. Fearless is of the

class which has but low shoots requiring the use of the

knife ; butsuch kinds as Shylock require it freely. Indis-

criminate pruning must therefore be avoided. Study the

habit of the plant, and consider if tho flower will be im-

proved by increased size ; all varieties need some
thinning and disbudding, which should be effected at

different periods. Small flowers require it as soon as

the young shoots and buds can be removed, while large

flowers, such as the Thames Bank Hero, Princess
Louisa, and many others, would be rendered coarse and
valueless for the purposes of exhibition if a number of

buds was not permitted to remain till the plant wag
coming into bloom. Size in this case would be gained
at the expense of quality ; besides, there is the advan-
tage of having three blooms where two would be grown.
On the other hand, size, in moderation, must not be lost

sight of. It was not with small blooms that I have
taken first prizes for these last 15 years. I would there-
fore advise the young grower to avoid the two extremes.
In shading blooms for exhibition, as a general rule, they
should be one-third blown before they are put under the
shade ; and take care to secure such as appear to be
coming good, and at the time they are required, from
injury by friction. Slugs and earwigs are very destruc-
tive, and must bo perseveringly kept down from the
time the plants are put out till the end of the season.

If you should be annoyed by a small black insect

(which is often the case in July), use every means to

encourage the plants to make rapid growths, by
watering and syringing them overhead, aud by
brushing the depredators from the points of the shoots.

Snuff, tobacco-water, and various other remedies are

often resorted to ; but these, if effectual in killing the

pests, generally destroy the points of the shoots : if the

plants are in a thriving condition, they will soon recover

themselves. If the season proves dry, water freely two
or three times a week ; but never let it be done by
driblets : give a good soaking when you do water, if that

should not be so often. Employ manure-water once
a week as Boon as they begin to throw up their buds

;

but it should be used in a weak state at the commence-
ment. Before concluding these remarks, permit me to

hear witness to the increasing interest taken both in the

culture of the Dahlia for competition and in the raising

of seedlings. The enjoyment and pleasing recreation

attending the cultivation of Florists' flowers add num-
bers to the fancy ; and I have much satisfaction in

stating that no flower is more generous in repaying the

enthusiastic florist for his labour than the Dahlia. T.

Miscellaneous.
Sale of Orchids.—The Cattleyas from Brazil alluded

to in our last week's Number, p. 316, realised the

following prices : viz., C. Leopoldi, from 1Z. to 51. ;

C. violacea, il. 10s. ; a Cattleya, supposed to be labiate,

from 32. 5s. to 61. 10s. ; a supposed new Cattleya or

Lselia, 51. ; C. intermedia, a large plant, 71. ; smaller

examples of the same, 21. 8s. ; other lots, of which there
were in all 184, fetched from il. to 3?.. per lot.

Ihe Parle at Edinburgh.—We understand that the

design for this place, sent in by Mr. M'Eweu, gr. to

his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, at Arundel, has been
pronounced second among 38 competitors, and has been
awarded a prize of 251. We take for granted that the
design selected is the best, but we can say from an
inspection of Mr. M'Ewen's that whatever the merit of

!iis rival, his would also have produced a very fine effect

and did much credit to his taste.

Vegetation of Java.—I made a trip into the mountains,
remaining nearly a week at Ivegoe, about 4000 feet
above the sea. I think, had you been with me, you
would have almost gone crazy, as I did, at the Crypto-
gams ; every tree, from leaf to branch, was covered wiih
Mosses, Hepaticie, and Lichens, to say nothing of Orchids

and ferns ; no words can express the beauty of toe

jungle. The moiit productive placet) however, 1 lo hi,.]

to be the old (,'olleo plantations, when the

crooked treei were almost borne to tie: ground by the

w< ight of the paratitei ;
here, a great opipbyl >i 1

Fogrtea mounted on high, far thicker and ilxonger liun

its supporter ; and there a perfect blaze ol toilet

./Ksohynanthua, streaming down from tie- bag* matted

tuftS of Arij.li „iin,i .,r Aernstiohulii, ship loads ol Vnndu

specioKR mid niloratuisiiiia, SoCColoblo, DtndrobU,
Kphippia, any one of which would have rallied off all

the prizes at Chltwwk, aud sent all the gardeners into

fits; mill in every damp hollow grOVM ol I'.'

Aisophiin , and Muiitttiie, tome citing 10 OX 10 ''
whoso inarvollullH elegance and beauty, n/hOD wept by

the wind, neither pen nor pencil COD tell. Amiden: are

in great force, and ol rtW various forum, n« are also

paralitica] Rhudodondra, Thil.au. li,., and inch plants

Melaitomoccic are very prevalent here, especially tie

genus Mudiuillu ; moat of them are «n»i pario.,!,.'

trailing plants, and hang in great matinee from the

trunkt of the trees. But tho Mosses and the lb
, | [il

enticed mo most, for these I could collect ;
while it wan

impossible, in my hurried trip, to dry other plants,

Some ol the pendent Ilepnticin and Ncckcnc are a loot

or more long, and the < lieet of large maSM I
ol lb. in 1

|

most beautiful, especially intermixed us they are with

long bunches ol a white Usnea, like U. floridn. I believe

I have collected about '200 species of Hepoticaj, Musei,

and Lichens, and the greater part ol them in fruit. I

shall bo able, I think, to make 20 to 30 sets when I

have time to open them ; at present I have just dried

and packed them up in a box, which it will be several

months before I am able to attack. You shall receive

some early specimens when I do get at them. The
natives here arc very capital intelligent fellows. I had
three of them with me each day, with baskets, for which
I paid one rupee, or about sixteen pence, and they

seemed quite delighted. They soon found out what 1

wanted, and I owe many of the specimens in fruit to

their sharp eyes. When I found a species barren, I

just showed it them, and told them where 1 expected to

find tho fruit proceeding from, and they rarely failed to

find it before long. They seemed, too, to identify them-

selves so with the matter, and showed such emulation

as to who should be the firBt to find something new,

that it was quite pleasant to be with them— 1 might
have fancied myself among botanists. These moun-
taineers, however, are botanists to an extent you would
hardly expect among so-called savages. Every plant

has its native name, and given upon the system of

generic and specific names. For instance, when I asked

a man the name of a little Pavetta, he said at once, " 1

never saw this before, and I don't know its own name,
but its 'mother name' is so and so," mentioning the

native generic term for Pavetta Ixora and such plants

in general. The authors of the catalogue of the Buiten-

zorg Garden have thought these names worth recording,

and I think they are right ; for I saw many plants I

should not have seen, especially among the Ericere, but

by asking for them by such names given in the catalogue;

and it is wonderful, on looking these over, to find how-

well the system is carried out. It is of course imperfect,

but remarkable for people with no written language.

Motley, in Hooker's Journal of Botany.

Enemies to Fish in Fresh-water Aquaria.—Care should

be taken in the aquarium for fresh water to exclude the

ordinary Polype or Hydra fusca, particularly where

certain species of fish are to be preserved, as with the

minnow (Leuciscus Phoxinus), for these creatures, in-

significant as they may appear, after a short time cause

their death, and that under most extraordinary circum-

stances, as the following observations will tend to show

:

In a small aquarium that had had gold fish kept in it for

a length of time, but which had been removed into one

of larger dimensions and more fully exposed to the

light, au enormous number of the Hydra fusca were ob-

served to have made their appearance very soon after

this removal. Wishing therefore to ascertain if the

appearance aud rapid increase of these polypes bad been

prevented by the gold fish, the following experiments

were made :—Fifteen individuals of the Hydra fusca

were placed in the aquarium containing the gold fish,

hut they very soon disappeared, having I presume been

devoured by the fish ; a second lo were then introduced,

but with the same result. At the same time as this

experiment was made 15 hydras were placed in a tank

containing four minnows (Leuciscus Phoxinus) and a

pair of small eels, but as the minnows did not appear to

touch them, the same number of polypes being counted

over several times during a period of three weeks, they

were soon forgotten altogether. After a space of about

seven months had elapsed from this time, the minnows
were observed to assume a most extraordinary aspect,

the head appeared very much swollen, and the eyes of

all of them looked as though starting out of their heads,

being forced upwards and in au outward direction and

much enlarged ; by degrees the gills of some of them
became streaked with bloody markings, and this

gradually extended to the base of the pectoral fins.

The whole appearance was most distressing to contem-

plate, particularly as it was impossible from ignorance

of the cause, to adopt any remedial measures. Judging

from their appearance my impression was that tbey had

been poisoned, and assuming that it must have arisen

from something putrescent which they might have raked

out of the materials at the bottom of the aquarium, the

whole of the water was drawn off clear by a syphon, the

gravel and sand thoroughly washed, and everything

replaced in the tank with the fish ; no improvement.

however, appeared to follow, il ,, ,,,.<] oU
maltly die-). Thit an
extraordinary ebasgi

. bad \Jtril

rin 01,. particalar sretaded
•pot, ami rarely MUM out u may bad bwo ac<-uMow«l
t-. do, and when they did renlura Col

jerked tbcmaelree with much I

and rockwork, at though something «a« irnut.i .

akin ; nothing, however, was vieibUi 1 had had Ummk
Hth far about 10 months 10 lb* MflM lettjfna Aa
lilt »»t<-r »a» perfectly bright tad altar, ;•

r or nnplrstMit ta»fc-, I |

minnowi and placed litem in the laxili ; tor si

days, they appeared lo l-o prttiy bealJiT ; u
nol, however, axim about freely, but herald lofrethri

jiariurn, tad ifatn Ibt auur
extraordinary etumsa gradually tan n had

dsy» they sli •!,« djj.

ferent parti of the look with a na no, my
attention waa at once am
moot milliners of the UydfB fu.ex .1,1.1, ». r- pmeot,
particularly ou the parti < ..„ flab

bad been accustomed to bed ; tint ,*, alof.^ Uk water
line towards the tight, ,.- »,*,, rf
Vallianoria spiralis, about lialf .-. . rrwvel,
snd on the wli< - -

where the minnowi deUgbted • , iv> might
ten stretching out from tl.e .else, baoenw

down from the top —in fact, in every 1 eUon ;

here, then, waa a solution of ail me evil. It now )«mt
a question bow these pest* were Ui \*-. 1 radicated, tad,

uvsihiu^'iii my mind a variety of suggestions, 1
determined to endeavour to remove thuri individually,

and by Ihil means they Wl ; from
50 to 100 being taken out daily. 'II,- mall od by whicn
this operation was elf'rctcd was as follows : A long
glass capillary tube o| en at both endl »»« .ntrodeeed
into the water, having the finger kept tightly over the
upper orifice, while, with il,e edge of tht Enras jvenhtg,

the polype was . etached from ita hold ; the monx r.t llm
was effected and the hyora began llewly I/, fall through
the water, the finger was removed, and the water with
the polype was thus rapidly driven into the robe by the
pressure of the external column of want r ; on replacing

the finger tho contained water and polype were removed
By persevering in this course tbey were caught with the

greatest rapidity, and dropped into another veieel

before they bad time to attach themselves to the interior

of the tube, falling through the water like a miniature
parachute. When situated in places where this mod*
of capture could not be employed, as on the leaves of

tho Vallisneria, or on the under sides of the rock-work,
they were pulled off with a jerk by means of a email
pair of forceps. In this manner between 400 and 500
polypes were removed from a small aquarium holding
about 6 gallons of water. Since thia some tmail carp
and also minnows have been placed in the same water,

and have continued now for upwards of \f> months in

perfect health. It is a curious problem at to the manner
in which this destruction of life was brought about ; my
own impression is that the hydras seized on the minnows
whenever their extended tentacula were touched by the
swimming fish— stinging them, and canting a great
degree of irritation ; and that the polypes were torn
from their position by the greater strength of the (ah,
and carried to their places of retreat, where, by cocte-
queuce, the mischief was continually accumulating. A
similar removal from one place to another of an analo-
gous creature, the young of the Actinia, takes place in

sea water, from their attaching themselves by their ten-

tacula to some moving denizen, the hold being released

very soon afler they are forced from their original attach-

ment. ]Varington, in Annals of Natural History.

Australian OoduncaL—The Cochineal it indigences
to the colony of New South Wales : it subsists upon
the Mimosa or Wattle, appearing in the form of a blight

and thriving best upon the young trees. There are

four or five generations of the insect during the year,

the first or spring crop (which is the finest) being full

grown in the month of September or October, and the

others following in succession through the summer and
autumn, a few of the insects remaining in the sheltered

spots on the trees through the winter sufEcient to keep

up the stock. After laying its eegs, the ins*ct dies,

and the vonng ones hatch anc - "selves over

the tree forming a sort of white film or web over the

body which protects, and attaches it to the tree, wbere

it remains stationary, finaliy laying its eggs inside the

web. From the time the eggs are hatched to the roll

crowth of the insect is about - r eight weeks.

The enemy of the Cochineal is the ant, which attacks

and devours it before half gr\-: .
- : ^ whole trees

of the insect in a very short time. It i

scarcely necessary to remark that the Cochineal

rishes best in crv weather. Sj dr,ey Herald.

Calendar of Operations.
{For Ou enadng treei-,

;

«

PLANT CEPiBIME: "

CoNSEETiicRY, ic.— Ericsterrons and other New
Holland plants should te carefully divested of all seed

pods as soon as their beauty for the seasoo is over.

cutting back the shoots as much as may appear necessary

to secure close compactiy~ formed sjf: s Most of

these plants erjoy a moist atmosphere win3e starting

into growth, and as ihis cannot be commanded while

1 drying : - :;;ept by keeping thehoose
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l-jLiic* clj=e, tue piauts tsiioulU be placed in a pan ul Uie

greenhouse where they can be guarded from cold

drvin" currents, keeping the atmosphere moist by

frequently sprinkling every available surface about them

and shutting up rather early in the afternoon. Give

Kir freely, however, on mild days, for keeping too warm

at.owed to get upon the Vines is very ditlicutt to eradi-

cate, and is most destructive to the foliage. Azaleas are

very subject to this pest, and if these are grown under
the Vines they must be closely watched, and kept clean

at any expense. And see that the Viues in the late

leaves, or any other materials which will ferment
slowly, and afford a gentle heat to assist in start-

ing the plants ; and get the plants prepared for
planting out by exposing them rather freely to light

and air on every favourable opportunity. Attend to

bouse are tied up in their places before the shoots get putting in succession crops of Peas, Beans, Turnips,

would cause the plants to break scantily, and this must
]

too far advanced, as there is considerable danger of
j

Spinach, See., and secure an unceasing supply of Lettuce

be avoided if well furnished specimens are to be obtained, breaking these off when they are allowed to get too long and other salads by sowing frequently. Where ground

Look well to the stock of plants for summer and autumn before the rods are tied up. Look sharply after red can be spared, and labour is scarce, Lettuce should be

decoration, and do not allow them to sustain any check
;

spider, and use every means to keep clear of this pest.
|
sown at this season where they are to stand, sowing ill

for the want of pot room or careless watering, from ; Figs.—Attend to stopping and thinning the shoots, lines about a foot apart, and thinning out the plants,

vhich under-potted plants often suffer at this season.
|
and aim at securing short-jointed strong growth, by ex-

't'he Croweas are first-rate subjects for this purpose—
;

posing the young wood to all the light possible. This

lasting longer in beauty than almost any other bard-
J

will, of course, necessitate keeping the trees rather

wooded plant which we possess, and are deserving of . thin, but it is useless hoping for a crop of good fruit

being more generally grown than they are. Fuchsias . from trees that are crowded with wood. Keep the

for late blooming must not be allowed to become pot- atmosphere moist, and give the foliage a good washing

bound, as any check at this season would throw them with the syringe after shutting up the house in the

iuto bloom ; and they should be afforded a rather cool, ! afternoon, to prevent red spider, and also see that the

moist, shady situation. Stove.—The plants here will now roots are kept properly moist. Where the fruit is

V-e growing very freely, and will require frequent attention !
ripening, syringing must, of course, be dispensed with,

the way of stopping, training, &c, and every effort

should be used to properly direct the growth, for time

lost now will not be easily made up. Do not let anything

suffer for the want of pot room, and see that insects are

and the atmosphere kept drier, therefore be careful to

have the foliage perfectly clear of insects up to the time

the fruit begins to ripen. Melons.—Maintain a rather

close, moist, warm temperature to plants recently

kept thoroughly under. Also attend to maintaining planted out until they get into full growth, but avoid

perfect cleanliness about the house generally, washing i inducing a gross habit of growth by too much moisture

puts, floors, &.Q., as often as may be necessary to secure and warmth after the roots fairly get hold of the soil,

a fresh clean appearance, and this will greatly assist in

preventing the spread of insects, &c. Twiners, unless

frequently looked to at this season, soon get so entwined
that it is almost impossible without considerable loss of

time and risk of injuring the tender points, &c, to disen

for it is generally somewhat difficult to secure a crop

from wood of this sort. Give air as freely as the state

of the weather will admit, in order to secure firm short-

jointed wood, and where the crop is setting, as the

young fruit is very apt to damp off unless the atmo

when strong enough, to proper distances in the lines.

This is some saving of labour, and avoids checking the
plants by removal. Do not allow Cauliflower plants to

suffer through dryness at the root, and an occasional

soaking of manure water will be useful to these and
Cabbage also. Use the boe among growing crops, and
get weeds destroyed wherever they make their ap-

pearance. Take advantage of the dry state of the ground
to get manure wheeled upon quarters where it will

soou be wanted, and see that there is a good supply

being prepared for the Celery crop ; for without
plenty of old rich manure large crisp Celery can
hardly be obtained. Directly the weather becomes
more favourable get the spring-raised Cauliflowers and
Lettuce planted out, if not yet done, selecting for

them a sheltered situation and light rich soil. A few
brauches of evergreens stuck amongst snch things after

planting, so as to screen them from the sun, are a great

protection, and prevent their being dried up until the

roots get hold of the ground.

tangle them, but many of this class of plants bloom much
|

sphere is kept moderately dry. Endeavour to secure

more freely when their shoots are allowed to ramble in a steady bottom-heat of about 80° or 85° for plants in

a somewhat natural manner until the blooms are fairly all stages, and also to keep the soil in a proper state

set, and this should be attended to in the case of such as to moisture ; avoid having to water while the crop

tilings as Echites, Stephanotis, &c, allowiug them is setting, by well soaking the soil before the principal

considerable liberty, without letting the shoots entwine
[

blossoms begin to expand. Keep a careful look out

about everything within their reach. Allamandas
|

for insects, and use every precaution to prevent these

should never be tied into form until they are fairly
j

getting established upon the foliage, for there is hardly

s?t for blooming, for we have seen large healthy masses ! any chance of a crop of fruit unless the foliage can be
if these, which, instead of being covered with flower,

!

preserved in health.

only produced a few stray blooms in course of the
\

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES,
season, and from no other apparent cause than the

[ So long as drying winds continue recently trans-

-shoots having been always kept closely tied in, and
;
planted shrubs and trees must be carefully attended to

twisted about the trellis. Have a supply of weak clear
j
with water. It is frequently the case, however, on

mauure-water at hand, and give a liberal allowance of ' heavy badly drained soils, that water is given to such
this to Clerodendrous and other fine foliaged free things to such an extent as to sour the soil and render
blooming plants, but do not apply it where there is any it uncongenial to the young rootlets and the after growth
o'lance of its inducing a gross habit at the expense of of the plants, and this should be avoided. The soil

bloom. Give air freely on mild bright days, but do not should be kept constantly moist, but not over saturated,
•admit cold dry east winds too freely, also expose the mulching the surface with the mowings of the lawn to

plants to sunshine as freely as may be found consistent
i
prevent too rapid evaporation, and large plants which

with maintaining a properly moiBt atmosphere. Shut appear to be suffering shoufd be sprinkled overhead
up early on the afternoons of bright days in order to ! with the engine on the evenings of fine days, which will

economise fire-heat as much as possible, giving the
j
be of vastly more service in repairing the loss sustained

plants a gentle syringing and sprinkling every by evaporation than excessive watering at the root
available surface so as to saturate the atmosphere with while there is a deficiency of active rootlets. If the
nioisUire. Orchids.—Those in free growth should be planting of any tender Rcses still remains to be done
afforded a thoroughly moist atmosphere, giving them

j
this should be seen to immediately, taking care

a good steaming every bright afternoon by shutting up to have the soil made deep and very rich,

early, syringing the plants lightly over-head, and which is the great point towards obtaining a fine

Sflrinkling the passages, walls, and every available ' display of blooms in autumn. Keep a sharp look
surface. Examine the plants individually frequently, out for the grub, and do not allow this pest to destroy
-watering such as require it, and immersing those in '• the plants ; and if green-fly makes its appearance on
baskets or on blocks in tepid water, when they cannot ' the young shoots syringe the affected plants lightly with

conveniently be kept sufficiently moist by the syringe, a mixture of tobacco-water and soap-suds, and give the

Take care however not to let water lodge too long in the plants a good washing with the engine next morning,
axils of the young tender leaves, as this would probably

, See that shrubbery borders, &c, are cleared of weeds,

induce decay. Look sharply after insects of all kinds, decayed leaves, &c, and rendered neat while the

and keep these under at any expense of time and weather is so favourable for such work. The weather
attention. Give air rather freely when the weather is

j
is still anything but tempting for commencing bedding

favourable, but carefully avoid cold drying currents.
;
out, for the wind is northerly, and a keen frost is a likely

I'lants in bloom should either be removed to a colder
,
enough occurrence any night. But as the season is so

a. id dryer house, or if they must be kept in the Orchid-
j

far advanced it is to be hoped that we may experience

bouse, place them together at the coolest end in order to a favourable change, and be proceeding with the plant-

j.'1-oloug their beauty, and they should be allowed to ' ing out of all properly prepared stock under favourable

remain here until their young shoots begin to make their
appearance.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week endinz May 1", 1855, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

is
; <
s

Babomstsb.
Tbmfe&atube.

Wind.Ol the Air. Of the Earth c

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

2teet
deep.

X

Kriday 11

Satur. 12
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May 11—Fine ; cloudy; thunder Btorm in the afternoon; clear at n'ighf
— 12—Fine; low white clouds, with clearinter^alii; cloudy aud cold ;

clear; frosty.
— 13—Overcast- rain; boisterous, wiih heavy rain at nisht.
— U—Unsettled cloudy sky ; overcast ; cloudy ; unifurmty overcast.

— 15 — Clout)v ; overcast aud cold.
— 16— Cloudy and cold; overcast; clear; alisht. frost.

— 17—Fine; very fine; thunderclouds; slisht shower ; cloudy.
Mean Temperature oi the week 9 dejf. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During the laat 29 yean, for the ensuing week, ending May 26, 1355.

'
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The highest temperature daring the above period occurred on the 23d*

817—therm. 69 dejj. ; acd the ioweBt on the 2ath, 1839—therm. 29 deg.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.— Plants swelling their fruit should be

divested of all suckers, except as many as may he wanted
foe stock, directly they make their appearance. This
*.. ill throw more of the energies of the plant into the
fruit, and will also secure stronger suckers than if too
many were left. Our more valuable sorts of Piues are
nut, however, very apt to produce any excess of suckers,
i ut some varieties of Queen still in cultivation produce
so many that the fruit never attains any size unless the

auspices before the appearance of next Calendar.

Meantime we would recommend keeping the plants

under shelter until the weather becomes warmer,

giving them every attention to [watering, &c, so as to

prevent their sustaining any serious check ; for planting

out the general order of bedding plants in the present

state of the weather would be to run a considerable risk,

and this without any decided advantage in prospect, for

in the present state of the weather no amount of atten-

tion will induce such things to make any progress.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look keenly alter insects on Peach and Nectarine

trees, and destroy them immediately they are perceived,

tuckers are thinned early. Guard against any decline I so as to afford the young shoots a fair chance of making
• e> the bottom-heat, and where this is obtained from I healthy growth early in the season, and depend upon it

termenting materials, a little fresh tan should be added
j
that there is little chance of getting the wood well

1'efore the heat gets too low ; and it will be much safer
j

ripened in autumn, save in very favourable localities,

to add a few inches occasionally as it may be wanted
il.au to follow the old practice of renewing the bed only
<«ice or twice in the year. See to keeping the soil

about the roots, where the plants are in pots or planted
in the open bed in a nice healthy state as to moisture,
and give manure-water regularly to fruiters and stock in
free growth. Vineries—Go over the Vines in suc-
cession houses, frequently removing laterals, Sic, before
fiey shade or interfere wiih the principal foliage.
Where plants must be grown under the Vines the latter
should be kept sufficiently thin to allow of a moderate
(.hare of light reaching the plants, and neither laterals
i:or any useless wood should be allowed to obstruct the
lmht. See that none of the plants are infested with red
Slider or black thrips, especially the latter, which if once

unless this is attended to. Also look after the Goose-

berry caterpillar, and do not allow the foliage to be

injured before adopting means to eradicate it. Perhaps

the readiest way of destroying this pest is to give the

trees a good washing with a powerful engine, directing

the water against the under sides of the leaves as much
as possible, which will wash off the caterpillars, and

they are then easily destroyed on the ground by means

of an iron rake. The little red grub which is so destruc-

tive about some places to the young shoots of the Rasp-

berries is more difficult to eradicate, as we know no

means of destroying this pest save by searching care-

fully for it, catching and killing it, and this is tedious

work at this busy season. Get trenches prepared

for Cucumbers, aud filled with stable manure and

Notices to Correspondents.
Books : L T F. The new edition of the " Theory of Horticulture''

.

is now ready, as you will see by an advertisement in another

column .%

Diseases: JV6?. Your Cucumber seed, for which we are much
obligjd, shall have a fair trial. It will be valuable should it

prove free from disease, though it can scarcely be expected to

prove a first-rate variety, considering the quarter from whence

it was derived.—J B. Your Melons are affected with the dis-

ease to which you allude, which will give you a great deal of

trouble, with little hope of combating it successfully. Is your

soil too light? If so, try what effect a stiffer loam will have.

—

/ W. The affection of which you send specimens on Aerides'

odoratum and Saccolabium Bluroei has come under our notice 1

before. The condition of the tissues is very curious, and will

be illustrated in the course of our series of papers on " Vege-

table Pathology." Unfortunately we are unable to tell you the

cause, and consequently to suggest any probable remedy.

M. J. B.
Evebgbeeks: J C. Berberis aquifolium, Ganltheria Shallon,

Hypericum calycinum, Vinca major, Cotoucaster microphylla,

Savin, and any of the hardier Andromedas, Ledums, or Rhodo-'

dendrons. The hybrids of the latter will in some cases stand

any amount of cold. Plant them in September.

Iksects : JB. Y'our Pear tree is badly infested with the mussel

scale Coccus Conchiformis. If the tree is a choice one, the

branches should he scrubbed with a hard nail or tooth brush,

or scraped with the nail. Soft soap and tobacco water may be

apulied when the young active nits appear. W.
Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Y'oung gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to Itelp them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—i? B. Tecoma capensi6.— TD. Justicia

picta — irCZV.Veratrum nigrum.- WS.Teucrium fmticans.—

£ J B. Eriobotrya japonica, the Loquat — <? C. We do not

recollect the plant but will examine it and inform you next

week.—J A. L:plia purpurata.

Thatching: A Constant Subscriber. We should have thought

that any thatcher would have suggested the propriety of an

underlayer of straw or reeds, over which the Heather could be

fastened down. If your thatchera have not brains enough to

do this we are afraid your case is hopeless.

Twix Conifees : P S E. We will examine them at leisure, and

mention them next week.
Vi.se Leaves: F P. The small green excrescences on your leaves

are induced by a damp atmoaphere and imperfect ventilation.

They do no harra.J

Misc. : JA. We know of no better way of moistening the air

of the room than by employing open evaporating pans.}

•.* As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained titl the necessary inquiries

can be made. We must ako beg the indulgence of those

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting

contributions is still delayed.
-"
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J>KRUVIAN (jUANO, Bolivian (iimno, .Sup* » phot -

pimto of LlmOf Nitnitu of Boda, BiigHT Soura, iui'1 ovory
dfcHorlntlon of Artificial Muniinm, LInHflOd Oaken, Ac.

Wm, iNoiiiH (Jaunic, io, iVi (irk L&nGj London*

(SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIMB ANI< GUANO.O — MorcJiuntH, i>iiil1i:j'ii, and Largo Consumers supplied with
ihoMi viiiiiiiiiio Manures or bout <|iiniity on advantuguous tormu
on application uttlioCoprollto Mil), Rfivimnot'noBl.i'o»t

J
flroemvlch.

J/OK PUBLIC SALE, for Account of the Under-
I wrltcnt, on MONDAY, Miiy l!litt

(
nl. Him Now COMI KxHiiii.j'i-

Tavorn, Mark Lano, at 2 o'clock proolBoly, by order of Mosurii.
antnonv (JmiiH A Hon, tlio Importers, h(h> Ton« (damauoilj
i"i-;kuvian GUANO. J, a. Buoxien & BsironAVT, Brokers,
-.i.ii, Commercial Sale Itooms, Mincing l.uno.

rPUKNH* SOWING.—The Undersigned big to offer
-L their valuable Supborphosplinto of Lime (See " l.o*/al Agrl

cultural Sooloty'a Journal/' Vol, VI., Part 2), Turnip Munuro,
iwitl Nitrn-phoHpluito or Illood Munuro.
aiho on waio, Guano, Nitrate of Soda, Gypsum^ Bone dint.

Sulphuric Add, Salt, and all other Manuroe ol known valor.
Agents for Uio huIm olTeat Charcoal;*—Apply for Priced Current to
Mauk FoTHEnoiLL & Co., 204a, Upper Thntnos Btreot, London

1>ATJENT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'S
NlTRp-PIlOSPHATED CARBON OnBIiOOl) ma m ;!..

52< 10«, per ton; delivered In London, hngH Inoludod. Encli ton
contains 1800 lbH. Blood ami n percent. of Phosphate ol Lime.
A rents throughout tlio country.

22, Ljncoln'H Inn Floldn, Loudon.

FOR THE PRICE CURRENT OF MANURES.
VriTRO-PHOSPHATE ano AMMONIA 1'IIOS
J-^> PHAT12, manufactured by Uodosom & Simpson1

, Wake
field, and Matiukwh & Co., DriiTleld, Hi. pur ton.

MANURES.—The following Manures nro manu-
faotured by Hodgson & Biupsok, Qaldet Soap Works,

\Vakoflidd, and Mattukwh & Co., Manufacturing Agricultural
ChemlBtB, Drilliold. SrMPSOM'B AMMONIA PHQSPHATE, a
valuable Top-l>r«Kning for "VV limit*, Itarlov, and Outn. SIMPSON'S
NITKO-PIlOSrilATK for Turnips, Potatoes, and nit other
lailboua root oropn. N.It. Manures specially prepared for Grass
and Plax. The abovo have boon miccuHNl'ully tested for the last

.Sovou Years by tlio lending fnrnioin in Yorkshire and Lincoln-
shire, and other counties, and wore applied last season to a
trreudth of upwards of 15,000 acres of land with tlio most beno-
(innl results to the crops, A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will bo forwarded by post on application.

*"rHE FOLLOWING MANURES are"manufactured
-L at Mr. Lawks' Factory, Dnptford Creek :—Turnip Manure,

If. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/.; Sulphuric Acid and
Oprolites, 6/.

Oihce, 69, King William Street, City, London.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

CORN MANURE FOB SPRING SOWING.
CONCENTRATED URATE FOR GRASS, RAPE, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY continue

A to manufacture the above Manures, which have been used
with so much success for the last. 14 years.
The London Munuro Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from importers' warehouses), Nitrate of Soda,
Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Bone Dust, and
every artificial manure of known value. Edward Purser, Sec.

Office—40, Ilrid^e Street, Bbuk friars.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.—This highly
fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for
en-ory species of crop ; more especially for Peas* Beans, Turnips,
Mangold Wnrzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater
return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure at an
equivalent value : it also possesses the property of retaining its

tVrtilising power longer than other Manures now in use. It may
bo obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Fulhnxn, at 4/. per ton, and in quantities less than half

a ton, at 5s. per cw't.*, for ready money only ; and in quantities not
less than a ton, will be delivered at the London Termini of the

liailroadsfree of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may also be had from Messrs. G.Gincs & Co., 26, Down Street.

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London, and
from all the other Agents of the Company. .

TO SELLERS OF FLAXSEED AND PURCHASERS
OF FLAX STRAW

MR. W. CALDECOTT, late of Prating Lodge,
Colchester, and now Old Charlton, Kent, begs to inform

the struggling English Farmers that he, Mr. C, has at length
fixed upon a site and machinery for the much wanted and talked
of FLAX FACTORY, and is a buyer of any kind of Flax Straw
at liberal prices, adjusted by length and strength ; that now is the
lime for sowing this valuable crop in' their clean fallows at two
bushels per acre, so as to ensure a TURNIP CROP the same
year; and that he is a seller of first-rale seed grown by himself
(free from foreign Dedder and other rubbish), once from Riga,
rti 10s. per bushel, exclusive of sacks.—Apply early, as the

quantity is limited.

TO ARTIFICIAL AND CHEMICAL MANUf'E MANUFAC-
TURERS AND MANUFACTURING CHlMISTS.

MR.COOKE,Cm MOM E iou«jtz&& Makui/acti
<!jii<.'.h;'.t, contractu fin thu erection >,f BulpburJj

Chamber**, and Chemical Plan! generally on the

toriuit. Praetlsal Instruction! n 12 yearn' i ,-

trado given In tho working of Add Cbonilxji .i
frtclurool nil kinds ol Artificial Manure*, Suporpliorrpl

Quanoi. Receipt* for the heal mlxiuroa "urnMi
I nformatIon on nppllcatlbn. Foi term*, '<., apply t, I

*;, Ht. Thomas Terraee, Newcoatla on Tyno

QPOONBR'fl PATENT WATER AND MAN1 RE
*' DRILL, MiuuiJii'tuK-ii. ;

'1 48KKB & 1 •..-. r .
, An.).,-,, r,

Jhiiitu, and Oabiutt «v Hoxb, Baxmondham. 8ul

rirdera may bo lent: or to the Inventoi
i I I

I

i-,.,, ,i i . I line Hnitthamplon,

/ roLLEGEov AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY.
V> an i, op PRACTICAL and GENERAL CU I i.,:;v tod
38, Lower Kennintflon L^ne, Kennlngton, n< lai Ixmdon.

Pi inolpal •) c. Ni-.hhit, f.(;.h., r.(..; j

„ &c .

Tho ayaUm of fltttdlea pursued In the College eomprl
branch rflqulnlte Io preparo youth for the

i ill ioI I

[engineering1

! Mlnlpffi Manufactures, and the Arts; for tt,<- tUni
m 1. 1 Military Boi pices, and f"r tho unlvoi Itlt

i

Aiiulynnit and AsnayH o( every dOSCrlnUon t\r" promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other per
IkiihiriTiinv lie hud "ii 'M'l'H' nti"n U> Oi- I'rltu Ipnl

AaTlFICIAL MANURES, &c—Mftnufncturew and
otltorH engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANUR1

i

obtain every neceitfary Instruction for their eoonorolcnl
i

I

lllclent preparation, by applying to '. *'. Nr bit, I '• .- •

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical ( >llcge, Ki at

London. Analytics of Hoils, Guanos, Buperpboapbatei "f Mffle,

Coprolltes, <fte., and ABBayaof Gold, Silver, and other Mineral
tun OZeouted with accuracy and dispatch,

Gentlemen desirous of receiving inHtnictlona In Chemical
I Analytiesand Assaying, will lind amplo facility and accomfflods
i
Hon at the College ,,

'

, .

oxiaUncc ar« to

di partintnt, where tlu:

\<> make .-i •
-

utn\ n

lu lor'Ation, Low'
in in the arm.

emerging from th<

foi it tl

TU1E LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
J- ISCOEPOKATEO BY SPECIAL ACT OF PARLIAMENT FOR
England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Clergy, Soli-

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c.~Loans may be contracted
tor the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of every
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
Enclosing, "Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roads,
Planting, Machinery, &c. Tbo plans (of buildings), specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are
submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to bo expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application, &c, apply to the Hon. \Ym. Napier, Managing
Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

'I^HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-X PROVEMENT COMPANY
Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament.

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Directors.

Henry Ker Seymer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John V. Shelley, Bart, M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

Oeorge Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cnbitt, F.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. llutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. fit. Peto, Bart.
William Tite, Esq., F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise: or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay aiid
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits ot
.">0 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.

Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution
of the works by their owu agents, with the use of their own or

Company's Capital. William Clifford, Sec.

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
MR. II. MEDL0CK (formerly Chief Assistant in the

Royal College of Chemistry) begs to Inform Agrlculturlota
that ho undertakes the Analysis of Soils, MnrmroH, &c., on mode-
rate terms, Mr. Mod lock also gives instruction to Qentli
Agricultural Chemistry at his private Laboratory) 20, Great
Marlborough Street. London.

'-TESTIMONIAL TO J. B. LAWES, Estj.— The
-A Committee beg to Inform those interested In the above
undertaking, that the Now Laboratory is expected to be ready
for presentation in May or June, until which time tho Subscrip-
tion List will remain open, to afford an opportunity to any who
may still wish to associate their names with this acknowledg-'
ment cf Mr. Lawes' services.

Communications to be addressed to

Mr. W. Kerl, lion. Sec, Horpenden.

YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
PRIZE SHEETS for the MALTON MEETING may be

had of the Secretary, Mr. John Hannah, Land Agent, Wetherby.

&lw glgrtcttltmal (Bmtttt.

SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1855.

MEETINGS FOB TUE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, May 22—Apricultiiral Society of England. \

The fears and doubts of Paris and its numerous
visitors were finally dispelled on Tuesday last ((be

15tb) by tbe opening of the Exposition Universelle,

which took place with all the forms and ceremonies

proper ou such occasions. These will be found
duly recorded in another part of this Journal ; our

remarks must be limited to the points which more
diiectly concern the interests of those engaged in

agricultural pursuits. The interest which was
excited by, and the commercial results which have
followed, the Exhibition of 1851, have peihaps been
as marked in reference to the agricultuial Classes 3,

4, and 9, as in any others. We did well then, and
received our reward : we now have to enter the lists

with the same competitors, but on a foreign soil.

In the Paris Exposition tbe classification differs
!

considerably from our own. We therefore think

that a brief summary embracing all our agricultural

relations with it may be serviceable both to those

who intend to visit it and to those who are content

to remain at home.
Class 2 comprises forestry, hunting, shooting,

fishing, and the gathering of all produce obtained

without cultivation. This is subdivided into eight

sections :— 1. General Statistics, JIaps, &c. ; 2 and
3. Vegetable Substances used in Arts and Manufac-
turesj 4. Hunting and Shooting (capture of
animals) ; 5. Fisheries ; 6. Produce obtained with-

out Cultivation ; 7. Destruction of Vermin; 8.

Acclimatisation of Plants and Animals. With this

class happily we have not much that concerns us to

any extent ; in each section, however, we may find

something to learn ; and in none, perhaps, more
than in that which relates to the management of woods
and forests, still such an unsatisfactory page in our

national ledger.

Class 3 is the representative of " productive in-

dustry," and comprises within the general term
" agriculture " all that relates to the cultivation of

plants and animals. Here we have seven sectional

divisions:—1. Statistics, and general documents;

2. Agricultuial Engineering: 3. Implements and

machines— fixed plant, &c. ; 4. Crops cultivated for

general purposes ; 5. Crops cultivated for special

purposes ; 6. Breeding of animals (including poultry

and insects) and their produce ; 7. Industrial

applications of agricultural produce. This class

in its comprehensive range will no doubt con-

tain much that will interest and much that will

instruct ; as yet, however, no indications of its

Prii '. t. Pri« t
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. 1 : u
. 'X .. 20 .. - 11

. 3 , ».. u
.. 4
.. 1
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. 1 - - r
.. 3 . 10

.. * .. 16

.. 1 .. 12 .. : -

.. 2 1 7
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. 1 .. IS .. B

.. S .. 10 .. 7

. 3 .. 8 ... f» 1

mi • ting '

and Lbi On ll .'.;< nil "'

ibi i
' to tlii

bibftion <d breeding anii .

and |»oultry, but

fori i
!

commence* ii« nittin^ <

no doubt at once tak<: ..

motlauil&ble arrangement* '.

which i
• xl» of

rnerilH, intrinsic or cotnj

In regard t<» the fin
I

'
.

Ickh interest in excited and
made in tbii country than there iron]

.

bad it« condition* been made known to
earlier date, and through the ordinary rn'<;

communication with the agricultural commuriitv.
For the fir.it time ou neighbour) 'du«,
and oth(:r stranger eOttDiriat,

'

to compete for their liberal prize*.

The exhibition in to be di-. ided into 2 Kectioru ; the
1st compriKinganimalu h
belonging either to foreigner! . 'i.-jl
compruing animal in tb* rim
section, which alone concern* OS, U.<: following
prizes are offered :

—

CATTLE.-Siiort HOElti—Bulll

Otueb Ii»reo3—JhdU

.

SHEEP.— L'-::o-WOOLS—Lam*

Shoet-Wools—Ltmt ..

PIGS.—Large Eheed—Boars

Shall Breeds—

In the four first classes, cattle and *he*r

.

required that the males were boro before the 1st

May. 1S54, and the females before the 1st .Novem-
ber, 1853 ; the pigs must have been born before the
1st October, 1854. All entries are.accoidiog to the
regulations, to be made before the 24th May ; thia,

we are informed, will not be very rigidly inter-

preted in regard to Eiglish stock ; but all must be
oo the ground on the 1st of Jane. A'l expenses
attendant upon the transport of the animals from
and to the Channel ports, and their cb.an.-e while in

Paris, will be borne by the Govemmen'
exhibitors having only to provide the food.

At the termination of the Exhibition on ti.

a sale will take place, when any animals not
previously disposed of may be submitted to public

competition.

This Exhibition, we think, offers greatopponnnities

to our farmers for making known some of those

breeds of cattle and sheep not generally imported

into France, but which may be particularly

for certain districts. Thus, new sources of del

might be opened up for our agricultural stock, which

in a few years might rival in importance the d-

which has increased so rapidly for

The natural resources of France are ere?.'—
cultural produce is compare - can

be increased to an enormous extent ;:' tie country

continues in its present tranquil s:

.

B who
have watched the career of the preser

France, and have seen the vast and imporU:

provements that have been carried o;:

Government in the different parts of the country,

recognise his policy in now collecting in his c

the choice stock of foreign countries. He that rrTTr

his people a means of comparison with their own
and an opportunity of improving ti

by an admixture of foreign blooi, or of substituting

others for them, that may pre s=r.: iuj-r:..: - .:.

-

tages. Ti'.

Dairy Management was made the subject of a

lecture before the Royal Agricultural Society or.

Wednesday :ast, by Professor Wat. His remarks

on the theory and practice of the butter and cheese

manufactures will.no doubt, hereafter ap: eir in :':..
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detail in the pages of the Society's Journal for the

benefit of its readers. A short report is given in

another page.

The experience of dairymen is sufficiently various

to make the discussion of their differences by a

scientific man interesting and important. The weight

of butter yielded by a given quantity of cream is a

point on which very little agreement exists in pub-

lished statements. In ordinary experience we do not

hesitate to say 1 lb. of butter to a quart of cream is

not throughout a herd of cows attainable, and Mr.

Horsfall's yield of 25 ozs. to each quart is unpre-

cedented—so much so, that few dairy farmers will

believe it, except as a merely exceptional case.

They will not believe that 25 ozs. of well made
butter, i. c, with the milk well squeezed out, have

been generally made from a quart of cream as ordi-

narily skimmed. Perhaps the best way of stating the

result of any particular mode of feeding cows is to

name the quantity of butter yielded by the milk

produced. Mr. Horsfall states his ordinary

produce at 25 ozs. from 16 quarts or 40 lbs.,

i. e., 16 ozs. to less than 24 lbs. of milk.

Mr. Telfer tells us that his produce at Cunning

Park is 1 lb. from 22 or 23 lbs. when the yield is

greatest, to 1 lb. from 30 to 32 lbs. when the yield

is least. Mr. Horsfall's ordinary yield, provided

there be no mistake, is just Mr. Telfer's extra-

ordinary yield. Whether the experience of the

former is attributable to the food he uses, or

whether he has with sufficient care and over a

long enough period of time determined his

results before their publication we cannot say. The
subject is no recent investigation of his, and we
can therefore hardly suppose that any error fallen

into would not have been found oufr before this

;

but the facts as stated by him are certainly re-

markable, and deserve his closest scrutiny.

But Mr. Telfer's experience as to yield of butter

differs from Mr. Horsfall's in other respects than

this. His yield of pure butter from a given quan-
tity of milk is larger in winter without artificial

heat than it is in summer. The warmer milk

yields a butter containing more cheesy matter, and
heavier on that account; but a gain of 10 per cent,

in quantity would be accompanied, he says, by a loss

of more than 20 per cent, in quality.

The different statements and opinions given render

the subject especially worthy of investigation, and
we hope our correspondents will relate their ex-

perience on the subject.

The Agricultural Society of England does good
service by the useful selection of subjects to which
the attention of writers is directed by their prize

list. And among them none more full of instruc-

tive matter has been named than that on the causes

OF FERTILITY AND OF BARRENNESS IN SOILS, the prize for

which has, we see, just been carried off by Mr.
Coleman. Such a subject is, perhaps, too large for

a single paper, as it necessarily occupies the greater

portion of the whole agricultural field : but an
enumeration of some of the topics which it embraces,

with descriptive notices of such instances and illus-

trations as observation and experience may have
furnished cannot fail to be instructive. Such an enu-
meration and catalogue of cases we shall now
attempt to give. And in the first place let us name
the limits within which the subject as enunciated
confines us.

The words fertility and barrenness, as applied to

soils, bear in this country almost universally a
merely relative meaning. Absolute barrenness exists

only on the uncovered rock. Wherever in our
island there is soil it is more or less productive ; for

that we thank our climate. Its " fertility," however,
is " barrenness" if it be so low as not to bear the
expense of cultivation or of management. Between
the Heath-bearing bog or moor, and the richest fields

of Norfolk, Lincolnshire, or Lothians, there is a
contrast certainly ; and yet these cases are but
different degrees upon a common scale ; and the
lowest of them are not at its zero, nor will any
witness of our agricultural progress hitherto, believe

that the highest instances as yet have reached its

maximum extreme.

We propose to specify some of the causes of this

varying fertility ; some of the influences to which
the thousand differing degrees of productiveness are
owing that form the scale alluded to, which in this

country extends between the barest vegetable
covering, and the growth of food enough for 50
sheep per acre through the summer.

In the first place, then, what does " observation"
teach about fertility and barrenness in soils ? On
the great scale it

_ discovers and illustrates every
grade of each. We have barrenness owing to in-
clement climate, and we have barrenness owing to

soil—it may be too shallow, or it may be
w-ater—it may contain vegetable
-it may be too adhesive—it may

full of stagnant

matter in excess-

be too light : every one of these causes may be seen

in operation over large tracts of country. And we
have fertility, as well, extensively exhibited, both as

the result of natural conditions of soil and climate,

and as the consequence of the energy and skill of

the cultivator. Our rich alluvial lands, the meadows
and the "marshes" of Somerset and Lincolnshire,

and elsewhere, are among the best instances of the

former ; and there is not a county in the island but

will illustrate the latter ; and so we see how culti-

vation is creeping up the sides of the Mendips, and

the Lammermuirs, and every other highland in the

country ; we see the boundary lines of all our moors

and bogs and sandy wastes contracting ; we see

districts, such as Lincoln Heath and much of North

and Western Norfolk, formerly rabbit
_
warrens and

poor infertile sands, now as productive probably

as any others in the kingdom ; we see fens, once the

home of waterfowl, rivalling the richest specimens

of natural fertility.

It is in the agricultural history of those years

which divide the present from the past states of

these tracts of land, that observation has recorded

its best lessons on the causes of barrenness and fer-

tility in soils; and it is along 'the boundary lines

which separate these two conditions now, in dis-

tricts where the process still remains unfinished,

that these lessons can be read with greatest ease

and force at present. If the student wish to learn

how difficulties of climate may be met, let him visit

Devonshire, or East Lothian, or almost any of the

border counties of Scotland. Among the last-

named he will see how Nature teaches on this

subject ; how, in the midst of a district suffering

from this cause, there occur sometimes localities

where she has provided an open subsoil and a freer

soil, in which all the difficulties owing to inclemency

of climate seem to disappear. And he will find

that art has not only applied this lesson with success,

but that by the aid of shelter furnished by the

planter, as well as by the help of drainage and the

selection of appropriate crops, cultivation is gra-

dually extending upwards, successfully contending

with climatic hindrances. If it be the treatment of

a faulty soil that is the subject of inquiry, instances

on every kind of scale may be found in every

county of the kingdom. As for injury by stagnant

water, we have lying before us a correspondence on

that one subject relating to many thousands of

acres in the whole, and distributed over nearly

every county in England, besides many in Scotland

and Wales ; and the effects of land drainage are so

striking, the injuries which it heals so great, that

though all sorts of practices as to depth of drains

and interval between the drains are given, while

all sorts of soil as to cohesiveness and porousness

are named, the answer to the question as to the

nature of the result in almost every instance is

" most satisfactory."

Then, as regards the improvement of the soil

other than by draining, the student will find the

practice of burning clays carried on in Gloucester-

shire and in Essex, and elsewhere ; that of claying

sands and peaty soils carried on, perhaps most

largely, in Norfolk and in Lincolnshire ; the ad-

dition of chalk to soils common in the practice

of many of the eastern and southern counties of

England ; and the application of lime common
everywhere. He will find many an instance every-

where of that greatest of all causes of increased fer-

tility—theliberal application andeconomical manage-

ment of manures ; and to some of them we shall re-

vert. He will find the opinion becoming pretty

general that it is advantageous to deepen soils ;
and,

while the use of the subsoil plough has probably

diminished, he will observe in many districts (what

the ameliorating influence of drainage has permitted)

that ploughing and cultivation generally are be-

coming deeper— that portions of the subsoil are

being mingled with the staple ; and even that the

digging-fork is being used as an implement of the

farm. But fertility is not a condition merely of the

soil ; that is but its enabling cause : and the skill of

the cultivator in producing it is shown, not merely

in working the land, but in selecting those crops for

growth upon it which, under his circumstances of

soil and climate—of labour and of markets—shall

yield him largest profit. And observation will

perceive how, on the great scale, these circumstances

have distributed the vegetable covering of Great

Britain ; how Grass affects the moister districts of

the island, and arable farming is more prevalent on

its eastern side; and how particular crops have

located themselves on fitting soils, near fitting

markets, Teazels being grown in the clothing districts

of Gloucestershire and Somerset, Hops on rich

lands near the capital. The student will indeed

observe how this question of demand—this neigh-

bourhood of markets—more and more becomes the

sole determining cause of the character of the prevail-

ing agriculture; how in every county there are

instances where skilful cultivation having first

arranged the fitting circumstances, the selection of

the crop is dependant simply on the resolution of

the cultivator.

We have supposed the student to examine many
counties for these illustrations, but in truth he will

rarely need to exceed the limits of the one in which
he lives. In the county we are best acquainted with,
and, doubtless, in most others, observation wili

discover illustrations of nearly every cause of fer-

tility and barrenness in soils. It has deep alluvial

lands, and sandy loams, in which we have traced the

fibres of the Turnip 4 feet downwards ; it has soils

so shallow too, upon the mountainlimestone and the

millstone grit, that the pastures wither under a
month of summer drought ; it has among thestiffest

clays and the lightest sands we know ; it has highland

and lowland sufficiently marked in their character to

indicate the influence of climate ; it has large tracts

of pasture lands yielding dairy produce, and there

are within it 100,000 acres in one district almost

wholly arable ; and as to the influence of manures
upon fertility not only does it exhibitinstances enough
of ability and of indolence among its cultivators,

but over its extensive dairy districts observation

notices the significant fact that whatever be
the geological formation—whatever the character

and original quality of the soil — everywhere
the home-grounds are the greenest in the winter

months, and the most productive during summer.

So much for observation of the present merely,

but we have known it many years ; and the changes

thus observed are even more instructive on the

causes of fertility and barrenness. We have seen the

drainage of the land and the removal of excessive

hedgerow timber from it, the construction of good
roads, and the erection of good buildings on it, pre-

pare the way for better cultivation ; so that from a

poor Grass yielding from 15 to 18 cwts. of bad hay
per acre, 30 tons of Mangold Wurzel, and even

more of Drumhead Cabbages, along with alternate

grain crops, have been substituted. All this is in one

county ; and we believe that few agricultural

students, now-a-days, will need to look much
farther, or even much beyond the limits of their

own horizon for instances as striking of the illustra-

tions which " observation " gives of this important

subject.

IRRIGATION BY SUBMERSION, OR BY HOSE
AND JET.

There have been animated discussions at the Society

of Arts on a paper by Colonel Cotton ' : On the Public

Works for India ;" the points of controversy being on
the sufficiency of the Company's projected works. The
chief point of controversy between the colonel and the

Company's engineers, was as to an alleged undue and
exclusive preference given to railway over canal and
river communication, which it was contended would be
cheaper and more extensively available for India under
its peculiar circumstances. At a second discussion held

on Monday week, Edwin Chadwick Esq., C.B., in the

chair, the irrigation works laid out by the Company's
engineers were adverted to, when Mr. W. Bridges

Adams, the engineer, observed that leaving the proble-

matical question of navigable canals, we come to the

question of irrigable canals. Of their value and per-

manent utility, if India is to make progress, there can
be no doubt. Colonel Cotton cannot well over-rate

them in this particular. In proportion as irrigation,

extends, population will thicken, and ultimately it will

be found that the whole of the water can be advan-
tageously absorbed to render the dry land fruitful. In
hot countries the roots of the plants appear to be the

best absorbents. Rain is not favourable to ripening

vegetation. But the process of irrigating land by open
channels is a costly one. Along the channels there is a
thick and tangled growth of weeds, requiring a constant

expenditure of labour to keep down. In the beautiful

plain of Valencia, in Spain, the whole water of the river

falls short of the necessities of the cultivators, and leaves

much good land useless, and generates a perennial strife

among the peasantry, which rises into an occasional

tumult, with loss of life, and has to be put down by the

soldiery. There is a proverb about the water :—
" Una mitad at cielo,

Otra mitad al suelo."

" One half to heaven,
The other half to earth."

Probably of all the water that springs from the

mountain, one-third is absorbed by the sun, and another

third by the porous channel, to grow weeds, while only

one-third reaches the cultivated land.

In hot Spanish countries, with irrigation, it is cus-

tomary to plant the acequias or irrigation channels with

trees, to prevent evaporation. But there is yet wanting

a cheap and efficient mode of conducting irrigation water

under ground, and when that takes place it will be the

most valuable gift that modern science can bestow on
India, saving human labour, and preventing the waste

of water. The water must be filtered before it enters

the channels, to prevent deposit, and the channels must

be easily accessible to clear out obstacles. If Colonel

Cotton will set himself to work to solve this problem, he
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will bo a Htill greater benefactor to India than ho Iian

yet been.

The Chairman mwlo Homo oltHorvatioim to ihow that

this deaideraturn wuh practically accomplished by tho

method of surface distribution which bo had got Intro-

duced into thiB country by tho Iioho and jet, or by

shedding by means of iioxiblo pipes) with lateral aper

tui'CB. Of tho paramount importance of the proper

execution of worlts for tlie adjustment <>l water

Blippliea in India thoro could lie no doubt Oflfl

sbeaker, whilnt deprecating generalities In respect t<>

the whole of that continent, had yet Btfltod one
general condition under which it wi.h placed; of

sudden and immense (IooiIh, oi torrent-Ailed rivers, and

of prolonged droughts, which certainly demanded worltH

of exteiiHive generality and magnitude for the collection

and storage of tliCHo nudden fallH, and for their regulated

distribution. Such Works had been commenced by the

Company, but in important reSpCOtfl on orroimmiH prin-

ciples. It appeared that the water-leading was by open

cuttings, in the branches as well as the mains, and that

the ultimate distribution was mostly by tho method of

Submersion. Where the mains wore not stagnant, and
whore they could be made to serve the purposes of

traffic ns well as of water distribution, tin,' method of

conveyance by open cuttings bad, no doubt, compen*
sating advantages ; but in Peru, where the Spaniards
raised enormous cereal crops by irrigation, it was a

saying, that to lead water in open cuttings, was to lead

it into the air ; and it must be so, to a greater extent,

in India. This appeared to have been formerly well

understood. In Colonel Chesney's work might be found

the native remains of ancient water-leading, by covered

channels under tho present arid and desert seats of

former populations and civilisation. The method of

ultimate distribution by the water meadow, old though

it might be, was open to the fatal objection that it

created marsh surfaces, and engendered marsh miasma.

The chairman, in his sauitary researches in England,

had found, and it was abundantly proved, as might be seen

in the reports, that tho water meadows generated the rot

in sheep and tho ague in men. His friend, Captain

JJaird Smith, in his able report on the Italian irriga-

tions, had stated the fact, that from experience of the

injurious effects of such irrigations, the formation

of such works was in several states prohibited within

six miles of towns ; but it did not appear to have
given to that fact its due and decisive weight. If such
were the effects in European climates, it might be ex-

pected that they would be aggravated in the east by a

more rapid decomposition under a more powerful sun
;

and so they were. Medical reports which the chairman
had seen showed, particularly in the province of Agra,
peculiar manifestations of the malarious influence in the

enlargement of tho spleen. The medical men reported

that they could tell by the extent of enlargement of the

spleen the extent to which the population had been ex-

posed to the malarious influence. Now he (the chairman)
had a large faith that unwholesome processes were not

intended, and were not the best for the most economical

or the most productive results. One effect of them was

almost to necessitate with the inferior labour a depressed,

inferior, and expensive population. In some consultations

on drainage works for the productive and sanitary im-

provement of Guiana, he was not surprised to find the

slave labour in reality dear, as well as inferior labour,

and obstructive of improvement. He bad been assured

by a large planter that he could afford to give as much
as 3s. per diem for labour as good as common day labour

in England. Then, why not import it X The answer

was, that it had been tried, but that the free labourers

could not stand the climate, and would have recourse to

rum, .which destroyed their value as labourers. What
was called " the climate " was, in the particular instance,

Ihe miasma from the stagnant ditches used to drain the

laud, and which so closely intersected it, that the plough

which might there have been otherwise used could not

run. In England be had promoted the use of covered

but permeable tile drains in substitution of the open

ditch drains, which commonly surrounded our towns as

well as lands, and they were now proved to be the most

economical ; and to remove all sanitary objection, the

late Dr. Shier agreed that iu the particular instance

they would have removed the barrier to the introduc-

tion of superior labour, as well as the obstructions to

the working of the plough. It appeared that, in con-

sequence of the irresistible evidence in India of the

effect of the miasma from the irrigation by submer-

sion, it had been provided that they should not be

carried on within such distances as three miles from a

town. If, however, six miles distance were required for

the protection of the population of Italian towns, three

miles was certainly too short a distance in India. He
had evidence even in England that marsh effluvium had
been perceptible for 15 miles. After a continued pre-

valence of wind from over the marshes aud open ditch

drains in Essex and Kent, at Flumstead, comparatively

weak as was the power of decomposition here, scattered

cases of marsh fever—known as such to medical officers

conversant with the marsh diseases—and ague, were
found to occur amongst the population to the very

extremity of the metropolis. In some of the reports of

the Company's officers, it was stated as conclusive and
satisfactory, that from the provision made, "only a few"
cases of enlarged spleen occurred amongst the adjacent

population. To those who understood the subject, how-
ever, "the few*' developed cases (which usually on
examination turned out to be not a few), denoted the

prevalence of wider deleterious influences than the

particularly developed cases. But this supposed pro-

improfi I
i mM ryur C-.

should be bfi d on by it vj tim
population. Care should \x- i»l**-ti Omt m i

rod foom poverty •

iDVrodooi BUO|N so <: fa ti Tblt *i of pi man lm-
In relation to tboM «<,;.>. on *h

tcction wholly disregarded tboi i bo i e to labour In

the artificially created marshy surfaces; it wan
ignorance of that to which be must repeatedly c

attention an a practical economical principle that

Inferior processes, proct ises which were physically

Injurious aud depn ba, made inferior labourers and
inferior populations, He was happy in being able to duel Ptn4*
convey confident assurances thai tin < un try eon namely, those for '

!

Bequonces were avoidable, and, moreover
j rere avoidable water, At the mi

with a profit From having been compelled to struggle military »n wall «m civil, I

with the difficulties ofdealing with the refill t <-l town*, ha brilliant examples of fertility of

had been led i" propose, in snbstitul of the pracbte <-f tratfve ability in tbi suiphet it would )

applying liquid manure i>y the method of snbmen ion,tbi tin Urn, %nA pr-'M nu . *n«-*i

prinaipleof|nipedietribnnoDrortheapplicatlonofllqutfi«(J worthy <>\ high regard, n» it app**»rt-d t,t,\y

mi re bypipcsand boss and jot ffhis was nowfa course known In India tod aln «*n m thu
of increasing application in farms, and iu san country, if, from Ui«- p*| by ihi

would be found to be everywhere demonstrated. As with Company, he might ha%-<

applications by the Horticulturist, or by tho gardener's th«

water-pot; od morn was given at one time than the civilisation of the Mmirwara, of

oil could at Once absorb. Plants whose natural bad been laid by Colonel Hull, *.'

habit wan not submersion En Liquid were not subjected service, but the },v\ bveo
to it. There was no stagnant surface water and no amrkea out by \M * . J Dixon, of the
decomposition. Even when: )i juified manure was Bengal Artillery, It »mi the r**r of »»,:• rw«of
applied, there nan an immediate chemical combination hilly district, badly eu tinted,

with the soil) which it was proved retained it. penna*
i

in jungle*, and occupied by n ;
t
whom

ncntly, and there waa no loan from decomposition, and it I oeeeary to eundue
t
for tm

no atmospheric pollutions from thai cause. There was ' inhabitants of the eurround
ulao a largo economy of water. But what perhapa wat < routine, it would have been merely garrisoned at I

of tho moot immediate importance, there was a large sxpensej but Colonel Dixon tbat uV fa

the crops from the In of ua.t*rr at timeseconomy of original outlay, as well aa in working
expenses. Captain Baird Smith, in liiM report on the

Italian irrigations, bad shown that as much capital as

40^. per acre bad been expended in the construction of

the water mcadowg and the connected works. The
average coat of tho Wiltshire water meadows was about

• .ted predatory babitx, to which the Ion;? intsmraU

ol labour from i rude and bad esdl n them
leisure. To moot this condition Colonel Lnxon pro-
jected works for the collection, Storage, and OJStr

of water, ffe obtained governmi i of money,
16/. per acre. The Chairman held in bin hand a tabular

! and occupied the robber population in their -"^nstruc-

vicw of tho comparative outlay and the working ex- tion. Subsidiary WOl'k* wen . money sdvsoeed,
penaes of the works for distribution by submersion, | and the same population wa* engaged in the rrelamation
and of -Jiose for distribution by jet. From tliis table ' of jungles and in that steady and highly productive
it would be perceived, that the total cost of the works cultivation, of which the adjusted watftr supply and <JU-

and apparatus of all tho prominent examples examined
of irrigation, by bed works aud gutters, including

the instance of catch-water meadows, had been
31/. 14s. Id. per acre, and that the total annual charges
and working expenses were 3/. 7s. Id. ; whilst the cost

tribution afforded the mcann. The time of the population
was so well occupied, that they had no leisure I

ducement to think of depredation. He aucceeded in

doing there what our administrators had not succeeded
in doing here, in making absolutely condemned criminals

of the new works and apparatus on the average of all prefer honest and productive industry. For the c

the examples of distribution by underground pipes had veyance of produce, roads had to be made for the

been 21. 7s. Id. per acre, and the annual charges and accommodation of the increased numbers of cultivators

;

working expenses 8s. 11 }t
d. per annum per acre. The villages had to be constructed ; for the supply of the

cheapest instance found of the method of distribution villages a town had to be created, and for the sale of
by open gutters, the Pusey catch-water meadows, was the produce, markets and fairs to be instituted. The
14s. 3d. per acre, whilst the total annual expenses of Government advances of capital were repaid with in-

the cheapest method of distribution by closed channels terest. Instead of levying black mail on the surround-
and underground pipes, and by jet and hoser was ' ing population, instead of occasioning the expenditure

7s. l^d. per acre. The detailed particulars of works of a revenue, in maintaining the repressive action of

from which every competent officer might judge for
i

troops, the district now furnished good subjects and
himself were to be found in the official minutes published

|

good troops, and a good revenue for the maintenance of

on the subject, and one additional advantage would be the local as well as the general government, from a
seen in this, that the works did not confine the cultivation thriving and increasing population. All this had been
to one method, but were equally applicable to arable and to done in a very few years, and the instance might be
arboreta! cultivations. From what bad been stated of the cited in proof of the possibility, bv similar adminis-
cheap rate at which water was raised in India by simple trative appliances, of altering completely the condition

means, there could be little doubt that the experience of that empire within the span of one generation.

here as to economy of construction and working were The following is the table of the comparative cost and
applicable, mutatis mutandis, to India. It should be our working of the two descriptions of works, as applied to
mission to introduce into that country the most advanced the distribution of liquified manures:

—

Name of Place.

NottiNonamsnlre .

Duke of Portland's

)

Clipstone Meadows J

Edixbuboh,
CraigentinDyMeadows

:

High Level

Sea Meadows

Old Meadows

WiLTSnrKE.
Wiley Meadows

Devonshire,
Duke of Bedford's")

TavistockMeadows J

Berkshire.
Pusey Meadows

Staffordshire.
Duke of Sutherland's \
farai,nearTreiithani J

Glasgow.
Mr. Harvey's farm

GLAMOROAySHlKK.
Porth Kerry Farm

Ayrshire.
Mr. Kenuedv's Mvre \

Mill farm j

Mr. Telfer s Canning |
Park farm )

Lancashire.
Mr. R. Neilson's \
llalewood farm ... J

CHESntRK.
Mr. Harrold Little-

\

dale's Liscard farm j

Marquis ofAilsa, Leg \
or Duuduff farm . .. J

300

63

3S

22S

1 "=

Mode of Application.
Total cost] e

of works & >

:

apparatus *

per acre.

£

120

IS 3 5

11 16 10

ss

,-
"?

SOS

( Catch-meadow, gravitation,

)

\ and open gutters
)

f Steam engine, pumps, and ^
\ open gutters and panes... )

f Gravitation, open gutters. ")

\ and panes i"

| Gravitation, open gutters,^

\ and panes J]

f Bed-work ofridge & furrow, \
'

\ gravitation & open gutters J ,

f Bed-work & catch-meadow. > ..,

\ gravitation& open gutters j

Catch-meadow, gravitation, \
and open gutters )

("Steam cngine.pumps,un^er- )

i ground iron pipes, gutia- -

( percha hose, and jet pipe \

\ Steam engine,pumps,uuder-

)

< ground iron main pipes, v

(^ & iron distributing p
r

1 Gravitation, iron pipes.

\ gutta-percha hose

("Steam eugine,pumps,urjder-~>

-, ground iron mains. gi;r;a- -

percha hose, and jet pipe )
'

Ditto 4

9 10

1 7

17

50

pipes \

6

: -: - = -
- — - c

-- -

o 10

10

53

5; l

1 10 o

19 Si

6 S

9. 5

J J »

9

o i s;

7

15

D i

— :. .

( Previ '-Tia it.

-< to5>. permac.perusaBL

< ATer»g« rectal, opvajib of

\ 161. per Englidi acre.

: ess 25 j-eus«go^ow
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EXPERIENCES IN LAND DRAINAGE.

No. VIII.—The result of my experience has been

generally satisfactory, except in some situations upon

strong clay lands, where the drains are 30 feet apart,

and which I think should not exceed 18 or 20 feet.

—

The system adopted has been chiefly parallel, except

where the formation of the earth required them other-

wise.—The prevailing depth has been 4 feet in all situa-

tions where draught could be obtained from that depth.

—

The only differencein ourmode of draining between arable

and grass land is that the furrows have been followed

on the latter.—Where the ridges are high and of a great

width, we have drained with the fall ; and the furrows

have been followed where they came within the proper

distance for which the drains were set out.—Two-inch
pipes have been used for minor, and 3 and 4, 5 and
ti-inch for main drains; no collar or socket pipes have

been used, as the drains are generally of a firm and
strong nature.—Cannot speak with any degree of accu-

racy on tlie benefit of giving air at places either to main
or minor drains.—The average number of acres dis-

charging at the several outlets varies materially as to

where outlets can be obtained, say from 2 to 10 acres,

the main pipes being proportionately large.—The soil

and subsoil is chiefly clay, with an admixture of stones

and marl.

—

JRyle, Moor Bouse, Durham.
No. IX.—The result of our drainage operations has

been perfectly satisfactory, and generally approved by
tenants who were much opposed to deep draining in the

first instance.—I have adopted what is commonly called

the parallel system.— The prevailing depth ' of the
drains has been 4 feet.—No difference in our mode of

draining between arable and grass land when under
similar circumstances.—Minor drains taken with the
fall in every instance. On strong land where ridges are
high I have been compelled to keep to the furrows,
urging tenants to level the ridges as soon afterwards
as possible.—I have generally used 42-inch pipes for

minor drains ; and for mains, from 3 to 8 inches
capacity, according to circumstances.—I have not used
any socket pipes, and collars only where the land is

unsound. I dare not lay pipes of a less size than
2 inches without collars.—I have seen instances where
air has been required for insuring a rapid and even
discharge of the water, but I have never found it neces-
sary in my own practice ; I have sometimes made a
"well" in a long or important main drain for the sake
of satisfaction more than from any existing necessity for

air.—What is the average number of acres discharging
at the several outlets i This question I cannot answer ;

I may say from 40 acres to 4. As a general rule I

think the square root of the acres in a field will give the
size of the outfall pipe required ; thus for a 9 acre field

3 inch outfall, 16 acres, 4 inch ; in practice I prefer,
however, to exceed rather than to be under this rule in

the size of an outfall pipe.—The soil and subsoil have
been various ; from clay of the strongest and most
" impervious" quality to gravel.—The geological forma-
tion is various.—The draining I have effected being in

various parts of the country and under different circum-
stances I cannot give a satisfactory answer to the
questions about height of situation or rain-fall. 6.

Beaumont, Bridgeford Hill.

No X.—The result of our drainage operations on all

descriptions of land has been satisfactory.—I have
found that all drainage for spring water must be done
according to the particular circumstances of the case,

and my replies only refer to drainage for surface water
on strong clay-land. The plan has been in some cases
(where the land was in ridges of 4 and 4^ yards wide)
to make a tile drain up every other furrow 1\ to 3 feet
deep, taking care that none of the subsoil or clay should
be put back into the drain, but spread over the land.
As soon as practicable after the draining, say in three
or four years, the lands or ridges are ploughed into
proper form, the old alternate furrow without a tile-

drain being now the ridge, not at all high, but with a
gradual fall each way to the furrow. I have land before
me which was treated in this manner in 1826, and in
nearly every subsequent year, and the result continues
to be quite satisfactory—growing 30 tons of Swede
Turnips, 10 to 12 quarters Oats, 5 to 6 quarters
Wheat, and 5 to 7 quarters of Barley per acre ; this

latter crop depending so much upon the state of the
land when the Turnips were carted off. In March 1850
I drained a field up every furrow at three different
depths—2 feet, 2-} feet, and 4 feet. It has grown Barley,
seeds pastured two years, and Oats ; now sown with
Wheat. No person has yet been able to say which was
drained 2 feet or 4 feet, and I am thoroughly convinced
that where there are no springs, the soil strong, and the
subsoil clay, 2A to 3 feet is more beneficial than any
greater depth. Nearly all the laud, which since drain-
ing grows large crops of roots and of Barley first-rate
malting quality, a few years ago grew miserable Turnips
and Barley only fit for grinding, besides which the
harvest is now as forward as on the hottest part of
Sherwood Forest.—The prevailing depth of the drains
is 2 to 3 feet.—The mode of draining on arable land is

deeper than on Grass.—The direction of the minor
drains is with the fall. I have followed the furrows
where the land is in ridges generally. In some cases
1 have set out the drains 9 yards apart, without reference
to the old furrows

; but in every case I keep the land
in very slightly elevated ridges, the tile being always
-under the furrow and this plan I find far preferable to
having the land flat.—I have used 2J inch pipes, and
horse shoe tiles 3!2 x 2J inch for minor drains. The
outfall tiles vary.—I have not tried giving air at places

to eitner main or minor drains.—The average number
of acres discharging at the several outlets has been 3 to

6 acres.—The soil and subsoil are loam on red and blue
clay.—The geological formation is red marl, or red sand-

stone.—The mean height of the land drained above the
sea level is 120 to 150 feet.—The average depth of rain-

fall in our neighbourhood is 27-i inches. Richard Mil-
ward, Thurgarton Priory, Southwell, Notts.

No. XI.—The result of our drainage operations on
all descriptions of land as regards work done in the last

five years, and under my personal directions, has been
satisfactory.—The drainage I have adopted has been a
parallel system as a principle.—The prevailing depth of

the drains has been 4 feet.—I have made no difference

in the mode of draining between arable and Grass land,

although I have doubts as to the advisability of so deep
draining (4 feet) marsh land when the soil is light.

—

The direction of the minor drains has been with the
fall ; I think it an error to be governed by the furrows.

—The pipes have been 1 .', inch to 3 inches in minor
drains, and 3 to 6 inches in mains ; I have double piped
through quicksands and bogs, but found little occasion

for collars elsewhere.— I have found no benefit by giving

air at places to either main or minor drains, and cannot
see the use, seeing the soil is made porous by draining.

—I would not willingly bring above 10 acres to one
outlet.— I believe my experience must include nearly

all the soils we have in England.—As to the mean
height of the land drained above the sea level, I refer

to no particular neighbourhood, as I have had to drain

across the island. Hewitt Dailies, 3, Frederick's Place,

Old Jewry, London.
No. XII.—The drainage hasbeen satisfactory except in

some cases of peat. I have found all drains in peat contain-

ing red water to be choked by a sort of ferruginous

deposit, in about four or five years. Chemists say lime
will counteract this. I have not found it so ; having
limed a great portion of a drained bog at the rate of

200 bushels of clod lime per acre. The drains were
choked exactly in the same manner as the unlimed
portion. I have redrained the bog, giving a little more
fall in the drains, with pipes 3 inches diameter, at 5.1 feet

deep, 40 yards apart ; each drain being carried up
the adjoining hill to gain a supply of pure water in order
to dilute the deleterious water of the bog, and to flush

the drains. At present the result is deemed satisfactory.

Experience has taught me that drainage is effectually

done in Grass lands where the subsoil is porous, at

40 yards apart, and 5 to 5.^ feet deep ; in any subsoil at

20 yards apart and 4^ feet deep, i.e., in the furrows.

Ridge and furrow should always be crossed in a slanting

direction if possible, i.e., consistent with true levels, in

Grass land, unless the ridges are very high old-fashioned

ridges.— Parallel drains have been used.—Four to 7 feet

deep, 10 yards apart in tillage land, 20 yards apart in

Grass land.—Half the number of drains is amply
sufficient for Grass land.—Minor drains are laid on
these levels (down the steepest part of the hill), so that
the bottom of every drain is in the same uniform level

as its neighbouring drains.—Pipes 2-j inches in diameter
for minor drains ; 3 to 9 inches in diameter for mains

;

collars used when really necessary.—If drainage is pro-

perly done there can be no need for giving air at

particular places ; water of drainage carries air with it.

—From 5 to 40 acres run out at one outfall according to

circumstances, it being deemed necessary to have as few
drain mouths to look after as possible ; also the greater
the discharge of water from tbe main the more likely

is the outlet to be kept clear.—Almost every description

of soil has been drained.—The geological formation is

blue mountain limestone, or lead measures.—The height

above Bea is from 550 to 750 feet.—The rain-fall is

unknown. /. Anderson, Newcastle.

No. XIII.—The result of my draining operations on
all kinds of soil has been satisfactory, excepting in some
of the earlier works where the drains were not of suf-

ficient depth.—I have invariably adopted a parallel

system.—The prevailing depth may be stated at 4 feet

6 inches.— I have generally placed the drains a greater

distance apart in Grass lands than in tillage lands.—The
minor drains are placed in the line of the greatest fall,

and in some instances where the ridges are much raised

(particularly in Grass lands), they have been placed in

the furrows.—I have used 2J-inch diameter cylindrical

pipes for minor drains, and 4-inch and 6-inch pipes for

mains.—I have never tried the effect of openings to

admit air, but it strikes me that soil perfectly freed from
water requires no such openings.—About 10 acres run
out at one outfall.—My experience embraces every
variety of soil and subsoil—clay, bog, loam, sand, &c.&c

—

The same remarks will apply to the geological formation,

but the greatest proportion of the works has been
executed over the Northumberland coal formations.— The
altitude of the lands drained ranges from 200 feet to

1000 feet above the level of the sea.—-There are not (I

am sorry to say) any rain-gauges kept in this district.—

I

may mention that I have directed and superintended an
outlay in drainage very little short of if not exceeding

15,000?. About 3000/. of that amount was expended in

3-feet drains laid down at distances from 18 to 21 feet

apart (which has not been quite satisfactory), and the

remaining 12,000Z. of a depth not less than 4 feet. I

have had one or two failures in deep drainage, where
from a desire to economise I had placed the minor
drains at too great a distance apart, and where, from
the negligence and ignorance of the farmer, the land had
not been laid perfect'y level. In very strong clays I

place the ordinary drains about 24 feet apart and 4^
feet deep with perfect success; in medium subsoils about
33 feet apart and the same depth; and where the subsoil

is very porous as far as 45 feet apart and 5 teec deep.
And in some pasture lands I have placed the drains 50
and CO feet apart with the greatest success. I now find
that some of our' earlier performances at a depth of

3 feet will require to be redrained at a greater depth.
It is painful to see the shallow drainage still going on
near Newcastle-on-Tyne and many parts of Scotland.
Thomas Qow, Newcastle.

Home Correspondence.
The Nitrophosphate Manure.—In reply to " S. R. E.,"

as one of the trustees of the " Nitrophosphate or Blood
Manure " Company, I beg to state that last year I used
35 tons, and during the present season I am using 60
tons of that valuable manure. I used the nitrophosphate
alone for my white and green round Turnip and Rape
with great success, but with Swedes and Mangolds in

admixture with farm-yard manure (iu small quantity),
guano, and salt. From the favourable reports of some
neighbours as to its use on corn crops, I am this year
using it on from 60 to 100 acres of Oats and spring
Wheat. My occupation is upwards of 800 acres of
light chalk soil, and 380 heavy clay. The nitrophos-
phate was equally successful on both soils. H. [We
shall be happy to give our correspondent's address if

" S. R. E." wishes for further information.]

Temperatwre of Dairy.—In reply to the inquiries of
" An Original Correspondent," the water used for in-

creasing the temperature of my dairy is quite hot

:

when the tap is opened, the water travels through the
cistern to the other extremity, where the outflow pipe

is placed, throwing off a considerable quantity of steam.
The supply of hot water is exhausted in six to eight

minutes, and in about half an hour the water is cooled,

and then wholly drawn off. By this application, the
temperature of the dairy is increased to 60°. The
bowls are of thick glazed earthenware of a dark brown
colour. As earthenware is a slow conductor of heat, I

think it improbable that the milk, of which there are 4

to 5 quarts in each bowl, attains a temperature equal to

that in the dairy, as this begins to lower when the hot
water has ceased to flow. The bowls stand on a base of

6 to 8 inches, and expand at the top to double that

breadth. I have on no occasion found any unpleasant
flavour from this process. When the dairy during
summer weather reaches continuously a temperature
up to but not exceeding 60°, I End my milk on standing

36 hours affected with a sour taste. If I cannot reduce
the temperature by the cold water, I cream after 24

hours, to keep the old milk sweet, iu which state alone

it is saleable. For my purpose, I am disposed to think

a temperature of 52° to 56
J
the most desirable. Y.

Guano Buying. —The following paper by Mr. Prideaux,

in the " Journal of the Bath and West of England
Agricultural Society," appears to me so important at the

present season that, believing your readers will agree
with me in this opinion, I would advise its being ex-

tracted and published in your columns. M. S. " Guano,
now become so important to the farmer, is so widely
different in quality, that something like a standard of

its real and comparative value is very desirable for the
buyer, to show him what is best worth his money.
Besides the shameful adulterations it has undergone
at home, and may do equally abroad, it is liable to

unintentional casualty in collecting, by stones, earth, or
sand coming up with it. And even when quite genuine
its value is very different, according to the degree of

moisture and stage of decay. An average analysis of

Peruvian guano by Professor Way gave per cent. :

—

Moisture 13
Organic matter ...53 containing ammonia ... 17
Phosphates 24
Alkaiine salts ... 9 containing potash ... ... 3£
Sand, &c 1

100

The moisture and sand are, of course, worth nothing j

the less of them the better. The organic matter
he values only for its ammonia, which is worth full

6d. per lb., so that a sample yielding 17 lbs. of ammonia
will be worth Is. per 100 lbs., or 22s. per ton, more
than one containing only 15 lbs. (unless the latter be
richer in phosphate or potash). Phosphate of lime is

worth about double the price of bone-dust, after

deducting the other valuable materials which bone-dust
contains. On this principle Professor Way estimates

it at |d. per lb. ; and the potash, from the cheapest
source (the sulphate or muriate), at 2§d. Hence an
average sample of genuine Peruvian guano may be
reckoned as follows :

—

lbs, d. s. d.
*Ammonia 17 at 6 = B 6
Phosphate 24 at 0} = 1 6
Potass 8£ at 2i = S

10 S per 100 lbs.

or 11 10 per cwt.
= £11 16 8 per ton;

rising or falling 1 1 s. per ton for every pound of ammonia
more or less. To which I should add (but without
Professor Way's sanction) full 10s. per ton for the other
organic matters and alkaline salts, making 1 21. 6s. Sd.

per ton. But how to render this available to the
farmer, who cannot assay his guanos, as the publication

of any simple tests would immediately lead to their

evasion ? The most feasible method seems to be,

always to buy guano under guarantee of a certificate of

analysis given with the invoice : from which the farmer
can reckon its value by comparison with the standard.

If he has full confidence in the seller, this may be
sufficient ; but if he wishes to satisfy himself further,

* Professor Voelcker values ammonia at present price at Sd.
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lie may %vx onfc im average sample, by drawing »i

portion from tlio centre of every bag (or of a sufficient

immlior to ensure a fair sample) ; mix it nil well

toother, and divide it into two halves* Take one to

no experienced cliemiftt, who, for aliout 7//., can nmlce

a rough cheek assay, sufficient to guide bim about pur-
chasing ; and pot I lie other in a hottlo, cork, find seal

it airtight, and keep it with the certificate in a cool

place- till the season in over ; when, if the guano linn

tailed, lie can have it regularly imalvMed, and make his

claim upon the dealer in cjiho of fraud or error in the
certificate, which, however, would rarely (if over)
li.-tppen if the check iiHmiy wan properly executed. This
in thrown out n» a rough suggestion for the considera-
tion of scientific agriculturists, to moot any objections,
mid to facilitate its use, both to the buyer and seller.

It is to tli-o interest of both where both are honest
My estimates of ammonia, &o., may be considered too

low. But it must be remembered that they are only
proportionate; to rise and fall with the market. It may
liu thought their values are not truly proportionate

;

if so, they may be corrected. But let us give the
farmer some effective guide by which h ay know
what ho is buying, and not have to pay (i/. for a sample
worth perhaps less than 57., just because it bears (he
sjimo name"
Steam Cultivation.— I have been reading the articleu

'if('
" I. A. C." on the abnvo subject with much pleasure.

Without doubt tho approaching trial of agri-motivos at
the Carlisle meeting will prove quite as interesting as
the trial of locomotives did on the Liverpool Hailway
seme years ago. Our agricultural mechanists must not be
qHhoartoned if they do not succeod in this their first

attempt; their chance of success is not so certain as
was that of 'tho projectors of the railway ; in this latter

instance they must bear in mind tho roadway or path
tin* the maehino whose power was required, was found
out and invented : in olher words, the method to he
pursued to attain a certain end was denned and
accepted. All that tho company advertised for or
wanted was an engine, which would become operative
in conjunction with the method discovered, viz., a
railroad. Now, unluckily, we have not advanced to this

Stage in respect to the steam agri-motive advertised for ;

(lie pathway or roadway whereby it can be rendered
effective and profitable has to be invented as well as the
engine. Inventors should reflect on this. If the con-
trivers of the locomotive had started their engine on
the old or common road, they would not have got along
lit a' greater speed than 10 miles an hour, and the
invention must have failed. Hence, from this experi-
ence of the past, I infer that if intending competitors
mean to work their steam agri-motives in the old track
or roadway of the plough, they will fail ; they will be
beaten hollow, both in time aud quantity, by a 2-horse
plniigh, and when too late (for this year at least) they
will learn this axiom, viz., that a new power geared
<>.'i to old mechanism demands a- new pathway
Air its more effectual and profitable development.
But I desire especially to call attention to the letter of
your correspondent " S.," who has touched upou the
two essential points connected with the application of

Steam to cultivation ; he comments upon the tillage

part of the subject, and also on the mechanical. What
is tillage ? What is it a farmer wants % • What is the
object desired by the operation called tillage ? Do you
want the soil laid up in a series of ridges 12 inches high
in lumps and clods, for the frost first to pulverise, that

the atmosphere may then act upon it I or do you wish
the soil to be first ground up, and then laid up in ridges
in a so finely-pulverised state that the atmosphere may
at once act upon it ? It appears to me the two proceed-
ings would come to precisely the same thing in the end.
But there is one thing I know, which is that it requires
a much less amount of power to grind up the soil by
degrees into the pulverulent state than it does to break
it up in lumps all at once, or by one upheaving stroke.

The first process would require more time to effect it,

hence the machine must be larger than the tool which
would accomplish the latter. I do not at all disapprove
of the process of ploughing or shaving the soil

;
quite

the reverse. I consider that a certain number of
ploughing points (mechanically combined and mechani-
cally used in operating on the soil) would make a very
good and simple steam-driven cultivator for abrasion
or pulverisation. But I do disapprove of the implement
called a plough, and utterly condemn the method of
operating with it in the field. It is not a machine aud
is not worked mechanically ; it is only a hand-saw, and
is worked like a hand-saw—up and down—and yet our
best machine-makers will stick to this up-and-down
field method of operating. Several years ago I came
to the conclusion that the soil was neither more
nor less than an aerial-manure trap, aud that
hence if you succeeded in laying up such soil in
ridges, any how and by any means, you would have
attained the great end sought for by tillage ; the
atmosphere would then breathe through the ridge,
literally breathing into it the breath of life, vivifying
and fertilising it ; the soil would filter the atmosphere
of its fertilising particles aud appropriate them. Based
on this conclusion, I projected a tillage machine. I
threw overboard all the routine of the old methods, and
sought solely to attain a certain end, and to fulfil certain
required mechanical conditions. Unluckily my investi-
gations terminated in the discovery that my new machine
involved a new method of operating in the field ; hence
it has never been patronised, but probably will be when
all other schemes have been tried and shall have failed.

j" S." is evidently versed in mechanics, and I beg par-

1

our

point

tn-ulucly to call hia attention to the f"t that to all

field machinery there kt do such thing . a ii
i

i

whereby, or rather ^herefrom, it can opi rati on ihs
raw material* Now, 1 think be '.-.in agrei with mc thai

mechanism in not machinery at all nnleai El hs n i |

of attachment (point d'appul, as our allien would tern
it). I hold that for machinery to become operative on
a material to be manufactured wiih accuracy and effi cl

without a fixed point of attachment Is limply hni o

After all their efforts, tho Ingenious mechanl m
displayed in Garrett's hoe or in Horn by's drill in an
good an thrown away ;

for it will be observed, the
capability of (volition of each of these pi-ceii of

mechanism depends wholly npon the canrla oj a horse
or the fallible guidance of a man. Wbal

i

humiliating than the knowledge thai for nil our tillage

mechanism there ix no other point of attacbmei
tho tail end of a home; I should like to bear what
" S." Iiaa to any about tie necci ity for a fixed point
for our field machinery, because if be grant* tin-n-

ought to be one to insure accuracy and i EHeioncy
in working, by a natural consoquonce tie- introdi

of tho fixed point would bail to a revolution in the

whole modus operandi of hoeing, sowing, and ploughing.

(Jharla Jinn ham, London.
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Dairy Management.—Mr. Hornfall informed the
Council tliat the greatest amount of batter obtained
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1854, from cown on stall food, when it reaehed 'J,,J oz. leaned an i

of butter from 16 quarts of milk. He took that l *>'' how«v< r, that all 01

butter . n keeping *n* di

place during t; -
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opportunity of correcting an error in his communica-
tion of last week, in winch it was Btated :

" On Monday,
April .'iO, 16 quarts of cream having yielded 26 mils
(of *2,5 oz. each) of butter. The " 2(i rolls" should have
16 rolls.

LECTURE.
Chemical Pmijciples Involved in the Production o) Bdttkb.

—Professor Way, consulting-chemist to the Society, delivered n. Now, supposing the soaring i

lecture before the members on " tho Chpmic.il Principles Involved why not obtain it artiiV
in the production of Putter." Tbe subject, ho Bald, naturally aci'I: at the nine time
divided itself under two heads—the 1st, that of so treating cows the churning r Then ' ^>*lttd« enaa'l

as to cause them to produce a large quantity of milk rich in quantity of altered cawln was th* tneUiotn enemy w;..

butter; the 2d, that of so treating tbe milk as to separate as fully butter that was to be kept any .

as possible, and in the greatest perfection, the butter which it to guard a

contains. The first is a question of physiology; the second on< < might b* k

dependent partly upon chemical, partly upon physical principles. length of time without change, bat of conrw it hi

Tlio one involves the phenomena of animal life, and is mate- agreeable flavour of ordinary fresh batter. With regard to U
rialiy influenced by race and breed in tbe individual animal, and preservation of bn: ter by **] ting. Mr. Way wUhed to tho* the
to a certain extent, therefore, is beyond our control ; the other an great difficulty which must exist of mixing • per erat.
affair of matter with which we may deal at our pleasure, and in of palt intimately wi'I. ' "
the treatment of which we may perfectly control the results, treatment. The salt was intended to rendrr th*
inasmuch as we have full command of the conditions. He did inactive, but it could only do this by . tt every
not, on the present occasion, intend to enter at any length npon particle, and such contact he was convinced &"*nld net be > ftlined
the former branch of the subject, which might be much more manually. A machine had been invented In Amti
ably handled by his colleague, Prof. Simonds. Sir. Way called curing, the butter, enclosed in an endl*-« bag, being drawn
attention, t<> the great and fnndamenta! doctrine from whence between grooved rollers imiheT
all our reasoning on the subject of animM nutrition nowntnrted, being at the same time a-'.

seem to him .fitted to ensure
and 51 It, and the waferwas ^jeetiouablc br*:

He bad several years
machine somewhat like Clay
admirably adapted to

-

disc perforated -*-d at e^o
end. through which the

namely, the identity, or almost identity, between the princlpli

of the vegetable and animal body. The conclusion funded upon
this identity, and which he said was natural enough, was. that
with slight modifications the vegetable principles were assimi-
lated by the animal frame ; the albuminous matters being con-
verted into flesh and muscle, the oily ingredients into anu
and the mineral salts of the food into bone and other solid pars
ot the animal body. Still he would wish to guard them against backwards and forward
the conclusion, that because milk is an animal product of well- would readily be arrAngec
defined chemical composition, and because, again, the composition this cylinder with an exhausting pump. t>*: air aright very
of various plants which serve as food for cows is well known, effectually be removed, so that finally. wfc«n tbepraeeat wcpcb-
that, therefore, we might select food most rich Iri the vegetable pleto, the batter mig: .• val be presatd int
principles analogous to cheese or butter, and using the body of mass, and immediately received in a :

the animal as a machine, might convert this food into so much Mr. Way believed th.v -!. wiib as in

cheese or butter at our pleasure. Such a conclusion was incon- admixture of salt and fn^ frcm air. would keep gooo
1

and swt*?
sistent with our knowledge of the laws of animal nutrition; not that for any length of time. He hoped that tbe principle* be had
it could be doubted that the nature of the food influenced materially eudeavoured to put before them w. ild bear mctk*J el-

and under like conditions absolutely the production of these perience of those present. The management <-f a 3airy r
animal products, but that we must admit a subordination of this summed up in three words—temperatnre, eleanlineea. veotila-

supply to the functions of the animal—the formation of certain tion. Temperature, because all the change* toj which be ha-!

animal principles presupposing a supply of similar principles in referred were very much enhanced in activity by t"
the food, but a greater or less supply of these principles not being temperature above a certain point- Clear". - ex-txy-

necessarily attended with a corresponding increase of their repre- thing that assisted tho wila i:

sentatives in the product; indeed, the balance of evidence on the matters did, would promote decay in tbe milk and it5
'

subject of the production of butter seemed to be in favour, for this Ventilation as a part of cleanliness—cleansing, in fad, *.'

purpose, of that class of substances which contained the greatest sphere—and in respect to this latter poi 3 saggest
proportionofnitrogeuous,orcheese-formingprinciples. Something use of freshly burnt charcoal as likely to be of the greatest

of the kind had certainly beeu found to be the case in the artificial service in the" dairy. It had lately been shown by fr -

feeding of plants, in which, greatly through Mr. Lawes' experi- that charcoal absorbed firm the air decaying matters with great

ments, we had found that the Wheat crop, by no means the most rapidity. The removal of such matters from the air »i-

rich in nitrogen, benefited more than most others by manures the great objects of ventilation in a milk-boose, and i.

containing this element, and was not sensibly affected by phos- strongly recommend a tri ^5 in basket- t

phoric manures, although eminently a phosphate-containing in different parts of the dairy,

plant; whilst Turnips, on the other hand, not containing any great
'

quantity of phosphates, are successfully cultivated by this artirl
On the motion of Lord Berners, seconded '

Slaney, the best thanks of the Council were voted t>

Professor Way for this interesting *nd scieotfic lectare:

! Lord Berners"taking that opportunity of dwelling upon

the importance of ventilation in dairies and stables, and

cial addition. Mr. Wayremarked that if the time at his disposal,

by the indulgence of the members, should allow of it, he would have
a ievf remarks to make before he sat down on the subject of the

treatment iu regard to food. &c3
of cows, but that it seemed more

conducive to the right understanding of the subject that he f

should first draw their attention very shortly to the composition of appropriate feeding of dj M aenvel tr«n

of milk, and the circumstances affecting the successful extraction his own experience ; and Mr. £ ;restang tna*

of the butter from it. The milk of au animal was intended to a little work for cveip distribnt
form the sole food of its young for a certain

1
period after birth.

y d -^ h aiTantace, staW plait
We should expect it theretore to contain all the principles neces- casui anu wim

.
muu

.'
a J

.

sary.not only for the support of life, but for the growth and
,

concisely the points 0: oar knowledge on
.

e^nba.
increase of the animal frame. Milk sliould be, aud indeed w.-.- ; --. — Mr. Caird bore
the type of a perfect food. We found iu it therefore a representa-

, te=timonv to the practical value of >Ir. Horsfafl^
tiveof those substances fitted for the production of flesh, another ;

• ,
r

,

of those adapted to form fat. a third suited to support respiration,
j

arrangements, he h^ - -hment 1

which is the proximate cause oi animal heat, and lastly the 1 orkshire four years ago.—On tn

various earthy and alkaline salts which form the bones ana are Webb the be> - thanks of -" '

necessary to the constitution of the blood and animal nuids gene-
j ctairman for the kind and 1 IMOT in win

rally, these substances beiug all mixed up into a comoaratively .

J-i-airuiaji mi ...ic *jum ^
homogeneous liquid by the presence of a large quantity d water.

,

had presided over the mee. g

Mr. Way now called attention to the different constituents of The Council adjourned over v\ edces-iay the .

milk, namely, curd, called by the chemists casein, butter, sugar ! /^.^rr the Derbv-dav). to Wednesdsv ihe 5<»th c:
of milk. ifcc. Commencing wi;h the latter, he explained how. \ " "~

. -. •. ".,* u u^ «~^™J^
under the influence of ferments, it was capable of conversion when the discnaeion ^ould be resumed,

into au acid substance called lactic ;: milk] acid. He stated - -

that butter contained two or three fatty substances, having — % /^-i 11 >, c
differeut melting points, and consequently more or less fluid at - diuiciS ^lUUS.
given temperatures, hence the different solidity of butter L^vpoN :

—

The Gmertd \ of Sttam P :

according to food aud other conditions of its production. One or ,.. - t-V; .;-- --".-.
more of these fatty matters were liable under the influence of '- - 9

.
.: . - . _ " .___

fe ments, or by the action of the air, to pass into other compounds voidd U .: Ihis subjec. was
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duced at the meeting last week by Mr. J. Williams, of

Baydon, Wilts. The following is aa abridged report

of his remarks :—There can be no doubt that the

manufacturing interest owes its hitherto flourishing con-

dition to the unlimited power of steam. Equally

apparent to all who are practically acquainted with

agricultural pursuits is the expensive mode of cultiva-

tion that farmers have been obliged to adopt—viz.,

manual and horse labour. Portable steam-engines now
being at our command, I will attempt to describe the

purposes to which they have been applied, and then call

attention to the possibility of cultivating the soil by

means of this gigantic power. With respect to thresh-

ing machines, grinding-mills, chaff-cutters, and any
other purpose to which steam power has hitherto been
applied about a homestead, I have never had a doubt,

since I saw the first portable engine practically at work,

that it was the engine best adapted for general farm
purposes. A fixed engine, it is true, has its advantages,

requiring less fuel, having its water at hand, and being
always ready for work, while the work is done to the
best advantage under cover ; but against these advan-
tages must be placed the immense cost of hauling the
whole produce of the farm to one point, and then draw-
ing the whole of the manure back again. [Mr. Williams
then described his plan for avoiding this co"t.]

I will imagine a farm of 300 acres in extent, and whether the
homestead be at one end {which is too often the case) or in the
centre, I will assume the produce of the 100 acres nearest the
homestead to be drawn thereto. The produce of the other 200
acres can then be stacked near to where it grew. If the four-
field system be adopted the very land whicli produced the Lent
straw crop will require the manure next year, either for a green
crop or for "Wheat; and, assuming that a crop of Turnips or
Swedes is growing in en adjoining field, the rick can he placed
close to the piece, that the fodder may be consumed with the
Turnips ; the steam-engine being taken there for threshing the
corn when required. Of course a pen or yard of hurdles must
be made for the sheep ; and when they have finished, the straw
left will he of little value, provided it is left in that state ; but by
doubling the hurdles with 6traw between, and having an old
waggon-carriage lengthened and roofed, containing a small
granary over the hind part similar to this model on the table, a
temporary yard for pigs, with a house, will be obtained, and with
good feeding the straw will be converted into excellent manure.
The pigs, likewise, will consume any stray corn which may be
left in the same, and will be far more healthy while shifting
from place to place than they are when continually kept in one
yard at home. A portion of the animal manure made at the
homestead could he drawn and mixed with that which was thus
obtained

; and the heap would be as good in quality as if the
bulk of the straw had been drawn home to the fixed engine;
the expense and time of double cartage being, moreover, saved.

Returning more immediately to the subject of steam
power, I will next notice Mr. Mechi's irrigation by
steam. The system of irrigation appears to be adopted
in some few instances in Scotland, and with very great
success ; but how far it will answer the purpose in a
general way, except where an unlimited supply of liquid
manure can he obtained, I am not prepared to say, and
I doubt if (except in few cases) it would ever repay the
outlay required to bring it practically to bear. Mr.
Mechi has written to me respecting his steam-engine :

—

" i'y steam-engine is at 30 lbs. pressure per inch, and 70
revolutions per minute, of six-horse power; but as we work at
70 lbs. per inch, and evaporate 70 gallons of water per hour, we
get 11-horse power out of her; she works a pair of 4 feet 4 inch
mill-stones, drives the chaff-cutter, threshing machine, and
dressing machine, pumps alt the water for the live stock, works a
pair of force pumps for irrigation, 20-inch stroke, and 6 inches
diameter, throwing 100 gallons per minute ; a Linseed-crusher
and an air pump are also depending on the steam-engine. It has
been in use eight years, and is likely to last many more ; the con-
sumption of fuel is 10 cwt. of coal per diem of 10 workinghours

;

without it we should be in a poor predicament."

_
Fowler's draining plough isanotherinstanceof the prac-

tical application of steam power to agricultural purposes.
I made a journey into Hertfordshire about two months
since to witness its operation ; and I feel convinced, from
what I there saw, backed by my own experience, that
the bringing of steam power into general use is only a
question of time.

I saw there an eight-horse power engine, made by Clayton
and Shuttleworth, drawing not less, in my opinion, than 200
horse power, including the friction of the machine, wire rope, &c.
The engine was stationary at one end of the field, and the dis-
tance at which it appeared capable of working the plough at the
further end was nearly, if not quite, half a mile. It did its work
in a most practical manner, drawing in the pipe tiles, and finish-
ing the work to the satisfaction of all who saw it.

I now come to that part of my subject which has re-
ference to what is most to be desired, but what also
there is no question is the most difficult, viz., the
ploughing and cultivating of the soil by steam power.
[Mr. Williams then referred to the history of the
subject.] Lord Willoughby D'Eresby has been some-
what successful with his ploughs. His steward, Mr.
Scott, writes me word :

—

" We now use three ploughs at once, and they work right and
left-handed, alternately; we can plough in eight hours about
four acres of land, at a cost of about 35s. per day, including
men's wages, fuel, oil for engines, and a horse and watercart to
convey water to the engines." You will observe this is some-
what less than 9s. per acre, and considering that Lord Willoughby
uses two engines, one at each end of the field, which must be a
great expense as regards fuel (it being necessary to keep up two
fires, whilst ouly one engine at a time is at work), if the land is
well ploughed at that cost, it is a step in the right direction.

The Marquis of Tweeddale, at Yester, in Scotland, has
been ploughing by steam-power. I am informed by his
Lordship

—

That with two 14-horse-power engines he propels two ploughs

l\ k f*V?
" f 2i miles Pcr hom'> Ploughing the immense fuirow

eacn ot 14 to 15 inches in depth, whilst the two furrows take a
oreaotu ot 30 inches, or 15 inches each. The soil is generally a

ta«* Irstl'r; "f01 may imagine the immense strain of

of?l ™ L. ?'
w,,h ,,,e mclion of the rope going at the rate

cultieT e l,K
r
,

b
r.

r! Ilis lordBhi
I) mentions some of the diffi-

rar, and I, V? contead with
!
am™gst which are stones,

otaiir ." t«es. which from the circumstance of his

moref Hall to 1. f
P* ?

f 13 incl,es
'
of ""'"e ™vte™ him the

«ons bv ll„„S£ ""*.; ?ut he has °™™n.e these obstruc-

SedrJ\w S W,0,
J«»*» ™ the localities where theyexisted, and having once been surmounted the difficulty no longer

Mr. Usher, of Edinburgh, who has invented a steam-

plough to travel over the surface of the soil and plough

the ground by a rotary motion, states, in reply to a

letter which I wrote to him :

—

" The drawbacks I had in my first machine were want of steam-

power and too much weight. The first of these I have obviated

in the new one by having 210 feet of heating surlace in the

boiler, against 130 feet in the last one, which gives six horses'

more steam ; and the latter objection I think will be entirely

overcome bv this additional power. The work done I think is

nearly perfect, being exactly such as C. W. Hoskyns has set

forth so vividly in the little volume ' Talpa,' and the expense per

acre is about one-third of the cost by horses."

I will now add that, having been studying this subject

for the last three years, I have succeeded in bringing

out a very different implement from any of those which

have been before described, viz., "a ploughing machine;"

and so satisfied am I of its practicability that I have

taken out a patent for the invention.

I came to the conclusion that steam-ploughing ought to be

done by the simple 4, 5, or G horse-power engines, which are

generally used for farm purposes. Such an engine would be

quite sufficient to propel from three to six ploughs at a time,

according to the nature of the soil, inasmuch as my engine (one

of five-horse-power), which drove a strap nearly at the rate of

20 miles per hour, by reducing the speed to about two miles per

hour would increase her power exactly in the same ratio as the

speed was diminished. I immediately set about constructing a
machine, to he driven by the engine, which will plough a 20-yard

land without moving, and draw the ploughs in furrow backwards,
as well as to her, by means of a pulley fixed in a frame at the

other end of the field. If steam-ploughing is brought about, it

should he done by the same engine that does the other work of

the farm ; and, as a six-horse engine is the outside power that is

generally required for that work, so it will he quite sufficient for

all field purposes. Remember, one of the difficulties the Marquis
of Tweeddale has met with is the weight of the engine ; and Mr.
Usher has written to the same effect. And again, there is

another grand consideration, viz., the cost of the engines, more
especially where two are used, which would put it out of the
power of most farmers to meet so great an outlay. I am certain,

that with a six-horse-power engine driving a machine I am now
about to make, considerably lighter than the one I have tried,

I shall be able to draw, at the rate of two miles an hour, from
four to six ploughs at once at the ordinary depth which is

ploughed in the west of England, to plough both to and from
the engine, draw out the spare rope, plough from 10 to 20 yards
in width without moving the engiue; and when required to

move, the engine shall propel both herself and the machine on to

the next land. As far, then, as I have been enabled to observe,

I do not hesitate to give it as my opinion that it is or will be
practicable to cultivate the hulk of the soil by means of steam-
power, and that it is only a question of time as to the best mode
of doing it. The remainder of the question which I have under-
taken to introduce is, 'if this great work should he practical,

what would be its natural results?' There are three especial
objects which I have no doubt will be affirmed if this gigantic
undertaking can be accomplished. In the first place, the work
on all wet soils will be much better done, as tbe treading of the
horses will be avoided ; and again, with regard to a wet season,
when the farmers, afraid of getting behind with their work, often
go to plough when they ought not to do so, thereby doing as
much harm as good. In the second place, I will allude to the
individual benefit which the farmers and labourers will in all

probability derive from this system. The farmers would require
a considerably less amount of horse-power, which is always a
sinking fund ; they would be enabled to do their work at the best
seasons, and I imagine at considerably less cost. I am not pre-
pared to say at what cost; but I will assume, from what I can
judge of my own proceedings, and looking forward to a more
perfect system, that I should be able to plough 6 acres per day of
nine hours with a 6-horse engine. The expenses, as far as I can
look into them, from the number of bands required, would be
about as follows :

—

Clt. £ s. d.

By ploughing six acres
of land, at 5s. 6d.
per acre 1 13

De. £ .1. d.
6 cwt. of coal ... ... 6
Oil ... 1
Water-carting... ... 2 fi

Engineer ... 3
Steersman ... a
Conductor ... 3
Four meu, at 2s. each 8
Two stout lads ... 2

1 fi 6
Wear and tear, 15 per

cent ... 4 6

£1 13 £1 13

If these figures of mine at all approach to what may hereafter
pi'ove a fact, it will require but little argument to convince any
farmer that to plough or cultivate the land for 5s. Qd. per acre is

what he has never been able to do before. With respect to the
labourers, I am satisfied that the more machinery and steam
power are introduced, the better will be their position in society.
It is a mistaken notion to suppose that the introduction of steam
power will displace the demand for manual labour; for facts
prove the contrary. Those who employ the greatest amount of
machinery employ likewise the largest number of hands. Lastly,
I shall place before you a statistical account of the immense
benpfit the nation at large would derive from the practical
accomplishment of this herculean task. If I fix the horse-power
necessary to cultivate the land of Great Britain at four to every
100 acres, I cannot be far wrong ; and taking the number
of cultivated acres at 47,000,000, and multiplying them
by four to every 100, I arrive at the enormous quan-
tity of 1,680,000 horses kept for the purpose of tilling the soil

!

They cannot, in my opinion, taking the prices of the past year,
be kept for a less sum than 301. each, to which must be added bl.

per horse for casualties (depreciation), wear aud tear, shoeing,
and harness. There are various opinions as to the cost of main-
taining a horse for a twelvemonth, but in 99 cases out of 100 it

is all assumed. By not reckoning strictly everything horses
consume, people are led to suppose that they can he kept for a
less sum than I have named; but where a regular account is

kept the case is different. I can mention an instance of a gentle-
man who is present (Mr. Thomas, of Bedfordshire), who is noted
for the admirable accounts which he keeps, and who has written
to me to the effect that his horses cost him, with "corn at the
present price, not less than 14s. per week, or 361. Ss. per annum,
besides casualties, wear and tear, &c. I do not take his figures,
because I think the bulk of the horses alluded to are not kept so
well as his; but it is a question whether such keeping is not the
cheapest in the long run. Reckoning, therefore, the mainte-
nance of each horse at 301,, the annual amount is the same as the
cost price before mentioned, viz., 56,400,000^.! It has likewise
been asserted by cur friend Mr. Baker and others, that the
horses consume from a fifth to a fourth of tbe whole produce
of the soil. It r.ow remains to consider what portion of this
horse-power could be dispensed with, provided steam could be
applied as a substitute? If the bulk of the soil could be tilled by
steam, I am inclined to think half the horses might be spared, by
stacking the corn in harvest where it grew, as'I mentioned at tbe
commencement of my remarks; but as I wish to keep withiu
bounds, I will only take a third, which would amount to the
number of 626,666 and a fraction, and then the annual cost of
maintaining them would be 18,800,000,., which would be saved,

not only to tbe farmer but to the kingdom at large, inasmuch as
the food previously consumed might and would he turned to a
better account. I have been often asked, " If you do away with
your horses what will you do for manure ? " The question might
as well be put, "What will you do with the food the horses would
consume ? " As this is the last and most interesting part of this

question, let me state, though I shall probably astonish some of

my hearers in doing so, the amount of animal food which could

be produced with the farm produce thus saved. It will be seen
from the above calculation that by dispensing with one-third of

the horse power necessary to cultivate the soil, a saving in corn
and fodder would be effected to the amount of 18,800,000?. Now,
if I take the price of beef and mutton at Id. per lb., or 4s. 8d. per
stone of 8 lbs., the food so rescued from consumption by tbe horses
would produce, assuming that they would not be fed at a loss,.

80,571,500 stones of meat ; or 805,715 oxen, of 100 stones each;
or 8,057,150 fat sheep of 10 stones each. Such, sir, would be the

result if this desirable object were practically carried out.

Mr. Mechi said that on level land there could be no doubt that

steam-ploughing, as conducted by Lord W. D'Eresby, was per-

fectly successful ; and as to cost, so far as he could discover, it

would be about the same as that which had been stated by Mr.
"Williams. But there was one material objection wherever a field

happened to have an elevation, and that objection arose not from
the ploughs, but from the form of the engines. They bad all

horizontal tubes, and the moment they were off level ground a
part of the tubes would of course be without water, and liable to

be burnt out. The result was that in tbe field in which he saw
them operating the parts on the slope could not be ploughed. If

vertical boilers could be used, that difficulty might be overcome;
but, unfortunately, success in this respect bad not yet been
attained. As to his (Mr. Mechi's) acquaintance with steam-

power, he believed that Mr. Romaine's engine would have suc-

ceeded, and he had spent some money in rr_£.)'ing one. The re-

volving wheels performed 240 revolutions iu^a minute, and the
earth and stones were made to fly in all directions; but in the

process an amount of power was consumed which was altogether

disproportionate to the quantity of land moved. There was not

time for tbe prongs to get into the ground; and he really thought

that with 15 revolutions a minute he should have done better

than with 240. How far the engine would have tbe power of pro-

pelling itself he was unable to prove, because he adopted an
improved system of boiler ; and in order to get over the hills,

the tubes were made vertical instead of horizontal ; but with the

high-pressure the first attempt sent the water and steam in a
shower out of the boiler over the horses. Tbe boiler that would
do a great deal of work in a horizontal form would, when the

tubes were placed vertically, throw out the water with the steam,

and soon become emptied. His experiment failed, therefore,

because there was too much velocity and too little steam, and
he did not continue it, inasmuch as it would have required b »ih a
large expenditure of time and an enormous outlay of capital

,

and it was certainly not his wish to spend another 500Z. upon it-

He had seen the model of Mr. Usher's steam-cultivator, and '<*

had a strong opinion that, on account of its slow motion, it would
effect the perfect cultivation of the soil. One very useful inven-

tion he observed on Lord Willoughby D'Eresby's farm. Finding
that his chains almost always broke from the concussion of iron

with iron, his lordship provided a remedy by the introduction of

a thick collar of vulcanised Indian rubber, which acted as a

spring, received the blows, and enabled the operation to be per-

formed satisfactorily. With regard to fixed engines, he knew
not what might ultimately be done by them. At the extensive

manufactory of Mr. Salt, in the neighbourhood of Leeds, the

extent of shafting would reach two miles; which proved that the

time might come when the small amount of friction which arose

from fixed shafting might carry the farmers' ideas much further

than they had yet gone upon the subject of working by means
of steam-power. The friction arising from shafting was very
small when properly attended to, and 640 square acres were only

a square mile, if the farmery were placed in the middle, of that

farm, then the extremities of the farm would be only half a mile
distant ; thus it became a question of importance to what extent

shafting or pulleys with fixed engines might be used for the pur-
poses of cultivation.

Mr. R. Baker had never thought it desirable that the-

steam-engine should operate over a very large space of

land at one time ; but rather that it should be kept to a
certain limit, within which it would work with advan-
tage ; consequently, a large enclosure would require to

be worked in portions, rather than in the whole of its

extent at once. In that case the engine ought to move
in a transverse direction across the field on a tramway ;

the rails to be so arranged that they might be taken up
aud laid down again as the engiue was moved forward.
Where great resistance was offered, a slow action was
obviously preferable ; aud, in his opinion, it would be
more advantageous in point of utility aud advantage^
that the engine when fixed should move a large number
of cutting implements or ploughs slowly, than that it

should work quickly, and move a plough at an acce-

lerated rate.

Mr. Williams's plan, as he saw it at the Smitbfield Show, with
three ploughs in continuous succession, seemed to be a Btep in
the right direction. An engine that would move three ploughs-
at once would move six, nine, or twelve, provided only the power
employed was sufficient. Thus, when once the engine was fixed
it would accomplish a great deal of work without the necessity
of removal ; but the motive power must be contrary to that which,
was produced in a locomotive engine. The latter was made for the
purpose of propelling itself in a straight direction. The opera-
tions of an engine used for cultivating the land must be in an-

opposite direction from that which the engine would be pro-
pelled, so that to move it on the tramway must be effected by
horse power, or a power independent of the engine itself. When
he saw the various processes that were accomplished by steam
in large manufactories, he could not imagine that the mere turn-
ing over the land 6 or 8 inches in depth presented insuperable
mechanical difficulties.

Mr. J. Howard (Bedford) came for information, and
to learn the " doom of the plough"—at least, so far as

the implements now in use are concerned ; but he con-

fessed that he was as much as ever in the dark as to-

how the cultivation of the land can be effected by steam-
power, that is, as to how it can be done economically
and efficiently ; for there is no engineering impossibility

in the way. Any sanguine gentleman may have 100
acres, or any quantity, ploughed by steam if he will ouly

pay for it. Engineers could be found also, if an order
were given and payment guaranteed, who would soon
accomplish the work. There could be no question as

to the desirability of employing steam-power to the
tillage of the land, and any practical method of applying
this powerful agent would be the greatest boon to agri-

culture ; but as to the mode of doing so, at present, we
appeared to be totally in the dark. Mr. Mechi has
alluded to the success of Lord Willoughby D'Eresby's
experiments in steam- ploughing, and, lest the public

should be misled by the statements made to-night, he
(Mr. Howard) would just say, that he had seen the

plough operation at Lord Willoughby's, and the club



would judgo of the " succeed " wlion tlicy hoard, that to

plough 4 acres per day required two portable steam-

engines with double cylinders of 26 or 28-horte power
each, six men, and a horso and cart to fetch water and
fuel. With all tlieso to pay for, it was difficult to con-

ceive how tho cost of ploughing could ho so little as that

quoted this evening ; he hi>ns*JI' had made a calculation

at the time, that tho expense was moro than a pound
per acre. This calculation was hased upon 4 acres per
day, which, ho was told, was ahout tho quantity that

could bo done if no breakages occurred ; and accidents,

lie loarned, were tho rule, and not tho exception.

Mr. Mjcomj : Tln-n; must bo nemo mistake about wlmf you nay
an to Lord WillotiKliby D'l'Wwhy'H I'tirni, for Mr. WIIUjiniii Inn
read a report from Mr. Hcott, IiIh Intelligent manager, whloli
states tho exact cost per aorei—Mr. Williams: x"os, that itwas
Iohh than 0*. an aero.— Mr. Micomi hail asked the man who vvioi

driving one of the englnos
f
and lie ntattsd that It was 8*. I ore

and cortaluly tlm eDglDGB could not have bGBn of 28-borSfl powor.
—Mr. iiowAio) know that, they wore double c.yiindor engines "I

^8-horao power onoii. manufactured by Couch.—Mr. Williams i

Thoy wore described to me iih '2H-honie power.—Mr. Efowanu
would leave the meeting to judge, then, whether two 28-horsa
power engines could be driven for 8s. a day.—Mr. Mnonj i That
doponds very much upon how they are driven.—Mr. HowAnn
had mado a calculation, and, Hlnklng the interest OH the m y,
had como to tho conoluslon that tho coHt waH, at least, 1/.

por acre.

Mr. Si'KAiHNO fluid that In discussing the applicability of
stoam-powor to agricultural jnu'iionoR, they Should carefully hear
in mind tliooxpmmo at which It WAS to be worked. In the cane
of light hind, ho could not conceive that, ploughing by Steam
could bo done at much Iohh coat than ploughing with horSQ pnvs Br.
Mo would Kuppono that he had to plough an acre of light land
with horno-powcr. Tho keep of two horses, at 1». 9/i. a day,
would ofcotn-HO bo 3s.6d.\ and one man, wIioho wages were 1*.
or Is. 2rf. a day, would plough the acre within the day. Thin
gave an exponse of from 4w. oV, to 5,v. an acre. Mr. Williams,
indeed, reokOned that thero was a Iohh of 5/. a yoar on a horae.
He, on tho otber hand, contended that under good manage nl

no such Iohh would be incurred
; and keeping in view tho qneBtion

of profit, ho was inclined to roHt contented with horHO-powcr.

Mr. Thomas thought with respect to the relative ad-

vantages of fixed or portable engines for barn work,
he had supposed that two years ago tho club were almost
unautnously o'f opinion that for all such work fixed

engines wore by far the most economical. Tho reports

from East Lothian, which was always looked upon as a
mo lei farming district, all supported that view ; and
Lord Kinnaird, in a valuable paper which he had sent
to the Royal Agricultural Society, had, he thought, ex-
pressed a similar opinion. He (Mr. Thomas) hoped
they would never get into the habit of using portable
pig-styes and similar contrivances ; and, indeed, if such
a practice were to prevail, what would be the use of
asking landlords to build good homesteads ? If the
plan proposed by Mr Williams were the most profitable
one, there would bo no need of farm-buildings. With
regard to the application of steam power to ploughing,
he was inclined to leave that matter at present to Mr.
Williams, who appeared sanguine as to the result ; and
the more so because in a paper which he introduced
some time ago, having reference to the employment of

farm-labourers, he observed that the best mode of pro-
moting their employment was, not to wriggle along on
the old jog-trot system, but to aim at introducing im-
provements, in order that there might be as large a
growth of corn as possible, and that it might be dis-

posed of to the public at a cheap rate. Therefore, he
heartily wished Mr. Williams success. He believed
that, in the calculations which he made with regard to

the expense of horses, he was rather under than over
the mark. There was no part of his expenditure which
he paid so unwillingly as that which was connected with
the keep of his horses. Every shilling expended upon
horses for work that could be done as cheaply by steam
was lost to the country. It might, he thought, be laid

down as an axiom that whatever could be done as well

and as cheaply by horses as by men should be done by
horses ; but that if it could be done equally well and
cheaper by steam, it should in that case be done by
steam.

On the motion of Mr. J. Patne, seconded by Mr.
Meohi, it was resolved :

—

" That this meeting expresses its conviction of the benefits
that would accrue to agriculture by the introduction ofany inven-
tion by which the land of this country could be economically and
efficiently cultivated by steam-power ; but at present the club
is not sufiiciently informed upon the subjeet to recommend any
particular method."

JHI II IU w j, j ii i\ ;i n i i /i ft y, J j |v

potters of 23oofcs,

The Tester Deep Land Culture, By Henry Stephens,
F.R.S.E. Blackwood and Son.

This is a detailed report of the farms cultivated by the

Marquis of Tweeddale—of the implements which his

lordship has invented and employed—and the processes

hy which poor land in an unkindly climate has been
made productive.

The work deserves a detailed examination, which we
shall give it. At present we may merely mention that

it is well worth perusal by those anxious to know the

particulars of an extensive experience in the deep and
thorough cultivation of the soil.

Notices to Correspondents.
IiINUSi CATnABTicuM: Cambrian. It grows on poor sandy pastures
and may yield to pasturing and the use of clayey composts.

Sheep Dog: T. It is not taxable.
Siu'ERriiosrnATE : S S. If you bought superphosphate, and it is

not superphosphate, you cannot be made to pay. If you bought
X.'s "manure for Turnips," you will have to pay him for it

whatever it may be.

YktciiHay: £. We have no doubt it will he useful—we never
mado it, or knew it made. Cut it when in full flower, or
partly iu seed.

Er.RATA : la the Report to the Agricultural Society, p. 321,
col.r,line 6S from bottom, for "state" read "stalls;" col c

}

line 22 from bottom, " 26 rolls of butter" should be " 16 rolls."

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OU GENERAL POETABLE PUMP,

'i he v;iiv )
. b ball i

material, and earn ol clog
Tim barrel in --i gal -

i iron, sM
iMcfiy u, corrode, and can
loww'.'l ut pleasure, 'i In i. .-

together, and ,,,,, a^iolo mn.y in: carried
on oboalaertoatiy pond or tank required

I'm--.- ol ik In. Pump, with li

'i he barrel in 27-J
in. wag, rod

I

:ir<i U ft. hfffli.

n Inch Outta Pen ha Bm tj

\n, li'/. pCT I"'-'

i.i inch Flexible Rubber and
Baetlon Plpo, 8». fi,/ )"' foot,

May I' 1 - obtained ol a n I

or Plumber in town or i oanti

abovei price*, '<r of the Patei •

Mi.Niifn' Uirr.rn, Jonw VVAMTRR dk BOTH,
h, Creaoent, Jewin

I treaty London,
Kvery doaerlptfon -a hh* Mm

Balelng Water. \>y riM-r.m >,i wi.r-H-,,

Rama, Deep well Pumpe, Ac,; alao

PIro and Garden Englnow, &c. EngravlngM »enl on appl i

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN
DAltD PTJMPB.

PATENT OAST-IBON POMPS, for tho aaeof Pan
tagoH, Manure Tanks, and Wallaofn dcptl I i

Diameter Length '>i Barrel,

of Barrel nn<i<-r none. £ *. ,i.

A In. abort i it- 7 in.

s] ,, long '•'> „ '•!
,,

ditto 3 „ G „
ditto 8 „ « „
illtto 3 „

Plttod f-rlf-nd,

gtttta |>':rclifi,

-j '-r;i. iron

flanged pine,

aa required!

Bbortj with 16 feel "i Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolta and Nota
ready for fixing 2 12 o

24 In. long ditto ditto ditto 2 10

1 Vt

li,'
1 12 i

3 r, o

The short barrel Pump in very convf-nU-ri*

for fixing in Bltuatlons of limited height «nd
Hpacrt, for tho supply of coppcru and ninktt in

WaHti-liouHCH with BOft water ir-un under*
gronnd tanks, or iu Hot, Forcing, and Plant
IIouhcb; they may bo fixed, wh<:n desired,

under the stage.

May bo obtnined of any Ironm^nf-r <-,r

flumher in Town or Country, at tho abovn prices, or >.i the

Patentees nnd ManufacturorH, JOHN WAKNEB AXD SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Kama, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. £c—Engravings sen t on ftpplication.

OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IKON TUB GAKDEN
ENGINE,

Wim Warnf.ii's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybeobtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
intownorcoun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery" of all kinds for ralsinp Water from any

depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Mnnual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and Bizes

from 9s. upwards. _Metallio String from_5d. to Is. 3rf. per lb.

JOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,

O LondoD. Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS,
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES

No. 32. No. 14.

Brass Syringes, 9/. to l&c.

All articles of Jonx Waen-er & Sons' manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at

the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work iu five minutes as be could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to

himself. Syringes are economical for small bouses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses,
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c
Sheets of Engravings sent on application.

FORES AWD

STEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracechurch Street.

London, and 17, New Park Street,Soutinrark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS.
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or

Iron, respectfullycall the attention of the Nobility. Gentry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of wanning
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.

From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can. be given, and full paxticnlers

furnished on application.
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,

han only to puah the Machine t

moot Inanring a cl»-an cut 'J Bnlform

knlnafrom cutting Into tlic aoll, bowevai I ^rwond

may Ik:. Illuatralod Price LUti, will-
i

a Catalogue of hi« other Agricultural lurp\'-Tt,txtU, m*f be pro-

cured, poat-vaJd, on application to Ujc Manofac! I

B. Sav.vklw*, BritxnnU Worka, Bontmry, Oxen.

The above may »l*o be procured at the principal AgriculUnl
t Depot* in London, and of all reapecUble IranaKeftgers

.nfrr.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHir;ES.

hanita' n -ny.j) a i. -'•,:> a Budding's Patent.

r and ii. fp;ruabee,
* Phoinlx Iron Works, near

8troud, GlouoesterEhire,

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be uaed by
unskilled la-

bourers with

equal facility on
Lawns, Verges,

between Flower

beds.on Bowling

Greens, Cricket
and Pleasure
Grounds ; 4500
of them have
befu w>ld.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches 1

Ditto for Two Men „ 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkev 36 ditto ». 3 C <

Horse Machine ., 2^ ditto ...11
Ditto

London Agency:—The Manager ol the Agricnltaral Depart-
ment, Baker Street Bazaar/ _^_^_^____

_

IMPROVE~D~MOWINC AND ROLLING MACHINE.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, Arbroath,
Forfarshire, Inventors and Ssle Manufacturers, respectfnlly

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to

this Improved Machine for Slowing and Boiling Lawns. The
Machine is in operation in the Boyal Gardens at

''

Palace, Buckingham Palace., and at Osborne, in the Botanical

Gardens at Kew, Kecent's Park. Maccbtf I

- d-c: at

Blenheim Palace. Trentham. Chrreden, Elvaston, Broadlands.
Woburn Abbey. Clumber. LUIeshall, Castle Howard, Strubland.
Eridge Castle," Enville Hall. Tiptree HalL Chaisworth, and in

many other ot the principal gardens in the kingdom as well as in

the United States, British America, and on the Contin-=r

its merits have been fully proved, and its success established.

The machine is made to cut the breadth of 42. 30. 20. and
15 inches respectively, is exceedingly durable, easily managed,
and adjusted to cut to the length required. The extent:

work is far superior to what may be attained by the most
mower, while at the same time a great saving of lol r

and the turf much improved. By the largest machine a Scotch,

acre may be mowed, rolled, and the Grass collected in or

:

A. S. and Son have mnch pleasure in stating that t:

made considerable improvements in their 15-icch

machine this year, by which the draught is considerably lessened.

This machine combines all the merits and advantage ;

larger machines with nrm and secure I

admirably adapted for torders and for lawns of n: .

Alexander Shanks and Son also respectfa",;

to Flt-ming's Weeding or Sailing Machine" for c^

weeds in gravel walks, court-yards, drives. &c
is now in operation in many parts of England,
ample satisfaction as the "best and most economical zu

thoroughly keeping down weeds or Moss.

Further particulars, with testimonials and prices, may be liad

on applicati m.

HPRELOAfVS COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
X TUKES.consistin-oiMATTI>\x.VA7S.::--7T - -

;

BF.rSHES. NETTING. HOK5E-EAIP.. . 1STLE SUB-

j
ST1TCTE, are distingnish

1 workmanship. combined withmoder^tr prices. ' rise '.

] in England and America at tie Exhibition of all Nat:

I T. Tf.eloab, Cocoa-nut Fihre 5S£Z-:i:xrer. -il 7u:;ate E3L
, London.



-OJCHMOND & CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF
Xt GUTTING MACHINE.

All the various modem Implements of Agriculture manufac-

tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester ; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

iHS~ Catalogues Gratis.

BEEHIVES.
MILTON'S IMPROVED COTTAGE HIVE,

price 1?. 2s. The only Beehives for which the Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1851 was awarded, with all the latest improve-
ments to obtain pure honey without killing the bees; also every
kind of Patent and Wooden Hives, Glasses, Feeders, &c.

'' The Practical Bee Keeper," the most useful book of the day,

a complete Guide tc Bee-management, by John Milton
;
price 2s.

Likewise his Illustrated Catalogue, price 3d.; per post, 4d.

Beehive "Warehouse, 10, Great Marylebone Street, London.

bT e hives,
NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-

HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour
& Sons, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-

mometer, &c, price 35s.,

securely packed for the
country.
This unique hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the moBt timid;
its arrangements are so per-
fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at

all injuring the bees.
Early applications, ad-

dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Holborn,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents :—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, King Street;

Liverpool, James Cuthdert, 12, Clayton Square; Chester,

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 186, Trougate Street ; Dublin, J. Edmundson &Cov
61. Dame Street.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS i DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pakkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps .

IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.
"VTE.WLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
-L^l GREEN FLY DESTROYER.—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and

i

Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.
E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very
simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses
the Rose from fhat destructive insect the
Green-fly (or Aphis), without causing the

slightest injury to the bud or foliage.

Price 2s. 6d. each, or free by post, 3s. 6d.

Manufactured by

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers-

Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

CIOTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their

^Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c„ at
very low prices, viz. i—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.

Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree
Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of lion and Wood combined, which
can be flxed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may be
obtained.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER BASKETS
made to the original, and a variety of new and elegant

Designs for Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing-room, &c, from
3s. 6d. upwards, by W. RICHARDS, Wire-worker, &c, 370,
Oxford Street, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre. Conserva-
tories fitted up, Aviaries, Bird-cages, Flower Stands, and every
description of Wire work. Game and Garden Fencing of the best
description.

N.B. Holland, Venetian, Wire, and all kinds of Sun shades, and
Window Blinds of best quality.

GARDEN NETS, FISHING NETS, and SHEEP
NETS, made by machinery; of excellent quality, and at

very low prices.—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New
Road, London.—N.B. Old Fishing Nets Tanned and Repaired,
6s. 3d. per 100 yards.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

V

TO AGRICULTURISTS.

B. GREENING AND CO.
BEG to call attention to the Wire Fencing they are now offering at ONE SHILLING PER LINEAL

YARD. It is 3 feet 9 inches high, very strong, exceedingly durable, and perfectly efficient, being warranted'to turn Horses,

Cattle, and Sheep. It is stronger than the common strained Wire Fencing, over which it possesses many considerable advantages.

U may be firmly and effectively erected by farm labourers, it requires fewer supports than any other fence, and when fixed, although

it is decidedly one of the firmest and most stable fences, yet it does not constitute that impediment to improvement that the

ttrained fence or a hedge does, as it can be removed to another line without the expense of sending for skilled workmen.

Manufactured by Patent Machinery by B. GREENING and Co.,

Agricultural Iron Works, 1 & 3, Church Gate, Manchester.

N.B. Catalogues, Pattern Sheets, and Price Lists, sent per Post, on receipt offour Steimps (cost ofpostage).

HOSE PIPING.
TO ENGINEERS, AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS,

SHIP CHANDLERS, and FIRE BRIGADES.
IXTAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX TUBING
* » (l in. to 3 inches in diameter) will sustain a greater pressure,

is lighter, less bulky, will wear longer, and is about 60 per cent,
cheaper than the leather hose pipe. Manufactured only by
Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.
Inches in Diameter and Price Per Yard.— J, lid.;

1, 1*. Id.; 1J, ls,3d.; 1*, ls.7d.; 1?, ls.9d.: 2, 2s.: 2A, 2s.3d.;
22, 2».6d.; 3, 2s. 9d.

Testimonial from Mr. Wright, Lancaster.—I beg to Inform you
that I yesterday tested your piece of 2\ inch Patent Flax Tubing,
connected with the Lancaster Waterworks, in the presence of
the Mayor, Mr. Rawlinson, Government Inspector, Professor
Owen, &c. The column of water at which the tubing was tried
was equal to 3-10 feet in height, or about 150 lbs. on the square
inch, and I have pleasure in stating that the hose sustained this
pressure most admirably.

Testimonial of Captain Martin, ofthe Great Britain Steam S?iip.—
I have much pleasure in being able to tell you that your hose,
supplied to the Great Britain and other ships, is well worth the
attention of shipowners. It gives us great satisfaction.

Testimonialfrom Fairbairn & Co., ofLeeds.—"We have tested your
hose, 2£ inch in diameter, with the pressure of the LeedB Water-
works, and found it highly satisfactory.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

f TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
,J • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the. separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... b' 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
" • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4 o
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 4=5 „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes',

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

lij inch, 14s. 3d. ; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, lg inch, 12--.:

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1^ inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's Svringe, with two roses and one jet, 195.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

towu or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
ofwhom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

f TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
<-» • SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each;
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10a.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered mor&
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice aB much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity

of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expenses

of delivery in the country.

"\



GARDEN TENTS, without lines, iron frame work,

and covered wltli wire. The Canvas can be ronored in

winter; and having double roofs end deep eaves, tho wet shoots

nff, and the Din™ of tho Tent are kept dry. They are well

adapted for standing flowers In, being ornamental, Price 6i. each,

MroJireUa and all otbet ic

i

uctri of Tents and Marquees for sale

or hire.— It. IticiUBDBOH, 21, Tonhrldgo Place, New Road, London.

LINGHAM HKOTIIKHS, No. I7<), Hampton Street,

Birmingham, sole Manufacturers of the Improved WOOD
and /.INC MiiNOOnA I'll, or LABELS for Garden Borders,

Flower-potll, Hi:., in In.xeii of 1(0 each. The Zlne l.aheln are

highly approved of for their hotting dnrahlllly, ran he wnlleii

upon with the greatest ease, and when dry a permanent Inscrip-

tion 1h scenroth Directions are Kent with each hex, Including a

hottloof metallic Ink, Hole Agonhl In London, MoSSrs, Hum
T)hay & Co., Horticultural Implement Warehouso, 40, King
William Street, London llrldgo.

rpANNED NETTING, for tho protection of Fruit
J- Trees from frost, blight, and hlnie, and tor the security pi

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per seuaro
yard; 200 yards, 14».; BOO yardn, .'«)».; 1000 yards, r,0*. Herirn

Canvas, for Wall Krult.-At EDOHNOrTON and Cu.'ii, Hle.k

Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Oloth Manufacturers, 17, Hn.it ii

field liars, (Jlty, and old Kent Road, Southwarfc; Emigrant
Outfitters, Hhlp Chandlers, and Export Morohants, Brunswick
Hti'eet, m.lir the Mast India I'.xport Dock, lllaekwall.

S"
IXTEMN OUNCE SHEET GLASS cut, to any

size up to U Inches In length, at 2d. per fool.

IIIOKflON'B Foreign (Hums Warehense, W, Long Acre. (Cask.)

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
of British Manufacture , at prlees varying from 'Id. to Hd.

per squaro foot, for tho usual sizes required, man v thousand feel

of which are kept ready packed for Immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT KOUCIII I'LATK.TIIICK (,'ItOWN OLAHH.GLAHH
TILES and SLATES, WATElt-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES.GLASS MILK I'ANH, I'A'I'ENT PLATE GLAHS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS BIIAOFB,
to mam f : 1 1

1 m i . & Co., 36, Soho .Square, London.

See QarAe.nf.ri Chronicle first Saturday In each month.

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY.—
Tho Managers bog to Inform the Nobility and Gentry,

Fanners, Gardeners, Ac., that their now List of Prices may bo
bad free on application at the Company's Depot, 290, Oxford
Street, London.

PLATE, CROWN, and SHEET WINDOW CLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE for Roofing Con-

servatories, Halls, and Public Buildings.

Coloured and Ornamental Glass.

"CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, and
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-

head's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for Dairies, Green-
houses, StableB, &c.; Glass Milk Pans, Pails, Tests, and Measures;
Cream Pots and Syphons ; Churns, Butter Tests and Slabs ; Tiles
and Slates ; Bee Hives, &c.

Aquariums, Fern Shades, Propagating Glasses, Fruit Pro-
tectors, Preserve Jars, Cucumber Tubes, Hand Lights, Flower
Vases, Labels, &c, and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,
Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass.

FOREIGN ArvD ENGLISH SHEET CLASS
-

WAREHOUSE,
87, BisuorsOATE Stuekt, Withodt.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxos included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4' in. ... ... 12x. Od.
64 „ 4J „ 7 „ 6 12 G
H i, 81 „ 8 „ 6 13
Si „ 6b „ 9 „ ,7 13 6 .

9* „
,
71 „ 10 „ 8 IS 6

10| „ 84 „ 11 „ D 14
12 „• 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 I „ 10 „ 10Jf „ 10J 14

11,
' „ 10 „ 11* „ 104 14

11 „ 11 „ Hi „ 11J 14
12 „ ,11 „ 124 „ 11* 14

13 „ 11 „ 13i „ 11J 14

13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 16
13* „ 13i „ 14* „ 13J 16
IB* 131 16

20-bylS, 21byl3, 22 by 13; 21ibyl3J, 16ibyHJ,20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 18, at 18s. per 100 leet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Tlate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can he had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6* by 4* £0 12s. Od.

1 »6, — 7£ „ BJ'l 14
8 „ 6, - Si „ 6*| °" °

9 „7, - 9i„ 7i, 10by6> 16
„

10 „ 7, 10 by 8/ U lb u

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at 18s. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 iuclies long.

16 oz. from 2*d. to Sid. | 21 oz. from 3JA to i\d.

26 oz. from 5Jd. to 7$d.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 2C0 feet, or
Crates of 300 feet, 2*d. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, THE SAME QUALITY
as we supply to Mr. Kivers, and of various dimeusions, always
on hand,

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

J of an inch thick ... £1 17s. Bd. per case of 50

& » - 2 13 „ 60

i „ 1 1.7 6 „ 60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wrasp Traps ; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehonse, 116, Eishopsgate Street
Without, London.

D KANE'S WARRANTED GABDEN T< oi.s.—
Horticulturists ami all Inti-renled in pursuit*

are Invited to examine Dl AM DItA ',
-

i , i i

HI.m k ..I OAED1 I Ol lid I'll MSG J.MI'l.i

London-mode Garden Engines ind Syringes, Colabrook Dale
Gardon Beaia and Obali i,
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A KOI
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Borders', parlous pat I I

Botanical Boxes Brcenhouso Doori

Brown Patent I u ">"< Prajnes
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Dalay link,:.
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Docl Bpuds
Draining Tooll
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Metallic Wire
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|

Wall flails
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Flower Bell 01
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DBANE, DIIAY, am. in sro sole Agents for I.INGIIAM'H
PERMANENT l.Alil.l.H. snroplcs of which, will, their lllua-

trated Llsl ol UoTlleUltiiral Tools, can he sent, posl paid, to anjr

part of Ihe Culled KliiKih.ni. A Ism. Wholesale snd Retail AgOOU
forSAYNOK'ScelcbratcdPRUNING KNIVEB.a
by Hi. Unit Gardeners In lie lulled Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, & CO. (Opening to the Hi OUini ii'

Bridge,

LjMGHT HOUSKS UN WIIKKI.S l,„ . „l,, |2 feel
JLj long, by 7 feet wldo, and 8 feet higft Inside, ralUMl for

Gamokecjii.ru, Klu-plierds, Shooting on Moors, Cottage, or other
purposes. Price 15L complete, or 112. each, without Wlic-h,
Springs, and AxIch. Cost 351. each.— R, BicHAnDSDV, 21, Ton-
bridge Place, New Itoad, London, maker of Portable II

S.iiomor bouses, ,ve.

WATERPROOF PATHS
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter monlbs should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which ore formed llius:- Screen the
gravel of which the path Is at present made from tlie loam which
Is mixed wilh it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of ahnrp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well In the dry state before
applying the water, ltmay then he laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread It. No lool is required beyond tbe

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists tbe action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through It,

to givo a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

Tho some preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLF.-SI1EDS, FARM-YARDS, and all olher sltualions

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in Bummer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brotheiis,

Milhank Street, Westminster.
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DO YOU WANT LUXURIAW1 HAIR,
AVHJBKER8, 4c.?— No other cmdpoom] fcrU*II> •

liai maintained cdcd *n CDdrntnY celebrltr «.* Emi Dui I

CBIN1LENE. It . ^najuite4d to prodoc* Wi
i tachion, Eyebrow*, Ac^ in a few «e< k». and n-atz-rw tb* lUAr to

j
Baldncfta, from wbat/rer caote, atr-

1

.- * r.,yrtrr'jui

ita falling off, and cffectn&]]y check 'ir»jw-i» in all lu«U«**.
1 —Price Ii. per package 'el^gaoUy p*rfom*d ; ; a«it pa# fre». «a
[ receipt of 24 penny y Kage atamp«. br Miaa Iir»», 2? t V>-
j

Chester Street Gray'a Inn K^d.Londoo. &A4 byerery OoUt
in tbe world.—"Id one fortnight It produced a )

,>«aatiAil mi
of moDRtacbios." II. Adams.—" It has preTentedi my hair falhac
off." J. Uicx&ow.—" It baa quite checked tbe
coming on." Mrs. Eldbk.

T'.owaro nf imi»*H^na nnd'-r cl"a«*|T »lrrilUr

SUPERIOR FIRST CLASS CABINET A1SD
UPHOLSTERY FURNITURE can only be obtained at

moderate prices by purchasing direct from the manufacturer,
thus saving the profit of the middle man, and securing thoroughly
seasoned materials with soundness of workmanship, and an
elegance of style not to be found at other houses. Families
furnishing are respectfully solicited to inspect the extensive
stock of Cabinet Furniture. Bedsteads, and Bedding, at JOHN
VOLLUM'S old establisued manufactory, No. 3, Finsbury
Pavement. Designs and estimates made for furnishing a house
or single room in any part of the country free of charge. No
charge made for packing country orders. Observe—No. 3,

Finsbury Pavement, Loudon, and the name iuoBt distinctly
JOHN VOLLTJM. *

FENDERS, STOVES. AND *'llU.-lkUi\S.—
Buyers of the above are requested, before finally deciding, to

visit William S. Burton's SHOW ROOMS, 39, Oxford Street
(corner of Newman Street), Nos. 1,2. and 3, Newman Street, and 4

and 5, Perry's Place. They are the largest in the world, and contain
such an assortment of FE>DERS, STOVES, RANGES, FIRE-
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beanty of
design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with
bronzed ornaments and two sets of bars, 21. 14s. to 5/. 10*.; ditto,

with ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 51. 10s. to 121. 12s.\

Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, from 75. to 3?.; Steel

Fenders from 21. 15s. to 6iV, ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from 2?. 15s. to 7 1. 7s.; Fire-irons from Is. 9i. the set to 41.4s.

Sylvester and all other Patent Stoves, with radiating hearth plates.

All which he is enabled to sell at these very reduced charges,
1st,—From the frequency and extent of his purchases; and,
2dly,—From those purchases being made exclusively for cash.

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—William S.

Burton has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted exclu-
sively to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILETTE WARE.
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make his establishment the most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 7s. 6d.; Pillar

Showers, 31. to 5?.; Nursery, 15s. to 32s.; Sponging, 15s. to 32s.:

Hip, 14s. to 31s. Gd. A large assortment of Gas Furnace. Hot and
Cold Plunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Ware
in great variety, from 15s. Gd. to 45s. the Set of Three.

THE BEST SHOW op IRON BEDSTEADS
in the Kingdom is William S. BrBTOx's.— He has two

very Large Rooms, devoted to the exclusive show of Iron
and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate

Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, ISs.; Port-

able Folding Bedsteads from 12s. 6d.\ Patent Iron Bedsteads,

fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17s. 6d.; and
Cots from 20s. each; handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great variety, from 2?. 13s. Gd. to 15?. 15s.

PAPIER MACHE and IRON TEA-TRAYS.—An
assortment of Tea Trays and Waiters wholly unprecedented,

whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.

New oval Papier Mache Trays,

per set of three from 20s. to 10 guineas.

Ditto, Iron ditto from 13s. to 4 guineas.
Convex shape, ditto from 7s. Bd.

Round and Gothic Waiters. Cake and Bread Baskets equanvlow.
William S.Bubtox has SIXTEEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS.

all communicating, exclusive of the Shop, devoted solelv to the

show rf GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY (in-

cluding Cutlery. Nickel Silver, Plated and Japanned Wares.
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding),so arranged and classi-

fied that purchasers may easily and at once make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravinsrs. sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. S9, Oxford Street (comer of Newman Street); 1. 2, and
3. Newman Street; and 4 & 5, Perry" £ Place.

MKtiSKS. SHOOLBKED AM* BRADSHAW,
34, Jermyrj Street, pATEXTKtft— Manufacturers <A every

description of ELASTICAL SURGICAL BAKDAGEflL a* i*-

I

commended by all ibe most eminent surgeons— tn ackbcwledgisc
< the very exten&ive support they have received, beg to call alter,

-

i
tion to the various Improvements they are making in pelest
Elastic Stockings, Knee Caps, Socks, and Ladies and Gentle&es'a
Spine Supporter!). A new description of Belt, invaluable br
prevention of Cholera, and the cure of Rbeun.a'isa, Lorhar'

.

<&c. N.B. Every description of India-rubber Bandages vulcanise*.

on tbe newest principle.

RUPTURBS EFFECTUALLY CURED WITH-
OUT A TRUSS.—AH Fufferets frcto this alarming com-

plaint are earnestly invited to consult or write *.f- In. I.tSLIE, as
he guarantees them relief in every cafe. HI* remedy has been

: successful in curing thousands of persons daric? the lajt rwelTe
! years, and is applicable to every kind of 'ingl*- and d«-.«ble rap-

j
ture, however bad or long standing. In male or female of any ejpr,

causing no confinement or inconvenience in its dm whatever.
I Sent post free to any part of tbe world, with foil i

for use, on receipt of It. Bd. In p?«tage stamp*, <

order, payable at the General Poft-^ ff.ee, to Dr. Hnt
37a. Manchester Street, Grav "s Inn B'fcd, LoodoD. At 1

daily except Sunday) frtm 11 till 4 o'clock. A Pamphlet of Tes-

|
rimonials. cases. Ac, sent post free ^n receipt ^ 'T^pcsftare tUap.

TO NERVOUS iUFFERERS.

ARETIRED CLERGYMAN having teen restored
to health in a few days, after many yean of great Btrro«*

suffering, is anxious to communicate to others the means of esse

;

he will therefore send (free), on receiving a stamped envelope,

properlv addressed, a copy of tbe prescription used.—Direct Bev.
E. Douglass, 18. Holland" Street. Brixton. London.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS HAVE AN EXTRAOR-
DINARY EFFECT ON LIVER AND STOMACH

COMPLAINTS.- Mr. Charles Wilscn. of S9, Pn-c^ Street

Glasgow, states in a letter to Profess:r H'-ii-'^at that he bad
suffered for a long time from a disease of the liver and stomach,
for which he could obtain no relief from tbe medical profession.

Therefore he determined on trying Hclloways Pills, at which
time he was in a most wretched condition, but humanly speak-

ing, these Pills have saved his life, as be is now re*icred to perfect

health, to the surprise of all who bad witnessed the state be was
in.— Sold by all Medicine Vendors, and at Professor H'>lix>w-at"«

Establishments, 244, Strand, Lcndon. and 90,
"

New Y^rk.—"

M'OS'f CONSOLATOKY it is to know that a remedy
exists, TThich. by destroying tbe g^c- ~'T*^

tlie development of these morbid and tEeUccboly

which too often embitter the social relations of lift

PAKE'S LIFE PILLS
are a sure antidote to those vices of tbe human sratea 1

engender painful maladies the rti-3yncf of wbicb makes ni 41*-

contented with everything armed
can fnllv appreciate the delightful

consciousness of possessing good heali ra tiey

are most valuable, because t; -ity and tscyaacr u>

the animal spirits, and make
but -with onr friends and associates. Marv. perhaps, n
fleet upon the impor. -7 *kh*S
care of the bodv's health. l~: a herrer i-rrrgciaaon of tbe saeoce

Ask for Parr's Life Pills.

London Acents: E. Edwards. K -

Barc]av& Sons, S5. f Street: Sattos -

Churchyard : Hannav & Co, 63, ar.; - C:rd Street

:

and sold by all respectable chemists and medidiie vesuss in

town or country, in boxes, price Is, ljd, 2s. 9£, oad in noaBy
packets ilf. each



XTO MORE PILLS NOR ANY OTHER MEDI-
XM CINE—FOR INDIGESTION (DYSPEPSIA), CON-
STIPATION, NERVOUS. BILIOUS, AND LIVER COM-
PLAINTS, COUGH, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, CONSUMP-
TION, AND DEBILITY.
DU BARRY'S delicious REVALENTA ARABICA FOOD

saves 60 times its cost in Medicine, and cures the above com-
plaints and their consequences, such as flatulency, distension,

acidity, heartburn, palpitation of the heart, nervous headaches,

deafness, noises in the head and ears, pains at the pit of the

stomach and between the shoulders, diarrhoea, dysentery, im-

purities and poverty of the blood, scrofula, asthma, dropsy,

rheumatism, gout, nausea and sickness during pregnancy, alter

eating, or at sea; low spirits, spasms, cramps, epileptic fits,

spleen, general debility, inquietude, sleeplessness, involuntary

blushing, paralysis, tremors, dislike to society, unfitness for

study, loss of memory, delusions, vertigo, blood to the head, ex-

haustion, melanchuly, groundless fear, indecision. It is moreover
the best food for infants and invalids generally, as it never
purges or turns acid on the weakest stomach, nor interferes with
a good liberal diet, but imparts a healthy relish for lunch and
dinner, and restores the faculty of digestion, and nervous and
muscular energy to the most enfeebled.

Barry, do Barry & Co.. 77, Regent Street, London.

A few out of 50,000 cures are here given :—
Cure No. 71, of Dyspepsia, from the Right Hon. the Lord

Stcart i>e Decies, " I have derived considerable benefit from

Du Barry's Revalenta Arabica Food, and consider it duo to your-

selves and to the public to authorise the publication of these

lines. Stuart de Decies."
From the Dowager Countess of Castlestuart.

Cure 52,612.—"Rosstrevor, County ofDown, Ireland, Dec. 9, 1854.

—The Dowager Countess of Castlestuart feels induced, in the

interest of suffering humanity, to state that Du Barry's excellent

Revalenta Arabica Food has cured her, after all Medicines had
failed, of Indigestion, Bile, great nervousness and irritability of

many years standing. This Food deserves the confidence of all

sufferers, and may be considered a real blessing. Enquiries will

be cheerfully answered."
Cure No. 49,S32.—" Fifty years indescribaVe agony from dys-

pepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,

spasms, sickness at the stomach and vomiting, have been
removed by Du Barry's excellent food.

" Maria Jolly, Wortham Ling, near Diss, Norfolk."
Core 52,422. " Bridgebouse, Frimley, April 3d, 1S54.

"I havesuffered these 33 years continually from diseased lungs,

spitting of blood, liver derangement, deafness, singing in the
ears, constipation, debility, shortness of breath, and cough, and
duriDg that period taken so much medicine that I can safely say
I have laid out upwards of a thousand pounds at the chemist's
and doctor's. Indeed I was in utter despair, and never expected
to get over it, when I was fortunate enough to become acquainted
with your Revalenta Arabica, which, Heaven be praised, restored
me to a state of health which I long since despaired of attaining.
My lungs, liver, stomach, head, and ears are all right, my hear-
ing perfect, and my recovery is a marvel to all my acquaintances.

" James Roberts, Wood Merchant."

From the Venerable ARCHDEAcoMof Ross.
No. 32,836.— " Three years excessive nervousness, with pains in

my neck and left arm, and general debility, which rendered my
life very miserable, has been radically removed by Du Barry's
health restoring food. Alex. Stuart."

Cure 4S,615. " Plymouth, May 9tb, 1851.
"For the last 10 years I have been suffering from dyspepsia,

headaches, nervousness, low spirits, sleeplessness, and delusions,
and swallowed an incredible amount of medicine without relief.

I am happy to say that your Food has cured me, and I am now
enjoying better health than I have had for many years past.

" J. S. Newton."
Cure No. 180.—"25 years nervousness, constipation, indigestion,

and debility, from which I have suffered great misery, and which
no medicine could remove or relieve, have been effectually cured
by Du Barry's Food in a very short time.

" W.R. Reeves, Pool Anthony, Tiverton."
No. 4208.—"Eight years dyspepsia, nervousness, debility with

cramps, spasms, and nausea, have been effectually removed by
Du Barry's health-restoring food. I shall be happy to answer
any inquiries.

" Rev. John W. Flavell, Ridlington Rectory, Norfolk."
No. 42,130, Major General King, cure of general debility and

i

nervousness. No. 32,110, Captain Parker D. Bingham, R.N.,
who waB cured of 27 years' dyspepsia in six weeks time. Cure
No. 28,416, William Hunt, Esq., Barrister-in-law, 60 years'
partial paralysis. No. 32.814, Captain Allen, recording the cure
of a lady from epileptic fits. No. 26,419, the Rev. Charles Kerr,
a cure of functional disorders. No. 24,814, the Rev. Thomas
Minster, cure of five years' nervousness, with spasms and daily

vomitings. No. 41,617, Dr. James Shorland, late surgeon in the
96th Regiment, a cure of dropsy.
No. 37,403, Samuel Laxton, Esq., a cure of two years' diarrhcea.

Mr. William Martin, a cure of eight years' daily vomiting.
Richard "Willoughby, Esq., a cure of many years' biliousness.

No. 58,034.—"Grammar School, Stevenage, December 16, 1850.

"Gentlemen,—We have found it admirably adapted for infants.

Our baby has never once had disordered bowels since taking it.

"K. Ambler."
*f

59, Union Street, Third District, New Orleans, Mar. 13. 1S55.
" Dear Sir—Since 1838 1 had been afflicted with a complaint that

neither I nor my physician could qualify. It first began by an
excessive thirst, so that I was fain to drink daily from 30 to 40
Tumblers of water, the greatest thirst being during the digestive
process. A slrange feeling above the fundament followed that
unusual thirst. It came on with intolerable itchings, and nestas
if an edged tool was cutting into it. Afterwards as if a full-grown
crab's claw were steadily pinching at me. These symptoms were
followed by colic, and finally by a diarrhcea. Originally these
paroxysms came on yearly ; after a while, several times in the
course of the year ; and for some years back almost every month,
until at last every week. So that for seventeen years I have been
labouring under an insufferable affliction, deprived of sleep, and
so dizzy at times that I could not help myself; my stomach would
fail me, and I thus became a helpless enervated invalid. At last

on the 15th of June, 1854,1 was taken down with an alvine flux and
killing pains in the bowels. Often as I went to bed at night I

thought I should never see the morning. My medical attendant
and friend, in whom was all my trust, concluding that he could

do nothing to alleviate my sufferings (I thought so, at least),

under colour of being himself unwell, sent me to one of his

colleagues, whose attendance proved as unsuccessful ; all the reme-
dies prescribed failing to afford me any relief. It was at this stage

of my disease that, on the 5th of September last, I luckily

met one of my friends, who told me that Mr. J. B. Monier had
passed through the same ordeal, and had been radically cured by
Du Barry's Revalenta Arabica. Thereupon I immediately began
to make use of it, and soon after felt relieved; and the extra-

ordinary change for the better I have gradually experienced
since, owing to that excellent farina, induces me to believe that

I am completely cured. However as mine was a chronic dis-

order, I still keep taking the Revalenta, and will do so for some
time yet, to insure a permanent return to health. Doping that

this statement may serve the cause of humanity, I cheerfully

make it, and remain, yours respectfully, F.B. Bernard,"
Commercial Abstract Clerk in the Collector's Office.

lib., 2s. Qd.; 2 lbs., 4s. Gd.', 5 lbs., lis.; 12 lbs., 22s. Super-
refined, lib., 6s.; 2 lbs., lis.; 5 lbs., 22s.; 10 lbs., 33s. The
10 lbs. and 12 lbs. carriage free on receipt of Post-office Order.
Barry, du Babky, & Co., 77, Regent Street, London. London

Agents. Fortnum, Mason, & Co., Purveyors to her Majesty, 182,

Piccadilly; and also at 60, Gracechurch Street; 49, Bishopsgate
Street; 4, Cheapside; 330, and 451, Strand; 55, Charing Cross.
BARRY. DU BARRY, and CO.,. 77, Regent Street, London.

PROF. LIEBIG'S NEW WORK.——
Just published, in small 8vo. price Ss. Bd. cloth,

PRINCIPLES
o?

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE LATE

RESEARCHES MADE IN ENGLAND.
By JUSTUS VON LIEBIG,

Professor of Chemistry in the University of Munich.

I cannot allow this little treRtise to appear without expressing
the very high gratification I have had in translating it, and thus
assisting to lay it before the British public.

It is, 60 far as I can judge, by far the best of the author's

writings on the important subject to which it refers.

Apart from all controversy, it contains, in the shape of 50 pro-

positions, a most admirable summary of the true relation between
Chemistry and Agriculture. These propositions are beyond all

doubt true, so far as our present knowledge extends, and contain
principles, the due appreciation and application of which is of
the last importance to all who wish to cultivate Agriculture on
true—that is, on scientific principles.

No doubt can be entertained by any one who has read the
various memoirs published by writers opposed to the author's
views that these views and the principles or doctrines be has
hitherto laid down, have been generally misunderstood by these

writers, and that failure and disappointment have been the

natural results.

But in the 50 propositions now given to the world, the real

doctrines of the author are so simply and clearly expressed that

it is almost impossible not to understand and appreciate them
;

and it may be confidently expected that their promulgation will

produce most beneficial results.

I trnst that I may bo allowed to express this hope, since these

propositions embody, in a fuller and more extended form, those
principles of Agricultural Chemistry, or rather of the science of

Agriculture, which I have deduced from the author's writings,

and which I have long taught in my lectures, frequently in the
very words now used by their author. So strong is my conviction

of the truth of these principles, that I regard it as certain that

all real improvements in Agriculture will be found, on examina-
tion, to be referable to these principles or laws ; and that, as
Baron Liebig somewhere has said, " therein lies the whole future

of Agriculture."
The present work demonstrates that the author's so-called

" Mineral Theory " lias been entirely misunderstood by Mr.
Lawes, and that the experiments of the latter gentleman in all

points really prove the truth of the " Theory," as it exists in the

author's works. "William Geegort,
Professor of Chemistry in the University of Edinburgh.

London : WALTON and MABERLY.

By DR. LARDNER.
MICROSCOPIC DRAWING AND ENGRAVING.
THE NEW PLANETS.
LEVERRIER AND ADAMS'S PLANET.
THE PLANETS—ARE THEY INHABITED GLOBES?
THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH POPULARISED. 100 Cuts.

(*.* Also, as a separate Volume, 2s.)

STEAM AND THE STEAM-ENGINE.
THE LOCOMOTIVE.
WEATHER PROGNOSTICS.
POPULAR FALLACIES IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES.
LUNAR INFLUENCES.
METEORIC STONES AND SHOOTING STARS.
RAILWAY ACCIDENTS.
LIGHT:
COMMON THINGS—AIR.

Ditto WATER.
Ditto FIRE:
Ditto THE EARTH.
Ditto TIME.
Bitto PUMPS.
Ditto SPECTACLES.
Ditto CLOCKS AND WATCHES.

LOCOMOTION IN THE UNITED STATES.
COMETARY INFLUENCES.
THE POTTER'S ART.
LOCOMOTION AND TRANSPORT.
THE MOON.
TERRESTRIAL HEAT.
THE SUN.
EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES.
THE BAROMETER.
THE THERMOMETER.
SAFETY LAMP.
WHITWORTH'S MICROMETRIC APPARATUS.
THE EYE.
THE ATMOSPHERE.
THE KALEIDOSCOPE.
MAGNITUDE AND MINUTENESS.

Now readv, price Is.

INSTRUCTIONS for Growing ITALIAN RYE-
GRASS. By WILLIAM DICKINSON.

Jameb Ridsway, Piccadi lly, and all Booksellera.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I, containing Orcbidex, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-

leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove

and Orcbidea? House,. Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,

Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be

had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road^

DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO THE QUEEN.
Complete in two large Vols., royal Svo,

THE BOOK OF THE GARDEN.
By Chabi.es M'Intosh.

The Volumes are sold separately, viz.:

—

Vol. I. On the Formation of Gardens and Construction of

Garden Edifices, &c. 776 pages, and 1073 Engravings. 27. 10s.

Vol. II. Practical Gardening. S6S pages, and 279 Engravings
11. 17s. <M.

William Blackwood & Soxs, Edinburgh and London.

THE CERANIUM AND ITS CULTURE.
Just Published, price 6d., or post free, direct from the Author, Sd.,

THE PELARGONIUM ; or, Practical Observations

on its Cultivation; to which is added, a Monthly Calendar

of Operations. Second Edition, carefully revised, with additional

information. By John Dobsos, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth,

Middlesex.
London : Hamilton, Adams & Co.; and all Booksellers.

Just published, tlie 33d edition, price Id.,

GRIMSTONE'S HISTORY of an EGYPTIAN
PEA, discovered by the Committee of the British Museum

in a Vase sent by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, the Egyptian Tra-

veller. Three were presented to Mr. W. Grimstone by Mr. T. I.

Pettigrew, who opened this relic, being 2844 years old. The
growth of this Pea is different to those of this country ; the taste

is unequalled, they boil much greener than ours, and so prolific.

They are planted thus . • .
•

. eight inches apart; the 2s. 6d.

bag will produce enough for a small family. They require no

sticks, and the bloom hangs in clusters. The only genuine is

sold in bags, 2s. Gd. ; three times the quantity, 5s. ; seven times

the quantity, 10s. Each bag is signed and sealed by William
Geimstone, Herbary, Highgate; depot, 52, High Street, Blooms-

bury, London, Eye Snuff and Herb Tobacco Warehouse, 3d. per

The above Subjects will be found in

DR. LARDNER'S
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE

AND ART.
A Miscellany of Instructive and Amusing Tracts on the

Physical Sciences, and on their Application to the
Uses of Life.

Illustrated by Engravings on Wood.
Published to June 1, 1855, Vols. I. to VI., each Is. Gd. (or in

Double Vols, each 3s. Gd.); also Parts I, to XVIII., and Num-
bers 1 to 78.

" ' Dr. Lardner's Museum,' one of the few -works of the kind
which can be recommended as at once popular and accurate."

—

Sir David Brewster.

l$3r This "Work is continued in "Weekly \ Numbers at Id.;
Monthly Parts at 5<1; Quarterly Volumes at Is. Gd.; and Half-
Yearly Volumes at 3s. Gd.

Just published, royal 4to., sewed, price 21s.

PRITZEL.—ICONUM BOTAN1CARUM INDEX.
An Alphabetical Register of upwards of 80,000 represen-

tations (engraved) of phanerogauic plants and Ferns, compiled

(with references) from the botanical and horticultural publica-

tions of the ISth and 19th centuries. 608 pages, double columns,

1855. Price 21s.

London : "Williams & Norgate, Importers of Foreign Books,

14, Henrietta_Street, Covept Garden.

Fourth edition, 12mo., 500 pages, beautifully printed, and elegantly

bsund, gilt edges, price 6s., also the Library Edition, Svo.,

embellished with a Frontispiece after Raphael, engraved by
Robinson, cloth or vellum paper, gilt edges, price 10s. Gd.,

TRUTHS ILLUSTRATED byGREAT AUTHORS;
a Dictionary of 4000 Aids to Reflection, and Quotations in

Prose and Verse, compiled from the works of the greatest writers,

ancient and modern. "Every imaginable topic of interest or

inquiry finds an apt illustration or felicitously selected apothegm."

—Globe. Both editions are kept in extra calf and morocco bind-

ings. London : W. White, 70, Piccadilly, and all Booksellers.

WALTON AND MABERLY,
Upper Gower Street, & Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

Now ready, gratis, and postage free,

A LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS re-

Xi- cently added to MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY. Also, a

List of Surplus Copies of Recent "Works withdrawn from circula-

tion, and offered at greatly reduced prices for cash.

Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London;

and 76, Cross Street, Manchester. ;

Second edition, with a coloured plate, price 2s. Gd.

rpHE ENTOMOLOGIST'S ANNUAL FOR 1855.—

"From all interested in the progress of British natural

history, the volume before us will be sure of a welcome."

—

Gardenei's' Chronicle.
- " Such an annual is not only useful for the professed object in

view, but is calculated to be collaterally beneficial by inducing

a mental acquaintanceship and spirit of co-operation amongst
Entomologists in all parts of the kingdom."—Newcastle Courant.

" How many botanical students may be conversant with

Entomology we cannot say, but should any be so, we strongly

recommend the purchase of the " Entomologist's Annual" as

tending to keep them au courant with the progress of the day."
—Lancet.
London: John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row; and to be had

of all Booksellers, and at all Railway Stations.

DISEASES OF THE CHEST.
Fifth edition, price 5s. Gd.,

CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, &c,
successfully treated. By Alfred B. Maddock, M.D.

"We feel morally bound to urge upon all persons who are

either snffering themselves, or who have friends so unfortunately

situate, to procure this valuable work, which cannot fail to prove

in the highest degree interesting and consoling to them."

—

Cambridge University Herald.
London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co, Stationers' Court;

Bati.liere, 219, Regent Street.

13, Great Marlborough Street.

NO T I C E.—T HE LANDED GENTRY.
THE FIRST PART OF THE NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION OF

SIR BERNARD BURKE'S
HISTORY OF THE LANDED GENTRY,
To be completed in a single volume (divided into four Parts),

uniform with the " Peerage and Baronetage," will be published

in a few days, price 10s. Gd.; and those who desire to have copies

on the day of publication are requested to send their orders to

their respective booksellers.

Published for H. Colburn, by bis Successors, Hurst &
Blackett.

The Third and Fourth Volumes are now Ready, comprising the

Period from 1800 to 1S10, and completing the work of

THE DUKE of BUCKINGHAM'S MEMOIRS
of the COURT and CABINETS of GEORGE III.

From Original Family Documents.
" Our extracts sufficiently show the high interest belonging to

these volumes. Of their value and importance there cannot be

two opinions."

—

Athenomm.

Also just published.

THE MONARCHS of the MAIN ; or, ADVEN-
TURES OF THE BUCCANEERS. By George "W. Thorn-
bury, Esq. 3 vols.

THE HEIRESS of HAUGHTON. By the Author
of " Emilia Wyndham." 3 vols.

" The best tale the author has written."—:Messenger.

EUSTACE CONYERS. By James Hannay, Est*.

Author of •' Sisglexon Fontenoy," &c. 3 vols.

ukst & Blackett, Publishers* Successors to Henry Colburn,
13. Groat Marlborough Street.
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Mew Work Edited by Dr. Lindley.
On June ]al will le published, J'A /I'/' ///. ,

,,,/..,/ folio,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE-PRINTED (Life Size).

With Descriptions of the [ndigenoue Bpociea and Varietlea by THOMAS MOORE,
I

EXTRACTS FROM
Daily NewB.—Nflturo-Prlnfclng oxcols all fchafceau pi Ibly bi

THE

(tchiovod \>y manual caro and doxtorlty In tho art of

dojdnoatlon, since In those loftfV example
i wo find

irovoalod mlnuto and Important features In thi con
siructlon of the vogotaolo kingdom which oludi thi

grasp ovon of photography.
Jllustrttted London News.—Thiswork in Important) not only foi

the aolontlflo research diaplayod bytho author In an
oxtromoly interesting branoh of Natural BUstory, but
as the first Instanao of tho application >! a u

valuable procoBs of Imitation and roproduol Ion, callod

"Nature-iPrlnfclng." Tho plants bolng roprosontod j »

rollofi as If painted upon paper, and all tho parts In

tholr sovoral appropriate colours, tho rosult I

{>loto substitute for tho original specimen. To tho
totanloal student such a moans of studj tnu I bi In

valuable.
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%* The Work is hcivtf isiued Monthly, and will be completed vn about I 6 Partt. Parts /. and If. ar<

published, price Ctf. each, and containing Three Nature-Printed PlaU .

BRADBURY"
"& KVANS, 11, BOUVBBJE STREET

In a few days will bo pnbliHhod, prlco 4s. 6d,,

STORIES FROM A SCREEN.
+ By DUDLEY COSTELLO.

" Look lioro upon linn picture—and on this I "—HAMLBT,
itiiAumiKv & Evans, 11, Bpuveric Streot.

POPULAR WORKS ON GARDENING X BOTANY.
THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM; or, The Struc-

TUUE, CLASSIFICATION, AND USES OF PLANTS. By Dr.
Lindlicy. A Now Edition, enlarged. Price 36s.

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural and
Physiological. By Dr. Lindley. 12s. cloth.

THE ELEMENTS OF MEDICAL AND ECONO-
MICAL BOTANY. By Dr. Lindley. Price 14s. cloth.

SCHOOL BOTANY; or, The Rudiments of Bo-
tanical Science. By Dr. Lindley. Price 5s. Gd. half-hound.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON PLANTING ORNA-
MENTAL TREES. BySTANDisn&NoDLE. Price 6s. in cloth.

THE LADIES' COMPANION TO THE FLOWER-
GARDEN. By Mrs. Loudon. Sixth Edition. Price 7s. cloth.

PAXTON'S FLOWER GARDEN. Edited by Sir
Joseph Paxton and Dr. Lindi ey. Complete in Three Vols.
Price 33s. each, elegantly bound in cloth.

PAXTON'S BOTANICAL DICTIONARY. Crown
Svo, 16s.

HOW TO LAY OUT A SMALL GARDEN. By
Edward Kemp, Landscape Gardener. Price 3s. Gd,

Bradbury & Evans, 11 , Bouverio Street.

New Edition, fcp. 8vo., price 5s.

T*HE CRICKET FIELD; or, the Science and
History of the Game of Cricket. By the Author of " The

Principles of Scientific Batting," &c. The second edition, greatly
improved by various additions and corrections.

• London : Longman, Bboytn, Ruben, <S; Longmans.
NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR~LINDLEY'S

THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.
Now ready, in Svo, with PS Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

THK THEORY and PRACTICE of HORT1CUL-
-a. TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiological Grounds : being the Second
Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College.. London, &c.

Contents.
BOOK L—The principal Circumstances connected with Vegetable

Life which illustrate the Operations ol Gardening :—
1. Vital Force
'2. Germination
3. Growth by the Root
4. Growth by the Stem

BOOK II.

Action of Leaves
6. Action of Flowers
7. The Maturation of the Fruit
8. Temperature.

The Physiological Principles upon which the
Operations of Horticulture essentially depend :

—

1. Bottom Heat
2. Moisture of the Soil,

"Watering
3. Atmospherical Moisture

and Temperature
4. Ventilation
5. Seed Sowing
6. Seed Saving
7. Seed Packing and Plant

Packing
S. Propagation by Eyes and
* Kuanrs

0. Propagation by mere
Leaves

10. Propagation by Cuttings

11. Propagation by Layers and
Suckers

12. Propagation by Budding
and Grafting

13. Pruning
14. Training
16. Potting
lii. Transplanting
17. The Preservation of Race

by Seed
15. Tho Improvement of

Races
19. Resting
20. Soil

21. Manure
'The author has always felt that the naked principles laid

down in the First Edition of this work were less interesting than
they would have been if they bad received more extensive illus-
tration from examples and frequent reference to practical opera-
tions. He has now therefore greatly extended the matter, and
endeavoured, whenever it appeared necessary, to support the
doctrines of physiology by an appeal to facts which are or should
be familiar to all cultivators."—Extract from Pjy/ace to Second
Edition.

Bv the same Author,
INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with G Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. Svo, 24a.
%* Ithas been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

ho has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy au.d Physiologv, tha't
the present Edition may be considered, in those resp'ects, a
new work.

A SYNOPSIS of the BRITISH FLORA; arranged
according to tho Natural Orders; containing T^scnlares, or
!• lowering Plants. Third Edition, with numerous Additions.
Corrections, and Improvements. 12mo, 10s. $J.

London
: Longman, Brown, GeeeNj and Longman*,

On Jttno l. No, I , with 180 beautifully coloured figurcH,

prlcis 8s. fici.,

WOOD'S INDEX TESTACEOLOGICUS, an Illus-

trated Catalogue ofall known Sheila, with thoii

Localities, &c. Enlarged by Stlvanua Hanlry, Esq. Tho mo§i
complete work on Conchology and tho best for n

'

1

rovisod edition contains numerous new figures, and with the Im-
proved letter-press, must supersede the former ones. To be pub-
lished monthly, each number containing about 160 colonn d

(J, Wm.i.ih, I'inzza, < :<>vmti (Jnnlfn : inn I --.I ,11 I .. .
i |]<

i

On Juno 1, No. I. of the reissue, containing 109 beautifully

coloured 1 gores, price 3.-;. 6dv
TT700D'S INDEX ENTOMOLOGICUS, a cora-
•» plete Illustrated Catalogue of British Moths and Butter-

flies, with their Synonyms, Localities, &c. New edition, enlarged,
by J. O. Wkstwood, Esq. This beautiful publication Is the most
complete Illustrated Work on British Entomology, containing
nearly 2000 coloured figures, including 180 new ones. It can also
be had complete, in one large volume, royal 8vo, half morocco, 41. 4j, \

G. Willis, Gnat Piazza, Covent Garden.
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A FEW StTS FOR SALE.
Embellished with 700 splendid coloured engravings,

PAXTON'S (Sir J.) MAGAZINE OF BOTANY
AND FLOWERING PLANTS. A complete set of this

elegant and valuable work from its commencement. 16 large
vols,, royal 8vo, half morocco, gilt leaves, uew, price only
14^. 14s.; published at 281. 15s.

The advertiser having purchased the few remaining copies of
the above beautiful and esteemed work, begs to call attention
to its present reduced price. As the number for sale is very
small, early application is desirable.

G. Willis, Great. Piazza, Covent Garden. ____^_
Now ready, with Six bonutifully coloured Plates, Part X.

price 4s.. containing the Genus Orchis,

ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS, Coloured Illustrations

of, comprising Figures of the most interesting and beautiful

Genera, with Descriptions of all the Cultivated Species, and
Directions for their Cultivation. Edited by T. Moore, F.I..-.

Tho former numbers contain the Genera Miltonia, Brassia, Pax-
tonia, Spathoglottis, SoDTalia, Coslogyne, Epidendrum, Vanda,
Goryanthes, Sarcopodium, Odontoglossum, and Stanhopea. Part
XL on June 1.

G. Wilms, Great Piazza, Covent Garden.

MILE-END NURSERY, BOW
To GEjrrr.Kici;*, Ncuvkktmev, i •

frmz

Ml 3SBS. PROTHEROE
<] to S>ll by .'

Nursery, Uow K^ad, Middle*
Hay 21st and 22d, ft 12 o'clock, ftbwl 13 *»G aad
other GREENHOUSE PLA:
Scarlet Qeranlm
benaa, Fuchslan, HeliMr^jpluio, galvii. Calceolarias ••**'#

Petunias, MImulus, Niercmbtrgia. I.

mor.di, Cuphes, Agcratum, and GalUrdi'- !.ryM»-

tbemuing, Intermediate Stocks, M*ui
Lophospcrmum, l>:remocarpus, &c. May V tu»-
previous to Uie Sale.— Catalogue* may be had/>-n tbe Prenlaea;

of the principal Seedsmen In London; and of tbe Auctioneer*,

Amirican Nursgry. Levtonstone, E<^i.

TULIPS IN BLOOM
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS will sell by

Auction, without the least reserve, on MONDAY. V
at 1 o'clock precisely, the ENTIRI. TULIPS
in BLOOM of Mr. John Edward-. e *'. the

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey, and Be "l'*»y,

Middlesex, where by the kind permission I**rk*r,

they may from time to time be s^en. The b*d Is V>
length, and contains over 2000 full sized first claas BI
Bulbs, including most of the show flowers extant, all of tbe fi&e*t

strain, and collected during the last 12 years at a cost exceeding
1000 guineas.
Catalogues may be had for two poftsge *t*mpiof Mr. R. Park'.r,

as above; of Mr. Turner, Roral Nun- • Mr. J. Keynes,
Salisbnry; Mr. Wood, :

" /ham : Mr. E
well

t
Derbv; Mr. Lightbody, Falkirk. N.B. : Mr. SUter. CbeeV

ham Hill," Manchester; at the Off: *r: aod <4 tbt
Auctioneers, American Nursery. L< *iex.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND INDIGESTION.
Just published,new and cheaper Edition, price 1*., or I5.6d.hy post,

rpHE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-*- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Kegimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable

through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician.
London: Piper, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; TIan-

n-ay, G3, Oxford Street; Mann. 39, Cornhill : .-.nd - i! E

PRACTICAL MECHANICS' JOURNAL,
Part LXXXVL. May. 1S55, Is., contains,

Illustrations.—Large Copperplate Engraving of Messrs.

Taylor and Cranstonu's Coupling and Uncoupling Gear for

Railway Carriages, and 40 Wood Engravings.

Contents: — The Royal Society— American Notes: Sand
Bricks, Fusing Franklinite, American Corn Planter, New Colour
Printing Presses, Typographer or Printing Writer. Duplex
Action Writing Machine, Writing Apparatus for the Blind-
Great Works of Antiquity—Iron Roof in the United States'

Government Navy-yard at Brooklyn—Coupling Gear for Railway
Carriages—Society of Arts' Exhibition of Inventions— Sheriffs
Moulding Apparatus for Cast-iron pipes—Clowe's Horse Muzzles

Tindall's Mangle—Rawhnson's Sewer Trap and Drainage

yai ves_Hackworth's New Steam Engine and Governor—Scott's
Metallic Pipe Junctions— Renfrew's Gutta Percha Bobbin
Flanges — Johnson's Air-compressing Machine — M'Naughts
Solid Wood Saddletrees— Protection of Invention at the French
Exhibition—Duplex and Screw Guide Windlasses—Maynard's

Combined Thresher and Dresser— Lightning Conductors at the

Westminster Palace — Vice-jaw Railway Chair — Compound
Action Clod-crusher— Blenheim Buckhorn Hall Stand— Du
Trembley's Combined Vapour Engine—Great Crane at Glasgow
—Railway Viaduct over the Boyne—Reviews of New Books-
Proceedings of Societies—Monthly Notes— Lists of all New
Patents.
Hebert, SS, Cheapstde, London; Editors Office (Office for

Patents), 47, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

MITCHAM.-TO TULIP FANCIERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS h*TC
received instructions from Mr. G'lcham to •br

1 public competition bv auction, without reserve, o» tbe fmuiiUy
1 llvnderCotUge.MeTtonLane.Mitcbam.S ;rr?y. n SATURDAY,
May 26, at 1 o clock, a portion of his costly asd unrivalled OOee-
tion of TULIPS. No comment on this magnlfietnt stock win be
equal tn an inspection of its striking bea=: '.noppor-

tunitv is now offered to the ame'enr florist, &c. »w 1

I and Seedlings of Mr. Goldham's raiiing—the result of more than

30 vears' successful cultivation and competition : im.ng these

are—Fanoy Kemhle. John Kemble, Charles Kembl-

.

I

Cfosar, Napoleon, Fortunatus, Gem, Duchess of S&tberlaod,

I

Standard. Lord Bvtod, Marshal Soult, Marshal Blocber. Emma,
: Calphumia, OlivefGoldsroith, Otherio. Comet, Biz. Hark
Sir R. Peel. Helen, Lord Nelson, Picmrata, Utti

1 dera, Juliet, Marquis of Anglesea. Unique Rcse.ar.d Hot.:

j
Among Flowers raised by other growers are—Resdora

1

Musidora, Matilda (new), Lord 7

I
Devonshire, Mrs. Side
Eliza, S:. N- ts, F timy Ellsler. Panreziaco, General 1

1

ville, Louis XVI^ Polvdora. Wallace. Kntley s Qoeeo, Dachess of

' Manchester. Ccmmodora, Lord Ccllingwood. £*l—Maybe -rw-wetf

two days prior to the Sale: Catalogues bad 03 tbe premise*: ol

j
the principal Seedsmen in Ixncou. and of tbe AacXaoueezs,

I
American Nut -

-

IMPORTANT SALE OF TUUPS.
A TR. WILLMERbegs to inform the Cultrratare of

'-. E. J-

TURNHAM CREEN, MIDDLESEX.
To Florists, Fruiterers. &c

TO BE LET upon Lease, or for shorter period?, with

immediate possession, a couvenion- BUSINESS PREMISES.
comprising a commodious Shop and Cellar.escellent Conservatory,

a Six Room Dwelling with Garden, and good Greenhouse behind.

The property fronts the high 1 ndon to Brentford in a

very respectable neighbourhood, suitable for a Ftorh

Fruiterers Business combined. The stock, comprising Gera-

niums Cacti, and various plants, may be taken at a valuation.

For particulars apply to Mr. Atwood, Land Agent, Mortlake,

Surrey; or Mrs. Hamilton, John BuU Inn. Gunaershury Place.

Turnnam Green.

the Tulip that he has reoeiv

Lawrer.ce, of l
1

Lion HoteL Hampton, on FRIDAY . Jcce i, "56. « Q
100 ROW-
worthv a place in a t~

in the habit ttf nwgrifinjC to

HckI Hamptcr. will not require to be reminded of tbe *V*"*rt

varieties it oont

whohav tf*%!L~
-

National TuUr -
' vrannt^ La^

_
PM,d?^f™"S

Brown. R ^
'". tT'l/S^U^^

-

Madoi '
' '

'

ress

;, HaEptam.

K.B.—Tl • -r-"' 7

tbe Saleani

Show at

'-:' L"Vi -

T "
-.* : --"-.

a, Delafarce's

;-»n, &C.
-

---.-
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP-

I?

GRAY & ORSVSSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
RAY jnd ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex- 1 G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

T perienee in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of! Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms. I purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

G

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW SOOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories Mowing Machines Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines Flower Sticks
Greenhouses Fountains Game Netting Do. Syringes Garden Bordering
Hot Water Apparatus Ornamental Wire Work Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Garden Vases Flower Stands Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE EENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZEIMEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

READ'S GARDEN ENGINES, SYRINGES, &c.

'.-

X\7"HEN>n article of real utility attracts public attention. Imitators start into the field to snatch from the
* inventor the just reward of his labours. It has now become a daily practice of exhibiting in the windows of ironmongers and

other, Syringes of the very commonest description, with the words "READ'S PATENT," as an inducement to purchasers.
ThiSj as an eminent writer on Horticulture has recently remarked on the subject, is indeed <: living upon another man's fame."

Bead's Instruments have the Royal Arms, with the Address—35, REGENT CIRCUS, LONDON,
„*»* A liberal discount allowed to Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &c, &c—Descriptions sent Post free.

FOR WATERING GARDENS.
HANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-
factured especially for the above purpose ; is of greater flexi-

bility than any other description of Hose; is capable of resisting

great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the mains of
water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.

"WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary trassjoints,

stop-cocks, branches, and spreaders complete.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made
anv length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.
VULCANISED RUBBER "WASHERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of steam and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

All communications and orders punctually attended to, addressed
to the Manufactory, Jas. Lyne Hancock, Goswell Road, London

WATER YOUR
GARDENS WITH

THE TATENT FLEX-
IBLE GUTTA PERCHA
TU BTXG, from 4rf. per
foot: Roses, from 4s.

Union Joints, from Is. Gd.

each, fitted complete.
Instructions given to

affix joints to Taps.
Post Office Orders pay-

able at City Road Branch.

JAMES W. WATTS,
Factory, 27, City Road,

London.

rpHE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
JL AND ROLLING ENGINE may be "seen in the Agricul-
tural Department at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must he obvious
in Watering, Rolling, or Syringing ; it will throw about 60 feet,

and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it.

contains about 20 gallons. Price 57. 10s.

May be had at J. Dobe's Manufactory, 17, Exmouth Stree
Clerkenwell, London.

It

". "PR1GI -DOM0."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-*- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

G race the Duke of Devonshire for Cniswick Gardens, Professor
L indley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
C rystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
E aling Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROxM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural andfloricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks ofinsects and from morningfrosts. To be had many
required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of Elisha
Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City,, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey;
and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the kingdom.
" It is much chp;aper than mats as a covering."

Printed by William Bradbobt, of No. 13, Upper Wobuni Place, In the Pariah
of St. Pancrf\8 , and Fbederick Mdllbtt Evans, of No. 2?, Victoria
Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in
the County Df Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in
the Precin.ct ofWhitefriais, in the City of London ; and published by them
at the Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisementa and Communication B

are £o be Ajjpb-ess.ed T.o.T^ftEniTOB.—Satvbdax, Way 19, i§53.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
THIS SECOND SUMMER MEETING will take place

at Iho Society's llotiso, 2t,ltegout Street, on TUESDAY, Juno 5,
from 12 to 5 r-.M.

ROYALBOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS, FLOWERS, and FRUIT,

"WEDNESDAYS, June 13tU and July 4th. AMERICAN
PLANTS, MONDAY, Juno 18th. Tickets of admission tube
obtained at the Gardens only, by orders from Follows or Members
of the Society, price 5s., or on the days of Exhibition, 7$. 6d. each.
N.B. By accident some of the Tickets issued are wrongly dated
July 5th instead of Wednesday, July 4th.

CRYSTAL PALA C E 11 RTICULTURAL FETE,
JUNE 2nd, 1655.—GARDENERS who are not Exhibitors

will bo admitted on this occasion on payment of Five Shillings at
the doors. Application for this privilege must be made in writing,
on or before TUESDAY, tho 29th instant, to the Secretary, by
whom a Tickot will bo forwarded- to the Applicant. Without
such Tickets, no money will bo taken on the 2nd of June.

By order, G . Gjyjl Secretary. .

EXHIBITION OF TULll
HENRY GROOM, Clapham Rise, u& London, by

appointment Florist to Hen Ma.tf.kty, respectfully an-
nounces that his EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF TULIPS
is now in flower, and may be viewed every day from 9 o'clock
until 6 (Sund ay excepted). Admittance Is. ; chi ldren half price.

ROYAL NURSERY. SLOUCH.
Exhibition of Tulips, Geraniums, Fancy Geraniums,

Cinerarias, Pansies, Auriculas, &c.

CHARLES TURNER begs to announce that his

extensive COLLECTIONS of these popular FLOWERS
will be in perfection from May 25th until the end of the month.
Charles Turner particularly invites attention of thorn on

WEDNESDAY, May 80th, when the BAND of the 2d LIFE
GUARDS will attend and perform from Three till Seven o'clock.

Admission Free."

IPSWICH RACES, SPRING MEETING, May 17.
J- Latest Intelligence per Telegraph. Twenty-five brace started.

Mr. WILD'S' thoroughbred 2-yr-old colt IPSWICH
STANDARD, by Browston Hybrid (T. Latter) 1

Won in a canter.

Long Pkickley, Clerk of the Course.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*** Plans and Estimates furnished.

I L L I A M MASTERS and SON,
LANUscArE Gardeners, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.w

DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener,
Garden Architect, and Contracting Planter, Stowe,

Buckingham. Now is the time to prepare for planting in Sep-
tember, October,and November.

(^ EORGrE TAYLOR, Jun , Choice Fruit and
T Vegetable Salesman, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

Contractor and Purchaser of Choice Garden Produce.
Salesman on Commission.

gVrni*', Cash. . .Forward as above.

ANTED to PURCHASE, a few Plants of CACTI
EPIPHYLLUMS. They must be good sized plants, and not

to consist of Speciosissimum, speciosum, Ackermanni, Jenkinsoni.
Good sized specimens of MACDONALDIA SCOTTI wanted—
Particular lists, stating size and price, to be forwarded to A. B.,

Messrs. Fraskk's, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS."

TO BE SOLD, several Thousand of VERBENAS,
PETUNIAS, and other BEDDING PLANT'S. Price

according to quantity taken.—Apply to J. and J.- Phaser,
Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Essex. _^__^_

OSAGE ORANGE (MACLURA AURANTIACA).
pHARLWOOD and CUMMINS can supply SEED
V-/ of the above-named Hedge Plant at 6s. per lb., with full

directions for treatment. The month of May is the best time for

smriug.—14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, London.

NEW AZALEA—" ALBA MELIOR."
THIS is the one exhibited by us under the name of

" Alba Magna" among our collection to which the First
Prize was awarded at the Regent's Park Show; very large pure
white, and quite first-rate. Price 7s. 6(7., 10s. 6d. to 21s, each.
Also a superior stock of Azaleas, for which see Catalogue.
The Spring Catalogue, consisting of Greenhouse and Stove

Plants, and the Herbaceous one can be had by enclosing one
postage stamp.

H, Lane & Sox, The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead.

GOOD SWEDE SEED.

QUTTON a.m. sons /-
)

/ -
I

\) vin'/'ti, and "'I"' .""'"' Sccd$t trut to tftcir 1dnds
t

warrant"/ "II ofld9t yeO$*B growth, p,,,., in largo or nmtll
qiiiintltlort, 2f. por lb. Large quantlllefl Carrm*

I

in it inn'
, . oi rofi ronocd rMQlrcd from unknown corn
Adtlroj i, Bl r f . . Bwd i It* ullng.

HARDY GREEN-TOP YELLOW .SWI.DK.—
Thin Bwodo liai sl I (bo lata severe wlnlor rom»rkably

well, mid can bo Btrongly raoomnie&ded for irelgltt ol

lilftltly nutiltlve |»rnp«i tic .,

Sutton & Bomb, Sood OrowflM, Reading, bavi
Seed whle.h they can warrant of laHt years growl

I

i" l* po i
Hi i, I 'I'. w, por gallon, or 70«. per bushel. A i evi

grows well, 2 lbn pei sore will produco a full crop.

PRESENT PRICE! Ol
MANGOLD WURZEL, TURNIPS, WHITE CARROT, Xr,

POR

BASS and BROWN'S Advertisement of i

price:i, hca'. Qardmert? Chronicle of April 28tb, And U
and 12th, Reduced prices for large quant '

ErraTA.—For "Lalng's Purple-top Swedes, 1*. per lb
" l... !i/. por ll>." the name price of the other three Swedes.

To the TnADK.—Prices will be supplied on application.
Seed Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

ROBERTSON, I'ANE and CO., 78 and 80, Candie-

rlggs Street, Glasgow,' can sppply the following TURNIP
SEEDS, per biiMhel, forms cash :

—

Skirvlng'sPurplo-topSwcdoSOs. I Green Purple-top Aberdeen 30/.

Purple-top do 50 Dale's Hybrid 30
Green do. do 40 | White Globe 23

f UARQONIUMI. I T c

H 1 ; ' -,
by ;.

bat bidtl»»t I,

rtady, and *ui bs

v f\ n l I A t>

JKEYNE . i

I'Uuti nmy
blrn lant seaaoo, ut i

cation '

i a a

- 'TJ.

SUPtl'b HOLLYHOCKS, IECO»,
WILLIAM MIA J I.R

coniil

At B».; 12

BOSSOM'S CHAMPION OF ENCLAT.D CELERY.
T

I MIL Boca I

1 rerj
of fro«t than - ..

in Lbe k

!'.••

I'OII.N 1K»I.L.\ [J

•J

ENCLISH CROUNO RAPE AND COLE SEED.
CHARLES SHAKPE and CO. beg lo acquaint t!ic

Trade tlmt thpy can supply anjT quantity of lbe above;
prices aud samples forwarded on application.

Nursery and Seed Estali. JBliment, SlHafo nl. M y vr,.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. beg respectfully to
announce that tlier «re now sending out th^ir Mi;it-rb tiew

HYBRID HEATHS, , ".ascription of wliich sec former
Advertisements.

Exeter Nursery, .^.eter.—Established 1720.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. beg respectfully to
announce that they are now sending out their new White

Corolla'd FUCHSIAS; also their new double purple variety;
for description of which see former Advertisements.

Exeter Nursery, Ex eti Esi
J

> .

.
1 720.

FLOWER SEE i.

a. > SON, Seecsmen and
Qukes, Edinliurgh, and at 27, St. George

Street, Westminster, beg leave to invite attention to their very
choice selection of Flower Seeds.

27, St. Georcre Street. Westminster.

TEETER LAWSON
-«- Nurserymen to the Que

fl II O I C E FLOWER
V_7 FOR PRESENT SOWING. Per pekt,

Pansy, saved from 100 of the best varieties, by numc ..

SEEDS,
9. rf.

2 6
Polyanthus, do. 50 do. „ ... 2
Verbena, do. 50 do. „ ... 2
Hollyhock, do. GO of the most superb kinds 2 6

Calceolaria, do. 24 do., spotted varieties ... 2 6

Gloxinia, do. 30 newest varieties 2 6

Daisy, do. 50 ot the new Relgian do. do. ... 1 6

Antirrhiuum, do. 20 best named varieties 1

Anemone, from the most showy and brilliant kinds ... 1

30 packets of new and choice Flower Seeds 5
The above, per post, free. Postage stamps received in payment.

Yquell & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

vyiLUAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer
VV the following Select Bedding Plants, post free:

—

s. d.

12 fine varieties Antirrhinums, 3s.; 12 extra ditto ... 6
12 „ Verbenas, 25. 6rf. ; 12 extra ditto ... 6
12 „ Phloxes, 4s.; 12 extra ditto 6
12 „ Pansies, 4s.; 12 extra ditto 9
12 fine Chrysanthemums, Pompones. or large flowered ... 3 6
12 tine varieties Mimulus, 45.: 12 Belgian Daisies ... 3

67, Hiph Street. Battle, Sussex.

]\;T ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN will forward to any
1.VJL part of the kingdom the following 50 various CHOICE
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, one of a sort 455. Orf.

12 Orchidea plants, choice species 40 O
24 choice Fuchsias, fine proved varieties 12

Azaleas Greenhouse varieties, per dozen 12s. to IS

25 hardy Belgian Azaleas, superb sorts 20

100 best Bedding Plants 305. to 40
100 choice hardy Herbaceous Plants 30
100 various plants, Stove, Greenln-use, and Hardy. Price and

Catalogue, ou application, by post.

Albion Nursery. Stoke Newington, London.—May 26.

N E W PLANTS.
AVERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman,- Ghent

• (Belgium), is now sending out his following New Plants:

Achimenes Am'broise Verschaffelt Ss. Orf.

,,
DocteurHopf S

„ EdouardOtto 4 O

„ Edniond Boissier S
Tyda?a Warscewiczi 15

Rhododendron Prince CamilledeRoban (quite bardv) 16 O

All the above Plants are figured in Yeeschaffelt's '* Illustra-

tion Horticole," winch can be seen at Mr. R. Sileeread's. 5. Harp
Lane. Great Tower Street, Loudon.

SUPERIOR EARLY BROCCOlI.
MITCHINSON'.S PENZANCE OR EARLY

WHITE CORNISH BROCCOLI.— Celebrated andmvc'iu-

abU for its earluiesSj coming into use -^ry, ajull-si:cd

handsome head of excellent quaUtu, but a shy seeder.

Parties who were too late to procure seeds of this valuable

Early Broccoli can now be supplied with good healthy PLANTS
at 25. Gd. per 100, carriage free, by sending immediate

the undersigned, or their Agents in London. For testimonials

and names of Agents see former advertisements,

Johs MnCHTSSOS & Co., Seed Merchants. Truro, Cornwall.

Jo I I? i

XTEW WHITE VLRIii; . \m^ Thin In Lbe :'
;Te fr

the public, a ftinglopip meuaring »n inatns .--.:.«' •

of the pUnt i» good, with Urx«! Iniu; ft H • fr«e
variety. To be Mol out flr»t wetk In June, at 5«. p»r p
stock is very limited, therefore early orders ar>
vent disapj>oiiitrn*;nt. AI*o a Iar t « it

Azaleas, Calccol<iriaf
f
Mimnlaa, A-c. an-, r

N. G. ha* a very Urge q»i*ntity of Bedding liarr.. rtAdj far
Hale at low prices.

N. C .'

MAY'S :;.'. 1NUM LEI /far
the I teat, and crispest Lett -.it kci>*n. In pari

of which i a letters received froa parties *ho
bad it last sea e bad id
application. It may be sowa all — *- Bauuacr, -ad *ttl cLu>d the
winter. Pack'' 1

NOTT1MC HILL, KENSINGTON.
\V TCTWNSElTDhaTiDgaJa^estoekorBED]
* * • PLANTS c-^i-tinc:' :' Verbenas. Heliotropes. FochalAt,

Calceolarias, Lobelia-s PcUiuias, ic, 4t. is e&abled tosopplj
strong plants in 4-inch pots sl 17.

;

of the London i

TP.WINSTANLEY'S BEDDIM
• is now ready, and can be had on application, or freefr/

post—28, Market Place. Manchester.

EDWARD PARKE FRAN CIS off

Bedding-ou( Plants, strong and vigor*- -

6s. per dozen :— Scar".' I

Verbenas, Calceolarias, Salvia^. HeUotrofM
Lobelias, AnagalUa, A gcrmtmii, Cupaeas, ix. Carriage paid t»
London.—Rose Nur :

'.

.

STROrjb~~BED: .G ^N0 OTHER PLANTS.
Faxd A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-

• mentioned is now ready, acd maybe had, post f«r, cm
application:— Antirrhinums, Verbenas. FoC
niums, C
santhemums, MImulus, Salvias, Lobelias, A t

>;ellaneons Collection of Greenbcv
now in bloom Verbenas, Fuchsias, spotted Calc-

-
'

Geraniums. Nerium splendens, Hydrangea hor njooette
&c. The Trade supplied.—Dulwic:: -

CABBAGE PLANTS.
THOMAS WELLAND, Surrey Gardens.

Godaliving, Surrey, oflers fine Garden Plants aDd

y packed for any par:

3$, 6£ per 1000. Crates, &c~, delivered at s:

I_5 ART and NICK LI X, Flob:575 i iford,

L I offer the following V
FUCHSIAS.— Omega, Vangaard, The Perfect G1A?. C

modore. Duke of V
Glory. Mrs. I

PiNSiE?.— -
"

' ~

Paxton. British Queen. Dn>.

A li'red the Great. Bc-adices. Porr.r-v .
&~- Pea?:.

NEW SCARLET CERAN.UM-EMFE:
JOHN BUTCHER is now seDdm- out die

'J splendid Geraniur.-

great favourite Tom Thnml
trusses of flowers verv :

far super r: sendin-
foliage. Fize f r Be

-

heelerI^son-s short select seed
LIST.—Our Pric; -.--ija-

w Descriptions and T:

^EEDS -sill be fonranjed free by j :
I eo*e»-

- '

tbe very ". -

are oar os-n OTiriig. ard are - '-«t *e
irenerallf s

IT« c't< . - '
-'"'

as we deliver cur Se-:
r '" -. -_' - -

os a triaJ.—J. C. Weieis i 5 :
y.

w
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CHOICE BEDDIMC-OUT PLANTS,
axd to those about ferhasextiiy replenishing the

Flower Garden.

YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the following List

of desirable PLANTS, suitable for the above purpofcfe.

Carriage paid on all Orders of 21. and upwards to any distance

within 150 miles of the Nursery, and good Plants added to com-

pensate for this charge on packages of less value :

—

CARNATIONS and PICOTEES. Per doz. pairs.

Fine selections by name ironi our extensive and
well-known Collection, in 6trong plants ... IS.?. Od.

Fine mixed border ditto 9

True old Clove Carnations 12

Tree Carnations, in choice variety each 1 G

CALCEOLARIAS.—Of this favourite flower the following

list contains some of the best varieties fbrTJedding:—

Ajax(Lucombe, Pince, & Co.), fine large rich-coloured flower, of

crimson and vellow. Is. Gd. each.

Golden Chain, line golden yellow, Gs. per dozen.

Gold Cap, rich dark maroon yellow cap, 9s. per dozen.

Superba (Constantine's), dwarf, rich crimson plum. Is. Gd, each.

Surprise „ bright orange crimson, ex. fine, 12s. per doz.

Sulphurea splendens, fine large yellow, 6s. per dozen.

Mr. "White, rich shining bronze red, 6s. per dozen.

Superba (Turner's), fine dwarf, dark crimson (ex. fine), 6s. per doz,

Wellington Hero, rich deep golden yellow, Gs. per dozen.

Magnificent, large and rich crimson, with yellow crown, extra

fine, 6s. per dozen.
Masterpiece (Constant in e's), deep maroon scarlet, dwarf, 12s.p. doz.

Mrs. Beecher Stowe, bright yellow, Gs.

Shankleyana, large orange crimson, extra fine, 9s.

Beauty of Montreal, bright crimson, dwarf, 6s.

Kentish Hero, orange bronze, fine, 6s.

Sultan, fine large crimson, 6s.

Tiscosissima, deep yellow, 6s.

Calceolaria "Purity," a new and beautiful variety, pube papek
white, dwarf, free habit, branching, and a most desirable

bedding plant, very highly recommended, 7s. Gd. each.

SCARLET GERANIUMS.
Tom Thumb, Frogmore, and Trentham Scarlet, 4s. per dozen,

Amazon, 12s. per dozen, [30s. per 100,

Baron Hugel, a dwarf growing variety, with brilliant scarlet

flowers, adapted for edging, 12s. per dozen.
Cerise "Unique, colour a fine cerise, 9s. per dozen.
Defiance, an immense large flowering variety, Is. each, 9s. per doz.

VARIEGATED GERANIUMS,
Brilliant 12s. per doz.

Flower of the Day 9s.

Dandy 9s.

Golden Chain ... 18s.

Golden Circle

Manglesi varie-

gata .,» ... 12s,

Mountain of Light 18s.

18s. per doz.

GERANIUM Kingsbury Pet, a striking variety, bearing a fine

truss of bright salmon-coloured flowers, 9s. per dozen.

„ Manglesi Floribunda. a free blooming light variety,

9s. per dozen.

„ Crimson Unique, a fine strong growing variety, 9s.

per dozen.

„ Crimson flowering Ivy leaf, fine, 9s. per dozen.

„ "White do. do. 6s. „

„ Miss Emily Field, 12s. per dozen.
. „ Skeltoni, 12s. per dozen.

FUCHSIAS.—The following fine varieties, 9s., viz.:—Queen of
Hanover, Elegans, Vanguard, Uterpe, Monarch, Trentham,
Autocrat, Duke of Wellington, Mrs. Patterson, Princeps, Lady
Franklin, England's Glory, Perfection, Model, &c. The best
of the older varieties, 6s.

Fuchsia Domminiana, 2s". each.
Fuchsias, the best hardy kinds for bedding, in strong last year's

plants, 6s. per dozen.
Petunias, of best kinds, Gs. per dozen.

LOBELIA racemoides, the best dark blue variety. 4s. per dozen.

„ lucida do. light do. " 4s. „
„ compacta alba do. white do. 4*. „
„ Lindleyaua, a decided lilac do. 6s. „

VERBENAS.—In this class particular attention has been given
to introduce only those of the more striking colours and best
habits for bedding purposes; these include all the handsomest
of the new continental varieties, and we offer them at 4s. per
dozen, or 30s. per 100.

Pansie-s first class varieties, by name, 9s. per dozen.
AnagalHs rubra, and grand iflora, Gs. per dozen.
Nierembergia filicaulis, 6s. per dozen.
Pentstemon azureuru, 9s. per dozen.

„ of sorts, 6s. per dozen.
Salvia Lilleana, light blue, quite hardy, 9s. per dozen.

„ of sorts, 6s. per dozen.

Campanula coralline, hardy trailing plant, bearing in pro-
fusion light blue star-shaped flowers, Gs. per dozen.

Silene maritima pleno, hardy plant, of trailing habit, producing
large double white flowers, Gs. per dozen.

Genista tinctoria flore pleno, another very hardy showy herb-
aceous plant, of trailing habit, producing large quantities of
double flowers of deep orange colour, 6s. per dozen.

TROP.rEOLUM—Triomphe de Gand—a handsome variety for

trellis work, producing large and brilliant scarlet flowers,

12s. per dozen.

CLEMATIS TUBULOSA MONGOLICA, a handsome herb-
aceous plant bearing numerous heads of blue star-shaped
flowers, very hardy, 9s. per dozen.

Clematis azurea grandiflora, Sieboldi, Hendersoni, and montana,
these favourite hardy Climbers, in flowering plants, Is. 6rf.each.

ROCKETS, new double crimson, ^s. per dozen; old double
•white, 3s. per dozen.

PRIMROSES, double white, 4s. per dozen; double crimson or
maroon, 12s. do.; double yellow, 5s. do. ; double purple, 4s. do.

PHLOXES.—The following choice varieties 9s. per dozen:—
Maria Boulanger, Striata superba, Roi Leopold, Villaret joyeuse,
Bois Rose, Imbricata, Macraniha, Deuilde la Comtessede Marne,
Auais, Eliza, Mrs. Thompson, Madame Courcelles, Madame
Frobel, Madame Lanier, Madame de Pruines, Gen. Lamoriciere,
Princesse de Cleres, Princesse Marianne, and other fine kinds.

HOLLYHOCKS, extra fine, firstrdass show varieties by
name, 12s. to 18s. per duzen.

BELGIAN DAISIES in 36 best kinds, by name, 4s. per doz.

PjEONIAS in 20 new and very choice Continental varieties.
for 11.

Delphinium Hendersoni, this magnificent bright blue variety, in
flowering plants, 2s. Gd. each.

Dielytra spectabilis; this universal favourite, strong flowering
plants, 9s. per dozen.

Delphinium Barlowi, 9s. per dozen.

„ Mooreanum, an extremely beautiful variety, 12s. per doz.

„ grandiflorum maximum, 9s. per dozen.
Saponaria ocymoides, very hardy rock plant, with pink Sowers,

6s. per dozen.
Statice maritima rosea, a very pretty, hardy herbaceous plant of
dwarf habit", producing numerous heads of bright rose-coloured
flowers, 6s. per dozen.

Statice laiifolia, fine hardy species, with bine flowers, 6s. per doz.
Hardy Heaths, 6s. per dozen.
MIMULUS in 6 new and choice varieties, 6s. per dozen,
POTENTILLAS in fine variety, 6s. per dozen.

Lilium lancifolium album, 9s. per dozen ; rubrum, 20s. per dozen.
Lobelia Feu du Roi, St. Clair, and Aurora, 9s. per dozen.
Herbaceous Plants in very choice variety, 30s. per 100 : or 6s.
per dozen.

Alpine or Rock Plants, in choice variety, 4s. to 6s. per dozen.
YOUELL & Co., Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

SEEDS OF SELECT HARDY PLANTS.
TXflLLtAM MOO HE begs to offer the fallowing
» » SEEDS, nil saved at the establishment, and. warranted

good, at Gd. per packet, or the collection for 5s. Payment to be
made in postage stamps.
Scarlet Poppy Anemone.
Alstrcemeria aurea.
Anchusa italica.

Antirrhinum, fine striped.
Dianthusmontnna,rubra&alba.
German Wall- flower, fine mixed.

Geum splendens.
Helianthemum, 10 sorts mixed.
Lupirius magniScns.
Myosotis sylvaticum, fine sp.

Potentilla bicolor grandiflora.

Polyanthus from the best sorts.

Norfolk Nursery, East Dereham.
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BASS and BROWN have just published a SUP-
PLEMENT to their CATALOGUES, with extracts and

descriptions of a few new and select plants, which may be had on
application.

$&" An extensive Slock of the finest and most popular and
showy Bedding Plants, btrong and well established, at low prices,

The NEW FUCHSTAS with white corollas—Lucombe
and Pince and Siory's varieties, each

Fuchsia Banks's Prince Albert, rich dark variety, extra
form, each

„ Turner's Thalia, fine formed white, very deep
rose corolla, each

Verbena Mrs. Woodroffe, brilliant new scarlet, extra
size, per dozen

Geranium Keyne's Pretty Polly, each
Phlox omniflora compacta, new white, very dwarf and
compact, each

Calceolaria (Rollisron's) Eclipse, extra rich flowing

crirasen, each

„ (Rollisson's) Variabilis, delicate primrose,
fine, each

Escallonia pterocladon, pure white, each
Rhododendron javanicum, each
Rose Duchess of Norfolk, each, 3s. 6d. ;

strong flower-

ing, each
For other new and select plants, see Catalogue and Supplement.

For names of the following see Advertisements in

Gardeners' Chronicle of May \$t and 8th.

GERANIUMS, 12 superb new show varieties of last

season

„ 20 first-rate vars. of previous date

„ 20 first-rate older vars
GLOXINIAS, 11 superb new vars. ...

t

„ 12 superb vars *

„ 12 flue older vars
ACHIMENES, 3 splendid new vars

„ 12 superb vars., 10s. ; 12 fine older vars.
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, 50 fine and select

„ „ 50 do., best selection
STOVE PLANTS, 50 superb and select

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, 100 fine and distinct vars.

„ ,, 100, including newer „
ROCK PLANTS, 25 fine varieties

Splendid new Potentillas, Pentstemons, choice vars. of Phlox,
&c. &c, see Catalogues.
COMPLETE CATALOGUE free for six penny stamps.

The Spring Catalogue alone for three penny stamps.
Post-office orders payable to Bass & Brows, or to Stephen

Browx.
Goods cai'riage free (not under 20s.) to all the London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line.
Plants gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

] OHN CATTELL begs to announce that his
O CATALOGUE No. 4 for the Spring of 1855, containing
choice selections of GERANIUMS, VERBENAS, MISCEL-
LANEOUS BEDDING PLANTS, &c, is now ready and may
be had on application, inclosing a penny stamp. J. C. particu-
larly directs attention to the following selection of very
desirable plants :

—

VARIEGATED GERANIUMS. Each—s. d.

Attraction (Gaines) 1 6

„ (Kinghorn) habitandcoloiirofFlowerof the Day,
with a beautiful deep pink horse-shoe mark 3s. 6d. to 21

Brilliant, leaves edged with silvery white, flowers deep
brilliant scarlet Is. Gd. to 2 6

Favourite 7s. Gd. to 15
Flower of the Day, fine stout plants for bedding ... Gd. to 1 6
Golden Chain, extra strong Is, 6d. to 2 6

„ „ good plants for bedding ... per doz. 12

„ Admiration 2 6
Mountain of Light 1 6
Mount Hecla ... 3 6
Silver King, bright scarlet, foliage belted with silvery white 2 6

GERANIUMS OF THE SCARLET HABIT.
Baronne Hugel, very dwarf, light scarlet with white eye, s. d.

fiue dn.rk horse-shoe leaf 1
Masterpiece, foliage, habit and truss like Cerise Unique,

colour most intense brilliant scarlet, with white eye. 2s. 6d. to 3 6
Princess, white and salmon, horse-shoe leaf, fine 2 6
Rosea superb, rosy red, trusses very large, one of the finest

for pots or beds 1 6
Surpass Hydranga?flora, truss and colour like Lady Holms-

dale, of dwarf habit 2 6
Trentham Rose, rosy scarlet, extra fine 1 6
Trentham Scarlet Gem, truss and petals extra large, in-

tense bright scarlet, strong habit, very free bloomer ... 2 6
Triomphe de Mont Rouge, palesaluion, horse-shoe leaf, fine 2 6
Geranium Unique (Rollisson's) Is. to 2 6

„ „ fine plants for bedding ... per doz. 9

„ Momus, line bedding variety, habit and colour
of the old Davyana 1

Anagallis Breweri, the finest blue each Gd.
;
per doz. 4

„ rubra grandiflora, the finest red each 6d.- per doz. 4
Heliotropium Beaute" de Boudoir each Is. Gd.; per doz. 12

„ John Cattell : this in growth, flower, and
scent is the finest Heliotrope yet brought into notice ... 7 6

Phlox Dtummondi Radetzki, flue, striped like Mayi, but
both colours veiy superior ... each Is. Gd.} per doz. 12

Phlox Drummondi, superb dark varieties, mixed per doz. 4
Nasturtium incisum, very pretty, yellow and orange, 9d. to 1 6

„ Scheuermanianum (true), a beautiful buff and
rich maroon variety of the common Nasturtium 1 C

Both these Nasturtiums are valuable additions to our
summer climbers.

Oxalis Bowi, fine rosy pink, flowers all the summer, and
makes a fine bed per doz. 6

Petunia Purple Perfection, the best of the dark purples
for beds per doz. 6

Petunia conspicua, light rose edged with rosy purple, fiue,

per doz. ... 6

SPLENDID DELPHINIUMS.
Those marked thus * will not be sent out till the first week in June.

,1. ,1 s. d.

Hendersonia* ... each 1 1! Grandiflorum flora uleno,
Ma^nifica. a r. each 9
Hybrida flora pleno* .. •l 6 „ maximum 9
AVheeleri... 1 (i Cliinense Efulmi* ... 1

Barlowi ... .. . ,. n 9 „ Weltoni* ... 1 6
Splendidum* 2 6 „ simplex alba plena* 1 6
Wellingtonia gigantea, small, 5s. each

„ „ well established plants, 7s. Gd. each.

„ „ very fine, iu 24's, or 8 inch pots; these are
some of the finest plants there are for sale, 42s. each.

All orders from unknown correspondents mu^t be accompanied
by a remittance or reference.—Nurseries, "VVesterham, Kent.

Bedding plants.—at 2s. Gd. per Doz.

JOHN SCOTT, Merriott Nurseries, Crewkerne,
Somerset (established 1728), has nearly 20,000, in 3-inch pots,

ready to be sent out. Post-oftice Orders payable at Crewkerne.
(Baskets and Package at the Expense of Purchaser and not

returnable.)

200 Surts of the best and newest Verbenas.
120 do. Scarlet and other Bedding Geraniums.
2b do. Variegated leaved ditto.

100 do. Fuchsia, all the best; 24 do. Shrubby Calceolarias;
24 do. Petunias; with Anagallis, Ageratums, Cupheas, Helio-
tropes, Lobelias, Salvias, Seuecios, &c. Also the beautiful white
Double Pyrethrum.
"When a fair proportion of each is taken the price will be 2s. Gd.

per dozen ; but if only Calceolarias and Geraniums are ordered
they will "be 4s. per dozen. Catalogues, in which the above are
arranged in sections of colour, Ac, sent on receipt of a postage
stamp. Parties requiring large quantities cau have them in
store pots by agreement.

NEW PLANTS.
MESSRS. WILLIAM EOLLISSON and SONS are

now prepared to offer

—

BEGONIA SPLENDIDA.—This exquisite plant was dis-
covered in Java by our collector, Mr. John Hensball, during his
researches in the Indian Archipelago. It is an extremely beau-
tiful plant of ornamental foliage, the stems and leaves of which
are covered over with a bright crimson hirsute down : altogether
it presents so striking an appearance, that it is alone much to be
desired for its magnificent foliage, for which we are now offering
it, the plant not having yet flowered in this country. 42s. to 63s.

RHODODENDRON GRISEWOODIANUM.—This is a most
superb large white free-blooming variety, beautifully tinted with
blush, and distinctly spotted with large dark brown spots; fine

form and large truss, and possessing beautiful foliage. We have
no hesitation in saying that this is one of the finest Rhododen-
drons ever raised, being perfectly hardy, which has been fully

tested during the last two severe winters; fin- while many of the
so-called hardy sorts were completely disfigured in their foliage,

not a leaf of this variety was injured. 21s. to 31s. 6d.

RHODODENDRON SHAKSPEARE.—A soft rosy purple, in-

tensely blotched with orange yellow on the top petals ; a most
beautiful and thoroughly hardy free late-flowering variety.
21s. to 31s. Gd.

ERICA jEMULA.—This is a very beautiful hybrid, in the
Erica Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the
style of Erica aristata, bu t very much higher in colour : altogether
this is a very distinct variety. 21s.

ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA.— This variety may really be
said to be three times as fiue as the parent, whose name it bears

:

it is a very compact grower and excellent in habit, with tubular
blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour. This charming variety obtained
the first seedlingprize at the Royal Botanic Gardens, 1852. ZXs.Gd.
ERICA PAXTONL—A very distinct variety obtaiiod by

hybridising Erica Hartnelli with Erica Massoni ; it blossoms in
very large whorls of a soft red colour. This variety will be very
useful for Autumnal Exhibition purposes, as it blossoms from
July to October. 21s.

The set of the above-named Ericas, Three Guineas.
CALCEOLARIA VARIABILIS.—As a bedding plant this

will make a charming variety, and in some measure supply the
deficiency there has been for durable and effective plants of a
light colour for the parterre. It is an excellent grower, of very
compact, pretty habit, and produces in great prolusion immense
trusses of blossom, which open of a delicate primrose colour, and
change to white. Altogether it is a most desirable acquisition,

and a variety thoroughly distinct from any in cultivation.

10s. Gd. each.
NEW PRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.

MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON will be happy to forward
this on application. It can also be forwarded throughout the
following countries, post free: America, Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Holland, Prussia, &c. &c. This Catalogue abounds
with novelties and rare plants ; also contains priced lists of the
following:

—

Choice Achimenes ...

„ Alpine Plants
Azaleas, Ghent varieties

Page
12
37 to 41

44
„ indica 23

„ „ species and hybrids 24
„ Bedding Plants 36

New Shrubby Calceolarias (bedding varieties) 35
Choice Camellias 24 to 26
New Pompon Chrysanthemums ... 33
New Chrysanthemum Precoces 33
Choice stove Climbers 13

„ Greenhouse ditto 20
„ Hardy ditto ... - ... ,., 44

New and Choice Couiferse 45
Epacris 17
Ericas 20to22
Choice Exotic Ferns 14 & 15

„ Hardyditto 42
Fuchsias, new sorts 31
Gerauiums, new show flowers 27 & 28

„ new fancy SO

„ new French 29

„ scarlet, white, pink-flowering, and horse-
shoe marked leaf varieties, also kinds
with variegated foliage 31

„ hybrid bedding 31
New Gloxinias 13
Greenhouse Plants 16 to 19
Herbaceous ditto 37 to 41
Lycopodiums 15
New Plants 3 & 4
Choice Orchidaceous Plants 5 to 8
New Fruits 49
New Herbaceous Phloxes 34
Rhododendrons, choice hybrids 46

„ „ Sikkim and Bootan species ... 47
„ ,, Conservatory kinds 48

New Roses 26 & 27
Choice Shrubs, &c 43
Stove Plants 9 to 11
Tree Carnations 34
Tropical Fruits 9
Variegated Foliage Plants 12
New Verbenas 32

The following Choice and New Plants can be seen in
blossom at the Nurseries:

—

AZALEA, EMPRESS EUGENIE.—This magnificentvariety
received a Bronze Medal, as a new plant, on the 9th inst., at the
Royal Botanic Gardens, and will be sent out in the autumn at
21s. each. 'Early orders are respectfully requested, as they will
be executed strictly in rotation.

Cattleya ianthina (new).
Odontoelossum has ti labium (fare).

Huntleya cerina.—This received a Silver Medal, as a new
plant, on the 9th inst., at the Royal Boranic Gardens; also a First
Class Certificate at the Horticultural Society's Rooms on the
8th inst. [(new).

Erica illustris (new); do. afiinis(new); do. tiiumphans earnea
Rhododendron Edgeworthi (Sikkim).—This received a Silver

Medal, as a rare plant, on the 9th iust., at the Royal Botanic
Gardens.
Dendrohium clavatum (rare); do Dalhbusianum (rare).

Meyenia erecta.—This received a Silver Medal, as a new plant,
on the 9th in.°t , at the Royal Botanic Gardens.

Laelia purpurata (rare).

Cyinbulium species.—This received a Silver Medal, as a new
plant, on the 9th inst., at the Royal Botanic Gardens.

The Nurseries, Tooling, London,
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NEW PLANTS.
MESSRS. YOUELL and CO. bog to offer the

following :

Calceolaria EMPBKQK NAPOHliOl a Seed

I'OHorabllnK " liciiilni'coti'd Model," but larger, brighter coloured,

juhI I'niM' In every rCflpCCt; of ['."'"I liablfc and of llie very

bo«t IhmIiUhk vavIetlaH in cultivation. 7t, i\,i. each,
; tfooolaiTu EMPRESS liUOENIB; onothor o! our Bcetllln .,

of a flno golden yellow, tlio flower fltonm ittout, m thay need Up,

to mipport tlio very largo t jm^'h-h <>f Unworn produced by UiIh
Yurieiy; iim habit li robust, floworg largo, and v,n formed,
7ii. flrf. each.—Tlio iihuiiI dlHcoiint to tlio tradd

VERBENA "MRS. FOSTER."
This flno white variety, ralsod Uy Mr. Eumo dh, gai'donor

at Soratby Hull, Is. wo confidently assort, t J
j »* flneal ov i

and will prove to "White verbonan" wbal " Koblnnon'ii

Defiance" wan to tlio scarlet varlotlea which pr fled it, It wan
forwarded to the National Florlcultural Society, and favourably
noticed j bul unfortunately the bloom h wen- no much damngod In

tlio tranolt as to preolnao Mm pORulblllty of Itii being fully

estimated. The habit of the plant In all that run bo dc til rod, the

heads of flowers (which are produced In profusion) largo and Hat,

tlin Individual flowers round and of good subatanco, rcaombllng
Bomeofthoso flne Phloxes lately Introduced, and of the purest
whlto. Strong plants 5tf. each, and ono over to tho trade whon
three ate ttUcan<

Vouiell & Qp.j Royal Nursery, Ovoat Yarmouth.

SPLENDID NLW GERANIUM.
DENNIS'S ALMA, tho very first in its class.

Habit, vory robust and bushy, flowering In the samo pro-
portion air" Alba multlflora," more early and bettor for forcing;

the flowers are produced In umbols of 8 to 12 on vory strong foot-

stalks, which require no artificial support, and tho flower
considerable tlmo aftov they aro all open. Colour, bright rosy
crlmson^wlth largo dark spots, and in shnpa Itresbmblas " Donnls s

Perfection." Large strong Plants, Just opening their flowers, in

(! to 8*Inch pots, lO.v. to 10,9. ouch ; In 4 or 0-luch pots, 5s. to 7*.uV.

A few extra largo Plants, 21s, each.
See tho remarks on tho above Gornnlum, nn exhibited at tho

Horticultural Society's Meetings, in this Paper, and tlio "Gottago
Qardoner" of May lGth. A fipecimen bloom sent to parties

requiring It on receipt of three postage stamps. Posl Office

orders, on,Chelsoa, payable to William Dennis, King's Road,
* UielBca, London.

pOB'ERT PARKER begs to inform liis friends
A V and tho public that his Now Spring Catalogue containing
DeBcriptivo and Triced Lists of tlio following:—
Exotlo Orchids
Ferns—stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
Ooraniums—fihow,fitncy,8carlet,

variegated, and hybrid bed-
ding varieties

Clirysantbomnms—large flower-

ed, and Pumpono varieties

Petunias
Antirrhinums

la row ready and can be had Post-free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Ilolloway, London.

Roses in pots [varloties
Dahlias — show and fancy
Fuchsia s

Solaginillns or Lycopodlums
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding varieties
Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

&c, &c.

Calceolaria

Nlerenibergias

Geraniums, scarlet

„ other varieties

Fuchsia

Heliotropes

Phloxes

Anagallis
Salvias
Petunias
Chrysanthemums
Double crimson
Rockets, 6s. perdoz.

Lobellias

Antirrhinum e

A BM. MARTIN and SON'S LIST OF PLANTS
tl FOR BEDDING PURPOSES; at 3s. and. 4s. per dozen;
by tho hundred 21s. :

—

Senecio

Cuphea
Oenothra
Dahlias

Verbenas
Gailiavdias

Cinerarias
Also a Large and Healthy Stock of .-Azalea indica, Escallonia

mncrantlm, Abelia florabunda, Tropffioluin tricolor and Jnrrati,

Primula sinensis alba pleno, Clematis azurea grandiflora and
Sieboldl, Cupressus funebris, Araucarla and Cedar Deodura, from
1 to 5 feet, in pots; LUnini lancilolia, rosea, rubra and alba,

Crnssulns, Pimeleas, &c, &c, &c. Fuchsias, Geraniums, Holly-

hocks, Phloxes and Roses, most of the leading sorts grown.

Swede and other Turnip Seeds of the most approved kinds (own

growth).—Nursery and Seed Establishment, Cottingbain, Hull

Branch, Junction Street, Adm. Martin & Son, Proprietors.

PAGti AND CO.'s BLIGHT COMPOSITION.—
To meet the extraordinary demand Page & Co. were com-

pelled to despatch a portion of their Composition in a warm
state, which having caused fermentation has nullified its effects !

It is particularly requested that all who have procured such from

themselves or their agents will allow the quantity to be sent

-agaiu Gratis, and they have instructed their agents accordingly.

Oxford Street, Southampton, May 26.

AGE and~~CO'S COMPOSITION FOR THE
DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT UPON ROSES, "WALL-

FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, VINES, STOVE
AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Extra.Strong, 4s. ppr gallon,

sufficient to make four (Jars and Barrels extra). Directions for

use forwarded. Ten gallons and upwards carriage free to London.

After four years' extensive use by the most eminent Gardeners

in the kingdom, the superiority of Page & Co.'s BLIGHT
COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to

insure its general use for destroying every pest to which Plant

and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate

flowers or foliage) and promoting a luxuriant growth.

See two pages Testimonials, Gardi tiers' Chronicle, March 3, 1S55.

Can now be obtained of

Messrs. Henderson & Co., Piue-

appio Place, London
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Messrs. F.& A. Dickson & Sons,

106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth
Mr. James Veitch, Exotic Nur-

sery, Chelsea [cester

Messrs. "Wheeler & Son, Glou-
Mr. E.Paul, Derby
Mr. George "Wheeler, Nursery-
man, "Warminster [bury

Messrs. Masters & Son, Canter-
Mr. Tiley. Bath
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South

Frederick Street, Edinburgh
Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's,

Wakefield
Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co.,

Waver tree, Liverpool
Mr. E. Taylor, MaHon, Yorksh.
Messrs. Chandler & Son,Wands-
worth Road, London

Mr, Freeman, Woburn
Mr. J. Linford, Shefford, Beds
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter
Messrs, Hooper & Co., Covent
Garden, London

Me&srB. Fisher. Holmes, & Co.,
Handsworth Nursery,Sheffield

Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead

Nursery, Sevenoaks
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nur-

series, Huntingdon
Mr. Baskervilla, Bristol
Mr. Burham, Hastings [north

Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridge-
Mr. Davison, St. Peter's Street,

Hereford [Herts.

Mr. W. Gsu'raway, Wohvvn,
Mr. Thos. Cridland, Willington,
near Taunton

Mr. Henry Home, Market Place,

Henley-on-Thames [Bourn
Mr.R. M. Mills, Market Place,

Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street,

Nottingham
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman. Newark
Mr. Johu Cattell, Seedsman,
Westerhflin

Mr. Morgan, Nursery. Kidder-
minster

Messrs. Ivery & Sou, Nursery-
men, Dorking and Reigate

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons,
Dawson Street, Dublin

Messrs. Mappleback & Lowe,
Birmingham

Mr. W. Bower, Moorgate House,
East Retford

Mr. James Allen, sen., Bothwell
Street, Glasgow,

And of the Inventors and Mamifactine rs,

B. PAGE and CO., Seep Merchants, Oxford Street, and
Above Bar, Southampton.
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CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.

MESSRS. YOUELL and CO. beg to offer to the

admirers of those dopant flowers a quantity in potn, part

of tlio Htock originally intended for llieir otvu blooniln]

por dozen pairs.

They aro fine strong plants, and may be either torned Out into

the borders Immediately, or repotted without suffering the least

check, a manifest advantage at this seARon.

Itoyal Nursoiy, Great Yarmdutb.

€iu @artrenerjs
> Civrontcle^

SATURDAY, MAY 2G, 1855.
MEUTINGS lOlt TDE ENSUING WEEK.

Satuhday, June 2—Crystal Pulace Horticultural Fete.

The grittiness of Peaks is the chief ciicum-

stance which diminishes their value at the dessert.

Some are more subject to the affection than others
;

but all are occasionally deteriorated by it. The
proximate cause is known to consist in the deposit

of hard matter in certain cells of the flVsh, analogous

in all respects to that which gives its bony texture

to the stone of Plums, Cherries, &c. In all these

cases the tissue is originally soft and pulpy, and if

it were to remain so the whole of a Plum would be

as perfectly eatable as a berry of the Grape. But

in stone fruits gritty matter is gradually deposited

within the pulpy cells of the lining of the flesh, as

constantly and naturally as phosphate of lime

in the gelatinous tissue of the bones of animals.

In the Pear, on the contrary, there is no special

part set aside for the reception of the grit, which

manifests itself accidentally here and there amoDg
the soft flesh, sometimes in large sometimes in small

quantities. In fact, in the Pear the grittiness may
be regarded as an unnatural secretion, induced by

unknown causes, while in stone fruits it is part and

parcel of their nature.

We say induced by unknown causes, for we are

not aware that any attempt has been made to show

out of what circumstances the grittiness arises, or

by what it is diminished or prevented. We are

now, however, assured that it is entirely owing to

the exposure of the Pear fruit to too much
cold. It appears that on the 16th of last

November, Mr. A. Dklaville, gardener at the

Chateau de Fitz-James, near Clermont (Oisel.

exhibited before the Imperial Horticultural Society

of Paris some St. Germain Pears, a part of which

were covered with spots and full of grittiness, while

the others were remarkable for their beauty, and

wholly exempt from grittiness. \Ye are

that both samples came from tbe same tree, and

that the only difference consisted in the fine ones

having been protected, while the others had been

exposed to the weather without any shelter. In

fact, Mr. Delaville is of opinion that the external

spots and the internal grittiness were wholly

caused by the cold rain which had fallen on the

fruit during its growth, and had arrested tie free

circulation of sap.

With reference to this hypothesis, he remarks

that the sorts which are most subject to spotting

(tavelage) and grittiness are those which have the

finest skin, such as the St. Germain. Crasanne,

Brown Beurre', and Winter Bonchretien. The

effect of aspect also supports this view, it being
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It in 1 -ay that '.'.

timi of the air is as imporlar.'. rticnltarut

as the tbermometrical ; and it is 1

instruments used in determining cither humidity or

temperature should he self-recislering, in order that

we may ascertain tbei: . not only 1

moment of observation, but alto their fluctuation]!

during any preceding period.

Self-registering thermometers have long been in

general u~e. with ihe most ben :'.ls, but do
self-registering hygrometer has hitherto been con-

structed, and those which have 1 een adoj.'

time observations have either been very imperfect,

or not sufficiently simple and inexpensive for horti-

cultural purposes.

The new instrument which Mr. Vmi» submitted

on the 8th inst. to the Horticultural Society, and
from whose report this account is chiefly taken,

is a combination cf Lbsmb's wet-and-dry-bulb
hygrometer and the differential thennomet'
steel indexes, which may i

gravitation or the magnet. The degree indie

.

the spirit or index in the lubes is the am'
difference between the temperature of the air and
evaporation; when it stanti-

completely saturated, and U humidity of

the air becomes less as this difference increases.

Thus, observes Mr. Vivas, in an Orchid house tbe
1

instruments should never registermore than I
:

whilst Ericas will require S c or 10°.

For meteorological purposes tl.'. midity

may be readily ascertained from Mr
tables, or the dew point may be s;

|

deduced by doubling the amount of c:::

between the wet and dry bulb. For inst

reading of the hygrcm-
momefer is 50°J the dew point will be 45', below

which fog, rain, or the | a of dew
will occur.

As a weather-glass the instrument promises to be

also very useful, as without a knowledge of the

hygometirical condition of th= baro-

meter is of little service.

The instrumec:.

although imperfectly and bai i, ap-

peared high

received an honourable r.

for hitherto, we believ-

ment for teg iss °r

moisture—a point of tie utmost importar

exotic culture.

We ur.de: ' *^e

1 eadv for sale, and we

than" the thermometer itself. No cart

quired in their use, nor any

observation, the indicav

meter may be read off with as much facility as those

of the thermome: [ ;int greatly

in its favour.

In Dr. Schmttz's admirable :iLs.i::^ 1

nrBR's"Le; -.—.'' occurs tie

following passage (vol. 1, p. 16) : "M
created at Babyle- re crew wild, and the

new race of beincs there found the firs: 111 11 iwilljl
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food, especially Wheat. This tradition is the more

remarkable because several naturalists have made
the observation that corn does not grow wild in any

part of the world. I do not know whether by a

process of improvement our garden fruits can be

derived from wild fruit ; it is well known, however,

that the noble Vine Grapes grow wild in Colchis.

Whence, then, does corn come ? My opinion is

that God made direct provision for man ; some-

thing was given to all, real Wheat to the Asiatics,

and Maize to the Americans."

Can any scholar among our readers throw light

upon the sentences printed in italics 1 They well

deserve a commentary.

New Plants.
126. Zebrina pendula. Decaisne in Rtvue Eorlieole,

4 ser., vol. 4,p. 141, t. 8.

This is the common trailing Tradescantia-like plant so

much cultivated in our greenhouses for the sake of its

foliage, stained with purple beneath and striped with

broad bands of white on the upper side. It was
described in the Journal of the Horticultural Society in

1850, under the name of Cyanotis vittata, from which

genus we see no sufficient reason for excluding it.

127. Taxvs adpeessa. Carricre in Revue Eorticole, ser. 4,

vol. 18, p. 96, i.e. aWasCephalotaxus adpressa of Gardens.

M. Carriere has shown that this beautiful hardy plant

is a true Yew, and by no means a Cephalotaxus, as has

been supposed. It has long been known that the species

before us will not stand when worked upon the latter

genus, although it does perfectly well ou the common
Yew, and it new appears that its fruit is precisely that

of a Taxus.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXIII.

316. Chlorosis 7. (Accidental and Functional.)

Yellowness.—The form of Chlorosis whichrnow comes
under consideration is that to wbioh the name of Icterus

has been given by some authors, from the dull yellow

green which is assumed by a large portion of the plant.

It arises from various causes, or rather from conditions

unfavourable to health, as from stagnant water, depressed

temperature, especially when accompanied by deficiency

of light, from deficiency of light itself, or from want of

proper nutritious matter in the soil. The vital powers of

the plant are depressed, but more especially those of the

particular parts affected, insomuch that more favourable

circumstances seldom produce a more healthy tint in

the older plants, but only enable the plant to produce

more healthy organs, by which the general end for

which it is cultivated may be at length effected. Where
there is mere absence of colour, as in bleaching, with-

out any derangement of general healthy exposure to

light, if it be not too abrupt or accompanied by
unfavourable conditions of dryness, whether of the

soil or surrounding air, will soon remedy the evil,

but in Chlorosis the tissues of the orgaus already

formed are so affected that they are seldom in a con-

dition to assume fresh energy. Oue of the most
familiar examples is that of yellowness in Wheat crops,

which in some seasons is so prevalent, and unless it be

alleviated in good time is so prejudicial to the general

produce. Other things being equal, want of strength in

the soil, whether original or from defect of manure, is

a most important circumstance in connection with the

disease. A season like the present, of unusual cold and
dryness, has afforded many opportunities of examining

the circumstances under which the plant has suffered

most, and it has been impossible to glance over two or

three contiguous crops without observing that its inten-

sity is in direct proportion to the natural deficiency of

the soil or the negligence of the cultivator.* In wet
seasons, accompanied by a constant prevalence of north-

east winds, the effect is still more striking and more
universal. In every case the only hope of a good
harvest depends upon an amendment of the conditions

which have induced the malady. If the soil is really

in good heart, warm showers or an increase of tempera-
ture will ultimately remedy the evil, but if the sickly

tint has arisen from poverty of soil, it can scarcely be

expected that better weather will entirely mend the

evU. In such cases the only practicable remedy is to

apply some top-dressing, as soot or pigeon-dung properly

mixed, which may be rapidly absorbed by the foliage

itself or by the roots. Even where the plant has grown
well at first and looked healthy, in consequence of no
unfavourable conditions of climate, if the staple of the
land is not good or there h^s been a deficiency of proper
manure, the crop is sure to fall off just before the flower
stem is produced, even under the most favourable
external conditions.

317. Where plants are cultivated in pots it is often
very difficult to secure a proper draiuage, and much
more frequently no due attention is paid to the subject.

The surface of the soil, too, becomes compressed, so that
the air does not penetrate into the pores, its original

texture is not good, or algoe grow upon the surface,

Close to the place where I am writing are three contiguous
fields, the first of which has not heen fallowed for nine years,
nor was the ground manured for Wheat ; the second of inferior
staple, with a Wheat crop following Oats ; the tl|ird of much the
same quality as the second, but manured with the refuse of
skins used by hat-makers, with an intermediate patch under
common cultivation. The difference is very striking. The
manured crop is most luxuriant, the unfallowed land of rich
staple covered with an excellent plant of a very healthy aspect;
the patch under ordinary cultivation is yellow, and that succeed-
ing Oats on poor land extremely yellow with little hone of
recovery, *

which are inconsistent with health ; where the pots are

very bibulous, evaporation i6 going on rapidly from the

surface of the pot, and the temperature in consequence
of that part which is in contact with the most active

roots is depressed, where the pot is not sunk into the

soil. Under such conditions many plants, as Calceolarias,

Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c, are very apt to acquire a
yellow hue, which is sometimes very difficult to remedy,
and which renders such plants very unfit for propaga-

tion. The first point towards their recovery is to repot

them with greater care as regards drainage and the

texture of the soil ; and if there is reason to Lelieve

that the evil has at all arisen from poverty, guano can
be administered cautiously, or a little old and very
rotted cow-dung may be mixed with the soil. The very
best effect is also produced in some cases by the inser-

tion of two or three small crystals of sulphate of iron in

the soil, which gradually dissolve, and act probably as a
tonic. Fuchsias which were apparently past all hope
of recovery will sometimes revive rapidly under this treat-

ment. M. J.B.

BEDDING PLANTS AND BOTTOM-HEAT.
The remark recently made by the writer of the Calen-

dar relative to the propriety of planting out strong plants

in June rather than weak plants in May is very judicious

in a season like the present, when the ground tempera-

ture is excessively low, and when, too, in many instances

from the losses of the winter, plants are not so strong

as they are wont to be in more favourable seasons. I

have frequently, both privately and publicly, pointed

out the impropriety of early planting, that is before the

20th of May, and, except in very rare situations and in

the case of unusually forward springs, I am quite con-

vinced that there is not a day gained by planting before

the first week in June. I have had several thousands
of Geraniums and other plants bedded out since the
middle of April, but they are standing on sheltered

south and west borders, and have been nightly, and
sometimes during the day too, covered with Spruce
branches and mats, to protect them from the severity of

the weather. These plants look well, are making root,

have healthy green foliage, and have quite recovered
the check they experienced at the time of putting out

;

but had they been planted in the flower garden at the

same time, their safe protection would have been far

more difficult, and the nuisance of the protecting mate-
rial in a dressed garden quite intolerable. The advan-
tages of this system of bedding out all established plants

are very great ; for you not only get a plant with an
improved constitution, but one- third of the pots neces-

sary under other circumstances will be found quite suffi-

cient. The trouble of planting and transplanting will

of course be urged as an argument against the plan by
the advocates of the old system ; and though I admit
there is a good bit of trouble and time occupied, the

saving in watering more than counterbalances it, while
the rapid progress the plants make is another decided
advantage. Cold as the weather has been, these plants
I find are making root into an inch or two of leafy

dun.; which was placed under them, and I have no
doubt that they will remove to the flower-beds almost
without sustaining any check, and will be in bloom in a
week or two without presenting any of that rusty appear-
ance so general in newly-planted things.

But independently of the risk we run in planting out
before we have settled mild.growing weather, it is also

of great import in a season like the present, that the
ground should attain its natural heat before tender
plants are committed to its fostering care. A week or
two back we were told that Nettle seed would not vege-
tate at the same temperature as Groundsel, and that the
generality of exotic seeds would not vegetate in a
temperature below 46°. I have just been testing the
temperature of the soil in the flower garden here, and I

find it range from 44 Q to 46 Q at from 9 to 12 inches
deep, according to the exposure and the time the beds
were last digged, the highest temperature, that of 4C°,
only being found in a bed that was dug on a sunny day
a fortnight back. Now, the mean temperature of the
earth at 1 foot deep, as explained by an important table

in Dr. Liudley's "Theory of Horticulture" just pub-
lished, is April 46°, May 53°, and June 60°. The
lowest temperature for May was in 1845, viz., 50°,
the highest for the same month in 1848 .56° ; the
lowest temperature for June is 56° in 1852, the highest
64° in 1846. Thus it will be seen that the ground at
the present time is 4" colder' than it has been known
since 1844, and 10° below the highest temperature
during the same period. Need we then be sur-
prised if plants make slow progress ? It is

physically impossible that they could do otherwise
until the earth attains something like its natural tempe-
rature, and the more plants are watered under such
circumstances, except with water very considerably
warmer than the soil in which they are growing, the
greater the injury they must receive. To drench plants
with cold water at the present time is labour worse than
lost. But what is to be done? To plant even now
until the earth has attained a temperature of 55° will

not be a wise proceeding, yet plant we must. Fifteen
years back, in my treatise on Cucumbers in pots, I

recommended the " digging in" of solar heat for ridge

Cucumbers, and I should now advise the same process to

be observed with all flower-beds that are not stocked
with plants. By forking the beds over after 4 o'clock

every sunny afternoon for a few days, making or raking
the surface of the ground tolerably fine, its temperature
may be raised from 6" to 10° in a very short time, and
it is I thin]; quite unnecessary for me to explain that an

increase of bottom-heat at the time of planting to that
amount is a matter of much greater importance than
hurrying the roots of plants into the ground the first

fine day, just because the sun is shining or the air over-
head is a little genial. What I am recommending is

just what I have practised for many years, and if those
who do not happen to think on this matter as I do will

please to make the experiment, I know they will be
satisfied with the result. Let them get heat into the
soil, then plant and give a sufficient watering with warm
water, and when it has soaked in leave the surface of the
soil loose, fine, and smooth, and little after-watering,
unless the weather is very dry, will be found necessary.
Daily diibblings of water may be all very well to

occupy the leisure hours of amateurs " who have
nothing else to do ;" but gardeners, and those under
them, may spend their time far more profitably.

It7 . P. Ayres, Whitllebury Lodge, May 22.

DOES SEA -WATER KILL SEEDS 2

As you have done me the honour to notice favourably
my wish to ascertain experimentally the power of re-
sistance in seeds to the injurious action of sea-water,
you may perhaps like to have a report. As such expe-
riments might naturally appear childish to many, I

may be permitted to premise that they have a direct
bearing on a very interesting problem, which has lately,

especially in America, attracted much attention, namely,
whether the same organic being has been created at one
point or on several on the face of our globe. As geolo-
gist I feel a special interest on the possibility of plants
being transported by sea to distant islands, owing to
the great influence which it is very obvious the views
of the late ever- lamented Edward Forbes have had on
the subsequent writings of botanists and zoologists.

Forbes, as is well known, boldly supposed that the
north coast of Spain had formerly been directly con-
tinuous with Ireland, and he extended the continent
of Europe as far as and beyond the Azores. To
imagine such enormous geological changes within the
period of the existence of now living beings, on m>
other ground but to account for their distribution, seems
to me, in our present state of ignorance on the means of

transportal, an almost retrograde step in science—it cuts

the knot instead of untying it Weighty objections

might, I think, be urged against Forbes* hypothesis as
applied in the above and many other cases, but this is

not the proper place to discuss such a question. As I
had not the least notion when I began, whether or not
the seeds would be all killed by a single week's immer-
sion, I at first took only a few, selecting them almost by
chance from the different great natural families ; but I

am now trying a set chosen on philosophical principles

by the kindness of Dr. Hooker.
The sea-water has been made artificially with salt

procured from Mr. Bolton, 146, Holborn Bars, which
has been tested by better chemists than men, namely,
by numerous sea animals and algae having lived in it

for more than a year. The seeds were placed in sepa-
rate bottles, holding from 2 to 4 oz. each, out of doors
in the shade : the mean temperature has during the
period been about 44°, rising during one week to a
mean of nearly 48". Most of the seeds swelled in the
water, and some of them slightly coloured it, and each
kind gave to it its own peculiar and strong odour. The
water in which the Cabbage and Radish seeds were
placed became putrid, and smelt offensively in a quite
extraordinary degree ; and it is surprising that any
seeds, as was the case with the Radish, could have
resisted so contaminating an influence ; as the water
became putrid before I had thought of this contingency,
it was not, and has never been, renewed. I also placed
seeds in a quart bottle in a tank filled with snow and
water, to ascertain whether the seeds kept at the
temperature of 32° would better resist the salt water

;

this water, like that in the small bottles, to my surprise
became turbid and smelt rather offensively. In the
following list I have no reason to suppose, except in the
cases where so stated, that the seeds have endured their

lull time.

(1) Seeds of common Cress (Lepidium sativum) have
germinated well after 42 days' immersion; they give out
a surprising quantity of slime so as to cohere in a mass.

(2) Radishes have germinated less well after the same
period. (3) Cabbage seed : after 14 days' immersion
only one seed out of many came up ; I think this is

rather strange considering that the Cabbage is a sea-side

plaut ; in the ice-cold salt water, however, several have
come up after 30 days' immersion. (4) Lettuce seed has
grown well after 42 days; (5) of Onion seedonly a few have
germinated after the same period; (6) Carrot and (7)
Celery seed well after the 42 days

; (8) Borago officin-

alis, (9) Capsicum, (10) Cucurbita ovifera, have germi-
nated well after 28 days' immersion ; the two latter,

rather tender kinds, were also tried in the ice-cold

water, and have germinated after 30 days' immersion.

(11) Savory, or Satureja, has grown somewhat less well

after 28 days. (12) Linum usitatissimum : only one seed
out of a mass of seeds (which gave out much slime) came
up after the 28 days, and the same thing happened after

1 4 days ; and only three seeds came up after the first

seven days' immersion, yet the seed was very good.

(13) Rhubarb, (14) Beet, (15) Oracle, or Atriplex, (16)
Oats, (17) Barley, (18) Phalaris canariensis, have all

germinated excellently after 28 days; likewise these six

latter after 30 days in the ice-cold water. (19) Beans
and (20) Eurze, or Ulex : of these a few survived with

difficulty 14 days ; the Beans were all killed by 30 days
in the ice-cold water. (21) Peas germinated after seven
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day's, but wore all dead after M days' Immersion out, of

doors, and likewise after .'!() days in Um ice-cold water,

(22) Xrifolium incarnatum iH the only plant of which
every bcoiI has boon killed by seven dayn' immersion

;

nor did it withstand 80 days in tho ice-cold salt Water,

(2.'!) Kidney Beans have been tried only in tho latter

water, and all were dead alter the .'10 dayH.

Ah out of theso 2.'t kinds of seed, selected almost at

bap-hazard, the five LoguminoHuu alone liave as yet

been killed (with the exception of the Cabbage BOed, and
these have survived in the ice-cold water), one is tempted
to infer that the seeds of this family must generally

withstand salt water mncb worse than the seeds of tho

otlior great natural families
;

yet from remarks in

botanical works, I bad expected that these would have
survived longest. It has been really curious to observe
bow uniform, ovon to ft day, the germination has been
in almost every kind of seed, when taken week after

weok out of tho salt water, and likewise when compared
with the same seeds not salted— all of course having
been grown under the samo circumstances, namely, in

glassos on my cbimney-pieco, so that the seeds from the

day of being planted have boon always under my
eye. The germination of tho Rhubarb and Celery
alono lias been in a marked degree altered, having
been accelerated. With respect to Convolvulus tricolor,

not included in tho abovo list, I may mention that
many of the seeds germinated and came out of their

husks, whilst still in the salt water, after six or seven
days' immersion.

To return to tho subject of transporlal, I may state

that in " Johnston's Physical Atlas" the rates of 10
distinct currents in tho Atlantic (excluding drift

currents) are given, and tho average of them is .'ill

nautical miles per diem ; hence in -12 days, which length

doors where accommodation Is limited, also

the evil, '1 he result In both esses i*-. that the pli

their follago, and for a long time look shabby.

BcilldB.— These should be as common as I nowdropt
and Crocuses in every garden where early spring

flowors ore sought for. They have many re m
lions. Growing bat a few indies high, nod bearing for

tho most port blue Bowers, tiu-y form beautiful b

margins to boils, in Situations where now inch plants n«

Crocuses and .Snowdrops are almost exclusively do*

pendod on for the earliest bloom. The Snowdrop,
well known, furnishes white blossoms only, and the

Crocus supplies various tints of orange, h i

yellow, and purple ; but in neither is the pure blue

colour to be found. Those, thereforo, who desir,

render their gardens ornamental at tho earliest dawn
of spring, should procure and plant Bcillas lai

there are several kinds adapted for that j.i , i j
-

i

bifolla grows about '.'> or -I inches high, and when
growing freely, throws up several flower pil each e

which bears from four to eight blue flowers, dining

April and May. S. verna grows about the same size,

and bears a roundish bead of purplish blue flowi I , in

May and June. S, amcena is also about the some
stature, and produces largish drooping light blue flowers,

in April and May. S. sibiriea, another of these dwarl

species, has drooping blossoms, of a beautiful dear light

bluo, which arc borne in April. Of S. bifolia there are

at least two very distinct varieties, one having wh
another blue blossoms. They are easily cultivated.

CHINESE FLOWER POTS.
Wii have certainly made wonderful progress in plant

culture during tbeso last 25 years, and this may have
induced us to cling so stoutly as we have done to the old

of immersion seven out of the eight kinds of seed as yet
j

stereotyped form of flower-pot; another reason why
tested have already

stood, a seed might be

readily carried between
1300 and MOO miles.

I will conclude this

too Ieugtby communi-
cation by observing

thatallthe40—SO seeds

which I have as yet

tried sink in sea-water :

this seems at first a

fatal obstacle to the dis-

semination of plants by
sea currents ; but it may
be doubted whether
most seeds (with the

exception of the winged
kinds), when once shed,

are so likely to get

washed into the sea

as are whole or nearly
whole plants with their

fruit by being carried

down rivers during

floods, by water-spouts,

whirlwinds, slips of

river-cliffs, &c, con-

tinued during the long

lapse of geologically

modern ages. It should

be borne in mind how beautifully pods, capsules, &c, aud

even the fully expanded heads of the CompositEe close

when wetted, as if for the very purpose of carrying the

seed safe to laud. When lauded high up by the tides

and waves, and perhaps driven a little inland by the first

inshore gale, the pods, See., will dry, and opening will

shed their seed ; and these will then be ready for all

the many means of dispersal by which Nature sows her

broad fields, and which have excited the admiration of

every observer. But when the seed is sown in its new-

home then, as I believe, comes the ordeal ; will the old

occupants in the great struggle for life allow the new

and solitary immigrant room aud sustenance ? Charles

Darwin, Down, Faniborough, Kent, May 21.

COMMON THINGS.
Preparing Scarlet Qcraniums for Bedding. — The

season has been so peculiar that the usual routine

system of treating bedding plants has been completely

upset. Few things have yet been planted out, and

therefore considerable care has been required to

keep them so long in a thriving state. To give

Scarlet Geraniums intended for beds artificial heat after

they have been struck and potted off, as is often done,

would not answer this year ; that would very much
frustrate the end every good cultivator ought to have in

view, viz., plants sufficiently healthy and hardy to

profit by the naturally increasing warmth of the weather

at planting out time, instead of, as is too frequently the

case, receiving a check from which it takes them a long

time to recover. If the plants are kept cool and pro-

perly hardened off by exposure to sun and air during

the spring months whenever the weather will permit

they will show more flowers in proportion to the

size of tile plants in June than similar ones which

had been subjected to heat would in July. The same
remarks are applicable to all other kinds of plants kept

over winter for bedding purposes. In short artificial

heat is unnecessary, even although the plants had been

kept in the cutting pots during winter and required

shifting in the spring ; this can be easily accomplished
without forcing them to make premature growths, which
never get hardened before planting time. Too much
shade, after they are kept in temporary quarters out of

we have confined ourselves so much to that kind of pot

may be the great convenience it affords in shifting

plants from small pots into larger ones, and also the

facility it furnishes of examining at any time the state of

the roots. Besides there may be another reason, the

most potent of all, for using almost exclusively our

common form of flower pots, and that is their inex-

pensiveness. For some purposes, however, they may with

advantage be dispensed with ; cultivate plants in them
if you please, but keep them out of the drawing-room,

where they are anything but models of taste, and take

a lesson from the Chinese. In the accompanying sketch

you have a perspective drawing of a common Chinese

garden flower -pot, which was sent me by Mr. Fortune

embedded in the soil of a Wardian case, having some
seeds sown in it. When cleaned it appeared to me to

be very superior to our common pots. It is very smooth

on the surface, and the colour that of a cake of Indian

red pa;nt. The ornaments are white and very agree-

ably relieve the tone of the Indian red ; in fact, in

point of form and finish it is on exceedingly tasteful

article and fit for any drawing-room window. I am
aware that attempts have been made to improve our

common garden pots, but the forms hitherto recom-

mended, and the offensive colour of the clay of which

they were manufactured, rendered them anything but

drawing-room ornaments. If something more classical

and artistic in design were invented worthy of a place in

a lady's sitting room, we should soon see the ugly green

baskets with their covering of yellow sickly mow now-

employed vanish. Besides such huddling of plants

together and smothering them in sphagnum is altogether

as unnatural as it is at variance with good taste. B.

(Hcndinning. ^^^^^__^__^_

Home Correspondence.
Annuals. A few words respecting this useful class

of flowers may probably not be out of place, as I ."n ol

opinion that they are not encouraged as their merits

deserve, chieflv perhaps from the almost general im-

pression that their blossoms are but short lived. It

cannot be denied that such is often the case, but I wish

it to be known that this is owing more to mismanage-

ment than to the real deficiencies of the plauts. Some
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without a' - '

are tSMSfdastad from

the frames in weak
tangled ma*«c*, unable

'iccea*fuily

with tli'-- r change of cir-

cumstances, which ren-

ders their briefduration

a great deal

limited. As a general

rule, annuals should be

treated as individual

plants, at least this

course should be
adopted in the early

stages of their erowtb :

the greater length of

time they fl"«cr. size

of their blooms, strong

and healthy habit are
the best recommenda-
tions I can offer in

favour of su ch a system.

For some of the later

annuals a good plan is to sow their seeds in some
convenient situation, in a light shallow soil, well incor-

porated with fine leaf mould in order to induce an
abundance of fibres. It is well to render the natural

surface perfectly solid, and add artificially all the soil

required. As soon as the plants are of sufficient size,

they should be transplanted into a situation similarly

prepared to that where the seeds were sown, and at

sufficient distances from each other, to allow their re-

moval with as little mutilation of the roots as possible.

If a constant succession of plants is provided in this way
they can be moved at any time in the summer moDths,

and often without a leaf flagging. As a matter of cenrse

a cloudy day is desirable for the operation, tut if t

are grown as I have suggested, bright weather need be

no obstacle to their removal. Leaf-mould is she best

soil for growing them in until their final remova I,

fibres ramify so thickly in the decaying leaves, that in

the process "of shifting to their final destinat-'on little or

no damage is sustained, and where a few be

vacancies in the borders have to be filled up, a couple

of young men with trowels and hand-barrow will soon

accomplish the desired effect. Annuals that are re-

quired to remain as long a period as possible in bloom

should never be allowed to perfect seeds ; it should be

remembered, as a physiological fact closely bearing upon

practical gardening," that the great end of ah

life is to perpetuate its kind, and that by taking ad^ax-

tage of this principle and retarding snch a consummation,

a more protracted existence can be procured. By this

practice plants naturally annna's are often rer

perennials. 7c R- Sharpla,E»2.

The Vinegar Plant (see p. 335.)—If your corre-

spondent will try the undermentioned re:

find it answer. To three-quarters of a pound of coarse

sugar add half a pound of treacle : put them into a stone

or'glass pot that will hold about two gallons, and is about

1 foot in diameter ; its month should not be less than

8 inches in diameter with a rim, for the convenience of

tying down. Having prepared the above, pour one

gallon of boiling water on the sugar and treacle ; stir

well to dissolve" them, and when cooled down to abont

blood-heat add your plant, keeping the part that was

separated from the parent uppermost. Then get a piece
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of strong brown paper, place it over the jar and tie it

down in the manner in which preserves, &c, are done
;

do not perforate the paper, but rather mnkeit air-tight.

This done remove the pot to a place whose temperature

varies from 50° to 70°. If all goes on well the liquor

will become good vinegar in eight or ten weeks. Your
correspondent may keep the young planls in a plate with

a little vinegar for several days before it will begin to

decompose. I do not recommend disturbing it often

when in the liquor. Edward Morse. 1 have used no
other vinegar than that of my own making for these last

two years. On half a pound of treacle and a quarter of

a pound of sugar-foots I pour five pints of boiling water.

I mix them well, and when lukewarm put in the plant.

I use a soup tureen and find the cover to admit air

sufficient (the quality might be better for standing

three months, but the quantity would be less). After

seven weeks I strain the vinegar, botile it, and in about

three days cork it up, and it is fit for use. The plant

will be fit for use after laying out for a fortnight : how
much longer time it might bear I cannot say. If the

new plant (which is generally formed in the seven weeks)

is very thin I use the old one as well. 5. B., the Lodge,

Watford Home, Watford, Herts.

Hint to Naturalists.—At Ischia, Capri, and other

lofty islands on the coast of Naples, quantities of bin's

are caught in April, often very rare species, and
exposed for sale at Naples. At Ischia you find the

traps by hundreds up at the top of the mountain, 2500
feet, at Capri 1900 ; many are knocked over by stones,

either they are stupid or tired out. On coming to

Marseilles in a steamer, the day wet and calm, the

swallows settled on the bulwarks and boats of the
steamer, and were so tired or tame that I caught in my
hand three or four, and a sailor caught two in each
hand. Some finches were more shy, but kept flying

round and pitching on out-of-the-way parts of the
vessel ; one seemed like a small bright yellow-hammer
or canary. This happened opposite Hyeres on the 30th
April ; we had nearly 100 souls on board, and not far
from land, from about 7 o'clock, a.m., for several hours.
Somerset.

Soots on the Stems of Vines.—I have been induced to
offer the following facts relative to this subject from
having been repeatedly asked the cause of roots ap-
pearing on the stems of Vines. The importance of
bottom heat to the roots of Vines is now all but uni-
versally acknowledged. "Were it generally applied,
roots on stems would disappear. Of this I had what I
consider satisfactory proof during the past season.
Three Vineries under my care seemed to be equally
affected with these unsightly appendages. During winter,
when the pruning was performed, these roots were all

removed, being then in a dead state. On the border of
the earliest house a quantity of fermenting material
was placed, which raised the temperature of the surface
of the border to 100", and even some inches below the
surface it was at that temperature. Operations in the
interior of the house were conducted very gradually
the Vines broke well, matured a good crop of fruit

—

the berries were particularly large, and generally well
coloured. In this house no roots appeared on the stems
of the Vines. The Vines in the other houses subject to
precisely the same treatment, with the exception of
having no fermenting material on the borders over their
roots, had, as usual, their stems covered with a profu-
sion of roots ; hence I conclude that the cause of roots
on the stems of Vines is due to the inactive state of the
roots in the borders, owing to an insufficiency of heat
there, while the stems in the interior of the house are
being subject to a high moisture temperature. In
short, these stem roots are the result of an effort on
the part of the Vine to draw supplies from the moisture
of the house for the support of the young branches and
leaves, the natural roo's being too cold a medium to
furnish the demands made upon them. I may further
state that, although the temperature of the border in
the foregoing instance was raised to 1 00", yet I do not
consider this by any means necessary ;

70° will be
found ample ; 100°, however, do not seem to have any
injurious effects upon the roots of Vines, and I have
been told of an instance in which the temperature was
raised to 116°, and yet no injury followed. Robert Grey,
Hadzor Gardens, Droilwich.

Libocedrus decurrens.—I inclose you two plants of this

Libocedrus which have come in twins. We have ob-
served several cases this year of the same sort, but only
among the seedlings of this p'ant, and what has been
named Pinus Beardsleyi. I have never before seen this

happen, though I have looked for it. The seeds were
brought to this country by William Murray, Esq., and
they are now being grown in Messrs. Lawson's nursery
here. P. S. Robertson, Bangholm Nursery, Edinburgh.
[We are not acquainted with any similar case. The
specimens were united for the greater part of the length
of the first joint of the young stem below the cotyledons.]

Result of not Protecting Apricots.— I have given my
Apricots no protection either this season or last. The
Moor Parks were a famous crop last year, and they are
equally good now, not having been damaged in the least
by spring frosts. In the spring of 1853 1 covered them
with double mats, but had an indifferent crop. /. Stevens,
Malvern Hall, Solihull.

Ihe Spring in Dorset.—The late rains have revived
a number of plants that were, to all appearance, dead
last week, such as Azaras, Lagerstrcemia, Lonicera
i»pomca, the New Zealand evergreen Clematis, &c.
Ilex Cuuntnghami and dipyrena seem perfectly hardy,
more so than the American Hollies ; and Laurus glauca
(against a wali) ts perfectly untouched ; these are great

acquisitions. Your Berberis coriaria is covered with
blossom, while tioctoria seems killed. Rhododendrons,
Camellias, Azaleas, and all hardy bulbous plants, are

flowering more luxuriantly than I ever saw them.

Beschorneria yuccoides is again throwing up a hand-
some scarlet spike and bracts. S.

Forcing of Small Fruits— Gardeners whose employers
are fond of high-flavoured fruits will do well to cultivate

the Hautbois Strawberry largely for forcing. I find it

most excellent. The "small fruits, as Raspberries,

Currants, and Gooseberries, bear forcing well. I hope
to show them at the Crystal Palace on June the 2d. I

was glad to observe by 'your report of the exhibition at

Gore House that high-coloured fruit met with some
attention. This in my opinion is the best test of excel-

lence. G. M'Ewcn, Arundel.
" Tfiey manage things better in France."—Any one

passing by the Tuileries at this time wall see the fresh

mark of the knife where the dead or rotten branch has
been carefully cut away. Any one passing by our parks
will see the dead or broken branches of last autumn's
gales banging in the trees. To particularise, opposite

the end of Albion Street, Bayswater Road, there are

several trees of no greater age than 30 years suffering

at this moment from this disgraceful neglect ; even at

Naples you may see them cutting out the dead wood at

this very time, hut then the gardeners were bred gar-

deners, and not, as in our Woods and Forests, butlers,

valets, or gamekeepers. Somerset.

Gooseberry Caterpillar.—In confirmation of my former
recommendation to gather the pin-hole leaves with a
view to get rid of this pest, I may mention that I am
just come in from looking over 100 bushes—the opera-

tion has taken half an hour ; I have found very few.

My crop is large and safe, and even this late season I

hope to partake of a green Gooseberry pudding in May.
Having followed this plan several years, I am inclined

to think the fly is nearly extiuct in my garden. T. C.

Brown, Cirencester, May 23.
Plant Stealers.—1 think that you would he rendering a public

service if you would put your readers on their guard against the
depredators, who at this season rob the gardens of plants which
are prepared for bedding out, or have just been put into the
ground. I am led to write to you in consequence of my Fernery
having been stripped of every scarce or fine plant on the morning
of the 18th. The thief must have had a thorough knowledge of
Ferns, as he left all the common sorts which to an ignorant eye
would have appeared the most desirable. Great mischief arises
from the readiness with which persons buy of itinerant dealers,
who steal in one part of the country and cany their booty to sell

in another. If ladies and gentlemen would only buy rare plants
from parties of known respectability, the robbers would soon be
driven to seek a more honest way of gaining a livelihood. B.,
Btckenliam.

£5otfetf&«

Botanical of Edikbukgh, April 12.—The President
in the chair. The following papers were read :

—

1, On Placeutation, by J. Cleland, Esq. ; 2, Notes on
the Flora of the neighbourhood of Castle Taylor, in the
County of Galway, by A. G. More, Trinity College,
Cambridge ; 3, Notes on the Flora of the Bass Rock,
by Prof. Balfour ; 4, Notice of Plants collected during
a trip to Loch Lomond, in July, by Prof. Balfour

;

5, Register of the Flowering of Spring Plants in the
Royal Botanic Garden, as compared with the four
previous years, by Mr. M'Nab,

1855 1854 1853 1852 1851

Tussilago alba ... Mar. 15 Feb. 14 Mar. 1 Feb. 27 Jan. 26
Symplocarpus foeti-

dus „ 20 Mar 3 „ lfi „ 20 Feb. 4
Corylus Avellana „ 21 10 9 Jan. 25 Jan. 16
Narcissus pumilus April 2 10 21 Mar. 11 Mar. 5
Scilla bifolia, alba „ 5 13 27 „ 21 .. s

» n rubra
I,

6 14 30 ., 28 1. 17
Rhododendron atro-

virens „ 6 Feb. 1R Feb. 1 Jan. 14 Jan. 2
Daphrie Mezereum „ 6 1R 1 „ 21 „ 28
Primuladenticulata

ii 1 27 Mar. 25! Feb. 19 Feb. 15
Arabis albida „ 8 15 15 .. 18 „ 7
Aubrietia grandi-

flora „. 8 17 Feb. 1 Mar. IS Mar. 1
Nordmannia cordi-

folia
:, 9 Mar 1 Mar. 24 ., 10 Feb. 20

DondiaEpipactis .. „ 9 11 25 .. 8 Jan. 4
Primula nivalis . „ 10 4 15 Feb. 20 Mar. 16
Scilla bifolia, cseru-
lea „ 10 . 15 „ 27 Mar. 20 „ 6

Pulraonaria angus-
tifolia „ 10 IS) „ 80 ., 1

Symphytum cauca-
sicuni » « 11 „ 26 Feb. 2 „ 23

Doronicum caucasi-
cum „ 11 11 „ 26 ., 25

Draba aizoides
., 11 20 April 1 Mar. 26 „ 14

Erythronium Dens
canis „ 11 10 Mar. 19 „ 12

1, 1
Anemone Pulsatilla „ 11 14 April 13 Feb. 21 April 15
Tussilago Farfara...

1,
11 n 4 Feb. 19

Note.—Between 10th March and 12th April, 1854, 65 spring
flowering species were recorded, and during the same period this
year only 22 of the species have come into bloom.

Mr< Evans stated that the first expanded_ flowers of

the Apricot were observed in the Experimental Garden
on 24th March, being about three weeks later than last

year.

Entomological, May 7 J. Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.,

President, in the chair. Various rare British insects

presented to the Society's collection by Messrs. Bates
and Plant, of Leicester, and books forwarded to the

libj^iy by the Royal Society, the Entomological Socie-

ties of Paris and Stettin, the Natural History Society of

Vienna, &c, were announced as having been received
since the last meeting. Mr. Douglas read a notice by
Dr. Boisduval on the nomenclature of the Indian silk

moth, recently introduced into the south of Europe, and
which had been considered as identical with Saturnia

Cynthia, but which he considered as distinct, and
accordingly named Sat. Ricioni, from the Castor-oil

plant, upon which the caterpillar feeds. Mr. Douglas also

called attention to a paper recently published by Here
Horning, giving an account of the early states of various
species of micro-Lepidoptera, especially of the genus
Phycita. Mr. Stainton called attention to the new work
upon the Coleoptera of France, recently commenced by
M. L. Fairmaire, and to the Bibliographical Report for

1851 and 1852 by Prof. Bohemann. Mr. Newman ex-
hibited several rare Australian beetles, also a very
remarkable variety of Cynthia Cardui captured at St.

Lawrence, in the Isle of Wight, by Mr. G. Ingall ; also
Athous campyloides, a new species of Elateridce, taken
by Messrs. Forster and Dawson upon Elders in flower
at Bamsgate. Specimens of the very rare moths Lophc-
pteryx cucullina and L. carmelita, reared from the egg
state, were exhibited by Messrs. Creed and S. Stevens.

The latter gentleman also exhibited specimens of the
Bicranocephalus, sent from China by Mr. Fortune, and
which was considered in Paris as distinct from D.
Wallichii. Mr. Stainton exhibited leaves sent from
Calcutta by the Rev. Mr. Atkinson, infested by the
minute mining larvae of a Lithocolletes. The distribu-

tion of minute Lepidoptera, and other miuute insects

in tropical countries, led to a considerable discussion.

Mr. Henry Doubleday communicated the description

of a new and beautiful British species of Noctuidse,

from North Wales, which had been erroneously consi-

dered as Speelotis Valesiaca. A memoir by Mr. Lub-
bock was read, upon the entomostracous Crustacea of

South America. The species described belonged to the
genera Cypris, Diaptomus, and Daphnia. The presi-

dent announced that M. Yersin, of Switzerland, was
engaged on a monograph of the Gryllidee and Locus-
tidae, and requested species from this country. The
death of M. De Haan, of Leyden, one of the foreign

honorary members of the Society, was also announced.

Principles of Agricultural Chemistry, with special refer-

ence to the late researches made in England. By Justus
v. Liebig. 12mo, pp. 136. Walton and Maberly.

One object of this work, which may be regarded as the
best of those which Professor Liebig has written on
practical agriculture, is to show that the so-called
" Mineral manures" manufactured by the advice of that
eminent chemist, and which so signally failed to produce
the effect expected, were right in principle and ought
to have succeeded. Another object is to show that the
conclusions arrived at by Mr. Lawes in his experiments
upon agricultural chemistry, are not only not supported
by evidence, but that the evidence produced goes to show
the very contrary of what has been supposed.

" Of all the memoirs," says the author, " which have
as yet appeared on this subject, that of Mr. J. B.
Lawes, of Rotbamsted, is the most remarkable, on
account of the extent and duration of the experiments
undertaken by him ; and as the conclusion at which
be has arrived, and the consequences which he has
deduced from it, are in contradiction to the principles
which I have laid down, I consider what he calls his
practical criticism on scientific views as peculiarly
adapted to serve as an example, by which agriculturists
may be convinced how necessary it is to choose a correct
method in the institution of experiments, if such expe-
riments are designed either to convey instruction or to
confirm or to relute views already promulgated.

" In fact, all the experiments of Mr. Lawes prove
exactly the reverse of that which in his opinion they
ought to demonstrate. Nay, I regard them as the most
incontestable proofs in favour of that very doctrine,
which they were originally intended to disprove ; and the
facts which he has established yield so many important
lessons, in regard to the cultivation and manuring of the
various soils, that I consider these facts of most especial
value for the theory of agriculture."

J

We leave our learned and skilful friend at Rotbamsted
to reply at his leisure to these strictures, which have
little or no horticultural application. If they had, we
should, perhaps, feel inclined to say that although
Professor Liebig may have been right, his advice was
not suited to a highly cultivated country like England,
however valuable it might have been in some im-
poverished districts, and could not well have been
appreciated by those to whom it was addressed. We
must, however, leave our agricultural friends to fight
their own battle, and confine ourselves to a couple of
extracts relating to general horticulture. The first is
an explanation, in the conciEest form possible, of the
learned author's present views of the manner in which
plants'feed.

" The growth of a plant is preceded by a germ, which
is contained "in the seed. Land plants require a soil;
and without air and moisture no plant can grow. The
words soil, air, and moisture are not in themselves an
expression of necessary conditions, for there are calca-
reous, clay, and sandy or siliceous soils, soils derived
from granite, gneiss, clay slate or mica slate, and others,
which are very different in their composition and
quality. The word 6oil is a collective term for a large
number of conditions ; a fertile soil contains these in
the due proportion required for the nourishment of
plants ; in a barren soil, some one or more of these
conditions are wanting. In like manner, the words
manure and air include a plurality of conditions. The
chemist, with the means at his disposal, analyses all

kinds of soils ; he analyses also manures, the air, and
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water ;
lio decomposes tho collective terms which i x

press tho hmiij oi itie necessary conditions into a nber
of single conditions, and in Win explanations ho
tutca these, in their proper place, for tho eollootivc
torms. Now it is easy to see that in all this then i

nothing hypothetical. II' it be an established h-uili,
that soil, nil-, water, and manure exert an Influence on
tho growth of plants, it is no less certain that ihoy can
only do this by moans of their constituent parts ; and
tho duty of the chemist is to make known to tho man
who is occupied in the culture of plants these i

tuenlH, their properties, and their chemical action or
behaviouri

"I now proceed to lay down the following proposi-
tions, which contain Die views I hold mid have taught
on this subject.

"1. rianis in general receive their carbon and
nitrogen from the air, the carbon in the form ol carbom
acid, the nitrogen in that of ammonia, She water (and
ammonia) yield to plants their hydrogen ; the sulphur
ot those parts of plants which contain that element,
such as tho sanguigenqus bodies, is derived from sul-
phuric and.

"2. On the most diversified soils, in tho moat varied
chmatcs, whether cultivated in plains or on high moun-
tains, plants mvarial/ly contain a certain number of
mineral substances, and, in fact, always the same sub-
stances; the nature and quality, or the varying propor-
tion) of winch arc ascci'tainecl by finding the composition
of the ashes ofthephmtt. The mineral substances f id
ID. the ashes were originally ingredients of the soil ; all
icrtilo soils contain a certain amount of tliem ; they
are never wanting in any soil in which plants thrive.
"° In tho shape of tho agricultural produce of a

field, or in the crop, the entire amount of these ingre-
dients of the soil which have become ingredients of the
plants are removed from tho soil. Tho soil is richer
in these matters before seed-timo limn after harvest ;

or, in other words, the composition of the soil after har-
vest is found to be changed.
"4. Alter a series of years, and a corresponding

number of harvests, tho fertility of the soil or laid
diminishes. While all the other conditions have re-
mained the same, the soil alone has not done so ; it is
no longer what it was at first. The change which is
found to have taken place in its composition is the pro-
bable cause of its diminished or lost fertility.
"5. By means of solid and liquid manure, or the

excreta of men and of animals, the lost or diminished
fertility of the soil is restored."

Forty-live other propositions follow, which may he re-
garded as a commentary upon the five here quoted, and
must he studied in the work itself. To ourselves it

is particularly satisfactory to see that Professor Lie-big
entertains the same opinion as wo have always advo°
cated, that ou the whole there is nothing like farm-yard
manure. Unfortunately it is impracticable to obtain
anything like enough of it.

The second extract is the following :—
"Since the air contains a very limited amount of

carbonic acid and ammonia, for 2500 volumes (cubic
feet, miles, &c.) of air contain only one volume of car-
bonic acid, and a far smaller proportion of ammonia,
the quantity of atmospheric food conveyed to the plants
essentially depends on the change of the strata of air in
contact with the plants. The air which has yielded up
and lost its carbonic acid and ammonia must be replaced
by fresh air, if a further absorption of these consti-
tuents is to take place. This chauge of air demands a
certain time."

Here we have, expressed in the language of science,
and supported by all the weight of chemical authority,
a declaration that nothing can be more sound
than the advice which we have never failed to
offer to gardeners for many a long year in speaking
of tho ventilation of glass houses, and more re-
cently while pointing out the unfitness of Ward's
cases for cultivation, however well adapted they may
be for preservation. Nine or 10 years ago it was
asserted in these columns that plants require a continual
change of the atmosphere which surrounds them, just as
is tho case with animals. " Give us air or we shall die !

"

was shown to be an exclamation which plants would not
fail to utter had they the power of expressing feelin"

;

all experience supports that opinion
; gardeners are

now impressed with its importance; and the great
problem which has so long waited, and still waits, for a
satisfactory solution, is how we are to effect that '• change
of the strata of air in contact with plants," which "is

absolutely indispensable to their healthy existence. To
gardeners the sentence we have quoted would render
Prof. Liehig's work acceptable even if it contained
nothing further horticultural.
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Road, St. John's Wood.—Tin lie m> i« at

pri i nt gay with Polargoniun s, Ci

Tropooolums, Verbenas, Lihododendro

A igst the Verb dob was a scarlet one called Orb ol

Day, apparently nn excellent sort for pot culture
grown little if any higher than common

I

and it flowers most profusely. It is stated to

American varioty, four cuttings of which placed in a

FLORICULTURE.
*
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ill April :

and licall

soil, and if then
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The Theory and Practice of Horticulture, by Professor
Lindley. 8vo, pp. 606, with numerous woodcuts.
Longmans. 21s.

This is a second edition of the "Theory of Horticulture,"
with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter
introduced to show how entirely scientific principles and
good cultivation correspond. The volume contains about
lour times as much matter as the first edition, and for
this increase the author is, as he states in his preface,
largely indebted to the correspondents of this Journal ;—
it may indeed he regarded as an abridgment of all the
more important horticultural evidence to be found in
our volumes, put together in systematic order. Although
very large additious are made to every chapter, while
many passages in the first edition have been wholly
struck out, it may be proper to say that the

pot make a brilliant display. Ihe Rhododi ndrons
sisted ol a good yellow, or rather buff, wiriotii ..,. ,],..,„ fro„, a ..

suffused wiih orange, and an almost pure white-flowered obtained (ill a large vcwcl with
sort called Bianca. Among the Azaleas the mi It should to
spicuous was [veryana, which is certainly one of the applied (morning lataof
best of the striped kinds. The common yellow Flax i)

(I.imim flavum) was also flowering freely here j it makes
a. pretty plant lor a greenhouse shell at this si

the year.

A kind of winter garden has been made here by re-

moving the partition between two houses, and thu.-i

throwing them into one, taking away the stages, and
arranging the plants in groups on the floor, which is

traversed by a ii-fect broad gravel walk that winds in

a zigzag manner from ono end of the house to the
other. At present Camellias form the bulk of the
clumps which, when in bloom, must have had a brilliant

appearance, and here and there where they can be seen
to most advantage, some very fine standard and pyra

rows, from a »|

and not OTI C ind nbowery
weather. [I anomalous direr

water in wet
I advantage should be taken of

ring, m the
plants arc then naturally in a better Mate to receive
moisture than in dry weather, when tbeir pores are
contracted. .1 observation, il is i

v three '.times a week, ih*n to adr.-

quantity every morning and ei

fine blooms for cxhil inure water
may be occasionally given. We have tried numerous
natural and artificial guanos, ccc, in some instances

without perceptible benefit, and in others with positive
midal Bays have been introduced, as well as Araucarias injury. The most simple and useful agent we know of
and other Conifers, among which we remarked
fine specimen of Libocedrus Douiana and L. chilensis

grafted ou the common Arbor-vitas, on which it

was more bushy and healthy looking than plants

raised from seed. The flowering plants here con-
sisted of the sweet-scented Rhododendron Gibsoni

;

Deutzia gracilis, in the form of standards with heads
loaded with white flowers; Azaleas, among which
the most striking was perhaps Beauty of Europe, a
variety in the way of variegata but with more red in

it ; Bouvardia longiflora, a greenhouse shrub with snow-
white heads of Jasmine-like flowers, which continue to

be developed in succession the whole year round ; and
some plants of Dielytra placed on rock-work round a
cistern in the centre of the house. The above arrange-

ment has had many admirers, and at the same time it

has afforded means of wintering under glass many tall

plants which it would otherwise have been difficult to

know how to conveniently accommodate

is superphosphate of lime, reduced to fine powder, and
mixed with the water. We are aware that many
connoisseurs have been at first delighted »ith the

luxuriant foliage of their plants, traceable to potent

doses of liquid manures of varied name, but the

apparent benefit has in almost all instances been r

at the future risk of the health of the tui.-.Te. V.'e are
not adverse to novelties, because ihey are such, but to
the experimentalist we would speak the language of
caution. Try your baud on a. small scale only :

rger portion of stock than
you can afford to I

Rosing cr the CmsiTiox.—The e-xperienee and
observation of some years incline me to reject the idea

that compost can in any material a ...doc*

or prevent the propensity to .'jt: observable in the

Carnation, which we term running. I i are, by w»y of
experiment, grown them in sods of various degrees of

richness, from pure sandy loam tounalioyed decomposed
iV span-roofed house for New Holland plants has also animal manures, with about equal results in that respect.

lately been erected here. It is 120 feet long, about Take a given number of plants propagated from the

8 feet high, and 1 1 feet wide, and has a sunk path down same original, pot them in the same j ot, aud some will

the middle. It is ventilated at top and through aper- probably be run. I cannot, therefore, understand why,

hires (fitted with wooden shutters) iu the brickwork at if the compost were in fau'.\ ^.d be
the sides, and a 3-iiich hot-water pipe has been carried partial. I have also observe!, that in some summers
all round it. The beds on which the plants staud are the complaint of an unusual number of run B r

surfaced with gravel, which can be moistened and kept will be pretty general in a particular a 1 it is

cooler in summer than shelves. The roof is upheld by ' scarcely possible to suppose that the composts used by
iron supports in the form of arches placed over the foot-

path. Among plants in it, all of which are yet young,
were some examples of the beautiful Boronia Drum-
mondi, covered with brilliant rosy flowers. The
common Spircea japonica was also finely in blossom.

This, lifted out of the borders in spring and potted,

forces well, and will be found extremely useful where a
good display of flowers has to be kept up. We also

obser

Reid

several growers could all be precis me. It

appears to me that we must look els:

solution of the mystery. I view it simply as a nanral

tendency to sport (observable in otl csides

the one in question), and though that inclination most

frequently is to return to the natural self colour of the

original type, yet in
; mating

an opposite direction. Thus Ely's

•vedhere plants of a dwarf-growing Hibbertia called isasport from Ely's Duke of Bedford --.ehet'a

i, gay with a profusion of vellowflowers.togelherwith Duchess of Devonshire iR.F.) is also from Gregory's

Pimeleas and other plants more commonly met with. King Alfred ; while Tuxley s Prince

In another house was a sweet-smelling Cytisus in tiie as a I

wayof filipes„: also Acacia Drummoudi, one of the hand-
somest of all the Acacias for pot culture ; and a fine

specimen of Hederoma tulipiferum, which has been
shown so finely this year.

In one of the stoves we noticed the Rice paper plant,

numerous seedlings of Lapageria rosea, and among
other plants remarkable for fine foliage, two Begonias,

one called picta, a haudsome sort; the other an un-

named kind (imported from Java by Messrs. Rollis-

son), covered all over so thickly with long red hairs cs iu the pot to be a rr.:.

to give the leaves and stems a rich crimson appearance, autumn it produced a b;

•: iss-: 1

P.B. is often a vsr irei C.B., and

I has positively sported to an SB.

not follow that because the one or I - c-tooms

which the pli "** *° Dew
happen to run, that the lower ones, if they had been

permitted to remain, would have been in that condition.

I have seen a leading bloom of Beauty of Woodboose

(P.P.). a purple seif, or clove, and the second flower on

the same stem a pure white : I uuxe '. But, a s*

two a;e. into the torcerwhat Isapposedfrom the bloom
itein

ow down on ihe stem per-

As regards Geraniums, after trying all the variegr.tt .;
. Sowers are not to be condemned

varieties for bedding, Messrs. Heuderson have arrived

at the conclusion that Silver Queen is the best: it

grows and flowers freely, aud its leaves do not crumple

up so much as those of the others ; its flowers are rosy

pink. Cloth of Silver is one of the best light fancy

varieties of the seasen, and

ou can ;-.: . 5 smi lest stripe of pure-

white in ihem. I have observed that the progeny of

such is usuai'y finely mar. r suing season. Do
nor, however. : js for

::atural wh:: M_iy s:r:s supposed

Evening Star one of the ;o be run wul return ; this has happened with Martin's
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Piesiueut (I'.i'O. Sharp's Detiauce (5.B.), and liianj

others. The chances of clean Uowers are not equal, whe-

ther you propagate from run or clean flowers, by which I

Dean to intimate that as many plants will probably

return to fineness from the one as from the other. As
for compost, I should pronounce half dung, which

some use, to be excessive, keeping in .view the ultimate

soundness of the stock. By no means should the loam

employed be deprived of any of its fibrous rooty

matter ; that I consider the most valuable part of

it. A7
.

lilt. Groom's Tulips.—These are now in perfection,

and we can promise our readers that a sight of them
will amply repiy a visit. The bed, 150 feet long, and

containing not less than 2000 flowers, is as fine, not-

. ivitlistanding the severe winter and spring we have had,

as ever we remember to have seen it. Js'ext week we
Ijppe to be able to offer a few remarks on some ol

the varieties in this, as well as in some other beds in the

i eighbourhood of London.

SEEDLINGS.
Pelaegonicms : J. J}en?>is. Your new variety called Alma is

bright rosy pink, with a dark spot on the upper petals ; it is

apparently a profuse bloomer, has good foliage, and will doubt-
less he found useful for all ordinary purposes of decoration.

Miscellaneous.
The cultivated Beets are referred by Italian botanists to

two species, of Which one only, Beta cicla, is admitted to

be of native origin, whilst the true Beta vulgaris is stated

to be indigenous to Central Asia, Egypt, and the
shores of the Mediterranean, to the exclusion of Italy.

Moquiu-Tacdon has, however, more correctly reunited
the whole under the Linnean name of Beta vulgaris, of

which he reduces the numerous forms to three principal

races : First, the Wild Beet, with a slender, hard root,

sparingly introduced into kitchen gardens for the foliage,

occasionally cooked with sorrel to diminish the acidity

of the latter. Second, the White Beet, poir^e, or poire'e-

carde of the French, with a thicker, but still hard root,

with enlarged leaves and a great tendency to succulence
in -the petioles, which are blanched like Cardoons for
culinary purposes. This vegetable is frequently men-
tioned by ancient Greek and Roman writers. Third,
the Beet root, Barbabietolaof Italian gardens, Betterave
of the French, so well known for its sweet and succulent
root, was first introduced into Italy in the sixteenth
century, from Germany, where it was probably first

produced. A sub-variety of the Beet-root, with a some-
what coarser and larger root, now become so important
an article iu agriculture, was originally put forward
under the name of root of scarcity, racine de disette in
French, or Mangel Wurzel in German, which latter
translation is now adopted by our farmers, absurdly
corrupted into Mangold Wurzel. Journal of Eorticul-
niral Society.

palendar of Operations.
(For tjic siiming week.)

priety at this season to things in a vigorous state. Great
care should be used, however, to have the balls in a
nice healthy state as to moisture, and also the soil to be
used ; and the plants should be exposed as little as pos-

sible to suushine, or drying currents of air, for a fort-

night or so after potting. Careful and judicious water-
ing is at all times essential to successful plant growing

;

but at no period of a plant's existence is this so im-
portant as while the roots are surrounded with fresh

soil, and many a promising plant has been ruined by-

one or two inadvertent applications of water while in

this state. If both the ball and soil are in a properly

moist state when potting is performed, water need not
be given for two or three days ; and when it is deemed
necessary to water, enough should be given to thoroughly
soak the whole of the soil. Large specimens of Heaths
and other hard-wooded things must also be very care-

fully supplied with water, and every precaution should

be used to make sure that the ball is in an equal state

as to moisture throughout ; for it Bometimes happens
that the surface of the bull will appear quite wet, while

below (where the greater part of the roots is) is too

dry. This is the result of practising the dribbling

system of watering, and is not likely to occur where
watering is done properly. The readiest and safest way
of moistening the lowerpart of the ball, when this is

found to be dry while the upper part is wet, is to place

the pot in a saucer or tub of water for a few hours,

letting the water stand about an inch above the drainage.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
In ordinary seasons the planting out of bedding stock

has been finished in most parts of the country by this

time, but notwithstanding the advanced period of the
season the weather is yet anything but settled or pro-
mising, and save in favourable localities there is still

considerable apparent risk in planting out such things as

have not been well hardened off, or those that are very
easily injured by frost, as Heliotropes, &c. And we
would recommend that these should be kept where they
cau be securely covered iu case of need until there is a
fair prospect of fine weather, repotting them if necessary
to prevent their getting into a hard state. Bedding
stock has been considerably more troublesome and ex-
pensive this season than usual, and it would be folly to

risk such things as cannot be replaced should they be
destroyed, for we shall doubtless have summer weather
soon, and the owners of gardens expecting to see them
in full beauty ; and if gardeners can exercise sufficient

patience to defer planting out until the right time, there

is good reason for hoping that things will start away
freely, and under the influence of fine weather soon
cover the beds with flower. Those who can command
covering may doubtless plant out anything at once with

safety, provided the plants are in proper condition for

planting out ; but weakly stock should not be risked out

under any conditions until the weather becomes warm,
and appears settled. A spriukling of evergreen branches
stuck into the beds will afford the plants considerable

protection from cold winds and bright sunshine. These
should be cut rather short, and s'uck firmly into the

ground, so as to prevent their being blown about and
injuring the plants. And every shoot of Verbenas,

&c, which is long enough to be liable to be blown about

should be pegged down before leaving them. Keep the

work of this department as forward as possible, so as to

be able to command sufficient strength for planting out

the bedding stoi-k expeditiously, and avoid having the

litter and confusion consequent on this work about

longer than can be avoided. In the present dry state

of the ground a good watering should be given after

planting, to thoroughly moisten the bed, but this should

not be done at night when there is the least chance

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—As soon as the cold frames and

pits can be got cleared of the bedding stuff they should

be occupied as far as circumstances will admit with

young stock of hard-wooded plants for the summer

growth, of which they are much more suitable than

large houses, however well arranged. These humble

structures will also be found very suitable for the growth

of the dwarf Lobelias, Balsams, Salvia splendens, S.

gesnerreflora, and many other things which are generally I ^

J

r^j
urown for flowering in the conservatory in summer and

autumn ; and indeed most things which require only a
\

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN,

moderate temperature will be more manageable here
!

Continue to watch for and destroy insects on fruit

and thrive better than they will in lolty houses with i trees directly they make their appearance, and examine

double the attention. But the great advantage of having I
weakly Peach trees for mildew, and apply sulphur

plenty of spare pits aud frames at command for the ! immediately this pest is perceived. Also attend to dis-

summer growth of plants is that it allows of a greater ' budding in a gradual manner, so as net to check the

division of the plants, and arranging them so that the trees by removing too many shoots at once, and regu-

trentment may be adapted to the circumstances and lating the growth of trees intended to be trained in any

requirements of the plant with greater nicety than it is
,
particular form by timely stopping, so as to secure

possible to do when plants from many very different
|

growth where it is wanted. Asparagus can hardly have

habitats have to be managed in the same house. Aud i too much manure-water at this season, and in the

besides the difference of treatment, which it is necessary
|

present state of the ground, and a liberal supply should

to observe in the case of different plants which are , be given once or twice a week from the farm or stable-

similar in every respect, merely through the one being yard tank. Save on heavy clayey soils a liberal dressing

making vigorous growth, while another may be ripening of salt may be used instead of manure-water, and will

its wood, &c, there is more advantage in being able to be equally beneficial ; but salt should not be used on

classify things during the growing season than is gene- very heavy soils, for although it may improve the

STATE OF TUE WEATHER AT CUISWICK, NEAK LONDON.
For tLe week euditg May -21, 1S55, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens,

May.

Friday IS

Salur. ,19

Sunday JO
Mon.. 21
Tues. 22
Wed. 23
Thurs. 24

.ilUli'l

:<iu'2.i

.'.>"(

:a.sii2

:"9.?in

29.S19

2'J.761

i S99

2').Siil)

29.SIHI

2'J.s;«>

20.77-J

2!).7SI)

29.760

21 SI I

Tbmpkraturb.

lil I

1 loot
deep.

2 feet

deep

524 ' 51.3

S W,
s.

N.W,
w.
N.
s.w,
s.

May 13—Fine; very fine turouKhout.— 19—Fine; very fine; clear at niRht.— 29— Frs^y ; very fine; overcast.— 21— Overcast throughout.— 23—Uniformly tvercast; cloudy; rain; slight fraat.— £3—Clear and fine ; light clouds ; very fine.— 24— Fine; very fine; cloudy and fine at night.
Mean temperature ol the week 3 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending June 2, 1953.

"Si Mo. of
Years Id

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Kflin.

Prevailing Wind 5.

May
and June. Z

v,

9 6

si

1

to

1

CO

6 2

z

Sunday S7 C7.7 45.2 5P.5 15 0.44 in. 2

Mon. 26 «7.2 45.1 56.2 12 0.97 — H i
—

Tues. 29 66.1 •45.0 55.5 12 0.97 'J 111 1 —
Wed. 39 68.0 45.2 5fi.6 10 0.:« 2 5 V

Thu. 31 69.5 46.3 57.4 9 0.33 1 I. 3

['rid. 1 70.3 46.7 58.5 11 0.27 I y -- *

Satnr. 2 69.3 46.6 57-9 13 0.33 1 5 2, -I a
1 b •*

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 28th'

1917— lherru.91 det . ; and the lowest on the 27th, 1S36—therm. 33 deff.

rally supposed, save~by our best growers. Roses are,

perhaps, the most generally admired of all winter

flowering plant?, and where there is not a stock of esta-

blished plants for this purpose, if a lot of young plants

can be procured and placed iu a frame they will make

nrce stuff by autumn if properly attended to, especially

if the frame can be placed on a bed of leaves or

tan to afford a gentle bottom-heat, which will

greatly assist in inducing a vigorous root action.

Now that the weather has become somewhat milder,

air should be given more liberally, and when there is no
danger of frost, a little back air may be left on for the

light. Attend to former directions as to keeping insects

mder, and supplying beds and -borders liberally with
water. Greenhouse.— If any of the young stock has uot
yet been examined for the purpose of ascertaining
whether it requires more pot room, this should be
done t'>e first possible opportunity, repotting such as

require it, and a liberal shift may be given with pro-

present crop, it is very apt to cause the roots to decay

in winter through keeping the soil too wet. Attend to

plantations lately made, giving sufficient water to keep

the soil moist. Get in a good breadth of Knight's

Dwarf Green Marrow Pea, or some other hardy variety

that will be likely to resist the attacks of mildew, and

produce a late crop. At this season the soil can hardly

be too deep and rich for Peas ; and it is a very good

plan to plant in trenches prepared as for Celery, only

the manure should be incorporated with the soil

and the trenches filled up nearly to the level of the

ground. Get Tomatoes planted out against parts of the

walls not otherwise occupied as soon as the weather may
be considered safe; also ridge Cucumbers, vegetable

Marrows, &e., in the places prepared for them, protect-

ing with hand-glasses until the plants get into full growth.

Sow Cauliflowers for late autumn use, aud give every

attention in the way of watering, &c, to those recency

planted out.

Notices to Correspondents.
Azaleas: A Van Geert. Your Indian Azalea is distinct, of good

, form and substance, and better than many of the recent novel-
ties. G.—J G. All pretty, but not different from kinds we
already possess.

i

Allamanda neriifolia : H O. It was i&troduced inio this

country from South America.
Books : li S. Roberts on the Vine is a very good book, with tl*e

exception of what relates to carrion, which should never b>.

used tor Vines.:!:.

Broccoli : Melville. It was too far gone before it reached us', for
us to offer any opinion on it.J

Cockroaches: WM G. A basin with water in it let into the fl'o™?

in their runs makes the best trap we know of. By persevering;

in the use of it they may be got rid of.

Diseases : Amicus. It is an aggravated case of rust, remarkable.
for the development of the tissue between the little discs into"

which the cuticle is broken up. Rust equally arises in the first

instance from some substance rubbing against the fruit, when
the cuticle is very delicate. With this bint yon will possibly

be able to discover the cause, and prevent the recurrence of the

affection. You cannot do anything this year, now the Grapes
are formed.

—

A B. This is an ordinary case of the disease which
is so prevalent amongst Melons and Cucumbers. It seems
almost universal, and the cause is wholly unknown. We are
trying what can be done with old seed, but we are not very
sanguine as to the result.—J W. Your leaves appear to have
been injured by frosty they were, however, so crushed that we
can say little about them. The plants whiah accompanied them
are Luzula campestris and Carex prmcox. M. J.. B.

Greenhouse Climbers-: N. Clematis azurec/grandiflora, Dolichos
lignosus, Hardenbergia macrophylla and monophylla, Ken-
nedya Marryattse, Mnndevilla suaveolens, and Tropseoluni

Triomphe de Gaud may possibly answer your purpose.

J

Hollies: A' YZ. The most complete account of these is, we
believe, in the Allgcmeine Gartenzeitung of 1854.

Lizard's Eggs. If any of your readers could obtain for me some
eggs of the Lacerta agilis, I, should be greatly obliged..

Lizards are most widely distributed, and I want to ascertain

whether the eggs will fioat in sea-water, and, if so, whether
they will retain their vitality. A reward of a few shillings

(which 1 would gladly repay as well as postage) offered to
schoolboys, would perJiaps get these eggs in the proper dis-
tricts collected. Gh, Darwin, Downe, Farnborough, Kent.

Insects: E K S. Your Peas are attackeiFby the common weevil,
Curculio(Sitona)lineatus (see Gardeners' Chronicle, 1S44, p. 388,
for fignre and description), which v-he long dry spring has
brought forth in vast numbers everywhere. Watering the
plants with lime-water and strewing soot thickly along the
rows are advantageous; sticks or twine fastened close over the
rows, daubed with bird-lime, woul& also Catch multitudes.

—

J G. Thanks for the note about the Anobium pertinax attack-
ing the Spanish Chesnut timber ; all kinds of wooden structures,

seem, however, to come alike to these devastators. W.—Anon.
There is no poisonous preparation, that we know of which, mixed'
with water and applied with the syringe, would be effectual in ;

killing " ihe grub'' on your Plum trees. White Hellebore
powder, if good, appears to be fatal to the Gooseberry Caterpillar.

N.ames of Plants: We have been so often obliged to reluctantly-

decline uaming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture-

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
cau do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now-

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may bei

sent us at one time.

—

B M. Epidendrum aromaticum, a Mexican,
not Brazilian plant— G Chambers. We believe there is uo
doubt that your plants are seedling Rushes, witti the remains
of the seed sticking to the end of the lengthened cotyledon.

—

Constant Header. If the plant came from Brazil somebody must
have taken it there from New Holland. It is Callistemon
riyidum.

—

H Beddard. Allosorus flexuosus.

—

#J }V. Luzula
sylvatioa.

—

A Sub. Polygala cordifolia.—PF. Asplenium Filix-

fecmina. S.~- H P. 1, Asplenium ebeneum; 2
t
Lastrrca decom-^

posita; 3, Doodia caudata; 4, Nephrolepis pectinata. S.— Young;

Beginner. The name is quite right.

Plant Showing : A K. Although the Albmandas you name
may, be considered " distinct species," yet four of them wouM
be too many to show in a gioitp of tea plants; if they did not
absolutely disqualify your collection from gaining a prize, so

many plants of one colour would at least greatly damage its

value.]:

Tree3 and Horseradish : Stain&s. There is nothing in Horse-
radish that we know of poisonous to trees. The dying off of
the latter in your case may be owing to the Horseradish about
their roots having exhausted the soil.J

Vine Leaves: B B W. Little injury need be apprehended from
the excrescences on the under sides of your Vine leaves, though,

it is not good to feed Vines till they break out to the extent

that yours have done. They are over fed, and have broken
out in eruptions. Over luxuriance, too damp an atmosphere,

and imperfect ventilation cause the mischief.J

*** As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can be made. We must al&o beg the indulgence of those

numerous correspondents, the insertion of wb,ose interestin|

poutributions is still delayed,.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, 6uj
jiJntto of Lime, Nitrate of Soda, Sugar Be

, a

d/jHcrjjitlon of Artificial Manurcn. Llnseod Cakes, &c,
Wm, lNor<m Cahnk, lo. Murk Lano, London.

npURNXP SOWING.— 'i'lio Undoreigned beg to offer
-I tholr valuable BupborphoBplinfc of LImo (See " Koynl Agri-
cultural Society's Journal/' Vol. Vf,, Part 2), Turnip Manure,
mid Nitro-pliospliato or Blood Manure.

aImo nn Hale, Climno, Nitrutu of Soda, Gypmim, Dnnodtifft,

Sulphuric Acid, Hull, and aU p'tlier Manuren "f known value.
Agontfl for Mm Bale "i Peat Clifti'coisl.—Applyfor Priced ' lurront to

Mahk Fotiiishoill iV. Co., 204a, tfp_P_or TlinmoH Btreet, [jnnrlon,

PATKNT SANITARY SKVVAGK COMPANY'S
NITRO-PHOSPHATED CARBON on BLOOD MAN1 I I

6l.iQB.pav ion; dollvorod in London, bogs Included. Eacli ton
ooiltnins 1850 Ibn. BlOOd "lid 11 per COnt. of PllOSphatO Of Linn-.

Agents throughout the country. 22, Lincoln's inn Robin, Londi n,

FOR THE PRICE CURRENT OF MANURES,
"VT ITRO-PHQSPHATE and AMMONIA I'llos
J-^l PHATE, manufactured by HODOSON & SlMTfJON, Wnki:
flold, mid Matiiikwh & On., DrlfTWtld, HI. pup tmi.

MANUUKS.—The following Mnmircu are mnnu*
faoturod by Hodoson & Simpbok, Calder Soap Worksi

"Wakcflidd, and MATTnnwfl & Co.i Manufacturing Agricultural

OhemiBts, Driffield. Himi-hhn'h ammonia PHOBPIIATE, n

viiiuiihii! Top-Dresslng for Wheal', Barley, and Oats.

NITRO'PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoes, and »u other
bulbous root orops. N.it. olanuroB speolally prepared for Qmss
and Plax. The above have been successfully tested for the Inst

Seven Years liy tlio leading in rmew In YoiUtililro and Lincoln-
shire, and other countlos, and wore applied last season to a

breadth of upwards of 16,000 acres of land with the mosl bono-
flcinl results to the orops. A iAnt of ToBtlmonlals and other
particulars will bo forwarded by pout on application.

r% MIK FOLLOWING MANUHLS are nmnuluctiirw]
J- at Mr. Lawks* Factory, Dcptford Creek:—Turnip Manure.
71. per ton; Superphosphate yf Limo, 7/.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coprolltos, (i/.

Office, GO, King William Street, City, London.
N.H. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphato of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

CORN MANURE FOR SPUING SOWING-.
CONCENTRATED URATE FOR GRASS, RAPE, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

THE LONDON MANURE COMPANY continue

to manufacture the above Manures, which have been used
with no much success for the last. 11 years.

The London Manure Company also supply PERI V I \ \

G'UANO (direct from importers' warehouses), Nitrate of Soda,
Siilpbnto of Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Rone Dust, and
every artificial manure of known value. Edward Purskii, Sec.

O ffice—40, Bridge Street, Blackli mis

TO AGRICULTURISTS.
Bonk M'A'NTJRB Manufactory, Drake's Place, Plymouth.

PONTEY, ROWE and CO. beg to acquaint the
Agriculturists in the "West of England, that in order to

insure a supply of their MURIOPIIOSPHATE, which has been
tested 12 years, and found far superior to all other Artificial

Manures, in the continual support it yields to TURNIPS and
the succeeding crops, they have made considerable purchases of
BONES and PONE ASH, from South America, Hamburgh, &c,
on favourable terms, They will therefore be enabled to render
their Mnriopbosphato the same strength as heretofore, at 71. per
ton, in hags free on board; or 11. 55. delivered to the principal
Seaports in Devon and Cornwall.
They have obtained reports of the Analysis from the most

celebrated Agricultural Chemists, Messrs. Qerapath, Nisbet, and
"Way, and they will guarantee that they supply the same article

as reported on. The Analysis referred to will be open to the
inspection of purchasers.

P.,R. & Co. have constantly on sale BONE MANURE of their

own manufacture at their Mills, at Drake's Place, which is open
to purchasers. Also best PERUVIAN GUANO from A. Gibbs
& Co., GYPSUM, MANURE SALT, &c, prices of which can

be obtained at the Manufactory, or of Mr. Pontey, Seedsman,
Cornwall Street. 2J per cent, off for cash on delivery.

Also London Manufactured BONE MANURE.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.

MR H. MEDLOCK (formerly Chief Assistant in the

Royal College of Chemistry) begs to inform Agriculturists

that ho undertakes tho Analysis of Soils, Manures, &c. ( on mode-
rate terms. Mr. Modlock also gives instruction to Gentlemen in

Agricultural Chemistry at his private Laboratory, 20, Great
Marlborough Street, London.

AARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Mjuerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch.
Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical

Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

nPHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
J- incorporated rt special Act op Parliament for
England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Clergy, Soli-

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c.—Loans may be contracted
for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of every
lauded improvement, especially Drainage, Building, Clearing,
Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roads,
Planting, Machinery, &c. The plans (of buildings), specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, aud are
submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to be expended on improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application, &c, apply to the Hon. Wm. Napier, Managing
Director, 2, Old Palace yard, Westminster.

HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT company

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry Ker Sevmer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John "V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy- Chairman.

George Thomas Clark. Esq.
John C Cobbold, Esq.', M.P.
Sir William Cnbitt, F.R.S.
Henry Carrie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., MJP.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.
William Tite, Esq., F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise ; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits ot
50 years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.

Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution
of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
the Company's Capital. William Clifford, Sec.
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OFOONERfS PATENT WATER AND MAN1 RE
1

' DRILL. — Manufacturers: Taskkp i.

iimiii; and OAiiiu'.rr A; BOHfl, Saxmundbam. BufTollc, I

orders may !" sent; or to the Inventor anil r
Spoonkii, Ellng, BouUiamptos<

TO ARTIFICIAL AND CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFAC-
TURERS AND MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS.

MR. COOKE, Chemicai Enoini br&M
Cubmibt, contracts for the erection ol 8u

Chambers, and Cbemleal Plant generally on the rrn

forms. Practical Instructions from 12 years' oxpi
trade given In tho working of Acid Chambers, and In tl

facturo of nil kinds of Artificial Mai
Guanos. Receipts for the best mixtures fnrnl Ii

Information on application.— For l<;rm«
(

-Vr., ;tj,ply

6, St. Thomas Terrace, Newcastlc-on-Tj no.

CTEPIIENSON and PEILL, 6
1

, Gracechurcfa Street]^ London, and 17, New Park Street. Southwark,Mannffli •

of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOH
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either In Wood or
L'on.roapcctfully call the attention of tin; Nobility, Gentry , and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, reference* of

the highest respectability can bo given, and full particulars
ftinifohi.J nn nnnHrntion
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" j/RHU DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
* Queen, the Duke of Northumberland forSyon Bouse. His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chlswlck Gardens, )

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Faxtr'n for the
Crystal Falace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, ol

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dnrtford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made ot patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted foi

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in any
required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Bd. per yard run, of EXJSHA
Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity Lane,
Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, Surrey

;

and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the kiDgdom.
" It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

The above nmy *]*/ I
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MOORE'S PATENT VENTILATOR, for every
Description ofFarm-Buildings, Conservatories, Hot-houses,

Wareh'Hises, Market-houses, Bell-turrets, also for Ventilating
Shafts, &c.

These Ventilators are fitted to side-slips of wood with iron
levers, iron flanges, and brass screws, with rough plate, or 32 oz.
sheet glass, at 4s. per foot super. 2s. 6d. extra for necessary
fittings to each Ventilator. If with brass levers in place of iron.

4s. per pair extra. It is presumed the accompanying drawing of
a Greenhouse will show the advantages obtained (independent of
a most perfect system of Ventilation, by admitting any amount
of fresh air and distributing equally over the plants, &c.

t
and at

the same time emitting the vitiated), viz., a much neater appear-
ance, and an uninterrupted view of the whole interior. Green-
houses at Mr. James Veitch. Jun., Exotic Nursery, King's Road,
Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Nursery, Exeter: Messrs.
Messrs. Perry, Nursery, Banbury : and the Pleasure Grounds at

Hampton Court Palace ; having been fitted with these Ventilators
with perfect success, the Patentee hasobtained permission to refer

to the above places all parties desirous of seeing the same.
These Ventilators have been applied to many other Green-

houses, Conservatories, &c, but they are not published, in order
to avoid giving unnecessary trouble. Fifty-four of these Venti-
lators, 5 ft. square (34 on the roof at an angle of 60 degrees 1

, hove
been fitted at Her Majesty's Saltpe're "Works, Wallhani Abbey:
the success of which has been proved by the fact, that the saltpetre

is cry^talised in little more than half the time, previously to the
light and ventilation obtained by the adoption of these Ventilators.

Moore's double-current Ventilators for External ~Wails, &c
Ventilators for every description of 3partroent, from the Cottage
to the Palace. Stained and Ornamental Glass if required. In

taking the size, the exact opening should be given, staring the

height and width distinctly. Tariff Prices' of the ordinary

Ventilators may be bad on application at either of the above
addresses. Packing cases allowed full price when returned free.

N.B.—These Ventilators can be readily fitted to Greenhouses
already erected, by removing the entire sashes and fixing the

Ventilators in their places.

Perfect Vksttlattos nc aix Casks Guaranteed.
Church, Turret, Musical and House Clock Makers, to the Lords

of the Admiralty, die Hon. Board of Ordnance, the Emperor of

China, A:c.

London: SI. Fleet Street, London.—Manufactory, Sekfcrd
"Works, Clerkenwell.

Tuf.f.e is probably never any case of agricultural

improvement so well defined that the contrast be-

tween the past and present conditions of the land

shall exhibit the influence of bat one particular

source of infertility apart from others. 5!any causes

conspire no doubt to every result v

but in most instances some one cause prepon c-

and our cases may be classified according to the

preponderating influences which they resp^-

illustrate, so as to bring out the effects .

of climate and of soil, of drainage and manuring,

and of the other means of fertility that may be
enumerated.

Our first case—one of a successful comr i

with climate, for that is all the farmer can accom-
plish—has been already referred to in onr columns.

Of course the individual cultivator cannc
climate, but he can render the soil less liable to its

severity and more open to what is good in :

he can with his altered soil select crops

tion which shall turn the possibilities of hi« :

abetter account than is attained by the natura.

tation of the district : and this is what has be*:

by Mr. Fowler, of Princehall, in Dartmoor,

p'ropertv contains about 400 acres on the i

tneen Two Bridges and Ashfcc

ofthemoor. It was purchased ' -»bont

seven vears ago in as nearly as pc-

condition. Over most of the land

laver of peat, in some places, how; t

to' be cut for fuel :

posine srranite, and abev

so thicklv as to c

:

an immense number of blocks of this rock -

partlv imbedded or lying loose upon the surface.

A very wet climate, both as regards quantity of rain

and number 7 *r annum, seemed to

forbid the attempt to grow ar

;

-rasses,

Sedces, and Rushes which with Heather an i

rocks made up the acreage of the e?"

these rocks have been removed, piled up in enormous

walls around the enclosures into which the land

has been divided, forming masses 6 feet high and

6 feet wide, at a cost in some cases of 30.5. t

per chain in length. Ail the holes have been filled
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up, and the land has been levelled and trenched

and trench-ploughed to the depth of 12 inches, in

some cases more, mingling the peaty soil with the

gravelly granitic rubble of the subsoil. The land

has been drained, and instead of the dead black

appearance of the peat, it has now a dark brownish

grey colour. Where it is under cultivation all the

natural plants have disappeared, and excepting

three fields, which last year were in Turnip and

Rape, all the land is now laid down to Grass. In

fact, the contrast between 1846 and 1854 is perfect

:

six years ago the whole surface was covered with

stony blocks and peat holes filled with water, and

the "only plants were Heaths and Carices and Bents.

All this has now disappeared, and in its place there

is rich and luxuriant pasture in every inclosure,

and the fit-Ids are covered with sheep and oxen

grazing in them. As to the details of manage-

ment by which this result has been obtained,

we may mention that whether in trenching

or trench-ploughing, care was taken to mix the de-

composing granitic gravel with the peat ; that the

land was well cultivated and manured with guano
;

that in most cases, two crops of roots were taken,

followed by Oats with Grass seeds ; and in this

Grass it will be allowed to remain as long as it pro-

duces good keep for the stock now kept on it. In

September last the Clover and Italian Rye-grass

sown the previous spring were being cut a third

time—a very thick close crop ; the red Clover in

blossom, and 18 inches high, and the Italian Rye-
grass 30 inches high. That one crop had kept five

cows per acre for 20 weeks. The one-year, two-
year, and three-year old pastures presented a thick

close covering of fine Grass, and the white Clover
over the whole was abundant. The following letter,

just received from Mr. Fowler, describes the present
condition of the land :

—

"Reclamation of Waste Land must at the present
moment be regarded as a subject of very great import-
ance, and, I may add, one most lamentably neglected by
our senators. In 1846 I purchased and in the following

year took possession of about 376 acres here ; the tenant
was then paying about 3s. 6d. per acre rent. In April,

1847, 1 commenced operations, viz., draining, subsoiling,

&c. ; my improved land has gone through a rotation of

crops, and it is now in pasture. Last Monday I had
an auction here for letting part of it for grazing only
until the 8th of November next. About 100 farmers
attended, and the first two lots, containing 20 acres in the
two fields, brought 5il. 10s. ; in 1846 they were worth
Zl. 10s. One of the fields was a complete quagmire
when I first had it ; the other mostly dry, but, lacking
deep cultivation, produced very little. The other im-
proved fields which were let had, or I may say, have
little Grass in them, ewes and lambs having been over
them, but the rents they brought were satisfactory. It

is most shameful that Parliament should not throw with-

out delay the waste lands into public competition on
encouraging terms. The 'dog Jin the manger' prin-
ciple should cease."

The cause of this luxuriant pasture is to be found
in the perfect drainage of the land, and the intimate
mixture of the peaty surface with the subsoil. We
may mention that at Piincetown, close by Prince-
hall, cultivation is being carried on (similarly

in spite of climate), with every promise of success,
by the convicts in the prison grounds.

_
In the Princehall estate, then, we have an illustra-

tion of infertility under which, as it was apparently
the result of climate, the owner might have been ima-
gined helpless, yielding nevertheless to means skil-

fully applied at that link in the chain connecting
climate with the produce of the soil, where the
direction and effect of its influence may be most
effectually modified ; and an altered soil is made to

yield an altered produce, notwithstanding that
heat and light, and rain and cloud—the same
duration and intensity of each—play upon it as
before.

Of course many instances similar to Princehall can
be adduced in Scotland and the north of England,
which indeed are themselves almost throughout an
illustration of the way in which climatic difficulties

have been overcome. The influence of shel ter as well
as drainage in modifying the effects of climates are
shown both on Dartmoor and on many Scottish
estates.

_
The high enclosures on Mr. Fowler's land

have this effect both on the vegetable produce and
on the live stock which consume it, and planting
has been carried on to a great extent in many dis-
tricts of Scotland with the best influence of this
kind. We remember 20 years ago instances in proof
of this being pointed out to us upon the Abbotsford
estate

: and in almost every volume of the Highland
Society's Transactions illustrations of it will be
found. Thus, in the last issue, January 1855, we
see Mr. Stuart Mackenzie, of Seaforth, referring
to the recently formed plantations of Fairburn in
the county of Ross, specifies the shelter of the
arable land in their neighbourhood as among the
advantages obtained, forming as they will upon the

west a long line of shelter to several farms which
collectively extend beyond 1000 acres.

If the Continent contribute a steam cultivator at

Carlisle, it will most probably be the one invented

in 1853, by " Joseph Bauer, captain to his Majesty
the Emperor of Austria's 57th Regiment of Foot,

and a native of Vienna." Let us try to give a

general description of this contrivance. Suppose a

rectangular carriage-frame mounted upon four

wheels, carrying a steam-boiler, with fly-wheels and
cog-wheels on both sides, and a complicated mass of

machinery underneath it. The digging apparatus is

fixed not behind but beneatli the middle part of the

machine ; the hinder carriage-wheels being set wide
enough apart to travel on each side the strip of tilled

ground. These are the steerage wheels ; their axle

being moveable like the front axle-tree of a waggon
;

the machine is propelled by the fore-wheels, which
sustain the principal weight, and are closer together

than the others, so as to run always upon hard ground
immediately in advance of the diggers. We will

not attempt a clear description of the mechanism
by which the digging blades are actuated and the

whole machine propelled, for without diagrams our

words would appear only so much confusion about

cams, wipers,
_ eccentrics, oval toothed-wheels,

cranks, hooks, chains, and levers. We have to do
simply with the resulting action produced ; it is an
engineer's province to speak to the merit of the

mechanical means employed in obtaining it.

Under the boiler is a horizontal lever frame
about 6 feet in length, having its fulcrum at the

hinder end of the machine, and capable of rising

and falling about 1J- feet at its other end,

which is near to the front wheels. A number
of spades side by side (or a single broad blade),

are suspended from the free end of this frame ; and
can also be swung backward and forward into a

slanting position as a spade is in manual digging.

The motions are these—at the commencement of a

stroke, the sharp, lower edges of the spades are

about 3 inches above the ground ; the machinery
urged by the engine depresses the lever-frame, thus

forcing down the spades almost vertically into the

soil; the spade handles being then pulled down
forwards, the spade-blades rise in a slanting position,

breaking off a slice of earth the whole breadth of

the work, and throwing it back some 2 or 3 feet.

The frame then rising, lifts up the spades, while the

machine advances for another stroke. A vibrating

harrow is attached behind, so as to reduce the

upper portion of the dug soil.

The inventor states that several trials made by
him on diverse qualities of land gave 75 pounds as

the weight required to drive a spade 1 foot broad,

1 foot deep into soil in one second of lime. The
cohesion of the ground, or the resistance against the

slice or spit breaking loose, did not exceed (even in

tough ground) 2i ounces for every square inch
included in the length and width of the slice. From
these data, and taking the weight of earth to be
lifted at 95 to 105 pounds per cubit foot, he esti-

mates that a machine built for 8 feet breadth of

work, 1 foot depth and 5 inches thickness of slice

or spit will require 6 horse-power (effective) when
making 30 strokes per minute. The machine thus
advancing 5 x 30 =: 150 inches per minute, will

perform at the rate of 100 square feet per minute
;

or 1 acre in about seven hours and a quarter. As
regards the quality of the work, the inventor says
that the strips or slices are completely inverted ; the
lower edge of the piece falling from the spades being
first to light on the ground already dug, is held up,
while the upper (or stubble or sod) end drops into

the trench formed by the spades. He also says,

that when working very slow, the pieces remain
nearly unbroken ; but when the machine makes 20
or more strokes per minute, they are cast for a dis-

tance of 2 or 3 feet, and are entirely crumbled by
the heavy fall.

Now, from experiments we have ourselves made,
we do not believe that this complete turning of the
slices can be generally effected in this manner ; the
pieces once free of' the cutters, and left to the
chances of mere falling, will not so regularly accom-
modate themselves to our wish ; so that we have long
ago concluded that, to be thoroughly accurate in
burying every portion of the surface, each piece that
is cut must be laid by force in its required posture.
We may assure Captain Bauer that if the best he
can do is to throw backward the strips or spits of

soil cut by his blades, he must offer to accomplish
a great extent of work in order to compensate us
for so imperfect a performance : we cannot afford

the various expences of a six or eight-horse engine
upon only 11 acre per day, unless the digging be
well done—the surface weeds and rubbish buried,

and the subsoil exposed more completely than this

machine is calculated to do it, and at least more
efficiently than by our present deep ploughing.

Thinking thus lightly of the capabilities of this

invention we need not add anything as to its un-
wieldy and intricate character, which will forbid its

practical employment in the field. I. A. C.

ON A PROCESS FOR THE DETECTION OF
CERTAIN ADULTERATIONS OF OIL-CAKE,
FLOUR, AND BREAD.

Br Thornton J. HERArATH, op Bristol.

From statements that have been made in the Gazette

and other periodicals, it would appear that the Rape
and Linseed cake which are now so much used for

feeding cattle are often purposely adulterated by un-
principled manufacturers with Mustard-cake ; aud even
the less costly varieties of oilcake, which are employed
in this country as manures are said to be sometimes
sophisticated with cheaper materials.

Having been called upon lately to examine several

specimens of Rape-cake which were supposed to be
adulterated with Mustard, I long experienced consider-

able difficulty in detecting the presence of the latter, as

I found that the results afforded by the ordinary method
of analysis were not in every instance perfectly satisfac-

tory. The usual mode of examination, as is well

known, consists in reducing the cake to a fine powder,
and mixing it with cold water, when the presence of

Mustard is supposed to be evinced by the pungent taste

of the resulting solution, as well as by the lighter colour

of the Mustard husk as compared with that of the Rape.'

The process of analysis, however, that I was at last in-

duced to adopt is uudoubtedly much more conclusive,

and will henceforth, I am satisfied, be invariably

employed by agricultural chemists in investigations of

this nature. It consists in treating the cake, pre-

viously broken up into small pieces, with repeated

portions of boiling water, and squeezing the insoluble

remainder in a linen cloth, so as to obtain the husk of

the seed in a separate state, and then to act upon the

latter with hot diluted nitric acid, and examine its

structure under a microscope. By means of the nitric

acid the starch grains, &c, are dissolved, and the husks

themselves are rendered so transparent as to readily

admit of their structure, and the form of their con-

stituent cells, being observed. The form of the cells in

the husks of the various oleaginous seeds is so essentially

different, that a simple examination by this process will

immediately convince us that a better means of detect-

ing the adulteration of the oil-cake could not be devised.

Thus, for example, the cells in the Mustard-husk are

"•—Portion of Rape-husk, b— Portion of Mustard-busk,
c.—Portion of Linseed-husk,

very small, whilst those of the Rape and Linseed husk
are considerably larger, aud differ from them in shape^

The Mustard husk lias, moreover, so to speak, a
hexagonal net-work of thicker tissue, which is very
characteristic, and is not observed in either of the

others.

A somewhat similar method of analysis will also

enable the chemist to detect the adulteration of wheaten
flour with the flour of the leguminosa (Beans, Peas, &c),
and of Buckwheat, and of cereals, as Rice, Barley, Oats,

Rye, and Indian Corn; and also that of bread with
mashed Potatoes. M. Douny has shown that the

cellular matter of leguminous flour is very different in

its microscopic characters to that of wheaten flour, and
of the cereals generally. The mode, therefore, in which
I proceed to separate this cellular matter for examina-
tion is to heat about two or three hundred grains of the

suspected flour or bread in a small evaporating dish,

with a sufficient quantity of dilute nitric acid, composed
of about one part of ordinary nitric acid with six oi*

seven parts of water, until the whole of the starchy and
glutinous matters are dissolved ; and then to collect

the yellow cellular particles which float as a scum on
the surface of the acid liquid, and submit them to ex-

amination by a microscope of moderately high power
between two pieces of glass. A series of comparative
experiments with good Wheat flour, &c, will then
immediately convince the operator if any adulterating

ingredient is present. When the chemist is often called

upon to perform such analyses, it is advisable for him to

set up several specimens of the cellular matter from the

different varieties of flour, &C, in glass cells in the acid

solution, so that he may always have them at hand when
required for comparative examination. Ey this process

I find one or two per cent, and even less of adulteration

* See Professor Johnston's " Instructions for the Analysis of
SoilB," &c, p. 90.
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may bo easily detected, Thin method of niial)aiH

posfiesetH, moreover, the additional advantage of talcing

up but a shorl time! for its completion— a mutti v which
is ofton of no Blight; consequence to Iho analytical

chemist. Jlrislol Laboratory, May II!.

MR. CHADWICK ON INDIAN [RRIGATIO
You havo inserted an extract from tho speech of Mr.

Edwin Chad wick on Indian Irrigation at the Society ol

Arts, in which that gentleman, true to 1mm fix"d idea,

recommended the: substitution of underground channels,
pipes, bono, jetj and 1 presume steam-power, for the
present niinjilo means liy which at a (rifling expenditure
of public money, and a (rifling application of native
labour, tho Indian cultivators manage to apply in II

m

Sodavery district the exact quantity of water roquirod
to their crops, nightly moistening the earth by repeated
applications for dry grains, fruit trees, &o,, and cover
ing tho land with a sheet of water many weeks in euc-
cession, where Rice is to bo grown. And in apparent
support of hi« views, Mr. Chadwieli gives a table of Ihe
comparative expenses of open ami underground irriga-

tion, extracted from " Minutes of the Board of Health,
'

which havo already been widely circulated at public
expense.

As regards Indian cultivation tho recommendation in

perfectly absurd. In less than six years tho irrigation
works of the Godavery, at an expense of some 200,000i,
havo irrigated 1,200,000 acres of delta land, levelled
as flat as a billiard-table. Thousands on thousands
of acres grow Rice, and mako tho people fat where
previously they starved on uncertain crops of dry
grain. Let a .governor-general, of Mr. Chadwiclt's
choosing, order nil irrigation works to bo covered, and
60, not six, years would be needed to obtain tho skilled
labour for tho work. When the pipes were laid they would
be immediately choked. Tho Indian ri vers most valu-
able for irrigation arc charged with alluvial mud ; they
moisten and manure the land at the same time. If
Colonel Cotton had "contrived » plan for filtering "and
piping his irrigation works, small would have been the
value of his labour. Suppose, however, the mechanical
and financial difficulties overcome, and the channels for
1,000,000 acres intersected with glazed or iron pipes of
tho Board of Heath pattern; suppose — and it

requires a very lively imagination to suppose anything of
the kind— the richest Indian peasants, wdio never pos.
sessed 10*. in cash in their lives, who handle a hoe and
draw water through long channels with hereditary skill,
all furnished with the hose, jet, and steam-engines'
necessary for showering water over a dead fiat ; it is
quite certain that except as a most expensive imitation of
rain the expedient would be of no value whatever. It
would not give the quantity.

_
I appreciate fully the value of the hose, pipe, and jet

distribution of manure over newly-cut green crops, espe-
cially Bye-grass. I heard with great pleasure the
candid, comprehensive, and most instructive paper on
the Liquid Manure Farms of Scotland, read at our
London Farmers' Club in March last by Mr. J. C.
Morton. But Mr. Morton took care not to recommend
the adoption of the system to other than dairy farms,
and made no wholesale comparison between the cost of
water meadows aud hose and jet irrigation. With a
garden engine I may easily water an acre or two of
garden ground ; but if I have a water meadow of 100
acres, with the channel of a stream running along its

upper side, I have only to stop that stream until it flows
over to cover my Grass with a sheet of water of the
same breadth as the length of the channel ; and (hat
water will go on running without any cost for labour in

pumping or handling pipes. Mr. Chadwick might just
as well propose that rails aud locomotives should be
fitted to every parish road in England, and that all

the market gardens round Loudon should be covered
with glass. As for the table of the comparative cost of
water-meadows and underground irrigation, it is worth
nothing as a piece of evidence. Mr. Lee, the gentle-
man who prepared it, gnllopped through the country at

railway speed, fir3t selected the most expensive speci-

mens of open irrigation (a process which, as I have before
shown, is meant to do quite a different operation from
the hose and jet) ; then he went to the Duke of Suther-
land's, Mr. Littledale's, Neilson's, and other farms on
the underground irrigation plan (an excellent plan,
undoubtedly, under certain circumstances), and guessed
at the expenses. At Trentham and at Liscard "the
official inspector " had no data for the calculations he
puts down so positively—either ns to the cost of execu-
tion or the cost of working—that is shown by his

report. Why, sir, in the report of Messrs. Acklaud
and Sturge on the agriculture of Somersetshire, vou
will find that certain hill side water-meadows are con-
structed nt from 20*-. to 30s. an acre ; and if I wrote
in the spirit of the Board of Health minutes, I might
collect a table of such exceptional instances, and thence
prove that under all circumstances nothing was so
cheap, so profitable, and so advisable in farming as an
open water-meadow !

I protest against this new plan of sending sub-
inspectors and other such officials to collect evidence to
support a preconceived theory, of arranging that evi-

dence like the evidence on a lawyer's brief, aud circu-
lating it with the stamp of official authority in a form
which allows of neither contradiction uor criticism.

I hope to see soon in your Journal an account of the
annual expense of steam driven liquid irrigation, taken
from the experience of a series of years, draw-n up as

carefully as Mr. Mortou's paper on tin crop ri

that plan In Scot!

Blix ibv/i'ii.

Home Correnpon'l'-i:
Dairy fJtutidir,s,—\ scat coly

critic! m ol my tab - I lo Ihe Ho
( ounoil, 1 1 oi oura d to i to htn

or some olhi r Indi [dual oi kno i c<

examine on III" spot my proi '

touting r< ulls, 'in 0' n idi rotii ti I prof

inon di i ill' ol ibis al Iho ni i

tho Council, when the i ubji et is again to I"- di

I adhere to tin

skimmed by tho ordinary process from December up
to the

i

i
'

'ni lin throughout ii
i I,

v.u iation, .'
- oi . ol butter from i acli qti i , and I may

add that this butter obtains the pri fori uco in thin neigh-

bourhood. In in;,' ' j'
1 " '"" of dairy pi -

in vor '.
' low a produce of bulb r fi m

quantity as the lowor range instant ed

I'elford's dairy. With the attention I am g ving to this

matter, Buch a relation of milk and butter would not
occur a single wook without attracting my notice.

Thomat Horifall, Burnley Ball, Otley. |

.'.

thai mil' criticii m has induced M c 1 1
.

further detail the account of bin dairy exp< ri' UCO, ( fur

remarks were not intended to convey any further doubt
of the accuracy of bis statement than what may be
thrown upon it by tho mcro fact of its extraordinary
nature. VVo believe for ourselves that bis i

has been persevered in long enough and that its

havo been carefully enough recorded to justify cm.
in his accuracy. They are nevertheless so far beyond
ordinary experience that for a long time to come, and
until supported by tho testimony of additional expe-
rience, either on his own farm or, still better, elsewhere,
Mr. llorslall must expect dairymen to attribute them
to accident or error rather than lo causes which they
can wield at all times as he appears to have done.

]

Facts on the Food ofRooks.—In your last week's Taper
your correspondent near Chelmsford asserts, when speak-
ing of rooks, " these black-feathered gentry never feed on
insects if they can procure grain." In this respect I must
beg to differ from him, though I have suffered from them
perhaps as much as moBt people. My first essay at

farming on my own account was a field of Pens, at 24s.
per bushel for seed ; my idea was to get off these new
Peas and sow Turnips. The experiment went on wi II

till the Peas podded, when, as was the case with your
correspondent's Barley, the rooks made an onslaught
on the field and entirely destroyed them, so that I sold
what had cost me about 30/., in seed and manure, for

7s. 6d. My next was a piece of Potatoes, about 3 acres,

planted on Mr. Johnson's plan. Well! the rooks had
a few of them when planted, and all the residue soon
after young tubers were as large as eggs. You will say
this is no plea for the rooks ; true, but it is a proof, to

me at least, that it will not pay a farmer to attempt to
sow when all bis neighbours have their corn safe in the

barn, or to attempt to ripen his crops when all the others

are growing. It happened, I think, on Thursday last,

just as I had been reading the paper referred to, that

we had begun to "stifle-burn" a piece of land, about 6

acres, which had been lying rough since its autumn
ploughing ; we had collected on this small plot 1 3 men,
4 women, 2 boys, and 2 horses ; w re had no sooner begun
operations than myriads of rooks came flocking to our
assistance—you may easily suppose what they were
after—the grubs and insects exposed by the removal ol

the clods and Couch. From this spot we can see no
fewer thau 5 rookeries, aud there are 2 more within

three quarters of a mile from this place ; the fields

immediately adjoining were (1) spring Wheat, just peep-

ing out
; (2) Oats sown yesterday ; (3) Potatoes planted

only a few days
; (4) Vetches ditto ; allotments with

Potatoes and grain just being planted ; and I think I

should be speaking within compass if I say we could see

30 fields of grain from the same spot, and scarce a rook
near them. Now, generally, the rook is a very shy bird,

and I think nothing but an intense craving for this sort

of food would have induced them to venture amongst
such a host of persecutors as we then presented. The
boys slung stones, the women halloaed, but all to no
purpose—they would have their grubs, and that at a
time when they might have plenty of corn without being

molested. I think it would be about as well to say that

a thorough true-bred old Saxon would never eat beef if

he could get bread. Although we are surrounded with

so many rookeries, we suffer much more from the

depredations of the wood pigeons. I remember reading

a leading article of your paper in the autumn of last

year on Trifolium iucaruatutn, and I think you then

stated that its only enemy was a small white slug. I

sowed a piece as nearly as possible according to your
recommendation ; it came up aud looked very promising

till since the frost passed away, when all of a sudden it

began to disappear, and is now nearly all gone. I had
observed some wood pigeons about the field, but it did cot

strike me that they had the Clover, and I was just about

to lay it on the back of the rabbits and hares, when I slu t

one of the pigeons ; it seemed remarkably heavy and

large ; its crop was very full, and on opening it I fonud it

entirely made up of the leaves of Trifolium. I made an

attempt to couut the number of young leaves, but on

arriving at the number of 300 I found my heap did not

much diminish, and I gave up the task as a bad job, and

began to measure ; I found 1 had just leaves enough to

fill a pint cup when put loosely in ; this is new to me. I

had several years endeavoured in vain to get a field of

(rout v
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is about to pursue. J cannot but think that it would
.ii if there wi Us (achoUatic

where the ultorc could

be band' d with the ordinary T'

that the young farmer or rare be instructed

for bis profea , it. I

mean nothing more than that such youth* be taught

when at school how to use a spade, a hoe, and rake ;

how to plant, tend, and rear the corn; . .'-a and
flowers ; the caro of cows, horse*, piga, and poultry ;

and thut they also be made acquainted with the outlines

of agricultural chemistry as applied to our pardfrua and
farms. By these means I think much good would be

done to the rising generation of small farmers and

gardeners. J. J.

Blue Vitriol at a Steep for Wluat.—l have reason to

thank your correspondents for noticing my communi-
cation on the failure of my Wheat, because it baa led

me to close investigation of the manner in which the

vitriol was used. After a close cross-examination I

found to my astonishment that the person to whom my
orders were given did not attend to them, a misfortune

to which those who cannot look to everything them-

selves are too liable. The " usual way " of dressing the

Wheat here is, as I directed, to dissolve 1 lb. of blue

vitriol in 2 gallons of water ; either to place the Wheat
in a tub or on a floor ; to saturate the Wheat and dry
it with lime. I find that U.e Wheat was wetted, and
that the vitriol reduced to a powder was sprinkled over
the Wheat. I really believe that this was the cause of

the failure in my crop, ; the seed not so dressed came
up on the same soil vigorously, and is vigorous still. I

ought to apologise for giving you and your correspond-

ents so much trouble ; but I think it will be an addi-

tional lesson to all who can to follow the example of

Mr. Taylor, and superintend in person, as I shall do far

the future, operations which, if not properly managed,
may lead to disastrous results. I asked before I wrote

first whether the Wheat was dressed as usual ; the

ready answer was—yes. /. C. C.

Land Drainage.—As I merely gave a brief reply to s
question put by " Aged Practical Observer" tn a point

of some importance, viz., the persistency of a drain apt

to be choked with roots, and as the subject teems
worthy of some attention, permit me to enter on it a
little more at length. Although I have been a practical

horticulturist for 35 years, and a pretty close observer

of agricultural operations all that period, yet I would

take no credit to myself on that account ; mar.;

has travelled far and wide with I

awake all the time ; and some one has observed that

experience to a person without genius is like

the blind. I would, therefore, permit the question to rest

on its own merits, and not deriveany factitioosa;

-

from my age or experience. In msi. _

I do not intend to be discourteous to your cr

:

I hope they will be taken in good part. I r>

30 years ago, in sinking a well thi HH, the

diggers came to a thin seam of sand aboot 6 feet deep,

and half an inch thick ; water oozed out ol Una, ari

although the well was sunk 26 i " '^aIe
^r

This vTell has never run drv since ; even in

gathered to supply the family. Observe : here is a

natural drain of half an inch of sand permane

efficient. I have often observed the farmer cutting

drains, in everv description of soil, and so sure

operator came " on a seam of sand so certainly did he

catch the water which had shelved oat with the sand to

;he surface soil, and carry i: away in bis

much for seams of sand being the nataral dra

conductors of water where they exist. 'A ged Practica

01 server " cannot be acquainted with sand drainage or

sand filters when he compares them to stone drains

The openness of the stones permits muddy water, that
j

water containing fine particles of soil, to enter their

interstices, and "by deposition gradually choke these up

and destrov the drain ; this does not and cannot take
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place with sand—the interstices are so small that the

finest particles are arrested on its surface, and the body

of sand beneath kept quite clean. The expense in some

quarters no doubt would be considerable, but in many

places like this abundance can be had for the cartage

alone, and a cubic yard would furnish 10 or 12 yards of

drain. I have heard complaints from some farmers

that in certain descriptions of soil their drainage was

too perfect, running off the rains so quickly that in

droughts their soil was too dry. This could not be the

case 'in sand drainage ; the outpour would be slow and

constant. To sum up, it remains to be proved on a con-

siderable scale whether or not sand drainage may be

advantageously substituted for the ordinary descriptions

of drains ; and it is exceedingly probable that in the

neighbourhood of trees and other plants which insinuate

their roots so pertinaceously into all open drains they

shall thereby be excluded, and the continuity of a draiu

kept up. /. L., M.D., Newburgh, Fife.

Steam.— All attempts to use steam carriages on a

common road have failed, the friction ou the wheels

being great from the roughness of the turnpike road,

aud its want of surface resistance to the weight of the

engine, which sinks deeply into the soft material, the

wheels turning round on their own ground when the

steam is up. Experiments on the highway having been

unsuccessful, how will they answer in the field ? Steam
power to be made available for tillage will, in all pro-

bability, have to call in the aid of horses, the latter to

draw the machine, the former to work the grubber.

The great advantage of steam would be to stir wet

damp stiff soil deeply in winter or summer to benefit by

the frost, air, and sun, and afterwards pulverise it

thoroughly, ready for the drill. Should the first opera-

tion be accomplished how would the second be carried

out i The strength required to force a heavy apparatus

ever rough ground to finish it olf would be enormous, if

possible. So many difficulties present themselves

without the assistance of a railway, which appears out

Gf the question in small enclosures^ that agriculturists

should remain satisfied with making steam useful

in thrashing, crushing grain, cutting chaff and
Turnips, pumping water, &c. A portable engine would
meet all these wants on a farm, aud might be shared
with neighbours by a little amicable arrangement. The
subsoil plough, spade, and long steel fork, will be found,
where judiciously applied, the best tools for working the

land deeply and effectually. It will be said, how cau a
large holding be cultivated by manual labour ? The
answer is, it is not necessary or advisable to dig or fork
the whole of the arable portion of a farm ; depending
Kpou the acreage, it may be divided into either a fifth,

seventh, or tenth part, to be turned up with the fork

and spade annually during the idle months in the winter,

when hands are plentiful and labour scarce. Again, it

may be said the expense is an obstacle. The system
will pay itself the second year ; and in after seasons the
gain, if the soil has been fairly broken up, will be great,

and compensate the tenant for money laid out. The
influence of the atmosphere on the land is well known :

can it then be doubted how immense the advantage must
be of exposing 14 inches instead of 6 to be acted upon ?

Falcon.

Folder's Sleam Plough.—The above plough is now at

work in one of the midland counties, on the new red
sandstone. With regard to the plough, I saw it at the

Exhibition, but it was then an infant, and had many
imperfections (so I thought at the time, and so they
turned out to be) ; but it is a giant now, and at draining

is perfect. It is at work on a farm yielding miserable

crops (6 bushels of Wheat per acre) [?] and the land-

lord is draining the land against the tenant's will. The
land is undulating, and faces the north, so that the fall

ef the land, and the slip of the soil are the same way.
The first field done lay rather bad for the drains, many
had to be put in by hand, and many, or most of those
done by the plough in this field would be catch drains,

9 yards apart ; the next field lies well for work, and the

plough did its part well. Nearly all the holes that were
dug to put in fresh lengths of pipes, had water standing
in them from 8 to 12 inches deep, and within about
20 inches of the surface, on the 7th of May, and after

the very long dry time we have had. Who could farm
such land in such a state ? A Visitor.

Parties*

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Audit of Accounts, May Id.—Mr. Raymond Barker,

Chairman of the Finance Committee ; and Mr. Kuight,
Mr. George Raymond Barker, and Mr. Dyer, Auditors
on the part of the Society, examined, audited, and certi-

fied as correct the accounts for the half-year ending
December 30, 1854.

Special Council, May 18.—Mr. Raymond Barker,
V.P., in the chair. On the motion of Mr. Milward,
seconded by Mr. Fisher Hobbs, the report to be made
by the Council to the ensuing General Meeting of the
Society was taken into consideration and agreed to.

General Meeting, May 22.—Mr. Miles, M.P., Pre-
sident, in the Chair.
On the motion of Colonel Challoner, seconded by

Mr. Raymond Barker, Lord Portman was unanimously
elected President of the Society for the year ensuing the
rising of the Carlisle meeting in July next.

The Trustees and Vice-President were re-elected for
the year, and Mr. Dyke Acland, Lord Feversham, Mr.
Mainwanng Paine, Mr. Allen Ransome,and Mr. Burch

Western, new members of Council for the two years,

ensuing the Carlisle Meeting.
The Secretary read the following Report from the

Council :

REPORT.
Sin:o the last half-yearly meeting in December, the Society

has lost, hy death and otherwise, 227 of its members, and has
gained by election 132 new members. The Council, on the re-

commendation of the finance committee, have also remoyed from
the list of the Society the names of 2S5 members who have made
no payment during the last seven years. They have unani-
mously elected Dr. Edward Hartstein, Professor of Agriculture
in the Royal Academy of Poppelsdorf, an honorary member of

the Society. The Society accordingly now consists of—
89 Life Governors,
141 Annual Governors,
795 Life Members,

3S38 Annual Members, and
19 Honorary Members

making a total of 4SS2 names on its list at the present date. The
funded property ot the Society stands at 9264?. 85. lid. in the

stock, which has now become the new Three per Cents.; the
current cash-balance in the hands of the hankers being 3225?.,

which includes 1400/. as a contribution from the authorities of

Carlisle towards theexpenses of the country meeting of this year.

Since the date in November last when the Council ordered the

sale of 1500/. from the invested capital, the following payments
have been received :

—

Arrears of subscription £1677
Current subscriptions ... 1S47
Life compositions 389

£3913
while every claim against the Society has been duly discharged.
The continued indisposition of Mr. Pusey, and the consequent
suspension of his long and invaluable labours to the Society as

the. Chairman of the Journal Committee, have rendered some
temporary arrangements in that department necossary. The
Council have accordingly requested Mr. Thompson to act as the

Chairman, and Mr. "Wren Hoskyns and Mr. Dyke Acland as

Vice Chairmen, of the Journal Committee. The new number is

now in progress, and will be published on the 1st of July. Prizes
have been awarded to reports on the Farming of Buckingham-
shire and "Warwickshire, and also to essays on the causes of

Fertility and Barrenness in Soils, and Lameness in Sheep and
Lambs: a paper in the latter class has been disqualified, on
account of its delivery not having been made by the 1st of

March ; and the prize in the clnss of Mildew in Wheat withheld,

in consequence of the want of sufficient merit in the competing
essays; while adjudications have still to be reported in the five

remaining classes. The following subjects for the Essays of

next year have already been adopted :

—

1. Farming of Bedfordshire.
2. On the Production of Turnips possessing good keeping

qualities.

3. Spring-feed Crops : with special reference to early
growth.

4. The different mechanical modes of deepening the Staple
Soil, in order to give it the full benefit of atmospheric
influence.

5. The Chemical results superinduced in newly-deepened soil

by atmospheric action.

6. The construction and maintenance of Faj'm Roads : with
special reference to clav lands.

7. The Roots of the Wheat Plant: the history of their

growth and development.
8. Essay and Plans for the construction of Labourers' Cot-

tages : with special reference to domestic convenience.
9. Account of the different modes of bringing Moorland into

cultivation, based on practical experience ; and speci-
fying the methods pursued, the expense incurred, and
the results as far as ascertained, regard being had to the
subsoil, locality, and elevation.

Two distinct and improtant investigations arc in progress by the
Consulting Chemist of the Society, namely— 1. On the chemical
effects of the atmosphere on the soil and vegetation ; 2. On the
value to the farmer of different substances sold to him for manur-
ing purposes. Professor Way has already, in the course of this
session, delivered before the members two lectures : the first, On
the relation between the atmosphere and agriculture: and the
second, On the chemical principles involved in the production of
butter: for which he has received the cordial thanks of the
Council. He also consented to deliver a lecture on the 13th of
June, On the use of fish as manure; and Professor Simonds, as
the Veterinary Inspector of the Society, has expressed his willing-
ness to elucidate before the members, at a Weekly Council in the
course of next month, the physiological conditions affecting the
quantity and quality of milk secreted by the cow under different
circumstances of feeding and management. The Governors of
the Royal Veterinary College have made a most satisfactory
report to the Council of the successful manner in which the
special objects of the Society in reference to domesticated animals
have been carried out in that establishment under the inspection
of Professor Simonds. The programme of the Country Meeting,
to be held in the city of Carlisle, in the week commencing
Monday the 23d of July next, has just been issued, and the
arrangements are nearly completed. At this meeting, so favour-
ably situated in reference to the south of Scotland and the north
of Ireland, additional prizes are offered for reaping machines and
steam cultivators, as well as for Scotch and Galloway cattle,

Cheviot and Ilerdwick sheep, and for Clydesdale and other
horses. The entries for implements closed on the 1st inst. ; and
though the number is not equal to that of either of the last two
years, it has been ascertained that the covered shedding, 20 feet
wide, engaged by exhibitors in that department, will extend to
very nearly three-quarters of a mile in length. The entries for
live stock, which will not close till the 1st of June, are already
numerous. The Council have again to acknowledge the liberality
and ready co-operation of the railway companies, in promoting
the objects of the Society in the transit of live stock and imple-
ments to the Country Meeting. The principal companies have
already signified their consent to a renewal of their concessions
of last year, in favour of the exhibitors at the Carlisle Meeting.
The Council have decided to hold the Country Meeting of 1856
in the district comprising the counties of Bedford, Buckingham,
Cambridge, Essex, Hertford, and Huntingdon, at Chelmsford, the
county town of Essex. They have also determined that the
Country Meeting shall be held, four years hence, in the Central
District, which will comprise the counties of Oxford, Warwick,
Northampton, and Eerks: and thus, after a circuit of 20 years,
the Society will return to that part of the kingdom in which at the
city of Oxford, under the most favourable, cirgumstances, it held its
first meeting. The Council have viewed with much interest
the progress of measures adopted by the Government of France
to stimulate and improve its agricultnre. At the request
of the French and English Foreign Departments, for

Council have taken every means to make known in this country
the inducements held out and the facilities afforded to the exhi-
bitors of the UnitedVKingdom, at the agricultural meeting to be
held next month in Paris; and they have decided that six of
their members shall form a deputation, to be present on that
occasion. The Council trust that this international gathering
will be attended with the most favourable results tc the agricul-
ture a* well as to the cordial understanding now so happily sub-
sisting between the two nations. The Council have continued to

be favoured by the Earl of Clarendon with copies of successive
despatches received at the Foreign Office from her Majesty's
Ministers and Consuls abroad, reporting the result ot their
inquiries and researches connected with the occurrence of guano
or the nitrates in tropical districts. Some of these communica-
tions have been of an important character, and have referred to

discoveries of extensive deposits of those valuable manures, as
well as to the occurrence of an unlimited supply of native car-

bonate of soda in South America. His lordship has coveyed to

the Council an assurance that whatever facilities or privileges are

granted to other countries by the Governments within whose
territories fhese newly-discovered deposits occur, will be claimed
by her Majesty's Government on behalf of the agricultural and
commercial communities of the United Kingdom.

By order of the Council, James Hudson, Secretary.

This Report was unanimously adopted hy the meeting.

Mr. Raymond Barker, chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee, having read the auditors' balance-sheet, the

best thanks of the meeting were voted to the auditors

for their care in auditing the Society's accounts ; when
Mr. Knight, on the part of himself and his colleagues,

acknowledged the compliment, taking that opportunity

of bearing testimony to the clear, simple, aud exact

manner in which the accounts of the Society were kept.

On the motion of Lord Feversham, seconded hy Mr.
Druce, the cordial thanks of the meeting were expressed
to the President for the great services he had through so

long a period and on so many occasions rendered to the

Society. Mr. Miles acknowledged that expression of the

friendly sentiments of the members towards him, and
hoped that they would one and all endeavour to be

preseut with him at the Carlisle Meeting in July.

Sottas of Souks;.
—i

—

Professor Johnston's Instructions for the Analysis of
Soils, &c. Third edition. Blackwood & Son.

No one has had a larger experience than Professor

Johnston, whether as an agricultural chemist or as

teacher of agricultural chemistry. His instructions are of

the greater value on this account ; aud the agricultural

student will find in this little volume a guide to this

department of his studies as explicit and trustworthy as

could be desired.

The Journal of the Bath and West of England Society.

—The table of contents of this issue of the journal is as

various and instructive as ever, with as much on the

general subject of agriculture combined with its special

adaptation to the district of the society, to secure for

the work a general as well as a local circulation. "We
have already made some extracts from its pages, and
have other articles in type, of which our readers shall

have the benefit as soon as possible.

We observe that Mr. Acland, to whom the renovated
character of this society is so much due, acts now as

one of the Journal Committee of the English Agricultural

Society during the lamented illness of Mr. Pusey.

Miscellaneous.
TJie Neio Markets, Copenhagen Fields, were to have

been opened on June 1 ; H. R. H. Prince Albert has,

however, signified his intention of being present at the
opening ceremony, and that has, therefore, been post-

poned to suit his convenience. Everything is now ready
for the permanent use of the new market.

Calendar of Operations.

MAY.
Berwickshire Mere Farm, May 21.—After a long period of

cold, drying east winds, we had a regular wet day on Wednesday
the 10th inst., which put a stop to our fallow work for that week.
The wind, however, soon dried the land, and operations were
resumed last Monday. The three past days have been fine, mild
and growing, but to-day our old enemy, that "eternal" Nor'-
easter has returned in full force and as cold as ever. The "Wheat
plant is strong and healthy, as is generally observed in a dry
spring, indeed late sown spring Wheat has grown faster than the
Barley, which looks very " blae" after the late frosty nights.
Oats have all along reaped the benefit of a fine seed bed. Beans
and Peas are up. Potatoes having been sound last year, though
but a middling crop, a considerable breadth (for this district)
has been planted in the end of List month. Winter
Tares look very poor indeed, and will not be ready when
most wanted—before "seeds" afford a cutting. The latter crop
is well planted and green ; but we cannot expect to cut any for
three weeks at least. Young Grass having been full stocked at
an early date, the Clovers have suffered much from the nightly
hoar frosts : in many places it looks no better than bare stubble.
Old pastures, being closer in the bottom, have stood the drought
better. Lambs are a middling crop, but have done well. Fat
hogs require an allowance of cake and Beans to keep them in
condition. Want of keep has overstocked the fat markets with
clipped hogs, and caused a languor in the mutton trade; lean
and half fat are almost unsaleable. Owing to the remote prospect
of Grass for horses and cattle, the price of hay, which fell greatly
after the storm, has again reached its former high figure ; and
the fortunate few, who happen to possess any of it, have been
enabled to secure grazing cattle at a very moderate price, which
is more than could be done for some time past. A portion of
Swedes have been sown last week in good order; but of course
they are doing no good in this cold weather. Light land works
beautifully; but clays, previously reduced, were considerably
run together by the rain of the 10th, which has caused much
additional labour. Stnckyards are all but cleared out; and the
local demand consequently better than that for metropolitan
markets. J. T.
Border of the Fen-s, May 21.—The present spring will be

memorable for four months of continued frost and north-easterly
winds, not gentle breezes but mighty storms which on more than
one occasion darkened the air wiih the dusty fen soil, filled the
dikes, and drifted it in heaps like snow, laying bare the roots of
corn, and sometimes lifting them, seed and roots, from one field,

or part of afield, toanother; therefore, although dry weather is
seldom injurious to Wheat, yet the absence of rain for so long a
time has prevented the Wheat plant on light soils getting firmly
established, and a great deal has been ploughed up; much of what
remains is exceedingly thin, and there must occur a combination
of unusually favourable circumstances to make the Fen Wheats
turn out a productive crop. On the 17th nit. a pleasing change
took place in the weather; south winds and fine showers have
already had a most beneficial effect, in which the pastures have
largely partaken, and though late in growth it is probable that our
food for stock may soon be plentiful, and once more relieve our
anxiety on that score. Hoeing is usually the great business of
the month of May, and is an operation which most people deem
ecessary, but from this creed there are some dissentients, persons
who argue that it lessens the yield of corn, and they contend that
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handrwccdlng Ih greatly nreforablOj Inasmuch as booing cuts so
many of tho horizontal fibres of the rootfl of Wheat ag to check lit

gfflfftb and do mliirhlef; now Uioro limy he, koiihi i.oil:i lo which
tlilft argument may apply, but our practice dlttbrri so much from
tbjfl theory that wo have had a Iioi'hc-1ioo at work over all our
\yjieut, Barley, and Onto, and wo have an Improflnlon that the
nWBo-hoo acii; better than the hand-hoc by not dividing the rootN.

merely moving thetn, but moving thorn mo regularly ana
thoroughly a« to admit air and light and warmth to the roots,
mould I n/ j up t,h<-, plant and strengthening it. it In truly beautiful to

hco the hoi'He-hoo well worked, and It in much oaHloraffcorwardfl to

weed tho crop whom weeding Itwequlred, and although Homo folka
fll'O no lucky /in to have low woodn, y.:t v;r. rcffurtl wociIh mi limvlt

ablu when much nmniirn in oiiiplnyril, WIumi tlui html lit in |<f,or|

condition, i he. lit-v ii blown from u foul neighbour ta Bomotlmi
flclunt to And occupation for a gang; oloan farming to esHontfal,
but with good liberal treatment in not quite fJO eimy nti Homo
folkrt would mako you bollovoj for Instance, what a post Ih OMok
wood among Clover, and how hard to eradicate P Bow i' I tli In

the Fens are n groat phigtiOj and oannot bo always -larded
ngaliiHt; Twitch and llarlffmay bo roduocd ton narrow (i mpa i

by care and labour, hut. Inattention for a short time will sproad
them beyond control. Tho dry weather ban boon very Ufloful for
meaning land, and every whore great activity ban been mantle itod,
Twitch hi Inquired for to make paper, and if the proco IB should
succeed wo may oxpoct shortly to see a prize OBsay on Its cultl-
vatlon; or, perhaps, when It is known to bo aprofltablo"crop,"
tliomi who now exhibit itn rank growth among their Wheat will
then bo less careful to proflorvo It than at prosont, Potatoes
OarrotH, and Mangolds have been got In well tli la year, nod they
tuny he OXpOOtod fo BUCCOOd well. TIlC blOBBOm Of the fruit trOOB
iHlate but abundant, and surely thoflo sharp nigh in of 10° and 12°
bolow fl'OOZlng will terminate shortly, then WOlCOmO " a warm
June, to put nil things In tune." ./. II',, Peterborough,

South Dbvoh, May 21.—Although now in Ihouilddlo of tlio
month of May tlio lato cold whidn and soarclty of rain have given
to vegetation an appearance quite unnatural to the season of tho
year; for the last fortnight, however, we have been favourod
Hlh an abundance of rain, but tho good it dooe Is considerably
lessoned by tho frequent frosty nights; thin anil the oxtromo
scarcity of keep for cattle, which oauaoB tho Gross lands to bo
ffporstockod, is a sufficient reason for tho want, of luxuriance In
our pastures. The very cold weather, bo unfavourable to vego-
tation,. proved, however, In other respects a boon to the agricul-
turist, us it enabled him to got 111 all his spring corn in good
time aH well as In good order, generally spooking, The Mangold
crop was also finished sowing before the rain sot In, so we may
this season expect tho young plants to como up well and regular.
In speaking of the general appearance of the crops wo may state
that the Wheat crop has Buttered much In many places from tlio

severe weather, and particularly in exposed land looks thin.
Barley and Oats came up well, but wore chocked by tho cold
winds; thoy have, however, Improved much by the lato rains,
and only now require a little warm weather. In 'farming opera-
tions tho preparation of land for Turnips is now the main feature,
and progresses satisfactorily. Tho scarcity of keep for cattle is

much felt hi this port of tho country, and has been tho cause of
the enormous prices given for Grass land this season. Much
corn has also been consumed by cattlo since tho roots were
finished. Our orchards now begin to present a gay appearance,
and. from the blossom on tho trees lead one to hope favourably of
the crop. Prices of agricultural produce keep well up, and may
be quoted as follows :—Beef, 60s, to 63s. per cwt. ; sheep iu their
wool, 74<2. to 8</. per lb. ; lambs, Qd. per lb. ; Wheat, 80.?, per qr.

;

Barley, 34s. por qv. ; Oats, 2S«. per qr.
;
yolk wool, 8Jd. per lb.

WBSTSK ROSS, May 15.—A colder or more backward season
the oldest farmer scarcely remembers to have seen. It is now
welt nigh six months since this peculiarly adverse weather com-
menced ; and since then we havo had, first, a redundancy of wet,
then a continuation and intensity of frost, and now a continuation
of cold easterly winds quite uncommon and alarming. Wheat
looks as if it had lost all hopes of getting forward, and bad turned
brown in despair; yet, in well drained fields it looks pretty
thick, and, 1 doubt not, were it coaxed by the return of genial
weather it might yet reach something respectable. In ill-drained
fields it looks thin, and must necessarily bo light in harvest.
Lack of Grass is n general complaint. Our anxiety to givo over
as many Turnips as possible to bo eaten off by sheep often leads
us into the error of reserving too few for our cattle, and the con-

sequence is that, in such a year as this, our stock is put by far

too early to Grass, and find themselves all too speedily on
miserably stinted rations. Wo have now had a few weeks cf dry
weather, and out-door labour has advanced satisfactorily, and
now, on the earlier farms, work is about as far forward as in

ordinary seasons. In the later districts labour and vegetation

are far behind. On this farm Oat-sowing was concluded on
the 26 th of March; Barley-sowing, 21st of April; and Potato-

planting about a week thereafter. Nearly tho whole of the

remaining Potatoes in the north have been planted, so the High-
lander, much against his will, must bid them farewell for a few
months. We have now been for the last fortnight engaged pre-

paring ground for Turnips, for accomplishing which the weather
has been very favourable. Mangold Wurzel is scarcely grown
in the north. It has been repeatedly tried, hut the result has
not been such as to lead to its general cultivation. Sowing of

Swedes will bo commenced in a few days. This kind of Turnip
is now a general favourite, find is now largely cultivated. About
this season the farmer selects his supply of supplemental manure,
and having formerly got rapped over the fingers for meddling
with stuffs which though highly pulled he knew nothing of, lie

has now grown wonderfully wary, and will scarcely buy anything
but what has been proved, and found uot wanting. We feel

ourselves not a little indebted to the Agricultural Gazette for its

manly exposure of some of those manures with high-sounding
titles, and with little else to boast of. The competition amongst
purchasers a*, our Muir of Ord markets this season has not been
so great as at some of our last year's markets; but it is au easy
matter to get rid of stock, in fair condition, at very high prices.

Horses are very scarce, and uncommonly dear.
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Notices to Correspondents.
Fertility and Barrenness: W Barnes. Mr. Coleman's essay

will probably bo published with the next issue of the Royal
Agricultural Society's Journal.

Guano : K H. Four cwts. per acre, with a load of ashes, is a
full dose per acre. Its usefulness depends on your Raving rain

enough. You had better sow it broad-cast over the land before

ribbing it lor tho Turnip drill. That will mix up the manure
and soil sufficiently.

Limestone: J Kirsopp. Limestone can be burnt with wood or

peat, either alono or mixed with coal. Will any one describe

the best way to make a sow kiln— that is, one built in a tem-
porary way each time it is tilled.

Titrate of Soda : B V We would mix nitrate of soda with
salt in your inland county with greater confidence tlian else-

where. It may be applied with good effect for Beans; and for a

rapid growth, such as that of Rhubarb, we imagine that it and
guano applied at frequent intervals in the liquid way would be
the bestplau to adopt.

Roofs: H W. Wc do not know the present condition of the roof
you allude to. We know of one roof on a lunatic asylum near
Tytberington, Gloucester, in which paper over cenicut was
successfully employed.

Stable: J B. \ou may get rid of the smell by strewiug fresh
charcoal dust over die floor; and possibly by flinging some
wetted gypsum powder about.

Traxirs: S P. The Green Globe and the old-fashioned Green
Round are originally identical. But the Green Globes of
different seedsmen differ according to the attention paid iu

selection for seed.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE
OB GENERAL PORTABLE PI MP,
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Mny bo ohlfiincd of any Ironm
Plumber in Town or Country, nt the above prlo

Patentees and Manufacturers. JOHN WARNEH a: i

8, Crescent, Jcwin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c.; jiIko Tire and Garden
Engines. &c. &c.—KngravingB sent on wppllcation.

1
1 011N WAHNEK AND SONS*
v Crescent, .Jcwin Street, l/»ndon.

GALVAMSKD [RON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Waiinkb's Registkued Spei

Is strongly re-

commendcd,for
dnrabilr

low price, viz
,

21. Ids., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals.,21

gals., & !
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ofuny Ir-iim -

gor or Plumber
Iu town orconn-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising "Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Pries
sent on application. Syringes of various constructions und sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String
J

3-/. per lb.

TOHN WARNER and SONS, ?, Jcwin Crescent,
O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS.
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.
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r 'f cArriage, &c, not iododed in tb<«e prices.

•T. Tvi.or. A: Sos's Manufactory, Warwick Lu*, '

Street, London.
r

_ &

Brass Syringes, 9s. to lis.

All articles of John* Wakskb & Soks' manufac'nre may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or cou ltry, ai

the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists

for many years, know exactly tho requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as be could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to

himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective mad
hydraulic purposes, -whether to supply Gardens, He
Cottages, FarniSj Mansions, or Boards oi Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conserval s s, &c
Sheets of Engravings son: on a r.y'.i cation.

PRIZE MEDA L—1 S 5 1.

AT A VERY ECONOMICAL P. ATE.
SAMUEL CUNDY, JIason anJ Builder, P

Marble and Stone Works, BeUjrave Wharf, Lower Bel^nvc
Place, Pimlico, London.

Mai-ble Chimney-pieces manufactured byimproved machinery
The public are invited to view the stock, unequalled for quality

and price. A good Marble Chimney-piece for 40?. Marble Work
in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate for Halls, Dairies.

Larders. Ac. Circulars sent on application.

N.B. The "Royal Pine" Omnibuses pass the Works every

ten minutes from the Bank.

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GA"
'' • SYRINGE.—Small sixe, foe AdiUTa- use, 21s. *^£»
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KICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF-
CUTTING MACHINE.

All the various modern Iraplenieuts of Agriculture manufac-

tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

IJST* Catalogues Gr>tis.

N
IMPORTANT TO CROWERS OF ROSES.

EWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
GREEN FLY DESTROYER—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and

Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.

E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very

simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses

the Rose from that destructive insect the

Green-fly (or Aphis), without causing the

slightest injury to the bnd or foliage.

Trice 2s. 6cZ. each, or free by post, 3s. Gd.

N

MANUFACTUT1ED ET

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

m
Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers.

"Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, Id, Upper North

Place, Grav's Inn Road, London.

MILTON'S IMPROVED COTTAGE HIVE, I

price 1/. '2s. The only Beehives for which the Exhibition
j

Prize Medal ot'~lS51 was awarded, with all the latest improve-

ments to obtain pure honey without killing the bees; also every

kind ofPateut and Wooden Hives, Glasses, Feeders, &c.

" The Practical Bee Keeper," the most useful book of the day,

a complete Guide tc Bee-management, by John Milton ;
price 2s.

Likewise bis Illustrated Catalogue, price Hrf.; per post, 4d.

Beehive "Warehouse, 10, Great Marylebone Street, London.

eighbour's
8
Improved cottage bee-

hive, as originally introduced by Geokge Neiciibour

& Sons, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-

mometer, &c, price 35s.,

securely packed for the

country.
This unique hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid

;

its arrangements are so per-

fect, that the honey may he
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at

all injuring the bees.
Early applications, ad-

dressed to Geo. NEiGHBoun
& Sons, 127, High Holborn,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents:—Manchester, Hall & "Wilson, 50, King Street;

Liverpool, James Cutebert, 12, Clayton Square; Chester,

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastg ate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 1S6, Trongate Street; D ublin, J. Edmvjndson &Co.,
61, Dame Street.

IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES,
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY Budding's Patent.

T and H. FERRABEE,
° Phoenix Iron Works, near

Stroud, Gloucestershire.

COTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their

Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,

a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at

very low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstamls,

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-

tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.
Haud Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

-Garden Arcbes, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and bestWire for Strained Wire Fencing.

Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved
principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part

of the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may be

These are the only MOWING
MACHINES that can be used by
unskilled la-

bourers with

equal facility on
Lawns, Verges,

between Flower
beds,on Bowling
Greens, Cricket
and Pleasure
Grounds ; 4500
of them have
been sold.

Hand Machine, for One Man, cutting 16 inches wide £5 10s. Od.

Ditto for Two Men „ 22 ditto ... 6
Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 26 ditto ...SCO
Horse Machine „ 28 ditto ...11

Ditto „ 3G ditto ... 15

London Agency :—The Manager of the Agricultural Depart -

mcut, Baker Street Bazaar.

T7»OUNTAlNS, BASINS, VASES, STATUES,
JF FLOWER TRAYS, &c. in TERRA COTTA, by J. M.
Blashfield, Praed Street. Faddington.

«=^C^

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.
^THOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,
X Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

Johrfs Wood, London, begs respectfully to inform the nobility
gentry, and bis patrons generally, that he has entered into
arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the sole

disposal in London of their highly ornamental and very durable
Vases, Fountains, &c, samples of which may be seen at his
grounds hi the Garden Road, as above.

T. S. lias much pleasure in being the first to introduce to the
notice of the public a highly ornamental Vase, capable of resist-

ing the most severe weather, and at little more than half the cost

of any other possessing the same qua! ities ; and he has no hesita-

tion in Rtating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plants
cannot, b° mannficfiiH

C O TTA M &HALLEN ENGINEERS . FOUNDERS ETC

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 78, OXFORD STREET, LUIMJUJN.

A: SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Hand-glass Frames Garden Eueioes Flower Sticks
Game Netting - j)o. Syringes Garden Bordering
Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arcbes, &c.

IRON HTTEDLES, STRAINED -WIRE PENDING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EYERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL. CAST AND "WROUGHT IRON, AND "WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AID ENAMELLED MANGERS,

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Yases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

ICensal Green, Habruw Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention:

of the nobility and gentry to the veiy superior manner ia
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, GreerJ
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance o£j

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and!
R^ofa of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Chivrches,
Clmpels, Schools, Entrance Hallfc, Public Buildings, &c, heatedi
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers,
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged,

HORTICULTURE
'<

fe'* ALL
rV

/''• <'.-:.'', -- ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

™y>

1

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sivevarietyofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits,

affording both top

and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tiouand particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually-

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3*. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti- 1

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection 1

of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

GALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTING.-
Id. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-iuch
2-inch

ljj-inch

Ig-inch
lg-inch

strong
extra strong,,
light
strong „
extra strong,,

All the above can he made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one- '

fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d,
per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnard & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

IMPROVED MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINE.

i
.*, '•

.
"
--. fin

•'&&

A LEXANPER SHANKS and SON, Arbroath,
li Forfarshire, Inventors and Sole Manufacturers, respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to

this Improved Machine for Mowing and Rolling Lawns. The
Machine is in operation in the Royal Gardens at Windsor
Palace, Buckingham Palace, and at Oshorne, in the Botanical
Gardens at Kew, Regent's Park, Manchester, Sheffield, &c; at
Blenheim Palace, Trentham, Cleveden, Elvaston, Broadlands,
Woburn Abbey, Clumber, Lilleshall, Castle Howard, Shrubland,
Eridge Castle, Enville Hall, Tiptree Hall, Chatsworth, .and in

many other of the principal gardens in the kingdom as we'll as in

the United States, British America, and on the Continent, where
its merits have been fully proved, and its success established.

The machine is made to cut the breadth of 42, 30, 20, and
15 inches respectively, is exceedingly dnraMe, easily managed,
and adjusted to cut to the length required. The execution of the
work is far superior to what may be attained by the most skilful

mower, while at the same time a grpat saving of labour is effected,

and the turfmuch improved. By the largest machine a Scotch
acre may be mowed, rolled, and the Grass collected in one hour.

A. S. and Son have much pleasure in stilting that they have
made considerable improvements in their 15-inch or hand
machine this year, by which the draught is considerably lessened.
This machine combines all the merits and advantages of the
larger machines with firm and secure construction, and is

admirably adapted for borders and for lawns of no great exteut.

Alexander Shanks and Son also respectfully solicit notice

to "Fleming's Weeding or Salting Machine" for destroying
weeds in gravel walks, court-yards, drives, &c. This machine
is now in operation in many parts of England, where it has given
ample satisfaction as the best and most economical means of

thoroughly keeping down weeds or Moss.

Further particulars, with testimonials and prices, may be had
on application.
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CL/^SS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY Aifo C0. Huj.ply L'6-oz. KIIKKT GLASS,
oi Brltli li Mi rneturoiftl prlcon varyliiB fri m '<'. to 3d

per square foot, for tiro uBuftl Bize/i required,mam tin iinftnd fei t

Df which ore kopl ready prtcked for I mmcdlnto delivery

,

Llatu of Prlcofl iimi iCfltfmntfiF forwarded on application, for

PATKNT KOIKJII PLATX5,THICK CROWN OLAI B.OLAflfi

TILES arid SLATES, WATER-PIPES. PROPAtjATIr
GLA8I ES.OLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLABB,
OKNAMKNTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jamba Hetlkt & Co., 86, 8 olio Square, London*

See Oardemra1 Chronicle flrsl Bfttttrdny In oat h ra nt]

LETTERS
PATENT.

BY
ROYAL

&$$?*&& '--

'

rspHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS company.
Jl The Managers bog to Inform (ho Nobility antl Gentry,
Farmers, Gardenors, &o.,'tlmt their new Llitl of Prlcon may bo
IhuI free on application at tlio Company's DopOt, 2fl0, Oxford
Street, I ton.

PLATE, ciiOWN, dud SHEET WINDOW GLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE for Roofing Ci i

Bcrvittnrli'H, LI alls, and Public Buildings.

Coloured and Ornamontal Glass.

CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, ond
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-

head's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for I lairlc
, G

Iiouhgh, StabhsH, &o.\ GIuRsMillc 1'iiiin,jPalls. Tosts, and Men nri
;

Cn-nMi I'otH funi syphnnn; chimin, liutter Tests and ; labs; Tllca
ami Slates; Boo Hives, &o.

Aquariums, Fern Sliadcs, Propagating Glasses, Frull Pro-
tectoi'H, Prosorvo -Turn, Cucumber Tubes, Elond Llgbls, Flower
VaRcs, Labels, &c., and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,

Architectural, Domestic, Solentlflo, and Ornamental Glai a.

FOREIGN AhD En-GUSH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE)
87, BlSIIOfBGATIt Stiibbt, WlTlIOUT,

T MILUNGTON supplies tlio above SHEET
• GLASS In atiy size or Btibstance, packed In 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. 'Some nw uuppiiud io Mr, Rivers and Hie leading

men of this day. Reduced tariff, boxes Included. — Per ICO It.

in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4 '. In 12.*. Or*.

3
84
94
104
la
10
11
11
12
13
13
134

20 by "IS, 21 by "13, 22 by 13, 214 by 13*, 164 by 14}, 20 by 11
21 by 14, 20 by 16, at 18a. per 100 ieet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2^ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 84 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sbeet and Roueb, Tiles, Striking
and bee Glasses, Milk Fans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sbeet, White Lead, and Lead ripe. Faints, Colours,
ond Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be bad on application

Established more than 100 years.

41 7 M 6 ... 12

Bit B „ O ... 18

64 i) „ 1 ... 13 (',

74 10 „ 8 ... 13 <i

at 11 „ 9 ... 14
9 13 „ 9 ... 11

10 10* „ 10* ... 14
10 114 „ 10.4 ... ... 11
11 „ m n nj ... ... 14
11 12* „ n* - ... 14
11 134 „ in ... 14
12 13* „ 124 ... 10

134 14* „ 134 ... ... 16
13] ... 10 O

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS Attn Co. littve the pleasure to

^ hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

G by 4, and 0* by 44 £0 12s.0d.

7 „5, - 7J „ B,n u „
6 „ 6, — S* „ 6*/ U

9 „7, - 0* „ 71, 10 by 61 18
10 „ 7, 10 by 8 1

u io u

STOCK SIZES, in 10O feet hexes, from 10 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at 18s. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 2U. to S'd. | 21 oz. from 34rf. to i[d.

26oz. from BJrf. to74rf.

Sixteen-onnco Sheet Glass packed in eases of 200 feet, or
Crates of 300 feet. 2Jd. per loot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
PACTUEE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, TrtE SAME quality
as \vr surpLY io Mr. Kivers, and of various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

$ of an inch thick £1 17s. Gd. per case of 50

& „ 2 13,, 60

4 „ 1 17 6 „ 60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21.*. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Canroys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, "White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass "Warehouse, 116, Eishopsgate Street
Without. Ltndon.

rro BE SOLD, several Copper CONICAL BOILERS,
-a- with union joints and underwork complete.—For price, &c,
apply to Thomas Wkbb, Gardener, Beamburst Hall, Uttoxeter,
Staffordshire.

HOSE PIPING.
TO ENGINEERS, AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS,

SHIP CHANDLERS, AND FIRE BRIGADES.
WAITH MAN'S PATENT FLAX TUBING

(1 in. to 3 inclies in diameter) will sustain .1 greater pressure,
is lighter, less bulky, will wear longer, and is about 60 per cent,

cheaper than the leather hose pipe. Manufactured only bv
Watthman & Co., Benthato, Lancaster.

Inches in Diahetrr asd Price Per Yard.— J, lid.:

1, Is. Id.; 1£, ls.3d ; 1±, ls.7d.; If, ls,9J.; 2, 2s.: 2£. Ss.Srf.:

2$, 2s. Gd. ; 3, 2s. 9tf.

Testimonial from Mr. Wright, Lancaster.— 1 beg to inform yon
that I yesterday tested your piece of "2rV inch Patent Flax Tubing,
connected with the Lancaster Waterworks, in the presence oi

the Mayor, Mr. Kawlinson, Government Inspector, Professor
Owen, &c; The column of water at winch the tubing- was tried
was equal to 340 feet in height, or about 150 lbs, on the square
inch, and I have pleasure in stating that the hose sustained this
pressure most admirably.

Testimonial of Captain Martin, ofthe Great Britain Steam Ship.—
I have much pleasure in being able to tell you that your hose,
supplied to the Great Britain and other ships, is well worth the
attention of shipowners. It gives us great satisfaction.

Testimonialfrom Fbirbairn (ft Cto., ofLeeds.—We have tested your
lioso. 2J; inch in diameter, with the pressure of the Leeds Water-
works, and found it highly satisfactory.
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PERMANENT LABELS, snmples of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can bo sent, poBl paid, to any
part of the l nf led K ingdom. Also, Wholesslo and Retail Agents
for SA YNOR'S celebrated PRUN ING KNIV3 IS, used eiclusTvely
by the fust (jmd oners in II e United Kingd».nt.

DEANE, DRAY, & CO. (Opening to the Jlonnnicni), London
Bridge.
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Turfing Irons
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Water! 1

Weed n

YouiIik' Set of Tools

I^LKDEKS, STOVES, AND l'JUi^IliUx.S.—
* Bnyora of the above are requested, befi re finally deciding, to

visit W1M.IAM S. Riiuton's SHOW ROOMS, 89,

(corner of Newman Street), Nos. 1,2, and 3, Newman Street, and 4
and 5, Perry's Place. Theyarethe largest in the world, an I

Biicb an a.ssnriment of FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES, FIRE-
IRONS, and»GENERAL IRONMONGERY ms cai

approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of
design, or exqulsiteness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with
bronzed ormEnaents and two sets of bars, 2?. lis. to 51. lOi
with ormolu ornaments and two Bets of bars, 5/. Ws. to 12*. 12s.;

Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, from 7s. to 31.; Steel
Fenders from 2/. 15s. to Gl.\ ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from 27.15s. to 7/. 7s.; Fire-irons from ls.Qd. the f?ct to 41. As.

Sylvester and all other Patent Stoves, with radio ting hearth plates.

All which he is enabled to sell at these very reduced charges,
1st,—From the frequency and extent of his purchases; and,
2dlv,—From those purchases boJng made exclusively for cash.

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—William S.
Buuton has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devote^ exclu-

sively to the DISPLAY of PATHS nnd TOILETTE WARE,
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to tlio public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make bis establishment the most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 75. cnl.: Pillar

Showers, 37. too'.; Nursery, 15s. to 32s.; Sponging, 1?

Hip, 14s. to 81*. (V. A large assortment 01" Gas Furnace, I

Cold Plunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Wore
in great variety, from 15s. Gd, to 45s. the Set of Three.

^HE BEST SHOW of IRON BEDSTEADS
-L in the Kingdom is William S. Burton's.— He lias two
very Large Rooms, devoted to the exclusive show
and Brass Bedsteads nnd Chile:. ith appropriate
Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, 18s. ; Port-

able Folding Bedsteads from 12s. Gd.\ Patent Iron Bedsteads,
fitted with dovetail joints and pater.: m 17$, Gd.; and
Cots from 20s. each; handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great variety, from 2?. 13.'. Gd. to 157. 15s.

OAPIER MACHE and IRON TEA-TRAYS.—An
« assortment o{ Tea Trays and Waiters wholly unprecedented,
whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.

New oval Papier Wache Trays,
per set of three from 20s. to 10 guineas.

Ditto, Iron ditto from 13s. to 4 guineas.
Convex shape, ditto from .

:

. G \

Round and Gothic Waiter?. Cake and Bread Baskets eqnallvlow.
William S. Burton* has SIXTEEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS,

all communicating, exclusive of the Shop, devoted solely 10 the
show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY in-

cluding Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and Japanned Wares,
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so arranged an
6ed that purchasers may easily and at or.ee make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every article not appro'

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1. 2. and
3. Newman Street: and 4 \- 5. Perry's Place.

^/

lETCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO/S OAT!
* and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tal

Price Gd. each: This soap will be found the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It pi

the hands from chapping, and renders tlio skin sc

aole.—Sold wholesale and retail by the inveutors and s le

facturers. Metcalfe, BrsGLET, & Co.. Brushmakers and Per-
fumers to II.R.H. Princ 30n and 131, Oxford Street

Caution'.—To prevent fraud, each tablet bears the registered

mark and the names and address of the inventors, asal

METCALFE'S ALKALINE TOOTH POWDER
The above may be obta -'table Chen::;

fumers, &c. -

'

DORKING FOWLS.
TO BE SOLD, a COCK and SEVEN HENS of a
* favourite breed.—For price, &c, address P. L .

Of^r" r.Mrb

/ MJLDJiN 6r"A>GLED HAMBVRGHS. — Eggs
vU" (fresh) from first rate Birds, at 10s. per set of 13.—A-iireiS
Mr. John Comptox. Portchesier. Farebam. Hants.

OKKING BLUE MOTTLED KOWLS' EGGS
12s. per dozen. Took first Prize at Brighton Exhibition

of three counties, 1S54.—Address Mr. Er>. Hexdex, Beehive Inn.

Dorking, Surrey.
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TO FLOPI5TS AND CARD€NtRf.

TO BE SOLD, A GREAT BARGA1 , by t»Jcu>-

Uon or privrnte b
Fuchsias, Ros*n, Verbena*. l>

santl * mama, Hollybocks, C

and a general fjood ill Inn "it not In lb<

trade; consisting of a v^rr lar^-

Forcing and Propagating Hooses, I

wiib nil sorts ol 1

and a good supply of Water; Ground well laid-vjt ; aad il«> a
good lot of Fruit Trees In fall ben:

N.B. Situated in Surrey, about 1 m Loodoa, ad*
joining a railway station, and within half market
town; a good Dwelling House upon the premi***, can be taken
by year or lease.

Dahlias from 3f. to 6*. per doz.; good sort* and slrc-ng plants.

Fuchsias ,, ' „
Verbenas „ 4s. to 6*. „
Pinks, Picot* 1

A good a .- to Mr.Hook,
21, Brudinell Place, W
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THE FORWARDEST TURNIP KNOWN.
SUTTON'S EARLY SIX WEEKS' TURNIP

should now be sown for feeding off early. Excellent new
seed Is. 2d. per lb., 6s. per gallon, or 42s. per bushel. Mr. T.
Hickman, of Brirupion House, near Newbury, in a letter dated

February 1, says :

—

" I must mention the Six W«ktf Turnip as the lest sort I 7tave

. ever seen/or earliest and latest sowings. I have grown them several

years, and have invariablyfound them to produce more feed in less

time t7tan any other Turnip. I have had them after Wheat of a
good size, tcithin six iceeJcsfrom the time of sowing."

N.B. Carriage free, except parcels under 20s. value.

Address, J. SunOS & Sons, Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

Swedish— Per lb--s. d.

Lothian Purple top 1 9

Green-top 1 9
Laing's Purple-top 1 9
Skirviugsdo 1 9
Matson's do 1 9
Fettercaim Green-toD .. 1 9
White-fleshed 1 9

Red— Round, or Norfolk 9
Tankard 10
Globe 9

„ "Woolton (snperior
variety) 9

Geeek—Globe, improved 9
Round, or Norfolk 9
Tankard ... 10

"White—Globe 9
Do. Pomeraio, trite 10
Round, or Norfolk -9

Sis-week, or Stubble .. -Q 10
Tankard 10

QUTTON'S LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE
O TURNIP, the largest and heaviest cropper in cultivation,

well adapted for sowing after Vetches, and the main winter crop.

This Turnip endured the drought of last summer better than any
other, and those crops which were sown later stood the severe

winter remarkably well. Price Is. 2rf. per lb., also Pomeranian,
"White Globe, Green Globe, Yellow Aberdeen, Skirving's Purple

Top, Yellow Bullock, Orange Jelly, Skirving's Swede, Hardy
Green-top Swede, and Ashcroft Swede.

Lowest cask prices per lushel may oe had on applica-

tion post free. Address,
Scttos & Sons, Seed Growers, Heading.

N.B. No Agents appointed.

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED TURNIP SEEDS.
"TV" SKIRTING, Queen Square, Liverpool, begs to
t t • acquaint his friends and the public that he has fixed, the

price of his TURNIP SEEDS for the season, as follows :

—

SKIRVING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TURNIP, at Is. 9d. per lb.

IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP YELLOW BUL-
LOCK TURNIP, at Is. 2d, per lb.

All other kinds of Turnip and Agricultural seeds in general, of
the most select description, at moderate prices. A remittance, or
reference from unknown correspondents, is respectfully requested
to accompany orders. W. S. has no agent in town or country.
Liverpool. Mav. 1S55.

TURNIP SEEDS, ETC.
PETER LAWSON and SON Seedsmen to the

Queen and to the Highland Agricultcbal Society, beg
leave to intimate that they are sending out the following
TURNIP SEEDS, for which they respectfully solicit orders.
They are all of the most approved kinds of last year's growth:—

SELECT STOCKS.
Yellow— s. d.

Bullock, Green-top ... 1

„ Pflrple-top ... 1

Gordon of Ayrshire,
Green-top 1

Gordon of Aberdeen-
shire, do 2

Hood's Imperial, do. ... 1

LaurencekirkTankard,do.2
Cambridgeshire do. do. 2
Skirving's Purple-top
Yellow Bullock ... 1 2

Border Imperial Purple-
top do 1 2

Dale's Hybrid 1

TweeddalePurple.top Yel-
low Bullock 2

Cruicksfield Green - top
Hybrid, new (between
Swede Turnip and Kohl
Rabi) 3 6

27, Great George Street, "Westminster.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
TOHN SHARPE (late of Sleaford), Seed Grower
*J and Merchant, Bardney, is now sending out, of the purest
and best selected stocks, Permanent Grass Mixture, 20s. per ,

acre; Upland Sheep Walk, 20s. per acre; Field or Lawn Mix-
|

tures, 9d. per lb.> Improving Mixtures for old Swards.
CLOVERS.—Red, English, Dutch, German, French, 6s. to Ss.

per stone; White, Ss. to 10s. per stone; Italian Rye-grass, finp,

imported, 6s. to 7s. per bushel; Perennial Rye-grass, 25s. to 35s.

per quarter ; Mangold "Wurzel, Sd. per lb., or 7s. per stoue.

TURNIPS.—Skirving's and Purple-top Swedes, transplanted,
and of the purest characters, Is. 3d. per lb., or 60s. per bushel of
50 lbs.; White Globe or Round, Sd. per lb., or 30s. per bushel of
50 lbs.; Green Globe or Ban-el, Sd. per lb.; White and Red
Tankards, Lincolnshire Red Globe or Round, Early Sixweeks,
Yellow Aberdeen, Orange Jelly, and other yellow-fleshed kinds.
Rape Seed or Cabbage Cole, 3s. Gd. per peck, or 12s. per bushel.
"White Mustard, Spring Tares, &c.
For quantities, Purchasers treated with liberally.

Attendance at Sleaford, Market Rasen, Boston, Louth, Lincoln,
and Horncastle, on market days.

Bardney Hall, near Lincoln, May, 1855.

NEW BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS
OFFEBED BY

JOHN SCOTT, of the Merriott Nurseries, Crew-
*-* kerne, Somerset.
VERBENA MISS LUCY.—A beautiful pink, with large truss,

and a fine bedder.

„ DAVIESL—A first-rate variety, like Mrs. Mills,
but large truss, and fine bedder.

., GENERAL PELISSIER.—Dark plum, very large,
flat truss, finer in all its qualities than Andrew.

„ ADMIRAL LY'ONS.- Light lilac, dark eye, extra
large and fine.

„ CERISE UNIQUE (Stewart's).— A splendid
cherry- coloured flower, the finest of its class;
2s. Gd. each, or the set for 10s.

PETUNIA EMPEROR NAPOLEON.— Large, smooth dark
crimson flower, with violet throat, the finest crim-
son yet raised, should be in every garden where
a fine crimson bed is wanted.

„ EMPRESS EUGENIE.—Bright ruby crimson, and
peach, well worthy a place by the side of the
Emperor ; 3s. each, or 5s. the pair.

PELARGONIUM TRIANGULARE.—An interesting and rare
species, of a climbing habit, will grow several feet in a year,
aud produces an abundance of beautiful and curious flowers,

unlike any other species of this beautiful and numerous family;
it is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and will form a fine

pillar in the flower garden during summer; 10s. Gd. each. One
over to the trade when three are ordered.

RHODODENDRON GIBSONI.—The most beautiful white
flowering kind in existence, far surpassing the "White Azalea
in size and form of its flowers; is perfectly hardy, having stood
the test of last winter unharmed in small pots, the severest
test a plant can have; Is. 6d. to 5s. each. Also,

LUPINUS CALIFORNICUS.—A beautiful and new tree Lupin,
with flowers like a Laburnum, and sweet scented; 5s. each. And

ALONSOA VvARSCZEYVICZI 12s. per dozen ) Two
SABBATIA CAMPESTRIS 12s. „ /gems.

J. S. would call attention to his List of Bedding Plants in
to-days Chronicle, and begs to say that he has still left many
thousands; hut these are being rapidly sold off, so that early
application is necessary to procure fine plants.

J. S. has also now saved his Cineraria Seed from a splendid
collection of flowers of unsurpassed beauty, and offers the
same at Is. Gd. per packet, post free. Now is the best time to sow
to obtain large plants for winter and spring flowering.—May 26.

GRASS AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS.
rpHOMAS GIBBS and CO., the Seedsmen to the
-*- Royal Agricultural Society of England, beg to inform their
friends and agriculturists generally that they are now prepared
to supply the undermentioned in any quantities required.

Mixtures of Grass Seeds for laying down land to permanent
Pasture and Meadow ; Irrigation or "Water Meadow Mixtures;
Upland Sheep Walk Mixtures; Park and Field Lawn Mixtures;
Reuovatiug Mixtures for old Swards; Garden, Lawn, or Grass-
plot Mixtures; various Permanent Grass Seeds supplied sepa-
rately to order; Mixtures for one year's lay, do. for two* or three
years' lay (commonly called "seeds")-

CLOVERS. -Red or broad leaved, white or Dutch, Red Suckling,
Alsike or Hybrid, Trefoil, Cow Grass or Perennial.

RYE-GRASSES.—Italian (very fine), Annual, improved Peren-
nial, and other kinds.

CARROTS.—Largo White Belgian, large field Altringham,
Yellow Belgian, long Orange or Surrey.

PARSNIPS.— Gibbs' large Guernsey Cattle, common large.

MANGOLD WURZELS.—Long Red, Orange or Yellow Globe,
Red Globe, long Yellow.

CABBAGES.- Large Dnimhead Cattle, Thousand beaded.

TURNIPS.—Purple-top Swedes, Green-top Swedes, Skirving's
Swedes, Green-top Yellow Hybrid, Red-top Yellow Hybrid,
lobes or Rounds, Tankard's sorts, Kohl Rabi.

Lucerne, Broom, Furze or Gorse, Field Parsley, Rape, Seed
Barley sorts, "Wheat sorts, Rye, Sainfoin, Tares, White Mustard,
White Silesian Beet, Peas/ Potatoes, and all other seeds for

the farm.

KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS, including all

the new and most approved varieties. Assortments made up
to suit different sized gardens, or to any given amount.

Priced Lists of both Agricultural and Garden Seeds sent free

by post on application to Thojias Gibbs & Co., Corner of Half-
Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

BEDDING PLANTS.
T WOOD and SONS have a Large Stock of Esta-" • Wished BEDDING PLANTS, including Scarlet and other
Geraniums, Calceolarias, Verbenas, Petunias, Heliotropiums,
Ageratums, Salvias, Gaillardias, Double Seuecio, &c. &c, at 3s.
per dozen. Also a large variety of Pompone and large flowering
Chrysanthemums, selection left to ourselves, at 4s. per dozen.
Strong Rollisson's Unique Geraniums, 9s. per dozen.

Address, Nursery Place, Old Kent Road, and Bowyer Place,
Camberwell.

NEW ROSES FOR ]

of the following 12 New
for packing.

Madame Theodore.
Beauts de Lyonnais.
Comtesse Vailliant.
Madame de Cambaceres.
Madame Vidot.
Prince de la Moskowa.
Apply to J. and S. Feaser

Essex.

855.—Strong flowering Plants
Perpetual Rcses for 3?. No charge

Jules Margottin.
Salet(Moss).
Madame Place.
Panache" d'Orleaus.
Souvenir de Leveson Gower.
Madame Domage.

Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road,

NEW AND CHEAP FIRST-RATE
SHOW AND BEDDING PLANTS.

The Cheapest Establishment in the Kingdom is at

HENRY WALTON'S, Florist, &c, Edge End,
Marsd'en, near Burnley, Lancashire, where there are pro-

pagated annually for sale from 20,000 to 30,000 plants, which, for

cheapness and quality, are not to he equalled, being robust and
healthy.

GERANIUMS.—Strong blooming plants, of varieties of 1S53,
such as Empress, Carlos, Neatness, Glow-worm, &c., 25s. per
dozen; older show varieties, 9s., 12s., and 15s. per dozen; 25 for

20s. ; 50 for 30s., good plants.

FUCHSIAS, new varieties of last season, Gs. to 9s. per dozen.

CINERARIAS, choice varieties, such as Advancer, Etoile de
Vaise, Empress, &c, 10s. Gd. per dozen; older varieties, good
show kinds, 3s. Gd. per dozen.

TANSIES, 12distinct fine show varieties, 6s.; 25 fine vars., 12s-

VERBENAS, new varieties of last season, 4s. to 6s. per dozen*

DAHLIAS, all the leading show kinds of last season, 9s. to

12s. per dozen; older varieties 4s. Gd. to 6s. per dozen, extra

strong plants.

Bedding Plants, including Scarlet and other Geraniums
Salvias, Heliotropes, &c, equally cheap.

ACHIMENES.—Carl Walforfh, Is. Gd.; Cherita, 2s.; Louis
Van Houtte, Is.; Gigantea, 5s.; Madame Randatler, 5s.; Mr.
Parparet, Is. ; Sir Traherne Thomas, Is., or the lot post free for

14s. ; fine older kinds, 6s. per dozen.
GLOXINIAS, choice varieties, Is. 6d. to 3s. Gd. each.

H. W.'s Spring List may be had for one penny stamp.
It is respectfully requested that all Orders be accompanied with

a Post-office Order, payableat Marsdeu, Lancashire, unless a refer-

ence is given. Orders to the amount of 25s. paid to Liverpool,

Manchester, Leeds, and Preston; 2?. and upwards free to Bir-

mingham and Carlisle ; and the like distance, or more distant,

extra plants gratis.— Edge End, Marsden, May 26.

]\/{ ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to
Xv-L announce that their new Spring CATALOGUE for 1S55
will be sent post free on application, and for 12 postage stamps a
beautiful coloured plate representing the following choice
plants :

NEW SCARLET VERBENA—" MRS. WOODROFFE ,r

A RTHUR HENDERSON and Co. can now supply
-fA fine strong plants of this very fine 'new Scarlet Verbena,
4 to 6 inches high, with numerous side branches, and all well
hardened, fit for immediate plantiug out, at the following reduced
prices, viz.:-

t piant u ^
12 Plants 12
25 Plants 22
50 Plants 40
100 Plants 70

Specimens of blooms can he sent per post in tin cases (on receipt
of 6 Postage Stamps) to those who are desirous of seeing and
judging for themselves of the merits of this splendid variety.

Pine Apple Place, EdgwareRoad, May 26.

Acbiraenes Amhroise Verschaf-
felt.

Acacia Drummondi micro-
pbylla.

Boronia Drummondi.
Bouvardia longiflora.

Delphinium Hendersoni.
Genetyllis macrostegia (fuchs-

ioides).

Fuchsia Queen Victoria.
Mrs. Story.

Prince Albert.

Mr. Andrews, the first floricultural artist of the day, has had
the getting up of this plate, so that full reliance may be placed
on the correctness of the flowers represented and the superior
style of the colouring.

Description and Price of the following New Plants will be seen
on reference to the Catalogue.

Fuchsia Queen Victoria.

„ Prince Albert.

„ Water Nymph.
„ Rafiaelle.

„ Rouge et Blanc.

„ Miellezi.

„ Dominiana.
„ Maid of Kent.

Geranium Rubens (bedding?.

„ Virginium.
,, Masterpiece.

: , Rose d'Amour.
Calceolaria Surprise.

„ Purity.

„ Maggiore.

„ Norma.
„ Vezzosa.

ii
Ajax.

iiydrangeahortensisfiorepleno.

Lychnis Sieholdi.

Veronica imperial blue.

„ Andersoni fol. variegata.

Begonia prestoniensis superba.
Lobelia Antwerpiensis.

Fuchsia Empress Eugenie.

„ Lady of the Lake.
„ Snowdrop.
„ Mrs. Story.

„ Princess of Prussia.

„ Souvenir de la Reine.

,, Climax.
Geranium Favourite (bedding).

„ Silver Queen.
„ Pretty Polly.

„ Quercifolium eximium.
„ Glow-worm.

Calceolaria Brunettia.

„ Corregio.

„ Minnie.

„ Red Rover.
Wildfire.

Phlox Queen Victoria.

Tyrethrum Delhayi.

„ Duchesse de Brabant.
Achimeues Hendersoni.

„ gigantea,
Scutellaria villosa.

Verbena la Deese, aud others
recommended.

KOGERS'S SEED DEPOT and (GARDENERS'
REGISTRY OFFICE, Clock House, Chelsea.—A fine

collection of PERENNIAL and BIENNIAL Flower Seeds,
includiog choice Gerauiuui, Primula, Calceolaria, Cinceraria, &c.
for June Sowing.

TO SELLERS OF FLAX SEED AND PURCHASERS
OF FLAX STRAW.

MR. W. CALDECOTT, late of Frating Lodge,
Colchester, and now Old Chariton, Kent, begs to inform

the struggling English Farmers that he, Mr. C, has at length
fixed upon a site and machinery for the much wanted and talked
of FLAX FACTORY, and is a buyer of any kind of Flax Straw
at liberal prices, adjusted by length and strength ; that now is the
time for sowing this valuable crop in their clean fallows at two
bushels per acre, so as to ensure a TURNIP CROP the same
year; and that he is a seller of first-rate seed grown by himself
(free from foreign Dedder and other rubbish), once from Riga,
at 10s. per bushel, exclusive of sacks.—Apply early, as the-

quantity is limited.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, la, Gd.

per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to any of the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Peat and
Loam of various qualities. Sacks 2s. each.

Kkkxard Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

HOW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES
BY HUNDREDS.—A Method will be forwarded with

instructions for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy the above
vermin quickly and without trouble. 1000 acres may be cleared
for a few shillings.

Gilbert Dyson'. Hop, Rochester.

T INGHAM BROTHERS, No. 170, Hampton Street,
-Lj Birmingham, sole Manufacturers of the improved "WOOD
and ZINC MONOGRAPH, or LABELS for Garden Borders,
Flower-pots, &c, in boxes of ICO each. The Zinc Labels ase
highly approved of for their lasting durability, can be written
upon with the greatest ease, aud when dry a permanent inscrip-

tion is secured. Directions are sent with each box, including a
bottle of metallic ink.—Sole Agents in London, Messrs. Deane,
Dkat & Co., Horticultural Implement Warehouse, 46, King
Wi]!i:nn Stn-.-'r. London Bridge. __
p HEAP WIRE GAME & POULTRY NETTING.

Wide. Mesh. Plain. Galvanised..
2-1 inches by 2 inches ... 3d. to 4d. per yard. ... 6d. per yard.
36 „ ' 2 „ ... Gd. penard. ... 9d. „
48 „ 2 „ ... 9d. „ ... Is. „

Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3d. per square foot, made
to any size. This article is shown at the Sydenham Exhibition,
where it is much admired.—W. Cullixgford, 1, Edmund Ter-
race, Ball's Pond Road, near the Gate, Iviiigsland.

Chrysanthemum Hermine, Bole, and others recommended.
May 26th. ___^_

NOTICE.
<:ry WHOM THIS ADVERTISEMENT MAY

-* CONCERN."—The undersigned having a-very extensive

connection amongst Noblemen, Gentlemen, their Gardeners,
Market Gardeners, and Amateur Growers throughout the country
(Lancashire and Cheshire especially), also a shipping connection

on an. extensive scale amongst the principal leading shipping
firms in Liverpool to all Parts of thcGlobc, will in conjunction

with his other business underiake an Agency on Commission or

otherwise for the sale of such goods of the very First Class only,

as his position and connections would We most likely to effect

readily the sale of. His having an establishment of many years'

standing in the midst of the daily resort of Gentlemen, Gardeners-,

and Agriculturists, and also g'hipstores situated immediately
opposite the principal Docks in Liverpool, where vessels of the

largest tonnage sail almost daily to America, Australia, the

Crimea, and other parts of the world, offers facilities for the Sale

of Genuine Goods rarely to be met with.- Apply, stating terms
and description of goods, &c, to George Tat lob, jun., Fruit

Salesman, St. John's Market, Liverpool. References of the

highest class furnished.

RIPE FRUIT, STRAWBERRIES, AND SEED BEDS..

^TEW TWINE NETTING (Tanned if required),
^ 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, Gd. per yard;

4 yards wide, Sd. p^r yard. Half-inch MESH do., 2 vards wide,
Sd. per yd.- The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NETTING,
76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds, wasps,
flies, &c, from fruit trees, flower, or seed beds, 4^d. per square
yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, Hd. per yard

;

4 or 6 yards wide, 3d. per yard, at W. Cullingford's, 1, Edmund"
Terrace, Ball's Pond, London.

Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

'PANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
-*~ Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of
fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 vards, 50s. Scrim
Canvas, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southward; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

PARK-FENCING, Barns, all Outside Wood and
Iron Work,—The best and cheapest preservative is Messrs.

MITCHELL'S ANTISEPTIC MINERAL BLACK PAINT.
Sold ready for use, 17s. Gd. per cwt. Used largely, now and for

many years past b)" the West India Dock Company, for Fencing,
Lock-gates, Barges, &c. Recommended to the nobility and gentry,
stewards, land-agents, &c. Allowance on large orders.—Manu-
factory, Kennington Lane, Lambwih, London.

rpRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
X TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,
BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both
in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Tbeloas, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,

London.

Printed hy William Bradbury, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in the Pari&li

of St. Pancras, and Frederick Moli-ett Evanb, of No. 37, Victo»it
Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret ami St. John, Westminster, botb iD
tbe County of Middlesex, Printers, at ibeir Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of Wbitclriais.in the City of London; and published by them
at the Office, No. b. Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent
Garden, in tbe said County, where all Advertisements and Communications
are to be Adjirbsbed to inn Editor.— Saturday, May £6, 1855.
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IITOHTICULTUHAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
* I THE BEOOND si m.mi.i; MEETING will lake placo

nt the Soololy's House, 21, Regonl StWat, on TUESDAY; Juno 5,
limn 12 to B Pjg.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON—
NO'l'lCE 13 HEREB1 GIVEN, that Hie NEXT

EXHIBITION of FLOWEES mid FRUIT; In tlio S0CIET1 'S
GARDEN, will take place on WEDNESDAY, Juiio 20, al 2 im.

Tickets, prlco 5s. each, enn bo procured at tlii.i Office, upon pre-
senting the onlin- of a Follow ; or on tho day ol the meeting, nt
Tin-nlnim Green, price 7.*. 6d. oach.
PRIVILEGE OF FELLOWS. -Each Fellow of tho Society

lias free pcrsomil admission to those Exhibitions without a
Ticket. A Follow may also nerKonally introduce a friend with
an Admission Ticket at half-past Twelve, at Ciato No. i, in tho
Duke of Devonshire':) Road; or, if unable to nttcud personally,
tho privilege may bo transferred to a brother, sister, son,
daughter, father, mother, or wife, residing in the Fellow's house,
provided tho person to whom tho transforms made bo furnished
with m Ticket signed jjjr that Fellow.—al, Rogont Streot, London.

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTUKAL
J-V, SOCIETY. Under tlio Patronage of Her Most Gracious
Majesty the Queen.—The SECOND EXHIBITION of the
Season will be held in (lie ROYAL CREMORNE GARDENS,
Chelsea, on THURSDAY, the Mth of June, 1855 (open to all
Exhibitors), when Prizes will bo awarded for the following pro-
ductions, viz., Colleotionsof Miscellaneous Plants, Pelargoniums,
Fancy Pelargoniums, Cane Heaths, Orchideous Plants, Variegated
Plants, Roses in Pols. Specimen Plants, Cut Roses, and Pinks.
Also extra Prizes offered- by. Members for Pelargoniums, &c.

Lists of Prizes and the Rules of the Exhibition may be
obtained at the Royal Cromoine Gardens, and of the Secretary,

John Taylor Neville.
Ebenczer House., I'erkli ; rrroy

jMOUNTY of GUUH 10SV 5LTENHAM
V; ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIHTY.
NOTICE.—The SECOND EXHIBITION of tho season will

lie held at the lim-al Old Wells, Cheltenham, on WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY, June 6 and 7. Schedules and every informa-
tion on application to IIkxky Cochrane, Sec.

11, Colonnade, Cheltenham.
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IMPORTED ITALIAN UYE-GRASS.— In con-
1 scquonco of the sdarplty of this article, Thomas v.

has imp,,! us] an additional supply per Tilm steamer arrl
week. Price to tho trado on appli,

2, St. George's Crescent. Liverpool, dune 2.
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Geraniums, FucliBiaOj Dahli
Bedding Plants, &c , containing new and popular
may be bad on application.

EXHIBITION OF TULIPS.

HENRY GROOM, Clapham Rise, near Loudon, by
appointment Florist to Urctt Majesty, respectfully an-

nounces tunt bis EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF TULIPS
is now in flower, and may bo viewed every day from 9 o'clock

until i) (Sundays fxerpt.'d \ Admittance l.«. ; oliildren luilf priro

"GREAT EXHIBITION" OF AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER begs to nnnounce that his un-

rivalled collection of Hardy, Scarlet, and other RHODO-
DENDRONS, is now on view at tho Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, London. Orders of admission are granted
gratuitously by Fellows of the Society. The Plants at the
I\ursery are coming finely iuto bloom, and will contiuue in per-
fection throughout the mouth of June.— The American Nursery,
Bagshot, Surrey. June 2.

WOODLANDS NURSERY, ISLEWORTH.
7 OHN DOBSON and SON be* to anuouuee that the
O FOURTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of their unequalled
Collection of Pelargoniums, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, Pansies, &c,
will be held on Thursday next, June 7, 1S55, from One o'clock

till dusk. The Band of the Royal ITor6c Guards Blue will attend.
Admission free, by tickets only, which may be had on applica-

f J6n. Trains leave Waterloo Sta tion for.lsleworth every hour.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape GUrdener,
Wakefield;

"

*** Plans and Estimates furnished.

ILLIAM M ASTERS a n d S O N,
Landscape Gardeners, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.W

DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener,
Garden Architect, and Contracting Planter, Stowe,

Buckingham. Now is the time to prepare for planting in Sep-
tember, October, and November.

JOHN HARRISON, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
t' Florist, Landscape Gardener, &q.
' Plans and Estimates furnished; Experienced Gardeners
recommended ; also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting
f, u- Under Gardeners' Situations.—Darlington, June 2.
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Choice Fai c and 1
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MESSRS. J. and II. BROWN Will forward to my
part of the kingdom the following 00 various CHOICE

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, one ofa sort . .

12 Orchidea plants, choice species
24 choice Fuchsias, line prove v

Azaleas Greenhouse varicib
25 hardy Belgian Azajeas,

4)
12

12s. to 18
.. 20

... 305. to 40100 best BeddingPlani-i
100 choice
100 various plants, Sti I. i I Hardy. Trice and
Catalogue, on applic Mi a,

Albion Nni^. rv. Stoke ' :Lne 2.

' MEW PLANTS.
AVERSCHA L F K LT, ;a.n, Ghent

• (Belgium), is now sending out bis following New Plants

:

Achimeues Ambroiso Versehaffelt Bs.Od.

„ Docteur Hopf S
„ Edouard Otto 4
„ Edmond lioissicr 8

Tydffia Warscewiczi ...15 ,

Rhododendron Prince CamilledeRobanfquitehardy) 16

All the above Plants are figured in Yi-.rsciiaftf.i.t's " Illustra-
tion Horticole," which can be seen at Mr. R. Silbe^bad's, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London.

HI
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ready, and

bad it Ufd.
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.
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ramacr. and * ill i'-iv: Um

CHARLES TURNER beKs to intimate that his

New SPRING CATALOGUE is now ready, and contains
descriptive lists of

—

Dahlias, |Carnations, Scarlet and Horse-
Fancy Dahlias, Ptcotees, shoe Geraniums,
Cinerarias, Pinks, Delphiniums,
Verbenas, Pansies, Mimulns,
Fuchsias, Auriculas, Pentstemons,
Hollyhocks, Shrubby Calceo- Petuhias,
Chrysanthemums,

I
larias, Bedding Plants, &c,

including several new Dahlias, new Yerbcnas, new White
Bedding Calceolarias. *tc, offered for the first time. Can be had
on application.—Royal Nursery,_Slongh.

NEW SC^kLtT C

JOHN B1 TCI1B

far super!

diato Bidding.

THE PAK,~

Mock
pot«, flp .!

-

- -

*. -

culars m.-*" b-

Exeter Nursery

ENCL'SH CROWN R^ ^£EO
CHARLES SHAKPE a^d ( c^raiuM the

Trade th*t they can r~.:

prices and samples forwarded on ar-rLcttioa.

Ut' .Nur>erv ani .-

SKlRVITslG'S IMPROVED TUR
\\f SKIRVING, Queen Square. Liverpool.
» » • acquaint bis friends - iNic that be baa fix

price ofhis TURNIP SEEDS for the m*Moo. »•

SKIRTING'S IMPROVED SWEDE TU:
IMPROVED PURPLE-TOP YELLOW BUL-

LOCK TURNIP, at U.SdLperlb.
All other kinds of Tamip and Agricolmral **tr

-

the most select descript

reference from unknown correspondents, is respectfully rrqvesSed
to accompany orders. W. S. has no agent in town or o: .

Liverpool, Jane, JS55.

TF. WINSTANLEY'S BEDDING PLANT LIST
* is now ready, and can be had on application, or free on

post.—2S. Market Place, Manchester. ^^^

K BRYAN begs leave to offer his fine Seedling
• PANSY" UNIQUE, it being the finest yellow Pansy

ever yet offered to tho public. It is a remarkably stroug
grower, and will prove a great favourite for years to come, on
account of its fine appearance in the garden, and as a show
flower it is unequalled,

Mr. Turner's opinion of it in " The Flor/,:
" /or Dccemlcr last:—

" R. Bryan (Wbitton Unique), ft rich yellow, with large dark
eye, shape and substance good, also smooth on the edge; if as
good in spring as it is in autumn i: is both first rate and the
best of its class."

Good plants of the above first-rate Pansy are now ready, and
wljl be sent free by post at 5s. per plant, Post-office orders
payable at Hounslow.—Wbitton, near Hounslow, Middlesex,

NOTTING HILL. KENSlNCTCN.
WTOWNSENDhavhiga large stockof BEDDING

• PLANTS, consisting of Verbenas, Heliotropes, Fuchsias,
Calceolarias, Lobelias, Petunias, &c, Ac, is enabled to supply
stroug plants in 4-inch pots at 1L per 100, delivered free at any
ot" tho London Railways, packiug not included.

BEDDING PLANTS.
J WOOD and SONS have a Lar*e Stock of E=ta-

• blisbed BEDDING PLANTS, including Scailet and other
Gerauiums, Calceolarias, Verbenas. Petunias, Heliotropiums,
Ageratums, Salvias, Gaillardias, Donble Senecio, &c &c , at 3s.

per dozen. Also a large variety of Pompone and large flowering
Chrysanthemums, selection left to ourselves, at 4s. per dozen.
Strong Rollissou's Unique Geraniums, ?;-. per dozen.

Address, Nursery Place, Old Kent Road, and Bowyer Place,
Oamberwflll.

STRONG BEOCING AND OTHER PLANTS.
Fand A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-

• mentioned is uow ready, and maybe had, post tree, oe

application:—Antirrhinums, Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-

niums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, Pentstemons, Chry-
santhemums, Mimulus. Salvias, Lobelias, ic. Climbers in variety:

also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse Plants. Tiiey have
now in bloom Verbenas, Fuchsias, spotted Calceolarias, Cactus,

Geraninms, Nerium splendens, Hydrangea horteasi.. Mignonette

&c. The Trade supplied.—Dulwicb, Surrey, June 2.

8£DDINC PLANTS.—At j'.^i pee Doz.

JOHN SCOTT, HerrioU I r

Somerset (established 172S). has nearly 2
ready to be sent out. Post-office Or-

(Baskets and Package at ;: . zser and net
returnable.)
200 Sorts of the besJ

'
as.

do. Scarlet :^ms*
Variegated leaved di

100 do. Fuchsia, all the

24 do. Petunias: with A. .

Also the beuuifal vhite
Pvre;hram.

-.the price wiD be t»

per dozen : but if only C^lceolar i-e o?4ered

thev will be 4<- per co»n. Gat*] ^

arranged in -

stamp. Parties requiring large quantities can have dxn in

te hy agreement.

SPLEND D NEW GERANIUM.
DENNIS'S ALMA, the vtr; Bx

Habit. vc~ -
'- san>epn>-

portion as B Alba nraltifiom," id: re early aod betser for forcing;

-ers are produced in umbels af 6 to -2 c<: -very sXrmg foot-

stalks, which require no artificial snpport. and the n> * -
-- i

considerable rime after they are -.

crims" pe itresembiea*PtM i i ii *s

Perfection." Large strvr;g PUn'-s. ;-*: apcn'nc fteirfc—a
:^ch pots. 10#. to 15f. eacli : in 4 cr 5-iec'i "

- 6dL

A few extra large Plants. 21s. etch.

Sc-e the remarks on the above G - the
?«.per. and tbe "Cottage

Hay 15th. A specimen bloom sent to parties *

Son. s^*

V
V
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TO NURSERYMEN AND CARDENERS.
-pEIGATE SILVER SAND, L2s. per ton, Is. 6d.

-XX per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to any of the London
"Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Peat and

Loam of various qualities. Sacks 25. each.

Kexnard Bbothebs, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

LINGHAM BROTHERS, No. 170, Hampton Street,

Birmingham, sole Manufacturers of the improved "WOOD
and ZINC MONOGRAPH, or LABELS for Garden Borders,

Flower-pots, &c, in boxes of ICO each. The Zinc Labels are

highly approved of for their lasting durability, can be written

upon with the greatest ease, and when dry a permanent inscrip-

tion is secured. Directions are sent with each box, including a

bottle of metallic ink.—Sole Agents in London, Messrs. Deane,

Deay & Co., Horticultural Implement Warehouse, 46, King

"William Street, London Bridge.

SLATE WORKS, 1SLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may he

seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,

Sundays excepted. _ , . , „ ,.

Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

(Fig.l.) (Fig- 2.)

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
** • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with

mproved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10

No. 2 „ 15 ,, j, 45 „ ... 5 10

No. 3 „ 2S „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR &. SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
*J (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered

Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan

and jet. *
No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 . „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

1$ inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1% inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 10s. 6d.

Read's-Svetxge, with two roses and one jet, 195.

J. Ttlok & Sox's Horticultural Apparatus may he obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
ofwhom Drawings and Prices may be had.

,

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Ttxoe & Sox's Manufactory, "Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

r-pHE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
-L AND ROLLING ENGINE may be seen in the Agricul-

tural Department at the Cuystal Palace, Sydenham.

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must he obvious
in Watering, Rolling, or Syringing; it will throw about 60 feet,

and is so portable that auy ordinary domestic may use it. It
contains about 20 gallons. Price 52. 10s.

May be had at J. Dohe's Manufactory, 17, Exmouth Street,

Clerkenwell, London.

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

w

' :M M

J TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
• SYRINGE— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

Ey a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected; and the necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Itsconstruction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling
all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To he had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

-, r
J

"
T

.
Y^°? & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus

rt arwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

^f?'v"
The

.

se Prices do not include carriage, package, or expense,
ot delivery in the country.

ATER YOUR GARDENS WITH THE IM-
PROVED FLEXIBLE GUTTA PERCHA TUBING.

Half inch, 4.d. per foot,

light ; 4£d. per foot, strong

;

larger sizes in proportion,
for manuring land, &c.
Brass-hand tubes, with

rose, jet, and tap, from
4s. 6d. each.
Union Joints, Is. 6d.

each, fitted complete.
Instructions given to

affix joints to Taps.
Garden Engines, of

great power, 4^. 4s. each;
Self-supplying do., 42. 10s.

each.
Post Office Orders pay-

able at City Road Branch.
JAMES W. WATTS, Gutta Percha Factory, 27, City Road.

rpHE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
J- water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

PARSEY'S PATENT REVOLVING
PUMP lifts three times the quantity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pump.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

"Gardens.
W. F. Rae (late Freeman Rae), Hydraulic

Engineer, 7 0, Strand, London.

SIXTEEN OUNCE SHEET GLASS cut to any
size up to 44 inches in length, at 2d. per foot.

Hickson's Foreign Glass Warehouse. -16, Long Acre. (Cash).

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY.—
The Managers beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

Farmers, Gardeners, &c, that their new List of Prices may be
had free on application at the Company's Depot, 296, Oxford
Street, London.
PLATE, CROWN, and SHEET WINDOW GLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE for Roofing Con-

servatories, Halls, and Public Buildings.
Coloured and Ornamental Glass.
CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, and
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-

head's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for Dairies, Green-
houses, Stables, &c. ; Glass Milk Pans, Pails, Tests, and Measures

;

Cream Pots and Syphons; Churns, Butter Tests and Slabs; Tiles
and Slates; Bee Hives, &c.

Aquariums, Fern Shades, Propagating Glasses, Fruit Pro-
tectors, Preserve Jars, Cucumber Tubes, Hand Lights, Flower
Vases, Labels, &c, and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,
Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, BlSTTOPSGATE STREET, WITHOUT.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4i in 12s. Oi,

6i „ 4J „ 7 „ 5~" 12 G

7£ „ 54 „ 8 „ 6 13
Si „ 64 „ 9 „ 7 13 6
94 „ 7i „ 10 „ 8 13 6

104 h 84 ., 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 ,. 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 10* „ 10$ 14
11 „ 10 „ 11* „ 104 14
11 „ 11 „ 114 ,. 11* 14
12 „ 11 „ 12£ „ 11* 14
13 „ 11 „ 134 »; 11* 14
13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 16
13* „ 13* „ 14* „ 13£ 16
15* „ 134 »• " 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 13*, 164 by 144, 20 by 14,
21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

16

FOR WATERING GARDENS.
ANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED
INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-

factured especially for the above purpose; is of greater flexi-
bility tban any other description of Hose; is capable of resisting
great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the mains of
water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.

WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary brassjoints,
stop-codes, branches, and spreaders complete.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made
any length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.

VULCANISED RUBBER WASHERS, and also in Sheet,
any thickness, for all kinds of ste.im and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

All communications and orders punctually attended to, addressed
to the Manufactory, Jas. Ltne Haxcock, Goswell Road, London.

HOSE PIPING.
TO ENGINEERS, AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS,

SHIP CHANDLERS, and FIRE BRIGADES.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX TUBING
» * (1 in. to 3 inches in diameter) will sustain a greater pressure,

is lighter, less bulky, will wear longer, and is about 60 per cent,
cheaper than the leather hose pipe. Manufactured only by
Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

Incites in Diameteb and Pbice Per Yaed.— f, llrf.;

1, Is. Id.; 1£? ls.3d.; 14, ls.7d.; If, Is. 9d. ; 2, 2s.; 2A, 2s.3d.i
2.2, 2s. Gd. ; 3, 2s. 9d.

Testimonial from Mr. Wright, Lancaster.—1 beg to inform you
that I yesterday tested your-piece of 2£ inch Patent Flax Tubing,
connected with the Lancaster Waterworks, in the presence of
the Mayor, Mr. Rawlinson, Government Inspector, Professor
Owen, &c. The column of water at which the tubing was tried
was equal to 340 feet in height, or about 150 lbs. on the square
inch, and I have pleasure instating that the hose sustained this
pressure most admirably.

Testimonial of Captain Martin, of the Great Britain Steam Ship.—
I have much pleasure in being able to tell you that your hose,
supplied to the Great Britain and other ships, is well worth the
attention of shipowners. It gives us great satisfaction.

Testimonialfrom Fairbalrn & Co., ofLeeds.—We have tested your
hose, 2*. inch in diameter, with the pressure of the Leeds Water-
works, and found it highly satisfactory.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 64 by 4i £0 12s. Od.

7 „ 5, - 7J „ 5H 14

9 ,, 7, — 94 „ 7£ 10 by 6")

10 „ 7, 10 by 8 j

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at ISs. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 2ld. to 3\d.
|

21 oz. from 3^d. to tyd.
26 oz. from 5\d. to 7Jd.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or
Crates of 300 feet, 24tf. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, tite same quality
as we supply to Mr. Rivees, and of various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.
i of an inch thick £1 17s. Bd. percaseofSO
i
3
tr „ 2 13 „ 60
£ „ 1 17 6 „ _

60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps ; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Sbades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Eishopsgate Street
Without, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TTETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
*-&- of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches. Per foot. Per 100 feet

Under 6 by 4 at Ud. is £0 12 6
From 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5 „ 2d. „ 16 S

7 „ 5 „ 8 ,, 6 „ 2J<*. „ 18 9
8 „ 6 „ 10 „ 8 „ 2id. „ 1 10
10 „ 8 „ 12 „ 9 „ 23<f. „ 1 2 11
'Xarger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3^d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 31id.to5d. „ „ „
26 oz. „ 3$d.to7\d. ,. „ „

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK: CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to
James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

A T MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
112, Regent Street, and 4, Leadenhall Street, London, are

exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
or Papier Madid' Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed. Superior Hair and other Toilet Brushes.
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THE CHOICEST BEDDING OUT PLANTS
FOR THE PRESENT SEASON.

YOUELL AN I) (JO.
EG to refer to their Advertisement of the above 111 tho lira and IhMe preceding

,
i,\ t| J( .

(.'aiiiikm.h ,' Chhonii i.i.

ROYAL NURSERY, GREAT YARMOUTH.
PLANTS OF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KAIL, BROCCOLI,

AND CAULIFLOWER.
JOHN OATTKLL bopB rospootfuily to Inform the

public Unit, be has a plentiful Bupplyof Plants oflils Biinerlor

tnio Hortu of tho ubovn, which will Im forwmded to order OD
rocoipt of Postage Stamps, or Post Office Order made payable
hero, at, Mm following prlcen, p,u;kiif/o Included:—

All tho Herts of i-lnrly Owbngef-Savoy, and Kail, Inoladlng
HfussoIh Sprouts, Od. per 100, it. Gd. per 1000 : all tbo sorts ol

Broccoli, 8a.,pov 100,5*.6tf. pur 1000 ; CaullnWor, early and
lato. 10'/. per 100; Bed Oabbago, If. por 100; Dnimhoad, or
(Jattlo Cabbage, Ah. pur 1000. A One utock of autumn boddod
early Cabbage still to dispose of. 0*. per 1000: for Largo quanti-
ties, price on application. PnckagoH containing plants i" tbo
valim of it, and Upwards will lm dollvoroil carrlai<n flfflO fro

London ami to tho EflenTjl'Iflge Htitlon of tho South Bafltom
Kailiviiy. A remittance mUBt aooompany ovdors from unknown
corroNpondontri. Sood of Qattoll'fl Dwarf llarnoii, and '.I bis
uiipfrinr Ihviirf LVIi.mrr <!:il,|)ii('.', may ho had ID padkOtfl by
post, for 12 penny stamps per packet, tho formor containing one
ounco, and tho latter half an onnoo.

Nurseries, WoHtorlmm, Knit.

N EW ROSES FOR \UB, Stro . PImU
o| tbo following 12 N' ..;'"'

I*

!'

Boav on h
Mad onti

Apply h. J, and S.FaAflCA, Nursorymonj L i

Khhox.

Ml, l,l,\M KNIGHT, Florist, . , t ,i\.. r

Hi.' following Bob dtBoddln PIb «, d.

for poclcln

IHauamo Theodore.
Boautd dol
' i

i \ allllant.

Madame do Cam
Madame \ [dot
Pj [nee do i" Wo i. iwa.
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NEW AND CHEAP PLANTS.
HENRY WALTON, Floiust, &o., Edgo End,

Mai'Hdon, near Burnley, Lancashire, has now on hand a fine

stock of tlio following, which may bo had at tho cxtromnly low
nrlcos annexed :—Achimonon Carl Walforthl, Is. Gd. ; Choi'ltu,

is. Gd. ; Louin Van Iloutto, In. ; GiRantoa, 6«. ; Madamo Ran-
datlorjSff.; Mr. Parparet, 1«.; Sir Traherne Thomas, 1*. ; Hondor-
soiil, 2*. ; or tho lot poHt (VflO for 12s. Gloxinias, cholco variotlon,

Is. Gd. to 3*. urf. oaoh. VorhonaH of this HBason, viz., "Wonderful,
Blue Board, Lady Lacon, Commandor-ln-Chiof, EinproHH of

Franco, Florence Nightingale, Hose of England, Tyrian l'rinco,

Eva, Boulo do Fou, Lord Baglan, Empress, Mrs. M'Noil, Violacea,
Sillstrla, and Mrs. Woodrotto, Is. Gd., or 18t. por dozen post free.

<JlianthuH magnilica, 2s.6rf.cach. Bogonia Prestoniensis, suporb,
2*. Gd. ; extra Htrong, 5s. Eugonia Ugni, 2s. 6d. Fine Show
and Fancy Goraniums, 60s. per 100

;

or 50 for 32s. Gd. Scarlet
and White, and older kinds of Geraniums, 3s. Gd., 4s. Gd. and Gs.

per dozen. Dahlias, strong plants, 3s. Gd. per dozen. Bedding
Plants, of sorts, equally cheap. Descriptive List may be had for

one stamp.
It is respectfully requested that orders bo accompanied with

Post Office Ordor payable at Marsdon, Lancashire, unless
reference is given.

NEW AND CHEAP FIRST-RATE
SHOW AND BEDDING PLANTS.

The Cheapest Establishment in the Kingdom is at

HENRY WALTON'S, Florist, &c, Edge End,
Marsdeu, near Burnley, Lancashire, where there are pro-

pagated annually for sale from 20,000 to 30,000 plants, which, for

•cheapness and quality, are not to be equalled, being robust and
healthy.
GERANIUMS.—Strong blooming plants, of varieties of 1853,

such as Empress, Carlos, Neatness, Glow-worm, &c, 25s. per
dozen; older show varieties, 9«., 12s., and 15s. per dozen; 26 for

20s. ; 50 for 30s., good plants.

FUCHSIAS, new varieties of last season, 6s. to 9s. per dozen.
CINERARIAS, choice varieties, 6uch as Advancer, Etoilo de

"Vaise, Empress, &c, 10s. Gd. per dozen; older varieties, good
show kinds, 3s. Gd. per dozen.
PANS1ES, 12 distinct fine show varieties, Gs.; 25 fine vars., 12s.

! VERBENAS, new varieties of last season, 4s. to 6s. per dozen.

DAHLIAS, all the lending show kinds of last season, 9s. to

12s. per dozen; older varieties 4s. Gd. to 6s. per dozen, extra

strong plants.

Bedding Plants, including Scarlet and other Geraniums
Salvias, Heliotropes, &c, equally cheap.

H. W.'s Spring List may be had for one penny stamp.

It is respectfully requested that all Orders be accompanied with

a Post-office Order, payable at Marsden, Lancashire, unless a refer-

ence is given. Orders to the amount of 25s. paid to Liverpool,

Manchester, Leeds, and Preston; 2?. and upwards free to Bir-

mingham and Carlisle ; and the like distance, or more distant,

extra plauts gratis.—Edge End, Marsden, June 2.

PAGE and CO'S COMPOSITION FOR THE
DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT UPON ROSES, WALL-

FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, VINES, STOVE
AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon,

sufficient to make four (Jars and Barrels extra). Directions for

use forwarded. Ten gallons and upwards carriage free to London.

After four years' extensive use by the most eminent G ardeuers

in the kingdom, fhe superiority of Page & Co.'s BLIGHT
COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to

insure its general use for destroying every pest to which Plant

and Fruit Growers are subject(witJioutinjuring the most delicate

flowers or foliage) and promoting a luxuriant growth.

See two pages Testimonials, Gardeners' Chronicle, March 3, 1S55.

Can now be obtained of

i'.' Una rarli lies Antirrhinum i, 12 ... a u
12 „ Verbenas, 2a. Qd.\ 12 extra ... o o
12 „ Phloxo ij i

; 12 '' n ditto

12 ,, Paimlufi, 4*.; 12 extra ditto

12 fine Clirynaiithi'miimfl, Pomponos, or lai ...30
12 1. 1..

i trfi tie Miiinihr;, d ..: I.; Bi I inD
i ,,, 3

i\l, liirli Street, Battle,! u <

ROBERT PARKER bega to inform hia frienda
and tho public thai hia New Spring CatalogUO containing

Descriptive and Priced Llfltaol tho (ollon Ing:

—

[varifstlwi

Mid tmtry
ROSOS in pol I

Dahlias — show
i 'uchslao

Solaginlllas or Lycopodltmn
Oloxinias
Cinerarias
Culccolariaii—bedding vnrletltH
Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-
apple Place, Loudon

Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons,

106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth
Mr. James Veitcb, Exotic Nur-

sery, Chelsea [cester

Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Glou-
Mr. E. Paul, Derby
Mr. George Wheeler, Nursery-
man, Warminster [bury

Messrs. Masters & Son, Canter-
Mr. Tiley, Bath
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South
Frederick Street, Edinburgh

Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's,
Wakefield

Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co.,

Wavertree, Liverpool
Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorksh.
Messrs.Chandler& Son,Wands-
worth Road, London

Mr. Freeman, Woburn
Mr. J. Linford, Shefford, Beds
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter
Messrs. Hooper & Co, Covent
Garden, London

Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co.,
Handsworth Nursery,Sheffield

Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead
Nursery, Sevenoaks

Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nur-
series, Huntingdon

Mr. Baskerville, Bristol

Mr. Burham, Hastings [north

Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridge-
Mr, Davison, St. Peter's Street,

Hereford [Herts.

Mr. W. Garraway, Welwyn.
Mr. Thos. Cridlaud, Willington,
near Taunton

Mr. Henry Home, Market Place,

Henley-on-Thames [Bourn
Mr. R. M. Mills, Market Place,

Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street,

Nottingham
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman,
Wcsterham

Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidder-
minster

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nursery-
men, Dorking and Reigate

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons,
Dawson Street, Dublin

Messrs. Mappleback & Lowe,
Birmingham

Mr. W. Bower, Moorgate House,
East Retford

Mr. James AUen.sen., Bothwell
Street, Glasgow.

Kvntir ' 'M'lli'l I

Ferns—stovo, greenhouse, and
lmr<ly

Gcnui I iimui— »how,fancy,scarlot,

varlegatod, and hybrid hed-

dhiK varieties
Chrysanthemums—largo flowor*

cd, and Pompono varieties
Petunias
Antirrhinum*)

Is now ready and can be bad Post-free on application.
Paradise Nursery, Iloru cy Road, Holloway, London.

NEW SCARLET VERBENA—" MRS. WOODROFFE."
ARTHUR HENDERSON and Co. can now supply

fine strong plants of this very fine new Scarlet Verbena,
4 to6 inches high, with numerous side branches, and all well
hardened, fit for immediate planting out, at the following reduced
prices, viz.:—

x riftnt Ui 6dt

12 Plants 12
. 25 Plants 22

50 Plants 40
100 Plants 70

Specimens of blooms can be sent per post in tin cases fori receipt

of 6 Postago Stamps) to those who are desirous of seeing and
judging for themselves of the merits of thU splendid variety.

Pine Apple Place, EdgwareRoad, June 2.

TURNIP SEEDS, ETC.
PETER LAWSON and SON Seedsmen to the

Queen and to tho Highland Aa&lOTLTUBAX Society, beg
leave to intimate that they are sending out tbo following
TURNIP SEEDS, for which they respectfully solicit orders.

They are an of the most approved kinds of last year's growth :—
SELECT STOCKS.

Swedish— Per lb.- . i
Yellow— s. •h

Lotliian Purple top 1 9 Bullock, Green-top ... 1

Greon-top 1 Purple-top ... 1

Laing's Purple'top 1 O Gordon of Ayrshire,
Skivving'a do 1 9 Green-top 1

Matson's do 1 9 Gordon of Aberdeen-
Fottercaira Greeu-top .. 1 9 shire, do 2
White-fleshed 1 9 Hood's Imperial, do. ... 1 u

Red— Pound, or Norfolk 9 LaurencekirkTankard,do.2
Tankard 10 Cambridgeshire do. do. 2
Globe 9 Skirving's Purple-top

., Wooltou (superioi Yellow Bullock ... 1 !!

variety) 9 Border Imperial Purple-

Grkex—Globe, improved 9 top do 1 2
Round , or Norfolk 9 Dale's Hybrid 1 U

Tankard 10 TweeddalePurple.top \ el-

White—Globe 9 low Bullock 2

Do. Pomerain, tmo 10 Cruicksfield Green - top

Round, or Norfolk 9 Hybrid, new (between
Six-week, or Stubble .. 10 Swede Turnip and Kohl
Tankard 10 Rabil 3 6

27, Great G< orge S treet, WestmUsTe?.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

announce that their new Spring CATALOGUE for 1S55

will be sent post free on application, and for 12 postage stamps a
beautiful coloured plate representing the following choice

plants :

—

And of the Inventors and Manufacturers,
E. PAGE asd CO., Seed Merchants, Oxford Street, and

Above Bar, Southampton.

Achimenes Amhroise Verschaf-

felt
Acacia Dmmmondi micro-

phylla.
Boronia Drunimondi.
Bouvardia longifioia.

Delphinium Henderson!.
Gcnetyllis macrostegia (fiichs-

Fuchsia Queen Victoria.
Mrs. Story.

Prince Albert.

Mr. Andrews, the first fioricnltural artist of the day
T has bad

the getting up of this plate, so that full reliance may be placed

on the correctness of the flowers represented and the superior

style of the colouring.

Description and Price of the following Xew Plants will be seen

en reference to the Catalogue,

Fuchsia Queen Victoria.

,, Prince Albert.

„ Water Nymph.
„ Raffaelle.

., Rouge et Blanc.

., Miellezi.

,, Dominiana.
„ Maid of Kent.

Geranium Rubens (bedding).

„ Yirginium.

„ Masterpiece.

., Rose d'Amour.

Calceolaria Surprise.

„ Purity.

n Maggiore.

„ Norma.
„ Vezzosa.

„ Ajas.

Hydrangea horteusis flore pleno.

Lychnis Sieboldi.

Veronica imperial blue.

.. Andexsoni fol. vaxiegata.

Begonia prestoniensis superba.

Lobelia Antwerpiensis

Fuchsia Empress Eugenie.
., Lady of the Lake.
„ Snowdrop.

Mrs. Story.
., Princess of Prussia.

Souvenir de la Reine.
Climax.

Geranium Favourite (beddipg;.
Silver Queen-
Pretty Polly.

., Quercifolium exindtOD

.

Glow-worm.
Calceolaria Brur.ettia.

„ Corregio.
Minnie.
Red Rover.
Wildfire,

Phlox Queen Victoria.

Pyrethrum Delhayi.
Dnche^i'e de Brabant.

Achimenes Hendersoni.
gigantea,

ScatteOaiia villosa.

Verbena la Deesse, and others
recommended

.
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Tin: opinion of practical men corictTTiir

of bringing (he Majmx
this country lias now-

strongest manner ponibre I

experienced Judges of

on the 16th alt., when a UnA Brink*.an Me4a!
was assigned to the beantifnl upecimen
from Syon to Gore House by .'•-. the
Duke of NosravMBmuSR). We believe U
no other instance of a m<:dal equal in valae to the
Horlicnltnral Society's Gold IJanV: . been
awarded to a single fruit, nor ceroid anything haTe
justified so great a departure from costom except

the combination of the greatest skill in gardening

with results as important as those obtained I

production of a fruit like tho MangMteen. Had the

horticultural difficulties been fewer, or the rpality

of the fruit been below the highest, the ad-.

ihe Mangosteen could not have been celebrated in

such a manner.
It is not surprising that those who have had no

opportunity of tasting this delicious fruit should be
incredulous as to its excellence. It is difficult

mdeea
1

to speak of it without an appearance of
exaggeration. Nevertheless it will be found that
the statements of every travelltT who Bas written
about the Malay island assign it *.be highest place
at the dessert ; and, so far as our ovn taste can be
trusted, we wholly concur in that opinion. Not to

occupy space with quotations from Errjjish wtrrks

we will merely cite the words of K'

celebrated Dutch Governor of Amboyna, who tpeaks
of it in these terms: 'When ripe the frc

"•

delicate and agreeably sweet as the fine?' Lanstha
(another famous Malay fruit tree, of which a variety

called the Dulu is the domesticated r~:

which ought next to engage

wealthy), and may even be mistaken for ripe G
It is at the same time so juicy, that many
can never eat enough of it, so deliciov

grance and agTeeahle it is be-

lieved that the sick, when appetite or

of eating has wholly gone, are nevt -
1 .ghted

with this fruit ; or at least i

.
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The question still to be conside: —
the ducal garden at Syon r .

the ripening this fruit, and
having been ascertained beyond d:s- —
to engage the attention of others, ani to become of

importance as a general addition to the

To this, we think, one ;

:

and that in the affirmavi-;. >"

preliminary difficulties are c"

be no more reason for f:.

Mancosteens than of F
sists in the expense, which fa

need not exceed I
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other fact in natural history, that all trees will do so

when they have acquired sufficient age, although

the length of time demanded hy Nature to pro-

duce fertility is uncertain, and varies from, species

to species. In the course of these experiments it

has been ascertained that the conditions necessary

to the Mangosteen in a domesticated state are

abundance of warmth, moisture, light, and above

all fresh MR, skilfully regulated as is described by

Mr. John Ivison, the present gardener at Syon, at

page 819 of our volume for 1S54 ;_
where the

manner in which fresh air, that most important ot

all agents, is admitted is fully explained these

conditions anybody can imitate. The difficulty is

to obtain fruiting plants, and for these we must look

either to supplies in Wardian cases from Penang, or

to propagation in this country by cuttings or layers.

Perhaps grafting on such stocks as Xanthochymus

phtorius may also succeed, but it is doubtful

whether specimens so obtained will either thrive or

" stand." Plants " on their own bottom," as gar-

deners say, are alone to be trusted. If such could

be produced, they will come into bearing imme-

diately, for that maturity of organisation which is

necessary to the formation of fruit is transmitted by

subdivision, along with every other quality.

That the Syon Mangosteen tree has really attained

complete vigour, and a power of bearing fruit here-

after regularly, is proved by the fact that the fruits

hitherto ripened are perfectly organised. It is true

that no seed was found in the fruit that was first

gathered; but one lobe had a seed in the third

specimen which has been examined, and Rumfhius

expressly declares that in Amboyna, where it arrives

at perfection, usually only one lobe contains a seed,

and very often no seed at all is formed.

One thing which will always give the Mangosteen

a peculiar value at the tables of the great, beyond its

incomparable quality, is the impossibility of render-

ing it common. There is no country within reach

of our shores that can produce it naturally ; it must

always, therefore, be a tender exotic, and confined to

the wealthy, as Pine Apples once were. It possesses

the valuable property of keeping well and travelling

well. That which was shown at the meeting of

the Horticultural Society had been gathered several

days, and yet proved excellent when opened.

We take the present opportunity of repeating

that it is no small triumph to the Duke of Northum-
berland that his Grace's garden at Syon should be

the only one in the world in which Vanilla, Cloves,

Nutmegs, Litchis, and Mangosteens have been

brought to equal perfection. We do not mean that

no one has fruited Vanilla and Litchis except the

noble proprietor of Syon : for the first has long ago

been produced in other gardens, and the Litchi

ripened formerly in the forcing-house of Mr. John

Knight, of Lee Castle. What we do say, and what

we think is a most striking illustration of what
wealth, intelligence, and skill may effect, is that all

the five important productions we have enumerated

were never before brought to perfection in one and

the same establishment ; unless perchance in some
Dutch island in the Malay Archipelago.

We find in the " Revue Horticole " an account of

two new Esculents, which are said to deserve

notice. Having no personal acquaintance with them
we confine ourselves to a translation of what is said

about them by Mr. Muller, superintendent of the

Botanic Garden, Upsal, who sent the seeds to the

Botanic Garden, Hamburgh.
" I particularly recommend to your notice these

two new kitchen garden plants, Chcerophyllum

Prescotti and Ricmez vesicarius. We received the

first from St. Petersburgh in the spring of 1852, but

it did not occur to me till last autumn that its fleshy

root, as large as a Parsnip, might be worth cooking.

The seeds being then ripe it was to have been ex-

pected that the roots would prove woody ; but

I was agreeably surprised to find it tender and very

nice (de trls-bon gout). In flavour it is not unlike

the Turnip-rooted Chervil (Chcerophyllum bulbosum),

but as it is much larger and good even after seeding,

it is a much more useful plant. Cultivation will

probably increase its size. In my case the seeds

were sown in spring, but I should expect the roots to

become larger if the seeds, are sown in autumn, like

those of Chcerophyllum bulbosum. The plant is

perennial and not biennial like that plant. As it is

a native of Siberia, cold has no power over it, and it

succeeds perfectly in good damp garden soil. It

might be called the Turnip-rooted Siberian Chervil."

The other plant, Rumex vesicarius, is a kind of

Sorrel. " When dressed like Spinach," says Mr.
Muller, " it is very nice. The leaves are slightly
acid, and if mixed with common Spinach greatly im-
prove it. The plant is an annual, with great fleshy
leaves, and grows perfectly in any rich moist soil."

Edinb. new
New Plants.

128. Abies Hookeriana. A. Murray,

Phil. Journal, i., 289, t. 9.

129. Abies Pationiana. Ibid.

"This species is allied to A. alba. The cones have

considerable resemblance. They are of the same colour,

and the scales in both are somewhat saucer-shaped, aud

have their edges smooth ; but Boolceriana has the cone,

and more especially the scale, seed and wing larger.

These, as well as the bract at the back of the scale, are

differently shaped, as will be seeu from the figures in the

etching. The habit of the tree, and the manner of

growth of the leaves, is also different. In A. alba the

leaves are inserted pretty regularly along the branch.

In Hookeriana they are crowded together, curling up-

wards a little, after the fashion of A. nobilis.

" This Abies has also considerable resemblance to A.

Pattoniana, introduced three or four years ago by

Jeffrey, the collector sent out by the Edinburgh Oregon

Expedition, and as that species is little known (having

only been described and figured in a private circular

issued by the Association), I shall enter a little more

at length into the distinctions between the two than

1 have done with A. alba.
" Both A. Pattoniana and A. Hodkcriana are trees of

exceeding beauty, but the former is described by Jeffrey

as being 150 feet in height, and towering over the rest

of the forest. The height of A- Hookeriana was only

about 50 feet. One tree that my brother cut down
measured 47A feet in height, and was 20 inches in

diameter at the stump. The timber is hard and tough.

It is more distinguished by its gracefulness than its size.

With the exception of Gwpressus Lawsoniana (to be

presently mentioned), my brother describes this as the

most beautiful of the uew discoveries which bis expedi-

tion produced. Its gracefulness and elegance were the

qualities on which he particularly dwelt. The cones

of the two trees give many points by which to dis-

tinguish them. They do not differ much in size, but

those of A. Pattoniana are of a dark brown colour, and

those of A. Hookeriana of a light fawn colour, some-

what of the hue of the cone of our common Larch, or

of Abies alba. The scales of A. Pattoniana are a third

or a half smaller than A. Hoolccriuna. They are deeply

crenulated quite down to the place which the bract covers,

and that place is smooth and prominent. The scales of

Hookeriana are not crenulated, an evanescent raised

Hue only shows itself here and there. The shape of its

scale also is not regular ; it is cut out on each side, but

one side is always more cut out than the other ; where
the cutting-out has commenced, the scale has thinned

off, so as to be membraneous. In A. Pattoniana there

is no such thinning off nor cutting out. In its scale the

place where the two next scales have lain over it is not,

or at least is scarcely, to be distinguished from the ex-

posed part. In A. Hookeriana it is very marked, there

being an immediate rising or thickening in the line of

the scale just beyond where they lay, showing the ex-

posed part very distinctly of a curved triangular shape.

The surface of the covered part in A. Hookeriana is

duller and more opaque than the exposed part, and the

streaks or raised lines are less perceptible. In A. Pat-
toniana no such difference exists. The bract in A. Pat-
toniana contracts at about two-thirds of its length from
the top, and has a projecting purple ear immediately
before the contraction. A. Hookeriana has no such ear,

and the contraction takes place at one-third from the

top instead of two-thirds. This ear is not to be con-

founded with a sort of projection which both have at

the top angles. The seed and the wing of A. Pattoniana
are both about one-third shorter than in A. Hookeriana,
and the wing of the former has a purplish-brown tinge

at the top and back, which does not exist in the latter.

This species was found high up the Californian moun-
tains, about lat. 41° N., where the ground was already
covered with snow, on the 16th of October.

" We have named this species in honour of Sir W.
Hooker, who has done so mucji for the botany of this

country. The species A. Pattoniana was justly named
by the committee of the Oregon Botanical Association
after Mr. Patton, of the Cairnies, in Perthshire, a gen-
tleman who is following out with equal zeal and dis-

crimination a series of experiments, having for their

object the ascertainment of what new Pine and other
forest trees can be grown with most advantage in our
climate."

130. Cupressus Lawsoniana. A. Mnn-ay, in Edinb.
new Phil. Journal, i., 292, I. 10.

" This was the handsomest tree seen in the whole
expedition. It was found on the banks of a stream in a
valley in the mountains ; it is about 100 feet high, and
2 feet in diameter. The foliage is most delicate and
graceful. The branches bend upwards at the end like

a Spruce, and hang down at the tip like an ostrich
feather. The top shoot drops like a Deodar. The
timber is good, clear, and workable.

" This species has been named after Messrs. Lawson,
the enterprising nurserymen of the Scottish capital, who
after having distributed aud made generally known so
many species of this family of trees, are well entitled to

have their names connected with a species likely to

prove a general favourite ; and the attention comes
well from my brother, who, if he has received praise

and commendation from others for the extent and ex-
cellence of lug collection, has received from these gen-
ttemen the solid pudding, they having purchased the

l nese two plants seem to deserve the attention of
|
whole of his collection at a liberal price."

closely covered with blunt convex whole-coloured scales'

not depressed at the sides, as to resemble those of

Junipenis phcenicea or some such plant. The curved
ends of the twigs remind us of Juniperus incurva. It

appears to be very handsome.

seedsmen. This has singularly small cones, and branches so

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXIV.
318. Chlorosis 7. {Accidental and Functional)

Yellowness.—Before leaving this subject, which might
be greatly extended if different species of plants affected

by the diseases were treated separately, it may be well

to say a few words on the Chlorosis of Vines. It is not

uncommon in badly-managed houses to see the foliage

of Vines either wholly or in part of a sickly yellow tint.

Where it is partial it may arise sometimes from keeping

the branches too thick, and if this is the case it is

easily remedied, but the evil often extends further, aud
scarcely a single vigorous leaf is to be seen on the plant.

If the disease is much aggravated the shoots are weak,

the blossoms if produced at all set badly, and the

Grapes when formed do not arrive at full perfection
;

and if it is of less immediate urgency, shanking and
other bad effects are sure to follow. In almost every

case the evil arises not so much from the construction

of the house as from the condition of the roots, and H
is there that the remedy must be applied. In general

the condition of garden soil is such that it is a great

mistake to plant deeply. It is true that in Madeira and
some other Vine countries where the soil is rocky, and
is subject to burning heat, it is found that the cuttings

can scarcely be made too long. Moisture can only

be found at considerable depths, and the soil is so-

porous that there is no fear that the air should

not penetrate sufficiently, much less that there should

be any stagnant fluid, impregnated with noxious matter*

to impede the growth. The conditions, however, are

totally different in our gardens, and after a proper

drainage has been secured it is often desirable, with a
view to prevent the penetratiou of the roots too deeply,

to place a course of stones or some other obstacle,

taking care, however, that it shall not interfere with the

drainage. It is easy enough to supply moisture or

nutriment from above if these be requisite ; or, if tbore

be any fear that the heat shall injure the superficial

roots, to mulch the ground to such a depth as may be
necessary. If these conditions are secured there is no-

fear that the foliage within the house will be unhealthy,

except some palpable cause exist within ; and if the

foliage is good, at once free from rank luxuriance and
meagre yellowness, the crop is almost sure to succeed.

319. The same principles apply to fruit trees, which

often suffer from Chlorosis induced by bad draining.

It is quite useless and unreasonable to expect that aa
orchard will be profitable if the temperature of the sub-

soil be constantly depressed by stagnant water, which is

loaded at the same time with matter injurious to health.

It is true that trees may thrive on the banks of a run-

ning stream, but then there is a constant succession of

fresh fluid. In the other case the growth will be
miserable ; the branches, in consequence of the slug-

gishness of the bark, will soon be covered with Moss aud
Lichens ; the young shoots will not be properly exposed
to the effect of light, and the whole tree will gradually

decline, producing less aud less every year, till it

perishes altogether.

320. Chlorosis 8. Yellowness produced by parasitic

Fungi.—It has already been remarked that the effect of

some fungi is to stimulate plants aud induce a more in-

tense growth of chlorophyll, and Bunt was adduced as
the most familiar instance. But this is by no means the

case with a large tribe of fungi, which live at the expense
of the tissues of the matrix. The chlorophyll in such
cases may have originally been produced in great per-

fection, even in greater quantity than usual, as in

Potatoes attacked by Botrytis infestans, but this is net

always the case. The Anemone leaves which are attacked

by ^Eeidium leucospermum maybe recognised at a glance

by their chlorotic aspect, independent of their change of

form from the first moment of their appearance above the

surface of the soil. In many cases, however, the evil

arises from the appropriation by the parasite of
chlorophyll already elaborated, and thus it is that

in our pastures and cornfields multitudes of plants, as

Poppies, Crowfoots, &c, exhibit a chlorotic appearance
by which a practised eye may at once recognise the

presence of some parasite. Happily the evil is more
prevalent amongst what are commonly called weeds, and
it is one amongst the many means provided by the
Almighty for the suppression of noxious species, or for

preserving the balance of creation. Sometimes, how-
ever, crops such as Lucerne, Tares, &c, are attacked,

and a good deal of mischief is done without any means
of materially repressing the evil. An early application

of sulphur in some form or other would no doubt be effi-

cacious, but the evil is seldom discovered till it is too
late to apply a remedy.

321. Chlorosis. 9. (Yellowness produced by Insects.)

—The pale unhealthy tint assumed by Hops attacked by
the fly is an instance in point. The consideration of

this and like cases must, however, be reserved till we
consider the effects of insects on vegetation. M. J. B.

POLYGALAS.
Among these are some of the gayest and most useful

inmates of our greenhouses. And the best varieties are
plants of easy culture, which, with even ordinary care,

soon form fine large symmetrical bushes, bloom most
profusely, and remain longer in beauty than most hard-

wooded plants. But, although all the more desirable
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varieties arc of frco growth, persons commencing thoir

Cloture should be careful to procure good healthy pro-

mising young plants, avoiding pot-bound leggy things,

which aro very unlit for beginners. If plants are pro-

cured at onee, the best situation for them for the next

two months will ho near the glass in a cold pit or frame,

where tlioy can he secured from bright sunshine,

and afforded a frco circulation of air. If Ihcy appear

to rcquiro more pot room, this should he seen to "I

once, in order to get them well established in (heir potH

lioforo winter ; and it will not ho advisable to rive a

very large shift alter thin HcaHon. Attention should be

paid to having the hall in a nice moist healthy state ;
foe

no plant should he repotted except thin in the case,

and particularly lianlwooded plants. For soil, U80 good
atrong rich filiry peat, with a small proportion of rich

mollow turfy Loam, well intermixed with plenty of sharp
silver sand, anil Home lumpy bitH of charcoal, or clean

small potaherilH to keep itopeu and perineahlo to water,

and ensure good drainage. If stopping iH required, this

should he done as soon after potting as the roots appear
to have taken to tho fresh soil ; or in the ease of plants

that do not require repotting, it should he done at once,

and tho shoots should ho kept nicely tied out, in order
to induco a hushy habit of growth.
The host situation for tho plants in winter is near

tho glass in tho grconhouso, where they will have
all ' the light possiblo and a free circulation of air

on every favourable opportunity. At that season

water must ho adminstered very carefully, never
giving any until it is absolutely wanted, and then

sufficient to thoroughly moisten tho ball. Turn tho

plants occasionally, to prevent their getting 0110-

sided through tho shoots turning to the sun, and give

the leaves a gentle washing with tho syringe occasionally,

to clear them of dust, &c. ; but do this on a bright

morning, bo as to avoid damp. About the middle of

March the plants should he cut back, if necessary, to

secure a sufficiently close growth— for they will be too

small to bo of any service for flowering—and placed in

the warmest end of tho house, or removed to where the

night temperature may average about 45°, syringed
over-head on bright days, and kept rather moist. Here
they will soon push their buds and start into free

growth, and when this is the case the roots should be

examined, giving a liberal shift if the ball is covered
with healthy roots. Afford the same careful attention

after repotting as recommended above, keeping the

atmosphere moist, and watering sparingly until the roots

strike into the fresh soil. Perhaps the best directions

that can be given as to temperature during spring
would be to regulate it according to the amount of light,

keeping the plants growing as freely as can be done with-

out inducing weakly growth ; but by all means avoid this,

which would spoil the specimens. Remove to a cold frame
as soon as the weather becomes at all favourable, and
treat them during the summer as recommended for last

season, remembering that minute attention and careful

management is the only way of securing handsome
specimens. If a. second shift should be required in

course of the summer see to this as early as can properly

be done, in order to have the pots pretty full of roots
;

also discontinue shading early in autumn, and expose the

plants freely to light and air, so as to get the young
wood rather firm before winter.

The same treatment as recommended for lastwinter
will be suitable again, but if the plants are considered

sufficiently large for flowering, they should be kept in a

cool airy part of the greenhouse uutil they come into

bloom, wdien they may be removed to the conservatory,

where, if they are shaded from bright sunshine, they

will last some two months in beauty. Alpha.

that vegetables sold in the London market

in point of quality to those sent into t: et i n's house
in the country, Himply from their Having been for n

Bliort time pockod closely together, For tho i

they must necessarily bi gatln red and

previous day, trnve! to town during the night, and ia

warm weather they are often sold inn hcati

In thatshortspaceof time. Bntbowdomattci itai

they are dowdy pocked in a ship in largo quontil

11 n b" longer pi rlod I They must be In a si i i

Incipient fbrmontation at lea it, bofoi i tl

their destination, and I much doubl ii any medical man
would recommend vegetables to be eaten Inthal

or consider thorn wnolesomo. Bui End

the groat luxury it would be to officers and men to

have a proper supply of frosh vegetabl lay, or

of how it. would minister to their health, comfort, and

ofHoioncy, mid possibly bo the moans of keeping

out of the hospitals, the plan may l"

mended upon economical grounds, i> I

to provide the articles on the spol than I

to mi uncertain supply from a grcnl dl

Largo quantities of Peas, Beans, Kidney Beans,

Runners, Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Radishes, I. ttuces,

Cucumbors, Carrots, Onions, &c, might be prod i

a short time, and would doubtless be looked apt

God-send by the troops. A fewgood kitchi a gardeners,
with a stuff of some 16 or 20 mon each, placed En

different localities, within reach of the camp, and out

of range of tho Husaian gmiH, would produce nn enormous
amount of vegetables in a few weeks in such a climate
as that of the Crimea. Great quantities of suil

could be easily procured from the cavalry encampment,
which being trenched into the ground at a proper depth
would greatly tend to meet the difficulties attending dry
weather during tho summer months. The prine pa

gardeners would find suitable employment in directing

tho labour of tho men under their superintendence,
sowing all tho seeds with their own hands, and seeing

that the vegetables were gathered in the state most fit

for use.

Perhaps some would raise objections to what lias been

here suggested on the ground of the great uncertainty

of all warlike movements, and because the scheme has

somewhat too domesticated, easy, and comfortable an

appearance about it. But why not make even camp
life as comfortable as circumstances will admit, and
deprive war of as many of its horrors as possible. I am
certain that, should the authorities at the War Office ever

entertain the idea of sending gardeners to the Crimea
to raise vegetables for the use of the army, the organi-

sation of such a scheme could be speedily and jjeosily

effected ; and once the machinery was in motion with

such an object in view, it would doubtless be found to

work as satisfactorily as ever did the "navvies" at

Balaklava. A. D.

Home Correspondence.
Protection of Fruit Trees, Ac.—My trees having borne

such abundant crops of Apricots for three successive

years I was rather fearful that this year there might

be a failure, and those fears were augmented by the un-

usual severity of the season. There was a prodigious

GARDENERS FOR THE CRIMEA.
While Government has been lately exerting itself

in behalf of our brave army in the East by sending out

engineers to erect huts, etc , for its convenience and

comfort—"navvies" to lay down railways for the more
speedy transmission of provisions and materials of war

—cooking apparatuses for use in the camp—nurses for

the sick and wounded, and a celebrated cook to teach

the soldiers how to make the best use of their tea,

coffee, and arrow-root in the hospitals, and how to dress

to the best advantage their rations in the field, there

has, -nevertheless, been something overlooked which

ought to be supplied without longer delay, and which, if

it had been thought of, and acted on three months ago,

would have been so much the better, but which might

yet be attended with advantage, if the siege of Sebas-

topol and the war in the East are likely to last six

months longer, and that is sending gardeners to the

Crimea. Now that cooks have gone gardeners ought to

follow, and I am not sure that the latter ought not to

have preceded the former. Gardeners to raise abund-

ance of vegetables would promote the health and com-

fort of the army, instead of depending for its supply on

uncertain markets situated at too great a distance from
wherfe the articles are required.

Admitting that vegetables could be obtained in

abundance at different places on the shores of the Black

Sea, and that they could be conveyed in steamers in a

comparatively short time to Balaklava, and thence by
rail to the camp, a very considerable period must
elapse from the time when they were gathered till

they could be delivered for the use of the troops ; and,

consequently, they would become very much deteriorated

in quality. All I thiuk will allow that a very short

time is required to spoil green vegetables when closely

packed, even in this country. Few will dispute the fact

bloom, and every thing seemed to promise as large a

crop as last season, but the frosts continued every night

On the 3d of May the thermometer was down to the

freezii!" noint- arei on the o'.h of May there was ice

here a/thick as a penny piece, and my gardener, Mr.

Evans, was met by wet fogs, which penetrated into

everv corner. After feeling much for the severe losses

of my brother gardeners during th: s severe spring I

feel thankful that my own losses have been but trivial ;

and I have the pleasure of informing you that my
canopy, represented by the accompanying woodcut, has

secured
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advantage of choosing small planL*, and remind* me of

a letter which I wrote in 1820 to the Bath Society,

strongly ureing the use of Acorns in making plar.-

of Oaks. I conclude my letter with Milder

and success to gardening." II . /.

L.L.D., St. Fagan's, Cardif.

IsAium temuknlum or Darnel.—Being aware that this

s always been considered poisonous, I was in-

duced, while living in Lancashire about two years ago,

to make some inquiries as to whetherany instances were

known of its having exercised any deleterious effects

upon persons who might have partaken of it, as it

seemed impossible from the great quantities of it that

were very generally found growing in the fields amongst

the Wheat that the two could be thoroughly separated

when they came to be reaped, and the grain prepared

for food.
"
I ascertained, however, that it was customary

where Darnel was much intermixed «itli Wbea:
the latter through a sieve, whose meshes were of such a
size as to retain the larger grains of the Wheat, allowing

only the smaller grains and the seed of the Da:

pass through. My informant told me of an instance in

which this mixture had been ground, and part of the

flour used in making a pudding, of which a number of

persons partook ; the effects were nausea, vomiting, and

staggering, as if inebriated. The above particulars,

although they do not make us acquainted with the

quantity thatwill produce a certain effect, still go to

establish the fact that Darnel is poisonous, and may
perhaps serve to elicit from some of your other corre-

spondents something more conclusive on the point

Robert Grey, Hadxr GardaOfDroUtcich. [Weshooldbe

very glad of further evidence upon this doubtful point]

The Potato Disease aguiml—I herewith submit to

your inspection specimens of Potatoes called here the

early Dutch. I planted tbem on t. . March,

and a slight covering at night is all the protection that

has been given them. Is it the distii

attacked with ! One of the sta'ks is much rotte

.

bi*e as is the tuter growing to it. We have had a

return of cold east wind, with frost and hail, this

morning, after a few days' fine . washer.

E. K. &, Per, ?, Scmlh Waia. [This is a

bad state of the Potato disease.]

Rhododendron DaUwia.—K fine plant of Uns

beauti ul Rhododendron is now in flower in the garden

of James Hunt. Esq., of Pittencrieff. Ito is the firs*

of the kind that has flowered in Scotland on its own

roots. IT. IT. E.

The .BaJsum-—Few indoor annuals are more striking

or sh'owv than a well-grown Balsam, which is quite a

boon to 'us in the decoration of The greenhoose and

conservatory during the late summer and antnnm

months. It is often, however, badly snanaf

allowed to remain in the seed pot till the your;

are drawn np like straw;. . ED pottedotl,

two in a pot, and put into some out- corner
'

in the forcing-houses, where I

become so lankv as not to be ab'.e to sujf r: the r t

weight The order then - t tfcose Balsam.

off'into single pots and staked up." Now.

mismanagement, for on no account should stakes he

applied to Balsams ; sometimes, however, you may mid

weaker varieties than others, and in that case a short

«rlck should be used to keep the plant steady in the
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pot. The mode of culture I adopt is as follows. 1

Generally make my first sowing about the middle of

April. I get a 6-inch pot and fill it half up with broken

crocks ; I then fill up to within half-an-inch with a fine-

sifted compost of leaf soil and old decayed manure

(equal parts), with an admixture of sand to keep the

whole porous. I now put in my seed (two dozen

and a half seeds will be plenty in the pot), and cover

them over lightly with the above-named compost,

giving a gentle watering with a fine-rosed watering pot,

so as not to disturb the seeds. I finish by plunging them

in a mild bottom heat, so placed that they can be kept

close to the glass, when the seeds will soou germinate.

As soon as the plants have made a proper start from

the seed leaf I get a compost made up of the following

materials : Two parts sifted rotten dung and one of leaf

soil, and a little loam sifted with it, together with a

liberal quantity of sand to keep the whole open, so as to

ensure aspeedy root action. I mix the whole well, and pre-

pare as many 3-inch pots as I require, and pot off singly.

It will not be out of place to notice here that some use

larger pots, and put two plants in them, thinking thereby

to save a little room. This is, however, a mistake.

Nothing is more inconsistent with the well-being of

Balsams then cramming two of them in a pot ; the roots

get woven together, and in parting them at repotting

time they get injured and the plants are thrown into

bloom before anything like half their size has been

attained. Having potted them off singly at first, I give

them a slight sprinkling with water and remove them
to a hot -pit or any other convenient place where they

can be kept close to the glass, and where the temperature

does not fall below 60S at night. As soon as the pots

are nearly full of roots I repot into 4-inch pots, using

the same soil as before, except in a rougher state, and

containing rather more dung ; a little of which is also

mixed with the potsherds, among which the roots love

to creep. A bed is now made up for them with mate-

rials in which there is a slight declining fermentation ;

in this the pots are plunged, and kept rather close for a

day or two, and a slight shade is used should the

weather be sunny. I repot again when I ^ee the roots

coming through the hole in the bottom of the pot,

using an 8-inch pot, in which they are bloomed. The
soil now employed is very rich, viz., two parts of old

decomposed night-soil and one of leaf mould, and rich

fibry loam and peat in equal portion?, with a free supply
of silver sand thoroughly incorporating the whole toge-

ther. The plants are again plunged, aud air admitted
freely on fine days, syringing early in the afternoon

and shutting close up ; the atmosphere is thus kept
moist, which, with the ammonia arising from the dung,
gives them a fine strong healthy appearance, and when
in flower they are removed to the conservatory, and
supplied with liquid manure twice a week. By sowing
at intervals, Balsams may be had during the whole of

the autumn. IK F.

Hedges.—In an article, which appeared in your Paper
of the 19th ult. regarding the editor<of thef Forester"
giving advice on the formation and treatment of hedges,

the writer " G. W. L." appears to have missed the point.

If he will read the " Forester" again, he will find that

Mr. Brown, the editor, only recommends a mixture of

Thorn and Beech where wished for by way of ornament.
This is a matter of taste, but where soil is of a light

gravelly nature on a dry bottom Beech will thrive well

where Thorns would scarcely succeed. Of this I have
ample experience. As regards treating every tree

alike, how can your correspondent compare the treat-

ment of Thorns with that of young Oaks—the one to be
reared for a hedge, the other for a timber tree ? The
less pruning hard woods receive the better, provided
the top can always be kept ascending ; on the contrary,
the more side branches one can get on Thorns for a
fence the more compact will the latter be. Let
" G. W. L." pull out his pocket knife, prune a few
Thorns, and let a few remain unpruned, the same with
Beech, and he will soon see his problem solved as to the
accuracy of cutting over of Thorns and not of Beech.
His system of planting on raised up dykes, unless in

extreme cases, I do not remember the " Forester"
recommending. If he would appeal to some of the
Lincolnshire farmers about planting on raised ridges,

they would soon satisfy him on that point, for I must
say that that county has probably done more than many
others in that branch of rural economy. The manuring
of land for hedges is impracticable unless it could be
kept up by rotation. It would do more harm on bad
land than on good. How would " G. W. L." like to be
nursed for a few years on carnivorous principles and
afterwards be fed like a Russian soldier on black rye
bread aud water ? Would not this alter the entire
system ? If poor thin land is to be made to rear good
Thorn hedges, trench it 4 or 5 feet broad and 2 feet

deep, reject all bad subsoil, and make all well up with
good soil from a distance, if that can be had. Let this

lie for a time, and then plant your Quicks, when they
will push rapidly, remembering to cut them all over

I * inch above the ground ; if not cut they will have

enough to do to make IfaveSj blic by iiie former system
I have seen shoots the first year 3 and 4 feet long.

A Reader. [We did not understand the remarks by
" G. W. L." to refer to " Brown's Forester," but to
the writer of an article in the " Quarterly Review."]

1 am surprised that the notions of hedge manage-
ment to winch " G. W. L. " refers have not been set to
rights by some of your correspondents, for in every
statement the « Quarterly " is quite sound, and quite in
accordance with the practice of the best hedgers, who
have tried many methods of growing fences. " G. W. L."

appears to be perplexed at one plant receiving different

treatment in its pruning from another ; but pruning,

as well as soil, manure, situation, temperature, &c,
should be varied to suit the nature of the pbint. Every-
thing judiciously managed, Hav. thorn plants should be

cut down to within a few inches of the ground-mark, on
being planted out into the line of fence. There are

just three cases in which these plants had better be
allowed to stand for a year without heading down : 1st,

when they are very small plants ; 2d, when the plants

have been injured from drought, lateness in trans-

planting, or any other cause which has the effect of

reducing their growth ; 3d, when the ground is not

congenial from being newly trenched, and want of ex-

posure to atmospheric influence, &c; but in neither of

these cases is it wise to insert the plants where the

cost of fencing and management is greater than in the

nursery. Let every thing be in proper trim, and your
headed plants will rise from 16 to 24 inches the first

season. Several mixtures of plants form hedges both
compact and permanent. W. R., Aberdeen. 1 quite

agree with the remarks on the " Quarterly's" plan of

forming a hedge by cutting down Quicks quite close,

and mixing them with Beech, and I may add that the

shade and noxious drip of the latter would, probably,

kill the shoots of the former as they spring up. Having
planted during the last 36 years many, many miles of

Quick fences, and tried various modes of doing it, I

have found the following plan most successful. I make
a trench about 2 feet wide and 2 feet deep, and border
it with one clod on each side, and cast into it the best of

the soil taken out of the ditch made 2 feet wide on
one side and manure it. I then place Quicks, three or

four years transplanted, in two rows (each 8 inches

from the clod), and each plant 9 inches from, and
sloping at an angle of 45° towards the next in the

row, and zig-zag with the Quicks in the opposite or

parallel row. On this plan the new shoots, when break-

ing out, spring upwards, and making angles with the

stems soon supply a great width of fence, and form a
sort of natural pleaching. Towards winter, or in spring,

before the new buds push out, I cut the top of the fence,

lowering it to about 2 feet high, and trim up the sides

from the bottom into a wedge-edge at the top, by
which the whole side of the fence is exposed to

the sun and air, and no gaps can be formed below

by the over-hanging aud drip of projecting branches

above. At the same period I weed the fence, and, if

requisite, water it with liquid manure. I trim the fence

every year, keeping it finally at the height of 4 or 5 feet.

I put up, at 4 feet outside of each clod of the fence, posts

(not morticed) with three rails, or four towards a road,

fastened with j nails ; and in two or three years I

widen the ditch to 3 feet, casting the best of the soil

into the trench with the Quick. I always season my
posts and rails, as well as timber for other purposes, by
placing them for a fortnight or three weeks in the lime-

pit, of which you inserted the particulars in the Gardeners'
Chronicle, July 9, 1853. I think I adopted this plan
from a statement in the " Edinburgh Quarterly Journal
of Agriculture," 1828, giving an account of its successful

PLAN OF FENCE.

may recommend, a few yards from its present posi-

tion'; and I am anxious to take every care of it

from its having been presented to me by a gentleman
now no more. The soil is a good hazel loam, and I

have at command leaf-mould, sharp sand, and bog-
earth from an ancient wood, should you think it desir-

able to make a compost of these materials. The plant

is 2 "ft. 7 inches high, and the tips of most of its branches
have suffered from the late severe winter. A Ten Tews'
Subscriber. [Dig, with a draining spade, a narrow
trench round your Araucaria, about 2 feet deep, and
far enough off the stem not to cut through more than
the ends of the roots. Fill up the trench with leaf-

mould and sand, or sandy loam. Leave the plant till

September, then transplant it carefully, and you will

find the trench full of fine new roots, which will not
easily break off in the lifting.]

Mushrooms.—West of Hereford, a great crop of

Mushrooms sprang up in the fields last week, during
the few warm days. C, May 30.

QUICKS.

ELEVATION OF FENCE,

practice at Closeburn Hall, Dumfries, by the late Sir

Charles Menteith ; and my carpenters have been much
struck with the hardness and density imparted by the

process to the softest woods during the two last years,

when it has been in constant use. L. A. Lloyd, Leaton
Knolls, Shrewsbury, May 30.

The Weather during the month.—The following is a re-

turn of the minimum of my self-registering thermometer
(seven miles south-east of York, Lat. 53° 54', Long.
0° 57' west, about 28 feet above the level of high water
in the adjacent river Derwent ; thermometer 5 ft. 6 in.

from the ground, outside a window facing north-east),

during most of the nights, up to this day (May 30) of

this unusually cold month. You will observe that

during no night has the decimal figure been 5 ; that on
nine it has been 3, and on three 2 !

Greatest cold of the preceding night.

May 2 35° May 13 33

'

4 an „ 14 32
1 Asparagus in „ 15 31

b 231 >- open ground „ 16 41

J killed. « 21 42
e 44 „ 22 42
7 36 „ 23 35
8 36 27 4 Si

D 25A! Asparagus killed ", 28 42
10 41 „ 29 41
12 34 ,, 30 :.;<;

The thermometer is examined in the morning, and the

greatest cold is that of the night preceding i'ne day
entered. I will add, with reference to the cold season,

that the Blackthorn was nearly a month later than its

usual time of flowering, and the swallows, like wise

birds, deferred their arrival for about the same period.

As I am writing, I will take the opportunity of asking

your advice respecting the transplanting of an Araucaria

imbricata, which I wish to remove, at the time you

Caledonian Horticultural, May 12, On this occa«
sion prizes were awarded as follows :— To Messrs.
Dickson & Co., for four stove or greenhouse plants, the
kinds being Calceolaria violacea, Azalea Fioni, A.
phcenicea alba, and Bosskea linophylla. To Mr. Lock-
hart, gr. to R. Dundas, Esq., for Tetratheca verticillata,

Pultensea stricta, and P. subumbellata ; to Mr. Ritchie,

gr. to A. Duncan, Esq., for Boronia tetrandra, Aphelexis
speciosissima, and Adenandra speciosa ; to Mr. Came-
ron, gr. to S. Hay, Esq., for Rhododendron aureum
hybridum ; to Mr. Lockhart, for Erica elegans and
mutabilis ; to Mr. Ritchie, for E. ventricosa, coccinea
minor, and perspicua nana ; to Mr. Lockhart, for a
trained plant of Torenia asiatica, 3 feet 6 inches high by
2 J feet broad ; to Mr. Cameron, for Azalea magnifies
purpurea and lateritia alba ; to Mr. Pender, gr. to D,
Anderson, Esq., for Triumphans aud Gledstanesi ex-

celsa ; to Mr. Ritchie, for Optima and Phcenicea ; to-

Mr. Cameron, for Duke of Devonshire, Coronata, and
Liliiflora. To Mr. Reid, gr. to W. Wilson, Esq., for

well-grown plants of Cinerarias Bessy, Queen of

Beauties, Lady Hume Campbell, and Climax; to Mr,
Walker, gr. to J. Moody, Esq., for Angelique, Lady
Gertrude, Cerito, and Lady Hume Campbell. To Mr,
Walker, Rosehall, for Auriculas Fletcher's Mary Ann.
Leigh's Colonel Taylor, Taylor's Glory, Fletcher's Ne
Plus Ultra, Lightbody's Star of Bethlehem, and Lady
Ann Wilbiaham ; to Mr. Woolley, gr. to C. M'Laren,
Esq., for Morning Star, Taylor's Glory, Rule-all, Ruler
of England, Oliver's Lovely Ann, and Conqueror of
Europe. The prize of one guinea, offered by Messrs,
Dicksons & Co., for the four newest and best Indian
Azaleas, was awarded to Mr. Pander, for Optima, Prse-
stantissima, Lateritia superba, and Liliiflora. A Certi-
ficate was granted to Messrs. Cunningham, Fraser, &
Co., for Viburnum macrocephalum in profuse bloom,
Mr. Stark sent a basket of rare Ferns, with Viola pal-
mata and Primula capitata in flower. From Mr. Handa-
syde came a basket of the new Coniferse and other
ornamental trees and shrubs, including Berberis
japonica intermedia, new gold-leaved Ivy, Thuja
gigantea (or Libocedrus decurrens), T. plicata, and Pinue-
Parryana. Mrs. Carstairs had a bunch of Grayson's
Giant Asparagus (25 heads) weighing 27 oz. From the
garden of Sir W. Gibson-Craig, Bart, were Dodecatheon
californicum in flower, and a variegated variety of Picea
Webbiana. From Mrs. Fraser, Canonmilla Cottage,
good specimens of Alpine plants, including Arenaria
balearica, Draba pilosa, with Trillium grandiflorum and
Athyrium Filix-fcemina var. crispa. From Mr. Stir-
ling, Moray Park Gardens, Viola palmata, Ajuga pyra-
midalis, Hutchinsia stylosa, and other Alpine plants.

The exhibition was enhanced by some fine plants from
the Society's garden, including the sweet-scented
Rhododendron Edgworthi, R. Gibsoni, glaucum, and
lepidotum.

Jioticcg of 33oofc&

Practical Meteorology. By John Drew, Ph.D., F.R.A.S.
Van Voorst.

This little volume, which professes to teach " how to
observe" meteorological phenomena, is stated by the
author to be the result of seven years' experience as an
observer and student. The work consists of three parts

;

the first, which is introductory, is on the laws of heat as
affecting atmospheric changes ; the second contains
descriptions of instruments of observation, deductions
from observations on the thermometric, hygrometric,
barometric, and electric condition of the air ; the third

part relates to the present state of meteorological
science in England ; and an appendix contains various
useful tables for meteorological calculations.

In the first part, the composition of the atmosphere,
its mechanical properties, weight, and elasticity, the

laws of heat, expansion, conduction, good and bad con-

ductors, reflection, latent and specific heat, evaporation,

&c, are all explained in much the same way as they
usually are in elementary treatises on such subjects.

The construction of thermometers is well given. The
principle of their action, viz., the expansion of mercury,
alcohol, or other substance, is generally known ; but
" to adapt a correct scale to the thermometer is a

matter of the utmost consequence. The civilised -world
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lias agreed on fixing two [loinl on the scab ; viz

,

tliat to which the mercury rises when tlie inalru
mciit is plunged in boiling wator, and that to which
it doscondu when placed in melting ico. The space
botweon these points is not, however, divided by
nil nations into tho same number of equal parts.''
thoi'o being 100 according to Fahrenheit, mi llcau-
mur, anil IU0 according to Celsius, or the Centi-
grade scale. "Tho brut point to be determined is the
freezing-point of water, which is tho same under all

temperatures, and every variety of barometric pro Bun
provided tho water ia free from salts of every kind.
'Tho thermometer tube—not tho bulb only— in plugged
into melting ice" [it would have been moro explicit
to have said the bulb and likewise the tube oi the thor
momoteraro plunged into melting ice], "and a mark in

mndo across the glass of tho tube at the point to which
the morcury sinks or withdrawn towards the bulb : this
is the zero-point of ovcry scalo oxcopt Fahrenheit's.
It is n remarkable fact that this zero-point is not
permanent

; when thermometers have boon made for
somo time a very perceptible difference is found between
the point to which tho mercury descends and the
original zero of tho scale ; hence tho necessity of
determining it anew from time to time, and apply-
ing tho difference as an index correction. Mr.
Sheepshanks, who did not desist fepm "his labours
in the structure of the thermometers used in connexion
with the experiments to dotormino the length of the
national standard yard, till ho felt assured of being
able to reach tho second decimal of a degree, used ice
found in tubs of rain-water, in which the thermometer
was placed horizontally, and tho intersection of the
mercurial column with tho tubo was read off by a
vertical telescope carrying a wire moved by a micrometer
screw ; ho obtained identical results when ho mado use
of_ newly fallen snow ; and he recommends the deter-
mination of tho zero to be performed in winter when
tho air around is but little above tho freezing point, aud
the ice or snow melts but slowly."
We would direct especial attention to the preceding

paragraph; for, although it may be true that gardeners
do not require instruments of such extreme nicety as
those adjusted by the gentleman above mentioned for'

a

particular purpose, and although, on the contrary,
tolerably good common instruments answer their
purpose, yet we know that common thermometers are
more especially liable to vary from the truth, even if
they were originally in accordance with it ; it therefore
becomes necessary that they should be occasionally
examined ; and any one who chooses can do this, in the
waypoiuted out by Mr. Sheepshanks, sufficiently exact
for most purposes without the telescope and micrometer
screw.

I '.mi' |] :. [ ,
i , arc too complicate

iiHo. lMnioH'11, on n • ' <

eimplo, and might cd in hoi lii

practice

We have at p. 'J'J7 of the work an account of (be
" oni ly dl icovorad principle in . calk J
ozono, the nature of which ie nol ho
understood. It ban neon found thai it CO!

enei i ix-nily with deli t< i ioi s, and m
thi it i ffccle. SahUnbi In, " ho discovered

by oxperlmonl that air containing ol 02

Infect S 10 time i lie vole of air pi
i

putrid moat ; that i" to say, such a foetid atmc
may ho completely purified by a quantity oi

I"
,

i

Of Ite volume. " Now, in i

It evident that we may expect tho lent to
little or no ozone, while, an Faraday fo

Brighton, the pure air from the on on abounds
with it. Scbonuein met with it io abundance during
a storm on the Jura, and could even roc

a be

its smell ; so that the purification of tho air by
would seem now to I"- philosophically proved. Tie
clcciric discharge, of whicb thunder and lightning arc
the eonsibla indications, produci in I

valuable disinfecting agent." What effi Cb) il pri

in greater or less quantity in the atmosphero, or iU
total absence, may have on animal and vegetable life

remains to bo ascertained. From am distract
of results of a meteorological tablo, kept at Uck field,

Sussex, by C. Lceson Prince, Esg., with which we have
been favoured by that gentleman, it appears that in tbo
unhealthy month of last August, the mean amount of
ozono was comparatively small.

Our limits do not permit us to alludo further to the
many subjects treated of in tho work before us ; we
theroforo recommend those engaged in meteorological
pursuits to tho book itself, which will be found well
worth perusal.

plant for common
,

In '

I

I
I with flower-bud*. ''I

!

In tl
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Various kinds of maximum and minimum thermo-
meters are described aud illustrated. Of Sixe's Register
Thermometer it is said :—« Unfortunately this elegant
instrument can hardly be trusted for very nice observa-
tions, aud is very liable to get out of order. Ruther-
ford's Register Thermometer, or rather thermometers,
for his registering maximum aud minimum ones are
quite distinct, acting independently of each other, are,
for the sake of more elegaut appearance, generally both
fixed on the same plate of box-wood or metal." We,
however, prefer to have them separate, for this reason—if one gets out of order, it can be put right without
disturbing the other ; but when fixed ou the same scale,

if one wants repair tho other (although acting perfectly
well) must accompany it, and, not unlikely, returns dis-

ordered by the journey. "After reading off, and to
prepare the instruments for future observations, both
indices are brought to the extremities (the one of the
column of spirit, the other of that of the mercury,) by
gently inclining the plate ou which the thermometers
are fixed, downward from tho horizontal position.
This must be done with great care, or the indices will

get entangled with the liquids, from which they will be
with difficulty extricated. For three years the author
has used a register thermometer of this description
without any mishap whatever, though he ruined a great
many before he discovered the very careful treatment
they required."
We have bad long experience of Rutherford's ther-

mometer, and, improved, perhaps they are the best for
the purpose of registering. The steel index is apt to
get entangled in the mercury. To prevent this, Mr.
Newman has introduced a small bit of enamel between
the two, so that they cannot come in contact ; but
whether the instrument be furnished with this or not,
the index should be drawn back by a magnet, so that
the thermometer need not be turned up at all. A small
horse-shoe magnet, 2 or 3 inches in length, will be suffi-

cient, aud we avail ourselves of this opportunity of
strongly recommending to our readers the adoption of
this mode of bringing back the index of a mercurial
thermometer.

Negretti and Zambra's Maximum Thermometer, and
also one by Professor Phillips, are described in the work
before us. These have no indices to get out of order,
but we have not proved their accuracy, which indeed
appears from their principle of action to be very
doubtful.

We must refer the reader to the book itself for infor-
mation respecting the modes of registering observations,
the position of instruments, climate, &c. General
considerations ou the hygrometric state of the air are
followed by descriptions, with plates, of different kinds
of hygrometers, some of which have been invented for
obtaining the dew-point by direct observation ; three of
these are.described, namely Daniell's, Regnault's, and

Garden Memoranda.
Horticultural Society's Gardi-.\, Turxii.im Green.—Except in a few particular cases, such as that of the

Mexican Pines — apulconsis, macrophylla, Tcocote,
Devoniana, Russclliana, aud patula—which have either
been killed altogether, or suffered most severely, the
garden has now apparently quite recovered from the
effects of the extraordinary winter and spring we have
experienced. Many of the ornamental trees and shrubs
in the arboretum are now in full blossom. The different

kinds of Lilacs are at present in perfection, Horse
Chesnuts are blossoming profusely ; the various varieties

of Pyrus, and some Crataiguses, are in full beauty, as
are also a few of the earlier Azaleas and Rhododen-
drons ; but the great mass of the latter, a3 well as
Laburnums and scarlet-fioweriug Thorns, are not yet in
flow;r.

The large Glycine sinensis on the conservative wall
and the white variety of this charming wall plant in

another part of the garden are at present both in full

blossom. The latter appears to flower quite as pro-

fusely as the blue kind, with which it forms a good con-

trast. The freedom with which these plants are bloom-
ing this year may be attributed to their young wood
having got thoroughly ripened last autumn, which it

will be remembered was very warm and dry.

The rocky bauks of the American garden are now
gay with masses of Iberisgibraltarica, Alyssum saxatile,

Ajuga reptaus, different kinds of Squills, Phlox
setacea, and Aubrietia deltoidea, &c, all of which are
in full bloom ; and these will he speedily followed by
Diamhus snavis and other plants of that description,

which so eminently serve to keep such places gay in

spring and early summer. The double flowering bluish

lilac Rhododendron fastuosum is likewise now in flower

here ; but with the exception of this and Ledum
palustre, the great mass of the American plants will

not, as we have already stated, be at their best for some
time yet.

chamredrifolia and pruuifolia ; Ceanothus verrucosus,

which has wintered safely, while G. papillosus and
dentatus have been much cut up ; Berberis Darwini,

the common purple-leaved Berberry (B. vulgaris pur-

purea), and Lonicera puuicea, a crimson-flowered shrub

of considerable beauty ; on a wall the white Atragene

alpina is at present very ornamental, as is also Clematis

montana, which flowers so profusely every year about

this time.

Ou a border outside the American garden, some
common purple flowering herbaceous Pcoonies were in

bloom ; these are grown here for the purpose of fur-

»t-/ck of Tecoma

pots

tiou,

good addition !-. ll

o hai bean i

i, which, h'

1'alm. Slat

rd home •

lint' full Top*. .

Curranta and
plan iil fruit growing nrrillllw to be

gaturiaci

In the Orchard, Pearl and Apples, to all sppssVMeaj
will be j. this ie. • tpedally on

N, which hare I

dwarfs. Some of the bloaaoir,

have been injured ; but It iitboagbl that •

r the trees to carry. Oo walls pears look
well, an lieu and .'

clean and very clear of aphides, which are kept in check
the parts affected with tobacco dual. It

is applied with a pair of bellows, cm whoae tube or
nozzle is fixed a little canister with a perforated bottom,
which allows the dust to pass into the nozzle, out of which
it is blown on the trees. This operation ia performed
when the trees are wet, whicb causes the tobacco dust

to adhere to them. The latter is made of home-grown
Tobacco leaves dried, powdered, and sifted, and is found
to answer the purpose better than tobacco water.

Potato Yams (Dioscorea) are now being planted oat
The stems are not supported on sticks ; but are allowed

to creep ou the ground. In short they arc managed
very much in the way in which ridge Cucumbers are

FLORICU LTURE.
PosrroxCiiRTSANTHEMr/MS.—I will say but little about

the cultivation of these, as the general culture of the

large-flowering kinds is equally applicable to this small
.-. few cursory remark- are therefore all that are

necessary. About. . - or cuttings

from the old plants, giving the preference to such aa

appear stout and short-jointed : '.say a
3-inch one ; mix together a good rich soil, talcing equal

ms of loam, rotten dung, and leaf-mould, to

which may be added a sufficiency of rough sand to

make the whole porous. Wben potted, put tbem in a

house or frame, and keep them close for some time, say

three weeks, by which period most of them will be well

rooted ; then gradually harden tbem off, and about the

middle of May give a shift into larg- ^-inch

ones; after which place them in the open air. in a situation

the easterly winds, and at a sufficientsheltered from
Other shrubs in flower here were Spiraeas ; distance from each other to admit of free cLrculaoou of

air. About the middle of June give tbem their final

shift into 8-inch pots, using the same compost as before

;

they should then be plunged in an open border, where

they can receive the full influence of the sun, two-thirds

of the pot being buried, and placed at from 2 to 3 feet

3part each wsy, which allows plenty of room for

waterinir, tyeing, &c., and attention must now be

paid that a lil rr.i supply of water be given as occasion

requires, for if the plants are allowed to get too dry,

besides receiving an unnatural check, they will lose a por-

tion of their foliace. Care must cow be taken to ooo-

- tinually top theni,~as the plants will grow- Terr fast I

nishing stocks for Moutans, for which they are well i luxuriantly ; their first topping should take p.ace

adapted, the latter when grafted ou them succeeding ab ut -: ine'.

perfectly, and making good plants. Of Moutans. Mr.
Fortune's fine kiuds are now in flower, and extremely

handsome they are. The darkest among them is atro-

sanguiuea, a deep crimson variety, and atropurpurea is

also a valuable dark purple kind. Versicolor is a large

showy changeable purple : picta is a fine .rosy salmon,

and salmonea and parviriora are also salmon-coloured

sorts. All these must be regarded as valuable introduc-

tions to English gardens.

In the greenhouses, which are gay with Schizanthus

violaceus raised from see>:ssown last August, Calceolaria

angustifolia, rugosa, and Ajax, the last a showy yellow

kiud with a large deep orange brown spot, fancy and Cape

Pelargoniums,"Cytisus, and other shrubs, we remarked

the double yellow or rather buff Datura, quite a curio-

sity in its way, and the pretty double white fiowered

Clematis Sieb'oldi, a free flowering species which can

and be repeated until Joiy or

AuCTtst. Cne great feature worthy in the

Pompon var: they can be constantly topped

until a much later period than the large-floweri^ kinds,

without retarding or, diminishing their blossoms ; thus

thev are easily made into handsome and ornamental

specimens, and* when covered with their innmnerabie

From t;e ^:ci:

and removed to the greet-, .-i wi2 be c:

ssis :e to their devek r check will be ex-

periencs •* *=* g""611

tbem. I had nearly forgotten to mention one very

beautiful characiir.- liiiiputians,which is,that

tlicv blossom much, earlier than any of the other kinds,

thus obviating the gxta; ecr^jiair.-. against Chry-

mums when grown in the open borders : name.y. -_;:
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t ie Jrost destroys die plants belore the flowers luive

t'me to develope themselves. II". B.

SEEDLINGS.
GilcsoLiUiis: J IV £ Co. 1 is the best, but both may make

goid beading sorts.
! - : L II. A yellow gronnd variety, with very dark top
petals and margin. It should be double its present size, and

it would be no better than many already out, being of a
class in which we abound in good kinds.

POX.TASTHU5BS : J W. A large, and to all appearance, a very
good flower, but too much pressed in the transit for us to fully

judge of its merits.

Misce'laneous.
On the Diseases of Plants: by M. F. E. Guerin

Mcncrille.—Some observations recently made tend to

confirm an opinion expressed last year to the effect that

the great epidemic from which so many plants, and
Vines more especially, have been suffering, is due, if

•not solely at least principally, to influences of tempera-
ture. The observations upon which this opinion was
based have become during this last year very numerous,
and have been made in the departments of the Var,
Bouches du Rhone, Basses- Alpes, Vaucluse, Gard,
Drome, Ardeche, Isere, &c. After having examined
the epidemic in the Basses-Alpes during the whole time
that the silk-worms were hatching, I determined
to extend my inquiries to the ten departments
just named, proceeding from the south northwards.
1 thus ascertained that the disease disappeared not
only, as I had formerly ascertained, in proportion
to the height of the plants above the sea, but also

in proportion to their northern situation. Neither
in the Alps nor in Paris was there any disease. In the
Alps, as in Paris, the disease, when it existed at all,

was only to be found on plants sheltered by walls and
exposed to the south or east, or on plants in small town
gardens where, in consequence of the artificial atmo-
sphere, the disease made its appearancewhatever aspect
the plants had. I noticed it principally in fields of Saint-
foiu, on cereals, Melons, Gourds, Tomatoes, &c, Vines,
Roses, Mulberries, Walnuts, and other fruit trees, and
even on the Alders in our valleys. The Saintfoin, for
example, after progressing admirably from December to
February, languished, and became covered with Oidium
to such an extent that the strong smell of diseased Vine
which it emitted when being cut, caused alarm, lest the
crop should prove injurious to cattle fed upon it.

All the corn, and especially that on well exposed hills,

looked admirably at the same period of the year when
vegetation ought to have been stationary, and the
plans perhaps covered with snow; but the corn in
the plains, in the large valley of the Durance, as well
as that of the higher laud in the department, remained
small, low, and exhibited no unusual development.
Later, during the months of April, May, and even June,
the corn on the hills with fine aspects, and which was
already in ear and about to flower, became exposed to

a low temperature and a cold damp ; the plants became
covered with rusty black spots, their leaves curled, and
in spite of incessant cold rain, appeared to suffer from
drought. The corn in the plain, in cold soil, with harvests
almost always a fortnight late, developed slowly, and as

usual ; the bad weather had no effect on it, and the

harvest was good, whilst the corn on the hills and inter-

mediate lauds, although so fine in December, January,
and February, did not even yield the seed from which
it sprung. A curious circumstance, showing that the dis-

ease of the corn is due to a too high winter temperature,

is that all those growers who sowed their corn late had
fair crops. The Mulberry trees were out early and exposed
to all those cold rains which destroyed the early silk-

worms. Some of the trees were seen in full leaf as

early as Easter. Later, all the leaves became covered
with rusty spots, which I examined with great care. In

some cases the disease was so bad that the leaves curled
up and dried, and became utterly useless as food for

silkworms. Walnut, and many other trees were just as

bad, their leaves also 'being covered with rusty spots.

The Vine was worse than ever. The cold rains of

May caused the disease to appear a fortnight late, and
this gave some hopes that the malady had, if not disap-

peared, at ail events greatly decreased ; but it soon
appeared that the plants were seriously affected, more
so even than in the preceding years. Nevertheless such
was the variety of circumstances under which my obser-

vations were made that I was able to ascertain by
examinations, as well on a large as on a small scale, that

my theory of caloric influence explained every pheno-
menon satisfactorily established. Thus it appears quite

certain that all valleys haviug large streams of water,

and so situate as to be exposed during winter to cold

northerly winds, are more or less free from the ravages
in question. The north slopes of hills are generally-

free also, and certain elevated tracts of country, whether
in the south or middle of France, suffer but little, unless

it be iii those spots which are sheltered by irregularities

in the soil. Comptes Rcndus.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—As soon as cold frames and pits

can be got cleared of bedding stuff they should be occu-
pied with young stock of hard-wooded plants. These
humble structures will also be found suitable for dwarf
Lobelias, Balsams, Salvias, andjmany other things which
are generally grown for flowering in the conservatory
i n summer and autumn. Roses, as was stated last week,

are perhaps the most generally admired of all winter
flowering plants, and where there is not a stock of esta-
blished plants for this purpose, if a lot of young plants
can be procured and placed in a frame they will make
nice stuff by autumn if properly attended to, especially

if the frame can be placed ou a bed of leaves or
tan to afford a gentle bottom-heat, which will greatly
assist in inducing a vigorous root action. Now
that the weather has become milder, air should be
given more liberally, and when there is no danger of

frost, a little back air may be left on for the night.

Attend to former directions as to keeping insects under,
and supplying beds and borders liberally with water.
Greenhouse.— If any of the young stock has not
yet been examined for the purpose of ascertaining
whether it requires more pot room, this should be
done the first possible opportunity, repotting such as
require it, aud a liberal shift may be given with pro-
priety at this season to things in a vigorous state. Great
care should be used, however, to have the balls in a nice
healthy state as to moisture, and also the soil to be
used ; and the plants should be exposed as Utile as pos-
sible to sunshine, or drying currents of air, for a fort-

night or so after potting. Careful aud judicious water-
ing is at all times essential to successful plant growing

;

but at no period of a plant's existence is this so im-
portant as while the roots are surrounded with fresh

soil, and many a promising plant has been ruined by
one or two inadvertmt applications of water while in

this slate. If both tlie ball and soil are in a properly
moist state when potting is performed, water need not
be given for two or three days ; and when it is deemed
necessary to water, enough should be given to thoroughly
soak the whole of the soil. Large specimens of Heaths
and other hard-wooded things must also be very care-

fully supplied with water, and every precaution should
be used to make sure that the ball is in an equal state

as to moisture throughout ; for it sometimes happens
that the surface of the ball will appear quite wet, while
below (where the greater part of the roots is) is too
dry. This is the result of practising the dribbling

system of watering, and is not likely to occur where
watering is doue properly. The readiest and safest way
of moistening the lower part of the ball, when this is

found to be dry while the upper part is wet, is to place

the pot iu a saucer or tub of water for a few hours,

letting the water stand about an inch above the drainage.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The weather is extremely unfavourable. for trees and

shrubs that have been recently shifted, and these should
be frequently examined, to see that they are not suffer-

ing through dryness at the root ; and when watering is

deemed necessary, have the surface loosened with a
blunt pronged fork, giving a thorough soaking, and then
mulch to prevent rapid evaporation. Young things

which have not got fairly established since planting
must also be attended to wilh water as they may seem
to require it, until they get proper bold of the ground.
As to planting out the bedding stock the weather has
been such this week that those who'have not commenced
will not regret having their plants where they can be
afforded some shelter, aud at present there is no appear-
ance of any change for the better. It is of course need-
less to advise parties to defer planting out until the

change comes, for to plant out in the present state of

the weather would be about as reasonable as to do so in

March ; and it is to be hoped that any advice as to the
management of the stock until it can be committed to

the ground will be too late, for surely the present
winterly weather will not last many more days. We
have kept our stock as close as circumstances would
admit, covering that in skeleton frames with mats, &c,
and shading that under glass, and giving very little

air, which has been a great saving of labour in water-
ing, and the plants have no doubt suffered less than if

they had been exposed to the drying winds. What the
effects of the present week will be upon things .that

were planted out remains to be seen ; but they will,

doubtless, have sustained a very serious check, aud will

require much attention to get them rouud in any reason-
able time. Meantime they must not be allowed to get

too dry at the root ; but watering should be done in the
morning, so as to have the surface of the beds dry
before night, for a sharp frost is probable enough any
night. But when warm weather comes, things that
have suffered from the winds should be sprinkled every
evening with water that has been exposed to the sun,
and a good watering given as often as may be necessary
to keep the beds moist ; and they should also be
shaded from bright sunshine, by sticking plenty of
evergreen branches into the beds. There is a very
sensible article on bedding plants by Mr. Ayres in last

week's Chronicle, to one part of which we beg to direct

attention, and advise parties to adopt the plan there

recommended for storing heat in the" ground before
planting out the bedding stock, which is worth the

trouble any season, and much more so this, when the

ground is so unusually cold.

HARDX FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Trees that have been shifted this season must be

attended to with water, and see that standards are

securely fastened against the wind. Continue the war
against all kinds of insects, particularly greeu-fly on
Peach trees, and do not allow these pests to injure the

young shoots, for they|are already^very late, and unless

the season should prove very fine indeed there will pro-

bably be some difficulty in getting the young wood
ripened before winter, and every care should be used to

prevent the trees sustaining any check. We find that

shallow light borders are already inclining to dryness,

and should the weather becuine warm before we haye a
good soaking of rain it will probably be necessary to

water where the borders are shallow and of a dry
nature. But -watering in the present state of the
weather would probably do more harm than good.
Strawberry beds should be carefully cleaned, loosening up
the surface, and thoroughly soaked with pond water
first warm day, giving a good watering with manure water
a few days after the ground has been well soaked, when it

will be more useful than if given while the ground is

in a dry state. Attend well to Cauliflowers and other
crops with water. See to keeping up a succession of

Kidney Beans, Turnips, Spinach, &c. In putting in

seeds at this season when the ground is in a dry state

the drills should be well watered before sowing.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON',-
For the week ending May 31, 1S55, aB observed at the HorticulturaiGardecs,

3

Basombteb.
Wind.Ol the Air. Of the Earth

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mzan 1 foot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

"riday 15 9 29.802 29.7S9 78 42 00.0 5-1 53 S.E.
Satur. 26 11' 29.876 29.7i9 92 58 70.0 55 53*

51$
E.

Sunday 27 11 29.749 •:9.7-:3 75 52 63.5 57 S.E.
Hon.. 28 vi 29.856 29.789 56 .25 45.5 57 54i
TueB. 29 13 C9.S93 29.872 59 37 48.0 55 534
Wed. 30 14 29.949 29.879 50 40 45.0 54 53
Thura. 31 O 29.683 29.150 54 47 50.5 52 52} N.E.

WpVpB-P .
?0.8"9 20 7=-

1

fil.S ' i).4 54.6 54.8 53.5

May 25—Fine; cloudy and fine ; very fine.— 26—Very fine ; very hot and dry ; fine ; windy at night.
— 27— Dry hnze; overcast ; cloudy; slight rain.
— 23— ltain ; cloudy and cold at night.
— 29—Cloudy throughout ; showery at night.
— 30—Low clouds ; cold showers with northerly wind.
— 31— Cold rain ; cloudy at night.

Mean temperature of the week 2£ deg. below the average,

EECOIID OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending June 9, 1955.

Won.
Tuea.
Wed.
Thu.
Frid. '

Satur.

sel which u a?g«*
Rained. °f Ealn

11 0.91 in.

0.76

0.61
0.23

0.53
0.45

1.48

Prevailine Winds.

» S i S.

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 7tb,

1S46—therm. 90 deg.; and the lowest on the 3d, 1S37, and Sth, 1S3S—tberm-
3a deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Asts : A L. We are unable to advise you. If you can find their

run stuff rags dipped in turpentine or gas tar into the holes, or
pour them in. As to killing them by catching, it is a hopeless

task. Of course you must not put turpentine or gas tar into

the pots.

Arum: A S L M. This, like all such plants, is easily extirpated

by handpicking the leaves as soon as they are a few inches
long in the spring: and again picking them as fast as they
reappear. It must be a very large park that -would not be
quickly cleared thus by a few women and children. Even now
there would be an advantage in pulling up all the leaves and
Lords aud Ladies that can be found.

Asparagus Broccoli: $[ TV. We do not recognise this. Could
you not send a plant to the Horticultural Society, 21, Regent
Street, with a request that it may be planted and reported on?

Cauliflower: J M. Certainly your plant will be ruined by
every Cabbage or Broccoli that may he in ffower within a mile
of it, unless you prevent the access of pollen brought by wind
or by bees and other insects. A shirt of muslin drawn over
the plant will probably preserve it trom contamination if tied
close round the stem, and put on before any of the flowers have-
opened.

Diseases: E E. There seems to be nothing wrong about the
Vine leaves, except that perhaps they are too luxuriant. The
young bunches were so much injured by pressure as not to
exhibit their natural appearance. "We have never seen such an
affection before. If you will send by post two or three in a chip
box, with a leaf to keep them fresh, directed Rev. M. J. B. f

King's Cliffe, Wansford, we will examine the matter more
minutely.

—

E W. There is no fungus on your Vine leaves.
The little warts upon them are very common, and arise from
some bad condition of the roots. At least a set of Vines in
pots, which were affected last year, when the roots were
in a very had condition, are perfectly free now that the drainage
of the pots is good and the roots healthy. 31. J. B.

Insects : J 31. The Pine plantations in Scotland are occasionally

severely injured by the inclosed insects, which are the Curculio
(Uylobius) abietis. Stumps of old trees and branches of felled

trees left on the ground are the chief harbours and breeding
places of those insects, and ought to be removed and destroyed.

Some foresters recommend decoy-trees, that is, trees placed in
open spaces and left for the attacks of these insects, which
should be sought for on them from time to time, and destroyed.

~J G. The Cherry leaves were infested by the larva; of one of
the leaf-rolling small moths (Tortricida?), which were crushed in
the post. The best remedy is to pinch sharply such leaves as.

exhibit rolls or cases of the larvte, which are thus easily killed.

W.
Names of Plants : "We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have.,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind'.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.— WPass. We believe the Cattleya to be a
specimen of one sold under the name of C. Warczewitzi,but we
are not certain. If not, we are unable to Identify it.—A B.
Allium ursinum.—T W. 1, Edwardsia cbrysopbylla; 2, Poly-
gala speciosa; 2, Baptisia mollis—as far as we can judge
from such fragments.

—

Erzroum. No box has yet arrived, nor
do Messrs. H. and Z. know anything of it.—Amateur. Cam-
panula hederacea.—E E. Mitraria coccinea starved.—B JV. 1,

Monolopia major; 2, some Sisyrinchium not in flower; 3,

Veronica chamjedrys ; 4, Asperula taurina.

Showing: J G. We see no reason why a double Wallflower
should not be shown as a herbaceous plant.

Vine Roots tn Air : A Grape Grower. You are undoubtedly
wrong, and Mr. Grey is right. As to crops, that is not the
question before us.

%* As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can be made. We must al&o beg the indulgence of those
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting
contributions is still delayed,
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pKIUJVIAN GUANO; Bolivian Gunno, Suporphoi
-*- phtifo of I, Imo, Nltmifi of Boda, Sugar Scum, and i

noflcrlptlon of Avtlflolal Manure*) LfoBoad Gakoa, &c,
Ww. rxaus Cahnk, 10, Murk Lano, London.

GJIJANO (for Account of the Underwritex's).— For
' Public Salo. »t tho Now Corn ElXohango Tavom, Mark

Lano, on MONDAY. Juno <Uh, at y o'clock [>redely, I

of Moflfli'B, An'i'onv (JnniH & Bonb, tlio Importer*), on i, 'I HOI
SAND TONS OFDAMAGED GiUANO, Catalogues In duo time
from J. A. Hucicrcn & Benobaitt, Broltorfl, d<j, Commercial Bale
Rooma, Mincing Lano.

FOR THE PRICE CURRENT OF MANURES.
"VTITRO-PHOSPHATE and AMMONIA PHOS
J-^ PHATE, manufactured by Hodgson & Bihpbok, Wake
fluid, and Hattiibwa & <;<>,, DrUlloUl, h/, por ton.

J>ATKNT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'S
NITRO-PH08PHATED CARBON onBLOOD MANURE,

6?. 10a. per ton; delivered in London, bags Included. Eacli ton
contains 1850 llw. Blood and 11 percent, of PliOHplmtc of Llmo.
Agents throughout tho country.

2U, Lincoln's Inn Floldflj London,

rpHE FOLLOWING MANTJRES are manufactured
-*~ »t Mr. Laweb' Factory, Doptford Crook :— Tnrnl]i ManuiO.

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Llmo, it.; Sulphuric Acid and
Coproliti'M, 67,

nil, re, (if), King William Struct, City, London.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia, Nitrato of Soda, Sulphate of Ainmonin, and
other Chemical Manures.

'PUKNIP SOWING.—Tho Undersigned beg to offer
-A- their valuable S'.ipherpboupbiitn of I'Jnm (Hut " Knyiil Aci'i-

CuUuval Socluty'H Journal," Vol. VI., Part 2), Turnip Manure,
and Nitro-phosphate or lilood Manure.
Alno on salo, (liiuno, Nitrato of Soda, Gypsum, Bone-dust,

Sulphuric Acid, Salt, and nil Other Manures of known VflluO.

Agents for tjie sale orPcat Charcoal.— Apply for Prices ' iurrenl to

Mabk Fothbboill & Co., 204a, Upper Thames Street, London.

CORN MANURE FOR SPRING SOWING.
CONCENTRATED URATE TOR GRASS, RAPE, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

a^HE LONDON MANURE COMPANY continue
- to manufacture tho above Manures, 'which have been used

•with so much success for tho Inst 1*1 years.

Tho London Manuro Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from importers' warehouses), Nitrato of Soda,
Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Pone Dust, and
every artificial manure of known value. Edward Purser, Sec.

Office—40, Bridgo Strcot, BInckfriars.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE. — This highly
fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Sewage, will bo found most efficient for
every species of crop; more especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,
Mangold Wurzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater
return for the outlay than Citiano or any other manure at an
equivalent value : it also possesses the property of retaining its

fertilising power longer than other Manures now in use. It may
be obtained at tho SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Fulham, at it. per ton, and in quantities less than half
a ton, at Bs. per cwt., for ready money only; and in quantities
not less than a ton will be delivered at the Loudon Termini of
the Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

Xt may also be had from Messrs. G. Gibds & Co., 26, Down
Street, Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for Loudon,
and from all the other Agents of the Company.

RT1F1CIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers an

d

- others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by npplyitig to J. C. Nesrit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch.

Gentlemen desirous of receiving instructions in Chemical
Analyses and Assaying, will find ample facility and accommoda-
tion at the College.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly anr"

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other pnr-
ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.

TO ARTIFICIAL AND CHEMICAL MANURE MANUFAC-
TURERS AND MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS.

MR. COOKE, Chemical Engineer & Manufacturing
Chemist, contracts for the erection of Sulphuric Acid

Chambers, and Chemical Plant generally on the most approved
forms. Practical instructions from 12 years' experience in the

trade given in the working of Acid Chambers, and in the manu-
facture of all kinds of Artificial Manures, Superphosphates, and
Guanos. Receipts for the best mixtures furnished, and other
information on application.—For terms, &c, apply by letter to

6, St. Thomas Terrace. Newcastlc-on-Tyne.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,
incorporated by special Act of Parliament for

England and Scotland.—To Landowners, the Clergy, Soli-

citors, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c.—Loaus may be contracted
for the execution by the proprietor or by the Company of every
landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building.' Clearing
Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Reclamation, Roads,
Planting, Machinery, &c. The plans (of buildings), specifica-

tions, and estimates are prepared by the proprietors, and are

submitted to the approval of the Enclosure Commissioners. Pro-
prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover
from the inheritance their own funds to he expended on improve'
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a
mutual improvement, such as a common outfall, &c. For forms
of application, &c;, apply to the Hon. Wm. Napier, Managing
Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.
THOMAS SL'MMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,

Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St
John's Wood, London, begs respectfully to inform the nobility,

gentry, and his patrons generally, that he has entered into
arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the sole

disposal in London of their highly ornamental and very durable
Vases, Fountains, &c, samples of which may be seen at hi:

grounds in the Garden Road, as above.
T. S. has much pleasure in being the first to introduce to the

notice of the public a highly ornamental Vase, capable of resist-

ing the most severe weather, and at little more than half the cost

of any other possessing the same qualities ; and he has no hesita-
tion in stating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plants
caonot te manufactured.
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8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every dencription of Machinery for Raising Water, by meanfl

ol W In i Is, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; al&o Fire and Gnrdeo
Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With WARNER'S REGISTERED SfBEADEB,
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I
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as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any

depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

seni on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 95. upwards. Metallic String ft n ,tol 3d. per lb.

lOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,

O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS,
GARDEN ENGINES, aud SYRINGES.

Brass Syringes, 9j. to IBs.

All articles of John Warner & Soxs' manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at

the advertised prices.

John Warner & Soxs having been practical Horticulturists

for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeuers. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will set thronsrh as much work in five minutes as he could with

any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to

himself. Svringes are economical for small booses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens. Hothouses,

Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories. Lawns. <£c.

Sheets of Eugravings sent on application.

LACK JAPAN"YARMSH.—This article will be

found from its durability and cheapness of the greatest

utility for Painting Hurdles. Wire-work, Palings, Gates. Fences,

&c. and out-door work of every description, whether c: v

Iron. Its value has been proved by the test of time. It should

be well siirred up before using and applied cold. This Varnish

will retain its quality for any length ot time, provided the cask

be kept closed.

May be obtained through any ironmonger ; crof John Wj.r.>-^?.

& Soss, S, Jewin Crescent,London.

N.B. Sold in casks containing 2S. or 1-4 gallons, at 2s. per

gallon. Casks (which cannot be returned), 5s. each.
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tenantry, would be not only successful but much
more popular. Mr. Caird, in a letter published in

yesterday's Times, refers to this view of the subject,

proposing, however, to make the matter compulsory
only in reference to the acreage of crops. His plan

suggests the employment of responsible officers,

appointed specially for the purpose of collecting

the returns and determining the character as well as

the extent of the harvest.

The results of the present inquiry, such as they are,

must be presented hereafter—though owing to their

imperfect character and the late period of their pub-
lication they can be but of little value ; and must
afford the most unsatisfactory datum on which to

build any such estimate of the whole produce of the

country as is attempted to be deduced from them.

We resume the subject of fertility and barren-
ness in soils :

There is perhaps no form in which the force of

climate so obviously appeals to observation as in the
accumulation of bog and peat which in certain

localities is due to it. The vegetable matter present
in soils is one of the topics to which reference has
been made in the enunciation of this subject. The
necessity of its presence in some form and to some
extent, in order to fertility, is a question rather
for scientific investigation than for decision by the
farmer. Mere agricultural observation would, how-
ever, confidently answer it in the affirmative,

although to its presence in excess, and to the form
in which it occurs, we must attribute the infertility

of large districts in Ireland, Scotland, and in England.
And around the edges of these districts will be found
illustrations of the way in which this infertility is

being overcome. The ordinary steps are'drainage,
levelling, burning the vegetation, Heath, and coarse
Grass which occupy the surface, adding mineral
matter—gravel, clay, marl, and lime ; and then with
the addition of some portable manure, and such
rough cultivation as the first attempt amounts to,
sowing or planting such crops as do not need a very
fine tilth, to ensure a tolerable result. Thus Pota-
toes among green crops, or Oats among grain crops,
are commonly first attempted. These are followed
by Oats in the former case and perhaps Rape in the
latter

; and Rape is followed by Oats again, and
the land is sown down with such Grasses as will suit
a boggy soil. The following mixture is well adapted :

Agrostis stolonifera 3H, S
Atopecuras pratensis .., ..." . 2
Festuca pratensis * ]]'. '.'.'.

'."
3

Lolium italicum [," 5
M perenne 8

Pbalaris amndinacea
[[ 2

Phleum pratense .'.'*
.'" 4

Poa trivialis ... ["
t

\"
3

Lotus major " 2
Medicago lupnlina [][ .,. \][ 2
Trifolium repens ["

[[] \" Q

In all per acre 40 lbs.

In the course of four or five years the land be-
comes consolidated, and, after a dressing with lime
compost, may be broken up for regular cultivation.
The way in which (1) drainage and after drainage,
(2) mere lapse of time, (3) earthen and calcareous
dressings, and (4) cultivation overcome the infertility
arising from peaty, boggy accumulations will be
considered hereafter. The facts enumerated are all
that agricultural observation can bear witness to

;

and on how large a scale they are visible in some
counties has been abundantly recorded in our agri-
cultural literature. In Lincolnshire especially exten-
sive tracts which were formerly a waste of peaty
bog and moor, a wilderness, as Mr. Clarke
describes them, "of pools and bogs and reedy
shoals," are now among the most fertile and pro-
ductive districts in the kingdom. The fertility
which these former wastes exhibit now may doubt-
less be attained elsewhere by the means which have
been efficient there. What 'those means have been
is admirably illustrated in the history of Deeping
Fens. Between Spalding and Market Deeping,
bounded by the Welland and the Glen, there are
upwards of 20,000 acres of the lowest land in
Lincolnshire. The particulars of its history are
given by Mr. Clarke in the Journal of the English
Agricultural Society. In the reign of Charles II.
the first attempt was made to drain the district by
means of windmills, the water being thus lifted out
of the main drains. In the beginning of the present
century an Enclosure Act was obtained, by which
the north and south drove drains were cut. The fen
was after this generally under water during winter,
but in a tolerably dry spring the farmer managed to

f°
w 0ats by the end of April. When we were

tnrough this fen in July last the land was covered
with heavy crops of Wheat, Oats, and Flax, with
good Clover and Potatoes, and promising young

ff^r, i,
y years a§° two steam engines, together

of 140 horse-power, were erected at Podehole, near
bpalaing, the drains were deepened and the water
lifted some 8 feet into the Vernatt's cut running

into the Welland, a few miles below Spalding. The
improvement of the outfall of the Welland would
now enable the wheels at Podehole to be set some-
what deeper, so that, with the same lift, a drainage

of the district could now be accomplished to a lower
level than that at which it at present is. And how
desirable this is, appears from the circumstance

that the tenant of one of the farms in this fen has

erected an engine and wheel especially for his own
occupation, and by lifting from some 18 inches

below the level to which the Podehole engines

reduce the water he has obtained for the lowest

of this land a drainage of 30 inches instead

of 12. To drainage, marling, and subsequent

spirited cultivation, the contrast between the

present and the past of Deeping Fen is due. We
are acquainted with one farm in this fen which has

been in the hands of the same tenant since the

erection of the Podehole engines. It is 680 acres in

extent, the level of the lowest part of it is 6 feet

below high-water mark, audits history, with most of

which we are acquainted, is an illustration of the

way in which fertility is attainable, notwithstanding

excess of vegetable matter in the soil. When first

occupied by Mr. Aitken the rotation adopted was
1st, fallow ; 2d, Oats ; 3d, Wheat ; 4th, seeds ; 5th,

seeds pared and burned and sown with Rape in

June ; 6th, Oats ; 7th, Wheat. In the course of a
few years this was altered to 1st, fallow ; 2d, Oats

;

3d, Wheat ; 4th, seeds ; 5th, Wheat ; the fallow being

sown with Rape the first and second week in June,

and fed off with sheep, commencing about the

middle of September. The rotation that has

latterly been adopted and followed now for some
years, is 1st, fallow ; 2d, Wheat, 3d, seeds ; 4th,

Wheat ; 5th, Beans, Mangold Wurzel, or Flax ; 6th,

Wheat. And for keeping the land clean and in good
condition it is much the best rotation of the three,

The only inconvenience being that you are obliged

to consume all the Rape early in the season to

enable you to sow the land with Wheat. An
average crop of Wheat is now fully 8 bushels per

acre more than it was during the previous rotations
;

and this Mr. Aitken attributes to (1) not having

two white crops in succession ; (2) to und^r drain-

ing and better drainage by means of their own
private engine ; and (3) to an enlarged outlay for

cattle food, 5001. a-year being spent on oilcake.

The soil of this farm 30 years ago was a light

spongy peat, varying from a foot to 30 inches deep
lying upon a subsoil of blue buttery clays, varying
from this to a strong silty clay, with occasional beds
of silt, and until clayed it was not adapted for

Wheat culture at all, and from 30 to 40 acres sown
in spring was all the farm could yield. But drainage

has consolidated the peat, and by cultivation and
burning it has wasted ; and by the direct applica-

tion of clay it has had substance given to it, so that

it is more and more becoming a loam adapted to the

growth of Beans and Flax. We saw 50 acres

of Flax upon it in July last, promising an
abundant profitahle yield. The process of claying

was performed by cutting trenches 2 feet wide
at intervals of 20 feet, and taking 1 or 2 feet

of clay out, and spreading it on either side,

according as the land appeared to need it.

Some 200 cubic yards per acre were an ordinary
dressing, and the labour cost from 30s. to 33s. per
acre. Where the clay is near the surface it is better

to make the cuts at shorter intervals, and take less

out of each, as the levelling afterwards is more
easily accomplished. Burning is given up in this

fen ; the peat wastes fast enough without it, and it

is rather the object now to retain it than to lose it.

The clay applied is a marl ; it is a calcareous clay,

and lime is not applied except experimentally, and
then without results good enough to encourage its

use. The means by which this farm has been made so

fertile are drainage, application of clay, and expen-
diture in cattle food. The mineral and the animal
matters needed for vegetable production are supplied

by the two last ; the first ensures both their prepa-
ration for use in the soil and the ready access to them
of the roots of plants.

The Wheat crop of 1853 was abundant on this

farm, when all the farms around it were complain-
ing. The autumn of 1852 was so wet that the
Podehole engines could barely keep the level of

the water in the drains below the surface of the
land, and the lowest portions of the fen were
flooded. The seed time, generally, was one of the

worst ever known since those Podehole engines had
been used. But the six-horse engine and its little

wheel on Mr. Aitken's farm just supplemented the

deficient means furnished by the general drainage of

the district, and the seed time of 1852 was good
enough for him. Night and day, during that dreary

time, was that little wheel contending for the

mastery with the watery supplies, often 40 or

50 thousand tons a-day, which fell upon this 600
acre plot, and it was often a moot point which

should gain the victory. The power employed,
however, was successful ultimately; and while the

neighbours' fields were soaked with water in the

ditches following the plough sole in its furrow,

these had never less than 18 inches drainage. It

was a good seed time, therefore, here, though
wretched everywhere around it, a good harvest time
also, therefore, eight or nine months afterwards,

when every other farm had reason to complain.

ECONOMY OF HARVEST WORK.
As almost all industrious and unremitting labour is

grounded on self interest, this powerful principle

should be brought to our aid in every operation on
the farm, but particularly in harvesting the grain,

in carting the harvest home and in harvesting roots.

Before I begin harvest I put a price per acre to

every field according to my idea of the labour ; and
I put a paper with those prices into the hands of

any company of four or more men who come for

harvest work. The following are the prices for mow-
ing, bagging, or reaping the several fields ; those which
are to be reaped, bagged, or mown are mentioned in

the agreement which each company of men is requested

to sign, and they also agree to work till all the fields

are cut down ; those fields which are mown have to

be raked, and all of them are to be tied up in small

sheaves, and set up in stooks of four sheaves two and
two across, and the four sheaves to have a band around
their head, so as to tie them together to prevent the

wind blowing them down.

Acres. s. d. £ s. d.

Field No. 2 11-717 Wheat 10 per acre reaped 5 12 S
4 10.309 „ R B mown 4 7 10
6 10.901 „ R fi 5 9
7 9-38S Beans 8 „ bagged 4 15 4
8 11-33 Wheat 8 8 „ „ 4 16 1

10 10-74 „ 8 mown 4 7 11
12 10-42 „ 8 6 4 fi 8

„ 14 10-73 „ 9 bagged 4 16 3
15 10-48 Beans H 4 4 5
IS 10-11 Wheat 9 6 „ 4 16 1

18 11-41 Oats 7 fi mown 4 10 1

,
20 8-66 „ 7 6 3 5 7
22")

and U2.21 Wheat 8 4 S 3

24J
23 4-5 Beans 7 bagged 1 10

rook side 1-37 „ 8 n " 11

144-79 62 9 7
There is no beer or cyder given to any of the

workers. This averages 8s. 8d. per acre for cutting,

binding, and stooking the crop of 14479 acres.

I adopt the same principle in carting the harvest

home to the rick-yard.

The carriage of grain from the fields to the rick-yard

is performed in this way : — I bargain with one or

two stout active men to find other two equally stout

and active, and two stout active lads. Two of the

men pitch the sheaves to the carts to the boys who
build the corn in the carts, and the other two men
pitch the sheaves from the carts in the rick-yard to

the ricks. There are two ricks being built at the same
time, so that there are two sets of carts, and I furnish

as many carts and boys or women to drive them as
keep the six men in full employment ; and they bargain
with me to do all this work at the rate of from lid. to

Is. 2d. per acre over the whole, lid. being the least

sum paid, and Is. 2d. per acre being the greatest. ' In
1849 I bargained with these men to do this.work over
the 144J acres for 81., or Is. l^d. per acre.

Two sets of carts, three in each set, and two ricks

are being built at the same time ; the ploughmen build

the ricks, one man and a boy hand the sheaves to
them on each rick, and a man to each rick is below
keeping the rick in a proper form as it is being
built. The man below, when the rick is above the eaves,

gets on the next staddle on the other side of the cart,

and part of the load is pitched to him while he begins
to build the next rick, so that the pitcher may pitch one
sheaf to the high rick and the next to the low one, and
thus the rapid emptying of the carts is effected when
the rick is high as well as when it is low. There are
two boys driving the carts, so that there are two carte

on the road, two carts being filled iu the field, and two
in the rick-yard being emptied ; thus six one-horse

carts are employed—two boys driving, the two boys on
the ricks, and four men building. The ploughmen are
yearly servants, and have 12s. per week, and the boys
5s. per week; but during the harvest the men have Is.

and the boys Qd. per day more, and as we frequently

work during the night when there is anything ready to

carry, I give the men I employ in building and the boys
double the wages per hour during the night which they

get during the day ; and with this force of men and
horses we have carried home 144 acres in 100 to 120
hours' work, which have been built in from 45 to 52
ricks, measuring about 120 cubic yards each, about
12 cart-loads of 200 sheaves each, so that each rick

contained about 2400 sheaves. Each of these ricks

produce from 80 to 200 bushels, averaging 120 bushels or
3 tons of Wheat and 5 tons of straw.

The staddles in the rick-yard are 14 feet in diameter
and they are placed in two rows, with a cart road
between them 20 feet wide, and the staddles are 20 feet

from centre to centre in each row, so that the ricks are
about 1 8 feet in diameter, and 1 5 feet high, measuring about
i20 cubic yards each of unthraBhed corn. As the ricks

are being made I bargain with one or two men to thatch
them with straw, for Is. 6d. per rick, and 6d. per rick for

shearing. The carting of the corn from the fields to the

yard required 60 days of one horse, and 40 days of a boy
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cither on the cioli or driving the cart.

of tho corn harvest will stand thus :

—

To outtlng, tyhijf, raking mill stacking mi aoioo "J 8

Wlii'iil, Oulii, anil JioaiiH c,'/.

To Ditching i-l»i corn to the cu'tu anil tlio rlcltii, uml
building Mid carts ,

To do (iuyn oi u man building Mm risks, nny 8a.
To in days of.a boy (in tlio rlaks or driving tlio curl, lo.
xo 10 days ofaboy driving tho cart, i»
To thatching BO rlolcs, at Is, fld

To sheaving tlio sides of M rloks at 3d , ...

To GO duyn of nnii bol'SO and carl, nny :i.7, a day '..'. '.'.'.

Or 12s, Old. nor aero ovor Hi uoroH ...

3 li.

I '.!
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Home Correspondence.
Steam Cultivation.— hi commaii, doiibtlo8S,witl] nuuiv

of your readers, I rend with considerable intorost tlio

graphical account of " A day with the Steam Plough,"
by your correspondent "(Jultor," which appeared in

the Agricultural Uuzctte of May 12. Truo it is Dot, nor
does it profess to bo, a narrative of successful results,
totally irrespective of tho cost at which they have bei B
attained, and which, however unimportant to the pocket
of a noble projector, is a matter of life or death to the
agricultural implement maker, or Iuh usual employer,
tho tenant farmer. This affair of Steam-ploughing may
as yet bo reckoned one of tho unsuccessful cases in our
agricultural practice ; but lot us not bo dishoartonod

;

for though—thanks to Lord Willoughby d'Eresby and
others—wo know that tho subject is beset with diffi-

culties of no common order and magnitude, has not this
been the caBe with mechanical inventions from the
earliest poriods of tho world's history to the present
day » Tako that of tho steam-engine itsolf as an
example. It is now nearly 200 years sinco the Marquis
of Worcester promulgated his theories on tho capa-
bility of turning this powerful but hithorto impracticable
agent to account. Crude enough they undoubtedly
wore, yet they were tho pioneers of nil tho wonders that
havobeen since enacted by its means. Still itisnot perfect.
There aro things it coimot or will not do, and steam-
ploughing is as yet of them. The opinions of Mr. Hoskyns
on cultivation versus ploughing— the two being dif-
ferent in his view of the case both in operation and
result—are so well known as hardly to require more
than a brief allusion to by me. All who have read

—

as who has not ?—his " History of Agriculture," and
the still more recent and highly interesting " Chronicles
of a Clay Farm," need but refer to page after page in
3Rch to obtain the fullest and most lucid exposition of
ilis views as to the difference in the meaning of the
terms

; nay, the very title of one of the vignettes in the
' Chronicles " will amply suffice to indicate his peculiar
md favourite maxim that cultivation can be carried on
>y other and better means than the plough. " Steam-
lower—no more to do with the plough than a horse has
do with a spade." Perhaps his objections to ploughs

n general, and to steam-ploughs in particular, may "by
iome be regarded as rather overstrained ; but certainly
10 one can deny the validity of those objections, espe-
;ially on stiff clays—as he well and truly observes,
' the mere invention of the subsoiler is a standing

:ommentary on tho mischief done by the plough."
'. suspect, after all, that our agricultural machinists
lave as yet shown on this subject, as on too many former
iccasions, but a small modicum of mechanical iuven-
ion. The point in question is not how best to draw a
dough through a stubborn clay, but whether on such a
oil, or iudeed any soil, a plough should be drawn at

11 3 Whether, in short, our author is not perfectly

correct wdien he asserts that " a new power requires a
lew process." I well recollect the astonishment with
vhich I heard (some 45 years ago) the observation of
n ingenious old farming friend near' Liverpool, wdio,

Iter a discussion with me on the merits of various
•loughs then in use, wound up by observing, in the
loolest manner possible,—"After all, I very much doubt
whether the plough is the best implement for breaking

p the ground!" But Mr. Hoskyns has long since
Relieved my mind on that point, and I now never dip
Into his works without thinking of my old Liverpool

I
riend and his theory of cultivation, a good half cen-

ijiiry in advance of his age ! So I make up my mind to

iliis, that to set a steam-engiue merely to pull a plough
(long is to begin at the wrong end ; and, not to mince
latters, a downright misapplication of its power

;

n operation wholly and entirely infra dig. The
ay will come, though I may not live to see it,

hen our cold clays will be better cultivated than by
lazing and panning down the bottom of each furrow
ith ploughs, whether worked by horse or steam power,
|i order, as it seems to me, to give the subsoiler a job,
|iz., undoing what the plough had just been doing.
jVhy all this doing and undoing ? Mr. Hoskyns has
aid us-—and I for one am disposed to pin much agricul-

tural faith on his sleeve— that the two-fold operation may
!e, and probably will be, at no very distant period, per-
prmed by one implement ; of course when steam shall
lave had fair-play, and our Ransomes, and Garretts,
iiud Crosskills shall have done as much for steam cul-

vation as they have done for steam-thrashing and
jjnd steam-ehaffcutting, to say nothing of what may be
phieved by their machinery in the harvest field—

a

|:ork which; though far from complete, has of late made
Wsiderable way towards a satisfactory development,
.coking at our first crude attempts at railways, who
ould have anticipated that the cumbrous locomotives
>rmerly to be seen near Leeds, " working by a cogged
heel and rack, at a very slow rate," we are told, should
ave been the precursors of those mighty leviathans of

The- money coat tho Groat Western, now daily and nightly trs

bi i we. ii London and E* b e n
| >fm

in littlemore than flvi bout ! 8/l'aylor,Ql<m cuter
i think ivo shall before long have tin si am up, and bo
able' In din, ill. " Off alio gOi But
will not go upon our clumsy roads \ I

it ill not SUcb a good wnli.i r in till Pi

or ox— for tin- uoi o bai tin d cri lion lo

hole. Hot it the englnol i onvcyed to the

seams a probohl ii lb I

it will do
when once Here, it it gats tho propoi
with, lint a word more about tbo Imp! mi ni

do the cultivation -- what is it to be I tlutln

aadly divided about ii. Die} conno omc ol them)
think of pulling iiuch a nobis powi , boforc
snob an antiquated implement as tho pi ta

j

they ovi t line onj thing tbat will do
, ucli hard

go through i, ueli an ordeal uninjured; Wlen
hold of u plough in Home exlra bard cloy CO

headland, for n Bhorttime, and see it, turning up dry,
hardened material, almost like rock, I cannot help
thinking that to scratch up such Boil (if soil ;•

call it) would defy the moid, powerful i neino that wc
can have brought into tho field. 1 have
as yet of dropping the motto "speed tbo plough." w.-
havo a machine that will work well in all SOUS, and all

Sorts of weatlier ; and if wc feed tho land well, ,.

havo an good crops after it as can aland upright V. I,m
wo want is a power strong enough lo draw thin at a
cheaper rate than horses or cattle. For we must have
horses to do carting work, which is no small part of our
labour

; and ploughing porhnps is mostly done when wo
have not much clso to sot horses about. However, if it

recommend itself in point of economy, it will soon he-

patronised. It is with pleasuro I notico the plan
proposed by Mr. Williams, given in your report of the
London Farmers' Club on the 19th of May. If he is

to use four or six ploughs, they of course must
go one before the other, and of necessity there will

be some considerable distance from the first to the
last. This had better bo lessened as far as possible,
and that I think might be done by making each plough
upon the principle of the most improved skim coulters,
so that immediately behind the* share the turn-furrow
shall turn off, and nothing be in the way of the suc-
ceeding furrow being thrown into the bosom of the
preceding turn-furrow, and so I think tho furrows
would clear up behind each other in less distance than
a foot; even then the length of the whole working
parts of the machine would be over 8 feet. All the
fixings can be above the level of the furrow ; and I do
not see wdiat use handles can be to such a thin,'. A
steerage, such as that on Hornsby's drill, seems to me
best adapted for the purpose. And there must be some
more ingenious method of fixing anchors at the ends
of the field than that of digging great holes. 5.

The Pheasant.—When these birds are taken young
into keeping they become as familiar as chickens, and
when they are designed for breeding they are put into a
yard, five hens to a cock. In her natural state the

female makes her nest of dry Grass and leaves ; the

same must be laid in the pheasantry, and she herself

will properly dispose them. But I keep bantam hens

to supply her place, which task she will perform with

great perseverance and success; by this means I get

two broods in one year. The young ones are very diffi-

cult to be reared, and they musf be supplied with ants1

eggs—which is the food the old one leads them to gather

when wild in the woods—eggs boiled hard chopped
small, with curds or other meats ; and the young ones

are to be fed with great exactness, both as to the

quantity and the time of their supply. This food is

sometimes also to be varied, and woodlice, earwigs, and
other insects are to be made a variety. The place

where they are reared must be kept extremely clean
;

their water must be changed twice or thrice a day :

they must not be exposed till the dew is off the ground
in the morning, and they should always be taken in

before suuset. When they become adult, feed them on
Buckwheat, Barley, with occasionally Jerusalem Arti-

chokes, of which they are very fond, Cabbages, Lettuces,

and other vegetables. The pheasant is a very bold bird

when first brought into the yard among other poultry,

not sparing the peacock, or even such young cocks and
hens as it can master, but after a time it will live

tamely among them, and at last be brought to couple

with a common hen. The breed thus produced take

much stronger after the pheasant than the hen ; and in

a few successions, if they be left to breed with a cock

pheasant—for the mixture . is not barren— there will be

produced a species more tame, stronger, and more
prolific; so that it is strange why most of our phea-

santries are not stocked with birds produced in this

manner. .4 Toung Sportsman.

Crops in Yorkshire.—I have recently inspected a

great quantity of land in Yorkshire and the adjoining

counties, and beg to forward you a few notes on the

present appearance of the forthcoming crops. Autumn-
sown Wheat, on land in fair cultivation, though rather

backward in growth, looks well. Spring-sown Wheat
generally looks puny, and is a bad colour. A good

deal of Wheat, sown'upon Clover lea, has utterly failed,

and ithe land has had to be ploughed up and sown with

Oats or Barley. It is at present impossible to speak

positively as to the result of this most important crop.

but two negative points may, I think, be safely foretold

—there cannot be a great crop like that of last year,

neither can there be an early harvest. Oats and Beans

have come up well, and in general look tolerably

healthy. Barley on much land has come up patchy.
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" Secretary to tho Bora] Agricultural S'/Hety of Eaglsad,
&c. Ac. &c.''

The following Deputation was then appointed—Mr.
Miles, M.I'. (President), Mr. 'iarrett, Mr. Bra
Qibbs, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Hudson iCutlcacrc),
.Mr. Hudson (Secretary;, Mr. Jooaa, Mr. Mdward,
Professor Simonds, and Professor Way.

The- Counsul-Gencral also communicated to the
Council the request of the Minister of Agriculture and
Commerce, that they would kindly undertake to name
two jurors to act on the part of Una country, at the
Paris Agricultural Show, in the classes of Short-homed
and other cattle, and in those of Pigs and Sheep. The
Council decided accordingly that Mr. Milward, of
Thurgarton Priory, should be requested to act in the
former, and Mr. Fisher Hobbs in the latter, of those

classes.

Weekly Cocncil, May 30 —Mr. Miles, M.P, .Pre-
sident in the chair.

Daikv Mamagesibnt.—Mr. Horsfal], of Burley Hall,
favoured the Council with the following additional com-
munications, which (with the former ddcs) were referred
to the Journal Committee :

—

" Bnrley Hall, Mat 23. 1555.
" As I observe from tho papers that the subject of dairy

produce is again to be discussed at your next council neetlng, I
beg to introduce the following obserrationj oonnnnaiorr ofmy
former statement. From December, 1834, wbeo the peculiar
richness of my cream was first noticed np to the date of UJs,
my dairy proceedings have been cloaely watched br myself and
more particularly by one of my family, whose care aad l i— linaB
may be relied on; the result throughout has been a yield of
25 oz. of butter from each quart of cream, with but alight Tarla-
tions. During the same time frequent experiments bare been
made on the proportion of butter from milk : these hare abown a
yield, also with little variation, of 2 quarts from 32 of milk, or S
from 48, and in like proportion. \Thea the ^"lt'i,y toatc
place of the batter, from which the sample was seat to FroC
Way for analysis. I personally superintended the process of
15 quarts churned at three times in equal quantities : the first fire
gave 127 oz. of butter. I measured the butter milk, sod found it

to be barely 3.pints ; the proportion will be per c. —
'Butter 70
Buttermilk 30

100
The remaining two chnmings varied but tittle, as win be seen
from my former statement. Up to the close of April Ok
my c^xrs underwent little change, Mangold being substituted ibr

Kohl Kabu 1 then added the following ingredients to trysteamed
mixture :—1J lb. of Rape seed per day for each cow, ground with
an equal quantity of Barley, together" S lbs.; after this, a like

quantity of Linseed treated in the same manner. These experi-

ments were continued nearly three weeks.
^
I did n?t find any

increase in the quantity of cream, nor in its richness in batter.

My cows have now been more than a week on depastxu-e, dnring

daytime : they are supplied with two full feeds of the Seamed
mixture erening"and morning, whilst in stall: ray must repeat

churniuggave fully 24 oz. from each quartofcrestn. Tbeweagat
of the butter is ascertained after it has been made up. and in the

state in which it is dis; " bserrations on dairy treat-

ment tend to the conclusion that if yen afford a cow as sxapie

supply in her food of each c. —ineral and cc^mtnc,

suited to her requirements, constitution, and produce, she win nse

them to the greatest advantage, i- =«* mutfsaa
result: that if vou c~ by an excessive supply of

material suited for butter or for card, the result win n^sboB-a
srreater proportion of these substances. Having bow explaxaed

mv raoiiw operandi, and the results at which I have rani, I her

leave to state to vour honourable Council, that if it shoaldOTSex

that I have omitted anything calculated to arrire at a sro;

correct conclusion, I should be most waling to iecei>e i

to instructions which may be deemed serviceable : cf if it s

appear that inquiry on the spot would better ser^

I b" to express mv willingness to aSari any ex

able Council might depute the freest sad fallest mlui iiislian

I am possessed of. I am quite aware of the caution aad nostras*

with which remarkable or extraordinary statements are viewed

bv the agricultural mind. A,
the recent remarks of an ably cendscei weekly "bliraionn,

whose editor has certainly no interest t ..T^gnor

weaken the statements of one whose copnm i llicatiOBa he BBS

frequentlv admitted in the pages of his journal.

May 2S, 1355.

The foUowing deiaued relation -of my nois -'. tes--

results ofmv produce, and of aba er regulations ofmy dairy, win.

I am led to 'bint-, not be deemed immteresahg. The observa-

tions are on mv most recent churning, early this coraing,
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Monday, May liSlh, anil are on the milk skimmed during one

halt" of the week. I make butter twice a week.
Skimmed mint Cream.

1st meal 36 quarts ... 2J
Hi „ 32 „ ... 2
3d „ 30 ., ... 2i
4th „ 36 „ ... 2J
5th „ 36 „ ... 2J
6th „ 50 „ ... 34
Jth 4S 3

Total skimmed ... 274 Cream
Cream for families

174

Total cream from 274 quarts ... 1SJ

A considerable portion of my milk is sold when new. Tho sale

of this varies in quantity, and leaves less or more each day for

bnttor. Jfy average yield per day is 145 quarts from 15 cows,

from which' I obtained in April 160 quarts per day. Before the

cream was churned 1 tried to ascertain its quantity by observing

to what height it reached in the cream jar, and then filling this

with water to the same height, when IS quarts were required,

the j.tr being more than 12 inches wide at the top, a slight de-

viation in ascertaining the height of the cream would account for

the difference of the $ quart, 17* quarts being shown by the
separate measurement. The consistency of the cream after

haying stood till churning is such that a piece of wood
2 feet 3 inches lone, 1 inch by 4 inch, on being dipped to

half its length in the cream, retains, according as its is im-
mersed, its upright or oblique posture ; to measure it out by sepa-

rate quarts is therefore troublesome. The churning commenced
at an early hour this morning, before 4 o'clock. Temperature of

dairy 49°, of cream 52°. The cream was churned in quantities
of -about 6 quarts at three times. The first churning cream
alone occuped 30 minutes; with the second and third 1 quart of
fresh water was added to each. The time occupied was 45 minutes
for each churning. The whole of the butter was of firm good
quality, that with the addition of fresh water having the prefer-
ence. The result of these three was 17 rolls 6 ozs., 25 ozs. to the
roll, of well made butter. On deducting the 2 quarts of water,
there appeared full 5 quarts of butter-milk, without taking into
account that portion washed out in making up the butter. These
remarks confirm what I have previously stated ; indeed, under
like conditions of temperature, &c, there have been but slight
variations during the six months in which these tests have been
applied. Taking the cream as measured separately, 17i quarts
yielding 17 rolls 6 ozs. of butter, show one roll of 25 ozs. per
quart of cream, minus 6J ozs. on the whole. As computed on
the aggregate, IS quarts yield 17 rolls 6 ozs , show 24 ozs. of
butter per quart of cream, minus 1 oz. on tbe whole. The com-
parison of butter to milk will be

—

Quarts. Eolls oz.
Skimmed milk 274
Cream churned 174 Produce of butter ... 17 6
Cream used 1} From cream used ... 1 6

292J 18 12
Gives from 16 quarts 251 °z- of butter on the morning of the
26th inst. The whole of my milk which had stood 36 hours
became sour; the temperature on the previous day ranged at
60°. Early on the 26th I, in consequence, adapted my dairy to
summer temperature, by supplying a shallow cistern of 3 inches
deep, in which my milk bowls stand with cold instead of warm
water, which latter I use during cold weather. The water enters
the cistern at one end, and, after travelling through the bowls
and filling the cistern to the depth of nearly 3 inches, escapes
through a hollow perforated tube at the other end of the cistern •

the taps are then adjusted so as to allow a constant trickling
through the clay; besides this, a blind or curtain of strong calico
or .cotton fabric is hung before the trellis window, on to which
cold water is spirted several times during the day, through a
rose attached to a small gutta percha tube, so as to keep°the
curiam wet throughout the day. A thermometer with the
bulb immersed in the water denoted a temperature of 5l°-one out of the water even, with the top rim of the milk
bowls, 55" 30'; one on a shelf of wood, 2 feet above the
bowls, a temperature of 60°. A thermometer placed on the
utside wall to the north, and in the shade, denoted a tem-
perature during a great part of the day of 72". I need
scarcely add that the result of the summer adaptation is most
satisfactory; indeed, the experience of former seasons leaves me
no room to expect any recurrence of sour milk during this summer
season. Having satisfied myself that with a temperature much
under 50° I lose perceptibly in gain ol cream and butter, and also
with a temperature of 60° I suffer from my milk turning sour I
cannot but remark on the lack of attention evinced in this country
to the proper regulation of temperature in dairies, not only in
small but, as far as I am aware, also in large ones. In the
several treatises on dairy husbandry in the Journal of your
Society, I do not recollect having observed any allusion to the
policy of regulating the temperature of dairies. During the
present season, certainly an uncommon one, I found it advisable
to continue the. warming process almost without interruption till
the nrst week in May, when the thermometer ranged low—fre-
quently during the night at some degrees below freezing point.Within less than a month I am necessitated to resort to means
ot subduing the temperature by the process I have described.

" Thomas Horsfall."

Agricultural Improvement of Ireland.—At the
late meeting of this Society the half-yearly report was
read, from which we make the following extracts.
Sixty new members have been added to the Society
since the last half-yearly meeting in December.
Twenty-eight local farming societies are in connection with

the central body, and others on the eve of revival, which promise
,0™aD important auxiliary to those already in operation.
At the Carlow meeting of the Society, to be held on the Sth

Jth, and 10th of August next, the Council anticipate a large and
important agricultural exhibition. The implement class in thepremium sheet have received their most careful consideration •

money prizes to a large amount have been substituted lormedalsm order to meet the wishes of exhibitors.
Chemical Analysis—This department forms one of the most

useful and important objects of the Society, and the Council have
,.0 report the increased desire of members to avail themselves
of the services of Dr. Apjohn, particularly in the analysis of

zT\t
a

•
° manures

>
6° necessary as a prevention against

The remainder of the report related to the office of
secretary, and was followed by a long discussion, in
which the discharge of the duties of that office, and the
arrangement for the future of weekly and monthly
meetings of the Council were considered. It resulted
in the adoption of the same rule as that which directs
the meetings of the English Agricultural Society.

Sottas ot Boolts.
Instructions for growing Italian Hye-Grass. By Wil-

T„,e J™".
D"*,ns°n- J- Ridgway, Piccadilly,

ce, If P " '8
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,
lhe plant

" Mr
- Dickinson has intro-duced good sorts of seed, and grown enormous crops

;

and now he gives his experience this public form for

the benefit of English agriculturists. We shall not

quote the extraordinary statements of profit derived

from its cultivation given at the end of his hook, but

confine ourselves to an extract in which he describes

the treatment of the land and of the crop previous to

its maturity :

—

" I advise the preparation of the land to be made for

an August or September sowing (the earlier month to

be preferred), which is well understood by the general

terms of plough, clean, dress, and pulverize ; Grass seeds

cannot vegetate upon clods, sow two bushels of seed per
acre each way of your land, two this aud two that way
across, from the broadcast machine, the long trough and
barrow, hush harrow lightly, find wait for a crop. If

weeds grow, hand weed tile first crop, and you will not

be troubled again during the two years the plant stands.

If your plant is vigorous, it wants nothing till you have
a cutting ; if it be weak, mix two cwt. of guano to the
acre with some earth or damp ashes, and give it a
dressing while it is young. It is important to have a

large crop the first cutting ; almost all your success

depends upon it. It is better to give two dressings if

your land is poor, than to have a light crop the first

time. If you cut a small piece of land for your daily

supply of Grass, you have but a small piece of land to

water, your liquid will suffice ;' but if you have to cut a
large piece of land, you will have that large piece to

water, and your liouid may be insufficient. Be assured
of this, that the plant will repay you for any extravagant
dressing you may give it. You may grow 5 tons to

the acre, or IS, or you may grow 25 in one crop. I

once grew a much larger crop, but it could not stand
;

it was 5 feet 10 inches high, and was borne down by its

own weight. Urine is the very essence of all manures,
but it wants using with great judgment. The specific

gravity of it differs in different animals. Water being

1000,: that from pigs is the lightest I have tested,

it is about 1006; that from sheep next; from cattle,

101 S ; that from horses and human beings is the
heaviest, about 1020 to 1025, according to the quan-
tity of salts they contain, all being influenced by the
food taken. Urine Bern" collected from various aui-

'mals without water will weigh about 1018; one part of
this to two of water will reduce it to 1006, which
is, I think, the most economical method of using it

to the plant. It may be given stronger, if it can be
afforded, but should not be given weaker. An acre
will require for one watering about 3500 gallons. One
watering produces one crop upon tenacious lands ; very
open light soils might require two, if so, it would well
repay the cost. I must not mislead those who have
not used the liquid. Urine and water, of the specific

gravity of 1006, would be too strong for common
Grasses, and would entirely destroy Clover. Common
Grasses should have one of urine, four of water

;

Clover, one urine, six water. I do not think it a first-

rate dressing for Clover. I must also observe that
dung water from yards open to rain should only be used
as water to reduce the urine, to be tested with the
urine meter. Where pipes under ground and the steam
engine are used I have known a plunge pump inserted
to stir up effectually all the deposit in the tank of putrid
flesh aud animal dung, to be forced through the pipes
and cover the plant with it. This I think a mistake.
The food is rendered filthy for the animals to eat

;

they walk over it again aud again when turned out to
graze, eating as little as possible, and tread it to waste.
It is unfit for the plant to digest ; although it will be
filtered in some degree passing through the earth, ac-
cording to the tenacity of the soil, it will not be rendered
sufficiently clear for the immediate reception of the
plant. If the plant cannot take up the liquid irnme-
ately it is applied, a great portion of it is wasted. The
object of liquid is an immediate effect upon the crop of
Grass, to be grown in three or four or six weeks. I
should not use liquid manure for any crop that was to
be six months in the land ; I should use the substance
which would not be dissipated before the plant be per-
fected. I think they have two different merits ; the
liquid for the present, the solid for the future. They
should no more be huddled up together than our sove-
reigns and shillings should be in our pockets."
No plant probably is so gross a feeder as the Italian

Rye-grass, and by none can so large a quantity of
powerful manure be economically assimilated. The
above quotation describes a plan of management of
which our readers can avail themselves for the cultiva-
tion of the crop after Tares, Winter Beans, or even
after the grain harvest of this season.

The following extract, from Mr. Martin Doyle's little

book on " Small Farms " (Routledge & Co.), on hay-
making, will soon be appropriate to the season :

—

" Clover and Haymaking.— If you have a due propor-
tion of Clover from the sowing of the preceding year,
you will have to convert the principal part of it into
hay about the middle of June. I shall suppose that
some ot it has been previously mown for soiling : mow
the main crop before the blossoms are ripe, particularly
if any Ryegrass is mixed with it, else the stems of
this will be hard and wiry, and deprived of their
nutritious qualities. If you can seize upon a favourable
time, with the wind N. or N.E., the probability is that
you will cut and carry the crop without its receiving a
drop of rain. Never wait beyond a week of propitious
weather, even if the Clover be a little under-ripe, on the
chance of the continuance of such season. By cutting
early, too, the second growth will be accelerated and
more abundant, aud the land less exhausted than if the

flowers had been allowed to ripen. Instead of saving
seed from the second, and therefore twice-mown, crop

—

a frequent practice—feed off a portion of the first until

the end of May, and reserve the second growth of that

part, for your seed. By letting the first crop mature
their blossoms, the second crop may be too late for ripen-

ing favourably ; besides, the plants will be more vigorous
from not having suffered the exhaustion of a second
maturity.
" Clover will not bear tedding like common Grasses ;

the leaves crumble, or become discoloured, if exposed
to too much weather. The best mode of saving it is to

turn it over with a hay-fork, until, by the evaporation
of superfluous succulence, it has shrunk at least 2 inches
in thickness.

" From the small cocks in which it should be saved,
it may be ricked on the fourth* day in real summer
weather, but in our uncertain climate, rain will often

interrupt the process ; nothing then can be done ; wait
with due patience for a dry day. The self-fermentation

of the Clover, by which it retains its nutritious juices,

and only loses its watery particles, is the true principle

by which the process of converting Clover into hay
should be conducted. The Rev. Mr. Klapmeyer, of

Courland, has made both his theory and practice known
in England through Mr. Taylor, who some years ago, ill

a very lucid manner, conveyed the communication to

the Editor of the Irish Farmer's Journal. By his process
the sap-vessels are expanded by the circulation of the

juices through the agency of heat, and the excess of

humidity is dissipated ; on cooling, the sap-vessels con-

tract, and thus future internal fermentation is prevented,
and the nutritive elements are preserved. Mr. Klap-
meyer allowed his Clover to remain in the swathe until

4 o'clock p.m. of the day following the morning of cutting;

it was then raked into little cocks, and afterwards put
together for fermentation into very large ones, trampled
down by one or two men's feet to accelerate fermenta-
tion, which, if the night be warm, will commence in a

few hours. After a sufficient fermentation arose,

—

proved by the usual appearances of smoke in opening
out the Clover, and some change of colour, it was spread
out, and in the afternoon (of the third day) carried into

the barn without danger of a second fermentation. This
is an excellent mode of producing the fermentation by
which the saccharine qualities are developed ; ' it

resembles,' observes Mr. Taylor, ' in some degree, the

process of making malt from Barley, and requires

similar attention.'

" Heavy rains fall in Belgium, as in England ; there-

fore the intelligent gentleman who has made known the

details of the process in favourable weather gives ample
directions for saving Clover in unfavourable seasons,

when partial fermentations will occur amidst delays and
interruptions. His principle seems to be, that intestine

fermentation should be induced, though it may be by
slow degrees ; he recommends, therefore, the separation
of the unfermeuted portions from those which have
heated, for the purpose of undergoing the process at
some time of the course. The closing remark of minute
and lengthened details is important :

—
' The fermented

Clover remains good, even if it continues some weeks
exposed to the rain, provided it is at last suffered to
dry before it is put into the barn, otherwise the wet
from the rain will render it musty and bad. The
Clover which has been for so long a time exposed to
the rain will not, however, be so nutritious aB that which
has been well fermented and sooner dried, but it will be
superior to that which has been exposed to the rain and
got up in the common method.'

" As you may have some part of your lawn, or a field

not included in the regular farm department, under
meadow, I shall briefly notice the ordinary haymaking
process, though not a part of the Norfolk system, in
order to dismiss the subject of which Clover haymaking
is a branch. For your carriage-horses, hunters, and
roadsters for fast work, if you have any of these, for
which Clover-hay would be too foggy, hay of a less

succulent quality will be necessary.
" In England, the art of haymaking is admirably

understood, though from the rapidity with which it is

sometimes ricked, to obtain early fermentation, much
hay is often destroyed by spontaneous combustion, and
never more frequently than in" very bright weather,
when the sun produces in it a deceptive appearance of its

having sufficiently parted with its moisture ; the con-
sequence is that it heats excessively, emits smoke,
takes fire, and is consumed, or, if saved from combus-
tion, is so fire-fanged as to be deprived of all its alimen-
tary properties.

" Meadow Grass is tedded out and separated as much
as possible, a few hours after the mower has cut it

down, and turned at intervals to expose it equally and
thoroughly to the influences of the sun and air. It the
weather be fine, that which was cut before breakfast
hour may be gathered into windows, and put into little

cocks on the same day. On the ensuing day these cocks
should be opened out when the dew has evaporated, and
the already half-made hay repeatedly turned during the
day ; in the evening the rows may be doubled, and made
into much larger cocks than on the preceding day. On
the fourth day, what was first mown may be carried for
the rick ; and by having a tarpaulin with a suitable
framework and ropes, the succeeding quantities of hay,
according as they are saved, can be ricked ; or, if rain
falls, left out for a favourable time, while the portion
under the tarpaulin is safe.

" When a few acres only are in question, these should

Irrigated meadows, and all heavy crops on low lands, may
lire a great deal more time.require a great deal more time
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bo cut down, as in the preceding instance, c^rapldly uh

possible, one good mower catting an ncro im liiu <lny'H

worJt ; and the cost of a tarpaulin may be dispensed with,

though it is very usoful in any case, to protect the hay
from dew or rain during the formation of the ricll ; and

whoro one is available fcho Hold coelcn can ho brought to

the rick as fast us they are saved. Unleiw for llorgG

which may require to bo limited in their allowance of

water, it iH desirable to sift salt very evenly through
eacli course of bay, at the rate of J 'I IIjh. to the ton, and
somo pooplo add coarse sugar to it, which gives it a
flavour of which horses arc voi'y fond.

"ffthoro bo any reason to apprehend danger li

atmospheric moisture in hay, layers of straw may be
introduced with good effect. A neat farmer will tlmteh

Ilia rick immediately after it is finished,"

Miscellaneous.
Sain during January, February, March, and April,

1055.—

Locality.

1

Ill 1
•A

1
P.

-A

Average

fall

during'

four months.

England. In. in. In. 111. In.
Greenwich 2.88 1.48 0.00 8.01 \

Nottingham 1.0) li'.! 0,88 8 50
lliiwardon 1.70 1.65 0.15 8.80
Exctoi* 2.01 2.08 0.81 1,05

IltlCLAND.

Dublin 8.08 1.11 0.65 5.02
\

Cork 2 .03 8.05 1.80 0.88

PortttrUngton 1.57 8.10 0.88 5.05 I 0.10
ArnniL'h 2.18 2.08 2.22 0.1)8

sneo lit 2.27 1.82 5.00 J

Scotland. *

Glasgow 0,07 1.01 1.10 2.71
| 5.02Annul, perthshtt'O 1.08 3.(1! 1.7 1 7.33

Averngo amount of Ruin in (ho Unttod Kingdom from 1st January
to 80tll April, 1855—5.0G inches.

-AllnulCs Irhh Land Schedule.

Calendar of Operations,,

MAY and JUNE.
West Sussex, May 29.—Saturday the 26th will be memorable

as the first warm day of tho season. The atmosphere was com-
pletely changed. For tho previous three weeks wo had frequent
showers, but though it kept tho corn groon, yet the G rass made
but HI tie progress. And wo may now put down the Clover crop
as a comploto failure, come what will, as it is now coming in
flower, and hardly long enough to mow even whoro it does cover
the ground, which it does in few places, and it is no uncommon
thing to see tho mowers in tho held cut, not the Clover, but tho
Groundsel and other weeds that have established themselves
where it should have been. As may bo expected, feed has been
very scarce, and wo have heard of high prices being given for it.

And as a consequence little hay will be made, and it will bo dear
next year, as there is little of the old stock left. The Wheat is said
to look but Indifferently in some places, but in this part of the
country, where the land is good, it is doing well. We shall have
no Wheat ears in May, but though lato it is all right in other
respects. Barley and Oats look well, and the young Clovers iu
them have struck root better than usual. Mangold Wurzel was
generally got in, with, the land in tho best order—too Avy for their
growth, but tho rain came just as sowing was finished, and
has brought them all Up together, and for their cultivation in

clay land nothing could have been better than tho season.

This week will be the commencement of Swede sowing; the

land has been ready for somo time, aud (a thing that rarely

happens) we have waited till we thought the proper time has
come, although we have doubts if it is not too early. Among
early Turnips that have been sown for eating up before Wheat
sowing, we have found tho fly very busy. But it is seldom that

it comes to do much harm where superphosphate of lime has
been used. Where it has been used 1 have never but once had
to sow a field twice, aud that was where we used homo made
superphosphate ; and I believe the bones were not dissolved

enough so as to be quickly available for the plants, to push them
up. And another cause that combined perhaps with this circum-
stance was sowing too early— the 2-ith of May—when the land was
not sufficiently warm. We often hear, and indeed see, that early
sowing is not so safe; aud that I believe is not that the fly is

less ready in the middle of June to destroy, but that the crop by
tho heat of the soil is driven up more quickly, and so defies it.

Our country markets are not over supplied with fat stock, and it

goes off rapidly at high prices over 5s. per stone for beef aud
mutton, and nearly Gs. for lamb. Lean stock ara not cheap, but
there is but little sale for them, as keep is so short ; but they will
no doubt soon be wanted. Q. S.

Notices to C correspondents.
Analysis of Two Samples of Superphosphate : Ag •icola—

No. 1. No. 2.

Moisture 10.00 ... 21.76
Organic matter and sails of ammonia ... 12.01 ... 7.16
Sand, &.C. ... 6.45 ... 20.75
Diphosphate of linio 7.67 ... 10.41

equal to .

Soluble phosphate 11.81 ... 15.36

Insoluble phosphate 26.67 ... S.60
Ilydi'atcd sulphate of linio 37.20 ... 31.32

100.00 ... 100.00

No. 1. No. 2
Nitrogen ... 1.02 ... 0.30

equal to

Ammonia 1.13 ... 0.35

Value the ammonia at S<7. per lb., the soluble phosphate at Id,,

and tho insoluble phosphate at frf., and No. 1 comes out worth
about 4;. 15s. ; and No. 2, 31. 12s. per ton.

Common Salt: Ctothnts cetatus. Is it of any use to the Swede
crop? Will any one state his cxperwice* It is especially
useful for Mangold Wurzel, but not that we are aware for

Turnips.
Economical Manure : C. Wc believe the two are the same.
Liquid Manure : W W L. If very much diluted you may use it

in a liquid manure drill, which deposits the liquid on the top of
the drill immediately before the seed. But for use by your
implement we would apply it undiluted along with whatever
artificial manure you propose in the furrows before splitting
the drills previous to hoeing.

Young Colt : J W S. Your letter has not yet been replied to by
our veterinary referee

; but we presume that treatment similar
to that of a calf will be proper. Only give it milk oftener, say
every two or three hours, as much as it will take,

CAUTION.
I >A RICKS' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND
J DRAINING TOOL I
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IMPROVED LAWN MOWING MACHINES,
mani i i M, i ..ip old iv Budding'a Patent.

i and II. FERRABEE,
*' ' p] Ij [ron W orki, m i

Btroud, Gloucofltorflhlro,

1

)"

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture r

tured ou the most scientific and improved principles, suitable fur

homo uso and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester ; and 32. South John Street, Liverpool.

<££?" CATAI.niUTS GnATIS.

PARKES' STEEL DICCIN'C FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.

\ I ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes"
i.»-JL Wholesale Aeents for England, have always in stock a

lar^e assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Xobility and Farmers, members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eigh t postage stamps.

HPRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE JIANUFAC-
JL TURES, consisting of MATTING. MATS, MATTRESSES.
BRUSHES, NETTING. HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for suieriority and excellency of

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both

in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Tbeloab. Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer. 42. Ludgate Hill.

London.

I vLovrtn
V.y .1. M liu

AM'; :d '"-mam. .

->J pri

.

kin.) .;fj'

BEE HIVES.
IMPROVED < -:

I

-

Hi vi., ** orfgtiully loU\

Thoao arc tho only MOWING
MACHINES thai can bo used by

unskilled la-

bourers with

equal facility on

Lawns, Verge

botweon Plowor

bads,on Bowling
Grocnn, Cricket
mid Pleasure
Grounds ; 4500
of thorn have
hern sold.

Hand Machine, for Ono Man, cutting l(i inches wide £6* V
Ditto for Two Men „ 22 ditto ... 6

Pony Machine (or Donkey) „ 2G ditto ... 8 C
llorso Muchino „ '28 ditto ... 11 O

Ditto „ 86 ditto ... l'i

London Agency :—Tho Manager of the Agiicultuml D
mf'iit, I'.iiki-r Street Muziuif.

RICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF-
CUTTING MACHINE.

Drawln[,"i nn-J Price*, **-nt on

N
IMPORTANT TO CROWERS OF P.OSU.

EW1
I i BD A I'll I

-

OKEI
fil partiajliirlr v. .

,— B^V -rv.lT* lOMd

MAjrcTACiruEo n
JOSLIN AND SONS,

Iionunrou

Kcullc4 by all the principal Iromaonjeri

.

ale ApmlM:
W. TnoMrsojr 4 So*, 15. L*pp».r

Place, Gray's Inn K'*d, Lcndoo.

RIPE FRUIT. STRAWBERRIES. A>.D SEED BEDS.

VIEW TWINE NETTING (Tuned if iwj
-L ' 1 yard wide, ii. per yard: 2 -

i yards wide. Si. p'rr yard. Half-inch -M i
-

SJ. per yd. The ELASTIC II

76 Me*bes to the square inch, effectcally exclnde* bird

flics. &.c. frnm fruit tr*efi. flower, cr seed beds, 4$d. per sqaare
yard. TAN.SLD M.I
1 or G yar.ls wi<lf, SA pet yard, at W. Cn.Ltsoro£u , l,E4sniM»d
Terr.ice, Hall's Tond, Londoo.

Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the Sootb-west
Gallery of the Crystal ralace. Sydenham.

pHEAP WIRE GAME & POULTRY NB1

Wide. U Plain. Galr:

24 inches by 2 inches ... 3i to *t per yard. ... Sd. pe:

36 „ 9 • ard.

4S ,. 2 M. .. ... IJ

Sparr.- j, Galranised. Si per nq u
to any size. This article is shown at the Sydcahaas Ex]

where it is roach adr -

race, Ball's Pond Road, near the Gat.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit

Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for tie sec

a seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, atlAp'"
yard; 200 yards. Id.: 500 yards, 30j.; 1000 yards, 50s. fccria

Canvas, for Wall FrniL—At EDG1SGTON' ai .

Cloth, Tent, and W«li " "

field Bars, Citv, and Old Kent Road, Soolhwaxk: Emirrant
Outfitters, Ship" Chandlers, and Eir-:rt Merchants, Bnnaswick

Street, near the East India Export Dock, BUcfcwail.

pHEAP WIRE, GAME, i; POULTRY NtTTLNG,
V-/ 5d. per running yard.

GALVANISED DITTO, 7n\ r*r rtmning yard. 2 fe-

:

Sk^^iuui"-"-

yr! Galvasnsc*-
... 5J. per yard

... HM. -

Galvanised.

21 in. wide. 2 in. mesh, 7<J. per yard. _
SO in. ,. 2 in. „ 94 - -
S3 in. .. Sin. '-.•:'- -

„ 2itt. ..
!/•:='-

-
i

- rrxf Xerrine. Galvanic -t.tn»ae

;o anv size forties-," '^ T*f
shown at the Great Exiibi::

for its licht and durable appearanc--
cheapesrandbest.r-Lc'.i! ':'. thtkir. ~a strong

Wire Sheep Netfing, Sftet high, U-6d- , :' per jnl.
H=o everr description of FI-- rTt _ 'jarcea

Arches. Borderine. Fl:wir 5 Wire,
Invisible TTlre Fencing. Hurdles.and every desenptior

'.vers rbl Hcrtic-'.rr.ral purposes.—Illustrated CaiaJ: — ( ; ::

Pa'tems forwarded. post fro-: Fox, City

of London Wire "Work and Iron Feuce Ita^t: :'i : :
-— 44. Sti^z;r

i
" :~.i 5. Snow H3TJ, London.
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T^EANJE'S warranted garden tools.—U Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale

Garden Seats and Cha :—
Avermicatcrs
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills [tems
Borders, various pat

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu

Gidney's Prussian' Pickaxes

Hoe' [Scissors! Potato Forks

Grape Gatherers and, Pruning Bills

Gravel Rakes and; „ Knives, various

N°

Sieves
Greenhouse Doors

and Frames
migator [struments Hammers

Cases of Pruning In- Hand-glass Frames

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spnds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons and

Shears
Flower Scissors

„ Stands in "Wires

and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs and
Seats

„ Loops
„ Rollers

Scrapers

Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham , ^
mers and Hatchets! Shears, various

Hoes of every pattern Sickles

„ Saws
„ Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in greatvariety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones

Hotbed" Handles Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools Spades and Shovels

Labels, various pat- Spuds
terns, in Zinc, Por- Switch Hooks
celain, &c. Thistle Hooks

Lines and Reels Transplanting Tools

Marking Ink Trowels
Mattocks Turfing Irons

Menographs Wall Nails

Metallic "Wire Watering pots

Milton Hatchets Weed Hooks
Mole Traps Wheelbarrows
Mowing Machines Youths' Set of Tools

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be cent, post paid, to any

part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail Agents

for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used exclusively

by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY', & CO. (Opening to the Monument), London

Bridge. .

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus :— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which

is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

laud Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cemeut, J. B. White & Bbothers,

Milhank Street, Westminster.

COWS.
HARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, Is.

each, have been used with great success. Plain directions

are given with each Drink for the treatment of most diseases inci-

dental to Cows, for which they will be found a safe and effectual

remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of the Tick, or

Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfectly eradicate it in a few
days.—Compounded by R. Hastey, Veterinary Surgeon, Mac-
clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors. Wholesale
Agents, Babclay & Sons, and Mabsden & Soxs, London.

TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

ARETIRED CLERGYMAN having been restored
to health in a few days, after many years of great nervous

suffering, is anxious to communicate to others the means of cure
;

he will therefore send (free), on receiving a stamped envelope,
properly addressed, a copy of the prescription used.—Direct Rev.
E. Douglass, 18, Holland Street, Brixton, London.

DR. DE JONGH'S
LIGHT EROWN COD LIVER OIL.—This OIL,

long known, extensively prescribed, and highly appreciated
on the Continent, has now, in consequence of its proved superior
power and efficacy, acquired the general and entire confidence of
the medical profession in this country. It is of the purest and
finest quality, free from admixture and adulteration, or the
nsually repulsive and nauseous flavour, or sickly after-taste, of
the pale Oil, or of the coarse brown Oil commonly sold, though
totally unfit for medicinal use. It is as low in price per ounce as
any other genuine Cod Liver Oil, whilst its regular and speedy
effects render it incalculably cheaper. Medical and scientific

testimonials of the highest character delivered or forwarded
gratis on application.—Sold in bottles, capsuled and labelled,
with Dr. De Jongh's stamp and signature, without "which none
Abe genuine, by ANSAR, HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND,
London, Dr. De Jongh's sole accredited Agents ; and by respect-
able Chemists in Town and Country. Half-pints (10 oz.), 2s. 6d.;
Pints (20 oz.),4s.9d.; Quarts (40 oz.), 9s.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.

THE COMING PILL.—"The Right Pill for
every Complaint P—PAGE WOODCOCK'S "Wind Pills

for "Wind in the Stomach, Indigestion, Biliousness, Liver Com-
plaints, and all diseases arising from a disordered state of the
'Stomach and Bowels, will beat the World for efficacy! Try
them, and you will say you have got the right Pill this time.

—

Sold by all respectable Medicine Vendors everywhere, at Is. l^d.,

2s. 9d., and 4s. 6d. If difficulty occur in remote places, send
stamps to Page D. Woodcock, Lincoln, and you will have them
by return of Po9t.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS A SUPERIOR MEDI-
CINE FOR THE CURE OF STOMACH COMPLAINT.

—These invaluable Pills surpass all other medicines in the cure
of every complaint incidental to the human frame, especially to
persons of debilitated constitutions, while to those suffering from
derangements of the stomach, or with disorders of the liver or
kidneys, there is nothing to equal them, as they can be taken by
both sexes at any age with the utmost safety. Thousands of
persons can testify to their efficacy, having been restored to sound
health by taking them after every other remedy had been used
in vain.—Sold by all Medicine Vendors, and at Professor Hollo-
way's Establishments, 214, Strand, London, and 80, Maiden Lane,
New York.

TO LADIES.
"OARR'S LIFE PILLS are especially efficacious in
-*- all the variety of ailments incidental to the fair sex. Ladies
even of the most delicate constitutions will find them particularly
beneficial, both before and after confinement; and for general
use in schools they cannot be too strongly recommended. They
mildly and speedily remove all skin eruptions, sallowness of
complexion, nervous irritability, sick headache, costiveness,
depression of spirits, irregularity, or general derangement of the
system, and by assisting the secretions, give such a healthy
action to the organs as to give the colour of the rose to the com-
plexion, and tone and vigour to the whole frame.

Sold by E. Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard; Babclav &
boss, Farringdon Street; Sutton & Co., Bow Churchyard;iiAs^Ax & Co., 63, and Sanger, 150, Oxford Street, London

;

ana oy all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in Town

packetMl^ch
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;
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MORE PILLS NOR ANY OTHER MEDI-
CINE.—FOR INDIGESTION (DYSPEPSIA), CON-

STIPATION, NERVOUS, BILIOUS, AND LIVER COM-
PLAINTS, COUGH, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, CONSUMP-
TION, AND DEBILITY.
DU BARRY'S delicious REVALENTA ARABICA FOOD

saves 50 times its cost in Medicine, and cures the above com-

plaints and their consequences, such as flatulency, distension,

acidity, heartburn, palpitation of the heart, nervous headaches,

deafness, noises in the head and ears, pains at the pit of the

stomach and between the shoulders, diarrhcea, dysentery, im-

purities and poverty of the blood, scrofula, asthma, dropsy,

rheumatism, gout, nausea and sickness during pregnancy, after

eating, or at sea; low spirits, spasms, cramps, epileptic fits,

spleen, general debility, inquietude, sleeplessness, involuntary

blushing, paralysis, tremors, dislike to society, unfitness for

study, loss of memory, delusions, vertigo, blood to the head, ex-

haustion, melancholy, groundless fear, indecision. It is moreover

the best food for infants and invalids generally, as it never

purges or turns acid on the weakest stomach, nor interferes with

a good liberal diet, but imparts a healthy relish for lunch and

dinner, and restores the faculty of digestion, and nervous and
muscular energy to the most enfeebled.

Barry, du Barry & Co., 77, Regent Street, London.

A few out of 50,000 cures are here given :—
Cure No. 71, of Dyspepsia, from the Right Hon. the Lord

Stdart de Decies, "I have derived considerable benefit from
Du Barry's Revalenta Arabica Food, and consider it due to your-

selves and to the public to authorise the publication of these

lines. Stuart de Decies."

From the Dowager Countess or Castlestuart.
Cure 52,612.—"Rosstrevor, County ofDown, Ireland, Dec. 9, 1854.

—The Dowager Countess of Castlestuart feels induced, in the

interest of suffering humanity, to state that Du Barry's excellent

Revalenta Arabica Food has cured her, after all Medicines had
failed, of Indigestion, Bile, great nervousness and irritability of

many years standing. This Food deserves the confidence of all

sufferers, and may be considered a real blessing. Enquiries will

be cheerfully answered."
Cure No. 49,832.—" Fifty years indescribable agony from dys-

pepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough, constipation, flatulency,

spasms, sickness at the stomach and vomiting, have been
removed by Du Barry's excellent food.

" Maria Jolly, Wortham Ling, near Diss, Norfolk."

Cure 52,422. " Bridgehouse, Frimley, April 3d, 1854.
" I have suffered these 33 years continually from diseased lungs,

spitting of blood, liver derangement, deafness, singing in the

ears, constipation, debility, shortness of breath, and cough, and
during that period taken so much medicine that I can safely say
I have laid out upwards of a thousand pounds at the chemist's

and doctor's. Indeed I was in utter despair, and never expected

to get over it, when I was fortunate enough to become acquainted

with your Revalenta Arabica, which, Heaven be praised, restored

me to a state of health which I long since despaired of attaining.

My lungs, liver, stomach, head, and ears are all right, my hear-

ing perfect, and my recovery is a marvel to all my acquaintances.

''James Roberts, "Wood Merchant."

From the Venerable Archdeacon of Ross.

No. 32,836.— " Three years excessive nervousness, with pains in

my neck and left arm, and general debility, which rendered my
life very miserable, has been radically removed by Du Barry's

health restoring food. Alex. Stuart."

Cure 48,615. " Plymouth, May 9th, 1851.

"For the last 10 years T have been suffering from dyspepsia,

headaches, nervousness, low spirits, sleeplessness, and delusions,

and swallowed an incredible amount of medicine without relief.

I am happy to say that your Food has cured me, and I am now
enjoying better health'than I have had for many years past.

" J. S. Newton."
Cure No. 180.—"25 years nervousness, constipation, indigestion,

and debility, from which I have suffered great misery, and which
no medicine could remove or relieve, have been effectually cured

by Du Barry's Food in a very short time.

"W. R. Reeves, Pool Anthony, Tiverton."

No. 4203.—"Eight years dyspepsia, nervousness, debility with
cramps, spasms, and nausea, have been effectually removed by
Du Barry's health-restoring food. I shall be happy to answer
any inquiries.

" Rev. John W. Flavell, Ridlington Rectory, Norfolk."
No. 42,130, Major General King, cure of general debility and

nervousness. No. 32,110, Captain Parker D. Bingham, R.N.,
who was cured of 27 years' dyspepsia in six weeks time. Cure
No. 28,416, William Hunt, Esq,, Barrister-in-law, 60 years'

partial paralysis. No. 32,S14, Captain Allen, recording the cure
of a lady from epileptic fits. No. 26,419, the Rev. Charles Kerr,
a cure of functional disorders. No. 24,814, the Rev. Thomas
Minster, cure of five years' nervousness, with spasms and daily

vomitings. No. 41,617, Dr. James Shorland, late surgeon in the
96th Regiment, a cure of dropsy.

No, 37,403, Samuel Laxton, Esq., a cure of two years* diarrhoea.

Mr. William Martin, a cure of eight years' daily vomiting.
Richard "Willonghby, Esq., a cure of many years' biliousness.

No. 58,034.—"Grammar School, Stevenage, December 16, 1850.

"Gentlemen,—We have found it admirably adapted for infants.

Our baby has never once had disordered bowels since taking it.

"R. Ambler."
"59, Union Street, Third District, New Orleans, Mar. 13, 1855.
" Dear Sir—Since 1838 1 had been afflicted with a complaint that

neither I nor my physician could qualify. It first began by an
excessive thirst, so that I was fain to drink daily from 30 to 40
tumblers of water, the greatest thirst being during the digestive

process. A strange feeling above the fundament followed that
unusual thirst. It came on with intolerable itchings, and next as

if an edged tool was cutting into it. Afterwards as if a full-grown
crab's claw were steadily pinching at me. These symptoms were
followed by colic, and finally by a diarrhcea. Originally these
paroxysms came on yearly; after a while, several times in the
course of the year ; and for some years back almost every month,
until at last every week. So that for seventeen years I have been
labouring under an insufferable affliction, deprived of sleep, and
so dizzy at times that I could not help myself; my stomach would
fail me, and I thus became a helpless enervated invalid, At last

on the 15th of June, 1854, 1 was taken down with an alvine flux and
killing pains in the bowels. Often as I went to bed at night I

thought I should never see the morning. My medical attendant
and friend, in whom was all my trust, concluding that he could
do nothing to alleviate my sufferings (I thought so, at least),

under colour of being himself unwell, sent me to one of his

colleagues, whose attendance proved as unsuccessful ; all the reme-
dies prescribed failing to afford me any relief. It was at this stage
of my disease that, on the 5th of September last, I luckily
met one of my friends, who told me that Mr. J. B. Monier had
passed through the same ordeal, and had been radically cured by
Du Barry's Revalenta Arabica. Thereupon I immediately began
to make use of it, and soon after felt relieved; and the extra-
ordinary change for the better I have gradually experienced
since, owing to that excellent farina, induces me to believe that
I am completely cured. However as mine was a chronic dis-

order, I still keep taking the Revalenta, and will do so for some
time yet, to insure a permanent return to health. Hoping that
this statement may serve the cause of humanity, I cheerfully
make it, and remain, yours respectfully, F. B. Bernard,"

Commercial Abstract Clerk in the Collector's Office.

1 lb., 2s. Qd. ; 2 lbs., 4s. 6d. ; 5 lbs., lis. ; 12 lbs,, 22s. Super-
refined, lib., 6s,; 2 lbs., lis.; 5 lbs., 22s.; 10 lbs., 33s. The
10 lbs. and 12 lbs. carriage free on receipt of Post-office Order.
Barrv, du Barry, & Co., 77, Regent Street, London. London

Agents, Fortnum, Mason, & Co., Purveyors to her Majesty, 182,

Piccadilly; and also at 60, Grace church Street; 49, Bishopsgate
Street; 4, Cheapside; 330, and 451, Strand; 55, Charing Cross.

BARRY, DU BARRY, and CO., 77, Regent Street, London.
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COMFORT IN THE RAIN.
ERDOE'S VENTILATING WATERPROOF
LIGHT OVERCOATS and CAPES resist any amount of

rain, without confining perspiration (the fatal objection to all

other Waterproofs), are intended for genoral use, equally as for
rainy weather, and have long been reputed among the most
valuable and economical garments ever invented. Capes, 20s. to
40s.; Coats, 40s. to 50s.—W. Berdoe, 96, New Bond Street and
69, Cornhill (only).

ONE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of 1000 Bed-
steads in stock, 150 of which are fixed for inspection, comprising
every variety of Brass, Wood, and Iron, with Chintz and Damask
Furnitures complete. Their new Warerooms also contain an
assortment of BED-ROOM FURNITURE, which comprises
every requisite, from the plainest japanned deal for servants'
rooms, to the newest and most tasteful designs in mahogany and
other woods. The whole warranted of tbe soundest and best
manufacture. HEAL and SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE of BEDSTEADS and PRICED LIST of BEDDING
sent free by post.—

H

EAL and SON, 196, Tottenham Court Road.

RENDERS, STOVES, AND 1- I Kli-IRON S.—
J- Buyers of the above are requested, before finally deciding, to
visit William S. Burton's SHOW ROOMS, 39, Oxford Street
(corner of Newman Street), Nos. 1,2, and 3, Newman Street, and 4
and 5, Perry's Place. They a re the largest in the world, and contain
such an assortment of FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES, FIRE-
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of
design, or exquisiteness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with
bronzed ornaments and two sets of bars, 2/. 14s. to hi. 10s. ; ditto,
with ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 51. 10s, to 121. 12s.;
Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, from 7s. to 31.; Steel
Fenders from 21. 15s. to 61.; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from 21. 15s. to 7l.7s.; Fire-irons from Is. $d. the set to Al. 4s.

Sylvester and all other Patent Stoves, with radiating hearth plates.
All which he is enabled to sell at these very reduced charges,

1st,—From the frequency and extent of his purchases ; and,
2dly,—From those purchases being made exclusively for cash.

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—William S.
Burton has ONE LARGE- SHOW ROOM devoted exclu-

sively to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILETTE WARE.
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make his establishment the most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 7s. 6d.; Pillar
Showers, 31. to 61.; Nursery, 15s. to 32s.; Sponging, 15s. to 32s.;

Hip, 14s. to 31s. 6d. A large assortment of Gas Furnace, Hot and
Cold Plunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Ware
in great variety, from 15s. 6d. to 45s. the Set of Three.

rr-HE BEST SHOW of IRON BEDSTEADS
-A- in the Kingdom is William S. Burton's.— He has two
very Large Rooms, devoted to the exclusive show of Iron
and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate
Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, 18s.; Port-
able Folding Bedsteads from 12s. 6d. ; Patent Iron Bedsteads,
fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17s. 6d. ; and
Cots from 20s. each ; handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great variety, from 21. 13s. 6d. to lhl. 15s.

PAPIER MACHE and IRON TEA-TRAYS.—An
assortment of Tea Trays and Waiters wholly unprecedented,

whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.
New oval Papier Mache Trays,

per set of three from 20s. to 10 guineas.
Ditto, Iron ditto from 13s. -to 4 guineas.
Convex shape, ditto from 7s. 6d.

Round and Gothic Waiters. Cake and Bread Baskets equally low.

William S.Burton has SIXTEEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS,
all communicating, exclusive of the Shop, devoted solely to the
show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY (in-

cluding Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and Japanned Wares,
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so arranged and classi-
fied that purchasers may easily and at once make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1, 2, and
3, Newman Street; and 4 & 5, Perry's Place.

O CHARGE FOR STAMPING at LOCKWOOD'Sj
75, New Bond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for 9d. ; Thick ditto, five quires, Is.; Albert and Queen's
sizes, five quires for 6d., 9d., and Is. ; Note-paper made from Straw,
2s. 6d. per reamj Envelopes, 4d. to Is, 6d. per hundred ; Foolscap
paper, 7s. 6d. per ream ; Copybooks 2s. 6d. per dozen. Card Plate
engraved, 2s. 6d.; 100 Cards printed, 2s. 6d. Wedding orders
promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands. — Copy
address, Lockwood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country orders for
20s. sent carriage free. Lockwood's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)
Pen, 1 doz. post free for 13 stamps.

METCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-
important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at
Metcalfe, Binglet, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 b and 131,
Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
some houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

The Successful Results of the last Half Centdey have
proved beyond question that

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL possesses
peculiarly nourishing powers in the growth, restoration, and

improvement of the human Hair, and is now universally acknow-
ledged to be the cheapest, and superior to all other preparations
for the hair. It prevents it from falling off or turning grey,
strengthens weak hair, produces a thick and luxuriant growth,
cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully
soft, curly, and glossy. In the growth of the Beard,
Whiskers, Eyebrows, and Moustachios, it is unfailing in its

stimulative operation. For children it is especially recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Price
3s. 6d. and 7s.; Family Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. 6d.; and
double that size, 21s. Caution.—On the wrapper of each bottle
are the words, Rowlands' Macassar Oil, in two lines.—Sold by
A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London, and by Che-
mists and Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT^ HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?— No other compound for the Hair

has maintained such an enduring celebrity as Emily Dean's
CRINILENE. It is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Mous-
tachios, Eyebrows, &c, in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in
Baldness, from whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent
its falling off, and effectually check Greyness in all its stages.
—Price 2s. per package (elegantly perfumed); sent post free, on
receipt of 24 penny postage stamps, by Miss Dean, 37 a, Man-
chester Street, Gray's Inn Road, London. Sold by every Chemist
in the world.—"In one fortnight it produced a beautiful set
of moustachios." H. Adams.—" It has prevented my hair falling

off." J. Bickson.—" It has quite checked the greyness that was
coming on." Mrs. Eldeb.

Beware of imitations under closely similar names.
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Thin flay \h published, price t$. M, bound, v/itii an Illustrated

Covor liy .J. TlBNWBIi,

STORIES FROM A S C It E E N.
jjy DUDLEY COSTELLO.

"Look hero upon thin picture—mid on thin!"— IIami.kt.

BnADuuifv & Kvanh, 11, Bouvorlo Strcofc.

K

On llici Mil ./nun will In) jii I lil 1 1, lii^il, pi in: :U. C'l
,
rli -III,

MPERIAL I'AIUS ; including Ni.w Scenes VQV.

Old Vihitoiiii. riy w. BLANCHAUD JERKOLD.
I(KAIUUmV& I'". VA KM, II, ItnilViTlii Hll'mil.

THE ART OF TAMING BIRDS, ETC.
IDD'S SHILLING TREATISE ON ran
CANARY. Vury prettily Illustrated, conliihm UlO Koy

to ii Bird's Heart.
(iiuinMimiimK A Hiinh, 5, 1'iitflrnonlni' Kmv,

JUSt (Hit, In,, pout, frOQj

HOW TO MAKE HAY AT HAU'tiik USUAL
COST, l'rloo 1«. Aim.,

HOW TO FEED HOUSES AT DITTO, In. AIho,

LIST OF 200 CUTS OF MACHINES. It. Willi
Explanatory Muttor.

MAiiv Witni.Aicic A. Co., 118, Fmicliunili Hired:.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY. -NEW VOLUME.
1'rlcn l#i, fancy covor.

THE HOUSE : ItH Treatment, &c. Ity W. Youatt.
Also In thin SorlcB—The PJjr, by Martin ; Cage and Blnglng

Blrdtf, How to Catoil, Roar, and Keep them ; Cuttle, thulr varlouq
Breed tt; Bees, by the Bov. J. (). Wood ; Guttle, tholr Manngoraont.

London: Grcoiicnc JtoiiTLK nor. <% Co., Farrlngdon Btreot.

UNIFORM WITH MAYHEW ON THE DOC.
Price Ite., fcupHvo, hulf hound.

THE HORSE : by W. Youatt and CECIL.—A Now
Edition, revised, corrected, and brought up to the pri ODl

time, by CicoiT;, with Observations on Breeding Horses for the
Cavalry, with Illustrations.

_ I .iiiidon : <; rondr: KouinKWiK & Co., I'jirri im-<1> it Shvrt.

BOOKS FOR THE COUNTRY NEW VOLUME.
Price I.t,, in fancy cover.

SMALL FARMS : How they Ought to bo Managed.
Ity Martin Doyi.k.

Also In this Series : Angling, and Where to Go
; Pigeons and

Rabbitu, phitiiH Ivy Weir; Shooting, liy it. Biakny; ttln'i-p, liy

W. C. L. Martin ; Flax and Hemp, by I lelnmor ; Tlio 1'onitiy Yard.
London: Gicoitog Koutlkuuk & Co., Farrinpdon Strcot.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. L, containing Orchides?, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated*.
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchidem House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian A aniens,

Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, ImUuiiiv Kuml.

"DISEASES OF~ THE CHEST.
Fifth edition, price 5s. Gd.,

CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, &c*
successfully treated. By Alfred B. Maddock, M.D.

" Wo feel morally bound to urgo upon all persons who are

either suffering themselves, or who have friends so unfortunately
situate, to procure this valuable work, which cannot fail to prove
in the highest degree interesting and consoling to tbem."

—

Cambridge University Herald.
London: Siupkin, Marshall, & Co, Stationers' CouTt;

Baillif.rk, 219, Repent Street.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND INDIGESTION.
Just published, new and cheaper Edition, price Is., or Is. Gd. by post,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
"What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Begimen,

and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable

through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician.
London: Piter, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Han- i

nay, 63, Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornbill : and all Booksellers.
|
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DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO THE QUEEN.
Complete in two largo Vols., royal 8vo,

rp HE BOOK OF THE CAKDIi N.
-* By CnASLxs M'Istosii.

Tho Volumes are sold separately, via.;

—

Vol. I. On tho Formation of Gardens and Construction of
Garden Edifices, Ac. 77G pages, and 1078 Engravings. '21. 10#.

Vol. ll. Practical Gardening, 80S pages, and 279 Engravings.
1/. 17s. Gd.

William Blackwoop_& Boss, Edinburgh and London.

Just published, the 33d edition, price Id,,

GJ
RIMSTONE'S HISTORY of an EGYPTIAN

* TEA, discovered by tho Committee of the British
in a Vase scut by Sir Gardner Wilkinson, the i

veller. Three were presented to Mr. W. Grimstone by Mr. T. I.

Petiigrew, who opened this rolic, being 2844 years old. The
growth of this Tea is different to those of this country; the tahtc
is delicious; they boil much greener than ours, and so prolific.

They are planted thus .
-

. -
. eight inches apart; the 2*. 6d.

bng will produce enough for a small family. They require no
sticks. Planted between December and July. The only genuine
is sold in bags, 2s. Gd.; three times tho quantity, 6s. ; seven times
the quantity, 10s. Each bag is signed and sealed by William
Grimstone, Herbary, Highgate; depot, 52, High Street, Blooms-
bury, London, Eye Snuff and Herb Tobaceo Warehouse, 8rf. per oz .

RALPH'S ENVELOPE PAPER^ reduced~^rices,
C's., 8s., and 9s. C</. pnrroata ; samples on npplic™iir> n .

F. w. Ralph, Manufacturer, 36, Throgmorton Street, Bank. •

Will be published on June 1, 1855, to be continued monthly, Part I., royal Ovo, price One Shilling,

containing Four Coloured Plates,

A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS,
BEITISH AND EXOTIC.

BY E. J. LOWE, ESQ., F.R.A.5., F.G.S., M.B.M.S.,
Hou.Mem. Dublin Nat. Hist. Soc, Memb. Geolog. Soc. Edinb., &c.

LONDON : GROOMBR1DGE AND SONS, 5, PATERNOSTER ROW.

NEW WOEK Edited by DR. LINDLEY.
ILLUSTRATED (LIFE SIZE) BY NATURE-PRINTING.

Publishing in Monthly Parts, juice 6*. each, in handsomefolio, each containing

THREE COLOURED PLATES, the

ii ;
*?. 5 : :: t ?

FAITHFULLY REPRESENTED (.LIFE SIZE^ BY

THE NATURE-PRINTING PROCESS.
With Descriptions of the Indigenous Species and Varieties br THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S.

PART III. is published this day, price 6s.

*** This Publication differs from all other Botanical Works since the Plants are represented not onlr
in their natural size and form, but also in some of the most minute details of their structure.

BRADBURY & EVANS, II, BOUYEEIE STREET.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN:
ILLUSTRATED BY JOHN E. SOWERBY.

THE DESCRIPTIONS, SYNONYMS, &c, BY CHARLES JOHNSON, Esq.

In Ore Vol. cloth boards, containing 49 Plates, full coloured, 27s. : partly coloured, lis.

JOHN E. SOWERBY, 3, MEAD PLACE, LAMBETH.

C II,U UBED JM TJJK IIOVA1.
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D OK KING BL1 E MOTTLKD I <j\\

VI*. p'r d< wn. 'j a Esblbllka
of three comities, lfiM.— Addntaa v.

Dork inc. BliTTtf.

G'»I,M.:. SPANGLED

Mr. Joint ( kpto:

BGU4. — Y4&
art of iz.-A&Onm

TO CARDtNCRS, FuOK »T», tTC

TO BE LET, on Iph&c or witb imme-
diate possession,

situated in a first-rate ndirhboorbood for burin—a, eonUSnlD^
i'-cs, Pita, and Frames, and erery cx«T«alenot t

inp out a pocd business. Tbe
various Plants in pota. Sec., will be disputed of at a low ntt.
There is an excellent Residence with Coach and Potting; Hoom*.
also an Office and Seed Shop on the groonda; the whole veil
worthy attention, and will be disposed of at a tctj law rate. It
may be viewed by applying as above.—

CHEAP BECDINC PLANTS.

TO BE SOLD, several Thousand of VLRLi
PETUNIAS, and Price

according to quantif J. and J. Fut*'X&.
Noraerynjen, L*a Brif'i

ORCHIDS.
TO BE SOLD, l.y Prirate Omrr»<rt the m

r.f a : -

it contains large specimens of all the mot:
varieties, and is, it is believed, not excfUed by may other
collection in the kingdom. 7
For further particnlars addn Mma.

C. <fc t- Layton, ISO, Fleet Street, Uondon.

5alrs btj aurtion.

ORCHIDS AMD SEEDS FROW INDIA AND THE

MR. J. C. STEVENS will

Great Re-

1

DAY. 4th Ju:
importation just received per overland r

Yellow Yanda from the Nar -
- I = Deadro

Bootan Hills and upper nmseroBS Flaai
Saccolabium, Dcndrobiom. &c~ Also an importati
Brazils of Cattleya Leo] |

irparata. Ac:
Seeds of Fore-:
East Indies.—May b-;_

lognes bad of Mx. J. C. S:.

Garden.

TO CENTLEME^. FLO-IiTS, AND OTHERS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE

bv Auction, at the Mart, BartbotaBtev Lane. •

:

DAY and FRIDAY. "

Collection of D^ 1

Calceola: eimainnaa, and at**-

in bloom, with a large assortment of Orameacai Pfc

Eedaing.—On vie«- moraines ofsale: Citak«aes b*d«2ti

and of tbe Aoc ,— -rrv EdBKC

WIMBLEDON HOL
FnrE C S OP OfcCE

Mi
notify tha: :

Mrs. Marrvat, en tbe premise

NESDA.Y, 1 DM '"-"- »ill «
indndinir some rare al

Lemon Trees. Cam^r
large qnantitr of be*'"

and Ccmposidcn Va=es and Fed.

Garden Implen:

Saville R'^. Ee ^-t ~

- - =

TO FARMERS. HO=i

MR G. COLLI5 « -
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*ith a pair of SMnch s
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Komford. and to be remove -
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY EOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORISON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Geutry, aud London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved aud scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

2, W1NSLEY STREET, & 70, OXFOKD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW EOOM SEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Hand-glass Frames I Garden Engines
Game Netting Do. Sjringes
Hurdles Do. Rollers
Garden Chairs

| Flower Labels
IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIEE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON AND WIRF WORK^EXHIBITION PRIZE'MEDAL GATES ASP ENAMELLED MANGERS

P '

S C Y T H

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains -

Ornamental "Wire Work
Flower Stands

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Waiering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

"OOYD'S PATENT SELF-ADJUSTING SCYTHES
-L* may be had of the Manufacturers, WiixrAat Dray & Co.,
Swan Lane, London; and of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen. A
liberal allowance to the trade.

r^OTTAM and IIALLEN have on Show, at their
<-J Repository, No. 2, Wiusley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstauds,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles; and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either' of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
C
fM ~. ed .complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any partof the Kingdom.

*£t°? Rooms at tbe Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

btained
PP°SUe the Pantheon

--
^heT& eve,T information may be

C TEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracechurch Street,^ Loudon, and 17, New Park Street, Southwark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,
and Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either hi Wood or
Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Geutry, and
Nurserymen to their simple but efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.
From the extensive works they have executed, references of

the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars
furnished on application.

" I^RIGJ DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
A- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural "Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG! DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and fioiicultnral purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisiia Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Gannon Street, City,-and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats as .a covering."

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT^WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of Ihe nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Riofs of Houses lias given the highest satisfaction. Churches.
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c., heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by Whom they are extensively engaged,

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOIffi WEEKS & Co., King's Koad, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find1

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
ive variety ofHothouses, Green-

houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of"

House best adapted for ever*y required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through, all

the Houses and Pits,
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions.,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months-
does not cost in labour and fuel

more tiian 3s. Sd, per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
ind Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at verylow prices. Also a fine collection

of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all. the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

[HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Clarcmonfc
*-* Place, Old Kent Road, Londou.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 lo 100 feet. Frames and LightsibrPits, 6 ft. 6 fa,
7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., S ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. G in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference'may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

MASS'S EAST INDIA PALE ALE, BASS'S
' ' MILD BURTON ALE, aud BARCLAY'S PORTER and
STOUT, in lS-gallon Casks, Bottles, Half-Bottles, and Imperial
Pints.—Berry, Brothers, & Co,, 3, St. James's Street, London.

Printed by William B bad bust, of No. 13, Upper YYobuni Place, fn the Parish
of St. Pancras, and 1'rkdebick Mullktt Evanb, of No. 27, Victoria
Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, bntli in
the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in
the Precinct of vYbitefriars.in ihe City of London; and published by them
at the Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul'H, Covent
Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisements and ComrrtunicationB
are to b? Addressed iothi Editor.— Satu boat, June 2, 1855.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON-
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that tho NEXT

EXHIBITION Of FLOWERS and FRUIT, in tlio SOCIETY'S
GARDEN, will take place on WEDNESDAY, Juno 20, at 2 p.m.

Tickotn, price Ba. each, enn bo procured at this Ollico, upon pre-
senting the order of a Fellow ; or on the day ot the mooting, at
Turnliam Green, price 7s. Qd. ouch.
SPECIAL PRIVILEGE OP FELLOWS.—Follows of tho

Socloty not only enter free at half-past 12, but cun also introduce
two friends, with tickets. Or the PoIIow'h power may bo
transferred to a brother, sinter, won, daughter, father, mother, or
wife, residing in the Fellow's house, provided the person to whom
tlm transfer is made bo furnished with a tickot signed by that
Fellow. That is to say, the power of entering early may bo
transferred, but not the riglitjo vwv.v. mlmissi.m.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
SECOND SUMMER MEETING, June 5, 1855.

Award of Medals, &c.
Nkwly Inthohuoed Plants.—Rhododoudron sp. Borneo, S K

;

Ithod. Californicum, SB; Embothrhim coccineum, S B, Messrs.
Veitch& Son, Exeter and Chelsea ; Meyenia erecta, S 1C, Messrs.
Rollisson, Tooting.
Ghent Azaleas.—Mr. Thomas Gaines, Battorsea, S B.
Cut Rhododendrons.—Mr. Alexander Ingram, gr. to J.J.

Blandy, Esq., S B; Messrs. M-iore & Son, Birmingham, C I.

Pelargoniums. — Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, S K.;
Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth, S B.
Fancy Pelargoniums— Messrs. Fraser, S K; Mr. T.Gaines,

S B ; Messrs. Dobson & Son, C 1 ; Mr. Bray, gr. to Baron Golds-
mid, C 2.

Orchids.—Messrs. Veitch & Son, S K ; Messrs. Rollisson, S B.
Single Specimens.—Erica vcntricosamaguifieaa.id Ccphalotus

follicularis, Messrs. Rollisson, S B ; Lilium giganteum, Messrs.
Veitch & Son, C 1 ; Erica SpenccHana, Mr. GHendinnlng, Turn-
liam Green, C 1.

Grapes.— Mr. George Tillyard, gr. to the Right Honourable
the Speaker, S K.
Fine Apples,—Mr. Barron, gr, to Mrs. Vivian, Swansea, S B;

Mr. Dodda, gr. to Colonel Baker, Salisbury, C 1 ; Mr. R. Davies,
gr. to J. DUon, Esq., Astlo Park, C 2.

Melons.—Mr. Peter Boreham, gr. to Sir Fitzroy Kelly, C 1

;

Mr. Thomas Frost, gr. to E. L. Bctts, Esq , C 2

Strawberries.— Mi". Dunsford, Chingford, S B; Mr. Ingram,
gr. to J. J, Blandy, Esq., C 1; Mr. William Chesher, gr. to

Samuel Ware, Esq., C 1 ; Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to His Grace the

Duke of Norfolk, C 1; John Allnutt, Esq., C 2; Mr. Thomas
Pestridge, gr. to E. H. Reynard, Esq., C 2.

Asparagus.—Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to His Grace tho Duke of

Norfolk, C 2.

Miscellaneous.—Mr. Fleming, gr. to His Grace the Duke of
Sutherland, S B for Nectarines, C 1 for Cherries; Messrs. A.
Henderson & Co., Pine Apple Nursery, S B; Messrs. Toyne &
Son, Hounslow, C 2; Mr. W. Kestall, Bumham, Bucks, H M.

OYAL~BOTANTC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The SECOND EXHIBITION this Season of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, and FRUIT, will take place on WEDNESDAY
next, June 13th. Tickets of admission to be obtained at the
Gardens only, by orders from Fellows or Members of the Society,

price 5s., or ou the days of Exhibition, 75. Gtf. each.

13 0YAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTUKAL
-tV SOCIETY. Under the Patronage of Her Most Gracious
Majesty the Queen.—The SECOND EXHIBITION of the
Season will be held in the ROYAL CREMORNE GARDENS,
Chelsea, on Thursday, the 14th of June, 1855 (open to all

Exhibitors), when Prizes will be awarded for the following pro-

ductions, viz., Collections of Miscellaneous Plants, Pelargoniums,
Fancy Pelargoniums, CapeHeaths, Orchideous Plants, Variegated
Plants, Roses in Pots, Specimen Plants, Cut Roses, aud Pinks.
Also extra Prizes offered by Members for Pelargouiums, &c.

Lists of Prizes and the Rules of the Exhibition may be
obtained atthe Royal Cremorne Gardens, and of the Secretary,

John Taylor Neville.
Ebenezer House, Beckham, Surrey

.

GRAND FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL EX-
HIBITION at MALTON (open to the United Kingdom^,

on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, the 1st and 2d days of

August next, during the Show of the Yorkshire Agricultural
Society in that town. President, the Right Honourable the Earl
Fitzwilliam, K,G. ; and under the distinguished patronage of
the Nobility and Gentry of Yorkshire. Schedules of the Prizes,

&c, are now ready, and may be obtained gratis on application to

Matthew B. Slater,
M

a

lton , June 1855. Hon. Secretary.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX FLORICULTURAL
AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, Royal Pavilion.

' Tim SECOND ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION of
PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, &c. will be held on Wednes-
day and Thursday, the 27th and 2Sth of June next, ou the same
grand scale as last year. Schedules can be had by application
to E. Spary, General Superintendent of the Exhibit n, or of the
Secretary, E. Carpenter, 45, Lavender Street, Brighton.

By the liberality of the London, Brighton, aud South Coast
Kailway Company all plants will be conveyed to the exhibition

and back carriage tree from all stations on the lines.

By order of the Committee, Edward Carpenter.
N.B. The Autumn Exhibition will take place on the 12ih and

13th of September next.

/UIKRTSKY HORTICULTURAL SOCIEl i —
Vy Tho Firnt Hllow ol the ab t til

TiitimitAY, Juno 81, 1600, In tho
i

ndn of tho R
Cowloy Homo, Cherbjoy, when Prlzt i nrlll In

boat collections of Pltnui, FLowera, Fruits, and Vegetable
Band of the Royal Homo Guards will attend.
Uu to iieviui <i', l-.it

,
hi One Willlin^ '(« I.

Scheduler!, iVc, may be had on application l'» II. J,AMH,
Secretary, CherUoy.

CHEAT EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN p k ANtT
JOHN WATKRER begs to announce thai I i

rivalled collodion of Hardy, Bcartat, and other i
I

DKNhkoNH, hi now on view at the Royal Botai . I

Regent's Park, London. Order* of admission
gratuitously by FuIIowh of tho Socio ty. The Planla \t (he
Nursery aro coming finely Into bloom, and win contlnu
frctldn throughout tho month of Juno.—The
Dagahot, Burroy, JnneO.

CRYSTAL PALACE.
LOST, nt tho Exhibition, on the 2d inat., KRICA

SUAVEOLENS PALLIDA, s small plant In an 11

pot of Wakeraan's make Information of which will bo thank-
fully received by JoBM Cdwabds, Priory Cottage, Seven Sinters'
Road, HoUoway.
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ENGLISH CROWN RAPE, OR COLE *EEX>.

CHARLES SHARPK a-u CO- l^^'"- mrqaM
'I I ad-! tlir;' '

and

VV. follovlnR

:ai.

At

wILL1AM UAHRATT, Landscape Gaiidenrb,
Wnkcticld.

\* Plans and EtUlmateH fum(Hhi»d.

I I L H A M MAS T EKS and SON,
Landscavf. GAltDBNEne, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

G

DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape GauDbnbe,
Garden Arcuitbct, and Contracting Plant rr, Stowe,

Buckingham. Now Is the time to prepare for planting iu Sep-
tember, October, and November.

I OH N HARRISO N~ Nurseryman, ~¥ei
*^ Florist, Landscape Gardener, &c.
Plans and Estimates furnished; Experienced Gardeners

recommended
;
also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting

for Under Gardeners* Situations.—Darlington, June 9.

E O R G E T~A Y L 6~RJ J u ».,
Choice Fruit and Veobtable Salesman,

tin's Market,
Liverpool.

Contractor and Pi t: ba ChoioeJ%abden' Proodi
SaAbua. n CoinrtAsftfeh

7' rm$, Cash.
Forward as above.

ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN will forward to any
part of the kiugdom the following 50 various CHOICE

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, one of a sort 45*.tW.

12 Orchidea plants, choice species 4 1*)

21 choice Fuchsias, fiue proved varieties 12
Azaleas Greenhouse varieties, per dozen 12s. to 18
25 hardy Belgian Azaleas, superb sorts 20
100 best Bedding Plants 30s. to 40
100 choice hardy Herbaceous Plants 30

100 various plants, Stove, Greenhouse, and Hardy. Price and
Catalogue, on application, by post.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London.—June 9.

NEW ROSES FOR 1855.—Strong flowering Plants
of the following 12 New Perpetual Rcses for 3?. No charge

for packing.

1 s

AZA1
EBB !"t*o;

Th'-rC will

all fird-rr* to > A" BM
NEW P E T U N

DANIEL MONEY hav
Pint SIAfl bees

deep rose colour, very ***+t oorni

superb large Bower. Q'i«n
f
cream

D. M. has it!

i

;

Water La
.

DAHLIAS.
P SPARY, Plowst,
-*—'• Street, and at li

surplus stock of <

sorts, well ebta>'

10*. per dozen, 1

aWfr
;

r ttMCttMlAff
:•_»'.-- fnm Hi *-•

A S

raircd tbrvre oev

-pie tbroal.

: n? pl**u •/

rnt Mo*«t
or to Mr. Jon*

\'*Xk

Madame Theodore.
Beaute de Lyonnais.
Comtesse Vailliant.

Madame de Cambaceres.
Madame Vidot.
Prince de la Moskowa.

Jules 3tfargot tin.
S.Uet (Moss).
Madame Place.
Panache d'Orleans.
Souvenir de Leveson Gower.
Madame Domage.

Apply to J. and S. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road.
Esses.

NEW PLANTS.
AVERSCHAFFELT, Nursertman, Ghent

• (Belgium), is now sending out his following New Plants:

Achimenes Ambroise Verschaffelt Bs. 0d.

„ DocteurHopf 8

„ Edouard Otto 4

„ Edmond Boissier S.

Tydtea "Warscewiczi 15
Rhododendron Prince Camillede Rohan (quite hardy) 16

All the above Plants are figured in Verschaftf.lt's " Hlustra-

tion Horticole," which can be seen at Mr. R. Silberrad's, 5, Harp
Lane, Great Tower Street, London.

CRAPE VINES.
TTTANTED to Purchase some strong Vines. Plants
* * which have been forced this season in pots would suit the

advertiser.—Address, with kinds and prices, to A. Peing, Gar-
dener, Pashley House, Hurst Green, Sussex.

FINE" HAMBURGH CRAPES.

TO BE SOLD, iu one or more lots, a house of these

magnificent Grapes, in fine order.—Apply to Mr. Baker,
Gardener, Backwell Hill, West Town, near Bristol.

CHEAP BEDDING PLANTS.

TO BE SOLD, several Thousand of VERBENAS,
PETUNIAS, and other BEDDING PLANTS. Price

|

according to quantity taken.—Apply to J. and J. Feaseb.

!
Nurserymen. Lea Bridge Road, Essex. __^

b~iTc~H i d s.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract (the property
j

of a "-entlemar.X a most valuable collection of ORCHIDS :

'

it contains large specimens of all the most esteemed and rare

varieties, and is, it is believed, not excelled by any other

collection in the kinsrdoni. The plants are in the finest health.—

For further particulars address by letter, to F. H. S., Messrs,

i C. & E. Layton, 150, Fleet Street, London.

I

JOSEPH NOUkIS, O.tcricy Park, H^ondJow,
Itlddleeex, having an inr l-<lo4-

ing all the finest and new* -t In ealtfvation. o£cfi Cfc**-.

9.4., and 12*. per dozen, package indqded, «r*t to any tS.irem oo
the receipt of a Post Office Order, pat Able At Hovaatov.

1

SUPtRB HOLLYHOCKS. Sto: ETC
TVILLIAM CHATER f *e»d,
< * eanstitliig of 20 varieties, from his V j: Sbov Hollybrcks

at 5k.; 12 varieties, 2s. &£,: and (r- ro gnoA doable *ert*

Superior Quilled German And Fn i la 12 arietiac,
mixed. l.«. per packet; separate. It. Fine QjO:td Airicaa Man-
golds. *yl. per rAck^t —Saffroi

CERANIUMS-CHEAP AND C003.
\\r H. WHEELER, Flar:>t, Hendon, Middlesex,
"* •offers Me4ora,
Enchant re* c

,
~

-"'
irlaa, CaV«el

of BnfTs, Hero, Soprc"
Queen, Vii
Maid. Older varieties at St- pea - :'.etGerauesaa,Scper
d.>z : Miss Emily Field Wl

.
ry Pet, 9s. per d z : *-= now. 1$. per

doz. AUother Bedding PI-.

STRONC BEDOINC AND OTHER PLANTS.
|V and A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the ander-
-*- • mentioned is now reidy. ar.d inav be hid. psa*. fr», aa
application :— Autirrbinums, T

-

niums, Calceolarias. Permit 1

santhemums, Mimulj?. Salvii-

also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenb' -jss Plasrf

now in bloom Verbenas. Fuchsias, :
*

Geraniums, Nerium splendeiii

<£c The Trade snprlied.—Ehilwich, Sirrey. Jcag ?.

EXTRA STROXC BEODINC P^-'.
_

; !

LvcLcnrxG F
TT'OOD and INGRAM heg to offer, at the

» V price, fine well-established pli

Calceolaria, dark. Cineraria lielioc^e*.
J

ramosoides, Nierembergia prAcUis, Penmiaa, Seoeeio*, .

; nas, ail of the best k

.

GERANIUMS, ~ i Fancy D At.

leadinc kinds. "

sent may be seen in w bacfe may be aad aa

application.—Huntingdon Narseries,

CPEN AIR CULTURE OF THE MUSHROOM FOR
KETCHUP

PRESTOE'S IMPROVED MUi U SPAWN.
—Th

:

- z

from the time of Oldak ^

ticitnt quantity to plai ;r™iem
-

"
-

NEW SCARLET CERANUM—

I

OHN BL'TCHER is

splendid Geranium, a wr,
great favourite i ym 1

rrusses af flowers very mvcfa laigar,

r^:r: ?enaing np t"

Rot :" r Bedding ot
"

. -
-

-

-
-

able. PayaMe

ROR NAPOLEON.
n*: oat the above

z: ""-iriai"
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MRS. CONWAY begs to offer the undermentioned
choice Variegated Geranium?, &c., at the following

reasonable prioes :

—

Brilliant... 12s. to ISs. per doz.

Mountain of Light, 18s. „
Kingsbury Pet, 9*. to 16s. „
Trentliam Rosy Scarlet, Is. Gd.

each.
Ivy-leaf Eloile de Yaise, Is. do.

Impatiens jerdonice, 5s. each

Flower of the Day, 6s. to 9s. per

dozen.
Golden Chain, 12s. to ISs. do.

Skeltoni, 12s. do.

Scarlet Unique(Gaines), 5s. each.

Scarlet Ivy-leaf, 9s. per doz.

|
Pbilesia buxifolin, 10s. Grf. each.

Hydrangea japonica varicgata, Is. 6d. each.

Verbenas, "Heliotropes, Calceolarias, Fuchsias, &c, 4s. to 65.

per dozen.—Earl's Court Nursery , Old Brompton.

TD OBERT PARKER begs to inform his friends

tV and the public that his New SpriDg Catalogue containing

Descriptive and Priced Lists of the following «—
Koses in pots [varieties

Dahlias — show and fancy
Fuchsias
Selaginillas or Lycopodiums
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding varieties

Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

Exotic Orchids
Ferns— stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
Geraniums—show/ancy.scarlet,

variegated, and hybrid bed-

ding varieties

Chrysanthemums—largeflower-
ed, and Pumpone varieties

Petunias
Antirrhinums «-i-m "-^-

Is row ready and can be had Post-free on application.

Parad ise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway, London.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

announce that their new Spring CATALOGUE for 1855

will be sent post free on application, and for 12 pos fage stamps a

beautiful coloured plate representing the following choice

plants :

—

Achimenes Ambroise Verscbaf-

felt

Acacia Drummondi
pbylla.

Boronia Drummondi.
Bouvardia longiflora

Delphinium Henderson!.
Genetyllis macrostegia (fnchs-

ioides).

Fuchsia Queen Victoria.
— Mrs. Story.

Prince Albert.

Mr. Andrews, the first floricultural artist of the day, has had
the getting up of this plate, so that full reliauce may be placed

on the correctness of the flowers represented aud the superior

style of the colouring.
Description and Price of the following New Plants will be seen

on reference to the Catalogue.

Fuchsia Q-ieen Victoria.

., Prince Albert.

„ Water Nymph.
„ Raffaelle.

„ Rouge et Blanc.

„ Miellezi.

J(
Pominiana.

„ Maid of Kent.

Geranium Rubens (bedding).

„ Virginium.
„ Masterpiece.

„ Rose d'Amour.
Calceolaria Surprise.

tl
Purity.

u Maggiore.

,,
Norma.

„ Vezzosa,

„ Ajax.

Hydrangea hortensisflorepleno-

Lychnis Sieboldi.

Veronica imperial blue.

„ Audersoni fol. variegata.

Begonia prestoniensis superba.
Lobelia Antwerpiensis.

Fuchsia Empress Eugenie.
„ Lady of the Lake.
„ Snowdrop.
„ Mrs. Story.

„ Princess of Prussia.

„ Souvenir de la Reiue.
„ Climax.

Geranium Favourite (bedding).

„ Silver Queen.
„ Pretty Polly.

„ Quercifolium eximiuui.

„ Glow-worm.
Calceolaria Brunettia.

„ Corregio.

„ Minnie,

„ Red Rover.
„ "Wildfire.

Phlox Queen Victoria.
Pyrethrum Delbayi.

„ Duchesse de Brabant.
Achimenes Hendersoni.

„ gigantea.
Scutellaria villosa.

Verbena la Decsse, and others'

recommended
Chrysanthemum Hermine, Bole, and others recommended.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

PLANTS OF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KAIL, BROCCOLI-*
AND CAULIFLOWER.

JOHN CATTELL begs respectfully to inform 'the
*J public that he has a plentiful supply of Planis of his superior
true sorts of the above, which will be forwarded to order on
receipt of Postage Stamps, or Post Office Order made payable
here, at the following prices, package included :

—

All the sorts of Early Cabbage, Savoy, and Kail, including
Brussel Sprouts, 6d. per 100, 4s 6d. per 1000; all the sorts of
Broccoli, 8d. per 100, 5s. Gd. per 1000; Cauliflower, early and late
lOrf. per 100; Red Cabbage, Is. per 100; Drumhead, or Cattle
Cabbage, 4s. per 1000. A fine stock of autumn-bedded early
Cabbage still to dispose of at 6s. per 1000; for large quantities,
price on application. Packages containing plants to the value
of 1/. and upwards will be delivered carriage free to London
and to the Edenbridge Station of the South Eastern Railway.
A remittance must accompany orders from unknown correspond-
ents. Seed of Cattell's Dwarf Barnes, and of his superior Dwarf
Reliance Cabbage, may be had in packets by post, for 12 penny
stamps per packet, the former containing one ounce, and the
latter half an ounce.—Nurseries , Westeihum, Kent.

NEW BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS
OFFERED DY

JOHN SCOTT, of the Merriott Nurseries, Crew-
kerne, Somerset.

VERBENA MISS LUCY.—A beautiful pink, with large truss,

and a fine hedder.

„ DAVIESI.—A first-rate variety, like Mrs. Mills,

but large truss, and fine bedder.

„ GENERAL PELISSIER.—Dark plum, very large,
flat truss, finer in all its qualities than Andrew.

-„ ADMIRAL LYONS.- Light lilac, dark eye, extra
largo and fine.

„ CERISE UNIQUE (Stewart's).— A splendid
cherry- coloured flower, the finest of its class;

2s. 6d. each, or the set for 10s.

PETUNIA EMPEROR NAPOLEON.- Large, smooth dark
crimson flower, with violet throat, the finest crim-
son yet raised, should be in every garden where
a fine crimson bed is wanted.

„ EMPRESS EUGENIE.—Bright ruby crimson, and
peach, well worthy a place by the side of the
Emperor; 3s. each, or 5s. the pair.

PELARGONIUM TRIANGULARE.—An interesting and rare
species, of a climbing habit, will grow several feet in a year,
and produces an abundance of beautiful and curious flowers,

unlike any other species of this beautiful and numerous family;
it is a native of the Cape of Good Hope, and will form a fine

pillar in the flower garden during summer; 10s. 6d. each. One
ovt-r to the trade when three are ordered.

RHODODENDRON GIBSONI.—The most beautiful white
flowering kind in existence, far surpassing the White Azalea
in size and form of its flowers; is perfectly hardy, having stood
the test of last winter unharmed in small pots, the severest
test a plant can have; Is. ed. to 5s. each. Also,

LUPINUSCALIFORNICUS.-A beautiful and new tree Lupin,
with flowers like a Laburnum, and sweet scented; 5s. each. And

ALONSOA WARSCZEWILZI 12s. per dozen ) Two
;SA

T
B
?ATIA CAMPESTRIS 12s. „ ]"gems.

^
J. S. would call attention to his List of Bedding Plants in

.orraer Numbers of the Gardeners' Chronicle, and begs to say that
n.e has still left many thousands; but these are being rapidly sold
onYso that early application is necessary to procure fine plants.

J. b. has also now saved his Cineraria Seed from a splendid
collection of flowers of unsurpassed beauty, and offers the
same at Is. 6d. per packet, post free. Now is the best time to sow
to obtain large plants for winter and spring flowering.—June 9.

MAY'S MAGNUM BoNUM LETTUCE is by far

the largest, sweetest, and crispest Lettuce known, in proof

of which we possess numerous letters received from parties who
had it last season. The addresses of the writers can be had on
application. It may be sown all the summer, aud will stand the
winter. Packets Is. each.
HENRY MAY, the Hope Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire,

ROUEKS'S SEED DEPOT and GARDENERS'
REGISTRY OFFICE, Clock House, Chelsea.

A fine collection of PERENNIAL and BIENNIAL FLOWER
SEEDS, including Choice CINERARIA, CALCEOLARIA,
PRIMULA, &c, tor JUNE SOWING.

N.B. Eeed of the interesting BURNING BUSH Plant.

PAGE and CO'ti COMPOSITION FOK THE
DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT UPON ROSES, WALL-

FRUIT TKEES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, VINES, STOVE
AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon,

sufficient to make four (Jars and Barrels extra). Directions for

use forwarded. Ten gallons and upwards carriage free to London.
After four years' extensive use by the most eminent Gardeners

in the kingdom, the superiority of P.age & Co.'s BLIGHT
COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to

insure its general use for destroying every pest to which Plant

and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate

flowers or foliage) and promoting a luxuriant growth.

See two pages Testimonials, Gardaurs* Chronicle, March 3, 1S55.

Can now be obtained of

Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-
apple Place, London

Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Messrs. F.& A. Dickson & Sons,

106, Eastgate Street, Chester,
and 14, Corporation Street,
Manchester

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth
Mr. James Veitch, Exotic Nur-

sery, Chelsea [cester

Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Glou-
Mr. E. Paul, Derby
Mr. George Wheeler, Nursery-
man, Warminster [bury

Messrs. Masters & Son, Canter-
Mr. Tiley, Bath
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South
Frederick Street, Edinburgh

Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's,
Wakefield

Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co.,

Wavertree, Liverpool
Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorksh.
Messrs.Chandler& Son,Wands-
worth Road, London

Mr. Freeman, Woburn
Mr. J. Linford, Shefford, Beds
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent
Garden, London

Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co.,

Handsworth Nursery,Sheffield

Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead
Nursery, Sevenoaks

Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nur-
series, Huntingdon

Mr. Baskerville. Bristol

Mr. Burham, Hastings [north

Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridge-

Mr. Davison, St. Peter's Street,

Hereford [Herts.

Mr. W. Garraway, Welwyn,
Mr. Thos.Cridland, Willington,
near Taunton

Mr. Henry Home, Market Place,

Henley-on-Tbames [Bourn
Mr. R. M. Mills, Market Place,

Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street,

Nottingham
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman,
Western arn

Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidder-
minster

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nursery-
men, Dorking and Reigate

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons,
Dawson Street, Dublin

Messrs. Mappleback & Lowe,
Birmingham

Mr. W. Bower, Moorgate House,
East Retford

Mr. James Allen, sen., Bothwell
Street, Glasgow

And of the Inventors and Manufacturers,
B. PAGE and CO., Seed Merchants, Oxford Street, and

Above Bar, Southampton.

N
IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.

EWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
GREEN FLY DESTROYER.—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and
N Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.
E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very
simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses

the Rose fr.om that destructive insect the

Green-fly (or Aphis), without causing the
slightest injury to the bud or foliage.

Price 2s. Gd. eacb> or free by post, 4s.

Man-ufacttjeed bt

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers.

Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

THOMAS SUMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,
Nuhseeyman, Seedsman, and Flokjst, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, London, begs respectfully to inform the nobility,

gentry, and his patrons generally, that be has entered into

arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the sole

disposal in London of their highly ornamental and very durable

Vases, Fountains, &c, samples of which may be seen at his

grounds in the Garden Road, as above.
T. S. has much pleasure in being the first to introduce to the

notice of the public a highly ornamental Vase, capable of resist-

ing the most severe weaiher, and at little more than half the cost

of any other possessing the same qualities ; and be has no hesita-

tion in stating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plants

cannot be manufactured.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TUOES.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colehrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs.
Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills [terns

Borders, various pat'

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu-
migator [struments

Cases of Pruning In
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs and
Seats

„ Loops
„ Rollers

„ Scrapers
DEANE, DRAY

and

Prussianl Pickaxes
Potato Forks
Pruning Bills

„ Knives, various

„ Saws
„ Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in great variety
Heaping Hooks
Scythes

Gidney's
Hoe [Scissors

Grape Gatherers and
Gravel Rakes and

Sieves
Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers
Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-i Scythe Stones

mers and Hatchets Shears, various

Hoes of avery pattern Sickles

Hotbed Handles Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools Spades and Shovels

Labels, various pat- Spuds
terns, in Zinc, For- Switch Hooks
celain, <fec. Thistle Hooks

Lines and Reels Transplanting Tools

Marking Ink Trowels
Mattocks Turfing Irons

Monographs Wall Nails

Metallic Wire Watering pots

Milton Hatchets Weed Hooks
Mole Traps Wheelbarrows
Mowing Machines Youths' Set of Tools

and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail Agents
for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used exclusively

by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.—DEANE, DRAY,
& CO. (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.
JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
** of the nobility aud gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
bouses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Rnofsof Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by-whom they are extensively engaged

,

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEK3 & Co., King's Eoad, Chelsea,
JBUmU'VITtir-ir-ur '^
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HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the HouBes and Pits,

affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong Grapevines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co.. King's Road, Chelsea, London.

MOORE'S PATENT VENTILATOR, for every
Description ofFarm-Buildings, Conservatories, Hot-houses,

Warehouses, Market-houses, Bell-turrete, also for Ventilating

Shafts, &c.

These Ventilators are fitted to side-slips of wood with iron

levers, iron flanges, and brass screws, with rough plate, or 32 oz.

sheet glass, at 4s. per foot super. 2s. ed. extra for necessary

fittings to each Ventilator. If with brass levers in place of iron,

4s. per pair extra. It is presumed the accompanying drawing of

a Greenhouse will show the advantages obtained (independent of

a most perfect system of Ventilation, by admitting any amount

of fresh air and distributing equally over the plants, &c, and at

the same time emitting the vitiated), viz., a much neater appear-

ance, and an uninterrupted view of the whole interior. Green-

houses at Mr. James Veitch, Jun., Exotic Nursery, King's Road,

Chelsea; Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Nursery, Exeter; Messrs.

Messrs. Perry, Nursery, Banbury ; and the Pleasure Grounds at

Hampton Court Palace ; having been fitted wilh these Ventilators

with perfect success, the Patentee has obtained permission to refer

to the above places all parties desirous of seeiDg the same.

These Ventilators have been applied to many other Green-

houses, Conservatories, &c, but they are not published, in order

to avoid giving unnecessary trouble. Fifty-four of these Venti-

lators 5 ft. square (34 on the roof at an angle of 60 degrees), have

been fitted at Her Majesty's Saltpetre Works, Waltliam Abbey;

the success of which has been proved by the fact, that the saltpetre

is cry>-talised in little more than half the time, previously to the

light and ventilation obtained by the adoption of these Ventilators.

"moobe's double-current Ventilators for External Walls, &c.

Ventilators for every description of apartment, from the Cottage

to the Palace. Stained and Ornamental Glass if required. In

taking the size, the exact opening should be given, stating the

height and width distinctly. Tariff Prices of the ordinary

Ventilators may be had on application at either of the above

addresses. Packing cases allowed full price when returned free.

N.B.—These Ventilators can be readily fitted to Greenhouses

already erected, by removing the entire sashes and fixing the

Ventilators in their places.

Pebeect Ventilation in ail Cases Ghabanteed.

Church, Turret, Musical and House Clock Makers, to the Lords

of the Admiralty, the Hon. Board of Ordnance, the Emperor of

China, &c.

London : 81, Fleet Street, London.—Manufactory, Sekford

Works, Clerkenwell.

HPRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
JL TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,
BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for sui eriority and excellency of

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both

in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Tkei.oak, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,

London.
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TURNIP SHEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
,

AS some kinda of TurnijiH ptoduoe nmcli heavier crops and of moro nutritive pn evil

Sutton dt-Hiro nt (this sowing aeneon to rocomnn nd the undi I'mrattened in preference r.

A GALLON OF TURNIP SEED WEIGHS Al'.oi T | |j

PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE.
BUTTON'S KARLV BIX-WKKKH TUKNIP, tbo snrlloMi

Turnip known,—To bo aown In Juno, July, August, and
September, Inr early toed, unci ior wlnlor iukI nprhiK. I >. \«-r

lli., Qa, per gallon.
1'OMKhanian WHITE GLOBE, wry largo*—Sow hi June

mid July. Is. per lb., tin. nor gallon,
IM PROVED ORANGBjEIitiY (from Holoctcfl rootfl), n uown

in June or -Inly, Miln producofl a hoftvy crop ol highly nutri-

tive Turuipy, but it bi uncertain If sown later, la. id, per lb.,

7a. per gallon.

;
i 'i i ON'8 PI BPLK TOP vi LLO bV IfVfflCfO

iiubstltute foi B edi Bow In Juno nnd .) il

iij.ilti;: foi ding, i
.

i.' pi rib., D
i 01 gallon.

UTTON ORE] TOP ITBM.O ;; . i i r .
.

Vol low Bwcdo
I
" In Jul

Hprlng foodlag, i
. fid, pi I lb., fl

,
pi r gallon,

81 i'l'r E) i UTERI m. '.i;i i
' '.i OBI

, i

tin! main crop, 'i o bo moh ji In ' una and J
nnd wini< r mo, i '. 2d, pot lb., 7a, pei gallon,

SUTTON & SONS, SEED GROWERS, READING.
NEW SCARLET VER BENA - " MP S. WOODROFFE."

AKTI1UR UKNDEltSOJN and Co. um now supply
One strong plants or this very One now Scarlet Voi bona,

4 to 6 Inchon high, with numerous hU1« branches, nnd nil woll
hardened, nt for Immediate planting out, »t the following roduced
lirlcoH, viz.:- iriftnt u (UL

Vi Hunts 13
25 Plants '2*2

00 Plunls 40
100 Plants 70

Specimen*! ofblnoniH can bn Bent per pout In tin crtHon (on receipt
of G PontnKo St»nipn) to Dioho who are dusirnuH of Booing and
judging for tbemselves of tbo merits of tbls splendid variety,

__
Pine Apple- P lacO| Edgwiire Road, Juno 9.

OASS and 11KOVVN bavo published a Supplement
*-* to tbelr Catalogues, with extracts and descriptions of a few
now and select plants, which may bo hnd free on application.

PI-:i>IHN<i PLANTS.—An extrnslvo stock <.l tbo finest and
most popular, ntrong nnd well established, nt low prices.

GKRAN1UM.S, GLOXINIAS, ACHIMENES, STOVE,
GKEENJrJOUSK, and HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in splendid
collections, for which see advertisements in Gardeners' Chronicle
of April 21 and 28, and May G and 12.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment; Sudbury, Suffolk.

NEW WHITE BEDDING CALCEOLARIA.
CHARLES TURNER begs to recommend this

beautiful new plant for bedding purposes or for conservatory
decoration ; colour pure snowy white, dwarf habit, and an abun-
dant bloomer 7a. Gd. each.
C. T. can also supply good plants of the following NEW

VERBENAS:—
Wondebpul.—The finest and most attractive variety ever offered;

rich plum-purple, with large white centre. Fino truss, aud a
superb variety for bedding. 5s. each. Also-
Blue Beard Lord Raglan
Commander-in-Chief Boule de Feu
Empress of France Si li stria
Florence Nightingale Violacea
Tyrian Prince Mrs. "Woodroffe
Rose of England Empress

|

and all the new continental varieties. Prices on application.
Royal Nursery, Slough.

TURNIP SEEDS, ETC.
LAYVSON and SOW to the

Qi 1 1 em and to the Hjoxtlamd AamcoxTni
leave to Intimate that they aro sending oul the R
ri R.NIP BEEDS, for wbieli they respectfully wild I orders.
They aro all of tbo most approved kinds of Is pwth;—

'

s BI DOT BTOI i

X\/ HEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
* LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds for this season, contain-

I ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDEN and FLOWER
SEEDS, will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-

I vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of

tbe very best qunlity and true to name; and as many of the Seeds
1 ore our own growing, and are proved before sending out, we
I generally succeed in giving entire satisfaction to our customers.

We are in daily receipt of most gratifying letters and renewed
I ordersfrom those we had the Jionour of serving last yarj and
ijas we deliver our Seeds Carriage Free, we very respectfully

]
solicit tbe honour of an order from those who have not yet. given

jus a trial.— J. C. Wheeler & Son, Gloucester, Seedsmen to the
3 Gloucestershire Agricultural Society.

NEW AND CHEAP PLANTS.
eENRY WALTON, Florist, &c, Edge End,

Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire, has now on band a lino

itock of the following, which maj' be had at tbe extremely low
irices annexed :—Achimenes Carl Walforthi, Is. Gd.-, Cherita,

;s. Gd. ; Louis Van Houtte, Is.; Gigantea. 6s. ; Madame Rau-
latler, 3s. ; Mr. Parparet, Is. ; Sir Traherne Thomas, Is. ; Hender-
oni, 2s. ; or tbe lot post free for 12s. Gloxinias, choice varieties.

s. 6d. to 3s. Gd. each. Verbenas of this season, viz., Wonderful,
lluo Beard, Lady Lacon, Commander-in-Chief, Empress of
'ranee. Florence Nightingale, Rose of England, Tyrian Prince,
Iva, Boule de Feu, Lord Raglan, Empress, Mrs. M'Neil, Violacea,
ilistria, and Mrs. Woodroffe, Is. Gd., or 18s, per dozen post free,

liantbus magnifica, 2s. Gd. each. Begonia Prestoniensis, superb,
s. Gd. ; extra strong, 5s. Eugenia Ugni, 2s. 6rf. Fine Show
od Fancy Geraniums, 60s. per 100, or 50 for 32s. Gd. Scarlet
ad White, and older kinds of Geraniums, Ss. Gd., 4s. Gd. and Gs.

er dozen. Dahlias, strong plants, 3s. Gd. per dozen. Bedding
lants, of sorts, equally cheap. Descriptivo List may bo bad for

ae stamp.
It is respectfully requested that orders be accompanied with
ost Office Order payable at Marsden, Lancashire, unless
ifcrence is given.

NEW AND CHEAP FIRST-RATESHOW AND BEDDING PLANTS.
The Cheapest Establishment in the Kingdom is at
JENRY WALTON'S, Florist, &c, Edge End,
,-* Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire, where there are pro-
gated annually for sale from 20,000 to 30,000 plants, which, for

eapness and quality, are not to he equalled, Being robust aud
altby.

GERANIUMS.—Strong blooming plants, of varieties of 1S53,
h as Empress, Carlos, Neatness, Glow-worm. &c, 25s. per
;en; older show varieties, 9s., 12s., and 15s. per dozen; 25 for

50 for 30s., good plants.

TUCHSIAS, new varieties of last season, Gs. to 9s. per dozen.

CINERARIAS, choice varieties, such as Advancer, Etoile de
jise, Empress, <&c, 10s. 6rf. per dozen; older varieties, good
w kinds, 3s. Gd. per dozen.

'A NS1ES, 12 distinct fine show varieties, Gs.) 25 fine vars., 12s.

ERBENAS, new varieties of last season, 4s. to 6s, per dozen.

-AHLIAS, all the leading show kinds of last season, 9s. to
per dozen; older varieties 4s. Gd. to Gs. per dozen, extra

»ng plants.
edding Plants, including Scarlet and other Geraniums
HaSi Heliotropes, &c., equally cheap.
1 W.'s Spring List may be had for one penny stamp,
is respectfully requested that all Orders be accompanied with

ist-office Order, payable at M arsden, Lancashire, unless a refer-

s given. Orders to tbe amount of 25s. paid to Liverpool,
icbestcr, Leeds, and Preston ; 21. nnd upwards free to Bir-
ghnm and Carlisle; and tbe like distance, or more distant,

a plants gratis.—Edge End, Marsden, June 9.

Swi'ihkii— IVrll).--», a. Y I I LOW— /, ,1

I.otliliiii Purple t'P 1 8 Bullock, Green 1 ip ... l n
Qrocn-top 1 u „ Purple-top ... 1

Lnlng'a Turplu-top 1 8 Gordon of Aw
Skfrvlng it cl, 1 9 I " lop .. 1 'i

Mutson'H do. 1 Gordon ol Abon i

-

I'Vlti'iriiii n Crccn-top .. 1 11 Bhire.do. 'j n
White-flea I .. 1 8 Ilood'i; Imperial, do, ... i

Red—Round, or Norfolk 8 LaurenceklrkTanki
'I unkind 10 < 'ambi Idgci liiro do. do. 2
Globo 8 Skirvin K 'H Purple-top

„ WooHon (supcrioi Yellow Bullock ... 1 •>.

variety) 8 Border Imperial 1'urple-
GfnBEH—.Globe, improved 9 top do ... 1 2
Round, or Norfolk 9 Dale's Hybrid 1

Tankard . 10 Twoeddalei'urple.top Yel-
White—Globo ... 9 low Jiullock ... 2

Do. l'omcrnin, (rue 10 CruickMield Green - top
Round, or Norfolk 8 Hybrid, new (between
Six-week, or Stubblo .. 10 Swede Turnip and Kohl
Tankard 10 Rabi) 3 '.

27, Great Gcorge S reet, Westminster.
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MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Wed.nksi'At, June 13—Royal Botanic 2 r.M.

We presume that the Directors of the Crystal
Palace are satisfied with their experiment in
flower-showing, for the}' collected a very great crowd
of visitors last Saturday; there were objects in

abundance to look at, and, to do the spectators
justice, they appeared to marvel at the many things

that were set before them.
Never did the Palace itself look to greater ad-

vantage ; everything was clean and in its proper
place ; the painting was fresh, the gilding untar-

nished, the trees and shrubs belonging to the place

full of health and vigour ; the tanks were well filled

with water plants, .and while there was nothing to

offend good taste, except the ethnological absurdities,

the spectator encountered at every step something
upon which the eye could rest with pleasure.

The gardens and tet races, green with the first

burst of foliage, exhibited the ground to much
advantage, and were the resort of thousands during

the afternoon, for there was no cold air to chill, nor
long hours of sunshine to oppress. Even the beau-

tiful landscape, spreading away into indefinite dis-
'

tance, was less hazy than usual. The fountains

were the admiration of all who saw them: but they
played for so short a time that although they began
only at half-past 4 those who arrived at 5 saw
nothing of them. Let us hope that it is not the

intention of the directors, after their enormous out-

lay upon hydraulic works, to limit their water
display to a few minutes' sparkle.

The quantity of plants collected for exhibition

from all quarters was prodigious, and for the most
part creditable to the growers. It is said that the

lines of specimens extended for more than a

mile in length. We by no means answer for the

accuracy of this calculation, but it does not

strike us as improbable. Who contributed most
successfully to the display will be seen in another

column : who they were that failed in the contest

it boots not to declare. Nor, indeed, is it possible.

even were it desirable, to enter into details when so

large a subject, has to be commented on. Let us

hope that our reporter has done substantial justice

in the account published in another column.

After such a statement, the reader will be sur-

prised to hear that, notwithstanding all this splen-

dour, the exhibition was undoubtedly a §

failure. We mean that it produced no such effect

as a thousaud guineas offered for prizes, and a

prodigious quantity of plants might have been

expected to secure. With the single exception of

the line of Orchids, which wss unequalled, all the

rest disappointed us. No such banks of Roses and
Indian Azaleas as were formed at the last Horticul-

tl/llll 81 I

ih'T 1/11

I

II.

i plondour ..;

trherevei he got . 'I

'tie thing with an

a nobh
garden, where nothing e'|u;ii

is lost among loft ,

roofn, co

lame bad effeel n] 1

1

•iiial buildin • in II

parable from

gigan ic with the «mall and
it in an

. where Tnlipn and I'

tiful in th<.-!.

great bushel loaded with bi .

If .-in i xbibiti n v «or-
rounding object mr
Crystal Palace il exhi-

bition should be subordinate I

To fruit we have not ye' en we
saw that so large a sum a-

fruit on this occasion, we certainly thought
that ihe power of I

he shown in a manner before unheard of.

then of our surpiise when we fonnd

250/. there was nothing to show beyond a

shabbily arranged shelf in a back court, cr

with no very considerable quantity of specimens, one
half of which outht to have been refused adr.

Some excellent examples of growth were, doi:

present, as there always is ; and we presume (bat

the prize list will iudicate from whom tley came ;

but as for the " rack" the greatest favour tkat can
be shown them is to be silent.

Two inferences of practical valce may be drawn
from this experiment, looked at in the only i

which it can possibly i;.

propiietors of th> I the effect

which such an affair may have upon their funds;
firstly, that mere money will cot brin^ forth

excellence ; and, secc
gardeners, who are permitted to exhibit their

productions, are far fewer than is supposed.

To offer extravagant rewar 's for a
of gardening is therefo:e sure to bring before the

public demerit which would more ad-

remain in obscurity. I'lerainms upon want of skill

operate like protecting duties, and repress the inte-

rests they are intended to promote.

Guernsey has long been famous for its I

it now promises to become equally celebrated for its

Ixias. We have before us a handful of the mest
charming flowers of thit kind which h
to imagine, for which we are indebted to Mr. C

a gentleman fond of garde: nt on the

island. Thev are mules bet : - [Hora,

we believe sdHaris, and others, and look as if they

had been gathered an h. . • sack

is their vigour, such their t

are white with a crimson eye, som«

others are white and r

with crimson backs, pure ye". ,?nred

with a chocolate eye. Theii

Koses. All are from the or : e

beins required in Guernsey. Can

here ?

Hitherto the cultivation of Ixia? Cape

Bulbs has been a failure. T..

flower languidly, and peris!

.

the foot ofthe front waii of a hot-

find ramp in thesprir, :ramn,

they maintain a w: -

but as ornaments th<

their native plains they are amorg the nt

of the brilliar.:. >. ging et rain

has fallen, and drying up when ' -g sun

of Southern Africa again begirs :: :=!".. In jhremsey

thev behave in the same manner, and we ez

believe in Mr. Cage's eulogium rnisite

flowers • [ pear with him.

And arewe indeed so poor in inve~ s :arce-

less. so barren in expedie-'.s that —e cannot do arti-

ficially in London what is done natural .y in
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75—^^7T^vvVwho~boast f vTctorToTer races as

£Sk£ as Orchids, Heaths and Rose.
,

m £s !

Surely not. We have only to make the attempt,

and success must follow.
dpalers

istM may be had in any quantity of the dealeis

, £Z Town • so may species of Babiana, Anoma-

6 iWn nl™ s lend themselves to domestication :

C^vell
P
and howic^fully they wear their chains.

The Ghent Gladioli are the glory of our autumn ;-

why should not the Ixias be the gems of our spring I

What is wanted in managing them is rapid growth

when crowing, dryness and high temperature when

ripening absence of frost, and plenty of fresh an

It is the neglect of these conditions that has led to

failures. When bursting into leaf they are chilled and

checked ; as they slowly advance in the face of such

an obstacle they are cooped up in suffocated green-

houses, or put upon a shelf near the glass, to be

killed before they are half grown. As to air that is

never thought of ; or if they chance to stand for an

hour or two, in a dried-up porous pot, in the dry

draught from an open sash, they are expected to

repay our barbarous treatment with smiles instead

of a shudder. Give them warmth
_

and moisture

when -rowing, plenty of room for their roots and an

tocessantrSlwalof air; give them when ripening

more heat, more light, more air, and less moisture,

till at last they sink to repose in absolute dryness,

and we shall treat these graceful strangers as nature

treats them at home. *

What gives Guernsey an immense advantage over

England is, that in that favoured spot gardeners can-

do in the open air what can here be effected only

under glass. Frost is little known ; and greenhouse

plants are hardv there. Mr. CarriS gives us the

following list of' plants that passed the last severe

•winter without protection of any sort :—Abeha

nnifiora; Abutilon striatum and venosum; Acacia

dolabriformis (in bloom June 3), A. armata, A. ver-

ticillata, and tenella (against wall) ;
Araucana

excelsa and Braziliensis ; Azalea indica— many

varieties (in bloom from May 18) ;
Aster argo-

phyllus ; Begonia Evansiana ; Bletia hyacinthina ;

Benthamia fragifera ; Cactus hyb. between Eyresu

andoxygonus; Camellias (bloomed superbly during

the dry cold winds) ; Chamoerops humilis (showing

bloom); Cheirostemon platanifolium (only young

wood injured); Citrus decumana (against wall) ;

Chorozemavarium; Cliaiithuspuniceus (against wall);

Dacrydium Mayi and Franklini ; Deutzia gracilis
;

Diosma uniflora (in full bloom June 1); Epacns

paludosa; Erica cruenta, cerinthoides, and inter-

media (scarcely protected) ; Erythrina crista galli

(10 feet high) ; Gnidia simplex ; Grevillea sulphurea
;

Habrothamnus fasciculatus and elegans ;
Kennedya

inophylla ; Melia sempervirens ; Mitrana coccinea ;

Pinus filifolia; Polvgala Dalmaisiana (injured where

exposed to the wind) and angustifolia (against wall);

Primula sinensis (in full bloom May 15), Rhodo-

dendron arbor, roseum (bloomed in perfection in

February).

In such an island almost anything may grow

without assistance ;—and so may almost anything in

such a climate as ours with the aid of protection

assisted by skill.

There is now to be seen in the Museum of

OLconomic Geology in Jermyn Street a part of the

trunk of a Willow tree lately felled in Battersea

Fields, in the centre of which was found an aerolite,

or meteoric stone, of very large size, which seems to

have fallen on the tree many years ago and to have

embedded itself in its substance. It is a prodigious

curiosity, and well worth examination.

iingth, and 8-10 inches in ^^h'}
heJZZZ

distant, horizontal, the lower ones broad, the upper

narro^r.longer.andveryeve.Oyandconsp.cuouslyobe^

the lobes narrow, rounded at the apex, ftndt»"e^a

™f
each a single sor'us, the reniform md.is.um of wh ch is

placed just within the marg.n of the lobe A some

what similar structure occurs iu the D.ckson.a abrupta,

and covered with lance-shaped tawny scales. 1 he veins

are once or twice forked, and terminate within the

margin in club-shaped heads. The plant has fruited

sparingly during the past summer in the garden of the

Royal Botanic Society, and proves to be a Polypodium

of the Arthropteris group, abundantly differing in its

slender rhizome and dwarf habit from the other

member of this section of the genus.

Bory, a plant separated by Presl as a new genus under

the name of Leptopleuria, but the fructification o Bory s

plant is in reality that of Dicksoma, having the two-

valved indusium proper to that genus ;
whilst in the

present plant, which is associated by some ptendologists

with that of Bory, the margin of the lobe is un-

altered, and the indusium is truly that of Nephrolepis

It agrees with Nephrolepis, too, in the development of

a peculiar wiry stoloniferous scaly rhizome, to which

the fronds are adherent in fascicles. This very elegant

plant was introduced from Java by Messrs. Roll.sson

iu 1852.

2 Platyloma Brownii, J. Smith. Hook. Journ. Bot.,

iv 160 (Adiantum paradoxum, R. Brown, Prod. Nov.

Roll; Allosorus paradoxus, Knnze ; Pteris latizona,

A. Cunningham, MS., in Serb).

Fronds ovate pinnate; pinnre few, oblong-ovate or lanceolate

WeateTtalked, rounded or subcordate at the base; veins not

apparent; sorl broad, linear, marginal; indusium nanw,
herbaceous; racbis and pedicels puberulous, and as "ell as the

long stipes ebony coloured, and bearing a few narrow scales.

This fine and rare greenhouse Fern is most nearly

allied to Platyloma falcatum.but it differs essentially from

that species in its long stipes and short broad frouds, in

the different form of the pinnae, and their fewness

(7-12) and in the nature of the scales which clothe

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXV.
322. Prxcocitas (Forwardness).—Amongst a large-

number of seedlings, plants are found endowed with

various qualities, without our being in the least degree

able to assign the causes from which such differences

arise. These qualities may either be good or bad,

according as they answer the purposes of the cultivator,

and they°may be considered as real maladies, according

to the influence they have iu promoting or obstructing

the main ends of vegetation. The condition before us

may have great influence on the produce of the plant,

but can scarcely be called a malady. In many cases it

is a quality highly beneficial to the cultivator, because

it enables him to extend the period through which lie

can supply a certain fruit or vegetable. He depends,

for instance, on particular varieties of Peas, Potatoes,

Apples, Pears, Plums, &c, for early produce, and one

of his main efforts in producing new varieties is to pro-

duce such as will enable him to meet the demands of

the market a few days earlier than he has hitherto had

it in his power to do. In some cases, however, demand

will be made upon his skill to ward off the evil effects

of a depressed temperature upon such early varieties,

and as precocity in budding or flowering is not neces-

sarily accompanied by proportioned speed in maturing

the crop, however good may be the qualities of the

produce, in a cold climate like our own, subject to late

frosts and other external causes which prevent impreg-

nation, one of the worst qualities that such a variety can

have is a tendency to expand its blossoms and .ohags

too early. A skilful cultivator will pay attention, there-

fore, to this point amongst others in the choice of the-

varieties which he cultivates. All will depend upon the

object he has in view. An early variety of Rhubarb,

for instance, may afford him a crop at least a month

sooner than others, and such a variety will be extremely

valuable, while a fruit tree which has a disposition to

flower early may be ineligible because of its liability to

suffer from the usual inclemency of spring.

3^3 This precocity is not confined to cultivated

plants, but instances occurvery frequently amongst forest

trees, where nature has been left to take her own course

without any interference. The Horse Chestnut in the

garden of the Tuilleries, which outstrips all its com-

panions, has been noticed by many authors, and I have

myself had an opportunity of observing its peculiar

forwardness. This, however, is scarcely a case m point,

as the trees have all been brought to the spot, but the

same thing occurs in natural forests. A particular Oak

standing on the border of a wood in the parish of Cot-

terstock, Northamptonshire, and conspicuous to every-

body who travels through the district, has been noticed

for many years in consequence of its peculiar forward-

ness. The present season has given an excellent oppor-

tunity of observing its unvarying precocity.* A month

ago when the buds of other Oaks were almost as

dormant as in the midst of winter, this tree stood out

from the rest, covered with luxuriant foliage ;
and it

is by no means a solitary example.

324 This constitutional precocity, it should be
\

observed, is entirely distiuct from that tendency,

which plants possess to retain old habits when

transplanted into a new locality. This is a circum-

stance which makes many objects so difficult ot culti-

vation, because they do not accommodate themselves to

new circumstances. The process of acclimatisation is

very slow if it takes place at all, and in general it_ is

attained only by the production of new varieties with

new habits. Plants like Forsythia viridissima, or Caly I

canthus prtecox, can scarcely be expected to becom. i

plants, even of the latter part of spring, and can onlfl

become general objects of cultivation where they art

themselves regardless as to temperature, or where ther.|

s peculiar protection from climate or locality. M. J. Bl

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. I.

[Now that Ferns are becoming so very popular, and

cultivators of ornamental plants are learning to»appre-

ciate the decorative capabilities, in many instances

exhibited by their graceful foliage—capabilities which

by contrast serve to enhance the beauties of those plants

which bear gorgeous flowers, it has been thought that a

brief notice of the recent additions to garden Ferns may

be useful to those who are forming collections of the

choicer of these plants. It is proposed, therefore, under

the above head to notice from time to time some of the

most interesting of the additions made to our collections

within the last few years. The importers of novelties

of this class are invited to aid the writer in carrying

out this object. Titos. Moore, Botanic Garden, C/ielsea.]

1. Nephrolepis davallioides, T. M. (Aspidium daval-

lioides, Swartz, Syn. Fil. 48 and 247 ; Hooker, Ic.

Plant, t. 395-6).

Fronds pinnate, glabrous; pinna? sessile, the lower barren,

lanceolate acuminate, obtuselv serrate, the upper fertile,

narrower, and much elongated, deeply crenato-lobate, the lobes

rounded and bearing at the apex a single sorus ; rachis clothed

with small narrow scales.

This is a very handsome evergreen stove Fern, pro-

ducing gracefully pendent fronds, upwards of 3 feet in

the stipes and rachis. It is a handsome species, growing

about 2 feet high, the fronds being lateral, and adherent

to a creeping rhizome. The cultivated plant, which was

introduced in 1853 by Messrs. Henderson, of the Pine-

apple Nursery, is reported to have been received from

New Zealand. It had been hitherto only known as a

native of New Holland.

3. Polypodium (Arthropteris) pilipes, T. M.

Fronds simple, elliptic-lanceolate, or oblong-ovate; prP1™"?;
with about 1-3 pairs of small oblong obtuse pinna;, and a tenm

nal lanceolate-acuminate one several times larger
,

:
sou suo

marginal; rachis and stipes downy; rhizome fihfoim, clothed

with spreading fuscous lance-shaped scales.

This curious little plant, which has the appearance oi

a creeping Ficus, was imported along with Platyloma

Brownii by Messrs. Henderson, of the Pine-apple

Nursery. Its fronds, which are articulated with the

creeping rhizome, are from 2 to 4 inches high, some-

times elliptic-lance-shaped and quite entire, or oblong-

ovate with a small lobe or two at the base, or distinctly

pinnate, with one, two, or three pairs of small obtuse

pinnfe, and a terminal lanceolate-acuminate one many

times larger, obscurely crenate, and slightly hairy on

the veins beneath. The rachis and stipes are clothed

with short curved hairs : the rhizome is very slender,

MISTLETOE OF^THE OAK..

Professor Schleidem, in a note in his " Studien,

save "The Mistletoe of the south of Europe, or tt

Visc'um of the ancients, is undoubtedly the same plait

as that which, grows principally on Quercus cerr.s, an

which Linnieus named Loranthus Europteus. In

plant, however, is not met with north of the Alps, or

the West of Europe. The only plant like it whic

n-ows in these parts is the common Mistletoe, Viscui

album L., from the leaves, bark, and berries of win.

birdlime is obtained. Nearly all botanists agree th

Viscum album L. is never found growing on Oa

whilst we know from the mythology of the Celtic ai

German rations that the Oak-mistletoe was the one at

the only one regarded with veneration. This creates

difficulty by no means easy to solve. An English."

of the name of Beaton states that he once found t

common Mistletoe on an Oak iu the neighbourhood

Ledbury, and that he succeeded iu making it grow

Oaks. It is possible that the veneration jwith which

"» ioTn^ariy 50 years this tree has been the resort.of sch

boys in Ute seasons to procure a supply of Oak loaves for

£ of May, to my own knowledge, and I have no doubt..t

urnisued its ontribution during the present backward seaso
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Oak-mistletoe was regarded wan connected witli im
great rarity."

In the Intent Flora of Vienna wo find with respcel to

LoranthuH Europosaufl the following observations :

—

" On Oakn, especially on (I. pedunculate and <}. bobbIH-

flora, scarce. In 1 Ik: Oak forests of Scliiiiihruiiii, on the
Gallicin, at the hack of New Wnbloek hero and there,

much moro common on the Bisamberg, and in the
woodH of Schwadorf and I'rnnkcnwcrth." In lie-

appendix to the name Mora it Is Stated to lie "common on
tho Oakn in the Laxcnburg I'arlt, on the Laithageblrge,
and on the Iloehleiten." In the flora of Niahron the
LornnthuH in said to occur "in woods and pastures
on Oaks, wild Apple and l'enr trees, near Musohau,
on tho mountains of Polau, and near Ulannko." Garckc
ways it in found " near Tcplilz." Viscum allium in also
found on Oaks, according to Hausmann (" Flora of the
Tyrol "), Oaudin (" Flora of Switzerland "), and Dorck-
imuson (Ilolzgow, &c.) Limwa, May 4,

[CLIMATE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
No. IX.

Having now relumed from Nice I ran give Homo few
particulars as to tho stato of vegetation at various
places on tho journey homewards. I left on the Ih( of
May, and at that time tho white Acacias wore in full

.flower, though hero (Chelmsford) they are not yet in

leaf. The white Scotch Roses, Pittosporum, and
HabrothamnuH, were also in blossom in tho open air.

Just before I came away I saw a woman with a largo
tray of Alpino Strawberries for salo in tho stroctB.

They were also, I found at Marseilles, sold in the
market thcro in earthen jars ; a striking difference
was soon observable in tho appearance of the vineyards
after leaving Italy. There the Vineshoots were more
than a foot long

; hut before reaching Marseilles they
were hardly visible. The Banksian Roses, were, how-
aver, very beautiful there.

In the southern pnrts of Franco the Olivo trees seem
to have severely suffered from the late winter, and for
about the breadth of a milo before their cultivation
.Ceases they were killed and quite brown.
At Grenoble, which is surrounded by splendid ranges

of mountains covered with snow, on tho 5th May the
Lilacs were in fine bloom on the Bastion Hill, and a
large plant of Wistaria sinensis in the Jardin des
Plantes, also Spirrca prunifplia, and Magnolia purpurea

;

as these are now only just in Hower here, it would seem
that Grenoble i3 about a month forwarder than this
.part of England. Here I first recognised Gooseberry
trees, which had not been seeu in Italy. In Switzerland,
between Lausanne and Fribourg, there are Gooseberry
hedges by the road-side. The Judas trees, which grow
wild in the vicinity of Grenoble, looked very gay.
On crossing over the high bills on the south side of

Geneva, May 8th, the blossom of the Apple and Pear
trees, which had continued from Nice, gradually dis-
appeared, as it is there very cold, and there was
scarcely any foliage on the trees, whilst around the
city, which is lower and warmer, spring was again in
full beauty. In the Botanic Garden the various green-
liouse plants were being placed on stages out of doors,
and the large collection of Poeonies, &c, was in full

blossom. In the meadows, near the junction of the
Rhone and the Arve, Narcissus poeticuswas found wild,

and a brown-looking Cotoneaster. Lilies of the Valley
Tvere also iu blossom, and likewise at Berne. These
show that vegetation in the valleys of Switzerland was
about three weeks before that of England.

In the level country, on the German side of Basle,
Cherries and Walnuts are extensively grown, consider-
able quantities of oil being made iu Switzerland from
the latter. It was stated that these had sustained much
injury from recent frosts.

At Mannheim, on the Rhine, the Horse Chesnuts
were iu flower on the 14th May, whilst here they are
liardly yet out.

Annexed is a statement of the Temperature at the various places
passed through in the Morning and Evening, taken by the same
Thermometer.

7 A.M. 10} r.M.
1855.
May 1 Nice 56 Draguignan 52
„ 2 Estrellcs ... 49 Marseilles ... 66
ii 3 Marseilles... 66 Valence 56
„ * Valence 57 Grenoble ... 56
„ 5 Grenoble ... 57 Ditto 56
» 6 Ditto 54 Ditto 49
->. 7 Ditto 53 Aix le Bains 52
., 8 Aix le Bains 63 Geneva 49
,. 9 Geneva 46 Ditto 42
„ 10 Ditto ... 45 Lausanne ... 49
» 11 Lausanne ... 49 46
, 12 Berne 45 Basle 45
., 13 Basle ... . 47 Ditto 49
„ " Ditto ... . 50 Mannheim ... 60
„ 15 Mannheim 48 Cologne 4S
„ 16 Cologne ... 50 Ghent 44
., 17 Ghent 47 Dover 44
„ 18 Dover 47 Chelmsford... 44

E.C.

Home Correspondence.
Spring Protection for Wall Fruits.—I was actually

.going to refer your readers to the volume for 1854,
p. 389, when, on opening my Chronicle by this morn-
ing's post, I perceived that you had reproduced the
sketch of Dr. Lisle's pantile coping for fruit walls
Surely when a correspondent, who must now be 90
years of age, bequeaths to the world the experience
gained by him at the close of a long life, of the advan-
tage of some protection (to Apricot trees especially),

your readers are not likely to be led away by the dis-

coverers who Insinuate thai such protci tlon in all wrong,
and who have get, tflifttbUc </"'«, an accidental crop
without even o coping. I have a curious com)
io give yon of the value of your editorial article In April
lost, which explained by diagram the l&wsol radiation,

An amateur noar me (tho most successful gardener
whom I know) told me that for 36 years ho bai novei
" lent a crop.' Now, it no happens that he has pit

carried out your conditions, though perhaps without
boing aware of bin acting ho philosophically, llin pro-
tection Is old net, two er three fold, placed against the

troeS at BO aCUte an BllglS .'> tO prevent excessive nelin

tion from ic low, and to Intercept all rime from abort
lb- does net use a nail, and bin neln, ona
not removed till the fruit in of some sizo. Long iir./-

1

rods are Block iu the ground, arid junt bent or pinched
in under iho coping ; a thinner rod in tied to these
parallel to and immediately under the eeping

; the nets
are tied with bant to thin horizontal red and i<, the up-
right poles ; each tree has iln separate netting, no
that in every casfl there in vi:ry fn o i air at

each nido noil at tho bottom, lor the neln do DOl
roaoh the ground by nlenit two feet. I remt nil ' r

reading in old Fomyth that nets threefold will keep
out any ordinary English front. I have tried nj
friend's plan in the lant two yearn, and found it per-
f< ctly successful ; and I may nay I have Apricots
" where I never had them before." Let it not be tup-
posed that tho continuous success of an individual lor

85 yenrs is owing to somo favoured locality ; ho has
lived during that time in various places. I enn nlatc

that in his present residence ho has made a productive
garden out of a bore unpromising field, on high ground,
with no natural shelter. And now a word to your COT'
respondents of May 21st and 28th. May we not from
tho success of this airy covering, and of Dr. I.inle'n

pantile roof, unriddle what to them is so mysterious,
and suspect them very gently of " coddling " their
trees \ I infer from what one snys so carefully of his
canvas, and another that even "double mats " did not
keep out spring frosts, that open netting placed steep
enough before tho trees, and left there day and nigh

i,

would have procured a crop in 1853, and many pre
vilms years. I have heard that in villages on the
Wiltshire Downs wall trees are safe under a projection
of a foot of thatch ; this would corroborate Dr. Lisle's

idea ; acting upon it, I last year placed deal planks as
an additional coping of about n foot over Iwo trees, and
with great success. One, an old Greengage tree (after
having its decayed trunk almost cut through and " col.

lodionised "), bore me a crop for the first time since 1

have lived here, 19 yearB, and this year it is again
covered with healthy fruit. O. IF., Bradford, Wills.

1 am induced to bear testimony to the utility of Dr.
Lisle's plan of protecting wall trees, having ripened an
immense number of Peaches and Nectarines under a
very similar covering. I have 300 feet protected in

the manner he recommends. The walls, which are
2 feet thick and 12 feet in height, are built of rau er
refuse from a slate quarry, faced with bricks. The
canopy or bonnet (as I term it) is 4 feet 6 inches in
width, and projects 2 feet on the south side, and 6 inches
on the north, in order to carry the drip well off. The
brackets or supports are 9 feet apart, 4 feet long, and
secured by a bolt to the covering, and a long nail to the
wall ; the wall plate on the north-side is fixed by means
of clamps, 15 inches long and 15 feet apart. On the
under side of the projecting edge of the canopy there
are small hooks, 1 5 inches from each other, for the pur-
pose of hanging a net on, which is of twine, inch-mesh,
4 yards wide. It is put up in the latter end of March
and taken down as soon as the weather will permit. Being
suspended 2 feet from the wall, it does not afford

sufficient warmth to encourage insects or weaken the

young shoots, and, at the same time, plenty of room is

left for working under it, such as disbudding, nailing in,

or thinning fruit, all of which are immediately attended
to when required, every lateral that may be considered I green species.'

unnecessary for future purposes being removed by the
thumb nail, leaving as little as possible for the knife.

annoyance by purcl

l rentum to

.

"• '' to » ease s

lasl I i.i" dlffi

plant under three dlftVrenl

Msrants only a ftae rsi

I nave found on inquiry that it *>

from i. i' >.

liberally distributed to oiftVront nuraerj Ii »t»
exhibited by Messn i a Mir.i,u

from .Invn ' ' '.;. |l

|

.

regalia, :;. It wnt. i

i". M. > egans of K> » fj

Now any person not pUnU we/uld «ut,) r rt/a-

elder them to be th • kinds, and
oat of each, it li t of sons

nd Dames t-. mer< ur n.<«, ir*»unjt n

n ia lint »l,;l- ». i aye
I Buefa a» ,. r ^,1

Dr. I.indhy, willing »t a:l times •

names ol new Introductions, ibm
furnishing plants with names srl

nd confusion. Tbei • icbtbe
eye or ear and so the packet ••( nr,«»r

among whom in t/i boincluded '

Q wing.— 1 hare been waiting 12 toot; years
for Grapes, nod had only two but >i\rn
back. My gardener promised me f;r»p'« this ;e» r for

certain, hut olan ! there in not a nin^b- boncb.
are shoots from .'; to i feet b.njr, and [denty '.'

but rather weak : thl good— I hare had them
brought to the surface thn
poson turning the Vines OtU until ibi« time next _v»r. Do
you spprOTS of tbii ! .'/. A'. [Dinehargeyour /».• .

Judging at Ihe t

several of our British Pens that are not nardy. Among
these I will confine my attention, for ren^/nt v, l« men-
tioned presently, to Adiantum CapiOos V.neri», Aaple-
nium marinum, and Trichomanew ladJCBDS ; neither of
these will hear the brunt of exponir' >te of
London at any rate, nor have I either hear .

their being found or planted in Mich nituations ae would
entitle them to the designation of hardy planU
Moore, speaking of the fir-t named '" Handbook of

Fcrn»,"p. 193), says :
—" Adiantum Capillo* Veneris.

—

This Tern does not bear cxpomre, but flourishes in a
confined damp atmosphere, attaining its greatest luxu-

riance when supplied with a moderate degresof warmth."
.Mr. Williams, speaking of the same plant ("Hints on
the Cultivation of British and Exotic Ferns," p. 3<J),

says :
—" A rare species, found growing in moist caves

and on damp rocks by the side of the sea. It is rather
tenderjand should be planted in a sheltered part of the
fernery, similar to the stations in which it is foond wi d."

And Mr. Newman ("History of British Ferr.8," p. 7)
says :—" It grows freely in a greenhouse, without any
artificial heat beyond that which the protection of the
glass supplies: it should never be exposed to the rays
of the sun." Of Asplenium marinum, Mr. Moore
writes (p. 161) :— " No rne, as far u we are aware, has
been successful in cultivating the Sea Spkenwort in the
open air in the climate of London, exposed onsbeltered
to which it perishes." Mr. Williams says (p. i —
" This is a tender species, requiring to be planted in a
sheltered part, as, for instance, in a cave." Mr. New-
man says (p. 241):—"This is a most difficult Fern
to deal with in cultivation, unless carefully

tected from exposure ; " and page 242, " I find

this plant invariably killed by severe frott ; I lost

every plant in the frost of January 1854." And
of Trichomanes Ffeciosum, Mr. Moore writes (p. 1 - .

" This Fern requires a damp calm atmosphere, without
which it will not thrive, hence all attempts to cultivate

it artificially, other than under close confinement, have
failed." Jlr. Williams (p. 37), " This is a tender r

And Mr. Newman The
main object to be achieved in the cultivation of this

beautiful Fern is an atmosphere loaded with moisture.

In my opinion the ripening of the yonng wood is the In the drier counties of England this can only be main-

principal object to be attained ; that done successfullv, a ' tained by a constant covering of glass." The experience

crop will naturally follow. I would likewise mention the
treatment my border receives, as gardeners appear to

differ respecting the disturbing of roots; it is about
10 feet wide, and the 3 feet nearest the wall are kept
at rest, and constantly covered with saw-dust. The
remainder is manured and cropped with small

vegetables. Under this management we have an

of every cultivator of Ferns fully bears out the state-

ments of the above writers, so that the fact, that the

above-named plants will not tear exposure to our

climate, may be said to be fully established. These

remarks have been provoked by the erroneous decisions

of the judges of the Ferns at the Crystal Palace on

Saturday last. First, second, and third prizes were

abundant crop every year, and aithoush we haTe had ', awarded to collections containing each of thexn the

the past winter and spring very severe/the whole of the I above-named plants, »hi

trees are covered w ith fruit, not hung in bunches, here
and there, at the points, but distributed all over equally, .

-

and the trees are looking clean and healthy, without
|

Company collections of bardy (not J

none but the most hardy kinds was entirely passed otct,

for you will recollect " that in the sched^:e c:

colle__

insect or curled leaf. The soil is what is "called raS. j

were" invited. Now in order that you may be assured

The varieties grown are the Noblesse, Roval Kensington, of the perfect hardiness of the plants in u :r-

Royal George, Chancellor, Admirable, Barrington."&e., looked collection, I will insert the names of ?»=*«
Peaches and white Nectarines. Ther are mostly trained which it was composed. Alhyr ma,L»sraa

ou the fan system, flenrjl Bdlew, Oakhampton Souse, i

dilatata, L. filix-mas, L spmulosa, L. 1 beiypter^. -L-

Somerset, June 5. ,
rigida, Polypodium

_
dryoptens, Asplemmn Bxra-

itfineroi Coal Tar.—I received for many years from muraria, Ceterach o!

Messrs. Cassell, Mill Wall, Poplar, the above tar in

casks of from 360 to 410 lbs., containing about 30

Blechnum spicant, Allosorus crispus, Scolopeodrhsm

vul<rare, var. cris, um, with the seven following North

gallons, and costing about 12s.. but since the destruction American species :—Asplenium Thelypterioides, Aspi

of their manufactory by fire some years since, I can
learn nothing of Messrs. Cassell. Caji any one inform

dinm acrosticboides,OsmiiEda cinnamomea,Ointerruj:ta,

Onocleasensibilis.Lastraaintermedia, and struthioptesss

me where such tar is to be had \

that it is laid on well in temperate weather without any
heating, and retains a good black colour. L.

its great merits are Pennsylvania. Possibly the judges were miacq^sinied

\ with tie North American species, or might have thought,

because they were foreign, they must necessarily be
.J|iii_, Mill ivui^.. .» ;;w\a .....^i. ...... ^.. .

»r— ~tl ' ~ ' Z7"t
Wvrsery Nanus of Plants.— Having often suffered ,

tender. ITifftajs c^itty, Stamford MxU.
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Ants (see p. 376).—It may be useful to "A. L." to

know that a small quantity of arsenic mixed about (lie

thickness of paint, and put iuto a saucer with a little

sugar and water or milk, will soon destroy his trouble-

some companions. I have stuffed rags in their holes,

end soon had others made iu the place of them. Con-

slant Reader.

Vinegar Plant.—The following is an excellent receipt

for making vinegar from this plant. To five pints ot

water add half a pound of treacle, heat to boiling, and

then pour it on half a pound of coarse brown sugar, let

it cool uutil about milk warm, and then put the plant

into it, and set it in a moderately warm place ; a cup-

board in a recess by the kitchen fire: is the best situation

for it A young "piece taken from the mother plant

should be used as soon as possible, but it may be kept

an hour without injury. /. R. M., The Cottage, Duxford.

Bedding Plants and Bottom heat.—I quite agree with

Mr. Avres' plan of keeping flower-beds systematically

turned or forked-up during seasonably warm weather,

not only as a means of obtaining a considerable amount

of bottom heat, but also as affording an opportunity of

breaking up and exposing the soil to those atmospheric

influences which are now so well known to be essential

to the healthy development of plants. The plau of

nursing young plants in prepared he^s so early as

April speaks for itself. A moderate quantity of heating

material should be placed below the compost which is

intended to adhere to the roots on taking up. This will

encourage quicker growth. For I do hold that the

larger we can get young plants for bedding out, so

as to cover or nearly so the beds at once, the better.

On coming to England some six years ago I was sur-

prised to see so generally adopted the system of bedding

out small plants, which in some cases took all the season

to fill the beds. This seemed so much at variance with

were better covered with foliage and more perfectly

grown than the others. Mr. Gaines also bad examples

of scarlet Unique, a useful variety for btdding purposes.

Of Orchids six of the beautiful plants shown by Messrs.

Veitch, at Sydenham, were reproduced here, and the

same remark applies to the group from Messrs. Rollisson.

The flowers on both these collections were perfect, and

even as fresh and beautiful as if they had only newly

expanded. Not a bruise could be seen on any of them,

a remarkable fact considering the moving and travelling

about to which they have been subjected. Messrs.

Henderson, of Pine-apple Place, had a collection of

stove and greenhouse plants, among which was a good

specimen of Medinilla magnifica, and along with them
Isolepis gracilis, an interesting little plant found on

rushy moors in Germany, and extremely useful for

hanging up in baskets, over the sides of which the foliage

falls like masses of green hair. This plant was stated

to stand smoke and dust better than most others ; it may
therefore prove suitable for windows. Mr. Ingram,

gr. to her Majesty at Frogmore, sent cut specimens of

Paulovnia imperialis literally loaded with blue Gloxinia-

like flowers. They were stated to have been taken

from a tree about 15 feet high, growing near the

Terrace at Windsor. It had had no protection what-

ever ; on the contrary it must have been much
exposed, and yet its flowers wrapt up all last winter

in their woolly envelopes have come out perfectly

unscathed. To the dry warm autumn of last year

and to the vigour of youth in the tree having settled

down into more moderate growth, may, doubtless,

be attributed its blossoming so finely this season. Now,
however, that a flowering habit has been induced

it will probably keep it, and certainly a tree in the con-

dition iu which the one in question is must be extremely

handsome. Some small Tea, Noisette, aud Hybrid

all my installed and preconceived ideas of bedding, that
j

Perpetual Roses grown in pots were shown by Mr
I could scarcely comprehend the reason of it till I dis-

j

Wilkinson, of Ealing, in order to prove how well suited

covered that no desire existed to have the plants so the Celine stock is for Roses cultivated iu this way.

small hut that there was no accommodation to grow Mr. Glendinning showed a seedling Heath, a dwarf and

them larger. Necessity is said to be the mother of
I

doubtless very useful kind. It had been raised between

invention", and probably this is the reason why people
\

E. depressa and E. hybrida. Messrs. Veitch had a

in cold climates are made more alive to their wants than
:
small plant of Lilium giganteum. Messrs. Rollisson pro-

those of more favourable' climes. One thing I know is i duced one of the finest specimens of Erica ventricosa

that until of late years I never saw small plants bedded ! magnifica perhaps ever seen. It was literally a ball of

out, but plants that filled the beds at once, and such as flowers and healthy foliage nearly 4 feet in diameter,

required it were pegged down in their place. Of the The same firm had also a potfull of the New Holland

various modes, therefore, of getting bedding plants Pitcher plant mentioned in another column,
prepared for the parterre, that best fitted for the ! Among Fruits there were some good things. Mr.
purpose well deserves our attention. Peter M'Phail, Dodds, gr. to Col. Baker, had a smooth-leaved Cayeune
Hammersmith.

j
Pine, weighing 4 lbs. 5 oz ; Mr. Davis, gr. to J. Dixon,

Hybrid Rhododendrons.—On the 8th of last month I : Esq., a Jamaica Pine, weighing 3 lbs. 2 oz. ; and Mr.
sent you three flowers of hybrid Rhododendrons, the ' Barron, gr. to Mrs. Vivian, of Singleton, a Queen,
earliest then in bloom. I now send you 12 heads of ' weighing 4 lbs. 9 oz. Mr. Tillyard, gr. to the Right
flowers from as many different plants, to show their Hon. the Speaker, exhibited three bunches of Black
varieties of form and colour. Among them are umbels Hamburgh Grapes, well swelled and finely coloured,

from the same plants from which the former flowers Murray Nectarines, and a dish of very fine May Duke
were gathered, and which are still in bloom. Some of

.
Cherries came from Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of

these plants have had from 60 to 80 heads expanded Sutherland, at Trentham. Messrs. Toyne & Son, of
upon them at one time. I send also a small and some- Hounslow, had two pots of Cutbush's Prince of Wales
what damaged branch to show the freedom with which ' Raspberry bearing fruit pretty freely. They appeared
they flower, and have selected for this purpose a branch : to have been last year's canes potted in autumn,
whose flowers are not yet expanded. I would have sent

j

and were very well done. Of British Queen
many similar branches, the flowers of which were fully

,

Strawberries Mr. Dunsford had some very fine fruit,

blown, but they would occupy too much room in the ' well coloured to the very points. This variety and
basket. The duration of the individual umbels is very

|

also Myatt's Eleanor, famouB specimens, came from Mr.
remarkable ; some have lasted in flower fully 10 days, M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke of Norfolk ; but as only 30 of
whilst a succession of bloom keeps the plants in beauty

J

each sort were sent, instead of 50, the number required
for at least a month, during which time the splendour : by the schedule, they were disqualified. The same
of their appearance can hardly be surpassed. The

,

grower had also a dish of Hautbois, which is still a
flowers are unquestionably more lasting than those of

j

favourite Strawberry with many. Mr. Allnutt showed
the American varieties, perhaps because they bloom at

a cooler season. These plants have not received the
slightest protection, either recently or daring the winter.

J. R. [These flowers were intended to have been shown
at the Horticultural Society's meeting last Tuesday, but
they arrived too late for that purpose. All of them
were brilliant crimson kinds, and extremely handsome.]

Horticultural, June 5.—The Rev. W. B. L. Haw-
kins in the chair. Mrs. J. H. Vivian, J. Stewart, Esq.,
W. E. D. Cumming, Esq., J. L. Ricardo, Esq., M.P.,
J. D. Cooper, Esq., G. Field, Esq., and Mr. J. Young,
Elm Cottage, Taunton, were elected Fellows. There
was again an excellent exhibition on this occasion. Of
rare plants, Messrs. Veitch showed the golden Rhodo-
dendron Brookeanum, and R. californicum, mentioned
in another column ; also R. purpureum splendens, a
purplish lilac kind, very much spotted in the upper
petals ; a large purple Moutan, and a branch of Embo-
thrium coccineum. Messrs. Rollisson had the beautiful

Indian shrub Meyenia erecta, alluded to in the report
of the Crystal Palace Show. Of cut Rhododendrons
there were several exhibitions. Mr. Ingram, gr. to
J. J. Blandy, Esq., sent a boxfull, among which were
Blandyanum, one of the best of the high-coloured kinds,

Towardi, Ignescens, Elegans, Eminent, Captivation,

Everestianum, &c. ; and Messrs. Moore and Son, of Bir-
mingham, also had a collection of 24 trusses, all num-
hered, but not named. J. Allnutt, Esq., of Clapham,
showed Rhododendrons, both cut and in pots ; but both
were disqualified, owing to non-compliance with the
regulations. Mr. Gaines sent a white and two pink and
yellow coloured Ghent Azaleas. Pelargoniums, both
fancyand other kinds, came from Messrs. Fraser, Dobson,
Gaines, and Baron Goldsmid's gardener, Bray. All of
them were well-flowered ; but those from Messrs. Fraser

Keens' Seedling, as did also Mr, Ingram, gr. to J. J.
Blandy, Esq., and Mr. Chesher, gr. to S. Ware, Esq.
Mr. Pestridge, gr. to E. H. Heyward, Esq., sent ex-
amples of Elton Strawberries. Of Melons the best, a
green-fleshed variety, came from Mr. Boreham, gr. to
Sir Fitzroy Kelly ; it was incorrectly named Ispahan.
Mr. Frost, gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq., had what was called

the Preston Hall, hybrid green fleshed, apparently a
good Melon. Finally, Mr. Ferguson, of Stowe, sent
some 6000 green Peaches and Nectarines, the thinnings
of trees that had never borne fruit till they were
covered with glass, and now the crops they are pro-
ducing were stated to be immense. So much for glass

protections.

From Arundel Mr. McEwen showed 50 heads of
Asparagus about 7 ins. in length, which weighed 2^ lbs.

Of Miscellaneous subjects, Mr. Glendinning produced
the Chinese garden pot, of which a representation was
given the week before last, at p. 357. Mr. Kestell, of
Burnham, Bucks, showed specimens of his labels, which
have proved so useful at Frogmore, Dropmore, and
other places about that quarter. They are made of
iron with sunk faces, on which the names are written
or printed ; after some patent preparation glass is then
put on, leaving no vacancy between it and the letters,

and the whole is thus hermetically sealed. They are
warranted by the patentees to stand all extremes of

heat, cold, and moisture, and are manufactured in dif-

ferent forms and sizes to suit the different purposes to

which they may be applied. They are uncommonly
nice, and as regards prices were said to vary from 2o!.

to Is. Gd. each.

From the garden of the Society came Viburnum
macrocephalum and plicatum, the double yellow Datura,
a singular looking herbaceous plant, and some other

things, together with flowers of Mr. Fortune's Moutans,
and of the white Glycine. The same establishment

likewise furnished three pots each of four varieties of

Strawberries, which have been treated exactly alike, with

the view of ascertaining whether or not there would be
any difference in their period of ripening. The sorts

were Keens' Seedling, Ingram's Prince of Wales, Alice

Maud, and British Queen. The result is that the three

first had ripe fruit on them, ripe in the order in which
they are mentioned, while the last had not begun to-

colour.

The list of medals, &c, awarded on the occasion will

be found in our advertising columns.

Horticultural Show at the Crystal Palace, Sy-
denham, June 2.—How far the interior of this won-
derful building is suited to the exhibition of plants

will be explained in a leading article. Portions of

what were shown there were accommodated in the

nave, up the centre of the east end of which ran a

double bank 281 feet in length and three stages-

deep, and in the west end was a similar stage full

156 feet iu length. The rest of the exhibition

was arranged in the tropical end of the building

and in the open corridors facing the terrace gardens

and park. Over the whole awnings were fixed, a few-

feet above the plants, serving to screen them from

the sun. When we state that there were banks of

Orchids 240 feet in length, Ferns and Lycopods 40 feet,

Stove and Greenhouse plants 690 feet, plants remark-

able for fine foliage 92 feet, Cape Heaths 200 feet,

Azaleas 100 feet, Pelargoniums 180 feet, Calceolarias

66 feet, Fuchsias 40 feet, and " odds and ends" 72 feet,

some idea of the magnitude of the show may be con-

ceived. Its different parts were, however, so much
scattered about that the general effect produced by so

many plants was less striking than might have been

anticipated.

The Azaleas, with the exception of a magnificent

collection from Sir E. Antrobus's gardener, Mr.
Green, were decidedly past their best, and some of

them were even miserable specimens of cultiva-

tion. In this respect, indeed, the whole exhibition

formed a striking contrast with that at Gore House,

whose great distinguishing characteristic was that there

was not a bad plant to be found, while here in nearly

every class, to say the least of it, instances of indifierent

cultivation might have been pointed ont. This is the

more remarkable when we know that the majority of

the exhibitors kept back their plants as much as pos-

sible, in order that they might bring them forward on

this occasion in the best condition of which they were

capable.

The most important feature of the show was cer-

tainly the Orchids, which were, notwithstanding their

great numbers, just in perfection, and altogether as

fresh and beautiful as if it had been the middle of May.

Messrs. Veitch had' a remarkably fine group, in which

were such masses of Phalaenopsis, Dendrobiums,

Aerides, Vandas, Lady's Slippers, Laelias (among
which purpurata was conspicuous), and Anguloas, as

have rarely been seen together before. Messrs. Rollisson

also sent, among other fine things, a noble bush of

Oncidium sphacelatum in admirable condition, Cypri-

pedium Lowi, with two blooms on it ; two large Sobrahas?

the rare Cattleya Aclandse, and the curiously formed
buff-flowered Bolbophyllum Lobbianum. Mr. Mylam,
gr. to G. Reed, Esq., had some extremely good plants

of the Moss Cattleya, the Fox-brush Aerides, the White
Butterfly plant (Phalsenopsis), Anguloa Clowesi, Cat-

tleyas Skinneri and intermedia, Cypripedium Lowi with

five flowers on it, and others in equally fine condition.

These may be said to form the elite of the exhibitions of

Orchids produced on Saturday last. Other groups de-

mand little remark, having for the most part been fully

noticed this season elsewhere. Some fine specimens of

Phalsenopsis in wire baskets, constructed on the prin-

ciple of those permanently employed for "hanging
plants " in the Palace, must not however be forgotten.

These were furnished by Messrs. Veitch, and for the

purpose of placing plants of this description in for ex-

hibition they seemed perfect, their light and elegant

forms associating well with the waving masses of flowers

that overhung them.

The offering prizes for plants grouped for effect in or
out of flower was a move in the right direction ; but it

was badly responded to by gardeners. Nurserymen
did better, and the collections produced by Messrs.

Veitch and Rollisson were really very skilfully and
effectively staged. On the top shelf Messrs. Rollisson

had a Norfolk Island Pine some 8 ft. in height, a Rhopals
corcovadensis of similar altitude, with a pyramidal Erica

Sindryana between them. In front of these were
Nepenthes distillatoria loaded with pitchers ; Cissus

discolor clothed with foliage of remarkable beauty, and
between them Oncidium flexuosum, while on the front

or bottom shelf were Platycerium grande mounted on
inverted pots (which, however, would have looked better

had they been hid among Moss or Lycopods), and on
one side of it was Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, and
on the other Erica ventricosa magnifica—one of the

very best of the class to which it belongs. On the left

side of this centre piece were Gardenia Fortuni, with

white flowers, large and double, and emitting a most-

delicious perfume ; Angiopteris erecta, and Nephrolepis

davallioides, a purple-coloured Azalea, a yellow Heath,

two variegated Screw-Pines (Pandanus), the scarce

Nepenthes laevis, Erica elegans, Lycopodium stoloni-

ferum, the rose-flowered Adenandra fragrans, and
Calariium pictum, while on the right side were
the Box and Oleander-leaved Eriostemons, Philodendron

pertusum, Polygala oppositifolia (not in flower), a yellow

Heath, a variegated Screw-Pine, Erica Westphalingia,

Caladium bsematostigma, a species with leaves spotted
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with vat), and Dendrobium nobilo. Tho t.wo widen of

this group gradually fell from llic centre to tho oxtre-

mitiofl, and it will at once bo booh Unit they were nicely

balanced as regards colour.

Mess™. Veitch's collection was placed on the end of

a stage with its wings extended on eithor side. On the

top was tlio noble-looking treo Fern Diclcsonia squar-

l'osu, and in front of that a magnificent Cissue discolor,

supportod on both sides by Phalmnopsis grandiflora,

literally masses of (lower. These last wore backed

—

ono by a yellow Oncid, tbo other by Dendrobium nobilo.

Each corner was furnished witli a Norfolk [gland Pino,

associated with which were the yellow Dendrobium don-
siflorum, Azalea lateritia nnd coccinea, Philodondron
poi'tusum nnd piiinaiifidiim, Aoridos virons, nnd
Cattloya Mossioo. On the left of tliege were the fan-

leaved Palm Livistona borbonica, Modinilla magnifies
iu tho shape of a standard ; Lilium giganteum, rieing

some (i feet in height, nnd bearing a glorious head of a
dozen large dropping white flowers, Btrealced with red

;

together witli a yellow Heath, Platycerium grandc, nnd
Coleus Blumei, with reddish brown Leaves, edged with
pale green. 'J'ho right wing comprised nearly the same
plants as those just mentioned, in addition to which were
avariogatod Screw-Pine, and the Dragon tree, Dracaena
Draco. Tho abovo were certainly the two mo t

interesting groups exhibited, tlio intermixture of plants
out of blossom, but with fine foliage, having tho effect of
sotting off the others lo more advautngo than could
otherwise have been the case.

Mr. Colycr's (of Hartford) collection consisted altoge-

ther of flowering plants, which exhibited little pretension
of having been grouped for effect. Tho collection from
Mr. Peed, gr. to Mrs. Tredwell, of Norwood, was toler-

ably well put' up, but still its arrangement, compared
with that of the two nurserymen juat alluded to, was
extremely deficient.

Of collections of Stove and Greenhouse plants, Mr.
May, gr. to 11. Colyer, Esq., of .Hartford, had some
immense bushes, among which tho best were the fine

Erica elegnns which we have mentioned before; Leschen-
aultia forinosn; Gnmpholobium polymorphum, a beau-
tiful bush, trained so ns to allow it to exhibit more of its

natural habit of growth than usual ; huge Kpacrises,
Boronias, Everlastings, Pimeleas, Eriostemons and
Azaleas. Of these kinds of plants Mr. Green, gr. to
Sir E. Autrobus, Bart., also had an exhibition, the chief
feature of which was its Azaleas. Sir John Cathcart's
gardener (Dods) and Mr. Farmer's gardener (Carson)
likewise showed wonderfully fine specimens of stove
aud greenhouse plants ; but these, as well as others
produced on this occasion, were not sufficiently different

from what have been already exhibited this season to
render it desirable to occupy room with a detailed
account of them.

Of plants with fine foliage Messrs. Veitch showed a
large aud striking collection. It contained Zamia
pungens, Fhilodendron pinnatifidum, the Nepaul Ber-
berry, Plectocomia elongata, Calamus viminalis, Sabal
umbraculifera, Musa Cavendishi, Ceroxylon Andicola,
and Draetenn Draco nnd iudivisa ; the last with a noble

head of Yucca-like leaves mouuted on a stem quite

3 feet iu height. This, associated as it was with good-
sized Palms and Cycads, had a very imposing effect.

Much smaller than the foregoing, but still very hand-
some were the plants shown by Messrs. Rollisson. The
more remarkable among them were perhaps Aralia

iutegrifolia, Rhopala Estrellensis and magnifies, Dra-
caena gracilis and iudivisa, and Lomatia australis.

Other plants, with fine foliage, were Cissus discolor,

Dioscorea zebrina, Maranta bicolor, Dracaena teriuinalis,

Coleus Blumei, Canna discolor, and a Caladium or two.

Variegated plants were numerous ; but being all, or
very nearly so, small things, they produced no sort of

effect. Messrs. Veitch had the best group, which cou-
taiued Physurus pictus and argenteus, Coleus Blumei,
Cissus discolor, a handsome variety of Maranta roseo-

lineata, variegated Yuccas, Hydrangeas, Vines,and Screw-
pines (Pandanus), Antectochilus setaceus intermedius,
Lowi, and xanthophyllus, Vriesia speciosa, Calathea
zebrina, Caladium pictum, Maranta Warzewiczi, Dra-
caena terminalis, a variegated variety of Aspidistra
lurida, and Ruellia maculata. Mrs. Lawrence's gar-

dener (Franklin,) had Caladiums, Phryniums, Cissus,

Marantas, Dieffenbachias, Crotons, the beautiful white-

veined Aphelandra Leopoldi, Vriesia speciosa, with a
long feather-like spi ke of scarlet bracts, and Eranthemum
leuconervium. We also noticed some variegated
Fuchsias, Ageratums, aud hardy plants.

Ferns, both hardy and tender, were shown in abund-
ance, and Svere much admired. The best came from
Mr. Fletcher, gr. to J. F. Young, Esq., and from
Messrs. Veitch. Of tender kinds the latter had fine

plants of Nephrolepis davallioides, Asplenium nidus
avis, an admirable plant ; Adiantum cuneatum, trapezi-

forme, and pentadactylon, &e., all handsome ; Acros-
tiebum grande, Hicksonia Antarctica, Darea diversitolia,

Blechnuin braziliense, and one or two others. The
hardy varieties were also well grown, and their peculiar
colour and forms contributed greatly to the interest of

the exhibition.

Lycopods were numerous, and some of them in their
way extremely handsome. It is remarkable what fine

forms have been introduced among these plants of late

years. Mr. Williams, gr. to C. B. Warner, and Messrs.
Veitch had both exhibitions of this singular tribe.

Among them were L. braziliense, Willdenovi, denticu-
latum, cordatum, sioloniferum, caesium aud its arbo-

rescent variety, umbrosum, formosum, aud apodum, the
last a neat close-growing kind.

( ape l [eaihi , on this occas on, wci ... ul con-
dition, more ' »pi eiiiii

, th" (tin plunli

Rollisson, Rhododendrons and Rous won
prosi iii, but lb'- display they ms li i [rctni ly noor«
Pho latter, In fact, seemed almost lost in acoroerbt
themselves. Tall I lacli earci ly more offecl

and wo must not forget n large breadth of Uloxiaiu,
among which, however, we sawnothin
in mine' of eolour.

or Pitcher plnnl He n rtti imnlei
from Mi mm Vi Itch, 'I hoy consinl

, enUiei
ampullacea, Rafflesiaaa, Uookcrl, lanafa, and
named sorl Messrs', Roll! ion al o had a largi
lull of the singular looking Australian < • philotus folli-

culuris, whose- curiou form attracted particular notlco*

[Is rosettes of leaves nod little pitchei li hid in

a carpet of green moss wore covered over with a
boll glass,

Among new plants Messrs. Veitch had thi '",i.:. n Rho-
dodendron Brookcannm from B rneo. Ithasglc
foliage, and in altogether a line addition to

The sumo Arm also showed R. californicum, a delicate
pink kind, wry different in appearance Hen, n

i
>:

tho eastern mountains of America, or frotn any we
have at present in cultivation, together with V
amabilis, ami a branch of Ehnbothi n i cineum from
a wall literally loaded with brilliant orange scarlet
flowers. This fine now Protead i« said to he hardy in

Devonshire, having stood these four last winters out ol

doors. Thin does not imply, however, that It will be
hardy in other purts

J
but it may he expi ett d to

with Tory little protection, and that much its beauty will

amply repay. Messrft Rollisson had Meyenia crccta,
a shrub with a good habit, and covered all over with
violet purple Achimcncs-like (lowers with a yellow eyft
This will make an excellent addition to Out

|

races of stove plants. Messrs. Jackson had a largo
flowered Clematis in the way of Azurea grandiflora

;

Messrs. Standish and Noble some Cliinese Berberries,
Azalea crispiflorOj and Spirtea grandiflora; and M
Veitch had Lomatia ferruginea, the Rico paper plant,

a Sarracenia, and some variegated Orchids.

Florist Flowers were shown most extensively, and lo

think of alluding to the plants that made up the dif-

ferent exhibitions by name would be a hopeless task.

Let it suffice to say that they formed no inconsiderable
portion of the show. Pelargoniums were unusually
abundant, and there were also Fuchsias, Calceolarias,
Pansies, and Tulips ; sufficient we should hope to
satisfy the most ardent admirer of such things. What
is wanted in these classes of flowers is variety, and this

is a point to which exhibitors should pay attention when
making up their collections, which should be varied in

colour as much as possible. This seemed to have been
very much overlooked on Saturday last.

The exhibition of fruit, as a whole, was a poor affair,

and what was produced was most unskillfully arranged.
Collections were furnished by Mr. Fleming, gr. to the
Duke of Sutherland ; and Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke
of Norfolk. The most remarkable feature of Mr.
Fleming's contributions was his Peaches and Nectarines,

which were extremely good
Grapes, May Duke Cherries, and Melons. Mr. M'Ewen
had well-ripened Grapes, a Queen Pine, Melons, Goose-
berries, Currants, Raspberries, and some very fine

Strawberries, among which was a dish of Hautbois.

Pine Apples, with one or two exceptions, were dis-

creditable to the skill of British gardeners. Mr. Bailey,

of Shardiloes, sent some well swelled fruit, especially

a Providence, as did also Mr. Robinson, gr. to Lord
Boston ; and Mr. Barron, gr. to Mrs. Vivian, bad a

good Queen ; but with these exceptions and perhaps a
Queen from Mr. Constautine, there was nothing worthy
of remark.

Grapes, as a whole, were better. Mr. Davis, of Oak
Hill, had 12 lbs. of well swelled and beautifully coloured

Black Hamburgh ; Mr. Turnbull, gr. to the Duke of

Marlborough, sent large and fine bunches of Muscat
;

but they were far from being ripe. Mr. Hill, gr. to R.
Sne^d, Esq., had bunches of Black Prince well ripened
and coloured. Black Hamburghs large, both in bunch
and berry, and finely coloured, came from Mr. Dods,
gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, Bart ; aud Mr. Munro, gr. to

Mrs. Oddie, had good fruit of Uie same variety. Very
fine white Froutign.ins were communicated by Mr.
Ayres, gr. to Lord Southampton ; and Mr. Preller, of

Ada Lodge, Tulse Hill.

Of Peaches aud Nectarines the Duke of Sutherland's

gr., Mr. Fleming, sent by far the best exhibition. It

contained large aud finely-coloured specimens of Violet
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growing, and he lives five time* five, that is lo tar 25
years ; and so with the rest. We have then finally a
precise characteristic which gives xm accural

duration of growth ; the oura'^ n of growth gives us the
duration of life. All the phenomena of life are united
by the following chain of relations :—Tbe duration of
life is given by the duration of growth ; tbe durv
growth is given by the duration of gestation ; the dura-
tion of gestation, by the

animal, the longer is the time of gestation. T:.e gesta-
tion of the rabbit is 30 da;, man is nine months

;

that of the elephant is nearly two years," Ace.

menta equally curious and interest-
He had also excellent iog are to be fou: tered throughout this little

work. The most valuaL :t is perhaps that
which relates to species, and in which tbe ««/. dt gr&oc
is given to the metaphysical notion I .-ittmoe

i ; but for the author's views on these matter*
we mnst refir to ok itself, which we venture to

say no one will regret having perused with attention.

FLORICU LTURE.

Pyramidal Fcchsias.—As decidedly the best collec-

tion of Fuchsias shown at Sydenham on Satnrc
consisted wholly of plants of this shape. 1 ,

plan of growing them, and I hope that ilr. Bousie, the

exhibitor of the group in question, will favour I

readers with bis mode of cultivation : I put
a few- old plants in a warm pit or Vinery, where the

temperature ranges about 33
=

, about the end of January
or beginning of February, in order :: aw have

pushed out plenty of young wood by the middle of

March. I then take off w hat sotl 'an get from

each sort, preferring the shortest jointed wr.od. P&Sl
prepare as many 4 .

care that they are we'd drained, and tbe oomr-ss: :' a

sharp open nature—coarse river sand intermixed with

leaf-mould will te found to answer very well with

about one inch of silver sand on tbe top for the

purpose of inducing I - y- Water

Hative and Murray Nectarines, a d Royal George and I
gently with a fine rosed pot, then plunge the pote

Grosse Mignonne Peaches. Mr. Constautine also pro- in the prop. St H a gestae

duced well-ripened Royal George Peaches, and so did
]

moist bott m- at, 1 ben -: course c I th; weeks

Mr. Gardiner, gr. to Sir G. P. Phillips, Bart. Of Nee- they will have maderoote enough ttng of

tarines, Mr. Flemiuff. Mr. Ayres, aud Mr. Spencer, er. You may uow pot off sir:
.

s in a light

to the Marquis of "Lausdonne, all contributed good open sifted compost of rich loam, leaf-soil, and, sand,

fruit. • Auton^ the sorts were the Violet Hative and equal parts, and if yen have any bottom-heat to spare

Dowuton. Mr. Hill, gr. to R. Sueyd, Esq., had also fair they will be the

truit of the Elruse. '

i

two, to give the young route a start ;
otrwte

Melons were orettv plentiful. The heaviest (hybrid removed to a warm
;

Persian) came from" Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie. most c

Mr. Borebam, gr. to Sir Fitzroy Kelly, sent a green-

fleshed kind, Which was considered second. Mr.

Fleming had Trentham Hybrid. The best green and

scarlet-fleshed fruits were exhibited by Mr. Munro, gr.

to Mrs. Oddie, aud Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke oi

Norfolk.

Figs came from Mr. Busby, gr. to J. S. Crawley,

Esq. ; Mr. Bean, gr. to H. Perkins. Esq. ; Mr. Bailey.

which will ensure s strcrjg, - v.;:r:: =

growth. When yon Bad tie pots EuH of roots

repot into 6-inch pots, nsiasj :'r dns "shift a good

rich compost of tnrfy '. sr-i r^o pans, one of old rotten

cow droppings, leaf-soil and sand. As this will be their

last shiit this season, care must be taken to provide good

drainage ;
thra can be secured by putting in plenty of

potsherds, with two or three bits of open turf or Moss
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over :i i. As tile plants will uow be pushing strongly,

they must be tied to a neat stake, as ihey will be sending

out laterals or side shoots. As the making of these

side branches secures the formation of the plant, a little

weak sheep dung liquid manure will be found very bene-

ficial at this period of iheir growth. As the first tier of

laterals has made their first joint, pinch it at that ; this

will not only enable you to have two shoots from each

lateral, but will cause the leader to push away, and fur-

nish you with plenty of side wood. The four first tiers

of laterals will be enough to pinch this season, the rest

may be allowed to grow on. They will be forming nice

little plants now, so they may as well be taken to the

greenhouse or conservatory, where, with a gay profusion

of flowers, they will assist in keeping the house "dressy"

for a short time. By the middle of November water

should be withheld gradually, in order to ripen the

wood, and they may be plaeed in a dry cold pit, or any

out-of-the-way place, such as under the greenhouse

stiige, for instance, where they must remain all winter,

as they will require no more attention till the end of

February, when a little water may be applied sparingly to

induce them to start ; the knife must now be applied to

cut back the side shoots that were pinched last year, to

the second joint on the wood they made after they were
pinched, aud a couple of tiers of single shoots to the

fejond joint, the rest to the first, and the leader to

within 4 inches ; thus you will have a pyramidal basis to

work on. Place them now in a warm Vinery, and they

will soon show indications of rapid growth. After they

are fairly strvted turn them out of their pots,

and shake off' all loose soil, and examine the roots
;

repot now in 10-inch pots, using strong fibry loam
of a rich texture, old cow dung, leaf soil and sand,

equal parts well mixed. As stated for last season,

attend well to drainage, as they will require no
more pot room this season ; replace them again in heat,

and pinch in according to the directions laid down
for last season, always aiming at having the plant broad
and full at the pot, and tapering to the^op. Pinching
should, however, be stopped after the 1st of June, for

by the middle of the month they should get a prominent
place in the conservatory, where, by July, they will be
the objects of greatest admiration in the house ; liquid
-nanure must not be omitted upon any account, at least

three times a week, as this is now the only thing the
plant will derive its nourishment from, and will cause it

to bloom right on till October, when it will be getting un-
sightly, and may be removed out of doors to make room
for some other favourite. When cold nights set in
remove them as before to a cold pit, &c. No more
attention will be necessary till spring, when they may be
pruned and started according to the time they are
wanted in bloom. They can be had in bloom by putting
a few into heat by the beginning of January, about the
middle of May ; others, started accordingly, will enable
you to have them in flower all the summer. Mr.
Bousie's plants to be so fine now were doubtless struck
in autumn ; mine are chiefly for display late in
summer. TV. F.

Calendar of Operations.
{Fw the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Many of the twiners in this

house, as Passifloras, Tacsonias, Bignonias, Maudevilla

suaveolens, Tecoma jasminoides, &c, will be growing
rapidly, and will require frequent attention to keep
them properly trained. The young shoots must not be
tied in too close, however, but should be carefully

directed until the space allotted to each plant is fairly

covered ; and after this is accomplished, training and
stopping should be done merely with a view to equalise

the growth, allowing the shoots to ramble in a natural

manner as far as due regard to space and the admission
of light to the plants under them will admit ; for these
things never produce so pleasing an effect as when
allowed to hang in graceful festoons, or to ramble in

their own natural way. The blooming of the choicer

varieties of Passion-flowers, Tacsonias, &c, will be con-
siderably accelerated by stopping the shoots, but this

should not be done until part of the branch is tole-

rably firm and ripe, otherwise the effect would be
the opposite of that desired.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the quality of the fruit is the first

consideration, which it is or should be in every instauce,

care must be observed to have the soil about the roots

in a rather dry state during the ripening period, and
where it can be done without injuring the rest of the

stock the atmosphere should be kept rather dry, admit-
ting air more freely while the fruit is colouring ; for

there is no chance of fruit of prime quality if the soil

is very wet about the roots, and the atmosphere kept
close and saturated 'with moisture during the ripening

period. In the case of plants growing in pots the
trouble of collecting and placing together those

approaching ripeness, so as to be able to treat them
properly, would be well repaid. Now that we have
something like summer weather give air freely to the
growing stock, particularly in the case of plants that
may have been making rather weakly growth, but shut
up early in the afternoon, dewing the plants lightly with
tue syringe, and sprinkling every available surface,
so as to secure a thoroughly moist atmosphere. Use
fire heat as sparingly as may consist with maintaining
the proper degree of temperature. Be very careful to
keep the plants properly supplied with water at the

root, and give plenty of manure-water to those in vigo-

rous growth, and also to plants swelling their fruit.

Vineries.—Where Muscats are grown for a late crop

the night temperature of the house must not be allowed

to fall too low after the buuehes begin to appear, and a

temperature of from 65" to 70° must be maintained

while the fruit is setting to ensure good sized, close

bunches. Keep a sharp look out for red spider in

houses where the fruit is colouring, and if this pest

makes its appearance lose no time in coating the hot-

water pipes with sulphur. If not already done get the

litter removed from the outside borders, but if it is

found that the roots have crept up into it, which will

probably be the case where the Vines were started early

in the season, the decayed portion at the bottom should

be left, and every caution used not to disturb the young
roots. And if many roots are found at the surface it

will be necessary, after removing the litter, to top-dress

the border to prevent these getting dried up ; a slight

coat of turfy loam, leaf soil, and horse-droppings will

answer very well for this purpose. See that the borders
of houses, where the fruit is swelling, are not allowed

to get too dry.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The weather for some days past has been just such

as we like for planting out the bedding stock—warm
and rather cloudy, with occasional showers—and, of

course, the work of planting-out should be well nigh
if not altogether finished before this appears. Get
Verbenas, Petunias, and other things liable to be
injured by wind pegged down as soon after planting out

as possible, placing the shoots so as to cover the soil

equally ; and let Dahlias be securely tied to sufficient

stakes at once, if not already done. No labour should

be spared which may be necessary to properly care for

the plants until they get fairly established, when, if the

beds have been properly prepared, they will care for

themselves during the rest of the season. See that

plants in vases are properly supplied with water, as,

if allowed to get too dry at the root but for a single

day in bright weather, before they get well inured to

exposure and fairly established, the foliage is sure to be
injured and the appearance of the plants spoiled for some
considerable time. And should the weather prove warm
and dry the whole stock of bedded out things must be well

attended to with water, and will be greatly benefited by
a liberal sprinkling every evening, but to water a large

stock every evening is next to impossible where the

amount of labour is limited and water not within reach
;

but those who expect their flower-beds to be as well

filled and covered with flower in July as any in the

country must make up their minds to maintain a suc-

cessful contest with dry weather at any necessary
expense. And in most situations proper arrangement
and a trifling outlay in laying down pipes fitted with
union-joints would, with a hose, render any amount of

watering which might be necessary in the dry seasons
a very trifling affair. We would not be understood,
however, as recommending frequent heavy waterings,
but merely that the soil should be kept in a healthy
moist state, and any labour bestowed in the way of

moistening the surface of the beds on the evenings of

bright days will be well repaid. Use every possible

dispatch to bring up any arrears of work in this depart-

ment which may have accumulated during the time the

hands have been employed in planting out ; and now
that the weather is such that the owners of gardens can

enjoy them, let everything be in the most perfect order

that circumstances will permit.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Now that we have nice growing weather, see that

every shoot on the Peach and Nectarine trees is free

from insects, and otherwise lose no time in getting them
cleaned. If not yet done, disbudding should be completed

at once, in order that the strength of the trees may be

thrown into what is to be the beariDg wood fornext season.

Where covering of any kind has been used, this should

also be removed, if not previously done. See that

Cherries are not allowed to suffer from their enemy the

black fly, and endeavour to keep all fruit trees perfectly

clear of insects. The early Celery should be planted

out without loss of time, and this must be well supplied

with water until it gets established, and indeed through-

out the summer. If not planted between lines of Peas,

or in a shady situation, the plants should be protected

from bright sunshine for a week or so after planting,

and see that there are plenty of plants coming on for the

succession and late crops. Give all necessary attention to

Tomatoes, ridge Cucumbers, See., until they get fairly

established. After well soaking the Strawberry beds
with water the surface should be mulched in order to

keep ihe ground cool and prevent evaporation. It is a

very usual practice to use the mowings of the lawn for

this purpose ; but this is the very worst article that

could be used, as it spoils the fruit by adhering to it,

and in damp weather imparts to it an unpleasant flavour,

and hastens decay. Next to tiles or slates clean straw

is the best article for this purpose, and where this cannot

be obtained the rankest portion of the litter from the

stable-yard may be used instead, and there need be no
fears entertained about this spoiling the flavour of the

fruit for exposure to the air, and a few showers will

perfectly sweeten it, and although more troublesome to

apply it will be found to answer the purposes as well as

clean straw. Give Asparagas beds a liberal supply of

manure-water, and where there is plenty of this at

command it may be given with advantage to such things

as Cauliflowers, Lettuces, &c. Keep the surface soil fre-

quently stirred among all growing crops, which will

prevent the growth of weeds and strengthen the plants,

STATE OF TUE HEATHER AT CBISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending June 7, 1355, as observed at the Horticultural Garden?.
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Satur. -, 2 30.003 29.918 61 53 S.W.
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June 1—Densely overc.ist ; cold at nijrbt.— 2— Oyervast ; cloudy and fine ; clear at night.— 3—Fine; cloudy; overcast ;jaiu.— 4—Heavy clouds ; very fine ; cloudy and fine.— 5—Cloudy throughout; fine at night.— 6—Very Hue; hot, and air excessively dry ; thunder clouds ; rain
at night.

— 7—Cloudy and fine; very flue tWouphout.
Mean temperature ol the week J dej:. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CBISWICK,
During the laBt 29 years, for the ensuiug week, ending June 16,1855.
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Rained.
of Rain.
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Sunday 10 71.0 48.4 59.7 13 0.95 in. 1 6 1 2 3
-

6

Mon. It 71.8 49.4 60.6 10 0.47 _ 2 1 a <i

Tuee. 12 71.3 50.3 60.8 13 0.78 5 .1 1 h a
Wed. 13 72.0 49.3 60.6 13 0.77 5 S 1 '.

91 7
Thu. u 72.S 49.7 61.2 13 0.36 1 4 4 1 5 a
Frid. 15 72.5 50.2 61.3 13 0.38 1 4 5 i 4 ! 6 3
Satur. !fi 72.1 49.5 60.8 12 0.20 2 3 5 1 7 t> 3 2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on thp 12th
and !3th, 1842—therm. 90 dejr.; and the lowest on the 15tb, 1850—therir.
30 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Broccoli : Melville. The beads you have sent appear to be those

of Dillcock's Bride, which is one of the most useful Broccolies
we possess.

Deodar Seed: M G. Sow it like Larch or Cedar of Lebanon-
nothing can be easier.

Diseases : Colo. It is almost impossible to ascertain the nature
of disease from specimens subject to tbe pressure of stamping,
which destroys every character. Morbid specimens should he
sent in little boxes whose walls are strong enough to resist a
heavy blow. The foliage of your Onions, and iheir roots, were
utterly destroyed. The growth of the first leaf is similar to
that which tuually occurs in what are called thick-necked
Onions; but, besides this, the whole plant is in a chlorotic
state, accompanied by an unnatural succulence. The affection
is new to us, and we should have been glad to have seen more
perfect specimens. The only alteration we can suggest is to

change your ground, and if you are in the habit of saving
your own seed, do not trust to it, but get a supply from some
other quarter. Had you sent your address, we should have
communicated with you directly.—W S. The Peach leaves are
very curious. It is not an ordinary case of curl, a disease
which is usually attributed to cold ; but though in general very
common in this neighbourhood, I am unable to obtain a single
specimen of the true curl for comparison. The white salt-like

efflorescence is due to a very curious species of Ascomyces, of
which we shall have more to say upon some future occasion.
In the meantime we should strongly advise you to dredge your
trees with sulphur. M.J.B.

Heating: Barnstaple. There is no objection to using gas for
this purpose, provided you can secure the stove from leakage
or allowing the gas to escape into the house. This is very
difficult to accomplish. It" you do use gas you should place an
evaporating pan of water near the source of heat, with a view
to preventing the air of your house becoming over heated.

Insects : J S says tbe early buds on a great number of yonng
Plum trees in a nursery at Malton have been in a great measure
destroyed by a small beetle, Sitona rnficlavis, one of the Curcu-
lionidce, and he would be glad if any one can point out any
method by which its devastations may be prevented.

—

An Old
Subscriber, 1, Curculio (Nemoicus) oblongus, occasionally in-
jurious by eating Apple bloom ; 2, Telephorus pallidus, harm-
less, larva in earth feeds on small insects; 3, Curculio
(Phyllobius) Pyris, harmless; 4, Dilophus femoratus, harm-
less; 5, Bibio Johannis, harmless.—T L, Broad stairs. The
branch has been weakened by the burrows of the caterpillar of
the "Wood Leopard moth (Zeuzera iEsculi). You do not state
what tree it is ?

—

Even. Your young Pears are infested with
the larva of the Sciara pyri, a little gnat; the eggs of which
were most probably deposited in the flowers. You will oblige
us by sending a dozen or two more of the infested Pears that
we may try to rear the fly.—W W F, The Sycamore leaves
show minute blotches, which may either be incipient galls or
exudations arising from the bites of aphides or spots resulting
from diseased cells of the leaf. Mr. Waterhouse never sup-
posed that the stag beetle sucks with its large horny jaws. W.

Names of Fruits : W B. Probably the Stone Pippin.

|

Names of Plants : "We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.— WB. 1, Omphalodes verna; 2, probably
Boldoa fragans, but it has no flowers.

—

Ash/ord, Euphorbia
Lathy ris, a poison !

—

M J B. Fernettya mucronata.

—

Constant
Header. Lonicera tatarica.

—

Buxton, 2, Asclepias curassavica;

1 cannot be named without a better specimen.— J P. Plants not
in flower cannot be named. It may be a leaf of Funkia ovata,

alias Hemerocallis cserulea.— <?. 1, Some Gardenia or Taber-
nfflmontana; not ascertainable from such a miserable morsel.

2, Cyanotis vittata.

Paris : An Old Sub. We can only answer horticultural inquiries.

Since you can't speak French you must get an interpreter

—

that is indispensable. Then visit the nurseries of Cels, Morel,
Noisette, Jamin, &c, the Peach gardens of Montreuil, and the
Vine gardens of Fontainebleau. Look at Versailles for its

Orange trees and Potager, the Garden of Plants for its rarities

and capital Pear growing, the market gardens generally, and
Pere la Chaise to see how the French manage cemetery plants.

If you return by Brussels look at tbe Botanic Garden there, and
the establishments of Linden and da Jongbe. They will tell

you what else to seek for on your passage homewards. Provide
yourself with Murray's "Handbooks."

Vines: Bradford. Certainly notoidium; probably nothing more
than blisters (or vegetable pimples) brought on by over-feeding.

Water: G R. The use of water from an artesian well is not
prejudicial in watering plants of any kind, flowering or fruiting,

either at the root or leaf, unless it is charged with lime, in
which case it is fatal to Heaths, Rhododendrons, and all anti-

calcareous races. It is, however, in every respect inferior to

pond-water.

»„* As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can be made. We mus£ also beg the indulgence of those

numerous correspondents, the. insertion of whose interesting

contributions is still delayed,
'
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PERUVIAN (jUANO, Wolivimi Guano, Superyhou-
X phato of Lime, NJtxuto of Hoda, Sugar Scum, and >:v<-,ry

doHcrl]>tion of Artificial Manures. Linseed Cako«, Ac,

Wm. iKOLia Cabwh, 10, Mark Lime, London.

PATENT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'S
N1TKO-PHOSPHATED CARBON onBLOOD MANUKB,

61, 10«. ))ir ion; delivered In London, bflgfl Included, ICacli ton

contains 1860 lba. Blood and 11 percent, or Phonplmlo of Llmo.

Agents tbroughouttliQ country.

22, Lincoln's |nn I'lehht, London.

HPHK FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-A. nt Mr. 1-awkh' i-'uctory, Doptford Creoles- Turnip Manuro.

.71. per ton; Superphosphate of LlXQOj 1L\ buljilmilc Acid ami
CoproIltuH, 01.

Office", fiO, King William Street, City, London
N.B. Genuine J'cruvhin (Jiuuio, j^mninfei-ri t<< cutntuiii 1 rs per

cent, of iinniiiiniii. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Clieiiiicul Manures. __^____„______—___^_^___
'IMIKNIP MANUHH. — Super|»lioHpluU(j of Lime
J- delivered in any Warobouso In London at 67, por ton.

ProfoHHor Ncubit's Analysis given with [hvolce.

Apply to CiiAitLKH Totuill & Co., Manufacturers, riuintew

Mhi'hIi, Ehhox.

nPUKNU* SOWING.— Tlio UmlcrHiKiu-'l Im ^ lo oiler

J- tbelr valuable Bupberphospbato of Llmo iSeo " Koyal Agrl-
oultuval Society's Journal,! Vol. VI., Part 2), Turnip Manure,
and Nltro-phbsphate or Blood Manure
AIno on sale, Guano, Nitrate of Soda, Gypsum, Done dust,

Sulphuric Acid, Bait, and all other Manures Ol known value.

AgentH fur the Hale ot Peat Charcoal.—Apply for Prices Current to

M a n i< Kotiikiioiu, iV (
'.i,, 204Aj Wpper Thames Street, London.

COKN MANURE POR SPRING SOWING.
CONCENTRATED URATE FOR (iltASH, KAI'E, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS.
KUi'i.ui'iiosi'HA'i i; of i.ime.

riMIE LONDON MANLIKE COMPANY continue
-L to innnufncinro the ubovo Manures, which have been urtod

with mo much success for the lam M yonrs.

The London Manuro Company alHo supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct from importers' warehouses), Nitrate of Soda,

Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Suits, Uone Dust, and
every artificialInanure of known value Edward Punseh, Sec.

Office - 40, Bridge Street, lUnckfriarn.

MANURES.—The following Manures nre manu-
factured by Hodgson & Simpson, Calder Soap Works,

Wakefield, and MATTHEWB & Co., Manufacturing Agricultural

ChemiBtH, Drifileld. Simpson's AMMONIA PHOSP1I ATE, a
valuable Tntt-DreBSlng for Wheat, Barley, and Outs. SIMPSON'S
NlTUO-rilOSPIl ATE for Turnips, Potatoes, and all other
bulbous root crops, price SI. per ton. N.B. Manures specially pre-

pared for Gra^sand Flax. The above have been successfully tested

for the lout Seven Years by the leading farmers in Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, and other counties, and were applied hist season to a

breadth of upwards of 15,000 acres of land with the most bene-
ficial results to the crops. A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will be forwarded by post on application.

UNIVERSITY COLLECE, TORONTO, UPPER CANADA.
Agricultural Drpartmknt.

THE PROFESSOR OF AGRICULTURE, who re-

sides on the Experimental Farm attached to the College,

is prepared to receive into his family a small number of Pupils,

who will have the advantage of entering on an extensive course
of Collegiate Studies in connexion with Agriculture, on very
•easy terms.— Particulars and Inferences may be obtained of

Mr. II. G. Austkn, 259, High Street, Borough, London; or by
addressing Professor Buckland, University College, Toronto,

Upper Canada.— June 1855.

OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

/ lOLLEGJEo* AGRICI L'J I \IEavd( JM.mjstky,
* ' > • u ov PRACTICAL and Ol I I U I IKKCi
38, Lower Kennlngton Lane, Kcnnlngton, near J

Principal J,C. Nbm IT, I 0.1 ?A

The system of studies pursued In the College

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agrli

[engineering, Mining, Manufflctures, and llifl lrta forUn
and Military I ervlces, snd for the Unlvorsllles,

Analysos and Assays <•( <... descrlptfoi mpUjanl
accurately exocuted »t the College. The term it

tlculursmay !•'• hnd on application to the Principal.

A RT1FICIAL MANURES, &c- Mnnufnclurcrs and
L * other* engaged In making ARTIFICIAL '' ' IU1

obtain every necessary Instruction for their economh 1 1 ind
offlclenl preparation, m applying to •'. C. Nkmdit.I
Pi Inclpal '! tbe Agricultural and Chemical! Hi i Kei
i. Ion. Analyses of 8oMS| Ouanos, BuperphotphnUM oi Lima,
CoprolltOB, '''':, and Aiimiyit Ol Golf), ..:. »,:

, MinrmU,
in o < • "'' d s li ii "* curacy and dts] atcli •

of receiving Instructions in Chemical Analywpi and /

will find amplo facllliy andaeeomroodatlcm itthi I

HE GENERAL. LAND DRAINAGE AND JM-
I'U<>\ i .mi '-I COMPA1 .

Im D] POl .'.ii " Bt BPW IA1 At ' Ol P '.'.MfcXT.

OAlcesr 58j Pariloment Btree I I i

DiBKcrons,
Hl'.unv Kr.n BBTITBB, Esiji, M.P,, C7«l

Hni JoilM V. rin i i i
,
Bai I , M I'., Depvt

T

Qeorgc 'i bomn i ( lark, Esq.
Jolin «'. Cobbold, Esq., M P.

Hlr William Cubltt, F.B.B.
Henry Currlo, Esq.
Thomas Edward I>l<-<-\

,
I q,

Wllllom f
i

Edward J. Hut. hit . I iq,. M.P.
Hlr h. M. Peto, Bart
William Tito, Ei q., F.It.B.
William Wit

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road n al li

Lund Improvements, end t" Bret l Fai m Build

under Bettl t, Uprtgogcoi otberwlst ort

and without Investigation ofTitle to chorgo the r]

oxpenBes upon the Eatatp, to ho repaid by Instalment

over any period determined by Landon ncrswltblt iht

yearn for Drainage ond Roads, and 'Jl years for Farm nulldinga.
Landowners may arrange with the Companj for Uie *

of the works by ih«:ir own agents, with the use ••( tbelr own or
tho Company's Capital. William C'Lipyoii

f

|
'HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

-* iNconronATKD nv BI'KCIAL Act op Pai
Knoland and ScoTi-Axn.— Tf> Landowners, the l

citora, Surveyors, Estate Agents, &c—Loan in is I

for tho execution by tho proprietor r>r by the Company
I

landed improvement, especially Drainage, Building. I

I

Enclosing, Warping, Irrigation, Embanking, Kcclai R
Planting, Machinery, &c. Tho plana (ot buildingMj, speclfica-

I tinns, and estimates ore prepared by the proprietors, and are
i submitted to the approval of tlie Enclosure Com mi-, doners. l"i -

I prietors may avail themselves of the powers of the Act to recover
from tho inheritance their own funds to be expended on Improve-
ments. They may also apply jointly for the execution of a

mutual Improvement, such as a common outfall, Ac. For forms
of application, &c, apply to the lion. Wm. Napier, Managing
Director, 2, old Palace Yard, Westminster.

R c

OF ENGLAND.
Professor WAY'S LECTURE, "On the Use of Fish as a

Manure," is postponed from tho 13th to tho 27th of June, nt
12 o'clock.— By Order of the Council, James Hudson, Secretary.

QMITHF1ELD CLUB, 1855.—The CHRISTMASO SHOW of FAT CATTLE, SHEEP and PIGS, will take

place on TUESDAY 11th, WEDNESDAY 12th, THURSDAY
13th, and FRIDAY, 14th of December, at the Carriage Bazaar,

King Street, Baker Street, Portmau Square.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond, K.G., resident.

Vice-Presidents.

The Right Hon. Earl Spencer,
ICG.

The Right Hon. the Earl of
Yarborough.

The Right Hon. Lord Berners.

Shobt-woolled SnEEr, Cross-
bred Sheep, and Pigs

Tho Most Hon. the Marquis of

Huntly.
Philip Pnsey, Esq.
Tbe Right Hon. tho Earl of

Hardwicke.
Trustees.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond. K G.
Mr. B.'T. Brandreth Gibbs.

Tho Right Hon. Lord Portman.

Stewwds.

Beasts and Losg-woollkdJ mJ: Tho^m^Gre'ethatn.
SnEEP

( Mr. James Hole.
, f Mr. Edward Pope.
'< Mr. James S. Turner.
(Mr. Edward Frost.

Bankers.—Messrs! Hoare, Fleet Street.

Honorary Secretary.—Mr. B. T. Brandreth Gibbs.

Office of the Honorary Secretary, at Messrs. Thomas Gibbs
& Co., the Seedsmen to the " Royal Agricultural Society of

England," &c, Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.

A sum of nearly 8001. will be awarded in prizes and medals
as under:

—

£•

Devon Steers, Oxen, Heifers, and Cows 120
Hereford „ „ „ „ 120

Short-horn „ „ „ „ 120
Scotch or Irish Steers and Heifers 15
Welsh Oxen and Runts—Heifers and Cows 30
Pure-bred Steers, Oxen, Heifers, and Cows, of any

other breeds 20

Cross or mixed bred Steers, Oxen, and Heifers ... 40
Long-woolled Wether Sheep SO
Cross-bred „ „ . 25
Short-woolled „ „ SO
Pigs of all Breeds 45

6 Gold Medals
| 35 Silver Medals

Mender's Subscription,—The Annual Subscription to the

Club is One Guinea, payable in advance for the year ensuing.

Any Member of the Club who has paid up all Arrears of his

Subscription, or any New Member upon his Admission, may
compound for all future Annual Subscriptions, by tbe payment of

Ten Guineas.

Non-Memrer's Fees.— All Non-Members wishing to exhibit

at the Club's Show must pay a Fee of One Guinea towards the

funds of the Club: such Fee to be paid to the Honorary Secretary
previously to bis furnishing the Admission Order, &c.

The last day for Certi6cates to be received by the Honorary
Secretary is SATURDAY, November 10.

Prize Sheets are now ready, containing the Rules of Exhibition
and all particulars, and may be bad, free by post, on application
to B. T. Brandreth Gibbs, Hon. Secretary,

Corner of Half-Moon Street, Piccadilly, London.
N.B. It is particularly requested that all communications to

the Hon. Secretary bear outside the words (
* Smithfield Club."

IMPORTANT TO AGRICULTURISTS.

LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR OR WATER-CART.
ISAAC JAMES, Tivoli, Cheltenham, begs most

respectfully to solicit tho attention of Agriculturists and
others, to his newly-invented Patent Liquid-Manure Distributor.

or Water-Cart. The advance of science having so exhibited

to Agriculturists the superior advantage of using Liquid-

Manure, as to induce its almost general adopt'on, a great

want was felt for a Distributor, so constructed, as to answer the

purpose of equally distributing any quantity, without being liable

to clog up. and thus hinder the progress of the work, and waste tbe

time of the workman, and yet produced at a price alike available

to tbe small farmer or gardener, as to the more wealthy and
extensive cultivator.

I. James warrants his Distributor to supply tbe desideratum

so long felt. Its superiority consists in possessing the following

advantages '—
1. It has two Strainers, so arranged as to prevent anything but

liquid entering into the Distributor, so that it is impossible for it

to clog up. 2. The liquid is forced through the Distributor so as

scatter any quantity on the Und, in a copious shower from
10 to 15 feet wide (according to size), which saves a great amount
of time and labour. 3. It has waterproof joints, so that tlie

liquid may be carted to any distance without wasting it. 4. It

will work equally well on hilly as on level land, without any
alteration. 5. It'can bo advantageously adapted for the Distri-

bution of Guano, &c, on either Drilled Crops or Pasture Land.
6. It is so constmcted as to be thoroughly adapted for Watering
Streets. 7. It works so simply that even a boy can superin-

tend it.

Prices :

—

250 gallons, suitable for working by horse, £22 weight of cart,

3k cwt., tire 4 inches.

150 do. do., £1S weight of cart. 6i ewt„ tire 3 inches.

70 do, by pony, 11 .,
3* cwt., tire 2t ..

40 do. by man, 9 „ 24 cwt. tire S
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WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the

winter months should construct their walks of FORTL AN'P
CEMENT COTs'CRETE. which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of cle.au cravel add one of sharp

river saud. To five parts of such eqHal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It mayahen be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a reck. "\ egetation

cannot grww through or upon it. and it resists the action of the

severest frest. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS.
CATTLE-SHEDS. FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hand bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. Whits St Bbothkss,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

Ws
notice

at Paris

Agriculture is not yet, nor will it ultimately be so

fully illustrated in the I uon at

• it was in onr own Cr X of 1851. The
long supplementary gallery by the northern bank

i of the Seine has however its ea*t*rn end devoted to

I
machines and products of the farm ; and, thanks to

I English agricultural mechanises, it hat, already

placed, a well arranged series of specimens

of farm implements and machinery—the only rign

indeed of anything like completeness in th-

ing. To Messrs. Garrett, Hobksbt, Cuttos, Cut-
ton and Shi-ttleworth, Howabo, K
several other well-known names, we are ir.

for this representation of a branch of it

so important. We noticed, too, specimens c I

and plants partly arranged in tt* b

morin", and other seedsmen of Pars, and the

suite of specimens in place are importations from

Canada, which has sen: a series of casks full of

grain and seeds and flour. An immense moa

chests lvinc still unpacked, and labelled as from

different" districts of France, ir^cr.e thai as

bition technically interesting ic zitariat

will yet make its appears?

No trne lover of the Soil car.

j
the dav when the interestir; within

;
its bosom shall have tecome more commof :

and more capable of common spee
-'

pedant or the sc

|
anything bnt pain, in talking A his

! audience, or in langoage

unfamiliar to a large proportion cf those who should

be not listeners only, but earnes: in the

question. That a great, though gradual, ch s !

stealing over the sgriculrnre of t: bi this

particular, scarcely any one who has had long

opportunities of observation will deny. The num-

ber is vastly increased, within the last 10 or 15

years, of those to whom the toil and tedium of
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fanning business are varied if not relieved by a

livelier Insight into the why and wherefore of

things, and an awakening interest in the inner

history and philosophy of the art. Still it is slow

;

slow to the eye that counts with eagerness years

that roll with speed, and indulges the ever too

sanguine expectation of seeing Discovery and its

Consequence so far at least contemporaneous m
generation, as parent and child walking hand in

hand, and not separated by a gulf too broad for

prescience to see across, or for hope to span.

Never was there a moment when a little, and

even a very little cultivation of the chemistry of

farming would be more pleasantly and amply re-

warded than the present : for, never was a subject

of more everyday interest to the practical man

handled in the" lists of science, or between cham-

pions better qualified for the task, than in the con-

troversy now waging and at its height between—let

us say England and Germany. Not at Vienna or

Berlin! Thank Heaven for that. No world-

shaming Christian slaughter roars and howls out

o'doors a running accompaniment of blood and

broken bones to the ' polite pauses ' of our ' Con-

ference.' The nitrates and sulphates we talk of

don't mean Gunpowder, nor do our hottest dis-

putes involve any such extra-super-phosphate as

that which saturates the soil of the Crimean

peninsula. Some sharp phrases and stinging words,

there be ;
just enough to make men of science stare,

and wonder, and rouse themselves to the recollec-

tion that it is war-time ; but the chemistry of our

profession with all its heat and transmutations

keeps no laboratory for the manufacture of father-

less children and widows, and in the trenches it digs

and defends, and the ground it gains from the. foe,

not even a tear bedews the furrow.

So, hoping for quieter times, let usj'etum to the
' soil and the atmosphere,' and to the particular

question on the nutrition of plants which has

called forth, and is still calling forth such brisk

reply and rejoinder between the advocate and the

opponent of the ' so-called' (and, as far as we can

see, properly so-called) " Mineral Theory."

We shall attempt, at all risk of apparent in-

adequacy of language, to reduce this question to its

very simplest terms, to disrobe it down to its

commonest diess; a fate that surely enough awaits

it, as it becomes more talked of, and better known
;

and which, if it be true that contraries beget each

other, no question ever better deserved ; darkened

as it has been by an involution and prolixity of

language, that might be almost intended to hide all

meaning from the common world.

Certainly to those who read the first translation

of the Works of Baron Liedig that appeared in this

country, the doctrine of that distinguished writer

appeared to be plainly and distinctively this : that

the analysis of the ashes of a plant, disclosing as

they do its mineral constituents, afforded the

formula, so to speak, of its specific manure : that

in these lay as it were the skeleton of its structure,

its earthy and earth-derived part. That the organic

portion of its composition, obtained chiefly from the

carbonic acid and ammonia of the atmosphere, and
returned thereto by combustion, not being limited

in quantity as the mineral constituents are, by the

nature of the soil, but existing within reach

of the roots and the leaves of the plant, and
to the latter in unlimited amount ; the conclu-

sion plainly deduced was that the restoration

to the soil of the mineral constituents carried

off by the crop was the true aim and object of

manure ; and that every addition of these enabled

the plant to take up a proportionately larger

dose of organic food, and in a shorter space of time;

thus answering in every way the special object of

the farmer.

In the case of Wheat, for instance, the phos-

phates, sulphates, silicate of potash, and other

mineral elements of its structure, in grain and
straw, would be, according to this principle, the

proper components of its specific manure : and so

of every other plant in like manner. It was not

said that additional supplies of ammonia and car-

bonic acid to those obtainable from natural sources,

would be useless or inoperative, but that their

appiopriation by the plant would entirely depend
upon the decree in which the mineral elements were
available in equivalent proportion in the soil. So
that in fact, doses of the former class (such as

ammoniacal salts, for instance) were to be regarded

as 'stimulant' or 'flogging' applications, taking up
or exhausting the mineral ' equivalents,' and so far

as these should be deficient, or not available,

remaining as mere surplusage, unproductive of any
addition to the crop.

This we believe to be a not unfair, though it may
he a very inadequate statement of the mineral
theory, as conveyed in Liebig's former works ; nor
can we gather any material qualification or variation

of it from the volume lately published in answer to

Mr. Lawes.

It will be in the memory of many of our readers

that this ' Theory ' had a sort of counter-reflection

out-of-doors in public opinion for several years.

Farmers of the elderly school, on the one hand,

denounced the newly-introduced 'artificial ' manures

as 'mere stimulants,' 'exhausters of the soil'; and

distrusted the use of dressings that yielded up all

their virtue to a single crop ;
while authorities of

the more scientific school were advising the appli-

cation of guano (then regarded, erroneously enough,

as the type of the ' artificials ') to the Turnip-crop,

and not to the cereals.

The experiments carried on at Rothamsted, and

the doctrine deduced from them by Mr. Lawes, led

him to conclusions very different from those on

which Baron Liebig's theory had been constructed,

and which had been carried into trial upon a sand-

pit at Giessen. " Previous experiments, which I

had made in my garden in the town," says Lif.big,

" had yielded no result. This induced me to pur-

chase the land alluded to, a Sand-pit to the east of

the town, which I found to surpass all others, in its

nearly complete barrenness for the ordinary culti-

vated crops. I do not believe that, in a whole

year, there grew naturally on the whole ten acres

as much Grass or other fodder as would have

sufficied for a single sheep. The land, therefore,

was of the quality adapted to the object I had in

view."

We fear this would be an inauspicious opening of

the Baron's case before a jury of English farmers.

But it is impossible to pass overground so important

to the question at issue as that on which the experi-

ments are respectively tried, on both sides.

What was the 'object in view'? Was it to

prove that the mineral constituents of plants were the

first essential of their growth upon an area (a soil you
cannot say) entirely barren of them 1 If so the spot

was well chosen, e.g.—To prove that the mineral

parts of their structure, and not the ammoniacal and
carbonaceous, are the proper manure of plants, take

a piece of ground in which the former are totally

wanting, and where the atmosphere will supply the

latter

!

But, surely, this was not the object. What agri-

culture wanted to know was whether in an

ordinarily constituted soil, poor,—not by original

denial of everything but " sand and quartz pebbles,"

but by the common infirmity of over-cropping,

—

the growth of cereal crops, whose scanty foliage

derives less than others from the atmosphere, would
be best promoted by mineral, or by nitrogenous

applications to their roots.

Now, on this question, Baron Liebig furnishes us

in his last work (p. 55) with the following con-

densed statement of his meaning, viz., " that

ammoniacal salts alone have no effect ; that, in

order to be efficacious, they must be accompanied

by the mineral constituents, and that the effect is

then proportional to the supply—not of ammonia,
but of the mineral substances."

In the following page we have the counter-state-

ment (given by Liebig) of the conclusion drawn
by Mr. Lawes from his experiments on Wheat as

follows.

1. That the mineral constituents of Wheat cannot

by themselves increase the fertility of land.

2. That the produce, in grain and straw, is rather

proportional to the supply of ammonia.

This is a clear issue.
' Now let us look at the

land on which Mr. Lawes' experiments were made.

A field of 14 acres was divided into equal por-

tions, of which one was without any manure what-

ever : one manured annually with 14 tons of stable-

dung ; the rest with different artificial manures, in

various mixtures, viz., bone earth, bones with sul-

phuric acid, phosphate of magnesia, phosphate of

soda, phosphate of potash, silicate of potash, and
' Liebig's mineral manure.'

The result of seven years' experiments was, that

the lot manured with stable-dung yielded one half

more than the unmanured lot ; which, however,
produced as much as either of those with the

artificial (mineral) manures, except that which had
' Liebig's manure,' on which there was an increase

of about 3 bushels of grain and 2 cwt.-of straw
;

" a result," says Liebig, " which Mr. Lawes is

inclined to ascribe to the presence of a small quan-

tity of ammonia in this manure, which he says he

distinctly perceived by its smell."

Probably, Baron Liebig, not being himself the

manufacturer, was not in a position to contradict

this, from personal knowledge. It is not contra-

dicted ; and it is important. For ourselves mean-

while, we perfectly believe the tale told by the

sand-pit at Giessen and have entire faith in the

seven-years' chronicle of the fourteen-acre-piece at

Rothamsted ; and we hope, shortly, to exemplify,

with their help, the logical warning, that 'there

is a wide difference between Contraries, and Con-

tradictories.' H.

EXPERIENCES IN LAND DRAINAGE.
No. XIV.—Result satisfactory, with some trifling

exceptions, where much oxide of iron exists.—Parallel

drainage generally, but following as much as practicable

the declination of land.—Four feet (min.) depth.

—

Drains on Grass lands a little further apart.—With the

fall ; land laid as flat as possible, removing ridge snd

furrow.—Full-sized 2-inch pipes used for minor drains;

is to 8-inch mains ; collars in bog and unsound ground.

—I have not kept air vents permanently open, but pits

uncovered for months.—Perhaps 12 acres run out at

one outfall, but this is altogether dependent on shape of

ground, allowing more than an inch for outlet.— Soil

— clay, gravel and peat, clay and gravel.—Rock basaltic

and limestone ; Newbroughlime and freestone. Height

450 feet ; Newbrough is 350 feet (ortbereabouts).—Rain-

fall 25 to 30 inches ; Newbrough 20 inches.— I have had

some very difficult drainage to execute on bog lands,

but have tully succeeded by dint of care and time ;
pro-

ceeding step by step, allowing months to elapse between

each successive "spading." In some instances there

has been an average fall of surface of 3 or 4 feet on an

extent of 30 or 40^acres ; and in spots where the level

has subsided into "basins" (the great danger to be

apprehended and guarded against in rapid execution of

similar works), has been much greater ; on one con-

siderable portion the drains were bled off, and kept open

upwards of a year ; on another double that time before

they could be safely laid and closed. Two to 6-feet

drains were, at 50 yards apart, quite effective, when the

peat was black and fully decomposed. When the bog

consists of partially decayed Mosses, &c. (which I have

found to be the case to the depth of 3 or 4 feet), it is

more difficult and expensive to cut than stiff and stony

clay and gravel, and "draws" very badly ;
of course

collars were used even with 4-inch pipes. It would be

a great advantage were the Drainage Commissioners

empowered to authorise limeing and soiling bogs. The

only serious difficulty I have experienced in draining

operations, is dealing with water charged with oxide of

iron ; I have known 3-inch pipes to be choked in one

year by it, and this where there was a considerable flow

of water. Where much lime is held in solution, it will

sooner or later ruin the drain. In one instance I found

pipes laid in open gravel stopped at the end of 3 years

by small fibrous roots, in meadow land, depth 4 feet ;

no collars. After some years' experience I have no

doubt as to the comparative inutility of shallow draining,

and the great advantage, in the most tenacious clays, of

at least a depth of 4 feet. Qustavus E. Couhon, New-

borough, Northumberland.

No. XV.—I have the singular privilege, in reporting

on the result of my drainage operations here, of being

able to preface my own statements by a report from a

high authority on the chemical and structural condition

of the soil in which these operations have been effected,

as it lay previous to their commencement. A specimen

of the soil and subsoil having been submitted, in the

year 1845, to Professor Johnston, lie furnished the

following analysis, appending thereto some valuable

remarks and instructions (partially quoted below) which

have been of much service in directing the processes of

culture and management followed out.

Analysis of Teawig. Soli,. Subsoil.

By Washing—Clay, fine sand, and organic 1

matter J
93.07 97.12

„ Coarse sand and small stones

By Analysis—Organic matter

6.93 2.88

10.10 2.44

„ Alkaline salts soluble in water 0.91

,,
Gypsum, sulphate of lime

„ Oxide of iron

019
3.32

trace.

3.70

Alumina, soluble in acids 2.13 2.41

„ Carbonate of lime 1.32 0.47

„ Carbonate of magnesia 87 0.61

„ Insoluble silicious matter 81.17 88.25

100.01 98.03

Remabks. -It is a stiff clay, formed, as your geological position

would intimate, from the debris of the mica slate rocks, with a

little assistance from the granite and from the old red sandstone.

The proportion of oxide of iron, derived chiefly from the latter, is

not excessive ; and in a proper condition of the soil, properly

drained, thoroughly opened and well tilled, would add to its pro-

ductive character; but I observe that this oxide has formed

itself into little red lumps indicating an unwholesome condition

of the soil, that the air is not properly admitted, and that there

exist among the soil particles of ochrey matter with which it will

not be wholesome for the roots of plants to come in contact. The

small quantity of organic matter in the subsoil would seem to

imply that it has hitherto been in a condition in which very few

roots would willingly descend into it. These facts all recommend

thorough drainage and subsoiling as necessary to render available

to the plant the different kinds of food which the soil so abun-

dantly contains."

These remarks were written in July 1845. Perhaps

their accuracy could not be better supported than by

the simple statement that the Wheat crop of the out-

going tenant of that year was estimated by valuators at

141 bushels per acre, an estimate which was somewhat

in excess of the produce actually harvested by me, the

incoming tenant. The whole farm has been thoroughly

drained, and the effects are eminently satisfactory, the

produce being now in the aggregate fully three-fold of

what it was prior to draining and deep tillage, though

the ochrey matter which the learned Professor

described as " not wholesome for the roots of plants to

come in contact with," is not yet quite washed out or

neutralised, hence the produce of Wheat and Oats dis-

appoints expectation, while green crops are satisfactory.
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Before entering on a brief description of tho molhodfl

of draining adopted, I inns'; advert to the rapidity with

which agricultural Improvement has <i< velopi d itself,

To many it will eeom strange to boo it stated thut in

yearn ago a.pipe tile was a thingunknown and unthough I

of. >Sniiili of Deanston's Bystem of furrow draining wan
then beginning to be accepted by tho more advanced
ngriciiltiiriMM as a proved and practicable improvement;
and his plan of 2.1 d'ct drains, filled from a fork wiih

broken stones, was tho ne plus tilt/pa of drainagi i n

gincoring. Such was tlio system followed in the major
part of the drainage I effected. My first change was
to." 3 feet deep, with 8, inches of broken stones ; then
camo tilcH with boards below for soles, and broken stonou
above It was in 1048 that I put down the first pipe
tiles, .'! feet in depth. Increasing that depth to ''!. feet,

and placing 1,',-inrh pipe drains in the lino of do cent,

at iiitervjilH of II yimlH, we attain to what may well and
truly bo termed " thorough drainage."

Drainugo on each of these systems has, i must say,

boen efficacious, whatever prefere I nrny give to one
system over another. No water, even after heavy rain,

lios for above a few hours on the least perfectly drained
fiold. Jt is true that tho run through stone drains in

not so rapid ao it in through IiIch
; that, therefore, the

dissolving power of the percolating wain- is less active,
but though ibis is a deficit in soils like mine containing
deleteriouH subslances, in a soil free from these and fall

of manure the slow percolation in advantageous, inas-

much as it carrieB off less of tho fertilising substances,
Those who have observed the results obtained by Mr.
Hope, of I'Vnlon Bni'nsj which are largest, from land
drained on what the enthusiasts for deep draining would
consider very faulty principles, are cautious about trying
to "make good better" by going again over their

drained ground
; therefore J am content to allow my

land, stone-drained at -A and :', feet depth, to lie as it is.

Pipe tiles I have uniformly used without cellars ;

and I sco no reason for their use. Having last year
occasion to open a conduit through a field drained with
pipes in HUH (and these pipes of very indifl'en ut make,
the manufacture being theu a novel one), I cut through
many drains, and found no tendency to silt up with
sand, though the "subsoil when dry was found to
crumble into a state of very fine powder, containing an
admixture of very fine quartz sand partially rounded
and mixed with abundant scales of mica" (Professor
Johnston's Report). I must say that collars appear to
mo a totally useless expense and complication of work.
Having quarries of red sandstone in my immediate
neighbourhood, the rubbish stones in which I had for
the carting away, all my conduits and outfalls have been
built with them. These vary from 6 inches broad by
9 inches high, to 9 inches broad by 12 inches high, and
through a conduit of this last size I would not hesitate
to conduct the drainage of 100 acres, provided there
were a good outfall. The labour of opening, building,
and filling in such conduits is paid for at less than Grf.

per yard, a sum below the simple cost of pipes of much
less capacity. This is a point worthy of the considera-
tion of those having somewhat of the same advantages
in proximity to stones. It is true that the cartage of

such is a considerahle item, if paid for, but when done
by the horses of the farm, it is not more felt than the

cartage of tiles from a not very distant work. More-
over, danger from breaking and consequent sinking in,

which in pipes of large dimensions is considerable, is,

by this plan, all but entirely guarded against ; and this is ';

an object well worth some extra labour. I have not
made vent holes to give a circulation of air through the

drains ; indeed, with stoue-built conduits, such as I have
described, the covers of which at frequent hollows come
within 2 feet of the surface soil, I am satisfied that a
circulation of air takes place without this assistauee.

Alex. Simpson, Teawig Farm, Inverness-slave.

Home Correspondence.
Adulterated Guanos.—The shameless frauds practised

by some dealers have been long known and exposed, but
how are such to be detected by practical farmers, who
are not chemists, and yet want a supply just at a time

when a dealer is at hand and ready to sell I A case of

this kind came under my kuowledge some time since,

when the sale and terms of purchase had been settled

between the parties. It was then understood that the

money was to be paid on the day following (10/. per ton)

;

I therefore had little enough time to effect even a slight

quantitative analysis. The sample I received was about
four ounces. Having been accustomed to experimentalise

with several varieties, it occurred to me that, by a few i

simple processes, it would be possible to attain to a pretty

correct idea of the moisture contained in a given weight
(which ought not to exceed 10 to 12 per cent.) of the
quantity of ammonia iu the soluble salts, of the insol-

uble matters, the most valuable of which is the bone
phosphate, in its state of extremely minute division. I

now, therefore, endeavour to recite, in the most simple
terms, the processes adopted by me, and which I uow
venture to recommend to those who have not at com-
mand a more refined analysis :— 50 grains of the sample
to be examined are dried in a paper, placed upon the
hob of a grate, then weighed to ascertain the loss of
water, and rulibed in a small mortar to a fine powder

;

two-thirds ol the quantity (say 36 grains) of fresh air-

slaked lime are, in like manner, placed on the
hob of the grate, and equally dried and weighed,
and both are theu triturated together. The weight
being accurately noted, they are transferred to a small
balanced saucer, moistened with a dessert spoonful of

tain water, and Btirrcd with a pointed quill, Ammo.
niucal join i ", Immediately developed, lot iu much
volume win n placed upon the arm '..•

mixturo is then to be treated with boiling water suffi

cicnl to bring It to o po to,stfrrcd repeatedly, and lefi

iu hint, till dust dry, when the volatile smmoj
have been totally oxpi lied I

.

weigh! will be found to vary accord!: - to fhi

tho guano. In oni i periment mai
provod that, a mixture of SO grains of An
-Hi;,

.
', .J limi i "i aid , o tn ated, bid

graft Thin low , II I to would
Indicate 18 grains In thi 100 ol si onla actually
existing as a boi I

'"
I
"i"'- or nil of till

arc i' ini'i in iii,
i olubb iogi edienl ol pur< ; sound

I'n.'iii'., II by n pen* d experiment i of il

dlffi i
'
ni i urn eel left,

and il" la "i
i ighl i uiincd, a pretty '
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Anderson and Way concur in the opinion ihaf'there
in'" only two constituents which practii uito to

be considered in the estimate ol Ihc commercial value
of guano nod Ho' phosphates." This is admitted, for
the phosphates which exi tin Bome -,i il," salts solublo
in water contain ammonia, Y< t the one in- -

' available
in Turnip culture iti the bono earth (phb

|

It of lime),
which remains in the insoluble matters after water baa
taken up all that it can dissolve. Thesi ii bio sub-
stances include more or lesi urat ol " monia— a valu-
able ingredii at, bnt ri quiring time and accui icy for iu
devclopm.nl. E limiting it at 12 percent, ami the
bono pin, phatt :>i 23 pel t. ; also other organic and
saline mailers at l'i per cent., with 2 or .';

|
, r cent of

sand in all ; 17 per cent, may I e taken (including from
C to 10 parts of moisture) as the mean average of all

the ingredients soluble in rain or distilled water. John
Towers, Croydon, May 10.

Gas Water as a Manure for Grass Lands.— I have
this year seen at the rate of 10 tona pi r

water applied against 20 tons of good rotten dung. 1

was surprised to tee it on A in il lid, the Grass where
the water was applied having a fine green and
appearance, and the other parts of the field as brown as
when tho dung was put on. I have also seen gas lime
used at the rate of h cwt. per acre with great advantage.
R. Gilbert, Eaxby.
Mangold Wurzcl.—I forked up and left in ridges

during the winter some land where I intended to plant
some Mangold Wurzel

;
put on the land a good dressing

of farm-yard manure, and at the end of April planted
it with Mangold seed by dibbling it in. Here and there
patches of the seed have come up, but very weakly, and
on using my knife in places where no plants appear, but
where the seed was sown, I have found worms, some of

them in the seed and the seed generally eaten through.
I send you two of these worms. Can you tell me their

names, whence they arise, and acquaintance with a Buit-

ahle preparation in which to steep the seed for the
future, so as to preveut their ravapeB i I pro| o?e to sow-

again those portions where no plants have come up,

first of all using guano, then covering the guano w-ith a
little of the soil, and soaking the seed in water, so as to

expedite the growth of the plant and recover lost time.

G. P. [We did not receive the specimens sent, beak
the seed in dilute liquid manure so as to hasten its

growth.!

The Wheat Plant.—From various parts of England
and Scotland have been reported the loss of Wheat
plants from effects of the late excessive frosts aud
droughts, inasmuch as huudreds of acres have been
ploughed up as not worth standing. Judging from
similar cases in our own neighbourhood, such alarms

and proceedings may have been out of place. Many in

this district, who have here and there on arable land

lost some half or three-fourihs of their plants from
frost, drought, wireworms, maggots, &c, and who have
had recourse to sowing afresh or ploughing the rest up.

will no doubt have cause at the fall of summer to repent

of their folly iu not first rolling it with a heavy roller,

and turning on to it a flock of sheep for a day or two,

and then keeping it perfectly cleau, thus securing the

chance of getting some 5 or 6 quarters per acre. It

may appear an anomaly, but the very circumstance last

season, 1851, of the universality of lost or thin plants of

Wheat, occasioned from extraordinary wet, &c, was
without doubt the chief cause of so unusual an abundant
crop ; for in many other respects it had to fight through
various unusual vicissitudes never before heard of, and,

ou the whole, was not expected to prove a good Wheat
year. We allude to the circumstances of violent storms,

blights, fungus and rust in the blade, and other strange

atmospheric visitations, together with more abortive

ears than in ordinary seasons. So far as appearances

go, to inexperienced persons, at the present time the

magnificence, luxuriance, fulness of the plants;, and
verdure of Wheat generally in this district, present

themselves much more favourably than in the corre-

sponding month of May, 1854, and augur well so far 1

for a more abundant yield. But all is not gold that

glitters, aud we cannot forbear to remark that no such

productions as last year can be reasonably expected

from the very unusual and extravagant full crops which

now appear ; on the contrary, we must indulge our
i

confidence that such as those which are called partial

or misplants will in the fall of summer prove very far

in advance, provided that such thin crops are kept clear

of weeds. In confirmation of the tolly of sowing too

much seed, we respectfully invite to the notice of our
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Our sheep »er>- fairly represented : four
ited, — 1. Merinoes; 2, Lon;'-«

Marsh, A c

—also long.i aj »iih which *«*r« pieced use

.Sooth Downs.
There were a great many pen* of M«rin'*« of so

very even a character that they bad quite thai appear-
ance of one flock, hut they came fr«n wide

]

parts, and thu* proved the very uniform aid deehahst

character of the breed. The 2d cUae w»a doe almost
wholly to English exhibitors, among whom were the

names of Kingdon, Kadmore, Crcswcil, W aiiina, Ash-
ley, and George Turter. The r jouee rams
was awarded to Mr. Kingdon, of Thorrcrtoo, Devon-
shire ; the 2d to Mr. Crcswell, of Rarfinton, Le» e

c

e>tr
shire ; the 3d to Mr. Raomore, of Tt.orrcrtoo, Devon-
shire. There were 22 animals exhibited. For old rams,
of which 24 were shown, the 1st prize went to Mr.
Watkins, the 2d to Mr. Creswell, the 3d to Mr. Turner.
For pens of three Bheep Mr. Turner, Mr. Watiina, and
the Yicomtc dc Curzay carried off the prizes, the hast

as well as the others being English (beep. Asaoaag
other long-wonlled i-heep, Mr. Bciale Browne and Mr.
Ruck, near Cricklade, carried off the prize* vitfa

young Cotswold rams : Mr. Handy and Mr. B. Browne
with old Cotswold rams ; Mr. B. Browne, Mr. Bargees,
and Mr. Ruck with pecs of Cotswold, Romney Manh,
and Cotswold sheep. Of the 83 pens of sheep in

these two classes 68 were from England, and all the
prizes, except one, and that was for fbeep imported from
Worcestershire, have also come to as. There is a T*ry
good show of South Downs, as there always mast be
when such men as Messrs. Jonas Webb, Rigdoo, and
Ellman choose to exhibit. Six young ram« are ebowrj
by Mr. Webb, to whom was awarded the first price in
that class, nhiie M. Bella, of Gricnon, took the
second with a ram, also imported from Worceaterasnre.
The first prize was not awarded according to EagSsh
judgment—other sbeep of Mr. Webb's lot being con-
sidered superior to the one which received the pnre

—

the aim of the French breeder is somewhat different

from that of the English, and their opinions of merit

thus do not agree. For old rams the first prize was
awarded to Mr. Rigdon : the second to M. Aluer, pere,

for sheep of Mr. Jonas Webb's breeding. Tbe peas of

three sheep in this class were all exhibited by foreagnecs,

the first prize being, however, awarded to sheep of Mr.
Webb's breeding.

The show of sbeep is eclipsed by that of cattle, which

is especially interesting to Enshsh visitors frm the

very complete and salis factory illostration it afford* of

the native breeds of France. The first section, hower^r,

relating to foreign breeds, is extremely inusesbag, and

very well represented also. In it are, of cwu*e, mckuued

the Short-borns. Herefords, Dermis and Snsaex, Ayr-

shire, and other dairy breeds ; together with the Dueh
and Swiss breeds. Among our own breeds naost oi the

prizes are, of conrse, carried off by Englishmen, thengh

foreign breeders have been successful to some exaest

with" all excepting the Devons. In Short-herns the

yonng bulls were all English bat one, tbe £rst prize

being"awarded to tbe Marquis de Taiboaet, for an aaa-

mal of Mr. Richard Strait, n's breeding, Mr. Marjoa-

banks carrying off the second, and the third sung
awarded to Mr. Botton-Levegoes, for an animal of Mr.
Towueley's breeding. Among the old bolls the prizes

were swarded to Lores FeT-eriham and Talbot. Messrs.

Crisp and Strattcn, and H. R. H. Prince Albert—the

first to Lord Feversbam for a red and white bail, bred

by Lord Ducie (by Date of Gloster out of Beatrice),

Mid bought by bis Lordship at the Tcrtworth sale.
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He is a very fine specimen of the short-horn race—the

finest specimen of the genus Bos, we heard it stated,

ever shown in France, and well worthy of his high rank

in this great national exhibition. For heifers of the
j

short-horn breed, the prizes were awarded to Captain ,

Ball, le Comte d'Aspiemont (for an English heifer), and

H.B.H. Prince Albert ; and for cows, to Mr. Stratton,

Caplain Ball, le Marquis de Talhouet (
ror a cow of Mr.

Stratum's breeding), and Mr. Cartwright The Here-

ford breed is remarkably well represented ; ns fine a lot

of animals being shown here as will be, we doubt not,

at Carlisle next July. Lord Berwick takes the first

prize with a remarkably well made large bull ; Mr.

Price is second, and M. le Yicomte de Curzny is third,

with a bull of Mr. Yeoman's breeding (Stratton House,

Herefordshire). Messrs. Perry and Walker, of Leomin-

ster, take the prizes for Cows. The Devon and Sussex

breeds are shown in a class together, and Mr. Turner,

Mr. Farthiug,and H.R.H. Prince Albert take the prizes,

nil with Devon animals. The Ayrshire cattle are not

very well represented, neither are the Scotch, Alder-
,

neys, &c
9
shown along with them. The first prize

among bulls is given to Lord Talbot for a large polled

Angus bull, and the second to a smaU'Ayrshire ; the !

prizes for cows and heifers are all given to Ayrshire
cattle.

And now we come to the breeds of Holland, Switzer-

land, and France, which must be characterised generally,

without any special reference to the prize animals, in

which our readers are not likely to be interested. The
Dutch breed is chiefly useful as dairy stock—they are

large coarse animals, of black and white colour, with
tight skins, handling very hard, and anything but attrac-

tive to those who have Short-horns, Herefords, and
Devons to draw from ; nevertheless importations have,

we understand, been made by Irish breeders— not, we
imagine, with any probability of improving the native
stock. Two classes of Swiss cattle were exhibited, the

one chiefly from Canton Berne, the other described as

of the Schwitz race, both large and generally well-made
animals, ihe former chiefly red or black and white,
the latter of a dun or mouse colour of various shades,
both very well made and good dairy breeds. Their
entree on Friday of last week decorated (both to eye and
ear) with the large bells that are part of their constant
dresB at home, must have been something remarkable.
Upwards of 80 animals of these two breeds are shown,
and their Swiss attendants and owners, fine, tall, well-
made men, with intelligent thoughtful faces, reminding
one of the men one meets on market days in country
towns of Scotland, were as striking a feature of the
gathering as the cattle they have brought. These large
animals—such large-framed heavy cattle—are the breeds
characteristic of the mountain districts of Switzerland !

Among the French races represented in the Champ
de Mars are, (1) the Normandy, a large, coarse, parti-
coloured breed, chiefly dark brindled brown and dun.
(•2.) The Flemish, chiefly red, dark red, aod red and
white, reminding one in form of short-horn cows, and
in colour frequently of the Herefords or more often
of the Devons and the Sussex ; they are a large and
useful dairy race. (3.) The Charolaise, a pure white breed
of great beauty and remarkable symmetry : many
among the bulls exhibited would have passed for

very decent shorthorns, and French agriculture need
not depend upon imported blood for improvement,
having the excellent stock of this race as the ground-
work of a breed which may become as good as any we
possess. (4.) The Garonnaise, a light dun-coloured
breed of remarkable uniformity of character, some of
^vhich, with their remarkable horns, are imported for
sale at Smithfield. (5.) The Comtoise, chiefly white, a
well formed breed of moderate size; and—besides other
classes from the mountain districts of France (6.) the
little black and white breed of Brittany, reminding one
exactly of our own small breed of the Shetland Islands.
Almost all of these races are shown in considerable
numbers. Besides these classes there is one for short-
horns of French breeding, in which, however, the race
is not as well represented as it is in the English speci-
mens shown. The cattle classes include not fewer
than 643 entries, and have well justified the in-

terest excited by them. One very interesting feature
of the exhibition is the number of cattle shown by the
Emperor and by the National School of Agriculture.
His Majesty does not enter into competition with his
subjects—his cattle are shown in a class by themselves

;

and among them are some good Ayrshires, Short-horns,
and cross-bred stock—the result of experiments between
the native breeds and our own Devons, Durhams, Ayr-
shires, &c.

The show of poultry includes many very fine kinds,
but is not equal to what we have in England, either in

the merit of individual specimens or still more in the
•classification and arrangement of them, which would
have made the work of comparison easy to the visitor.

As a whole we should imagine that the result of the
prize list offered by the French Government will be
considered satisfactory by the promoters of this move-
ment. The animals exhibited must be a useful lesson
to the agriculturists of France and of the other countries
from which their visitors and exhibitors have come. It
is to be regretted that a larger number have not availed
themselves of the opportunity of examining so varied a
-collection. The English visitors are not so numerous
as might have been expected, and the whole are far
•from equalling in number those that flock to the annual
gatherings of our own national societies. A largernumber
availed themselves of the free admission given on the
Wednesday, and the .pavilion in which the prizes were

distributed to exhibitors by the Minister of Agriculture

was crowded with spectators.

Farmers' Clubs.
London : Economy and Cost of Good fioads.—This

was the subject of a lecture last Monday evening by
Mr. J. Bailey Denton, of Stevenage. After a few words
of introduction from the chairman,
Mr. Denton said,— I believe, with the late Sir Robert Peel, that

true economy in road management consists in that combination
of care andjudgroent which shall ensure the best result from
the least comparative outlay, without any other consideration

whatever; but as superiority in result is only one element in

that combination, and as the occupiers of land (that class espe-
cially represented by this Club) are by far the largest contributors
towards the cost and maintenance of roads, it becomes quite as
much our duty to check ill-advised expenditure in all its details

as it is the object of the general public to have good roads at any
price. Perhaps nothing could more appositely preface our dis-

cussion than the definition of what a perfect road is, as it will

enable us to comprehend how far from perfect our roads still are,

though so vastly superior to what they were 50 years ago, and
how susceptible they are of further improvement. " A road, to

be theoretically perfect," says Dr. Lardner, "should be—first,

perfectly straight; second, perfectly level; third, perfectly
smooth ; and fourth, perfectly hard. If it possessed all these
qualities in absolute perfection, the consequence would be that it

would require no tractive power at all—an impulse given to a
load at one end would carry it to the other by its inerlia alone.
This is the ideal limit to which it is the business of a road
maker to approximate as nearly as he can, all practical circum-
stances being considered.* But the doctor further observes
" that it is obviously impracticable to make roads in the country
which would be perfect; there arises in most cases the
extremely difficult inquiry as to the best possible compromise
which tan be made between all the inevitable imperfec-
tions, the existence of which we are forced to admit."—See
evidence before Committee of the House of Commons, 1836.
Now, although this definition will serve the good purpose of
showing us our defects, it is not my intention to rest upon any-
thing that savours of theoretical and impracticable perfection,

but to proceed with the subject in that way which shall most
pointedly and in the shortest manner bring us to a true under-
standing of our own position as tenant farmers, who are not only
maintaining for the most part the public thoroughfares of the
country, but are necessarily obliged to maintain the private or
farm roads within our own occupations, where we are fortunate
enough to possess them. In the first place we will have regard
to the turnpike and parish roads— those roads which are called

"public," and are suppo-ted by tolls and rates; and in the next
place, we will refer to those roads which afford internal accom-
modation to farms, which are called "private," and which are
solely maintained by those who possess them. "When treating
of public roads, the question of their economy and cost has refer-

ence to their maintenance, rather than to their formation, and to

this view of them we must confine ourselves on this occasion.
It is in consequence of the vast change that has recently taken
place in the system of our national intercommunication that the
consideration of the matter should not be delayed. Railways are
in fact fast superseding or detracting from the use of the prin-

cipal coach roads, and we shall therefore be better employed in
considering their future support and management than in dis-

cussing any improved means of making new ones, particularly
as we find by every day's experience that the more railways are
extended and appreciated, fresh lines ot existing highways are
opened up radiating to the numerous railway stations, by which
neglected parish roads are brought into use and their imperfect
character brought to light. The effect of this vast change is

becoming gradually known to us all in one way or another. If
we are trustees and bondholders of turnpike roads, we know it

by the insolvent condition of our trusts, although the annual ex-
penditure on turnpike-roads has been reduced in eight years to
an extent of more than 4t)O,O0O2. per annum. As rate-payers we
know it by the increased amount of the highway rates, which, in
the same period of eight years, have increased above 600,000?.
per annum, with the ouilay disproportionately increased in those
particular parishes lying nearer the railway stations, and through
which the traffic from the more distant must pass without con-
tributing to that extra cost; and, as part of the general public, we
know it by the total neglect of those roads which have had their
traffic diverted, and by the unequal condition and the absence
of judicious control of the roads generally. Of course there is
no rule without an exception, and districts may exist where
turnpike trusts are still thrifty, and where uniform good manage-
ment by parochial authorities is prevalent, but I think there is

no one here present who has failed to observe the ill consequences
accumulating throughout the country from the bankrupt state of
turnpike trusts through the neglect of irresponsible trustees, and
from the fact that parish roads still remain under the control of
unpaid and unpractised surveyors serving only for a single year.
With respect to such roads, we have all I dare say, had some ex-
perience, and I am not misrepresenting the fact, when I say that
there are not a few who have felt the necessity of acting as sur-
veyor of highways in our several parishes, as a means of self-

preservation, as a means in fact of remedying the omissions of
preceding surveyors who may, perhaps, have been more liberal
near their own occupations than ours. I will freely confess that
it was the total neglect of the roads in that part of the parish in
which 1 resided that induced me a few years back to seek the
office, and then I did not fail to make the best use of the opportu-
nity to give the neglected roads a dressing which I believe my suc-
cessors have considered so abundant that they have done nothing
to them ever since. But leaving individual cases out of conside-
ration, we must all acknowledge that unpaid services are generally
of little value, and that no man whose income depends upon a
profitable use of his time ought to be called upon to devote a part
of that time to periodical business without compensation, and
further if we examine the matter attentively, we shall find that
the knowledge and application essential to a good management
and economical maintenance of roads is comparatively rare. It
is too frequently believed that any parishioner who can be trusted
to collect and dispense the highway rates is qualified to act as
stonewarden of his parish, and it is this unfortunate theory that
trustworthiness is synonymous with knowledge, supported by
erroneous notions of economy, that has led to the defeat of every
measure which has been proposed for the improved management
and union of public roads in districts. It may be true that a
person may be a good manager of existing roads without being
able to enter into such refined calculations, for instance, as the
resistance of friction and collision of material, the force of gravity
in impeding draught on roads at different gradients, and the
amount of impediment arising from elasticity of formation.
These, however, are elementary data indispensable to a good
road maker, and though, perhaps not so necessary to a road
manager, it is manifest that a knowledge of the whole
subject in its various details must better qualify him ror
his duties than the possession of accidentalinformation, acquired
in the pursuit of another business. Under any circumstances we
shall all agree that any one taking the management of our parish
roads should at least appreciate the advantage of a perfect surface
draining and under draining roads, and the benefit of sun and of
air; the proper sectional formation for different roads according
to circumstances of position ; the relative value of materials in

comparison with the cost of procuring them; the proper size of
material by which to maintain the bottom stratum as well as the
surface covering ; the quantity to be applied to the best advantage
at each dressing, and the best time of applying it; and particu-
larly the economical application of labour in a broad engineering
sense, not as meaning the crowding of men on the roads when i %

is not possible to find work for them on the farm :—these and such,

like practical considerations, we must all admit it is necessary a
surveyor of the highways should be able to apply in all the
details of his office. How few there are who at the present time
undertake the duties possess even this essential knowledge, Or if

they possess it how few will give the necessary time to its profit-

able application ! But as we have now arrived at the critical

period when the trustees of turnpike roads are taxing the parishes
through which they pass, under Sir Charles Burr-ell's act, to

contribute to the roads they undertook to maintain, and when
the'whole traffic of the country is being changed from former
channels to courses at right angles to them, I venture to hope
the farmers of England will see it is time we changed the system
cf management also, that, in fact, we should look to our own
interests as ratepayers, and abandon the unsatisfactory, and in
the main costly, agency ol paid surveyors and paid clerks to
turnpike roads, and unpaid and annual parish surveyors of
parish roads, and adopt the more consistent and, in the end,
less costly machinery of consolidated authority. It will hardly
be credited that although there are only 10,700 parishes in
England and Wales, there are 15,841 distinct places levying
highway rates, and that, although the turnpike roads are costing
leas every year to maintain, the expenditure on highways,
which in 1827 was 1,000,CT02., and in 1839 was 1,169,891?.,

amounted in 1845 to 1,717,3342., without any appreciable
increase in length of the highways themselves; but all this is

true, and it is to the expediency of consolidating these numerous
jurisdictions into unions with an equalisation of expenditure
that I hope you will address yourselves this evening. In the
year 1850 Sir George Cornewall Lewis, now the Chancellor of
the Exchequer, introduced a bill into the House of Commona
having in view the union of parishes in districts and the
concentration of the unpaid officers of parishes into one paid
officer for each union. As you are aware it did not become a
law simply, I presume, because the time was not then ripe for

the acceptance by the country authorities of the principles dis-

tinguishing that measure. But five years have since elapsed
and the country, as well as town, is rapidly acknowledging the
union of extended management as the most effective and most
economical system of management. I shall, therefore, not be
outstepping the duties I have taken upon myself in this discus-

sion in placing before you the scheme of Sir George Cornewall
Lewis, with such additions as shall retain in the hands of the

rate-payers certain powers of appeal and scrutiny, which, I

would submit, it is desirable they should continue to hold.

Under any circumstances, although there may be differenceof

opinion in details, it will serve to bring into comparison with
the present divided and unsatisfactory mode of management
the principles of union management. The main points of the

scheme are these :—1st. The districts of road management shall

be coextensive with the unions. 2d. That a competent surveyor
of roads shall be appointed to each union, or to two or more
unions, according to the extent of mileage of roads within such
union. 3d. That directly any portion of the highway rates of a
parish is applied to the maintenance of a turnpike road, t^at

nirnpike road shall be placed under the management of the

surveyors of the union. 4th. That the surveyor shall be nomi-
nated by the board of guardians, and if approved (after exami-
nation of his qualification for the office) by a central board

of examiners appointed by the Board of Trade, shall receive

the appointment. The board of examiners will be similar

in character to the official referees of the metropolis where the

district surveyors for buildings undergo examination as 1 pro-

pose here. 5th. That there shall be a select committee of the

board of guardians to be called the roads committee to whom
all complaints of ratepayers, and all accounts respecting the

roads shall be referred, whose decision on such complaints

shall be binding on the surveyor, except in such instances as

the surveyor may elect to appeal to the central board of

examiners. 6th. That the salary of the surveyor shall be

regulated by the mileage of, and duties upon the roads under

his management. 7th .""That such surveyor shall make half-

yearly statements, showing the length and cost of maintaining

each public highway within the several parishes distinguishing

the cost of labour and materials, and such half-yearly state-

ments shall be affixed to the church door in each parish within

a month of the termination of each half-year for the inspection

of the ratepayers. 8th. That such surveyor shall furnish the

board of guardians with a complete annual statement of the

total cost of the maintenance and management of the roads

under his charge, together with an estimate of the works re-

quired for the next year, which having been audited as part of

the accounts of the union, the clerk of the board of guardians

shall reduce the whole into an abstract form, and forward it to

the clerk of the peace of the county, in order that it may be

published in the county newspapers and forwarded to the Board

of Trade once in every year concurrently with the other unions

throughout the country. This will enable all persons to com-
pare the cost of management and maintenance of the several

unions and will prevent jobbery. 9lh. That the several ab-

stracts so published shall be formally collected by the Board

of Trade from the several unions throughout the country, and
presented annually as a parliamentary paper to the House of

Commons. These suggestions will be found to differ in some
fevf particulars from the modus operandi set forth in Sir George

Cornewall Lewis's bill, though the principles involved in both

are the same. They have in view the constitution of an uniform

system of management with such security on the score of com-

petency that, as the several turnpike-trusts expire or turnpike-

roads are thrown on parishes to support, we shall have in exist-

ence an executive conducting the maintenance of highways

superior to, and much less costly than, the divided and respon-

sible bystem which prevailed in the management of turnpike-

roads in their most palmy days, and which bad the effect (even

before railways robbed them of much of their incomes) of gra-

dually bringing the majority of those trusts into irrevocable

debt. I have laid great stress upon the perfect competency of

the surveyor, for although there should be in each union a road

committee, so as to preserve the English principles of leaving

local affairs to local management, still it will be found in practice

that the real onus will rest with the surveyor who should be

obliged to devote the whole of his time to the duties of his

office, and you will have observed that I have suggested by an

appeal to the road committee a summary mode of redress for

inattention on the part of the surveyor. This is desirable in

order to avoid the expenses of an indictment. It is estimated

that a person fully understanding the business of road manage-

ment may look alter from 150 to 250 miles of roads of ordinary

character, and that this latitude in figures will represent the

roads with an area 10 miles square, containing 64,000 acres.

There are in England and Wales 104,772 miles of highways, and

57,805 square miles of country, so that we may see at once that

there is not on an average a length of 2 miles of highway to a

square mile of country. In Wei-tmoreland there is hardly one

mile of highway to a square mile of country, whereas in Devon-

shire there are nearly three miles to the same area. Competent

persons are to be found who will undertake the duties for from

1502. to 2001. a year, to which, if 402. were added for keep of

a horse, the average salary would be raised to about 2202.

This would be equal to about 12. per mile of ordinary country

roads; or, to place the matter tangibly before you, so that we
may see how such a salary would affect our pockets as ratepayers,

it is estimated that from %d. to Id. in the pound would satisfy

the salary of the surveyor under such an improved mode of

management. We can each of us compare this with the salaries

paid to and duties performed by surveyors of turnpike-trusts,

and with those isolated instances where salaries are paid
to stonewardens in parishes where payment is made for

superintending the highways, and I think we shall admit
that, looking forward to the time when turnpike roads
will come under the management of the surveyors of roads

in unions, and the expenses attending the present management
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of BUCll turnpike roadtf may be Haved, there will bo little

or no loss in the Item <>f salaries by the change «r system. To
make this may bo well to state that there are Dearly 1200 turn-

pike trusts la England and Wales, having a management of a

length of between 28,000 and 24/000 miles, of which a eonsldoi

able number do not receive sufflelont In tolls t<> cover the cost

of repairs, and pay the Interests of tholr dobts (which amount
In the aggregate to about l\ millions)/ and musl sooner orlator

receive assistance from the lilghwav rates, 1j they do not do so

already. These bankrupt trusts, however, are still represented

by paid surveyors, whose salaries have i" be paid; and though

thoHo sahirien imvn been reduced, the aggregate amount ol

wimt in still paid would go far towards llie coat of road manage-

ment In districts, Tim salaries paid to dories and surveyors for

the superintendence, law, printing, advertising/ &c, amounted,
j find, lu lHUi to above 18OJ880&, or 8/. per mile. n»iw, an there

nppoavs to ho in England and Wales about 180,000 miles of

public roads of all kinds, the amount paid to lawyers and road

surveyors for the 23,000 miles of turnpike roads alone would

under consolidation more Hum pay the salaries of all the sur-

veyors required for the managoraont of the 180,000 m.loa of

public roads of nil kinds, assuming that the 00 LImate of Id. per

mile in Bufflolont payment to the surveyor, with 25 per cent,

added for costs ami oxpensoa attending tlie machinery of concen-

tration. Von will Observe that J have imld llltlo about (ho

flnanclul position of turnpike trusts; it hi too dlihciilt a subjcot to

Introduce into this disoussion; I am content to assume that as

soon as any turnpike trust applies tor parochial rolleflt Bhall

bo treated iih a pauper and sent to the union, by which the OX-

SonHo of management attending such trust will bo saved for the

istrlct through which It passes, i find the highway rates

lovled In England and Wales for the repairs of parish roads vary
very considerably* In Lancashire, Lincolnshire, and Cambridge
Bhlro tho rates appear highest, and the cost of the repairs corre-

spond. The rates in these countlos arc about IQd, to \\rf. In the

pound, and tho cost of repairs from Ml. to UU. per mile. In WOBt-
m'oreland, Cumberland, Devon, and Norfolk, tho rates are lowest.

In those counties they vary from Bd, to (W, in the pound, and tho

coKt of repairs in as low as 47. 6*. to U. 7.v. per mile. The average
cost of repairs of highway in til, St. These figures will enable us

to contrast tho single item of offeotlvo superintendence at Id.

in tho pound, or 1/. per mile with tho present cost of imperfect

reparation, under management partly gratuitous and partly paid

for, and it will not be difficult to believe that the nain in the

cost of maintenance to ho secured by consolidated manage-
ment In qualified hands will bo 10 per cent., which is more than
enough to pay tho win hi cost of superintendence, in cloBlng

this part of tho subject I have only to express tho hope that tho

resolution which shall emanate from this Club will convoy an
acknowledgment of the evils attending the present mode of

managing public roads and tho advantage to bo gained by con-

solidation. Tho experience or rather the want of experience wo
have had of tho 5th and 6th William IV., cap. 50, (which enabled
parishes to conibino voluntarily and has remained a dead letter)

will oblige us, I think, to add that legislative measures to ho

oporativo must bo compulsory. Timo will admit of my saying
but little upon tho second part of the Subject now presented for

discussion. I refer to the economy and cost of private roads,

those internal communications within tho farm which serve to

rctiuco the cost of labour In tho traffic through and upon it. It

has fallen to my lot when acting as engineer to tho General
Land Drainage and Improvement Company, to hear all kinds

of opinions of tho value of farm roads. I have known good heavy
land farms vacated and remain unoccupied for tho want of

internal roads; and as the very opposito of this fact I heard
one farmer in the Vale of Belvoir assert last week, when the

question was asked him, whit additional rent ho was willing

to pay for the accommodation of a road through the middle of

his land from tho public highway to his homestead, that he
could do as well without the road as with it, if he was to he

charged anything for it. Now when 1 state.that tho farm referred

to was entirely on lias clay, and that there was only a field

track marked by ruts in which a dog could run without being
seen, and that the homestead was 70 chains from tho high-

way referred to, I am sure there Is no one hero hut who
will admit that if tho tenant was paying a fair rout

for the land without any road whatever, ho could very

woll afford to pay something for a good one.

{To be continued.)

scarify it, and give a deep croiw-pfoughlnu oi two i-<t-,,'-. rfntei
make, it into ridges or baulli i of 80 or 32 Inches In width, subeofl
the furrows 6 Inches more, And rrbflnevei the m tibi (suitable
plough the ridges sgaln and subsoil the furrow*,

i

woathor Is wry suitable this last plough n • -

until March or April. Carry on about 121 lallyde-
composed manure ol good fj talll -

' L oi flab, or hide ««it,
if procurable, oi - ommon II in U ad, kith 2 i

plough tho soil over the manure, roll cln tlj
I

on nol to fjuoozo compactly; drill 3 to i lbs, ol teed mixed
with a utile Swede

'"

DOYD* : PATENTSELF-ADJUSTING -< v;in,s
J > may he bed of w.- m,
Hwan Law, \/,w\',n\ *o<J • f *,i j. fc**dBti»M A
liberal allow. ^"^ neenwi.m. a

Miscellaneous.
The New Marl-it at Copenhagen Fields is to be opened

formally on Wednesday next, when H.R.H. Prince

Albert will be present at an entertaiincnt given by the

City of Loudon. ____^__^_^__
Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
Futsi NEAR Ciieimsford, May SO.—Since our last communi-

cation we have had a continuance of cold northerly and north-

easterly winds, with some showers about tho 11th, and a few days

of milder weather, from tho 24th to 27th; but vegetation pro-

gressed slowlv, and a week ago the best pasture land would not

afford a good 'bite for cattle, and unless a large amount of rain

falls with warm weather, within the ensuing fortnight, the crop

of hay both of Grass and Clover, must be unusually light. Such

has been the cold state of tho weather by night, and the absence

of sunshine by day, that although the rain which fell upon the

13th and succeeding days was sufficient to cause all descriptions

of seeds to vegetate, yet here, on the 24th, Oats, Mangold,

Carrots, &c, wore but just appearing, and are consequently one

month more backward than in ordinary seasons. This, however,

would have boen of little moment provided genial weather had

ensued; plants at such periods making rapid strides, and in the

end recovering the time lost in tho early spring. Upon this

farm the "Wheat is unusually promising; the plant is generally

good, it tillers remarkably woll, is of a healthy green colour, and

Srows compactly and closely to the surface of the ground. Upon

all the well farmed lands of this district it also promises well,

and although deficient upon light gravelly soils and some of the

strong clay lands after Clover, may upou the whole be considered

as looking well; it is, notwithstanding, later than in ordinary

years, which it will recover under a warmer state of atmos-

phere. Barley and Oats are also promising, and greatly exceed

in appearance that of other seasons. Winter Beans are for the

most part a failure upon this farm, as we before stated :"they have

been ploughed up, and the land fallowed, aud, reduced to admir-

able tilth, is now planted with Potatoes, or sown with Mangold

Wurzel and Swede Turnips. In our last communication we

adverted to our Mangold Wurzel seed being sown ; it has only

recently appeared above the surface, but is a full plant, and

although the plants are smaller than we recollect having seen

them bef> re, are healthy and free from attack by insects. Owing

to some deficiency of plant on several previous occasions wc this

year took tho precaution to mix a little Swedish Turnip seed

with the Mangold seed, and it appears of itself almost sufficient

for a plant. What are not required can be easily hoed out, but

wherever tho Mangold plants are deficient will be left. Before

mixing it should he moistened with some clammy substance,

such as treacle, to prevent its separating from the Mangold seed,

as it has a tendency to do so, and to come up irregularly. But

the better plan where a manure drill is used, is to incorporate

it with the superphosphate or some other portable manure. From
the scarcity of cattle food experienced this season this root must

become more extensively grown in succeeding years, and perhaps

as wo are successful in its production a few hints may not be now
out of place upon its cultivation. As early in autumn as possible

plough up a Wheat stubble, to the depth of 4 or 5 inches if it

requires cleaning from Couch and weeds. Then harrow and

'i urnlp .!•<<) And I < wt, ol lupc p
i ni *

|
{,< dibbled Id >••> lie* n m l»

nt about i Inch In depth; In either cue taking <

tho seed more then i"> Inch In depth ; roll lightly i (u i

If the woathor Is showei y leave tho drill* uncovered
I

the furrow i tut won oj treed! JPP' -'" v I u*l f forkli

band proccu i every parth lo of Couch, Dock*, or n
care nevot to letwt ed -.-• 1 1 Ico tin m\m\
'i Inchon high single tliom ont, selecting the be tl plot

I

Jllg away flu; »- .'#
t

. ;il J'i hi' li'-'i Inter yh!i, i <

and ilngle afterwards by band. Thl i 1 1 1 1 il

Bufflclon! nurabor ol boyi or women to keep do*
Keep entirely free from weeds by the borne-hoe. end by hind
booing the earth from the plant* About (bo middle ol Bepl
commence lining the leave* by cutting up with atraw Into cbafT
pulling ani i a torin : the roots booh afterwerda TbUj
bo continued until December, If It Is doalrou to c i

i

leaves, but tin? roots should bo h idlately pulled and
also, or front may injure them ;

pack them In oblon i u

,

feet wldo, with the crowna outward a, bringing them toe ridge
similar to tho roof of a thatched or tiled building to •>

height of8 feet, cover with Whoat-atraw, then -

I

Ing earth and cover over Inches thick, leaving i

each Bldo for a weok "r two uncovered for the heated «ir to
« icapo, and when oarthed up afterwards a twinkil buncli I

should bo Inserted about every Bfcet, for tho ventilation of the
mass. The earth should be beaten compactly ind
(hatched ovor with Barley or Wheat straw l

frohtn. Tho roots ought not to be used until after January, or
until iholr second vegetation ban commenced, o chemical action

'

upon the Juices taking place at that time, M tl I til

becomes fixed; It should be plucked Into small pieces or bruised
with a heavy wooden mallet, pulped or sliced, and mixed wiih
cut straw chaff, feeding cattle with from 10 to 80 lbs, per diem,
aH it connlxtH of nearly four-fiftlm of it« weight of water. Ihii
precaution Ik necoHnary to prevent scouring of the di at cattle, to
which it has a groat tendency in tho early spring months ; It Im-
proved gradually till July, up to which time It may bo
every description of Hvo stock ; It however should not I

to breeding ewen,&c, before lambing, or to flown win!
|

little pigs it is also Injurioufl, but thoRO of Ave or mx tai til

thrive remarkably well upon it. Much of the success attending
its production depends upon tho quality of the sc-d ; there U
little If any difference, as regards quality or value, betwixt the
Long a tul <

;
iui> Red, and the Long Orange and Globe vi

Upon the best and heaviest descriptions of mixed soih the Long
Red is most productive, upon the lighter descriptions the Globe
Orango is the heat; tho produce varies from 20 I

acre. The roots should bo selected for seed of a clear uniform
colour, fine crowns, with bright glossy leaves, the root should end
In a .single top to each without fungs, and abundance of Hmall
fibres, and having such slight bold of the soil as to be pulled
easily without the assistance of any implement, and by twisting,
not cutting, off the leaves, which if not required for cattle should
be ploughed in for manure. Upon strong soils it is usual to

manure plentifully with long stable dung, ploughing deeply
before winter and merely scarifying the land in the spring,
about tho middle of April drilling in the seed with about 1 cwt.
of artificial manure or superphosphate of lime per acre. We have
dwelt at so great a length upon this subject that your space will

not allow much further remark, hut as we sometimes in our
experiments succeed well and sometimes on the contrary, it

behoves us alike faithfully to mention those of the unsuccessful
character. It will be recollected that we mentioned having
applied lime combined with salt to our Potatoes at the time of
plantiug to prevent disease, nml so fni as appearances lead us to

judge, we fear most of the Potato cuttings are kilted by the pre-
paration accelerated by the dry state of the soil. "We obtained
tho hint from the observations of an experienced farmer at the

London Farmers' Club, and after having escaped miracaloosly
from a conflagration of our premises by the lime and salt having
caused ignition of portions of the building, wc shall in addition

forfeit the crop, wholly or nearly so, by this experiment. At
present It is impossible to say what the result may be upon
portions planted without the application of the lime and salt.

The Potatoes are looking vigorous and healthy, whilst those so

prepared cannot yet bo seen. In yonrcolumns a correspondent re-

marks upon our having stated "that rooks never feed upon
insects if they can procure grain," and proceeds to establish the

facts to be otherwise, by showing that they have fed up-'n the

larva; of insects during" the past month, but admits that his

earliest grown crops have been devoured by them. Rooks, like

most other birds, feed their young upon grubs and insects, but
wherever grain is to be had, they prefer living entirely upon it.

They doubtless effect a great deal of good at certain seasons, but

like the sparrow it is certain that they effect much injury. The
question is therefore whether under the present state of cultiva-

tion of our lands they should be suffered, as in the instance to

which wc alluded, to increase to such an extent as to lay the

whole surrounding district under contribution of black mail for

their support, as it is only when in great nnmbers that they

become emboldened to do* great acts of mischief, and in such
instances it is next to impossible to prevent them accomplishing

it, by reason of their vigilance and early and late habits. We
have cultivated farms upon which rooks were never scon for

many months together, but we have not any recollection of being

more injured by insects tran at present where they abound.

Upon arable lauds well farmed and kept cleAr of decaying vege-

table matter and sour Grasses, scarcely any insects will be found

to exist so as to bs injurious, and in such cases the rooks would

be better away. In the winter months they resort to marshes^

and live principally upon grubs found at the roots of the decaying

Grasses, especially those of the large gnat called "daddy-long-

legs," so prevalent in autumn. Next to these grubs they appear

to prefer tho wirewonn, but neither worms or slugs are ever

eaten by them except in seasons of great drought. The advo-

cates for their preservation inquire naively for what purpose

except that of good were they designed ? We do not deny the

fact, and inquire iu return, for what good purpose were rats

designed? and pause for a reply. We shall have neither Grass,

Clover, or Vetches; unless abundance of raiu follows, thes

will be exceedingly deficient. Wheat and Barley, however,

would doubtless be injured by rain; they are now over-luxuriant.

and would ill succeed with any continuance of showery weather.

PARKES' STEEL DICCINC FORK* * DRAlNlf.C TOGLl
Mi k.s. UUUOJ

large a*
upward* of IOO0 '

liovnl A ;-

fvtr km Vj mt WL
,

. I cation, aetd I U •*••..•;

'
I %nn If/if!*-Tr,*T,'» • f . .

UICHMOND fl ( fl iNDLBK - PATK>

All th inM.ro
'tured on the most «c:entI5e and in-
home use Afill

Salford, ManchGst*?: anJM -

IM PROVED MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINE-

Notices to Correspondents.

Leg vl Qcestioks : J A" and X T Z. We do not give pr

answers except to purely agricultural questions. Unprofes-

sional opinions as to what is justice do not always coi

With professional opinions of what is law. If any on

to faults in his oicu fence, suffers by the straying in upon hi

of his neighbour's cattle—those cattle being of the Ivtds ord

erased in fields—we imagine he has no remedy against Ms

neighbour.* but is himself alone to blame. As to the sheep

sold to the butcher, if he boncht a certain lot of sheep ana had a

certaiu time allowed him for their removal, tbe death c: any

rinriiv that time is Ids loss, not yours.

StSsTIppVtds: O asks Mr. Horsfall to be ™o
enough to te'.l an intending imitator of his dairj- management,

ivhose steaming apparatus lie employs.

\ LEXANDER SHAMES wra SOB, Artmaib,
'

inhln, larmtoa udSok
ty, GeoBT. o* C«rf««

• this Improved M.chiM for Moving «od KeOfag l*""Jt
Machine is in operation in tte KoyU G«««« «i J"£*r*

». Buckingham P»U». «si " Ojbc™. *?****£?£
Gardens at K 1'»*. **Z**^'*™'lZl££l£
Blenheim r : id. eleven. :. . ufco, B»SU»e«.

,m Abbej-. Clumber. LUIesball.

Eridge Castle. Enrille Hall, Tiptree Htl Clu.
man? other of the principal gardens m :re ^08*?^™?,™
the United Sta-e=. Eritish America, i^<«AeC«jt»*JJo»
its merits bare been fnllr pro-red, mod iu etwob aSmtBt**.

The machine is made to cot the breadth c. •

15 inches respectively, is eioeedmgly d
J
rHJfv^SLS^S

and adjusted to cut to the length reqmref Th€ "«*»" •»»•

<rork is far superior to ^Uat mar be a.tair.al ^1*L^?2S
mower, while at the same time a gre»4 s»Tuagof•*~^™*^S2t
and die turf much improved. By the Urg«ts»»cM«» -»--»

acre mav be mowed, rolled, and theGrass «05e:«J» """El.
A. S. and Sos have much T ;

made considerable improvement in :i:^_*C*g. jTJSl
machine this vear. by which the draught .s f?«™2Mrf^i
This machine combines an the merits "° ****??£*„,i.
larger machines with firm aod secure °~Z?^JZL*
«dm5i»b> r ^lirt^SsfiSiw
AUBtJ and SOI aL«o ??P?^*J?£L£2£

to "Flen-.r-^ "V6 j-4__. it-

aSSS
ample sal

..aDoaacmi d«
^iweeJsfTM;«. ._

lo__rrb.v—
on applicatioa. — 7T~^ T"

« l^RIGI DOMO.--P.
"

P n -wti the Trake cf Vc.r!im»berlai>-- -

: ;•-,, ::-t
•:--- - - -

.. \ ;

PROTECTION FP.OM V _-*T.

ired length, 2 yards wide, at l*-«^Pf^-.
- - - - - . -

-

inrrev and of a . knuafMi ar - ? :-visoKB. throoghnBt the

kingoom. ItismnchcheapertbMimaisasaKTErais.
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AVARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE*W OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.
The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder to anypond or tank required.

Price of 4^ in. Pump, with legs, 3/. 3s.

The barrel is 27A in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. bigh.

li inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. Gd. per foot

1± inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Gd. per foot.

Ulay be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and

Manufacturers, Johs "Warner & Sons,

S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,

Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

IX/ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING- STAN-
VV DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel under nose. £ s. d.

21 in. short 1 ft, 7 in. / Fitted for lead,

2i „ long 3 ,, 3 „ gutta percha,

3J
4
24

cast iron

1 12
1 15

2 12
2 18
3 5

ditto 3 „ 6
ditto 3 „ 6 „ I flanged pipe

ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wasb-bouses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Countrv, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNEH and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

IOHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

n. 19s.. to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals. ,24

gals., & 35 gals.

Maybeobtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
intownorcoun-
-^?f-or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery" of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to aDy height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5d. to Is. 3d . per lb.

TOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewia Crescent,
O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS,
GARDEN E>GINES, and SYRINGES.

firaas SyriiiK***. 9«- to lie.

All articles of John Warner & Sons' manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at
the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much -work in five minutes as he could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to
himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.
No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses,
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-
quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c,
Sheets of Engravings sent on application

.

"DLACK JAPAN VARNISH.—This article will be
-*-* found from its durabilitv and cheapness of the greatest
utility for Painting Hurdles, Wire-work, Palings, Gates, Fences,
&c, and out-door work of every description, whether of Wood or
Xron. Its value haB been proved by the test of time. It should
be well stirred up before using and applied cold. This Varnish

be k^tdosed
quaUty for "** lenSth <* time, provided the cask

J***nV% °T^
ine

n
throneh any ironmonger

; or of John Wabner
•Ss fcONS, 8, Jewin Crescent, London

! ^niL
B

* r '
w <?-\S contail»nS 28, or 14 gallons, at 2s. per

|

gallon. Casks (which cannot be returned), 5sfeach.

WARNER'S SWING WAT ER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all Jarge Establishments where much water-

ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 32. 3$.

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sonp, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

f TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
'J • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best -well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ "„ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 2S „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
^ • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 ,, „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 4o „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ ., 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

14 inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1% inch, 125.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 10s. Gd.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Tvlor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone tbey will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tvlor & Son's Manufactoiy, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London. _^_^____^____

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
" • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 2Ss. each.
Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering

plants on stands at a height of S feet, so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.
Ey a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any oiher Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving. >f labour is effected; and the -necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at every discbarge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained tor any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get- on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tvlor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.

\\

FOR WATERING GARDENS.
HANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-
factured especially for the above purpose ; is of greater flexi-

bility than any other description of Hose; is capable of resisting
great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the mains of
water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.

WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary h-assjoints,
stop-cocks, brandies, and spreaders complete,

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made
any length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.
VULCANISED RUBBER WASHERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of steam and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

All communications and orders punctually attended to, addressed
to the Manufactory, Jas. Lynh Hancock, Goswell Road, London

fATER YOUR GARDENS WITH THE IM-
PROVED FLEXIBLE GUTTA PERCHA TUBING.

Half-inch, 4.d. per foot,

light; A^d. per foot, strong;
larger sizes in proportion,
for manuring land, &c.
Brass-hand tubes, with

rose, jet, and tap, from
4s. Gd, each.
Union Joints, Is. Gd.

eacfaj fitted complete.
Instructions given to

affix joints to Taps.
Garden Engines, of

great power, 4.1.4s. each;
Self supplying do., 41. 10s.

each.
Post Office Orders pay-

able at City Ruad Branch.
JAMES W. WATTS, Gutta Percha Factory, 27, City Road.

HOSE PIPING.
TO ENGINEERS, AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS,

SHIP CHANDLERS, and FIRE BRIGADES.
WAITH MAN'S PATENT FLAX TUBING

(1 in. to 3 inches iff diameter) will sustain a greater pressure,
is lighter, less bulky, will wear longer, and is about 60 per cent,
cheaper than the leather hose pipe. Manufactured only by
Waithsian & Co., Bentbam, Lancaster.

Inches in Diameter and Peice Per Yard.— |, lid.
;

1, Is. Id.; 1£, le. 3d. ; li, ls.7d.; 1^, ls.Bd.; 2, 2s.; 2£, 2s. 3d.;

23, 2s. Gd. ; 3, 2s. 9d.

Testimonial from Mr. Wright, Lancaster.—I beg to inform yo"
that I yesterday tested your piece of 2A inch Patent Flax Tubing,
connected with the Lancaster Waterworks, in the presence of
the Mayor, Mr. Rawlinson, Government Inspector, Professor
Owen, &c. The column of water at which the tubing was tried

was equal to 340 feet in height, or about 150 lbs. on the square
inch, and I have pleasure in stating that the hose sustained this

pressure most admirably.

Testimonial of Captain Martin, of the Great Britain Steam. Ship.—
I have much pleasure in being able to tell you that your hose,

supplied to the Great Britain and other ships, is well worth the
attention of shipowners. It gives us great satisfaction.

Testimonialfrom Fairba'rn & Co., ofLeeds.—We have tested your
hose, 2£ inch in diameter, with the pressure of the Leeds Water-
works. and found it highly satisfactory.

FOR LIQUID MANURE AND AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES.

EEDWARDS' IMPROVED CANVASS SUCTION
^ HOSE, is the Cheapest and Best in use. Wove Canvass

Hose, without seam, &C.-32, Great Sutton Street, Clerkenwell.

pOTTAM and HALLEN have 011 Show, at their
V^ Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and crnamental.

Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,
Garden Arches, &c.

Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the roost improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may he
obtained.

(i
1ALVANISKD WIRE GAME NETTING.—

7d. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

Id. per yd. Em7. per yd.

9 „ 6i „
12 „ 9 ..

8 „ 6 .1

10 „ 8 „
1* H „

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-iuch „ strong „
2-inch „ extra strong „
l§-inch „ light „
Ift-inch „ strong „
ljj-inch „ extrastrong „

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.
per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnabd &Bisbop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.
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HARTLEY'S 1'ATKNT ROUGH PLATE GLASS,

(I8tli Uili:k, or H lbs. to Ui" Root; 8-IBHib, or8 lb*.; and
4th, or 1 Mm, to Mm foot;) for RldgG itTlc] fflln'OW Ui.olii, o reun-
ious>3u, Hallway StaUouu, Engine Suadu, MUlD, Market Hullu,
,iul J/ublic Bulldlngu gonornUy.

I'.ick.xl In Utixt'.H ol'OO feet eacli.

Bby-i, andiii Dyl* Ute.fc&ipor bo
7 „ B, — 7* „ n{ 12 „

8 „ 6, — Hi „ 114 13 (I „

« „ 7, — »i „ l\, and 10 by H 15 „
For larger hI/.uhii Cull Mhi of Prices will be Hontonapplle itlon,

JAMES PHILLIPS &. Co., London Agents,
116, Bishopsejato Street Without.

i.Lnib FOR CONStKV/UOIiltS, ETC
HI5TLEY and CO. supply 16-oz, SHEET GLAI I

,

ol British Miuiiii'act.iini, at prloeH-varyiDg ttoxa 2d, t<» ::d.

per square font, for the initial sizes required, many thousand feet

Of which are k..|it rimily paokad lor lltniinilliili'.lrll vtiry.

LlHte of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATHNT KIUMIII PLATE,THICK crown QLASS.GLASe
'i'lhl^H nm I SLATES, WATEH-PIPES, PROPAGATING
ahAHHKH, (J LASS MII.K TANS, PATENT ELATE CLASS,
OKNAMKNTAL WINDOW CLASS, and HI. ASS SHADES,
to Jamkm Hktijcy & do., 85, Solid H(|iiaro, London.

Sep (iardmitir*' Ohroniclo brut Saturday in wicli month.

I NOUS anu Mil 5HOLM, ' hsrlc 8tr l

' Manchester, make ' < ' B
other purposoH of the bosl quality at ;

- res lonabl. [11

1 '• i &i mallei, i,
I liarlm Dtri at, I

i
-

QMOKE CONSUMED, m .
| I by not oi

*J Parliament, A -

fJO UIW IJ:, hi a small oxp
examination

peotors, ifho havo p
to pi rsons htIio L i th m li

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY.—
The Mana^em beg to Inform (he Nobility and Gontry,

ParmoiH, Gardemn'H, Ate., that their nmv List of Prices may he
bad rreo on application at the Company's Depot, 290, Oxford
Street, London.

PLATE, CROWN, and SHEET WINDOW CLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ltOUIIll PLATE for Kooling Con-

eervatoi-ii'H, Mulls, and Public Buildings.
Coloured and Ornamental Glass.
CRYSTAL SHAPES for covering Ornaments, and
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-

head'a Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for Dairies, Groon-
houses, Stables, oca.; Glass Milk Pans, Palls, Tests, and Measures;
Cream Pots and Syphons; Churns, Putter TestB and Slabs; Tilee
and Slates; Ueo Hives, &c.

Aquariums, Porn Shades, Propagating Glasses, Fruit Pro-
tectors, Preservo Jars, Cucumber Tubes, Hand Lights, Flower
Vasns, Labels, Ac., and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,
Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Class.

It

if- i,

ml follows :

Elision X- Amos, l.u

. Boulhwark, upplli J to
»lx boilers

Earn, in .". ' D
I

I lid Ford,
applied '' ..I bollei i pan I

Enth ,V Bon, n .

Streot
Truman, Uanbui ,' Co., Brii I

I, ii no
Pontile ' V I, Mlllwnll
.''-'i, i.'"

. ii ii, Co,, illllirtll

London Dock I

Bed h-' I
.

.:
i lay. rs'Armj

Dives, Mlllor, Datloi on

Robson & ,s.,n, L| iiiornond
Streel

t.i.i. ilia &C'o., 1

Valh.p, '.

i

Quick .V Norman, llreweri
. ...

i

'

[pi Krleh

'
I .i.-r Works

, Drovers,

I

i
i r

i

... ;.: ell --.'nil

J Amos

For furthor p ti tlcttlni i apply at the Roclpi
and Smoke i Inns n I

....
I'. .'i' Hiii.-.., Bow. or to Joi . .

Patontoo, Arnold L'orraco, Bofl Road, London

fOREICN AMD ENCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, BtsuorsGATK Stueet, Without.

rp MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEETA • GLASS in any size or etibstance, packed in 100, 200, or
800 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Heduced tariff; boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 In. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4^ in. ...

61 i, «
n i, 84
Si >, 6,
a* .. 74
10* >, 8i
Vi ii 9
10 n 10
11 ii 10
11 .1 11
12 1, 11
13 •I 11
13 „ 12
13* ,. 131
i&i „ 134

7 „ 5
8 „ (1

9 „ 7

10 „ S
11 ii

SI

13 „ 9
10J „ 101

11+ „ 10*
H+ » 114m „ ii*

13+ „ ii*

13i „ 124

1*4 „ 13*

12j . Oi
12 (i

13
13 6
13 6
14
11
14
14
14
14
14
16
16
16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21* by 13*, 16* by 14,1, 20 by 14.
31 by 14, '20 by 15, at 18a. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 toot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3±

, f

HARTLEY'S Hough Plate, Sheet aud Rouuli, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk, Pans, Cucumber Tubes, aud Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

PRIZE MEDAL—18 51.
AT A VERY ECONOMICAL RATE.

SAMUEL CUN0Y, Mason and Builder, Pihlico
Marble aud Stone Works, Belgrave Wharf, Lower Belgrave

Place, Pimlico, London.
Marble Chimney-pieces manufactured by improved machinery.

The public are invited to view the stock, unequalled for quality
and price. A good Marble Chimney-piece for 4.0$. Marble Work
in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate for Halls, Dairies,
Larders, &c. Circulars sent on application.

N.B. The "Royal Blue" Omnibuses pass the Works every
ten minutes from the Bank.

COWS.
CJARVEY'S CELEBRATED c<>W DIUNK9, U.

* Q/lCh, h,l 1 .' 1. 1 !, ||
|

| |
|

.
!

iin- glvon wlthoncli Drlnfc for the Iro itmoni
dontal to Com i, for w\\ cli th -,

trill be fo I n •> . .

I

romi iiy. Onn Drink glvon nt tho< icnccmo
Feol and Moutli Dl \U mpi r, wiU perfeotly t la » U:w
dayfl.—Compounded by U. Habtby, Votorlnary
olesfleld, Chosblro. Bold by all Medicine Vendors. \V\
Agonta, Badclay St Bona, and Uajudbm St Boxs, London.

A STROLOGY.— Persona residing in London or clsc-^A where can nond my Addrosi, Christian and Sarnamo, snd
Ago, in a lottor containing 1 9 p" tagc lamj P
.Mr:i,vn, i. r. Princes Road, Lumbcth, London (the only .

astrologor In the universe), and tnoy will recelre by rel

post special poi nm on their nflmoi, In which their Dcstl
bo revealed.

Thb Successicul Uksults op thb last II

A

lp- Centurt havr
iii' DBVOND C>iii:sTi(is that

ROWLAND'S M ACASSA K I HL pofleesses
* v peculiarly nourishing powers In the growth, restoration, and
improvement of the human Hair, and is now universally acknow-
ledged to ho tho cheapest, and superior to all other preparations
for the hair. It prevents it from falling off or tnrniD
strengthens weak balr, produces a thick and lnj
cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully
soft, curly, and glossy. In the growth of the Beard,
Whiskers, Eyebrows, and Moustachlos, it is unfailing in its
stimulative operation. For children it Is especially recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Price
3s. 6rf. and 7s.; Family Bottles (equal to four small), 10*. &J.; and
double that size, 21s. Cadtios.—On the wrapper of each bottle
are the words, Rowlands' .Macassar Oil, in two lines.—Sold by
A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London, and by Che-
mists and Perfumers.

DU YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?— No other compound for the Hair

lias maintained such an enduring celebrity as Ehilt Dean's
CRIN1LENE. It is guaranteed to produce Whiskers. Hons-
tachios, Eyebrows, &c, In a few weeks, and restore t!>>? Hair lib

Baldness, from whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent
its falling off, and effectually check Qreyness in all its stages.
— Price 2.s-. per package (elegantly perfumed); sent post free, on
receipt of24 penny postage stamps, by Hiss i>< an, 37 a, Man-
chester Street, Gray's Inn Road, London. B »Id by every Chemist
in the wnrld.—"In one fortnight It produced a beautiful set
of moustacliios." II. Adams.—" It has prevented my hair falling
oft'." J. Hickson.—" It has quite checked the greyness that was
coming on." Mrs. Elder.

Boware of imitations under closely similar names.

DINNEFOBD'S PURE FLUID MAGNESIA has
been for many years sanctioned by the most eniinen'

Medical Profession, as an excellent remedy for Acidities, Heart-
burn, Headache, Gout, and Indigestion. Asa mild aperient, it is

admirably adapted for delicate
I ticularly during preg-

nancy; and it proreuts the food of infants from turning sour
during digestion. Combined with the Acidulated Lemon Syrup,
it tonus an Effervescing Aperient Draught, which is highly agree*
able and efficacious.—Prepared by Dinnef i spensing
Chemists (and General Agents lor the Improved Horae-Haix
Gloves aud Belts), 172, New Bond Street, London, aud Sold by all
respectable Chemists throughout the Empire.

^lilSm

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDOl
A SH0WJR00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Hand-^lass Frames Garden Engines
Game Netting Dj. Strings
Hurdles Do. Rollers

Garden Chairs Flower Labels

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING. GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVF.RY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN. ORNAMENTAL. CAST ASD WROUGHT IRON. AND 'SVrRE WORE

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL QATE3 AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental "Wire Work
Fl-jwor Stands

Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.
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Il.iV inr, i"irr*y.
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• OLD] PUBA

TO CAV^

'j'o BE l.i.l, on Ii .

a. din 1

- -*».r.

Ing on' .
,

worthy attention, and wjil I

t;, »y be .',.:»<:
. by applying m aUx-r*.

NURSERY AND SILO BUUNL
TO BE SOLD, or LET foe a bma of

Nanery, Seed and Plant Ratio***, erh

folly carried on for the last 33 yean In a j *;»i-j1 . rietsa' aa4 MMt
fashionable wat«riD^-pIaoe In the eolith of EagU*d. I •- Xnracry
groundd are advanUeeoiulr [I a tnMat «f the town,
within half a ml *i*4 <\o+*. iofta pfte-
dpal entrance i-* the lar^e Seed and shvw Shop. Tbe Gronda
comprise about ei^'ht acres of good lend, end '.\r larRv Glaaa
Structure.'-, h'-atcd with hot -water, with ±* r+r*\ piuaad Fnmw,
the whole being w* ;.ll f imi- bed with 01 ftt/<jc.

n whining to cany on tbe abwrc b—faeaa * .,1 and thie
well worthy of «• be .fires 1tr
the retirement of the present propriet eri»"
apply to Messrs. E. G. Ilaxoxaaox 6t 6

St, J ohn's Wood, London.

BE SOLD, the LKA-rro BE
X NTJBSERV
London. Any pel

genuine concern.
particulars apply

anJ GEAPl
:M a
-tfcer

u mtvbuL

TO BE SOLD."
DLEK'S RU3INI-

TO CORN DEALERS
iRN-CHAX-

a deeirabW p*rt of tbe wtat
end of town, having a larc* oon»«eti«o Acoog :

gentry. Premium 300Z. Stock and I

valuation.—Address a .

Mansell & Eli --'Jd \ ru z—r*. 13*. Bel*
grave S^ I^iyjoe

j .

rPO BE SOLD,

n

Hea«injD va H
-L and SHOP doing a good ready money bastaea*, ia the Seed,
Ilerb, acd Plant Trade. Jobbing may b* aftded

by letter on'- 25, Manor Place, Wi
Surrey.

TO FLORISTS AND CAROENERS.TO BE SOLD, A GREAT BARGAIN, br Tain*.
a. tion or private tra

\'-mnliis Cbrr-
sftnthemnms, Hollyboc
and a general good assorts:-: - taj oot in tbe
trade; consisting of a very large Greenhouse Uf* feet loag,
Forcing and Propagating Honses, Cold P
with all sms of Tools forose; Hkesi>e three Urge Water Taut*.

d supply of V i well laid-oot ; and also a
good lot "f Fruit trees in foil b»>a-

>'.C Situated in Surrey, at Qes frcen Loodos, ad-
joining a railway station, and within half a sulee/ a good saarkes
town; a good Dwelling :* taken
by vear or lease.

Dahlias from 3#. to 6*. per fas ti aad strong plasts.

Fuchsias _ 6a to :;

Pinks. Picotees, and Carnaiions. all named, e

A good assortment of £
^LBnidinell Place, > 'Ton.

5alC5 far, tZMttWXL

15.000 bedding and 0~her plants.
without : -
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Now ready, THE THIRD PART, price 6s., in splendid folio, of the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN (life size).

Illustrated by NATURE-PRINTING.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

WILLIAM HOWITT'S NEW WORK ON AUSTRALIA.
Now ready, in two vols, post Svo, price 21s. cloth,

LAND, LABOUR, and GOLD ; or Two Years in

Victoria: With Visits to SYDNEY and VAN DIEMEN'S
LAND. By William Howitt, Author of " Visits to Remark-
able Places," tc.

London: Loxgmax, Browk, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, in lflmo, price 5s. cloth,

THE SINGING BOOK ; or, the Art of Singing at

Sight taught in Progressive Exercises. By James Turle,
Organist of Westminster Abbey; and Edward Taylor, Gresham
Professor of Music.

London : Longman , Brown, Green, & Longmans.

PIESSE'S A&T OF PERFUMERY.
Nearly ready, in fcp. 8vo.

THE ART of PERFUMERY and the METHOD
of OBTAINING the ODOURS of PLANTS : With

Instructions for the Manufacture of Perfumes for the Handker-
chief, Scented Powders, Odours, Vinegars, Deutifrices, Pomatums,
Cosmetiques, Perfumed Soap, &c.; and an Appendix on the

Colours of Flowers, Artificial Fruits, Essences, &c. By G. W.
Septimus Piesse, Analytical Chemist, Author of Papers on the

Odour of Flowers, in the Gardeners 1 Chronicle, &c.
London: Longman. Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, new and improved edition, price Is.,

THE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being
a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the
Chest, &c. Also, by Ihe same Author, price 10s. Gd.,

A TREATISE « n ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEART.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In 1 vol. Svo, with above 12,000 Woodcuts, 31. 13s. Gd. cloth,

LOUDON'S ENCYCLOP/EDIA' f)F PLANTS.
New Edition, corrected to the Present Time, by Mrs.

Loudon ; assisted by George Don, F.L.S., and David YVooster,
late Curator of the Ipswich Museum.

*£* This Edition contains nearly 250 additional pages, and
above 2000 new Illustrations, without addition to the price.

Included in the above, and to be had separately, price 21s.

SUPPLEMENT: Comprising all Plants originated
in or introduced into Britain between March 1810 and March
1S55; with a new General Index to the whole Wrork, and above
2000 new Woodcuts.

" The first edition of this celebrated work, which is incontest-
ably of the greatest utility to gardeners, and, indeed, to all who
have not access to great libraries, consisted of 1159 pages ; the
latest in our possession filled 1329 pages; thatnow brought before
the public occupies no fewer than 1574, forming a solid, massive
volume of small print, comparable to nothing so well as to a
dictionary. The great recommendation of the work has always
been its woodcuts; which, although only miniatures, were never-
theless drawn hy Mr. Sowerby with such happy art, and so skil-

fully engraved by Branston, that the plants could always be
recognised, even hy those little acquainted with the vegetable
kingdom. The continuation in the form of supplements is

executed in a manner more than worthy of the original, and
brings down the subject to the latest possible moment How
many figures the work contains we are unable to ascertain, hut
we estimate the number of plants actually represented by good
woodcuts as amounting to something more than nine thousand!"—
Gardeners' Chronicle.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

NEW AND ENLARCED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Now readv, in Svo, with 9S Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

'THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
-*- TURK; or, an Attempt-to explain the chief Operations of

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.

Contents.
BOOK I.—The principal Circumstances connected with Vegetable

Life which illustrate the Operations oi Gardening :

—

1. Vital Force
2. Germination
3. Growth by the Root
4. Growth by the Stem

5. Action of Leaves
6. Action of Flowers
7. The Maturation of the Fruit
8. Temperature.

BOOK II.—The Physiological Principles upon which the
Operations of Horticulture essentially depend :—

11. Propagation by Layers and
Suckers

12. Propagation by Buddini

1. Bottom Heat
2. Moisture of the Soil,

Watering
3. Atmospherical Moisture

and Temperature
4. Ventilation
5. Seed Sowing
G. Seed Saving
7. Seed Packing and Plant

Packing
8. Propagation by Eyes and

Kuaurs
9. Propagation by mere

Leaves
10. Propagation by Cuttings

by
and Grafting

13. Pruning
14. Training
15. Potting
16. Transplanting
17. The Preservation of Race

hy Seed
18. The Improvement of

Races
19. Resting
20. Soil

21. Manure
" The author has always felt that the naked principles laid

down in the First Edition of this work were less interesting than
they would have been if they had received more extensive illus-

tration from examples and frequent reference to practical opera-
tions. He has now therefore greatly extended the matter, and
endeavoured, whenever it appeared necessary, to support the
doctrines of physiology by an appeal to facts which are or should
be familiar to all cultivators."

—

Extract from Preface to Second
Edition.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,
greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. 8vo, 245.

*** It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that
he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especiallym what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that
the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

__London
: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just out, Is., post free,

HOW TO MAKE HAY AT HALF the USUAL
COST. Price Is. Also,

HOW TO FEED HORSES AT DITTO. Is. Also,

LIST OF 260 CUTS OF MACHINES. Is. With
Explanatory Matter.

Mary Wkdi.ake & Co., US, Fu, church Street.

Price 5s , Illustrated, Second Edition,

WANDERINGS AMONG the WILD FLOWERS.
* * How to See and How to Gather Them. With Chapters

on the Economical and Medicinal Uses of our Native Plants.

By Spencer Thomson, M.D., F.R.C.S.

Groombriuge & Sons, Publishers, 5, Paternoster Row.

Z^HEAP STATIONERY, to be had only at Arthur
vt 2

RA
r
G
T
ER'

8
,'
9

'
H<>lborn Bars, City, and 10, Fitzroy Terrace,

New Road, London.

BY MARTIN DOYLE.

RURAL ECONOMY for COTTAGE FARMERS
and GARDENERS; a Treasury of Information on Cow

Keeping, Sheep, Pigs, Poultrv, the Horse, Pony, Ass, Goat,

Honey Bee, Garden Culture, &'c. By Martin Doyle and others.

Fourth Thousand, pi ice 2s. bound in cloth.

A CATECHISM of COTTAGE GARDENING
and FARMING. Fifth Edition, Is. cloth.

London: Groomdridge & Sons, and at the Office of "The
Family Economist." Sold by every Bookseller.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orchidea?, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-

leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove

and Orchidea} House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,

Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be

had on implication to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

NOTICE^THE LANDED GENTRY.
Now ready, the First Part of the New and Improved Edition of

CIR BERNARD BURKE'S HISTORY OF THE
& LANDED GENTRY. To be completed in a single Volume
(divided into Four Parts, price 10s. Gd. each), uniform with the

Peerage and Baronetage.
Published for H. Colburn, by his Successors, Hurst and

Blackett, 13, Great Mariborou

g

h S tre et.

June 13th will be published a Birds'-Eye View of the

' PENING OF THE NEW CATTLE MARKET
*^ Copenhagen Fields, showing the whole of the arrange-

ments of the Market. Size of Print, 40 by 27, printed in colours

suitable for Framing, price 10s. In the best style hy
Day & Son, Lithographers to the Queen, 17, Gate Street,

Lincoln's Inn Fields.

KIDD'S TREATISE ON THE SKYLARK, ETC.

KIDD'S BRITISH BIRDS of SONG.—Notice.—
These popular Papers, originally commenced in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, will be resumed and continued monthly, in the
" Family Economist," price 2d. The number for July will open
with the Skylark.—Office of Publication, 32, Paternoster Row.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage

Tenantry, delivered anywhere'in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardeners'
1

Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, rive for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS.

By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle; above 98,000

have already been sold.

CONTENTS.
Gilias Plums
Gooseberries Polyanthus
Grafting Potatoes
Green-fly Pruning
Heartsease Privet
Herbs Propagation by cut-

Herbaceous Peren- tings

nials - Pyracantha
Heliotrope Radishes
Hollyhocks Ranunculus
Honeysuckle Raspberries
Horse-radish Rhubarb
Hyacinths Rockets
Hydrangeas Roses
Hyssop Rue
Indian Cress Rustic Vases
Iris Sage
Kidney Beans Salvias
Lavender Savoys
Layering Saxifrage

Leeks Scarlet Runner
Leptosiphons Beans
Lettuce Seeds
Lobelias Sea Daisy or Thrift
London Pride Seakale
Lychnis, double Select Flowers
Marigold Select Vegetables
Marjoram and Fruit
Manures Suails and Slugs
Marvel of Peru Snowdrops
Mesembryanthe- Spinach
mums Spruce Fir

Mignonette Spur Pruning
Mint Stocks
Mustard Strawberries
Narcissus Summer Savory
Neraophilas Sweet William
Oenothera bifrons Thorn Hedges
Onions Thyme
Paionies Tigridia Pavonia
Parsnip Transplanting
Parsley Tree Lifting

Peaches Tulips
Pea-haulm Turnips
Pears Vegetable Cookery
Peas Venus's Looking-
Pelargoniums Glass
Perennials Verbenas
Persian Iris Vines
Petunias Virginian Stocks
Phlox Wallflowers

Pigs Willows
Pinks Zinnias
Planting

Post-office orders to be made payable to James Matthews,
5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

Just published, Svo, price 15.?.,

A HISTORY OF THE BRITISH MARINE
TESTACEOUS MOLLUSCA, described in their Natural

Order, on the basis of the Organisation of the Animals, with
|

References and Notes on every British Species. By Wm. Clark.
London: John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

Just published, fcap. 8vo, price 5s., with 10 Illustrative Plates,

PRACTICAL METEOROLOGY.
By John Drew, Ph.D., F.R.A.S.

Corresponding Member of the Philosophical Institute of Bale.
This work, the result of many years' experience, gives ample

directions lor the advantageous use of the Barometer, Thermo-
,

meter, Hygrometers, Rain Gauges, and other Meteorological
Instruments; suitable Formula."' and Tables for the Reduction of
Observations; an Account of the Photographic Registration at
Greenwich, and of the present state of the Science in this Country.
It affords exactly the kind of information in request with private
observers, as well as with the Officers of the Royal Navy and
Mercantile Marine, in connection with the arrangements lately
entered into between the Governments of this country and the
other Maritime States.

London : John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND INDIGESTION.
Just published, new and cheaper Edition, price Is., or Is. Gd. by post,

H^HE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-*- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable
through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.
London: Piper, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Han-

nay. 63, Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornhill : and all Booksellers.

TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS.—A widow lady
-L aDd her daughter, residing in the immediate vicinity of the
Hyde Park College, Westbourne Terrace, receive young ladies
under their charge whose friends may be desirous of giving them
the advantage of attending the college. The highest references
given.— Address Adah, Mr. Bicknell, Chemist, Ebury Street,
Eaton Square, London.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. 6d.

per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to any of the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Peat and
Loam of various qualities. Sacks 2s. each.

Kennard Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

HOW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES
BY HUNDREDS.—A Method will be forwarded with

instructions for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy the above
vermin quickly and without trouble. 1000 acres may be cleared
for a few shillings.

Gilbert Dyson, Hoo, Rochester.

BEEHIVES.
MILTON'S IMPROVED COTTAGE HIVE,

price 1?. 2s. The only Beehives for which the Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1851 was awarded, with all the latest improve-
ments to obtain pure honey without killing the bees; also every
kind of Patent and Wooden Hives, Glasses, Feeders, &c.

" The Practical Bee Keeper," the most useful book, of the day,
a complete Guide tc Bee-management, by John Milton

;
price 2s-

Likewise his Illustrated Catalogue, price 3d.
;
per post, 4d.

Beehive Warehouse, 10, Great Marylebone Street, London.

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus
Calceolarias
Californian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,
Chinese

Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias
Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dahlias
Daisies
Dog's-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-
ing articles for

Ferns, as protection
Fruit
Fuchsias
Gentianella

PARK-FENCING, Barns, all Outside Wood and
*- Iron Work.—The best and cheapest preservative is Messrs.

! MITCHELL'S ANTISEPTIC MINERAL BLACK PAINT.
1
Sold ready for use, 17s. 6d. per cwt. Used largely, now and fur

I many years past hy the West India Dock Company, for Fencing,

|

Lock-gates, Barges, &c. Recommended to the nobility and gentry-,

!
stewards, land-agents, <£c. Allowance on large orders.—Manu-
factory, Kennington Lane, Lambeth, London.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s. Scrim
Canvas, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

RIPE FRUIT, STRAWBERRIES, AND SEED BEDS.

AJEW TWINE NETTING (Tanned if required),
-L^ 1 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, Gd. per yard f

4 yards wide, 8d. per yard. Half-inch MESH do., 2 yards wide,

Sd. per yd. The ELASTIC HEXAGON GARDEN NETTING
76 Meshes to the square inch, effectually excludes birds, wasps,,

flies, &c, from fruit trees, flower, or seed beds, A\d. per square
yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 3 yards wide, lid. per yard;
4 or 6 yards wide, 3d, per yard, at W. Cullingford's, 1, Edmund
Terrace, Ball's Pond, London.

Samples exhibited, with prices attached, in the South-west
Gallery of the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

pHEAP WIRE GAME & POULTRY NETTING.

Wide. Mesh. Plain. Galvanised.
24 inches by 2 inches ... 3d. to 4rf. per yard. ... Gd. per yard.

36 „ 2 „ ... 6d. per jard. ... 9d. „
48 „ 2 „ ... 9d. „ ... Is. „"

Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3d. per square foot, made
to any size. This article is shown at the Sydenham Exhibition,
where it is much admired.—W. Cullingford, 1, Edmund Ter-
race, Ball's Pond Road, near the G ate. Kingsl and.

QTEPHENSON and PEILL, 61, Gracecliurch Street,
£? London, and 17, New Park Street, Southwark, Manufacturers
of Copper Cylindrical and Improved Conical Iron BOILERS,,
mid Conservatory and Hothouse Builders, either in Wood or
Iron, respectfully call the attention of the Nobility, Geutry, and
Nurserymen to their simple hut efficacious method of warming
Horticultural and other Buildings by Hot Water.

From the extensive works they have executed, references of
the highest respectability can be given, and full particulars
furnished on application.

THE COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
for £1.— Places in gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets hy the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return

of cold air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours.
Price 1/. Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes,
II. 2s., 21. As., and 3'; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with
pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A Prospectus, with En-
gravings, forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.

At Fyfe & Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square, London.

Printed by William Bbadbobt, of No. 13, Upper Wobuni Place, Id the Parish
of St. P I'i'ia:-, and Fbedbbick Mdllbtt Evans, of No. '27, Victoria

Street, in the Fartch of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of VVhitefriaiR.iu the City of Loudon; and published hy them
at the Office, No. a. Charles Street, in the Parish of >t. Paul's. Covent
Garden, in the said County, where all Advert ieementB and Communications
are to be Adpbehsed to the Editor.—Saturday, June 9, 1S55.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
NOTIC 13 t8 n i-:ui;itv a i v kn, thnt tiio next

KXIIMMTION of l'LOWEKS and FRUIT, iu tlio SOCIETY'S
GARDEN, will lukn placo on WEDNESDAY, Juno 20, at 2 v.m.

TickutN, price 5s. ouch, can bo procured at thin Otlico, upon pre-
senting tlio nrdur of a Follow ; or on tho clay of the meeting, at
Tiirnluun Gronn, price 7s. Gd. oaolt.

SPECIAL PRIVILEGE OF FELLOWS.—Fellows of tlio

Society not only entor free at half-pant 12, but can alno Introduce
two friends, wmi "tickets. Of tho Fellow's power may ho
transferred to a brotlior, Bister, son, daughter, father, mother, or
-wife, residing in the Fellow's house, provided thu person to whom
tho transfer is made bo furnished with a ticket signed by that
Follow. That is to say, tho power of entering early may bo
transferred, but not tho ri^ht to iiikk admission.

EOVAL BOTANIC GARDENS; Reobn^s Pabk
—THE EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS will-

take placo on MONDAY next, June IS. Tickets to be obtained
at tho Gardens only, by orders from Fellows or Members of the
Society. IMco 5*., or on tho day of Exhibition, 7s. Gd. ouch.—
Gates open at 2 o'clock,

A N EXTRAORDINARY MEETING OK THE
•** BRITISH POMOLOG1CAL SOCIETY will bo held at
the KoouiK, 20, Bedford Street, Covcnt Garden, on MONDAY,
July 2, at I o'olock. The object of this Meeting is to report upon
tho comparative merits of the fruits submitted for examination

;

and (t Is therefore hoped |h»t ail why have It in their power to
contribute collections or single specimens of fruits will aid tho
Society in promoting its objects by forwarding them on this
occasion, All packages should be delivered at the Rooms not
later than 9 o'clock ou the day of meeting, aud addressed to

Kobkkt Hogg, Secretary.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX FLORICULTURAL
AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, Royal Pavilion.

The SECOND ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION of
PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, &C., will he held on Wkiwks-
DAY and Thursday, tho 27th and 2Sth of Juno next, on tho sntno
grand scale as last year. Schedules can be had by application
to E. Spary, General Superintendent of the Exhibition, or of the
Secretary, E, Ca&PENTSR, 45, Lavender Street, Brighton.
By tho liberality of the London, Brighton, and South Coast

Railway Company all plants will bo conveyed to tho exhibition
aud back carriage tree from all stations on the lines.

By order of the Committee, Edward Carpenter.
N.B. The Autumn Exhibition will take place on the 12th and

lMth of September next.

CLEAFORD FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL& SOCIETY.—At the Annual Exhibition of this Society at
Sleaford, on THURSDAY, tho 26th of July next, an Extra
Prize of Five Guineas, open to all Euglund, will be awarded for

the best collection of Twelve Stove and Greenhouse Plants, in
addition to the usual Members and Cottagers' Prizes. The rules
of the Society, with' Schedules of Prizes, may be obtained on
application to Mr. Warwick, the Treasurer

; or to Mr, Peake,
Honorary Secretary.—-Sleaford, June 16.

/^.ARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
VT —Thomas Jackson & Son respectfully recommend to tho
Subscribers of the above Institution GEORGE KIDD, aged 70,
who has followed gardening for 54 years, was a subscriber to the
Institution 9 years, and now, from a fall rendering one hand
powerless, combined with age, he is unable to work. His case is

strongly recommended by Messrs. Osborn & Sons, Fulham: Mr.
T. Gaines, Battersea; Mr. F. KlNGHOBK, Isleworth. Proxies will
lie gratefully received by T. Jackson & Son, Kingston. Surrey.

EXHIBITION OF A IYI E R I C A IS! PLANTS.
Knap Hill Nujsskrt, Woking, Surrey.

WATERER and GODFREY beg to announce that
the AMERICAN PLANTS at this Nursery are now in

great beauty, and may bo seen daily gratis. The Nursery is

readily reached by Railway to tho Woking Station, where capital
conveyances may always be obtained.

GREAT EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that his un-

rivalled collection of Hardy, Scarlet, and other RHODO-
DENDRONS, is now on view at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Eegent's Park, London. Orders of admission are granted
gratuitously by Follows of the Society. The Plants at the
Nursery ate now in full bloom, and will continue in perfection
throughout the month of June.—The American Nursery, Bag-
shfit. Surrey. June 16.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDsT ETC.
TyiLLIAM CH ATER begs to offer packets of seed,
* * consisting of 20 varieties, from his best Show Hollyhocks

at 5*.; 12 varieties, 2s. 6ti.; aud from good double sorts, is.

Superior Quilled German and French Asters, in 12 varieties,
mixed, !U. per packet; separate, 2s. Fine Quilled African Mari-
golds, 6rf. per packet.— Saffron "WaUlen Nurseries.

"AyT AY'S MAGNUM HONUM LETTUCE is by far
j-tX the largest, sweetest, and crispest Lettuce known, iu proof
of which v.e possess mimcrons letters received from parties who
had it last season. The addresses of the writers .can be had on
application. It may be cown all the summer, and will st&cd the
winter. Paekets Is. each.
lUCKRY MAY, the Hops Nurseries, near Bedale, Yorkshire,

TURNIP SEED OF PURE SELECTED 8TOCKI.
I", a

[> ASS a;u. BROWN'S Advertiftomi nl ol i

*' priwi, nee ffgnlwui V Chronicle ol April 2fttl

and I2tl.. Reducod prion foi law f| I tli

Errata, For " Utbig'fl Purph Uiji Sweden, l#.j .

" la. '.hi. por |b." the ramo price ol thu ntliiti thrcii nweAn*.
To i iu. Ti,ai.i:. PrtoaM will be Miippllod on Ipplli

Boed BiUUIiliment, Hudbury, Hiiffolk

DASS and IJKOWN have publitihed ;. Supplomeni
^* to th- ii ( AtalofnMp, with extracts and doncriptlnrw -( iftff
now i nolci i plant i, vhloli m»y bo hod free on applb tUon.
BEDDING PLANTS, An extor Iv. : thu nnast and

most popular, hI g and wv)\ onlabllKbed, nl low prl&
GERAN1I MS, GLOXINIAS, ACniMENEH, BTOVE.

GREENHOUSE, and HERBACEOl - i i i

coIlectloiiH, for whlcli nee ftflTertliiemuntn in Qard< i

of April 21 and 23, and May f> nnrf 12.

Sci-fl ami II-.i ticiiltitfftf r.Htnbthhmenr, fluillrary, Hum-Ik.

FLOWER SEEDS.
QETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen
*~ NoitBKiiYMKN to Hie Quki/;, Edinburgh, ami al .

Street, Wo-iimhiKt-r, beg leave to Invite attention to tbi I

choice Hclccth i Flower Seeds,
'J7, St. George Street, \v."itmlnnter.

ENGLISH CROWN RAPE, OR COLE SEED.
CHARLES SHAIU'K and CO. beg to acquaint the

Train Hint thay can supply any quantity of the above;
prleoa and samples fi.rwardod on npidication.

_ Nursery and Seed EiMbjItfnnient, Sleaford, Juni

MESSRS, J. and H. BROWN will fc.rwurtl to any
part of the kingdom tho following 50 varioun CHOICE

GREENHOUSE PL ANTS, one of a sort !.">,.. Qd,
1VJ Orchidi-a planti, choice species i»

li'I choice Eucflslaa, fine proved varlotlcs 12
Azaleaa Green Iioubo varieties, per dozen 12*. to 16
'J.» hardy Belgian Azaleas, superb «ortB 20

100 best Bedding Plants 30s. to 40
100 choice hardy Herbaceous Plants 30
100 various plants, Stove, Greenhouse, mid Hardy. Price and

Catalogue, nn application, by post.
Albion Nursery, Stoke Newlngton, London.— Jnne 1C.

NEW WHITE REDDR.'C CALCEOLARIA.
CHARLES 'fU K> v . Ls to recommend this

beautiful new plant for bedding purposes or fi>r conservatory
decoration; colour pure snowy White, dwarf habit, and an abun-
dant bloomer. Is. Gd. each.

C. T. can also supply good plants of the following NEW
VERBENAS:—
Wondebful.—The finest ami n '- r< wiricty ever offered;

rich plum-purple, with lal ttca« Fiuc truss, and a
superb variety for bedding, j.-. eenb. AIso^

—

Blue Beard Lord Knglnn
Commander-in-Chiof Bonle ile Ecu
Empress of France Sllistria

Florence Nightingale • Violacea
Tyriau Prince Mrs. Woodroffe
Rose of England Empress

and all the new continental varieties. Prices on application.

Royal Nursery. Slough.
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1 CiMU'T. \yj it aii

CorniACTOii and P(

»

Halrwcau on

__ I I r*hf\ K'

IRIS

N E\V AND RA RE PLANTS to be seen iu blossom
at the Tooting Nurseries:—

Azalea indica, gem, new
Barkeris. melauocaulon, new
Cyprlpedinm caudatum purpu-
reum, new
„ species; this truly mag-

nificent new plant has been
discovered by our collector.

Mr. John Henshall, in Java,
growing at an elevation of
7000 feet above the level of
the sea

Erica obbata pulchella, new
„ tricolor magnitica, new
„ ventricosa llava, new

JBrides Larpentse, rare

Geranium Empress, new. This
vuriepued variety farexceeda
both in foliage and blossom
any other of this class, aud is

admirably adapted ei 'her for

bedding or pot cnlture

Gloxinia Adamis oculata, new
Mvyenia ertcta ; this unques-
tionably is the gem of the
season in uew plants

Rhododendron Stamfordiana,
new

„ pavonia, new
Slukespeare, new

Uropediura Lindeni, rare

CERMANICA
JOHN 3ALTER*6 uuriraJied eoll««t

DMiitlful finwrm
. -rsallka Nar*^ry, Wiltlac

merrailui Turn]

ERICA VENTRICOSA, 12 J*i . \

i i

Flowers, and tv>w in t

or per dor>:n on sppllcati^i,

Nnraery i n

GAR' IMA M tNGOSI '
-'« A.— HesUUiypUnt

seed jltini* MAT-
Hton Low <fe *

, IflM 16.

ORANGE TR1 % oo ««n*
lng in height from 1 i I

many ntll of flower. Prices fiw XI » to 1«R.

O R C H O S.

TO BE SOLD, by
of a gentleman _i. i

'" toU*cti«» o.'

It contAn * *MU*ta+& ox4 r*-«
rarieties. *nd i

collectit-n in the

For further particular

C. & E. Lsvton. 1

i

Messrs. William Rolt-isson & Sons will he happy to forward
their Priced Catalogue of New and Rare Plants, post free on
application. They will also be forwarded throughout the follow-

ing countries, post free:—America, Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Holland, Prussia, &c

STRONG BEDDING AND OTHER PLANTS.
T? and A. SMITH'S Descriptive LIST of the under-
-*- • mentioned is now ready, and may be had, post free, oc
application :— Antirrhinums. Verbenas, Fuchsias, Scarlet Gera-
niums, Calceolarias, Petunias, Heliotropes, rentsteutons, Chry-
santhemums, Mimulus, Salvias, Lobelias, &c. Climbers in variety;

also a miscellaneous Collection of Greenhouse Plants. They have
now in bloom Verbenas, Fuchsias, spotted Calceolarias, Cactus,

Geraniums, Nerium splendeus, Hydrangea horten&is, Mignonette
&c. The Trade supplied.—Dnlwich. Surrey. June 16^

EXTRA FINE BEDDING PLANTS.

R PARKER having a lar^e surplus stock of
• the finest varieties of Fuchsias, Verbenas, Calceo-

larias, Dahlias, Petunias, Scarlet and Variegated Geraniums,
and all the other popular varieties of bedding plants, is prepared

to treat with purchasers ou the most liberal terms. Prices

forwarded upon application, per return of post-

Paradise Nursery. Homsey Road. Holloway.

V\

UJ HEELER and SON'S SHORT SELECT SEED
LIST.—Our Priced List of Seeds tor tfjis season, contain-

ing Descriptions and Prices of the best GARDES and FLOTVEK
SEEDS, Will be forwarded free by post. It is our earnest endea-

vour to send out all Seeds, whether for the Garden or Farm, of

the very best quality and true to name: and as many of Un S

are cur own growing, and are proved before sending cut we
generally succeed iu giving entire satisfaction to our customers.

Tie are in duity receipt of most ffmH/s/vig letters axi rexetcta

ordersfrom those ice had the honour of serving last year: and

as we deliver our Seeds Cassiage Fees, we very respectfully

solicit the honour of an order from those who have not yet given

us a trial.—J. C. Wbebleb i- Sox. Gloucester, Seedsmen to the

Gloucestershire i gricultnral Society.

\y 3. EPr.S Us much
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CA B B A C E PLANTS.
THOMAS WELLAND offer* fine aod'tnwl

held for Cattle at

3j. 6i. r
'*!-

EXTRA STRONC^BEOD •. E PLANTS .

In. :

~ ' * 0*MDLaT>.

TT'OfD and INGRA1 U th» abore
' » price, fine well-*

Calceolaria, dark. Cineraria amci
ramosoides, Mierembi r

lucida, and V- :'

Also a larpeq^
GEF.ASll'M's
leading kinds, al

sent may be seen in W. A: I.'s Catalogtie, which may b:

application.—Hr.n:'n_- '
.

ILLlAM DE.NVEK, c?eed~ma.'< and F;

offers the followin; F.AP.E AND CHvL. :

suitable for present sowing:

—

AQOIXEGIA, 6 distinct and beautiful colours, i

quite hardy, aud when planted

several vears.

CALCEOLARU. saved by an amateur from the most

show flowers. 1

CINERARIA, from a rplendid collection. U. per paper.

HOLLYHOCKS, from Cia:er' best varieties. 6 nn*, 2a.

STOCKS, A-.'.tumnal. or late fi-Dwering. 6 varieties, if.

EnK.T. t Perpetual. 6 varf. s,l«>iid.l«- Tb-

quite new. and different to any other Stock- beiti :

and of large — - and Sowering fcf •»-

NTALLFLO'WERS. 6 gigantic double varietaes. brigt.t

!
:..-pilar colours. Sj. These are rrom » otnUajeBtsI grower.

"as gained manv 1st class prizes.

ANTIRRHINL'JI. from a superb coDec&os, Is. Saves by
" ur.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FDtBRIA

-

frineed flowers.

PAHSET, from tht
'

{ [other eminent — -wers.— t - - raJK'-. 'V- :»" —'
CARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS, ETC.

THOMAS SOMMERVLLLE, LA>nsCAP» Gaidevbi,
StrfiSEfcTHAX, SKaUKWAS

John's WotHi. L
eentrv.

'
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CRYSTAL PAL

GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION,
Saturday, June 2, 1855.

^:. 7

CLASS I.—Thirty Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Grouped
FOR EFFECT, IN OR OUT OF FLOWER.

1st prize to TV. Rollisson & Soas, Tooting, 30?.

2d prize to Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Exeter and Chelsea, 15?.

3d prize to Mr. James May, Gr. to H. Colyer, Esq., Dart ford, 103.

4th prize to Mr. 0. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Phillpot, Esq., Stamford
Hill, 11.

Extra Prizes.

C. Peed, Gr. to T. Treadwell, Esq., Lower Norwood, 5/.

J. Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, 5?.

CLASS II.—Twenty Stove and Greenhouse Plants
in Flower.

1st prize to Mr. James May, Gr. to IT. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, 30?.

2d prize to Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, 20?.

3d prize to Messrs. T. & J. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, 10?.

Extra Prizes.

G. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Lsq., Stamford Hill, 51.

Messrs. Pamplin & Son, Lea Bridge Road, 5?.

CLASS III.—Twelve Stove and Greenhouse Plants
in Flower.

1st prize to Mr. Dods, Gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, Bart., Cooper's Hill,

S'irrev, 18?.

2d prize to Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch
Park, 12?.

3d prize to Mr. Frost, Gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq., Preston Hill, 6?.

Extra Frizes.

W. Cutbnsh, Barnet, 61.

W. May, Gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, Ealing. 51.

R. Dingle, Gr. to A. Lawrence, Esq., Bath, 41.

W. Carmichael, Gr. to G. C. Tugwell, Esq., Bath, 31.

W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, 2f.

R. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, 1?.

CLASS IV.—Sin 3tove and Greenhouse Plants in Flower.
1st prize to Mr. Williams, Gr. to Miss Trail, Hayes, Kent, 10?.

2d prize to Mr. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Phillpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, 61.

3d prize to Mr. Hanip, Gr. to Jas. Taorne, Esq., South Lambeth, 3?.

4th prize to Mr. Girdler, Gr. to Miss Wilson, Snaresbrook, 21.

Extra Prizes.

Mr. Clarke, Brixton Hill, 2?.

Mr. Brush, Gr. to F. Tritton, Esq., Norwood, 21.

Mr. C. Smith, Norwood Grove, 1?.

CLASS V.—Twenty Variegated Plants.
1st prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea, 71.

2d prize to Mr. Franklin, Gr. to Mrs. Lawrence, Ealing Park, 51.

3d prize to Mr. Young, Gr. to W. Slam, Esq., Dulwich Hill, 41.

4th prize to Messrs. J. & C. Lee, Hammersmith, 31.

CLASS VI.

—

Ten Plants with fine Foliage.
1st prize to Messrs. Veitcb & Son, Exeter and Chelsea, 5?.

2d prize to Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, 3?.

3d prize to Mr. Oubridge, Gr. to J. Foster, Esq., Stamford Hill, 21.

CLASS VII.

—

Twentt Orchids, of Exotic Species—
(Amateurs.) .

1st prize to Mr. Mylam, Gr. to G. Reed, Esa., Bnrnhana, Somerset,
30?.

2d prize to Mr. Williams, Gr. to C.B.Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon, 20?.

3d prize to Mr. Hume, Gr. to R. Hanbury, Esq., Poles, Ware, 10?.

Extra Prize.

Mr. Woolley, Gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq., Cheshunt, 11.

CLASS VIII.—Twenty Orchids, of Exotic Species—
(Nurserymen.)

1st prize to Messrs. Veitch & Sods, Exeter and Chelsea, 30?.

2d prize to Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, 20?.

3d prize—No competition.

CLASS IX.—Twelve Orchids, of Exotic Species—
(Amateurs.)

1st prize to Mr. Bassett, Gr. to A. Kendrick, Esq., West Brom-
wich, 18?.

2d prize to Mr. Schroder, Stratford Green, Essex, 12?.

3d prize to Mr. Clarke, Hoddesdon, 61.

'CLASS X—Six Orchids, of Exotic Species.
1st prize to Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., Non-

such Park, 10?. [Surrey, 6?.

2d prize to Mr. Dods, Gr. to St J. Cathcart, Bart., Cooper's Hili,

3d prize to Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., 3?.

CLASS XI.—Orchid, Single Specimen,
1st prize to Mes-rs. Veitch & Son. 3?.

2d prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, 2?. [Park, 1?.

3d prize to Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch

CLASS XII.

—

Twelve Greenhouse Azaleas.
1st prize to Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., 20?.

2d prize to Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, 15?.

3d prize to Mr. Clarke, Brixton Hill, 10?.

Extra Prize.

Messrs. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead, 51.

CLASS XIII.—Six Greenhouse Azaleas—(Amateurs).
1st prize to Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., Nonsuch

Park, 10?.

2d prize to Mr. W. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, 7?.

3d prize to Mr. Keele, Gardener to J. Butler, Esq., Woolwich, 4?.

PLANTS.
CLASS XIV.—Six Greenhouse Azaleas, of new kinds—

(Open.)
1st prize to Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus. Bart , 10?.

2d prize to Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatbam, 11.

3d prize to Mr. Kinghorn, St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth, 4?.

Extra Prize.
Messrs. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead, 3Z.

CLASS XV.—Greenhouse Azalea, Single Specimen.
1st prize to Messrs. Ivery & Son, Dorking and Reigate, 2?.

2d prize to Mr. Calder, Gr. to Mrs.Horstman, Thames Ditton, 1?.

CLASS XVI.—Ten Cape Heaths.
1st prize to Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, 10?.

2d prize to Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, 11.

3d prize to Mr. Frost, Gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq., 4?.

Extra Prizes.
Mr. Williams, Gr. to Miss Traill, Hayes, Kent, 4?.

Mr. Peed, Gr. to T. Treadwell, Esq., Norwood, 3?.

Mr. Clarke, Brixton Hill, 2?.

Messrs. Jackson & Son, Nurserymen, Kingston, 1?.

CLASS XVIL—Six Cape Heaths.
1st prize to Mr. Breadley, Gr. to Sir S. M. Peto, Bart,, 61.

2d prize to Mr. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., F.H.S.,
Streatbam, 4?.

3d prize to Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, 3?.

Extra Prizes.

Mr. Barter, Gr. to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, 3?.

Mr. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Phillpot, Esq., 2?.

Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., 1?.

Mr. Harlock, Gr, to R. W. Nutter, Esq., Wanstead, 1?.

CLASS XVIII.—Six Tall Cacti, Species or Varieties
of, in Flower.

1st prize to Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., 11.

2d prize to Mr. Grix, Gr. to A. Palmer, Esq., Cheam, 51.

3d prize to Mr. Mortimer, Gr. to J. R. Scott, Esq., Leyton, 3?.

CLASS XIX.— Six Rhododendrons, Distinct Kinds.
1st prize to Messrs. Lane & Son, Great Berkhampstead, 8?.

2d prize to Mr. Gaines, Battersea, 61.

3d prize—No competition.

CLASS XX.

—

Twelve Roses in Pots, Distinct Kinds.
1st prize to Messrs. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, 10?.

2d and 3d prize withheld,
4th prize to Mr. Wilkinson, Ealing Common, 4?,

CLASS XXI.— Six Roses in Pots, Distinct Kinds.
1st prize to Mr. Busby, Gr. to J. S. Crawley, Esq., Luton, 51.

2d prize to Mr. A. Rowland, Lewisham, 4?.

3d prize.—No competition.

CLASS XXIL—Six Calceolarias in Pots, Distinct
Varieties.

1st prize to Mr. James, Gr. to Wc F. Watson, Esq.. Isleworth, 6?.

2d prize to Mr. Gaines, Surrey Lane, Battersea, 4?.

3d prize to Mr. Liley, Gr. to E. King, Esq., Eden Bridge,
Kent, 3?.

Extra Prizes.

Mr. Carmichael, Gr. to G. C. Tugwell, Bath, 2?.

Mr. M. Clarke, Hodde^on, 1?.

CLASS XXIII.—Six Fuchsias in Pots, Distinct Varieties.
1st prize to Mr. Bousie, Stoke Park, Bucks, 6?.

2d prize to Mr. Carroll, Gr. to F. C. Hills, Esq., Denmark
Hill, 4?.

3d prize to Messrs. Dohson & Son, Isleworth, 3?.

Extra Prizes.
Mr. J. Wiggins, Gr. to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, 21.

Mr. E. A. De Grave, Fetcham, near Leatherhead, 1?.

CLASS XXIV.—Twelve Pelargoniums, Distinct Varieties.
1st prize to Mr. Turner, Slough, 12?.

2d prize to Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth, S?.

3d prize to Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, 6?.

4th prize to Mr. Gaines, Battersea, 4?.

Extra Prizes.
Mr. Wiggins, Gr. to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, 2?.

Mr. Maher, Gr. to J. 31. Strachan, Esq., Twickenham, 1?.

CLASS XXV.—Sin Pelargoniums, Distinct Varieties.—
(Amateurs).

1st prize to Mr. Nye, Gr. to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer, 6?.

2d prize to Mr. Windsor, Gr. to A. Blyth, Esq., Hampstead, 41.
3d prize to Mr. Hoyle, Sidney Villa, Reading, 3?.

Extra P)nzes.

Mr. Holder, Gr. to Rev. E. Coleridge, 2?.

Mr. Mockett, Gr. to J. Alluutt, Esq., Clapham, 1?.

CLASS XXVL—Twelve Fancy Pelargoniums, Distinct
Varieties.

1st prize-to Mr. C. Turner, Slough, 12?.

2d prize to Mr. Gaines, Battersea, S?.

3d prize to Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, 61

CLASS XXVII. — Six Fancy Pelargoniums, Distinct
Varieties—(Amateurs)

.

1st prize to Mr, Bonsie, Stoke Park, Bucks, 61.

2d prize to Mr. Windsor, Gr. to A. Blyth, Esq., Hampstead, 4?.

3d prize to Mr. Wackrill, Gr. to H, Wheeler, Esq., Wandsworth
Common, 3?.

Extra Prizes.
Mr. Weir, Gr to J. Hodgson, Esq., Hampstead, 2?.

Mr. Robinson, Gr. to J. Simpson, Esq., Thames Bank, 11.

Mr. Mockett, Gr. to J. Allnutt, Esq., Clapham Common, 1?.

CLASS XXVIII.—Twelve Pansies, Distinct Kinds, in
8-inch Pots—(Amateurs).

1st prize to Mr.. James, Gr. to W. F. Watson, Esq., 3?.

2d prize to Mr. Holder, Gr. to Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton, 21.

3d prize to Mr. Lovesey, Tulse Hill, 1?.

Extra Prize.

Mr. August, Beddington Lane, 10s.

CLASS XXIX.—Twelve Pansies, Distinct Kinds, in 8-inch
Pots—(N urserymen)

.

1st prize to Mr. Turner, Slough, 31.

2d prize to Messrs. Dobson & Son, Isleworth, 21.

3d prize to Mr, Bragge, Slough, 1?.

CLASS XXX.

—

Twelve Ferns, Exotic Species, Tender,
Cultivated in Pots.

1st prize to Mr. Fletcher, Gr. to J. F. Young, Esq., Upper
Kennington Lane, 5?.

2d prize to Messrs.Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea, 3?.

3d prize to Mr. Hume, Gr. to R. Hanbnry, Esq., Poles, Ware, 2?.

4th prize to Mr. Bassett, Gr. to R. S. Holiord, Esq., Weston Birt, 1?.

CLASS XXXI.—Twenty Ferns, Hardy, Cultivated in Pots-
1st prize to Mr. Fletcher, Gr. to J. Young, Esq., Kennington

Lane, 3?.

2d prize to Mr. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon, 2?.

3d prize to Mr. Bixley, Gr. to Lord Down, 1?.

CLASS XXXII.—Twelve Lycopodiums, not less than Six
Species.

1st prize to Mr. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., 3?.

2d prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea, 2?.

3d prize to Mr. Bassett, Gr. to R. S. Holford, Esq., 1?.

CLASS XXXIII.—Newly- Introduced, or extremely Rare
Plants, remarkaele for their Beauty, in Flower.

1st prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Rhododendron, yellow, 51.

2d prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Emhothrium coccineum, 3?.

3d prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Weigela amabilis, 21.

CLASS XXXIV.—Newly Introduced, or extremely- Rare
Plants, remarkable for their Beauty, not in Flower.

1st prize to Messrs, Veitcli & Son, for Lomatia ferruginea, 33.

2d prize to Messrs. Veith & Son, for Aralia papyracea, 2?.

3d prize to Messrs. Rollisson & Sods, for Sonerila marga-
retacea.

4th prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Anfflctochilus Veitchi, 1?.

CLASS XXXV.—New, or extremely Rake, Orchids, in
Flower.

1st prize to Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting, 3?.

2d prize to Mr. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., 2?.

3d prize—Withheld.

CLASS XXXVI.— Six Plants of Nepenthes, with Pitchers.
1st prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea, 10?.

2d and 3d prize—No competition.

CLASS XXXVII.—Six Plants of An^ectochtlhs and
Physurus.

1st prize to Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter and Chelsea, 3?.

2d prize to Mr. Hume, Gr. to R. Hanbury, Esq., Poles, Ware, 2?.

3d prize to Mr. Woolley, Gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq., Cheshunt, 1?.

CLASS XXXVIII.—Six Begonias, not less than Four
Species.

1st prize to Mr. Frost, Gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq., 4?.

2d prize to Mr. Young, Gr. to W. Slam, Esq., Dulwich Hill, 3?.

3d prize—No competition.

CLASS XXXIX.—Six Gloxinias op Distinct Varieties.
1st prize to Mr. Pullen, Gr. to W. D. Adams, Esq , Lower

Sydenham, 4?.

2d prize to Mr. G. Young, Gr. to W. Slam, Esq., Dulwich Hill, 3?.

3d prize to Mr, A. Young, Gr. to Jobn Edwards, Esq.,Holloway, 2?.

Extra Prize.

Mr. Taylor, Gr, to J. Williams, Esq., Stamford Hill, 1?.

CLASS XL.

—

Miscellaneous.
1st prize to Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for Cepbalotis follicularis, 3?.

2d prize to Mr. Taylor, for Aphelexis macrantharosea, 2?.,

3d prize to Mr. Henchman, Edmonton, for Calceolarias, 1?.

Extra Prizes.

Mr, E. Collins, Gr. to E. H. Chapman, Esq., Hornsey, for Callitris

cnpressiformis, 3?.

Mr. Hamp, Gr. to James Thome, Esq., South Lambeth, for a
collection of Amaryllis, 2?.

Mr. W. Dennis, Chelsea, for Dennis's Alma Geranium, 1?.

Mr. James Wood, Norwood, for Alpine Plants, 1?.

Mr. E. Edmonds, Gr. to the Duke of Devonshire, Chiswick, for

Yellow Hybrid Rhodcdendron, 1?.

FRUIT.
Note—A Dish of Grapes to consist of Three Bunches; Peaches and Hectarines, Sis Fruits; Cherries and Strawberries, of Fifty Fruits.

All Fruit must he perfectly ripe and sound.
CLASS A.—Collections of Fruit in Twelve Dishes, con-

sisting OF AT LEAST EtGHT DISTINCT KINDS.
1st prize to Mr. G. Fleming, Gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, 10?.

'J.l :tn 1 ''A prize— X" cornpi.-ti'K'U.

CLASS Bi-^ottBCTlrJtse of Fruit in Eight Dishes, consist-

ing OH AT LEAST FlVE DISTINCT KINDS.
IstpVlzte to Mr/M'EwgnjGr. to the Duke of Norfolk, Arundel

. /I 'Castle, SI -
.,

' -2d prize to Mr. Watson, Market Gardener, Ealing, 6?.

p_3d prize—Not-Awarded:- A
CLASS C.--CJocl%;tions of Six Pine-apples.

' lftt prize to Mr 'Bailey, Sharleloes Garden, Amersham, Bucks, 10?.

^ 2dj prize to Mr. Robinson, ""€»-. to Lord Boston, Hedsor, Maiden-
- head, 7/. [Blenheim, 4?.

3d prize to Mr. Tumbril], Gr. to the Duke of Marlborough,

CLASS D.

—

Collections of Three Pine-apples, viz., Provi-
dence, Trinidad, and Black Prince.

1st, 2d, and 3d prize—No competition.

CLASS E.

—

Single Fruit of the Providence.
1st prize to Mr. Robinson, Gr. to Lord Boston, Hedsor, Maiden-

head, 41.

2d prize to Mr. Bailey. Shardeloes Garden, Amersham, Bucks, 3?.

3d prize—Not awarded.

CLASS F.—Single Fruit of the Queen, any VABtETr.
1st prize to Mr. Barron, Gardener to Mr. Vivian, Sngleton,

Swansea, 3?.

2d prize to Mr. Constaniine, Gr. to C. Mills, Esq., Hillingdon,
Uxbrid-e, 21.

3d prize—Not awarded.

CLASS G—Grapes in Boxes, Twelve Pounds—
(Market Gardeners only).

1st prize to Mr. John Davis, Oak Hill, East Barnet, 51.

2d prize to Mr. Samuel Solomon, Peckham Rye, 4?.

3d prize to Mr. Hughes, Shacklewell, 3?.

Extra Prize.

Mr. Harrison, Oatlands Palace, Wey bridge, 2?.

CLASS H.— Grapes, Collections of Three Dishes, of
Three Distinct Kinds.

1st prize to Mr. Turn bull, Gr. to the Duke of Marlborough,
Blenheim, SI.

2d prize to Mr. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., Keele Hall, Stafford-
shire, 01.

3d prize—No competition.

isAiaw'
For continuation see next page.

I
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CRYSTAL PALACE. GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION—Continued.

FRUIT.
GLASS i. Obapba, Black, Bnrflt.ii Dieir,

tatprlzo i" Mx'i Do<Im, Or. to Sir J. Catlicart, Bart, Coopor'fl

Kill, Hnrrey, U,

2(1 pl'/ZC to Mr. Monro, (Jr. to Mm. OfldfG, Colnfly ffou 0, I t,

Alban'Oj 21,

fid prlae to Mr. Honor, Gri'. to ' Bradbury, Esq., StroaUiam, v.

TUxtra Prixo,

Air. Mi.riin, Gr.to Sir ll, Fleetwood, Bart,, nm ttourio, Mn< i

Forest, 10a.

CLASS -i. CJltAn . v'1
. ,Si >ii Dint,

int. pri/.o to Mr. Ayn'H, or. to i.oni Southampton, Wbltliobor;
Lodge, TowcoBter, n/„

2d prize to Mm. C. A. Prellor, A flu Lodge, TuIho Hill. '.''.

pd prlza to Mr. itiinby, dr. to J. S. Oiwloy, Egq., Stookwoofl
Parle, Luton, I/.

CLASS K.— ({itAt'KH, Mlil'CAT, I'iMii.r: Pi u.

l.i prtzo to Mr. Turnbull, Gr, to thu Dnke, of Marlborough,
Blenheim, il,

fid nr.fl :id prize not awarded.

•CLASS L.—PEAaHBH AND NBOTAniHBB. IN CoiABl ii^'. 01 FOBB
DreiiKB, Two Distinct Kihdb,

ttt prize in Mr. (i. Fleming1

, Gv. to the Duko of BtrtherTand, I

'.

2d and Jid prize*- No composition.

CLASS M. Fhaciibb, Swots Dish oj Owb Kirs onz.v<
l8t prize rn Mr. CniiKtiiiitliiu, Gr. to C. Mills, Esq., LIllllDgdoD,

Oxbridge, il.

2d prize to Mr. Gardiner, Gr. to BIrO. P. PliIJIIpB, Barl , Weston
House, near Shlpston-on-Stom*, SI,

Sd prize—Not awarded i

CLASS N.— Niavi'AuiNKf), Stkoljc DisnoirOsn Kind only,
1st prize i" Mr. G. Fleming, Gr. to tbe Dulco of Sutherland, U.
fid prize to Mr, Ay res, Gr. to Lord Southampton, VPlittUobury

Lodge, ToweeHter, :i/.

yd prize to Mr. Sjiencor, Gr. to the Marquess of Lnnstlowno,
Kowmid. VJ,

CLASS ". Mi ix>] ,
''I-

i

i » U
[| km

I
|

|
| i

I , [] .;,.,. i., r. .,, - ,

Albnn
2d priz

,
to Mr. Borcbam, Gr, to Sir ] K<

wl.i,

/ pfrfl /-,, 8,

Mr, Q i i ng, Gr. lo tbe Du in

' i. r .i -
i

i

Id! i-ii-.'..' Lo Mr, Monro, Or, to Hi .. Oi dip, ''.

2d prlzi to Mr. Bon liom, (ti to Sir 1 Koll

/ - 1, a Pri
Mr. (;. Fleming, Or, to the Dul

OL VI " !'
I

:

ini prlzo lo Mi. mi. v.. a, Gr, to tbi Dul i

I ilo, BI

ii Bcni tt, Gr. i" J. Bi eel , I i
. B

i ovi n

CLASS i'. i a it ii.
i i 1 1 i

lot pi i.i' to Mi Be Ij Gr. to J. S.Crawli I

Pnrk. Luton, ''.'.

2d pi ' to Mr Bi an, ETai worih Patl . 2f.

i ttra I
i

Mr. Bailey, Gr. to <;. Ilarconrl, E n., M.P, Nuncbam J'drk,
'i ford. U.

Mr. Gi tti nil, Gr. to fore Earl of "ll rnc, Cr< i od Pnrk,
AborystTvItb, It,

CLASS B, ''in i Ml .
i Col i i

- u"
I

"I II OF KA< JJ, IN 1' Ii

1st prlzeto Mr. G, Fleming, Gr. totlio Dukooi
2d and 8d prlZO—Mo Competition'.

CLASS T. i Hi Itl i

. % Dign i .., riKK.
let and 2d prize— No competition,

viol

I

I

'

I

C'LAHB V/-VIWI,

l»tpHr,i

I ii* VuU of Fn* >»•;*-.-!
, iL

?;d prlzo—Not awarded.

NEW SCARLET VERBENA—" MPS. WOODROFFE."
AKTIJUK IlKNDJiliSON and Co. can now supply

Bus strong plants of this very fine new Scarlet Verbena,
•i to 6 Inobea high, with numerous Hide brunches, and »ll well
hardened, fit for immediate planting out, at the following reduced
prices, viz.:— 1 Plunt Is. 6d.

12 Plants 12
25 Plants '22

GO Plants 40
lOOFlnnts 70

Specimens of blooms can be sent per post in tin cases (on receipt
ot 6 Postage Stumps) to those who are desirous of seeing and
judging for themselves of the merits of tins splendid variety.

Pino Apple I'ltire. Edgwiire llnnd, .Line III,

t)OBERT PARKER begs to inform his h-iends
^ and the public that his New Spring Catalogue containing

Descriptive and Priced Lists of the following;;

—

[varieties

and fancy
Koscs in pots
Dahlias — show
Fuchsias
Selaginillas or Lycopodiums
Gloxinias
Cinerarias
Calceolarias—bedding varieties
Verbenas
Miscellaneous bedding plants

&c.. &c.

SBxotio Orchids
E'ems—stove, greenhouse, and

hardy
•Geraniums—show.fancy.scurlet,

variegated, and hybridbed-
ding varieties

Chrysanthemums—large flower-
ed, and Pumpono varieties

Petunias
Antirrhinums

Is row ready and can be had Post-free on application.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Komi, llnllowny, London.

NEW AND CHEAP FIRST-KATE
SHOW AND BEDDINC PLANTS.

Thk Cheapest Establishment rs the Kingdom is at

BENltY WALTON'S, Florist, &c, Edge End,
Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire, where there are pro-

pagated annually for sale from 20,000 to 30,000 plants, which, for

cheapness and quality, aro not to be equalled, being robust and
healthy.
GERANIUMS.—Strong blooming plants, of varieties of 1S53,

such as Empress, Carlos, Neatness, Glow-worm, &c, 25s. per

•dozen ; older show varieties, 9s. , 12s,, and 15*'. per dozen ; 25 lor

20s. ; 50 for 30s., good plants.

FUCHSIAS, new varieties of last season, 6$, to 9s. per dozen.

CINERARIAS, choice varieties, such as Advancer, Etoile de

Vaise, Empress, &c, 10s. 6rf. per dozen; older varieties, good
Show kinds, 3s. Gd. per dozen.
PANS1ES, 12 distinct fine show varieties, 6s.; 25finevars., 12s.

VERBENAS, new varieties of last season, 4s. to Os. per dozen.

DAHLIAS, all tbe leading show kinds ot last season, 9s. to

12s. per doz. ; older vars. 4s. 6rf. to 6s. per doz., extra strong plants.

Bedding Plants, including Scarlet ana other Geraniums
Salvias, Heliotropes, &e., equally cheap.

II. W.'s Spring List may be had for one penny stamp.
It is respectfully requested that all Orders beutcompanied with

a Post-oflice Order, payable at Marsden. Lancashire, unless a refer-

ence is given. Orders to tbe amount of 25s. paid to Liverpool,

Manchester, Leeds, and Preston; 2/. and upwards free to Bir-

mingham and Carlisle; and the like distance, or more distant,

•extra plants gratis.—Edge End, Marsden, June 16.

^UJSChUJSA TREKS, ORCHIDACEOUS EPI-
V^ FHYTES, and other EXOTICS.
The undersigned, having obtained from the Government of

New Granada a grant of an extensive district in which the above
valuable plants are indigenous, has now well established and
ready for sending to England fine young specimens of Cinchona
1 unci folia (Mutis),'C.cordifolia,and of a hitherto unnamed species,

C. pubescens (Vahl.), the " tercio polo" of the natives. Also
OnCIIIDACEiB in numerous Varieties, FERNS, &c. Prices as

follows:— £ s. d.

Packages containing 10 Cinchona trees, species as-
sorted to order 25

Ditto 20 Orchidea?. various 15
Ditto 20 Epidendra, do. 15
Ditto 50 Ferns, the root-stocks 25
Ditto 5 Tree Ferns 30
Ditto Lichens and Mosses in varieties , 10

The state in which the plants may be expected to arrive in
England may be inferred from the following extract of a letter

from C. Loddiges & Sons, Hackney, near London.
"Dr. Blagborne, Bogota, Feb. 10, 1844. Dear Sir,—Vve have

duly received your kind letter, also the plants in pretty good
order, for which we are much obliged to you. . . Of tbe Espirirn
Snnto (Peristeria ittata) we will not trouble you for more, you
having so liberally supplied us, but, &c."
The above prices include the heavy expenses to the coast,

packing, &c, leaving nothing to be arranged by the purchaser in
England but the maritime transit, which is trivial. All persons
sending orders are requested to give their address with the
utmost perspicuity, and, on receipt of bill of lading, to make
immediate application for their plants to Messrs. Dttnlop &
Srnoi.KS, Office of the Royal West India Mail and Steam Packet
Company, Southampton. Orders from unknown correspondents
must contain remittance in Bank of England paper, and be
addressed Dr. Bi-AonoRXE, Bogota, under cover to George B.
Child & Co., Bogota, New Granada, South America, and lastly
enveloped to Edward Herring & Co, Alkaloid Works, Trinity
Street, Southwark, London.

I GSEPH NOKMS, OiWrlej Park, ll.

<J Middlesex, having an immense Stock of PAN8IES,
Ing all the finest and newest in cultivation, offers them
9s., and 12s. per dozen, package fncludi d, sent to any addr<
the recelpl ofa Post Office Order, payable al Hotm i

The Trade Bupplled.

TT LOW and CO. have to offer healthy plants of
JL-1 • the undcrnamid. The Hat comprises many recent novcl-prii

ties of great merit, which are still rare:

—

s. d.

Aphel.iinlra Porteoria ... 5
Anopteris ghindulosa ... 15
Aralia integrifolia 21

,, quinrpiefoliu ... 21
Begonia Prestonienais
superba ... 2 6

Begonia zanthina 5

„ gandavensis ... 5

„ marmorea ... 5
Berberis Neubesti, very

distinct foliage 7 6
Berberis Lescbenaulti,

extra fine 21 O
Clematis Helena ,,

„ monstrosu, a great
curiositv.

Clematis "Sophia 3
Clinnthus magmficus ... 2
Dracamu nobilis 7

„ Sieboldti 10
DTpl&cus granulnorus ... 2
Dionzea muscipula (fly

trap 3
Gesneria Donkelaari .., 15

„ Leopoldi 3
Glycine sinensis alba ... 5
Geraniums Medaillc d'or,

and six other new con-
tinental 5-spotted va-
rieties of present sea-
son—each 7 6

Gloxinia Grand Sultan... 3 6

„ Wilsoni 2 6
Hydrolea azurea 2 6
Hederoma, or Genetvllis

tulipifera " ... 21
Hederoma, or Genetvllis

fuchsioides 21
Hydrangea japonica va-

riegata 2 6
Impatiens Jerdonite ... 3

s. J.

Isolomu Decaisniann, su-
perior to Achlmenes
gigantea 5

Lapageria rosea, from
Seed 10 G

Leschenaultiabiloliagran-
diflora, true dwarf va-
riety 5

Lilinm giganteum 21s. to 63
Libocedrus decurren a

(Thuja gigantea) ... 31 G
Mandlrnln pic turuta, most

l.'-intil'iil new gesneria-
CCOUS plant 7 fi

Medinclla magnifies. ... 10 6

Nepenthes ompullacea ... 42
„ JiRvis 16

,,
pbyllamphora 15
Raflflcsiaoa ... 63 C

: tnu,
with pitchers.]

Passiflora Goir

.

Quercus pendunculati as-

pleuifolio, moSl beau-
tiful and striking
foliage 10 (

Rhopala corcovadensis ... 21

elegans 7
organensis, true 42

Sonerila Marcaritacea,
10s. 6d. to 21

Sarracenia fiava 2
purpurea ... 1
rubra 2

variotaris ... 2
Salisb;iria incisa, a new

variety of the Maiden
Hair Tree, with roost

distinct and beautiful
foliage 21

Veronica Kermesina ... 2 6
Clapton Nursery. Li ndon.— June 16.

\/{ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beC to
i*-l announce that their new Spring CATALOGUE
will he sent post free on application, and for 12 postage stamps a
beautiful coloured plate representing the following choice
plants:

—

PLANTS OF CABBAGE, SAVOY, KAIL. B«OC'
CELERY. AND CA\j.

JOHN CATTELL l<; m tb*
•^ public that 1

I

i

All tbi

I

l

I

CO

ol 1
;

. and upward* ^iii b*- rt»-li-. * r-->l r»-
and to tin

A remit: - mm&
ents. Seed of CaiU-ll*«
Reliance Cabbag | \ck*ts by v
Htamps per packet, lb* M 'LK

Hv WALTONj
HanOsn, n

prices a

Lonta Van I

.: Mr. Parpai
soni. 2s.; or the lot -

k

U.Gd. taZr.Gd. each.
Blue Beard, Lady 1

France. Florenci

CHanthus magnifica, 2*.td.f*

-

I

and Whiie, and older kind« at
perdozen. Dabliaa. -

Plants, of sorts, eqns.'.
j

one stamp.

It is respectfully r-

Post Ofiice Order p.

-

reference is given.

CHEAP

dot cm baai afiaa
' the extR*b<

ffMSatfH

'. fre*.

-. f-d. Fise Kawv

ma. :.i.^.t-'.,..H?*.
a. IxHtcioc

-

t MarsdcD. Lt

SATURDAY, JONE 16,

IfEETINGS FOB 17:T, EXSCOIG WtEK.
Wkdstsdat, Joxe --v^IIot: ctlrural G«-3e«t !

Achimenes Atnbroise Verscbaf-
ftlt.

Acacia Drummondi micro-
pbylla.

Boronia Dniiumondi.
Bouvarnia lonffiflora

Delphinium Henriersc-Di.

Genetrliis macrostegia (fochs-

Fnclisia Queen Victoria.
Mrs. ^:

Prince Albert.

Mr. Andrews, the first fiericuUur.il artist of the day. has had
the .setting up of this plate, so that full reliance may be placed
on the correctness of the flowers represented and the superior
style of the colouring.

Description and Price of tbe following >Iew Plants will be seen
GD reference to the Catalogue.
Fuchsia Q'jeen Victoria. Fuchsia Empress Eugenie.

., Prince Albert. .. 1-ady of tbe Lake.

„ Water Nvroph. .. Snowdrop.

„ Kaffaelle." .. Mrs. Story.

„ Rouge et Blanc. ., Princess of Prussia.

Mieilezi. .. Sonvenir de la Beine.
., Pcniiniana. .. Climax.

Maid of Kent. \niura Fs-ronritc (bedding).

Geranium Rubens (bedding). • SSlverQueen.

„ Virginium. '
v 1'

'

1; r-

Masterpiece. • Q"ercitolium eiimiuTn.
" Rosed'Amour. Glow-worm.

Calceolaria Surprise. l - '.lia-

Puntv. " !.. '
STaggiore.

''"1™-
Noma. - £?,2, ve'-

Vezzosaveizosa.
I Phlox Queen Vic

_. ,
" :

•"""
. , ,

Fvrethrum Delhavi.
uydrangeahortensisfiorepleno- - Fuctesse de Brabant.
Lychnis Sieboldi. \ hbnenes Hendetsoni;
Veronica imperial blue. .. gigantes,

,, Andersoui lol. variegata. Scutellaria viil^sa.

Begonia pi^estoniensis superba. i Verbena la Deesse. and others
Lobelia Antwerpiensis. i

recommended.
Chrysantbemum Hemvine, Bole, and others recommended1

.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's A\ c.-d.

A question \r-.s asked seme tin-.-

our correspondents, whether sulphuret of potash*
had ever Veen employed as a renv
MILDEW I We cam
applied in this conn:-;

France successfully, snd if an add be

precipitate of sulphur is dep<" - -;eo»s

solution upon the leaves of

manner which would not

dredging.T It is. in fa

precisely what is used -

certain cutaneous disorders. In aU such

tions the main question is how does the self.}

This is

from the insolubility of sulpl ..

cumstances n

Wedo not]

ori'.y. but the o: ";:

lrav induce some ::

to the matter. Si

judicial er

"orcar:. ^i sud
.

• E dej : -

snlphurincv. isorderswbe; . : m
vegetable

]
-ypo-

-

-

* TFe strpj -

phnre: c: 7

the name
bntconsS - .potasi..

andsnlpl -r:nm.
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sulphite of soda on the curious vegetable production

known by the name of Sarcina, from its resemblance

to little corded bales, which is so common in can-

cerous affections of the human stomach ;
and the

destructive power which it has over parasitic moulds

are all evidences of this fact. One particular

instance mav perhaps afford a clue to its action over

the latter. It is well known that if a bundle of brim-

stone matches be burnt in a harrel, the fermentation

of wine when placed in that barrel will be arrested.

Now the fumes of brimstone consist of sulphurous

acid, and as the whole body of the wine placed in the

cask is affected, the quantity of the acid which is

capable of arresting the growth of the yeast fungus

must be almost infinitisimal. Now if the leaves of

plants infested with mould are dusted with sulphur,

though the sulphur is insoluble in water and may
be exposed to ordinary air for a long time without

change, it is very possible that the oxygen just

separated from the foliage by the action of light in

effecting the decomposition of carbonic acid, or

arising from other chemical processes taking place

within the plant, being in a nascent state, may
readily combine with a portion of the sulphur, and

thus form sulphurous acid, and still more in the

application of a solution of sulphuret of potash with

the addition of an acid, where the sulphur is in the

act of being eliminated, and can combine at once,

under the most favourable circumstances, with tb.e

nascent oxygen.

It would be easy for a good chemist to

ascertain precisely whether sulphurous acid is

really formed under such circumstances, or whether
some other combination of sulphur and oxygen
is given out, and it would be doing good

service to the horticulturist to ascertain the point.

Where sulphur is used to combat disease in the

human frame, especially when applied in-

wardly, more than one combination takes

place, and a large portion of the substance,

when taken in a crude state, passes away
unaltered. In its application to the purposes

of cultivation it is likewise a small portion

only in all probability which is effectual

;

and if the action could be precisely ascer-

tained the results might be of great impor-
tance, in an economical point of view, where
it is used largely, as in Hop gardens. M. J. B.

Botanical Gardens are on the Continent
attached to all universities or collegiate es-

tablishments where the medical portion of

the instruction impaited is considered as of

any importance. For it is there universally

admitted that botany, or the knowledge of

plants from which the great majority of the
most valuable medicaments are prepared, as

well as chemistry, which teaches the mode
of extracting the medicinal principle to the

best advantage, are two most essential

branches of a medical and especially of a
pharmaceutical education ; and a botanical

garden, when well conducted with reference

to its special object, is found to be of essen-

tial service in such a course of botanical

lectures as the student in medicine requires.

It is also of great assistance to the professor

who would give to his pupils such an interest

in botany as should induce them more or

less to pursue it beyond the lecture-room,

either as an independent science, or as a
branch of general knowledge to be applied

as occasion may point out in the various

paths of life and business they may follow.

Personal visits, in many cases several

times repeated during the last 20 or 30 years,

to upwards of 60 of these continental botanic

gardens from Barcelona and Palermo to

Upsala and Petersburgh, from Paris and
Brussels to Constantinople and Odessa, have
led us to take much interest in the question

of the real objects and practical working of

these establishments. Watching such ac-

counts of them as appear more especially

in the German journals, official reports or

extra-official complaints, we have been led

to an examination of the causes why, not-

withstanding the recognised utility of many
of them, there are yet others which appear
far from answering the expectations enter-

tained respecting them as helps to useful

instruction in medical or general botany.
One of these reports, recently published in the

" Botanische Zeitung," that of Professor H. Hoff-
mann on the garden of the University of Giessen in

Hesse-Darmstadt, contains more than usual of
statistical detail, accompanied by an explanation of
the principles laid down for its management, which
might be usefully consulted by directors of other
continental establishments much more liberally
supplied with funds. This is not indeed one of the

60 gardens above mentioned,and we have no personal

means of attesting that the directors' rules are

practically carried out. But as the report appears

to be fairly drawn up, without the usual desire to

show off the garden, a condensed summary is given

in another column as conveying an idea of what are

the ways and means which the directors of the

gardens of the minor universities have to work with.

Leaving out of the question such large establish-

ments as the Botanic Gardens of Paris, Berlin,

Petersburgh, Vienna, &c, where we every now and
then hear of splendid outlays (not even then always

backed by corresponding annual expenditure), the

universal complaint at all these gardens is want of

funds. But is the best use always made of the

funds w-hich they have 1 ATe not sometimes the

main objects interfered with or entirely lost sight

of in the vain attempt to supply commercially the

deficient means t And is there not, generally

speaking, a desire rather to do much than to do
well?— to crowd into the smallest space every

variety of arrangement, scientific or practical, that

has been thought of in. the most magnificently

appointed establishment, and above all to swell

their lists with as large a number of names as

possible, without caring for the reality or correctness

of these names, or for the value or worthlessness of

the articles represented 1 These are topics upon
which it may be useful to enter into some further

details. G. B.

131.

New Plants.
Rhododendron Brookeanuji. Low in Journal

Hort. Soc, iii. 82.

We have ascertained that the beautiful golden yellow

Rhododendron which has been lately exhibited by
Messrs. Veitch is one of those of which figures were

drawings sent home by Mr. Low, there is a supposed
variety with fiery red flowers of a much larger size,

and leaves stained with red at the edge.
The ovary of this species, not mentioned in the

Hort. Soc. Journal, is tomentose, 5-celled, with a Urge
S-lobed stigmatic surface (stigma) lying in the centre of
a very conspicuous cup (indusium or termination of
the carpellary organism). Botanists will understand
the value of this fact.

The following account and figure are borrowed from
the work above quoted :

—

" This noble plant not only grows on trees but,
according to one of Mr. Low's memoranda, is occasion-
ally met with 'on Moss-covered limestone rocks, flower-

ing from November to July.' Another note upon it is

the following :
—

' I shall never forget the first discovery

of this gorgeous plant ; it was epiphytal upon a tree

which was growing in the water of a creek. The head
of flowers was very large, arranged loosely, of the
richest golden yellow, resplendent when in the sun

;

the habit was graceful, the leaves large. The calyx of
this and the other Borneo species is so small as to be
scarcely perceptible. The roots are large and fleshy,

not fibrous as those of the terrestrial Rhododendrons.
It is the least common of all the genus in the island, and
has many varieties, which differ in having larger flowers

and leaves ; the former of a more or less red colour

.

Very high and large trees in damp forests are its

favourite haunts.'
" In his ' Sarawak ' we find it mentioned in the follow-

ing paragraph :
—

' The still river, winding its way
amidst the limestone, which is shaded with overhanging
trees, is nevertheless very pretty ; and the hill opposite

to wbich we now lie rises in a precipice 200 feet above
our beads, its face being covered with climbing plants,

and the projections of the rocks clothed with Ferns and
other plants, among which I observed the bright flowers

of the beautiful and new yellow Rhododendron Broole-

anum, and the elegant Fern-like foliage of a large-

leafed stemless Palm.'—P. 374.
" TIub species is allied to JR. javanicum,

from which it differs in having larger flowers,

and nearly sessile, not long-stalked, leaves, the

under side of which is entirely destitute of the

ru9ty specks which characterise the Java plant.

Coloured drawings of two varieties are before

me—one yellow, the other rich red. The yellow

is represented with 14 flowers in a loose cluster,

of a rich buff colour, and 2 inches across the

limb. The colour, however, is stated by Mr.

Low to be incorrect, and it is probably much
too dull. The annexed cut represents this

variety diminished. The red has'larger leaves,

and only five flowers in a cluster, in colour

resembling theAzalea indica lateritia,h\it richer.

They are more than 3 inches across the lirnbt*>

I published some years since in the Journal of the Horti-

i

cultural Society, from materials sent to England by Mr.
;
Low, juu. The drawing, however, represents the

\
species with wider leaves thau has been observed in

cultivated plants, or even in the dried native specimens
in our herbarium ; so that we must conclude either

that the foliage is variable or that the cultivated plant

is not able to produce the perfect form of its leaves.

The latter are bright green above, pale green below,

and unstained with other colour ; but according to

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.
No. LXXVI.

325. Senectus (Old age).—This is of all com-
plaints to which organic beings are subject the

most formidable and unavoidable. Vital struc-

tures have to a certain extent a power of

reparation, and by judicious treatment dissolu-

tion may be deferred ; but it is only for a

short period ; the vital energies sooner or later

become impaired, the tissues thickened or con-

solidated so as to be unfit for their functions,

and in the absence of all other disease death

at length ensues by their gradual cessation.

326. The more independent each individual

is, and the more complete the separation of

new individuals from the parent stock, the more
palpable'are the effects of age. Both in the

animal and vegetable world, where each indi-

vidual is perfectly independent, the functions

of life are limited within certain fixed bounds.

The minute mould or day-fly, though differing

so greatly in degree of organisation, springs to

full life in the morning, and lias passed away
before the sun has set. But in either king-

dom again, where there is an external growth

of new individuals, though they may be closely

connected for a time with the older portions of

the common mass, life may be prolonged almost

indefinitely, as in the giant madrepores, or the

primeval Oak. The annual and biennial plant

ends its course with the perfection of its seed

crop, while the Oak may yield its harvest for a
thousand years with little decrease of fertility.

327. There are, however, unequivocal testi-

monies that even these aged relics of times long

past are obliged to submit at last to the general

law. According to the supply of nutriment in

the soil, or in proportion to other favourable-

circumstances, is the time during which full

vigour is retained in every part without flagging.

Tbe topmost branches are the first to give way,

so that the tree presents at length a dead top

while the surrounding branches are in full vigour. Con-

temporaneous with tbe failure of the top, and often in

consequence of it, the central portion of the wood decays,

letting in tbe wet, and communicating the taint to tbe sur-

rounding rings of newer tissue. The decayed matter, con-

sisting of huniates and uhnates, is not however conveyed

very rapidly outwards. Vegetation proceeds with almost

as much vigour as ever ; tbe fruit still comes to perfec-

tion ; a new ring is added with every new year, and we

have thus after a series of years a hollow trunk, from
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which almost tlm wholo of the central wood nod harder

tissues have gradually vanished] though there is life

without. The shell (it length is too thin to hour tho

weight of tlio branches, which in consequence givo way;

a fresh ingress of moisture leads to further decay, till

after a thoiiwind yearn' growth, a mero tuft of leaves *

may he left, testifying that the struggle between life and

death in still undetermined. The same process goes on

in many other trees, tho decay when mice eoun :ed

[beiwe accelerated hy boring insects, and the Larger

fungi. In many cases decay is far more rapid than in

the Oak, from the facility with which the putrefactive

loriuent penetrates the neighbouring ttsSUeli In most
cases it is groatly accelerated by the largo fungi wliirli

iind a fitting matrix in the decaying matter, and rapidly

exhaust the languid and almost exolete tissues which

surround it. It is curious that in many instances the

highest part is the first to suffer, as though the brut

sign of failing vital energy were a difficulty in convey-

ing the nutritive fluid to the extremities, presenting

thus a marked coincidence with phonomBna common in

oxtreme age to the most long-lived being in (lie animal
world ;-|- and this failure of the extremities is quite indr

pendent of and distinct from the decay of multitudes of

branches which takes place even in the most vigorous

trees. If every shoot which is produced retained its

Vitality tho tree would be a crowded mass utterly

unfitted to perform its functions, but hy a sort of natural

pruning those shoots which were originally wenker give

way to their stronger and more vigorous neighbours) or

decay from want of proper exposure to light and air
;

or from their want of vigour are less able to resist the

cold. Though, however, this decay ib ofton a sign of

old age, it is sometimos duo to other causes, as peculiari-

ties of soil, as, for instaneo, where nourishment is abun-

dantly supplied, until tho roots ponetrate into some
barren or noxious stratum, or where they reach some
impervious matter, having exhausted the nutriment in

the superincumbent soil. In this case the effects aro

the same with those of direct old age, which indeed

may be said to have come on prematurely. When
once there is decay amongst the upper branches,

the quality of the timber is sure to grow worse every

day, and the only safe course is at once to fell the tree.

Where the affection is general alter the trees havo
attained but small dimensions, it is be9t to destroy the

plantation altogether, and apply tho land to some more
profitable use.J M. J. B.

GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

The twelfth anniversary of this charity was held at

the London Tavern on Monday last, the 11th hist., Sir

S. M. Peto, Bart., in the chair, supported by Sir Joseph
Paxton, M.P., E. L. Betts, Esq., A. Rowland, Esq., J. H.
Schroder, Esq , Thos. Moxoii, Esq., Henry A. Hunt,
Esq., R. Wrench, Esq., E. Purser, Esq., H. G. Bohn,
Esq., G. Reed, Esq., J. J. Mecbi, Esq., and about 120
nurserymen and gardeners.

The usual preliminary toasts were proposed and re-

sponded to. The chairman then proposed the health of

the Duke of Devonshire. Sir Joseph Paxton returned

thanks. He afterwards proposed " Success to the Gar-

deners' Koyal Benevolent Institution," and made a warm
appeal to the company in its behalf, hoping that they

would show by their subscriptions the interest they took

in the charity. Sir Joseph Paxton proposed the " Health

of the Chairman ;" and after some other toasts were
drank, the Secretary announced, among many others,

the following subscriptions which had been handed in

on the occasion.

on- £. s. ct. £. s. d.

The Chairman then proposed the health of the

Stewards, which was responded to by Mr. Nash, and
after two or three other toasts the meeting separated.

We may add that the room was tastefully decorated

with beautiful specimens of Pelargoniums and other

plants, brought there for the occasion by Mr. Turner
and Messrs. Henderson and Fraser at their own ex-
pense. There was also a plentiful supply of fruit from
Trentham, Chatsworth, Arundel, Somerleyton, Preston
Hall, &c.

The Duko of Devon- £. s. a. £. s.

shire 21 Mr. Rivers fi 6
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart. 10 10 Minier, Nash, & Nash 5 6
Sir Joseph Paxton .. 10 10 Messrs. Leo 5 5
Edw. L. Betts 10 10 Alex. Rowland, Esq. 5 5
C. Dixon, Esq. ... 10 10 Henry G. Bohn, Esq. 5 5
Mrs. Deacon 10 10 Henry A. Hunt, Esq. 6 B
Miss Schroder 10 10 Robert Field, Esq. ... 5 5
Baron Rothschild .. 10 10 Messrs. Wrench & Sons 5 fi

J. J. Mechi, Esq. .. 5 5 Mr. S. Thompson ... 5 6
Mr. Milner 10 10 Messrs. Gray & Orni-
Mr. Eyles 10 10 son 5 5
R. Low, Esq S S Messrs. Veitch & Son 5 5

THE GIESSEN BOTANIC GARDEN.
The Botanical Garden of the University of Giessen

was first laid out by Dr. Jungermann, in the year 1609,
two years after the foundation of the University itself.

In the year 1617 it was removed to its present site on the

north-east side of the town, within the town walls. In
the years 1 824-5 it was enlarged by the addition of a

• The Oaks at Morehay Lawn, iu Northamptonshire, were
certainly of lull growth iu the reign of King John. Specimens
may be seen there in every stage, from full maturity to extreme
decay. I have myself watched one year after year, till it pro-
duced at last a mere tuft of leaves, from an active eye near
the base.

t This appearance in trees is what is called popularly stag's
head, and is identical with whatis named in France couromiement.

X Iu my own neighbourhood there are whole woods where the
Oaks are uniformly stag-headed. Some of these have lately
been grubbed up, and the produce of corn has been extremely
good. Such woods do not pay the expenses in their natural con-
dition, and are valueless except for the production of game.

shrubbery or promenade called tho Horrngarten, and
of a portion of the glacis beypnd, obtained 0y tie.- demo-
lition of the city walls, ho as t'i acquire its pri ei

•

dimensions. It now consists of I'O' rinse-Darmstadt
morgans, or about BJ British acri ••

The funds for its support consist nobly ol the annual
grants voted by tho States and granted l,y the '

inent, us no sale of plants is allowed. These annual
grants have lor the lost seven years 'Iron. 1848 to I

;
: A)

varied from about 1800 to about 2100 florin |

170/.). in the tan preceding years they aoldoni

ceeded loo/., mid before that they were usually undei
no/. All payments are made on the director's written

order,

The direction in entrusted to the profcinor of I,'. i ,i,,

for the time boing, under the superintendence of the

administrative coupcil of tin- academy. In ths com
mencciiieiit of the present century bis emolumi til

sistod, of a salary ol 800'fl. (about 24M, bi ides corn,

wood, buy, und poultry, delivered in Itind, which the

professor eithor consumed or sold, and of the la

ices. The present amount is not stated, Among the

profi Hors named are Jungermann, tho founder ; v. il

brand, from 11117 to 11110 ; and A. Union, the
| I

distinguished professor at Berlin, who win a twolvo

month at Giessen before the appointment of II. II. ,11

maun, the present professor'; Hupp, Dillcnius, nod

Borkbausen, who are among the best known botanists

educated at Giessen, never professed there.

The head gardenor with the title of University

Gardener has a salary of 500 florins (about 401.)

direct from tho university fund. Ho is allowed an

assistant at 260 florins (20/.), and two day-labourers in

winter, and as many as seven in nummcr, at a daily pay

of 84, 80, and 22 kreut/.crs severally (II.W., 1 ()</., and

7j</.).

The original or front portion of tho garden, close

behind the lecture-room, contains the plant-houses ; the

middle portion (the old promenade) is still a plantation
;

the hinder garden eastward is laid out for tho cultivation

of hardy plants. To vary tho exposition a large mound
was raised in 1(125, forming at the same time a pond and

a marsh. Tho herbaceous beds are planted according to

the natural system with perennial, chieflyofficinal plants
;

there are also beds for annual", for biennials, and ome
miscellaneous ones. In 1851 Professor Braun esta-

blished a shady quarter for Rhododendrons, &c, which

has proved successful. Au alpine collection was formed
in 1852 on the north-east side of the mound. There
are also a border for Orchidem strewed with limestone,

a bed for wild Roses and other shrubby Rosacea;, for

Liliacete, for Ferns, for Evergreens, and in 1854 an
ceconomico-tcchnimni was planted with specimens of the

more important herbaceous plants of central Europe
which are used iu the arts or for food. Moreover beds

of showy flowers are scattered about for ornament.

There are three plant-honses : the o'dest, attached to

the gardener's house, was a narrow glazed passage, in

which a number of tropical plants were already culti-

vated in 1788. It was enlarged in 1824 to its present

size, and divided into three portions, of which the

central one is a hothouse with 'some fine specimens of

Dracama, Papyrus, Charoredorea, Scitamiuetc, Maranta

zebrina, Rhaphis, Phoenix, Chamterops, &c A second

house was built in 1826, and filled in 1027 ; it is also 1

in three compartments, in the centre one of which is
'

perhaps the finest specimen of Ficus elastica in Ger-

many. In 1836-7 a low pit was added, and first heated '

in 1851. It is used for tropical Orchidea;, &c, and I

includes an aquarium consisting of a large wooden

vessel sunk in the bed, and containing a few hothouse
'

aquatics surrounded by tropical Ferns. The houses
|

contain also a Ward's case and a propagating frame.
[

All the beds are filled with sawdust, in which the pots !

are immersed. The heating of the two last-mentioned

houses is by hot water in copper pipes, which has

answered admirably during the two last severe winters.

The flues, on the contrary, of the older house are

badly constructed, and not only require frequent repair,

hut injure the plants by the escape of smoke. The
houses are generally too high and dark, being lighted

only from the S.E. and early shaded by the high

buildings adjoining. For this cause many plants will

not blow, and others (such as the Australian Acacias,

Mimosa pudica, Astrapsea, &e.) set no seed. The
same want of light is felt for the hotbeds, which are,

moreover, made of sandstone instead of wood, and are

anything but warm. The gardtn is allowed annually

24 loads of dung from the university stables.

The cardeu is exclusively devoted to the cultivation

of plants of scientific worth or for ornament. Their

number, according to the general catalogue, is at pre-

sent (March, 18o5) 4500 species, of which 4217 are

Phanerogams. These plants are obtained

—

1. By Exchange of Seed.—The garden is in corre-

spondence with the greater number of similar establish-

ments on the Continent. In 1855, seed lists have been

sent to 42 public and to many private gardens, and

lists of desiderata received from 36 establishments.

This interchange began about 30 years since. Unfor-

tunately it does not supply- what it ought to do, the

seeds received are often old or unsound ; species really

wanted seldom occur among them ; whilst a number of

worthless fill-gaps are repeated in most catalogues year

after year with wearisome uniformity. Lastly, very

many of the seeds turn out to be different from what
~~
* Professor Baumer (who died in 17SS1 used to go ont bota-

nising with his pupils, all. as was then the custom, in bag

wigs'and swords; one dav in an excursion on the Bieber. they

were set upon by the peasantry, who mistook them for a band of

robbers which then infested the neighbourhood.

Import. Ltui

Ion the determination of plants; flieonlys
to or res*

i

. wii), |
, ,•.

to whether Ibi

!<•»», true or Uw, The
i -nrdeil mil,, IUMM

will be terminated in a i-w yean,
'

' ' "I annuall* \r<iu\

By exew turn in flu

to a great* r distance, a« for im
'< /.'/ ,. |

' nft
f
v, win* h 111':

iii contents, In mom* r<

Government defraved flu

i. and ->»!•* capful*,

donations are recorded (ram D
Prof. Lb

iif loading principles ooopu I ae to flu - mlti-

rated is • limitation v, \< ,uA
•Aim

• far »» tl"- rands "ill »l "», ' MK-D-
tion in bestowed upon rs

and their good
pecies, ei led out with great core j bat the* float sn
bit maintained in thn best Male »-

number of indirldnsls to »n«wr ike and */n;-\

aid to Inntniction ; and this whether titer l-<- b) Am
honses or in the open air. I

ordinarily II or 15 specimens o.

the Tea plant. And u to tbs uw of the ;« t«-tj. tb«
rule in to give the greatest ;

everything thi •"?« tbis dm
adopted experience bos shown here, a< at Knw, t.

garden lai from I mg thou exposed to rohUry u only
the better for publicity, bj .ruli*» it f
Improved correepondeneej and by ibe ;ncr*»*mg mhoUt
ol visitors who take an interest in it.

The garden is open to t'.<? nubHc the -•> l.oi*r day with

the exception of the dinriT bourn (from il till I;, Ibe

plant-houses on Wednesdays from i till 2. It is tub-

uerviont

—

1. To Sclf-inilntction.—With this view the old num-
bers attached to the plants hare within the bui '-

«

years been replaced by their names wrilieti io Mack
upon white metal, or in the c*f of pbuitn in pota, the

names arc written on the pota themselves in Mack lead

upon a white ground painted in oil. Sioce this baa been

done students may be seen in summer, almost daily,

book in hand, occupied amidst the borders. The
majority of the plants in pots are, as el»e*h*-re, brought

out of doors in summer, and the greater nomber arranged

in groups, which it has been the endeavour to render ae

instructive as possible with designating tablet*. Thus,

in 1852, were established groups of New Holland plants,

Coniferie, succulent plant-, Fuchsias, Ericaceae, Cactese,

and Pelargonia ; in 1853, African succulent pants oppo-

site the American ones, tropical groups, cbancterietie

Mediterranean plants, her'-<a<e us and ligneous forms

from one and the same famUy contracted ; in IBM, an

Orangery, chief types of monocotyledons, the Alpine

flora, types of the flora of the coal formation, Ae.
These groups attract, more es;*ciaily, the attention of

the public, and by their arrangement, the position of the

garden-seats, Ac, afford very inviting resting-place* •

The garden takes part also in the Horticultural Exhi-

bitions, which are held sometimes in the Urge boll, and
sometimes in the Riding School of the University.

2. To Public Instruction,—For tbis purpose, for all

lectures on morphology and on the natural order*, a
sufficient number of specimens is provided of four or

five species each lecture i to give one to every student

before the lecture. They are calculated to serve, after

having been examined during the lecture, for forming

afterwards for each of the audienee a small specimen

herbarium of the chief types of the natural order.

It required many years before it became possible

to accommodate the collection to this system. The
garden supplies also for .each lecture characteristic

specimens ot typical groups of plants in pots, such as

Cactese, Conife'rae, Orchidire, Proteactse, Ericaceae. Ac
Unfortunately the want of a proper lecture-room is on

these occasions much felt.

The botanical audience consists almost exe'.-

of medical and pharmaceutical students ; forester; ar i

financial students generally attend the lectures on forest

botany, which are supplied with materials partly aleo

from "the botanical garden, but mainly from the forest-

botanical establishment, lyirz at a distance rresn the

town, and planted in 1825. The greatest number who

have attended the botanical lectures within the last 30

vears has been 47. If we consider that this number of

instructive specimens roust be supplied of ail the more

important plants, the above-mentioned principle of re-

striction in the number of species attempted to be

qrown will be fully justified. We have alreadyssic-

ceeded in providing in sufficient abundance many which

we much wanted, such as Rice, Lobefaa infiats,

Gratiola. Gentiana lutea, Ac, ssd we shall BM
'

enough of Coffee, Cotton, and several others. Some

which onlv flower in winter—soch as Tea. Iponssex

purfa, Heileborus nicer. Ac—are then dried in suf-

ncie'nt numbers to distribute to tie srodeca at the

lectures ; so also in the case of Mosses, Lichees, Ac.

The garden possesses, moreover, a small Herbarium,

arranged according to the Datura. which

Professor Wiibrand's, containing 5700 species, chiefly

• The great taste dispUved in the imngeuieat ct the green-

house plaits when brought out of doors ia asne; is especially

observable in several of the Genaaa gardens.
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garden plants, formed the basis, to which have been

gradually added various private donations, amongst which

may 1 e mentioned a Herbarium norma'c of the Hess;an

flora, formed by the present director, and a general

. collection of duplicates from the Grand Duke's private

herbarium, presented by him to the University. There

is also a small museum of fruits, seeds, wood specimens,

monstrosities, and botanical curiosities ; a library, con-

taining but very few works of any importance ;
an excel-

lent microscope, by Keller, of Wetztlau, purchase^ in

1853, ai.d a set of meteorological instruments. The

meteorological observations are regularly made and

published in the "Proceedings of the Upper Hessian

Society of Naturalists and Physicians; " " For," observes

Professor Hoffmann, " public botanic gardens are pecu-

liarly adapted fur making these observations, both as to

locality and the necessary persmind, and no one is so

dependent on weather as the gardener."— (Abridged

from Professor H. Hoffmann's Report in Mohl and

Schlechtendahl's Bolanischc Zeitimg, April 1855). 0. B.

Home Correspondence.
Tlic Mcmgosteai.—Having resided for some years in

a tropical country not many degrees from that where

the Mangosteen nourishes, I am induced to mention the

idea entertained there, that it will only prosper within

3 'of the equator. I have seen the fruit produced in

Ceylon, but which was said to be very inferior to that

in its native clime. Greater skill in gardening might

perhaps have had better success. There is however

another fruit, I believe a native of Java, which hears

freely in Ceylon, and which, if it has not yet been culti-

vated in England, would be well worth trying. The
Rambutan, the only name for it with which 1 am
acquainted, is a pretty plant as to foliage. The fruit

grows iu bunches. The shell or rind bright red and

rough, almost prickly ; and when that is opened, the

fac simile of a plover's egg prepared for aspic jelly

presents itself, and is of a very pleasant sweet acid. Con-

stant Reader. [The so-called Mangosteens of Ceylon

and of the Ghauts are not Mangosteens at all, but

merely inferior species of Garcinia. the Rambutan is

very nearly the same as the Litchi ; no doubt it ought

to be tried here, and so should the Lansah and Duku.]
Mistletoe on the Oulc.—From an article in your last

number there appears to be still a doubt as to the fact

of the Mistletoe growing upon the Oak-tree. I remem-
ber having seen it once, and but once, growing upon
that tree. Having (about 17 years ago) occasion to

walk from Glanusk Park, in Breconshire, to Aber-
gavenny, I took the foot-path along the" bank of the

Newport and Brecon canal, and in the course of my walk
was most agreeably surprised at finding an old Pollard

Oak completely covered with Mistletoe. I took great

pains to examine the tree, and I am quite satisfied of

the fact. I do not at this distance of time recollect the

precise spot, but any gentleman residing in that locality

who has leisure and would feel sufficient interest in the

case, might set the matter at rest by procuring a por-

tion of the tree with the Mistletoe growing upon it and
sending it to your office. The Mistletoe grows plenti-

fully upon the Apple tree iu Breconshire. T. Ann,
Redland Court, Bristol. [We should be very much
obliged for such a specimen of the Mistletoe on Oak.]

Spring Protection of Apricots Allow me to correct a

misprint in my communication of the 28th May. X

should not have troubled you about it had not " G. W."
accused me in common with another correspondent of

"coddling." My words were, "In 1853 I used double

netting as a protection." Double mats, in my opinion,

are a worse than useless protection for Apricots, and
I think that if the foliage is kept healthy and the trees

divested of all unnecessary wood, so as to allow what is

left to get perfectly ripened, a better crop of fruit will

be produced without protection than can be had from
badly matured wood, as is often the case, protected on
the most approved principles. John Stevens.

Bpidendrum bicornutum.—This truly fine Orchid is

so seldom seen iu perfection at our metropolitan exhi-

bitions that I am led to infer its cultivation must be
insuperably difficult. I will, therefore, endeavour to

lay before your readers the method I have adopted with
it, and which I am happy to say has proved successful.

In the first place, I will just mention the climate of the

country from which it has been introduced ; and then

recur to the treatment it should have in an Orchid-

house. If we take into consideration the climate of

Guyana (Guiana of some), Trinidad, and other places

from whence it comes, we at once see the treatment it

requires. Its natural habitat, I am credibly informed, is

upon rocks and stumps of old trees, contiguous to the

sea ; and is constantly washed with salt water, particu-

larly when the tides are high ; which is very different

treatment from what it receives in England. Guyana
possesses two rainy and two dry seasons. The long rainy
season sets in about the middle of April, and torrents of

rain descend until June, when the long dry season
commences, and continues to November : December is

generally showery, and in January much rain falls.

February and March constitute the short dry season.
The mean temperature of the year, according to Mr.
Thompson's invaluable tables published in the Journal
of the Horticultural Society, is 81° 38'

; which
is not so high as might reasonably be expected,
considering the position of the island to the
equator. The trade winds, which cross the Atlantic,
probably reach the coast impregnated with moisture
which no dotbi keeps the temperature comparatively
low. Having described the climate, I will now make a

few remarks upon the cultivation of this plaut. It

should be potted in a compost of good fibry peat, plenti-

fully intermixed with soft sandstone and river sand,

and then suspended close to the glass. As soon as it

commences growth it should be well supplied with

tepid water, and occasionally syriDged with salt water,

or, what is preferable, fill a pan with salt water and

suspend it immediately under the plant ; the saline

vapour constantly and gradually ascends, and it is sur-

prising to see the effect it produces upon the constitu-

tion of the plant. During winter the temperature and

dryness of the air should be considerably reduced, but

not to the extent generally recommended by some

writers upon Orchids. There are many other very

fine Orchids, which are seldom seen in perfection, and

upon which I may at some future time offer a few

remarks. H. M., Axmonlh, Devon.

Hardiness of the white Indian Azedea.—It may in-

terest some to know that I have four plants of Azalea

indica alba in very fair blossom, which have stood in

my garden on the borders of Kent and Sussex without

any protection for the last seven years at least. They
have been planted among and treated like the commou
Rhododendrons and Azaleas. W. C. M.

Grape Gromng (seep. 389).—I should advise "M.K."
to get some information on this subject by visiting the

numerous houses recently built by gentlemen, whose

gardeners have shown more practical knowledge than

"M. K.'s."- Having been permitted to examine a great

many houses, I have not seen anything to equal one', built

about three years ago at North Frith, near Tunbridge,

by Sir Jasper Atkinson, whose gardener, Mr. Webb,
very kindly gave me every information how he has been

enabled to secure this season such an extraordinary

abundance of six different sorts of Grapes in so short a

period. I would recommend "M. K.,"and in short,
j

any person who feels an interest in these matters, to
|

pay him a visit ; it would fully compensate his trouble
;

the inspection would not only gratify him, but he would

obtain some useful aud practical hints on the subject of I

Grape growing. A. B., County of Kent. Your cor-

respondent who has " waited 12 long years for Grapes
j

and had only two bunches about three years back,"

would have been doing an act of justice to himself aud
to all connected with horticulture if he had taken your
advice " discharge your gardener " nine years ago. If

he had done so it might perhaps have been the means
of putting a stop to so many garden labourers setting

themselves up as gardeners, and doing what no one who
had served a regular apprenticeship would do. Perhaps
" M. K.'s " gardener is one of that sort. 0. P.

Fern Judging at the Crystal Palace Show.—I observe

(see p. 389) that Mr. Chitty, of Stamford Hill, finds

fault with the judges of Ferns at the Crystal Palace.

He is of opinion that certain beautiful collections of

hardy Ferns there ought to have been disqualified

because they contained several of our rare aud most
beautiful native species which he declares are not hardy
enough to bear exposure to our climate, at least that of

London. Now every experienced cultivator knows that

many herbaceous plants (which everybody calls hardy),
including Ferns and Alpines, will not bear this test, and
it is mainly owing to the very varied and humid climate
of the British Islands, that our flora is comparatively
rich in Ferns. It is quite clear that three out of the

four exhibitors in question were of the same opinion as

the judges about the propriety of calliug our native
Ferns hardy. The collection which Mr. Chitty
patronises was not overlooked, but examined and found
to be wanting, both as regards good cultivation and
choice species. Let us hope that the exhibitor of it may
be more successful next time. A. S., One of the Judges.

Nursery Names of Plemts.—We notice, at p. 389,
a complaint from a correspondent that the same plants

are frequently sold by different nurserymen under differ-

ent names, and referring particularly to the case of a
" Maranta " exhibited at the late Crystal Palace Show
by Messrs. Jackson of Kingston, Messrs. Rollisson of

Tooting, and ourselves. We join most heartily in

repudiating the system of nurserymen or any other

persons not duly qualified giving fancy names to newly
imported introductions. We appeal confidently to Dr.
Lindley and Sir W. J. Hooker if it he not our custom
to submit to them our new plants for naming, so that

there may be no confusion, and that plants of our own
introducing at least may not, as far as it is in our power
to prevent it, be sold out under different and erroneous
names. In this particular instance we made a point of

getting from Sir W. J. Hooker the name under which
we showed the plant, viz., Maranta roseo-lineata, variety

elegans of Kew Gardens. Sir W. J. Hooker does not
consider it a species but merely a fine variety of M.
roseo-lineata. It may be, and no doubt is, all very well

for persons who raise Hybrid Geraniums or Fuchsias,

or indeed any kinds of cross-bred plants to name them
Queen Victorias, or Almas, or any fancy name they
like, but we join your correspondent in repudiating
imported plants being sold out under, names not
sanctioned by botanical authority. We have thought
it right to explain our authority for the name we used
en the occasion referred to and leave the other nursery-
men named by your correspondent to do likewise.

James Veitch & <Son.

wietfes*

Royal Botanic, Regent's Park, June 13.—This

Society's second exhibition took place on Wednesday
jast under rather unpropitious circumstances as regards

weather, heavy rain falling at intervals during the whole

afternoon. The exhibition itself was in all respects a
good one. Stove and greenhouse plants were abundant,

and the same may he laid of Orchids, Roses, too, were

excellent, and of Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, aud other

florist flowers there was a large display.

Of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Mr. May, gr. to,

H. Colyer, Esq., sent a collection, whose distinguishing

feature was its beautiful examples of Allamandas and
Dipladenias. These were in admirable condition. It

also contained some well-managed Everlastings, a
famous Pimelea decussata, Dracophyllum gracile, the

blue Lescheuaultia and a pyramidally trained Stephanotig

floribunda. Mr. Barter, gr. to A. Basset, Esq., of

Stamford Hill, also had a good group, in which were
Phcenocoma proliferum, well grown, but with no open
flowers on it ; Stephanotis floribunda, Pimelea decussata,

a very fine Statice Holfordi, together with Vincas,

Franciseas, and other plants. From Mr. Green, gr. to

Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., came good specimens, among
which the more remarkable were Polygala Dalmaisiana,

Pimelea spectabilis, Aphelexis purpurea macrantha,

the yellow Azalea sinensis, the glowing red A. optima,

and Rondeletia speciosa.

In collections of 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Messrs'. Fraser confributed Phtenocoma proliferum,

Pimelea Hendersoni, the fine jvariety of Erica tricolor/

called Wilsoni, Adtnandra f'ragrans, and a charming

Stephanotis floribunda. Messrs. Rollisson had Gardenia

Fortuni beautifully flowered ; Mitraria coccinea, finely

grown but not well flowered ; some admirable Cape
Heaths, and Acr.ophyllum venosum. Mr. Cutbush

exhibited two well bloomed Everlastings, Pimelea specta-

bilis, Dipiadenia crassinoda, and the Cavendish Heath.

Messrs. Pampiin also sent a group in which the most

attractive plant perhaps was Stephanotis floribunda.

In the class of 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants

Mr. Frost, gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq., had the best group.

It contained a lovely Echites splendens, also excellent

plants of Allamanda cathartica, Polygala Dalmaisiana—

one of the best of the genus—a well-flowered Kalosanth,

and Statice Holfordi. Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq.,

produced small, but well grown plants of Boronia pin-

nata, Pimelea Hendersoni, Lescheuaultia former,

Dipiadenia crassinoda, the pretty Azalea Iveryana, and

an Everlasting. Mr. Peed, gr. to J. Tredwell, Esq.,

sent a white Vinca, a Cape Heath or two, Cleroden-

dron fallax, Allamanda neriifolia, Gardenia intermedia,

and Boronia pinnata.

In collections of 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Mr. Williams, gr. to Miss Traill, of Bromley, furnished

admirable examples of Boronia tetrandra, Pimelea

decussata, and Allamanda neriifolia, the latter a neat

|

little bush covered with yellow flowers. Mr. Morris,

gr. to Coles Child, Esq., produced Aphelexis purpurea
', macrantha, in good condition ; a well-flowered Hoya
imperialis, a white Azalea, Vinca rosea, and Kalosanthes

versicolor. Mr. Roser, gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., sent

Erica ventricosa magnifica, certainly one of the very

best of the class to which it belongs ; an Everlasting,

Pimelea Hendersoni, and a handsome variety of Choro-

zema varium.

Tall Cacti were contributed in good condition, and
to some extent supplied the place of Azaleas, of which

there were only a few plants present, and those much
past their best. Of the former Mr. Grix furnished well-

flowered plants of Epiphyllum speciosum and Jenkin-

soni, Cereus speciosissimus and Egertoni, the latter a

handsome small-flowered hybrid. Mr. Mortimer and
Mr. Green also showed examples of these showy plants,

among which was the white-flowered Cereus crenatus.

Orchids were more numerous, and appeared to better,

advantage than they did at this Society's exhibition in

May last. In groups of 20 plants Mr. Williams, gr. to

C. B. Warner, Esq., sent beautiful specimens of Aerides

odoratum, Calanthe veratrifolia, Saccolabium guttatum

and prremorsum, the lovely Cattleya superba, and the

Bearded Lady's Slipper (Cypripedium barbatum). Mr.
Woolley, gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq., produced some good

Saccolabiums, Dendrobium Paxtoni and formosum,

Barkeria spectabilis, a remarkable plant, some Cypri-

pediums, &c. Mr. Hume, gr. to R. Hanbury, Esq.,

furnished Aerides odoratum, Cattleya ianthina, which,

as we have said before, is merely a bad variety of C.

intermedia ; Barkeria melanocaulon, Oncidium pul-

chellum, some of the best varieties of Cattleya Mossise,

and Dendrobium Dalhousieanum.

In collections of 1 6 plants, Messrs. Veitch produced
Oncidium ampliatum, the Fox-brush Aerides, Dendro-
bium anosmum, and formosum ; an extremely well

flowered Sobralia macrantha, the best variety of Cypri-

pedium barbatum, two very fine examples of Phalse-

nopsis, and some Saccolabiums. Messrs. Rollisson had
large bushes of Sobralia, Dendrobium nobile, Cattleya

Mossise and Aclnndse ; also C. Leopoldi, Phalsenopsis

grandiflora, Oncidium sphacelatum, Vanda insignis,

and Brassia verrucosa, the latter an extremely well

flowered plant of the kind.

In the class of 12 Orchids, Mr. Gedney, gr. to Mrs,
Ellis, sent fine plants of Saccolabium guttatum and prse-

morsum, a very fine white Butterfly plant (Phalsenopsis),

Aerides odoratum, Calanthe masuca, aud handsome
plants of Cattleya Mossise. Mr. Clarke, gr. to Mrs.
Webb, contributed Phalsenopsis grandiflora, Aerides

affine, Saccolabium prsemorsum, Cattleya Mossiae, and
an Oncid. Mr. Keel, gr. to A. Butler, Esq., of Wool-
wich, sent Epidendrum verrucosum, the yellow Cattleya

citrina, Brassia verrucosa, Phaius Wallichi, Dendrobium
tortile, and Cattleya Mossise.

,

The best group of 6 Orchids came from Mr. Green,
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who sent Dondrobium deneiflorum, D, nobile, Aerides

odoralum and crispnm, Cattleya Mobsiio, and Oncidium
divaricatum.

Roses in pom wore in admirable condition, and we
need not nay contributed greatly to the beauty of the

show. Messrs. bane bad Coupe de Hebe, Paul Perms,
Baronno Provost, and Cbdncaola' literally beset with

blooms just in perfeetion ; also Souvenir (run Ami, not

bo well grown perhaps, but with Bowers matchless in

point of shape and richness of colour, Messrs, Paul had

likewise extremely well managed plants, and so had Mr.
Francis; Mr. Terry, gr, to Lady Puller ; A. Rowland,
Esq. ; nml Mr. Sage, gr. to W. Ji. Robinson, Esq.
Thoso groups contained some of our most favourite

Roses, among whieh Mrs. Bosavquet, Splfateri'e, and
Souvenir do Malinaiwon were conspicuous. Mr, brands
had u collection of well-flowered suiall pluuln of K.

DovonionsiH on the Manrtli stock. These, us tliey

deserved to be, weromuoh admired.
Cape Heaths were contributed in good condition by

Messrs. Rollisson, Fraser, May (gr, to II. Colyer, Ei q.),
Williams (gr. to Misfi Traill), I

1

' runt, Roger, Sia.

Among tlin different varieties wore tricolor Will i,

metubvllora, ventricosa grandiflcn'a (a fine kind),

Cavendishi, Borgiatia, Westphnlingin, mutabilis, Mai oni,

perspicua nana, and gemmifera.
Of Miscellaneous Plants Messrs. Henderson, of

Pine-applo Place, Imd a collection in which small
flowering New Holland and other shrubs were inter-

mixed with Rhopalas and other plants possessing fine

foliage, tho whole producing an excellent effect.

Of novelty there wan little beyond what was shown at

tho Crystal l'alaco on the 2d inst. Rhododendron for-

mosum elegans^Vcronica Luseombeana, a kind in the way
of Andcrsoni, Eniliuthrium cocciiicum, and Achimenes
gigantea, a sort like pieta, come from Messrs. Veitch.

Messrs. Rollinson sent Meyenia crcctn, and A. Fnrrie,
JEsq., of Liverpool, furnished "a flowering plant of

what was called Rhododendron KeyBi, from Bootan. It

had clusters of little orange tubular blossoms very much
like those of a Manettia on tho ends of the last year's
wood, the young shoots of the present season extending
beyond them some 5 or inches ; altogether it looked
very unlike a Rhododendron. Messrs. Veitch had a
handsome Gloxinia with upright flowers like those of
Fyfiana, but white with a carmine throat. It was called

Comte de Talleyrand.

Pelaugoni cms, us might be expected iu the middle of Juno
wore produced iu Inrge numbers, ami generally in line condition'
Among now varieties, i. e., those sent out in tho autumn of 1853
and 1851 thero woro some good flowers. Mr. Turner, of Slough,
had Governor-General, Carlos, Omor Pacha, Serena, Zeno, and
Majestic. These were all extremely well bloomed plants. Mr.
Nye, gr. to E. Foster, Esq., of Clemer Manor, sent nice plants of
Attraction, Phaeton, Purple, Perfection, Rosa, Carlos (lloyle),
Pandora (Turner). The first four arc of Mr. Foster's raising;
Attraction and Phaeton were particularly fine. Messrs, Dobson
sent Conqueror, a bright crimson, with dark top petals ; Empress,
Rebecca, Laura, Gem of the West, and Lucy. The first four are
varieties raised by Mr. Beck. Mr. Holder, gr. to Rev. E. Cole-
ridge, Etou College, sent a fourth collection, which contained Fair
Ellen, Attraction, Carlos, Mary, Governor-General, and Seroskfer,

Of 12 plants (Nurserymen) there wero 4 collections. Mr.
Turner's were large and striking plants, evenly matched in size,

and covered with bloom. They consisted of Topsy, Rosamond,
Mochanna, Portia, Esther, Leonora, Achilles, Sanspareil, Virgin
Quean, ltowenii, Majestic, and Astreai The two next collections

wero considered to be equal by the Judges. These were contri-

buted by Messrs. Dobson and Messrs. Fraser. Those varieties

shown in good condition, and not in the first collection were
Dolicatniu, Enchantress, Maguet, Vulcan, Magniticeut, and
Lucy. Mr. Gaines, of Battersea, bad 12 plants, which included
several of tho French spotted varieties.

Of 10 plants from private growers there were many collections ;

by far the best came from Mr. Nye, gr. to E. Foster, Esq., all the
plants in which, with one exception, were raised by that gentle-
man. It contained Phaeton, very fine, Lucy, Rosa, Queen of
May, Ariel, Optimum. Purple Perfection, Enchantress, Eleanor,
and Magnot. Mr. Holder had 10 large well-bloomed plants, but
they were badly tied and put up; the best plant was Carlos.
Mr. Wiggins, gr. to Mr. Beck, sent 10 neat well-bloomed
plants.

Fancy Varieties of Pet.argonidji were also numerous. The
most remarkable plant of this class was Perfection, an old kind,
shown by Mr. Turner as a single specimen. This was more than
3 feet through, loaded with flowers, aud yet in an 8-iuch pot.

The collection of six varieties by the same grower were also
excellent examples of skilful management. These were Celestial,

Goliath, Jenny Lind, Electra, Richard Cobclen, and Formosis-
sitmmi. Messrs. Fraser sent. Advancer, Celestial, Queen Victoria,
Miss Sheppard, Madame Rosati, and Reine des Francois. Messrs.
Dobson and Mr. Gaines each exhibited six plants. Iu the
Amateur's Class Mr. Wier sent Formosissimum, Hero of Surrey,
Jenny Lind, Princess Alice Maude, Fanny, and Fairy Queen,
Mr. Bonsie, gr., Stoke Park, seut the next best collection ; the
plants in which were not large, but they were well bloomed.
Calceolarias.—These were shown in good condition by Mr.

James, gr. to F. \V. Watson, Esq., Isleworth. Their names were
Brunette, Marie, St. Margaret, California, Chieftain, and Duke
of Northumberland. Mr. Cole. St. Alban's. sent six nicely
bloomed plants, all shrubby, a class that should be encouraged.
These wero King ot Yellows, a fine bright rich yellow; Graudis,
in tho way of Kentish Hero; Negro, a small rich dark, and three
others less attractive.

Fuonsras were shown rather exteusively by Mr. Bonsie, Mr.
Bray, Mr. George, gr. to — Nicholson, Esq.. Stamford Hill; Mr.
Bishop, South Villa, Regent's Park, and Messrs. Dobson. The
two first named collections were by far the best. The finest light
varieties shown were Queen of Hanover, Duchess of Laucaster.
Miss Hawtrey, Pearl of England, England's Glory, and Eliza-
beth. In dark kinds, Vanguard, Macbeth, Glory, Verrio, aud
Autocrat wero fine.

Pansies were not very good, the season having now become
late for them. 30 blooms were shown by Mr. Turner. Mr.lt.
Bryan, Honnslow; and Messrs. Dobson. 24 blooms (private
growers) were sent by Mr. James, Mr. Holder, and Mr. Thorpe,
Feltham. What are called sells appear to stand the hot weather
best; far superior to the other kinds were Royal Albert, Mem-
non, Sovereign, Sir Colin Campbell, Purple Perfection, Uncle
Tom, and some good seedlings of self colours.

Seeivlino Florists' Flowers were numerous. The judges
selected for Certificates Pelargoniums : Meteora (Foster), a bright
orange variety, very fine, showy, and free flowering; Pallas
(Hoyle), roso, with crimson spot, white centre : Quadroon (Beck i,

a rich dark painted or spotted flower, small, but very attractive.
There were several others we thought good and new, viz.,
Admiration (lloyle), Leopard (Hoyle), and Corsair (Hoyle) : also
Edith (Fostor), and Admirable (Turner). Mr. Turner sen
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of Pine camo from Mr. James, gr. ai Pontypool Park,
and Mr. Turnbull, gr. to tin Dake of Marlborough at
Blenheim,
Among Grates, Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie, bad

beautiful bunches oi' Black Hamburgh, extremely well
ripened; Mr. Frost, gr. to 10. L. Bell ' No sent
fine fruit of this variety; but thi colourini
perfect. Mr. Davis, of ObI: Hill, nml .Mr. Harrison
both bad pood Black Hamburghs.; and so had Mi i

gr. to Sir J. Cathcart, and Mr. Slowe, gr. af Bayford-
bury. Mr. Tillyard, gr. to tin Right Hon. the Sj

produced good bunches of the same kind of Grape, and
so did Mr. Turner, of Streatham. Very fine example!
of Black Prinee came from Mr. Hill, gr. to R. Sneyd,
Esq., Mr. Turnbull, and Mr. Constantino, gr. at Hilling-
don. Mr. Turnbull had Muscats, large both in bunch
and berry, but not nearly Vipe. Mr. Cool:, of Tube
Hill, also showed Muscats, as did likewise Mr. Solomon,
but the latter were unripe. Frontignans tsrac from
Mr. Parr, of Gloucestershire, and Mr. Henderson, gr.

to Sir G. Beaumont, Bart. ; the latter showed the
Grizzly variety. Good Muscadines came from Mr.
Williams, gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., Mr. Ayres, Mr.
Tillyard, and Mr. Bailey of Shar.leloes ; the exhibitions
from the two last-named growers were, however, unripe. :

Peaches.—Royal George, large and well coloured,
came from Mr. Hill, Mr. M'Eweb, and Mr. Brown

;

and very fine examples of Grosse Mignonne were fur-

nished by Mr. James, from Pontypool Park, and Mr.
Tegg, from Roehampton. Mr. Raxton sent White
Magdalen. Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Suther-
land at Trentham, had Murray Nectarines, lnrge and in

every way excellent ; and Mr. Ayres sent Elruge.

Of Figs, Mr. Constautine had good fruit of the Nerii.

Cherries may be said to have been confined to a
dish of May Duke, large and well ripened, from Mr.
Fleming.

Of Strawberries the best came from Mr. MTswen,
who furnished beautiful dishes of British Queen,
Trollop's Victoria, and Myatt's Eleanor. Mr. Constan-
tiue also seut examples of British Queen. Among
other kinds we noticed Sir Harry, which was so well

spoken of last year.

Melons were numerous, and generally speaking we
understand good. Among the very best were the
Bromham Hall aud Golden Drop.

Mr. Williams, gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., had dishes

of Oranges, Lemons, aud Shaddocks.

Entomological, June 3.— J. Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.,

President, iu the chair. In addition to the various

donations of publications preseuted by the Natural
History Society of Ratishonne, the Royal Society, the

Entomological Society of Frauee, occ,, an extensive

series of beautiful insects from India, selected from a very
extensive collection recently formed in that country,

was preseuted by S. P. Pratt, Esq., F.R.S. Among
these were many nocturnal Lepidoptera of very con-

siderable interest, iucluding a number of Micro-Lepi-

doptera and five species of Pteropkorus. A certificate

in favour of Professor Pictet, of Geneva, as one of the

honorary foreign members of the Society was read, and
Herr Doliru, President of the Entomological Society of

Stettin, was elected a member of the Society. Various

interesting Coleoptera and Lepidoptera, collected by
Mr. Foxcroft at Loch Ranuocli, were exhibited

;

amongst the beetles was the very rare Dendropbagus
crenaius, aud amongst the moths was Anarta cordigera,

with illustrations of its trausl'oriuations. A specimen of

the splendid new butterfly from Borneo, named after

the Rajah Brooke by Mr. Wallace, was exhibited by Mr.
Steveus. Mr. Staiuton communicated a note by Air.

D'Urban concerning the cocoons of Saturuia cecropia, a

species of large size common in Canada, which might

easily be collected and employed in the manufacture of

silk. Specimens of the cocoons were also presented to

the Society by Mr. D'Urban. Mr. Curtis presented, on

behalf of Mr. Speuce, various interesting insects

collected in Ceylon by Mr. Thwaites, including a small
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Clark's ifrjUutca leHacea (8to, Van Voorst, pi

describes minutely in a fair I the marine
testaceous animals of our i.s'and". For many yean Mr.
Clark has devoted himself to this sol tells a*
that nearly every animal has undergone, in a

state, his personal examination ; that he has had his

own dredger, and that few individuals can have had
better opportunities of observation than himself. The
volume before us bears ample witness to the care and
skill with which such opportunitie* b»re l*en employed.
It is an Invaluable macazinc of faets in this department
of natural history. We particularly recommend to tie
attention of our ppecies-n iwint;

observations, which apply to botany with as mncn
force as to any branch of systematical natural history,

and, we fear, to ali in some degree.
" Before I give tl I .-.n* of the tjfta at the

genera of the Littoricidcc, I will make some remarks on
the prevalent practice of naturalists to create species

from mere varieties : this anxiety can only be attributed

to their wish to extend our knowledge of new and inte-

resting objects. That these views are desirable and
laudable cannot be questioned, but it is to be feared
that the zeal of these gentlemen, combined with the
ardour of rivalry in the race with their brethren in the
same pursuits, have been the cause of a departure from
those principles and laws which are considered indis-

pensable to arrive at just conclusions in the establish-

ment of genera and species ; or, in other words, in

laying down the true bases of the differential features

of the families, genera and species of a class, so as to

enable the student to deposit his objects with certainty

in their natural position, and to distinguish them from
others, however numerous, of the same family, by con-

cise and well-defined specialities. Ii these ruks were
rigorously attended to, we should have fewer complaints

of the almost bnpot '^any of the

objects of natural history. The inconveniences that have

arisen from the neglect of these precepts are so great and

pressing, that I propose to attempt to point on* their

origin, and suggest a rentciy »s far as regards mala-

cology and conchoiogy, and to evidence and ilostrate

mv arguments by references to the pr*»eoi cteu at

certain : :e MoUnsca. If concboJogisB are

determined to form numerous species from the same

animal because it happens to pres so
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insertion of worthless synonvuiSj which have no exist-

ence as objects ; and every writer feels obliged to notice

all, because he has not the means of separating the

rigorously-defined and well-founded species from the

psev.do and unsubstantial articles. It results from this

false position of the science, that when a student, with

his object in hand, consults the authorities, he finds 10

or 12 others so nearly resembling his, that he becomes

bewildered in the mazes of distinctions, often without

differences, despairs of identifying his object, and per-

haps retires altogether from a rational and highly im-

portant pursuit, under the idea that the' science is full

of perplexities, which he. as a tyro, has neither time

nor inclination to unravel.'*

Miscellaneous.
Northern Region of Russia.—"In the extreme north

the corn is sowed and reaped in a few weeks. It is

remarkable that the further north corn can be made to

thrive, the shorter is the period of time in which it

comeB to maturity ; it has also been' observed that coru

grown in the extreme north, when used as seed in a

southern country, gives iis first produce more speedily,

ripening in a much shorter time, although at a second

sowing it loses this quality," p. 347. "The heat and
vivifying influence of the sun, and the quantity of

organic matter, call into existence a prodigious amount
of insect life, which is the case even where the water

drowns the larger plants. Clouds of mosquitos, so large

and dense that their humming can be beard for many
miles, rise frequently into the air like huge columns of

smoke. Everywhere in the woods the number of large

bluebottle flies and other insects renders one's passage

through them quite maddening, and explains why^the
elk, the rein-deer, and the bear, spend most of the day
plunged up to the neck in the pools of the forests, or

wallowing in its mire. The further northward one
travels, the more annoying these tormentors grow."
P. 348, v. 1, 2d edit., 1845.

—

Revelations of Russia in

18 44, by an English Resident.
"

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT..
It is a very common practice in the management of

the show-house to huddle the plants thickly together

in order to produce a dense mass of bioom ; but this

should never be done with hard-wooded plants, espe-

cially at this season when they are starting into growth,
and most things, if they are to be of any farther ser-

vice, require a fair share of light and air while in

bloom. Valuable specimens of hard-wooded things,

particularly Heaths, should be frequently examined,
turning them partly round in order that their shoots
may be equally exposed to the light ; and if anything
appears to be suffering from confinement, it should be
removed at once to more airy quarters. Should the

weather continue bright, the beds and borders of this

house will require a liberal supply of water to keep

them properly moist ; and the soil about strong-growing

plants should be occasionally examined to see that it is

not too dry towards the bottom of the bed, for the

amount of moisture absorbed by such things at this

season is much greater than inexperienced persons are

apt to imagine. Greenhouse.—Now that many of the

inmates can with safety be removed to the open plant

ground, where they will do quite as well or better

during summer than under glass, there will be no neces-

sity for crowding the specimens left ; therefore see that

every plant stands quite clear, so that all its parts may
be fully exposed to light and air. In placing green-

house plants out of doors, care should be taken not to

l-ashly expose them to bright sunshine, particularly if

they are at all tender through having been kept close,

or are in a growing state. Indeed, the plant ground
should be so situated that the plants will not be

exposed to the mid-day sun, for few things in pots will

do much good if exposed to the full force of the

summer's sun. Stove.—WhereJ this house is prin-

cipally used to furnish a supply of flowering plants

for the summer and autumn decoration of the con-

servatory, some foresight and care will be necessary

in order to have the things in a fit condition for

removal to the conservatory when they may be wanted

there ; for until the weather becomes warmer than

it has hitherto been this summer, plants must not be

removed from a warm close moist atmosphere to a cool

airy Iiouso -without some preparation. And plants that

have been grown in the stove should either be removed
to an intermediate house, or placed in the coolest end of

the stove.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—Borders that have been lately uncovered

should be carefully examined, and if found too dry

give a liberal soaking of good strong manure water from

the stable or farm yard tank. It will be advisable

however to mix the manure water with sufficient warm
water to bring the temperature to from 70° to 90°.

Take advantage of bright days to admit air freely

where the Grapes are colouring, and avoid moisture in

the atmosphere by removing all plants from under
the Vines. Attend carefully to young Vines recently
planted, keeping the soil about their roots in a
healthy moist state, maintaining a moderately moist
atmosphere, and shading, if necessary, until the Vines
get a fair start. Melons. — Where the fruit is

swelling, endeavour to keep the soil in a nice healthy
state as to moisture, avoiding either extreme. Give air

freely whenever the weather admits, and use every
means to preserve the foliage in health. Keep the Vines
thin, and prevent their being encumbered with useless
laterals, and remove any decaying leaves immediately
they are perceived, which, when left, only serve as
nurseries lor insects. There is yet a fair chance of
obtaining a good crop in " dung frames," and if any of
the frames which have been used for getting up the
bedding out stock cau be spared for this purpose, the
beds should be made and the plants got in without loss

of time. Very little artificial heat will be necessary at
present, and the bed should not be made to heat too
strongly, otherwise there will be time lost before the
plants can be safely put in. The bed should be made
high enough, however, to allow of applying a lining, if

necessary, later in the season, but this will be easily

managed by making the bed some two feet high with
any useless material which will not ferment, and placing
upon this sufficient well worked stable dung to afford a
gentle heat.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The weather during the last ten days has been very

favourable for the newly plauted-out stock and well

prepared plants, which have only been planted this

time, are rooting into the fresh soil freely, and those
who delayed planting out until the first week in June,
and were then prepared with strong plants in good
condition, will probably have their beds covered before
those who planted out earlier ; should the weather con-

tinue dry and warm, however, the plants must be regu-
larly attended to with water, for it will not do to leave

them to take their chance because they have made a
few roots since planting out. But daily waterings will

not be so essential now that the plants have made some
progress at the root, as the increased root action will

balance the extra drain upon the system of the plant

resulting from full exposure to sun and air ; but the
soil must be well supplied with water until the beds are
fairly covered, by which time, if the soil is deep and
open as it should be, the plants will find sufficient

moisture in the soil. See that everything liable

to be injured by a sudden storm of wind is well

secured by pegging, or staking, as may be proper,

and keep the surface soil about all recently planted

things loose and open by frequent stirrings,

which will greatly assist in promoting rapid growth.

Where there is a large demand for cuttings for spring

propagation, a number of plants of each variety propor-

tionate to the probable demand for cuttings should be

selected from the reserve stock, potted in 7-inch pots in

light soil, and plunged in the reserve garden. These,

with very little attention, will make nice stocky plants

in course of the summer, and there is no risk of losing

in winter plants prepared in this way, and this can

hardly be said of autumn rooted cuttings of many things,

and by repotting and placing them in growing circum-

stances early in spring, each plant will furnish a large

number of cuttings sufficiently early to make good
strong plants before planting out time. Young speci-

mens of ornamental shrubs and trees which it is

desirable to get to grow rapidly should : be thoroughly

soaked with water at once, especially coniferous plants.

A liberal supply during the growing season is more
beneficial to such things, particularly specimens on
lawns, than is generally understood. In proof of this the

authority of Mr. Barron may be cited, and probably no
man has had as much experience in the management of

out-door ornamental plants, or understands it better
;

and he regularly practised not watering, but flooding

valuable specimens during their growing season, and
states that the large Araucaria at Elvaston Castle, which

under this treatment had made something like 2 feet of

growth a season was altogether neglected with water one

year, and made hardly any perceptible progress that

year.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Trees that have not got fully established since replant-

ing wiil be benefited by mulching over their roots,

which will prevent rapid evaporation, and keep the soil

in a healthy state as to moisture. And the same atten-

tion will be useful to trees in shallow borders, especially

Peaches and Nectarines, which are very subject to the

attacks of mildew if allowed to get too dry at the root

in summer. Where it can be procured, a thin coat of

hall rotten leaves should be used for mulching, and in

the case of trees inclined to weakness, a portion of good
rotten dung might be mixed with the leaf soil, and would

be of great service in strengthening the trees. Do not

give up the war upon insects until they are entirely eradi-

cated, and give timely attention to the stopping of gross

shoots, &c, on pyramidal and other trees which it is desired

to keep in form. Those who are fortunate enough to

have a heavier crop of fruit set than the trees are

likely to bring to perfection should thin at once, in

order to secure fine fruit with a prospect of a crop

next season ; and in this neighbourhood Apples are

set so thickly that without thinning there will be no
chance of a crop next season. See that there is

plenty of Peas planted for furnishing a late autumn
supply, and also attend to keeping up a succession of

French Beans, Spinach, and all kinds of salad. Where
it can be done Lettuces should be planted on a north

border at this season, as it is difficult, without more
watering than can always be afforded, to have them
crisp and tender in hot weather, unless they are in a

cool situation. Sow Onions for drawing young for

salad, also Endive for autumn use, and see that there is

plenty of Parsley provided to furnish a supply in winter.

Keep the soil loose and open among all growing crops

by means of frequent stirrings.

STATE OF THE WliATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAH LQNDOX,
For the week endini; June It, 1S55. aB observed at the Horticultural Garden?.

i>rld>y S
Sat'ur. 9
Sunday 10
Mon.. 11
Tue». 12
Wed. 13
Thurs. 11

Average

,

'.'9.9U

3IM1I9

00.2:7
30.191

30.107

i'J.O.-O

20.517

2».05li

20.'i20

20.901

30.191

30. ISO
20.S.S0

29.135
29. is:,
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ggjga

TsMPKHATURB

»«. Min. MeanjY^ Eft
5P*

S.YY

NE.

iN.E.

E.
S.W

S8.fi
' 55.6
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8—Lloudy
; very fine throughout.

9—Fine ; low white clcuds, with very clear intervals ; showery.
- 10— Very fine throughout; cold at nieht.
- 11—Very tine ; dry easterly wind ; fine at night.
- 12—Very fine; overcast ; clear at night.
- 13— Ilnzy; overcast; heavy rain in the evening.
- 14— Overcast; rain; fine; rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week 1£ den. below the average.
KECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,

Ourlng the Imji 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending June 23, 1S5S.

it
No. of

Tears in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Bain.

Preva linn Wind

June.
K <4 s £ *!&

en Z
Sunday 17 73.0 49.9 61.4 16 0.S0 in. 1 A 2 — 6 S 4 4

Mon. 18 72.7 5C.9 61.3 15 0.3U ? *; il n 6 a •2

Tues. 19 70.8 49.2 60.0 14 1 :\ 1 JJ D 4 to tt

Wed. 2fl 72.5 50.7 0.21 1 A 1 1 6 H '(
1

Thu. 21 73.9 51.0 62.4 13 0.63 2 a a ti 1 14 4 —
t'rid. 2-: 72.9 49.3 61.1 12 0.59 1 1 1 *i 11 8 a

Satur. 23 7^.4 49.4 61.4 12 0.44 1 1 3 m 3 3 3

' The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
and -2d, 1346-therm. 93 deg.; and the lowest on the ljtb, 1S50,
iSil— therm. 3b deg.

the 19th
and 23d,

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: JSt.J. We are not surprised at your complaints. A

large library is a great inconvenience to a small man. You
slinuld do what we do, weed your book-shelves every two or
three years, and send duplicates, or old editions, or what are
obsolete, to the auctioneer. It is true the price you. "will get
is low, and that there is loss to sustaiu ; but recollect that you
have had the use of the books, and the difference between
purchase and sale is the price you pay for that advantage.

Diseases: EE. Thanks for your second supply of specimens,
which arrived in good condition. The Tacemes of flowers are

extremely imperfect, and a large proportion of the few scattered

buds abortive. The branches have in fact run to tendril. As
your foliage is so luxuriant, it is probable that the rootB have
access to improper nutriment. There is no fungus about your
plants, and you must therefore look to other causes. If we are

wrong in our supposition you will probably be able yourself to

assign some cause from a careful consideration of the circum-
stances under which the Vines are placed. Since it appears,

that all the Vines were somewhat overcropped, the abundant
fruiting of last year would have equally affected the whole
house, and we should scarcely expect such a complete failure

from such a cause.—J B. There is not the least doubt that the

pitting at the lower side of the Melon where it touched the

ground is due to the same disease with that which has affected

the leaves you sent a fortnight since. The vine attached to

the fruit is dead except close to the stalk, but it may have
withered since the plant was packed. The brown cavity at'

the top of the Melon is different from anything we have seen

before, and the subjacent flesh is differently affected. In the-

paler pits the walls of the cells are nearly in their natural

condition, but in the brown spot, which resembles the canker
of certain trees, the cell walls are greatly thickened and infil-

trated with brown matter. It seems to be a distinct disease.

Both Melons and Cucumbers should be grown in a good stiff

loam, without much, admixtm-e of manure. "We feel sure that

where much manure is mixed with the soil the disease is

aggravated.— B F. Your Grapes are affected with an aggra-
vated form of rust, like that mentioned a week or two since.

Nothing can be done for them now.—J R M. Your plant; as far

as we can judge from the two leaves, is a variegated variety of
Mentha rotundifolia. M. J. B.

Eriobotrya Japonica : It. This will flower and hear fruit in a

common greenhouse if its roots have plenty of room. It may
be treated like a Camellia. It flowers in winter time.

Feathee Hyacinths: E H. Your plant is Muscari comosum,.
not monstrosum. The latter is a monster of the former, and
it appears that in your case, owing to altered soil, the monster
has reverted to its natural state.

Guano : Cla-pham. "What con we say which has not been repeat-

edly said already. In gardens it is best applied in solution, the

insoluble parts being scattered over the borders and slightly

dug in. It suits eveiything which maDure suits. Like- ail

liquid manures it should be giveu in very weak doses, often

repeated, while plants are in a state of growth. Upon thi*
point you will find detailed information in the " Theory and
Practice of Horticulture," chapter xxi., where 4.0 pages are-

occupied by manure.
Insects: K W. The insects you have sent are both scale insects^

of the two sent the white ones are most injurious; they are

now full of eggs, and require immediate attention, or your
plants will swarm with the active young. Crushing them with
the nail is as good a receipt as any.

—

A R. The quill had
neither cork nor insect in it when it arrived.—A Lady Gar-
dener. Your Peach tree is infested with the large scale insect

(Coccus Persicas) : their appearance is in noway attributable-

to the twine nets, but they are produced from young which
were halched last summer. You must immediately destroy
them, or your trees will swarm with the young brood. The
ants were engaged in sucking the saccharine matter emitted

by the scale.

—

Mary Elizabeth. Your Peach trees are also in-

fested with the large scale. See the preceding reply. W.
Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or oLher plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we couW. All we
cau do is to help them— and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.—J F. Anagyris indica.

—

Tyro. 1. Spurge
Laurel, Daphne Laureota; 2. Daphne pontica.—^4 Sub. We
know nothing about Hyacinthus belgicus coeruleus, under
which name we suppose some ignorant dealer has sold it to

you. Its real name is Scilla campanulata.— Constant Header.

Biirenaria vitellina.—M C. 1, Genista hispanica; 2, Pingui-

cula grandiflora; 3, Asplenium viride; 4, Jungermannia
Blasia.—R S Yates. Oncidium crispum.

New Pea: A Salisbury Paper tells lately of "experiments being

about to he madein several departments of France tonaturalise

a species of Pea, peculiar to China, which yields both oil and
flour. The oil, like Colza or Rapeseed, is used largely in

culinary purposes. It is also made into paste, and after fer-

mentation is seasoned with pepper, salt, &c...Every year thou-

sands of junks, freighted with paste and oil, leave Ning-Po
for the different parts of the Celestial Empire." Can any one
say what this is?

Buses: G P., London. Your buds are attached by the fungus

called TJredo Rosse.

Misc.: RTC. Your inquiry has no relation to horticulture or

rural economy, and we answer no questions except those/

which have.
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IjKRUViAN GUANO, Bolivian Gunno, Buperphof-
- pi)ato of Liido, NItrato of Bod a, Rugnr Bcum, and ovary

UoHcrljiilnii of Artificial Manured, Llnneod Oaken, &o, *

Wm. IitOXUl CAnwit, 10, Murk ),!mi", London.

'| MIKNU' MANUKM. — Superphosphate of Llmo
-L dftiivcn'd lo any WarelibjiHo In London ai 07, portoa
PrpfoBflftr NiiHfiif'rt Aimijiiiii glvon wiih Invoice,

Apply I" CllABLKS TOTBlLD & GOtj Mjinuliicliinini, 1'IuImIow

Maruli, Khsox,

riMJUNII' SOWINO.—Tho ITwicrHignod beg to offer
J. tholi' viUuiil)ln BupliornlioHpliato of Llmu (8«o •' Koynl Agi I

outturn] Bocloty'n Journal/' Vol. VI,, Part 2)(
Turnip Munuro,

and Nltro-pliospbftto or J3Iood Manure.
AlHO.on sale, Guano, Nitraio of Boda, Gypsum, Bone-dust,

Sulphur!o Add, Bait, and nil other Manured "i known valuq,
Agents tor tim iiiiin ofFeat Charcoals -Apply for L'rlcos I tto
Mauk FOTiii.uaill & Co,, 201a, Upper ThaincH Strtwt, London.

DATEWT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'S
* NITttO-PUOBPHATBDCAKDONonBLOOn MANUICM,
(S2.10fl.per ion; delivered in London, biigs Included. Eacli ton
oontaiiiM }3C01bu, Blood and ll percent. ol Phospliato of Lime.
Aguuta throughout tile country.

ii'i, Ll ni-n|ii'n Inn Ft olils. London.

MMiNM,\M;nK 1'dif bpicTnq SOWING.
CONCKNTKATKl* URATE FOH ClftASS, KAI'K, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS;
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME.

TUIE LONDON MANUUE COMPANY continue
comanufaoturo the above Manuros, winch have boon u od

with so much success for tho last M years.
Thy London Manure « lonjpany also nu|u,ily PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct. iVoui Importers' warehoused }, NItrato of Soda.
Bulphnto of Arqmonla, plsbory and other Hal t n, Ubrio Dust, and
ovory artificial manure of known value. Edv^aud Puitsnn, Bcc

Oilier 40, Itn.l inStrcot, UlnckfrlarH,

UK loU.owiJNU MANURES aro manufactured'I'lli
JL at

71. per ton; Suporphosplmto of Llmo, 7/.; Sulphuric Acid and
Conrolltes, HI.

Office, 60, King William Street, CHy, London

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of aminonia. Nitrate of Soda, Bulplmto of Aumnmla, and
otjior (Jhomicul Mauurea.

"TVI ANURES.—The following Mnnures are mnnu-
J-VJ. ftictm-ed by Hodgson & Simpson, Galder Soap "Works',

"Wakefield, and MkTTHBV/a «t Co., Manufacturing Agricultural
Cheimats, Driffield. Simpson's AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a
valuable Top-Dressing lor Wheat, Hurley, and Oats. SIMPSON'S
N1TKO-PHOSIM1ATE for Turnips, Potatoes, and all other
bulbous root crops, price 8/. per ton. N.lt. Manures specially pre-
pared for Grass and Flax. The above have, been successfully tested
for the last Seven Years by the leading farmers in Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, and other counties, and were applied last season to a
breadth of upwards of 16,000 acres of land with tho most bene-
ficial results to tho crops. A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will be forwarded by post on application,

S"
EWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.—.ThisThighly
fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely

Saturated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for
every species of crop; more especially for Peas, Beans, Turnips,
Mangold Wurzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater
return for the outlay than Guano or any other manure at an
equivalent value : it also possesses Ihe property of retain! ng;0s
fertilising power longer than other Manures now in use. It may
bo obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Fulliam, at 4/. per ton, and in quantities less than hair
a ton, at 55. per cwt., for ready money only; and in quantities
not less than a ton will ho delivered at the London Termini of
the Railroads free of charge for cartage. No charge for sacks.

It may also be had from Mesers. G. Gimis & Co., 26, Down
Street, Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents ior Loudon,
and from all the other A Rents of the Company.

TO ARTIFICIAL MANURE MANUFACTURERS.
~~

TO BE SOLD, from 10 to IS tons of GKEAVES,
to sample, at 4Z. 5s. per ton, net cash, delivered at a wharf

in the Pool. The sample lo he seen and applications made to

Kingsbury & Wnn more, Advertising and General Agents, 14,

Tavistock Street, Covent Garden.—June 16.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, TORONTO, UPPER CANADA.
Agricultural Department.

THE PROFESSOR OF AGRICULTURE, who re-

sides on the Experimental Earm attached to the College,

is prepared to receive into bis family a small number of Pupils,
who will have the advantage of entering on an extensive course
of Collegiate Studies in connexion with Agriculture, on very
easy terms.— Particulars and References may be obtahied of

Mr. H. G. Austen, 259, High Street, Borough, London; or by
addressing Professor Buckland, University College, Toronto,

Upper Canada.— June 1S55._

COLLEGEo7aGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
AND OF PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay be had on application to the Principal.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, cVci; and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemeu desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

LAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO.'S PRIZE
PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, and COMBINED

THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING and WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be seen at their London Establish-
ment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information
relative thereto can be obtained. These Machines are constructed
to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse, 'lhey are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the
grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require no
hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole
of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the
places assigned for them.

C. S.'& Co. have paid special attention to this class of
Machinery, ancf Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position
they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-

j

blllty, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines "are not
surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom

!

postage free. I

C Y T H E S.

DOYD'S PATENT 8ELF-ADJU TING ( vim;s
1 * may be hfld el tlM ''

' ictnn

Swan I, I'm-, London] Mid ol all Ironmonger* and
l,i„ i ..i illftwniirfl In (he twin.

BLATl WOKKS, I3LEWOKIH, MIDDLlBEX

Jp
I»\VAIU> DECK Manui acti iuuju

* of arttelai for Horticultural purj o

soon io ir.i- ,ii VVortou Cottage^ on applii itlon to ih« Utnlen#r,
i, mi.. .

. -
1 pted

Priced MhIhoI Plan! Town »"' ttnxm forwnrdcil on aj/p

WAHNKK'S IMPROVED L1Q1 il» MANURE.
OIC QENEIIAL POUTABLE p| .n\

The valve '" |l I"1 " ot Imperlnhabla

mad lal, and I
• log In setlon

'ii.o barrol li ol galvanised Iron, noi

111 . i v to corn do) "" ,1 can be ral od i
i

lowored »' pie iro, Tlio Ipaa win fold

logo thoi*, and the whole may be carried

on ilioulaoi Locny pond ertanfc required,

Price ol i;. in. Pump, with li

'i hi b trrol li 27i In, long, and tho lege

nrc 5 ii iiii'h.

1 1 inch Outut Percba Suction i'ip»,

1.7. Qd. por foot
r inch i' loxlblc Rnbber and Canvae

Suetlon Pljio, 8*. flrf. per foot

May i btauied el any Ironmongci
or Plumber In town or country, at tho

above prices, or of the Patenteen and

M ilactnrere, Jomt Wabukb & Bomh,
!'., Crei ''''Hi, Jowln Btreofc London.

lively do«crIptton of Mrichlio'iy for

Ralelng Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Won Pumps, Ac: al io

Fire nnd Garden Engines, Ac. En on nppllcatlon.

\\J A RISERS PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
VV DARTJ PUMPS,
PATENT CAST-IKoN PUMPS, for (ho useol Fan I

I

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells "i a depth not exceed In

i Mameter Longtb <>\ Oorrel,

ofBnrrol under nose,

2J In. short i ft. 7 in.
(
Pitted for lead,

gatta perch a,

ot cast iron

flanged pipe,

. rb required,

short, with Ifi feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

FOR LJOUID r/.M.ui'l M.OACI^CuniJ^LHUHPOifS.

* v. I ) 1-
1 I I

WK h I A i. 1.

Hay Ji»i-

Cheap, 1

I

DARKE 1 1 U. hlGOINO )-

ri'/W RlMI

I >i.i 1.1; 1
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I

Tboy ant all o\ I
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The short barrel Pump Is very convenient
for fixing In situations 01 limited height and
space, for the supply 6f coppera and trlnks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May bo obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ol (he

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN "WARNER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising "Water, by meana
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c.; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c—Enpra\'ings sent 011 application.

Lothian Pur;
'

Lalng'* Piirj

i-kiM ifiK I <•

Mat*on*i ''
. -

i

Tankard

1 B

,. 1 it

O ft

•M

j

OI1N WARNER AND SONS'
Or.'sci'nt. .Tnwin Strnrr, r-<-iinInn.

GALVANISKU IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

"With Warneb's ItroisTEnsn Spiisadbb,

is stronglr ro-

coromemled, for

durability and
lf>w pri^-. viz .

21. 19s.. to hold
10 gallons.
Larger sizes

in wood or irnn.

viz.. 14 c»l*..21

gals., & .?5gals.

M»ybeoQ.:;iin>:.l

ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-

try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising 'Water from any

depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from_5rf. to 15. 3J. per lb.

TOHN WARNER and SONS, ", Jewin Crescent,

O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS.
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.

variety)
Grt.t.v— '

I
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The FIRST KMIII'ITI'
Garden., adjoining the Accrlcy Bl

1
; RailWftT, ar.d n»ar tl.'- Ar.-

ESDAY, V. .

DAY, .\ -.d30.

The value of ihe Prize, will tir

be Piiza mi CerUSaita '' J.-'-y may i» bxloaaffU'
: the SecrtUriesat the Of!.' mrf.

HOTBT r. v S»cr«UriM.

tTixt ^Qttcwjjtural <Da?rttr.

SA TUniiAY, JUNE
MEETINGS FO« THE I

The value of phosphate of lime n a tnar-

been lone an establu-ned fact. The bi»tory of Uie

use of bnnerlTl.t. of ">h-; rise of c->pr

place, of Dr. D.w ravels in S

of the mineral ph- -

in the beds immediately under the chalk, fambbe*
abundant proof of the estimation in which thi»

mineral is
;

i'y agriculturists. It was.

therefoie, with great inter--

follovrinj; letter, communicated to us V.

well, of Kendal, in reference to his disc<-'-

the mineral phosphate in Connemara. He s-- —
" In 1^51 or 1852, I was led to -

might be phosphate of lime in Connems: .

fron-. reading an ar.ic!e in the AgriaHh
on the localities and circumstance

-

phosphate of lime is found, especially it

States.
" I accordingly examined I

care, and ;•" the beds

and ihe neighbouring s'.rata. and e

mens analysed, ar .

Some of tie :'<«Dd,

were for sale ; but the price asked w*s too high to

have made r rchase. V
that the following table slows a -

amount of phosph?.'

verv useful.

be found which would
'

-
i 3

Brass Syringes, 9«. lo lSs.

All articles of Johs Wabxbb & Soks' manufacture may r*

obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at

the advertised prices.

Jonx Wabskk & Sons having been practical Rortienl!

for many years, know exactly the requirements of b.^th Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump

;

will get through as much wort in rive minntes as he oould with

any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the IV

himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.

No establishment orTers such a variety of effective machines for
j

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens. Hot]

Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, 0>c

Sheets of Engravings sent on application.

- -

Sulphate
:

- ... —
-

Cart. :f Magnesia - -. :L2 35.0 4SA
Moisture -- - --. - :_^^^

-

• No. 1 was only exarnired to find cut tie pro-

portion of phosphate of lime. X " ikes me as

the most valuable ; it exists in large quanrl: -

one of the tovrnlands of the Martin estate, is

I was not likely to become a purchaser, and did
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not wish to prevent others enjoying the benefit of

this information, I have this spring communicated
to the different proprietors the facts which I have

ascertained on this subject as they referred to their

several estates.

"As to the localities in which the rocks contain-

ing phospate of lime occur, you will remember that

veins of primitive limestone run through the dis-

trict of Connemara in a direction nearly east and
west; that most of these veins consist of vertical

beds alternating with micaceous limestone or some-

times mica slate, the latter rock constituting the

prevailing rock of the district, excepting the moun-
tain top', which are generally formed of granular

quartz rock. There is one range of mountains

separating the baronies of Ross and Ballinahinch in

which the primitive limestone is found in horizontal

strata, and capped by mica slate and quartz rock.

" I was led bjT the hints given in the article of

the Agricultural Gazette, on Mineral Phosphate of

Lime, to examine carefully the different veins of

primitive limestone which can be traced for several

miles by following the direction of the strike of the

beds. After considerable research I discovered

No. 7, which is situated in the valley of Glen-
caghan, about two miles to the north of the Galway
and Clifden road, and about 11 miles from Clifden,

near what is called the Canal stage. The beds in

which it occurs may be traced from near the half-

way-house between Galway and Clifden to the pro-

montory which separates Kingston and Streamstown
bays.

" It is in this vein of rocks that the Connemara
marbles are found, several of which were analysed.

" The first specimen that was analysed was part of

one of the beautiful ornaments made of the»Lessonter

marble (near to Recess); it gave 7.16 of phosphate
of lime.

" The next specimen, No. 2, was from the same
quarrv, and you have the result above.

" The results were encouraging, but the large

proportions of silica and magnesia led me to look for

purer combinations of lime, and I examined the
rocks at the western extremity of these beds, and
got No. 3 from Knockbaun, between Kingstown and
Streamstown Bays ; the analysis was discouraging,

but Nos. 5 and 6, from the marble quarries of

Letternoosh, at the head of Streamstown Bay, were
promising, especially No. 5, from its containing 4.6
per ceut. of potash, in addition to 8.5 per cent, of

phosphate of lime. The next analysis was of a
piece of marble from the Barnanoraun Quarries, and
it had too great a proportion of silica and magnesia
to be useful.

" I then made Recess once more my head quarters,

and having given up the hope of finding the large

proportion of phosphate of lime I was looking for in

the Connemara marbles, I carefully examined all

the beds of limestone in the neighbourhood, and the
accompanying strata as well as the igneous dykes
which crossed them.
" Having travelled round several of the lakes, in-

cluding most of Derryclare, I visited the gloomy
and roadless valley of Glencoaghan, where I dis-

covered extensive beds of No. 7, apparently under-
lying the Connemara marbles, which are here found
almost horizontal, cropping out beneath the mica
slate and quartz rock,,

" No. 7 is, I think, also to be seen near to Ballina-

hinch Lake, and at the Barnanoraun marble
quarries. I have also discovered it since near to

Clifden, and also in small quantities near to the

half-way house ; but all the specimens were got

from the same beds, which run nearly parallel with
and to the north of the Clifden road. No. 8 was
also obtained from the same beds, but afforded only
two per cent, of phosphate of lime. Another
specimen was submitted to analysis, but the report

given by the chemist was, that it had only a trace

of phosphate of lime."

The above le;ter will be an encouragement to

landowners in situations geologically the same as the

district here referred to, to examine the limestones

to which they may have access. A limestone is so

easily reduced to the condition in which it becomes
available as a manure, that the comparatively small

per centage of phosphoric acid here indicated will

be agriculturally of great value, which it would not

have been had it occurred in a siliceous or claystone
rock.

We hear of at least two Steam Cultivators being
entered for Carlisle, namely, Usher's and Boydell 's.

The latter invention consists of the patentee's
"Endless Railway" applied to the driving-wheels
of a locomotive engine. Many ingenious con-
trivances have been devised to enable a carriage to
carry its own railway. Thus, in 1821, a Mr. Barry
patented a machine of the kind, in which a number
of carriage-wheels and friction-wheels were mounted
upon endless chains passed around drums at the

back and front of the vehicle ; and each pair of

wheels being taken up behind and set down in front

in its turn, the carriage coald be drawn smoothly
along upon the friction-rollers, while the wheels in

contact with the ground stepped (as it were) instead

of rolling over stones or other obstacles. In 1825
Sir George Cayley patented a locomotive apparatus

on the same principle, but differing in practical

details. Mr. Gordon, in 1822, patented an endless

railway, consisting of a large hollow cylinder with
belted racks or rails upou its internal circum-

ference ; and a locomotive engine being placed

inside the cylinder and climbing up its internal

railway, caused it to roll forward. A large drum
of this kind was once employed with great advan-
tage to transport heavy goods over an American
swamp. One of the first steam-ploughs (Heath-
cote's) had the same principle differently applied.

Instead of a drum, an endless platform passing

round two great wheels at each end, carried a steam-
engine within it : and while by means of gear-work
and traction-tackle the ploughs were drawn up and
down the field, the engine shifted itself and its

moveable hard roadway from time to time along

the headland. Mr. Boydell lias endeavoured to

supersede all such ponderous and unwieldy expe-

dients by shoeing a carriage-wheel with short

straight pieces of rail. It is unnecessary to describe

this ingenious invention, as full details appeared in

the papers, and public trials were repeatedly made
during the past winter. As far as the surmounting
of obstructing stones, crossing holes and travelling

over rough uneven ground are concerned, the per-

formances were satisfactory; the principal doubt
remaining with us relates to the action of the rails

in a deep, mudd}', " founderously" bad clay road.

However, in cultivating land, the apparatus would
seldom have to venture upon very wet and sticky

ground ; the surface of any soil in a cultivable state

will always be tolerably dry, and either firm and
smooth, in large clods, or soft, deep and spongy.

The rails cannot work well with a very rapid speed,

and for tillage purposes this would never be
required.

The steam cultivator, already constructed, consists

(as we understand) of a common seven -horse portable

engine, with reversing gear ; to one of the hind
wheels (each of which is 6 feet in diameter, and fitted

with the endless railway) a spur-wheel of 5 feet

diameter is attached : and this is driven by a pinion
on the crank shaft. The forewheels are steered by
means of a pole, with wheel, chain and pulleys, like

those of a steamboat ; and one man at this wheel
has entire control over the engine, which can be.

turned in a circle of 40 feet diameter. It is

intended that this engine shall traverse a field,

dragging ploughs or other implements behind : the
endless railway preventing it from sinking in soft

earth, and laying hold of the ground so as to give a
strong purchase for pulling. If the engine be only

a common portable one, we suppose that it must
prove useless upon sloping ground, but the merits

and defects will quickly appear in the field. Mr.
Boydell has been connected with agriculture and
the management of landed property, and should
therefore he a competent judge of the husbandman';
requirements ; but we think that when it has once
become practicable and admissible for a locomotive
engine to travel over the land, something more per-

fect than an old-fashioned horse implement ought
to be actuated by it.

We will add a few words upon Mr. Usher's in-

vention. Every one knows that it consists of a
locomotive engine having a revolving tiller mounted
behind. This tiller, driven by the engine, and
rotating in the same direction as the paddle-wheel
of a steamboat, not only digs up the soil, but in so

doing urges forward the whole machine upon its

carriage wheels : and so far from any extra power
being needed for this propulsion, the propelling

action of the tiller owing to the resistance of the

earth is greater than is required. By this arrange-

ment a great economy of power, and therefore of

weight in the engine is obtained. The trials in

1852 were made with a machine of 10-horse power,
and weighing 6i tons ; but Mr. Usher has lately

completed an improved one of 14-horse. power at

50 lbs. pressure, and weighing only 5£ tons. The
breadth of work taken at once is 4 feet 2 inches ;

the rate of advance 1900 yards per hour, which
accomplishes 2G35 superficial yards per hour, or 6J
acres in a day of 12 hours. There need be little

lost time in turning on the headlands, for the work
may proceed round and round instead of up and
down the field. The engine will ascend acclivities

of one in ten, and turn in a circle of 16 feet

diameter.

The quality of the work performed by it is the

point of most interest to the farmer ; and this

appears to be very efficient for certain purposes,

though not adapted for breaking up leas or any

ground where the perfect burying of the surface is

a matter of necessity. The cutters consist of curved
ploughs, with coulters, shares, and mould-hoards,
only the latter do not twist over so much as those

of a common plough. Each of these cuts off a sort

of curved flake or slice of soil, turning it over side-

ways, and of course considerably crumbling and
dividing it; but as the piece is thrown immediately
before another cutter, it is again broken up and
further comminuted. The tiller makes 30 revolu-

tions per minute, and each plough takes a " bite
"

(or advance) of 9i inches, the depth varying, accord-

ing to the pleasure of the operator, from 6 or 7 to

9 inches : from these dimensions and this speed, the

farmer may form -some idea of the nature and
appearance of any particular soil when dug by this

engine ; and he may also consider what would be
the effect of pressing down every 4 feet breadth of

his land with a roller more than 5 tons in weight.

We shall soon have three real steam-cultivators

in the field, constructed upon as many distinct

principles : there is Mr. Williams', ploughing by
traction with a stationary engine ; Mr. Boydell's,

ploughing by traction with a travelling engine ; and
Mr. Usher's, " tilling by a revolving apparatus

attached to a travelling engine. Surely the true

principle and the best practical embodiment of it

may be educed from, such a competition. /. A. C.

SHORTHORNS, THEIR PEDIGREES, AND
MILKING POWERS.

In my last letter to you on the subject of short-horns?

I mentioned that I had a cow in calf to the Duke of

Glo'ster (11382). On Saturday last, the 9th of June,

she produced a fine roan calf, which to my great satis-

faction proved to be a bull. As the births of thorough-

bred foals are recorded as they occur, so it would not

be uninteresting if the births of the highest bred calves

of the short- horn race were chronicled in like manner.

In modern times, the latter have fetched prices quite as

high as the former, and they certainly are as well worth

them, since they conduce in an equal degree to the im-

provement of their race. In order to sustain the

claim of my calf to the honour of his name appearing in

your columns, I add the pedigree of his dam :—Ferret-

Roan, of 1849 (bred by Mr. G. Bell), by 4th Duke of

York (10167); dam, Fancy by Duke of Northumber-

land (1940) ;
grandam, Fanny by Shortfall (2621)j

gr.-g.-dam, Fletcher the 2d by Beh'idere (1706); gr.-gr.-

g.-dam, by a son of Young Winyard (2859), descended

from Mr. J. Brown's old Red Bull.

It will be evident to any one conversant with the

pedigrees of Mr. Bates' herd, that there is much very

close breeding in that of my calf, and yet
_
he far

exceeds any calf I have bred this year in size and
stoutness ; in fact, his size is considerably above

the average. This is another confirmation of the

truth of Mr. Bates' view, that although to breed

in and in from bad stock was, to use his

own expression, "ruin and devastation," yet that the

practice may be safely followed within certain limits

where the animals so related are descended from first-

rate parents, and are themselves of undeniable excel-

lence. In this, as in every other point, success or

failure depend upon the judgment of the breeder. It is, •

however, so much more common for men to over-esti-

mate the merits of their own stock than to rate them too

low, that it cannot but be useful to breeders carefully to

guard against this tendency in themselves. It is certain

that he who keeps his eyes open to excellence, wherever

it exists, and avails himself of it whenever it is within

his reach, will in the end have a better herd than he

who, talcing it for granted that his stock is perfection,

never troubles himself to look beyond it. The history

of short-horn breeding affords abundant evidence of the

truth of this maxim, from the time when Mr. C.

Colling purchased Hubback, which though of unknown
pedigree, is an ancestor of many of our best sbort-horns,

down to the introduction of Cleveland Lad by Mr. Bates

into his herd.

I think that Mr. Horsfall, in his interesting record of

his dairy practice, does not state whether he adheres to

any one breed of cows, or whether he purchases such as

he conceives best adapted for milking, irrespective of any

other consideration. It would be both useful and in-

teresting, however, if he and other agriculturists would

state the results of their experience of the milk-pro-

ducing powers of the principal breeds of cattle in the

kiogdom. As regards the short-horns, there is, I believe,

a prevalent notion that they are indifferent milkers.

Although facts may seem to lend a certain degree of

support to this opinion, it is nevertheless a mistake

which an impartial investigation must dispel. In the

first place, the principal ancestors of the improved

short-horns—the old Holderness cows—were, and are

still, the deepest milkers in the kingdom. Is it likely,

then, that these descendants should wholly have lost this

valuable property % It may, indeed, be alleged that the>

celebrated cross with the Galloway cow resorted to by
Mr. C. Colling may have produced injurious conse-

quences in this respect. I think that the effects of this

" alloy," whether for good or the reverse, have been

over estimated, inasmuch as the cow "Lady," from

which this family is descended, had only ith of the

Galloway blood in her veins. As Favourite (252) was
quite unconnected with the " alloy," as were also several

other celebrated originals of the short-horns, it is
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evident that tlio union of them with the COW Lady

would give .,',/! of that cross in the in-.- i. generation,

Except, therefore, iii lliose herds where the "alloy" has

been purposely followed out, it niuy bo estimiili 11

from Mb to foth of Galloway blood in the utmost pro-

portion which exists
1

in modern short horns, mid it Is

obviously insufficient to obliterate any wi I] esti bliehed

properly belonging to the original racoi

But leaving the domain of speculation { '' pass to that

of fact, are the improved short-horns ; ood dairy cows
or not ? From a considerable mass of evidence which
1 have collected to prove the affirmative of Ihis proposi-

tion, my limits hero only allow rae to refer to

the pamphlet of the Rev. H. Berry, who gives

a long list of cows of the highest pedigree, with the

measured quantity of milk given by each. Several of

these gave 2-1 quarts daily ; one 32, anotlu l
1 3G, and one

as much as 38 quarts. From Ibis authentic testimony
as to the early character of the breed, I must paBS on to

the valuahle article of Mr. Dicltonsnn (Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society, vol. xi.) on iho farming
of Cumberland, and the perusal of which I recommend
to all who are interested in this subject, Ho mentions
a high-bred cow called Kate, which gave I 3 quarts at

aineal, and from this quantity yielded at the end of a

week 26 lbs), of butter ! About the fact ilsi If there con
bo no doubt, noting as it does on tho testimony of her
owner, Mr. Fisherson, of Marker Lodgo. Another eow
mentioned by Mr. Dickenson produced in 82 weeks
373 lbs. of butter, being at the rate of 1 1

' lbs. pee week !

My own experience on the subject is, that while their
milking powers are at leant equol to those of any other
breed, they possess over all others the great advan-
tage of keeping their condition on lend on which
common cows would starve, 1 am far from maintain-
ing that all short-horns are good milkers. Two causes
have contributed to injure thorn in Ibis respect:
1st. That being a point to which many breeders arc
indifferent, they have selected their originals and con-
tinued to breed solely with reference to symmetry, size,

and tho propensity to early maturity. As therefore
not only good qualities but tho lack of them descend,
it cannot bo surprising that many short-horns give but
little milk. 2d. From tho emulation of breeders to
show the finest animal at the earliest age, a system of
pampering is begun at birth and carried on until the
animal is either sold or slaughtered, which from tho
premature development of fat which it produces, tends
to depress every other vital function. This system,
unfavourable as it is for allowing the mill; producing
powers to develop themselves in any individual sub-
jected to it, is fatal when pursued lor generation after
generation. After a time, " function," to use the words
of Dr. Playfair, " begins to react on organisation," and
a tribe of bad milkers is formed, among which individuals
may even occur which will give no milk. Most sincerely
do I wish that the forcing system were utterly exploded,
injurious as it is alike to the short-horns themselves and
their reputation. If they will not thrive on the ordinary
keep of other breeding stock, the sooner they are
abandoned the better. But it is their pre-eminent
merit that they are the best thrivers in existence.

As milkers, when well selected and rationally treated,

it is not easy to find cows which will excel them. Some-
times even they will at one and the same time give large

quantities of milk, and carry a great deal of flesh,

although this is not in general desirable.

When I think of the number of good milkers I have
known among the short-horns, and remember that it was
an original characteristic of the tribe, it appears to me
of great consequence, considering Ihenational importance
of dairy produce, to use every exertion to render so
valuable a quality permanent. Good milkers are not
over abundant among any variety of the vaccine species,

and are most scarce among ill-bred mongrels. ' Mr.
Atten, of Lougcroft, had two or three years a white
cow of the name of Penguin, descended from the stock
of Mr. Robertson, of Ladykirk, which was an extra-
ordinary milker. Colonel Kingscote's cow Honeysuckle
is remarkable even in his herd, where this point is so
successfully cultivated, for the same quality. Mr.
Sainsbury is strenuous in attaining high excellence here
as in every other point. Among my own cows, which
are milking better this year than I ever knew them
before, I may be allowed to name one which at nine
years old is a most extraordinary milker, viz., Jessv,
bred by Mr. R. Bell. She is by Napoleon (1 0552) dam by
Cleveland Lad (3407), &c, and has bred a prize heifer.

She may therefore be cited as a proof that is possible
to combine the quality for which I am contending with
the best short-horn blood. In conclusion I may add that
I am preparing for publication an article on the breeding
of short-horns, and shall therefore feel obliged for any
communications from breeders containing facts in refer-
ence to this or other points worthy of notice. I shall
also be glad to show my small herd to any breeder who
may happen to be visiting this neighbourhood. They
are as hardly kept as those of any neighbouring farmer,
and as my object is to make cheese, the calves are
weaned from new milk at an earlier age than is usual
among the breeders of short-horns. IVilloughby Wood,
Holly Bank, Hurlon-on-Trcnt, June 12.
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Loud cheer followed bin Royal Highncss's reply.
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in being able to accept the kind invitation ol fh< '.

and to. be present at the opening of this splendid and
I can only add that tin: oftener be shall invite me to

ceremonies the better I all all be pleased, Great work
nature can only be undertaken by public bodies, and
with auccess by public spirit \ and J hail the present i;

au earnest of your determination to accept the duti
position has imposed upon you. lis future success, I will only
add, evil! depend upon tlic bold and conscientious ex, -

: those duties. Gentlemen, I again thank you, and tut; to con-
clude by proposing " The Health of the Lord Mayor nno I

tion of the City of London, and Prosperity to the >ew Metro-
politan Cattle Market." His Royal 9 then departed,
accompanied by the Lord Mayor, &c.

On Friday the market opened for the usual transac-

tion of business. There was a much smaller market
than usual ; and it may be supposed that i'

time ere trade flows freely in its new channel, 'i he
space enables all the arrangements ol" the market to be
more orderly ; and the lairage and other accommoda-
tion for both cattle and sheep will, no doubt, en
to make the Copenhagen Fields more a market for

store, as well as fat stock, than ever Smithfield was.

NEW MARKET AT COPENHAGEN FIELDS.
On Wednesday the opening of the new market was in-

augurated by an entertainment given by the Lord Mayor
and Corporation, at which H.R.H. Prince Albert was
present. His Royal Highness arrived about 1 o'clock, and

Home Correspondence.
Trait

1

!; Zand.—I was very glad to see your remarks,

p. 361, on reclaiming or improving inferior land. It is

a subject especially applicable to the Highlands of

Scotland, where thousands on thousands of acres of

good land are left in a state of nature and annually

deteriorating, by the encroachment of Heather, Birch,

Alder, &c, on what little Grass there is. As a general

rule, sheep farmers do nothing to improve the pasture

except now and then a surface drain or two, and of

course it gets worse every year. In many places the

ground would bear ordinary farm crops, and at, any
rate Mr. Fowler's plan might be adopted, or even

cheaper modes of improvement; anything is better

than going backwards. A large breadth is also cleared

for deer forest. We read of the barbarity exhibited

when the New Forest was made, but it seems the same
thing in the nineteenth century is all richt and •

when done by Highland lairds or English sportsmen.

I wish some English agriculturist of Mr. Fowler's school

would pay an agricultural visit to the Highlands, and
give the world his opinion of the state of matters, leaving

sporting out of consideration for the time being. A. 0.

The Fanna-'s Rain Gauge.—The instrument on which

I propose to furnish a few concise remarks has of late

come greatly into vogue, and is constantly referred to

in the leading periodicals. The object of a rain eav.tre is

to ascertain the almost exact quantity of rain which has

fallen in certain places, and within a precise period of

time. Therefore, if the quantity be discovered, the depth

of ground into which the rain has penetrated ,

few hours' quiet interfiltratiou may be inferred with

sufficient accuracy. The writer of these lines was
applied to soon after the measures adopted by the sani-

tary Board of Croydon had been undertaken, and as

some instruments were subsequently procured by parties

interested in the inquiry concerning the quantity of rain

which usually falls in" this reputed dry locality, he

resolved to prepare two instruments for his own experi-

ments, the results of which have been so satisfactory as

to induce him to offer the following simple directions,

by which any intelligent person can possess himself of 3

good and trustworthy gauge at the outlay of from 8s. 6c?.

to 5s. It is customary to employ a round funnel as tie

I
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, which h«« nevi •
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and near t'.

which will be

and placed r luring

the five months <:

to no more than .5.62 inches. This deficiency of mere
than one-half of the usual :

been ascertained by other instruments or registers ; sad
thus the utility of a simple gauge I :*nn is

substantiated. And, in I

have a right to infer that w,

broken up a:, d pulverised from
tie rain which falls upon itssur I rcdandantor
under the average volume—would in one ease pies

to artificial drains or a natnral absorb*

soil; or, in the other, would permeate with fa/

land prepared and rendered ftrti.e by appropriate

machinery. The greatest fa

i3th May, mben
13 fluid ounces were found in the 1 oule, and proved by

Tidard measure to be i to 26 cubic

inches. The surface of a round funnel, measured by
its girth, was 27 inches, the diameter 84 inches, or more
nearly 8.6 inches, the square of whxb ^73.*>6 inches.

The die rem may bet J4 ; therefore

26 cubic inches fall
i- -e of ground,

equal to that which would be marked by the rim

funnel inverted, and pressed upon it, would hare

entered and filtered through that small portion, had it

not been intercepted and retail
;
the bottle,

the decimal process by which the result was obtained,

consisted solely in divic : :es by 7-4, the pre-

sumed square caps: ''unnel rim

—

the prodoet

being 0.35 inch. Mr. Gla •

inch on the 31s; May, being ce found

here. Such are the uses of and valuable products

delected by rain guatres. They pre rr.os acate nothing of

the future, but they record local :
tend to

the advancement of agriculture, as we hope has now

been rendered apparent. Cr'ydc;,.'

tn-aeJ is in-

a::d to little pigs ; this was also

. some years Vsck in yonr Jcurnal. bo* after-

wards e-

—sspondent. lie
is startled ne, as

I have ius; some o acres of Mai

food and tl -sub-

scriber and occasional ccr ireatly

obliged by St n oa the It:

[ rounded on experience

-

pigs, and why; whe : souring the roots

prevents their injuric

jcrtrnrs'.

EOYAL AGEICr: rSGLASD.
Mosthxt C : 6.—Mr. Rathoxd Baeksb,

T.F., in the chair. F : be were

elected.

F::>'.lnces.—The Chairman reported tie resnlt of the
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Monthly examination ut the accounts, from which it

appeared that the current cash-balance in the hands of

the bankers was 28767.

Journal.—Mr. Thompson, Chairman of the Journal

Committee, reported the following adjudications :

—

I. To tlie Rev."W\ It. BowpiTcn. of St. Andrew's, "Wake-
field, Yorkshire: the prized 30/., for the best essay on
the chemical changes which occur in the decomposition
of dung.

II. To Rodert YALi.KvrrNK {land-survey «r\ of Burcott

Farm, Leigh ton Buzzard : the prize of 10?., for the best

essay on the retention of moisture in Turnip soils.

The Committee also reported the following recom-

mendation, which was adopted by the Council :

—

That in fntnre, under Hip head of "Miscellaneous ''ost-

MUX7CATI0NS," a portion of the journal be allotted to

short papers from such members of the Society as may
favour the Journal Committee with an account of any
matter nf special interest which has come under their

notice, in the management of their farms, or in their

immediate neighbourhood.

Chemical Investigations.—Mr. Thompson also re-

ported from the Chemical Committee the following

recommendation, which was adopted by the Council :

—

That in future, the one or moro subjects of lectures to be
given by the Society's consulting-chemist, in the fol-

lowing spring, be fixed before the Council adjourns over
the summer v- cation; and that the subjects for chemical
lectures in 1S56 be fixed at the Monthly Council in July.

Carlisle Meeting.— Mr. Raymond Barker reported
from the General Carlisle Committee the progress of

the arrangements for the Society's Meeting to be held

at Carlisle in the last week of July next.

Special Council, June 13.—Mr. Miles, M.P.
?

President, in the chair.

Carlisle Meeting.—Mr. Raymond Barker re-

ported the further arrangements made by the general
Carlisle Committee in reference to the ensuiDg country
meeting at Carlisle.

Judges.—The Council appointed the Judges of live-

stock for the Carlisle meetinp, deferring the appoint-
ment of Judges of implements and machinery until the
next monthly Council, when the report of the Implement
Committee would be received, and. their recommenda-
tions taken into consideration.

Papers and Lectures.—The President, in referring
<o the resumption of the business of the weekly meetings
of the Council, announced the following arrangements :

1. That on "Wednesday the 20th of June, at 12 o'clcck, Mr.
Thomas Scott's Paper on the Production of Butter and
the management of Dairies, would be read; and Mr.
Slaney's statement on a simple and economical mode of
removing soil from one part of a farm to another.

2. That on "Wednesday the 27th of June, at 12 o'clock,
Professor "Way would deliver before the members a
lecture on the use of Fish as manure.

3. That on Wednesday, the 11th of -July, Professor Simonds
would -deliver before the members a Lecture on the
Physiological Conditions affecting the quantity and
quality of Milk secreted by. the Cow under different
circumstances of Feeding and. Management.

Bath and West of England.— At Tiverton, last

rreek, this Society had a very successful annual gather-
ing. On the Thursday, especially, a multitude of people
visited its well-filled show-yards. The Devon breed of

cattle was not so well represented as might surely

always be expected at the meeting of a West of England
Society ; the Herefords were entirely awanting ! There
was a xery admirable show of implements, most of our
principal implement-makers contributing specimens.

The public meeting on the show day was well

attended and signalised by a useful address from Lord
Ebrington on Agricultural Education..

His lordship offers for three years a prize of 20?. "to the sons
of the yeomanry of Devonshire, between the ages of IS and 25,

just entering u[ on life, upon obtaining a certificate of competency
in scriptural knowledge, and who should pass tlie best examina-
tion in that acquirement ; also in the English language, and in
the Geography and History of the British Empire, and in practi-
cal mathematics. And he announced that he bad the assistance of
three gentlemen who had consented to aid him, namely, the Rev.
Chancellor Martin, Sir Stafford Northcote, and K. Dymond, Esq.,
who had promised to conduct the examination '.for him, and
to go carefully through tin* candidates' papers, also making
viva voce examinations of each candidate and arranging them in
classes, and placing every, individual, as at Cambridge, according
to the manner in « Inch he had answered at his examination."

We doubt" not that this offer will produce some degree
of emulation among those who are already securing to

themselves the education which Lord Ebrington desires

to extend. Whether its main purpose, that of exciting

anxiety on the subject of education where it does not as

yet exist, shall be served by it
3
we very much doubt.

Among the prizeholders for Devon cattleare Mr. Davy,
of North Moiton, for the best three-year old bull

;

3. W. Buller, Esq., tor the '2d best three year and two
year old bulls ; also for the 2d best pair of )earling

heifers ; Mr. J. Bodley, of Crediton, for the best two year
old and yearling bulls; Mr. '

W. Farthing, of Bridge-

water, for the 2d best yearling bull, and (or the 2il hefet

cow and the best heifer; Mr. J. C. Halsefor the best cow;
Mr. F. Webber, of Tiverton, for the '2d Lest heifer and
the best three cows in calf. Many of the best known
breeders of Devon cattle were absent— owing, it is

understood, to their refusal to submit to the decision of

any other judges than those of their own opinion on the

character of the pure Devon breed.
The prizes under sbort-horns were carried off by

Messrs. Widdicombe, of Hay Ugborough ; Kev. T. G.
Smith, of Uffculme ; Mr. Stratton, ot Swindon ; Mr.
Bowley, of Cirencester ; Mr. Abbot, «>f Long Ashton.
There was a fair show of sheep, especially of l.ongwools,
Leicester, and Cotswold and, as we have said, a very
full competition in the implement jard, where the
prizes for ploughs were divided between Messrs. Rau-

soine and Howard, as usuul, and the awards for steam-

engines were made to Mr. Hornshy and Mr. Tuxford.

The wet weather of the first days was succeeded by
sunshine on the Thursday, and the principal day of the

meeling was thus a most successful one.

The Poultry Exhibition in connection with this So-

ciety's show of stock experienced a due share of atten-

tion, and proved that good birds will still realise good
prices. Two hundred and eighiy pens of poultry were
entered for competition, besides 71 pairs of pigeons.

The arrangements were with a few exceptions good,

the useful poultry being placed in one large tent, and
the bantams and pigeons in a small or what may le

termed "fancy'* teut. On the first day we noticed

that cards were very properly placed over the pens,

stating the variety of their occupants and the name of

the owner, thus saving the visitor the unnecessary

trouble of constantly referring to the catalogue. On
the following morning, however, that part of the card

on which tlie name oi the owner was written had dis-

appeared ; and for what purpose, unless to effect a com-
pulsory sale of catalogues, we are at a loss to imagine.

Anyhow, the general opinion (in which we heartily

coincide) was that such a proceeding ought not to have

received tlie sanction of the directors. In consequence

of the severity of the weather at the commencement
of the year, the chicken classes were not well repre-

sented, and the entries were but few. The following is

a list of the successful competitors :

—

Class I.—Spanish: 7 entries. Mr. Daniel Parsley, Bristol;

Mr. H. D. Davies, Spring Grove House.
Class II.— Spanish Chickens: 1 entry. Mr. Buckley, Llanelly,

Carmarthenshire.
Class III.—Dorking : 19 entries. Mr. H. D. Davies; Mrs. II.

Fookes, Bland ford.

Class IV.—Dorking Chickens: 5 entries. Owner unknown;
Mr. 11. D. Davies.

Class V.—White Dorking: 10 entries. Mr. W. Symonds,
Milbone St. Andrew; Mr. Coleridge, Ottcry St. Mary.

Class VI.—"White Dorking Chickens: 2 entries. Mr. Man-
field, Dorchester, 2d prize.

Class VII.— Cochin China, cinnamon, buff, and lemon. Mrs.
Fookes, Blaudfoi'd; Mr. Crane, Tnlpuddle.

Class VIII.—Cochin China Chickens. Mr. Rodbard, Aldwick
Court; Captain Snell, London.

Class IX!—Cochin China, brown, partridge, and grouse. Kev.
G. F. Hodson, North Petherton ; Mr. G. C. Adkins, Edgbaston.

Class X.—Cochin China Chickens : 2 entries. Rev. G. F.
Ilodson; Mr. Kingdon, Exeter.

Class XI.-White Cochins. Mr. Cyrus Clark; Rev. J. II.

Candy, Taunton.
Class XII.—White Cochin Chickens: 2 entries. Mr. J. E.

Rod bard, 1st and 2d prizes.

Class XIII.—Black Cochins : 3 entries. Mr. Cyrus Clark,

2d prize.

Class XIV.—Brahma Pootra. Mr. H. W. Davies; Mr. R. H.
Bush, Clifton.

Class XV.—Game, white and piles. Rev. T. L. Fellow es,

Beighton Rectory; Mr. Jos. Symonds, Gorwell.
Class XVI.— Game, black breasted and other reds. Mr. G. C.

Adkins; Mr. J. R. Rodbard.
Class XV1L—Game, duckwing and other greys. Mrs. R.

Fookes, Blandford ; Mr. W. V. Drake, Lockwnod.
Class XVIII.—Game, black and brassy winged. Mr. W. V.

Drake; Mr. E. Farmer, Greet.
Class XIX.—Malay. Mr. J. Leigbron; Miss King, Taunton.
Class XX.—Hamburghs, gold pencilled'.' Mr. Thus. M'Cann:

Mr. J. B. Chune.
Class XXI.—Hamburghs, silver pencilled. Rev. T. L. Fel-

lowes; Mr. Edward Archer.
Class XXII,—Hamburghs, golden spangled. Mr. Hugo; Rev.

T. L. Fellowes.
Class XXIII.— Hamburghs, silver spangled. Mr. Chune,

C- albrookdale.
Class XXIV.—Polands,.black with white crests. Mr. G. C.

Adkins; Mr. P. P. Edwards, Eyndhurst.
Class XXV.—Polands, gold spangled. Mr. R. H. Bush, Clif-

ton ; the same, 2d prize.

Class XXVI.—Polands, silver spangled. Mr. G. C. Adkins;
Rev. G. H.Gandy.

Class XXVII.— Special Prizes. Mr. H. D. Davies, for Ran-
goon ; Rev. T. L. Fellowes, for Black Hamburgh.
Bantams. Messrs. Adkins, Ballance, Bayly, Loders, Mapple-

beck, Rodbard, and Ford.
Ducks. Mrs. Ford, Mrs. Fookes, Messrs. Ballance and Edwards.
Turkeys. Messrs. Edwards and Rodbard.
Geese. No eutries.

Farmers' Clubs,
London, June 4. Road Management— The following

is the remainder of Mr. B. Denton's paper :

—

Macneill has shown us, by actual improvements made on the

London and Shrewsbury turnpike-road, that the comparative
force of traction required to draw a waggon weighing 21 cwt.
over a well made pavement was 33 lbs., over a broken stone road
of great hardness was 46 lbs., and over a gravel road was 147 lbs.

but I am unacquainted with any experiment showing the tractive

power required t y move a "waggon of 21 cwt. through a lias clay
soil during the wet teasons ot the year. We do know, however,
from actual recorded trial, that the mere difference of whether a
gravel road be wet or dry changes the figures repreeenting the
draught from 13 when dry and clean to 32 when wet and mudd}-.
and when we contrast these figures with those I have just quoted,
we shall be able to appreciate the resistance of strong and wet clay.

It is not possible to find material affording so many elements of

resistance to motion as unmitigated clay during nine months in

the year, for in addition to the impeding power of collision, fric-

tion, and gravity, you have the influence ofadhesion, which adds
weight to resistance; and it is this consideration, I presume, that
has led the Royal Agricultural Society of England to offer a
prize for the best essay on " Farm Roads," with particular refer-

ence to clay farms. In all soils their power to resist motion will,

of course, depend upon their waut ot hardness and consistency

in a natural state, influenced by its adhesiveness when wet, and
the relative value of internal roads to farms will he in proportion

to the quality ofthe land in those respects. In tenacious clay soils

the want of roads will be felt most; in a free gravelly soil it will

be felt least. Though anxious to gain an unanimous admission of

the economy of good 1arm roads. I will not dwell long npon the

importance of a level way or easy gradients in the roads we use.

It is to seldom that we cau venture upon cuttings and embank-
ments for farm accommodation, that it will suffice to illustrate

the advantage of a level road over a hilly one, by stating that

whereas the number of tons a horse can draw on a hard inflexible

tramway (and it is by no meaDs visionary to refer to tramways
(or the common service of well-arranged farm where the

ground is level is 13, the number he can draw where the gradient

is 1 in 100, is only 4i. But this comparison hardly puts the

case tangibly, nor in a homely view. We find many farms
abound in steep hilly slopes, with inclinations of 1 in 30 or even
steeper, and it will be more to trie purpose, therefore, to state that

it has been practically demonstrated that the expense of power in

£s. d. required to draw a load of one ton along a common road of

various gradients is as Gd. where horizontal to Sd. where there is

arising gradient of 1 in 30. If we adopt this comparison, and I
feel sure it will be found very near to the fact, wc see that (all

other points being equal with respect to formation and_ con-
dition) the comparative saving of a level road over a rising

gradient of 1 in 30 is 2d. per ton in the ordinary cost and appli-

cation of hoise labour on a farm. As a level road is manifestly
more economical than a hilly one, so a straight and hard well
made road is better than a tortuous field tract over a tenacious
soil. This twofold proposition is so manifest that it needs no
proof. But in order further to test the important question of
" What is the value of a farm with good and sufficient internal

communication, and what the value of the same farm without
any ?" let us suppose a farm of 5C0 acres of a heavy clay soil

with the homestead in the centre and good public roads on
two sides'of 1 1 ; 600 acres will'cover a square of seven fm longs each
side, Now it would probably require two miles of road to give
moderate accommodation to such a farm. This at an average
price of 5?. a chain, will cost 800?., and if we take the interest at

5?. 2s. lvd. per cent, (the rate of instalment tor repayment of

principal and interest charged by the General Band Drainage
and Improvement Company) the annual charge will be 41?. 2a. 6d.

Is such a farm permanently improved by the acquisition of a
road to the annual amount of 41?. 2s. Gd. or Is. Sd. per acre?

When we consider that this annual sum of 41?. 2s. Gd. will

barely cover the keep of one horse and a half (it does not much
exceed what I understand to be Mr. Thomas's statement of the

keep of one horse) without regard to the wear and tear of the

horse itself, and of carts, harness, and implements, I think

we shall all answer in the affirmative. In such a farm of 500

acres, 400 acres being arable and 100 acres pasture and meadow,
the ptbduce of manure will be under ordinary good manage-
ment from 1400 to 1520 tons of manure in the whole. This will

suffice to give a dressing of 12$ tons to 11G acres and the number
of miles travelled in doing that will be 966 out and back, if we
take the average road-lead to be one third of a mile or 27 chains.

Now if we remember that in heavy land we may not only pull

our horses to pieces, hut positively injuriously affect the land

itself if we do not take advantage of every hour of dry weather

hut prolong the operation during wet weather, it is hardly pos-

sible to overate the advantage of a hard road which will allow

of a horse to travel at least 20 miles daily with the same ease

that he will travel 12 or 13 miles, doing the same work through

clay mud. I repeat the difference of 28 days which these figures

show in the time it will require to get manure on to the land

is one consideration which will go far to meet interest on the

outlay of making the road, leaving out of consideration the

injury done to tillage as well as damage to horses by carting

over clay soils in wet days. If, therefore, wc add all these

advantages together, the gain in time—in power—in the wear

and tear of carts and implements, and in the personal comfort of

the occupier, there can be no doubt that Is. 3d. per acre represents

at least the value of the improvement in this assumed case, an*

we shall not be outstepping truth and practice in the resolution

we may adopt, if we assert in general but decided terms, that the

existence or non-existence of internal roads on a farm is an essen-

tial element in determining the rent that should be paid for it,

and that the provision of farm roads being a permanent improve-

ment, and in the case of clay soils a very costly one, the outlay is

properly alandlord's and not a tenant's duty. It -was my inten-

tion to have given some details of the mode of making private

roads, particulars through clay lands and fen lands, wliere

they are most wanted, but time will not permit. Suffice it to

say, that the advantages of laying the led of Vie metalling

securely dry by longitudinal under-drains—one on each side ot

the metalling—and laying the surface of the road dry by open

drains on each side of the formation, are points of practice now
fullv acknowledged, as well as the profitable use of burnt ballast

{i. e. burnt clay lumps) as a bottom stratum in those clay or fen

land districts where harder materials are not to he obtained

except at" too great a cost. This will apply to the London clay,

Oxford clay, and lias clay districts, and to the fens ot* Lincoln-

shire and Cambridgeshire, where miserable boggy droves still

exist, as the only means of approaching the lands of numerous
owners and occupiers, who by combination could take advantage
of the present facilities of applying borrowed capital repay-

able by instalments for the purpose of making roads just as

easily as single landowners may do the like for drain-

ing, and the erection of farm buildings. I beg to place

before you some cross sections of roads (alluding to plans

which were exhibited) which may elicit discussion on the

practice of road making, and of which I shall be happy to

afford every explanation. You will observe that in each case

the drainage for both surface and subsoil has been most care-

fully considered as the first essential in road-making. The price

per chain of making roads will necessarily depend upon locality.

I am now engaged in making them at prices varying from 3?. to
6?. 10s. per chain. The sections placed before you upon the
farm roads made in various parts of England :—No. 1 shows a
road made in the red sandstone district, of which the bottom

stratum, 6 inches thick, was formed of a rough paving or

blocking of the local sand, one rock covered with 4 inches

of the best limestone in pieces that would pass through a
2-inch ring, at a cost of from 41. 12s. Gd. to 61. 17s. Gd. per chain.

No. 2 shows' a road intended for a ten district in which perforated

bricks are laid flat in a convex base, and covered with burnt ballast

from the bottom stratum. The surface covering is intended to

be screpned gravel. The estimate cost of this road is 5?. 17s. 6d.

per chain No. 3 shows a road made in the stiffer lias and Oxford

clay districts. The bottom stratum is of burnt ballast and the

top screened gravel. The cost of this description of road varies

according to the price of coal and gravel from 4?. 10s. to 5?. 10s.

ner chain No. 4 shows a road in the London clay district. The
bottom stratum is of chalk and the top of screened gravel. The

cost will vary according to the depth of the chalk lying imme-

diately below* the clay, or the distance from whence it can be

obtained, from 3?. 10s. Gd., to 4?. 15s. per chain.

Mr Baker had supposed when he read the notice on the card

that Mr Denton would treat of the providing better internal

roads* to their farm homesteads 'than of the general question of

the roads of the kingdom; because it might happen that the

public roads were in a very different state— in some places better,

in some places worse, than in others. He was of opinion that the

main roads of the kiDgdom were,. taken as a whole, very good,

and this had been effected by the local management of parishes.

Although there might be some deficiencies in local management,

he still thought that it was lar better than having a central

board for every parishioner was more or less interested in the

disposal of the funds. He would take the case of the Poor-law as

an instance, and there it would be found that the expenses bad been

verv considerably increased, and the results attained very little

better. He had always felt that when the roads were taken out of

the hands of the parishes their rates would he increased instead of

diminished. There had been great jobbery in the turnpike trusts.

Materials were put down irrespective of the state of the road or

of the time of year; and the managers had supplied the
materials from their own pits. Thelatefcurveyors'Actprohibited

surveyors lrom supplying materials or teams without they
obtained a lictnse, but of what avail was that, for they had only
to apply to a magistrate, and they always obtained it. In his

own district, where the roads were excellent and the cost small,

1/. per mile would form a considerable item. He had in bis time
constructed a road which bad cost from 400?. to 500?. per mile.

He had first drained theland well; had drains run parallel with
the side of the road, and filled up with stones from the bottom.
Where a road holds water, which is certain to break it up, the first

step to take would be to properly drain it. He was satisfied that if

the management of the roads were placed in an Irresponsible

board jobbery would creep in; ami if they had good. roads it
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would be ul dimlilu tlio expnnw). Jl« did not hkn the plfin Ol

removing tbe maiM&onient from persons Interested to persons

who would only iimkii a profll out of it.

Mr Woods, of Sussex, said Hi" roods In Mi neighbourhood

wont in a very excellent condition, and ha though! tlio parish

reads generally were modo very well. He thought that '»y

filnctinf? ah surveyors men wim had othor business to attend to,

the roads were neglected, which would not be the case it the

bloii of Mr. Di-.nton'H whh carried out. There could bo no f|uustlon

that if thoy took Hid water off the I'oadfi timy would bo bettor.

ETo thought that ihin was not exactly the sort of question that

bughttocomo before the Club, bocaiiHO thoy must all know the

vttiiHi of good roads. In hit* neighbourhood mon who had been
tradnmimn in Brighton, and successful in tholr speculations,

bought a few dirty acres, and thru thought thetnsolvefi country

gentlemen. It wah these Hurt, of men who dabbled with the

management of the ronds, and the Noonor thoy were troddon out

nud «ot rid of the better for the lahd and the country.

The Ciiaiiiman stated that In the fsloof Wight, where tin roads

wero In the bout possible condition, the manage nt was plseed

in a Hort of union. In tho parish In which ho resided, tho

nanagement of tho roads war entrusted to four separate hoards.

Tho consequence was that tho ratus wore higher, and tho system
whh very bad nud unconnected.

Mr.owitK haUI the roads in bin parish were In vory excellent

condition. Ho Hhnnld have liked to have board something about
ronds on farms end tho improvement of ci'ohh roadn, which wore
u dlHgraco.

Mr. Denton, In reply, Rtatod that Itwaskts original Intention to

have treated in Mn paper oi rondtou farms, but whan ha looked at

tho subject ho thought It bettor to trent It g< 'ally. Within
tlio last 20 yearn the wbolo NyHtom of lnturromniuidciitlnn

changed and "he thought that gontlomcn ought to consider the

question not as relating to their own particular parish or dis-

trict, but as a general one. A few years since and tbey used to

tako tho conch If thoy wished to travol, but now they hod only to

go to the railway station ; And ho thought that the parish In which

the Btatlon whh situated wuh ontltlfd to somo remuneration.
The present system of managing roads whh not an economical or

a just One. ItC trusted that In tho resolution to ho carried that

evening tlniy woidd iilVirm tho principle of cnimolldutioii.

Tho Ciiaiiiman then put tho following resolution, which wah
carried —"That In tho opinion of thin club the formation and
maintenance of good roads Is worthy of fur more attoutIon than

it has yet received from tho agriculturists, and th.it a hotter

system of management, both local and general, is a mutter of

economy vory dosirablo."

VotOH of thanks to Mr. Denton and to tho Chairman con-

cluded the proceedings.

Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
Hexham DISTRICT.—Wo have delayed our monthly note of

operations, In the hope of being able to report more favourably
of the weather, and are glad to be now ablo to do so. Seldom
have wo bud so cold and backward a month of May, not indeed
tor 17 years. On looking over our journal tho almost daily entry
is "cold east wind," interspersed with "bail showers" and such
like, with tho exception of the 2d and 23d, which were fine mild
days; the month has been bitterly cold. On the 81st we bad a
heavy rain early in the morning, but it. was not till Saturday the
2d Inst, that the wind got. out of tho east. On that day wo bad a
tine mild rain from the south-west, and since then fine growing
weather. Swede sowing would have been pretty generally
finished ere this but for the rain in the end of last week, but this
week will see tho most of theui into the ground, and if this
weather continue there will bo a, speedy braird. Spring-sown
WbeatB are thin on the ground, but Barley nud Oats look well,
in spite of the cold and drought. Pastures have been very hare,
nud Hay-straw backward; Whitsuntide fair a heavy one in con-
sequence, especially for sheep. Of stirks in good condition thero
was a poor show, and long prices wore asked and given. Tho
show of two-year olds was also poor, which maintain prices at a

higher figure than would otherwise have been. The last few
days' moisture and warmth have already made a marked improve-
ment on the Grass, and we may now hope to seo our cattle getting
a good bite. The hay crop will bo both thin and short. Old bay
is now soiling at from 71. to Si, per ton. Both grain and stock

markets keep up. W. D.
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PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BUKGKSS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
Wholesale Agents for England, have always In stock a

targe assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of tbe
Itoyal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent five on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of tho best Farm Implements, -in receipt of eight postage stamp*.
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Notices to Correspondents.
JIarlet StXfBfiLE: Amateur Farmer. If the weather should snit

you, 20 lbs.of Trifolinm incarnatum harrowed in after a shower
upon a clean Parley stubble in September—tbe land being in

good condition—will secure as great a quantity of green food

for forage in June of next year (and as cheaply obtained) as
you can get in any other way.

Cyclopedia of Agbiculturk: G. Cook. It contains articles on
the different cultivated plants, with statements of the modes
and times of applying manure for them ; an article on manure
generally, especially with reference to farm-yard manure; and
articles on the different artificial manures sold or made.

Eggs without Shells: 12 C B. Tbe hens must be either out of
health, or possibly they have not access to lime. The tood and
range you give them seem to be the best security for the
former. Try laying pounded oyster shells in their way.

Guano, &c. : J Fisher, The treatment of crops as to manure will

be found under each. Unless you get tho full value of your
artificial manure back in the crop of Wheat you have reason
to be dissatisfied. The superphosphate looks very dark, but
the cause of this wo are unable to state.

JnisH Moss : A Constant Header asks how it is prepared for
feeding cattle or calves?

Lucerne; G W. You should have sown it a month ago in shal-
low drills, in rows a foot apart, using about 16 to 20 lbs. of seed
to the acre. To transplant the plants is more costly and less
productive.

Orange Jelly Turnip: Colo. We have no experience; and that
of others, as reported to us, is most contradictory. "We should
be glad of information from any known correspondent.

Poultry: CUD. We have not seen any full report of tbe native
breeds of France, and do not know where to direct you on tbe
subject in the agricultural literature of France. We saw
nothing at Paris that would furnish the material of anv such
report

.

Reports of the Crops : E II. We shall publish weekly informa-
tion up till harvest time.

Self-acting Railway : T!" C 31. "We have had no experience
of its use. See leading article.

Spanish Chesnut: W H. We know of more than one very old
building in .which tbe timbers of tbe roof are wood of the
Spanish Chestnut. So that it-is unquestionably durable.

Stramkngine: A Scotsman. We would not erect one for threshing
40 acres of grain crop. Are there no locomotive machines and
engines for hire in your neighbourhood ?

Young Colt: J WS. Cow's milk or ass's milk may be given to
tbe tnal sever.il times (4 or o rimes) during the day, by means
of a ladle with some rag tied round the mouth. Tbe'little animal
will be the best judge of the quantity. Ass's milk contains
less butter, and more resembles horse's milk than thatot the
cow, and is therefore to be preferred. The foal will soon learn
to eat other food, such as Carrots and bruised Oats in tbe
winter and green feod in the summer. IF. C. S.

IMPROVED MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINE.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, Arbroath,
Forfarshire, Inventors and Sole Manufacturers, respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to

this Improved Machine for Mowing and Rolling LawDs. The
Machine is in operation in the Royal Gardens at Windsor
Palace, Buckingham Palace, and at Osborne, in the Rotaoical
Gardens at lvew. Regent's Fork, Manchester, Sheffield. A-c; at

Blenheim Palace, Trentlmm. Cievedeo, Elvaston, Broadlands,
Woburn Abbey, Clumber, T.illeshaH, Castle Howard, Sbrubland,
Eridge Castle, Knville Hall, Tiptree Hall, Cbatswortb. rind In

many other ol the principal gardens in tbe kingdom as r

tbe United States, British America, and on the Continent where
its merits bavo been fully proved, and its success established.

Tho machine is made to cut the breadth of 4*2. 30, 20, and
15 inches respectively, is < nc edingly durable, easily managed.
and adjusted to cut to tho length required. The execution of the
work is far superior to what may be attained by tbe most nkilral

mower, while at the same time a great saving of
r

labour is effected, i

and the turf much improved. By tbe largest machine a Scotch
acre may be mowed, rolled, and tbe Grass collected in one hour.

A. S. and Son have much pleasure in stating that they have
made considerable improvements in their 15-inch or hand
machine this year, by which the draught is considerably lessened.
This machine combines all the merits and advantages of the
larger machines with firm and secure constmction, and is

admirably adapted for borders and for lawns ot no great extent.

Alkxandkr Shanks and Son also respectfully solicit notice
to "Fleming's Weeding or Salting Machine" fur destroying
weeds in gravel walks, court-yards, drives, &c. This machine
is now in operation in many parts oi England, M-here it has privon

ample satisfaction as tbe best and most economical means of

thoroughly keeping down weeds ot Moss.

Further particulars, with testimonials and prices, may be had
on application.

21---

WATERPROOF PATHS
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

'"pHOSE who jvould enjoy their Gardens during the
-I- winter months should construe! their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus :—Screen thf

gravel of which the path 15 at present made from the loam *bich
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one-

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in tbe dry state before

applying tbe water. It may then be laid on 2 inches" thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required bey
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as bard as a rock. V« -

cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the acii

severest" frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it.

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards tbe sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARKS,
CATTLE-SHEDS. FARM-YARDS, sr.d all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom i* a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the. Cement, J, B. "Wetts & E-

Milbank Street. Westminster.
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HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Greek, Harrow Koad, Lonuox.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of Ihe nobilitv and gentry to Oie vers- superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining; every improvement with elegance of

design, and durabilitv of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efticient

manner. J. T. & SOS have great pleasure in referring to numbers

-of the nobility and gent ry by whom they a re extensively engaged.

rffe $23 3%|
HORTICULTURE .: ITS

\)?y BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., Sing's Road, Chelsea,

H OTH OUSE
-

BUI LDERS. '

THE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish'

IN
I o. s.

IN ALL

m m—js^u^

merit and Hothouse "Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sivevarietyofHotbouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,

combining all modem improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of

House best adapted foreverv required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits,

affording both top

and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-

tional particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are-all effectually

heated by one boiler, -which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection

of strong Grape Vine* in pots, from eyes, all the hest sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Wf.fks ,v Co.. King's Road, Chelsea. London.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCU?/1BER £ MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

HHShEl o :nj o ;c| •4.1-'— -_

j

ii=p ft .£[< [I
[

JEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour

Sons, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-

mometer, &c, price 35s.,

securely packed for the
country.
This unique hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid;
its arrangements are so per-
fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at
all injuring the bees.

Early applications, ad-
dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Uolborn,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with
Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents:—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, King Street;

Liverpool, James CvthbeiiT, 12, Clayton Square; Chester,

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 186, Trongate Street; Dublin, J. Edmundson & Co.,

61, Dame Street. '

IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.
"VTEWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUS
1^ GREEN FLY DESTROYER.—The attention of

is particularly called to this Cheap and
Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.
E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very 1^

simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses ll^L^^
the Rose from that destructive insect the **

Green-fly for Aphis), without causing the -^y.

slightest injury to the bud or foliage. y\
Price 2s. 6d. each, or free by post, 4s.

II , OR
Florists

Manufactured by

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers

Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

r jPHREE PATENTS of great worth and utility for
A Sale, most valuable to any person or party desirous of

exhibiting at the Paris Exhibition.—Apply to Mr. W. Newman
7, St. Giles Street, Norwich.

rpHE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
-*• water, without manual labour, to any
height, when1

, a small fall can bs obtained.
PARSEY'S PATENT REVOLVING

PUMP lifts three times the quantity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pump.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.
W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer, 7", Strand, London.

HHHE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
JL AND ROLLING ENGINE may be seen in the Agricul-
tural Department at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

The threefold use of this neat little Machine must be obvious
in Watering, Rolling, or Syringing; it will throw about 60 feet,

and is so portable that any ordinary domestic may use it. It
contains about 20 gallons. Price 51. 10s.

May be had at J. Dore's Manufactory, 17, Exmouth Street,

Clerketiwell, London.

EAME'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pnrsuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs.
Averuucators Gidney's
Axes Hoe
Bagging Hooks Grape Gatherers and
Bills [terns. Gravel Rakes
Borders, various pat-[ Sieves
Botanical Boxes j

Greenhouse Doors
Brown's Patent Fu-j and Frames
mi gator [struments Hammers

Cases of Pruning In
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons and
Shears

Flower Scissors

Prussian Pickaxes
[Scissors Potato Forks

Pruning Bills

„ Knives, various

} , Saws
„ Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in greatvariety

Hand-glass Frames Reaping Hooks
Day Knives Scythes
Horticultural Ham- Scythe Stones
mers and Hatchets Shears, various

Hoes of every pattern' Sickles

Hotbed Handles I Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools j, Spades and Shovels

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 0, Claremont
°J Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, 'any length, from 12 to

ICO feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
lor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

HOW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES
BY HUNDREDS.—A Method will be forwarded with

instructions for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy the above
vermin quiekly and without trouble. 1000 acres may be cleared

for a few shillings.

pOTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
vV Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c„ at

very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and crnamental.

Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,
Garden Arches, &c.

Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.

Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made noon the most improved
principle, either ot Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may be
obtained.

Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs and
Seats

„ Loops
,, Rollers

"Scrapers

Labels, various pat-

terns, in Zinc, Por-
celain, &c.

Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menograplis
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

Spud)
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

DEANE, DRAY, and GO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
i PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their IUus-
i
trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any

; part of the United Kingdom. Also, AVholesale and Retail Agents
j
for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used exclusively
by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.—DEANE, DRAY,
& CO. fOneniner to fhn Monument) I onrtnn Bridge.

"JO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. 6d.

Ter bushel, or 16s. per ton/ delivered to any of the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Peat and
Loam of various qualities. Sacks 2s. each.

Kknnard Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories Mowing Machines Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines Flower Sticks
Greenhouses Fountains Game Netting Do. Syringes Garden Bordering
Hot Water Apparatus Ornamental Wire Work Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Garden Vases Flower Stands Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND, WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRISE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

PAGE and CO'S COMPOSITION FOR THE
DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT UPON TlOSES, WALL-

FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, VINES, STOVE
AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon,
sufficient to make four (Jars and Barrels extra). Directions for

use forwarded. Ten gallons and upwards carriage free to London.
After four years' extensive use by the most eminent Gardeners

in the kingdom, the superiority of Page & Co.'s BLIGHT
COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to

insure its general use for destroying every pest to which Plant
and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate

flowers or foliage) and promoting a luxuriant growth.

See two pages Testimonials, Gardmers' Chronicle, March 3, 1855.
Can now be obtained of

Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-

apple Place, London
Messrs. Bass & Brown, Sudbury
Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons,

10G, Eastgate Street, Chester,

and 14, Corporation Street,

Manchester
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading
Messrs. Rendle & Co., Plymouth
Mr. James Veitch, Exotic Nur-

,
eery, Chelsea [cester

Messrs. Wheeler & Son, Glou-

Mr. E.Paul. Derby
Mr. Georpe Wheeler, Nursery-
man, Warminster [bury

Messrs. Masters & Son, Canter-
Mr. Tiley, Bath
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South
Frederick Street, Edinburgh

Mr. W. Bnrratt, St. John's,
Wakefield

Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co.,

Wavertree, Liverpool
Mr. E. Taylor, Malton, Yorlcsh.
Messrs. Chandler & Son,Wands-
worth Road, London

Mr. Freeman, Wobnrn
Mr. J. Linford, Sbeflbrd, Beds
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent
Garden, London

Messrs. Fisher, Holmes, & Co.,

Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield

Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rivershead
Nursery, Sevenoaks

Messrs. Wood & Ingram, Nur-
series, Huntingdon

Mr. Baskerville, Bristol
Mr. Burham, Hastings [north
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridge-
Mr. Davison, St. Peter's Street,
Hereford [Herts.

Mr. W. Garraway, Welwyn,
Mr. Thos.Cridland, Willington,
near Taunton

M r. Henry Home, Market Place,
Henley-on-Thames [Bourn

Mr. R- M. Mill*, Market Place,
Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street,
Nottingham

Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman,
Westerham

Mr, Morgan, Nursery, Kidder-
minster

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nursery-
men, Dorking and Reigate

Messrs. W. Drummond & Sons
Dawson Street, Dublin

Messrs. Mappleback & Lowe,
Birmingham

Mr. W. Bower, Moorgate House,
East Retford

Mr. James Alien, sen., Bothwell
Street, Glasgow.

And of the Inventors and Manufacturers,
B. PAGE and CO., Seed Merchants, Oxford Street, and

Above Bar, Southampton.
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RIPE FRUIT, STRAWBERRIES, AND SEED BEDS.

TV] KW TWINIS NET'llNG (Tanned if required),
1^ I ynnl wide, M. por Tilld; 2 jjh'iIii »I(Io, (W. per ynnl;

i yards vita, Sd. pur yard, Hull Inch MHSI1 ilo^ t yardii w Ido,

s/./peryd. Tlio ij.A.sth: HKXAGOM GAMJEN NE'l I'INO

76 MohIioh to the Hquare Inoli, ftffoctually <-:<*;ln«lcrH blrdu, wh ji,.,

BIOS, &0,, from Irnlt. trw-ii, ll.nvni', or BOCil liciln, -IV por .t i.,m

yard. TANNED NETTING, 2 or 8yardH wldo, liU, poi' cold;
•1 or 8 pnrds ivldo, id. nor ynnl, at W. CULMNavonr/H, i, i id

Torraco, Boll's Pond, London.

Samples wililWted, with prlcos attaoliod, In llio Soutli m I

« ; n I ii-rv of flic Ci'yHtnl Palnco, Sydenham,

ri 1AJNJSK1) IN I'.TTIINU, for uio protect ol I run
_L Troes from IVoHf, blight, and birds, and for tlio Hncui lt,y -(

fresh sown needs, ultlior in Gardens or Fields, al Id. per square
yard: 200yordH, 14».; 000 yards, S0».; 1000 cards, Con. ; erlm
Oanyas, for Wall Fruit.- At ICDCHNCTON and Co.'s, Itleli

Cloth, Tent, inn I Watorproof Cloth Manufnolnrors, 17, Smlili-

fleld Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, SouthwnfK; Etnlfrranl

Outfitters, Ship Chtindlors, and Export Merchants, Bruuswloh
Struct, near the RilhI lndln Ejyinrl Dock, lllncliwall,

/ (HEAP WIRE GAME & I'Olil.TKV NETTING.

Wido. iM ft It. Plain. < lalvanl i d

24 IticliuH by 'z Inches ... -'!</. i<> id. par yard. ... (id. por yard.
80 „ li „ ... iw. por yard. ... Dd, „

48 „ 2 „ ... iw. „ ... 1». „

Sparrow Proof Nottlng, Galvanised, M. per square foot, mi
in jiny Blzo, This article Is shoArn at thoSydonliam ISxlnbltlon,

where H Is muoh admired.- \Y. CIULi.iNaKOiiD, 1, Udmund Ter-
raco, Ball's Pond Rnntl, near (lie Onte. Klynilnnd.

0J.AHDEN NETS, PISHING NETS, ami SHEEP
* N ETSi &o., made by machinery, and sold at very low prices.

Worsted Wasp Not, well adapted lor Mhndlng gri i olioii i h, ud
niiiiin,', air and excluding Uoou; also for Protecting IRosHom
and tho Ripe Fruit afterwards, Id, pci'Nquaro yard, In vnrloiig

widths. Snoop Notn, 20a, por B0 yardd, Dearly d fuel lilgh.

Doable Walled Trammels, on tho bOBt construction, •"'. per yard

run, feet deop.—R. Rioiuudbos, 21, Tonbridgo PlacCj No*
R i, London. ^______
EIGHT HOUSES ON WHEELS 12 feet long by

7 feet broad> and 8 feet high Insido, suitable for Cottage] .

Gamekeepers, Watchers, Shopliords, or Freehold Land Allot-

ments. Price \ol, each, or ill. without Wheels, Springs, and
Axlas.— K. R iciiAnnsoy.Bl. Tnnlu-iJtrr l'lme, New Rond, London.

"l\/fl AKQUEESON HIKE TO SUIT THE TIMES.
1VX —fiofcat by 80feot,8J.; 70 foot by 30 feet, i

;

; 100 feet

by SO foot, 07. A largo Round Tent, CO feet diameter, with nix

BwingH, for gatherings of school children, il. On Snhi, Umbrella
Tents, 10 Feet diameter, I feet to 12 feet, BI. Wire-framed
Garden Tents, <ii. Patrol Tents (weight 12 lbs.), 25s., packed In

bag, R. Rtoiiabpson, 21, Tbnbrldgo Ploco, Now Road, London.

CLASS FOR CONbERVAlORifcS, CILt.NHOUaCS,
PIT FRAMES, E7C.

| AMES PHILLIPS *an Co, havi tl

*' hand tlloJl
|

,,,.,,
; HI I.T (JQI VJtl

i Ifccl

by -f, mid '' by 41

r ' „ ii/>
' „ O, B)

,f
I

,

„ , 10 bj fl I

I |
,

,,!'!

... 11 o

BTOC1 V/A In li i"
I

i
i i

.

' ! '

I

ni i 1 1 j loo foot, li buI loordoi not* mh

10 ok, rrora '"^. to 8 '
l

26 -
r. I 1 1 1

-'

, , i. ..... i
.

,
«

,

Ci lie of JMiO fri '. "-' imrfi ol

i i i [ r-OUNCE lIKBTflfJ OKI
i miii [-*01 OBI MAHD IIO I

,
"

ah wk HUi'iM i >•• Mr. Rl I
'

.

on Imnd,
Ooubl OJa ol

GLAI mi
I

ii rl I I

!
"I mi Inch thick £1 i-

ft ,. a i a

i, '
i. fl

OJn -ii mil dlmi n ilonif.

Gin [Ilk Pa i I or down: Pro]

Cucumber TuboH, Lnolonto tori . Lord l nm< 11

WuHp TrapHj Plato, Crown, niid Omnmontnl Ola i,BI
i deel Load, PI]

and < '"I i, Patnl Bi ui i on, and i 7ot y ai i li Id iF^ tin tradi

i in tlcultui n) Gin e, 110, 1 . <-t

lit, London

CHEAP STRONG GLASS FOR HORTIC1 I.

TURAL PI BPOI i
. In bi I lOOfcol

boxos Includod. Plato, Bbcot, ' rown, and i
i piion <1

Qlaaa for glozlng purpoaea cheaper than any othoi i

i <l'ni, \ |>pl v m it Mo A
'
'".. I - mi n

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HKTLKY and CO. supply 16-OZ, Mil

I

ot Brltlah Manufootnro.at prices varying frrm Sd. to 8d.
por square foot, for tho usual sizes required manj th< isand feet

of which are kepi road} packed forimmediate del
i i ts of Frlcoa and Estlroatei fon cation, for

PATENT ROUGB PLATE.THICK I I It WNG]
TILES and SLATES, A\ A'l ER-PIPES, PROPAG
GLASSES, GLASS MILK vans, PATENT PLAT1 I

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, ond GLASS SHADES,
tO .lAMKh IlKTl r Y & CO., ,

,
i

Boe Oat In each month.

1 1

'

A ,,

T
V. •• -

A

I

HAY-MAKING MACHINES.—These desirable

Machines lor securing the Uny crop quickly and in perfect

condition, are by NicuolsoStb Patent Improvements brought to

a perfection not before attained, and without increase of cost.

Full particulars, with engraving free by post, on application to

W.N. NICHOLSON, Implement Manufacturer, Newark. They
may bo seen at Ihe Agricultural Implement Department, Baker-
Street Bazaar, London, nnd nt tho Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

—

May bo hnd of Stanley, Peterborough; Johnson, Leicester;
SiiAiiMAN, Wellingborough; Pjebkins, Hitcbin; Smith & Sons,
Wliitchiirch; and other rcspectablo Implement Dealers, Pur-
chasers are respectfully cautioned not to be persuaded to purchase
machim. s by oilier makors, without duo inquiry both as to im-
provements and price.

AMUJiiLfc.UN'b KJtUltiTEB Kl » I \ W inIvkTWING
MACHINES. To cut 1G, 19, 22, and 25 inches wide,. The

^Registered Improvement renders unnecessary the great care
requisite in tlio handling of these Machines on the old plan. All

that is now required can ho done hy any unsltilled labourer, who
has only to push tho Machine before him, tho Registered Adjust-
ment insuring a clean cut of uniform height, and preventing the

knives from cutting inio the soil, however uneven the ground
may he. Illustrated Price Lists, with copies of Testimonial and
n Catalogue of his other Agricultural Implements, may bo pro-

cured, post-paid, on application to the Manufacturer,

ii. Samdelson, Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon.
The above may also he procured at tho principal Agricultural

Implement DepOts in London, and of all respectable Ironmongers

and Seedsmen in the country.
i

LACK JAPAN VARNISH.—This article will be
found from its durability and cheapness of the greatest

utility for Painting Hurdles, Wire-work, Palings, Gates, Fences,

Ac, and out-door work of every description, whether or Wood or

Iron. Its value has been proved by the test of time. It should

be well stirred up before using and applied cold. This Varnish
will retain its quality for any length ot time, provided the cask

be kept closed.

May be obtained through any ironmonger ; or of Jons Warner
& Sons, 8, Jewin Crescent,London.

N.B. Sold in casks containing 2S, or 14 gallons, at 25. per
gallon. Casks f which cnnuol ho returned"). 5.«. each.

FOR WATERIIMC GARDENS.
HANCOCK'S lRjrnOYLD VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-
factured especially for tho above purpose; is of greater flexi-

bility than any other description of Hose ; is capable of resisting

great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the mains of

water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.

WATERING HOSE fitted up with, the necessary 'brassjoints,

stop-cocks, brandies, and spreaders compl te,

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made
any length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.

VULCANISED RUBBER WASHERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of steam and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

All communications and orders punctually attended to, addressed

to the Manufactory, Jas. Ltne H ancock, Goswell Road, London .

H O S E PI PING,
TO ENGINEERS, AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS,

SHIP CHANDLERS, and FIRE BRIGADES.
TX7 A 1 T H M AN'S PATENT FLAX TUBING
v * (l in.toSiichesin diameter) will sustain a greater pressure,

is lighter, less bulky, will wear longer, and is about 60 per cent,

chfaper than the leather hose pipe. Manufactured only by
Waituman & Co.. Bentham, Lancaster.

Inches in Diameter anp Price Per Yard.— J, llo.

;

1, l*.ld.; 1}, la.Srf ; li, 1*.6<L; V?, ls,7d.; 2, l 5.9rf.; 2£, 2s.;

S4,2s.3rf.; 2$, 2s.(x*,; 3, Sr.9dL

Testimonial, from Mi'. Wright^ Lancaster.—J beg to "inform yon
that I yesterday tested your piece of 2$ inch Patent Flax Tubing,
connected with tlie Lancaster Waterworks, in the presence of

the Mayor, Mr. Rawlinson, Government Inspector, Professor
Owen, &c. The column of water at which the tubing was tried

was equal to 340 feet in height, or about 150 lbs. on the square
inch, and I have pleasure in stating that the hose sustained this

pressure most admirably.
Ti Stimoninl of Captain Martin, of (he Gnat Britain Sttam Ship,—

I have much pleasure in being able to tell yon that yonrhosti)
supplied to the Great Britain and other ships, is well worth the
attention of shipowners. It gives us great satisfaction.

Testimonialfrom Fairbairn £ Oo^ofLeeds.—We have tested yonr
hose, 2^ inch in diameter, with the pressure of the Leeds Water-
works, and found it highly satisfactory.

BY
ROYAL

LETTE R S

PATENT.

TO ' •

\< 'ANTED TO
* *

•

Apply, lUtlng

-

yi-lE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY.—
-» Tho Managers beg to Inform the Nobility and I

Farmers, Gardeners, Aic, that their new List of ]

had free on Application at the Company's DepOt, 296, Oxford
Street, London.

PLATE, CROWN, nnd SHEET WINDOW GLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE for Roofing Con-

servatories, Halls, and Public Buildings.
Coloured and Ornamental Glass.

CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, and
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR ™d Lock-

heed's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glas for I

houses, Stables, &c; Glass Milk Pans, Miii

Cream Pots anil Syphons; Churns, Putter Tests and Slabs: Tiles
and Slates; Bee Hives. &c.
Aquariums, Fern Shades, Pn pngating Glosses, Fruit Pro-

tectors, Preserve Jars, Cucumber Tnbes, Bi I

•
. i'l •t

Vases, Labels, &c, and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,
,

Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornai

FOREIGN Ai- D En CliSH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE.
67, Bisuopsoatb Stkbet, Witboot.

TMILL1NGTON Euppliea the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or Bubstance, packed En 100,

300 feet cases. Same na supplied *o Mr. BmiftS ard the leading
men of the day. Ri duced lariiT, hoses included.— Per II

fi in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in 12*. Oi.

6i „ 4A „ 7 „ 5 12 6

7$ „ 5i „ S ., (5 13

Si „ 64 „ 9 „ 7 13 G
Pi „ 7A „ 10 „ 8 13 6

10i „ Si „ 11 „ 9 14
12' „ 9 „ 13 ., 9 14 C
10 „ 10 „ 10* „ 10A 14
11 „ 10 „ 111 „ 104 14

11 „ 11 „ llX .. II 1 14
12 „ ii ;, 124 n "I 14 o
13 „ 11 „ 13.5 .. ll| 14

13 „ 12 „ 13^ ., 124 16
13* „ 13* „ 14J .. 13i 16

15* ,. 134 .» "•• 16 O
20 by 13, 21 bv 13, 22 bv 13. 2U by 15*. 164 by Mi, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 1 y 15, at IPs. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10. 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2J
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3;

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate. Sheet and Rough. Tiles, Striking
ard Bee Glasses. Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lend, and Lead ripe. Paints. Colours.
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than

TKKLOAR'S COCOA-M'T IT. INI'FAC-
TURES, consistingof M ATTING. MATS, MATTRESSES,

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIE, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency rf

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both

in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloab, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42. Lndgate Hill,

London.
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(^ OLDEN PHEASA1 rS'EGGS
V.T rate birds.—Forpi
keeper, Hunmanby, Scarb::

badby

" L^KtGl DOM.O."—Patronised by her Majesty the
Jl Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, H:s

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Pj

Lindley for the Horticultural Society. Sir Joseph P.ixton

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrer.cc. of

Ealing Park, and
—

* Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
•'FRIG1 DOMO.'* a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping-.

wherever it is applied, a lised temperature. It is ads;

all horticultural and floricnltnral purposes, tor preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays ot the. snn. from wind.
'

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To beiad in '

any required length, 2 yards wide, at ls.6<L per yard

Elisha Thomas Akchkr, whole and selemanutacnuvr. 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street. City, and the Royal Mills. Wandswonh. ,

Surrey; and of all Nurserymen ana Seecsmen throughout the
j

kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats as a revering.'1

5alrs i
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PARK.

List of Prises Awarded at the Exhibition held on Wednesday, June 13, 1855.

EXTRA GOLD MEDAL.

To Mr. May, Gardener to II. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, for 16 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Williams, Gardener to C. B. "Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon,

Herts, for 20 Exotic Orchids.

LARGE GOLD MEDAL.

To Mr. Barter. Gardener to A . Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for 16

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Woollev, Gardener to H. B. Kerr, Esq., Cheshunt, Herts,

for 20 Exotic Orchids.

MEDIUM COLD MEDAL.
To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart, Lower Cheain,

Surrey, for 16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Messrs." fc'raser, Ley ton, Esses, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse
Plants.

To Mr. Frost. Preston Hall, Maidstone, for 10 Stove and Green-
honse Plants.

To Mr. Hume, Gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq., for 20 Exotic

Orchids.
To Messrs. Veitch, Nurserymen, Chelsea, for 16 Exotic Orchids.

To Mr. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, for 12 Exotic
Orchids.

To Messrs. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, for 10 Hoses in pots.

COLD MEDAL.
To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for 12 SJpve and Greenhouse

Plants.

To Mr. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 10

Stove and Greenhouse. Plants.

To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for 16 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Clark, Hoddesdon, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 12 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Nye, Gardener to E. Foster, Esq., Clewcr Manor, for 10

Pelargoniums.
To Messrs. Paul & Sons, Cheshunt, for 10 Roses in pots.

To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for 10 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. May, Crardener to*H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, for S Cape

Heaths.

LARCE SILVER C'LT MEDAL.
To Mr. Rhodes, Gardener to J. Phillpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Cuthush, Nursiryman, Burnet, Herts, for 12 Stove and
x Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Peed, G/aftSener to E. Tredirell, Esq., Norwood, for 10
Stov«; and Gr^ei, house Plants.

To Mr. Williums, G.-irdener to Miss Traill, Hayes Place, Bromley,
for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Messrs. Eraser, Nurserymen, Leyton, for 6 Greenhouse
Azaleas.

To Mr. Kecle, Gardener to J. Duller, Esq , for 12 Exotic Orchids.

To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., for 6 Exotic
Orchids.

To Mr. Dobson, Nurseryman, Isleworth, for 12 Pelargoniums.

To Mr. Holder, Gardener to the Rev. E. Coleridge, of Eton
College, tor 10 Pelargoniums.

To Mr. Francis, Herts, for 10 Roses in pots.

To Mr. Terry, Gardener to Lady Pullen, Youngsbury, for 6 Roses
in pots.

To Mr. M'Ewen, Gardener to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk,
Arundel, for a collection of Fruit.

LARCE SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., Palace, Bromley,

Kent, for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Grix, Gardener to — Palmer, Esq., Cheam, for 6 Tall
Cacti.

To Messrs. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for 10 Cape
Heaths.

To Mr. Williams, Gardener to Miss Traill, Hayes Place, Bromley,
for 8 Cape Heaths.

To Mr. Roser, Gardener to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for

6 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for

6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
To Mr. Summerfield, Gardener to J. S. Venn, Esq., Islington,

for 6 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Bousie, Gardener to the Hon. II. Y. Laubouchere, Stoke

Park, for 6 Fuchsias.
To Mr. Turner, Slouuh, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Weir, Gardener to J. Hodgson, Esq., Hampstead, for

6 Fancy Pelargouinms.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 6 New Pelargoniums.

SILVER CILT MEDAL.
To Messrs. Pamplin, Lea Bridge Road, for 12 Stove and Green-

house Plants.

To Mr. Clark, Hoddesdon, for 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Roser, Gardener to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for G
Stove and Greenhouse Flnnls.

To Mr. Mortimer, Gardener to — Scott, Esq., Leyton, Essex,
for 6 Tall Cacti.

To Mr. Frost, Preston Hall, for S Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Taylor, Gardener tu J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, Surrey,

for 6 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Fletcher, Gardener to Dr. Young, Kennington Lane, for

12 Exotic Ferns.
To Mr. Fletcher, ditto, for 30 Exotic Ferns.
To Mr. James, Gardener to J. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for

6 Calceolarias.

To Mr. Bray, Gardener to Baron Goldsmid, for 6 Fuchsias.
To Messrs. Fraser. Lea Bridge Road, for 12 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Wiggins, Gardener to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, for 10

Pelargoniums.
To Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Bousie, Gardener to the Hon. H. Y. Labouchere, for 6

Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Nye, Gardener to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, for 6

New Pelargoniums,
jo Mr. Rowland Rosenthall, Lewisham, for 6 Roses in pots.

PLANTS.
SILVER CILT MEDAL.

To Mr. Robinson, Gardener to Lord Boston, Hedsor, near
Maidenhead, for a Providence Pine Apple.

To Mr. James, Gardener to — Leigh, Esq., Poutypool Park,
for a Queen Pine.

To Mr. Turnbull, Gardener to his Grace the Duke, of Marl-
borough, for 1 Pine.

To Mr. John Munro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House, St.

Alban's, for 12 lbs. Grapes.
To Mr. Davis, Oakhill, Barnet, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh

Grapes.
To Mr. Hill, Gardener to R. Sneyd. Keele Hall, Staffordshire, for

1 dish of Black Prince Grapes.
To Mr. Williams, Hoddesdon, for 1 dish of White Muscadine

G rapes.
To Mr. Turnbull, Blenheim, for 1 dish of Muscat Grapes.
To Mr, J. Parr, Gardener to J. R. Baker, Fairford Park, Glou-

cestershire, for 1 dish of Frnntignan Grapes.
To Mr, Tegg, Gardener to — Pryor, Esq., Roeliampton, for 1

dish of Peaches.
To Mr. Ayres, Gardener to Lord Southampton, for 1 dish of

Nectarines.

SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Hamp, Gardener to J. Thorne, Esq., South Lambeth, for

10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Tegg, Gardener to Baron Hambro, Roehamptou, for 6

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Peed. Gardener to J. Tredwell, Esq., Norwood, for 8 Cape

Heaths.
To Mr. Barter, Gardener to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

6 Cape Heaths.
To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for specimen Orchid Uropedium

Lindeni.
To Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, for Embothrinm coccineum.
To Mr. Williams, Gardener to A. Farrie, Esq., Liverpool, for

Rhododendron Keysi.
To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
To Mr. Williams, Gardener to C. B. Warner, Esq , Hoddesdon,

for 30 British Ferns.
To Mr. Gaines, Nurservman, Battersea, for 6 Calceolarias.
To Mr. Bishop, South Villa, Regent's Park, for 6 Fuchsias.
To Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 12 Pelargoniums.

|
To Mr. Robinson, Gardener to — Simpson, Esq., Thames Bank,

Pimlico, for 10 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Gaines, Battersea, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Windsor, Gardener to A. Blythe, Esq., Hampstead, for 6

Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Dobson, isleworth, for 6 New Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Sage, Gardener to W. Robinson, Esq., Acton, for 6 Roses

in pots.
To Mr. Chapman, Gardener to J. B. Glegg, Esq., Cheshire, for a

Providence Pine.
To Mr. Solomon, Peckham, for 1 Queen Pine.
To Mr. Davis, Oakhill, Barnet, for 1 Pine.
To Mr. Clark, Hoddesdon, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. SlQwe, Gardener to W. R. Baker, Esq., Bayfordburv,

Herts, for 1 djsh of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Constantine, Gardener to C. Miles, Esq., Hillingdon, for

1 dish of Black Prince Grapes.
To Mr. Ayres, Gardener to Lord Southampton, Whittlebury

Lodge, Towcester, for 1 dish of White Muscadine Grapes.
To Mr. Dawson, Gardenerto Earl Cowper, Panshanger, for 1 dish

of Froutignan Grapes.
To Mr. Constantine, Hillhogdon, for Vines in pots.
To Mr. James, Gardener to — Leigh, Esq., Pontypool Park, for

1 dish of Peaches.
To Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 dish of Nectarines.
To Mr. M'Ewen, Arundel, for 4 dishes of Strawberries.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Green, Gardenerto Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Lower Cheam,

for 6 Tall Cacti.
To Mr. Rhodes, Gardener to J. Phillpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

8 Cape Heaths'.
To Mr. Hamp, Gardener to J. Thorne, Esq., South Lambeth, for

6 Cape Heaths,.
To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for Cypripedium caudatum Toseum.
To Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, lor Achimenes Lydea gigantea; d^.

for Gloxinia Comte de Talleyrand; do. for Linum grandi-

florum.
To Mr. Barron, Gardener to Mrs. Vivian, Singleton, Swansea, for

Achimenes Lydea gig-tntea.

To Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, for Whitlavia gran-
diflora and Linum grandiflorum rubrum.

To Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
To Mr. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, for Correct Labels.
To Mr. Weir, Gardener to J. Hodgson, Esq., for 10 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Dobson, Isleworth, for GFuncy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Bray, Gardener to Baron Goldsmid, for 6 Fancy

Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Holder, Gardener to the Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton College,

for 6 New Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 36 Pansies.
To Mr. James, Gardener to W. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for

24 Pansies.
To Mr. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, for specimen

of Phalrenopsis grandiflora.
To Mr. Davis, Gardener to W. Booker, Esq., Cardiff, for

Providence Pine.
To Mr. Robinson, Gardener to Lord Boston, Hedsor, near

Maidenhead, for Providence Pine.
To Mr. Davis, Oakhill, Barnet, for 1 Queen Pine.
To Mr. Dawson, Gardener to Earl Cowper, Panshanger, Herts,

for 1 Pine.
To Mr. Davis, Gardener to J. Dixon, Esq., Astle Park, for

1 Green-fleshed Melon.
To Mr. M'Ewen, Gardener, Arundel, for 1 Green-fleshed Melon.
To Mr. Chapman, Gardener to J. B. Glegg, Esq., for 1 Scarlet-

fleshed Melon.
ToMr. Harrison, Palace Gardens. Wcvhridge, for 121bs. of Grapes.

To Mr. Munro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie. Cotney House, St.

Alban's, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Turnbull, Gardener, Blenheim, for 1 dish of Black Prince

Grapes.
To Mr. Cook, Gardener to Mrs. Puller, for 1 dish of White Musca-

dine Grapes.
To Mr. Solomon, Peckham, for 1 dish of Muscats.
To Mr. Henderson, Gardener, Cole Orton Hall, fur 1 dish of

Frontignan Grapes.
To Mr. Raxton, Gardener to J. R. West, Stratford-on-Avon, for

1 dish of Peaches.
To Mr. Hill, Gardener to R. Sneyd, Keele Hall, Staffordshire,

for 1 dish of Peaches.
To Mr. Tegg, Gardener to — Pryor, Roeliampton, for 1 dish of

Nectarines.
To Mr. M'Ewen, Gardener, Arundel, for 2 dishes of Peaches and

Nectarines.
To Mr. Fleming, Gardener, Trentham, for 1 dish of Black

Cherries.
To Mr. M'Ewen, Gardener, Arundel, for 2 dishes of Strawberries.
To Mr. Williams, Hoddesdon. Tropical Fruits.
To Mr. Cole, Nurseryman, St. Alban's, for6 Calceolarias.

BRONZE MEDAL.
To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for Gloxinia Mars cterulea.

To Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, for Rhododendron formosum.
To Mr. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, for 12 Exotic

Ferns.
To Mr. Taylor, Gardenerjto J. Coster, Esq., Streathani, for Corrcet

Labels.
To Mr. George, Gardener to — Nicholson, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

6 Fuchsias.
To Mr. Windsor, Gardener to — Blythe, Esq., Kiddapore Hall

fjr 10 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Robinsou, Gardener to — Simpson, Esq., for 6 Fancy

Pelargoniums,
To Mr. Bryan, Whitton, Hounslow, for 36 Pansies.

To Mr. Holder, Gardener to the Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton College,
for 24 Pansies.

To Messrs. Rollisson, Tooting, for 4 Miscellaneous Plants.
To Mr. Hume, Gardener to Mr. Hanbury, Poles, near Ware, for

6 species of Anaxtochilus.
To Messrs. Lane, Berkhampstead, for collection of cut Rhododen-

drons and Ghent Azaleas.

To Mr. Jackson, Nurseryman, Kingston, for Seedling Hardy
Rhododendrons.

To G. Brown, Esq ,
for 1 Pine.

To Mr. Tegg, Gardener to — Pryor, Esq., for 1 Green-fleshed
Melon.

To Mr. Gardiner, Gardener to Sir George Phillips, for 1 Green-
fleshed Melon.

To Mr- M'Ewen, Gardener, Arundel, for 1 Green-fleshed Melon.
To Mr. M'Ewen, Gardener, Arundel, for 1 Scarlet-fleshed Melon.
To Mr. Dodds, Gardener to Sir J. Cathcart, Cooper's Hill, for 1

dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Turner, Gardener to J. Hill, Esq,, Streatham, for 1 dish

of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To G. Brown, Esq., for 1 dish of Peaches.
To Mr. Constantine, Gardener, Hillingdon, for 2 dishes of Straw-

berries.

CERTIFICATE.
To Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for Correct Labels.

To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., for Correct
Labels.

To Mr. Roser. Gardener to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, for
Correct Labels.

To Mr. Mockett, Gardener to — Allnutt, Esq., Clapham CommoHy
for 10 Pelargoniums.

To Mr. Williams, Hoddesdon, for a Collection of Lycopodiums.
To Mr. Francis, for Collection of Roses on Manetta stocks.

To Mr. Hume, Gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq., Poles, Ware,
for a Collection of Lycopodiums.

To Mr. Turnbull, Gardener to the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-
heim, for 1 dish of Strawberries.

To Mr. Coles, Nurseryman, St. Albans, for 10 Miscellaneous-
Plants.

To Mr. Wiggins, Gardener to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, for 3
Seedling Pelargoniums—" Quadroon."

To Mr. Kinghorn, St. Margaret's Garden, Isleworth, for Seedling
Pelargonium " Countess of Warwick."

To Mr. Hamp, South Lambeth, for Collection of Amaryllis.
To Mr. Hoyle, Reading, for Seedling Pelargonium " Pallas."

To Mr. Turner, Slough, for Seedling Pelargonium " Master-
piece;" do. a Seedling Pelargonium "Beauty of Slough;'*
do. a Specimen Pelargonium ''Meteora;" do. a Specimen
Pelargonium.

To Mr. Fleming, Gardener, Trenthnm, for a dish of Raspberries.
To Mrs. Toyne, Sidney Nursery, Hounslow, for dish of Straw-

berries.

To Mr. Harrison, Palace Gardens, for 1 Queen Pine.
To Mr. Bailey, Gardener to T. Drake, Shardeloes, for 1 Quceo

Pine.
To Mr. Robinson, Gardener to Lord Boston, for 1 Pinp.
To Mr. Gardiner, Gardener to Sir George Phillips. Westoo

House, Shipston-on-Stour, for 1 Green-fleshed Melon.
To Mr. Fleming, Gardener to the Duke of Sutherland, for 1

Green-fleshed Melon.
To Mr. Tillyard, Gardener to the Right Hon. The Speaker,

Heckfield Place, Hadlord Bridge, Hants, for 12 lbs. of Grape*.
To Mr. Cook, Gardener to Mrs. Puller, Ada Lodge, Tuise Hill,

Brixton, for I dish ot Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Wortlev, Gardener to Mrs. Mauhert, Norwood, for 1 disk

of Black li»mburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Frost, Preston Hall, Maidstone, for 1 dish of Black

Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Baine, Gardener to A. Perkin, Esq., Hanworth Park, for

1 dish of Figs.
To Mr. Constantine, Gardener, Hillingdon, for 1 dish of Figs.
To Mr. Dunsford, Chinglord, Essex, for 2 dishes of Strawberries.

To Mr. Barrow, Gardener to Mrs. Vivian, Singleton, for Fruit
Musa Cavendishi.

>To Messrs. Veitch, CheHea, for Correct Labels.

Printed by WrLtiAM Brad hurt, of No. 13, TJrper tVobuni Place. In the Pariah of St. Pancraa, and Frederick MrLLETi Evanb, of No. 27, Victoria Street, in the Pari&b of St. Margaret and St John. Wesrminstpr, both in

the County of Middlesex, 1'rmters, at their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of WhitefriaiP, in the City ot London; und published by them at tbe Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Pauls, Covent
Garden, in ibe said County, where all Advertisements and Communication 6 are to l e ADnaBBBBD to tui Editor.—SatubdaI, June 10, !So5,
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY. U
—Tfw LAST EXHIBITION this wn\

\\ ..-iat's Pa;
ii^on of PLAN

FLOWEKS. and FRUIT will lake pla'oo on\ WEDNESDAY,
•T lily 4th. Tickets to bo obtained nf tlio Gulden* only, by ordersn* <mly, by oruorfl

J'rico 5j., or on thefrom Fellows or Members of tlia Society
day of Exhibition, 7*. On!, each.
N.H. liy accident some of the tickets issued nm wrongly dated

•Tuly 6th instead of Wednesday, July 4tli. The holders of such
Tickets uro requested to correct the date.

OOYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL
*-V SOCIETY, under the Patronage of her most gracious
Majesty the QuiiKN.—The Third Exhibition of the season will
take place- at the lioyal Crenior.ne Gardens. Chelsea, on TIIURS- i

TOUN
DAY, JuIyS. Open to all Inhibitors. Prizes will be awarded O splcni
lor tho following productions, viz;:—Collections of Miscellaneous
Plants, Cape Heaths, Orcliidoous Plants, lVhirgoniums, Varie-
gated Plants, Fuchsias, Roses, Pinks, Verbenas, Cut Flowers,
and Fruit; also numerous extra Prizes offbrea bv members.
Lists of Prizes and the Rules of the Exhibition luav'bo obtained
of Mr. Simpson, Royal Crcmomc Gardens. Chelsea; and of the
Secretary, Kbenozer House, Peckham, John Taylor Neville,

BASS ami BROWN'S A'lv-rtH ':inn, t ol pn »nl

prlOGB.itea Qardenm ' CRironkfy »f April 28tb, and May (HI)

and i 'Mb. Reduced prices for '* trK'' tjuantltli

EiuiA'iA. -For " UAlng'fl Purple lop Sweden, i», jut lb,, r« >d
" is, :hi. pi i lb," the SftuTO price ol till otln

i tin

'i o iiii. Traui Prices will l»; ntpplled on Rppll<

ft.od Ertlabll ihmi nt, Budbiiry, KufFrill
,

THE BEST EARLY CABBAGE CROWN.
pOTTHELL'S EARLY CHAMPION may Iw i

V-^ nny BSMOll. Bold In willed pAQKStS, If. per OK, '!

allowance to tbe Trade. -To bo had only ol Da , Cw nteM*, A-,

Mi:nham [SuoCORHOTi to F. Warner,, \VI ! ,
... N- ;;.

Lawrfiini I'mintney I,an<>, mul 3(5, M i
:

. ,

CornhlllJ KfltabllihcJ. 1720.

ENGLISH CROWN RAPE, OR COLE SEED.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. beg to dequaiotUio
Trade that lliey can supply any quantity 0i

prices and samples foTwardod Qn appltcatlon,
Nursery mid s I Eitabllsiim^nt, Sleaford, June 2

fOHN COLES b<*M reBpectfutly to invite fci
,} SHRUBBY ' AI,< inl.AUfAS to pay him a rMlf, and
Hatters himself his I batch of Seedlings are second t> none In
Eugland, and that no ome will regret the journey.

Key field Xnr.'Tv, St. Alban s. June 23.
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SOUTH LONDON SOCIETY OF AMATEUR
FLORISTS.—The THIRD EXHIBITION lor this season

will take place at the Horns Tavern, Kennlnjrfon, un Eivil»AY,
29th June, when Prizes will be awarded for tye following
productions, viz., Miscellaneous Plants, PeTargShlums, )iiulF!>ncy
Varieties, Pinks, Ranttncnlus^s, Roses, i£c. An efficient Band
will be in attendance. Admission to Non-Members from 2 till

7 o'clock, at6\i. each. List of Prizes and the R\tles for tbe Exhi-
bitors may be had from John BitSuell, Hon. Sec, 2)ro teiH -

Lower Kennlngton, Lambeth.

STAINES HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—The
Exhibition of tbe above Society will be held on SATUR-

DAY, June 30, when Prizes will be awarded for the best produc-
tions of Amateur Gardeners and Nurserymen. Schedules of
particulars may bo had on application to W. Watkiss,

(By order of the Committee.) Hon. Sec, Staines,

HORTICULTURAL AND FLORICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—The First Grand Show of the above Society

will be held by permission of the Earl of Essex in Cassiobury
Park, near Watford, on WEDNESDAY, 18th July, 1S56. An
efficient Band on tbe grounds. Open to all Exhibitors. Schedules
are now ready, and enn be had on application to the Secretary,
Mr. J. P. Taylor. By order of the Committee,

Jons Peakce Taylor.

SLEAFORD FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—At the Annual Exhibition of this Societv at

Sleaford, on THURSDAY, the 26th of July next, an Extra
Prize of Five Guineas, open to all England, will be awarded for
the best collection of Twelve Stove arid Greenhouse Plants, in
addition to the usual Members and Cottagers' Prizes. Tbe rules
of tho Society, with Schedules of Prizes, may be obtained on
application to Mr. Warwick, the Treasurer ; "or to Mr. Peake,
Honorary Secretary.—Sleaford, Juue 23.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX FLORICULTURAL
AND HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, Roval Pavilion.

The SECOND ANNUAL SUMMER EXHIBITION of
PLANTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS, &c., will be held on Wednes-
day and Thursday, the 27th and 28th of Juno next, on the same
grand scale as last year. Schedules can be had by application
to E. Spary, General Superintendent of the Exhibition, or of the
Secretary, E. Carpenter, 45, Lavender Street, Brighton.
By the liberality of the London, Brighton, and South Coast

Railway Company all plants will be conveyed to the exhibition
and back carriage tree from all stations on the lines.

By order of the Committee, Edward Carpenter.
N.B. The Autumn Exhibition will take place on the 12th and

13th of September next.

ARDENERS* ROYAL BENEVOLENT INSTI-
TUTION.—Notice is hereby given, that an ELECTION

OF THREE PENSIONERS on the Funds of this charitv will
take place on Wednesday, the 4th of July next, at the Horti-
cultural Society's Rooms, No. 21, Regent Street. The chair to be
taken at 12 o'clock precisely.

Tbe Polling Papers have all been delivered ; any Subscriber
not having received one is respectfully requested "to apply for
orj'1 immediately. E. R. Cutler. Sec.
June 23. 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden.

CHINESE P/EONIES.
JOHN SALTER'S,, unrivalled collection ol

splendid Flowers is now in bloom, and may be
day except Sunday.—Versailles Nursery, William Streot, near
Haminersmith Turnplko; _

EMPEROR NAPOLEON—a New Scarlet Geranium.
BUTCHER is now Bending out the above

ndld GERANIUM (a Seedling raised by himft II

a very decided Improvement upon the great favourite Tom
Tnuiiit; tbe habit is more compact, the trusses of Flowers very
niuch larger, and for brilliancy of colour far snpi
up tho truss of Flower finely, above the Foliage. Fine

'

ding or Vases. Was exhibited at, the Royal Botanic ('.

Regent's Park, Loudon, Juue 13 (see Onrdentrs' Chronicle of
Juue 1G).—Juno 23.

w.

TAENMS'S SPLENDID GERANIUM ALMA.—
-*~J Ffowers large, bright rosy crimson, very abuji hunt, blooming
freely from KebrlWr t» December

;
tin i ever grown for

all general purposes.
Gaod blonitilns Plants ... 2E r dovn.
Large strong Plants ... 60s. to 70*. „

W. 1>knnis, Florist. King's Road. Chelsea.

AZALEAS AND ERICAS.
•J. EPPS l)M mn

cholccat ind

AZALEAE- :

These will ma
all orders to be accoin,

—M aidatooe, Jana 12.

\\1LL1A.M BAKRATT, Lajtmcapb Gauidicx,
' > Wategtld.

*.' PIiitt »nd I-Hm«i»< friH-'«h*d.

DAVID 1 ERGUSOK, Lam>«c*p« tiiUkE.*ut,
QABDKX A-BCB1TKCT, tod ' i

Buckingham. Now in the time ttt [ rvpare for plaa'iuir, '.u tVj-
October, nod November.

\\/ILLlA.\l KNIGHT, Florist, &c. ?
begs to offer'

* » the following Superb FLOWER SEEDS, saved from tlw
best varieties, post free :

—

Per packc: -

Calceolaria, from the best spotted varieties 1

Cineraria, from tbe newest and best varieties ... ... 1 O
Primula sinensis, from choice fimbriated varieties ... 1

Double Daisy from 60 of the newest varieties fi

Pansy, from 100 of the best show flowers 1

Antirrhinum, from 100 striped and spotted varieties ... 6

^ G7, High Street. Battle, SUSSEX.

MESSRS. "E. G. HENDERSON and SON heir to .

announce that their NEW SPRING CATALOGUE for
|

1S55 will be sent post free on application, and for 12 postage
stamps a Beautiful Coloured Plate, representing the following
choice plants ;

—

|
1 1 II N H A RRI SON, NcRAKbTMAir, Sixwaa*,

** FLORIST, LA5DSTM K G AfeDltVEk, &C
Plans and Estimate* fomUhed : Experienced Gu

recommended; also several Young Men la ibe SnmT> i

Cf>rUnder Garth - 'trliorton. Jan* 28,

O K G h - U K, J
:> e Fbutt and Vr r^TAnjt^AX.r^iLkS,

St. Jobn't Market,

CoN-nucTOB and PcBcnasKa ^f Chotci Gium P»or -

SalE-'Max on C'-«ir:

Ttrm-
Forward a« above.

U

Acbimenes Amhroise Verschaf-
felt.

Acacia Drummondi microphylla

Boronia Drununondi

Bouvardia IoDgiflora

Delphinium Hcndersoni
Gcnetyllis macrostetria (fuchsi-

Fnchsia Queen Victoria

„ Mrs. Story

,. Prince Albert

Mr. Andrews, the first floricultural artis f of the day has had
the getting up of this Plate, so that full reliance may be placed
on the correctness of the flowers represented and t ie superior
Style of colouring.—

W

ellington Nursery. Si J;ine23.

WHITE LISBON~ON10N SEED.—Larce buyers
can be supplied with White Lisbon Onion Seed in

JOSEPH . NORMS, Qelcrley I'*rk, Ho
*-' Middlesex, baring an immense Stock at PAN5IL-
ing all tbe finest and newot in r :* Hmm a; 6i-,

9*., and 12/. ptr dozes, pack*
the receipt of & 1 u Uoamiaw.

The Tr»do cnppljed.

SUPtRB HOLLYHOCffi, itEuS, tTC.
WILLIAM CH ATER bees to offer r*ckett of eeed,

consisting of 20 varieties, from bis be - . <k.»
at 55.; 12 varieties, i«. 0i.

:

•

Superior Quilled German and Fn
mixed, 1«. per packet: separate, 2-. Fin^ Qnill^d Africaz Hazv
golds. 6J. per packet .— - n N'oriieriejL

EXTRA" FiNE bedoinc PLANTS.

t>
PARKER having a large Eurplas stock of

*»• the finest varieties VertaDM
larias. Dahlias, Fetunias. Scarlet aad V- raauuwr

and all the other popular varieTics of beMic _ rrepand
to treat with purchasers ^ril terras.

forwarded upon application. •

Paradise N- «ay.

quantity
King

~*

OPEN AIR CULTURE OF Tri£ MUSHROOM.
ity.—Apply to Mr. Hesey Claeke, Seed Merchant, 30, "QRESTOE'S IMPROVED MUSHROOM SFAW2*.
Street. Covent Garden. -

j

L —The only acknowle*? .-

ERICA VENTRICOSA, 12 distinct varieties.—A I
Oldakeil—Sold in packages c?nt*ir.;r._-

large quantity of very fine Plants in 48p0ts, well sot with plant 50 feet of bed for 5>^ wiflijt

Flowers, and now in fine condition for travelling. Price per 100 i

direction. „
or per dozen on application to Hugh Low & Co, Clapton! The Rev. Mr. J. Bee
Nurserv. London. ! »«*«&, says - it ismllra v..

' n—; ; Z boen henc-nred with tb- .

GARCINIA MANGUSTAN A.—Healthy plants from of Meri, :
> r - Excellent

!

seed of the true fruitinc MANGOSTEEN at 63*. each.— Ofiic.

HroH Low & Co.. Clapton Nursery. London. June 23.

ORANGE TREES of different sizes, oil stems vary-

ing in height from 1 to 4 feet, all in vigorous health, and
many full of flower. Prices from 21s. to 105s.—Hcgh Lo &
Co., Clapton Nursery. London.—June 2o .

w
ALOE.

TO BE SOLD, an ALOE, now coming iuto bloon:.

At present it is IS feet high from the srround. It Trill be

delivered at eitlier the Wokiugham or Windsor Sta'.ions—
Ofters for the same will be received by J. H.. 20, Baker Street,

Portman Square . London.

ryO BE SOLD, about 66 plants of CRASSULA
J- COCCINEA. just coining: into bloom, at 6J. each: als.^ a

dozen extra large at M. each. For read.r money only.

W II . Post Office. Upholland. ^ -.can. Lancashire.

DUTCH BULBS.

AS the period is approaching !or sending ont

orders for DITCH BULBS tor the ensuing season, -we

ur friends and the trade generally, that

theGARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.—Thomas Jackson & Son resrectfiillv recommend to the
Subscribers of the above Institution GEORGE KIDD, aged 70,

' respectfullv suggest u .

who has followed gardening for 54 years, was a subscriber to the ! they instruct their correspondents in Holland to consign t'.ie

Institution 9 years, and now, from a fall rendering one hand cases to our care bese. for immediate transmission to their

•powerless, combined with age. be is unsble to work. His case is ' respective destinations, bv which greater expedition will te

strongly recommended by Mr. T. Gators, Battersea; Mr. F. Kixg- obtained in their deliverv.—Bete.isi -v- Blacjoth, Custom House
borx, Isleworth. Proxies will bo gratefuliv received by T.Jacksox ! and General Forwardins Agents, Cix's Quay, Lower Thames
& Sox, Klngstcnj Surrey.

] Street, London,—Taae 23.

EXTRA STRONC BEDDINC PLANTS, .

["OOD AND INGRAM \ez to offer, at uhe

price, fine - -
-it«a>.

Calceolaria, dark. CiEera.--.

ramosoides. Sieremlx--
lncida. and Verbenas, all of :

v
Also a large qnantirv -

•" r '

GERANIUMS, and' Show atd Fae:t DAL: « \-iBBwm

leading kinds, at from is. to Sj. pa • to be

sent mav be seen in TT, ..

_

( iai ea

application.—Hnntincc - - > — - -

t\ HEELER and S N"S .-UUK: -

»» LI CT —C'~P-"
ingDescripticnsaiiarr
SEEDS, will be forward?; fre-: '—

: -:. II

-

the Terr test qnality and d
are our own crowing, and an p -ii^r -~- we
generallv sneceed in gv - *—

w

~ -f and raaxbl
-ri pear: and

as we deliver onr S«

:

wevea

solicit t:-

;

"

is a trial.

—

3. CTFstO - " Sriir^iT. t: ii
-
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TO FLORISTS AMD GARDENERS.

TO BE SOLD, A GREAT BARGAIN, hy valua-

tion or private treotv, a first-class stock of Geraniums,

Fuchsias, Roses, Verbenas, Dahlias, Calceolarias, Jlimulus, Chry-

santhemums, Hollvhocks, Carnations, Picoteea, Pinks, Phloxes,

and a general good assortment of Planls for any one in the

trade ; consisting of a very large G reenhouse 150 feet long,

Forcing and Propagating Houses, Cold Pits, and Box Lights,

with all sorts of Tools for use ; likewise three large Water Tanks,

and a good supply of Water; Ground well laid-out; and also a

good lot of Fruit Trees in full hearing.

N.B. Situated in Surrey, about nine miles from London, ad-

joining a railway station, and within half a mile of a good market

town ; a good Dwelling House upon the premises, can bo taken

by year or lease.

Dahlias from 3s. to 6s. per doz.
;
good"sorts and strong planls.

Fuchsias „ 6s. to 12s. „ „ n
Verbenas „ 4s. to 6s. „ », »

Pinks. Picotees, and Carnations, all named, equally cheap.

A good assortment of Bedding Plants cheap.—Apply to Mr. Hook,

21, Emdinell Place, New North Road, Hoxton.

TO NURSERYMEN AND CARDENERS.
EEIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. 6d.

per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to any of the London
Wharfs or Railways, or*within a circuit of five miles. Peat and

Loam of various qnalities. Sacks 2s. each.

lEfflMABR Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

CARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, ETC.

THOMAS SOMMERVILLE, Landscape Gardener,
Nurservman, Seedsman, and Florist, Garden Road, St.

John's Wood, London, begs respectfully to inform the nobility,

gentry, and his patrons generally, that he has entered into

arrangements with an eminent company in Scotland for the sole

disposal in London of their highly ornamental and very durable

Vases, Fountains, &c, samples of which may be seen at his

grounds in the Garden Road, as above.

T. S. has much pleasure in being the first to introduce to the

notice of the public a highly ornamental Vase, capable of resist-

ing the most severe weather, and at little more than half the cost

of any other possessing the same qualities ; and he has no hesita-

tion in stating that a more suitable Vase for the growth of plants

cannot be manufactured.

MACADAM'S BLIGHT COMPOSITION. — The
superiority of the above having 'been thoroughly esta-

blished throughout Great Britain, France, and Germany during

the last three seasons, it is again offered in 1 lb. packets (with,

directions) at 3s. Gd. each, sufficient for 24 gallons of liquid wash.
No plant grower should be without this invaluable remedy. (See

Gardeners' CJironide, &c.)—John Hayne, Agent, 8, Liverpool
Street, City, London. Paid orders forwarded.

PAGE and CO'S COMPOSITION PuK THE
DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT UPON ROSES, "WALL-

FRUIT TREES, CUCUMBERS, MELONS, VINES, STOVE
AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.—Extra Strong, 4s, per gallon,

sufficient to make four (Jars and Barrels extra). Directions for

use forwarded. Ten gallons and upwards carriage free to London.
After four years' extensive use by the most eminent Gardeners

in the kingdom, the superiority of Page & Co.'s BLIGHT
COMPOSITION is unquestionable, requiring only a trial to

insure its general use for destroying every pest to which Plant
and Fruit Growers are subject (without injuring the most delicate

flowers or foliage) and promoting a luxuriant growth.
See two pages Testimonials, Gardeners' Chro/izcle,Ha,Tc\i3, 1S55.

Can now be obtained of

Messrs. Henderson & Co., Pine-

nrip'e Place, London
Messid-B.^sfc Brown, SudJwrry
Messrs. I.& V. Dickson & Sons,

106, Ea^tgate Street. C r,

;md 14, Corporation rcet,

Manchester
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading
Messrs. Rendle Si Co., Plymouth
Mr. James Veitch, Exotic Nur-

sery, Chelsea [cester

Messrs. "Wheeler & Son, Glou-
Mr. E.Paul, Derby
Mr. George Wheeler, Nursery-
man, "Warminster [bury

Messrs. Masters & Son, Canter-
Mr. Tiley, Bath
Messrs. Downie & Laird, South"

Frederick Street, Edinburgh
Mr. W. Barratt, St. John's,
"Wakefield

Messrs. Thomas Davies & Co.,

"Wav'ertree, Liverpool
Mr. E. Taylor. Malton, Yorksh.
Messrs.Chandler & Son,"Wands-
worth Road, London

Mr. Freeman, Woburn
Mr. J. Linford, Sbefford, Beds
Messrs. Veitch & Son, Exeter
Messrs. Hooper & Co., Covent
Garden, London

Messrs. Fisher, Holmt s, & Co.,

Handswortb Nursery,Sheffield

Mr. J. Perkins, Northampton
Mr. W. F. Smith, Rirershead
Nursery, Sev^noaks

Messrs. "Wood & Ingram, Nur-
series, Huntingdon

Mr. Baskerville, Bristol
Mr. Burn am, Hastings [north
Messrs. Leake & Smith, Bridge-
Mr. Davison, St. Peter's Street,

Hereford [Herts.

Mr. "W. Garraway, "Welwyu,
Mr. Thos. Cridland, "Willington,

near Taunton
Mr. Henry Home,Market Place,

Ilenlev-on-Thames [Bourn
Mr.R. M. Mills, Market Place,

Mr. Husbands, Talbot Street,

Nottingham
Mr. Caparn, Seedsman, Newark
Mr. John Cattell, Seedsman,
"Westernam

Mr. Morgan, Nursery, Kidder-
minster

Messrs. Ivery & Son, Nursery-
men, Dorking and Reigate

Messi's. "W. Drummond & Sons
Dawson Street, Dublin

Messrs. Mappleback & Lowe,
Birmingham

Mr. W, Bower, Moorgate House,
East Retford

Mr. James Allen, sen., Bothwell
Street, Glasgow.

And of the Inventors and Manufacturers,
B. PAGE and CO., Sekd Mebqhants, Oxford Street, and

Above Bar, Southampton.

EANE'S "WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and SyriDges, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs.

HOETICULTUEAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
Exhibition at the Gardens, June 20, 1855.

Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills [terns,

Borders, various pat-

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu-
migator [struments

Gidney's
Hoe

Grape Gatherers and
Gravel Rakes \ and

Sieves
Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers

Prussian! Pickaxes
[Scissors' Potato Forks

and

Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham
mers and Hatchet!

Hoes of every pattern

Hotbed Handles
Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-

terns, in Zinc, Por-

celain, &c.
Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
_ MANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail Agents
tor SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used exclusively
by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.—DEANE, DRAY,
& CO. {Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Cases of Pruning In-

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in "Wires
and Iron

Fumi gators
Galvanic Borders and

Plant Protectors

A.^
,. Garden Chairs and

-
J !'; ?-;R^ v

Seats

[RONTpItsXs
-JScrapers

Pruning Bills

„ Knives, various

„ Saws
„ Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in greatvariety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various
Sickles

Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

AWARD OF
Mixed Collections or STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS

— In Twenties.
L.G.I. Mr. Dods, Gr. to Sir Jolm Catbcart, Bart, F.H.S.
L.G.2. Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road.
G.K.I. Mr. Rhodes, Gr. to J. Philpotts, Esq.

Mixed Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
—In Twelves.

G.B.I. Mr. Jn. Green, Gr. to Sir Edmund Antvobus, Bart., F.H.S.
G.B.2. Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S.
S.G. Mr. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq.
L.S. Mr. Cutbusli, Nurseryman, Bamet.

Mixed Collections of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
—In Sixes.

S.G. Mr. Dods, Gr. to Sir John Catbcart, Bart., F.H.S.
L.S. Mr. Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq.
S.K. Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J. Cosier, Esq.
S,B. Messrs. Pamplin, Lea Bridge Road.

RHODODENDRONS—Cut Blooms in Fifties— (Nurserymen).
L.S. Messrs. Jackson, Kingston.
S.K. Messrs. Lane, Berkhatupstead.

VARIEGATED PLANTS—In Twenties.
S.G. Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea.
L.S. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting.
S.K. Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place.

PLANTS WITH FINE FOLIAGE—In Tens.
L.S. Messrs. Veitch & Son.
S.K. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.

ORCHIDS—In Twenties— (Amateurs).
L.G.I. Mr. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., F.H.S.
L.G.2. Mr. Woolley, Gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq.

ORCHIDS—In TEXs-(Amateurs).
G.B.I. Mr. Gedney, Gr. to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon.
G.B.2. Mr. Clarke, Hoddesdon.
S.G. Mr. Carson, Gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S.

ORCHIDS—In Sixes—(Amateurs).
S.G. Mr. Ivison, Gr. to his Grace tbe Duke of Northumberland,

V.P.H.S.
L.S. Mr. Ke3le, Gr. to J. Butler, Esq., F.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Dods, Gr. to Sir John Catbcart, Bart., F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Gedney, Gr. to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon.
C.l. Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir Edmund Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S.

ORCHIDS

—

In Twenties—(Nurserymen).
G.K.I. Messrs. Veitch & Son, Chelsea.
G.K.2. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, Tooting.

ORCHIDS—Single Specimens.
S.K. Mr. Gedney, Gr. to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon.
S.B. Mr. Ivison, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Northumberland,

V.P.H.S.
C.l. Mr. Morris, Gr. to C. Child, Esq.
C.2. Mr. Dunsford, Chingford, Essex.

CAPE HEATHS—In Tens.
G.B.I. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.
G B.2. Mr. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., F.H.S.
S.G. Messrs. Eraser, Lea Bridge Road.

CAPE HEATHS—In Sixes.
L.S. Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq.
S.K. Mr. Rhoi'es, Gr. to J. Philpotts, Esq.
S.B. Messrs. Sampan, Lea Bridge Road.

CAI'E HEATHS—Single SpEcniENS.
S.K. Mr. Roser, Gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq.
C.l. Mr. Green, Gr. to Sir Edmund Antrobus, Bart., F.H.S.
C.2. Mr. Carson, Gr. to F. G. Farmer, Esq., F.H.S.

SINGLE SPECIMENS

—

Excluding everything which can
BE SHOWN SINGLE IN OTHEE NUMBERS.

S.K. Mr. Dods, for Nepenthes distillatoria.

S.B. Messrs. Rollisson, for Cephalofus follicularis.
C.l. Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Medinella magnifica.
C.2. Mr. Taylor, for Aphelexis sesarooides.

ROSES in POTS—in Twelves— (Amateurs).
G.B.I. A. Rowland, Esq., F.H.S.
G.B.2. Mr. Terry, Gr. to Lady Giles Puller, Youngsbury.
L.S. Mr. Sage, Gr. to W. R. Robinson, Esq., Acton.

ROSES in POTS—In TwiLVES-(Nurserynien).
G.B.I, Messrs. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead.
G.B.2. Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt.
S.G. Mr. Francis, F.H.S., Hertford.

PELARG ONIUMS—In Twelves- (Amateurs).
G.B.I. Mr. Nye, Gr. to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer.
G.B.2. Mr. Holder, Gr. to Rev. E. Coleridge, Eton.
S.G. Mr. Maher, Gr. to J. M. Strachan, Esq, F.H.S.

PELARG ONIUMS-Jn Sixes, in 8-ixch Pots—(Amateurs).
L.S. Mr. Nye, Gr. to E. Foster, Esq.
S.K. Mr. Robiuson, Gr.to J. Simpson, Esq., Pimlico.

PELARGONIUMS—In Twelves—(Nurserymen).
G.B.I. Mr. Charles Turner, F.H.S., Slough.
G.B.2. Messrs, Dohson & Son, Itdeworth.
S.G. Messrs. Fraser. Lea Bridge Road.
L.S. Mr. Gaines, F.i-I:S, Battersea.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS—In Sixes— (Amateurs).
L.S. Mr. Weir, Gr. to J. Hodg.son, Esq, Hampstead.
S.K. Mr. •Windsor, Gr. to A. Blyih, Esq, Hampstead.
S.B. Mr. Robinson, Gr. to J. Simpson, Esq.

FANCY PELARGONIUMS—In Sixes—(Nurserymen).
L.S. Mr. Charles Turner, F.H.S.
S.K. Messrs. Fraser.
S.B. Mr. Gaines, F.H.S.
C.l. Messrs. Dobson & Son.

PANSIES in POTS.
S.B. Messrs. Dobson & Son.

THE JUDGES.
NEW PLANTS IN FLOWER.

L.S. Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Leptadactylon californicum.
S.K. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for Dendrohium sp. Aniboyna.
S.B. Mr. Glendinning, F.H.S, for Scheeria mexicaua,
C.l. Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Hydrangea sp. Japan.
C.2. Messrs.Henderson,Pine-applePlace, for Linuni grandiflorum.
H.M.Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for Cypripedium barbatum (?).

NEW PLANTS not in FLOWER.
S.K. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for Begonia splendida.
S.B. Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Rhododendron Brookianum, var.
C.l. Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Begonia sp. (Peru).

C.2. Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Nepenthes sp. (Borneo).

NEW GARDEN HYBRIDS.
L.S. Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Rhododendron Princess Royal.
S.B. Mr. Ingram, C.M.H.S, for a seedling AcUimeneB.
C.l. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for Gloxinia erecta alba auriculata.

C.2. Messrs. Fraser, for Gloxinia erecta (Princess of Prussia).

MISCELLANEOUS.
S.K. Mr. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq, F.H.S., for Ferns

and Lycopodiums.
S.B. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for 6 varieties of Aphelexis.
C.l. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons, for Rhododendron Due de Brabant.
C.2. Mr. Thomas Gaines, F.H.S., for 6 CalceolariaB.

COLLECTIONS OF FRUIT.
G.B.2. Mr. McEwen, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk,

F.H.S. [Sutherland, F.H.S.
S.G. Mr. Fleming, (Trentham) Gr. to his Grace the Duke of

PINE APPLES, PROVIDENCE, &o.
L.S. Mr. Robinson, Gr. to Lord Boston, P.H.S. (a Providence

Pine, 7 lbs. 4 oz.)

S.K. Mr. Chapman, Gr. to J. B. Glegg, Esq., F.H.S. (a Provi-
dence Pine, 6 lbs. 14 oz.) [4 lbs. 8 oz.)

S.B. Mr. Barron, Gr. to Mrs. Vivian, F.H.S. (an Otaheite Pine,

PINE APPLES, JAMAICAS, QUEENS, &c.
L.S. Mr. Turnbull, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Marlborough (a

Cayenne Pine, 4 lbs. 9 oz.)

S.K. Mr. James, Gr. to C. H. Leigh, Esq. (a Queen Pine,
8 lbs. 10 oz.)

S.B.' Mr. Clements, Oakbill, Barnet (a Queen Pine, 2 lbs. 14 oz.)

BLACK GRAPES—Single Dishes.
L.S. Mr. Fleming (Cliefden), Gr. to his Grace the Duk; of

Sutherland, F.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to her Majesty, Frogmore.
S.K. Mr. Dods, Gr. to Sir John Catbcart, Bart., F.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Martin, Gr. to Sir P. H. Fleetwood, Bart., F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Sharland, Gr. to T. Farmer, Esq, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Clarke, Hoddesdon.

WHITE GRAPES-Single Dishes.
L.S. Mr. Turnbull, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
S.K. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to her Majesty, Frogmore.
S.B. Mr. Williams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq. F.H.S.

C.l. Mr. Ayres, Gr. to Lord Southampton, F.H.S.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES—In Collections of Thre

e

S.G. Mr. James, Gr. to C H. Leigh, Esq.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES-In Collections of Two.
L.S. Mr. Clements, Oakhill, Barnet.
S.K. Mr. Tegg, Gr. to A. Pryor, Esq.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES-Single Dishes.
S.K. Mr. Eyles, Gr. to Sir Edward Kerrison, Bart.

S.B. Mr. Ayres, Gr. to Lord Southampton, F.H.S.
C.l. Mr. Chapman, Gr. to J. B. Glegg, Esq, F.H.S.

MELONS.
S.K. Mr. Fleming (Trentham>, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, F.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Chapman, Gr. to J. B. Glegg, Esq , F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Salter, Gr.to J. M. Yeeles, Esq, Bath.
S.B. Mr. McEwen, Gr. to bis Grace the Duke of Norfolk, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Gardiner, Gr.to Sir Geo. Phillips, Bart., F.H.S.

FIGS. [F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Ivison, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Northumberland.
C.l. Mr. Fleming (Trentham), Gr. to his Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, F.H.S.
C.2. Mr. Drummond, Gr. to S. L. Stephens, Esq, F.H.S.

CHERRIES—In Collections.
L.S. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to Her Majesty, Frogmore.
S.K. Mr. Fleming (Trentham), Gr. to his Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, F.H.S.

CHERRIES— Single Dishes.
S.K. Mr. Shuter, Gr. to the Earl of Wilton.
S.B. Mr. Fleming (Trentham), Gr. to his Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, F.H.S.
C.2. Mr. Martin, Gr. to Sir P. H. Fleetwood, Bart, F.H.S.
C.2. Mr. Ferguson, Stowe.

RASPBERRIES.
C.l. Mr. Fleming (Trentham), Gr. to his Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, F.H.S.
C.2. Mr. McEwen, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, F.H.S.

STRAWBERRIES-In Collections.
L.S. Mr. Smith, Market Gardener, Twickenham.
S.K. Mr. McEwen, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, F.H.S.

STRAWBERRIES— Single Dishes.
S.K. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to her Majesty, Frogmore.
S.B. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Dunsford. Chingford, Essex.
S.B. Mr. Lydiard, Bath.
C.l. Mr. Turnbull, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Marlborough.

MISCELLANEOUS.
S.K. Mr. W'illiams, Gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq, F.H.S., for

Oranges; Lemons, and Citrons.

S.K. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to her Majesty, for Orleans Plums.
L.S. Mr. Forsyth, Gr. to Bai'nn Rothschild, for Vines in pots.

S.K. Mr. Fleming (Clietden), Gr. to his Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, F.H.S, for Vines in pots.

S.B. Mr. Smith, Twickenham, for Strawberries in pots.

IMPORTANT TO CROWERS OF ROSES.
(TEWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, or

GREEN FLY DESTROYER—The attention of Florists

«^^ is particularly called to this Cheap and

cFiii h
Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.

t

—

\ E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very
1ST \

simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses

\V^^J %£'')' i 'he Rose from that destructive insect tbe

^v^v yy GreeiFfly (or Aphis), without causing the
slightest injury to the bud or foliage.

Price 2s. Gd. each, or free by post, 4s.

Manufactured by

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers.

"Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

w ATER YOUR GARDENS WITH THE IM-
PROVED FLEXIBLE GUTTA PERCHA TUBING.

Half-inch, 4d. per foot,

light ; 4^d. per foot, strong
_

larger sizes in proportion,
for manuring land, &c.

Brass-hand tubes, with
rose, jet, and tap, from
4s. Gd. each.
Union Joints, Is. Bd.

e?ich, fitted complete.
Instructions given to

affix joints to Taps.
Garden Engines, of

great power, 41. 4s. each;
Self-supplying do., 41. 105.

each.
Post Office Orders pay-

able at City Road Branch.

JAMES W. WATTS, Gutta Percha Factory, 27, City Road.
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NEW WHITE VtRDENA MRS. HOLFORD.

JOHN WK.vrwooD having had tills really good
Verbena In hid pos*uaiion before any otbor floiiat, In now

enabled to offer well oMtttbllnhed plants on the 16th .inly next., at

;j/;. Bd. oach. It nir Hin'pafttfOH bpth In ulsie of trin?n and (lover

jiny Verbena yet railed, and Huh bean jiiHtlyawardod a Pirsl

(jiiim; «':i:riiii''jiin by iiin Hi-iiih London Florleultural Boeloty, and
pronouncod by all who have aeon It to bo unequal led,

NEW PETUNIA MARQUISE DE LA FfiRTE.
This Petunia tvaa exhibited at the LTorlcultural Pete on

\V«'<lin'ii(luy liml, ill. OlilSWlok, i-rifl iinlvfiniilly H'li'ik' H. fl In n

mast doolded Improvement on Bhrubland Rose In every roHpeot
jt In brighter and clearer in colour, a better irrowor, v larger

Bbwor, and has a beautiful clear whito throat. Well oitabllnhod
itiiinii4 on the 15th 'inly next; ai tin. ouch,

OHUYSANTHBMUMS, Btrbnq bushy plants m to make
fine MpiH'.iiiit'ii plants for the ensuing autun i L20 sorts ol

Ollliputlan, and BOsortaof the largo flowering kinds, ntO*. and
tin, per dozen.
Tim Floral Nursery,.Acton Road, TurnhainJJronn, Juno 28.

NEW PLANTS.
HENRY GROOM, Claplmm Riao, near London, by

appointment Florist to Hjin Majesty, bog i to i (Ti the

following lint! mid muv |)luntn:—

JOacli l! a. End] .'i d.

Vuclmln Quoon Victoria 7 it Cyclamen Atklnsl,7ff, Qd.

,, l'rlnco Allmrt... 7 n and in (1

Ilnllotropi) Beduty ol' tlio „ hungarloum ... r>

Boudoir.,, ' 1 u
t , ropandum r,

Verbena Mrs. Woodroffo 1 Gorborlo Darwlnl la. t" II n

„ Wonderful i! (i Coraslia lllcli'olia 2a. M.
„ Dine ISoiml ... .'1

(! to r,

Calceolaria Purity » (1 'I'l'iinniii auroa l ti

Salvia i;nuulilli>ra Sklii- Hhododciulroii ICtlgwoi'lhl

nort n tia. to in «
Salvia Oomioni'ilom ... i (1

,i
campylooarpum

Lyslmaobla Losolion&ul- ft*, to in n
tla 2 „ nlvoum 6a. to 7 n

Deutzla orenata 2 „ gliiucum la. 07/.

,, Ki'aclllH... lSt to 2 6 to 2 n
lmpatli'iiH Ilookorl 5 nlppoarttnim aulloum,
Anracarla l.lmlli'vuna ...105 9a. 6il. anil n
Vi'iilKlonloiAVrightl ... B Vallota purpurea 2a. QU.

Wolgolft amahilla 2 6 and 3 c

Clapliam Kino, Juno 2.1.

NEW AMD CH EAP PLANTS.
HENRY WALTON, Florist, &c, Edgo End,

Man-den, near Burnley, Lancashire, 1ms now on band a lino

stock of tlio Following, which may bo bad at tbo extremely low
prices annexed :—Achlmoncs Carl Wnlforthi, ls.Gd.; Cbcrita,
1,9. Gd. ; Louis Van Houtto, Is.; Gigantea, 6s. ; Madame Ran-
dutlor, 3s. ; Mr, Parparet, Is.; SlrTraherno Thomas, la. ; Heuaer-
boni, 2s. ; or the lot post free for 12a. Gloxinias, choice varieties,
Vs. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each. Verbenas of this season, viz., Wonderful,
Blue Heard, Lady Lacon, Commander-in-Chief, Empress of
F ranee, Florence Nightingale, Itose of England, Tyrian Prince,
Eva, Boule do Feu, Lord Raglan, Empress, Mrs. M'Neil, Violacen,
Silistvia, and Mrs. Woodroffe, Is. Gd., or 18s, per dozen post free.
Glianthus niagnilica, 25. 6(2. each. Begonia Preslouieusis, superb,
-2s. Gd.; extra strong, 5s. Eugenia Ugni, 2s. Gd. Fine Show
and Fancy Geraniums, 60s. per 100, or 50 for 32s. Gd. Scarlet
and White, and older kinds of Geraniums, 3s. Gd., As. Gd. and Gs.

per dozen. Dahlias, strong plants, 3s. Gd. per dozen. Bedding
Plants, of sorts, equally cheap. Descriptive List may bo had for
cue stamp.

It is respectfully requested that orders be accompanied with
Post Office Order payable at Marsden, Lancashire, unless
reference is given.

NEW AND CHEAP FIRST-RATESHOW AND BEDDING PLANTS.
TriE Cheapest Establishment in the Kingdom is at
HENRY WALTON'S, Florist, &a, Edge End,

Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire, where there are pro-
pagated annually for sale from 20,000 to 30,000 plants, which, for

cheapness and quality, are not to bo equalled, being robust and
healthy.
GERANIUMS.—Strong blooming plants, of varieties of 1S53,

such as Empress, Carlos, Neatness, Glow-worm, &c, 25s. per
dozen; older show varieties, 9s., 12s., and 15s. per dozen; 25 for

20s. ; 50 for 30s., good plants.

FUCHSIAS, new varieties of last season, 6s. to 9s. per dozen.
CINERARIAS, choice varieties, such as Advancer, Etoilo de

Vaise, Empress, &c, 10s. Gd. per dozen; older varieties, good
show kinds, 3s. Gd. per dozen.
PANSIES, 12 distinct fine show varieties, Gs.; 26finevars., 12s.

VERBENAS, new varieties of last season, 4s. to 6s. per dozen.
DAHLIAS, all the leading show kinds of last season, 9s. to

12s. per doz. ; older vars. 4s. Gd. to 6s. per doz., extra strong plants.

Bedding Plants, including Scarlet and other Geraniums
Salvias, Heliotropes, &c, equally cheap.

H. W.'s Spring List may be had for one penny stamp.

It is respectfully requested that all Orders be accompanied with
41 Post-office Order, payable at Marsden, Lancashire, unless a refer-

ence is given. Orders to the amount of 25s. paid to Liverpool,
Manchester, Leeds, and Preston; 2?. and upwards free to Bir-
mingham and Carlisle; and the like distance, or more distant,

extra plants gratis.—Edge End, Marsden, June 23.

NEW CABBAGE.—THE .CHAMPION OF
ENGLAND, which has surpassed everything of its kind

during the past severe winter (when nearly every other has
failed) and turned well into Cabbage this spring. This Cabbage
is of a very dwarf and compact habit, and quite equal in flavour

to any yet grown. It has been in the hands of a very excellent

gardener for several years, and he has thoroughly proved its

superior hardy and good qualities. The stock of seed purchased
is very limited, therefore none can be sold by the pound or in

large quantities to the Trade this year. E. T. feels confident,

from what he has seen of the Cabbage, that it will give the
greatest satisfaction to all purchasers. Sold in packets of 1 oz.,

2s. Gd. ; or of half an ounce, Is. Gd.
y
postoge free.

The TRUE OLD BATH COSS LETTUCE, which Lettuce
has never been surpassed by any other yet grown. Is. per packet,

-J3f* This being the proper time for sowing the following
varieties of Hardy Flowering Seeds for blooming next sprint:,

the following undermentioned varieties will give the greatest
satisfaction to all purchasers as they have hitherto done for mauy
past season- :

—

SWEET WILLIAM SEED—Saved from 50 of the choicest
and most superb varieties. Is. per packet.

ANTIRRHINUM SEED—Saved from all the striped, spotted,

aud finest shaped varieties. Is. per packet.

Superb HOLLYHOCK SEED— Saved from all the best
named flowers out last year. Is. per packet.

SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine. Is.

per packet.

PANSY SEED—A few packets from selected varieties. Is.

per packet.

AQUILEGIA or COLUMBINE SEED—Saved from 12 dis-
tinct varieties. Is. per packet.
flsT Either of the above packets of Flower Seeds three for 2s. 6d.
A remittance must accompany every order either in cash or

penny postage stamps, when the* whole, or any part of the above
(as the case may be) will be forwarded.

Edward Tiley, Nurseryman, Seedsman, aud Florist, li-

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.
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Aphol Irn Portoana ... 5
a noptei in glandalom , IJS

(|

ArallaintogrJfoUa,,, ... 21

„ qulnauofolla ... 21
Begonia Pn Iltonionslfl

Buporba 2 f>

Dogonla xanthine fi

„ gandavonslfl ... f>

„ marmoroa ,., 5 o

Berl oi i ( Noubertl, very
distinct foliage 7 c

Borborla l.'^cbcnaultl,

extra fine

Clomatle Holona
,, n.onstrosa, a great
curiosity

Clematis Sophia
CHanthus magnulena ...

Draciena nobilis

„ Sleboldtl
Diplncus grandlflorus ...

DIonaoa muscipula (fly

trap
Gcsnern Donkelaari

' „ Leopold!
Glycine sinensis alba ...

Geraniums MedaUle d'or 10
And six other new con-
tinental 5-spotted va-
rieties of present sea-

son—oach 7 6
Gloxinia Grand Sultan... 3 6

, r
Wilsoni 2 6

Hydrolea azurea 2 G
Hederoma, or Gonetyllis

tnlipifera 21
Hederoma, or Genetyllls

fuchsioides 21
Hydrangea japonlca va-

riegata 2 G
Im pattens Jerdonipe ... 3 6

Dioloma Decafsnfana, mi-
pni lor I- A'liin,.

.

glgontca r, o

i 10 fl

i ' - onanlUabilobatfru^
Hill' re, true dwarf va-
riety

I, ilium
|

Llbocodrns
(Thuji

|

;antei ... 31 fl

Mandlrola ph tnral ^nott
beautiful ni".. I

(••u . pliiiit 7

Medlnolfu magnlflea ... 10
Nepenthes ampullncca ... \'l

„ Isavla 15

„ phyllamphora 15

„ RnfllCHlana ... 08
[Fino established planta,

with pitchers.]

Passiflora Gontieri
QnnrcuH pcdunculata

DHelfolla, moat beau-
tiful and striking
foliage 10

Rhopnla corcovadensia ... 21

„ clegons 7

„ organensis, tme 42
Sonerila M srgai i t acea,

10s. Gd. to 21
Sarrncenia flava 2

,, purpurea ... 1

,, rubra 2

„ variolaris ... 2
Salisbnria incisa, a new

variety of the Maiden
Hair Tree, with most
distinct and beautiful
foliage 21

Veronica Kermesina ... 2

G

iPOCCOLI,

r Btlt pi) * M«

rr *4 diU (Iim. b«4 u

beddiD/ or ft caJtvi

ti''.r.»blv U it* g«a '/ lb*
Msaoa In orv pUsts

Clapton Nnrnery. London.—.Tnnf 23.

CELECT NEW PLANTS at REDUCED PRll I S.

^5 —For Descriptions of many, see BASS and BROWN'S
CATALOGUE and SPRING SUPPLEMENT.

s.rf.

6
7 6

.6
5
7 6
3 6

Aphelandra Porteaua ...

Arbutus cromea
„ magnifica

Achimenes picturata

n gigantea ... 5s. to

„ Mdme. Randatler ...

„ Ambroiso Vcrschaffelt,

5s. to 7 6
„ Tydea (Warscewiczi),

5s. to 7 G
Azalea indica Beali ... 3 6

„ crispiflora 3 6

„ Admiration (Ivery's),

7s. Gd. to 10 6

„ Criterion (Ivery's),

7s. Gd. to 10 6
Begonia Thwaitesi ... 10 6
Cassia floribuuda 7 G

Cereus McDonaldi,
.
10s. Gd. to 15

Clematis patens Sophia,
3s. Gd. to 7 6

„ monstrosa, 7s. Gd. to 10 6

„ lanuginosa 10 6

„ longipetita 7 6
Cvclamen Atkinsi ... 10 6

s.d.
Eugenia (Myrtus) Ugni,

3*. Gd. to 5
Escallonia pterocladon,

7s. Gd. to 10 6
Ixora coccinea grnndiflora,

2s. Gd. to

Liboccdrus cMlenaia,
3s. 6d. to

Maranta sanguinpa. 5s. to

., vittato ... 7s. Gd. to 10 6

„ albo-lineata 7 6
Monochffitum umbellatum
Passiflora Decaisneana ...

rhilesiabuxifolia...

Rhododendron G risewood i

annm
„ album speciosom ..,

„ javanicum (Rollis-

son's) ... 5s. to 10 6
Rhodolea Cbampioni.

7s. Gd. to 10 6
Siphocampvlos Ne Plus

Ultra ...2«. 6eL to 3 G
.. bicolor rosea, 2s.6<*.to 3 6

Wellingtonia qi can tea,

7s. Gd. to 10 6

3 6

7 6
6

5
3 6
10 6

15
10 6

MISCELLANEOUS. NEW. SOFT-WOODED. AND
HARDY KINDS.

Bouvardia Van Houtti.

3s. Gd. to 5

„ longiflora alba vera,

2s. Gd. to 3 6
„ hirtella, brilliant and

free 1 6

Geranium Kevncs's Pretty
Polly ..." 3 6

Heliotrope; Jno. Cattell ...

Lobelia Ghiesbrighti.
Pentstemon magnifica ...

Petunia Singularity
(Smith's ...

*
...

„ British Queen (Tur-
ner's)

Phlox omniflora compacts 2 6

NEW POMPONE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—The following
13 best new varieties of last season for 13s.. or Is. G.i. each, vi.-.,

Anna Bullen, Aurora Borealis, Bob. BriUiant, Consuelo. Comte
Acbille Vigier, John Salter, La Radlenise. Madame Pa--
d'Or, Rococo, Zebra, and Doctor Bois Duval.

NEW LARGE FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMU>fS.—
The following 7 best new varieties for 9s.. ot Is. &i each, viz..

Auguste Mie, Annie Henderson, Hercnione, La Prophete, Madame
Labois. Prince Jerome, .and Phare de Messine.

GLOXINIAS.—The following set of H new varieties of last

season may now be hisd ol* good flowering plants, for 23

Duke of Wellington. Eleanor, Elegantissima, Erecta magnifica,

Eugenia, Exquisite, Grand Sultan, Lady Franklin, Magnet, Prince

of Wales, and Sir C. Napier.

WOOD'S DUCHESS OF NORFOLK ROSE, strong plants,

3s. Gd. to 5s. eacb.

Goods carriage free (not under 20a.] to all the London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Line,

Plants added cmtis with orders of 40s. and upwards.
COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six peuDy

stamps, or the Spring Catalogue alone for three penny stamps,

or gratis to our customers who may not have received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment. Sudbury. Suffolk.
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NEW AND RARE PLANTS to to i

at tht Tooti I

AztUa IndlcA, R'-m, new
BarkcrU meUoocanloa, ik.w

dlam caudatum parpu-
reom, new
m Hpecieft; thii truly mag*

Dlfleant new plant ha* been
discovered bj

Mr. Jefan Hennhall, in -I»Ta.
!

growing at an elevation of

at above the I

the f-*"a

Erica ohbaU pulchelta, new new
„ tricolor mapnlfica, new ,. paTonla, oew
„ ventrleosa ftara, new . hhakeaptsan, new

yLrides Larpentm, rare "Jlom Llcdetu. ran
. William Boi Q be happy to forward

their Priced Catalogue of New and Rare Plantt, pout fr»« ea
application. They will ilea be forwarded •

ing countries, post free :—America, Auitria, LV.gioo, France,

Germany, Holland, Prussia, 6x.

&ht ©avtrnttrs' Chronicle.
SATURDAY, JVffB 23, .

O.v the morning of the S'Xh of Jnne, that i« to «y
last Wednesday, the thermometer fell in the garden
of the HonnccLTCBAL Sotiett to 3f'.\ and the
radiator indicated 2° of frost : the wind bloving
from the north-east. To this succeeded a

day which bore no trace of the prerionj col

enabled the garden of the Society to be teen to
advantage by the - the Second Exhibition
there for the season, [t nMantly been our
pleasant doty to point out the general borticnltoral

excellence of these ex! >t we really have
little to add to what has been so often said before.

As usual there was Bt : ecimen unworthy
of a good gardener ; and the visitors who had been
at the Sydenham show cannot have failed to per-

ceive the wide difference between the horticulture

of the Crystal Palace and the Chiswick Gardens.

Indeed, the comparison was a common sx''

conversation among the experienced ga-

occupied the tents in the early morning, and we need

not say that it was not flattering to the former.

Fruit, although this was not the day on which

any unusual attempt was nr. _ tbera

cre.it exhibition, appeared in considerable q

and contained much tr. means

of a circular table, decorated with plants, and skil-

fully arranged, it might have been seen to advantage

bv anv number of spectr.ors. Nothing w^-

niore striking than the perfection to wi
Vines in pots has been carried : four plants thos

managed, from the garden of the Barxtn De Rons-
chiliC were produced t ^nd excited

great interest. The Peaches, especially those from

Arundel Castle,
" _-:wing

could not be carried mu:
case of admirable bur 3ck Hamburghs,

from Trentham. S -.too, especially some of

Myatt's Cinquefoil sc: we had not seen

before, were splendid, but so cold has been the

season that none came from .::":. with

one exception. This was a dish of Keens* Seedling,

shown by Mr. E produced in the

warm situation formerly tie site ::' the Abbey

carden there. From this favoured place zznz
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Peas have been gathered as early as the 7th of May;

this year a solitary small dish of Strawberries was

all it could furnish.

While we bear willing testimony to the merits

of the fruit growers, we must not omit to add that

the judges complained of what is certainly a very

objectionable practice. The Society offers prizes for

collections of Peaches, each to consist of not fewer

than two or three sorts. The judges reported that

in some instances, instead of sorts, they found names ;

and they intimated that in future such collections

would be held to be disqualified whatever their

merit might be. We hope they will abide by

their determination, for it must be owned that the

neglect of ascertaining the correct names of fruits is

a growing evil, which requires to be checked.

A gardener who does not know the difference

between a Noblesse, a Red Magdalen, or an Early

Anne Peach may be, and often is a first-rate cul-

tivator ; but he only half understands his business

for all that.

The same remark applies to the names given to

plants. This has already been the subject of some
correspondence in our columns, and we avail our-

selves of the opportunity afforded by the Chiswick

exhibition to offer a remark or two upon it. No
one conversant with modern gardening can be

ignorant that the names of plants in nurseries are

too often false, or fanciful, or altogether delusive.

We continually see countries ascribed to plants,

with the utmost confidence, although the latter

never had the smallest intercourse with the former.

Species from Mexico are fastened upon the Goldcoast,

Chinese plants are said to be Brazilian, well-known

Nilgherry forms are asserted to have come from

Western Africa, and so on. In these cases it would

seem that the owners of such plants know less of

geography than a parish schoolboy.^ In other

instances, where a plant has half a dozen aliases,

every one of these is used to sell it by, although the

owners must, or certainly ought to, know that they

all stand for the same thing. Then again a plant

already provided with a name in works accessible

to anybody, is thrust forth into the world with a

new one invented by some ingenious gentleman in

the trade. Another mode of perplexing buyers

is for every recipient of a new introduction, for

which no scientific name has been found, to

give it one of his own, too often with some
magnificent meaning to entrap the unwary ;

hence the splendidums, and gloriosums, and spe-

ciosissimums, and superbums, and maximums in

which so many modem productions are made
to rejoice. A whimsical example of this has

just occurred to us in the case of A very

handsome scarlet Cactus, which has been pro-

duced under the surprisingly appropriate name of

Epipht/llum coeruleum grandiflorum ! Such prac-

tices are by no means confined to England ; on the

contrary, they are more numerous elsewhere than

within our own shores. But come from where they

will, they are discreditable to all concerned in their

manufacture. We mention no persons for the pre-

sent ; we only point to the exhibition tables at

Chiswick last Wednesday.

To turn to the real novelties there, it is impossible

not to direct attention, in the first instance, to the

very curious and singularly beautiful Princess Royal

Rhododendron exhibited by Messrs. Veitch. This

striking novelty was obtained from the white R.

jasminiflorum by the palest variety of R. java-

nicum. In form it was intermediate between its

parents, but its flowers were a clear pure rose

colour. Along with it was a fine Californian plant,

resembling Phlox setacea in flowers and leaves
;

but forming a stiff hard-wooded shrub. It was

shown under the name of Lcptodactylon califor-

nicum, which was a mistake. The plant appeared

to be a Phlox, allied to Phlox speciosa. To the

same group has to be added a Rhododendron

from Borneo, apparently the same as the sup-

posed variety of R. Brookcanum with red-

edged leaves, to which allusion was made last

week in our column of new plants ; it was not in

flower, so that nothing more can be said about it for

the present. To these must be added a singular

Dendrobium "from Amboyna," in the way of

D. secundum, with purplish flowers tipped with

green. Messrs. Rollisson are the possessors of this,

which is quite an acquisition.

Other novelty there was none of much moment
except a beautiful hybrid Achimenes, with most

brilliant scarlet flowers, raised by Mr. Ingram at

Progmore, and a very fine deeD rose-coloured

Petunia, almost as handsome as a Dipladenia ; this

bore the name of the Marquise de la Ferte, and
came from Mr. Westwood, of Acton.

The rest of the exhibition consisted of the usual
tribes of plants, among which fine leaved plants
were a new feature ; and by surrounding such groups
with a border of fancy Pelargoniums they were

made highly effective. Variegated plants too are

increasing in variety and becoming every year more
attractive. We think that gardeners may congratu-

late themselves upon attention being thus directed to

a new mode of decoration, which is sure to be found

useful when flowers themselves are not procurable.

As long ago as November 1st, 1S45, we pointed out

how wide a field there is among the variegation of

leaves, and how numerous are the colours besides

green which foliage presents ; that the public has

profited by the hint is shown by the fine examples

of variegation now to be found at every metropolitan

exhibition. Let us hope that growers will make
yet another step in advance, and separate on the

exhibition tables the hardy from the tender, or

very delicate races.

For details we refer to the report given in another

column.

The following account of a new kind of garden

pot appears in the Revue Horticole. An English

amateur, Mr. Keir, residing in Paris, has contrived

a method by which the branches of trees can be

more conveniently layered than heretofore. Pots

with a slit on one side have been long in use ; but

difficulty has been found in their use out of doors,

on account of the want of any good means of securing

them in a fixed position or at any desired height.

Mr. Keir proposes to make such pots with a tubular

projection on one side (a b) through which a staff

may pass, and, being driven into the ground, hold

the pot perfectly steady.

The following cut explains at a glance the nature

of the invention. In forming such a pot, it is said

that the potter must take cave that the slit c is so

small as just to allow the branch d to pass in with-
out leaving room for the earth to slip out. But this

precaution seems needless ; for it would be easy to

prevent the earth slipping by means of pebbles or

crocks applied to the slit after the branch is in-

serted, and as the pot is being filled with earth.

The attempt to make up for the deficiencies in

the funds allotted to botanical gardens by commer-
cial arrangements, is seldom attended with much
success ; but undoubtedly the worst plan of all is

the endeavour to obtain the services of a superior

head gardener or curator at a low salary by allowing

him to carry on a separate business as nurseryman

on his own grounds, or to raise plants for sale on

his own account in the garden itself. As the salary

he receives from the garden is thus professedly in-

sufficient to purchase his whole time and talents, he

feels perfectly justified not only in devoting a

portion of both to his private business, but also in

diverting to the latter many of the means of pro-

curing and preserving plants which should, strictly

speaking, belong to the garden. He is indeed the

sole judge of how far his resources should be dis-

tributed between the two, and he must be an

extraordinarily scrupulous man who would not in

cases of doubt prefer his own nursery. In one of

those large continental establishments where the

annual allowances are not always in proportion to

the liberality of occasional outlays, we had occasion

many years ago to admire the number, the beauty,

and variety of specimens of rare and curious plants

illustrating the flora of a particular country as ob-

tained from a collection at considerable expense.

Visiting the same garden but a few years later, this

fine collection was reduced to a most ordinary one,

the best specimens had disappeared—they had

died from " the effects of the seasons, the want of
proper accommodation," &c, and had not been
replaced ; but most of them had reappeared in the
shape of yonng plants on sale at the head gardener's
private nursery. This circumstance was well known
and commented upon, yet there had been nothing in
his conduct to justify the managers in making any
charge of dishonesty.

A much more common practice is where the
gardener propagates curious or ornamental plants
for sale in order to help out the garden funds without
having himself any direct personal interest in the
produce of the sales. This may possibly answer in
the case of subscription gardens, where the title of
botanic garden with the outward show of science is

intended rather as an evidence that the object of the
subscribers is rational recreation without pecuniary
profit, than as a pledge to afford efficient assistance

to botanical instruction. In such gardens it is per-

fectly true that the means of propagation necessary
for keeping up the ornamental beds and shrubberies

may be with a trifling expense extended so as to

have a few plants for sale. The subscribe! s may
procure a few things at a low price, and there may
possibly be a small apparent balance to bring to

account beyond the extra expense. But this cannot
be done to any important extent without interfering

with the main object of the garden ; the ordinary

surplus plants will seldom be such as precisely to

suit the demands of the public ; a ready sale at

remunerative prices cannot be ensured without
entering into a regular nurseryman's business -

T this,

it is well known, brings no profit, unless the head
man devotes to it his whole energies, and, if he does

that, what is to become of the society's ornamental

or recreative botanic gatden ? A nursery garden

may have its beauties if viewed as a nursery, but it

cannot be made into a botanic garden or an orna-

mental promenade without a proportionate loss;

unless indeed the scientific or ornamental part be

considered as a means of attracting customers, and
thus be wholly subservient to the commercial object

in view. When once the commercial element is intro-

duced, science and ornament become servants, not

masters.

This is still more strongly exemplified in the case

of University and public botanic gardens. In all

cases where we have known the sale of plants intro-

duced as an aid in support of these establishments,

it has invariably been done to the detriment of the

main collection—the end is more or less sacrificed

for the means. It being decided that the garden

cannot be maintained without the produce of sales,

the first attention is bestowed on the propagating

for this purpose ; the main collection is little

attended to except at spare times, till in some cases

it comes to be little more thought of than as a stock

to procure grafts or cuttings from. We believe it may
be generally stated that there are few, if any, cf

these cases of combination, where, if the accounts

were strictly and fairly kept, it would not be found

that the commercial part of the undertaking is

carried on at a bare compensation for the bona fide

outlay, or even at a loss, and that seldom, if ever, is

there any real surplus applicable in aid of the

maintenance of the botanical collection. G. B.

New Plants.
132. Juniperus pyriformis.

J. foliis primariis patentibus ternatim verticillatis pungentibns
glaucis, seciindariis arete adpressis imbricatis acutis, galbuli's

pyriformibns (obovatis) denique oblongis squamis apice liberis

ioliaceisdemum reflexis.

A very distinct species, brought to Messrs. Veitch by

Mr. W. Lobb from the mountains of S. Barnardino iu

California, where it forms a low tree 10—12 feet high.

When young the leaves are whorled in threes, glaucous,

spreading, and sharp pointed ; on the old branches they

become closely pressed, short, and so arranged as to

form nearly terete twigs. The fruits are remarkable

for being very like small Pears when young, but

marked with the free spreading and rather leafy ends of

the consolidated scales; when full grown these scales turn

back and apply themselves closely to the surface. The
berries are deep purple with a glaucous bloom.

Young plants of this are, we understand, in the pos-

session of Messrs. Veitch. It may possibly be the

same as Jeffrey's No. 1475.

133. Cutrkssus Macnabiana. A. Murray, in Edinb.

new Phil. Journal, i., 293, t. 11.

C. foliis obtusis utrinque concavis farinosis carina-et apice virv

dibus, strobilis globosis : squamis iimbone obtuao elongate-

incurvo armatis.

Mr. Andrew Murrav, who found this in California, in

latitude about 41° N., describes it "as an evergreen

shrub growing to no great size," with a gnarled and

tortuous appearance ; and this entirely corresponds

with the dried specimen with which we have been

favoured by that gentleman. In some respects it re-

sembles C. Vhdeana, but is immediately distinguished

by the leaves being deeply hollowed out on each side

of the midrib, and being there coated with a glaucous

matter resembling the bloom of a Plum, while, the back

and points remaia bright green. This circumstance is
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not very npparent In old Mid weather-beaten specimens,

such hh Mr. Murray brought home; but it forma a most

striking feature in the plant an found by Mr. Lobb on

the .Sierra Nevada of N. California, whoro it wan a hush

from C to 10 feet high. Tbe specimens CNo. 480)

gathered by Mr. W. Lobb, arid from which Mcsh™.

Voitcb have raised young plants, presented a most

striking appearance, with their green and glaucous

scales associated with tbe deep rich brown of Tamarix

galliea on their branches, anil show tbat in youth and

vigour tbo species must bo exceedingly handsomo,
Wo bad called the plant C; nivalis, under which it stands

in Messrs. Witch's list ; but as that name bns not been
published, it must yield to tbat of C. Maimiil/uma, since

given by Mr. Murray.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.— No. LXXVII.
SOii*. Ciilohosis (Chlwoiit of Onions).—There are

fow crops which amongst a dumber of healthy plants do
not present a few ohlorbtio individuals, distinguished by
their unhealthy yellow tint. OhioflB are no exception

to tbo general rule, and 1 have accordingly bad no dilli-

culty in finding such individuals, for comparison with
tbo diseased plants now before me, after a search of one
or two seconds. There are, indeed, varieties in which
this yollow tint is normal, as in tbo case of the large

yellow Loek of Rouen, but such instances, whether
peculiar or not to tbo particular variety, are not the

affection winch 1 have in view in tbo present article,

but ono far more nearly allied to tbo Chlorosis of

Hyacinths, and a very formidable malady. Whether it

is generally diffused or not lam unable to say. Tbo speci-

mens under consideration were kindly forwarded by Mr.
Donald Sinclair, of Cam]isall,and present a very romark-
able condition. In tho germination of tbo Onion, tbe

cotyledonnl'lcaf which appears abovo the ground in the

form of a littlo loop produces from a tissuro in its side

the first and succeeding leaves of the plumule.* The
base of this leaf either retains tbe form of a sheath, or

bursts at the base, according to its powers of dilation,

and tbe whole soon withers away. The base of tbo iirst

leaf of the plumule generally remains entire, but it

sometimes happens that it is ruptured on one side, and in

such eases the Onion is seldom well formed and perfect,

or becomes what is called by gardeners burst or thick-

necked, lu the diseased Onions before me, the base of the

cotyledolial leaf is far mere fleshy than usual, uniformly
bursting on one side and remaining for a considerable
period attached to the bulb. The sheath of tbe succeed-
ing leaf is very short, much thickened, extremely
wrinkled and distorted, in most cases entire but some-
times fissured, and the blade itself looks unhealthy with
a more or less decided chlorotic tinge marbling the

green. The succeeding leaf lias something of tbe same
aspect, but is still more wrinkled and fleshy, while those
which follow have a decided yellow tinge, each new
leaf being more and more affected. The leaves
themselves, as well as the base, are often much
distorted, striped and mottled with green and yellow,

and tbe common vascular column from which the

leaves spring at the base of the young bulb is discoloured,

and evidently in a condition rapidly tending to decay.

The disease is fatal to every purpose of the cultivator,

for the plants are so deformed as to make them unfit

for sale in a young state, and they give no hope of

arriving at anything approaching to perfection, should

tbev not perish at an early stage of growth. The most

curious point is that for some years past the Onion crop

has been constantly injured by the same affection in a

particular garden uear Doncaster. The soil is light, in

a limestone district, manured with rotted stable dung,

and presenting apparently nothing in its texture or

aspect likely to be injurious to healthy growth, and yet

the ground and seed have beeuchanged every year with

tbe same unfortunate result. Onions transplanted from
other gardens succeed perfectly, and do not acquire the

disease, which affects the plant therefore in its earliest

stage only. Tbat there is some local influence which is

the effective agent cannot be doubted ; what this may
be can only be discovered upon the spot, if at all. An
attentive examination of tbe plants from their earliest

state of germination, aud comparison with similar cir-

cumstances in neighbouring gardens can alone solve tbe

difficulty, and it would be doing good service to horti-

culture, and a grand step in Vegetable Pathology, if the

intelligent correspondent who has forwarded the speci-

mens would examine the point attentively and report

thereon when be has made out anything satisfactory

with respect to the origin of the disease. It is evident

that the plant in the first instance has au over supply of

some principle which induces exuberant growth, pro.

ducing distortion and unnatural thickening of the sub
stance. This is succeeded by depressed vital energy"
probably in consequence of a reaction of the system.

• The growth of the cotyledouat leaf of the Ouion is singular.
As soon as the loop is once formed the increase of the two portions

is perfectly distinct. If a spot of paint be placed at the highest
point of the loop, where there is frequently a little tubercle, it

remains perfectly stationary, however much tbe separate portions

may grow. The portion attached to the seed increases at the
extremity which is still retained in tbe albumen, at whose ex-
pense it lives, while the growth of the other half takes place by
means of nutriment derived from the soil. The first root is

never endorrhizal, and the same may be said of a great number
of endogenous plants. In Grasses there are endorrhizal roots,

but the representative of the true primary root is to be found, I

believe, in the disc by which the embryo is attached to the
albumen. If this view is correct the distinction of endorrhizal
and exorrhizal cannot be maintained. I shall hope to present
further details to the readers of this Journal on this subject as
soon as all the monocotyledons which I have sown this year have
germinated, or rather as soon as all hope ceases of any additional
observations.

Both thflie Stages require distinct ItUdy, and Ui' Bin
tiling in if possible to detect whether there is any peeu-
liar Stimulating principle in tin- noil, v.iii.h doin not

exiht in neighbouring gsvdeni, where ihe plant '
healthy, portions of tbe lame teed might be sown in

different gardens, tbo plants themselves from tbe h'-aiihy

nod tainted Kill might bo analysed, and other in tho<M

might be taken likely to lend to something aiefaJ, II,

however, it ( reflected how little le known ol tbi n

from winch malignant revere arise in the human frame,
a failure cannot bo discreditable, while on tin- other

hand lucceis may load to the most Important results

;

and wo have seldom seen an opportunity which Openi a

Ian. r prospect. M. J- H-

Tin: INFLUENCE or HEAT on tub PHOGIIE
OK VKOI.TATIO ,

|
M. Hoi , i Mi a i it in bin " liconomlo Kurah-," pouted

out what, he conceived to be theimportnnc ol ascertain-

ing tbe mean tomporaluro ol H"' pi nod ol n latlon ol

different plants In different countries. To doth!
ii. ,-! ury to determine the time which elapses between
the birth of a plant and its maturity, nod till n to dl U •

mine tbe temperature of the period Included between

these two extremes ol vegetable life. An examination

of these points in M. Bossingault's point, of view, bos

led to the conclusion that for Europe and America the

length of time which elapses between birth and maturity

is inversely as tbo temperature of the some period.

The following observations on this subject by M. Gbh-

pariu further illustrato tbe subject.]

As soon as Reaumur, had regulated tbo indications of

tbo thermometer, ho sought to discover some relation

between tbe buiii of temperatures and the duration of

tbo vegetation of plants. Adanson and Cotto endca

voured to attain tbe same object, but they did not pos-

sess tbo means of arriving at any exact results. Since

then M. Uoussingault, in a memoir presented to th"

Academy of Sciences and in bis " Economic liurale,"

ban published some approximations between tbo sums
of temperature in different places and tbe period of

maturity of several plants. Wo have ourselves

endeavoured to extend these observations to plants

cultivated in Europe, and also to take into account

tho effects of solar radiation. M. Quctelet was

struck with some anomalous results, and proposed

to use tbe sum of tbe squares of tbe degrees of tempe-

rature instead of tbe sum of those degrees themselves,

and M. Babinet, proceeding from certain theoretical

data, came to tbe conclusion that the sum of tbe degrees

ought to be multiplied by the square of tbe number of

days of duration of growth.

Such was the state of tbe question when wc deter-

mined to examine it afresh. Our researches showed, in

the first place, tbat all the means previously used for

obtaining a comparison between tbe phases of vegeta-

tion and the temperature were open to objection ; and,

in the next place, "we were induced to think we had
ascertained tbe causes of the anomalies which had been
observed and obtained a glimpse of what was still

required to place the whole matter in a clear point of

view. The present memoir relates to the researches

above alluded to. The first part consists ol an examina-

tion of the hypotheses which have already been

advanced, and the second contains the views which are

proposed to be substituted for them. Tbe first part

consists almost entirely of numerical tables, of which a

short summary only is here given.

Part I.—In the tables laid before the Academy by

M. Boussingault in 1(537, and in those inserted in his

" Economie Rurale," he has sought the sum of the

temperatures observed from the time when the frost

ceased, up to the time of the maturity of the plants. He
supposes frost to cease in Paris on the 1.5th of Feb-

ruary, and in the south of France on the 1st. His

results are :

—

a With U, u*ign a normal ui.

plant* mum pun tbi

It v»6S wlol.t .,1 num of I

M '/ u U li '.ju»i it »u
n«ry to tale ,

:, l ut also H.' manaei In i

Twodays, • ..

do not pro.:

lie win tlni" nture
oa a vti vita of which tl

' «d o! u.-

degrees tliTn" Iw V. |
.

hod o, flu- flown
the too'- when pbe fasti esssi

.'» which » /'

rf lbs dojrr»-«-«, mid s mm
.'>. We have tried Use hokiwv

two different years in which Um flowi -t «*«
'll.i- pbc* wee Letoa. Is

I braon
'I > wid t77'' " for U.»

squares. In 1790, from lbs 22d Jamwrj •

April, '1

tin ir >'; 1It> » ei nay
agreement sitfaei bet sen the two %<-«•» or wfdi wfcai

woe observed m flnissels Taking it.-- '.r»;* •

at Orange we find, from the opening o! Use i*j:« to the

harvest, Inii''' *n*t; trivalvtvu-f ihiBim.
„

'I be method of qiiar'n gin * an SJHJ n > rou.oo which

lose than thai obtained by taking the era
of the degrees them
Our learned colleague, M. Bobinet, upon the grand

that ill" effect of a constant mechatneal fore* acting tor

a certain timo in urupuiliuosl to Ibe Intensity
force, multiplied by tbe sqoar" of tho timo

acts, recommended a tnal of tho apj Licatioa

principle to the subject b"ejneejtiaiLfe\U we try it oo the
examples already cited, we find that .'.oo of

tbe Lilacs up to the time of flowering last*-.

>at the mean temperature wae ^- = 7.12*,
ol

which, multiplied by 6581, the square o! tl, jives as

44856. In irrd) we find that the vegetati/« lasted

79 days, that the mean temperature was '

multiplied by 6241 , the square of 79, give* 37820. The
dissimilarity in these results shows that this method
is not satisfactory.

If, as we ourselves suggested, the solar radiation is

added to the temperature of the air, the figures express

ing the Bums of the temperatures do Dot approach equa-

lity. Solar beat has an undoubted effect on vegetation,

but its action is not entirely of the same nature as that

of beat unaccompanied by light, and no good result is

obtainable from tbe addition of two quantities of dis-

similar nature. We thus see that it is neeesaary to

have recourse to other principles to explain the progress

or stoppage of the different phases of vegetation. The
examination of those other principles will be found in

the second part of this essay. Compta rmdvf.

In Alsace 2150 degrees.

At Paris 2160 „

„ Kingston (Sew York; 2066 „

„ Quiachaqui (equinoxial zone) 2534 .,

For reasons stated in the memoir we cannot for the

present admit the number for Alais which is set down

as 2121°. It will be observed from the above table that

tbe three numbers which relate to places in the tem-

perate zone are nearly the same, whilst there is a great

difference between them aud that for Quiachaqui, which

is in the torrid zone.

Iu the same manner we have treated the observations

made at Orange for a mean of 33 years (in particular

those of the years 1853 and 1854), and also observations

for five different years made in the district school of

La Saussaie, near Lyons. All these sums for places in

the valley of tbe Rhone gave a maximum of 1966", a

minimum" of 161 8*. and a Clean of 1748°, different from

tbat which was obtained in other meteorological basins.

Lasilv, at Lougan, in the country of die Don Cossacks,

corn "requires 2537° to enable it to arrive at maturity,

which is tbe same as is requisite at Quiachaqui in the

equatorial zone.

If now we turn to spring Barley we find the following

numbers :

—

Lyngen, in Norway, (70° of lat.) 1035 degs.

Nertschiusk, Siberia, (51° IS
-

) 14S2 ..

Brussels I*"65 ..

Versailles (1S52) 15W •

Orange, mean 1500 -

All these anomalies show that, although the progress

of vegetation is evidently influenced by the sum of the

temperatures, it also depends on other causes, which

render it incorrect to rely on the .temperature alone

Home Correspondence.
Bow to clear Chok«l-vp Pij^jorJ/rain).—Tbe village

of Pompignan, a few miles north of Toulouse, France,

is supplied with water from a firing in the high ground

of the chateau, the water being conveyed through pipes.

These pipes are frequently choked op with roots, or per-

haps, as is there affirmed, by s water plant which

vegetates without light ; and to clear tbe pipes when so

obstructed, a chain is drawn through them. Now, as

drains are frequently choked in this country by roots,

i might it not be practicable to clear them by drawing a

chain through them, as at Pomp'gnan ! Or rather

might not some better mechanical means of freeing

them be contrived ! For instance, a kind of disc of

I metal nearly filling up the pipe or drain, and drawn

I
through it by a chain, openings being left at convenient

distances for die insertion of the disc and chain, and for

; the extraction of the roots. In a system of pipes for im-

|

gation some such contrivance should be essential. B.

Bow to get rid of Cockroaches.—Permit me to say

that I and manv of my friends (who recommended it to

me) have found' Emery's Beede Poison " an effectual

]
remedy. Two or three' of the brtie balls are placed in

|

the kitchen, etc. They are harmless to anything dee.

I It can be had of any chemist in London. B. M.
Irrigation.—At a recent discussion at die Society of

|
Arts respecting railroads and canals, tbe irrigaJjon of

the peninsula of India was a prominent feature, and tbe

conveyance of water for that purpose in dose ilisimilB

was stated to be an improvement of a most important

nature, could it be effected at a moderate eost ^IW
desirability of covered channels was stated to arise from

the immense evaporation that taiies place in open ones,

i amounting, it was said, in Spain to a third part of die

I water distributed. If this be so, it results that the

; manner of applying water to tbe land is of great nn-

(

porance, since "by spreading tbe fluid over an i

i
space a considerable portion of the water must be^lost

bv evaporation, and hence the iet, which was advocated

by the chairman (Mr, C =ems nnsuitabkim
, hot climates especially ; but his observation seems ynst

! that by irrigation a power is obtained of admmisarnig

water at times when it is needful for tbe growth of

plants, and of withholding it when prejudicial ; indeed,

all the gendemen who tooi p-art in the dtsensaon were

unanimous in the opinion tbat by means of imgslson
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the famines, now so frequent in India, would be pre-

vented. Colonel Cotton advocated navigable canals for

the conveyance of water ; Mr. Bridges Adams was the

chief supporter of railroads, and in his observations

remarked that they did not preclude irrigation, but, on

the contrary, would tend to the use of covered channels

for the conveyance of water. On this subject it may be

stated that meadows, and such close crops as Lucerne,

can onlv be irrigated by aspersion or by flooding

them. Mr. Chadwick has given a table of particulars

showing that the first outlay for catch meadows, as well

as tke' second expenses, both of them considerably

exceed' the cost of laving pipes, and the current expenses

of irrigation by aspersion. If this be so, the conveyance

of water by means of pipes is desirable in all countries,

and on the score of evaporation it is especially eligible

in hot climates. It remains, then, to consider what

would be the best mode of constructing the pipes, in

order that the smallest quantity of water might be most

conducive to the growth of plants. In this view H must

not be forgotten that although plants absorb moisture

by their leaves, it is their roots that absorb the greatest

quantity, consequently, in artificial irrigation, it is to the

root that water should be administered. This is, in fact,

the practice in the south of France, where water is in

Kitchen gardens conveyed in channels between beds of

vegetables, it penetrates the soil, reaching the roots of

the plants cultivated in the adjoining beds ; but, accord-

ing to common usage, this mode is costly, every channel

being successively closed up with garden mould.

Adopting this principle in combination with pipes, it

may be conceived that irrigation might be effected with

little waste of water in this country, though it would be

particularly applicable in hotter climates, such as that

of the peninsula of India. According to this project,

it may be conceived that the land in cultivation should

be laid out in beds of a convenient length, say 8 or 10

feet wide, that water channels should be formed between

the beds, and that at the head of each set of beds a line

of pipes should be placed, they having openings in them
for the emission of water, those openings corresponding

with the channels between the beds. TJje irrigating

process would then be simply the opening of the pipe at

its extremity for the admission of water, and the closing

it again when a sufficiency was distributed. It is evident

that some experimental pipes would be required to

ascertain the size of the apertures ; of course they would
need to be the larger the farther they receded from the

influx of the water. There is another circumstance in

favour of this mode of irrigation, namely, that the soil is

not hardened as when the fluid is administered by
aspersion ; ia loose soils, such as sand, this is of little

importance, but in all tenacious ground the exclusion of

air from the roots of plants might counterbalance the

benefit of watering them. If it has been proved that

pipes are cheaper than open channels for the distribution

of water, it follows that covered channels of large dimen-
sions would be more economical in India than open
cuts. Indeed, it is a well-known fact that up to

considerable dimensions, the cost of large drains is much
less than that of small ones if their comparative
capacity be taken into account. B.

^octettes.

Horticultural : Garden Exhibition, June 20.

—

The more prominent features of this brilliant midsum-
mer display of fruits and flowers being adverted to in

another column, renders it unnecessary here to do more
than notice the scene in detail.

Of collections of 20 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
the best came from Mr. Dods, gr. to Sir J. Cathcart,

Bart. It consisted of :

—

Erica depressa
Epacris miniata grandiflora
Gompholobium polymorphism
Leschenaultia formosa

„ biloba
Pimelea decussata

„ Hendersoni
Polygala cordifolia

Vinca alba

,, rosea

Allamanda cathartica
Aphelexis macranthapurpurea

„ speciosissima
Azalea Gledstanesi

„ lateritia

Boronia serrulata
Chorozema varium
Clerodendron Ksempferi
Crowea sal igoa
Erica Cavendishi

The Epacris mentioned above was a large plant,

covered with flowers even thus late in the season ; the
variegated Azalea was also still in fine condition, and
nothing in their way could possibly exceed the beauty of

the Everlastings, which were literally globes of flowers,

nearly 3 [feet in diameter. It ought to be remarked
that the whole of the plants iu this group were very
skilfully selected as to colour. The bright blue of

Leschenaultia biloba, the yellow of the Cavendish Heath
and Allamanda, the numberless rosy heads of the
Pimelea, and the bright scarlet of the Clerodendron,
together with the white flowers of the Vinca, all con-
trasted well with one another, and produced a striking

and agreeable whole. The Gompholobium was sup-
ported on a few sticks in the form of a bush, a mode of

management much more tasteful and graceful to the
eye than the old way of training it " to a face " over a
stiffly-made trellis.

Messrs. Fraser, of Lea Bridge Road, contributed the
next best group. This contained

—

Adenandra fragrans
Allamanda cathartica
Aphelexis spectabilis

The Cape Heath called Erica metulaeflora bicolor in

this group was a noble bush ; but its flowers lacked

richness of colour. We need scarcely say that when the

latter is well brought out this is one of the handsomest

of Heaths. E. tricolor elegaus was a noble specimen of

a beautiful variety, which was well furnished with

foliage to the very pot. The Phtenocorna was uuusualiy

well flowered, and when seen in this condition, and

finely grown as this was, it is really a striking plant, but

how seldom does it deserve that character. The Ste-

phanotis was as usual much admired, and so was the

Allamanda, though its fully expanded blossoms were but

limited. The Boronia tetrandra was covered with white

starry flowers, and the Azaleas were still in fine bloom.

Mr. Rhodes, gr. to J. Phiipotts, Esq., sent the

following :

Aphelexis rupestris grandiflora

„ macraritha grandiflora

„ spectabilis

Boronia tetrandra
Cyrtoceras reflexum
Dracophyllum gracile
Epacris graudiflora
Erica ventricosa coruscans

„ depressa

,, Alberti

Eriostemon buxifolium
Ixora alba
Leschenaultia formosa
Pimelea decussata
Kondeletia speciosa

Sollya heteropbylla

„ linearis

Statice Holfordi
Tetratheca verticillata

Vinca rosea

The Everlastings in this group were small, but well

grown and flowered. The Erica Alberti was con-

spicuous for its buff blossoms, a colour uncommon
among Heaths. The Box-leaved Eriostemon was a
pyramid of clean looking cheerful white flowers, and
the blossoms of the Cyrtoceras were remarkable for the

peculiarity of their shape.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants in groups of 12

were numerous. Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobus,

Bart., sent :

—

Allamanda cathartica

Aphelexis macr. purpurea

Azalea variegata

„ coronata

Echites atropurpurea

Epacris miniata graudiflora

Erica Cavendishi
Ixora coccinea
Leschenaultia formosa
Polygala Dalmaisiana
Kondeletia speciosa

The variegated Azalea was still in admirable condi-

tion, and was certainly the gem of the group. The
Allamanda was only in flower at the top ; but being

luxuriant and healthy the plant had a clean refreshing

appearance ; this, indeed, was the distinguishing charac-

teristic of the whole of the plants in the collection. The
Everlasting and Polygala were both very fine. It is

seldom that we have seen Polygalas generally look

better than they did on this occasion.

Mr. Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., sent :

—

Allamanda cathartica

Aphelexis macr. purpurea
Clerodendron splendens
Dipladenia crassinoda
Echite& atropurpurea
Erica Cavendishi

Franciscea latifolia

Leschenaultia biloba
Pimelea spectabilis

Polygala acuminata
„ oppositifolia

„ cordifolia

The Dipladenia was in beautiful condition, and its

flowers were higher coloured than usual. The Pimelea
was a well-shaped bush with a fine head of flowers.

The Polygalas were large and showy, and the Alla-

manda was a fine specimen of its class. The dark
chocolate-coloured Echites atro-purpurea was trained
" to a face " over a round wire trellis. The Aphelexis

was quite a mass of flowers.

Mr. Roser, gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., produced—

Lady's Slipper ; a spotted variety of the Siebold
Dractena, Ananassa sativa variegata, Pandanus javanicus
variegatus, Cissus discolor, Marantas, Coleus, Stenorhyn-
chus maculatus, and Canna discolor. Among Messrs.
Henderson's plants, which were for the most part small,
were the beautiful white-veined Aphelandra Leopoldi,
Tillandsia splendens, Screw Pines, Dracaenas, Cissus,
Duranta variegata and Coleus Blumei.

Groups of plants remarkable for fine foliage came
from Messrs. Veitch and Rollisson. The first collec-
tion consisted chiefly of Palms intermixed with such
plants as Philodeudron pertusum, the Dragon tree
(Dracsena Draco), &c. The most remarkable plants in
Messrs. Rollisson's group were Rhopala corcovadensis,
a very fine specimen ; Nepenthes Rafflesiana and albo-
marginata, Aralias, and Araucaria excelsa glauca.

Everlastings were exhibited by Messrs. Rollisson,
who produced Aphelexis macrautha purpurea, m.
rosea, humilisj, spectabilis, sesamoides, andspeciosissimn.

Orchids were extremely brilliant, the various collec-
tions exhibited being numerous, fresh, aud v.ell varied.
In groups of 20 plants Mr. Williams, gi\ to C. B.
Warner, Esq., contributed—

CntHeya superba
Cypripedium barbatum
Lycaste Skinneri
Odontoglossum citrosmum

„ lave [bum
Saccolabium guttatum super-

„ guttatum
i, prsemorsum

Vanda teres

,. suavis

Aerides affine

„ Larpentse

„ maculosum
„ maculosum superbum

crispum

„ odoratum purpurascens
„ odoratum majus
„ roseum

Calanthe veratrifolia

Cattleya Mossise

These wholly consisted of clean looking well-flowered
plants, which were neatly arranged as to colours. The
Sweet Vanda had two noble spikes of flowers on it.

The variety of Aerides odoratum called purpurascens
was quite 3 feet in height and clothed with flower
spikes and healthy foliage down to the very pot. The
Saccolabiums had four and five spikes each. Cattleva
superba was a beautiful plant of a fine kind ; altogether
this was one of the best collections that has been staged
this year ; its only fault was it had too many Aeriues
in it.

Mr. Woolley, gr. to H. B. Ker, Esq., had :—
Aerides affine

„ odoratum majus
„ roseum

Barkeria spectabilis

Cattleya Mossise
Calanthe veratrifolia

Cypripedium barbatum
Dendrobium Devonianum

„ formosum
„ moschatum

Epidendrum crassifolimn

„ rhizophorum
Lycaste aromatica
Lffilia cinnabarina
Oucidium flexuosum

„ leucochilum
Saccolabium prcernorsimi

„ guttatum.
Sobralia macrautha
Vanda Koxburghi ceerulea

The brilliant orange scarlet blossoms of Epidendrum
rhizophorum and Lselia cinnabarina constituted the most
remarkable feature of this group. The two Saccola-
biums were however well-flowered, good-looking plants

;

aud the Barkeria, on a wooden platform fastened on
the top of a pot, was extremely well flowered and really
very beautiful.

Messrs. Veitch had well-flowered plants of the fol-
lowing ;

—

Adenandra fragrans
Aphelexis speciosissima

„ macrantlia purpurea

„ graudiflora.

Azalea exquisita
Boronia sermlata

Chorozema varium
Erica ventricosa coccinea
Epacris miniata
Mitraria coccinea
Polygala Dalmaisiana
Pimelea Hendersoni

purpurea grandiflora
Azalea maguifica

„ Prima Donna
Boronia tetrandra
Clerodendron Ksempferi
Dracophyllum gracile
Epacris grandiflora

Epacris miniata
Eriostemon buxifolium
Erica tricolor "Wilsoni

„ metulffflora bicolor
Pimelea diosmssfolia
Phaanocoma proliferum
Stephanotis floribunda
Vinca ocellata

,, alba

In this group perhaps the most striking plant was the

Epacris, but the Everlastings were also finely in flower.

Mr. Cutbush, of Barnet, contributed :

—

Aphelexis macrautha Leschenaultia formosa

„ rupestris grandiflora Phsenocoma proliferum
Boronia serrulata Pimelea,decussata
Dipladenia crassinoda „ Hendersoni
Erica Cavendishi Polygala acuminata

,, ventricosa magnifica Statice Holfordi

The best plants in this group were the Dipladenia,

the Cavendish Heath, the Statice, and the Everlastings.

Collections of Six Plants came from Mr. Dods, gr.

to Sir J. Cathcart, Bart; Mr. Morris, gr. to Coles

Child, Esq.; Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq.; and
Messrs. Pamplin, of Lea Bridge Road. The plants in

the first group were quite models of cultivation— not
large, but perfect in every respect. They were Erica
tricolor Wilsoni and depressa, Leschenaultia formosa,
Polygala Dalmaisiana, Pimelea spectabilis, and Aphelexis

|
humilis rosea. The latter is a great improvement on
humilis, its large rosy flower with yellow centres being

extremely showy. The Pimelea was also very fine.

Mr. Morris sent Epacris miniata, Kalosanthes versi-

color, Allamanda neriifolia, Aphelexis macrantha pur-
purea, Euphorbia splendens, and Vinca alba. Mr.
Taylor had Dipladenia crassinoda, Leschenaultia
formosa, Azalea Minerva, a glowing purple kind

;

Boronia serrulata, Aphelexis spectabilis grandiflora, and
Erica perspicua. Messrs. Pamplin produced Epacris
miniata, Erica tricolor Wilsoni, one of the "best of its

class, Stephanotis floribunda, Epiphyllum speciosum,
Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, and Pimelea hispida.

Of Variegated Plants there were collections from
Messrs. Veitch, Rollisson, and Henderson. In the first

group were various Ansectochiles, a variegated variety

of the Aloe-leaved Yucca, Maranta Warsewiczi and
albo-lineata, Coleus Blumei, a variegated Hydrangea
japonica, Crotons of different kinds, Dracaena termi-

nalis, the beautiful Cissus discolor, Begonia Thwaitesi,

various Caladiums, a variegated variety of Aspidistra

lurida, Vriesia speciosa, and a variegated Screw Pine.

Messrs. Rollisson sent Caladiums, Crotons, the Java

Aerides affine

„ Larpentie
„ odoratum
„ " Fox brush"

Cattleya Mossise

,, citrina
Ccelogyne Lowi
Cypripedium barbatum
Dendrobium Dalhousieannm

,, formosum

Dendrobium nobile

Oncidium pulvinatum

Phalrenopsis grandiflora

Saccolabium guttatum
;I pnemorsum

Sobralia macrantha
Vanda insignis

„ teres

tricolor

The Cattleya citrina in this group had four expanded
flowers on it, remarkable for their bright yellow colour
— a rarity in this genus. The Sobralia was a noble
plant, covered with large purple blossoms. The Sacco-
labiums were also charming specimens, whose long
drooping racemes, thickly set with handsome flowers^
were much admired.

Messrs. Rollisson also exhibited a collection of 20
plants, which consisted of:

—

Aerides odoratum
„ affine

„ affine roseum
,, crispum
„ Larpentse

Brassia brachiata
Cattleya Aclandse

„ Leopoldi

„ Mossise
Cypripedium barbatum.

Dendrobium Calceolaria

„ moschatum
Odontoglossum hastilabium
Phalsenopsis amabilis

„ grandiflora
Stanhopea oculata
Saccolabium guttatum
Sobralia Galeottiana

„ macrantha
Uropedium Lindeui

The green, brown-barred sepals and petals of the
Leopold and Aclaud Cattleyas, together with their
bright purple lips, rendered them objects of especial

remark. The more striking plants in this group, how-
ever, were the large Sobralias ; that named Galeottiana
appeared to be merely a pale variety of macrantha*
The Stanhopea was well flowered, and so were most of

the other plants, the least conspicuous among which was^
perhaps/ the green Brassia brachiata.

Of Orchids in tens there were three collections. Mr,
Gedney, gr. to Mrs. Ellis, of Hoddesdou, produced
Aerides affine

. „ roseum
„ odoratum

„ „ purpurascens
Cattleya Mossise

Calanthe masuca
Oncidium pulvinatum
Fhalpenopsis grandiflora
Saccolabium guttatum

prsemorsum
The tl queen " of this exhibition was decidedly the

White Butterfly plant (Phalsenopsis), which was literally

a mass of glorious white blossoms. The Saccolabiume-

were also beautiful, as was the Oncidium pulvinatum^.

the colour of whose flowers was extremely well brought
out. Mr. Clarke, of Hoddesdon, communicated

—

Cattleya MossiseAerides atfine

„ „ rubrum
„ roseum
„ odoratum

„ „ purpurascens

Oncidium luridum
Phalsenopsis grandiflora
Saccolabium prpcmorsum-
Vanda teres
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The different kiwis of Aorides in thin group wero nil

good. What was called the red variety of sllino bad
however, in this instance, no more colour in it than the

species. The Phttlcenopsis was a fine plant, and so was
Oncidium luriduin, although somewhat dull in colour.

A third group from Mr. Carson, gr. to W. I''. G.

Farmer, Esq., contained

Aorluofl ofloratum
A Dgrosoam caudatum
Cattleya Intoi-moula
(lyju'lpii'llinn barbatuto

Dondrobi aoHchatum

DondrobLum nobtlo
Gpldondmni crAHNlfoltun

long mill.

l'lmlifiio|i'iii; (rranuiflora

Hucculabliiin guttutura

Tho Lady's Slipper (Oypripodiimi) mentioned above
was quito a mass of llowers, which were of a deeper

rich brown than usual. Tho Cattleya intermedia was
tho colourless lipped variety, which is not near bo hand

some as the purple kind. Tho brown and yellow Epi-
dendrum longipetalum is a distinct singular-looking

spocios, which is certainly not unornamental,
Collections of 6 ORCHIDS ennui from JVIr. [vison, gr.

to the Duko of Northumberland at Sybn ; Mr. Keel, gr.

to .1. Butler, Esq. ; Mr. Hods, gr. to Sir .). Cathoart,

Dart.; Mr. Gednoy, gr. to Mrs. Ellis ; and Mr. <ii n,

gr. to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart. In tho group from Syon
wo remarked a variety of Cattleya Mossim with blossoms
of immonso sizo, and extremely handsome; the sepals

and petals were nearly white, while the lip mis brilliant

purple stained with bright orange yellow in the throat.

This is certainly a very fine kind. The best of the

other sorts in these groups wen: Saccoldbium guttatum,
Oncidium ampliation majus, (). roseum, Kpidundrum
macrochilum, Aorides odoratum, Dendrobium nobilo,

D. aggrogatum, Calanthe vcratril'olia, Prussia maculata,

Anguloa Kuekori, and l'liaius Wallichi.

Speoimhn Orchids consisted of a very fine Phalre-

nopsis grandillora from Mr. Gednoy, Aorides odoratum
from Mr. I vison., Oncidium llexuosum from Mr. Morris,

Aerides aflino from Messrs. Voitch, and an Oncid from
Mr. Duusford, of Chingford.

Cape Heaths were numerous and well flowered.

They were furnished by Messrs. Rollisson ; Mr. Roser,

gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq. ; Messrs. Eraser ; Mr. Taylor,

gr. to J. Coster, Esq.; Mr. Rhodes, gr. to J. Philpotts,

Esq. ; and Messrs. l'amplin. In these collections wero
somo excellent plants of Cavendishi, the various varieties

of tricolor, Westphalingia, the different kinds of ventri-

cosa, mutabilis, metulasflora, and Bergiana. Mr. Glen-
dinning showed a seedling called Spenceriana, which
promises to he useful, being somewhat different in colour
from sorts now commonly cultivated.

Ab single specimens, Mr. Roser showed Erica
Massoni, a largo plant, but not finely in flower ; Mr.
Taylor, E. tricolor Wilsoui ; Mr. Green, Cavendishi

;

Mr. Carson, E. depressa, and Messrs. Rollisson the
last-named variety.

Of other single specimens, Mr. Dods, gr. to Sir J.

Cathcart, Bart., had Nepenthes distillatoria, not less

than 10 feet in height, and loaded with pitchers ; Messrs.
Rollisson, the same potful of Cephalotus follicularis

which has been shown so often already this season
;

Messrs. Veitch, Medinilla maguifica, and Mr. Taylor an
Everlasting.

Roses in pots were good, although not so fine as they
were in May. Exhibitions of them were furnished by
Messrs. Lane, Paul, Francis. A. Rowland, Esq., Mr.
Terry, gr. to Lady Puller; Mr. Sage, gr. to W. R.
Robinson, Esq., of Acton. In these groups we remarked
Queen, Paul Perras, Chenedold, Adam, Vicomtesse
Decazes, Juno, Great Western, Souvenir de Malmaison,
Paul Ricaut, Baronne Prevost, Coup de Hebe, Blairi

No. 2, Emperor Probus, Madam Willmorz—a compa-
ratively new creamy coloured kind, Brenuus, William
Jesse, La Dauphine, Auguste Mie, and Souvenir d'un

Ami. Nearly all of these, it will be seen, are well known
kinds, which however it would be difficult to surpass in

beauty or excellence.

New Plants in flower consisted of the so-called Lep-
todactylon californicum, a shrubby Phlox adverted to

in another column, and a Hydrangea in the way of

japonica, from Messrs. Veitch ; a Dendrobium, from
Amboyna, belonging to the secundum class, and Cypri-

pediumbarbatum(?), from Messrs. Rollisson ; a charm-
ing potful of Liuum grandiflorum from Messrs. Hen-
derson, of Pine-apple Place ; and Scheeria Mexicans,
from Mr. Glendinuing, of the Chiswick Nursery.

Among New Plants not in flower, the most remark-
able were Begonia splendida, a kind with stems and
leaves covered all over with brilliant red hairs, from
Messrs. Rollisson ; a variety of Rhododendron Brooke-
anum with red edged leaves, a Peruvian Begonia, and
a Boruean Nepenthes, with deep green pitchers, from
Messrs. Veitch. The last named firm also furnished
the Rice-paper plant, Ausectochilus Veitchi, arid Sone-
rila margaritacea. Messrs. Henderson sent a Gordonia
from China, with large, rather handsome, deep green
foliage.

Of New Garden Hybrids by far the most important
was Messrs. Veitch's Rhododendron, Princess Royal,
described in another column. Mr. Ingram, gr. to her
Majesty at Frogmore, had a seedling Achimenes in the
way of picta ; but much more brilliant, Messrs. Rol-
lisson sent a Gloxinia like Fyfeana in habit, called

alba auriculata, a white kind with a ring of crimson in
the inside of the throat ; and Messrs. Henderson had
Princess of Prussia, also an upright kind, and white
with a crimson throat. These will, doubtless, both be
favourites, as will also Messrs. Veitch's Comte de Tally-
rand. Mr. Westwood bad a Petunia, which is mentioned
elsewhere, and we noticed a handsome scarlet Cactus,
called Epiphyllum cseruleum grandiflorum.

Aoioog Mimkllanbous articles were tome beautiful

Perns and Lycopods from Mr. Williams, gr, to ',. B.
Wsni'rr, Esq., a light coloured Rhododendron -

Due do Brabant from Messes. Etolllswn, and cul

blooms "f Rhododendrons from Mb isrs, Jackson and
Lane. Mr Salter had cot flowers ol Iris.

Fiowi i i lowers were tor the mo partcoi fined to

Pelargoniums, which were present in considerable

numbers, ami In very good bloom, particularly the

collections from Slough and Clewer, Thi ehi

i
' plants for private growers brought thi imp*

Mr. Nye, gr. to E, Foster, Esq., produced i .: finely

grown specimens, principally new and choice kinds,

the EiOWeri on which WOTS largo and well 00

Phaeton and Attraction were particularly good, The
others were Enchantress, Seraskier, Rosa (Fo

Carlos, Purple Perfection, Magnet, Pandora, Iris,

/\ i'h I, and Optimum. Mr. i loldi r, <
|

B. Coleridge, sent large plants in good condition

of' the following varieties, viz.: Topsy, Ariadne.

Enohantress, Magnet, Beatrice, Narci <

paroil, Moohanna, Mary, Portia, Carlos, and

Queen. Mr. Manor, gr. to J. Strachan, Esq., set

third collection, tie- irorii ties in which and not in

Hie shove, wore Pearl, Leonora, Painter improved,

Conspiauum, Centurion, Alderman, Napoleon, Spot1

,

Village Maid, and Star. The class of 6 plant br hi

but two collections : Mr. Nye being first with Pbtoton,

Purple Perfection, Rose (Foster), Optimum, Fair Ellen,

mil Enchantress. Mr. Robinson, Pimlico, had

finely grown specimens, hut they wen- not in such
I

bloom as those in oilier groups. In the Nurs.-ry-
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men's Glass of 12 plants, there were four competitors : Mr. Fleming, gr. to the D erland, ai

Mr. Turner, of Slough, exhibited large finely bloomed ],,,,,. .',], Chspnu -
; Mr.

I M. V- eh ,
I.plants, tho names of which were Beatrice, a noble

specimen.; Topaey, Astron, Sansparoil, Enchantress,

e|.

, Mr. M'E -. ui'J

Medora, Virgin Queen, Pointer improved, Portia, several other sorts ; from Mr. <

Phillips, ne a bybrl and

of the name fruit were sUo furnished by other

growers.

i —Mi Nortuiuubtl'
land at S; good fruit •'. Brown I

Fleming, of 'lien- ; and Mr.
Drummond, gr. to S. I.. Stephei •Hte.esinall

Fig, hut sweet, and well adapted for
i

. gr. to Her
Frogmore, sent fine dishes of Black Circwian Bizar-

reau, and May Duke ; and Mr. Flea >tham,

I Knight's Early Black, Black Tartarian, and

May Due : Mr. Shuter, gr. to the Karl of Wilton,

tent May Duke ; as did also Mr. Martin, Mr. Ferguson,

of Stowe, and Mr. M'Ewen.
Raspberries came from Mr. Flem tham,

and Mr. M'Ewen. The sorts were the Red Antwerp
and Rivers's Double Bear

Of Strawberries, Mr. Smith, of Twickenham, sent

magnificent dishes of British Queen, Sir Charles Napier,

and Keens' Seedling. Mr. M'Ewen furnished from
Arundel British Queen, Trollop's Victoria, and Keens'

Seedling. British '. tn Mr. Ingram, of Frog-
more, were fine fruit, but scarcely sufficiently well

coloured. Mr. In"T.im, gr. to J. J. BUndy, Esq., had
Keens' Seedling j Mr. Dnnsford, British Queen ; and
Mr. Lydeard, of Bath, Trollop's Victoria ; Mr. Tore-
bull sent Keens' Seedling. The only diah from the open
ground was one of Keens' Seedlings, furnished

Roke, from Chertscy. Mr. Smith, of Twickenham, hod
some Strawberries in pots loaded with fruit. The sort

was Sir C. Napier.

Among Miscell.i rs were very fine Orleans

Plums from Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at Frog-
more, and Mr. Williams, gr. to C. B. Warner, E*q-, sent

dishes of Oranges, Lemons, and Citrons, which we have
noticed at previous exhibitions.

Governor General, Mary, and Rowena. Messrs. Dob-

son & Son, of Isleworth, sent Star, Vulcan, Magnet,
Gertrude, Delicatnm, Magnificent, Painter improved
Eugene, Ambassador, Rosamond, Conqueror, and En-
chantress. Messrs. Frnser, of Lea Bridge Road, sent 12

small hut compact well grown plants, which were, how-

ever, scarcely in bloom. They were Lucy, Majestic,

Vandyck, and other good old varieties. Mr. Gaines,

of Battersea, also had a collection of fancy kind.-.

There were seven groups of 6 plants, four from nursery-

men and three from amateurs. By far the best was
sent by Mr. Turner, who had a noble plant of Lady II.

Campbell, Cassandra, Perlection, Charles Dickens,

Conspicuum, and Criterion. Messrs. Fraser sent

Miss Sheppard, Caliban, Advancer, Reine des

Francjais, Celestial, and Empress. Mr. Gaines' collec-

tion consisted of Vandyck, Delicatuni, Perfection,

Conspicuum, Lucy, and Caractacus. Messrs. Dobson &
Son had Eruhescens, Celestial, Perfection, Criterion,

Reine des Fleurs, and Chamouni. In the class of 6

plants for Amateurs Mr. Wier, gr. to— Hodgson, Esq.,

Hampstead, sent Fairy Queen, Jenny Lind, Hero of

Surrey, Princess Alice, Fanny, and Formosissimum.
Mr. Windsor was second with Madame Sontag, Fairy

Queen, Bride, Celestial, Erubescens, and Lady H.

Campbell. The next came from Mr. J. Robinson, who
had nicely bloomed but rather small plants of kinds

similar to the above.

There were six plants of an exceedingly showy seedling

Fancy Pelargonium, sent by Mr. Turner, named Queen
of Roses. This will make a fine exhibition plant. Mr.

Dennis sent several examples of his seedling called

Alma, a bright but badly formed variety for forcing, for

which it appeared well adapted. Quite as showy a one

of this class, named Sir E. Lyons, came from Mr.
Bullen, of Dulwich. Mr. Gaines had scarlet Unique.

There was but one collection each of Calceolarias

and Pansies, the former from Mr. Gaines, the latter

from Messrs. Dobson and Son. Neither was so good

as we have seen them.

The exhibition of Fruit was considerable for the

season, and in most respects excellent. The only excep-

tion was the Pine-apples, which, as a whole, were inferior.

The best collection of Fruit was furnished by Mr.

M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke of Norfolk, at Arundel. It

contained a Providence Pine-apple, Black Hamburgh
Grapes, very fine Royal George Peaches, Violette

Hative Nectarines, Golden Perfection Melon, and

Myatt's Cinquefolia Strawberries, a large showy variety.

Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, at Trent-

ham, also had a collection in which were admirable

bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes, a Providence

Piue, Royal George Peaches, Black Tartarian Cherries,

Brown Ischia Figs, and a Trentham hybrid Melon

potters of Books.
—

—

A seventh edition of Hooker and Arnatft Eriluh

FUra (Longmans, 14*.) has just appeared. It seems to

have been carefully revised by the learned authors, and
will be found an excellent field companion. We rejoice

to find here, as elsewhere in so many places, fresh

recruits for the new crusade against bad specie-

we hope t:> see, when the next edition appears, that the

genera Salix, Rubus, Rosa, Ace, will be finally dealt

with as they require. Sir William Hoocer in bis

" Flora Seotica," and Professor Iindler in his

" Monograph of Roses," began well ; bat we

sav conscientiously that either has been true to

Of PiNE-ArPLES Mr. Robinson, ir. to Lord Boston, principles. Tne time, however, has evidently arrived

sent a Providence weighing 7 lbs. 4 oz. : Mr. Chapman, when a determined stand most be

«r to J. B. Gleg?, Esq 7 a fruit of the same variety, science, and we trust tr.

weighing 6 lbs. Hoz. ; Mr. Barron, gr. to Mrs. Vivian, drawing a clear distinction between botanists and

an Otaheite, weighing i lbs. 8 oz : Mr. Turnbull, gr. to botanophilists.

the Duke of Marlborough, a Cayenne, weighing '

—

~

„. .. .
.

4 lbs. 9 oz. ;
Mr..James, gr. to C. H. Leigh, Esq., a Pip** Pop**

. -^*^»
Queen, weighing 3 lbs. HU oz. ; and Mr. Clements, of (12mo, Simpkin & MarshaJ, 1*

Oak Hill, a Queen, which weighed 2 lbs. 1 4 oz. explaining the meaning of the military and naval terms

Grapes were plentiful and good, more especially now brought by the war into commoniose. _!« swtJ

black sorts ; the white kinds were scarcely ripe. Mr. ,
done, and answers the purpose .or which u is intended.

Flemin", gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, at Cliveden, ... . ,

had mist excellent Black Hamburgh, large both in \
Metsn - - nsse, have pnbhsfaed a

bunch and berry, and well coloured. Mr. Ingram, gr. very useful map of the tea ol Azo3, compiled tarn

ftp her- Majesty at Frogmore, also had good BhTek au:lient
:

c documents. On a former occasion we tartto

Hamburgh ; and so had" Mr. Dods, gr. to Sir J. Cath- . notice a map of similar excellence d the works o: the

cart Bart Mr. Martin, gr. to Sir P. H Fleetwood, Allies round SebastopoL This has a more extended

sent some extremely good examples of Black sphere, is of more
Bart., =.

Frontignan, large both in bunch and berry, and quite respects as weil executed.
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Garden Memoranda.
Mr. John Wateiier's American Nursery, Bagshot.

—Those who wish to see American plants in all the

grandeur which they can present, and under the

very best of circumstances, should now pay a visit to

the fields of Rhododendrons, Azaleas, and Kalmlas
which have been planted and established here many
years ago by Mr. Waterer. Every year about this

time, or in forward seasons a little earlier, whole acres

are studded with the lovely blossoms of these charming
plants; and notwithstanding tile very unfavourable

winter and spring that have just parsed by, they are as

fine at the present time as ever we remember to have
seen them. It is true that some of the deep crimson
kinds are now over, and that a" few of the tenderer

scarlets lost their buds by the late spring frost, but this

is a circumstance the less to be regretted ; for by con-

tinually crossing the early kinds with late sorts we can
now enjoy the beauty of scarlet or at least deep
crirrson Rhododendrons which flower sufficiently

late to be out of the reach of such a calamity.
We noticed standard Rhododendrons here 8 and
10 feet in height, with clean stems and immense
heads loaded with flowers. Trees of these dimensions
are not uncommon, and a knowledge of this fact alone,

independent of the thousands of bushes and standards
of less size, will serve to furnish lovers of American
plants with some idea of the kind of treat a visit to Mr.
Waterer's nursery may be expected to afford. The
scarlet, orange, and buff colours of the A zaleas, too, form
an interesting intermixture which renders the whole
varied and effective.' The broad-leaved Kalmias,
too, promise soon to make an excellent display.

Among Rhododendrons, one of the best of the rich
crimson kinds is Brayauum, a charming sort, with a
good shaped truss ; this should be in every collection.

Barelr.3"anura is also fine, and a late bloomer ; atros.in-

guineum is very dark, and Archimedes is one of
the very best of bright rose colours ; Brutus is desir-

able and so is Desdemora ; Nero and Onslowea-
num are two valuable kinds, as are«dso maculatum
nigrum and rubrum, the former having exchanged the
spots that are usually on the upper petals for a blotch
•of deep chocolate, which gives it a distinct aud striking
appearance. Among other Rhododendrons few are
more striking than Grand Arab, Soleil d'Austerlitz,
Blandyanum, and vestitum coccineum. These are
bright and beautiful varieties, and in most seasons
flower sufficiently late to be out of the reach of spring
frosts. Leopardi is a very fine spotted rosy lilac kind

;

and Towardianum has large, very finely shaped blos-

soms which must ever render it a favourite. Captiva-
tion is worth attention, on account of its compact, neat,
conical heads ; Blatteum is a very dark kind, with
large trusses ; and Nobleanum bicolor is good, as is

also Mammoth. Lady Eleanor Cathcart is one of the
most beautiful kinds we have seen, it has flowers not un-
like those of a rosy pink Pelargonium, with a dark
blotch on the upper petals ; this has deservedly already
^become a favourite. John Waterer and Mrs. John
Waterer are also very fine varieties ; the colour of the
former is nearly as bright as that of the Geant des
Batailles Rose when about half blown ; the latter is a
charming rosy crimson. Catawbiense splendens and gran-
diflorum make excellent standards ; C. album elegans
and delicatissimt'.m are still the best whites. Egregium
makes a pretty standard, as do also mirandum, perspi-

Cuum, roseum elegans, and gemmiferum ; the latter is

a small rosy flowered kind. There is also grown here

what is reported to be an excellent variety of Victoria,

but this we did not see ; Everestianum is still a most
useful kind ; Magniflorum is a brilliant rose, as are also

Buehess of Wurtemberg, Sir Colin Campbell, and
Reideanum. Piombo is a good spotted lilac. Fastuosum
is a well-known double kind, which still maintains its

good character.)

Of Azaleas, one of the best scarlets is coccinea major,
but cruenta is also a good one ; aurantiaea cuprea is a

fiDe orange, and carnea delicatissima a pretty light pink,

and a good trusser ; decus hortorum is rose, with the

back petals yellow ; and of buffs and yellows none
surpassed pontica globosa, and p. princeps. Of other

fine kinds of various colours, we remarked Gloria

Patriae, and Mundi, triumphans, imperatrix, monstrosa,

Variabilis, Morteri^Ne Plus Ullra, persoluta, praenitens,

crocea, distincta and nitens. These are all first rate

kinds, in which no one need fear being disappointed.

V/e also noticed in bloom a bed of the White Indian

.Azalea, which lias stood the winter here unhurt.

At the entrance of this nur3ery next the town of

Bagshot stands a very fine weeping Beech, which is

•exceedingly pendulous and handsome. Purple and

copper Beeches are also common here. Among Conifers,

which thrive well on the sandy peaty soil of this neigh-

bourhood, were some remarkably fine young Deodars,

which being moved frequently transplant with good roots.

Of Pinus insignis there was a plentiful crop of seedlings

;

we also remarked P. Benthamiana, tuberculata, and

Lambertiana. The Fitzroya and Saxe-Gothoea have

wintered unhurt, while in some places we noticed the

leaves of Araucaria imbricata browned. Indoors were

youns plants of Pinus Jeffreyana, Libocedrus decurrens,

and Wellingtonia gigantea.

The fine Arhor-vitse hedges with wbich°this nursery
is intersected deserve a concluding remark ; they are
some 10 feet in height, about 13 inches in width, and
as perpendicular and even as they can be cut. They
thus make close fences from bottom to top, and are not
only useful but ornamental.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The utmost care should be

exercised to prolong the beauty of handsome specimens,

carefully shading them on bright days and keeping the

atmosphere as moist as circumstances will permit, and
well supplying the plants with water at the root. It is

particularly important to attend to shading and keeping

the atmosphere moist while New Holland and other

bardwooded plants are the principal ornaments of the

house, for these soon fade in a warm dry atmosphere.

Also give the most scrupulous attention to keeping

everything about the show-house clean and neat, and
keep a sharp watch upon specimens growing in the beds
liable to the attacks of red spider, or other insects, and
apply the proper remedy immediately the enemy is

perceived.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.— Where the bottom heat is obtained from

tan or other fermenting matter it will be necessary to

add a little fresh material at intervals, in order to recruit

the heat, but at this season it will be safer to surface

with a few inches of fresh tan iu a rather dry state than
to turn the bed, mixing the fresh materials, which often

cause too strong a heat ; and at this season there is

much more danger of erring on the side of too much
than too little bottom heat. Give every attention to

keeping up a succession of fruit. Perhaps the most
certain method of doing this is by securing and potting a
number of suckers proportionate to the demand, at

short intervals during the growing season, therefore

attend to keeping up a regular supply of young plants, if

doing this should necessitate throwing away a few over-

grown plants which have failed to fruit at the desired time.

We have frequently seen gardeners allow the number of

large plants to increase, so that there was little room
left for the young stock, which suffered accordingly, and
disappointment came in due course. Do not let the

growing stock suffer for want of pot room, or through

dryness at the root, and afford them a moist atmosphere,

syringing and shutting up early in the afternoon, so as

to give the house a good steaming. Recently potted

plants, especially if they were much pot bound before

being repotted, should be kept rather close and shady,

with a thoroughly moist atmosphere, and very carefully

attended to with water until they appear to have taken

to the fresh soil. Vineries In the case of fruit intended

to be kept as long as possible, the berries should be

thinned, so that they will hardly touch when fully

swelled, for it is scarcely possible to keep Grapes
through the winter except they are severely thinned.

Be particularly careful of the foliage of the Vines in-

tended to furnish a late supply of Grapes, and if plants

must be grown in the house see that they are not

infested with black thrips or red spider, for if either of

these pests is allowed to gain a footing on the

Vines, the foliage will probably be greatly injured,

and then there will be no cliance of keeping the

Grapes in good [condition for any time after they are

ripe. Muscats must be encouraged with a brisk tem-

perature '.while setting.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Although the weather has not yet been so warm as

we could wish, and the bedding-out stock is not making
much apparent progress, the plants are nevertheless

rooting freely in light well prepared soil ; and should we
be favoured with a few weeks of warm [sunshine, Ver-

benas and such things will doubtless grow away rapidly

and soon cover the beds. Stir the surface soil either

after heavy rains or artificial waterings as often as may
be necessary to keep it light and open ; but in doing

this the roots of the plants which may be near the sur-

face must not be disturbed. Should the weather become
warm and dry see that the plants do not feel the want

of moisture at the root. Thin out'the shoots of herba-

ceous plants where crowded, and support those left with

stakes before they get broken down, but avoid the too

common practice of huddling a quantity of shoots to a

single stake. Attend to the propagation of favourite

hardy plants as cuttings can be procured, and endea-

vour to get a good stock of these things rooted

while there is spare room, &c., at command ; for

the propagation of next season's bedding stock will soon

require attention. Pansies are amongst the gayest of

spring floweriDg plants, and if a good stock of cnttings

can be got in now they will be found very useful for

enlivening the borders next spring. Cuttings of the

young shoots root freely under a haDdglass in a shady

situation, and if planted out in rich soil will make nice

stocky plants in course of the autumn, and may be

transplanted to where they are to flower any time before

winter or in spring. See that Roses are not being

injured by green-fly or their enemy the " grub." If

much infested with green-fly dip the shoots in tobacco-

water, but if taken in time a good washing with the

garden-engine will generally prove a" cure. If not

already done, get Brompton and Queen Stocks sown,

selecting a bit of light open soil ; and attend to them with

water until fairly up and well established, which will be

necessary in order to have strong plants before winter.

Persevere with mowing, the destruction of weeds, and

other routine work, and keep every corner clean and

trim.
HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

See that the Morello Cherry trees are not attacked

by black fly, which is often troublesome on these at this

season, and syringe witli tobacco water and soap suds

on the first appearance of the enemy, as, if neglected

but for a short time, it is often difficult to eradicate, and
greatly injures the trees. If syringing is found ineffec-

tual iu cleaning the trees, dip the points of the shoots
in tobacco water. This is a somewhat tedious process,

however, particularly where the shoots are short, and
will seldom be found necessary if syringing is done in

time, and before the pest gets established. Look over
the Peach and Nectarine trees, and remove any shoot

not'wanted, which may have been left in disbudding,
and do not knowingly leave a single shoot which will

not be wanted at next nailing time. Also, attend to the
timely stopping of breast wood and side shoots not
wanted for laying in on wall and espalier trees generally,

and the same attention should be afforded dwarf
standards. The labour of keeping fruit trees in good order
during the summer is not very considerable, and is well

repaid in the improved appearance of the trees ; but
careful summer management is essential if a fruitful

habit is to be induced, and well ripened fruitful wood
secured before winter ; and all useless wood should be
kept closely stopped throughout the summer. Thin
advancing crops, as Carrots, Onions, &c, early, and
loosen np the surface of the ground after heavy rains.

Give plenty of water to the planted out Celery, and also

to the plants in beds for succession crops.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending June 21, 135a. as observed at the Horticultural Qarder «

Friday n
Satur. lf>

Sunday 17

Mon.. IS

Tuea. 19
Wed. .20

Thorn. 21

Averatre

.

29..146

29.434

29 9116

30.095

30.223
:;iui;>',

30.335

2",-.^

Mm;
3n.(76l

31! .322

30.1S1

29.S-11 fil.S 39.7 50.8

1 toot 2feei
deep. deep.

53 56
57 56
53 56
36 55*
56 63

5P.R

S.W.
s.
N.W
W.
N.
N.

JN'.E.

June 15—Cloudy; fine; rain at nisht.— 16 — Heavy clouds; very heavy rain in forenoon ; showery ^oretcaet.— 17— tloudy; Bhowery; clear and cold at night.— IS— Clear; cloudy; overcast; rain.— 39— Fine; overcast; clear and cold.— 2f>—Light clouds ; elenr; fine; clear; 2 degrees of frost at night.— 'Jl—Clear; fine; very clear at night.
Mean temperature of the week lli deg. helow the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CBISWICK.
Uuringrbe last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending June 30, 1855.

The highest temperatnre durine the ahove period occurred on the 27th,.

lS26-therm.9it deg.; and the lowest on the 3fltb,lS-l9—therm. 35 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: GPS. Johnson's "Dictionary of Modern Gardening.1

—X Y Z. You can scarcely expect us to say more of the
" Theory and Practice of Horticulture" than we have said. K.
No doubt "-popular" works on botany are wretched. But who
is to blame 2 The public will not pay for good works, but
insists upon such as are cheap, and consequently has them. Do
you expect publishers or authors to ruin themselves in order
that the pocket of the ',' dear public" may he protected ? People
who pay no more than the price of trash, must be content with
trash. Just as Mr. Bull, who insists upon jobbing whenever
his own personal advantage is concerned, must be contented
with the same practice when it benefits others and ruins him-
self. The common Liquorice plant, Glycyrrhiza glabra, is in
all good works on ceconomical botany. You will find it in
Lindley's " (Economical and Medical Botany," and in Pereira's
" Materia Medica."

Diseases: A K. There is no fungus about your Grape leaves.

They appear to be partially chlorotised ;. and if bo, there is little

doubt that there is something wrong about the roots. The
Grapes will probably suffer, but you can do little at present.
The state of the roots should be carefully examined in the
autumn. M. J. B.

Grapes:*/ P. The brown marks indicate portions of the skin-

havicg been injured when young by being brought in contact
with something improper

;
perhaps the hair of the man's head

employed in thinning.
Greenhouses : G W B. There is no sort of objection to carrying
your Yine up to a first floor before it enters your greenhouse:
and if you can obtain a Vine with ripe wood long enough to

pass inside the ground floor, let it do so. But if your Vine is to>

make its growth when it is planted before it enters, then you
must carry it up outside. "What you must take care of is that,

the border, or borders, no matter which, where your Vines
grow, are so placed as to be warmed by the sun, and at the
same time are not exposed to excessive dryness in summer. The-
materials you propose to use for your border are suitable.

Insects : B. W. Yt-ur Aimee Vibert Hose is badly infested with
the female Coccus, or Scale, similar to that of the Peach and
Apricot. The young are just hatching, therefore yoa must at

once destroy every specimen by picking them ofif and crushing
them with your nail, or your tree will certainly perish.

—

J B M, The bees sent are the male and female of the Antho-
phora retusa, the history of which you will find in Gardeners'
Chronicle, 1&52, p. 340. . The bees which cut tho Rose leaves
are narrower and more like the common bee, but are at once
known by having the belly covered with orange plush. W.

Names of Plakts : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,

or couhi have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks mere especially apply^
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gainiug information.

"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.—Beta. The common Scorpion Senna or
Coronilla Emerus.—A MK. Tellima grandiflora.

The Deodar : D. The male catkins are very young. They
appeared two years ago at Bury Hill, near Dorking, on the
trees of Mr. Charles Barclay.

Misc : A Subscriber. The new law compels us to stamp the Paper
on the outside page; if the stamp were printed inside it would
very rarely be folded so as to expose it.% As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries.

can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting

contributions is still delayed.
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PEAT C H A l< C & A L.

THE PEAT CIIAIICOAL COMPANY beg to inform
Agriculturist!*, f loibdu, &c.

f
that (hoy can bo supplied with

the abovo valuable deodoriser; fine in boxes, and course In Hecks,
by applying to their Agouti,, mark [Totjuhkjiliv & Co., 204a,
( i'|iii 'I'ljiiim ii Btrogtj London,

PERUVIAN GUANO, Uoliviari Guf.no, SujmrirfioB;

phutn of Lime, Nitrate of Hodu, Hugar Hctim, arid every
description of Artificial Manures, Unseed Cakes, Ac,

Wm, Inouh c'aunk, io, Mark Luoo; London.

|>ATMNT .SANITARY .SKWA<;K COMPANY'S
-L NlTico-riionrjfATi;i> CAHBON on BLOOD MANU1U5,
HI, 10*. por ton; delivered In London, bngH Included. Each ton
contains imoiijii. Bloofl and n rjer cent, of Phonpliato of Umo.
Jjg0ht3 throughout tho country.

ii'j, Lincoln's Inn Holds, London.

MHJKNIP SOWING.—The U«d©rBlgncd bog to. offer
J- Uialr valuable SupborphoBpbflto of Lime tSt;Q " Itoynl Afrri'
cultural RocliityV .Journal," Vol. VI., Part 2), Turnip Manure,
aaul Nltro-plumplmte or Blood Manure.

AIhij on Halo, Guano, Nitrate of Soda, Gypsum, Bone-dust,
Sulphuric Add, Bait, iokI all other Mioiunm ol known value.
Agents for tho saluol Peat CJiarconl.—Apply for Prlcoj Current to
Maun jftmncnom. & Co., 204a, Uppor Tiiamei Sweat, London

COUN HA NUKE FOR BPUINC1 SOWING,
CONCENTRATED URATE FOB GRASS, KAPJG, ANJJ

ALL ROOT CHOI'S.
8UPERPH08PHATE OP LIM E.

riMIE LONDON MANUKK COMPANY tjon'tiritie
•A. to mmuifacturu tho above Manures, which havo been used
with ho much success for the lust 14 years.
The London Manure Company also supply ri'.mvi a N

GUANO (direct from Importers' warehouses), Nitrate of Soda.
Bulphatn of Ailing niji, Flshory and other Salts, Bono Du it. and
every artificial manure of known valiio. Edwaud Punsait. Sco.

Omco .10, Bridge Stroot, Blnck friars,

'1M1K FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-*- at Mr. l. auks' Factory, Doptford Creek:—Turnip Manure,

71. per ton; Superphosphate of Lime, 7/,; Sulphuric Acid and
Comolltos, 07.

Office, CO, King William Street, City, London.
N It. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrato of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
othi j' Ohemlcal Manures.

WAItNKR'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
an OTMBfiAL PORTABLE PC MP,

The valve hi a hull of ImperUliahle
material, and com 61 i log in i< Hon.

The barrel hi of galvanised Iron, not

likely U rod», rad can be ral ed m
lowan 'i si pies lure. 1 he legi **'" fold

togethi i, and the whoU may be cai

on shoulder toany pond or tank i red,

Price "i H In. Pump, irttn Ii

.

Tho barrel Is 274 '" '*"": ,"" 1 " '
'* ''-

'

ure r> ft, blah.
\t, inch autta Perchs Buction Pipe,

I
|

(../
|

. i fool

l
j
Inch Flexible RrfBOfT and CaflTI i

Suction Plpo, 8*. Bd. pel foot.

May i.i) obtained oJ any Ironmoogj i

or Plnmboi In ton n or country, at tho

ithovi prlci or ol tlito Patentees nnd

Hanufaoinrorff, John Wahm-.h & Bova,
h, Crescent, Jowin Btra t I Ion,

I&vory description ol Maehlnory f<-r

Raising WiiOr, by moans of Whocls,
(tarns, Doep well Pumps, Ao.j also

I ii. and Uordi n Englm i,
'•• Engri ton applleatlofl,

WAWNER'S PATENT VIBRATING
I I

DARD PUMPS,
PATENT CABT-IBON PUMPS, rot the a sol I

tnges, Manure Tanks, aud Weill ol a d< pthnotuxi
Dlamoter Length ofBam i,

T Barrel undei i

TV'j AN URES.— The following Manures arc mnnu-
-!» faoturcd by Hodgson & Simpson, CaHler S< n]i Wi-rkw,
Wakefield, and Mattui^vm & Co., Manufacturing Agi'lcnltural
ChoiuiatH, Driffield. Simpson's ammonia PHOSPHATE, n

valuable Top-Dresslng for Wheat, Barley, and Oats. Shitson's
NITKO-PHOSPHATB for Turnips, Potatoes, and all other
bulbous root crops, price 8/. per ton. N.1J. Manures specially pre-
pared for'GraesandPInxi The abovehave been successfully tented
tor the last Seven Years by tho loading farmers in Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, and ol her counties, and were applied last season to a
breadth of upwards of 15,000 acres of land with tho moSt bene-
ficial results to tho crops. A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will be forwarded by post on application,

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
.Others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
ellicient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nksbit, V G.S., &c,
Principal of tli e Agricultural and Chemical College, kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolitos, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at. the Collego.

/ ^ OLLEG E o^AGUlCULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V> and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
36, Lower Kenningtou Lane, Kenningtou, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesdit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in tho College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and tho Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for tho .Universities.
Analyses and Assays ot evory description are promptly and

accurately executed at tho College Tho terms and other par-
ticiQursmay he had on apnlicat

i

on to the Principal.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, TORONTO, UPPER CANADA.
Agricultural Department.

THE PROFESSOR OF AGRICULTURE, who re-

sides on the Experimental Farm attached to the College,

is prepared to receive into his family a small number of Pupils,
who iv- ill have the advantage of entering on an extensive course
of Collegiate Studies in connexion with Agriculture, on very
easy terms.— Particulars and References may ho obtained of

Mr. H. G. Austen, 259, High Street, Borough, London; or by
addressing Professor BoCKLAND, University College, Toronto,
Upper Canada.—June 1S55. .

THE GENErTaETlaND DRAINAGE AND 1M-
PKOVEMENT COMPANY

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq., M.P., Chairman,
Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S.
HeuryCurrie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq
Edward J. Hntchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.

William Tite, Esq., F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered, to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage,or otherwise; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charpe the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of50
years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with "the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
tUo Company's Capital. William Clifford, Sec.

pLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO.'S PRIZE
Vy PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, and COMBINED
THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING and WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be Been at their London Establish-
ment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information
relative thereto can he obtained. These Machines are constructed
to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the
grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require no
hands except to take away the Corn. Ac, as threshed, the whole
of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chan', and Pulse are delivered in the
places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of
Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and 1'rom the position
they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, Hatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and .simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not
surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.
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Tho short barrel Pump in very convenient
for fixing In situations of limited height nnd
Hpaco, for the supply of coppers and
Wash-houses with soft water (torn under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may bo lixod, when dCHired,

under tho stogo.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at tho above prices, or '>f the
Patentees and Manufacturers. JOHN WARNER axd
6, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Evory description of Machinery for Raining Water, by mean!

of Whii'K iiHtus, i>iTp Well Pumps, .tc; also Fire and Garden
Engines, Aic. &c,—Engravings sent on application.

fOHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent. Jewin Streot, London.

GALVANISED IRON TLB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Wauneu's Registered Spbkadkb,

is strongly re-

commcnded,foT
durability and
low price, viz

.

2J. 19i.,

10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 galy-.'Jl

gals., & 35 gals.

Maybeobtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
intown or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

senc on application. Syringes of various construction^ and sixes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from ;V^to I.t. 3d. per lb.

JOHN WARNER ami SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,
O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS.
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES
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Braw Syringes, 9t. to 18*.

All articles of John Wakneh & Soxs1 manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at
the advertised prices.

Jons Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardentr with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five mioutes as he could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and wiih half the labour to

himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses,
Cottages. Farms, Mansions, or Boards ot Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories. Lawns, &c.
Sheets of Enpravines sent on aprtiit'flrion.

BLACK JAPAN VAUMSH.—This article will be
found from its durability and cheapness of the greatest

utility for Painting Hurdles. "Wire-work, Palings, Gates. Fences,

&Cj and out-door work of extxy descripiion. whether ofWood or

Iron. Its value has been proved by the test of time. It shcnld

be well stirred up before using and applied cold. This Varnish
will retain its quality for any length ot time, provided the cask

be kept closed.

May be obtained through any ironmonger; or of JohxWarneb
& Sons, S, Jewin Crescent. London.

N.B. Sold in casks containing 28, or 14 gallons, at 2s. pel

gallon. Casks (which canuot be returned^, 5a. each.
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Spenser, " not only increased its fertility, but gave

to the soil the solidity which is essential to the

growth ol Wheat. By these means Clover and

other artificial grasses were raised, and the power

of keeping more stock was obtained." And the pre-

sent Norfolk mode of husbandry became possible

and profitable upon an infertile sand treated in this

manner.

Lincoln Heath and Lincoln Wolds are other

notable instances of sandy and chalk wastes re-

spectively reclaimed. Their history has been told

so often that it is useless to repeat it. Land formerly

a continuous rabbit warren is now worth 30s. an

acre to rent, and exhibits agricultural wealth on

the part of its cultivators such as no other

county boasts of. The means employed have been

the application of chalk to the wolds, after grubbing

up the Gorse which occupied the waste, and dressing

heavily with bone-dust ; marl too is applied along

the western edge of the chalk where it adjoins the

beds of calcareous clay lying beneath it in the

geological scale. These means, followed up by the

growth of large quantities of food for sheep con-

sumed upon the land, maintain the former waste

at its present high pitch of fertility. The Heath
district upon the oolite beds of Lincolnshire has

been rendered fertile in a somewhat similar manner.
Immense quantities of oil-cake are consumed by
sheep upon it, and large quantities of Rape-cake

and bone-dust are applied directly to the land.

These, and the manure from the sheep fed upon it,

the consolidation as well as the fertilising matters

thus given to the soil, ensure " noble crops upon
land for which a few years since the rent was paid

by two rabbits an acre." The full history of these

districts will be found in Mr. Pusey's report published

in the fourth volume of the Journal, and Mr. Clarke's
published in vol. 12.

A particular instance of the treatment of a
light sandy soil may be given here in which a

farm of many hundred acres is concerned. A
large portion is still under the thick close

covering of ling by which the sandy waste is

covered. Immediately around the house, which is treatment.

by traction seems even more suitable than one that

digs vertically; and hence the plough, when here-

after expelled from sticky clays and bottomless

loams, may take refuge upon the thin sands and
scantily-covered rocks. Let us, therefore, encourage

Mr. Williams in his attempted steam-ploughing

on the Wiltshire hills.

Our views should be comprehensive : not looking

for a steam cultivator merely upon deep soils, fortu-

nately free from obstructing stones, but wherever

workmen and horses are engaged in cultivation.

Steam-power performing our principal tillage opera-

tion—that is, breaking up whole ground,' burying

the last crop with its weeds, and turning up a fresh

seed-bed for the next—ought surely to be a radical

and gigantic improvement throughout our national

husbandry ; so that it behoves public-spirited agri-

culturists, in every part of the kingdom, to seek the

help of the mighty motor for whatever kinds of

tillage may be suited to their district.

General opinions of the theory of cultivation, and
varying practical deductions from them, have tended

to bewilder while instructing the machinist ; and
have hitherto left him in doubt whether he is to

plough, dig, or grate into powder. But why should

not existing practice in all its adaptations to par-

ticular soils be taken as the guide in the first

instance ? Let the first aim of inventors be to make
steam-power plough where ploughing answers best

;

delve and fork where deep working is most effectual,

and scratch where such comminution is found to be

profitable. When this has been achieved, any
universal method fitted for all soils may be safely

left for future discovery.

Now, in light-land farming, what sort of tillage

forms—and from the nature of the ground must con-

tinue to form—the fundamental or first operation

:

is there most need for digging, ploughing, or grub-

bing ? In answering this question, let us just refer

to the general character of our light soils, which,
from their extensive distribution, demand a share in

the benefits of steam-culture—although their mecha-
nical may be scarcely so important as their chemical

moister climate enables a more frequent use of the
plough in spring upon the same quality of land
that, in the more arid south, must be worked by
the grubber instead ; and besides ordinary plough-
ing, the operation of ridging or drilling is very
common.
From the foregoing statements, then, we conclude

that a steam-culi ivator to be valuable on light lands
must be able (in the first place) to cut up and
mince, or else slice and divide, firm ground, for

only 2 inches in depth. As the weight of a steam-
engine would be little detriment to such land, the
locomotive principle, with an attached revolving
tiller, seems appropriate ; but on the other hand,
these light soils being generally steep or undulating,
the difficulty of working the gradients on a soft and
rugged way, points rather to the traction principle

as being preferable. Whichever system is adopted,

the machine must be also able (in the next place)

to slice and effectually invert a staple of loose

stony soil 5 inches, or it may he only 4 inches, in

depth, burying every portion of the old surface,

together with the manure spread upon it; and
leaving the up-turned soil in pieces as firm and as

closely laid as furrow slices are now left by the

plough. The work can scarcely be better done than

by the plough itself; why not, therefore apply
steam-power to draw either broadsharing, grubbing,

or ploughing implements (as required) after Mr.
Williams's or some other person's plan ? Let us

by all means welcome attempts of this order, thus

shown by actual practice to be fitted for light lands.

/. A. G.

sheltered by plantations of Larch and Fir, portions

of the land are under cultivation, and in pasture.

The first step towards the attainment of fertility

obviously is to remove the present vegetable
covering of the land, and that is being done by
breast plough, common plough, hook and grubbing
axe, and fire. The land, when ploughed and pro-

perly reduced, is partly sown with Oats, and partly

cultivated for Turnips ; and considerable dressings

of guano, bones, and Rape-cake are applied to ensure
a crop. The application of lime, too, has been of
essential benefit. The consumption of the roots

upon the land with sheep, their consumption
along with oilcake there,, gives a manuring and
consolidation which prepares the soil for grain crops

;

and very soon, no doubt, simply by these means—for

clay has not been found within a profitable distance,

by which the mineral faults of the soil might be
corrected directly—land which yields now perhaps
less than it did when the "horned cattle" of Robin
Hood browsed its herbage, will be as productive as

the once sandy wastes of Lincolnshire and Norfolk.

The remedies then for this source of infertility

which observation has recorded, are the application I

of marl and clay, the use of bone-dust and of Rape-
cake, and the consumption of green crops and of

oilcake upon the land by sheep. It is reasonable
to suppose that the earliest instances of reclamation
from the state of rabbit warren have been those of

Tracts of light land are interspersed throughout
all our clays, such as those on the red sandstone

and plastic clay ; but are most prominent in England
upon the upper chalk, the upper oolite, and the

arenaceous deposits of the Hastings sand and various

other formations ; and in Scotland, upon the older

strata of granite, gneiss, trap, &c. The flinty chalk

soils are sucked dry by their open and absorbent
subsoil; and the tendency of both these soils and
those of the thin oolite stonebrash to let the rains

run through them, instead of closing up and retain-

ing the moisture like siliceous soil, leads the farmer
to plough and cultivate as little as possible in pre-

paring for a fallow crop. The stubble is broken up by
grubbing and broadsharing about 2 inches in depth,

and after being harrowed and cleaned, the land is

ploughed with a shallow furrow—generally burying
a dressing of yard-manure. In spring, another
scuffling or two, without any further ploughing,
completes the main part of the preparation for

Turnips. When the roots are gone, a light plough-
ing, followed by the cultivator, or on very dry light

soils by the press-roller, together with a harrowing,
prepares a seed-bed for Barley. For other green and
grain crops the tillage is much the same ; only in

hreaking-up Clover lea for Wheat, a skim-plough
is employed, which cuts off the Clover or Grass
roots from the upper edge of the furrow slice and
throws it in the bottom of the previous furrow, so

greatest original promise, though Mr. Brett, Lord !
l
!

lat there sha ' 1
,

be no vegetation springing up from

Leicester's tenant, did not consider his case very
promising when he refused to renew his lease at an
advance of 2s. per acre : but the sandy wastes that

still remain—those of Notts, and Hants, and Surrey
—though we do not see upon them rabbits burrowing
amidst nettles, as Young did greatly to his indigna-

tion on the wolds of Lincolnshire, are yet not
altogether without promise in the natural vegeta-
tion which covers them. The Fern and Gorse are

the seams. The presser is also used to consolidate

the furrows and provide a firm seed-bed. Both the
upper chalk and upper oolite soils abound with
flints or rubbly stones ; and an implement afraid of

these will have a very limited field of action.

The sandy soils of England are scattered in every
county, and are most prevalent upon the Hastings
sand, plastic clay, red sandstone, millstone grit, and
magnesian limestone formations. Scarifying, drag'

not altogether absent, and there is many a tract, ! g1Dg>. an(1 ploughing, some 5 inches deep, are the

especially in the southern countries, whose neigh-
j

Prlnc;pal tillage operations ; two ploughings being

bourhood geologically furnishes the remedy which !

sufficient in preparing for Turnips, while the grubber

their light and >andy character requires. The use of f°rms
,
the__chief spring implement—from fear of

water as a fertiliser upon sand)' soils—such facts as

have any bearing upon that point—will be considered
.n the sequel.

Although an observer of the imperfect action of
the plough upon heavy land may regard it as a
" doomed implement," upon light land it is very
efficient, and when followed by the seam-presser
leaves little to be desired in the way of complete

drought. The finest and mellowest seed-bed for

Wheat is obtained by simple ploughing and seam-
pressing, and for no purpose is deep-working resorted

to. For planting Potatoes and some other crops,

the plough is brought into requisition to bury the
needful dressing of manure.
We come next to the trap or whinstone soils

and limestone gravels of Scotland—like the light

lands already referred to, consisting of a loose
ness

; for the object on thin light soils is not so much brownish earth, plentifully intermixed with small
pulverisation as a moderate degree of division,
retaining as much solidity as is compatible with the
growth of a crop. Wherever a thin staple obliges
a shallow system of tillage, an implement worked

stones. Ploughing to a considerable depth is prac

ticable in some situations ; but cultivation for Oats

and Turnips is carried up the hills wherever soil

enough can be got to cover the ploughshare. A

EXPERIENCES IN LAND DRAINAGE.
No. XVI.— Successful in every instance.— Drains

parallel ; and from 3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet 6 inches

deep, depending upon the fall to be obtained, and upon
the stratum in which the water usually lies.—Four feet

is the average wished for. — Meadow land has been
usually done in the same way, but the distance between
drains about one-third wider.—The drains are with the

fall. In meadow land the furrows are usually followed

;

in arable land seldom, unless the ridges are very wide,

and consequently high.—In this neighbourhood 2-inch

pipes are almost always used for minor drains, 3 and
4-inch for mains. In the west riding of this county I

have sometimes used collars where a good bottom was
not to be procured, and the depth of minor drains is regu-

lated by the fall to be obtained.—I have used air drains

in Cumberland—1^-inch pipe and collared minor drains

—with great benefit. With Government grants of

money, the Assistant-Commissioners do not think them
necessary.—The average number of acres discharging

at one outfall I cannot give, as it depends entirely on the

fall, from 3 or less to 40 or more acres.—I have drained

from poorest clay to richest loam, and then again to

weakest peat and sandy soil. Subsoil stiff clay with

shale, clay, occasional seams of gravel, sandstone.

Francis Parker, Rokeby Grove, Greta-bridge, Ywlcshire.

No. XVII.—Successful in all cases where the land has

been drained at a depth of 4 feet and upwards.—

I

have adopted a parallel system, taking the greatest

descent, and draining 4 and 4£ feet deep.—In Grass
land the drains are laid on a greater distance apart, and
for the most part at a greater depth, as it is not

considered necessary to have the water so quickly

carried off Grass land as tillage..—I have drained with

the greatest fall, excepting where the old furrows are

very deep, and lying not far out of the line having the

greatest descent, as I consider there is more lost in the
extra cutting caused by crossing the high ridges than

gained by taking the greatest descent. The furrows
have only been followed where lying in a right direction,

and falling at the proper distance apart, except in parti-

cular cases, as before named.—The tiles used have been

"2-inch for the parallel drains, and 3, 4, 5, and 6-inch for

the mains. Collars have been used in all cases where
the subsoil was of a sandy nature.— I have never tried

giving air to drains, as I consider it could be of no pos-

sible benefit, but might possibly do damage by allowing

flood water, &c, to get into the drain ; and were it

possible to have made the pipe a perfect vacuum, the

wrater would be forced in with increased velocity, and as

the water got discharged from the land the air would
naturally follow.-—The average acreage discharging into

an outfall depends upon the size of the pipe with which

the main drain is laid ; I consider a 4-ineh pipe on an
average and in porous subsoil will discharge from 12 to

15 acres : a 5-inch pipe, 20 to 25 acres, and a 6-inch

from 30 to 36 acres, but so much depends upon the sub-

soil and the distance of the drains apart.—The soils and
subsoils drained have been various where of a porous

description and on tillage lands the drains, when 4 feet

deep, are laid on an average about 12 yards apart ; where
the subsoil is a tenacious clay, not more than 8 yards

apart. G. M. Dixon, Netlieringlon.

No. XVIII.—Successful, provided the depth and dis-

tance of the drains correspond with the porosity or

tenacity of the subsoils.—A parallel system has been

adopted where the land has a tolerably even surface.

—

Drains 4 or 4.', feet deep.—The difference made between
arable aud Grass draining is only as regards the dis-

tance the drains are put apart, it being necessary that

arable land should have the parallel drains closer, that

the water should, after heavy rains, pass more rapidly

off.—The minor, or parallel drains, are almost invariably
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laid with the foil. The furrows are only followed when

they suit the direct toll of the gurtoce, and the width

(ho drain* are intended to bu put apart.- Two inch

circular pipes are used for minor, and 8,4,5, and fl inch

circular pipes for the mains, and collars are used whore

tho bottoms of the drains are soft or doubtful.- I never

thought nir pipes worth h trial, feeling confident that if

tho water found it* way to the drains nir would follow.

About 16 acres How out nt onu outfall.— All kinds of

Boils and subsoils liavo been drained, from tho most

porous gravel to the most tenaeious clay.

—

Josh, Snow-
ball., NMherwilton, Morpeth.

No. XIX,— 'J'liu result of my drainage operations on

all descriptions of land has been satisfactory no far as

timo Iiah proved them.—The drainage adopted in on a

parallel system,—Tho prevailing depth of the drains is

4 foet, and II yards apart.-*-No difference has been made
in the mode (>f draining between arable nod GraBS land.

—The direction of tho minor drains is aslant tho fall [and
tho furrows have generally been followed.—Two and a

half inch pipes bavo been used for the minor drains, nnd

3, 'I, or oven 6-inrh bore for the mains ; I have used
sockets in quick sands.— I have found benefit by giving

air at places to drains.—The average number of aoves

discharging at tho several outlets iH III.—Tho soil mid

subsoil strong loam on red marly (day highly charged
with liiin'sloih', wiili sandy I'ihsuivm at, draining depth.—
The geological formation is a deep bed of marl upon red

sandstone.—Tho height of the land drained in little

above the Boa level.—The average depth of rainfall in

my neighbourhood is <IOiiu:hrH. 1 beg leave to slate tiiat

whereas the land referred to has heretofore been sown
to Wheat, &0,, on high and narrow ridges, it is now lor

tho first time sown on the flat. Tho benefit anticipated

from this result of drainage alono is considerable.

Allow mo further to observe ibat as on drained or dry
land only we eiiu dispense with tho butt and furrow
principle, neither can we, excopt on Hat land (bind

without ridge and furrow), have equalisation, of 1st, tho

surface soil ; 2d, the seed sown (the drill being used)
;

3d, the manure spread ; and 4th, of the rain that fulls,

&e., tie. The benefits of draining, we believe, are
soverally very great. For Samuel Broolcs, Esq., Tkos.

Buttle, Manchester.

Home Correspondence.
Steam Cultivation.—Everybody knows that the whole

office of a steam engine is simply to turn a wheel ; but
everybody does not know how to turn a wheel so as to

pulverise the surface of the earth. Everybody knows
that Mr. Hoskyns has demonstrated that the surface soil

intended for cultivation ought to be ground up into the
pulverulent condition by a wheel ; but, unluckily,

neither he nor the professed mechanists know how to

grind. Mr. Hoskyns's deductions terminated in the
" vertically circular," which will not answer. All that
I shall say at this time is, if these inventors really desire
to know how to griud, I advise them at once to go to the
nearost mill ; they will there see how the upper nnd the

nether millstone operate ; aud then if they know how to

apply the lesson received through their eyes they will

soon be able to solve the problem of cultivating land by
mechanic agency. Prediction before an event is far

more attractive to certain investigators than auy obser-

vation after trial. On the ground that I once devoted
much time to the consideration of the introduction of

steam to cultivation, allow me to make a few remarks
for the meditation of your readers. Of course my ob-

servations will only have a reference to inventions past,

and not to those new inventions which may be prepared
for the grand trial at Carlisle next mouth. So far as I

am acquainted with the past attempts to apply steam to

tillage, I have no hesitation in affirming that the agri-

cultural mechanist has uot exhibited familiarity with
the process of invention, nor the farmer any true
idea of the consequences to be expected from the advent
of a new power to another department of his practice.

It is unnecessary to particularise the past attempts
to cultivate land by steam-power—all are well known

;

and what is the inference ? Why, from their

extraordinary unanimity on one point, namely,
of method, we must arrive at the conclusion that

both the agriculturist and mechanist expect to obtain
the boon of the above power unconditionally—that is,

without complying with any " conditions." They take
it for granted everything—steam-power amongst the
rest—will follow iu the wake of the plough ; that its

introduction wdll not disarrange iu the least old

methods or machines. Now I will show, by quoting
only two instances from past experience, that the
inference is fairly against such ideas ou their

part. The first I shall adduce is that of the
railway system : here the conditions required to be
fulfilled were that the old track or common roadway
should be abandoned, the stage coaches demolished, the
posting system abolished, and the roadside public-houses
shut up ; for the railway locomotive demanded a new
roadway, aud a new mode of couductiug conveyance
peculiar to its nature. The second illustration is

that of telegraphing by electricity ; this new method
of conveying messages demanded as a premium for
its introduction that the method of solid sigu-boards
visible to the naked eye at certain assigned distances

j

should be abandoned ; tho method of breaks and in-

tervals of space be renounced, and iu lieu thereof a con-
nected materia'! body be extended, aud touch iu one uu-
broken line every required point in the line of trans-
mission. Now, these two illustrations will serve as well

as a hundred to show that on the right introduction of

a new power to i ompll li an old puri o

clmn • e the "method" of pri in H

the inference In roipoot to the i Ighl

steam Into the field! Why, thai ll will demand a

totally different " method." of op rath

all clod ci uahi re, drill*, hoi 1,111 llmrro

materials to it* own method ol
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up his mind notbin ot the 1 01 1 n< ed occur, I'
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such radical changes In " mi

would aril " 'm the right inlroduci

the field i. Most decidedly not, for all con observe be

ban tacitly undertaken to gear steam power on to the

whol<- motlut operandi ol the former in the field, with

out alteration. Oharlci Burcltam, London, Jn
Mr. /Air. fall'i yield oj Butter. 0\ rvlng that Mr.

Horsfall's statements concernin tin y inti

j H Ided by hi i cows, when fed on Rape-cake, have been

considered extraordinary, and bis accurao; evoi

tinned, I hove been led !•> compare them with ci

results of dhTon ul fi ding, given in a tabular form in

No. 15 of your Journal, published A.pril I
I. From the

oonapariBon II appear* that the araonnt of butter ob.

tamed by Mr. II. is far from extraordinary, and thai

the peculiarity of his experience lies in ihis, that bo
obtains from a given quantity of milk a much less

quantity of cream but of greater density, from which
when churned bo obtains u quantity of butter greater
in proportion to the quantity of cream, but not

in proportion to the quantity of milk from which it

originates. For instance, if we compare Mr. Horsfall's

statements in last week's paper with No. ''• in the table

alluded to, wo find that Mr. II. produces '_'.'>{ oz. of

butter from I quart of cream, but that it ri

16 quarts of milk to produce that quart of c

whereas in the ense of the cows fed on the second cutting

of Clover, 1 quart of cream is obtained from less than
G quarts of milk, and therefore though this quart when
churned does not produce quite 11 oz., yet as there
were more than 2J quarts of cream obtained from
1(j quarts of milk, the quantity of butter produced was
29} oz., or \ lb. more butter than Mr. II. obtains from
the same quantity of milk. As it may be interesting in

the present stage of the discussion I have reduced the

table, which I now give in a form convenient for com-
parison.
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Jlr. Horsfall's cows on
Rape-cuke, &C 16 .03 10.11 1 251

1 70 lbs. of Mangold and 50
lbs. of Turnips r.t.-t 1.21 9 2.15 13.2 28.4

2 Ital. Rye-grass ml libitum 6.01 1.53 n.22 8.66 10.46 WS
3 Second Cutting of Clover 5.98 1.16 10.9 29 3
4 Cabbages tf.L'ti 1.48 10.75 27 5

5 Mangold leaves and Cab-
bages 1.56

(j Mangold leaves alone ... 6.67 1.17 -

7 50 lbs. of Mangolds and
60 lbs. of Turnips ... 7.22 1.25 9.0S 2.21 12.76 25.2

From these results it appears that the amount of butter

obtained by Mr. H. from a given quantity of milk is.

with oue exception, less than in any of the experiments
here recorded ; unless, therefore, there be some error in

the experiments, Rape-cake is far from taking the pre-

eminence as a butter-producing food. How far the

increased density, but diminished quantity, of cream in

Mr. Horsfall's practice is owing to Kspe-cake as a food
would be an iuteresting subject of inquiry. Mangolds
and Turnips, as compared with the other foods in the

experiments, teud in a slight degree to produce this

effect. D.
On Hoeing Wheat.—We notice in the Mark Lane

Express an inquiry as to the utility of hoeing thin plants

of Wheat deeply, or by keeping it free from weeds,

'

merely skimming it over. As our opinion and yours
appear coincident we trust our remarks in your columns
will be acceptable. We would say extirpate the weeds
decidedly, but as the season is far advanced it is advi-

sable not to hoe the corn deeply now, especially as the

drought has continued so long, and the land is in

sufficient pulverised state. AH possible care and cir-

cumspection should, however, on the part of master aud
man be exercised iu uprooting all kinds of weed as they

appeal- now with a common dock spud. Old mother
Earth will be busy iu nurturing her offsprings for a

mouth to come, and the weeds will assuredly come in

for the greatest share of nourishment from her resources,

if we be not alive and watchful to our interests by up-

rooting them in due time, now iu June before they have
mastered our crops. It will be too late when the corn

is in full ear to send iu mischievous boys and girls, or

even careful women or men, to repair the injury then.

Some of our Wheat crops, sown in 2-feet rows, at less

than 1 peck to the acre, which were dug up deeply

between in November, February,; audi March, with

Parkes' steel digging forks (admirably suited), are look-

ing splendid] and are admiredTsy all who see them, and i

societies.

ROY4
Wi i Mais M.l', lT'-

sident, in the chair.

i.t, bum r — Tb*
following communication was read frotn Mr. TliomM

'-J I baring-cross :

—

6, C h»rioi[ Crow, M »r *0. 1*3.
!'. Ul« CoolKfl 11>M I ifc't.14 «It».

in writing, lbs «nl»unc« of Um T«r1»l mrnnml *Uch I imis

Um Boctotf -m U». I* it.it. r»:uiT»

4 1 i! ill do* aadcareor, brU&T,
to do m>. Mr niictiti'.n wu upcctxlljr dlncOd to tUi «al4**t
two yean ago by being •ppotatod >g«al u>4 reedfrr
A "!!'•;.• o lata in tl.c coontj r* th* pndoctiOB <t
butter i* tho rnaln»t«y boUi of 1»- i'. tU «d4 tmiiiU. I had

>-• for lonnj y«AT« bc«n \ni\nuat\j amaixAnA wiUi ooak*
of t lie leading dairy cjuntle*, and mueb lnureal«d la ibi» matter

n- .-i^'eBt on ihr c.tAli '.f L/.rd de TaW«T
afterward! on tliat of the l,ult» of Anrrll, in Kintyrt mA
latterly on the csMtci of .loaeph Neilt, E«q., M.I', in Xorib
WilU and SomerseUhirt, all of wlilch eatale* w*ra tofmAnA
mainly on daliy pndaci .ooomea. I aball, tnenfona,
address mystlf to tba practical rewilu of my aytrimx, >a*tm
Profcusors Way and liodgcf, and 1 roar add, Mr. it r.'Ul. of

Yorkshire, have done to the theoretical part of Um rab>*i. and
the abstract principles connected with it. The qoeaikm of th*
best mode of obtaining a large yield of batter from a certmto
number of cows, having l*een raiMxl bribe reading of a oomam-
nicalion frem Mr. Ilonfall l »r. hefcm tba Badttr
on the lltb nit.. I tbongbt it a good opportnnlty to anbmit to ihia

Council some incidentH that had come under my own otiwtl ' ial&oa
in connexion with daii-tinr, and a few panicolara relative t» the
trade in batter, especially with reference to Inland. When
we knew (Jul tons of bolter are assnallr con-
sumed in this metropolis alone, costing probably IOC*, a ton,
or 1.700,0:0?.. tho immense Importance la anpareat of ascer-
taining the best process of realising the largest extract from
our dairi name time, this ninnes, '

tained, most occasionally he modified by local
such as the demand for skim or butter milk, a:

to turn either of these important residues to advantage. Id
Ireland, for instance, the - I m milk is

. and it is exten-ively used in all prir*:
in the numerous pnblic establishments, such aa barraefca, 1

bouses, and gaols, that nnfcrtnnately exist there. In Cbsehlta,
her band, butter milk Is universally consumed bribe

farmers' families and their servant* and others. In the south of
England, again, this is a beverage almost entirely avoided.
No iv every practical dairyman -will readily perceive that the
ability to sell skim milk iti one place, and battermilk in another,
or to feed calves profitably wilb d _ ig« with the
latter, must have an important share in forming a atrial is*
whether to ennrn from the Wh - frien the cream alone,

especially if the difference in the pridoce of butter betweee Use
two processes is as slight as I take it to be. Profeewr Traa
makes out the follow- -.an experiment with four

cows, in the month of June last year :

—

1st Batter from scalded or Devonshire cream... 1 .591 grains.

'2d. Do. from acid milk and cream l_4*r

3d. Do. from slightly sour -whole milk . I US
4th. Do. from sweet cream -

5th. Do. from sweet milk and cream ...

[Whether this table refers to the produce of eq«al

quantities of milk taken in these different ways does

not appear. Perhaps Sir. Scott will be kind enough to

explain.]
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outhisr:: _"
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been" inci
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average dsilv prcSace of milk was »4. «j. and 9 quarts. I am
inclined to " think, after many trials daring the last 13

years thai use :i Irish and the Channel Island cows,

crossed with, the short-boms, make toe rw: best battea-

prodacinsr animals, and. are otherwise suitable sor has

dairy. "The milling qualities in different animals of

the "same breed are. however, 90 various, that I am inclined to

™-:~:re :: j>rf sisp-s ^s jia*''JLI'J ::" ~"king qualitie?
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to breed. Judgment and taste in selection are, therefore, more to

be relied on. In Cheshire I had two cows, a short-horn and a
cross-bred, of the- same age and feeding together; the one gave
17 quarts of milk per day, which yielded only IS ounces of
butter; the other gave 10 quarts, "which yielded 22 ounces,
being more than double the ratio of the former. This is a
suggestive subject for the physiologist. As a rule, quantity of
milk should be obtained for cheese making, and quality for

butter. Quality in milk arises partly from the breed oi the cow,
partly from her physiological character, and partly from the food

she obtains. When much thin milk Is obtained, the quality of
batter made from it is never so good in taste, colour, or solidity,

as when made from richer milk. This, I have found, arises from
the excess of casein, and the greater difficulty of totally extract-

ing it from the butter. What remains produces sourness, unless
counteracted by extra salting. It also forms air cells, which
originate rancidity and decay. I am now having a machine
made to remedy the latter tendency. It is a hybrid between
Clayton's piston clay-pugging machine and Ainslie's, with its

rollers, being a screw piston in a circular cylinder. By the pro-
cess I propose, the butter will be forced out in a continuous cake
about au inch in thickness, and will pass over wooden rollers re-

volving in a frame containing the finest powdered salt, with a
email mixture of fine sugar and nitre, when these are required
to sweeten and preserve the butter. This cake of butter will be
rolled up like a roll of calico after passing over these rollers, and
will be again passed through the machine with a die on that will
form it into rolls, squares, or any other shape required. When
this is dooe, I find by experimental trials with clay and sand,
that the salt will be completely amalgamated with the butter,
and that it will be as hard and solid as a block of wood. I believe
this process will make the most perfect mild, corned, or salted
butter yet produced, and which, will keep sweet for any length of
time. I have no doubt it will be found of great value where a
large quantity of butter is made. I am indebted to a suggestion
of Professor Way for the original idea of this process of curing
butter, and I shall willingly incur some expense to give it a fair
trial. I propose designating it " Way's Butter-pugging and
Salting Process." The Professor may thus be the means
of supplying the two greatest desiderata to the perfect pro-
duction of this important article, namely, scientific knowledge
of its constituents and the food required to produce it,

and mechanical contrivances for its proper manufacture.
The most important point to be aimed at, and the one
most easily attained, in our present state of knowledge,
is the improvement of the quality of at least one-half of the
butter made in England, and nine-tenths of that made in
Ireland. An average cow will yield 196 lbs. of butter a year,
and an increase of Id: per pound in price is a gain of 16s. id. a
head per annum, equal to about 10 per cent, on the whole pro-
duce. This, however, is much less than the increase in
price which could be secured by a little more knowledge on
tbe subject and by a little more pains >n the several pro-
cesses of management. I have attended to the returns of prices
for the last 10 years, and in all our dairy county markets, namely.
Cheshire, Gloucestershire, North Wilts, and others, they range
10 per cent, below the prices of Dutch and other foreign butter;
and in the great butter producing county of Cork, extending over
an area of 1,846,333 acres, the average prices are 20 to 25 per
cent, below those obtained for the imported Dutch and Friesland
butter. Iu several English and Irish counties, not strictly dairy
counties, butter of the very finest quality is produced; but the
quantity is so small that it has little influence on the aggregate
returns from our home markets, and the result is that upwards of
50,000 cwt. of Irish butter is annually sent abroad at an inferior
price, being quite unfit for home consumption, while at the same
time we annually import, as we did last year, upwards of
400,000 cwt. of superior foreign butter, representing the produce
of 220,000 cows, or all the cows in Scotland. Now, here are
22,500 tons of butter travelling backwards and forwards across
the English Channel, while we might without cost improve the
quality of what we export, and keep it at home, and by so extend-
ing onr knowledge of the principles of butter making, increase
our production and obviate the necessity of any importation at
all. Though our dairy districts are not without examples of an
exact adherence to spotless cleanliness, it is not so universal with
us as with tbe Dutch and other continental dairy people. Nor
are we so well able, as they generally are, to interpret the
reasons for our different operations. They clothe their cows
because they find they give more milk, and they know that they
do so because the heat of the body is not uselessly dissipated in
cold air; and that if it were so more food would be consumed to

supply the carbon required to sustain the necessary animal heat of
the body. They also know, by the light of science, why one kind of
food produces an excess of cream, and consequently butter; and
another casein, and consequently cheese; why poor food pro-
duces poor milk and goes back to the soil in the shape of poor
manure ; thus enabling milch cows so fed to impoverish the soil

on which they graze, while cows getting food rich in the ingre-
dients which milk contains give rich milk and also rich manure,
the latter being then equivalent to, or in excess of, the
substances extracted from tbe soil in grazing. Look
also at the care with which the Continental Governments
protect the consumers against inferior butter. In Friesland, all

butter-firkin coopers are under Government inspectors, and
are bound, under a fine of 25 guilders, or 21. Is. Sd., to use speci-
fied wood; half these fines going to the informants, and half to
the poor of the parish where such casks are made. AU coopers
must have their names on their casks, and the date of their
make ; and the inspector examines them and charges id. on each,
and the Government brander then puts his mark upon them,
and charges another \d. No butter can be sold except in these
casks, and specimens of all classes of authorised wood, and even
of iron hoops, are kept at the district magistrate's. We have a
well grounded objection to Government interference in this
country, and the great agricultural interest is thought able to

take care of itself. So, the returns from our cattle, corn, and
dairy produce have become, to a great extent, dependent on the
salesmen of Sraithfield and elsewhere—on the corn factors of
Mark Lane, and on the cheesemongers of London ; and most
people who have depended on any of these powerful interests,
know how unsatisfactory the results usually are. Yet the English
Government takes little or no cognisance of how any of our great
agricultural marts are regulated. Private enterprise occasion-
ally steps in, as in the case of tbe establishment of the " Chip-
penham monthly^cheese and butter market," by Joseph Neeld,
Esq., at a cost of upwards of 15,000?, Here we have an open
market with ample accommodation, good regulations, and nominal
charges. Dairy farmers in the surrounding districts are there-
fore no longer dependent on isolated individual purchasers; for

here a hundred cheese factors and dealers compete for their
produce, and I have seen 20,000/. worth of cheese change hands
in a few hours. This shows how much a well regulated outlet
for dairy produce is required and appreciated. I was several
years on tbe managing committee, and was led to the conclusion,
from data coming constantly under my observation, that it has
considerably enhanced the value of all the dairy produce made
within an area of 20 miles. A bill has lately been brought
into parliament to regulate the numerous small local markets
of Ireland, but its progress has been very tardy, and it may
not be of much pi-actical value when obtained. I will take
one great trade combination in Ireland as an instance of how
the agriculturists are handled, generally, in tbe sale of
their produce; I allude to the "Cork Butter Market." At it
there are annually sold about 340,000 firkins of butter, equal to
300,000 cwt., and worth upwards of 1,000,0002. Now, all this im-
mense quantity of dairy produce is thought unworthy of any
notice by the Government, and its sale is consequently left to a
committee of Cork butter merchants, who naturally regulate the
matter to snit their own interests. They appoint their own
inspectors " and " branders ; " take off their own tare, namely,

3 lbs. per firkm of 70 lbs.
; pay themselves a commission for buy-

ing the farmers' butter ; combine and fix their own weekly prices,
and are, as a matter of course, all very rich, several being mem-
bers of Parliament. This, I think, accounts for the Cork butter
being the lowest priced it* the three kingdoms, although the pas-
tures are nearly all on limestone, and the herbage of the best-
butter-making quality. About one-third of the butter brought
to Cork is put into iron-hooped firkins and sent abroad, being
unfit for home consumption. All butter sold in the local and
more independent markets in the adjoining counties of Carlow
and Limerick brings Id. per lb. more than if sold in Cork under
the thraldom of the " Butter Weigh Houre Committee." Ten-
pence per lb. Is now about the price for first-class brands. I
herewith send, for the inspection of the Council, six samples of
butter made by my directions on the Audley estate, in the county
of Cork. This butter is the produce of cows of the native Irish
breed, fed on natural pastures and Italian Rye-grass, and is made
at the rate of 14 oz. per quart of cream, the cream being obtained
at the rate of one quart from nine quarts of milk. The churn
used is Anthony's patent. Mr. Horsfall, it will be shown further
on, obtains only § of a quart of cream from 10 l-7th quarts of
milk. By the subjoined account, copied from the books of the
"Weigh House Committee" last month, you will perceive that
the farmers who send their produce to its care were charged, for
the year ending the 10th March last, the large sum of 512SZ. 16s. 8d.,

which is made up thus :

—

Produce of butter scrapings £1427 2 6
Fees for butter inspection from farmers ... 3291 5 5
Do. for cask inspection from do. ... 284 9 11

Fines 125 IS 10

Total £512S 16 S

It is almost needless to say that this powerful organisation is

ruinous to the farmers who are under its control, and is much and
loudly complained of; but so, I fear, it must remain, until re-

modelled or superseded by a higher hand. It is the interest of
all dairy farmers to study more carefully than they do at present
how to improve the quality of their butter. I am sorry to have to

state my belief that tew know anything at all of the principles
that ought to regulate their several processes. I say this reluc-
tantly but confidently, after having, for the last 10 years, as a
resident agent, been in immediate contact with at least 500 rent-
paying occupiers of this class. The first of the following tables
shows the results from feeding, in an experiment by Mr.
Cunningham, the manager of the Munster model farm, under the
Board of National Education in Ireland ; and the second the
results in connexion with an experiment made under my direc-
tions on the Audley estate, in the county of Cork :

—
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Neither apply hot water in making up—it firms the butter, but
impoverishes it of its best qualities, and spoils the flavour. A
little more salt is, however, required iu summer than in winter-
Keep clear of turf smoke and Potatoes, both of which readily
communicate a bad flavour to butter, which is much complained
of in the Cork market ; use white wood, and not brown firkins

;

and when the butter is packed, weigli it down with a half cwt. for
a few hours before heading up. If these points are attended to,
any one in this country will at once succeed in rivalling the best
Dutch or Friesland butter. To increase the quantity of butter
ctiws must be soiled, and fed on more nutritive food than at
present; they must never have to labour for their food. They
must also be kept warm, and at an equal and well regulated tem-
perature. Here, again, an eighteenpenny thermometer must be
hungup. I have also found an increase of milk to arise from
giving cows wooden instead of stone or brick beds to lie upon.
I tested this carefully on Mr. Neeld's estate, where they may still

be seen in use. Never keep old cows—their milk is thin and
poor

; strip the cows thoroughly each time they are milked, as
the last pint contains more butter than the first quart. A tenant
of Lord de Tabley's, who kept 45 cows only, and died a few years
ago worth 30,000?., often told me that he had made halfhis fortune
by daily seeing to this point for 30 years. Churn early in the
morning, say at 4 o'clock, using a good churn and never contend-
ing with a bad one. If the cows are allowed to graze, change
the pasture each time they are milked, as I have seen this pro-
duce the best results, If they are housed let them go loose if

possible. A good model building on this principle for 100 cows,
designed by Mr. Godwin, the editor of the Builder, may be seen
at Wall's Court farm, near Bristol, belonging to his Grace the
Duke of Beaufort, and occupied by Mr. Thomas Proctor, who,
along with his Grace's agent, Mr. Thompson, of Badminton,
personally inspected many of the best homesteads in England,
before adopting the plan. These, then, I believe to be the most
essential requisites to ensure a profitable return from the dairy.
Relative to Mr. Horsfall's particular practice, I fear its pecuniary
value to dairy farmers will be found on investigation to bear no
proportion to our original expectations. His return of 25 ounces
of butter from one quart of cream appears at first sight some-
thing wonderful ; but it proves nothing. The proportion which
the butter produced hears to the whole milk is the only result of
practical value that we have to look to. By analysing his state-

ments it will he seen that this is as 1 lb. of butter to 101 quarts

of (whole milk, and as shown by the following 17 returns, this

produce of Mr. Horsfall's does not exceed an average.

Breed of
Cows.

Munster
Model
Farm

Audley
Estate

... Kerry
Gal laway

\ Ayrshire
...Shorthorn

Crossbred
„ .Cheshire

J

Do.

!

Irish cows >

12,average >
of 7 trials, j

-, Irish cow3
f

3, average >-

of 5 trials, y

^9 ...

MTTk
required to

produce 1 lb.

of butter.

Quarts.
S.12
9.50

10.40

15.11

7/27

14.22

13.33

9.18

Average ...

Horsfall's Yorkshire ...

10.77

10.14

Cream from
10 quarts
of milk.

Quarts.
1.33

1.16

1.08

0.88

1.57

1.12

1.24

1.43

1.27

0.64

Butter from
10 quarts
of milk.

Ozs.
19.70

16.84

15.38
10.52

22.00
11.00

12.00

17.42

16.32

15.68

15.78

The next question is, does his system of feeding and his other
appliances produce more lhan an average quantity of milk. On
the contrary, the milk from which Mr. Horsfall attained the
above extract of butter is only yielded at the ordinary rate of
10 quarts' per cow per day. There then only remains the extra
richness of the manure to be considered. We know from ex-
perience, in connection with oil-cake fed cattle, that this is con-
siderable, but whether it is sufficient to. compensate him for his
liberal feeding must to some extent remain a matter of opinion

;

at all events it appears to me to be the otdy consideration that
can be held out to induce others to adopt his expensive system
of treatment. The residue of buttermilk obtained by Mr. Hors-
fall also appears unusually small, being only 30 per cent, of the
cream churned; whereas the usual residue is fully 50 percent.,
and the following experiments by Mr. Dillon Croker, in the
county of Cork, and Mr. John Williams, an experienced dairy
manager on a large scale in the same county, show an average of

60$ per cent.

Cream
churned.
128 qts.

160,,

Mr. Croker's experiment
Mr. Williams's

Produce in

Butter. Buttermilk
112 lbs. 70 qts.

136 „ 1044 u

-^2 2S3

144

'248

124

1744

(.Note.—These are not calculated to show a comparative result,
but only the product arising from good keep and careful manage-
ment. It is considerably in excess of the ordinary tenants' pro-
duce in the same district.]

The most important points to be attended to, then, are these, a good
breed of cows

;
proper food and abundance of it. Let the tempera-

tureof dairies always be regulated by a thermometer, and kept at
from 50° to 60°, with proper ventilation, thai the cream may not
become musty; and let them always be thatched, or, if slated,
coated with lime-wash, as Mr. Mechi's buildings are, that the
roofs may radiate and not absorb the sun's rays. Skim tbe
cream off the milk in about 36 hours in summer, and 48 in winter,
after milking, and churn in 48 hours afterwards; put the cream
into the churn at a temperature of 50°, and after the butter is

formed let the whole remain in the churn an hour to cool. When
wrought up, either for sale fresh, or for putting in kegs and corn-
ing, let the hands of the person employed be continually dipped
in cold spring water, and let the whole of the liquid be extracted
and the residue left as compact as a deal board. Use no colour-
ing—the fine Dutch and Epping butters of the London market
having no saffron, annatto, or Carrot juice in them ; avoid much
and coarse salt—compression and solidity will keep out the air,

and preserve corned butter; and the weight gained from adding
salt at Id. per lb. is doubly counteracted by the reduction in price.

87i
60J per cent.

This would lead us to believe that Mr. Horsfall's butter is not
so well worked and free from butter milk as it should be, and
consequently not ;of tbe first quality. We ought to have an
average sample of his butter before us, together with the
price obtained for it during the last two months, to enable us to

judge of its quality and value. If his butter were extracted
from ordinary creams, which I think the comparative table given
above shows it is not, the result would overthrow the reliability

of all the Society's reported trials in connection with competing
churns during the last and previous years. The best churns
and richest creams were used on those occasions, but in no
instance did the extract reach beyond 70 per cent, of Mr. Hors-
fall's. When the Board of Agriculture was in existence, Mr.
Cramp, the keeper of the House of Correction at Lewes,
reported to it the average annual produce of a cow he kept for

eight years, at 41Z. Ss. 3d., arising from hU mode of treatment

;

and this return was confirmed on personal inquiry by the Earl of
Chichester. The result was obtained by frequent and liberal

feeding, which was minutely detailed and laid before the public;
but this ''high farming" in the dairy has not been found suitable

for general adoption. Other isolated instances of excessive pro-
duce could be enumerated. For instance, I was aware of two cows
in Cheshire possessing great milking qualities, and obtaining
highly nutritious food, which gave for several consecutive
months; the one, 40 quarts of milk per day, yielding 4$ quarts of
cream, and 2Mb lbs. of butter; the other, 36 quarts of milk, yield-

ing 4i quarts of cream, and 2 -jUi lbs. of butter. These cases,

however, are entirely exceptional. The average produce frorn a
first-rate cow, well kept throughout a season of say nine months,
seldom exceeds 2700 quarts of milk, yielding 300 quartsof cream,
or 1 quart of cream for 9 quarts whole milk, and 2624 lbs. of
butter ; which is at the rate of 14 ounces of butter from 9 quarts
of milk, or 1 quart of cream ; and which is little more than one
half the weight of butter obtained by Mr. Horsfall from an equal
quantity of cream. To show that the breed of cows, as well as
their food, has a good deal to do with the yield and constituents

of milk, I may mention that on an estate in the south
of Scotland under my management some years ago, there

were two farms in hand, which were stocked with a breed of

Ayrshire cows, devoted to cheese making. Not thinking
it profitable to make cheese, a herd of 45 Alderney Cows was
substituted for them on one farm, and butter made from the whole
milk, under the direction of an experienced Ayrshire dairymaid;
and after three years' experience it was found that these animals
produced more butter off the same land than their predecessors;
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but when mi attempt witn iiiniin to convert tlMilr milk Into cheese,

the weight of produce wan lamentably flhort of that obtained

from tlm Ayi'HhlroH. Again, In the county of Cork, o»poolalIy

on tho linn liinoHtoiio land around the city of Cork, the butter

extractod from a certain i|inuitity of milk far exceeds thai

i.i u.M-'i from mi equal quantity on Hm uiiuviui paeturev in

Cheshire: but when cheese Is attempted In the former locality,

as It has often been, and Is now being done at Oastlo Towmond
by Mr. Cham bum, a Scotch farmer, it falls fitr short of the

i|imntlt.y (ibtulnnd from a cow In Chonhiio. Tim quality Is also

inferior to the English cheese. It thus appears that Both the

breed of cattle and the food they obtain have " special Influence

on the fjiiantlty and (('inllfy of produce, sufficient, ' think, to

induce mi to ittudy more rlonoly than wo now do tlm adaptation

of both to the general or special purpOBftH Of our farm and dairy

management. No truer remark could be mado than that, con-

tained in the report of tho farming of Cheshire in lt03, by Dr.

Holland. He says J
" Many attempts have beon made to

imitate ChoHblre clmi-ne In other couutfoftj hut. naval HUCCOSB

fully. Some brought (heir klmi from Oheshlro, othors their

dairy-women, but It doth appear they should have brought
the land also," About seven years ago, tho late Mr. Ciolgh, of

Belmont, In Cheshire, tried to bring this knowledge more
under our control, and carried out a Bystem of weighing a large

number of cows, weekly, on tho principle Mr. Qorsfall ban now
Adopted; but In conBOQUonoo of bis death, the undertaking,

1 think, wan abandoned, and I am not fully aware to what result

it led, an far as it want. This in to bo regretted, o b It in only

through mi ch detailed rOBearohOfl that we can hope to acquire

an oxuet knowledge of tho means necessary to guluo us i<> flxod

and accurate results. We know, for Instance, that bono*duBt
applied to pasture hind in Cheahire means an Increase of el lie,

and that coral Hand in Cork, In, In reality, butter; but when we
loam from ProfeBSOl' Way the met. that the food most rich In

the materials composing the animal products ami plants, to

tllQ production of which It Is Specially applied, dOOB not. pro-

duce in them n corresponding increase of their essential In-

gredients, wo see that chemistry does not yet furnish n«

with fixed in id uniform rules for our guidance; thus Linseed and
othor highly nitrogenous substances, when given to mtlob cows,

produce a greater amount of casein than they do of oleaginous

material or butter, which In tho reverse of what chemistry would
load us to expect. Again, the phosphates when applied to tlm

soil, iucreaso tho produce of Turnips far beyond that of Wheat,
although the bitter. Is found to contain much the largest per

centage of phosphates. It is those exceptions to the conclusions

arrived at by tho Inductive reasoning of the analytic chemists
that require them to refer occasionally for information to prac-

tical experience, and which has rendered them unable, up to the

present. Mnm, to remedy Clover sickness by applying to tho Holl

the ingredients nocosmiry to build up that plant. Another ono-

maly Is, that of somo poor pastures producing very rich milk:
When this Is tho case, we are now well aware that thoy must
rapidly become poorer, as most of the nutritive properties of the
food are absorbed and carried oil in the milk, and tho excrement
becomes propovtlonally devoid of all restorative power. Tho
reverse of this produce is, however, more common; for instance,

on the groat Ibillynabinch estate, Connemara, probably tho
poorest in horbago in tho throe kingdoms, an experiment
was lately made for mo, when 70 quarts of cream yielded

only 31$ lbs, of butter, equal to 7i ozs. per quart of cream.
Having been favoured by tho Irish Executive with the whole of

tho Reports to tho Commissioners of National Education in

Ireland, on tho 33 model and Ob" workhouse and other agricul-

tural schools in that country, I cannot fail to observe that they
exemplify an amount of careful and quiet investigation, espe-
cially Into dairy processes, which must lead to useful results,

and which ought to have a parallel in England, unloss we are
willing to allow tho Irish people to outstrip us in scientific agri-
cultural education, The Irish occupier's great desideratum I

have already stated, verbally, to be the want of suitable dairy
accommodation ; and few cows being held by one owner is

anothor serious drawback, as it necessitates tho cream being
kept too long before the quantity necessary for a churning is

made up. I would earnestly urge upon Irish landowners, whose
estates are occupied toy a numerous small tenantry, the advisa-
blencss of adopting means to remedy drawbacks so seriously
affecting their tenants' returns from the land they occupy, as
well as their own. 1 can assure them, from personal experience
of estates in Ireland with which I am professionally connected,

that there would be no unwillingness on the part of tho tenants

to avail themselves of, and to pay for, any real advantages or

improvements placed within their reach. In England the appli-

ances on dairy farms are generally liberal, but few of them are

constructed on sound scientific principles, and few of the occu-

piers are at all imbued with a due appreciation of what men of

science and research are doing for them. Thos. Scott.

Professor Way's lecture on Fish as Manure, intended

to be delivered on the 27th of June, is postponed to

the 10th of July, in consequence of Professor Way
being subpeenaed to give evidence in a court of law

next week.

Miscellaneous.
Temperature during Januari/, February, March, and

April, 1855.

Locality. U
a E

a
fa

rt p.
<;

£.1|

ENGLAND;

Greenwich
Nottingham
Ilawarden
Exeter

34.5

35.0
30.5

37.0

20.5

2S.0

29.5

31.0

38.5

37.0
39.0

40.5

46.5

44,5

46.5

47.0

37.25
36.12

36.37

3S.S7

! 37.15

Ireland.

Dublin
Cork
Portarlington
Armagh
Sligo

40.0
42.0

37.5

37.0

36.0

34.5
35.5

2!).0

81.0

S0.5

42.0
43.0

40.0

3SJJ

3S.0

49.0

50.0

41.0

47.0
44.5

41.37

42.62
S6.S7
38.37
37.25

L 29.29

Scotland.

Glasgow
An-l:it

345
37.0

29
S2.0

S7.0

3S.5

43.0

45.5
35.S7
3S.25

\ 37.06

Mesn daily temperature during the last four months—viz.
from the 1st January to tlie 31st April, was as follows :— England
37.15; Irelaud, 39.29 ; and Scotland, 37.00. Daily Mean for the
United Kingdom, 37.82.—AUnult's Irish Land Schedule.

Profits of Povltry Keeping.—We noticed some time
since the manjier in wliicli a gentleman who occupies a
leading position amongst the magistracy of this county,
was brio.

'

: ng to the test, by careful management, and
the keeping of a correct financial account, the profits

that may be made from poultry. His purpose was not
the breeding of prize birds for a show day, often,

perhaps, done at a considerable pecuniary loss, but to

illustrate how this too-much neglected branch of rural

economy might be improved and extended, to the ga ;n

of tlie Ihiiu't, il mors general Attention went paid to it.

We bays now th<: following letter, containing the balance.

eiieot for tins year, with nil explanatory statement, and
wo publish them, believing tbey will boroad with inti ! 1

1

at tlm fireside ol the farm-homo :

—

Com "i i »:!• lii'.Aiiino, .!.> > ItoD 91,1804.
Vowlt of all 8Um, avtrage Hlzly. t: .. ./,

V I bolnfl. Barley (in Rraln). bsrlsymesl, oatmeal
grits, j.

,

-nil... i-H-.i-ii, gtrsds Turnips, ii"- Btid

in I lit, " 1 1.
1 liver j all as occasion reo,ulrco,and wltii

out. mint 11 2
I'lilll J.pr ' mi: iui-1 irmlii;; llniii 2 !l

13 II

£IM 17 II

I'm. hi ' i roll ilu. Vi aii, .Ian. 1 TO I"'. 81, :

/,,,„/, ,./ all , averagi •

Dorklnga' ogga MS)
I ool itto

C .. ,1.

full, -In killed

Pullets, ready for tablo

At. 8$. onch

... 1203 7 !l

02
26

.. 00 I

£!K 17 u
N.H.— All tlm pullota wolgliod 8 lbs., plucked and Ii

the table.

ThiH account should bo attended with soim- i.i

.

tiotiH, ho that it may be understood, In [lie first place

the cobI, of food only may be taken at say 12/. for tho

year ; making the calculation more easy— viz., I', per
month ; not exorbitant for the keep of 00 birds, end
considering the excessive price of Barloy, -I. Go!, and '

.

per bunliel, all tho time, and everything in proportion.

This, then, gives 4tf. as the cost per fowl, great end
email ; thus, tho keep of a pullet five inontlin. when they

are largo enough to kill, would averago Is, 8c2, per fowl,

bird for bird. Then, if tho farmer or cottager bred
them himself, the 21. !)3. paid others for care and rear-

ug makes the balance 11. \5s. 3(/. The mixture in the

breed between Cochin and Dorking, which, for distinc-

tion sake, I have called " Codors," hns improved both

in " flavour " and "form" for the table. As to the

oggs, there is no month in tho year when the Cochins
did not lay ; in November and December last tlie

Dorkings laid no eggs, but tho ten breeding Cochins, in

those months, laid 76 eggs. The sole objectof the present

experiment was to try what might be done by cultivating

these two sorts as a matter of useful economy, not to

breed monsters ; the medium size in animals is really

the best, as in fruit, as every good gardener knows. My
object was usefulness, and, on the whole, 1 am well

satisfied. Cluzlmsford Chronicle.

WATtl<n.oor PATHS
BARN AHO CATTLL »HlO FLOORS

'I'HObr. who eronld enjoy their Gardens den
1 wlritir i" oil,. «! • ,M .

Kl.v.-I "I, >. at (iI ..„,

J,|,l)li,K II.' .,«'./,,-
' .i, no* .i,,:

-

to (/!>"• » l«ll (fin l

I All I.I -III I, I AliM ,

srbsrs m . l.-.o, bain i^ti/*. U • cmUUn\um. Mir u
','.11;' « .1 .

ILh.if." o.r. ,: - „ru
MllUnW "'"•

ICI1UOND '
i aTENl < II

' ' : n:.'. mviiim.K

p re (» r-

All lb" ' I rlo If 17)i

turvl '!

home use and export
Salfurd, Mancbc»ter; And .';.

efii?" Catau- .

BMIUV,

Calendar of Operations.

JUNE.
Bordf.h of tub Fens, June 16.—"The gentle rftin from heaven"

hns come at last so abundantly as to gladden the hearts of all

persons with a thin plant of Wheat and scanty pasturci), quite
turning the scale against the " highlandera," who h*gin already to

sound a note of alarm at the prospect of Wheat and Barley being
"too thick upon the land," the former of which has in some cases

been " topped" on account of its exuberant growth; and, In troth,

vegetation of all kinds has started tovrards maturity with a
celerity perfectly marvellous; the Wheat that but yesterday was
scarcely distinguishable in height from spring corn, with weeds
inconsiderable, is to-day as it were spindling 3 feet high, with
tho weeds rank and conspicuous, defying the abortive effects of

women and children during the wet weather to stay their pro-

gress, and scarcely to diminish their number. Hardly had the
!

iJariff, Thistles, and Poppies been deemed by the watchful farmer
big enough to pull up, when they passed him at a hand gallop,

and he must now let too many of them remain a legacy for future

vigilance, or have tho stems of his Wheat trodden down and
broken; the com, however, must be gone over once besides the

hoeing, where necessary, if thick and forward. Children under a
kind and able gangman will clear more weeds and do less iujury
than women, who are seldom collected in sufficient numbers to go
over a large field within any reasonable time. We heard this

day of several ears of Wheat being seen in a field near Stamford,

and I have found some in this neighbourhood ready to burst
forth ; but as a postcript to this description of the extraordinary
change which hns taken place, we regret to add that in the Fens
many pieces of Wheat and Oats still remain yellow and abortive.

and cannot recover from tho mischief occasioned by the repealed
visitations of wind and frost, so that the gross produce of the Fen
districts will be seriously diminished by so many failing crops.

The rain has been as great a boon to the green crop as to the

corn. Potatoes, Carrots, and Mangold Wurzel are going on
splendidly, and the Turnips are everywhere springing up strong
and healthy. Clover seems to make amends for its long retarda-

tion, and Vetches canuot be cut or fed off fast enough. We need
hardly add that Grass is growing as it has not grown far years.

The only thing that seems to keep pace with it is the advance in

the prices of store stock by cattle dealers, but even this may be
limited, and we learn that at this day's market many lamb hogs
and young beasts have returned unsold, either because too great
figures were put upon them, or because the abundance of keep led

the holders of them to expect still further advances another day.
The spring has not been propitious to the growth of wool, and
though we are a fortnight later in shearing than last year. *e
are inclined to suspect that we might have waited another week
or two with advantage. Some persons who have clipped early,

have lost several sheep, and the wool seems higher than usual.

It behoves shepherds about this time to exercise m->re than usual
care in counting ewes and lambs, as after losing their wool the

mothers are not always recognised by the lamb-", » hile they are

apt to stray and be lost. J. H"., Peterborough,

PARKES' STEEL DICC1NC FORKS I DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS am> KEY, as Mr. P-

Wholesale Agents foe England, hare alvayi in dock*
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are new in mar by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Fanners, members of tfce-

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronoonc* them to be tW bert
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least *> per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illnftratcd Catalefne*
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eisbt postage s

IMPROVED MOWING AND ROLLING r/ACHINE,

Notices to Correspondents.
Society of Arts: Cor. We shall hare an opportunity of con-

sulting its journal next week.
Mangold Wurzel: J B M. They say that wire worm may be

checked by trampling and rolling the ground. It so, it is pos-

sible, but not probable, that your Mangold might :

extent be saved by treading rouud each bunch of plants. We
fear if they are attacked much that they are beyond help.

Salt, Jtc. : 2%rw Fears1 Subscriber. If sown in wet weather, s

cwt. per acre. You mav sow Clover and Kye-grass land a week
afterwards without their being hurt. On a sheep-house see

what is said of Mr. Kennedy's in the article on Italian Rye-
grass some w eks ago. We cannot give estimates oi"co<t.

The Vetch: Constant Reader. The plant is correctly name:
Vetch. In Scotland it is called Tare.

ALEXANDER SHANKS a*d SON, ArbroUi.
Forfarshire, Invent - - '

solicit the attention of the >obility. Gantry, and Gardener* t»

this Improved ' " L*wr.*.

Machine is in cperation in the Royal Gardens at Windsor

Palace, Bnckincbam Palwe. aed at Oshoroc, in the Bctaafeal

Gardens at Kew. Regent's Park. 3fancbr«- ^c: as

Blenheim Palace, Trvnthao. Oeveden, 1

Wobnrn Abbev. Clumber. Liliesbai:. ~d. ShrnMa—

1

,

Eoville Hall. Tiptree HalL Chaisworti, and to

manv other d! the principal gardens in :b-.

the United States. British America, and on the Continent. * -.ere

its merits have been fully proved, and its success establiifced.

The machire is mace to cot i <£. 3», 86. ani

15 inches respectively, is exceedingly darxhfe. eas3r man*pc4

and adinsted to cut to the length required- The c~

jrtHfc is rar f "hat may be atuir-ed by the nx*"

mower, while at the same time a great savii "^g*j»
and the tun much improved. By the largf^t cachine a Secttft

acre may be mowed, rolled, and theGrass coQecsed im one neac

A. S. and Sos have much 7' ; "- ** they ha-rn

made consider r>ch or fcsn*

machine this vear, by which :: -«is»d*i*brr lesarned.

This machine combines all the merit? aci advantages Of the

larger machines with firm and secure eonstrnctk*, and is

admirably ada] t
- of no great extent.

Axexaxdeb Shasxs and 5 > atst reep°ctfETry soBot notice

Weeding 7 Salting Machine** for denim; in*;

weeds in eravel walks, court-yards, drives, dx. This machine
is now in operation in Ef-ry parts c f E-clanc. wiere it has given

ample satisticrJon as the best and most ecflMsmcal means c»

thoroughly keeping down weeds DC Moss.

Furtherparticulars, with te^tmomals and prices, may be had
-
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

•J hand tbeir present reduced pricos of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6* by 4J £° 12s. Od.

7 „ 5, — 7i „ 5{1 14
S „6, — 8* „ 61/
9 „ 7, — 9* „ 7 A, 10 bv 6 ) 1G

10 „ 7, 10 by S/
STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at 18s. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 2H. to old. | 21 oz. from 3{d. to 4)<J.

26 oz. from aid. to7$d.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or

Crates of 3C0 feet, BJ<f. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same Cjuality

as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and ol various dimensions, always

on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

J of an inch thick £1 17s. 6d. per case of 50
»-

„ 2 13 „ 60

£ „ 1 17 6 „ 60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21 s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils

and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Eishopsgate Street
Without. London.

CHEAP STRONG GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES, in boxes of 100 feet, at Id. per foot,

boxes included. Plate, Sheet, Crown, and every description of

Glass for glazing purposes cheaper than any other house in
London.—Apply to B. Moss & Co., Leman Street, Whitechapel.

GLrtbS FOR COtMbEKVATORlLS, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d!,

per square foot, for the usual sizes required,many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, rfnd GLASS SHADES,
to Jameb Hetlev & Co., 35, Sobo Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY.—
The Managers beg to inform the Nobility and Gentry,

Farmers, Gardeners, &c, that their new List of Prices may he
bad free on application at the Company's Depot, 296, Oxford
Street, London.

PLATE, CROWN, and SHEET WINDOW GLASS.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE for Roofing Con-

servatories, Halls, and Public Buildings.
Coloured and Ornamental Glass.

CRYSTAL SHADES for covering Ornaments, and
MOORE'S PATENT LOUVRE VENTILATOR, and Lock-

head's Patent Perforated Ventilating Glass for Dairies, Green-
houses, Stables, &c; Glass M ilk: Pansjpafls, Tests, and Measures ;
Cream Pots and Syphons ; Churns, Butter Tests and Slabs; Tiles
and Slates; Bee Hives, &c.

~

Aquariums, Fern Shades, Propagating Glasses, Fruit Pro-
tectors, Preserve Jars, Cucumber Tubes, Hand Lights, Flower
Vases, Labels, &c.

t
and all kinds of Agricultural, Horticultural,

Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
S7, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

HP MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
-*- • "GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
500 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 44 in 12s. 0a'.

6$ „ 41 „ 7 „ 5 ... ... 12 6
74 „ 5£ „ S „ 6 13
Si „ 64 „ 9 „ 7 13 6
94 „ n „ 10 „ - 8 13 6

10£ » 8£ „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 10* „ 10J 14
11 „ 10 „ ll| „ 10* 14
11 „ 11 „ 114 „ 11* 14
12 „ 11 „ 12£ „ 11* 14
13 „ 11 „ 134 „ ll| 14
13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 16
13* „ 13* „ 14* „ 13£ 16
15* „ 134 ... " 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21*. by 13*, 16*. by I4A., 20 by 14,
21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18a. per 100 leet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ ,.

Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „
HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, -which can be bad on application.

Established more than 100 years.

HOSE PIPING.
TO ENGINEERS, AGRICULTURISTS, GARDENERS,

SHIP CHANDLERS, and FIRE BRIGADES.
TSJAITH MAN'S PATENT FLAX TUBING
* * (1 in. to 3 inches in diameter) will sustain a greater pressure,

is lighter, less bulky, will wear longer, and is about 60 per cent,
cheaper than the leather hose pipe. Manufactured only by
Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

Inches in Diameter and Price Per Yard.— £, 11 d.;

1, Is. Id.; 1£, ls.3d.; 14, ls.dd.; 1$, ls.7d.; 2, ls.9d.: 2*
(
2s.;

24, 2s. 3d.; 2£ 2s. 6d.; 3, 2s. 9d.

Testimonial from Mr. Wright, Lancaster.—I beg to inform you
that I yesterday tested your piece of 2* inch Patent Flax Tubing,
connected with the Lancaster Waterworks, in the presence of
the Mayor, Mr. Rawlinson, Government Inspector, Professor
Owen, &c. The column of water at which the tubing was tried
was equal to 340 feet in height, or about 150 lbs. on the square,
inch, and I have pleasure in stating that the hose sustained this
pressure most admirably.

Testimonial of Captain Martin, of the Great Britain Steam Sliip.—
I nave much pleasure in being able to tell you that your hose,
supplied to the Great Britain and other ships, is well worth the
attention of shipowners. It gives us great satisfaction.

Testimonialfrom Fairbairn & Co.,ofLeeds.—We have tested your
hose, 24 inch in diameter, with the pressure of the Leeds Water-
works, and found it highly satisfactory.

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY" GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

\
•

'^^**^

(Fig. 1.) (Fig. 2.)

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
Y • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan aud jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ ., 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 2S „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
*J • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, "well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ..'. £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

ljj inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, lg- inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 10s. 6d,

Read's StrinGe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Ttxor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
ofwhom Drawings aud Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tvlob & Son's Manufactoiy, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London. „ , .,

FOR WATERING GARDENS.
HANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-
factured especially for the above purpose; is of greater flexi-
bility than any other description of Hose; is capable of resisting
groat pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the mains of I

water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.
WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary brassjoints,

^stop-cocks, branches, and spreaders complete.
VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made

any length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.
VULCANISED RUBBER WASHERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of steam and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

Alt communications andorders punctually attended to.addressed
to the Manufactory, Jas. Ltnb Hancock, Goswell Road, London .

BY
HER

MA J E STY'S

fi®kM ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

"P DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's
-*—' » Road

, Chelsea. Printed Price Lists sent on application ,

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AK'O HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.
JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*J of the nobility and gently to the yery superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c., combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged,

$& w$ ite
HORTICULTURE &;, ;'.

.,., . ITS

IN ALL <jf^SMX?\ BRANCHES.

J0HE WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*J • SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 2Ss. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of S feet, so that any quantity of

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

Ey a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through whicb,it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the

Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke'of the piston

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity

of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not

possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, -which

is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple,and cannot get

out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus
"Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense
of delivery in the country.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS."
nPHE NOBTLITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
-L ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish;-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits,
%-*=*=>*>£#*»»*

affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tional particularly
worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits -are of ^wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. Tbey are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe "winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s.8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-
vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection
of strong GrapeVines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co.. King's Road, Chelsea. London.

npRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-X TURES, consisting of MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES
BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both
in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Pibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,
London.

r| BANNED NETTING, for trie protection of Fruit
-E- Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of
fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, BOs. Scrim
Canvas, for Wall Fruit.—At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smith-
field Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant
Outfitters, Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick
Street, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.Stre et, near the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

p ALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTING,—
vX id. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide ... 7d. per yd. Bd. per yd.
2-inch „ strong „ ... 9 „ 6£ „

.

2-inch „ extra strong,, ... 12 „ 9 „
lg-inch „ light „ ... 8 „ 6 „
lfi-inch „ strong „ ... 10 „ 8 „
l|-inch „ extrastrong,, ... 14 „ 11 „

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.

If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.
per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnard & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.
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CAUTION.

"DARKES' STKKL DIGGING FORKS AND
X miAiNJNO TOOLS.
Whereas very Inferior descriptions ol Stei I Digging ForJtN arc

now manufactured and sold, iinu i bavo beon informed that pur
chasers nj tlio name have believed ihem to be tho rmmoaii iiiomj

manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural oclotj

and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have boon awarded,
I hereby respectfully Inform tho public that i

•-<
I orl mantifac

turdd by mo in Btaropcd with my trado mark "./. p " and thai

Matwrn. Bchoebb & Kby, of No. 108, Newgate St root, London, are

my Hole Wholesale Agcnts; and ' have authorised thum to re*

place to ilm purcbasor ovory Fork of my mi facturo found
aefflotlvo; they will also on application Hcnd Wholesale and

?rico Lists,

48]

Id'tllll I'M
, &o., post free. FflANOI I PAJUCICfl & CO,

HAY-MAK1NC MACHINES.—Tho Royal Aoui-
cultuhal Society's Pmzrc Haoujvuh arc supplied by

Wm. Dhay & Co,, Swan Lano, Upper Thnmoit Street, London,

IJNCJLIS and CHISHOLM, Charles Street, Garrntt,
Manchester, make STUAM ENGINES for Agrli ulturnl and

other purposes of the best quality at a reasonable prlco, Adilross
iNdi.iri & cimhihii.m, Charles Street, Garratt, Manchester.

TO LAND AGENTS, STEWARDS, CARD ENERS, ETC.
MITCHELL'S ANTISEPTIC MINERAL BLA< K

faint Is the best and olicapoBt proBorvatlvo ol Pari
Fonolng, Barns, Out-houses, and all outside Wood and Iron
Work. Sold ready for use, prlco 17a. Qd, por owt. Allow to on
largo orders, Used largoly now and for many years posi by Ute
Wi'ni. I tn] in iJni'li Cnmpinty for I'Ynr.ii!;:, Lockgatei

, Dai :<
.

i

,\1 PIIMlllM'tnfl : k< 111. MM'f "II I '. I, Iii Hi.

I I I.IW TO Ml. I, KA'l'S, All. i„ AND UOLKS
I 1 IIY HUNDREDS. A Method will bo Ibrwardod with
Instructions for 80 postage stamps, which will destroy tho above
Vermin quickly and without troublo. 1000 acres may bo olearod
for a ftiw NhlllmtfH.

(i ii.mkiit Dyson, linn, Roohestor.

" I^KIGJ DUMO."— I'atroniHetl by \wr MnjcMy the
X Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, [-lis

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Ohlswlck Gardens, Profei i oi

Llndloy for llio IlorticfUlturril Soclely, Sir Joseph Paxton for tho

CryHtnl Palaco* Royali Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Bark, and — Collin-, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNINfi FROST.
"FRIG I 1K»M<>," a Canvas mndo of patent proparcd Balr

and Wool, a pefihcfc non>oonduotor of llcnt and Cold, beeping,
wherever it In applied, a fined temperature, -it in adapted for

all horticultural and florlonltural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from iittiioka of Insects and from morning frosts. To be had In

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Bd. per yard run, of
Elibha Tjiothas AnouKit, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey-; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much clii'iiynT Hum units ns ;i n.vn in: 1

.

NO CHARGE FOR STAMPING atLOCKWOOLVS,
76, New Rond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for Qd, ; Thick ditto, five quires, 1*.; Albert and Queen's
Hi7.es, five quires for 6tf., 9ci., and Is.; Note-pancr made from Straw,
'2s. Bd. per renin ; Envelopes, 4d. to Is, 63. per hundred ; Foolscap
paper, 73.'6fi. per ream

;
Copybooks 2a. Gd. por dozen. Card Plato

engraved, 2s. 6<f. ; 100 Curds printed, 2s. Gd. "Wedding orders
promptly executed. A largo variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Wotting Rooks, Inkstands. — Copy
address, Lookwood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country orders for

20s. sent carriage free. Lockwood's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)
Pen, 1 doz. post free for 13 stamps.

/MllLDREJVS BEDSTEADS AND BEDDING.—
V^ HEAL and SON'S Stock of Children's Cots, Cribs, and
Bedsteads contains every Design and Size that is manufactured,
both in Wood and Iron, which, together with their large assort-

ment of every oilier description of Bedstead, will be found worthy
of inspection. They also beg to call attention to their Show of
BEDHOOM FURNITURE, of which their Now WoreroomH
enablo them to keep such an assortment that Customers may
select all the articles for the complete furnishing of a Bedroom.
An ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF BEDSTEADS, con-

taining upwards of 100 different Designs, sent tree by post.

Heal & SoiT, Bedstead and Bedding, and Bedroom Furniture
Manufacture rs-, 1 90, Tottenham Court Road, London

.

fjTLNiDEKS, STOVES, AND LlRE-lUUrS.—
Buyers of tho above ore requested, before finally deciding, to

visit William S. Burton's SHOW ROOMS, 39, Oxford Street

(corner ofNewman Street), Nos. 1,2, and 3, Newman Street, and 4

and 5, Perry's Place. They a re the largest in the world, and contain

such an assortment of FINDERS, STOVES, RANGES, FIRE-
IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of

design, or exqulsiteness of workmanship. Bright Stoves, with

bronzed ornaments and two sets of bars, '21. 14s. to 5?. 10s. : ditto,

with ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars
(

5/. 10s. to 121. 12a.;

Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, trom 7s. to 3/.; Steel

Fenders from 2/. 15s. to 6?.; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from 21. lbs. to 7l.7s.; Fire-irons from ls.9rf. the set to 4?. 4s.

Sylvester and all other Patent Stoves, with radiotinghearth plates.

All which he is enabled to sell at these very reduced charges,
1st,—From the frequency and extent of his purchases; and,
2dlv,—From those purchases being made exclusively for cash.

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—William S.

BURTON has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted exclu-

sively to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILETTE WAKE.-
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied

ever submitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make his establishment the most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 7s. 6d.; Pillar

Showers, 31. to5l.; Nursery, 15s. to 32s.; Sponging, 15s. to 32s.;

Hip, 14s. to Sis. Gd. A large assortment of Gas Furnace, Hot and
Cold Blunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Ware
in great variety, from 15s. Gd. to 45s. the Set of Three.

THE BEST SHOW of IRON BEDSTEADS
in the Kingdom is William S. Burton's.— He has two

very Large Rooms, devoted to the exclusive show of Iron
•and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate
Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, ISs. ; Port-

able Folding Bedsteads from 12s. Gd.; Paten* Iron Bedsteads,
fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17s. Gd.; and
Cots from 20s. each; handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great variety, from 2/. 13s. Gd. to 15?. 15s.

PAPIER MACHE and IRON TEA-TRAYS.—An
assortment of Tea Trays and Waiters wholly unprecedented,

whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.

New oval Papier 51 ache Trays,
per set of three from 20s. to 10 guineas.

Ditto, Iron ditto from 18s. to 4 guineas.
Convex shape, ditto from 7s. Gd.

Round and Gothic Waiters. Cake and Bread Baskets equally low.
William S. Burton has SIXTEEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS,

all communicating, exclusive of the Shop, devoted solelv to the
sh<>\v of GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY (in-

cluding Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and Japanned Wares,
Iron and Brass Bedsteads find Bedding), so arranged and classi-
fied that purchasers may easily and at once make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1, 2, and
^3,Newman Street; and 4 & 5, Perry's Place.
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UUMMJiR COATS, CAPES, and BOYS' ( LOTHE8,
<J at I1ERD01 B
of tho largest ut i lu In London. I !oal . 20
Usivi.iiHAi, CAPK,20a.; Ventilating Wati ,

The utility and - treme oboapnei h ol Lblo rer pectabli
win, (in Inflpootlon, render commendation r

.

— Iimi-cIam
Boj h Suit, 1 1./. in r Inch, according to height.

^i ETCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO/S OATMEAL
i and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (reglaten

Price ''-/. iiH'ii, This Boap will be found tho
perfect whiter soap over Introdnced lo the public, it] i

the hands from chapping, and renders the i in ofl ni agree-
able—Sold wholesale and retail bv the lnventoi irad Ii

facturers, Mi.tcaiit;, Bixolky, & Co., BniBhmal
Aimers to ILL. II. Prince Albert, 130n and 181, O
Caution.—To prevent fraud, each tablet bears the registered

mark and tho names and addrctm of the inventors, as above.
Mi.T.Ai.ii.'s ALKALINE TOOTH POWDER/2s. per box.—

The above may ho obtained of most respectable Chemi
I

fumerSj &c.
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COUND and WHITE TEETH are not only indis-^ pensably ref|uislte to a pleasing exterior in both sexes, but
they are peculiarly appreciated through life as a blessing highly
conducive to tho purposes of health and longevity. An
various preparations o tiered for the purpose,

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or PEARL DENTTFRK
I

stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, purifying,
and preserving the teetb to the late* period of life. Prepared
from Oriental herbs with unusual care, transmitted to this
coflntry at great expense, thin unique Compound will be found to

eradicate all tartar and concretions, and impartn pearl-like wbitc-
ni ps to tho enamelled surface, remove spots of incipient decay,
lender the gums firm and red, fix the teeth firmly in their sockets
surd, from,' its uromatic influence impart sweetness and purity to
the breath. Price '2s. 9d. per box. Caution.—The words
"Rowlands' Odonto" are on ihe label, and "A.Rowi.an 1

20, HaftttU Garden*" engraved on the Government stamp affixed
on each box. Sold by them, ami by Chi mists and lvrfumprs.
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SHORES OF THE MtDiTf
'I'" BE SOLD,

*A kit lb*

.'hVun tber*

aod tnbcU

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, ftc.?— No other compound for the Hair

has maintained such an enduring celebrity as Ksuly Dbas*s
CRIN1LENE. It is guaranteed to produce "Whiskers, MoQB-
tachios, Eyebrows, &c., in a tow weeks, and restore the Hair in

Baldness, from whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent
its falling- of?, and effectually check Greyness in all its stages.
—Price 2.-;. per package (elegs fl); sent post free, on
receipt of 24 penny postage stamps, by Miss Dean, 37 a. Man-
chester Street, Grays Inn Road, London. S'-ldby every Chemist
in the world.—"In one fortnight it produced a beautiful set
of moltstachios." 11. Adams.— " It has prevented my hair falling

ofl'." J. Hjckson.—" It has quite checked ihe greyness that was
coming en." Mrs. Elder.

Beware of imitations under closely similar names.
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woods of Cork 1 r I r••no*, and Maritime Stensi
Pines

; and amongst U» irr> gmhajr tb* Cartas,
Flowering Al tropical plant* in their naCaral
state—the grea* Mioo glviB^ lbe \6*a.
of a mnch larp- pmai The wbolt H rsxlijacd vRb
walls, but not obstr ma^2u6ocat

aroond, ard fonn a parmllelogTvai coutr.icx abavt
30.2r<0 square yard?<, r,r abont •eT'*n i:&? i»b acres. Tb* prletof
the whole is 7.y-i\ witboul Furnlt -

n, and immediate possession M <!*iir*d.
For viewing plans and fnn ^esar*.

Paten xr.: -In'i Inn rWidiX^awlaai^EilhJluii.

ban
MbadltslaVAsda.

Man,

RUPTURES EFFECTUALLY CURED WITH-
OUT A TRUSS.—AH suffen-is from this alarmint: com-

plaint are earnestly invited to consult or write to Dr. LESLIE, as
he guarantees them relief in every case. His remedy has been
successful in curing thousands oi persons during the last twelve
years, and is applicable to every kind of single and double rup-
ture, however bad or long standing, in male or female of any age.
causing no confinement or inconvenience in its use whatever.
Sent post free to any part of the world, with full instructions
for use, on receipt of 7s. Gd. in postage stamps, or post-office

order, payable at ihe General Post-office, to Dr. Herpbbt Leslie,
37-\, Manchester Street, Gray's Inn Read, London. At home
daily (except Sunday) from 11 till 1 o'clock. A Pamphlet of Tes-
timonials,cases, &c, sent post free on receipt of one postage stamp.

MIRACULOUS MEDICINE.

DR. ARKOrs DIGESTIVE APERIENT PILLS
strike at once at the root of disease, throw off the morbific

agent, create a new and sanatory condition of the Blood and
Secretions, strengthen the Constitution, and speedily restore the
patienj to Health. A trial will prove the extraordinary curative

properties of this medicine.—In boxes at Is. l{d. Order of aR
Chemists. Depot, 50. Rathbone Place. London.

rpHE COMING PILL.—"The R^ghtPill for
i- evert Complaint:"—PAGE WOODCOCK'S "vTixd Pills
for "Wind iu the Stomach, Indigestion, Biliousness, Liver Com-
plaints, and all diseases arising from a disordered state of the
Stomach and Bowels, will beat the World for efficacy ! Try
them, and you will sayyou have got the right Pill this time.

—

Sold by all respectable Medicine Vendors everywhercat Is. 1£&,
2s. 9cLt and 4s. Gd. If difficulty occur in remote places -

stamps to Page D. Woodcock, Lincoln, and you wiU have them
by return of Post. ^
HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS AS-

• TOTINDING REMEDIES FOR BAD LEGS.—Robert
Dickie, ofBroad Street, Alloa, informed Mr. Cummines, Druggist,

of the same town that about IS years ago he injured his

wbile at work in a coal pit. which afterwards formed in:

nins ulcer; to cure it he tried innumerable remedies but without

effect. He was iu the Royal Infirmary about three years s.

they said amputation was the only chance of saving bis lite.

However, after all Holloway's Ointment and Pills have been the

sole means of healing the wound and rendering bJ&

sound.—Sold brail M< ' lers ar.d at Professor Hoixo-
vvay's Establishments. 244, Strand. London, and 60, Maiden
Lane, New York.

TO NURSERYMEN AND C-

TO BE SOLD.
NURSERY

Market Town in the Scuth of England, what ma exceilemt trade
has been done by th*r imt aCtycan,
who now wishes to retire from lbe basin***.
reasons will be given.—A: Mr. I-tycKr,
Ktessrs, Hendenonfa, Pfoe-s r^«ad, *

*

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE ol a fWy compact NUR-
SERY and GRAPE GROWING BUSINESS near London.

Any person about entering into Hifjnfw will &od this a sj*£taiBe
concern. The sum required to tak*.

ticulars apply to Mr. Ward, Stationer, fc^, Cambenrtll. -

PUTNEY.
To CovTKExrrr.?, DAremxy. xro Ornrt-.

TO BE SOLD, in one or more Lots, atom 12 Acres
of excellent SPRING 7 ' -

ticulars apply to Mr. Ian- A
reasonable time will be allow-: 3

TO NURSERYMEN.
TO BE SOLD, by Private C ce4bcr

or in L-t-
flourisbinc NURSERY T) ' - -

Clarkson.^Fnlfcrd F. .
• -

- ,:c.: and h»-r;
.

-

—Plans and Particu'ars may I riieatxai So Mr. Ltez
-

5alrs
O R C H I D S .

A JR. J. C. STEVEKS wili Sell by Auction, *t

TUESDAY, i

OKCB1PS.
if, DendnMvms, ^nddftia

private collec* - "tl^^tt

TDomirj ilog«es
3IGMWU

-

aw ij w a i arc.- 4*

SCARLET C£R.*N(UM.

MR. KIRKE will sell by A T^se&>

elsesi Pirk. Falbaaj Road- - DAY.

MAN'S SEEDLING - "ZRAMUy-
the larsrest and r :

- : a -

<s. Camaaans. Caioeolaria5. Lcpms. dcc_

Catalogues hac -\^~.

19, Bronrptcn Rot. Bromptom.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY &
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA,
G. &. 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for al

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.!

CQTTAXW AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Iland-glass Frames
Game Netting

Codservatones
Greenhouses
Hot "Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental "Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do, Rollers

Flower Lahels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

B. GREENING AND CO.
XXj ILL exhibit their Patent Wire Fencing, combined Washing Machine Mangle and Churn, Premium Wrought
' V Iron Gates, and specimens of their superior Manufactures in Iron and Wire generally, at Hie following Agricultural Shows

in 1835:—Royal Agricultural Society, at Carlisle, week commencing July 23, stand No. 6 ; Yorkshire, at Malton,1st.ana ffloi

August; North Lincolnshire, at Boston, August 23; Cheshire Agricultural Society; Manchester and Liverpool, bt. Helens

September 6 ; Bury and Eadclifte, at Bury, about September 10. Others not yet decided upon.

In the meantime, Catalogues, Pattern Sheets, and Price Lists may be obtained (enclosing Four Stamps for postage; trom

B. GREENIE'G & CO., Victoria Iron Works, 1 and 3, Church Gates, Manchester;

cows.
IT ARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, Is.
-*--* each, have been used with great success. Plain directions
are given with each Drink for the treatment of most diseases inci-
dental to Cows, for which Ihev will be found a safe and effectual
remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of the Tick, or
Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfectly eradicate it in a few
days.—Compounded by R. Hahvet, Veterinary Surgeon, Mac-
clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors "Wholesale
Agents, Babclat & Sous, and Mabsden & Soss, London.

rpHE COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
1 FOE £1.—Places in gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets bv the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return

of cold air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it m two hours.

Price V, Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes,

11. 2s., 11. 4s., and 31 ; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with

pnmp, cistern, and self-acting valve. A Prospectus, with En-

gravings, forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.

At Ftfe & Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square, London.

/"^OTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
V.^ Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London-,

a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at

very low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mov.ing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds. Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

-Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and crnamental.

Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.

Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing1

.

Hothouses, Conservatories, &e, made upon the most improved
principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
cau be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part

of the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxfoid

Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may he
obtained.

N
BEE HIVES.

NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour.

& Sons, with nil the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-

mometer, &c.i price 35s.,.

securely packed for the
country.

This unique hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid ;

i ts arrangements are so per-
fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at

all injuring the bees.

Early applications, ad-
dressed to Geo. Neighisoi.tr

& Sons, 127, High Holbom,
or 149, Kegent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps:

Agents :—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, Kinj

Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square;
Street ;

Chester,

F.& A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen

& M'Aslan, 186, Trongate Street; Dublin, J. Edmundson &Co.,

61, Dame Street. ;
•_,

PRIZE MEDAL—1851.
AT A VERY ECONOMICAL RATE.

SAMUEL CUNDY, Mason and Builder, Pimlico
Marble and Stone Wobks, Belgrave Wharf, Lower Belgrave

Place, Pimlico, London.
Marble Chimney-pieces manufactured by improved machinery.

The public are invited to view the stock, unequalled for quality

and price. A good Marble Chimney-piece for 40s. Marble Work
in all its branches at a remarkably cheap rate for Halls, Dairies,

Larders, &c. Circulars sent on application.

N.B. The "Royal Blue" Omnibuses pass the Works every

ten minutes from the Bank. „^^_

'rimedby.WiLLiAM liKADBi-RT.of No. IS, Upper Wobum Place, in tbePatish

oi' St. l'uncraa, and J-'redkkick Mdllbti Evakb, of No. 37, Victoria

Street, in the Parish ol St. Margaret and St. John, V. estmirmer both n>

the Countv of Middlesex, Printer?. £t their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct ofWWtefriais, in the City of London; and published by theai

at the Office, No. 5. Charles Street, in the Parish oi M. Paul s..C°
>
T<*

n
o

t

Garden in theaaid County, where all Advermementa and Communication!!

are to be Addbesbed to tub Editoe.—Saturday, June 23, l&oa.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
Notice is iIekeby given, that the next

EXHIBITION of FLOWERS and FRUIT, iu tho SOCIETY'S
GARDEN, will take place on -WEDNESDAY, .Inly 11, at 2 iui.

Tickets, price 6n. each, can bo procured »t this Oilice, upon
presenting the order of a Follow; or on the day of tho meeting, at
Turnliam Green, price 7s. Gd. each.—21, Regent Street, London.

OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.
—The LAST EXHIBITION this BeaBon of PLANTS,

FLOWERS, ami FRUIT will take pluco on WEDNESDAY,
July 4th. Tickets to bo obtained at tho Gardens only, by orders
from Follows or Members of tho Society. Price 55., or on the
day of Exhibition, 7s. Gd. each.

N.B. By accident some of the tickets Issued are wrongly dated
July 6th instead of Wednesday, July 4th". Tho holders of such
Tickets are requested to correct the date.

ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLOIUCULTURAL
SOCIETY, under the Patronage of.hor most gracious

Majesty the Qukkn.—The Third Exhibition nf the season will
take place at the Royal Cremnvne Gardens, Chelsea, on THURS-
DAY, July 5. Open to all Exhibitor^ Prizes will be awarded
for the following productions, viz.:—Collections of Miscellaneous
Plants, Cape Heaths, Ore-hideous Plants, Pelargoniums, Varie-
gated Plants, Fuchsias, Roses, Pinks-, Verbenas, Cut Flowers,
and Fruit}' 1 also numerous extra Prizes offered by members.
Lists of Prizes and the Rules of the Exhibition njny be Obtained
of Mi\ Simpsox, Royal Crcmovno Gardens, Chels&t; and of the
Secretary, Ebenczer House, Peckham, Jotc* Tavlob Nkvilt.k.

SLEAFORD FLORAL AND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.—At the Annual Exhibition of this Society at

Sleaford, on THURSDAY', the 26th of July next, an Extra
Prize of Five Guineas, open to all England, will be awarded for

the best collection of Twolve Stovo and Greenhouse Plants, in

addition to the usual Members aud Cottagers' Prizes. The rules

of the Society, with Schedules of Prizes, may he obtained on
application to Mr. Warwick, the Treasurer ; or to Mr. Peake,
Honorary Secretary.—Sleaford, June 30.

EXHIBITION OF AMERICAN PLANTS.
Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

WATERER and GODFREY beg to announce that
the AMERICAN PLANTS at this NurBery are now in

great beauty, and may be seen daily gratis. The Nursery is

readily reached by Railway to the Wokiug Station, where capital
conveyances may always be obtained.

~CREAT EXH(BTtT6n OF AMERICAN~PLANTS~
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that his un-

rivalled collection of Hardy, Scarlet, and other RHODO-
DENDRONS, is now on view at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, London. Orders of admission are granted
gratuitously by Fellows of the Society. The Plants at the
Nursery are now in full bloom—The American Nursery, Bag-
shot, Surrey, June 30.

ILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*>* Plans arid "Estimates furnished.

DAVID FERGUSON, Landscape Gardener,
Garden Architect, and Contracting Planter, Stowe,

Buckingham. Now is the time to prepare for planting in Sep-
tember, October, and November.

w

JOHN HARRISON, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
" Florist, Landscape Gardener, &c.

Plans aud Estimates furnished; Experienced Gardeners
recommended ; also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting
for Under Gardeners' Situations.—Darlington, June 30.

G E O R G E TAYLOR, J u n.,

Choice Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.
Contractor and Purchaser of Choice Garden Produce.

Salesman on Commission.
Terms, Cash.

Forward as above.

1^0 BE SOLD,~A~RAUCARIA BRAZILIANA,
standing 9 feet high from the ground, In an earthen vase.

The plant is in vigorous growth, aud is sold because it is getting
too high for the greenhouse.—Apply to Mr. Masters, Exotic
Nursery, Canterbury.

AZALEAS AND ERICAS.
"\\r J- EPPS has much pleasure in offering the
* » • following fine, bushy, well-grown plants, and of the

choicest and best varieties, in large 4S and 32-size pots.

AZALEAS ISs. per dozen; 5 1, per 100.
ERICAS 12s. aud ISs. per dozen; 4?. and 51. per 100.

These will make very pretty specimens for the ensuing season;
all orders to be accompanied with a remittance from unknown
correspondents.—Maidstone, June 30.

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDS.
QUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS SEEDS
O hould bo sown ImmodUUlj afti i the bay I i rrli

7'A. .. :•> tit con I il 0J ''I'".' .
i a i ' i

'.
.

i
' and I

for improving tht bottom. PrlCfl ''' poi lb,, 01 i#. p
Eight nr 12 lbfl. pot acre will bo nufliclcnt, and win prodiu**
groat IncroftBo In tho produce, Sutton 4 H t, Uerki,

THE BEST SUBSTITUTES FOR SWEDES.
SUTTON'S PURPLE-TOP VELLoW HYBRID.

BUTTON'S GREEN-TOP VELLOW HYB1 ID
orange .11.1,1. -i Tl RN1P, Prices, &c, will i .- romrdwl.
I'.i.t Iroo, on application (ifnting quantity required), by I

a>. Bomb, Bocd Grower*, Beading.

EST TURNIP KNOWN.

R
TO NUPMP <t*ltl AMO CAROU

E10ATE I

s
THE

1UTTON
IE OUICKE
'S BARL'ItLY 81X-WEEKS TURNIP,—

Good New Seed is, per lb. , or (is. p.yuUo^n, ids.per bush.

Carringo free oxcept small piircols.

SUTTON * SONS. Si.
i

i. <.i i.-. iitu, Rending.

TURNIP SLED OF PURE SELECTED STOCKS.
lull

BASS and BROWN'S Atlvertiseinent of present
prices, see Qurdmtrf Chronicle of April 28th, and May ftth

and 12th, Reduced prices for large quantities.

Ekiiata.—For " Lalng'a Purple-top Swedes, Is. per lb.," read
" la. Qd. per lb." the same price of tho other three Sweden.

_ To the TrAPE.—Prices will bo Hiipplicd on application.

Seed Establishment! Sudbury, Suffolk.

THE BEST EARLY CABBAGE CROWN.
COTTRELL'S EARLY CHAMPION may bo sown

any season. Sold in sealed packets, Is. per oz. The usual
allowance to tho Trade.—To bo had only of Daws, Cottkrll, &
Bhnhah (Snccessors to P. Warner), Wholesale SccdHmen, 3,

Lawrence Pountnej Lane, and 8G, Mvorgate Street (late 28,

Cornhill). Established 1720.

ENCLISH CROWN RAPE, OR COLE SEED.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. beg to acquaint the

Trade that they can supply any quantity of the above

;

prices and samples forwarded on application.
Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford, J un a 30.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
CHANDLER and SONS, Nubseryuen, Wandsworth

Road, Vanxhnll, an; now sending out good plants of the
best CHRYSANTHEMUMS, large and su , from 9s.

to 12s. per dozen. A Catalogue may be had on implication.

JOSEPH NORRIS, Ostcrt-v Iloiwolow,
*J Middlesex, having an immense 9rw:k ol PANSIES, Includ-
ing all the finest and newest in cultivation, offers tlicm at 6*.,

9*.j and 125. per dozen, package Included, sent to any address on
the receipt of a Post Office Order, payable at Hounslow.

The Trade supplied*.

TVHITE LISBON ONION SEED.—Large buyert
* * can bo supplied with White Lisbon Onion Seed in

quantity.—Apply to Mr. IIlnhv Clauke, Seed Merchant, 39,

King Street. Coven t (i;inirn.

SUPERB HOLLYHOCKS, SEEDS, ETC.
WILLIAM CHATER begs to otter packets of seed,

consisting of 20 varieties, from his best Show Hollyhocks
at 5s.; 12 varieties, 2s. 6d.; and from good double sorts, J*.

Superior Quilled German and French Asters, in 12 varieties,

mixed, Is. per packet ; separate, 2s. Fine Quilled African Mari-
golds,JJd^erpacJ^L— SaJTrorT\^

EMPEROR NAPOLEON—a New Scablet Geraxicm.

JOHN BUTCHER is now sending out the above
splendid GERANIUM fa Seedling raised by himself,), being

a very decided improvement upon the great favourite Toil

Thumb; the habit is more compact, the trusses of Flowers very
much larger, and for brilliancy of colour far superior, sending

up the truss of Flower finely above the Foliage. Fine for Bed- '

ding or Vases. Was exhibited at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park, London, Juue 13 (see Gardeners' Chronicle of'

June 16).—June 30.

HOLLYHOCK SEED.

A PAUL and SON have ready for immediate sow-
• ingafinelot of HOLLYHOCK SEED saved from their

choicest varieties which have obtained many of the leading

prizes during the last three years :

—

s. d.

1st selection, saved from 25 varieties, per packet ... 5
2d do. „ 12 „ „ ... 2 6
Good Mixtures 1

Also, price Is., AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK.
N.B. Free by post, and paymeut received in postage stamps.

Nurseries, Cheshuut, Herts.

ROSES.

A PAUL and SON invite inspection of the Collec-
• tionof ROSES at the Cheshunt Nurseries, which is just

coming into Bloom, and will continue to offer new objects of

interest from the present time till the era of October. The best

means of reaching the Nurseries is by Eastern Counties Rail to

Cheshunt or Waltham Stations.

Cheshunt Nurseries
1
13 miles N.E. of London'. June 30.

CALCEOLARIA SEED.

E PARKER has now ready for sending out Seed
• which he can recommend with the greatest confidence, it

having been saved from flowers of the finest- form and most

beautiful markings, in packets at Is. Gi. and 2s. 6d. each. Also

choice CINERARIA seed saved, from the finest named varieties,

at Is. Bd. and 2s. 6rf. per packet. A remittance or reference to

accompanv all orders from unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery. Hornsey Road. London.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES, consisting of MATTING. MATS, MATTRESSES

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR- and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, axe distinguished for superiority and excellency of

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prire Medal both

in England and America :it the Exhibition of all Nations.

T.Tkeloas, Cccoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgat

London.
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All <' mrnunloattoni andoi
to tin- Manufactory, Ja«, Li i

TO LAND ACENTS, STEWARDS, C*P& HI

\ I IT< HELL'S ANTISI PI .

' * PAINT 1* lha but i

I

Work. Sold ro*
i

.

W«t I j

MwnnfTt'.-

/ 1 ARSON'S ORIGINAL
Vy pa i

Governments, t:

Companies, most pablii I by *b« »*ibi- '

clergy, for out^iooi rfc at Li.»ir cert; *

Corronlon U particularly TPcamamAtA mm xl* u.

of Iron, W->od. Btooe, »

been proved by the practical •- '

the numerous (between > •

and which, from the rank vd itadoo to % r

given them, have never yet hr<j m\Wk llrri by t.

kind hitherto brought before *>W f*.

j
Lists of colours

, price*, toge
will be bent on application •

Winchester Street, Old Brw-I
No Agents. Ail ottiera art p*j*IwJar*» re^M

nj^AN
1 -i- Tre«a from fr-

freab town seeds, r. '.-** t Fimit
• yard: 200 yards, M*.; 500 yaw, SOs.1 l •
Canvas, for Wall FmiL—At EDGING 1

Cloth, Tent, and Wat
field Tars, City, and Old Keoi T.'jmA, thatkrrxi
Outfitters, Shi j

-
.

AKDEN : SHU
NETS, &c, madebymaci.

Worated Wa*p Net. well adapted .' t

mitting air and excluding B«e&: al.«o f
-

and the Ripe Fruit afterwards. 7«
widths. Sheep Nets, 20*. I high.
Double Walled Trammels, on the best eottstroct

run, 6 feet deep.—R. RicaAEDsov, 21, Tocbrid^-e PI*.

ndon.

EIGHT HOUSES ON WHEELS 12 r«t k
7 feet bro^. aad 8 feet high

Gamekeepers, "W.tcbers. SIh
ments. Price 15i. eacb, or 111. .ritboot Whf*:. -

\vloc-R T?irn»ene.sv.^l_T^nbridce Pl»-

\ I AKQUEES UN HIKE TU SUIT 1 il E .

-3JL _50 feet by 30 feet, SI.: 70 feet br 33 fcy

by 30 feet, 5i. A* large Round Tent, GO feet AU.
siriugs, for gatherings of school children. 4 -ifcrelu

Tents. 10 feet diameter. 4 feet to 12 feet. 3J.

Garden Tents, V. Patrol Tents (weaftht li lh« .. SS'- ; •

batr.—R. Ricbahdsok. 21. Tor.tridc-- Fteee, Jiew Road, Loodo*.

N.B. Rickcloths, SO feet by 30 feet, for 30 tor;,

5,: . irv. each. ^
" Ti^KlGl DOMO."'—Parronised by b«- il»j»~

I~ i "leen, the Pnke of N rUmmberland for Syon 11

Grace the Dsfee "re for Cn»-«ri<* Garo«u-

Lindley for the Hortic see* Pjitkk

Crystal Palace, B --ical Soeieiy. M». L»..-'

EMing Park, and —

<

:vori-

PROTECTION FROM !

"FRIG; DOMO," raJBrt rfeparedHair

jni V." ;. s, v

wherever it is applied, a fixed tenrneratKre. ll

all horticulture', i

and Flowers from the tcorching n
:" insects a»d frcan taoraisu: I110***- To be

anv required length. 2 f*l

Elisha TaootiS abcskb. wt
Lace. Canccc 5

'

Sarrev: and of all KHrserjloea «ad 5eeo*»
It is

' "
CAROEN VA£ES. "C- " ETC

npHOMAS SOMMERVILLli

Joins Wood, I

centrr. s^i
-

. imtains, &c samples of « - sees a: \ii

s iu the Garden F..-A2. as alv-re-

~ 7 ~ las m«d - an*', a . *
rMsreoal Vase, ctii'.e ::

-
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREEIMHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash:—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 bv 4, and 6J by 4J £0 12s. Otf.

7 „ 5, — 7* „ 5$1 ... W
8 „6, - 81 „ 61/ "
9 „ 7, — 9* „ 7J, 10 by 61

10 „ 7, lObySj
STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 11) to 20 by 15,

at 18a. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 2Jrf. to Sid. |
21 °z. from 34rf. to 4Jd.

26 oz. from Bid. to 7J d.

Sixteen-ounco Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or

Crates of 300 feet, 2»d. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, THE SAME QDALITr

as we supply to Mr. Rivees, and o! various dimensions, always

on hand,

Double-croim Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

} of an inch thick £1 17s. 6d. per case of 50

A „ 2 13 „ 60

J „ 1 17 6 „ 60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
"Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils

and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

pHEAP STRONG GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
yy TURAL PURPOSES, in boxes of 100 feet, at Id. per foot,

boxes included. Plate, Sheet, Crown, and every description of

Glass for glazing purposes cheaper than any other house in

Loudon.—Apply to P>. Moss & Co.. Leman Street, Whitechapel.

T2s

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
ol British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK. CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GL.ASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chrrmide first Saturday in each month.

FOREICN Ar>'D ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
S7, Bishopsgate Stkeet, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
-men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 41 in 12s. Oi.

6J „ 4£ „ 7 „ 5 12 6
7 r

„ 5J „ 8 „ 6 13

84 „ 64 „ 9 „ 7 13 6
94 „ 7J „ 10 „ S 13 6
104 „ 84 „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 "„ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 101 „ 10J 14
11 „ 10 „ 1H „ 10* 14
11 „ II „ 114 >• H* 14
12 „ 11 „ 124 ii

n* 14
13 „ 11 „ 134 „ Hi 14
13 „ 12 „' 13J ii 124 16

13J „ 13J „ 14* „ 134 16
154 „ 134 16

20 by"13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 13*, 164 by 1*4, 20 by 14,

21 by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 teet.

21 ic glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cu'umber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Tarnishes, see Colour List, winch can be had on application.

Established more tliau 100 years.

WATER YOUR GARDENS WITH THE IM-
PROVED FLEXIBLE GUTTA ERCHA TUBING.

Half-inch, Ad. per foot, ^~rriC£
light; 4£d. per foot, strong;
larger sizes in proportion, '

.
\ - .

for manuring land, &c. swftsf- 1-^
Brass-hand tubes, with

rose, jet, and tap, from
• 4s. 6d. each.

Union Joints, Is. 6d. 't?

«ach, fitted complete. -
;
r

Instructions given to f?
affix joints to Taps. \-

Garden Engines, of ., -:-jJ||fejBrM

great power, 41. 4s. each
; y-$.

:

$f$

Self-supplying do., 41. 10s. <i£g$''*
each.
Post Office Orders pay-

~—
-£— -^_=^

able at City R >ad Branch.
JAMES W. WATTS, Gntta Percba Factory, 27, City Road.

rpHE IMPROVED PATENT GARDEN, WATER
X AND ROLLING ENGINE may be seen in the Agricul-
tural Department at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham.

"RON!HR<

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sons, S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

.
'-Th& threefold use of this neat little Machine must be obviousm \\ uteiing, Rolling, or Syringing; it will throw about 60 feet,

auil ftleo portable that anv ordinary domestic may use it. It
contains about 20 gallons. Price 51. 10s.

-May, be had at J. Dorr's Manufactory, 17, Exmoath Street,
Clerkeuwell, London.

(Fig. I.) (Fig. 2.)

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
/ • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 ., „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
" • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and let.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 4i „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

1 J inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1$ inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, Ig inch, 10s. Gd.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s,

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
" • SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 23ls. each.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 2*5s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

Ey a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which U is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected; and the necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained tor any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe, Itsconstruction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carnage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Tj1 DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's
*~* » Road, Chelsea. Printed Price Lists sent on application.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.
JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*-* of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c., heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES &~LICHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, anv
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in',

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
tor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOIffl WEEKS & Co., King's Eoad, Chelsea,

"-.rgpsr.

S3

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
'yHE NOBILITY and GENTRY about to erect Hor-
-*- ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse. Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits,

affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera- jBBg|jS|i^ PS.SM
tionand particularly
worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3*. 8rf. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collectious of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of culti-

vation, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection
of strong Grape Yiuen in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural buildings; also

Catalogues uf Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks St Co.. King's Road, Chelsea. London.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
Londou-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs.
Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills [terns.

Borders, various pat-

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fa-
migator [siruments

Cases of Pruning I

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fumigators
Galvanic Borders and

Plant Protectors
Garden Chairs and

Seats

„ Loops
„ Rollers

„ Scrapers
DEANE, DRAY

and

Giilney's Prussian
Hoe [Scissors

Grape Gatherers and
Gravel Rakes and

Sieves
Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers
Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets

Hoes of every pattern Sickles

Hotbed Handles Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools Spades and Shovel
Labels, various pat- Spuds

terns, in Zinc, Por- Switch Hooks

Pickaxes
Potato Forks
Pruning Bills

„ Knives, various
„ Saws
,, Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in great variety

Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones
Shears, various

celain, &c.
Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines
and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S

PERMANENT LABELS, sampl.-s of which, with, their Illus-.

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post, paid, to any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail Agents
for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used exclusively

by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.—DEANE, DRAY,
& CO. (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools
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NEW SPRIMC CABBACE "EXCELSIOR."

WILLIAM KNKJirr, SEEDSMAN, Sco., begs to call

attention to this linn variety, whlcli in unnui'pamod for lln

excellent quality, being of o v«ry superior flavour, uul a certain

crop, as It has novor boon know to run to nood boforo licodlns;;

it In niutlonlarly burily, rttahdfng tlm tontoftlio taut winter wIUi

out a failure. Ah a curtain crop for Hprlng una It In Invaluable,

for II; may be Down at any liuio without iii, I;, inirl It will nroduoo

a certain crop. Boed I" now ready to Bond out In paokote If. eaob,

or lour iiiickotB for :i»., pout I'ito.

(17, lllgll Htrcot, llatlle, Ru

MICSSKS. U. Ci. IIliNDKKHON and SO I In . to

. onnounco that tliolr nkw SPRINCJ CATALOCII Bfor
Iflfifi will l>" aont poHl frofi on applloatlon, and for 12 nostftga

stamps a Beautiful Ooloured Plate, ropruMOtitlng tno following

choice plants

N

AcliimonortAm lmiino VurHchuf-
falt.

AciichiDnimmoiid) miurophylla

lloronia Driimiuondi.

Bouvardla longlflora

Delphinium UendorMonl
Qenotyllifl miicroistogln fui li I

oldoM)

L? noli si iv Qacon Victoria

pr
Min, Htory

„ Prlnco Aiin-i-1.

Mr. Andrews, tho first florloulturaj artist of tho day haM had
tho getting Hp of this Plato, bo that lull rollanco rftay bo plaood

on the oorreotnoss- of the flowers represented arid t'io superior
utyloofcoloiirlMK.—WiillliictnnNiir y, Ht.Jnlm'sWood .J 18O,

PLANTS OF CABBACE, SAVOY, KAIL, BROCCOLI,
CELERY, AND CAULIFLOWER.

JOHN CAXTELL Ijcrh respflCtfuUy to inform tlm
pilliln llmt \\Q linn n plentiful H'lpply Of I'limlH t)f lii|i SUSOrlor

true sorts of tho ubove, which will \><- forwarded to ordor on
receipt of ^Postage Stamps, or Posl Office Ordor made payable
tioro, at flu! following prices, package Included i

All the sorts of Early Cabbage, Savoy, and Knii. Including

Grussel Sprouts, <;</. pur Uio, 4«, Qd, per loon; nil tho flortu oi

8rocooll,8d, per l0d,5ff.uUporl000: all tho sorts of Oolory, hadded
plants, 8(2. per 100.05, Gd, per 1000; Cauliflower, early and late

Lod.per 100; Red Cabbage, U. por 100; Drumhead, or Cattle

Cabbage, is, per 1000. A line Htoek: of autumn IkmIiIiiI imrly

Cabbage still to dlspQSQ of at Ha, per 1000 ; for largo quantities,

price -in application. Packages containing plants to tho value
of U, and upwards will be delivored carriage free to London
and to the Bderibrldge Station or tho Smith Eastern Railway,
A remittance inust accompany orders (rom unknown correspond-

ents. Seed of Cattell's Dwarf Barnes, ond oi" his superior Dwarl
Reliance Cabbage, may bo bad In packets by pout, for 12 penny
stamps per packet, the former containing one mmco, and the
! ii I tin- hull mi < hi ii <-< v - -Nmwi'iiw, W (.interim in, Kent.

MESSRS. YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the
following list of choice ERICAS, which can be supplied iii

good bushy and healthy plants, in largo and .small 48s, at 12ff.

(per dozen :

—

ERICAS :—Aggregate., ampullacca, ampullacea cttrnnmbrata,
ampullacea rubra, ariatata major, Archeriana, Bandonlana,
hi color, Cavendisbi, cerinthoides, ccr. corona t a, Clifford!, colornns,

Coventryann, daphnoidca, Devoniana, depressa, dcnticnbita
moflchata, echHlom, elite,, Ewerinnn, eximia, exiirgene coccinea,

gracilis, grandis, llartuelli, hyemalis, hybrida, hyaointhiflora,
Juliana, LlmuuoidcH nova, L. superba, longlflora, metulaiflimi

blcolor, ovata, persplcua nana, pini folia discolor, princeps, pro-

pendens, p. tublftora, pyriformis, pvinmloides, rubens, retort*

major, Savillcana, Shannoniana, Shannoniana (Turn bull), Rin-

dryana, splendens, tricolor, tri. rubra, umbftllata, ventrlcosa albn,

v. alba tinctti, v, breviilora, v. carnca, v. coccinea minor, v. cor-

uscans, V.' curia ruba, v. densa cwrnea, v. dependent coccinea,

v. fasuieulata longlflora, v. f. rosea, v. 1". superba, v. globosa, v.

hirsuta, v. inagniflora, v. perspicuoides, v. superba, v, tumiila,

v. tenuiflora, vernix coccinea, Vemonia, Ver. superba, vcrticillatn,

vestita tenui flora, v. coccinea, v. c. tenuiflora, v. fulgida, v. rosea,

viridiflora, Westcotti, Westphalingi, Wilmnreasuperba, Walkcri.
The above are well grown, and of a suitable size for making

specimens. The usual discount to the trade when taken per 100.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

NEW UABBAGE^THE champion of
ENGLAND, which has surpassed everything of its kind

during the past severe winter (when nearly every other has

failed) and turned well into Cabbage this spring. This Cabbage

is of a very dwarf and compact hnbit, and quite equal in flavour

to auy yet grown. It has been in the bands of a very excellent

gardener for several years, and he lias thoroughly proved its

superior hardy and good qualities. The stock of seed purchased

is very limited, therefore none can be sold by the pound or in

large quantities to the Trade this year. E. T. feels confident,

from what bo has seen of the Cabbage, that it will give the

greatest satisfaction to all purchasers. Sold in packets of 1 oz.,

2s. Gd. ; or of half an ounce, Is. Gd., postage free.

Tho TRUE OLD BATH COSS LETTUCE, which Lettuce

has never been surpassed by any other yet grown. Is. per packet.

fcF This being the proper time for sowing the following

varieties of Hardy Flowering Seeds for blooming next spring,

tho following undermentioned varieties will give the greatest

satisfaction to all purchasers as they have hitherto done for many
past, seasons :

—

SWEET WILLIAM SEED—Saved from 50 of the choicest

and most superb varieties. Is. per packet.

ANTIRRHINUM SEED—Saved from all the striped, spotted,

and finest shaped varieties. Is. per packet.

Superb HOLLYHOCK SEED — Saved from all the best

named flowers out last year. Is. per packet.

SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine. Is.

per packet.
PANSY SEED—A few packets from selected varieties. Is.

per packet.
AQUILEGIA or COLUMBINE SEED—Saved from 12 dis-

tinct varieties. Is. per packet.

GgT Either of the above packets of Flower Seeds three for 2s. 6d.

A remittance must accompany every order either in cash or

penny postage stamps, when the whole, or any part of the above
(as the case may be) will be forwarded.

Edward Tilky, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, M.
Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

KW ANi> RARE PLANTS to be w
m tho Tooting in '

ii in bh

a .-. li a Indh b .-" m, fjw
Bni i oi In melurn cnulon, new
1

I

' udatuni purpn
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SATURDAY, JUNE
MEETINGS FOR i:

Wr.o»e«- »». July 4— Bct&1 Botssir.

Phlox omniflora compacta 2 G

NEW POMPONE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—The following

13 best new varieties of last season for 13s.. or le. Gd. each, viz.,

Anna Rnllen, Aurora Borealis, Fob. Brilliant, Conenelo,
Achille Vigier, John Salter, La Radleuiae, Madame Passj, Piuie

d'Or, Rococo. Zebra, and Doctor Bois Duval.

NEW LARGE FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—
The following 7 best new varieties for 9*., or Is. Gd. each, viz.,

Augnste Mie, Annie Henderson, Hermione. La Prophete, Madame
Labois, Prince Jerome, and Pharc de Messine.

GLOXINIAS.—Tbe following set of 11 new varieties of last

season may now be had of good flowering plants, for 25$., viz.,

Duke of Wellington. Eleanor, Elegantissima, Erects magnifica,

Eugenia, Exquisite, Grand Sultau.Lady Frnuklin, Magnet, Prince
of Wales, aud Sir C. Napier.

WOOD'S DUCHESS OF NORFOLK ROSE, strong plants,

3s. Gd. to 5s. each.
Goods carriage free (not under SCs.l to all ihc London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Lire.

Plants added gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.
COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny

stamps, or the Spring Catalogue alone for three penny s- tamps,
or gratis to our customers who mar not have received them.

Seed aud Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

PAGE AND C O.'S
COMPOSITION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

tjrON THE

Hop, Roses, Wall-Fruit Trees, Cucumbers, Melons, Vines,

and Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

BPAGE and CO. having erected additional Works, are now ready to supply any quantity of their valuable
» Composition, approved and in use by all the leading Gardens of the United Kingdom.

Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon, sufficient to make fonr (Jars and Barrels extra).

Ten gallons and upwards Carriage Free to London.

The next season's crop of Peaches, &c., -trill much depend upon the Aphis being destroyed, winch is notr severely attactins them.

Oxford Street Seed Stores, Southampton.

A Geiiman correspondent, writing from Trave-

munde, a.sks what i* rr.i-ant },y vital fobc£. Wi
caid (in No. 19 of the Gurdeaeri Chronicle for the
present year) that the very different effects produced
by frost on plants of the sam- land exposed to in-

fluences in every respect similar, were explicable

! only on the supposition that each plant has it* own
peculiar vital force. We are asked what we mean
by this, and whether jnst the same information is

not conveyed by being told that some plants suffer

: and some, apparentlv like ihern. do to:, baj

,
we do not know. The complaint is that r.o real ex-

planation is given, and tha .: law is laid

down, of which the differer id be said to

be instances. Our correspondent does not complain
cf our present ignorance of the causes producing tbe

results alluded to. he merely ohjects to the expres-

sion made use of, which, as he says, only serres as a
cloak for ignorance, which bad better be openly

avowed, and to discourage further investigation by
referring the phenomena to a hiiden cause peculiar

to each plant, and nndiscoverabie by man.
To this we reply that no other explanation is

possible, and that vitality, whatever it may be, is a
force varying in intensity like other forces. T'

ignore its existence is to deny the evidence of our

senses ; to attempt to explain erence

to mechanical, or ch -

materialism. What agencies ol "- will

explain the reason w; a all

activitv in warmth, and torpid ir. coM : why tbe

elastic column of r. s
"^ bristles of

a Dionsea, the dancir. Hedysaram,

and a thousand other ssxsitive r I obey

the same influences in the s-.- I these

instances heat act- sect* ;

the flv is torpid

with sufficient wa
presence of vital :

that of anim .
-nifw-

tations, will exp".:.

are affected, just as ani- |
rusac acid,

chloroform, opium, at! I other poisaBS.

indent
to the new edition " Horti-

culture," the first exrin-

s:ve> ccctiiiti rr '.- in nature

An .t we are :
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not having been sufficiently recognised is the

cause of half the errors into which routine culti-

vators are seen to fall.

In saying this we would by no means assert that

all obscure facts are explicable only by reference to

vitality, or that the explanations founded upon it

are in all cases just. It is possible enough that

they may be misapplied, like other matters ; and

we are far from claiming for ourselves exemption from

such errors. All we contend for is that vitality,

a force which our senses tell us exists although we

only see it in its results, will often account intel-

ligibly for phenomena, which are otherwise incom-

prehensible.

By way of establishing the converse of this pro-

position, 'the following account of the effects of the

late frosts is given in our correspondent's letter.

" Close to my house," he says, " there is a number of

Sycamores ; they are all on ground equally dry and

sandy ; moreover all have the same aspect. Amongst

them the three most healthy and strong of all, viz.,

an Acer Lobelii (Tenore), an Acer colchicum

rubrum, and, what is very remarkable, a common
Acer pseudo-platanus were frozen to the ground,

whilst right and left of them other plants of the

same species were unharmed even at the very tips

of their branches. To all appearance the circum-

stances under which the trees were placed were

precisely the same. It is very easy to say that the

vitality of the three strong healthy frozen plants

was less energetic than that of the others ; but 1

would ask what is gained by so saying, and what

reason is there to suppose such to have been

the case J"
Now we admit that in the instances quoted it is

probable enough that some agency, much less mys-

terious than different degrees of vitality, has caused

the effects described. Such, for example, as water

at the roots, or a position where the sun's rays in

winter have more influence ; but eveifif that be so,

we must confess our inability to see how it can

affect the argument.

It is announced by M. GuIsrin-Meneville that

the cold country silkworm of China has at last been

reared in France. It has long been known
that in the land of the Manchour Tartars,

in a climate at least as rigorous as our

own, a kind of silk is obtained, of which
very large quantities go into consumption

among the Chinese. The clothes of " mil-

lions" are said to be prepared from it.

Some years since Mr. Rutherford Alcock, Her
Majesty's Consul at Shanghae, sent home samples of

this material, both manufactured and unmanufac-

tured, along with live chrysalids (cocoons), but the

latter perished on the voyage, and the samples were

accidentally misplaced and lost in the Great Exhi-

bition of 1851. The silk was strong, with little lustre,

and resembled some strong thin yellow woollen

linen. It now appears that the French have been

more successful, some males having already been

hatched. Of the other cocoons sent to Italy and

Algiers, no account is given.

According to Gu^rin-Me^neville, this silkworm

forms a new species of night-flying Bomhyx, of the

section Saturtiia, and is nearly related to the

Bomhyx mylitla, which produces the Tussah silk of

India. But the peculiarities observable in the form,

texture, and mode of attachment of the cocoons

forbid the Mantchour moth being regarded as merely

a northern local form of the Tussah silkworm. It is

also one of the same Lepidopterous group as the Mooza
silkworm of Assam, whose silk is largely employed
in India, and which was described by the late

Dr. Helfer under the name of Bomhyx assamensis.

Two circumstances give peculiar interest to the

introduction of this useful insect ; namely, the cold-

ness of the country it naturally inhabits, and its

feeding upon a species of Oak, not on a Mulberry.

The country called Mantchooria is described as

mountainous, very cold in winter, and producing

furs among other articles of trade. Oaks, Pines,

Willows, Birches, Maples, and wild Roses, said to

constitute the main features of its woods, are all

indications of a northern climate. The Oak on
which the silkworm of this remote region feeds is

not clearly described. According to Mons. Isidore

St. Hilaire, two sorts have been raised in France

from the acorns received with the cocoons, one re-

sembling the Quercus castanecefolia, which is well

known to be a native of northern China ; and one

of a species apparently undescribed. But it is

by no means improbable that the common Oaks
of this country would be taken to by the silkworms
in question, and if so, the sole obstacle to the intro-

duction of silk-growing among our rural population
would be removed ; and a better means than now
exists of employing the women and children of the
peasantry would be at once afforded.

It is right to add, upon the authority of Mons.

St. Hilaire, that the interesting acquisition in ques-

tion is mainly owing to the assistance given by
Monseigneur Verrolles, Bishop of Colomby and
Vicar Apostolic in Mantchooria, to M. de Montigny,
the French Consul at Shanghae. Let us hope that

some of our own people will tread with equal success

in the enlightened and patriotic steps of these

gentlemen.

New Plants.
134. Gardenia Rothmanni.

As a good deal of interest is attached at the present

moment to the ripening of exotic fruits, a figure of that

of Gardenia Rothmanni brought to maturity at

Wentworth, under the care of Mr. J. Henderson, A.L.S.,

may not be unacceptable. The quality is not, indeed,

such as to recommend it to general use ; but as it

arrived at great perfection, it is one instance amongst
many others of what may be done in our English stoves

with skill and perseverance. Mr. Henderson has for

the last 20 years or more produced Vanilla in the

greatest perfection and profusion, a triumph
of horticulture which can only be obtained

by patient and constant attention, as every
pod must be artificially impregnated.
The fruit of the Gardenia Rothmanni is about 2 inches

long, obovate, resembling in general appearance that

of the common brown Fig. The surface is smooth and

even, with five faintly marked divisions ; the colour a

chocolate brown, inclining to liver-red, and by no means
black, as stated by Loudon. The walls are thick, of a

firm, close, fleshy, and almost elastic texture, inclosing

two large cells filled with a sweet brown treacle-like

fluid, and containing numerous flat suborbicular or

subelliptic seeds. The flavour resembles that of a

boiled Prune, with a slight terebinthous smack, and the

odour, which is rather powerful, accords precisely with

the taste. There is an entire want of briskness about

the fruit, which in consequence can never become a

favourite ; and were its qualities better, the fact that it

has been a year and a half in coming to perfection

would be a serious drawback. It should be observed,

however, that after the fruit was set, the plant was
removed to a cool conservatory, a circumstance which

may have made the process of ripening more tardy.

A few other instances occur of edible fruits amongst
the Cinchonads. M. J. B.

derangement but organic change, which is in most
cases visible to the naked eye. It was stated above
that those diseases which are constitutional are
in all probability originally derived from external
causes, and so as regards functional derangement
there can be no doubt that it is always accompanied
by organic mischief, though affecting structures of such
delicate composition as to be beyond our powers of

investigation. As before, to avoid the confusion attend-

ant on the fact that similar appearances may arise from
very different causes, I shall be obliged to depart from
the strict letter of the arrangement I have laid down.
So long, however, as the main distinctions are kept in
view no further inconvenience will arise than that with
which the author has the most reason to be discon-

tented, namely a want of unity or systematic effect. No
useful end, however, can be gained if perspicuity be
sacrificed to mere neatness of arrangement. When the
whole is completed a systematic arrangement will be
given, in which each disease will appear under its dis-

tinctive head, with proper references, where it has been
thought preferable to describe it in association with a

similar disease arising from different causes.

329. Plants whether exogenous or endogenous, to
whatever size they grow, and however complicated may
be the organs of fructification, are mere repetitions of

the primary whorls* of leaves. There are subordinate
organs, as prickles, hairs, glands, &c, which may answer
specific purposes, but which are not essential to the

genus. The component leaves of these whorls are
subject to many modifications, and the various forms of

flowers and fruit arise from such modifications, com-
bined with the increase or suppression of the members
of each whorl. A greater number therefore of the
leaves than usual may undergo a modification into

stamens, pistils, carpels, &c. ; or these essential organs
may revert to the condition of leaves. If the object of

the cultivator is to have [fruit, his harvest may be im-
paired by abortion, distortion, and other evils, or if

ornament is the point in view the reversion of multiplied

petals, &c, to their original form, may lead to equal

disappointment.

330. The consideration of every abnormal form sepa-

rately would be quite out of place in the present pub-

lication, and would prove tedious to a large portion of

our readers, who can hardly be expected to enter

warmly into an examination of every consequence
deducible from the morbid or abnormal appearances

assumed by plants. The facts are so numerous and
various that Meyen proposed to devote a distinct volume
to their consideration, but was prevented by death
from accomplishing his object, a matter which is the

less to be regretted, as it has been taken up by Moquin-
Taudon, who has published his observations in a volume
entitled "Elements de Teratologic Vegetale" (Paris,

1841), or in other words, a history of vegetable mon-
strosities. Though, however, I am not prepared to

describe or discuss every abnormal condition comprised
under the familiar name of monstrosities, it will not be
inexpedient to enumerate briefly the several heads
under which they may be comprised, and the more so,

because there is no better way of becoming acquainted
with the structure of plants than comparing abnormal
conditions with those which are normal, and ascertaining

the relations they have to each other, and the systematic
import of such multiplications or subtractions as may
exist in abnormal flowers. The consideration of mon-
strosities, when unaccompanied by preconceived notions,

will indeed often afford an explanation, where all other-

appliances fail. The true nature, for instance, of the
placentation in Cloveworts is clear enough when studied

in connection with such monstrosities as have been
represented in this Journal in vol. 1855, p. 280, and
vol. 1850, p. 612. It is to such conditions that we are
indebted for cur distinct apprehension of the nature of

stamens and the divisions of the carpels. But sup-
posing even that these might have been understood
by mere comparison of the different organs iE>

different plants in their normal condition, the nature

of ovules must have remained an impenetrable

•a secret without such cases as the foliiforra carpels

of the common white Clover, which leave the matter
beyond doubt,' as does the conversion of ovules into

carpels in the case of the Sweet William and Carnation?

adverted to above. M. J. £.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXVIII.
328. a. Internal or Constitutional.—** Organic.—

I commence with the present number the consideration

of those diseases which are essentially constitutional,

and at the same time induce not merely functional

CORREA " BRILLIANT."
This high-coloured variety was raised by Mr. Gaines,

of Battersea, and is certainly one of the best kinds of

Correas in cultivation. It has a striking effect in

the greenhouse during the winter months. Its pro-

pagation is easily effected, either by cuttings, grafting,

or inarching. C. alba being a hardy variety, with a
vigorous habit of growth, is preferable as a stock. It

short-jointed pieces of the young wood, in a half-ripe

state, are selected for cuttings, planted in sandy peat,

covered with a glass, and placed in a close, eool situation

for about a month, and then removed tc- a very gentle

bottom-heat, they will root freely. When the cuttings

are obtained early in the season—but unless plants are
placed in heat this will seldom be the case—it will be

* This word is used here in the same sense in which- the
several convolutions of a spiral are called its whorls. It is the-

more necessary to advert to this because the word is used" by
Lindley (Int., v. 1, p. 315) in its more ordinary botanical sense
when speaking of the same subject in reference to Brongniart's

paper in the old series of " Ann. des Sc. Nat.," v. 23, p. 226.

The ovules, of course, belong to another category, and are adven-

titious buds. It is not to be supposed that there is any analogy
between pollen grains and ovules, though the latter are some-
times produced from anthers instead of the former, as in the

gourd figured by me in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1851, p. 499,
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easy, with ordinary management, to have them rooted,

potted off, and established in 4-inoh pota previous to

winter ; and in case tlmt the cuttings are not lit for

potting singly early in autumn, it will be hotter to keep

them over the winter in the cutting-pot. When potted

oft
1

, whether during autumn or springy it will lie neces*

Nary to keep tliem ratijer warm and moist till they have
become established.

In February, or early in Mar(lb, place the young
plants in a moiHt temperature of about 'ill", and keep
thoni properly Hupplied witli water. An SOOn na limy

commence growing, examine the state of the roots, and
shift into pots two sizea larger Much aH require more
pot-room. Water inuBt ho very carefully administered
for a week or two after potting, and the noil, an well an
tho ball of the plants, must he in a proper state OS to

moisture when potted. If theso important although
apparently trivial matters nro rightly attended to, the
young plants will soon burst into vigorous growth, and
should be allowed a free circulation of air during bright

warm days. It will probably be necessary to regulate

the growth by pinchiiig-nut. the points of any over-

luxuriant shoots, so as to secure a compact habit of

growth. The Corron, like many other hard-wooded
plants, grows freely in a moist and moderately warm
atmosphere ; hut when kept in a hot and dry l.euipera-

turo, tho young wood becomes prematurely ripened,and
ill health ensues. Perhaps the equal temperature ami
moist atmosphere most congenial to the growth of tho
plant is more easily secured during the summer months
in a cold frame than olsowhere ; but the rcmovul mUBt
bo carefully effected, and the plants should he kept freely

supplied with air for a time, previous to the change, and
the frame so mannged as to maintain the temperature and
atmosphere sufficiently warm and moist to prevent them
sustaining any chock. During summer, a slight shade on
tile forenoon of bright days will be highly beneficial, and
the plants should he sprinkled over-head night and morn-
ing. Air should he freely admitted, except during the
occurrence of colddryingwinds, when the lights should bo
raised at the bnck only, and the temperature kept down
by means of shading. When the nights become warm, the
lights may be thrown off late in the evening, and again
replaced to protect the plants from the intense heat of
the sun's rays during the day. The stronger-growing
specimens may require a second shift towards August
or September

; and this should bo attended to as soon
ae the pots are full of roots. Discontinue the fore-
noon's shade early in September, and gradually expose
the plants to the sun's rays and the freest possible
circulation of air, merely guarding them from heavy
rains and autumn frosts. They should be removed to
an airy part of the greenhouse about the middle of
October, where they may remain during the winter, and
will require no further attention than a supply of water
and protection from frost.

When they have done flowering, any straggling shoots
should be cut back, and the plants may be treated this
season as recommended for last ; or, if rapid growth is

not particularly desired, they may be removed to a
sheltered warm situation out of doors, instead of to a
cold frame ; but if they have been excited into active
growth by a close, moist ntmosphere, they must not be
rashly exposed to the drying winds and bright sunshine
which frequently oceur in May. When greenhouse
plants are removed to the plant-ground, they should be
placed in a shady situation, and gradually prepared for

Jul! exposure to the sun and air. During summer they
must he freely supplied with water, and a sprinkling

over-head on the evenings of bright days will be

beneficial. When the nights become cold, or drenching
rains occur, they should be removed to the greenhouse,
and he there freely exposed to sun and air. If it is

desirable to have a portion of the plants in flower early
in winter, they should be placed in the warmest end of

the house, and kept as close as circumstances will permit.

If treated thus, and if the young wood was properly
matured, the plants will speedily be covered with bloom;
and if they are properly supplied with water, they will

continue in full beauty for many weeks. It will be un-
necessary to place them in heat after the desired size is

attained ; but if the early-flowering plants are induced
to start into growth early in spring, they will be ready
to blossom early in winter, and by these means a long
season of floral beauty will be easily secured.

All Correas will be found to thrive in a soil composed
of three parts fibry peat, and one part light sandy turfy

loam, with a free admixture of silver sand. The peat
and loam should be carefully broken up into small
pieces, divested of all inert soil and grassy litter, and
carefully intermixed with the sand ; and a sprinkling of

clean potsherds, broken rather small, will assist to secure
perfect drainage of the mass after the decay of the fibre

has taken place. In potting, the soil should be made
rather firm about the old ball, and should be in a proper
condition as regards moisture when used. The plants

will flower more abundantly if they are potted late in

the season ; and, unless they are allowed plenty of root-

room, their blooming season will be comparatively
short ; but those who are partially unacquainted w ith

the culture of pot-plants will act a wise part in resting

satisfied with a moderate display of floral beauty rather
than to risk potting their plants late in the season.

With an annual shift, and attention to the simple
hints which |1 have just laid down, this Correa will

remain many years in perfection, and, by its abundant
display of blossom during the winter months, will well
repay the trifling care which its culture requires.
When the plants become too large to be conveniently
shifted, it will be better to throw them to the rubbish-

boap, and to supply their placet with young plant*, at
if kept after they become pot bound, they Keldoin BoWM
satisfactorily, Alpha,

THE INFLUENCE •„ HEAT .,•. nil PROGRESS
ok VEGETATION.
[Omdv&t&frm p. 421,)

1. Phaittof VegtUtticm, Very early in the oonrte of
our inquiries wo ascertained tin curfoni fact thai in the
valb-y of the Rhone a smaller mm of temperature
required to ripen Wlmnt tbiui in the north of I rencs

j

but, that tho Rhone Wheat had much ihortei Straw, and
wot mode up of a fewer number ol joints thtn the other,
A I Lougan on the Don, the straw in bo high thai nu

ostrich can scarcely see over it; hut the turn of the

temperatures it very much greater. In Siberia Bai

ripens with a lest turn of degrees than in the south ol

Europe, bat in Ibe former country the return in only

three and a half fold, and the Barley, therefore, pro

duces but a small number of splkolets in oaen tar,

whilst in France the return is eight or nine timi Hi-

quantity of seed pown. The above drCDmttanoM
appeared to show the direction which our inquiries

ought to take, and w« determined to examine separately

each of the stages of vegetation, commencing with the

production of joints and then to compart each stage

with the temperature.
The buil and the seed are alike an undeveloped plant.

Both have a peculiar life distinct from that of other in-

dividuals of the same specieH. Doth are rudimentary
branches. Both contain, wrapped one within tin- other.

the series of joints which when develo] I d form a
branch. Each joint growing within the sheath contain-

ing it disengages itRelf in its turn from the centre of the

hud, and the formation and development of a joint may
be regarded as an elementary stage in the life of plant*.

In tlie| first place, therefore, we determined to compare
tho duration of this stogo with the temperature accom-
panying it. Tho tables accompanying the memoir
show tho results of observations made on the Mulberry
in DI40 and 1854 with this view.

One year with another we obtained tin" joints on a
shoot from the stock of a hybrid multieaul Mulberry,
and the number of degrees was always nearly the same,
viz., 58.5° and 68.4° for tho production of each joint.

A shoot proceeding from a secondary branch pruned
nearly down to the stock gave only 41 joints, each of

which required 87.7° for its growth, although the shoot

was almost vertical. If, however, the shoot inclines 50"

from tho vertical we obtain only 24 joints, each of

which requires 1G1° of temperature. The vertical

shoots of the top of old Mulberry trees pruned in the

spring have 27 or 29 leaves each, developing with from
133° to 143° of temperature.

It thus appears that, 1, temperature has a direct

influence on the development of each joint ; 2, the

development of each joint requires pretty nearly the

same number of thermometrical degrees ; 3, the more
vertical the branch the fewer is the number of degrees

;

4, the number of degrees increases as the obstructions

to the flow of the Bap to the bud are increased ; 5,

temperature does not act on the bud itself, but on the

sap which nourishes it, and the growth of a bud results

from the movement of the sap caused by temperature

and, the temperature being the same, the flow of the

sap to the bud is quick in proportion as its passage is

short, direct, and unobstructed.

The joints, however, are not of equal length, and
their length does not depend on the influence of heat,

but on the quantity of sap which finds its way to the

plant, and which varieB with the dryness and moisture

of the earth. This is at once evident if attention be

paid to the hygrometrical state of the soil ; after

rain the joints elongate, after drought they shorten. A
table for the year 1844 shows that in each month the

length of the joints varied with the temperature and
moisture of the atmosphere. It is, besides, known to

every one that rain makes plants grow ; a dry season

gives short spare hay, whilst after wet the crop is good.

A similar set of observations was made on the Beet-

root. The root has as many concentric circles as there

are spirals of leaves. In our first experiment we ob-

tained, from April to October, seven concentric circles

and seven spirals each of seven leaves ; the sum of

degrees of temperature was 3618, or about 100° per

joint. But the accumulation of matter resulting from

the abundance of sap is not regulated by the tempera-

ture. From tile 1st of April to the 20th of Sept Beet

was obtained weighing on an average 0.75 kil. During

the dry summer months there was a check, but on the

25th of October the roots weighed 1.05 kil. The
0.75 kil. were obtained with 3108° of heat and dry

weather, whilst the amount of 0.3 kil. was obtained

with 510° under the influence of the rains of autumn.

Again, Beet-roots unchecked in their growth and placed

ina soil constantly damp (frais), acquired a weight of

3.5 kil. under the'influenee of 3618° of heat. We must

be careful therefore to distinguish increase of size from

production of organs ; the latter depends on tempera-

ture, the former on richness and abundance of sap.

2. Flowering.—It is not absolutely necessary to the

life of plants that they should flower. Peas sown in

a highly manured soil ran into branches and leaves, but

did not flower. In the hot damp countries near the

equator Wheat does not ear, but yields so many stems

and leaves as to be cultivated for fodder. Humboldt

states that on the sides of the Cordillera of Vera Cruz,

near Acapulco, Wheat is not cultivated for its grain at a

less altitude than 1200 or 1300 yards. MM. Edwards

and Colin could not succeed in obtaining grain from a

WtDICf W lir.-.i KHTB at Ibe tod '.I April
; bfU UM aUMUl

spring Wheat and tbt n..t aaaOei • email

•.Miller varnIt) n,v.i, at the s»t>.' I i e»m
of com. On the other bead Wheel it cultivated fer tit

yrhin in Ibe J tie ( France ohnoat at thi i

«-» wbei

Cast, h r than ii.»t of Xaiaaa
wb< n '•'. beat dot bae aaaa
v\ bi ni fructify in tl.e ».\

sugar and coffee, M. ki'u.i'i«r ji"-: auw
d i. - .1 k seller, in order to set »ru-

in miiy, and then boose,

where the tentpentafu vatf moderati

constant, but Ibe plaota r»o u> .•»( ai

The experiments <! MM. Edwards sod ' <i>u*%

thai a lar/"' :.

only, Joel like the fertOt «'.ii m Ibe >-»»* •,< ii* !<-•«,

whilst Ibe !• i oli/wrr.<-fi

poor winter vVbeatt rieUl tare, »> happem
lei rich Is ''• Bremacker*a experiaaaM

oonstant moisture oftbt holho— • «d*n>pe>t«t

of.the cellar »».« »lvi f< nothing but !>«.
t to rt-rj nvnai atmosphere

on the Mexican tii ', and a ro'

ire and >lr;.ii« in ibOM p»rt« •'

wine where eon itpano, At all i reoej H « ci»»r from
the above facts that BowotTog • by do means btdatetav
cable to "*i»«t
an abundant and continooos I : ; ' »*p *• more
inclined to run entirely to I* :.'. than •

.:. Wpetten of 8tcd$,— In ibe "mtkT7
to ascertain what is m<-*nt by ripewws. Ber i

fruit ill ripe when It is ready to fall , 'A\ht-

pericarp at leael to be dried »nd tbt aJbomts to

pletely hardened : others rain allow
'•

be ripe whui Ibe teed in <f> for odvn
can be made to germinate. 'Xl:» i« riper>»'

botanical ren»e, and in I
' the

word can be used with precision. 1 1
•

ing docs not depend on rip»n'*» ; U.r 'i»r:;

Olive is either gathered or allowed u, fail, vrviriiot \n

the purposes for which it is wanted. ijr»p« air

gathered when they are more of lew r,j-», aceortiof to

the object the grower ha* in view, the r«-»nltj cxbeeted

from fermentation, and ti 'b« net ao

as to suit the tasles of his cu»t//m»r«. Id iJorroody the

Grape harvest is later now than forrnTly, whik* the

contrary is the case in the tooth of Frane*. At r»-r»r-i»

Beans, it U usual not to cut them until the pod it

dry, but the farmers in the Valaia, who dteire li

the stalk unchanged, cut them as soon at the scar

of the seed is black, although the ret* of

still green. Wheat seed hat been proved bv M.

Duchartre to be capable of germmaunw when the

albumen is still almost milky, and that germina-

tion was strikingly facilitated by the drying and

shrinking (f'Wach'm) of the corn. Without, bowrrcr,

going so far as this, it is certain, from experiments

made at Versailles and La Sauaoaie. that corn mar be

got in without inconvenience when the top of the stem

is still green, and that the grains are then finer and

more valued in the market. This sufficient ripeoeaa

is from nine to 1 3 days earlier than what our farmers

call complete ripeness, and give* a turn of at lewet 245°

of temperature.
There is another difficulty met with when an attoawt

is made to fix upon a sum of degrees of temperature te

necessary to enable a plant to arrive at maturity ;

namely, the difficulty arising from the great number of

varieties which mature, some faster aod some slower

than others : this is the case wit'i corn, Maize, Pota-

toes, Grapes, dc. We cannot therefore admit that

ripeness in its common sense, which is to artiitrary ax. i

changeable, is a natural phase in the Ufe of pbtnti :

mnst confine the term to its botanical sense above

explained, concerning which we know very little, and

leave the rest to the convenience of cultivataca.

cosclus:

1. The successive phases of vegetation are marked

bv the development of elementary organs, namely,

joints and their appendages, stem, leave*, bods, 4c.

2. The development of the joints is determined by a

sum of degrees of temperature, which is nearly constant

for the same species, and for branches wbose position

is alike.

3. An indefinite number of leafy joints may be pro-

duced and yet the plant not fleer.

4. The number of such joints varies with the i Timed

and the rear.

5. The flowering, and the number of leaf-beatiiig

joints which precede it, depend on the different circum-

stances which diminish tbe abundance of the mp m the

shoot, or which thicken it by compelling it to take long

or numerous indirect f•sssj^es.

6. As the meteorological conditions which

ibe sap viz., the moisture of tbe seal and i

wind, A:c—are. on an average of several years, pretty

nearlv the same in the same climate, plante flower with

tolerable regularity after having produced the muse

number of joints. " We are mus enabled to calculate

for a given climate the sum of degrees of li lafii i Hun
which lead to flowering in tbe same chmalg, aitbofjh

this number may not hold good for another cfimate

where the number of joints which precede the flowering

is no loncer tbe same.

7. FrnctiecatJon and ripening being the <

of flowering, the sum of degrees necessary to I

Tories with the climate.

8. The time of harvest being always dependent cm
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economical considerations, and not always coinciding

with the time of maturity in the botanical sense, cannot

he made the subject of exact calculations as to tempe-

rature.

9. Solar radiation being also nearly constant in the

same climate, if it be added to the temperature of the

air the relation between the sums of temperature is not

changed ; but it is changed if passing from one

climate to another. This heat, added to the tempera-

ture of the air, oujht to be taken into account when the

possibility of cultivation in a given ^ilace has to be

ascertained. Comptcs vendue.

Home Correspondence.
Garden irrigation.—Ou a former occasion I cursorily

noticed the use made of a tank for water in foreign

gardens for the purpose of irrigation. The increased

adoption in this country of the system on a large scale

to farm lands, sucuests its application to the garden,

which is generally foremost in all minute improvements.

An abundant and conveniently placed supply of water is

of itself of first consequence; and there is, moreover,

such a prospect of an increased produce as to induce

owners of gardens to have it brought iu on a regular

system. I will note down what occurs to me on the

subject. The sources of supply of water, and the best

means of bringing it in are the first consideration. If it

can be got so as to fill a cistern at a higher level than

the garden wall, it will be best. It will in many cases

be proper to consider the supply in connection with the

house, particularly if the sewer can be taken to the

garden, in which case the water is returned with inte-

rest, and the same level or the same power might be

made to serve both house and garden. Very few houses
are fully supplied with water beyond the every day
requirements, while in the case of fire or flushing the

drains provision ia seldom made. The supply may be
obtained from springs, small streams, ponds, or drain-

age, and rain-water might be collected to help other

sources. The quality of the water should first be inves-

tigated. The reservoir, of course, should be in propor-
tion to the space to be irrigated, and the nearer the

garden the better, as water may be conveyed to the
cistern in open cuts, but in most cases it mustbe iu pipes

from it to the garden. If the reservoir can be made in

the ground and well puddled with clay it is the best
;

but generally one requires to be made of iron, slate, or
wood ; and at the back of the garden wall, forming the
roof of some shed, appears to be a very suitable position.

Both ingenuity and taste will be brought into play in

arranging the cistern or reservoir. If mixings of
manures are .to be made it would be well to have a
second cistern for the purpose on nearly a similar level

;

a small stage, and steps to it, will be necessary. The
most efficaciou6method of applying artificial manures will

probably be found to be to let on the water between the
plants, then apply to eajh its modicum, and again the
water. The high level gives the command of the water
for wall trees and standards, as well as of every part of
the garden ; and if it be necessary to use labour to force
up the water at all, ic will save it by sending it up at
once to the necessary height. If the supply is just above
the level of the garden the foreign fashion of a brick
tank with sluice and open gutters, having a projecting
roof over it supported by pillars, around and over which
creepers and flowers are trained, will answer most pur-
poses, and form an ornamental object. The main pipe
from the reservoir should be of ample size and be laid
along the most central part, and from it branches will
be carried into the chief compartments of the garden

;

cocks with screwed nozzles have to be placed at frequent
intervals, to which hose can be attached, and thus a
stream can be directed to any part of the garden. The
pipes should be laid at the sides of the walks and out of
the reach of spades. They would be the better for being
placed in some non-conducting substance. When the
supply of water is below the level, means must be used
to force it up. A small steam engine is the best, unless
you are favoured by a stream to drive a small water-
wheel. But both the various other purposes to which
the steam-power might be applied, and the means of
heating afforded by the fire and boiler seem to indicate
that the engine is preferable. When the water has to
come any considerable distance in pipes, air vessels are
necessary to ensure a regular flow. In the whole
arrangement there need be nothing complicated, but it

will be safer to obtain the advice of some one conversant
in such matters, than to trust to the plumber or
gardener, however well informed in their own imme-
diate departments. F.

Pampas Grass.—Observing many inquiries during the
past year for information respecting the locality of the
Gynerium argenteum, I wrote to a friend in Monte
Video, desiring him to collect me some of the seeds,
and I have now the pleasure to state that I shall receive
a supply by the first ship from that place, when I shall

be most happy to distribute them. This plant is not,

however, to be found in the neighbourhood of Monte
Video ; but is very abundant on islands in the rivers
Uruguay and Parana, or in the extreme southern part
of the province of Buenos Ayres. It is most luxuriant
in a rather wet soil. Thomas S. Woodcock, Manchester,
June 26.

Gigantic Cucumbers.—We forward a brace of Cucum-
bers, Lynch's Star of the West, grown by the Earl of
St. Germains' gardener, and we should feel obliged for
your opinion respecting its merit. W. E.Rendle and Co.,
Plymouth. [Of these one was 24 inches long, 9 ins.
in circumference, and weighed 34 lbs. ; the other was

22jj- inches long, 74 inches in circumference, and weighed

2 lbs. 12 ozs. Both had the flower on the end. The
flesh was solid and excellent, and the surface so even

that scarcely any waste took place in paring them.]

Popular Natural History.—The more elementary a

work may be upon any subject, the more scrupulous

ought the author to be in the correctness of his teach-

ing. An advanced scholar may detect an error and

avoid it, but a beginner is not always able to do so,

and false knowledge is worse than no knowledge at all
;

you lose the time occupied in gaining it as well as in

unlearning it. Till late years books published on

natural history were notoriously disfigured by the

marvellous ;
" I have heard " usurped the place of " I

have seen." Nor are modern works entirely free from
these objections. I have no pretensions to the critic

in natural history ; but when I meet with a statement

which will not bear investigating by the ordinary pro-

cess of analogical reasoning, I set it dowii as untrue
until I see reason to change my opinion. Some time ago
I spent an afternoon in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's

Park. To economise time I purchased the sixpenny

guide book having a plan of thegardens. This,by-the>bye,

1 would recommend every stranger to do who wishes to

save his legs and his time. Subsequently, in turning

over the pages of this book, I met with the following

passage :
—" Here also will be found the brush turkey

of Australia (Talegalla Lathami), the representative of

a limited but most singular group of birds, which are

inhabitants of Australia, New Guinea, and a few of the

adjacent islands of the Indian Archipelago. They are

all remarkable, like the brush Turkey, for the great

strength of their feet. The peculiar function to which
this structure is directed is discernible in the history of

their reproduction. Instead of making a nest, they

scratch together enormous mounds of leaves and earth,

in which they bury their eggs, to be matured by the heat

of fermentation. As soon as the chicken leaves the

shell, it excavates a way to light by means of its strong

and well-developed feet ; and then, it seems, the mother
bird, guided by unerring instinct to await this moment,
receives her young, and commences the actual duties

of parental care." Now, does any body in their

senses believe this \ Fancy a young bird just warm
from the shell, with tender feet and legs, scratching its

way out from under an" enormous " mass of fermenting
leaves and earth ! But further comment is needless.

Though the able secretary's name is on the title page
no one will do him the injustice to believe that he wrote
this passage. It would, however, have been well if

he had corrected the proof-sheet. While on the subject

of natural history I may allude to a statement in a
recent part of the " The English Cyclopaedia," in the
article on the Pheasant, in which Mr. Selby is quoted
as saying " that the bulk of the garden Tulip is an
article of diet which the pheasant omits no opportunity
of obtaining, and which, however deeply buried, the
bird is almost certain to reach by means of its bill and
feet." Now I happen to live in one of the best situations

possible for testing the truth of this. My house
is close to, in fact in the midst of a pheasant pre-
serve. In the front is a small lawn, on which
in the spring of the year, and in fact at almost any
time, in the morning several pheasants may be observed
picking among the Grass ; and so tame are they that,

much to my cost, they can with difficulty be "driven

away. On this lawn, for two seasons, I had a bed of
Tulips ; but not a bulb was touched by the pheasants.

Many a time have I seen three or four fine fellows

around the bed ; both when the bulbs were recently
planted and when the leaves were just peeping from
the soil, and, in fact, at all stages of their growth ; and I

am sure that if the birds had any great liking for Tulip
fare they would have helped themselves. I have, I am
sorry to say, but few things in my garden, culinary or
otherwise, that pheasants or rabbits will not readily

eat ; but I can safely say that Tulips are among the
exceptions. G. W. L.

Panlovnia impcrialis—The flowering of the Paulovnia
in this country is now likely to become a common
occurrence. You mentioned its having done so this

season in a recent Number of your Paper, and I have
lately seen a specimen some 20 feet high in the grounds
of H. Kingscote, Esq., at Sandgate, with flowers fully

expanded, and there are others in this neighbourhood.
A sight of the plant mentioned suggests the propriety
(especially for small places), of growing it more in the
form of a bush, that its beauty and fragrance may be
more accessible. In all probability age is all that is

required in order to secure a yearly supply of bloom in

favourable localities. The small extra degree of heat
during last autumn does not appear to me to sufficiently

account for the unusual supply of blossom this

spring ; at least, I would claim for the unprece-
dented dryness of the preceding 18 months some of the
merit of producing such a result, and would press its

consideration on such as have the charge of valuable
collections, the condition of the plants under their charge
as regards moisture being in a great measure intheir
own hands, while that relating to heat is altogether
beyond their control. Perfect drainage, high or surface
planting, benefit by the dryness thereby conferred, and
might be carried still further by rendering (during the
rainy season at least) the ground for some distance
around valuable specimens waterproof, feeling assured
that (as in the case of Vine borders, &c.,) the trouble
would be amply repaid by the production of firmer
wood, that would be easier ripened, and less liable to be
acted upon by frost. The severity of the past winter

has here produced some strange effects. The Pinna

canarieuais, Juniperus Bermudiana, and Viburnum
japonicum, at best doubtful characters, have escaped
and are growing freely, while double and common
Furze bushes are killed to the ground. /. M., Folkestone.

A Country Gardener's Visit to London.—I have some-
times thought that a great part of the botanical know-
ledge in and about London is kept as it were in a
strait-jacket. No doubt many a working gardener,
like the writer of this article, has found much pleasure
in botanical studies after the labours of the day are
over, and would be glad of any opportunity within his

reach to increase his small stock of knowledge. When
I visited London some time ago, I hurried about from
place to place, as my time there was of short duration.

One day I came to what might be called a triple inclosed

garden, namely, a hedge, a paling, and the police inside.

I saw tallies with scientific names upon them, but it

would defy them that ran to read them, and it would be
a little dangerous at times to be peeping through an
opening or making long necks to ascertain what they
told the passer by; but I thought there would be a free

passage somewhere, and that 1 would come out a better

informed person than when I went in ; but when I

came to a wide entrance I found that it was too narrow
for me to enter. I was told that it required a written

order from a member, and that there were more than a.

thousand of them ; but I might as well have sought for

a lost needle in a truss of hay as found one of them.
It was of no use telling that I was a stranger from Scot-

land, that I was a gardener whose stay was to be short.

I mentioned names, the reply was " Not at home. : '

They appeared to be as closely shut up as the cotyledons

of the Windsor Bean in its leathery integuments. I

turned about not very well pleased, thinking upon the

dog Cerberus with three heads, the fabled keeper of

Pluto's palace, wishing no doubt that Auld Nick would
not be at home when any poor wight came near his

dwelling, and I felt somewhat vexed at the thought that

I would get more botanical knowledge within a
ring fence on a Scotch moor than I could obtain

from a metropolitan botanic garden. I got more
easily into another garden, which I learned after

I got within was Kensington Gardens. We are told

somewhere that George Don, by order of the Com-
missioners of Woods and Forests, correctly named all

the trees and shrubs supplied to St. James's Park and
Kensington Gardens. I ventured to speak to one man
who waa examining the state of the tallies in the arbo-

retum. I expected to get some information from him
on the subject about which he was employed, but he
confessed that he knew nothing at all about botany ;

he told me, however, that it was the best arboretum in

England. I had my doubts, however, about the state-

ment, and thought that a person so employed, who knew
nothing about botany or the naming of plants, might soon
derange the best named collection of plants in exist-

ence. My next disappointment was at the British

Museum. I purchased "a hand-book guide for visitors,"

and glancing over the divisions of the book my eye
caught " Gallery of Natural History," which I found was
in five divisions ; the first on the list was the " Bota-
nical Museum." In that noble building, with its rich col-

lections of the works of God and man, there ia much
ta attract the attention of those who riait it for the first

time, and the statue of Sir Joseph Banks and the por-

trait of Sir Hans Sloane put one in mind of the bota-

nical museum ; but my search for it was something like

the gentleman who was seen poring over the map of the

world for the kingdom of Lilliput. After some lost

labour, and by turning to my guide-book another time, I

was told that the " Botanical Museum " was still incom-
plete and not open to the public. P. Mackenzie, West
Plean.

Oak Grafted on a Willow.—I have been informed by
a gentleman who has lately been in France that he saw
in the garden of Le Petit Trianon a grafted Oak tree,

the stock of which was said to be Willow, and that it

wa3 done by Napoleon I. I wish to know whether you
think this possible ; and if you have no certain infor

mation, I beg the favour |of an inquiry through your
columns. /. /. M., Leysters. [Surely you do not believe

in such a preposterous absurdity. Your friend should

be less credulous.]

Mistletoe on the Oak.—Speaking to Dr. Jenner, the

discoverer of vaccination, of the Mistletoe of the Oak.
and remarking that I had never seen that plant but on
Apple trees and sometimes on the Hawthorn and
Mountain Ash, he said he had seen one and only one
growing on an Oak in the forest of Dean, in Gloucester-

shire. Dr. Jenner was, as is well known, a very

accurate observer and good naturalist ; he considered

its rarity and uncongenial habitat the cause of its being

considered sacred by the Druids. One of your Readers.

Morphology.—I enclose two specimens of the cones of

a Larch in my plantation, which is covered with cones

in a similar condition, i.e., having young shoots growing

out of their tops. I do not know whether the pheno-

menon is very unusual or not ; if it is perhaps you may
think it worth while to notice it. John F. Moor, Romsey.

[Such cases are not uucommon. They are curious

proofs that the cone of a Fir tree is a stunted and
metamorphosed branch.]

Slocks v. Scions.—Allow me to ask your scientific and
practical horticultural and floricultural readers the fol-

lowing questions. 1. Would a wild Thorn or Crab
gralted with an Apple or any other fruit produce any
or sufficient shoots, suckers, or wild undergrowth, to

destroy in any unlimited period of time the growth of

such graft, and resume its original nature, if entirely

neglected and left to its own growth in this or any other
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climate, anil without the clearing away of any shoots,

suckers, or niulernrowth i [Certainly in many cases,

probably in all,] 2, The budding of Roues being upon

the same principle, will time ami neglect have the I ame
ou"ccfc with the wild ISriaraml in this climate i | Yes.] As
this is a very interesting subject, would you pardon my
intruding further and asking the name: or names of the

authors who have specially written on thin subject ("I

have lately read something on this subject, but cannot

recall where), because it implies not only the power of

tho wild and natural production over the cultivated, but

also tho principle that the native growth of any clime

may not ho encroached upon by human power, except
HO far as continued attention sustains and agists the

development of the indigenous child of one: climate after

having been grafted or budded on that of another
climate. That in fact Nature reassumes its sway after

tho meddling human hand ceases to sustain what it has
created by uniting plants by either budding or grafting.

Tho question is tho principle, and whether the laws of

Naturo have been fully explained on ihiH point. An
Inquirer into Natural Laws, Brixton, Jime HI. [.We
do not recollect anything specially written on this

subject. But tho truth of the replies we have giv( n is

matter of common notoriety. Tim wild stock will

always overcome tho scion, in course of time, unless

artificial moans are taken to prevent its doing so.]

.octettes.

Linnkan, June 1.').—W. Yarrell, V.P., in tho Chair.

Professor Bentley exhibited several new materials for

the manufacture of paper, as well as tho papers made
from them, and made somo observations on their pecu-

liarities. Dr.'Borthold Seemann exhibited a specimen

of the Pipitzahuao (Dumerilia Alamani, Dl>.) together

with some crystals of a golden metallic hue extracted

from its roots, and called in Mexico Oro vegetal, or
vegetable gold. It was stated that this new organic acid,

which had been extracted by Mr. W. SchaH'uer and
Prof. Leopold Rio do la Loza, possessed medicinal pro-
perties similar to those of jalap, and is soluble in ether.

The following papers were read.— 1. A memoir "On
the Larvm of Coleopterous Insects," by J. O. Westwood,
Esq. 2. The continuation of Dr. Hooker's memoir
" On Balanophorem."

Caledonian Horticultural, June 9.—Premiums
were awarded on this occasion as follows, viz. :—To
Mr. Fowler, gr. to J. Macmurray, Esq., for Cattleya
Mossiee and Lesehenaultia formosa ; 2d to Mr. Ritchie,

gr. to A. Duncan, Esq., for Pimelea deeussata and
Eutaxia myrtifolia. Capo Heaths (in 8-inch pots).

—

1st to Mr. Lockhart, gr. to R. Dundas, Esq., for Erica
ventricosa coccinea, E. ventricosa hirsuta rosea, E.
ventricosa densa carnea, and E. Coventryana. Cape
Heaths (in 11-inch pots).— 1st to Mr. Fowler, for E.
ventricosa alba tincta and perspicua nana ; 2d to Mr.
Ritchie, for E. odorata rosea and Bergiana. Pelar-
goniums.— 1st to Mr. Forrest, gr. to \V. Anderson, Esq.,

for Gulielme and Forget-me-not ; 2d to Mr. Cameron,
gr. to S. Hay, Esq., for Pictum and Forget-me-not.

Pelargoniums (in 6-inch pots).— 1st to Mr. Henderson,

gr. to C. K. Sivewright, Esq., for Magnet, Emily, Beauty
of Montpelier, and a seedling. Fancy varieties.— 1st

to Mr. Forrest, for Countess of Ross and Annette ; 2d
to Mr. Cameron, for Decora and Lady Flora Hastings.

Fancy ditto (in 6-inch pots).— 1st to Mr. Forrest, for

Lady Hume Campbell, Jenny Lind, Lady Downes, and
Jehu Superb ; 2d to Mr. Henderson, for Goliab, Decora,
Advancer, and Eminent. Cinerarias (in 8-inch pots).

—

1st to Mr. Walker,gr. to J. Mood, Esq., for Angelique,

Lady Hume Campbell, Marianne, and Rosy Morn ; 2d
to Mr. Crombie,for Lady Gertrude, Lord Stamford, Ayr-
shire Lass, and Picturata. Calceolarias.— 1st to Mi-

. Mit-

chell, gr. to Lady Keith, for Sir G. Warrender, Rob Roy,
and Nelson ; 2d to Mr. Ritchie, for Bass Rock, Acantha,
and Uncle Tom. Pansies (nurserymen).— 1st to Messrs.
Downieand Laird, for Monarch,Royal Standard, Countess
of Strathmore, Father Gavazzi, Miss Talbot, Sulphurea
spleudens, Argo, Fearless, Miriam, Flower of the Day,
Alpheus, Lord Raglan, Sir C. Napier, Marchioness of
Bath, Sovereign, Lady Emily, Lord Dunfermline, Miss
Walker, St. Andrew, Alice, Nonpareil, Duke of Suther-

land, Charles Cowan, and Sir J. Cathcart ; 2d, to Mr

Rook, Acantha, Nelson, Empri >, i ,., .
..

Tom. Among Extra Production then i mi

Messrs. I'. Lawson and Son, Abi lia florfbunda, '.'

am&bllfi, Berbi rii Darwlni, B, .Ian.' sonl 1

1

Ac. ; from Me rs. J. Dli

glnota and Ron VfoomMsae Dscasscn; from
Cunningham, Frosor, and Co., Cam lependsni ; from
Mr. R. T. M'lntpsb, Rhode ondroi renicum in

flower; from .Mi'. R, M. Stark, Viola ttlpularl
,

* ruin inic, and a new ipeofes from Slkklm, Wh
grandiflora, Esoholtzin teouifolia, with I m »n i varie-

gated horbaccous plants ;
from Mr. Molhven, D

Drummondl ; from the gordt a ol i A -

,
. ,

.

the
i

'on double Rhododendron fi li m
i il

novelties from north •.-.•
>l

a
i

erics from Di

ton, Deutzio gracilis; from W. Bunt, Esq., bloom of

Rhododendron Dalhouaiie,from a plant on

from Captain Peat, i ;.'., K. javanicum with tl

of flowers. Mr, Aitkin exhibited a Rne dai

Pansy named Sir Colin Campbell, whii h

a decided improvement upon St. Andrew, i

a in- t-fJIiiHH Certificate ol Merit granted. Mr.
Crombie exhibited eight good sei lib I

of which, No. I, with dark ground and gold pencilling,

was considered of exquisite form

of its clans ; and n first-Clans Certificate Wt
awarded for it. Messrs. Hoopberson hibited

Bpec ns "i hydraulic or Roman cement, win

stated i" !" applicable to gar I

in forming fountains, vases, Sec, as well as wal
pavement. Mr. Alexander showed specimens of paper
and rope made from Hollyhock stems by Mr-
patent proci bi The exhibition was enhano
from tho Society's collection, among which was a new
Bpeeics of Pbaceh'a, raised from seeds sent home by
Jeffrey, the collector to the Oregon Association.

JlcttcciS of 23oofe£,
—I

—

The Arylcr and Aw Friend, by Dr. Davy (12mo,
Longmans, pp. 306), is one of those pleasant gi

volumes which are the delight of piscatorial wanderers.

The learned author overflows with knowledge of his art,

and is eager to impart it to his companion Am : cup,

with whom the book is a perpetual conversation. The
instructions for fishing in Connemara, Donegal, Shrop-
shire, and Westmoreland, are evidently those of one
who knows every inch of his ground, who has I

fished those waters, and whose advice is that of personal

experieuce. The style in which advice is conveyed
may be judged of from the following account of the

weather most favourable to the angler. Amicus wishes

to know what is to guide him in that respect, when the

following conversation ensues :

—

" Piscator. In complying with your request, I shall

do little more than disclose the poverty ofmy knowledge.
" Amicus. First, if you please, speak of the waters,

—

the state of which is appreciable by the eye, and respect-

ing which, I apprehend, there can be little doubt or
mystery.

" Piscator. I will mention its least favourable state,

whether of lake or river ; and this is its waxing—

a

state necessarily connected with rain, and continued

rain. Then the water is more or less foul ; and, being

foul, affording food below the surface in worms and
larva: washed from the land, is on both accounts unfit

for fly-fishing. The opposite state is, perhaps, the most
auspicious ; that is, when the water is waning, clearing,

but not quite clear, and the adventitious food is carried

away by the stream or expended, and the fish are on

the alert towards the surface for insect prey. If in such

a state of river or lake you see the swallows haunting

any particular part, skimming along the surface, there

you can hardly do amiss to follow their example, and
whilst they are taking water-iusects you probably will

be successful in taking fish. The connection I need

not poiut out.

" Amicus. I infer from what you say, that neither a

very high state of the water nor a very low one is

inviting to the angler,—that is, for fly-fishing, to which

I intend honourably to restrict myself.

" Piscator. As a general rule, it holds good ; but, as

a good deal depends on the average s ; ze of the stream,

if its volume after drought is sufficient, it does not

follow that there need be a want of sport ; indeed, there

may be very good sport, other circumstances favouring.

• li lay dowi >|,,( Um inor« a.

.'ler, the I

iu> when you ,

...

the swallow
the air

'

It advice i> lad.

T, H, Douglas, for Mrs. H. B. Douglas, Satisfaction.

Eal'l of Mansfield, Flower of the Day, Duke of Norfolk, but to secure this you should use all your art and the
Minerva, Admiral Dundas, Auut Chloe, Emperor,

J
finest tackle, on account of the clearness of the water.

Royal Visit, Nox, Countess of Strathmore, Sovereign, I " Amicus. Now, if you please, as to the mysterious
Jubilee, Marchioness of Bath, Medora, Sultan, Glen atmosphere.
Beauty, Sir Johu Cathcart, Velvet, Great Britain, Miss

|

" Piscator. A pretty general experience seems to

Walker, Unique, and Argo. Best 12 blooms (practical
|

prove, as I think I before observed, that when the elec-

gardeners and amateurs).— 1st to Mr. Reid, gr. to W.
j

tricity of the atmosphere is disturbed, when, to use a

Wilson, Esq., for Yellow Climax, Jeauie, Miss Talbot,
j

vulgar expression, ' there is thunder in the air,' there

Sovereign, Alice, Queen of England, Mary Taylor, i is little chance of good sport ; a state commonly denoted
Royal Visit, National, Jubilee, St. Andrew, aud Royal i by heavy drops of rain, if there be any, or by diffused,

Standard ; 2d, to Mr. Henderson, for Royal Standard, I low, leaden-coloured clouds, under which the artificial

Sir C. Napier, Nonpareil, Lord Palmerston, Father fly is easily seen. This circumstance is held by old

Gavazzi, Earl of Mausfield, Monarch, Beauty, Charles
I

salmon-fishers to be of special bad omen. I will not

Cowan, Jubilee, Bride, aud St. Andrew. Best specimen
of a Hardy Herbaceous Perennial.— 1st to Mr.
Mitchell, (or Dielytra spectabilis ; 2d, to Mr. Falconer,
gr. to Mrs. Fraser, for Saxifraga pyramidalis picta.

Alpine Plants : 1st, to Mr. Falconer, for Ramonda
pyrenaica, Astragalus uralensis, Diauthus alpinus, and
Smilacina bifolia ; 2d, to Mr. Mitchell, for Campanula
pulla, Arenaria ciliata, Primula sikkimensis, and Stachys
Corsica. Messrs. Dickson aud Co., prize of one Guinea,
for Calceolarias, was awarded to Mr. Ritchie, for Bass

tire you with other prognostics, at least of bad luck.

You will in good time learn them yourself, so far as

they can be learnt. Pleasant exercise being one of the

chief objects of angling, and the charming view of the

honest aud beautiful face of nature another, it is well

not to be over inquisitive about the signs, whether of

i*ood or bad sport. It is well to go out for recreation

with faith and hope, and with a meek and contented

mind ; and, judging from my own experience, there will

then be Utile disappointment. One pleasant general

Grardtn tStvaonn

— Alrion

korne beautiful

I in- form i . i

'. pljuj wh.<

a» in thin way lhi-y nil, t*

are then n the

aaa, » th a

iii'l-' mo
this stove, is a prctt; h rad edaul
leaves and bl :un|
from eti

rs, and
on the r ':»rul*-a wa>

gay. Among store climb inndeotne or
than this.

In the gri •

beautiful

Ccrcus crenatns • rsi—imns, Th« mole*
thus pi-'.

son to pale aalmon, and '. 'h nor* manage-
'•tnmed nwltral*

like the white female parent. W» also
-~1 piant of

Mitraria coceioca which, when Ken in good condition

as this '

In the liltli a carpenter's shop
the new prim! Campanula
was in flower, and a very hands',;. n\ It

somewhot resembles the pyramids! I hot n>

even more stately, its stems rising between 3 and 4 feet

in height, and beantifalrj orphan lilac

blossomB. Associated with it was a noble specimen of

Pelargonium lateripes, an ivy-leared Cape kind ; and
in the same house, which was altogether rtrr gay, were
some fine bushes of the small yellow-flowered Calceo-

larias rngi r'.folia, and angustil

In tin .

:
this boate were

Hamelia teuaveolens, a slender growing shrub, on the

ends of whose branches were el low talular

flowers, which although not very bright arc certainly

not unhandsome, and they srrre to produce variety.

A Begonia here raised between acuminata and foea-
sioides was also worthy of notice. Its noxen sore not
so brilliant as those of the Preston Hall hybrid, bat
this is in some measure compensated for by their being

produced in great abundance, and the plant is so stately

in habit that it shows them off to great advantage. For
this excellent variety we are indebted to Captain
Trevor Game, a fellow of the Sod
The Rose house was just in perfection on the day of

the last garden exhibition, and we need scarcely add
was the admiration of all wbo inspected it. Since then
portions of the flowers have been removed and the

shoots themselvt s have teen trimmed in a little with

the view of inducing them to break afresh, and be in

good bloom again on the 11th of July when the next
fete takes place. Nothing can be more satisfactory

than the way in which the Teas and Noisettes, with

which this house is planted, have succeeded. They have
already as we have noticed been loaded with Urge and
beautiful blossoms, and there can be little doubt that

they will yet produce a second crop equally good as the

first

In the great c Brngmaniia Knighd is

literally covered with white trumpet-shaped sweet-

scented flowers : the red kinds are also well fannsbed

with blossoms, and altogether this boose is at present

extremely gay, the side shelves being profnaeiy

decorated with showy plants, among which the meat
. s were no' le bushes of Calceolaria I ngiai

This well-known but useful variety is worth the attention

of all who have houses of this kind to keep "dressy."

It should be treated very much like Scarlet GtranaasBB,

! We also remarked here nice potfuZs of Schinnttaas

refuses, a showy annual at this season.

In the Orchard-house Strawberries in pot on the beds
' have set and ripened good crops, although in 5-ineh

! pots and far fron: Jid Pears, Peaches, and

|

; of the trees. Plums are so thick that they will require a

I

liberal thinn:. .
siosfkctory ;

the Kentish kind is fully coloured. Gooseberries are

1 loaded with fruit, and so are Black Cnrrants, while Red
ones are beginning to colour. This bouse may, there-

fore, shortly be expected to be extremely interesting.

: umbers Empress of the French has proved
' a good long black sriced vsriety. s- i vtry rr:.,-

also not ced a'sxirt raised from Chinese seeds ; it was

|
smooth skinned, with a few white spines on it, axd vciy
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long in the neck. In tlie same house were an Australian

Water iNlelon, which is being grown here (in a pot set

in a pan oi water, and surrounded with Moss) with a

view to test its qualities, together with the Turtle Soup
Bean, a running pink-flowered sort, and a white-flowered

American Bean, of similar appearance, which is stated to

be a great favourite all through the Southern States.

This last was given to the Society for trial by Mr.
Frederic Rowe.

Plants of the Chinese Yam (Dioscorea) have been

put out of doors, under hand glasses, but the weather,

until lately, has been too cold for them to make much
progress.

In the Kitchen Garden are some excellent Cabbages,

the best of which is perhaps Dancer's, but Cock's is about

equally good. Both are the Fulham Market Cabbage.

Peas, late and early sorts, have just been sown, with a

view to prove which is best for a late crop. Some of the

January sown lots were fit for table quite a week
ago. The Early Emperor came in first ; it is rather

before the Early Warwick, which is a little behind Dan.
O'Bourke ; the latter does not appear to be different

from Mr. Sangster's No. 1. Early Surprise, Beck's
Eclipse, Dickson's Early Favourite, and Prize-taker are
only yet in flower, although they were sown at the same
time as tile above. Among very dwarf varieties Beck's
Gem is the earliest ; it is now in fruit, while Burbidge's
Dwarf Eclipse, and Bishop's Longrpod, all sown on the
same day, are only just in flower. Hairs's Dwarf
Mammoth is also later than Beck's Gem. Pois
Michr.ux Petit, or Paris Market Pea, appears
to be the same as our Early Warwick. Peas sown
in pots in February, forwarded a little under glass, and
then planted out, came in a week before kinds sown in

the open ground in January. They do not, however,
afford so many gatherings ; but then a week's earliness

in the first of [he season is an object not to be over-

looked.

As regards Lettuces, we have to report that May's
Magnum Bonum has proved to be the same as the
Black-seeded Alphange Cos, a large good Lettuce for

summer use, and not so apt to run to seed as some Cos
Lettuces.

"

In the Orchard there is every appearance of good
crops, though Pears are dropping a good deal. On the
night of the 20th inst. there were 2° of frost by the
radiating thermometer. New stakes have been pro-
cured from Mr. Montgomery's saw mills for the young
espaliers. They are inch-square deal, and painted over
with pitch as far as they are inserted in the ground.
Stakes of this description are better than rough ones
with bark on them, as the latter are apt to harbour insects.

It will be seen how backward the season still is when
we state that no Strawberries have yet been gathered
„from the open ground,

FLORICULTURE.

The Chrtsasthemt™.— I have proved the followingto

be a most successful method of producing really magni-
ficent specimens of this favourite flower. I insert my
cuttings under hand-glasses on a cutting bed, in time

for ihem to be sufficiently rooted to enable them to

endr.re the operation of transplanting by the first week
in July. I plant them out in beds previously manured
with plenty of well rotted dung, setting them in rows
1 foot apart, and as much between the plants. After

they have grown sufficiently large to require staking,

and which they will have done in about a month after

planting, they are neatly tied to stakes, which I con-

trive to be as near as possible the height to which the

plants are likely to grow ; at the same time I apply
a layer of dung the depth of 3 inches, or there-

abouts, to the surface of each bed. This, while

it protects the roots from the effects of continued
dry weather, furnishes the plants during every shower
of rain with a copious supply of liquid manure,
which wonderfully accelerates the growth, and imparts
to the foliage that dark green massive appearance
which is so indicative of vigorous health. Beyond tying

the plants occasionally as they require it they may be
left to themselves until the first week in October, when
the}- should be taken up and potted firmly in pots of

sufficient size to suit the ball. As a rule I never attempt
to remove the plants until the buds are fairly set ; it is,

therefore, advisable to defer potting the late flowering

varieties until the end of October. After potting the

mould in each pot should be saturated with water,

and care should be taken on all subsequent occasions

to give the plants plenty of water, and if this is

well attended to they will not flag or drop their

foliage. Treated in this way the time the plants are
confined to pots is limited to the shortest possible period,

and never present that starved leggy appearance which
they frequently exhibit when they are grown long in

pots. When the amount of labour expended in water-
ing is taken into account, together with the frequent
drawback of the plants producing diminutive and par-
tially developed flowers, the advantages of the above
plan will be apparent, especially when it is recollected
that, with scarcely a tithe of the trouble, the cultivator
will be in a condition to command a first-rate supply of
well-grown and finely furnished plants in every respect
worthy of the name, richly studded with flower buds.
The true colour, size, and shape of the flowers may
aUo, with comparative certainty, be depended upon.
The practice of growing the Chrysanthemum in
pots appears to have been founded on the generally
received opinion that, in order to obtain a good

show of flowers on young plants, it is necessary to

confine the roots to pots proportioned to the size of

the plants. Cultivators disposed to give the two methods
a fair trial will, however, I am persuaded, acknowledge
that the Chrysanthemum does not make such a bad use
of its liberty as to render it imperative to put artificial

restriction on its roots ; on the contrary, strong healthy

plants, be they ever so young, will flower freely and
very much finer when grown in beds, and are in every
respect very far superior to the best Chrysanthemums
that can be produced in pots. R. M.

National Floricultukal Society, June 21.—At tins meeting
Calceolaria Yellow Standard received a certificate of merit ; it

is a neat profuse blooming shrubby sort, with bright canary-
coloured flowers. A similar award was also made to Calceolaria

rang3 Perfection; these came from Mr. Cole, of St. Alban's.
Phlox Celestial, from Mr. Lochner, was not sufficiently in flower
for its merits to be determined. A fine specimen of Verbena,
Mrs. Woodruff, was contributed by Mr. Robinson, the raiser of
Defiance

; its flowers are very large and brilliant. Several other
Verbenas were staged, but they were considered to be no decided
improvement on existing sorts.

SEEDLINGS.
Gloxinias : T D. 1, is the best ; its colour appears to be richer
than that of njest dark purple sorts. The others are too
small.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The Camellias and Azaleas for

early flowering which have set their buds should be
removed to a shady sheltered situation out of doors, as
if kept in heat too long after they are fairly set for

bloom they will be apt to make a farther effort at

growth, which would cause them to bloom weakly and
irregularly. Give careful attention to maintaining a
succession of plants for the decoration of this house
during autumn and early winter. A portion of the stock
of the Lilium lancifolium should be placed in a shady
situation to retard their blooming till late in autumn,
when they will doubtless be acceptable, and there should
be a good stock of Fuchsias coming slowly along in a
cool house or a shady situation out of doors for autumn
flowering. Attend to the stock of Chrysanthemums,
also Salvia splendens, Tree Carnations, Sea., and afford

them pot room, &c, as may be requisite, and endeavour
to secure well grown stock specimens of these and every-
thing else. Selago distans is a capital plant for winter
blooming, requiring merely a cold pit to grow it in, and
keeps in flower an unusually long time, and is well

deserving of attention. But we must still depend prin-

cipally for a winter display upon our old friends the
Camellias, Epacris, and the winter blooming Heaths,
and these should all have every necessary attention and
care, and should be largely grown where there is a large

demand for flowers in winter, and do not overlook Mig-
nonette and a good stock of Cinei'arias.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Vineries.—Attend to keeping cool and moist where

the fruit has been cut in order to preserve the

foliage in a healthy state as long as possible. The
laterals need not be kept very closely stopped after

the fruit is cut, hut they must not be allowed to

shade or injure the principal foliage. If there is

any appearance of red spider give the foliage

a good washing with the engine directly the fruit is

cleared off, and repeat this as long as there is a vestige

of the enemy to be seen. Give prompt attention to the

thinning of the fruit in succession houses, for like many
other jobs this is most easily and expeditiously done
when taken in time. Look well to the state of the

borders where the fruit is swelling, and give a thorough
soaking of tepid, good strong manure-water wherever
the soil is found to be at all dry, and aim at having the

borders in a healthy state as to moisture where the

fruit is about colouring, for a healthy root action has
more to do with the colouring of the fruit than many
persons seem to suppose. Young Vines planted out

this season should be encouraged to grow freely, and
as the roots will be near the surface see that they are

not allowed to suffer for the want of water, and in the
event of hot drying weather a slight mulching over the
roots would be useful. Do not keep the laterals too

closely stopped, as the more leaves, See., the Vines are
allowed to make the more freely the roots will run in

the border, and this deserves attention the first season.

Peaches.—Spare no pains to maintain a moist state of

the atmosphere where the fruit is swelling, syriDging
freely, and shut up early in the afternoon, but give air

sufficiently early in the morning to prevent the least

risk of scorching.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
With few and comparatively short exceptions the

weather has not been sufficiently warm for the bedded-
out stock making rapid and vigorous growth, but so far

everything seems to keep perfectly clean and healthy,
and is growing slowly. Watering must still be well
attended to, especially where the soil is of "a Might dry
nature ; and as the roots are yet near the surface, this

should not on any account be neglected a [single day
after the plants begin to feel the want of moisture.
Where the soil is of a stiff tenacious character, it will be
advisable to give a thorough soaking when watering is

necessary, as frequent waterings on soils of this nature
cake and harden the surface to a most injurious extent

;

and as soon as the surface soil is sufficiently°dry after

watering, it should be lightly broken up, using a short-

headed rake with short blunt teeth, or a small Dutch
hoe, and taking care not to injure the roots. Get
annuals thinned before they grow into and weaken each

other^for if left to stand too thick they never flower
finely nor make half the display of plants that are
afforded plenty of room and grown strongly. The earlv
flowering bulbs, as Tulips, Hyacinths, &c, should not be
left in the ground after the decay of the foliage, as if

wet weather occurs they will make fresh roots, which
weaken and injure the bulbs.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The bright warm weather which we are now enjoying

will cause the Peach and other trees to grow away
freely, and on light shallow borders watering may be
necessary, and if so use water that has been some time
exposed to the sun, mulching lightly with rotten leaves
to retain the moisture as soon after watering as the
border will bear treading. Weakly trees would be
benefited by mixing with the leaf-soil a portion of good
rotten dung. But where the trees are at all inclined to
make gross wood mulching should not be practised.

Stop any gross shoots, or remove them altogether if

they can be spared, and endeavour to equalise the
growth as much as possible so as to get the trees well
filled throughout with bearing wood. Look to the
preparation of Strawberry plants for forcing next spring,
and do not allow the beds of this favourite to want for
water until the fruit is beginning to ripen.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK
For the week ending June 23, 1855, as observed at tta
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 5th,
1352—therm. 9; deg.; and the lowest on the 1st, IS37, and 4th, 1851—therm.
37 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Asparagus : Anon. The stems are "fasciated," a very common
kind of monstrosity, usually arising from excessive luxuriance.

Books : A H. Sweet's "Hothouse and Greenhouse Cultivator.''
— Vina. Saunders on the "Pot Culture of the Vine." +—G D.
Lindley's " School Botany" was written expressly to remove
all such difficulties. The general truths of vegetable
physiology are briefly enumerated in the last edition.

—

E L.
Mills on the " Culture of the Cucumber and Melon.''—
D & Sons. "We have just received Carriere, Traite general des
Coniferes, an 8vo. volume which seems to be what you are in
search of.

Diseases: ABC. The Peaches are affected with the common
Peach mildew. Either apply brimstone with a dredging box,
or syringe the trees with a properly diluted solution of Gri-
son's mixture, the receipt for which will be found, in our
volume for 1852, p. 419. M. J. B.

Labels: Liverpool. Letters of various sizes with which to punch,
names on sheet lead may be had of any considerable iron-
monger.

Laburnum Sports : J G. This is the common and well-known
Cytisus Adami, concerning which consult the "Theory of Horti-
culture," last edition, p. 358.

Lawns: Constant Svb. The mowings and sweepings make good
manure when mixed with leaves, and constantly aoaked in
" house-slops " of any kind. But they are some months rotting
down, and are apt to become offensive unless sprinkled from
time to time with peat charcoal or some other disinfectant. If
mixed with stable manure so much the better.

Mealy Bug : Beginner. Perhaps the best mode of getting rid of
this pest is continual brushing, sponging, and washing, with a
mixture of tobacco water and soft soap. J

Names of Fruits : 7i A. Your Apple is a sort of Nonpareil, like
Braddick s.||

Names of Plants : "We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

Y., Bucks. A Deodar and nothing else.

Its seed never came from Mexico.

—

J H. Doronicum Parda-
lianches.

—

T S K. Calycanthus floridus.

—

Kimbery. 1, Some
Acacia quite indeterminable; 4, Sinningia guttata; 5, some
Epitlendrum, perhaps selligerum; 2, Asclepias cura&savica

—

W W S. Next week.—J" B. Kivina leevis.—W B. Myosurus
minimus. No second volume was ever published.

—

R A. It
looks like a bit of Euonymus europrous.

Oak Galls. Peter Wh. They are common Oak-apples, We see
nothing unusual in. them. .

Variegated Sweet William: F P. The leaf sent is prettily
striped with white. Similar variegations in Sweet William
have, however, been observed before. They can only be per-
petuated with certainty by means of cuttings or layers. %

Vine Mildew: G W S. We have no doubt whatever that this
disease may he completely arrested by sulphur in all cases.
You should syringe the Vines well before dusting them with
the flowers of sulphur ; and if the disease has made much.
progress, you should use the sulphur unsparingly.

Woodlice : T W. A toad or two will assist you in thinning their
numbers, and quantities may also be caught by placing two
tiles or boards over each other; they crawl between them as
morning approaches to conceal themselves, and may be de-
stroyed. Tiles laid over Cabbage leaves likewise form good
traps.J

Misc. : Old Sub. Double Rhododendrons are by no means un-
common.
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PEAT CHARCOAL.

THE PEAT CHARCOAL COMTANY beg io inform

AgrlcultiirlfltH, IHorlsts, &o.
(
that ihoy can bo supplied with

the above valuable deodoriser, linn in boxen, and coarno In Backs,

by applying to their AwmtH, Mamk FoTnieiiairjj &Co,, 204a,

UpjKir Tliintif-M Btmrt, Eomlmi,

P~~
kuUVJAN GUANO, Bolivian Uuuno, Superphos-

phate of Line, NHmto of Boiln, Sugar Boum, and <iv<iry

description of Artificial Manures, Linseed Cakes, &o<
Wm. ivotiH Catiwb, 10, Miuk Lane, London.

"TiATKNT SANITARY SKWAUU COMPANY'S
I. NlTito-lMlOHl'MA'l'Ki) CARBON onBLOOD mam i.i,,

0r.i0< ( per ton; dollvorod In London, bn^it Included. Each ton

contains 1000 lbs, Blood and 11 per centi of Pliosphato of Lime.

Agents throughout the country.
22, Lincoln's Inn FJolds, London.

qiURNIl' SOWING.—Tim Undersigned beg to offer
JL their v*luabJe Suphorphosphato of Lime [Sec " Royal Agri-
cultural Scoloty's Journal," Vol. VI., Part 2), Tumi)) Manure,
und Nltro-phosphate or Blood Manure.

AIho on Hull-, Guano, Nitrate "i Bod a, Gypsum, Bone-duBtj
Sulphuric Acid, Huit, and nil other Manures ol known value.
Agent h for the sale olPcal Charcoul,— Apply for Prices Current t<<

Mauk Fothkhqilt. & Co,, 204a, tipper 'l linmwt Btroot, London.

I'ultN MANUKE POK BPKIWCI .sowINU.
CONCKNTKATKD URATE FOR GRASS, RAPE, AND

ALL HOOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME,

rrMIE LONDON MANURE COMPANY continue
-*- to manufacture the above Manuros, lyhloh have boon used
with so much success for tbo last M years,

The London Manure Company hIho hu]>)>1v PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct (nun Importers' warohouBos), Nitrate of Bodn.
Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery andothor Hulls, Bono Dust, ana
ovory artificial manure of known valuo, Edwahd FonflKn, See.

(Mice -in, Hrl<lcn8lrt'«t, Hliicktilimt.

rrHE FOLLOWING MANURES are mnnufactnr«a
-L »t Mr. Iiawks' l-'jictnry, Dopttnrd Crook:—Tornlp Manure.
7I.,neV ton; Superphosphate pf Lime, 7/.; yntplniric Acid ami
ConroIltoH, 61.

Office, 00, King William Street, City, London.

N.R. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per
cent, of ammonia.' N Unite of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures. •

:

T\/l ANURIAS.—The following Manures arc manu-
J-'J factured hy IJodoson & Simpson, Caldcr Soap Works,
Wrtkofleld, and MATTHEWS & Co., Manufacturing Agricultural
CheniiHtH, Driffield. Simpson's ammonia PHOSPHATE, a
vnlunbln Top-Drbselng for Wheat, Barley, and Oats. Sihpaon'h
NITRO-PHOSrilATK for Turnips, Potatoes, and all other
bulbous root crops, price 81. per ton. N.B. Manures specially pre-

pared tor Crass and Flax. The above have been successfully tested
tor the last Seven Years by the leading tanners in Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, and other counties, and were applied last season to a
breadth of upwards of 15,000 acres of laud with the most bene-
ficial results to the crops. A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will be forward etl by poat on application. ^^
SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.— This highly

fertilising Manure, which is Peat Charcoal completely
saturated with London Sewage, will be found most efficient for

evory species of crop; more especially for Peas, Ueans, Turnips,
Mangold Wnrzel, and other root crops. It will produce a greater
rPturu lor the outlay than Guano or any other manure at an
equivalent value: it also possesses the property of retaining its

fertilising power longer than other Manuros now in use. It may
be obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, Pnlliam, at ±L per ton, and in quantities less than half
a ton, at 6s, par cwt., for ready money only; and in quantities
not less than a ton will be delivered at the London Termini of
the Railroads (roe of charge for cartage No charge for sacks.

It may also be had from Messrs. G. Cidps & Co., 26, Down
Street, Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents tor London,
and from all the other Agents of the CVnipmiy.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nkscit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
Will find ample facility and accommodation nt the College.^

COLLEGE op AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
AND OP PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesdit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c
The system of studies ptvrsucd in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
nnd Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars uiny he had on application to the Principal.

IMPROVED MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINE.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, Arbroath,
Forfarshire, Inventors and Sole Manufacturers, respectfully

solicit the attention of the Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to

this Improved Machine for Mowing and Rolling Lawns. The
Machine is in operation in the Royal Gardens at Windsor
Palace, Buckingham Palace, and at Osborne, in the Botanical

Gardens at Kew, Regent's Park, Manchester, Sheffield, &c\ at

Blenheim Palace, Trentbam, Cleveden, Elvaston, Broadlands,
Wohurn Abbey, Clumber, Lilleshall, Castle Howard, Shrubland,
Eridge Castle, Enville Hall, Tiptree Hall, Chatsworth, and in

many other ot the principal gardens in the kingdom as well as in

the United States, British America, and on the Continent, where
its merits have been fully proved, and its success established.

The machine is made to cut the breadth of 42, 30, 20, and
15 inches respectively, is exceedingly durable, easily managed,
and adjusted to cut to the length required. The execution of the

work is far superior to what may be attained by the most skilful

mower, while at the same time a great saving of labour is effected,

and the turf much improved. By tbo largest machine a Scotch
acre may be mowed, rolled, and the Grass collected in one hour.

A. S. and Son have much pleasure in stating that they have
made considerable improvements in their 15-inch or hand
machine this year, by which the draught is considerably lessened
This machine combines all the merits and advantages of the
larger machines with firm and secure construction, and
admirably adapted for borders and for lawns ot no great extent
Alkxanotcr Shanks and Son also respectfully solicit notice

to "Fleming's Weeding or Salting Machine" for destroying
weeds in gravel walks, court-yards, drives, &c. This machine
Is now In operation in many parts of England, where it has given
ample satisfaction as the best and most economical means of
thoroughly keeping down weeds or Moss.

Further particulars, with testimonials and prices, may be had
on application.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANL'Rh,
OH GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP,
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Tim tdiort barrel Pump Is very convenient

for fixing in «ii natiofiH of limited height and

BpacO, for the supply of cnppcrH and sinks In

WaHh-houHOH with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or In Hot, Forcing, and i'lnnt

Houses; thoy may be lixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May bo obtained of any Ironmonger or

I'tumher in Town or Country, al the above prion, or ol the

Patentees and Manufacturers, .JOHN WARNER Axn .SONS,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Wator, by mcann

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, Ac; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &e, &c,—Engravings sent on application.

I
HN~WARNER AND SONS,

Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUU GAl:l»i:\

ENGINE,
With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commendedjfbr
durability and
low price, viz..

21. 19.t.. to bold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 21
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybeobtatned
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any

deptii to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9.f. upward s. Metallic String from 6Vi. to Is. 3d. per lb.

JOHN WARNER AND SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,

O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS,
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.

Braas Syringes, 9j. to KU.

All articles of Joh>* Warner & Sons' manufacture may be

obtained ofany Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at

the advertised prices.

Jons Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists

for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could with
anv Syringe in a quartet of anJiour, and with half the labour to

himself. Svringes are economical for small lionses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens. Hotbonses,

Cottages, Farms. Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories. Lawns, &c
Sheets of Engravincs sent on application.
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MEETINGS FOE THE RtSVlSO WEEK.

BLACK JAPAN VARNISH.—This article will be

found from its durability and cheapness of the greatest

utility for Painting Hurdles. W'ile-vork, Tali^gs. Gates. Fences,

&c, and out-door work of every description, whether of Wood or I

Ii-on. Its value has been proved by the test of time. It sbkmld

be well stirred up before using and applied cold. This Tarnish

will retain its quality for any length ot time, provided the cask

be kept closed.

May be obtained through any ironmonger; or of John w aekse
& Sons. S, Jewin Crescent. London.

N.B. Sold in casks containing 14 or 7 gallons, at 2s. per gallon.

Casks (which canuot be returned). 5j. and Ss. each.

We have Ivinc before ns the prize li»U of two
annual agricultural shows—one to be held in Paris be-

tween May 23 and June 7. ]'.>;. and the of
tween May 22and June 6. 1867. hmay be well for

English breeders to bear in mind it

liberal rewards offered by the T -.eminent on
these occasions. As instances we select the shr tl

class among cattle, in which eight prize* aroount-

ine to nearly 400/. are offered, the higbert beirR

40/. for the best old and yearling bulb

the South-down class among sheep, in which prize*

amounting to nearly 200£ will be awarded ;

the highest being 24/. The in'erest excited

among both British and French agriculturists

show of this year will, we think, ensure .

and more general patronage of this annual meeting

by English breeders than has hitherto been accorded

to it. The snm of 50iX'/. and npwards is awarded

to breeding stock alone on this occasion, In-

considerable sum for machines. An app!

addressed to the Minister of Ainicnlture and of

Public Works will, no donht, procure a 1

1

statement in detail of the particnlar distribution of

this large sum.

On the 9th of Mav a paper by Mr.

Burley Hall, Otley," in which he descril'

results of his dairy rr..v . was read

the Royal Agricultural Society of z : .

: ;e had

been requested, it appears, ty the Cow
Society to supply information regarding bis

ment "
of cows for

information which he gave

worthv of a vote of thanks. The remarkav

which his experience had presented was

richness and density of the cream which under

his mode of feedir; ws? .

haviDC satisfied h

was due only to the treatment of his c:

appeared to "him that these iairy

practice afforded matter of interes

gation of those who eel- vatescieoee—

sist and the chemist—and th-."

them to himself. So far from pretending any

position as agricultural teacher s^ch as wWd
throw any reproach on the existing practice

or on the existing theory of dairy management,
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he says with perfect simplicity and modesty :

—

" Though my pretensions to acquirements in the

instructions of these gentlemen are but slender, they

are such as enable me to acknowledge benefit in

seeking to regulate my proceedings by their rules.'

That Mr. Horsfall's acquirements are very much

beyond his pretensions will have been apparent to

all the readers of this Journal. The frequent papers

on cattle feeding with which he has favoured us

during the past season prove not only scientific but

practical abilitv. And on this latter point we are

able to say that for many years he has been engaged

in farming pursuits—every detail of management

being und'er his direct control—the object through-

out of pecuniary success having been not only kept

in view but successfully attained.

On the 20th June, at another weekly meeting of

the Council of the Agricultural Society, a second

paper on the same subject was read by Mr. Scott,

of Charing Cross. It is impossible to speak

too highly of the substantial, instructive, and

suggestive character of Mr. Scott's communi-
cation. A great deal of it bears on the business

rather of the butter merchant than of the dairy

farmer ; but whether in reference to the manufac-

ture or the sale of dairy produce it is a most useful

contribution to our knowledge of its subject, and

will no doubt find a prominent place in the Society's

Journal. If we may be allowed to write one word
in criticism of this paper, it would be to direct

attention to what is one of its merits in a literary

point of view—the fluent confidence with which
authorities are marshalled, and his own wide expe-

rience is alluded to by the writer—so that those

not possessed of personal knowledge of the points

which it embraces, are carried away even more
readily by its reasoning than they were by that of

Mr. Horsfall, which it appeared to overthrow.

The history of this discussion is completed by
adding that, in a leading article which appeared on
Monday last in the Mark Lane Express, the writer

potently, any one who simply publishes his agricul-

tural experience, especially when it is done at the

request of the Agricultural Society.

To deepening the soil as the efficient means of an
increased fertility there are many testimonies.

Perhaps the most definite and valuable is that of

the Rev. S. Smith, of Lois Weedon, in Northamp-
tonshire. His evidence is valuable, both because it

refers to two very different kinds of soil, and
because it extends over a uumber of years. It has

already been pretty fully discussed in these columns
;

we refer to it now, however, rather for the purpose
of illustrating the principles of tillage than in order

to commend any particular mode of farm practice.

Having walked over his fields both in winter, when
the process was in operation, and in summer when
its results were ripened, we can speak as to the means
employed, the soil on which they are employed, and
the produce which rewards them. Early in July
last year we saw Beans and Swedes and Wheat on

a very stiff loam, which had been gradually

deepened by means of the fork, latterly indeed

trenched. And on a gravelly soil, in an adjoining

field which had been similarly deepened, there was
an abundant crop of Wheat. The Suedes were
luxuriant and healthy, such as are seen ordinarily

under good culture in September : the Beans
were wonderfully podded : and the Wheat was
the most extraordinary crop of the three. It

had been Wheat after Wheat on the same soil

for a succession of years : triple rows, a foot from
one another, being cultivated with 3 feet intervals ;

these intervals, forked and cultivated during the

growth of the rows on either side, being the site of

the next year's crop. This alternate crop and
fallow, without the use of manure, yields an average

of 34 bushels per acre per annum over the whole
land so treated ; deep and thorough tillage thus

proving to be in effect the equivalent of manure.
The fact, for so after 10 years' observation it may

indicated ^e caUe^> ^s
j
tna' DV dixit of deep and thorough

communication—that the " first letter " has never
been corrected, and that as a simple statement of

fact it must stand, however "awkwardly" it

may read

laughs at the " much vaunted progress

by Mr. Horsfall's achievement^ announces himself ?
lllage successive corn crops can be grown by bring-

as the « opponent of humbug," and exclaims, "how
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The answer to all his outcry is simply this, that
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valence /Turni husbandry has contributed greatly
Mr. Horsfall never "promised to effect the complete

, t„ the latter J result and Mr. Smm% of
fe

Dea/_
revolution in the butter manufacture which the

; st subsoil , h and e instance of cuhiva_

s
, tion such as that of Lois Weedon on a horticultural

scale, and by horticultural means, have contributed

to the former. And so we see that cultivators,

horse-hoes, grubbers, are taking the place of those

imperfect tillage implements—heavy drags and
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Tr
ay be corre?"y ?lv«n harrows ; and ploughs for deeper work are made

both by Mr Scott and Mr. Horsfall without the and uged in j numbers. We do not add here
inferences of the former regarding the conclusions of remarks upon the obvious cause of infertility which
the latter being substantiated. It is" a very hasty

, shallowness of soil is when lying on the rock,
ill-considered decision to assert that Mr. Scott has

, where ]ants are « scorched because they have no
come to' the rescue of the Society from the con-

| dess of earth » the remedy is obvious enough,
elusions to which Mr Horsfall would have led them. however inapplicable it may be. Pastures upon the
It is perfectly true lhat it is in relation to the quan-

, chalk tbe mountain limestone, and the millstone
tity of milk and not in reference to that of the

! it are often thug burned up in summer and were
cream, that the produce of butter is important but

.

it possible so to deepen such ]and it wouid be seen
Mr. Scott was not the first to make use of that

| that a ]e of ferms would be more productive if
self-evident truth. The quantity of butter from the th could be k;d one a.t of the other than they
milk yielded by the cows is given in the original

; now are ia theh. extent and shallowness.
paper, and while the yield of butter from the cream

j

-
thrown up is unprecedented, the proportion

j

yielded by the milk is very far from being the

average which Mr. Scott contends it is. We fear

the writer in the Mark Lane Express founds
his glee over Mr. Scott's conclusions upon some of

that book farming which he would certainly in his

cooler moments have condemned. 25 ozs. of butter

from 16 quarts of milk, which Mr. Horsfall gets,

EXPERIENCES IN LAND DRAINAGE.
No. XX.—The result of the drainage here is very

satisfactory.—The parallel system has been pursued.

—

The depth of drains where the land is strong 3 to 4 feet

;

where light, with sand bottom, 4 to 5, in some cases

6 feet.—No difference has been made between Grass
and arable land.—Direction of the minor drains with the

fall. (The lands are mostly without much fall, being in

would be a great step forward in dairy experience a level country.)—Formerly before pipes were used the

if it could be generally attained, whatever may be ' tiles were 3 inches in diameter with flats in sand bottom

;

said in the books which Mr. Scott has quoted, and
on which our contemporary relies. The " average"
quoted by Mr. Scott is not the average of such cows
as Mr. Horsfall uses. Most of the cows milked
in the trials alluded to by Mr. Scott were Kerries,

Galloways, Ayrshire, cross-bred, Irish, any of which
yield richer cream than ordinary. If the short-horns

and the Cheshire cows are taken for comparison
Mr. Horsfall's yield of butter from the milk is one-

third higher than the average of Mr. Scott.

But we are not careful to defend Mr. Horsfall
from his opponent. The latter seems to have wisely
followed the example given him of quoting autho-
rities, with no other animus than the love of truth,

and no one doing that shall receive anything but
thanks from us.

Mr. Horsfall is perfectly able to defend himself
—a letter from him in reference to the communica-
tion of our correspondent "D" will be found in
another column—we do, however, protest against
the injustice of holding up to ridicule, however im-

lately 21 inch pipes with collars in the sand bottom ;

without collars in the clay land ; and 4 to 6-inch pipes

for main drains—these mostly dispersing the water
into open ditches.— It has not been found necessary to

make apertures for air.—The average number of acres

discharging through one main drain from 8 to 10.—The
soil on part is light at top with deep sand bottom— part

loam with clay marl bottom, with in some places a
stratum of chalky gravel intervening of 2 to 3 feet, the

marl being 6 to 10 feet deep.— And part strong surface

soil, with subsoil of 5 feet of clay. Height above the

sea level about 12 to 15 feet. Where the land is strong

the drains are 8 to 9 feet asunder. Where fight with

sand bottom 12 to 15 feet asunder. I may add that the

improvement in the land is quite satisfactory. /. Geddes,

Everingham, near YorJc.

No. XXI.— The result of our drainage operations

on all descriptions of land is perfectly satisfactory,

having laid down as many rods as would reach from
hence to your office—76 miles.—The drainage is up
and down the furrows, draining as much as possible

when the land came in for winter fallowing.— As to

the prevailing depth of the drains, I plough 9 inches

deep and put the tile and sole 2 leet 6 inches below
that, green Heath next, and then the top spit or
mould.—I have made no difference in the mode of
draining between arable and Grass land.—The direc-
tion of the minor drains is up and down the furrows,
but I could never see any difference between the two
systems where there were no springs.—I have never
done any draining except under the Marquis of Tweed-
dale's system of putting a sole to every tile. I went to
the expense of erecting a machine of my own, and
supplied my neighbours all round.—I have never found
any benefit by giviDg air at places to either main or
minor drains.—The average number of acres dis-

charging at the outlets is 3 or 4 acres.—The soil and
subsoil are clay, with no springs.—The geological for-

mation is clay down 50 feet.—I have great pleasure in

replying to your queries about draining. I think on
my farm it has worked admirably, never having had a
single drain fall in or get out of order. The modern
system I cannot understand of putting in small round
pipes, or throwing in the subsoil without any Heath or
other loose material, or even the top spit or soil to filter.

—Ed-word Twynam, Allingion.

XXII.—The drainage has been quite satisfactory.

—

Mostly parallel, and about 3 feet deep.—I have no Grass
land that requires through draining, therefore have
drained according to springs and swampy places.—As
to direction of drains, I have followed both plans,

according to circumstances, and been successful in both ;

the depth has been according to soil.—I have used
no collars or sockets, and generally li-inch pipes and
2 or 3-inch main drains.—I tried one field with air at

both ends of the drain, but found no benefit.—About
4 or 5 acres on clay arable, but more on Grass discharge

into one outlet.—I have found that it is much better to

be ruled by circumstances of soil, fall, &c. ; as to depth
and distance, &c., and not to adopt one system and one
depth, which, in my opinion, is complete waste of capital.

—I tried one field at 4 feet 6 inches, and at a distance, to

make the expense the same as more drains at less dis-

tance and depth ; it failed, and I had to run drains

across and above the others, some to the outlets, others
were dropped down into the deep drains ; top dra'ss
smaller pipes than the deep drains, done 6 years, and
works well.—I have 150 acres strong clay, with chalk

stones in it, that I have tried at different depths, and I

certainly find that following the furrows, which were
winding at about 2 feet 6 inches, and then ploughing

the lands down, then cross ploughing, then askew, makes
a vast improvement, and in 3 years makes the fields

quite level and the apparent improvement very great.

Charles Barnctt, Bvigleswa.de.

XXIII.—The result of my drainage operations on all

descriptions of land has been satisfactory.—The drainage

adopted is both parallel and with the furrows when the

lands are very convex and the soil tenacious.—As to

depth, 4 ft. 6 iD. mains, and 4 ft. minor drains.—I have
not drained much Grass land, but prefer 3 feet deep,
so as not to deprive the soil of too much moisture

to meet the drought in summer.—The direction has
been across the fall.—Two-inch pipes have been used
for minor drains, and from 3-inch to 6-inch for the
mains

—

i. e., suppose the length of main drain to be
15 chains long, I would begin the first length of four
chains 6 inches, the second 5 inches, the third 4 inches,

the next three chains 3 inches, and the last chain
2 inches.—I have given air to the main drains, but
cannot say that I have perceived any peculiar benefit.

—

From 5 to 7 acres drain at an outlet.—My soil is loamy
with a grey clay subsoil, interspersed with sand and
gravel veins, flint, and chalk stones, Nicholas Fisher,

Milton, near Slisworth.

No. XXIV. — Drainage perfectly satisfactory.

—

Parallel.—Four feet six inches deep in the furrows ; in

many places in going over the old high lands six feet.

—

I have made no, difference in the mode of draining

between arable a'fid Grass land, because on my farm
experience tells me it acts as beneficially in one as the
other.—Our land is all hilly. I have taken the drains

as near as possible at an angle of 45° up the hills, and
66 feet apart,—Tbe pipes used have beeu 6 inch for the

outfall of the main drains, 4 inch at the upper end of

do., and 2 inches for the cross drains, but no sockets.

— No benefit has been found from giving air.—From
eight to ten acres drain at one outfall.—The subsoil is

alternate beds of clay, then sand and gravel, and what is

commonly called iron stone ; the soil is light.—The
geological formation is in the lower bed a strong blue

clay. The upper stratum is where they are digging the

Northamptonshire ironstone. Win. Shaw, Farcolton?

Northamptonshire.

No. XXV.— Drainage satisfactory. — Generally

parallel except in some rather steep falls, where the

drains have been placed more diagonally across the

slope, which I in such cases prefer, or where in some
cases the old furrows have been followed.—Generally

4 feet deep, in some cases 3 feet 6 inches, and occa-

sionally in gravelly and more porous soils, 5 feet.—In
heavy arable lands, which mine generally are, I do not

venture to exceed 8 yards apart for the drains. I have
found 9 yards too wide, and I should prefer 8 yards at

3 feet 6 inches depth to any deeper drains at wider

distances. Where the ridges were narrow and high I

have followed them, draining perhaps only 3 feet deep
at 6 yards apart with good effect. On pastures of the

same sort of soil I have found 4 feet drains at 12 yards

apart the cheapest and most efficient ; for though the

surface is still sometimes wet after heavy rains, the

state of the Grasses show that the object has been

effected.—The direction has been generally down th©
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fall, and I Imvo followed the I'uitowh where ili'.y were

deep or in the right position, hut not invariably. Ijj

inch tilcH bave been used generally for mains, 'J,', '',,

and 'I! where required; sockets only ueed in windy

ground ; in elay ihey are not required, and pipes lit

better without them,— I huvo only attempted a direct

air communication in ono instance^ and do not perceive

any Buporior ettuct there.—At present I have not more
than 80 acres discharging at anyone outlet; but this

might he much Increased, and I am thinking of carrying

on some of my smaller outlets into one larger carrier,—

The soil generally clay loum and clay ; subsoil clay, with

occasional bods of gravel and Hand, and a lew Btone I ods,

The formation blue Hun.—20 or ;i() feet above sea level.

Average fall of rain for the hint six years about 27
nehes. ./. 0. Bayward, Quedgley, Gloucester.

XXVI.—Drainage very satisfactory,—On tho paralli I

lystem.—Three to four feel deep. -The Bameon pasture
is on arable With tho fall. Disregarding furrows,

—

[ use stones, except in tho main drains, when I uho
lipes without sookets or collars; two and a half-inch

o 4 and 6-inch bore.— I always, make an air drain.

—

Cho soil is various— peat, clay and gravel. Subeoil, clay

late.—On the Silurian formation.- -Eight h Irod feet

,bovo the sea, in a wet climate. Henry II. Sandbuch,
ibergele, North Wales.

No. XXVII.—My drainago has been, in almost every
ase, higlily satisfactory.—In every case, where prac
icable, on the parallol system.—From ."•! feel to I! feet

eep in tillage land, mid from •! to r> feet in QrasB land,

-From 111 to '.i'2 feet apart in tillage land, and from 'JK

J 40 feet apart in Grass land. — With the fall in

enoral
; but where Grass hind was in wide hinh beds,

have preferred in every case the draining in the

irrows.—From 1
J

to 8-ineh tdes have been used for

linor, and from 4 to !)-ioch for main drains ; the Bub-
)il being in general strong clay, wo havo not rc-

uired many collars.— I havo found it very beneficial to

Jmit air where the main drains were to carry long

istances.—Not more than 10 acres issue at an outlet

a au average.— The soil is in general a black loam
ing on tho top of yellow and blue clay.—The gcolo-
cal formation is clay sandstone and coal measures.

—

rom 200 to 300 feet above level of Boa—Stratton, Esq.,

urham.

Home Correspondence.
Dairy Statistics.—Tho dairy statistics given by " D."
your paper, June 23, had not escaped my attention

;

e number of the A Wort Journal ill which they first

ipeared was politely handed to me by Dr. Kirkpatriek,
e intelligent principal of the Albert Training Institu-

m. I had some thoughts of introducing it in my paper
the Royal Agricultural Council, as affording the

entest yield of butter in proportion to milk from
dinary food which had come under my notice.

nding, however, that the experiments on each variety
food had only been continued during seven days, I

I not think them a safe criterion of what would be
3 effect on a lengthened course of observation. Mr.
mningham, who supplied these statistic?, accompanies
sni with the remark that they are not sufficiently

mprehensive, and intimates his intention to repeat

3m next season. I observe these very statistics

ure in Mr. Scott's communication to the Royal
jricultural Council. On examining Mr. Scott's

suits of butter from food, I am disposed to think that

3 impression they appear to have made is not

ogether warranted, and shall explain my views on
;m through the proper channel. In the course of

i observations he states that an average cow will pro-

ce 196 lbs. of butter a year, though this is some-
lat more than is stated by other authorities. I am
Uing to admit its correctness ; taking the milk on the

ernge giveu in his tabulated results it would require

57 quarts to produce the 196 lbs. of butter, aud
owing a cow to produce milk 300 days in a year,

lich is less than my cows continue in milk, the result

II be only six and a half quarts per day on the aver-

In my present stock of 18 milk cows there are
t more than three giving so little. Still Mr. Scolt

serves that Mr. Horsfall's yield of milk of 10 quarts

f cow per day is not more than ordinary. Thomas
rsfall.

Fragments.— It is singular, but not the less true, that

hough the hardiest evergreens which 1 have, seen
iwing in some of the most favoured parts of Ireland
re killed or much injured by the frosts of last winter,

arge Laurel hedge growing in my garden here re-

ined perfectly evergreen, although located very near
foot of Mouut Leinster, one of the highest mountains
the province of that name. To what to attribute this

i ape I know not, except to the land shelter ; though a
I etious neighbour tells me it must have beeu saved by

S
pruning of the under parts by " the Earl of Stair's

bertmen,*' who wex*e allowed " free ingress, egress,

a I regress " by my predecessor,* who I am told was
i estated gentleman," but who I am sure was no
dener. Lolium temulentum is a poison, a}1

, and a
dly one, too, if taken in sufficient quantity, the more

Specially as hot food, as I have proved in my own
erience. Believing, however, that Nature never
caused a plaut to grow not calculated, if properly

i|d, to produce some good, I will now give you a
regarding its use and application. Some of

The Earl of Stair's halbertmen" are the goats from the
brated Blackstairs Mountains, that come down when pressed
hunger into the lowlands, eating in their way every " green

g." See " Legends of Mount Leinster," by Barry Whitney
omatb, published by P. Kennedy, Anglesea Street, Dublin.

your readers may renumber having seen lett

mine written on the Island ol Beglim, near Wexford,
some time ago, I wot located then i i ling the
mudlands for the Wexford Harbour i.i.j

nany, A mongi i. the many valuable plant

indlgi m u ly on that fertile land thi

in uriantly than over [saw I any

Tho Wheat gi o in theri though ol the Hni :

i n land at leai t, I coi Id neve) :

Darnel, nod in con emjoi ci of It I v

" cut" in price by tho mill n of

bridge At lai I I I I
>i man who, ihoi

read i word of ill" chemistry of Sir Robert Kano,
Liobig, or Farraday, v '. knew the value ol the Darnel as

well n i any ol them i id bought my Wheat gii

the highest'prico in the market, and never "cu
i

', ,i n from bin Irei t" monnor tli

would grind I ' Hie Whi at, I told li

I

IOI '
. 1

1

:. i

pliclty, and bIiowi d m Ilia uni i ioi

and a largo quantity of the DArnel and

Wheat ho had both ground into meal and ungrou

feeding h pl , ol which be bad d i core ol l

8 mi oacb uor o
;
away in hit yard »« drunk as he ever

wan himself. His practice b and lightly

ferment It as on Englishman would his mall for ale

brewing, or on Irishman his "Rawcorn
whisky distillation ; more I need not say about it*> The
Potatoes are diseased, I saw the disease Bix weeks ago,
' ni ' aid nothing ;.i t it then ;

nor would l now, had l

not first seen it noticed in the Qardeni Oh
if 1 did, although it could not be di nied,

I

of tho Irish press with few exceptions would
down, as they so politely term it, "a croaker," in the

pay of tlie provii ion merchants, seedsmen, and manure-
vendors ; never for a moment letting themselves believe

that 1 regret tho existence of the Bame disease as much
as any man can, having paid more money this year for

valuable varieties of seed Potatoes than has been paid by
all the newspaper men ill Ireland put together. /

Carroll, Cranemorc House, Cloncgal.

Steam Power.—Permit mo to make a suggestion on
tho application of steam power to farm purposes. The
chief uso of steam power on the farm has hitherto been
threshing and other similar work done in the

To these wc may now add pumping, for the application

of liquid manure. The best pump is probably the centri-

fugal, as it has no valves, and is the lightest and sim-
plest of all pumps. It is not necessary to have one
engine for threshing and one for pumping, because it is

not necessary to be always threshing aud always pump-
ing ; the same engine may do both alternately. It is

worth the attention of our agricultural engineers and
machine-makers whether an engine might be made to

do either house work, as threshing and pumping, or
field work, as ploughing. A locomotive may be used as

a stationary engine. An engine that could do any work
would evidently be cheaper at first than two or three

engines for as many kinds of work ; and there would
also be probably a saving in attendance. No Engineer.

VJh

Societies.
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.

Weekly Council, Jane 27<A.—Mr. Mills, M.P.,

President, in the Chair.

Russian Cattle-Disease.—Lord Bemers stated to

the Council at their previous week's meeting that he

had seen a notice in the " Press " of that week, of a

cattle-pest in Russia of so virulent a character that the

Prussian Government had interdicted the inportation

of cattle, hides, fat, wool, hair, and even of herdsmen,

from that empire into the Prussian dominions. Lord
Berners had on the previous evening named this report

to the Earl of Clarendon in the House of Lords, when
his Lordship at once expressed his willingness to

render every service in his power in reference to a

subject of so much importance to the agricultural inte-

rest of this country, aud stated his intention of at once

instituting the requisite inquiries by despatches to be

conveyed ou the following morning by a special messen-

ger to Berlin. The Earl of Clarendon requested Lord
Berntrs to assure the Council of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England, that on this subject, and ou all

others which came within the control ot Ids department

at the Foreign-office, it would at all times give him the

greatest satisfaction to receive and endeavour to carry

out their wishes. The following communications have

already been made to the Council in reference to this

cattle-plague.
" Lord Wodehouse preseuts his compliments to the Secretary

to the Royal Agricultural Society of Englan.i. and i* directed by
the Earl of Clareudon to acquaint hint, for the information of the

President and Trustees, that his lordship's attention ha'

Tuesday last hecu called by Lord Berners to an article m the

Press, stating that the cattle plague had broken

and that severe precautionary measures had in conseqnencc teeu

taken in Prussia, he instructed her Majesty's Minister at Berlin

to inquire aud report upon the subject. Lord Bloomfield states

iu reply by the telegraph that Baron afanteuffel, the Prussian

minister of state, expressed his belief that measures of precaution

against infected catile bad been taken by local Prussian

ties ou the Russian frontier, hut his Excellency was not informed

as to details aud would make inquiry.

"Foreigu Office, June 22, lS3o."
" Foreign Office, June 26, 1S55.

" Sir,—With reference to my note of the ~d inst.. I am directed

by the Earl of Clarendon to transmit to you for the information

of the President and Trustees of the Royal Agricultural Society,

copy of a despatch from her Majesty's Minister at Berlin, con-

taining information relative to file precautie-nary measures

established in Prussia inconsequence of the malady lately broken

out in that country amongst the cattle.

" I am, Sir, your most obedient humble servant,
• Wodrhouse.

" The Secretary to the Royal Agricultural Society."'

1

'
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cultural community.

Butter Production.—Mr. H-r-f-.i communicated

the following statement in reference to the amount of

butter obtained in his dairy :

—

"Barley mil, J no* 21.

"On perusing Mr. Scott's paper, 1 find i.<- »inU. thai * milk,

cow, on the average (we most adhere to average and leave cot

exceptional cases), produce! 1 Dr. Mia-
pratt, in bis recent publication, states tbe ordinary ykld of

butter per year at 160 lbs. to lSOlbs. ;

- irlaod, and tbe
daily yield of butter from a cow at -

on a yield of 8 to 9 quarts of I

cent. less than what is shorn by Mr. Scotfa revolt* on \t experi-
B wlandaon, Ar:

.

a result similar tn that stated by i

each quart. Mr. Scott in bta paper *tat*:« t!.»* 10 "roarta ti aot
more than an av
a cow to be in milk 300 days a year, tbe annual
per year 3000 quart*, which I am disposed to think it

-

than ,t moderate average on daii

My own cows are not aikwed
two months a year, and I =**;*.S«S that

3000 quarts per year is not i

my dairy enws. Now, on 3000 qnarts Mr race flt*

butter, K -. would rednc* ":

lion to milk about one third or 33$ per orat- ax

similar to what is stated by 'tber writer*.

r^ld off

butter from cream might be "ay batter cotrtainnig

a greater quant:'

from a churn ir-r

quarts of cream prodnced TIT

quart. The analysis of this butter his already been «br
the Council, and will be found not to contain a less proportion of

pure butter than is ordinary: in thll

butter of Mr. Aclar.d, tbe anal

have before referred to. Nov, if I deduct the casein or card from
my butter, it will affect the quantity of batter

cream to the extent only of about half an ounce ; :r if I de&aet

the whole extraneous matter there will

of pure butter from a quart of crea^
my cream is surely of sufficient interest

charge of having um •: J*?
*

of your honourable Council.

re ; with your permission I shall i

.

ject, and shall introduce some featnr =ch are

not noticed br Mr. ScotL—THOHiS 1

Mr. Horsfall having also stated that, "if be exrold be

informed when the subject was likeir to be introduced

again :,t the Counci. *rt*cd

to give required, as be fe;t much

interested in the matter ;
M U prided, that

Mr. Horsfall should be inrited to attend their wceklj

meeting ou Wednesday the 11th of July, 8

Agricultural Motitr Power. — Mr. Garr I

formed the Council that an :r the highest

importance to a-r :

: .

by Messrs. Bovdell and G
private trial of the invention was to be r.

following dav ; and the machinery had

for trial' at the Carlisle meeti -

invention the first i
-*een n**3*

towards the successful application c

the cultivation of the land : and ti

anticipated should be realised, it i - :mioa

constitute one of the greatest - - "the day m
the ads- team power to the a --cwer-

fully resisting obstacles over broken surfaces, uneven

roads, or up declivities, along which no locomotive

steatn-encine had hitherto been able to proceed.
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An Essay on Band Tillage, by Mr. Bottomley. Printed

for the Wakefield Farmers' Club. C. Hicks, Market
Place, Wakefield.

The Wakefield Farmers' Club adopts the useful plan

of publishing, for circulation in their district, the papers
read before them at their monthly meetings. The
following are extracts from the tract just issued with

the above title, which contains the substance of a paper
on Hand Tillage, read on March 30, by Mr. Bottomley.

It should be stated that in Yorkshire the term hand
tillage is synonymous with artificial manures.

He said if ever there was a time more than another
when hand tillage should be more in requisition, it was
the present moment. At one time the low prices for

their produce might well discourage them from the use

of hand tillage ; but now, when the markets and the

corn exchange were fructified by gold dust, they would
be readily induced to do everything they cculd to raise

larger crops, because the remunerative prices would
well justify the outlay. We were now at the commence-
ment of a war, and how long it might last no one knew

;

but considering the suspension of foreign supplies by it,

he thought it behoved English farmers to endeavour
themselves to produce as much corn as possible. The
Oats, of which be exhibited samples here to day, were
produced by a manure he had himself made on his

small farm of 50 acres. [These were remarkably fine

3pecimens of Oats, upwards of 6 feet in the stalk, with
corresponding grains.] His method of making this

hand tillage was this :—He burned everything in the
shape of refuse, as cuttings of hedges, dry leaves, &c,
on his premises, into wood ashes, smouldering them in

the fire so as to save as much carbon as he could. He
then mixed with it horse and cow stale, soap suds, and
soot, the ammonia from which would, as they all knew,
be absorbed by the charcoal. To this he subsequently
added salt, and after that gypsum, and found with the
last ingredient he had no disagreeable smell from it.

This was his own hand tillage whiah he used to every
species of crop—Wheat, Oats, Barley, Turnips, &c.
The last year he had got half a ton of Mr. Simpson's
nitro-phosphate to mix with this. As it happened he
was from home at the time it arrived, and his man
instead of mixing it with other manure, went and shot
it down, and began to spread it out the same as ordinary
manure, which would have been rather an expensive
process. Fortunately he arrived in time to prevent it

being thus spread, and had it scraped together again.
Wherever any of it had stood, however, it had left
traces, and he believed every barrow mark might be
known by the beautiful green Grass which had sprung
up upon it. He was now mixing Simpson's manure
with his own tillage, finding that the latter wanted
phosphate. He used it for everything— grain, Mangold
Wurzel, and Turnips, and had put in no guano for some
years. When he found that his crops were as good as
his neighbours', and that he only used this tillage, he
did think there was some good in it ; and it was much
cheaper than either buying phosphate or bones. He
had a similar crop of Oats to those he now exhibited
on his farm, grown previous to using Simpson'B mauure,
and which were so strong in the straw that they had
not been beaten dowu by a heavy thunderstorm. He
would now quote from Or. Lindley in the Gardeners'
Chronicle.

" Nothing must be allowed to run away in the form of a fluid,
or to fly away in the disguise of a smell. Mark out a piece of
ground on which the dunghill is to be made—on a good slope, if
possible, and close by apond. Cut a gutter all round, and puddle
it with clay, so as to make it water-tight. Then at the lowest
part, outside the place where the dunghill is to lie, dig a sink-
hole 18 or 20 inches deep ; let this be well puddled and connected
with the gutter already spoken of. Things being thus prepared,
throw down a layer of manuring substances about a foot deep;
tread them well down and scatter some fixer over it ; finally, water
it well. In this manner go on with layer after layer, till the heap
is the desired height. During the operation of making the heap
some water will have drained away; in that case it will have
ran into the gutter and been collected in the sink-hole. Scuppet
the water out as the work proceeds, and throw it back on the
dunghill. If the hole is not large enough, another must be made
near it; none of the drainings must on any account be lost. It
Hhould have, at least once a week for a month, a good quantity of
fluid thrown upon it. Pot boilings and soap-suds are much
better than common water; but urine is preferable to both. By
these contrivances nothing is allowed to leak, and the dunghill
becomes a soft mass, holding fast all which belongs to it except
what'flies away. To catch the latter is the purpose of the fixer.
There are many fixers—oil of vitriol, green vitriol, blue vitriol,
salt and lime (not either salt or lime by themselves on any
acconnt), gypsum, &c, may be used; but some of them at all
times, and in some cases all of them, have the fault of costing
money. A substitute which costs nothing except labour is,

therefore, to be sought for. Such exists in cinder sittings, char-
coal dnst, good black earth, peat or bog mould, rotten sawdust,
leaf mould, black mud from ponds, bottoms of wood stacks, brick
dust, burnt clay, &c. Some or all of these may be had in most
places."

Mr. Bottomley then went on to say that he had had
no practical experience in farming till he had come into

that neighbourhood, and had had therefore nothing to

unlearn, which was so often more difficult than to learn.
He was ready to examine every new invention in agri-
culture which he might hear of ; and though he was
not prepared exactly to believe in all those theories of
which they had heard, yet he thought theory aud prac-
tice working together was a very excellent thing. He
should particularly recommend to his younger friends
the study of Johnston's "Catechism of Agricultural
Chemistry and Geology." In that work they would find,
among the rest, much useful information on the subject
of manures, and of their application to different kinds of
crops. In reference to the sample of Oats he exhibited,
this sample had been grown on Wheat stubble, with

nothing but bis own hand tillage, produced on his own
premises. Some of these Oats were 7 feet high in the
straw. He had been one of the judges at the Hud-
dersfield agricultural show, and had there sold some of

those Oats at 2/, per quarter ; and he believed it was in

every man's power in that room to grow as good,
whether he farmed SO acres or 500. He understood
from Mr. Johnson, who had been cutting timber,

that he had been using charcoal made from its

refuse branches, and had better crops than his neigh-

bours in consequence. The first thing, in making his

hand tillage, was to obtain carbon, after which the other

ingredients might he mixed with it. If any gentleman
present would come over to his place he should be
happy to show it them in process of making for appli-

cation to Barley, Mangold Wurzel, Swedes, and other
crops, and they would then see the manner in wlueh
he had built up the straw as well as the top of those

Oats.
" Mr. Cooper agreed with Mr. Bottomley's views. He could

himself recommend every one to read 'Talpa' ['Chronicles
of a Clay Farm,' from which Mr. Bottomley had quoted], a
book he had perused several times, and should again.

—

Mr. Bottomley said, 'Talpa' was something like ' Sam Slick.'

It walked into the farmers and their old prejudices in
good style, and every, farmer ought to read it.— Mr.
Charlesworth did not think such Oats as those shown by
Mr. Bottomley could be grown eveiy year. There was one
thing in them which he had never seen before in his life, and
would give 101. to know what would produce it regularly. He
had seen it in other grain, but never before last year. He meant
the fine glossy matter on the straw, which he had never seen
during the 40 or 60 years he had been connected with farming
till last year, and should like to know what would produce it.

Mr. Bottomley said, his impression was it was the salt pro-
duced it. Mr. Charlesworth : No; it was the season. They
wanted something to produce this gloss every year. In
Scotland it was said this gloss arose from the use of sea weed.
Mr. Bottomley remarked that there was saline matter, which
confirmed his opinion. Mr. Nicholson said that he farmed rather
largely, and he thought his tillage bill, amounting to some 6002.

a year, was a large sum to take out of a Wheat crop. He should
like to know what would be the position of Mr. Bottomley, if

his farm cost him a proportionate sum in manure. It was cer-
tain that artificial manures of a saline nature greatly improved
crops. Lastyear, had used Mr. Simpson's manure for corn crops,
and had found them much improved by it. Some of his neigh-
bours used some of it for top dressing with th'e same results,

their crops being much better where that manure was employed.
He had understood Mr. Bottomley to say that chalk land did not
require chalk as a manure, but in Lincolnshire chalk lands were
found to derive much benefit by the use ofseven or eight tons per
acre. Mr. Brakenridge said, in Mr. Bottomley's description of his
process of making his tillage, and mixing the ingredients
together, he thought that in some respects they were mixed too
late. Gypsum, burnt clay, and sulphuric acid, were all fixers of
ammonia, and might be all used with more or less advantage to

that end. He had no doubt that tha use of nitro-phosphate had a
good deal to de in producing the strength and glossiness of straw
displayed by the sample of Oats before them. Thought the
application of lime to land deficient in that material would produce
great effect, though there was no kind of land but would be bene-
fited by such application, There were not many soils but what
had much silica in them, and the application of lime was the
best means of dissolving it. He concurred in Mr. Bottomley's
recommendation to the agricultural interest, relative to the appli-
cation of scientific knowledge in their pursuits, and had himself
derived much benefit from it. The Secretary said he was sure
that an immense amount of good tillage might be made by every
man on his own farm, though be would not go to the length of
thinking every farm might be made absolutely self-supporting.
Still it was for every fanner to take care of every morsel of clip-
ping and other refuse, since there was no portion of such rubbish
which might not be converted into hand tillage. If they made
the best of the tillage they themselves produced, they would not
want so much of Mr. Simpson's nitro-phosphate. It required
no great amount of intellect to do this, but just a little

common sense. Farmers were never accused of thinking too
much; but if they would think a little more on these
matters they would be all the better for it. The Chairman
said the meaning of the term, strictly speaking, was some-
thing which could be distributed in small quantities by
hand, not brought by a cart load, but in smaller quantities—such
as could be carried up a hill for instance, and would combine the
essence of farm-yard manure with saline ingredients. After
noticing the relative qualities of the carbonaceous, gaseous, and
inorganic matters contained in ordinary manure, he remarked
upon the subject of the application of lime to limestone lands,
which had been a subject of controversy in the course of the dis-
cussion, that it was proved by analysis that many soils had lime
below the surface, but none on it. Such being the case, it might
be highly serviceable, in an agricultural point of view, to apply
lime in such instances, since there might possibly be none within
that depth of soil to which the roots penetrate. When lime was
put to land it was generally used in a quick or caustic state.

The advantage wa9 that the caustic alkalies of the lime dissolved
the silica. He thought the caustic alkali of the lime, while it

dissolved the silica, would contribute in part to the glossiness of
the outside straw, which had been noticed by Mr. Charlesworth.
Another effect of lime was to make the silica soluble. It was
most used either in a powder or a solid stale, but must be made
liquid to produce the best results. He thought, when so used,
that the watery part in the process of evaporation left some of
the solid part upon the straw, producing the gloss before men-
tioned, while it was further proved that the use of lime made the
straw stand up better. As a proof that one effect of lime would
make the straw stand up, he had used on a part of a field common
fold manure, and on another part quick lime, and found that in
a heavy storm the first part was laid, while the remainder stood
up. He had no doubt the same beneficial effect would be pro-
duced on the grain as on the straw. The next point he would
refer to was the use of salt as a tillage, one of the good results of
which was that it protected the crop from the ravages of the
grub. He had a field of 15 acres of Clover lea, on 5 acres of

which he put salt, on 5 more lime, and the remainder nothing.
He iound that the lime answered best, the salt next, while the
grub took the other live. Mr. Bottomley had been asked by Mr.
Scarth what were the proportions lor mixing his tillage. He took
1 ten of gypsum, 1 ton ©1 salt, and soot ad libitum to the ashes.
The expense of 10 loads of ashes he did not consider rnything,
because he should have to dispose of it in some way under any
circumstances."

Letters to the Farmers ofNottinghamshire on the Chemistry

of Manures. By Samuel Parr. R. Theobald, Pater-

noster Row.

Some of these letters have already appeared in our

columns. The whole are collected together here in the

form of a little pamphlet, which deserves perusal for

the simple and generally satisfactory treatment which
it gives to such subjects as theory of manures, liquid

manure, farmyard manures, bones and superphosphates,

guano, lime, gypsum, fallows, &c. The letters were

originally printed in the Nottinghamshire Guardian. We
give the following extract as a specimen of the author's

style. It relates to the policy of bare fallows :

—

" In bringing stiff clays into cultivation, a naked fallow

once in eight years, or even less, may be advisable ;

but when once the soil has been brought into good
heart, a naked fallow is the worst possible mode of

agriculture, provided the land can be kept clean without
it. A naked fallow ought, therefore, to be looked upon
as a necessary evil, and should be borne with as such,
and then only upon heavy clays. It may be asked
what are the principal means by which fallowing may
be superseded 3 This may be accomplished by deep
drainage aud deep cultivation, by liming, by the burn-
ing of clays, or, where the land is perfectly clean, by a
green fallow crop. Thorough drainingwill rid the soil of all

aquatic weeds, and render it more porous, consequently
more accessible to the influences of the atmosphere.
Lime will be instrumental in dissolving the alkaline

earths and silicates. The silicates of alumina, &c, con-

tained in clays, might be digested in an acid (such as

oil of vitriol mixed with a little water) for several

weeks, without producing any appreciable results ; but

after these earths have been mixed with lime, and then

digested in an acid solution, they will assume the con-

sistence of a thick and transparent jelly, which is

owing to the silica being dissolved ; the same process is

carried on, but only in a much slower degree by the
carbonic acid of the atmosphere, which gradually pre-

pares these mineral constituents of the soil for their

reception by the spongioles of plants. The burning
of clays not only brings the land into a better state of

division, but the process of burning renders the alkaline

silicates more easily acted upon by the air, reducing
them more rapidly into a soluble condition, and fitting

them for supplying to plants the necessary constituents

of their growth. It must be borne in mind that all

soils ought to be accessible to the action of air—oxygen
and carbonic acid—so as to favour the development of

the roots of plants. Stiff clays are wanting in these

properties, but this may be communicated to them by a
partial calcination. With regard to root crops, these

may always be adopted where the land is in good heart

and fit for their reception, for during the growth of

these fallow crops, by frequent hoeing and loosening the

soil, pretty nearly the same results may be obtained as

by allowing the land to lie idle ; besides, the quantity of

vegetable matter in the soil is considerably increased by
green cropping, thereby leaving it in a far better con-

dition for the production of the subsequent grain crop.

It is true that the green crops oppose, to a certain ex-

tent, so complete a decomposition of the soil as when a

naked fallow is used ; but this deficiency may easily be

supplied by artificial means, and the advantages of the

increased supply of vegetable food in the shape of

manure, of the stems and leaves of the plants and the

fibres of their roots, will more than compensate for the

proportionate decrease of inorganic matter which would
have been brought into action by the naked fallow ,"which

result may readily be obtained by a slight dressing of

lime. Thus you will perceive that there are various
'

means which may be adopted, either singly or collec-

tively, as the case may be, for doing away with the

practice of fallowing in the generality of instances,

which will tend not only to a more successful cultiva-

tion of the soil, but at the same time will add consider-

ably to the profits of the farmer."

Miscellaneous.
Depth of Covering of Seed Wheat.—In 1845, thinking

that I might discover a cause for the different tillering

of Wheat by examining the roots, I took up part of a

drill, some 50 plants or more ; I found invariably that

the larger the tube between the seminal roots and the

corronal ones, always about an inch below the surface,

the fewer were the tillered stems ; this led to some ex-
periments, and on the 7th July, in the same year, I

sowed at seven depths three grains ; the first three with

the least possible covering, the second with an inch of

covering, and increasing the covering by an inch in each

of the successive ones. Of Nos. 1 and 2, all came up ;

of those covered with 2, 3, and 5 inches, two came up ;

and of those with 4 and 6 inches of covering, none came
up. Those most lightly covered came up first by from
oue to three or four days, appeared stronger, and tillered

more freely. And again, on the 8th September, I

sowed five rows of 12 grains each

—

No. 1. Lightly covered, 11 came up, producing 77 stems.
2. With 1 inch covering, 11 came up, „ 57 „
3. With 2 inches „ 8 „ „ 38 „
4. With 3 inches „ 6 „ „ 38 „
5. With 4 inches „ 6 „ „ 34 „

Since then my usual covering has been light, and I havo
not remarked theW heat to suffer from the frost, or sustain

any injury from being thus lightly covered. In rowed
Wheat, of small experiments, I have, however, hoed up a

little earth to the plants so soon as they were strong above
ground ; and, indeed, thestirringof thesurfaceearthabout
the plants at this period of their growth seems to me of

very material consequence ; I have some reason to

believe that Barley and Oats bear a heavy covering

better than Wheat. Although these experiments
appear favourable to light covering, yet I have had

Wheat sown under the ploughs, the seed delivered by

barrows following them, with covering of three or four

inches, which has tillered well. If a heavy covering is

found to diminish the tillering property^of grain plants,

we may avail ourselves of it, where it is considered

advisable in late sowings, to check that disposition in
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addition to thick needing. Except in very late IOWA

winter Wlieat, I think it problematical thai a difference

of an inch or two of depth in towing will have much
effect in preventing the plants being thrown up by (he

(root ; for the seminal roots strike downwards directly

from the Heed with such inconceivable rapidity to bo

grcut a depth f
that this difference in lont in the compari-

son ; and, indeed, the corronal rootH, though they BtlOOt

out at iii'Bt horizontally, almoHt immediately take a

downward direction, and also grow rapidly. I am din

posed to think that the ejecting process may bo more
effectively prevented by draining the land ; the rootH of

the |

lull will then take a deeper and firmer hold of the

i. ->il, and the action of front will be diminished \>y a

lessened abstraction of its heat. ./. M. Uood'iJJ', Dublin

Farmers' Gazette,

Calendar of Operations,—

—

.1 U N E

.

Faum NicAuCnioi,MHifoitu
p
June 26*—Since our last communloatlon

wo have hud a continuance of dry weather, with northerly and
nortli-oiiHterly windu, and with white (Ymit more or loHHattilffht ; unci

although the grain orops are looking vigorous and healthy we do
not rooolloot their progressing n<> slowly upon any former occa-
sion, A lew Wheat oars wore observed on the 12th, and upon
tho 25th (the day upon which we are writing) somo are to be
seen In a majority of the pieces in this (Uiftrlot. The Wheal Is

in appi arance as healthy hh it can poBBlbly he doslrodj not the
Hli^hteHt attack of runt hint appeared to check Its growth; the
colour may he of Hoinowlmt too dark a green colour, but sunshine
and a continuance of dry weather will bring it right ; arid snoak-
Ingof It upon this farm particularly, wo are perfectly satisfied
both with the plant and appearance, and are enabled t<> say un-
hesitatingly that it never can have appeared more promising.
Ah regards tho district generally thin observation will apply,
with the exception that there 1« aaofiolonoy ofplant ton consider-
able extent, though from the vigorous growth that hut* taken place,
ho roNtilt will depend upon the future state of the weather betwixt

tho proHont period and the coming harvest. Our Barley has of
late proRreHHod mdro rapidly than tho Wheat, and is unusually
prouiining. Tho same observation applicH to Oats, except upon
those which were sown late, which from the drought that then
existed are Irregular 1" plant, but are otherwise progressing
rapidly. Heans wo have none, but in general they are very pro-
mising) and at present bid fair to bo a full crop; whilst Peas
an; thiu In plant nod far below the standard, and we believe
this observation will apply throughout this county. Tho pros-
pect of the Clover and Grasses for hay crops is universally had ;

not more than a moiety of the usual breadth has been reserved
for mowing, and, unless upon tho very best land, only a moderate
crop can bo expected; whilst upon tho inferior soils Sufficient
will not be found to ho worth the trouble of cutting : for from the
succession of cold weather that 1ms followed since tho rain, the
Grass has been arrested in growth, and will be the lightest crop
mown for many years past. Wo shall commence cutting Clover
from this day, and shall then proceed with the Grass in regular
succession. The weather appears clearing up, and, with the
barometer rising, we hope for a successful result. The Mangold
Wurzel grows more slowly than usual; this we attribute en-
tirely to the absence of sunshine, and low temperature in addition,
that has prevailed; most of it is now singled out, and although
tho ravages of wireworm are complained of throughout the dis-
trict, wo have escaped, and have generally a full plant, but
decidedly later by two or three weeks than usual. Throughout
the district there is a general complaint of tho destruction of the
young Swede Turnips by the fly, and most of our neighbours have
been compelled to resow tho land; many, however, wait to sow
the common Turnip instead, as Swedish Turnip seed has become
uncommonly scarce. As regards our own prospects we have a
full and vigorous plant upon all those pieces succeeding Rye «nd
other early spring crops; but upon a smaller portion fallowed
from the commencement the whole of tho plants are eaten up,
and the land during t! e past week has been replanted with
Drumhead Cabbages, with tho further planting of which
we are still proceeding. Wo form ridges about 3 feet

in width, and more heavily, and plant upon the top of
the ridge after ploughing the soil over the manure, and
then roll down with a two-hor.so roller; the plants are placed

I

3 feet apart, and the soil made firm about them by pressure of
the dibble and watered plentifully ouce or twice as the weather
may happen to prevail. So little regard is paid by some persons
to the carrying out this process that we have seen half the plants
lost by improper management; for whatever the state of the
weather may be, we bold it is always necessary to water them at
the time of planting. Our Potatoes, as we before stated, are
deficient in plant, owing to an application of lime and salt, which
with the combined action of dryness of the salt destroyed the
plants altogether. Wo are now informed that our ill success has
arisen from not incorporating tho mixture well with the soil

before planting. This happens about tho same" with any new
experiment; even under full directions, by the omission of the
use of the bag, tho plum pudding was spoiled. A correspondent
of your Paper inquires if Mangold Wurzel is injurious to small
pigs and breeding sows. We can state by our own experience
that we have invariably found it so, and have always endeavoured
to keep them from it by sending them away during the winter
and spring months to a farm where it is not used. The farrows
of pigs are small in number and puny in size, and they gradually
waste away as if under the effects of fever until put upon different
food. The sows, on the contrary, grow fat, as is the case with
large hogs, which thrive remarkably well, especially with a
little corn in addition. If a large number of bogs are fed upon
it with a few Beans in an open yard, we know of no better
method of making a large quantity of excellent manure at
the cheapest cost. Upon one field sown down with advertised
Grasses from a first-rate advertising house, we have a full
crop, but 90 per cent, is common Rye-grass; for this seed
we paid 32s. per acre, and might have obtained as good a
result from Rye-grass alone at 12s. Gd. per acre. In appearance
it resembled a proper mixture, and, bad the artificial Grasses
been new seed, might have turned out well. So, to prevent such
fraudulent attempts in future, we mean to purchase each descrip-
tion of seed separately and mix them ourselves; and we can
recommend others to follow the same practice. In the matter of
seeds, we rarely obtain them genuine or good. Some Kohl Rabi
seed sown this season appeared to be a general shop mixture of
Broccoli, Turnip, and Kohl Rabi. Our Carrots never came up
except in very small quantity, and Parsnips to the same extent:
but as such plants are difficult to obtain, we are not able to
charge the deficiency entirely to tho seed. But we know that it

is the practice with seedsmen to mix their old seeds with a small
per-centage of new, so that upon sowing theni a plant cannot be
insured, unless by using a much larger quantity. What we
recommend is for farmers to grow their own seeds, or to purchase
of those neighbours upon whom they can depend. As regards
Grasses, every one can have them gathered in his own locality
by baud by women and children at a small cost proportionately
with seedsmen's prices ; and as this is the season, we name it
that the opportunity should not be lost.
Wester Ross, June 18.—With the exception of the last two

days the weather we have had for three weeks has been as
favourable as agriculturists could desire, and the crops have
bet- 1 progressing at an astonishing rate. "Wheat has shot up
witli great rapidity, and in early fields is in the sflof-blade. Id

well drained and well prepared fields Wh«at is v, \>-. a full i

bul where the land la wet and cold, it looks thin and stinu - i

cannot In many places be more than hall 1 crop, Having
occasion lately to pa** oyei h tar«e partol ibe country, I am
natlttned that (be wheat crop muat be greatly Inferloi to that :i

hint. year. In hucIi B '•
I 1 1 o* Ibl* the advantagi

draining are very manlfi a ffhatevei the crop be, fun
i

in flump and COld ""'I ' f U long Ol Coining nwr.y, *w\ -i.f.,

tunately there in alw.tyii abundance '-' weede, Ui the growth >.t

which cold and damp prove no great hindrance, which ruebi

proi Hod <• to the growing crop, and keep* ahead ol t«

all the way on t" harvest Oete and Barley generally i

Potatoes are brairding itrong »"'i regular. La ityee

came up tlcy appeared anything but rigorous, and were quite
unlit foi pa ilna through the trial that awaited titcm. Tble year
being mora robust, we anticipate that they will come through
wi-ii nigh unscathed, The oarilei *own Bwedee, although now
tbrct week* In tho ground, have made little progn •.. At Oral
-miy part brairded, and now tbe second ball Ui coming away,
Botwl 1 the twowo will liavo abnndance ol plants,

I
• w\i,\r -,r

coi Turnips Is now proceeded win., and will 1m well nigh
finished this week* Manures "i all kinds are abundant
north thin year, and although high priced, a Urt«» •junniity u
applied, liny is vory light gcnorally; paetures bavi i» i

mi,: rapidly, and the stock are |uel now abundantly

Cattle marmots continue stiff! although prices are *iwi high.

Tho -inn mini for fat In the south continuing good, 1

1

heavy cattle find their way thither, and (leshors al lie

sadly complaining of the scarcity "i ibis commodi I

draught horses for sale are very scarce, and bav<
i >i been *»

dearror many years. Wages of half year sorvai

rising. They now roeolve from 7/. to 10J ; boys from %\ \
. u

mid women Irom 21, to 91. Labourers are fully employed at about
14*. per week.

NoticeK to OorrcKpondcnta.

Coarse (iuAHH in old Pastohb; Woodley, *
i

broadcast over tho spots or pieces of coarse Grass after mowing
thorn down, and you will And that the next growth will 1m:

readily eaten.

CnAitCOAii Dust: lanoTamtu, It Is one of the very beet thing*
you can u ho t« absorb the liquid manure, and thus aj

tn tho land. We have juat emptied a tank, 8 fcol lo dl

and ii fool deep, Upon a heap of imperfectly burnt ashes stand-

ing upon about 80 Mqunro yiirdn, and the ashes have taken all

the water up—none has run from it ; we attribute tl

power to the charcoal It contains. Three or four cartl

charcoal dUBt per acre, thus saturated, would be a powerlu]
dressing.

Garden I'i.ouoh. Wo should bo glad to know the maker of
" Warren'n Pony or Garden Plough."

Hatmakinc Maouihis: Subscriber. It will answer any where if

the ground is so far even as that the line joining its two wheel
tracks bhall always bo (not level but) straight.

OSIERS: G E. The following is the character given of thevarieties
named in tho article you refer to:—Salix vimlnalla -

Osier).—Very coarse and brittle ; cant out of beds everywhere.
Brindled Outer, Blotched Older, Snake Osier, Speckled Osier.
—Different names for the same variety; it ia thevi
variety of Salix vimlnalla grown. Yellow-barked Osier.—The
next best variety. Velvet-topped Oaier.—A good sort. Apple-
tree Osier.—Ditto. Salix Forbyana.—The laat new kind; a I

very excellent Oeier for general purposes, and of a good colour
when stripped. The new kind good, but inferior by much to

some. Salix triandra (black-budded Spaniard).— The very
beBt Osier for bottoming fanners' sieves, aud tor the narrow
strips for finishing the handles and borders of baskets. Grey
Spaniard.—Tolerably good for brown use. Iiorse Spaniard.—
Coarse, very inferior. Brown Spaniard.— Rather better than
Horse Spaniard. Salix rubra (green-leaved Osier, or Omardj.
—Very excellent aud very tough; with tbe bark on, the best

for carboy baskets. Salix lloffmanniaua (Brown rod Osier,

Brownard Osier, Silver Osier).—Silvery on under side of leaf;

all sound shortish rods, good for eel-wheela. Salix amygda-
lina.—There is a variety of this, grown near Cbertsey, of long
growth and tolerable quality; local name not known. .-.-

(g hard), Horse-Gelster.— Both shortish pretty solid rods for

brown work, and for eel-wheels. Salix Laiubertiana (blunt-

leaved Ornard), S. Helix (rose Ornard), S. lanceolata (bastard

French.—All rubbish, but used for hampers and fish packing-
baskets. It is one or other of these which, by snapping in

working, causes our trousers to ho torn by hampers. Salix

purpurea (or bitter Ornard).— I have not seen this grown as an
Osier, but it ought to be; it is very tough, very blender, and
will grow in wetter ground than any, except tbe Ornards, all

which grow in water. In addition to those named there are

two excellent Osiers, tbe botanic name of which I am uncer-
tain of. Beal Freuch.—A most excellent Osier, especially for fine

work; used very much for cooper's twigs; that is the twigs
used to bind wood hoops on wine casks, &c. Stone Osier.

—

Also a very excellent Osier; much grown along the Keucet;
used for fine work, twigs, &c. Salix fragilis, S. Kusselliana, S.

alba, and the varieties Alba carulea, and A. repens—are all

occasionally grown as Osiers in Osier-grounds, for the purpose
of making eel-wheels and for coopers' twigs; but Salix rubra I

and the real French are very much superior. Of these Kussel-
liana is the best. S. vitelline I have never seen grow as an
Osier, it is used in gardens for its toghness ; if it could be
grown as an Osier free 1'roiu side twigs, it would be, with the

bark on, the very best for carboy packing. Now, if I had 4
acres to plant with Osiers, I would plant-

One with brindled Osier 3 ft. in. by 2 ft. in.

One with last new kind 3 „ 2
Half with black-budded Spaniard 3 ,,2
Halt with yellow-barked Osier 2 6 „ 1 S
Half with green-leaved Osier ...2 6 „ 1 S
Halt n ith real French 2 „ 1 4

And I would try a rod or two of bitter Purple, remembering
that the green-leaved Osier and hitter Ornard should be in the

wettest grouud. Nevertheless, it is a great error to suppose
Osiers grow best in swampy ground. They grow best in a
loose sandy loam, but do not mind being occasionally over-

flowed. J. C. X., JScrmondsty.

Poultry : F Z. Cochins are the birds that will best answer your
purpose, as they are good layers, and easily kept within bounds.

Prize List at Tiverton. At page 412, Mr. F. Webber, of

Tiverton, is stated to be the winner for tbe second best

heifer aud 3 best cows in calf. In correction of this we
have to state that Mr. Thomas Webber, of Halberton Court.

Tiverton, Devonshire, received the following prizes :—For the

best heitcr above 2 and not exceeding 3 years old, bred by
himself, second prize ; for best pair of heifers, not exceeding

12 months old on the 1st September. 1S54, bred by himself, first

prize ; for the best 3 cows, owner's own breed, in calf or in milk,

first prize.

Swedisu TuRSirs: Constant i?wwtr. Mr. Carleton Smytbies
merely described the effect of bumt clay lumps gathered off the

field and full of Conch, with those of farm-yard dung and of

turf ashes. Tbe ashes were best, then the dune, and lastly

the burned clay. His conclusion is, that the vegetable matter

present in the turf and dung is essential as a Turnip manure.

The F.exs : X. Some week or two ago we are told that tbe sharp

frost aud dry weather had on some of the light lands destroyed

9-10ths of the plaut, and if any crop were known which would

be likelv to be of more value "than three sacks of Wheat per

acre there would have been iuduc oe farm alone to

plough 30 acres up. The ^^^ol•.c Iir.cl> in tbe neighbourhood

look uncommonly well, but it must be a late harvest.

UIUIMOMj -- UlANDLfcK'ci I'A i >.:• i < Jl.W r
' v CL'TTina uiruifj U

All Urn r*i
lured 'i.

Balford, ttanch<
C--

• rpvfl

'>.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS * DRAININC TOOL*
MESSRS. BURGESS a*d KEY, as Mr. rV&aita*

Wholesale *i»»-» in : ka
large assortment Tbi Ii »ra now ta u»* by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and FsrmsfS, menbei
Royal Agricultural Society, who pttnoufK* UttSB V> be tbe test
ever invented, and to facilitate Ubonr "

Price Lists sent free on application, sue!

of tb*» best Fumi Imrlcnif-nT'. ' - - '

1MFOKTANT TO AGRICCLTUitljrS.

-^SSe

-

PATENT
LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR OR WATER-CART.
ISAAC JAMES, Tivoli, Cheltenham, begs mo*r

respectfully to solicit tbe attention of Azncoltcri*.!* «*d
others, to his newly-invented Patec: I re Disttilwsw,.
or Water-Cart. The advsnoe of science having to ezsvifaiusi

to Agriculturists the superior sdvantart ' using Liwwsi-
Manure as to induce its almost general doptHO, % grem?
want was felt for a Distributor, ted as to answer tae
purpose of equally di^tributingany quantity, with "at being: lisfalc

to clog up. aud thus hinder the progress of the work, sad t***e tbe
time of the workman, and yet produced at s price alike arailibte

to tbe small farmer or gardener, as to the more wealthy sni
extensive cultivator.

I. James warrants his Distributor to supply tbe desUermtea
so long felt. Its soperi ag the fbOowiag
advantages :

—

1. It has two Strainers, so arranged as to prevent uyihing bst

liquid entering into the Distributor, so that it is impassable far it

to clog up. 2. The liquid is forced through tbe Dismtator *****

to scatter any quantity on tic- Ur.5. := * avpaon* sssoww U<*»
JO to 15 feet ^idc according I

<.mc»s**

of time and labour. 3. It has w»- it tbe

liquid mar be carttd to any d «- It

will work equally well on hilly u
alteration. 5. It'can be adv- t tbe Distri-

bution of Guano. &c_ en eitnez * Pasture Lw.
6. It is so constructed as to be there - ~

Streets. 7. I:
•

tend it, KS :—
250 gallons e

^* cwt.. tire 4 ind
150 3 weight of cart, :r*bes.

70 do. by v'^T- 11

40 do. bv man, 9 - -

Terms—Net Ca^h. A remittance cr hankers reSoesne amt
accompany each .-r^er.—Tivoli. Cheltenham-

COWS.
HARVEY'S CELEBRATLD CO*ST DRINK-

each, have been uied with great success- Plain directions

are *^ven with e.-- aost diseases ioo-

dental to Cows, for which they will be fcuni a safe and eSactnal

remedv. One Drink eiven u tbe commencement of a* Tick. <a

Feet ari 1 will perfectly exadicau -t m ^ :t"

days.—Compounded bv K. E.. oary Ssrcem, Msc-
1 --oseasie

igeitts :

-
-

" - ---
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This day is Published, PART IV., price 6s., in splendid folio, of the

FEENS^ OF GEEAT BBITAJH (Life Size).

Reproduced (hi Colours) by NATURE-PRINTING.
PARTS I. TO III. MAY BE HAD. PRICE 6s. EACH.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

This day is published, price Is., Part XXII. of

« HPHE NEWCOMES." By W. M. Thackeray.
J- With ILLUSTRATIONS by Richard Doyle.
Parts XXIII. and XXIV., completing this work, will be pub-

lished on the 31st July.
Braddcry & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day is published, price 4s. Grf. bound, with an Illustrated

Cover by J. Tenniel,

STORIES FROM A SCREEN.
By DUDLEY COSTELLO.

" Look here upon this picture—and on this
! "

—

Hamlet.
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day is published, price 3s. 6d., cloth,

IMPERIAL PARIS ; including New Scenes for
Old Visitors. By W. BLANCHARD JERROLD.

». " A very pleasant book, full of Pictures, lightly and brightly

painted— full of knowledge, thought, and observation. Those
who seek to obtain a closer acquaintance with Parisian life than
is to be extracted from a Guide-Book can scarcely do better than
carry with them a copy of ' Imperial Paris.' "

—

Athenccum.
London : Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Paris: Messrs. Galignani; and Stassin & Zavier.

This Dav, No. XCI., price Is.

THE FLORIST, FRU1TIST, AND GARDEN
MISCELLANY. By Charles Turner and John Spencer.

Containing a beautifully coloured Illustration and Woodcuts.
London : Chapman & Hall, 193, Piccadilly.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orchidea?, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plauts, aud Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchid ea? House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

Nov/- ready, price 16s., cloth,

FLORA INDICA : being a systematic account of
the PLANTS of BRITISH INDIA, together with Ob-

servations on the Structure and Affinities of their Natural
Orders and Genera. By J. D. Hooker, M.D., R.N., F.K.S., &c.

;

and Thomas Thomson, M.D., F.L.S., fc-urgeon H.E.I.C. Volume I.

Ranunculacej: to Fumariace^:, with an Introductory Essay.
London: William Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Sobo.

Just out. Is., post free,

HOW TO HAKE HAY AT HALF the USUAL
COST. Price Is. Also,

HOW TO FEED HORSES AT DITTO. Is. Also,

LIST OF 260 CUTS OF MACHINES. Is. With
Explanatory Matter.

London : Mary Wedlake & Co., 118, Fencburch Street.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing

49 Plates, full coloured, 27*.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Price 2s., by post or otherwise,

THE PATTERN MILITARY OFFICER.
By a Military Tutor.

London: W. Kent & Co.. Paternoster Row.

Price 2s. 6d,,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA.—Part V. By Professor

Lindley. Containing Mit.tonia, Brassia, Ada, Poly-
CHILOS, CORYMBIS, SOBRALIA, CtELOGYNE, PANISE A.

J. Matthews, 6, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 35. 6rf., free by post,

THE TREE ROSE.—Practical Instructions for its

Formation and Culture. Illustrated by 24 Woodcuts.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with additions.

CONTENTS.

THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY.
In 16mo, price One Shilling.

MR. MACAULAY'S ESSAY on FREDERIC the
GREAT. FormingPartLXXXV.of the Traveller's Library.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

SIR W. J. HOOKER'S KEW GUIDES.
In lGmo., with numerous Woodcuts, price One Shilling,

ECONOMIC BOTANY ; being a Popular Account
of useful and remarkable Vegetable Products, as illustrated

by the Museum in the Royal Gardens of Kew. By Sir William
Jackson Hooker, K.H., D.C.L,, F.R.A., and L.S., &c, Director.

By the same Author, in 16mo., with Woodcuts, price 6rf.,

KEW GARDENS; or, a Popular Guide to the Royal
Botanic Gardens of Kew.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
HOOKER'S FLORA THOROUGHLY REVISED.

In a thick Volump, 12mo.with 12 Plates, price 14s, cloth ; or with
the Plates coloured, One Guinea, cloth.

THE BRITISH FLORA ; comprising the Phseno-
gamous or Flowering Plants and the Ferns. The Seventh

Edition, with Additions and Corrections; and numerous Figures
illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Composite Plants,
the Grasses, and the Ferns. By Sir W. J. Hooker, F.R.A.&
L.S.&&; andG. A. Walker-Arnott, LL.D., F.L.S.&R.S. Ed.;
Regius Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

London: Longman, Brown. Green, & Longmans.

Annual pruning
time, principle of

execution, &c.
Binding up
Budding knife
Budding, time of

year, day, time of

day, state of the
plant, care of buds

Budding upon body
Bud, insertion of,

into stock
Bud, preparation of,

for use
Buds, dormant and
pushing

Buds, failing

Buds, securing a
supply of

Caterpillars, slugs,

and snails, to

destroy
Causes of success
Dormant buds, theory

of replanting with.

explained
Guards against wind
Labelling
Loosing ligatures
March pruning
Mixture for healing
wounds

Pruning for. trans-

plantation

Planting out,~and ar-

rangement of trees

Pushing eye, spring
treatment of dwarf
shoots from

Roses, different sorts

on the same stock

Roses, short list of

desirable sorts for

budding with
pushing eye

Sap-bud, treatment of

Shape of trees

Shoots and buds
choice of

Shoots for budding
upon, and their

arrangement
Shoots, keeping even,

and removing
thorns

Shortening wild
shoots

Stocks, planting out
for budding upon:
the means of pro-

curing ; colour, age,

height; sorts for

different species of

Rose ; taking up,

trimming roots,

sending a distance,

shortening heads,

&c. ; saw proper for

the purpose.
GRAFTING.

Aphides, to keep down
Free-growers, re-

marks on
Graft, binding up
and finishing [of

Grafting, advantage
Grafting, disadvan-

tage of
Operations in differ-

ent months
Preliminary observa-

tions

Roses, catalogue and
brief description

of a few sorts

Scion, preparation
and insertion of

Scion, choice and
arrangement of

Stock, preparation of.

APPENDIX.
A selection of varie-

ties

Comparison between
budding and
grafting.

Just published, Svo, price Is. sowed, Is. 6d. cloth,

DECIMALISM. Part I. Remarks on the proposed
Decimalisation of the Weights, Measures, and Moneys of

Great Britain, &c. By K. J. W. Paulson.
%* Part II., containing a View of the Origin and History of

Decimal Arithmetic, with Practical Rules of Decimals, and Two
Woodcuts, will shortly follow.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

C. WILLIS'S MONTHLY PUBLICATIONS.
On July 2, No. II , with 180 beautifully coloured figures,

price 4s. Bd.,

"V\700D'S INDEX TESTACEOLOGICUS, an Illus-
* t rated Catalogue of all known Shells, with their Synonyms,

Localities, &c. Edited by Sylvantjs Hanley, Esq. This new
edition is brought down to the present da>, and contains nume-
rous new figures. To bo published monthly, each number con-
taining about ISO coloured figures.

On July 2, No. II. of the reissue, containing 109 beautifully
coloured figares, price 3s. 6d.,

\T7 00D'S INDEX ENTOMOLOGICUS, a com-
* * plete Illustrated Catalogue of British Moths and Butter-

flies. New editioD, enlarged by J.O. Westwood, Esq. Contain-
ing nearly 2000 colorifed figures, including ISO new ones. It
can also be had complete, in one large volume, roval Svo, half
morocco, for 41. 4s.

On July 2, Nos. LXVI. and LXVII., price 2s. each,

MEYER'S BRITISH BIRDS and their EGGS,
Coloured Illustrations of. Each Number contains Four

beauti'nlly coloured Plates, with Copious Descriptions. Also;
Vols. I. to IV. now ready, each with 60 coloured plates, price
11. lis. 6d. per Volume in cloth.

Now ready, with SLi beantifulIy*coloured Plates, Part XL,
price 3s. 6d.,

ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS, Coloured Illustrations
Vy of, comprising Figures of the most interesting and beautiful
Genera, witli Descriptions of all the Cultivated Species, and
Directions for their Cultivation. Edited by T. Moore, F.L.S.
Published by G.Willis, Great Piazza, Covent Garden; and

by order of all Booksellers.

Now ready,

A LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS
-tJ- recently added to Mudie's Select Library.

Also,

A LIST OF SURPLUS COPIES OF RECENT
WORKS, withdrawn from circulation, and offered at greatly
reduced prices for cash.
Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London;

and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

f^ ARDENERS' CHRONICLE from 1843 to 1852,
*J io vols, folio, half-bound, 21 5s. LOUDON'S GAR-
DENERS' MAGAZINE (1&38-43), 19 vols. Svo, half calf,
21 10s-— another set, 11. 16s. AGRICULTURAL SURVEYS
(in Counties), 64 vols. Svo, cloth, HI. 6s. A Catalogue of 500
Works on Agriculture, Botany, Gardening, &c, is now ready,
gratis.

London : John PF/rnEEAM, 94, High Holborn.

J. Matthews, 5. Upper Wellington Street Covent Garden.

"Yi fiWS.—The Cheapest, Largest, and Best Family
-L^ Newspaper, containing SIXTY COLUMNS of the LATEST
NEWS, to the moment of Publication, for TWOPENCE.
Notice—On and after June 30th, LLOYD'S WEEKLY

LONDON NEWSPAPER will be reduced to TWOPENCE.
Sold by all News Agents; or, if required by post, Id. extra.
London: E. Lloyd. 12, Salisbury Square Fleet Street.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DE6ILITY, AMD INDIGESTION.
Just published, new and cheaper Edition.price Is., or ls.6d. by post

•yiiE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
.-*- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and tha± sterling happiness only attainable
'hrough the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.
L
°fl5°«

:

,
Pipee

i Mothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Han-nah 63, Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Corabill : and all Booksellers.

Second edition, revised, in fcp. 8vo, price 0s.

PSYCHOLOGICAL INQUIRIES, in a Series of
Essays intended to illustrate the Influence of the Physical

Organisation on the Mental Faculties. By Sir Benjamin C.
Brodie, Bart., D.C.L., V.P.R.S. Corresponding Member of the
Institute of Fiance, &c.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, new and improved edition, price ls.
f

rpiiE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being
-t a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-
portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the
Chest, &c. Als0; Dy the same Author, price 10s. 6d.,

A TREATISE < n ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEART.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Price 3d. each, or 5*. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the ofdee of

the Gardeners' Clvronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

T^HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
JL OPERATIONS.

By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle; above 98,000

have already been sold.

CONTENTS.
African Lilies Giliaa Plums
Agapanthus Gooseberries Polyanthus
Anemones Grafting Potatoes
Annuals Green-fly Pruning
Apples Heartsease Privet
Apricot Herbs Propagation by cut-

Auriculas Herbaceous Peren- tings
Beans nials Pyracantha
Beet Heliotrope Radishes
Biennials Hollyhocks Ranunculus
Black Fly Honeysuckle Raspberries
Books for Cottagers Horse-radish Rhubarb
Borage Hyacinths Rockets
Borecol e H ydrangeas Roses
Box Edgings Hyssop Rue
Broccoli Indian Cress Rustic Vases
Brussels Sprouts Iris Sage
Budding Kidney Beans Salvias
Bulbs Lavender Savoys
Cabbage Layering Saxifrage
Cactus Leeks Scarlet Runner
Calceolarias Leptosiphons Beans
Californian Annuals Lettuce Seeds
Campanulas Lobelias Sea Daisy or Thrift
Carnations London Pride Seakale
Carrots Lychnis, double Select Flowers
Cauliflowers Marigold Select Vegetables
Celery . Marjoram and Fruit
Cherries Manures Snails and Slugs
China Asters Marvel of Peru Snowdrops
China Roses Mesembryanthe- Spinach
Chrysanthemums, mums Spruce Fir
Chinese Mignonette Spur Pruning

Chives Mint Stocks
Clarkias Mustard Strawberries
Clematis Narcissus Summer Savory
Collinsias Nemophilas Sweet William
Colewort Oenothera bifrons Thorn Hedges
Cress Onions Thyme
Creepers Peeonies Tigridia Pavonia
Crocus Parsnip Transplanting
Crown Imperials Parsley Tree Lifting
Cucumbers Peaches Tulips
Cultivation of flowers Pea-haulm Turnips

in windows Pears Vegetable Cookery
Dahlias peas Venus's Looking-
Daisies Pelargoniums Glass
Dog's-tooth Violets Perennials Verbenas
Exhibitions, prepar- Persian Iris VineB
ing articles for Petunias Virginian Stocks

Ferns, as protection Phlox Wallflowers
Fruit pigS Willows
Fuchsias Pinks Zinnias
Gentianella Planting

Post-office orders to be made payable to Jameb Matthews,
5, Upper Wellington Street, CoveDt Garden, London.

NEW AND REVISED EDITION OF MR. KEITH JOHN-
STON'S GENERAL CAZETTEER.

In one large Volume, Svo, of 1360 pages, comprising about 50,000

Names of Places, price 365. cloth, or half-russia, 41s.,

A NEW DICTIONARY op GEOGRAPHY,
t\. Descriptive, Physical, Statistical, and Historical; forming
a complete General Gazetteer of the World. By A. Keith
Johnston, F.R.S.E. F.R.G.S., &c, Geographer at Edinburgh
in Ordinary to her Majesty. Second Edition, brought down to

May 1855.

*s* In the present New Edition omissions have been care-

fully supplied, and the number of abbreviations has been greatly

reduced. So large a portion of the volume has been re-written,

and the remainder has been so thoroughly revised and corrected,

that it may fairly claim to be considered a new work, the most
recent and it is believed the most comprehensive of its class.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

TO BOOK CLUBS, READING SOCIETIES, AND
READERS IN GENERAL.

Now ready, No I. of

NOTES ON BOOKS : Rein? an Analysis of the
Works published during each Quarter by Messrs.

Longman & Co.
The object of this publication is to euable Book-buyers readily

to obtain such general information regarding New Book s and New
Editions published by Messrs. Longman & Co. as they would
derive from the perusal of well-arranged tables of contents or
explanatory prefaces. With this object each notice is confined
to an Analysis of the Contents of the work referred to. Critical
opinions and laudatory notices are excluded.
Copies are sent free by post under the new Treasury Minute to

all Secretaries, Members of Book Clubs and Reading Societies,

Heads of Colleges and Schools, and private Persons, who forward
their addresses to Messrs. Longman & Co. for this purpose.

%* The second number will appear on August 31.
London: Longman, Brown. Green, and Longmans.

NEW AND ENLARCED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,
fPHE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
JL TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiological Grounds : being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840,
since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-
guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequenfreference to
practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,
by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts
familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles
and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.
" This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-
duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-
tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much,
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first
edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical
men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the
author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,
but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."

—

Gardeners' Clircmicle.

Bv the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,
greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. 8vo, 24s.
\* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, tha
the present Edition may be considered, in those respects,
new work.

London : Longman, Beown, Green, & Longmans.^
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CAUTION.
PMIKES' STKKJ. J)I<;(JIN<; FORKS ANI>

DKAININO TOOLS.
Whereas very Inferior (loBcrlntfonH "i steel Digging Porltu are

now manufactured and Bold, and 1 have I n Informed that pnr<

chaserfl nf tbe niiiiMi imvn believed Ihem to be the name mi tiiotio

manufactured \>y mo, and to which the Royal Agrlcultui .1 .

.
..

and pumeroufl Agricultural Sociotloa
1 prizes have been awarded,

I hereby reflpcctuilly Inform the public tliat ovorj Port mantifm
tutcd by inn in fttamped with my trade mark "J. i\," and that
Mi'iMim. Buiiobhs & Kiev, of No, 108, Newgate fltreot, London, aro

my nolo Wholesale Agents, and 1 have authorised them to re-

place to the p 1
1
rci 1 ase r ovary Fori* of my manufacture found

defective; they will also on application Bond Wholptmle and
Jioilill Price Liulii, &r.., )wit. free. Pit/ HOJHPAIIKI & CO

BUDDING'S GRASS-CUTTING MACHINE,
nearly new and In Arab rata condition, to be Bold n bargain.

Cuts, 1{"11h, arid Sweeps I ho OraHfl whether wol or dr; at one
operation, Admirably ndaptod Cor lawns, ploanuro ground 1. &o,
On view nt. W. S. Muli.iniiku'h, Clencral and Furnishing iron
monger, Bnfleld, M Iddlosox,

vv. H. m. Iiiki also on Bale a large and wall assorted Btoclt of

Garden Tools ol every description. Galvanised u Ire Notting,
8-lnoli mash, 2 foot high, fid. por yard run. iron [ittrdlos and
Continuous Fencing mudo to ordor. Qroonliousos or Consorva*
torlos heated with ii<>i water apparatus on the boat principle '•>

ox 1 10,rh 1
,need workmen, KulliiiitleH jriven,

QAMUELSON'SKKGISTEIIKI) LAWN MOWINGO MACHINES. To cut 10. id. ^, and 25 Inches wide Ths
Registered Improvement renders unnecessary the groat caw
requisite In the handling of these Machines on the old plan. All

th ui )fi now required can be done by any unahilhd fahourt r, who
has only to push the Machine boforc him, the Registered Adjust-
ment insuring a clcun cut of uniform height, and pn venting the

knives from cutting Into the soil, howovor nnovon tin

viui\' be. 1 llustratod Price tilats, with copies of Testimonials, and
r Catalog f his other Agricultural implements, may bo pro-

cured, post-paid, on application to the Manufaoturor,
it Samublbon, Britannia Works, Banbury, Oxon.

Tho above may also bo procured at the principal Agricultural
Implement Dep6ts In London, and of all respectable Ironmongers
and Soodi men in Hie country.

HOW TO JvILL HATS AND MICE BY HUN-
DREDS.—A Receipt may bo had, honestly worth 20/.,

without trouble, by sending 80 postage stamps and a directed

envelope to Mr. William Franklin, Post-ofllco Street, Norwich,
who will forward it with plain instructions, &c, This Is a most
extraordinary remedy, such as no Farmer, Merchant, or Miller
ought to he without, astl will save them pounds yearly by killing

every Hat or Mouse el 1her jn the field. Btack, or house.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus;- Screen the
gravel of which the path Is at present made from the loom which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sand. To five parts of Mich equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate tho whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then ho laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer oau mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade,and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as^i rock. Vegetation
Cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the notion of the
severest host. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of tho path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cenieut, J. B. "White & Brothers,

Mil hank Street, "Westminster.

A HANDSOME PORTABLE BAROMETER FOR 21s.HENRY BAKER calks the attention of the public
to his Improved MODEL BAROMETER, made of solid

Rosewood mid mounted with Ivory Plates, with a Thermometer.
The above Instrument for Accuracy and Style stands unrivalled ;

it is Portable, and wahhantrd to perform well ; and being manu-
factured on the premises, it is highly recommended. Can be
sent into the country without risk of breakage for Is. extra,

Hi-.niiv Baker, Instrument Maker to the Board of Admiralty,
30, Hat ton Garden, London.

tV[ O CHARGE FOR STAMPING :it LOCKWOOD'S,
-L^f 7f», New Bond Street, Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for Bd. ; Thick ditto, five quires, lt.\ Albert and Queen's
sizes, five quires for 6W., 9</., and Is. ; Note-paper made from Straw,

2s. Gd. per ream ; Envelopes, id. to Is. fid, per hundred ; Foolscap

paper, 7s. Gd. per roam ; Copybooks 2s. G<t- per dozen. Card Plate

engraved, 2s, 6<Z.; 100 Cards printed, 2s. 6d. Wedding orders

promptly executed. A largo variety of Writing and Dressing

Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands. — Copy
address, LoCKWOOn'S, 7.% New Bond Street. Country orders fur

20s. sent carriage free. Lockwood's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)

Pen, 1 doz. post free for 13 stamps.

T'HE BEST SHOW of IRON 13EDSTEADS
in the Kingdom is "William S. Burton's.— He has two

very Large Rooms, devoted to tho exclusive show of Irou

and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate

Bedding and Mattresses. Common Irou Bedsteads, 16s. ; Port-

Able Folding Bedsteads from 12s. 6A; Patent Iron Bedsteads,

fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17s. Gd.; and
Cots from 20s. each; handsome Ornamental iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great variety, from 2/. 18s. Gd. to lbl. Ids.

pjAPIKR. MACHE and IRON TEA-TRAYS.—An
-* assortment of Tea Trays and Winters wholly unprecedented,
whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.

New oval Papier Jlache Trays,
per pet of three from 20s. to 10 guineas.

Ditto, Iron ditto from 1S.S-. to 4 guineas.
Convex shape, ditto from 7s. 6V.

Sound and Gothic "Waiters. Cake and Bread Baskets equally low.

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—William S.

Burton has 0"NE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted exclu-
sively to the DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILETTE WABE-
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make his establishment the most
dtstrngutelied in tins country. Portable Showers, 7s. Gd.; Pillar

Showers, Si,to5Z.; Nursery, 15s. to 82s.; Sponging, 15s. to S2s.

;

Hip, 14s. to 81s. 6e\ A large assortment of Gas Furnace, Hot and
Cold Plunge. Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Ware
in great variety, from IBs. Gd. to 45s, tne &et of Three.

npEA-URNS, of LONDON MAKE ONLY.—The
* largest assortment of London-made TEA-URNS in the
world (including nil the n cent novelties, many of which are re-

gistered), is on Sale at William S. Buktox's, from 305. to G.; .

William S.Bubtoh has SIXTEEN LARGfcSHOW ROOMS,
all communicating, exclusive of the Shop, devoted solely to the
bhow ji GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY (in-

cluding Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and Japanned Wares,
i' i.ii Brass Bedsteads nnd Bedding:), so arranged and classi-

fied that purchasers may easily and at once make their selections.

Catalogues, witb engravings, sent (per post) tree. The money
returned Tor evorv article m c approved of.

No. 89, Oxford" Street (comer of Newman Street); 1, 2, r.ud

3, Newman Street; and 4 .v ->. Perry's. Ph
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Water-cl. Ul tin I'A'I ENT H I I BALED
PAN, with ita Brlf-aetlng valve, entirely prevent
of cold nir or 1 niuvla, Any carpenter can fix it in t«

Price 1/. Bonnettcally-Bcalcd Inodorous I bambei I

II. 2a., 21, 4s., and 81, also [mproved Portable Water-closeUL with
pump, cistern, and lelf-sctlng valve. A Pi irltliEn-
gravlugfl, forwarded by enoloslng two postage itamps.

At I' vfb
j
fe Co.'h Sanatorium. 46. Letcc 1 indon.

MIRACULOUS MEDIC1IME.

DR. AUNOTS DIGESTIVE APERIENT PI1 C.S

strike; at once at the root of disease, tbi

ngent create a new and sanatory condition of the Blood and
Secretions, strengthen the Con ilitution, and 1 cedlly 1

patient to Health. A trial will prove the extraordinary curative
properties nf this medicine.—In boxes at l$.l\d, Ordei
Chem ists. DepOttCO, Rathbone Placo. London.

'l-lli:; COMING PILL.—"The Right Pill ton
1 i'.vi:nv Complaint I"—PAGE WOODCOCK'S w i

for Witid in the Stomach, Indigestion, Bilii 1 vor Com-
ptalnts, and all diseases arising from a disordered dtnte of the

Stomach and Bowels, will beat tbe World for efficacy! Try
them, and you will say yon have Rot the right Pill this time.—
Sold by all respectable Medicine Vendors everywhere, at 1*. 1 Jii,

2s. Qd., nnd 4*. 6rf. If difficulty occur in remote pla"
Btamps to Pagb D. Woodcock, Lincoln, and you will ban
by r* -rnvM of Post.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION,
p ODFREY'S EXTRACT of ELDER FLOWERS
VT j H strongly recommended for softening, beautifying, and
preserving the akin, and giving it a blooming and charming
appearance, heing at once a fragrant Perfume nnd delightful

Cosmetic. It completely removes tan, sun-bum, redness, &c,
and by its balsamic and healing qualities renders the skin soft,

and free from dryness, scurf, &c. ; clears it from every humour,
pimple, or eruption; and by continuing its use only a Bhort time
the sl;m hecomes and continues soft and smooth, and the com-
plexion clear and benutifnl. In the process of shaving it is

Invaluable, as it annihilates overy pimple and all ronghni
afl'nrds grt at comfort if applied tr* the face during cold easterly
winds.— Sold in Bottles, price 25. Oif., with directions for n&ing It.

by nil Mr-dicin e Vendors and Perfumers.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS AN EFFECTUAL SPE-
CIFIC FOB NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY. AND

LOWNESS OF SPIRITS.—The extraordinary regenerating
effects produced by those Invaluable Pills are truly astonishing;
they act in such a peculiar manner on the system, if taken
according to the directions given, that nervous irritability is

quickly allayed, the tone or/the stomach strengthened, the diges-
tion improved, a freedom of circulation promoted in the blood,
and consequently the most robust health is thereby attained.
Persons of studious or sedentary habits being liable to these com-
plaint should take Holloway's Pills, which are considered the

greatest Messing ever discovered for the good of mankind.—Sold
by all Medicine Vendors and at Professor Holm-way's Establish-
ments, 244, Strand, London, and SO, Maiden Lane. New York.

I ) AUmxtottooMeflam
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CRLENCKOCERY AND COALTRADI
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I
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nnd n-.

DR. DE JONCH'S
T I G H T BROWN COO LIVER OIL.
-B-J Prescribed with entire confidence by the Faculty for its

purity, and superior, immediate, and regular efficacy.

Extracts from Medical Tbstivokials:—
ARTHUR H. HASSALL, M.D., PX.S., M.K.f. P.. Chief Analyst

of the Sanitary Commission ol Lnthorof "Food
and its Adulterations," &c. &c

"X have more than once, at different times, subjected your
Light Erown Oil to chemical analysis—and this unknown to
yourself—and I have always ronnd it to be free from all impurity
and rich in the constituents of bile. So great is my confidence
in the article, that I usually prescribe it in preference to ony
other, in order to make sure of obtaining the remedy in its purest
and lest condition."'

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR, May 10. 1S54 —
' We unhesitatinglyrecommended Pr.de Ji-ngh's Light Brown

Cod Liver Oil as tbe best for medical purposes, and well deserv-
ing the confidence of the profession."

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. Pr
Signature, withoot wbjcb none abb sssunra, bv AJiS LR
HARFORD, & CO., ". STRAN1
sole Consignees^ and in tut. country, bv respectable Chemists.

Half-pints flO oz.). 2s. 6d.; Pints (20 ©zA, 4s. Stf.; Quarts
V
U' 07.. .

:'.=.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.
TO LANDSCAPE GARDENERS, AMD OTHERS.

SUDBURY BURIAL BOARD.—The Burial Boar3
for the Borough of Sudbury hereby give notice thst they

are prepared to receive Designs and Estimates for laying our,

Embellishing, and Planting their proposed Burial-ground con-
taining about 7 acres. The Board wfU not pledge themselves te

employ the party whose design shall he approved; and in the

event of his not being s-"> employed, he shall be paid the premium
of five guineas for his design, which shall become the •

of the Board. A plan of the ground may be seen, and
information obtained at my office. The Designs and Es
are to be sent free of expense, under seal, without the author's

name, but with a mott>\ on or before the 16th d*y of July next.

addressed to me. marked -Sudbury Burial Ground," a sealed

letter, containing real name and address, should aceomp

u

design and estimate, which will be opened a'ter selection mace,
and those not approved will h 1 returned, No Design, *i-c^ with

the author's name upon it. will be received.

Robt. Rixsoil Jun.. Clerk to the Board.

-

TO NURSERYMIN
or \u

NURSERY AND SEED BUIINE

TO BE SOLD, jmn,
Nun

fully can-

i

» pftt.

flunioBabti
KT'-undH arc ad\'anta
within half:. '

comprta ; :*r.;, %w\ *."-.• u-
Structure*, l.< at«-d *i*

tbe whole being well f n -ttcoc^-
Any per \mAm*m will find UrU

thy of attention. Betlantctorj nmaooe will be f^rea Sr
the retirement of ihe prrr»*nt proprle(or>--Forf»rU
apply to Meaar*. E. <>. llisvtxao* A 8o»f WeUbngtoo KtmA,
St. Join 'Jon.

SOUTHDOWN RAMS.
R. LUGAR inform* the Hr'-
Soulhdown lUmi will be ready lor LeUin*; 00 71:

DA V.July 12th, and at any time after* ard#.

Bempmve, Bury St. Edmwnd'a, Jnne JQ.

S V/ A N 8.

riLLTAM ARCHER is comnrunoDed u> aell 3 or A

couples of fine 2-year» old SWaVKS, price ZL 3c per
cv.uple,— Orders accompanied by Post Office Oraera addreaetio to

William Aschek, North EotraDce, Great Yanaootb, will be
promptly executed.

M :

Vv

Sales bv aurtion.

FANCY POULTRY.
Tnr last Pebioctcal Sale roa th« SiMR J. C. STEVENS beg» to notify |

Sale of Pccltzy for tbU fica«on will take pia.-

Room, 88
July, at 12 o'clock r'-

ml pax-
ticnlars of any Bird* they are wishful to jaxt with at i*a*t o«e
week before tbe day (

I

i'eriodlcai Saiea win be re-

sumed on the t': bo* will be no Sale
on Tuesday nexL—38, I Garden, Jur.

ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS * I

Great
13th July, at 12 o'clock, a. Collect:

tbe following choice varieties :

—

Aerides Lindleyaca 1 parparata
maenii cam mejoc ? ^ccoUbuun cnttatnxs
snavissimnm leteauan

Cattieya Adandic Sophronitis grasdiflon
labiata PhalKocpsis grandifloca
Qundoz „ aratilii

Cypripcdiurn ebon
.:\--::-..: • •

May U h*a-

MtSSRS. FR*S£R'S SPECIMEN PL**-

\ I R. J. C. STEVENS ia

L»i FTaser, "

-

STOVE and GREENE
many of them in tine bloom. OataJogBn are piepariag, aad will

te readv for distrir-jti^n c-ne w

TO CENTLEMEr:. f. .

\
J
R. J. WILLUER is i^stxnr

neld Lodge, Richmocd. on ~ '

o'clock, npwar: s

PLANTS inpow
viewed the day prec : j

oremiaes. and of the Antii-" 1

Oraries J.

WESTON -SUPER -I I

. :

MR. SAMUEL :

• '"

- »fJuly next, betwee i

the OatbeiM-
i

vears in tbe oceopatioc of Atr. Thomas Taylor, am
of 21 yeas

granted b< Least :-: . i\ :.. f
_

" ~. ~.r-.~ : : .
" '; :"

"

T

.

view the same
apply to the Auctioneer, and fee all fcther partir:

.

- >Mare.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kijd in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA,
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory
references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND "WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

WED LAKE'S NEW HAY-MAKER,
only 10Z. 10s. 6d., cash in advance. Wedlake's New Horse

Hay Rake, cash in advance, 31. 15s. 6d. Book on Making Hay
Cheap, Is. Book on Feeding Horses Cheap, Is. List of 260 Cuts
of Machines, Is.—US, Fenchurch Street, City.

pOTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
V.V Repository, No. 2, "Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at

very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and bestWire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conse lavatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
ot the Kingdom.
Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford

totreet, opposite the Pantheon, where every information may be
obtaiued.

SLATE WORKS, ISLE.WORTH, MIDDLESEX-
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may bo
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.

Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

pHEAP WIRE, GAME, & POULTRY NETTING,
V-^ 5d. perrunning yard.

GALVANISED DITTO, Id. per running yard, 2 feet wide.

Galvanised.
24 in. wide, 2 in. mesh, Id. per yard.
30 in. „ 2 in. „ 9d. „
36 in. „ 2 in. „ lO^d. „
48 in. „ 2 in. „ Is. 2d.

Not Galvanised.

... hd. per yard

... 6kd. „

... nd, . ,

, IQ'd.

Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3d. per square foot, made
to any size for the same proportionate price. This article was
shown at the Great Exhibition, where it was so much admired
for its light and durable appearance, and acknowledged to be the

cheapest and best article of the.kind ever offered. Extra strong
Wire Sheep Netting, 3 feet high, Is. 6d. and 2s. 3d. per yard.
Also every description of Flower Trainers, Dahlia Rods, Garden
Arches. Bordering, Flower Stands, Tying Wire, Trellis Work,
Invisible Wire Fencing, Hurdles, and every description of Wire
Work for Horticultural purposes.—Illustrated Catalogues of

Patterns forwarded, post free, on application to T. H. Fox, City

of London Wire Work and Iron Fence Manufactory, 4t, Skinner
Street, and 6 and 8, Snow Hill, London,

HAY-MAKINC MACHINES.
HTHE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
J- PRIZE MACHINES are supplied by Wu. Dray & Co.,
Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London.

FILTRATION BY ASCENSION."
RANSOME and CO., Sole Patentees "of the"

rnew
AUTOMATON FILTER, also of every variety of Filters,

portable or for immersion.
An Illustrated Price List forwarded on application to Kan-

some & Co., Whitehall Wharf. Cannon Row, Westminster.

/ 1 ^KE HYDRAULIC RAM will raite
-*- water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.

PARSEY'S PATENT REVOLVING
PUMP lifts three times the quantity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pump.'

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps,
Fountains of every description erected ;.

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.
W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.
XTEWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, oar
-L^ GREEN FLY DESTROYER—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and;

Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.
E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very
simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses-

the Rose from that destructive insect the-

Green-fiy for Aphis), without causing the-

slightest injury to the bud or foliage.

Price 2s. 6d. each, or free by post, 4s.

Manufactured et

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers..

Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

N
BEE HIVES,

EIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour:

& Sons, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-
mometer, &c, pi'ice 35s.,

securely packed for the
country.

This unique hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked1

with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid

;

its arrangements are so per-
fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at
all injuring the bees.

Early applications, ad-
dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Holborn,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agent* :—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, King Street;

Liverpool, James Cuthbeet, 12, Clayton Square; Chester,

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 186, Trongate Street; Dublin, J. Edmundson &Co.,
61, Dame Street.

Printed by William Bbadrcbt, of No. 13, Upper Wobum Place, in the Parish
of St. Pancras, and Fbedbhich Mullett Evans, of No. 27, Victoria
Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both m
the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of WhitefriaiB, in the City of London; nnd published by them
at the Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Covent
Gnrden.in t lie said County, where all Advertisements nnd Communications
are to be Addbeebed to tub Editob.—Satubday, June 30, lino.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
THE LAST GARDEN MEETING FOB THIS SEASON

will bo hold on "WEDNESDAY, July 11, on which occasion tlio

Grounds of the Duke of Devonshire will, by the kind permission
of his Grace the President of tho Society, bo open to visitors.

FRUIT will be tho great feature of this Exhibition.
Tickets, price 5«. each, may bo procurod at 21, Regent Street,

or at the Garden, on the day of meeting
,
price Is.Gd. each.

KOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY, Regent's Park.—
The days appointed for the Exhibition of Plants, Flowers,

and Fruit next season, are WEDNESDAYS, May 28th, Juno
18th^and_July 9th, 185G.

TX^ATFORD HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI-
v * CULTURAL SOCIETY.— The first grand Show of tho

above Society will be held bv permission of the Earl of Essex, in
Cassiobury Park, near "Watford, on WEDNESDAY, the 18th
day of July; open to all Exhibitors. An efficient band will be in
attendance. Schedules are now ready, and can be had on appli-
cation to the Secretary, Mr. J. Taylob.

By order of the Committee, John Peaece Taylob.

GARDENERS' ROYAL PENEVCLENT INSTI-
TUTION.—At a General Meeting of the Members of this

Society, held on Wednesday, the 4th Julv, for the purpose of
electing Three Pensioners on its funds, the following was the
result of the ballot :

—

Name. Application. Ago. Votes.

John Appleby Eleventh G2 520
Cornelius Robinson Ninth 77 471
John Ulacko Filth SO 193
William Thacker Fifth 67 49
Charles Charlton Fourth 6S 196
Joseph Jeffery Fourth 62 69
John Kent Fourth 72 361
George Kidd Fourth 69 375
John Lawson Third 76 32
James Smith Third 69 39
Ann Arnold Second 63 127
Thomas Blair Second 70 619
Frederick Burnet Second 53 158
"William Dungate Second 69 41

Alexander Gregory Second 62 229
William Thornton Second 69 9
William Jackson First 66 16

The Meeting then declared John Appleby, Thomas Blair, and
Cornelius Robinson, as having the greatest number of Votes, duly
elected Pensioners of this Charity.

Edwd. R. Cutler, Secretary.
July, 1855. 14, Tavistock Row, Covent Garden.

LOST, at the Royal Botanic Society's Exhibition,
inJivuelast, a plant of BORONIA SERHULATA. The

subscribers supposing one of the exhibitors has taken the above
in error, and not knowing to whom it belongs, have kindly taken
care of it, they will feel greatly obliged, should this meet the eye
of that person, for any information respecting the same.

—

Messrs. Pamplin & Son, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Ley ton,

Essex.

ILL1AM BAKUATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

%* Plans and Estimates furnished.

JOHN HARRISON, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
Florist, Landscape Gabdener, &c.

Plans and Estimates furnished; Experienced Gardeners
recommended ; also several Younp Men in the Nursery waiting
for Under Gardeners' Situations.—Darlington, July 7.

J U N.,

W

G OROE TAYLOR,
Choice Fetjit and Vegetable Salesman-,'

St. John's Market,
Liverpool.

Contbactor and Purchaser of Choice Garden Produce.
Salesman on Commission.

Terms, Cash.
Forward as above. .

\\T PRESTOE, Seedsman and Florist, Basingstoke*
* * • having a considerable number of the undermentioned

nnbloomed Seedling Plants, respectfully offers them to the

public. per 100.—s. d.

Hollyhocks from seven superior kinds 5
Heartsease or Pansies, from 24 best show flowers ... 2 6
Antirrhinums, from 12 largest and most distinct kinds

in existence 2 6
Dianthus verbatusor Sweet William, from 50 superior

and distinct kinds (Packing included.) 2 6

The above Beed was all selected from very superior flowers for

the express purpose of raising new varieties, but in consequence
of not having sufficient room to bed them out they are one: el for
sale.—Post-ofiicc Orders payable at Basingstoke, Hants.

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDS.
QUTTON'6 RENOVATING GRASS BJ DCO should bo sown Immediately sftai tho ltd*

These Seeds contUt oj PnutmiiAL Cuxvum and i

fo\ imprevttta th& bottom, Pi Li • '•'
p< r lb., oi

|

Eight or 12 lbs, i" i i (i 111 I o i ufl clenl rill

en'"* incrciii.i' In tlm produce. .
i rivi i Id-nrflnif, Mnrk«,

THE. BEST SUBSTITUTES FOR SV/LDES.

Sutton's PURPLE-TOP ^'l>l.^ < W rlYBKID,
BUTTON'S GREEN-TOP VELLOW HYBRID AMD

ORANGE JELLI TURNIF^-PrlcM, Ac, will bi forwarded,
PoHUfroo. on application (stating quantity required),

& Sons, Seed Growers, Headlug."

THE QUICKEST TURNiP KNOWN.
SUTTON'S EARLY SIX-WEEKS TI.'KMI'.-

QoodNcivS'cd 1 8. per lb,, or Gs, p. gallon, iOs.ptrbuih.
Carriage free except i mall parcels,

BUTTON A SONS. Sum. (.i 0V i

I
!'

JAMES M1T<
unrWalti

I'll--

TURNIP SEED OF PURE SELECTED STOCKS.
FOB

BASS and BROWN'S Advertisement of pri enl
pricCH, hco Gardener** Chronicle of April 28U»j and May Clh

and 12til. Reduced i)riccH for large quantities.

EiiiiATA.—For " Lalng's Purple-top Swedes, 1*. per Hi," rind
" Is. dd. per lb." (he same price of the other three Sweden.

To the Trade.—Prices will be supplied on application.

Seed Establishment] Sudbury, Buflblk,

THE BEST EARLY CABBAGE CROWN.
COTTRELL'S EARLY CHAMPION may he sown

any scoBon. Sold in sealed packets, Is. per oz, The usual
allowance to the Trade.—To be had only of Dawb, Coi I

Beneam (Successors to F. 'Warner), Wholesale Seednmcn, 3,
Lawrence Pountney Lane, and 80, M< orgate Sirtet {late 2S,
Cornhil l). Established 1720.

NEW SPRING CABBACE "EXCELSIOR."
VyiLLIAM KNIGHT, Seedsman, &c, begs to call
' » attention to this fino variety, which is unsurpassed for its

excellent quality, being of a very superior flavour, and a certain
crop, as It has never been know to run to seed before heading;
it is paiticularly hardy, standing the test of the hist n Inter with-
out a failure. As a certair croii for spring use It Is invaluable,
for it may bo sown nt any uue wm mt .i^k, and it will produce
a certain crop. Seed Is now ready to send out in packets 1*. each,
or four packets for 3s., post free.

137, High Street. Battle, Sussex.

NEW GERANIUM CATALOGUE.
DOBSON and SON l-ep to announce that their

"• new CATALOGUE of PELARGONIUMS (or GERA-
NIUMS) will bo ready by the end of the present month, and
will contain only those varieties worth growing, and at reascn-
ablo prices for good strong plants.

A Treatise on the Pelargonium sent for eight stamps.
'Woodlands Nursery, Islewortli.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.

J DOBSON and SON are now prepared to send
• out SEED of their unequalled collection of CALCEO-

LARIAS, in packets at Is. 6rf., 2*. G«\, 35. 6*7., and 5s. each.
Woodlands Nursery, Islewortb.

TO EXHIBITORS OF PELARCOMUMS.

J DOBSON and SON can supply a few Cut-down
• Plants of the New Pelargonium sent out last autumn,

Beck's CONQUEROR, acknowledged to be the most distinct
variety sent out for some time. Price on application.

"Woodlands Nursery. Isleworih.

NEW PELARGONIUMS.

J DOBSON and SON have much pleasure in
• announcing that they will send out the new varieties of

the above raised by E. Beck, Esq,, of "Worton Cottage, and J.
WniTE, Esq., of Wethersfield, which will prove the gems of the
season. Catalogues with full description and prices will be
ready by the end of the present month.

Woodlands Nursery. Islewortb.

WEST MIDDLESEX WHITE GLOBE TUHNIP
SEED for Bunching, very first-rate: IBs. per peck, S».

half peck, 66>. per bushel, for cash; bag If. extra.—W. G. K.
Bbeavikgton, Vicarage Farm, Hounslow, Middlesex.

TTffHITE LISBON ONION SEED.—Large buyers
»* can be supplied with White Lisbon Onion Seed in

quantity.—Apply to Mr. Henky Claeke, Seed Merchant, 39,

King Street, Covent Garden.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA. |

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

announce that the above FLOWER SEEDS, saved from
the choicest varieties, mav be had in packets at 2.*. &J. and 5s.

each ; the finest quality of CALCEOLARIA is only offered at 5s.:

second qualitv, 2s. Gd,

This Season's CATALOGUE will be forwarded on applica-

tion, and a Beautiful Coloured Plate of nice new Flowers will

be sent on receipt of 12 postage stamps.
Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood, July 7.

CALCEOLARIA SEED.

R PARKER has now ready for sending out Seed
• which he can recommend witb the greatest confidence, it

having been saved from flowers of the finest form and most
beautiful markings, in packets at Is. $d. and 2s. &L each. Also
choice CINERARIA seed saved from tie truest named varieties,

at Is. 6d. and 2s. Od. per packet. A remittance or reference to

accompanv all orders from unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery. Hornsey Road. London.

DUTCH BULBS.
AS the period is approaching for sending out the

orders for DUTCH BULBS tor the ensuing season, we
respectfully suggest to our friends and the trade generally, that

they instruct their correspondents in Holland to consign the

cases to our care here, for immediate transmission to ibeir

respective destinations, by which greater expedition will be

obtained in their deliverv.—Betham & Blackjth, Custom House
and General Forwarding Agents. Cox"; Quay; J - Fbaines

Stree*, Loudon.—July 7.
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List of Prizes Awarded at the Exhibition held on Wednesday, July 4th, 1855.
EXTRA COLO MEDAL.

To Mr. Mav, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., Dartford, for 16 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Mylam. Gardener to G. Reed, Esq., Burnbaiu, Somerset,

for 20 Exotic Orchids.

LARGE COLD MEDAL.
To 3!r. Barter, Gardener to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Williams, Gardener to CVB. Warner, Esq., Hoddesdon,
Herts, for 20 Exotic Orchids.

MEDIUM CCLD MEDAL.
To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart., Cbeam, for

16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Messrs. Fraser, Nurserymen, Leyton, for 12 Stove and Green-
house Plants.

To Mr. Frost, Gardener to E. L. Belts, Esq., Maidstone, for 10
Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Ker, Esq., Cbeshunt, for 20
Exotic Orchids.

To Messrs. Veitch, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for 16
Exotic Orchids.

To Mr. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, for 12 Exotic
Orchids.

COLD MEDAL.
To Mr. Culbush, Nurseryman, Baraet, for 12 Stove and Green-

house Plants.

To Mr. Taylor, Gardener to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham, for 10
Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

To Messrs. Rollisson, Nurserymen, Tooting, for 10 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. May, Gardener to H. Colyer, Esq., for 8 Cape Heaths.
To Messrs. Yeitch, Exeter and Chelsea, for 20 Yariegated Plants.
To Mr. Clarke, Gardener, Hoddesdon, for 12 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Turner, Nurseryman, Slough, for 12 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Nye, Gardener'to E.Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, Windsor,

for 10 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. M'Ewen, Gardener to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, for

Miscellaneous Collection of Fruit.

LARCE SILVER CILT MEDAL.
To Mr. Rhodes, Gardener to J. Pbillpot, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

16 Stove and Greenhouse Plants. [Plants.
To Messrs. Pamplin, Leyton, Essex, for 12 Stove and Greenhouse
To Mr. Peed, Gardener to Mrs. Treadwell, Norwood, for 10 Stove

and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Frost, Gardener to E. L. Betts, Esq., for 6 Stove and

Greenhouse Plants.

To Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for 6 Greenhouse Azaleas.
To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, Bart, for 6 Exotic

Orchids. [goniums.
To Messrs. Fraser, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for 12 Pelar-
To Mr. Holder, Gardener to the Rev. E.Coleridge, Eaton College,

for 10 Pelargoniums. *

To Mr. Fleming, Gardener to Ihe Duke of Sutherland, for Mis-
cellaneous Collection of Fruit.

To Mr. Tiiiyard, Gardener to the Speaker, Heekfield, Hants, for
3 dishes of Grapes.

LARCE SILVER MEDAL.
'To Mr. Williams, Gardener to Miss Traill, Bromley, Kent, for

6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Wiggans, Gardener to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, for 6

Acbimenes.
To Mr. Green, Gardener to Sir E. Antrobus, for 6 Tall Cacti.
To Messrs. Fraser. Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, for 10 Cape

Heaths.
To Mr. Frost, Maidstone, for S Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Roser. Streatham, for 6 Cape Heaths.
To Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen, Pine-apple Place, for 20

Variegated Plants.
To Messrs. Rollisson, for 20 Yariegated Plants.
To Mr. Ivison, Sion House, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Bray, Gardener to Baron Goldsmidt, Regent's Park, for

6 Fuchsias.
To Mr. Windsor, Gardener to A. Blyth, Esq., Kiddepore Hall,

for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Turner, for 6 Pelargoniums,
To Mr. Watson, Market Gardener, Ealing, for Miscellaneous

Collection of Fruit.
To Mr. Fleming, Trenibam, for 4 Pine Applea.

SXVER CILT MEDAL.
To Mr. Hamp, Gardener to J. Thorne, Esq., South Lambeth, for

10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Morris, Gardener to Coles Child, Esq., Bromley, Kent,

for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Messrs. Fraser, Lea Bridge Road, for 6 Kalosanthes.
To Mr. Cutbush, Bamet, for 10 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. "Williams, Gardener to Miss Traill, Bromley, for 8 Cape

Heaths.
To Mr. Barter, Gardener to A. Bassett, Esq., Stamford Hill, for

6 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Fletcher, Gardener to Dr. Young, Kennington Lane,

for 12 Exotic Ferns.
To Mr. Fletcher, for 30 British Ferns.
To Mr. Cole, Nurseryman, St. Alban's, for 6 Calceolarias.
To Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 6 Fuchsias.
To Mr. Gaines, Nurseryman, Battersea, for 12 Pelargoniums,
To Mr. Robinson, Gardener to J. Simpson, Esq., Pimlico, for

10 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Weir, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for 3 large Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Cain, Gardener to D. Spyers, Esq., Weybridge, for 3

Scarlet Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Wiggans, for 6 Pelargoniums.
To Messrs. Paul & Son, Chesbunt, for 50 Cut Roses.
To Mr. May, Gardener to C. M. Wortbington, Esq., Caversham

Priory. Oxon, for 25 Cut Roses.
To Mr.Barfow, Gardener, Swansea, for4 Pine Apples.
To Mr. Henderson, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, for 3 dishes of Grapes.
To Mr. Henderson, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.
To Mr. HenderEorwAghby-de-ia-Zonch, for 1 dish of Black

'-
"

:

.

'
i' 1 dish i [ White Muscadine Krapes.

, u;.r-.i LJjpj- w ... ; . v i Esq., Bache Hall,
1 diuh of Muscat CI rapes.

or l^rish^F^Atignan Grapes.
1

--BieTdie;fci£^(B 4 dishes of Peaches and

Hamburgh, j

To Mr. Smith, JTfc

To Mr. SUOTJfe

V> Mr.'lVh ;.r*
r

-',-3Ir. Tun.V 11,

air. £& Hjfaluke of Northumberland, for

gj^alej^friia, Esq., Bromley, for 6

&§$|g^n!"ms -

SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Roser, Gardener to J. Bradbury, Esq., Streatham, Surrey,

for 6 Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
To Mr. Peed, Guidener to Mrs. Treadwell, Norwood, for S Cape

Heaths.
To Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for 6 Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Rhodes, Stamford Hill, for 6 Cape Heaths.
To Messrs. Rollisson, for 12 Exotic Ferns.
To Mr. Gedney, Gardener to Mrs. Ellis, Hoddesdon, Herts, for

12 Exotic Ferns of superior culture.

To Mr. Morris, Bromley, for 6 Exotic Orchids.
To Mr. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, tor 6 Calceolarias.
To Messrs. Dobson, Nurserymen, Isleworth, for 12 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Wiggans, Gardener to E. Beck, Esq., Isleworth, for 10

Pelargoniums,
To Mr. Maher, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Holder, Eton, for 3 large Pelargoniums. [niums.
To Mr. M'Neil, Hornsey Road, Holloway, for 3 Scarlet Felargo-
To Mr. Holder, for G Pelargoniums. [Roses.
To Mr. Mitchell, Nurseryman, Maresfield, Sussex, for 50 Cut
To Miss Palmer, Portland Square, for 25 Cut Roses,
To Mr. Constantine, Gardener to C. Mills, Esq., Hillingdon, for

Miscellaneous Collection of Fruit.
To Mr. Beal, Gardener to A. Smith, Esq., Wood Hall, Walton,

for 4 Pine Apples.
To Mr. Davis, Gardener to T. W. Booker, Esq., M.P., Yalendra

House, near Cardiff, for 1 Queen Pine Apple.
To Mr. Martin, Gardener to Sir H. Fleetwood, Bart., Hill House,

Windsor Forest, for 3 Dishes of Grapes.
To Mr. Bailey, Bucks, for 1 Queen Pine Apple.
To Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for 1 Pine Apple, new sort.

To Messrs. Yeitch, Nurserymen, Exeter and Chelsea, for speci-
men Orchid JErides Lobbi.

To Messrs. Yeitch, for a New Plant, Rhododendron Princess Royal.
To Messrs. Yeitch, for Leptodactylon californicum.
To Mr. Jackson, Nurseryman, Kingston, for 20 Variegated

Plants.
To G. Bishop, Esq., South Villa, Regent's Park, for 6 Fuchsias.
To Mr. Thomas Bailey, Gardener' to T. T. Drake, Esq., Shar-

deloes, Amersham, Bucks, for 1 Pine Apple.
To Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh.
To Mr. Tiiiyard, for 1 dish of White Muscadine Grapes.
To Mr. Clarke, Hoddesdon, for 1 dish of Muscat Grapes.
To Mr. Turnbull, for 1 dish of Muscat Grapes.
To Mr. Henderson, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, for 1 dish of Frontignan

Grapes.
To Mr. Marchand, Hanwell, for 1 dish of Frontignan Grapes.
To Mr. Forsyth, Gardener to Baron de Rothschild, Gunnershury

Park, Acton, for Vines in pots.
To Mr. Forbes, Gardener to the Duke of Bedford, Woburn

Abbey, Beds, for 1 dish of Peaches.
To Mr. M'Ewen, for 1 dish of Nectarines.
To Mr. Frost, Maidstone, for 4 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.
To Mr. Snov.. Gardener ;o Earl de Grey, Wrest Park, Silsoe,

Jieds, for 2 di. Les ofFeA«b.es and Nectarines.
To Mr. Davis, Oak Hill, East Barnet, for 2 dishes of .Peaches

and Nectarines.
To Mr. Munro, St. Alban's, for Miscellaneous Collection of 12

dishes of Fruit.
To Mr. M'Neil, for Collection of 9 Verbenas.
To Mr. Parker, Nurseryman, Holloway, for Collection of Ferns

and Variegated Plants.
To Mr. Woolley, Gardener to H. B. Kor, Esq., Chesbunt, for 6

Acbimenes.
To Mr. Gaines, for 6 Fancy Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Hill, for 1 dish of Grapes.
To Mr. Jackson, Gardener to Lord Scarsdale, Keddleston Park,

Derbyshire, for 1 Providence Pine Apple.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
ToMr. Harlock, Gardener to R. W. Nutter, Esq., Wanstead, for 6

Cape Heaths.
To Mr. Woolley, Chesbunt, for Specimen Orchid Catasctum

longifolium.
To Messrs. Henderson, Nurserymen, Pine-apple Place, for New

Plant Gompholobium Lindleyana.
To Isaac Anderson, Esq., Maryfield, Edinburgh, for New Plants

(genus unknown) lor botanical interest.
To Mr. Roser, Streatham, for New Plant Erica Paxtoni.
To Mr. Barter, Stamford Hill, for New Plant Erica elegan-

tissima.
To Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for Correct Labels.
To Mr. James, Gardener to W. F. Watson, Esq., Isleworth, for

6 Calceolarias. [Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Weir, Gardener to J. Hodgson/ Esq., Hampstead, for 10
To Mr. Windsor, for 3 large Pelargoniums.
To Messrs. Dobson, Isleworth, for 6 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Turner, for 24 Pinks.
To Mr. Turner, for 36 Pansies.
To Mr. Baker, for 12 Pinks.
To Mr. Nye, for Seedling Pelargoniums of 1853.
To Mr. Francis, Nurseryman, Hertford, for 50 Cut Roses.
To Mr. Terry, Gardener to Lady Pullar, for 25 Cut Roses.
To Mr. Mitchell, for 24 Single Blooms of Roses.
To Mr. Cowan, Gardener to E. A. Jones, Esq., the Grove,

Wanstead, for Miscellaneous Collection of Fruit.
ToMr. Spencer, Gardener to the Marquis of Lansdowne, for 4

Pine Apples.
To Mr. Jackson, for 1 Providence Pine Apple.
To Mr. Busby, Gardener to J. Crawley, Esq., Stockwood Park,

Luton, Beds, fori Pine Apple. [elegans.
To Messrs. Veitch & Sou, Exeter and Chelsea, for sp. Pleroma
To Mr. Henderson, for a box of Nectarines.
To Mr. Salter, Florist, Hammersmith, for a Collection of Herba-

ceous Pfeonies. [goniums.
To Mrs. Conway, Florist, Old Brompton, for 3 Scarlet Pelar-
To Mr. Fleming, Trentham, for 1 Queen Pine Apple.
To Mr. Peed, Norwood, for 1 Queen Pine Apple.
To Mr. Spencer, for 1 Green Flesh Melon.
To Mr. Henderson, Gardener to Sir G. H. Beaumont, Bart., Cole

Orton Hall, Asbby-de-la-Zoucb, for 1 Green Flesh Melon.
To Mr. Tegg, Gardener to A. Pry or, Esq., Roehampton, for 1

Green Flesh Melon.
To Mr. M'Ewen, for 1 Green Flesh Melon.
To Mr. M'Ewen, for 1 Green Flesh Melon.
To Mr. RontJrrson, Stoke Edith Park", for 1 Green Flesh Melon.
To Mr. Marchand, tor 1 Scarlet Flesh Melon. [Grapes.
To Mr. C. F: Harrison, Gardener, Oatlande Palace, for 12 lbs. of
To Mr. Henderson, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.
To Mr. Bell, South Lambeth, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.
To Mr. Solomon, Market Gardener, PeckLam Rye, for 12 lbs. of

Grapes.
To Mr. Boyd, Gardener fo Viscount Dillon, Lytchley, Oxon, for

1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.

SMALL SILVER MEDAL.
To Mr. Frost, Maidstone, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Tiiiyard, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh GrapeB.
To Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for 1 dish of Muscat Grapes.
To Mr. Turner, Gardener to G. Hill, Esq., Streatham, for 1 dish

of Black Prince Grapes.
To Mr. Frost, Maidstone, for 1 dish of Muscats.
To Mr. Allport, Gardener to W. A. Akroyd, Esq., Doddington,

N antwicb, Cheshire, for 1 dish of Muscats. •

To Mr. Martin, Windsor Forest, for 1 dish of Frontignan Grapes.
To Mr. Constantine, Hillingdon, for Vines in pots.

To Mr. Constantine, for 1 dish of Peaches.
To Mr. Slowe, Gardener to W. R. Baker, Esq., Bayfordbury, for

1 dish of Nectarines.
To Mr. Collinson, Gardener to the Marquis of Westminster, for

1 dish of Nectarines.

To Mr. Munro, St. Alban's, for 4 dishes of Peaches and Nec-
tarines, [tarines.

To Mr. RufTet, Hertford, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nec-
To Mr. Slowe, Herts, for 2 dishes of Peaches and N ectarines.

To Mr. J. Anderson, Longchamp Gardens, for 2 dishes of
Peaches and Nectarines.

To Mr. R. Smith, Market Gardener, Twickenham, for 2 dishes of

Strawberries.
To Mr. Lydiard, Bath, for 4 dishes of Strawberries.
To Mr. Williams, Hoddesdon, for Tropical Fruits.

BRONZE MEDAL.
To Mr. Mylani, Gardener to G. Reed, Esq., Burnham, Somerset,

for specimen Orchid Tluntleya.

To Mr. Cutbush, Barnet, for Correct Labels.

To Mr. Green, Cbeam, for Correct Labels.

To Mr. Maber, Gardener to J. M. Stracban, Esq., Teddington
Grove, Middlesex, for 10 Pelargoniums.

To Mr. Gaines, for 3 Scarlet Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Robinson, for 6 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Baker, Woolwich, for 24 Pinks.
To Mr. Dobson, for 36 PansieB.

To Mr. Lawrence, Hampton, for 12 Pinks.

To Mr. Francis, Hertford, for 2i Single Blooms of Roses.

To Mr. Chapman, Chilford, Cheshire, for 1 Providence Pine
Apple.

To Mr. Dawson, Gardener to Earl Cowper, Panshanger, Herts,

for 1 Fine Apple.
ToMr. Turnbull, Gardener to the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-

heim, Oxon, for 1 Pine Apple.
To Mr. Smith, Gardener to S. Ricardo, Esq., Berks, for 1 Green-

flesh Melon.
To Mr. Beal, Gardener to Abel Smith, Esq., Walton, for 1 Green-

flesh Melon.
To Mr. Fleming, for 1 Green-flesh Melon.
To Mr. Ruflet, Gardener to Lord Palmerston, Brocket Hall,

Herts, for 1 Green-flesh Melon.
To Mr. M'Ewen, for 1 Scarlet-flesh Melon. , "

To Mr. Miller, Gardener to Sir W. Smith, Bart., Ediston House,
Worcester, for 1 Scarlet-flesh Melon.

To Mr. Harrison, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Spurey, Gardener to J. Archer, Esq,, Hallingbury Park,

Essex, for l'oish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Heyde, Gardener to H. Treacher, Esq., Oak Hall, Wan-

stead, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes.
To Mr. Alborough, Gardener to L. Gurney, Esq., Upton Park,

Essex, for 1 dish of White Muscadine Grapes.
To Mr. Gardiner, Gardener to Sir George Phillips, Bart, Weston

House, Shipton-on Stonr, for 1 dish of Peaches.
To Mr. Constantine, for 1 dish of Nectarines.
To Mr. Watson, Ealing, for 1 dish of Nectarines.

To Mr. Miller, Gardener to Sir William Smith, Bart.,for4 dishes
of Peaches and Nectarines.

To Mr. Munro, St. Alban's, for 2 dishes of Peaches and Nectarines.
To Mr. Spencer, Bowood, for 2 dishes of Peaches and -Nectarines.

To Mr. Ivison, Gardener to the Duke of Northumberland, Sion
House, for 1 dish of Figs.

To Mr. James Taylor, Brentford End, fori dish of Black Cherries.
To Mr. James Taylor, Brentford End, fori dish ofWhite Cherries.
To Mr. Tiiiyard, Hants, for 2 dishes of Strawberries.
To Messrs Yeitch, for specimen of Ixora Lobbi.
To Mr. Rollisson, Tooting, for 10 new Gloxinias.
To Mr. Turner, Slough, for collection of Bedding Calceolarias.

To Mr. Munro, St. Alban's, lor a box of Nectarines.
To Mr. Spencer, Bowcod, Wilts, for 1 Queen Pine Apple.

CERTIFICATE.
To Mr. Taylor, Streatham, for new plant Azalea formosa.
To Messrs. Fraser, for Correct Labels.
To Mr. Roser, for Correct Labels.

To Mr. Gaines, for 6 Pelargoniums.
To Mr. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough, for 24 Pinks,
To Mr. Bragg, Nurseryman, Slough, for 36 Pansies.

To Mr. Holder, for 24 Pansies.
To Mr. Wilkinson, Nurseryman, Ealing, for 50 Cut Roses.

To Mr. Busby, Gardener to J. Crawley, Esq., Stockwood Park
for 25 Cut Roses.

To Mr. M'Ewen, Gardener, for 25 Cut Roses.

To Mr. Marcbam, Gardener to J. Smith, Esq., Bydorp House,
Hanwell, for 25 Cut Roses.

To Mr. Terry, for 24 single blooms of Roses. [Roses.
To Mr. Toogood, Nurseryman, Arundel, for 24 Bingle blooms of

To Mr. Smith, Gardener to Viscount Enfield, Wrotham Park,
Barnet, for 1 Providence Pine Apple.

To Mr. Bailey, for 12 lbs. of Grapes.
To Mr. Munro, Gardener to Mrs. Oddie, Colney House, St. Alban's,

for 12 lbs. of Grapes.
To Mr. Martin, Windsor Forest, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh

Grapes.
To Mr. Jackson, South Lambeth, for onedibh of Black Hamburgh

Grapes.
To Mr. Williamson, Gardener to Lord Lonsdale, Whitehaven

Castle, for 1 dish of Black Hamburgh Grapes,
ToMr. Williams, Hoddesdon, for 1 dish of White Muscadine

Grapes.
To Mr. Spurey, for 1 dish of White Muscadine Grapes.

-

To Mr. Snow, Luton, for 1 dish of Figs
To Mr. Constantine, Hillingdon, for 1 dish of Figs.
To Mr. Ruflet, Hertford, for 1 dish of Fig*;.

To Mr. Snow, Luton, for 1 dish of Black Cherries.

To Mr. Marcbam, Gardener, Hanwell, for 1 dish of Black Cherries.
To Mr. Gainsford, Brentford, for 1 dish of Black Cherries,

To Mr. Snow, Luton, for 1 dish of White Cherries. [berries.

To Mr. Lydiard, Bafbroston Park, Bath, for 2 dishes of Straw-
To Mr. Bain, Gr.ivtner to A.Perkins, Esq,, Hamworth Park,

for Tropical Fruits.
To Mr. Vure, Gmdener to Sir Thomas Hare, Bart., Stowe Hall,

Norfolk, for Tropical Fruits.

[For continuation of List of Prizes see top of next page
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CERTIFICATE.
To Mr. M'Nnll, for Et l)i» oflCul Vm Iwiuin,

To Mr. M'Noli, for Seedling Vorbono "Sit Colin Campboll."
To Mr. Smith, Florist, for 24 Cut Vorfionos.

To Mr. Hiiiii.li, for Potnnto " Hormonlo.';

To Mr. liriiCTf, Hlomili, for Soodllng I'lnlt " Kxl|ili Balloy."
To Mr. liram:, SMragti, for Soodllng rink " Annlo Uurlo."
To the iiov. i;. 'J'jIijjjik-i-, Putney, for Seedling I'olnrgonlum

" Lotto."
To Mr. Nvo, for Seedling Polorgonlum " Prlnco of Wn,lon."
To 0. w. Hoylo; Esq., itoiidlng, for Seedling Pelargonium

"Matilda. 1
'

'

To Mr. Tumor, Slough, for Seedling Bolargonlum " Prima
Donna."

To Mr. Constantino, for a box of Pertcliosj
To Mr. Watson, Ealing, for a bo» of NoetarlnoM
To Mr. Turnbull, Blonbolm, for dlnli ol Strawborrlon, " Ilmrod
To Mr. Purlie, Florist, D'alstnn: titU RnnunoliHisos,
To Mm. HiiHlieninbo, li, Gliapatow Villini, forXantrma rillxnmi,

vm. Qorrol.
To Mr. Ilulluy, Blaokliontli, fir Soodllng Phlox " Poarl."
To Mr. Nonnno, Wouhvii-i,. for Seedling PlnK " Mm, Norman."
To Mr. Colo Nurseryman, St, Alton's, for collodion "f Soodllng

Oftloeolarlas.
Mr. Tumor, Slough; for Soodllng Pink " Him."
To Mr. Taylor, Btraatiiam, for i Q a Pino Applo.
To Lady fluent, GHamorgan, for 1 Quoon Pine Applo.
To MkBbooIi, Market Oardoner, Isltwortli, foradlihof Coons1

Soodllng Strawberry.

PLANTS OF CABBACE, SAVOY, KAIL, BROCCOLI,
CELERY, AND CAULIFLOWER.

JOHN CATTKLI, bogs respectfully to inform the
public tnafllG Has a plentiful iwrpljrof Plants of his Buporlor

truo sorts of llio above, which will lie forwardod I dor on
receipt of lNmtngo Stamps, or Post Office Ordor mado payable
hero, at tho following prlcos, package Included :—

All Hie sorts of p.urly CabbVgo, Savoy, and Kail, Including
IlrnsHol Sprouts, Gd. per Kill, •!«. (W, per 1000; nil Hie i„,i-tii ,.|

I!roccoll,8i(. per I On, rn.Hr;. per 111(10; all Uio sorts of Celery, beddtd
plants, Hd. per 111(1, ha. (I,/, per 1(100; Caiilllli.wei-, OBrlyand late
104. per 100;-Kod Cahhnge, Is. por 100; Drumlioad, or Cattle
Oabnttgej 4a. por lOOO. A lino stock of autumn-bedded early
(.'ahbnge still to dispose of at ha. per 10OO; for large quantltlas,
prlco on application. Packages containing- plants to the value
of li". and upwards will ho delivored carriage free io London
nnd to the Edbnbridgo Station of tho Smith Eastern Railway.
A romlttanco niust accompany orders from unknown correspond-
ents* Seed of Cattoll's Dwarf Barnes, nnd of his superior I Iwarl
Reliance Cabbage, may he had in packets by post, tor 12 penny
stamps per packet, the former containing one ounce, and the
latter half an ounce.—Nursorlos, Westorham, Kent.

NEW AND SPLENDID ACHIMENES, ETC.
TTENRY WALTON, Fi.oiust, &o., Edge End,
-a-J- Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire, is now prepared to
send plants of the following out, post freo, at tho undernamed
reduced prices:—
ACHIMENES (each).—Ambrolso Verechafl'elt, 6s.; Dr. Ilopf,

Us.
;
Edward liolssior, 3s. 6B.J Edmond Otto, 2s. Gd.

Also tho eight following fine varieties for 12*., post free, or
separate, at tho prices annexed :—Achimenes Carl Walfoith,
Is. 6(1.; Cherita, Is. Gd.; Louis Van lloutto, Is.; Giganten, 5s.;
Madame Randatlor, 3s.; Mr. Parparet, Is.; Sir Traherne
Thomas, Is.; Ilendersoni, 2s.; Clianthus magnifica, 2s. Gd. each;
Begonia Prestoniensis, Superb, 2s. Gd.; strong plants, hs.;
Eugenia Ugnl, 2s. Gd.

Also all the new VERBENAS of this season, Including Lady
Lncon, Wonderful, Blue Beard, Lord Raglan, Mrs. Woodroffe,
&c, Is. Gd. each, or 18s. per dozen, post free, for all of which
see advertisement in Chromdcoi June 23d, and provious numbers.

Post-office orders are respectfully solicited to accompany all

orders (unless reference is Riven), payable at Mar.sdeff. Lancashire .

ERICAS
MESSRS. YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the

following list of choice ERICAS, which can ho supplied in

good bushy and healthy plaDta, in largo and small 48s, at 12s.

per dozen :—
ERICAS:—Aggrogata, ampullacen, ampnlhicea carnumbrata,

ampullacea rubra* arlstata major, Archeriann, 1'andoniana,
bicolor, Cavendish!, oerinthoides, car. coronala, CHftordi, colorans,

Coventryana, daphnoidea, Devoniana, depressa, denticulata
moschata, echiflora, elata, Ewcriana, oximia, exurgens coccinea,

gracilis, grandls, Hartnelli, hyomalis, hyhrlda, hyacinthiflora,

Juliana, Linnreoidcs nova, L. superba, longinora, metulajflora
bicolor, ovata, pevspicua nana, pinifolia discolor, princeps, pro-

pendens, p. tubiflora, pyriformis, primnloides, rnhens, retorta

major, Savilleana, Shannoniana, Shannoninna (Turnbull), Siu-
dryana, splendens, tricolor, tri. rubra, umbellata, vontricosa alba,

v. alba tincta, v. broviflora, v, camea, v. coccinea minor, v. cor-

uscans, v. curta ruba, v. densa carnea, v. dependens coccinoa,

v. fasciculata longiflora, v. f. rosea, v. f. superba. v. glohosa, v.

hirsuta, v. niagnifiora, v. perspicuoides, v. superba, v. tumida,
v. tenuiflora, vernix coccinea, Ycrnonia, Ver. superba, verticillata,

vestita tenuiflora, v. coccinea, v. c. tenuiflora, v. fulgida, v. rosea,
viridiflora, "Wostcotti, Westphalingi, Wilmoroa superba, "Walkori.
The above are well grown, and of a suitable size for making

specimens. The usual discount to the trade when taken per 100.
Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth.

NEW CABBAGE.—THE CHAMPION OF
ENGLAND, which has surpassed everything of its kind

during the past severe winter (when nearly every other has
foiled) and turned well into Cabbage this spring. This Cabbage
is of a very dwarf and compaot habit, and quite equal in flavour

to any yet grown. It has been in the hands of a very excellent
gardener for several years, and he has thoroughly proved its

superior hardy and good qualities. The stock of seed purchased
is very limited, therefore none can be sold by the pound or in
large quantities to the Trade this year. E. T. feels confident,

from what he has seen of the Cabbage, that it will give tho

greatest satisfaction to all purchasers. Sold in packets of 1 oz.,

2s. Gd. ; or of half an onnce. Is. 6dr4 postage free.

The TRUE OLD BATH COSS LETTUCE, which Lettuce
lias never been surpassed by any other yet grown. Is. per packet.

Sis" This being the proper time for sowing the following
varieties of Hardy Flowering Seeds for blooming next spriuvr,

the following undermentioned varieties will give the greatest
satisfaction to all purchasers as they have hitherto done for many
past seasons :

—

SWEET WILLIAM SEED—Saved from 50 of the choicest
and most superb varieties. Is. per packet.
ANTIRRHINUM SEED—Saved from all the striped, spotted,

and finest shaped varieties. Is. per packet.
Superb HOLLYHOCK SEED — Saved from all the best

named flowers out last year. Is. per packet.
SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine. Is.

per packet.
PANSY SEED—A few packets from selected varieties. Is.

per packet.
AQUILEGIA or COLUMBINE SEED—Saved from 12 dis-

tinct varieties. Is. per packet.
K?" Either of the above packets of Flower Seeds three for 2s. &?.
A remittance must accompany every order either in cash or

penny postage stamps, when the whole, or any part of the above
(as the case may be) will be forwarded.
Edward Tilet, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14.

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.
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remunerative terms, also a choice collection of large flowered and
I'ompono Chrysanthemuma, new varieties. Strong busby plants,
ready to go into blooming pots, 6». to Og, per d
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^J —For Descriptions «C many, see RASS and BROWN'S
CATALOGUE and SPRING SUPPLEMENT.
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Aphelandra Porloana ., fi

Arbutua cronicn .. 7 (i

„ maKiiilica 6
Acliiuiones picturata 5

„ f;iRant«a ... 5?. io 7 6
„ Mdmo. Knildatler ... 8 6
„ Anibroisc VcischafTelt,

bs. to 7 6

,, Tj-dca(Wai-scewiczl),
55. to 7 (i

Azalea indica Bonli 3 6

„ crispjfiora 3 fi

„ Admiration (Ivory'*),

7s. Gd. to 10 6
„ Critcriou (lvdv"s\

Ts. Gd. to io r,

Begonia Thwaitcsi 1 i fi

Cassia floribntida 7 6.

Serous JIcDonaldl,
10s. Od. to 15

ClomatiH patens Sophia,
3j. Gd. to 7 (i

„ monstrosa, 7s. Qd. to 10 6
„ lanuginosa i" e

„ longipetltft 7 6
Cvclanx n Atkinsi 11) 6

MISCELLANEOUS, NEV
HARDY

Couvardia Van Iloutti,

3..6A lo 5
„ longiflora alba vera.

2s. Gd. to 3

,, liirtella, brilliant and
freo • 1 6

Geranium Keynes's Pretty
Poll}- 3 6

s.d-

5
Kugonla (Myrttin) Ugnl,

/.to

Escallonia ptcroclad^n,
7 . Bd. to 10 6

Ixora coccinea grandiflorn,

2s. 6d. to 3 6
Libocedrus chilensia,

3*. Gd. to 7 G
Mnrnnia sangulnea, 5j?. to 7 G

„ vittata ... 7s. Gd, to 10 6

„ atbo-lincala ... ... 7 6
Mbnochwtnm umbellatum 5
Passiflora Decafeneana ... 3 6
Phileaia bu.xifolia... ... 10 G
Rhododendron Grisewoodi-

annm 1"

„ album speciosnm ... 10 6

„ javaniciim i RolHs-
6on's) ... 55. to 10 6

Khodolea Cbanrpioni.
. to 10 6

Slphocampylos Ne Pins
Ultra ...2s. Gd. to 3 G

., bicolor rosea, 2.«.6 /.to 3 6
Wellingtonia gigantea,

7s. Gd. to 10 6

. POFT-WOODED. AND
KINDS.
Heliotrope Jno. Cattell ... 2 6
Lobelia Gbiesbrighti.
Pentstemon magnifica ... 2 6
Petunia Singularity

Smith's)... ' ... 2 6

„ British Queen (Tur-
2 6

Phlox ommflora com pacta 2 6

NEW POMPONE CHRYSANTHEMUMS'.-The following
13 best new varieties of last season for 13.*.. or la. Gd. each, viz.,

Anna Bullen, Aurora Borealfc, Bob* Brilliant, (

Achille Vizier, John Salter, La Kadieuise. Madame Passy, Pluie
d'Or, Rococo, Zebra, and Doctor Bois Duval.

NEW LARGE FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—
The following 7 best new varieties for 95.. or la. 6./. each, via.,

Augusts Mie, Annie Henderson, Uermione, La Prophcte, Madame
Labois, Prince Jerome, and Fhare de Messine.

GLOXINIAS.—The following set of 11 new varieties of last

season may now be bad of good flowering plants, for 25a, viz.

Duke of "Wellington, Eleanor; Elegantissima, Ereete mi
Eugenia, Exquisite. Grand Sultan. Lady Franklin, Magnet, Prince

Of Wales, and Sir C. Napier.

WOOD'S DUCHESS OF NORFOLK ROSE, strong plants,

3s. Gd. to 5s. each.

Goods carriage free (not uuderSO.*.' to all the London termini,

and all stations on the London and Norwich Colchester Lice.
Plants added gratis with orders of 40s.and upwards.
COMPLETE CATALOGUES on application for six penny

stamps, or the Spring Catalogue alone for three penny stamps.
or gratis to our customers who may not have received ti

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury. Suffolk.

Kht SaxtrrwT.s' Ciiumtcfe

.
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MEETINGS roK THE ENSUING IVEEK.

TCetnrKSDAX, July r.—UorUcoltoral Gardens : pji.

The crosses which appeared on the Exhibition

tables of the Horticultural Society last monl

cited unusual attention, especially the beautiful

Princess Royal Rhododendron from Messrs. V

- ' urn, or
i

Z Bbod, JBTmleUI •ninifl'TTmn.

rm > i S\r,t rr,''mr de-
rive! from '

of i t» tok •.
| iu ydla"

curioun, and »« f .o», uokjuc cv .

LttiVcil :.ri'l litkliii inUrrnt<lUt«.

Z Scliceria mcxicans :
- > ztbrina.

RcjiuU. Colour ilcrivc-4 from g ; wbota h»>..

leaves from

7. >li;.r.

(J Geancra zebrina
; } Acliirncncd rr.vni«n».

R'.sult. Inflore»c*ncc aodfiowtraof ; ; \ontatmi
colour intermediate.

". Mule. /.
J-nn.

S Begonia miniata (Tadnioide*)
;

•'(. Inflorescence and colour of g ; )«*»«
more those

In these instances, taken perfectly at random, it

is evident ti lomi-
nates, especially in

supports Dean Hi
the effects of the J ar- - ui ; and in

No. 5 the issue is nearly cquai

however, the colour is derived from the g . &» al»o

is the case in 1. 3

degree in the oth^r Ore most carious result

is that in both 6 and J Tcame
the peculiar:

<J or 2 . This points to

drawn, viz., that in son. cam*
of its inherent vigour c f >eciet

prevails, and not because it is $

.

Is it not worth the ~ -eoced
hybridisers to endeavour to mnlti] nd of

evidence, and to endeavour to extract frorr.

general facts which \, among
the loose statement wiih which alone iu so manr
instances we now have to di

ticable muling would be reds

longer remain, what it now
ffe throw out the - _

.

especially for that of such

talists as our Isaac Assessors, . (.aciau

Gowens, Ingrams, and

A FEW w-

announce that Lord Pa"
upon
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It is with re
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part of his ^ment, in tbe Rojal

Botanic Garden, Kew.
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hothouses, the greenhouses, the parterres, and the

arboretum were in themselves far more than enough

to be controlled by any one pair of eyes ;
and when

to this was added the magnificent museum, and the

prodigious herbarium, now forming part of the

Kew establishment, the appointment of an assistant

to the director became inevitable.

We now find that Government, upon the repre-

sentation of Sir Wm. Molesworth, has placed the

herbarium, the library, and the strictly botanical

part of the garden under the charge of Dr. Hooker,

whose name is already familiar to men of science

all over the world as one of our most distinguished

naturalists, and whose learning and active super-

intendance will soon render Kew as celebrated for

the accuracy of its nomenclature as it already is for

the extent and practical value of its collections. In

this case we have again a proof that Lord Palmer-

ston will put a right man in a right place when he

has the opportunity. Science, at least, must grate-

fully acknowledge its obligations to the noble lord,

when it finds that in a few brief months he has

selected three such men as Sir Roderick Murchison,

Dr. Graham, and Dr. Hooker, for the scientific

appointments which have fallen to his disposal.

While speaking of the Botanic Garden, Kew, we
may also announce the gratifying fact that the

House of Commons has just voted 3000?. towards

the construction of a new museum. This sum will

permit a good commencement to be made, and it

will be easy to make additions to the building as

the necessity for them arises. We trust that, what-

ever plan may be adopted in the construction of this

building, very ample space will be left for future

enlargement. The public lives in the hope of one

day seeing the whole of the botanical collections now
at the British Museum transferred to Kew, and an
excellent opportunity is now afforded of making pro-

vision for their reception. Relieved of fliis part of its

accumulations the Museum will be able to find

room for the display of objects better suited to

London than vegetable preparations, and without
calling upon Parliament for some prodigious sum for

new buildings in a place overcrowded with buildings

already.

It is difficult to overestimate the practical im-
portance of the Museum which Kew is forming, for

in such a garden, and in such a garden only, is it

possible to combine both living and dead evidence
concerning the cecononiical, medical, or ornamental
value, or the scientific application of th e innumerable
races of plants which Providence supplies for the

use of man. A sketch of its principal contents, just

published,* shows the progress that has been made,
and the additions which are most required in the

establishment. What interest is taken in it by the

visitors to Kew is seen by the crowded state of the

present narrow rooms, through which, when the

public is admitted, we find it difficult to force a

way. But upon this point, and some others relating

to the history of the Museum we ought to quote Sir

William Hooker's own words :

—

" In the year 1847," he says, " her Majesty Queen
Victoria was graciously pleased to command that

those grounds at Kew which had been devoted to

the kitchen and forcing department should be added
to the Royal Botanic Garden, together with the

stoves and other buildings. An excellent brick

structure, occupied in part by the dwelling of one of

the foremen, and in part as rooms for preserving

fruit for the use of the Palace, was thereby vacated
;

and it occurred to the director that, with a little

alteration, this might be made a deposit for all kinds
of useful and curious vegetable products, which
neither the living plants of the garden nor the

specimens in the herbarium could exhibit ; and that

such a collection would render great service, not

only to the scientific botanist, but to the merchant,
the manufacturer, the physician, the chemist, the

druggist, the dyer, the carpenter and cabinet-maker,
and artisans of every description, who might here

find the raw material (and, to a certain extent, also

the manufactured or prepared article) employed in

their several professions, correctly named, and
accompanied by some account of its origin, history,

native country. &c, either attached to the specimens
or recorded in a popular catalogue. The suggestion

was communicated to the heads of the establishment,
the Commissioners of her Majesty's Woods and
Forests : leave was asked to convert the building
(at first in part), into a museum, and orders were
given for one large room to be formed, with a
gallery, side-lights, and sky-light, and fitted up
with glazed mural and table cases. The founda-
tion of the museum consisted of the director's

private collection (presented by himself), some few
objects already belonging to the garden, chiefly
ruits and seeds, and some given by Mr. John
•Museum of Economic Botany; or a Popular Guide to the

Jjsetul and Remarkable Vegetable Products of the Museum of
„™°r?

G
,

a
i'

dens °f Kew. By Sir \V. J. Hooker, K.H. Long-
mans. Is., 12mo, b

Smith, whose son, Mr. Alexander Smith, received

the appointment of curator. Scarcely were the

doors open to the public, when specimens of various

kinds were received from all quarters, so that it soon

became necessary to enlarge our accommodation,

till, in the present year (1835), all the ten rooms of

the building and all the passages are completely

filled, and a very large quantity of articles are put

aside for want of space to exhibit them. We have

now applied to the Crown for an entirely new
structure, suited to the increased and continually

increasing collection, and worthy alike of the noble

gardens of which it is a part, and of the nation.

One has but to see the crowds frequenting in

summer the existing museum tso great that the

director finds it frequently impossible to enter at

public hours with distinguished visitors, who desire

to have objects explained to them), to be satisfied

of the deep interest the public take in such a collec-

tion—a collection that at once appeals to the

faculties and understanding, showing the practical

uses of the study and application of botany, and the

services thus rendered to mankind. It has done

more to recommend and to popularise (if I may use

the expression) the science that communicates a

knowledge of the vegetable creation, than all the

princely Palms, the gorgeous Water-Lilies, the

elegant Ferns, &c, &c, which grace the tropical

houses of these noble gardens. Here (in these

gardens) it is true the public are privileged to see

growing plants of 1. the Cocoa-nut; 2. the Vege-

table Ivory Palm; 3. the Wax-bearing Palms
of Brazil and of the Andes ; 4. the Piacaba
Palm; 5. the Coco de Mer ; 6. the Doum
Palm ; 7. the African Oil Palm ; 8. the

Chocolate, Tea, Coffee, and Sugar-bearing Plants

;

9. the Papaver somniferum ; 10. the Bermudian
Juniper; 11. the Isonandra Gutta ; 12. the

Chinese Grass Plant (so called) ; 13. the Siphonia

elastica ; 14. Bice-paper Plant (so called) of China,

and a hundred others of equal interest ; but the

visitor receives twofold gratification and twofold

instruction, if with these several vegetable forms in

his mind, he can enter an adjacent building, and
there contemplate their products, and see, as it were,

the uses which the ingenuity of man has derived

from them :—1. the food and raiment, the milk, the

oil, the wine (toddy) the cups and bowls, cordage,

brushes, mats, in short, the 365 articles (' as many,'
the Hindoos say, ' as there are days in the year')

afforded by the. common Cocoa Nut alone; 2. the

ivory-like articles made from the seeds of the Vege-

table Ivory Palm ; 3. the excellent and now com-
mercial wax, yielded by certain American Palms,
and deposited by nature on their trunks and leaves ;

4. the useful nuts (for turnery), and still more use-

ful fibre (for the best brooms and brushes) of the

Piacaba, as the streets of our great cities can testify

;

5. the curious double nuts (with their flowers) of

the Coco de Mer of the Seychelles Islands, once,

while ignorantly supposed to be the product of a sub-

marine tree and only known from having been found
floating in the Indian Ocean, valued at the price of a
freighted ship,beingan antidote to allpoisons, 'mirum
miraculum naturse,' says Rumphius, 'quod princeps

est omnium marinarum rerum, qua? raise habentur ;'

6. the singularly forked stems (other Palms have
unbranched stems), and the large ginger-bread-

tasted fruits of the Doum Palm of Upper Egypt ;

7. the fruits and nuts of Elais Guineensis, which
yield the Palm oil of western tropical Africa, now
largely imported and consumed by Messrs. Price
and Co. ; and not those only, but the oil itself and
the several preparations it undergoes in its progress

towards the perfect candle, in a series of samples
presented by that truly philanthropic company ; 8.

the various and generally well-known preparations
of Chocolate, Tea, Coffee, and Sugar, the latter

extracted from an American Maple and from Beet-
root, as well as from the Cane; 9. Opium in its

various stages, from the " poppy head," to the

pernicious ball prepared for commerce ; 10. the

progress of pencil-making of the wood of a Juniper,
improperly called Cedar; 11. the various interest-

ing products derived from the Gutta Percha plant

;

12. the fibre or raw material and cloth, made from
the Chinese " Grass Plant," in reality a Nettle

;

13. cases filled with the various preparations of the
best Caoutchouc or India rubber tree of Va.rk(Siphonia
elastica), presented by Messrs. Macintosh ; 14. the

beautiful substance called Chinese Rice-paper, long
supposed to be a preparation of rice, but here shown
to be the exquisite pith of a new plant (Aralia
papyrifera), only found in Formosa, for the know-
ledge and for living plants of which we are mainly
indebted to Sir John Bowring. The last-men-
tioned discovery is only one of many instances (as

will by-and-bye be shown) of the origin and history

of commercial vegetable products, of which we
should yet have remained in utter ignorance, but
for the formation of this Garden and this Museum.

Information of this kind cannot fail to be acknow-
ledged and appreciated in a great mercantile country
by every intelligent mind, and even by persons not
specially interested in trade or commerce."

We learn that a deputation from the Horticul-

tural Society of London, consisting of Dr. Royle, as

Secretary, Sir Wm. Hooker, Mr. Bentham, and Mr.
Wentworth Dilke, having been formed for the

purpose of visiting the French Horticultural Exhi-
bition, it was received last Friday by Messrs.
Decaisne and Morel, Vice-Presidents ; M. Audry,
the Secretary ; M. Loyre, the architect of the
gardens ; and the garden staff. On Thursday, the

deputation was to dine with the Committee of the

Exhibition. We hear that the exhibition is a good
one, quite as good as a permanent one can well be.

Details upon this subject are in preparation, and
will appear as soon as we receive them.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXIX.
331. Perianthomania (Multiplication of Bractes,

Sepals, efce.)—-In adopting the nomenclature of Re, to

avoid the introduction of needless terms, I am obliged

to take the word perianth, not only as indicating parts
below the petals, according to the usage of some
authors, but in the more legitimate sense also, ss

applied to those cases in which the petals and sepals

are physiologically one. All these organs, then, by
whatever name they are known, are subject to abnor-

mal multiplication ; the sepals, however, to less extent

than the others. I am not speaking of those cases in

which the bractes simply become foliaceous or assume the

colours of the corolla or other vivid tints, because this

may take place normally, but of such cases as that pre-

sented by the variety of Carnation known by the name
of Wheat-ear Carnation. The bractes which subtend
the calyx are hero multiplied and disposed symmetri-
cally round it, so as to present a general resemblance to

a Wheat-ear. The calyx is generally abortive, but

whether the plant ever bears seeds when in this con-

dition I am unable to say. The variety is not common
in gardens, and I have had no opportunity of examining
it accurately. This, however, has not been the case

with the variety of Sweet William alluded to above, of

which I have a plant in my own garden, and of which
a figure is subjoined. The structure is entirely homo-
logous with that of the Wheat-ear Pink ; there is the

same repetition of the bractes, and the same more or

less imperfect fruit succeeding them. In both instances

the bractes undergo no change of tint. In the Sweet

William, at least, there is an attempt to form perfect
fruit, which undergoes some curious modifications to

which I shall have occasion to allude in the sequel ; I

have not myself seen seed, but Re says that he has
never observed " any impediment to accrue from the

affection to the reproduction of the species." This,

however, is scarcely consistent with what follows in his

book, and must be taken with some latitude. There is,

indeed, no reason why fruit Bhould not occasionally be
produced, though the natural tendency of such multi-

plication is to cause the other necessary organs to

degenerate or to suppress them altogether. It is easily

conceivable that such productions should require pretty

good soil for their maintenance ; but, if so, no argument
is afforded in proof that extreme richness of nutriment
has had anything to do with their production, though it

may tend to preserve them when once produced. A
similar affection often takes place in Lupines, but the

effect is to produce leafy branches instead of flowers,

without any especial arrangement indicating the precise

relation of the several leaves. Such an effect may be
produced only in a single branch of a common plant,

and is certainly not always due to superabundant rich-

ness of soil, as I can myself testify from observations

which have come before me. The propagation of such
varieties can only be carried on with certainty by means
of cuttings from the parts affected. Seeds, it' produced,
would very probably yield only the normal plant. The
variegated Primrose, in which the colours of the corolla

are partially assumed by the multiplied sepals, affords

a good example of sepalomania, of which but few
instances occur. The variety of Foxglove (described

in Oard. Ohron. 1854, p. 660) is very instructive. In
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this case brighter, colours are faintly assumed by the

brnctos, new branches aro often produced rrom their

nxiilit), as in alno the case with the Lupine just men-
tioned, mid tho capsule, as in tlio Sweet William,

undergoes curious changes.

332. J/
1

tlie truo petals of Endogens be taken nn part
of tlio perianth, wo have multitudes of instances In

which tho lobes of tho perianth are multiplied, and
thut frequently with hucIi symmetry an to con tilute

9omo of our most beautiful floral ornaments, «h In the
case of tho iloublo Poetic Narcissus and Oriental
Hyacinth. Tho multiplication may be no complete OS
to preclude the formation cither of stamens or pistils;

many flowers are, however, fertile, and give rino by im-
pregnation to new and beautiful varieties. The object
of tlio cultivator hero is to maintain the peculiarities of
each variety, and, while in the Tulip a rich soil is fatal,

by giving a tendency to produce extra petals or coloured
braotes destructive of tho symmetry ofthepIant,agenoroue
soil is favourable to the perfection of many double
flowors, especially whore tlio tint is uniform. It is

often complained that tlio linoHt bulbs exported from
.Holland will not retain their characters in this country.
There may bo something in tho soil and climate of
Holland which is peculiarly favourable to the perfection
of such plants, but far more depends upon the treat-

ment. Where proper attention is paid to the soil,

where sonic such means aro taken to protoct from cold
as the covering the surface with a thick coating of semi-
fluid dung, which is practised in Holland, and where a
proper zest is given to tho plants by removing them
every yoar at the proper season and for tho proper time,
varieties will retain their qualities for years. I havo
myself seen an admirable collection of Hyacinths which
displayed great beauty and quality for a long period
without any fresh importations, and that this is possible
is plain from tho far more difficult case of Tulips.

333. In tho case of Orchids, there is a natural
tendency in the petals to assume various forms, as
indicated by the multiplicity of configuration assumed
by what is called the lip. Such forms were onco
considered the most certain generic distinction, but the
occurrence of flowers indicative of three distinct genera
in the same stem of Catasetum lias rendered such
conclusions far less certain. How far it may be right to
call such changes diseases, or which are the normal
forms it is at present perhaps difficult to say, but the
subject at least requires a passing notice. M. J. B.
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•>< commit!
trap was to entice them to gel ..., so , »^r ,„ .

upon it. I'lio best halt Is a hltlo mult slightly c ,. .

nnd scented with oil ofcsrrawoy.
The trap (f, fig. 2) should turn on a pivot (A), and *r} i, ,,.

be counterpoised at/, so as lo recovci II horfct ml ago tbecli Oi De-

position nflor giving way
;
and the principal bait should seedling,

bo placed at the back oi the trap, a* is shown by Ibi

oars of corn at/ The mora certainly ( eivo the mai
rats, it may be as wall to set the trap fast ton, few duy«. pans), they v..

Tin- counterpoise ought to b<- sufficient to resist s rsr* hi ,,.' ,,,,..„

sligbi pressure,for rats "> extremely wary, and thi '..'„
i „i,.'„ .

try ib- ground with their fore feet as they advanci to him, t/, tperi.j all u.. w ,

'Hi- trap ought not to give way until a ral

When a rat is hi (c), It runs along the paa and i nod detail, e
boing atlractod by the light at z, jumps on lo r, and M
/alia into tht) water. The platform immediately

1

1

,

buil. iuii. in place, and another rat follows, n the
apparatus Is well made, there is no nol

Tho tub has only in be emptied as occasion requires,
and, as already stated/it is not placed where the rats
arc congregated,

I We had caused this to he translated from tin " I lore

des Sorrcs," and the cut to be prepari d, bi rbro wo dis-

covered thut tho original occurs in the " Fanners'
Magazine," lo which periodical the contrivance, which
seems an logi nious one, must be ascribed.]

NEW KAT TRAP.
The occompanying sketch represents a rat trap,

which is regarded as superior to any trap now in use.
It possesses the advantage of not getting out of order,
and of not requiring to be often looked after, and con-
sequently of not rendering the rats suspicious and timid.

The caught rat is forced to go to such a distance, that

when drowning lie will not alarm the others. The
apparatus is so contrived, that even a rat which has

been caught and let go will not be able to avoid being

caught again, as there is uothiDg whatever to arouse
suspicion. The truth of this has been proved by catching

rats, marking them, and finding them in the trap again

after they had been set at liberty.

To insure success, the apparatus should be placed out

of the way of children and other persons likely to meddle
with it Some trunks and branches of trees are piled

|

up so as to afford a cover for the vermin, and to enablo

them to run up to the board (ft), which is placed hori-

zontally, and has a trap (figs. 1 and 2) let into it. This
trap, when the rats run on it, gives way as Bhown at b, ;

fig. 1 (it ought to be 12 or 15 inches long, aud 3 or 4

broad) ; c is a compartment made with diverging sides,
I

well fitted together, so that a rat in it cannot by any
possibility get up again ; d is a passage leading to a i

sufficient distauce from c ; rj is the pile of wood already

mentioned. The passage d leads into a tub (e) contain-

ing some water, and placed at a short distance from the

wall or partition (d). A little platform (»•), so slight as

to give woy uuder a very gentle pressure, and then to

New Plantj.
185. 1 * .
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NEW GARDEN POTS. monlkola, and AUa

g

In roforenco to tho specimens of garden pots reprs '

sonted below, perhaps I may be permitted to state, thai " '"''" ""'' •*•• ''''

in the first instance they were intended to be a re affinity with P. i \n any other
Seakale in winter. Thoj "" [resent species hat the

consist of two parts: the points of tho umbo of the see

ono having the double rim, baseof the cons, wl
so as to form a groove or '''" l, P ! l,,c cone of 2

gutter, is that wherein the Btardtleui in or.l_ .eaves ar* 1 ncbes)

plants or crowns are planted; \" length, while in /

the other, which is inverted The sheath oi the leaf ii

and lils into thia groove or while in BeardtUfi it is only »n eighth of an iaeb. The
gutter, forms the blanching w'ng °' tlie wed of/ it much lsr,

pot. In using these pots for !" n -' r ll| aii that of

is homogeneous nil tl .-

> than the up-wood, and the sap-wood occupies

a ^r. al breadth of the stem. Bui-
further up the mountains than Be Tea
distinction between the cones of these trees i

! sufficiently eein from tt.' «bich I have
given. The figure of the cone of Si '

from that ::iven by Qartweg. Like ail that .
- r.tieman'a

figures and desenpti ' ry character Hie of tba

I cone as it is generally found, but it is inaccurate as a

representation of the cone in its com. '.i:e state, in so
far that it represents the hooked urn i > as pointing to

I

the base. In point of fact it does take a bend in'that

j
direction, but the prickle which terminates the umbo

1 takes a sudden turn backwards, aud points to the tip

like the following species (O? '-'; prick)* in

the specimen, from which Hartwcg*» figure has been
taken, has previously been rubbed off, which gives a
false impression of the direction of the umbo. There
can be no doubt about thi;. because my brother found
all Hartwcg's localities so strictly correct that be eonld
recognise the very patches of different trees that be
describes having met ; and he took hit observations on
the cones, &c, of Bcnthamiasta from the very damp of
that tree described by Hart we;, as found by him near
Santa Cruz. There was no other tree, or damp of

trees, for a great distance, with which it could be
confounded.
" There is also some resemblance between thia Pine

(Beardslcyi) and P. pondcrota, as was well suggested
to me by JJr. Lindley ; but the shape of the cm and
the size and shape of the seed and wing sufficiently

distinguish it. In P. p:-,dc-:-ii the cone upers to

both ends, while in this it tappers to the point- Its

seed does not appear to be spoiled in an;

I have seen (1 have not seen any specimen of

the seed itself), while this is. The sheath < I the leaf

in P. pondcrota is smooth 1c:

fitting, whereas in this it is snort, crrzzi'oi, and
rough ; and the ponderota is nearly twice as long, being

9 to 11 inches in length, in place of 6 inches. I

also wants (or nearly so) the projecting f-oia',c

roughen that of Beard*'V. '-t-« can be

diistinjuish by the feel, or drawing them forwards

between the finger;."

growing aud blanching Seakale in winter, by haviDg the
plants taken up in the autumn as soon as they arc
thoroughly ripened, and planting them thickly in any
mould in a shed or some sheltered place where they will

at all times be ready

to hand, a very nice

succession may be ob-

tained throughout the

winter. If the pots

are filled with plants

(the number of pots

depending on the con-

sumption) in the first

week in November,
and introduced suc-

cessively into the forc-

ing department, say

one each day, or at in-

tervals of two or three

days, by the time the

last pot is taken in the

first will be fit for use
;

and as the Kale is

being cut, so the pots

should be filled with fresh plants from the reserve
bed, and a constant supply maintained ; the Kale
can be grown in these pots in almost any place

where the temperature is warm enough to excite

the plants into growth. If fermenting material is

recover its position, is fastened to the inside of the tub
opposite to the mouth of the passage fe). Above the

j

platform there should be a

!

^^^.^^^fc^ ' small hole {z) in the side of
|

the tub to admit a little

light, which induces the rats

to jump from the end of the
passage (c) on to the platform (r). The tub should be
partly sunk into the earth.

The great point is to choose a good situation. The
apparatus should be in a place where the rats will not

used "the pots can'be partly plunged in a bed of coal 136. Pincs Cb.i.igaM-

ashes in some sheltered corner or shed, and covered, as

in the ordinary way, with leaves, cie. Much less space " It differs from -
:

is occupied, the temperature is more uniform, and the in having the prickle of the scale pointiog tow-ar^s ti

bed easier of access in bad weather, as it need not tip instead of the base. The pr -

necessarily be exposed to wind, rain, snow, and frost, firm in Oajpor.a; in Bearddevi i ' '

When the pots are not required for Seakale they can The apophysis, or excrescence or. the exposed

be used in every way in the cultivation of flowering scale, is smaller in
;

vjieBt

plants as common garden pots, or for sowing in, or pro- in Cratcana than in i

tecting seedlings from frost, rain, and vermin. By part somewhat flit, while r piart

placing the blanching pot over any choice seedlings they projects over the lowsr. The whig of t.ie_seed_i

are secure from injury ; dashing rains are rendered Craigama is shorter, ard re a: « y iriader.
^

.

perfectly harmless, as no wet whatever can reach the is nearly twice the size -oogji

voung plauts, it being carried off by the inside rim, the cones are about lie same size. .-

which is higher than the outside one." These pots are is finer than that c: not so long. The

also intended to be used as propagating pots and pans sheath of the lea:" is finer, and considerably longer.

—tlie glass shade instead of be:ng 'placed inside is ~as Eoamd zr. the sine mountains as

pressedinto sand in the groove ; by adopting this mode Bearchlegi, but growing lower down, atd below i; agam

the condensed vapour is conveyed into the groove, and appeared Benllamiar.0. It spreads its branches wider

the cuttings can be inserted close to the edge of the pots, from the stem than Benthamiana, and sheds its seeds

where they are found at all times to emit roots the a month later. My brother and I hare dedicated On
most readily. In syringing or watering there is no, handsome Pine to Sir William Gibson-Craig, Bart-,
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whose enthusiasm has done so much to promote the

cultivation and introduction of new Pine trees, and who,

in particular, was one of those who chiefly conduced to

ray brother undertaking the expedition, of which this

Pine forms part of the fruits."

Home Correspondence.
Onion Failure.—In your Paper of the 23d of June'

in that interesting subject " Vegetable Pathology," there

is a notice of a garden near Doncaster where the Onion

crop often fails. I have sometimes, had failures in my
Onion crop, but since I adopted the following method of

growing or manuring them I have had good crops.

The soTl is nearly related to a variety of formations,

for under and around us we have coal, limestone, iron-

stone, shale, sandstone, whinstone, or basalt, and plenty

of erratic boulders belonging to other formations. Good

Onions may be had where there is very little soil, and

may be grown in any formation, from the granite to the

peatmoss. The manure I use is old stable dung, com-

monly the remains of old hotbeds, well cut up and

turned over several times in autumn and exposed to

the vicissitudes of winter. The ground on which the

Onion is intended to grow may be dug in winter or

spring without any manure being dug in. When the

season and soil are fit for the seed, a bed may be

marked off 3^ feet or 4 feet wide, and as long as may be

wanted or the ground allow. The surface soil may be

taken off to the depth of 1 i inch, and put to the right

and left of the bed, wdien a quantity of prepared manure
may be wheeled on, which should be in a soft, moist

state, and which would almost work like mortar when
beat with the back of the spade ; spread it to the depth

of 4 inches at least ; after spreading, tread it well with

the feet ; after treading, beat it well with the back of

the spade, and smooth the surface ; the seed may be

sown in rows upon the surface of the manure, or broad-

cast ; the earth which was taken off should be spread

ever the seed, and afterwards raked. Bed after bed

may be done in the same manner until the prin-

cipal crop is put in, when the whole may
be dressed up in a neat manner. Early
Horn Carrot treated in the same way does un-
commonly well. Gardeners have sometimes to steal a
march upon late springs, like the one that is past. It

was late in the season before the frost left us, and the

Onion crop was behind the time when it is commonly
sown. I tried an experiment with a quantity of Onion
seed to give it a start before it was sown ; the seed was
mixed with about a gallon of fine leaf-mould and put
into a flower pot, which held it with ease, and put in

the warmest part of the greenhouse, where it remained
a week, receiving at times a little moisture when the

Surface of the pot became dry ; at the end of the week
it was turned out of the pot, and well mixed with the
hands, changing the position of the seed as much as
possible, when it was put into the pot again : in the
second week it germinated, and it was near the end
of the second week before an opportunity was obtained

for sowing it ; the seed was nearly all sprung, varying

in length from a quarter of an inch to three-quarters of

an inch. I thought it was rather bad treatment it was
getting—taking it from its warm bed and putting its

blanched naked limbs into cold moist manure ; I ex-

pected to be paid back for my cruelty towards it : how-
ever, I was disappointed ;— the seed got the start and
kept it, and the bed in which the sprung seed was sown
is the earliest and best Onion bed in the garden. P.
Maclcenzie, West Plean, Stirling.

Stem Roots of Tines.—As this seems to be an age of

opposition, i. e. of protecting and non-protecting, of
fermenting and non-fermenting material, for Vine
borders, perhaps you will permit me to relate my expe-
rience in the matter. Your correspondent (see p. 358)
says : " Were warming the borders generally adopted,

roots on stems would disappear." I have two Vineries,

one for early forcing, the other a late house. I have
been a strong advocate for warming the border of the
first house by fermenting materials, and have for years
kept up a regular heat at a great deal of trouble. But
the Vines never gave me satisfaction ; the crop was
thinnish, the bunches shanked very much, the seeds of

the berries protruded through the skin, and there were
plenty of roots on the stems, which I attributed to the

want of liberal ventilation in the early part of the season;

for in my late house no roots ever made their appear-
ance. Last winter I thought I would try what might be
done without heating the border. By the middle of

December I covered the latter with litter and leaves, at

an average thickness of 9 inches, being thickest next
the house, and sloping outwards. This I protected with

waterproof covers, and there it lay till the first week of

June, when it was removed. I may state that the roots

under the surface form a complete network. I have at

this time a fine crop of well swelled and well-coloured

berries with no bursting, little or no shanking, and no
roots on the stems of the Vines, which are in a fine

healthy condition. If covering the borders and keep-
ing them dry without heating were to answer every
purpose, what a labour would be saved ! G.

Tares of Scripture.—In reading the parable of the
Wheat and the Tares in the 13th chapter of Matthew,
I have often wondered what kind of plants the Tares
were. We are told by some writers that they were a
kind of Pulse

; they cannot well be plants of that nature,
or the servants must have been very ignorant not to
have known the difference between Wheat and Pulse
until they were in fruit, for we are told " when the
blade was sprung up and brought forth fruit then

appeared the Tares also." The translators of the New
Testament from the Greek to the Latin, such as Beza,

appear to have been at a loss for a word in Latin for

the Greek Zizania, or Tares of our translation, for the

Greek word is not changed in the Latin translation.

We have the Zizania aquatica or Canada Rice, a water

Grass from North America, which cannot be the Tares

of scripture. I am inclined to think that the Tares

would be a kind of Grass which would have some resem-

blance to the variety of Wheat Grasses. I find that in

some Greek and Latin dictionaries Zizania is translated

Lolium, and in a Latin-English dictionary Zizania or

Zizanium is Darnel or Kay. One should almost come to

the conclusion that the Tares in the parable would be

Lolium temulentum or drunken Darnel. If I am wrong
in my guess I hope some one will put me right. P.
Mackenzie.

Neio Mode of Propagating Currants.—la the spring

of last year an old Currant bush was cut down, and a

number of the branches made
<
into Pea-sticks ; they

supported the Peas, and the greater part of them
struck root in the ground. They were allowed to remain,

and this season they are a row of tall bushes bearing

fruit. P.

Effect of Spring Frost on Cherry Trees.—L&te in May
the blossom of many fruit trees was nearly as stiff as

icicles by means of frost, and many of them suffered

much ; among the rest a May Duke Cherry. All, how-

ever, were not destroyed, for there will still be a good

sprinkling of fruit over the tree ; but the most remark-

able thing about it is this ; about 18 inches from the

ground there is a branch with some Cherries upon it,

full grown, and well coloured, and may be eaten any

time, as far as ripeness is concerned. They were as

much exposed to all appearance as the rest of the fruit

on the same branch, yet on each side of the ripe fruit

the young Cherries are as small as green Peas, and as

green, and will not be ready for a long time to come. M.

£ocfctfr£*

Royal Botanic, Regent's Park, July 4— The
Society's last fete of the season took place on this

occasion under very favourable circumstances as

respects weather, and the exhibition itself, as a whole,

was good for July. Stove and greenhouse plants were
produced in abundance, and there were the usual banks

of Orchids, though the latter were, as might have been

expected, not near so good as they were in May or June.

An admirable collection of 16 Stove and Greenhouse
Plants was furnished by Mr. May, gr. to H. Colyer,

Esq. It contained two well flowered Allamandas,

Dipladenia crassinoda, Rondeletiaspeciosa, in luxuriant

health, and with very highly coloured flowers ; Phseno-

coma proliferum, in beautiful condition ; and one of the

best of the Everlastings, the whole being relieved and
set off to much advantage by the introductiou of such
wdiite flowered plants as .Dracophyllum gracile, white
Vincas, and Heaths. Mr. Barter, gr. to A. Bassett, Esq.,

contributed large and fine plants of I'haanocoma proli-

ferum ; Ixora javanica, covered with flowers, which were
however scarcely in perfection ; the pale yellow Alla-

manda. graudiflora, a red Azalea, Statice Holfordi,

Erica tricolor, and Vincas. Mr. Green had Azalea
lateritia still in good bloom, Mitraria coccinea, a beau-

tiful Everlasting, Allamanda cathartica, Stephanotis
floribunda, and Rondeletia speciosa in good condition,

though scarcely so luxuriant or brilliant as Mr. Colyer's

plant. Mr. Rhodes had a group in which were the
yellow Relhania squarrosa, and Statice Holfordi, both
beautiful specimens.

Of collections of 12 Stove and Greenhouse Plants
Messrs. Fraser produced Relhania squarrosa, the
showy Kalosanthes miniata, Pheenocoma proliferum,
two white Vincas, two Allamandas, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, Ixoras, and Heaths. Mr. Cutbush, of Barnet,
sent Ixora javanica, a noble bush, but its flowers were
scarcely forward enough ; a most beautiful Erica Mas-
soni, Dipladenia splendens, and crassinoda, Phaenocoma
proliferum, and the very fine variety of Cape Heath
called obbata.

In collections of 10 Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Mr. Frost, gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq., communicated an
extremely well cultivated group, in which were Statice

Holfordi, loaded with flowers, two Allamandas, Roella
ciliata, one of the best plants of the kind perhaps ever
seen, being covered with blue cup-shaped blossoms all

in the greatest perfection; Dipladenia crassinoda, a Kalo-
santhes, and Pimelea decussata, the latter highly

coloured, but with flower heads rather small. Mr. Tay-
lor, gr. to J. Coster, Esq., furnished two nice Ever-
lastings, two Cape Heaths, and Dipladenia crassinoda

which showed [how profusely this charming plant can
be flowered even in a small state. Mr. Peed had two
noble Cape Heaths, one of which was the pretty E.

Aitoni ; also Cyrtoceras reflexum, robust ; but with

flowers devoid of colour, and white and red Vincas.

Among Mr. Hamp's plants the more conspicuous were
Relhania squarrosa, Cyrtoceras reflexum, and Mitraria

coccinea, the latter well flowered.

Of six Stove and Greenhouse Plants, the best,

came from Mr. Frost, gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq., who
sent Allamanda cathartica, a Kalosanth, Polygala oppo-

sitifolia, an Everlasting, and a noble Erica ferruginea.

Mr. Williams, gr. to Miss Traill, produced the beautiful

variety of Cape Heath called metulseflora bicolor,

Pleroma elegans, a noble bush with deep violet bloesoms

larger than half-crown pieces ; and Pimelea decussata.

These as well as Mr. Frost's plants were all remarkably
fine specimens. Mr. Morris, gr. to Coles Child, Esq., had
a large and fine Stephanotis, an Everlasting, Pimeleas
and Vincas. Mr. Roser, gr. to J. Bradbury, Esq., sent

Erica Massoni, a beautiful plant ; Clerodendron Kaemp-
feri, and Mitraria coccinea.

ORCHins, as has been stated, were not so good as we
have seen them even in July. Of collections of 20
plants, considerably the best came from Mr. Mylam,
gr. to G. Reed, Esq. It contained Dendrobium
Dalhousieanum and formosum, Aerides affine, a noble
mass; Epidendrum cinnabarinum and vitelliuum, Vands
Batemanni, with three flower spikes ; SobraUa ma-
crantha, Oncidium ampliatum, Odontoglossum hasti-

labium, Phalosnopsis grandiflora, Calanthe masuca,

Cypripedium Lowi, with two spikes each having three

flowers on it ; Vanda suavis, Cattleya Mossiae and
superba, Saccolabium guttatum, Stanhopea Lindleyana

and tigrina, and Barkeria spectabilie, the last not the

half-starved thing it usually is, but with most luxuriant

foliage and loaded with flowers.

Mr. Williams, gr. to C. B. Warner, Esq., sent Mil-

tonia spectabilis ; an Anguloa, with creamy white

blossoms ; Barkeria spectabilis, the still rare Aerides

maculosum, Dendrobium formosum, Epidendrum mac-
rochilum, Odontoglossum citrosmum, well flowered •

Cattleya Mossife, Cypripedium barbatum, Sobralia

macrantha, and the white Calanthe veratrifolia. Mr.
Woolley produced Sarcopodium Lobbi, in the shape of a
mass of yellowish buff, horned-looking flowers ; Den-
drobium clavatum, Aerides odoratum majus, a good

specimen of Phaius albus, and Lselia cinnabarina.

The only collection of 16 Orchids exhibited came
from Messrs. Veitcb. It consisted of a beautiful plant

of Oncidium pulvinatum, Sobralia macrantha, with at

least a dozen and a half of flowers on it ; the green-

tailed Dendrochilum filiforme ; two fine varieties of

the Bearded Lady's Slipper ; and Aerides Lobbi, the

last a beautiful species, with a large amount of colour-

in it.

Of groups of 12 Orchids, the best came from Mr.

Gedney, gr. to Mrs. Ellis, of Hoddesdon. It contained

a magnificent specimen of Phalsenopsis, a good Calanthe

masuca, Epidendrum vitellinum, Dendrobium Dalhousie-

anum and Phaius albus. Mr. Clarke, of Hoddesdonf

had a Phalsenopsis in good condition, and a well-

flowered Oncidium luridum.

Of groups of 6 Orchids there were several. The
best came from Mr. Green, gr. to Sir E. Antrobuss

Bart. The most remarkable plant in it was a large

Aerides, which was well flowered, and otherwise in good

condition. Mr. Ivison, gr. to the Duke of Northum-
berland, at Syon, sent a beautiful variety of Cattleya

Mossias, and a noble Aerides odoratum. Mr. Morris

had some good Oncidiums and Epidendrums.

Of scarce Orchids Mr. Woolley furnished Catasetum

longifolium, Mr. Mylani a Huntleya ; and we also

noticed the same Dendrobium belonging to the secun-

dum class, which was exhibited at the last Chiswick ex-

hibition.

Cape Heaths were shown by the usual growers of

them ; they were plentiful and well varied, many of

the autumn flowering kinds differing greatly from one
another, not only in habit of plant, size, and shape of

flower, but also in colour. They, therefore, received

more than usual attention.

Roses this time were all shown in a cut state. They
were produced by the usual exhibitors, with the exception

of the Messrs. Lane, who did not show ; and, considering

the hot weather we have had, they were in good con-

dition.

Of novelty there was little. Messrs. Veitch again

showed their fine hybrid Rhododendron Princess Royal,

a new continental Aehimenes, with lilac flowers, yellow

in the eye and streaked with purple, named Ambrose
Verschaffelt ; also the shrubby Phlox, named Lepto-

dactylon californicum. One or two other plants were
also shown as new; but the above were the most
remarkable.

Of single specimens, Messrs. Veitch exhibited a fine

bush of Pleroma elegans, whose showy violet blossoms

are more persistent than those of most Melastomada.

The same firm likewise furnished Ixora Lobbi, a fine

species, with handsome foliage and rich salmon-coloured

flowers.

Of Ferns there was an interesting but not large dis-

play. The most important were three groups of Exotic

species, contributed by Dr. Young, Messrs. Rollisson,

and Mr. Gedney. The first named, which was the

finest collection, contained the very rare Gymnogramma
ramata, and very finely grown plants of the following :

Asplenium Belangeri, Maratlia cicutaefolia, Cheilanthes

lendigera, Nephrolepis davallioides, Cibotium Schie-

diana, and Platycerium grande. In Messrs. Rollisson's

group there were Drynaria coronans, Platycerium
grande, Davallia tenuifolia, Asplenium Belangeri, and a
very elegant Fern obtained from the Jardin des Plantes

under the name of Csenopteris foeniculacea. Mr.
Gedney's group, though of commoner kinds, was com.
posed of remarkably well grown plants, among which
an Adiantum cuneatum, forming a mass more than
2 feet across, was conspicuous. Of British Ferns the

only collection shown was sent by Dr. Young, and
included Cystopteris montana, Lastraa glandulosa, and
numerous interesting varieties, particularly of Scolopen-

drium vulgare, and Athyrium Filix-fcemina. Mr. Parker^

of Hornsey, contributed a mixed group, in which were
many rare and curious Ferns, both native and exotic}
among which we observed an Asplenium allied to A.
fontanum, which is reputed to be of British origin.
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Vaiuhgateu PLANTS were shown hy Messrs. Voitcli

and Henderson ; Mohhi-h. Rollisson also had a group
;

but being wrongly entered they were disqualified,

Kalohantiih were furnished by Mossrs. Praser, They
consisted of well bloomed plants of miniata, eoccineu,

and a handsome kind called Angelina.

Tall Cacti came from Mr. Green, who sent Epiphyl-

him spociosum and its handsome variety called slogans,

(jlreoui, and Corous sneoioBisBimuB. Messrs. Pamplln

also produced a seedling with Hat stems and dowers
liko tlioso of C. Bpeciosissimus, but smaller.

AciiiMKNUH were furnished by Mr. Wiggins, gr. to

Mr. Heck and Mr. Woollcy. Among the sorts wi CO

longillora and its whitovarioty/fugwolliana, MargMOttfP,
and otlior well known kinds.

Pinks wore good and numerous. There were Rvo
collections of 21 blooms each In the open class. The
first prizewas awarded to Mr. C. Turner, .Slouf! h , Duke
of Devonshire, Optima, Climax, New Criterion, Richard
Andrews, Mr. lloyle, Lola Montes, Adonis, Rival,

Arthur, Sarah, James Hogg, Field Marshal, Fanny,
Lord C. Wcllesley, NarboTough Buolc, Cardinal, John
Stevens, Juliet, Mr. llehhs, Mr. Wooden, Jupiter, Esther,

and Beauty of Salt Hill, Mr. Laker, of Woolwich,

was second with some nicely laced Hewers, but they

wanted the depth and freshness of lacing ohHervahle in

the first collection. The varieties dissimilar to theme

in the first lot wero Sir J. Paxton, Criterion, Great
Britain, Mrs. Norman, Favourite, Hercules, Brunette,

Mrs. Wolf, President, and Purple Perfection. Mr.
Bragg, Slough, who was third, had lino blossoms of

Hercules, Purple Perfection, Cardinal, James Hogg,
Jupiter, aud Sarah. Mr. Parker, of Dalston, uud Mr.
Batten, of Clapton, also exhibited in this class. In tho

Amateurs' Class of 12 blooms Mr. Baker was first

with 12 finely grown and well laced flowers,

namely, Lord C. Wcllesley, Brunette, Mrs. Wolf,

Now Criterion, Richard Andrews, Mr. I-lobbs,

Elizabeth Gair, Criterion, Duko of Devonshire, Nar-

boro' Buck, Mrs. Norman, and Great Britain. Mr.
Laurence, Hampton, was second, with Lord C. Wcllesley,

New Criterion, Sarah, Cardinal, Mrs. Maclean, Hector,

Hercules, Arthur, ICoh-i-Noor, Purple Perfection,

Criterion, Climax. Mr. Blakosley, of Hampton, was
third. Mr. Norman, of Woolwich, received a Certificate

for 12 blooms of his seedling Mrs. Norman. This is a

fine flower, with largo broad petals, aud very evenly

laced. The same award was uiado to Mr. Turner, for

Star ; and to Mr. Bragg, for Annie Laurie aud Ralph
Bailey—three pretty flowers, but undersized as ex-

hibited.

Pansies were shown by Mr. Turner, Mr. Bryan, of

Hounslow ; Messrs. Dobsou & Son, and Mr. Batten
;

also by Mr. Holder, in the class for private growers
;

these, though past their best, yet appear to have many
admirers.

There was one collection of Ranunculuses from Mr.
Parker, Dalstou, large blooms, but not in sufficient

variety.

Pelargoniums wero present in larger numbers and

in better condition tbau we often see them in July,

but as we have so ofteu given the names of the winning

flowers in detail, we shall confine ourselves ou this occa-

sion to enumerating the remarkable specimens only. In

12 plants, Mr. Turner was first. His plant of Wonderful

was very fine ; nearly as good were Governor-General,

Empress, Fair Ellen, Sanspareil, and Rena, the latter

a good white. Messrs. Eraser had an evenly-grown

lot of plants, in excellent health, the best of which

was Sanspareil, Lucy, and Enchantress. Mr. Gaines

and Messrs. Dobson and Sons came next. The class for

six plants, new varieties, brought five competitors. Mr.

Turner had Sanspareil, Wonderful, Virginia, Snowflake,

Governor- General, and Phaeton. Mr. Beck, of Isle-

worth, had, six small but pretty plants ; they were

Lucy, Governor-General, Laura, Conqueror, Fidelia, aud

Gem of the West. Mr. Holder, Messrs. Dobson and

Sons, Mr. Gaines, aud Mr. Robinson, also exhibited in

this class. The Class for three plants did uot produce

much competition ; this was for size without reference

to quality. Mr. Turner was 1st with Vesper, Tiger, aud

Topsy ; Mr. Holder, gr. to the Rev. E. Coleridge, Etou

College, 2d with Star, Narcissus, and Portia; Mr. Wind-

sor was 3d. In the Class of 1 plants for private growers,

Mr. Nye, gr. to E. Foster, Esq., Clewer Manor, was 1st,

with flowers of excellent quality—Saracen, a bright

scarlet, was very fine. Seraskier, Phaeton, Fair Ellen,

Carlos, and Eva, were also very good. Mr. Holder was

2d, Mrv Robinson 3d, Mr. Beck 4th, Mr. Weir 6th,

and Mr. Maher, gr. to J. Strachan, Esq., Tedding-

ton, 6th.

Fancy Pelargoniums These were as attractive as

ever. In the Nurserymen's Class, Mr. Turner, Messrs,

Fraser, Mr. Gaines, and Messrs. Dobson & Sons

divided the honours. Private growers, Mr. Windsor,

Mr. Weir, aud Mr. Maher were the successful exhibi-

tors, in the order they are given in. Fuchsias were pro-

duced fine by Mr. Bray, gr. to Baron Goldsmid,

Regent's Park, Mr. Gaines, aud Mr. Bishop. Iu these

collections we did not observe anything new. Calceo-

larias were but indifferent, with the exception of six

shrubby varieties, all Seedlings, raised and exhibited by

Mr. Cole, St. Alban's. These are kinds suitable for

bedding ; Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place, and
Mr. James, gr. to Watson, Esq., Isleworth, were
also successful exhibitors.

There were but few new bedding plants. A Bronze
Medal was awarded to Mr. C. Turner, for a collection of

new shrubby Calceolarias. There were 18 varieties of

excellent habit ; these were raised by Mr. Cole, St.

Albans, Mr. O. Smith received a cew Ai \U for

seedling Petunia, Hermlone, a net* tnd

white, curiously spotted ; It Is a largi do vet

received tbe Medal offered foi tho rlcl Pelar-

gonium, with a free flowering '•• 2! rarlel; named
Amazon, with dark top petals, li ,

Certificate for Prince ot Wai. , 'I his is a 1 1

flower for exhibition, rich dark lop petali

bright cherry rose, clear tiMu centre <;. w. Hoylo,

Esq., Reading, r tti a Imllar award for Clotilda, a

large frse flowi 1 tog 1 It d, and Impi oved

clear wblft centre1

, Inwedling -Fancy! nd thort '
but two shown, Vivid sod Prims Donna, '1 b

received a Certificate, ond Is a tety goo 1 ihaped Den
variety. .Mr. Smith received Certificate for «

1
1

1... lii'iit Verbena, Sir 0. Campbell, a flower ol

good form,

I'ii r 1 1 was plonllful 1
let a good 'i".i ol II *«« far

from bring porfoot. Wbii' Grapi on unripe, most
el' the Muscats being actually quite green, u
[lamburgbe Ufa some excolli at excci era red

Peaches and Nectarines were generally good, and ol

Pine Apples there west ii ; one or two ol them, how-

ever, were very unripe, and ninny ol Ibi m •• n small,

Collootions of Fiiuit eaine luni Mr. MeKwcn, gr, to

the Duke of Norfolk, Mr. Fleming, gr. to thi D

Sutherland, Mr. Walton, Mr. Constantino, and Mr.

Cowan. Mr. McEwen bad three Melons, Jixd

Strawberries, one di«h of Fastolf Raspberry, four >J ii Ikh

Of QoosoberrleSj French Crab Apple Still

White Dutch Currant, ripe Jargonelle Pcai

dishes of Peaches and Nectarines, Muscat and Black

Prince drapes (the former poor bunches, bnl

Figs, excellent Greengage 'Plums, and Black Tai

Cherries. Mr. Fleming produced beautiful bunches of

Black Hamburgh Grapes, Royal George and U
Peaches, Elruge and Violet native Nectarines, Hybrid

Cashmere and Trentbam Hybrid Melons, red Antwerp
Raspberries, black Iechia Figfl, and very good May
Duke Cherries. Mr. Watson sent Pigs, Peaches, Straw-

berries, Cherries, Pines, and .Melons. Mr. Constantino

had Black Hamburgh Grapes, Strawberries, Drown
Turkey Figs, small May Duke Cherries, Elrugi

tarines, and Royal George Peaches. Mr. Munro, gr. to

Mrs. Oddie, also had a neatly arranged box of fruit.

Of Pine Api'Les the best four fruit came from Mr.

Fleming, and good specimens were also furnished by

Mr. Barron, gr. to Mrs. Vivian, Mr. Heal, gr. to A.

Smith, Esq., and Mr. Spencer, gr. to tho Marquis of

Lansdowne. Of Provideuees Mr. Jackson, gr. to Lord
Scarsdale, sent the best specimen, and an excellent

fruit also came from Mr. Chapman, gr., Chilford,

Cheshire. Of Queens Mr. Davis bad the best ; but

excellent fruit were olso contributed by Mr. Fleming,

Mr. Peed, Mr. Spencer, and Mr. Turnbull, gr. to the

Duke of Marlborough. Mr. Busby, gr. to S. Crawley,

Esq., bad an excellent smooth-leaved Cayenne.

Of Grapes tbe best 12 lb. boxes were furnished by

Mr. Henderson, gr. to Sir G. Beaumont, Bart., and Mr.
Harrison, of Oatlands. These were good bunches and

quite black; but most of the other 12 lbs. were red.

Iu the class of three dishes Mr. Tillyard, gr. to ihe

Speaker, had the best fruit, which was, however, closely

followed by tbe contributions from Mr. Henderson and

Mr. MartiD, gr. to Sir H. Fleetwood, Bart, Of Black

Hamburgh most excellent bunches enme from Mr.

Henderson, Mr. Fleming, and Mr. Boyd ; and the

best specimens of Black Prince were furnished

by Messrs. Martin, Hill, and Turner. Of White Mus-

cadines capital fruit came from Mr. Smith, gr. to S.

Ricardo, Esq. ; Mr. Tillyard ; and Mr. Williams, gr.

to C. B. Warner, Esq. Muscats, glorious buuehes,

with berries nearly as large as Greengage Plums, came

from Mr. Strachan, gr. to R. B. Hill, Esq., but they were

uufortunately little more than half ripe. Mr. Clarke,

Mr. Turnbull, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Frost, and Mr. Allport

also showed good examples of this variety of Grape.

Very fine Frontignans came from Mr. Tillyard and Mr.
j

Marcband. The best pot Vines came from Mr. For-

syth, gr. to Baron Rothschild, at Gunnersbury.

Of Peacues decidedly the best were furnished by

Mr. Snow, gr. to Earl de Grey. These consisted of

Violet Hative and Noblesse. Mr. Collison had also

large aud fine Peaches ; but they were over ripe, and

bruised to pieces. Mr. Forbes, gr. to the Duke of Bed-

ford, Mr. Constantine, and .Mr. Gardiner, also sent good

Peaches and Nectarines ; Mr. Snow-, Mr. Davis, and

Mr. Ruffet had, however, the best fruit, but good speci-

mens also came from Mr. Turnbull, Mr. Frost, and

Mr. Munro, gr. to Mrs. Oddie.

Of Melons, the best (a green-flesh sort), came from

Mr. Spencer ; but Mr. Tegg, Mr. M'Ewen, and Mr.

Fleming were also successful exhibitors of this fruit.

Of scartet-fleshed kinds Mr. Marcband, gr. to J. Smith,

Esq., had the best. Mr. M'Ewen also showed fruit of

this class.

Figs were furnished by Mr. Ivison, gr. to the Duke

of Northumberland : Mr. Suow, and Mr. Constantine.

The sorts were Black Ischia and Brown Turkey.

Cherries, large and fiue, came from Mr. Taylor, gr.

to J. Coster, Esq.. and Mr. Suow, gr. to Earl de Grey.

The best Strawberries were shown by Mr. Smith,

of Twickenham, but Mr. Tillyard and Mr. Lidyard also

produced good dishes. The sorts were British Queen

aud Keeus' Seedling.

Tropical Fruits were contributed by Mr. Ivison,

<r. to tbe Duke of Northumberland, at Syon. They

consisted of Momordica balsamins, Vanilla, Plantain

fruit, and Nutmegs.
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Index, if we cannot ol

.

and genera, ws can at leant

opinion npi ' ,'» fax

want of any *p|

genera, and thi'.

1. mi .- as threw tub •«•) al

Larches, ai.d Cedaro 'nhtrs fanned

Pintu fir the trees having from ta

rounded at the bale by a common sh«

woody cones with scale*. pyramidal

for Ihe trees bavins

scales not pyramidal at lb

useful distinction nr. r.eraJly recognised.

Bnt to construct such genera u :

Picea, Larix, and C«!rui seems to as wholly

undesirable and attended with no advantage, to ear

nothing of the impi - the limits witfci

which such names are to be applied,

example, car f& "> *h L

arrangement I Since it will come within the definition ot

none of them, we presume that some one will elevate it

to tbe dignity of a ~ns-

Iu the cases above quoted M. Carricre runs into tbe

extreme of multi, In the cue of

, and led try

authority he merg, wiia. But if he

were true to bin. ' resolutely main-

tained it, for its claim to separation is at all events

as great as that of such r/nera as Picea, Tonga,

Larix, Biota, Libocedrus, &c, which our author accepts

without I I we will bene remark that

neither the arguments nor tbe figures produced in the

became, to

show that WtUingttmia is only a Souoto, carry any con-

viction to our mind ; as we shall cxpltin whenever a

fitting occasion shall arise.

Passing from the qo nera let ns next

advert to species. For the sake of showing the difficul-

ties that beset the inquirer in this department of the

subject, we select the Tree Junircr, to which we have

lately referred, as forma -nous part of tbe

vegetation of Balaklava. "What is that plant ! No one

can doubt that it is what Bit': - r.ded by his

Juniper eridio-

nalis) plainly shows ; which is confirmed It TraotTetter.

But Jl. Carriere substitutes the naa-.e fectidimma for ex-

ccka, although the latter is more fragrant than the

contTsrr, upon the rnppo- jseatiSB

is a ceriain Savin, as tall '""ft
fort between Tifiis and Erivaj him called

"Ccdrus orientalis fceb'dissima." But the Crimean

plant does not at all agree with the description «f the

great French botanist, "who says, among otherjbanjga,

that his Savin bad green berries, and leaves yellowish

but glaucous en tbe under side, while the

of J. excelsa are iet blawk. and the

at all elaucous. It is. therefore, cy do means cer-

tain that J. exedta and fafiditnma are the

same plant. Moreover, Kotscby thinks
i
be hasjfound

the latter, as weD as excetas, on the BolgarDaghaf

Glicia, and, if he is right, er s d'*'"!'""
the two. oalbBg Ihe first "Bosch Araytseh, and the

latter " Sehri or Jach .
plante,

which are new before us, nude. ;rtobevery

distinct : and upon comparing the wood of the Bala-

klava Junior ens of which we are indebted

to our gallant ad Munro, of the JStb) with

that of what >L Korsehy believes to be J. faiidistimM,

Ihe distr ;: :. b) eten -reamer, the grain of tbe two

being al ojether different. But while M. Carnere

tho/ substitutes the same /aliiFins
'
ia for exodia with-

out, as we presume to think, sufficient authority, be

applies the latter name to another Juniper which he

.'-.-i- -:t
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savsgro«s wi;d in the Hin ahivab, the Crimea, Syria,
.Asia Minor, Arabia, aud the island of Tassos, where,
mixed with Piuus Lnrieio, it forms forests. He is not,

however, sure al.out the latter localities, but concerning
the Himalayal) lie entertains no doubt. Nevertheless
this Himalayan Juniper is a plant of which little is

known with certainty in Europe. What Dr. Wallich
distributed under this name has nothing to do with
either the Crimean or Cilician plant, and the western
Imiian tree, be it what it may, requires re-examination.

. It is, therefore, unfortunate that the name by which the
Crimean plant is known should have been disturbed, at

least until far more precise knowledge shall have been
gained concerning the allied species than we at present
possess.

If the reader takes this as a sample of the perplexity
which surrounds a single Juniper, he may form an
opinion 'for himself of what is the condition of many
other Conifers, and of the serious difficulty that occurs
as soon as any critical inquiry is commenced.

M. Carriere's very useful volume is terminated by 65
pages on the cultivation and propagation of Conifers, a
part of the subject to which we must advert on another
occasion.

Miscellaneous.
The Winter in the United States.—Rochester, New York,

March, 1855.—-The winter through which we have I

just passed will not soon be forgotten. In many of the
sou hern and western states there has been a severe
drouth in the depth of winter—rivers, streams, and
springs so low that water for ordinary purposes could
scarcely be had. We have heard of cattle dying for
want of it. Until mid-winter the western rivers were
too low for navigation ; then came the wonderful snow
stoi r.'.s of February, covering up entire trains of railway
carriages on the western prairies, and blocking up rail-

way travel in nearly all parts of the country ; close upon
this came the intense cold of the 6th and 7th of
February, when the mercury sunk 26° below zero in

the usually mild lake countries and Western* New York,
where 0° is reckoned very cold, and is seldom ex-
perienced. We have strong fears that the fruit crop of

|

1 855 will be very small. Here our Peaches are gone
;

not only are the fruit-buds killed, but we fear the trees

,

themselves are frozen to death down to the very roots.
In cutting through the bark, we find the wood quite

'

discoloured, and to all appearance completely disor-
ganised. Horticulturist.

Hdhjhock Paper and Rope.—Mr. Niven, gardener,
Keir House, has suceeded in fabricating paper and rope
from the common garden Hollyhock, aud has patented
his invention. The paper is of the appearance and
texture of that used for- small bags and parcels by
grooera, &e., and is very clean and firm. The rope is

about half an inch thick, light and shining in colour, and
apparently of considerable strength. Perth Courier.

Calendar of Operations.
(,For the ensuing week.)

±>LAN!' DEPARTMENT.
•Conservatory, &c.—The beauty of most soft wooded

plants will be considerably prolonged by a liberal supply

of manure water, which will also greatly assist in pre-

serving the healthy vigorous appearance of the foliage
;

therefore, wherever it can be done without annoyance

to the family, this should be used regularly for such

hings as Clerodendrons, Allamandas, &c, giving it in

a clear state and regulating the strength according to

the nature of the plant. And Orange trees, Camellias,

and many other hard wooded plants will be grateful for

tlte same treatment ; indeed Orange trees, after they

are kept rather short of pot room, should never be

watered but with strong clear manure-water. Use every !

means to keep the atmosphere moist on bright days,

!

and spare no trouble to keep the stock clear of insects,
j

removing and fmoking any pot specimen that is found
j

to be infested with green-fly, and dipping in tobacco-
j

water the affected parts of those which cannot be

removed. Shadingwillof course be indispensableonbright

davs, but do not use this save when it cannot be safely

dispensed with, for Conservatories are generally rather

lofty, and the roofs partially shaded by twiners and
plants, in such houses, are soon injured by a too free

use of shading. Attend frequently to the twiners,

keeping the growth nicely regulated ; also be careful to

properly supply the beds and borders with water, and
make sure by frequently examining the soil that this is

being done ; for plants, if allowed to suffer for want of

water at the root at this season, are sure to become a

harbour for red spider and other pests. Cold Pits.—
The stock here will now be growing freely, and should

be frequently examined individually, to see that all

is going right ; for plants, when growing rapidly,

very speedily suffer through any neglect in watering, or

from the attacks of insects. Examine young specimens
that were potted early in the season, and shift at once
such as require more pot room, so as to get the pots
moderately well filled with roots before winter, in which
sUte they are much more easily carried over the winter
than when either over or under potted. Leschenaultias
should be carefully examined for green-fly, and smoked
at once if at all infested, and the flowers should be regu-
larly picked off young plants of these as they appear.
Chorozemas, Bossiseas, &c, must also be frequently ex-
amiued for red spider, and should be laid upon their
sides on a clean mat and thoroughly washed with the
syringe, repeating this as often as may be necessary to

thoroughly eradicate the pest. Young specimens of
valuable hard-wooded plants should be carefully trained,
keeping the shoots nicely tied out or pegged down in
order to secure close compact foundations, upon which
future success very largely depends. Stove.— Look
well to young stock, and see that everything is in a
favourable state for making vigorous growth, repotting
at once such as require more pot room, aud giving a

j

liberal supply of water at the root, for the season will

!

soon he less favourable for securing rapid strong growth.

I

Give every necessary attention to the eradication of

]

all kinds of insec;s. Use fire heat sparingly, and save
on damp cloudy dajs and unseasonably cold nights, or
where it is wanted for supplying bottom heat, it may
safely enough be altogether dispensed with for a few
weeks. Shutup early in the afternoon however, sprinkling
floors, walls, and every available surface, and dewing
the plants lightly

; but be careful not to syringe over
head plants that are in bloom, otherwise their beauty
will be but short-lived, particularly where fires are not
used at night.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.— So far this season has not been particularly

favourable for securing well ripened high flavoured
fruit, and such varieties as are at all liable to spoil at the
bottom before the upper pips are coloured should be
kept as dry as possible immediately they show the least
signs of colouring, keeping the atmosphere also as dry
as can be done without serious injury to the rest of the
stocky Vineries.— Grapes intended to hang through
the winter should be thinned very freely, and, if neces-
sary, these should be gone over a second time, leaving
them, so that the berries, when fully swelled, will scarcely
touch each otl er. And only a moderate crop should be
left on the ^ ine3 ; for, to ensure success in keeping
Grapes fresh and in good condition till next Marcb, the
Vines must be in first-rate health ; therefore be satisfied

with a moderate, or rather light crop, in the late house.
Keep the atmosphere of houses where the fruit is colour-
ing in active circulation, using gentle fires by day, with
abundance of air, and leaving a little air on at night, to
prevent damp. If red spider appears inclined to be
troublesome, wash the pipes, &c., with a mixture of
soot and lime, and if the colour is objectionable, add
more soot. Figs.—Trees that have been kept dry while
ripening the first crop, and are now cleared of this,

should be well watered at the root, and if there is any
appearance of red spider, the leaves should be thoroughly
washed with the engine. Give manure-water to trees
showing a heavy second crop, and keep the atmosphere
moit,t by frequently sprinkling the passages and borders,
&c. Keep the shoots thin and regularly tied in, so as
to avoid confusion, and expose all parts of the tree
equally to the light. Where the fruit is ripening attend
to previous directions, and keep the atmosphere and
borders as1 dry as can conveniently be done. Assist
trees in pots by giving them a liberal supply of manure
water.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Go over the beds frequently, keeping the young

shoots of Verbenas, &e., nicely regulated and pegged
down until the beds are fairly covered, after which,
unless where the soil is very strong, or where it may be
desirable to keep the masses as low as possible, the
shoots of most varieties may be allowed to grow at
liberty. Where the soil is of a rather poor nature,
and the progress of the plants not satisfactory, a few
waterings with manure water would be useful in the
way of inducing more rapid growth; but this should
not be given too strong rior too freely, otherwise it may
do more barm than good, and in most cases such things
make more wood than is desirable, nevertheless we
have found manure water judiciously applied useful in

giving backward plants a start. Keep the surface soil free,

open, and clear of weeds by occasional stirrings, and
should the weather be such as to render watering neces-

sary, do not let the plants feel the want of moisture at

the root. See that Dahlias and Hollyhocks are tied as
they advance in growth, and keep these thoroughly
supplied with water at the root, giving manure-water
where the ground was not well prepared. Look over
Koses and dip any shoots found to be infested with
green-fly in tobacco-water. Also keep these well sup-
plied with water at the root, which will greatly improve
the flowers, as well as prolong the beauty of the plants,

for the flowers soon fade in bright hot weather when
the plants are allowed to get dry at the root. Too
much manure-water can hardly be given these, espe-
cially the autumn-blooming sorts, and nothing better
repays any attention which they may require, for if

kept in vigorous health many of the sorts will bloom
almost continually until stopped by frost, but if allowed
to suffer through dryness at the root they will bloom
but sparingly in autumn. Watch varieties subject to

mildew, and apply sulphur immidiately the enemy is

perceived, but if the plants are kept in vigour by a
liberal allowance of manure water there is little danger
of mildew being troublesome.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Get Brussels Sprouts, Savoys, Broccoli, and all kinds

of winter greens planted out as speedily as ground can

be obtained ; and where this cannot be done at present

to the usual extent (owing to the backwardness of the

season, and early crops not being ready for clearing

off), see that the plants are either pricked out, or suffi-

ciently thinned to allow of their growing dwarf and
strong ; aud if a goodly portion of old Mushroom-bed
dung were mixed with the soil before pricking out, the

roots would run into this, so that the plants might be

removed with balls, and would hardly feel the shift.

Also get Leeks planted on strong, deep, heavily manured
land, and attend to these and all other newly planted
things with water until they get fairly established.
Give the Asparsgus plenty of manure water from the
stable or farm-yard tank, in order to strengthen the
roots after cutting and induce strong growth. On dry,
friable soils a good dressing of salt may be applied with
advantage ; but this should not be given on strong tena-
cious soils, as it keeps the ground wet and heavy in winter
and decays the roots. Proceed with the planting out of
Celery as fast as ground can be spared, and see that the
whole is liberally supplied with water. Some persons
defer the soiling up of Celery as long as it can be done?.,

considering that there is less danger of its beiDg eaten
by slugs ; but if these pests are at all troublesome, they
should be treated to a dose of quick lime every morning
for a week or so, strewiDg it thickly along the trenches
and about the plants, which will clear the ground of

them, and then there will be no danger in adding a little

soil occasionally to assist in retaining the moisture, and
afford more space for the roots. Attend to the staking
of late Peas, and keep the ground thoroughly moist about
advancing crops, and if the weather continues hot and
dry, it will be advisable to mulch the ground along the
sides of the lines, first giving the soil a thorough,
soaking of water. See to keeping up a succession of
French Beans, also Salad of all kinds, making a sowing;
of Parsley for winter use.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending July 5, 1S55, as observed at the Horticultural Gardeue

rr,
Tb* FBBATUBB.

June
and July.

3

Ol the Air. 01 the Eartl Wind.

Max: Hin. Mai. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

Friday 29 O 31.071! 29.874 79 61 70.0 63 59 S.E.
Salur. 30 IK 31.017 29.928 7fi 52 64.0 61 69* s.w.
Sunday 1 17 30.163 30.161 76 60 68Jl 636 60 S.W.
Mon.. C IS 30.193 30.153 78 67 67.5 63$ 60 S.W.

14 30.181 30.0S2 79 66 67.5 64 60J N.
ttl 30.191 30.100 77 37 65 61 N.

Thura. 5

Average

.

21 30.121 30.038 81 33 59.5 61 60J N.E.

30.13J 30.018 7S.0 51.6 64.8 63.S 6H.1

June 29—Very fine throughout.— 30—Very fine; li^ht clouds; fine at night.
July 1—Very fine; cloudy.— 2—Densely overcast; heavy clouds; some drops of rain.— 3—Yfry fine ; dry air -

r clear at nipht.— 4—Cloudy ; very line ; clear and cold at night.— 5—Clear; hot and dry ; very fiue ; cold at night.

Mean temperature of the week 2 deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending July 14,1855.

July.

Sunday 8
Mon. 9
Tuea. lo

Wed.
Thu.

11

Frid.
Sntnr

5*1

51.2

5C.7

51.2
52.1)

51.3
51.9
S3.fl

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0,4 f. in.

0.&7
0.40

0-71

1.10
0.92
0.64

Prevailing Winds.

5 5 » *. s s

The highest temperature durinff the above period occurred
1S47—therm. 93£ deir.; and the loweHt on the 10th, 1S51—therm,

on the 1

38 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Heating: Clericus. The water Bhould not be -withdrawn from.

the pipes in your greenhouse.%
Insects: TUB, {Londonderry). Your Onious are badly infested
with the grubs of the Onion-fly (Anthoniyia Ceoarum), the.
history and figures of which are given in Gard. Chron., 1841,
p. 396. As the flies go through their transformations very
quickly at this period of the year it is absolutely necessary
that every diseased Onion should he at once drawn out of the-,

bed and smashed under foot.—D B. Your Elm leaf-galls are
the production of one of the aphides (Tetraneura Ulmi). Each
colony is the production of a single female, which deposits her
eggs in the leaf and thus causes the gall to be produced. W.

Lungwort: IF". This plant, Pulmonaria officinalis, is held to be
absolutely inert, like Borage. Its name is admitted to have
been given from its spotted leaves being supposed to resemble
the air cells of the lungs. You can only find it in old cottage
gardens, botanic gardens, or nurseries where hardy herba-
ceous plants are cultivated.

Names of Plants : "We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or coul'.l have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
,for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

Erzeroum. 1143, Astragalus aduncus;
1371, Portulaca oleracea ; 1376, Cemtocarpus ; 1351, Cheno-
podium ; 1334, Corydalis Marshalliana; 1347, Delphin. ochro-
leucum? 1346, Lythrum thyraifolium; 294, Cnicus Benedictus,-
1367, Puscbkinia scilloides; 1365, Eremurus spectabilis -

1358, Iris iberica; 1291, Fritillaria tulipifolia, var.?—AR cC
Acer Negundo. The cause of the disease in the Cauliflower
cannot be investigated without knowing what the insect is.

Perhaps rank manure is the cause.

—

Jane S P. The specSes of
Myosotis, as they are called, are very difficult of determization.
Your specimen is ruined in the post-office; it looks like a great
white variety of M. versicolor. If you Mill send a specimen
neatly pressed upon card-board, and with ripe fruit, we will
give you a positive reply.—S B. "We suppose Pinguecula Iusi-
tanica; it is stamped to pieces.

—

A B. 1. Arthropodium cirrha-
tum; 2. Nierembergia filicaulis.—Somerset. Doubtless it is a
Philadelphus of some sort, and we do not see how it differs-

from the common P. coronarius.

—

Essex. It seems to be somo
Asperula; but until it flowers it cannot be identified with,
certainty. It is probable that the dry season which has injured
the Grass has enabled the new plant to show itself instead of
being smothered as heretofore among other herbage.

Preserving Fruit: Sub. The recipe you seek for is, we pre-
sume, Mr. Lovejoy's, which is as follows: "Pick the fruit from
the stalks; put them into the bottles. Put one drachm of
alum into four gallons of boiling water; let it stand till it is
cold; then fill the bottles; bung them tight; then put them
into a copper of cold water, and beat it to 176°. Then tie them
over with bladder and seal them."J

Misc: HP. You can have Nob. 37, 1852; 18 and 20, 1853; the
others are out of print.

*** As usual, many communications have been received too late
and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries
can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting
contributions jg ptjll Relayed;
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1}KJUJVJAN GUANO, iJolivian Guano, Superphoi
])hftli! of LlraOj NH.nito of Soda, Siigar Scum, and ovory

doHCi'ipUon of Artificial Manures. Llnftood OakoK, &o.
Wm, Isolib (Jaunk, 10, Murk Lam-, London .

PATENT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'8
M. NITRO-PflOSPHATED CARBON onBLOOD MANUIUS,
6Z.loi.poi1 ton; delivered in London, bngH Included Kacli ton

contains ISOOIbti. Blood and n porcont. or PIio«pliato of Limo,
A^onts thrniiKlmuttlio country. ',!',!, Uiiciilti'ii Inn 1'kMi, London.

TURNIP SOWING, ETC,
/^ENUINK IIALIMNUII HONKS AND I'-ONK-
vT dust may bo had In any quantity of Jawed Tkihhut
Hunt, Lamboth Wharf LJppor Foro Streot, Lambotli, naai
VanxuaU Bridge AIbo syporphoHpbato of Llmo and Bulphurlo
Acid for dlnHolvhiK Bones. .). T. ll. also InvltOH lha atlontlon ol

Gentlemen and Agriculturists In genoral to IiIh Superior LMno
Bono-DuHt for dressing Lawns, Parks, &o, Dollvorod to any
Railway In London in Hjirltti.

I>ATENT WOOL MANURIO, M. H.v. pot- ton.—
J- Application for Agonolos, from porsohs of Influence and
rcHpcctalilllly, will be rOCOlvod until tllO Ulnl lust.

Nor : & Co., HI, CniriT.IniiTh Sl.rrot, I.otmIoii.

(JOHN MANUKK Rllt SI'KJMi HUWJNU.
CONCKNTKATKI> URATE FOR GRASS, RAPE, AND

ALL ROOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OP LIME.

THE LONDON MANUHE COMTANY continue
to manufacture the above Manures, wlilcli have been i

with ho much BUCCOflS for tho last Id years.
Tho London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN

GUANO (direct from Importers' warehouses), Nitrate of Soda,
Sulphate Of Ammonia, Flsliory and other Salts, Bono Dust, and
every artificial manure of known value. EDWAIID ruiiHKH, Sec.

Offluo—40, Bridge Street, lUnekfi lani.

ryiW FOLLOWING MANURES ore manufactured
-*- at Mr. Lawes* Factory, Dcptford Crook :—Turnip Manure,
7/. per ton ; SuperphoHphato of Llmo, 11. ; Sulphurlo Acid and
CoproIitOH, 61.

Ofllco, fit), King "William Street, City, London.
N.B, Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 per

cent, of ammonia. NItratoof Sodn, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Mhiiuixh.

MANUK.KS.—The following Manures arc manu-
factured by Hodgson & SIMPSON, CuUlcr Soap Works,

Wakefield, and MATTHEWS & Co., Manufacturing Agricultural
ChBmiBtB, Driffield. Simi-bon'b AMMONIA phosphate, a
valuable Top-Dressing for "Wheat, Barley, and Oats. Simi'Hon'h
NITRO-PUOSPUAT1C for Turnips, Potatoes, and all other
bulbous root crops, prlco 81. per ton. N.B. Manures specially pre-

fiured for Grass and Plnx. Tho above have boon successfully tested
or tho last Seven Years by the leading farmers in Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, and other counties, and were applied last season to a
breadth of upwards of 15,000 acres of land with tho most beno-
ficial results to the crops. A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will be forwarded by post on application.

.ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Manufacturers and
iX others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nbsdit, E.G.S., &o.,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolitcs, &c„ and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

f^ OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
v^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
S8, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering;. Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars-may be had on application to the P rincipal.

ri^UE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
X PROVEMENT COMPANY

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, Londou.

Directors.
Henrv Keu Seymeb, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cnbitt, F.U.S.
Menry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

"William Fisher (Iobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
SirS. M.Peto, Bart.
William Tite, Esq., F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgnge.or otherwise; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to bo repaid by instalments spread
ever any period determined by Landowners within the limits of50
years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Compauy for the execution

of the works by their ovfn agents, with the use of their own or
the Company's Capital. William Clifford, Sec.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England

and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Foe, In-

cumbentB of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years

;
(and Lessees

for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, "Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c. t Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power.
&e. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
Plans aud of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.
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HAV-MAKINC MACHINES.
riMIK IUMAL Ar;KK 11,11 ItAL SO( I I.'l

',

1 PRIZE MACHINES are supplied by Wm.Diiai
Swan Lam-, Lfppoi Tbamefl Street, London.

WAKNKK'.S IMPROVED LIQUID MAM 1:1..

V> OB GENEBAL PORTAftLE ri MP,
The valve Is a ball of Imperishable

material, and cnntiot clog In action.

The barrol 1h of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrodo, nnd can ho raised or

lowored nt pleasure. Tho legs will fold

together, and tho whole may be carried

on Hliouldertonnypondor lank required.

Price of 44 In. Pump, with legs, 8LS«,
Tho barret Ih 27 1 In. long, nnil the legs

nro 5 ft. high.
Li inch Onttft Perch a Suction Pipe,

!.'. >'</. per foot,

14 Inch Floxlblo Kubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 8*. 6rf. per foot.

May bo obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at tho

11 hove prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Wabnkr & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jcwin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also
Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet-

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel under nose.

2A in. short 1 ft. Tin. ( Fitted for lead,

gutta percha,

or cast iron

flanged pipe,

as required.
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2i in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15
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on application.
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Zixt Agricultural (B.iKttr.

SATURDAY, JULY 7. I

MEETINGS FOB THE EXItHXQ WEE..

Tlie short bnrrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for tho supply of coppers nnd sioks in

"VV ash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber iu Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Welt Pumps, &c: also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c . &c.—Engravings sent on application.

IOHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent. Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TLB GARDEN-
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended,for
durability and
low price, viz.,

2(. 19s.. to hold
10 gallons.
Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz, 14 gals., 21
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybeobtained
of.\ny Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from W. to Is. W. per lb.

/CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO.'S PRIZE
V^ PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. AST) COMBINED
THRESHING. STRAW SHAKING. RIDDLING AXD WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be seen at their London Establish-

ment. 6, Fitzroy Terrace, New Read, where all information

relative thereto can be obtained. Tliese Machines are constructed

to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the

grain into bags", and beyond the feeder of Machine require no
hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole

of the operations being* performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the

places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class oi

Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position

they have taken at the Roval and all the leading Agricultural

Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-

bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are no:

surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention:

and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom

p JStage free.

Wb have more than once referred to the policy

I
of onr ordinary Labonrers' Friend Societies, and

j

defended the conclusion that to offer money rewards

for morality and benevolence is mistaken and .

The prize lists of these Societies do, as onr :

know, contain offers of money to those who thall

have brought np the largest families in respecta-

bility, and to thost who -rail have lived sober,

chaste, and respectable lives in the same household

for the greatest number of years ; and to the"

shall have maintained their parents or other rela-

tives than their own immediate families

circumstances of the greatest diffc

Our objection to these offers ha' is if it

referred to the whole system of rustic gathering*

for the purpose of emulation and reward, than

which, we believe, nothing can be mo:-

Xo reasonable man can deny the adirantage of all

classes occasionally meeting. Such meetings are

almost the only opportunities when the influx

the more intelligent and the more ex:

neighbourhood may be brought to bear dil

upon those who occupy a lower position :r.

respects : and if rewards for good conduct v( e

only way of gathering labourers and landlord,

clergyman and tenantry together, we woul i

cate these prizes, notwithstanding their imrr-

uselessness. for the sake of this collatera:

which thev confer.

That such prizes are not r. - pur-

pose there is. however, at ur.:"..

Every country flower show ar.d every
;

match is evidence of this. Such c.

Radnor annuallv holds a:

one of which has just been held, are a

testimony on the "same side. F:

mowers and shearers, and for the

culturalskill ofany kicd. are n".

for excellence of moral chars :'.;r. i

is thus more perfect. The - nag-
precisely those wh:-m :: 5 1 bring

under the influence of kin;*- \

sdvi.-f— ;•; •
_'--..-

of receiving justice as well as encoBrageOK

skill mav he t-
—

a result that is obvious to the senses ; the morality

of anv course cf conduct cannot be a:

determined, it is meas-r: '. by its motive, -which we
cannot know, but which is certainly liable to be

degraded by money rewards :rrr;i •.: ;-::i T^ez.

The annual" gatherings instituted by Lord Radsox
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and his agent, Mr. Moore, are, in our judgment,

especially useful in this, that while success

is attainable by any one who is allowed to enter the

lists, by the exhibition of skill alone, yet the known
character of those who organise these meetings, as

well as the actual addresses given on the spot, all

tend to impress the labourer with the value of per-

sonal character, with the all-importance of his per-

sonal relations both to God and man, as the only

true ground on which success in life can be built.

A steam-cultivator for light lands, where shallow

tillage is unavoidable, should be able (as we lately

showed) both to scarify, drag, and plough, or per-

form something very much akin to these processes
;

and there would seem to be no good reason why the

screw-wedge principle of the plough should not be

employed to turn over thin slices of a soil which

is all the better for squeezing. Let us now inquire

into the special requirements of perhaps the most
extended class of soils—those more or less friable

loams, together with a vast variety of soils (ex-

cluding heavy clay) which are capable cf moderately

deep culture. As one description of land has not

always the same depth of staple, it is impossible to

point out in a general way the localities of all the

soils to which we refer ; but they may be found

interspersed both in strong clay and light land

districts ; they occur upon the drift-beds covering

various formations ; on the green-sand oolite, new
red sandstone ; and form almost the whole of the

alluvial tracts of deep land free from stones. Some
are porous and friable ; some are rather tenacious,

and abounding with stones of considerable size
;

others consist of clayey and sandy gravel.

Now, the prime operation, engaging the chief share

of the motive power of the farm, and demanding
the greatest exactness and attention, is the breaking,

loosening, and inverting of the staple by means of

the plough. Lea ground, having remained unstirred

for a considerable time, requires the most accurate
manipulation, because of the twofold object of

burying every trace of former vegetation, and ob-
taining a plentiful mould as a seed-bed. Stubble
ground is generally more loose and friable, so that,

whilst equal care must be taken to bury all super-
ficial vegetable matter, no particular provision need
be made for securing a surface-mould.

The most common depth of ploughing is perhaps
a little more than 6 inches : but in ploughing land
after sheep-feeding, and in cleaning the surface,

half this depth is often chosen ; and in turning over
stubbles for fallow it is becoming more and more
the custom to go 9 or 10 inches deep. A steam-
cultivator, then, to be really useful, should dig,

plough, or in some way accomplish the slicing and
complete inversion of the soil at the above variations

in depth. On deep loams and rich alluvial lands,

where the subsoil is of good quality, trench-plough-
ing also is largely practised ; by which a staple of

cultivated earth is obtained at least one foot in

thickness : a hard, tilly substratum has frequently

to be broken in this way ; soils are often deepened,
indeed, by tearing up and disintegrating the very
rock; and in all cases, in going deeper than the usual
tillage, the implement is sure to encounter roots,

stones, or other obstructions. The steam-digger
should be able to effect this difficult operation when
required, and, ifpossible, more efficiently than by our
present double-ploughing.

But besides this deep ploughing (which is equiva-
lent to the double-digging or trenching of gardeners),
there is the operation of subsoiling some 16 inches
deep (which represents what the gardeners call

bastard - trenching), — that is, the substratum is

broken and disintegrated without changing places
with the top soil. It is very extensively practised
upon lands having an impervious subsoil of a poor
or noxious character,—as, for instance, where inju-

rious salts of iron are contained in the pan formed
by the cemented filtrations of the surface" soil. The
same tool which trenches or inverts cannot be ex-

pected to perform this mere stirring without lifting

the subsoil : but as it is precisely in the deepest
tillage (wherein our present traction implements
depress their line of draught to an angle necessi-
tating an enormous amount of motive power for

propulsion), that steam-power should give us its

chief help ; and as the farmer will not have horses
enough left for the purpose, when his surface-
ploughing is done by steam—a steam cultivator
ought to possess some modification of cutter or some
simple adjustment of parts for subsoiling.

_
For all the above processes, a slow motion in the

implement is indispensable. In the various after
operations of reducing, pulverising, and cleaning, by
some action akin to scuffling, harrowing, &c,
revolving tillers with a somewhat quicker speed seem
most adapted

; and their capabilities should range
from shallow paring of the surface or pulverising of
a o-incn staple, to the stirring of dug ground and

rooting-up of Couch, &c, for 9 inches or even a foot

in depth.

We may sum up our inferences by dividing

methods of cultivation into two principal classes :

—

one comprising the inversion of the soil to greater or

less depth, under the names of ploughing, trenching,

&c, capable of being accomplished by one form of
implement ; the other class embracing every species

ofstirring andpulverising used in preparatory tillage

—such as grubbing, harrowing, rolling, clod-

crushing, and subsoiling (which seem to have
essentially the same stirring and crumbling cha-

racter), all of which may be combined and embodied
in a single machine.

Provide British agriculture with these two engines,

and the major portion of our arable lands will par-

take of the benefit. And with the main work done

by steam, all secondary labours such as hoeing, seed

sowing, ploughing drills for root crops, &c, will be

accomplished by the horses still retained for the

portage of produce and manures. /. A. C.

The deeper cultivation, which we last week
referred to as one cause of fertility in soils, is being

rendered possible by drainage, and it is one of the

collateral advantages of this great and essential

agricultural improvement. The subsoil luas the

poison to the plant which it was thought to be, so

long as filled with stagnant water, and impervious to

the air. When a current was established through

it the roots soon found their way below, and the

plants above showed the advantage of the more
extensive feeding ground thus obtained.

We must do little more than name land drainage

as an observed cause of fertility—for it has been
observed now so universally, and its benefits are so

obvious in all cases of stagnant water, whether in

stiff soils or light soils, that no one questions them.

Though it is in point of fact the first step towards

the reclamation of any land that is liable to fill with
water, yet it comes last to be named in the order of

benefits conferred upon the soil, for its principal

advantage lies in the ability which is thus conferred

on plants to use the fertilising matter already present

in land. It is as it were the key by which access is

obtained to a warehouse that may be full of vegetable

food, but whether full or not is valueless so long as

locked. By means of drainage, water runs through
the land, gathering whatever soluble it finds, and the

roots of plants by which it flows are fed. In land

undrained, whether by Nature or by art, the water
does not pass through the soil to feed the plants,

it passes off the soil and leaves them starving.

Land water-locked is barren, whether it be full of

food for plants or not ; and putting out of sight all

the collateral advantages of drainage, the one great

purpose which when drained the water serves—that

of a carrier of food—is sufficient to account for the
universal testimony of observation to the benefits of

drainage.

The use of water as a vehicle of food to plants

connects the subjects of drainage and irrigation. The
volumes of the Society's Journal contain many
references to the fertilising influence of irrigation

;

and the traveller in the vales of Hampshire and of

Wiltshire cannot fail to have his observation drawn
to the luxuriant growth of Grass which by means of

it are produced.

The following detailed particulars relate to a
case with which we are acquainted in another
county. The extent of meadow is about 15 acres

;

before irrigation its value averaged 30s. per acre.

In its original state the land rotted sheep, and was
therefore unsafe except to put fat sheep on just

before sending them to the butcher. The cost of

bridges, levelling, channels, &c, in fact all the

works preparatory to irrigation, amounted to as

much as 157. an acre. The annual cost of clearing

water-courses, repairing hatches, &c, is 15s. per
acre, and another 15s. per acre will cover the cost

of making hay and other management throughout
the year. The return from this outlay is in the
form of a greatly increased value of spring and
autumn feed, and in the safety of the land as regards
the rot. The meadows are shut up early in May,
and the crop is cut in seven or eight weeks. It

averages 35 cwt. per acre. The value of the spring

and autumn feed is at least 21. per acre. The fol-

lowing is a statement of the amount :

—

Contra Cr.

. £5 5 Former value of the land £1 10

2 5 per cent, on 15s. per acre 15

Annual expense ... 1 10

Profit 3 10

£7 5 £7 5

In addition to this it must be remembered that

the farmer has the advantage of carrying the crop

off ihe land each year without impoverishing it;

and this is in fact the real point of this case in its

relations to the present subject. Observation thus

bearing witness to the efficiency of irrigation, as the

source and maintenance of fertility in soils.

Dr. Cash
35 cwt. of hay
Value of aftermath

1. Rome.
2. Wilson.

o J Kimber.
1 Troutbeck.

. J Hollins.
'

1 G. Wynne.
5. Burn.
6. Palmer.

. f Slater."
"i Hawthorn.

15. Tousey.

16. Butcher.

17. Knox.
18. Lewis.
19. Fothergill.

1.
Jacob Wilson.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
The sessional examination of students at the Royal

Agricultural College was brought to a conclusion on
Wednesday, 20ih ult. The following are the results :

—

FIRST CLASS IN PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE.
Arranged in order of merit.

7. Gee.

S. Field.

9. W. Colby.

10. Smith.

11. J. Colby.

12. A. Wjnue.
13. Zamoyski.

The following were placed at the head of their class in each
department, as under:

—

Organic and Agricultural Chemistry.
1. Thomas Rome.

| 2. Jacob Wilson.

Inorganic Chemistry.
George R. Wynne.

Geology and Zoology.

'James Carter Hollins. | ,J^m^Rome.^
( George R. Wynne.

Veterinary Medicine and Surgery.
( James Carter Hollins.

• \ Jacob Wilson.

Civil Engineering.
1. James Carter Hollins.

|
2. Jacob Wilson.

The Laboratory Prizes were adjudged as under :

—

Classes 1 and 2 James W. Kimber.
Classes 3 and 4 George R. Wynne.

Commended.
Jean Zamoyski and Alfred Wynne.

Classes 5 and 6 Octavius Newry Knox.

Commended.
John C. Pickin, James E. Parsons, and Montague Martin.

The Essay Prizes were awarded to

Robert Troutbeck Subject, Wheat.
Jacob Wilson Subject, The Geology of the R. A.

College Farm.
Thorn. Fewster Wilkinson... Subject, English Agricultural Im-

plements.
The R. A. College Certificate or Diploma was awarded io the

following Students, who passed a very creditable examination
in every Department :

—

James Waving Kimber, of Fyfield Wick, near Abingdon.
James Carter Hollins, of Nottingham.
Jacob Wilson, of Woodhorn, near Morpeth.
Thomas Rome, of Groundslow, near Stone, Staffordshire.

Robert Henry Palmer, of Wyke Regis, Dorsetshire.

1. James W. Kimber.

Home Correspondence.
Wheat in Hampshire.—As much has been said and

written about the failure of the Wheat crop, I give you
the history of it so far as this part of the county is

affected. Our Wheat was put in generally pretty well,

rather light than otherwise, but this I do not consider

of much consequence as I have seen as good Wheat Iron:.

a light seed bed as from a heavy, and the former is muck
less labour. The injury was done before the severe

frost that set in about the middle of January, and arose

from the ravages of a small insect about three-sixteenths

of au inch long, eating out the heart of the then young
and tender plant. I found it on my own and several

other farms. My friends bad attributed it to the wire-
worm, until I showed them the insect ; many of the
fields looked pretty well till the withering frost and
drying winds had passed over them. This was the case
with a 16-acre field of mine sown after Clover, which
was very much thinned all over ; in every case of early

inspection some of these little insects were found.
After the frost none could be found. On searching I

find that Mr. Curtis, in the " Agricultural Journal"
fully describes them as larva of cblorops, and such I

believe them to be. I have found them before, but
never to the same extent as last winter. Since then,
and within the last two months, the wireworm has
committed great ravages in an 8-acre field of mine sown
after Mustard fed by the sheep ; it is quite half gone in

several other fields. They have done considerable

mischief, but for farmers to be complaining, with Wheat
at from 70s. to 80s. per quarter, of course no one
listens to them, but I would beg to remind your readers
that there is a cause for these things ; the year before

last this district where I write did not average 12 bushels

of Wheat per acre. Last year we grew about an average
crop, and this year when you hear farmers say that

much of their Wheat will not grow the seed, and another
telling you on the 8th ofJune, at a market table, that he
is to-day rolling and harrowing Wheat, you must judge
but poorly of the growing crop. Saturday evening
showers of hail and rain, and very cold to-night ; Wheat
markets here and at Southtown firm at last week's
prices. Lent corn was looking well : short crops of Grass,
&c. James Eames, Lyminglon, Jvme 1 7.

Suggestions for Agricultural Statistic Returns for
England and Wales, made on the 2\st of October in each
year, to be sent to the Collector within 14 days.—1. To
appoint an intelligent agriculturist as inspector for each
county holding not less than 50 acres in his own occu-
pation, with a salary of 601. to 1 00/. a-year varying
with the extent of the returns. 2. In Hertfordshire
there are 135 parishes, and according to Sparkman'e
statistic analysis the farmers are 1900, and the collation

of that number of returns by the inspector would not
occupy more than 10 or 12 days, and the whole of the
returns might be submitted to the Board of Trade in

the month of November ; and as there would be only
52 counties (some of the largest of which it might be
desirable to divide), the whole of the actual returns
from the county inspectors might amount to 60 or 65,

and the Board of Trade would be enabled to arrive at

the combined amount of the returns within a few
hours' labour on receiving them from the inspectors.

3. The mode of obtaining the returns should be
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through the medium of the collector of asset eu

1

ti i
,

who ib 11 fixed officer, and in iho habit of Bending sche-

dules to each occupier ; any portion of Buch retui ns may
bo returned to tho collector] sealed nod addreBi od i"

the county inspector— this would avoid any unpleasant-

ness on tho part of the farmer to an objectionable Bur-

voillnnco of bin bueiriess by bin neighbours, and there

would bo then little inducement to make unfair roturns,

A. To confine the returns to farmers find occuplorB ol

land not holding leas Hum B naves of arable land or 10

of pasture. 5, The collector of tho returns to bo paid
Is. for each schedule, to be paid him by the overseers of

tho poor of the parish on the certificate of tho inspector!

C. All parties refusing or neglecting to make such
returns aliall be summoned for penalties <m the Instruc-

tions of tho inspector to that effect, nod all fines paid to

the oversee™ of the parish. 7. The inspector, for tbo

more certainty of obtaining tho returns l>y a givon day,

Bhnll dispatch an agent into each hundred of Clio county
to collect them from the returning officers. 0, Eaoli

collector of tho returns hIuiII send to the inspector a list

of tho minion of the occupiers liable to niiiko returns,
witli the number of acres in their occupation,
and tho required number of scheduh b shall then

be forwarded to tbo collector, niul tbo inspector,
entering them in bin books, would then have tbo lists in

readiness to (ill them up on the receipt of tho returns
and bo enabled to ascertain who were defaulters. 9. The
object of making tbo returns so Jato as in October is to

have a clear and correct eslimuto of tho results of tho
different crops after their maturity, for all crops, par-
ticularly Wheat, are liable to great injury in quality and
quantity from 'had harvest weather and tbo effects of

mildew and blight when it is near maturity, for which
no allowance could be made by any returns mado in

July or August, and tho yield of tho different crops
would be to some extent ascertained by tho quantities
thrashed out previous to the 21st of October to be sent
to market and for seed. 10. The expense of obtaining
the whole of the returns to the government, if the col-

lectors are paiit by the parish authorities (which in

many instances would not exceed a few shillings and in

the largest parishes SI. to il.) would be some 10,000£. to

12,000£. Saml. Sandars, Hempsted, IKth June.

Return of the number of acres of land in niy occupation in this
parish, and their respective modes of cultivation from October
21st, 1854, to Octobor 21st, 1855.

Total occupation 300 acres.

Corn crops. Acres-
"Wheat, winter Bown ... 40

„ spring soivn ... 20
Kye —
Barley- ... SO
Oats ... 80
Beans and Peas ... 10
Other grain
Fallows* ... 20

150

Koot or other crops
Turnips

L ... ... 20
Potatoes ... 5
Carrots, Beet Root ... ... 5
Tares and Vetches... ... 10
Flax ... —

Pasting Meadow, and Woods.
Acres.

Clover audArtilicialGrasses 20
Meadow and Pasture . ... 60
Hops —
Wood —
Other crops 10

90
Woods 20

Total occupation-
Corn crops and fallow
Koot crops
Pasture, meadow, &c.
Woods

150
40
00
20

30040 Acres...

Report of the quantity of old Wheat (if Any) in granary
or in stock, 1st September, tho present year ... about 30 qrs,

Keport of the supposed yield
and weight per bushel of the
present year's crops of Wheat
and Barley.

General report of the followinj

crops.

Hay and Clover—Are they an
Average crop?
Full crop?
Short?

Potatoes Averagecrop?
Full crop?
Short ?

Turnips 'Averagecrop?
Full crop?
Short?

Return of the number of horned cattle, horses, sheep, and swine
in my possession at the date of this return, and the number
bred on my farm within the 12 months.

Wheat. Uarley.
Full crop Full crop
Average Average
Short Short crop
Weight (about) Weight (about)
63 lbs. per bush. 521bs.per.bush.

Stock on hand- Bred on the farm
Horned cattle 30 during the year. Number of fleeces of
Horses 14 wool dipt the pre-
Sheep 200 sent year ... 150
Swine 20

I certify that the above return is correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. Joux Smith.

'

Heme! Hempsted, County of Hertford.
The return must be tilled up (and may be sealed if desired,

addressed to the county inspector, with the name of tbe occupier
on the outside of tbo schedule), within 14 days after October 21st,

that is on or before November Stb next, under a penalty of 405.

William Seers, Collector of Returns
Oct. 15th, 1855. for tbe Parish of Ilcniel Hempsted.

An important element of tbe returns would be the quautity of
old Wheat in the farmers' bauds on September 1st in each year.
In 1853, Messrs. Sturgo, of Birmingham, estimated the quantity
at five million quarters, or SS per cent, of the annual growth of
13 million quarters, wliilst tbe writer's estimate was two million
quarters, or 14 per cent., and on September 1st, 1S54, as only
500,000 quarters, or some 12 to 14 days' consumption.

Steam Cultivation.—In my last letter to the Gazette I

suggested that steam, on its right introduction to tbe

field, would alter the "method" of operating on the
surface soil altogether. This was apparently only a
conjecture ; hence let us proceed to examine whether
such a supposition is baseless and without foundation, or
whether it will be established. We can arrive at a
conclusion on the point by first eliciting the conditions

which must he fulfilled to render a steam-driven culti-

vator profitable to the farmer, and then [proceeding to

fulfil them. The first condition required is, that a
steam-cultivator shall do more work, in less time, and
at a less cost, than is now done. The second condition

is, it shall be efficient to perform the work assigned.

The third condition is, it shall be subservient not only

to ono, but t<» all the known und nea i

our Hold practice Now it will at w a
we can falfll the Ant condition we fulfil tin socond and
third by implication ; that i«, tho two latter ni

tainad in the first; banco lot ui addn
the tudy of tho first condition, v.'-

i
. .., mors

work, in loi time, and tor low money (by •

machine) tban it now costs', How Is thin '• i

I will bore affirm, only by a change In tin

of operating En tho find, and I
- -

I

affirmation by an appeal to our km all tho

pai i attempts al toam cultivation, Fro - earliest

attempts down to tin lab ' Lord Willi

d'Eresby and Mr. James Usher, It appears il

have in V- 1-
: ucci i di d in doing more i

than the plough ;
and as to fulfilling the ihird

tion of "at lei cc I
that bos not been approached,

Now It is also known, however varied may have been
tho raoclianlsm, invontore havi never attempted -

it on any otbor nn tliod tban that of tbe plough ; hi noo
what deduction can wo draw ! Why, that tbe method
of the plough it> not

i uitable for the ecom
of a Htcaiu-eultivating machine. Tho fur I

negative evidence in support of my sffin

that the "method of operating" must ho altered,

Wo will now proceed lo establish my affirmat

positive evidence, and that will bo by inquiring by what
particular method or means a steam ilrivn cultivating

machine could bo employed on the surface soil, i

fulfil the " condition " of doing more work in less time
and for less money tban is now accomplished by the

plough, dec. Every mechanician knows it will be com*
paratively easy to construct or invent, a machine to fu SI

a certain method or purpose when we sholl have first

discovered what particular method or purpose it is to

fulfil. The first question to bo asked By an intending

inventor would bo—What is tbe characteristic or nature
of the farmer's field practice to which we desire to apply

tbo power of steam '! Is it a question of distance, like

the voyage across the Atlantic! No. Is it a qui

of velocity, like tho railway business ! No. Is it a

question of depth, like the drainage business ! No.
Then what is it ? Why a question of surface (or super-

ficies), it being admitted that a farm of 300 acres of

land represents a surface of 1,800,000,000 inches, whilst

the depth to which our intended machine is required to

operate is only 6 inches, or one three-millionth part in

relation to the whole superficies of raw material com-
posing the farm. Hence, as we have now discovered

it is a question of surface we have to deal with, we will

make a large machine, say 84 feet in length, and 5 feet

in width. Now comes tbe important question—How arc

we to use it so as to fulfil the condition required, of

doing more tillage work in less time and for less money
than is now done by tbe plough, &e. I We know this

machine will be heavy, and the labour to be encountered
will be great. Hence we have to ask the question,

What method or figure is the simplest and easiest by
which to move a heavy weight the least possible

distance, and yet perform the greatest possible amount
of work ! As Lord Bacon long since observed,

in researches of this kind, we cannot do better

than appeal to Nature to see bow she manages in

such cases. Art is only tbe handmaid to Nature.

We are the artists, and the wisest course we can adopt

is to aid and imitate Nature in our operations cr con-

trivances. Tbe question we have now to ask of Nature

is, how does she operate when she desires to move a

heavy body tbe least possible distance, whilst that heavy

body shall execute or perform the greatest possible

amount of work within a limited time ! The natural

examples I shall adduce to afford tbe required evidence

shall be a cow grazing, a sheep feeding, a man broad-

casting seeds, a man tethering a horse, a hawk beating

for its prey. Feeling certain these several illustrations

adopt the shortest course to attain their ends, we will

consider their method of proceeding, and if we shall

appreciate the motives prompting them, we .will see

whether we canuot employ tbe same means to fulfil our

proposed labour of tilling the surface soil with a heavy

body like a steam-engine. Charles Bureham, London.

Crops in Yorkshire.—Tbe following notes on the

appearance of tbe crops and prospects of the approach-

ing harvest are the result of close personal observation

over a large extent of land during tbe last 10 days.

Turnips.—The Swedes first sown have suffered greatly

from fly and much land has bad to be sown twice. This

failure has, however, sometimes arisen from the knavery

of the seedsman. I had sown two kinds of Swedes in

oue field within a day of each other—one kind brairded

beautifully ; the other showed a very few sickly plants,

which speedily disappeared under the operations of tbe

flv, and I was obliged to sow tbe ground again, which

I did with Yellows, and they are now finely up.

Thinking something was wrong with this Swede seed I

had 50 seeds put iuto fine mould in a flower pot, and

placed it in a greenhouse ; only 15 seeds grew, and these

were feeble plants ; so much for seed. Yellows and

Whites generally are up, or coming up, and the matter

is so exceedingly favourable now that we have great

hopes of a good crop generally. Potatoes.—Thus far

this valuable root looks very promising. HTica'.—This

crop is this year a very unequal one. On good land in

high condition tbe crop though late promises to be

a full one. On poor land it is not only late but a

very moderate crop. I was over several farms last week

where the tenants do not expect more than half the

yield per acre they bad last year, and my own opinion

on this point agreed with theirs. I have to-day (2d

July) seen a field with many of the ears fairly out

;
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Their fre^h conditio! :4oe*ioasa of their

I the unmistakable apr-earaic: of hcaJtb which

they exhibited, are facts which should not be lost sight

of in any criticism to which Mr. ilorsfaH's dairy prac-

tice may be subjected. Qtorgt isyard, war xallgn,

YorlcAi

Sowing Thick and Thin.—Since turning our siteatioa

to tbe growth of com, though but tyros in this branch

of agriculture, careful investigations hare proved to US

that from an extravagant full seeding of 2 buabets per

acre of Wheat, or 3 bushels pet acre of Barley and

Oats, some of the seeds do, and must, by reason of its

extreme thickness, and as a necessary consequence,

fail to produce any ears or ear at all, and only one, two,

and three diminutive ears are or can be possuHj

obtained from each grain, avenging only about two

abortive or puny eats, and containing in both not 30
perfect grains. This need not cause great atlonislmaft

nor disbelief, and we speak it without fear of contradic-

tion ; for if it were so, 60 bushels per acre produce of

Wheat and 90 bushels per acre of Barley and Oats,

would of course consequently be often realised, viz?

30 times as much as was sown, which at first sight

appears but little ; but where is even this msigninfaitf

produce obtained from such proceedings ! A corre-

spondent on whom we can rely upon for truth, writes

us from Inverness, " The practice of thin sowing has

not come this way yet, grain being gentrally sown about

G bushels to the acre !
" How is this inadvertence to

be accounted for—can it be in the difference of a scotch

acre, or the Scotch bushel ? We contend that our

growing crops from only 6 or 8 pints per statute acre

,

with some 20 to 80 fine ears protruding from each

grain or stub, hang dangling and wafting majestically is

the summer's breeze as noble examples for larger estab-

lishments, cannot be beaten by anybody's else, or any-

where, except from a smaller quantity of seed even

tban this. Hardy <fc Son.

Dairy S'.alU'.i-x*.—In my reriy to •'
D,' ! ihere is an

error in die computation of Mr. Scott's avenge— st

would require 1957 quarts'" should be"2J54 quarts to

produce the 196 lbs. of butter, and allowing a cowto

produce milk 300 days in a year, which is lose «*•

my cows continue in milk, the result will be little i

than 7 quarts per day ; in my present stock of 181

are not more than three giving so little," &c
Sorsfall.

^cnrtirc--

KOTAL AGRICrLTUKAI. OF ENGLAND.

Moxthlt Cor> - knsel Chuxkhom,

Trustee, in the chair. Twenty-five new members were

elected.

Finances—Mr. Raymond Barker. ChaTman of the

Finance Committee, submitted the monthly n^orl of

the accounts ; from which it appeared that tbe current

cash-balance in the .:.r ^

Journal—Me Thompson, Chairman of the Journal

Committee, laid on the'- r-rst number

Journal for the cuxrrent year, and reported the faHow-

intr recommendation of the committee, which was

adapted bv the Council, namely :—"That a sum not

exceeding "150/. may be expended ty the Journal Com-

mittee inpayments'to authors of papers for the Journal

during the next twelve months."

Chemical Investigations Mr. Thompson then pre-
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much as the treatment of the surface-soil in connection

with the subsoil is concerned with vegetation ; whereas

the ordinary system generally leaves the subsoil undis-

turbed beyond thorough draining it.

" The pulverisation of the subsoil, and its mixture

with the upper soil, is thus the keystone of the Yester

deep land-culture. This system is as simple as it is

durable. It cannot be conducted with the implements

sented the following report from the Chemical Commit'.ee,

which was also adopted :
—

I. That one of the subjects of chemical investigation during

the present year be :

—

The Composition of Land-drainage Water.
II. That the subjects of the lectures by the consulting-

chemist in the spring of 1S5S be :

—

1. The influence of climate on the action of manures.

2. The evaporation of ammonia from the soil, especially

when recently manure.
3. A review of the progress of chemical science with in common use, but the implements which effect it are

re'erence to agriculnre at home and abroad.
_ as simple as those in common use. It is also a

Carlisle Meeting.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Vice-Chair-
: cheap as well as a durable operation. It is, moreover,

rain of the General Carlisle Committee, reported the a valuable as well as a cheap process. Its value may
completion of the arrangements at Carlisle in reference De estimated by the products obtained. Those products

to the landing of the cattle and implements, and the exhibit a large increase, and when the previous quality

approaches to the show-yard. He also reported the aul(j condition of the surface-soil and subsoil are borne
acceptance of a tender for the Pavilion dinner, made by ;n mind, t ile increase exceeds the expectation of the

Mr. Breach, of the County Hotel at Carlisle. raost sanguine cultivator."
Chelmsford Meeting.—The Council accepted the

; The drainage, deepening, and pulverisation of the

offer of Mr. Henry Manning, of 051, High Holborn, '

Yester soil have been efficient hitherto almost unaided
to undertake such works as the Society may require for

|

by the addition of artificial manure, and the increased
its Chelmsford Meeting in 1856, on the same terms as crops are the result almost wholly of the natural
for the Carlisle Meeting this year. I sources of fertility which every soil contains within
Implement Judges.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs also reported itself when its substance is thoroughly brought into

from the Implement Committee their recommendation
of Judges in the Machinery and Implement Department
of the Carlisle Show, which recommendation was adopted

by the Council.

Paris Show.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs took that oppovtu.

contact with the air and the rain water. The his-

tory here given is the more instructive, therefore,

on that high value of mere tillage which Mr. Smith's

experience and that of Jethro Tull have already well

established. How great the influence of this mere
nity of stating that Mr. Milward having been appointed tillage is will be gathered from the following instances :

by the Council at their last monthly meeting the English « <pne jioss Bents fieiQj w),ich had originally been stiff

juror for short-horned and other cattle, and he (Mr.
; clay, containing 15? imperial acres, was in Oats in 1850,

Hobbs) the English juror for sheep and pigs, at the

Agricultural Show recently held in Paris, he could not

withhold the expression of his admiration at the excel-

lence of that first international gathering of the friends

of agriculture from every part of the civilised world, and
his conviction that the happiest results would in every
point of view result from that meeting, wh_ich he believed

would form a new era in agricultural progress.

Autumn Vacation.—On the motion of Mr. Raymond
Barker, seconded by Sir John Villiers Shelley, Bart,
M.P., the following resolution was carried unanimously,
namely, " That the business of the Society shall be so

arranged as to afford the Secretary and Staff their

usual vacation between the 20th August and the 20th
October."

The Council then adjourned.

Country Meeting business of a Special Council to be
held at the Guildhall, Carlisle, on Friday in the week of

the show.

Lectures.—July llj at Noon, Professor Simonds,
" On the Physiological Conditions affecting the quantity
and quality of Milk secreted by the Cow under different

circumstances of feeding and management." July 18,

at Noon, Professor Way, "On the use of Fish as
Manure."

The Tester Deep-land Cultvre. By Henry Stephens.

Wm. Blackwood & Son, Edinburgh and London.
There is no better instance of the advantages of that

tilth and depth of soil which were referred to last week
in the leading section of this Paper than is recorded with

perhaps unnecessary detail in this little book. The
Marquess of Tweeddale appears at great expense and
with the most confident energy in carrying out his plans

to have succeeded in entirely renovating and remodelling
the estate which is here described :

—

" The characteristic distinction of the Yester system
of farming is the very substantial and permanent nature
of the treatment which the land receives. It does not,

like that pursued with the common plough, glaze the

surface and increase the adhesiveness of the furrow-
slice in strong land in a moist state ; it is not the mere
scarification which the grubber gives to the surface

soil ; it is not the tearing into shallow stripes which the

ordinary subsoil-ploughs effect in the subsoil :—but it

is the laying over of the surface soil in a deep, broad,
and broken furrow-slice in immediate precedence of the

up- raising of the subsoil from a great depth, as far as,

and no farther than, to mix it completely with any
desired proportion of the surface soil."

The author of this book will probably be generally con-
sidered to have referred to the Yester culture as if it were
the development of entirely new principles in agriculture,

which it certainly is not, rather than as a striking in-

stance of the results following a more perfect per-
formance of the ordinary operations of husbandry. In
the following passage, however, the difference between
this and the ordinary farm practice is shown to be one
merely of degree :

—

"The only object in using the plough, and some other
large implements, is the pulverisation of the surface-
soil and part of the subsoil. Th; ordinary and the
Y'ester treatment of either soil both aim to attain that
object ; but the difference in the two methods consists
of this, that the ordinary practice attains only an im-
perfect and temporary pulverisation of a little more
than the surface soil, 7 or 8 inches deep—for subsoiling
is very seldom practised—while the Yester plan attains
an effectual and durable pulverisation of both surface-
soil and subsoil to the depth of 22 inches. Now the
state of the subsoil sensibly affects the condition of
the upper soil. If it be wet, the upper soil will also be
wet

; and draining is UBed to dry both. If it be dried
by draining, but left hard, the roots of plants meet with
such obstruction in it as to stint the growth of the plants
themselves. The Yester deep land culture seem?,
therefore, on comparison, a more perfect system, inas-

which produced 29J bushels the acre. It was bare-

fallowed and subsoil-trench ploughed in 1851, and in

1852 produced 61 quarters of good Wheat, and 2 1

quarters of light, equal to 38 i bushels, and realised

above 11Z. the acre. The Long Bents field, of sandy

clay soil aud subsoil, containing 16 acres, was in Oats in

1848, which produced 65 quarters, equal to 37 bushels

the acre. In 1849 it was bare-fallowed and subsoil-

trench ploughed, and in 1850 it yielded 58 quarters of

good Wheat, and i quarters of light, realising 101. per

acre. In 1851 it was in Grass, and in 1852 the lea was
deep ploughed with the Tweeddale plough 15 inches

deep. In 1853 it was Oats, which produced 104J
quarters, equal to 61J bushels the acre. In 1854 it

carried an excellent crop of Turnips, the weight of

which was not ascertained.

" The Wa' Tree Park, which was originally of stiff

tenacious clay soil and subsoil, containing 19J imperial

acres, was in Oats in 1850, which yielded 60 quarters,

equal to 28J bushels the acre. In 1851 6} acres were
bare fallowed and subsoil-trench ploughed, and 1 34 acres

subsoil-trench ploughed and made with Turnips. In
1852 the 6J acres produced, of Wheat, 284 quarters of

good, and Sh quarters of light, realising 151. 7s. id. the

acre ; and the 134 acres produced Barley, which
averaged 31 j bushels, and realised 61. 0s. lOd. the acre.

" The Holmes Park, which was originally of very
poor stiff tenacious clay soil and subsoil, and containing

24 acres imperial, was in Grass in 1850, and was deep
ploughed, 15 inches, with the Tweeddale plough in

winter. It carried Oats in 1851, which yielded 108
quarters, equal to 43j bushels the acre. In 1852 it was
subsoil-trench ploughed 19 inches deep for Turnips,
which were a fair crop. In 1853 it was Barley, of which

79J quarters were good and 18 quarters light, equal to

39 bushels, realised 91. 17s. 6d. the acre.

" The Kitchen Croft, which was originally of stiff

sandy clay soil and subsoil, containing a large number
of boulders, aud consisting of 8.{ acres imperial, was
previously let at SI. 15s. for the field, and it was
thorough drained in the winter of 1848. In 1849 it

was bare-fallowed and subsoil-trench ploughed 19 inches

deep. In 1850 it carried Wheat, of which 24 quarters

were good, 5\ quarters light, equal to 34£ bushels, and
realising SI. 8s. Sd. the acre. In 1851 it was Turnips,

which were good. In 1852, Barley, of which 40 quarters

were good aud 3j quarters light, equal to 53 bushels

the acre, and was sold for 1 07. 1 2s. 1 Od. the acre.

" The land on Broadwoodside farm was lined after

being thorough-drained and subsoil-trench ploughed.

At first the quantity used was 48 bolls, or 288 bushels,

to the imperial acre ; but it was soon found that 30
bolls, or 144 bushels, had an equally good effeci upon
the land, and that was the quantity which the farm
mostly received.

" The laud on Danskine farm was not subsoil- trench
ploughed at all, and only deep ploughed with the Tweed-
dale plough, with three horses yoked abreast in the

compensation swing-trees, to the depth of 1 4 or 15 inches,

as the subsoil was of such an open nature as not to re-

quire further pulverisation. Sandy Oats were the kind

first used on this farm, but were given up for the Hope-
toun variety, in consequence of tiie yield being greater

and the straw better on the improved soil. The poor
clay soil of Danskine was covered with a black vege-

table matter, obtained from the bottom of the Loch of

Danskine after the water had been drained off. This

vegetable substance was laid on the land, at the rate of

180 cubic yards per imperial acre, upon the stubble in

autumn, cut small with the spade, spread, and ploughed

in with a 14-inch furrow with three horses in the

Tweeddale plough. At first the quantity laid on was
120 cubic yards the acre, but latterly it was increased

to 180. Such a large quantity of matter literally covers

the surface when spread over it, that its black colour

imparts a darkened hue to the soil after incorporation

with it. The cost of digging this matter—lifting it out

of the bog by means of a railroad and steam-power,

carting it on the land, spreading it, with tear and wear
of machinery, and interest on cost of machinery—is

7d. per cubic yard ; so that the cost of manuring an
imperial acre with it was from 31. 10s. to 51. 5s."

The book records fully both the natural condition as

to climate, soil, and subsoil of the experiment aud the

means employed in the course of it— thorough drainage,

deep ploughing, subsoil-trench ploughing, and the course

of farming now pursued. The implements used are
also described in full detail. And the whole history is

given with such completeness that any of our readers
will be able both to judge of the propriety of following

the Marquess of Tweeddale's example, and to set about
the execution of his invention as soon as he has proved it.

We add a paragraph upon the other services to agri-

culture for which we are indebted to 4he owner of the

Yester farms.
" The Marquess has not confined his exertions to the

amendment of the surface soil and subsoil only. A
finer class of plants—one higher bred, if the phrase

may be allowed in reference to plants—seems requisite

to occupy an amended condition of the surface soil and
subsoil. Accordingly, his lordship has directed his

attention to effecting such a change on the constitu-

tional habits of the cultivated plants as to suit their

growing existence to the altered and emended condition

of the surface soil and subsoil. From its very terms
such an experimental improvement does not seem an
easy task to undertake ; but the results show, as far as

they have been completed, that his lordship has suc-

cessfully accomplished it.

" The first cultivated plant that has been subjected

to experimental improvement by his lordship is the

Turnip. Distinct species of Turuips are familiarly

spoken of by farmers throughout the country, and each

of them possesses such marked characters as to render

a confusion of their identity most improbable. No
farmer confounds a White Globe Turnip with any of the

yellow Kinds, nor either with the Swede—regarding the

last plant as a Turnip in the common acceptation of the

term. But, nevertheless, such a number of varieties

have had their origin from each of the above species,

that when one of the species is referred to in a district

its exact variety is not understood alike by a residenter

and a stranger. It seems impossible that such an
identity of character in a variety should be established

as to be generally understood ; for one variety may
grow better in one district than in another, and one

variety better than another in the same district, and in

consequence the better varieties obtain the preference,

and are retained for culture. But, nevertheless, one
variety must be more valuable as food than another
from the same species, in whatever district, because two
or more best things cannot spring from the same source;

and hence the variety that possesses the largest pro-

portion oT valuable properties for feeding in one Sistrict,

will possess the same in another district, provided the

same conditions of soil, culture, and skill are used in

its growth.
" With reasonings such as these the Marquess first

took the Purple-top Yrellow Turnip to experiment upon,
with the view of rendering it of as fine a form, as high

a specific gravity, and of as valuable feeding property
as it was capable of attaining. The experiment has
already proceeded so far as to secure the form ; the

feeding property has nearly been reached ; and the

highest specific gravity has yet to be attained. The
form is perfect for a Turnip, the bulb being a beautiful

oblate spheroid ; the colours are distinctly marked, dark
purple on the upper half, and buff-yellow on the lower.

The root is long and small ; the skin thin, fine, and oily
;

the shaw small at the neck, and set upon the uppermost
part of the bulb ; the leaves expanding, to receive the

influence of the atmosphere. The growth of the plant

is continued and rapid. Its constitution is strong, and
general health vigorous. Its specific gravity has in-

creased largely. When the experiments began it was
820, taking water at its usual standard of 1000. It has

now acquired a specific gravity of 970, aud is expected

to go on increasing till it reach, or it may be exceed,

that of the Swede. By selecting fine bulbs, indicating

large size aud heavy weight, and transplanting them in

a favourable situation for growth, and selecting the best

grown and best matured pods of the seed, it is presumed
that their properties may be propagated and extended

indefinitely.

" An enlarged bulb and increased weight over an acre

insures a heavier crop ; and hence that of 1854, in

Steel's Walls field, Yester Mains, has reached 50 single

horse cart-loads of 13 cwt. each ; that is, 324 ^ons to

the imperial acre. Mr. Gibb, of Cupar-Fife, sowed 65

falls Scotch in 1854, with seed of the Purple-top Yellow
Turnip raised by the Marquess, and the return obtained

was about 50 double-horse cart-loads at from 15 J to

1 SJ cwt. each, which is about 39 tons to the imperial

acre ; besides two double-horse cart-loads of Swedes,

whose seed had been sown along with about 1 lb. of that

of the yellow Turnips, to make the small quantity of

the latter go farther over the ground, and the Swede
plants were thinned out, except in the spaces which
the yellow did not fill up. Both these are uncommonly
large crops of Turnips.

" Similar treatment of the Swede and of the White
Globe Turnip as has been given to the Purple-top

Yellow, might no doubt produce as striking results in

their case as in that which has just been related."

But we must not at present pursue the matter

further. Mr. Stephens deserves our thanks for laying

in such full detail the particulars of a very interesting

agricultural experiment before the world.
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Miscellaneous.

Imperial Prevent to f/tc Manchester and Liverpool

Agricultural Society.—The committee of management
of the Manchester a»<l Liverpool Agricultural Society

lately presented to Uio Emperor of the French a fine

Cheshire cIicoho. On Tuesday last, Mr. T. B, Ryder,

the Bociotv'H secretary, received, through the French

Consul in this town, a handsome gold medal for the

committee from the Kmpcror, which wuh accompanied

bya letter of acknowledgment and ilmnlm from General

Itolia addressed to Mr. White, Mnyor of Warington,
and to Mr. Kyder, ns the parties who presented tin:

cheese.

Calendar of Operations.

JULY.
Wbht Suasnx, July &,—"Wo liavo had very liltlo rain through

June, and the land Ih now vory dry; but most crops look well on
the rich low Lands, Whoat hardly over looked bettor, it. hi now
In lull bloomy and (.ho weather huUh it well. Thorn lmn now and
then boon Hli^ht hIkhh of runt, hut not to any oxtont, and there
arc a low bliu-k oars (fhvdo teffetum), but not ho many as last
your. Hut it !n the common belief that a year that produces
thom Ih a good yielding ono. On the higher lands Uio orop Is not
HO tfood ; tho front, has thrown it mil i>l' i'i'om.t fr»n mnrli, jumI

thoro have boon ciihch where It was not thought lit to loavo It, it

wan ho thin. I see Messrs, Hardy disapprove or doing away with a
crop though it may ho thin, and adduce their hiiccohh In thin BOH Ins
to prove- that, u. in unwise. Hut I think (hoy omit to ouservo that
thin Boedlng in nun thing, and a orop thinned by disease Is another,
Suppose one-half in killed by wireworm, front, or tiny other
cannot in it not iikoly that tho Other half In hurt ? And tho con-
Bequeuco in, that, though thoro may bo an many plants lofl per
aoro an thoy think Bufflolont, tiioy aro nil slokly and are wisely
douo away with. Tliln in a point that I think the warm advocates
on both Hides ought to knop In view. And perhaps the thin
soodern may ho nearest to (bo truth, because an they put in little

thoro is no Struggle butwoon tho plants at first; thoy have each
spaco to Hproad ihyir roots and got food to mako them strong and
of a good conntltution. Whoroas, when thoro is too much seod
put in, tho plants aro not able to got proper nourishment at first,

and so grow up weaker, and when tho day of trial comen, while
the one stands strong, defying all attacks, tho other gets cut
down. And now it Ih that victory is claimed by each party.
Tho thin seeder Kays, " I bad a good crop and plants enough from
2A pecks of seod." And tho thick seeder says, " How can that
be? I had not enough from 2\ bushels." Ono says he
moans to use less socd ; tho other, that ho must use more!
In connection with this I will notice the subject of top-dressing
Wheat with guano, &a., in tho spring. Every experience that J

have had tends to prove that this is only tho second best method
of using it. My decided impression is, that it ought to be ap-
plied at tho time of sowing. We have this yoar used it at both
periods, but that at time of Bowing had such an effect as can be
seen so far as the field is visible, while that used in spring has
had comparatively little effect. The spring was dry, which was
against it; but that may often happen, and so it is best not to

trust to it when the other is certain, and to get a healthy plant is of
course half the battle. Thinking to render a sickly plant strong by
giving it strong food is like applying tho same doctrine to a con-
sumptive person, if you put it within his reach he cannot take
it; but if tho constitution is all right, ho can avail himself of
all good cheer that is put in his way : so with tho plant; let
it bo healthy and strong in its early days, and it will spread its

root with vigour and lay hold of everything that can be of use to
it, and will thrive where others would starve. Barley is coming
on well, and is nearly all in ear; in some places where the land
was trod in wot weather by sheep, and ploughed up lumpy, it

has not come up regularly, but such are hut rare instances, as the
winter was so dry. Oats and Tares are good. Turnips have in
many places been carried off by the fly, and sonic have sown
three times ; but wo repeat our experience that where a liberal

supply of good superphosphate has been used, the fly will do
little harm : but perhaps, generally speaking, tho less of what
are called Turnip manures, Mangold manures, and other spe-

cialities are used, tho fewer will bo the disappointments. Wo
have tried some Wheat manure, as well as some flesh

manure called animal guano, against good Peruvian gnano,
the same valuo of each on Wheat; but it needs no figures

to tell which is best, that may bo seen at five miles distance

;

and I fear it will ba long before wo have a manure
equal to guano at half its price. Peas are good, and show no
signs of blight, and will soon bo ripe. Beans have not yet shown
blight, but are a short crop—they have flowered well ; this part
of the country does not seem well adapted for them. Wo are now
in the middle of bay-making, for which the weather is good; the
crop is very light; the price must be high next year, or some
substitute must be found. Turnip sowing is finished, except
where a little may be put in after Tares mown, and the first

sowings are now fit for the hoe. Mangold is hoed, and looks
well, hut the land is so dry about it, that it must soon come to a
stand-still if we have no raiu. Feed is short, fast burning
up. G.S.
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All tho various modern Implements of Agrlculturo minufftO*
tured on tho most scientific and Improved principles, suitable foi

homo uso and exportation.— Address, IliCiIHOMD & at
Sal ford, Manchester; ami 82, South John Street, Liver,

t^iv Catalogues tiitATis.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAININC TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eipht postage stamps.

/ > ALVAiMSED WIRE GAME iNETTING.—
V? 7J. pkk Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

Notices to Correspondents.
Carcase Weight of Cattle. The difference betweeu the live

and dead weight of cattle varies exceedingly, according to the
breed and condition of the animal ; from 9 to 13 out of 20 of the
living animal may ho meat.

Mush : G. A. JR. says, add half a tea-spoonful of salt to half a pint
of Indian corn meal, gradually mix with a quart of cold milk
or water, boil for 10 or 12 minutes, eat with sugar, molasses, or
jam. Another recipe for porridge: Of a spoonful each of
Indian meal and Wheat flour, make thin batter, pour it into a
quart of boiling milk and water, salt to taste, boil 10 minutes.

The Farmer's Bain Gauge: C R Y. You must understand
that the weight of a cubic inch of water forms the basis of every
calculation. At 623 (so says Dr. Fownes, " Chemical
Elements'') it is taken at 252.45 grains; but to avoid any
decimal tractions at varying degrees of temperature, 252=J
(i. e.j 252.5) are assumed as a standard. A square tin funnel,
precisely S inches across, painted, is to be chosen in place of a
round conical one, because its square being 64 superficial inches,
is certain at all times. The tube is passed through the neck
of the receiver, which may be a pint or small quart wide-
mouth bottle, made firm, and secured by a quantity of sand in a
deep garden pot, sunk to its rim in an open part of the ground.
The rain water, be its quantity more or less, ought to be
measured once in tho 24 hours, or oftener, in the interval
between heavy showers; and this can be done by employing
the glass measures that are sold by dispensing chemists, con-
taining from one to eight fluid ounces; because a cubic inch
of rain water occupies almost precisely four fluid drachms (half
an ounce) of the drachm spaces marked on the glass. The
26 ounces alluded to fell on the 13th of May, and this
volume divided decimally by 64 gives in. 40 cents., or a mere
trifle more, as the product of 13 measured inches of rain
distributed over a square surface of ground comprising 64
square inches.

Tot.t.s : Constant Reader. Farm implements and manures for use
agriculturally are toll free.

Wheat: Minotus. Mr, Fames, of Beanly Farm, Lyndhurst.
Hants, may possibly bo able to supply you with Morton's Red
Straw White Wheat.

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide ... Id. per yd. 6d. per yd.
2-inch „ strong „ ... 9 „ 6) „
2-inch „ extra strong,, ... 12 „ 9 „
Ig-inch „ light „ ... S „ 6 „
l§-inch „ strong „ ... 10 „ 8 „
l^-inch ,, extrastrong,, ... 14 „ 11 B

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.
If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d
per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barxakd & Brsnop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.
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these prices from uny rv-fpedable Ironmonger or ScvdMBsa fa
town or country, Uirongh wh'-m r&om th*r vill be npttUed, ts4
of whom Drawings and Price* may be had.

N.H. Gost oi carriage, Ac, not Included In tbese prices.
T. Tvloe & Soy's Manufactory, "Warwick Lane, Newgals)

Street, London.
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SAMUELSON'S REGISTERED LAWN MOWING
MACHINES. To cut 16, 19, 22, and 25 inches wide. The

Registered Improvement renders unnecessary the great care
requisite in the handling of tbese Machines on the old plan. All
that is now required can be done "; i ; tmstSBed labourer, who
has only to push the Machine before him. the Registered Adjust-
ment insuring a clean cut of uniform height, and preventing the
knives from cutting into the soil, however uneven the ground
may be. Illustrated Price Lists, with copies of Testimonials, and
a Catalogue of his other Agricultural Implements, may be pro-

cured, post-paid, en application to the Manufacturer,
B. Samcelsox, Britannia AVorks, Banbury, Oxon.

The aboYe may also be procured at the principal Agricultural
Implement Depots in London, and of ?.ll respectable Ironmongers
and Seedsmen in the country.
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CARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
FAINT specially patronised by tlie British and other

Governments,' the Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock

Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and

clerery for out-door work at their country scats. The Anti-

Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-

door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of eveiy description

of Iron Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, work, as has

been proved bv the practic.il test of upwards of 60 years, and by

the numerous '(between 500 and 600} testimonials in its favour,

and which, from the rank and station in society of those who have

given them, have never yet been equalled by anything as the

kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials,

•will be sent on application to WALTEr. C.ibson & Son, 9, Great

Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Koyal Exchange, London.

No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to be sent

direct. -

DO YOU BRUISE YOUR OATS YET ?—One
bushel of Oats when Crushed will make two. Great saving.

OAT BRUISERS, Chaff-cutters, Ploughs, Threshing Machines,
Flour Mill Carts, Corn Dressing do., Horse and Steam Machinery
put up, &c. Book on Feeding, Is.

M. Wedlake, 118, Fenchurch Street, London.

COWS.
HARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, Is.

each, have been used with great success. Plain directions

are given with each Drink for the treatment of most diseases inci-

dental to Cows, for which they will be found a safe and effectual

remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of the Tick, or

Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfectly eradicate it in a few
days.—Compounded by R. Harvev, Veterinary Surgeon, Mac-
clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors "Wholesale
Agents, Barclay & Sons, and Maksden & Sons, London.

PAGE AND C O.'S
COMPOSITION Wm THE DESTRUCTION OF BLIGHT

UPON THE

B

Hop, Roses, Wall-Fruit Trees, Cucumbers, Melons, Vines,

and Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

PAGE and CO. having erected additional Works, are now ready to supply any quantity of their valuable

Composition, approve 11 and in use by all the leading Gardeners of the United Kingdom.

Extra Strong, 4s. per gallon, sufficient to make four (Jars and Barrels extra).

Ten gallons and upwards Carriage Free to London.

The next season's crop of Peaches, &C, will much depend upon the Aphis being destroyed, which is now severely attacking them.

Oxford Street Seed Stores, Southampton.

PLATE GLASS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

THE PLATE GLASS COMPANY,
Respectfully inform tlie Trade, thflt in order to meet the present depression, they have made a very

considerable reduction in the prices of polished Plate Glass for glazing purposes.

LIST OF PRICES MAY
THE WORKS, Pocket Nook, St. Helen's, Lancashire.
THE WAREHOUSE, 99, Hatton Garden, London.

Ditto 45, Piccadilly, Manchester.

BE OBTAINED FROM
Messrs. C. & J. MALLOCH, 30, Turner's Court, Glasgow.
Messrs. JOHN DIX & Co., Bath Street, Bristol.

Messrs. H. SIBTHORPE & SON, Cork Hill, Dublin.

POCKET NOOK, July 7, 1855.

BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

B. GREENING AND CO.
^X/"ILL~exhibit their Patent Wire Fencing, combined Washing Machine Mangle and Churn, Premium Wrought
* ^ Iron. Gates, and specimens of tlieir superior Manufactures in Iron and Wire generally, at the following Agricultural Shows

in 1855:—Royal Agricultural Society, at Carlisle, week commencing July 23, stand No. 6 ; Yorkshire, at Mai ton, 1st and 2d of
August; North Lincolnshire, art Boston, August 23; Cheshire Agricultural Society; Manchester and Liverpool, St. Helen's
September 6 ; Bury and Radcliffe, at Bury, about September 10. Others not yet decided upon.
In the meantime, Catalogues, Pattern Sheets, and Price Lists may be obtained (enclosing Four Stamps for postage) from

B. GREENING- & CO., Victoria Iron Works, 1 and 3, Church Gates, Manchester.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,- Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 7G, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW EOOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OE HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines Flower Sticks
Fountains Game Netting Do. Syringes Garden Bordering
Ornamental "Wire "Work Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Flower Stands Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot "Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

N
IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.

JEWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
GREEN FLY DESTROYER—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and
Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.
E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very
simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses
the Rose from that destructive insect the
Green-fly (or Aphis), without causing the
slightest injury to the bud or foliage.

Price 2s. 6d, each, or free by post, 45.

Manufactured by

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers.

Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

BEE HIVES,
NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-

HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour
& Sons, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-
mometer, &c, price 355.,

securely packed for the
country.

This unique hive has met
with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid

;

its arrangements are so per-
fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of tlie

gathering season without at
all injuring the bees.

Early applications, ad-
dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Holbora,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
doD, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, -with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.
Agents :—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, King Street

;

Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square ; Chester,

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 186, Trongate Street ; Dublin, J»> Edmundson & Co.,

61, Dame Street.

BY
HER

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.MAJESTY'S 3£

EDENCH, Patent Hothouse Works, King's
• Road, Chelsea. Printed Price Lists sent on application.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
ofthe nobility :uk1 gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

J0HK" WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

H OTH OUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for eveiy required purpose.

ch passes through allThe HOT-WATER APPARATt
the Houses and Pits,

affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly F

nini^'jm^-- — _'_^-r-sr.^^&-,

worthy of attention. "" —

^

Many of the Houses and Fits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The fcroVo^j
splendid collections of Stove
aud Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

BLACK JAPAN VARNISH.—This article will be
found from its durability and cheapness of the greatest

utility for Painting Hurdles, Wire-work, Palings, Gates, Fences,
&c, and out-door work of every description, whether of Wood or
Iron, Its value has been proved by the test of time. It should
be well stirred up before using and applied cold. This Varnish
will retaiu its quality for any length ot time, provided the cask
be kept closed.
May be obtained through any ironmonger ; or of John Warner

& Sons, 8, Jewin Crescent, London.
N.B. Sold in casks containing 14 or 7 gallons, at 2s. per gallon.

Casks (which cannot he returned), 55. and- 3s. each.
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES I'll] I, Mi's and Go. have tiio pleasure to

luiiici iin'ir prcntmt reduced prices of Glum foi Cauli :

-

BHJM2T SQUARES,
In Boxcu'OflOO foot,

(! liy 4, nml 6j liy « £0 I '
'

1 „ 8, - g
S „ 0, — 8}

„ 7, — OJ
I"

., 7,

STOCK SIZES, In 100 foot boxofl, from 12 l,y 10 to 20 by IB,

nt iHit. per 100 foot. I r en I, toordoi not oxcoodlngdO Inchon long,

16 oz. from 2j<!, to 8J<i, | 21 oz, from Bid, to i

1

/'.

2fl <>/ ft'oni nm. to 7Af/,

Slxloen-mmnu Slioot QlnHfl packed In oasefj of 200 foot, -n-

Criilnn iif .'Km li'i'l, vl.il. ]>i'i' limi.

BIXTBEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE IfOH ORCHARD HOUSES, mm hAm quality
ah wk hiiiti.y to Mr, Hivkhii, nml <>i viuImiii dlmonnlona, nhvuyti
on litinrl,

DoUDlG-crnwn Glnnit of vnrluini tliiiu-iinl i in IN') InN !... .
-i

GLAUS Til, EH fur Win Icnlmiiil, Emm INnl.lin; .
I

} of mi Inch tliiok j:i i7/i. M. poroonoofBO

A „ 2 i o „ oo
n „ l 17 II „ 60

GlliHii SlatGfl of Mm initial dimensions.

GlnHsMIlk I'nini, 21*. por dozen: Propagating and BooGlai B,

CucnniliiT Tiilniii, Eiictinimli'iii, Eord Cniniiyii' Milk Hyjilimni,

\Vanp Traps: Plato, Crown, and Ornamontal Glniin, Bliauoff for
Ornaments, Forn stmrl.-n, Shoot Load] Pipe, White I d/OHs
and Colom-H, Paint Briishoe, mill ovory artlclo in tbo trade,

Eortleultural Qlnsu Wnrohonac, 116, Eiili"iiB|{ntoStroot

Without, London.

FOREIGN AND EIVCLISH SHEET CLAm WAHtHOUSE,
87, BlBIlOPSOATR Htiikkt, WITHOUT,

TMILL1NGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any liizo or Hlilmliinro, paoked in 10O, 200, or

800 foot canon. Sumo nn BUppllod In Mr. Hivi'.cn and tin' loading
mon of tho day. Reduced tarltf, Uoxch Included.

in. by -1 in. and 6 In. by 4^ in. ...

H ,, "If

i\ „ r,i

Hh , o.\

«i ,, n
104

i ^
12
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o

10 , 10
11

i
io

11 1 11
12

I 11
IS

I
11

18 , 12
13*

16J

7 „ r,

8 ,, ii

II
ii 1

10 i, 8
11

ii
o

13 „
ioa „ 101m „ 10J
1U „ "i
12+ „ iH
111+ ,i m
1,1* „ 12J
1U ,, 134

— Por 100 It

... 12» . (Id.

... 12 11

... 13

... 13 (1

... 13

... 14

... 14

... 14 O

... 11 O

... 14

... 14 O

... 14

... 10

... 10

... 16
20 by 13, '21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 ^7 131, 164 by 144, 20 by 14,

Iby 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 fleet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2rJ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3A „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plato, Sheet and Rough, Tilea, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as'Hoi'ticnltural List.

Milled Sheet, "White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, nee Colour List, which can be bad on application.

Established more than 100 years.

Per foot. Per 100 feet

at Ud. is £0 12 6

„ 2d. „ 10 S

„ 21<f, „ 18 9

„ W. „ 1 10

„ 2JA „ 1 2 11

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100

oqimre feet each, at tho following REDUCED PRICES for cash.

A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches.
Under 6 by 4

From 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5
7 „ 5 „ 8 „ 6
8 „ 6 „ 10 „ 8

10 „ 8 ,, 12 „
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 iuches long.

16 oz. from 3rf. to S^d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 34<f.to5<*. „ „ „
26 oz. „ 3$rf.to7$rf*. „ „ „

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at

reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,

cither in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass

Milk Vans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not

hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate

price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for tho preservation of

every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.

Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, axd CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

Loudon-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale

Garden Seats and Chairs
Averuucatcrs
Axes
Bagging Hoots
Bills [terns

Borders, various pat
Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu-
niigator [struments

Cases of Pruning In-

Daisv Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

Furuigators
Galvanic Borders and

Plant Protectors
Garden Chairs and

Seats
., Loops
„ Rollers

Scrapers

and

Gidney'a Prussian
lloo [Scissors

Grape Gatherers and
Gravel Rakes and

Sieves
Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers
Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham-
mers and Hatchets Shears, various

Hoes of every pattern' Sickles

Hotbed Handles I Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools : Spades and Shovels
Labels, various pat-. Spuds

terns, in Zinc, Por- Switch Hooks

Pickaxes
Potato Forks
Pruning Bills

„ Knives, various

„ Saws
,, Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in great variety
Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scvtbe Stones

celain, &c.
Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Monographs
Metallic. Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail Agents
forSA-YNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES. used exclusively

by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.—DEANE, DRAY,
& CO. (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

II
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Brass Syringes, £>«. to K-.

All articles of Join* WAKKSB A- BOTief mRnufnctnro may bfl

obtained of any Ironmonger or number in town or countrj'. a*
the advertised prices.
John Wahnku &. Sons having been practical Horlieultnrists

for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener witli r properly r^n^tmctcd pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as be conld with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and wiih half the labour to
himself. Syringes are. economical for small bonfl
No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens. UothoUBCS,
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.
Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, Ac.

Sheets of Engravings sen t on application,

I

DATH8 AND TOIL1
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Iron And Brest Bedsteads *r.d Beddii
ficd that pnrcbaKers may easily and at

Catalogues, with it..- -

No. 39,

3, Newr

The SuccEasrrx RastxTS or thk l.

^OTTAM AND H ALLEN have on Show, at their
vy Kepository, No. % Winsley Street, Oxford Street. Loudon,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, ic, at

very loir prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers. < kstand?,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines. Garden Chairs, Snperior
Garden Tools of all kinds. Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and I

tural implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainer?. Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast*and Wrought Iron Flower E

Garden Arches. &c
Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire V
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Appara:
of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2 Winsley
Street, Oxtord Street, opposite the Pantheon, where" eve:_

matron mav bo .'b'^inun'.

« I^KIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
1/ Queen, the Duke of Korthumberland for Syon H

Grace the Puke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens. Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paston for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, o;

Ealing Park, and — Collier. Eso... of Dartfbrd.

THE BEST PROTECTOR from tut. HEAT or tut: SUN.
• FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas mace of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fised temperature. It is ada]

all horticultural and noriculmrat purposes, for pr -

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, fr -

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To bo had in

any required length. 2 yards wide, at ls.Gd. perya-"
EttSHA Tj ~R» whole and sole manufacturer. 7. Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Hills

Surrey; and ci all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the

kingdom, " It is muck cheaper than mats as a covering.'
1
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ROWLANDS MACASSAR
peculiarly i. vera in the gr&wtk, i

improv.

'

roan Hair, a: . i« r

(edged to be the cheapest, aod niperkr v ail other prepantl
• m.- r fTry,

Strengthens we*k hair. prodDees » thick »d lerwrimi ifrrmtk,
: < senrf and dandrifl. aad naaka* it bmatUzu'ij

soft, curly, and glossy. * ti«« BtsanA,
Whisker's" EynTcrrR. and M - V.hrr in its
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arc the words. Rowlands' Macaaaar
A. Rowt-akd d.- rden. Lead**, csd
mists and Perfumers.

'SOUTHC TSOUTHDOWN RAMS.
MR. LCGAR i: I Sbe*^ kts

-hdown Rams will Lctxiag oa TBUE3-
, d at any time afier*arda.

Hengr . iniutd'fc, J
DAY

Sales uij Station.

MESSRS. FR^'
\ = R. J. C. STEVENS
- ' Fnser, Lea Bri

Great Row -
-

10 h .Tulv. at :

STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PL *NT

many of them in fine bloom.
tribution.
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ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS
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A^.r;-i.5 I. -. " yasa
macnlosum major
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New Work on the BRITISH FERNS, edited by Dr. Lindley.

Now Ready, the FOURTH PART, price 6s., of the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE-PRINTED (life size).

With Letterpress Descriptions of the Indigenous Species and Varieties by Thomas Moore, Esq.

PARTS Lj IT., and III., already published, contain examples (reproducedfrom the plant) of

POLYPODirjH VULGARE.
POLVPODIOM YULGARE ACUTTJH.

POLYPODIUM VULGARE BIFIDOM.
POLYPODIUM VULGARE SEMILACERTJSI.

POLYPODIUM YULGARE SERRATUM.

POLYPODIUM VPLGARE CAMBRICUM.
POLYPODIUM VULGARE CRENATTJAI.
POLYPODrUM PHEGOPTERIS.
POLYPODIL'31 DRYOPTERIS.
POLYPODIUM ROBERTIANUM.

ALLOSORUS CRISPCS.
POLYSTIGHUM LONCHITTS.
POLYSTICHUJI ACULEATUM.
POLYSTICHUM ACULEATUM ARGUTUM.
POLYSTICHUM ACULEATUM ALATUM.

PUBLISHED BY BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET,
Where Specimens of the Work may always be seen.

This day is published, price is. Gd. bound, with an Illustrated

Cover by J. Teskiel,

STORIES FROM A SCREEN.
By DUDLEY COSTELLO.

"Look here upon this picture—and on this!"

—

Hamlet.
" There are fourteen stories in this clever volume, all of them

good. Everywhere the touch is light and skilful."

—

Examiner.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

This day is published, price 3$. 6J., cloth,

IMPERIAL PARIS ; including New Scenes for
'Old Visitors. By W. BLANCHARD JERROLD.

**• " A very pleasant book, full of Pictures, lightly and brightly
painted—fullofknowledge, thought, andobservation."

—

Athenozum.
*' The hook is full of curious and most interesting information

on the subject of social life in Paris,"

—

Leader.

London: Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Paris: Messrs. Galignani: and Stassin & Zayier.

Now ready, price 16s., cloth,

FLORA INDICA : being a systematic account of

the PLANTS of BRITISH INDIA, together with Ob-
servations on the Structure and Affinities of their Natural
Orders and Genera. By J. D. Hooker, M.D., R.N., F.R.S., &c.

;

and Thomas Thomson, M.D , F.L.S., Surgeon rT.E.I.C. Volume I.

Ranunculace^; to Fumariace.e, with an Introductory Essay.
London: William Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orchideffi, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchidea? House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
had on application to them at Pine-applePlace, Edgware Road.

Now readv,

A LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS
recently added to Mudie's Select Library.

Also,

A LIST OF SURPLUS COPIES OF RECENT
WORKS, withdrawn from circulation, and offered at greatly
reduced prices for cash.
Charles Edward Mudig, 510, New Oxford Street, London

;

__ and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND INDIGESTION.^
Just published, new and cheaper Edition, price Is., or Is. Gd. by post

rpHE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
J- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that? sterling happiness only attainable
•hrough the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician.
London: Piper, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Han-

nay, 63, Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Corahill: and all Booksellers.

FARMING MACHINERY^
PRACTICAL MECHANICS' JOURNAL.

Part LXXXVIII. July, 1S55, Is.

Illustrations.—Large Copperplate—Engravings of Romaine's
Combined Horse and Steam Cultivator, and Fuller's Applications
of India Rubber, and 30 Woodcuts.
Contests.—Commercial Products of the Animal Kingdom

—

Trade Museum, London—Steam Plough Cultivation— Modern
Art of Sun Painting—Society of Arts Exhibition—Jenkins's
Lead and Copper Ore Furnaces — India Rubber as an Elastic
Material—Bigelou, the American Inventor—Lamb's Jacquard
Carpet Loom—Williams's Land Cultivator—Macadam's Paper
Sizing—Weber's Uniform Spring Movement for Timekeepers

—

Burrow's Smoke Preventer—Reviews of New Books—Corre-
spondence— Proceedings of Scientific Societies—Monthly Notes
—List of New Patents—and Registered Designs.

London: Hebert, 88, Cheapside; Editors' Office (Office

for Patents) 47, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

rpHE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCVIL,
J- will be published on FRIDAY nest.

Contents:—
I. THE GENIUS OF DRYDEN.
II. INDIAN SUBSTITUTES FOR RUSSIAN PRODUCE.

III. VILLEMAIN'S RECOLLECTIONS OF HISTORY
AND LITERATURE.

IV. THE TAURIC CHERSONESE.
V. TflE LAND OF SILENCE.
VI. STATESMEN OF INDIA.
VII. THE MAYNOOTH COMMISSION.
VIII. MODERN FORTIFICATION.
IX. THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH: HIS LIFE, CHARAC-

TER, AND WRITINGS.
X. THE SEBASTOPOL COMMITTEE & THE VIENNA

CONFERENCES.
London: Longman & Co. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black.

Just Published, price 6s., No. III. of the

EDINBURGH NEW PHILOSOPHICAL
JOURNAL.—NEW SERIES.

Contents :— 1. Dr. John Davy on the Lake District of West-
moreland, &c. 2. M. Morlot on the Post-tertiary and Quarter-
nary Formations of Switzerland. 3. W. S. Symonds on Down-
ward Movements East of the Malvern Range. 4. Thomas
Stevenson on the Direction of the Wind. 5. A. Murray on the
Natural History of Electric Fishes. 6. Professor Harkness on
Sub-fossil Diatomaccffi. 7. Dr. W. L. Lindsay on. the Dyeing
Properties of Lichens. S. James Napier on the Trap Dikes
between the Bays of Brodick and Lamlash in Arran. 9. Dr.
Daubeny on the Influence of Vegetable Organisms in the Pro-
duction of Epidemic Diseases. 10. Sir W. Javdine's Contribu-
tions to Ornithology. H. W. J. M. Rankiue on the Science of
Energetics. 12. T. H. Rowney on the Chemical Composition of
Mineral Charcoal.—Reviews, Proceedings of Societies, and Scien-
tific Intelligence.

Et'i iburgh: A. & C. Black. Loudon: Longman & Co.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowerdy. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s. \

partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

M
THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY.

In IGmo, price One Shilling.

R. MACAULAY'S ESSAY on FREDERIC the
GREAT. Forming PartLXXXV. of the Traveller s Library.

London: Longsian, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

SIR W. J. HOOKER'S KEW GUIDES.
In 16mo., with numerous Woodcuts, price One Shilling,

ECONOMIC BOTANY ; being a Popular Account
of useful aud remarkable Vegetable Products, as illustrated

by the Museum in the Royal Gardens of Kcw. By Sir William
Jackson Hooker, K.IL, D.C.L., F.R.A., and L.S., &c, Director.

By the same Author, in 16mo., with Woodcuts, price QJ.,

KEW GARDENS ; or, a Popular Guide to the Royal
Botanic Gardens of Kcw.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

HOOKER'S FLORA THOROUGHLY REVISED.
In a thick Volume, 12rao.with 12 Plates, price 14s. cloth ; or with

the Plates coloured, One Guinea, cloth.

THE BRITISH FLORA ; comprising the PliEeno-

gamous or Flowering Plants and the Ferns. Trie Seventh
Edition, with Additions and Corrections; and numerous Figures
illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Composite Plants,

the Grasses, and the Ferns. By Sir W. J. Hooker, F.R.A.&
L.S. &c; andG. A. Walker-Arnott, LL.D., F.L.S.&R.S. Ed.;
Regius Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

ACTON'S COOKERY BOOK THOROUGHLY REVISED.
New Edition, enlarged, with numerous Plates and Woodcuts

(many additional), in fcap. Svo, price 7s. Gd.,

MODERN COOKERY for PRIVATE FAMILIES
reduced to a System of Easy Practice in a Series of care-

fully tested Receipts, in which the Principles of Baron Liebig
and other eminent writers have been as much as possible applied
and explained. By Eliza Acton. Newly revised and much
enlarged edition.

*
e* The improvements in this new edition embody the results

of 10 years' experience of the Author since her Cookery Book first

appeared. The work is now enlarged to the extent of nearly one-
half above its original substance, without addition to the price.

London: Longman , Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, new and improved edition, price Is.,

•TMiE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; heing
*- a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. Ramadge, M;D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the
Chest, &c. A]s0) bv the same Author, price 10s. Gd.,

A TREATISE us ASTHMA and DISEASES of The HEART.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in 8vo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
*- TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiological Grounds : being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.
" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1S40,

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,
by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts
familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles
and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.
"This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-
duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-
tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical
men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the
author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,

|
but one which every well informed gardener may understand

I and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
i of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
I subject is treated of."— Gardeners* Chronicle.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,
greatly enlarged ; with G Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings
Two vols. 8vo, 24s.V It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially

in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that

the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London: Longman, BrownY.Green, & Longmans.

Price 3s. Gd., free by post,

T^HE TREE ROSE.—Practical Instructions for its
-*- Formation and Culture. Illustrated by 24 Woodcuts.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with additions.
J. Matthews, 5. Upper Wellington Street Covent Garden.

TLLUSTRATED GARDENING PERIODICAL.—
.-*- Hardy Ferns are illustrated and practically described in the
" Cottage Gardener." Published Weekly, price Threepence.
A Specimen Number free by post for four Postage stamps.

Office : 20, Paternos ter Row, London.

PRACTICAL GARDENING in every Department,
A- and all matters connected with Rural and Domestic Eco-
nomy, are explained and pictoriallv illustrated in the " Cottage
Gardener"— the only Illustrated' Weekly Periodical devoted to
these subjects. Published Weekly, price Threepence,
A Specimen Number free by post for four Postage stamps.

Office: 20, Paternoster Row, London.

yHG COUNTRY GENTLEMAN'S COMPANION
J- gives advice to Amateurs in the Management of the Garden,
the Greenhouse, and the Conservatory, and upon all matters con-
nected with Rural and Domestic Economy.
A Specimen Number free by post for four postage stamps.

Office : 20, Paternoster Row, London.

POULTRY and BEE-KEEPING.—All information
*- on these and other branches of Rural and Domestic Eco-
nomy may be found in the " Cottage Gardener and Country
Gentleman's Companion." Published weekly, price 3d.

A Specimen Number free by post for four postage stamps.
Office: 20, Paternoster Row, London.

INSTRUCTIONS for AMATEURS.—The "Cottage
-»- Gardener " invites inquiries on all subjects connected with
Gardening and Rural Domestic Economy. Published Weekly,
price 3:?.

A Specimen Number free by post for four postage stamps.
Office : 20, Paternoster Row, London.

ILLUSTRATED GARDENER'S GUIDE —For all
A. information required in the management of the Garden,
Greenhouse, or Conservatory, consult the " Cottage Gardener."
Published Weekly, price 3d.

A Specimen Number free by post for four postage stamps.
Office :

2"1

, Paternoster Row, London.

TO NURSERYMEN ANO GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. Gd.

per bushel, or lGs. per ton, delivered to any nf the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Peat and
Loam of various qualities. Sacks 2s. each.

Kennard Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

HOW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES
BY HUNDREDS.—A Method will be forwarded with

instructions for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy the above
vermin quickly and without trouble. 1000 acres may be cleared
for a few shillings.

Gilbert Dyson, Hop, Rochester.

HOW TO KILL RATS AND MICE BY HUN-
DREDS.—A Receipt may be had, honestly worth 20?.,

without trouble, by sending 30 postage stamps and a directed
envelope to Mr. William Franklin, Post-office Street, Norwich,
who will forward it with plain instructions, &c. This is a most
extraordinary remedy, such as no Farmer, Merchant, or Miller
ought to be without, as it will save them pounds yearly by killing-

every Rat or Mouse either in the field, stack, or house.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
vard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50*. Scrim
Canvas, for Wall Fruit. — At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Riclc
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smithfield
Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant Outfitters,
Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick Street, near
the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

RUIT TREES, POULTRY, RABBIT, AND
SHEEP FENCING.— New Twine Netting (tanned if re-

quired), 1 yard wide, 2d. per yard; 2 yards wide, Ad. per yard
;

4 yards wide, Sd.\ half-inch Mesh do., 2 yards wide, 8d. per
yard. Tanned Netting, 2 or 3 yards wide, lid. per yard; 4 or
6 yards wide, 3d. per yard. Elastic Hexagon Garden Net,
or Scrim Canvas, Aid. per square yard. Cocoa-nut Fibre, on
Hemp Sheepfolding Net, of superior quality, 4 feet high, 4-7. to

Gd. per yard. Rabbit Net, 4 feet wide, 2d., 6 'feet wide,
3d., 8 feet, 4c?. per yard. Each edge corded, {d. per yard,
extra, suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square Mesh Cricket-
ing Net, fix its full width and length, made of stout cord,.

3d. to Ad. per square yard; this is the best article for Fencing
against Fowls, Cats, &c—W. C'Jllingford's, 1, Edmuud Ter-
race, Ball's Pond, Kingsland, London.
A 20-yard Drag Net, with purse complete, 21. 10s.; a Single

Walled Drag Net, any length and depth, Is. per square yard;
Casting Nets, complete, Is. Gd. per yard, measured round the lead
line; Flue Nets, any size, Is. per square yard complete. Minnow
Nets, Eel Nets, and Landing Nets equally cheap, all warranted'
first-rate quality and workmanship. New Netting Tanning, add
Is. per 100 yards to the above prices. The Netting others adver-
tise as Tauned Net is the repaired Fishing Net, which they
charge 3d. per yard for—more than it costs when new, and after

it has been in wear four years.

•T^RELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
-L TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,
BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency nf"

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Mudal both
in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,

London.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN ANO CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

rPHOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
-1- winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path i3 at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sarui. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cedent, and incorporate the whole welt in the dry state before

applying the writer. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock, Yegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom Is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cemeut, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milhank Street, Westminster.

Printed by William Brabbobt, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, in the Parish

of St. Pancras, and Fkrijebtck Mullett Evanb, of No. 27, Victoria
Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printer-, £t their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London ; and published by them
at the Office, No. 5. Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Coveni
Garden, in the said Counts, where all Advertisements and Communication ft

are to be ADnan=sED to tub Editob.—Satmm at, July 7, 1S55.
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WATFORD HORTICULTURAL AND FLORI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.—Tho first grand Show of tho

abovo Society wilfbe hold by permission of tho Earl of Essex, in

CuBBlohury Park, near Watford, on WEDNESDAY, tlio 18th
day of July ; open to all Exhibitors. An efllcient band will bo In

attendance Schedules are now ready, and can bo had on appli-
cation to tho Secretary, Mr. J, Taylor.

Ry order of tho Committee, John I'kaikm: TAVi.on.

THE NORTHERN COUNTIES CARNATION
and PICCOTEE SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION will, by tho

kind permission of tho Council, bo hold in tho Now Exhibition
House at the BOTANICAL GARDENS, MANCHESTER, on
FRIDAY, the 17th August next, -when Three- Silver Cups, value
five guineas each, and bOl. in money will be awarded for collec-

tions in stands and single specimens in classes of CARNATIONS,
PICCOTEES, ROSES, HOLLYHOCKS, and PANSIES. For
Schedules and particulars apply to Mr. J. S. Holland, Hon.
Sec. to the Northern Counties Carnation and Piccotcc Socioty,
Bradsbaw Gardens, Middloton, near Manchester; or to Mr. J.
Shaw, Secretary to tho Botanical and Horticultural Society,
Manchester.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT-
INSTITUTION.—John Kent rotums his most grateful

thanks to those kind friends who so liberally supported him at
the last election, and humbly begs the continuance of their sup-
port at the Election in January next.

GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
—The Friends of GEORGE KIDD, a candidate for the

Pension of tho GARDENERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITU-
TION, beg to return their best thanks to those Subscribers who
kindly assisted him with their votes and interest at tho election
which took place yesterday. Although not successful, their
assistance has placed him in such a position on tho Poll, that
with renewed exertions at the next election his friends confidently
expect he will succeed; they therefore must again request the aid
of all those who have heretofore bo kindly given their support.
Mr. Thomas Jackson, Nurseryman, of Kingston, and Mr.
Thomas Gaines, Nurseryman, of Battersea, who have known
George Kidd many years as a most deserving man, will be
happy to answer any inquiries, and, at the next election, to

receive ProxieB on his behalf.
Kingston-upon-Thames, July 5_,_1855.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*«* Plans and Estinintcs furnished.

JOHN HARRISON, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
Florist, Landscape Gardener, &c.

Plans and Estimates furnished; Experienced Gardeners
recommended; also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting
for Under Gardeners' Situations.—Darlington, July 14.

G E O R G E TAYLOR, J u n.,

Choice Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.

Contractor andYuitcHASER of Choice Garden Produce.
Salesman on Commission.

Terms, Cas?i.

Forward as above.

WHITE LISBON ONION SEED.—Large buyers
can be supplied with "White Lisbon Onion Seed in

quantity.—Apply to Mr. Henry Clarke, Seed Merchant, 39,

King Street, Covent Garden .

ROSE S.

JAMES MITCHELL begs to announce that his

unrivalled collection of ROSES is now in fine bloom.
Piltdown Nurse ries, Maresfield, Sussex, July 14.

ROSES.
GEORGE CLARKE begs to announce that his fine

collection is now in full bloom, and will continue so till

autumn.— Streatham Place Nursery, Brixton H ill, near London.

WILLIAM WOOD and SON'S COLLECTION of
ROSES is now coming into fine bloom, and will continue

in perfection during the Rose season.
Woodlands Nursery, Maresfield, near Uckfield, Sussex.

ROSES.
A PAUL and SON invite inspection of the Collec-

• tion of ROSES at the Cheshunt Nurseries, which is just

coming into Bloom, aud will continue to offer new objects of

interest from the present time till the end of October. The best

means of reaching the Nurseries is by Eastern Counties Rail to

Cheshunt or Waltham Stations.

Cheshunt Nurseries i,13 miles N.E. of London. July 14.

ROSES.
HLANE and SON, The Nurseries, Great Berk-

• hampstead, have the pleasure to inform their patrons
that their extensive Collection is now in bloom, and will remain
so for some time. Their Conifera?, Rhododendrons, and a
general collection of Trees and Shrubs, also Fruit Trees (espe-

cially in pots, which can now be seen in full bearing) are
remarkably healthy and well worthy the attention of planters.

The Nurseries are within a few minutes' walk of the Railway
Station on the London and North Western Railway, and an
Omnibus from the station passes the gates."

SATURDAY, JULY u.

IMPROVEMENT OF CRASS LANDS.
QUTTON'S RENOVATING GRASS
* J should bo sown Id idUUly after the lit] I

Then tdi tit 01 Pbai 1
•

1 Clo 1
1 and 1

'f\ 1 \m\ rwit •! tin 1- " Price lb,, or 60*.
]

Sight or 12 Id 1. i" 1 " II nt, and will 1

.

1
real i 1&1 ' 111 tho product on .''

THE BEST SUBSTITUTES FOR SWEDES.
QUTTON'S PURPLE-TOP YELLOW HYBRID,O SUTTON'S OREEN-TOF STELLOW HYBRID '

OH \ •I. JELL"" 1 1 RNIP. Price*. Ac, trill hi \ rwirded,
Poal IY00, on application Minting quantity required), <

& Bonn, Seed Groworflj Reading.

( Vri<<: Pivcpence.

THE QUICKEST TURNIP KNOWN.
SUTTON'S EARLY SIX-WEEKS TURNIP.—

Good New Seed I s. per lb, , or (is. p. gallon , ifa.j/cr btuh.
Carriage freo except «mall parcels.

SUTTON & SONS, BKim Obowkbb, 1 1

1

TURNIP SEED OF PURE SELECT£D~STOCK5^
Fon

T3ASS and BROWN'S Advertisement of present
-L* prices, seo Gardenerf Ohrontdt of April 26tb, and May 6th
and 12th. Reduced prices for large quantities.

Errata.—I'nr "Lalng'fl Porple»top Swedes, 1'. pet lb./
1 read

" Is. !M. per lb." the same price of the other three Swede)

.

To tub TitAnrc.—Prices will bo Hiippllcd on Application,

Seed Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

ENGLISH GROWN RAPE, OR COLE SEED.

CHARLES SHAIIPE and CO. beg to acquaint the
Trade that they can supply any quantity of the above;

prices and samples forwarded 011 application.

Nursery nnri Sn,| i; rnblinliment, Slrafnrd, JmIv H.

CABBAGE SEED
pATTELL'S DWARF BARNES,and CATTELL'S
V-> DWARF RELIANCE may be had by post f'.r 12 penny
stamps per packet, the former containing one ounce and the
alter half an ounce.— Nurseries, Wedterham. Kent.

CABBAGE PLANTS
^HOMAS WELLAND is now felling fine Drumhead
A for Cattle at 3s. 3d. per 1000, or 7Ot0 for 21*.; also a good

variety of Garden Plants for the season
;
packed and sent free to

the station.—Surrey Gardens, urir 1
I 9 .rrey.

SHILLING'S QUEEN CABBAGE, true as originally
sent" out, will not run to seed before c*bb*ginff. Sov the

third week of this month for spring use. J.*, per 0%., free per
post.—Stephen Shilling, North Warnborougli Nursery, near
Odiham, Hants.—July 14.

V'INES FROM EYfcS.—Fine Plants of 1

V BARBAROSSA and the leading aorta in Cultivation arc
now in a sufficient ripeness to pack. Sortl and price upon appli-
cation.— Royal Nursery, St ratt'nrd-r.11-A vnru^Jutj- 14.

GRAPE VINES FROM EYES.—This being a
favourable season for planting Vines, and thereby paving

a year, the nndersigned has a large stock of all the leading kinds
in* strong plants, exposed to greenhouse temperature, which con-
sequently enables them to be sent to any part of the country with
perfect safety.— R. Glf.vptnntvi -

;. Cbiswick Nursery. I^--ndon.
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AZALEAS.
HLANE and SON, the Nurseries, Great Berk-

• hampstead, have a very fine large stock of Indian Azaleas,
consisting of Optima, Exquisita Perryana, and other leading
varieties, at from 12*., 15s., IS.*., 24W., and upwards, per dozen.

Also a finelstock of young specimens, Catalogues of which maybe
had on application.

AZALEAS AND ERICAS.

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in offering the
• following fine, bushy, well-grown plants, and of the

choicest and best varieties, in large 4S and 32-size pots.

AZALEAS ISs. per dozen : 5?. per 100.

ERICAS 1&. and ISs. per dozen : 4L and 5/. per ICO.

These will make very pretty specimens for the ensuing season:

all orders to be accompanied with a remittance from unknown
correspondents.—Maidstone, July 14.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

announce that the above FLOWER SEEDS, saved from
the choicest varieties, may be had in packets at 2j. 6d. and 5s.

each; the finest quality of CALCEOLARIA is only offered at 5,«.:

second quality, 2s. 6d.

This Season's CATALOGUE will bo forwarded on applica-

tion, and a Beautiful Coloured Plate of nine new Flowers will

be sent on receipt of 12 postage stamps,

Wellington Nursery, St. J. din's VTood, July 14.

TO AMATEURS IN
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rednced prices:—

ACHIMENES
5.*.; Edward BoisaieT,

Also t* fr» rjtri':'*-

separate. at the price*

Is. £d.; Cherita, l*.$d ; Is
Madame Randa'ler,
Thomas, 1/. : 1:

-

Begonia Prestonien^w, Soperb, 2*. Gd.; UiHlft
Eugenia Ugni, 'It. GdL

Also all the new VERBENAS - f this season, iftdoeiBS Lacy
Laccn. "Wonderful, Bine Beard, Lord Bagiaa. M ra. WoodrUfe,
Ac, Is Set each, or It - all Ot wldch
see advertisement in Ckrwmklt of Jose 23d, and preTicvs n^BboiL

Pcst-off.ee orders are reepeclfol'- . .
.

_

orders (unless reference is pi"

BEAUTIFUL N EW C ONIFEROUS PLANT,
• ARTHROTAXUS WStkXAS

CALCEOLARIA SEED.

K PARKER has now ready for sending out Seed
• which he can recommend with the greatest confidence, it

having been saved from flowers of the finest f.rm and most
beautiful markings, in packets at 1?-. t\i. and 2s. 6d. each. Also

choice CINERARIA seed saved, from the finest named varieties,

at Is. 6d. and 2s. 6d. per packet. A remittance or reference tc

accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road. London.
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CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEEDS.

(> EORGE CLARKE has again the pleasure of

T offering seed of his unrivalled collection of CALCEO-
L \RIAS. From their well known merit, and many testimonials

received in their favour, little need be said in their praise. Mar.y

of them can still be seen in bloom at the Nursery. Great care

has been bestowed in the saving, so that none but fir^t rate

flowers can be expected. Packets, price 2s. 6d, and 5s each.

Also CINERARIA, saved from none but the finest

and. like the Calceolaria, is warranted to give satis

Packets, price 2*. 6a% payable in postage stamps or otherwise.

Streatham Place Nnrsery, Brixton IIin,«ear London.
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WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all Urge Establishments where much water-

ins is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and

labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,

Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be

obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 32. 3s.

Manufactured by
John "Warner & Soys, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

FOR WATERING CARDENS.
HANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE and TUBING is now manu-
factured especially for the above purpose; is of greater flexi-

bility than any other description of Hose-, is capable of resisting

great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to th« mains of

water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.

"WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary brass joints,

stop-cochs, branches, and spreaders complete.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made
any length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.

VULCANISED RUBBER WASHERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of stemi and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.

All communications and orders punctually attended to, addressed

to the Manufactory, Jas. Ltne Hancock, Goswtll Road, London.

(Fig.l.) (Fig- 2.)

T TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
^ • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 .. 15 „ „ 45 ,, ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 2S " „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
" • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered

Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 ,, „ 30 „ ... 3 5

^ No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ 45 „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

1J inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1| inch, 10s. Gd.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will he supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Sh-PPt. Lnndnn.

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
"tl • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 2Xs. each.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of
water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

Ey a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water iu a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected; and the necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
uway with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple,and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling
all other patent Syringes being.entirety superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus

NR
lC
'TH

Jane
' ^ewS*te Street, London.

N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense
Of delivery in the country.

rpHE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

Jl water, without manual labour, to any
height where a small fall can be obtained.

PARSEY'S PATENT REVOLVING
PUMP lifts three times the quantity of water

with the same labour, than any other Pump.
Five, Garden, Deep "Well, Liquid Manure,

and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.

Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.
W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer, 70, Strand, Loudon.

j
OHN WARNER AND SONS,

Crescent, Jewin Street, Loudon.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

"With "Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s-. to hold

10 gallons.^ Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz.,Hgals.,24
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybeobtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-

try, or of the

Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any

depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. 1 rices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 95. upwards. Metallic String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb-

TOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,

O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS,
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES

Brass Syringes, 9s. to lSs.

AIL articles of Joiin Warner & Sons' manufacture may be

obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at

the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists

for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to

himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses,

Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.
Sheets of Engravings sent on application.

pOTTAM and HALLEN have on. Show, at their
V> Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at

very low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-

tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and crnnmental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes.

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Ir.-n Hurdles, and best Wire for. Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part

of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2
7
Winsley

Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-

mation may be obtained.

... 14

16

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash:

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6i by a £0 12s. Orf.

7 „ 5, — 7A „ 64 1
-.8 „ 6, — 8* „ 6i ]"

9 „ 7, — 94 „ 7A, 10 by 6)
10 „ 7, 10bv8 f

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at ISs, per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 2A<*. to Sid. \ 21 oz. from 3{d. to 4i(f.

26 oz. from 5$d. to 7£d.
Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 2C0 feet, or

Crates of 300 feet, 2Ad. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same qualitv
as we supply io Mr. Rivers, and ot various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

\ of an inch thick £1 17s. Gd. per case of 50

A » 2 13 ' „ 60

s i,
H7 6 „ 60

Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.
Glass Milk Pans, 21 s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils

and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

pHEAP STRONG GLASJ3 FOR HORTICUL-
v_> TURAL PURPOSES, in boxes of 100 feet, at Id. per foot,

boxes included. Plate, Sheet, Crown, and every description of

Glass for glazing purposes cheaper than any other house in
London.— Apulv to B. Moss & Co., Leman Street, Whitechapel.

^L/Aij rWK COIMSLKVATOKILS, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
Of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d,

per square-foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

FOREIGN ATWD ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
S7, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TM1LLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and

6J . 4*
''i , 6*
S* , t>4

«4 i 7i
104 , S*
12

r
9

10 , 10
11 , 10
11 , 11
12

, 11
13

, 11
13 , 12

13J , 131
15J „ m

6 in by 4i in. ... ... 12j. 01.

7 „ 5 ... 12 6
S „ 6 ... 13

9 „ 7 ... 13 6

10 „ 8 ... 13 6
11 „ 9 ... 14

13 „ 9 ... 11

101 „ 10J ... ... 14

1H „ 10V ... 14

11* „ 111 ... 14

124 „ Hi ... 14

isa „ m ... 14

13|
14*

„ 12.J ...

„ 13J ...

... 16

... 16

... 16

20 by "13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21£ by 13*, 16* by 14*, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3± „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Faints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can he had on application.

Establishpd more than 100 years.

IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.
vTEWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
^ GREEN PLY DESTROYER—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and
Ingenions Inslrnment, invented by the Rev.

E. S. Bull,, of Colchester, which, in a very
simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses

the- Rose from that destructive insect the

Green-fly for Aphis), without causing the

slightest injury to the hud or foliage.

Price 2s. Gd. each, or free by post, 4$.

Manufactured by

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers.

Wholesale Agents:

W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North
Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

Pedestals;
. Some ot

ornnments

-|ppp*r

LIST OF GARDEN ORNAIV1 EIMTS MAN U FACTURED IN

A USTIIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, at Nos. 1 to 4,A Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park, London.
210 varieties of Vases and Tazzas, at

prices varying from 15s. to 50?.

94 Statues and small Figures.

3S figures of Animals.
17 „ of Birds.
16 Baskets of suitable

prices from 12s to 3(

these are beautiful

for lawns.
12 different patterns of Flower Boxes

for Windows, &c.
1 — -*

4 Garden Seats.

15 Sun-dial Pedestals.

16 Shells for either Water or Rock Plants; the largest size is

12 feet di.i meter.
Pedestals, square, circular, and octagonal, of almost every

size. N.B. These are always perforated, to allow drainage

from a vase.

43 Groups of Figures, single Figures, or Architectural Flowers,

designed for centre ornaments of fountains.

Ornamental Copings to Ground Basins of Fountains, from
37 feet diameter to any smaller size.

FOUNTAINS.
Austin & Seelet having erected 21S of these works in various

parts of the kingdom since the year 1S36, may be presumed to

have more experience than any other persons engaged in such

work. Their collection now comprises about 200 designs, some of

which are of the highest class; and They are now paving special

attention to this department of the business, in the expectation

Lhat the local -waterworks in course of erection will facilitate the

supply of jets d'eau. The prices range from \0l. to 400?.
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THE NEW GERANIUMS AND VERBENAS
Ojr Tnn PbkbbnT Bbason at RisnT/oitn Parens.

ASS and HIloWN arn now enabled to offer strong

ami wull established plants, ni. Mm induced prlceii annexed.
a E BiANIUMS.

it. d.

o Lloylo's Borona
n „ i.i.nl Raglan ,„ 7 (I

() „ Topsy 7 II

(I Hli.ry'.i Fair Ull.ii I"

li Turncr'n Pandora 7 tl

„ King ofPortugal r, o
(I llocltli.'tl Una 7 IJ

Dobaon'H Conqueror ... 21

,, Laura 10

„ Lydla 7

„ Gotnmand0r»ln-Cklof! lo

Fnllci '« (Jinn ni tho Wont 10

I'l.l'ill'l'll I'lllUltOll 21

Foquott'a Potruohlo

Ill II

iinyin'ii Wonderful and Queen Bleanor, and Dobaon'H Bill dm,
will Im ready tn olh i' nt reduced prlroii with ..in* gonoral lint of

Goriniliiinn In Oclubov.
fiiciihiah wiili white corollas, will established plante, al

flu. Gil. o.ich, except priced, vi/. , rjucomlia and Plnee'n Florence

Nightingale, I'liiiii.iiiiifiiirii-ploiio, Ti/i.; Story's Queen Viol

Mm. story, Snowdrop, ' Eniprowi Eugono, Ln.ly <.f the Lake,
Water Nymph,
Now rucilsiAH of other varieties, iinnk'ii Prjncc Albert,

5».; Climax, 2». (W, ; Mnlil of Kent, :i». Oil.; Beauty of tlio

lii.wi r. 9s, t\,t. Omar Paolia, 2«.(1<A; Bmlib'ii Omar Piolia, I

Orlando, 'in. tid. The usual allowance to tlio trade.

For other now plantH at roducod ni'lcoH, soo advertisements in

tin. Oardinmi' < wonfcJs or Juno EM and BOtU, and July 7th.

Sn.'.l mill llnrtloulliiriil Uiitiililli.lnniiiil, Sudbury, Snlll.lk.

i

Ml .7 AND RARE PL/TI I .

OHN and CHARLES 1. 1. 1, have » «i
Hi.- fellowfnii le often

'i U I I .

• 10 i from the
till i FromnPi

THITJOI' i 'ill ,\ beautiful . ,
. „ i,,,

I, .,ii. II, Inn.

I I1ICA ... ... 7 'J

ri , ... r... i„ 7 i;

Welling glgentMi
n». !

Pod ,
i

i i

cl.lllnt

Bqi ni

,,

lliiliii.idi';, '.Mum ...

I;.' 1 ;- 'I i

,
La]

Puller! ...

A Jillrliilllllll 1.
1-,, I

i Ml

„ Porloana ,

i corn i .,i.i.i

nil. II, i

21 'l

21

i .;

10 t

r, i.

r, n
, .,

n n

,

. Dldwllll

„ Cnnnlntfhan
Cookl ...

,, gracilis

... 7 '1

I

,

.

I rill,

I'ahlana vlolscea ...

Bvoinoonl I

i ii. i, i II i :i i . mi i i i,i i OLWYLLKIt, largo and
...

i

j

The 'i

.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIIOTY OK LONDON.
EXHIBITION AT CHISWICK GARDENS, July 11, 1855.

AWARD OF THE JUDGES.
COLLECTIONS OP FRUIT.

G.K.2. Mr. Ingrain, O.M.H.S., Or. to her Majesty "l Frogtnoro.

G.B.I. Mr. M'Ewen, Gr, tn IiIh draco tliu IHikool' Norfolk, F.H.S,

B;&. Mr. O. A. Watson, Baling.

PINK APFLESj PROVIDENCE, Arc.

L S. Mr. Jono*, Or. to Lady Cbarlotto Scbrolbor (12 llm. 3 oz.)

8.K, Sir. Taylor, Or. to II. C. Ingram, Esq. flllnck Prince, 7 11m.

12 oz.)

S.K.Mr. Fleming, Or. to Ills Grace tho Duko of Sutherland,

F.u.8. (Providence, 8 lbs. 12 oz.)

S.B. Mr. Tiirnbull, (ir. to l)la Grace tlio Duko of Marlborough
(Provitlenco, BIbS. 12 oz.)

8.B. Mr. Dodde,Gr. to Col. linker, F.II.S.(rrovldcnco,51b3.12 oz.)

PINE APPLES, CAYENNES, So.
L.S. Mr. Tiirnbull, Gr. to liis Graco tlio Duko of Marlborough

(•tlbs. 12 oz.)

PINE APPLES, QUEENS, &c.
L.S. Mr. Goatling, Gr. to Mrs. Doacon (Queen, -tlbs. 15 ok.)

S.K. Mr. Spivoy, Gr. to J. A.IIoiiblon, Esq., F.ll.S, (Queen, 41bn.
10 oz.) [5 oz.)

S.B. Mr. llavlcs, Gr. to T. W. Booker, Esq., F.ll.S. (Queon, 8 lbs.

S.I3. Mr. Floming, Gr. to bis Grace the Duke of Sutherland,
F.ll.S. (Moscow Queen, 41ba. 3 oz.)

S.I!. Mr. Barron, Gr. to Mrs. Vivian, F.ll.S. (Queen, 31bs. 9 oz.)

S.B. Mr. .Tenon, Gr. to Lady Charlotte Scbroiber (six Queens).
S.H. Mr. Merrlflold, Gr. to ii. J. Grant, F.Bq. (three Queons).
C.l. Mr. q'aylor, Gr. to J. CoBter, Esq. (three Queens).
C.i. Mr. Dodda, Gr. to Col. Baker, F.ll.S.

MARKET GARDENERS' GRAPES.
S.G. Mr. Harrison, Oatlands. lor Black Hamburghs.
L.S. Mr. J. Stroebnn, Bench Hall, Chester, for Muscats.

GRAPES, HAMBURGHS, Ac.—Sinole Dishes.
L.S. Mr. Stent, Gr. to W. Herbert, Esq.
S.K. Mr. Fleming, Gr. to bis Graco the Duke of Sutherland, F.ll.S.
S.B. Mr. Williamson, Gr. to the Earl of Lonsdale.
S.B. Mr. Forsylb, Gr. to Bnron Rothschild.
S.B. Mr. Tlllyard, Gr. to Iho Right Hon. the Speaker, F.ll.S.

S.B. Mr. 11111, Gr. to R. Snoyd, Esq., F.ll.S.

GRAPES, FRONTIGNANS, &c—Single Disiieb.

L.S. Mr. Fleming, G r. to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland.F.II.S.

S.K. Mr. Tillyard, Gr. to tho Right Hou. the Speaker, F.U.S.

GRAPES, MUSCATS, &c— Sisatr. Dishes.
L.S. Mr. Tiirnbull, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
S.K. Mr. Mitchell. Market Gardener, Brighton.

S.K. Mr. Allport, Gr. to II. Akroyd, Esq., F.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Clarke, Hoddesdon.
S.K. Mr. Tlllyard. Gr. to the Right Hon. the Speaker, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Smith, Gr. to S. Ricardo, Esq., M.P.
S.B. Mr. Taylor, Gr. to J. Coster, Esq., Streatham.

GRAPES (OTHER KINDS)—Single DisnES.
L.S. Mr. Fleming, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland,

F.H.S., for Mill Hill Hamburghs.
S.K. Mr. Tillyard, Gr. to the Right Hon. tho Speaker, F.H.S.,

for Muscadines..
S.B. Mr. Shrimpton, Gr. to A. Doxat, Esq., for Muscadines.

PEACHES and NECTARINES.—In Collections.
L.S. Mr. Tiirnbull, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
S.K. Mr. Mitchell, Brighton.

S.K. Mr. Miller, Gr. to Sir W. Smith. Bart.

S.B. Mr. G. Monro, Gr. to the Earl of Clarendon.
S.B. Mr. J. Monro, Gr. to Mrs. Oddle.

PEACHES.—Single DisnES.
S.K.Mr. Jndd, Gr. to Earl Spencer, F.H.S.
S.K. Mr. Dnvies, Gr. to J. Dixon, Esq.

S.B. Mr. J. Mitchell, Gr. to Lord Weulock, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Clements, Oakhill, Barnet.

S.B. Mr. Busby, Gr. to J. Crawley, Esq, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Tlllyard, Gr. to the Right Hon. the Speaker. F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Frost, Gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Fleming, Gr.to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, F.ll.S.

C.l. Mr. Macqualter, Gr. to Colonel Challouer, F.H.S.
C.l. Mr. Hay, Gr. to tho Bishop of London, F.H.S.

NECTARINES.-Sixgle Dishes.
S.K. Mr. Clements, Oakhill.

S.B. Mr. Macqnnllor, Gr. to Colonel Challouer, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Frost, Gr. to E. L. Betts, Esq, F.H.S.
S.B. Mr. Wilson, Gr. to J. Elger, Esq.
S.B. Mr. Jndd, Gr. to Earl Spencer. F.H.S.
C.l. Mr. Busby, Gr. to J. Crawley, Esq, F.H.S.

MELONS—The Heaviest.
C.l. Mr. Pengillv, Gr. to R. G. Thomson, Esq.
C.2. Mr. Tegg, Gr. to A. Pryor, Esq, F.H.S.

MELONS—The Best.
S.B. Mr. Fleming, G r.to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, F.H.S.
C.l. Mr. Batchelor, Gr. to J. Shoolbred, Esq.
C.l. Mr. Brown, Gr. to Colonel Blddnlph.

C.l. Mr. M'Ewen, Gr. to Colonel Wvr.dham.
BLACK CHERRIES.

S B. Mr. Taylor, Market Gardener, Brentford.

C.l. Mr. Meyejs, Market Gardener, Brentford.

C.l. Mr. J. Meyers, Market Gardener, Ealing.

C.2. Mr. Jones, Market Gardener. Brentford.

C.2. Mr, M'Ewen, Gr. to Colonel Wyndham.
WHITE CHERRIES.

S.B. Mr. H. Meyers, Brentford.
C.l. Mr. J. Taylor, Brentford.
C.l. Mr. J. Meyers, Ealing.
C.l. Mr. M'Ewen, Gr. to Colonel Wyndham.
C.2. Mr. Mitchell, Brighton.

L.S.

S.K.

S.G.
L.S.
S.K.

1 IIE3.
C.i. Mr. Lydlard, Bntbeaaton, Bltli.

i i; \\\|!Ei:l:ll .-.
I , ios».

s.K. Mr. Lydlard, Belli.

S r.. Mr. Macqualter, Or, t" Colonel Cboll. ni r, I'.fl.S.

C.l. Mr. Tillyard, Gr. to the RlgW Hon. ii..- .^....k.-r. r.ll H.

STRAWBERRIES, Sinole Diaimn, FOR Bin.
S.B. Mr. Bmltb, Market Gardi ner, Twickenham, for " Bii I

Nnpl„r."
C.l. Mr. , I, in." i, Market Gardiner, Brentford, for "British

Queens,"
C.2. Mr. Lydlnrd, Market tin." ', Bath, for" Goliath.'

STRAWBERRIES, SlNOl.l 1)1 HIS. FOB FLAVOim.
S.B.Mr. Macqunltor, Gr. to Colonel Cbolloner, I

" llllllll„,!H."

C.l. Mr. Smith, Twickenham, for " British Queens."
c.l. Mr. r.i'.idi, islcworih, for " Brltleb Queene."
C.2. Mr. Ward, Gr.to Wm. Stephcn8,F.U.3.,for "Omer Pacha."

PLUMS.
S.K. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to her Majesty, at Frogmore.

RARE EXOTIC FRDITS.
L.S. Mr. Ivi-on, Gr. !,. his Ginc- tl... Ijnko of Northumberland,

V.P.H.S . for Nutmegs, ^
,

anilla and Musa.

SEEDLING PRTJITS.
L.S. Mr. Busby, Or. to J. Crawley, Esq, F.H.S, for Stoekwood

Golden llanibni'gb Grape.

MISCELLANEOUS.
S.K. Messrs. T.nn... Great llelkhainpstead, for a collection of

Fruit Ti'.'.'s In Pols.

S.B. Mr. M'Ewen, Gr. to his Grace the Duke of Norfolk, F.U.S,
for Peaches and Nectarines in Pots.

ORCHIDS—Is Tens.
G.K.I. Messrs. YeUeh & San, Cli<l,cn and Exelcr.

G K.2. Mr. Gedney, Or. to Mi». Ellis, Iloddcsdcn.

G.B.I. Mr. Woolley, Gr. to IJ.B. Kit, Esq.

OBOHID I
- XES.

G.B.2. Mr. rarson, (ir. to W. I\ G. Former, Esq, F.H.S.

S.G. Mr. WooTley, C.t. to II. B. Ker, Esq.

Mr. Prison, Gr.to Uls Grace the Duke of Northomt>er-
In, il. V.I'. H.S.I

Mr. DunSfbrd, Chingafordt Ei sex.

\ ARIEGATED PLANTS— In Twenties.
Messrs v.iicl. .^- Son.

John nod diaries Lee, Hammersmith.
Messrs. Rolllfisoft A s, nS, T

S.B. Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place.

C.l. Messrs. Jackson & Son, King
PLANTS with FINE FOLTAGE—Is Tess.

S.G. Messrs. Veiteli & Si n

L.S. Messrs. Rollisson & Sons.

S K. Messrs. Henderson, Pine-apple Place.

S.B. Messrs. Jacks, n & Son.

HOT-HOUSE PERNS—Is Twri.^rs.

L.S. Mr. Corson, (ir. lo w. 1'. G. Former, Esq, F.ll.S.

S.K. Messrs. Rollisson A Sons.

S.B. Mr. Gedney, Gr. to Mrs. Ell .
r '

:, sdon.

IIOT-IIOUSE l.YC (irODS—In Sixes.

S.K. Mr. Gedney, Gr. to Mis. Llli-. Hoddesdon.

S.B. Messrs. Veitch & Son.

C.l. Mr. Woolley, dr. to II. P. Ker, Esq.

rose?-cit Srscix ns, is r
S.K. Mr. Mitchell. Piltdown. Mare-
S.P. Messrs. Paul & Son I

C.l. Messrs. Lane. Berkhampstead.
C 2. Mr. Francis. F.H.S . Hertford.

POSES- Cl T SfEClirssn, in T'ventv-tives.

Mr. Monro. Gr. to '.lie Earl of Clarendon.

Mr. Tcn-v, Gr. to Lndj (.i:. 9 Puller.

Mr. Busby. Gr to J. Crawley, Esq, 1' H.s.

VARIEGATED-LEAVED PELARGONIVMS.
L.S.

FUCHSIAS -IN Tvtelves.

S.G. Mr. Gaines. F.ll.S. P.-
VERBENAS—rs Twelves.

S.K. Mr. Wethcrnll, Gr. to D. McNeill. E-i.

S.B, Mr. Higgs, Gr. to Mrs. Barchard, F H.S.

r\ i RA—PINKS.
S K. Mr. Turner, F.H.S, Slough.

SB. Mr. Brag?. Slough.

C.l. Messrs. Mitchell i- Co, Brighton.

NE-VV PLANTS IN FLOWER.
S.K. Messrs. Ytitc'n S; S( n, ExeU . for Ixora flori-

bunds.

S.B. Messrs. Veitch & Son, for Fenzli* .'.ianthidora.

C.l. Messrs. Veilch & Son, for PI ass.

MISCELLANEOUS.
S.B. Mr. Woolley, Gr. to II. B. Ker, Esq., Cheshunt, for a col-

lection of Gloxinias.

C.l. Messrs. Henderson, Welling'.-:. Nursery, St. John's Wood.
for Fuchsia " Princess Royal.

'

C.l. Mr. Ingram. CM. U.S.. Gr. to her Majesty, a: Frcgmon?, f, r

a Hybrid Achimer.es.

C 1. MessTs. Henderson, Wellington Nursery, for Hemiaodrm

CJ. Mr Pallor. Gr. :o J. T. Lenox, F.H.S, for 6 Variegated Pe-

largoniums.

C 2. Messrs. Henderson, for Stylicium scandens.

C.2. Mr. Bragg. Slough, for Sv e< '. W '.. :.rus in Pots.

S.B.
C.l.

C.2.

P.UIBr'6 ITOCKWOO .

Ml I' M,..
'
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abundance, and would have greatly embellished the

fruit tables. What did appear were excellent, espe-

cially the Lycopods from Mrs. Ellis, of Hoddesdon.

Plants with fine foliage were also produced in

inconsiderable quantity, the only exhibitors being

Messrs. Veitch, Rollisson, Henderson, and Jackson.

It would seem as if public taste was still in great

want of refinement. The negroes of the Gold Coast

are said to admire nothing so much as the most

tawdry Manchester goods blotched with the most

brilliant reds and yellows and blues ; the delicate

tracery of an Indian loom is looked upon with con-

tempt. So it is with us and our plants. Unless a

flower is as glaring as a Poppy or a Pelargonium it

is neglected, and no sale can be found for it ; hence

the nurserymen, very properly, direct their atten-

tion to fine flaunting sorts—for it is their business

to please their customers. And yet we appeal to

all persons of good taste who were present on

Wednesday, whether the most beautiful by far, in

the true sense of the word beauty, were not such

plants as the delicate green flowered Dendrochilum

filiforme, or the noble forms of exotic vegetation

not in flower, or even the humble but exquisitely

marked Fcnzlia produced by Messrs. Veitch.

We should like to see an exhibition on a grand

scale from which flowers of all kinds were excluded,

but to which fruits should be admissible. Could

such an object be accomplished, and the same skill

in grouping be evinced as in the case of flowers, we
suspect that public opinion would be very consider-

ably altered as to what constitutes a really beautiful

object in the vegetable world.

An article on planting in the last number of the
" Quarterly Review " was lately selected by some
of our correspondents as the ground* of certain

criticisms upon the construction of live fences.

Want of space, and, let us add, the tone of some of

question, therefore, is whether Beech is improved
by adding Whitethorn, or Whitethorn by adding
Beech. Here, as in all things, experience is the

only sure guide ; but experience is unfortunately

contradictory. Mr. Brown finds the mixture

advantageous in Scotland ; we know it to be pro-

ductive of no advantage in our eastern counties,

where mixed hedgerows are always full of gaps and
blemishes, but where admirable fences may be

formed from mere Beech or from mere Whitethorn.
It is, indeed, but reasonable to suppose that a line

of trees all alike will be more uniform in every

respect than if it consists of several sorts. White-
thorn in poor sandy land will not grow with the neces-

sary vigour, if at all. Will Beech improve the quality

of the land? Surely not. But it is urged that the

Whitethorn refuses to grow on such land, not

because Tof its poorness, but because of its bleak-

ness, and that the Beech offers some shelter ; that is

a better reason for the mixture of the two trees.

But we greatly doubt whether under such circum-

stances it is not as well to confine the hedge to the

Beech alone. If the Thorns are in bad land they
cannot grow fast enough to improve the resisting

force of the Beech ; if they are in good land they

are best by themselves. Nor can we call to mind
any place, however bleak, in which the Thorn fails

if the land suits it. It is one of the hardiest of

all trees. Mr. Brown, however, entertains a

different opinion, which is doubtless entitled to

great respect. Nevertheless we venture to recom-
mend the point to his further consideration. At all

events he has nowhere advised a mixture of Thorns
and Beech in the unreserved manner expressed in

the "Quarterly Review."
The second branch of this discussion is whether

Thorns, when first planted, should be cut down or not.

The common plan is to cut them down ; Mr. Brown
advocates the practice ; the reviewer echoes the

the communications, led to a discontinuance of
j

advice, and we take their side under certain circum-

the discussion, in which, indeed, we had taken no stances. There is, indeed, no doubt that beautiful

part. The approach, however, of the time when
Quickset hedges may be planted in favourable
situations, tempts us to revive the question,
especially since it is evident that by some at least
it has been totally misunderstood.

In speaking of fences the reviewer uses these
words :

—
" In one place a rough stone dyke will be

most available, in another a bank of turf ; here a
dyke planted with Furze, there a Quickset hedge.
If the last be selected it will be rendered more
efficacious though less ornamental by mixing Beeches
with the Thorns, as these trees when young retain
their withered leaves until spring, affording shelter
to the plantation during the budding season, which
is the period when their services are most needed.
The young Thorns, before being set, should be -cut

down to about 4 inches above the crown of the root
;

but the Beeches must be left whole. Both should
be planted about 7 inches apart, in the proportion
of two Thorns to one Beech. After the young
plants have made two years' wood, it is advisable
to cut them all down to about 9 inches of the surface,
an operation which will have the effect of making
them throw out numerous side branches."

This sounds so like an echo of a chapter in
Brown's " Forester," that we are not surprised to
find it mistaken for an extract from that useful book.
Such, however, is not the case ; the words are the
reviewer's own, although imitated from Brown, and
we must add spoiled in the operation.
What Mr. Brown says is that a certain mixture

of Thorns and Beeches, " upon high situations with
a light soil "forms abetter fence than Thorns alone,
because in such places Thorns are "apt to die
early," whereas when mixed with Beech " the fence
is much improved both in health and appearance."
The reviewer, on the other hand, recommends the
mixture under all circumstances, which is by no
means what either Brown or any other practical
man would advise. In one respect both the reviewer
and the reviewed agree, namely in recommending
the Thorns to be cut down to the length of 4 inches
before being planted. Both these practices, that is

to say forming a hedge of mixed materials, and
cutting down Thorns when planted, have been
objected to, as being contrary to sound gardening.
They must be considered separately.

We hold it to be incontrovertible that all hedges
should be formed from one kind of plant alone,
when land will permit it ; a mixed hedge is excep-
tional. If soil is good enough to bear strong White-
thorn no better plant can be employed, as is suffi-

ciently shown by the noble fences to be met with in
all the richer parts of the country. Mr. Brown says
nothing to the contrary ; hut he says that in poor
light land, such as is often selected for plantations,
where the Whitethorn will not thrive, it is good
to add one-third of Beech. The first object is to
get a hedge of some sort, the second is to have as
good a one as circumstances will permit. The

hedges have been obtained from Thorns headed
down before being planted ; it is also certain that

hedges not so formed will often present dead spaces.

There are two instances within a short distance of

where we are writing, one of which is a hedge made
of Thorns 3 to 4 feet high when planted, while the
other was headed down. The latter is for its age

much the best ; it was formed in September when
the leaves were on the Thorns, and it never had a
vacant space. The other was planted in winter,
when the leaves were off, and several places in it

afterwards required mending. The explanation
seems to be simple enough, although some of the
unpublished communications lying before us treat it

as a wonderful mystery. The Whitethorn has
coarse roots with little fibre, and they send out fresh

rootlets, with unwillingness when transplanted ; so
that if any top is left ready to produce leaves the
plants are exhausted by the nascent foliage before
the roots can act upon the soil. On the other hand,
if Thorns are headed down when planted time is

given for the development of fresh rootlets before
any leaves can come, and then, when the foliage

does begin to act upon the system, the roots are
already in activity and effectually prevent exhaustion.

It is evident that this must be the true explana-
tion of the practice of heading down Thorns so
generally practised and so highly recommended.
But is it always necessary ? Surely not. Every-
thing turns upon whether roots can be formed soon
enough to feed the leaves when they appear. If the
roots are already fibrous, have been carefully pre-
served, or by repeated previous transplantation are
in such a state that the plants can be removed
without injury to them, then to head the White-
thorn down is a needless waste of force and of
time. It is, however, almost always necessary to
head back this kind of fence eventually because the
buds on the lower part of the stem have a great
tendency to perish, the effect of which is to prevent
the production of the undergrowth required to give
the hedge closeness near the ground. And such
being the case it is the best practice to head down
at first, except in those instances where an imme-
diate barrier is wanted.
We should have thought that this was a very

plain matter. Let us hope that it will be -considered
so in future.

multiplied to excess, as in such instances the proper
organs of fructification may be so frequently oblite-

rated as to make the collection of seed a work of great
difficulty. In all such cases the multiplication of the
petals is more perfect, in proportion as the soil is,

within certain limits, generous ; a barren soil will

cause a reversion to the origiual condition, and the
variety may thus be rendered worthless. Pistils,

however, may be produced where there is no trace

of stamens, but these may be. impregnated from fertile

plants, and new varieties arise. Where the sterility

is perfect propagation can only take place by cuttings,

but in this way a variety may be preserved almost
indefinitely. Seed, however, from double flowers does
not necessarily produce flowers of equal merit in the
eyes of the florist, any more than seed from apetalous
flowers, such as the Sweet William* (described Qard.
Chron. 1851, p. 550), does not necessarily reproduce a
single similar plant amongst hundreds of seedlings.

Where seedlings are absolutely necessary, or where
they are much wanted, the surest way of obtaining
them is by withholding all forcing nutriment. In
some cases seed may be obtained Bimply from allow-

ing the plant to run itself out. In the Balsam, for

instance, though the first flowers of the finest varieties

produce scarcely a trace of fruit, after a time, when
the plant is a little exhausted, feebler flowers will be
produced, from which seed may be obtained. In this

case propagation could not be maintained very long by
mere cuttings.

335. Though the greater part of a tree may produce
normal flowers, a few branches, the Midsummer
shoots, for instance, of the Pear, may produce double
and sterile flowers. These are generally so worthless

that no attempt is made to propagate them ; but it is

very possible, if there were any merit in the produc-
tion, that the qualities might be propagated by cuttings,

336. As in the endogens [mentioned in No. 334, the

petals also of exogens occasionally assume characters

quite at variance with the genera to which they
belong. This is especially the case in irregular

flowers, as in Labiates and Liuariads. The terminal

flowers of such plants as Stachys not unfrequently

assume a salver-like form, quite at variance with their

normal aspect ; a remarkable modification of the flowers

of the common Foxglove attended by multiplication is

figured Qard. Chron. 1850, p. 435 ; a regular corolla in

Calceolaria appears in the same volume, p. 389 ; similar

instances are not very unfrequent in terrestrial Orchids;

and in some other flowers in which one or more of the

petals have a spur the change is still more singular in

appearance, as in the pelorioid varieties of Antirrhinum
and Linaria. Such flowers may be scattered amoDgst
others of the ordinary structure, but sometimes every
flower in the spike is pelorioid, and the plant will then
retain its characters when cultivated.

337. Antheromania (Midtiplication of Stamens').—
The number of stamens is generally dependent on that

of the sepals and petals, and if they are increased
within certain limits the stamens are increased too. In
irregular flowers, as in Orchids, the addition of one or
more anthers may derange the whole structure of the
flower. Additional stamens may, however, be produced
without any accompanying increase of petals, and where
the structure is normal, the practical effect to the culti-

vator is imtnaterial.f The transition between stamens and
petals is so gradual in many cases, as for instance in the
common Water Lily, that it may not always be possible

to say whether the muliiplication in a double flower i»

due to mere repetition of petals, or to transformation of

stamens. Traces of anthers may sometimes be seen on
the side of the petaloid expansions, indicating what the
nature of the transformation is, or petals and stamens
may be multiplied simultaneously. In such cases if

anthers are formed there will seldom be any fertile

pollen, and so much nutriment is diverted to the multi-
plied and hypertrophied organs that the pistil if formed
will generally be barren. In disecious plants normal
stamens are occasionally produced in the female flowers,

and thus fertile seed may be formed even in such plants

without the presence of plants of both sexes. That
seed capable of vegetation is occasionally produced
without the presence of pollen was shown long since

J

by Spallanzuni, in the case of Hemp, observations which
are confirmed by the notorious instance of Ccelebogyne.

M. J.B.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXX.
334. Petalomania (Multiplication of Petals). — In

almost every plant there is a normal number of petals,

from which, however, there are occasional deviations
either by suppression or multiplication. In some genera
the number of petals is far more inconstant and un-
certain than in others, especially where the petals and
stamens gradually pass into each other. In such cases,

however, though the ordinary number of stamens and
pistils may be deranged, there is seldom any decided
abortion or imperfection in those organs. This how-
ever, is far from being the case where the petals are

NEW GARDEN FERNS.— No.

4. Ptcnoptebis, T. M.

II.

Sori medial, circular, very large, irregularly bi-tri-or quadrf-
serial near the costa, indusiate. Indusiiim roundish reniform.
Veins forked ; venules elongate, parallel-curved, free, termi-
nating near the margin in club-shaped apices; the lowest
anterior and posterior ones (sometimes more, or all) in each
fascicle soriferous.

Pvcnofteris Sieboldi, T. M. in Hort. Van Houtte
(Aspidium Sieboldi, Van Houtte, Cat. ; Lastrea
Sieboldi, T. M. in Herb).

Fronds leathery, broad, pinnate, smooth
;
pinna? few, obliquely

oblong-lanceolate, falcate, irregularly serrate ; the lowest
stalked and unequally cordate at the base, the upper sessile

* The seed of this variety was largely propagated without
producing a single apetalous plant, «

t It is often said in such considerations that every leaf has a
bud in its axil normally; such buds are actually developed into
branches in the varieties of Lupine and Foxglove mentioned
above, % 331. Wherever a bundle of vessels passes from the
axis, buds or new organs may be expected, though what is
the mysterious connection is quite inexplicable, since the bud in
its origin may have no connection at first with the vascular
bundle, and two organs or buds may occasionally be produced

stead of one.
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i large, numerous, Irregularly bl- trl-iu>rlul

;

fiiiudu adherent..

and Recurrent
stipes scaly bi

A very remarkable Fern, bo distinct-looking, and bo

different in habit from tho oilier free-veined Aspldieai,

that it iH proponed to Depurate it from tlieui. It iH of

bold and striking aspect, full deep green in colour, and
Iiuving a beauty distinct from tho delicacy ummily found
among Ferns, which makes it valuable for grouping.
It grown u foot or more high, tho leafy purl, of the
fronds an broad as long, and consisting of about two to

four pairs of very thick leathery pinnoo, and a larger
terminal one. The pinnm of the barren fronds are
from 4 to (! inches long, oblongluneeoluto, falcate, acu-
minate, and somewhat undulated, borne on a stipes
3 or 4 inches long, which is very stout lit the base, and
thoro clothed with long narrow hair pointed scales, The
fortilo fronds, which hour sori throughout, are elevated
on longer stipes than tho barren ones, ami are boeidoB
in a slight degree contracted, the pinnm in the DlOSt
perfect fronds being about an inch in width, whilst in

are entirely sunk ... the points ol <h- lobes, an. I

. ,„,„ »Ufa , ;

email projecting tooth occasionally . .... „,„„,,, .,,,,,.„,.

rarely on he Inner side also ; lie Involucre* are linear In l

pup-shaped. rhto Fan, wbleh b n

Introduced In 1840 by Messrs, Rollbson, ol Tooting s s» t

It in on" ol the liioiit elegant ol lie- v.rv beautiful gcntll f»ir.

Duvailiii, and is besides very easily cultivated,
I

0. PlILEDODIUM mi.'I.tiiii'.iuai.k, Moore and Houlston, in

QoUi and Sp, ol Cult, Pems, ">' &

the barren ones they are an inch and threo quarter
wide. The sori, which are very large, consist of a grca'
crowd of black spore-cases, seated on a somewhat ele-

vated receptacle. The vernatiou is peculiar. The
rhizome or caudex, to which the fronds are adherent
grows quite erect, and the apex is developed beyond the
base of the perfect fronds, so as to show two or three
series of incipient fronds, having a somewhat decussate
arrangement. This Fern, as we learn from M. Van
Jfoutte, from whose nursery at Ghent it was introduced
to our gardens in 1852, was obtained by him from Dr.
Von Siebold, and is a native of Japan or of China. It
grows well in a greenhouse, but is quite hardy, having
survived the winter of 1854-5 without the least injury, in

an exposed case in Mr. Ward's garden at Clapham, and in

the open air without any protection, ill the garden of
A. East, Esq., of BlaeUhealh, Kent. It may be raised
with much facility from the spores. The genus is related
to Lastrea in its fructification, and to Polystichum in its

venation. The veins, however, are remarkable for their
club-shaped apices, and are quite like those of Scolopen-
drium ; and the large multiserial sori on elevated recep-
tacles are discordant with Lastrea, as aro the distinct

and partially contracted fertile fronds. The name is

from pyenos, thick, and pteris, a fern.

-5. Davallia dissecta, J. Smith MS. ; Gard. Mag.
Bot., iii., 325.

Fronds slender, glabrous, triangular, tripinnato, sub-membrana-
ceous

;
pinna? triangularly elongate, acuminate, the lower ones

uneqnal-sided ; ultimate pinnules oblong, deeply pinnatifid,
with linear entiro or bifid segments ; rachis and midribs
winged

;
sori occupying tho apex of the segments, often with

an exterior tooth; involucres linear cup-shaped ; rhizome
elongated scandent, densely scaly, with subulate fimbriate
scales ; fronds articulated.

A very elegant stove Fern, but also growing in a close
atmosphere without the influence of strong heat. The
fronds are of an elegant bright green, and are very much

/^

The lioit election affords a i

-, le ->f »

and more .

., how i\,.'. favouritism, >r ;»•
i rendu amplo, inb pinnate, glabrea

,

•
"

! '" "'''

ii.itiIii broad, 1 late-acumlnatc, dllata.
I

well ma would net
tori in novoral Nriu •" eaeh »ldo tl t. . ... ,,/ ,M \,,,.

.

'

rrfmnos u,

A noble Fern with As genera habit and a

Phlebodium aureom, but differing In the groa 1. 1 I readth .,
j

,-

,„„,,,.,»„
,

ol Its segments, In the total absence ol the strlkin

green colour which poryades P aureum, and in tin .,

numerous small sori spattered In four or flvt sriesover application; bul ibe ililrd, who «
the whob, surface ol the Hgments. rho fronds aro eecoiid epphcetion, i. a palpobU. In.toi
from 2 to 4 feet long, pinnatifid, or pinnate at tho base

;

complained ol and I « ''xreat
the segments la lolate, acuminate, 8 to 10 Inchoi g, body of that, by act.
iin.l nearly 2 inches broad, the sinus nurrow and ro led, t„ tbo ii,fl„n,i »l <„,
not broad and obllquo, as in aureum. The location of great injury to .

either occupies the upper port of tho frond, or omo- Take, for inaui
'"' ' »» over the whole surface of distinct fronds, husband subscribed tight ,..r» :
1'ho plant Is a naUve of South America, and was Intro- who subsoribei Bars, and of (iron*
duesd to Kew m lii:.ii; more recently it ha* beta who subscribed nim
obtained from Domeram [tisadesirahlnftn.il live this evidence, It ma
species among the bold-looking Ferns of ample iii/.c. ca.ual ol

*•"'•
I sx> far from grifaga candidate a prior claim b •

and favourable ,;, i leration of rMatl has r-

1

Home Correspondence. thi farouti

Celery.— I urn induced to Hubmit the following hints WSoltS. TbeM it DO reasonable person >

on the cultivation of Celery, which I practised very sue- admll the injurious oonsanusui
ccssfully many years in tho West Indies, and which,] potroMgOj »< ban 'ly Hm far t/y. modi
trust, may bo found useful to Ihoso who may feel in- of It already la various quarters, sad WS i • • . ' t.'.r \»iut

cliucd to adopt my system. It is as follows :- Finding the case of the LItenry re
tho usual mode of planting Celery in trcnchcH 5 fe< I

• part of auci.

apart, and "earthing ap" laborious and inconvenient,] longand neeful a career everj mas would r»;r« i<.w
was led, after making several experiments, to adopt a the Gardeners' Beau g in »ueh a posi-
very simple plan by which much labour and ground lion, or Indeed anything sputuaJaaaifalg •

were saved by planting tho plants upon well manured address you now solely with the deeirs
ground 14 inches apart in the rows, and each row II abuse, .1 Jyll.

Training 7V"> on Walls.—In y«r rude a
few numbers back, you gave m a di»*cxtation upon f

divided ; they are from a foot to a foot and a half long ;

in outline triangular, or somewhat pentangular from the
greater development of the posterior pinnules on the
lower pinDos ; the other pinna; are narrow, elongate,

inches from each other, in tho quincunx order. When
they were grown of sufficient length I introduced Ibe
leaves, after stripping off tho small under ones, into structure of garden walla, with das tfewof aaccrtoini

bamboos cut about 12 inches long— the length they admit ''lc Inf'"' snUabto f"r the
|

: vning fruit trees,

of between joint and joint, the diameter of each being &c.,on. Y..ur observations in that article, and the eoo-
about 3 inches—and in 1 1 days I have generally had elusion to which they led, met my entire concurrence.
them beautifully blanched clean and fit for the table. Supposing snch wolU arc constructed, the next question
Since my return to England in 184 9, seeing some hollow is, how best to cover them with tree* ! It hi
tiles 12 inches, and of the same diameter as the appeared to me something unnatural in training wall

bamboos before-mentioned, used for draining land, trees to divide them low—say I foot, or 1 1 feet from the

it occurred to me that a similar method might bo ground, as those commonly called dwarfi are usually
practised here ; consequently I had a piece of managed ; I am of opinion that it would be more in

ground well manured, dug, the clods being well broken, accordance with nature were the tree* trained with a
and planted in rows and distances as before detailed, stem, say from 4 to 6 feet high, and radiated so as to

When the leaves were long enough, the small ones being cover the wall to very near thi ground. I aJInde chiefly

pulled off, I gathered the rest together in my hand. to Peach and Nectarine tree*, and am of opinioo, more-
and put them through the tiles, keeping the surface of the over, that the durability of the trees is prolonged by
ground clean by occasional boeing ; the plants made ' such a mode of training. I remember a remarkable
rapid progress, and after a time I put some half tiles on instance in proof of my opinion at the seat of an ancient
the top of those first placed, thrusting a stick inside both family in the vicinity of Derby, where there ii a very
into the ground, to prevent the wind from blowing them good garden, a wallcd-in oblong square, with a wailc-d-

down, and in 34 days the Celery was well blanched. On '" compartment at the east end, which served aa a
the 15th December last year I cut one head, that had a Melon ground, &c. ; there were trees (Peach and
second tile about 10 inches long over the first, which Nectarine) planted on the exterior south wall, dwarf
measured 3 feet long and 10 inches in circumference, and standard alternately; in the .'-Moo ground con-
exceedingly well blanched. Previous to severe weather partment the sonth wall was planted with ataoderda

coming I put Peas haulm, straw, or dry litter between only, and radiated. In the day* when I knew
the tiles, with clean straw or dry Fern over the whole them intimately (now many years ag^ , the standards

to protect the plants from frost. It will be an improve- on the exterior south wall had all been cot away to

ment to have the tiles so constructed as to admit of g'Te place to the dwarfs, and these bad nearly become
what may be termed a collar on the under and upper naked sticks, with only a little bearing wood near the

tile, so as to fit on each other similar to a turned top of the wall. The radiated standards, on the coo-

wooden box, which will exclude the air at their junction; trary, were fine healthy, vigorous, froitfol trees, and
and instead of sticks, as before mentioned, I would re- covering the entire wall from top to bottom. The case

commend wires of the thickness of a common goose impressed me so then that I made it a subject of remark
quill, 30 inches long, or thereabouts, formed similar to to a friend (the late Mr. Ayres. of Kedleston), wbo told

a surveyor's arrow, to be substituted. Should you feel me he was the person who planted the trees, and got

disposed to give my method publicity, further improve- laughed at and ridiculed by his neighbours about his

ments may be made by experimentalists, or even as it is radiating scheme ; he was an intelligent, good gardener,

practised by myself, it will be found very useful. James and was surprised that I (then a yonthi should have

Waters, ilie Rectory, Penshaw, Fence Houses, Durham. adopted the notion he had so successfully proved. I

Ineffectual Puddling.—Would you or any of your have practically proved it since, and feel quite confirmed

correspondents be kind enough to give me any informs- in my opinion that the radiating system is most natural

tiou in my present difficulty. This time last year I and most preferable. Quercus.

began to form an ornamental pool in front of my" house Sow to prevent L<r,/-' —' or several -

below the lawn ; the subsoil is quite a gravel, extending have been annoyed by the scorching of the leaves i

to a great depth, so much so that the "undertaker con- vinery from the intense heat of the sue. I saw i

sidered that no bottom at the under side of the pool that Hartley's Talent Bongh Plate Glass is adtr.
-

could be obtained upon which to found a puddle wall in adapted for vineries ; I therefore covered the

the centre of the embankment; he, therefore, determined glass ofmy vinery with thin whitewash. 1

to line the whole interior with puddled clay. After perfectly. The vines and the fnrt are :3 a very

three unsuccessful attempts to retain the water (the healthy" condition ; and a few p'.aats that standabont

puddle now being 2 feet deep and well beaten both at have assumed an appearance of vigour a

the bottom and at the sides) we have covered it all with which I never saw before. I ieep the floor m
about 2 inches of soil; still the water will not stand of course avoid syringiDg. cr

above 9 inches deep until it runs out at the lower part, the whiting. I strongly recoirr araeularJy

The clay is of a very fine nature, and the water from its to amateurs, for conservatories dcr

own weight must, we consider, penetrate through it glaring weather. A friend has E .: - -.hat son

The intended depth is about 4 feet at the deepest part paste made of_fiour would I I ----. adher

or lowest side. I am now quite at a loss what to do to the glass. O. L., Omlndgc.

with it, and would feel greatlv obliged, if throuah your Nidifiecaiim
-

- v - —\ our eorres]

columns vou could afford aiv information uoon the " G. W. L/' seems to doubt the truth of the passi.

subject / / the Zoological Society's Guide Book having reference to

Gardena-/ jRoval Benevolent Institution.— I have the nidification of the Brush Turkey (Talegaia Ls
_ Benevolent Institution. —

triangular acuminate ; both the primary and secondary I taken an earlv interest in the formation of the Gar- of Gould), whose manner of reproduction as there

pinnules are oblong ; the segments narrow, linear, deners' Beuev'oleut Institution, and watched year by stated he thinks will not bear ' lnvesngarpg by ._e

entire, or with a shallow notch at the apex. The sori
|

year its successful progress with regard to its pecuniary j
ordinary process of analogical reasoning. >ow 1 Lave
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no intention of either justifying or defending the afore-

said Guide Bool;, which is, I know, not free from error

on other subjects ; the latter, however, have nothing to

do with the pr.int in question. Having mjself lately

visited the Society's gardens I particularly noticed the

Talegalla, whose strong and powerful legs seem well

adapted for throwing up or forming mounds of leaves,

earth, or other matter. This fact must have been

apparent even to " G. W. L." himself. We will suppose

it then to be a settled point that it is capable of collect-

ing or throw-in; up enormous mounds of fermentable

matter, more especially when we are informed from a

very creditable source that the mound is not the result

of the labou-s of a single pair, but is produced by the

combined efforts of many. This mound or nest, when

completed, is then in itself nothing more than a self-

acting incubator, in which the bird deposits its eggs, at

the depth (we may premise) which nature teaches it will

he proper to secure a sufficient heat to hatch them.

Thus far, at least, the nidifieation of this singular bird

is plain and probable enough. But we now come to the

chief point in dispute, viz , the possibility of a young

bird being able to extricate himself from a mound of

this description, or as " G. W. L." puts it, " with ils

tender feet and legs, scratching its way out from under

an enormous mass of fermenting leaves and earth."

Comment on (I suppose the absurdity of) this subject

your correspondent deems needless, and asks the ques-

tion " does any one in their 6enses believe this 2 " Now,
I myself adhere to the statement set forth in the Guide

Book. One thin?, at least, is certain, viz , if the eggs

are deposited, and consequently hatched, iu the mound,

as we have every reason to believe they are, nature

must have provided the chick with some means or other

to extricate i self from the nest, otherwise the ends of

natural reproduction would be defeated. That the old

birds may assist the young to escape from their confine-

ment is probable, but still more so that nature has pro-

vided the young bird with a more certain means of

liberation in the strong and well developed feet with

which it is furnished. And may not the same instinct

that teaches the callow and unfledged nestling to gape
for its food have taught the young Talegalla, in like man-
ner, with the aid of its powerful feet, to work its way to both
food and day. Speaking of " analogous reasoning," take for

instance the nidifieation of the mound-making Megapoda
Tumulus, which, although considerably smaller than
the Talegalla, constructs a mound of earth and leaves,

and deposits its eggs in like manner. Again, why
should it be considered so preposterous for a bird whose
structure is admirably adapted for its mode of life, to
begin that life, as the case may be, by either swimming
or scratching ? Look, for instance, at the conduct of

some of our water birds ; ere they are scarcely an hour
old, we see them apparently both experienced and skilful

swimmers. Why then may not the Brush Turkey
enter life not by swimming, as with the water fowl, but
by a process infinitely more congenial to its general
habits \ For myself, I can see no great difficulty in the
matter, or any impediment offered by a foot or two of
leaves and earth, beyond what may be easily removed
by the exertions of a young and vigorous bird like the
one in question. Difficulties, however, may exist, and
insurmountable obstacles present themselves that I am
not aware of. But, in conclusion, I must own candidly

that I do not perceive either the one or the other. For
further and full information on this subject, let me refer
your correspondent to the excellent and able work on
the " Birds of Australia," by our eminent ornithologist

Gould, who has spent several years (two of them per-
sonally on the spot), in investigating, collecting, and
classing the hitherto almost unknown birds of that
extensive country. /. /., StratMeldsaye.
New Garden Pots (see p. 453).—I find in looking over

last week's impression that the engraver has made a
Blight mistake in the form of my blanching pot. In
the engraving the hole is made to go through the pot,
instead of which it is made only partly through, from
which about three smaller holes radiate to the outside
of the pot. This provision is made with the view of
excluding light, and as the whole surface is entire on
the outside, for whatever purpose the pot may be used
no wet can possibly find its way into the interior amongst
the plants, &c. When these pots are used in growing
summer plants this subterraneous mode of drainage will

not only be found to be perfect, but where the pots are
placed on the ground entirely prevent the ingress of
worms, &c. George Fry.

Supply of Water to Wells, tic.—The shortness of the

stock of water in the water-bearing strata is now
becoming a serious question. Reference to the rain-

guage guides us to the cause, the remedy is beyond our
reach ; though the inconvenience suffered in some
place3 may in some measure be met, especially in

supply to wells. The rain-guage for the 19 months
ending with April last gives us rather under the
average for 12 months. Wells in the chalk and other
strata showed at the beginning of May an unusual
depression, at a season when on the average the sub-
terranean stock of water is at its height. In May we
had the average of rain, in June above the average,
which told very slightly on the supply. For the two
next months it will require an extraordinary rain fall

to increase the supply in the least degree. The amount
of evaporation and the quantity taken up by vegetation
will prevent this. Dalton's rain-guage, as used by Mr.
Dickiuson, and constructed to register the amount of
rain percolating 3 feet of soil, shows that during the
six summer months from April to September inclusive,
only 0.57 parts of an inch of an average rain fall of

12.29 inches is so registered. It is shown by a table in

a paper read by Mr. Dickinson before the Royal Society

in 1851, that in the month of July in 15 years there

fell 36 03 inches of rain, of which only 0.34 was re-

gistered by Dalton's guoge; in the same period in

August of 36.00 inches only 0.29, and in September of

36.76 2.95, of which 1.50 was registered in 1839 and
1.30 in 1842. Thus, till the end of September, we
have no reason to calculate upou any percolatiou of

rain to increase the subterranean stock of water ; we
must, therefore, make the best of that we now have.

It must be borne in mind that all subterranean water
lies at a certain inclination in the stratum in which it is

held, the dip of this inclination being towards the

vent or outfall ; that the angle described by a line

indicating its surface increases as the stratum through
which the water percolates is more or less retentive

;

and that the alternation of level caused by the infiltra-

tion of rain is represented by a line fixed at the vent,

and rising at an angle increasing with the distance

from the vent. When a well fails by the depression of

this line, the obvious remedy is to deepen the well ; if

it becomes perfectly dry, this is the only course. But
if it should only fail after a certain amount of exhaus-
tion, and the water should rise again to a certain level,

however slowly, it will often be better to increase the

diameter of the bottom of the well if the nature of the

stratum into which it is sunk will permit ; more fissures

and a greater surface of infiltration will be spread, and a

subterranean reservoir formed, whence a larger supply
at one time might be drawn. It is often dangerous to

deepen a well, lest a clay below the porous stratum
should be pierced, and so expose the water to contact

with substances such as iron pyrites, &c, which impart
a new chemical character to the water, and impregnate
it with deleterious matter. There is another expedient,

namely, boring, which seldom effects a good commensu-
rate with the expense and trouble. We are not speaking

of Artesian wells, which can only be had under certain

geological conditions. Thousands of pounds have been
thrown away on experiments which never ought to have
been made, and which have been suggested by ignorant

or interested parties, who have persuaded the owners of

wells to try to make their wells Artesian, or to bore in

the hope of getting the water to rise in wells in which the

water lias failed ; but no boring into a water-bearing

stratum, except it be covered by a stratum impervious
to water, will cause the water to rise one inch. It is

true that the supply to wells in chalk and other such
strata may be increased by boring, but generally a

deepening of the shaft a few feet will be better than the

deepest boring, and in no case will boring supply water
to a well that has become dry. The failure is simply
because the water level (as now) has become depressed
below its usual alternation. I could name wells in the

chalk where this alternation is 100 feet in perpendicular
height, yet there is water below, for in no case have I

found the water in the chalk to stand at a less inclina-

tion than 10 feet in the mile above the vent or outfall.

Suppose a mass of chalk resting on a clay at a dead
level, at one mile from the vent, spring, or river, there

would be 10 feet of chalk charged with free water in its

cracks and fissures. The adjustment of the water level

in all pervious or porous strata is a most beautiful

exemplification of the law of hydrostatics, regulated by
the friction or amount of resistance presented by the
stratum through which the water flows to its vent in

springs and rivers—hence the inclined line ; without
this the springs and rivers would not, as now, be virtu-

ally perennial, for the whole stratum would be drained
in seasons of drought, before the period of replenish-

ment arrived. Hence, too, the security to wells, and the
almost certainty that when they fail there is still water
beneath. James C. Clutterbuck, Vicarage, Long Witten-

kam, Abingdon.
Wasps, lie.—Allow me to acquaint the gardening

world that I have during May and June at a penny and
a halfpenny got during May 305 wasps and in June the
large number of 1778, making a total of 2083 large wasps,
mostly Queens, during the last two months. During
May they were mostly found on the Gooseberry bushes,
and during June upon the Snowberry. My gardener
killed about 40 or 50 upon a Snowberry bush in my
garden. I am of opinion that the swarm we had must
have come from some foreign clime. I remember,
when in Berkshire in the summer of 1794, that my Aunt
Lisle's house and gardens and neighbourhood were
covered with a large flight of that small insect called

ladybird ; and we had no doubt then that they were
wafted over by the wind from France. I hope our
fruit may not be again destroyed as it was last year.

/. Lisle, LL.D., St. Fasan, Cardiff.

societies;*

Horticultural, Julv 11 : Garden Inhibition.—
On this occasion fruit was unusually abundant and
excellent, and formed, as it was intended it should do,

the most attractive feature of the show. Of Pine
Apples there were no fewer than 50 specimens, most of

them large and handsome ; Black Grapes numbered
20 dishes, and of White varieties there were 21 exhi-

bitions ; Peaches and Nectarines amounted to some
60 dishes, and Cherries, Strawberries, and Melons were
proportionately numerous.

Collections of Fruit.—Of these, considerably the

best came from Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at

Frogmore. It contained a Queen Pine Apple weighing

4 lbs., and beautifully ripened ; admirable specimens of

Victoria and Jefferson Plums ; very fine Royal George
and Bellegarde Peaches, Murrey Nectarines, Black
Hamburgh and Royal Muscadine Grapes, Elton and
Black Eagle Cherries, and Prince of Wales Straw-
berries. Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke of Norfolk, at

Arundel, also had a collection in which were Victoria
Plums, Royal George and Walburton Peaches, Hunt's
Tawny and Murrey Nectarines, a Queen Pine Apple,
Black Hamburgh and Muscat Grapes, red and white
Gooseberries, Elton Cherries, and Brunswick and other
Figs. Mr. Watson, market gardener, Ealing, sent three
Queen Pine Apples, good Elruge Nectarines, Muscat
Grapes somewhat unripe, Black Circassian Cherries.,

two Melons, and British Queen and Keens' Seedling
Strawberries.

Pine Apples.—Mr. Jones, gr. to Lady Charlotte
Schroiber, furnished a Providence weighing 12 lbs.

3 oz.—a noble looking fruit, but green towards the top.

Mr. Fleming, gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, had a Pro-
vidence weighing C lbs. 12 oz., and a fruit of the
same variety, weighing 5 lbs. 12 oz., came from Mr.
Turnbull, gr. to the Duke of Marlborough at Blenheim ;

the last-named exhibitor also sent a Cayenne weighing
41bs. 12oz. A Providence weighing 5 lbs. 12oz. was
furnished by Mr. Dodds, gr. to Col. Baker ; and from
Mr. Taylor, gr. to H. C. Ingram, Esq., came two speci-

mens of Black Prince, the best of which weighed
7 lbs. 12 oz. These were large and beautifully-grown
fruit, but overripe towards the base. The best Queen
Pine came from Mr. Gostling, gr. to Mrs. Deacon ; it

weighed 4 lbs. 15 oz. Mr. Spivey, gr. to J. A. Houblon,
Esq., Mr. Davis, gr. to T. W. Booker, Esq., Mr. Fleming,,

gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, Mr. Barron, gr. to Mrs.
Vivian, Mr. Jones, gr. to Lady Charlotte Schroiber,

Mr. Merryfield, gr. to H. J. Grant, Esq., Mr. Dodds,
and Mr. Taylor also all exhibited Queen Pines, the

heaviest of which weighed 4 lbs. 10 oz.

Grapes.—Excellent Black Hamburgh, large both in

bunch and berry, and extremely well coloured, came
from Mr. Stent, gr. to W. Herbert, Esq. ; Mr. Fleming,
gr. to the Duke of Sutherland, also had admirable
examples of this variety ; but scarcely so perfect as
Mr. Stent's, the point of one of the bunches being
deficient in colour. This last mentioned bunch was
stated by Mr. Fleming to weigh upwards of 3 lbs. The
same exhibitor likewise showed specimens of Mill Hill

Hamburghs, which were in all respects perfect ; one of

the bunches in this exhibition must also have weighed
more than 3 lbs. Mr. Williamson, gr. to the Earl of
Lonsdale, Mr. Forsyth, gr. to Baron Rothschild, Mr.
Tillyard, gr. to the Rt. Hon. the Speaker, and Mr.
Hill, gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., also showed black Ham-
burghs, which though good, were all inferior to the

magnificent bunches produced by Mr. Stent and Mr.
Fleming. Three good bunches of Black Prince, well

cjloured, but not large in berry, were wrongly s!iO'»n in

this class by Mr. Turner, gr. to J. Hill, Esq., of Streat-

ham. In the Market Gardeners' Class Mr. Harri-
son, of Oatlands, had a basketful of Black Ham-
burgh, not large either in bunch or berry ; but
extremely well coloured, and covered with a most beau-
tiful bloom. Muscats, though not possessed of that
fine golden tinge which they should have when in per-
fection, were riper and better on this occasion than we
have seen them at any previous show this season. The
best came from Mr. Turnbull, gr. to the Duke of Marl-
borough ; these were large both in bunch and berry j
good exhibitions of this variety also came from Mr.
Strachan, of Beach Hall, near Chester ; Mr. Mitchell,

of Brighton ; Mr. Allport, gr. to H. Akroyd, Esq.

;

Mr. Clarke, of Hoddesdon ; Mr. Tillyard ; Mr. Smith,
gr. to S. Ricardo, Esq. ; and Mr. Taylor, gr. to J.
Coster, Esq. Frontiguans were furnished in excellent

condition by Mr. Fleming and Mr. Tillyard ; the last

named exhibitor likewise showed beautiful bunches of
White Muscadine, as did also Mr. Shrimpton, gr. to A.
Doxat, Esq. ; Mr. Busby, gr. to J. Crawley, Esq.,
exhibited three excellent bunches of his new Seedling
Grape called Stockwood Golden Hamburgh, a valuable
acquisition, which at first sight might easily be mistaken
for a Muscatof Alexandria; it is, however,in reality quite

a different thing, having no muskiness whatever in its

flavour, which may be described as intermediate between
that of the Sweetwater and Black Hamburgh. This ex-
cellent addition to White Grapes we are informed will

ripen in perfection in the same house with the Black
Hamburgh.
Peaches and Nectarines.—Mr. Turnbull, gr. to the

Duke of Marlborough, showed very fine specimens of

Bellegarde Peaches and Elruge Nectarines ; and Royal
George Peaches, and red Roman Nectarines, nearly
equally good, came from Mr. Mitchell, of Brighton.

Mr. Miller, gr. to Sir W. Smith, Bart., contributed

Grosse Mignonne Peaches and Violette Hative Necta-
rines ; and good Royal George, and other Peaches, and
Elruge and Violette Hitive Nectarines, came from Mr;
Munro, gr. to Lord Clarendon, and Mr. Munro, gr. to
Mrs. Oddie. Mr. Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq.,

sent Noblesse, Bellegarde, Royal George, and Acton
Scott Peaches. In the class of single dishes of Peaches
Mr. Judd, gr. to Earl Spencer, showed beautiful speci-

mens of Grosse Mignonne ; Mr. Davies, gr. to J. Dixon,

Es<j., sent Royal George ; Mr. Mitchell, gr. to Lord
Wenlock, Bellegarde; Mr. Clements, 1 of Oak Hill,

Noblesse; Mr. Busby,^ gr. to J. Crawley, Esq.*

Violette Hative ; Mr. Tillyard and Mr. Frost, gr. to E.

L. Betts, Esq., Noblesse ; Mr. Fleming, Royal George ;

and Mr. Macqualter, gr. to Colonel Challoner, and Mr.
Hay, gr. to the Bishop of London, Bellegarde. Of
Nectarines, Violette Hative, large in size and beautifully
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coloured, came from Mr. Clements; and excellent

dishes of tlio same variety were furnished l>y Mr.

Macqualter, Mr. Frost, Mr. WilHon, gr, to .J. Elger,

Esq., Mr. JudiJ, mid Mr. Busby. Mr. Monro, gr. to

Mm. Odilio, also showed good upe-chm n i of lied lt'<mrui

Noctarincs.

Mici.onh,— The best were n hybrid Cashmere, a tender

white-fleshed sort, and a Tronthum hybrid, from Mr.

Flemingi The next iii point of merit wan n Boechwood,
fromMr. Baleliclor, gr. toJ.Shoolhreinl, E iq.J Mr, Drown,
gr. to Colonel Biddulpb, bad a good Bromham Hall, ami
Sir. M'lOwon, gr. '" Colonel WimlliiMii, nt IVI.wnrib,

sont Lord Montague, a green-fleshed variety. '1'bo

heaviest Melon was furnished by Mr. Pengilly, gr, to

K. J. Thomson, Esq.; it was a groen-fleshod sort,

weighing 'libs, l.'i oz. Mr. Tegg, gr. to A. 1'ryor, Esq.,

showed mi Egyptian grcoii-llushcd, which weighed
A lbs. 1 oz.

CiiKiuiiEs.—Excellent specimens of Blaolt Circassian

woro contributed by Mr. • Taylor, market gardener,
Brontford ; tlio samo variety alno oame from Mr.
Meyors, of Brentford, and Mr. Meyers, of Ealing; Mr.
Jonos, of Brentford, likuwiso sent Black Circassian, and
Mr. M. (Ewon, gr. to Colonel Wyndhnni, KnigbtVi Early
Black. Of whito varieties, Mr. Meyers, of Brentford,
aont Bigarrcau, largo and lino ; Mr. Taylor, beautiful

specimens of Ellon
;
Mr. Meyers, of Ealing, Bigasreau;

Mr. M'Ewen, the same variety, and Mr. Mitchell, of

Brighton, Ellon.

Fioa.—Brown Turkey and Brown Isebia oame from
Mr. Mockott, gr. to J. Allmitt, Esq., and Mr. Judd, gr.

to Earl Spencer.

llASPBiiiimus.—The only dish shown was ouo of Bcc-
hivo, from Mr. Lydiard, of Bath.

Stiuwui:iuui<s.—The best collection was furnished

by Mr. Lydinrd,-of Bath. It contained largo and line

examples of Goliath, Princess Royal, and Victoria
;

Mr. Macqualter and Mr. Tillyard also had good collec-

tions, iu which wo remarked a very hue basketful of

the whito Bicton Pine. Mr. Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy,

Esq., sent Keens' Seedling, British Queen, and Princess

Alice Maude. In the class of large Strawberries

(flavour being set aside) Mr. Smith's (of Twickenham)
Sir Charles Napier was the lion of tho exhibition

;

nearly equal to it, however, woro the remarkably lino

specimens of British Queon shown by Mr. Jones, of

Brentford. Mr. Lydiard, of Bath, also had very largo

fruit of Goliath. Among best flavoured Strawberries

a dish of Hautbois, shown by Mr. Macqualter, was
placed first by the Judges; next came British Queen from
Mr. Smith, of Twickenham, and Mr. Beach, of Isle-

worth ; and then followed Mr. Ward's Omar Pacha;
Keens' Seediiug, Trollop's Victoria, Ingram's Prince of

Wales, and Goliath were also shown iu this class.

Plums.—Three beautiful dishes of these were furnished

by Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at Frogmore. They
consisted of Washington, Goliath, and Green Gage.

Rare Exotic Fruit.—Mr. lvison, gr. to the Duke of

Northumberland at Syon, sent Plantain fruit, Nutmegs,
and Vanilla.

Fruit Trees in Pots came from Messrs. Lane, of

Berkhamstead; and Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke of

Norfolk. The former sent Peaches and Nectarines,

well furnished with green fruit ; Morello Cherries, ripe,

large, and good ; and Gooseberries approaching ripe-

ness. Mr. M'Eweu's exhibition consisted of Royal

George Peaches, and Violette Ilative Nectarines, both

carrying ripe fruit, which was well coloured, but small.

Orchids.—These were contributed in considerable

quantities and iu excellent order. In collections of 10

plants Messrs. Veitch sent Aerides Lobbi, a beautiful

species iu the way of aftiue, but more highly coloured
;

A. odoratum and its large variety ; the singular looking

and really handsome green taiied Dendrochilum fili-

foriue, Saccolabium guttatum, Sobralia macrantha,

the white Butterfly plant (Phaleouopsis), the charming
brown spotted rich orange yellow flowered Dendrobium
chrysanthum, and a large flowered variety of the

Bearded Lady's Slipper. Mr. Gedney, gr. to Mrs.

Ellis, of Hoddesdon, coutributed magnificent specimens

of Phalrenopsis with flowers as fresh, large, and clean

as if it had been the month of May ; also Oneidium
Lanceanum and pulviuatum, Saccolabium furcatum, the

brilliant orange-flowered Epidendrum vitelliuum, £.

verrucosus, Aerides quinquevuluera, still a rare

species, a well bloomed Calanthe masuca, and the

white flowered Phaius. Mr. Woolley, gr. to H. B.

Ker, Esq., sent Sarcopodium Lobbi, Ltelia oinua-

barina, Cattleya violacea, a handsome kind ; the

White Calanthe veratrifolia, Sobralia macrantha, Epi-

dendrum radiatum, Odontoglossum Lawrenceauum,
Oneidium Lauceauum, and the white blossomed Phaius.

Of six Orchids, there were four collections. Sir.

Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., produced Miltcnia

spectabilis, the beautiful Cattleya superba, Phaius albus,

Saccolabium Blumei, with several noble spikes of

flowers on it, some of them perhaps scarcely forward

enough ; au extremely well managed Dendrochilum
filiforme, and an example of the Bearded Lady's Slipper.

Mr. Woolley furnished Saccolabium furcatum and
guttatum, the orange flowered Epidendrum rhizophorum,
Cattleya Harrisonise in beautiful condition, Aerides affine,

and Vanda tricolor. Mr. lvison, gr. to the Duke of North-
umberland, at Syon, contributed the large and beautiful

variety of Cattleya Mossite which he has shown before

this season ; also Oneidium ampliatum and luridum,

Aerides odoratum, and Epidendrum macrochilum. Mr.
Dunsford, of Chingsford, Essex, communicated, among
Others, nice plants of Saccolabium guttatum, Stanbopea

oculata, well flowered, and Oni liuin pulviuatum and

,

li ucochilum, Mi t t . v*eitch bad tin r ni

Cyprlpcdium borbatum called supcrbum, and Mr
Carson Gpldi iidi "in rufum, a dull ;.-• lion flu i

Vabikoatsd Plants wero, as liicy desert
i ill admirod. In Mossrs. Veil •

ol tin m
v.. re several hand on e

|

also Caladiums, ' 'roton , BieffenbB
;

Scrow 1'iiien, Maraula albodlncata, snd oilier •

ei this line gi me'. ; the charming Cistu

Bilbi rglo i"
i ", I- autffull) mottled with whih

;

(lie pretty Begonia Thwaltesl, the wblli

Aphelandrn Leopold!; Coleus Blumei, with brown
blotched leavi j, edged with pali gi een

Hydrangea and Sonerlla marg ritacea, whow
sown an it were with pearls, rendi |] aluable little

plant always Interesting. Messrs. Leo conti

among other things, Pavottaborbonic I discolor,

Caladiums, Dractoua fbrj'On, Mnranfa zobrina ; Apho-
landra Porteana, a fine kind with rich orange yellow
Inflorescence ; Bej Is spli ndida, o .! the]

of tho genus, as far as line foliage Is conci rncd ; Ci

and Vorlogatl d SCIfl v.' I'm' rlcBSI I in MDl
Caladiums, Sfuccas, Ananaiia sativn vari D
cams :, i loyas, Marantfts, Pavetla borhonica, and
i'ii. i Orchids. Messrs. Henderson, ol Pino Apple
Place, and Messrs. Jackson ol Kingston al

groups, in which were Dlohorisandra put lla, a varie-

gated Agapanthus uinbcllntus, Roya carnosa vol

a Brunsfelsia, Dracoona versicolor, Tilland is i pl<

tho red-veined Echites nutans,a variegated vaj

Aspidistra lurida, Eranthomnm leuconcrvium,an(]

l>lauts the names Of most of which we have I ll

enumerated.
Of Plants with fine ioi.iaok Messrs. Veitch contri-

buted a collection, tho greatest portion of which con-
sisted of Palms, Zinnias, and Ferns intermixed with
Draccena fcrrea, Philodcndrons, Plumierios, and other
interesting species. Messrs. liollisson, Henderson, and
Jackson also furnished groups in which wc remarked
Eugenia decides, Laurus Cassia, Rhopalos, Mi ir.-lor' ;.

atro-purpurca, Aralios, Ilrnwnins, Aruucaiins, Brexias,

Grevillcas, Dractcnas, Stenocsrpus Cunninghami, Cala-
diums, Palms, and Borne of the more striking of the
large-leaved Ferns.

Hothouse Ferns were well grown, and would have
formed, had they been plentiful enough, an important
feature of the exhibition. Collections of them came
from Mr. Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer Esq.; !

]

Rollisson, and Mr. Gedney, gr. to Mrs. Ellis. Iu these

exhibitions we remarked Asplenkim Nidus Avis,

fragrans, lucidum, and Bclangeri ; Lastraa paludosa,

Acrostichum alcicorue, Blechnum corcovadense, Adian-
tum formosum and cuneatum, Cibotium Schicdcanum,
Darea cicutaria, Aspidium coriaceum, Lomaria Fater-
soni, Drynaria coronans, with noble leaves more than

3 feet in length ; Pteris tremula and umbrosa, Platy-

cerium grande, Nephrolepis neglecta, Davallia tenuifolia

and Sitolobium adiantioides, together with others men-
tioned in our report of the Koyal Botanic Society's

exhibition last Saturday.
Hothouse Lrcorons, well varied, and extremely well

grown, came from Messrs, Gedney, Veitch, and Woolley.

Among the different varieties were Apodum, a compact
and pretty kind ; ctesium, and its large variety, viticu-

losum, Wildenovi, stolooiferum, Mertensi, umbrosum,
flexuosum, formosum, Galeotti, cordatum, and insequa-

lifolium. The bright metallic hue of some of these,

together with the elegant forms of others, deservedly

rendered these exhibitions objects of much interest.

Roses (cut) filled nearly one side of a long tent, and
the weather being wet and cool they maintained their

freshness and beauty till the[close of the day. Collections

of £0 sorts were contributed by Messrs. Mitchell, of

Piltdown ; Paul, of Cheshunt ; Lane, of Berkbampstead
; |

Francis, of Hertford ; and Wilkinson, of Ealing: and
,

of 25 varieties by Mr. Muuro, gr. to the Earl of'

Clarendon; Mr. Terry, gr. to Lady Puller ; and Mr.

Bushy, gr. to J. Crawley, Esq. Mr. Mitchell's

blooms were altogether extremely fine, and attracted

much attention. Iu the different boxes we noticed

I examples of nearly all the leading kinds in cultivation
;

I but mere especially of Paul Ricaut, a fine Rose, with a
1

glowing crimson colour; Hybrid Perpetual General

! Jacqueminot, a more brilliant flower than even Geant .

des Batailles itself; Coupe de Hebe, which everybody

knows to be a first-class Rose ; William Griffiths, Cloth

of Gold, Vicomtesse Decazes, and Gloire de Dijon,

together with Souvenir de Lcveson Goner, Triomphe

de Paris, Paul Dupuy, General Castellane, Madam
Rivers, aud Prince Leoii. These last are comparatively

new kinds, which we hope to notice more fully hereafter.

New Plaxts were scarce ; Messrs. Veitch sent Ixora

floribuuda, a rich salmon kind, and apparently a very-

free flowerer ; Fenzlia dianthiflora, whose flowers, owing

to the dullness of the day, did not open ; and Phygelius

capensis with long brown tubnlar blossoms. The
same firm also exhibited spikes of a Californian

Lupin a strong growing piukish-flowered kind, and

plants' of their shrubby Californian Phlox (Leptodac-

tylon). I. Anderson, 'Esq., of Maryfield, near Edin-

burgh, sent Salvia carduacea, a grey-leaved Thistle-like

species with lilac flowers, and two white-flowered Gilias. ;

Mr. Carson had Ornitharium striatulum. Of New
Plants not in flower, Mr. Linden furnished two kinds of

Calanths, both with handsome leaves, and Calyptraria

htemantha.
Iu the class of New Garden Hybrids, Messrs. Rollis-

son showed Gloxinias, the best of which were Maria

I loll, a

drwn, Mi. li

lllgli

'il I

furntsbi

plant*.

I

I

<

prettily

Barter, gr, to T. i «l» *• --—
' —rt rett it

from Mr. '<;i m >, . I Iu

i.uzeoe Sac,
;

, Dr, Andrey, and The**,
although nol well formed, ere well

Of Vi ' rtiooa ; 00*
from Mr. V.

. :,o also

U.ib * Tb«
plants in I

to borizi 'Hun

our r'
j

stated that V raa shown by
h. This is a mistake; it was ccmlhbtiled by

Mr. M'Neill.

came from Mewn-s. Tcr .-. and
Mitchell, and
an extra prize. All of them ;

-ecin>eos for

the season. Mr. Turner bad a promising well laced

new flower called

Among MisceLLAJieoDS Pt»>T= were Hfcundra
pungens, and Stylidinm scandens, from M<».»r

U -"n, St. John's Wood; a lar;e ujd usasoaOy
well flowered spec : opelfia grata, from Mr.
Carson, gr. to W. F. G. Farmer, Esq., win abo scot

pretty plan'.s of Hoya bdla and Dipladenia craaainoda.

Paulo and erects gran'dis: a'.so Achimenes Dr

ilottrrs of iSootvG.

We perceive tl.

.

; out a new
edition of Wood's Index TataarAsqiau in parte,

price ; . {
'. cob. n of the work ha* been

intrusted to Mr. S,wvanus Ilan'cy. Each part u to

contain three coloured p!atc«, averaging 180 coloored

figures. The specimen before us is extremely veil

got up.

A new and greatly enlarged edition of EluiJden'i
Cookery has just appear*: embel-

lished with numerous woodcuts, and enlarge} by the

addition of a great number of new recti; is. We need

not say that this is one of the most useful of omr
English publications on domestic economy, con taining
as it does all that the housekeepers or cook* of the

middle classes can require to know. The authoress

informs the public that in the present edition she has

availed herself of the instructions upon cookery given

by men of science and especially by Bart-

can only express i 1. t ks will appreciate

the advice. Mrs. Acton adds what is of mnch more
interest, that efforts are being made, by the establish-

ment of well conducted schools, for the early and

efficient training of our female domestic servants. Let

us trust that her expectations may soon be realised, and

that we shall be provided with a race of co»"c» not

too ignorant to use the good advice wbich they find is

the manv good cookery books now within everybody's

reach. We would even commend the subject to the

Board of Health, as one which most especially conies

within their line of operation ; for it is of hale use to

purifv the atmosphere we breathe unt r
l g«o«al I I

improved by rendering what we eat conducive to natti-

tion rather than to indigestion. In no country do better

raw materials of food ex sv than awhere can

be found better fl t ^eat, better fish, better

vegetables, we will even add be; trein

the w rid, '- ng these advantages, is to be

found worse i -^ among our middle classes.

Bu: we hope s* that some improveir

th: , re = - inning to aie place, and above all

that some serious attempt will be made to teach oar

lower orders bow to economise and best employ the

materias c: rood wi.ieh they possess. Had onr

peasantrv been even decently taught the rudiments of

good plain cookine, we should never have beard the

heartrending tales of starvation at Scutari caused by ihe

uneatable provisoes supplied to our neglected troops.
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FLORICULTURE.
National Floricci/turai. SociETr, July 12.—Dr. Sankey in

the cliair. Dr. Maclean, of Colchester, exhibited a seedling Pink
nnirieit Purity, to which a First-class Certificate was awarded.

Mr. Tinner, of Slough, a!so obtained a First-class Certificate

for "Peter Young," a full-sized dark-laced variety. Mr. J.

Cole, of St. Alban's, sent some seedling bedding Calceolarias,

one of which, "Compacta" (bright bronze yellow), obtained a

Certificate of Merit; it is a free blooming attractive variety.

Sir. Speed, of Edmonton, exhibited a desirable scarlet Geranium
named Geueral Simpson, brilliant orange-scarlet in colour, with

a white centre; it has a full-sized truss, and its flowers are

very persistent; a Certificate of Merit was awarded it. A
First-class Certificate was given to Mr. Todman, Clapham
Park, for Verbena General Simpson, a dull carmine variety,

but with a well-formed truss. The same grower also sent a
promising seedling fancy Geranium named Sir Colin Campbell,
which the judges wished to have before them in better con-

dition. Messrs. Teitch & Son exhibited a spotted Geranium
called Agnes, which is good in form and substance, and brighter

than Sanspareil; a Certificate of Merit was awarded it. Several

other seedling plants were exhibited, and among them a bedding
Geranium named Quercifolium floribundum, apparently a de-

sirable variety for bedding, but it was not shown in good con-

dition. Mr. George Smith sent blooms of his seedling Petunia
Hermione, white with bright purple spots, a distinct and
attractive variety. The 1st Prize for 12 Verbenas was awarded
to Mr. C. P. Lochner, for Maryaune, Titus, 3?eine des Amazons,
Caliban, Mrs. D. Tysson, Subrflm, Eva, Queen, Mrs. Mills,
Elizabeth, and Shylock. The 2d Prize was gained by Mr. George
Smith, for Mrs. "Woodroffe, Alice, Standard, Eosea, Madame de
la Yalliere, Iver Rival, Comtesse de Belleville, Lord Raglan,
Madame Schmidt, Brillante de Valse, Ehlouissante, and Queen.
Mr. Turner sent a stand of 24 Pinks. The Rev. J. Dix was pro-
posed a member.

Miscellaneous.
'Climate of Orchids.— Mr. Motley, when describing the

vegetation at 10,500 feet of elevation in Java, on the

Paugerongo Mountain, observes : — Up among these

plants, amid the Moss which hangs to the trees in

masses as big as a man's body, are two fme parasitical

Orchids, a Dendrobium with bright purple flowers,

D. purpureum, and a little pseudobulbous plant with
large flowers like a Cymbidium ; and yet these plants,

often exposed to 36"— 38° Fahr., we should perhaps
put at home into an orchideous stov^at 85°, and then

be surprised when they died. I was much astonished

&t the distribution of plants of this tribe. I have often

been puzzled why I did not get more species at Labuan
and in other steamy hot places down at the sea-level,

where, I believe, most English botanists would hope to

find them ; whereas at about 4000 feet, with a night
temperature of 45" to 50°, every tree is laden with them.
Surely we are in the habit of coddling them (to use a
Yorkshire word) too much in our stoves ; and when it

is considered that a change of plan would bring these
Jovely and curious plants within reach of many zealous
cultivators who cannot now afford the expense, it would
surely be worth some nurseryman's while to try the
experiment on a large scale of cooler houses for Orchids.
Hooker's Journal of Botany. [We long ago anticipated

this suggestion, which is already carrying out with the

greatest advantage by our best growers.]

Among Sweet Herbs, Basil (Ocimum basilicum) has
been much growD, as a condiment or for medicinal pur-
poses, in all hot countries from the very earliest times
ou record. It is an annual that sows itself so abundantly
over the warmer regions of Asia and Africa, that it is

impossible to say which may have been its original

native country. Numerous varieties are recorded as
• produced by cultivation, and some other species are
grown iu India and Africa, but the common O. basilicum

(which I am now convinced should include the O. minus)
is the only botanical species known in Italy, where
several varieties are great favourites in the cottage

windows of the lower orders. Sweet Marjoram (Ori-

ganum Majorana) was introduced by the ancient

Romans from Egypt or Syria, where it is still common
in a wi!d state. Tarragon (Artemisia dracunculus),
widely spread over South Russia, was brought, probably,
from the shores of the Black Sea, in more recent times.

The first mention on record is by Simon Seth, in the
middle of the 12th century, but it appears to have been
scarcely known as a condiment till the 1 6th century.
Journal of Horticultural Society.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—During bright warm weather

the beds and borders of this house must be liberally

supplied with water ; any of the specimens or twiners
upon which red spider may seem inclined to be trouble-

some should be well washed with the engine as often as
may be necessary to thoroughly clean them. But
things in flower must not be dashed over-head with the
engine, and all pot specimens in flower should be re-

moved out of the way, and others spared as much as
possible. If former directious have been attended to,

however, keeping the beds and borders properly supplied
with water, aud the atmosphere moist, red spider
will hardly be troublesome except upon things in

a weakly state, or those growing in poor exhausted
soil, and such should be assisted by an occasional
watering with manure water, hut this must be used
in a very weak state for New Hollaud and other plants
Which are readily injured by too strong manure water.
A httle weak and otten is greatly preferable to strong
doses. Look over the pot specimens on the forenoons
of bright hot days, in order to see tbat everything is

well supplied with water at tlie rout, tor a day's neglect
in watering at this season may tell seriously upon the
beauty of the finest specimens. Remove decaying
leaves and flowers immediately they are perceptible, and
endeavour to have a good supply of specimens in full

beauty, so as to be able to replace any that are becom-
ing shabby ; also keep pots, floors, and everything
about this house scrupulously clean and neat. Green-
house.—Many of the usual occupants of this house
will do better in a sheltered situation out of doors while
the weather continues fine than under glass, and such
things as Epacrises, the freer growing varieties of

Heaths, the hardier kinds of New Holland plants, and
many other things should be removed to a sheltered
shady situation out of doors, but where the glass can be re-

moved at night, so as to afford the plants the benefit of the
night dews, there will be nothing gained by removing
any kind of plants to the open air ; and specimens that
have not fairly started into growth after being cut back
should be kept under glass until this is the case, dew-
ing them over-head with the syringe on the evenings of
fine days, and using every means to keep the atmo-
sphere about them moist until they get into free growth.
Most hard-wooded plants iu frames will he benefited by
exposure to the night dews, and the sashes should be
thrown off late in the evening, replacing them in the
morning, aud shading against bright sunshine, and
giving air freely back and front, or tilting the sashes at

the sides, which is the better practice, as it admits air

freely without the plants being so much exposed to

currents of drying air. Things in want of more pot-

room should be shifted as soon as possible, so as to get

them well established in their fresh pots before winter
;

but in shifting hard-wooded plants in hot dry weather
great care should be exercised to have the balls and
soil in a properly moist state, and the plants must be

carefully shaded, keeping the atmosphere as moist as

possible for a few weeks after shifting.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Assist plants swelling their fruit with a

high moist temperature and plenty of manure water at

the root, shutting up early in the afternoon and syring-

ing the plants lightly. Be careful, however, with fruit

colouring, and keep these as dry as circumstances will

admit, otherwise they will probably be deficient iu

flavour. Give every possible attention to securing a
supply of fruit for autumn and early winter use, keeping
plants that appear to have completed their growth
rather dry at the roots, and fully exposing them to the

sun for a few weeks, in order to give them a rather severe

check. Plants intended to show fruit towards October
and November should be kept growing away freely for

some time yet, and these must 1 e carefully supplied with

water at the root during bright hot weather; also be very
careful in supplying young stock with water, and
affording them a moist atmosphere, as any neglect in

this respect during the present state of the weather will

be very apt to cause them to show fruit prematurely

;

and young stock from which free growth is expected
must not be allowed to suffer for the want of pot room.
Vineries.—Attend to last week's directions as to

thinniDg late fruit, for depend upon it that a very
moderate crop of first-rate fruit will be more valued
and more satisfactory to the owner than ever so heavy
a crop if of inferior quality ; therefore, thin severely
and early, and give every attention to keeping the
foliage clear of insects, and the Vines in vigorous health.

Where the borders are of a rather dry light nature, an
occasional soaking of manure-water may be given with
advantage to plants swelling their fruit,and inside borders
will require a liberal supply of water while the weather
continues hot and dry. Give abundance of air day and
night where the fruit is colouring. Peaches.—Look
sharply after red spider upon the trees generally, par-

ticularly any that are raiher weak from being over-

cropped, or from any other cause, and give the trees a
thorough washing with the engine wherever this pest is

perceived, repeating this as often as may be necessary
to thoroughly eradicate the pest. Do not allow the

borders to become too dry where the fruit is not yet
ripe, and trees from which the fruit is gathered must
not be allowed to get excessively dry at the root if the

foliage is to be kept in health for any length of time.

Melons.— Do not allow the bottom-heat to decline in

dung beds, for although it might safely enough be dis-

pensed with while the weather continues hot, it cannot
be renewed all at once when a change of the weather
may render it necessary, and a crop of fruit is often

injured by neglecting the bottom-heat during fineweather,

therefore apply linings wherever they may be necessary
to maintain a gentle bottom-beat, especially where the

fruit is setting. Give every attention to keeping the

foliage clear of insects, keeping the surface of the soil

moist wherever this can be safely done, but keep the

atmosphere dry where the fruit is ripening.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Go over the beds frequently, keeping the young shoots

of Verbenas, &c., nicely regulated and pegged down
until the beds are fairly covered, after which, unless

where the soil is very strong, or where it may be
desirable to keep the masses as low as possible, the

shoots of most varieties may be allowed to grow at

liberty. Keep the surface soil clear of weeds, and
should the weather be such as to render watering

necessary, do not let the plants feel the want of moisture

at the root. See that Dahlias and Hollyhocks are tied

as they advance in growth. Look over Roses, and
dip any shoots found to be infested with green-fly in

tobacco-water. Also keep these well supplied with

water, at the root, which will greatly improve the

flowers as well as prolong ttie beauty of the plants, tor
the flowers soon fade in bright hot weather when the
plants are allowed to get dry at the root.

HARDY FRUIT AMD KITCHEN GARDEN.
Get all kinds of winter greens planted out as

speedily as ground can be obtained ; and where this
cannot be done at present to the usual extent,
see that the plants are either pricked out or suffi-

ciently thinned to allow of their growing dwarf and
strong

; and if a goodly portion of old Mushroom-bed
dung were mixed with the soil before pricking out, the
roots would run into this, so that the plants might be
removed with balls, and would hardly, feel the shift.

Also get Leeks planted on strong, deep, heavily manured
land, aud attend to these and all other newly planted
things with water until they get fairly established. Give
the Asparagus plenty of manure water from the stable
or farm-yard tank, in order to strengthen the roots after
cutting and induce strong growth. On dry, friable soils

a good dressing of salt may be applied with advantage ;

but this should not be given on strong tenacious soils,

as it keeps the ground wet and heavy in winter and
decays the roots. Proceed with the planting out of
Celery as fast as ground can be spared, and see that the
whole is liberally supplied with water. See to keeping
up a succession of French Beans, also Salad of all kinds,
making a sowing of Parsley for winter use.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending July 12, 1S5E,, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

To PBBAT I'RB.

July.
"a *

r
f

OI the Air. Of the Earth Wind.

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2 feet
deep.

Friday 6 3C0I5 30.027 77 44 60.5 65 61 W.
Satur. 7 23 3^.079 30.064 so 62.0 64 61 E.
Sunday S ?4 30.025 29.5R7 79 67.0 64 61 S.E.
Mon. . <J •>h 29.773 29.B99 SO 59 69.5 6 J* 61ft

61$
6I3

E.
TueB. 10 26 ?9.Gt'S 29.585 32 59 70.5 65 S.W.
WeJ. 1

1

27 29.541 29.516 71 55 63.0 661 N.
Thuro. 12 28 29540 29.747 81 52 66.5 63 61 N.W.

Average

.

29.944 29-772 77-7 53.4 65.5 64.5 61.2 r 1.69

July 6— Fogsry ; hot and dry; fine.— 7—Hazy; very fine throughout,— S—Very fine ; light clouds; overcast at night.— 9—Hazy; slisjht rain; very fine ; thunder, much lightning and rain.— 10—Cloudy and fine; very fine; partially overcast.— 1 1—Constant heavy rain.
— 12— Overcast ; very fine throughout.

Mean temperature of the week - \ defr. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing vet- k, eniiin.- Mr :, 1855.
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4 10
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115
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5

6
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8
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Sunday 15

Mon. 16

Trues. 1/

Wed. IS

Thu. 19

Frid. CO
Sptur ?I

75.0

76.2

76.8

73-7
71.8

71.5
72.4

5 P.I

51.1

53.2

51.5
51.3

51.4
51.1

62.6

63 7
61.5

62.6

61.5

61.4

61.7

15

8
11

13

17
17
12

1.46 in.

1.6D

0.56
1.22

0.60
0.47
0.54

1

2
2

1

1

2

1

3
4

2

I

The highest temperature during the ahove period occurred on the 17'

!S34-thenn.94 deg.; and the lowest on the IStb, 1351—therm. 39 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Archery: S T. Roger Ascham's book is by far the best. The
modern works on the subject are, as far as we have seen,
chiefly indifferent abridgments of his graphic instructions.

Bees: H H. You may use either ether or chloroform for stupi-

fying your bees with perfect safety.^

Books: J W. Loudon's edition of " Repton," and Downing's
" Landscape Gardening."}:

Deodars: Diss. The ends of the leaves have been killed by some-
thing before they began to separate, and now they cannot do
so; the consequence being that they are distorted in the
struggle to separate at the base. What the cause is we know
not. Certainly not light land, for nowhere do Deodars grow
better than in the thin light soil of Dropmore. ,

Insects : G S L. "We were unable to find any insect on your
Parsnip, which was quite dried up. Can you favour us with
other specimens ?— W F. Your insects are one of the com-
monest kinds of weevils, Otiorhyncbus vastator. The perfect

wetvils feed on a variety of garden plants, especially relishing
buds of fruit trees, and their larvae on succulent roots of plants.—Althoza. Your slip of Hollyhock was infested with a specimen,
of Oxytelus morsitans (one of the Staphylinidfe), a small mite
and the larva? of two different kinds of flies (Muscidse). All com-
mon on decaying vegetables, and not, as we believe, the cause
of the disease. Can you send us larger specimens of the
diseased stems? W.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have,
or couhl have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, towhom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to 11s for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in fitture, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

G N. 2, Eucotnis punctata; 6, some
Stapelia not in flower; 4, apparently some Struthiola, perhaps
ovata, not in flower. The berries may belong to the Chasselas
musque\

—

L P. Pyrus hybrida and Cerasus virginiana.

—

Con-
stant Header. A common pond weed, called Potamogeton cris-

pus.

—

Another Constant Header. Sanicula europsea. Would it

not be more convenient to drop this everlasting signature,

which only leads to confusion?— Grass. Aira caespitosa, which
always grows in tufts, and was in all probability introduced

from having been mixed with bad Grass seed.— 2' D. Pelar-
gonium Radula.

—

J S t. Myosotis alpestris.

Rat traps: GSs. You are right. The plan we now find was
originally published many years ago in the " Gardeners' Maga-
zine;" a circumstance we had forgotten. The oversight shows
that we are not familiar with the history of rat-catching, but
not that the plan is otherwise than a good one. Mr. Van Hcutte
stated it to have been taken from the "Farmer's Magazine," as

we mentioned, and was as much in the dark as to its real

origin as we were.
Rhododendrons: R C L. Do not move them now. In the end

of August, or beginning of September, you may do so with
safety.

Misc : Delta. The dry weather we have experienced may possibly

account for your Rose tree shedding its buds this year. All

the young shoots of your Gooseberries may be stopped with

advantage, except those at the ends of the old branches, or

where you want new ones to fill up the busb.J— Corres. Full

price will be given for the following Nob, : J852, 39 ; 18^3,

19, 37, and 45,
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TJKKUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Gruono, Superphoe-
*L pliato ol Lima, Nllrnloof Bodn, Sugar Scum, and ovdry
doncriptlun of ArllHclul .Mii.iunvi, Llnftood <J;Lkij-i

t
&c.

W>r, Inoliu Caiihe, id, Mark Lane, l,on Ion.

PATENT SANITARY SEWAGE COMPANY'S
J NITiio I'll ()H I'll ATED CARBON oftBLOOD MANURE,
5Z. 10», por Iomi Delivered l" London, bngo Inoludod, Encli ton

contains 1850 lbx. Blood and 11 norcont.of Plionplialo of Llnn>.-

Agontfl tln'ouglioiittlioc 1 try.- 22, Llncoln'a Inn PlaldH, London,

TURNIP SOWINC, ETC.
/1KNUINK HALF-INCH BONES AND BONE-
V-T OUST may bo had In any quantity of Jaukd Tttitnnvi
Hunt Lombotll Wharf, upper Ifora Stroot, Lambeth. 1

Vniixlinll Bridge. Also BuporphoHpuato of Lima and Sulphuric

A'old for dissolving Bones, .). T, 11. also Invitos tlie attonllon '<(

Gentlemen and Agriculturists In general to his Buporior ITlno

BbnC'Dust for drosslng Lawns, Parks, &c. Dallrorod i'» any
Railway In London In HarltH.

PATENT VVOOI, MANURE, 11/. It*, per ton.—
JL Application for Agonolos, fromporsons of Influence and
coHpoctaliliity, will hi] received until tho Hint hint.

Normanc & Co., hi, Gracoouiiroli Btroot, London.

( <ii;n m \ Nl UK Mil: . I'KINU . OYl INO
CONCENTRATED UltATH FOB QKABS, RAPE, ANH

A I.I, ROOT CROPS,
SUPERPHOSPHATE OF LIME.

f'l-'IlE LONDON MANUHK COMI'ANY continue
-A- to manufacture t lies above Manures, which have boorj used

with ho much success for thn hint M yearn.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
GUANO (direct iVom importers' warehouses), Nltruto of Smhi,

yuiphutn or Ammonia, Fishery and other Baits, Done i)unt, ami
every artificial manure "i known value* Edward L'unsi a, Bo<

< tmco—40, lirlclffn Street. Blnckfrlara.

VpHE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
•* at Mr. Lawkh' Factory, Poplfonl Creek :—Turnip EVfnnuro.

7/. porton; SupmphoHphato of Limo, 71.; Sulphuric Acid ami

'Coprolltes, at,

Oftlco, CO, King William Street, City, London.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and

other Chemical Manures,
.

MANUliliiS.—The following Manures arc manu-
factured by IIooohon & Simpson, Cahler Soap Worku,

Wakofluld, and Mattuews & Co., Manufacturing Agricultural

ChomlHtH, Driffield. SintSOH's AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a

valuablo Top-Drcsslng for Wheat, Barley, and Oats. Simp om's

ijITBO-PHOSPHATB for Turnips, Potatoes, and all other

bulbous root crops, price 81. porton. N.H. Manures specially pre-

pared for* Grass ana Flax. The abovehave been successfully tested

For the last Sevon Years by the leading farmers In Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, and other comities, and wore applied hist BCason to a

breadth of upwards of 15,000 acres of land with the most bene-

ficial results to the crops. A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will bo forwarded by post on application.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, flea—Manufacturer and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
oflicient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nhsdit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolitee. &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

-of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

BUDDING'S GRASS-CUTTING MACI1IN K
nearly new and in first-rate condition, to be Sold a bargain

Cuts, Rolls, and Sweeps the Grass whether wet or dry at one
operation. Admirably adapted for lawns, pleasure grounds, &c.
vOu view at \V. S. Mullinger'h, Geueral and Furnishing Iron-

in. :'ger, Enfield, Middlesex.
W. S. M. has also on sale r. largo and well assorted stock of

"Garden Tools of every description. Galvanised Wire Netting,

3- inch mesh, 2 feet high, Gd. per yard run. Iron Hurdles and
Continuous Fencing made to order. Greenhouses or Conserva-

tories heated with hot water apparatus on the best principle by
experienced workmen .

Estimates given
.

C AMTJELSON'S" PATENT GARDNER'SO TURNIP CUTTER, which has been awarded Nine Prizes

by the Royal Agricultural Society. Samuelson's Patent Forking
-or Digging Machine. Samuelson's Registered Budding's Lawn
Mower; Patent American and other Churns'; Kase's Patent and
Other Liquid Manure Pumps; McCormick's American Reaper
with Burgess's Patent Self-clearing Platform; Chaff Cutters;

<]ake Breakers ; Corn Mills, &c, &c, &c.
Manufactured by B. SAMUELSON,

Successor to the late James Gardner, Britannia Works, Banbury.
Some of the above may be seen at Stand No. 64, Royal Agri-

cultural Show at Carlisle, and in the Agricultural Department,
Crystal Palace, Sydenham. And may be procured by orders

direct as above, or of any respectable Implement Dealers or Iron-

mongers in the country.

Catalogues may be had post free on application.

IMPROVED M6^NG~AND'
-
ROLLINC

—
MACHINE.

ALEXANDER SHANKS and SON, Arbroath,
Forfarshire, Inventors and Sole Manufacturers, respectfully

solicit the attention of the "Nobility, Gentry, and Gardeners to

this Improved Machine for Mowing ond Rolling Lawns. The
"Machine is in operation in the Royal Gardens at Windsor
Palace, Buckingham Palace, and at Osborne, in the Botanical
Gardens at Kew, Regent's Park, Manchester, Sheffield, &c. ; at

Blenheim Palace, Trentham, Cleveden, Elvaston, Broadlands,
Woburn Abbey, Clumber, Lilleshall, Castle Howard, Shrubland,
Bridge Castle, Enville Hall, Tiptree Hall, Chatsworth, and in

many other of tho principal gardens in the kingdom as well as in

the United States, British America, and on the Continent, where
its merits have been fully proved, and its success established.
The machine is made to cut the breadth of 42, 30, 20, and-

15 inches respectively, is exceedingly durable, easily managed,
and adjusted to cut'to the length required. The execution, of the
work is far superior to what may be attained by the most skilful

mower, while at the same time a great saving of labour is effected,

and the turf much improved. By the largest machine a Scotch
acre may be mowed, rolled, and the Grass collected in one hour.
A. S. and Son have much pleasure in stating that they have

made considerable improvements in their 15-inch or hand
machine this year, by which the draught is considerably lessened.
This machine combines all the merits and advantages of the
larger machines with firm and secure construction, aud is

admirably adapted for borders aud for lawns of no great extent.
Alexander Shanks and Son also respectfully solicit notice

to "Fleming's Weeding or Salting Machine" for destroying
weeds in gravel walks, court-yards, drives, &c. This machine
is now in operation in many parts of England, where it has given
ample satisfaction as the best and most economical means of
thoroughly keeping down weeds or Moss.

Further particulars, with testimonials and prices, may be had
pn application.
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PROCRAMME.
Tjiuhsdat. July 19^-Trlal-yard open at 12

when tho public will bo admitted, al 6t. foi each
the trials of tho Steam Engines. Thin
reference to tho Trial-yard only, and irltl tiol entitle (he
who makes It to nn admission into the general Show-yard i<>t

the exhibition ol tmpIementSi
FniDAY20j SATOnDAT2I, MOMDAi 28j and Ttst oat 24.—Trial-

yard open at 9 o'oloek In the forenoon, irhon tho public will l«
admitted on each day at bs. for each pernon, to view tl

i

of the Steam Engines, Ham Works, and other Agricultural Ma-
chinery and [mplomenlfl generally. This paymt
reference to the Trial-yard only, and will not entitle i

who makes it to an admission into the general Show-;
tho exhibition of Implement-*.
Wednesday 25.—The Implement Yard open to tho

from 7 in the morning till 6 in the. evening; admission 'Im. Bd.
each person. The Judges to inspect the Live Stock and award
tho Prizes. At 1 o'clock (or as soon after aa all the Judges nhall
have delivered in their awards), tho public to be admitted bite
(ho Cattle-yard and to tho Exhibition of Farm Poultry,
payment ol'10.«. each person, at the Special Entrai
of Council and Governors of the Society being admitted by
Tickets to be purchased at tho Finance Departmental th-
at the Show-yard. N.B. Notice will he posted up over such en-
trance when the Judges shall have completed their awards. At
8 o'clock in the evening tho Yard will be closed.

Thursday 26.—The general Show-yard of Cattle, Horses,
Sheep, Pigs, Farm Poultry and Implements open to the public
from u' in tho morning till 6 in the evening; admission In. 6d.
each person. The Dinner of the Society in the Pavilion adjoin-
ing the Show Y'ard at 4 o'clock, the doors open at 3.

Friday 27.—The general Show-yard open to the public from
G in the morning till 6 in the evening; admission Is. each person.
General Meeting of the Membeis in the Guildhall at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon.

President — Mr. Mats, MP.
Stewards of Departments.

Cattle—Mr. Simpson, Mr. Woodward, Sir Stafford Henry North-
cote, Bart., M.P.

Implements—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Cavendish, Mr. lloskyns.
Poultry—The Hon. and Rev. Stephen Witlonghby Lawler.
Finance— Sir Matthew White Ridley. Bart.; Colonel ChaUoncr.
Sale OF Tickets—Mr. Henry Wilson.
Receipts and Admission to Show-yard— Mr. Raymond P.arker.

Pavilion Dinner— Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P.; >ir

JohnVilliersSheIley,Bart.,M.l\; Mr.Brandreth, Mr.Thompson.
General Arranokment of Snow—Mr. Braudreth Gibbs.

By Order of the Council,

London, July 14. James Hcdson, Secretary.

By the regulations of the Society, all persons admitted into the
Show-yard, or other places in the temporary occupation of the
Society during the meeting, shall be subject to the rules, order?,
and regulations of the Council.

Pavilion Dinner Tickets and Subscriptions: at the Finance
Department of the Show-yard. Pavilion Dinner Tickets, -price

105. each (including one-pint bottle of Wine), will be sold at the
Finance Department of the Show-yard on the Wednesday and
Thursday of the Show week, between the hours of 10 o'clock in

the forenoon and three in the afternoon each day.
Subscriptions due to the Society will be received by the

Finance Committee, at their department adjoining the public
entrance to the Show-vard.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION AT CARLISLE.
R^tup.n- Tick

Available for 14 days, are issued for "Windermere at Euston and
the other principal Stations on the London and North* Western,
Lancashire and Yorkshire, and Midland Railways, at a little

more than one Fare. Victors taking advantage of this oppor-
tunity of seeing the English Lakes will find that trains are
specially arranged to leave Windermere, so as to reach Carlisle
at an earlvnouron the days of Exhibition.

Just published, second thousand, now readv,

HARRIET MARTINEATTS GUIDE TO THE
ENGLISH LAKES. Beautifully Illustrated, den:

extra cloth gilt, 7s. &2., fcap Svo. 5a,
M It is the most complete Guide Book that has ever been pub-

lished.''

—

Daily .yctcs. ,

" I^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
Ju Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cliiswick Gardens. Professor
j

Liudley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal S . Mrs. Lawrence, ol

Ealing Park, and —- Collier, Esq., of Darubrd.

THE BEST PROTECTOR Ffitnl the HEAT OF THE SUN.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

'

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preservinc Frrat-s

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun. from wind,

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
j

any required length, tl yards wide, at Is. 6i. per yard run. of

Elisha Thomas Archke, whole and sole manufacturer. 7. Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrev; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the

kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

-Agi.ich.ti the memkeri
of the -AgriciilturalSoci' I ind etpeciailr,

will hear of the death of Mr. Pi-r.r as of the ioi-

of a friend. No one has done more of late yean
for the true interests of the ?.:

no one of its members has the N i

cultural Society so jnstlr and so folly placed it*

confidence. It has been thronch ti)U Society

chiefly that Mr. Pi:5f.y's efforts for the -

:

tural good of his country have been made ; hat

to his career in Parliament as well, tenant

farmers generally look vc

as a legislator on behalf of tenant rig!

perhaps than any other labour of his p-
made him their leader, though we belie'

gratitude is due even more for his pur-

cultural career. His reports of agTicult""

rally, and of local agriculture in particular—his

own contributions to the improve r- r.

:

practice and to the disc-'- - :' .

above all, the sober-minded judgment under

which all the contributions to the Journal have

been passed, so that under his editorship it

has become the m - ax i most instructive

periodical that agric -

these are what mo.

of British agriculturists to the memory :

friend and benefactor

—

Phil:: Pcsst.

Gentlemen .
-.--

- , '

ments at Carlisle; whoever i

vour attention or.

"which you will be called to

STF.AM- CULTIVATOR- WTlil. -

that steam-tillage can te " s

publication c

:

" ~
''-

opinions can materially help ii - '-- -

dirccultieSj ^ve hoi -in oar pro-

vince to poir.: ' ::

iudement should be based, and state the wodiSow
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which a successful engine should fulfil. We attempt i the time saved in the performance of the work, in-

a commentary therefore upon the terms in which

the Agricultural Society's prize is offered.

" Two hundred pounds for the steam-cultivator

that shall in the most efficient manner turn the soil,

and be an economical substitute for the plough or

the spade."
" Turn the soil." Mark this expression ; for the

whole character and efficiency of the machine

depends upon this point. Break up, loosen, and

commingle the soil as much as you_ please,

in preparing a seed-bed for any crop, but if weeds

asmuch as there is a great advantage in having a

breadth of land prepared for sowing in less time

than usual, though the acreage expense may be the

same ; and any means which (without incurring any
neutralising disadvantage), gives the husbandman a

greater command over his soil, and more indepen-

dence of the weather, is certainly to be valued as a

pecuniary gain.

Perhaps it may be unwise in the judges to

trouble themselves with any further speculations as

to the probable effects of displacing a considerable

and Grasses be left still green upon the surface, if
|

part of the farmers' teams, employing more or less

the seeds of our annual infesting enemies remain in

favourable exposure to the vivifying sunshine and

feeding dews, your tillage will be utterly abortive.

On the other hand, if the ground be a stubble, bury

every weed and withering stalk, and you promote

its decomposition in the soil, making manure of

what would otherwise injure as well as encumber ;

if it be a sward or a lea, still more urgently must

you inter every blade and plant that might spring

up amongst your intended crop. In the funda-

mental operation of tillage, the destruction of all

remnants of the old crop, and the loosening-up of

the staple for a succeeding one, you must " turn the

soil." Was it not for. this very purpose of burying

obnoxious vegetation, and opening up a fresh surface

of earth, that ploughs with mould-boards super-

seded the imperfect scratching instruments of yore s

Is not the chief fault of the plough itself that it

does not completely hide all surface vegetation, but

too often (especially when the ploughman is blame-

able) leaves Grass or other living growth to shoot up
from the seams of its furrows, and defy the weeder'

of the coming crop ? For many tillage purposes

—

such as autumn cleansing or spring grubbing—no
such inversion is needed ; but in the first and foun-

dation work of breaking up after a crop^nd to the

full depth of the intended staple, you must " turn

the soil." Perhaps an instrument able to stir and
mix every portion of a deep staple might be made to

bring up repeated instalments of earth long buried,

and thtust down the long exposed surface to take

its place, at the same time forking out root-weeds
and rubbish. As far as mere fertilisation is con-

cerned, perhaps a frequent commixing of soil and
subsoil might suffice, instead of alternate exposure
of each upon the surface ; but the consideration of

weeds alone inculcates the. necessity for

the soil.""

labourers, &c. ; as it has been generally found that

when a new machine is worth having—the steam-
thresher, for instance—all questions as to the dis-

posal of surplus horses, &c. &c, regulate themselves
very easily and speedily. Once furnish the agri-

cultural public with a really "economical substitute"

for anything, and depend upon it John Bull is too

shrewd to let his love for antiquities prevent him
from using it. I.A.C.

The statistics of dairy produce formed, as our

readers will find in the following pages, the subject

of a long discussion last Wednesday before the

Council of the Agricultural Society. We have not

room this week for the examination this report

deserves, and must be satisfied with a single para-

graph of comment. The ordinary experience of

dairy farmers is what one needs to know before the

value of Mr. Horsfall's practice can be ascertained
;

and testimony on this subject is so vague or so con-

flicting that a much larger number of witnesses are

necessary than have yet appeared before a safe con-

clusion can be drawn. We have received from
several correspondents information on the subject,

to which attention shall be called next week

;

it bears out the opinion that Mr. Horsfall's

average produce is above that of ordinary dairies,

and that 262Jt lbs. of butter is above the ordinary

yield per cow per annum.
Mr. Scott, in his reply to our criticism, seems to

think that his comparison of Kerries and cross-

breds with Mr. Horsfall's cows is as fair as

our selection of the short-horns from his table for

that purpose : in this he is obviously wrong. Mr.
Horsfall's cows must be compared with animals of

the same sort before the merits of their treatment

turning
I

by him can be ascertained. And as a correspondent

Therefore, we maintain that the first
j

has reminded us, and Mr. Horsfall has himself

condition of the Society's offer is well chosen, and !
so well developed in his Wednesday's paper, it is

that the premium will be misappropriated in the not dairy produce only—the condition of the cows
opinion of practical men, if given to a machine (no must be noted also before the whole effect of his

matter how expert at comminution) that cannot mode of management is perceived. We add to the

entirely bury the surface. information given in another page that the average

Then it must be also " an economical substitute of tn
f
returns furnished to Mr. Scott from 11 corre-

for the plough or the spade." If there shall be an spondents m.England, and four in Ireland represents

engine that turns over furrows effectively at less
*he quantity of miIk needed to produce 1 lb of butter

cost than the piough-(first expense included) \

here as about 12A quarts, and there as about 12f
although it may be incapable of any other labour— 1uart

i

s
.; r

Mr
"
Horsfall s milk yields a similar

give it the prize. And should there be a machine, I

quantity from about four-fifths of these quantities,

nnable to plough at all, but able to dig in as perfect
an* h

l
s cows are gaining flesh and giving this rich

a manner as men can with spades—if it will perform mllk abundantly together.
_

this work alone more cheaply than men, it is

entitled to the prize. Ploughing ought to be accom- DAIRY STATISTICS,
plished for less money than by horses, and digging Me. Scott's communication on dairy management is

(though this of course is a more expensive opera- the most interesting that I have read for a long time on
tion) at less cost than by men. The judges that subject. It is indeed lamentable that this country,

have not to determine whether or not digging with the finest pastures in the world, and supplies of

a la spade will be too expensive for the farmer artificial food both in summer and winter far surpassing

although indispensable to the market-gardener ;
in abundance what are produced elsewhere, should be

whether or not a cheaply-digging engine would not
I

und"
..

tlle humUiating necessity of importing large

inaugurate miracles upon the clays ; but (useful or
: fantlt'e

.

a of *uPerl£ ^tter, whde much which we pro-

_„.\ j- . .7 \ , ./ '~ ,> , duce at home is unfit for our own consumption. Mr.
not) according «, the terms of the offer, they must

Scott deserveg the thanks of the ^cultural worid for
award the premium either to an engine that digs having oxawn public attention to so important a subject,
more economically than the spade, or that ploughs Doubtless the ingenuity of our agriculturists in the
more economically than our present horse-plough.

j

dairying districts will be directed towards overcoming
Should a machine be produced of sufficiently versa- I the evils of which he complains. One principal dim-
tile powers to execute both shallow work like a ' culty, however, will be found in practice to be the want
plough and deep work like a spade, such a doubly of intelligence in the servants employed in the dairy,

clever contrivance will of course merit the palm. When a farmer's wife, with only half-a-dozen cows to

Before awarding the prize, and so pronouncing to a«end to, chooses to make up the butter herself, it

some invention to be an " economical substitute " W'U generally be of superior quality. But where from

for the implements with which we break up and
invert whole ground—not merely for the grubbers

20 to SO cows are kept, this is, of course, impossible, and
much must (even with the closest inspection) depend upon
the servants employed. This it is which causes the

and harrows with which we stir and pulverise soil butter ;n those
-
couatieg which are not strictl dai

already broken—let the judges well weigh this
\
counties to be frequently superior to that made in those

point of economy. They must not sanction with '

in which it is the staple product. The majority of the
the authority of the Society any machine that they

]
dairy servants are deficient in intelligence, in cleanliness,

dare not recommend to farmers or gardeners in place
,

and general refinement. They think they have their

of the plough or spade. Besides the working ex- j

dairy clean when in reality it is very dirty. They are

penses, they must calculate the wear and tear and unable to understand the absolute necessity of compliance

the interest of the first outlay in purchasing the
machine ; and on the other side of the account they
must be prepared with similar estimations of the
charges for food, attendance, depreciation, &c,
attaching to horses and common implements. On
the credit side, they will have to compare the ex-
cellence or inferiority of the respective operations

;and particularly they should fix a money value upon

with the rules given them by their master or their mis-

tress, which they regard as mere whims or crotchets de-

signed in part to give them needless trouble, and which
they therefore evade whenever they have an opportunity.

I know nothing so difficult to enforce as cleanliness upon
a person not naturally inclined to it. It is first an
instinct, then a habit ; no series of injunctions or prohi-

bitions will effect with a slovenly person what the innate

sense of delicacy spontaneously does upon one of natural

refinement. Iu dairy management, if very superior

produce is required, one of two things usually happens
with ordinary servants : either you get tired of them, or

they find you intolerable. The cleanliness which you
required is scarcely less odious to them than is their

want of it to you. All this strongly shows the necessity

for a modification of the education usually given to the

poor. There is no social reform more important than
this. "Along with reading, writing, and other scholastic

abstractions, teach a knowledge of things, and impart prac-
tical instruction in the more important of those duties

on which so much of the welfare of the poorer classes

depends. If at any parish school the girls were taught

to wash, to make bread, and the rudiments of dairy

management and cookery, they would be insured a com-
petency for life, as well as being made useful members
of society. By learning such things on principle—by
knowing something of the why which is at the root of

what they practise, the routine of their lives would be
less of a drudgery than now. Instead of looking upon
labour as indignity only imposed by dread necessity,

they would feel that pride in the skilful exercise of their

calling which is the foundation of all success. The
application of science to common things will in time
make them cease to appear low or mean—but in this

respect all classes have yet much to learn.

Mr. Scott, after mentioning Professor Trail's experi-

ments on the proportion of butter yielded from a good
quantity of milk by Kerry cows, Galloways, and Ayr-
shires respectively, says he " thinks, had the short-horns

been included, they would have come in last." Without'

pausing to inquire whether it is quite fair, by thus

putting a surmise by the side of an experiment, to de-

preciate the butter-producing powers of short-horns, it

is important to know in what sense Mr. Scott uses that

term. There are three senses in which it is by no-

means uncommonly used : 1st, it is applied to the

short-horns of the " Herd Book," formerly called the

Durham or Teeswater cattle, and now frequently desig-

nated as " pure bred " or " improved " short-horns.

2dly, as used by London dairymen and others, it means
the ordinary Yorkshire or Holderness cow. 3dly, in

the midland counties the name is conferred upon any
cow, no matter how bred, which happens to possess

short horns. I have frequently been amused on walking

through the feeding stalls of my neighbours at the com-
prehensiveness of the term as applied by them. I once

inquired what breed a cow might belong to, whose
appearance puzzled me, presenting as she did the

character of a mongrel between half-a-dozen Welsh
and Irish breeds, her colour being a dingy brown, her

skin as thick as that of a rhinoceros, and her form such

as I never desired to look upon again, when her owner

informed me she was a short-horn ! It is evident that

the third sense in which this term is used is a very

inconvenient one, including, as it does, not only Ayr-

shires and Alderneys, but every conceivable descrip-

tion of cross and mongrel which happens to have short

horns. The majority of the cattle bred by the dairy

farmers in this neighbourhood are descendants from

Yorkshire cows, with sometimes a dash of pure short-

horn blood, and a not unfrequent intermixture of other

breeds too numerous to specify. They may. be consi-

dered, therefore, as degenerate Yorkshire cows, which

having been bred upon no principle (except the economizing

of expense and trouble in their production) present all

the faults of the stock from which they are originally

descended, with few of their merits. Their general

character is to be light-fleshed, though large consumers,

their hair is scanty, colour pale roan or white with faint

red or roan patches ; horns short and very thin ; they

give a moderate quantity of rather poor milk, and they

are rather below than above the average size. In short

they are a description of animal which I thoroughly

dislike, having nothing noble or generous about them.

I believe that their milk would hold a low place in the

percentage of butter which it yields ; such at least has

been my experience of the few cows of this description

which I have happened to possess. With regard to the

genuine Yorkshire or Holderness cow, it is generally

admitted that she is more remarkable for the quantity

than for the richness of her milk. In her favour, how-

ever, must be mentioned the remark of Mr. Milburn,

that she gives milk of much richer quality in her native

pastures than she yields under the stimulating system

of the London dairies. The same high authority

mentions a Yorkshire cow of his own, which yielded for

some weeks after calving 15 lbs. of butter per week.

There is much evidence to show that the pure bred

or improved short-horns, however much many in-

dividuals among them may through injudicious treat-

ment have lost their milking properties as regards

quantity, usually yield milk of a richer quality than

their ancestors, the cows of Holderness. Mr. Berry

alludes to the richness of the milk pf several of his

cows, and Mr. Youatt particularly insists upon the im-

proved breed making up in this respect for the lesser

quantity which they yield. That cows of high pedigree

are frequently great milkers, I showed in my last com-
munication to you. The evidence in support of this

assertion accumulates upon me every day, and I hope

soon to be able to publish a selection from it. With
regard to the quality of their milk, I find it to be

decidedly superior in richness to that of the

ordinary cows of the country. Usually those cows
which yield very large quantities of milk are

deficient in the percentage of butter which is

churned from it. But the cow Jessy, which I men-
tioned in my last communication as giving so much
milk, is also a most superior butter cow. In propor-
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tion iih I liave sold my ordinary cowh, and replaced

them by otherH willi high pedigrees, I line] tlmt tin:

richness of tho milk ]ihh increased, U would hi de-

sirable if the experience of others were brought to

bear upon thin point— viz,, the comparative richness

of tho milk yielded I»y the. improved short-horns nnd

tho ordinary cows which commonly bear that name,

Ab tho experiment of Professor Trail shows the

Gallowayn to give rich milk, it in by no means Im-

probable that tlio cross with that l>n cd which

Charles Colling introduced into his short-horn hord

may have contributed to perpetuate that quality among
their descendants, I have never contended ii"<i tho

sbort-bornH nro not Mirpaosod in single points by

other broods— that, the WcmI Highlanders, for instanoe,

do not produce beef of boiler quality, the A.ldernoys
yield richer millc, and the Ayrshires or tho Moldi Mil B

cows givo moro of it ; but 1 maintain that there in no
breed which, combining no many excellencies with tho

ono in which it. ih unrivalled nnd unapproachable, oarly

maturity, is equally suited to the general requirements
of advanced agriculture, or as well adapted to improve
the ordinary ntock of this country. WiUoughly Wood,
Holly Bank, July II.

Home Correspondence.
Oranr/c Jelly Turnip.— In answer to " Colo," I beg to

say that 1 have grown (bo Orange Jelly Cor tho two last

years, nnd consider it tho bent flavoured nnd most
wholesome Turnip I ever tnsted, it being an molting
nearly as jolly, nnd 1 have found none Htnnd the

winter so well, not having lost ono during the Into

severe one. They were in the early part of this spring as

good ns they were In tlio autumn. A'. C. B.
St. Marn-lc-Bonc Bankfor Savings,761

Wclbeck Street,

Established July 6, 1IU0 :—
Comparative Statement af Progress at Bpceifldd Periods during

tio- last sevsn years.

Open deposit Suum invested with National

18d9

accounts. Debt ConiroiSfliouei'M.

On July 5 19,846 £:jul,i;i;:!

1850 20,866 816,688
1851 21,878 334,073
1852 22,1)13 358,706
1858 :•:!. I'd 879,089
1854 23,097 851,643

,,
1855 23,758 349,886

D. Finney, Secretary and Actuary.

Mangold Wnrzcl for Breeding Sows. — As no one
seems inclined to answer your correspondent " M. M's"
inquiries respecting the injurious properties of Mnngold
Wurzel for sows, I will give him the little I know on
the subject, ns I was the first I believe that pointed
out the fact, and got snubbed by one of your corre-
spondents for it. The quantity of sows kept on this

farm averages from 20 to 30 ; the young pigs are kept
for porkers and sent to London weekly, and weigh about
8 or 9 stone. In 1846 we had a lnrge quantity of long
red Mangold, and a short crop of Swedes ; thinking to

make the most of the Swedes we gave the Mangold to

the sows, beginning some time in November ; many of

the sows were then getting heavy in pig. All went on
well for a week or two, when one after another of the
sows slipped their young, nnd before the end of eight or
nine weeks 12 or 13 had done so, when instead of

giving them Mangold they had Swedes. I think only

two slipped their pigs after the change of food. The
roots were given raw, and this may be the cause, for

when steamed and mixed with meal there is nothing
I believe that will suit both the mother and young
better. At the same time I may add that it has always
been thought here a needless trouble to cook the food
for sows till within two or three weeks of pigging. I

am well aware that there may be many causes to

account for this abortion besides the food, but as I took
great pains to discover anything that would explain it,

and could find nothing, I am bound to say that the
impression on my mind is that it was nothing but the
Mangold, and perhaps the error was in giving them
raw. E. X., near Braintrce, Essex, June 26.

Meteorological Summary for the Month of May, 1855.
—Thermometer : Mean daily temperature in England,
48.3°

; Ireland, 49.4° ; and Scotland, 46°, being a mean
of 47.9° for the United Kingdom. Haiti : Average fall

during May—England, 1.62 inches ; Ireland, 2.27

inches ; and Scotland, 1.49 inches, being a mean of 1.79
inches for the Kingdom. Wind : Prevailing direction

in England, north-east, north, and north-west ; Ireland
and Scotland, north-east. Taking 17 localities, the
following is the average number of days during the

month of May that the following winds have prevailed

—north, 44 days ; north-east, 8$ ; east, 2 ; south-east,

3 ; south, 2 ; south-west, 4 ; west, 2 ; and north-west,

4J days. //. Allnutt, Irish Zand Schedule.

OCtCttCS.

'ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, July 11.—Sir. SIiles, SI. P., Pre-

sident in the chair.

SIr. Pussy.—The Council received with deep emotion
tho announcement made to them, by Dr. Acland of

Oxford, of the death of their distinguished member Sir.

Pusey, whose name and labours will remain imperish-

ably associated with the foundation, development, and
successful progress of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England, to whose interests, and to those of the agricul-

lui'al community in general, hi

, entirely and 1 ucceMfully d< -

Paws Show, Mr. Evelyn Denis. p,
(

ihi

Engll ii Juror for Agrlcullui al Implemi
Machinery al tho Pari 1 lilblllon, roporied to Inn
' ncll the progress of lha (rials In that

1 lc Informed tin Council UibI !l
1

'• il of ih

ments in Clai 1 ware postpone tin

mooting had taken placo, namt ly, I

tho nit 1 ' oi 11 Midi. The io'i femeni
ill tbi'l rl;i

. I DDI il V 01
I

I
'
' '

ng machinal, bi IcL and tile n at hii 1

colli I'm, mills, in 'i '"' nerally) all 1 • 1 or,. i,n,. r y.

Mr. in ilium was glad to Bnfl that Mr, Pa'rbaro, 0)

Mum In 1 1' r,
.'m 1 [ho chairman ol Lbat class, km thnt

'ii ' stance ' fluid glvi tho 1 ii glial) oxhibfl

opportunity ol 'dirt ct eoi I on

explaining to him at onoe all tho minulio of tbtir

respective machines, Mr. Denison coi iy inn
'

' 11 iho 1 leosuro of oxprt 1 Ing tin n which

Mr. Amos (ol llio fli m dI Mean Eoi too ai <

'

Consulting-Engineers to the Royal Agricultural

of England) had given to nil p»n.i
1 ped y to tht

1 ii- in- 1 1
1 -. ii Linn ii, by bin |irof< islonal abilities, nnd the

fairness he bad shown on every point coi

the trials,

Rl UN Catti 1. DlBBASS,— The Society linn been
favoured by tin' Earl "i Clarendon with thi following

further communications in reference to the alleged out-

break Of virulent entile disease in Ruffiia :

—

"Fowl
" Sir,—With ri'fi'i-i ace to my ii hit ol the 2Stb ultl

Ing iIh' pri eauttoni 1
tni [opted I 1 1

authorities on Hi" Pol

cattle iii ee o, tab II beprei ai at la RubsIo, i bi

the 1 'ii of Clarondon to traosarltl a, to be laid bi

President and Trustees of the R07&I Agricultural

of 11 despatch from her Majaaty'ti Minuter 1

aroport from the British Vicc-Conaul at Home! on tho name
subject,

" I am,tdr, your most obedient, bumble aervant,

" Tlio Secretary to tlio ltoynl Agricultural Society, 4tc, dtc"

(Copy).
" Berlin, June 30. 1

"My Lord,—With reference to my despatch, No. 248, of 23d
nisi., relating t<. the prohlbltionof Importation of cattle, &c ,from
KiiH^iii across the Prussian frontier, I have the honour to forward
tn your lordship herewith cony of n report on thin subject from
her Majesty's V ice Consul at Memcl, from which your 1

will perceive that there are doubts as to the existence ol

among cnttlo in the provincos adjacent to the district in which
Mr. Bertslet resides^ and that other motives may possibly have
led interested parties to cause tho importation of cattle into
Prussia to bo forbidden. I have, &c,

" To the Earl of Clarendon. (Signed) Bloohfikld."

Extract from Mr. Vice-Consul Hertslet to Lord Elooroflcld, dated
" Memel, .Tune 27. 1

" The export of cattle from Knssia meets with no obstacles
from the Russian side, but merely from the Prussian ami
Live cattle ore compelled to go through a three weeks' quaran-
tine at the borders, although tlio butchers have produced bills of
Ileal 111 from the Russian authorities at the " Hauptman's Gericht"
of Ilflsenpotf in Courland.and although it is a well-known fact

that no cattle disease of any sort has been prevalent at any
place near the borders for many years. There Is a report that
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Committee, expressed to Professor Sinionds his per-

sonal thanks for his great kindness in delivering that

lecture, and his sense of the great ability* he had dis-

played in its illustration.

opposite the Prussian Stflllnpnhnen, but this is not believed. I

am informed that a Prussian official is about to proceed to Conr-
lawl to make the necessary inquiries."

"According to official information the murrain (cattle plague}
continues to .advance from Knssia towards the Pnissan *

The Government has therefore, according to the instructions

in g 3 of the Order, 27tb March, 1836, resolved as follows,

instructions were printed in our previous report on the Russian
cattle disease.]
" In order that those regulations maybe duly observed, it is

only allowed to cross the frontier in this district at the Custom
stations of Nimmersatt, Bajohren, Laugallen, and Pascbkenkrug,

" Meme.1, 28th May, 1S55.
" The Provincial Counsellor,

(Signed) " DrECKiiA>->-."

Physiology of Milk Secretion.—Professor Simonds,

the Veterinary Inspector of the Society, delivered before

the members a lecture " On the physiological conditions

affecting the quantity and quality of milk secreted by
the cow under different circumstances of feeding and
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PRODUCTION OF BUTTER AND DAIRY MANAGE-
MENT.

Mr. Horsfall aud Mr. Seott favoured the Council with

their own experience, arrangement of collected facts,

aud individual experience in reference to this important

and interesting subject, and received the best thanks of

the Council for their kindness in attending the meeting

of that day, aud the trouble they had taken for the purpose

of elucidating the poiuts at issue in the wide question

they had endeavoured to elucidate.

I. Ma. Hofsfaix's Statesic-t.
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pipe ; when the new milk is brought in it is set up when warm,
and immediately the hot-water tap is turned, when the water

flows from it and along the cistern in which the full milk bowls

are standing till it rises tn the height of the holes perforated in

the tube, and then, flows through the same. The tap is open so

long as the supply of hot water lasts ; when this is exhausted, and
the water in the cistern has cooled, the plug is drawn, and the

•whole of the water escapes, leaving the cistern empty. At this

season the trellis window is closed by a wooden shutter, and the

in door communicating with my kitchen is kept open. By these

contrivances my dairy attains a temperature in winter of 52° to 54°.

I superintended the experiment when first tried one evening. The
next morning my dairy maid thus accosted me: "Master, it is

quite wonderful this morning, I have more cream from stand-

ing one meal than before from three." "When the churning
day came, the result was a yield of butter of 26 oz. from

16 quarts of new milk, being equal to what I had found in

summer. Thus from a change of temperature 6olely and without

any change of cows, or in their food, my quantity of butler wn6
increased 50 per cent. But this is net the only advantage of the

plan : I have already remarked, that along with the hot-water

pipe, one with cold water passed through my daily. At the

approach of summer a pipe inserted into this with a tap close by
that of hot water is turned, allotting the cold water to circulate

in the like manner among the bowls of milk, till the cistern was
filled to near 3 inches deep, when it again escapes through the

perforated tube. This operation is continued through the hot
weeks ofsummer, the tap being regulated so as to discharge a con-

stant trickling of cold water, which is, of course, escaping through
the tube at the other extremity, the milk bowls standing in water
of the depth of near 3 inches during the whole of the summer
eeason. I am thus enabled to allow my milk to remain two or

three meals without becoming sour, and can sell it at the price

stated, Id. per quart. The advantage I gain from this is even
greater than what I derive from the increased temperature during
winter. These arrangements have been in operation several

years, during which I have occasionally tested the yield of butter,

and have always found it similar, varying only from 25 to 27oz.
from 16 quarts of milk, the greatest amount being observed in the
month of December last, when it was found to be fully 27 oz.

tfroni 16 quarts. I may here remark that my milch cows are

supplied in summer and in winter with food suited to their wants
and to the oflice they are performing—the production of whole-
some and nutritive milk. Since I adopted this mode of regulating
the temperature of my daiiy, I have read a lecture given before
the Koyal Society, by Captain Carr, an Englishman, who
resides on an estate which he has acquired in Mecklenburg,
in which country the produce of farming is chiefly directed to

the production of butter, which is their main source for money
returns, and where, as appears from Captain Carr's description,

the arrangements of the dairy with regard to the production of
butter are carried out with the greatest perfection, and in which
regulation of the temperature is one of the chief aims. Captain
Carr states that by artificial heat they e^ffect a temperature
during winter of 60°. Now, with my present means, 1 am not
able to attain more than 52° to 55°; but as I have not during
summer, when the temperature of my dairy sometimes exceeds
60°, found a greater proportionable yield of butter, I am led to
conclude that the degree of temperature I have stated (52° to 55°)

enables me to acquire the whole of the butter which the milk
contains. I may here remark that my dairy produce is under
such control that any considerable variation in the quantity and
quality of my milk cannot escape observation for more than a
few days. If my dairy treatment afford superior results to those
in the treatises to which I have referred, I may he allowed to
explain my views of the causes by which these are influenced.
-The principal one I take to be the affording to the cow an ample
though (in consideration of cost, if not of effect also) not an ex-
cessive supply of each element of food, suited to her requirements,
constitution, and purpose. The milch cow may he said to have a
twofold occupation in using her food—the production of milk,
and the maintenance of her condition. The former is the
favourite one ; if the food supplied be inadequate for both pur-
poses, the defective elements are diverted to the milk at the
expense of her flesh, fat, and probably of her bone material also.
That I have effected this may, I think, be safely assumed by
what I have already stated, namely, that my cows, under all

circumstances, maintain and improve their condition. I do
not insist upon it that the materials I am using are the only
-ones by which ^his desideratum can be effected ; but I do
think that its due performance is requisite to ensure the greatest
and most complete produce from a cow, of which she is capable.
The remarkable quality of the cream I am disposed to ascribe
to the character of the vegetable oil, in which particular my
winter food differs most materially from that commonly used.
1 find that butter on analysis varies considerably in its properties
of murgevine and elain fats. I have seen this attributed to the
difference of temperature of the season, that the summer butter
contains more of the elain, the winter more of the murgevine
property. In the month of April of this year, when conversing
with Mr. John Simpson, of Ripley, a sober-minded observant
farmer, whose repute as such has gained the attention of his
rector, the Rev. Mr. Thompson, and also who consults him on his
farming operations, he told me he and a neighbour of his who
had observed my mode of treatment of dairy cows, of which they
had found particulars in a publication to which I occasionally
contribute, the Gardeners' Chronicle, had been surprised at the
consequent change in the appearance of the cream and butter; he
described it as being that from ordinary winter to rich summer
butter. The difference in the consistency of cream on different
pastures is very observable. Within two miles of this place
is a small pasture at Wharlside, Otley, in the occupation of Mr.
-Garnett, which has long been noted for the richness and solidity
-of its cream. When I formerly travelled in Germany I well
recollect on the road between Dresden and Tb'plitz, at a
station near the boundary of Saxony, having been treated
with rich milk and cream ; it was evidently considered a
.rarity, as all guests, whether by Eilwagen, post or other
conveyance, were invited to partake of it. The cream resembled
in consistency and appearance the description I have given of that
of my own dairy. I made the tour several times at intervals of
.some years, when the like treatment was afforded ; it could only
be ascribed to the peculiar quality of the herbage in the vicinity
of Peterswaldau, which is, if I rightly recollect, the name of the
.place. I have now to state that at the present time, when my
cows have become accustomed to Grass, and consume much less
of the steamed food, there is a decided change in the quality of
Ahe cream ; a jar which when filled so as to be conveniently
removed from the dairy to the scullery, where the churning is

performed, say an inch from the top, and which the twentieth
quart of water will cause to overflow, yielded during the winter
season 18 rolls 6 oz., gives only at present, from a like filling,

15 to 16 rolls of butter. The volume of cream is somewhat in-

creased, but scarcely in the extent to compensate for the superior
richness of my winter cream. I am thus led to think that the
different varieties of vegetable oils influence the quality of the
cream and butter. I now proceed to the consideration of the com-
parative pecuniary results of my treatment, and I feel called
-upon the more to do so,from observing that very erroneous views
have been stated to your Society to the effect that the only result
attendant on my treatment is the enrichment of the manure. To
explain my views, I ask attention to the description of my food,
which will be found in my former paper. The bulky farm pro-
duce alone will be scarcely admitted by practice to have the
property which the chemist will concede, that of maintaining the
condition of a store animal ; it is less costly than the ordinary
food supplied for the dairy purpose, and certainly not so
-efficacious. The extra food has too the like characteristics,
a higher value in chemistry than in practice, and I here
remark, that though I look on my neighbour's farm
and watch his proceedings; though I have travelled to a
distance with the like object, so that if I were to appear at

Bainnesse, Beal, or on other farms across the Tweed, I should
be recognised by the well-known occupiers as a former visitor in

quest of information; yet in regard to the treatment of live

stock the tendency of my experience is to strengthen my reliance

on the chemical composition of food, and I now look to the ana-
lysis of an able chemist with greater interest than to the practice

of others, or to the many feeding experiments which are yearly
published. I now give you the results of my treatment on the

different classes of animals, and commence with the cows for

which I pay the highest price in proportion to their quality and
condition, those near to calving. Now on comparing the price I

have paid for some years back with that realised when sold, and
taking into account the sum I obtain for the calf, which I sell

when a few days old, and deducting 10s. for its keep, I find these

cows fetch on an average more by 31. to 5/. each than what I pay
for them; at the same time I am purchasing from dairymen
similar cows, but which have undergone impoverishment by ordi-

nary treatment at less by 31. to 51. each than had been paid for

them. I do not overstate the matter when I claim again in com-
parison with ordinary treatment of Gl. 5s.; if I allow them to

average 50 weeks in hand it leaves 2s. Gd. for each, for the extra
feeding. I also gain a saving in time ; instead of a course of

feeding which would be requisite to furnish the impoverished
cow for the market, my cows are draughted off within a few weeks
of becoming dry. At times my purchasers select them as fit for

their purpose before they are quite dried, hut beyond this I perceive
an advantage in the quantity and also in the quality ofmy milk. I

think it is not the least remarkable feature of my treatment that

the milk from my stall or winter food is equal in quantity, whilst
in the various experiments it has rather the advantage in quality
as compared with that from Grass or summer feeding. Of the

next class, the cows bought are in incipient calf, giving 6 to 7

quarts per day each, but which invariably increases on my treat-

ment. I mention those of which I gave the weight when bought
and after they bad calved; these show again of 180 lbs. each, and
which cost respectively 121.10s., 121.12s., and 131. 2s. Gd., would
have readily fetched 181. each, indeed I could not have purchased
cows of equal quality and condition for this sum when near calv-

ing. I now mention another advantage of what is called high
feeding of dairy cows, it enables me to milk them close up to

calving time. I rarely dry my cows which I have had a sufficient

time in hand to furnish them properly till within a month of

calving; this gives me a month more for milking than I should
think advisable with cows in low condition, a practice in unison
both with experience and common sense. I now come to a third

class—the cows which I purchase from dairymen giving a low
yield of milk, say 6 quarts per day ; in regard to these, I find, with-

out exception, that with me their yield of milk increases in the

course of a week or two about 2 quarts per day. These cows,
being in a barren state, hold much better than when in calf to

their yield of milk, and rarely get below 5 quarts per day when
fat. Now, I have shown by weighing through a lengthened
period, that with a yield of milk which will not average less

than 6 quarts per day, they gain at the rate of 7 lbs. to 9 lbs.

each per week. I think I may admit that the feeding of this

class of animals is attended with profit; it exceeds much what
I obtain from mere fatting. The cost of the auxiliary food which
I am using, including that of coal and labour, will be about 3s.

a week for each cow. I now call attention to the profit from
manure which has been insisted upon to your Society, and
responded to by conductors of agricultural publications, who,
if they do not possess, ought to acquire the means of dis-

criminating and calling attention to such statements as
are sound and worthy of approval, as the only advantage
that I derive from high feeding. Now, I entertain a dif-

ferent persuasion. I hold this advantage to be, compara-
tively speaking, a minor one. In my former statement I

attempted to show what portion of the elements of the extra food

which are of value for manure are carried off in the milk. In
the class of full milk there will be little left for the enrichment
of the manures, still there is something, as a cow maintaining
her weight and condition will doubtless give richer manure than
when losing flesh. In the other stages the comparative value of

the manure is somewhat greater; yet, if I allow 3 lbs. per day of

my extra food, or 21 lbs. per week, to go to the manure, and this

is really more than I should feel satisfied with, the value of these
21 lbs., taking into account the loss by exudation, will, in manure,
be about 6d. If we compute the value of manure from a cow
under ordinary treatment as worth Is. 6d. per week, and add the
6d. per week for extra food, the result will be 2a. per week, which
is about equal to what I have found my cattle manure to be, on
the analysis of Prof. Way. I cannot entertain or understand
the teaching of those who insist that the only advantage of high
feeding is one of manure. What does this amount to? Nothing
less than that those who supply their animals with extra food,

and amongst these may be comprised almost all the first class of
farmers, are employing a ready means of converting their
shilling into less than sixpence. It will be found that substances
used as food, when deprived of their more valuable attribute,
fcod for cattle, and retaining only that of food for plants, lose

more than half their value, whilst if you convert them into milk,
beef, or food for man, their value is increased in much greater pro-
portion. I hold it then to be a sound theory, and one which I have
sought to carry into practice, to convert my produce as much as
possible into food for man, and to increase, rather than to enrich
my manures.—Thomas Horsfall, Burley Hall, July 3, 1855.

I now supply the following particulars, with the view more
clearly to explain the results of my treatment on stall or winter
feeding. Two cows, which calved in September, the one a 3-year
old light heifer, yielded soon alter 14 quarts per day. The other,
after her third calf, yielded at the rate of 18 quarts per day. In
the month of June they were found to give respectively 10 and
14 quarts per day. Their weights were

—

Oct. 31st. June 22nd.
cwt. qrs. lbs. cwt. qrs. lbs. lb.

Heifer ... 8 1 9 2 gain in weight 140
9 2 10 2 „ „ 112

Per week.
Taking the former to have averaged 12 quarts per day 5. d.

at 2d. 14
Taking the latter to have averaged 16 quarts per day 18 8
The yield of excrement 5 cwt. 1 qr. per week, will be fully at the
rate of 2s. each per week; the cost of the extra food may be
assumed at 3s. Gd. per week each, as they would get more than an
average. The milk of these two, tested by the lactometer in the
month of June, was of superior richness. The gain in richness
of manure, consequent on high feeding, I shall not estimate at
more than Gd. per week. Two cows—one bought in September
for 10?. 10s., the other somewhat before for' 121.—each increased to

about 8 quarts per day, and were continued in milk till the close
of March, when their yield was reduced to about 5 quarts each
per day. They weighed

—

In September. In May and June.
8 cwt. Oqrs. Olbs. 10 cwt. 2 qrs. Olbs.
10 1 4 13 1

The former was sold in May for IS?. 10s., leaving ... £ 8
For milk during 24 weeks, 6s. per week ..". ... 7 4

15 4

The latter was sold in June for 221. Is., leaving ... £ 10 1

For milk during 24 weeks, 6s. per week 7 4

17 5
The excrement would be richer, and its value maybe assumed at

2s. 4d. per week. The enhanced value of the manure I shall not

be disposed to estimate at more than Sd. per week, or for the 34
weeks 11. 2s. 8d. The extra food will have cost at the rate of 3s.

per week each. The ordinary farm food has consisted of—
12 lbs. of meadow hay each per week.
10 lbs. Bean and Oat Straw and shells of Oats per week.
32 lbs. roots, Mangold, &c, per week.

This ordinary farm produce will be found abou equal in nutri-

tive property to what is fouud requisite to maintain the condition
of the animals in store state and without other occupation. Will
it not then appear that the other results are mainly derived from
the extra food? Thomas Horsfall.

II. Mr. Scott's Statement.
5, Charing Cross, July 11.

In compliance with the invitation ol the Council I have had much
pleasure in meeting Mr. Horsfall at the Society's rooms to-day. At
the same time I trust it will be clearly understood throughout this

discussion that I have no personal feeling on the subject; I am
committed to no crotchet, and have no theory to defend. I

expected the paper read by Mr. Horsfall would have contained
some new matter in further elucidation of his practice; but as
this did not appear to my mind to be the case, I shall briefly

address myself to his two commentaries on that part of my paper
of the 30th of May which related to his reported practice. In
those commentaries Mr. Horsfall appears to be more anxious to

find flaws in my statement than to simplify and reconcile his

own; for instance, I incidentally state that "an average cow
will produce 196 lbs. of butter a year," to show the national gain
that would be obtained on this quantity by raising the quality Id.

per lb. in price. Further on I state " that the average annual pro-

duce of a first-rate cow, well kept throughout a season of nine
months, or 270 days, seldom exceeds 2700 quarts of milk, yielding

262£ Ibs.of butter. This Mr. Horsfall utterly ignores, although the

262^ lbs. of butter is the point he should have dealt with. Mr.
Horsfall further, in defiance of my stated figures, assumes
that the 196 lbs. of butter is the produce of 300 days' milk. He
thus increases my quantity of milk relative to butter, and
thereby creates a disparity, favourable to himself of course,

between his produce and that of other dairy farmers, which does

not appear in my paper, and did not previously in reality exist.

Mr. Horsfall must in candour admit that this 196 lbs. of butter

forms no part of my case in which I deal specially with him, and
that no mention of 300 milking days is made by me. The real

and original question, as raised by Mr. Horsfall, is the scientific

economy of his mode of feeding, and the amount of his production,

The announcement of a return of 25 oz. of butter per quart of

cream led us at first to believe that be had exemplified, in his

practice, a system by which the ordinary dairy fanner
could increase his profits. Investigation has proved this to

be an entire fallacy. Mr. Horsfall's cows do not appear

to produce more milk in a year than other ordinary well

managed cows, and while from 10 quarts of his milk he extracts

15.78 oz. of butter, I have shown from the average of a number
of trials in different counties—with different kinds of cows—
under diversified management, and not got up for experi-

ment, a produce of 15.6S oz. of butter from an equal quantity

of milk. lbs.

His annual produce from a cow is 266.28

As against ••• 264.60

Leaving'in his favour on a single cow for a whole year, 1.68

only. I abstained from taking the individual examples adduced
by me, several. of which I was personally acquainted with,

because the produce in several cases so far exceeds Mr. Horr.all's

—thus, from 10 quarts of milk:

—

One batch of cows yielded 19.70 oz of butter.

Another 1684 „

Another 22.00 „
Another 17.42 „
Another 16.32 „

5 -=- 92.28

Which, on an average, is 18.45 „
Whereas Mr. Horsfall's yield is only ... 15.78 „

Leaving him minus 2.67 „
on 10 quarts of milk. I merely recapitulate these data

to show the logical absurdity of picking out from my
paper 196 lbs. of butter, and after arbitrarily blending

it with imaginary figures of his own, presenting the result

as my case. The editor of the Agricultural Gazette pur-

sues the same course when he remarks, "If the short-horns

and the cross-breds are taken for comparison, Mr. Hors-
fall's yield of butter from the milk is one-third higher than
the average of Mr. Scott." Now if the cross-breds and Kerries
in the same table are taken for comparison, Mr. Horsfall's yield

of butter from milk falls one-fourth short of my average ; and if

the cross-breds are taken alone, one-third. But further, while
Mr. Horsfall's average produce of milk per day is not more than
10 quarts, yielding 15.78 oz. of butter, the produce of the short-

horn in my paper is 17 quarts per day, yielding 18 oz. of butter

;

and of the cross-bred 10 quarts, yielding 22 oz. of butter; and
in the case of the other two cows in Cheshire mentioned by me,
the daily produce of the one was 40 quarts of milk, yielding
2 6-7ths lbs. of butter, and of the other 36 quarts, yielding
2 5-7ths lbs. of butter. Those are all rather extreme cases, and
I merely mention them to show the disingenuousness of
exclusively selecting those of an opposite character, to make out
a desired case. The editor of the Agricultural Gazette also

remarks, that " Mr. Horsfall's yield of butter from the
cream thrown up is unprecedentedly large." True, but he
should at the same time remember the fact that the quan-
tity of cream thrown up is unprecedently small, being only
0.64 parts of a quart off 10 quarts of milk, whereas the ordinary
extract is 1.27 quarts. Up to the present time we are therefore
left to infer that the extra richness of Mr. Horsfall's cream may
simply be the result of a little manual dexterity in skimming.
Nor must it be overlooked that Mr. Horsfall's assumed annual
yield of 3000 quarts of milk per cow (representing 295.87 lbs. of
his butter) is not an ascertained fact, taken from a carefully kept
daily register, but only an estimate " which he is disposed to

think is not more than a moderate average on dairy cows properly
maintained." If Mr. Horsfall brought forward the astounding
fact of his having obtained 25 oz. of butter from one quarto
cream, under the impression that this was the result of his special

system of feeding, and that it was a new and valuable discovery
I think he must now admit that he was not warranted in
coming to such a conclusion, and that I have shown that his
produce of butter from milk is equalled and in many cases
exceeded by ordinary dairy farmers. That such results as his

can be obtained by certain nudes of manipulating the cream, one
of the numerous returns which I have obtained, and now submit
to the Council, tends to confirm. By it I perceive that the aver-
age produce of butter in Devonshire from 1 quart of scalded cream
is 22 oz., the milk required to produce this cream being 174
quarts. Mr. Horsfall has stated to-day that the experiments
made at the Munster Model Farm last year, and quoted by me,
extended over too short a period to be of reliable value, and that

Mr. Cunningham, the manager, and Dr. Kirkpatrick, the Head
Inspector of National Agricultural Schools in Ireland, had in
consequence written him to say they would be repeated. They
have been repeated, and by Dr. Kirkpatrick's permission, I have
them here to-day. I visited both the National Model Farm at
Glasnevin, and the Munster Model Farm, last week, and from
the careful manner in which all the operations carried on are
registered and attested, I think they may be relied on. Well,
I find that the results obtained in 1854 are confirmed by those
obtained this season, and that 9.67 quarts of milk produce on an
average 16 oz. of butter, whereas it takes 10.14 quarts of Mr.
Horsfall's cow's milk to produce 16 oz. of butter. I think
these returns, from actual experience, will lead to more
correct conclusions than the closet calculations of theoretic

writers, and I therefore prefer them. I may here again remark,
in acknowledgment for the Irish statistics, that though that
country has not yet become a good school for practical farming,

we are indebted to it for the many and carefully recorded experi-

ments now being made at its agricultural seminaries under the

Board of National Education on the principles and practice of

farming. To show, however how little dairy farmers at present
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know, or are willing to OOmnUnloatfl about tllOlr business, thn

Secretary of the Koyfti Agricultural tmnroremont Society <.r

Ireland lately put a series of queries on dairying In the Society's

journal at my request, and did not receive n single answer to

them. Mr. tlorafftll has the merit of baring now hoi many <irtiry

farmers o-tliinkinK who might otherwise, »n their dnys, have
gone on mechanically; and ii«lmn itlmMione good In personally

devoting hiii time to the Investigation of the principles of dairy-

ing. He must not prefer science t<> practice, liowevor, but the

revorso; and If ho continue his experiments, i would venture to

suggest that he must simplify the dotalla of his operations and
bring thom Into loss compass : and then, whon ho obtains any
nsuful results, Uui agricultural public will not fall'to appreciate

thom. A balance-shoot would always bo a usotul accompani-

ment to these returns, and would enable us to judgo whotlior or

not bis practice could be safoly recommended totboordl y

rent-paying dairy farmer. Taking thn dnlu ho Inui nln-mly fur

nlHhcd us with, and applying them to 100 quarts of milk, the
account would stand nil follows:—

By Mr. Horsfall's proooss.

Croam from lOOqts.of milk, (1.40 qls. i 157,80 OS. Of butter.

nt id. per oz. \tn,w\d.

Biittor-n.Hk „ „ 1,02 „ at *<*. por at. oj,

Skim milk
,, „ 67.80 „ At Id. por qt. -'l H»¥

18 !'i

Avora^n by ordinary prooenn.

Cream from lOOqtfl.of milk, 12.70 qtB. 160.80 oz. of butter,
ni Id, por oz, 0«. i'i'/.

Buttermilk „ „ 7.fi0
(r

atjd. porqt. u v

Skim milk „ „ 87 ..'10 „ at Jd. per qt. h 3 74

18 7

DlAVronco In favour or Mr. Hornfall, on 100 <|lu. of milk 0», 2Xd,

I must alno remark that the butter shown by Mr. Horsfall

to-day would not be considered Qrst cinsn in London ; tho colour
and flavour were very good, but i)m toxturo was dooldodly faulty,

as I pointed out to mm, being full of air colls, and requiring the

application of the "pu^Kl'itf machine." in conclusion, (he
primary ohjeot of nil dairy farmers must ho to obtain the

largest product from a certain number of cows and a certain
quantity of food. Physiologically, BOmo cowh have a snporlor

tendency to secrete and yield milk over others, just as wo find

ono breed of cattle and tdieop become fat on food that would
hardly maintain other cattle or nhoop In a stationary condition,

In my communication to the Council of the 30th of May I have
enumerated tho most essential points to bo borne In mind by the
dairy farmer, and If these are carefully and punctually attended

to they will gonorally onsuro good management In tho dairy.

Thomas Scott.
P.S. I submit a specimen of the hoi'bage, and a sod of tho llmo-

stono pastures of Muckross Abbey, Kerry, and three specimens
of coral and shell sand dredged in Pantry Bay, and usually
applied to almost all crops In tho southern and western coasts of

Ireland. T. S.

At the request of the Council, Mr. nrandrcth Gibbs
undertook to user-tain the quality of the herbage Mr.
Scott had brought over from fertile and barren dairy-

land in Ireland ; and Professor Way undertook to

analyse it, as well as the mineral specimens with which
it was accompanied.

The Council having received with thanks, and referred

to the Journal Committee (along with Air. Horsfall's

and Mr. Scott's), numerous communications addressed

to them by different members from various localities on

Dairy subjects, adjourned to Wednesday, the 18th of

July, at noon, when Professor Way would deliver his

lecture a On the use of Fish as Manure."

ft'ebfebtf.—t

—

The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England*

Vol. 16 ; Parti. J. Murray.

We have as usual a very good number of the Journal.

It contains 14 useful articles, the subjects of which are

very fairly selected from the two great departments of

agriculture, cultivation of the soil and the management

of stock ; and the more purely scientific relations of

agriculture are expounded in articles by Professor Way,
Mr. Trimmer, and Mr. Whitley ; diseases of sheep and

pigs—the comparative fattening properties of different

breeds of sheep, and the characteristics of various

breeds, especially with reference to their wool,

are discussed in articles by Messrs. Seaman and Dunn,
veterinary surgeons, Mr. Lawes, of Rothamsted, and

Professor Wilson.
Experiments with manures for Turnips and for

Swedes, and with reference to the feeding qualities of

the produce, are described by Mr. Bourne, Dr. Voelcker,

and Mr. Templeton. The causes of fertility and barren-

ness of soils are discussed by Mr. Coleman ; a report

on experiments on the growth of Wheat is given by

Mr. Lawes ; and continental farming, so far as observable

on a hurried excursion to Hungary, is described by Mr.

Love. Mr. Agate's prize essay on the autumn cleaning

of stubble also finds a place in this Journal, and the whole

number maintains the charater it had attained under

Mr. Pusey's editorship. To the loss of the Society,

owing, to Mr. Pusey's serious illness, which lm since, as

our readers know, terminated fatally, allusion is made in

the following postscript, with which we are sure every

member of the Society will fully sympathise :

—

" This being the first Number of the Journal winch has not had
the benefit of Mr. Pusey's active superintendence, the Journal

Committee cannot send it forth without expressing their deep
regret at the severe and protracted illness which still deprives

them of bis valuable assistance. They are also desirous of

recording their high sense of the important services which, in

his threefold capacity of chairman of the committee, editor, and
author, he has conferred upon the Society and the country ;;t

large. From the very commencement of the Society the labours
of the other members of the committee have been compara-
tively light, and it is right that the members of the Society

sbouid know to whom they are chiefly indebted for the success
which has been achieved, f< r tho reputation which the Society's

publications enjoy in this and other countries. In their

endeavours to maintain for the future the high standard of utility

and interest already established, the committee wish to avail

themselves of the active co-operation of the largefbody of prac-

tical and scientific men who compose the Society. Spread as

they are over tho whole surface of the British Islauds, nor even
confined to them, they possess singular advantages for the col-

lection of information based upon observation and experiment.
The Journal Committee therefore earnestly invite attention to

the fallowing resolution, which formed part of their last report

to the Council, viz. : - ' That in future, under the head of

" Miscellaneous Communication*,'1 » peril if >•• mil \m

allotted to sliorl pjtj from i. in 1
1 mi -in 1.1

1
! r

1 , urn*?
favour tho committer with an ;i

"' ,l ot any mattei
Interest h iil< h Iim odi6 undei llieli notfa In th« -

oj tin Ii i.'i mi '. or in tlioli I'll'- 1 J I ib < glib irli i

The intimation ut. thn end "I tlii) above notice will, *<

hope, bo influential In Inducing the maoy uiU llfg< nl nu n

who road thin Journal t" contribute to id
|

'IM.K J<

J \-y\/.r

Calendar of Operations.

.11 i.v.

Ilj'.uwj- 1 f.iiirr Mri'ii J /mi, Jul,/'/. THfl Sold 6XJ ulri'U Of
May disappeared with thai month! ind on Ihi tof June we had
rafroslilng showers, Willi a decided change to warm
This heat noon resulted In 1 rlolenl thunderaLorm on

ol the Oth, ao impanlod Uy remarkably lieavy fall of rain

two hourn, n hleli Roaked tha oandaothal
ngaln for Bevoral day*, Uotweei] il>" 10Ui and Willi ve tx>

poi Ion 1 od h tri I
'i oat lier,

|
lino one r»f tli

whloh have boon 10 rift ,1
'

1, iprlng The wind Mt:*r cold from
tho oast, with rain, and heavy hoai froeta a' night

what Injured tho Potatooii On tho 21 I thi reaction vm «*

Buddon ta Hh 1 Qxtroma ol In : ''. rlth the night temi
hut. Blnce thai Lhftwcatlioi Im boon more moderate,

douthorly brooaos, butrathoi dry, I viewing the poet 1
... ,. ob orvo thai tho iotod wlntei lofl oui noil In a aUte

little Infoi 1 1] ta thai ol tha
1

whencoi
wore formed of a favourable illlb to help forward the worl
bopu wcto ipoedlly realbwd on Ibc (ightoa 1 . 1 11

alono, * in nil claases oil haa been
sovoro labour and but Indifferent re 'ii f

1. On tha 1011

f-.r luiltiinr'.', ivn hail jUSt BUCCOedcd In rednclDg "
I

strongest broak ('> • pretty atfslaetory Btato, whon It came n. day
of stead] raln# and our laboui wai i"-tt ; nay, won than 1 l

tho non wrought land took ruin very readily, ami wm reduced (c

a stato of mortar, from wblcli ir novoi recoven \ ilmllar
mhdiap occurred with (in- in-i-ak int«<iifi«d for V'll'.w and White
Turnips, on the Oth Inst, Soldom has the soil required

work for the sola purp I pulverising It. Old folks say UuU
11 good " body " ol land requlrei two "Aura"
pare ii properly for Turnips, bill this year much ol it has «"t
three. The grubber makes bnt imperfect work 1

only on light land It can be Halil to fulill Its "mission. On nil

hands wo hoar complaints of the "fly;" lti ravag< I

extended even to plants In the rougb l^af, for the Bwod<
no growth till lately, nnd when at a standatill arc particularly
obnoxioiiH to the attacks nf that Insect. Later SO

a moro Manufactory braird. Thinning In only begun In OUI

immediate dlntrlct, but our lighter neighbours to the west have
been at it for a week past. We commenced cutting our Bccdn for

horses on tho 13th utt. ; a very good crop, but at least three weeks
too late. Wo Intended mowing for hay next week. The hay !

crop will be exceedingly light, where not artificially top-dressed. ;

Winter Tares have Improved ; they ar« certainly before I

spring sown, but will bo of comparative llttlo use when I

Is plenty. Wheat is strong, and tho earliest 1h beginning to

show the head. Barloy hat improved with mild weather,
aro infested beyond all precedent, with Thistles and wild Mustard.
BeanB and Potatoes are rich-looking and healthy. 1

where well planted (a tint qud non) have clone very well all the

past month, which has enhanced the demand for lean stock at

our local fairs. Wool is looked on with confidence as a gor>d

speculation; some transactions having been concluded al

figures than those current in the metropolis. It need scarcely 1
'

:

mentioned that the quantity of grain now in farmers' bands is

next to nothing. J. T.

Farsinf.au Hexham, July 4.—If the month of May was un-
\

paralleled for its cold and barrenness, the warmth of the month
of June has done much to make up for it. Since the favourablo
change noticed in our last report, we havo had a continuance of
just such weather as was required for bringing forward the back-
ward crops and the parched and bare pastures. The change

J

came too hi to to secure a heavy crop of hay ; but both corn crops

and pastures have made most satisfactory progress during the

past month, and Grass Is now abundant In the district,

parties, who in the beginning of the month were bethinking them-
selves what they were to do with the stock they had, arc now in

want of more. Though wc cannot now expect an early harvest,

should weather continue atoll favourable, it will not be a late

one. Winter-sown Wheat is fairly into the "shot blade,"' and
has every appearance of being fully an average crop, as also wilt

the spring Wheat. Barley and Oats arc both looking remark-
ablv well ; the fine tilth obtained for thom at seed time gave
them a hold they have never lost. The general opinion in the

district seems to be that, if weather continue favourable, there

will be a full average crop of all kinds of grain, and that harvest

may be expected about the end of August or tho beginning of

September. Rye, which is grown to some extent on the lighter

lands, has been in ear for ten days. While the weather has been
I

thus favourable for Gross and corn, the frequent rains have made
it a somewhat difficult matter to get Turnips sown in good con-

dition, especially on strong and wet land, where there Is still a

considerable breadth to sow; and many will require to make
bare fallow where they expected to hare had Turnips. On dry
and" free lands the sowing is pretty generally terminated. We
finished our Swede sowing on the Oth nit. (having been thrice

stopped by rain in the process), and our Yellow and White on

the 29th ult. The braird looks well wherever they were well got

in, and thinning has been commenced ; we began upon::

ult , and will require to be diligent to keep pace with the planus.

Potatoes have come up with a fine healthy stem, and if they

escape the now almost annual visitant—the blight—bid fair

to be a good crop. Clover-land hay cuts up very light, but wc
hope from the rain we have had. and the barometer now standing

very high, that we shall have a favourable season for harvesting

it, and in some measure make up in quality for what we want in

quautitv. Meadows will be short. There was but a poor show of

sheep at Stagshaw Bank Fair yesterday, and with the Increased

demand prices were considerably advanced from Whitsuntide
fair. At the cattle market to-day there was nota large show of

good animals, and anything fresh met with a ready sale at

advanced prices. Two-year-olds sold frott' 10k to 14.". 10*. and

15/.; yearlings from 6?. to SI. 10$. Of Irish and black cittle therv

was a large show, with the usual amount ofmurrain. T. P. I).
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Notices to Correspondents.
Rosedcst : A Subscriber. It weighs about 10 lbs. a bushel. Tarr-

ing considerably, however, according to fineness, dryness, ic .

Your question about the quantity of dust needed to or;

and acid, so as to form one ton. is not capable of answer. The

bones and acid will dry of itself generally if lea ir.

together and under shelter, but of course they may be made

as liquid as you choose, and then need ashes or other absorbent

materials todrv them.
Enteritis: .

r W K. Calomel and opium combined is a proper

combination for enteritis, but not in sneb. strolls

employed. Scruple doses every four hours are saffitaen^and

it' the bowels are confined Linseed oil, but no stronger pur-

gative. IF. C.S. ».»_-_•
F MiM Bailiffs : F A. Spring ana autumn are the best periods

for engaging the services of bailiffs. Though as they generally

know that they shall leave, some time before they require a

new place, thev" are to be secured at any time. _

•»• As usual, manv communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary i

can be made. We must also beg the indulgence

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting

contributions is still delayed.

PARKES' STEEL DtCGINC FC^KS i DKAININC TOOLS.

MESSRS. BCRGESS ivr KEY. as Mr. PiSKEs'
Wholesale Ar=:" fcrl - -= ir r.xki

" "
;

- -

5" :

-

Eeval AcricnlturalS:.-

ever invented, and to facLV.: - per eeat.

Pjjjj Lists! n application, and IDsBtratod Catalogue
5, rareeeSptofeightpostaef
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OCHUUL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTS OF
O BOTANICAL SCIENCE.

400 Illustrations. Svo. Price 5s. 6d. half bound.

Bradbury & Evan s, 11, Bouverie Street.

Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural

and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 12*. cloth.
m __ .

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical "works

by Professor Lindlky, of which "School Botany," and "The

Vegetable Kingdom." form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary ot Tech-

nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume P"ce 12s

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves

acquainted with the author's " School Botany.
%

NB The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

Bradbury & Evan s, ll
F
JBo^Terie_Street.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price bs.Qd.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.,

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary

at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3s. Gd., free by -post,

THE TREE ROSE.—Practical Instructions for its

Formation and Culture. Illustrated by 24 Woodcuts. _

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with additions.

CONTENTS
Annual pruning

time, principle of

execution, &c.
Binding up
Budding kuife

Budding, time of

year, day, time of

day, state of the

plant, care of buds
Budding upon body
Bud, insertion of,

into stock

Bud, preparation of,

for use
Buds, dormant and
pushing

Buds, failing

Buds, securing a
supply of

Caterpillars, slugs,

and snails, to

destroy
Causes of success

Dormant buds, theory

of replanting with,

explained
Guards against wind
Labelling
Loosing ligatures

March pruning
Mixture for healing
wounds

Pruning for trans-

plantation
Planting out, and ar-

rangement of trees

Pushing eye, spring
treatment of dwarf
shoots from

Roses, different sorts

on the same stock

loses, short list of

desirable sorts for

budding with a
pushiDg eye

Sap-bud, treatment of

Shape of trees

Shoots and buds'

choice of
Shoots for budding
upon, and their

arrangement
Shoots, keeping even,

and removing
thorns

Shortening wild
shoots

Stocks, planting out
for budding upon

;

the means of pro-
curing ; colour, age,
height ; sorts for

different species of
Rose ; taking up,

trimming roots,

sending a distance,

shortening heads,

&c. ; saw proper for

the purpose.
GRAFTING.

Apbides,tokeep down
Free-growers, re-

marks on
Graft, binding up
and finishing [of

Grafting, advantage
G rafting, disadvan-

tage of
Operations in differ-

ent months
Preliminary observa-

tions

Roses, catalogue and
brief description
of a few sorts

Scion, preparation
and insertion of

Scion, choice and
arrangement of

Stock, preparation of.

APPENDIX.
A selection of varie-

ties

Comparison between
budding and
grafting.

J.Matthews, 5. Upper Wellington Street Covent Garden.

Price 3d each or 5*. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardeners' Chronicle. .

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties m the

countrv who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven tor four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS.

By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle; above 98,000

have already been sold. fS&iO-
CONTENTS.

African Lilies Gilias

Agapanthus Gooseberries

Anemones Grafting
Annuals Green-fly

Apples Heartsease
Apricot Herbs
Anriculas Herbaceous Peren-
Beans nials

Eeet Heliotrope
Biennials Hollyhocks
Black Fly Honeysuckle
Books for Cottagers Horse-radish
Borage Hyacinths
Borecole Hydrangeas
Box Edgings Hyssop
Broccoli Indian Cress
Brussels Sprouts Iris

Budding Kidney Beans
Bulbs Lavender
Cabbage Layering
Cactus Leeks
Calceolarias Leptosiphons
Californian Annuals Lettuce
Campanulas Lobelias
Carnations London Pride
Carrots Lychnis, double
Cauliflowers Marigold
Celery Marjoram
Cherries Manures
China Asters Marvel of Peru
China Roses Mesembryanthe-
Chrysanthemums, mums
Chinese Mignonette

Chives Mint
Clarkias Mustard
Clematis Narcissus
Collinsias Nemophilas
Colewort Oenothera bifrons
Cress Onions
Creepers Paaonies
Crocus Parsnip
Crown Imperials Parsley
Cucumbers Peaches
Cultivation of flowers Pea-haulm

in windows Pears
Dahlias Peas
Daisies Pelargoniums
Dog's-tooth Violets Perennials
Exhibitions, prepar- Persian Iris

ing articles for Petunias
Ferns, as protection Phlox
Fruit .Pigs
Fuchsias Pinks
Gentianella Planting

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pnming
Privet
Propagation by cut-

tings
Pyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Seeds
Sea Daisy or Thrift
Seakale
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Fruit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Venus's Looking-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian Stocks
Wallflowers
Willows
Zinnias

POLYPODIUM VULOARE.
POLYPODIT/M VULGARE ACUTUM.
POLYPODIUM VULGARE BIFIDUM.
POLYPODIUM VTILGARE SEMILACER.UM.
POLYPODIUM YULOARE SERRATUM.

POLYPODIUM VULGARE CAJiIBRICUM.
POLYPODIUM VULOARE CRENATUM.
POLYPODIUM PHEGOPTERIS.
POLYPODIUM DRYOPTEPvIS.
POLYPODIUM ROBERTIANUM.

ALLOSORUS CRISPU9.
POLYSTICHUM LONCHITIS.
POLYSTICHUM ACULEATUM.
POLYSTICHUM ACULEATUM ARGUTUM.
POLYSTICHUM ACULEATUM ALATUM.

PUBLISHED BY BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET,
Where Specimens of the Work may always be seen.

Just published, the Second Edition, with Additions, ivrice 5s. 6d. cloth,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY:
THEIR HISTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

Br the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A., Hector of Intwood with Keswick.

Domestic Fowl in general
The Guinea Fowl
Tbe Spanish Fowl
The Speckled Dorkings
Tbe Cochin China Fowl
The Malay Fowl
The Pheasant Malay Fowl
The Game Fowl

THE BIRDS
The Mute Swan
The Canada Goose
The Egyptian or Cape Goose
The Musk Duck
The Grey China Goose
The "White Fronted or Laugh-
The Wigeon [ing Goose
The Teal, and its congeners

TREATED O I- ARE-
The White China Goose
The Tame Duck
The Domestic Goose
The Eernicle Goose
The Brent Goose
The Turkey
The Pea Fowl [burgh Fowls
The Golden and Silver Ham-

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowerbv. Tbo Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

MHW WORK Hdited by Br. LJflrDLETC'.

Now Beady, the FOURTH PART, price Qs., of the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE -PBIMTED (life size).

With Letterpress Descriptions of the Indigenous Species and Varieties by THOMAS MOOEB, Esq.

PARTS I., II., and III., already published, contain examples {reproducedfrom the plant) of

The Cuckoo Fowl
The Blue Dun Fowl
Tbe Lark-crested Fowl
The Poland Fowl
Bantam Fowls
The Rumpless Fowl
Tbe Silk and Negro Fowls
Tbe Frizzled or Friesland Fowls

"It will be found a useful and intelligent guide to the poultry-keeper; while the lively and often amusing manner in which it is
written gives it a claim upon the attention of the general reader."— Midland Counties Herald.

" This book is the best and most modem authority that can be consulted on the general managementof poultry."—Stirling Observer.

Published by JAMES MATTHEWS, at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle and Aortcultdbal Gazette,
".

upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden
; and may be ordered of any Bookseller.

PERMANENTLY ENLARGED TO TWENTY-FOUR PAGES.
Every Saturday, Foolscap Quarto, price id., or Stamped Bd.,

NOTES AND QUERIES:
A MEDIUM OF IHIEE-COEMTJEICATION FOR LITEEARY MEN, ARTISTS,

ANliaUARIES, GENEALOGISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, &c.
»* For opinions of the Quarterly Review, Athcnaum, Examiner, Literary Gazette, Spectator, Dublin Review, dec

as to the utility, <&c, of Notts and Queries, see Prospectus.

A Specimen Number sent on receipt of five postage stamps.
GEORGE BELL, No. 186, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSMEN.

Now ready, price 16s., cloth,

FLORA INDICA : being a systematic account of
tbe PLANTS of BRITISH INDIA, together with Ob-

servations on tbe Structure and Affinities of their Natural
Orders and Genera. By J. D. Hooker, M.D., R.N,, F.R.S., &o.

;

and Thomas Thomson, M.D.,F.L.S., Surgeon H.E.I.C. Volume I.

Randkculace^: to Fcmariace.e, with an Introductory Essay.
London : William Pamplin, 45, Frith Street, Soho.

THE PRACTICAL GARDENER, AND MODERN
HORTICULTURIST; in One Volume, 9S8 pages closely

printed, with upwards of 300 illustrative Woodcuts, containing
the present improved scientific mode of managing the Kitchen,
Fruit, and Flower Gardens; the Greenhouse, Hothouse, Con-
servatory, &c. By Charles M'Intosh, C.M.C.H.S., of Dalkeith
Palace. Bound in cloth, price 21s. ; and also with Specimens of

choice Flowers, coloured, 265.

" The labour and experience of a life devoted to the science

of horticulture we now present to the public."

—

Vide Author's

Preface.

With an Appendix, describing a new and economical method
of producing uniform boitom heat from hot-water tanks upon
the most simple plau, with explanatory diagrams, and reference
to buildings now in successful operations.

London : T. Kelly ; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

Now ready,

A LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS
-£*- recently added to Mudie's Select Library*

Also,

A LIST OF SURPLUS COPIES OF RECENT
WORKS, withdrawn from circulation, and offered at greatly
reduced prices for cash.

Charles Edward Muthe, 510, New Oxford Street, London;
and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

CHEAP BOOKS.
SECOND-HAND COPIES of each of the following

WORKS are now ON SALE at MUDIE'S LIBRARY:—
Lord Carlisle's Dairy, 5s.—Atherton, by MissMitford, Gs.\

The Englishwoman in Russia, 6s.— Olipbant's Black Sea, 4s. 6d.

Heartsease, 5s. 6tf.— Gilchrist's Life of Etty, 9s.

Avillon, by the Author of " The Head of the Family," 5s.

Magdalen Hepburn, 7s.—Lady Blessington's Correspondence, 21s.

De Sauloy's Dead Sea, 10s. Gd.— Bremer's America, 9s.

Haydon's Autobiography, 12s.—Chorley's German Music, dS*

Chesney's Russo-Turkish Campaigns, 3s. Gd.—Crewe Rise, 6s.

Mrs. Austin's Germany, 4s.— Christie Johnstone, 4s.

Mrs. Jameson's Commonplace-Book,9s.—Curson's Armenia, 2s. Gd,

Claude the Colporteur, 3s. Gd.—Lady-Bird, 6s.—Grace Lee, 12s.

Mammon, 10s. Gd.—Haliburton's Human Nature, 10s. Gd.

Vivia, 5s.—Hide and Seek, 7s.—Head's Ireland, 3s.

Herbert Lake, 6s.— Hill's Siberia, 7s. Gd.—Hooker's Journal, 16s.

Lady Lee's Widowhood, 7s.—Katherine Ashton, 6s.

Mrs. Mackenzie's Life in Ihe Missions, 7s.—Matthew Paxton, 6s.

Ruskin'a Lectures on Architecture, 4s.—Revelationb of Siberia, 5s.

May and December, 6s.—Moltke's Russians in Bulgaria, 4s,

Oakley Mascot t, 5s.— Our Camp in Turkey, 3s.

Mrs. Stowe's Sunny Memories,2 vols. 4s.—Parkyn's Abyssinia, 12s.

Memorials of Amelia Opie, 6s.—Home Life in Russia, 6s.

Van de Velde's Syria, 10s. 6d.—Murchison's Siluria,18s.

And many other Works of the past and present season, a List

of which may be obtained on application.

Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London;
and 76. Cross Street, Manchester. .

-

.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND INDIGESTION.
Just published,new and cheaper Edition, price Is., or Is. 6d. by post,

rrHE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-*- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable

through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician.
London: Piter, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Han-

nay, 63, Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornhill : and all Booksellers.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

Now ready, JOURNAL, Vol. XVI., Part L, No. 35.

Contents :

—

1. Lameness in Sheep and Lambs Isaac Seaman.
2. Hereditary Diseases of Sheep and Pigs Prof. Dun.
3. FatteningqualitiesofdifferentbreedsotSheep J. B. Lawes.
4. Experiments with Turnip Manures Tamworth Soo.

5. Artificial Manures for Swedes Dr. Voelcker.
6. Autumn Cleaning of Stubbles E. E. Agate.
7. Advantages of the Aneroid Barometer N. Whitley.
8. Agricultural Relations of Hampshire J. Trimmer.
9. Continental Farming P. Love.

10. Feeding Cattle on Turnips A. Templston.
11. Fertility and Barrenness in Soils J. Coleman.
12. Experiments in the Growth of Wheat J. B. Lawes.
13. Wool of various breeds of British Sheep ... Prof, Wilson.
14. Atmospheric Source of Nitrogen in Plants... Prof. Way.

London : John Murray, 50, Albemarle Street.

THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCVILj
is just published.

Contents :

—

I. THE GENIUS OF DRYDEN.
II. INDIAN SUBSTITUTES FOR RUSSIAN PRODUCE.

III. VILLEMAIVS RECOLLECTIONS OF HISTORY
AND LITERATURE.

IV. THE TAURIC CHERSONESE. '

V. THE LAND OF SILENCE.
VI. STATESMEN OF INDIA.
VII. THE MAYNOOTH COMMISSION.
VIII. MODERN FORTIFICATION.
IX. THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH: HIS LIFE, CHARAC-

TER, AND WRITINGS.
X. THE SEBASTOPOL COMMITTEE & THE VIENNA

CONFERENCES.
London: Longman & Co. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black.

Just Published, price 6s., No. III. of the

EDINBURGH NEW PHILOSOPHICAL
JOURNAL.—NEW SERIES.

Contents :—1. Dr. John Davy on the Lake District of West-
moreland, &c. 2. M. Morlot on the Post-tertiary and Quarter-
nary Formations of Switzerland. 3. W. S. Symonds on Down-
ward Movements East of the Malvern Range. 4. Thomas
Stevenson on the Direction of the Wind. 5. A. Murray on the
Natural History of Electric Fishes. 6. Professor Harkness on
Sub-fossil Diatomaceae. 7. Dr. W. L. Lindsay on the Dyeing
Properties of Lichens. 8. James Napier on the Trap Dikes
between the Bays of Brodick and Lamlash in Arran. 9. Dr.
Daubeny on the Influence of Vegetable Organisms in the Pro-
duction of Epidemic Diseases. 10. Sir W. Jardine's Contribu-
tions to Ornithology. 11. W. J. M. Rankine on the Science of
Energetics. 12. T. H. Rowney on the Chemical Composition of
Mineral Charcoal.—Reviews, Proceedings of Societies, and Scien-
tific Intelligence.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. Loudon : Longman & Co.
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SIR W. J. HOOKER'S KE.W GUIDES.
In 16mo,, win merouu Woodcuts, price One Bhilllnp;,

I7C0N0MIC lio'J'ANV ; being a Popular Account
-J Of II' of ill ami POmftflCflblO V('K>'laly)«> ProdtlCtN, J"l llluKlnilud

by iiifi Museum in tbo Royal GaraonH "i Kaw. My Hlr William
Jaokhon UooKsn, K.H., D.C.L., F.R.A., nod L.H., &o., D n i toi

By tlio Hnme Auilror, in L6moi, with Woodloutu, price tit/,,

K10W GARDENS ; or, a Popular Guide to the ttoynl

Botanic Gardena of Kow.
fiondon: Longman1

, Bnoww, Gitin ., •' !.. ^mmm. •

HOOKER'S FLORA THOROUGHLY REVISED.
In a thick Vol

,
l2mo, wilh VI PlotOH, price Ua.Olotli: Oi with

Mm- I'lntcM COlourCd, Onfl Guinea, cloth,

riMlK HIMTISIJ KhORA ; compriBing the Plicono
1. gamon h or Floworlng Planle nn<i tlio Poms, Tl o Bi \ ontli

Edition, wiiii Addition
- And OorrootlonH ; and nutnorottfi Klauron

HiiiHiriLilvn of the Umbelliferous Plants, tlio CompouHe Plants,
HioGraaHCfl, and llio Pcim iiy Hlr w. .). Hooker, i II \

L.S.&c.j and <;. A. WALurcn-AnwOTT, u,.i>., F.L.B.a R I d

ItOgluS ProfOHBOr of Hiihuiy In the I Jul vi'iiJly Of QltlttgOYf.

Londo n : l.dNHMAN, IIimhvn, Gjikicn, A IjONomanm,

Now iTn.iv, in post 8vo, with Threa Maps, price 10*. Qd ,

rjiHE CRIMEA, it,H Ancient and Modern Malory:
J-- Tlio IChnns, ibe. Sultann, and Km Cz win. SIcotchoH ol

It« Bccnory and Population. By tlio Uov, T, Mum'u, M.A.,
F.H.G. 8., Author nf" Tim Ihiltlc, Its Gates, Shores, and I ItlM,"
prlCO 10*. lit/., which may hMII bo llfld.

I hill : LoNHMAN, llllnVVN, < i It I KN
,
& I

.'' HMA.'.'II,

NEW EDITION OF
OWEN'S LECTURES ON INVERTEBRATA.

it. Bvo, with S8S Woodcuts, price BUoloth,

LECTURES (in tiid COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
and PHYSIOLOGY of -niK INVERTEBRATE ANl-

l\i A LS, delivered at. the itoynl College of Burgeons, By Rn iiaiid

Owkn, F.R.S., Huntorlan Profossor to tbo Collogu< Second
Edition, greatly enlarged.

AlSO, in Svo, wilh Woodctllfl, pl'IcO 1 I >.,

PROFESSOR OWEN'S LECTURES «n this COM-
PARATIVE ANATOMY ani. PHYSIOLOGY or tub VER-
TEBRATE ANIMALS. Part I. FWHRS.

London : Longman, Brown, Gbbkn, & Longmans.

NEW a'ni> CHEAPER EdTtToN OE
CHEVREUL ON COLOUR.

In crown 8vo, with Illustrations, price I0», rw. clolb,

rpilE PRINCIPLES OF HARMONY AND I ON-
-t- TRAST OF COLOURS, and their Applications tothoArts;
including Painting, Interior Decorations, Tapestries, Carpats,
Mosaics, Coloured Glnztng, Paper Staining, Calico Priming,
Lottorpresa Printing, Map Colouring, Dross, Landscape, and
Flower* Gardening-, &o. By M, E. Cukvki-.it,, Membre do Tin
Btitnt-iio Franco, Ac. Translated from tlio French by CriAnLKS
Maiitkl. Second Kdilion, revised.

London: Longman, Hiiown, Guren, and Lonomans.

ACTON'S COOKERY BOOK THOROUGHLY REVISED.
Now Edition, enlarged, with numerous Platos and Woodcuts

(many ndditional), in fenp. 8vo, price 7«, Gd.,

MODERN COOKERY for PRIVATE FAMILIES
reduced to a System of Ensy Practice in a Series of care-

fully tented Receipts, in which tlio Principles of liaron Llebjg
and other eminent, writers have been as much as possible applied

and explained. By Eliza Acton. Newly revised and much
enlarged edition.

*»* The improvements in this new edition embody the results

of 10 years' experience of the Author since her Cookery Book first

appeared. The work is now enlarged to iho extent of nearly one-

half above its original substance, without addition to tbo price.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, new and Improved edition, price Is.,

THE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION j being
a Scries of Papers, presenting1 the most prominent nnd im-

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. R amadoe, M.D., Fellow of the Collego of Physicians, late

Senior Physician to the Koynl Infirmary for Diseases of the

Chest, &0. Abo, by Hie Hnme Anther, price 10s. GtZ.,

A TREATISE i n ASTHMA AND DISEASES (iftiif. HEART.
London: Longman, Biiown, Gbuen, & Longmans.

NEW />NU ENLARGED EDITION ~6Fl)R."~LiNDLEVS
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with OS Woodcut^, price 2U. cloth,

fPHE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORT1CUL-
X TUBE; or, an Attempt to explain tbo chief Operations of

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds; being the Second

Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John LlNDLEY, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of tbo

Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor

of Botanv in University College, London, &c.

"The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 18-10,

since which time it has had au extensive circulation, and has

been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-

ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting nnd useful by a mo:e frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,

by supporting the physiological doctrines with nn appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ;
nnd ibe result is a

still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

and practice, or the scienco and art, of horticulture."— JFuihlcr.

"This is a Second Edition of tbo "Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions

are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck our. it may be proper to Bay that

the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,

domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and

soils and manures; such being the subjects iu which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the

author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,

but one which every well informed gardener may understand

and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index

of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given

subject is treated of."—Gardeners' Chi-onicte.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous "Wood Engravings.

Two vols. Svo, 245.

*,,* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he las added

so veiy considerable a quantity of new matter, especially

in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that

tho present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London: Longman, Brown, Gkeen, & Longmans.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. U containing Orchideas, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Perns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-

leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending iu the Stove

and Orcbiden? House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Akaleas,

I [Has, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may te
bad on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.
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-TiANNED NETTING, for (lie protection ol ln.it
*- Trcofl from frost, blight, and blrdi. and
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yard; 200 yard*, U§.\ 600 yardH, 80*.j 1000
CanvflB. IbT Wall PruH. At EDGINGTOW nnd I Rid
Cloth, Ti'iii. imkI Wnt.T] .. dI I i" : ii Mil uft n lihflald

Dors, City, and Old IContSoad|0outhwark; Zn
Ship Chondlors, nnd Export Merchants, Bi n

the Eant India Export Dock, I'Urkwall.
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rpRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FiHUKMAM I
.',(

-

1 TURE3, conatfltlnftpf MATTING. MAI B, M.vi i I

BRUSHES, NETTING, HOUSE-HAIR, and BRI8TLI
STIT1 TE, are dtstlnRtilBhcd fat superiority and
workmanship, comblnou ivlth moderate prices, r

I

in England and America nt IhO Exhibition of all N

T. TnHLOAK, Cocoa-uut Pibro Manufacturer, 42, Ludgatc Hill,

London.

COWS.
HARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, 1*.

each, have been uied with great buccckh. Plain directions
are given with each Drink for (he treatment ol most diseases inci-

dental to Cows, for which llu-y will bo found a bnfe nnd t-iTi'ctiial

remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of tbo Tick, or
Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfecily erndicate it in n few
days.—Compounded by R.HabybYj Veterinary Burgeon, Mac-
clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors Wholesale
Agents, Barclay & Sons, and Maksdrn & SONS, London.

/ 1 A It S N ' S ORIGINAL ANTI-OORROSION
V-^ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock

!

Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, £'ntry, and ,

clergy, foe out-door work at their country wata. The Anti- i

Corrosii u is particularly recommended as the most durable out- I

door Paint ever Invented, for the pros* nration ol every dt KriptiOD
of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement. Ac. wrrk, as lms :

been proved by the praotical teal of upwards of CO years, and by 1

the imiiicn us .1 elu tin ."« n :,
t in oniats in its favour,

and which, from the rank and station in society of those vbo have
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything as the
kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonial!*,

will he sent on application* to "Walti I •. Boar, 9, Great
Winchi ster Strei t, I Hd Broad Street, Royal Exchange, 1-ondon.

No Agents. All orders arc particularly requested to be scLt
direct.
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DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to cxnmino DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive

Stock of GARDENING nnd PRUNING IMPLEMEN :

-

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Averur.catcrs jGidney's Prussian Tickaxes
Axes |

Hoe [Scissors Potato Forks
Bagging Hooks (Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills

Bills " [terasJ Gravel Kakes and .. Knives, various

Borders, various pat Sieves .. Saws
Botanical Boxes Greenhouse Doors .. Scissors

Brown's Patent Fu- and Frames .. Shears

migator [strumen ts Hammers Bfikesinpreatvariety

Cases of Pruning In- Hand-glass Frames Heaping Hooks

METCALFE ah i.

BRUSH. PENETRATING HAIR P-BCeHr."
SMYRNA SPONGES.—Toe t.i it- i-irtly-

importfii;:

cleansing in ibe mo»t extraordinary mamcr—fcaiti »»•

looce. Peculiarly penetrating Hair
bleached Russian brittle*, vhich like oowbwq
hair, and immense Mock of jreaaint

*ith t v,ry descriptfoa 'f JfriUah *d4 I " vrJ m **
Mktcai : 1>'j * ar.4 131,
Oxford Street, second and tbird door* rat from HoUea Stntt.

some hoiifc°. 1

CREENt-OUSE AND CA'-:;

TJt7ANTED, .-•
• nd-hand, and in %r*A eoDdiCoo, %

» v GREENHOUSE, ao« leas than SO feet toe r
stsed Gaid'n l.t pto<

r articular?., to I'. Q. "Mechanics' xjagazlt-e O'
~ - n.

MR. JONAS WJ
his 29th Animal BUOW

takepUccon FRIDAY
or Sold a* usual, ard n :be fana na^il rcyoirtri by
the purchasers. CondiikD* of bta *fc«-p Lettish raay be ka4 aa

tJon.

J. W. vrill forward *'l Sbeep t*lf »»y. iz*
piiinos and upwards will be sent fr>

which ihty may be required, and their carnage bice will b* pail
by J. W.

miles from Babrabam, and, by permU^ioQ, all train* >ioep* tfac

cxpreps). will on tb*t

ances will be in readtnosw ;o mtct tbem.
Church Farm, Babrabam. Canbridgesbire.

5alrs bvi Surtion.

Daisy Bakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons and
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in "Wires

and Iron
Fumigators
Galvanic Bordersand
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs anc. Menographs
Seats

„ Loops
.. hollers

., Scrapers

DEANE, DRAY

Hay Knives ^«;-

Horticultural Ham- ScVihc 3toncs
nnrs and Ila:. irious

Hoesof everyr^attem S

Hotbed Handles Sickle Saws
Ladies" Set of Tools Spades and Shovels
Labels, various pat- Spuds

terns, in Zinc, For- Switch Hooka

. «

celain. &C
Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks

Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfioc Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wl celbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Hole Traps
Blowing Machines

and CO. are solo Agents for LINGHAITS
PERMANENT LABELS, snmplcs of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to at?
part of the United Kingdom. Ms ,

WholesaleaidBetaiU
fvi-SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNlYES.nscdexclnsively

by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.—DEANE.DRAY.
& CO. (Opening to the Monument). London Br; ".

XT O^CHARGE FOR STAMPING m 1 OCKWOOD'S,
IN 75, New Bond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for f i. ; Thick ditto, five qui res, lr.; Albert and (

sizes, five quires tor Go'.. &f., and 1*.; Note-paper made from Straw.

2s. 6ii. per ream : Envelopes, -ti. to 1*. &*. per hundred : Foolscap

paper. 7s, 6rf. per ream ; Copvbooks Zt. &f- per dozen. Card Plate

engraved, 2s. &?.: ICO Cards printed. 2s. 6d. Wedding orders

promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing

Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands, — C rr
address, Lookwood's, 75, Now Bond Street. Country orders for

20s. sent carriage nee. L< -rxnv^D's ctlebrated Nag-get (Gilt)

Pen, 1 doz. [WSt free Ebx IS sts

FANCY POULTRY.
The Last t " Sr.x«rjc.

MR. J. C. STEVENS
Grea' I "*«•. «•

DAY. July IT. at 12 Se*eetSo» of" C
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'

Mr. P. J nc=. Mr. P
prising Spar isb. I
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to Mr. J. C. St

N.P.. . al Sale*
'

SPECIMEAl STOVE **

MR. J. C. STEVENS v. ;
«.

; ;. :
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY iSON,
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by"anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA,
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hotwater
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD. STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW EOOBX DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental "Wire "Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING. GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES A¥D ENAMELLED MANGERS.

PLATE GLASS AT GREATLY RED UCED PRICES.

THE UNION PLATE GLASS COMPANY,
Respectfully inform tlie Trade, that in order to meet the present depression, they have made a very

conBiderable reduction in the prices of polished Plate Glass for glazing purposes.

LIST OF PRICES MAY
THE WORKS, Pocket Nook, St. Helen's, Lancashire.
THE WAREHOUSE, 99, Hatton Garden, London.

Ditto 45, Piccadilly, Manchester.

POCKET NOOK, July 7, 1855

BE OBTAINED FROM
Messrs. C. & J. MALLOCH, 30, Turner's Court, Glasgow.
Messrs. JOHN DIX & Co., Bath Street, Bristol.

Messrs. H. SIBTHORPE & SON, Cork Hill, Dublin.

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

D E N C II , Patent Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea.

Printed Frice Lists sent on application.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green*, Harrow Road, London-.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*-> of the nobility and {-entry to the veiy superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Kwts ot Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

•5w I

s*ools
' Entr<™» Halls, Tiiblic Buildings, &c, heated

witn Uot-\\ ater Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J.I

. & Son- have great pleasure in referring to numbers
the DObility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LICHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LICHTS,

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremout
-^ Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, anv

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in,
7 ft, 7 ft. 6 in, S ft, and S ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in, kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Koad, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
rpHE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
-L ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will findl>

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Koad, Chelsea, an exten-
sive varietyofHothouses, Green- j
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c, t&jU£|;r^f t;.'.

erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose. ^""rtW--
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through alt'

the Houses and Pjts
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits arc of wide and lofty dimensions,,
and together equal in lenglh 1000 feet. They are all enectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3.?. Sd. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
requ i red tern perature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at rery low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong G rape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.-rT*

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

N
BEE HIVES,

jEIGflDOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-
HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour

& Sons, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-
mometer, &c, price 35s.,

securely packed for the
country.
This unique hive lias met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid ;

its arrangements are so per-
fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at
a!l injuring the bees.

Early applications-, ad-
dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Holborn,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents:—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, King Street;
Liverpool, James Cuthhert, 12, Clayton Square ; Chester,
F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 1S6, Trongate Street; Dublin, J. Edmundson &Co.,
61, Dame Street.

Printed bvWiLUAM Brad rust, of No. U, Upper Woburu Place, in the Parish
of St. Piuktas. and ibudkrick Mdli.ktt Evans, of No. 2f, Victoria

Street, in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, bnth in

the County of Middlesex, Printer?, £'. thoir Office in Lombnrd Street, in

the Precinct of W liitefriars. in the City of London ; and published by them
at the Office. No. 5. CharleB Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Covent
Garden, in the said County, where all Advertisements and Communications
are to he AnntiKSBED to t:ib Editp3.— Saturday, July 14, 1S55.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY or LONDON.—
Tlio unfavourable weather of the. llth lnnt. having caused

largo nuiuboi'H of Exhibition Tickets to remain uuused in tUo
lmnds ol* tho public, notice is heroby given that thero will bo B
PROMENADE In tbo SOCIETY'S GARDEN on SATURDAY,
July 28, for which all such lickeU will bo available.
On thin occasion tbo BANDS of the COLDSTREAM GUARDS

and FIRST LIFE GUARDS will bo in attendance; and blfl

Graco tho Dviko of Devonshire is go good as to permit tho
Grounds of Chiswiok House to bo accessible to tho visitors.
The Society's Garden will bo open at 2 P.M. on tho day of pro-

menado.

Tickets, pvlco 2s. Gd. each, may be procured at the Society's
Office, 21, Regent Street, or at tho Garden on tho 28th, price
3s. Gd. each.

THE SOUTH LONDON SOCIETY OF
AMATEUR FLORISTS.—The FOURTH EXHIBITION

of the abovo Society this season will beheld at the Horns Tavern,
Kennington, on TUESDAY, July 31st, when Pri7.es will bo
awarded for the following productions, viz. : Miscellaneous
Plants, Carnations, Picotecs, Fuchsias, Verbenas, &c. An
efficient Band will bo in attendance. Admission to non-members
from 2 till 7 o'clc re. List of Prizes and the rules of tho Society
may bo obtains from John Bushkll, Hon. Sec. pro tcm.
Lower Kennington Lano.

HEREFORD HORTICULTURAL and FLORI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY.—The days appointed for the

SECONDandTHlRDEXHIHITlONof PLANTS, FLOWERS,
and FRUIT this season aro TUESDAY, July 31, and TUES-
DAY, September 4. Prizes open to all England. Schedules
may be obtained on application to the Secretary.

"William Phim/its, Hon. Secretary.

BUCKINGHAM FLORAL AND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.-Presidenr, his Grace the Duke of

Buckingham and Chaudos, K.G.
The ANNUAL FETE of tho abovo Society will be held on

WEDNESDAY, the 25th of July, in the ornamental Grounds of
George Nelson, Esq. Tho Committee have made extensive
nrrangemonts for the Exhibition of the various Flowers and Fruits
produced by tho competitors, and every encouragement will be
given for the display of superior Vegetables, grown by Cottagers
resident in Buckingham and the villages around. Three prizes
will bo given for Garlands. Tho unequalled Band of the 1st Life

Guards, by the kind permission of Colonel Parker, will attend,

as also the admired Brass Band of the Royal Bucks Yeomanry
Cavalry.
Tho usual DINNER will take place in the Town Hall at half-

past 3 o'clock precisely, when his Grace tho Duke of Bucking-
ham and Chandos, K.G., will preside; Frederick Edward Bart-
lett, Esq., Mayor, Vice-President.
The Festivities of the day will conclude with a GRAND DIS-

PLAY OF FIREWORKS, the last piece of which will be a
superb Military Device illustrative of tho cordial alliance of
France and England.
By the obliging attention of the Directors of the Buckingham-

shire Railway Company ample accommodation will be afforded
to the public by the arrangement of the Trains, of which full

particulars will be given.
N.B. The Floral and Horticultural productions will be open

for inspection at 12 o'clock on the payment of Is. each person.
W. Martin . TJ„„ Crtrtt,

H. Tnortp ,

Hon
-
Secs -

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

,
*«* Plans and Estimates furnished.

JOHN HARRISON, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
*J Florist, Landscape Gardener, &c.

Plans and Estimates furnished ; Experienced Gardeners
recommended ; also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting
for Under Gardeners' Situations.—Darlington, July 21.GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun.,

Choice Fruit and Vegetable Salesman,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.

Contractor and Purchaser of Choice Garden Produce.
Salesman on Commission.

Terms, Cash.
Forward as above.

STAINES'S SUPERIOR GARDEN TURNIP.—
NEW SEED.—This Turnip is not stringy—free from kuots

—beautifully white, and very delicious as a table vegetable. It

grows down into the soil, and is therefore protected from the
action of the atmosphere, which causes the common Garden
Turnip to become green and unfit for culinary purposes. Upon
the receipt of Four Postage Stamps T. E. Staines, Postmaster,
Newport Pagnell, will forward (free) a Packet ot the above Seed
sufficient to produce S bushels of Turnips.—A liberal allowance
will be made to the Trade on application to the above.
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LANE and SON, Tho Nurseries, Great Berk-
-"--* • bampatond, hava tho plcamiro to Inform thflr palrona
that tboir extanalro Collection Is now In bloomy and will remain
so for some tlmo. Their Conlferm, Ithododenilr'.iiH, nu.l a
goncrnl collection of Trees nnd Shrubfl, nlso Fruit Tr.

.

daily in potfl, which can now be Hccn in foil boarll
remarkably healthy and well worthy tbo ntientk.n <f njantGra.
Tho Nurserlaa aro within a lew niinnh s' walk ({ the Itallway
Station on tho London and North \Ventcrn Railway, and an
Omnibna from tbo Btat lon pnBHCB the pateH.

CHOICE CINERARIA SEED.
LUCOMBE, l'INCE, and CO. have now ready for

scndinR out Seed* of their very superior CIMEKAUIAS,
which have been Baved with great care from the finest varieties.
The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias have given f..r

several successive years, enables them to recommend their Seed
Of the present season with much confidence. Packets scaled and
warranted by them at '2s. Gil., free by post.

Kxeter Nursery, Lxcter.—Established 1720;

CHOICE C, LCcOLARIA"SEED.~
JDOBSON an i. ..jvJN are now prepared to Rend

• out SEED of thuir unequalled collection of CALCEO-
LARIA?, iu packets at 1.. firf., 2*. G.f., 3s. Gd^ and 5r. each.

Woodlands Nursery, lslcworth
.

TO EXHIBITORS OF PELARGONIUMS'".
JDOBSON and SON can supply a few Cut-down

• Plants of tbo New Pelargonium sent out last autumn.
Beck's CONQUEROR, acknowledged to he tho most distinct
variety sent out for some time. Price on application.

Woodlands Nursery. Islewortb.
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TRIFOLI ONION.—Seed of the true flat Tripoli
Onion to be bad of NUTTING axd SONS, Seedshex,

46, Cheapside. London. Tlie trade supplied.

G 1

WHITE LISBON ONION SEED.—Large buyers
can be supplied with WMte I-isbon Onion Seed in

quantity.—Apply to Mr. Henbt Claf.ke, Seed Merchant, 39,

King Street, Covent Garden.

T
j

HE""EMPRESS OF THE FRENCH' 1 CUCUM-
BER is tho BEST for WINTER CULTIVATION; now

bearing abundantly in the Horticultural Society's Garden,
Chiswick.—Seed supplied at Roosbs's Seed Depot and Gardeners'
Registry Office, Clock Hj^uso. Clielsoa.

S~
HILLING'S QUEEN CABBAGE, true as originally

sent out
T
will not run to seed before cabbaging. Sow the

third week of this month for spring use. Is. per oz., free per
post.—Stephen Shilling, North Warnborongh Nursery, near
Odiham, Hants.— July 21.

RAPE VINES FROM EYES.—This being a
favourable season for planting: Vines, and thereby saving

a year, the undersigned has a large stock of all tbe leading binds
in strong plants, exposed to greenhouse temperature, which con-

sequently enables them to be sent to any part sf the country with
perfect safety.—R. Glen-pinninc. Chiswick Nurserv. London.

HARDY and SON, Seed Growers, &c, Maldon,
Essex, are prepared to send to anv address, free bv post,

their best selected kinds of CABBAGE and LETTUCE SEEDS,
for July and August sowings, in one or four varieties. Also for

early sowiug, oue or three varieties of their selected "WHEATS,
now in repute, sufficient for 1 rod, with directions, &c on receipt

of seven postage stamps for each variety, enclosed with an
envelope properly addressed to its destination.

PRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON'S Priced Catalogue

of Plants may be obtained on application. It contains

Stove, Orchidaceous. Ferns and Mosses, Greenhouse, Ornamental
Shrubs and Trees, Roses, aud Herbaceous Plants.

T. J. & Sox are offering at very low prices a large Stock of

Azaleas, Camellias. Ericas, Epacrises. Helichrysums, Rhododen-
drons, &C-, well deserving the attention of purchasers.

Nnrseries, Kingston, Surrey.

PHLOX DRUY.MONDI— PEARL.

JOHN HALLY, Ncksertman and Flortst, Black

-

heath, begs to announce that he has the above beantiful

variety of PHLOX now for Sale, It obtained a Certificate of

Merit at the Royal Botanic Society's July exhibition in Regent's

Park. Colour, "pure white, with a deep purple eye; is of very

fine shape and substance. Plants 5s, each, with niual allowance

to tbe trade.
PICNOPTERIS y

or. ASPIDIUIVT SIEBOLDI.
J. Haixt has a fine healthy stock of the above beautiful new

Hardy Fern from Japan, described in the Gardeners' C

for July 1-tlh. It liss proved itself perfectly hardy at Black-

heath "during- the last severe winter. Plants &\ t ". &ach.

Price per dozen to the trade en application.

cam, RoJrn Hoc*-. IU.
•
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TO NURSERYMEN AND CAROC'.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, -oo, la. €d.

per bust.'! '.be Lflac
Wbarts or RaUwaym, or witki -'ri !i.

each. K*n'.:5li and other P« '

KEy>-Atn Br

HOW TO KILL KAT-
DEF.DS.—A Receipt but If bad. booetCr ^rnbJOfc.

withcut tr.-nM'., by f

envelope to Mr.

'

who will forward it with plain instr-;ctUT;.

extraordinary r^tneiy, Koch as no Forager, Merchant, or Miller
ought to bo withoa'. a^ it will save them porods yi
every F - 1 or - tbe field, atqete. or boose.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of

Trees from (root, blight, and birds, and for tbe 9K i

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, mi 1st. per aqnarat

yard: 200 vards, 1«».: 500 yards. 90s.: 1000 yard*. 50». Serbia
Canvas, for IV all Frait. — . >. Eidt
Cloth. Tent and Waterproef Cloth Masastacraran, IT. SmiirratM
Bars, City, and Old Kent Read. Sfnthwark : E= :

.

Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brttafwaek Street, near
the East Indin E ^'^.

ARDEN NET5, FISHING NETS. »>d ;KEEP
NETS, made by maehircr

Samples sent free. ±

100 vards.—R. r.

Lonaon. NJB. '• to rrc«<:
square yard.
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hire, very cheap (100 feet by 3C v_ small in proporaon- Kick-

cloths from 87. «-' V, SI. Tcaibridee Tr.

Ro3d.Londcn. X.B. F - : 7 --'
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E.

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea.

Printed Price Lists sent on application.

J OVERALL begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,
• Nurserymen, and others requiring Horticultural Buildings,

Lights, and Frames, that by intrusting their orders to him, they

may depend upon firpt-class workmanship and good materials at

the most economical prices.

J. Overall, Horticultural Builder, 16, Shacklewell Lane, near

Kingsland, London.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

*M.

HOTHOUSE BUILDER S.

THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse "Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits -

affording both top >^j?

and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. Sd. per day, and
the apparatus is bo arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

N
IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.

JEWLY-IN VENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
GREEN FLY DESTROYER—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and
Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.
E. S. Boll, of Colchester, which, in a very
simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses

the Rose from "that destructive insect the

Green-fly (or Aphis), without causing the

slightest injury to the bud or foliage.

Price 2s. 6d. each, or free by post, 4s.

Manufactured by

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers.

Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

BEE HIVES.
NEIGHBOUR'S IMPROVED COTTAGE BEE-

HIVE, as originally introduced by George Neighbour
& Sons, with all the recent
improvements, glasses, ther-

mometer, &c, price 35s.,

securely packed for the

country.
This unique hive has met

with universal commenda-
tion, and may be worked
with safety, humanity, and
profit, by the most timid

;

its arrangements are so per-

fect, that the honey may be
taken at any time of the
gathering season without at

all injuring the bees.

Early applications, ad-

dressed to Geo. Neighbour
& Sons, 127, High Holborn,
or 149, Regent Street, Lon-
don, will receive prompt
attention. Their newly
arranged Catalogue of other
improved Beehives, with

Drawings and Prices, sent on receipt of two stamps.

Agents:—Manchester, Hall & Wilson, 50, King Street;

Liverpool, James Cuthbert, 12, Clayton Square ; Chester,

F. & A. Dickson & Sons, 106, Eastgate Street; Glasgow, Austen
& M'Aslan, 186, Trongate Street; Dublin, J. Edmundson & Co.,

61, Dame Street.

/"10TTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
Vy Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstands,.
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all. kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.

Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree
Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and crnamental.

Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,
Garden Arches, &c.

Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.

Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved
principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley
Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-
mation may be obtained.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION
Hand-glass Frames

j
Garden Engines

Do. Syringes

conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

Game Netting
Hurdles I Do, Rollers
Garden Chairs I Flower Labels

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.~nv AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
fcVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

C--

:^r

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particulariy-where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

(Fig.L) (Fig. 2.)

f TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
Y • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
v • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered

Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 6
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4 O
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,

Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

14 inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1% inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, If inch, 10s. 6c?,

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Tylor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will he supplied, and
ofwhom Drawings and Prices may be had. [}

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.

J. Tylor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick- Lane, Newgate
Street, London. ___„

T TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
<J • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or

Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. Tho
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the poll-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Tylor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.
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CALCEOLARIA SEED.

K PARKER hue now ready for Bonding oufcSeoi]
• which ho can recommend with (in*. ffrontoAt confldonco, it

imviiijc been Bavod from UowerH of tho unortt form and mowt
beautiful markings in packets at Iff. Qd. and '.:'. Qd. each, aIho
choice cinkkaki A good saved ('mm tin- Quest named variation,

at In. Gd. and 2*.6rf. per packot. A remittance or roferoncc i"

accompany all orders from unknown correspondents,
Pumdlrui Niii'iicry, IJoj mmy \U>tt<\, L'umIuii.

Prize calceolarias, a u-w \,m-uutH «.r m.m
Bavod from, tho group of Seedling Calceolarias to which n

Prlzo wan awarded at the Great Exhibition at the Cryatal Palace,

aro now ready nt 10m. (Ui. each. Theuo Boodllngs are unrivalled

for Immense Blzoof flower, richness of colour, and strong
growth. Herd from othor Choice Beodllngs at B*. por paol 1

1

Address to William Saspoud, Gardonor to Mr. Uonohman,
Kdiiu.iiturj, near London. N<> tot-tor will bo attondod to unless
cncloHiiiK a Post Office Order or Postage BtampH.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA.
MESSRS. E. C. IIKNDKHSON and SON bog to

nnnounco thnt the above FLOWER SEEDS, savod i

tho choicest varieties, may bo had In packets al 2a. Qd, and b*&

each; the (lnosl quality of OALOEOLARIA Is only ofTorod al D>.

,

second quality, '-'•;, Qd,

'1'iiin SctiMiin'ii CATALOGUE will bo forwardod on applica-
tion, and a Beautiful Coloured Plato of ntno now Flowers will

too sont on rocolpt of 12 postage 8tamps.
Wellington Nuraory, St. John's Wood, July SI.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEED.
WILLIAM II. JEFFRIES, Arboretum Nuiwioh,

[pswlch, bogs to offer 5 Is saved from bin unrivalled
Collodions of the ahovo, at 2s. (id. ami D*. por packot oaoh, which
gained the throe Qrst prises offered by the [pswlch Horticultural
Society; llkowtan two extra prlZQS and a Unit olaflB certificate;

also tho flr«t prizes at Bury and Colchester. Boa "Cottage
Gardener," Juno v,i, puro uiu, wiiioh iipcnkinu <<( Hn> < 'nirr ,im in i.

says, " they uro all good, but No. 8, orango-lacod with crimson,
ih ono of the most beautiful in colouring as well as oxcollent in
form wo over Haw,"

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEEDS.
("1 EOUGK -CLARKE lias again tho plcnmiro of

-J offering socd of Inn unrivalled collection of CALCEO-
LARIAS, From their well known merit, And many testimonials
received In their favour, little need bo said in their praise. Many
of tliem can still be seen In blnom at tho Nursery. Great care
has been bofltowed hi tho saving, so that none hut first rate
Mowers can be expected. Packets, price 2s. Gd. aud bs each.
Also CINERARIA, saved from none but the finest dowers

and, like tho Calceolaria, Is warranted to givo satisfaction
Packets, price 2s. Gd., pavnble in postage stamps or otherwise

Streatliam Vlnce Nursery, Brixton Hill , pear London.

THE NEW GERANIUMS AND VERBENAS
Of the Present Season at Reduced Prices.

ASS and BROWN are now enabled to ofier strong
and woll established plants at the reduced prices annexed.

GERANIUMS.
d. a. d.

Hoyle's Serena
G „ Lord Raglan
6 „ Topsy 7 6
6 Story's Fair Ellen 10 6
6 Turner's Pandora 7 6

„ King of Portugal 6
6 Hockln's Una 7 G

B
Dobson's Conqueror ... 21

,, Laura 10

„ Lydta ... 7
,, Conimandor-in-Chvef 10

Fuller's Gem of tho West 10
Forster's Phaeton 21
Foquett's Potruchio ... 7

10

Hoyle's Wonderful and Queen Eleanor, and Dobson's Silenus,
will he ready to offer at reduced prices with our general list of
Geraniums in October.
FUCHSIAS with white corollas, well established plants, at

3s. Qd. each, except priced, viz., Lucombo and Pinco's Florence
Nightingale, Galantbaflora-pleno; 65.; Story's Queen Victoria,
Mrs. Story, Snowdrop, Empress Eugene, Lady of the Lake,
Water Nymph.
New FUCHSIAS of othor varieties.—Bank's Prince Albert,

Ss.; Climax, 2s. Gd.; Maid of Kent, 3s. Gtf. ; Beauty of the

Bower, 2s. Gd.; Omar Pacha, 2s. Gd.; Smith's Omar Pacha, 3s. Gd;
Orlando, 2s. 6rf. The usual allowance to the trade.

For other new plants at reduced prices, see advertisements in

the Gardeners' Chronicle of Juno 23d and 30th, and July 7th —
Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

NEW AND SPLENDID ACHIMENES, ETC.

HENRY WALTON, Florist, &c, Edge End,
Mareden, near Burnley, Lancashire, is now prepared to

send plants of the following out, post free, at tho undernamed
reduced prices:—
ACTITMENES (each).—Ambroise VerschaflfeU, 5s.; Dr. Hopf,

5s. ; Edward Boissier, 3s. Gd.; Edmond Otto, 2s. Gd.

Also the eight following fine varieties for 12*., pest free, or

separate, at the prices annexed:—Achimenes Carl Wal forth,

Is. Gd. ; Cberlta, Is. Gd
.

; Louis Van Houtte, Is.; Gigantea, 5s ;

Madame Randa'ler, 3s.; Mr. Parparet, Is.; Sir Traheme
Thomas, Is. ; Henderson!, 2s. ; Cllantlms mapnifica, 2s. Gd. each

;

Begonia Prestoniensis, Superb, 2s. Gd.; strong plants, 5s.:

Eugenia Ugni, 2s. 6d.

Also all the new VERBENAS of this season, including Lady
Lacon, Wonderful, Blue Beard, Lord Rnglao, Mrs. Wroodroffe,

&c., Is. Gd. each, or 18s. per dozen, post free, for all of which
see advertisement in Chronicle of June 23d, and previous numbers.

Post-office orders are respectfully soliciied to accompany all

orders (unWas reference is given), payable at Marsden, Lancashire .

NEW CABBAGE.—THE CHAMPION OF
ENGLAND, which has surpassed everything of its kind

during the past severe winter (when nearly every other has

failedj and turned well into Cabbage this spring. This Cabbage
is of a very dwarf and compact habit, and quite equal in flavour

to any yet grown. It has been in the hands of a very excellent

gardener for several years, and he has thoroughly proved its

superior hardy and good qualities. The slock of seed purchased

is very limited, therefore none can be sold by the pound or in

large quantities to the Trade this year. E. T. feels confident,

from what he has seen of the Cabbage, that it will give the

greatest satisfaction to all purchasers. Sold in packets of 1 oz.,

2s. Gd. ; or of half an ounce, Is. Gd,, postage free.

The TRUE OLD BATH COSS LETTUCE, which Lettuce

has never been surpassed by any other yet grown. Is per packer.

43f= This being the proper time for sowing the following

varieties of Hardy Flowering Seeds for blooming next spring,

the followi n undermentioned varieties will give the greatest

satisfaction to all purchasers as they have hitherto done for many
past seasons :

—

SWEET WILLIAM SEED—Saved from 50 of the choicest

and most superb varieties. Is. per packet.

ANTIRRHINUM SEED—Saved from all the striped, spotted,

and finest shaped varieties. Is. per packet.

Superb HOLLYHOCK SEED — Saved from all the best
named flowers our last year. Is. per packet.

SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine. Is.

per packet.
PANSY SEED—A few packets from selected varieties. Is.

per packet.
AQUILEGIA or COLUMBINE SEED—Saved from 12 dis-

tinct varieties. Is. per packet.
$§$" Either of the above packets of Flower Seeds three for 2s. Gd.

A remittance must accompany every order either in cash or
penny postage stamps, when the whole, or any part of the above
(as the case may be) will be forwarded.
Edward Tilky, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset
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Tho Trade supplied.—Munery, Hammersmith.

CHOICE NEW AND RARE PLANTS OF THIS SEASON
At RbdUOBD 1'itiCRH.

HENRY WALTON, Flokist, &c, Ed«<
Marsden, near Burnley, Lancanliirc, is prr-pared i

out nice healthy plants of tho following new novelties at Ibc
reduced prices as annexed.

i i i liSIAS.— Story'sMrR.Story,n.i.G./.;CjurenVictoria,3*.6<f;
Water Nymph, 3s. Gd.; Empress Eugenie, 3.i. Gd.; Lady of the
Lake, 3s. Gd.; Snowdrop, 3s. Gd. ; Bunks' Beamy of tho Bower,
2s. Gd.; Prlnco Albert, Zs.Gd.: Moid of Kent, 3s. Qd. ; Climax.
2s. Gd.; Grand Sultan. 2#. Gd.; Omer Pasha, 2*.6<£; Smith'ti Omer
Pasha, 2s. Gd.; Vlolaifloro pleno, 3s.6^/. each, or 30s. per dozen
post free where two or more aro ordered.

Each.—a.d.
]

Each.—t.d.

Hydrangea hortensis flore | Phlox omnifiora compacta,
pleno fi 6

Begonia oppulo?foIia ... 2 6
Tydca Warczewiczl, now
and fine stove plant ... 6 6

Geranium Pretty Polly, fine

bedding variety 3 6

dwarf white 2 C
CalceolariaPuritv.finri

„ Wildfire ... 3 6

„ Ma^giore ... 3 6
„ Vczzossa ... 3 6

PetuniaSingularity, Smith's 2 6

Early orders are respectfully solicited for the above, which
will bo executed in rototion as received, the stock of some of the
varieties being rather limited. A remittance requested to accom-
pany all orders, payable at Marsden, Lancashire, unless a refer-

ence is given.

Every article in tho Nursery and Florist Trade on the lowest

remunerative terms, also a choice colleotion of large flowered and
Pompone Chrysanthemums, new vnricties. Strong bushy plants,

ready to go into blooming pots, 6s. to 9s. per dozen.

NEW AND CHOICE BIENNIAL AND PERENNIAL SEEDS
FOR THE PRESENT SOWINC.

CLARKE and CO., Seedsmen and Florists, 86,
High Street, Borough, London, beg to draw attention to

their Choice Assortment of Seeds, as annexed, the present being

the proper season for sowing them. At the prices named they

will be forwarded post free.

d. Per packeL—s. d.

Potontilla atrosanguinea 4
G Piccotee, fine mixed, from

i
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to public inspection on *t.»: <<

near London are now in their fretbeat atd eaveit

garb, and never can be

for, owing to the la'enesa of the freaaoo, we
the point of contact between the rerd

.

spring and the glow of trammer, *o that

should the weather be propitioo*, the usaal

exhibition tinder tents will be well replaced

by a 'more natural exhibition in U -cond.

A similar event occurred in 1S44, owin;'

cause, and many must .still rememl
an afternoon was then pas^d in the fchkdc* of
Chiawick.
We observe that those who -do not already hold

tickets will be able to procure them on very easy
terms ; and we learn that the uanal orders from
Fellows will, on this occasion, be dUpensed with.

This will doubtless be appreciated by that portion

of the public which is obliged to disl

half-a-crown ani I

Per packet.—5.

Antirrhinum, splendid
mixed

Calceolaria, very choice... 1

Cyclamen, tine mixed ...

Cineraria, splendid mixed 1

Catananche bicolor ...

„ ccerulca ...

Campanula carpatica ...

„ persicifolia

„ graudis

>i
pyramidalis alba ...

„ „ cocralea ...

Carnation, very choice
mixed varieties ...

Columbine, tine mixed ...

Digitalis, line spotted ...

Delphinium grandiflora ...

Dianthus snperbus, fine

mixed

„ „ Duunettia
Digitalis, splendid mixed

varieties

Gloxinia, fine mixed ... 1

Geranium, superf. Scarlet O
Geuni sanguineum ...

coccineum ...

Gladiolus (early varieties

mixed)
Heartseeds ("from the most
celebrated growers) ... 1

Honeysuckle, Bed French
*, White, ditto

Hollyhocks, mixed, from
Prize Flowers

Lupinus polliphillus. BUie
White

„ speciosa ..*.

Slimulus, fine mixed ...

Primula sinensis fim-

briata, mixed colours ... O
F^as, Everlasting ...

Penststemon roseum ...

,,
campannlarnm O

Pink, Chinese, doub.mixed
Potentilla grandiflora

Polyanthus, saved from an
Amateur's collection ... 1

I
Show fbwers 6

6 1
Rhodanlhe Hanglesi, very

pre ttv for Pot culture ... 6
3 Stock, Scarlet Queen ... O 4
3 Sweet William, choice
4 mixed colours 4

- ck, Scarlet Major ... 4
4 ,

Scabious, mixed German
varieties 4

Sweet William, Burridge's
splendid colours, mixed 1

Stipa von-.ata 6
Stock. Scarlet Brotnpton

^rnns very doable) ... O 4
Stock, Crimson Emperor 6

Blue Emperor ... 6
R ---Purple Emperor 6

The Emperor is a Choice
German variety, being more
donblethan any other, and last))

for sfv^ml yeais, and is very
gigantic in its growth.
Tropw-oleum tricolornm ... 6
Trifolium album atropur-
pureum (new)

t! Veronica
fiiliformis

Valerian, White Gardi

5 ,. Scailet Garden
3 ., Blue Greek

Verbena, chece mixed
6 French varieties ... O 6
5 ! Wallflower, tall, double,

Black-Brown (oewj ...0 6
4 .. single. Brown
6 striped, German(curious)0 4

very dark Blood
4 colour S
3 Fuchsia, savedfrom choice
4 varieties... "... ...1

4 Any of the above packets may
6 be bad separately, or the

4 collection (sixty-two vars.) will

be forwarced on receipt of a

Post Office order for 21s.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—C. £ Co. b^g to state they have now
published Catalogues of clmice and new varieties of the

and will be happy in forwarding it post-free to parties applying

for the same.—London, July 21.

The season for irr.) - "H Bclss is fast

approaching, and among the*e the Htac
stands pre-eminer/ - *.fter treatise.and direc-

tions upon direct : een pnbliahed :

management of il people somebow
fail more frequ^n'

hands of the trade, indeed, no difhcultr is ex-

perienced ; but even theie it is notorious lii*

growers are much more successful th*n otbc:

far as London is concerned. I

Horticultural Society have i&hed

the fact that in the Piue-apple Nur^ asare

annually raised, which may be equalled, but are

never exc«-lle i. either for the beau:;. : ^mens

or the skill with which the be- ^Aed.

Under ihese circumstances we shall incur no 1

being said to deal

prominent place to *ome account of U

manaeement of th-

to one of Messrs. He: r^ort bkilful fore-

men.
• ; A> soon,

from Holland, eat -xainined,

that are not perfecilv sound are dxscardi

remainder are hrt a soft n
replaced in bags " -

We usually pot our fir- »t the nudaJe oe

September, and anotht:
-

-
- -

~
'

". -

spil of an old pasture) and a samiiax cfoanlirj of a

mixture composed of equal parts of rotten dimx,

leaf soil, r.r ^rp sand. This compost is

turned over several limes, till ail ecossse

thoroughly incorporated ; then or :>rsBfc
*• The pets wc . f ase are 5 inches ana

6 inches in diair-etrr. V. ; :^; that in ] 1 -

Hyacinths, the less the hul - Bvrerei with soil

the better, care beini; taken to press down the soil

firmly with the lingers. After '^rj ^e potted we
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give them a good watering, and place them in beds

5 feet wide, where they are allowed to stand for two

or three days, until the surface begins to dry, when
old tan is thrown over them to the depth of 5 or

6 inches ; and this is allowed to remain until

the pots are quite full of roots, and the tops

have made a growth of one or two inches. We
then carefully look over them, and any that are

not sufficiently rooted are replunged. Great care

should be taken that they are not left in the tan too

long ; if they remain there till the leaves begin to

open, the flower is very likely to be injured. Such

as are well rooted we place in a cold lrame, taking

care to protect them well from frost, but giving them
plenty of air every opportunity.

" If we want any in flower early in the season

•we prepare a hot-bed, taking great care to have the

dung well worked previous to making up the bed.

When the bed is sufficiently sweetened we place

a few in it every week, to keep up a succession

from Christmas till March, when the others will

come on quite fast enough in the cold frame.
" Although most Hyacinths will succeed very

well without artificial heat, many are greatly im-
proved by it. Indeed, all that do not throw up their

blooms kindly in the cold frame will be benefited by
applying dung heat.

" The bulbs that are kept in the cold frame all

the winter from the time they were taken out of the

tan are generally in finest bloom from the middle
of March till the second week in April. After that

time they begin to fade.

" The following list includes 60 of the very best
;

and to have a grand display, and all the different

shades of colours, no grower ought to have a smaller
selection. 1

Double red and pink.

Bouquet Royale
Comtesse de la Coste
Grootvoorst
L'Eclipse

Lord Wellington
Panorama
Waterloo *

Double white and blush.
Anna Maria
Hermann Langs
La Deesse
Minerva
Miss Kate
Prince of Waterloo
Triumph Blandina

Double blue purple and
porcelain.

A-la-mode
Alfred the Great
Comte de St. Priest

King of the Netherlands
Laurens Koster
Lord Wellington
Paequin
Prince Frederick
Othello

Double tellow.
Due de Berri d'Or
Jaune Supreme

Single yellow.
Alida Jacoba
Heroine
Roi des Pays Bas

Single red and pink.
Diebitsch Sabalskausky
Fireball

Single red and pink.

Herstelde Vreede
La Dame du Lac
L'Unique
Lord Grey
Mars
Mrs. Beecher Stowe
Sultan's Favourite
Van Speyk

Single white and blush.
Grande Vidette
Grand Vainqueur
Grandeur a Merveille
Reine Blanche
Helene
Richardson
Tubiflora

Victoria Recina
Virgo
\ oltaire

Single blue purple and
porcelain.

Asterias

Baron Von Thuyll
Charles Dickens
Cceur Blanc
Fmicans
Grand Lilac

Grande Vidette
Guraal
Nimrod
Orondates
Prince Albert
Prince of Saxe Weimar
Robinson
Schiller

Tubal Cain
William the First."

We will not to-day divert attention from these
excellent precepts by attempting to show how the
cultivation on a large scale thus employed by Messrs.
Henderson is susceptible of being imitated by
amateurs. We would rather for the moment leave
those interested in the management of this charming
flower to reflect for themselves upon the principles
which are involved in the successful practice now
detailed. On an early occasion we shall endeavour
to show how the practice may be varied on a small
scale without neglecting in any degree the principles
themselves.

_
In laying out a botanical garden the first ques-

tions which arise are how shall it be divided, what
descriptions of plants, what different collections
shall be admitted into it ? In the common desire
to have everything, even in gardens of the most
limited means, there is also a tendency to exemplify
every arrangement, scientific or practical, botanical,
technical, agricultural, economical, or ornamental.
Even in the larger establishments, where, owing to
the liberality of governments the funds are, at first
at least, ample, the ambition of the managers appears
to grow with their means, and there is the universal
attempt to multiply the collections, to do too much

;in this, as in other respects, the smaller ones always
striving to imitate the larger as far as they can. Let
us consider separately the different arrangements

thus attempted, in order to judge how far they may
be really necessary or conducive to instruction, and
which of them may be best suited for the smaller

gardens.

In large establishments the following separate

collections are frequently more or less aimed at :

—

1. An Arboretum. 2. A general botanical collec-

tion of herbaceous plants, and this is sometimes in

duplicate, being arranged firstly according to the

Linnean classes ; secondly, according to a natural

system. 3. A special Flora of the district or country
in which the garden lies. 4. A biennial collection.

5. An annual collection. 6. (Economico-technical
collections, arranged botanically, but collected into

groups having reference to practical application, such
as medicinal, alimentary, textile, tinctorial, &c,
plants. 7. Agricultural and horticultural collections

in which the botanical species are more or less lost

sight of in the greater comparative importance of

cultivated varieties. Such are collections of Cerealia,

of fodder plants, of garden vegetables, of Vines, of

fruits, &c. 8. A purely ornamental garden shrub-
bery and promenade, sometimes quite distinct from
any of the above, more generally combined with the

arboretum, sometimes blended also with the general

herbaceous collection. 9. Plant-houses for stove and
greenhouse plants. 10. Reserve and propagation
gardens, including work sheds, etc.

In all botanical gardens where arborescent plants
are admitted, it seems in every way desirable that
they should be kept separate from the herbaceous
collections. Trees cover a large space of ground

I
which in a botanical border it would be necessary to

keep bare, as few of the herbaceous plants to be
associated with them would prosper under their

shade. But wherever a portion of the garden is laid

out as pleasure ground, the collection of trees can be
scattered amongst the shrubberies and on the lawns
without interfering with either, and can there be
allowed to attain their natural size. It is a great
mistake, however, including amongst these arboreta
as part of the collection low shrubs and undershrubs,
which can be inserted in their places amongst herba-
ceous plants without the slightest inconvenience,
and are lost as specimens amongst the trees and
large shrubs.

The general herbaceous collection is the important
portion of the out-door department in a scientific

botanic garden. It ought, generally speaking, to
include in one botanical arrangement the several sets

of plants we have enumerated, separate collections of
which will be entirely superseded by a judicious
selection of species for the main one. The method
adopted for their arrangement should be that which
may be recognised as the best and most instructive.

The exemplification of artificial systems or obsolete
classifications, matters of history or of mere curiosity,

is useless in a botanical garden, as they can be
illustrated and explained quite as well and at
much less cost on paper or by means of dried
specimens.

A separate collection of indigenous plants is not
unfrequent in botanical gardens, but we never could
see any advantage derived from it. It is never a
fair representation of the local Flora, for, in the first

place, it never is complete, or if it appears to contain
nearly all the species supposed to be indigenous to
the district represented, it will be found that a large

proportion of the specimens have not been really
brought from their wild stations, but raised from
other sources ; and, in the next place, from the
altered circumstances in which they are grown,
many of them lose their natural wild appearance.
From these and other imperfections these living
collections are far less useful for the identification
of rare or anomalous wild plants than a good local
herbarium or drawings taken from wild specimens,
and are more costly, nor do they supply any data
for the phytogeography of the district. Indigenous
species should at the same lime form a considerable
proportion of the general collection, as they are
mostly of easy cultivation, and degenerate less from
their natural types than tender exotics. It may
also be frequently desirable to cultivate for a time
indigenous specimens for such purposes as testing
the permanency of their characters, investigating
special points in their structure, &c.,_ but for such
experimental culture the reserve ground is the
proper place.

Separate beds for biennials or annuals are gene-
rally introduced more for the sake of saving garden
labour than for any scientific object. Such as are
wanted for science are best mixed in with the her-
baceous collection, and the reserve ground is again
the proper place for raising seedlings and annuals
for the purpose of testing new importations, or
other temporary objects.

Medicinal and some other special collections
belong to some of the oldest of the botanical
gardens, and are still fondly cherished in many of
them. As botany was formerly taught chiefly as

subservient to medicine, medicaments being then
almost wholly derived from plants, the medicinal
species were considered as the most important part,

and often constituted the whole of the cultivated

collection ; and when afterwards it became the
wish to cultivate hardy plants of every description,

it was still thought useful to keep the medicinal
herbs distinct for the benefit of the medical students.

Upon the same principle we often find added to
them separate sets of alimentary and tinctorial

plants, and occasionally of textile and some other
descriptions, which it has been considered might be
practically useful in the different arts. But this

separation never appears to lead to any useful

results. There is no general habit by which plants

of any of these descriptions may be distinguished

from others. The medical, alimentary, tinctorial,

&c
,
properties are found here in the leaf or flower,

there in the stem or in the root, without ever betray-

ing their existence by external characters. Each,
medicinal or oeconomico-technical plant must be
learnt individually, by comparison rather with its

botanical allies in the general collection than with
the stronger with which it may be associated, merely
because the latter has also some perhaps totally,

different medicinal or technical property.

Agricultural and horticultural collections have no.

place in a purely botanical garden ; they require a

large space and a special culture ; and if united'

with it in one large establishment, under the same
general direction, still they require entire separa-

tion in detail, having nothing in common either in

the end or in the means.
An ornamental promenade garden is, however, a

really useful adjunct to a scientific botanic garden^

It is attractive to the public, and keeps up an inte-

rest in the establishment. It is a place of rest to

the student, and, as already observed, it combinpj
well with the arboretum. It is also a convenient

place for the summer grouping of the greenhouse

collections, and for the permanent location of plants

requiring such special cultivation as precludes- the

mixing them off in the herbaceous collection, such,

for instance, as rock plants, aquatics, Alpine plants>

peat-earth (or so-called American) shrubs, &c.

Plant-houses, pits, frames, propagation and re-

serve grounds, with work sheds and other appurte-

nances, are more or less necessary, according to the

extent of the establishment. We sometimes find

them scattered over the garden, sometimes wholly
or partially separated. The hot and green houses'

for show or scientific use are, of course, best in the

garden itself, where they can be, like the garden,

freely open to the public ; the propagation and re-

serve grounds, with their pits and frames, being

necessarily private, should be quite distinct, and'

when out of sight are all the better, as not exciting,

needlessly the public curiosity. G. B.

It has been suggested, with reference to the Onion-
disease lately described in this Journal, that it would
be well, if possible, for the gentleman who forwarded
the case to secure seed from some of the diseased
Onions, and distribute it to such persons as may be
willing to try whether the crop will fail equally in

other districts. We, at least, should be glad to

make the proper experiments, but if any result

worthy of attention is to arise, care must be taken to
save seed from none but the most marked cases, and
the bulbs should be committed to the ground as
early as possible in the spring, as there would be
increased risk of decay ; if, indeed, it be possible to
secure bulbs from such unpromising seedlings. The
case is certainly worth attention, and we are glad to

find that it has excited some interest. M. J. B.

New Plants.
137. Taxus Lindleyana. A. Murray, in EdM. <atw

Phil. Journal, i., 294.
" Leaves two-ranked, linear, flat, of smaller size and"

narrower than in the common British Yew (T. baccata,
L.), and the prickle at the end of the leaf is more
developed. Berries exactly like those of the Irish Yew,
growing on the under-side of the branch. Seeds nearly
globose, putty-coloured. Branches exceedingly long,

and pendulous. Wood almost as elastic as whalebone
—a property which has been turned to useful account
by the Indians, who make their bows of it. As I have
only an imperfect specimen of the branch and seed, I
am sorry that I cannot give more than the above very
meagre description. The tree is from 40 to 30 feet
high. One which my brother measured was SO inches
in circumference at 5 feet from the ground. Another
at the same height measured 5 feet 10 inches in cir-

cumference. It was found growing on the sides of a
glen under the shade of larger trees which grow higher
up. It would consequently make a good filler-up where
ordinary underwood does not readily grow. I have
named it after Dr. Lindley, whose courtesy and kindness,
both now and formerly, in examining for me and re-

porting upon specimens sent from abroad, I take this

opportunity of gratefully acknowledging."
It has long been known that two sorts of Yew grow
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in N. America; one an eastern weak trailing bush
called 2'. canadensis ; the other n. western tree, supposed
to bo tho same species. To theno ft Mexican sort wn.'i

added Borne years ninco by Prof. Schlechtendahl under
tho name of Tuxiut globoid. Of the latter we have
authentic iipocimons which aeoin undistiuguishable from
a plant gathered by Mr. VV. Lobb in Oregon (No. 210),
or from ft California!! specimen, for which we are in-

debted to Mr. Murray, and which wo suppose to be his

T. Limdltiyuna. They arc certainly very different from
tho common T. baccaia, and wo presume should also bo
distinguished from T. amadcna.i, hut wo doubt thi Ir

distinction from each other. Tho aulijoct is, however,
ono tlmt demands further examination.

M.Carricre in Iiib now work throws no light upon the
question, but adds a "Taxun Boursiori," wliicli is

probably identical with tlio plant now before ub.

MODE OF HEATING ADOPTKD AT 1'OKTII-
GWIDDEN, NKAlt TKUIIO.

)tv Tim Kllv. T. JPniLIPOTTS, CII.8.

The accompanying plans and seotions refer to
forcing-pit, Orchid-house, and outting-framo, erected "i

this place, under my own direction, early In 1850.
Their success has been so oomplete in all points that I

placo the details at your disposal, that Others may, if

they think lit, profit by my experience. Ileal useful-
moss rather than diHplay has been my object, and I lay
no claim to novelty or invention beyond what a practical
rather than a scientific adaptation or modification of
the plans of others, avoiding aa far as poseiblo their
defects, may deserve.

Without discussing othor systems, their merits and
demorits, I will only say, that I luivo for many years
paid much attention to tho best method of constructing
and applying heat (especially bottom heat) to horticul-

tural buildings. Tho Tank system and tho I'olmaiso
have botli been tried by mo at different times (under
the personal advice of Messrs. llcndlu and Meek),
honestly and without any prejudice ; but altor the ex-
penditure of a good deal of time, trouble, and money, I

have arrived at tho conclusion that an apparatus con-
sisting of hot water in pipes, with open troughs con-
nected with them, affords tho simplest and cheapest,
because the most certain and efficient means of heating
I have yet seen. The range consists of

—

1. A forcing pit,* 42 feet by 8 feet, divided into three
compartments A, B, C, of three lights each.

2. An Orchid-house of the same length, 10 feet wide,
in two divisions.

3. A row of striking frames on the north eide, to
which heat may be given at pleasure.
The whole was put to work at Easter, 1 850, when

pit A was planted with Cucumbers (Cuthill's black and
Snow's wliito spine I find the best), and since that time
we have had a constant supply of the finest fruit, which
has in every ins'ince at five successive exhibitions
carried oil' the first prize.

,
Pit B was filled with Vines in Pots, which were

ripened and succeeded by Melons. In December a
fresh lot of Vines was introduced, which produced the
finest crop of

Grapes (in pots)

I ever saw. Some -.-

of the pols had
as many as 14

and 15 bunches,
well coloured.

These were cut
in May and June,
from Vines which were most of them only 15 months old,

and on their removal Melons were planted, of which
there was (Sept. 29) a good [crop, nearly ripe. Pit C
has already ripened off a fine early crop of Melons, one
of which obtained the Bronze Medal at the Botanic
Society's exhibition in the Regent's Park. It is now
occupied as a cool pit, with plants of various kinds.

The whole is heated by a single 24-inch ribbed boiler

of Burbidge and Healey's pattern (they have in my

E, Roller for Blind.

©pinion spoiled their newly improved (!) one by getting

rid of the central tube). Perfect command of heat is

given by the Sylvester fire-doors and dampers, which
need no praise from me : they are admirable, and may
be used with almost any boiler. The setting of the
boiler, as recommended by Messrs. Burbidge aud

• The pits are really only 6 tVet wide, but in the drawing I

bavomado tliem S feet, as I find I have such a superabundance
of heat that I now wish for the extra width. This is the only
i mprovcmgnt I can suggest, after a fair trial.

(

licaley, ii a great advantage \ thi fuel dot

in contact with any of the iron worl even Inch ot
which is, however, i posed to (he action ol the heat,
and a system of alow combustion, »* ;nl iti i by dampen
and by a flue, which doicondl a little before it g
to the stack, economises fuel to a most surprising

The pipes are 4 Inches In diameter, and I fool

centre to centre, 1 he opt n ti ought an casl

pipe at each end to 'i' Into the socl out ; they an
long ami n inches wide at the lop ; depth i inches, with
a shoulder oast In each rim to enable nj to i ever thi m
with common elate, when km moisture Ii required ; ii

d much by I

I ' be* band, it

dried by artil

will observe an a r rhkrnl ,

-.1. cb has i

from llim chamlxri

(about
constant supply ol fr<

litlee arieee, eo that no »u
this, pri;

-, lo»m iU chill, »

J

I I i ,, i : III BtrlklocPll.

[Observe, that the piped arc below the exferaal Emma lavsl ; Iht
descending at onco to the II •. r ]. . t. ] ' »rt»f

pit* arc farmed of Mate,
l

a very dry heat is wanted, a littlo sand strewed
over tho slato keeps all tight. The beat ii regulated
not by expensive cocks or valves, which contract

tho flow, and are liable to get out of order, but by
series of cast-iron cisterns which supply the placo

of elbows, and being cast with one, two, or three sockets

of the same bore as the pipes, may bo plugged off with a

common pieco of wood, with a little cloth wra] 1

1

A

round it, so as to check or entirely cut off the supply
from any part which may not need it.

Scale 1-Sth.

B, Boiler. TT, Open Troughs. VV.

But the most perfect system of heatiDg would be vain

without good ventilation night and day. If my theory

is correct, the air of plant houses of this description

should be in direct proportion to the light, the moisture,

aud to the heat. This is best attained (where the quan-

tity is easily controlled) in a small house, for the tem-

it with moiiturc ; theae are c nafantiy o;

be closed if ncc<a»ary. There art •

the fr'nt and back walls, ar.d at tho t'.;. of tb»

house. It will be
, .;* piece .»

raised above It, lb' nth aide of which I

a roller for stm-bunda, while the north aide baa a i

lutfer board?, which »rc open"! and shot at p)«a>

balance weights within. f the Gretad boot*
is fitted with Hartiaj glass, which
answers admirably without diminiamBg the light ;

blind is still Deeded far

the Urcbide in very bright
weather. One word as to drip-
by a jrvuern of nib-
bar given by Mr. Ltooj in his

work on Orchid.*, this is entirely

avoided, even when the boose
is saturated with moisture, aad
a cold wind blowing without.

It m>y be objected tfci; the
cold in this neighbourhood is

not excessive, the thermometer
never failing below 18°, ui
rarely within lO" of that point
1 may, however, say that we
have tevcr worked to our full

power, and my gardener is so coo -

vinced of the snfficiecey of the

boiler, that be wishes to beat

the same, which be aeya be
could easily do with little or DO
increase of fuel.

With these obsu ianont
the plans in your hands, befier-

ing that with such «w^lf.i.i««f

as circumstances may lequiie
they wili be found practically

useful and economic*', getting rid

in a grestrntasureof tb* nuisance

and uncertainty of dung beds,
and doing the real work of the

forcing ground in a simple an :

efficient manner. Such success-

ful results can only be expected

where the gardener not merely
understands bat loves his busi-

ness. It is bet common justice to

add, that I have the good fortaoe

to be so assisted, and that I

highly vase -
u
v
e care, attention,

and zeal with which my p'-ans

have been carried out.

—I must not omit xbcs-
-

far Mr. Lcdiow, at Key-wood

K->v. ^
" -= Crisi wfcaea I re-

-

. . .. . , -" _. . - , =-

ra-;:. :•; :a3ed, however;
iral frim aa excessive

ir. - .stare, eassed, :.; I believe,

br an insnfBcieBt encore of

air. I

Crane, the ir -Leoer, baa Id
this. It may be useful to add that the t

', rz £• :~ ' r;. «as .

tion of fuel to keep it constantly works

of culm (price here l4f. per ton) per ai

.".- ;-' :"u E. -Ii ~ - Sj-rtcj, v c

:' ny
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VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXXI.
339. Capsomania (Multiplication of Pistils, ttic).—

Under this head I include those constitutional and
organic changes which affect the carpels and ovules.

These may exist either in a single branch or in every
part of a seedling ; but as every bud may be considered

in a certain sense as a distinct individual, and peculiari-

ties which take place in a single bud may often be pro-

pagated, there is no inconvenience in considering both

cases together as essentially eonstituiional. It is not

uncommon, for instance, in the Apricot to find blossoms

with more than one pistil, aud in consequence twin fruit

occurs, and there is a variety of Peach in which such
fruit is constant. A branch of a Plum is figured in

Gard. Chron. (1852, p. 452) in which three or more
pistils are present, varying howeverjn number in the

several flowers. As these were produced on a Mid-
summer shoot, there was no probability of the fruit

coming to perfection, and the flowers were accordingly

sacrificed with a view to ascertain their structure.

Other instances occur of the production of more than
the ordinary number of carpels, as in those leguminous
plants in which a single carpel is almost universal ; and
again in Umbellifers, where the number of carpels is

as constantly two, a third is sometimes added ; and,
indeed, not unfrequently in Heracleum sphondylium.
The variety of Wheat known under the name of Mummy
Wheat exhibits a multiplication of the spikes by means
of elongation of the axillary buds of the glumes, and
that in such perfect keeping with the rest of the plant,

that there is no deficiency, but on the contrary an in-

crease of produce.

340. Carpels may be multiplied, not only in the same
plane, but in more planes than one, as in the Pome-
granate. Pears are not unfrequently distorted from the
addition of numerous carpels on the upper part of the
axis. Several instances are figured in Gard. Chron.,

1851, p. 723. Such a structure may obtain normally,
but in the curious conditions of Sweet William and Fox

has proved that a soil of this kind, well mixed, and
chopped up with the spade (not sifted), on an efficient

drainage, suits it perfectly ; but if peat cannot be had,
then three-quarters loam and one-quarter leaf-mould
and sand might answer. In both cases, place a layer of

some of the most fibry and rough soil over the drainage,
with a view to make the. latter act perfectly and
permanently.

After potting, give a thorough watering, to settle the
soil about the roots, and place it in a smart bottom-
heat in a moist stove. When it shows symptoms of

breaking, if the plant is weakly or drawn, cut it down
to a prominent bud on the ripe wood, or in the case of

a stronger plant, bend it down, in order the better to

equalise the flow of the sap, and cause the buds at the
bases of the shoots to start simultaneously with those
at their tops. Judicious watering and occasional tying
will now be all that it will want, until it has filled the
pot with roots and requires a shift, which will probably
be some time in June ; for it must be remembered that
it should not be allowed to blossom the first year. The
point to be kept in view is, to have a good strong plant
furnished in autumn with well-ripened wood, from which
abundance of bright yellow flowers may be expected
the following season.

About the beginning or middle of June, if all has gone
on well, it will be found to have filled its pots with fine

healthy roots, and should be shifted into an 1 1 -inch pot,

using the same compost as before. After shifting, con-
tinue the generous growing treatment already recom-
mended, until the end of autumn is approached, when
water should be gradually withheld, and all the light

and air that is possible given it, to ripen the wood well,

an important point in the culture of all plants, but more
especially so in that of the Allamanda. Keep it all but
dry during the gloomy months of early winter, and about
the middle of February start it iuto growth. Prune the

unripe tops off the old wood ; and if a large and fine

specimen is desired shift it when it begins to break, and

glove mentioned above, it accompanies other morbid i

plu
,,
&e »' agaln mt° bottom-heat. Tram the branches

phenomena, the carpels which are produced from a
I

weU 0Ut °? ? barrel-shaped trellis, which may consist of

whorl higher up the axis beiug totally different in struc- ! ?
ev!" or

!J8l
U mce

,.

haz
,

el rods ol sufficient length, placed

ture from that in which they are contained. * We haveJ !

u th\so1 ' ™™&mte\y inside the pot, fastened to a

for instance, central and axillary placentation in the ,

h
.

00
-
P their middle, and then to a smaller hoop at

same plant ; and again we have free parietal placentae,
th<f t0P- ^end tie shoots of the p ant round this so

and axillary placental, combining, in fact, the characters I f
S t0 ™Vel* U regular]y \

an°- when the young branches

of Figworts and Gesneraceas in one and the same cap- 1

have ^f '° 8r°" ^eely train the strongest of them
sule of a Foxglove, The only difference between these i

Dea1
',
th

,

e bottom of the trellis, so as to have your plant

cases and that which is normal in the Pomegranate and !

"gi"'* covered with flowers, which it will be by the

takes place occasionally in other Myrtads, consists in ;

middle of Ju|y " the foregoing directions have been

the greater compactness of the fruit of the latter, in (

cai'
efully carried out,

consequence of which the structure becomes a little i

the tll,rd ancl fourt" years it will flower earlier

confused.*
I

and better than in the second, and it will not require to
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be shifted ; but it should be fed occasionally with clear
..... j.ue ovules are subiect to morbid changes no less 1 ,• •

-,
' .

" ,
'=" " ,°™ ' , .

iU arx *u i xi. _ i_ mi __ . * .u hquia manure water, to keep it healthy and vigorous.than the carpels themselves. They may revert to their ?.. . , . ,
' .

r „ ,. .,' f
'

. . - E - . -. * • . - .. Without hpinrf rivpr- iivnrifint Hw linniH mnnnrp I mpjin
original form of leaves, or they may consist of a whorl
of leaves, and thus produce distinct carpels. In the Sweet
Wiliiam, Foxglove, and Carnation, to which we have so
often alluded, there is either the rudiment of a stigma,
or one to each carpel of the transformed ovules in a
very perfect condition, the placentation in the two
former cases being uniformly and decidedly parietal.

without being over-luxuriant. By liquid manure I mean
clear weak dung-water from the stable-yard. Alpha.

Home Correspondence.
Mixed Hedges.—Is Beech the only plant you would

select for this purpose ? Surely the evergreen Privet

is vastly superior, not only in appearance but in density
;This peculiarity, moreover, is not confined to a single

| nothi can well be uglier than the dead, brown leaves
flower in the case of the Carnation, but in the original

! of Be(fch- It is a perpetual memento mori, from which
flower, as in many plants derived from cuttings, every

] the eye wou)d g iad iy seek reliei in the refreshing ver-
capsu e is more or less affected, insomuch that it is

j

dure f the Privet. As to whether a fence is better
quite hopeless to look for seed. Ovules occur, also, on ' mixed 01. unmixe d, doctors differ. The rationale of the
transformed organs as stamens and petals. In the I

matter t take to be this—where Whitethorn will
Gourd mentioned above, they were produced abundantly

j

flour ish per se, why mix anything with it 2 Let well
on the anthers instead of pollen, and in a double Barba-

| a,one . but if V0Q mu8t have a mixture, let it be something
does Lily (Amaryllis hippeastrum) figured in Lindley's

|
sightlv uke privet> not ug iv Hke Beech. The thickest

theory of Horticulture," they are produced on the I and best fence3 t haye ever seen and growa nEVe been
sides of certain doubtful threads representing either

petals or stamens.
342. The component parts of the ovule when ad-

vancing nearer to maturity are not exempt from distor-

tion and change. The raphe, for instance, in the Melon

of Privet and Whitethorn in about equal parts.

Samuel Taylor, Gloucester.

The Cactus Bouse, Kew Gardens.— I am a great

admirer of succulent plants, and as such often pay with

much pleasure a visit to the above place, which I pre
is sometimes immensely swollen, and the cotyledons at sume t may say ,vithout fear f contradiction, is quite
the same time are so over-nourished that they burst unrivalled in quality or extent. Last week I was much
through the mteguments though capable of affording a

j gtruck with ^ al£red appeal.ance of the place . the
considerable degree of res,stance+ It is to some pecu-

|
]ants at the , )ack of the h£use had been raig£d h

har diseased condition, too, that we must refer those £ foot or more the impr0ved effect of which is most
cases in which the embryo germinates while yet within
the fruit, and not only are roots put out, a circumstance
which I have myself witnessed, but the plumule in-

remarkable, in fact many of the plants (though very
familiar to the eye from year to year) one could hardly
believe to be the same under the new arrangement. I

creases, makes its way through the integuments, and is i j u. i j j u -j ic u i? i

j , ' - . .i. 5 ' , . , have no doubt hundreds beside myselt have been struck
ueveloned into a srrnnfr nhnnr_ n civcnmetnupp whi*.h o ._ * . . . _developed into a strong shoot, a circumstance which a
few years since caused a considerable degree of excite-

ment in Germany, though in reality not near so marvel-
lous as many vegetable phenomena with which we are
all familiar. M. J. B.

ALLAMANDA GRANDIFLORA.
When well grown and flowered this is one of the

handsomest of the Allamandas, and it is not very diffi-

cult to manage. Let us begin with a young plant in a
5-inch pot, bought in spring from the nursery. Such
a plant, if in good health, will in general be found to be
what is termed pot-bound. The first operation, there-
fore, under such circumstances, will be to turn it out
of the pot, remove the crocks, and carefully to disen-
tangle the roots. If the latter are healthy, give rather
a liberal shift,—say into an 8-inch pot, using a mixture
of one-half good fibry loam, one-quarter peat and one-
quarter leaf-mould, with a little sharp sand. Experience

.«,*
Se

,

6
y.

ndl?y'8 " Vegetable Kingdom," p. 457 and 735, where
Beyerai other instances are mentioned or illustrated.

aihi,, •

<

Jserv
,?i

tMs to be the ca=8 ™ tbe capsules of very
double varieties of Balsams.

with this manifest improvement, which I consider

reflects great praise on those who have planned and
carried it out ; and, as I heard a lady remark, this

house is now the " gem of the place." There is yet,

however, remaining one thing very objectionable, and
that is the Lycopodium edging—this might be removed,
and replaced with some of the common dwarf-growing
succulents, some of the greenhouse varieties of the

common " Stone-crop," or similar things, which would
require treatment nearer the Cactus than the Lycopo-
dium, and would harmonise better with the general

effect of the house. It is a fact too well known to

require any comment, that succulents will not harmonise
in appearance with any other kind of plants. I throw
this out as a suggestion which, if found practicable, I feel

assured will be carried into effect, as certainly it can be

said of this establishment (unlike most others belonging

to the nation) with truth, that the "road to improve-
ment is always open and free." N. Burgess, Hackney.
New Rat Trap.— After the lapse of something like a

quarter of a century, I felt not a little amused at the

re-appearance in your pages of an old sketch of mine,
headedas above. Its history is briefly this. The merit

..= ..,-.-..-, -~., -.,...-•. ".-.-., ....*~ ...--J5

of the invention is due, not to me, but to my excellent
and ingenious friend the late Robert Paul, of Starston,
in Norfolk, who had, as many besides myself will

remember, a peculiar turn for this species of knick-
knackery ; delighting in nothing better than circum-
venting, in every possible and impossible way, what
may be called the natural enemies of the farmer, from
the flies in the Turnip field to the rats aud mice in the
homestead and rickyard. As a neighbour, I had frequent
opportunities of seeing his inventions ; such of which
as pleased me I had his full consent to adopt ; amongst
others, what he called his " rattery," a plan of which I
subsequently made for my late friend Mr. Loudon, in
whose " Encyclopaedia of Agriculture " it first appeared,
and afterwards in his " Gardeners' Magazine ;" perhaps,
too, in the " Farmer's," but that I forget. This is the
new rat trap, of which you have made such honourable
mention, and in whose praise, though in some degree a
party concerned, I can from experience most conscien-
tiously join. Samuel Taylor, Gloucester, July 10.

Fruit of Rhododendron javanicum.—I have this morn-
ing detected Rhododendron javanicum in the act of

throwing off that extraordinary great-coat which I de-
scribed to you on a former occasion, and I enclose you
a pod in that condition. It is so sensitive to drought
that it may come off and shrivel before it reaches you.
The ripening of the seed pod takes place a week or ten
days afterwards—at least it did so two years ago—and
the pod itself is so hygrometric that it will split within
half an hour after being gathered in warm or dry
weather. When divested of this exterior coat the pod
resembles that of ordinary Rhododendrons. On
gathering the pod I see it shows signs of splitting at

once
;

generally the coat comes off some days pre-
viously. John Rogers, River Hill, July 9. [In this case
the shell of the seed pod (capsule) separates into two
plates—the outer leathery and deciduous, the inner
hard, dry, and hygrometric ; the former is analogous to

the two-valved rind of the Almond, &c. Something of
the same kind occurs in R. Edgworthi, and a precisely

similar peculiarity is found in an unnamed Rhododen-
dron in our herbarium, collected by Griffith in Malacca.
It is, moreover, to be observed that all Rhododendron
capsules have the same great-coat ; the difference is

that in some it is thick, in others thin, and that some
throw it off and some do not.]

Ineffectual Puddling.—I have had to contend witfe
this difficulty for upwards of 15 years. My subsoil,

like that of your correspondent's, is gravel, the pond or
pool is from 2 to 3 feet deep, and lined with strong blue
clay 1^ foot thick all over the bottom and up the
sides to the surface of the ground. In order to impart
firmness, I beat down upon the clay the thinnest flag-

stones I could fall in with, and laid the joints as close

as possible, still the water sunk, say, about an inch ft

day ; and the pond being supplied entirely from a
pump well, it became troublesome to keep it up. About
three years ago an ingenious tradesman proposed that I
should make trial of burnt limestone, slacked with sea
water from the Firth of Forth here, and with plaster

prepared with sea water also. I laid it on about an
inch thick above the flag-stones, and of late years the
pond has retained the water much better. It is well to

lay on the lime plaster in dry weather, and allow it to
remain as long as possible to firm and somewhat dry

;

the hot lime and salt harden the plaster considerably,

and when the pond is filled the fresh water does not
soften it greatly, and hence I now find a little pumping
now and then keeps up the pond to the height re-
quired. Thomas Millie, St. Clairtown, Kirlcaldy.

I have no doubt that the ineffectual pudding complained
of by "J. J." has arisen solely from the use of a porous
clay, and not from the circumstance of the subsoil being
gravel. I made a large tank here by puddling several

years ago, and it has never leaked a drop, but although
we have seven feet deep of good brick clay, I knew from
experience that it was unfit for puddling. I therefore

carted some very strong clay from Notting Hill, about
two miles hence, which I had well beaten up with water,
and then beaten in to the thickness of 15 inches, and I

am convinced that it will hold water as long as it

remains undisturbed. I may add that the bottom of the
tank rests on sand and gravel. C. L., Hammersmith.

" J. J.'s " observation that, in the attempts to make
his pool watertight, the clay was " well beaten," seems to

indicate that it was not really puddled. Puddling, as
the lerm implies, is making a puddle of earth or clay

with water. It enables the smaller particles to insinuate
themselves and settle under water among the larger
ones, so as to form a compact watertight mass. Lining
a pond or pool with clay, without the intervention of
more water than is just enough to render it sufficiently

plastic that it may be beaten, is not puddling. In 1802,
a dock at Chatham had been condemned on account of
leakage, but by excavating at the back of the existing

walls, and filling up the space with, earth thrown
into water, the late Sir S. Bentham rendered it effectu-

ally watertight. In 1811 the saving resulting from this

mode of repairing the dock amounted already to 4O,000Z.

As the subsoil of " J. J.'s" pool is gravel, probably of a
coarse description, it would be advisable to mix straw
or leaves with the puddle, so as to fill up temporarily
large vacuitieB ; this has been successfully practised in

the construction of the " Canal du Midi" in France, and
in other works. As regards the embankment at the
lower part of it, a slight or temporary wall of turf or of

the larger stones found among the gravel might be
formed on the clay bottom, and a puddle made behind it.

As neither pure sand nor pure chalk are impervious . to
water, soils containing a large quantity of them are not
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suitable fur puddling, and the thickness ol the puddlo
must depend upon the proportion of cloy used for it.

M. 8. II.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution. Like your
correspondent of lost week, I have ulwitvii felt tliut those
who have the first claim on the voters of this charity
aro poi'Moim who have assisted others ; for such I ha

residing in franco, relative to [his Btrt
" Aox Sabloifs near Mori Lo i

•

.Inlfi <tlh, i Bfifi, I hove much lotl factl m
thi n ult oi my crop oi I ir Hurry. I ,.

that I hove ni vi i i ob n an;
i hi

i you that you did Dol ,,\ die
qualities ol this bi autiful fruit, whh h In i

always voted until this election, and I think that every superior to any olhor I Down, and eon* riuenth
in,,. .,,,.,. i I,-,. I tliot il,.. 1 1 il i: t i...:.... i.,.u.. r -i ..-'. .i ,ono must feel that the 11th applicant, being totally

blind, had certainly a prior claim : for, with him, hope
long deferred must have been Badly felt. This was the
motivo that induced me to vote for ono who had not
subscribed to the charity. The n ber of votes ho rut
at tho previous election (viz., 848) showed that hie
claim was acknowledged. 1 think also that the Dth
applicant was a very fair election, as he hod aubsoribed
four years, and had been trying nine (times i) yi ars to

get tho annuity—a long time to wait when in want. So
far, J must say, little fault is to be found ; for place
ourselves in the situations of the applicants in question,
and wo would soon find what a wcarisomo thing dl up
poinlmont is at their time of life—year after yen' having
their hopes raised and then depressed. I nm really
glad that they aro eleeted. Wo new come from the
11th and 9th to the 6th application, and here l fear that
tho complaint of your correspondent has some grounds ;

for on looking to my polling-paper for the prior election,
I find that the 5th application only numbers 61 and n;
votes, and that a second application of one who had
never subscribed to tho charity numbers I.Ml votes.
Now, this dues not, look well ; for if wo go book to the
4 th application we find George Kidd, who has subscribed
nine years, rnly five votes ahead. From this it would
appear that whfttyour correspondent complains of is but
too true. Had Ann Arnold, whoso husband had sub-
scribed eight years, numbered these votes, instead of
Thomas Blair, it would liavo looked better and done
more credit to tho justice of voters. I do not think
that the claim of having subscribed to tho charity is

sufficiently acknowledged, neither do I consider it fair
that there should be any soliciting votes except fiom
the parties themselves. Some lady very kindly inte-
rested herself for John Kent, but with what success I
am uninformed ; with mo the prior claim of others
made it imperative to refuse even a lady. I often
find it difficult to please myself in voting. This
time and for the first time I voted, as I have already
Stated, for one who had not subscribed to the charity,
because I really looked upon J. Appleby, being
totally blind, and first on the list after 11 applica-
tions, to be a very proper object of charity. My next
vote was for J. Blacke, wdiose years (80) induced me to
give him support, which however he cannot, in the
course of nature, long enjoy. My other vote was for
Geo. Kidd, a subscriber of nine years, and I am cer-
tainly at a loss to know upon what ground be could
have failed, except upon the one of which your corre-
spondent complains, and which I fear is exercising au
injurious influence on voters. Now these things are
Dot right, and I am surprised that a class of men (who
are mostly considered thinking men) should allow them
to exist. I think it ought to be a rule with all sub-
scribers to the charity, first to help those who hove
endeavoured to assist others, and when all their claims
are satisfied others should take priority according to

age, afflictions, or number of applications. Let us hope
that henceforth all matters connected with so excellent a
charity as that under notice may be carried out with
fairness to all concerned. 0. Bond Walcot, Gardener,
Salop.

Nectar-secreting Organs of Plants.— In the account
Compiled by Gartner (" Beitr'age zur Kenntniss der
Befruchtung," p. 75, 1844) of the various organs in
plants from which nectar is secreted, no mention is

made of the stipulte of the leaves of the common Veich
and Bean. Ou two occasions I have observed hive bees
by the thousands industriously visiting the little dark
(but sometimes colourless) glands on the under side of
the stipulse of the Vetch. On a hot day, ou each gland a
minute drop of nectar may be seen almost with the
naked eye, and which is sometimes so large as to be
just perceptibly sweet. I have seen the hive and
another species of bee, a moth, ants, and two kinds of
flies, sucking these drops. The hive bee never once
even looked at the flowers, but attended soMy to the
Stipulre ; whereas, at the very same time, two kinds of
humble bee were sucking the flowers, and never visited
the stipulse. I noticed the hive bees on three succes-
sive hot days thus employed ; but on the overcast
morning of the 12th, after the previous very rainy day,
not one was to be seen at mid-day, but numbers of
humble bees were sucking the flowers : at 4 o'clock r.M.,

fail to llnd iiii way into tha garden ol ovi ry trui

h oh i liopti ndorglass]
. ..'.),. .i
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sioncra ol Woods and ! Tb»

tie oppri a time when Mr.
Kennedy's dismissal from office bid » recently token

place.

Notices of JBoohs.

Max',
(Murray's Kailw.v.

Richard Pcnn's maxims on those subjects. A' i

veteran sportsman his di r to be neglert*4
;

on this occasion their force is much increased by capital

woodcuts from ihe pencil of Chantrey, Lee, and outers.

The following examples of Mr. Peon's sayings show
that this is On railway book for sportsmen.

" Although you may be a very agreeable gentleman,
genera.

._
- :1', hive chosen an unlucky

tnomen: elf particularly so, if on some
fine morning after breakfast you should volar'

accompany two of your frienda «ho are preparing to

leave the house for a da; re shooting without

third person.
" When you are obliged to walk on the left-hand side

of a man who carries the muzzle of his fun too low, do
not be so very po.ite as to take no notice of this dasgetv

ous habit. i . appear quite offended
at your vent'j: or perfect safety. Bat
be that as it may, to Le constantly stared at by the eyes

of a double-barrelled gun is so awfully unpleasant, that

your friend's looking rather cross is a matter of less

larger stones were round and white in colour, but the consequence.
greater number were clear as crystal. The storm came on

j

« When you are making your way through a mid:
very suddenly, about six a.m. last Saturday, after con- wood with too Iar~e a tarty, it is better tbr=-

tinued thunder in the early part of the morning, and
some rain. It passed here from over the adjoining hills,

almost direct south to north, and did not, I think, extend
above two miles laterally. The stones represented were
picked up in a space about a dozen yards square, in a

temporary yard and shelter in the park for cows, where
I had taken refuge. With the large stones descended
ordinary hail and rain, but pieces likethose figured formed
the remarkable feature of the storm. Need I add that

glass and vegetation within their reach suffered severely !

J. Taylor, Aston Clinton, Bucks, July 16.

g>i)rietiesM

Entomological, July 2 J. Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.,

President, in the chair. Amongst the donations to the
however, after some hot sunshine, a little glittering drop library and collection, announced as having been re-
of nectar studded every gland, and the hive bees, by
their mysterious means, had found it out, and were
Swarming all over the field. The fact of nectar being
Secreted by an organ quite distinct from the flower

ceived since the last meeting, was a eollectionof 94 British

species of spiders (in addition to 60 species previously

presented), and 13 species of harvest spiders, pre-

sented by R. H. Meade, Esq., preserved in a saline

(though known in other cases) seems to me of some solution of sulphate of magnesia ; also a monograph
little interest, as showing that those botanists cannot ou the Phalangiidte by the same gentleman, and M. de
be correct who believe that nectar is a special secretion Saussure's supplement to his monograph of the family
for the purpose of tempting insects to visit flowers, aud Vespida?. Mr. Foxcroft sent a numter of rare insects

thus aid in their fertilisation. No one probably who : recently captured in Perthshire, with notes of the
has attended to this subject will dispute that insects in ! habits of a caterpillar fouud in ants' nests, apparently
very many cases do thus aid the act of fertilisation

;
! belonging to a species of Tiuea. Mr. Westwood exhi-

be scolded by some of your 'needs for troubling them
with very frequent notice of your individual locah'tr,

than that you should be shot by any of tbem from want

of such notice.
" Ou ihe day of a great battue, if one of the party

(not you) should shoot much better than the others, and

this should by chance be talked of after dinner (as men
matters sometimes are), do not say much abont the very

large number of hares ard pheasants killed by von—on

some other occasion.
" Never ask beforehand whether or not yon are to

shoot hares in the cover into which yon are going, bat

never shoot one after you have been told aot to do so.

" Many persons who are possessed of much i

tion have a tedious and unconnected way of in

it. Such men are like dictionaries, very hMtraetrre

when Of ; lace, but rather fatiguing to

read throughout.
" The fouc 1 'good breeding is the absence of

selfishness. By acting always on this principle— by
using forbearance and moderation in argument, even

when you feel sure that you are right, and by liiieing

a teconiing diffidence when you are in doubt, yon «3
avoid many c: rs which men are apt to fall

into. Reader, btar in mind that mis holds good in all

things, and not or.!; :. Shooting, and Cbiss."

The Rev. Thos. Milner has produced a volume called
~

'cni cmd modtr* higtyry. <fcc. (Ixmg-

but we must, I think, look at the nectar as an excretion ! bited Specimens of the youug larvte of Meloe which had mans, small 8vo), ; =
which is only incidentally (as is so often done by nature) been found banging in clusters on Potato plants. Mr. who are unacquainted '

made use of for a further but most important object. S. Stevens exhibited a new aud very remarkable Longi- authors- It gives an aecennt c the original inhabitants

C. Darwin, Down, Farnborough, Kent. .corn beetle recently brought from the Feejee islands t: the Crimea, ::' ::s subsequent history, and °f_u&e

Sir Harry Strawberry.—The following is an extract by Mr. Macgillivray, forming the type of a new genus, events which brought it under Russian rule. The

from a letter which I have received from a gentleman Mr. F. Smith exhibited specimens of the rare ant Tapi- author, who appears to have been diligent in consulting
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OUthortai j-. l::is i!:us produced uu :i;^rce:ible volume, ot

wbicli, however, the >'u:urnl History forms so slight a

ii that the narrative of Koch remains as iudis-

neusalile as ever to the student of this now celebrated

peninsula. We could have wished that Mr. Milner had

from what sources his information is compiled.

One curious thing pointed out by him is the ignorance

of the Russians themselves of the country so lately as

1764, when General Manstein's Memoirs of Russia

made their appearance; The rude map which aocom-

panied that work is here republished, and shows that

even the existence of Sevastopol was uuknown to the

Russian engineers who accompanied Marshalls Munich

and Lacy in their invasions. Even de Tott would seem

to have thought Balaklava and Sehastopol to be the

same : at leasl it is evident that he was describing

Sebastopol when he spoke of the extent of the harbour

of Balaklava, A similar mistake was made by an old

correspondent of the " Gentleman's Magazine," who
described Akt :ar, the present Sehastopol, as having a

eommodious Iv.t iwt very large haven, while to Balaklava

bo assigns %i a line harbour containing ample room for a

very good fleet." If the present war has done nothing
else it lias, at any rate, improved our ideas of Crimean
geography.

Captain Chiosso, in what he terms The Gymnastic Poly-

maehinon (Walton & Maberly), by means of descriptive

aud clever woodcuts gives an account of the means
employed by him to render gymnastic exercises con-

ducive to health. This gentleman is undoubtedly the

most rational gymnast in London ; he applies the

system of exciting muscular action with excellent sense,

And the results which flow from it are, in his hands,
eminently advantageous. Iu general the world imagines
that gymnastic exercises consist of mere feats of strength,

suitable to an athlete, but dangerous to others, and they
shrink from exposing themselves or their children to

the risks of such a discipline. Nothing can be furiher
from the iruth. Captain Chiosso is as much opposed as
any man to violent exertion, the dsnger of which he
fully recognises. Ou the contrary, he endeavours
gradually, by gentle means, to solicit the muscles to act,

and he trusts to skill and time to produce force where
tlere is constitutional weakness. We speak from full

knowledge of him when we say that in such hands as
his gymnastic training is at least as important as mental
i xercise, and that all young persons should be familiarised
with it. In all education the first point is to bring out
the physical powers, without which mental powers are
feeble, of little value, and soon give way under con-
tinuous exertion. The gallant author, who is au old
Italian officer, fully states iu this book what the
numerous maladies are which his experience tells him
are alleviated by the Polymachinou.

Calendar of Operations,

{For the ensuing week,)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Now that many of the hard-

wooded plants will be removed to the out-doors plant
ground, painting and other necessary repairs should be
done, as the houses can be more conveniently emptied or
thrown open than at any other period of the year. And
if painting is to sland it must be done when the wood
is thoroughly dry, and the present season is the most
favourable for securing this ; but except where painting
is done sufficiently often to keep the wood covered, some
care will be necessary, even at this season, iu order to
get the wood perfectly dry, and unless this is secured
the paint will be sure to blister before the end of next
summer, however good the materials and workmanship
may be. Therefore make sure of having the wood
perfectly dry before commencing painting, whatever in-
convenience this may involve.

FLOWEK GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where Roses are extensively grown (which they

should be about every place in proportion to its size),
they form the principal attraction of the out-door de-
partment of the garden at present, and should be fre-
quently looked over, removing decayed flowers, &c,
which if allowed to hang on the plant have a very un-
sightly appearance, and tend to encourage mildew, &c.
Roses, il grown in masses or beds, should be arranged
so as to contrast the colours in the most effective
manner

; and where this has not hitherto been attended
to, the effect of the present arrangement should be care-
fully looked to while the plants arc in full beauty, noting
any alterations that may be deemed necessary, which
will greatly facilitate the execution of the same at the
proper season. See that the plants are not allowed to
suffer through want of moisture at the root ; and where
the soil is of a light sandy nature, the plants should be
liberally supplied with manure water, giving a good
soaking two or three times a week if possible ; but if
the soil is strong aud rich, manure water may be dis-
pensed with, as the plants will grow freely enough if
kept moist at the root. Proceed with the propagation
of favourite sorts either by budding or cuttings. We
prefer the Hybrid Perpetuals, Teas, Chinas, and Bour-
dons on then? own roots, and firm short-jointed cuttings
ot tnese root freely enough at the present season if pro-
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or eveQ in a sh*dy Na-tion in the open border, but they are very liable to

'• damp off" iu a moist warm situation. The readiest

way of propagating these, however, is by cuttings taken

from plants grown under glass for flowering in spring,

which root almost as freely as cuttings of Verbenas
The propagation of the ordinary bedding-out plants

will soon require a large share of attention, therefore

see that the most is made of the present leisure and
convenience for getting up a good stock of the more
valued kinds of hardy things, and do not forget a good

stock of Pinks, Picotees, &c. See that the bedded-out

stock is kept moist at the root until the beds are fairly

covered, which will soon be the case if the plants are

well attended to and the weather continues such as it

has been lately.

"FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNEKins.—Plants wished to show fruit at once, if

backward in doing so, should, provided the growth has

been well matured and checked, having been kept
dry at the root for a time, have a good soaking of water,

and he kept warm and moist. This treatment will

induce an active root action, and if the plants have been
properly treated, they will seldom fail of showing fruit

at once, but everything depends upon the growth being
well matured and checked. Avoid syringing plants

overhead that are in bloom, save on the mornings of

bright days, and then but lightly, for syringing in the

afternoon while the plants are in bloom is the principal

cause of deformed fruit. Young stock will be growing
very vigorously, aud every care should be used to secure
robust stocky plants ; see that the plants are afforded

sufficient room for the development of their foliage, and
do not keep the atmosphere so warm and moist as to

induce weakly growth ; attend to repotting, as this may
be required by any of the stock, aud see that all are
well supplied with water at the root, whether in pots or
planted out in the open bed, as any neglect in watering
at ihe present season will probably result in the plants

fruiting prematurely. Vineries.—Give every attention

to preserving the foliage in houses where the fruit has
been cut, uutil the wood is thoroughly ripened. If red
spider is at all troublesome, give the Vines a good wash-
ing with the engine, but do not injure the foliage by
dashing the water against it too powerfully. Give
abundance of air, keeping the house as cool as

can conveniently be done iu bright weather. Main-
tain a moist atmosphere where the fruit is swel-
ling, sprinkling the passages, borders, &c, fre-

quently. Look sharply after insects here, particularly
where plants are grown under the Vines, and if black
thrips or red spider is detected wash the infected leaves
carefully, and look over them occasionally afterwards
uutil the pest is fairly got out. See that the borders
are not allowed to become too dry, and give strong
manure water to plants bearing a heavy crop. Vines
in pots intended for very early forcing next season
should he in a forward state by this time, in order to

permit of getting the wood well ripened, and allow them
a period of rest. Peaches.—Attend to last week's
directions, using every means to keep clear of insects.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Proceed as expeditiously as possible with the laying

in of the young wood of wall-trees, taking care that every
superfluous shoot is removed first, for it is worse than
a waste of labour to nail in wood that will only serve to

crowd the trees and injure that which will be left at
pruning time. Also attend to regulating the growth of
pyramidal and other trained trees, looking over them
frequently and doing what little stopping, &c, may be
required. Do not allow trees that have been lately dis-

turbed at the root to suffer for want of water, and where
the soil is shallow and of a light dry nature an occasional
watering or mulching will be useful to any trees that
iucliue to grow too weakly, but do not water or mulch
where there is aDy tendency to over luxuriant growth.
Prepare the grouud for fresh plantations of Straw-
berries, by manuring heavily and trenching some two
feet deep, aud get these planted at once, keeping them
well supplied with water untji they get established.
Tomatoes must be well attended to, keeping the shoots
thin and stopping above a cluster of fruit, for if the
plants are allowed to grow too freely, there will be but
a poor chance of a good crop, save in very favourable
localities. Attend carefully to Celery aud oilier grow-
ing crops, with water, giving a liberal supply to Lettuce
aud Cauliflower and recently planted green stuff. Take
advantage of showery days to plant out a farther supply
of winter greens, Broccoli, &c, and if a sufficient quan-
tity of Celery is not already planted, this should be
attended to at once, aud must be well cared for after
planting, with water, &c, otherwise good-sized heads
ueed hardly be expected. If not already done, sow
Cabbage for early spring use, and attend to keeping up
a succession of Lettuce, Eudive, &c.

STATE op the V . NEAR LONDON.IEATHER AT CHISWICK
For ibe week endiog July 11, IS55, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

B Babombtbb.
TBMrBHATUaH.

July.

a

OlttieAir. Otiliefcunn Wind.
a

Mas. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot Sleet
deep.; deep.

61A;
j

61}

*

Friday 13 29 :9.959 29.911 79 55 67.0 s.w. .00

» 29.SS8 29.822 76 53 64.5 61 62$ s.w. .29
Sunday 1, 1 iiy 919 29.772 75 55 65.0 66 • 625 S.W. .41

2 29.617 29.161 71 46 59.5 65 63 s.w. .40

a :9.618 29.513 66 51 59.5 CI 62 s.w. w
4 29.711 29.72) 76 46 61.0 63 61s S.W. .01

Average

.

b 29.654 29.582 64 46 55.0 63 611 s. .36

29.7P 29 691 72.7 sj'j 61j 61.5 62.1 1.47

!3—Very fine; .ightniDS at IU r.M.; cloudy.
U— Heavy storm 6-7 a.m. thunder, litfliininy, and rain.
It—Very fine; cloudy and tine; ra n ,.t ai,- lit.

W— Overcast; cloudy; bcavy rain.
17— fine; cloudy; overcast and fi tie.

IU—Very line throughout.
19—Slight rain; Buowery; thunder storm a—G p.m.; cloudy.
Mean temperature of the week 1£ dejr. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During the last 29yeara, lor the ensuing week, ending July -S.1S55.J]
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Mon. 23
Tues. -A
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Tim. -:&

Frid. C7
Satur. 2U

733
72.6
73.9

- 73.2

7p!i

52.2

52.3

5L5
52.3
52.0
53.5

62.5

63.1

62.4

62.7

62.7
63.1

61.3
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13
8
S

It
12
13

1.37 in.

(1.70

1.16

0.36

0.70
0.93
0.32

1

5
2
1
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3

The hipbest temperature during the above period occurred on the 2Sth.
1SI4—tiierm.9i fleg.j aud the lowest on the 2.id, 1S43, and 21th, 1333—therm.
40 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Diseases : A, Surrey. The sheaths of the stems are attacked by
Erysiphe communis, and the leaves by Uredo Rubigo vera (the

common Red Rust). These common parasites seldom do
material injury to the Wheat. The former is extremely pre-

valent this year in the south and east of England.— Iota. We
have seen many Apricot trees attacked exactly in the same
way, and in some cases there lias been an abundant flow of

gum from the leaves. Such affections arise from atmospheric
conditions over which we have no control, and your trees will

probably be free from anything of the kind next year. You
utate that your tree has a large crop of fruit; on the trees

which we have examined there was scarcely any crop at all,

so that the affection cannot be due to the covetousuess of the
gardener.—B A. Your Grapes are attacked exactly in the same
way as many which were forwarded to us last year, and others

which we had ourselves an opportunity of examining. In
every case alike we believe that the evil has arisen from the
condition of the roots. If they are not healthy, the produce is

sure to suffer. There is no external parasite. M. J. B.

Greenhouses: Beading. It is not practicable to describe wbat
you ask for; except that the house should be made of wood,
and heated by a flue. Prices vary greatly. Your best way
will be to apply for tenders from the hothouse building firms'

who weekly advertise in our columns.

Insects : M T B. The flies produced are the perfect state of the

larvie which fed on the ripe inflorescence of the common Let-

tuce. They are the Musca (Anthomyia) lactucse. See Gard.
Chron., 1841, p. 364, for figure and description.—B U. The
beetles you have sent as injurious to your Strawberry " Sir

Harry " are, 1, Steropus madidus ; 2, Omaseus melanarius; 3,-

Agonum parum punctatum ; 4, Peryphns littorahs, all ground
beetles, Carabidaa, which, from what is known of their habits,

feed upon other insects and worms; you have therefore been 1

destroying your friends instead of enemies, which are most-
likely either woodlice, ants, or small weevils.

—

B J. (St. Ives).

Your Rose leaves are infested with the caterpillars of the
pretty little moth Tinea mficapitella, whose history and figures-

are given in Gard. Chron., 1832, p. 292. This insect is quite

unconnected with the scales of the Oleander, &c. As the

moths are very minute and difficult to catch, the only remedy
is to collect aud destroy leaves which exhibit the lines formed
by the mining caterpillars. W.

May's Magnum Bonum Lettuce : S—y. This has been proved in

the Horticultural Society's Garden to be nothingmore than the

blackseeded Alphange Cos, seeds of which are annually given,

to the Fellows by the Society. It is one of those excellent

varieties for the introduction of which kitchen gardeners are

so much obliged to the Society.

Mint : KB. It is a very curious condition of the plant. A wood
engraving is in preparation, and with it, when ready, we will

publish our own views of the cause.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never haveA
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply/
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may he
sent us at one time.—A Kentish Man. 1. Cystopteris tenuis;

2, Lastrsea marginalis; both natives of N. America.—S T AT.

1, Pleopeltis squamosa; 2. Cerastium tomentosum. — S H. A
young plant of Polysticlmm aculeatum of no interest. 5.

—

A B C.

Apparently Stachys germanica. - Inquirer. Beta 'maritima.

—

East. Not Anacharis but Callitriche, which will do no harm to

the water.—P W J. Not an Acacia, but a Gleditschia; appa-

rently G. triacanthos.—XT*A. 1, Hibbertia volubilis; 2, An-
drosace villosa— Cato. Aspleninm Filix-fcemina, made delicate

by growing in the stove; and Streptocarpus Rexi. S.—Sub. 1,

Lastrsea, specimen not perfect; 2, Pteris serrulata, not hardy;

3, Aspleninm Trichomanes, hardy; 4, Lastrrea Filix-mas,

young state; 5, Lastrrea Filix-mas, perfect state; 6, Polypo-

dium vulgare; 7, Lastrooa dilatnta. S.—DPD. Your Jaundice

tree is Berbtris vulgaris.— 71! Bilott. Scrophularia aquatica.—

J W. Stanhopea tigrina.—B L L. Phytolacca icosandra.

Peas: W Denycr. Your new early green Marrowfat Pea appears

to he different, in some respects, from all green Marrows ; but

like all that class of Peas it is inferior in flavour to the white
kinds, and more particularly to Knight's or the wrinkled kinds

of Marrow .Peas. It is not distinguishable in the size and
apppara'nee of the green pods from a kind called "Prize-taker,' 1

but it is very different in the dry Peas (if the sample furnished*

is a fair one), the Peas sent being double the size of those of

the Prize-taker. It is however, as has been stated, interior in

flavour to many other kinds, and not to he compared in that

respect with Knight's Tall White Marrow and the Victoria.

Nevertheless it is a very good Pea, but nothing extraordinary;

hardiness and exemption from mildew belong to the kiDd of.

season, not to the kind of Pea.f

Page's Composition : W B. This will not touch red spider or

mealy bug. It kills aphides or green fly in the same way as
soap-suds or gas-water ; at least Mr. Gordon reports from tha
garden of the Horticultural Society that he can find no other

advantage in it. You will not get rid of it without sulphur,

unless you can keep your Vines very frequently deluged with
the syringe.

Piiotinia : Lillington. You may cut back your Photinia now or
next April. Stauntonia is a half hardy evergreen climber, not
much known. We presume it may be had through some of
the great nurserymen.

Pittosporum Tobiea : A Subscriber, Bangalore. In all probability

your Indian climate is too hot and damp for it. Grow it in

mere clay or heavy soil, and confine its roots by any artificial

means, or prune them before its growth for the seasou
commences.

Red Spider : Ly J W. This enemy is encouraged by allowiog
vineries to become too dry, or sometimes by the border being
so. French Beans are its favourite food, and it multiplies
among them very rapidly, if they are mismanaged, spreading
from them to Vines. But this is always owing to unskilful
management, and will not occur if a vinery is properly
syringed. To throw the blame upon Strawberries is no indica-

tion of practical knowledge. When the red spider does attack
a house seriously, recourse must he had to sulphur and white-
wash painted over the flues Or pipes when they are hot, unless
continual syringing should be found sufficient. You will

probably have to use first one remedy then the other.

Misc : ^n Old Subscriber. Your suggestion will he considered,

but there are difficulties in the way.
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j^KRbVl/VN GUANO, OoHvian Guano, Superphoe-
*~ phutu oJ LImo, NHrato'oi Bo'la, Sutrnr Scum, and tveiy
doncrlptlon ni Artificial Miuiiini'i. Lliweod Oakoi), &a.

Wm, InouhCac'ii^IO, Mark Ln-no, London.

TURNIP SOWING, £TC.

CT'KNUINK HALF-INCH HONKS AND BONE-
f IMH'V may bo liad In any qtiaritlty of Jatikd Tkiuikit

aiuNT Lomboth Wharf, Upper Pore Street, Lambotb. noar
Vfiuxlinll Bfldgo. AIho mipeipriospliato of Llmo and Sulphuric
Acid for dissolving Bonos, J. 'J'. II. also Invltos tho attention <-f

Oentlemorj and Agriculturists In general to bis Bupcrlor li'lna

Hono-J>iiHt for dressing Lawns, Parks, &c. Dollrorod to any
i iixllwny In Lnndon In HnHcH.

OATJiNT WOOI, MANUUW, J!/. Ma. por ton.—
JL Application for Agonclos, flomporflons of Inuuonco and
rcHpoctiibillty, win bo n

No'itii on & c<
olvc
hi. Gracool

mil tbo aim Inst.

roll Street, London.

CORN MANL'KK HIK MI'lUNd HOWINII.
OONCKNTKATKU URATE FOR GRABS, RAPE, AND

ALL HOOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OK LI MR.

riMIE LONDON MANUHE COMPANY continue
J- to manufacture tlio

i

above Manures, which have boon uuod
with ho much SUCCORS foi' the hull 1 I yinrn.

ThO London Minium dun puny nlH<> nupply J'LKUVIA N
GUANO (direct from Importers' warehoUso'sb Nitrate of Sods.
Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery anil other Salts, Done Dust ana
every artificial manure of Known value. Edward Vurbuvl, Boo.

Ofllce 1", Drlclgq Street , Plnckfrlars,

^THE FOLLOWING MANURES ore manufactured
•A- jit Mr, Lawks' Foct'ory, Doptford Crook':—Turnip Manure,

?/. por ton; Suporphosph'afo of Limo, 71.; Sulphuric Acid una
OoprolltcH, (U.

Ofllco, CO, King William .Street, City, London.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16 per

cent, of ammonia, NHrato oi* Soihi, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Mannroft.

MAN UUhS.—The following Manures are manu-
factured by I-Iowison & Simi-hon, Calder Soup "Workn,

Wakefield, uud Matthews & Co.i Manufacturing Agricultural
Chemists, Driffield. Simpson's AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a
valuable Top-Dresslng for Wheat, Barley, and On In. Simpson's
NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips; Potatoes, and all other
bulbous root orops, price 81. per ton. N.ll, Manures Hpncially pre-
pared for Grass and Flax. The above have been successfully tested
tor the- last Seven Years by the leading farmers In Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, and other counties, and were applied last season to a
breadth of UpWardS of 15,000 acres of land with the moat bene-
ficial results to tho crops. A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will bo forwarded by post on application.

A"
RTIFICIAL MANURES, &o—Manufacturers and
others engaged in making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their, economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nksiiit, P.G.'S., &c.,
Principal of tho Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
•London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Limp,
Coprolites, &a,, and Assays of Cold, Silver, and othor Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at tho College.

rpHK GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND 1M-
J- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Incohporated by Special Act or Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
IlENnv Ker Seysier, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sin John V. Shelley, Bart, M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir -William Cnbitt, F.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
CThomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher ECobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutching, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.
William Tito, Esq., F.R.S.
"William "Wilshera, Esq,

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage,or otherwise; or Church property,
r.nd without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to bo repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of50
years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of tho works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
the Company's Capital. Wi lliam Clifford, Sec.

Vl^HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-*- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S52— 53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
3.964—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c., Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees
for Lives not renewnble, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their iwn funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on tho banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland ; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepired by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutuallv beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that tho Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
Plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2. Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

CARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal Deck
Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and
clergy, for out-door work at their country scats. The Anti-

Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-
door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every description
of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, work, as has
been proved by the practical test of upwards of 60 years, and by
*he numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials "in its favour,
and which, from the rank and station in society of those who have
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything as the
&jnd hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials,
will be sent on application to Walter Carson & Son, 9, Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, London.
No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to be seLt direct.
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OOYAL AGRiCULl'URA 1- SOCIETY OF
LC i QLAND.—CARLISLE, 1856.

PROCRAMME.
HATfiii.A.' 21, UOMDAV 28, and TUESDAY 21. — Trial-yard

->; i'ii nl '.) (/clnck 111 till) luiflionll, V.Ih:ii thv p'lhlif; Hill l.<:

admitted on each day at 5». forjach person^ to view thi

of the steam Engine a. Barb \Yerks, andother.Aflrlcnltuntl Ma-
chinery and Ixnplomonts generally. Thl« paymi
reference to the Trial-yard only, and will not entitle thi

who makes It tn an admission Into the general Show-yard for

the exhibition of Implements.
Wednesday 25.—The Implement Yard open to the public

from 7 in tho morning till In the evening; adl

each person. The Jildgesl tO inspect the Live Stock and award
tho Prizes. At 1 o'clock (or as soon after a« all the Judg
have delivered in their awards), the public (0 be admitted Into

the Cattic-ynrd and to the Exhibition of Farm Poultry, on the

payment of 10s. onch person, at the Special Entrance; Mei bei

of Council nnd Governors of tbo' Society being admitted by
Tickets to ho purchased at the Finance Department ol tin E I ii Ij

at (ho Show-yard. N.B. Notice will be posted up over Mich en-

trance when tho Judges shall have completed their awards. At
8 o'clock in the evening the Yard will he closed.

TnunsDAV 2C—The general Show-yard of Cattle, Horses,
Sheep, Pigs, Farm Poultry and Implements open to the public

from 6 in iho morning till 6 in the evening; admission 2s.6d.

each person. The Dinner of the Society in the Pavilion adjoin-

ing the Show Yard at 4 o'clock, the doors open at 3.

FniDAY 27.—Tho general Show-yard open to the public from
6 in the morning till G in the evening; admission Is. each person.

General Meeting of the Membcis in the Guildhall at 10 o'clock

in the forenoon.

IMPROVED MOWING AND ROLLING MACHINE.

<#5V 4*

President— Mr. Miles, M.P.
Stewards of Departments'.

Cattle—Mr. Simpson, Mr. Woodward, Sir Stafford Henry North-
cote, Bart., M.P.

Implements—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr. Cavendish, Mr. Hoskyns.
Poultry—The Hon. and Rev. Stephen Willoughby Lawley.
Finance— Sir Matthew White Ridley, Bart.; Colonel Challoner.
Sale of Tickets—Mr. Henry Wilson.
Receipts and Admission to Show-yard—Mr. Raymond Barker.
Pavilion Dinner—Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P.; Sir

John Yilliers Shelley, Bnrt.,M. P.; Mr.Brandrcth.Mr.Thompson.
General Arkanghment of Snow—Mr. Brandreth Gibbs.

Bv Order of the Council.

London, July 21. James Hudson, Secretary.

By the regulations of the Society, all persons admitted into the

Show-yard, or other places in the temporary occupation of the

Society during the meeting, shall be subject to the rules, orders,

and regulations of the Council.

Pavilion Dinner Tickets and Subscriptions : at the Finance
Department of the Show-yard. Pavilion Dinner Tickets, .price

10s. each (including one-pint bottle of Wine), will be sold at the

Finance Department of the Show-yard on the Wednesday and
Thursday of the Show week, between the hours of 10 o'clock in

the forenoon and three in the afternoon each day.

Subscriptions due to the Society will be received by the
Finance Committee, at their department adjoining the public
entrance to the Show-vard.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION AT
CARLISLE.

RETURN TICKETS available for 14 days, are issued for

Windermere at Euston and the other principal Stations on the
London and North Western, Lancashire and Yorkshire, and
Midland Railways, at a little more than one Fare. Visitors
taking advantage of this opportunity of seeing the English
Lakes will find that trains are specially arranged to leave
Windermere, so as to reach Carlisle at an early hour on the days
of Exhibition.

Just published, second thousand, now readv,

HARRIET MARTINEAU'S GUIDE TO THE
ENGLISH LAKES. Beautifully Illustrated, demy 4to,

extra cloth gilt, 7s. 0d., fcap Svo, 5s.

" It is the most complete Guide Book that has ever been pub-
lished^—-DailyNews.

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as those
manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark "J. P. " and that
Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No.103. Newgate Street. London, are

my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re- !

place to the purchaser every Fork c( my manufacture fennd
;

defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post tree. Feancis Paf.kes £ Co. I
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Ote agricultural <Samtc.
SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1

MEETINGS TOR THE ESSCINO WEEK. .

?"™"T
'
Julr S ) Apfailtol SodOf

f'ibA — 57) Mtit l.

The annual meeting of the English .Agncoltnra!

Society takes place at Carlisle next week, and a
report of the proceedings will appear in ocr columns.
The following is the programme. The trial of

implements continues until ' S the public

being admitted on payment of Cs. to the yards where
it is carried on. The implement-yard is open to

the public on July £5 on payment of Sis. 6d. each

person, and the judces inspect the live stock on that

day. The cattle-yard is open on this dsy on pv
of Ws., so soon as the award of prizes has been com-
pleted. On July 26 the yards are open on payment
of £j. 6<i., and the dinner of the Socie".

the pavilion at 4 o'clock p.m. On Friday, 27

general show-yard is open for li. each person, and
the general meeting of members takes place at

10 o'clock A.M.

t>LACK JAPAN VARNISH.—This article will bei
y found from its durability and cheapness of the greatest

j

utility for Painting Hurdles. Wire-wort, l*alings, Gates, Fences,

&Cj and out-door work of every description, whether of Wood or i

Iron. Its value has been proved by the test of time. It should
J

be well siirred up before using and applied cold. This Varnish
will retain its quality for any length of time, provided the cask

be kept closed.

May be obtained through any ironmonger: orof Johk WiESSE
& Sons, S, Jewin Crescent, London.

N.B. Sold in casks containing 14 or 7 gallons, at 2s. per gallon.

Casks (which cannot be returned!, 5s. and Ss. each.

The subject of Irrigation is one of sue'r.

moment in some parts of England as to render;:

unnecessary to apologise for occupyirg a portion of

our journal with no'.es upon the following points

connected with it. We refer to :

—

1st. The nature of soil ond circumstances bes

adapted for irrigation.

CJ. The mechanical "meats necessary to its doe

accomplishment,

3d. The nature of the changes in vegetation •;

by irrigation.

4th. The advantages to be derived frcm the practice

where it can be properly carried out.

1st. A principal requisite in the formation of

irrigated meadows is an unlimited - '.vater,

as it would appear that the quantity of this fluid has

more influence than quality, as when water has per-

colated through one meadow i: i< not impairedfor

being conducted on to another. This is a conside-

ration of some importance, as it does not appear that

the efficacy cf irrigation depends so much on the

chemical constituents the water contains as might at

first be thought : it seems rather toefl - -

bv a free percolation among and between the Grass

:c:'>.

If. therefore, water can be commanded in sufficient

abundance for the process, the next point to ascer-

tain is the capability- of the land for favouring a

steady even flow of water—not over the surface, as
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this is mere flooding—but by slow yet unceasing

filtering through every part of the crop, for if the

water be stagnant the usual effect of want of

drainage will be observed in the growth of " sour

Grasses" and other weeds which mark wet land.

A gravelly or sandy subsoil recommends itself as

being best adapted for irrigation, and brooks or

rivers usually flow in valleys of denudation, the

worn-down rocks of which nearly always form a

substratum of loose materials of greater or less

thickness ; in all such cases, therefore, the two most

important adjuncts in irrigation, namely, water and

a favourable soil are usually combined.

2d. Wht-n these are present the next subject for

consideration will be the best method to be adopted

in conduct n^ ilie water over the different surfaces

to be irrigated, in the due performance of which it is

necessary to consider, not only how to conduct water

to any part of the field, but how to cause it to flow

off again ; for without the latter part of the system

be as perfect in its action as the former, a fatal

stagnation will be the result, and hence it follows

that any system which will secure these important

ends with the least expense in the three following

particulars will be the best to adopt ; these parti-

culars are :

—

or. The first outlay in the preparing the works.

i. The annual cost of repairs, and of necessary periodical

attendance.

c% The amount of laud taken up in the construction of

the channels.

Of course these are points which cannot be dwelt

upon at length, as they must vary with the locality,

position of the meadow, height to which the water
has to be carried, and a variety of ever-changing
circumstances, but the principles are in themselves
simple, and require no less simple arrangements for

securing their due development.
3d. The changes effected in the herbage of an

irrigated meadow are a no less curious subject in
relation to vegetable physiology than they are in-
teresting in an agricultural point of view; these
consist of the two following :—

a. Change of quality.

6. Increase of quantity.

A meadow observed upon the bank of the Churn,
in the neighbourhood of Cirencester, which, from its

slope could be only half covered with water, pre-
sented particulars which are tabulated below. It is

necessary to remark that the meadow had a subsoil
of oolitic gravel, and its pasture was that of a poor
upland. The table will supply information on the
following points :

—

1st. The names of the natural Grasses.
2d. The proportions of these observed in the meadow

before irrigation.

3d. The changes effected in two years of irrigation.
4th. Those on the fourth year.

Table I.*—Representing the changes of Grasses under Irrigation.

Botanical Name.

Alopecnrus pratensis
Poapratensis ...

„ trivialis

Briza media
Cynosurus cristatus
Aira ctespitosa ...

Agrwbiis stolonifera
Dactylis glomerata
Aveaa flavescens

„ pubescens
Hordeura pratense
Lolium p<-r.-nno

Common Name.

Meadow foxtail-grasa ...

Field meadow-grass ...

Roughish meadow-grass
Quaking-grass
Dugstail-grass
Hassock-grass ...

Marsh bent grass
Cocksfoot-grass
Yellow Oat-grass
Soft Oat-grass ... ..,

Meadow Barley-grass ...

Pi-rennial Eye-grass

Proportionals.

1 btfi ul-Iu Ijus trebled in value in four years.

This table shows that all the good Grasses have
increased in quantity, whilst the unfavourable kinds
have decreased, and this may always be noted in
pastures—they improve by increasing good herbage,
which consequently smothers the bad ; the opposite
produces a reverse result.

Nor is it only with those plants of the natural
order Gramineai that changes occur : herbs of other
families present the same facts, which may be
gathered from :

—

TableU.—Representing the changes o/Serlsformedwith the Grasses.

Proportionals-

Botanical Names.

Ranunculus acris ...

„ bulbosus
Plantago lanceolata

„ media
Trifolinm repens ...

„ pratense ...

Anthriscus vulgaris

Common Names.

Upright meadow crowfoot
Bulbous crowfoot
Narrow-leaved Plantain ...

Broad-leaved Plantain ...

Dutch Clover
Broad Clover
Common beaked Parsley

<£

Hence, then, in igatiou exerts great influence on
vegetation

; not it would appear all at once, but

may be galheredfrom the following —

Table III.—Representing increase in Money cahie under Irrigation-

1st year of Irrigation, 25s. Kent the acre,

2d do. do. 85s. do.

3d do. do. 60s. do.

4th do. do. 60s. do.

8th do. do. 100s. do.

It is further worthy of remark, as respects the

meadow observed upon, that although only a part of

it could be irrigated, yet from the animals depas-

turing thereon having range over the whole meadow,
the unirrigalcd portion has been also much im-

proved, so that where all a meadow cannot be

brought under the influence of this agent, it might
be well to consider if only a portion can be so

cultivated.

4th. This necessarily leads to a consideration of

the advantages to be derived from the practice, for

if a whole meadow be improved by the irrigation of

a part, so may we not consider the utility of such
meadows to the farm in general. This will become
evident by a glance at the following facts :

—

a. Irrigation produces earlier pasture.

h. It always secures a good late herbage—lattermath.

c. Its yield of hay is much more certain where plenty
of water can be commanded.

Hence, then, this portion of our subject will need
no comment ; but if this be so in ordinary cases,

how much more so in a district like the Cotteswolds,

where the great breadth of the land is on uplands
of the porous oolitic rock. Such meadows in the

valleys assist sheep farming in an extraordinary

manner, as they enable the farmer in a not very
genial climate still to have pasture for his early

lambs, and thus to compete with those under more
favourable circumstances as to climate. It is on this

account that irrigated meadows are so carefully

managed in the neighbourhood of Cirencester, and
we shall, therefore, devote another paper to a
detailed account of their management.

Some of the reports on Dairy Produce which have
reached us are published below. Those interested

in the subject will see whether Mr. Scott's or Mr.
Horsfall's statement is best borne out by them.
The most valuable of the series is that by Mr. Scott
himself, and quite corroborates his original account
of the average annual produce of a cow. This, the
completest record that exists upon the subject,

makes 200 lbs. a year as the average yield of butter
from a cow. It remains, therefore, for the compiler
of it to maintain his opinion of Mr. Horsfall's
ordinary experience if he can.

DAIRY STATISTICS.
How much milk does it take to make I lb. of butter ?

To answer that question correctly it is obvious that a
series of experiments would require to be gone into,
and the results minutely ascertained. My experience
being rather limited in regard to dairy management, I
have never taken the trouble to ascertain the quantity
minutely

; but a Mr. Williams, of this neighbourhood,
who has had the management of very extensive dairies
for the last 20 years, has taken the trouble to make out
the following calculations of the working of a dairy for
12 months, by which I think a pretty correct answer
may be arrived at.
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By the above table it will be seen that it takes
2 gallons 6£ pints of new milk to make 1 lb. of butter

for the summer half-year, and 2 gallons 3i pints for the
winter half-year ; or for the 12 months it takes 2 gallons

5 pints of new milk to make 1 lb. of butter, and 2^ pints
of cream to make 1 lb. of butter. The stock from
which the above experiments were taken were chiefly

what are generally known as the well-bred Irish cow,
and the produce from that animal, if well selected, is I
think as good as any. No doubt crosses of the Dutch
and Durham produce also good dairy cows ; but, as far
aa I have seen, the Durham is much better adapted for
the butcher than the dairy. The Ayrshire is also good
for the dairy, with every tendency to fatten, and is

perhaps better adapted for light soils than any of the
other breeds. About 20 miles from this I knew a large
dairy of pure Devous ; they were a very pretty stock ;

they gave milk of a rich quality, but much smaller in
quantity than any of the others.

To ascertain the comparative merits of the different

breeds on the same pasture, and with the same treat-

ment, would be very desirable, and perhaps some of
your correspondents might be induced to try the ex-
periment. David Barclay, Blarney, Cork, July 11.

The average produce of " butter " from a cow in the
course of a year in this neighbourhood is about 13
dozen (lbs.). I can mention individual cases in which
a dairy of cows have produced 19 dozen per cow, but
this is a rare occurrence. One quart of cream makes
a pound of butter ; on one occasion I found that when
50 quarts [? gallons] of milk were measured out that

they produced eighteen lbs. of butter. In addi-

tion to the butter, we must bear in mind that a great
deal of Dorset (skim milk) cheese is made from our
dairies. Many of our best dairies are kept on poor
land ; but if the cows are not " too thick" (i. e. if they
have plenty of run), their yield is great and of the best

quality. Dorsetshire.

Mr. Littledale writes from Liscard Hall as follows :—
I had churned on Saturday from a lot of cows, about
3 months calved, and all of the large Yorkshire breed,

fed on Italian Rye-Gr;:ss, 42 gallons of milk, produce,

19 i lbs. butter ; to-day, 524 gallons of milk, produce,

23J lbs. butter. The produce of butter varies with the

breed of cows ; in a general way, "we have found from
the large Yorkshire cow it takes 3 gallons for a pound
of butter; Ayrshire less ; and an Alderney still less. At
one time I took a great interest in trying experiments
upon different cows, and the quantity of butter they

would produce ; and the most extraordinary yield,

which I have never seen equalled since, was from a cow
the cross of an Alderney and a short-horn, after having

calved above 2 mouths ; she gave so rich a milk, that in

the lactometer the cream did not separate from the
milk, and we had a pound of bu'ter from rather less

than a gallon of milk ; and although a small, poor-

looking thing, we had 14 lbs. of butter a week from herB

We also bad a large Yorkshire cow a great milker, and
after having calved upwards of 3 months, she gave us

19 J- lbs. of butter in the week; in the lactometer the
average of cream for that description of cow was
8, this one's was 18. A cow gives much more butter
when she has calved about 3 or 4 months, and the
quantity of milk is diminished ; also a great deal will

depeud upon the quality of the food. We churn by
steam, and last summer we tried the shortest possible

time we could do it in, it was a hot day, and we accom-
plished it in five minutes and a half, the engine making
300 revolutions per minute, and the quantity 80 gallons

of milk ; we have also found out in this very hot weather
that it pays us well to put American ice into the milk,
before churning, to reduce the temperature to get out
more butter ; the result of the same quantity of milk
without ice, 15 pounds of butter ; with ice, 20 lbs.

Cheshire, July 9.

I am sorry I am not able to afford you any satis-

factory account, having never been at all curious as to

the quantity of milk necessary to produce a pound of

butter, and indeed the difference in the nature of the
pasture and the quality of the milk of different cows
must render it almost impossible to ascertain the exact
quantity required. If you can make any use of my last

week's experience, I will just inform you that from
36 pails of milk (each pail 3 gallons), we made 32 lbs. of

butter. Our cows were feeding in our best piece of

pasture, so that I conclude we never make more buttei*

from the same quantity of milk. H., Suffolk,

I have to tell you that on Friday, 10 quarts of milk
were measured out from the morning's milking and
10 quarts in the evening ; each lot was skimmed after
standing 12 hours, and a second time after 12 hours
longer. The 20 quarts of milk yielded 1 quart f pint
of cream, and that produced this morning 29 oz., or
1 lb. 13 oz. of butter. It was certainly not a good time
to make an average trial, as the weather has been so
very warm the past week, and the flies have been ex-
tremely troublesome to the cattle. A month ago we
were making more than a fourth more of butter to the
same quantity of milk. The cream was sometimes SO-

thick we could not pour it from the jug, but had to take
it out with a spoon. It has been very much thinner the
last 8 or 10 days. Our cows, or rather cow and heifer
(two years old) have lived wholly on Grass. E.}
Gloucestershire.

In answer to your question as to the number of
quarts of milk required to produce 1 lb. of butter, I beg
to state that I have had that quantity from 8 quarts,
and have been assured that 6 quarts have sufficed in
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some cases. Those, however., are exceptions, [n these

casos tlic cow must be about nix months in calf ; oarlh j'

the milk in more abundant, but loss rich, I boliovo

about 1 1 quarts to bo a Pair average. Our pound i
. the

old Norman, and with the overweight with each pound
prepared for market, I hIiomIiI thinli it i» over liloz.

Jiinglish weight. Tho richest milking has boon on a
trial by me ilni mid-day and the evening next, contrary
to accounts of dairy produce published In English works,
which mention the morning milking as tho richest. '',

Guernsey.

Additional Returns obtained by Mr. Scott, and fefcrredto
in his Paper read before the Agntmltwal Society

.

Thorn dairy returns im given jmit mi limy camo Into my hand),
none) imvhiK boon kept buck. Thuy roprouenl tlia prod t

upwiu'du of 1000 Cows.
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SUMMARY.

bgland ...

(eland ...

neral AvorAgi'

DATS
milked
in a

Season.

250
274

2S7

Aggregate
yield.

2GS2
2524

26S8

Milk to pro-

duce one
quart of

Cream.

12.20 qts,

10.01

11.10

Butter from
one quart of

Cream.

15.0S oz.

12.50

137S

The above returns of the produce of upwards of 1000 cows |show
"teneral average of 1.24 02. of butter from one quart of whole
k. . Thos. Scott.

5, Charing Cross, July 11, 1855.

THE BOTHAM8TBD GATHERING.
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Oh 'i liursday a large numl nHaential

agriculturists of the county ai omblei nl llarpondcn,
1 lertrordi liiro, for tb< purpoi 9 of

]

monial to J. H. Lawas, Esq., as a mark '.1 the!

tudc and esteem for the ivories 1

scientific agriculturo.

The testimonial consisted of a hand
l"i , with six brancli

vino and hanging bunciios '! grapes, Thi Inscription

wamiH follows :

" I'm anted to Jolin D4 I
' -

;

(in- iiiumr linn! v/iiii a laboratory

i\ .1 in on 111 h oslfl ' muted,
lodfrmoot of Hi'' hoi ^ i

r '

I ho
pi 11

'

1 a [culturi July I

The ceremony took place at Rothamstod, in a tont

adjoining tiie new Laboratory, wbere abont 200 poi 01

sat down to an excellent dinner; at the tcrmii

which the Biglit Hon. the Earl of Chichc ler, who pri'-

Hidcil on Mi' occasion, after tho usual loyal toasuhad
boon iiiiulily nropoi ed and responded to, presented the

testimonial. Ho said :— An chairman of that n

it became his pleasing duty to present tho testimonial,

which then stood before bim, osa mark of gratitude

expressed hy the agriculturisls of this kingdom
in return to Mr. Lawos for tlio service rcn

to bin country. It had been hio lot (0 bi oni

of tho oldfHt and most zealous members of the Royal
Agricultural Society, anil lie must say that ho had on
many occasions! read with delight the valuable papers
so nhly and liberally contributed by Mr. Lnwes. lie

bad in some degree spoken as assuming to himself the
position of the Royal Agricultural Society ; but it was
well known how much Mr. Lawes's labours bad been
appreciated, not by tlint Society alone, but by country
gentlemen and farmers generally. Ho thought it on
object worth a man's ambition to become a distinguished

agriculturist, and to have one's labours appreciated
;

and further considered that husbandry should bo made
one of the elements of our education. The noble chair-

man then passed a high encomium on the character of
Mr. Lawus, on his assiduity and attention to agricul-

tural pursuits, and exhorted farmers to become reading
as well as practical men. The noble chairman con-
cluded by presenting the testimonial to Mr. Lawes,
amidst much applause.

Mr. Lawes said he scarcely knew what he had done
to merit so beautiful a building, accompanied by so
magnificent a present as that which was now offered to

him from the hands of a few of his private friends, and
was quite unable to return them adequate thanks. Tho
building in which ho had hitherto prosecuted his experi-

ments was certainly neither suitable for work nor fit for

experiments ; it was neither more nor less than an old

barn, aud yet although he was now possessed of so
splendid a building, replete with every convenience, he
still entertained a great respect for that barn. He then
entered into a description, of the commencement of his

labours some 10 or 12 years since, showing the progress

he had mude from that period. He further contrasted

the progress of agriculture in Germany with the little

attention which had been paid to it in this country. He
then drew the distinctive line between manufacture and
agriculture, and said with manufacture they had iron,

coal, and capital ; but with agriculture, independent
of the supply of guano and ammonia, they were
limited in their operations by climate— the sun
was their capital—thus necessarily showing the vast

amount of skill required for beneficial production. He
complained that farmers at the present time looked

more to immediate return than to a lasting and more pro-

ductive future—their first question on being shown any
improvement was, " Does it pay i

" He then reverted

to his "infant" science, which he said some 12 years

ago had all the helplessness of a baby, but with the

appetite of a giant. It had, however, struggled on under
the careful nursing and skilful management of his friend

Dr. Gilbert, until it bad obtained its present thriving

condition. He, however, had been informed that it was
reported in Germany that his baby was dead ; but he
thought the only corpse they would have to bury was
that of the old barn, whose spirit was now transferred

into this large aud noble building (cheers). Mr. Lawes
concluded by expressing a hope that that building

would become their guidiug star in the performance of I

their agricultural pursuits, and once more expressed 1

his gratitude to those around.

The Rev. A. Huxtable then addressed the meeting,

and said with reference to the old barn, he also enter-

tained a great respect for it, and would wish that it

should still be kept on. He then entered into a detailed

description of his experimental crops and manurinu,
which we hope to give hereafter. He highly compli-

mented Mr. Lawes for his practical knowledge, stating

that he (Mr. Huxtable) was unable to approach him,
although he had tried ; but the fact was, he had begun
at the wrong end, for bis friend had taken up practice

before theory, while he had taken theory previous to

practice.

Dr. Gilbert alluded to his connection with Mr. Lawes
for the last twelve years, and spoke on the rotation of

crops and the feediDg of animals. He thought that

every intelligent farmer ought in his own locality to en-

deavour to act on Mr. Lawes's plan, and become to a
certain extent an experimental agriculturist.

Sir J. M. Tylden referred to the unfortunate state of

'..»l b«4

i'i.iii.-l. Hi

lion at the rloriouit hui

n 'h<ir noble chalrm . j|,.

. m, h.vi called up'. 11

now b/j

t, and would do all In I „ Uut
locality, :.n'l bo hoped otbori would -•> th-: >*u>«.

ll'IU.1,1'.,
>' Mr.

'l bi nobli '

ni at vi
'.irly mi h"iir, ao'l with.!, r„J <ii»pUy of
kindly fooling. Tho remainder of n •

,-.» then
iponl in conviviality and long, pi -.ingeri
having been especially 1 Dgagl ; !-.r i

Home Correspondence.
' W'- have received the f'.ilowing testi-

mony to the merit* of Meter*, Richmond ..

1 for tho but 2<i y:&n need various
macbinee, bat not until lat-ly have J t.r

bo result of which, with steam or borse-power,
in wonderful, and, deem it my duty to the public to make

1 Ijr to nsina; this macHoe, chop-
ping wa« a gnat labour and trouble, but now I can cut
v i_v near 1 Ion per hour. I do not keep any roeka in
rny stables, hi, that -very particle is cut and eat up
clean, which is a great n . Walker, Mirfi/M,
Yorkshire.

Mangold and Pig Pudin/i.—\ sec that doubts and
inquiries are afloat respecting the merit* of Mangold
Wurzel for breeding sows. 1 have had it given Ut sows
and stock pigs where we kept from 20 to 30 sows, sod
never had but one case of their miscarriage during six
years either from that or any other cauae ; and they
wero fed on that alone except while they were tackling
their young, when they bad a few boiled ones and bran
mixed with them, given a little warm, three times a day,
but they also had a supply of raw ones beside them,
which they enjoyed all the time. But as my state-

ment seems a little strong it may be as well to
state that they had them all the year, as we mana.e to
make the old meet the new. The effect might have
been very different had they been given only at times,
especially when the sows were with young. Tne breeds
were some of all sorts, but mostly the spotted Berkshire
and white Chinese. They all kept themselves in good
condition with nothing el.-.e but water, when tbe weather
was very dry and warm : but it is well to mention all

the drawbacks, though they may have nothing to do
with the feeding. Sometimes the young, after weaning,
got apparently too fat, and we lost some of them ; they
were what we called " bloated," and at last were unable
to move freely. But this, I think, was more the fault
of the breed, as only the white were affected in this
way. O. S., July 16.

Agricultural Statistics.—As the resistance to fill up
returns on the part of so many farmers residing in the
counties selected for trial, makes it evideDt that there
will be considerable difficulty in obtaining satisfactory
data on the voluntary system to give any results that
can be depended on, it may be worth while to ask if a
compulsory system is to be adopted whether annual
returns will be worth the trouble and expense of all the
items selected for inquiry, or whether in re-pect to such
matters as " Flax, Hops, Osiers, bare-fallow, permanent
pasture, irrigated meadows, woods and commons," a
period of 10 years might not safely be allowed to elapse
before every farmer in the kingdom was again troubled
with such questions, and we will go further and say the
same of live stock of all sorts, which do not, except on
rare occasions, suffer sudden diminution or increase,
and cannot be of more importance to the country than
the number of people requiring them for food or labour.

By thus reducing the dimensions of the papers to be
filled up and simplifying the process to a statement of

the production of corn and Potatoes, so that half a dozen

columns might be presented instead of 40, the objections

to such a system would probably disappear, or be

evidently so absurd as to be no longer tenable, for after

all the real and pressing necessity of an annual return

is referrible mainly to the price of Wheat, by ascer-

taining how far our own production is av..

nation's food, and how much therefore we shall need to

be procured elsewhere. This is the rrar. i r"ea for

agricultural statistics, and we can imagine no sufficient

reason for any intelligent well-disposed man to withhold

the desired answers to the questions of how many acres

of each kind cf corn end roots he may grow, or even of

how many bushels of one kind and tons of another he

may grow, as a public question of the highest import to

the nation. The nation has a right to be furnished with

this information annually, but as to the numerous and
(to many persons) perplexing queries about wastes and
gardens and Cabbages, and working oxen, why let them
be included in the census, when every master of a family

mav expect a coodly pamphlet of most " questionable

shape," which will require most scholarly endowments
to reply to, and which demands almost a 10 years' study

to write down clearly in good faith. /. IF., Peter-

borough.
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ROYAL AGBICULTUEAL OF ENGLAND.
Weekly Council, July 13.—Mr. Miles, M. P., Pre-

sident, in the chair.

LECTURE ON THE USE OF FISH A3 MANURE.
Professor "Way, consulting chemist to the Society, commenced

bis lecture by referring to tlie importance of the subject. The
employment of artifici.il manures, however much it migbt have
extended, was vet in its infancy, and in the course of 10 years

it was probable that 100 acres would be artificially manured for

every acre that was so treated now; but this could only happen
with the aid of fresh sources of supply of the raw material for

the manufacture of such manures. There was the greatest diffi-

culty in obtaining the material to supply the manure market. In

the case of phosphate of lime the demand had so increased that

the price had nearly doubled in the last two or three years.

It was, however, fortunate that phosphate of lime, occurring veiy

largely as a mineral deposit, had been searched for and found in

soveral localities, and other supplies of it were opening up, which
promised eventually to meet any demand. No less important

than phosphate of lime, as an element of manure, was some form
of nitrogen of which the value was so abundantly proved. Now
rt could not be doubted, as he hoped to show, that such a source

of nitrogen, in the highest degree available for the wants of

vegetation, existed in fish. This source of nitrogen was prac-

tically unlimited, and he could not think that the obstacles in

the way of obtaining it in sufficient abundance and at a moderate
price were by any means formidable. The importance of this

subject, Mr. Way said he felt to be so great that although it had
been ably discussed before, and he might not be able to add any-
thing very new to what had been previously said, the present

lecture would, he believed, bo productive of good, if only in

keeping the attention of the agricultural public alive to

the question. Of the value of fish and fish refuse as manure
there could be little dispute. For a very long period the

refuse of the pilchard fisheries in Cornwall, and of the herring
fishery in the eastern counties and in Scotland, had been employed
as manure with the best effects. And in seasons when they were
abundant 6ome kind of fish were caught expressly for this pur
pose—as in the case of sprats in tho counties of Essex, Kent,
and Sussex—the dog fish in Dorsetshire, &c. The use of fish,

kowever. in its natural state was necessarily confined to a'com-
piratively short distance from the place where it was caught;
tid valued, however, was this manure that he had seen Hop and
"Wheat fields covered in the winter with sprats at a'distanceof
2j miles from the sea, and that before the days of railways and
when the farmer had to send his teams to fetclwhem home. There
was a fresh abundance of evidence of the value of fish as manure,
and the question was to what that value was to be referred. Mr.
Way then gave a statement of the composition of different fish,

exhibiting a table of analyses lately made in his laboratory on
the snbjcct. He remarkedin the first place that the quantity of
water in fish was not nearly so great as was usually thought. It
Tras a vulgar error to suppose that fish was less solid than flesh

;

on the contrary, whilst the flesh of the ox contained as much as
77 per cent, of water, different kinds of fish varied from 60 to 65
per cent., and some contained much less than this even. The
quantity of nitrogenous matter in fish varied considerably ; to
this ingredient no doubt a great portion of the manuring
property of the fish was due. We had experience of the
value of dried blood, of woollen rags, of horses' hair, and
other animal substances, all of which were powerful manures;
and_ the nitrogenous parts of fihh being of the same com-
position could not fail to have the same effect upon vegetation.
The next ingredient in fish was the oil: the Society would
remember that he published in the Journal, in the year 1S4S.
analyses of experiments made in that and the preceding
season, and that he had found in those fish as much as IS or
19 per cent, of fatty matter, a result which was at that time,
he believed, quite unlooked for. Mr. Sullivan had more
recently found 13 per cent, of oil in herrings. They would
ete by the table of results that the oil in different fish varied
very much; in one case, that of mackerel, it was remarkably
large. In a mackerel examined this last week, he had found as
much as 24£ per cent, of oil, or one-fourth part of its entire weight.
In this fish the oil seemed to substitute part of the water found
in other varieties, for it did not contain more than 44 per cent, of
moisture, or two-thirds of that usually present. The quantity
Of nitrogen and of ash was also very large, both of them very
considerably larger than in any other fish of which the
comparison was known. If available in quantities, there-
fore, this fish would be very valuable for manure. Now,
considering the large proportion of oil in fish, it became im-
portant to consider of what value it might be in manure. It
bad become the fashion of late years to give too exclusive a con-
sideration to the importance of nitrogen in vegetation,—not that
we could too much value this important element, but that we
were in danger of neglecting those substances which took a less
prominent but a no less necessary part in the economy of vege-
tation,—that carbonaceous matter in the soil was beneficial if
not indispensable to profitable cultivation, did not seem to admit
of a donbt, and if so there might be clearly a choice between car-
bonaceous substances according to their rate of decomposition, &c.
Now, oils were very susceptible of oxidation with the production,
ot course, of carbonic acid. He might only mention in illustra-
tion the spontaneous combustion often occurring when oily rags
used for machinery, &c, had been tbroirn into a heap, and by the
absorption of oxygen and beat consequent upon it had in many
cases caused great destruction of property. Then, again, the
manufacture of "drying oils," as they were called, by boiling
Xinseed and other oils in contact with the air; the experiments
ct Saussure, who placed different oils under receivers of air, and
found, at the end of the experiments that all the oxygen had
"become carbonic acid at the expense of the oil, were also to the
purpose. Now it was easy to see that oil distributed through a
porous soil would, on account cf the great surface exposed, suffer
rapid oxidation, and give off a ready supply of carbonic acid,
which at particular periods of their growth might be most im-
-portant to some plants. Mr. Way quoted passages from the
Trork of Dr. Home, printed in 1762, and the " Georgical Essays "

of Dr. Hunter, a few years later, to show that a very high opiniou
of the value of oil as manure was held by early writers.
He also referred to the experiments of Earl Spencer
•with oil—to the use of whale blubber, which, however, no
doubt owed much of its value to the flesh. He showed
also that many of the substances known as powerful manures
and containing nitrogenous matter also contained oil. Thus
woollen rags, itape-cake, &c, might owe part of their efficacy
<o this cause. Rape-cake contained about 4 per cent, of nitrogen,
whilst its oil varied from 12 to 15 per cent. Again : shoddy (or
wool refuse) with perhaps in some cases, as he had found,
not more than 2$ or 3 per cent, of nitrogen, furnished upon
analysis between 25 and 30 per cent.'of oil. This substance
-was known as a good manure. On the whole this subject
of oil as manure was well worth looking into; not that
oil would be likely to be used directly as a manure (its value
for other purposes being opposed to such a use of it), but
that we might be able to value more correctly substances in
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and could not profitably be extracted as suit-

able for manure. He would be glad to find that any members of
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sphate of lime was m«<=n as 5 per cent, of them ltE dned ota*e, and about the same in the mackerel ; this

phosphate of lime could not be without its use. Mr; Way next

directed attention to tho various methods of preserving fish that

had been'pvoposed, including those of Mr. Petit, by sulphuric

acid—of Mr. Elliott, by the use of alkali—of Mr. Bethell, by

the employment of tar oils—and of M. de Molons, by treat-

ment with high pressure steam. He also mentioned tho

jdau which was adopted by a manufacturer of manure (Mr.

Stevens!, who had a contract for the refuse fish of Billingsgate

market,' of incorporating the fish in superphosphate ol lime, the

quantitv of water in the fish serving to dilute the acid, and being

dried up by tho natural heat of the process. He remarked, how-

ever, that there would be no difficulty in preserving the fish if it

could be obtained. It was not so much a question of this

or that process, but of the supply of raw material. He could

not help believing that this was not an insuperable diffi-

culty if systematic measures were taken to effect the purpose.

Was it Affirmed that our system of taking fish was incapable

of improvement? Were the nets and other appliances of

the fishermen, which were the same in kind as we read

of 1S00 years ago, although possibly improved in detail,

were they the last and supreme effort of ingenuity and inven-

tion ? Was nothing to be accomplished in the way of extracting

from the waters of the sea a greater supply of its teeming popu-

lation? Surely it was open to improvement. But it seemed to

him that the calculations and arguments on this question

were not usuallv quite to the point. Everybody talked of

"refuse" fish, that is to say, the offal of edible fish,

and the fish accidentally caught which were unfit for

the food market, and it was said by those who certainly well

understood the subject, "a boat with so many men will take in

the day such and such a quantity of fish, of which the uneatable

fish will amount to so and so, and that quantity will not keep a

factory in work or create a manufacture of any national import-

ance.'* But he said that fishing for manure must be the primary
and the capture of edible fish the secondary consideration if they

desired to raise this into a great national question. And we
had yet to learn what would be the result of a day's labour of a

given number of men, when their attention was directed not as

now, to the comparatively rare and valuable fisb, but to those

which hitherto they had despised and avoided. In his opinion,

the statistics hitherto put forward were worth nothing, because
they were not derived from this point of view. In the search

after fish for the manufacture of manure the proverb that " All

is fish that comes to the net" ought to be varied to "AH is fish

that the net can reach." Prof. Way concluded his lecture, as he
had begun it, by urging the necessity ofencouraging every attempt
toobtain new sources of raw material forthemanufacture ofmanure.
Without this a term would be reached when the competition

for manufactured manures with an insufficient supply would raise

the price up to the extreme limits at which their use would be
remunerative:—for a time the deficiency would be met by adul-

teration and inferiority of the article, and this, together with
the scramble to get manure, would soon wean farmers from their

partiality to artificial manures; then, indeed, the progress of

agriculture in this country, at all events in the use of artificial

manures, would receive a serious check. He did not wish to

draw a gloomy picture; hut such a state of things must inevit-

ably result, if the increasing demand for manures were not met
with some new and abundant supply of the raw material.

On the motion of General Hall, seconded by Mr.
Gadesden, the best thanks of the meeting were voted to

Professor Way for the excellent lecture he had then

delivered ; the President expressing the pleasure it gave

him to put and concur in that vote.

Dr. Calvert remarked on the curious circumstance of

some animals, low in the scale of existence, giving out

ammonia while alive. He thought theVsource of

ammonia a most important inquiry. With regard to

insufficient supplies of manuring matter, he believed the

Dutch and Chinese, who for ages had known its value,

found no difficulty in securing it for their crops,

while in England and other countries it was allowed

to run down the rivers, not only polluting the

water, but destroying the fish. A singular effect

of gas tar had occurred to him ; when poured over
and mixed up with a manure heap in his yard,

it occasioned on decomposition a most agreeable

and powerful odour of bitter-almond oil to be ex-
haled ; but the manure itself so strongly impregnated
the Potatoes, to which it was afterwards applied as

manure, with a rank foul flavour, that they could not
be eaten. No particular increase of crop, either, had
resulted from the manuring in question.— Mr. Paine
gave an interesting statement of a series of experiments
he had made on four acres of his land in Surrey, for

tlie purpose of ascertaining the best manure for his

Hops. The manures tried were of mineral and
organic substances, alone as well as mixed, and each
plot consisted of one-eighth of an acre. This land

offered great variety of soil, resting on tlie upper and
lower chalk, the firestone and the gault. The result

of his trials was that Rape-cake, singly and in combi-
nation, for four years in succession proved invariably

the best carbonaceous manure for his crop and land.

He had found Hops, Turnips, Cabbages, Mangolds, and
generally all large-leaved and rapidly developed crops
benefited by fish, whale-blubber, oil, and fatty matters

;

but that, on the contrary, his corn crops derived no
benefit whatever from carbonaceous manures.

—

General Hall cited the case of Mr.' Nash, of New-
market, who had applied Rape-cake to his Wheat
crops on chalk land with great advantage.— Mr.
Truesdale Clarke referred to the Earl of Essex's

employment of powdered charcoal in his experiments
published in the Journal.—Dr. Calvert referred to his

cultivation of the best-selected Grasses in Yorkshire,
12 miles from the Northallerton Station, and invited

members proceeding to the Carlisle meeting to diverge

to that extent from their route, .for the purpose of

inspecting what he believed to be a unique collection,

the result of 20 years' uninterrupted care and atteution.

He had found less nutriment in Grasses grown on ex-

posed situations than in those in the shade. He had
found no season more favourable for his Grasses than

the last. He had in preparation a report on this subject

for presentation to the Society.

The Council adjourned to a special meeting at Carlisle

on the 27th of July, and to their ordinary monthly
meeting in London on the 1st of August.

Farmers' Clubs.
East Suffolk.—At the meeting last week of the

East Suffolk Agricultural Society the following remarks

were made by Lord Stradbroke on the subject of Agri-

cultural Statistics :—"They were well aware that

during the last two years attempts had been made in

Scotland, and in some counties in England—and it was
no small compliment to say that the county of Suffolk

was one of those so selected—to endeavour to arrive at

a fair result of what was the probable amount of corn

grown as the actual food for the great body of the

people in this constantly increasing manufacturing and
commercial country. If it appeared, as he thought ifc

must do, that correct returns on so important a subject

would be of much advantage to all, it was, as he thought,

equally clear that if there were one class more than

another who would profit by such results it was the

agriculturists themselves. They were aware that in the

month" of July the corn merchants had for many years

been in the habit of sending round to every part of the

country to ascertain the probable amount of growing

crops, and that they had consequently in the month of -.

September been able to take some little advantage of the

farmers, by knowing more than the sellers could pro-

bably be acquainted with. The result had been that

farmers had sometimes sold their corn too soon, when
it would have been wise to retain it ; while at other times

they had been induced to retain their corn, when it would
have been to their advantage tohave parted with it. If they

could only ascertain from year to year whether the crops

were likely to be above or below the average, at least they

would all be upon terms of equality, and be subject to less

fluctuations than had been observed during the last seven

years which, he thought, had exceeded the fluctuations

of any other period throughout his experience. Now,
in stating to them that the county of Suffolk was one of

those selected, he was happy to say that in 13 unions out

of 17 the public expectation was not disappointed ; for

they had sent from these unions very correct details

considering the opportunities which had been presented

for collecting them. If he referred to those four unions

which either omitted to send in, or at all events furnished

very imperfect returns, he should do so, not with any
intention of casting any slur upon them, but in the -

earnest hope that, whenever again called upon, after the

mature consideration which the whole subject hid ;

undergone, having had the advice and assistance of the

leading gentlemen and agriculturists of their own dis- »

trict, the farmers would feel the great importance of the

whole question, and vie with those unions in the eastern

part of Suffolk—he particularly alluded to the Plomes- '•

gate, the Blything, and the Wangford— where an
example had been set, which had not been exceeded

in any other part of Scotland or England in the full and

satisfactory returns which had been furnished. From
even what had transpired already, he was enabled to

draw some comparisons of the results arising from the

mode in which the land had been cultivated in this and
\

the neighbouring county of Norfolk. They were well

aware that there were few, indeed, he did not believe

there was any county in this country where the farming

was better carried on than in the county of Norfolk ;
•

and if they remembered that the area of Norfolk,

compared with the area of Suffolk, was as 16 to

11, it would be found that the quantity of land upon
which Wheat and Barley were grown in the past year

was nearly to a similar extent. But, with regard to

other crops, there was a vast and serious discrepancy

with which it would be well perhaps for this country to

become fully acquainted. He found that in the past

year in Norfolk there were grown 161,180 acres of

Turnips ; while in Suffolk, so far as it had been ascer-

tained, the quantity grown was 62,664 acres. This was
rather a remarkable difference, considering the great

similarity of the soil of the two counties. Of Potatoes

there were grown, in Norfolk, 1953 acres, while the

number was only 808 for Suffolk. Of irrigated meadows
in Norfolk the number of acres was 15,92G, while in

Suffolk the number was but 6390. And when the return

of sheep and lambs was taken at nearly a similar period

in Norfolk, it was found to amount to 841,601, while in

Suffolk it was but 405,944. He would trouble them
now with only one or two more figures. Of bare fallows,

in the whole county of Norfolk, there were 10,202 acres

j

in Suffolk, the number amounted to 41,923. If, then,

we took into consideration the difference of size of these

counties, we should find the waste of land in bare fallow

in Suffolk to be six times as great as in Norfolk. He
was well aware there were many gentlemen present who
had often considered in their own minds what course

could best be adopted to cultivate a crop on land which
was called long summerland fallows. It was a subject

of much difficulty. A near relative of his own had, in

1853, taken possession of his property in East Sussex,

where he might say, without exaggeration, the farming
was by no means commensurate with what they saw in

this district. Upon the farm he had drained two fields

with tiles, on one of which he had grown a crop of

Wheat which had yielded in 1854 10 coombs per acre,

on land which had previously never grown more than six.

On the other field he grew a crop of Swede Turnips, which
produced above 1 7 tons per acre on land where a Turnip
had never before been grown. This had been done at

an expense of ol, per acre ; so they saw that, with the

prices which he received last year, he paid himself in

the first 12 months for this extra expenditure. He
thought these results were encouraging, and that it

1

would suggest whether something could not be done tc

improve the system of long fallows. The next point tc

which he would allude was as to the difference which

appeared to exist on many of the large farms in Cam-
bridgeshire, as compared with the farming in Suffolk. Ha
found that in Cambridgeshire a new system had beei
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introduced. l)y many of the principal farmer! there

had been curried out a plan of steaming a large quan-

tity of the food given to cattle and sheep during the

winter months. He had taken (OEM Blight jiuiim to

ascertain tlio result, and ho found all who had tried it

spnko most highly in its praiso in an economical point

of view. He hoped, therefore, it wob not too much to

Bay that thi« system might be also carried out i" Suffolk,

bccauBO ho believed it would bo of much advantage,

more particularly at a time when food is BCarcc and

prices high. Yet when they tallied of high prices, It

was a relativo subject. Though prices were high now

to what they bad been, bo understood from a gentleman

of good authority, who was at the present moment em-

ploying a vast number of people in mailing a trunk lino

of railway through Canada—he bad no doubt they wore

aware to what gentleman he alluded -at this moment,
tho prices of Hour and beef wero higher in that colony

considerably than in England.

JiUbfeu)*.
——

—

An Essay on the leal Mode of Cultivating Potatoes. By
Mr. Bennett. Printed for tho Wakefield Farmers'

Club, by Charles Hicks, Market Place, Wakefield.

This is another of tboao essays which tho Wakefield

Farmers' Club receives from its members and after-

wards publishes for general circulation. Wo extract

tho passage in which tho details of Mr. Bennett's

practice are given, though, beyond tho room given to

his plants, and the large quantity of a " nitro-phoppbate"

manure applied in addition to farm-yard dung, thero is

nothing very remarkable. As to the estimated cost of

tho crop, wo can only say that tho " seeding " for an

aero of Potatoes has generally been this spring worth

nearly three times as much as is hero put down.
" After tho Wheat has been harvested, 1 then plough

or skim the land, not very deep, and clean off tho weeds

and Couch. I next proceed to plough it for the winter,

as deep as possible— the deeper tho bettor. At spring

we plough it over again, and perhaps it might bo neces-

sary to plough it over again, and work it to a mould. I

do not think that it requires to bo too fine. After, we
set out the ridges at about 30 inches apart, and manure
the land with about 10 cart loads per aero of good
manure, which has been laid out and billed for a few

weeks, previously using 4J cwt. per acre of Mr. Simp-
son's nitro-phosphate, sown on the ridges. We then

plant the seed at least 1 foot wide. I am of opinion that

tho seed should not be too small, and when large it

should be only cut in two. When planted a yard apart,

tho seed should be the largest that can be procured,

and the Potatoes should bo set whole. The sort which
I have principally grown is that which is called the

Prince Regent's, and I should say that any time from
the middle of March to tho end of April is the best for

planting. After the sets are put into the rows, I like

them to be covered as quickly as possible, \\ hich we do
with the plough. There is, however, one evil attending

this mode of covering, for the horse, in walking, either

treads upon or displaces many of the sets ; but I do not

well know how this difficulty is to be obviated. After

1 days or a fortnight we then plough and afterwards

furrow on tho top of the ridge, which is, after a short

time, harrowed down. Wo then horse-hoe as deep as

possible between the ridges, pulling whatever Couch or

weeds there may be. When the plants are coming up,

the horse-hoe is used to loosen the earth about them,

and to kill the weeds. We then give them a slight

earthing, and they are then left till they grow high

enough for their final earthing, when the horse-hoe is

again used, as deep as possible, the plough following the

hoe immediately. The earth should be thrown as high

as can be, so as not to leave any channel or gutter on

the top of the ridges. By so working the land, we get

it quite as clear, and in as good a state as any summer
fallow can make it. I have mentioned particularly the

different horse-hoeings and earthings, because I think

that much of the success of the crop depends upon the

deep and effectual working of the land. For my own
part, I always use for this purpose a horse-hoe with

drag teeth made to go in any depth. The extra expense
between a bare fallow and crop of Potatoes will, I think,

be about U. 13s. 6d. per acre, and I calculate as
follows :

—

Five-and-a-half Sacks of Seed £2 4
Setting and Shaking Manure 3
Kidging and Covering 2 6
Horse and Hand-hoeing and Earthing ... S
Four-and-a-half cwt, of Nitro-phosphate ... 1 16

£4 13 6

" Of course the cost of putting on the fold manure
would be the same as if it were a bare fallow. I alluded

some time back to the way of planting at a yard
apart. I think it a good plan, and I have this year
planted a portion of mine in this manner. They have
to be earthed up by hand across the ridges, the haulms
being spread out, and the soil put on the top with the
spade, till only a short portion of the ends are out By
this means the plant is kept dry at the top, the water
running down the stems on the side of the hillock. The
ground is also better worked with the spade than with
the plough. The cost is about 17. per acre extra. I
tried the plan last year, and found a better yield, the
tubers being larger, with but few small ones among
them. When the tops are dead, and the tubers are fully
ripe, which may be known by the skin being hist, they
may be lifted either by the fork or with the plough. I
prefer the latter mode, for I think the sorts are more

liulilr: to bo injured by the foi k slabbing lliem than by lh<;

plough, and it is ulno cheaper. We then put them into

pits, and cover them over an noon as possible with straw

and a thin coat oi earth, in order to keep the sun, wind,

and rain from them, f'>r if they are left a short lime

uncovered, the wind and rain will Boon spoil their colour.

After a while they should be turned and picked over,

and covered for the winter with* greater thlcknm oi

straw and earth, I wouM now wile, if by an additional

outlay of, soy 61. per acre, a> crop of thin valuable root

can bo grown, in it not better than letting thi bind lie

Idle all the year I it may be said by many that a crop

of Swede Turnips is quite as valuable. I grant that,

only so far as t" the quantity requiri d for tb< tu > of the

farm, but there Is much in favour of the Potato as being

less in bulk per acre than the Swede Turnip, v. lure both

arc grown to be Mr, hi off the land. Besides, Pol to

being more directly food for the people, II I B -

whether an acre of Swede Turnips, pulled and com umi d

on Hie farm, will bring as much into the farmer's

pocket, in the shape nl In el, a-i an aire of Potato, I

olf the farm would do."

We would suggest, iih regards tho publication of the

discussion ensuing upon the reading of the paper, that

an abridgment of some of the addresses might be made
with advantage.

Calendar of Operations.
——
JULY.

Ciinsiimi'..—Tho lant five or »ix weeks have been nrnt
propitious for the Rowing cr,,p», anil tho whole country I. ., ,,

tho appearance of grcal productiveness; porb&pn tl

was a more Bllddon chango from comparative barrenness to

luxuriance than has taken place during that time. The Wheal
crops liavo improved astonishingly, and tho Oat and Barley
crops aro remarkably fine; In fact, the latter are too luxuriant In

many places, and the fears of their being laid are beginning to bo

realised by tho heavy rain during the past Bight. Mangold
Wurzel, with very few exceptions, is doing well; In

instances wire-worm and other insects have eaten off tie: r
'

and in a great moasnro destroyed tho crop; many of the early
sown Swedes had to contend with severe attacks of fly, and in sonic

cases resowlng was resorted to; tlioscwhich wercfortunfO,

to escape have done well, and the Turnip crop, upon tho whole,

is very satisfactory. Early Potatoes, most of which were severely
injured by the frost, are later than usual, and tho crops generally
which aro now being raised for the market are small, hut as the

second crop, which usually consists of transplanted Mangold
Wurzol or Swedes, Green Melon, or other varieties of common
Turnip, arc of great importance, it is thought better to sacrifice a
portion of the Potato crop than to run the risk of being too late

with tho second. The hay harvest is in full operation, excepting
in some of the low cool meadows, and the crop is quite as good as
could possibly be anticipated. Grass has increased upon the
stocks of cattle, and the pastures have a fine rich appearance.
Pleuro-pneumonia is still committing its ravages in some parts of
the country. W.P.
Wester Ross, IGth July.—The weather that affords no room

for the complaint of the farmer must, indeed, be good; and such
was the month of June. So warm was it throughout, and so
seasonable the showers, that tho bad effects of a cold and pro-
tracted spring were well nigh done away with, and an abundant
and not a late harvest was hopefully anticipated. But for the
first 12 days of this month—a season when the most promising
crop can be turned into a very dwarfish one—we had a very high
temperature, without a drop of rain. "Wheat, which promised
formerly to be only an inferior crop, still further dwindled away,
and now, in this whole neighbourhood, there are only a few fields

bearing heavy crops, and these our heavy Carse lands. The
likelihood, however, is that although our Wheat crop will be
inferior in quantity, with the abundant sunshine we have bad
the quality will be fine. Barley and Oats, ere the drought set in,

bespoke an abundant crop ; but already in regard to many a
field our hopes have been disappointed. For the higher and
later districts, however, the abundant rain we have now had came
in time, and more suitable weather than we at present eojoy
could not be desired. A great deal will yet be done in the way
of mending matters in the earlier districts ; but the crops are so
far advanced that straw cannot be ordinarily abundant. Swedes
were very stiff in coming away, the ground being cold and damp,
and in the process of singling many blanks were discovered,
which in damp weather would have been easily remedied,
but no sooner was a Turnip transplanted than it withered
anil died from lack of moisture. They are now, however,
making rapid progress. Of all our other Turnips wo have bad
an abundant braird, and they grow so quickly that the difficulty

is in getting a sufficiency of hands for singling. A large breadth
of Turnips has been sown, and a larger quantity perhaps than
ordinary of guano, bones, and dissolved bones has been applied.
Having suffered so much from the disease last year, a smaller
breadth of Potatoes has this year been planted; but what we
have present such a vigorous and luxuriant stem as if they had
resolved on yielding to no disease, however formidable, at least
for this season. "We have been overtaken aod arrested in the
midst of hay-making by these anxiously longed for showers. A
good part of it has been got into ricks in the best possible con-
dition; the remainder remains exposed to the weather. This
crop is generally light. Pastures are benefiting by the showers
and the prospects of our stock are cheering.

HA Y-M*KlfJC MACHINES.
'rill. ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

J PBIZE MAI ni
; jrU^ by Wk. 1/...
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Notices to Correspondents.
Bees : W. There is a tract published in Oxford, and which bears

upon it that it is.to be had at the Ashmolean museum on appli-

cation to Mr. Duncan, which is as good a manual for cottagers
as any.

Koots in" Drains : A Reader. We do not know what you refer to.

If the risk is only incurred in part of the drain we would bed
the tiles there iu cemeuL

SurEKrnosFHATE tE. Durrani, The sample is of avery poor super-
phosphate. It ought to contain from 10 to 12 of the soluble
phosphate, and 10 to 15 of the neutral insoluble phosphate,
besides 2 per cent, of nitrogen. 2 per cen t. of the first, 15 of the
second, and 1.15 of the third make a very poor manure, more
especially from its deficiency in the first particular. If we
value it on the principles indicated in page 226, vol. xii., " Eng.
Agr. Soc. Jour./' we have

One-third of a ton of gypsum, at 20s., say ... £0 7
Insoluble phosphate. 335 lbs. at g«2. per lb ... 1

Nitrogen = S3 lbs. of ammonia, at EM. per lb. ... 16 6

making £2 3 (3

as the value of all the ingredients except the biphosphate. of

which yon have about 40 lbs. iu the ton, and pay the differ-

ence = £3 6s. Qd. for it.

Waterproofing : Thtta asks for a recipe for a composition which
will vender a rick cover waterproof, and at the same time not

injure the cover, or cause it to rot or become mildewed.
"Wire-worm: Eepperstone. They are said to be checked by pies-

sure. Treading Wheat has saved it ; we doubt if you will save

Swedes in that way. Nothing that will not also kill the plants

will poison them.

rMPl '< ED LIQUID MAMJiU,
Oli UESVA1AL POUTABLE J

I

'/).-- v»iv«: u « ujj of ImMrijfatMi
nuteriil, *r,'j /»!,-

.
•

|

Thi UrrM U of gilvtnlMd Lroi
likely to corrode, ftod eu u *«.s

lowi red *t pfa .

i

i

(
I of K-3 In. PuiDp, »|U

,-••1 &274 l'i. long, *'*d U* leg*
.Ifh.

lilb'Ji OutU Perch* Suction Pipe,
I

1, ii 1 kuru
1 toot

I > *.f.a

-ry f'.T

%lv>
Fire nn-1 ' paring! MDt <<u anflkftUoo.

WARNER'S .PATE1 I Vim JA.v.
DABD PUMPS,

PATENT CAST-JRON PUMPS, tot
* ' nai, Cot*

tag':n, Manure- Tank*, and Well* of ft depth r»';t exctftdir

Bern],
DOM, £ $ 4

rl 1 fi.Tln. fFIUadforkftd, 1 \i B
' 3 „ 3 „ gutta peed .-..

.'; „ ditto -'J „ C „ or out Iron
Z\ „ ditto 3*6,
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 ,

24 „ abort, with 15 (at of i>*d I

ftttftched, and Jiolu and Nut*
ready for fixiny 2 12

2i In. long ditto dlU/> dlf \ .

fljuifre/i pi rye,

1 B - B

rt barrel Pomp h very e«r.TraIcct
for filing in r.itoetlona of limited be!

gpsxe, for the supply of copper* and
UN with aoft water from under-

ground tar.i;4
t <:r in Hot, Fordiiff, aod Pleat

lloiues; tin:y may be fixed, when dt*irv\
ULdcr the btage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or
Patentees and Mar.ufflctnrcm, JOHN WABNEB AID SON=,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by meaoft
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire aod Garden
Engines, &c. dec.—Engravings sent on application.

RICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF-
CUTTING MACHINE.

All the varions modern Implements of Agricnltui« manufac-
tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richxoxd & CHAFDLEft,
Salford, Manchester: and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

f&- Catalogues Gratis.

PARKES' STEEL DICCiNC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pahhes
1

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock &

large assortment. These Forts and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Koval Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

evo: invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price lists sent iree on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps;
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JAMES PHILLIPS aud CO. beg to call attention

to their present reduced prices of Glass Milk Pans, Pro-

pagating Glasses, &c.

GLASS MILK PANS, packed in cases containing 12,

12 inches diameter .. 12s. Orf. 22 inches diameter , . 42s. Od

14 „ .. 18 24 4S

16 „ .. 21 26 60

18 „ .. 30 Cases 2s. each extra, r turnablt

20 „ .. 30 at full price.

PROPAGATING GLASSES.—Per dozen.

2 inches diameter .. 2s. Od. 12 inches diameter .. ISs. Od.

3 „ ..2 13 „ „ 20

4 „ ..3 14 „ „ 24

5 „ .. 1 18 „ „ 30

6 i.
..5 16 „ „ 36

1 n ..6 17 „ 42

8 ,. ..7 18 „ 48 4

9 u ..8 19 „ 60

10 „ .. 10 20 „ „ 72

11 ,.
.. 12

CUCfc'MBER G ,ASSES.—Each.
24 inches long... .. 2s. <M. 16 inches long . Is. id.

22 „ .. 1 10 14 1 2

20 „ ..18 12 „ 1

18 ..16 Made to any length.

FERN SHADES.— Each.
12 iu.diam., withstands Ss.ld.

13 „ „ 9 6
14 „ „ 12 6
15 „ „ 16 9

16 „ „ 21 10

6 in, diam., with, stands 2s. 9d.

7 „ 3 6
8 i 1

9 „ „ J
10 „ „ 5 9
11 „ » 6 8
Bee Glasses, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons, Tiles

and Slates, Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass,

Shades for Ornaments, and every article in the trade.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS, for Con-

servatories, Public Buildings, Manufactories, Skylights, &c.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co., Horticultural Glass Warehouse,

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

CHEAP STRONG GLASS FOR HORTICUL-
TURAL PURPOSES, in boxes of 100 feet, at Id. per foot,

boxes included. Plate, Sheet, Crown, and every description of

Glass for glazing purposes cheaper than any other house in

Loudon.—Apply to B. Moss & Co.. Leman Street, Whitechnpel.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are keptready packed for immediatea'elivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jameb Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

FOREICN AND ErvCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, BlSBOPSGATE STKEET, WITHOUT.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4A in 12j. Oi.

6J „ 41 „ . 7 „ 5 12 6

74 „ 54 „ 8 „ 6 13

8i „ 64 „ 9 „ 7 13 6

94 „ 7* „ 10 „ 8 13 6

104 ,i 84 „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 10J ii 10* 1*
11 „ 10 „ 111 „ 10* I*

11 „ 11 „ 114 „ 111 14
12 „ 11 „ 124 „ 111 14

13 „ 11 „ 134 „ Hi 1* °
13 „ 12 „ 131 „ 124 16
131 „ 131 .. 1*1 » 13i 16

151 „ 134 16

20 by"13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 131, I64 by Hi, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk PanB, Cucumber Tubes, and Wa6p Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY asd WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street.

London.

Reduced Tariff of Agricultural and Horticultural Glass.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.; and

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from Hd. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from Is. 6d. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozen; Hely'H Test Churns, 5s. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,

10s.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; Bee-glasses, from
6d. ; Cucumber TubeB, from Is.; Propagating Glasses, from Z\d.
to 7s. each; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums,, complete,
10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,

are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work-boxeB, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Macbe" Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed. Superior Hair and other Toilet Brushes.

FOR WATERINC CARDENS.
HANCOCK'S IMPROVED VULCANISED

INDIA-RUBBER HOSE AKD TUBING is now manu-
factured especially for the above purpose ; is of greater flexi-

bility than any other description of Hose; is capable of resisting

great pressure, and made suitable for attaching to the maius ot

water-works, or to tanks of high elevations.

WATERING HOSE fitted up with the necessary Irassjoints,

slop-cocks, branches, and spreaders complete.

VULCANISED INDIA-RUBBER SUCTION PIPES, made

anv length or size for Pumps or Garden Engines.

VULCANISED RUBBER WASHERS, and also in Sheet,

any thickness, for all kinds of stem and water joints, or made
any size or figure to order.
'

All communications and orders punctually attended to, addressed

to the Manufactory, Jas. Ltke Haxcock, Goswell Road, London .

HOSE PIPING.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent, cheaper than the leather

hose pipe.
Manufactured only by Waithhak & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1 Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price Per Yard :—

1, 9rf.; J, lid.; 1, Is. Id.; 1J, Is. 3d. ; 14, Is. 6d.; If, Is. 7d.;

2, Is. 9d.; 2J, 2s. ; 24, 2s. 3d.; 2|, 2s. 6d. ; 3, 2s. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality:—2, 2s.; 21, 2s. 3d.; 21, 2s. 6d.;

2J, 2s. 9d.; 3,3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, 9d.; 1}, 10c?.;

1*, lid.; 2, Is.; 2i, Is. 3d.; 2J, Is. 6d.

"The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied.

OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s., to hold

10 gallons,

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals.,24

gals., & 35 gals.

Maybeobtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-

try, or of the

Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any

depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb,

TOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,

«J London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS,
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.

Brass Syringes, 9s. to 18s.

All articles of John Warner & Sons' manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at
the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could with
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and witli half the labour to
himself. Syringes are economical for small bouses.
No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses,
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-
quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.
Sheets of Engravings sent on application.

" I^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
A Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cliiswick GardenB, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

THE BEST PROTECTOR FROM tbe HEAT OF the SUN.
"FR1GI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It iB adapted lor

all horticultural and flbricultnral purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from moroing frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

PLATE GLASS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

THE UNION PLATE GLASS COMPANY,
Respectfully inform the Trade, that in order to meet Ihe present depression, they have made a very

considerable reduction in the prices of polished Plate Glass for glazing purposes.

TVTF wo»^. t,
L,ST OF PRICES MAY

THF TO »5^v£?Sket Nook '
St Helen '

s
- Lancashire. IiE WAREHOUSE, 99, Hatton Garden, London.

Ditto
45, Piccadilly, Manchester.

BE OBTAINED FROM
Messrs. C. & .1. M Al.LOCH, 30, Turner's Court, Glasgow.
Messrs. JOHN D1X & Co., Bath Street, Bristol.

Messrs. H. SIBTHORPE & SON, Cork Hill, Dublin.

POCKET NOOK, July 21, 1855.

LIST OF GARDEN ORNAMENTS MANUFACTURED IN

AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, at Nos. 1 to 4j

Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park, London.

210 varieties of Vases and Tazzas, at
prices varying from 15s. to 5(H.

94 Statues and small Figures.
38 figures of Animals.
17 „ of Birds.
16 Baskets of suitable Pedestals;

prices from 12s to 301. Some ot

these are beautiful ornaments
for lawns.

12 different patterns of Flower Boxes
for Windows, &c.

4 Garden Seats.
15 Sun-dial Pedestals.
16 Shells for either Water or Rock Plants; tbe largest size is

12 feet diameter.
Pedestals, square, circular, and octagonal, of almost every

size. N.B. These are always perforated, to allow drainage
from a vase.

43 Groups of Figures, single Figures, or Architectural Flowers,
designed for centime ornaments of fountains.

Ornamental Copings to Ground Basins of Fountains, from
37 feet diameter to any smaller size.

FOUNTAINS.
Austin & Seelet having erected 218 of these works in various

parts of the kingdom 6ince the year 1836, may be presumed to

have more experience than any other persons engaged in such,

work. Their collection now comprises about 200 designs, some of
which are of the highest class; and ihey are now paying special

attention to this department of the business, in the expectation
that the local water works in course of erection will facilitate the
supply of Jets d'eau. The prices range from 10Z. to 400?.

PHASE'S BEETLE POISON, entirely free from
v_^ danger to Human Life, and perfectly harmless to Cats and
Dogs. All persons wbo may be annoyed with Black Beetles or

Cockroaches will find the above Preparation a most effectual,

safe, and speedy remedy for their removal ; one trial will prove
its great efficacy : One Box will Destroy Thousands. Tbe
peculiar advantages in this preparation is that it does not leave

their bodies to decay and corrupt the air, but completely dries up
and destroys them, so that nothing is left to cause an unpleasant

odour when dead.
Directions for use ; Place four or five of the Balls each night

where the Beetles mostly resort.

Sold in boxes at Is. each, by Thomas Chase, Chemist, 14,

Holborn (opposite Furnival's Inn), London. And may be ob-

tained through all wholesale medicine vendors.

To the Editor of the " Cottage Gardener" July Zd, 1855.

"Some of your, readers may be glad to hear of an effectual

poison for these disagreeable pests. I have succeeded incom-
pletely clearing my bouse of them by the use of Chase's Beetle
Preparation (14, Holborn). I recommend those who are troubled
with these insects to place the pills in every place in tbe bouse
haunted by them, and to repeat the application twice after
intervals of 10 days; by this means the successional crops of
young beetles are destroyed."— C. W. J., Croydon.

(Ed.—This is not a mere puff, but sent to us by a gentleman
who has been benefitted as he states.)

f> ALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTING.—
v7 7d. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-inch „ strong „
2-inch „ extra strong „
lg-inch „ light „
l|-inch „ strong „
l§-inch „ extra strong,

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

... Id. per yd. Bd. per yd.

... 9 „ 6J „

... 12 „ 9
fl

... 8 „ 6 „

... 10 „ 8 „
14 „ 11

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.
If tbe upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.
per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnard & Bisbop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

l^IGHT HOUSES ON WHEELS.— Twelve feet
-L^ long, 8 feet high inside, 7 feet wide ; well adapted for
Gamekeepers, Watchers, Shepherds, or labourers, 151., or HI.
without the Wheals, Springs, and Axles. They are fit to travel
» nywhere. — R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road,
London; maker of portable houses, summer houses, poultry
houses, &c.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both
in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,
London.

r|>HE COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
1- for £1.— Places in gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return
of cold air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours.

Price 1?. Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes,
11. 2s., 2Z. 4s., and 31; also Improved Portable W,ater-closets, with
pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A Prospectus, with En-
gravings, forwarded by enclosing two postage Btamps.

At Ftbe & Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square, London.
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MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES I IM EVERY VARIETY,
Wakiiauti'.h GOOD nv tub Majckkh.

JOSEPH MATPIN and BROTHERS, ','.,.

Cutmmiy Wnimri, Sheffield ; and 87, Woorgato Street, London.

Drawing!) forwarded by no»t,

THE HARVEST.

DUUMM UNO'S IMPROVED REAPI N U
SCYTHES continue to give every uatlafaotlon, and the

demand in yearly on the lncreuiiu. Thoy aroau iinual got up with

ovory poHHlblo caro, and aro fitted with the vory bout ptoked

idmii. n. Prlco for throe Scythes comploto, 80*.; do. for nix, 60*

•

Carriage paid to tho principal Railway Stations tliroughoul tho

kingdom, w. Dhummond & Sons, Scud urni [mplomont Ware-
lioiiHf, Stirling, N.H.
i %• To prevent diimppointmcnt early ordorn aro roBpoctnilly

requested.
N.lt. Unknown cnrrnttpondontii will please accompany their

Oi'dot'H with a remittance.

SAMUELSON'S PATENT GARDNER'S
TURNIP CUTTER, whloli has boon awarded Nine I'wkkm

hy the Royal A«.rloultural Sooloty.

Samuolson's Patent Forking or Digging Maclilno.

Samuelson'fl Registered Budding's l.uwn Mower.
Patent American and other Churns.
Khhu'h Patent and other Liquid Manure Pumps.
McCormlok'B Amorloan Roapor with Uurgoss's Patont Sulf-

cloarhiK Platform.
Chair Cutters.—Calco EroakcrH.— Corn Mills, &c, &c, &c.

Manufactured by B. SAMUELSON,
Successor to the late Jamkh (}ahiinkh, Britannia Works, Banbury.

Soinuol'ilin ahovo may bo soon at Stand Nit. in, Royal Agri-

cultural Show at Carlisle, and In tho Agricultural Deportment,
Crystal Palace, Sydenham. And may ho procured by ordors

direct as above, or of any respectable Implement Dealers orlron-
inongeiH in the country.

Catalogues way bo had post free on application.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TOOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

aro invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S oxtonsive

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebfook Dale
Gordon Seats and Chairs.

Averuncatoi'S
Axes
•Engging Hooks
Bills [terns,

Borders, various pat-

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Pu
mi gator [struments

Cases of Pruning In
Daisy Bakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons

.
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fumlgators
Galvanic Borders and
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs and
Seats

„ Loops
„ Boilers

Scrapers

and

Gidney's Prussian Pickaxes
Hoe [Scissors Potato Forks

Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills

.Gravel RakeB and „ Knives, various
Sieves „ Saws

Greenhouse Doors „ Scissors
and Frames „ Shears

Hammers Rakes in great variety
Hand-glass Frames Reaping Hooks
Hay Knives Scythes
Horticultural Ham- Scythe Stones
mors and Hatchets Shears, various

Hoes of every pattern Sickles

Hotbed Handles Sickle Saws
Ladies' Set of Tools Spades and Shovels
Labels, various pat- Spuds

terns, in Zinc, Por- Switch Hooks
celaiu, &c. Thistle Hooks

Lines and Reels Transplanting Tools
Marking Ink Trowels
Mattocks Turfing Irons
Menographs Wall Nails
Metallic Wire "Watering pots
Milton Hatchets Weed Hooks
Mole Traps "Wheelbarrows
Mowing Machines Youths' Set of Tools

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their, Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, to any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, "Wholesale and Retail Agents
for SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUNING KNIVES, used exclusively

by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.—DEANE, DRAY',
& CO. (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

COWS.
HARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, Is.

each, have been used with great success. Plain directions

are given with each Drink for the treatment of most diseases inci-

dental to Cows, for which they will bo found a safe and effectual

remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of the Tick, or

Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfectly eradicate it in a few
days.—Compounded by R. Harvey, Veterinary Surgeon, Mac-
clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors Wholesale
Agents, Barclay & Sons, and Marsdf.n & Sons, London.

THE BEST SHOW op IRON BEDSTEADS
in tho Kingdom is "William S. Burton's.— He has two

very Large Rooms, devoted to the exclusive show of Iron
and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate
Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, 165. ; Port-
able Folding Bedsteads from 12s. Gd. ; Patent Iron Bedsteads,
fitted with dovetail joints and patent sacking, from 17s. Gd. ; and
Cots from 20s. each; handsome Ornamental Iron and Brass Bed-
steads, in great variety, from 2?. 13s. Gd, to 15'. 15s.

PAPIER MACHE and IRON TEA-TRAYS.—An
assortment of Tea Trays and Waiters wholly unprecedented,

whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.
New oval Papier Mache Trays,

per set of three from 20s. to 10 guineas.
Ditto, Irou ditto from 13s. to 4 guineas.
•Convex shape, ditto from 7s. Gd.
Round and Gothic Waiters. Cake and Bread Baskets equally low.

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—William S.
Burton has ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted exclu-

sively to tho DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILETTE WARE-
The stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to the public, and marked at prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make his establishment the most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 7s. Gd.; Pillar
Showers, SI. to5l.\ Nursery, 15s. to 32s.; Sponging, 15s. to 32s.;
Hip, 14s. to Sis. Gd. A large assortment of Gas Furnace, Hot and
Cold Plunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette Ware
in great variety, from 15s. Gd. to 45s. the Set of Three.

q^EA-URNS, of LONDON MAKE ONLY.—The
-* largest assortment of London-made TEA-URNS in the
world (including all the recent novelties, many of which are re-
gistered), is on Sale at William S. Burton's, from 30s. to 6?
William S. Burton has SIXTEEN LARGE SHOW ROOMS

all communicating, exclusive of the Shop, devoted solelv to the'
show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY (in-
cluding Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and Japanned Wares
Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so arranged and classi-
fied that purchasers may easily and at once make their selections.
Catalogues, witb engravings, sent (per post) free. The money

returned for every article not approved of.
No. 39, Oxford Street (comer of Newman Street); 1, 2 and

3, Newman Street; and 4 & 5, Perry's Place.
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NEW ami ECONOMICAL LUXURY for the
SEA-SIDE, &o^ The m;';i,u;i; SUIT, 40*., viz.—

Coat, 20*.; Waistcoat, 7e.\ Ti ers, 18«.; at Bl RDi i]

Now Bond Street, and 69, Cornhlll (only), Tho Universal Cape,
also Summer Coats, 21s. Bbbdoe'b well-known Vontflatlng

Waterproof Garments for Ladles and Gentlemen re

amount o l' rain, and are adapted for general use eqimlly as for

rainy woathor.

SW. SILVER & CO., Clothiers, Outfitters, and
• Contractors, beg respectfully to apprise thoir ciiHtomera

that the partnership lately subsisting betweon them bi

dissolved by mutual consent, ns announced in the London Gazette

of 6th July, 1855. Tho business will be conducted aa heretofore

under tho firm of S. W. Sii-vek & Co., and all account** duo by,

or to the late Firm, will bo paid and received by thepresent linn.
Tho resources and facilities possessed for manufacturing the
articles they sell continue undiminished, and improvements that
may bo presented from time' to time will be adapted, so aa to

produce every article at tho minimum cost, and thus compete
successfully with all legitimate traders.

S. W. Silver & Co., in expressing their acknowledgments for

the business hitherto placed in their hands, can with every con-

fidence guarantee that not less attention will be given to all

orders with which they may be entrusted.

The CABIN PASSENGERS'
Outfitting Branch
The SECOND CLASS PAS-

SENGERS' Outfitting Branch ...

The HOME CLOTHING
Branch (including Army and
Naval Uniforms)
The HOME SHIRT Branch ...

The WHOLESALE CLOTH- \
ING Branch f » 3 and 4, Bishopsgate Street,

where the latest fashions are introduced into lower priced articles.
The WATERPROOF- CLOTHING is sold at each of the

foregoing hrnnchos. the FACTORY bein g nt North Woolwich .

P R U L> E N C E^

HOW much pain, regret, and evil may bo avoided
by timely forethought! If it be desirable to economise

money and time, is it not still more important to economise our
health ?

The prudent man pays attention to the slightest derangement
in his physical organisation. When he finds himself ''out of
order," he should resort to the world-famed remedy, PARR'S
LIFE PILLS, and thus the incipient malady will be checked.
In all quarters of the globe the reputation of Pa&h's Life Pills

is fully established ; and it is a fact, that no "household words"
are more familiar with the people than those of the invalid, who
speaks of health restored as the consequence of using Paeb's Pills.

<&r Ask for Parr's Life Pills.

Sold by E.Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Churchyard; Barclay &
Sons, 95, Farringdon Street; Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard;
Hannay & Co.. G3, and Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London"; and
by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in town and
country. In boxes, price Is. l\cL, 2s. 9d., and in family packets
11.?. each. Directions with each box.

at Nos. CG & G7, Cornhill

„,8 &4, Bishopsgate Street
(opposite the London Tavern)

^at Nos. 66 & 67, Cornhill

No. 10, Cornhill

MtDICAIYUN VlRIUTIBUS FLORENS.
MEDICINE EXTRAORDINARY! Dr. Arnot's

PILLS.—The miraculous effects of this new discovery in
Medicine is so extraordinary, that it has taken the public by
surprise. It strikes at once at the root of disease, by creating "a

new and sauatory state of the blood and other vital fluids, through
the medium of the Digestive Organs, by which means the
morbid conditions of the body are immediately removed. It
moreover strengthens the constitution, aud speedily restores the
patient to Health. Its marvellous curative properties will be
seen by a trial.—In boxes at Is. lid. DepSt, 50, Rathbone
Place, Loudon. Order through any chemist. By post lor
14 stamps.

r |'HE COMING PILL.— "The Right Pill for
A every Complaint I"—PAGE WOODCOCK'S Wrsn> Pills

for Wind in the Stomach, Indigestion, Biliousness, Liver Com-
plaints, and all diseases arising from a disordered state of the
Stomach and Bowels, will beat the World for efficacy! Try
them, aud you will say you have got the right Pill this time.—
Sold by all respectable Medicine Vendors everywhere. at Is. i L
2s. 9rf., and 4j. Gd. If difficulty occur in remote places, send
stamps to Page D. Woodcock, Lincoln, and you will have them
by return of Post.

HOLLOW-AY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS RE-
MARKABLE FOR THEIR EFFICACY IX CURING

DISEASES OF THE SKIN.— Scurvy, Ringworm, and other
Cutaneous disorders are engendered by the impurity of Ok
and the only sure means in eradicate such complaints is to
undergo a course of HOLLOWAY'S PILLS, and at the same
time to apply externally his invaluable OINTMENT, Cures by
these extraordinary remedies are daily attested, proving their
astonishing efficacy in purifying the blood, strengthen in ^ the
constitution, and re-establishing the best of health. Thev are
equally beneficial in curing W> unds, Sores, and Glandular
Swellings; they are therefore strongly recommended to persons
so afflicted.— Sold by all Medicine Vendors, and at Professor
Hollowav's Establishments, 244, Strand, London; and SO.
Maiden Lane, New York.
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r |'" BE LET, with DoaseMioo at Michaelm*
-L a very useful Turnip ** • Farm of 3yj acre«f

well situated in ' -jpitai Hooae
and commodiou . I

rA panicalarp,

apply to Mr. Paiitiiidoe, Land Agent, Great liraxted HaU,
Witham. Es^frx^

TO CENTLEMEN'S CARDENERS. FLORISTS, OR
SMALL CAPITALISTS.

TO BE SOLD, a first-rate old-cat* blithtd FLO FUSTS
BUSINESS, about nine miles from London and within half

a mile of a good Market totrn. B -
: a first-rat*

BtocK, House, Box Light Tools, &c, to be dU[>o*6d of very
reasonably. This fa a good opportunity that seldom oflera, as &
person well acquainted with the trade la willing to take the
management with any person commandlri -

Address, Mr. Hook, 21, Brudenell Place, tfa Koad,
Hoxton.

WHITE PERUVIAN MUSK-OUCKS.

TO BE SOLD, a few Pairs of DUCKLINGS, bred
from the beautiful birds Mr. WaswiCE exhibited »t the

Windsor Show, and which were purchased for

aviary. Price 2/. 2s. per pair. Alao a DORKING COCK and
SIX HENS from the best stock. Price GQc Bade
carriage to London included.—Apply to Mr. WA=r?virx, Dony-
land Lodge, Colchester.

Sales 65 auction.
SPECIMEN STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

]V| R. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction, at his
IvX Great Boom. 38, King - Dt Garden, 00 TUES-
DAY. July 24. at 12 for 1 (/clock, a coll* I

- VE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, includinp the Exhibition Specixoeaa
grown by Mr. Speed of Edmonton.—May be viewed
morning of sa le, and Catalogues bad.

SPECIMEN HEATHS. ETC.—CLAPHAM PARK. _

MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instruedors
to sell by Auction, on the premises, on TUESDAY, 3lst

July, at 12 o'clock, the collection of Specimen Heaths and Azaleas,
the property of the late Wm. Hy. Gilliat. Esq., of Ciapaa-
includiug some of the finest Plants in the country. Also the
house in which they have been cultivated-—May be viewed on
the day prior and morning of sale, and Catalogues had of Mr.
Stewart, the Head Gardener on the premises, and of Mr. J. C.
Steve:<s, 3S, King Street, Covent Ga 1 den._

SUPERIOR DOWN
-
COT5WOLD RAMS.

MESSRS. T. MALLA.M a>d SOX have received
instructions from Messrs, D-;c^. of Evnshara, near C

to sell by Auction, on WEDNESDAY, the Sth day of . .

at 11 o'clock, in a Close near Worcester
Monthly Cattle Market at Oxford
SHEARLINGS, and a few older s;

called on to observe that these Sheep will

and wool, and have been bare shorn: anc -t-ck has
carried off the first prizes at the Sn
1S5L also three prizes at the Exhibition in Oxford in Jane lasL.

IN BANKRUPTCY.
BE JOHN MITCHELL. WARM!* -

-
-

TO C-OXTKACTOBS, BTTLr :

MESSRS. DAVIS akd VlGBRS are honoured with
instructions from Mr. Commissioner Fane to snbarit to

Public Auction, at the London Inn Yai :ter, on
FRIDAY", July 27ih. at the Smithy. Masons' Arnzf

and on SATURDAY". July *2S;h. at the London Izz

Warminster, at 11 for 12 o'clock, 34 poa
Machine Horses in excellent working condition, a valuable.

Hunter, two Ponies, and a useful Cob; five 7

1

IS two Timber Carrisc-- ^Chaise
sets of Hill and Trace Harness. 30 Horse

Bms. Chaff-boxes, and Stable Implements: als:

veiling Cianes. nine casks of Cart Grease, 16 coxsn new St z'.i

and Spades, 1* ton of Railway Spike- Hots

&c : 10 tons of Wrought and
Portable Forge, V Navvy Barr" .; Planks,
Picks. Crowbars, ard numerous -terns of considexafc~.r

collected and removed from th;- : wvenftnee of sale.

—May be viewed the day previous and morning of sale, and
j tes had of Messrs."Patees^s and 'Losgkas, Solid

the Fiat. 65, Old Broad Street. London: at the Red Lion Inn,

Salisbury; the Angel Inn. Heytesbury : the Deptford Inn,

Wilev: the London Inn, and Masons* Arms Inn,Warming
of the Auctioneers, 3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry. Ivcndonl
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On the Slut, hist., will be published the FIFTH PART, prkq 6s., in splendid

folio, of the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE-PRINTED (life size).

"With Letterpress Descriptions of the Indigenous Species and "Varieties by THOMAS MOORE, Esq.

PARTS L to IV. are still on Sale.

PUBLISHED BY BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET,

Where Specimens of the Work may always he seen.

Oa the 31st inst. will be published, price 2s., Parts 23 and 24

(completing the work) of

THE NEWCOMEd. By W. M. Thackeray. With
Illustrations on Steel and Wood by Richard Doyle.% The complete work will be published on the Sth of August,

in 2 Vols., Svo, price '26s., cloth.

London: Bradbury & Evan s, 1 1. Bouverie Street.

On the 31st Julv will be published, price 2s.,

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPEDIA, Part XXIX,
extending the Natural Histort Division from Premna

to Keptjlia, and the Geographical Division from Sarthe to

Silesia, and containing articles on Savoy, Saye, Sarony, Schaff-

hausen, Scbleswig, Schwarzburg, Schwyz, Seistan, Senegal, Sene-

ganibia, Senna, Senuaar, Servia, Sevilla, Shumla, Siam, Siberia,

Sicily, Siena, Sierra Leoue, Silesia, &c. &c. &c.
.' Volumes 1 to 3 of each Division are always on sale, price

105. each, haudsomely bound in cloth ; and the Fourth and Con-
cluding Volumes will be published in November.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street.

A nd to bo had by order of all Booksellers and Newsvenders.

DR. HOOKER'S NEW WORK.
2vow readv, with Jfaps, Plates, and SO Woodcuts, 2 vols. Svo, 365.,

HIMALAYAN JOURNALS. Being Notes of a

Naturalist, in Bengal, the Sikhim and Nepal Hima-
layas, the Kiiasia Mountains, &c. Bj Joseph Daxton
Hooker, M.D., R.X., F.R.S.

John Murray, Albemarle Street-

MRS. LOUDON'S LADIES' GARDENER.
Now readv, Sth Edition, with Woodcuts, fcap. 8vo, 5s,

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS in GARDENING,
FOR LADIES; with a Calendar of Operations and Direc-

tions for Every Month in the Year. By Mrs. Loudon.
John Murray, Albemarle Street.

THE ART OF DOC-BREAKINC.
Now ready, Second Edition, Woodcuts, fcap. Svo, 7s. Gd.,

DOG-BHEAKING ; the most expeditious, certain,

and easy method; whether great excellence, or only medio-
crity is detircd. By Colonel Hutchinson.

John Murray, Albemarle Street."

Now readr, Fifty-third Thousand, ISmo, 2s. Gd^

LITTLE ARTHUR'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
By the late Lady Calcott.

Joror Murray. Albemarle Street.
-

Now readv. Seventh Edition, Woodcuts, fcap. Svo, 7s. Gd.,

PHILOSOPHY IN "SPORT, MADE SCIENCE IN
EARNEST: Being an attempt to implant in the young

mind the First Principles of Natural Philosophy by the aid of

the popular toys and Eports of youth.
JOBS Murray" Albemarle Street.

Now readv,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johusou, Esq. In One Vol. cloth hoards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerb y, 3, Mea d Place, Lambeth.

PRACTICAL GARDENING in every Department,
and all matters connected with Rural and Domestic Eco-

nomy, are explained and pictorially illustrated in the "Cottage
Gardener"—the only Illustrated Weekly Periodical devoted to

these subjects. Published Weekly, price Threepence,
A Specimen Number free by post for four Postage stamps.

Office : 20, Paternoster Row, London.

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN'S COMPANION
gives advice to Amateurs in the Management of the Garden,

the Greenhouse, and the Conservatory, and upon all matters con-

nected with Rural and Domestic Economy,
A Specimen Number free by post for four Postage stamps.

Office : 20, Paternoster Row, London.

THE PRACTICAL GARDENER, AND MODERN
HORTICULTURIST; in One Volume, 9SS pages closely

printed, with upwards of 300 illustrative Woodcuts, containing
the present improved scientific mode of managing the Kitchen,
Fruit, and Flower Gardens; the Greenhouse, Hothouse, Con-
servatory, &c. By CnARLES M'Intosii, C.M.C.H.S., of Dalkeith
Palace. Bound in cloth, price 21*. ; and also with Specimens of

choice Flowers, coloured, 26s.
" The labour and experience of a life devoted to the science

of horticulture we now present to the public."

—

Vide Author's
Preface.

With an Appendix, describing a new and economical method
of producing uniform bottom heat from hot-water tanks upon
the most simple plan, with explanatory diagrams, and reference
to buildings now in successful operations.

London : T. Kelly ; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

Now ready, Third Thousand, fcap. Svo, 3s.,

LORD BYRON. SELECTIONS from the WRIT-
INGS of LORD BYRON—PROSE and VERSE: intended

as a Popular Reading Book for Youth.
John Murray, Alhemarie Street.

MURRAY'S BRITISH CLASSICS.
The Following Works ale now Completed.

THE WORKS OF 'OLIVER GOLDSMITH.
Edited, with Notes, by Peter Cunningham, F.S.A.

Vignettes. 4 vols. 8vo, 7*. Gd. each.

TCHNSON'S LIVES OF THE ENGLISH POETS.
v Edited, with Notes, by Peter Cunningham, F.S.A. 3 vols.

Svo, 7s. Gd. each.

GIBBON'S DECLINfT'aND FALL OF THE
ROMAN EMPIRE. Edited, with Notes, by William

Smith, LL.D. Portrait and Maps ; and a very carefully compiled
Index. 8 vols. Svo, 7s. Gd. each.

John Murray, Albemarle Street. ^^^
M U RRAY'S RAILWAY READING.

This day, fcap. Svo, Is.,

MAXIMS AND HINTS ON ANGLING, &c.
By Ricuard Pens.

Also, post 8vo. 2s. Gd.

LIFE OF GENERAL WASHINGTON. By
Washington Ievjxg. Vol. I.

Already published,
The Rejected Addresses. Is. Campbell's Life of Lord
Notes from Life. By Henry

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orchideee, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchidem House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

BOOK To'r
-
THE~COUNTRY AND SEA-SIDE.

a^HE ENTOMOLOGIST'S ANNUAL FOR 1855,
-L Price Half-a-Crown.
" A little volume, which will prove highly acceptable to per-

sons' in any way devoted to what is becoming a growing taste

—

the science of Entomology."— Bristol Mercury.
London: John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row; and to be

had of all Booksellers mid at all Railway Stations.

THE WAR.
BY THE "TIMES'" SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

In one vol., price 5s., cloth lettered.
rPHE WAR : From the Landing at Gallipoli to
* the Death of Lord Raglan -

. By W. II. Russell (the

Times'
1

Correspondent).

V These brilliant letters of the Times' Correspondent form the
best history of the war we can possibly have ; and no one, wo
imagine, will hesitate to purchase this volume, which has been
anxiously looked for in nearly every home in England. It is ex-
pected that the demand for it will he

unparalleled in the annals of bookselling."
Loudon : George Rqutledge & Co.. Farringdon Street.

N£W EDITION OF HAWKER ON SHOOTINC.
The Tenth Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved, with

Portrait, numerous Plates, and Woodcuts. Price One Guinea.
T NSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN,
J- in all that Relates to GUNS and SHOOTING. By
thelateLieut.-Col.P. Hawker. Revised and corrected by. his Son.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Taylor. 2s.

Beauties of Bybon. Prose
and Verse. 3s.

Crokzr's History of the
Guillotise. Is. [2s. Gd.

Lockhaet's Spanish Ballads,
Mahon's History of ttie

'Forty-Five.' 3s. [ls.Gd.

M aurel's Life ofW Ellington,
Latard's Popular Account of
Nineveh. 5s.

Hallam'sLiteearyEssays. 2s.

Milman'6 Fall of Jerusalem,
Mcs:c and Dress. Is. [Is.

John Murray,

Life
Bacon. 2s. Gd.

The Chace, Turf, and Road.
3s. Gd. [2s.

Hollway's Month in Norway,
Head's Emigrant. 2s. 6d.

Essays from 'The Times.' 85.

The Art of Dining. Is. Gd.

Deeds of Naval Daring. 5s.

James' Fables of iEsop. 2s. Gd.

Mahoh's Story of Joan of
Arc. Is.

Life of Theodore Hook. Is.

OLiPnANT's Visit to Nepaul.
2s. Gd.

Bees and Flowers. 2s.

Albemarle Street.

FARMING MACHINERY.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS' JOURNAL.

Part LXXXVIII. July, 1S55, Is.

Illustrations.—Large Copperplate—Engravings ofRomaine's
Combined Horse and Steam Cultivator, and Fuller's Applications
of India Rubber, and 30 Woodcuts.
Contents.—Commercial Products of the Animal Kingdom

—

Trade Museum, London—Steam Plough Cultivation— Modem
Art of Sun Painting—Society of Arts Exhibition—Jenkins's
Lead and Copper Ore Furnaces -India Rubber as an Elastic
Material—Bigelou, the American Inventor—Lamb's Jacquard
Carpet Loom—Williams's Land Cultivator—Macadam's Paper
fcizmg—Weber's Uniform Spring Movement for Timekeepers—

1 Smoke Preventer—Reviews of New Books— Corre-
EponGjcce- Proceedings of Scientific Societies-Monthly Notes— .List ct :vcw Patents—and Registered Designs.

i-onuon: Hebeet, fis, Cheapside; Editors' Office (Office

NEW EDITIONS OP
NESBIT'S MENSURATION, LftND-SURVEYINC, &c.

A New and Improved Edition, augmented by a Treatise on
Levelling, in 12mo, price 6s. bound,

A TREATISE UN PRACTICAL MENSURA-
£*- TION, in Ten Parts, containing

—

SIR W. J. HOOKER'S KEW GUIDES.
In 16mo., with numerous Woodcuts, price One Shilling,

"ECONOMIC BOTANY ; being a Popular Account
-*—J of useful and remarkable Vegetable Products, as illustrated
by the Museum iu the Royal Gardens of Kew. By Sir* William
Jackson Hookkk, K.H., D.C.L., F.U.A., and L.S., &c, Director.

By the same Aulhor, in 16mo., with Woodcuts, price 6t?.?KEW GARDENS ; or, a Popular Guide to the Royal
Botanic Gardens of Kew.

London: Lqsoman , Brows, Greek, & Lomgmas3.
HOOKER'S FLORA THOROUGHLY REVISED.

In a thick Volume, 12"mo.with 12 Plates, price Us. cloth ; or with
the Plates coloured, One Guinea, cloth.

HPHE BRITISH FLORA ; comprising the Phamo-
«- gamous or Flowering Plants and the FernB. The Seventh

Edition, with Additions and Corrections; and numerous Figures
illustrative of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Composite Plants,
the Grasses, and the Ferns. By Sir W. J. Hooker, F.R.A.&
L.S. &c; and G. A. Walker-Arnott, LL.D., F.L.S.&B.S. Ed.;
Regius Professor of Botany in the University of Glasgow.

London: Longmax, Brown, Green. & Longmans.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF
CHEVREUL ON COLOUR.

In crown Svo, with Illustrations, price 10s. Gd. clothy

THE PRINCIPLES OF HARMONY AND CON-
TRAST OF COLOURS, and their Applications to the Artir;

including Painting, Interior Decorations, Tapestries, CarpetB,
Mosaics, Coloured Glazing, Paper Staining, Calico Printing,
Letterpress Printing, Map Colouring, Dress, Landscape, and
Flower Gardening, &c. By M. E. Chevreul, Membre de l'ln-
sti tut de France, &c. Translated from the French by Charles
Martel. Second Edition, revised.

- London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Lqngsians.

NEW EDITION OF
OWEN'S LECTURES ON INVERTEBRATA.

In Svo, with 235 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

LECTURES on the COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
and PHYSIOLOGY OP THE INVERTEBRATE ANI-

MALS, delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons, By Richard
Owen, F.R.S., Hunterian Professor to the College. Second
Edition, greatly enlarged.

Also, in Svo, with Woodcuts, price 14s.,

PROFESSOR OWEN'S LECTURES on the COM-
PARATIVE ANATOMY and rilYSIOLOGY OF the VER-
TEBRATE ANIMALS. Parti. Fishes.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

KNOWLEDGE FOR THE YOUNG.
A New Edition, in ISmo, price Is.,

HPHE STEPPING-STONE to KNOWLEDGE ?i Containing upwards of 700 Questions and Answers on
Miscellaneous Subjects, adapted to the capacity of Infant Minds..
By a Mother.

By tlie same author, price Is. each,
The STEPPING-STONE to GEOGRAPHY.
The STEPPING-STONE to ENGLISH HISTORY.
The STEPPING-STONE to BIBLE KNOWLEDGE.
The STEPPING-STONE to BIOGRAPHY.

In the same Series, price Is. each,

PARKHURST'S STEPPING-STONE to MUSIC.
PARKHURST'S STEPPING-STONE to ROMAN HISTORY.
SADLER'S STEPPING-STONE to ENGLISH GRAMMAR.
SADLER'S STEPPING-STONE to FRENCH PRONUNCIA-

TION and CONVERSATION.
SHIELD'S STEPPING-STONE to ANIMAL and VEGES

TABLE PHYSIOLOGY.
London : Longman. Brown. Green. & Longmans,-

Just published, new and improved edition, price Is.,

rpHE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being
JL a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-
portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late
Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the
Chest) &c. Also, by the same Author, price 10s. Gd.,

A TREATISE on ASTHMA and DISEASES op tee HEART.-
London: Longman, Brown, Gi;eek, & Longmans.

The most approved Methods of
drawing Geometrical Figures

Mensuration of Superficies

Land-Surveying
Mensuration of Solids

The Use of the Carpenter's Rule
Timber Measure, in which is

shown theMethod ofMeasuring
and Valuing standing Timber

Artificers' Works, illustrated
by the Dimensions and Con-
tents of a House

Mensuration of Haystacks,
Drains, Canals, Marlpits,

Ponds, Mill-dams, Embank-
ments, Quarries, Coal-heaps,
and Clay-heaps

Conic Sections and their Solids
The most useful Problems in

Gauging, according to the

New Imperial Measures
Plane Trigonometry, with its

application to the Mensura-
tion of Heights and Distances

Trigonometrical Surveys
A Dictionary of the Terms used in Architecture.

By A. Nebbit. New Edition, enlarged,' and greatly improved.
To which is added, a

TREATISE ON LEVELLING.
The whole illustrated" by nearly 700 Practical Examples, and
nearly 300 Woodcuts.

KEY TO NESBIT'S PRACTICAL. MENSURA-
TION : containing Solutions to all Questions which are not
answered in that work ; with References to the Problems, Rules,
and Notes, by which the Solutions are obtained. New Edition,
corrected and greatly improved. 12mo, price 5s. bound.

By the same Aulhor, New Edition, Svo, with Plates, "Wood-
cuts, and Field-Bool:, price 12s.,

TREATISE ON PRACTICAL LAND SURVEY-
ING. Corrected and improved, with the addition of Plane
Trigonometry, including the use of the Theodolite, and Railway
Surveying, Railway Engineering, Levelling, Planning, Laying
out Curves, &c. By T. Baker.
TREATISE ON PRACTICAL ARITHMETIC

Part I., 5s. ; Key, 5s. Part II., 7s. Gd. ; Key, 7s.

INTRODUCTION TO ENGLISH PARSING.
ISmo, 2s. 6(7.

Lonc'oa : Longman, Brows", Gheeu, & Longmans.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LIIMDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

'THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
J- TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
G ardening upon Physiological Grounds : being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindlet, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1S40V
since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length, resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to-

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter^.

by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts-

J'amiliar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

and practice, or (he science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.
" This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,'*

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additioas-

are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first;

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that

the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,,

domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such heing the subjects in which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed!

such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the

author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,

but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious indes
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Bv the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. 6vo, 24s.

%* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially

in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that

the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Printed by William B hadbdbt, of No. 13, Urper Wobuni Place, in the Pariah

of St. Pancraa, and hKFDEBicK Muli.ett Evans, ot No. 27. Victoria

Street in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both io

the County of Middlesex, Printer^ at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of WMtefriars, iu the City of London; and published by them
at the Office No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent

Garden in the said County, whei-p all Advertisements and Communications

are tD be Addbessbd to ths Editpb.—Satubday, July SI, !Sa3,
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THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BRITISH
POMOLOGUCAL SOCIETY will ho hold on MONDAY

,

August fi, at thu itnoniH, yn, itnlionl s trout, Oovont Garden, for
the Eleetlonof OFFICE BEARERS Tor the ensuing year, and
for General ButtlnewH. Rodkkt Ilonn, Sec-rotary.

SCOTTISH AKLIOIUCULTURAL SOCIETY.—
ESSAYS Intended for competition for the Prizes offered by

this Socioty must bo sent to tlio Secretary, not later than 1st

August, 1865. James Alf.xandkr, Secretary.
1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, July 28.

ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON.
THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORICUL-

TURAL ani> HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will bold
their Autumn Exhibition of PLANTS, FRUITS, CUT
FLOWERS, &c, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY. 12th
nod I8th of September next, at the above splendid suite of Rooms
and Grounds, on tho sumo grand scale as former years. Prizes
are offered with tbo same liberality as previously. Also the
Railway Cup, value 10 guineas, for tbo best 2-1 Show Dahlias for

Amateurs. By tho liberality of tho Railway company, all

plants, &c, will bo conveyed to Brighton and back, carriage-free,
from all stations on the lines. Schedules can be had on appli-
cation to E. Spary, Superintendent of the Exhibition; or the
Secretary, E. Carpenter, 45, Lavender Street, Brighton. By
order of the Committee, E. Carpenter, Secretarv.

W 1LL1AA1 BaKRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

V* Pinna and Estimates furnished.

JOHN HARRISON, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
Florist, Landscape Gardener, &c.

Plans and Estimates furnished y Experienced Gardeners
recommended

; also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting
for Under Gardeners' Situation^.—Darlington, July 23.

NOW HARVESTING.
And Suited for Present Sowing.

THE LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP.
—A fine large mid quick growing variety. Also the Orange

Jolly and other kinds for late sowing.
Bass & Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

NOW HARVESTING.
THE SWEDENBUUGH CATTLE CABBAGE.—

An improved variety of the Drumhead, heavier and more
compact, and maybe had for present and Autumn sowing, 4s

.

per lb. Price to the trade on application.

.
Bass & Brown, Sudbury, Suffolk.

CABBAGE SEED.
CATTELL'S DWARF BARNES, and CATTELL'S

DWARF RELIANCE may be had by post for 12 penny
stamps per packet, the former containing ouo ounce and tho
latter half an ounce.—Nurseries. Westerham, Kent.

rpRIPOLI ONION.—The trade cart be supplied with
J- SEED of the true flat Tripoli Onion, by Nutting & Sons,
Seedsmen, 46, Cheapside, London.

WHITE LISBON ONION SEED.—Large buyers
can be supplied with White Lisbon Onion Seed in

quautity.—Apply to Mr. Henry Clarke, Seed- Merchant, 35),

King Street, Covent Garden.

TXTANTED, from 20 to 30 CAYENNE PINES, to
V» Fruit next summer—strong Plants.—Direct to J. T..

Post Office, Aylesbury. Bucks.

"'I'D BE SOLD CHEAP, 1U0 to 200 PINK APPLE
-*- PLANTS, finest kinds ami clean.—Apply to Richard
Newman', Stedham Hall, near Midlmrst, Sussex.

AZALEAS AND ERICAS.

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in offering the
• following fine, bushy, well-grown plants, and of the

choicest and best varieties, in large 4S and 32-size pots.
AZALEAS 185. per dozen; 6?. per 100.
ERICAS 12s. and ISs. per dozen ; 4/. and 57. per 100.

These will make very pretty specimens for the ensuing season;
all orders to be accompanied with a remittance from unknown
correspondents.—Maidstone, July 2S.

A Z A LEA S.HLANE and SON, the Nurseries, Great Berk-
• hampstead, have a very fine large stock of Indian Azaleas,

consisting of Optima, Exquisita Perryana, and other leading
varieties, at from 12s., 15s., ISs., 24s., aud upwards, per dozen.
Also a fine stock of young specimens, Catalogues of which may be
bad on application.

MR. JARMA1N begs to announce that an excellent
opportunity is afforded to a Connoisseur to purchase the

SEED of a choice collection of DOUBLE SWEET WILLIAMS,
which can be seen in bloom on the premises by applying at
White Horse Hill Wood, near the White Lion, Norwood, Surrey.

HARDY and SON, Seed Growers, Sec, Maldon,
Essex, are prepared to send to anv address, free bv post,

their best selected kinds of CABBAGE and LETTUCE SEEDS,
for July and August sowings, in one or four varieties. Also for

early sowing, one or three varieties of their selected WHEATS,
now in repute, sufficient for 1 rod, with directions, &c, on receipt
of seven postage stamps for each variety, enclosed with an
envelope properly addressed to its destination.

R O S E S

C<
GORGE CLARKE begs to announce that his fino

" cdli'i li-.n In now in lull blOOm. "'id v. ill
i

autumn. Btranthain IMnco Nnim-i;,. [Jrj Ion II 111, nj u \.<.<.-<u.n. %

ROSES.
JAMES MITCHELL befcii to announce that hi«

•
' unrivalled collection of ROBES Is now)

Pllnlown Nnnmrh'H. Man-fflold, Himm-x. July 'l*.

H O S L S .

HLANE AND SON, Tho Num.-ri-H, <.v.'i Berk-
• ImmpAtond, in''-

'
i lie pli R uro to Infoi

i
i

thai tholr extensive Coltoctloo la now In bloom, and will

i o Pc-i Bom.0 i iinc, Tholr Conlferaj, Rhododendron*, nml a

general collection ol Treesand Bbrubu, also Fruit Tr«
clally In pot0| which CAD now b
iv kalily lii'itltliy mid v.idl tvi.ilhy t J i * - iitt.n|[on (it

\

The Nurserlea are within n few ralnutes
1 walh of

Htatlon nn tli': London and North Western Railway, und mi
Omnlbu (rem the atatlon passes the gates,

MESSRS. J. am. II. IlltoWN offer the folio*
|

CHOICE PLANTS, whloh they wlU forward to an] i

d.

'.

G

TO NUR*EPYMEN AND
REIGATE if.'. YAl

Wham or lUUwars, or

CAROCNE«».

,V Bon Maiche.
12 Orohtdea Plants, grand species, one of asort 40
60 * Iholco Qreenhouso Plants (hard-wooded) one of a sort US

Camellias and Rhododendrons, flu© sorts ... perdoa
Azalea lndlca, line now Hurts ... per dozen Via. and IS
12 Gloxinias and Achlmcnos, best varieties 10
25 Fuchsias (small plants), best proved varieties 10
25 Chrysanthemums, new largo and small varieties ... 12

Albion Nursery, Btoke Wewlngton, London, July 28.

WILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to ofler

the following Superb FLOWER SEEDS, saved from the
best varieties, post free :

—

Per packet—*, d.

Calceolaria, from the best spotted varieties 10
Cineraria, from tbo newest and best varieties 1

Primula sinensis, from choice fimbriated varieties ... 1

Double Daisy, from 60 of the newest varieties ... ... G
Pansy, from 100 of the best show flowers 1

Antirrhinum, from 100 striped and spotted varieties ... 6

67, High Street; Battle. Sussex.

NEW FUCHSIAS WITH WHITE COROLLAS. ETC.
riM-IOMAS DAVIES and CO. are now supplying well
-^- established plants of the following new and beautiful
FUCHSIAS at the prices annexed :—
Snowdrop
Mrs. Story
Queen Victoria
Prince Albert

,
5s. 0d.

.3 6

. 3 6
. 3

Empress Eugenie
Lady of the Lake
Ksflaelle

Water Nymph .

... 2$.6d.

... 2 G
... 2 6

2 6
The above set of oigb i

, basket and package Included, for 21s.

Wavertree N ursery, near Liverpool.

T IMPROVED MUSIIHOO: -.-5PA \V.\.—Patronised
-S- by many of the Nobility, the London Horticultural Society,

&c. Sold in packages containing a sufficient quantity to plant
50 feet of bed for 5s.r with printed description and cultural
directions.

Large Flowering ANTIRRHINUMS ... 2s, Bd, per 100.

„ „ HEARTSEASE 2 6 „

„ „ DIANTHUS'S 2 6 „
See former Advertisements.

Address W. PRESTO E, Florist, &c, Basingstoke, Hants.

WATLMf'.-'.Of fATM»,
BARN ANO CATTLE fcHEC I I

I
1HOSE n 2 th fi

winter month* «Tm 3-AS'D
i

,
,

river «»ml. To I

'

I

DOS M hard *•, >. ; • .:

cannot grow Uu
i

full fr'.rn Iba middle oi the p*tb u,wkj<)k tl>- *y+*.

The dame preparation makci finit-r*tfl

' /.I i LL -if;, I AKDB, and all '

where a cloau, ban! bottom la a d«Khieratum. Mmj )j*. laid fa
vrinteT eqoally wafll an In sammcr*

Manufacturers of u \ B. Wmm & liu/ntztf,
i niter,

il L^RIGJ DOMO,"—PatronUed by her Mi
*- Queen, tl

Grace the Duke <,f Devonahln '

Lindley ff-r the Hortlcultnral Society, .^ir

Crystal Palac*.-, Lavreoce, of
Ealing Park, and —Collier, Bsq.,o< Da I

THE BEST PBOTECTOB no* ra HEAT or thi
"FlilGl DOMO," Caovaa made of patent pi>T*r*d Bair

and Wool, a perfect not

;
wherever it in applied, s fixed temperatur*. It ;> ».

all horticultural and Horicu Rural purpose*, for Dfcaervli

and Flowers from the scorching raya of the •

from attacks of Insects and f- - had In
any required length, 2 yards wide, at la.flkf. per yard ran, of
Elisha Thomas AaCHKB, whole and soto aiaanfactsrer, 7, Trinity

' Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal .Mill'.. W^ndiwoTth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seed
kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats as a covtr:

BLACK JAPAN VARNISH.—This article will he
fjotmd Irom Its durabilirv hna cbeapqejH of the ""

: utility for Painting Hurdiea, V."ir»--wnrk, Pal

j

&c, and out-door work of every description, vbetber o:
1 Iron. Its value has ' «n prov d ' r

'

I be well stirred np b*< -

will retain its quality J of time, provided the euk
! be kept c

Jlay be obtained through any iroomoiiger; orofJoes WAayra-
&£ , -, Jewin Crescent, London.

N.B* Sold in casks containing 14 or 7 gallons, at 2#. per gaXk-o.
Casks (which cannot be returned), 5*. and 3*. each.

HOW TO KILL RATS AND MICE BY HUN-
DREDS.—A Receipt may be bad, honestly worth 20L,

without trouble, by sending 30 postage stamps and a directed

envelope to Mr. William Franklin, Post-office Street, Norwich,
who will forward it with plain instructions, &c. This is a most
extraordinary remedy, such as no Farmer, Merchant, or Miller
ought to be without, as it will save them pounds yearly by killing
every Rat or Blouse either in the field, stack, or house.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, Us.-, 500 yards, 305.; 1000 yards, 50/. Scrim
Canvas, for Wall Fruit. — At EDGINGTON and Co.'s. Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers. 17, Smithfield

Bars, City, aud Old Kent Road, Southwark ; Emigrant Outfitters,

Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick Street, near
the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

HOSE PIPING.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent, cheaper than the leather

hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1 Quality, Inches is Diameter and Price Per Yaed :—
4, 9rf.; & Hrf.; 1, Is. Id.; IJ, Is. Sol : 1-J. Ij. 5d.; 13, Is. 7d.;

2, Is. 9rf. ; 2J, 25 . ; 2£, 2s. 3d. ; 2|, 2a. Gd. ; S, 2*. Qd,

Siter Extka Stout Quality:—2,2s.; 2±,2j.Sf2.; 2£. 2s. 6d.;

2J, 2s. 9rf.; 3, 3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatlv reduced prices:—!, 9J.; IJ, lOrf.;

14, lid.; 2, Is.; ij, Is. 3d.; 2\, Is. 6A
The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.

_ Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied.

GARDEN TSETS, FISHING NETS, and SHEEP
NETS, made by machinery, and sold at very low prices.

Samples sent free. The old tanned nets repaired, 6s.S<L per
100 yards.—R. Richabdson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road,
London. N.B. Worsted Nets, to protect from "Wasps, 7d. per

j

square yard.

CARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORR' -

PAINT, specially patronised by the British ar.

!

Governments, the Hon. East India C^mpa
;

Companies, most public bodies, and by the DobUity, gem
clergy, for out-door work at their

Corrosion is particularly recommended as *

door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every descripttoa
of Iron, Wood, Stone. Brick, Compo. Cement. &*,. -wcrk, as has
been proved by the practical test of upwards of 0) years, and by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonial
and which, from the rank and station in society of those wbo hare
given them, have never yet been equalled by anythiEg as the
kind hitherto brought before the public notice.'

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials,
will be sent on application to Walteb C • Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange. L
No Agents. All orders are particnlarly reqnested to be se* I

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN T<". OL5.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening ^-~

are invited to examine DEANE. DRAY, ant- (

Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING I11PLEMEN .
-

London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Averuncatcrs
Axes
Bagging Hooks
BiUs [flexna

Borders, various pat-

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fn

Gidnev's Prussian Pickaxes
Hoe" [Scissors Potato Forks

Grape Gatherers and, Pruning Bills

Rakes and „ Knives,
_ Ss«-s

Greenhouse I
and Frames 6 ears

.

Re.*.-

I Hay Knives S<y
!
Horticultural Ham- Scythe Stones

ra and Hatcbets Shears., various

3 oferorypattern S:ckles

and Hotbed Handles Sickle Sa«3
; Ladies' Set of Tools Spades and i

! Labels, various pat -

terns, in Zinc, 1 -

. :
:'.=

rpENTS, MAKOJJEES, am> RICK CLOTHS.—
J- Garden tents from 50s. each ; large marquees on sale or

hire, very cheap (100 feet by SO"'
1

.. S."., small in proportion. Rick-
j

cloths from 37. each.— R. RiCHAitnsox, 21, Tonbridge Place, Nc«-

Road, London. N.B. Patrol Tent s, weight 12 lbs., price 25s. each . |

EIGHT HOUSES ON WHEELS.— Twelve feet

long, S feet high inside, 7 feet wide ; well adapted for !

Gamekeepers, Watchers, Shepherds, or labourers, 15L. or lit.

without the Wheels. Springs, and Axles. They are fit to travel

anywhere.—R. Bjchaju>sos, 21, Tcnbridge Place, ^'ew Road.

London: maker of portable houses, summer nouses, poultry;

houses, «ic.

migator [stnrments Hammers
Cases of Pruning In-j Hand-glass Frames
Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons

Shears
Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Ir:n

FumiCTtors Llnirs and Reels

Galvanic Borders anc Marking Ink
Plant Protectors Mai-

Garden Chairs anc ! I

Seats "ire

Loods
Z RoU'ers

., Scrapers ^Machines
DEANE. DRAY, ant* CO. are =

PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, jjh litim

trated List of H " ^^*fL:

part of the United Kir : sale aii2 ^^SftLi

fin i
i i rrr"i -

ii wjifil]
bv the first Gardeners in tl

DEANE. DRAY. & - ..-= '.: '-= M «P
Bridge. <^ _ c

'

s

»*yyws .-
-
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MAPPIN'S PRUNINC KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
WarbAHTED Good by the MAKt:r.s.

JOSEPH rMAPPIN and BROTHERS, Qdeen's
« Cctlert Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded bv post.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kexsal Gbebk, IUerow Road, Losdok.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of tho nobilitv and gentrv to the very superior manner in

which thev Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &"c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and dnrabilitv of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Riofsof Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Sch> ols, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. .1 . T. & Son' have great pleasure in referring to numbers

of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged .

HOTHOUSES. CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS. CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES X LICHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hotbonses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft, 7 ft. 6 in., S ft., and S ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from i ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be hacLio the Nobility,
Gentry, and^the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL HE!
ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Koad, Chelsea,
1 .- J -- _V." "-'-. ....'. .._,!. Jj.'jt

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
FTiBK NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
-*- ticnltural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c, I TJFflftFW^H^
erected, arid in full operation, r*"-**^'.**'' '»' ''£*

combining' all modern improve-
'

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits .

affording both top ^^^
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. Si. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove
and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at eery low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eves, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to JOHH Weeks & Co., King's Road. Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-

'-' ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers,
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried
out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and loftv dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.,

and exposing to the at-
mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late
severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for
fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
nomber of forci n g-house's
can be heated by one of
ovr Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,

wLrSSates
, ,

f Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by HotWater, forwarded on application.
John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

C
''.''"

WARKEK'S SWING WATER-BARROW
* V (TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sons, S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
Y • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
^ • (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 ,, „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, witb rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

1$ inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, lg inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 10s. Gd.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s. *

J. Tyxor & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at
these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.
J. Ttlor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate

Street, London.

i

OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s., to hold
10 gallons.
Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybe obtained

ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices
sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Me ta 1 1 ic String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

TOHN WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,
O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.,

Brass 8yringes, 9*. to 18s.

All articles of John Warner & Sons' manufacture may be
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country, at
the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticulturists
for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amateurs
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pump
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could with.

any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labour to
himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.
No establishment offers such a variety of effective machines for

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothouses,
Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every re-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liquids.

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.
Sheets of Engravings sent on application.

TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*J • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.
Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering

plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of
water can he deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.
By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more

effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe- now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-
supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at eveiy discharge being doue
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to gel on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling
all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Ttlor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.

"10TTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
J Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,

a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and crnamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley
Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-
mation may be obtained.

IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OFROSES^
\TEWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
L^ GREEN FLY DESTROYER—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and
Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.
E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very
simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses
the Ro.-;e from that destructive insect the
Green-fly (or Aphis), without causing the

V\ fy slightest injury to the bud or foliage.

\ \ (f Price 2s. 6d. each, or free by post, 4s.

Manufactured by

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers.

Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

COWS.
HARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, Is.

each, have been used with great success. Plain directions
are given with each Drink for the treatment of most diseases inci-

dental to Cows, for which they will be found a safe and effectual
remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of the Tick, or
Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfectly eradicate it in a few
days.—Compounded by R. Harvey, Veterinary Surgeon, Mac-
clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors Wholesale
Agents, Barclay &, Sons, and Marsden & Sons,
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CALCEOLARIA SEED.
KPAItKKH )in» now reafly for tending out, Seed

• which bo rim Meomniend wiih the greatosl confldenco, II

having boon flavod from floworn of tho HnoKl form and mo/Jl

bountiful nmritini'H, '" pnekotfl at I*, flrf. and 2*. 6d. each. Aino

enolco CINERARIA mod wived from tlio fluost named rarlellw,

at U. Qd, and 2^/Gc/. pur packet. A mnlUiunti- or rvUn-v.tu-.f. u,

accompany nil orders rron known corroHpondonl .

Parading Nursery, IIornKey Hond, London,

MAJOR'S CALCEOLARIA SEED.

MR. IIJCNKV MAJOR, KnoBthorpe, neat Leeds,
- bogs to Inform Ills frlonds tliat his Calceolaria Sood for

ililn nmiHOii In now rlpu, itml inny ho hiul In packots at ''» Bd, and

r>n, each. Tlio 5*. paokats will bo equal to tbreo '.''. Q&, onos.

The wood 1h produced from rich and beautiful variation (for which
|]|/l calliTlinii j I p> i m I j iviillcil

,

llicrt'liiri" hil'tfO, IV I II formed
iioworn, and beautiful colourn ana markings may reasonahly bo
flxpuctcd. Tim privifiit, up u> iho Jattor ond of August, Is n

proper timo to now to Insure an early spring bloom. PosLugo
stamps are rcqnoHrud in return.

1'JRIZE CALCKOLAWAS.—A fow pnolcetB of seed
Niivcd from tho group of SoocUlng Oalcoolarlas to which n

VrW.n was awarded at the Qroat Exhibition abtb&OrystalPalaco.
nro now roiidy ut 10A.6tf.caou. ThOBfl BQOdllnga are unrivalled
for limnoiiHu bIzo of flower, rlolinoss of colour, and strong vigorous
/growth. Sued from other (linden Hcedliti|:M ut Tj >. per puckct.

Address to William Sankohd, Gardener to Mr. Lionel in,

pdmonton, near London. No letter will bo attended to nnluwi

enolosing a Poal Ofllce order or Postage Btampa.
~ CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEEDS.

tf^ EOHGE CLARKE hnn ngnin the pleasure of
VT oft'orln^ Rood of bin unrivalled collection of CAL0EO-
!LAK1AS. From their well known merit, .md many testimonial
"received hi their favour, little ncod ho aatd In their pralsa. Many
of thorn enn Httii he seen In bloom ut the Nursery. Groat1care
linn been JbQStOWOd In tlio saving, no tliat none but find- rate

flowers can be expected. Paokets, price 2s. Bd, and 5« each.

AIho CINERARIA, saved from none but the flnost floworfl

and, liko the Calceolaria, In warranted to give satisfaction

rackets, price 2*. (!</., payable in poBtagc stomps or otherwise.

Btreatliam Place Nursery, Itrlxtnn Mill, near London.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA.
MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON bop to

announco that tho nhovo PLOWTSR SEKDS, saved from

tho ohoicost varlotles, may be had in packots at 2$. Grf. and 5«.

«ach; the finest qunllty of CALCEOLARIA is only offered atSfl.;

second quality, 2s. Bd.

This Season's CATALOGUE will ho forwarded on applica-

tion, and a Beautiful Coloured Tlato of nine new Flowers will

be sont on receipt of 12 postnge stamps.
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, July 28.

/ lUTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS.— The
VV early and hardy BLACK PRINCE, and lato PRINCE of
WALES, two celebrated sorts, will bo sent out on and after

August 15th. They are both enormous bearers, and either of

them makes a most delicious and solid preserve, to which up-
wards of 300 ladies round here can testify. The Black Prince,

6s. per 100 ; the Prince of Wales, 75. 6d. per 100.

J. C.'s Pamphlet on the Potato, Strawberry, Asparagus, Sea-
kale, Rhubarb, Wine, do. Proserve, 2s.

J. C.'s Market Gardening round London, Is. Bd. See the re-

commendation of it in tho " Quarterly Review." Early orders
requested. Pist-office orders payable at Camberwell Green.

James Cuthill, Camberwell, London.

LISIANTHUS RUSSELLIANUS.
AN AMATEUR having raised from Seed a consider-

able number of the above beautiful plant over and above
what be will require for his own flowering, begs to offer them on
tho following reasonable terms :

—

For 12 Plants 12s.

„ 25 „ 20s.

„ 100 „ 60s.

The Plants aro potted singly in small 60-sized pots, and for the

convenience of Purchasers they are placed for distribution in the

liands of Mr. J. Veitch, Jun , Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, to whom
all orders and payments for them are to be addressed.—July 28.

H1CHCATE NURSERIES, NEAR LONDON.
WILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to inform

their numerous patrons and friends that their annual im-
portation of HYACINTHS, &c, will arrive the first week in

September. Catalogues will bo ready about the 20th August,
and will contain a selection of all that is really good.

Wm. C. & Son need not mention tho quality of their bulbs, it

being sufficient guarantee in the awards being made to them at

the Horticultural Society's Rooms, Regent Street, last spring.

Catalogues postage free on application.

TO AMATEURS IN CONIFER/E.

MR. BARRON, of Elvaston Castle, can supply a
few strong PLANTS of PICEA NOBILIS, upwards of

three years old, which have never been in pots, hence the roots

are what they should be. The only Seedling Plants (of this the

most beautiful of all Firs) that have ever been raised since its

first introduction to Europe. They will be sent out in the middle
of September, the best plants to the earliest applicants. The
largest size 63s., and the next 42s. Notice will be given before

the Plants are sent out, when a remittance will be required from
.inknown correspondents.

NEW CABBAGE.—THE CHAMPION OF
ENGLAND, which has surpassed everything of its kind

luring the past severe winter (when nearly every other has
"ailed) and turned well into Cabbage this spring. This Cabbage
s of a very dwarf and compact habit, and quite equal in flavour

:o any yet grown. It has been in the hands of a very excellent

gardener for several years, and he has thoroughly proved its

superior hardy and good qualities. The stock of seed purchased
s very limited, therefore none can be sold by the pound or in

arge quantities to the Trade this year. E. T. feels confident,

'rom what he has seen of the Cabbage, that it will give the
greatest satisfaction to all purchasers. Sold in packets of 1 oz.,

•s, Bd. ; or of half an ounce, Is. Bd., postage free.

The TRUE OLD BATH COSS LETTUCE, which Lettuce
ias never been surpassed "by any other yet grown. Is. per packet.
4^= This being the proper time for sowing the following
arieties of Hardy Flowering Seeds for blooming next spring,
he following undermentioned varieties will give the greatest
atisfaction to all purchasers as they have hitherto done for many
last seasons :

—

SWEET WILLIAM SEED—Saved from 50 of the choicest
ad most superb varieties. Is. per packet.
ANTIRRHINUM SEED—Saved from all the striped, spotted,
nd finest shaped varieties. Is. per packet.
Superb HOLLYHOCK SEED — Saved from all the best
amod flowers out last year. Is. per packet.
SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK, extra fine. Is.

er packet.
PANSY SEED—A few packets from selected varieties. Is.

er packet.
AQUILEGIA or COLUMBINE SEED—Saved from 12 dis-

nct varieties. Is. per packet.

ST Either of tho above packets of Flower Seeds three for 2s. Gd.

A remittance must accompany every order either in cash or
enny postage stamps, when the whole, or any part of the above
is the case may he) will be forwarded,
Edward Tjlkt, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Florist, 14,

bbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

HOLLYHOCK SEED.

A PAUL and SON bavfl ready for immcdl
. inKaflm lol ol HOLLYHOCK BKBD savad froi

choice I fftriotb hit h liavfl obtained I

j

i

prized during tlio 1 1 il three ,< nni:— d

i i
.

. i.< tlOD, '<-.' 'i from 26 irh •-
.

I

-
> \- >

• ... r,

2d do, „ 12 „ ,, ... 2 I

Good Mixtures '

AI«o,nrlco it., AN 1101 tuwi'i n 1 m. noi I niOCl
i: i

,,
i |

|

,.. i, find payment received In pi tei

Niirm-ih i, Chlllinnt, H'-rtH.

TO LOVERS OF PLANT5 WITH HANDSOMI
I

MKSSUS. STANDISII am> NOBLE art -

mi' out the tif v.- ' !,".,. v, i.i

MANNIA TKICOBP] BM/ rhlch for Imeiitv or fol

bd nrpni > >i ii wan exhibit •' «t tbi I

Mooting in June hint, mid bum at Ibot .

i

report of tho lata i i
i" 1

' tl n, Ihfl I llowlni brief d«w
r- lotiHed :

" ifoti might i'-
1 off tho loa

plant for the fronds ol n hand iome E bi n Tin
i pinnate, just like Ifem leaTai< i - 1 " "•'' ra

among MlmoflftH, a plant fflth more b l/alleavi

Wo may add that it In ol sood habit, ant

from being n native of \ aTdlvfa, II may pomlbly bo hardy.

strong plants, '^i". eai h,

Tin- Advortlsorfl havo Just publlshod a now Catalog

will bo forwarded Iroc i<v poal on rocelpl ol • pi nn; stam]

The NuntcrlPH, llAgMhoi -Inly VH.

CHOICE NOVELTIES OF THE PRESENT SEASON.
IJONKV WAI/I'ON, FLOB18T, &c, EdKo End,

I 1 Warfldeii, ooat Bui nh y, Lance iblro, In n< w send!

nice bealthy ostanuahed Plants ol the following at tho i

pi ii q nnnoxed.

I i CHSIAS.with white corollas, tit 8*.fld. each:— Story's Mr'..

Story, CJ n victoria, "Water Nymph, Empress Eugenie, Lady
of tho Lako, and Snowdrop. Other varieties of tbls tei

Bank's Prince Albert, 9s. 6d.\ Beauty of the Bower, 2*. 6rf.;

Maid of Kent, ' 8d.; I llmax,2r. (\d.\ Grand Sultan, fit, Gd.;

f Hiiii' I'lirlm, 'J.v. <V.; Sniiih'ii r l'ncbii, 'J.t. Cut.
; NImrod,

2s. Bd.; Coronet, 2s. ft-i. ; Orlando, 2j». Bd.; and Vioheflnni pleno,

2s, Bd., or .10.?. pordozen
;
post lie.-, whrn- Iwonr mere m<- <, n !.

VERBENAS; Wonderful, Blue Board,Lady Laeon,Com i

in-Chief, Empress of Franco, Florence Nightingale, i

England, Tynan Prince, Eva, Boole de Feu, Lord Knghm, Em-
press, Mrs. M'Noll, Violacea, Sillstrln, and Mrs. Wood roflc, at

le. Gd. each or 18a. per dozen, post free.

A remittance rcupoctfully requested to accompany all orders
(unless refurenco is given), payable at Marsden, Lancashire.

For List of Choice new Achlmcncs, and other novelties of Inlfl

season, see Advertisement in Oardencrs' Chronicle of July 21 and
previous Numbers.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
1 OIIN and CHARLES LEE l»ave a fine stock of

*-* the following to offer:

—

THUJA GIG ANTRA.—A noble hardy evergreen tree, from the
hills of California. From seed, 3I.«. Bd.

;
grafted, 21s.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS.—A beautiful hardy evergreen tree
from Behring's Straits. Grafted, strong, 21s.

'!

PRICFD CATALOGUE
MIOMA

<A Plants j

On
i

i .1

A/.«1rt

OF
;-ue

'

Biota glauca 7 6

Thuja Doniana ... 6s. to 7 6
Wellingtonia gigantea,

6s. to 21
Podocarpus nubigena ... 21

,. chilina ... 21
Bei'beris Jamesoni ... 5

„ Neuberti, fine ... 7 6
Dammara obtusa 31 6
Begonia Thwaitesi ... 7 6

„ Lapeyrousi ... 5
Echites Pelleri 10 6
Aphelandra Leopoldi ... 5

, ,. Porteaua ... 5
Ixora Lobbi 7 6.

„ alba, true 5
Sciadocalyx Warscewiczi 5

s.d.
Episcea mellitieflora ... 3 6
A raucaria excelsa, from
seed 25s. to 42

A raucaria Bidwilli ... 81 c,

„ Cunninghami... 31 6

„ Cooki 105

,, gracilis ... 42
Bejaria tcsttt&ns 10 6
Acrophyllum venosum ... 7 6
Boronia Drummondi ... 5
Glycine sinensis alba ... 5
Azalea amccna, hardy, fine 3 6
Oxylobiura Osborni ... 6
Eugenia ugni 3 6
Scutellaria villosa ... 5
Fabiana violacea 3 6
Swainsonia Osborni ... 3 6

FILBERT MERVEILLE DE BOLWYLLER, large and
very prolific, 7s. Bd.

The Trade supplied.—Nursery, Hammersmith.

NEW INDIAN AZALEA, « EULALIE VAN
GEERT."—This fine and distinct variety may be recom-

mended as one of the best of this fine tribe of flnricultural plants,
and which has been admired by all the amateurs who saw it in

bloom. It is of free growing and robust habit. The flowers of
the largest are of good form and substance; colour roseand white,

spotted with bright rose. Plants will be sent out nest spring at

7s. 6rf. and 21s. each, one over for every three taken: the first

subscriber will, of course, obtain the best plants. Orders will

also be received at my Agent's. Mr. R. SilbbbbaD, 5, Harp Lane.
Tower Street, London, from whom my Catalogue of Plants may
be obtained on application.—N.B. The plants will be delivered

free to London; see opinion in Gardeners1 Chronicle of May 26th
aud it will be figured in the works of Messrs. Van Houtte and
A. Yerschaffelt of next month.

A. V. G. also begs to offer the following new and recommend-
able plants at reduced prices,

3 6
5

Aphelandra Leopoldi ...

Agnostus sinuatus
Asplenium bulbiferum
(Fern) per dozen ... 6

Azalea beaute" del'Europe,
per dozen S6

JEchroea fulgens 2 6
Ardisia creuulata fructu

albo 2 6

Alsophila nova sp. (Tree
Fern) 10 6

Amaryllis Josephine,
strong bulbs 7 6

Achimenes, the four new
varieties, each 2 6

Berberis Hookeri 2 6

„ Neuberti ... 5
Blechuum Corcovadcnse
(Tree Fern), fine plants 2 6

5

7 6

Bilbergia thyrsoidea ... 2 6

„ Liboniana ... 3 6
Begonia biserrata ... 5
Clematis Helena 2

„ Sophie 2

,, monstrosa ... 2
Clianthvis magnificus ... 2

Clivia nobilis, strong plants 5
Chamreropshumilis,strong

plants 21s. to 42
Citrus sinensis, per dozen IS
Cleyera japouica, hardy,
per dozen 12

Camellia Archiduchesse
Marie.oneofthefiuestred 5

N.B. The Ghent steamer Fl£che. for London, sails now regu-

larly vice versd; by this way the expense of carriage is much
reduced.

A. Vis Geeet, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.

CamelliaDuchessedeEerri,
prime white 5

Daphne Auckland! ... 1 6
,, oleoidesvariegata 1 6

Illicium religiosnm, hardy,
per dozen IS

Do. do. strong plants, each S 6
Inga ferruginea 3 6
Kennedyaeximia, perdoz. 15
Isoloma trianea 2 6
Myrtus Ugni 2 6
Magnolia ruacrophylla ... 2 6

„ Lenne, splendid 15
Marica tricolor 2 6
Primus sinensis, fl. albo
pleno 3 6

Passifloraprinceps, strong l 6
Pourretia mex icana ... 5
Phrynium sauguicenra ... 2 6
Pimelea Neippergiana,pcr
dozen IS

Rhododendron Camille de
Rohan 7 6

„ Due de Brabant 7 6
Alstrtemeriflora 7 6

Streliteia regina?

Thuja gigantea

Camellias, well set with
bloom of the leading
varieties, GL per 100.

Indian Azaleas, 57. per 100.

Do. on stems, with fine

heads, each ... 3s. Bd. to 5

JCfic titartrcnerg' Chronicle.
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by Mr. G
the month ol September,

England with marked racccM. We need m
go into "Hi why Oiik Di
veleeted

; they :>n: folly given in I

e ol Horticnltnrc," lo wliicli
I

dexirona of uideritanding •. I]

to

great fitneoH of tlic latti long

inci pointed out by Horaci Walpoib, bimnelf a
planter of no Kmall experience, i« >liown by
repeated ezperimente by Mabrier db Bou-v'invia,

il Pontaineblean, and olhert, indtitot<:'l for the

expn purpose of nettling a matter 10 1

the whole the bent.

Our present object in to hhow the opinion of

French gardeners upon thin fnbject ; an opportunity

for doing which is afforded by a litile dix:oaaion

that has taken place in the " Berne Horticole.
n

Last Jlay, M. Labarrk, gardener to the IUro*
de Poilly, at Folembray, a place, we heli<:

far from the Belgian frontier, (.'•ive :-.u accoont of

the result of his practice in removing (-vertTeens of

considerable size. The substance of his report was
as follows :— 1. In the *prini: he removed :. Yew
13 feet high, with a head in proportion. It took so

well that even an experienced gardener could not

have known, in the course of the same year, that it

had been transplanted. 2. In the following autumn
he had to move eight Spruces and two Scotch Firs ;

all failed. 3. The next year, again in the -

another Yew was transplanted, as large as the first,

and with the same success. At the same time he
planted 170 other evergreens, of various kinds. On
the 15th March he planted 20 Sprucesand six 5

the last were 15 feet high with heads in proportion,

each required 10 people to move it, and all were
expected to die. But all lived, although Mr.
Ladauke adds, " the soil into which they were pnt
made their loss probable enough ; for it was full of

stones, and consisted of white sand mixed with a
little vegetable mould." (Why this should be un-
favourable soil is not explained. Suppose it had
been clay !) On the 7th April 34 Norway r-prnces

and 10 white Spruces {Sapinrltcs) were planted,

from 6 to 10 feet high. They had been raised

in the nursery in grey sand, and M. Labarre
was astonished at the beauty of their crowlh
in such soil (why ?). Only two of the Norway
Spruces died. In conclusion he explains how he
watered these trees. Each Yew planted in March
received a potfull of water when first planted, then
four times as much, and this was repeated several

times during the first month. In the April planting,

there being at that time a drying wind, the holes were
only three-quarters filled, and each tree received

two potsfull of water. Afterwards each hole was
filled in so as to remain a basin, and watering was
repeated during the continuance of the dron.

To this statement M. Carri£re. whose work on
Conifers was noticed the other day (p. 445), opposes

some counter experience. 1. He - be was

obliged last vear to take up, in the end of Augnst,

some Chinese Arbor-Vitses more than 15 years

old, and mostly above 6 feet high ; they were

removed carefully to a trench, the soil of which

was well watered before it wa- f. led :c. and they

suffered so little that no one could

from the others which hs removed.

2. A similar operation was performed in

of 1S54 with other Chinese Arb: about

the same size, and a great many died Be

inc all the care that was taken of them. 3. Last

September he potted 2S0 Y"ews without

care than plunging the pots and cc
leaves ; not one missed. But upon performing

exactlv the same operation upon ever^re;-

Cvpresses, loss was experienced to the extent of

about one-third—a circumstance which M. C&.t.-.±:.z

inclines to attribute to the well-known dime::.:

transplanting that species when it is simply
" drawn " (arracMc a radius nues) before trans-

planting.

Lpon this result M. Carriese remarks that it k
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sufficient to show what is the most economical and

consequently the most advantageous when work has

to be done on a large scale, from which point of

view alone he thinks it necessary to look at

the question. This is very different from the

small operation of making an ornamental plan-

tation. In the latter case expense is of little

consequence ; in the former it is of the first im-

portance. This consideration touches the root of

the inquiry. Can, he inquires, anybody afford in

extensive works the care, the cost, and the frequent

watering which M. Labarre gave his trees 1 Are we
then, he adds, to jump to the conclusion that autumn
planting is always better titan that of spring, or

that, as M. Labarre contends, it is always best to

plant in spring. " Both conclusions would be

equally erroneous ; for unless we take into account

all the different circumstances which attend such

an operation, and which may lead to the adoption

of one season rather than another, we do nothing

worth doing. To think of submitting all trees,

however much they may resemble each other, to

the same kind of cultivation, would be like a

doctor "s giving the same dose and the same drug to

all his patients, without paying attention to their

different temperaments." He, however, insists upon
the general fact that autumn planting, or that which
takes place at the end of summer is the most
adrisablc.

" In places near the sea, where the sky is often

overcast and the air is almost always saturated with
humidity, and the earth is consequently always
damp, it is easy to understand that there may be
some advantage in planting in March or April, or

even in May, that is to say at a time when
the air has warmed the soil. The same may be
conceded of countries where the winters are long, or
where heavy autumnal rains are constant, for in
such places the roots may rot before getting hold of

the ground, and trees may perish from want of power
to vegetate before the arrival of bad weather."

Such are the opinions of M. Carriers, who is

therefore, like us, a strenuous advocate of autumn
planting in England, to which country none of the
objections apply which are adverted to in the latter
part of the toregoing extract. Of course it may for
many reasons be inconvenient to plant in autumn

;

but that is a point not in discussion. It is often
inconvenient to do what is right in other operations
besides gardening ; but principles must not give way
to considerations of convenience.

The ravages committed by the Gooseberry Cater-
pillar this year in the neighbourhood of London have
been most formidable. Whole acres of bushes in the
market gardens are at the present time as bare of
leaves as if it were the middle of winter, and so
rapidly does wholesale destruction take place that a
plantation healthy and promising to-day may be
leafless a few days hence. Instances have "even
been noticed of bushes being divested of their
foliage in a single night.

This scourge made its first appearance this year
with the pushing of the leaf in spring ; for some
time it caused much damage, but then disappeared

;

about three weeks ago, however, it commenced a
far more extensive and serious attack, and since
then the losses have been enormous. In the Fulham
fields the Messrs. Baglf.y, Matyear, Wilcox, and
all the great market gardeners have suffered to a
greater or less extent. Some have even commenced
pruning and thinning their bushes, but this is done,
we believe, more for the purpose of admitting light
and air to the surrounding crops than with the view
of arresting the progress of the caterpillar, which
since the heavy rains we have lately experienced
has of its own accord disappeared.

The destruction committed, however, bad as it is
in the Fulham fields, is slight compared witli that
in the market grounds in the neighbourhood of Isle-
worth, Brentford, and Ealing. Mr. Manser, an
extensive fruit grower close to Kew Bridge, has had
6 or 7 acres of bushes entirely stripped of their leaves,
and in his case not only Gooseberries, but many of
the red Currant bushes have also suffered; the
latter, however, to a small extent compared with the
former. So complete, indeed, has been the destruc-
tion here that Mr. Manser has had great quantities
of his bushes grubbed up, leaving, however, in some
places rows standing wide apart to see what they
w-ill produce next year. In examining the different
plantations it was curious to observe how much
fonder the caterpillar had evidently been of the
foliage of young bushes than of old ones. Some of
the latter, indeed, averaging from seven to nine
years old, had quite escaped, while young trees close
by had been completely divested of their more
tender, large, and succulent leaves,

h*,™
remedies have been tried; the caterpillar

H°f a
T?y ^

f lts
-

own accord
>
and a fou <-th out-break (for the last is said to be the third) is not

expected. Some have endeavoured to stop its

ravages by handpicking ; but that has been found

to be ineffectual, as well as costly. Others have
tried soot and lime mixed, and soot mixed with
ashes ; but soot alone has in most cases been found

to be best, and if carefully and perseverirgly

applied it certainly appears to have the effect of

keeping the caterpillar in check, and of preserving

the leaves. This is well exemplified in the grounds

of Mr. Dawes, a market gardener on the Brentford

Road, about half-way between Turnham Green and
Kew Bridge, who applied soot incessantly, and
whose plantations are comparatively green and
healthy, while Mr. Nov and his other neighbours

have suffered severely. This remedy is easily pro-

cured and inexpensive. It is best applied early in

the morning while the dew is on the trees, or

perhaps after a shower. The only drawback it has

is that it makes the fruit dirty and unsaleable ; that

difficulty can, however, be overcome by washing
or employing other means for cleaning the fruit.

But even if the crop of fruit is spoiled the remedy
is valuable, because it will probably ensure the crop

of next year by keeping tht; leaves on the bushes
;

without them, it need scarcely be stated, the young
wood does not ripen, and ' not only is the crop of

the present season lost, but there can be little, if

any, next year. A knowledge of the latter fact,

founded on experience, is what has induced Mr.
Manser to grub up his trees at once, and throw them
away. The dressing of soot is better.

But are dressings of any kind the true remedy ?

Would it not be better to attack this mischievous
enemy in its hiding places before it has time to

reach the Gooseberry bushes. The habits of the
insect appear to suggest a ready means of destroying

it. Our valued correspondent " Ruricola " thus

spoke of it in 1841.
" The flies emerge unheeded from their tombs the

beginning of April, and the female soon deposits her
eggs close to the sides of the principal nervures on
the under side of the leaves (fig. 2), which is very
remarkable, for all the females of this extensive

family are furnished with an instrument called the
saw, for the purpose of cutting into the leaves and
stalks, and introducing the eggs between the cuticles,

or under the bark. In about a week the larvre hatch,

and commence feeding on the leaf on which they
are stationed, and soon riddle them full of small
holes ; thus they go on feeding and changing their

successive skins as they increase in size, until they
are three-fourths of an inch long, when they are

seen scattered round the edges of a partly-demo-
lished leaf, holding by their fore legs, with their
tails turned up, or lying on one side."
" There seems to be a succession of broods, from

the early spring until October occasionally ; but the

greatest numbers are congregated in May and the
beginning of June, when, I understand, they have
caused 201. to 301. damage in a market-garden near
London, in one season ; but in the neighbourhood
of Blandford, last year, the second attack upon the
Gooseberry-bushes in July and August was, if

possible, more devastating than the first. Having
defoliated a bush, leaving nothing of the foliage
excepting the footstalk, and sometimes a portion of
the main rib, and being arrived at maturity, they
cast their skins again, and then lose all their black
spots, becoming of a uniform pale green, with two
little black dots on the head, the spaces behind it

and towards the tail retaining the yellow tint.

After resting awhile they descend, into the earth and
spin a yellow brown cocoon, formed of silk and
gluten of so thick a texture, that it is impervious
(fig. 4) ; from these the summer broods of flies come
up in less than three weeks, but the autumnal ones
remain in them, curled up in the larva state, until
the following spring, when they change to pupse in
time to produce flies, as the Currant and Gooseberry
trees are coming into leaf."

Hence it is evident that the pupa? into which the
caterpillars change when they disappear are to be
found in the earth at the foot of the bushes. " Ru-
ricola," therefore, recommended that this earth, to
the depth of a couple of inches, should be carefully

removed after the caterpillars have gone down ; to
which we would add, that it should be mixed with
the heaps of weeds and rubbish collected in all

gardens, and burnt there. Mere removal, it is to-

be feared, would be ineffectual, because the flies,

when they emerge from the ground in the spring,
would soon discover the proper places in which
to lay their eggs, even although they are
born at a distance. The plan in question
is mentioned by one of our correspondents
as having been successful, as it necessarily
must be, and it has the further merit of being un-
attended by any expense beyond a little labour.
Another correspondent speaks of having caught the
flies at their first appearance after being hatched,
before they had time to lay their eggs, and this is no
doubt a method much to be commended ; the only
objection to it, indeed, is that the flies are apt to be
overlooked and troublesome to catch ; whereas re-
moving the earth where they lie perdue, and
destroying them before they can hatch is attacking
the evil at its source.

As the caterpillars have now gone down into the
earth, there seems to be no reason why the work
should not be performed at once, instead of being
delayed till the spring. Immediate action has at
least this merit, that it prevents the operation from
being forgotten or deferred till it is too late.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXXII.
This article is unavoidably omitted this week from

want of room.

PARISIAN HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION.
(FE03I OCR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

The " Imperial and Central Horticultural Society of
Paris," formed in December last by the union of two
rival societies then existing in the town, determined on
holding an " Universal Horticultural Exhibition "at the
time of the General Industrial Exhibition of 1855, to be
established as nearly as possible on a similar plan.
Unlike our own exhibitions, where the plants, only
remaining exposed a few hours and restored to their
homes before night, need no protection beyond move-
able tents, they were here to remain for several months,
and required more permanent arrangements for their
protection and exhibition. For thispm-pose the Society
obtained a plot of ground amongst the trees of the
Champs Elysees opposite the Palais d'Industrie, of the'

extent of about 2 J acres. It was fenced in and laid out
on the designs of Mr. P. Loyre, landscape gardener, of
Paris

; a pair of handsome iron gates were erected at
the entrance by Mr. Roy, of Paris

; plant-houses and
other structures were built for the reception of such,
objects exhibited as could not remain in open borders;
awnings and tents of various designs were put up to
shade such of the flower beds as required them ; shrub-
beries were planted as a Bcreen within the outer fence ;
creepers trained up the unsightly stems of the old trees,
lawns laid down, a piece of water, fountains, ornamental
vases and statues, &c, added, and the admirable taste-

displayed in the grouping of the several parts, with the
fine background afforded by the gardens of the Elysee
palace, give to the whole a most pleasing effect, parti-
cularly striking as you enter from the Champs Elysees.

This general effect, together with the tasteful arrange-
ment of the minor details, are indeed the features which,
most immediately call forth our remarks and appro-
bation

; for, in the beauty of individual specimens, and
the horticultural skill they evince, there are few that
can enter into competition with what we see at our own
shows. But this comparison is scarcely fair. It is an-
affair of considerable expense to exhibitors to keep up
a succession of plants in flower during any lengthened
period of time, and notwithstanding the care bestowed
on them by the Society's gardeners, specimens of value
may receive essential injury, when long absent from
their accustomed homes. The doubt whether these
losses may be adequately 'compensated by rewards or
assistance received from the Society, or by the credit or
custom which may accrue, must naturally deter exhi-
bitors from sending such costly specimens as almost
exclusively constitute the collections of stove and green-
house plants at the Chiswick shows.

In order to convey a better idea of the details of the
arrangement, I enclose a copy of the plan published by
the Society in their weekly catalogue. The dots-
arranged in rows at regular intervals on this plan
represent the trees of the Champs Elysees, and it is no
small proof of the clearness of the atmosphere in this-
almost smokeless city, that vegetation prospers so well
under their shade, and that the flowering of the her-
baceous plauts and annuals is so little affected by them.
The plant-houses, of iron and glass, are heated by

caloriferes. The principal hothouse, at the western
extremity of the garden (No. 46 of the plan) is about
100 feet long by 25 in breadth, enlarged in the centre
to about SO feet by a kind of transept, and is the work
of M. Izambarr, of Paris. It is chiefly rilled with Palms,.
Cycadea;, Aroidere, and other hothouse plants in pots
only useful for their foliage, but contains also some
collections of flowering specimens, amongst which the
most important are the OrchideDe sent up every week
from M. Pescatore's rich stores at his Chateau de la.

Celle St. Cloud. He had a very fine tuft of Sobralia
two or three weeks back, and a Saccolabium, several|
Stanhopeas, &c, are now in good flower, although no
of the age and size, nor showing the number of epikei
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•of our prime exhibition specimens. The Gloxinias from
Messrs. Gontier's, of Montrouge, and from ,M. do Talloy-

rand's garden at Vorneui), arc also now making a good
bIiow, and M. Mathieu file, of Paris, has a well flowered

Bugainvilhoa trained as a small standard,

A second stove (No. 20' of the plan), about fill feet by

24, constructed by Madame Lefevrej is occupied chiefly

by an elcgantly-Hhsped aquarium, formed of the cliava

hydrantif/H': of Si. Quentitf. it is filled almost exclusively

I>y Van rloutte, of Ghent. The Victoria in tile centre
is young and lias not yet flowered ; the blue, red, anil

white NympliM'ns are but just coming out, and we cannot
yet judge fairly of their merits; but, generally speak-
ing, tboir vegetation is not so vigorous as could bo
wished, owing possibly to t.lio quality of tbo water,
Tho commoner aquatics, such as Pontcderia cm Ipes,

and Pistin, aw however very nourishing. Some good
Sarracenias and a lino JJionica, showing tho remains of

eoveral flower-stalks, aro now fading olf. Outside tho
basin aro Van Houtto's stovo ]ilants, amongst which the

most conspicuous at present is tho Aphelunara Leopold!.
Tho two other plant-houses (No. 21, 7fi feet by U,

constructed by M. llcrbcaumont, of Charoiinc, near
Paris, and No.JIt'J, .Oil feet by .'ill, built by M. I.eaute, ol

Paris) aro not heated, but servo to protect such green-
house plants as would sutler ever, now from exposure
under the tents. One wing was, ten days since, very
brilliant with a collection of Capo Ixias and Gladioli in

full flower and in considerable variety ; tiny are now
roplacod by succulent plants, some ot which are of a
good si7.e and well grown. Tho remainder of these
greenhouse plantB call for little remark, excepting tho
collection of above HO pots of European Orohideto exhi-

bited by M. lo Docteur Jjoisduval, who has met with
great success jn overcoming tho difficulties usually ex-

perienced in preserving these interesting plants through
«t number of years in a state of cultivation. They com-
prise most ot the common species of Orchis and Ophrys,
two pots of Serapias, several Epipactis, and three pans
filled, the one with above a dozen plants of Liparis
Loeseli, in full flower a fortnight or three weeks since

;

the two others, respectively, with as many of llcrmi-
iiium monorchia and Goodyera repens, now in dower.
All are in full vigour, after having been thus kept in

pans for several years.

The show specimens of greenhouse and other flower-

ing specimens in pots are chiefly collected in seven
circular or oblong beds, of which three (Nos. 28, 2.'), and
48) are sheltered by elegant tents supported on high

bamboo-pointed poles, and open at the ride , two

and h\ ) by siructurcf In imitation ol bamboo, called

Indian pavilions, and two smaller ones (No BO and 31)
by mere awnings. In each ol them a Palm, a Drai

or atuftol greenhouse shrubs, fsrms a rol

centre, showing off to advantage, the coli

flowering specimens arranged round them, 01 these

seven bi ds the largo oblong one I
No. 48) was lot I i

very brilliant. The greater part wan occupied |,y u

inn ii of rich coloured Azaleas, gradually passing oil, as

it were, into the Coj o Heaths, which occupii d tin i
.

,

end. The whole hud tlio appearance ol a fiery bed,

which attracted the eyofrom any point of thi

where it could bo seen, Ah the Azaleas withered tboy

were roplacod by Pelargoniums, which have* n<,

given way to incipient dwnrl Dahlias, too young

to form any opinion as to their merits. The Heaths
were none ol them large plants, but looked i cci ilingly

well when oloiely pressed by the Azaleas. They have
now dwindled down to a few small specimens.

, Under the other tents, Pelargoniums and Petunias

occupy the cbiel space. Two uncovered beds (Nos. 27

and 801 ore also devoted exclusively to Pelargoniums,

and many of them good, especially the fancy sorts,

Thn'planln are nut in large '
L.o regularly and for-

mally trained as most of our show specimens, but with

less of Stiffness and somewhat freer admission Ol

foliage, their best plants have a more pleasing effeel

tliim ours. Tho large bed (No. 27; is now exclusively

occupied by u fancy kind exhibited by M. Al|

Dufoy, of Paris, under tho name of Irma, and No. 80

by M. Thenier'o scarlet Triomphe de Paris.

The Petunias are amongst the best of the articles ex-

hibited. Last month tlu-ro were already several dis-

tinguished for the enormous size of the (lowers, and at

present there is a very great variety among the different

collections : that of M. Picquenot of Lcvallois-Clichy,

near Paris, under the tent No. 2'J, is perhaps the most

remarkable for the elegance and number of varieties,

amongst which we especially noticed a pink one with a

green eye, called Marquise do la Ferte, and the Aurora
and other mottled varieties. Some in this and other

collections, with the corolla almost entirely of a leafy

green, are more curious than handsome. There are

also several with more or less double flowers.

Amongst the miscellaneous greenhouse plants in these

covered beds we observed, a fortnight since, two Pig-

noni.i jasminoides, in specimens 1 J foot high, covered

with their delicately tinted flowers. Lysiniachia

Lescbcnapjtl isaral plant, loo)

otni thing I e a Lopez which .' do I

garden*,

i maiolng open round '., . idnry-ahaped U-dsare
• ccupled by losri

I

i-nitH, or annuals; the green sbru
forming the centt do which the. flowering

I M ;,re |fHU
with ft very preily effect. 'lall 1

, with

too ;! ,-,' a prepondV ocfa a»

Ihemum !"' scene, Ibea v/ri»,

sons but month; we now see abundance
ol P( lai d od Hydi
i!ii;;k or borders ot Cai : itiea. Two

snd 80) in exelu ] .-.ingea*

but ail more or M

I have not observed srty ol the bluish tint la or near
Paris. One bed (No, 84) la i -.nuals

supplied by Madame llevard-Breuvieax, of Parte; aod
another, larger circular ot , to a i»r.

varied collection ol flowering annuals and )..-r'.-nrii»l»

from Vilmorin Andru >.-,

larger oni i tho centri

centi le circles round the Ix

.

pink and while \.< U

with many others, have been very full of flower, and

i

iiiculnrly noticed as now to gardeners tlie

Nycterinia aelaginoidea forming dwarf masses i

with the prettiest little starlike flower*, and a rii
•

•ant dwarf feathery Aira dividing the lower

(lowers round the border.

Although there are many BoeCt in the different

beds and shrubberies, we observed none of On

kinds, which are only exhibited aa cut flowers in the

Pavilion Chinois. Along the northwest screen (Nos.

43, 1 1, and i.j of the plan) a long row of small pink

Poses (tho name of which I omitted to notice) trained

OS half standards about .", feet high, and covered with

, bad a very pretty effect, which, however, ii cot

now that they are replaced by a similar row of

the white A1mce Vibert i

e are several collections of Conifcra.-, mostly

young and vigorous plants in pots. A few larger speci-

mens, as well as a fen greenhouse trees or large plant/,

are scattered about in tubs or planted in the ground.

—

Palms, Phormium tenax, Abies Pinaapo, a tall Arau-

enria (or Eulassa) Cunninghami, from the Jardin des

Plantes, Cunningbamia sinensis, etc.; and an Agave
coming into flower has been sent from Algeria. ' r-

SOCIETE IMPERIALE ET CENTKALE D'HORTICULTURE.

EXPOSITION UNIVEKSELLE ET PERMANENTE.

PLAN.

AVENUE DES CHAMPS ELTSEES.

tunately the growth of the flowering stem having con-

tinued whilst confined in its package, it has acquired a

twist which much spoils its appearance, but it will still

form a great object of attraction to the Parisian public.

There are many Ferns, for the culture of that tribe

•of plants appears to be coming as much into fashion here
as with us, and deservedly so, for nothing can be more
elegant when any taste is shown in plauting them, so

as to display their graceful forms. Some of the speci-

mens in the rockworks, or as single tufts, have here a
very good effect. We also particularly noticed the
hardy Ferns, exhibited chiefly by M. Pele fils, the spe-

cimens neatly separated and imbedded, as it were, in

Moss. Moss, indeed, i i the out-door department, and
Lycopodiums tSelagiuellas) in the hothouses, take a very

conspicuous and useful share in the tasteful arrange-

ment of the different exhibitions, hiding whatever
might be unsightly, and forming the best possible ground

for showy flowers.

Six long parallel beds or borders (Nos. 15 to 20 of the

plan) are planted with fruit trees as specimens of

grafting, pruning, aud training, for the estimation of the
j

merits of which we must await the result of the scien-

,

tific iavestigations of the jury. The vegetables, the
,

fruits, and cut flowers in the Pavilion Chinois, and the

contents of the Pavilion of Horticultural Industry will

form the subject of a future communication, Paris, .

Juiy 16.

The contents of the Pavilion Chinois, and Pavilion de

l'Industrie llorticole, must still remain to be described.

T.ZT

1 and 2. Conifers? Yuccas aud
Phormium.

3 to 7, and 9 to 14. Evergreens
surrounded or edged bv
aViwering plants.

S. Pavilion Chinois, containing

fruit, cut Bowers, aud «rai

models.
15 to 20. Frait trees aui vege-

tables.

21. Greenhouse.
22. Fuchsias, <Ec
23. Pavilion of Horticultural

Indus".
24. Conifene and Hydrangeas.
25. Pelargoniums.
26. HoLhouse-sith an aquaiino..

27. Fancv Pelargoniums.

M

lad - : Bets Eos Simla in

[

&nd31. Pc. i:- u-ier s-s-u-

icc-=.

i is r: ---:.
j plants -.- l

-

44. 45. Eos^ :

:tier rl^uts.

C -: ferae.

Plants in pots under a tent.

F=ruery in front of tile

shrubs,
and 51. Plants in pots ur: ; r

Indian pavilitnis.

Coniferaa.

and 54. Ornamental Water
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GRAFTED RHODODENDRONS.
The advocates of grafted Rhododendrons have laid

great stress upon the profusion of flower afforded l>y

their favourites in comparison with self-rooted plants.

I was not prepared to contest this advantage ;
analogy

warrants if, and my own experience was too limited to

justify me in contesting the assertion. It is true that

mv limited experience was most unfavourable. Of all

the plants of grafted Rhododendrons which I possessor

ever did possess (for several have died), one and one

only has flowered. It is a plant of R. arboreum, of

which I possess the original, and it was grafted 18 or

2(1 years ago, in hopes that it would flower sooner and

more freely than its parent stock. This expectation has

been altogether disappointed. It has rarely produced a

few flowers, whilst its parent in the same house with the

same treatment flowers profusely. But the assertion of

profuse flowering was more especially directed to

hybrids of recent origin ; and this year has afforded

me an opportunity of testing its correctness ; not in

nursery gardens, where the treatment may be peculiar,

but in "private collections, where the plants have been

subjected to the treatment they must ordinarily receive.

My own grafted plants are few, eight or ten at most
;

they are in full vigour, and have had the advantage of

being transplanted aunually in two successive years.

The amount of flower produced by them was three

heads, and three only ; two on a plant of Victoria ; one

on a plant of atrosanguineum. The remaining six

produced no flowers. The plants are about 3 feet in

diameter, some larger. Self-rooted plants of the same
dimensions, planted at the same time, and subjected to

the same treatment, have all flowered except R. cauca-
' sicum ; always, I believe, a shy flowerer.

Surprised at these facts, I visited a much larger

collection of grafted plants in my own neighbourhood
somewhat larger and older, and very favourably circum-

stanced for flower. They were planted in long narrow
borders, and I examined the first 36 plants. Of these

two, and two only, had flower-buds, and each of these

but few. Self-rooted plants of commoner kinds in the
adjacent borders were flowering freely.

It has been a remarkably favourable season for

Rhododendrons, my own have never flowered so freely.

I was surprised and disappointed at the failure of my
grafted plants. At this present time, when all are
growing luxuriantly, the grafted plants may be distin-

guished at once by the pale and sickly hue of their

leaves : not deficient, it is true, in size, but utterly

deficient in colour and appearance of vigour. Is it the
want of chlorophyll which prevents their flowering ?

Dark green healthy foliage is generally the precursor of

good flower, and pale and sickly foliage the result of

excessive flowering, and the precursor of deficient

bloom. My observations may be unpalateable, but I

can only record facts as I find them, and I have no
right to suppose that I have lighted upon exceptional
cases. /. if.

Home Correspondence.
How to Cut Hedges.— Almost all the Thorn hedges

one sees are clipped square, i. e., the top is made flat

and the sides perpendicular, the object apparently being

to make them as like a wall as possible. An obser-

vation I heard made lately seems to have a great deal

of truth in it, viz., that this system has a great tendency
to make the hedge grow thin below, and that it is a
much better way to keep it widest at the base aud let it

gradually taper to a point at the top. I have certainly

seen hedges managed in this way present a beautifully

close surface, which I attribute to the plan of allowing
a much greater number of shoots to reach the outside.

Hedges kept square are very apt, when old, to get
" blanky," and grow bare near the ground, even though
the top may be quite thick and flourishing. In this

case there is no remedy but cutting down, always a dis-

agreeable necessity, for then all shelter is gone at once,
whereas this would very seldom be necessary if the
hedge was kept in a pyramidal shape, for then there
would always be plenty of shoots close to the ground
equally young and growing as those at the top. A
Northern. [This is excellent advice, but we are con-
cerned to hear that our north-country friends stand in
need of it.]

Protecting Fruit Trees from Frost in Spring is a thing
to which I have paid considerable attention. My father,
who for nearly -10 years had the care of an excellent
Peach wall, never protected, and always had a good crop
when the greatest sticklers for protecting had. I have
tried both ways in different places, and I am yet at a
loss to know which is best. In a situation in which I
lived 10 years, I always protected with old tarred fishing
nets, fastening them under the wall coping, and then to
the bottom, as if to protect Cherries from birds, and
forked sticks, about 8 inches in length, propped them

Wasps.— I have often wished to ask your readers

whether they have derived any benefit from having

giv< n a penny apiece for Queen wasps, and Dr. Lisle's

remarks remind me of it. Many have I know followed

this plan for years. If I remember rightly the number

killed at Mr. Strut t's, at Belper, in Derbyshire, was

enormous, as mentioned in your Paper some years

since. It seems a paradox to say that killing thousands

of Queen wasps does no*at all diminish them, but I have

no doubt it is true. I live close to some gardens where

they have been killed for many years, and they are

quite as plentiful as they ever were. Some years we

have scarcely been able to see a wasp all summer
through, and I have particularly remarked that the

next has produced them in profusion. Any entomo-

logist who knows his trade might make large wages by

wasps in spring at Id. each. I have tried it to see, and

could easily make 5s. per fine day in almost any locality

—often much more. Gentlemen's gardens particularly

attract wasps in spring, from the abundance of Laurels,

&c, and they come long distances to them. But I will

not trouble you with more. I will only end as I began

by expressing my doubts whether any one can say they

have perceived any diminution in consequence of the

wholesale destruction of Queen wasps at their gardens,

and begging all who have tried it to say. J.

German Yeast.— I observe in the evidence of Dr.

Normandy, before the Committee on the Adulteration

of Food, that the use of Gerniau yeast is supposed to be

the cause " of a peculiar disorder." OwiDg to the diffi-

culty, in the country especially, of obtainiog brewers'

yeast, and the bitterness it often imparts to home-made
bread, the use of German yeast has become general,

notwithstanding its high price, which is Is. id. per lb.
;

and as it does not keep above a few days, I have to send

for it twice a week, so that it is a tax of some moment
in one's housekeeping. Surely, the nature of the sub-

stance in question may be ascertained by analysis ; how
is it, then, that the profits on its sale are entirely in the

hands of foreigners ? for I am told that it is all manu-
factured on the continent. Perhaps some one of your
readers will take in hand this important subject ; and
if he cannot altogether discover the exact composition

of German yeast, lie may ascertain what is the poisonous

matter (if any) which it contains. I should be glad

also to know how to remove the bitterness of brewers'

yeast, which also (so my housekeepers have averred)

is less favourable to the lightness of the bread than

German, and how bakers, who use their own yeast,

make it. As respects the adulteration of food in

general, it is high time that Government inspectors

should, as is done in weights and measures, visit period-

ically the shops of provision-dealers of every descrip-

tion, and in addition to a punishment by fine, &c,
publish the name of every delinquent. No doubt the

baneful influence of the tradesmen on borough members,
and through them on Government, will be brought to

bear against such a measure (and the licensed victual-

lers know well what can be done in that way) ; but let

us hope for some check on such wholesale poisoning.

W. B. [It appears from a letter in the Times that Dr.
Normandy's evidence was misreported, and that he did

not attribute to German yeast the production of a
" peculiar disease," whatever that might mean. What
he does appear to have said was, that he was uninformed
on the subject. According to Pereira, this substance is

merely ordinary yeast deprived of its water by filtra-

tion and subsidence. If so, there is no apparent reason
why it should produce illness more than other yeast,

unless it becomes putrid, in which state it would doubt-

less be unfit for use unless the high temperature to

which bread is exposed in baking should destroy its

noxious quality. The most ready means of removing
the bitterness of brewers' yeast is by repeatedly wash-
ing it. As to adulteration of food, no doubt there is

enough of that ; but there is no lack of exaggeration
also.]

Much Italian Poplars.— I had not failed to observe
your notice of my query some months ago, but the

surprise you expressed at learning that I considered

these trees profitable induced an unwillingness to reply
until I had well ascertained some facts. The only uses
to which I believe the wood is applied in this neighbour-
hood are roofs and floors for cottages and outbuildings,

and the repairs of bottoms of cart bodies and wheel-
barrows, but for these purposes it meets a ready sale at

Is. per foot. Of two trees which were planted in 1821,
and blown down in 1853 on a farm of mine in the south-

west of Suffolk, one contained 128, the other ii7 cubic
feet, and in this immediate neighbourhood 336 trees

planted at intervals in the years 1819 to 1822 were
sold in the spring of 1854 by auction, and fetched

12U. 15s. The area of the ground in which they grew
was 4T'^ acres, and whilst the trees stood the pasturage
of the land was let for about 5s. per acre. Diss.
""

Gardeners' Benevolent Institution—I think your corre-
out from the wall ; but the best crop and finest was I spondents are labouring under a mistake in the observa-
always from a part of the wall where the foundation

I
tions they have made respecting this most excellent

had given way, causing it to lean south, with the coping I institution. In my opinion the election of pensioners
projecting 4 inches, which cleared the trees of rain, and,

j

must be left to the general body of its subscribers, irre-
consequently, kept them always dry or nearly so. I am, spective of being bound or tied down to vote for this or
therefore, most in favour of coping-boards, about a foot
in width, and projecting from the wall top so as to throw
rain or strong dews off the blossom, and if matting or
canvas is to be employed it can be readily done by
fastening wire rods under the boards, and curtain rings
fastened to the nets or canvas will allow the covering
to be easily drawn aside during fine days, and the whole
should be removed when the season is sufficiently
advanced to render such coverings unnecessary. W. H

that man. The privilege of voting should be freely exer-

cised, the more free the better for the institution ; if

your correspondent's ideas were fully carried out, the

institution in a very short period would become a mere
benefit or annuity society—a state of things never con-

templated by its founders. Are your correspondents
aware that the time will soon arrive when many of the
older subscribers will become entitled, according to

taking plate ? and there is much reason to fear that upon
every notice from the committee of an election of pen-

sioners to fill up vacancies, a sufficient number of these

old subscribers thus qualified will present themselves,

and so prevent an election altogether. I hope that the

committee have well considered the probable effect of

this rule upon future prospects ; in my opinion, if fully

earried out, it will in a manner swamp the institution, by
preventing the general body of subscribers from freely

exercising their privilege of voting at all elections,

which I again assert must be preserved to them in-

violate. I do not intend to defend Blair's election "

T

indeed I regret that a man who never subscribed a
guinea to the institution should so easily have ridden

rough-shod over so many deserving men ; at the same
time such a case as Blair's is exceptional, and may
occasionally, but very rarely occur, for there were pecu-

liar circumstances attending his election ; for among
gardeners, amateurs, and horticulturists, Blair's name
is a " household word," the beautiful Rose raised by him
" a gem among gems," having made many friends for him
long before the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution was
in existence, and I am informed that many such
became subscribers to be enabled to vote for him.

One who has looked into Rule 6. 1 have wit-

nessed with regret the results of the last election of

pensioners to this institution, and like your correspond-

ents who have written on the subject, I cannot help

thinking that an undue amount of influence is exercised

in the election of pensioners, which may, if not speedily

corrected, lead to unpleasant consequences. It is dis-

tressing to think that " favouritism " should have pene-

trated so far as the Gardeners' Benevolent Institution.

I should be glad if you could inform subscribers to the

charity in whose hands this influence is vested, for unless

elections be more fairly conducted, I have good reason

to believe that they will give rise to strong and general

dissatisfaction, and the benevolent intentions of the in-

stitution be marred and defeated by the exercise of a
system as utterly opposed to the principles of such a
charity as it is contrary to all fairness and common sense.

J. T. K., Croydon, July 25.

Diseased Onions.—With respect to your suggestion of
securing seed from some ot the diseased Onions, a
sample of which I sent you, and distributing it to such
persons as might be willing to try whether the crop
will fail equally in other districts, I beg to inform you
that such is the destructive nature of the disease that

not one Onion was left in less than a fortnight from the

time I sent you the specimens. When they arrive ats

that stage of growth they fall to the ground like weeds
cut with the hoe, and wither away. Next season I pur-

pose to grow some in pots, using of course the soil in

which they have hitherto failed, and place the pots in

various positions and situations, and should the disease

again make its appearance, I will not fail to send you a
pot of them. D. Sinclair, Campsall Hall, Doncaster.

Foreign Correspondence.
Leaves from my Chinese Note-Book, No. X.

—

Effects of Rebellion on China and its Productions.— On>
returning to Shanghae a few days ago I found that the
rebel band who had held the city so long had been
destroyed or dispersed, and the Imperial flags were
hoisted once more on the ramparts. But what a scene
of desolation was now presented to my view ! When
the rebels evacuated the city, the brave Imperialists-

entered it and immediately set it on fire in various-

places. The evening on which this took place was
perfectly calm, and the scene must have been one of
the grandest and at the same time one of the most
paiuful ever beheld. The fire was first seen running
along the ramparts and destroying tent after tent

—

these having been occupied only a few hours before by
the insurgents. Then the city was observed to have
been set fire to'in several places, and owing to the con-
struction of the houses (they are built chiefly with
Pine and bricks), the fire spread with fearful rapidity.

The whole city, about three miles in circumference,

appeared to be in flames— guilty and innocent were
perishing together, thousands were rendered houseless

and driven from their homes, and where to go they
knew not. In the midst of all this terror and confusion
the Imperial soldiers were plundering what had been
left by the rebels, which I believe was not very much,
and hunting down the unfortunate, in order to cut their

heads off and claim the promised reward. Some of the
latter, as a last resource, hid themselves in coffins,

hoping thus to escape their ruthless pursuers. Many of
them were discovered and slain, and then the soldiers-

used this as a pretence for breaking open the
coffins of the dead in order to get the money or
gold and silver ornaments which are often deposited
with the bodies after death. Such are the fearful-

accompaniments of a rebellion in a half-civilised

country. But these details are sickening, and I shall

leave them and pass on to other matters. When I arrived
here a few days since I found fully one-third of this

ancient city in ruins. The poor inhabitants were
wandering about looking out for the spots where their

dwellings formerly stood, and in many instances mark-
ing their boundaries with a few stones or bricks. MoBt
of them seemed completely heart-broken and paralysed,
and were taking no steps to rebuild their former homes.
With all the industry and perseverance for which the
Chinese are remarkable it will be some years before the
old city is rebuilt. The gardens and nurseries in the

city and suburbs have necessarily suffered severely.

rule C, to be placed upon the funds, without any election It is quite melancholy to look into many of them. One
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just outside the north gate, which furnished mo with

sonio of my finest plants when I. wan collecting for the

Horticultural Society of London, is completely destroyed,

A fine Glycine sinensis, which formerly covered a large

trollis, is now half-buried in ruins, but in Hlill putting

forth its long racemes of "blue flowers half-covered with

tho-broken tiles and bricks, and tellH in mournful accents

its lulo of peaceful times ; it noble tree of the Carnation*

flowered Peach which in former yearn lined to lie loadod

with rose, white, and striped blossoms, and admired by

all who saw it, hatt been cut down for firewood, and tho

Btiimp alone remains to toll where it grew. Hundreds
of pot plants are huddled together, broken, and de-

stroyed. The little Iiohho where tho gardeners used

to live ia levelled with the ground, and the old lady, the

proprietor whom I have known for some years, ami who
managed the concern after her husband's death, in gone

—no olio knows where. In tho city many places are

in tho same condition. A great portion of the cele-

brated tea gardens is destroycu. Hero there was one little

garden situated in front of a gentleman's house and mir-

rounded with high walls. In addition to numerous plants

In pots, it contained two pretty specimens of Sophora
japonica pendulii, grafted high, as we Bee the Weeping
Ash in England, and presenting an appearance not unlike

it in tho distance. The house and high walls are in ruins,

and the trees, which have somehow escaped, can now he

seeix a long way off, budding ami becoming green amidst

this sceno of desolation. The face of tho country for

80mo miles from tho city walls is also entirely changed.

Formerly it had a rich appearance, and was studded

all over with clumps of trees. All have been cut down
for firewood for tho Imperial army, (.'lumps of Crypto-

meria japonica, Juniperus spluoriea, and Bamboos have

entirely disappeared. Tho celebrated Peach gardens

near the south and west gates of the city, which at this

timo of year (April) used to bo one sheet of bloom, have

now nothing remaining except the stumps of the trees.

What I regret as much as anything are some noble speci-

mens of Salisburia adiantifolia—the " Ging-ko " of tho

Japanese. This is apparently indigenous to this part of

China, and attains to a very large size ; indeed, it is by

far the largest tree iu the district. Its fruit, which at

first sight has somewhat the appearance of the Almond,
is much esteemed by the Chinese, and consequently

abundant in tho markets. Such are some of the effects

of rebellion in a half civilised country like China. The
picture which I have endeavoured to paint applies,

unfortunately, to many other parts of the country besides

Shaughae. Hundreds of towns and villages are ill the

same state ; their inhabitants are driven from their

homes by fire and sword, the innocent in many instances

perish with the guilty, and even women and children are

not spared. One party is just as bad as the other,

and the " tender mercies " of both' "ore cruel." Amongst
foreigners residing in this country, enthusiasm has

generally given way to common sense, and they have
now no hopes of the Christian character of the Canton

or Shaughae rebellion ; indeed there has even been

Strong proof that thieves or pirates would be a much
more appropriate name to apply to them than the sacred

one of Christian. Let us hope for better things as

regards the Nanking insurgents and their leader Tai-piug-

waDg, when we know them as intimately as we have

known their countrymen at Shaughae and Canton.

Although the picture which I have given of some parts

of China is a melancholy one, it must not be supposed

to represent the general condition of the empire. China

is a large country, and those parts disturbed by rebellion

bear but a small proportion to the remainder, which is

perfectly undisturbed. Indeed, even a mile or two away
from a place iu the hands of the rebels we find the

country quiet and the husbandman engaged in culti-

vating his land. Thus it is that notwithstanding all

these disturbances we have no lack of tea, silk, and the

other articles which form the bulk of our exports. R. F.

^ortfttesf.
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cami Clorodendron ICtempferl, Gcsnora discolor,

Amaryllis mnrglnala, Pelargonium , Bal h

inula box of Seedling Ponsics ;
from Messrs, P. Law.

Hon St Son, Oxylobium orborescens, Pimclca 11

soni, Hoses, and fuchsias ; from Mi rs. J Dii

Sens, Pontste li flreyi, ' is us di eoli r, Gesni

Gloxinias, ami R01 1 b ; from Mi Mrs. I£, ing

Lysimaehia LeBchenaulti, Cypripedium spcctabilo, ami

irin susiana ; from Messrs. Balfantyne '- .... He 1

and the newer French sorts of Fancy Pelargoniums;
from Messrs, Downie & Laird, Stage and Fancy Pelar-

goniums, Verbenas and Antirrhinums; from Mr. Han-

dasyde, Roses ; from Mr. Stark, [rises, Pansies, and a

Bouquel of Roses ; from Messrs. VToung <*c Mackay,
Ranunculuses ; from Messrs. Cunningham S 1

Hoses ; from Mr. Douglas, Fuchnia.\lrn. Story (with white

corolla), a semi-double Petunia mid Verbena blooms ;

and from Mr. Stirling Linum narbomnsc, Lychnis

quadridentata, llouatonia cierulea, &c. From the

garden of S. Hay, Esq., were stage and fancy Pelar-

goniums ; from W. Hunt, Esq., a hybrid between
Sinningia and Gloxinia, partaking of the characters of

both genera ; from Mrs. Fraser, Androsaco lanugi-

nosa, Luzula nivea, Betonica grandiflora, and other

interesting plants ; from J. Mood, Esq., a fine specimen
of Sempervivum villosum, and three Fuchsias ; from
Mr. Halliday, Scone Palace, two Queen Pines ; from
Mr. Laing, Dysart House, bloom of Rhododendron
Madden! ; from Mr. W. Melville, Dulmeney Park,

blooms of Tropfcolum Scheuerinauianum, and a hybrid

variety l'aised from it ; from Mr. Pender, Penlstemon
Jeffreyi, and a white-fleshed Melon raised from Crimean
seeds, which, though not highly flavoured, was stated to

be very early ; from Mr. D. Nicol, Roses ; from Mr.

VV. Thomson, Di'acophyllum gracile and Pimelea de-

cussata ; from Mr. Young, Stocks and Antirrhinums
;

from Ml-
. Macfarlaue, Ranunculuses ; and from Mr.

Forgie, Ranunculuses. Among plants from the

Society's garden were Cherry trees in pots, well

furnished with ripe fruit, and a few other fruit trees

from the orchard-house, erected in the garden by

Lord Murray.

Notices of 33coi;5.

Caledonian Horticultural. — This was an extra

Summer Competition, at which premiums were awarded

as follows, viz. :— 1st, to Mr. Stirling, for Aistreemeria

peregrina ; 2d, to Mr. Blair, gr. to G. C. Arbuthnot,

Esq., for Gloxinia albo-sanguiuea. Cape Heaths : 1st,

Mr. Thomson, gr. to Mrs. D. C. Durham, for Erica

cubica major, ventricosa hirsuta rosea, and deusa carnea.

Pelargoniums : 1st, Mr. Henderson, gr. to C. K. Sive-

wright, Esq., for Gulielme and a seedling named Stella
;

2d, Mr. Forrest, gr. to W. Anderson, Esq , for Opti-

mum and Forget-me-Not ; and 3d, Mr. Cameron, gr.

to S. Hay, Esq., for Magnet and Forget-me-Not, Pelar-

goniums in 6-iuch pots : 1st, Mr. Henderson, Csrgil-

field, for Pretty Polly, Conspicuum, Little Nell, and
Stella ; 2d, Mi-

. Forrest, for Conspicuum, Magnificent,

Machanna, and Rowena. Fancy Pelargoniums : 1st,

Mr. Forrest, for Queen of Fancies and Princess Marie
;

2d, Mr. Stewart, gr. to theMarquess ofDalhousie for Queen
Victoria and Decora ; and 3d, Mr. Cameron, for Fairy

Queen and Lady Dowues. Fancy Pelargoniums in 6-inch

pots : 1st, Mr. Henderson, for Erubescens, Midia, Lady
Alice Peel, and Celestial ; 2d, Mi-

. Cameron, for Princess

Marie, Perfection; Decora, and Queen of Fairies ; and 3d,

Mr. Forrest, for Celestial, Carlotta Grisi, Ocean Queen,
and Othello. Fuchsias -. 1st, Mr. Walker, gr. to J. Mood,
Esq., for Banks's Glory and Queen of Hanover ; 2d,

Mr. Henderson, for Omega and Queen of Hanover
;

and 3d, Mr. Crombie, gr. to C. H. C. Inglis, Esq.

Roses : 1st, Mr. Wemyss, for Madame Zoutnian, Sy-

donie, William Griffiths, Aspasia, Geaut des Batailles,

A Practical Treatise on Warming Buildings ly Hot

Water ; on Ventilation, 6c. etc. By Charles Hood,

F.R.S. 8vo. ; Whitaker, pp. 386. The third edition,

greatly enlarged.

The great value of this hook is universally acknow-

ledged ; nor does the author at all overstate its import-

ance when he says that it still " continues to be the only

work which treats at large upon the principles of heating

buildings by hot water ; and the general application of

this invention to the numerous and varied purposes to

which it is applicable." Mr. Hood announces that

—

" The present edition will be found to contain some

considerable and useful additions. They are almost

entirely of a practical character, being principally

additional i
-emarks on such parts of the subject as have

either occuri-ed to the author, or have been pointed out

as requiring further explanation. The object which lies

been aimed at has been to render the work as clear as

possible to practical men, while, at the same lime, it

should not be below the notice of those who might desire

either to acquaint themselves with the scientific prin-

ciples of the invention, or with the general bearing of

the subject, on the health, the comfort, the physical

development, and even the duration of life of a large

portion of the human race. The effects of unwholesome

air on the animal economy from imperfect ventilation,

and deleterious methods of producing artificial warmth,

is a subject which has excited hitherto far too little

attention."

This statement we willingly endorse, but we could

have wished to see the ventilation of plant houses in a

prominent position. No one is more likely than the

learned author of the treatise before us to work out the

greatest problem now- remaining to be solved in garden-

in" ; namely, koto to maintain the atmosphere inside a

plant house in the same condition in all respects as that on

the outside of it, temperature excepted. But this has not

engaged his attention. The ventilation of inhabited

places is that to which Mr. Hood's practical conclusions

mainly apply ; and admirably are they stated. But

glass houses," with their open laps, their innumerable

chinks and cracks, their complete exposure to the

weather, and the peculiar demands which the gardener

should make upon the engineer, although they cannot

affect the great principles of ventilation, nevertheless do

render their application extremely difficult. A gardener,

for example, not only requires to have vitiated (or we

should rather say exhausted) air removed, but also to

have such an abundance of fresh air introduced as will,
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•', which, however is the method adopted in a
verygreat majoi ity of churches and other large buildings.

Notwithstanding this plan has obtained such extenaive

adoption, it is certain that it it oppt VAUid

, and has had it* rue
• ; and no better

proof than this needs be adduced to show how very

little the true principles of ventilation have been studied,

and how erroneous any conclusions on this subject are

likely to prove that are not based on the known laws

which govern the motions of fluids.

" In all the methods of ventilation, it is adxitaJM to

make the aggregate area *gs thai admit the

fresh air, larger than thus aggregate openings for Ote fflvx

of the vitiated air. This becomes necessary notwith-

standing the increase of volume which takes place in

the heated and vitiated air. If the opposite course be

adopted, and ihe abduction tubes be larger than the

eduction, then a con, 'akes place in the

or ventilating lubes, and the cold air descends through

them ; but by making the induction tubes numerous,
and of a large total area, the velocity of the entering

current is reduced, and unpleasant draughts are avoided.

It is also expedient to divide tlie entering current at

much as possible; for by so doing it prevents the

dangerous effects of cold draughts, when the entering

current is colder than the air of the room : and when it

is hotter than the air of the mom, it prevents the air

from rising too rapidly towards the ceiiin™, and there-

fore distributes it more equally throughout the apart-

ment Provided the aggregate openings for the

admission of cold air be not less than those for the

emission of the heated air, the quantity of air which

enters a room depends less upon the size or number of

the openings which admit the fresh air, than upon the

size of those by which the vitiated air is carried off.

This will be evident when it is considered that, the room
being always absolutely full of air, no more air can enter

until a portion of that already in the rom be removed.

But as soon as a portion of the air which previously

occupied the room is removed, a similar quantity of

fresh air rushes in to supply its place: the quantity

entering being exactly equal to that which escapes."

The Working Man's Gardener, by C. Taylor 1 Groom-

bridge, Is.) is a useful guide to the Cottager, written by

Mr. Melville Portal's" gardener. It is evidently the

production of a working man, and sur all that

valuable class. In farm houses it will be found pecu-

liarly useful

FLORICU LTURE.

5, ..—i-hPc-5T Swetti's Exh-.e:— :>-.-

meeting toot place this Tear at Dal';, -th lie

exhibition of tho Dalkeith Horticaltnral Society. Generally

speaking the flowers were shown in ; zAmost

varieties of anv note, whether old m
them. The leading rrizes were awarded as tillows :—5 m-sery-

men best 24 iistina —«? Messrs.

Downie & Laird, with Jnbilee, Royal Standar-

strathmore. Sovereisn. Fannr Ken':

Gav-tzz:
'

' "' ""

nareil Mary Taxlor. Marchioness of Batb, Sir J. Catbcart,

Beartv St. Ar.dri-=. Saltan. Alice, S'_£r„- NiT::

Tom's" Cabin. Mrs. Campbell, Char - Practical Gar-

deners and Amateurs, best lr HeDder-

=od s:. to C. S. Sive^Ticht. Esq., with Dote of Perth, Lord

Rasian Royal Standard,
" i- of the Day,

SteC/Sapier, Royal Tisit, 2U& - :r=ws, Tearless,

Yellow Climax. heart, Pandora,
-. Practical Gardeners ani AHnteais, nstlSf, 17 com-

—1st. Mr. J. Hampton, jam- with Marchioness of Bath,

Sir J. Cathcart, Flower of the Day, Pandora, Black Warrior,

iliss Talbot. Sovereign, rr::- - — ; Calms, Miriam, Lady
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UUKuOl lYun, \t-llovs UiimHJC l'i:iLiu-.il Ijtutituiora and

Amateurs bcsl 6, 11 competitors.— 1st, Mr. .1. Henderson, Cnrgil-

tielo, witb Miss Talbot, fearless, Roynl Visit, Monarch, Royal

Swndar.i. Sir J. Callicart. (The bloom or Royal Standard m the

ith< prias given for the best light ground flower in

Uio room.) For Amateurs exclnsively, who cultivate their own

plants, bwt 8, 9 competitors.—1st, Mr, W. VouDg, with Flower ot

. Robert Burns, National, Argo, St. Andrews, YeUowCu-
mai. Classes opentoall, best 1-'. '.i competitors— 1st, Mr. Campbell,

t itfa St. Andrews, Wonderful, Royal White, Dukeot
s,SirJ.Cathcart,LordJ.RuBseU,RobertBurns,Earl

of Mansfield, Argo, Miss Talbot, Royal Visit. Wonderlul, in the

above, was shown as a pure vellow self, and won, most deservedly,

the prize for the but self In the room; indeed many were in-,

dined to think it the finest bloom in the room also. The Sweep-

Hakes, open to all, best IS, were won by Mr, J. Henderson, Car-

pildeld, with itoval Standard, Duko of Norfolk, Nonpareil,

Medora, Pandora, Earl of Manstield, Fearless, Omer Pasha, Egoii,

S:. Andrews, Great Western. Messrs. Dickson and Co.'s Seed-

lings were the most successful. A yellow ground variety named

Cyrils had a first class certificate, won the prize for the best

ind in the room, and also that for the best flower in the

room. Indian Chief also was awarded a first class certificate;

this is a deep purple flower of fine quality and substance, and from

growers Came Rubens, a yellow ground, with rosy purplo

1 ill and top petals, tine form and texture ; this had a certificate of

merit. The above were ail from Messrs Dickson & Co.

Miscellaneous.
Arl-.ral Records of Buildings.— I lnve frequently

thought of drawing attention to an idea which has long

had possession of my mind, and which, had I property

adequate to the requirement, I should be inclined to

carry out myself. Let me now give a notion of it In

laying out parks and planting trees, might not interest-

ing results be produced if the trees were arranged to

form models of some of our most interesting ecclesias-

tical buildings ? Take, for example, Kedcliffe Church,

Bristol. Plant an Oak for each of the buttresses, aud an

Elm for each of the pillars, and Toplar, or some other

lofty tree at the angles of the tower. It would, of

course, be some years before it became very pleasing :

still, for the advantage of future generations, perhaps
some might be found to do it. "Various shrubs and
trees might be planted to fill in and carry out the design

of different parts, and gravel walks would represent the

aisle. Training and cutting the branches properly
would be desirable, and if done judiciously might
prevent formality and stiffness. T. P., hi Builder.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c. — Look over Camellias and

Azaleas that were not shifted before starting £into

growth, aud if they appear to require more pot room
let this be attended to at once, in order to prevent their

sustaining any check, and allow of getting them mode-
rately rooted into the fresh soil before winter. Also
attend carefully to repotting Fuchsias, Chrysanthemums,
&.C., for autumn flowering as they require if, and see

that they are liberally supplied with water in bright

weather, as if allowed to get too dry at the root the

foliage will suffer. Examine the earliest cut down
Cinerarias for cuttings or suckers, and get these

established as quickly as possible, in order to secure

strong plants for early flowering. Where suckers of

the best sorts can be obtained at once, they will, with

good management, form nice-sized plants in course of

the autumn, and make fine plants for blooming early in

spring ; and these are greatly preferable to seedlings,

in so far as there is no danger of growing things that

will hardly be worth room while in flower. If not
already done, get a good supply of Mignonette sown in

pots for winter flowering, and see that the tree Violets

are not being injured by red spider. Stove.—Attend
to former directions as to keeping insects under. Give
air freely during the day when the weather is bright

end warm, and leave sufficient for the night to ensure a
gentle circulation in order to prevent damp, and secure
strong robust growth. Specimens in bloom of such
things as are readily injured by syringing over head,
should be placed where sparing them will not interfere

with a liberal use of the syringe on thoBe that require it.

Use every means to maintain a moist atmosphere, and
to do this the floors, &c, must be frequently sprinkled
on|bright days dewing the foliage with the syringe after

shutting up. Be sparing of fire heat, and save where it

is necessary to furnish bottom-heat, or during unseason-
ably cold or cloudy weather, it may almost be dispensed
with for a few weeks. Where twiners are grown on the
rafters attend frequently to regulating the growth of

these, keeping them within reasonable limits, and see

that ihey are not allowed to become a harbour for
insects, as is too frequently the case with stove twiners.
Give a liberal supply of water at the root, using manure-
water wherever it can be given with safety, aud if red
spider attacks any of them remove the pot specimens
and give the infested plants a thorough washing with
the engine. See that things for winter flowering, such
as Begonias, Gesneras, Euphorbias, ccc, receive their
fair thare of attention, for if the gaiety of this house is

to be maintained through the winter months, the
summer flowering things must not be allowed to mono-
polise all the space and attention.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
When the plants have fairly covered the beds, the

principal thing to attend to will be to preserve that
symmetrical appearance over the whole of the beds
which is indispensable in every regular flower-garden,
to render ihe effect pleasing. To do this will involve
frequent attention and considerable labour for some
time to come, as some of the plants will incline to grow

much too strongly, and will be continually encroaching

upon the edgiugs and extending beyond their proper

limits, and also getting too high and. bulky for other

parts of the garden. For this there will be no remedy
but pegging down, and thinning out the shoots, aud
shortening "back such as exlend beyond their proper

limits. In shortening back shoots, however, that may
incline to overstep the edges of the beds, care should be

observed to avoid the least appearance of stiffness, by
thinning out the under shoots, and causing the mass to,

as it were, die away at the edge. Plants of a weakly

habit of growth, such as the Melindres varieties of

Verbena, may require the assistance of an occasional

watering with manure water, to get them to grow suffi-

ciently freely to make a strong good bed, and, in the

case of these and some other free-blooming plauts, this

may be used freely without any danger of inducing

growth at the expense of bloom. If green-fly makes
its appearance upon any of the beds, syringe the affected

part at once with tobacco water and soapsuds ; for if

neglected, the mischief will soon spread, and be both

troublesome and expensive to eradicate. Attend to

plants trained on walls, keeping the young shoots neatly

Paid in or cut off before they become unsightly. The
climbing Roses should also be gone over occasionally,

stopping or cutting out strong shoots not wanted for

laying in. Keep Phloxes and other herbaceous plants

neatly tied to stakes, to prevent their being injured by
wind, &c. ; also see to tying Dahlias and Hollyhocks,

and give the latter a liberal supply of manure water.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—At the present season air should be given

liberally to young stock in dung pits, iu order to secure

strong stocky growth. The plants should not, however,

be exposed to drying winds by giving back and front air

liberally on drying days, for this would not serve the

end in view ; but a moderate circulation of air should

be secured at night, giving uo more during the day than

may be necessary to prevent the temperature getting

too high. This, with careful attention to the state of

the roofs, keeping the bottom heat regular, the soil in a

nice healthy state as to moisture, and giving a liberal

supply of manure water to such as are well rooted, will

be found much more conducive to strong stocky growth
than exposing the plants too freely to hot drying winds,

which would probably check the growth, and throw them
into fruit prematurely. Use every means to afford plants

swelling their fruit a thoroughly moist atmosphere,sprink-

ling passages, &c, frequent ly, and shutting up early on the

afternoons of bright days, giving the plants a gentle

dewing with the syringe, and saturating the atmosphere
by sprinkling every available surface ; also give these

plenty of clear strong manure water at the root until

the fruit begins to change colour, when the soil should
bo kept rather dry, which will improve the flavour.

Vineries.—Attend to former directions as to thinning

the fruit in houses intended to furnish a late supply,

and see that the bunches are severely thinned, and also

that the crop left is not too heavy in proportion to the
strength of the Vines. Where the fruit is swelling, be
careful to maintain a moist state of the atmosphere,
and give every possible attention to the roots, keeping
the border in a healthy state as to moisture, and if

watering is found necessary, use good strong manure
water. Give abundance of air where the fruit is

colouring, and do not allow plants in pots to remain in

the house to cause damp, which, despite every care in

ventilating, is apt to settle in the berries and spoil the
bloom. Where the fruit is ripe and expected to hang
for some time, the atmosphere of the house should be
kept as coo! as possible ; but a little fire heat will pro-

bably be necessary occasionally in order to keep the
atmosphere dry. Use this, however, sparingly, and
only when it cannot safely be dispensed with, and
always in conjunction with free ventilation. Vines
from which the fruit has been cut some time will

probably have thoroughly ripened their wood, and
should now be kept as cool and dry as possible, in order
to prevent any farther attempt at growth, and induce
them to go to rest, and if wet weather continues, it may
be advisable to cover the border with a good coat of dry
litter to throw off the rains aud keep the soil cool and
moderately dry. But before excluding the border from
the action of the sun, be sure that the wood is well

ripened, and until this is the case, take care that the
foliage is not injured by insects, and endeavour to pre-
serve every leaf until its natural period of decay.
Peaches.—Expose trees freely to the air from which
the fruit has been gathered, keeping the ventilators

open day and night, and spare no attention which may
be necessary to preserve the foliage in a clean healthy
state until the young wood is well matured. Where the
fruit is ripening, shading the house on the forenoons of

bright days will prolong the supply, and will not injure

the flavour as much as would be the case with most
other fruits. Figs.—Trees swelling their second crop
must be well attended to with water, giving sufficient to

moisten the whole of the border thoroughly if this has
been allowed to become dry while the first crop was
ri; ening. Use the syringe freely on the foliage, shutting

up early in the afternoon, and sprinkle paths, ccc, fre-

quently, in order to keep the atmosphere moist.

HARDY FRUIT and KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where not already done, Straw berry planting should be

finished at once ; and if the plants are expected to bearnext

season, they should have been planted previous to this:

but by selecting strong runners, planting carefully, and
keeping them well supplied with water, they will make
strong plants yet before winter. No expense should be

spare! iu preparing the ground for this crop ; and as

the plants will last for several years if the soil is

made deep and rich, aud require but little attention in

the way of manuriug or digging among them, the
ground should be trenched some 2 feet deep, well incor-

porating with the soil a very heavy dressing of manure.
Select a piece of open light soil, and prepare it for

Spinach by well manuring and digging deep. This
crop should also be got in at once, sowing in

drillsjJiin beds with wide alleys, so as to allow

of gathering the crop without treading the grouud. Also
provide grouud for winter Onions, &c. Finish planting
out Broccoli and winter greens as soon as possible, for

unless the autumn should prove very favourable, those
planted after this time will not attain much size. Get
plenty of Endive planted on rich soil ; also Lettuce to

maintain the succession. See to providing a good supply
of Parsley for winter use ; a good sized bed should be
planted in some convenient situation for being protected
in hard weather, choosing light dry but rich soil ; and if

some well established strong plants can be cut over
rather closely, stirring the surface of the soil lightly,

and applying a good dressing of guano or soot, they will

throw up strongly and be in prime condition before

winter. Attend to Celery and all recently planted crops
with water in the event of the weather becoming dry.

STATE 01 f THE \ NEAR LONDON.VEATHER AT CHISWICK
For the week ending July -6, 1355, as observed at the Horticultural Garden*.

Babomstkb.
Temfkbut UBS.

July-

s

Ol the Air. Of the Kartr Wind.
n

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

2tem
deep.

a

Friday Sill G C9.9.i I :'.).74 s 73 41 57.0 62 61 W. Ml
Stuur. 21 7 30.107 30.(149 80 62.5 62 61 w. .00
Sundays j. 30.156 3iM n 78 52 65.0 64 61 w. ,rn
Mon,, 23 9 30.«'20 29.765 83 59 71-0 fi;+ 61* s.w. xs
Tuea. 24 111 ^9-7 77 2<J.fi06 71 62 fiS 62 SAV. .14
Wed. 25 11 23.716 2y.672 73 49 61.0 64* 62 s.w. .-

1-2. 2y.777 29.720 t>3 50 66.5 64 62 S. |3£J

Average. 29.929 29.810 71.4 40.7 62.0 63.7 ! 61.5 :.t:i

July 2(i—V>ry floe throughout; clear at eight.
- 21— Cle„r; exceedingly tiue.
- 22—Very fane throughout.

^3— Slight fog; sultry; heavy thunder-storm in afternoon; heavy
raiu.

24—Rain : cloudy; rain at night.
25— Cloudy ; rain; fine at night.

- 26—Densely overcast; constant heavy rain.
Mean temperature of the week * deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the enBuing week, ending Aug. 4. 1*55.

July and
August.

it
r-.z
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Tears in
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Rained.
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of Rain.
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1

1

3
1
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3
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3

4

4

3

"i hi 1*

Sunday 29
Mon. 30
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S»Hir 4
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74.1

74.3
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7o.l

m

51.1

51.2
51.6
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5:j.5

51.4

f.3.4
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6.'.5

*3.»

14

15

12
14

14

16
15

1.31 in,

P.8S

C.66
1.23

1.03

0.50

0.S5

4

3
2

2

3

2

11 3 10 4
i 2; 7| 8
1 3 tf S
2 3 *t 6
- 7! S 4
1 3 1u 4
3' 3 111 4

3

1
3
I

1

The highest temperature during the above period 'occurred on the 1st,

1846- therm. 92 deg.; and the lowest on the 3d, 1S47—-therm. 3S de$.

Notices to Correspondents.
Asparagus : E J 21. By all means let it run to seed. If you dis-

regard trouble you will gain something by picking oft' the
berries. Of strong manure and salt it is greedy—very greedy.
Apply the salt now at the rate of 4 lbs. to the rod ; but choose
wet weather or dissolve the salt in water before applying it.

The manure must be applied in the winter, unless you can give
it in a liquid state, in which case this is the best time.

Gardeners' Advertisements: JET. Critics should be careful
not to misrepresent. If you will look again, you will see that
the advertiser does not say what you make him say. It seems
to be a very properly worded advertisement.

Names of Fruits : F B S. Your Apple is not Pearson's Plate.
It appears to be the Dutch Mignonne. The Apricot is the
"White Masculine.

|!

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gainiug Information.
"We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four planta niay be
sent us atone time.—Diss. All the sorts, that of "Winfarthing
included, belong to Quercus pedunculata. We do not remem-
ber having seen Q. sessiliflora in either Norfolk or Suffolk.

—

J S. It is Cassia australis.

—

G G. Wells. Holcus lanatus.—
A J W. Undoubtedly Lilium japonicum.—J T. The small
Scarlet Bean sold in toy-shops for beads is Abrus preca-
torius from the "West Indies, a poison.— Theta. Antbyllis vul-

neraria.—E K. Either Pinguicula vulgaris or germanica; it is
impossible to say which, the plant being quite rotten.

—

I). Maxillavia marginata, we presume.

—

A B O. It really is

Stachys germanica. If you remove the silky hairs, you will

find that the leaves are sharply serrate.—E D B. "What you
have bought for Helenium Douglasi is Monolopia californica;

the Lophoclinium hirtuin is Podoiheca ^angustifolia ; 3 is

Alyssum linifolium; 5, Tamarix gallica; 4 is probably right,

but the specimen is very bad.

Orange Trees : Barford. Their breaking out all over is a good
sign. Cannot you put them into a little bottom-heat, by
plunging the pots in warm stable litter. It is evident that
something has been wrong at the roots ; but from your state-
ment it would seem that the latter are recovering. There is

still time enough for the wood to ripen, if the trees remain
under glass. If it does not ripen you must keep the trees in
the greenhouse all the winter, stopping their growth by dry-
ness at as low a temperature as you can obtain short of frost.

Paper: Anon. Undoubtedly paper can be made from the raw
material of rags, and there is no necessity for first pro-
ducing rag. The difficulty is to afford the cost of the raw
material. Bags are mere waste; raw materials are quite the
contrary.

Strawberries : Amateur. Plant now on new ground well
manured, trenched or deeply dug. British Queen and Keens*
Seedling will answer your purpose best. Of the two, the
former is the best flavoured. Let the rows be at least 2^ feet

apart, and the plants 35 inches asunder in.the rows. Nothing
is gained by planting too closely. J—E F. Nothing is better
than genuine guano, applied either in powder in wet weather
or iu a liquid state while the plants are making their growth.
Now is a good time. If you cannot get guano, use good rotten

farm-yard manure, applied round the necks of tli6 plants with-
out burying the leaves with it.

Misc.: Subscriber. The postage will be 2d., and the paper must
be seut within 15 days from the date of publication. It cannot
after this date be sent to the same place as a book.
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TURNIP SOWING, LTC.

/^ENIMNU HALF-INCH BONES AND BONE
* " DUST tiv.iv ',•< had In any quantity of Ja into TieuuiriT

Hunt, I v 1 1 r M )»'•(] i wimii; Upper Vora ntrsot, Lambotb. noiir

Vnuxliall Bridge Also BupoiTJliOHpliftto of Llrao and Bulphurlc

Acid for dissolving Bones, ). X. u. also Invltwi tlm attention m
Gentlameu and AgWoulturlBts In general to lilt) Biiparlvr Vino

Hone Dust for dressing Ltiwns, I'm-kn, &c. Delivered i" any
Railway In London In Hacks.

PATENT WOOL MANURE, 8/. fl*. por ton,

i.. Application for Agencies, IVom parsons of Influence and
vrvipnrinbilliy, will be resolved until tliO 8isl lniil,

Nottidob & Co., 81, Gi'ftcechurcb Strong London.

CORN MANUKK l-'OK HI'KINd MOWING.
CONCttlN'l itA'iiiU URATE FOR GIRAB8, ItAl'E, AM)

AM, KOOT CJtoi'H.

SUPERPHOSPHATE Off I. IMF,.

PHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY continue
inufnoiurb tlio abovo WTanuros, 'whloli have been used

with ho much sticccsfl for the last 14 years.

The London Manure Conjpany also supply PERI PIA1N
GXJANO (direct from Importers' waroliousoH), Nitrate ol I oda.

Buljphuto of Ammonia, Fishery and other Baits, Bono Dust, and
every artificial rriamiro of known vnluo. Edwaho Pujmi u, i o.

oillce—40, Bridge Btrcot, Blnokfrlars,

HP HE FOLLOWING MANURES arc manufWured
J- nt Mr.' Ijawkb' Factory, Deptfoi'd Creole:—Turnip Manure,
72. per ion' j Bupevphosphato of Llmo, ii.; Sulphuric Add and
OjproIltcH, Ql,

Offlco, G9, King "William Stroot, City, London.
N.lJ. Gonttlno Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain l'> por

cent, of rimmonla. Nitrntuof Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chomlcnl IUiiiuiith,

T

\/i ANURIAS.—The following Manures are manu-
i-'-* faotured by Hodgson & Biufbon, Caldor Soap Works,
Wukoiiohl, and Mattiikws Sb Co., Manufacturing Agricultural

OhomlBts, Drifllald. SiMi'SOtf'fl AMMONIA PHOSPHATE, a

vaiuahin 3Jop-Dr6H8lng for Wheat, Barley, and oats. Simpson's
KITRO-PIIOSPIJATE for Tunilps. Potatoes, and all other
bulbous rootrcrbn , [)i Ice SI. por ton. N.B, Manures specially pre-

pared for Gi'aBS antt \F\ax. Tho abovo linVQ been huccohhIuIIv tested

(or tlto lnst Seven Years by the leading farmers In Yorkshire nmi
Glncolnsulre, and other countlesj and wore applied last Beason to a

breadth of upwards of 15,000 acres of land with the most bene-
ficial results to tho crops. A List of Testimonials and other

particulars will be forwarded by post on application.

AKTiFICfAX MANURES, &c—Ma* ufacturers and
others engaged in mnking ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for their economical and
<if!lcion$ preparation, by applying to J. C. Np.smT, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolites, Ac., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will li nd ample facility and accommodation at tho College.

COLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
and or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kemiingtou Lano, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

Tho system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and" Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays ot eveiy description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may he bad on application to the Principal.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, a practical

Surveyor and Land-Agent of more than 15 years' standing,

offers bis services to Gentlemen about to drain Land and Bogs.

He will undertake to set out and superintend himself the execu-

tion of tho work at a charge of 5s. per acre, and the expenses

incurred in bis travelling; or he will contract to complete it in a

specified manner to the satisfaction of tho Inclosure Commis-
sioners at a fixed price per acre. Sir. Humbert has drained

strong stony laud In the most careful and complete manner,
with 1 J inch pipes, and proper mains, the drains being 4 feet

doop and 30 feet apart, at 4/. per acre and under, and ho can

gvve reference to bis employers in that and in other instances.

Watford, Herts, July 28.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,

INEKTJ.SUBS, NETTING. HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of

workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both
in England and America ot the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloak, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,

London.

NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MUWhRS,
WHICH POSSESS SUPERIOn ADVANTAGES TO ANY MACHINES

now in Use.— In the first place, they will cut the Grass either
wet or dry; secondly, by the simple adjustment of a thumb-
screw, they can be made to cut Grass either long or short; and,
thirdly, these machines are drawn instead of being pushed and
drawn, and consequently do not require half the usual power to

work thero. They are made to cut any width suitable for either

Mian or horse. They will turn in very little room and cut at the

same time. They are a perfect roller for the width they cut
when thrown out of gear. The improvement can be attached to

old machines, consequently old machines that are now laid aside,

can be brought into use at a small expense.— N.B. These Ma-
chines can be adjusted and wrought by any unskilled labourer.

Price to cut 10 inches, £G |
Do. 20 inches, £7 | Do. 2-i inches, £S.

Testimotiialf-om JosnuA Major, Esq., Landscape Gardener,

To Mr. Green, Leeds.
JGwrtteq*.

"Sir,—As 1 always appreciate public and useful improve-
ments, I most gladly give my testimony to your highly improved
Mowing Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial

(cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was drawn on flat ground with
ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn
was wet, it was cut with the greatest nicety. So complete and
simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen and even ladies
may work either the 16 or 20 inch size with ease and pleasure,
providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I

should say tho largest size (24 inches) would he most suitable,

for even in undulating ground two persons may work it, but in

flower gardens, when beds, &c, are crowded, either of the smaller
sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable
and useful invention, which, in my opinion, entirely surpasses
and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free
from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely expe-
ditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great
saving in the management of Grass Lawns, and a great boon to
tho public. —I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

" Knosthorpe, near Leeds, July 19. Joshua Major."

Several Machines of the old kind, in stock, will be sold at half
price, viz. :—16 in., 3?.; 20 in., $L 5s.; 24 ins., SL 15s.

THOMAS GREEN, Solk Manufacturer.
Iron and Wire Works, North Street and Briggate, Leeds.
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PATENT LIQUIU-MANUHE DISTRIBUTOR
on WATER-CART, for tho Distribution of Guano, Arc.

warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. It blfl

Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet
wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without
any alteration. It is thoroughly adapted for Drill Crops or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee, Isaac Jasiiss, Tivoli, Cheltenham.

RICHMOND & CHANDLER'S PATENT CHAFF-
CUTTING MACHINE.

All tho various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-

tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,

Salford, Manchester: and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

tj§T Catalogues Gratis.
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X GBEAT SHOW, •- MALTON. 1855.

PBOGKAMME.—Ti SI: Tri.l 'A Im;:

Reaper ,. ic, admission !».'—WednenJay, Aognit 1: Trial of

•inued; Cattle-Tard open lo the j.'iblle, admbjrion

is. 6<1.—Thursdov. Aoeimt -' : Great Sho» Day; Implement ac4

Cattle-yards open at 8 o'clock A-X, admlMion U. each. Cheap
tiains on all the lines '.f railway. Joux UaxxAK, S«t

Office, Old Malton Gate, Maltoa.

Eixt UQvitultuthl <8a*mc.

SATURDAY, JULY -

MEETINUS FOB TBZ E.SSC1NO WEEK.
TTkdseid.t, Au£. 1—Arricjltrral Socirtr of EojUad.

PARKES' STEEL DIOCIMC FORKS £ DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkss'

"Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stoct a
large assorouent. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

We this week present our readers with a report

of the successful Carlisle Meeting.

Daring the last week snd a half, multitudes ol

ajricullural authorities and novices, business men
and sight-seers, have been flocking to that northern

citv. Not to combine against a Pictish incursion or

a moss-trooper's raid, of which the old for'

thereabout (such as the Roman wall. Lar

Penrith, and. Carlisle Castles and Xawonh. the

stronghold of " belted Will Howard,") may remind

them as they pass. Xot to see how •'' ginghams"

are manufactured, and biscuits baked—tbese being

the more civilised employments of the inhabitants

there in our days. But we have met in the border

city our fellow countrymen and cultivators from

beyond the Tweed, to view with them the best of

England's food-producing machinery, the choicest

specimens of the animals that furnish and perx

meat for our population, and perform grea: services

for mankind. *V"e have met to learn of each other,

to impart both instruction and good-feeling to each

other; and if on the one hand c-

mechanical wonders and fine animals in

classes have excited the admiration and aw-.

the appreciation of the Cumberland and still more

northern farmers, on the other hand, we have been

no less cratified and advanta, north-men's

show of~noble horses and superior :

The district visited by the Royal Agricultural

Society this vear includes the counties of Comber-
' land, Westmoreland, Lancaster, and the 1

l
so that with the monntainee:-

these counties, and the cargoes ofManx islands

have visited the show, there has been an ample contri-

bution ofcompany from the district itself; vrhile at

the same time there has been a large influx of agri-

culturists from neighbouring English counties, from

the eastern and midland districts, and also thousands

of keen and intelligent business men from the east

and west of Scotland.

The Society has a mission to perform in the en-
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lighteniuent of the locality in which for the season

it may collect together the cream of our agricultural

excellencies ; and every one will admit that Cum-

berland presents a fine field for such improvement.

From the railway, as we approached the great

ortex of the week's attraction, how we admired the

forward healthy plant of Turnips, while the crops m
the south have been miserably eaten by the fly !

Bnt this is an advantage from the moist climate,

which works with a greater power against the corn

fields ;' and while producing rich and luxuriant pas-

tures, soaks the arable land, rendering its drainage

costly and its husbandry difficult.- And when we

examine into the condition of the farming, we dis-

cover no adequate means in use for counteracting

these disadvantages ; drainage is scantily performed,

high farming in low repute, drills but little used,

three bushels of corn per acre the ordinary seeding,

hoeing and weeding most imperfectly attended to,

threshing machines and iron field implements com-

paratively new. Some Cumberland gentlemen told

Mr. Mf.chi, after his lecture at Carlisle on Saturday,

that high farming, though just the thing at Tiptree,

was not suited to their northerly clim?te ; but that

gentleman very judiciously begged of his large and

attentive audience of farmers to try what Rape-cake

and other food fertilisers can accomplish for them ;

to devote a little more study to the husbandry of

straw manure, the cleaning of land, liquid-manuring,

the employment of steam power, &c, and at least,

to try (as he had done) some land in each corn field

with" one bushel of seed, just to find whether a

thinner seeding than the lavish three bushels will

not answer as well.

With a state of agriculture far behind the model

management which obtains on the first-rate Ne-
therby estate of Sir James Graham, and in some
points reminding a stranger of his neighbourhood to

wild fells and mountains, where cultivation is of a

low order because of little extent and importance,

every one will admit that much local good must
arise from the spectacle of the past week. We have
heard expressions of admiration from Cumberland
farmers at the work and workmanship of the com-
peting ploughs, the best of the paring implements,

the more efficient reaping machines, the drills, the

harrows, the cultivators, the horse-hoes, rakes, hay-
makers, and Turnip-thinners. We have heard ex-

pressions of wonder and approbation at the mar-
vellous feats of threshing and dressing machines,
chaff-cutters, Tnrnip-slicers, and the various orders

of farm-yard machinery. And besides this, the

appearance of the " real live steam cultivators,"

smoking and delving in their fields, must set many
a mind speculating upon the principles involved in

tillage, and the possible future now glimmering upon
onr national agriculture.

Concerning the general character of the Show, we
may say that the cause of the Implement depart-

ment being one-fifth short in number, may be ex-
plained by reference to the great distance between
Carlisle and the regions where our chief makers find

their customers ; and the live stock, being one-fifth

in excess, made up for any want of interest in the
Show. The horses formed a grand exhibition by
themselves ; and the special classes for Scotch
cattle and Cheviot sheep were everything that could
be expected. Upon the whole, we may congratulate
the Society upon a remarkable and most triumphant
anniversary, inviting the attention of our readers to
detailed reports of every portion of the proceedings.

Home Correspondence.
Sewage Manure*—The deposit from town sewage,

once so highly prized, and supposed to be of great value,

has suddenly fallen in the estimation of agriculturists,

and is now deemed scarcely worth carting on to the laud.

Opinion has changed in consequence of analysis showing

that a large portion of the fertilising properties runs to

waste in a liquid state, and what remains as a solid is

insoluble, and therefore useless as regards vegetation.

Without in the slightest degree presuming to throw a

doubt upon the experiments that have been tried in the

laboratory, may it not be possible, amongst the variety

of soils which a farmer has to cultivate, differing as

they do in almost every acre, that some hidden ingre-

dients may be ready to convert what seems worthless to

the chemist into food for vegetable life ? So many dis-

coveries having taken place in the chemical world, which

a fewyearsago were never thought of, that agriculturists

need not despair of sewage deposit coming into favour.

Dressing with the liquid manure of towns being so

costly, and limited to a certain extent round each locality,

and the solid deposit having been pronounced of little

value, the best and richest manure in the country is,

somehow or other, thrown away without a chance of

becoming beneficial to farmers and gardeners. Of

what is the dunz-heap composed % It consists of

the refuse of the food of animals, after having con-

tributed to make muscle, blood, fat, &c, mixed with

straw, ashes, sweepings, and with many other odds and
ends. What is town refuse I A compost stronger in every

respect, and better calculated to enrich the land
;
yet

it is permitted to float away, by which millions of pounds

are lost to the nation. No doubt there are difficulties

in the way of saving this mine of wealth, but with the

mechanical resources of the kingdom, aided by wealth

lying idle (report says the money market is apoplectic),

it is a reflection upon the industry and perseverance of

the British subject to publish to the world his inability

to make use of the best description of manure, because

he cannot devise an inexpensive plan of carrying it on

to the land.—Mangold Wurzel is most valuable food for

pigs of all ages from March till August. In the winter

it should be boiled and mixed with grains. Falcon.

The very heavy rains of the past week have done
considerable damage already in beating down Wheat,
which is as much laid wherever we have seen it or
received accounts, as any Wheat crop probably that
has of late years been harvested. If it is much
prolonged there can be no doubt of serious injury
being sustained. We hope during the next few
weeks to publish full reports of harvest prospects.

The Secretary of the Manchester Society of
Guardians for the Protection of Trade advises us
that it is advisable to warn advertisers of Poultry
and other live stock of the risk they run in attending
to orders without some knowledge of those from
whom they are received. He tell us that during the
past week he has stopped some 401. or 50/. worth of
Cochin China fowls and other things on their way
to men of known character in the neighbourhood of
Manchester. People winning prizes, as some of
those sending these birds had done recently at
Windsor, advertise them, and are too eager to
attend to orders to make the preliminary inquiries
which are necessary ; and, generally speaking, these
advertisers are not members of Guardian Societies,
otten retired gentlemen, officers, and their servants,who perhaps never heard of such societies, and who
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CARLISLE MEETING OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

Account of the Yard and Field Trials of Engines,

Implements, and Machinery, July 23.—On Thursday
at noon began the trial of steam-engines, including nine

portable and 10 fixed engines, and the result has been

.the most extraordinary ever yet known, Messrs. Tuxford
and Son's portable engine having consumed a less weight

of coal per horse-power per hcur, than any other engine
exhibited at any of the Society's Shows. It worked for

3 J hours with 1 cwt. of coal, i.e., at the rate of 3J lbs.

of coal per horse power. And that this may be com-
pared with the trials of last year, we just enumerate a
few of the most successful results obtained at Lincoln :—
Hornsby & Co., 4.55 lbs. per horse power ; Rams-
den's, 5.1 ; Clayton & Shuttleworth, 5.19 ; Garrett,

5.62 ; Tuxford & Son, 6.42, up to others which con-

sumed 12 and 13 lbs. of coal per horse power per hour.

What a saving will be effected if Messrs. Tuxford's
results at Carlisle can be realised generally, any one
who has calculated the cost of a horse per hour may
easily determine.

The other competitors with Messrs. Tuxford, who
approached the nearest to them, were (1) Messrs. Clay-

ton, (2) Barrett, (3) Hornsby—their engines consuming
respectively 4.05, 4.42, and 4.83 lbs. per hour per horse
power.

The two last put upon trial were Boydell's traction

engine, a most unwieldy affair, and Usher's engine
attached to his steam plough ; these were, however,
not in competition for the prize, but to try their powers
of draft. Those put into competition were divided into

two classes—the portable steam engine and the fixed

steam engine ; for both classes prizes are offered.

There were nine competitors for the portable engine
class, i.e., Messrs. Crosskill & Son ; Ransomes & Sims

;

Clayton, Shuttleworth, & Co. ; Garrett & Son ; Tuxford
& Son ; Boydell & Glazier ; Barrett, Exall, & An-
drews ; Hornsby & Son ; and J. Lee, of Walsall ; for

fixed engines the competitors were Hornsby & Son
;

Clayton & Co. ; Barrett & Co. ; Dray & Co. ; Holmes
& Son ; Ransomes & Sims ; Gray & Co. ; Tuxford
& Sons ; and Smith Brothers, whose place of precedence
was arranged by ballot. The judges of this class were
Mr. J. V. Gouch, C.E., Engineer to the Eastern Counties
Railway, and Mr. W. Owen, C.E., of Rotherlram, whose
decisions appeared to give general satisfaction. We
may mention that in Tuxford's engine the cylinder is

placed in a house above the crank shaft instead of

below ; and the neatness and compactness of the
arrangement of all the working parts, the manner in

which they are sheltered from dirt, and yet most ready
of access, were admired by all who inspected it. We
must say, however, that we should much prefer the
well-known flue boilers made by this firm for dura-
bility and farm-yard wear. Messrs. Clayton & Shuttle-

worth's engine obtained the 2d prize for the 3-horse
engine, which consumed 4 lbs. of coal per horse-power
per hour.

On Friday the engine trials were concluded, and the

experiments commenced with portable threshing

machines, their required motive power being tested by
Amos's dynamometer, and their performance in thresh-
ing and winnowing by the state in which they gave out
the grain and straw of both Wheat and Barley. These
trials continued up to Wednesday at noon, and were
pursued after the usual manner. A steam engine is

selected to drive the whole, which this year fell to the lot

of Hornsby & Son. One hundred sheaves of Wheat are
first threshed, followed by an equal number of Barley
sheaves, and the prize is to be awarded to the machine
" that will best prepare the corn for the finishing

dressing machine " in the portable machine class

;

and in the fixed machine class for the machine " that
will best prepare the corn for market." Why this dif-

ference we know not. It leaves a wide question open,
which has given rise to difficulties already. The whole,
as well as all other trials of power, have been made by
Mr. Amos's admirable " Testing Machines." We are
very delighted to know that he has effected a great im-
provement in these machines during the year. No time
is lost now in applying weights, as to the old lever. The
new " totilisateur " applied by Mr. Amos renders the
" weights " unnecessary ; and every unit of power used
during the experiment is recorded upon the " dials" of
the apparatus, and are read off in the easiest manner.
By removing the crank and fly-wheel, and substituting

a pulley, the apparatus was driven by a steam engine,

and in its turn drove the steam chaff-cutters. The trials

were quickly despatched, and in the most satisfactory

manner. Ainslie's machine for brickmaking came next
before us ; the bricks were well made from beginning

to end. The chaff cutters were next tried by a smaller
" testing machine," but much time was lost for want of

another of capacity to try engines between large steam
threshing machines and such smaller things as these,

and the judges were idling for hours waiting for their

use. We hope the Royal Agricultural Society of

England will see to this before the Chelmsford meeting*

On Saturday the yard judges were busily occupied

both with portable and fixed barn-works, and with

numerous chaff cutters. On Monday and Tuesday the

threshing and dressing machines, chaff cutters, orlcake

breakers, grinding mills, Linseed crushers, Turnip

slicers and pulpers,' &c, occupied the attention of the

judges, who decided as to quality of work performed,,

and of the Society's active engineer, Mr. Amos, and his-

coadjutor Mr. Appold, who ascertained the amount of

power absorbed in the various operations.

As the details of these experiments will appear in

due course in the Society's Journal, we hasten to com-

ment upon the more interesting trials in the field.

Respecting these, we have to complain of the incon-

venience to exhibitors and to the public of a want of

order and arrangement in the proceedings—no person

knowing to a day, much less to an hour, when his im-
plement was to be tried ; and the delay attending the

various changes from one class of implements to another

giving rise to continual complaints, and the disappoint-

ment of the great company of spectators that wandered,
sometimes in a pouring rain, in search of the right fields

or waited with exceeding patience until their turn

came for witnessing the particular operation they had
come to see. Crowds of people assembled on the wrong
days to behold the great novelty of steam cultivation j
and many, after a weary Monday spent in watching

minor trials:, and when on their way home, learnt that

the reaping machines were to work at 5 o'clock, and so-

had to attenuate their strength and temper some houre
longer, or else lose the sight. One exhibitor remarked
to us, when after 10 o'clock the implements had not
started, " This is different to Lincoln, where we were
at work by 7 o'clock in the morning."

The paring implements or scarifiers were tried upon
a piece of heavy lea ground, and neither Coleman's nor
Ransome's Biddell succeeded in their attempts to slice

off a thin stratum of sward. Bentall's well-known

broadsharer, however, thoroughly accomplished its-

purpose.

Ploughs.—Eleven "general purpose" ploughs were
placed in competition upon the " light land ;" although-

this was a field of stiff loam, covered with a long rough

sward of Grass and Clover. All but one were iron-

ploughs, and more than half the number were swing;

ploughs. Very few minutes sufficed to demonstrate the-

great advantage of double wheels, and the necessity for

long and very gradual mouldboards. Ransome, Howard,
Ball, and Busby, at first made good work ; soon,

however, the contest became evidently a repetition of

that last year, the first two makers being the close

competitors. Ultimately, we believe, the general opinion

of practical observers was in favour of the clean cut,

evenly laid furrow slice, and sharp harrow edge made
by Howard's plough. The prize ought to have been
awarded to it. The dynamometer was appealed to, but

gave nearly an equal evidence for each of the rival imple-

ments. Everybody admired the neatness with which
the skim coulters enabled the ploughs to bury every
blade of vegetation, and still "tuck" the furrow in

tightly and in workmanlike style. Indeed those ploughs

unfortunately without this admirable addition, seemed
to work upon the principle of leaving a fair bite for
sheep after the ploughing was concluded.

Cotgreave's ingenious trenching plough was put in

action upon the same lea ground, and certainly buried

the top soil, and brought up and spread over it a furrow
of the subsoil, going altogether 12 to 15 inches deep.

Its motion in an alluvial clay or lighter soil, where no
stones exist to make it jump, would be much steadier

and easier than it was on this occasion.
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On Iho " heavy land" the strong plourdiii of Howm-d,

RanHoinu, Busby* and Hull, with their immense mould-

boards, and a nwing plough made by a local firm, with

a short stunt mouldboard, were set to work. At 7 Inchon

and at 12 inches depth, with four stout horses pulling,

the palm was alike awarded by the judgment of by

Btiindern to Ransoms ; Indeed, Howard's ploughman
BecmH to luvo failed to set Iiih irons properly at first,

and frequent alterations did not remedy the orrors,

Reaping Machines,—Wo now com", in our iniHty

sketch of these preliminary proceedings of the mooting,

to notico the trial of reaping machines, The orop

to bo cut was a light upstanding plot of remark-

ably forward Kye, having a young plant of Clover,

pretty froo from weeds) coming up underneath ; and
the universal remark was, that if the machines could

reap any orop, llioy would be BUVe to succeed with

this. CroHHkiirH wan tried first: cutting pretty well,

and delivering admirably with its endless web oloth and

projecting hide arm, which directs and lays <>(]' the corn
in swathe. The chief fault seemed to be, that i

i

h reel

revolved too quickly, tending to break and tbrosh the

upstanding corn ; and having the horses behind, it win

unable to traverse across the lands.

The next was that of J. .Burns, of Mylnefield,

Dimdoo, being a M'Cormiek'u mnchiiio with Lord Kin-

naird'H improvements. Tbo horses precede the machine
On one side, as in Ilussoy's ; nnd it has a slower motion
of tho reel. It cut very clean, nnd laid the corn pretty

readily nnd neatly for gathering.

Then camo Messi'H. Burgess & Key's patent platform
added to M'Gormiolt's machine', Tho novelty consisted in

three worms mounted transversely upon tbo platform,

which delivered off the fctuff sideways ; tbo worms on
which tlm ear ends of the straw fall having a larger

diameter than the worm next tbo cutter, ami so sending

them oil' with greater velocity and impetus— this in-

suring a very regular lay of the swntho for binding. Tho
.11.-:. I 1 1 1

1

- out exceedingly well, and was highly praised.

The next machine tried was Dray's well-known
Hussey's reaper, with tipping platform and other

improvements ; among other additions, a balance
weight has been attached to the crank-axle, giving it

great freedom in its rapid revolution. It took 4 to

5 feet in width, cutting very cleanly, and delivering

beautifully in separate sheaves, laid straight and ready
for the binder. Tho tipping platform wonderfully

facilitates the back delivery. Being simple and cheap
it excited tho general approbation of tho enger and
interested crowd of spectators, the business portion of

the company agreeing that it seemed more like the
thing wanted than any other there exhibited.

Palmer's (of Scotland) reaper has a platform in the
shape of a quadrant, so that the man raking off delivers

tile corn on one side, instead of behind. By this form,
too, the corn is not carried bodily forward, as it is in

other machines having a side delivery, but, on the con-

trary, takes a diagonal or rather circular course, the
difficulty arising from having to overcome the inertia

of the weight of corn being thus avoided. The platform

was fitted with a radiating system of rollers, intended

to reduce the friction of the straw upon it ; but the

advantage of this contrivance was not at all apparent.

An iron guard, fixed so as to enter the standing crop
and incline it to the cutters, at the same time clearing

a passage for the wheel carrying the far side of the

platform, was light and efficient.

Harkes' rotary reaper excited much amusement from
its original-looking figure. Having found the impossi-

bility of steering it with the horses behind, the
' inventor has now put the team in front, though not two
abreast, as in the case of other machines. The huge
drum of cloth, with its sharp serrated circular kuife

below, and a ring of pegs on its upper rim for catching

the corn, revolves rapidly as the horses proceed ; and
the corn is carried forward round the front of the drum,
and delivered between it and the horses' heels-—only
half the diameter of the drum entering into the crop.

This machine scattered many more straws than any of

the others ; the cut was ragged ; the corn delivered in

a ruffled state ; nnd had the green Rye been ripe Wheat,
a great proportion of the grain would (from the violence

of the motion) have been threshed out and lost upon
the ground.

Dray's machine attracted most encomium, on account
of its unpretending appearance and beautiful delivery

;

while Burgess & Key's came next in our estimation.

However, had the crop been at all laid and storm- broken,
it is a question whether any of the machines would have
been able to collect and deliver the corn. Inventors
seem to employ their principal ingenuity iu disposing of
the stuff when already cut and on the platform ; whereas
the main difficulty is to get an unfavourably conditioned
crop on to the platform at all. We were gratified to

see at Lincoln a model iu which the crop was bent down
forwards, instead of being pulled backwards, in direct

opposition to the onward movement of the machine, and
hoped to see at Carlisle a matured scheme of this kind

;

but we have been disappointed—a good reaping machine
for heavy crops i3 yet to be constructed.

Of the nine reapers entered for exhibition, one did
not make its appearance ; there was, however, a novelty
in the showyaid iu the shape of a model invented b'v

Mr. G. Lee Baxter, of Swiuton, near Nottingham, and
exhibited by Mr. W. Hall. It has a revolving disc
cutter, under a sort of plough-shaped cover, which
entering the crop, throws oft" the cut corn on each side,
much as the earth is thrown aside by a double mould-
board plough.

The trial of reaping machines has been postponed

until harvest, In order that a fall ercro]

for i ting tht ii' abilities,

; team < 'nltivators. On Tuesday tl i gr

Entercsl - th< trial of the steam cultivator*. A groat

number of spectators were assembled in thi

field, but unfortunately do engine made Iti

i ci pi Boydell'fj which amu ed well

iii. company by running backward and forwan

Grass or ploughed surface, along or aero tl

Many wore the conjectures as to what mlgh bi i

from tbls huge machine, a It walked along al nnarl

paco, though witb the clumsy fbi t ol a mogatherium.
Thin machine bus already been described in our

columns (see p. 410), Ihewheele carry slip] ei or pattern

whose own weighl placi thorn so thai lit of the

machine Is always bornoupon a fiat platform

In toad ol ilia curved and narrow edge of a wheel. The
advantago oi this, En tbo en i o( soft and rough ground,
was successfully illustrated by the haulln

so furnished and heavily loaded) over difficult

which was done— laboriously no doubt- ti
i

the "i'l "I these portable rails, as they ore oallcd, it could

noi have boon (rone at aid The ':<: fur-

aished with these wheels, and exhibited by Mr, Boydell,
was put iu exeroise and tried against a force of men
pulling against it ; and it was found that 80 men could

stop it, so that professing to be 12 horse powei
bo considered as efficient for barely half that ami
fully one half being used in ita own conveyance over the

ground on which it was then working. A fran I

taining four ploughs, mounted upon carriage

and fitted with levetH for lowering and raising in and
Out of the ground, was attached to tie n one of

its trials. The cngino proceeded slowly, dragging the

ploughs behind. This arrangement of plougl

tho purpose is the invention of Mr. Coleman, and
answered pretty well until one of the ploughs broke
short off, nnd the work camo to a standstill. A
common iron double furrow plough was next tried,

but not witb very marked perfection of ploughing— the

trial, in fact, being merely to see whether the engine
could drag ploughs behind it, as well as propel
itself over the land. Gibson's digger was then drawn
by the engine ; but the soil and weeds clogged the

rowels and scrapers, and left the ground behind in holes

and heaps. The ground was certainly moist, nnd the

day was extremely rainy ; but we doubt whether the

work would have been very different bad the weather
been fine. When drawn on the unploughed lea, the
stirring forks iu a great measure stripped through the

soil without breaking and raising it, though they pene-
trate some 9 or 10 inches deep. The draught of this

implement we judged to be about that of six horses ; but
the engine of 14-horse power could proceed with it only

at the pace of about 2.\ miles per hour ; so that 8-horse
power was absorbed iu moving the engine itself. This
fully showed the uselessness of such a ponderous
machine for tractive purposes. The "endless railway"
seemed to act very well, not clogging with the wet soil,

or in any way betraying liability to derangement. The
pressure of the shoes upon the ground did not appear
much more injurious than the trampling of horses ; and
this is reasonable, when we consider that the total

weight of 6| tons rests upon four shoes at once, that is to

say, upon 12 or 15 square feet of surface. We must
regard this clever invention as adapted for carrying

great weights over rough ground, but not able to con-

duct a locomotive engine with sufficient ease for it to

draw field implements behind it.

Great disappointment was felt at the non-appearance
of Usher's steam-plough. This invention, as is well

known, consists of a number of curved ploughs set about

an axis hung transversely behind a locomotive engine,

and so rotating as to act like propellers, assisting the

onward movement of the engine. The machine now
exhibited is very different from the first that was made,
having a vertical instead of a common horizontal boiler,

double cylinders, different gear work, and spur wheels
for communicating motion to the ploughs and to the
carriage wheels ; and there is a movement by which the
engine itself raises or lowers the ploughs for work. It

has been tested to be of 19-horse power ; tut the

weight seems much greater than 5£ tons, as six horses

were hardly worked in drawing it into the show-yard.
Having got up steam, and attempting to propel itself to

the field, the badness of the road occasioned a slight

accident, nnd this, together with the unwillingness" of

the inventor to have the machine tried upon stiff lea

ground in wet weather, has prevented the public from
witnessing its performances.

As we were coming away from the trial field, im-
pressed with the sentiment that " the steam cultivators

were a failure," and soaked with rain, old Aquarius
having turned on his taps as if to give Walter Scott the
lie for saying the "sun shines bright on Carlisle wall,"

the stewards, Mr. Amos, and some few other lucky-

individuals, received intelligence that another steam
plough had started in a field half a mile off. Making
the best of our way to the light land trial field, there,

sure enough, stood a portable engine in one corner, with

ropes and pulleys, and a ploughing machine, all in

action. The engine was that belonging to Mr. Lee, of

Walsall, and the plough and tackle are the invention of

Messrs. Fisker, of Stamfordham, manufactured by R.
Roger, of Stockton-on-Tees. It had been tried in

Perthshire, last winter, being actuated by a water-

wheel ; this being the first day of its trial with

steam power. The whole apparatus is novel, and we
may say, uncommonly promising. Instead of a heavy-

wire rope to drag the plough frame by main force, a

'.u!y three.. .„ jncli

v.hieh we. may call leeomotive, a-, it
i

in the

following lion by
pur wheels from a . ited by the

hemp rope, winds, as It wi ... wire rop«r
- I ; mid the .. - -I,!,, carried

irwsrd, drag -. afi*r

held u j> at every i'l *ai

small friction pulley frame, at

rels at the rate of 20 miles per boor i
hot the
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'y two mil'

When two ploughs
;
having (be

of (our horses,

cord will thin he less lh;,u bait a

lined by lbs MtMMtOf that a
1 homo engini

Mid ih.-.i with

n a day, tl. y tliat

of two men and a boy. If tl, let, we
lit land at *
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truth wo are sure, for saw one
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of all sorts i irds well trampled
by bin- pie, and eoi ; rain, so that

v and quality of the work could not

be wells Tbeplongiu^g we satwwss respect-

ably though roughly done, hut there ».-

really performed—the furrows were well turned. If a
steam cultivator can inverl oil thoroughly and
cheaply we may put up with a little imperfection in the

straigbtnese ol cutting and evenness of laying. The
method of anchoring the pulleys, and the arrangement
of the pulleys and ropes, is very ingenious, »nd can
hardly he explained with brevity. The anchorage
consists of a plate or plough, a few Cast in length,

|
and fl Indus only in depth ; this can be easily drawn
forward in the ground without tbe trouble of digging

holes, taking up, setting down again, &c. ; and y»t it

presents a sufficient resistance sideways to the pull of

the ropes. A wheel, pinion, and crank on each
anchor is used to draw it by means of a rope towards

a fixed post, when it is required to be shifted. The
i arrangement of the ropes about the anchored pulleys

! is like that of the chains in a travelling crane, the

anchorage being shifted forward at intervals without
altering the length of rope. The ploughs arc not
rigidly attached to the travelling frame, tut are hnng
by short iron beams, which form levers, having a slight

degree of play up and down. There are four ploughs

—

two before and two behind the carriage, pointing oppo-
site ways, a neat lever movement lifting two ont of work
and dropping tbe other pair of ploughs in ; so that the
machine can plough both ways without having to turn
round at the land's end.

The steam cultivator entered for exhibition by M.
Alexis Dussuc has not appeared. But as far as mere
ploughing is concerned, we think the above contrivance
contains all the elements of success. Whether a better

description of tilling instrument, actuated by ropes in

this way, can be produced or not, remains to be seen

;

perhaps Mr. Fowler may solve the question next year
at Chelmsford.

The draining engine has appeared in an improved
form. Mr. Fowler has contrived an anchor having a
clip movement, which causes it to open and key into the

hole the more it is pulled. There are also improved blocks,

in which the large curve of a heavy wheel is obtained by
substituting three smaller and lighter ones. The enzine

is new, with new crane gearing for reducing the speed

of the reels. It is of 8-horse power, and as the leverage

is reduced by the wheel-work to 12 for 1, the strain

upon the wire rope is that of 96 horses ; and this being
doubled by the pulley hung to the plough, makes the

draught of the implement that of 192 horses. Tbe holes

for the anchors cost 6c?. each digtring, so that this plan

would not answer for steam ploughing : but an im-

mensely strong purchase is required by this powerful

machine.
We must more shortly give the reports of other

trials.

Portable Threshing Jfachints.—Amongst the portable

threshing machine makers there seems to be a greai

struggle. Messrs. Clayton and Shurtlewcrth bsv

their first place, though carrying off a silver medal.

The machine for which this ms .. - E n appears to

do more than was wanted, and was, on this account, put

out of competition. It professes to give a perfect dress-

ing. For this purpose an addition has been made to

the right side, by which the three necessary separations

are made in the corn, head, seconds, tail. It may, we
' were assured, be added to the machine of last year for

the sum of 15?. The bearings struck us as being very

complicated, and not good to reach except when the

machinery is at rest ; nor did we think the reciprocating

motion so perfect as in Homsby*s machine, that took

the first prize.

Hornsby, who has so long excelled in the dmring
machine department, is fairly entitled to the place he

holds. The improvementin theprinciple is as follows :—

There is a cylindrical wrought iron beater, combining

strength and lightness, together with peculiar ability for

fine setting. The reciprocal motion is so well contrived
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that tin- motion ol the two ends of the machine neutralise

each other. We more particularly desire to notice the

introduction of a Venetian lath riddle, separated by a

wire between the laths—a panel screen between the

chaff separator and screen board, taking out the dust

from both chaff and straw—a crank working at the

furthest end of the shaker raises the straw with more

play, like a fork, so as to obtain the greatest shake at

last—the Barley being delivered by elevators into the

Barley awner on the near side of the machine, passes

through the Barley awner about 4 ft. C in., delivering

on the other side.

To Messrs. Ransomes & Sims the second prize of 1(U.

is awarded, but with what justice we will scarcely take

it upon us to say. According to our opinion, the bear-

ings are far too many, the whole affair too complicated,

and the shaker decidedly defective, which from its

peculiar form must necessarily draw back a considerable

portion of the " earings."

The machine exhibited by Messrs. E. and J. Hum-
phreys received a high commendation, but Messrs.

Tuxford & Son's, which also was highly commended,
gave us greatest satisfaction'. When we say that it has

only eight running bearings, all external, and readily

oiled when at work, we say a great deal, since to do the

same work some machines have as many cs 14 ! many
of which cannot be reached unless the wheels are at

rest. All is very snug, the very elevators running

withiuside the frame, and although there is no decidedly

reciprocating motion, the motions seem to be admirably

balanced, and so that "rocking" is obviated. Perhaps
the best feature of this machine is the shaker, which is

lightly constructed. The jumping movement com-
plained of some four or five years since is moderated

—

its advantages without its ill effects are retained. It is

not the least recommendation to these exhibitors that

their price, 05?., is considerably beneath many.
In .Messrs. Garrett & Son's machine the evils pro-

ceeding from the method usually adopted of apply-

ing to the drum-shaft the whole amouni of power
required by the machine are avoided. The im-
provement consists in the introduction of an inter-

mediate shaft, to which the engine is attached, which
shaft is supported on the frame of the machine, and
carries the necessary pulleys for driving the drum and
other working parts of the machine, by which means
the power is applied nearer the ground, ensuring there-

from an increased steadiness in working the machine,
and avoiding much of the undue wear-and-tear com-
plained of iu other machines. The running bearings
are very numerous.

Messrs. Barrett & Exall exhibit a machine affording
in all nine separations.- The drum is wrought-iron,
their own patent ; the appliances for setting and regu-
lating are especially simple and effective ; the bearings
are few, but the motions are not so well balanced as in

either Hornsby's, Tuxford's, or Clayton & Shuttle-
worth's implements. The price 105Z.

Mr. Whitehead, of Preston, shows a slight improve-
ment on his machine of last year. It consists in a catch
box to the face wheel, by which a disconnection is in-

stantly effected between the horse power and the drum.
This is a good little thresher, 4-horse power, only HI.
with the horse works.

Mr. Goucher, of Worksop, exhibits nothing new in

the way of threshing machines, calling attention merely
to the benefit derived from the employment of his own
patent beater—the same as is used by Messrs. Clayton
&. Shuttleworth.

When we left the yard the prizes for the fixed thresh-
ing machines were not awarded ; indeed, the trials were
going on. [See Prize List at foot.]

Amongst the com dressing machines the greatest
novelty was Salmon's patent winnower and seed sepa-
rator. This wonderful little implement, the invention
-of an American, tool; one of the three silver medals
awarded to agricultural implements at the World's Fair,
JNew York, and several other prizes at other places. It
is introduced into England under Messrs. Dray's
auspices. It will separate from Wheat, Cockle, Chess,
Redroot seeds, dead kernels, Charlock, and the majority
of Oats, and all other impurities. It will clean Oats,
Peas, Beans, Barley, Rye. Rice, and garden seeds. It
will separate Oats from Peas, Beans and corn, Clover
from Timothy, Redtop from Clover, Sep., and it will

take Grass seeds, Clover seed, and Wheat, and separate
-all three seeds at one operation. It reminded us of
another American machine, advertised to give out ready
cooked sausages from one end and brushes at the other,
having swallowed a hog iu the centre ! One bystander
.requested, with a demure face, to know whether the
machine was competent to separate old from new
Wheat. " Eh ! " replied the ready Yankee, with a
laugh, " Yes, sir ; and ' maple' Peas from ' grey coats !

'"

The novelty of this machine consists in the mechanical
arrangement of the blast and sieve. The fan
is iron—placed in an air-tight trunk at the bottom
of the frame. The fan is driven by a cog wheel
2 feet in diameter, which gives the fan great velocity,
sending the air up an air-tight trunk through
which the grain is falling from the 6ieve, the dust
escaping at the head of the trunk, which is partly
covered by a wire sieve, when the screenings imme-
diately fall through the mouth of the head of the trunk,
free from dust and dirt, the good grain falling through
the blast into a receiver at the bottom. The heavy
seed are taken out without the aid of the blast. Only
one sieve is used at once. The sieves are jogged by a
cane and spring in front, instead of shaking sideways.
Ihere is no complication about the machine, and the

piwer needed much smaller than that required by any
|

other dresser. No prizes have as yet been awarded to
j

this class, but the silver medal has been given to the
|

exhibitor of this implement.
Mr. Nicholson exhibits a dressing machine which is

highly commended. There is nothing of a novel con-

struction noticeable about it, however, nor is there in

Mr. Bunting's, which also receives commendation of the

first degree. Its price, 11., is its best commendation.
Mr. Roby, of Bury St. Edmunds, exhibits in certain

respects a new implement. It is for separating more
particularly the broken corn from the entire grain, and
giving a more even sample. This object is attained by
an improved horizontal wire screen, divided into spaces,

and kept clear while in motion by means of collars

passing between and above the level of the wires. A
simple application of this may be beneficial to maltsters,

who during the present high duty on malt, will be

anxious to malt nothing but the finest grain ; but for the

use of the farmer the extra advantage will scarcely be

worth the extra expense, for the machine sells at 15Z.

Hornsby sells one to perfect the sample that comes
from his threshing machine for 111. *There is nolhing

new in it, except that it gets through an incredible

quantity of work, and that its fittings and details are

much more simple, nice, and effective than they ever

were before.

Grinding Mills : Power Mills.—Those put upon trial

in competition for the prize iu this class were exhibited

by Messrs. Hayes, Whitmer, & Co., Crosskill, Clayton,

Shuttleworth & Co., and Turner, respectively. Messrs.

Whitmer & Co.'s was first subjected to the test, but the

smallness of the pulley caused it to vibrate with such
rapidity that at once decided the trial. It was evident

that an error had been committed in calculating the

speed of the machine, and further proof being wanting
in the application of a larger pulley to the testing break,

which would have occupied too much time and only

ended in proving its inefficiency, it was withdrawn.
The machine of Mr. Hayes next followed ; it is fitted

with Derbyshire Peak stones, and is made to grind Bar-
ley into soft meal ; this it did very satisfactorily,.and

being at a moderate price, 261., the judges gave it a high

commendation. Clayton, Shuttleworth & Co.'s came
next ; it was brought to the testing machine on a truck,

set down, and commenced working in a very few minutes,

whereas some others occupied a long and provoking
time in preparation. It is fitted with a pair of portable

Derbyshire mid-stones, 2 feet 8 inches iu diameter, and
went through its trial admirably—almost without
a vibration. The sample soft and good. The
adjustment by which the degree of fineness is

regulated "consists in substituting a toothed disc in lieu

of a quadrant," upon a vertical spindle, which enables

the alteration to be very minute
;
price 48L We thought

the judges justified in awarding it the prize. The next
was Mr. Crosskill's. This is a powerful mill fitted with
French mill-stones, 2 ft. 8 in. diameter, and driven at

the rate of about 240 revolutions per minute ; it did not
work equally satisfactorily with Clayton & Co.'s, whose
revolutions do not exceed 170 per minute with stones

of equal size. We thought the velocity too great to

act well. The whole worked well
;

price 551. It

received a commendation. Mr. Turner's was next
tried. This is a combined crushing and grinding
mill. " The corn first passes between a pair of smooth
rollers, by which it is so thoroughly crushed that on
reaching the stones a very little pressure reduces it to a
fine meal." The meal was rather cooler than some of

the other competitors', and it worked satisfactorily,

except that the expenditure of power was rather too
great for the work done. The mill was too complicated,
we thought

; price 251.

Linseed and Com Cmshers : Power Machines.—The
machines shown in competition were from the manu-
factories of Messrs. Turner, Stanley, Ransomes & Sims,
and Phillips and Woods respectively. The trials were
very satisfactory, and each mill deserves commendation,
but owing to Mr. Amos's testing apparatus, the judges
are enabled to decide with accuracy the comparative
merits of each. Consequently Turner's received the
prize, Stanley's was highly commended, Phillips and
Woods commended ; Ransomes &. Sims did not receive
a commendation, we suppose owing to its being more
adapted for hand than steam power, it being much
smaller, and did not do so much work as its competitors.

Cake Breakers : Power Machines.—The prize iu this

class is offered for breaking every variety of cake, and
.the breakers put into competition were those of Messrs.
Crosskill, Hornsby & Son, and Garrett & Son, each
machine being adapted for breaking either for cattle or
sheep. They all made satisfactory work, and each
received an approving award— Garrett & Sons the prize;

Hornsby & Son's highly commended ; Crosskill's com-
mended.

Chaff Cutlers : Power machines.—The trial of the chaff

cutters excited considerable interest. The competitors
in this class were Messrs. Barrett, Exall & Andrewes,
Williams, Dray & Co., Richmond & Chandler, Smith
& Ashby, Carson, Fames, Cornes, Ransomes & Sims,
and Garrett & Son. The work was variously, but, as a
whole, well performed, the time given to the engine
being a two minutes run each. We carefully noted down
the reading off from the dynamometer as given by Mr.
Amos, and making due allowance for clever feeding, &c,
we were surprised at the results obtained, some of the
engines cutting chaff of equal quality and more than
double in quantity to others, with the same or even
jess expenditure of power ; thus mechanically proving
(he value of the machine, and by this'test, we presume,

the judges decided. The prize was given to Mr. Cornes.
Messrs. Dray & Co. received a high commendation, and
Messrs. Barrett & Co., Messrs. Richmond & Chandler,
and Messrs. Garrett & Son respectively received com-
mendations.

Chajf Cutlers, hand power.—The competitors for this

prize were Messrs. Crosskill, Garrett & Son, Williams,
Hill and Smith, Smith & Ashby, Richmond &
Chandler, Cornes, Carson, and Bansomes & Sims. The
chaff cut in this trial varied more in quality than in the
power machines, and the work as a whole was not so
well performed. The time given in this trial was four
minutes each, and the results as given by the " testing

machine " were similar to the last, the great test being
the units of power required to cut 1 lb. of chaff—each
equal to 1 lb. lifted 1 feet high. The highest and lowest
numbers tested in the power machines being respectively

28G8 against 1812, aud in the hand power machines
S3 10 against 1234 ; the chaff, however, of the latter was
too long to compete with the others. The prize was
given to Messrs. Richmond & Chandler ; Messrs. Smith
& Ashley, and Cornes received high commendations,
and Hill & Smith a commendation.
Bone Mills.—There being no competitor in this class

except Mr. Crosskill, the prize was awarded to him for

his well-known mill, which is not only capable of grind-

ing bones but by changing the plates will grind any kind
ol grain.

The number of visitors to the show-yard on Wednes-
day appeared to be thinner than we remember to have
ever seen before—the pouring rain, perhaps, tending

very much to produce this paucity of attendance.

As to the general, character of the Show it appears

from the catalogue that the number of implements ex-

hibited is, as might be supposed on a comparison of

Carlisle with Lincoln, about one-fifth under an ordinary

exhibition of the Society ; but that there are abundant
means of comparison supplied is obvious from the

following numbers : 9 carts, 22 chaff cutters, 12 churns
and cheese pressers, 17 clod crushers and rollers, IF.

corn dressing machines, 23 cultivators, scarifiers, and
grubbers, 14 drilling machines, 28 mills, Linseed

crushers, and Bean splitters, 22 harrows and horse hoes,

8 horse rakes, 21 ploughs, 20 Turnip cutters and pulping

machines, 16 reaping and mowing machines, 14 steam
engines, 21 threshing machines, besides a multitude of

implements otherwise classified. On many of these we
shall have further remarks to make next week.

,

PHIZES FOE IMPLEMENTS.
Plough for general purposes, 5?., Ransomes & Sims.

Plough for over 9 inches deep, 61., Ransomes & Sims.

Machine for draining tiles or pipes, 57., John "Whitehead.
Cultivator, grubber, and scarifier, 57., Richard Colemau.
Drill for general purposes, 102., R. Garrett & Son.

Corn and seed drill, 10?., R. Hornsby & Son.

Drill for small occupations, 51., R. Hornsby & Son.

Small-occupation seed aud manure drill lor flat or ridged work,
51., Holmes & Sou.

Turnip drill on tile flat, with manure, 51., R. Garrett & Son.
Turnip drill on the ridge, with manure, 51., R. Hornsby & Bon.
Liquid manure or water drill, 101. , R. & J. Reeves.
Manure distributor, 101., R. Garrett & Son.
Horse hoe on the flut, 51., R. Garrett & Son.
Horse hoe for setting out Turnips, 51., R. Garrett & Son.
Portable steam engine, not exceeding S-horse power, applicable

to threshing or other agricultural purposes, 201., Tuxford & Sons.
Second ditto, 107., Clayton, Shuttleworth, & Co.

Fixed steam engine, not exceeding S-horse power, applicable to

threshing or other agricultural purposes, 201., Ransomes & Sims.
Second ditto, 10?., Barrett, Exall, & Andrewes.
Portable threshing machine, not exceeding 6-horse power, for

larger occupations, 10?., Ransomes & Sims.
Portable threshing machine, not exceediog S-horse power, with

shaker, riddle, and winnower, that will best prepare the corn for

the finishing dressing machine, to he driven by steam, 20?., R.
Hornsby & Son.
Grinding mill for breaking agricultural produce into meal, 5?.,'

Clayton, Shuttleworth, & Co.
Linseed and corn crusher, 5?., E. R. & F. Turner.
Power chaff cutter, 5?., James Cornea.
Hand chaff cutter, 3?., Richmond & Chandler.
Turnip cutter, 31., B. Samuclson.
Machine to reduce roots to a pulp, 3?., F. Phillips.

Oilcake breaker, 5?., R. Garrett & Son.
Power bone mill, 51. , A. Crosskill.

Churn, 37., Burgess & Key.

On Wednesday afternoon the cattle yards were open
to the public on payment of 1 0s., and the comparatively

few spectators present in the implement department

were soon, in great measure, drawn off to the more
attractive cattle classes;. We shall publish the prize

list along with some general remarks on some of these

classes this week, being forced by want of room to post-

pone a portion of our report till next Saturday.

The cattle and horse classes have been exceedingly

well represented. The entries for short-horns were
somewhat short of last year, being .98 as against 111.

They are, however, a very interesting and splendid col-

lection of the breed. We were pleased to recognise

old acquaintances amongst them—Mr. Douglas's heifer

again competing with her fellows as at Lincoln, and
others in the various classes did the same. Many of the

individual specimens shown at our meeting could not

be exceeded. Lord Berwick's bull of this year is a
case in point. The Herefords are 32 as against 14 at

Lincoln. The Devons as 23 against 38 at Lincoln.

The other breed classes, excluding the special prize classes,

as 58 against 17 at Lincoln. The Scotch classes are
well supported, and some very fine Angus and Galloways

were exhibited.

Class 1. Short-horns : In this class the 1st prize bull

is almost a perfect cylinder, of good proportions ; he
possesses a deep chest, a level uniform back ; chine,

back, loin, and rump in fine level outline ; bis under
parts perfect ; flank deep, and thigh full ; shoulder

well out, and brisket good ; his horns somewhat set

j
out, and head rather plain ;

quality of flesh very good,
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and denoting a good proportion of lean. Tho '2d prize

bull possesses a beautiful bond and horns ; lino chine,

chest, and neck ; capital girth, level back, deep Hides,

well-formed broad loin, and good hips; ruder high

good tbigliH and flank ; lie in an exceedingly good form,

and denotes, like the preceding, a fair amount ofgood lean

flesh. No. 7, Mr. Ambler's bull, was highly commended ;

be is a noble animal, having a good client well out,

bead and nock finely Hot, good shoulder, chine and girth

fair, buck lovel. No. 14, Mr. C. Townley's bull, wiih

highly commended ; he possesses a very fine form,

rather Bmall and compact, a short neck and full chine,

shoulder well out and full, flunk good and thighs doop,

hips rather too contracted, but Htandu well OS much
loan flesh of good quality. No. 17, Mr. Fletcher's bull,

WOfi commended ; be ban a good form, bi'i foroquartors

heavy and line, tlio ribs not sufficiently springing,

bin hips, rump, and loin slightly defective, legs

rather short, and too much body. No. Ill, Mr
Cartucll's bull, was commended ; ho ban a beautiful

bead and horns, and very deep frame through-

out Ho lias no parts particularly noticeable, but

ab a whole bo m a noble well-made animal, and well

deserves the coininondaiion bo received. There were

many good animals shown in this class, but our time is

too limited this week ; we may notice others at a future

day if we think it desirable to renew the criticism.

Class '2. Hulls calved since tlio 1st of July 1058, and

more than 1 year old. The first prize was awarded to

Mr. Towueley's bull. This was the prize yearling bull

Qolf of last year ; bo is greatly improved, possessing a

boautiful long frame, fine horns and head, rather long,

lino eye and muzzle, colour good, well proportioned

symmetrical frame, level fat back, capital loin and deep

thighs, good twist and flanks, full breast, and shoulders

well out.' The model of a good animal throughout of

fine quality. The second prizo was awarded to Mr.
T. W. Kiiwkes' bull, lie has a fino cylindrical form,

well proportioned, a very lovel even back, and he iB of

very good quality
;
perhaps his rump is too short and

tail too high. No. .'12, Mr. Towneley's bull, was highly

commended, lie has a beautifully compact frame, and
stands well, good arms, short neck, deep chest, level

back", hips rather too close, rump fair, tail stands well,

thighs fair. No. 33, Mr. T. Fowler's bull, was com-
mended. Ho is a well-made animal, deep in frame,

with wide outstanding hips, his chest is full, and arms
well standing out, ribs not sufficiently up to hip, leaves

too much body. A very good competition ; but one or

two inferior animals.

Class 3. Bull calf, abovo 6 and under 1 2 months old.

The prize was awarded to No. 45. This is a very
prettily made up animal, of good length and proportions,

but not equal to some shown by Mr. Towneley at other

times. No. 37,Viscount Hill's bull-calf, was commended
;

a compact little fellow—hips rather awkwardly promi-

nent. No. ii, Mr. R. Jefferson's bull-calf. This is a

beautiful calf, well formed and in good proportion—ribs

not out enough. This was a good and well filled class.

Class 4. Cows iu milk or in calf. The first prize was
awarded to No. 55, This cow has a symmetrical form of

great beauty and proportions, deep frame, fine prominent
chest, head erect, not lar;c, neck tbinnish, level back,

loin very good, superbly so, teats large and fat, thighs

little defective ; a first-rate animal, and- equal to any
in the yard. The second prize was awarded to No. 52.

This is the cow which in the heifer class took the first

prize at Lincoln, and was the theme of general admira-

tion. She has the same deep and beautifully formed
frame, and is much improved, though according to the

opinion of the judges she has not progressed so fast

as her more fortunate competitor. We think the decision

correct ; she is not in general form and feature so fine an

animal, but her rotundity or broad cylindrical frame will

ever be remembered by those who have viewed her ; such

a chine, and back, and expansion of rib are seldom seen,

but her legs are too short, and detract from her

nobility of appearance, otherwise she is nearly perfect.

No. 5b', Mr. John Booth's cow, was highly commended
This cow has a remarkably good frame, hack broad, and
level neck ; thin and narrow at shoulder, ribs well set

and springing. No. 49, Mr. Stratton's cow, was com-
mended ; she is a beautiful animal ; head and horns

fine ; chine and chest all you can desire ; ribs well

set out ; back straight and wide ; hips wide, but uot

prominently so ; rump wide, and thighs deep ; teats and
twist good. No. 50, Mr. Stratton's cow, was also com-
mended ; she is also a beautiful animal, very cylin-

drical iu form ; bead and horns good ; hips out, but
well formed and natural ; teats good ; tail rather low :

both cows match admirably, and two such are seldom
seen. No. 53, Mr. Moorhouse's cow, was commended.
This is a deeply well-formed cow, and in good propor-
tion ; her chine and loin rather thin and bare ;

good
hair, and plenty. This was a highly interesting class.

Class 5. Heifers in milk or in calf not exceeding 3

years old. The 1st prize was awarded to No. 65 ; she
has a beautiful breast, chine, and extraordinary back
throughout, head and horns fair; fine in offal, teats very
heavy, hips rather narrow, thighs long, and good tail a
little elevated ; twist not full, flank good ; very fiue

animal of her class. The '2d prize was awarded to No.
72 ; this is of very superior quality and good frame,
admirable head and horns, breast exceedingly good,
back very level and well thrown out, rump good, but
hips not wide, teats large, twist good, shoulder and
breast full, not quite high or long enough. No. 66,
Mr. Towneley's heifer, is highly commended ; a truly
good animal, chine, shoulder, and breast wide and full

;

a compact cylindrical frame, teats large, but thighs and

twist not full; head and horns capital. No 58, Mr. I

Stratton's heifer, wascommendi i ;
a trery compact frame,

thick and good throughout, good head, greater teuU',

well formed lliiglm, deep in hue,.

Clots 3. Yearling boilers. The first prize wan awarded

to No. HI ; thin in n compact, animal, irery tie.

well formed, very small waxy horns, deep chest, good

chine, ribs well springing, foil thighs, but flanks and

twist, not lull enough ; a genital girth, arms lull, bead,

muzzle, and ncci. all right, 'lie- second prize »u
awarded to No. DO ; hIio ill very Cylindrical in form,

breast very good, all her uinh r piirt'i are good, mi
deep frame of large proportions, and donothi ;mucb good

lean flesh; horns fine. No. Dl, Mr. Straitens boiC i

highly commended ; She is a large well made animal

for her class, deep frame, hut girth defecttvi

rump. No. ft:'., Mr. I leteher's heifer, in highly com-
mended ; nho in very compact in form hut rather short,

good girth, hips rather narrow, othei good hind

quarters ; rump lout;, flank and tbigliH deep and good.

No. 7'., Vineouut Hill's heifer, wiii; commended
; v. ry

level book, hips rather narrow, tail Stands too hi;'h.

No. 70, Mr. Stratton's heifer, woe commended. Bui li

of deeper make than the preceding, with very good hind-

quarters, chine and girth defective, lead good, and horns
Hue, ribs deep and springing. No, TO, Mr. Crs

heifer, wan commended ; a very cylindrical frame, pack

and horns tOO thick, good hips and tail. No. 05, Mr.
Marjoribank't heifer, was commended ; a complete little

heifer, except her chine being rather thin. The number
of commendations in the short-horn classes sneaks for

itself, wo think ; wo do not recollect so many rood

animals ; wo havo seen better individual specimens

occasionally, but not so many good ones.

Wo are compelled to defer our remarks upon the

other eattlo classes until next week. The Hereford
class is not numerous, but the animals arc mostly first-

class specimens. Lord Berwick's bull has rarely been
surpassed. The Earl of Radnor's bull is of beautiful

symmetry and quality, but small in comparison. The
class of cows has some good animals in it. The heifers

very handsome. The Uevons, as a whole, are of excel-

lent quality, very fino in offal and perfect in symmetry,
but not numerous. The Ayrehircs, with the exception

of a good old bull, were not well represented. The Angus
and other polled breeds were very few, but well selected.

The Angus bull was much admired. The special prize

classes wero exceedingly well competed for, and many
first-rate animals were shown, proving that Galloways
still hold a high position, and are well worthy of it We
hope to give an analysis of the prize auiraals next
week.

PRIZES—STOCK.
SlIOKT-nOKNED Catti.K.

Judges—Captain Thomas Ball, Messrs. Kichard Duddiog and
Thomas Parkinson.

Class 1. For tlio best bull, over 2 and under 4 years old, 18
entries: 307. to R. Booth, of Warlaby, for "Windsor;" 152. to

Lord Feversliara, for " Gloucester," bred by the late Earl Ducie.
—Highly Commended: Charles Towneley, for " Voltfgeur."

—

Commended : William Fletcher, of Mansfield, for " Champion."
Class 2. For the best bull, under 2 and over 1 year old, IS

entries : 257. to C. Towneley, for " Master Butterfly; " lot. to F.
II. Fawkes, of Farnley Hail, for " John o'Groat."—H. C.* : C.
Toivueley, for " Richard Canir-de-Lion."—C. : F. Fowler, of Bald-
cock, for " Duke of Bedford."

Class 3. For the best bull-calf, above 6 and under 12 months
old: 67. to C. Towneley for " Musician."—C. Viscount Hill, for
" Hotspur."

Class 4. For the best cow in milk or in calf: 207. ; R. Bootb, for

"Bridesmaid;" J. Douglas, of Drein, for "Rose of Summer."
— H. C: J. Booth, for " Venus Victrix."—C. : li. Stratton.of Swin-
don, for " Matchless the Second: " T. Moorhouse, of Penrith.
Class 5. For the best heifer under 3 years old, 10 entries : 15?.

to C. Towneley for " Koan Duchess the Second ; 107. to R. Booth,
for "Bride Fleet."— II. C. : C. Towneley, for " Blanche Gth."—C.:
R. Stratton for " Salthorp Rose 3d."

Class 6. For the best, yearling heifer, 107.: to ,T. Hall, of
Worksop, for " Canncy ;" 67. to C. Townelov, for " Vestris."—
H..C: C. Towneley for"" Victoria;" W. Fletcher, of Mansfield, for

"Laura."—C: Viscount Hill for " Heresy ;" s. Marjoribanks,
Watford, for " Sunflower; " G. Sainsburv, of Corsham, for,
" Little Flirt."

Hereford Cattle.

Judges—Messrs. n. Chamberlain, B. L. Franklin, and
H. Trethewy.

Class 1. For the best bull, over 2 years and nnder -4 vears old

307., Lord Berwick : 157. to Earl Radnor— II.C: R. Hill.o'f Golding
Hall, near Shrewsbury : J. Monkhouse, of the Stow, near Here-
ford ; W. S. Powell, of Castle Street, Herelord. The judges
commended the whole of class 1. and class 6.

Class 2. For the best bull, under 2 and over 1 year old : 252. to
Lord Berwick ; 157. to J. Monkhouse.
Class 3. For the best bull calf, above 6 and nnder 12 months

old : 57. to E. Williams, of Llowess Court, near Hay.
Class 4. For the best cow in milk or iu calf: 2e7. to J. Monk-

house ; 107. to P. Turner, Perubridge. Leominster.
Class 5. For the best heifer, in milk or in calf, under 3 years

old : 157. to J. Walker, of Westlield House, nolmer, near Here-
ford ; 107. to W. Perry, of Cholstrey, near Leominster.

Class 6. For tho best yearling heifer : 102. to Lord Berwick

:

57. to W. Maybery, of Brecon.

Devox Cattle.

Class 1. For the best bull, over 2 and nnder 4 rears old:
302. to J. Quartly, South Molton; 15i. to >V. Farfhing.'of Stowey
Court,

Class 2. For the best bull, under 2 years and over 1 year old

:

257., to G. Turner, of Barton ; 151. to W. Farthing.
Class 3. For the best bull calf, above 6 and under 12 months

old: One entry. iS'o award.
Class 4. For the best cow : 201. to G . Turner: 10:. to G. Turner.

H. C. : W. Farthing.

SCOTCH CATTLE,
Excepting Galloway Cattle, which are provided for in the

special pri2es offered by G-. H. Head. Esq.
Judges—Messrs. P. Graham. Barns, R. Hector, and W. M'Cnlloch.

I. Ayeshtre.

Class 1. Bull of any age : 107. to J. Stewart, of Strathaven.
Class 2. Yearling bull : 102. to J. f :owart.

Class S. Cow of any age : 10". to W. Muir. -of Hardington
Mains, Biggar.
Class 4. in-calf heifer: 5". to J. Stewart.

* H. C. stands for Highly Commended.

ClSJS 1 . U ill of any tf, : ; . . T{rirt
Kmtantsn.

I 12 yearling hull
: :, .

Cow - 1 »ni .

<;la»» t le-

III. ill. 111..

Class 1. Hull "I snr «.••

Class*. ftuUag t. . «!!«)».
'J.'-a-J.

i. ii.-.nir belli

II << B
We are not disappointed »i'ii the revolt of the hor»«

hIiow. Our expect*!, u 'nn.ny vtrfttn-

pletely within the repots In
these expectations have beta fall* realised.

let, wo I;.-, i

have a full report
In hand, but limit postpone it !

Cla«« I. HiaIi

". It. Hmllb, I

• .'lam:: ! In li* y.

CISSS4. M«r<*« afi'I ft

Bl

Hall, V.

E. Holland,.'.! I . ,

Cltd
C-iu\ i

.
' rim

l'lillli[.«. Km
2. SUlllon f',«:

Hc'llmU, Eeelefoebea.

CI.tki.':. Marc, wltli her foal at i Id J. IXMffMM,
Dram.

; In the yea: f. PatUrvxi,
lin.

8 II KEP.
The show of Lciccters was unusually Ism

Southdown class considerably less, and t!

class very much smaller than last year. The mountain
and Cb • however, were very namvrrjot,

amounting to more than double the number of any local

class ever exhibited in tie mow-yarda.
class was admirably sustained, and many splendid

animals were ahown. Mr. Sanday stands high in tho

Leicester classes ; Mr. Rigden, in the absence of " J .nas

Webb," equally so in the Southdown class*

-

keeps up his reputation in the long-wool classes, and we
think the individual animals shown by these breeders

quite equal to those formerly exhibited by them. Our
detailed report must be postponed. The following is the

award of prizes :

—

Lr:cEsTEEe.

Judges—Messrs. R. E. Aylmcr, V.". T'rr. ar.d J. W;
Class 1. Shearling rams: '-"

pout ; l.V. to T. E. I'awlett, of Be- I

Class 2. Bams of any other age: - Bandar; 15L t»
W. .-anJoy.

Class 3. Pens of five shearling ewes of the same Cock : 202. la
W. Sanday ; 10'. to W. Saoday.

SoUTODOWy, OE OI URtt SH02T-WV

Judges—Messrs. G. Brown, n. P. nirt, and J. Waleri.

Class 1. Sbearlingracis: 257. to W. Rigieo. of Hove, Brighton ;

152. to the Earl of C blchesKr. of Stanm^r Park.
Class 2. Rams of any other age: 25!. to W. Rigden ; IS. to

W. Rigden.
Class 3. Pens of five shearling ewes of the aatr -

H. Lugar, of Hengrave, Bory Su Edmonds; 102. to Lord
VTalsiogbam.

Loxg-woolled Sheet. 7-
- -'To cowprrr. xs

Judges—Messrs. H. Ayln. -.- >toae.

Class 1. Shearling rams: £','. to W. Lane, of Xor.hleacb;
157. to W. Hewer, of Xorthleacb.

Class 2. Rams of any other age : 25!. to W. Game, <

leach ; 157. to W. Lane.
Class 3. Pens of 5 shearling ewes of tie faur--

T. Beale Browne, of Hamper. . -aae.

MOUNTAIN SHEEr.
1. Herdwicxs.

Judges—Messrs. W. Dodd, R. Donkin, and A. I>--;'.is.

Class 1. Shearling ratrj :

'

Class 2. Ram of anv other age : S". to J. Jlouns-i-

Class 3. Pen of five shearliiig ewes : 7
.

.

2. Other BLACE-racEu Morrrary Sheet.

Class 1. Shearling ram: 77. to E. -

thumberland.
Class 2. Ram of any ether age : S^ to C. Summers, of Haydon

Bridge.
Class 3. Pen cf £ v.: -; - :" Lang-

holm.

PIGS.
The number of larje and small-breed boars,

together with the sows, and pens of sow pigs, was 84,

being -53 less than last year. We did not observe fo

many specimens of fine quality and super: x
but there were some remarkable animals, part: : r

the prize small-breed sow, of great size and beanty. Too
many of the bo3rs and s:ws were mnch over-fed, t ! .

perhaps, the class in general was not more open to

blame in this respect than in former years. We :.re

dad to find that the judges had been awake to their

duty, and determined to have proper order observed

in the pis classes, inasmuch as they disqualified several

animals for beins entered in the wrong class. The
stewards, too, had disqualified several animals because

their teeth told a crsater s;e than the exhibitors =tated
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in their certificates. We shall give a full report next

week. Tlie following is the prize list :—

Judges—Messrs. P. H.ilse. II. Eddlson, and W. Hesscltine.

Class 1. Boars of a large breed: 10.'. to T. Horsfall, of Barley

11*11, Otley, Yorkshire ; 5(. to C. Jackson, of Goodraru Gate,

Class 2. Boars ofasmaU breed: 101. toTV. Hatton, of Otley;

5/. to G. Tumor, of Barton.

Class 3. Sow of a large breed: 107. to J. Harrison, jun., oi

Ileaton Norris, Stockport.

Class 4. Sow of a small breed : 10.'. to R. H. Watson, of Bolton

Park, Wigton.
Class 5. Pen of 3 breeding sow-pigs ofa large breed, of the same

litter, above 4 and under S months old: 10?. to W. I. Sadler, of

Bentham Purton, Swindon.
Class 6. PeuofS breeding sow-pigs, of a small breed, of tlie

same Utter, above 4 and nnder S months old : 10?. to Ii. H. Wat-

son, of Bolton Park. Wigton.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Given by the Carlisle Local Committee.

Cheviot SnEEP.

Judges—Messrs. W. Dodd, R. Donkin, and A. Douglas.

Class 1. Rams not more than four shear: 151. to T. Elliot, of

llindhone. Jedburgh; 71. to T. C. Borthwick, of Langholm.
Class 2. Shearling rams : 15;. to T. Elliot; SI. to T. C. Borth-

wick.
Class 3. Pens of five ewes not more than four shear: 10?. to T.

C. Borthwick ; 51. to the same.
Class 4. Pens of five shearling ewes or gimmers : 10?. to T. C.

Borthwick ; 5?. to T. Elliot.

Horses.

Judges—Messrs. W. Greaves and W. Walker.

Class 1. Harness mare, with foal at foot: 15?. to Sir Wilfred
Lawson, Bart., of Brayton.

Class 2. Three year old harness gelding : 10?. to Sir W. Law-
son, Bart.

Class 3. Mare for breeding hunters, with foal at foot: 15?. to

T. Swarbreck, of Sowerby, Thirst.
Class 4. Three year old gelding for hunting : 10?. to R. Barton,

of Barrack Town, Carlisle.

Class 5. Three year old cart filly : 10?. to Miles Bell, of Brun-
stock, Carlisle.

Class 6. Three year old cart gelding: 10?. to Ann Tinning,
Oak Bank, Longtown.

Class 7. Two year old cart gelding: 10?. to William Stordy,
Moorhouse, Carlisle.

GALLOWAY CATTLE.—Given by G. H. Head, Esq.

Judges—Messrs. P. Graham, Barns, R. Hecior,
and W. McCullock.

Class 1. Bulls not more than 4 vears old on the 1st of July,
1S55 : 25?. t« J. Graham, of Dalbeattie ; 10?. to J. Carruthers, of
Kirkhill, Moffat.

Class 2. Bulls, calved since the 1st of July, 1853, and more
than 1 year old : 15?. to J. Beattie, of Js'ewbie House, Annan

;

10?. to J. Birrell, of Guards, Gretna Green.
Class 3. Cows in calf or milk : 15?. to J. Beattie ; 10?. to John

Grainger, of Souterfield, Abbey Holme.
Class 4. Pairs of heifers in calf or milk, and not exceeding

3 years old : 10?. to G. Riddick, of Lockerbie; 54. to J. Pearson,
of Langrigg, Cumberland.

THOROUGH-BRED STALLIONS.—Given by R. Febgosok,
Esq., Mayor or Cablisle.

Judges : Messrs. W. Greaves and W. Walker.

C0ACII1NG"STALI.I0XS.

Clas? 1. Thorough-bred Stallion: 40?. to No. 7S3, viz. to R.
Ferguson, of llarker, Carlisle.

Class 2. Coaching Stallion : 30?. to No. 797, viz. to J. Shaw,
of Acomb Hall, York.

[We are unable in this Number of our Journal to

report on the Poultry Show. The number of pens of
poultry shown is 185, being 110 less than at Lincoln.
The Dorking fowl class comprised some of the most
admired specimens ; and the two classes of Dorkings,
the entire class of Spanish fowls, game fowls, and the
Aylesbury ducks received a general high commendation.]

THE PAVILION DINNER.
Every seat was occupied. The presiding notabilities

were, beside the fine spirited manly President, Mr.
Jliles, the Duke of Cleveland, Viscount Dillon, Lord
Berners, the Baron Ricasoii (a large landed proprietor
from Tuscany), M. de la Trehonnois, of Paris, Sir J.
Maxwell, the Very Rev. the Dean of Carlisle, Sir James
Graham, Bart., M.P., Sir Stafford Northcote, the High
Sheriff of the County, C. W. Hoskyns, Esq., &c.
The loyal toasts were enthusiastically responded to.
The Baron Ricasoii responded in Italian to the toast

given to distinguished foreigners present. He spoke a
most complimentary language, and used it eloquently
in reference to the benefits that result from international
alliance and concourse of all kinds.

The toasts had been so arranged as to omit the
Army and Navy, but tie meeting proving rebellious to
this arrangement, the President proposed the Army
and Navy ; and Sir J. Maxwell responded first for the
Navy, while the Duke of Cleveland returned thanks, as
the senior officer in the room, for the Army.

Lord Berners, in proposing the health of the Presi-
dent, passed a very high eulogium, which was most
cordially endorsed by the cheers of the meeting.
The President, in responding to this toast, expressed a

just pride and satisfaction at presiding over such a
meeting—the largest he had ever seen in that Pavilion.
He spoke of the character of the Society of England
being inexclusive. Then referring to the excellence of
the two departments of the Show, the implements and
cattle, he stated that if the number of implements was
less than in former years, the quality of what really
were placed in competition amply compensated for the
defect in point of quantity. When he recollected the
state of agriculture in England 18 or 20 years ago, and
eompared it with the present scientific attitude of farm-
ing, he could not but congratulate the country upon her
visible and surprisingly rapid improvement. Twenty

^.T^lr B,°°d farming ™s d>e exception
; now he was

ft\l, ? y
"J

StMe that he regarded it as no longer

remarkedW'^ ?** " Y°U avoid a bad fa™£"remarked the hon. gentleman, « as you avoid the cholera.

To what is this owing ! To the enlightenment that ha9

come to the popular mind with respect to the clearing

of land, the benefits of autumn fallowing, to the large

quantities of artificial manure that are being used

annually. One of the Parliamentary returns shows

that in 1834 there were imported into England 2281

tons of guano, and in 1854, 235,111 tons, so that taking

it at 101. per ton, there is found to have been expended

in 1841, 28,8082. ; whereas in 1854 there was expended

the prodigious sum of 2,351,1 00/. to secure the benefits of

this one manure to the farmer. Theuseof the nitrates,the

only other kind of artificial that the returns take cogni-

sance of, is doubled in the same time. And when
we think of the immense number of bones that go to

make up the superphosphate manures distributed the

length and breadth of our country, we may well

arrive at the conclusion that the farmer is not

asleep, and that where he sees an outlay of capital

will benefit him, he hesitates not to adopt it."

The President alluded to the admirable results of

the associative principle, as exhibited by the meetings

of the Society, and the meetings of the local societies

throughout Great Britain. He praised the beneficial

effects of the Society's Journal, having spread far and
wide the experience of experimentalists, studying always

to confine and consolidate the practical results of such

meetings as the one over which he presided—doing their

part to the better feeding of the millions of the country.

And while referring to the Journal he paid a most just

tribute to the memory of its deceased editor, the talented

Philip Pusey. In describing the pleasure he received

from a recent visit, in company with some of his tenantry,

to Paris, he mentioned the unexampled success there of

the English exhibitors, Jonas Webb taking a prize

for every other animal, or nearly so, on which account

the Emperor has ordered that a special medal shall

be struck off to commemorate so honourable a fact.

For the societies of Scotland and Ireland Capt. Ball

responded in a very appropriate Bpeech for the

Irish Society, and Sir J. Maxwell, as a member of the

Highland Agricultural Society, and in the absence

of Mr. Alexander Graham, for the Scotch Society.

Sir J. Maxwell merrily alluded to the border feuds that

did once exist. He would do away with the exclusive

spirit of clanship, and was glad that the representatives of

the three sister societies were in Paris looked upon as one

and the self-same body, and that in this united capacity

they presented an address to the Emperor before they

left France. Captain Ball hoped that this alliance might
not merely exist in name, but ultimately grow to the

proportion of a great and splendid fact.

Mr. Thompson proposed the Mayor and Corporation

in a humorous speech, full of good feeling, to which
the Mayor, Mr. Ferguson, responded very fittingly

indeed, though unfortunately for the meeting not in a
voice sufficiently strong to be heard many yards in front

of him.

Sir James Graham rose from the body of the Pavilion

and proposed this toast— agriculture, manufacture,
commerce. He complimented Mr. Miles, gracefully

alluded to Mr. Pusey and his indefatigable labours as

Editor of the Journal, reminded the meeting that

while we regarded with pride our present advance,

we must not cease to remember to whom we owe it

—our predecessors Mr. Coke, Sir J. Sinclair, &c. They
introduced drill husbandry, Turnip culture, and folding

upon arable land, and this is the foundation of our
present successes—the starting post, in fact. Sir James
spoke upon the intimate relations that exist between
agriculture, manufacture, and commerce—relations the
repeal of our import duties has tended so much to

enlarge and strengthen.

The Dean of Carlisle spoke to the toast " the Labour-
ing Classes," with right good feeling. He was followed
by Sir Stafford Northcote, who proposed thanks to the
Railway Companies for their co-operation in promoting
the objects of the Society, and Mr. Hasell responded.
Col. Challoner then proposed "the healths of the
Stewards and Judges of the Show," to which Mr. Fisher
Hobbs made answer. With the " Health of the Presi-
dent-Elect," proposed by Mr. Marshall, M.P., the
proceedings terminated, aud the vast throng, consisting
of some 1000 or 1200 people dispersed, dispersed again
to encounter the Cumberland shower baths !

Notices to Correspondents.
Difference between Live and Dead Weight : O O J. An
imperial stone of live sheep will ordinarily yield a Smitbfield
stone of mutton—i. c, for seven of the living animal there
will be four of carcase ; but we do not know what there maybe
in tlie case of lamb.

Farm Management : H 67., Lincoln. We are glad to give all the
information in our power on particular points in farm practice
when the information or decision is needed, and that is properly
the use that should he made by inquirers of these columns ; and
when the subject is of more than merely individual interest,
we are willing to do more than this, and supply such informa-
tion as we can on the whole scheme of farm management

—

the capital needed and profits to he expected, &c. &c—to which
your inquiry extends

; but both space and time are needed for
such a discussion, and we cannot undertake it except at our
leisure.

Foul Tornits: J S[c. Many weeds are food and lodging for the
fly. Your bailiff was wrong.
ME B asks any of our readers to inform bim how best to pre-

serve Peas and French Beans for winter use, the Peas either
shelled or unshelled. One of the best fastenings for gates
consists of a drop piece on the post, and a mere projecting bolt
on the gate. The bolt sliding against the drop lifts it until
the gate is against the post, when the piece drops and holds it.

Thistles : Shem. Make use of this soft weather to pull them. A
little perseverance in doiDg this over so small a piece will be
better than breaking the land up, provided the Grass is other-
wise good.

GLASS PRESERVE JARS, Per Dozen.
Without lids. With lids.

3 inches Diameter £0 4s. 6c? 6s. 6d. per dozen.
4 „ 6 „
5 „ 8 11 „
6 „ 10 14 „
7 „ 12 16 „
8 „ 16 20 „
9 „ 10 26 „
10 „ 1 4 2S

Intermediate Sizes in proportion.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Phillips & Co., 116,

Bigjiopjgatg Street Without, London.

TAMES PHILLIPS and CO. beg to call attentionf to their present reduced prices of Glass Milk Pans, Pro-
pagating Glasses, &c.

GLASS MILK PANS, packed in cases containing 12.
12 inches diameter
14
16
18
20

12s. Od.

18
21

. 30
36

22 inches diameter ... 42s. Od.
24 48 o
26 60
Cases 2s each extra, returnable

at full price.
PROPAGATING GLASSES.—Per dozen.

2 inches diameter
3

2s. Od.

2
12 inches diameter
13

24 inches long

.

22 ,

2) ,

IS

..3 14 „ „

..4 16 „ „

..5 16 „,60 17 „

..7 18 „ „,80 19 „
,10 20 „
, 12

CUCfe'MBER GLASSES.—Each.

. 18s. Od.
20
24

. 30

. 36

. 42

. 48 4

. 60

. 72

2s. Od.

1 10
1 8
1

16 inches long ...

14
12

FERN SHADES.— Each.
Made to any length.

ls.4<?.

1 2
1

12 in. diam., with stands 8s. Id.
IS „ „ 9 6
14 „ „ 12 6
15 „ „ 16 9
16 „ „ 21 10

6 in. diam., with stands 2s. 9rf.

7 „ 3 6
8 „ >, 4 1
9 „ „ 4 9
10 „ „ 5 9
11 „ „ 6 8
Bee Glasses, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons, Tiles

and Slates, Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass,
Shades for Ornaments, and every article in the trade.
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS, for Con-

servatories, Public Buildings, Manufactories, Skylights, &c.
JAMES PHILLIPS and Co., Horticultural Glass Warehouse,

116, Bishopsgate Street Without, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, £TC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS,GLAS8
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

Reduced Tabiff of Agricultural and Horticultural Glass.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2t?.; and

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from i±d. per foot.
PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from Is. ad. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozen; Hely's Test Chums, 5s. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,
10s.; Glass Fern Shades aud Stands, from 3s.; Bee-glasses, from
6d. ; Cucumber Tubes, from Is. ; Propagating Glasses, from 3^d.
to 7s. each ; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100 ; Aquariums, complete,
10s. each ; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign .—Catalogues free.

FOREICN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 44 in 12s. Oi*

64 „ 4J „ 7 „ 5 12 6
74 „ BJ „ 8 „ 6 13

34 „ 64 „ 9 „ 7 13 6
94 „ 7J „ 10 „ 8 13 6
104 „ 84 „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 104 „ 10* 14
11 „ 10 „ 11* „ 104 1*
11 „ 11 „ 114 „ 11* 14
12 „ 11 „ 124 „ Hi I*
13 „ 11 „ 134 „ 11* I4 °
13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 16 O
13* „ 13* „ 14* „ 13J 16
15* „ 13j 16

20 by"l3, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 13*, I64 by 144, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY"S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.
Established more than 100 years.

01i)° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-&X& RESISTING SAFES {non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents

of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
DEBT, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milner's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depot, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

NO CHARGE FOR STAMPING atLOCKWOOD'S,
75, New Bond Street, Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for 9d. ; Thick ditto, five quires, 1«.; Albert and Queen's
sizes, five quires for 6d., 9d,, and Is. ; Note-paper made from Straw,
2s. 6d. per ream ; Envelopes, Ad. to Is. 6c?. per hundred ; Foolscap
paper, 7s.6d. per ream; Copybooks 2s. 6d. per dozen. Card Plate
engraved, 2s. 6d.; 100 Cards printed, 2s. 6d. "Wedding orders
promptly executed. A large variety of "Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands. — Copy
address, Lockwood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country orders for

20s. sent carriage free. Lockwood's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)

Pen, 1 doz. post free for 13 stamps.
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Third KiMMon, coinihlnrahly niilar^d, price 5*. Otf,KU Jl A L C II E M I 8 T K Y.
By Edwabd Bou-v, BJt.6i, F.L.S., F.aS.,

Honorary McFtiJu-r *if'Hic kt.ynl A Kiiml I urn I
:-'.«,clrly of Iji^IhuiI,

Professor of Chemistry to tlio Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on ChomlBtry In tfjo Mom i;. i. Ooi'8 Military Bom 1nary
at Addlscombo, &o, t &o,

.1. MA'i'i iiKwii, r», Pppor Wellington Stroot, Covonl Onrdon.
Price Bfl. tirf. olotli,

SECOND KJUTION, RKVIBED AND ENLARGED,

O UNA MKNTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTKY J

Tni'JK ITlBTOnY AND MANAOJ'.MIWT,
By Tine ld;v. EDMUND \ i i. 0] CON, W.A.,

Jtuctor of IntWOOd wllli [COHWlcIC,

J, Mattiihwb, 5, Uppor Wellington Htrcnr, Covont. Onrdon.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINEK Y. I:, nil

PRACTICAL MECHANICS' JOURNAL, Pari
LX.XXVJIL, July 1885, prlco Is., are articled ii]

Romalne's Combined Horse ant] Steam Cultivator, and Wi Illama
1

FiAiul Cultivator, Illustrated by a Plate Hngravlnu and Woodcutu,
in addition i<> articles on manj other Into Inventions.

Qiedskt, 88, Cheapsldo ; Editor's Offlcod (OfllcaH for Patontd
and Designs), -17, Lincoln's Cnn PlaldR, and 100, Buchanan
Street, Glasgow.

•hint l'lilillnlii'il,

ARTHUR HENDERSON awd CO'S CATALOGUE.
- No. I., containing Orohldon, Exotic, QreonhoiiBc, and

Hardy FfirnBj Soloot Btovo PlantBp Including Aquatlo, Vnrlogntod-
loaved Plants, and Plants suitable for BUHnondlna InthoStova
mid Orclildoto Douse, Groenhouso Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine plnnts, wbloli may bo
luul fin iippliciillon to thorn at Plnc-npplo Placo, Mgwaro Road.

"The method M. F. dePmquol linfl adopted In the teaching of
languages Ib borne out by tho first motnphyBtoal minds and
the first of scholastic authorities, fi'om John Looke or Roger
AbcIihiu downwards."

DE POUQUET'S Li; TRESOR de l'ECOLIER
FRANQAIS: or, Translating English Into French at

Sight. Price 00. 6d. boards. AIbo, Lc Petit Sccrdtulre Parlston.

First French Reading Boole, Parisian Phraseology. Gorman
Trdsor. Ditto Reading Book, Ditto Phraseology. Italian

Trevor, Ditto Reading Book. Ditto Phraseology. Hlstoiredo
Napoleon. Ulstob'e de France. Dlsloire d'Angleterro, &c.

London :. Bimpkin, Map sitall. Us Co.

"~OlsT NERVOUS NESS, DEBILITY, AND INDIGESTION.
-lust published,now and cheaper Edition,price Is., or Iff. <W. by post,

HPHE SCIENCE OF LIKE; Or How to Live nnd
JL What to Live For, with aniplo rules for Diet, Regimen,
nnd Sel^Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and tbnt sterling happiness only attainable

through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.
London: Pihmi, BRornrcns, & Co., 23, Paternoster Bow; IIan-

SUY, 63, Oxford Streot; Maww.39, Cnrnhill: nnd nil KookBpllorn.

Just published, price fid., or post free Is. (in Stamps),
92d Edition,

THE CURABILITY OF STOMACH, PULMO-
NARY, NERVOUS, BILIOUS, AND LIVER COM-

PLAINTS, Demonstrated by numerous Authentic Cases

;

without Medicine, Galvanism, Electricity, Hydropathy, Incon-
venience, or Expense, by a remedy which saves 50 times its cost
in other means of cure. This popular Treatise is well calculated

to promote tbe welfare of Families, Invalids, and Emigrants.
London : JAMES Gilbeut, 49, Paternoster Row ; and all

Booksellers.

rpilE WORKING MAN'S GARDENER, con-
J- tnining directions for tho Propagation, Planting, Pruning,
and Training of Fruit Trees; tbe Laying-out, Fencing, Draining,
and General Management of a Cottage or Allotment Garden
throughout the year ; Observations on the Potato Disease, and
the best method of securing a crop of that most useful vegetable;
Hints suggested for the Manufacture of English Guano; Direc-
tions to the Working Man for preparing this invaluable Manure,
with opinions of Liebig, Johnstone, and other Agricultural

Chemists on this subject. By C. Taylor, upwards of 40 years

a Working Gardener. Price, by post, Is. Xd.

C. TAYLOR. Gardener & Seedsman, Wliitchurch, Hants.

MPLOYM KNT, CERTAIN nnd IMMEDIATE.
On and after MONDAY, July 30, tbe LABOUR LIST will

he published (DAILY at 10 o'clock, containing all the SITUA-
TIONS for MALES and FEMALES offered in the TIMES,
ADVERTISER, DAILY NEWS, POST, HERALD, and
CHRONICLE, and every other London paper published the same
Morning; also in all the chief COUNTRY PAPERS of tbe same
Morning, received by EXPRESS; together with a long list of

SITUATIONS offered by EMPLOYERS exclusively in the

pages of the LABOUR LIST. Price '2d.; all Booksellers.
,

Enclose One Shilling to E. Shtslton, "Daily Labour List"
office, 69, Fleet Street, and you will receive the LABOUR LIST
Daily lor one week, free of Postage.
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AT MK. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,

are exhibited tbe finest specimens of British manufactures in

Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
And other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Macbu Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping ordera execi rtPd. Superior Hairand other Toilet Brushes.

METCALFE and CCVS NEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the Mghly-
unportant office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at

Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 n and 131,
Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
some houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

DR. DE JOMCH'S
T IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL.
-LJ Prescribed with entire confidence by the Faculty for its

purity, ami superior, immediate, and regular efficacy.

Extracts from Medical Testimonials:—
ARTHUR H HASSALL. M.D., F.L.S., M.RV.1\, Chief Analyst

of tbe Sanitary Commission of tbe Lanctt, Author of " Food
and its Adulterations," &c. &c.

"I have more than once, at different times, subjected yonr
Light Brown Oil to chemical analysis—and this unknown to
yourself—and I have always found it to be free from ail impurity
and rich in tbe constituents of bile. So great is my conOdence

| in the article, that 1 usually prescribe it in preference to any
ether, in order to make sure of obtaining tbe remedy in its purest
and best condition."

The MEDICAL CIRCULAR, May 10. 1S54 — .

' We unhesifatinglyrecommended Dr. de Jongh's Light Brown
God Liver Oil as the best for medical purposes, and well deserv-
ing the confidence of tbe profession."

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Joxe.ifs
Signature, without which none are genuine, by ANSAK,
HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND. London, Dr. Dk Jongh's
sole Consignees; nnd in the country, bv respectable Chemists.

Half-pints (10 nz.), 2s. Gd.\ Pints (20 oz.). 4s. &*.; Quarts
(-10 02.), 9s.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.
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ami Cockr ofiei; odo trial ni

gi-cal efficacy, find oni bo vlll fl< In y thou I

advantage In thin preparation li thai II <• tlielt

bodloii to <\"-'<y nnd corrnpl the Mr, '"it complctoly d
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odour whon doad.

DlrcctlonR for iiho : Placo four or flvo of Ihc Dalloeaoli olgbl

whora ti" 1 BectloH mostly ra ioi t,

Sold in boxes nt ],->. each, by TnoMAi Cni Chi ml it, it,

Hoiborn foppoBltc FurnlvalH InnV London. And mi
talned through all wholoi alo medicine vondors.

To the Editor of the " < 'oilagt Qardem r/' July id

"Some of your rendora may bo glad to hear ol an effecb al

poison for tliceo dlsagrcoabto poBln. i bare Hiiececdcd In com*
plotoly clearing my hm ol tnem by the uve ol Cbi i

Preparation 14, Qolborn). i recommend those who are troubled

with Uioho Insects to place the pills in everyplace In thohon
haunted by them, and to repeal Hie amplication twice after

Intervals of 10 days; by this means the successiona! cropn of
young beetlos are destroyed."— O. W. J., Croydtyn.

Mi' This Is not a moro puff, but Hent to us by a gentleman
who has been benefited as he BtatosQ

r
|
M 1 1: BEST SHOW op IRON BJ5USTEADS

-4- In the Kingdom Ifl \Viixiam S. Bckton's.— He has two
very Largo Roomn, devoted to tho exclusive show of Iron
and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, with appropriate
Bedding and Mattresses. Common Iron Bedsteads, IBs.] Port-

able Folding Bedsteads from 12*. 6d. ; Patent Iron BedHtcads,
fitted with dovetail joints and patent Racking, from 17*. (>/. ; and
Cots from 20.9. each

; handsome Ornamental Iron and Braas Bed-
steads, in gnat variety, from 21, 18*. 0d. to 15/. 113.7.

OAPIER MACl'lE and IHON TEA-TRAYS.—An
* assortment ot Tea Trays and Waiters wholly unprecedented,
whether as to extent, variety, or novelty.
New oval Papier Mache Trays,

per set of three from 20*. to 10 guineas.
Ditto, Iron ditto from 13*. to 4 guineas.
Convex shape, ditto from 7*. 6tf.

Round and Gothic Waiters. Cake and Bread Boskett: equally low.

BATHS AND TOILETTE WARE.—William S.
Burton baa ONE LARGE SHOW ROOM devoted exclu-

sively to tbe DISPLAY of BATHS and TOILETTE WARE-
Tbe stock of each is at once the largest, newest, and most varied
ever submitted to the public, and mnrked nt prices proportionate
with those that have tended to make his establishment tbe most
distinguished in this country. Portable Showers, 7*. 6rf.; Pillar
Showers, 31. to 5/. ; Nursery, 16*. to 32*.; Sponging, 15*. to 32s.;
Hip, 14*. to 31*. (yd. A large assortment of Gas Furnnce, Hot and
Cold Plunge, Vapour, and Camp Shower Baths. Toilette "Ware
in great variety, from 15s. 6d. to 45*. the Set of Three.

Wh.t.iam S. Burton has SIXTEEN LARGE SHOWROOMS,
all communicating, exclusive of the Shop, devoted solely to the
show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGERY (in-

cluding Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and Japanned Wares,
Iron nnd Bra^s Bedsteads and Bedding), so arranged and classi-

fied that purchasers may easily and at once make their selections.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1, 2, and
3, Newman Street; and 4 & 5. Perry's Place.

DU BARRY'S HJEVALENTA ARABICA FOOD.
—" Fifty years' dyspepsia, nervousness, asthma, cough,

constipation, flatulency, spasms, sickness at the stomach, and
vomitings, from which I have suffered indescribable agony, have
been removed by Dr Barry's excellent health-restoring RE-
VALENTA ARABICA FOOD.—Maria JotLT, Worlham.
Ling, near Diss, Norfolk." In canisters, suitably packed for

all climates, and with full instructions; 5 lb., lis.; 12 lb.. 22*.;

super-refined, 5 lb., 22s.; 10 lb., 33*. Tbe 101b. and 12 lb.

carriage free 200 miles on receipt of post-office order.—Barry
Du Barry & Co., 77, Regent Street, London : FORTNUM, MASON,
&Co., 1S2, Piccadilly; also at 330 and 451, Strand: 54, Upper
Baker Street; 5, Eccleston Street, Pimlico: G3. and 150, Oxford
Street; 6S, Corubill; 60, Gracechurch Street; 49, Bishopsgato
Street.
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P R U O E N C T,

HOW much pain, regret, and evil may be avoided
by timely forethought! If it be dewtaabu to eeonoiDta*

fid time, la ft not atlll more important u> eeooomlao oar
health?
Tbe prudent man pay* attention to tfaa nlipbu-tt d'-r»-

in his physical organiBatlon. VTben ti^ find* bin '-*.!?

order." be Bboold rev.rt to the world-famed rem«Jv, PABK*fl
LIFE PILLS, and Ihna the incipient malady will beehocki&d.

In all quarters of the globe the PEpoUUim Lift PilU
is fully established; and It is a fact, that no " h'
arc more familiar with tbe people than thovt of the InvalH. w}.->

speaks of health restored as the consequence of tutngpAns Pills.

G5~ Ask for Parr? Life PHls.

Sold by E.Edwards, C7? St. Paul's Cburebyard; Barclay &
Sons, 95, Farringdon Street; Sutton A: <>.., 10, Bow Cbarchvard;
Hannay & Co., 63, and Sanger, ISO, Oxford Street, London': and
by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendor* in town and
country. In boxes, price It. \\d., 2s. &<£. and in family packets
Hi. each. Directions with each box.

TO BE LET, at Haxby, near York, within a eboxt
distance of the Railway Station, a neat and compact COT-

TAGE, with requisite Outbuildings, and Nine Acres of Land,
well adapted for a Nurseryman, Seed Grower, or Market Gar-
dener, and may be entered on at Michaelmas next.—For par-
ticular?, apply to Messrs. Baixbribge & Hrwirot. Naraerymea
and Seedsmen, or Messrs. Actos & So*. Auctioneera, * Low
Ouseuato. York.

TO CARDENERS AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, a BUSINESS, cxmststing of Jobbing
and Market Gardening, together wit? I Seed

. with a good connection, and capable of enlargement,
known as the Dane Nursery. Margate, Kent: with a z'^ Family
Residence, and about two acres of Land, walled in, and in ex-
cellent condition, with a good snpply of water. Rent, 3W. per
annum. Tbe Greenhouses, Pits, and all Erections, with Stock
in Trade. Arc. to be tak^n at valuation, with possession at
Michaelmas next, old style 'or immediately, if reqair*: —7"
treat, and for further particulars, apply to Mr. Hr.5XT ZTixkro, on
the premises.
Satisfactory reasons given for leavinc. N« agents teed apply.

Thk Succksskul Results of the last half lentury have
proved beyoxd qohstios that

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL possesses
peculiarlynourishing powers in the growth, restoration, and

improvement of the human Hair, and is now universally acknow-
ledged to be the cheapest, and superior to all other preparations

for the hair. It prevents it from falling off or turning grey,
strengthens weak hair, produces a thick and luxuriant
cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully

soft, curly, and glossy. In the growth of tbe Beard,
Whiskers, Eyebrows, and Moustachios, it is unfailing in its

stimulative operation. For children it is especially recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful head of hair. Price

3s. Gd. and 7s.; Family Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. &?.: and
double that size. 21s. CaotioS.—On the wrapper of each bottle

are the words, Rowlands1 Macassar Oil. in two lines.—Sold by
A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London, and by Cbe-
mists and Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &.C.?—The most marvellous production of

modern date is ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CKINUTRIAR,
which is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios. Eye-
brows. &c. in a few weeks, and restore tbe Hair in baldness from
whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off.

and effectually checks greyness in all its stages. For the

nursery it is recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for

promoting a fine healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in

after years. Sold bv all Chemists and Perfumers, price 2?.. or

will be sent post free on receipt of 2-4 penny stamps, by Miss
Coupklle. 69, Castle Street, Newman Street. Oxford Street.

London. Mrs. Carter writes, "My head, which was bald, is

now covered with new hair." Mrs. Williams— ** I can show a
fine head of hair from using your Crinutriar." Mrs. Reeve—
''My hair is gaining strength and thickness." Sergeant Cravek

-"Through using it I have an excellent Moustache." Mr.
Yates—"The young man has now a good pair of whiskers. I

want two packets for other customers."

NURSERY. SEED. AND FLORIST'S BUSINESS.

TO BE SOLD, the Goodwill, Stock, Crops, and
Effects, of a Inng-establisbed Business, situate about 15

miles from London, in a populous country, and well adapted in
every respect for an enterprising person possessed of capital

—

For further particulars apply tr< Mr. W. B. Patebso*, Solicitor,

Bride Court, New Bridce Street, Blackfriars, London.

rales bv Suction*

SPECIMEN HEATHS, ETC.—CLAPHAM PARK.

MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instr::

to sell by Auction, on the premises, on TUESDAY
Jnlv. nt 12 o'clock^ the collection of Specimen Heaths ar.d Azalea?,

tbe property of the late Wm. Hy.GilliatjEsq-, of Clapbam Park,
including some of the finest Plants in tbe eonntry. Also tbe

house in"which they have been cultivated.—Maybe viewed on
the day prior and morning of sale, and Catalogues had of Mr.
Stewart, tbe Head Gardener on the premises, and of Mr. J. C-

Stevens, 3S. King Street, Covent Garden.

NORBITON NURSERY.
To GEKXiXiTEy. NtTESi

MR. J. W1LLMER i- instructed by Mr. S. Hook to

Sell bv Auction, on tbe Premi?
Kingston, on MONDAY. August 6th, a: ISo'caocfc, d
of the STOCK of tbe above I eboSee

and valuable collection of Geraniwj -ysantbe-

imins. Dahlias in pots; a Span-roof Propagating House. Pits.

Liehts. Boxes. Striking Glasses. Garien Pots, Tools, a qnaatiry

of Leaf Mould. &c—May be viewed tbe day preceding and
morning c f sale : and Catalogues bad on tbe premises, and of the

Auctioneer. Sur; sex.

EPSOM.
MR, H. ANDREWS will sell bv Auction, with-

out reserve, on MONDAY. August Ob, at 2 o'clock,

on the premises of tbe Local - part of

Epsom Nursery), the erection of five greenhouses, aboot 30 feet

by 13 feet each, with fron: sr-stage, stone

platforms, hot-water pipes: the materials of five pits, lean-to

shed, a quantity of greenhouse plants. &c May be viewed any
time previous to the Sale, and Catalogues bad at tbe principal

Inns in the neighbourhood, and of Mr. Hesht A5T>esws, Sur-

veyor and Estate Agent. Epsom.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY
(> RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, haviDg had considerable ex-

T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.?

COTTAM AN3> HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOK DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental "Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Nettiug
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Ho. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
.

Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL. CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.
BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

b. aSee;nin(Fand ca
'"

WILL exhibit their Patent Wire Fencing, combined Washing Machine Mangle and Churn, Premium Wrought
Iron Gates, and specimens of their superior Manufactures in Iron and Wire generally, at the following Agricultural Shows

in 1S55:—Royal Agricultural Society, at Carlisle, week commencing July 23, stand No. 6 ; Yorkshire, at Mai ton, 1st and 2rtof

August; North Lincolnshire, at Boston, August 23; Cheshire Agricultural Soeiety; Manchester and Liverpool, St. Helens,

September 6 ; Bury and Eadcliffe, at Bury, about September 10. Others not yet decided upon.
In the meantime. Catalogues, Pattern Sheets, and Price Lists may be obtained (enclosing Four Stamps for postage) from

iB. GREENING & CO., Victoria Iron Works, 1 and 3,SChurch Gates, Manchester.

PLATE GLASS AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

THE UNION PLATE GLASS COMPANY,
Respectfully inform the Trade, that in order to meet the present depression, they have made a very

considerable reduction in the prices of polished Plate Glass for glazing purposes.

LIST OF PRICES MAY
THE WORKS, Pocket Nook, St. Helen's, Lancashire. I

THE WAREHOUSE, 99, llatton Garden, London.
Ditto ±5, Piccadilly, Manchester.

BE OBTAINED FROM
Messrs. C. & J. MALLOCH, 30, Turner's Court, Glasgow.

Messrs. JOHN DIX & Co., Batli Street, Bristol.

Messrs. H. SIBTHORPE & SON, Cork Hill, Dublin.

POCKET NOOK, July 28, 1855.

rpHE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
-L water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

PARSEY'S PATENT REVOLVING
PUMP lifts three times the quantity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pump.

Fire, Garden, Deep "Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kiud for watering

Gardens.
"\V. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
VV OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can he raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder toanypond or tauk required.
Price of 4^ in. Pump, with legs, 31.3a.

The barrel is 27^ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.
1£ Inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. Qd. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Gd. per foot.

Maybe obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,

of Barrel under nose,

2i in. short lft. 7 in. Fitted for lead, \

gutta percha,

or cast iron

}

flanged pipe,

as required. J

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto

long 3 .

ditto 3
,

ditto 3

ditto 3 .

£ s. d.

1 12
1 15

2 12
2 IS O
3 5

ditto 2 15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c . &c.—Engravings sent on application.

T~
HE COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
FOR £1—Places in gardens converted into comfortable-

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return

of cold air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours.

Price 1?. Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes,
11. 2s., 21. 4s., and 3',; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with

pump, ciBtern, and self-acting valve. A Prospectus, with En-
gravings, forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.

At Ftfe & Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square, London.

Printed by William B badbubt, of No. 13. Upper Wobum Place, in the Parish

of St. Pancras, and Prbdkbick Muli.ett Evans, of No. 27, Victoria

Street in the Parish of St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printers, at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of WhitelriarB, in the City ol London; and published by them

at the Office, No. 5, Charles Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Covent

Garden, in t he said County, wberp all Advertisements arm Communications

are to be Addressed to tub Editor.— Saturday, July "S, 1S35.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 21, Regent
Stiikkt.— A SPECIAL GENBRAJj MEETING! of this

Society will ho bold on TUESDAY, August 14, at 1 i\w
.
prcolsoly,

to elect ii now Member or Council and Treasurer In tbc room of

Dr. Jucknon, decuased.—By order of tbo Council,

August!. \V. E. Booth.

xtationalTfloricultuTial SOCIETY,
XN 21, Kkghnt Sthekt, 28th July, 1853.

NOTICE is hereby given that at tlio next Mooting of this

Society, to bo holden on THUUSDAY, August 9, Special 1'ki/i s

will bo awarded for Hollyhocks, three distinct spikes, IBs, & XOs.

;

Ditto, twelve distinct blooms, 10s. & 7>;. Bid. ; Verbenas., ditto, 10s.

& 7s. Gd. Extra Prizes will also bo awarded for Roses, twelvo
distinct blooms, 10aM 7s. Gd,, & 5s.; Dahlias, six distinct blooms,

10s., 7s. Gd., & 5s.; Fancy ditto, six ditto, 10s., 7s. Gd., & 5s.;

Fuchsias, three distinct varieties (plants), 15s., 10s., & 7s. GU.
;

Carnations, six distinct bloom*, 10s., 7s. Gd., & 5s. ; Picotees, six

ditto, 10s., 7s. Gd.,& 5s. ; Yellow ditto, throe ditto, 7*. Gd.,63., & 5s.

Tixbiliitors to provide their own sliow boxes. Everything in-

tended for Exhibition must be at 21, Regent Street, before
12 o'clock; whatever arrives later will ho absolutely excluded
from Competition for Prizes. The Prizes will lie announced at
3 o'clock. Open to all competitors. No entrancn fee.

Certificates as usual for Seedling Carnations, Picoteos,
Fuchsias, Roses, Antirrhinums; Verbenas, Phloxes, Liliums,
Dahlias, Petunias, Hollyhocks, &c. &tt, 'h^ n will be received
up tri 1 o'clock. The Censors EumnjflBtfi n r. Messrs. Lochnor
Ak Baker fot CafnationB, Pico tees, &c. ; .^-.-is. Cook, Holmes.
& i'ope, for Dahlias, &c; Messrs. Lideard, Parsons, & Moore,
for Hollyhocks, Roses, &c. ; Messrs. Hamp & Robinson, for

Verbenas, Fuchsias, &c.
Free Admission to visitors by Cards only, to be obtained at

21, Regent Street. John Edwards, Secretary.

ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON.

THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORICUL-
TURAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold

their Autumn Exhibition of PLANTS, FRUITS, CUT
FLOWERS, &c, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, 12th

and 13th of September next, at the abovo splendid suite of Rooms
and Grounds, on the same grand scale an former years. Prizes

are offered with tbo same liberality as previously. Also the

Railway Cup, value 10 guineas, for the best 24 Show Dahlias for

Amateurs. Ey the liberality of the Railway company, all

plants, &c, will be conveyed to Brighton and back, carriage-free,

from all stations on the lines. Schedules can be had on appli-

cation to E. Spart, Superintendent of the Exhibition ; or the

Secretary, E. Carpenter, 45, Lavender Street, Brighton. By
order of the Committee, ; E. Carpenter, Secretary.

NOW
,\ .

i,
,

i 1
1

1

HARVESTING,
i on PBSIHHT Hiiwiwd.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
Sewers' Office. Guildhall, Aug. 2, 1S55.

CITY OF LONDON CEMETERY.—The Com-
missioners of Sewers of the City of London, acting as the

Burial Board for the said City, hereby give notice that they
will meet at Guildhall on Tuesday, thelithdayof September,
at 12 o'clock precisely, for the purpose of receiving TENDERS
for the supply of TREES and SHRUBS for the Cemetery now-
being formed at Little II ford, in the county of Essex.
Forms of Specification with Schedules, to which the prices are

to be affixed, may be obtained on and after the 20th day ofAugust,
at the OlUco of Mr. William Haywood, Surveyor to the Com-
missioners, 14, Old Jewry Chambers; or at the Office of Mr.
Davidson, Landscape Gardener, S6, Great Russell Street, Bedford
Square. Joseph Daw, Principal Clerk.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.V Plans and Estimates furnished.

JOHN HARRISON, Nurseryman, Seedsman,v Florist, Landscape Gardener, &c.
Plans and Estimates furnished; Experienced Gardeners

recommended
;
also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting

for Under Gardeners* Situations.—Darlington, Aug. 4.

JDOBSON and SON'S New CATALOGUE~of
• PELARGONIUMS forwarded post free for one stamp.

Woodlands Nursery, Tsleworth.

F E R N~S^

ROBERT SIM'S 16 page CATALOGUE of bis
GENERAL COLLECTION of FERNS may now be had

for Four Stamps. Free to all previous purchasers.

Nnrserr, Foot's Cray. Kent.

PRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.
HPHOMAS JACKSON and SON'S Priced Catalogue
*- of Plants may be obtained on application. It contains

Stove, Orchidaceous, Ferns and Mosses, Greenhouse, Ornamental
Shrubs and Trees, Roses, and Herbaceous Plants.

T. J, & Sox are offering at very low prices a large Stock of
A zaleas, Camellias, Ericas, Epacrises, Helichrysnms, Rhododer.
drens, &c, well deserving the attention of purchasers.

Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey,

rpHE LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP.
X —a flno largo and quick growing variety. Al
i- ;i i olhoi i ni'i for late lowing,

11/ & llnowir, Hndlmry, Knflolk.

NOW HARVEST
HPHE SWEDENBURGI
* An Im

N G.

CATTLE CABBAGE,—
iiipr-ivi'i! viiii." ol tha Drumhead, hoavler and mor4

compact, end maybe had for preiont and Autumn RowfDg,4#<
jut lit. 1'iiit! t<. Iln' tiinl'- '-li application.

Bahh & I'-howh, Hud bury, 8uff.dk.

CABBAGE SEED.
/ lATTELL'S DWAKK BARNES,ahd CATTELI/S
V^ DWARF RELIANCE may lw had by poll forl2 penny
Htaropfl por packet, thi I

eonlntoing one ounce and tbc

latter half an nnn co. Nun nrlwi, Wpiterham, Kent.

HOLLYHOCK SEED.

A PAUL and SON have ready for immediate row-
• ingaflnelot of HOLLYHOCK SEED saved from theli

cholcost varieties which liavo obtained many of the I

prizes during tbc last three years:— *. d.'m

1st selection, saved from 25 varieties, per packet ... r,

2d do. „ VI „ „ ... 2
Good Mixtures 1

Also, prln-l.t., AN lion: WITH Till: HOLLYHOCK.
N.B. Free by post, and payment received In postogc stamps.

NnrseHcM, Cheshunt, Herts.

LlSIANThUS KUSSELLIAtvUS.
AN AMATEUR having raised from Seed a consider-

able number of the abovo beautiful plant over and above
what he will require for his own flowering, begs to offer them on
the following reasonable terms :

—

For 12 Plants " 12*.

„ 25 „ 20j.

„ 100 „ 50*.

The Plants are potted singly in email CO-slzed pota, and for the
convenience of Purchasers they are placed for distribution in the
hands of Mr. J. Yr.nru, Jim , Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, to whom
all orders and payments for them are to be addressed.—Autr- 4.

IMPROVED MUSHROOM SPAWN.—Patronised
J- by many of the Nobility, the London Horticultural Society,

&e. Sold in packages containing a sufficient quantity to plant

50 feet of bed for IS*., with printed description and cultural
directions.

Large Flowering ANTIRRHINUMS ... -2s. Gd. per 100.

„ „ HEARTSEASE ... .*- 2 K „MaN Hi I SS .. -' 6 „
See former Advertisements.

Address W. PRESTO E, Florist, &c, Basingstoke, Hants

R O I E I.

AMES MITCHELL beg* to aanoa cm ituMr A M E
•* anr

/^AUNATIONS AND PICOTEES in full bloom for
V^ Sale ; 160 stove pots of the best varieties, all Show Flowers.

Each pot will make from- four to eight pairs of plants.—To be
seen at Mr. R. Taskek's, Florist, Mayficld Road, Dais ton,

London.

"O/HITE LISBON ONION SEED.—Large buyersW Can be supplied with White Lisbon Onion Seed in

quantity.—Apply to Mr. HBNKS Clabke, Seed Merchant, 39,

King Street, Covent Garden.
rrRIPOLI ONION.—The trade can be supplied with
A SEED of the true flat Tripoli Onioo, by NrrrixG & Sons,
Seedsmen, 46, Cheapside, London.

WANTED, BOX EDGING, two years old. suffi-

cient to plant 530 yards.— Apply, stating lowest price, to

John' Suttox, Gardener, Alton. Hants.
.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEED.

JDOBSON and SON are now sending out Seeds
* of the above, saved from an unequalled collection, in packets.

Ciueraria, Is.; Ciilceolaria, Iff. Gd; 2s. Gd.. 3s. Gd. and 5s. each.
Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON be^ to

announce that the above FLOWER SEEDS, saved from

the choicest varieties, mav be had in packets at 2s. Gd. and 5s.

each ; the finest quality of CALCEOLARIA is only offered at 5s.;

second quality, 2s. Gd.

This Season's CATALOGUE will be forwarded on applica-

tion, and a Beautiful Coloured Plate of nine new Flowers will

be sent on receipt of 12 postage stamps.
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, Aug 4.

CALCEOLARIA SEED.

R PARKER has now ready for sending out Seed
• which he can recommend with the greatest confidence, it

having been saved from flowers of the finest form and most
beautiful markings, in packets at Is. Gd. and 2s. 6d. each. Also
choice CINERARIA seed saved from the finest named varieties,

at Is. 6d. and 2s. Gd. per packet. A remittance or reference to

accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.

Paradise Nnrserv. Uomsey Road. London.

MAJOR'S CALCEOLARIA SEED.
^\

[ R. HENRY MAJOR, Knostborpe, near Leeds,
1VX begs to inform his friends that his Calceolaria Seed for

this season is now ripe, and may be bad in packets at 2s. Gd. and
os. each. The 5s. packets will be equal to three 2s. Gd. ones.

The seed is produced from rich aud beautiful varieties (for which

his collection stands unrivalled), therefore large, well-formed

flowers, aud beautiful colours and markings may reasonably be
expected. The present, up to the latter end of August, is a

proper time to sow to insure an early spring bloom. Postage
stamps are requested in return.

PRIZE CALCEOLARIAS.—A few packets of seed

saved from the group of Seedling Calceolarias to which a

Prize was awarded at~the G reat Exhibition at the Crystal Palace,

are now ready at 10s. W. each. The?e seedlings are unrivalled

for immense size of flower, richness of colour, and strong vigorous

growth. Seed from other Choice Seedlings at 5.*. per packet.

Address to William Saxford, Gardener to Mr. Henchman,
Edmonton, near London. No letter will be attended to unless

enclosing a Pest OiEce Order or Postage Stamps.

ROIII.
GEORGE ' LAREE Ug» to armours that:,

aiitnmn-— K«r»»o.nm li

DU'CH FLO//EHINC BUL.
JAMES t ai ; Ef{ and < • ' con ,

i \TA.
LOOI B n DUTCH avu

\>iT Aiit'jniu if/wing,
mtxt, and will b- forwardi-d, fn

appllcalh f >...

NEW PELARGONI1 M
of bileworth ; and T. v.

;

\m with f'lii description* *n'J ;

*.{m to
. i»U and k'

Nursery, Meworth .

EMPEPOR NAPOLEON A !

JOHN BUTCHER la now
splendid Geranium; a <>- .. r ,• raiwd

J me 13th at tl

I/ondon. Ke*: Gardens.)

ir.g, ISf. r*
"

agents, Mcwr
Royal Nnra#ry. Hti I

HARDY ANt, SON, Sbcd Gbowkhs, S
Essex, arc prepsnd to send to *nr «^<irr-««. ft

t selected kinds of CAIiBAOK and i.i.i

for .July and Augrmt sowing*, in one
early sowing, one or three varieties of their

now In repute, sufficient for 1 rod, with dir- <

of seven postage stamps for each vmttety
envelope properly add I

THOMAS BEACH, the srefl known
Grower, begs to Inform the public th»t ( >_.lv a.

largestockof fin*< strong planti '.f I |q trie BRITISH '.

the same he beat the world with at the Crystal Palao
Chiswlck, and other places up to the present seasoci.

flavour and weight. Plants sent to any pari
per 100. Post-office r.rders on Hounalow to Mr. Tmntk -

Strawberry Grounds, Worton, Islewortb, Ml

pUTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS. — The
V-/ early and hardy BLACK PRINCE, ar>d lv- PRU
WALES, two celebrated sorts, will

August 15th. Tbey are both en-..

them makes a most delicious and
wards of 300 ladies ronnd here can I

5s, per 100; the Prince of Wales."*. 6i per
J. C.'s Pamphlet r.n the Potato, Strawberrv, Asparir

kale, Rhubarb, Wine, do. Preserr
J. C.'s Market Gardening round London, If. Bd. &:-'

commendation of it in the "Qi art'

requested. Post-office orders payable at < e*=.
James CrrmtL. CAmberwell, Iymdr-n.

CHOICE CINERARIA
USDCALCEOLARIA SEEDS.

LL'COMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now res
sending on: Seeds of their »

CINERARIAS axn CALCEOLARIAS.
which have been saved with great care from the :

The great satisfaction which their Cinerar
have given for several snec-

mend their Seed of the present sea- lexwe.
Packets of each, sealed and warranted by

by post—Exeter Nnrsery, Exeter, Estebli

SPLENDID HERBACEOUS CALCEOLA" MID
SWEET WILLIAM SEEDS.

TT' ILLTAil BARNES has now ready
' » out a small quantity of the above E

which is unrivalled, and has given the greater
all purchasers for the last four seasons, 2s. 6d. evd

'

SWEET WILLIAMS, grown from the sam-
sefd now ofTered, may be seen at the present time
at his Nursery, where they are pronounced by all who bav
them to be unequalled. Is. Gd. per packet." P ,;

made by postage stamps.
Camden Nursery. Cam* I a.

TC^ GROWERS OF ORCHIDS, ETC.

MESSRS. RANGEL and MOSER, of Rio Ja
beg to inform Gentlemen arn

Growers of ORCHIDACEOUS PLANi *.:.---

on sale a splendid assortment of the kinds peculiar I I

and they will be happy to receive orders firm parties re?

England or on the continent, which they will er

convenient dispatch, and at the mas!
with prices can be forwarded. All lei

to tbero, under cover to the Agent for H.M. r

Janeiro. Messrs. R. <5= M. will furnish Plants of every des^
Trees, ^-c

rvnwUUU&NDRONS.
JOHN WATERER tegs to announce ihat be - now

preparvd to execute orie-s tor his r— : New Hardy E
Rhododendrons, in good est:
Rhododendrcn JOHN WATEREE. : - " -

larce truss, fine foliage, and a r
perfection atout Bk

Ditto, MRS. JOHN WATERr-X, i brigi t rosy

conical truss, a very tree hlxoaing tir_i. in _
15th of June.

To the admirers of this jnsUy noble cj 3 bs
"Watkreb has the pleasure of recommenc: - g 1

tbe createstacr *5ered. Tbcy -

decree the neoessaiy requisite: -

varieties, vix.. impoa _

bardire^. and £ werata th

inirnred by
The AmericaB Nursery. Bags

'
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WMCOL, Gardener, Roslyn House, Hampstead,
• begs to announce that bis new Pea "OMAK VACUA '

may now be seen in fine perfection on application to him as above.

W. Nicol beini; desirous to nttord ocular demonstration of the

surpassing qualities of bis Pea, bad sown at same time "Daniel

O'Rourke." and all tbe other new Peas recommended to him this

season, all of which "Omar Pacha" leaves completely in the

shade. W. N icol is now open to an offer for the whole stock.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kr-NSAE. O.KEES.-, HiBROW ROAD, LONDON.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to tbe very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Riofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-AVater Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., Bang's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.

THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-

ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-

dva v.triotyofHothouses, Green-

houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,

combining all modern improve-
ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of

House best adapted for everv required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

tbe Houses and Pits

affording both top

and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-

tion and particularly

worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofiy dimensions,

and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually

heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months
does not cost in labour and fuel , ,.

i

ijl,
i1iiii

.

i

iim i

more than 3s. SJ. per day, and -*<TTTT u iSJulu

the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the

required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the higbest^state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of

strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Tines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN "WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
*J ticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried
out in all its branches.

The accompanying
sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-

mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-

lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 fL by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,

many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.,

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet

of glass. During the late

severe winter it only
cost us 35. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-houses
can be heated by one of
our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

J OVERALL begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,
• Nurserymen, and others requiring Horticultural Buildings,

Lights, and Frames, that by intrusting their orders to him, they
may depend upon lirtt-elass workmanship and good materials at
the most economical prices.

J. Overall, Horticultural Builder, 16, Shacklewell Lane, near
Kingsland, London.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

EDENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, and all completed for Is. 3d. per foot
super. Hundreds of references can be given, and Printed Price
Lists sent.

WAITHMAN'S PATENT WOVEN HOSE PIPE
foe LIQUID MANURE and WATER, in all sizes,

from A inch to 3 inches diameter. Prices and samples sent free

per post.

—

Edward Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place,
New Road, London (six doors west of the Hampstead Road).

f^lOTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
v^ Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.

Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree
Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.

Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,
Garden Arches, &c.

Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c., made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of lrou and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley

i Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-
mation may be obtained.

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do, Rollers

I
Flower Labels

Flower Sticks

Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May he
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

(Fig.l.) (Fig. 2.)

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
Y * ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
" ° (Fig. 2), in strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered
Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds 8 gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 O
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c, kept in Stock.
No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

1$ inch, 145. 3d.; No. 2, do.j diameter of barrel, 1% inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, 1§ inch, 10s. Gd.

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19$.

J. Tviok & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in
town or country, through whom alone they will he supplied, and
ofwhom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included in these prices.
J. Tvlor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate

Street, London. '

""" - \habe ^rt^gasffcrT^
]" TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN

*J SYRINGE.—Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.
Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of S feet, so that any quantity of
water can he deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in a given time as any other Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube
to the barrel of the Syriuge, through which it is filled with water
at every discharge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston
rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the
barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving of labour is effected ; and the necessity
of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not
possible for any water to get on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Itsconstmction is perfectly simple, and cannot get
out of order; the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable' Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Ttloe & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carriage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.
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AZALEAS AND ERICAS,

WJ. EPPS Iijih much pleasure in offering the

• following flno, biiflby, woll-grown plantn, and ol the

choicest cii'i boflt varieties, In forgo 4k and 82 kIko pots.

AZALEAS 18*. nor dozoo ; 5Z. per 100.

ERICAS 12*. ana 18*. par dozon ; 4/, and '•/. per 100.

Tlwiim will make vory pretty fipccfmonH for the on wing coBon

all orders to uo accompanied with a remittance from un] nown
corrcspondontft.—MaidHtono, Aug: 4.

YINKS FROM BYES.—Fine Pfantfl of BLACK
KAKltAltOSHA mid tlio loading anrhi in Cultivation are

now in it Bufllclont riponess to nook. Sorts and prlco upon appli-

cnMnii. Unyul NuriHM'y, Hlnitlnnl-on- A vmi, A n^in.t. 1.

THt GHV1 OF THE SEASON.
C\EItANIUM CYDONIA CA RMINI A.-~ TIhm is

X tlio most beautiful variety over Bont out, oltbor for tho Con
nnrvatory or Bedding purposes ; colour beautiful oarinlno, rgln

of eaon petal shaded with whiio, largo trufld, and al laul

hlnoinnr. Only to bo soon to bo admired* Nmv In bloom, and
may ho hgoii at tlm Nnnmry, NoMmn Hill.

w. Townbund will bavo a fow strong plantflj Hill of flowor, In

H-lnnli polo, 11, Iff. oaob ; In 5-lncli potfl, 10a. onoli ; and In 4-lnoli

pots, 7*. Qd. ouch. The two drat will bo rdadyfor sending out

tho middle of August tlio young plants Oral wcoh In Boptemuor.^J

Post Ofllr-o Ordorw to bo mado payablo aj DayHwator.

TO LOVERS OF PLANTS WITH HANDSOME FOLIAGE.

MESSRS. STANIMSII and NOBLE ure now Bond-
in;; out tlio Duo now GrooDliouso Evergreen, wkin-

MANNIA TBICOSPEKMA, wlilcb for beauty of'follago oi I

be HurpaHHod. It was exhibited at tho Royal Botanic Sooloty's
Mooting In Juno last, and also at Hi*' Crystal Palaco. Prom tho

report of the latter exhibition, the following brief doBorlptton Is

condensed:—" You might pass off tho loaves of this beautiful

plant for tho frond n of a handsome Peru. They are compound
and pinnate, jiiBt like Fern loaves, i do not rocolleot, oven
Among MinioHUK, a plant with morn beautiful loavos than this."

Wo may add that it in of good habit, and easily cultivated ; and
from being a native of Valdlvla, it may poHfdhly ho hardy.

Strong plant?), 21.i. eaoh.
Tho Advertinorn bavo just published a now Cufiilogiio, which

will bo forwarded free by ponton receipt of a penny stamp.
' Tho Nurseries, Bngflhot,—Aug. 4.

NEW~FUC"HSIAS AND VERBENAS OF THIS SEASON
AT REDUCED PRICES.

JOSEPH COURCHA, Florist, Wellington Row,
*' Ilnrt'H Lane, Botftnal Groon Road, London, 1ms now rondy
for Bonding out nico healthy plants at tho following pricos:

—

FUCHSIAS.
Mrs. Story ... 2« .ed. Nimrod 2s. Od
<iueen Victoria... ... 2 (i Orlando 2
l'rlnce Albert ... ... 2 G Maid of Kent 2 6
Kaffaolla ... 2 6 Grand Sultan 8 6
"Water Nymph ... ... 2 6 Beauty of tho Bowei ... 2 6
Empress Eugenie ... 2 Napoleon 8 C
Lady of tho Lake ... 2 Violrcflora pleno ... 3 6
Snowdrop ... 3 6 Princess of Prussia ...2 6
Omer Pacha 2 Macuhita superhu, boautl-
Climax ... 2 ful variecated foliage 3 6
Coronet ... 2 Or 22s. per dozen.
Verbenas, 15s. per doz. New Phlox, Queen Victoria, 2s. Cnl.

AV i; It .SCil A F I I. I.T UMBB1
• Diilul baa U) ofllsi to tbfl Trade I

Or.O I i I. I'M TA :
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i

| noun
n un < lhI itlonl

Oloxlnli ii. 'i

„ llaujiti

„ ,7. gcli

tollnU
i') Ico, wltlioiil HI it, i ofti h, ') he pi di

nnrl In loll bl< nm

NEW AIMO RARE Pl/»rjv..

'Hi:; ,,;.„ CHARLES l.l.l. have n flm
Hi" follow in;' tO Offal

THUJA i.h; A NTEA, A noble I

lull:. i Colli In I rem bci!,SI flu

0P8I8I1OUKALI
from rjcbrlng'i - u,> Qi

A

Biota glauoa 7 G
i i Doi ... 6$, to 7 *>

Wellington 1

1

6f,to !t

1
j

in nublgona ... 21

ohlllna ... 21

Bet boi 1 Ji "i ... ?> "

„ Neubortl, One ... 7 d
1 lammars obtuso 81 '-

Dogonla Thwoltesl ... 7 (',

,, 1 v ... r»

EcbltOB Pellorl 10 a

a pholandra Loopoldl ... t>

,, Porteana ... 6 "

[xora Lobbl 7 n

,, alba, true ft ')

Sotndocal
1

IVarsi

Bplscea mellHAnora ... 8 'J

A 1 meat Is •

seed
kraut srla BMwllll ... :n

/(
('i.mnir-:, .,-.,... ::-l

„ Cook! ...

,, !'i." Ill ... \'i

i ri nai jo n
'

I
iptl

| Hum v<:r 111 ... 7 f,

Boronla Drum ... r, o
Gllyclne slnennlfl alba ... x> o

.-
1 i .

i lino 3

1

OxyloMura Oaboral

'

i " ! 'ni :;

Bcufi Marls vlllom ... ',

1 1 ;i 3 a
Swain i nnln Oabornl ... .'; i;

lllJ'.i;i:T MKJtVI, 11,1.1. I'l. K'i| U ', I.I I i:, i„, , ,, .,

v.i > nroliflc, 7*. Bd.

The Trade supplied.—Nursery, Hammcramlth.

NEW INDIAN AZALEA, "EUIiALIJE VAN
GEERT."—This fino and dl«ilnct variety mu

mended »s one of the best of this Que tribe of florlcnlttiral pi 11
.

and ffhloh has been admired hy all tho nmateura who «nw It In

bloom, n Is of free growing and robust habit. The Hi

the largest arc of good form and subatanco; colour]
Hpottt-d wiih bright rose. Plants will ho Htnt out next spring at

7$.6d. and 2la. each, one over for every three taken; I

Bubucrlber will, of course, obtain the best plsnu. Ordi
also in received at ray ARent'n. Mr. It. Sildxbbad, 6, Hnrp Lano,
Tower Street, London, from whom my Catalogue of Planl m .

bo obtainod on application.— N.B. The plants will be di

froo to London; see opinion In Gardener* OhronieU of May SiOth

and it will ho figured in the works of Messrs. Van Jlouttc and
A. VerschuJTult of noxt month.
A. V. G. also begH to olTer tho following new and recommend-

abln plants at reduced prices.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
TOHN CATTELL lias the following now ready to
*J send out, post free, at the prices annexed. Tho CALCEO-
LARIAS are very superior, and warranted to give equal satis-
faction to those sent out by J. C. for oo many years.

Per packet.—s. d.
Calceolaria,, saved'from the finest vars., carefully hybridised 2 6
Do. from an entirely new class, of very rich colours, large,
and extraordinary fine blooms ... „ 5

Cineraria, from finest varieties "[ 2 G
Geranium, from first rate florist varieties 1

Do. do. fancy varieties 1 O
Scbizanthus retusus and alhui, eacb 6
Anemone, single Poppy, extra fine 6
Mimulus, from finest varieties 6
Mignonette, New Giant 4
AlstroamoriaacutifoHa.splendid scarlet conservatory climber 1

Do. Van Iloutte's, superb Chilian hybrids, mixed 6
Tropseolum tricolorum grandifiorum 1 rj

I-Ieartsease, from fine named varieties 1
Helianthomum, or dwarf rock Cistus, from 30 vars., mixed G
25 varieties, fine showy hardy Annuals, for early spring

flowering, in tho open ground 5 o
12 varieties, from showy half hardy Annuals, for early

flowering, in the greenhouse 3 o
A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany orders

from unknown correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerham, Kent.

« CIR HARRY."—To this STRAWBERRIES
^7 been awarded at all the Horticultural Exhibitions the

highest honours, where it has competed, namely:
1864.—Chiswick, first class certificate ; 21, Regent Street, highly

commended ; Botanical Gardens, Edgbaston, first prize.
1855.—Edgbaston Botanical Gardeus, first prize, in pots

(forced); Handsworth and Lozells, Hampstead Park, first prize
(forced); Edgbaston Botanical Gardens, first prize—the Judges
declared it the best Strawberry in every point on the table
superior to Keens' Seedling, Cremorne Seedling, British Queen',
Mrs. Trollope, &c.

; Lancaster, first prize, and pronounced bv the
Judges to be the finest and best tasted Berry in cultivation-
Preston, first prize : Carlisle, first prize

; Wolverhampton, first
prize, and certificate of merit; Watford, first prize; Aylesbury
Horticultural Society, first class certificate.

Plants are ready for sending out (not less than a score).
Prices:—100 plants, 4J.; 80, 31.13s. 6d. ; 60, 2?. 16*.; 40 1? ISs -

and 20, 1?. Plants may be bad in pots (not less than 10), at
*2s. each.
Apply to Mr. Richard Us-DERniLL, Sir Harry's Koad, Edg-

baston, Birmingham. Each application to be accompanied with
a Post Oflice Order (on Birmingham), to receive attention.
For the Cultivation of Strawberries, refer to Mr. Underbill's

Treatise, which may be obtained from a Bookseller in every prin-
cipal town, where also may be obtained a handsome Lithograph
of a plant ol " Sir Harry " in lull bearing.

ENRY WALTON, Florist, &c, Edse Ecd,
Marsden near Burnley, Lancashire, is now sending out

nice health v established Plautsof the following at the reduced
prices annexed. &

FUCHSIAS, with white corollas, at 3s.Ga, eacb •— Story's Mrs
Story, Queen Victoria, Water Nymph, Empress Eugenie. LadV
of the Lake, and Snowdrop. Other varieties of this season:—
F,
a"ks /£,lce Albert

' 8a 6d.- Beauty of the Bower 2s 6dMaid of Kent, 3s. 6<i.; Climax, 2s. Gd.; Grand Sultan 2s 6d :

Omer Pacha, 2s. Gd.; Smith's Omer Pacha, 2s. Gd Nimmrt
8*6*; Coronet, 2s. Gd.; Orlando, 2*. fit; and Tioteflira Seno!

6*gft pe^oz
^
n ;P°st free where two or more are ordered.

\n r
N
^

S:-Wonde
!:
f,lI

'
BiueBear^LadyLacon,Commander-

in-Chief, Empress of France, Florence Nightingale, Rose ofEngland Tyrtan Prince, Eva, Boule de Feu, LordRaglan im-
press, Mrs. M'Neil, Violacea, Silistria, and Mrs. Woodroffe at
Is. Gd. eacb or ISs. per dozen, post free.
A remittance respectfully requested to accompany all orders(unless reference is given), payable at Marsden, Lancashire
For List of Choice new Acbimenes, and other novelties of thisseason, see Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle of July 21 and

previous Numbers. • u

s.d.

Aphelandra Leopold! ... 3 6
Aguostus sinuatus ... 5
Aaplettium bulblforum
(Fern) per dozen ... 6

Azalea beautd del'Europe,
per dozen 36

yEchmea fulgons 2 6
Ardisia crenulata fructu

albo 2 G
Alsophila nova sp. (Tree
Fern) 10 6

Amaryllis Josephine,
strong bulbs 7 6

Achimenes, the four new
varieties, each 2 6

Berberis Hookeri 2 6
„ Neuberti ..; 5

Blechnum Corcovadense
(Tree Fern), fine plants 2 6

Bilbergia thyrsoidea ... 2 6
„ Liboniana ... 3 6

Begonia biserrata ... 5
Clematis Helena 2

„ Sophie 2

„ monstrosa ... 2
Clianthns magnificus ... 2
Clivia nobilis, strong plants 5
Chamreropshumilis.strong

piants 21f. to 42
Citrus sinensis, per dozen 18
Cleyera japonicn, hardy,

per dozen 12
Camellia Archiduchesse

Marie.oneofthefinestred 5

e.d.
Cnmell iaDuchesse de Bern,
prime white 5

Daphne Aucklnndi ... 1 6

,, oleoides variegaU 1 6
Illicium religiosum, hardy,
per dozen 18

Do. do. strong plants, each 3 6
Inga ferruginea " 6
Kennedyaeximia, pcrdoz. 15
Isoloma trianca 2 6
Myrtns Ugrii 2 6
Magnolia macrophylla ... 2 6

„ I.cnne, splendid 15
Marica tricolor 2 6
Primus sinensis, fl. albo
pleno

Passifloniprinceps, strong
Ponrrelia mexicana
Phryninm sanguineum ...

Pimelea Neippergiana,per
dozen

Rhododendron Camillc de
Rohan

„ Due de Brabant
„ Alstrcemeriflora

Strelitzia reginre
Thuja gigantea

Camellias, well set with
bloom of the leading
varieties, 61. per 100.

Incinn Azaleas, 5?. per 100.

Do. on stems, with tine

bends, each ... 3s. Gd. to

3 6
1 6
5 O
2 6

18

7 6
7

7 6

7 G

6
N.B. The Ghent steamer Fleche, for London, sails now regu-

larly vice versd ; by this way the expense of carriage is mnch
reduced.

A. Van Geert, Nurservman, Ghent, Belgium.

SATUSHA Y, A UGUST 4, 1855.

It is a wonderful vegetation, that of the Himalayas,

so European yet so exotic, so mean and yet so sur-

passingly grand. The great illustrated works of

Wallicii and Royle, the Sikkim Rhododendrons of

Hooker, the same authors Himalayan journals, and
the numerous species now decorating our gardens,

j

have all contributed their share towards making
j

well-informed persons familiar with the plants pro" i

duced in that favoured region, where a tropical
|

and Alpine Flora blend their forms, and Hindostan
and Chinese Tartan-

, Burma and China inter-

mingle, and mutually contribute to a spectacle of

surpassing richness and magnificence.

Nothing, however, has hitherto been made public

so well calculated to impress the mind with admira-

tion of the Himalayan vegetation as a thin folio

volume* by Dr. Hooker which has just ap-

peared. During his residence in India the

author became acquainted with the late Mr.
Cathcart, a most zealous amateur, who had
formed at a great cost by means of native

artists, and a corps of Lepcha collectors in his pay.

a veiy extensive series of drawings of the vegetation

that surrounded him. His residence is described as

* " Illustrations of Himalayan Plants," chiefly selected from
drawings made for the late J. F. Cathcabt, Esq, of the Bengal
Civil Service. The descriptions and analvses by J. D. Hookee,
M.D., F.R.S. The plates executed hy TV. H. Fitch. Folio,

Reeve. 5?, 5s.
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speak too highly. Undoubtedly I

that have ever yet b< en p
artist ; nor are they in any

drawings of the celebral 1

ction in the
i plion liat the "Librarj M ilou»e."
'1 he . anfortunati

farbeyoj ch of many pnrchaaeri. W(
therefore be doing our readera a t-.>.'.

bringing before them 'i r,t of «uch of the

plants as appear t. i

interest Passing by the tropical Ilodgtmia
hclcroclila, a prodigious Cucurbit, with

climbing stems 100 feet long,

every petal of which terminates in half a

corkscrews exceeding the s-pan of any man's
fingers, we arrive at the following account

hardy tree of kuch magnificent beauty that even the

Victoria Lily is eclipsed in its presence.

Magnolia Campbf.llii.—This is a large

tree abounding on the outer ranges of Sikkim, at

elevations of h— 10, . appearing on the road

above Pacheem, and thence ascending to the top of

Sinchul 8000 feet, and Tonr.lo 10,000 feet ; though

occasionally seen on the central ranges at the same
elevations, it is much Jess frequent. The trunk is

straight, often 60 feet high, and 12 to 20 in girth,

covered with black bark. The flowers are produced
abundantly in April, at the end of all the branches,

when the tree is as yer perfectly leafless ; tbey Tary
from white to deep rose colour or utmost crimson,

and in size from 6 to 10 incites (in diameter . In

May the tree is in foil leaf, and the fruit ripens in

October, when a few small and often deformed
flowers are sometimes produced. The branch repre-

sented by Mr. Fitch only bears three flowers and a

bud, and yet it is with difficulty included within

the space of 224 square inches.

Meconofsis SisiruciFOLiA.— The most beautiful

and conspicuous of all the .Alpine flowers of

Sikkim, if not of the whole Himalaya; common in

rocky and gravelly plac IS

and upwards, where it expands its large delicate

deep violet coloured blossoms in May, exr.

:

the violent winds and snow-storms of those inhos-

pitable regions. It would be a most brilliant addi-

tion to out-of-door gardens, whe; .& no
doubt succeed perfectly, provided it be kept damp
and cool, and not exposed to too long sunshine.''

Meconopsis NiPALESsrs.—Of this grand species

we have the following accoun :
—

" This -

plant, when seen from a distance, resembles a small

yellow Hollyhock. It was discovered by Dr.

Wallich's collectors in N:ya". \z '. I

the damp interior valleys of Ski - - midst

a rank and luxuriant hertace. on the skirts :

-

Fir forests (Abies Webbiana), at 10—11,000 feet

above the level of the sea. The accompanying

figure is taken from a sketch of my own of a

men that was five fee: high."" We need n:

that the two last plants are Poppies, and no donbt

cultivable without difficulty. Let the reader

imagine a mass composed of the scir.et Paparcr

bradcatum cr . surround

-

bells of this -ylcnsis. and bordered

with an edeing of the iolet Maxmopsit

simplicifolia, and he will form a picture which, for

brilliancv of colouring and magnificent breadth of

effect, has never yet been realised.

Decaisxea Iksigne inhabits wooded valley? in

the central regions of the Himalaya. Dr. Hooker
first gathered it in the Lachen and Lachoong valleys,

at elevations of 7000 to SOOO feet, and afterwards

at Chola, where it ascends to nearly 10.000 feet.
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nearly 5 inches below the usual quantity. There-

fore to restore the average within the year it was

necessary that 1855 should furnish 29 inches.

What had actually been registered at the end of

last June was as follows :—January, 0.10; February,

1.35; March, 1.75 ; April, 0.26 ; May, 1.94 ; June,

1.48; in all 6.88 inches ; but this again was 3.07

Its green flowers appear in May, and are scarcely

visible amongst the leaves ; the fruit on the other

hand, which ripens in October, is very conspicuous

and handsome, of a pale yellow colour, and full of

a white juicy pulp, that is very sweet and pleasant

;

its fruit is eagerlv soueht after by the Lepchas,

who call the plant "Nomorchi," and it is the ----.-
" Loodooma" of the natives of Bhotan. It would belowthe average: thennrifiH inthe fiat six months

appear to be a plant of very uncommon aspect, of the year being 9.95 inches. Hence there remained

resembling a young and very slender fast grown at the end of June a deficiency of rather more than

Ash tree among the feathery leaves. of which hang 8 inches of customary rain. Now, it the last six

clusters of creat yellow fruit, somewhat resembling months of the year furnish on an average 14 inches

ram's horns Its learned discoverer regards it as out of the usual 24, we ought to receive 22 inches

well worthy of cultivation in England for its fruit between Midsummer and Christmas ;
in other

1 It would require protection from spring words, there must be in the present half-year nearly
alone.

frosts, but will, no doubt, prove otherwise hardy.

Vacoinium Salignum and Serpens.—" The genus

Vaccinium, which is mostly represented in northern

as much rain as usually falls in a whole year, pro-

vided the average is to be restored before Christmas.

July usually furnishes 2.42 inches. This year

has
climates by deciduous-leaved shrubs with small it has produced 6.30 inches. The average

flowers, assumes a very different habit and appear-
[

therefore begun to be restored and instead ot

ance in the tropical mountains of both the old and i
22 inches for six months we have to look tor

new world. In the lower Eastern Himalaya, i
16.70 inches in five months, or only about 23 inches

Malav Peninsula, Java, and other of the Malayan
]

less than fell in all 1854.

islands, especially, there is an extensive section— to I
We draw no inferences from,these tacts

which the two species here figured belong—which

could hardly be recognised as having much affinity

with the Whortleberry of our moors. They are all

epiphytical shrubs, having the lower part of the stem

often swelling out into a prostrate trunk, as thick as

the human arm or leg, and sending out branching

fibrous roots that attach it to the limb of the tree

upon which it grows. These trunks are soft and
spongy internally, and are reservoirs of moisture

and nutriment ; they send out a few slender, gene-

rally pendulous branches, which bear often gor-

geous flowers." The two plants which give rise to

the above remark are most beautiful shrubs with
large crimson flowers, and would be brilliant orna-

ments of a greenhouse should they prove to be cul-

tivable.

Buddleia Colvilei.—" This is very unlike any
other Asiatic species of Buddleia in its size and
form of flower, colour, and the locality it inhabits,

its congeners being almost without exception tro-

pical or subtropical plants ; in several respects it

more closely resembles some of the species of the
Andes, but it has no rival anywhere for beauty and
graceful habit. It is abundant towards the summit
of Tonglo, from 9000 feet to the top 10,000 feet,

and is also frequent in the Lachen and Lachoong
valleys at similar elevations, even ascending to

12,000 feet. This will probably prove perfectly

hardy, as I have found it in very exposed places as

well as in woods ; and from the abundance of its

flowers, and its lasting some weeks in bloom, it

would be a most desirable addition to our gardens."

Let us add that the flowers are as fine as those of

Escallonia macrantha, and as deep a red, while they
grow in panicles as large as that of a common Lilac.

iEscHYNANTHUs Peeli, found in the thick forests

where there has been no clearance, is perhaps a

more brilliant red plant than any of the gorgeous
species previously met with.

To these have to be added a Rhubarb (Rheum
nobile)* of most prodigious form, resembling a
giantess flounced from head to foot; an Oak
(Quercus lamellosa) with magnificent leaves, com-
parable to those of the Spanish Chesnut, rendered
hard and evergreen, and acorns so woody as to render
riding unsafe where they have fallen in large quan-
tities ; the Sikkim Larch now in our gardens, which
appears to be tender only when raised from seeds
gathered at 8000 feet of elevation, but to be hardy
if produced by seeds from 13,000 feet; and Vanda
Catlicarti, a fine epiphyte, with great fleshy flowers,

streaked with cinnamon-coloured bars. Such things

as these point unmistakeably to the scene of a new
collector's labours ; and it is to be hoped that the
East India Company will forthwith despatch a skilful

person in search of them. The Court of Directors
having liberally subscribed for thirty copies of the
work, every station of importance will be certain to
possess it, and therefore the natives can have no diffi-

culty in understanding what it is they have to
search for.

In the month of July, just passed, there fell

6 inches and 3-tenths of an inch of bain at Chiswick

;

an amount only once registered in the same month
since 1797. Howard, in his " Climate of London,"
knew of no such rainfall in any month whatever
between 1797 and 1825. Since that time we have
had two similar cases. In July, 1834, there fell

6.34 inches, and in November, 1852, 6.20 inches.
It is worth considering how far this striking fact is

likely to influence the remainder of the season.
The average depth of rain near London may be

called in round numbers 24 inches. During the
year 1854 there fell so little rain that at the be-
ginning of the present year the total amount was

must be owned that they do not encourage us to

expect a dry autumn.

We understand that Mr. N. H. Mason, a young
and ardent botanist, is about to visit the Azores,

Madeira, and the Canary Islands for purposes of

scientific research. He proposes to collect plants,

insects, shells, and objects of natural history gene-

rally, and will be glad to execute commissions, either

for living plants (especially Ferns) to be sent to

England in Ward's cases, or for dried collections.

He is well acquainted with Madeira, having resided

for two years in the island, and has also visited

Teneriffe. We have had an opportunity of seeing

some of his dried plants, and it is not too much to

say that they are among the finest that have ever

been prepared ; not surpassed by even those of

Bohrgeau. In addition to the apparatus required

for collecting plants, Mr. Mason takes out a dredging

apparatus for shells and zoophytes.

We have no doubt so favourable an opportunity

of procuring Madeira plants, especially the numerous
beautiful species of Fern will be gladly seized by
our horticultural friends, who can communicate
their wishes to Mr. Mason, at 17, Compton Terrace,

Islington.

Those cases, therefore, in which, after the formation of
the proper fruit, in a more or less perfect state, the
axis is still further elongated, and furnished with leaf-

like appendages, may be referred to this head.
344. It has even been supposed that the columella of

Mosses is capable of being so elongated, and a case is

figured by Dr. Montagne, under Conomitrium Berterii

D'Orbigny Voyage, Part 2, tab. 3, which at first sight

seems to indicate such a fact, but Dr. Montagne has
doubtless attributed it to the true cause, namely, tho
germination of a spore within the capsule.

345. It is doubtful, perhaps, whether the viviparous
Grasses should be referred to the same group. They
are in character nearly allied to bulbs, the true fruit
being entirely suppressed.

346. The axis may be elongated either afteror before
the formation of perfect fruit. Perfectly formed Pears,
for instance, occasionally produce a leafy shoot, as in tho
case figured in this Journal, 1845, p. 532, and the con-
trary condition is illustrated in the " Theory of Horticu>-

ture," Ed. 1, p. 61. Roses assume a variety of forms,
according to the mode in which the organs of fructifi-

cation are transformed. Illustrative figures are given

in Gard. Citron., 1847, p. 171 ; 1845, p. 231,&c, of whicln

one of the most characteristic is here introduced.

Mew Plants.
138. Leptodactylon californicum. Hooker and Arnolt

in Bcechey's Voyar/c, p. 369 t. S9 ; alias Gilia californica,

Bentham in De Cand. Prodr. ix. 316.

When this beautiful plant was shown by Messrs. Veitch
at Chiswick last June, uuder the name of Leptodactylon
californicum, we supposed that some change of tickets

had occurred, so entirely did it wear the appearance of

the prickly Phloxes of Siberia and North America.
Since that time we have been enabled to examine its

structure, and it is now necessary to announce that it

really is what it has been called. The genus Lepto-
dactylon was founded upon two North American plants,

one of which Sir Wm. Hooker had previously called

Phlox Hoodii, but which have been found to differ from
Phlox in the ovary containing a great many ovules
instead of only one or two ; to which must be added the
division of the leaves into linear digitate segments,
instead of being entire ; a circumstance easily over-
looked in consequence of the divisions being carried to

the very base of the leaves.

Since Leptodactylon was founded by Messrs. Hooker
and Arnott, the whole order to which it belongs has
been re-examined by Mr. Bentham, who reduces the
genus to Gilia, calling the plant before us Gilia califor-

nica. We own to a great difficulty in believing that
the alteration will be permanent, and therefore retain
the name first given, which is now beginning to be known
in gardens. Into the botanical question of what is to be
done with Leptodactylon we cannot enter in this place.

The plant before us is one of the most charming
acquisitions of Mr. Wm. Lobb, who found it on the
mountains of St. Barnardino, in California, and who
describes it as an evergreen shrub from 2 to 4 feet high.
We have before us some of bis wild specimens, which
entirely bear out the statement. The wood is hard, the
branches closely covered with bright, green, stiff, finely-

cut leaves, and loaded with rose-coloured flowers as
large as those of our common Phlox. It may be com-
pared not inaptly to a bush of Irish Furze loaded with
the blossoms of Phlox maculata, only pale and delicate
rose colour instead of deep purple. We presume the
species will be a hardy greenhouse or frame plant,
requiring more air and dryness than heat in winter.
We may add that it has all the appearance of being well
suited for summer bedding out.

'Of this ice shall give some account in an early Number.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXXII.
343. Capsomania.—As the organs of fructification,

properly so called, are formed by the terminal spires of
their own individual axis, all appendages which are
superior to the normal fruit may without inconvenience
be considered as repetitions of the earpellary whorls.

It is this latter form which in a lower stage of

development produces the green-centred Roses, which
are the bane of the amateur, however instructive

they may be to the botanist. Some varieties of

Roses, as for instance the Ohl, Great Western, Charles

Louis, &c, are far more subject to this condition than

others ; but the same plant does not uuiformly pro-

duce green-centred Roses; in the present season they are

less prevalent in my own garden and some others which
I have examined than in any previous year as far as I

can remember ; and on one plant which has usually bad
many green-eyed flowers I do not find a single deformed

Rose. A mode of treatment which would insure their

suppression would be gratefully received, but they occur

under such different circumstances that perhaps it is

impossible to suggest a certain remedy, though the fines*

and most perfect flowers will be found in general where
the soil is moderately rich, combined with a certain

degree of consistency. It appears at least quite certain

that highly manured land, especially if the manure be

raw and contain much nitrogenous matter, has a great

tendency to produce deformed flowera, even in such
varieties as are not usually subject to the affection ; but
a dry sterile soil, deficient in all forcing nutriment, is*

by no means necessarily exempt. Atmospheric con-

ditions have therefore been brought under consideration.

It has been supposed that warm wet weather following

a long spring drought, especially if the temperature has
been unusually low, is productive of green-eyed flowers,

while other authorities attribute the same effect to dry
weather succeeding excessive moisture ; the first sup-

position is in harmony with the tendency of plants to

elongate their terminal buds under such circumstances,

but experience does not tally with either supposition,

and that of the present year, if my own observations are

generally borne out, is not in favour of the first. Forcing
weather in spring has iu like manner been alleged as a
cause, but, I believe, equally without reason. If there

be auy truth that nitrogenous manure is productive of
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such flowers, experiment should be made, as suggested

Homo 14 years einco by Or. Lindley, with a view to

ascertain the effect of nitrate of Hodu, sulphate of soda,

carbonate of'aininOnia, pnd muriate of ammonia, which
are said to attest the power of extension in plants,*

1M7. If these grcon-oyod flowers are carefully ex-

amined/ their condition will lio found to vary greatly.

In Homo tlm common receptacle of the carpels is n»

concave as over, though almost every carpel in mora or
loss perfectly transformed into a leaf, while in others It

in scarcely thicker than the common stalk, and the
curpols with a few exceptions, or sometimes without one,

are arranged spirally round a projecting axis. In most
of these eases not only is there a tendency to produce
frequent spires of leaves around the axis, hut to develops
their axillary buds. In one now before me there is a
bull in every axil, and in many cases the petals are dis-

tinctly formed though almost destitute of colour ; no
perfectly indeed, that a little judicious treatment might
probably cause the development of a bunch of now
llowora from the centre of the old, a circumstance which
in some rare instances does really take place,

3431. We havo before mentioned this production of
distinct inlloresccuco from the axils of bracts. It
occurs hot unfrequontly whorotho leaves are multiplied
beyond their normal condition, i t takes place, however,
Constantly in certain varieties, as in the lien and
Chicken Daisy and some other Compositto, anil indeed
the normal inflorescence of sonio species in that large
order is not very dill'eront. It occurs, however, where
there is no question of more bracts, as in the curious
flower of Cehistrus scaiuiens figured after Kunth in tiro

" Theory of Horticulture," Ed. 1, p. 69, The compound
Strawberry figured in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1114.5, p. 496,
belongs probably to tho same category. At. J. B.

ECONOMY OF THE GO OS E BERRY
CATERPILLAR.

Last year we bad no caterpillars. Our garden is sepa-
rated on the east side by a high wall from that of a
market gardener. Last year about this time after the
young growth was made his bushes were attacked and
completely cleared of leaves. He has, however, bad a
fair crop of fruit this year, and with it a serious visita-
tion of the pest, clearing off all the foliage and entirely
Stopping the growth of the young wood. Of course he
can look for no fruit next season. Early in June the
easterly wind brought the fly over the wall that sepa-
rates ns, and the Gooseberry trees on tho east side of
our garden were at once affected. In searching them
minutely, here and there a leaf was found with a row
of small oval-shaped eggs deposited on the midrib of
the lobe of each leaf, but the number was entirely in-
sufficient to account for the prodigious appearance of
caterpillars, nor could there be found any traces of
emptied eggs upon the leaves where the caterpillars,
even in the very smallest State, were feeding. From
this we infer that the eggs we found did not produce
the Gooseberry caterpillar, and that we were at fault.

At their first appearance in June we tried to destroy
them with soap-suds, sulphur in dust and fumes,
tobacco-water, salt and soda, warm water, and lime
dust quite fresh, but all in vain ; the caterpillar
fed and fattened through all. But this visitation
was soon at an end, so that it was with the greatest
difficulty about three weeks after its first appear-
ance that we could procure a caterpillar to experi-
ment upon. We succeeded, however, in capturing
three or four, and placed them in a small wooden bowf,
Covered with gauze. They were properly supplied with
fresh food. Two or three died after having made an
attempt at forming cocoons at the bottom of the bowl

;

one succeeded in doing so after the manner of the silk-

worm, on the back of a leaf. It was about the size and
shape of a small sugarplum. Iu about three weeks the
fly emerged, answering to the figure at page 500. The
abortive attempts to form cocoons at the bottom of the
bowl would seem to indicate a natural tendency to
burrow.
About a month ago the caterpillars reappeared, and

in a short time stripped the Gooseberry trees of all

their leaves ; they then attacked the red and white
Currants, finished them, and tried the black ones, but
the latter proved unpalatable. During this last attack
the ground was literally alive with them, and supposing
they burrowed and deposited their cocoons in the
ground, we placed a quantity of suitable mould in a
circular Fern tray, covered sufficiently close with a large
bell-glass to prevent escape, and under this we put a
Considerable quantity of the pest, keeping them well
supplied with fresh leaves. Here they were observed,
after a while, to change colour, and in'tinie thev disap-
peared. The earth was then carefully spread "oat and
searched, but nothing could we find, save their old
clothes left upon the surface. We presume "Ruri-
cola," and others of your correspondents, are satisfied
that they have found their cocoons in the soil under the
bushes. We have not been so successful, though we
have taken up the earth to the depth of 3 inches'' from
under one tree which was completely stripped of its
foliage. In what form do tho pupa; exist in the ground ?

Our market gardeners here have various opinions about
the trees which have suffered. Some recommend de-
stroying them at once ; others say let them remain,
they will recover in the second year if unattaeked.
One tiling is clear, if the trees form their young wood
before the attack they will bear the following season.

• Consult Gard. Citron.,

intervening volumes.
1841, June 26 ; 1S4S, p. 465, and the

II they do not, tli'-y riuinot pio'lor ,, <t v ,,

fruit. ' ,,
|
We hope our entomological friends will

favour iih with an explanation of the facts thus do-

scribed,
|

SCENTED TKA.
(BXTOAi ' A COWKDSICATIOS TO THS Arur.rtMVU Wt

Mil. FollTt/WK,

"I iiavi. been making inquiries for Hon,': turn p

about the curious process of scenting Teas for ths fori Ign

markols; but the answers I received to my questions
were so unsatisfactory, that I gave up all hopesol under-

standing tlm business until I hud an opportunity of

Booing and judging for myself. During a hue visit t<i

Canton I was informed tho process might be seen ui

full operation in a Tee factory on the island of Honsn.
Messrs, Walkinslmw and Thorbiirn, two gentlemen mil
acquainted with the various kindt* of Teas sent annually
to Europe and America, consented to accompany me to

this factory, and we took with un the Chine e merchant
to whom tho place In longed.

" In a corner of the building there lay a largo btap
of Orange Bowers, which filled the air with the moil
delicious perfume. A man was engaged in sifting them,
to get out the stamens and other smaller portions of the

flower. This process was necessary, in order that the

flowers might be readily sifted out of the Tea after 'lie

scenting bad been accomplished. Tho Orange flowers

being fully expanded, the largo petals were easily sepa-

rated from the stamens and smaller ones. In LOO parts

70 per cont. were used and 30 thrown away. When the

Orange in used, its flowers must bo fully expanded, in

order to bring out the scent ; but flowers of Jasmine
may bo used in tho bud, as they will expand and emit

their fragrance during the time they are mixed with the

Tea. When the flowers had been sifted over in the

manner described they were ready for use. In the

meantime the Tea to bo scented bad been carefully

manipulated, and Appeared perfectly dried and finished.

At this stage of the process it is worthy of observing,

that while the Tea was perfectly dry the Orange flowers

were just as they bad been gathered from tho trees.

Largo quantities of the Tea were now mixed up with

the flowers, in the proportion of 40 lbs. of flowers to

100 lbs. of Tea. This dry Tea and the undried flowers

were allowed to lie mixed together for the space of

24 hours. At the end of this time the flowers were
sifted out of the Tea, and by the repeated sifting and
winnowing processes which the Tea had afterwards to

undergo they were nearly all got rid of. Sometimes a
few stray ones are left iu the Tea, and may be detected

even after it arrives in England. A small portion of

Tea adheres to the moist flowers when they are sifted

out, and this is generally given away to the poor, who
pick it out with the hand.

" The flowers, at this part of the process, had im-

pregnated the Tea leaves with a large portion of their

peculiar odours, but they had also left behind them a

certain portion of moisture, which it was necessary to

expel. This was done by placing the Tea once more
over slow charcoal fires in baskets and sieves prepared

for the purpose of drying. Tfie scent communicated by

the flowers is very slight for some time, but like the

fragrance peculiar to the Tea-leaf itself, comes out after

being packed for a week or two. Sometimes this scent-

ing process is repeated when the odour is not considered

sufficiently strong ; and the head man in the factory

informed me he sometimes scented twice with Orange
flowers, and once with the ' Mo-le ' (Jasminum Sambac).

"The flowers of various plants are used in scent-

ing by the Chinese, some of which are considered

better than others, and some can be had at seasons

when others are not procurable. 1 considered it of

some importance to the elucidation of this subject to

find out not only the Chinese names of these various

plants, but also by examining the plants themselves, to

be abie to give each the name by which it is known
to scientific men in all parts of the world. The follow-

ing list was prepared with great care, and may be fully

relied upon. The numbers prefixed express the

relative value of each kind in the eyes of the Chinese,

and the asterisks point out those which ore mostly used

for scenting Teas for the foreign markets :

—

1. Itose, scented (Tsing moi-qui hwa).

1 or 2. Plum, double (Moi hwa).
2*. Jasmiuum Sauibac (Mo-le hwa).
2 or 3*. Jasminum paniculamm (Sieu-hing-hwa).
4*. Aglaia odorata (Lan-hwa, or Yu-chn-lan).

5. Olea franrans (Kwei hwa).
6*. Orange (Chang hwa).
7*. Gardenia florida (Pak-sema hwa).

" It has been frequently stated that the Chloranthus

is largely used. This appears to be a mistake, origi-

nating, no doubt, in the similarity of its Chinese name to

that of Aglaia odorata. The Chloranthus is called
' Cbu Ian '; the Aglaia ' Lan' or " Yu-chu-lan. [Yet we
can positively assert that the peculiar fruit of Chloran-

thus, as well as its flowers, occurs in some scented Tea.]
" The different flowers which I have just named are

not all used in the same proportions. Thus, of Orange
flowers there are 40 lbs. to 100 lbs. of Tea ; of Aglaia

there are 100 lbs. to 100 lbs.; and of Jasminum Sambac
there are 50 lbs. to 100 lbs. The flowers of the Sieu-

hing (Jasminum paniculatum), are generally mixed with

those of the Mo-le (Jasminum Sambac), in the propor-

tion of 10 lbs. of the former to 30 lbs. of the latter, and
the 40 lbs. thus produced are sufficient for 100 lbs. of

Tea. The ' Kweihwa' (Olea fragrans) is used chiefly in

the northern districts as a sceut for a rare and expen-

sive kiud of Hyson Pekoe—a Tea which forms a most
delicious and refreshing beverage when taken .. la

i hinoi ' , without sugar and mill I In

flowers ales' sd to me to be very large; and I node
ni t« whether < -,• ore

teenfa I wi r« ml i up «iih

scented kind*. The Chinese untie
that Hitch wan not the COW, I.

I

lb< on tlii*
|

" The length of time which
(hi it nl I mot '

i' morkablc. It rerh
with the different sorts

owever,
. rar

will only keen well f.,r one yew ; at the end of two
yearn it bos either -

oily odour which i* disagreeable i with
'" blossoms and with tho Lo-I* will keep
will lor t wi or three yearn, and the BUu-hiog kinds for
Ho" or font yean, 'lie Aglaia retains i'

longer than noy, end in uid v> preserve well for

iiix yearn. 'Iho Tea leentsd bing in said
to bi tnoel i teemed by foreigners, although it !• put
do " md or third rate hy |bl '

" It appears from these h ...» that mat .

of fragrant flowi rs I

would answer the
|

dy w*0, and then
places like India, where Tes is likely to I*- pi

upon sn extensive scale, experiments in s<

be made with any kinds o . Auzsn.
Haeeons, or other fragrant plant* indigenous to the
country."

Home Correspondence.
TVofi ptanling I P/hsJ ret may be ex-

perienced by different parties in various localities, I

conclude that it will be granted by most tnen who are
at all conversant with the subject that autumn in tho
safest and consequently the best time to transplant

evergreens. When I say autumn I mean the
half of September and fir>t half of October : so much
as to time in general. Nevertheless, I would in every
instance advise the operation to be modified by the
exercise of a eound discretion on the part of the

r—be he gardener or not ; and by his judgment
of the character and quality of the soil, the stale

weather at the time, the size and condition of the plants,

&c. iVc, all which must be regulated by the good sense
of the planter, and on the right txcrcite of this, success
or failure will follow. Without any high pretensions,

I may state that I have had some experience in plant-
ing, the result of which is, that in this, as in most other
things, there are exceptions to general rules ; but, on
the whole, my endeavour in transplanting an evergreen
would be as to time to do it early enough to let the roots
get a living bold of the soil before the vital action of the
plant is arrested by the approaching coll of winter. It

sometimes happens that evergreens planted in spriogdo
well. If plants and ground are in relative right con-
dition, and the atmosphere clouded, the roots act at
once, and they are safe ; this is an exception : bat if

keen dry winds and clear s' y are then prev lent, adieu
to the evergreens. Many years ago somebody (I have
forgotten who) wrote something plausible alout the
safety of transplanting deciduous trees in summer when
full of leaf ; to test the matter, I transplanted some

I
Black Italian Poplars (I think six in number) in free

j

growth, and in an open sandy meadow near the side of
:
a river. The trees were carefully lifted, saving all

J

their roots, which were carefully and naturally laid oat
in wide and not deep holes, and saturated with water
(which, however, the soil would not retain) most plenti-

j

fully. The result was that every one died. Could aoy-

\

tiling else have been expected ! So much for listening

I

to idle day-dreamers. I ought to have stated that the
Poplars were from 15 to 20 feet in height. Querciu.

Erica tetralix alba.—Allow me to furnish you with a
piece of this. I have grown many thousands of it, and
have always considered it a variety-, but it appears from
the specimen sent to be a sport. John Cattdl, WctUrham.
[We suppose such to be the case, since the specimen
sent consists of four branches, on one of which the
flowers are red, the remainder being white.]

Dioscorta Batatas.—I begin to feel convinced that
what has been said in favour of this esculent as a pro-
fitable acquisition to British industry is far from being
true, and that the public has been led to spend money
upon an article of no practical value. Xor does there

appear to be any beauty in the foliage or habit of the

plant to attract attention beyond that of a Scarlet

Runner. Mr. Henderson's pamphlet contains rench

encouragement, but theoretical pla'usibility does now
what it ever has done—fails to satisfy a practical public

I always feel it disagreeable to impugn or throw dis-

credit over what appears to be respectable evidence,

bat in this case there is no other alternative, and
now let us appeal to facts. Like others I was
supplied with tubers, which were placed in small

pots about the beginning of ApriL and submitted

to a temperature of 60" till the shoots had grown
5 or 6 inches in length. The plants were then

removed to a cooler situation, and ultimately to a

cold frame, where they remained rill they were planted

in the open air, which was towards the middle of Jane.

The situation chosen for them was a south border, we!!

drained, and at the time of planting the heat of the

border at 1 foot deep was 64°. The surface was formed
into ridges from 5 to 7 inches high, and upon the top of

these the shoots were closely pegged down. For three

weeks the plants were covered every night with large

bell-glasses, and as a precaution aga nst cutting winds

throughout the day Laurel branches were placed in

rows between the ridges. With all this care and close

attention to other matters, the shoots do not increase in
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length ; they wither at the points, die off, ami are buc- :
that unless in a close house or pit the effect is less

ceeded from below the soil by fresh growths, which powerful, as it seems to me that the gases evolved in its

shire the fate of their predecessors. The above is the application, play a prom'nent part in the work of

result of mv experience, and I know that others who destruction. :[ have, however, used it with certi

have tried the pimt have fared no better. A. Cramb.

Gardener to the Right Hon. Earl Dime at Twlworth.

[It is too soon to say what it is worth, the tubers not

being formed till August and September.]

effect on green fly on Roses aud other plants, and black

fly on Cherries, and I am bound to say that having

taken farewell of Tobacco at 4s. per pound, I have failed

to procure so effective and economical a substitute as

that under notice. W. Watt, Aswarby Park. [But
Gooseberry Caterpillar.—Some years ago we were

visited iu this neighbourhood with a green caterpillar
,

what of mealy hug and scale 3—that is the question.]
_

which destroyed every leaf on the Gooseberry bushes, Protecting Wall Trees in Spring.—!, am aware that in

but since that time wo have had none, though other i
the present day when a generally received opinion has

gardens have stiffen I severely. I think this arises from
]

beeu established for some time, the observations of any

a practice I have since adopted every spriu ; about one who wishes to differ widely from that opinion are

February. At this time the bullfinches attack the buds thought unworthy of notice ;
but as " W. H.'' (see

of the Gooseberry and Curraut bushes, aud in order to
|
p. 502) has just made some remarks on the subject, I

prevent them I "scatter over the bushes on a damp
,

have ventured to say that whilst so much attention is

morning a plentiful dose of soot ; this sticks to the buds, paid to protecting from frost, I think too little is

and being bitter, the birds will not attack them—of
|

thought of protecting from rain as well, which your

course a considerable portion falls to the ground, aud I ' correspondent's remarks appear to show is requisite,

have no doubt kills anv larva or eggs of the caterpillar and this has been my own idea for a long time. Indeed so

that may be deposited there. The soot is sown broad-
t

much importance do I attach to this, that I do not con-

cast two" or three times during the early spring, and the
[

sider a wall effectually protected unless some means are

ground is forked over soon afterwards. Anon. , employed for carrying off the moisture, though I may

I have tried the followiug experiment, which came to my I add that neither the want of covering from frost or

knowledge through an experienced gardeLer, aud have
I
rain is the only cause of blossoms not setting. I should

found it quite satisfactory. In order to get rid of the
j

be glad to hear from those correspondents who have

number of caterpillars that were infesting our bushes not protected at all how they, as well as " W. H.," have

my gardener put branches of common Furze or Gorse
:

succeeded, for if only those who were to protect by

in" the middle of each bush, and in my own garden the slight coverings were to have a crop, doubtless

caterpillars disappeared iu two days, neither could any ;

there are many wdio would have none at all.

trace be found of them, and the remainder of the
,
/. Divers, Maidstone. In about a fortnight

leaves are now quite healthy. A., July 31. [We have the
j

there will be a splendid show of Apricots at

same statement from ' : a constant reader" at Liverpool ] St. Fagan's, for all those who can and have

Some vears since, when residing near Exeter, I
(

the time to view it, or for those who are still doubting

had a small patch of Gooseberry bushes which were so to be convinced of the efficacy of my mode of covering,

voraciously attacked by caterpillars that scarcely a leaf
!
a woodcut representation of which you gave at p. 373.

was left, the fruit withered, and the stalks were left i Every admirer of fine fruit must lament that the

bare. Having read, I believe in the Gardeners' Chro-
j

Moorpark is very apt to gum and die off, and leave our

nicle, that lime round the roots in spring was an i walls sadly vacant and obliged to be renewed. A gentle-

effectual remedy, I adopted the suggestion. Before the man of some experience proposed in order to remedy
buds came out the following spring, I took away the

!

this evil to sow the stones of the Breda and Hems-
earth from around the stems, just uncovering the roots,

j

kirke Apricot, and when grown up to bud these stocks

and replaced it with earth well mixed with lime, some
i
with the Moorpark, in the hope of giving that plant a

three or four spadefuls to each bush. The effect was
j
better constitution and a firmer stamina. It is hoped

very satisfactory, as there were very few caterpillars that some spirited individual will put the scheme in

the following summer. I repeated the liming the next practice, for while the nurserymen can readily sell their

spring and rarely saw a caterpillar afterwards. Ephra, ' deficient Moorparks, it is to be feared they will not incur

Birkenhead. Observing that Mr. Manser, of Kew, i the trouble and expense of making the experiment.
had suffered severely by the Gooseberry caterpillar,

j

W. B. M. Lisle, L.L.D., St. Pagan's, Cardiff.

I have recommended him to try a decoction of Furze Strawberries.—As a private gentleman growing the

(Gorse) shoots, either from a syringe or rose water-pot. above, I always paid* attention to every article iu your
It will neither injure fruit nor tree, and in our case was Paper on the subject. Those articles invariably fecom-
emiuently successful, seldom having to repeat it twice,

\
mend that the plants should be renewed every two or

and never, that I am aware of, oftener. We saw the I three years at the most ; it is laid down to be imitated
recipe in print several years ago, and I think in your

|

as the practice of the great growers, so I have under-
paper. S. Harvey, Plussey, Limerick. My Goose- '• stood it. Now will you kindly explain on what principle

insuring perfect ventilation, uniformity of it, and that
without scorching the persons or matters exposed to it.

It is evident that in a plant-house, by the introduction

of a large volume of air at a moderate temperature, even
a current of wind might be obtained by opening the win-
dows, or other apertures, and that without danger of
scorching or chilling the plants, for air would go out
instead ot coming in. It has, however, occurred to me
that Mr. Strutt's plan might be slightly improved upon,
by causing the warm air pipe to be carried the whole
length of the house, piercing the pipe with holes more or
less large, according to their distance from the influx of
heated air, for in this way the whole house would be
equally warmed and ventilated. Of course that pipe
would be carried along the side opposite to that at which
were situated the windows, or other apertures to the
external atmosphere. B.
Leaf Burning (see p. 269).—If " G. L." will mix

2 pounds of bay salt with each pail of whitewash used,

it may then be applied on the outside of his glass

without the least danger of its washing off. There is,

however, an old saying that there is no good without an
evil, the truth of which 1 have experienced in reference
to the use of whitewash; I employed it on a stove glazed
with sheet glass, 1 6 oz. to the foot, and it certainly pre-

vented burning, but it obstructed heat, and next spring

none of my plants bloomed so profusely as I could have
wished them. /. Gadd, Bignor Park, Petworth.

^octettes.

berry trees are entirely free from caterpillars this year,
whereas last year the leaves were devoured, and the
crop of fruit spoiled by them. Finding myself much
more fortunate than my neighbours in this respect,

I attribute it to the fact of my having had the trees-well

washed with strong tank water (from the stable) just as

the bud was bursting, and I strongly recommend all

it is stated in the Calendar last week that if a certain
course is pursued, " the plants will last for several
years I" Why do not the great growers pursue that
course ?—they do everything iu the best way, you say.

If it would not pay them, why pay such as me ? Now,
from the foregoing the question is—a great and a
private grower both plant Strawberries as directed in

those who have suffered from the Gooseberry scourge ' last week's Calendar ; the first destroys his for a new
this year, to try this plan next spring. My Currant

|

bed every two or three years, the latter is to make his
trees present about as miserable an appearance as they

|

" last for several years ? " /. W. [The writer of the
did last year ; but had they been dressed as the Goose- ;

Calendar will doubtless answer this inquiry.]
berry trees were, I have no doubt they, too, would Hedges. — Thorn and Privet mixed make a good
have been free from blight and caterpillar. Ebor, fence and look well ; but where there is cattle to deal
York. The loss of the leaves of Gooseberry bushes

I
with Privet is too soft, and they eat it into gaps. The

from caterpillars does not always seem to injure i best hedge I ever saw was Thorn and Holly mixed. It
the crop of fruit the following season. Last year I was either slashed or clipped every year, and a perfect
the bushes in my garden were actually stripped in July; specimen it was both for fencing off cattle and for
there was not a leaf left, and the fruit was all spoiled.

In the autumn the bushes pushed fresh leaves, and I
expected to have but little fruit this year; the contrary,

shelter. W. Hopps, Lightcliffe, Halifax.
Larch.—How true it is that almost " everything is

done by fits and starts," and that " it never rains but it

however, is the case, a finer or more abundant crop of
: pours." A few years since, when Larch poles could be

Gooseberies I never saw, and the foliage is very little had in abundauce at a low price, large quantities of
injured. In April vast swarms of the insects were flying i young Larch were planted every year ; now, when the
over the trees, but these were all males ; the females ' demand for rails and posts, created by railroads
are very sluggish, and fly but little. I was not aware ' and inclosures, has made Larch so scarce that it
till I saw Mr. Westwood's remarks that the male of i cannot be procured in sufficient quantity for farmers'
this insect was so little known. Henry Doubleday, purposes, and it has almost doubled in price, there
Epping.

I is hardly any planting going on, at any rate in the
Page <£ Co.'s Blight Composition.—The answer given midland counties. In a few years no doubt the owners

at p. 488, concerning the utility of this composition, is of land will become awake to the fact, and then perhaps
so much at variance with the results of its application i the large Scotch growers will be hardly able to meet the
in my case, that I am induced to furnish you with my

;
demand, and will reap a harvest in advanced prices,

experience in the matter. I have a forcing-house, Few things are more important to good farming than a
heated by hot-water, which was erected expressly for good supply of fencing. /. B. Pearson.
early and late work

;
in fact, for winter forcing. Early Heating and Ventilating Plant-houses.—Your notice

in March last I had Cucumbers and Kidney Beans in of Mr. Hood's book on ventilation, etc., reminds me of a
one division, and Strawberries, &c, in another. On

\
conservatory I saw near Derby in 1S03, and in which

one side of the bouse—which is span-roofed—I planted the plants were remarkably vigorous. This plant-housemy spring Cucumbers to succeed the winter ones on the had been heated and ventilated by Mr. William Strutt,
other side, which were then past their best, and a good in conformity to his conviction that in heating and ven-
deal eaten with thrips, notwithstanding a thorough ' tilating buildings, these effects should be produced by
syringing twice and sometimes three times a day. The the introduction of a large body of moderately heated
Beans were also infested, and I think about half a dozen

[

air. Iu this manner he had kept his exteusive cotton
pots out of fifty of the Strawberries had red spider on

;

mills at Belper at about the temperature of 60° Fahr.,
them. I procured a cask of the composition, and : which experience had shown to be the healthiest degree
cnoosing a cloudy afternoon, I raised the temperature

J

of heat for operatives to work in ; his dwelling-house

nart t

USe t0 G°°' 3nd 8hut °loSe Up
'

I added one had °Pen fires t0 look at
>
but [t wa3 warmed and venti-

svrinJ-
a

V
tW° °f the Y'1a[,i >

and 8aTe a thorough lated by a hot air stove in the basement, the eduction

rin.,™hf"
rePeated the dose three times, and my pipes of the warmed air being in the hall ; in the same"wucumoers recov^rprl onrl ««,..!,. ,.„ a~a «... u.. .u„:_ __: i_ _ _ ... ?. , ,. . 'cucumbers recovered and amply rewarded me by their

luxuriant growth and a fair crop. This mixture was
applied the same strength to the Strawberries, and not
a spider or thnp could be seen alive. My opinion is,

manner he seasoned timber, dried malt in an extensive
malt house, dried the linen in his laundry, &c. The
originality of Mr. Strutt's mode consisted most in his em-
ployment of a large body of_moderately heated air, thus

Botanical of Edinburgh, June 14.—The President

in the chair. The following papers were read :

—

1. Remarks on the Calamite and Sternbergia of the
Carboniferous Epoch, by Dr. Fleming. 2. On the
Dyeing Properties of Lichens, by Dr. W. L. Lindsay.

In this paper the author endeavours to direct public

attention specially to the two following facts, viz., first?
that in our own country many native Lichens, which
grow more or less abundantly, might, with advantage
and economy, be substituted for the somewhat expensive

and scarce foreign Roccellas and other dye-Lichens
usually employed in the manufacture of ochil, cudbear,
and litmus ; and, secondly, that in our colonies and
foreign countries to which we have access, species

valuable as dye-Lichens probably grow in abundance-
might be collected and transported easily and cheaply

—

aud thus become important and lucrative articles of

commerce. He is desirous of bringing the subject under
the notice of the following classes of persons or scientific

' bodies, to whom he leaves its practical or scientific

' application, viz., firstly—chemists, orchil, cudbear, and
litmus manufacturers ; importers and exporters of

Orchella weeds and other dye-Lichens, dyers, &c. ;

secondly, scientific societies, such as the Royal, Geogra-
phical and Botanical, and the Society of Arts ; public

boards, such as the East India, Army, and Admiralty
Boards ; industrial exhibitions, such as the Sydenham
Crystal Palace and Paris Exhibition ; scientific and
exploring expeditions, &c. ; and, thirdly, colonists,

emigrants, travellers, officers of our commercial and
royal navy, and of the army and East India Company,
residents abroad, aud in our own Highlands and islands,

&c. He remarks, " This is pre-eminently an age of
discovery and enterprise in scientific matters ; the
strongest tendency everywhere exhibits itself to mul-
tiply the natural resources of our native country and
its colonies— to turn to practical account, for the im-
provement of our arts and manufactures, their hitherto

valueless vegetable products. The efforts at present

I

being made to introduce the fibre of the common Nettle,

Thistle, and other native weeds, in the manufacture of
textile fabrics and paper, as substitutes for Flax, is only
one limited example of this utilitarian tendency. Be*
lieving that this desire requires only to be led into suit-

able channels, my object is to submit to scientific and
commercial enterprise the importance of this particular

field of inquiry, and the richness of the fruits it promises.

The fact that manufacturers or importers might find it

economical or remunerative to be supplied with substi-

tutes for the Roccellas, which are fast becoming scarce,

and consequently expensive, is the most limited view
we can take of the advantages of such an investigation.

Indirectly a multiplied trade in dye-Lichens might

scatter the seeds of civilisation, and place the means of

a comfortable subsistence at the command of the miser-

able inhabitants of many a barren island or coast, at

present far removed from the great centres of social

advancement ; for the dye-Lichens will probably be
found luxuriant where no other vegetation can thrive,

frequently attaining their highest degree of perfection

on the most bleak rocky coasts, or on elevated moun-
tain ranges. It is probable that many rocky isles in the

broad Pacific and Atlantic—many hundred miles of
desolate sea-coast and vast extents of mountaindistricts in

Africa, America, Asia, and Australasia, which at present

yield no products to commerce, and are too barren to

support higher vegetation, might furnish an unlimited

supply of Lichens, useful in dyeing. The vast continent of
India and neighbouring countries and islands, for instance,

'

already promise valuable results in this respect. In the
Indian collection of raw vegetable products exhibited in

'

the London Crystal Palace of 1851, several specimens!
of " Orchella weeds" from India, Ceylon, Socotra, &c,
were shown ; and an explanatory note appended to

some from the vicinity of Aden in Arabia stated most
suggestively " Abundant, but unknown as an article of

commerce." Specimens of Roccella fuciformis were
there exhibited from Ceylon, estimated as worth 3807.'
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per ton, and Farmelia nerlata at 1901, to 225/. l!nt, the

wholo world may be said to be an open Hold ; in every
climo, in every soil, at almost every elevation, and in all

seasons, tinctorial species grow, and oven luxuriate.

In Northern Europe, in Scandinavia, and even in our
own Highlands and Islands, many such species arc

abundant, and might surely be collected at a rate so

cheap us to render it remunerative for the manufacturer
to employ our destitute Highlanders In gathering

them. Moreover, in connection with the development
of the economical applications of Lichens, it is not unim-
portant to hoar in inind that many species contain such
an amount of starchy matter as to become, or to furnish

excellent articles of food ; many are used as fodder for

cattle, some are eaten in Iceland and arotic countries,

and one, at least, is frequently used in the making of

jellies in this country. 1 need only here allude, in con-

firmation of this statement, to the Cetraria islandica, or
'Iceland Moss' of our shops j the Gyrophora or 'tripe

de rooho' of tlio arctic regions, whereby the lives of
many intrepid travellers have been preserved ; the

Lecanora esculonta, a kind of Manna, peculiar to the

steppes of Tartary, and thu Cladonia rangiferina, or
familiar ' Reindeer Moss' of Lapland. On the moun-
tains of Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, species of Looa-
nora, Gyrophora, Umbilicaria, and Isidium, capable of
yielding lino qualities of orchil, cudbear, and litmus ore
inoro or less abundant. While the cudbear manufacture
flourished in Leith and Glasgow, tho Lecanora tartarea,

from which it was prepared, was collected to a great
extent in our Western Highlands and islands, but with
tho transference of this manufacture into the hands of

English orchil makers, this source of remunerative
omploymcut to our poor Highlanders suddenly ceased,

and this Lichen is now chielly or wholly imported from
Norway and 'Sweden for the London market. Tho
value of this Lichen in Scotland is said to have averaged
101. per ton. Hooker states that, at Fort Augustus
in 1807, a person could gain 14s. per week by
collecting it, estimating its market price at 3s, id. per
stone of 22 lbs. Pennant records it as an article of

commerce about Taymouth in Perthshire. Miss
Roberts mentions its having been collected in North
Wales at ljrf. per lb. for the London market ; and it

appears also to have been largely gathered in Derby-
shire, the price there given to tile collector, who could
gather 20 to 30 lbs. per day, being 1 d. per lb. The re-

introduction of this trade or means of employment might
be a great boon to the Highlanders, who have, within
the last few years, been deprived of another source of
remunerative labour and comfortable sustenance,—the
collection of 'Kelp' or ' Sea-wrack' on our rocky and
stormy western coasts, and whom dire necessity now
compels to transfer their energies to foreign lands."
He then made observations on the mode of collecting

Lichens, their mode of transport, and the mode of
testing the colorific value, and of evolving the colouring
matters. Finally, he gave tabular views showing the
chief dye-Lichens applied by the peasants of various
countries to the dyeing of stockings, yarn, woollen stuffs,

&c, as well as showing the chief dye-Lichen3 used in

this and other countries in the preparation of orchil,

cudbear, and litmus. 3. On Diatomacere found in a

sub-fossil state in Dumfriesshire, by R, Harkness, Queen's
College, Cork. 4. Notice of the time of flowering of

certain trees and shrubs in the Royal Botanic Garden
during the past month, by Mr. M'Nab.

Name.
First flower

observed
"When in full

Primus avium May 1 May 20
„ Cerasus, Dbl. Flowered Cherry » 5 23

"\Vistavia chinensis (on wall) „ is June S
Primus Padus, Bird Cherry

ii 20 10
Azalea poutica „ 23 9
Sorbus domes tica, Service tree » 27 8
Crattegus cocciuea n 2S 9

„ preecox „ 2S fi

Pavia fiava » 28 7
Pruuus Maluleb „ SO S
iEsculns bippocastanmn June 1 12
Rhododendron catawbiense » 1 14
Syringa vulgaris (varieties) » 2 12
Sorbus aucuparia » 3 10
Cytisus laburnum , „ * 13
Crataegus oxyacautha » s 20
Praxinus omus

,, 9 20
Crataegus oxycautha rubra „ 12 20
Mespilus grandiiiora „ 12 20
Cytisus alpinus, Scotch Laburnum ... „ 13 " 25

5. Notes on the Effects of last winter upon plants in

the Royal Botanic Garden, Belfast, by Dr. Dickie. The
following table shows the lowest point to which the
thermometer fell during the month of February, 1855.
It is taken from a register kept at Queen's College,

Belfast

—

Min, Thermometer for February, 1855.

Date. Min. Date. Min. Date. Mia. Date. Min. F.
1 ... 27.0 F. S ... 81.0 F. 15 ... 13.0 F. 22 ... 27.0
2 ... 30.0 9 ... 30.0 16 ... 19.0 23 ... 30.0
3 ... 30.0 10 ... 29.0 17 ... 20.0 24 ... 24.4
4 ... 33.0 11 ... 22.0 IS ... 17.0 25 ... 34.0
5 ... 39.0 12 ... 30.0 19 ... 21.5 26 ... 34.0
6 ... 36.6 13 ... 23.0 20 ... 22.0 27 ... 34.0
7 ... 37.4 11 ... 18.0 21 ... 27.0 2S ... 37.4

Mean tempera-
ture for the month Mean Maxim. Mean Miuiui Amlit. of Rain.

32.45 37.6 27.7 1.690

It will be observed that the absolute lowest tempera-
ture was on the 15th, viz., 13° F. In 1845, on March
5th, the thermometer in the Botauic Garden indicated
10? F., lower, than in 1855. The injury to the
plants, however, in 1855, was greater, because in

February last a generally low temperature, - Ii i

and north-east winds, prevailed during two The
following list of plants Injured or killed in the Belfast

Garden during last winter has boon madi

curator, Mr Ferguson Pinus macronhylla, much In-

jured, 12 feet high j P. apulcon i ,
killed, 8 feet high

;

P. patula, much inj 1,0 foet high ; V p udo

slightly Injured, 7 feet high ; P, Di rontons, much In-

jured, '.:'. feet high ; P. Ilusselliana, browned ; P.

palustris, killed; Abies Brunoniana, killed; A .!/<
ends, 1 llli d I upi u funi oris, north side killed ; (;.

Uhdeana, much injured; C. elegaiu, kill<"l
;

'

cana, killed: 0. torulosa, one killed, and the other

much Injured ; C. lueitanica, killed ; Juniporuj n

carpn, slightly Injured ; Fitzroyo patogonlca, killed, 4

feet high; Saxogothcoa conspicua, killed, i feel

Cephalotaxus Fortunf, not injured En tho least, whereat

the large leaved variety bos suffered v< rj icti Eriet

arborea, killed, iu feet high, For the nuke of com-
parison, it may be interesting to insert here the follow.

log report by tho late Mr. Templeton, "l Orsnmore,
respecting tho sovere winter ol 1813-14, as report

the " Belfast Magazine " for that year :—" Viburnum
Tinus, Cistua ladaniferus, C. creticus, Erica arbor<

1*1. australis, I'i. meditorranca, Ulex Kurnpieim, the

common and Portugal Laurels, in many places were

killed to the ground or bad their young branches de-

stroyed. Kdwardsia micropbylla anil Coronilla glauda
which, trained against a wall, had stood the frosl ol

aeveral winters, are either killed to the ground, or

havo their blanches of two or three years killed. Cttly-

canthus prsecox, Pyrus japonica, and Corehorus iapo.

nicUS, have passed tho winter in the open ground.

Timber trees suffered greatly, especially the Oaks,
which were split with great violence. Walnut, Anil,

and other trees had their last year's shoots killed. The
frost began in November; on December 29, the ther-

mometer fell to 7" F." C. Account of the origin and
of some of tho contents of the Museum of Economic
Botany attached to tho Royal Botanic Garden of Edin-
burgh. By Professor Balfour.

M$tht$ of iSoofcs,

Lectures on the Comparative A nutomy and Physiology of
the Invertebrate Animals. By R. Owen, I'.R.S.

2d edition. 8vo, pp. 68.0, with numerous woodcuts.

The name of the author of this important book is an
ample guarantee for its being learned, able, and con-

scientious. Nowhere, indeed, will the reader find the

interesting facts belonging to the lower forms of animals
more amply or more philosophically explained than in

the pages before us. They, however, relate but in a
slight degree to the subjects properly included within

our own field of discussion ; and we can only recom-
mend the careful study of Professor Owen's admirable
work to all who are desirous of familiarising themselves
with those progressive stages of animal life which stop
only when the principal nervous system occupies the
centre of a bony column, vertebra, or backbone.
One point, however, namely the difference that exists

between plants and animals, may arrest our attention for

a moment. We need not say that the distinctions

which naturalists once thought they bad found, such as

locomotion, nitrogenous compounds, respiration, volition,

perception, spontaneous action, have one by one given
way before the march of investigation, so that no one
can now say that a living body is an animal and not a
plant because it moves from place to place, gives out
ammonia, respires carbonic acid, obeys the impulse of

its will, or perceives what passes around it, and regu-

lates its movements accordingly. These properties

belong, or appear to belong, to some plants as well as

to animals, or are deficient in some animals as well as

in plants. But when the naturalist broke down the
barriers once thought to separate the vegetable and
animal kingdoms, he failed to construct others in their

room, and is now compelled to avow that they pass
into each other by such insensible gradations that no
man can say where one begins and the other ends.

Let us hear what Professor Owen has to say upon this

curious topic :

—

" Thus, after reviewing the different characters by
which it has been attempted to distinguish the special

subjects of the botanist and zoologist, we find that
neither sensation aud motion, the internal assimilating

cavity, the respiratory products, the chemical constitu-

tion of the tissues, nor the source of nutriment, abso-
lutely and unequivocally define the boundary between
the animal and vegetable kingdoms. We can only
recognise the plant or animal when a certain number of

their supposed characteristics are combined together.
" An internal assimilated cavity, whether in the form

of cells, canals, or bags, is essential to all. The move-
ment of a part, when stimulated, is a property continued
from the higher organised forms far down into those

that manifest the combined characteristics of the
vegetable kingdom, as, c. (/., in the Mimosa pudica and
the Dionma muscipxda-, as to which the statement that

such movements were destined solely for the furtherance

of formative operations, would be purely gratuitous.

Locomotion also crosses the supposed line, and is an
endowment of the embryos or spores of the sea-weeds.

On the other hand, the rooting or fixation of the
organism is continued upwards from the vegetable
kingdom into the Radiate, the Articulate, and the Mol-
luscous divisions of the animal kingdom. The cellular

and cellulo-vascular forms of the assimilative cavity,

common to plants and sponges, is repeated in the
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Garden Memoranda.
rToB.Tfcin.Ti rut Bocu i

I
> OS -.' with Achi-

menes, & Orchids, fee., the new plant called

Tydooo gigaotes was in flower. When we »»y that its

blossoms ho much resembl lose of Ac.
scarcely distinguishable froi ;

i: formed ol what it foliage, how-
ever, has none of those silvery markings about it which
that of the last-named plant possesses. It appears to

be a tree . rather
more robust CI nun the Achiuieoei. In one
of (he greenhouses Platycodon eUnensiawM coining

beautifully into flower ; thi . this well deserves

a place under glaas, for when in full blossom what can
be handsomer, its colour and appearance fore,

minding one of the Russell JLisianth, with which it may
well be ranked. Another hardy plant in the same
house worthy of notice was the well known Lilium
chalcedonicura, whose waxy orange red blossoms con-

trasted well both in shape and colour with those of
its associates. Impatiens Jerloniae was also here
covered with showy blossoms remarkable as much
for the singularity of their sbape as for the brilliancy

of their colour. Few plants of recent introduction

promise to give more satisfaction than this Balsam.
The Rose house is again as gay as it well can be

with flower?, which belong to a second crop this season,

and there is every prospect of there now being abund-
ance of blooms in it all through the autumn. The
plants being clean and healthy are much admired by all

who visit the garden.
In the great conservatory were beautiful examples of

j
the blue and white Tracheliums, which though little

better than annuals are very showy at this season of
the year, and on that account should not be lost sight
of by persons who have plant-houses to keep u dressy."
The large Brugmansias have been cut " hard in," in

order to keep them within bounds, and to clean them and
prepare them for another crop of flowers. The Orange

i
Cestrum is just coming freely into blossom. This we

i

need scarcely say should be in every confer

!
where there is room for it ; for, when we'd flowered,

< nothing can be more ornamental. The beautiful Chry-
santhemums which are so much admired in this bouse
every year about Christmas have just been shifted out
of their cutting pots into larger ones. Tbey are grown
three in a pot, and when shifted are spread out as much

i as possible, to make them fill the pots, and let sir and
light into the centre of the plants.

Among plants out of doors, annuals are now in full

beauty. The more remarkable, new, or little known
kinds were Iberis contracts, a lilac Candytuft, which

' will doubtless be a favourite ; a double Sunflower,
which does not rise at most above 2 feet in height : a

dwarf very dark-coloured Nasturtium, a free-flowering

and very handsome scarlet Alonsoa tailed Warsewicza,

Escholtzia tenuifolia, Messrs. Veitch's Whitlaviagrandi-

flora, and Caealia sonchifolia, which makes a showy bed
1 of orange flowers.

Other novelties, in the shape of young plants raised

j
from seeds furnished by Mr. Skinner and others, were a

j

Rondeletia, reported to hare orange and yellow flowers
;

! a Geopbila, said to bear handsome ultramarine-coloured
! seeds ; a white Centradenia, called Skinneri ; Rhexia

glandulosa, a pretty plant with rose-coloured flowers
;

j

Tecoma velutina, called "Bucaro" by the natives, by
I whom it is much prized for its luxuriance and beauty ;

J
a Mexican Begonia, and other plants, which shall be

more fully noticed hereafter. Amir:
! from seed was an Ash from the Alma, apparently

Fraxinus lentiscifolia ; the Califoroian Plane tree, and a

I
quantity of American Oaks of different kinds, the acorns

ot which were collected and prestzt-ii :: the Society by
Mr. Frederick Rowe.
The orchard-house is every day becoming more inter-

esting. Some of the trees have borne good crops, all

i have made wood satisfactorily, and are in excellent

health. Some of the little Nutmeg Peaches are

I beginning to colour, and Fairchild's Early Nectarine is

!
swelling rapidly. The Stanwick has also good sized
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i...u <.<ii a, nUioii ns yd shows i"> appearance ot scorching their loJittge, ill order to pr.om.oie stocky

cracking. As before remarked, Plums have thriven growth. Give clear weak liquid-manure water to young

admirably, and are literally loaded with fruit. Smaller growing specimens, and report any of these that are

tilings, such ns Black and other Currants and Goose- intended to have auolher shift this season, so as to get

beiries, have ripened their crops.
,

the pots well filled with roots before winter. Maintain

In the orchard, both on walls and standards, there is a moist growing atmosphere, and ply the syringe

every appearance of plenty of fruit, and the trees this
,

vigorously upon any plant at all infested with red spider,

year have received no check. Strawberries have borne .

FORCING DEPARTMENT,
v. H. Ingram's Prince of Wales, notwithstanding the

(

PiNERT._Attend carefully to growing stock, keeping
severity of the frosts in the spring, has had a good crop on the bottom-heat regular, and the atmosphere warm and
it. The true old Pine has also been all that cou.d be

t moist} aud use e mean3 to secm.e rap id vigorous
desired. This is still considered by many one of the growtn- Thia wj„ not be obtaiuedi however, unless all

best flavoured of Strawberries, and by means oi top
j
ia rig i lt at the root; tnere foro attend well to watering,

•Ivcssiugs of leaf-mould it will stand' longer without aud nevep a„ow an of (|le )ants t0 become pot bound.
imi ..wal than most other kinds. Myatt s Cinquelolia is

j
Giye air moaeratelv t0 voung st0CiJ) and slmt Up early

largo but course ; his Mammoth has not done well this
: j„ „,e afternooI)) giving the plant3 a gent | e wipe with

year, probably owmg to the dry weather we had in the syringe, and the house a good steaming by wetting
spring and early summer. For a late crop the Downton

j

every availabIe 8urface. Continue to pot a few suckers,

as they can be obtained of sufficient strength, and do

not allow too many to be produced by one plant,The Black spined Chinese Cucumber, mentioned iu

our last report, has proved to be well adapied for ridges

in the open air. It has a yellowish pleasant-tasted

rlesh, and appears to be a good bearer. The " hardy

American Melon " has also set, and is swelling satisfac-

torily under a hand-glass. The fruit of the Australian

Melon, mentioned last month, has assumed a beautiful

as they weaken each other. Indeed we never allow

a sucker to grow to any size that is not likely to be

wanted for stock, and unless in the case of any scarce

sort, never more than two on a plant. Plants growing
in beds of soil must be very carefully attended to with

water, giving enough at each application to moisten the
yellow colour, but what its value may be remains to be

j

wllole
'

b
°
odv of soif. for unles3 tb ;s is attended to, the

proved J bottom of the bed will sometimes get quite dry, while
III the kitchen garden are some excellent Peas of

, the sur)ilce is moist _ Vineries.—The inside borders of
kinds. If, however, we were confined to four . bouse3 inteuded t0 furnish a late supply of Grape8

Id choose Saugsters P.O. 1, alias JJan should be well soaked with manure water as soon assorts, we woul

O'Rourke for a first crop ; then Fairbeard's Champion,
"Inch is the best flavoured of all Peas, except, perhaps,

Knight's Marrow. To succeed these we would take

Victoria and Knight's Marrow, and if a fifth sort was
wanted we would choose Dickson's Early Favourite,

winch appears to be so closely related to the Auvergne'

US to be easily mistaken for it. What has been sent to

tbo Society under the name of the Somersetshire Pea
lias proved to be the Blue Prussian, and Hunt's Pea is

not different from Victoria. Among Green Marrows,
Bellamy's and Millford are good sorts, ft may be men-
tioned ihat Green Coleworts have just been planted out
to come iu about Christmas. They stand about 9 inches

apart every way.

FLORICULTURE.
Natioxal Floeicultotial Society, July 26.—A Certificate

of Merit was awarded on this occasion to a lilac-flowered

Verbena, called Eugenia, from Mr. Weathcrill, of Horusey Road.
Its trasses were not very large; but the pips were of good form
and substance. A similar award was also made to Petunia

llermiune, from Mr. George Smith. This is of a greenish blush

colour, curiously and regularly spotted and marked with light

purple. The flowers are large and well formed, but rather flimsy

in textaro. Verbena Sir E. Lyons, from Mr. Totlman, received a
Label of Commendation. It is of a dull purplish colour, aud
in habit very like the old bine variety called Emma. Several

extremely well-grown plants of what are termed Camellia
Ji.ilsams were furnished by Mr. Smith, of Dulwich, and very
handsome things they must be admitted to be. Among them
were blush, purple, and scarlet kinds, and scarlet mottled with
white, and wheu we state that many of the flowers measured
quite 2£ inches across and an inch deep, some idea of the kind of

display they made may be conceived. Their only fault was that

they were scarcely sufficiently advanced in bloom. Calceolarias

and cut Eoses came from Mr. Cole, and Mr. Turner, of Slough,

had beautiful collections of Carnations and Picotees. The last

earned grower had also some Dahlias and Hollyhocks.

Calendar cf Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

Uive JJulilitu* mid Hollyhocks abundance of water; tie

out the branches, aud disbud the former where required,

aud shorten the flowering stem of the latter.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The main breadth of Spinach for furnishing the winter

supply should be sown at once * also prepare ground for

winter Onions. Get a good breadth of Lettuce and
Endive planted out for the autumn supply, and sow
some hardy sort of Lettuce for planting out against

south walls, or in frames, to come in after the frost cuts

off the out-door supply. Dig down exhausted planta-

tions of Sirawberries, and get the ground planted with

winter stuff, if there ia not already sufficient of this

planted ; and make a further sowing of Turnips, if these

are likely to be scarce before the winter is over. Attend
to cutting and drying herbs as they are ready, and do not
allow Shallots to remain in the ground after the tops

die down, as, in the event of wet weather, they will

make fresh roots, which prevents their keeping. Get a
good breadth of Cabbage planted thickly in rich ground
to furnish winter greens.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK. NEAR. LONDON.
For the week ending -\ u '

• 2, !-.>., as observed at the Horticultural Garden;.

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Now that there is a profusion

ot" flowers out of doors, it will not be possible to

maintain the interest of this house, except by keeping it

furnished with handsome specimens of showy plants in

first-rate condition ; and, with proper convenience, this

is no difficult matter at this season. Nothing, therefore,

should be brought here at present that is not a fair

specimen, and well bloomed ; nor should a single plant

be allowed to remain a day here after it begins to get

phabby, for it seems a waste of means, aud certainly

betrays bad management somewhere, to occupy glass

structures with plants of inferior interest to such as are

plentiful in the open air. It is not desirable in our
opinioD, however, to crowd the house with flowering

pKnts, but the aim should rather be to have a moderate
number of handsome specimens effectively arranged,

which, while flowers are so plentiful out of doors, will

be vastly more interesting and pleasing than a larger

amount of floral display from plants of no individual

interest or merit Tin's kind of display may be agree-

able enough at a season when flowers are scarce, but it

is useless to hope to maintain the interest of a .bouse at

this season by this kind of management, A thin

arrangement of the pot specimens will also be
advisable, on account of the permanent occupants
of the beds or borders, which at this season
should be allowed plenty of space, in order to secure

strong well ripened wood ; for unless this is obtained

they will not bloom finely. Look over former directions,

and use every means to keep insects in check, and to

make order and neatness conspicuous in the arrange-
ments of this house. Stove.—Such of the inmates here
r.s are intended for the decoration of the conservatory
in autumn and early winter should be carefully looked
over, shifting such as are likely to want more pot room,
without unnecessary loss of time, so as to get the pots
well filled with roots before their flowering season. Also
keep the shoots tied out rather thinly, and expose the
plants to as much sunshine as they will bear without

convenient, so as to allow of their becoming dry before

the damp cloudy days of autumn set in, for damp will

be most injurious then, and anything likely to cause

it should be avoided. Muscats beginning to ripen

should be assisted with fire heat, for it is hardly possible

to ripen these properly at any season without artificial

heat ; and those for late use should be pushed on, so as

to get them ripe by the end of next month at the latest;

for those ripened later in the season are seldom of good
quality, and we have always found them to hang better

when ripened early in autumn than those that were
ripened later in the season. Figs.—The second crop

on the earliest trees will be fast advancing towards

maturity ; as soon as the fruit begins to ripen

the atmosphere should be kept dry and rather cool,

giving air freely every fine day, and using a little

fire on wet cloudy days, to prevent damp and allow of

a gentle circulation of air. Use every care to keep

the foliage clean aud healthy, and clear of insects,

and do not crowd the young shoots. Melons.—Plants

on which the fruit is ripening should be kept dry at the

root, and freely exposed to air on fine days, avoiding

moisture in the atmosphere as far as can be done
without injury to the other plants. Do not allow

the bottom heat to decline where the fruit is setting,

which is a frequent cause of the young fruit dropping
off. Keep a watchful eye on the foliage, and guard
against red spider, which, if once allowed to establish

itself, can hardly be removed without greatly injuring

the tender foliage.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Now that the effect of the present arrangement of

the colours in the beds can be fairly seen, there is an
excellent opportunity for noticing any mistakes, and
determining upon the arrangements for next season, and
this should be done without delay. When it is decided

what each bed is to be occupied with next season, a

plan of the garden should be made, writing the names
of the plants on the beds according to the arrange-

ment decided upon. This will be of the greatest service

in showing at any time what quantity of each kind

of plant has to be propagated ; and unless some method
of this kind is adopted, it not unusual to find at

planting out time that there is a scarcity of some things

and too many of others, whereas, those who have
their plan to refer to can tell at a glance the exact

number required of everything, and avoid mistakes in

getting up too many of one thing and too few of another,

and all the anxiety and confusion of working without a

well defined object in view. Dahlias are growing very
rapidly, and will require to be gone over frequently to

keep the side branches securely tied in ; for when left

untied, they are readily broken off' by a thunder-storm.

Hollyhocks must also be securely tied to their stakes.

Continue to remove dead flowers from Roses, and
gave plenty of manure water to the autumn-blooming
varieties. Plant out rooted cuttings of Pansies, <xc, in

nursery beds in a shady situation, keeping them well

watered if the weather proves dry until they get esta-

blished. Finish budding Roses at once, if not already

done, and also get border Carnations, Picotees, and
Cloves layered without farther loss of time.

[FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Take care that Carnations and Picotees do not suffer

from drought. Layering may be commenced with those

shoots sufficiently long. Cross breed flowers which
have the desired properties ; the anthers will be found
low down in the calyx. The operation is a pleasing one
and attended with but little difficulty. Mark seedlings,

which promise well, aud pull up those which are not up
to the mark. Plant out Pink pipings, and put in a
second crop of cuttings ; these will often strike root, and
make better plants than the early ones. Look over and
divest of their loose skins the bulbs of Tulips. Arrange
the rows of the bed so as to be ready for planting.

Discard all impure flowers, whether stained in the base

or on the stamens; whatever good qualities the flower

may possess, these defects render it utterly worthless.

Tbmfkbatueb.

July anil

August.
a

Ol the Air. |Of tbe Earth Winrl

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

21eet
deep.

Prida. :7 13 :o.;s? 29.8(2 75 49 62.0 62 S.W.
Sntur. :'S 14 £!>.S7G 29.3,"n 72 50 62 s.w.
Sunday 19 (1 •.0 027 :9 339 -.7 S3 65.0 64 6|J w.

11) 29S7*: 29323 7b 55 65.0 65 62 s.w.
Tues. 31 17 ?9.:=o 29.7(0 71 42 56.5 65$ 62* s.w
Wed. 1 IS 2y.Sba 29.773 71 6;} s.w.
Tours. 2 19 29.824 29.7:8 76 50 63.0 68 62} s.w.

Average

.

20 319 29 8fi2 7 '.3 50.4 62.3 65.3 62.1

illy 27—Overcast ; cloudy; lieavy clouds aud showers.— 23—Cloudy; heavy 3uowers ; cloudy.— 29—Very fine throughout; cloudy at ntebt.— 30—Slitriit haze ; very fine ; overcast; rain.— 31— Heavy rain; cloudy; clear and liue at ni^ht.
Aug. I—Kine; v^ryfine; densely overcast ; slight rain.— 2—Very fine ; heavy rain at 6 p.m ; clear.

Mean temperature ol the week 1 l-ith desr. below the average.

RECORD OF THK WEATHER AT CBISWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Aug. 11,1*55.

lit it
No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

PrevailiuK Winds

August.
Greatest
Quantity
of Rairj.

1

1

1
1

1

K

3
6
4
5

5

i

4

2

2
1

2

" '

i 4 9

14' 7- 5 1=

— 4 11

- 5 12
— 2 (4

V 5 12

3

2

i

7

z

Sunday ft

Mon. 6

lues. 7
Vi ed. 8
Tim. 9

Vtid. 10
Satur. 11

73.1

74-2
75.3

75.2

74 !s

52.8
52.0
50.9

J9.R
51.0
52 6

51.7

12.9

62.1

62.5

62.4

63.1

63.S

«:t.2

14

12
9

ID

in
13
14

0.43 in.

0.5S
C.57

0.26

0.40
1.06

0.78 _

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 10il\*

1342-therni.93 deg.; and the lowest on the 0th, 1333-therm. 36 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Abronia umdellata: F K. The time at which this flowers

depends upon the treatment it receives. Although hardy it

does best under glass, and then flowers in the spring. It is

a shy plant, and very easily lost.

Asphalte Floors: J A. It is not improbable that these cause
your leaves to drop oil' if any smell remains perceptible—sup-
posing always that uo other cause can be assigned, such as a
sudden exposure to unaccustomed dryness.

Budding Knife. We have received a new form of this instru-

ment, designated "John Turner's Improved Budding Knife."

Its peculiarity consists in a grooved hook for opening the bark
of the stock after the usual incisions have been made. The
blade is not essentially different in form from some of those in

common use. The hook which is fixed at the other end of the
handle resembles the curved beak of some bird; only instead

of a ridge along the upper side of the curve, we have, in this

instrument, a groove, narrow and shallow at the point, but
wider and deeper towards the neck of the curve. No doubt by
this contrivance bark may be opened a little, when the point of

the instrument may be inserted, and with a steady hand drawn
down the perpendicular incision. But this point cannot raise

the bark on each side of the cut; the broad upper part is in-

tended to do that. But being circular, before the bioad upper
part of the beak can be introduced, the point must be out of the

incision about half an inch, and nearly an inch in length of the

edges of the grooved part of the instrument must pass along

over the cambium, the delicate organisation of which must be,

in consequence, greatly injured. The late Mr. Knight, a most
skilful budder, used no instrument to plough up the bark, nor
is any needed ; he merely lifted it between the blade and the

edge of his thumb; or if he did occasionally use the ivory

handle of the budding knife, he still took care not to injure the
bed ol cambium, a precaution which does not appear to have
been thought of by the makers of new budding instruments,

and which has most especially been forgotten in the contri-

vance before us.

Capers: Tyro. These are the flower-buds of Capparis spinosa.

If y^u e:it what are foolishly called Capers by country people

here, you are very likely to poison yourself. Nasturtiums
should be pickled when still soft—about half grown.

Cowslip Wine : J R E. Your bottles burst because the wine was
not sufficiently fermented while in the cask. Wine making is

an art not to be taught by recipes or precepts alone.

Peas: J F. There is no visible difference between your "New"
sugar Pea and the well-known large variety that is always
preferred by those who prefer stewed Peas in their pods to our
English shelled and boiled Peas. We make it a point not to

answer inquiries of this kind privately.—J E. It is impossible

to name single pods of Peas—it is difficult enough to name
them when growing in masses. What you have sent is some
kind of green marrow.

Tank for Hot Water. Since cheapness is your object this may
be constructed merely of deal well put together in the same
way as the vats in which beer is set to cool.

The Crimea : L L D. We are not aware that the ancient Black
Hellebore came from this country. It is a native of Asia
Minor and the adjacent region, but appears to be quite a
mountain plant. We could not find time, even if we had the
ability, to answer antiquarian questions having no relation to

plants; we must therefore refer you for the old history of
Pontus to the classical writers. Spnmer's *' Atlas antiquus,"
Plate XXVII., gives a good map ot the Crimea or Tauric Cher-
sonese, and shows that the vallum you speak of stretched from
Iukermann to Balaklava.

Yews: E 0. You may cut them back now, as they are just

mnking their growth. It would, however, be better to wait till

next April. You may move them by the middle of September.

%* As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can he mnde. We must also beg the indulgence of those

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting

coutri butions is still delayed.
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"B^I-iUUVlAN GUANO; Bolivian Guano, 8uperpho»-
* piiiito oJ Lime, NHniin'>i Sod re, Suipir Scum, and every
dUHcrlptloo ol Aiililciiii ManureH, Hnnood Cakott, &c«

Wm. Inotjh Caunk, io, Mark d».n . Nnndon.

MMJIK tfOLLOWIJNG MARUKKS uvu niiuiuliirlurtc]

X (l t Mr. I,,\'.\ i
:,' I'jict'iry, D'Cptford Cl'OOki Turnip Manure,

7.'. pel l"H
;

HiiprrjjIi'.iijiliiLlr) Of J. line, 71,] Blllnhurh: Acid and

Coprolltoif, (\l.

Ofllcu, 60, KIiik William Street, City, London.
N.Ii. CJgduItio I'ci'tivlan Guano, gurtrantood to contain 10 i" <

cent of MiniuitriiiL. Nitrate of Soda, Sulpliato of Ammonia, and
other Chemical M anaran j

COKN MANIIUK I'OK HI'ltl N<J KOVVINd.
COBKHSNTHATED URATE FOH GKASS, RAPE, AND

ALL BOOT CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OV I, IMF,.

nPHB LONDON MANURE COMPANY continue
X to matiumctiiro tho above Manures, which liavo been need
with no much biiccons for tlio last Id yearn.
Tim London Manure Company also supply J'KKIJVIAN

(SUANo [direct in in Importers' ivarohousoH). Nitrate of Soda.
Sulphate of Ammonia, Fishery and other Salts, Bono Dust and
every artificial manure of known value, Edward Punsnn, boo.

Qfllcfl- '10, Hrlrijfti Street, llliirkli-lani.

MANUItKS.—The following Manures aro manu-
factured by iioihihon & Simpson, Caldor Soap Works*

Wakelli-ld, and Mattiikwh & Co., Mnnufacturlna Agricultural
Chemists, Dvlflleld. Bimpbom'b ammonia PIIOSPH \'\

I , n

viiiiifii)ln Top-DroBBlng lor vvhnit, Uarloy, and Oats. Simp on'b

NITRO-PH03PHATE for Turnips, Potatoes, nnd all other
bulbiHiH root cropH, price 8/. per ton. N.lt, Mnnnroa specially pre-

pared for Grass and Flax. Tho abovehave been succouBfully tosted
tor the lust Seven Years by the loading farmors In Yorkshire nnd
Lincolnshire, and other count Ion, and wore applied last Benson to a
breadth of upwards of 15,000 acren of land with the most bene-
ficial results to the crops. A List of Testimonials and other
particulars will bo innvimlpd by post on application.

AHT1FICIA L M A N U UKS, &c— MamifactururB and
othcra engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary hmtructlon for tholi" economical and
ofllolont preparation, by applying to J.C. Nbsmt, F.G.S., Ac,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College. IConnington,
London. Analyses, of Soils, Giuuioh, Superphosphates of Lime,
CoprolitOS,*&0,i and Aaaays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
lire executed wllh accurncy and dinpatc.li. Gentlemen dcsIl'OUB

Of receiving Instructions in Chemical Analywes nnd AttHuying,

will t'uul ample [aolllty and accommodation at the Colloge.

fc

" 10JLLEG IS ok Mi K1CULTUHK and CHEMISTRY,
VV and op PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 87 and
38, Lower Kcnmngton Lane.Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. NitsniT, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.
The system of studieM pursued in tlio College comprises every

branch requisite to prepare youth for tbo pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and tbo Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticuhii'smny he bad on application to the Principal.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
MB. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, a practical

Surveyor and Land-Agent of more than 15 years' standing,
effers his services to Gentlemen abont to drain Land and Bogs.
He w ill undertake to set out and superintend himself the execu-
tion of tbo work at a charge of 6s. per acre, and the expenses
incurred in his travelling; or he will contract to complete it in a
specified manner to the satisfaction of the Inclosure Commis-
sioners at a fixed price per acre. Mr. Humbert has drained
strong stony land in the most careful and complete manner,
with 1$ inch pipes, and proper mains, the drains being <1 feet

deep and 30 feet apart, at 41. per aore and under, and lie can
yive reference to bis employers in that and in other instances.

Watford, Herts, Aug. 4.

npHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
X PROVEMENT COMPANY

Ihcoeporatkd nv Special Act of Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry. Kkr Seymer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir John V. Siiei.t.ey, Bart,, M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

^George Thomas Clark, Esq. WilliamJPisber llobbs, Esq.

John C. Cobhold, Esq., M.P.
air William Cnbitt, F.lt.S.

Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.
William Tite, Esq.. F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other

Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise"; or Church property,

.nud without investigation of Title to charge' the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of50
years for Drainage, and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

Vfthe works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
tile Company's Capital. William Clifford. Sec.

q~iHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-*- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S52— 53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,

1S54—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years

;
(and Lessees

tor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,

"jrith consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their cwn funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
"term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
lauded improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
-Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery "tor

Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejuriges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, aud that the details of the
Plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

A NEULEY POULTRY SHOW, August '28, 29, ami
-*"*- 30.—Entries close August 6th. Prize Lists maybe had
on application to the Secretaries.

Anerley, Surrey. Edgar Smallfielp. ) , t -

Henry F. Wells, )
Hon

'
Secs "

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL IMPROYEW
BOOIE'J '. "I ii EL

PROGRAMME oi rai NATIONAL CATTLJ FIOW
r «od

Exhibition of Stock, ii •> •

i

been, 8wlno, Foull u
diiec, Flax, implements, Set ., omn foi -

hold In CAKLOW, on WEDNESDAY, TUUKftlJAY, and
fuiimv, 8th, '*ib, ind i'"i. August. Ill

Luj d Likutkwakt has signified his Intention to Altai

Mokdai , 0, and Tuesday, 7. On these days,,0170*1

the Judges "' impltmenls win proceed rlih tin

whor\ Inhibitors musl be In attend 1 Un rard *»lll

be open I icelvlng Cattle and other artlclen - •

lib] 1 from i"Vi<"i'. until o'clock p.m., after which infer
hour no Btocl win be admitted. Special M*
win b» held -/ii Monday. Tucaday, and Wednesday, en
I

... |o< i' p.m.. In tbo Bin lolj u Ofllct In the .
i.

.
, . .

M bom of tbo Bocloly, Steward*, Judge
In the Club n< [fowl on Tuesday, at 7 o'clecl p,m
to bo '""I. i" t«< the Htowurd ol the Hotel not later than is

ooon>
U 1 DNBHDAY, K- The JlldgOB will «'' h r fill

I

<; ,i. m ., and eemmeni tboh amlnatli n of tin

p., 01 win bo received into the Show Vord from 7 until

8 o'clooh am. thin dav, alter wbbli latter lioui none will Ixi

admitted. The Show Vi.nl will hf. open Io the Pul
_: o'oli 'i'. until 7 o'clock p.m. Admlaalon. 2*. <:./.

; Chlldi

II yeurr, hull price. Tlokoti for admlRilon will be laeuod »t the
Boorotary'N OfHco, available for tbo day, to 1

.

and Agricultural Producof
i"r 'it. 00 Wcdncflday, and l«. on

Thin' ibty.

Tbo BANQUET DINNER <•* the Society will lake place at
Iho Hallway Tormlnni, el half-peat p.m. Tlclcei

. 10*. each,

Lnoluding b pint of wine—tobn had ol the Local l

iiielr Bocrotarloe, at their ofllceOj or al 24, Uachelon' Wnllc,

Dublin, up to Saturday, 4tli August. Ilia Orao Ihe Duke of
1.. in it< 1. PreHidon 1 ol the Society, in Iho chair,

Tiiimihi'AV, '.I.- The Show Yard op.-n n .In the

mi c g until 7 o'oloolc, p.m. Admleaion, If, No CattJ net

Arilele:! exhibited will be allowed to he removed from the Yard
till aflor 8 o'cleck, p.m.
A BALL and SUPPER at the Railway Tennit

I l

Ladles' TIokote,7«. <'/.; Gentlomen'e Tlckem, 10*. To ho hnd
oJ the Local Committee and Secretaries or 24, Bai licloi

Dublin. Pamlly Tickets to admit Three, 21a, All Tlcl ol

at door of I!. ill KOOm, 10*. encll.

An Auction in the Hbow Yard at 12 o'clock, noon.

• Stewards of the Yard.

CATTLE ("Short-horns).- William Hamilton, W. Fcthi

II. and .1. Ii. Macfarlane.
Cattle (Other Breeds and Mountain Sheep).—Lord Cloncurry

and John Robinson Price.

SiiKKi'.—William R. FItzmeurlce and Thomas Cook.
Swine.— II. IIann Woods and Thomas O. Mosse.
IIousks.— Lord Dunlo andG. A. IJoyd.

Da 1 ity Pnonr/cs and Flax.—The Hon. St. John Butler and
Samuel Shane.

Poultry.—Thomas Crawford Butler and Arthur Fitzmaurlce.
Imi'li'ments.—The Hon. C. S. Gongh, Thomns Cook, and William

Hamilton.
Clerk of the Yard.—Andrew Corrignn.

By order, Thomas Hasknbss, Secretary.
Dublin, 42, Upper Sackvllle Street, July 19.

DIRECTIONS,—The place for the Council and Commltt e Weel
Ings, anil Secretary's Oflices, in at Entrance to gate of Show-
yard; tbo Local Secretaries' Offices are in the BlBOnAHIOe'
Institute. Tickets for the Banquet and Ball to bo obtained as
above specified, and at 24, Bachelors' Walk, Dublin ; and to pre-

vent disappointment, an early application for these Tickets is re-

quested. Exhibitors, or their Care-takers, on arrival in Carlow,
must obtain Tickets for their respective entries to the Slow-yard,
at the Secretary's Oflicps, where Entrance Fees and Subscriptions
will bo received. All objections to decisions must he lodged with
the Secretary there, in writing, before 1 o'clock on Thursday, the
second day of the Show. No person can bo admitted into the

Show-yard until the Judges hove made their adjudications.

T. II- Secrctarv.

Eixt &grtntltttral ©ajette.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 1S55.

The reports which reach us of the present state

of the crops, and the prospects of the harvest

—

dated for the most part August 2d—do not indicate

so much injury by the rain as we had anticipated.

The Wheat midge seems to have been extraor-

dinarily active, and more corn than usual is laid
;

but most of our correspondents anticipate a yield

fully up to the average.

It is abundantly obvious from observation that

the main source of Fertility in Soils lies in the

economical management and liberal application of

manure. That " Muck is the mother of meal

"

needs no other proof than every day agricultural

observation ; and the immense importations of

guano ; the activity of manure companies, which are

every spring season brought into operation ; the

enormous consumption of bone dust; the increasing

outcry upon the waste of town sewage ; and, more
than all these put together in its influence on fer-

tility, the greatly improved management of the

manure made upon the farm :— all these prove
how much the improved fertility needed to feed our
increasing population is dependent directly upon
an increased supply of manure. Fertility is, in

fact, no mere function or quality of soil; it is

capable of quantitative estimation, and is directly-

due to the quantity of fertilising matter present.

The causes of fertility in soil are all such as (1) add
to the quantity of this fertilising matter, or such as

(2) render it more easily and directly accessible to

the roots of plants.

The fertility of such farms as Castleacre in the

south, or Fenton Barns in the north, is owing not

only to drainage, marling, liming, burning, processes

all tending rather to the latter than the former of

these objects, but to the direct importation of

fertilising matter and its application to the land.
" The principle adopted here is to manure for every

crop." This is what the Times commissioner relates

nl Mi. I

• (1) porcl

and -,f ':'.,
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Mr, '1 i.i.i i.i'.'
v farm ii initialed clow upon ti.e

hore, between it and ll i from
Ayr. It in ;i
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oi the light sandy land which all ah..'

line of coail (mo '

been rf-c'-iiily enclosed from the sandy wi
which it lay an rabl 1

hh in 8oni<; parts hardly to be

the sea-sand close by it. This poor sand ia made
to produce the most extraordinary ci

kind : "ii one field which bad b< i

Mr. Tu.u.u reaped last hummer 86 b

of Wheat per Scotch acre. The pn
bad been Mangold Wnrzel, and before that

again the land had borne luli^.n Rye-gTI
i ii irritated and manured bi *t. It

is the result of this Italian Ii;. p that i« the

most extraordinary evidence of the artificial fertility

conferred. The feed is sown in autumn, aboo*.

4 bushels per Scotch acre ; and if v enough,
it yields the following year four full cuttii .

between 70 and 80 tons of green food

acre. The quantity of stock k"j/ in th>wayon
the land is enormous. There are 4fl cows k

this farm in the neatest cow-house we ever saw ; and
the provision which we saw there last February

for their next summer's food wa« '&\ acres sown
down to Italian Rye-grass la'e the previous autumn
and hardly yet up, and ?A acres sown the previous

spring, which had yielded several cutting-, during

the autumn. These latter 3i acres have provided

food till July, and now they will be allowed to

go to seed ; and the young plant of the former

3i acres, being now fully productive, will keep
the cattle on during the autumn. The treatment
needed by the land, in order to • great

produce, is extraordinarily liberal. The urine of

the cows is all applied upon the land, along with
about 400 tons of water per acre per annum. An
inch of water is flooded on the land (by means of

subterranean pipes, and the use of a long flexible

pipe connecting with fixed hydrants) imnit:
after each cutting ; but previously to this 4 cwt. of

guano are sown broadcast on the land, and th"1

is then used to flood it into the land. Aborr
of artificial manure per acre is thus em;
either 4 cwt. of mixed guano and sulphate of

ammonia or 4 cwt. of nitrate of soda per Scotch
acre beiDg applied immediately after each dr?

Here, then, is a barren sea-sand made beyond a

doubt the nicst productive land in Great Britain
;

and this wonderfully liberal treatment, together

with the system of Italian Rye-grass culture, is

spreading in the neighbourhood of Ayr. Mr. Ke-
nedy's land, near there, is a good soil, worth 35*. per

acre. Mr. Telfer's was originally the poorest

sand, Mr. Bell's is a stiff clay. Mr. Kalston's much
the same as Mr. Kennedy's. It matters little

the land may be originally. The produce is ex-

traordinary off them ail, and the thin- on which
dependance is placed is not the natural fertility of

the land, but the extraordinary supplies of food for

plants that are artificially provided. Here,

we have fertility as the result of manuring : and
vegetable growth and produce are seen to be simply

the result of so much raw material being provided

for the living plant to act upon. An extreme case

of this kind teaches what every farmer knows from

ordinary experience, that upon the care «

he economises home manures, and on the lftr

with which he applies imported manures, de; rz 1

the produce and fertility of his farm.

Home Correspondence.
Licig'tnacPri :','' _' Ar~_ .rami Chemistri. <L .

This recent reply to Mr. Lawes' experimental papers

having been approved in yonr columns, and folly

endorsed by Dr. Gregory, the translator, I feel at

liberty to offer some observations upon it; nottoLiebig

himself, who should be left entirely to Mr. Lawes, but
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to Dr. Gregory, who will, perhaps, kindly reconcile the

portions here objected to, and say how far the responsi-

bilities may lie with the author or the translator. To
Liebig we are indebted, not only for his direct disco-

veries, but for his very important efforts to elucidate

and simplify great principles of agriculture on which

our previous notions were indefinite and obscure. And
if he is apt to write positively on cases which appear

definite, rather from rejecting than explaining the

numerous exceptions, it is not uncommon to enthusiasts,

and gives value to the heavier corrective labours of men
of more caution though less genius. If theory requires

the knowledge of all the conditions affecting the sub-

ject (p. 6, 7), who can be a theorist ? who knows all the

natural laws (p. 8) affecting vegetable growth and culture?

But from theory, such as we can attain, we infer yet

untried practice ; and it is to such inferences, not yet

confirmed by experience, that the farmer objects as

deceptive. Hence the R. A. S. motto, " Practice with

science." Is it yet certain fact or theory that carbon

in plants is assimilated from carbonic acid only, and

nitrogen from only ammonia and nitric acid (p. 17) ?

Is it true that soil, air, water, and manure, influeuce the

growth of plants only by their constituent parts (p. 1 6) ?

In what sense are we then to understand this of water,

which acts more as a solvent than in any other way l

and now the same property is awarded to cmraoniacal

salts ; and common salt does it as well as sulphate of

ammonia. Yet what can be more unlike than the

manuring effects of these two salts ? And are we yet

in condition to affirm that other manures (even a

majority of them) may not affect the growth, as well by
their compound actions as by their constituent parts ?

Or what evidence have we, in this book, or any other,

of the repe-ittd declaration (p. 110, 115) that the dimi-

nution or increase of the crops is in (anything like)

" exact proportion," to the diminution or increase of the

mineral constituents conveyed to them in manure ?

Is it certain or theory that only exhaustion reduces the

fertility of soils (p. 62) ? and are there not, very probably,

chemical and electrical reactions amongst tie soil and
manure producing other benefits than mere solubility

(p. 20,21,91)? Istheexcrementitious theory of De Cau-
dolle yet absolutely disproved ; and do not spores of un-

healthy fungi, &c, after repeated crops, injure those

following, unless duly decomposed into wholesome food I

At p. 113, it is said that "principles, not recipes, are
necessary ;" but what is the farmer to do before the true
principles are certainly ascertained, while so many
a x"s (p. 80) yet remain " unknown " to us, in the vital

forces and actions of vegetables and conditions of soil %

And which may he safest trust for his present guidance

—

experiments decisive of select points, upon a select soil,

such as rarely comes under his hands ; or such as are
deduced from extensive comparisons of the variety of

soils in general use, embracing the unknown as well as
the knowu eouditionsand causesof success? Whenallare
known (if ever) recipes will be drawn from principles with
delightful clearness : and for their gradual disentagle-

ment, we owe no one hitherto so much as Li'ebig ; but the
doctrine that "the whole future of agriculture" lies in

these 50 propositions (Advert, p. vii.), appears to me
fitted to hinder the progress of agricultural science, by
neglecting the results of often compared and corrected
experience in behalf ot an immature system of incom-
plete principles. Not that I mean to dispute their

general truth or importance, nor to deny that they may
be found in his previous works (except the 14th, p. 35),
but bow many others, different from these, may also be
found there ; and how many more may we yet expect,
to enter by the 14th, exceptional to the preliminary
postulate (p. 16), that "soil, air, water, and manure
influence vegetable growth only by their constituent
parts \ " J. Prldenux.

Notes on the Culture of the Potato.—As the cultiva-

tion of the Potato is now again brought before the
public in your pages in the form of an extract from
Mr. Bennett's Essay, and as I see that a little discussion
is expected to arise therefrom which I have no doubt
will prove very useful, and perhaps instructive, amongst
the agricultural community, I embrace the present
opporiunity of laying before you the plan I have prac-
tised in growing this useful vegetable, as welt as a
remark or two respecting its culture as observed
amongst my neighbours, leaving all to form their own
opinion upon the cultivation and produce. At the pre-
sent time I am unable to say what the return has been
with the produce since the visitation of the murrain,
though from a report of W. H. Hyett, Esq., published
in 1842, from experiments carried on on the same
farm from which I now write, I find that his
smallest return then under any mode practised
was 85 bags of 2 4 cwt. each to the acre,
whilst his largest return was 117£ bags, from
Jerseys. I am not going to say that we shall this year
see a return at all like either of the above, but I merely
mention it tp give an idea of the return upon the same
place previous to the disease. The soil on which my
mode is practised is a light soil (stone brash ou the
upper oolite), in the parish of Painswick, Gloucester-
shire. Now for the mode of cultivation carried on.
Taking Wheat stubbles as stated by Mr. Bennet, if the
ground is foul, after the stubble is off, I run over the
cultivator and set women to clear and burn up rubbish

;"not foul I immediately set the plough to work ; in
this state it lies till spring, when I proceed to drag it
down a little before time for planting ; and again thewomen go over the ground to clear off all weeds that
are to be seen. The ground being worked I immedi-
ately put on dung, about 12 tons to the acre, the carting

and spreading beingcamed on at the same time, and then
the plough directly follows, breaking it up as deep as we
are able ou this soil. After this is properly worked
down, I set the marker to work running widths

about 28 inches apart, alter which follows close the

bouting plough, which will keep four or five women
alive setting at 14 inches apart in the rows, with a man
to supply them with seed, and after these instead of the

plough, as practised by Mr. Bennet, I set half-a-dozen

men with hoes to cover up—this leaves an even surface
;

in this manner from 7 to 7 o'clock I can get about
3 acres planted. I plant about six bags to the acre

;

some plant more, the seed this year being worth 41. 16s.

per acre. Here I may remark that it is a common
practice in this neighbourhood to have them put in

with the breastplough, the dung being spread all over
the surface previous to commencement. The man
with the plough opens a trench, a woman or boy follows

with the sets, the man covering up with the next
run, the dung being thrown upon the top of the
Potatoes ; then follows another turn, aud again the

sets are planted—for this they pay about 10s, per
acre ; for several reasons I think this objectionable.

Now for the cleaning, as soon as the Potatoes are visible

all along the row, I set the horse-hoe to work, and a day
or two after, as soon as the weeds worked up are dried,

I set the hoes going so as to clear all along the rows
;

and again previous to earthing. I earth when the
Potatoes have got about a foot high with the bouting
plough, women following again to set all straight with
their hoes ; this is the last finishing until fit to dig.

The price paid for digging, clearing, and pitting is

about 1/. I have not given the price paid for labour
throughout, because some can get it done much cheaper
than others, that depending entirely upon the state of

the land and the nature of the soil. I may here as well

suggest that, for light soils, I think a marker might be
made to prepare the rows for planting. John Spriggs.
Dairy Produce.— I believe I have had upwards of

25 oz. of butter per quart of cream, and I have often
heard of "a pound a pint" during warm weather, when
cows were fed on rich grass, and see no reason why the
exception may not become the rule. No doubt this

latter is an old story, handed down by our simple fore-

fathers, but still it has its meaning. Let me ask
three questions :—First, for example, did ever any
of your readers see cream clouted by the heat of
the weather ?—and did they ever churn it to see
what butter it yielded ?—secoud, did ever any of those
who follow the Devonshire system churn the clouts or
clots separately from the thinner portion of the cream,
or that imperfectly clouted, and ascertain the yield of
butter therefrom ; and, third, did they ever scald their
milk by steam, according to M. Mabra's method of
heating milk in preserving it for keeping ? If not, per-
haps they would oblige by trying one experiment, and
giving the results in your columns. W. B.

&amtit$*

CARLISLE MEETING OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

We add to our last week's report the following farther
remarks on some of the implements exhibited :

—

On Stand 3 we noticed a cheap ventilator for stables invented
by James D. Ferguson, of Bywell. It acts by valves for allowing
the escape of vitiated air by tbe simple operation of pulling a
cord, while at the same time, and by the same process, fresh air
is admitted into the building below by air-drains and dampers,
moving flush with the inside of the wall. Price (according to
size) from 21. to Zl.

Robert Tinkler's (of Penrith), barrel churn is well made and
cheap. It is provided with three breakers, the first and second
being to break the cream, and the third to gather the butter,
which can be done from the commencement in 15 minutes; and
it is so constructed as to be entirely free from all iron or other
metal; and an improvement has been made in the castors and
wheels, so as to diminish friction. It will chum at one time
from 6 to 80 lbs. of butter. Price 41.

Mr. Greening's (1 & 3, Church Gate, Manchester) combined
washing and wringing machine and cbuni is clever. It effects
by machinery the action given to the " Peggy " by the laundress,
viz., a perpendicular motion at the same time as a circular one.
The wringing is accomplished by rollers. When desired, the
machine is readily converted into a churn by substituting a
churn and churn-staff for the washing tub and "Peggy."
At Stand 7, Messrs. Reeves (Bratton, near Westbury) exhibited

their improvements on Chandler's liquid manure drill. It is on
the same principle as Chandler's patent, as far as regards the
mixing of artificial manures with the liquid and drilling it with
the seed; but instead of its being delivered by buckets, it is
mixed by means of a stirrer, and flows out through the bottom of
the liquid cistern. The apertures through which the liquid
passes are kept open by means of steel springs fixed to the
stirrers, which act as cleaners to the openings. Price 22/. 16s.

Sewell's (Longtown) roller, at stand 12, is a wooden cylinder
covered with angle irons. Price 121.

Boby's (Bury St. Edmunds) screen is a good one ; a collar passes
between each wire, rolling as the grain passes down the screen,
and keeps all going and all clear.

Gilkenson's (Carlisle) churn is of barrel shape; no iron in the
inside; worked well. Price 31. 15s.

Messrs. Garrett & Son displayed their customary assortment
of beautifully made implements. The prizes and commendations
they receive will of itself sufficiently testify their merit; and
the descriptions of several of the trials will suffice for a more
lengthened notice. We highly approve their taste in making a
good selection rather than bringing so far a greater number of
implements.
Smith & Ashby (Stamford) have a choice selection of highly

useful implements. Their celebrated haymaker has had some
improvements, and their horse rake has undergone considerable
alterations. Their cake breaker has undergone great improve-
ments; the frame is now made in two sectional parts; the crush-
ing rollers are in two parts only. The reversing of the action of
the handle enables it to break for either cattle or sheep.
We were disappointed in not seeing Dussuc's steaai cultivator

or " machine labourer," affixed in catalogue at stand 22.
Crosskill's stand we thought larger and longer than usual. His

exhibition of implements is exceedingly good, and, for the major
part, we see them under varnish, and the woodwork is fully open
to inspection. The mysteries of paint and putty are for once

laid open to view; we give no opinion as to the utility of the
change. The improvements we notice are, an additional wheel in
front of the Norwegian harrow, an aid to the reversing motion
applied to the haymaking machine, aud the adaptation of a
waggon for rough roads, by carrying most of the load on the
bind wheels.
Jackson & Co.'s troughs, made of fire clay, are worthy of re-

commendation both as cattle and pig troughs, and very low priced.

Mr. Carson (AVarminster), as usual, showed his well made chaff
cutter; his salety clutch is very good and applicable. The im-
plement requires more capacity for work.
Hornsby & Son exhibited a splendid lot of implements. Their

threshing machine and cake breaker we have noticed elsewhere.
Their drills kept up their well-earned reputation. We observed
a comparatively trifling but important addition to the coulters of
the ridge drill, whereby the mould is thrown upon guano in suffi-

cient quantity to set aside all danger from drilling the seed too
closely in contact with it. The improvement is by two upright
blades being attached to the coulter iron, and working on each
side the coulter track so as to mould it up. The India-rubber
piping on tubes appears to possess great advantages to these
drills, and we were much pleased with the easy mode of raising
the pigeou-bole slides or feeding cups; it is done by a rod running
the whole length of the box, supplied with small cog wheels over
every slide, and by which they are raised up as required. An-
other improvement they have made is to raise the seed box on
the side so as to qualify it for drilling hill sides with greater
accuracy. This is done by two racks and pinions elevated by a
screw.
There are many root-pulpers at the present Show. Garrett's

consists of a pair of rollers covered with blunt teeth, attached
underneath a Gardner's Turnip cutter, which has only one set of
knives instead of two. One of the rollers revolves much faster

than the other, and so cleans it. The machine, with two men^.
will reduce Turnips or Mangold to a pulp as quickly as the semi-
slicer above can cut ; that is, about 50 bushels an hour.
The prize pulper, by Phillips, of Brandon, Norfolk, has a shift-

ing plate instead of the whole hopper being made to vibrate, as-

in the machine previously shown by this maker. It minces more
efficiently than any other pulper, and tears to pieces 38 bushels
per hour. The object of this machine is to introduce a more
profitable method of feeding animals, by giving them minced
roots mixed with straw-chaff or other chaff, or meal-bran, or

Linseed or Rape-cake, instead of the old method of feeding them,.

sometimes with roots only and sometimes with dry food only.

Animals, by this mode of feeding, improve faster and at consider-

ably less expense than by the old system. It is also particularly

necessary in connection with the system recommended by the
inventor of feeding animals with steam straw-chaff. This
machine has been greatly simplified aud rendered more efficient

by the inventor, aud reduced in price from 11 guineas to 61. 10s.

since its exhibition at the Lincoln Show of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society, where it took the first prize. Price 61. 10s.

Among tbe drills we observed some novelties, hut did not see a
single dibbling machine.
Howard's press drill (st. 91, art. 20) is a very admirable machine,,

in which tbe seed is covered by small shares which divide crest

of the furrows. A most simple delivery is made by a zinc roller

and brush, the level of the drill-box in no way affecting the quan-
tity of seed sown.

Garrett's seed and manure drill, fitted with Chambers' patent
distributer, is one of the mo-t efficient of machines, the scrapers

for cleaning the manure barrel being very prettily contrived.

Among clod crushers, that invented by Mr. Patterson, of

Beverley, and exhibited by Mr. Palmer, of Stockton-on-Tees,
claims particular notice. Its novelty consists in the use of a
straight axle with eccentrics on it, thus placing each disc in a
backward-and-forward position with regard to its neighbour. The
eccentrics are so arranged on the shaft that their centres shall be
in the same horizontal plane, or equidistant from the ground
line. By this arrangement a perfect self-cleansing action is

obtained, owing to the peripheries of the discs continually
crossing and recrossing each other. Tbe crushing action is
greatly improved by this plan ; for in consequence of the inter-

section of the discs at the part where they come in contact with the
soil, a grinding actiou is exerted upon the clods, by which they
are reduced to a fine mould. To insure durability the wearing
part of the discs and eccentrics are chilled or case-hardened. Its
peculiar form, having the side points near to the circumference
of the rings (instead of being held some distance above the
ground, as iu Crosskill's), renders its pressing action upon
Wheats more like the treading of sheep ; and having plain
instead of serrated rings, it has less tendency to lift the soil.

Price, 30-inch discs, with travelling wheels, 1SI.

Smith and Ashby's haymaker may still be considered the best
yet made, although a rival has appeared in the machine of Mr.
Nicholson, of Newark. The wheels have cast-iron knaves, each
of which is boxed, and contains two spur-wheels, of internal aud
external gear; these work two pinions, both on the axle of the
haymaker, and by sliding these pinions, without the compli-
cation of any intermediate pinion, the reversing movement is

effected. The contrivance for lowering is ingenious, being merely
a circular rack in which works a pinion with only two teeth or
pins, which hold the rack in its place without any peg or catch
being required. This machine cannot be made with double arms
like Smith and Ashby's, that gives so much firmness to their
fork bars, but the siDgle hinge and spring is very neat aud strong,
as constructed in this haymaker. By means of an extra sim-
plicity of parts tbe price is unprecedentedly low.

Crosskill's clod crusher is improved by the alternate wheels
being of larger size, the holes in them for the axle being of
course correspondingly larger.

HORSES.
Class 1 contained stallions for agricultural purposes?

foaled previously to the 1st January, 1853.

There are less entries by three in this class than at

Lincoln. The first prize is carried off hy Messrs. E.

and M. Reed, who, with the same animal, won the

second prize last year at Lincoln. This horse stands

16-3, and is Leicestershire bred. He looks quite fresh,

though he has had a very heavy season ; legs without a
puff. The prize is deservedly awarded. Quite as
deservedly is the second prize of 201. awarded to Messrs.

S. and R. Spencer, of Daventry, for their grey dray
stallion, standing 16.2, though in some respects we
could have wished him a little otherwise. He serves as

a good type of the Warwick breed. Mr. Robert Brown's
England's Glory, a son of the horse that carried off the

181. prize at Windsor in 1851, deserves ^notice. He is

admirably topped, and were Jiis legs only as good, he
would take a first place. He stands 16.3. His neck
seems large enough to take a 3 feet collar !

Mr. Joseph Faulder, near Carlisle, exhibits a three-

year old well furnished bay horse. Mr. William Wilson,

of this county, shows a bony horse, but too light. Its

best point is the reach of hind quarters. Mr. Barthropp
meets again another year in the class six others. He
seems to have brought his Suffolk breed to perfection, but
the perfection of the Suffolks does not seem to be the
fashion, and so he goes minus prizes. As a breeder he
makes a great deal of money however, and, of course,

he is right in keeping to the "sort." Some of the
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re no' cpientfy in condition, but U

•hey are highly creditable. We n<

equal to Measrs. Reed's prize winner— the bi

ceivable legs to Bupport the rno»t noble top.

Claei irold stallions for agriculture

poses).— Mr. Robert Smith, of Ladyland, Dumfries,

takes the first prize of 20/., and Mr. W. Nixon, of

Union Hall, Newcastle, the second of l'i' '.'

of these |<ii'' lerable 'li* u jion and dif-

ference of opinion. .Some say Mr. Nixon"

have received the first prize. At I

having been of this opinion, hut upon mino
we concurred with the decision of the judges. Mr.
Nixon's is a compact and better fin

:

but there is more i ncss about Mr. Smith's.

One will grow, the other will not. One is nearly a hand
higher than the other.

Class 3 (Agricultural stallions foaled in the;

—Mr. I: i toward proves the proverb, " those who
are first shall be last," for being first Bi

hope of rivalry— at Lincoln, he falls at Carlisle quite into

tho rear. We boj e he may he more sued
Chelmsl' nl. II i te eecond prize

in tho first class take the first and only prize that is

awarded to this, namely, IV. Too much cannot be
said in praise of this animal, which is nearly equal

to the mir""!.- that Mr. Howard exhibited at Lincoln.

It is a iiyhl roan, with splendid black legs, standing

15.2. The chest is wide. It may he, as with animals

arrived at this early maturity it at times occurs, that no
further advance will be made to answer expectation.

This is, of course, to be watched.

Class 4 (Mares and foals for agricultural purposes).

—

Mr. Bird, Penrith, takes the first prize, 20/., for a

splendid black mare. Magnificent hind quarters.

Smaller than many in the s:nne class, but excessively

well bred, and beautifully proportioned. Our duties

led us away, or we could have stayed longer to have

looked and wondered. Mr. Murray, of Wigton, shows
a very splendid grey mare, which receives the second
prize, but the foal did not strike as as anything par-

ticular. This class contains a very creditable assort-

ment of mares, never better either in number or quality.

Class 5 (Fillies for agricultural purposes, 2 years old).

Here the first and second prizes are both borne off by-

one gentleman, Mr. Holland, Dumbleton Hail,Eavesham,
Worcestershire. These fillies are half sisters by one
horse, one red roan, the other iron grey. The one
that takes the first prize is precisely the same descrip-

tion of animal to which the first prize in Class 3 is

awarded.

Cltdesdale Houses.— Those persons who have paid
any attention to the draught of agricultural implements
are aware that a horse naturally active, and whose
natural walking pace is comparatively brisk and rapid,

can plough a given extent of land with |no more appa-
rent exertion thau a naturally slow-movirg horse puts
forth in ploughing a considerably smaller area. Hence
the advantage of employing a smart-stepping team
instead of a dull and heavy one ; hence, again, one
ground for the fame of the two very dissimilar breeds

of the Suffolk-Punch and Clydesdale horses, the latter

for the most part powerful animals, standing about 16

hands high, and being extremely active. They are

found most extensively in the neighbourhood of the

river after which they are called. There is no descrip-

tion of horse that appears better adapted for one-horse

carts, or that can get through more work in the course

of a day ; and a team of Clydesdales will plough a larger

breadth of ground than almost any other kind, though
they require to be well fed. Their faults are a tendency
to liizht bodies and long legs, and some of them are hot
workers ; the breed is susceptible of considerable im-
provement, in gaining greater roundness of barrel and
compactness of form. The prevailing colour is black

;

but there are also many browns and some sreys.

Class 1 (Stcllion foaled previously to the 1st of
January).—These horses are very admirable. Good
judges, ever accustomed to the Clydesdale, assure us

'

that the show is far from ordinary. Messrs E. i M.
Reed are highly commended for a brown stallion, <: Pro-
digy." But Sir. C. Phillips, Brompton, gains the prize '

20?. for his grey stallion " Merry Tom," seven years old.

Class 2 (Stallions foaled in the year 1853).—To Mr.
James Newbigging is awarded the 1st prize of 15?.

Class 3 (Mares with their foals). — Mr. James
Douglass, near Drem, Haddington, received the prize
of 10?.

Class i (Fillies foaled in the year 1S53).—Mr. James
Paterson, Langholm, Dumfries, for a brown filly of
superior build takes the prize of 5?. Time does" not
admit of our doing more than barely to notice these
facts, hoping upon another occasion to give a little more
detailed report.

There were special prizes offered by the Carlisle

Local Committee.
The 1st class (mares with foal at foot) contained 15

specimens of great beauty.
The 2d class contained four beautiful harness geldings;

and in both these classes the prizes were most deservedlv
given to Sir Wilfred Lawson, the latter being the
progeny of the former.

The 3d class (for mares for breeding hunters with
foal at foot) contained 1 3 entries, some of which were
out of place, being better adapted, in our opinion, to
breed carriage horses. There were some fine old types
of the true kind, pretty well past their day, with fine

expansive nostril, pricking ear, and lively eye. A 13-

year-old mare took the prize, the property of Mr. Swan-
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Our next item of statistics relates to the proportion of

exhibitors from the county, and those contiguous to it,

in which the meeting is held, displaying the local benefit

conferred by the Society, the breeding character of the
district, spiritedness of the breeders, &c

1830

a well i

bone, and
f

nice. Mr.

Class 2. Kama of any other age. to Mr
Sands;.

.

ram. Tbia aheep haa a
road back, rather a

falling off in the rump, and . and mattoo
'.-. Sunday, for a 10 CLonthaold ram.

A very good sheep, with full deep chest and plaita, very
firm good land, but loin rattier thinly covered.

Mr. Sanday °t

extraordinary an'maJs; beautifully ahaped, and not only

it his loio, rump, and twist, are
exceedingly Z'>, i. His mutton is very firm, and his

fleece in no way deficient. Mr. Borton's abeep deserve
a remark, as being very large, well formed, and moat
u-eful animals ; they possess prime quality wiih great
weight

3. Pens of five Shearling ewes.— 1st and 2d
prizes to Mr. Sanday. Very beautiful animals, compact
and perfect in form, and all of the same looks and
character. Mr. Mason, of Pallinsbtrrn Cottage, near
Wooler, Northumberland, exhibited two lota of fine

ewes, but Mr. Sanday's were allowed by observers to be
far ahead of any.

Short-Woolled Sheep.—Jwigt* : Messrs. G. Brown,
H. P. Hart, and J. Waters.

Class 1. Shearling rams. 1st prize to Mr. Rigden-
This shearling is an exceedingly good sheep, baring a
level back, standing very wide, and poeeessmga good e"

"

and breast, a wide well-covered loin, full rump, 1

countenance, and bis wool is very fine and thick set.

2d prize to the Earl of Chichester, for a sheariing of
remarkably beautiful form and character. His plaits and
chest are very 20c d, a'fozether a very fine sbeep.

The Duke of Richmond, Lord Wa'sinzbam, and Mr
exhibit some very beautiful and some very

useful shearlings ; those of the latter breeder are very
large and heavy, and with plenty of wooL

1 2. Rams of any other age. Both 1st sad 2d
Mr. Rigien. 'ihese sheep ''the first 23 months.

and the other 40 months old) are very compact, well

formed, and with handsome looks. They are level on
the back, have good necks, ribs well standing oat, and

- are particularly good. Mr. Lurar's
sheep in this class have very good frames, aod fair

quantity and quality of wooL Mr. E. Holland, of
The following u

i
a list of the Pr.ze men, showing how Dumble

'
t0I1^^ Exeibl^ Worce^rsh^»>w

a ;aropshrre Down, bred from the stock 01 Mr. Foster,

and he certainly bears out the character which this

breed has obtained for great - : - _:
properties combined.

C ;;= 3. Pens of five Shearling ewes. 1st prize to

Mr. Lugar. for a pen of ewes of very good quality, zreat

frames., and handsome looks. 2d 7~Lre ::• L-:ri Wal-
singham, for a good lot of ewes, with - -

-
-ks>

< and many first-rate points of excellence. Another pen
of his lordship's ewes are also commended, and from
their compact frames and marks of true character,

deservedly so.

Long Wools.—Tudgu: Messrs. H Ajlmer, T. B.

Colton, and N. C. S: ne.

grams. Hr. W. Tjuy,

for a very remarkable and noble shearling. His frame
:= v;r; re; : his lepth rery —eat; chest and plaits

full; back, loin, and romp ex: ! : >i ; hips

aimonly wide ; fleece heavy, but not suScierrdy

I prize to Mr. W. Hei.:. Ear a very liand-

some sheep. He 1 . neck, good phuts, hips

wide and well covered, and very good rump : wool

of animals) in quantity. 1 '—. Lire az i He Hevrsr botil

-

C'.iss 2. Raj mer ir;- Is! priae to Mr.
^ m = :'_=" :.- ram -^s a -=H-made

frame : : on% level back, broad lam,

rump wide sri - —i chest re-

aruad ; he has a Sue head, good
tuntt an, and a fair amoamt of

wool. '1 Mr. lane, :. : 1 n^
:

:' ;rri: .=-;•.. and iepth : broai :zll :':re-^arter,

r. - ^ _ Mr HarAS Hi 1 -::zir

and Mr. Brown showed some very fine "*"*»«y= but

perhaps one of the tes: sheer -

1

I It. Gaxse's,

which did not obtain the prize. This ram has rarely

Place of
MeetiDg.

Number of
Counties "

represented.

Total number
of

Exhibitors.

Number of Exhibi-

trict of the Show.

Northampton 23
IS
16
19 .

32
IS
IS
16
2S

43
43
35
41
63
37
63
73

Norwich

Windsor S
16

Gloncc s

:

42

Carlisle 20

far the celebrated breeders are maintaining their ground,

or yielding their honours to new competitors :

—

YZA7.. LSICZSTESS.
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1S4S-

Vnmer, Devon
Smith, Rutland

1S46-! .Burgess. Notts
PawleK. Beds

V Angus, Yorkshire
/ Pawlett

] Smith
1847- 5anday, Notts

J

Borton, Yorkshire
Harvey, Norfolk
Hobbs" Esses
Sanday

"shire

Abraham, Lincoln-
Sand3V
Hobbs
Simpson, Torkstu
Abraham
Sanday

SouraDOTTySj &c I Loya "Wools.

Webb. Cunbs. Larse, Oxoa
Duke -1 RLcjL—-i B*nAys Gtooces-

-

Barnard, Esses. -

r" 7 - J

[tersiire,

fflonces-

ditto

I

f Sunday
1S51- Pawlett

(^ Abraham
1 Sanday

(Sanday
Fawlert

\ PaTlett
Boston

1S54- Abraham
;=:sley,

{ shire
Sandav

1855^
PawIe"

Webb
Harris, Berks
Duke of llanches- Handy

ter, Hunts
Barclav. Surrey
"Webb"
Shelley, Sussex <>arse,

SainsDinry, W5
Drake. Haz*s Large
Dnke of Bichmond > Simpson, Yorksh. i

Webb
Hobbs, Esses [Game
-

Ovi— .-:. >';7:;lk

Sainsbnry Hewer
Eigden, 5

Dnke ofRichmond Lane, Gl:
Large

Weill] Game
F.ici;-

H

!"Webb "S-;?^s Lane
(Earl of Chichester, Garra
Sainsbory Btman, Glosces-
Duke of Bichmond , tershire
Webb Lane
Lrc^r. Sufrlk *jirue ":;-- -

-ien
!Har.d-

L> r:r _ E e:

Duke c: E; :'.-.- :: ae^ez ~:ershire
sbtny

York- FJritu VrrrMk. >ijrze

Kcdta Laae
Earl of Chiehesrer Hearer
Lugar Game "s'^ir£

L;rd WaMngham Beale, Gloucester-
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been equulle.l, from beauty and proportion united to

immense size, and carrying a heavy fleece of wool.

Class 3. Pens of five Shearling ewes. 1st prize to

Mr. T. B. Browne. These ewes were large, well-shaped,

some of them with straight backs, but they were not a

level lot, and several had thin chines and defi-

cient fore-quarters. 2d prize to Mr. Lane. These are

handsomer, and more worthy the 1st prize (in our

opinion) than those of Mr. Browne, which obtained that

honour. They are very nicely matched; they have

broad backs and loins, and fine pleasing countenances.

The judges need scarcely have bestowed commendation

upon the ewes belonging to Mr. Browne, Mr. Fletcher,

and Lord de Mauley, .as they were not at all remark-

able, though good animals.

Mountain SitKEr.—The class devoted to local breeds

is becoming an important, as well as interesting branch

of the Society's annual Exhibition.

At Lewes, in 1852, the Romney Marsh or Kentish

sheep had a division of the show-yard to themselves^

there were 17 rams and eight pens of ewes, valuable

perhaps for their peculiar constitution, enabling them to

endure the cold and fierce Channel gales, but defective

in most of the points commonly allowed to denote good
qualities. As far as mere size is concerned, irrespective

of symmetry, there were certainly some animals among
them exceeding the Leicesters, that is, as indicated by
the tape-measure. At Gloucester, in 1 853, were shown
no less than 36' rams and 17 pens of ewes of the Shrop-

shire breed. Visitors generally expressed their admira-

tion at this class
; and some judges were of opinion that

the prize Shropshire ram had scarcely his superior in

the yard for good useful qualities.

At Lincoln, last year, there were 3'2 rams and six

pens of ewes in [he class of improved Lincolns. They
were remarked as being a very superior br-ed, possess-

ing large frame, fine feeding quality, and unequalled
quantity of wool ; indeed, it was said that the prize

sheep, measuring the great girth of 5 feet 8 inches, and
length 4 feet 1 inch, and clipping 51f lbs. of wool in

three years, mast be one of the mosfvaluable of long-

wool animals, eveu though the character of frame
natural to the breed is not conformable to the ideal

which seems to govern judges of Gloucesters and
Oxfordshires.

At Windsor, in 1851, mountain sheep were provided
with a special class, mainly with a view of displaying

tile varieties of British sheep to the home and foreign

visitors of the Great Exhibition. There were but 13
rams and six pens of ewes, including Cheviots, Exmoor
Horns, Merinos, Herdwicks, Shetlands, and Spanish-
and-YVelch, and Merino-and-Eyland crosses. The
judges to whom was confided the difficult task of singling

out one breed for preference, awarded prizes to two
Cheviot rams ; to a pen of Cheviot, and another of
Exmoor-Horn ewes.
At Carlisle we are of course in the very focus of

mountain breeds ; and meet here representatives of the
hardy, nimble flocks scattered over the fells of Cumber-
land and the lofty moors of Yorkshire, Northumber-
land, and the Scotch border counties. They consist for

the most part of the well-known Cheviot and Black-
faced or Heath breeds, and of the Herdwicks—a variety

not so generally known.
The Herdwick sheep are polled, and have brownish

or speckled black and white or mottled faces ; their

wool is tine, only about the neck and fore-quarters being
intermixed with kempy locks. The wool on the body
is often little better than hair, but the flock-masters

prefer this sort of fleece to one of better quality, as

with such coats the animals can better withstand the

severe winter upon the bleak mountains which are their

home. The wethers will fatten without any better

pasturage than they find upon the hills ; and go off at

4± to 5i years old, weighing 10 to 12 lbs. per quarter.
Their mutton possesses the very finest flavour ; and
consists of a larger proportion of lean meat than the
flesh of any other sheep. The ewes are not put to the
ram until 2£ or S{ years old ; the lambs drop about the
-second week in May ; and are taken to the vales and
lower grounds for the first winter. When at mature
age they support themselves in the deepest snow blasts

by scratching down to the herbage, and subsist through-
out the winter without any supply of hay.

The Herdwicks are principally to be found in the
central and western portions of the Cumberland Lake
district ; that is to say, on Langdale Pikes, in Wasdale,
Eskdale, &c, extending from Windermere andConiston
to Keswick and Whitehaven ; but great endeavours are
being made by farmers in Westmoreland to spread the
flocks of pure Herdwicks, with a view of displacing the
old heath or black-faced breed.

There is a breed in the north of England, taken to
the mouutains in April and May and brought back to
the lower grounds in November ; these are not properly
Herdwicks, but a cross with either the black-.'aced or
the large white-faced sheep of the lower country.
Herdwick Mountain Sheep.—Judges: Messrs. W.

Dodd, li. Doukin, and A. Douglas.
Class 1. Shearling rams. The prize is awarded to

Mr. G. Robinson, of Orton Hall, Westmoreland, for a
ram having a good level back and fair loin, still with a
narrow chine.

Class 2. Rams of any other age. The prize to Mr.
J. Mounsey, of Askbam, near Penrith, for a 4 years and
3 months old ram. This appears to be very well
shaped lor the breed, but has narrow loins and flat sides;
the wool of a fair quality.

Class 3. Pens of five shearling ewes. The prize to
Mr. G. Robinson, for a pen of ewes which certainly

match well, and have a fair lorni and pretty good

forequarter.

Black-faced Mountain Sheep.—Judges : Messrs.

W. Dodd, K. Donkin, and A. Douglas.

Class 1. Shearling Rams. The prize to Mr. H.
Shield, of High Acton, Allendale, Northumberland.

This shearling has a level back, good loin, wide chest,

though the sides are too flat ; the wool, also, is straight,

and is hairy in quality.

Class 2. Rams of any other age. The prize to Mr.
C. Summers, of Whitfield, near Haydon Bridge, Nor-

thumberland. This is certainly a pretty good sheep,

having considerable length and depth, ribs standing

pretty will nut, but the wool not a very good sort.

Class 3. Pens of five Shearling ewes. The prize to

Mr. J. Brydon, of Moodlaw, near Langholm, Dumfries,

for a pen of well formed ewes, high standing, and having

good fleeces of wool.

Cheviot Sheep. (Shown for special prizes offered by
the Carlisle Committee.) Judges: Messrs. W. Dodd,
R. Donkin, and A. Douglas.

Class 1. Rams not more than four shear. 1st prize to

Mr. T. Elliot, of Hiudhope, near Jedburgh, Roxburgh-
shire, for a 38 months' old ram ; a very good animal

indeed ; with thick neck, good chine, good shoulders

and chest, wool plentiful and of good quality ; 2d prize

to Mr. T. C. Borthwick, of Hopsrig, near Langholme,
Dumfries, for a 3 years and 3 months old ram; a large

sheep, but rather better in the rump and loin than in

the fore-quarter and neck. Mr. Elliot's ram, and also

that shown by Mr. W. Aitchison, of Linhope, near
Hawick, N. B., are highly commended ; the latter of

great size, though hardly so good in form as many others.

Class 2. Shearling rams. 1st prize to Mr. Elliot,

for a ram having a straight back and good rump, but a
long narrow frame, though good wool. 2d prize to Mr.
Borthwick, for a pretty good animal. Mr. Elliot and
Mr. Aitchison are both fortunate enough to obtain high

commendations in this class also. Both these rams have
good level backs, long though tolerably broad frames,

and good fleeces.

Class 3. Pens of five ewes, of not more than 4 shear.

The prize is given to Mr. Borthwick, who indeed is the

sole competitor in this class. These ewes are large and
of very good quality, with fine looks, and pretty good
wool.

Class 4. Pens of five shearling ewes or gimmers.
The prize to Mr. Elliot, though eight competitors showed
against him. These are large and good ewes, with

great frames and good looks.

PIGS.
Class 1. Boars of a large breed. The first prize boar>

" Young Hector," the property of Mr. Horsfall, of

Burley Hall, Yorkshire, is an exceedingly good animal,

not possessed of very large frame, but rather short,

scarcely exceeding 2 yards in length to the root of the
tail. He is remarkable, however, for his good propor-
tions, thick, deep carcass, and fair quality. In this

case, the judges have wisely chosen an animal of use to

breeders, and not with all the defects obscured by over-
feeding. The second prize boar, shown by Mr. Charles
Jackson, of York, is another suitably-fed animal, having
an immense neck-chine, great thickness of frame, full

thick hams, a covering of long hair, and short fine ears.

No. 561, a remarkably good animal—large and symmet-
rical, with slender bone and fine quality of flesh, had
been entered in the wrong class, being undoubtedly of
small breed character, hence he was disqualified for

competition.

Class 2. Boars of a small breed. Mr. Hatton, of

AddiDgham, Yorkshire, takes the prize for a wonderful
boar, under two year3 old, yet of extraordinary girth,

depth, and width ; haviDg a very level broad back,
beautiful quality, and fine snout and ears, and every
point denoting a well-bred and quickly-feeding animal.
The second prize goes to Mr. Turner, of Barton, Devon-
shire, for a black boar of beautifully fine quality. This
pig is well formed, round, full and smooth in all points,

but not excessively fat. A boar, bred and exhibited by
Mr. Watson, of Bolton Park, Cumberland, struck us as

leing surprisingly forward for his age, which is only

7i months
;
yet he displays the compactness of form

and enlarged frame of a maturer animal.
Class 3. Breeding sows of a large breed. The prize

sow belongs to Mr. Harrison, of Heaton Norris, near
Stockport, and certainly she is an astonishing animal

;

of immense length and proportionate breadth, high-
standing, yet with deep trailing belly ; thick hams, full

chine, and with all this largeness of dimensions and
weight of carcass, having wonderfully small fine bone.
A great sow, belonging to Mr. Horsfall, but much older

than the above, well deserves the high commendation
she received. Mr. Wainman's, of Carhead Grove Hill,

near Leeds, was commended, but in our opinion was
much too fat. No. 590, bred by Mi-. Farish, of Dor-
manstead, Carlisle, was also commended ; a long, level

backed sow, with seven very fine pigs. No. 603, belong-
ing to Mr. Taylor, of Oatlands, Leeds, is a large sow,

not made up to an extravagant degree of fatness, having
notwithstanding a remarkably good neck chine, though
somewhat deficient in the hind quarters.

Class 4. Breeding sows of a small breed.—The prize
sow, exhibited by Mr. Watson, was too fat, not of very
great size, but straight, broad, of great girth and depth.

A beautiful black sow, of Mr. Turner, was highly

commended ; also, Mr. Horsfail's sow, No. 625, a thick,

level, well formed animal, of beautiful quality, with two
fine pigs. No. 614, bred by Mr. Mangles, of Giverdale,

Ripon, Yorkshire, was commended, a small short sow,

i ound and tat, of good feeding properties. The sow
shown by Mr. Hayward, of Folkington, Sussex, was
also commended. It had a straight back, thick, deep
frame, fine quality, light offal, and was very fat, indeed
a remarkable animal for her age, which is only 101
months. A sow, bred by Mr. Hayward, and exhibited
by Mr. Jupson, of Staveley, Westmoreland, was specially

commended ;" a remarkably well made sow, with won-
derfully good neck chine, level back, and especially

broad frame.

Class 5. Three breeding sow pigs of a large breed.

—

Mr. Sadler, of Bentham Purton, Swindon, takes the
prize for a black and white bow pig, of beautiful sym-
metry, level, round, not too fat, with fine bone, and fine

black hair, and these are three very uncommon animals.
No. 632, a pen of the improved Yorkshire breed, bred
and shown by Mr. Wainman, is highly commended, but
in our opinion, wdiatever may be the merits of the breed
itself, these individual animals possess little claim to the
honour, beyond the unfattened and natural condition in

which they are exhibited.

Class 6. Three breeding sows of a small breed.—The
prize pen belongs to Mr. Watson, and the three sow
pigs (Faith, Hope, and Charity !) are broad, well shaped,
fine, and extraordinarily fat. The sow pigs of Mr.
Brown, of The Height, Wigton, Cumberland, were
highly commended ; they are short, small, and of beau-
tiful quality.

It is worth while noting, in conclusion, that two arri-

vals of small breed character have been disqualified by
the judges for having been entered in the large breed
classes. And no less than four have been disqualified

because their state of dentition indicated over age.

POULTRY.
The entries at Lincoln were 295 ; at Carlisle they are

185, which is a falling off.

The following table may in some sort be an index to

popular feeling wiih respect to the various breeds :
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Lincoln 13 72 50 3 34 47 9
Carlisle 17 51 15 3 32 27 9

The Cochin has had his day ; the Dorking maintains

his ground as the most valuable breed we possess, and
the Game fowl seems to be much esteemed. The show
of Dorkings was especially good—we refer to quality.

The Ducks were fair, and the Geese below par.

The following is an attempt at a translation of the

speecli of the Baron Ricaaoli, at the Pavilion Dinner of

the Carlisle Meeting last week. To do justice to the

beauty of the original is impossible. C. W. H.
It grieves tue much that I cannot make use of yonr language,

gentlemen, in order to express in a manner that all might under-
stand the sentiments ofmy heart and the thoughts of my mind.
I am not sufficiently accustomed to your language to be able to
make use of it in an extempore speech suitable to this joyful
aud honourable occasion. There are circumstances in which a
man feels strongly the necessity of making all who hear him
fully understand all that he feels and all that he thinks. The
present is such an occasion for me. in which I would wish to tell

you the deep impressions which my sojourn amongst you,
although brief, has conveyed to my mind. Your language, there-
fore, being of no avail to rue, I will speak in my own tongue,
whose well-known beauty and richness are fully adequate
to paint the heart's best feelings and the mind's best thoughts.
Tho English are travellers, and many languages^ire familiar to
them. Often have I heard Italian pronounced by English lips,

and not seldom, I must say, has that language received a new
grace from the purity with which it was spoken. I am confident
therefore that in this numerous assembly there are many
who will understand my words, and that they again will be my
kind interpreters to the rest. It has fallen to my lot to-day to
enjoy the honour of representing in the assembly here convened
the Italian nation, and from being myself a native of one of its

most cultivated and fertile provinces, well known to Englishmen,
my case is rendered the more apposite, and the office confided to
me more agreeable. I return my thanks to the illustrious
president, whose kindness has procured for me a seat
in the midst of you. I beg also to thank the stewards,
members of Council, the secretary, and others, who on
becoming acquainted with my wishes, and the object of my
journey, have taken every pains to enable me to see and
thoroughly examine all the machines and the stock which has
been collected for trial in Carlisle. I also heartily thank all

those who, from the moment when I first Bet toot on English
land, have with generous hospitality, at once noble and wise,
opened to me the way to this great meeting, and have also enabled
me to learn what treasures of political, civil, and domestic
life are gathered together in this noble country; so that
having arrived in London on a short visit to some valued
friends, when I think that five weeks have passed, and that
my departure is near, I derive consolation from the hope
that I have gathered much instruction and drawn many
useful lessons from my short sojonrn in vour country.
Ifitbetrue that, in order to know and appreciate a nation, a
lengthened sojourn in it is not so necessary as to see its internal
organisation, it is more true with respect to England than any
other nation, because the primal law of her being lies in her
customs and habits, to which her institutions and laws are accom-
modated with the most harmonious wisdom. The first condition
of happiness lies in this; it isbuta foolish pretension and a great
misfortune if a nation endeavours, by institutions and laws, to give
itself new customs, or to change them before the already changed

,

custom imperiously demands it. Since custom is a composite result
of the sentiments, the thoughts, aud the habits which surround and
penetrate life, constituting the national character, which never
changes, and only in some places and very slowly even modifies
itself— fortius reason I believe there is no state more solidly
constituted than the English nation ; and none more adapted for

development, Moral, Civil, and Political, those three phases of
human life which must be jointly fulfilled in order that the ends
of all true policy may be carried out. It is simply because I
think thus that I utter these words ; I could not stoop to flatter

a people I so much esteem and honour.
Mow it appears to me that oue of the most prominent 01 your

national customs is the way in which you treat agriculture.

This is a great fact of which we will rapidly run through the
most leading points. Here, agriculture is not only a science and
an art, but the practice of life, a means not only for developing
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literlul wealth, but nl»», ami "till m* for developing the

moral condition. Honoured by nil, It Srtdei* honourable all

wlio make. It their prol'riiMloii end tlmlr elellRht. Happy, In truth,

,lo I hold thatcountry to ho vbOMiineb aftftte-oftlilng. i to

iiuh becaiwe It reveal, greet qualities In tlio people who Inhnblt

it i do not look to tlin money whirl, l.wipant In Improving

llama hut I do look to IHo omli t quallttai which the practice

of agrlculturo demand.—Morality, I'ornoverance. end true Ill-

aencn When I ««" egrlcultnm liivourod iillkn hy the .mall

?armi!i- mid the noble hud; wlion I mm Eerie, Marqiil.o., and

Dnlcos assembled luo-o to consider attentively the affair, ol

(crlculturo .dl.tluguuiulng tliomsolve. hy lotting tliolr own

milium flgUM on Iho bOBt machlno. ; whi'ii I think ol tllO

lli'o wblohla hi"'" 1 In "to lordly castle, of ICnglnnd a groat part

nf tint year I proving iho land and educating tlio ] plo by

nroeepfr'by oxamplo, n« well ah hy munlUconoo, a BponteneotiM

doling and thought InducoH mo to oxolalm, "Jjappy, happy In

tbat oountry whore tlio bo.t oxamplo coj i from the lilghoi I

oinHHiiH, whom It in tho cuiitom to honour and to oborUb agrlcul

turo, and bo maka it tho source of ploue and initio pleasure*,

imd tho rattans of social and moral training." That husbandry
1h hero pursuod »« on art and a moans of ploasurablo wealth with

huccuks, as well nn porsovoranco nod energy, lol this

grout mooting witness—It In witnessed hy tho vnrloty and

quality or tho animals—It In wltnessod hy the oolloo-

tlon of agricultural moeblnos, whlob from tho ilmplo soylbo

or rako riHOH to tho throithlnK and Iho ronpin- noirlilno, un tloil

no part of farm work in loft uncarod for, but oaoh may find tho

luritruimoit hoHt adapted to f'nllll lln pur|m<i.i in tho houl inn r

ami al the Loasl exponse. If llmo and languago suilloed I

could toll how agriculture thus practised loads a nation to the

most perfect results; but It Is sulllolonl now to recall to tlio

Binds ofmy hearers that tho greatest example of modom olvl«

llriation has linn iriv.'ii to Iho woiM by tho l;n:;linh nation, when
It broke through tho anolont walls of prejudice and Jealousy, and
gathered togothor In lln bosom in tho vein- 1 Hi". I all tho nnthoin <>l'

Sio world; proolalmlng with a voice at onco Chrlfltl.n and
politic that hatreds and Joalouslos and rlvalrlos wo I

an onfl; and that justice being tho basis of all International

relatlotiH, all worn equally Interested In emulation for tho

Ulghost ondH. Thin fact, I will not dlnunlno, In tho sign of

ft now epoch in tho history of humanity; from that day
tho political world received new conditions, whicli the future

win yet unfold. Those praises of English agriculture may
well oorao from ono who wan born on tho soil of Tuscany,

My country and yours, gentlemen, I may «'lil, In tho words

of your illustrious president, are united in ono common bond

of sympathy In an alliance which nothing will dissever,

and which I trust the circumstances of tho future will

render still more solid and closo. Allow mo, gentlemen,

to close my speech by proposing tho toast which is the expres-

sion of my warmest feelings :—" Health and prosperity to you

who honour agriculture an tho source of virtue and or wealth,

nnd who pursue it with so much ardour and intelligence ; health

and prosperity to the noblo English nation who first rose In tho

hold against tho errors of political egotism and Immorality, and
set tho world an oxamplo of liberal and Christian policy !

"

Monthly Council, August 1.—Colonel Challoner
trustee, in the chair. Twenty-five new members were

elected.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, chairman of the

Finance Committee, laid before the Council the monthly

report on the accounts of the Society, from which it

appeared that the current cash-balance iu the London
bankers' hands was 2,G97".

Mr. Pusey.—Lord Portman communicated to the

Council his intention of moving, at the Monthly Council

in December, the consideration of the beet means by
which the Society may express and record its deep
sense of the value of the late Mr. Fusey's services, iu

promoting its objects, and the general advancement of

English agriculture.

Implement Trials.'—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Senior

Steward of the Implement Department at Carlisle,

reported most favourably of the recent exhibition and
trial of implements. He thought it also a strong fact

that he had on that occasion no protest to present to the

council against any of the awards made at Carlisle. He
had several suggestions to offer on his own part, as well

as on the part of the exhibitors, in reference to the

exhibition and trial next year at Chelmsford. These he

intended to lay before the Council in November, when
they would no doubt be referred as usual to the consider-

ation of the Implement Committee of the Society.

Foreign Stock and Implements.— Mr. Fisher Hobbs
took that opportunity of statiug that when the Council

again assembled after the autumu vacation, he should
move the following resolution :

—" That special prizes

be offered at the Chelmsford Meeting for the live stock

and agricultural implements of foreign countries."

Veterinary Inspection. — Professor Simonds re-

ported to the Council the result of his professional in-

spection of the animals exhibited iu the Society's show-
yard at Carlisle. Amoug these animals, especially in

the classes of pigs, several animals were satisfactorily

ascertained to be considerably above the ages at which
they had been entered for competition ; and so gross
and palpable were some of these cases, that the Council
referred the whole details to the stewards of the yard,
with a request for their general report on the subject in

November next, in order that the Council might deter-

mine in what manner these erroneous certificates ought
be dealt with.

Chelmsford Meeting.—A. General Chelmsford Com-
nittee, for the country business of next year, was
ippointed.

Adjournment.—The Council then adjourned over the
tutumn vacation, to Wednesday, the 7th of November.

,

MR MECHI'5 ANNUAL GATHERING.
On Saturday about -W30 gentlemen interested in the

uccess of agriculture assembled, according to custom,
vt Mr. Meclii's Model Farm at Tiptree Heath, Essex,
ml had the opportunity of witnessing what can be done
>y a liberal expenditure of capital, followed up by nn-
iring energy and zeal. A few years since and the
pot which now marks this farm was a heath, hardly
tapable of producing a blade of nourishing Grass.
>Ir. Mechi, finding his laud of the poorest descripiion,

it to work in earnest, and in a short, time had his farm
horoughlv, drained, the hedges iicocked dean, the land

iiddvd n» Ihh Heidi, and i.ri.rly BVery M6 Itubbed op,

All thin Iiuh, I.owcvi r, ii'it Iht«:ii i\nin; ut 00C4. Mr.

Mechi Imd hiil itHirh t<> contend with, an will i.

from alccturo ho recently gave, when ho Maid, " Vainly

did I try hy nolid manure*) to render thin v\\e plaatic

clay Into u n-n-ful paiture, It itm Mm bird-llmi lc

winter and caet-ironin lummet ;
poor, Indigenoue, and

drab-coloured Grout) chdked nod eradicated the finer

kinds I had town, and the taimati wanderod about

hollow and dliiatleflcd. Now fine and fattening GrMiee
clothe the field with ntrpataal rerdore, and it keep*

three timetaa many aotoalaj and the close and haven
pasture indicate! their, affection for it.* The manure
which is uecd at l'iptrco it liquified, nod under-

ground pipes arc laid throughout the farm, with plugs

at Intervals for tho hose to be placed In and the -

distributed*

Shortly after the bulk of the company had ai

they proceeded with Mr. LVfeehl to rww the ran

stock. The Wheat, Barley, and Out crops are all that

could be Wished, and the Mangold Wur/.rl and other rool

crojiH HCMMM-d to bo in rxc< llcnl condition. If on<- r-.uM

be pormitted to form an estimate Applying to the county
at largo from Mr. Mechi's farm, we are promised a
moBt abundant harvest. The cattle) plgv» sheep, and
other livo Block wen- healthy, and clean, lint In

is reduced in quantity ; and nn bad timca found him
vonturouH, good timca and high prices induce him to

realirtc.

Not tho least attractive* part of tlio day'n proceedings

waH tho exhibition of new agricultural implements. A
machine for thinning root, crops, very simple in iu con-

struction, was pronounced successful. A ponderous
machine, tho invention of tho Bar] <>f Dundonald, for

cutting up the ground and putting down pipes for drain-

ing purposes, also attracted some Bhare of attention.

Hussey's reaping machine, an made by Dray & Co., was
tried upon some Wheat, a portion of which was very
much laid, and the result was so satisfactory that

orders were given oil the spot. The principal alt- ra-

tions made in its construction are the skeleton blade

and the tilting platform — subjects of two separate

patents. The knives are made to assume an outline

instead of a solid form ; this not only afTords an egress

for the rubbish, hut having four cutting edges instead

of two, it completely minces any weedy material which
would otherwise hang to it ; and thus renders choking
or clogging an impossibility.

Messrs. Dray & Co. also exhibited an improved Grass
and grain separator, which is referred to in our report

of Carlisle.

The inspection of the crops and farmyards over, the

company repaired to a large marquee, 'tiud partook of a
cold collation. Mr. Mechi presided, and was supported
on his right by the Lord Mayor, and on his left by the

Marquis of Drogheda. Among the company present we
noticed the Earl of Essex, Mr. D. Waddington, M.P.,
Mr. Bass, M.P., Mr. Apsley Pellatt, M.P., &c &c
The usual loyal and constitutional toasts having been
received with enthusiasm, the chairman proposed the
w Bishop and Clergy of the" Diocese, coupling with it

the name of the Rev. Mr. Sidney." (Cheers.)

The Rev. E. Sidket in replv said, that when a few years ago
he held an appointment in the county of Norfolk, and was then
surrounded with a number of practical farmers, he first turned
his attention to the subject of the diseases of Wheat. The
more he looked into the subject, the more convinced was
ho that science must be brought to the aid of agricul-

ture, and as a proof of that he need only refer them to the
beautiful farm which they that day had inspected. And
here he might mention that when a few years since a prizfi

was offered for the best essay on the subject, so little was known
of it that when the council read over the papers that had been
sent in they refused to accept either of them. Upon going through
the fields that day he had observed that some of the ears were
diseased. Now that disease was an infliction of an insect, but it

looked very much like tho work of fungi. That insect was
known to them as the midge. -If they went into the fields in

June just before sunset and examined the "Wheat, they would
discover a little straw-coloured insect which left its eggs, which
were hatched and destroyed the grain. They were in turn de-

stroyed by the ichneumon. In threshing, the chaff contained
the midge and should be destroyed.

The Earl of Essex proposed the health of their worthy
host (loud cheers). Among the 350 gentlemen whom he saw
around him, there might be some amongst them who did
not coincide with all Mr. Mechi's views ou agriculture generally,

but he would take it for granted that they were all admirers of
that gentleman, and that they looked upon the work in which
he was engaged as one which would tend to promote the hap-
piness of mankind. Sir. Mechi was one of those who, when he
had undertaken a work which he considered right and proper,
if he failed to succeed in it the first year, did not tamely give
in. He thought the agriculturists should show themselves
grateful to those tradesmen who, having been successful in other
trades, invested their surplus earnings in developing the full

powers of the laud of their country. Mr. Mechi, by his experi-
ments and patience, bad set himselt up as a beacon to show
them the quicksands which they ought to avoid : and on the

other band his conduct was an incitement to others to follow out
his experiments. In such a light they onght to look upon him.
and as he was a man who desired well ot his country, he should
call upon them to drink his health with three times three.

Mr. Mbc&i on rising was received with loud cheers, which
were several times renewed. He said if he were a vain man
they would most assuredly spoil him. When he first turned his

attention to farming he looked at it iu the same light that he
should any other matter of business where there was room for

improvement, and he could only say that he did no more than he
would iu taking any other busiuess. Having purchased this and
other farms, be turned his attention to whether they would or
would not prove a profitable investment, and he set to work to

find out what was wanted, and he soon ascertained that the great
bulk of his property wanted draining, good roads, deeper culti-

vation, more manure, and more integrity in its management.
He should never forget the time when he first went over
the Tiptree property. It was on a 25th of September:
the day was wet, the land being part light and part bog
was very much like bird-lime, and the more he walked the
deeper he got into it, and he then felt that it was a state of

things that was not at all satisfactory. The tenant said the land
was very poor, and that he could not afford to pay for improve-
ments, "so he determined to make them himself. He had
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w-r* nil • Uy ww Vi »'."

'. *<»-) If If wu VCltffV '!>•>--
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'*.-- W<- »tv ififorrn'-'l tint fh^

four year! , *aA itn jftriinn than-
horn bnll, " Pinarare," exhlWl llwutM»

r, Mid »:r,-<- Um Sh'JW t/»

ii l >. n. ii nobleman for • ; »n-l will, wiih

omfl ihort-hora row* arrl AtwrdacMhfM Stote, *horUjr

I to hi. t*L%»! in Normandy,
T/ic Bog Populalt ' '' teroeodflat

were in Kgypt, what eowi i" in Bengal, or w i

ll'.lkn'l, pigl nn- in Cincinnati, witli thii> trifling diffcr-

enco, thi "f character la»u i»m u long a»

their nv/r-lnl coil ; »ml thi. i. abbreviated witbool

ii! fr"m the molt worMlv motir*.. In lif', the

pit,', if fr<-'-, i'< bononre I
j

repoBc. in thoroughfare*, he w*U* beneath j'rar hor»e'!»

legi, or your own ; he it ercrywherc retroe^ted ; but

let (lie thread "f his existence be wrere-l, »nd, .bade of

Mahomet, what a chanze ' They think in Cincinnati ol

nothing but making the mwt of him. How many of

bia kind perish annually t'. e.-rtie;it the t.«< pr •

of the city of hogs can scarcely l<e told. AI>out 2't year.

nzo Cincinnati contained only one-fifth of its • i

population. A few bold .peculators bezan the trade.

Selecting the hams and sides of the animals, they made
pickled pork ; of the rest thev took >t:i»!I account. Soon,

however, the idea occurred to one inorc acute than hia

fellows, that the heal and the feet—nay, cren tl

and the vertebra;—might be turned to account ; trotters

and cheeks had their partisans, and these parte looked

up in the market. About this time the makers of

sausages caught the inspiration. Tbey found these

luxuries saleable, and so many pi^s were to be s!au;h-

tered that the butchers were willing to doit for Dothinr
;

that is to say, for the perquisite of the entrails and e.ffal

alone. The' next step'was due to the genius of France.

A Frenchman established a brush manufactory, and
created a market for the bristles, but hia ingenuity waa
outdone by one of his countrymen, who soon after

arrived. This man was determined, it seems, to share

the spoil ; and, thinking nothing else left, collected the

fine hair or wool, washed, dried, and combed it, an J

stuffed mattresses with \z. But he was mistaken in

thinking nothing else left. As but little was done
with the lard, they invented machine?, and squeezed oil

out of it ; the refuse they threw away. Mi'taken men
again. This refuse was the substance of stearine

candles, and made a fortune to the discoverer of the

secret. Lastly came one who could press chem:

the service of mammon ; he saw the blood of counties*

swine flow through the gutters of the city ; it was all

that was left of them, but it went to his heart to see it

thrown away : he pondered long, and then, collecting

the stream into reservoirs, made prussiate of potash

from it by the ton. The pig was thus used up, and
nothing else was left to turn to profitable account. A
large trade is carried on in sausaje-skins : the entrail3

and bladders fetch a good price. The congealed grease,

forming the lard of commerce, is in extensive use for

culinary purposes, for perfumery, ointments, salves,

&C The oil expressed from lard is chiefly used for

burning, for lubricating machinery, and generally as a

substitute for olive and other oils. Mr. P. L. SimmncU,
in the Quarterly Jtmrn? .irt.

Calendar of Operations.

JULY axt> ACGrST.
Essex, A"v SI.—The Coarro Hxstest.—Tie vr

blighted, and some of the ears defective, bot I think tbe ct^
will be above an averasre. Barky a Iirce : — c ai»e

in qualitv. Oats a very good crop. Beans and Teas i-

crop. Hay verv short crop. I hive beard no cctr
-

Potatoes. "Mangold Wnnels are very goo: - - ps are

good at places, bat in others have been very much dai

the fly. Tbe 'vrhite Turnips are doing well. H wioia Bwlicj^

Power's Han, Wl&uim.
Fof.fassktt.!: Gl^v-. ~ 2S.—This las Dee. •- e driest »aaa»

tbat -we have experienced in this d:~- '7 years. Tbe
winter from Januarv onward was -nintemipted frost and snow,

and the spring—if it at all c -i=e—-«-as bai

ar.d ;:-_

atmosphere has prevailed, with freqnentiy a very high tempera-

ture, and within the las: tw< ^-eris sr— ; fine moderate ^

but as vet no copions fall of r&i- snch as the crops i"-

stand in need of. The seed «-as deposited in a well prepared dry

bed, and the braird promptly made its appearance, in cost cases

too thicfe: the usual deductions arisirr ::i seed, excess

of moisture, birds, grubs, <&c.—for which something is always

allowed—seem no: to have been made. An excess of plants

with an unusually dry season are lively to produce a short crop,

especiallv of Oats. Barley being of more rapid growth >."

-

nearlv kept pace with the* forcing irfiuence of the atrc - - re

and is less :=r—-h of sin— : >::h are in about an
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average state of forwardness. The produce in grain will likely

be small, but verv much will depend up-m the kind of weather

we may have before harvest. Hay making is in progress, the

crop a very poor one. Turnips were " dorty " during the hrst stage,

bnt since hoeing they have got on with life and vigour, plenty ot

plants, and a fair prospect of a full crop. The Potato never

unfolded a broader leaf, or showed a fuller flower, even in its

palmiest days before the "forty- 6ve;" neither token nor talk of

disease. Pastures have all along been deficient, both in hill and

vall^v. The flush of the season is now past upon rotation nelds,

but the hills and all natural Grasses would yet make up i. once

well moistened. Sheep shearing is over, and the wool sold; the

clip has rather unexpectedly turned out a full average one, and

the price is fair, Qd per lb. for black faced washed wool. The crop

of lambs is good as to numbers, but they are small, and not a few

show evident signs of early privation. The youug grouse are

few and small, and to give them a fair chance, sportsmen would

require to defer the assault until the end of August. Those who got

early to the peat moss have secured their winter fuel in excellent

order- others still await the chances offered by our changeful

climate. An idea may be formed of the temperature of the early

part of the season from the fact that some of the peat mosses

were still frost bound on the 15th of June. S.

Lincolnshire, July 31.—"We have been so engaged at Carlisle

that I have had no time to look round, so my report will, I fear,

be a poor one. "Wheats are in full crop, and at present have not

much injury. They have good ears, long and full, and should

the weather be favourable, we shall have an abundant harvest.

Oats have recovered much from the shocking state they were in

two months since. The crops are not heavy, but now look

healthy. Beans are a splendid crop, flowered well, and are well

podded. Peas are good, but not equal to Beans, though the

prospect is good for the crop. Barley we have so little that I

need not speak of it. Potatoes are all looking well at present,

and we have a large breadth set. I think the weather will cause

some disease again; I recognised it on my way home. Mangold
Wurzel have improved much, and grow fast, but Turnips have

had too many showers, and look " starved." Hay and Clover

crops are very light, and none got well, and it continues to rain

daily. Jn. Clarh:, Long Sutton.

Northumberland, Aug. 2.—Had I been called upon to give an
opinion of the growing corn three weeks ago, it would have been

more favourable than now. During the long continuance of cold

weather in the late spring, all corn looked most unpromising,

except on land that was drained and under high cultivation;

never was there such a marked difference between land under

liberal management and that which is still undrained and poorly

cultivated. On the change to mild weather, a rapid improve-

ment took place on all, and corn on the former description of

land made great progress, bearing the appearance of a full crop.

In many parts, however, it has proved^oo bulky to stand up
against the very heavy rains which have prevailed for the last

three weeks, and being laid while the straw was in a green and
soft state, it is less likely to recover, or to fill well in the ear.

This applies chiefly to "Wheat. A brisk wind and bright sun
would still do a good deal to recover it, but the weather con-

tinues to be unsettled and gloomy. The lighter crops which are

standing are in good ear and may prove an average for such land

as they occupy, but are backward. I should say, that under all

the circumstances, and with the prospect of a late harvest, "Wheat
is not likety to come up to an average in this and the northern

counties. Barley is a full crop, and in a few places beginning to

change colour. Oats decidedly below an average. From present

appearances, I shou'd say that there will be no general harvest
till September. Hay was generally a good crop, but much of it

has been injured by bad weather in the making. Grass in pas-

tures is very abundant. Early sown Turnips are good, but the

weather has been too wet for the late ones. Potatoes are very
promising, and so far free from disease. Leicester and half-bred

wool has been sold readily at from 13d. to 14d. per lb. Store
cattle and sheep continue to bring high prices. John Grey,
Dttston.

Suffolk, Aug. 2.—Although the weather has been wet and
unsettled for the last two or th_ree j^eks, ourcrops in this district

generally promise favourably. "Wheat is strong and healthy, and
stands up well. The stiff staple soils this season will carry the
day, although the light lands are marvellously improved. We
have complaints as usual of midge, mildew, and defect in the set

of the ear, but these are partial. I estimate the crop (at present)

as a full average, and perhaps beyond; although, until the result

be fairly tested by threshing, no accurate opinion can be formed.
Harvest will commence upon Talavera in a week from this date.

Barley is a very short crop ; much of it is laid, and it is feared
may be thin and inferior in quality. Beans and Peas, fair crop,

but a good deal 6f disease has appeared in the last four days.
Oats only grown to a small extent in this neighbourhood, but the
early sown are unusually promising. Potatoes doing well—no
disease worth naming. J. Edwards, Jr., Woodbridge.

Sussex, August 2.—The Wheat upon the hills in my neigh-
bourhood is thin, and will be considerably below an average
crop; upon the best soils it is good, and although much injured
by the late heavy rains, will, I think, produce an average crop.

Barley, Oats, and spring Beans good. Winter Beans very bad.
H. Scott Hayward, Willingdon.

West Sussex, Aug. 1.—Since our last report we have a good
deal of rain, and it has been very warm, so that now the Grass
grows with a vigour that we have not been accustomed to for
more than a year ; the consequence is that lean stock of all

kinds are in demand, and as most had run their live Btock
low they must now look to buying in even with high prices. But
the rain that has done eo well with the Grass has not had the
good effect upon the Turnip crop that we expected ; those that
were hoed or fit for it at the time the rain came have done
little since until the past few days that they seem to have
recovered. The earlier sown Swedes are nearly all what
we term "blind hearted." It appears to have been the effect

of the dry weather causing them to make an effort to run to

seed. The same disease has prevailed to a very great extent
among the Cabbages in the gardens. The timely rain preserved
the later sowings. Mangold does well, and does not show such
a tendency to run to seed as last year. Potatoes look extremely
well, so far as I have seen. There have been slight rumours of
disease, but I have found no one who has seen it. Respecting
the Wheat crop the accounts are very conflicting; some say it is

very much blighted, which we believe is true on some of the
lighter lands; and it is to some extent the case on the heavy
and good land, and within the past three or four days it has not
looked at all promising. It is not laid so much as we might
have expected. Barley looks well, and Oats though shorter than
usual promise to corn well. Harvest is now begun among Peas,
which are generally a good crop. Wheat harvest will be general
about the 13th; Oats may be a few days earlier. G. S.

THE HARVEST.
DRUMMOND'S IMPROVED REAPING

SCYTHES continue to give every satisfaction, and the

demand is yearly on the increase. They areas usual got up with

every possible "care, and are fitted with the very best picked

blades. Price for three Scythes complete, 30s.; do. for six, 56s.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations throughout the

kingdom. W. Drumsiond & Sons, Seed and Implement Ware-
house, Stirling, N.B.

•«• To prevent disappointment early orders are respectfully

requested.
,

N.B. Unknown correspondents will please accompany their

orders with a remittance.

Notices to Correspondents.
Corn Crushers, &c: Barrachpore. The best band chaff cutter

at Carlisle was by Richmond & Chandler, of Salford; the
best mill for grinding corn was by Clayton, Shuttleworth,& Co.,
nf Leicester ; the best corn-crusher by Turner & Co., St. Peter's
Works, Ipswich. These awards are as good answer to your
question as we can give.
as Lime: J.Lake. We do not know of any tract on this sub-
ject. Every work of recent date on agriculture contains re-
ference t0 Sn& lime among the manures. It is chiefly useful
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w EIR'S IRRIGATORS. LIQUID MANURE
PUMPS, FIRE and GARDEN ENGINES.

Single Cylinder (as £ s. d.

engraving) ... 8 8
Double Cylinder ... 10 10
Horse power size ... 16 1G

Exclusive of Suction and
Delivery Pipes.

Illustrated Catalogues free,

per post.

Terms Cash on Delivery.

Edward Weik, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, New
Road, London, removed from Oxford Street.

REAPING MACHINE.
WILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S Book of Testimonials

from purchasers of their Patent Reaping Machines, also a
List of Prizes, and full description will be forwarded, post free,

on application to

Wit. Drat & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London,

SCYTHES.—Boyd's Patent Self-Adjusting Scythes
may be had of the Manufacturers, William Deay & Co.,

Swan Lane, London, and of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen.
A liberal allowance to the trade.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
MEETING AT CARLISLE, JULY, 1855.

First Prize Awarded to
13ICHMOND and CHANDLER'S No. 3 B CHAFF
XV MACHINE. Price £7.

Mm

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

.^i^r^^^J^aafiar

AH the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-

tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

^° Catalogues Gratis.

I

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
\

*J Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.
Drawings forwarded by post.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried

**3 on shoulder to any pond or tank required.
Price of 44 in. Pump, with legs, 31. 3s.

The barrel is 274 >& long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

14 inch Gntta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per foot.

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING £TAN-
» * DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,
of Barrel under nose.
2i in. short 1 ft. 7 in. ( Fitted for lead, \

2f „ long 3 „ 3 „ I gutta percha,
f

„ ditto 3 „ 6 „ i or cast iron \

„ ditto 3 „ 6 „ 1 flanged pipe,

„ ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ as required. )

„ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto t 15

£ s. d.

1 12
1 15

2 12
2 18
3 5

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

PARKES* STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
]Vj ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
1YJL Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

[

OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
.ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is Btrongly re-

commended,for
durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybe obtained

ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-

try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any

depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Me tallic String from 5d. tola; 3&per lb.

JOHN"WARNER and SONS, 8, Jewin Crescent,

O London, Manufacturers of FIRE ENGINES, PUMPS,
GARDEN ENGINES, and SYRINGES.

Brass Syringes, 9». to 18s.

All articles of John Warner & Sons' manufacture maye
obtained of any Ironmonger or Plumber in town or country^
the advertised prices.

John Warner & Sons having been practical Horticultures

for many years, know exactly the requirements of both Amates
and Gardeners. A gardener with a properly constructed pup
will get through as much work in five minutes as he could wh
any Syringe in a quarter of an hour, and with half the labouio

himself. Syringes are economical for small houses.

No establishment offers such a variety of effective machine&r

hydraulic purposes, whether to supply Gardens, Hothous,

Cottages, Farms, Mansions, or Boards of Health, with every i-

quisite connected with the conveyance and distribution of liqus

Fountains suitable for Conservatories, Lawns, &c.

Sheets of Engravings sent on application.
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IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.

EWI.Y-I N V ENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
GREEN VI. Y DE8TB0YEK- Thfl ftttontlrtM "»' !"«*•

is particularly called to thlfl Oli-..^

Ingenloua Inatrumont, Invented by tho Rov,

E. H. Jiui.i,, of Colchester, which, In a very

simple and easy manner, Instantly cleanses

the Rose from that destructive Insoel the

Green-fly (or AphiM), without causing the

sllghtosf Injury to the bud or foliage.

Prlcoito, (id. ouch, or free by post; An.

MANUITAOTUIHED I'V

JOSLIN AND SONS,
jitoNMONoiuiH, Oolohestor.

Kotailod by all tho principal Ironmongers.

Wholoimjo Agents;
W, Thompson & Hon, 15, Uppnr North

Place, Gray'H Jim Road, Loudon.

of iriorlstii

POISON,

ENTntir,i,Y FlU&TD imiom DANCMSR TO Human Likk, and
PuaFKc/n.v Harmless to Cats and Dogs.

A Safe and most Effectual Destroyer of Black Booties

and CookroachoH; one trial alone will Bufflco to prove its

great olllcacy, ami ohm box will destroy thousands. The great

advantugo in this preparation In that It does not leave their

bodies to decay Snd corrupt the air, but completely driow up
and destroys thorn, bo that nothing is loft to cause an unpleasant

odour when dead.
directions for use : Place four or five of tho Balls each night

whoro the Beetles mostly resort.

Sold in boxes at la. each, by Thomas CnAsw, Chemist, 14,

Holborn (opposite Furnlval'B Inn), London. And may bo ob-

tained through all wholesale medicine vondors.

To tho Editor of the " Cottage Gardener," July 3d, 185B.

"Some of your readers may bo glad to hoar of an effectual

poison for these disagreeable pests. I have succeeded in com-
pletely clearing my house of theni by the use of Chase's Beetle

Preparation (14, Holborn). I recommend those who are troubled

with these insects to place the pills in every place in the house
haunted by them, and to repeat the application twice after

intervals of 10 days; by this means the successional crops of

young beetles are destroyed."

—

C. W. J., Croydon.

(Ed.—-This is not a mere puff, but sent to us by a gentleman
who has been bene fited as he states.)

COWS.
HARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, Is.

each, have been used with great success. Plain directions

are given with each Drink for the treatment of most diseases inci-

dental to Cows, for which they will be found a safe and effectual

remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of tlie Tick, or

Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfectly eradicate it in a few
days.—Compounded by R. Harvey, Veterinary Surgeon, Mac-
clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors Wholesale
Agents, Barclay & Sons, and Marsden & Sons, London.

GALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTING.—
7d. per Yard, 2 Feet "Wide.

Galvan- Japanned
ised. iron.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide ... 7rf. per yd. Bd.per yd.
2-inch „ strong „ ... 9 „ 6J „
2-inch ,, extra strong

,, ... 12 „ 9 ,
r

iS-inch „ light „ ... 8 „ 6 „
3.^-inch „ strong „ ... 10 „ 8 „
l|-inch ,, extra strong,, ... 14 ,, 11 „

All the above can be made any width at proportionate prices.
If the upper half is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
fourth. Galvanised Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d.
per square foot. Patterns forwarded post free.

Manufactured by Barnard & Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,
and delivered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or
Newcastle.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prise Medal both
in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloak, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,
London

. __^_„_^__
HPHE COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
-L for £1.—Places in gardens converted into comfortable
Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return
of cold air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours.
Price 1?. Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes,
11. 2s., 21. 4s., and 3' ; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with
pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A Prospectus, with En-
gravings, forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.

At Fyfe & Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square, London.

ONE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of 1000 Bed-
steads in stock, 150 of which are fixed for inspection, comprising
every variety of Brass, Wood, and Iron, with Chintz and Damask
Furnitures complete. Their new Warerooms also contain an
assortment of BED-ROOM FURNITURE, which comprises
every requisite, from the plainest japanned deal for servants'
rooms, to the newest and most tasteful designs in mahogany and
other woods. The whole warranted of ttio soundest and best
manufacture. HEAL and SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE of BEDSTEADS and PRICED LIST of REDDING
sent free by post.—HEAL and SON, 196, Tottenham Court Road.

SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS!
/ 1 OODRICH'fi CIGAR, TOBAJ CO, and i

mi
" * BTOHE0 (Bstfl ihod 171 ft), ilO, Oxford

opposite Jlniiway Struct. A J: . , containing 11

CHufirij for i" '''. i
|)o»l free (01 '< ifa np ,

unfoflti rtlgnod " EL '
. Cloonnn 11

"

COMFORT IN THE R A

I

DERDOE'S ORIGINAL VENTILATING WATER.
I > PROOF LIGHT COATS, CAPE \,Su abtoCa]

&c , fot Ladle 1 ; roslnl any »rn I oi rain #ltl

frofl vonill iilon (tlw ffttril obji ctlon to nlr-tlKlitn In And are

adaptod for gonoml iifio equally m fbi rain
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DroHHlng CaeoH, VVork*lio*o», Writing Cu 1 l)i . >

nnd otlior artlolofl ol utility or luxury. A Bepnrabi rd .

for Papier Maohd Manufacture rind Bagah Table
Cutloi . Ilassoi . ol oi .

Pooknlv* ,
I

[roll , V •. Hhlp-

pln [01 loxei uti d, uporloi II all and otni 1
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I
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\jt ETCALFEJ BINGLEY] am. CU/S OATMEAL
1 CJAMPIIOH BOA P, la labh ! n gh > n

Price Srf. oaoli. This itoap irlll be found the pure ! and raoei

norfool winter soap over Introduced lo the public. It]
iii<- inuiii'i from chapping, and rendore the 1 In and Mgroe-

ablo. Sold vlioleflale and rotall b t the Invi nl

faoturers, Mktoam'B, Bu m a '
-.. Bru makei

flimora to ll.K.ll. Prince Albert I80n and 181, ford Btrcet

Cautiok, To prevonl fraud, each tablel bi u tbor<

itiufii and the namoB and addrc ol the Inventoi ,ti

MBTOALiriE'a ALKALINE TOOTH POWDER,2*.porbox^-
Tbo abovo may bo obtained ol moal re peotable Chemlel , Pel

tllliHT:!, &C

NO CHARGE FOR STAMPING atLOCKWOOD'S,
75, Now Bond Btreot. Good cream-laid Note-paper, fivt-

quires for 0d.; Thick ditto, five quires, It. ; Albert and Queen's
Blzes, Qve quires for Qd., Oi.,and U. ; Note-paper madofrom
28. Orf. per renin ; Envolopen, id, to 1$, ^'. per hundred; 1

pdpor, 7s. (id. per ream; Copybookfl 2s. Gal. per dozen. Card Plate

engraved, 2s. (W.; 100 Cards printed, 2b. 6rf. Wedding orders

promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envolopo Iloxn.4, I {lotting Books, Inkstandn. — Copy
addresH, Lockwood'h, 7o, New Bond Street. Country orders for

20«i sent carriage free. Lockwood'h celebrated Nugget (Gilt)

Fen, 1 floz. posl free for 18 stamps.

91 9 m 1 LTB li'iT's holdfast and^TTre'-
&X.& RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the Improvi-mentH, under their Quadruple Patents
ot 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the STBOKOE3T,
DEBT, and CHEAPEST SAKEOUAltDH KXTANT.

Milker's Phoenix {2VP) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-
plete and exteiiBive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and B. Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depot, 47a, Mnorgate Street, City.

Circularn Tree by pout.
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OOUND and WHITE TEETH are not only indis-
^J pensably requisite to a pleasing exterior in both sexes, but
they are peculiarly appreciated through life as a blessing highly
conducive to the purposes of health and longevity. Among the
various preparations offered for the purpose,

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or PEARL DENTIFRICE,
stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, purifying,
and preserving the teeth to the latest period of life. Prepared
from Oriental herbs with unusual care, transmitted to this

country at creat expense, this unique compound will be found to

eradicate all tartar and concretions, and impart a pearl-like white-
ness to the enamelled surface, remove spots of incipient decay,
render the gums 6rm and red, fix tho teeth firmly in their sockets
and, from its aromatic influence impart sweetness and purity to

the breath. Price 2s. 9d. per box. Caution.—The words
" Rowlands' Odonto" are on the label, and " A. Rowland & Sons,
20, Hatton Garden," engraved on the Government stamp affixed

on each box. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c. ?—The most marvellous production of

modern date is ROSALIE COUPELLlvS CRLNUTRIAR,
which is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustacbios, Eye-
brows, &c.j in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from
whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off,

and effectually checks greyness in all its stages. For the
nursery it is recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for

promoting a fine healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in

after years. Sold by all Chemists and Perfumers, price 2s., or
will he sent post free on receipt of 24 penny stamps, by Miss
Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street, Oxford Street,

London. Mrs. Cabtee writes, "My bead, which was bald, is

now covered with new hair." Mrs. Williams—" I can show a
fine head of hair from using yonr Crinutriar." Mrs. Reeve—
11 My hair is gaining strength and thickness." Sergeant Graven

" Through using it I have an excellent Moustache." Mr.
Yates—"The young man has now a good pair of whiskers. I
want two packets for other customers."

C~~URE OF CHRONIC COUGH, by Dr. LOCOCK'S
PULMONIC WAFERS. From Mr. J. Smedley. Book-

seller, Sleaford.—"Gentlemen,—I can speak with confidence,

particularly of the Pulmonic Wafers, with which I have been
not only relieved, but cured, of a Chronic Winter Cough.
Hundreds of boxes I have sold, and still the sale is as great as
ever. Signed, J. Smedley."—Dr. Locock's Pulmonic Wafers give
instant relief and a rapid cure of Asthma, Coughs, and all

Disorders of the Breath and Lmags. To singers and public
speakers they are invaluable, for clearing and strengthening the
voice. They have a most pleasant taste. Price Is. 1^ 2s. 9d,
and lis. per box. Sold by all Chemists.

OR. DE JONCH'S
r 1 '. 11 T B aO v, N CO \> J.J vi,k 01 L.
* * Prescribed wltb oomplots 1 I scalcy for iu
purity,

1 em mumou* flavour, and betas; InTwUhiv
and carefullysubmitted to chemical »nn)r*u

—

\%u <

in asalso rsccunn
ADOi/rEBATiov—tbts oil poesesses a room I jineaew
and punty offered by no otoer Oil In toe merlcei.

ARTHUR H. HASSALL M.D..
M. K.C.I*., Chief At,

Food and it»

:
.

' "

Light Brown Oil to chemical analysis— >

TODB8VLF—and l have alwaj il r.'j a.fl imparttj
and rich in the ' r.ndeDee
in the article, that I DSually prescribe it jn preference to any
other, in order to make aure of obtaining the remedy fn ft* purest
and best condition/1

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. De JOVOB*!
Signature, witiiot-t which iron aj;e OExmm, by A
HARFORD, & CO.. 77, STRAND
sole Consignees; and by most respectable ChetniMfl in fcoirn and
country.

Half-pints (10 oz.), 29. 6d.; Pints ("20 oz.* U. &tt; Qiarti
(40 oz.;

(
9/.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.

PRUDENCE.
HOW much pain, regret, and evil may be avoided

by timely forethought! If ':'.

money and time, is it not still more important to economiae our
health ?

The prudent man pays attention to the slightest derangement
in his physical organisatton. When he finds himself
order." be should resort to the world-famed remedy, PAKE'S
LIFE PILLS, and thus the incipient malady will be checked.

In all quarters of the globe the re; unfa Life Pills
is fully established: and it is a fact, that no " household words"
are more familiar with the people than those of the invalid, wbo
speaks of health restored as the consequence of using Pjle&'s Pills.

G&- Ask for Pake's Life Pills.

Sold by E. Edwards. 67. St. Paul's Churchyard; Barclay (c

Sons. 0,5, Farrir._ Churchyard:
Hannay & Co., 63, and Sangar, 15'\ Oxford Street, London': and
by all respectable Chemists and Medicine

"

-ra and
country. In boxes, price is. \\d., 2s. Qd^ and in family packets
11/. each. Directions with each box.

Sales bri auction.
ORCHIDS-AN IMPORTATION FROM MANILLA.

TV/fR. J- C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
J- ?-l Great Room. 3Sr

King Street. CoventGard-rr
10th August, after the sale of Established Plants, an importation
just received from Manilla of Phalannpsis amabilis and two
species of Saccolabinm, to which will be added a few cne Plants
of Cattleya Acklandte and Miltonia mareliana.—May be viewed
on tbe morning of sale and C' * - .

ORCHID S^

MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with inctracrioris

to Sell by Anction, at his Gr s
-

Covpnt Garden, on FRIDAY. Align recisely.

a COLLECTION" of ORCHIDS, tbe property cf a Bar
is declining their cnltzvatioiL Che following are am-: r .

choice varieties included, viz. :

—

Yanda snavis (Yeitch"s tree) Saccolabinm Elnmei

MEDICAIVIEN VIRTUTIBUS FLOREISIS.

DISCOVERY EXTRAORDINARY ! Dr. Arnot's
Pit-ls.—The speedy cures effected by this new discovery in

Medicine, where all other remedies have Tailed, are most extraor-

dinary,as testified toby tbe numerous testimonials daily receivedby
tbe proprietor from all classes of society, who have been restored

to health by these Pills. They create by their peculiar action on
the Liver and the Digestive Okgaks a new and sanatory state

of the blood and other vital fluids, by which means the morbid
conditions of the body are immediately removed. They, more-
over, strengthen the constituiou, and speedily restore the patient

to health.—In boxes, at Is. lid. Depot, 50, Rathbone Place.
London. Order through any Chemist. By post for 1-4 Stamps.

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS WON-
DERFUL FOR THE CURE OF SCROFULA.—Copy

of a letter from Mr. "VVm. Frite, bookseller, Sturminster. Newton.
" To Professor Holloway. Sir,—Mr. Thomas Harris, yeoman,
Hinton St. Mary, Dorsetshire, was for many years severely
afflicted with Scrofula. He tried many medicines in the hope of

effecting a cure, but all failed: the disease very materially

retarded his usual occupation, therefore he determined on trying

Hollow av's Ointment and Pills, and by their use he is rejoiced

to be able to state that he is now recovered."—Sold by all

Medicine vendors throughout the world, at Professor Holloway's
establishments. '214, Strand, London, and SO. Maiden Lane, New
York; by A. Stampa, Constantinople: A. Guidicy. Smyrna: and
Dr. Sankey, Malta.

grttarnm
"

.
- '

.

ic, &c &c

M ]

cserulea

„ tricolor

Cattleya labiata

„
* violacea

Also three splendid plants of Nepenthes ampallacea.

May be viewed on the morning of sale, and Catalogues bad.

NORB1TON NURSERY.
TO GKSTL3KMKS, Nrr^^r.TKES, iSU O

R, J. W1LLMER is instructed by Mr. S. Hook to

Sell bv Auction, on the Premises Noreery, near

Kingston, on MONDAY. Auf - cfc, the whole

of the STOCK of tbe above Nnreery,

and valuable collection of Geraniums. Fncbsias, CfazyE

mums, Dahlias in pots; a Span-roof Propa^ati:;-

Lights, Boxes. Striding Glas- - vsanaity

of Leaf Mould. &c—May be viewed the day -

morning of sale : and Catalogues had on the premises, and of the

Auctioneer. Snnbnry. Middlesex.

HURSLEY PARK. NEAR WINCHESTER.
ISCF-OETANT SALE OF F - " SHKB3 &C.

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructions from
Sir YTilliam He&ft

by Auction, on WEDNESDAY. Au — -: -i at theHome Farm,
Hursley Park, the FLOCK of PURE SOUTHDOTYNS, eonsist-

ing of about TOO Ewes, of various ages, with Earns and Lambs :

tbe whole of which have been bred from the best blood in the

kingdom. Also some valuable Young Horses, Huxsley Pigs, <fcc

—Catalogues, with particulars, will shortly be issued, and an-

nounced in future advertiseine-;i.

London, 13. Boston Square, Acgust 4.
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FORKS AND
CAUTION.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING
DRAINING TOOLS.

Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and 1 have been informed that pur-

chasers oi the same have believed, them to be the same as those

manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society

and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,

I hereby respectfully iuiorm the public that every Fork mauufac-

tured by me is stamped with mv trade mark "J. P.," and that

Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 1(3, Newgate Street, London, are

my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found

defective; (hey will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, p< st free. Francis Parkes & Co.

D~0"
VOL' BRUISK YOUR OATS YET I—Oue

rush. 1 of O us when Crushed will make two. Great saving.

OAT BRUISERS, Chaff-cutters, Plouglis, Threshing Machines,

Floor Mill Carts, Corn Dressing do., Horse and Steam Machinery

put up, &c Hook on Feeding, Is.

M. Wbdlakk, US, IViiohiirch Street, London.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOIt and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GB WT1NG KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.

These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

carry the keen ed^e of a razor without requiring to bo sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
BO requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
! lades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are

respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1^51, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural

Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1S54, was awarded to

SATHOB & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship. Established 173S.

.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO.'S PRIZE
PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, and COMBINED

THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING and WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be seen at their London Establish-

ment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information

relative thereto can be obtained. These Machines are constructed

to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse. Ihey are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the

Brain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require nc
hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole
of the cperatious being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the
places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention, to this class of
Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from ihe position

they have taken at the Royal andall the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not
surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

-VTEW INVENTION IN LAWN SlOWERS,
-L^ ivmcn possess Superior Advantages to any Machines
sow is Use.—In the first place, they will cut the Grass either

wet or dry; secondly, by the simple adjustment of a thumh-
screw, they can be made to cut Grass either long or short; and,
thirdly, these machines are drawn instead of being pushed and
drawn, and consequently do not require half the usual power to

work them. They are made to cut any width suitable for either
man or horse. They will turn in very little room and cut at the
same time. They are a perfect roller for the width thoy cut
when thrown out of gear. Tlrt Imp" '-vvment can be attached to

old machines, consequently old machines that are now laid aside,

can be brought into use at a small expense.— N.B. These Ma-
chines can be adjusted and wrought bv tthy unskilled labourer.

Price to cut 16 inches, £6
|
Do. 20 inches, £7 | Do. 24 inches, £S.

Testimonialfront JosncA Major, Esq.,'Landscape Gardener,

To Mr, Gbeex, Leeds.
K'>°«>""Ve-

"Sin,—As I always appreciate public and useful improve-
ments, I most gladly give my testimony to your highly improved
Mowing Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial

(cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was drawn on flat ground with
ease by one person, and although at the time of trial the lawn
was wet, it was cut with the greatest nicety. So complete and
simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen and even ladies

may work either the 16 or 20 inch size with ease and pleasure,
providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I

should say the largest size (24 inches) would be most suitable,

for even in undulating ground two persons may work it, but in

flower gardens, when beds, &c , are crowded, either of the smaller
sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable
and useful invention, which, in my opinion, entirely surpasses
and must eventually supersede all others, for it is not only free

from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely expe-
ditious in its operations, and consequently must prove a great
saving in the management of Grass Lawn?, and a great boon to

the public—I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,
"Knosthorpe, near Leeds, July 19. Joshua Major."

Several Machines of the old kind, in stock, will be sold at half

price, viz. :—16 in., 31. ; 20 in., 31. 5s.; 24 ins., 31. 15s.

THOMAS GREEN, Sole Manufacturer.
Iron and Wire Works, North Street and Briggate, Leeds.

UNDER THE PROTECTION OF HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

JOSEPH PASCALL begs to announce to the Horti-
cultural and Floricultural Public—amateur and professional,

that he is manufacturing an entirely new Garden Pot, which
possesses, in a cultural point of view, many permanent advan-
tages over pots now in general use. In the first instance, it is

intended to be used in the growing, forcing, and blanching of

Seakale in winter; blanching Seakale,&c.&c. in the open garden

;

and, when not required for these purposes, it is bo constructed as
to be made available in the cultivation of plants of every descrip-

tion. These pots are manufactured in various forms and sizes,

viz.—as propagating, seedling, shading, and protecting pots and
pans; and are likewise admirably adapted to the cultivation of

Mosses, Ferns, and many rare and choice exotic plants.— For a
more detailed description see Gardeners

1

Chronicle, July 7, p. 453.

Joseph Pascall, Patentee.
West Kent Potteries. Chislehurst. Kent.

" URIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-L Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Societv, Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

THE BEST PROTECTOR from the HEAT of the SUN.
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tor
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
irom attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To he had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at ls.6d. per yard run, of
i.LisHa Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
^.ane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
j-.urrey: and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom.

* It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

GLASS PRESERVE JARS, Per Dozen.
Without lids. With lids.

3 inches Diameter £0 4s. 6d. 6s. 6rf. per dozen,
4 6 9 ,,

5 S 11 „
G 10 14 „
7 „ 12 16 ,,

S „ 16 20 „
9

,
10 26 „

10 „ 14 28 „
Intermediate Sizes in proportion.

Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Phillips & Co., 116,
Bishr-psgate Street Without, London.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

T^HE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
*- II ELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.
Reduced Tariff of Agricultural and Horticultural Glass.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.; and

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4^d. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,
&c, from Is. Gd. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozen; Hely's Test Churns, 5s. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,
10s.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; Bee-glasses, from
6d.; Cucumber Tubes, from Is.; Propagating Glasses, from 3!,d.

to 7s. each ; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums, complete,
10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, aud Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGNANO ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLlNGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied lo Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in 125. Oi.

64 „ 4J „ 7 „ 5 12 6
74 „ 6* „ 8 „ 6 13
S£ „ 6i „ 9, , „ 7 13 6
9* „ 7iV „ 10 „ 8 13 6
10* » S* » 11 » 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 10J „ 10i 14
11 „ 10 „ 1H „ 104 14
11 „ 11 „ 11£ „ ll| 14
12 „ 11 „ m „ 11* 14
13 „ 11 „ 13i „ 11* 14
13 „ 12 „ 13i „ 124 16
131 „ 131 „ 14* „ 13* 16
151 „ 134 ... " 16

20 by"13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21£ by 131, 16£ by 144, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 leet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot,

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot .., 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3*. „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

Per foot Per 100 feet.

at lid. iB £0 12 6
id. 16 8

„ 2}<J. „ 18 9
2W. 1 10

„ ild. n 1 2 11

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TTETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
"--- of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash,
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—laches. Inches.
Under 6 by 4

From 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5
7 „ 5 „ 8 „ 6
S „ 6 „ 10 „ 8

10 „ S „ 12 „ 9
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3$d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 3^d.to5d. „ „ „
26 oz. „ S$d.to7\d. „ „ „PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and

PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of

eveiy description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

DEANE'S WARRANTED GARDEN TUOLS.—
Horticulturists and all interested in Gardening pursuits

are invited to examine DEANE, DRAY, and CO.'S extensive
Stock of GARDENING and PRUNING IMPLEMENTS, best
London-made Garden Engines and Syringes, Colebrook Dale
Garden Seats and Chairs.

Averuncators
Axes
Bagging Hooks
Bills [terns.

Borders, various pat-

Botanical Boxes
Brown's Patent Fu>
migator [struments

Cases of Pruning In-

Daisy Rakes
Dibbles
Dock Spuds
Draining Tools
Edging Irons and
Shears

Flower Scissors

„ Stands in Wires
and Iron

Fnmigators
Galvanic Borders and
Plant Protectors

Garden Chairs and
Seats

„ Loops
„ Rollers

Scrapers

Gidney's Prussian' Pickaxes
Hoe [Scissorsj Potato Forks

Grape Gatherers and Pruning Bills

Gravel Rakes and; „ Knives, various
Sieves

Greenhouse Doors
and Frames

Hammers
Hand-glass Frames
Hay Knives
Horticultural Ham
mers and Hatchets Shears, various

Hoes of every pattern Sickles

„ Saws
„ Scissors

„ Shears
Rakes in great variety

Reaping Hooks
Scythes
Scythe Stones

Hotbed Handle:
Ladies' Set of Tools
Labels, various pat-

terns, in Zinc, Por-

celain, &c.
Lines and Reels
Marking Ink
Mattocks
Menographs
Metallic Wire
Milton Hatchets
Mole Traps
Mowing Machines

DEANE, DRAY, and CO. are sole Agents for LINGHAM'S
PERMANENT LABELS, samples of which, with their Illus-

trated List of Horticultural Tools, can be sent, post paid, io any
part of the United Kingdom. Also, Wholesale and Retail Agents
fur SAYNOR'S celebrated PRUN ING KNIVES, used exclusively
by the first Gardeners in the United Kingdom.
DEANE, DRAY, & CO. (Opening to the Monument), London

Bridge.

Sickle Saws
Spades and Shovels
Spuds
Switch Hooks
Thistle Hooks
Transplanting Tools
Trowels
Turfing Irons
Wall Nails
Watering pots
Weed Hooks
Wheelbarrows
Youths' Set of Tools

TO NURSERYMEN ANO CAROENERS.
"DEIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. 6d.
-*-*' per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Sacks 2s,
each. Kentish and other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.

Kksnahd Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

LJ 0\V TO KILL RATS AND MICK BY HUN-
A *- DREDS.—A Receipt may be had, honestly worth 20?,
without trouble, hy sending 30 postage stamps and a directed
envelope to Mr. William Franklin, Post-office Street, Norwich,
who will forward it with plain instructions, &c. This is a most
extraordinary remedy, such as no Farmer, Merchant, or Miller
ought to be without, as it will save them pounds yearly hy killing
ev*rv Rnt or Mouse ei'herin the field. Rfack, or house.

(|AME NUTTING.—The undersigned would beVJ obliged by Specimens of Wire Netting adapted to keep out
Hares aud Rabbits, with price per yard; the width must be
36 inches.—J. R, & A. Pearson, Chilwell, Nottingham.

TANNED NETTING, for the protection ot Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 80s.; 1000 yards, 50$. Scrira
Canvas, for Wall Fruit. — At EDG1NGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Sraithfield
Ears, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant Outfitter^
Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick Street, near
the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

HOSE PIPING.
WTAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
v « will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, wil?

wear longer, aud is about 60 per cent, cheaper than the leather
hose pipe.

Manufactured only hy Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.
No. 1 Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price Per Yard :

—

£,9rf.; J, lid.; 1, Is. Id.; 1}, Is. 3d. ; 1£, Is. 5d.: 1|. Is. Id
.

;

2, Is. 9d. ; 21, 2s. ; 2£, 2s. 3rf. ; 2|, 2s. 6tf. ; 3, 2s-. dd.
Super Extra Stout Quality :—2, 2s.: 2i.2s.3d.; 2H, 2s. Qd.;

2£/2s.9tf.; 3,3s.
No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and

Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, 9<£: H, 10c?.;

1£, lid.; 2, Is.; 2J, Is. 3d.; 21, Is. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.
Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied.

FILTRATION BY~ASCEIMSION.
RANSOME and CO., sole Patentees of the New

AUTOMATON PURIFIER; also manufacturers of every
variety of FILTERS [Portable or for Immersion) fitted with the.
Patent Purifying Medium. Pure Water, in any quantities, for
Water Companies, Manufacturers, and others; obtained at a very
moderate cost by the use of Ransosie's Filtering; Slabs. An
Illustrated Priced List on application to the Dep6t, Whitehall
Wharf, Cannon Row. Westminster, or at the Patent Stone Works,
Ipswich. A liberal discount allowed to the Trade. Filter Manu-
facturers and Exporters supplied with Ransome's Patent Filtering
Medium separately, on the lowest terms.
Ransome & Co. are also the Patentees and sole Manufacturers

of the Patent " Iris Fountains" for Drawing Rooms, Con-
servatories, &c.

RANSOME'S SILICEOUS STONE.
THE PATENT SILICEOUS STONE COMPANY

are prepared to execute Contracts for the supply of all kinds
of Ornamental Details for Buildings, &c, manufactured in this
beautiful material, which has received the approval of eminent
architects and scientific men, and which for sharpness of outline,
durability, and cheapness, stands unrivalled. It is especially-
applicable for the elaborate details of Mediseval and Ecclesias-
tical Architecture, for Gothic Windows, Doorways, Pinnacles,
&c; Crosses, Corbels, Altar Screens, Pulpits, Fonts, Monu-
mental Tombs, Tablets, Headstones, &c ; also for all kinds of
Garden Decorations, Fountains, Figures, Vases, and Pedestals J
Flower Boxes, Wardean Cases, Balustrades for Terrace Walks,
Gate Piers, Caps, Buses, &c. &c; and for Coats of Royal Arms,.
Chimney Pieces, Brackets and Trusses, Ashlars, Quoins, String
Courses, and other Dressings.—Further particulars, with illustra-
tions, on application to Mr. Edwd. Mendhasi, Secretary, at the
Company's Offices, Whitehall Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster ;
or to Mr. F. Raxsome, Patent Stone Works, Ipswich.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before-

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for 3ARNSi

,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May he laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cemeut, J. B. White & BnoTHEES,
Milbank Strrcet, Westminster.

BLACK JAPAN VARNISH.—This article will be
found from its durability and cheapness of the greatest

utility for Painting Hurdles, Wire-work, Palings, Gates, Fences,

&c, and out-door work of every description, whether of Wood ok
Iron. Its value has been proved hy the test of time. It should!

be well stirred up before using and applied cold. This Varnish
will retain its quality for any length ot time, provided the cask
be kept closed.

May be obtained through any ironmonger ; or of John Warner
& Sons, 8, Jewin Crescent, London.

N.B. Sold in casks containing 14 or 7 gallons, at 2s. per gallon.

Casks (which cannot be returned), 5.!. and 3s. each.

/ ^ ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
^—' PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock
Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and
clergy, for out-door work at their country seats. The Anti-
Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-

door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every description

of Iron, Wood, Stone. Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, work, as haB
been proved by the practical test of upwards of 60 years, and by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials in its favour,

and which, from the rank and station in society of those who have
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything as th?

kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials-,

will be sent on application to Walter Carson & Son, 9, Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, London.
No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to be seut direct.

Printed by William BiiADBPBY.of No. 13, Upper Wobum Place, in the PariBh

of St. fancras, and Fubdebtck Mollett Evams, of No. "27, Victoria

Street, in the Parish or St. Margaret and St. John, Westminster, both in

the County of Middlesex, Printer?, at their Office in Lombard Street, in

the Precinct of Wbitelriarn, in the City of London ; and published by them
at the Office, No. o. Charles Street, in the Pariah of St. Paul's. Covent

Garden, in 1 lie said County, whei-p all Advertinements nnd CommnnicationB
are to he Ajidbbsbed to thb Editob.—Satubdat, August 4, \Sbb.
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C R A N D
METROPOLITAN DAHLIA AND HOLLYHOCK SHOW.

rpiIE ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLOIUCUL-
-*- TURA.L SOCIETY.—Under the Patronage of Her Most
GrncloiiH Majesty the QuBRN.—The last Exhibition of the above
Socioty for tiio present season will take place ;\t the Royal Cre-

morne Gardens, Chelsea, on THURSDAY, August 80, in con-
junction with the Grand MimioroLiTAN Dahua uml 1Ioi.lv-

uogic Snow (Open to all Exhibitors).

Lists of Prizes and the Rules of the Exhibition may bo had of
the Secretary, J. T. Neville, Ebenezer House, Peckham.

GRAND HORTICULTURAL and FLORICUL-
TURAL EXHIBITION, Open to All England, will

be held at the Arboretum, Leamington, WEDNESDAY, August
22, 1855. Prizes for Collections and Single Specimen Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Cut Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables, to the
amount of SOt.aro offered for general competition. Schedules and
every particular may be bad on application to

Priorv Gardens, Warwick. J. Cheyxe, Secretary.

SALISBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The ANNUAL DAHLIA EXHIBITION, offering the

highest amount of Frizes that will be given this season at any
Show, will be held in conjunction with the Horticultural Society,
in the Gardens of the Lord Bishop ofSaliabtC v, on THURSDAY,
Sept. 6th.—Full particulars of ,i.»un Kbytes, Koto. See.

ROYAL PAVILION, BRICHTON.

THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORICUL-
TURAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY will hold

their Autumn Exhibition of PLANTS, FRUITS, CUT
FLOWERS, &c, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, 12th
and 13th of September next, at the above splendid suite of Rooms
and Grounds, on the same grand scale as former years. Prizes

are offered with the same liberality as previously. Also the
Railway Cup, value 10 guineas, for the best 24 Show Dahlias for

Amatours. By the liberality of the Railway company, all

plants, &0.| will be convoyed to Brighton and back, carriage-free,

from all stations on the lines. Schedules can be bad on appli-

cation to E. Spary, Superintendent of the Exhibition
; or the

Secretary, E. Carpenter, 45, Lavender Streot, Brighton. By
order of the Committee, • E. Carpenter, Secretary.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
Sewers' Office, Guildhall, Aug. 2, 1S55.

CITY OF LONDON CEMETERY.—the Com-
missioners of Sewers of the City of London, acting as the

Burial Board for the said City, hereby jrive notice that they
will meet at Guildhall on Tuesday, the 11th day of September,
at 12 o'clock precisely, for the purpose of receiving TENDERS
for the supply of TREES and SHRUBS for the Cemetery now
being formed at Little Ilford, in the county of Essex.

Forms of Specification with Schedules, to which the prices are
to be affixed, may be obtnined on and after the 20th day of August,
at the OHice of Mr. William Haywood, Surveyor to the Com-
missioners, 14, Old Jewry Chambers; or at the Office of Mr.
Davidson, Landscape Gardener, 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford
Square. Joseph Daw, Principal Clerk.

WILLIAM BaRRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

\* PIfins and Estimates fnrmshpd.

JOHN H A R RI S N, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
Florist, Landscape Gardener, &c.

Plans and Estimates furnished; Experienced Gardeners
recommended; also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting
for Under Gardeners' Situations.—Darlington, Aug. 11.

F E R (M S.

EOBERT SIM'S 16 page CATALOGUE of his
GENERAL COLLECTION of FERNS may now be had

for Four Stamps. Free to all previous purchasers.

Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

PRJCED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON'S Priced Catalogue

of Plants may be obtained on application. It contains
Stove, Orchidaceous, Ferns and Mosses, Greenhouse, Ornamental
Shrubs and Trees, Roses, and Herbaceous Plants.

T. J. & Sox are offering at very low prices a large Stock of
Azaleas, Camellias, Ericas, Epacrises, Helicbrysums, Rhododen-
drons, &c., well deserving the attention of purchasers.

Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

AZALEAS AND~ER?CAS]

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in offering the
• following fine, bushy, well-grown plants, and of the

choicest and best varieties, in large 4S and 32-size pots.

AZALEAS ISs. per dozen; 5*. per 100.
ERICAS 125. and ISs. per dozen ; 4?. aud 5L per 100.

These will make very pretty specimens for the ensuing season

;

all orders to be accompanied with a remittance from unknown
correspondents.—Maidstone, Aug. 11.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS AND TRIFOLIUM IN-

CAkNATUM should •">« I onfo Early Spring

Seed, Sutton <v. 8onb, Seed Growcrg, Reading, I—
fr\ ../> Set d now i cctdy. Aln<»

GRASS SEEDS for PERMANENT PAST! BR

rpHE S1

* An Itiii

NOW HA'RVESTINC,
' SWEDENBURGH CATTLE CABBAGE

Dprovod variety of the Drumhead, heavier ind more
compact, and maybe had f<>r present and Autumn towiog,4$$
per lb. Price U> the trade on application.

IJa & 1 1 no w.i, Sudbury, Su ffolk,

NOW HARVESTING,
Ani> Bditbd won Pbbsemt Sownra.

r ri\v: LINCOLNSHIRE RED GLOBE TURNIP,
-L —A fine large and quick growing variety. Also the Orange
Jelly ami other kinds for late nnwing.

i:> h Aj Buoww, Budhury, Hnfbdk,

HARDY anii SON, Sbro Growers, &c, Maldon,
Essex, are prepared i" send to any address, free by i \

their bosl oeleeted kindn of CABBAGE and LETTUC1 BEED
(or July and Aiigunt HowingH, In onu or four varietien. Alio for

early Bowing, one or three rarletles of their selected wn EATS,
now in repute, nufflclent f<>r 1 rod, with dfrectionn, &c, on receipt
of sovon p.OBtAge Rtampfl for each variety, enclosed with nn
envelop. properly addreaged to ItH desti nation.

JOSEPH 13AUMANN, Nobseryman, Ghent, Bel-
gium, begs to offer the following Plants, with and without

Sower buds, at most reasonable price**:

—

• I

Azalea '.indica, good sorts, all

grafted upon good stocks
A/.ah'ii indi'i, stocks
Ghent Azalea, bardy
Now Ghent Rhododendron
Rhododendron arboreum
Canif.llias

i li utzia gracilis

Gladiolus gandavensis
Lilium laucifolium album

„ „ rubrum
Kalmia glauca

„ hn:;ustifolla

„ latlfolia

AVERSCIIAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent,
• Belgium, b<>L*s to offer to the Trade the following NEW

GLOXINIAS ERECTA:— *

Gloxinia erecta AdamasoculaUr
„ Princesse de Prusse
„ C. Flaacko
„ Rex igneus

rosea Castilloni

Gloxinia erecta Mars cocruleus

„ Ilauptmann Wiithe

„ J. Schiifcr

Stellata

W
Price, without discount, Is, each. The plants are strong

and in full bloom.

7"HITE COROLLA and BANKS' NEW
FUCHSIAS, 21s. per do'.en, fgom the following selection:'

White Corolla.
Queen Victoria.
Lady of the Lake.

Climax.
Maid of Kent.
Beauty of the Bower.
Omar Pacha.
Grand SulUn.
Napoleon III.

"Water Nymph.
Raffuelle.

Snowdrop.
Empress Eugenie.
Mrs. Story.

Galantbiflora-plenb.

Florence Nightingale.

Backs'.

Epps's Nurseries, Maidstone.

IMPROVED MUSHROOM SPAWN.—Patronised
J- by many of the Nobility, the London Horticultural Society,

&c. Sold in packages containing a sufficient quantity to plant
50 feet of bed for 55., with printed description and cultural
directions.

Large Flowering ANTIRRHINUMS ... 2s.6d, per 100.

„ „ HEARTSEASE 2 6 „
„ „ DIANTHUS'S 2 6 „

See former Advertisements.
Address W. PRESTO E, Florist, &c, Basingstoke, Hants.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA SEEO.
DOB ON > i- SO

* of th#- atx/vi

I

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA.

Mi EU E G. UENDKM r* v
aonouttcci that thi

may i# had <

•ocbj Ihe flm " •,
.'..'- w,OLOLARM

}*s turn' .'. pAlMK*- »!*'

Weillngt

C A L C E O L A~rTa IttD.
I SMITH, the raiser of SUI/TAN, bu, wilii

*' • core ood peraevermnee, raloed I

l a ri 1 h i ogUnd, and I

quantity of Beed, whlcli be off.; r '-•'-.[.

.

will be leal oul
Apj.lv lo .1 +x,

CALCEOLARIA SEED.

R PARKER has now ready for set
• which he can recomm*-nd wp|

baring been laved i.

beauUful markings. In packed at ]
(

I SEBAKIA -.loed Tt
and 'i%. Qd. ppr packet. ,\

accompany all orders from iinkrv** r

J'aradine Nuraerv. Mom

N GAINES having been fortunate in
• Grom the

fully at the Royal Botanic, Keinmrj' Park, and (

Exhibitionf. he is prepared to offer it at 6#. per
|

orders are solicited ai the »tock U very limited,
Nnnery, Bnrrey Lana. Batt/*r«*a, Anfraat 11.

NEW PELARGONIUMS rai«<J by J. Beck, E»q^
of Laleworth: and T. White, E Kwma.

Catalogues with full descriptions aod pnoai
forwarded post frr-e for one stamp, on applies
& Son,florists and Seedsmen, Wbodlondi I

/CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES in foil bkrjm for
V-^ Sale ; 150 st^re pots of the beet varieties, all Sl*o*r Flowers.
Each pot will make from four to eight pairs of pi

To be seen at Mr. It. Valklk's, Florist, May field Road,
Daiston, London.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
JOHN CATTELL has the following now ready to

send out, post free, at the prices annexed. The CALCEO-
LARIAS are very superior, and warranted to give equal satis-

faction to those sent out by J. C. for so many years.
Per packet.—5. d.

Calceolaria, saved from the finest vars., carefully hybridised 2 6
Do. from an entirely new class, of very rich colours, large,

and extraordinary fine blooms 5
Cineraria, from fiuest varieties 2 6
Geranium, from first rate florist varieties 1

Do. do. fancy varieties 1

Schizanthns retusus and albu?, each 6
Anemone, single Poppy, extra fine 6
Mimulus, from finest varieties 6
Mignonette, New Giant -i

Alstrn-meriaacutifoli^splendid scarlet conservatory climber 1
Do. Van Houtte's, superb Chilian hybrids, mixed 6

Tropieolnm tricolorum grandiflonmi 1 o
Heartsease, from fine named varieties 1
Helianthemum, or dwarf rock Cistus, from SO vars., mixed 6
25 varieties, fine showy hardy Annuals, for early spring

flowering, in the open ground 5
12 varieties, from showy half hardy Annuals, for early

flowering, in the greenhouse 3
A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany orders

from unknown correspondents.—Nurseries, Wesierham, Kent.

DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS.
JAMES CARTER and Co.'b comprehensive CATA-

LOGUE of DUTCH as" CAPE BULBS, avd BE
for Autumn sowing, will be published on the lat if September
next, and will be forwarded, free of charge, and . •

application to Jakes Carter
~ TO THE TP.

JOIIX MORSE begs to offer fine mixed PERSIAN
RAN'UNCULA. containing nrarlv 100 sorts, all zood Doable

Flowers, at 20s. per 1000; also g^od mixtnre TULIP3.atJua.per
1000. The above being the surplus stock, of an amate-j:
can be strongly recommended.

The Nursery, )

TRIPOLI ONION".—The tra^e can be tupplicdwith
SEED of the tme flat Tripoli Onion, \ i Sokf.

Seedsmen , 46. Cheapsid?. London.

\Tf ANTED, 5000 BLACK ITALIAN. POPLARS,
* * 10 to 12 feet high, good stoat trees. Apply. «iih price,

delivered free to the Ipswich Railway - Emm,
Nurseryman, &c» Ipswich.

M ONTSERRAT PINES.
TO BE SOLD, abort 35 MONTSERRAT PINES.

Succession Plants.—For further particulars a;

& Authcr Dickson- & Co., Nurserymen and Seedsmen. I

poration Street, Manchester.

RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that he is now

prepared to execute orders for his two New Hardy Hybrid
Rhododendrons, in good established plants, at 42s. each.
Rhododendron JOHN WATERER, colour glowing carmine,

large truss, fine foliace, aud a most abundant bloomer, in
perfection about the loth June.

Ditto, MRS. JOHN WATERER, a bright rosy crimson, fine

conical truss, a very free blooming kind, in flower about
15th of June.

To the admirers of this justly noble class of Plants. Jokx
Waterf.e has the pleasure ot recommending the above as being
the greatest acquisitions yet offered. They combine in a marked
degree the necessary requisites for really first-rate hardy crimson
varieties, viz., imposing colours, abundant bloomers, extreme
hardiness, and flower at a time when they are not liable to be
iigured by spring frosts.

The America.: Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, Aug. 11.

TO MARKET GROWERS, NURSERYMEN, ETC,

TO BE SOLD, GO dozen clean, lar-e, well jrom
CYTISUS in 4S : :-. The whole may be 1

12?.—R. Bcllex, Dulwich C-ommor, Surrey. *
I

Alleyn's Head.

TO BE SOLD, a Case of Imported ORCHIDS,
containing M pieces, mostly large and pre-

condition: varieties of Oncic ~

bnrkia. Ionopsis, Phains, Hedychium, &c-

;

seen at Mr. Geoege Robet.t

UTHILL'S STRAWBERRY~PLA )

-

early and hardy BLACK PF.i:

WALES, two celebrated sorts, will l>e sect oul

August 15th. They are both enora
tbem mskes a most delicious and solid preserv

.

wards of 300 ladies ronnd here car

5s. per ICO: the Prince of W
J. C.'s Pamphlet en tie Potato, Sirawberry. S

kale. Rhubarb. Win- re, 2*.

J. C.'s Market Gan
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requested. Post-office orders pay-"
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WARD'S OMAR PACHA ST -T -

TT'ILLIAM JAMES WARD cz::~ a haBd-
V* ~-^e fine fiavonred Strawbcrr - reduced

price:—100 plants, i:.: 50 psants,"12i -

well rooted. In addition to the many -

received
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[August 11,

"IXflLLIAM YOUNG bejs to call the attention of

» . Nobleman. Gentlemen, Public Companies, Mid Planters in

General to bis extensive stock of CHOICE C0N1FERK,
HARDY BVERGREEHS, OKNAmENTAI. TREES, AME-
RICAN PLANTS. ic, which ;ir.- thia season particularly hoe,

and having been Well prepared lor removal, ho ciii confidently

recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

\V. Y. invites persons about to plant to inspect bis stock,

which is standing over GO acres of ground, in which will be found

all kinds of plants adapted t' every description of ornamental

planting. It consists of IlAKhY CONIFBBJ3, containing

some of the tiuest specimen plants ever offered.

Feethigh.) Feet high

Abies Douglasi G to S by S to G l ThuJaWeanann, Siberian a to 6

„ S to 10 by 7 to S I , J,
'° =

„ 10 to 12 by S to : Chinese Juniper ... 44, to 5

., Menziesi I

1

to G ,, n •

„ nigra, Black Spruce -U to 5 Upright „ ••

„ alba, White Spruce to S

,
canadensis, Hem-
lock Spruce ... 6 to S by

Pinna austriic.i

„ Ccmbra .

to S
.. S to 10

... 7 to S

... S to 10

... 2* to 3

...
3" to 4

5 to 6 by G
very

„ excelsa .

„ instgois .,

Picea Pinsapo
.. nobilis

., Nordmanniana j'handsomo
Araucaria imbricata . 24 bv 2*

do. do 8 by o

do. do 4 by 4
do. do., very handsome G to S

Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4
Cedar of Lebanon ... 34 to 4

„ „ ... 5 to 6

„ „ 7 to S bv 6

„ ., 10 to 12 by 8
„ Deodara ... 4* to 5

„ „ 6" to 8

„ „ 9 to 10

„ „ 10 to 12
("The Cedars of Lebanon and
Deodara are particularly

handsome and well furnished.)

Thujaorientalis.Chinese
Arbor-vita? 5 to 6

7 to 8

... 5 to 6

... 4 too

... 6 to 7

Taxodiumsempervirens 6 to 8

„ 10 to 12

Irish Yew 4$ to 5
- 6 to 7

A I/AROB Quantity of fixe
EVKKGKEENS.

Green Hollies 4 to 6

„ „ ... 6 to 7 by 4

„ „ 8 to 10 by 6 to 7

Evergreen Oak 34 to 4

„ 4* to 5

„ G to 8 by 4 to 5

Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to 8

„ 10 to 12

Weymouth Pine
Yews

Juercus oxomensis

—

New Leucombe Oak..

. S to 10

3i- to 4
44 to 5

. 5J to 6

6 to 7
8 to 10

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts

Rhododendron pouticum (good

for cover).

Do. all the new and best vars."

Kalmias, Andromeda, Ledums,
&c. &C.

STANDARD ROSES, of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TUERS, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avenues, from 10 to 12 feet.

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.

A Catalogue is in course of publication, and may be had the
first week in September for two postage stamps. *
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

BA1NBRIDGE and HEWISON, of the York
Nurseries, beg to inform their friends that they are now

prepared to supply the following New FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS,
«&C at the reduced prices attached :

—

NEW FUCHSIAS, 1855, Ss. Gd. each, or a dozen left to their
selection, 365.—Climax, Fairy Queen, Grand Sultan, Maid of Kent,
Beauty of the Bower, Omar Pacha, Queen Victoria, Prince Albert,
Mrs. Story, Empress Eugenie, Raffaelle, Snowdrop, Lady of the
Lake, Water Nymph. Dominiana.

FUCHSIAS, New 1S51, Is. Gd. each, or the dozen for 12s.—
Autocrat, Queen of Hanover, Telegraph, Vanguard, Omega,
Magni6ca, Charmer, Clio, Duke of Wellington, Elegans, Monarch,
Ashfordiensis.

FUCHSIAS.—Good older varieties, Gs. and 9s. per dozen.
NEW VERBENAS, 1S55, 2s. Gd. each.—Wonderful, Blue

Beard, Lady Lacon, Commander-in-Chief, Empress of France,
Florence Nightingale, Rose of England, Tyrian Priuce, Eva.
Other select older varieties, 9s. per dozen.

GERANIUMS.—Carlos, 2s. Gd.\ Claudiana, 25. Gd.; Duchess
of Wellington, 2s. Gd.; Lucy, 5s. ; Majesties, 2s. 6-i. ; Marginata,
2b. GJ.; Mary, 5s.; Regalia, 2s. 6//.; Rhoda, 2s. Gd. ; Rosa, 2s. Gd.;
Virginia, 2s. Gd. ; Zeno, 2s. 6d; or 30s. per dozen. Good older
varieties, 6s. and 9s. per dozen.

NEW FANCY GERANIUMS.-Cloth of Silver, 10s. Gd.
;

Evening Star, 7s. Gd; Exhibitor, 7s. 6d.; or the three for 20s.
Best older varieties, Gs. and 12s. per dozen.

STOVE PLANTS.
. d.

Achimenes Earl Wolforth 2

„ Sir Trehern Thomas 2

„ gigantea 2 6
Aphelandra Leopold! ...3 6
Begonia Presroniensis
snperba ... 2s. Gd. and 3 G
„ Zanthina 5
„ Ingram i 2 6

Hexacen tris mysorensis 2s., 3 6
Medinella magnifica ... 3 6

Heliocentrum rosenm ... 2 6

Hippiela atrosanguinea ... 2 G
Cyrtanthera magnifica ... 2
Kchites picta 2 fi

Hebeclinium iantlucum... 2{0
Passifloraamabilis 2

„ Decaisneana ... 2

„ Ilartwessina ... 2j '[0

Siphocampylosne plus ultra 2 6

„ bicolor rosea 2 6

Acacia oleifolia elegans ... 2

„ grandis(tme) ... 2
Castmra aurantiacum ... 1

Cheiranthera linearis ... 2
Chorozema cordatum ... 1

ii H splen-
dens ... Is. and 2

„ Laurencianum Is. and 2
„ variura nanum ... I

Clianthus magnificus ... 2
Cyclamen persicum ru-

brum 3
Daphne indicaalba Is. Gt, 3

„ rubra Is.Gt}., 3
Ddlwynia cinnabarina

Is. Gd., 2
,, Dmmmondi ls.Gd., 2
„ scabra ... Is. Gd., 2

Eugenia Ugni 2
Fagelia bituminosa ls.6d. 2
Heliotropium Beauty of

the Boudoir 1
Kalosanthus coccinea ... 1

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
Kalosanthus L. Napoleon 1

Kennedya monophylla ... 1

Lilium iancifolium album 1

„ „ rubrum 1

„ „ rubrum
speciosum 1

Mahernia vesta ... ... 1
Phlox Generat Radetzky 1

„ depressa criterion ... 1
Polygalacordifulia ... 1

„ myrtifolia 1

Rhynchospermum jasmi-
noidea 1

Statice Halfordi 2
Swainsonia galegifolia

alba ... ls.and 2
Tetratheca erici folia

2s.6d. and 3
„ verticillata Is.Gd , 2

Veronica Anderson! ... 1

„ variegata 1

„ Liebmani 1

Sollya Drumraondi Is., 2

MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS.
Per dozen.— £. s. d. i

Ericas ... 15,. to 1 10
Camellias ... 12s. to 12
Azaleas 12s., 24s., and 6
100 Herbaceous Plants

in 50 vars 2
100 ditto in 50 vars. 3
100 Fine R.-ck Plants

in 50 vars a
Pansies, select vara.,

p=:r dozen 6s. to IS

Phlox Dr. Andry
„ Fanny Adam ;,..

„ Alexandrina ...

„ Madame Bosville

u » Domage
,, Mr. Domage ...

The six for 7s. Gd.
Phloxes in good variety

per dozen 6s. to

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments "where much water-

ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,

Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be

obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Warneu & Sons, S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

(Fig.l.)

TYLOR and
(Fig. 2.)

TYLOR and SON'S BARROW GARDEN
fJ • ENGINE (Fig. 1), in best well painted oak tub, fitted with
improved Pump, universal joint, and registered Spreader, which
answers the purpose of the separate rose fan and jet.

No. 1 holds 10 gallons, throws 30 feet high ... £4 10
No. 2 „ 15 „ ,, 45 „ ... 5 10
No. 3 „ 28 „ „ 45 „ ... 6 18

T TYLOR & SON'S BARROW GARDEN ENGINE
'* • (Fig. 2), iu strong tinned iron tub, well painted inside and
outside, with improved Pump, universal joint, and registered

Spreader, which answers the purpose of the separate rose fan
and jet.

No. 10 holds S gallons, throws 25 feet high ... £2 15
No. 13 „ 12 „ „ 30 „ ... 3 5
No. 11 „ 16 „ „ 40 „ ... 4
No. 12 „ 24 „ „ 4i „ ... 5
No. 14 „ 30 „ „ 45 „ ... 5 18

A large assortment of every description of Garden Syringes,
Pail Engines, Conservatory Pumps, &c. kept in Stock.

No. 1, Plain Syringe, with rose and jet, diameter of barrel,

1$ inch, 14s. 3d.; No. 2, do., diameter of barrel, 1% inch, 12s.;

No. 3, do., diameter of barrel, Ig inch, 10s. Gd,

Read's Syringe, with two roses and one jet, 19s.

J. Tyi.or & Son's Horticultural Apparatus may be obtained at

these prices from any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in

town or country, through whom alone they will be supplied, and
of whom Drawings and Prices may be had.

N.B. Cost of carriage, &c, not included iu these prices.

J. Tvlor & Son's Manufactory, Warwick Lane, Newgate
Street, London.

C^rfii™ 1 ?
C
1
U esPecml attention to their

wiuSi!Dd A^lMS
- A Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs importedwm be ready m September, and may be had free on application.

'» Bridge Street, York.—August 11.

TYLOR and SON'S REGISTERED GARDEN
*J • SYRINGE.— Small size, for Amateur use, 21s. each.

Large size, for Gardeners' use, 25s. each.

Extra for Telescope Tube as shown in engraving for watering
plants on stands at a height of 8 feet, so that any quantity of

water can be deposited in the pot without wetting the leaves, 10s.

By a simple arrangement this Syringe is rendered more
effective than any portable Conservatory or Garden Pump ever
offered to the public. It is equally adapted for Garden or
Conservatory use, and is capable of discharging twice as much
water in, a given time as any oiher Syringe now in use. The
arrangement consists in attaching a small flexible suction tube

to the barrel of the Syringe, through which it is filled with water
at every discbarge of the previous contents. By this means the
Syringe is always charged, and the pull-up stroke of the piston

rendered perfectly easy, it having, indeed, no work to do, the

barrel being previously full of water. Being thus made self-

supplying, a great saving >-f labour is effected; and the necessity

of stooping to fill the syringe at every discharge being done
away with, the direction of the water can be maintained for any
length of time. It is perfectly cleanly in its action, as it is not

possible for any water to «eL on the outside of the barrel, which
is a well-known inconvenience attendant on the use of every
other Syringe. Its construction is perfectly simple, and cannot get

out of order; 'the ground in ball valves and fittings used for filling

all other patent Syringes being entirely superseded. To be had
of any respectable Ironmonger or Seedsman in town or country.

J. Ttlor & Sons, Manufacturers of Horticultural Apparatus,
Warwick Lane, Newgate Street, London.
N.B. These prices do not include carnage, package, or expense

of delivery in the country.

N
IMPORTANT TO GROWERS OF ROSES.

EWLY-INVENTED APHIS BRUSH, or
GREEN FLY DESTROYER—The attention of Florists

is particularly called to this Cheap and
Ingenious Instrument, invented by the Rev.
E. S. Bull, of Colchester, which, in a very
simple and easy manner, instantly cleanses
the Rose from that destructive insect the
Green-fly (or Aphis), without causing the
slightest injury to the bud or foliage.

Price 2s. 6tf. each, or free by post, 4s.

Manufactured by

JOSLIN AND SONS,
Ironmongers, Colchester.

Retailed by all the principal Ironmongers.

Wholesale Agents:
W. Thompson & Son, 15, Upper North

Place, Gray's Inn Road, London.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

ICensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*J of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance 01

design, and durabilily of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Riofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c., heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have grent pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
J hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6* by 4* £0 12s. Orf

7 „ 5, - 7* „ 5.J ) 0H0
8 „ 6, — 8h „ 6*} OHO
9 n 7, - 9A „ 74, 10 by 61

16
10 „ 7, 10 by S } '" O lb U

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at 18s. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 2ld. to 3ld.

|
21 oz. from 3\d. to 4£d.

26 oz. from o\d. to 7£d.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or
Crates of 300 feet, 2Ad. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and ot various dimensions, always
on Land,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

J of an inch thick £1 17s. Gd. per case of 50

A „
.' 2 13 „ 60

1 „ 1 17 6 „ 60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s.per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Carooys* Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils

and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Eishopsgate Street
Without, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply I6-02. SHEET GLASS,

o( British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

HPHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
«- HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

reduced Tariff of Agricultural and Horticultural Glass.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.; and
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH -PLATE, from 4^d. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from Is. Gd. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozen; Hely's Test Churns, 5s. each; Waiing's Butter Slabs,

10s. ; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s; Bee-glasses, from
Gd.; Cucumber Tubes, from Is.; Propagating Glasses, from 3Ad.

to 7s. each ; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums, complete,

10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-

tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,

British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND EWCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers aud the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

in. and 66 in by 4
«\ , «
n , Si
8* , «4
a* , 1\
lot , a*
12 , 9

10 , 10
11 ,

10

n , 11
12 , 11
13 , 11
13 , 12

13J , 13*
151 ,. 134

6 in by 4* in

7 „ 5
S ,, 6
i) » 7

in
,; 8

11 > 9
13 „ 9
10* „ 10J
1H „ 10*
1H „ Hi
12* „ 111
ISA „ Hi
13* „ 124
Hi „ 13J

... 12i 04

... 12 6

... 13

... 13 6

... 13 6

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 16

... 16

... IS

20 by "13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21.J bv 13J, 164 "7 "4i 2<> b7 u .

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes uncier 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot^ ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3J „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Ilee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,

as Horticultural List.

Milled Slieet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,

and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had od application.

Established more than 100 years.
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SPLENDID HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIA AND
SWEET WILLIAM SEEDS.

WILLIAM BARNES baa now ready Por Bending
out a Hiriull (juantity of tlio above Seeds, the former ol

•which in unrivalled, and has glvun the groatont Hatlamotion to

all purcbaHors for tbe last four seasona, 2a. Bd. and 6a, por paoTcot,

SWEET WIMJAMH, grown I'nmi Mm hi i (dork, n iln

deed now offered; may bo Boon 'it the proBonttlme In full bloom
at hiii NuriHjry, wiic.ro thoy are pronounced by all who havo noon

thorn to lm unequalled • la, 8a, per packet. Payment can bo

mado by pontage stamps.
Camden NurBoryj Oamberwellj London,

CHOICE NOVELTIES OF THE PRESENT SEASON.
HENRY WALTON, Florist, &C., Etfflfl End,

Blnreden, near Burnley, Lanoashlro, In now Bending out
nico healthy established Plants of the following at the reduced
priuon annexed,
FUCHSIAS, with white corollas, at8*.0i. oaoh Story's Mrs,

fltory, Qumm Victoria, Wator Nymph, E&pross Eugunle) Lady
of tho Lake, and Snowdrop. Other variettes.of this BetiHon:
Hank'n Priucn Albert, '!*. Bo*,; Beauty of tho Bowor, 2b, Bd,\
Maid nf Kent, 8». 8d.; Climax, Sf, Btfj Grand Sultan, 2 ftd.\

Omor Pacha, 05, <w.; Smith's Omor I'aolm, 2a. BS.; Nlmrod,
2*. 0tf,j Coronet, 2,v. (W. ; Orlando, 2*. (W.; ami Vlolajflora piano,
*2tt.GU., orflO«, per dozen

;
pout, free, whore two or moro are ordered.

VERitKN A 8:—Wonderful, Blue Beard, Lady Lacon,Commander-
in-Chief, Empress of France, Florence nightingale, Robo of
KnRland, Tyrian Prince, Kva, llnule do Pen, l-ord Itn^hm, I'.m

press, Mrn. M'Noii, vioincea, SUlstrla, and Mw. Woodroffe, al

la. Qd. each or IB,?, per dozen, post froo.

A romittaiim respectfully requested to accompany all orders
(unloss roforenco Ih Riven), payable at Mnredon, Lancashire,
For List Of Choice new AchhnmiuH. and other novoltlos of this

soason, hoo Advertisement in Qardonera 1 dtronioh of July 21 and
iprovlouH NumherH.

NEW FUCHSIAS ANlT VERBENAS OF THIS SEASON
AT REDUCED PRICES.

JOSEPH COURCHA, Fkomst, Wellington Row,
*-J Hart's IjAiio, Bothnal 6i'con Hoad, London, ban now ready
for sending out nice healthy plants at the following prices:

—

FUCHSIAS.
Mrs. Story - ... 2) ,(W. Nlmrod 2a IW.
Quoen Victoria ... ... 2 R Orlando 2 n
l'rlnco Albert ... ... 2 Maid ofKont 2 fi

RnlTaollo ... 2 ft Grand Sultan 3 n
Water Nyinlth ... ... 2 fi Tleanty of (ho Uower ... 2 i;

T'uipreHB EuRcnio ... 2 Napoleon 3 fi

Lady of the Lako ... 2 ViolaMlora pleno ... 3 6
Snowdrop ... 3 « Princess of Prussia ...2 «
Omer l'aclia ... 2 Macnlata superba, beauti-
Climax ... 2 ful variegated foliage 3 fi

Coronet ... 2 Or 22.?. por dozen.
Verbenafl, 15.9. lift doz. New Phlox, Qneen Victoria. 2.9. fid.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE have a fine stock of
'* the following to offer:

—

THUJA GIGANTE A.—A noble hardy evergreen tree, from the
bills of California. From seed, 31s. 6d.

;
grafted. 21s.

rHUJOPSISBORFALIS.—A beautiful hardy evergreen tree,
from Bearing's Straits. Grafted, strong, 21s.

Uota plaucft 7 6
Thuja Doniana ... 6s. to 7 6
Wolliugtonla gigantea,

6s. to 21
'odocarpus ntihlgena

,, chiliua
Jerberis Jameson!

„ Nenberti, fine

>ammara obtusa ...

tegonla Thwaitesi
„ Lapeyrousi

jdiites Pelleri ...

iphelandra Leopold!

„ Porteana
! xora Lobbi

alba, true

s.d.
Episcea mellitasflora ... 3 6
Araucaria excelsa, from
seed 25$. to 4'i

Araucaria Bidwilli ... 31 G

„ . Cunninghami... 31 6

105
. 42
. 10 6
. 7 6
. 5

21
21

. 6

. 7 6

. 31 6

. 7 6

. 6

. 10 6

. 6

. 5

.76
..6

ocalyx AVarscewiczi 5
FILBERT MERVEILLE DE BOLAVYLLElt, lar

very prolific, 7s. 6d.

The Trade supplied.--Nursery
L IIainmersmith .

INDIAN AZALEA," "EULAL1E VAN
This fine and distinct variety may be recom-

„ Cooki

„ gracilis
Bejariajvstuans ...

Acrophyllum venosutn
Boronia Drummondi
Glycine sinensis alba
Azalea amcena, hardy, fine 3 G
Oxylobium Osborni ... 5
Eugenia ngui 3 6
Scutellaria villosa ... 5
Fabiana violacea 3 6
Swainsonia Osborni ... 3 6

e and

VfEW
-^ GEERT.*
lended as one of the best of this fine tribe of floricultural pi
nd which has been admired by all the amateurs who saw it in
loom. It is of free growing and robust habit. The flowers of
le largest are of good form and substance; colour rose and white,
mtted with bright rose. Plants will be sent out next spring at
i, 6£ and 21s. each, one over for every three taken; the first
ibscriber will, of course, obtain the best plants. Orders will
so bo received at my Agent's. Mr.E. Silbertud, 5, Harp Lane,
ower Street, Loudon, from whom my Catalogue of Plants may
) obtained on application.— N.B. The plants will be delivered
•ae to London; see opinion in Gardeners' Chronicle of May 26th
ud it will be figured in the works of Messrs. Van Montte and
. Verschaflelt of next month.
A. V. G. also begs to offer the following new and recommend-
de plants at reduced prices.

s.d.

3 6
5

phelandra Leopoldi
gfaostUs sinuatus
tpleniuui bulbiferum
(Fern) per dozen ... 6
zaleabcaute de l'Europe,
per dozen 36
cbmea fulgens 2 6
rdisia crenulata fructu
albo 2 6
sophila nova sp. (Tree
Fern) 10 6
naryllis Josephinie,
strong bulbs 7 6
diimenes, the four new
varieties, each 2 6
rberis Hookeri 2 6

„ Neuberti ... 6
echnum Corcovadense
Tree Fern), fine plants 2 6
Ibergia thyrsoidea

„ Liboniana
gonia biserrata
niatis Helena ...

Sophie ...

monstrosa
anthns magnificus
vianobills.strongplants 5 6
amajrops humilis,strong
nants 21s. to 42
rus sinensis, per dozen IS
yera japonic*., hardy,
er dozen 12 o
nellia Archiduchesse
[arie.oneofthefinestred 5

s.d.
CamelliaDnchesse de Berrl,
prime white ... ..-. 5

Daphne Auckland! ... ig
,, oleoides variegata 1 G

Illiciumreligiosum, hardy,
per dozen IS

Do. do. strong plants, each 3 G
Inga ferruginea 3 G
Kennedyaeximia, per doz. 15
Isoloma trianea 2 G
Myrtus Ugni 2 G
Magnolia inacropliylla ... 2 G

Leune, splendid 15
2 6Marica tricolor

Prunus sinensis, fl. albo
pleno ., 3 o

Passifloraprinceps, strong 1 ti

Pourretia mexicana ... 5
Phryniuru sanguineum ... 2 6
Pimelea Neippergiana,per
dozen IS o

Rhododendron Camille de
Rohan

„ Due de Brabant
„ _ AIstro?meriflora

Strelitzia regiua?
Thuja gigautea 7 6

Camellias, well set with
bloom of the leading
varieties, GL per 100.

Indian Azaleas, 5?. per 100.

Do. on stems, with fiue
heads, each ... 3s. 6d. to 5

LB. The Ghent steamer Fleche, for London, sails now regn-
y viccversd; by this way the expense of carriage is muuh
iced.

A. Van Cebrt, Nurseryman, Ghent, Belgium.

7 G
7 6
7 6
5 i)

TO LOVERS OF PLANTS WITH HArJD'.CMe FOLIACE.

MESSRS, STANDI6H and NOBLE are a-. send.

Ins ou1 the One nov I Ireenb Hi

MANNIA TKIl i'l n i I . till h R I
i'

. . ,\ n ...
o i

. i,,i,,t. <\ sl the Be ftf U l inb

Mptiik;: in June Inst, and nlso al the I I v ilnl Palm I

n pnrl ol tho lath i n lilbll
,
Inn (hll nrln - to

condensed i

" r*ou rnlaht pw I oil Ihe le«

plftiil for the ii ond i ol n linndsoma \ oi n. 'J In y nn '

i pinnate, |unt iik'1 Pern leaves, i do nol roi

i hi- Mimosas, n planl s lib monl I llful leavi

Wo nm .- add ll I I
i iWt, »od easily cul

from bolng a nutlvo of Vafdl Iblybohardy.
Btronfl lanl ,;

i u h

Tho Advertlsors have |us1 pnbll bed i n i
I »lal fiio, which

will bo lorwarded Irea by po I ptof a penny storapi

The Nurserlc , tin liol lu n

.

SUPERB NEW STRAWBERP.IES,
Onowx and "mi mi. i on B*w in

WILLIAM J, NICHOLSON. iSgglescltffb,

1 arm, - orl ihire, Nlchol en's Ajax, Ruby, I II

mi'i Cnplaln Cook, • poi K Ii Uari / [1 ndi rfilll

25, < ini:ii' I'n'im f Ward'e), I - >. pi i ! I
i

.,i U;ii. [ngram's , 10 . poi 100 ScarTol Nonparlol ("Path i

i" . nor douon
;

2t> pet 00. Bli C i NsrpL p mil . l'2f.pnr

dojscn; U> 10*. per 00. Admiral Dunds £m
i/. [Oj por BO, Nlmrod (Plnoe 1

I, 10 por i' 1" pi u I

,\ .11,11 i ni\ oi tin Bl i OLDER BTKA W BEItnil I,

Blncli Prince, 4s.
j

British ', oa I .: Eleanor, i ,t Old Pino,

If,; EllKa (Rlvors's), 7s.j SurpihK*, 7*. ; Vlotorlii (Trollopi

Gollah (Killoy's), «. ; Blcton Pine (While's), 6*.; Keen
ling, ,

i-
. Old Rosobeny, bj.per 100 plants. Box Included,

Tho above prices win in* reduced whenevera reduction Is made
by tho ralsors. A descriptive DlrtUlar of tho above
applloa! A Posl Office Order payable at Ufann, 'i

is roquoBtod wiiii the ordei

«CTR 1IAUIIY."—To this STRAWBERRY baaO boen awarded at all (he Horticultural Exhibitions the
highest honours, whoro It ban competed, namely :

-
1851.

—

ClilHwirk.tln.t rlasscorUBcate; 21, Regonl 3trcet, highly
commended; Botanical Qardens, Edgbaaton, first prize,

1855 —Edgbaston BotanhSU Gardens, li r t prize, in pots
fforoodj; llnndsworth and beztils, damp itend Park, Q I

[forced); Edgbaston Botanical Gardens, lirst prize—tin- Judges
declared it the bost BtrawberTy In every point on the table,

superior to Kconn1 Si-edllng, Cremorno Seedling, British Queen,
Mrs. Trollope, &c; Lancaster, Brat prlzo, an<l pronounced by the
Judges to bo the finest ami bost tasted Berry In cultivation;
Preston, first prize; Carlisle, first prize; Wolverhampton, first

prize, and certificate of merit; Watford, first prize; Aylesbury
Horticultural So'ioty, first class certificate.

Plants are ready for sending out (not hiss than a score).

Prices:—100 plants, 43.; 80, 81. 12s. 6cf. ; 60, St. 16s.; 40,17.18s.;
and 20, 1/. Plants may bo had in pots (not lens than 10}, at

2s. oach.
Apply to Mr. RicifAni) Usokhhii,!,, Sir Harry's Road, Edg-

baston, Birmingham. Each application to he accompanied with
a Post Office Order (on Birmingham), to receive attention.
For the Cultivation of Strawberries, refer to Mr. Underbill's

Treatise, which maybe obtained from a Bookseller in every prin-
cipal town, where also may be obtained a handsome Lithograph
Of a plant of " Sir Harry " in full bearing.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11, 1855.

There is nothing in the valuable precepts upon
Hyacinth growing on a laig« scale given the other

day (.-ee p. 4S3) which is not perfectly applicable to

the smallest operation, if the principles that are in-

volved are separated from the mere details of prac-

tice. Those principles are—1, never to use un-

sound bulbs ; 2, to provide a rich, permeable, well-

drained soil ; 3, never to cover the bulb with soil
;

4, not to expose the buds to light or warmth until

roots are protruded in abundance ; 5, not to keep
the plants in the dark after the buds have made
perceptible progress. Let us examine these maxims
separately in their relations to growing Hyacinths
in wafer.

1. The bulbs should be sound. The bulb of tbe

Hyacinth consists for the most pait of soft cells

filled with organisable matter having a great

tendency to run into a state of putrescence. This
tendency is much increased by any wound or

bruise, which enables water to pass freely amolU'

the soft tissues without being gradually imbibed
through the sides of the cells, and altered by their

vital force. It is further accelerated by the condi-

tion of the water itself, which in bal management
acquires an offensive quality that increases any
tendency to decay which may naturally exist in the
pails it touches. Perfect soundness of the surface

is i he only guard against such accidents.

2. When water is employed instead of earth,

permeability is secured, but little or nothing more.
There is no drainage, that is to say no exchange of

exhausted for fresh water, nor any ingredient pre-

sented to the roots equivalent to the ammonia, the

phosphates, the carbonic acid, the alkaline matter,

present in a soil composed of wholly decayed leaves

and stable manure, loam and sand. All that is pro-

vided for feeding the Hyacinth is mere water con-

taining a little carbonic acid, and perhaps some salt

of lime. Such being the case, the Hyacinth, insteai

of being fed hy the soil in which it grows, is mainly
nourished by suckling itself. Nature stores up in

this plant a soluble material called organisable

matter, upon which leaves and flowers can subsist,

just as bears are said to be supported in winter by
absorbing the fat which they acquire in summer.
The result of this artificial subsistence may be

emaciated life, but must be anything rather than
vigorous health. It would seem that we must
ascribe to this circumstance iu part, if not wholly,

lhal vrtek, languid, drawn-op, pallid

which in Mi usually i

'-I

.

may 1": imfl mova]
and r . r.

.-
---.

.-. J ',f v. ..'

it can >, lur

to lak'! ihe
'

:

•
I

with a tap at the bottom, or provided with a litt!<;

ftiphon, it would l,i- mi
frequent renewal ol fhi

wiry. Tho watot itM-lf ihould be ii

BOlritiona ingredil d Hyacinth
/oil alwi !.';,' ' h«- bet

-

lid be provided would be pi •k'i-.t,

prepared by thoroughly mixta i jvian
ilb a pint -A for

of days, itlrriog it oeca ionally, and th<-n,

.)ii n perfectly clear, A
idol of tin

i oft<-n aH the uratei

rotation of phosphate ol

in qua] part' .

for the • r j and it won d be ii

watch the difference in th<r <-ff<:c».

two agi

::. [f a bulb ia covered with wafa

ch 'be

inevital Th<:

parts to which Nature ban limited the duty of inclc-

bn • tin. I
•;.' and '''

>

at the base of the bulb, and the roots a>

aro formed. Ifotherpa • ntact
with water they aUo mil it own
destruction; for plant", notwithstanding
have a living principle like anima,
of their own. They cannot n I e to take up whit is

presented to them, although t!

insufficient to enable them to assimilate it'

then should be scarcely in contact with the lower
part of the bulb ; it is better indeed that a space of

a quarter of an inch should be always left between
them, for the vapour arising from water is

enouch for a bulb to feed upon until root^

have been formed, and the powers of digestion called

into full activity.

4. In all cases where plants behave as nature
intends, the root, or its equivalent, appears before

the leaves ; we see it in seedling plants, we see it

iu cuttings and in layers, we see it in budded cr

crafted plants, where the cellular matter (callus)

which binds the scion to the stock always precedes
the appearance of leaves. The reason is obvious.
It is necessary that the organ which is to feed a
plant should precede the parts that are to be fed.

If then, in the cise of the Hyacinth, leaves and
flowers are permitted to form lefore the roots have
acquired their full power of action, the leaves and
flowers must subsist upon the organisable matter
contained in the bulb, not on that" to be obtained
from the water (or soil); and debility, deform:
utter abortion are the result. Now the great stimulant
of leaf development is light ; the gTeat antagonist of
root development therefore dsrkness is

what should be provided for th. ; Hyacinth in the
beginning. This truth is pretty generally recog-
nised, but is as generally misapplied. People think
that if the roots are kept in darkness it signifies

little what happens to the bud. But nature does
not work in that manner, nor do Jlr. HExnr
growers. The buds are buried as well as the roots.

We have seen Hyacinth glasses carefully provided
with worsted stockings, while the buds were left in
the full glare of light, instead of being famished
with a good thick nightcap. Some of our readers
will know what is meant without more particular

explanation.

5. But if it is wrong to expose the bud of the

Hyacinth to light untii the roots are formed abund-
antly, it is quite as bad to withhold light after the

roots are ready. As soon as the lower -

full activity, the upper should be - i. At
that time the neighbourhood of a wis iow. especially

an open one, if possible, where air is in the most
free motion, should be selected for zee of

the Hyacinth by day—while at night it may be
transferred to the coolest place in the house where
frost gaius no admission. A worse place than the

iece cannot be selected, except to put the

Hvaciuth in when its Bowers are formed and be-

ginning to open. At that time the work of cnlti-

vat n is over, and the tl-.nt maybe transier:-: 1

to the fair hands of those who are charged with

the pleasant duty of making a sitting room as

cheerful and beautiful as the open garden.

Tkf. time is evid-n",y at hand when the true

position of the Stakwick Xkctabihe among fruits

of its kind will be determined beyond all cavil.

When first ripened in this country its qaalitv was
admitted by some of then:-: . whom the
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duty of tasting it was confided, to be unapproved

for richness of flavour. If we mistake not our own

statement was that it ranked among Nectarines as

the Greenpage ranks among Plums.
_

When, however, other samples of the fruit, in

another season, were sent from Stanwick they were

declared to be, what in truth they were, no better

ttan an Elruge, if so good. They were not properly

ripened. Afterwards, when the fruit began to be

borne by the trees propagated from the celebrated

tree at Stanwick they were still found to be destitute

of the high qualities first ascribed to the variety,

and it was also discovered that the fruit was apt to

crack before ripening. .:..•

Last year, however, rumours began to prevail that

the fruit was getting more like its original state, and

as is the upper part of the stipes ; the lower primary

pinna; are sub-opposite, triangular-elongate acuminate ;

the pinnules lanceolate-oblong, deeply pinnatifid ; the

secondary pinnules oblong, with simple acute falcato-

incurved teeth. The sori are solitary on the inner side of

the falcate segments, and have short oblong cup-shaped

truncate involucres. The fertile fronds are copiously

bullate with oval swellings on the upper surface. It is

sometimes called iu gardens the Fox-tail Fern. A
Fern very similar to this was imported from Java in

1853 by Messrs. Rollisson.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXXIII.

349. Capsomania. (Bladder Plums).— The curious

affection described under this head is not confined to

cultivated Plums ; it is found also in Cherries, and is

common on a species of Cerasus which occurs in theme IlUll »a5 gelling uiuic iii*^ ..« w .. b ...— ,
- cumilluu un » p^cliuo ~- ..........—

that cracking was not a necessary accompaniment of Himalayas, and which has in consequence been named
..._ ___* .: a„j ™,>r tVio ovnorience of Mr. r<n<n< nirmila. A ficure is oiven ot it in Gardeners
s maturation. And now the experience of Mr

M'Ewbn, the Duke of Norfolk's skilful gardener at

Arundel, has come to the support of the original

reputation of the variety. He says it yet will

realise the high expectations entertained of it ;
and

we repeat that the specimens just sent from

Arundel still show it to be among Nectarines

what the Greengage is among Plums. To that

description we adhere without reserve.

As to cracking, Mr. M'Ewen pooh poohs what

is said about it, as he very well may. Stone fruits

crack because they receive move water than they

can digest or throw off by evaporation. There is no

other cause whatever for the malady, unless the skin

is dead, which is not the case with the beautiful

and clear-skinned Stanwick. The remedy is less

water and more heat, or both ; the commonest sort

of common sense tells that.

We therefore feel justified in reasserting the admir-

able quality of this variety, and in regarding it as a

real Horticultural treasure. It has but one fault,

that of requiring, when ripening, more heat than the

inferior sorts found in everybody's garden.

Advices from Malaga announce the reappearance

of the Tine Mildew. In 1853 it attacked the

Muscatels or Raisin Grapes to such an extent, that

in the case of one of the great growers there, only

14,000 boxes could be sent to the English market

instead of 20,000, the usual quantity from his vine-

yards. In 1854 it left the Muscatels, or nearly so,

and attacked the wine Grapes. We now learn that

it has once more seized the Muscatels as well as

others. What is very curious, the bunches of

Grapes which touch the earth are free, those alone

being attacked which appear on the higher branches.

Of course, therefore, the trellised Vines have

suffered most. Another remarkable fact is an-

nounced, namely, that the mildew now attacks the

Grapes, leaving the foliage sound and healthy,

whereas it formerly attacked the leaves first, and

the Grapes at a later period.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. III.

7. Davallia bullata, Wallich. Cat. No. 253. Hook

Sp. Fil. i., 1C9, t. 50 B.

Fronds ovately-deltoid, sub-membranaceous, tripmnnte; lower

pinna! obliquely elongate-triangular acuminate; pinnules lan-

ceolate oblong pinnatiftd, the ultimate segments tormmg linear-

acute falcate-incurved teeth, the inner side of which usually is

occupied by the sori; involucres oblong cup-shaped; rhizome

creeping, clothed with spreading subulate entire tawny scales,

fronds articulated.

A very elegant small growing Fern, native of Nepal

and Assam, introduced to Kew in 1352, and about the

same time by Mr. Nuttall. We have also seen it in the

collections of Mr. Veitch and Messrs. Henderson,

probably all from the same source. It appears to be a

deciduous species, the creeping rhizomes, clothed with

Cerasus" cornuta. A figure is given ol it in Garden*

Chronicle, 1850, p. 406, from a plant received from

Yorkshire, and one other notice appears in our

Journal* of the malady, which is, perhaps, not very

unfrequent, though it has been little noticed by authors.

351. The structure when closely examined is

extremely curious. The fruit, external to the ovules in

its ordinary condition, consists of three parts, the exo-

carp, sarcocarp, and endocarp ; of which the first forms

the cuticle, the second the flesh, and the third die stone

of the perfect Plum. Of these the first is the least

altered ; it, however, loses its even surface, and becomes

wrinkled, and instead of putting on red or purple tints

assumes a decided yellow. The sarcocarp has lost

almost entirely its fleBhy condition, presenting the loose

and dry cellular tissues of an ordinary leaf, with Btrong

radiating and anastomosing bundles of vascular tissue,

of which the two largest correspond with the placenta,

and the external suture. The endocarp seems at first

sight entirely deficient, but close examination shows that

the ovuliform body attached to the placenta is, in fact,

the endocarp greatly contracted aud separated entirely

from the sarcocarp at an early stage of growth, in

consequence of the more rapid development of the

latter, except at the single point of attachment. It is

in fact, instead of a stone, a membranous sac within

which are seen springing equally from the placenta one

or two ovules, each of which presents three membranes, _

the innermost of which is filled with a watery pulp I

without a trace of embryo. When two ovules are

present one is usually smaller thau the other.

352. The cause of this extraordinary change is at
Oi}£lm illO «_rtli3i; ui lino v»™—~- —

•/ o
(j

present extremely obscure. It has been supposed to be

due to the action of some aphis or thrips, but in

many cases no insects are observed about the diseased

fruit, or any trace of puncture. The occurrence, too,

of the disease in three such remote quarters of

the globe is also against its insect origin. Dr.

Robb is inclined to think that it is due to the

changeable weather of May and June, winch is the

rainy season of New Brunswick, when the air,

cooled by the melting ice and snow, is subject to the

rays of an already powerful sun. This, however, like

most climatic theories, does not rest upon a series ot

accurate observations, without which they can be con-

sidered merely as suggestive of what is possible. Where

isolated observations are made, we | have oft«n two i

statements, directly contrary to each other,, brought
|

forward in explanation of the same fact, as in the Kose
g

disease described in our last article. The inhabitants of I

New Brunswick believe that lime water is a specific, but

this wants confirmation. M. J. B.

'.

bright tawny subsquarrose subulate scales, being often if

not always without fronds through the winter. The
fronds are articulated with the rhizome ; 9 inches to a
foot high, bright green, submembranaceous, glabrous,
deltoid, tripinnate, with the rachis winged throughout

De Candolle speaks, in his memoir on the Leguminoste,

of a case which occurred in Chablais, and must have

closely resembled that figured above, in which the trans-

formed fruit assumes somewhat the form of a pod. No

notice, as far as I have observed, is taken of it by

Loudon.
350. Though a mere matter of curiosity or speculation

amongst ourselves, the disease is so frequent in some

parts of North America as to make the Plum scarcely

worth cultivating, and it is from a memoir of Dr. Robb,

in the 3d volume of Hooker's " Journal of Botany,"

p. 91,+ tab. iv., that I extract the following information :

The Plum is extensively planted in New Brunswick,

but seldom bears a crop in cousequence of this disease.

Before or soon after the fall of the blossom the ovary

acquires a greenish yellow tint and becomes soft and

flabby ; it, however, increases rapidly in size, becomes

darker, and somewhat ruddy, and at the end of two or

three weeks is as large or larger than a ripe Walnut,

insomuch that on a casual glance the tree seems loaded

with ripe Apricots; on trial it is perfectly insipid and

tasteless. The fruit in general as soon as >t" has acquired

its full size is infested with a green monldyin all proba-

bility Cladosporium herbarum, soon becoming black and

shrivelled, so that at the end of a few weeks from the

time of flowering the whole is rotten aud decomposed.

The flowers appear about the beginning of June, and

before August there is hardly a Plum to be seen.

Sometimes, however, a portion of the fruit advances to

perfection, and occasionally of two ovaries proceeding

from the same common point one assumes its normal

form, size, and condition, while the oilier is enlarged

and inflated. The form of the diseased ovaries on the

same tree varies greatly, being sometimes perfectly

globose, sometimes depressed, sometimes elongated, and

even pod-shaped.

;

GOOSEBERRY CATERPILLAR.

The article upon the Economy of the Goosebersy *

Caterpillar, published in p. 517, contains one or twe

observations which require notice, as it seems to m<

that improper deductions have been drawn in thes<

cases from insufficient data. It is certain that the egg:

of this pest are deposited on the ribs of the leaves i

That a number of caterpillars were hatched withou

your correspondent having discovered the eggs, is n

proof that the caterpillars were not produced in th

ordinary way, or that they were brought by the win<

which one might almost infer was the opinion of th

writer*

Again, the circumstances mentioned in the thir lli

paragraph prove that the writer is not a sufficient!

close°observer. He found the cast skins of the catei

pillars on the surface, and yet the caterpillars then

selves had disappeared, he knows not how. If he ha

taken the trouble to break up some of the little lum[

of what he supposed to be mould, he would, doubtles

have found a nicely-formed oval cell in the middle i

the mass, within which he would either have found
J*

curled up caterpillar or the pupa itself. The depth t

which the caterpillars burrow doubtless varies accorc

ing to the nature and condition of the soil at the time

The practical result of the preceding remarks i

1st, to enforce the necessity of removing the soil undi

the Gooseberry bushes as soon after the caterpdla:

have entered the ground as possible ; and 2dly,
|j

collect every female (this sex being especially disti:

guishable by its bright yellow body), as soon as ev.

they make their appearance on the wing. My o\>

garden has this year been almost entirely tree from tl

pest, although my neighbours' trees have been strippi

of their leaves, by the precautions I took— 1st,

collecting the females in the middle of April, as stab

in this Journal at that time; and, 2d, of looking car

fully over the trees as soon as I saw that a little gnawn

of the leaves had commenced, and destroying the U

caterpillars then found. /. 0. Westwood.

f:

c

II

• See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1843, p. 319, where all abstract is

given of a paper by Dr. Harris, of Cambridge, Massachusetts, in

Hbvey's Magazine.

| Erroneously printed p. 99.

Home Correspondence.
Peas.—I fully agree with your remarks (see Gard

Memoranda, p. 520) in regard to the earliness

Sangster's No. 1 Pea, as I have proved it to be t

earliest of which I have any knowledge. I spe

assuredly, having tried most of the early kinds in cul

vation. This season I sowed the Pea in question mo

than a fortnight alter Warner's Early Emperor, a

No. 1 was in first bv a week. I question, however,

it is at all times, and in all cases, obtained true to nan

as I have seen Peas grown for it which have been abc

as much like it as Bishop's Long-podded Dwarf

like the Tall Marrows. I am so perfectly sal

fied with those I have being true that I have hi

vested sufficient for my own use next season. I m

state that I pursue precisely the same mode ot culti

in the early sowings as that which was recommend

in your pa^es some two or three years ago, viz., sow

in rots and turning them out entire ;
this certau

is the most advantageous plan that can possibly

I,

1,
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ptcd, mill nui lit, done with little troul.lu ami groat

nomy. I did not sow my first crop this spring until

i 27tli of tlio second month—in fuct, about a day

ore tin! I«t of March, and hail the satisfaction in

hering Peas long before somo of my neighbour!

038 seed had been deposited in the open garden some

mtlis previous to mine being sown. 1 am of opinion

it wo slnill not boo in future writers on modern (jar-

:iing in their cnlondernl directions advising their

iders to sow I'oas in November, when tbo earth m
31-y day losing heat by radiation; this system, witb many
icrs, iH being very beneficially repudiated by all those

10 have and are taking steps in the right direction. For
i) earliest crop of I'eas it is not neceHsary, when howii

pets, that tlloy.should be turned out before the end of

irch or the beginning of April. In lll/i'I I picked i'eas

i third week in May, which were sewn on the

th of February, and turned out the end of March;
use Tons were in bioum when wo bad that memorable
ist on the 24th and 25th April, but received no
ury, being protected by a very liif^li wall. Generally
unking I cultivate only about three or four Hurts

;

sseasin I have grown the following—Songster's No. ],

irly Emperor, Fafrbeard's Surprise, do. Champion of

gland, and British Ouucn Peas ; in my opinion of

ry first-rnto excellence, and all that aro really neceH-

ry to cultivate, let tlio consumption bo what it may.
'0. Fry, Lee, Kent.
Great, Tree of Upsala,—In looking over tlio curious
il book " Olaus Magnus do Geutibus Septontrionalibus'1

found the following passage (Hook iii., c.ip 5)

iscribing the splendid Pagan templo formerly standing

Upsala, at Sweden:—" Astabat ejus forihus arbor
gens ignoti generis, patulis diffusa ramis, toatato et

yeine juxta vironB, non tomen do earuiii arborum
mere quio suapto, natura, ut laurus, oliva, palma, et

yrtus virere videntur: quin in Ai|uilone nulla untpiam
iva vol laurus nisi in parvo frutico pro spectaculo

Jistenisexurgerevisnoat. Erat que Ions hide templo pro-

|inquus qui scaturiit in locum snerificiorum, &c." Now
: bat tree could this have been ? Not a Yew pro-

Ubly,' as that would not be "ignoti generis," It would
l.nvever, seem likely that our heathen ancestors who

'1' in .I'd England from the north kept up the tradition
" this sacred tree, and from hence arose the custom of
heir christianised descendants of planting a Yew close

) country churches. If, not a Yew, could not the great
<ce of Upsala have been a Cedar of Lebanon ! What-
ver it was, it was probably raised from a cone brought

y some of the Scythian migratory tribes from Russia
r Tartary, as we know the priests or conjurors of

avage tribes use nil sorts of things of that sort in their

ercmonies, and a cone would keep its vitality for years.
lould it not even have been a Deodar ? It would be
urious to ascertain if any trees of that sort have been
n existence in Sweden. Perhaps the severity of the
iimate prevented any ripening of more cones. Anti-
'uary.

Gooseberry Caterpillar.—I can vouch for the following
'eceipt being an infallible remedy for this pest, having
ipplied it for 30 years nnd never known it fail. Make
i strong decoction of Digitalis (foxglove), nnd syringe
he leaves of the tree affected with a common Mac
Dougal's syringe or a rosed watering can ; the former
s preferable, particularly if 'it is an inverted one, so

Jlat the liquid may get under the leaves, as then there
will be less chance ol the rain washing it off. A drv
lay must, of course, be chosen for the application, anil

in two days after the grub will be found destroyed,
the fruit remaining perfectly uninjured. The decoc-
tion is made by roughly gathering the Foxgloves, leaves
and flowers indiscriminately, and boiling them a quarter
of an hour in water. One dressing suffices for the year.
R. Under/till, Sir J/an-y's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1 have practised (he following plan of keeping my
bushes clean for these last eight years with complete
success. The first year I commenced growing berries
I was mortified to find the leaves of my trees eaten off

by caterpillars, and the crop of fruit ruined. I there-
fore determined to experiment upon my leafless trees,
and despite the remonstrances of a friend, I ordered a
quantity of gas lime fresh from the purifier's, and spread
upon the surface of the soil underneath the trees, all

round as far as the branches extended; this was covered
over with a thick coating of stable manure. The
following summer I had the satisfaction to find my
trees push strong healthy shoots, and also produce an
excellent crop. I have continued this practice every
alternate autumn, and have not been troubled with a
caterpillar since ; there were a few green flies upon the
extreme end of the new shoots or branches this spring,
but they were nipped off as they appeared, and
I have now, for the eighth season, a crop of fruit as
flue, and trees as healthy and clean as any in
the kingdom. T. IT. M., Ashton- undtr-Lyne.
I cannot throw any light upon the history of tlio Goose-
berry caterpillar, but I can tell you how' I have cleared
bushes which swarmed with them. I cut a slit half way
across a linen cloth, and drew the cloth under each
bush to the end of the slit ; then placing a forked stick
against the stem, I suddenly gave a violent shake, and
the caterpillars fell in showers, and were removed and
destroyed. I proceeded thus from bush to bush, and
by tlie tme I bad gone round the remaining cater-
pillars had loosed the bold which they bad takeu after
the shake, and another shower fell by the second applica-
tion of the fork. In two or three rounds I cleared my
bushes, or so nearly cleared them that the ravages were
afterwards inconsiderable. This is merely a simplifica-

tion of Forsyth's plan of first laying sifted quicklime

undor the bushes, and then shaking down the catoi

pillars, to bo followed Iry sprinkling lime Onthebn hei

for tbo destruction of those which remain, but with the

certain result of destroying the fruit also, or the leave*

at, any ratn. J.U., Bury Bl. Edmundt. 1 managedmy
Gooseberry tress this season as follows : I came to thin

place in September last, and found all the tr« i m qui

tion divested Of their bavin and looking winterly, • .' ii

the very fibootn wore wrfnklod up to alinoil DOtbingi I

pruned them in winter as uiualj and in frosty ureal

j;ave tliciu a good dressing with rotti'ii manure, which I

spread over the surface of tho ground, and there let it

remain for a few days, until the frOBt bad gone through
the manure and killed nil tin' iuMCU ; then one frosty

morning l began to carefully dig tbo manure in with a

fork under the troes, iii an nnl in injure the roolH, say

only just to bury ilm manure, ami after that we
had a levers front, which I imagine completely

destroyed all larvm ; after, the front the ground was

gently moved over again nnd left inimi-ly until spring,

and the rosult baa been that I have bad all my trees bud

and leaf with ail the vieour I could desire, ami liny

were loaded with blossoms, which had it not neon for

tho frost in May would have produced a heavy crop.

In the middle of the trees, however, I had good fruit,

owing doubtless to tho protection afforded them by the

outside leaves and shoot*. I have never seen n coter-

pillar on any one of them, and at the present time my
trees are covered with foliage, both green and healthy,

and din tihoots aro as strong and firm as I could desire,

I Bhall of course Iry the same plan again next winter.

W. Havikint, Thorncy Abbey.
Abronia umballata (let p, 120).— In May last I pur-

chased from Messrs. Veitch, of Exeter, several plants

of this flower, which were immediately put into a bed
in the flower garden, prepared as they recommended
with plenty of sand, ami they are now coming into pro-
bite flower. C. J. B.,A bbottley, Devon.

Ventilating and //eating Plant-houses.—Will any of
your correspondents kindly inform me whether there is

any generally approved rule as to the proportion of

superficial feet of ingress and egress ventilation respec-
tively to the cubic contents of a span-roofed plant-house
heated by hot-water pipes ! I should also feel obliged if

any of your subscribers would inform me what propor-
tion the heating surface of the boiler ought to bear to

the radiating surface of the pipes to be supplied
in the hot-water apparatus for a span-roofed plant-

house ? In other words, what ought to be the size of a

saddle-.-haped boiler to heat about 650 feet of 4-inch
pipes for a plant-house > A Subscriber. [You should
consult Hood's work on Warming nnd Ventilating.]

Transplanting Evergreens, d-c.—I think we must admit
that all outdoor planting is best done early in October.
Evergreens can, however, be successfully planted at

any season by trenching, watering, raising, and doing
the business properly, but this very winter and spring
when frost was on the ground and the winds dry and
boisterous for a long continuance, I went on with my
work, and out of 3000 aud odd shrubs planted in loose
trenched ground I hardly think 20 have died, and many
of them were very indifferent plants, as the nursery-
men in my neighbourhood could not make out for me
the quantity I wanted of the right size, health, and
vigour. My plantations border on the sea-coast, but
tolerably sheltered, and notwithstanding the March
cutting winds and the hard winter, I find very few-

things have been injured. The plants that have been
killed are the Aralia spinosa and some very fine

specimen beds of Veronica. An American Aloe is now
as green and healthy as it has been for many years out
of doors, without any protection. None of the Piues or
Cupressuses have been hurt. The Myrtles and Bays
were much scorched, but they are all coming in full

foliage again. Fuchsias are all right, as are all the
Spirceas and Ferns, some of which are called half-hardy

only. The Escallonia macrantha is worth naming,
from its beauty, hardihood, aud vigorous growth,
seeming not to heed even a Crimean winter. Do what
I will, Rhododendrons here just live, but nothing more.
The reason given is that our soil lies on a limestone forma-
tion. Anon., Rhyl. 1 quite agree with "Quercus"
that as a general rule no particular day can be set down
lor planting on ; still I think that those conversant with
extensive planting will allow that uuder ordinary
circumstances August, September, and October, are the
best months for the purpose ; for instance, wbo could
wish for better weather than the present for planting
Laurels, Hollies, Yews, &c, and he must be old in the
profession who cau remember a worse period than last

year at this time, not only for planting but what is

equally importaut, lifting. This is a branch iu general
wretchedly, managed ; indeed it is almost impossible to

find a labourer with sufficient knowledge to lift with
care and expedition. I had occasion to purchase a
large quantity of valuable specimens last year, and
being anxious for them to succeed I had them lifted

at my own expense, and sent a man highly recom-
mended to superintend the operation

; [however,
the first waggon load that arrived led me to antici-

pate that they would not succeed, and now thev are

in the rubbish heap, while thousands planted at the

same time around them that were better treated hsve
done admirably. Where the ground is not adhesive

I would strongly advise puddling. Half-a-dozen pots of

water thrown into the pit, and mixed up well with the

earth, so that the roots of the plant sink quite down into

it, and a potml or two applied after it is partially

covered up, are worth a dozen waterings afterwards.

Oue word more. Where landscape gardeners, and

especially contractor*, are employed, I would a/lviku

'.ni not m enforce work to be done .v. this
•iinti-nn bo done equally well at a later i

so that there may be no excuse for losing M I. our, lor

time in such »n operation in Important. / I

" Having i |

i

;. hilar* .

blooming of my Camellia* Ja*it season, i am •.

io avoid a repetition of tin- occurrence 'I
i ,

" ntly, I hi. all lite] Obliged if any of jrout

' pondonts eon point •

'I im Iii-!i>i are jiut n baas were,

firmly net, and did well up to the time of iln-ir khow-
Dtlr, or, in fnet, jiiHl a* tln-y OVgfii to eommeaee

expanding, when they were seized with a

in iii' eye of beirt of the Bower, and in a day or
' to Iroppod off, the flowers not having pom half

developed, I may mendoa thai :, Mand of mine boa

been quite aa unsuccessful thin u-ivm with bin luxe*,
and under en< ,\y t|,e aaaa* •* In my

' /'. II, Pa '"'. |l- no) cold tod damp, and
want of vic/.ur in your plant*, probably from
being in bud condition, the uuk of tho evil ','. which
you complain 1J

// .,. to Qui //,,/,,,.. Having notieed a paragraph, in
your Papal I'd in above, I »m in

bopei Home one wool I bavi i, and
denied that wo northerns M-ind« in need of your

londent's sdviee, lb- probably, howavar, reside*
further north tlnm it hoi been my lot to truvij, or at all

evcnls not so far south n» Yorkshire, or ha would not
say that nearly all the badges be ha* lean are

squnrc. As far as I have travelled north (D
being the farthest) I have neither seen hedges •

nor clipped to any.extant I own I have occasionally

seen a cottager have a fancy for bin garden bed;."

clipped square or wall-shaped ; but I am »uqri»ed to

hear of any one adopting that system generally, as I

should have thought that they would have been aware
of the much better and cheaper plan of bavin.-

hedges slashed in the form of half an oval, or half

round, as many have them (using a two-handed I.

slasher), or wlut is a great deal better, having them
slashed pyramidally wedge-shaped, with a light straight

slasher, the best of which I believe are rovie by Har-
rison, of Dunsc, in Scotland. A YorlaJiira

Ram Fall in July.—On Saturday a'tern

soon after 3 o'clock, we bad a very remarkable fall of

rain. The shower did not last more than three-quarter*

or an hour, but in that short space of time 1.550 of rain

fell, or about 630 hogsheads per acre. There was a
single clap of thunder and a few large hailstones, and
the storm was very limited in extent. JJenry Dov.
Epping, Essex. It is curious that at Uiis place the

fall of rain in July has been very small, though there

has been rain enough in the neighbourhood. Our
springs are still exceedingly low, and there has not been
the slightest flood anywhere for miles around, if. J. £.,

King's Cliffc, Wamford, Northamptonthirt.
Shaddocks and Forbidden Fruit.—It may perhaps be

interesting to know that plants of these may be easily

raised from the fruit to be purcha-'ed in the J

shops. Two years ago I sowed seeds procured in that

way. Out of a large number of plants I saved six of

each kind, which stood the severe cold of last winter in

a greenhouse (not heated), and I have now two plants

of Forbidden fruit with fruit well set, and all the others
are strong and healthy. C. J. £., AlboUley, lie: -

?cricttr;£.

Botanical op EDixncnGH, July 12.—The Pre-
sident in the chair.— 1. On the Introduction of

the Cinchona Tree into India, by Dr. Anderson.
2. On the presence of Diatomaceje, Phytol-tharia,

and Sponge Spicules, in Soils which support V<

tion, by Dr. Gregory. Ehrenberg, in his late work,
'• Mikrogeologie,'' has stated that in specimens of

soils from all parts of the world, he has found many
microscopic organisms ; he divides these into Siliceous

and Calcareous, the former including Diatomacese, Phy-
tolitharia and Polycystina, as well as Sponge Spicules,

the latter minute Mollusks and other shells- The pre-

sent observations are confined to the silicious organisms,

and among these, chiefly to the Diatomacese, with

Phytolitharia, and Sponge Spicules, the soils examined

being such as are connected with fresh water, in which

the Polycystina do not occur. Many of Ehrenberg-'s

observations were made on the small portions of soil

found adhering to dried plants in herbaria, and I

requested Professor Balfour to supply me with such

portions of soil if possible. By his kindness I obtained

upwards of 60 such specimens, almost a'i o; which were

of very small bulk, on an average not exceeding that

of a pinch of snuff, and sometimes less. Of these a

certain number consisted chiefly of earth, with some

half decaved vegetable matter, andmany containe -

anything" but decaying vegetable matter, with a mere

trace of earth. Of course, the latter are t

specimens of soil, but I have subjected all to the same

treatment, namely, boiling with nirro-muriatjc acid,

washintr, straining through gauze, and examic ;":

fine insoluble resTdue. This, of course, contained all

the siliceous matter present, bat it also contained much
organic matter, of a brown or red colour, insoluble in

acids, which, if necessary, might be destroyed by

ignition, when it would leave a trifling ash. Ill every

case I found Diatomacese in the residue, as well as

Phytolitharia. Spouge spicules, apparently of fresh-
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water s-; "> .: -s, were less frequent, but occurred in

manv. In a few cases, where the acid caused effer-

vescence, there was calcareous matter present, but in

most, iliis was not the case. Of course, in those cases

in which the proportion of earth was small, the residue

consisted chiefly of the insoluble organic matter, through

which, however, Diatoms and Phytolitharia were

scattered, in greater or smaller proportion. In the

cases where the proportion of earth was larger, the

residue was much richer in Diatoms and Phytolitharia,

but almost always contaiued also the dark insoluble

organic matter. In several, the proportion of Diatoms

in the residue was so large, that it had the appearance

of a regul ir Diatomaceous gathering, after boiling with

acids. The most remarkable soils in this respect were

one from the Sandwich Islands, one from Lebanon, one

from the roots of a German Moss, and one from Ailsa

Crai". It is to be noticed, however, that Diatomacere

wore found in every case, without exception, and that

in all their proportion to the whole non-calcareous

eai'thv residue was considerable, and often large. In

ruanv" of those where the proportion of earth was

smallest, there was no siliceous matter in the residue,

except Diatomacete and Phytolitharia. The soils

examined were from various and distant localities;

there were about 20 from the Andes, several from

Brazil and other parts of South America, a few from

North America, a few from the West Indies, one from

the Sandwich Islands, one from New Zealand, a few

from India, one from Lebanon, a good many from

Germany, some from Frauce, a few from Spain, and

some from Britain. The great majority of the species

of Diatoms in all these were found to coincide with

our British forms, but a good many species occurred in

the exotic so Is, which have not yet been found in Britain,

and most of these not even in Em-ope, but which have

been figured by Bailey, Ehrenberg, Kiitzmg, Raben-

horst, ccc. A good many were observed, which, so far

as I know at present, have not yet been figured or de-

scribed. Lastly, a certain number of species, lately

found by Smith, Greville, and others, as well as

by myself in Britain, and some of which are

scarce, have occurred in these exotic soils. 3. On
the Effects of the Severe Frost of last winter on Plants

in the neighbourhood of Sligo, by the Eight Hon.
John Wynne, of Haslewood. The following facts indi-

cate the severity of the frost :—First. The adjoining

lake was frozen across, so as to bear skating for about

one-third of its length for about a fortnight—a circum-

stance which never occurred in my recollection, and I

believe only once during the lifetime of my father, who
lived to be 85, and spoke of his having once skated

across the lake, which we did several times this last

season. Secondly. The number of birds killed by it

was very great, especially sea birds—curlews and sea-

gulls. After the thaw the sea-shore was covered with

dead sea fowl. The thermometer at Markree Obser-

vatory, only six miles from this, and equally near the

sea, on the 12th of February stood at 13.2 Fahrenheit,

and on the 13th 17.6 ; on the 17th, 17.2 ; on the 18th,

15. There was no snow here during the continuance

of the frost— only about 2 inches fell on the first day of

the thaw, so that the plants were exposed to its full

severity. Some days after its commencement I had
the roots of the plants marked * covered with saw-

dust, but by no means soon enough. Plants killed

—

Erica arborea, Erica ciliaris, growing in bog; same very

slightly injured in garden ; Phyllodoce caerulea, Rho-
dodendron altaclerense, Adiantum capillus Veneris, from
Arran ; *Davallia canariensis. This Fern has been
for years in the rockery, covered during frost with a

piece of calico. Plants much injured : Edwardsia
tetraptera, old plants on west wall ; E. microphylla, old

plants on north wall ; Laurus nobilis, *Myrtus com-
munis, on wall, both narrow and broad-leaved ; Ulex
europseus in some places, not the least in others; Calluna
vulgaris, in bog ; *Abutilon striatum on east wall, out

four or five years ; Daboecia polifolia, Verbena triphylla,

*Aspidium longifolium, covered with calico. Slightly

injured as to the leaves : Arbutus Unedo, much injured

a few miles off ; Photinia serrulata, both on wall and
standard very slightly ; Viburnum Tinus, some plants

close to others which were much injured received no
injury ; *Ceanothus azureus on south wall. Uninjured :

Fmhsia globosa major, on east wall ; Magnolia grandi-

flora, on south wall ; M. tripetala, standard ; Rhodo-
dendron arboreum, Rhodothamnus Chameeeistus, Arbu-
tus Andrachne, Olea excelsa, standard, sheltered

;

Daphne pontica, Pseonia Moutan, Pawlovnia imperialis,

Erica mediterranea, also Irish variety ; Cedrus Deodara,
Araueariaimbricata,Cupressustoment08a(sfc),Taxodium
sempervirens, Pinus canariensis, Abies Webbiana, A.
cephalonica, Cryptomeria japonica, Quercus coccifera,

Juniperus bermudiana, Buddlea globosa, Cistus ladani-

ferus, Garrya elliptica, Woodwardia radicans, covered
with calico, as it has been for some years ; Tricho-
manes brevisetum, Pinguicula grandiflora, Anomotheca
cruenta, Mimulus moschatus.

Pomological, August 6.—Anniversary. Mr. Rivers
in the chair. A report on the state of the Society's
finances was read, from which it appeared that after all

expenses were paid there remained 27Z., together with
some outstanding debts due to the Society, in the hands of
the treasurer. Officers for the ensuing year were then
nominated, when Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P., was elected
President

; Mr. Davidson, Acting Secretary, at a small
Hilary; and Mr. Taylor (of Messrs. Webber's),
treasurer, vice Mr.

_Spencer, retired. Amongst the
more important fruits examined on this occasion were

-i.u'kwotid (JoMen Hamburgh Grape, a sort nrsl

exhibited at the Horticultural Society's last Jqly

meeting, wheu it gained a Medal, as a valuable novelty.

This opinion was now confirmed, it being regarded

as a valuable acquisition to White Grapes, of which

with the exception of Muscats, it was pronounced to lie

the best ; alS'i fruits of the Stanwick and Elruge Nec-

tarines, from Aruudel Castle, both excellent of their

kinds ; and a good looking juicy sub-acid Cherry from

Mr. Rivers, considered to be valuable for its lateness.

JlottccS of iSoofess.

The Philosophy of Reproduction. By R. J. Mann, M.D.
Small 12mo. Longmans, pp. 160.

It is long since we met with a work in which the

mysteries of nature have been more happily and
intelligibly revealed. Dr. Mann's style of conveying the

facts of high science in familar language is a model not

only of skilful generalisation, but of pure English,

undefiled by fearful Greek and Latin stains. That

reader must be very dull of apprehension who fails to

follow his lucid narrative even into the deepest depths of

scientific revelation. We only regret that lie never

gives an authority for his statements, which necessarily

rest mainly upon the researches of others, and wdiich we
certainly cannot in every case affirm to be susceptible

of proof.

Without, then, professing to endorse all' which this

most instructive and entertaining volume rela'es, we are

justified in saying that it is a lucid explanation of the

opinions at present entertained by philosophers con-

cerning what were once thought to be the impenetrable

secrets of reproduction among living things, whether by

eggs, seed, or other contrivances. From the animalcules

that only microscopical eyes have ever looked upon, up to

man, the most perfect of created beings, the chain of

analogies is completed, as it also is between the green

scum that floats upon our inland waters and the Pine

of a thousand years that covers them with its shadow.

In all these widely different forms the exact analogy of

reproductive pbsenomena is sketched (for we have only

a sketch) with very remarkable skill.

In explaining these curious operations, Dr. Mann
takes as his point of departure Carpenter's happy idea

of dividing all living matter into two forms, the Zoon
and the Zoom :

—

" Each entire generation is in his nomenclature a

zoon (soon-, Greek for animal) ; and every separate

vesicle that forms an individual in this zoon is a zboid.

Thus, suppose, for instance, that one active vesicle of

the yeast plant were dropped alone into a tun ol sweet

wort ready for fermentation, and were there to bud and

multiply until a hundred millions of similar vesicles had
been produced, each of these hundred millions would
be one of Dr. Carpenter's zooids ; but all the vesicles

contained at any one time in the tun would be a zoon.

This is a very important generalisation, on account of

the facility it affords for explaining what happens when
complex instead of simple structures of organisation are

concerned.
" Where the lowest and rudest kinds of vesicular

life are alone in question, each new generation is cast

off as rapidly as it is produced, and thus the entire

zoon is widely scattered over the face of the earth.

This, however, only happens with such rudimentary
structures as the monad animalcules and many of the

diatoms. Iu all other instances, the zdoid vesicles that

are formed from one parent show more or less of a
tendency to cling together. It has been stated that the

vesicles of the yeast plant hang together in strings so

long as the fermentation of the liquid in which they are

developed continues. Many diatoms form chains after

a similar fashion, sometimes holding together by the

corners of their quadrangular frustules, at other times

constituting staircases and jointed bars of very singular

outline. In the higher developments of animal life, all

the zooid generation produced from a parent vesicle is

retained in one skin. None are allowed to be scattered

abroad until their work in the individual economy is

finished. Each animal is therefore in itself one zojn of

Dr. Carpenter. In the highly developed plants, the

zooids of a single generation are also attached together;

but in this case subordinate clusters are capable of being

removed from the general mass, and yet of possessing

the power of individual life and further growth. Some
plants propagate themselves by throwing off subordinate

zijoid clusters of this kind ; and the clusters are then
called bulbs. Nearly every kind of perennial shrub and
tree may be artificially multiplied after a similar fashion,

by removing analogous zooid clusters as cuttings.

Cuttings are only artificially-produced bulbs."

It would be a vain attempt to show the manner iu

which this principle is applied, unless we were able to

reproduce the woodcuts (admirable ones, by the way)
with which the little volume is abundantly illustrated.

All we can do is to select a passage or two, tolerably

complete in itself, which we hope will not only prove

instructive but induce the reader to consult the work
itself.

Everywhere the first warm breath of spring arouses

into life countless myriads of minute plants, whose pre-

sence is only ascertained, in the absence of the micro-

scope, by the green colour they impart to stagnant

water. They are thus described :

—

" There is a little water plant known under the learned

name of the Protococcus pluvialis (' primeval grain of

the rain '), which consists of nothing more than a thin

filmy wall rolled round into a globular form, and con-

taining iu its cavity a thick liquid dotted over witl

granules. If one of these plants is examined careful!
by the microscope while floating in water, the granule
will be seen to group themselves together under the ey<

until very soon a number of cell-like bodies have beei
formed iu the interior of the primary vesicle. Common!
these new bodies mature into globular vesicles like thei:

parent, burst its walls, and escape into the water t(

begin developing a like progeny in their interiors ii

turn. When this takes place, the occurrence is simp!
an illustration of one of the modes of cell multiplicatioi
already described. But sometimes a very curious changi
is made in these ordinary proceedings. The containet
cells become oval or pear-shaped, instead of bein|
globular, and a pair of delicate cilia or hairs an
developed at one end. So soon as these cilia are per
fected they begin to wave backwards and forwards witl

incessant motion, and create a great turmoil in the littl

chamber where all was so calm before. At length th
parent vesicle, unable to stand this internal bustle an'

longer, gives way before it, and bursts, and its res ties'

progeny swarm away into the open water, vigorous!
rowed by the vibrations of their ciliary oars. Whei
these ciliated cells are observed soon after swarminj
they look very much like infusorial animalcules. Soon
however, a change comes over the spirit of the animate!
dream. The elongated vesicle plumps up into a globula
outline, its oars drop off, and it is a motionless sphere—
a simple unicellular plant in every particular like to it

parent. Its day of roving is past, and its period fo:

settling come. The vibratile oars are merely a tempo
rary expedient provided for enabling the ' primeva
grain ' to flit to some distant locality, in order that i

may deposit there its vital germs. This curious pro
ceeding is a plan expressly provided for diffusing th'

race of this vegetable monad through the waters
Science, ever so free with names, has found a ver;

appropriate appellation for these ciliated vesicles. The;
look like little animals, while performing their rapii

evolutions in the water, and they obviously answer th
purpose of seeds, which, wafted by the wind, transpor

the parent species to remote situations. They are hene
termed 'animal seeds,' or, in the Greek *orm
' zoospores ' (from zoon, an animal, and speiro, to sow)
Sometimes the first progeny of zoospores produces i

brood like to themselves, instead of losing their oars ant

settling down. Then it is this second zoospore genera
tion that matures into the globular condition, an<

becomes the staid and stationary creature."

In another place we have the following graph!
explanation of the reproduction of the green-fly, blighl

or aphis.

" One of the best known of the blighting parasites is

the aphis of the Rose. There are few persons who havt

not, at some chance time or other, been annoyed b;

seeing the stalk of one of their favourite flowers of Jum
completely ensheathed by a covering of little green viscii

insects. Each of these unwelcome visitants of the Rosi

possesses a round, plump body, supported on six slende:

legs, and furnished with a pair of respectable feeler

projecting out in front, and two oddly-shaped spike;

protruding behind. The plump green body is crammet
to overflowing with sap extracted from the plant

Pliny's 'saliva of the stars,' and the ' honey-dew ' o
later authorities, is merely the superabundance of thii

stolen matter overflowing from the gorged reservoir
into which it has been stowed. The aphis is marked b'

the extreme of philosophic indifference to surroundinj
things. It seems to live only to eat and to be eaten
and not quite to have made up its own mind as to whicl
is the better fate of the two. It takes no trouble, in i

general way, to conceal its presence, or even to sheltei

its body from passing inclemency of weather. Sunshine
and storm are alike in its eyes ; and while the emptiei
carcases of its neighbours are being piled up around it

resting-place by some one of its numerous enemies, i

goes on tapping the leaf beneath it, and quaffing thi

delicious juice, until its turn has come. Ladybirds ant

the grubs of the lacewing flies may often be seen sucking

the juicy aphides as boys do ripe Gooseberries.
" Through the early summer the colonies of thi

aphides are wingless ; but later in the season individual]

appear in their grazing flocks, who have magnificen'
wings stuck rigidly and proudly up from their backs
Now these winged aphides are, like the winged ants, th<

males and females of the species. The individuals thai

form the great bulk of the colonies, and that are wing
less, are not, however, neuters, as is the case with th<

ants ; they are all females. No gentlemen ever make
their appearance among them until quite the end'of the

summer. Yet those females go on producing genera-
tion after generation of forms of like organisation tt

themselves. This is the surprising peculiarity in ths

history under consideration. The fertilised germ-
vesicle of the aphis is deposited as an ovum by one oi

the winged females at the close of the summer in the

snug nook formed by the union of a Rose leaf with its

stem. This egg is hatched by the returning warmth ol

spring ; and out of it there then comes a wingless, six-

footed grub, which is not only a grub, but also a female
grub, and a wondrously productive one to boot ; for

after a few days she gives birth to eight wingless, six-

footed creatures like to herself. Each of these is also

a productive iemale, as well as a grub, and in her turn
soon gives birth to another generation of eight forlorn

grubs, who thus, strange to say, are not only fatherless,

but really must have been fatherless, and have been in

existence, in a physiological sense, even before their

mother was born. The only paternal influence they

received must have been handed down to them through
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tho primeval egc; Mint produced llinrmvn j/niiol-pun-iii.
Thin singular process of multiplication goes mi, genera
tion after generation, in favourable seasons up t<. the
tentli or eleventh successive aphis brood ; so that, it tin

ranks of the thriving race wore nut thinned i>y the
attacks of depredators, the descendants of a single flrsl

parent plight number within one season ten tnounand
million of millions, and thin too without any renewal of
the fertilising influence."

_
"This extraordinary production of successive genera-

tions of diBtinct living creatures from one maternal
parent, without any renewal of fertilisation for any of
the broods, has been designated • Parthenogenesis

'

(Virgin-hii'tli) by Professor Owen."
After referring to a description, hore omitted, the

author proceeds an follows :

—

_
"In this way, therefore, tho analogy with the opera-

tions in tho vegetable kingdom Is made complete. Each
of tho grubs of the intermediate broods is reallj an
aphis hud, rather than a perfect female, and is protrudod
from the parental body as leaf buds are |

lied forth
from the stems of plants. Tho early generations of the
aphis nro budded rather than horn, each bud separating
from the interior masses of the producing structure, and
finding its way into external space through a ehannel
loft for tho purpose in the organisation, The term
yirgiu-birth might perhaps be advantageously exchanged
for animal gemmation (animal budding), 'ingrowing
trees young buds, that are the offspring of some
primeval germ-fertilisation, produce successive genera-
tions of bodies like to themselves, without the interven-
tion of any fresh, fertilising influenoe; hut nftor a timo
stamen and ovule-bearing flowers are formed, instead
of more generations of ordinary branch-making buds.
Then the matured seeds separate from tho parent struc-
ture and full to the ground, or aro borne away to distant
regions by wings (in this caso the wings of the wind),
in order that the race maybe maintained in dormant
existence through the winter's cold, and he Bubsequc nllv
again recalled into activity far and wide. 13ut the wing-
less grubs of the aphis are scarcely more locomotive
than the leaf-buds of a tree. So long as there remains
the smallest drop of sap in the stalk or leaf on which
they chance to be, they stick to their positions, unless
forcibly driven from them. It only needs that a
colony of them should bo conceived to be bound
together by a common investment of skin, as they
lie in their lazy ranks, and that the new buds
should continue to shoot from this connected mass with-
out being separated from it, until the final generation
of winged females and males are produced ; and there
is then before the imagination a picture of an aphis
Stem pushing forth its aphis buds, and at the appropriate
season blossoming its special reproductive apparatus of
aphis flowers. The wingless grubs are to the aphis
colony precisely what the leaf-buds are to the perennial
shrub or tree ; and the winged and perfected insects
are what the flowers and seeds are to the perennial tree.
Each bears the same relation to, and performs the same
office in, the general economy of the organisation to
which it belongs, and on this account becomes as pleasant
a spectacle to the physiological eye as it is a disagree-
able one to the horticultural organ of vision."
Such being our opinion of Dr. Mann's very agreeable

volume, we have no reluctance iu pointing out litile

slips of the pen such as assigniug to different trees of the
Oak the property of bearing catkins and acorns, or
the death of annual plants to the mere action of cold.

Ill i urnor mini lintti r/ly. 'J'op L ; [ton, I'ljj
,; '• '• .- Mr, i

.
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Oortlfli nt. turn il a I Hurt I
I I

" '' brown flow t ol c I i irin and I (unci
" '"' » Ii to Mi i i ' i i ,ii

i
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•haded will, orango, and
|

I I il , i. n nol
in colour.

Miscellaneous.
Tlie Oitiy of London Oimettrj/at Uford, This, under

tho control "l Mi'' City of London I k>mi

.S"woi'n, and occup3 lag upwards of SO acres, la pro
inj; towards completion. The chapoli , lodge

, and othi i

architectural matters, aro in a forward state. The turf-

ing, roads, l\>\, are vovy far advanced, and the
oration is expected to tal plaa about the ei

September. The sum o 18002. Ii allotted for the <x-
peuses of planting, and we observe that notice iH given
in our advertising columns that tenders for tro
shrulm am required. We understand that the land-
scape gardening math ra ci oted with the cemetery
have been intrusted to Mr. W. Davidson, of 3G,

Russell Street, Bedford Square.

European Vegetation m Van DiomeWt Land.—Many
common l'',ii|diitli weeds are liaturullHcd ulrni < ; - .

.

,
,'. "

town, and nunc in.' perfect pesls, Horehound is every-
where by the roadside, and Chamomile covers the
fields and paddocks ; in many places to the exclusion of
Grasses. Thistles are lost going ahead all through Van
Diemen's Land, nod no one seems to trouble hi

with them, although I have seen, I suppose, some
hundreds of acres given over to them, and growing so
thick in sumo places that I have walked over my shoes
in the bed of Thistle-down which hud blown from the
withered Stems. Sweetbriar, originally introduced as
a hedge plaut, is completely naturalised, and in places
forms impenetrable thickets. It annually produces
millions of hips, and if let alone will soon become as

<alih (or

• on It. 11

cr*b»

the II" o< Ua
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.I time. Ii

Natural '
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distinct or well-defined fron'i-r<. Bach science intes-
'

n every other; nor can are by any poavibiKty
study effectively a single branch without calling in the

reral other*. Astronomy yields in ample illus-

tration of iIob. * ' Who • belabours
of the old Greek geometer*, while (peculating on die
piano aee have proved the sooree
of the i

•

, r wno
could imagine that Archime lea and Appolooioa, poring
over their tableta scored with straight and curve/) jinea,

should have laid th i foundation of th mariner'- *ecarity
while v. o er the wild and truckles* ocean
wastes! • * * Of chemistry, zoology,botany, geolozy,and

great a pest as the Thistles. The common Furze is nlso mineralogy, what eon be said at all comnv n-nrate with
spreading, hut not so rapidly in the western country, their great importance, singly and collectively I Ibejr

TheHawthorngrowsperfectly,andformsexcellenthedges are"* once intimately united with each other, and to
as at home, but keeps within bounds; though it, too, Other branches of science. Chemistry has made
fruits abundantly. 1 have seen Oaks heavily ladeu with wondrous progress since the days of the alchemists,

well-grown acorns ; but there are no trees, as yet, of They had secrets among them, too ; but these hare long

FLORICU LTURE.
National Flokicultuhal Society, Aug. 9.—Mr. W. Paul iu

tlie chair. At this meeting Hollyhocks formed, as was expected,
the chief feature of attraction; but there were also beautiful
exhibitions of cut Verbenas, Carnations, and Picotees, Dahlias,

large size. Elms and Ash are occasionally cultivated,
but are not common. I do not think I have seen any
of the Pine tribe iu cultivation, except a few recently
introduced to the Botanic Garden at Hobart Town.
The great staple in the garden way of the colony is in
Apples, Pears, aud Plums, and Cherries ; all of which
thrive remarkably well, and they have already raised
some seedling Apples aud Plums, which are well-
deserving of cultivation. There is a large trude in ;

Apples to Melbourne. The smaller fruits are made I

beyond our ken. Gold, too, i- prepare
into jams or con-umed at home ; aud often suffered to transmuted—for by some this doctrine is not considered
rot on the trees, from their abundance. Gooseberries,

I

untenable— by nature's gnomes, in a va't chemical
Currants, Raspberries, and Strawberries grow equallv arena, where the distillation of fluids and gases, the re-
well. But Peaches aud Nectariues are only fit for Auction a\id fresh incorporation of metals, and smelting
tarts, and often fall off before they are ripe. Grapes °/ ores, is continual: I'm-

siuce been discovered '1 he details of chemistry are so
various, its points of union with other branches of
science so diversified, as, within any moderate compass,
to defy enumeration. Its applications in iliustrutiou of
the processes going on in the organs of plants and
animals are, perhaps, anion; the most inlere-tinj and
instructive. Our planet, indeed, is one vast laboratory,
where the wildest dreams of alchemy are more than
realised. There the diamond is cr_\ stalis-d by means

they are

just ripen and no more, and are of small size. I ha
beeu here the hottest months of summer without ex-
periencing greater heat than we often have in England.
There is less rain, and a greater number of clear days ;

but on the whole I scarcely think the summers hotter
Shan those of England. People here complain (as iu

all the Australian colonies) of the rapid changes of
temperature ; but with less reason for complaining than
iu any other country I know of. To me the climate

of ores, is continual.

the acts and movements of plant?, and more especially
animals, a relation siniiar to that which sub-is's between
astronomy, dynamics, hydraulics, pneumatic-, and inert
matter. Kant defines an organised product as " ihat
iu which all the parts are mutually means and ends."
It is, perhaps, more: for each part is not only a means
and an end, it is also requisite to our just conception of
the whole. Each portion must not only subserve some
use, but depend for the exercise of its functions on the
whole. To keeping this principle in view we are in-
debted for many of our greatest di-eoveries. To it

physiology mainly owes its developement. * * * Thus,
wherever we go, whether out the broad earth, or the
heaving expanses of ocean ; whether we pierce the
briny depths, or soar amid the careering orbs in the
starry vault above, there, everywhere, do we find the
sciences sister goddesses, not one science, bat all science :

seems as nearly perfect as a sublunary climate can well
Balsams, Fuchsias, and other objects of interest. Of Hollyhocks I

De> Harvey ill Booker's Journal of Botany.

^in^^-^^^^^,^;^^
sSi PreServi^ ""' ina

t

H
f'

hy SM< *• Sal'

Unique, Sulphur Queen, Comet, Pourpre de Tyre, Julia Roake! ^5!M ''"'-—Another very interesting experiment that
White Globe, and three Seedlings. Iu a collection from Mr. ' 1 have had progressing very successfully for some
Turner, of Slough, we remarked very fine examples of Sir D.

, time past, is the preserving sea-water' iu a ner-^SS^&SS^^U^l'^^^W^ txonsparent and healthy state without the "use
Certificate was awarded), Lizzy, Pourpre de Tyre, Breanus I

°' vegetation of any kind, or in some cases, even
Lemonade, Unique, Eugenie, Beauty ot Cheslmut and Argo, a

J

of a scavengering mollusk. The adoption of these
Dot P"}'810^ science only, but that moral science,

tKiZT™"?. t0
.

wl
,'

ic1 ' a Certificate of Merit was awarded.
|
experiments was in a great degree forced upon me from

I

hiS' ,est> most indispensable of all, walking in firm union,

l&E&FES&S ST.'SSSKte Purplete circumstances which ifave bee°u already published. In I

mat!"S a™ cut of many, constituting a unity o. sur-

tion, a Hollyhock of good form, size, and substance, but deficient ' the paper read before the Jleetiug of the British Asso- Passm r s; lend ur— t.;e I mty of Science! Extracted

5LSS; ""*'•
,\
lv - p"soa\o( Welivyn, showed Bride, a ciation at Hull, I stated that in consequence of the \-

from a Pa?'cr b-' Mr' ]Vi-"am M'Oarmac, read before

XSS^?^!^?^™™*^.***^. Mr. ravenous propensities of the crabs and the varieties of |
''

rock-fish, I had been obliged to establish several small
imitation rock-pools, so as to separate these various
depredators from each other ; and as some of these, the
blennies, also attacked the common periwinkle and other

Chater also produced some cut blooms of Hollyhocks. Of Verbenas
the best collection came from Mr. Lochner, who sent Lord Rag-
lan, Empress, Mrs. Tysapu, Heine d'Amazon, Hector, St. Mar-
garet s, Queen, Mary Ann, Peter Dick, La Deesse, and two other
Irench varieties. Mr. Weatherill, gr. to D. McNeill, Esq., who
was second, had Vicomtesse de Balville, Brilliant de Vaise, Old
Tom, Grandis, Eugenie, Mary, Cedo Nulli, Mrs. Woodruflk mollusks which were employed as scavengers, the plant

irple Defiance, Sydonie, Caliban, and Novelty. A third coUee- or vegetation consequently became of little use, and was
therefore omitted altogether from the arrangement. It

tion was furnished by Mr. Smith, of Hornsev, who had an
others Urauia, Lord Kaglan, Hebe, Wonderful-, and one or two
promising seeiilings. A First Class Certificate was awarded to
Mr. Turner for Blue Bouuet, apparently a useful bedding variety.
The Royal Nursery also furnished Premier, a pretty rosv crim- v
son kind with a white eye, and Belle of tho Village, a sori:in the " llv

>
tllus : by exposing a very extended suriace of it

way of Mrs. D. Tysson. Of Picotees Mr. Turner sent Dr. Pit- '° 'ho action of the air, aud at the same time limitins
man a very fine heavy red edged variety, to which a First Class its depth. The means that I have been adoptiu

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing trai.)

PLANT
Conservatory, &.C-

DEPARTMENT.
-In cases where the eaietv of

Certificate was awarded

;

for

."cute was'g'iv™! ThiTwasI TT** ?
f \* ^^ C°nSUt ia ,Ue ^P1^""* °f

well shaped and promising flower. A Certificate was awarded to
shallow circular stone-ware pans ot about 18 inches

Mr. Lochuer lor Angelina, a light rose edged kind of good form internal diameter by 5 inches deep
and breadth of petal. Mr. Turner received a certificate for Alma, -'— - •> =--»--- —:.]--
a scarlet variegated Geranium, which looked as if it would make

, these are filled for
al. Mr. Turner received a certificate for Alma, about 2 inches with water, the bottom is supplied with

a good bedding kind. Mr. Smith
in the way of Clapton Hero; Mr

may he asked then, how can the sea-water under such this house depends largely upon specimens broiht from
circumstances be possibly kept in a healthy state! the stove, it will probably be nee ssar - ^ld'the pre-

sent wet eloudy weather continue, to use a little fire

heat, to prevent the flowers of tender things being in-

jured by damp ; but use this only if it cannot be safely

done without, and in conjunction with a free circulation

of air, for a high clos :ure would be litelyjto

injure harc-v grei :s; and in the case
of the stove plants^ :: is no: eoW that is to be dreaded,
but damp. Look well to the Luculias, which are cer-
tainly our finest autumn-flowering plants, and keep tliem

Fuchsia
sau^ anc' shi'igle, aud numerous fragments of rock-work

Salter, of Hammersmith, a ai'e arranged at the sides, some close below the surface :

Phlox, for which he had a Certificate; and Messrs. E. G. Hen- of the water, others rising iu geutle slopes above, andderson some seedling Heaths, to two of which First Class „.i 1 - r •- c . *
Certificates were awarded. Messrs. Paul & Son bad some

0tllers aSam grouped to form cavities of retreat, so as
cut Roses, whose beauty seemed to have been considerably *° accord with the habits of the crabs, blennies, &c, ..

impaired by the heavy rains we have lately had. Of Dahlias, placed in them. The whole is covered with a sheet of growth ; but manure water should not be given to yonne

clear of their great enemy, blacs thrips ; also see that
they are well suppl ed with water at the root, jiving
weak manure water occasionally to encourage strong
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jjiauis iu vigorous bealiu,as it uiigut cause Uiein io grow

too freely, Mid late in llic season for their blooming

finely : also see that specimens of Camellias planted in

the border are not allowed to get too dry at the root,

alter they have set their buds, as this is the great cause

of the buds drooping ; but in the case of young vigorous

plants, it will probably be requisite to keep them

very sparingly supplied with water for some time after

their buds are set, in order to prevent their making a

second growth ;
but this must be done cautiously, so as

to avoid the opposite extreme, and plants that are at

all likely to make a second growth should be freely ex-

posed to light and air as soon as their wood is made.

Look well to the stock of plants for autumn flowering,

and afford these every necessary attention. Do not

allow Chrysanthemums to suffer for the want of

water, ami those that have well filled their pots

with roots should be liberally supplied with strong

liquid manure to promote vigorous growth, and

preserve ihs foliage in good condition. Keep the

^nocts thin by tying out, &c, and look sharply after

mildew, applying sulphur the moment it is perceived.

Seeds of the herbaceous Calceolarias ought to be sown

at once if not already done ; but we have now so many
showy and handsome shrubby varieties, and these are

so easily managed plants, and useful for decorative

purposes, that the former, beautiful as they, are, are

hudly worth the trouble they cost. The shrubby

varieties should be closely cut back after flowering,

placing them in a shady situation out of doors until

they break, and then be repotted, clearing away as

much of the old soil as can be done without greatly

injuring the roots. After repotting they may be

placed in a cold frame, merely to guard them from
heavy rains until the roots get hold of the fresh soil

;

Out if strong bushy plants are desired they must be
kept cool and airy at all times. Get the wood of

Pelargoniums well ripened by removing the plants to

a sunny situation out of doors as soon as they have
done flowering, and keeping them rather dry at the

root ; for unless the wood is well matured before

cutting back, there will be some danger that the

plants will not break satisfactorily. Put in cuttings of

Fuchsias, which if grown in a gentle heat through the

winter, will make fine flowering specimens for next
seasou. Stove,—The twiners here should he kept
within due limits after this season, in order to prevent
their shading the house too much ; for although a thin

shade during bright sunshine will be of great service

to most of the inmates of this house, a constant shade
will be most injurious to the great majority. Achimenes,
Gloxinias, &c, which have done flowering for the season,
should be placed in a light part of a rather cool house,
or a cold frame kept close, and moderately supplied
with water for some time, and not dried off at once,

as is frequently done to the great injury of the tubers.

Attend to tying out the shoots of young specimens of
hard-wooded things, so as to keep them thin, and admit
light, in order to secure short-jointed strong growth.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The plants intended to furnish the winter

and spring supply of fruit must be treated with con-
siderable care and judgment, in order to insure their
showing at the proper time, or rather to do all that can
be done to insure this, for the most experienced growers
cannot always succeed in getting plants to fruit at the
desired time. Attend to previous directions on this

point, and continue to select the most promising plants,

keeping them dry at the root, and fully exposed to light

so as to check their growth, and induce a comparative
state of rest for a few weeks. And those that have
well-matured their growth, if wanted to fruit at once,
should be kept close aud warm, affording them a brisk
bottom heat, and properly moistening the soil about the
roots. Those intended to supply ripe fruit late in
spring, if not considered sufficiently strong, may be
encouraged to grow freely for some time yet, as if these
can be got to show in November, they will be suffi-

ciently early. Attend carefully to plants swelling their
fruit, giving p'euty of manure water at the root, and
keeping the atmosphere warm and moist. In the pre-
sent state of the weather a considerable amount of fire-

heat will be indispensable where the fruit is ripening.

Attend carefully to the watering of recently potted
stock, as if too much is given the fresh soil is apt to

become sodden, and if too little the old ball becomes so
dry that it is not easy to get it properly moist again,
and in either case the check the roots sustain frequently
throws the plants into fruit prematurely. Get all

succession stock requiring more pot room shifted as soon
as circumstances will allow, in order that they may be
well established in their pots before winter. Vineiues.—
The long-continued wet sun-cloudy weather is by no
means favourable for Grapes that are ripe and expected
to hang in good condition for a longtime, and where the
borders are of a strong adhesive nature, it will be advis-
able to cover with something to throw oil' the unusual falls

cf rain which we are experiencing ; but where the soil

of the border is of a light nature, and such that the
water will drain through it freely, this will be unneces-
sary. Use gentle fires where the fruit is colouring, with
a moderate circulation of air, and on line days too much
air can hardly be given at this stage. In the present
state of the weather fire heat will also be necessary
where die fruit is swelling. The wood will probably be
well ripened in the early house, and the foliage turning
brown, and iu this case it will be desirable here also to
prevent the border getting saturated with wet. If this
bouse requires painting or any other repairs, this should
be attended to as soou as the state of the'weather will

permit, while the bouse can be thrown open, and such

work done more conveniently and much better than at

any other season. Peacues.—The wood will probably

be ripe in the early house by this time, but it will be

advisable to keep the top sashes up at night until we

have more settled weather, so as to prevent the borders

getting saturated by rain. Give all the air possible,

however, by the front ventilators, and keep the house

cool and airy during the day. Give trees from which

the fruit has just been gathered a good washing with the

engine to clear the foliage of dust, &c. Melons.—
Plants in dung frames will require considerable atten-

tion in the present state of the weather. Keep the

bottom-heat as regular as possible, and endeavour to

secure sufficient warmth from the linings to allow of

giving a little air to prevent damp. Water very cau-

tiously, and only when a fresh supply is absulute'y

necessary, and then' give enough to moisten the whole

mass of soil.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The propagation of next season's bedding stock should

be commenced at once, and gone about with the utmost

possible expedition until every cutting is got in so as to

ensure having strong and well established plants before

winter, and this without the being under the necessity

of keeping them so close and Warm as to induce weakly

growth. The wintering of bedding stock is generally a

somewhat difficult matter, but the difficulty is often

greatly increased through the cuttings being put in too

late iu the autumn to allow of having strong stocky

plants before winter. It is doubtless true that the con-

venience for wintering bedding stock is insufficient in

many cases, but however good the convenience may be

the cuttings should be rooted early in the autumn, for

many of our favourite bedding plants are troublesome

subjects to carry over the winter with the best accom-

modation, unless properly prepared, whereas plants that

are well established by the end of September and can

be freely exposed to the open air on every favourable

opportunity after that time, are by no means difficult to

carry over the winter. Cuttings of such things as

Anagallises and Nierembergias should be afforded a

gentle bottom heat, and if this can be commanded with-

out too much top heat, it will encourage the emission of

roots in less time, without drawing or weakening the

cuttings. Hollyhocks ara unfortunately somewhat
tedious to propagate, 'and do not afford cuttings very

freely, consequently they are not over plentiful about

most places. The choice sorts should be looked^over

frequently, putting in cuttings as they can be obtained,

as autumn-rooted cuttings make prime strong plants for

flowering the following summer, whereas those rooted

in winter and spring often bloom but poorly the first

season. Plants from which cuttings are wanted should

be liberally supplied with manure water, mulching them
with rotten dung in the event of dry weather, which
will assist in promoting a vigorous habit of growth and
inducing the formation of youug shoots. See that these

and Dahlias are secure against a sudden storm of wind.

Go over the masses of Verbenas, &c, frequently, for the

purpose of regulating the height, &c, and preserving

the appearance of order and neatness over the whole

garden. Get Stocks for spring flowering sown at once
;

also transplant Brompton and Queen Stocks to where
they are to bloom, or, if this cannot be done, plant iu

nursery beds, allowing them plenty of space, in order to

induce a stocky habit.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
It is now too late for this season to prescribe a

remedy for the Gooseberry caterpillar, but while the

subject is exciting attention it may be worth while to

state that syringing the affected trees with a decoction

of Foxglove leaves will be found a certain cure. The
Gooseberry and Currant trees here have escaped the

pest this season, until some three weeks since, and then

the caterpillars made their appearance so suddenly and
in such force, that every leaf would have been devoured
before all the hands at command could have saved them
by picking off the insects. A quantity of Foxglove leaves

were procured and steeped in a boiler of boiling water,

and the decoction drawn off and sprinkled over the

affected trees with a fine-rose syringe, taking care to

wet the under sides of the leaves. The following day
the insects generally seemed weak and inactive, and ou
the third day after dressing the trees very few were to

be found alive, and any that may have escaped did no
further perceptible damage. Therefore, where Fox-
glove leaves can be obtained, these afford a ready means
of getting rid of this troublesome pest. Most fruit trees

are growing very freely, owing to the moist state of the

soil, and Peaches, &c, must be looked over occasionally.

Winter Onions should be sown at once, also Cauliflowers

for the early crop next season, a small bed of pickling

Cabbage, Brown Cos, and some bardier'sorts of Lettuce

to stand the winter. The tops of the main crop of Onions
had better be laid down if they are inclined to be too

rank, going over the bed with a wooden-headed rake,

and pressing the tops down sufficiently to check further

growth. Plant out a good breadth of Endive on well-

enriched soil of a light dry nature ; also see to pro-

viding a good supply of Lettuce, &c, for autumn use.

Attend to Celery, keeping it well supplied with water iu

dry weather, giving it as much manure water as can be
spared for it, and keep the early crop rather closely

earthed up. Vacant ground, or that which can be
cleared of early crops, may still be planted with winter

stuff, first giving it a good dressing of manure and a

good deep digging. Stir the surface of the soil among
glowing crops. Cut Box edgings, and keep every corner
clean aud neat!

STATE OF THE LEATHER AT CHISVFICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the weels endmx Aujr. 'J, lHfo, as observed at the Horticultural Gardeu?.

3

Babombtjsb.
Tbuferaturk.

Wind.OI the Air. OftheKarth e

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean l torn
deep.

2 feet

deep.
*

^ridtiy It 23. :9-73'> 29.639 52 63.0 n? 63 S.W. .00

Satur. -1 •( '.'9.713 29.r»;i4 53 63 63 s.w. .01

Sunday 5 1i 30022 ^9.929 41 CS 63 S.W. .00

Mon. . d ii:i iO.OC'J 29.SGU 73 bh 64.0 67 63 s. .11

Tnes. T ?•! ?9.7r>5 29/. Gl 56 68 63 S.W. -s4
Wed. f 23 2U.G50 29.626 7° 68 63 .S.W. .bU

Thurs. 'J 2C 39.91.S 29/8^8 71 3S 54.5 63 63 w. .10

Average

.

29.813 •J'i 7-1 > 72.

8

40.3 fil.3 f.7.7 63.0 1.C6

3—Very fine throughout.— 4—Fiue; cloudy; slight rain ; fine.— 5—Very fine; heavy, cold dew at night.— 1—Uniformly overcast ; fine; rain at night.— 7—Cloudy and hot: very fine; cloudy; heavy min.— s— Itain ; thuuder half past 12 r.w.; excessively heavy rain 5- G P.M.
— 9—Fine; very fine; clear and cold with heavy Jew at night.

Mean temperature ol the week li deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CBISWICK.
During the last 29 years, lor the ensuing week, endin* Aug. 19, 1%S.

•2fr
a

53h

No.ot
Tears in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Bain.

Prevailing Wind.

August.
55 sa ^

-

CA
S

'

z

Sunday 12 74.3 51.5 (-2.9 10 0.17 In.
-

2 1 1 5 5 4
don. 1.1 73.1 50.1 61.8 14 1.14 — 3 2 4.11 A 5
Tiies. 14 713 51.0 61.4 9 C.68 — t> 6 2: 41 i

Wed. li 72.7 50.4 61.6 11 0.61 : 4 4 1 3 !

bi 4 5

Thu. 16 72.9 52.4 62.6 12 0.58 - J 3 1 4 7| a' a
Frid. 17 73.1 50.9 62.0 16 0.?6 V 1 1 1 4 5,12' a
Satur. 18 73.6 51.9 62.7 11 0.3S I 5 S 1 4 71 71 1

The highest temperature during the above period occurr id on the 13th.

lS42-therm.93 deg .; and the lowest on the 13th, ISSy—therm. 32 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bees : Tassaggart. We are not acquainted with the process of

Stupefying bees with flax dipped in nitre. "Who is Dr. de
Burvoys ? If you will refer us to his work, we will endeavour
to ascertain.

Collomia grandiflora : C. It is not uncommon for this to be

apetalous. It is aplant which seeds very freely, and we have
sometimes seen the whole crop of one year apetalous, while in

the next perhaps every calyx contains a pale buff corolla. Your
plant was so crushed from the mode of packing, that it was im-

possible to ascertain from the specimen what was its condi-

tion. M.J.B.
Fruit Trees : Diss. For a wall, 160 feet long, you may pla^c

the following:—Peaches : Royal George, Noblesse, Bellegarde,

and Barrington. Nectarines: Elruge, Violette Butive, and
Balgowan; aud the Koyal and Moorpark Apricots. At equal

distances each, tree will have about 17 feet 9 inches of the above
length of wall. Then, as you intend to extend the wall in a

few years, your best plan will be to plant intermediately

for training to remove a Bellegarde, Royal Charlotte, Grosse

jUignonne, and Acton Scott Peach; an Impera trice, Downton,
and Balgowan Nectarine ; and a Moorpark and Turkey Apricot.

"We are not aware of anything new more appropriate.||—A M.
If you will furnish us with your locality we will then give you
the information you seek. Fruit trees that will suit one part

of the country often will not succeed in another.^

Greenhouses: C W B. There is no sort of objection to carrying

your Vine up to a first floir before it enters your green-

house; and if you can obtain a Vine with ripe wood long

enough to pass inside the ground flour, let it do so. But if

your Vine is to make ils growth when it is planted before it

enters, then you must carry it up outside. "What you must take

care of is that the border, or borders, no matter which, where

your Vines grow, are so placed as to be warmed by the sun,

and at the same time are not exposed to excessive dryness

in summer. The materials you propose to use for your

border are suitable.

Insects : W B G L. The beetles which have attacked the

young shoots of your Pinus insignia are the common Hylur-

gus piniperda, a very troublesome species, whose history

is given in the Gardeners' Chronicle, 1846, p. 740. It is

for food that the heetles attack the young shoots, which
should be picked off and burnt as soon as they show the

slightest symptoms of being infested. The eggs are de-
• posited under the bark, and hence all decayed and cut trees

should be moved as quickly as possible and the bark burnt.

—

•Althda. The Hollyhock stems exhibit a large wound in the

neighbourhood of the crown, which we have found infested to

a small extent with a small chesnut-coloured Acarus, like a

little black beetle; but which we consider to have been

attracted to the wound after it was made. We can form no

idea from the specimens seut as to the original cause of the

mischief.

—

J IV—s. The insects you have sent are the wood-

boring Sirex gigas, the history and representation of which is

given iu the Gardeners' Chronicle for 1850, p. 517. W.
Microscope ; P. S. A pocket lens with an inch focus will answer

your purpose. ™> ...,, ,,

Mildew: S A. You may dust your Vines efficiently with a fliur-

dredger; but if you dislike that, then get an Epps'a or Fry's

Biilphurator. The Vines should he damped first to cause the

sulphur to stick to them.%
Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We" cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is n iw

requested that, iu future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—R D. Apocynum androsamiifolium, a

native of the United States.—Erzeroum. 473, Anthyllis Tour-

nelbrti; 116, Astragalus chionophyllus; 88, Geranium lineari-

lobum ; 36, Geranium tuberosum.—W F. Polygonum complexum
from New Zealand.

Orange Trees : W W. You do not say what insect you mean by
" The imect." If it is the scale you must trust to frequent

scrubbing with water at 160°—180°.
Ponds: JEC. Your small pond will never bo clear of green

slime until a stream of water is made to run constantly through

it. %
Potatoes: J B 21. You had better leave your Potatoes alone

for the present. If the evil increases, the haulm might then

be pulled up with advantage. J
Strawherries: H Doubleday. The seedling Strawberry which
you bad from Mr. Myatt may or may not be a good late one

;

but its freshness and flavour were lost from close packing and
carriage, which similarly affects all varieties of this class of

fruit.
||

Variegated Laurel: J B. A Laurel! why it is the common
variegated Euonymus japonicus.

Vines: W G A. The small transparent globules on the stems

and leaves of your Vines are exudations of sap, and not insect

deposit.

Misc.: L2X. You can only sendastampednewspaperto Australia,

and then a postage stamp must also be affixed to it.

%" As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inqu iries

can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting

coutributions is still delayed.
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IjtiKUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian O-uano, Superphos-
piuiil) -J LlmOf Nitnit'ioi' Soda, Sutrnr Hem:!, and ovary

dittorlptlon of Artificial Manure^, (ilntmod Catcu \, a,

Wm. Inoxif" OATtwn!, 10 , Mark J.iui •, Nimdon.

rpHE FOLLOWING MANURES arc manufactured
-A- at Mr. LAwitfi' Factory, Doptford Crook: -Turnip Mnnuro.
7EJperton; Superphosphate ofLlmo, 7J.; Sulphuric Aold ana
Cop rol I tm, 01. a

Office, GO, King William Btroot, City, London,
N.lt. Gonulno L'oruvlnn Guano, gunraptcmd to contain lfl por

emit, of ammonia, Nltratoof 8oda, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chomlcnl ManuroH,

CORN MANtJKK KOI! rtPRIW; HOWINO.
CONCENT-RATED UltATK FOB GKASB, RAPE, ANJ>

ALL hoot CROPS.
SUPERPHOSPHATE OB" LIME.

rpHB LONDON MANURK COMPANY continue
J- t6 manufacturo tlio above Mannroe, which havo boon uaod
with ho much Hiiccoflfl for tlm innt 14 years.

The London Manure Company also supply PERUVIAN
Ct<UANO (direct IVom Importers' warahoufioH}, NHrato of Bod a.

Bulpliate of Ainmo.nui| Fishery and other Salts, Uono Bust, and
ovury intillcl/il manure of known value. Edward Puus&n. boo.

Office 'in, Bridge Street, Bhiokfrlars.

MANURES,—The following Manures are manu-
factured by Hodoson & Siutsok, Cnldpr Soap Works,

Wakefield, and HATniBva & Co., Manufacturing Agricultural

Chemists, Drlffleld. Simpson's ammonia PIIOSJ'HATB, a
viilimbin Top-DresBlng for Wheat, Barl6y, and Oats. Simi ow'fl

K1TRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips. Potatoos, nnd all othor
bulbous root orops, price 82. por-ton. N.H. Manures specially pro-

pared for-Graas and Flax, Tho above liovo boon MicnmHfully tested

toy the hint Seven Years by the loading farmers In Yorkshire and
Lincolnshire, and othor countloB, and worn applied lust season to n

breadth of upwards of lo",000 acres' of land with tho most bene-
ficial results to tho orops. A Lint of Tostlmonlala and other
particulars will be forwarded by post on App lication.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.—Manufacturers unH
othera'engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary iimtniction for tliolr economical ami
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nesdit, F.G.9., &c,
Principal of tho Agricultural and Chemical College; ICennlngton,

London- Anftlyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coproliti'H. &o.,'and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are oxeculotl with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous

of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
viil iind ample facility and accommodation at the College.

C^ OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and UH'JblMIS TRY,
^ and OP PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

38, Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nicsbit, E.G.S., E.C.S., &c.

Tho system of studies pursued in tho College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for tho pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for tho Universities.

Analyses and Assays ol every description are promptly and
accurately executed at tho College. Tho terms and other par-
ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, a practical

Surveyor and Land-Agent of more than 15 years' standing,

offers his services to Gentlemen about to drain Land and Bogs.
Ho w ill undertake to set out arid superintend himself tho execu-
tion of tho work at a charge of 5s. per acre, and the expenses
incurred In his travelling; or ho will contract to complete it in a
specified manner to the satisfaction of the Inclosure Commis-
sioners at a fixed price per acre. Mr. Humbert has drained

strong stony land in the most careful and complete manner,
with 1 J inch pipes, and proper mains, the drains being 4 feet

doep and 30 feet apart, at 41. per acre and under, nnd he can
give reference to bis employers in that and in other instances.

Watford; Herts, Aug. 11. _
/Slayxon, SIIUTTLEWORTU, &

"CIVS PRIZE
V-^ PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, and COMBINED
THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING and WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be seen at their London Establish-

ment, G, Fitzroy Terrace, New Road, where all information

relative thereto can be obtained. These Machines are constructed

to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from

tho pulse. They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the

grain into hags, and beyond tho feeder of Machine require no

hands except to take away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole

of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby tho Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the

places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of
Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position

they have taken at the Royal and all tho leading Agricultural

Shows of England, flatter themselves that for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not

surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;

aird Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

NEW INVENTION IN LAWN MOWERS,
WHICH rOSSESS SlJPEKIOB ADVANTAGES TO AXY MACHINES

now in Use.—In the first place, they will cut the Grass either

wet or dry; secondly, by the simple adjustment of a thumb-
screw, they can be made to cut Grass either long or short: and,

thirdly, these machines are drawn instead of being pushed and
drawn, and consequently do not require half the usual power to

work them. They are made to cut any width suitable for either

anan or horse. They will turn in very little room and cut at the

same time. They are a perfect roller for the width they cut

when thrown out of gear. The improvement can be attached to

old machines, consequently old machines that are now laid aside,

can be brought into use at a small expense.— N.B. These Ma-
chines can be adjusted and wrought by any unskilled labourer.

Price to cnt 16 inches, £G
|
Do. 20 inches, £7

|
Do. 24 inches, £S.

Testimonialfrom Joshua Major, Esq., landscape Gardener,

To Mr. Grf.es, Leeds,
^"^orpe.

11 Sir,—As I always appreciate public and useful improve-
ments, I most gladly give my testimony to your highly improved
Mowing Machine. The one sent for my inspection and trial

(cutting a breadth of 24 inches) was drawn on flat ground with
ease by one person, and although at tho time of trial the lawn
was wet, it was cut with the greatest nicety. So complete and
simple is the invention, that amateur gentlemen and even ladies
may work either the 16 or 20 inch size with ease and pleasure,
providing the Grass is not too long. For extensive places I

should say the largest size (24 inches) would bei most suitable,
for even in undulating ground two persons may work it, but in
flower gardens, when beds, &c, are crowded, either of the smaller
sizes would be best. I congratulate you on your very valuable
and useful invention, which, in my opinion, entirely surpasses
and must eventually supersede all otllers, for it is not only free
from intricacy and easy to the workman, but extremely expe-
ditious iu its Operations, nnd consequently must provo a great
saving in the management of Grass Lawns, and a great boon to

the public. —I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,
" Knosihorpe. near Leeds, July 19. Joshua Major."

Several Machines of the old kind, in stock, will be sold at half
price, viz.:—16 in., SI.; 20 in., 3?. 5s.; 24 ins., 3?. 15s.

THOMAS GREEN, Sole Manufacturer.
Iron ami Wire Works, North Street and Briggate, Leeds,

WA RN Klt'S <f
' Incll

MANURE PI -II'.

v.hi, Dnll Volvo, fitted rltl

i
i Inch Di i i I " for

nMiu ding ii< Iblo

.Mih gtronjj ".
I

n.'lii. Iron

Btrapn for lorewing on to

any ordinary IVati i buti of

Cm ', m shown in drawJngi

Price of j'lmip nod I talon,

50*.

ij-inch Flexible Rubber
and I lanvai Buotlon forditto,

:ui, Qd, por foot.

j m r i:o\ bjd LIQUID

•v*

H (intiti Perofaa Buotlonj
i

i
../. por foot. •

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQ1 U> MANURE,
ni; GENEBAL PORTABLE PUMP,

ThO valve In n ball of Imptrllhlblf
material, and cannol clog In action.
'i (> bai rol lfl ol gah unl tod Iron, not

llkoly to corrodo, nnd can Im

lowered at plouauro. The leva «ni fold

1 tgotber, and the whole may be oaniad^ on ihouldBrtoanypond or tank n
Pi ) 44 In. Pump, with li

The bai rol i
i 27J In. long, and tho loga

are* 5 ft, high.
Hindi Gutta Pcrcha Suction JMpn,

Ij 1. /, per foot.

li Inch Flexible Rubber and Cnnv&q
Suction Pipe, 8«. Od. por loot
May be obtained ol any Ironmonger

or Plumber 111 town or COUnl
above prices, or of tho Pali

MnniifuctururH, JoilM V.\- l-.ui St SoMj
B, Crescent, Jewin Street London.

Every description of Machinery for

RAlalng Water, by means of Wheels,
i;.uns, Deep Well Pumps, &c,; hIho

Firo and Garden Knglnes, &c—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for tho use of Farms, Cot-
tages, MannroTankH, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet

Diameter Length of Parrel,
of Hnrrel under nose.

Fitted for lead,

gutta pcrcha,

or cast iron

flanged pipe,

as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2.J in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 16

A in. short 1 ft. Tin.
A „ long 3 „ 3 „

ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 ., 6

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raisins Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, ic; also Fire and' Garden
Engines, <£c.&c.—Engravings sent on application.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS S DRAINING TOOLS
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pakkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always In stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use bv
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free ou application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eitrht postage stamps.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens dnrrai; the
winter months should construct their walks of FORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path 15 at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river saud. To five parts of such equal mixture add one nf Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. Itmay then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade,and in 4S hours it becomes as bard as a rock. Veg
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as waterdoes not soak through it.

to give a fall from the middleof the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS. FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Beotheks,

Milbank Street. Westminster.

CAUTION.
i ) :.'J BEL DIGGING FORKS AMi

now manufactured »nd :

roaiiu/aet/jrad \>y /«*•, m I
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1
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• I
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Mud*** ar« nlvf wur/Ar 1

kre lined by nil •

,
II fid 1 nn I*-

;

J

r<"»p<Tf(nlIv Mill'

1-1 of I'M, ft:.

Bathos a Cooke Un *

nifinihlp. 1 -

THE HARVEST,
DEUMMOND'S IMPROVED BEAP1

1 /i HE8 com .'1 Umi

demnnd In yearly

blade*. Price for tt,r- >
•

Carrlago paM to
•

al Railway flutP/n» •

kingdom. W. Drumkohd &&>**, Seed tod Implciacot Wa»-
.

-J:
••• I '. prevent disappointment early ordera arc reap«ctAiIlr

N.B. Unknown correspondent* will pltaa* mecompeny tL*Ir

/ 1 A U>"N';s ORIGINAL
V-^ PAINT, specially petmnlacd by I

GoverniiM ri'-. tho H n. i- I Indli I

Companleft, most public bodiee, and
clergy, f'-r outdoor work et their

CorTOftioii is partlcnlarlj

ever Invent'-

of Iron, Wood, Btone, Brick, ' .a* has
. and t

the numerous (between
and which, fr<-.m the rank and utaUon in *

giTcnJthem, have nerei jrel been equalled by 1

kind hitherto brought before I

Lists of colours, prices, together with »c
i.t '.n application I - Waj

Winchester Street, Old Broad \sm6cn.

No A genu. All onlers are particularly re'iu^sted to be aeiit direct.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST li. 1855

Among the Causes or FF.r.-nuTT which "0'

tion" recognises is the skilful adaptation of the crop

to the land that is being cultivated. Ther-

essav in an earlv volume of the Journal of the

English Agricultural Society on the natural ii

tions of fertility in soils ; there, of course, the adap-

tation 'both to soil and climate is complete; but

where the selection of a crop depends ent:

the will of the cultivator, all other plants be::

.

down by force, the ac'.nal produce of the land may
be no indication whatever of

that full exhibition and development, it needs that

plants suited to its character and climate

Mangold Wurzel would not show the fertility of

soil in Scotland so well asSwedi-h Turnips, because

the climate is against it. It will not show tl e

lity of a sandy soil so well as common T :

because it prefers a clayey loam. The adoption of a

rotation of crops is important, not only as the means

of perpetuatins or increasing fertility, bul

means of exhibiting and putting to the full r

of i's power the actually existing fertility of the land

;

and conversely the introduction of a new plan

to agriculture has been often useful, no:

nishing a new and valuable form in wh

may find vent, but also in the improvement which

the very act of cultivating it confers upon the land.

The introduction of Italian Rye-grass has been useful,

probablv, merely as an instrument of extraordinary

power for the conversion of fertility into food. The

introduction of Mangold Wurzel, on the other hand,

has undoubtedlv been of benefit by all the a

ta^es of drill husbandry and fallow cultivation con-

ferred bvit on a s::frr class of s I been

generally thought adapted to the growth of T

The rotation of crops prevalent in any c: -

only an indication of" the fertility : I a)

but* of the intelligence of its cultivators ; and excep-

tions to the general.rule are : I - of a supe-

riority in the latter particular rs in the

former. Fertility finds expression, of course,

simply through the crops grown upon the so:.
;

the'eae ordering of them so that in a given time the

most valuable produce may result from a given

expense is the problem which the fanner hu- ".

solve. The growth cf Mangold Wurzel, or of

Cabbage in place of Turnips ; of Italian Bye-grass,

or Trifolium incamaium, in place of Rape or Rye, or

Vetches ; of Wheat, in the place of Oats ; of Pota-
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toes, in place of Be/ins or Peas, or perhaps in place

of Swedes or Mangold Wurzel ; of one rotation in

place of another, or of any rotation with its greater

annual produce in place of the constant growth of

the Grasses, as in pasture land ;—these are not,

except in the long run, proofs of increased fertility

of the soil. Whatever determination be arrived at

as to the crops that shall be grown or retained, the

result is, in the outset at any rate, only a more or

less perfect expression of' the actually existing

fertility of the land. How important both that the

most valuable expressions be given to this fertility
;

and that such a mode of expressing it be adopted

as shall not tend to its diminution or exhaustion, is,

of course, obvious enough. It is sufficient for the scope

of these remarks to have alluded to this fact. The
power of the different rotations of crops, whethtr as

the exponents of fertility, or as in themselves ferti-

lising agents, have been already abundantly dis-

cussed in volumes of the English Agricultural

Society's Journal, to which we refer our readers.

See especially vol. x. p. 345, where this subject is

discussed in full detail.

It appears then that the lessons taught by ob-

servation in reference to fertility and barrenness in

soils amount to this :—(1). That supposing climate

to be favourable, or, if unfavourable, modified by
shelter and by drainage, fertility is attainable on
peaty soils by drainage, paring, and burning, claying

and liming, and the use of portable manures; and
after a year or two of cultivation, then by growing
food for stock, as Grasses, &c, and waiting for con-

solidation by the lapse of time before breaking it

up again for regular cultivation. (2). On sandy
soils by marling, and the use of Rape-cak», guano,

and bone-dust, as the means of growing food for

sheep, whose consumption of this food with oilcake

on the land shall still further fertilise, consolidate,

and fit the land for growing Wheat and other grain

crops : and (3), on clay lands by burning, liming,

draining, and the use of dressings of bulky manures.
It appears (4) that on all soils fertility is promoted
by the use of water as a fertilising agent, whether
this is obtained by means of irrigation or of drain-

age ; that (5) on all soils, lime, when judiciously
applied, is a fertilising agent

; (6) that manure
being simply food for plants, everywhere contributes

to fertility ; that (7) deepening the soil, and the
thorough cultivation of it as a method of enlarging
the home supply of food for plants are fertilising in

their influence ; and that (8) the adoption of a
suitable rotation of crops is necessary both to give
due expression to what fertility exists, and also to

ensure its permanence and even increase.

As a last remark in reference to what observation
teaches on this subject we may refer in general
terms to the relations of landlord and tenant, and
to the education and general intelligence of the
population, as matters obviously and directly con-
nected with it. The energy of individuals, shown
in the opening of access to markets, and in the
excitement of a neighbourhood out of the sluggish
indifference and contentment with existing circum-
stances which so easily become habitual—instanced,
let ns say, in the successes of Lord George Hill
around Gweedore, on the west coast of Ireland,
almost as perfectly as in the history of the Ban de
la Roche, under the pastorate of Oberlin—may be
a subject of too general a character to claim detailed
examination in an agricultural journal ; but that the
absence of markets, or of access to them, and that
the listlessness and ignorance of the labouring class,

are among the most obvious causes of barrenness of
soil, observation will in many districts of Ireland
and Great Britain testify.

turul journals, it is no longer infra dig. on the .part ot

the male 6ex to inquire into details and " whisper sug-

gestions" (we would not counsel more decided inter-

ference), nor an abandonment of time-honoured rights

for the ladies to give such an explanation of their dairy

experiences as can appear intelligibly in print.

Without entering into details for the past, I may
state as the result I generally arrived at during several

years' experience of a dairy of five or six cows (this

number being as many as the ordinary domestics could

attend to without an interference with other occupa-

tions, as the female members of the family could super-

intend without much labour), which was this—that each

cow, besides bringing up its calf, gave a money return

of 91. to 121. per annum : butter selling at Is. per lb.
;

and milk at ]d. per quart for skimmed, and 2d. for

sweet milk. This return could, of course, be obtained

only by a tolerably liberal and careful system of feeding.

Mine has generally consisted, during the summer and
autumn quarters, of the run of a small Grass enclosure

for a few hours each day, with cut mixed Clover and
Rye-grass in the stall ; during the winter and spring

quarters, of Turnips and straw, with the addition of

two daily cooked messes of chaff, Turnips, and meal.

Observing the discussions that were going on, I

wished to know how the experiences of other dairies

tallied with the results arrived at in my own, and for

this purpose caused a careful record to be kept for one

week, the details of which are given below. Of the six

cows in my byre I had but three in milk, two not having

yet calved, while a third was employed in nursing two
calves ; she has finished this with one pair born in

March, and has entered on the charge of a second pair

born in July. Of the three milking cows one (No. t in

the following note) has been for some years in my
possession ; the other two were purchased in May a

few weeks after calving, and in a very low condition.

Thus, taking the three together, they were in less than

average condition for milking ; their breeding is a cross

of the short-horn and Ayrshire ; and their food was, as

I have mentioned, cut Grass, with a daily run in an
enclosure, where they have free access to water.

Their milking was as follows for seven days from
June 26 to July 2. It will be observed that for two
days each cow's milk was separately measured; for the

other five days the collective quantity only was noted :

Morn-
ing.

Noon.
Even-
ing.

Total quarts.

quarts. quarts. quarts. quarts.

(cow No. 1 3.J 3 3 ... 9J)
June 26-^ „ 2 .. 24 H 1 ... 5 V23

( " 3 ... 3 2i 3 ... 84J
„ 27, the three 5 7i 7 19i

„ 2S, ditto S 7 8 . 23

„ 29, ditto 8 8 8 24

„ 30, ditto 8 8 8 24
July 1, ditto 9 6{ 7 22A

(cow No. 1 a 3 3 ... 10i)
July 2-^ „ 2 ... 2 2 14 ... 5l V25

1 „ 3 ... 4 2i 2J ... 9 J

Quarts, 161

DAIRY PRODUCTION.
The discussions at the Royal Agricultural Society's

meetings between Messrs. Horsfall, Scott, and others,
on the subject of dairy management and production (of

which you have given copious details in your columns
for some weeks past) will have at least this benefit—that
they will cause agriculturists to pay some attention to
the details of the operations carried on in their dairies.

In the case of far the greatest number of farms—viz.,

on those where only a few cows are kept, and these
rather for the use of the family and servants than for
the amount of profit to be derived—these operations
have generally been left entirely to the skill and judg-
ment of female members of the family. There were
two reasons for the little attention paid to this branch
of farming economics :—First, the " gentleman " farmer
wag apt to consider such dairy returns as a sort of
pin-money, of which none would " go into the rent."
second, the lady considered dairy management as a
craft mystery into which the other sex had little
Business to inquire ; indeed, to inquire into which was
an implied censure on the domestic management. Butnow when the yield of milk from cows, the cream to be
raised the butter to be produced therefrom, form the
subject of elaborate discussions before the Royal Agri-

^IT f
let>

'' °f
j
engthen^ P^ers of statement,

counter-statement, and corrections in the leading agricul-

which threw up 15 quarts of cream, and these churned on

July 3 gave 16 lbs. 1 oz. butter and 9 ^ quarts buttermilk.

Of the skimmed milk 64 quarts were sold or used
;

82 quarts made 20 lbs. of curd.

The total returns for a week therefore were

—

16 lbs. 1 oz. butter, at Is £0 16 1

9J quarts buttermilk, at Id 9
64 quarts skimmed milk, at Id 5 4
20 lbs. curd, sold at 2£<7 4 2

£16 4

Supposing the milk had been sold fresh, the return

at 2c?. per quart would have been (161 x 2d.), 11. 6s. \0d.;

so that the manufacture into butter, &c, was, within a

fraction, as profitable as would have been the sale (had

that been practicable in the locality), of the sweet milk.

This, then, gives a weekly return during summer of 9s.

per cow. Suppose
20 weeks at that rate £9
20 weeks at the lower rate of 6s 6
12 weeks to run dry

£15
We obtain 1 51. per annum as the money return to be
expected from a fair average cow fed liberally but not
pampered. How does this tally with general experience?
Possibly correspondents from different districts will

kindly reply to this query. S., Inverness-shire, July 19.

THE SHOW OF HORSES AT CARLISLE.
We could not but be struck with the apparent slight

put upon a breed most deservedly esteemed for agricul-

tural purposes. The round barrel, compact form, and
great activity of the Suffolk fit him peculiarly for farm
work, and no horse is more staunch to the gollar. At
a late meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society the

Suffolks took the majority of the prizes ; but at Carlisle,

though there were some capital specimens of great

strength shown by Mr. Barthropp and Mr. Wilson, they

received but one commendation. And perhaps this fact

is the more observable since in what are esteemed the

heavier and larger breeds, the very qualities of com-
pactness and activity, for which the Suffolk is so remark-
able, are those which most commend themselves to the

judges. These two gentlemen are, however, bent upon
bringing the breed to the highest possible perfection, and
in certain instances, especially Mr. Bartbropp's filly

that obtained a commendation, competing as she did in

one of the strongest classes, they have succeeded to

admiration.

With respect to the Clydesdales we were not quite so

well pleased as we expected to have been. We observed

too many light bodies aud long legs, several round non-
descript gummy legs, and a very obvious irregularity as
to size. The quick-stepping qualities of the breed we
could not judge of, save from observing the disposition

of the shoulders, which was good generally. We saw
no specimen of the hardy, compact little Derbyshire
horse, a breed much entitled to., the notice of farmers.
It may answer to breed large horses for London brewers,
&c, but middle-sized, neat, active, enduring animals
are required for farm-work ; a kind that eats half as
much as your great dray horse aud looks better upon
that half. Where the farmer has to contend with mud
roads, great weight, combined with strength, is requisite.

We have to thank the local committee of Carlisle,

and the worthy mayor of that town, Richard Ferguson,
Esq , for having brought together such an assortment
of thorough bred and coaching stallions, of bunting
mares, fillies, and geldings, as we have never before had
the pleasure to see. The breeding of horses for the
chase, carriage horses and backs is undeniably the
business of farmers, and we hope that the Royal Agri-
cultural Society will not allow any meeting to occur
without having provided for the representation of the
particular classes we refer to. She may migrate to

towns where mayors not be so wealthy or so spirited as

those of Lincoln and -Carlisle. It is well, we think, to

allow private liberality so to display itself, but failing

this practical co-operation of local committees and official

personages, we do hope the Society may take the matter
into her own hands.

We do not think in England that we have to struggle

against a defective taste—the love of, and the perception

of a good horse seems inherent in the multitude. But
nevertheless we do consider that the Royal Agricultural

Society may do excellent service by giving to the public

good models. We do not want the negative to guide

us to excellence, but the positive. And as in art, no
man attains to a true appreciation of beauty by the

study of defect, neither as a breeder can a man reach

to the perfection of the type but by an intimate study of

its harmonious proportions. And there are types beyond
which the breeder cannot go, for the same rule would
seem to apply in the breeding of horses as in the breed-

ing of horned cattle. It is now proved that considerable

prizes will bring out valuable animals of this sort, and
all we hope to see is, that the Society making use of the

power she possesses, the farmers will show the appre-

ciation of her efforts by strengthening her hands.

The six classes to which these breeds are confined

contain 59 entries. At Lincoln there were but two
classes and 17 entries.

The thorough bred stallions were well represented.
" Ravenhill " and " A British Yeoman " compete very

closely. The former is an Irish bred horse ; he takes

the prize offered by the mayor. For our part we prefer

" The British Yeoman," who is certainly a fine horse,

and receives more lustre from his stock exhibited in

the yard than " Ravenhill " does from his, which are

more abundant. The coaching stallions might have been

better, we thought. Mr. Shaw showed three, for one
of which he received the prize. This horse struck us

as being a most perfpet model of the class, not so heavy
as of yore, but more in keeping with our increasing want
of speed. It is extremely difficult to judge of these

animals ; we see them only in a state of quiescence.

Many a horse lias fatal imperfections that only reveal

themselves when he is in motion. It is quite necessary

that we hold our own opinions in abeyance to the deci-

sion of the judges, and the public should view them in

the light of " confidential friends." Some of the mares
with foals at foot are exquisitely beautiful animals,

possessing lines of symmetry that every breeder should

imprint indelibly upon his memory. Take Sir Wilfred

Lawson's " Madam," the winner of the prize, for

instance ; take Miss Bell's " V^ultress" (and her splendid

foal by "Ravenhill"), or take Mr. Pybus's "Miss
Hudson," as examples.

May this good beginning have a good ending, the

result being increased attention to the breeding of a
class of horses for which England has ever been so

deservedly famous. H. R.

GARDENS FOR COUNTRY SCHOOLS.
I iiefer to the uses of a garden or a plot of ground

cultivated by the agricultural class in our schools—its

uses not only as furnishiug lessons in the practice, and
illustrating doctrines in ihe theory of agriculture, and
conferring bodily skill in the use of farm tools, but also

as increasing the emoluments of the teacher or the funds

of the school.

The assertion which I make—that the theory and
practice of cultivation can be efficiently illustrated in a
garden— is proved by a number of well-known facts.

Professor Daubeny's illustrations, in his lecture

before the Royal Agricultural Society of England, of

the power of successive crops of the same plant to

exhaust the land off which they were continually reaped,

were taken from garden plots. Tuil's argument on the

ability of the cultivator by careful pulverization of the

soil and its exposure to the air, to balance in a great

measure to his soil the want of manure, was originally

built upon his observation of single plants and single

garden rows, though no doubt it was afterwards corro-

borated by experiments in field culture. And the ex-

periments of the Rev. S. Smith, of Lois Weedon, of

the same kind, though extended over a small field, might

well be prosecuted iu a large garden, so as perfectly to

illustrate his views. The .most complete series of ex-

periments on the relative value of the different Grasses
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wan conducted by Mr, Sinclair, gardener to the late

lJuko of Bedford, at Woburn, in the garden. And one
of the most exact comparative inquiries into tin vefa

tive mcriiH of different varieties of Wheat id ri

in the first volume of the English Agricultural Seci

Journal hh having been conducted En agard n in Glo

torehire. Many an instructive and saii factory peri

ment, illustrative of the relative value of mamin will

bo found recorded in our agricultural journals as having
boon performed in garden plots, I would especially vi>v
to a most valuable and instructive annual report of liin

experience of Huh Idnd, which has boon publfslied in the

(Hardeners' Olironicfa and AfyriGtcllwal Qazcttt for many
past years by the Hon. and Rev, L, Vernon fclarcourfc,

Modes of cultivation, methods <»i manuring, rotations <»f

cropping, and the morits of the various crops
all thoHo particular^ which among them pretty

nearly complete the circle of the more cultivator's

experience 1—all of them are capable "i perfoot illustra-

tion in the garden* And how porfeotly the rationale of

any particular observation can thus be obviously pre
Bontod to the eye and mind any one can perceive, xou
may talk to a boy for any length of time on the advan-
tage of stirring the soil and of deep cultivation, inas-

much aa it admits tho air more perfectly throughout
the substanco of tho noil, and thereby facilitates thi

chemical processes by which the soil and ita conti uts

are fittod as the food of plants ; but no quantity of
merely verbal instruction will equal in its force, either
upon tho understanding or tho memory, the lesson
on that subject which that same boy would receive
if, after having dug a holo in tho hardened ground,
he wore told to put into it again tho earth he bud
just taken out of it, The heap remaining over,
which he could not replace, would represent more
distinctty (o him the bulk of additional air thus intro-

duced into tho soil by its disturbance than any argument
unsupported by this simple experiment could do. Well,
I need not say anything more on this point. I

hurry on to the usefulness of tho garden, both as fur-
nishing agricultural practice to the boys (I mean in the
art of using the spado and hoe and other agricultural
tools), and as adding to the emoluments of tho school-
master. On these again I must be satisfied with a
reference to the experience of others—in terms, too, so
short as to be little more than an enumeration of the
sources where information regarding it may bo obtained.
TheHighland schools, under the committee of the General
Assembly of the Church of Scotland, in which agricultural
instruction has been introduced, have several acres of
land attached to them * 4 to G acres is the usual
extent ; and a common report is iu these terms in
which the Elgiu school is described :—" There are
some acres of land attached which are farmed by the
boys to the number of. 2$; two hours a day, on an
average, are allotted to work. They dig, trench, weed,
manure, sow, &c, under the management of a super-
intendent, and are trained to the use of the spade and
other agricultural implements with considerable ad-
dress." In Ireland, again, under the superintendence
and inspection of Dr. Kirkpatrick, of Glasnevin, there
are many agricultural schools in operation :—27 model
schools in operation, 5 about to begin, -15 ordinary
agricultural schools in operation, and 50 workhouse
agricultural schools ; and from the experience of any
of them there might be drawn facts enough to bear
out Dr. Kirkpatrick's testimony that it is perfectly
practicable and highly important to connect this agri-
cultural with ordinary literary instruction iu our country
districts.

Then, again, in England I can quote several instances

:

—First the schools on the plan of the late Mrs. Davics
Gilbert, of Eastbourne, in Sussex, of which a full report
will be found in a pamphlet by Mr. Cuthbert Johnson,
published by Ridgway, " On Increasing the Demand for
Agricultural Labour*!" These schools were said to be
self-supporting—the children paying only Id. a week,
and receiving instruction during the morning of the
day, and working during the afternoon ; the land, 4 or
5 acres to each, was rented at a farmer's rent by the
master of the school, who cultivated it by the aid of
the boys.

My second instance, and a most instructive one, is

recorded in a pamphlet by Thomas Batson, of Colley
House, near Exeter, entitled " How to improve the
Condition of the Agricultural Labourer,"—a self-

supporting system by which boys may be trained iu
acts of industry, and at the same time receive a suit-
able education/ This publication describes an experi-
ence of five years in the employment of boys on a farm,
who for their labour received their maintenance and
education, they and their parents finding this maiu-
tenauce and education, both ordinary and agricultural,
to be an ample return for their services, and Mr.
Batson finding, as he proves in great detail, their ser-
vices to be quite worth the expense he was at in lodging,
clothing, feeding, and instructing them. Mr. Batsoirs
pamphlet deserves to be widely known and read.
My third instance is one of a class of similar cases

—

a reformatory, industrial, agricultural school, established
and carried on at Hardwicke, near Gloucester^ now for
several years by the wise and painstaking benevolence of
Mr. Bengough and Mr. Baker, two magistrates of the
county of Gloucester.

Fifteen hoys work more than 10 acres of stiff clay
land, and their work goes a considerable way towards
their support. The report and rules of the Children's
Friend Reformatory School, Hardwicke, Gloucester-

* Groombridge and Sons.
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sowing, whetherbyhand or by machine; mowing,reaping,
andharvi ting, measure m ol I ind, manure, ricks, and
building ; estimation ofproduce, and all sorts of measure
work connected with draining, embanking, fencing,

planting, and building and road-making. I have lately

had submitted to me a considerable quantity ol A

by Mr. Ewart, of Newcastle, professing to &
cultural arithmetic, which will probably be published
by Messrs. Blackio, of Glasgow, and which appears very
excellently adapted to the purpose of that kind of instruc-

tion to which I refer. /. C. Morton.

IU:TORTS OF THE CROPS.
Ayr.—"Wheat.—Early nnd winter sown rather thin. Late good.
An average crop on tho whole. Oats.—On rnrly thin soils

light; on deep damp floila good but hue. Barley and Bare,

—

Heavy crops, but little comparatively sown iu thin district.

Beans—Good. Turnips and Mangold.—Early: and in

very promising. Potatoes.—The healthiest, and will appa-
rently bo the most abundant crop since 1846. Harvest may
commence partially on early soils in a fortnight, but not gene-
rally before the 1st September. Crops much in the same
state of forwardness as at this time last year. A

Bocks: Claydon.—Wheat is a full average crop on the ground,
but it is late, and of a dark unhealthy colour. Barley i- very
good where it has been sown in season; late sown is not
good. Oats generally very good. Eeans (spring) full crop.
Beans (winter) very bad; did not stand the winter. Turnips
generally very bad and late. Potatoes are very promising,
but partially diseased. liny less than half a crop; Grass is

now plentiful. Harvest will not be general before the 22d,
and not then unless wo have bright clear weather. On the
whole, with good harvest weather, the prospects are good.
Alex, Fraser.

Cheshire,—Wheat about a week ago had the appearance of
being more than an average. The crops generally were full on
the ground, stiff in. the straw, and filling well iu the ear, with-
not any defects from rust or blight of any kind; by the very
heavy rain which fell on the 23th lilt all the full crops w^re laid

flat, and it is to be feared great mischief has been done, as I

have invariably noticed that if Wheat is laid only a
ten days before being ripe, it does not prove so heavy in the
ear as when it stands; of course much will depend upon the
weather for the next fortnight or three weeks, both as to quan-
tity and quality; but judging from present appearances, I can-
not estimate the injury at less than from 15 to 20 per cent.
Barley is a very full crop, but is beaten down, even more than
the Wheat, and must, I fear, under any circumstances, prove
an uneven sample. Oats have generally stood the best, and
have the appearance of an average crop. Potatoes are very
luxuriant, and little disease has yet shown itself; but the
trying time has not arrived. There has been a serious loss in
the hay crops; very little has been secured, and the floods

have carried away and spoiled nearly all in the low meadow
lands, which are the chief support of the dairy stocks during
the winter. William Palin.

Devonshire: Dartmoor.— Breezy weather of late, with more or
less rain daily. Grass here aimost overpowering. Wheat in
this county, should heat speedily come, will very pirtiallv be
cut in about two weeks, but the general harvest will t

be during September, weatherpermittiug. The crops of Wheat,
as also Barley, vary considerably, about an average probably
each may reach. Oats promise well, so do Potatoes^ Two and
three sowings of Swedes will only give very irregular crops

—

common Turnips the fly has spared, and these may be abun-
dant if the weeds can be kept down. Mangolds magniflcent.
Hay much damaged—crops heavier than expected. Clover
Grass fell very light. Geo. Win* Fowler,

Devonshire : ExtUr.—The appearance of the Wheat is full 10
per cent, worse than it was ten days ago, being much beaten
down by wind and rain, and having a great deal of blight: and
if this wet weather continues the consequences will be^serious ;

on the contrary, should fine weather and plenty of sunshine
take place we shall. 1 think, have an average crop. Barley and
Oats are much laid: I think the latter will be an abundant
crop. Peas and Beans are not much grown about here, but the
former is, I think, an average crop. Swedish Turnips have
failed, but common ones are likely to be good. The Potato
disease has appeared with more than usual virulence. George
Turner.

Devonshire : Tavistock.—" The rain it raioeth every d.iv."

Much hay remains in the fields, aud much that has been carried
has been got iu very indifferent order. A good deal :

cut ; the same wet that has hindered the hay harvest has im-
peded the growth of Turnips, which look stunted and patchy;
many suffered from flea, which thay have never recovered.
There are some appearances of disease among Potatoes.
Hereabouts Wheat and Barley might have been an average
crop; the former is now being damaged by rust, especially
where it is heaviest: and Barley seems to change in colour
(with a poor prospect of a good sample) very unevenly. Oats
are a moderate crop—all very late. The last week of this

month harvest may begin. The pastures were never known
so bare ; the backward spring has never been recovered, and
stock have consequently not g;oi fat: the frost destroyed all the

old Grass upon the pastures, and both sheep and cattle were
almost starved till after Midsummer, and there has been no
help this year from Clover or Vetches, for both, these suffered
equally with the old Grasses. John Benson,
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;s in this county ere generally
good, with tli : Wheat, which is uniformly thin on
the ground, and Large breadths reaowu with Oats or Parley.

the resnltof the M:v<:re and protracted frosts of winter
and spring, and want of snow to protect the plants . Oats are
a full and bulky crop, and on good soils, much lodged with the
recent heavy rains, Barley, Beans, and Peas also promise a
full average. As yet no definite time can be filed for harveat.
All will depend on the weather, and as it is hjw become very
wet and unsettled, there is no reasonable prospect of cutting
for three or four weeks. Green crops are abundant, and aa yet
no accounts of disease in the Potato have come under oar
knowledge or observation. David Oair,

Likoolxsbibe: Wcnrlaby Iiou.*t.—I consider Wheat in this
neighbourhood rather under an average crop: very late, the
colour bad, and some quantity mildewed. Barley an average
crop; very much laid with the rains. Oats under aa average.
Beans and Peas none grown. If'm. Bis*tUi*t.

Mid-Lothian: Baihoy—The Wheal crop Is full, partly laid don
with recent rains, and late. The Barley much don, hot earlier.

Oats, the lightest of the cereals, about aa average. Brans
bulky. Potatoes never so promising, and no disease. Turnips
promising. Hjiy light, and injured with rains. Pastnres
abundant. Harvest the last week of August- Josses Jfctou.

Notts, Newark.—Wheat is thm on the ground, a&d where
there is a heavy crop (a rare thing , it is very much beaten down
by the continual heavy rains we have had daring the whole of
last month ; it begins to lock very dark in tie straw, as if
inclined to mildew. I think it will be under average, and not

. likely to be ready to cut in general till September, except the
weather alters. Barley is a heavy crop, and mocfa laid and
thrown about, but forwarder than Wheat. Beans po
a fair crop, and some nearly ready ; hay and seeds very light,
and but little hay got; Swedes and Turnips promise well, bat
it is hard to keep the weeds dow a, it has been so wet. This
has been a fine drying day, but the glass is falling. Potatoes
very fine: no sign of disease at present. Mangold, Carrots,
and Cabbage very good. Little or no Wheat to thresh in this
neighbourhood, John Yovng.

Norfolk: Barton Abbey.—Our harvest will generally commence
hereaboutthe24thofthemrnth. The Wheats are not promisias*
quite so well as a fortnight since, many fields showing mildew
more or less: the ears are large, In: c-.t well filled: thecrop
on the whele may reach, but not exceed, an average. Barley
and Oats are good, aud I sirold say more than an average.
Peas and Beans are also pretty good. The hay was the lightest

crop ever known here, and a part in. Turnips
and Mangold Wurzei very promising, indeed I never saw thesn

better. IF. Cubitt,

Northampton.—In answer to your queries respecting the grow-
ing crops of corn. I must re{ ..eat as not an
average one- It is very backward, and if dry weather dses not
soon set in the consequence will be great. Maggot to some
extent has also shown itself. Barley is a great crop. bsrJ

—
much beat down by storms. Oats and spring Beans about an

je. Hay crop very light and not well g"t- Turnip*
very bad, Mangold Wureel good, Potatoes good. Wire. Graf.

Fitt: Dftrnmud.—Wheat—tall, thin on the ground,
touched a good deal with fly I *.haa usual, hat
with good weather may reach an average cr-

-

full average crop, and much earlier than csuaJ. Oats—short
and thick on the ground : may reach aa ai t zriLz..

but will fall below it in straw. Btans and Peas—bulky aad
well podded. Hay—a lightish crop, with small appearance of

a second cutting. y equal and luxuriant, aad
no symptoms of disease. T-— ;?—~ery fresh and vigorous.
Mangold—good, -where a "braird" was obtained: bad where
the braid was tardv. John HaxUm.

NoBTHcirBEBLAXD : E&haxi.—We are sorry to say the hopes-
expressed in our last reponas toa favourable bay barrel is-e
not been realised. From the - I2tk proxiino we had

e clear weather, and a good deal was done among- the
hay, but since the latter date we have had rain every d ry

three excepti: i . aat quantity of hay has been very
much destroyed. The barometer has ranged from 33&0 op to

29 57: mean" of month.. 2& ivy thunder ra

Saturday the 2Sth have lai_
- '"7 much, and the con-

tinued wet prevents our reporting so favourably of the crops as
we did a month ago. Fine sonny and drying weather may still

do much for the crops, but should thi* wet r* muggy ** weather
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conUniifl, i»th quantity and quality will be far below an
Average. We cannot now expect any general harvest till

September. Turnips Mre looking: well on Turnip soils, but even
there the continued dashing rains are telling against them,

especially the later sown fields. Potatoes are still keeping

clear of disease, and looking very well. Gr^ss is abundant, but

stock are not doii.g t-o well as they would with less wet, even at

the expense of less meat. Not only are they never dry, but

tbey never go* B dry mouthful. GraziDg stock of all kinds are

very high-priced, Stagsbaw Bank Lamb Fair was held yester-

day, and notwithstanding a veiy full show of lambs high prices

were asked and given, though slowly. The show consists

chiefly of half-bred (Leicester and Cheviot) lambs, aud prices

for these ranged from 24r. downwards. __^ .

Wabwwk: Str C—Wheat—Aconsiderablequantity
of Wheat in this district lost plant; a great portion resown.

yet there is much thin, which the late rains have improved—
where the crop is heavy it is badly laid—with rine weather it

might be an average, vet in individual cases it must he under.

Barley.—The early sown Barley is a heavy crop, and badly

laid on good conditioned lands, and to some extent damaging,
/equiring fine weAther immediately; later sown much im-
proved by the rain; crop above an average. Beans. The dry
leather continued too long for this crop; under an average.

Peas.—Peas are a large crop, depending upon the weather; if

line, above an average. Turnips.—Swedes sown very early on
.strong soils are good plants ; were

1

sown later almost a failure.

On light soils a considerable portion of good plant, with some
failures. Hay.

—

A very light crop oji most land3, and a

quantity Injured by the rains. Potatoes look well at present.
Mangold Wnrzel a fine crop. TT. Gibbs.

Vn.TS : Avebury.—With reference to the crops in my neigh-
bourhood tbey vary much, some being a free crop, others very
far from a plant on the ground since the rain. The thin crops
are much improved; the free crops are gone down, in conse-
quence will receive great injury—that is, in reference to Wheat.
Barley is vary heavy, and also much injured from the rain,

Oats a good average. Beans good. Peas in some instances
blighted ; still, on the whole, a fair crop. Turnips and Swedes
in a very bad state for want of fine weather to clean them.
Forward hay-making was good, a light crop with the exception
of Sainfoin, which was good. We shall not commence reaping
before the latter end of the month. Potatoes look well; if

rains continue I fear they will feel the effects. Geo. Brown.

Wobcesteeshibe : Vale of Evesham.—The "Wheat, Barley, and
Oat crops in the Vale of Evesham are exceedingly good. The
Wheat will be ready for the sickle about Monday, Aug. 20.

The Barley and Oat crops are ripening fast, and will be fit for

cutting the earlier part of next week, or about the 14th. The
early Peas, which are an excellent crop, are cut, and many
carried. The late Peas, which are equally good, wjB. be ripe
"in a few days. Autumn planted Beans are an indifferent crop,
spring planted are very good. The hay crop, of which much is

damaged, will not average nore than from 15 cwt. to 25 cwt.
per acre. The Potatoes were gay and blooming until Friday
last ; but now the tops in some gardens and fields are spotted
similarly to that of the last few years; the tubers, however,
are sound and pUntitul. Tbe Swedish Turnips are very indif-
ferent, having been destroyed again and again by tbe fly. The
aftermaths of Gr?.ss and Clover are excellent. Eenry Eitdson.

Yqrksiube: Richmond.—Wheat—an average crop, much laid,

and being laid early the sample is certain to be inferior. Oats
—an average crop. Barley—a full average crop. Beans—not
many grown in the district, well laden though rather short in
the straw. Turnips have had to struggle through many difti-

•culties, but promise well now. Potatoes look exceedingly well,
-as yet I have heard of but one instance of the disease, but I fear
this dull damp weather v* ill de'velope more. Harvest will be
late. H. J. Turner.

Vobkshiee: Thirak,—Tbe Wheat crop up to the time of the
rains falling was generally light and thin, but has since then
much improved in growth of straw, but I am much afraid is far
•from being improved as to the growth of the grain. It is a
good deal broken down and lodged, looks dark and brown in
the chaff, and appears not to fill well in the ear. The present
appearance of the Wheat crop is very doubtful. I have not as
yet seen much decided mildew, only small patches; but the
very dark colour seems very hazardous. Should the rains cease
soon I scarcely think it an average crop, but should they not
it may be much under. Present appearances are that scarcely
any Wheat will be cut in August. Barley a heavy crop, but
Tery much thrown down by we». Oats a light crop. Beans
look well; mine are well podded, but was told yesterday by
-three respectable farmers a few miles from here that their
Beans had scarcely any pods on the stems. Turnips are much
overdone by wet and very foul with weeds, which cannot be
overcome till dry weather. Potatoes are good, and so far free
from disease. Meadow Hay and Clovers light crop, much
abroad, and very seriously damaged, particularly Clover;
scarcely any secured in stack. Pasture land and sheep seeds
•growing rapidly. Peter Stevenson.

CROPS IN IRELAND.
The appearance of the crops in Ireland is most gratifying:

the Potatoes are luxuriant, and hitherto there has not perhaps
been balf a dozen well authenticated instances of disease; there
is, however, a report, not that I know resting on any good
authority, that without any sign of disease in the leaf or stem
the tuber has been found seriously affected. A very large
quantity is planted this year, and as tbe disease ever makes its
nrst and partial appearances, which it has not yet done, at the
least a month before it becomes generally destructive, we may
reckon on the crop approaching pretty near maturity before the
pest shall sweep over the whole land ; it happened in 1S47 (I
think) that the crop was so far matured before it was struck by
disease that tbe consequent withering was suDposed by the
sanguine to be the natural effects of its age, and they fondly
hoped that the disease had disappeared, forgetting that it was
unobserved in 1S45 till after the Potatoes were dug, when they
rotted away rapidly in the house and the pit. And this year,
from foregone experience, ought to be one of late attack; every
alternate year has Leen so from tbe first notice of it. We may
therefore reckon on an abundance of this valuable esculent.
And as the Oat crop promises largely, Ireland may he expected
to. con tribute a good share to the general food fund. Turnips
also promise well, though the early sowings suflered much from
the fly. The meadows, which are always late with us, have so
benefitted by the early summer rain that I think they will be on
tha heavy side. J. 21. fi.

Home Correspondence.
Subsoiling.—To drain lands -with the more impervious

subsoils previous to breaking up these subsoils seems to
he so settled a question that to consider it may hardly
be permitted, yet is it not so settled relatively to the
mode of breaking them up ?— to subsoil ploughing— and
does it not apply as strougly to deep ploughing and
trench ploughing as to subsoil ploughing, and if it does
not why should it not ? It seems generally put forth
with something of empirical dogmatism that "in all
sort of retentive lands subsoil ploughing does positive
harm and no good, without the pre-construction of a
system .of deep subsoil drains," also that subsoiling
should not take place till two years after this draining

has been effected. But as I do not recollect that 1 have

ever met with the whys and the wherefores, perhaps

some of the better instructed correspondents of the

Agricultural Gazette may have the kindness and con-

descension to enlighten me. To me it appears that the

mere breaking up of the subsoil by the action of the

subspil plough, independent of draining—no doubt a

desirable previous operation—must facilitate the fer-

tilising of it, as well as the drying of the surface by the

giving deeper channels for the escape of surplus water,

in fact, placing the impervious sheet somewhat deeper.

Why should it not in some degree pulverise it ; why not

increase its porosity ; why not accelerate its decomposi-

tion, and enlarge its capacity for the circulation of air

and moisture ; why not in some degree effect all the

beneficial ends which are effected by subsoiling when the

nature of the ground or its artificial acquirement is such

as to ensure them \ Why should this operation do

positive harm and no good \ It is quite fair to take an
extreme' case ; suppose a field with only 2 inches of

fertile earth, of active soil on its surface on an imper-

vious subsoil ; cau it be doubted that this field will be

better conditioned when some 6 inches of this impervious

subsoil has been rendered pervious % Shall we not

have a similar result under the same management, how-
ever deep may be the surface or active soil ? Will not

the rain-water equally, in both cases, penetrate the

broken earth and ruu along the top of the unbroken
soil, as it did before, only at a greater depth, until it

finds its ;natural outlet 1 TheYe was a time, a palmy
time, for subsoiling, when, consequent on the recom-
mendation of Mr. Shaw Lefevre, subsoiling without

draining prevailed to some extent in Britaiu, Sweden,
Prussia, European Turkey, America, the West Iudies.

The practice was naturally opposed by Mr. Smith and
the drainers, for it may be well supposed that, impressed
with the value of subsoil draining, they were not pre-

pared to admit of any efficacy in subsoil stirring without

it /. M. Goodiff,

Turnips Starting.—If I mistake not some discussion

took place a short while ago in these pages on the

premature starting of plants ; I have but a clouded

recollection of such having been the case, and cannot

refer to the when or where, but possibly the case I am
about to mention may throw some additional light on
the subject. Some of Sutton's Six Weeks' Turnips got

from them in 1851 were sown this spring at the same
time, under the same manure and preparation, and in

the same square with fresh Early Dutch seed ; while '

the latter have all bulbed well, tbe former with the

exception of about one in 20 or "25 have all started,

having previously shown a most luxuriant growth far

exceeding that of tbe Dutch. I have sown the same
seed in the intermediate years, the last year, however,
late, with scarcely any instance of a start. J. M. G.

[Sutton's six weeks is intended for late sowing.]

Deep Draining.—We hear and read a good deal from
time to time about the relative merits of deep and
shallow draining in strong clay land ; but it has not
often happened to me to see a genuine clay farm drain

satisfactorily on any principle. I myself have under-
taken a farm of the above character, and think I have
succeeded in bringing the soil iuto a perfect state as

regards drainage, having carried out the principle of

deep drainage to its fullest extent in a manner which to

me has produced most satisfactory results ; and in cor-

roboration of my own opinion I am prepared to show at

the present moment 100 acres of Wheat against any
other 100 acres of Wheat in either Surrey or Sussex
standing on an arable farm of equal extent with mine,
170 acres, for 20 guineas ; or if that is not considered
sufficient to induce parties to take so much trouble, I

will say 50 guineas. The crops to be inspected by nn
independent person to be mutually agreed upon. James
Corry Shcrrard, Kinnerley Manor, Reigate.

Salt for the Gooseberry Caterpillar.— Observing in

your last that soot has been used against this destroyer
alone, and mixed with lime and with ashes, I was sur-

prised not to find it also used with salt, which has been
found one of the best mixtures with soot; but salt alone,

or with lime, or with gas liquor, or soda ash alone,

which will not smut the fruit, are all effective soil ver-

min killers. Gooseberry bushes, with their depth of

root, would probably bear 10 cwt. of salt per acre,

spread over the ground of the fly, and watered with
diluted gas liquor (1 to 5 or 6 water) enough to carry it

gradually down 2 inches. This done now and again,

when the first flies begin to appear, would probably so
pickle the cocoon as to kill the fly, if not the larva, the
leafy fertilising quality of the ammoniacal liquor coun-
teracting the hindering reaction of the salt on vegeta-
tion, while both co-operating in the destruction of

vermin, might supersede the necessity of digging away
and burning the soil. /. Prideaux.

Cow in Mill:—My master keeps one cow, of which
I, who am the gardener, have the care. The one we
now have is a half-bred Alderney, that gave, when in

full milk, about 12 quarts per day of excellent quality.

In the spring of 1850 she nearly died in calving, and
the cow doctor, who got her through it, said she would
not live through another calving, aud advised us to

milk her as long as she was worth her keep, and then

sell her for killing. For the first year or two there
was no particular diminution in the quantity of her
milk ; since that time it has decreased very gradually,

and at this moment, after being milked over live years,

she gives upwards of 4 quarts per day. As she was in

very good health we determined to run the risk of her
calving rather than part with so valuable an animal,

and within the last 12 months have made several

attempts to get her in calf ; but they have been all

fruitless, so that at length we have given it up, and
determined on parting with her. We have now just

got another. The object of my sending this statement

is to inquire with a view to the treatment of our new
cow, whether there is any objection to proceed with her
as we have done with the other ? We do not expect
the same success, but we wish to ascertain from the

opinion of better judges than ourselves whether it is

injurious to an animal, or objectionable on any other

account, to keep her from the bull as long as she con-

tinues to produce her lull quantity of milk from her
last calving I J. G.

^octette**

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AGRICULTURAL
IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY OE IRELAND.

Carlow, August Sth, Qt7i 9 \0th.—It is satisfactory to

believe that whatever differences have arisen, and what-
ever evils have been permitted to creep into the adminis-
tration of this Society, are on the eve of being adjusted
and corrected, if they have not been actually so treated,

already ; and it is owing to this we believe that, despite

difficulties of weather, prejudice, &c, the present show,
judging from early appearances, bids fair to be equal
in importance to any, and superior to most, if not to
all, of those which, under auspices apparently more
favourable, preceded it. Carlow is being thronged by
respectable people, many of whom have this day first

seen this now very important inland Irish town.
The Judges of implements are proceeding with their

task ; and, considering the number and variety of speci-

mens to be examined, the task on their industry,
intelligence, and patience is onerous indeed. And,
speaking of such implements, the applicability of many
of them justly considered as highly important to Eng-
land and Scotland is, to say the least of it, rather ques-
tionable, under the peculiar circumstances of Ireland at
present. Still, complicated in their action and adjust-

ment as to many in Carlow they must appear, and over
costly as by many who know, or pretend to know, their

use and application they will be considered, it is very
well we should see them, at least in the hope thatsooner
or later, when more strongly pressed by high rates for

manual labour very imperfectly performed, we may know
there exist the means by which many of our difficulties

can be overcome ; know where such means can be
acquired and the value of them when acquired. So far,

in these respects, the Royal Agricultural Improvement
Society of Ireland has done its duty; but much more still

remains to be done before tbe Society can rest satisfied

of having the undivided support of the Irish public
generally. The Society have now not only a fine oppor-
tunity of showing their usefulness in this respect, but
they have also in the present year apparently one of
the most abundant harvests during the memory of the
oldest amongst them, still one of the most uncertain
as to maturity of produce that occurred in Ireland
during the last 40 years at least ; aud we cannot now,
with labour dear because the labourers are scarce aud
provisions high, and dearer still because what we have
of it is both weak and unskilled, expect to bear up
against the pressure of taxation if we cannot not only
" make two blades of Grass grow where but one grew
before ;" but make Is. expended in labour do as much
work as two did before. Some of your readers may
think I have dwelt too long on this latter subject when
they expect a mere formal notice of the Show. We
now proceed to give a description of such of the trials

as have been conducted on the first days of the
meeting.

The trial of implements took place in a field within

half a mile of the town. For light and general plough-
ing there were tried six, and in the following order:—
No. 1. A Scotcli plough, by Mr. Gray, of Belfast.

2. An Irish do., by Mr. Graham, Dublin.
3. An Irish do., by Messrs. Snindan, do.

4. An Irish do., by Mr. Miller, Dunbar.
5. An English wheel plough, by Messrs. Ransonie.
6. An English do. do., by Messrs. Howard.

The work was done by all considerably but by some
remarkably well. The general opinion amongst Irish-

men was that No. 2 was superior, and No. 6 next. But
it appears from the dynamometer that No. 6 proved
first, No. 5 second, No. 4 third, and No. 2 fourth ; and
this to us farmers as well as implement makers is a
lesson which we should profit by.

Much dissatisfaction at one lime appeared to exist in

the minds of some Englishmen, participated in by several

of the Irish, on the arrangements for testing the plough,
the objectors alleging that each plough should have a
separate ridge or bed to act upon ; but allowance should
be made for the peculiar circumstances of the case. A
sufficient number of strong steady horses could not be
had to set all ploughs to work simultaneously, conse-
quently one or two pairs of horses had to do all.

Hereafter there may be less cause of such complaints.

For the deep ploughing there started five ploughs, as
follows :

—

'

No. 1, Graham's, as above, by three horses, to which
a fourth had to be added. No. 2, Gray's, as above.
No. 3, Howard's, as above. No. 4, Kansome's, as
above ; and No. 5, a plough by a Mr. Smyth, through
Mr. Eels, of Dublin. No. 1 dtd pretty fair work. No. 2,

a comparative failure. Nos. 3 and 4 did their work in a
most perfect manner ; whilst No. 5 was an utter failure,

and withdrawn. All at once agreed that the prize here
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was between Noh. '.', and 4, unil tli" dynamometer told in

favour of No. 4. For tlio deep ploughing, tho wheeled

ploughs ,nro admitted to be decidedly superior to the

jwiwlieclcd ; and it in to be hoped our Irish prcjudieei

and prepossessions in tliom respects will be regulated

mom by common sense without regard lo country ;

and if tho Uoynl Agricultural Improvement Society oi

Ireland did nothing, or may mill do nothing more for

(Jnrlow County than holding their nhow in its capital.

those proofs iilonn of tli" utility of such hliown and

trials will cover a multitude of tlio ninn laid, whether
justly or otherwise, to tlio charge of some, if not of the

whole, of their committees and council, or an some
think to the inefficiency of some oftheir officers. My ad vice

then would betoourploughandotherimpleroent makers to

** take a wrinkle " from their English brethren in tlio

manufacturing of ploughs for deep work, the more
especially if they ho witdi it for the accommodation of

parties entering on the cultivation of supposed worn
out but still naturally rich deep Irish soils. Tlio next

trial was of SubsoilerSj of which three were used.

No. 1, Gray's, an above; 2, IUiihoiiio'h Areliicne.lian

Plough ; and H, lleutuM's Scarifier, Btrippod of its scari-

fying appendages by Mr. Stanley. They all did their

work well ay subsoilors, and ho would ft common Irish

plough, tho soil lieinjr sanity and deep, and consequently

unlit lor such a trial iih suhsoiling. Indeed, the same
objection held good as to deep ploughing generally.

This part of the judge's business over they repaired to

the bIiow yard, which is admirably arranged, ami pecu-

liarly well adapted for such purposes, to finish their

inspection of implements. Whilst this was going on wo
had a look at the different kinds of stock na they entered

tho yard, of which more hereafter.

At tho dinner of the Council on this day Mr. 1). J.

Wilson, Belvoir County, Clare, referred to tho encourage-

ment that ehould bo held out to working farmers, to

whom bo is tho steadfast friend, to join the Society.

Ho referred to the conduct of tho Society in sending tlio

deputation to the Paris agricultural meeting, regarding

which he composed a truly Irish poem, which lie in part
recited, amidst tlio cheers and laughter of the company,
Captain Bell joining, though one of the objects of this

poetic satire. A word or two now for the stock to be
adjudged to-day, Wednesday morning.

Class A. Short-horned.—Section 1, bulls calved since 1850, 13;
sec. 2, do. in 1853, 11; sec. 3, do. after January, 1S54, 22; total, 46.
Section 4, cows in calf of any, 22 ; sec. 5, heifers in calf calved
in 1852, 9; sec. 6, do. do. in 1853, 17; sec. 7, do. calved after
January 1, 1851, 17; total, cows and heifers, 65.

Class B. Other Breeds.—Section 1, Devon bull calved since
Jan. 1S50, 2; sec. 2, polled Angus, do., 2; sec. 3, Galloway, do.,
no entry; sec. 4, Ayrshire, do., 3; sec. 5, West Highland, do.,
no entry; sec. 6, Kerry, do., 3; total, 10. Sec. 7, Devon cow of any
age, 1; sec. 8. heifer calved since Jan. 1852, 2; sec. 9, Devon
heifer, 1854; sec. 10, polled Angus cow, any age, 1; sec. 11, do.
heifer, 1852, 1 ; sec. 12, do. heifer, 1851; Bee. 13, Galloway cow;
sec. 14, do. heifer, 1852; sec. 15, do. heifer, 1854; sec. 16, Ayr-
shire cow, any age, 5; sec. 17, do. boifor, 1852, 6; sec. 18, do.
heifer, 1S54, 1 ; sec. 19, West Highland cow, any age; sec. 20,
do. heifer, 1S52 ; sec. 21, do. heifer, 1854; sec. 22, Kerry cow, any
age, 2; sec. 23, do. heifer, 1862, 3; total, 21. Extra premiums,
four sections, no entry. Townley challenge cup, one entry only.
Class C. Bbrses.—Section 1, stallions foaled sinco 1S4S and

before Jan. 1, 1853,16; sec. 2, stallions foaled after 1853, 12; sec.

3, marcs in foal or having reared one in 1S55, 15; sec. 4, filly

foaled in 1S52, 6 ; sec. 5, do. foaled in 1853, 9 ; sec. 6, do. foaled
in 1854, 6; total horses, mares, and fillies, 63.

Class D. Sheep: Leinsters.—Section 1. shearling rams, 33;
sec. 2, two shear do., SI ; sec. 3, any other age not exceeding
6 years old, 14; total, S3. Sec. 4, shearling ewes, 7; sec. 5,
not exceeding 5 years old, 10; sec. 6, ewe lambs, 7; total, pens
of 5, 24.

Class E. Long-tooolled Sheep, not as Leinsters.— Section 1,
shearling rams, 12; sec. 2, two shear do, 9 ; sec. 3, any other age
not exceeding 6 years old, 4; total, 25. Section 4, shearling
ewes, 4; sec. 5, not exceeding 5 years old, 9; sec. 6, ewe lambs,
3 ; total, pens of 5, 16.

Class F. Cheviots, or any other mountain kind.—Section 1, rain
of any ago not exceeding 5 years old, 4 ; sec. 2, shearling ewes,
2; sec. 3. not exceeding 6 years old, 4; total, pons of 5, 6.

Class G. Soulhilowns.—Section 1, shearling rams, 8; sec. 2,
any other age not exceeding 5 years old, 10 ; total, IS. Section 3,
shearling owes, 4 ; sec. 4, not exceeding 5 years old, 7 ; total pens
of 5, 11.

Class H. Swine.—Section 1, boar under IS months old, 2S;
sec. 2, over lis, and under 36 do., 4; total boars, 32. Section 4,
breeding sow under 18 months old, 18; sec. 5, do. over IS months
old, 17; total sows, 35. Section 4, breeding pigs not over
10 months old, 6 lots of 3.

Class K. Poultry.—Contained above 100 pens.
Class L. Dairy Produce.—Best firkin of butter for the English

market, 38 lots; sec. 2, dairymaid six months in last employ,
2 prizes; sec. 3, best coopered six firkins of butter, one com-
petitor; sec. 4, best firkin for the foreign market; sec. 6, dairy-
maid, 2 prizes ; sec. 6, cheese, best coopered six firkins, one com-
petitor; sec. 7, cheese, new milk, not less than 20 lbs., one com-
petitor; dairymaid, 2 prizes.

Class Jt. Flax.— Section 1, best bundle mill-scutched, not less
than 16 lbs., three competitors ; sec. 2, ditto,-hand-scutched, two
competitors

; sec. 3, flax seed saved by grower, three competitors

;

sec. 4, six hanks hand-spun yarn, one competitor.

Thus far the stock which, when analysed, will give the
reader a better idea of our progress. This analysis I
mean to give when I can have seen the stock properly,
and have time to examine them. The same is all I can
siy for the implements ; amongst the most novel here are
the reaping machines about being tried, and when I
witness the experiment will, if time permit, say a word
or two on their applicability to our Irish grown corn.
The trial over—but one appeared, that of Hussey, now
Dray s patent ; the first trial was made under peculiarly
unfavourable circumstances, corn partly laid, and the
horses badly adapted to such purposes. Still I saw
enough to lead me to believe this machine will be
extensively used in Ireland hereafter, and calculated to
lemedy some at least of the evils glanced at in the intro-
ductory part of this letter. The Irish public of all
grades were much interested in witnessing the successful
working of such machinery, as on my coming from the
trial field I met some hundreds going there. There
can be no dsubt about its getting a prize, for although.

there in no competition His machine ins decided merit.

The Implements exhibited in the show yard ore in the

following order :—

.

i Messrs, Blcbmond It Chandler, Rslford ... vi

2. Itansomss It 81ms, Ipswich 31

8, Wm. Procter Btenley, Peterl ugh, lire,., 18

i, Alfred Ore kill, Ironworks. Beverly, Yorkshire Id

a. Klc I Cole n, Chelmsford, Sussex r,

i). Ci until i on, Lelston Ironworks, un, Knftolk l»

7. Ilernulowlez, Metn, * Co., Qlssgow n
Bmytli Ic Anhliy, Stamford. Idneolnshlre n

'i I I ,
.. . ...im, AnIi.ii'm ifiiv, Dublin U

10. William Graham, Bmithfleld, Dublin \

11. Rlohard itoiiiiiiioii, Helful r,

12. Kdmundson It Co., Dsme Street, Dublin u
18, Henry Shondon & Co., Bridgeport Street, Dublin ... 10

16, Thos, Eels It Co., Mary Street, Dublin so
If), ii. Millar, i ni. or.eo Louth r,

17, Forshaw&Cu Liverpool 13

18, Jss. end Frederick Howard, Bedford 12

10. David Allen. Monoymoro 10

20. Csldow end M'Kh I. Dumfries a
21. r. iv & Mltcholl, Dublin 4

22. Js. & J. Mitchell, Dublin it

28, P. M. 8| g, Csrlow M
Ditto, Draining Tool i II

24. John Dickson, Qortnnmond, Tullem ro n

25, John Wlghtmen, Belfssl 2
20, Mit'duiii Kidiul, Llsneregb, Baltlnglass 1

V7. Thomas Sogers, Csrlow 4

28. Thomas Hslllgan, Tullow, Co. Curlow 2

29. Roy. John Bonharn, Bsllltore 1

80. Thomas Murphy, do, 2
81. Samuel Johnson, Qlosslough 1

82. Captain M'Cllntock, Banbury, LI .ugh 1

33. William VTalpolo. MillgrOTO, Cslllr 2

84. Edward Carroll, Crememore House, Clonogal 1

86. Mossrs.Lyi , Windmill Street, London l

88. William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, London 3

87. Msssrs. Noblo & Ryan, Dublin 1

88. James Nowlan, Belan, Castledermot 1

88. St. John Blacker, Ballydonohae, Terbort 1

40. H. A. Metis, Wotton-under-Edge, Olouo terahlre ... 1

41. Jamcn Nowlan, Belan, Castledermot, four kinds of Horse-
shoes •• l

42. John M'Crntb, Aniin Street, Dublin 3

43. Thomas E. Daly, Exchange street, Dublin, a Collection 1

44. Samuel Houghton & Son, Csrlow, Casks of Manure ... 10
I,'. John M'Arlhur, Engineer nnd Valuator, Capel Street,

Dublin, n CollecflonofRootsandCoucentratedManuree 2

48. James Shokleton, Dandalk 5

40, Tli,,mas Iliggs, Great Dover Street, London ... ... 1

50. Joseph Long. Sheep-dipping Specifics and Specimens of

Skins and Wools acted upon 14

Total Specimens 888

Wednesday evening.— I have had a short run through

the Show-yard, and cursorily glanced over the different

kinds of stock, produce, and implements shown. It has

struck me that there are sad fallings off in some things,

and great improvemeut in others on this occasion com-

pared to former shows. Bulls, for instance, in all

sections, aud cows, aged particularly, appear to be

deteriorating, whilst sheep nre vastly improved. Pigs

rather improved. Poultry falling off. Horses increas-

ing in number, but not in quality. Put in implements

and machinery, a manifest improvement, both in num-
bers, finish, and applicability. Carlow, Wednesday,

August 8th.

Yorkshire, Malton, Aug. 2anrf 3.—The show, in all

its departments, was excellent, the entries in horses and
poultry exceeded anything previously known to the

society. Among the implements that which attracted

most attention in this department was the " Steam
Horse," also shown at Carlisle. The Leeds and Yorkshire

Flax Society offered two sets of prizes for green and

scutched flax, to be exhibited at the show ; and two

sets of premiums for the best cultivated crops of flax

grown within thirty miles of Leeds. The premiums for

the green and scutched flax were, as will be seen

below, awarded at the show ; those for the crops

will be decided hereafter. The premiums for the

best five acres of flax brought five competitors

;

those for the next two 'acres induced four growers to

enter as competitors. These crops will be viewed upon
the land when the proper time has arrived for judging

them. At the Council dinner a discussion took place on

The Causes Affecting the Productiveness of the Whtat
Crop. Mr. H. S. Thompson said

—

The question, as they could not control the seasons, was, how
are wo to make our Wheat crops more productive? Now he

believed that the great difference between a productive and an
unproductive crop, was to be found in the great difference in the
number of grains in the ear; for in all crops which might be called

moderately good, there was nearly the same number of stems to

the acre : and as an illustration of that opinion he had brought
with him an ear of 1S54 and one grown on the same kind of laud
in 1S53. He admitted that the former was a picked bead. On
counting it the previous day he found that it contained 79 grains,

whilst in the ears of the crop of 1S53 the number ranged only from
20 to 30. The crops of 1S54 yielded rather more than five quarters
to the acre, whilst the crop of 1S33. which looked quite as welt
and had full as many stems, only yielded two quarters. The crop
of 1S53 was really a splendid looking crop, and everybody to'.d

him it would yield from five to six quarters an acre, but, in conse-

quence of bad yield, there was only about two. Leaving out the

thin starving crop, where they had to look about for a stem, he was
satisfied that the great difference between a productive and nn-
ductive crop was in the yield of each head, and not in their num-
ber. If this was not the case how could they account for farmers
being willing to give 2?. or 3?. more an acre "for some de^r
of land? For instance, there was a good deal of lar. i

the Lowlands and Dunbar which was let for from 4?. to ol-

an acre, which so far as they could see was not different

from land in this country for which SOs. an acre was
aud vet hey knew the Scotch farmers would not take firrr.s to

hurt themselves. The appearance of their h< mesteads aud even -

thing about them showed that they were making a profit. He
had also some Oats with him, which had been grown under
peculiar circumstances. In the first instance the crop had been

thinned by wireworm, whilst in the latter there was a thick crop

on the ground, but on taking the beads he found one of tie

toriuer to contain nearly 600 grains, whilst the latter only con-

tained from 30 to 40. He thought these facts proved the propo-

sition he had advanced. If they accepted the proposition ss

proved, the next point woahl be to consider in what way they

conte make the heads productive. He would first take the case

of light laud, as it was land with, which he had had more to do

than antr other. For the lsst 15 years be had farmed la^d, the

history ot which he could trace for 15?vears. Itwas s: that

1
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AWAED OF FREIflTJ
| IThe Judges did not complete their labours ur.til Thursday
afternoon. The priz-.-a awarded were the following:—

. TL.E.
Best bull of any a?e: ;-. E : _ Isirl

Feversham, Dnncombe pArk, HelmsleT. lSeauriea.

Best yearling bull : SOL, F. H. FAwkes, Otley :

nard. Hortoo-le'Hoor, Kipon. 14 e-

Best bull calf. upwAnls of five month* old : V'-K C. Towneley;
3i_ F. H. Fa« kee. IS entries.

Bestcowof anv a-e :
1"'. 1: ntriea.

Best 3-year-old'cj»- : lOi, J. Dougloo, Atbctotonefbrd, S.B. ^
5h\ Lord FevershAm. 3 entries.

Best 2-year-old heifer: 1M, C. Towneley -. S.
-

, E- Booths
S entries.

Best yearling heifer : i-U J- Hall, Kiveton Talk, Vforlteop

51.. J. Douglas. 15 entrie«.

Best heifer calf: <?., C. Tnwaeley: lOentriea.

Best fat ox of any age: 5L, H. Vynner, Sewby Hall, BipOA.
S entries.

Best fat ox of any age: SL 11. Aml-ler, WAttinATn HoIL
Halifax. 6 entries.

Best cow of any breed for dairy purposes : It, Q. Clark, Bdtoo,
York. 6 entries.

SHEEP.
Best shearling ram : 157., J. Bjrwn, Barton-le-saect, Malton;

5i. do. 32 entries.

Best ram cf any a^e: lCu .1. E -- -. Spof-
forth Park, Wetherby. IS entries.

Best pen of five ewes: 5\. W. Taylor, T!.-n:tu :.-pc. >lAlton;

31.. J. HolidAv. Barn: ;

:

Best pen o'f five stearUng wethers : 5!, T. Dawson, Pounds-
worth, Driffield.

Best pen of five shearling gimmers : 1( L *vT. Abxaha

netby-le-Wold, Elceby: 5L, T. B. Browne, HAmpeo, Ar.

ford. 4 entries.

Best ram of any sge: 5*_
"

- -^3.

Best pen of five shearling gimnic-r- -':.*».

Best black-faced Scotch ram: 5'- J. Etrill. Bloke H:ase,
Picketing: 2J- T. "vTilson, Bilsdi:- -

PIGS.
Best boar, large breed : 51, T. Hcrstill, O tier : 2L tv. Princ er

West Avt-n. 6 eutii

Best sow, large breed : 5T« J. Harriscn, j^u-, Heatcra >" — :

2k T. Horsfall. 7 entries.

Best boar, small breed: 5:, L:ri Weolock; 2i„ G. Maogies.

Givendale- Ripon. 15 -

Best sow, small breed : X., T. Horsfal! : SL, Lady Vorpetb

G. Mangles.
Best three store pigs, of the sa=e

"

B- Wuoua,
Carrhetd, Skipton: 2,", M. Barroiy. Distdbrt I

w of any breed : Si-, W. B. TVti^-an. Carrbti

ton: 2L G. E. IWylor, Qaflauds, Leeds.

Best boar of any tr; E Taylor.

Best stallion '

I T. - lykies, DoBBssi i

J. Smith, Martin Lodge. Bridlirg-'oa.

Best stallion for coach horses: ~s:n. Erighan,
Driffield: 37, D. Hollicay. Se
Best stallion : 10L, J- Fuxma, WaitlnrifJ

mond ; 31-, R- B. Eidsdale, Watergl
Best stallion for agi '. Romsbottom,

Rilham Orange, DoocAster; 3k A. Hill, Kormonby, Kirby-
miorside.
Bestmareand fSsl for htmrirg: 5'- H. ilarr. :•" :: Y. Ime,

MaltM; 2A, H.S. Thomson, Hirfcy Hall, Yoifc : eatries.
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"B^fmare and foal for coachuig : of, P. Clark, BUton, ^oik;

1!! G Piercy. Garton, Driffield. 4 entries.

"nest roadster mare and foal : 5/, J. Slaveley, Dottenll Park,

Kiluam; 2f. T. Nicholson. Watton, Driffield. 10 entries.

Best mare" and foal for agricultural purposes: 61, J. Simpson,

Humnanby; 2!, Earl Fitzwilliam, Wentwortu House, Bother-

ham. 10 entries.

Best 3-year-old hunting gelding: 6f, W. S. Gofton, •RTvarram-

Pe
Best 3-yearild hunting filly.: 5f, J. Kirk, Moor-Monkton,

BestS-yearold coaching gelding: of, B. Johnson, Frodingham

Bridge, Driffield.

Best 3-year-old hackney for agricultural purposes: 51, F.

Jordan, Eastburn, Driffield. pi,..,-.-
Best 3-year-old for agricultural purposes : 5(., 1

.
Chantrey,

Acaster. Selby, York. _'_ - a
Best 3-year-old for agricultural purposes: 51, F. Jordan,

E
Bes"'a-V»arJd coaching gelding: 61., f. l'lummer, Thor-

™Be«2-TOiMld coaching filly: 5!., C. Pybns, Catterick.

Best 2-year-old agricultural gelding or filly: 5f, E. Simpson,

St. Trinians, Richmond.

Best yearling for agricultural purposes: 51, J. Foster, South-

burn, Driffield. .

Best pair of horses for agricultural purposes, worked during

the season : 5/., Earl of Carlisle, Castle Howard.

Best hackney, not less than four years nor exceeding six : 5f,

R. Jones, New Malton.

Best 4-year-old hunter : a silver cup of the value of 20?., T.

Ellerby, Whitwell, York ; 5f, R. Stockdale, Skerne.

Whitt'mgton-s Treatise on the new Anglo-French Patent,

with Process and Proceeds for and from, Mangold

Wurzel Kelly and Co., 19, 20, and 21, Old Boawell

Court, Temple Bar.

This is an advertisement of the estimated profits of the

manufacture of spirits from Mangold Wurzel. These

hin^eupon the possibility of purchasing the roots at 10s. a

ton, with liberty to take back the pulp after all ferment-

able matter has been extracted. We should not be dis-

posed to sell Mangold Wurzel on those terms, and do

not believe that they could be profitably grown at such

a price unless possibly close to the distillery,^rhere the

pulp may be consumed almost without expense of

carriage. We extract a passage in which the author

refers to his experience of Mangold Wurzel consumed
|n early autumn :

—

"It is well known that—excepting only swine, which
thrive and fatten amazingly on Mangold only, given at

any season—animals do not thrive, but waste, if fed

largely on raw Mangold before Christmas ; were it

otherwise, this bulb would be much more extensively

grown, &c. ; as it is, the Duke of Bedford and others

parboil or steam, and so use beneficially in quantity,

and early, without waiting for fermentation, &c, by
stacking and process of time, to remove the deleterious

properties ; effects whereof I have proved by feeding

a cow-team largely and solely thereon excepting some
hay ; the cows lost flesh, some were paralysed, some
died; so I sent the coatinss of their stomachs,
which flaked off quite black, to Mr. Gibbs, the Honorary
Secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society, and to

Mr. Sewell, of the Royal Veterinary College, who pro-

nounced the results above referred to as having arisen

from the before-recited causes. I have kept small bulb

Mangolds till Midsummer, shipped them in the spring

with live-stock to India and Australia, finding them then
to be better and keep longer than Swedes. I have made
some very fine and fat sheep in the spring, fed only on
Mangold and hay. The process of maceration and
extraction will enable Mangold to be used safely, cheaply,
and beneficially at all seasons and for all feeding pur-
pose, besides saving time, trouble, and cost to many
growers and consumers."

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by tue Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
d Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post,

REAPIIMC MACHINE.
WILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S Book of Testimonials

from purchasers of their Patent Reaping Machines, also a
List of Prizes, and full description will be forwarded, post free,

on^application to

Wm. Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London.

SCYTHES.—Boyd's Patent Self-Adjusting Scythes
may be had of the Manufacturers, William Dray & Co.,

Swan Lane, London, and of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen.
:

* , A liberal allowance to the trade.

ROYAL ACRICULTUKAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
MEETING AT CARLISLE, JULY, 1S55.

First Prize Awarded to

RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S No. 3B;CHAFF
MACHINE, Price £7.

Ml

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-

tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

%SF Catalogues Gratis.

Calendar of Operations.

AUGUST.
North Haste.— With fine weather the prospect of a good

and abundant harvest in this district is favourable, although
reaping will not he general until the middle of August is passed,
And hence conclusions may be drawn too early as to the probable
yield. On the clay soils the Wheat is heavy and thicken the
ground. On the light chalk bills the plant is deficient on some
farms, and when this occurs the crop will be much under an
average. Blight and a deficiency in the ear is visible to some
extent, but these, as usual, are much exaggerated at the markets.
All kinds of spring corn are more than usually promising, and
will coroe to harvest as early as Wheat. Turnips are growing
too rapidly for the hoers, and when fine weather comes much
hoeing will remain to be done when the men are required in the
(if possible) more important operations of the harvest. It is to
be hoped that arrangement has been made to ensure a due number
of workmen to meet the emergency when fine weather returns.
No old hay is left, and the first cut of new (if we except Sainfoin,
which has this season cut up splendidly) is very deficient in
breadth and bulk. The second cut will doubtless be an abun-
dant one. If we except a solitary patch here and there, where
incipient signs of the disease are visible, the Potato is healthy
find doing well. The question of the day with farmers is, will
^r ices keep up ? and we have still a few who hold back their last
rick or two of old Wheat for higher prices. The favourable
reports from abroad, the supplies tliat are reaching us more
abundantly, and the knowledge that war has only partially
barred our merchants from a comparatively small part of tt:e

corn-producing countries, must warn the holders of Wheat that
a reaction in prices hinges on a balance, which a fine and
abundant harvest at home will wfeigh downwards rather rapidly

;

And a moderate harvest would hardy counterbalance the prospect
of a good foreign supply. H.A.

Notices to Correspondents.
Vlax: Anon. From 40 to 50 stones" of the fibre, and IS to 20

bushels of the seed, are a good crop.

™7JL^J?^^ Repeat it readily; perhaps some cor-

wpT»v XLRE StRt
-

bis exP erience of it with cattle or horseswe have not known it given to thtm.

|OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s.. to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz.,14 gals.,24
gals,, & 35 gals.

Maybeobtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices
sent ou application. Syringes ot' various constructions and sizes
from 95. upwards. Metallic String from bd. to Is. 3d. per lb.

HHHE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
J- water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

PARSEY'S PATENT REVOLVING
PUMP lifts three times the quantity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pump.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.
W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

FILTRATION BY ASCENSION.
RANSOME and CO., sole Patentees of the New

AUTOMATON PURIFIER; also manufacturers of every
variety of FILTERS (Portable or for Immersion) fitted with the

Patent Purifying Medium. Pure Water, in any quantities, for

Water Companies, Manufacturers, and others, obtained at a very
moderate cost by the use of Ransohe's Filtering Slabs. An
Illustrated Priced List on application to the Depot, Whitehall
Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster, or at the Patent Stone Works,
Ipswich. A liberal discount allowed to the Trade. Filter Manu-
facturers and Exporters supplied with Ransome's Patent Filtering

Medium separately, on the lowest terms.

Ras-some & Co. are also the Patentees and sole Manufacturers
of the Patent " Iris Fountains'' for Drawing Rooms, Con-
servatories, &c.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
TDEIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s.. per ton, Is. 6d.Av per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles; Sacks 2s.
each. Kentish and other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.

Kennard Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

COWS.
tTARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, Is.
A-t each, have been used with great success. Plain directions
are given with each Drink for the treatment of most diseases inci-
dental to Cows, for which they will be found a safe and effectual
remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of the Tick, or
Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfectly eradicate it in a few
days.—Compounded by R. Harvev, Veterinary Surgeon, Mac-
clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors "Wholesale
Agents, Barclay & Sons, and Marsoen & Sons, London.

HOW TO KILL RATS AND MICE BY IjTJN-
DREDS.—A Receipt may be had, honestly worth 201.,

without trouble, by sending 30 postage stamps and a directed
envelope to Mr. William Franklin, Post-office Street, Norwich,
who will forward it with plain instructions, &c. This is a most
extraordinary remedy, such as no Farmer, Merchant, or Miller
ought to be without, as it will save them pounds yearly by killing
every Rat or Mouse either in the field, stack, or house.

CHASE'S
BEETLE POISON,

Entirely Free from Danger to Human Life, and
Perfectly Harmless to Cats and Dogs.

A Safe and most Effectual Destroyer of Black Beetles
^"-*- and Cockroaches; one trial alone wilt suffice to prove its

great efficacy, and one box will destroy thousands. The great
advantage in this preparation is that it does not leave their
bodies to decay and corrupt the air, but completely dries up
and destroys them, so that nothing is left to cause an unpleasant
odour when dead.

Directions for use : Place four or five of the Balls each night
where the Beetles mostly resort.

Sold in boxes at Is. each, by Thomas Chase, Chemist, 14,
Holhom (opposite Furnival's Inn), London. And may be ob-
tained through all wholesale medicine vendors.

To the Editor of the " Goltage Gardener,''' July 2d, 1855.
"Some of your readers may be glad to hear of an effectual

poison for these disagreeable pests. I have succeeded incom-
pletely clearing my house of theni by the use of Chase's Beetle
Preparation (14, Holbom). I recommend those who are troubled
with these insects to place the pills in everyplace in the house
haunted by them, and to repeat the application twice after
intervals of 10 days; by this means the buccessional crops of
young beetles are destroyed."

—

C. IV. J., Croydon.

(Ed.—This is not a mere pufi^.hut sent Jo us by a gentleman
who has been benefited as he stater..)

TANNED NETTING, for the protection of Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sowu seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard: 200 vards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, ops. Scrim
Canvas, for Wall Fruit. — At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers; 17, Sniithfield
Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant Outfitters,
Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick Street, near
the East India Export Dock, Blackwall.

RELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES, consistingof MATTING, MATS, MATTRESSES,

BRUSHES, NETTING, HORSE-HAIR, and BRISTLE SUB-
STITUTE, are distinguished for superiority and excellency of
workmanship, combined with moderate prices. Prize Medal both,

in England and America at the Exhibition of all Nations.

T. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manufacturer, 42, Ludgate Hill,
London.

" T^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
J- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke, of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

THE BEST PROTECTOR from the HEAT of the SUN.
"FR1G1 DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect, non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floticultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

RANSOME'S SILICEOUS STONE.
HPHE PATENT SILICEOUS STONE COMPANY
J- are prepared to execute Contracts for the supply of all kinds
of Ornamental Details for Buildings, &c, manufactured in this

beautiful material, which has received the approval of eminent
architects and scientific men, and which for sharpness of outline,

durability, and cheapness, stands unrivalled. It is especially

applicable for the elaborate details of Mediaeval and Ecclesias-

tical Architecture, for Gothic Windows, Doorways, Pinnacles,

&c; Crosses, Corbels, Altur Screens, Pulpits, Fonts, Monu-
mental Tombs, Tablets, Headstones, &c ; also for all kinds of

Garden Decorations, Fountains, Figures, Vases, and Pedestals;

Flower Boxes, Wardean Cases, Balustrades for Terrace Walks,
Gate Piers, Caps, Bases, &c. &c; and for Coats of Royal Arms,
Chimney Pieces, Brackets and Trusses, Ashlars, Quoins, String

Courses, and other Dressings.— Further particulars, with illustra-

tions, on application to Mr. Edwd. Mendham, Secretary, at the
Company's Offices, Whitehall Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster;
or to Mr. F. Raxsome, Pateut Stone Works, Ipswich.

HPHE COMFORT of a FIXED~WATER-CLOSET
-L for £1.— Places in gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return

of cold air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours.

Price 1/. Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes,
11. 2j., 21. 4s., and 31; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with
pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A Prospectus, with En-
gravings, forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.

At Fyfe & Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square, London.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING
AND

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CGi. ,OD

% MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

'

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
C^

RAY and ORMSON, Danvera Stress Chelsea, having had considerable ox-

T perienoe in tlio construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for clc^anco of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in tlio country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by .'.ondon

Nurserymen ; and they can with tip

references to nil by whom they have been favoured with oi Jlo>-w»t*r

Apparatus is also constructed oo tfaetno I appTOT< and scientific [,ritici| le«, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot '
• .. &Me.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

Conservatories

Ireeuhouses
lot Water Apparatus
lardeu Vases

Mowing Machined
Fountains
Ornamcuial Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Ganio Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Hollers

Flower Labels

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW BOOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OP HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Flower Sticks
Garden' Bordering
Wat.-ring Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING. GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES A^D ENAMELLED MANGERS.

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

p STEPH] teSTEPHlw • 61. GracMhurch Btn
Hurdle, Fcncln
and Apparatus for Warming B vrry description, by
Hot Wftter.— Prices «nd Edtin

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road t Chelsea,

—
£zit::zz:

HOTHOUSE BU'LC
THE NOBILITY and GENTRY:

ticultural Ruildtngs, or fix HotrWAta nil Cr.d

B

COTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
J Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
groat variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
ry low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-Tron Kickstauds,
irdGn Engines, 'Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
iirden TooTs of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
riety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
ral Implements.

Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, pot Trainers, Rose Tree
karfls, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
[th plain and ornamental.

land Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,
rden Arches, &c.

Strong Iran Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
iothonses. Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

inci
pie, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which

i be tixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
;he Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley
eet, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-
tion may be obtained.

F^
DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,

J • King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with

Galvanised Iron Sashes, and all completed fori S y* t foot super.

Hundreds of references can be given, an d Printed Pru-e Lists sent .

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES X LIGHTS.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
^ DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety
J of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which maybe
n in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
pdays excepted,

j-iced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
O Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10. 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, anv

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits. 6 ft 6 In.,

7 ft., 7 ft. G in.. S ft., and S ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,

Gentrv, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

at our H r:

mtnt and
fa Road, Chelsea, an exten-

xtes,Green-
,Con*erval rta, Pita, 4c,

bed, and in fall operation,
' ' "*~~ cmbininc all modern improve-
ments, bo that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House beat ada] - required yurpose.
TheHOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

i. fnf tie Hemes and Pits
**>•%- - ing both top

and bottom beat, is

in constant opera-
ton and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equil in length 10CO feeL They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the serere winter month*

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3*. $i. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splf-ndid collections of

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
Grape Vine- : en eyes, all the best sorts.

Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings: also
s of Plants, V - Brc, forwarded on application

to Jobx Weeks & Co.. King's Road. Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co.. Kmg'a R ad, Chelsea, Hor-
'* ticnltara) Builders and Hot 1 uatns Mt^facfarers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches,
accompanying

:

-
.

- .

lishment is heated by
_. . - ---

_

only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

its heated eoo-
- .-

descriptions.

them are cf
-wide and lofty dnneti-

:

sing to the at-

mudta of
--rerncial feet

Dazing the late

m Si r^r day ;":

tuel, and we had -more
than a suSch::
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-booses
can he heated by

\ and any part regulated a? p'easure. Plans, Models,

and Estimates of "Horticultural BoHdin^ :r Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on applied m.

Josx Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.
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Parts I. to V., in splendid folio, price 6s. each, are already published of the

.

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE-PRINTED (life size).

The Work will be published Monthly, and will be completed in about 16 Parts.

*»• Portfolios suitable for the Work may be had, price 7s. 6d. each.

PUBLISHED BY BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

This dnv is published, in Two Vols. Svo, price 2Gj. cloth,

"THE'NEWCOMES." By VV. M. Thackeray-
-t "With Illustrations by Richard Doyle.

BiiADurnv & Evans, 11, liouverie Street.

This day is published, price 55. 6d. cloth,

THE ELEVENTH VOLUME of HOUSEHOLD
WORDS. Conducted by CHARLES DICKENS.

•• The First Ten Volumes may be had, handsomely hound
iu Five, with a General Index to the whole, price 21. 10s.

Office, 16, Wellington Street North, Strand.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. 1^ containing Orchidea?, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchidea^ House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may he
had on application to them at Pine-apple Plnce, Edgware Kond.

SIR W. J. HOOKER'S KEW GUIDES.
New Edition, in 16mo, with many Woodcuts, price Sixpence,

KEW GARDENS ; or, a Popular Guide to the Royal
Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir W.J. Hooker, K.H.,

D.C.L., F.R.A., and L.S., Ac., Director.

Ev the same Author, in lGmo, with Woodcuts, price Is.,

ECONOMIC BOTANY ; being a Popular Account
of useful and remarkable Vegetable Products, as illustrated by
the Museum in the Royal Gardens of Kew.

Loudon: Longmax, Brown, Greek, & Lokgman3.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION F
CHEVREUL ON COLOUR.

In crown 8vo, with Illustrations, pfice 10s. Gd. cloth,

THE PRINCIPLES OF HARMONY AND CON-
TRAST OF COLOURS, and their Applications to the

Arts; including Painting, Interior Decorations, Tapestries,
Carpets, Mosaics, Coloured Glazing, Paper-Staining, Calico-

Printing, Letterpress Printing, Map Colouring, Dress, Land-
scape and Flower Gardening, &c. By M. E. Chevreul, Membre
de l'lnstitut de France, &c. Translated from the French by
Chabi.es Martel. Second Edition, revised.

London : Lokgman, Bruwn, Green*, & Longmans.
ARAGO'S METEOROLOCICAL ESSAYS.

On Thursday next will he published, in One Volume Svo,

METEOROLOGICAL ESSAYS. By Francis
Arago. Translated under the superintendence of Lieut.-

Colonel E. Sabine, R.A., Treasurer, and V.P.R.S.
*** The "Meteorological Essays" form the First Volume of

an uniform Copyright English Edition "f Francis Arago's Works,
translated by Admiral W. H. Smyth, Col. Sabine, the Rev.
Baden Powkll, and Mr. Robert Grant.

Londonj JjONgman.Brhwn, Grf.kn, & Longmans .

~ARNOTT ON VEIMTILA7I ON^~ET C.
Just published, in Svo, price 6s. cloth,

ON THE SMOKELESS FIRE-PLACE,
CHIMNEY-VALVES, and other means, old and new, of

obtaining HEALTHFUL WARMTH and VENTILATION. By
Neil Aknott, M.D., F.RS., F.G.S., &c, of the Royal College of
Physicians; Physician Extraordinary to the Queen; Author of

"The Elements of Physics," &c.
London: Longman, Brown;. Green, & Longmans. .

In 8vo, with Plates and Specimens, price 7s. 6d. cloth,

PAPER and PAPER-MAKING, ANCIENT and
MODERN. By Richard Herring. With an Introduction

by the Rev. Geokge Croly, LL.D.
London : Longman. Brown, Gerkn, & Longmans.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 9S Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

rPHE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
-*- TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor

of Botany in University College, London, &c,
" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840,

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a moie frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,

by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.

"This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions

are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that

the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,

domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the

author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,

but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."

—

Gardeners1 Chronicle.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,
greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. Svo, 24s.

*.* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that
he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he bas added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what relates to Yegetahle Anatomy and Physiology, that
the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Now ready,

'yHE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated
-*- by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth hoards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

THE PRACTICAL GARDENER, ANDMODERN
HORTICULTURIST; in One Volume, 988 pages closely

printed, with upwards of 300 illustrative Woodcuts, containing
the present improved scientific mode of managing the Kitchen,
Fruit, and Flower Gardens; the Greenhouse, Hothouse, Con-
servatory, &c. By Charles M'Intosh, C.M.C.H.S., of Dalkeith
Palace. Bound in cloth, price 21s. ; and also with Specimens of
choice Flowers, coloured, 26s.

" The labour and experience of a life devoted to the science
of horticulture we now present to the public."

—

Vide Author's
Preface.

With an Appendix, describing a new and economical method
of producing uniform bottom heat from hot-water tanks upon
the most simple plan, with explanatory diagrams, and reference
to buildings now In successful operations.

Loudon: T. Kelly ; Simpkin, Marshall, & Co.

NURSERYMEN'S CATALOGUES CHEAPLY AND
CORRECTLY PRINTED.

C WHITWELL, Horticultural and General
**-*• Printer, 10, Northumberland Terrace, Bagnigge Wells
Road, London, begs to inform Nurserymen, Seedsmen, &c, that he
has purchased a complete assortment of New Tvpe, adapted for the
Printing of Catalogues, Seed Lists, &c, and that he is prepared
to execute every description of Horticultural Printing in the
neatest possible manner.

S. W. has had 14 years* practical experience in Horticultural
Printing, and possesses a knowledge of Botanical Nomenclature
which will enable him to print Catalogues with a degree of
accuracy now seldom attained. He is printer of the "Florist,""
and has already been honoured with the patronage of many
eminent Nurserymen, to whom he would be happy to refer.
Orders by post punctually attended to, and Estimates furnished

free of expense.

Post free, One Shilling,

A TREATISE ON ACACIA CHARCOAL (and
the Antiseptic Laws): its Potency in Consumption, Ulcera-

tion, and Irritation of the Mucous Membrane, Spermatorrhoea,
Indigestion with Nervousness. Its prevention of Cholera,—By
W. Washington Evans, removed to 12, Bernard Street,
Primrose Hill, London._

POULTRY" BOOK, EDITED BY MARTIN DOYLE.
(Greatly reduced.) Price 6s., cloth lettered,

DOMESTIC POULTRY (ILLUSTRATED BOOK
OF), edited by Martin Doyle. With upwards of 20 large

Illustrations, drawn by C. H. Weigall, and printed in colours.
" To all Poultry-keepers this book wilt be invaluable, as it will

6ave them its price every year. It is the most useful, practical,
and complete book on Domestic Poultry issued, and, now that its

price is reduced, must sell largely.

London : George Rootledge & Co., 2, Farringdon Street.

BLACK'S GUIDE BOOKS FOR ENGLAND,
SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND. New and greatly im-

proved Editions of these works have recently been published,
containing all the latest information.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black.
London : Smith & Son, 133, Strand ; and sold by all Booksellers.

WORKS ON BOTANY AND GARDENING.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY, being an Introduc-
tion to the Study of the VEGETABLE KINGDOM. Svo,

with 1S00 Illustrations, price 31s. 6d. By J. H. Balfour, Pro-
fessor of Botany in the Edinburgh University.

OUTLINES OF BOTANY, being an Introduction
to the Study of the STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, CLAS-

SIFICATIONS, and DISTRIBUTION of PLANTS. Illus-
trated, fcap. Svo, price 7s. 6d. By Professor Balfour.

nr.

NEILL'S FRUIT, FLOWER, AND KITCHEN
GARDEN. New Edition, price 5s.

THE AMATEUR GARDENER'S YEAR BOOK
;

A Guide for those who cultivate their own Gardens. By
the Rev. Henry Burgess, LL.D. Price 5s.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black. London : Longman & Co.

Just published,

A LLNUTT'S IRISH LAND SCHEDULE : An
-£"1- Agricultural, Horticultural, and Scientific Miscellany, con-

tains (by Authority) all the Encumbered Estates now posted for

sale, also various interesting Agricultural, Horticultural, and
Scientific Subjects, with a Comparative Meteorological Table,
showing the state of the weather at seventeen localities in the

United Kingdom on the same day. Published on the 1st and
15th of each month.- Annual Subscription, 10s. Gd. ; single
number, Gd.~ Office, 27, College Green, Duhlin.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. Gd,KURAL CHEMISTRY,
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.,

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscomhe, &C, &c.

T. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

AT O CHARGE FOR STAMPING" at LOCKWOOD'S,
-L^ 75, New Bond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five
quires for 9d.; Thick ditto, five quires, U.; Albert and Queen's
sizes, five quires for 6d„ 9rf., and Is. ; Note-paper made from Straw,
2s. Gd. per ream ; Envelopes, 4d. to Is. Gd. per hundred ; Foolscap
paper, 7s. Gd. per ream ; Copybooks 2s. 6d. per dozen. Card Plate
engraved, 2s. Gd.; 100 Cards printed, 2s. 6d. Wedding orders
promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands. — Copy
address, Lockwood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country orders for
20s. sent carriage free. Lockwood's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)
Pen, 1 doz. post free for 13 stamps.

Price 5s. Gd. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY

;

Their History and Management,
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

J. Matthews. 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardeners1 Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
-L OPERATIONS.

By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle: above 9S,000

have already been sold.

_ J. Matthews, 5, Uppcr_W_ellington_Street.^ovent Garden.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Just published, new and cheaperEdition, price Is., or Is. 6d. by post,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE ; Or How to Live and
-*- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing

health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable

through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician.
London: Pipeb, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Han-

nay, 63, Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornhill : and all Booksellers.

^HE LATE FLOOD AT CHELTENHAM.—On
J- Thursday, the 26th ult , the town of Cheltenham was visited
by a SEVERE FLOOD, the river Chelt overflowing its banks,
and causing great damage to the property of various individuals.
1 he chief sufferers are the Nurserymen and Market Gardeners,.
whose land has been inundated, and their valuable stocks in-
some cases destroyed, and in others greatly injured. The total
amount of loss to this class of property has been estimated by
Messrs. Wheeler, of Gloucester, at nearly 1000?., of which the
large sura of 520?. falls upon one individual, Mr. Charles Hale
Jessop, alone.

Subscription Books have been opened, and it is thought that
the sympathy felt in Cheltenham for the sufferers may also,,
through this medium, be shown in other parts of the kingdom,,
especially as Mr. Jessop's name and character are so widely-
known and esteemed. A list of Subscribers will hereafter be
published in the Gardeners' Chronicle, meanwhile Subscriptions
are respectfully solicited, which the following gentlemen have
kindly consented to receive, viz., Messrs. Wrench & Sons,.
London Bridge; Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton, 152, Fleet
Street; and Messrs. Wheeler <& Son, Gloucester; or tbey may
be seat direct to the Honorary Secretary.
Cheltenham, August 11. " Andrew Paul, Hon. S"e.

UNDER THE PROTECTION OF HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

JOSEPH PASCALL begs to announce to the Horti-
" cultural and Floricultural Public—amateur and professional,
that he is manufacturing an entirely new Garden Pot, which
possesses, in a cultural point of view, many permanent advan-
tages over pots now in general use. In the first instance, it is
intended to bo used in the growing, forcing, and blanching of
Seakale in winter; blanching Seakale,&c.&c. in the open garden £
and, when not required for these purposes, it is so constructed as
to be made available in the cultivation of plants of every descrip-
tion. These pots are manufactured in various forms and sizes,
viz.—as propagating, seedling, shading, and protecting pots and
pans; and are likewise admirably adapted to the cultivation of
Mosses, Ferns, and many rare and choice exotic plants.— For a
more detailed description see Gardeners1

Chronicle, July 7, p. 453.
Joseph Pascall, Patentee.

West Kent Potteries, Chislehurst, Kent.

WAITHMAN'S PATENT WOVEN HOSE PIPE
FOR LIQUID MANURE and WATER, in all sizes,, I

from 1 inch to 3 inches diameter. Prices and samples sent free
per post.—Edward Weir, Agricultural Engineer, 16, Bath Place, I

New Road, London (six doors west of the Hampstead Road).

WANTED TO RENT, from Michaelmas Day next,
a SMALL FARM of from 30 to 70 Acres of good sound

Land, with convenient Dwelling-house and Premises, near a
Railway Station within 30 miles of London; if nearer, and if in
Essex, so much the better. A 21 years' lease will be indispen-
sable; a longer one would be preferred.—Address, stating lowest
terms, to Mr. Richard Yeldham, Architect, 1, York Buildings,
Adelphi, London.

rPO BE SOLD, at Alford, in Lincolnshire, a well
JL built LEAN-TO CONSERVATORY, with Hot-water Appa-

ratus, Encaustic Tile-floor, Stock, Fittings, two Watering Tanks,
and everything complete. It is about 19 feet by 12, and lo

high; glazed, roof with Hartley's rough plate; sides, large
sheet; and door, plate. Among the Stock are about 50 kinds ol

the best Pelargoniums in trained plants, &c. &c. It'has beer
erected nearly a year and a half, and the price for the wholt
is 70?.—Enquire of A., at the office of Messrs. Wilson & Porting!
ton, Solicitors, Alford.

CHELTENHAM.
TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, under a deed o:

assignment for the benefit of creditors, at the Nursery
Wellington Square, Pitville, Cheltenham (late in the occupatioi
of Mr. Win. Harris), all the well assorted stock of Evergreen ant

Deciduous Shrubs, Choice Fruit Trees, Favorite Flowering
Plants, &c. &c. Also the Glass and other materials of the Hot
houses, &c. The Premises (containing about 1 acre) may b>

taken with the Stock.—To treat, apply to J. C. Chesshyre, Esq
Solicitor, 10, Regent Street, Cheltenham.

TO CARDENERS AND NURSERYMEN~
TO BE SOLD, a NURSERY BUSINESS, establish*

upwards of 40 years, and successfully carried on, as th
present proprietor wishes to retire. The fine situation of th
grounds embraces a variety of sloping banks to every aspect

There is an abundance of fine peat soil, and an almost inexhaustj

ble supply of fine sand. There are about 12 acres of land, withtu
optioD of having more if required. The Glass erections are veB
extensive, and adapted for all Propagating and other purpose
A Dwelling-house, Stable, Hackney-house, Cellars, &c, :

excellent condition. The Stock of Plants U select, inchury
those recently intioduced from China, California, Himalay
Rikkim, Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and other gener
Nursery Stock. The distance is within two days' sail of Londo 1

and half that time by railway, and within half a mile of tl'

General Railway Station of Aberdeen.—Full information may 1

obtained by addressing Mr. J. Roy, Juu., Ferry Hall Nurser,

Aberdeen, or at 141, Strand, London.

Printed by William Eradhurt, of No. 13. Upper Woburu Place, a)

Frederick Mcuett Evans, of No. 20, Queen's Road, West, both
:

the Parish of St. rancra8,and in the County of Middlesex, Printers,

the'r Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitetriars, in the Cj

or London; and published by them at the Office, No..i. Upper Welline*
Street, in the Pariah of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said Count
where all Advertisements and CornmuoioEtiona are to be AddbksbedI
tub Editor.— Satuuday, August 11,185a.
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C R A N D
METROPOLITAN DAHLIA AND HOLLYHOCK SHOW.

rrMlK ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICUL-
-L TURAL SOCIETY.—Under the Patronage of Her Mont

GraciouH Mojetity the QuicisN.—The bint Exhibition of tho above

Society for tim present season will tuke place at the Royal Cre-

niorno Gardonn, Chelsea, on THURSDAY, August SO, in con-

innction with tho GRAND METROPOLITAN DAll LIA und IIolLY-

iiock Snow (Open to all Exhibitors).

Lists of Prizes and the Rules of tho Exhibition ih'ay bo bad of

tbo Secretary, J. T. Nkvillk, Ebcnezer House, l'eckham.

pHICHESTER HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
v.;* The Autumn Meeting will tuke- place on TUESDAY,
August 28, in the Priory Park.—Particulars of premiums may
be obtained of tho Secretary. IT. Silviculouk, .Tun.

QALISBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—O The ANNUAL DAHLIA EXHIBITION, offering the
highest amount of Prizew that will be given this season at any
Show, will be held in conjunction with tho Horticultural Society,

in the Gardens of tho Lord Bishop of Salisbury, on THURSDAY,
Sept. 6th.— Full particulars <>t Joh n Keyni b. lIon.Sec^_

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
SF.wKitu' OFFlpB, Guildhall. Aug. 2, 1S55,

CITY OF LONDON CEMETERY.—The Com-
missioners of Sewers of the City of London, acting as tho

Burial Board for the mud City, hereby give notice that they
will meet at Guildhall on Tu.», .»»,, the Hi! rtiy September,
at 12 o'clock precisely, for the pirrpose.of ^Mftt"? TENDERS
for the supply ofTJREJ3S tnd S'bCHfj n*Who Cemetery now
being formed at Little 11 ford, in the county ol Essex.

Forms of Specification with Scliedules, to which the prices nro

to be affixed, may be obtained on and after the 20th day of August,

at the Office of Mr. William Haywood, Surveyor to the Com-
missioners, 14, Old Jewry Chamber*; or at tho Office of Mr.

Davidson, Landscape Gardener, 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford

Square. Josrcrtt Daw, Principal Clerk.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
"Wakefield.

*„* Plans and Estimates furnished.

JOHN H ARRI SON, Nurseryman, Seedsman,
Florist, Landscapk Gardener, &c.

Plans and Estimates furnished ; Experienced Gardeners
recommended; also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting

for Under G ardeners
1 Situations.— Dmiington, Aug. IS.

G~ERMAN STOCKS AND ASTERS, produced
from our Continental Establishment, are in full bloom now

at our Nursery here at Chelsea; and we feel great pleasure in

inviting all amateurs of such to their disposed inspection, which
will prove the correctness of our former statements in these

Papers regarding their superior quality. At the same time we
beg to announce that we have a first-rate selected collection of

Chrysanthemums, in good cultivated plants, ready to dispose of,

as well as a very good stock of healthy Grape Vines from eyes
of the best noted sorts.—John Weeks & Co., Horticultural

Establishment, King's Road , Chelsea.

THE PAMPAS CRASS,
"Gynkiuum Augknteum."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co. have now for sale a
healthy stock of well established Plants of the above, which

will bloom finely this autumn, varying from one to two and three
flower stems. Few Plants are more ornamental than this gigan-
tic G rass, the leaves (which are more than 7 feet in length curving
gracefully outwards) grow in largo tussocks, thereby producing
a very fine effect, and from the midst of these numerous flower
Stems arise to the height of from to 6 to S feet surmounted by
elegant panicles of iuflorescence nearly 3 feet long, resembling
beautiful waving plumes of silvery feathers. It is perfectly
hardy, and is also easy of cultivation. A grand specimen of
this noble plant is now in the Exeter Nursery, pushing up nearly
twenty large flower stems and numerous small ones, and will
continue to be an object of great attraction for a considerable
time. Prices and full particulars may be had on application to

LUCOMBE, PINCE,& Co., Exeter Nursery, Exetee.
Established 1720.

TO LOVERS OF PLANTS WITH HANDSOME FOLIAGE.
MESSRS. STANDISH and NOBLE are now send-

ing out the fine new Greenhouse Evergreen, "\YEIN-
MANNIA TRICOSPERMA, which for beauty of foliage cannot
be surpassed. It was exhibited at the Royal Botauic Society's
Meeting in June last, and also at the Crystal Palace. From the
report of the latter exhibition, the following brief description is

condensed:—"You might pass off tho leaves of this beautiful
plant for the fronds of a handsome Fern. They are compound
and pinnate, just like Fern leaves. I do not recollect, even
among Mimosas, a plant with more beautiful leaves than this."
We may add that it is of good habit, and easily cultivated

; and
from being a native of Valdivia, it may possibly be hardy.

Strong plants, 21s. each.

The Advertisers have just published a new Catalogue, which
will be lorwarded Jree by post on receipt of a penny stamp.

The Nurseries, Bagshot.—Aug. IS.

CHOICE CINERARIA
UfDCALCEOLARIA SEEDS.

LUCOMIIi:, PINCE, and CO. have DOW r<.-a<ly for

,„ : qui Beads ol their rorj luperlor

OINEUAUIAB am. 'Al.' EOLARIA8,
wbloh liavo been saved wUhffreftto&re from the flncsl

The ci''"i BAtl (faction which their Cloerarls u I Caleool

inivi- given for nevoral successive ywrs enables them I

mend their Beed ol the prei •"* seawn with h

Packotfl "i each. Boalotl and warranted by them, al 2 I

by post.—Exotor Nursery, Exeter, Established 11

SPOTTED CALCEOLARIA & CINERARIA SEED.

1^ and A. SMI Til beg to <»fT«-r seed of the above tl

• 2». flrf. and 5«. per packet. They nbtmncd a (Yrin

Merit from tho Florfcultural Society of London foraCollecl
of SeodllOff Clnorarlofl, from which the seed they now offer bin
been gavod. Both Calceolarias und Clnerai las are well kn'.wn to

the Loud. -u trade as pre-eminent In OOlonr, habit, and foi

Dulwlch, Burrey.

LALLKJiAKl- AN U CINE R A !< I ^

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON heir to

announce that tho above FLOWER SEEDS, saved
tho choicest varieties, may be hud in packets at 2*. <W. and Si,

each; tho finest quality of CALCEOLARIA is only offered atG*.;

second quality, 2*. 0rf.

Thin Season's CATALOGUE will be forwarded on applica-

tion, and a Beautiful Coloured Plate of nine new 1'loTvers will

bo sent on receipt of 12 postage stamps.
Wolltniftnn Nursprv. St. .b-hn's Wood. Aiie 18.

I OHN COLE has no objection to treat with any
*-J Nurservraan for a portior °f his matchless Seedling
SHILLING'S CALCEOLA R4AS, ilch ho; eaini
Prizes and Certificates at the It<v botanic ai i

v
..ai Flori-

cultural Societies during the bu
i

KcyBeld Nnrsery> St. Albania.

SPLENDID HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIA AND
SWEET WILLIAM SEEDS.

WILLIAM BARNES 1ms now ready for sending
out a small quantity of the above Seeds, the former of

which is unrivalled, and has given the greatest satisfaction to

all purchasers for the last four seasons, 2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet.
SWEET WILLIAMS, grown from the same stock as the

seed now offered, may be seen at the present time in full bloom
at bis Nursery, where they are pronounced by all who have seen
them to be unequalled. Is. 6<f. per packet, Payment can be
made by postage stamps.

Camden Nursery, CAmberwell, London.

WILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer

the following Superb FLOWER SEEDS, saved from the
best varieties, post free:

—

Per packet

—

s. d.

Calceolaria, from the best spotted varieties 1

Cineraria, from the best new varieties 1

Miniums, from a choice collection 6
Pansy, from 100 best show varieties l o
Sweet William, from 50 superb varieties * ... 6
Double Daisy, from 60 choice kinds 6
Antirrhinum, from 100 best varieties 6
Sweet William, from superb double varieties 1

67, Hipb Street, Ratt le. Sussex.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent, Bel-
gium, begs to offer the following Plants, with and without

flower buds, at most reasonable prices :-

Azalea indica, good sorts, all

grafted upon good stocks
Azalea indica, stocks
Ghent Azalea, hardy
New Ghent Rhododendron
Rhododendron arboreum
Camellias

Dentzia gracilis

Gladiolus gnndavensis
Lilium lanci folium album

,, „ rubrum
Kalmia glauca

„ angustifolia

., latifolia

AVERSCHAFFELT, N urseryman, Ghent,
• Belgium, hess to offer to the Trade the following NEW

GLOXINIAS ERECTA:—
Gloxinia erecta Adamasoculata

,
Gloxinia erecta Mars cceruleus

Princesso de Prusse
j? Hauptmann Wiitbe

C. Flaacke
Rex igueus
rosea Castilloni

J. Schafer

Stellata

Price, without discount. Is. each. The plants are strong
and in full bloom.

RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that he is now

prepared to execute orders for bis two New Hardy Hybrid
Rhododendrons, in good established plants, at 42s. each.
Rhododendron JOHN WATEKF.R, colour glowing carmine,

large trass, fine foliage, and a most abundant bloomer, in
perfection about the 15th June.

Ditto, MRS. JOHN WATEHER. a bright rosy crimson, fine

conical truss, a very free blooming kind, in flower about
15th of June.

To the admirers of this justly noble class of Plants, Josx
Watkrkr has the pleasure ot recommending the above as being
the greatest acquisitions yet offered. They combine in a marked
degree the necessary requisites for really first-rate hardy crimson
varieties, viz., imposing colour-, abundant bloomers," extreme
hardiness, and flower at a time when they are not liable to be
injured by spring frosts.

The American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey, Aug. IS.

CALCEOLARIA SEED.

R PARKER has now ready for sending out Seed
• which ho can recommend with the greatest confidence, It

having been saved from floWeru of the finest firm and mont
beautiful markings, in packets at \s. Bd. and '2s. fid. each. Also
choice CINERARIA need saved from the finest, named varieties,

at la-. Gd. and 2s.6d. per packet. A remittance or reference to

accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Paradise Nursery, Hornwey Road. London.

PRIZE CALCEOLARIAS.—Packets of Seed aaved
from the group of Seedling Calceolarias, to which a Prize

was awarded at the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, may
still be obtained (price 10*. 6d.) by application to William
Sandfoki'. Gardener to Mr. Henchman, Edmonton.

I
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N E W S T R A W BERRY*
KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERB

A

f"oot mtj
in fUvonr, habit, and prvxlitc'iv»»n*!M \>y »ny .

M tr**i--*TTy
1 extant, at the low ptioe
I to bo had of Ifetvrv. G
|
for the we«t of England »nd t

nurHcryman. For a full description, teaUmoolali., dec-, i

Paper, April 14, 1665.

U KrrLEr, Lyncombe Val< N •

Tll'-MAS BEACli^ the| well known Straw r

Grower, beg* In Inform the public tbat he h*.« n f>w ready a
largo stock of fine strong planU <f bin true BRITI«
the anrae he beat the world with at the Crystal Palace and *£
Chlswtck, and other placed up to the present •eaaon. bcth in
flavour and weight Plants Rent t/j any part of th*; wor: .

per 100. Poft-ofhce orders on llour'«t' w to Mr. Thojui Btac-a,
Strawberry GronndH. Woi-tftn. 1-tfw^nb MMdiW**!.

TTUTHILL'S STRAWBERRY PLANTS.— The
V^ early and hardy BLACK PRINCE, and Utt PRINCE or
WALES, two celebrated sris. will be Ml
August 15th. They are 1 -mI. tnomtoa% b-^ararv. umd *

tht?m makes a i;n

wards of 300 ladies round heiw cil*

5s. per 100 ; the Prince < f V.

.1. C.'s Pampl . -paraguf, Sea-
kale, Rhubarb, Wine, do. Pi%9cn-.:

Market Gardening mund Loodoo, If. «i. S« the r»>-

commendation of ft in the"'
requested. Post-office orders payable at Catr.berwell Green.

i

James Ccthill, CAmberwen, London.

MYATT'S ADMIRAL DUN DAS STRAW-
BERRY.—Strong plants packed an J

. e in
London, 25s. per 100. Also HTATTfl British •* -
Globe, Elizi, Mammoth, hs. per ICO; Keets' Soei'.

Seedling, Black Prince. Briton Pin .

MYATT'S BRITISH QCEEN.-
spondents, and in confirmation of the private answers 1 gave lift
summer, I beg leave to state that th e only Strawberry be*:
name of "British Qoe-- <, and when Mr. React. :n
his advertisement says " his true RritUh Qaeen."' he is i';

in error, and Arrogates to himself the credit dne to my la'e
father, Mr. Josefh Mtatt. who was the originator of tb^ »
"" qnestion.—W. Mtatt. Manor Fanr, Deptford.—Ang
TMPROVED MUSHROOM SPAWN.—Patiwraed
J- by many of the Nobility, the London Hordcnltnral S

&c. Sold in packages containing a sufficient qnanUiy to plant
50 feet of bed for 5s., with printed description and
directions.

Address W. PRESTOE, Florist. &c- Basing=tr.fce, H
FERNS.

ROBERT SIM'S 16 page CATALOGUE of his
GENERAL COLLECTION :: FERNS may now be had

for Four Stamps. Fite to til prei .ascrs.

N ITS*.
'

PRICED CATALOCUE OF PLANTS.
THOMAS JACKSON AXll SONS Priced Ceia .

of Plants may be cbuined on application

.

Stove. Orchidaceous. Ferns ai.d Mosses, Greenbonse, Urearaeatal
Shrubs and Trees, Roses, and Herbaceru< Plants.

T. J. & Sox are c rToring at very I

Azaleas, Camellias. Ericas. Epacri:

drons, &C-, well deserving tl \ 7 nrchasers.

Nurseries, Kingston. Surrey.

WANTED,
GRAPES and PEACHES or ?r?Eaioa Qr

Forward to GEORGE TAYL^
I

St. John's Market. Liverr-v]. T^r-.^ C j.-E.

rl"0 BE SOLD, two verv
1 AKAUCARIA UTBRICATA,

Twenty-five pounds ,'.; L—AUjfe*
Islewo"rth,^liddieses. ^
CHOICE NEW FUCHSIAS. ETC.. OF T
HENRY WALTON, Fur. -

"-^n, near Bnirley. Lancasiir;

"the White Co:

at ":S>. and -*.

and pactage ir.cl-

:

- to 3*. (

which see Advertisement in uaroeaerr <

ani previous Numbers. rf •—

'

New Verbenas of this i »*tl-^
:

Choice Cinexa saved rnwn :^e i^^^z.
Is. 6i. ar i 2s. €i^ rv:

- --"-.
[unless reference > - Ljmcashire,
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LANDSCAPE GAHDEMNG, GAUDEN ARCHI-
TECTURE, AND GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF

DOMAINS. WOODS, PLANTATIONS, &c
Cbables M'I.ntosii, F.R.P.S., A.L.S., &c, Author of the

"Book of the Garden" and other works on Horticulture, &c.

Late Cuiator of the Gardens of his Majesty the King of the

Belgians at Claremont and Brussels, and Utterly of those of his

Grace the Duke of Buccleuch at Dalkeith Palace.

New-come Villa. Murrayfleld. Edinburgh.

HOW TO" KILL BATS AND MICE BY HUN-
DREDS.—A Receipt may be had, honestly worth 20/.,

without trouble, by sending 30 postage stamps and a directed

envelope to Mr. William Fbaxklin, Post-office Street, Norwich,

who will forward it with plain instructions, Sec. This is a most

extraordinary r.-iuedv, such as no Farmer, Merchant, or Miller

ought to be without, a* it will save them pounds yearly by killing

every Rat or Mouse eirher in the field, stack, or house.

COWS.
HARVEY'S CELEBRATED COW DRINKS, Is.

each, have been used with great success. Plain directions

are given with each Drink for the treatment, of most diseases inci-

dental to Cows, for which they will be found a safe and effectual

remedy. One Drink given at the commencement of the Tick, or

Feet and Mouth Distemper, will perfectly eradicate it in a few

days.—Compounded bv R. Harvey, Veterinary Surgeon, Mac-

clesfield, Cheshire. Sold by all Medicine Vendors Wholesale
Agents, Barclay & Soxs, and M.vksdks & Soss, London.

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use^ much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Wabxee & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

[
OHN WARNER AND SONS,

Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
With Warner's Registeeed Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s., to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybe obtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in townorcoun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices
sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upward s. Metallic String from 5rf. to Is. 3d. per lb.

HOSE PIPIN C.

WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent, cheaper than the leather
hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithmas & Co., Eentham, Lancaster.

No. 1 Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price Per Yaep :—
i,9d.; J, lid.; 1, Is. Id.; 1J, Is. 3d.; U, Is. 6d. ; 15, Is. Id.

;

2, Is. 9d. ; 2J, 2s. ; 2£f 2s. 3d.
; 2$, 2s. 6d. ; 3, 2s. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality :—2, 2s.; 2J, 2s. 3d.; 2i, 2s. 6d.;

2?, 2s.9<*.; 3,3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices:—1, 9d.; 1J, lOd.

14, lid.; 2, Is.; 2J, Is. 3d.; 2J, Is. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.
Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied.

TANNED NETTING, lor the protection of Fruit
Trees from frost, blight, and birds, and for the security of

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or Fields, at Id. per square
yard; 200 yards, 14s.; 500 yards, 30s.; 1000 yards, 50s. Scrim
Canvas, for Wall Fruit. — At EDGINGTON and Co.'s, Rick
Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth Manufacturers, 17, Smithfield
Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Southwark; Emigrant Outfitters,

Ship Chandlers, and Export Merchants, Brunswick Street, near

the Eas t India Export Dock, Blnckwa.11.

GALVANISED WIRE GAME iNETXIJNG.—
Id. pee Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

2-inch mesh, light, 24 inches wide
2-inch „ strong „
2-incb „ extra strong,,
lg-inch „ light „
l|-inch ,,

lf-inch ,'

All the above can he made any width at proportionate prices.

fnn^S
Uf>
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is a coarse mesh, it will reduce the prices one-
'„"„* ° a

J
v*m«d Sparrow-proof Netting for Fheasautries, 3d.per square root Patterns forwarded post free.

anddriivpSn?** ?"»*!">& Bishop, Market Place, Norwich,

N7wcasUe
XI5enSe

'm London
>
Peterborough, Hull, or

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Grefx, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of Ihe nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance oi

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, En franco Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged,

J OVERALL begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,
• Nurserymen, and others requiring Horticultural Buildings,

Lights, and Frames, that by intrusting their orders to him, they
may depend upon first-class workmanship and good materials at

the most economical prices.

J. Overall, Horticultural Builder, 16, Shacklewell Lane, uear
Kingsland, London.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

ED E N C H , Patent Hothouse Works,
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, and all completed for Is. 3d. per foot super
Hundreds of references can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent]

TO HORTICULTURISTS.
TO BE SOLD, a modern built GREENHOUSE,

26 feet by 16 feet, in excellent repair, with Stand complete.

—For particulars apply to Messrs. Tiiew & Son, King's Lynn.

/"^OTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
V^ Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
very low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural implements.

Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree
Guards, Flower Bordering, aud every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.

Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,
Garden Arches, &c.

Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley
Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-

mation may he obtained.

IRON CATES, HURDLES, FENCINC, ETC.
BULLOCK and CO., Hope Iron Works, Primrose

" • Street, Bislmpsgate, Ironfounders and manufacturers of the
above; also Verandahs, Conservatories, Staircases, Iron Roofs, &c.
N.B. Iron and Wire Fences fixed in all parts of the country by
competent workmen, or the materials supplied painted or
galvanised ready for fixing, and packed for shipment. Estimates
on application.

HORTICULTURE

BRANCHES.IN ALL

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description ot

House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly

" — worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofry dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s, 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is. .so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of

strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
J ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-

mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-

lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,

many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.,

aud exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet

of glass. DuriDg the late

severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for

fuel, aud we, had more
than & sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberof forcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and jEstimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
AVater, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW E00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Hand-Klass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING &c.

AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EYERY DESCRIPTION OP PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK

exhibition prize medal gates akd enamelled mangers.

Conservatories
Greeuhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.
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NEW AND RAKE PLANTS.

JOHN ani> CHARLES LEE have a fine Htock of

the following to offer:

THUJA OlflANTEA. A nobla hardy ovorgroon treo, from tbo

li i Il)i of Collfornlft, Frr.ru i fl, Sit. r„i.
;
grafted, Ut.

THUJOP8IS BOBEAIiIS.—A beautiful hardy ovorgroon Ine,

teem Benrlng'B Htmim. Oraftod, itrong, 2l».

i.d.

7
7 e

Blotaglauca
Thuja Donlana -•• 5«. to

YYelUDgtonta glgaotoa,
0». to 21

PodocarpuH nublgonn ... 21

„ cliilllin ... 21

Bflrborls Jamasonl ... 5
„ Noubortl, One ... 7 fl

Damxnara obtusa 81
lltigOllIlL TIlWItitOHl ..7 8

., Lapoyroual . 6
EchlloB l'ollm-1 ... . 10 (I

Ai)ln;lnndi'ii Leopold! ..SO
m Porteana . . 5

Ixora JLobbl .. 7 1!

,i albn, truo ... ..5
Soiadocalyx Wnrncewlczl G

d.

Eplscoa mollltraflora ...
''• <•

Araucavla uxculim, from
cod 26*. to 19

81

81

105 <»

12
io a
7 (I

r, o

:i *;

r. o

s a

5 (>

.; <;

:j (i

Araucarla ltidwim

w Cunningham!
„ Cookl ...

,, gl'OOlllH

Hcjiuln ii'iihiiiiiii

AciMpliyMiiin vcnniium ...

Borouia l>i iiimiioiiiii

Glycine sinensis alba
Azalea ai na, hardy, fine

Oxyltibium OflDOrnl

Eugonla ugnl
Scutollarla viii-nm

Fablana vlolacca
SwalDBOnla o^in-ml

FILBERT MERV-EILLE DE BOI/WYLLER, large <

very prolific, In. Gd.
r
J'lio Tnulo mippllod.— Nursery, llammenimlth.

SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
TOHN CATTELL has tho following now ready to
*J send out, post free, at tho prlcoH annexed, Tbo CALCEO-
LARIAS are very superior, ana warranted to give equal satls-

factiou to thoso sent out by J. 0. fur no many yoars.

Per packet.

—

n. d.

Calceolaria, saved from tbo Bnofltvarfl.j carefully hybridised *-; G
Do. from an entirely now class, of vory rich colours, largo,

and extraordinary fine blooms
Cineraria, from finest variotion

Goranlum, from llrat rate ilorint varlotiofl

Do, du. fancy varieties
Schizanthun retumis and albun, each
Anemone, Blnglo Poppy, extra lino

Mimulus, from finest variotioa
Mignonette, New Giant
AlBtiwmeria acutifolia,splendid scarlet conservatory climber

Do. Von Houtte s, superb Chilian hybrids, mixed
Tropa'olum tricolorum pranditlorum
Heartsease, from Jine named varietios

Helianthemum, or dwarf rock Cistns, from 30 vars,, mixed
25 varieties, fine showy hardy Auuuals, for early spring

flowering, in the open ground
12 varieties, from showy half hardy Annuals, for early

flowering, in the greenhouse
A remittance in stamps or otherwise must accompany orders

from unknown correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerhnni, Kent.

CHOICE FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
ASS and BROWN beg to offer a few choice
FLOWER SEEDS for present sowing, as under:—

n
2 (i

1

1

6
6
6
1

1

e
1

1

6

r, o

3 o

B
GREENHOUSE PEREN-
NIALS. Per packet.—s.d.

Calceolaria, very choice ... 1

„ from new varieties 2 6
Catandrinia umbellata ... 6
Geranium, choice 1

„ very choice new vars. 2 6

n finest mixed scarlet ... 6
„ do. fancy varieties ... 1 6
„ Zouale, white bedding 6

Gloxinia, choice, mixed ... 6
,„ new and choice vars. 2 6

Heliotropium, best, mixed 6
Ixia, mixed 6
Lobelia erinus graudifiora G

„ Limbunrensis, ex. 1

i

Lopbospermum scandeus... 6
iLatus Jacobeus 6
Mandevillea suavoolens ... 6

;
Nycterinia selaginoides ... 6
Petunia, new and choice ... 1

'Primula sinensis, mixed ... 6

„ denticnlata ... 1

|SiIeneorientalis,for bedding 6
Streptocarpus Rexi
Verbena, mixed, choice

choicest new
Vinca rosea

nlba ...

Anemone, new Russian

6

1

.
2 G

.
6

. 6
4

GREENHOUSE PEREN-
NIALS. Per packet.—s.d.

Antirrhinum, choice named
sorts 6

Aquilegia, three choice

varieties, each 6

HARDY PERENNIALS.
Carnation, fine showy ... 4

„ ex., from 400 vars. 2 6
ClstusRock,spIendid,mixed 1
Delphinium elata, bicolor,

magna, and alba, oach ... 6
Dianthus Dunnetti, superb
darkdwarfSweetWilliam 1

„ nanus, new and fine vars. 1

Gaura Lindheimeria, new 6
Gentiana, three fine vars. 6
Gladiolus, fine early ... 6

„ Ifrom choice, named 1

Iri3,English, splendid vars. G

„ „ from named do.,

superb ... 2 6
LindheimeraTexana ... 1

Mimulus, mixed, choice ... 6
Pansy, extra, choice ...10
Piccotee, fine showy vars. 4
Potentilla, splendid, mixed 1

„ extra, best vars. 2 6
Ranunculus, very choice ... 2 6

Free by post.

Choice Imported Stocks and various Annuals suited for pre-

sent sowing, to flower early.

BASS AND BROWN,
Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury. Suffolk.

STRAWBERRIES.
NEW STRAWBERRIES.—The following fine

varieties have been thoroughly proved this season, and
jiven the greatest satisfaction, viz.:—Sir Harry (Underbill's),

II, 105. per 100, or 7s. 6d. per dozen ; Caroline Superb (Kitley's),

U. 10s. per 100, or 5s. per dozen; Omar Pacha (Ward's), If. per
.00, or 3s. per dozen; Colonel Dundas, 1?. per 100, or 3s. per
lozen; Sir Charles Napier, 11. per 100, or Si. per dozen; Magnum
3onum, 15s. per 100. or 3s. per dozen; and all other fine old

varieties, such as Trollop's Victoria, A.jax, Ruby, Eleanor,
s'imrod. Prince of Wales, British Queen, Black Prince, Prolific,

ieens' Seedling, and all others worth Cultivating, at 4s. per 100.

SEEDLING HOLLYHOCKS, not to be surpassed, saved
rom all the finest and best varieties now in cultivation, and such
is will bloom well next season, 1?. per 100, or 3s. per dozen.
SWEET WILLIAMS, from 50 of the most select and choice

arieties ever grown, 4s. per 100, or 2s. 6d. for 50.

ANTIRRHINUMS.—Plants saved from a most splendid
ollection of striped and spotted varieties, 4s. per 100, or 2s. 6d.
jr 50.

FINE SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK.—White
itto, Crimson ditto, all 4s. per 100, or 2s. Gd. for 50.
The Plants before mentioned are now ready for planting out,
nd are such that must ensure satisfaction, and the whole or any
art of the above will be sent, seourely packed, on the receipt of
post-oflice order or penny postage stamps to the amount ; or
5 of any of the new Strawberry Plants cau be sent by post,
hen the charge will be Is. extra for postage.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
HOLLYHOCK, saved from all the finest and best varieties in
lllivation, Is. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAM, saved from 50 distinct varieties, Is. per
Jicket.

ANTIRRHINUM, saved from a most splendid collection of
riped and spotted varieties, Is. per packet
The True Old BATH COS LETTUCE (the best ever culti-
ited), Is. per packet.

*«• Every order must be accompanied by penny postage
amps, or post-office order payable to

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman-, Seedsman, and Florist,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

WILLIAM Voi.'Nf; bcgB to call th. al entlon ol

Memnn, Gonllomon, PublU Comj rid Plantm* in

y < noral to III ton«lv< ~ Loci ol ' HON ) CO II i.r.r.

UAithV I5VER0 iii "i ' '
i i

I

in . ri. ' ITS, Ac, wi,i'
I

..
i

and having been wtll prep i

par/act Ntfloty.

W. \ Invto pi > on i boul to pluni (

I

which i ;
I

I

all Itlii. In ol pbtl

planting, M eoi HARDY CONIFER,/ mUlnlng
i.uhh: "i tbo flnfl t upcolmi . . Hon

S U P I fc B NEW ITRAWBCftRICf,

i

AblcnDoughj 1 to

„ „ H (0 1" b i [0

„ .. 10 1" 12 I

,, Monzloftl 44 too
„ nigra, Black Bprnco i to 6

„ alba, Whim I |

< to B

,, canadon In, i tern

look Bpruoo 81
I'i I iih In nil tO

„ ,

H tO I"
i lombi a fiij to '!

7 to h
,, o eel d B toJO

,,
inrdgnbi

„ „ 8 to i

Plooa Pin itpo i toBby 8

„ noblllM ) vitv

„ Nordmannlana fhandnome
Araucarla Imbrlcata . 2A In* 'J),

do. -I".

do. do. , i by ^

(lu. (In., VITV I, 'Mill ; li |., i

Cryptomoriaj^ponlca . 9 to 4

Codat of Lobiuiori ... nj to 4

„ „ ... r, to a

„ „ 7 to 8 by 6

„ „ 10 to 12 by 8
„ Deodara ... i\ 1 S

„ 8 to 8
., „ to i"

10 to 12
(Tho Cedars of Lebanon and
Deodara arc particularly
handsome and well furnished.)

TliujaorieutaliH.Cliin. .,

Arbor-vitaj 5 to 6
' v „ „ ... 7 to 8

TlinjnW' ;

Juniper

., „

Upright i to 5

„ ...

:
..,

(( 10tol2
i

•/
-IJ lofi

a Lj noi Qi
l. VI KGI i

I

'.;. u QqUIoo 4 (' *;

„ „ ... d to 7 by \

„ H to 1" !

I... i
. ",, in!

„ „

„ 01 i., ! v, r,

Spruce and Silver Flra G to 6
„ 1" to 12

Weymouth Pine ... H v, IO

Yowo
, U ' -

, sj to a
1 oxonlensfs—
New tiflucombe I lak... to 7

„ ,,
... HV, 10

W'H.I.IA-.I .1

»» 1

IU. rrr„.r Putu (W

11. Ill, ,•

'

(;.,ll«lr '1

1 •. -.-'.

Tlir- .tc.Vr- \,r\rr% «J[1 '

l.y Ihrt r.Ivr..
<-. »' 1 :.

AMERICAN PLANTS,
Azaleas, fine named aorta

Rhododendron ponticum (good
for cover).

Do. all the new and be
Kalmias, Andromeda, Ledums,

&c. &c.

STANDARD ROSES, of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TREKS, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Turks or Avenues, from 10 to 12 feet.

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.
A Catalogue is in course of publication, and may be had tho

first week in September for two postage stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

WAML'i OMAM f-ACH* ST«AW«£H|
t "i 'JJ.U \ I JAMES (VABD off i b*ad-
v » eoi

iroll root

at ChUwick, July 1).

ill tin- /

r , i

«OXK IIAHKY."— Io tin- STKAWULUKY ».M
n awarded *t »il I

*
. r • * |

BAINBRIDGE and HEWISON, of the York
Nurseries, beg to inform their frifnds that they are now

prepared to supply the following New FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS,
&c„ at the reduced prices attached :

—

NEW FUCHSIAS, 1855, 3s. Gd. each, or a dozen left tn their

selection, 36s.—Climax, Fairy Queen, Grand Sultan, Maid of Kent,
Beauty of the Bower, Omar Pacha, Queen Victoria, Prince Albert.

Mrs. Story, Empress Eugenie, Raffaelle, Snowdrop, Lady of the
Lake, Water Nymph, Dominiana.
FUCHSIAS, New 1851, Is. 6d . each, or the dozen for 12s.—

Autocrat, Queen of Hanover, Telegraph, Vanguard, Omega,
Magnifica, Charmer, Clio, Duke of Wellington, Elegans, Monarch,
Ash ford ien sis.

FUCHSIAS.—Good older varieties. 6s. and 9s. per dozen.

NEW VERBENAS, 1855, 2s. Gd. each.—Wonderful, Blue
Beard, Lady Lacon, Commander-in-Chief, Empress of France,
Florence Nightingale, Rose of England, Tyrian Prince, Eva.
Other select older varieties, 9s. per dozen.

GERANIUMS.—Carlos, 2s. Gd.; Claudiana, 2s. Gd.; Duchess
of Wellington, 2s. Gd.; Lucy, 5s. ; Majesties, 2s. Gd.; Marginata,
2s. Gd.; Mary.os.; Regalia, 2s. 6d.; Rhoda, 2s. Gd.; Rosa, 2s. 6d.;

Virginia, 2s. Gd.; Zeno, 2s. 67; or 30s. per dozen. Good older
varieties, 6s. and 9s. per dozen.

NEW FANCY GERANIUMS.—Cloth of Silver, 10s. Sd.;

Evening Star, 7s. Gd; Exhibitor, 7s. 6d.; or the three for 20s.

Best older varieties, 6s. and 12s. per dozen.

STOVE PLANTS
d.

Achimenes Earl Wolforth 2

„ Sir Trehern Thomas 2

„ gigantea 2 6
Aphelandra Leopoldi ... 3 6
Begonia Prestoniensis
superba ... 2s. 6d. and 3 G

„ Zanthina 5
„ Ingram! 2 6

Hexacentrismysorensis2s.,3 6
Medinella magnifica ... 3 6

Heliocentrum rosenra ... 2
Hippiela atrosangninea... 2
Cyrtanthera magnifica ... 2
Echites picta 2
HebecHnium ianthicum... 2

Passiflora amabilis 2
,, Decaisneana ... 2
,, Hartwessina ... 2

Siphocampylosneplusultra 2

,, bicolor rosea 2

Acacia oleifolia elegans

.

„ grandis (true) ... li

Castrum aurantiacum ... 1

Cbeiranthera linearis ... 2

Chorozema cordatum ... 1

!» ii
splen-

dens ... Is. and 2

.. Laurencianum Is. and 2

„ varinm nannm ... 1

Cliauthus magnificus ... 2

Cyclamen persicum ru-

brum 3
Daphne indie* alb* Is. 6*., 3

„ ., rubra ls.6d., 3
Dillwvuia cinnabarina

Is. Gd., 2

„ Drummondi ls.Grf., 2

„ scabra ... ls.Gd., 2
Eugenia Ugni 2
Fagelia bituminosa ls.6i, 2
Heliotropinm Beauty of

tlie Boudoir 1

Kalosanthes coccinea ... 1

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
Kalosanthes L. Napoleon 1

Kennedya roonophylla ... 1

Lilium iancifolium album 1 6

„ ,,
rubrnm 2 6
rubrum

speciosum 2
Mahernia vesta 1

Phlox General Radetzky 1

„ depressa criterion ... 1
Polygala cordifblia ... 1

„ myrtifolia 1

Rbynchospermnm jasmi-
noides 1

Statice Halfordi 2
Swainsonia galegifolia

alba ... Is. and 2
Tetratheca erici folia

2s.6cf.and 3
.. verticillata Is. 6^,2

Veronica Aridersoni

„ variegata

.. Liebmani
Sollya Drummondi

1
1

... 1

Is., 2

MISCELLANEOUS PLANTS.
Per dozen,

Ericas ... 15s. to

Camellias ... 24s. to

Azaleas 12s., 24s., and
100 Herbaceous Plants

in 109 vars.-.

100 ditto in 50 vars.
100 Fine Rock Plants

in 50 vars
Pansies, select vars.,

per dozen 6s. to IS

1 10
6

2

Phlox Dr. Andry ... O 1

., Fanny Adam ... 1

.. Alexandrina ... 1

.. Madame B^sville 1
Domage 1

.. Mr. Domage ... 1

The six for 7s. Gd.

Phloxes in good variety

per dozen 6s. to 12
B. o> H. would call especial attention to their rlne stock of

Camellias and Azaleas. A Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs imported
will be ready in September, and may be had free on application.

7. Bridge Street, York.—August IS.

I honours, where It Iim eon
-Cbunrlck, flrat cla

Botanical Gand

beat
I

Mope, Arr. ; Lai
i

...
Presl

priz<-, and ceTtlflcavle '<f merit; w^'crd, fir** price; Ayleaterr
Horticultural Bodetr, Aral cbuecertiAcate.
Plants ar'- ready i less Uian a no- •

Prices:—100 planta,4Z.; 80, Bt.tSt

and 20, U. Plants may be i'*d in pea 'not lew liu
2s. each.
Apply to Hr. RiCfUftD VrovtBthL, Sir Harr>'« VjaA, YA%-

I
irmingham. Each application to be Aceompented with

a Post Office Order (on Binnlngtu
For the Cultivation of Strmwbeni Mr. UodcrfalSV

Treatise, which may b<; obtain -d from a B"-.k*HJer In er*TT prin-

cipal town, where also may be obtained a Leodv>me LitLogrsph
of a plant of " Sir Harry " in full bearing.

&fie (5ar&rner^^Ciirontcle.
SATURDA Y, A UGVST \-,\-

-
We once more return to the subject of Botanical

Gardens. Let it be determined that snch an esta-

blishment should contain :— 1. A eeneral collection

of hardy plants arranged according to the best
botanical system. 2. An arboretom sprea i

an ornamental portion of the carden. shrnbben-, or
promenade. 3. One or more houses for plants
which will not bear the climate. 4. A :

propagation and reserve croond. The neit question
is : what proportion of ground should be allr

each department ? as preliminary to the ultimate
(

determination of what plants each should contain.

The course which, judging from the result", would
appear to be the most generally adopted is this

:

Let us have every hardy plant we can procure, let

us lay out the whole garden as ornamentally as we
can, let us have as many houses as we can procure
funds for building and fill them with as manv plants
as we can cram in, and if, after that, our collections

starve and perish from neglect or overcrowding, the
fault lies in the miserable pittance we are allowed
for maintaining it.

A far more rational mode of putting the question

would be as follows : what are the means we
at our command I and what will they enable us to

accomplish, as most conducive to the object in view ?

When that is determined, let us strictly confine our-

selves to that, and attempt no more. J

into no additional outlay, nor enlarge our collection,

without first ascertaining that by additional funds

and space, or by retrenchment in other departments

of the garden, we can maintain these additic:

state of useful health and vigour.

I have known botanical gardens 7 _ ! bnge

acreage with annual allowances wl

to keep the ground tolerablyneat, even in the cheapest

form of shrubbery and walk; and as even h

was considered necessary for the : the

garden to make some attempt at maintaining lie

plant-houses and botanical collection, |the greater

part of the ground had become a mere wilderness

of weeds. In such cases the only course to pursue

is to reduce the ground to manageatle lime

by setting out a r^rtion as kitchen garde-, pasture.

or some such culture, which will pay its own
expenses, until better times shall enable it to be

taken into the botanic garden.

Having thus no more ground than can be kept

in order, it is again in the first instance a matter of

calculation what proportion can be taken for the

botanical collection : the result will vary according

to local circumstances, the elements of calculation
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i appears to be justifiable only in those subscription
bein? the total acreage, the total annual sum avail

able^the annual cost per acre of maintaining the gardens where science is the outward show, rational

pleasure garden, that of cultivating the botanical . recreation the real object. G. B.

border (including in each case its corresponding .

reserve and propagation ground) and the annual
i

Fjjw circumstances excite lhe surpl.ise of observers
expense per given measurement ^ W?Mg : more than the production of one flower by the inte-
greenhouses. Where the means are -\eiy nmitea

| ,, , ±y .
>

t ,_

the plant-houses, especially the hothouses, must be

first sacrificed, not by neglecting them, but by shut-
]

ting up a portion or even the whole if necessary, and

the" botanical borders must then be restricted within

the narrowest limits, the mere ornamental garden

being the cheapest to maintain. As the available re-

irces become more ample the botanical ground may

be gradually expanded till it is capable of containing

as full a collection as can be procured of instructive

species that will bear the climate, provided the

ornamental ground will bear being so far encroached i

upon. If, however, additional space is obtained

with the increased funds, the arboretum may also

be enlarged, even to a greater extent than the

botanic garden. But it is the plpnt-house cultiva-

tion that must always derive the greatest benefit

from the improved condition of the funds. The
limits to which this department may be carried will

indeed depend solely on the pecuniary means, for in

no garden that I know of are the houses at present

too large to contain the collections that might be

usefully maintained in them with ample funds.

The extent of the reserve and propagation ground

will be fixed in the first instance by the require-

ments of the scientific and ornamental departments

which they are destined to supply ; but they must
also, in a botanical garden, contain more or less

extra space for raising and »
testing new importations,

for carrying on physiological

experiments, or for the tem-
porary cultivation of plants

for any other scientific pur-

pose, under the eye of the

director or curator without

the interference of the

public. The exact propor-

tion of ground to be devoted
to these extra purposes will

be limited either by the

space available without de-

triment to the more im-
portant divisions of the

garden, or by the demand
of the director or curator

who may have time, incli-

nation, or capacity to avail

himself of it.

Opinions are much divi-

ded as to the propriety of

keeping the botanical and
ornamentalgardens distinct,

the plants in the former

being ranged in formal

straight borders ; or of

blending them together by
grouping the herbaceous
collection in irregular beds.

The former practice is the

most prevalent on the con-
tinent, the latter generally
finds more favour with us.

I must confess that the
separation appears best to
answer the purposes of

science and instruction. It

is more easy so to arrange
and label the plants that the
principles of the system
adopted may be taken in

at a glance ; it facilitates

access to the individual
specimens without tramp-
ling on the borders and disturbing the plants, and the
peculiar kind of care and cultivation they require is

given at less trouble and cost. On the other hand,
where we devote to each natural order an irregularly
shaped bed, larger or smaller according to the
number of species we expect to have, and scatter
these beds over a lawn in a kind of irregular flower-
garden, it is a very difficult thing so to arrange them
as to produce a whole agreeable to the eye. Sup-
posing even this to be in some measure accomplished
by a tasteful designer, availing himself of any irre-
gularities of the ground or other local aids, still it

is impossible to make the beds themselves orna-
mental if they are only to contain botanical speci-
mens. At least half the species will have a weedy
look, and there will always be gaps and empty
spaces which we cannot fill up with showy flowers
or extra plants for mere ornament, without destroy-
ing in a great measure the value of the collection
lor study or instruction. Such a moulding of
botanical borders into the landscape-gardener's form

rior of another." And yet there is no preternatural

phenomenon more easily explained when the true

nature of a flower is understood. That curious

apparatus, with its panoply of brilliant colours, its

transparency, its fragrance, and the important

special duties confided to it by nature is, in the eyes

of science, merely a collection of leaves in a trans-

formed condition, and is itself but a branch stunted

in its growth.

The truth of this theory is proved by the follow-

ing circumstances more especially : 1. That every

part of the apparatus of a flower, however unlike a

leaf, will occasionally, in the presence of disturbing

influences, become a mere leaf; 2, that that pecu-

liar property of forming a bud, or rudimentary

branch, in the axil, which is an especial attribute

of a leaf, also belongs to the parts of which a flower

consists ; 8, that the floral organs stand in the same
relation to each other as the ordinary leaves upon
an ordinary stunted branch, such, for instance, as

the rosette of a Houseleek (Scmpervivum) ; and 4,

that a flower will occasionally grow into a branch

leaving its petals at the base.

The first case is illustrated by the green-flowered

Primroses, proliferous Plantains, and those Poten-
tillas whose flowers become in hot weather tufts,

or rosettes, of leaves. The second by little branches

shooting up from among the parts of the flower, as

in the Pear tree, which will occasionally form two
or three little Pears in its inside, each of which is

traceable to the axil of some one or other of the

floral parts, and by the common occurrence of a
brood of little Roses starting up from among the

petals of a common Rose. The third may be seen
by anyone who compares the rosette of the House-
leek with a double Camellia, a double Ranunculus,
or a double Anemone. Of the fourth we have

instances in Pears and Apples producing a branch
from their centre, and in Roses such as that of which
a figure was given the other day at p. 516.

In all these instances the secrets of floral structure

are revealed by accident to the eye of intelligence.

Nor have artists failed to profit by them, as we
see in the carvings and scroll work of the sculptor

and the architect. Even the curious fact that one
flower will grow out of another has been seized

upon by them for the purpose of decorating the
points of separation of branches, and this in a
manner which, however conventional, is perfectly

consistent with the true forms of Nature.
Nowhere, however, has the tendency of one

flower to give birth to another been shown in a
more unexpected manner than in the case here
illustrated. In the aquarium at Syon House it was
observed a few weeks ago that the beautiful Water
Lily called Nymphwa Dcvoniensis had produced
a flower from the midst of which rose another Lily

like itself, hanging gracefully at the end of another
stalk.

When flowers thus become proliferous it usually

happens that the whole central system lengthens, as

is shown in the Rose already alluded to, the
metamorphosed branch merely reverting to its

original condition and lengthening by the point,

always represented by the centre of the flower.

But in this instance the mode was changed, and
the new flower with its stalk proceeded directly from
the axil or base of one of the stamens, as is seen in

fig. A, which represents a section of the flower

rather magnified. The Nymphasa therefore belongs

to the examples which are to be included in the

2d of the four classes mentioned
at the commencement of this

article, and it is by far the most
striking instance of. the kind yet

on record.

But the disturbance of the

natural condition of this Water-
lily was by no means confined

to the production of a second
flower. On the contrary, it ex-

tended to the innermost organs,

and forced the very stigmas to

grow up into small green leaves-,

folded up, as they always are,

in the young bud. Two in-

stances of the kind are shown in

fig. A.
This monstrosity, for a mon-

ster it is, serves to illustrate a
very important truth which
those who are engaged in works
of decorative art should never
lose sight of. Any amount of

departure from the strict forms
of plant-objects is allowable in

a conventional mode of repre*

sentation, provided that depar-

ture is consistent With the rules

by which is regulated the deve-

lopment of the plants to be
represented. These rules con-

stitute the theory of structure

which every decorative artist

ought to understand thoroughly >

and the case before us shows
how it may be applied in one
direction which was perhaps

very little expected. Flowers
may be made to grow out of

flowers, with perfect propriety,

when the exigencies of art de«-

mand it ; although leaves can-

not be made to grow out of leaves

without violating the first prin-

ciples of vegetable structure,,

and thus offending the educated
eye by the production of that which is wholly
irreconcilable with truth or possibility.

We announce with much regret the decease of!

Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing Park, whose name has sa
long been honourably associated with the progress

of modern gardening ; and who for many years

stood almost without a rival at the great floral

exhibitions at Chiswick. The sad event occurred/

suddenly at midnight on the 14th inst.

EXHIBITION OF THE IMPERIAL SOCIETY
OF HORTICULTURE OF PARIS.

(Continuedfrom p. 500.)

The cut flowers are exhibited in the Pavilion Chinois

(No. 8 of the plan), a raised structure tastefully built

under the thick shade of the old Champs Elysees trees,

with a long double "|" shaped table along the centre, and
narrow tables and glass cases round the ends and back.
These flowers have consisted chiefly of Roses, of which
an abundant supply lias been kept up for the last two
months. Amongst them there has always baen con-
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siderablo vnsiety, and j»<»«><! specimens of several or the

kinds iriimt admired with uh, but in general littl« ol

novelty, nn'l I cannot mention any OS having appeared

superior to our own. M. Andre" Leroy'H Magnolia gran-

iliiloniH, exhibited bint month, deaorve especial mention

for the enormous si™ of some of the varieties ; there

have also been Gladioli) Phloxes, i'inliH and Carnations,

&c, nn<l in the enrlior days Homo very fine boxes of

double Ranunculus and Anemones,

In the same building there Iimh also been kept up a

succession of specimens of fruits in season, with occasion-

ally a very few forced ones ; but the permanence of

the exhibition is a decided obstacle to the sending to it

any valuable fruits that might, miller from a week's ex-

posure. What wo seo hero can, therefore, supply no
criterion of the state of fruit cultivation in the neigh-

bourhood. The show of forced fruits— Pino Apples,
Melons, Ac. — and oven of Strawberries and other

smaller fruits, has always been better in the shops of

some of tho great dealers, or iu the windows of the

show-restaurateurs, than on the tables of tho Pavilion

Chinois at tho Exposition. In general tho fruit market
in Paris appears to have undergone but little alteration

for many years past. There is still the same compara-
tively small demand for, and consequently supply of,

forced fruits ; and although early vegetables appear to

bo rather more prized than early fruits, still the

generality of Parisian bnn-viravl:< have the good sense

to acknowledge that to have either in perfection they

must bo such as are truly in season, and they seldom
«ommit the folly, so common with us, of giving enormous
pricoa for indifferent fruits, merely becauso they are

out of senson and consequently rare. Tho cultivation

of some pit fruits, especially Pine Apples, has,

however, so much increased of late years as to

bo an important addition to their depots, and Straw-

berries havo been finer and more abundant than

I ever recollect them. We havo now had them con-

stantly since tho commencement of Juno : tho larger

varieties introduced from England within tho last few
years were selling, during tho whole of Only, all over
the streets of Paris in immense quantities, at IJrf. to

2Ad. the pound ; and the small Alpines, which used to

.be the only ones cultivated, and are still so highly

prized for their flavour, were in the markets when we
arrived two months ago, and will now go on for at least

two months more. Kaspberries have been excellent,

and very plentiful. Cherries also plentiful, but moderate
in quality. Gooseberries few and little cared for.

Apricots very abundant ; the common ones very poor,

but excellent at the good restaurateurs. Green Almonds
were much eaten Inst month. Melons are now plentiful

•and good—all, as of old, the Red-fleshed Cantaloupe.
Pigs are just now coming in, and already very good ; and
the best restaurateurs begin to show some fine baskets of

Peaches and Nectarines,with a few of the earlier Grapes.
But to return to the Pavilion Chinois. Some very

flue Oranges and Citrons from Algeria were exhibited
there in June and July, together with good looking

Apples and Pears from the same colony, and at our
first visits to the Exposition we saw several baskets of

very well preserved Apples and Pears from some of

the Parisian fruiterers. A large dish of Eriobotrya

japonica was sent up from Hycres by M. Rantonnet,
and a few other southern fruits from various sources.

Among the roots exhibited, the most interesting

were the new Japanese Yams (Dioscnrea Batatas) from
M. Paillet of Paris. This esculent has not yet, how-
ever, got into the market, and horticulturists here are

by no means so sanguine as to its advantages as

published accounts would lead us to believe.

The wax and other models of fruits occupy a great

space in the pavillion, and are generally beautiful.

There are large collections of miscellaneous European
fruits from four different Parisian exhibitors, the com-
parative merits of which would require a strictly

juridical examination to determine ; but M. Le'diou's

basket, presented by M. Chevet, struck me as peculiarly

good. M. Humbert de Molard has sent specimens of a

very remarkable set of models of Mauritius fruits, well

known as having been offered to the Museum of the

Jardin des Plantes many years ago, at a price which the

museum then considered exorbitant ; but it is said that

at might now bo obtained for a much more reasonable

sum, and the collection is certainly worthy of a place

in any large museum. It gives an excellent idea of the

different species represented, although one is at first

tempted to think them on a rather too large scale,

especially those placed on the central table illustrating

the Jack fruit, the Cocoa-nut, and its germination, and
the Amorphophallu9 (introduced iuto the collection as a
curiosity), which attract much attention from the public.

The whole of the models are, however, evidently done
from nature, And iu some which are better known to us
there is certainly not much exaggeration.

Vegetables are chiefly exhibited out of doors, along
the edge of two of the narrow fruit-tree beds (Nos. 17
and 18 of the plan). Laid down on the soil under the
shade, and half imbedded in Moss as they were in June

I and July, they kept up their freshness and consequent
good looks much better [than they do now when Moss

I appears to have become scarco and the sun more
* scorching. They have generally been fine of their kind,

I especially the Artichokes from Niort, and Yilmorin-

^
Andrieux's Lettuces. Tomatoes and Aubergines (Sola-

j num Melongena, with long purple fruits), remind one
I also of a southern climate ; on the other hand the Cab-
I bages have been such as would scarcely be looked at iu

any of our cottage shows.

The Pavilion or Tente d'Industrie (No. 23 of the

plan) is a shed ol considerable dimensions, In which ar<;

displayed various implements) manufactured articles,

industrial products or other objects more or less con-

nected with horticulture, but which* strictly speaking,
would In-long rather to the general Industrial Exhibition.

Most of them are indeed repeated in tho Oreat Palais

d'Industrio, and in greater perfection. 'I In: chief articles

linn- u'lniiUi'il are :

—

Horticultural pottery, usual and ornamental, amongst
which the elegant forms of Eollct's and of Legendro's

collections an* conspicuous,

Stands, baskets, and other horticultural ornaments in

iron, in wire, in wicker work, &c.

Chairs, Heats, noil other garden fumltUro, in. Hi- of

them superior to those ol the Usines Tronchon now
iu such general use in and about Paris,

A considerable variety "f small heating apparatus
nnd propagating frames, several of tho latter very

complete and compact for amateurs' cuttings on n small

Hcale.

Mats, screens, and blinds, of various di ci ij.ti'.n'

Some of tin' blinds made of slight lathi are very neal

and light, and nro much used in this neighbourhood
for shading plant-hOUSCS,

Garden tools and implements, and largo assortments
of horticultural cutlery.

Garden labels of a great variety of materials-metal,
china, and glnss ; but I observed nothing new of im-

portance, not even in those which aro conspicuously

announced uh " no laissant rien ii desircr," in point of

solidity of tho label and permanence of tho writing.

Multicultural books, journals, drawings, plans, &c.

Small collections of Algerine agricultural products,
j

textilo plants, and other objects exhibited on a largo

scale in tho Palais d'Industrie, for which wo sec but
litllo reason for a repetition here.

A few of tho larger implements, blinds, ornamental
tubs for Orange trees, vehicles for moving them, &c,
are exhibited outside the industrial shed. There is also

a small specimen of the peculiarly elegant description

of fountain, of which a larger one in the centre of tho

long Annexe of tho Palais d'Industrie is so generally

admired. The middle of tho basin is occupied by a
gigantic tuft of flowering aquatic plants, exceedingly

well imitated in painted copper, with numerous jets of

water issuing from the tips of the leaves, spikes, or buds.

Lastly the aviary of the Usine Tronchon (No. 53 of

the plan) is a very elegant one, with flowering creepers

up its angles, surrounded by a bed of two or three

concentric rings of flowers, and inhabited by a variety

of little birds, cardinals, widow birds, &c, whose blight

plumage glittering in the buu is well shown off by the

green foliage intermixed with flowers surrounding them,

and proves a point of great attraction to visitors.

In the flower exhibition, the chief changes which have

occurred during the last three weeks are the substitution

of Pinks and Carnations for many of the Pelargouiums

and other earlier flowering plants. Verbenas are

beginning to appear, and M. Dufoix has already a

numerous collection of good varieties. Hydrangeas
continue to make a great show and are less uniform in

colour. One large bed, including many blue ones, is

well shown off by a double ring of dark coloured Cocks-

combs surrounding it. Foras's collection of Fuchsias

under the Pavilion Chinois is in full beauty, small low

specimens, but compact and well flowered, with many
very good varieties ; I especially admired some with the

petals and calyx both pink, but of different shades.

Iu one of the annual beds the red Linum graudiflorum

has been making a great show, although not of so rich

a colour as I have seen it in southern gardens. Vilmorin's

bed has a remarkably pretty row of very dwarf China

Asters covered with flouer, and his Portulacas and

Brachycomes are very showy.

Iu the houses the only new thing I have noticed is a

very pretty hybrid Achimenes spotted with a brownish

colour in a very unusual manner. It is exhibited by
' Verschafl'elt, of Ghent, who appeals to have given it his

own name.
The Exhibition continues to be well attended, espe-

cially on the Sunday, wheu the admission is reduced to

half-price (50 centimes), aud certainly nothing can be

more agreeable than an hour's lounge there iu the cool

i green shade ; the verdure does not, indeed, appear

|
to have suffered as yet, either from the dust raised by

the great traffic of the neighbourhood, nor from the

l blight which has already turned brown and almost

stripped so many of the Lime trees in the Tuileries, the

Luxembourg, and the Jardin des Plantes. Paris, Aug. 6.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXX.YIV.
353. Carpomania (Phytolithcs, grittiness).— In the

Plum disease, described in the last number, the endo-

carp, which is in its normal condition hard aud woody,

was reduced to a thin membrane, aud detached from

the sarcocarp : in the present instance the malady is

confined to the sarcocarp, the cellular tissue of which

is affected more or less according to the urgency of the

case. The disease—if such it may be called, for

it is only an aggravation of a condition which

exists normally, and is intimately connected with the

peculiar structure of the cellular tissue—is common to

Pears, Quinces, Medlars, and similar fruit, but is not

found in Apples, though so nearly related. It consists in

an induration of certain parts of the cellular tissue, which

if confined to minute detached points produces the gritty

texture so common in Pears, and which is often be-

trayed, as in the Crassane, by the grating of the peel under

the knife when pared, but if extending to many con-

!

enough to justify tl ionoi stones. Pi
no single variety in absolutely bodies,
irhieh i-xi«t often beneath the •

. i <.l (be ti

carpel*, but sometimes ore Matured through the whole
of the sarcocarp, 1 be subject was dream
scribed by Grew In blfw Analomj ol Plants,

ward by Duhamel) in eUborste memoir wss read before
tho l rench Academy by Turp n, in 1888, bul i

ii had till 18 ''•, eont • i.^od

occoropenli
I

I copious ulusflratiofls, bul

forth many rerysrroDsotu news. Hs regarded
thi indo i Bsus, for Instance, n« crystals i

with many radiating wrinkles sod » ci-ntral sear, a

tatsment which will be seen prcaenliy fobs wholly at

variance1 with truth. Cords also SXSmiDSI
and published bis obssrrsllwii ss > the
" GZkonon n," but unfortunately 1 bar*
not the portion of In* work in which Ou
contained ; Meyen ban desei I est

" Pfianzen-Pbyslologle," and illustrated Um Iro

cells nt tab I fig. xi.; and finally Paysn b»S figured their

structure, as well n*i that of the neighbouring nod con-
necting cell*, in bis " Orthographic <-t Phi
Vtfgdtole," published in the !2d rorami of Ou ''•

ol thi I ranch Academy, I I

be compared with thou- 'of Turpin and Pay en,
it will be found that it in very a I

tho imperfection of the mirroficope at ihi

of the seventeenth century, while Turpin foiled rather

in a misinterpretation of [what he saw than in

incorrectly. If tho sarcocarp of an Apple bs com-
pared with that of a IVar it will be found that the cellular

tissue of the firmer is uniform, except whet
threaded by vascular bundle", w I. i a in the latter there

are little scattered patches ol sni which

proceed in every direction elongated, rsdisthtgj

or divided sacs which arc necessarily much i I

above, where they corne in contact with the Deigbbour-
ing cells which separate themfrom hto'h'-r similar >y turn,

than below.* The walls of the sub-globose cell* may re-

main thin as in the others, but there is a tendency in their

walls or protoplasm to deposit layer upon layer

neons matter till the whole becomes a solid m*M with

the exception of a minute cavity in the centr

which proceed to the outer walls numerous canals by
means of which, as in so many vegetable tissnes, com-
munication is kept up between the content* of ceil and
cell (the scar and radiating wrinkles of Turpin), and it

is evident that in proportion to the number of cells

thus affected and their degree ol attachment to each

other, either a gritty sensation will be produce! on
eating the ripe fruit, or it will be found filled with stony

masses so as to be absolutely uneatable. In wild Pears

the presence of these masses renders the frnit worthless,

independently of any natural roughness or acidity, and
in many inferior varieties the same condition

while even in some of the highest flavoured sorts, the

grittiness is so great as seriously to impair their value,

the gritty or stony portions are of course destitute of

sweetness because the amylaceous or gummy contents

are converted into xylogen instead of sugar and pec-

tiuous matter, but the neighbouring softer tissues are not
necessarily exhausted, as each individual cell in a certain

sense lives for itself. In great measure the condition is

constitutional, but it may be increased by any cause

which retards or checks the growth. Pears, there-

fore, if deformed or otherwise dwsrfed are unuiua'.ly

gritty, and the same may be said of the finest varieties

if subjected to unpropiiious weather or dry meagre soil
;

and these conditions are true of Medlars and other fruit

subject to the same affection. I have observed that in

cases where the epidermis of a Pearhas been devoured by
insects, when a new coat is generated, there is the same
layer of gritty ceils beneath it, as under the original

cuticle. The acid portion of the Pear, called by Grew
the acetary, which surrounds the carpels and is fre-

quently isolated by a thick gritty stratum from the

rest of the sarcocarp, consists of a nearly uniform tissue

like that of the Apple, and is in general free from these

indurated cells. Treviranus has in consequence ima-

gined that they bear some relation to the quantity of

sugar existent in each particular fruit. This, however,

does not seem to be supported by facts, any more than

his assertion that they are glandular bodies. The costs

of the cells are merely thickened, as in a thousand other

cases, and there is no necessity for regarding the cells

as possessed of any peculiar character. It has been

supposed further that the extreme grittiness of the

Quince in Italy, -where the fruit is in general nearly

worthless, arises from the immense quantity of seeds

which are brought to perfection in that country. Re
reports, on the authority of the Abbe Molini, that two

kinds of Quinces occur' in Chili which are destitute of

these stony concretions, but except it were certain that

they belong to the same species or variety as that cul-

tivated in Italv, no argument can be deduced Emm the

fact. M. J. B.'

PITCHER PLANTS.
Where these plants are required to be grown to

make fine specimens, they must have plenty of pot

room ; and the more vigorous the species, the larger the

• I do not find the structure so regular as in Psyen'5 figure,

at least in the Glout Morceau. I: is. huaeiB, essentially the

same in all cases, and the quality of the fruit in many instances

depends ulthnatelv on the degree in which the intermediate

connecting tissne 'is developed. The indurated cells are dis-

tinctly angular, as is the caie with all closely packed globular

tissue.
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pots that will be required. The soil for potting should

consist of equal parts of fibrous peat and sphagnum cut

short, with a little sand, the whole intimately mixed

together. Some persons are afraid to repot their Pitcher

Plants after they are once established ; but I never ex-

perienced any injury from doing so. The best time for

ig is about the month of March. Iu doing it, the

pots in which they are should be broken, and the ball

of roots carefullv'put into the larger pot, the soil being

filled in all round nearly level with the top of the pot ;

then over the soil put a little living sphagnum, cut short

and made level, so as to have a neat appearance. After

this is done, give them a good watering with a fine-rosed

watering-potto settle the soil. The pots, in all cases,

must be well drained with broken potsherds.

They should be placed at the hottest end of a stove,

or Orchid-house, where a bank of Moss can be made of

the 6ize required in which to plunge the pots up to their

rims, and deep enough to allow 2 or 3 inches of Moss
under the pots, to prevent them from drying. A few

holes made through the slab to allow the hot air to pass

upwards through the Moss, thereby to cause continual

evaporation about the plants, will prove beneficial.

Particular attention must be paid to moisture. After

they are repotted in March, they will require watering

with a fine-rosed watering pot, and the Moss in which
they are plunged must I e well saturated about twice

a week ; and the plants should he syringed over head
three or four times a day. As the summer advances,

and the sun acquires greater power, they will require

to be syringed oftener. When the temperature has

risen under the influence of solar heat, in May, June,
and July, perhaps to 80° or 85°, they will require

syringing a dozen times a day. The rule is, the stronger

the heat the oftener they will require syringing over-

head. As the heat declines, decrease the moisture by
degrees. In winter, if the weather is dull, syringe

about once a day ; but if there is a little sun, twice

or three times ; and the Moss in W'hich they are
plunged should be well saturated about once a week.
They must be shaded from the burning rays of the sun.
I would recommend to have the glass over them painted
with a little thin paint to prevent them from burning,
as they are very liable to get injured in that way before
the other plants in the same house require shading.

Pitcher plants, if grown in perfection, like a
hot moist atmosphere. In summer the temperature
should vary from 75" to 80 Q by day, and at night from
60° to 70°. Iu winter it should vary from 65° to 70°
by day, and at night from 55° to 60°. The sphagnum
on the top of the pots around the plants must be kept
growing, and frequently clipped with a pair of scissors

;

and the Moss must be replaced when required, in order
to keep them always plunged up to the rim. They have
been considered rather difficult things to manage, but
by following this treatment they will be found to thrive,
and will grow without difficulty. They are propagated
by cuttiDgs. Alpha

HITCHAM VILLAGE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The first meeting of this Society was fixed for

July 11, but as it rained most incessantly it was post-

poned to the following day. The severe winter told

manifestly upon the cottagers' productions, but they
sent in what they had, and a very fair show was the
result. The following programme will show the
" orders of the day :"

—

"

HITCHAM HORTICULTURAL SHOW.
Programme for Wednesday, July Wth, 1855.

8 to 10 A.M. Specimens for competition sent to the rectory
before 10 a.m.

9 to 10 „ Children to prepare their "Wild-flower Nosegays at
tbe rectory.

12 a.m. " Marquee Museum" ready for inspection,*
1 pji. Show of flowers, &c, ready for inspection.

Lecturets on some of tbe objects in the Marquee
Museum will be given at intervals.

4 „ Prizes distributed. Various notices. Announcement of
Village Excursion down the Orwell.

5 „ Stewards to return specimens on receiving their check
tickets from the exhibitors.

6 „ Tea, orderly and sociably, as usual.

8 „ The School Children to sing. All to join in " God save
tbe Queen," " Good night," and may we continue
" merry and wise " till and at the next Show, fixed for

September 19th.

Animal Kingdom.
Mammals.— Skin of red monkey of Bolivia: pecary of S.

America; paradoxus of Fhillippine Islands.

Birds.—Albatross, which had followed a ship 3000 miles before
it was shot ! Rhinoceros hornbill ; Impeyan pheasant ; resplen-
dent trogon (male and female). Glass case of handsome smalt
birds, and another of humming-birds (exhibited bv Mrs. Henslow,
ofBildeston).

Beptiles.— Monitor of the Nile; thorny lizard; live Jersey
toads ; and live Suffolk natter-jacks.

Fish.—Globe-fish
;
porcupine-fish ; flying-fish

;
jaws of a large

shark.
Hollushs.—A few sea-shells; and one land-shell species new

for Hitcham (Uelix cantiana).
Insects.— Case of foreign insects ; tussar cocoons, the wild silk

of the East Indies; Suffolk wireworma and the beetles they
produce.

Vegetable Kingdom.
New list of Hitcbam wild flowers.
Dicotyledons— Section of a Cork tree, grown at Chelsea. Fruit

ofCachew-nut with swollen fruit-stalk larger than the neck of
the bottle in which it is preserved. Fruit of Towel-gourd, used
as sponge and for wadding; ornamental Gourd-box from Mada-
gascar; ornamental Calabash-gourd apparently from South

MmocotyUdons.—Va\m oil with the (1) Glycerine and (2)
',,75 acid of which it is composed : these having been sepa-

Ww^l" P™*68
'
for 'be candles at Price's manufactory.» neat ana Barley more than 2000 years old from the catacombs

• Chief KmtUUs exhibited in the Marquee Museum.

of Thebes ; Rice in the ear ; our four native (and all Suffolk)

Duckweeds, one never yet known to flower iu England.
Acotyledons.—Oak stained bright green by the Verdigris

Peziza, obtained from Hitcham Wood; with a bead of it among
the samples prepared at Tunbridge Wells.

Mineral Kingdom.
Garnet in mica-slate ; obsidian from Ascension, and the same

mineral from Vesuvius, showing the mode of its passage into

pumice ; various polished and other specimens of fossil wood
from different geological formations; state of the cetacean bones
from the red crag of Suffolk, contrasted with the elephants' bones
from gravel beds of the same county.

Miscellaneous.
Diagram specimens to illustrate the process of glass manu-

facture :

—

1. Implements.—Model of pot for melted metal, of Stourbridge

clay; Newcastle clay; blow-pipe; puntal; procello; scissors;

model of workman at'his table; iron moulds; wheels of (1) iron

for grinding, (2) stone for smoothing, and (3) willow for polishing

a cut-glass tumbler, which exhibits the successive processes.

2. bigredients.—Sands of Alum Bay, Lynn, and America;
pearl-ash and pot-ash; soda; saltpetre; borax; red lead and
litharge ; various combinations to form " frit."

3. Kinds of Glass.—Flint, crown, plate, broad.

4. Colouring by metallic oxides, ex gr. (1) Copper for green;

(2) Manganese for purple ; (3) Cobalt for blue
; (4) Iron for yellow

;

(5) Gold for red, &c.,&c.
5.— Various ornaments and uses of Glass; among them speci-

mens of Potichomanie, the ladies' latest bobby

!

Antiquities.—Ancient iron helmet. Alabaster vessels from the
catacombs of Egypt, more than 2000 years old ; Roman patera of

Samaria-ware from Coombs, with maker's name Licinus, 1500
years old.

Bussian trophies, d:c.—Musket, bayonet, pistol, sword, knife,

and ring, taken from soldiers .at tbe battle of Inkerman;
enamelled picture of Virgin and child with Russian inscription

at the back, " Most holy mother of God of Petcbaia," taken from
a dead officer's neck, after the battle of Inkerman ; fragment of a
shell which killed one boy and wounded another on board the
Bellerophon.

Curiosities of savage workmanship ; cap, pouch, and mocassins
of North American Indians; snuff-boxes, of horn, and of insect-

cocoons, by the natives of Natal, South Africa.
Carvings, <tx.—Box-wood model of a frigate; wooden figures

and a spectacle-case carved by the ingenious peasants of Switzer-
land, and worthy of imitation by those ingenious labourers of
Hitcham who intend to compete for the sculpture prizes in 1856.
Model of St. Peter's Church in card-board, by the son of a labourer
at St. Alban's (exhibited by Mrs. Henslow, of Bildeston). All
the patterns of files, on a model specimen from Warrington.

N.B.—A person of well-known spiteful character is suspected
of having cut down an ornamental Rose hefore Miss Raffe's
house, of having injured two double stocks in a cottager's garden,
and pulled up six experimental Pea-plants on one of the allot-

ments. No one wishes to hear tbe name of this party until such
evil deeds can be clearly brought home ; and then we shall all

be ready to expose and shun the perpetrator of them.

As usual the marquee museum was the object of

general attraction, and Mr. Henslow had to deliver two
lecturettes to more than usually crowded audiences.

There was one new feature introduced into the pro-

ceedings of the day, viz., the examination of Mr. Hens-
low's village botanical class. How many of our uni-

versity students would look with astonishment to see
wee village maidens (the botanists are all girls) writing

down on paper the minute description of each plant

presented to them ! One brief illustration of the pro-
gress the class is making will suffice. Mr. Henslow
gave them a flower out of his garden they had never
seen. It was pulled to [pieces, and its botanical cha-
racters noted down ; from these the class is, of course,
easily determined. The order and family, however,
require more botanical knowledge to detect ; and I

believe was only answered by the head scholar, She-
well, who noted down correctly Ord., Onagrad ; Earn.,
Willow Herb ; not only evincing considerable progress
in botanical knowledge, but adding another proof, were
it necessary, to the value of a natural system. The
day was fine and all passed off well. C. R. £.

Home Correspondence.
Gooseberry Caterpillar.—I am obliged to Mr. West-

wood for his remarks on my communication. He has
misunderstood me. I said, or meant to do so, that the

wind brought the fly, not the caterpillar, over the wall

from our neighbour's garden. I readily admit that my
observations upon the mould were not minute enough.

It was, perhaps, a hasty inference to say that the skins

were found. Some decayed leaves were also on the

surface of the mould, from which it was difficult to dis-

tinguish the remains of caterpillars. How are the fol-

lowing facts to be explained % Eggs were seen, but not

in sufficient number to account for the thousands of

caterpillars—the minutest caterpillars were found on
leaves far removed from any appearance of eggs

;

indeed it was difficult to find an appearance of eggs

when there were myriads of caterpillars. My neigh-

bour has just informed me that a brother market
gardener had the pest very severely three years ago
and last year, and in both seasons quite early. This
year he has had a capital crop of Gooseberries, and no
caterpillars. I will endeavour next year, if I live, to

look well after the fly, and try by attention to the sur-

rounding soil this autumn to extirpate our dormant
enemy. e^f There can be little doubt in what form
these pests remain in the ground all winter. I have found
them in spring in a chrysalis state, when I put them into

a slender chip box, and pricked holes through the wood
for air. When I neglected looking at them for a day or

two, 1 sometimes found the insects adhering to the side

of the box dead, I supposed frbni the want of food, and
not air. Had I excluded the air at first, I suppose the

fly would not have been able to eat its way out of the

cocoon. The cocoons were of a brown colour, about

three-fourths of an inch in circumference, and seven-

eighths of an inch in length. Wm.H. Scarre, Lartinglon.

The following is copied from the " Georgical Essays,"

by Dr. Hunter, voL hi., p. 223, and may probably be of

use to your correspondents who are seeking for informa-

tion on the subject of Gooseberry caterpillar. [But the

insect mentioned below is not " the Gooseberry i aterpil-

lar "]. " The moths (Phalamoe grossulariatse of Linnssus)

from which the Gooseberry and Currant caterpillars

(which are the same) are bred, are small, having yellow
bodies with many black spots, and their wings white
with yellow streaks spotted with black. They appear
in the month of July, in the evenings, and ought to be
attentively killed by all attentive gardeners. They
seldom fly far from the bushes on which they
deposit their eggs. They live about 20 days, during
which time they (for many of the moth tribe have not
even mouths) eat little. The eggs, which are yellow,

are glued below the clefts, and under the larger arms
near the bottom, and sometimes on the leaves of the
bushes that are proper for serving the young progeny
for food. One moth produces upwards of 150 eggs.
The young worms generally appear in spring, but they
are sometimes hatched in autumn. I have observed the
young in great numbers devouring the leaves of the
Gooseberry bush as early as the 15th of August, that is

about three weeks after the eggs are laid. Tbey some-
times eat up the embryo of the new leaves and flowers

of the bush in October, which renders any hope of
fruit for the ensuing year abortive. Neither the
frost nor snow of winter destroys them. I have
taken particular notice of some of these Cater-

pillars remaining on a Currant bush, without being
affected by cold or hunger, from November to March.
During winter and the early part of spring tbey lurk in

clusters below the clefts, and then is the time they ought
to be crushed." Richard Hinde, Lancaster. My
bushes suffered much last year, and this season the pest
reappeared in full force ; but I completely cured the
disease by syringing the bushes, and especially the
under surface of the leaves, with sulphuretted lime
water prepared as follows :—One bushel of hot lime
was slaked with a little boiling water, and to the intensely

heated mixture about half a pound of flowers of sulphur
was added and well stirred in ; then about 1 5 gallons

of cold water were added, stirring carefully all the time.

The mixture was made in the evening, and the clear

liquid applied by the syringe the next day. A neighbour
also tried the same plan with equal success. H. R. M.

Sihhim Rhododendron Falconeri.—Can you oblige me
by any information as to the cause of the noble leaves of
this variety being sometimes subject to curling at the
edges ? I have five plants, all of which have had the
same treatment in every respect ; they have all com-
pleted their growth ; two have made five leaves each,

two four leaves each, and one three leaves ; the leaves

of the latter are now curling, whilst the other four are

perfect ; all are seedlings and fine healthy plants ; none
have ever been in heat ; some of the leaves are now 14

inches long and 4^ wide. They are well worth growing
for the foliage alone. An Old Sub., Halifax.

Olaus Magnus and his Unlcnoicn Tree Is it not pro-
bable that this ought to be referred to the same class of
fables as Messrs. Hue and Gabet's wonderful letter-

tree ? Unless evidence is to be found in corroboration
of the account given by Olaus Magnus, it seems to me
that inquiry will be time ill-bestowed. Jael.

Potato Disease.—We are sorry to announce that
the Potato blight has reappeared and attacked the
leaves and stalks with a malignancy almost inde-
scribable, and that the usual stench emitted by them is

now everywhere unmistakeable, and none have escaped
but very early kinds. It is spreading like'wildfire, and
no doubt ere this communication appears in type it will

have progressed considerably. How far it may prove
fatal to the tubers remains to be known ; but judging
from experience in past years, their luxuriance in

foliage renders them very susceptible to decay. The
only preventive we know of is cutting off their tops and
leaving them to chance, thus bleeding them, as it were,
to death by degrees, and causing those yet uninfested to
be more dry and mealy, and in better keeping condition

than they would otherwise be. Pulling the stalks up is

not so well, as it destroys their vitality, and thus shuts
in disease, subjecting them to further decay. Be this

as it may, all should be done that can be before the tubers
become too far contaminated. Hardy & Son, Maldon.

About a fortnight ago I plainly discovered some
symptoms of disease in this neighbourhood, and I regret
to inform you that its virulence has since made rapid
progress. The crop which had previously promised so

well, looking most luxuriant, will in all probability be
most seriously injured. Yesterday I took a walk
through the parish of Rumboldswyke near this city, and
there could be no mistake about the extent of the
disease, owing to the disagreeable smell emitted by the
plants in all directions. I observed that in some
grounds the haulm had been removed, and some persons
are digging up the tubers for immediate sale. W. TV.,

Chichester. [We are sorry to be obliged to confirm
these statements ; but, it is to be hoped that the tubers
are not, as yet, much injured, and that this hot, dry
weather will stop the mischief. Even Flukes, with us,

have their leaves affected.]

American Aloe.—Is it the true American Aloe that

your correspondent " Anon." preserved last winter " out
of doors, without any protection V or the Yucca
gloriosa, a plant often confounded with it ? Vectis,

Conisbroolce.

Reproduction of Aphides.—I have read your notice

of Dr. Mann's interesting little book upon the ,[ Philo-

sophy of Reproduction " with much pleasure. I wish,

however, to make one or two remarks upon Dr. M.'s
description of the development of the aphis, and I do
this more to excite the attention of naturalists to the

subject than to offer the result of any matured investi-
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pation. Dr. M . hhjh that—" Through tlio early summer
the colonics of the aphides ore wingl<'sn ; but later in

tlio season individuals appeal? in their grossing flocks,

who have magnificent wings stuck rigidly and proudly
up from tlioir hacks. Now these winged aphides un-

like the winged ants, the males and females of tlio

species." This, I mn aware, iH a. description which Is

received by naturalists* It in tho fact upon which that

singular modification of Steonstrup'e theory of alter

nation of generation is applied to the reproduction of

the aphis. Hot it certainly in not exactly oorreot, and
I sliould not lie surprised if tlio theory were itself upset

upon moro extensive examination and closer observa-

tion! Jt iH not true that the winged species appear only
at the end of Bummer or in the hint brood, a fact of

which I have long been aware; Imt whether these

insects aro all winged females or not I am unable at

present to nay ; but tlio following faots are interesting,

and may stimulate some of your readers to a further
examination of the subject. In the latter end of June
of this yonr, just when the Thistle began to show its

unwelcomo head in our fields, I found several of these
plants in my meadow, eloRo to my garden wall, coverod ,

with tbo pitohy black aphis Gardui. They wore tho
J

first aphides I bad seen out of doors this year. I dug
up several of tbo plnnls, plunged the roots into a glass

containing water, and placed them in a, room for obser-

vation. The great majority of tbo aphides wero wing-
less, but some of them bad wings. In a few days they
had increased considerably in numbers, but the wingless

insects developed wings in great numbers—so much so
that they became the most numerous of tbo two. I saw
several of tbo wingless insects in the act of parturition,

but none of tho winged. I saw no conjunction of tbo

sexes, but I admitted tbo possibility of this, as my
observations,wore confined to a short time each day.

The winged inseefs, when fully developed, took wing,

and covered the small window of tbo room. I saw them
in all stages of their wing growth. Now, perhaps, these

observations are not sufficient to reason upon,
but they are quite enough to prove that the
winged aphides are not the last brood. Their
wings are clearly given for locomotion ; if they
are all females, and viviparous, they are the
means by which the family is so quickly propagated
from plant to plant ; if they are male and "female,

which I confess is very probable, there is an
end to the generally received opinion of their repro-
duction. I confess 1 should he glad if this were the
caBe, as the bud within bud theory, although very won-
derful, has no other positive analogy in animal nature.
In Steenstrup's "Alternation of Generations," the inter-

mediate condition of the animal is dissimilar either to

the first or last. It is not in the least more wonderful
than larva, chrysalis, and imago among insects, but
according to the theory of the development of the aphis
we have the sexual intercourse but once in eleven
generations of an insect precisely similar in all

its phases. I beg you will accept these remarks
only for as much as they are worth. I am quite
confident my aphis Cardui brood was the first of
the season. I saw the wings developed from the
wingless insect ; and I saw the viviparous birth of
many from the wingless female, while the winged variety
were clustering about my window. C. R. Bree, Strick-

lands, Stowmarket, Aug. 13.

gottctitg.

Horticultural, August 14.—At a special general
meeting held this day, the Right lion. Lawrence
Sulivan in the chair, William Wilson Saunders, Esq.,
was unanimously elected a new Member of Council aud
Treasurer, in the room of Dr. A. R. Jackson, deceased

Rotal Botanic, Aug. 10.—Anniversary. J. W.
Freshfield, Esq., M.P., in the chair. The Duke of

Norfolk, E.M.K.G., was re-elected president, and
Ed. Marjoribanks, Esq., treasurer. The Earl of
Aberdeen, K.G., the Earl of Mansfield, General Buckley,
and Professor A. Henfrey were elected new members of

the Council tor the ensuing year. In their report the
Council represented " the condition of the Society as

one of uninterrupted prosperity," although from the
pressure of the times the amount of the receipts had been
" somewhat less than it was last year," and " anticipating

a greater diminution than has actually occurred the
Council has not undertaken any expensive works," but

j

"the garden has been continued in a high state of culture, i

and the character of the exhibitions has been fully
1

maintained." The number of tickets sold was 24,887.
,

In the report of the auditors it appeared that the
j

receipt", including 5G52.?. 3s. 6d. for exhibition tickets,
i

were 8639?. 2s:, besides the balance left in hand last]

year of 3810/. 16s. 2d., making a total of 12,449?. 18s. 2d.
The payments were 9369?. 13s. 2d., which includes !

1175?. repayment of debentures, and leaves iu hand a
balance of 3080?. 5s., considerably more than all the
floating debts of the Society, which include 1601?. 5s.,

the sum awarded to the successful exhibitors of plants
and fruit. From the secretaries' and curator's reports
we gather that the attendance of studeuts from
the colleges aud artists had increased materially

;

that the lectures were well attended ; that a large num-
ber of cut specimens had been furnished to professors
and lecturers, and that upwards of 400 species had been
added to the collection of herbaceous plants. Sir H. P.
Willoughby, M.P., asked a question relating to the sale
of Exchequer bills, which appeared in the statement of

receipts, and being told thai ttai y w< re partol the balance

in baud last yoar and not capital, \h expri ied bfs

approval of the accounts and movi Itbattht repot

received and printed Votes of thanks to the Pri

Council, and officers, aud similar routine bu

aluded tbi mi i ling,

Jiottrcs of JSoofts.

T/iompion't Gardening Bool ofAnnual n In) will

i„. ii < ini to the in'
1

1 fit i" i
d amateur, who

know what to setaot for hi* annual garden, and bow to

cultivate it. The directions ore ploin and u sful, and

tin- list of species as long as any reasonabli pel a

desire ;
to which we may add, what in no

in theso days of book manufacturing, that the di

lions are faithful, with no tinge ol exaggeration. We
need not say that ol all brandies of cultivation, that of

annuals best suits tho purpose of person "i moderate

means, as it is among ins greatest aids to

of places where cost is the last, subject of considi

in this most especially they possess a on i-it of their own
that by skilful combinations ol even the common
them, effects are to be produced in the open

which the rarest and costliest of novelties cannot «ur-

pass, A few old-fashioned hardy annuals, well-grouped

and a; ll-grown, ill the hands of a man of taste, will give

to the meanest plot, of ground all the brilliancy "I a regal

parterre. This has been admirably shown, as v.r ari

informed, in the permanent horticultural exhibition no*
open in Paris, and we hope that the lesson will have been

diligently studied by tbo visitors. The great point is kovi

to group well and how to grow well. Upon the former

subject Mr. Thompson does not touch—upon tl>" latter

he gives useful advice, as a specimen of which may be

taken the following remarks upon soil, a terrible stumb-

ling block with thu inexperienced:

—

" Soil.—Perhaps tho soil best suited to a majority of

the annuals, and we might add of plants in general, is

a light frable loam, containing a moderate amount of

vegetable matter, and sufficient sand to render it porous;

but as it rarely happens that the amateur has much
choice of soil, it is fortunate that most of them will

succeed in any but such as is of an extremely dry,

sandy, or calcareous nature, or of a stiff, heavy, reten-

tive character. In the former the plants are sure to be

starved, and in the latter, if they ever fairly take root,

there is generally an undue development of the foliage

at the expense of the flowers. Iu soils of this descrip-

tion much may be done by thoroughly breaking up tbo

superficial crust ; or, as it is technically termed ' trench-

ing ' it at least one spade deep, digging iu sand, road-

scrapings, or in the absence of anything better, coal-

ashes, which usually contain a large proportion of

silicious matter ; and if the operation be performed in

autumn, so that the loosened soil is thoroughly exposed

during the winter to the disintegrating influences of

frost, and other atmospheric agencies, the advantage

will be greatly increased. In soil of an opposite

character, i. e. sandy or calcareous, the remedy will

obviously consist in the addition of loam iu conjunction

with decayed leaves, or very old rotten manure ; or,

wdiere expense is no object, the surface soil may be

entirely removed to a depth of 6 or 8 inches, and its

place supplied with the best loamy compost at hand.

In town gardens, where the staple is of a dry burning

nature, these ameliorative measures will be especially

necessary ; for when, as is usually the case, these are of

limited extent, and walled in, the heat in summer is so

great, that a soil of richer and moister character than

might be necessary iu other localities is indispensable.

With these exceptions, however, it is only in extreme

cases that the measures suggested will be Decessary
;

measures which, let it be observed, parenthetically,

though alluded to in connection with annuals, are really

applicable to the culture of most other ornamental plants,

whether herbaceous perennials, bulbs, or shrubs, the only

difference in their requirements being that a smaller

depth of soil will suffice than would be desirable for most
perennial plants. In ordinarily good soil, an annual

dressing of leaf-mould, decayed turves, or thoroughly

rotten manure, in quantities proportioned to the require-

ments of the soil, dug into the depth of a few inches,

will be all that is requisite ; these should be applied in

sprine, only just previous to sowing the seeds, or much
of the benefit resulting from their application will be
lost, though a simple digging may be advantageously

given in autumn. The use of strong crude manures of

an animal nature should be carefully avoided, though for

those who have a turn for experiments, we may state

that bonedust, and the superphosphate of lime may be
safely employed, and with some advantage in poor soils,

as well in the culture of annuals as of plants of a longer

duration. The bonedust must be as fiue as possible, or

but little advantage will result from its use, on account

of the longer time required for its decomposition wben
in a coarser state of division. It should be dug in with

leaf-mould, or iu the same way, either iu the precise

spot where the seeds are to be sown, or over the general

extent of the border. The superphosphate of lime,

being more soluble, will be best applied only after the

seedlings have attained the height of an inch or two,

and should be strewn, in small quantities, around and
over the patches in moist weather. Saline manures,

such as nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia, are

also unobjectionable, and may be employed in the same
way, though they are more generally applied in a state

of solution, a teaspoonful of the salt being sufficient for

a gallon of water. Many annuals, especially those of a

robujsl habit, will bear
manure, ol which, It . more
appropriate

'1 w*tl

the bordi re of peal

i

which it Is i 'by r.

sandy loam with on

.•in welL"

oranda.

Mi: l.l.

.
•

our vol in.

cellcnt crops • t,which »ith

sua, i*

' thug

.in which thi size, sppearane*, end nan
the fruit, owing to tin

>! air, are qt

grown on the open iroll, talotyof having a

crop is "

great, fin" of excelli ,i it can

be obtain) d 'i"u> outi

here is l-i feet in

up in the form of a narrow Peacn-botue, with «hort

sliding tubes on the roof, '•" upi _!'' fn el

bigh, the baci wall b< ing 10 feel ." height, .i the width

about .', fi (root toel

swung by theii - »ardi,

furnished with horizontal woo in the »late

iie kbort piers which support the

The interior can be warm required

IDS of a flow and return -1-ii.ch pip'', which

along the front immediately <•; little venti-

lators la Cold air admitted gets

partially heated before it reach .and that at

a time when the leavi areyout r,and there-

fore least will bear a check. Two narrow sheltn, one

above the other, run along thi ngth of the

front, forming •
'. places for Strawberries in

pots, not only for forwarding them a little for forcing,

but also for keeping them from wet late in autumn, too

much of which, it is well known, greatly injurea them.

The Peach trees are, of course, confined to the back

wall, which has been plastered with cement and fur-

nished with a wire trellis for training them on. The
trees are extremely healthy, without any signs of mil-

dew or red spider, and they bavc made abundance of

good bearing wood for next year.

The young Vines wiih which all the vineries have

been planted have made exc-llent wood, and such as

are two and three years old bavc borne some good

bunches. Vines in pots are also grown here to some
extent, and with great success, as the beautiful exhibi-

tion of them produced by Mr. Forsyth, at Chiswick, in

June last, served to indicate. They are struck from
eyes put in in spring, and the rest of their treatment

differs little from that practised in other places ; the

great point aimed at is to get the wood thoroughly

ripened, without which no good results need be ex-

pected, and to this end tbey are placed on shelves, and
have their rods trained as close to the glass as possible.

Two new span-roofed bouses, each 50 feet in length,

with paths up the middle and beds on either side of

them, have just been put up here by Messrs. Gray &
Ormson for growing plants in, and already one of them
contains a small collection of some of the better and
showier kinds of Orchids, as well as other things re-

quiring the temperature of a stove. Among tbem was

j

Coleus Biumei in excellent condition, the variegation of

j

the foliage being unusually rich and beautiful. V hen

I

skilfully grown, and its colours well brought out, as

they were in this instance, few plants remarkable for

fine foliage are handsomer or better worth cultivating

than this.

j

The flower garden is, as a matter of course at this

season, well filled with flowering plants ; but owing to

the late rains, the beds generally scarcely looked so gay

, as they evidentiy have done. Tom Tburob and

. pink coloured Geraniums in the W3V of Lady Holms-

dale, Calceolaria viscosissima and integrifolia, Lobelia

,
lucida, the while variegated Alyssuru, and things of that

sort were, however, in good condition. Two
,
Agapanthus umbellatus were coming nicely into flower,

. and will, doubtless, be beautiful late in the season.

j
These were not planted out, but plunged in pots so as to

i be easily moved and taken under cover again for the

j
winter. Two rustic baskets elevated on short

[

. and- filled with Fuchsias were
;

! plants measured nearly 4 fee; i^rcss, and were beanti-

I fully in bloom. The variety was Defiance, a robust

"rowing sort, which displays its crimson flowers in

! lar^e clusters, well cut at the ends of tbe

I

branches, and is therefore well adapted for this

i kind of decoration. Two beds, one of crimson and

the other of ccmmon China Roses, were also very

pretty. These varieties, we need scarcely say, bloom

j
most profusely, and last long in beauty. On the east

I side of the lawn the bedding plants are placed in baskets,

the raised handles of which, covered as they are with

I Convolvuluses, Ipomceas, M&urandyas, Lophospermums,

and Eccremocarpus scaber, serve to create variety and

improve the flat appearance which is sometimes com-

plained of in beds of low growing plants. Stationed at
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short intervals along the terrace in front of the house

were marble vases filled with Tom Thumb Geraniums,

literally masses of flower, and nothing could possibly

be more ornnmental than they arc at the present time.

They consist of large plants cut in in autumn and

wintered dry ; and thus they are kept year after year

for the purpose, till they become too large for the vases,

when they are thrown away, and are replaced by young

plants. We also remarked some handsome standard

fuchsias of the Carolina variety, about feet high
;

these are treated in the same way as the Geraniums,

and flower admirably every year.

The ornnmental ground has lately been considerably

increased in extent by taking into it a portion of the

park on the west side of the house, and it has likewise

been further improved by opening up a thicket of

plantation which lay between the mansion and the lake,

and converting it into a snug little dell carpeted with

Grass, interspersed witli Araucarias and other Conifers,

and ornamented with a rustic basin and fountain in the

centre. The Coniferous and other trees about the place

have also lately been greatly enriched by adding to their

numbers fine specimens of different kinds from various

parts of the country. Among these the more remark-
able are a Cupressus macrocarpa 20 feet in height

and 15 feet in diameter, and others of the same
species nearly as high, but not so thick ; an Arau-
caria imbricata upwards of 13 feet in height, Pinus
Pinsapo, quite 7 feet high and 10 feet through
at the base ; Cryptomeria japonica, 14 feet high

;

a Chinese Arbor-vitas equally large ; Deodars, 25
feet in height; Pinus insignis, 15 feet in height;
Taxodium sempervirens, not much shorter ; and
Douglas Firs, quite 16 feet in height. One of the last

named trees, a gigantic one placed in the park, was
moved there by means of one of Mr. Barron's machines
from Elvaston. This cannot measure less than 45 feet

in height
; since it has been transplanted it has pushed

a little, but its top appears to be dead. These trees,

together with many others, were all placed where they
are in October last, and appear to have taken well with
their new situations. They were all carefully moved with
good balls, which were tunnelled underneath till a low
truck could be got under them, on which, if the distance
was short, they were conveyed at once to where they
-were to be planted ; but if long the truck was run up
-into a spring van by means'|of an inclined plane, and
then they could be carried with safety for miles, which
many of them were. After they were planted the
chances of success would, however, have been greatly
diminished had they not been syringed over head every
night during the dry weather which we had in spring
and early summer ; this, as might be expected, very
much resuscitated their exhausted energies, and gave
them strength to stand the heat of the succeeding day.
These trees may now all be considered safe, and in time
will doubtless form worthy companions to the magnifi-
cent Cedar trees for which this place is justly celebrated.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &e.—The necessary quantity for a

season's supply of the various kinds of soils used in

potting should be got in at once before the ground gets
sodden with the autumn rains ; for the mechanical
texture of even turfy soils is much injured by their
being carted and stacked up in the wet. Therefore the
soil should be cut in a rather dry state, and put up
neatly in narrow ridges, so as to protect it from wet, and
expose it as much as possible <o the action of the air.

Ai.d as success in plant-growing depends largely upon
having suitable soils for potting, no necessary trouble
or expense should be spared to procure these when
well-grown specimens are expected. Moderately good
loam is not difficult to procure in most neighbourhoods,
but anything like good peat is not to be had in every
locality. This is absolutely necessary, however, for the
Success'fcd culture of the great proportion of our most
esteenred plants, and two kinds are desirable if not

= Batial, viz, one of a light heathy nature for Ericas,
Epacrises, and fine-rooted plants generally, and a
^wronger Grassy sort for stove plants, Azaleas, and many
New Holland plants. And these should be procured in

sufficient time to allow of having them in a mellow state

when wanted for use, and if the owners of gardens
understood their own interest in this, they would not
scruple the little expense necessary to keep up a sufficient

stock of soils in a fit state for use, for there is nothing
more disheartening to a gardener, or a greater tax
upon his time, than being without suitable soil in

working order whenever it is wanted. Look over such
things as Achimenes, Clerodendrons, and other stove
plants liable to injury from damp, daily, and remove
decaying flowers immediately they are perceived, as a few
days' neglect in the present state of the weather may
injure a handsome specimen. Any of the twiners which
have done flowering may be slightly cut in, so as to pre-
vent their straggling, and they should not be allowed to
shade the house too much ; aud canvas shading must
not be used too freely after this season, particularly if

cloudy weather such as has prevailed of late continues.
Greenhouse.—Maintain a moist state of the atmosphere
by frequently sprinkling the passages, &c, on bright
days, and dew growing plants overhead with a fine-rosed
syringe towards evening. Look carefully after mildew
on Heaths, and apply su Iphur the moment it iB perceived,

fut if neglected but for aj few days it will disfigure the

finest specimen. Remove the flowers from plants in

bloom directly they begin to fade, and cut back the

shoots so as to secure close bushy growth, placing the

plants in a 'cool shady situation, until they fairly start

into growth, sprinkling the ground about them frequently

on dry days, and dewing the plants overhead morning
and evening. Plants that have fairly started into growth

after being cut back, aud require more pot-room, should

be repotted at once, observing to have the balls in a

healthy state as to moisture, &c, and supplying them
very cautiously with water after repotting, until the roots

get hold of the fresh soil. Do not allow young stock in

free growth to suffer for the want of pot room ; and
attend to stopping any over luxuriant shoots, so as to

secure a compact bushy habit of growth.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries—Those who intend commencing the culture

of Pines on the Meudon or open bed system, cannot

begin at a more favourable season than the present, as

there is now little chance of our experiencing much hot

dry weather to cause the plants to show fruit before the

roots get hold of the fresh soil, as is sometimes the case

to the great disappointment of the beginner and the

undue discredit of the system. The bed should be from
18 inches to 2 feet deep, and should consist principally

of good rich mellow tuiTy loam, well broken up, and
carefully intermixed with a liberal sprinkling of clean

sand, and a small proportion of leaf soil or good rich

fibry peat ; for when rough turfy soil is used and the

bed is ever, from any cause, allowed to get thoroughly
dry it is very difficult to moisten it again, as the
water passes off through the lumps without pene-
trating them. But if the loam is well broken up and
mixed with some leaf soil, or peat and sand, it will

be found to take water freely enough, and the roots

will be almost as much under command as when the

plants are grown in pots. Persons commencing this

method of growing Pines should also endeavour to avoid
planting out pot-bound plants, for these, whether young
or old, seldom strike root freely into the fresh soil, and
are very apt to fruit prematurely ; but if such plants

must be turned out, then care should be used to make
the soil firm about the balls, so as to prevent the water
passing off without moistening the balls. For persons
who grow Pines largely, and have several houses or
separately heated compartments devoted to their

culture, the open bed system has many advantages
;

but where something like a regular supply of fruit is

expected to be furnished from a comparatively limited

number of plants and accommodation, we would still

prefer the pot system of culture. Vineries.—The
season has been anything but particularly favourable to

young Vines planted this spring, and every possible

attention must be afforded these where strong well-

ripened rods are expected. As the weather has been
lately, there has been no necessity for watering the
outside border ; but. as the roots will be mostly near the
surface, this must be attended to in the event of our
experiencing dry sunny weather, for unless a vigorous
root action can be secured strong well-ripened wood
will not be obtained. Give air freely and early on fine

days, so as to avoid any risk of scorching the foliage,

but shut up early in the afternoon, sprinkling the
floors, &c, so as to cause a genial moisture in the
atmosphere, which will be of great service in strengthen-

the Vines. If plants are grown in the house, and with

the rage for plant-growing which is almost universal at

present this will doubtless be unavoidable in many
instances, see that the plauts are not infested with
black thrips, and on no account be induced to regulate

the temperature, &c, of the house for the plants, but
remove these to other quarters, or make them succumb
to the treatment most suitable for the Vines. Keep a

sharp look out for the appearance of red spider in houses
where the fruit is ripening, and coat the pipes

or flues with sulphur on the first appearance of

this enemy. Indeed it is well to do this occa-

sionally by way of a preventive, which, in this case as

in most others, is vastly preferable to a cure. Vines in

pots intended for early forcing will require attention to

get the wood properly ripened, and this should be
effected by exposing them freely to light and air.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The beauty of bedding-out plants is but of compara-

tively short duration in most localities even in the most
favourable seasons, and now that they are in full flower

every care should be exercised to render them as

attractive as possible, keeping everything in the most
perfect order that the means at command will allow.

Go over the beds frequently, and remedy any defect

that may be perceptible, such as pegging down any
plants that incline to grow too high for the others, and
keep the edges of the masses well filled up without

allowing them to become too bulky. Where the plants

are growing very rapidly this will involve some con-

siderable trouble in the way of stopping the shoots, &c,
but this must be attended to sufficiently often to keep

the plants within due limits, for nothing looks worse
than to see them running over the edging, or encroaching

upon the Grass, and nothing of this kind must be

allowed where anything like highjkeeping is aimed at.

Attend to plants in vases, and do not let these suffer for

the want of water at the root, and some things in this

way will be benefited by an occasional supply of manure
water in a weak state. Take advantage of every leisure

hour to put in cuttings and use every possible dispatch

with this work until the full stock is got in. Look over

Hollyhocks occasionally, and secure^any cuttings that

can be obtained from varieties Yvhioh it is desirable to

increase. Cuttings of these rooted in autumn make fine

strong flowering plants for the following season, and
occupy less room in winter than the old plants, but the

cuttings must not be put into heat at once, as strong

sappy cuttings, such as are obtained from plants growing
in the open ground, are very apt to damp off in heat.

Give the plants a liberal supply of manure water in the

event of the weather being dry, and Dahlias on light

poor soils will well repay similar attention.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The long continued wet, cloudy weather which we

have experienced, has induced very rapid growth in

fruit trees generally, and except such as are well

loaded with fruit, they appear in most instances to

have already made as much young wood as there is

much chance of getting matured in course of the

autumn. Where this is the case, it will be advisable to

go over the trees at once and stop a portion of the

shoots, beginning of course with the strongest. This
will be found to serve the end in view much more
effectually than a general stopping at this season, which
would probably be of no farther service than inducing

the production of a mass of laterals, and do more harm
than good, whereas, stopping the stronger shoots will only
throw the sap into the weaker ones, aud if we should be
favoured with a fine autumn the buds and the shoots

stopped will become plump without starting into growth,
and iu any case there will be fewer laterals produced by
stopping only a portion of the shoots than there would
be il the shoots were stopped generally.

STATE F THE 1
. NEAR LONDON.HEATHER AT CHISWICE

Forthe week ending Auk. 16. 1S55, an observed at the Horticultural GArdeae.

TxHFKRATIIRK.

August.

a

Ot toe Air. ,01 the Earth Wind a

Ill ax. Min. Mas. Min. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2 feel

deep.
a

Friday ]0 27 31.151 30.0-13 76 •13 62 5 68 63 W. (1(1

Satur. Ill 2d bO.'iOl 30.1 i.s 80 56 (.8 68 63 W. .110

Sunday 12 3 3IU05 30.1S1 70 42 56.0 60 63 W. Jll

Mon.. n : S0.S23 30.213 11 56.5 66 63 N. .10
Tues. 14 2 30.1S9 iO 171 "3 57 65.0 67 62» N.W. to
Wed. li 3 30.231 30221 76 •17 61.5 68 62i N. .011

Thura. 16 i 4 i0.»7 3v:;» 70 45 62.0 6S 63 N.W. .00

Average

.

30.211 30 179 75.1 48.1 61.6 67.3 62.3 0.01

Aug. 10— fo^cy. with heavy dew; very fine throughout.
— 11—Slight haze; very fine; overcast; fine.— l'J—Overcast ; fine; clear at nislit.— 13— Kinc; very fine ; clear and cool at night.— 11—Fine; overcast: cloudy and fine; uniformly overcast.— 15— Overcast; very fine throughout ; clear at night.— 1G—Very fine; hot sunshine; exceedingly tine throughout.

Mean temperature ol the week 1 deft, below the average.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 201 U,
1=26, andi'lst, 1S3j—therm. 88 deg. ; and the lowest on the 21st, ISrO—therm.
32 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bees : A question asked in our last paper about " stupifying
bees with nitre," maybe perhaps satisfied by the following
advice:— If our correspondents will use chloroform they will

find it perfect in its action and preferable to the fungus. The
way to proceed is to put two teaspoon fuls of chloroform into a.

cup, to soak a bit of rug in it, and to put the rag into the box
or hive, of course closing the entrance; the bees will almost
immediately begin to drop, and in less than 10 minutes every
bee will be stupified. They will come to themselves iu about
half an hour.

Books : G.Stevens. The new edition of the " Theory of Horticul-
ture" costs a guinea. "We now adopt the plan of always
adding to our notices of books their price when we know it.

But it continually happens that th*e price is not stated in or on
the volumes, and then we have no ready means of knowing.

—

J Shearn. Get " Lindley's School Botany;" to be had of all

booksellers.

—

Syringa. Brown's" Forester."

—

DJ. There is much
difference of opinion in regard to bee-books; but we have
always heard Bevan " On the Honey-bee " well spoken of.j

Cherry Stones, &c. : C B. Keep them in dry sand all win tar,

and sow them in the spring.J
Gooseberries: J M. Your seedling has the merit of being one

of the large kinds ; but we find no improvement in quality.

Justxcia Leaf: H R M. Can you furnish us with another speci-

men?
Lime : A Sul>. You will not find either this or chalk of much use

in the absence of clay. The Cryptomeria and Hemlock Spruce
will do better in the sandy land without chalk. Sand suits Coni-
ferous plauts generally. American plants do not like chalk.

Your lime rubbish from old buildings, mixed with clay and
sand, will be a good soil for most things. Even sand will grow
many plants well, provided it is both damp and well open at

bottom; and you can give it frequent dressings of decayed
vegetable matter, such as rotted vegetables, weeds, leaves,

sticks, straws, and the like.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we- venture
to request our correspondents to recolleet that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Yonng gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them— and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, iu future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

B D. Lolium temulentum.

—

J W. Eupa-
torium cannabinum.

—

P. Ealing. Clitoria ternatea and Lisian-
thus longifolius.—G S. Spirsa ariffifolia.

—

A Constant Reader
A fragment of Aira caispitosa.

Paper Materials: Colo. Number 1 is bad, two is pretty good

—

if it will bleach. Plenty of such materials are to be found;
the great question is the price at which they can be supplied,
and how fir they will bleach well.

Strawberry : J A P. Your fruit had been bruised to pieces before
it reached us.J

Misc : Berks Gardener. It is doubtful if liquid manure would be
of use to American plants. It you employ it it should be on a
small scale first by way of experiment. April is the best timo
to thin Lauiels and other evergreens. Your Wistaria may be
led along near the ground in the manner you propose without
Injuring it.

{
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npHE FOLLOWING MANURES ore niamifactufred
-L tit Mr. LAvrjif? Factory, Doptftrd Crook:—Turnjp Manure.

7?. per ton; Buporphpflpltalu of Lira 0, 7/.; Sulphuric Add and
CoprolitoH, *!/.

Office, GO, KiMK"\viin»in Street, City, London,
N.D, Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 per

emit, of luinii'iiilii. Nitrate of Hodii, HiilplmtM of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manured.

CORN man uitJ-; i-'ojc Hi'iiiNo howin*;.
C'ONCKNTKATKlJ UKATK FOR ORABB, RAPE, AND

A i.i, ROOT CROPS,
SUPERPHOSPHATE Off LIME.

rjMIK LONDON MAOTRE COMPANY continue
Jt to mannfacturO'tlio above ManuroBj vlilota have been lifted

with ho mucli RuocoHfl for the hint M years,

Tim London Manure Company alHO supply PEW via:;
fJUANO (direct from Importers' wareliouHOHj, Nitrate of Bod a.

Sulphate of Ammonfn, Plsliory and otlior Biutflj Houe Dust, and
ovary artificial manure of known value. Edwaud L'uunKn, Hcc.

< mice- -40> Bridge Btroot, Blackft'IofB.

MANURES.—The following MnnurcR nro nmiiu-
jfaotUred hy ITonaBON & Simpson, Colder Boap Works,

Wakefield, ami watthkwb & Co., Manufacturing Agricultural
Oii-misiH, Driffield. SiMi'BON's ammonia PHOSPHATE, a

valuable Top-Drosslng for Wheat, Barley, nmi Oats. Bihi'bon'b

NITRO-PHOSPHATE for Turnips, Potatoos, and all otlior

Imlboufl root crops, price 81, per ton. N.B, Manurei upecially pro-

porod for Grass and Flnx. The above have boon BticcoHBflilly teBtc'd

lor tlio bint Seven Years by tho lead hit; farmers In Yorkshire mid
JtjlncohiHhiri), mid other counties, and wore applied hint season to a

hreavlih pf upwards of 35,000 acres of land with tho most bono*
iU-ini results to the crops. A List of Testimonials mid othor
pattieularfl will bo forwarded by post "ii application.

A RTIFICIAL MANURES, &c—Mnrmfacturerfland
xi. others engflged In mnking ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necoBBBry Instruction for tholr economical ana
efllolon.t proparatloD, by applying to J, C. Nrsdit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College Konnlngton,
London. AimiyHesof Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
CppvolUcB, &c, and Assays of (J old, SHvori and other Minerals,

are executod with accurucy and dlspatoh, Gontlomen desirous
\>1' receiving instructions In Chemical Analyses and Assnying,
will find iiniplo facility and accorritnodatlnn at. tho College.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
MR. HUMBERT; of WM.fortl, Herts, n. practical

Surveyor and Land-Agent of more than 15 years' standing,

offers hlfl services to Gontlemou about to drain Land and Bogs.
llu will umlcrtnko to set out nml superintend himsoir the execu-

tion of tiiu work (it a charge of 6s. per acre, and tho expenses
incurred in his travelling; or ho will contract to complete it In »

specified niauiier to tho satisfaction of the Inclosure Commis-
sioners at a fixed price per acre. Mr. Humbert has drained
strong stony land in the most careful and complete manner,
with l;jj inch pipes, and proper mains, the drains being 4 feet

deep and 30 feet apart, at 41. per aero and under, and he can
yiv« reference to his employers in that and In Other instances.

Watford, Herts, Aug. 18.

riMIE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE~AND IM-X PHOVEMENT COMPANY
Incorporated hy Special Act of Parliament.

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Directors.

Henry Kr.n Sevmer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Siu John V. Siiki.lky, Part., M.P,, Deputy-Chairman,

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir "William Cubitt, F.R.S.
Henry Cinrie, Esq.
'Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher llobbs, Esq.
Edward J. llutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M.Peto, Part.
"William Tite, Esq., F.R.S.
William AVilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Koad-making, and other
Laud Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise ; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to chnvgo the'Whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of 50
yoars for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or

the Hompsny's Capital. "William Clifford, Sec.

rpHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-*- Incorporated hy Act of Parliament, 1S52— 53, for England
nnd Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act.
3.86*4—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,

Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbe'nts of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees
lor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,

with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or hy their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement; especially ofDrainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm*
(houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the

Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Plauting for Shelter
mid for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
CoRSt or on the hanks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland ; Engines and Machinery for

Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tarfks/Pipee, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the

Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the

Inclosnre Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the sole judges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through, the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial cliaracter, and that the details of the
'Plans aud of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, hut are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
SUTO Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

« TLtRIGI DOMO."— Patronised by her Majesty the
-L Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, o(

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

THE BEST PROTECTOR from the HEAT of the SUN.
"FRIG1 DOMO,'' a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

fcnd Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects aud from morning frosts. To be bad in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d, per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

CAUTION.
|>AKKKS» STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND
I DRAINING TOOLS.
Wherean v*-ry Inforloi dew rtpUomi of Bicel Digging Porki wr«*

now iMiuiiilnctiiH-ri himi v-h, and I have l>eon Informed tbatpur'
('hum-in nl the Name havfl hi Hi vcC Ihom lo he II <

i n < «n InoM
manufactured byma, end in which tlio Royal Agrli ill n deli
and Dumeroua Agricultural BoeJetlM

1

prizei have been awarded,
I hereby renpectnilly Inform the public tbat every Fork m*bufac«
hired by mo 1m Atamped with my trado mnrb"J,V.J and thai

Mi ., Bunoi '-
i

i i .
1

1
• 103, Wowgato Street. London, an

my aolfl Wltolenalo Agents, and i have - ibem to n
place to the purchaser every fork i>\ my man
uefectlvo: tln'y will also on application lend Whotel i rid

[total! Price L1«ta, Ac, post free. Fiuk< in Paukkii ACo,

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAVNURam* COOKK, Miuiufaclurere «-f tho cele-

brated J. hlblllon PrlM PUUNIKO, »l DW! '

(JltAFTlN'; KNIVES, VINE and Pltl NINO SCISSORS, Ac
TltoNo urtlolcfl ore Warranted to Rtaod any kind ol rork, and t-.

carry the keoD odgo o] i razor irltboal rpqulrln I

ho frotfuently an Ih usually iioceefiary to obtain tli

ho requisite for the comfort and u « ol the practh nil gardener 'i he
bladefi are also warranted to wear tbrou^h lo th<

arc '! hy nil tbo eminent gardoiiora In England, Ireland, cod
Scotland, and can bo purchased t,t nuy nn
in Dm throe kingdom 8, Those who may not have u ed l

roHpootfiilly aollclted to give them a trial, TlteOri tl

Prfzo Modal ol h.M.iuid the Prlae Medal ol the 1 1onlcultural
Bocloty of Moncheoter, at their show ».i i; .i, van awarded to
HAVNf.it .v Cooke for tbolr euporlorlty ol matcrUI and work-
manship, r. tttbllabod 1788.

/-iLAYTON, HIIUTTLhUOKTII, :. I 67s I'KI/K
V> PORTABLE STEAM ENOINJ CO»
THRESHING, STRATV BHAKINO,RIDDL1NO • < WIN
NOWINO MACHINE may be »eon at tbnlr London t^Ublfsh-
mint, (i, Pltzroy Torrace, New Road, where all Info

relative thoreto con |iq pbtopped < tih'f;o Machine
t<> horn Barloy, and make » per/ecl auparatlon ol tho chofl frorn

the puloe, lliey are fitted with Elovetora, which dep
grain Into bags, and boyond the feeder ol Machine require nc

bands except to take away the Corn, Ac., ae threshed, the whole
of tho operations bolng jitrformed by self-acting macl
wheroby the Com, Straw, Chau

;
and Pulse are delivered In tbe

places assigned for them.
C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this clans of

Machinery, mid Fixed Barn Machinery, nnd from ihc
|

tloi

they have tnlci-n at the Royal and alt the loading Agrli

Shows of England, (latter then!)selves that, for eSlcfcncy, durn-
hility, and simplicity, i loir Engines and Machines sre nol

surpassed hy any other maker in England, All letti

warded to the "Works at Lincoln will have Immediate attention;
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parte «f the kingdom
postage free.

WOOD STACK PECS ENTIRELY SUPERSEDED BY
rpULLAKD'b PATENT IRON SCREW THATCH
*- PINS.— Great advantage is secured against having Corn
and Hay Stacks unroofed, aa Is often the case in strong gales, by
using the Patent Iron Screw Thatch Pins, They will wear many
years, are easily and firmly inserted In all kinds of stacks, and a
much less number than of the common wood pegs will suffice.

They will be found extremely serviceable to the corners and
sides of stacks that arc much exposed to wind.
Orders speedily attended to; and may be had at 8s. M. per

dozen, of the Inventor and Patentee, Mr, Geoboe POLLARD,
Thorney, near Peterborough.

L=

(1 ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANT1-COKKOSION
Vy PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, tho Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock
Companies, most pnblic hodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and
clergy, for out-door work at their country seats. The Anti-
Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-
door Paint ever inverted, for the preservation of every description
of Iron, "Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, "work, as has
been proved by the practicnl test of upwards of CO years, and by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials in its favour,
and which, from tho rank and station in socie.ty of those who have
given them, have never, yet been equalled by anything of the
kind hitherto brought before tbe public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of tbe testimonials,
will be sent on application to 'Walter Carson & Sos, 9. Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, London.
No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to be sect direct.

p OLLEGE of AGRICULTURE *nd CHEMISTRY,W aud of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and
3S, Lower Keniiington Lane, Kennington, near London.

Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in tbe College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays of every description are promptly and
nccu^ely executed at the College. The terms and other par-
t:.-^V. may 1>i> had on application to the Principal.

THE QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY IN IRELAND.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, BELFAS T.—
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

The Matriculation Examination for the Session 1865-56 will

be held on FRIDAY, October loth, and the Lectures will com-
mence on Novembel 1st.-

Four Scholarships of the value of 15/. each are awarded by
Annual Examination. Scholars are also exempted from one-baif
of the Class Fees. The College Fef is now reduced to bs.

For the Times and Subjects of the Examinations, the amonnt
of the Class Fees and the method of proceeding for the Diploma
of Agriculture in tbe Queen's University, see " Belfast Queen's
College Calendar for 1S55." By Order of the President,
August IS. Richard Oulton, Registrar.

"A NERLEY POULTRY~SHOW, Acgest 28, 29,il ami 30. will open 1000 Pens of the finest POULTRY AND
PIGEON'S in the World, including many new varieties.

Admission on tbe first day, Tiksday, at 2 T.M., 2.9. 67. each

;

and on WkdsksdaT and TnCBSDAV, at P A.M., Is. each. The
Band of tbe Royal Artillery will attend each day. Crystal
Palace Railway Tickets are available from Anoriey Station."

II. ;i' the

that I .-.
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Probably notwith Landing .-..
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for i

And many ol the pnrcl

will bediaappoiofed bytbeirlying

labour, at more '
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v hazaroo p in ubi'jb mo»t •,'. ).•

com - t.,|> eribed by a
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U count Ot II' " Itlll r, OH til

TllO r Ony lh»ti » bad
had for aome tim'-

lunvv. Monday Otb, a itmdy mm of 10 ot

17 hour:-,' duration, Toeaday, »li'>w«-r» an'i di

Wodneaday 8th, »ery heavy i

wliieh lodged eon more an'l n/,r.» ll -in .-.

rniiiti. Tburaday dull bul fair. Friday a apttmdid annoy
day. Saturday 1 1th, rti • Kith'iutaun

up to thfa lime, 1- a.m I'rjmuch
fnr more 1 1> tlian usual, *

and I fear ca di

much «ill depend on ihe weather to follow."

This condition of thing*, which
will account for a 101

of our harvest prospects tban would bt

diven now. Our repozl I forthev.'

ttbi r which we L'.'.e ail

<•. probably be read ws :—Wl i

more than average, takinc in"> acconnt the

inferior quality of the wim|

but coar-'-, and injurod for -;>oata.

OaU below average in Scotland, a

Ireland, not more tlian aven Hay
one of ibe worst crop^t ever known, fireen crop*

generally good, but foul. Harve.»'. from a »

! a fortnight later than nsual.

A word must be aided on the Potat-j

Notwithstanding the tenerallv encouraging tone in

whirh this crop is referred to, especially in the north

i

of England and Scotland, it will, we believe,

be found that, during the past week in Ireland and
in Southern and Midland England, a very rapid

|
disease and destruction of the hanlm hi-

going on—more rapid, according to < -

than has been known for several years. Wl
this may be followed by the rotting of the tubers

remains to be seen. All through the Eouth of

Ireland the crop has this leaf db-ea-e. and many of

our correspondents in England as well as Ireland,

who had been unanimous as to the splendid promise
of the crop, have since written to s

disease has spread rapidly since their original report

was posted.

«Eiif ®flvfcttUttral <Ba*rttt,

SATURDAY, AUGUST IS, 1S55.

In order to the correct reading of the crop

reports in the following pages it must be borne iu

mind that, most of them were dated nearly a week
ago, and that since then the country has enjoyed
the verv finest weather for the harvest that could be.

The testimony of our correspondents bears out the

assertion made a week or two ags in these columns,

It is important for the public to know how far

the question of Steam Ccltcp.k has been ad'-

by the trials at Carlisle. The 200/. premiur
invites competition, because np machine a:

ploughed or dug there a certain area of ground in a
workmanlike manner, and at an ascertained cost

below that of ordinary farm labour. The judges
would not be justified in awarding the prize for any
less useful and economical i:,

Nevertheless, three steam cultivators, conti

on perfectly distinct principles, were exhibited, and
to all thoughtful observers appeared a

-
:

with information—" blowing-off " instruct; :

flinging out rapid lessons at every revolution of their

wheels.

Leaving the question of the form of tool, w".

of secondary importance, let us try to show what
the Carlisle -Meeting has taught concerning the main
difficulty, viz., the mode of applying the power to the

implement.

In field tillage a steam-engine of necessity acts

under great disadvantage. As the material to be
manipulated (namely, the stratum of s

the cultivated staple), cannot be "fed" lo the

machine, the machine must be moved over

part of the wide-spread material,

dilemma in applying the power. Either tie r

power must travel with the implerr.

stationary and transmit its motion from s d:-'

In tbe former case it has the disadvantage of cos-

vevinc its own great weight over a most

and opposing surface, involving tos er: in

the other case, the mo: - as tie disadvar" .

bein? at a distance (and an ever-varyir

.

from its work : and must actuate the implement by
means of connecting apparatr.?—inv Iving l.l-:ewise

loss of power. But at la^t we have been rescued

from the horns of this perp.ex ".
i aid no longer

impaled upon both, rest on one that has been ret-

dered innocuous and secure. The objections against
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j stationary engine hare been completely overcome;

so that the* locomotive principle need not any longer

deter us with its difficulties.

It was demonstrated at Carlisle that a locomotive

steam-engine is unfitted for tilling by traction.

Bovdell's megatherium strode with apparently

marvellous ease over any inequalities of ground
;

but out i>f his 14 horse-power, not half was avail-

able for tilling the soil ; the greater portion being

absorbed in the mere propulsion of the engine. This

mode of steam culture is, therefore, far too expen-

sive ; without mentioning the wear and liability to

breakage inseparable from such usage of a ponderous

machine. The principle of a locomotive engine

actuating a revolving digger appeared to little more

advantage.

Usher's steam-plough economises power to a

much greater extent than Bovdell's, being con-

structed, indeed, on a principle which involves a

paradox. It propels itself forward over the ground,

which must require the force of six or eisht horses
;

and at the same time exerts its ivhole power in

ploughing or tilling the land. This is accomplished

by the cutting-shares being made to pass through the

soil in an opposite direction to that in which the

engine moves—their re-action thus tending to urge

it forward. The power of the engine is 19-horse

;

and in spite of the utmost reductions and alterations

from the original machine, the total weight is still

very great. It is unfortunate that the non-appear-

ance of this invention in the trial-field, and its down-
cast look just outside the showyard, gave the public

a universal impression of its uselessness
;
yet soberer

critics came to the conclusion that so heavy a mass
of machinery could never answer in the long run,

even had it made an admirable performance at first.

Engineers generally agreed that it would knock
itself to pieces in too short a period to be profitable.

When the disappointed public in the trial field first

heard how Usher was "foundered by the way,"
a witty wight suggested that Boydell should

fetch him up ; and, indeed, we are of opinion that

the "endless railway " might be adapted to Usher's

engine with considerable advantage. At present,

however, we see little hope of locomotive steam-

engines being made by any contrivance to operate

with economy upon the soil. All practical men
know the excessive wear and tear of ordinary

portable as compared with fixed engines ; though
this is occasioned by their travelling only to

and from their place of work. An engine always
travelling—not empty but working at the same

time, must be in much more unfavourable circum-

stances ; and having continually to traverse the

uneven surface of arable land, must be greatly

more liable to every species of derangement.

As far, then, as invention has yet progressed, we
possess no effectual means of tilling the soil by the

locomotive principle ; for traction implements it is

impracticable ; for rotary tillers both cumbrous and
costly.

On the other hand, the principle of actuating a

travelling implement by a stationary engine has been
proved to be sufficient for all the purposes of steam-
culture ; and in another article we hope to show
how Fiseen's steam plough demonstrates this truth.

In the meantime, it may be said " Boyoell's and
Usher's schemes may be improved upon." They
may ; but we believe that an extreme lightness of

engine obtained by increasing the pressure of steam
and the heat of the fire, or by employing mechanism
of great delicacy, will tend only to augment
danger and multiply the risk of derangement.

Besides, logic applies the same apology to Fisken's

method ; improvements being just as likely to be
made upon his principle as upon theirs ; and the

best horse now is ever the most probable sire of a

best future progeny. /. A. C.

APPEARANCE OE THE CROPS.
THE FOLLOWING ARE ANSWERS TO A CIRCULAR DATED AUGUST 11.

COUNTY. WHEAT. BARLEY OATS. BEANS. PEAS. GREEN CROPS POTATOES. HARVEST
TIME. NAME AND ADDRESS.

SCOILMMD.
ROSS Middling

Good

Damaged ; aver.
Fine crop

Over average
Hardly average

Fair; slightly hurt
Average

Average ; laid

Thin & under aver.
Under average

Average ; various
Bulky ; laid

Bulky, but l-5th
deficient by fly

Full average
Average ; laid

Full average
Bulky; badly laid

Average ; laid
Average

Thin ; under aver.
Good

Great ; much laid

Average ; laid
Heavy

Exceedingly bad

Under average
Under average

Various
Under average

Average
Under average
Good and full

Uneven
Under average

Various

Good
Laid ; various
Thin; or laid
Under average
Very good ; laid

Good
;
partly laid

Very much hurt
Over average

Average
Much laid and hurt

Laid ; average
Abundant; laid
Bulky; laid

Much laid

Good
Rather thin

Very thin and laid

Full; partly laid

Various
Good

Good; late; laid

Not average ; laid
Average
Various

Under average
Under average

Average
Very thin

Under average
Average
Good

Various
Under average

Full; laid
Average ; laid
Under average

Doubtful
Good; laid

Average; laid
Under average
Average; hurt

Average
Magnificent
Fair average
Full average
Fair average
Much laid

Various; laid
Very good

Good
Light

Average
Under average

.Average
Average

Full average
Over average
Over average
Average

Fair average
Good
Good

Much down
Very fine

Average
Average; laid

Average
Bulky; laid

Average ; laid

Good
Good ; over aver.

Fair- crop

Large ; all laid

Good ; laid

Good
Average ; much

laid

Over average
Pretty good

Good
Full
Good

Average
Very good
Pretty good

Good
Over average

Good
Good

Much laid

Good
Good; coarse
Pretty good
Very good

Over average
Much laid

Laid ; average
Laid

Great; laid

Very much laid

Good ; laid

Heavy; laid
Heavy ; laid

Good
Average
Good

Very good

Heavy
Good
Heavy

Heavy ; laid

Pretty good
Average

Heavy; laid
Good

Unequal
Good ; laid

Good; laid
Average

Full ; coarse
Good

Very good
Average

Over average
Heavy
Good

Average ; laid

Over average
Splendid

Over average
Heavy; laid

Very good ; laid

Very good
Good
Good

Good
Light

Very good
Under average
Very light

Under average
Under average
Much underaver.

Various
Near average
Good average

Heavy
Various
Middling
Good

Under average
Under average

Average
Bulky; laid

Average; laid

Under average
Average
Average

Under average
Good ; laid

Fair
Various

Over average
Good

Average
Average
Good

Average
Very full

Good
Good

Hardly average

Good
Good
Good

Rather light

Very good ; laid

Over average
Various
Good

Under average
Light; lodged

Good
Laid

Average
Good

Good; laid

Good
Light

Full crop
Average
Good

Average
Fair
Good

Average
Good

Average
Various
Average

Heavy; laid

Very good
Light
Good
Good

Average
Very good
Very good
Very good

Average
Average
Good

Average ; laid

Over average
Abundant

Good
Good

Average
Good

Good-
Good

Good

Excellent
Over average

Full

Average
Full average
Excellent
Good

Luxuriant
Too bulky

Average
Average

Bulky

Average
Very good

Very great
Good
Good

Over average

Good
Full
Good

Middling

Good

Good
Good
Good
Bulky
Bulky
Good

Average
Good

Splendid
Good

Very good
Good

Splendid

Very good
Good

Various
Good
Poor

Good

Very good
Various
Average
Good

Good
Under average

Average
Indifferent
Average
Good

Average
Various
Fine

Various
Fine

Hardly average
Various

Bad

Excellent
Over average

Average

Good

Average
Average

Great
Fair
Good

Good
Bad

Bulky
Good

Promising

Hurt

Good

Good
Fail-

Light
Good
Fair

Good
Good

Good
Foul

Various

Good
Over average
Average
Very good
Average
Hurt

Average
Excellent

Fine
Over average

Good

Average

Promising
Very good
Luxuriant

Good
Fine

Full crop
Over average
Great bulk
Over average

Unequal
Strong
Very fine

Very good
Promising
Excellent

Very good
Full average
Look well
Hay bad

;

Turnips good
Average

Never better
Luxuriant

Good

Hay light
Promising

Good
The best

Excellent
Very good
Very good

Good
Very good
Very good
Very good
Average

Favourable
Hay spoiled

;

Turnips good
Good

Very good
Good

Promising
Fair

Luxuriant

JB
Various
Various
Good
Thin

Various
Hurt by wet
Promising

Good
Various

Too much rain
Good
Good
Good

Very good
Pretty good

Good
Late
Weedy
Good
Hurt

Promising
Late

Under average
Very good

Good
Various
Late; foul

Very good
Very good

Bad
Hurt

A failure

Bad
Late

Various
Deficient

Promising
Deficient

Turnips bad
Late
Bad
Bad

Look well
Good
Good

Excellent
Fine

Excellent
Over average
Flourishing
Superior
Luxuriant
Luxuriant
Abundant
First-rate

Most luxuriant
Magnificent

Looking well
Over average
Very good
Never better

Over average
Good .

Excellent
Very good

Splendid
Very good

Good
Excellent

Superior
Look well

Good
Luxuriant

Good
Promising

Good ; diseased
As last year
Promising
Very good

Excellent
Very good
Luxuriant

Good; diseased
Very good
Luxuriant
Pretty well

Good
Promising
Weak
Good

Unusually good
Luxuriant
Promising
Not good
Good

Good
Good
Good
Fine

Very good
Very good
Very good
Diseased
Splendid
Well

Healthy
Good

Diseased
Good
Good
Good
Good

Very good
Good

Much diseased
Various
Luxuriant
Promising

Good
Good
Good

Good; blighting
Large

Full crop
Good ; diseased
Very good
Average
Excellent

September 1
September 1

September 15
September 1
September 1

10 days late

September 10
End of August
September 1
Eud of August
September 1

September 1
September 1

September 1

August 27

September 5
September 8

September 1

Middle of Sept.

September 1

September S
September S

September 1
September 1

Middle of Sept.
September 1

Late
September

Middle of Sept.

September 10
Middle of Sept.

September 1

End of August
Late in Sept.
September 20
End of Sept.

September
August 25
September 1

September 1

Middle of Sept.

September 1

Middle of Sept.

End of August
3d week of Sept.

September 1

September 1

Late
End of August
End of August
Beg. of Sept.

Beg. of Sept.

September 1

End of August
August 25
August 20

Middle of Sept.

September 30
End of August
August 20
September 1

,

September
Middle of Sept.

September 1

End of August
September 1

August 20
August 20
September 1

Eud of Sept.

August 30
August 23

Eud of August
August 25

End of August
August 27

End of August
August 20
August 20
August 20
August IS
August 25

,
End of August

August 20

INVERNESS J. Mackenzie, M D.,EiIenacb,

ABERDEEN J. M'Donald, Huntly
FORFAR

FIFE

Alex. Bell, Montrose
R. Colville, Cairnton

MORAY
W. Veitcb, Kinghorn

RENFREW
P. Edie, Abernethy
G. Boyd, Renfrew

LANARK.
AYR
MID-LOTHIAN ..

EAST LOTHIAN G. Hope, Drem

ROXBURGH

SELKIRK
J. Thomson, St. Boswell's-

BERWICKSHIRE

WIGTON

J. Wilson, Edington

G. Logan, Greenlaw

DUMFRIES

ENCLAND.
NORTHUMBERLAND.

CUMBERLAND

J. Little, Langholm

P. Nairn, Warm Mills

J. Thomson, Coldstream
W. Glover, Newcastle
T. Gibbons, Longtown

S. Rigg, Wigtou
T. Donald, Carlisle

G. Smith, Lechan
J. Crosby, Kirkby Thore
J. Robinson, Warcop

, Milnthorpe
W. Key, Kasterton Hall
R. B. Dixon Darlington
J. Bell, Durham

"WESTMORELAND ...

DURHAM

LANCASTER M. Saul, Garstang
S. Drewrv, Holker
F. Twining, Standish
J. A. Patterson, Ulverstoii

E. Evans, Wigan
H. Briggs. Waterford
T. Parrington, Redcar

, Askem—— , Bedale
P. Stevenson, Thirsk
J. Oldroyd, Barnsley
J. Horsfall, Wharfedale
W. Palin, Stapleford

R. Owen, Tarporley
H. Tipping, Warrington
Croft Sharpley, Louth
E. Darby, Greetham
J. Clarke, Long Sutton
F. Sowerby, Grimsby
W. Fancourt, Empingham

, Derby
D. Swaflield, Ashbourne
J. Pachin, Wirksworth

YORKSHIRE

CHESHIRE

LINCOLN

RUTLAND
DERBY

NOTTS

SALOP

T. Stafford, Mainham
J. Young, Coddington
W. Minor, Market Draytoc
H. Davis, Little Wenlock

, Shiffnal
E. Bowen, Ludlow
G. Townshend, Hinckley
T. Spencer, Knossington
J. Whitwel!, Peterborough
W. Gray, Northampton
J. B. Soxeton, Welford
J. Johnston, Tunstall

J. Aston, Ashley
W. Gibbs, Stratford

J. Lane, Goodrest
J. Ford, Newbold Pacey
J. H. Burbery, Kenilworth
W. Aitcheson, Berkeswell
J. Burbery, Wootton Grange
H. Hudson, Pershore
R. Smith, Droitwich
J. W. Fletcher Worcester
F. Woodward, Pershore
C. Randall, Evesham
P. N. Edwards, Brinsop Court
H. Pride, Monmouth

LEICESTER

NORTHAMPTON

STAFFORD

WARWICK

WORCESTER

HEREFORD
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COUNTS

EPJCLANLi
HEREFORD—Continued

Will. AT.

MONMOUTH..,

GLOUCESTER

OXFORD
CAMBRIDGE

HUNTS

BEDFORD
HERTS

NOKKOLK

SUFFOLK

ESSEX.

WILTS.

SOMERSET

BERKS

MIDDLESEX

SURREY

KENT

SUSSEX

HANTS

DEVON

DORSET .

CORNWALL.

WALES
CARMARTHEN
DENBIGH
CARNARVON....

IRELAND
DOWN
ANTRIM
BOYLE
DERRY
TYRONE

MONAGHAN
CAVAN

LEITRIM
,

MAYO

ROSCOMMON ..

MEATH
WESTMEATH.

GALWAY
CARLOW

KILKENNY ....

TIPPERARY....

CLARE
WEXFORD ....

KERRY

CORK

Heavy; JuWi

a mi
; much liurt

Very good ; laid

Bulky ; hurt
Good ill) laid

Ovor avorago ;
i'ii<i

Good
;
partly laid

V'ly JOOd till luff

Various
Qndoravorago

Avorago
liidd ; oars not well

Whll*) ; Indifferent

V"ory light in Ponfl

Ovtir avorago
Good

Vory good
Luxuriant ; varlouu

Pull avorago; un
Hound

Avorago; partly
dlsoanod
Average
Vitrlniin

Good ; Indication of

blight
2-8dH thin and mil-

dowod ; 1 ''i\
\:

1

Aver, ; mildewing
Thin ; mildewed

;

doficlont

Avorago; mlldowod
Under avorago:

blight

Under average
I ruder nvorage
Hardly average
Under avnrngo
Average, If lino

Averago
Average

Ovor averago

;

blighted
Good ; much laid

Average
Variable; average
Not ovor average;
hurt by insectb and

fungi
Hurt; not average

Average
Bad colour; various
Various; under

average
Laid ; averago
Good ; laid

Tolerable
Under average

Average
Good ; average
Laid ; hardly

,
average
Hurt

Average
Over average

2-3ds of last year
Nearly average
Much hurt

Under average
Average
Blighted

2-7ths under avge,
Average; blighting

Average
Avornge; various

Average
Average

Averago ; hurt
Under average
Much hurt
Doubtful

Rather over avrge.
Much laid

Generally good
Much laid ; rust

Various
Thin

;
good

Average
Generally thin ; laid

Thin ; rusted
Average

Fair average
Hurt, under aver.

Good

A'ery fair; laid

Thin
;
good

Very fine

Various
Pretty good

Light

Very fine

Good
Very good
Excellent

Under average
Injured
Good

Average
Good
Good

Various
Good

Heavy laid
A verage

Good
Heavy laid

Good
Very good

Good
Fair
Good

Over average
Partly hurt

Very good ; laid

BARLEY,

Vory good
Bulky; laid

Very good
Ovor avorago

Hurt
Vory good
Good ;

l.il.l

Good; liUd

<•

Bulky
Avorago
Average

Pair
Much laid

Vory good
(food

Very groat
li*' .i'- v

; laid
<; i

Avorago

Great; laid

Good; laid

Very g I

Laid ; vnrloillt

( Ivor avorago
Good

\ ory good
Largo; laid

Good ; laid

Gonorally good
Large; laid

Under average
Coarse

Bulky; injured
Ovor average
Good ; coarse

Laid ; hurt
Laid

;
good

Full; Inferior

Good; laid

Pretty good
Full ; laid

Heavy; laid

Bulky; laid

Average
Very good

Fair
Hurt; laid

Over average
Good ;

averago
Laid

Good
Good

Ovor average
Over average
Good ; laid
Average

Heavy; laid'

Nearly average
Good
Average
Average

Over average
Heavy ; laid

Good
Average

Full
Average
Average
Average

Average; laid

Laid
Good

Good ; rust
Coarse

Not average
Average
Not good
Thin
Good

Under average
Average, hurt

Good

Fine
Very good

Very good

Very fair

Promising
Good

Average
Average

Light

Good
Middling
Hurt
Laid
Good

Ayera are

Good
Much laid

Hurt
Very good

Good
Good

Very good
Abuudant
Favourable
Tolerable

APPEARANCE OF THE CHOP] Continu I

Good
V'-iy good

Good liui l

I i

G, ,.i

ild

QooC
<; i

Avoj
<

Good
Various
Good
Good
<..., „

Promising
'.

i

i
.... ,i

Good
Very gi od

Very good

Short
;
«ood

Good
Avorago

Good
Full average

Gonorally good
Very good

Very excellent

Various

Over average
Good

Good
Fair
Full

Shot ; corny

Pretty good
Average
Very good

Good
Averago
Fine

Average
Over average
Very large
Various

Good
Average

Over average
Over average
Full average

Good
Very good

Over averago
Good

Under average
Average

Over average
Good
Good

Average
Average
Average

Full
Average
Good
Good
Good

Over average
Good
Fair

Average
Good

Very good
Average, injured

Good

Light
Excellent
Very good

Good
Full average

Prime
; Light
Good

Very fine

Very good
Weighty
Middling
Excellent

Over average
Heavy
Good

Very good
Average

Verv good
Good

Very good
Much laid

Heavy, blighting
Very good
Excellent
Good

Heavy laid

Good
Verv eood

G'ood

Very good
Very heavy
Very good

Good
Very fine

JIEANH.

I

i nd< i

A VO\ I

Ovi '
A v--i .i

i

No I gl '"'

Not ii v. i
.. o

A v
I I

l

i
..

Vurlouu

Vori'-M

A Vfll :-

Varluiiti

Good

Under average

( ... ,i

Average

Good

i • l

A v, l ,r-.

G i

Good
Blighting
Various

Fair
Average

V.irioue
Not pood
A verage
Partial

Good
Good
Good

Various

Vnrioim
Various
Blighted
Average

Over average
Good

Various

Healthy
Good

Average
Under average

Good

Near average
Not good
Average

Under average
Average
Good

Pretty good

Good

Good ; rust

Averagt
Good

Very fine

Very good

Very good

Average

Damaged

PEA .

i .
.

d

I

i t l

'
>

i
i

Moderate
'

,\ roragc

<-.

<; i

Fair

Well podded

Goi ti

Average

Good
i allure

Good
\ arloua

i |oi d

Averago
Injured
Good
Fair

Averago

Various
Pretty well

Hardly average
Good

Good
Good

Very good

Average
Average

Average
Over average

Various
Bad

Mildew
Good

Very good
Much under avg,

Good
Good
Good

Average
Not good
Averago
Good

Average
Good

Pretty good

Good

Good ; rust

Bad
Not average

Good

Damaged

Fair

< Ropa 11 Alt

V«r;

W, iUntmU, Ltuniaater
'

'

Auk

V'Ki

Bwed< 1

i y
. V

Aok
1

Autfual 16 l-r

i A'JK*
1

\ iff fin*

Largo
.

1 .0*0

i Aug nrisf

', Blllmh—

i

.
.

i ellenl ! C.H.I ' stford

Vnii' End Of A ogoat . iK/vDbtJD

J'ln;'
' u Walaham

1

1 Auguit zl .}. Ulll, BnaV/w

'. od Angus* 'J> J. Hmlth,Crw«Dtliorp«
Varlou* BUghl Au« B. Taylor, Dilbam

Angu«t 2( -J Ingham
Buffering lord

Vario
Hurt by wet Div:a*cd Mlddh

Diseased Aug-j -ridge

Varioufl Augu l 23 '
am

Varfoui 1 ting Augti it !£&!,'<
Various Aug ;., Wiiham

AugDHt V>

Doing well Good Aug
Various iliing

Good; Hat D incased August 15 W.I . J

Very bad Very good Late J. It. Maakelyn, Calne
Average hUng Aog f<. Avelmry
Various BUghl Aug r.iltr, Aldboorne
Late Good; dlnfaacd August 23 T.Arkell, Swindon

Under average Good : blighting August 15 J. Charles, Chiirpenham
Various Blighting Scpte:: ' Collyns, DmlT«rtoa

Various Blighting End 'f August
"

Various Blighting Aug E. W. M
Low estimate Blighting August 16 J. Adnams, Newbarr

& Sons, Beading
Various Good August 20 , Cxbridge

Various Good End of August E.J. Ltnce,Frimley
Various Good; blighting Aug-. 2 U. Paine, Faroham
Good Blighting 20 . SIttingboanie

Good Blighting : 16 R. Matson, Bingham
Hurt Blighting Aug rd, Dover
Partial Good* August J". H. B. Harvard. FoIldngtOD
Good Blighting * 15 II. E. Sadler, Chichester

Inferior Very good J. Brotherstor, R-,bert*bridge
Average Good; blighting August SO J. Earocs, Lymington

J. 8. Twvnam. 'WincbeaterIndifferent Promising Angi
"\ arious Blighting August 20 J. W. Clarke. Romsey
Average Diseased August 13 J. Blondeli, Boraledon
Good Good August 16 II. Ravnbird. Baatogatoke

Various Diseased Aug •

Irregular Blighting mber Kclmnre, Totness
Bad hurt End of August IJ. Benson, Tavistock

A arious Mnch hurt End of August G. Langdon, Barnstaple
Various Blighting End of August S. Cornish, Kinohndge
\ arious Good ar, Du-tsnoor
Good Blighting August 20 JR. Daoer. Warehaxn

Promising BlightiDg August 20 ri jport

Good Blighted Angus; IT — , Corfe Castle
Late Blighted August '20 |j. Y innedge, Beaxninster

Late ; various Blighting August 12 \W. Elliott, Lan^ulph
Various Blighting End of August G. Andre—T

S t. Aastte
Poor Blighted August 23 „aawestern

Various Blighted August 22 II- Tresawna. Probyn
(.. d Diseased End of A icheD, Truro
Bust Diseased September 6 \V. F. K nrkfyk, Troro

Various Promising End of August J. Bamell. LlaneUy
Good Looks well September 15 E. H. Griffiths. Plasnewyd
Good Good End 01 August J. AVULiams, Bodafr

Promising Luxuriant September 1 J. Andrews, Comber
Very fair Good; diseased September 1 R. R. Haogntoo, Lisbarn

Good Good August 12 J. Kr.::t. Battleiord

Magnificent Fine crop August 22 . C-olerawe

Luxuriant Good -

Average Good End of August A. C. E-chanan. Omagh
Good Luxuriant Endo: ..

-

Good Luxuriant
. ._._

Fine Good - 'i'r>er 1 J. A. Nesbitt, Beltm
Luxuriant ,.±. scrabbey

Verv good Blighting September 6 J. Lindsay. Manor Hannlton

Verv good Excellent 'ebar

Excellent Excellent .LJl

Fair Excellent -

Good Never better a :^-shannon
Verv superior Good -

Average Verv fair 1 ivan

Diseased et 10 W. Merbntn, Gigbrook

Verv good Very good raaD. TVirelTs Pass

Excellent Very good September ". ^rtterfraci:

Magnificent Great : .

Partlr hurt B. Hosse. Ct:

Excellent Blighted stalks ral

Blighted .?gner

Stalks hurt \J. R. ilassev, BaUvTrixe

Excellent Verv good . i

Leaf hurt .

Late Leaf hurt ^exl A. Preston. Emuscartny
Good Slight blight S^r:e-;berl -J. Creagh, Tarbet

Good Very bad -:ber S 1 van. PJ*_ Keuase
Middling Verv fine Angast H D. Barciav. Blame

v

Leaf blighted ^^7:embe^ 1

Good Leaf blighted September 1 F. A. Twinam, Kanturk
Looks well Leaf hurt End of Sept. S.PicdeU. Kildorrerv

Very good Large ; blighting August 2D L. Clauchy, Charleville
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THE SHOW OF HORSES AT CARLOW.

A stranger on first landing in Ireland is struck with

surprise at tbe number of plain uuder-sized inferior

horses, which are to be seen in the cars and other

-vehicles in the public streets, and he looks in vain for

the massive forma of the English cart-horse. The

Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland, impressed

with the importance of improving the breeds of agricul-

tural horses, devote no less than six prizes to tbe

purpese at tbe late Carlow show, scarcely inferior in

-amount to those offered by the Royal Agricultural

Society of England :—
Section I.—For the best stallion of any breed for agricultural

purposes, foaled on or after tbo 1st of January. 1848, and previous

tn ih? 1st of Januarv, 1S53. In this class there were 16 entries,

and there ought to 'have been more, considering that two prizes

were SO/, and 10.'. Of these about one-half were of the Clydes-

dale '.breed, and although we should certainly like to have seen

some specimens of (he other English cart breeds, and particularly

of the Suffolk Punch, yet we must confess that there is no descrip-

tion of horse better calculated either to breed a distinct breed

or to Improve the native breeds for purposes of draught than tbe

Clvdesdale; no other will assimilate so well with lighter mares,

or less frequently produce those anomalous specimens which are

so frequently the offspring of violent crosses. The Clydesdale is

naturally an active nnimal, and therefore will improve without

spoiling small and cctive breeds. It must not, however, be in-

fnrred that every "Clydesdale is adapted for this purpose, or even

that the majority of those either kept at. home or sent out of

their native shire are so suited. We must have none of the

tlat-sided, long-backed, long-legged animals that are often sold

for high prices on account of the name, but a short-legged, com-
pact, strong, and active animal, which good judgment can select

and money can purchase. Ifsuchananim.il is a Clydesdale so

much the better. It was just such an animal that obtained not

only the first prize but the medal, as being the best horse in any
class. The owner was a Scotch farmer settled in Ireland, Sir.

Silvester Rait, and who appears to have been a prize winner also

in :ther classes. The horse was active, strong, and compact;
not too large, dark brown in colour, and with much symmetry.
The second prize was also taken by a Clydesdale belonging to

Jfr. John Pearson Bewley, a nice symmetrical animal, whilst a
very superior brown horse of the same breed, No. 145, was highly
commended, and would, no doubt, have received a prize if one
or two exceptions had been passed over. No. 150, another Clydes-

dale, was commended. Several horses in this class were too

light, and some too leggy.

Section II.—Of 2-year-old cart stallions there we$g ten entries,

the first prize being awarded to Mr. S. Rait for a very superior

brown Clydesdale colt, that bids fair to rival tbe winner in the
first-class. The second prize was given to No. 168, a fine young
horse, but rather adapted for enrringe than cart work, although
quite as heavy (or more so) as the generality of farm horses in

Ireland; the owner, Captain M'C. Bunbury, R.N. Some
animals in this class were faulty and inferior.

Section III.— Draft mares in foal, or with foal at foot, or having
reared a foal in the year 1855. The first prize of 10J. was taken
by Mr. Rait, for a Clydesdale mare in foal, a very fine mare, and
well calculated for breeding superior animals. A chesnut mare
with a fine foal by her side was highly commended. The mare
was a strong, useful, and active mare, but rather coarse, and with
too much white about her legs. No. 17G, a very compact, strong,
and symmetrical grey mare, with a very pretty foal, belonging
to Mr. James Hobson. was commended; as we4I as a fine old
.^.Teymare, No. 175, belonging to Mr. Thomas Butler. There
were also several other useful mares in this class.

The prizes were withheld from Section IV., 3-year-old fillies,

on the ground of want of sufficient merit. There were only four
shown, and with the exception of one rather fine filly, No. 187,
which was unrewarded for particular reasons, the animals were
inferior. We doubt the propriety of offering a'prize to this class
at all : we think the money can be much better bestowed.

Section V.—The 2-year-old class afforded more promise cer-
tainly. There were 9 entries, and the prize was awarded to No.
104, a Clydesdale filly, belonging to Mr. James Kerr; whilst the

j

second prize was taken by a promising Cleveland filly, belonging
to Mr. James "Waldie. >T

o.l93, a very strong and compact black
filly, belonging to Mr. James Cannon, was highly commended.
No. 196, a Clydesdale cart fillv, belonging to Mr. Peter B. Mosse,
was commended: as well as 197, the property of Mr. E. B.Swift. It
is interesting to note that No. 196, as well as the prize winner
13-1 were got by the prize horse (Glftncer) in the first section.

Section VI.—For draft fillies foaled in 1854. The prize was
given to No. 200, a draft filly belonging to Mr. James Kavauagh;
and the second to No 202, belonging to Mr. John Ronaldson, both
Clydesdales. No. 205 was commended. In conclusion the
writer would beg to make the following suggestions: 1st, the
horses and mares should be shown in roomy boxes instead of
narrow stalls, so that every countryman should he able to carry
.-iway with him in his mind a correct outline of the best form of
animal to propagate or to purchase. 2d. We would recommend
that prizes should be given to the best stallion and mare calcu-
lated for breeding horses for the cavalry. Ireland with its ex-
tensive pastures and with its native breed of horses, now we fear
degenerated but susceptible of so much improvement, is pecu-
liarly adapted for this purpose. It is unnecessary to describe
further the sort of animal required, as it is evident that he must
be of a good height, strong, sale, and active, and with * fair

amount of breeding. Such an animal would always com-
mand a market, not only in the army, but for numerous other
purposes, and would also be available, until sold, for all the
farmer's requirements.

If the funds of the Society are not sufficient, we think for such
a purpose the sections for 3-year-old and yearling fillies may be
dispensed with; indeed, we can see no good reason why double
the number of prizes should be given, as at present, to mares
and -611166 over that of horses. H. C. S.

specimen of either : but, like "the fine old English

gentleman all of tbe olden time,"

"Who while he feasted all the great,

Ho ne'er forgot tbe small,"

the Royal Agricultural Society of England, whilst sup-

porting the great breeds of tbe country, should adapt

her scbedule of prizes to tbe district in which the

meeting may take place, encouraging also those breeds

which long experience has proved to be suitable to it,

and not leaving them to the accident of local or special

prizes. The attendance at Carlisle is an evidence of

the warm interest which tbe northern farmers take in

the success of tbe Society, and of their appreciation of

he great benefits which she has conferred on agriculture.

In conclusion, I venture to suggest to the two great

national Societies whetber it would not conduce to tbe

advantage of tbe farming interest on both srdes of the

border to combine ODce in ten years to have a great

national show, alternately in England and Scotland.

Their combined resources, aided, no doubt, by contribu-

tions from numerous local societies, and supported by

tbe railway interest throughout the country, would pro-

duce a show surpassing all precedent. A Northern.

THE PRIZE LIST AT CARLISLE.
-It certainly appears extraordinary that Scottish

farmers, not usually deficient in enterprise, nor unmind-
ful of their own interest, should neglect the favourable
opportunity offered by tbe meeting of tbe Royal Agri-
cultural Society at Carlisle of bringing their valuable
local breeds—and especially Galloways and Ayrsbires,
of which tbe Scottish border counties are the head
quarters—under tbe notice of English and foreign
buyers, and of probably originating an extensive and
important English and export trade in these breeds.

I believe the explanation may be found in the offence
whioh I Inow has been taken by breeders in Dumfries-
sbire, and I believe in Galloway and Ayrshire also, at
the Royal Agricultural Societv, for adhering to their
usual schedule of prizes for short-boms, Herefords, and
llevooa only, in a district where a Hereford or Devon
ia quite as great a rarity as an elephant or a rhinoceros,
l rue the show of these breeds at Carlisle was excellent,
ana thousands had an opportunity of becoming acquainted
with their merits who had never before seen a single

Home Correspondence.
Turner's Corn Mill—In your notices of implements

at the Carlisle Meeting you conclude your remarks upon

our patent combined crushing arid grinding mill with

the observation—" The mill was too complicated, we
thought." Being a new implement we are anxious to

correct, by a little explanation, the impression its

appearance has thus created. We have found by

repeated experiments that there is a decided advantage

obtained by first crushing the corn intended for grinding;

but there is obvious inconvenience in passing the corn

through an independent crushing mill, and then con-

veying it to tbe stones. To secure the advantages only,

we have in our combined mill simply placed a pair of

crushing rollers over a small pair of stones. No machine

can be more simple than our ordinary crushing mill, and

the stones in the grinding mill drive in the usual way
by placing the one over the other, so that the corn as

it falls from the rolls passes directly into the eye of the

stones (motion to the rolls being obtained by a single

strap from the horizontal spindle of the grinding mill).

There can be, in reality, no complication—particularly

as the independent action of either mill is preserved,

the rolls admitting of being used for crushing Oats,

malt, or Linseed, &c, whilst the stones are still, and the

stones also without the action of the rolls, perfect facility

being also secured for getting at the stones without

interfering with the rolls beyond removing tbe frame in

which they work, which is effected in two minutes, and
replaced as quickly. Setting aside the advantages we
claim from the combined processes, its adaptability as a

crushing as well as grinding mill will, we anticipate,

prove it to be really valuable. E. R. <fc F. Turner, Ipswich.

Autumn lagging of Potatoes.—Tbe tubers of Potatoes

have attained tbe ripened condition in the month of

October over the greater part of the United Kingdom.
There is less difference caused with the ripeness of

Potatoes by early and late climates, or southern and
northern situations in Britain, than in the case of grain

crops, which are more susceptible of external impres-

sions, and are more regulated by climatic affections.

Potatoes contain a very large assemblage of field, and
garden varieties which exhibit an earliness or lateness

in being ripened, and are used accordingly. The sorts

that are grown in the fields of the farm are found in

two large divisions, kidney shapes and round eyes,

which are in many colours, derived and continued from
accidental circumstances. The kidneys are the earlier

in maturity, but tbe least prolific ; the stems are weaker,

and sooner decay. The round shapes are most abundant

in produce, and strong in the stems ; later in ripening

than the kidneys, but not so distant as that one time of

digging does not answer for both varieties. The stems

are generally green, at least in the tops, when the kid-

neys are wholly decayed, and a half-way decay of the

stems usually marks the time of raising the crops of

roots. Two particular methods are adopted in digging

from the ground the tubers of Potatoes on farms that

produce a very considerable quantity of the vegetable.

One way appoints a man to dig each drill of Potatoes
with a spade or fork, which throws off its load of earth

and Potatoes, the latter being gathered into a basket by
a lad or woman, who is appointed to each digger. The
stems are pulled by the hand of the gatherer from the

raising by the spade, shaken from the soil and tubers,

and thrown into heaps, then into carts, and carried from
the field. The tubers are placed from the baskets into

j

carts that are conveniently set down on the field, and
conveyed to the place of winter accommodation. The

I field is now cleared of roots and tops, is harrowed in

order to find any stray tubers, ploughed, and sown
I
with Wheat, or lies over winter for spring Barley. The

' other method sends forward one-horse carts that are

I followed by a gang of workers, who pull the stems of the

Potatoes, one to a drill, shake off the adhering earth and
tubers, and throw them into the carts, which convey them

, away. Carts follow behind and receive the tubers from
1 gatherers with baskets, which precede the carts to prevent

\
the damage from wheels bruising the Potatoes lying abroad.

j
The sterns and tubers being thus removed, the common
plough drawn by two horses having the coulter removed,

lays over the drill of Potatoes by passing along tbe side

or half way from the top of the ridglet to the bottom of

the furrow. The tubers are thrown up and exposed to

view, gathered into baskets, thrown into carts, and con-

veyed from the field. The harrows drag into view any
stray tubers, level tbe inequalities, and the land is

treated as before. The intervals between tbe drills of

Potatoes having been wrought during summer by
scufiiers and horse hoed, the latter with duck feet, and
the drills having been earthed up after all the operations

of hoeing by a double mould-board plough with a long

sole and cast-iron plate, the bottom will be hardened
by tbe sledging action, in many cases refusing admission

to the water that falls, and which runs to the end of the

drills. When the Potatoes are raised from the ground
by tbe plough this firm bottom of the intervals is not

moved ; the plough is directed along tbe ridglet and
underneath the tubers with one furrow, which covers
the loose soil; the intervals of the drills and the

bottoms remain wholly untouched. In tbe case of tbe

land being sown with autumn Wheat, it may be ex-

pected that the seed furrow will reach below this firm
bottom, and raise the hardened soil into action ; or it

may slip over it, and leave the consolidation to exclude

any percolation of air or moisture. When sown
with spring Barley, the bottoms remain wholly

unmoved ; and though less objectionable on these

light soils than on the heavy earths that are the proper
lands for Potatoes, yet the benefit will be large that

there be an open transmission of air and moisture

through the greatest possible depth of ground. This
object is most evidently not attained by the use of the

plough in raising a crop of Potatoes from the ground.

The following method is suggested iu order to remove
the objection of the land being made firm by the

sledging action of tbe plough, remaining in that con-

dition, and denying a passage to atmospheric elements.

A man provided with the common three-pronged fork

of tbe farm is appointed to each drill of Potatoes along

with a woman or lad with a basket. The man digs the

fork sideways into the ridge of tubers below one stem,

which is held (if any) by tbe band of the latter, pulled

to assist the fork, and shaken by the hand from the

attached roots and adhering earth, and thrown into

heaps to be carted from the field. The tubers are

gathered into baskets, which are emptied into carts on
the field, and drawn to the stone pits. It is tbe most
especial duty of the overseer of the gang of workers to

attend that the consolidated bottoms of the intervals of

the drills are dug by the fork in the depth of tbe length

of prongs, and the earth laid in a level surface of

trenched ground along with the loose dry soil that has

formed the drill and contained the tubers. Along with

tbe stems and roots there may be gathered and removed
any weeds that may remain in the land from the fal-

lowing during summer, and stones, also, if the time of

sowing permits. A pronged fork is preferable to the

spade for this purpose, as the wide blade of the latter

tool cuts into slices tbe tubers as it is thrust into the

ground, and the resistance of its use is greater to the

workman. The three prongs of the fork pass easily

into the earth, and with less damage iu cutting the roots,

the pointed ends penetrate the subsoil and leave holes

in the bottom into which air and moisture can enter.

The earth is loosely raised and thrown aside, and tbe

mould ground and the pierced subsoil are alike made
porous. It is an essential condition that the entire

ground is dug and raised by tbe fork—the top of the

drills in one spit which throws out the tubers—another

moves the side of the ridglet, and a third may be neces-

sary to dig the bottoms of the intervals ; all the spits

must be close to the depth of the prongs, and narrow in

width, not to break the tool in raising a heavy weight.

J.D.
Tillering of Corn.—Interrogations are frequently put

to us, will Barley and Oats tiller or branch as much as

Wheat by being planted early, and singly, and thinly ?

Our answer is, that the former will, and the latter, we
believe, will not. Oats however are decidedly the most
prolific, containing many more grains in each ear than

either Wheat or Barley, and require to be planted or

sown equally as thin. Every perfect grain of Oats, sown
at equal distances, with only half a peck per acre

(not 3 bushels) by proper cultivation, and one essential

point of this is to keep it clean, will not fail to produce

five ears ; this we believe cannot be denied, and each

ear will be found to average 200 kernels or 1000 fold,

equal of course to 1000 half peck=, or 125 bushels, or

1 5 qrs. 5 bushels per acre. Every grain of Barley too,

planted at the rate of half a peck per acre in equal dis-

tributions, by superior culture, will not fail to produce

20 ordinary full ears, containing in each 30 grains, or

600 fold, and as a necessary consequence, equal to 600
half pecks, or 75 bushels, or 9 qrs. 3 bushels per acre.

The Peruvian variety of Barley contains double au
amount of grains in each ear than the common, and
although smaller in size, it follows that this kind is

much more productive and lucrative of the two,

especially as it far exceeds all others in point of

weight and nutriment. It is also earlier, but it is to be
regretted that destructive birds will attack it in no small

degree, as they do all early ripened corn. Hardy & Son,

Seedgrowers, &c, Maldon, Essex, July 26.

Predatory Birds.—Parliamentary statistical reports

for 1854 have been published, and it appears that the

following numbers of acres under tillage for corn in

England and Wales (to say nothing of Ireland and
Scotland) was— Wheat, 3,807,846 acres; Barley,

2,667,776 ; Oats, 1,302,782 ; Rye, 73,731, making a
grand total of 7,852,135, say 8,000,000 acres, by in-

cluding all kinds of seeds. It thus follows that at this

moderate estimation of 1 peck per acre only (and bow
often is there much more, nay even one-half of entire

crops consumed, or spoiled on small plots, and in
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cottager's gardeners) 2,0(10,000 bushels are actually

destroyed by birdM, &<;., every year iu these two

countries I No mean consideration li this surely,

in a time of Hcarcity, coupled with other sad wastes of

corn, which wo have alluded to in a former paragraph.

JJardi) and /S'o», Seed-growers, die, Maldon, Essex,

The Wheal Midge.— I have not observed In your agri-

cultural reports any allusion to the Wheat midge, whose

orange-coloured maggot is making serious ravages in the

Wheat crops hen?, and as far as I can learn, tbrough a

considerable extent of tho Weald of Kent and the

adjoining part
'
of Sussex. Hero I should say that the

doliciency from this cause threatens to he something

like from one-fourth to ono-liltli, and if this is genoi'al

through England, it will most seriously affect tho favour-

able estimates you have given of our prospeotfl for the

coming year. I loping that this will call forth notices of tho

prevalence or otherwise of this little pest from your
numerous correspondents. IV. O* Movlatld, Lo/mberhurtt,

Wheat Crop, Berkshil'6.—These Wheat oars were
gathered from separate pieces of Wheal, containing iu

all many hundred acres ; only one car from each sepa-

rate piece. As compared with hist year, they seem to he

at least one quarter deficient. Tho district whence
thoy wcro taken is on the upper green sand and gravels

of the country, which are good Wheat lands. James
Olutterhuck, Long Wittenlaiiii Vico.VO.QC,

Making Beer with Sugar,—The practice of brewing
from a combination of sugar and malt is rapidly extend-

ing itself in this country, and would, no doubt, be

universally adopted at tho present titno wcro it known
how important a saving is thereby effected, particularly

to individuals brewing lor home consumption who do

not pay tlw exciso duty on sugar. Tho following table

shows lite comparative cost of malt and sujjar. >

I'rice cif malt per quarter 70s. dd.

1 Sublet grains at id, per bushel ... 2 8
07/t. id.

1 J cwt. sufiar Is about equivalent, to a quarter of mult.

Take Madras at 31s. per cwt. 1 cwt .lls.O.Z.

I do 15 n

i do 7 9
SUSd.

Saving to private brewers 1 3s. Id. per quarter. Excise

duty, 3s. $d. per cwt. ; equals on 1'2 cwt., 68. 7d. Saving
to licensed brewers, 6s. Gd. per quarter. A faulty modo
of employing the materials has given rise to the idea

that beer made from sugar will not keep. The prin-

cipal error has been boiling the sugar with the wort.

This '.s a great mistake ; the sugar should never be

boiled in any stage of the operation. The Hampshire
farmers brew very generally from sugar, and I have
heard of a brewery in one of the home counties where,

in consequence of the use of sugar, the waste beer
returned by customers during the year was so much
reduced as to be barely sufficient for finings. I have
myself tasted capital bitter beer made according to the

subjoined recipe, the excellence of which consisted, as I

was informed, in the length of time it would keep
without becoming hard.

Jtccipc.—Boil 54 gallons of water in copper; run it into mash
tub, and let it cool to 90° Falir. Put in 4 bushels malt; let it

stand three hours covered with Backs, &c, to keep in steam ; run

into underback, and immediately pump into copper. Mix and
stir S lbs. Hops with it. Boil 'three hours; run in trough ro

cooler, mixing 25 lbs. sugar with hand in the wort as it runs

along trough. Cool to 70°, and let down into working tub. This
will make very strong beer. If ordinary beor is required make
second wort in same way, with some malt and Hops and 25 lbs.

more sugar. Cool separately, and mix with first wort in working
tub. Put 1 pint yeast into tlat bowl; put bowl in wort, so that

wort can just touch yeast. Let work 12 hours, during which
skim off yeast tbreo times. Keep covered except when skim-
ming, and rack off into casks in cellar. It may work a fortnight.

Fill up casks every morning with what, has worked out of cork

hole into tub beneath. Skim before returning it. to cask, and
clean away all yeast which rises to top of cask through bung-
hole. Put three or four handsful of dry Hops into cask through
bung-hole, and bung it up. The sugar should be of a damp
pasty quality, such as low Madras. Another Method of Mixing.—
Immediately before running wort into cooler, take out of copper
two pailsful of wort and empty into small cask ; mix sugar with
it. Pour back into copper, mixing thoroughly, and directly run
off into cooler. Do not boil wort after sugar is added.

& £, Inner Temple.

Food for Young and Grousing Stock.—The following

is an answer to a question addressed to us by a cor-

respondent. Calves at a month old, by the 1st of

April, have proved to do well on half a pint of good

Oatmeal, or the same quantity of Linseed mixed in a

little cold water, and boiling water poured over it,

making the half pint of meal or Linseed into two or

three quarts of liquid. This should be mixed 12 hours

before given to the calves, as it should stand this time,

and the vessel being covered it will be found then of

sufficient warmth. Best Scotch oatmeal is most econo-

mical, and is perhaps better than Linseed. It should

be given at first with a small quantity of milk, or the

calves having been fed previously only on this will not

readily take to this food ; together with this, hay and some
roots are a good preparation for their taking to Grass.

Six weeks of this feeding will suffice, giving them the

mixture only once a day the last week, and lowering

its quality, to weau them from it; aud by this time they

will take to Grass as their ouly and sufficient food, if

good wholesome pasture. Water should only be given

very sparingly when required from drought, and on no
account should calves at Grass have unrestrained access

to spring water. As the nights get cold in October,

they should have a small quantity of hay, and the tops

of Carrots or early Turnips will now forward their

growth until December, when a regular supply of Swedes
with chaff of Oat or Barley straw, will keep them in

food growing condition until the time for grazing, or
they might be kept well through the summer on chaff

and a plentiful supply of Mangold Wurzel until early

Turnips take its place. This treatment should be re-

pented ib'; second year, unless items are Intended to be
fattened at two years old ;

therefore in October, Si OBI

year and a half, or at two years and a ball obi, they

should get chaff of good bay, with I
.

"

of Barley or other meal, either from Oats, Beans,

or tail Wheat, or instead of meal '; ll«. of oil

with tot many Swedes as they will consume
given them twice each day, with no water. Heifen
should bo kept nn similar treatment unl I ta

winter before calving) when roots are not needed, and
can bo given ti greater odvanfagi lo other

as a plentiful supply of straw, ntid a little bay, for lh«

last two months before calving, is more bcaltby and
likely to avoid risk from inflammation, At this time

good hay, good water, which in very essential, and good

pasture, is the staple food for cows in milk audi
ibe three mouths of winter, December, January, and

February, ihiriiiK which lime it is usual they are ilry

before calving, Tho straw-yard, as beforcsoidfoi hoi

with a good supply, a stream of water, shelter, and a

little hay added a month before calving, will

in good condition. C. t'. M.

Deep Draining. I quite concur with Mr. Sherrnrdi

p. .Mo, us to tho efficiency of deep draining. 'Ibis salad ,

the greater part of which is strong clay, has been

thoroughly drained within the last five years with If. et

drains and upwards, and the results are highly satisfac-

tory. The average crop of Wheat prior to draining

and deep cultivation was five aacks t" tie* acre. Last

year the averago was ten, and it promises to be equally
good this, tho straw being stiff and ripening of a good

colour, and not laid so much as in many places. One
field in particular has passed all expectation. Being
eloso to the covers, it was sown with tall Sunflowers

;

that crop not coming so well as could be wished, after

the first hoeing half a bushel of Buckwheat was sown to

tho acre, which is now a most luxuriant crop, many of

the stems being os large as the finger, and upwards of
1 feet high. /. W., Bignor Parle, Pclworlh.

Mr. Mechi's Lecture at Carlisle.—On this gentleman's opinions
at Carlisle it wai objected that the rnln-fall was too |rrcat In

Cumberland to allow of threshing in the fields ; surely tha rain-

fall in Ireland is equal to, if It does not exceed, that ol '

land, yet many of tho small farmers in Ireland, for want of brims,

thresh out their corn (Oats) (Wheat is not grown by them or by
those who are not rich enough to have such an accommodation)
in tho fields, or more generally on the highways. Thin and rank
sowings also met with objections on tho same ground, or rather
the same water feeling, the greater humidity of the climate to

that of Tiptreo Hall, yet I have not found in Ireland thin and
rank sowings, where the thinness of the sowing has been pro-
portional to the ranknees of the soil, so liable to lodge or be
heaten down by our heavy rains and storms as thick sowings;
indeed, it is a common remark on a thick sown field, that if the
harvest comes wet it will bo lodged and little worth, and also

that in a thin sown field the head will make up for any deficiency
of stock ; and, indeed, in proportion to the thinness of the sowing
so is the strength of the stem. Barley in rows, 21 inches apart,

has in rank semi-garden ground been lodged with four-sevenths
produce of grain and straw 4 feet long, where, with intervals of
42 inches and 21 inches, it has been quite erect with seven-
sevenths produce of grain and straw 5 feet long. Many years ago
an English steward (a Mr. Alsop) of the late Lord Tbomond's
introduced in Cork (called the water-pot of Ireland) the
drilling of Wheat, at 11 inches, with a saving of one-third of
the seed (the quantity sown being under two bushels). I believe
not much more than one-and-a-half, and with this sowing he had
crops superior to the general run of the country. J. M. G.
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them to land under tillage— that is to say, land •dually
under crop of any description, in b»r* fallow,

Grass under rotation. The two
with reference to li. ;:,», I.are bc*n om
but their presence made the chtdule and the sneered
under it complete a* regarded the lilUje lands

land, the extent of which could, with reliable accuracy,
be given by every occupant.

Miscellaneous.
Oil <".—The average cornpoaition of the eaW* frflfn

different localities does not differ to sny ;:re»t extent ;

and the subjoined table, giving the avcra.'o amount of

oil, albuminous and saccharine matters in ihcxw:

of which more than one »ample has been aoalyt-

suffice to render this obvious.

Oil.
Albominms ----- nfaa

Analvses. matters. maUtrs.
British, 7 1290 -- <7 »/

1

American, .. 8 :.• • 343
Copenhagen 2 12 21 .

Flensburg .. 2 12.Z3 a > •

Italian 2 7.67 31.74

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Trial of Reaping-Machines.—Mr. Miles, M.P., the

President of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
at the Carlisle meeting, having on that occasion placed

the crops on his farm at Abbot's Leigh, near Bristol, at

the disposal of the Society for any subsequent trial of

reaping machines that might be louud requisite, the

Stewards of Implements have availed themselves of this

liberal offer, and have made arrangements that the

private trial of the selected machines shall take

place under the immediate superintendence of the

Stewards, the Field Judges, and the Consulting-Engineer

of the Society, in the presence of the respective imple-

ment makers, on Wednesday, the 29th of August, at

1 1 o'clock in the forenoon. This trial will be strictly

private ; but Mr. Miles has proposed to the owners of

the machines that a public trial should take place on the

following day, namely, on Thursday, the 30th of August,
in order that an opportunity may be afforded, to all

persons interested in the subject, of viewing the reaping
machines at full work under ordinary circumstances.

Highland and Agkici'livkal Society : Half-yearly
General Sleeting.—The Earl of Rosslyn in the chair.

Eighty-seven gentlemen, 70 of whom are tenant farmers,

were balloted for and admitted as members.
Agricultural Statistics.—Mr. Hall Maxwell then laid

on the table the report by the Society to the Board of

Trade, in reference to the statistics of occupants rented

at less than IOC. in the lowlands, and '20.'. in the high-

lands, which completed the statistical inquiry for 1854,

of which the following is an abstract :

—

!

Occu-
pants.

No. of

Acres.

Total
Stock.

1. Holdings in 26 counties rented
j

at less than 10? >

2. Holdings in 7 counties rented at i

less than 202. J
- -

77.S2C

:

i

2S7.W5

Total 42.-:;.j ass.H ' -

Mr. Hail Maxwell stated that Government bavins

As far as the first four of these varieties are concerned",

it is manifest tbat their composition is so similar that

it may for all practical purposes be termed identical
;

the proportion of oil and albuminous matter in no case

varying to the extent of much more than 1 percent.

The Swedish, Sonderberg, and Konisberg cake* contain

a somewhat smaller quantity of oil— averaging about

10 per cent. ; and the latter falls materially short in

the quantity of albuminous matters. The Italian and
French calces are remarkable for the small proportioo

of oil which they contain, and, as a necessary con-

sequence, by the proportionate increase in the a. Lumi-

nous compounds. The quantity of i ages about

7 per cent. ; and it is remarkable that Professor Way,
in his analyses, found Siiician cake to give, on the

average, 6.00 per cent, of oil, although he found aa

much as 11.84 in Italian cakes, -1 priori we -

have anticipated the smallest proportion of oil in home-
made cake, as in most cases the machinery etr

in the oil-miiis of this country is much superior to that

used abroad. Although we find that when the average

is taken all cakes are tolerably similar, matters are

altered when individual samples are compared, f

the differences become very material. Comparir gj
:' r

instance, the different samples cf American <s

fiud that the oil varies from 9.5 up to Id. 17 per

that is to say by nearly JO per cenL of the whole ; and

similarly the albuminous compounds fluctuate between

26 and 31 per cent As a general rule, the hicber the

oil the lower the albuminous matters ; but fr-

exceptions are found, as some cakes are found to be

remarkably rich in both. The estimation, hoocver,

of the feeding value of the different samples is a rtaf.er

attended with some decree of clifriculry, and mc-

upon the point whether the oily or the albuminous com-
pounds are most important in promoting the fa" ;

and growth of cattle. At one time we held ;'.

latter deserved the preference, and th3t tbeyirJ.

correctly taken as the measure of the value of ar

of food. We now know tliit tiis is not abs^

correct, for it has teen (hstinctiy recognised :

proper proportion must suizss; between the diff.rer.-

clssses of nutritive nii-.ttrs ; so that if we had a foci-

containing abundance of aibnmincus matters, it

be of inferior value, unless a j r

saccharine matters were also present. In esrimsrirg

the value of a Linseed cake it appears to me that » e

must take into consideration both substances, but that

the greatest weight is to be attached to the albnr.

compounds; thus, for example, the first sac:

American cake, containing 13 of oil and about 31 of

albuminous matters, and the Dublin cake, are to . e

preferred to any of the other camples. Br. Andcrion,
'

. f sod itr.s of tlic
£ '/.'
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Calendar of Operations.

AUGUST.
Bordeu of the Fens, August —" How is (lie glass?" lias

Wn the curious inquiry of many fanners during the last month

whenever a heaw rain occasioned fears that it would continue
;

and perhaps at no former time was favourable weather more

needed or has beeu more efficacious in maturing the corn crop

than dm-in" that period, for although on clay lauds and among

the best loams the Wheat may have shown from seed time an
j

nnvarving progress, and maintained unchecked a regular growth
;

and cood appearance, vet it must be admitted that on all light
j

lands It has since February been in an extremely precarious

state and even now throughout the Fens large tracts remain to

attest the *ad effects of wind and frost, whilst a considerable

breadth of Wheat laud has been either ploughed up or mown off !

to take the chance of half a crop of Oats or Coleseed : nor have the
,

Oats escaped, many large pieces may be seen with a scant and
;

uneven plant, rivalled and surpassed by intervening ling weed,
,

which seem al«avs ready to dispute the occupation with in- i

valided corn, and have this summer assumed everywhere
,

from the warm moist weather a rank luxuriance that

has taxed all the energies of cultivators of fertile land to

check or subdue. The Wheat " flowered" unusually late, yet

without ripening too fast. So rapid has been the change, and so

greatlv has it been improved by alternate showers and sunshine,

that we have heard it remarked by one gentleman who stole

awav from his farm for a fortnight that on his return he had 200

more quarters of Wheat than he could have estimated the future

yield at when he left ; indeed, we are fast getting out of the risk

of blight and mildew. A fine bold ear seems everywhere to

prevail, the thin crops have tillered out more than could he cal-

culated' on, and in this neighbourhood even the heavy Wheats
have not been laid so much as might have beea anticipated;

the fact is, the straw is generally strong, and of a good colour,

and the crops are now rapidly approaching maturity. It is stated

that next week some odd pieces of Wheat will be commenced,

and if the present fine weather continues, on the 13th a great deal
|

of Highland Wheat will be fit for cutting. Oats are this year
j

likely to he readv first, and we shall put some men in a fine piece
\

of 12 acres next Wednesday. Barley is heavy, but knocked
j

about with rain, and, therefore, will not be in a condition to be
I

cut for a fortnight. We have just concluded harvesting hay and
|

Clover; with a little patience, which is not "the badge of all our
j

tribe," we have succeeded in getting rather good crops of both !

in capital condition, and as the bottom Grass is unusually thick,

the eddishes of the late cut promise abundance of keep for the

lambs which are removed from the ewes in the first week in

August. Sheep require constant attention just now, flies being

60 troublesome ; and it will be borne in mind that a few hours

after being struck, if not discovered, will suffice to break the

skin and inflict a memorandum on the unlucky sl*eep, which
lay getting wet, or by rubbing, or by scouring, has attracted

the attentions of those most unwelcome but inevitable tormentors.

After separating the ewes, and as soon as the flow of milk is

somewhat diminished, the "culls" should be picked out, to be

either sold or put into a good pasture in preparation for a future

market. Beef is now selling well at from 8s. to 8s. 6d. per

stone; mutton also has advanced lately to about 7$d. per lb.

Green crops require great care to keep clean and get out

of "hand before harvest; the Turnip crop is generally

forward and promising; Mangolds grow fast; and we hear partial

complaints of Potatoes ; but as the tops have not yet been
checked, we presume that the disease pays only partial visits.

Flour has fallen 2s. or 3s. per sack; good household flour now
selling at 56s. Barley and Barley meal both very dear; cake
also is high ; and, indeed, all feeding stuffs appear to be making
stiff prices. J. TK, Peterborough. [This was written August 4].

South Hants, August S—The crops in these parts looked more
promising a few weeks hack than at present. Wheat and Barley
is blighted, and in the ears of Wheat beetles and small red

maggots seemed to abound, as in a single ear half a dozen of

these could be detected, and by the aid of a magnifying glass

these insects were clearly exhibited. The straw of the Wheat
plant, and also of Barley, is dark and dingy in colour, wanting
that bright and clean appearance so common in healthy plants.

The harvest will not be general for three weeks or a month to

come. The Turnip crops in many places are very fine, in others

the fly carried off the braird of the earlier sown crops as well as

the later; indeed, the fly has been more busy this season for

weeks together than was ever known—hundreds of acres have
^been ploughed up and re-sown. The Potato crop, so promising,
has this week exhibited too plainly the presence of disease;

early and late sorts are going off rapidly, and the decaying haulm
is very offensive. Much hay is still about delayed by repeated
showers, but these have amply compensated the farmer by the
advantage derived from them to his Turnip crops. The Clover
Hay was housed in good order, but the crops in general very
light. We have seen an instance of a remarkable yield of Wheat
of last year's crop, viz., 56 to 53 bushels per acre. The crop of

this year is very doubtful, as the late high winds have been
highly injurious to the Wheat and Barley. Tares very fine.

B. S. S., Bants.

THE HARVEST.
DRUMMOND'S IMPROVED REAPING

SCYTHES continue to give every satisfaction, and the

demand is yearly on the increase. They areas usual got up with

every possible care, and are fitted with the very best picked

blades. Price for three Scythes complete, 30s. ; do. for six, 56s.

Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations throughout the

kingdom. W. Drdmmond & Sons, Seed and Implement Ware-
house, Stirling, N.B.

*.* To prevent disappointment early orders are respectfully

requested.
N.B. Unknown correspondents will please accompany their

orders with a remittance.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good dy the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*-* CutleryWorks, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

W~ARNER'S 4pricrTrMP"ROVED LIQUID
MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1.4 inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to
any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

li-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

s. 6d. per foot.

1J Gutta Percha Suction,
Is. Qd. per foot.

TARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP,

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.
The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold
together, and the whole may be carried

<Q on shoulder to anypond or tank required.
Price of 4^ in. Pump, with legs, 3£.3s.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

Is inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per foot.

12 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 35. Bd. per foot.

Maybe obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c. -Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S "PATENT VIBRATING STAN~-
* V DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,
of Barrel under nose.
21 in. short 1 ft. 7 in. [Fitted for lead,
2A „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ -I or cast iron
ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe,
ditto 3 „ 6 „ { as required,
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2£ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

Notices to Correspondents.
Blood Manure : B. Blood is used by very many manure com-

panies now. The Nitrophosphate Manure Company, the
Cyanic Manure Company, the so-called Manchester Sewage
Manure Company, and the London Manure Company, besides
others, use it. The Nitrophosphate Company throw bones and
blood together, and add sulphuric acid, thereby manufacturing
a manure which, as it contains soluble phosphates along with
nitrogenous manure, is as nearly perfect, whether for roots or
corn, as anything ordinarily need he.

Hooded Sheaves: W B. The Warwickshire system is best for

wet weather ; high reaping, four sheaves stuck down on the
long stubble and two sheaves reversed overhead with a band
round both. But this is otherwise a ban" plan, and this glorious
weather has relieved you already from difficulty.

JjiGHT Casts : D asks who was the builder of a set of light carts

lately sent to the Crimea. He saw them pass through the city

of London, about 24 of them drawn by one horse.
Mangold Wubzel : Alpha. While the leaves are green they

assist the growth of the plant, and when they wither they are
useless as food. We would not as a general practice strip the
lower leaves : you hinder the growth in doing so. and so injure
the crop in more than one way.

Oats: Bawdon Briggs. The crop seems blighted and prematurely
ripened. There are always complaints of this kind more or
less prevalent at this season; blight may be the result of
deQciency or excess in any one of the fifty influences to which
a living plant is exposed.

Piper's Thickset: W C ST. This and the velvet eared, the one
red and iheorherwhite, are our two shortest Wheats. Theformer
is not remarkable except for its short straw and thickset ear.

TfUFOLiusr ixcarxatuh: Fitz. You must not plough the land.
It must he hard or only just softened by a hhower, and the seed
sown and harrowed in. Manuring, if needed, must be as a
top-dressing hereafter.

•Salt
: H M. Ynu cannot depend on it as a fixer of ammonia, for

although under some circumstances it and carbonate of
ammonia undergo mutual decomposition, and so the latter
assumes the fixed state of muriate of ammonia, yet practically
in the dungheap it is not a fixer. Lime and salt when long

Set *u
,t
t
m a TJ aTltity of carbonate of soda, which will

Smft- « l
c
?
mposUion of manure but does not fix ammonia.
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The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May he obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or of the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER ajjd SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
MEETING AT CARLISLE, JULY, 1855.

First Prize Awarded to
TDICHMOND and CHANDLER'S No. 3B CHAFF

MACHINE, Price £7.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-
tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool,

tjsy Catalogues Gratis.

UNDER THE PROTECTION OF HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

JOSEPH PASCALL bega to announce to the Horti-
*-* cultural and Floricultural Public—amateur and professional,
that he is manufacturing an entirely new Garden Pot, which
possesses, in a cultural point of view, many permanent advan-
tages over pots now in general use. In the first instance, it is
intended to be used in the growing, forcing, and blanching of
Seakale in winter ; blanching Seakale, &c. &c. in the open garden

;

and, when not required for these purposes, it is so constructed as
to be made available in the cultivation of plants of every descrip-
tion. These pots are manufactured in various forms and sizes,
viz.—as propagating, seedling, shading, and protecting pots and
pans; and are likewise admirably adapted to the cultivation of
Mosses, Ferns, and many rare and choice exotic plants.—For a
more detailed description see Gardeners1

Chronicle, July 7, p. 453.
Joseph Pascall, Patentee.

West Kent Potteries, Chislehurst, Kent.

FILTRATION BY ASCENSION.
FREDK.RANSOM E & CO., sole Patentees of theNew

AUTOMATON PURIFIER; also manufacturers of every
variety of FILTERS (Portable or for Immersion) fitted with the
Patent Purifying Medium. Pure Water, in any quantities, for
Water Companies, Manufacturers, and others, obtained at a very
moderate cost by the use of Ransome's Filtering Slabs. An
Illustrated Priced List on application to the Depot, Whitehall
Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster, or at the Patent Stone Works,
Ipswich. A liberal discount allowed to the Trade. Filter Manu-
facturers and Exporters supplied with Ransome's Patent Filtering
Medium separately, on the lowest terms.

TFredk. Raksome & Co. are also the Patentees and sole Manu-
facturers of the Patent "Iris Fountains" for Drawing Rooms,
Conservatories, &c.

REAPING MACHINE.
WILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S Book of Testimonials

from purchasers of their Patent Reaping Machines, also a
List of Prizes, and full description will be forwarded, post free,

on application to

Wm. Drat & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London,

SCYTHES.—Boyd's Patent Self-Adjusting Scythes
may he had of the Manufacturers, William Dray & Co.,

Swan Lane, London, and of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen.
A liberal allowance to the trade.

PARKES' STEEL D ICCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
Bpade.and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The 6aroe preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,
Mil bank S treet, Westminster.

THE COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
for £1.—Places in gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return
of cold air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours.
Price 11. Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes,
11. 2s., 21. 4s., and 31; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with
pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A Prospectus, with En-
gravings, forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.

At Fyfe & Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square, London.
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Double-orown Glass of various dlmonfllonB In 100 foot boxon,

GLASS Til. US for "Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.
}of nn Inch thick £1 17s. Off, poroasoofCO
A, „ 2 1 3 „ 60

V „ Ill „ 60
OlaHH SlutoH of tbo iminil (lliiii'imlnns.

Glass Milk Pans, Sli.por dozen: Propagating and BooGla o

Cucumber TuboB, Laotomotors, Lord Camoya* Milk Syphons,
Wimp Tl'npn; I'liiln, Crnwn, iiml (irnaini'iitiil Olmis, Slindcs fol

OniiiiiHiiilii, li'crn SInnli'H, Hhi'c.l, I .noil , l'i|n', "Wliiln Load, Oils
and Colours, 1'nint BruBliefl, mid every artlclo In tbo trado.

Hortlciiltnr.il (IIiihh WarobouBO, 110, BlBhopsgato Btroot
Will I, London.

CLASS FOR CONSEHVATORItS, ETC.

HETI.EY and €0. Biipply Hi--.'/. SHEET SLASS,
Ol British Miinnl'nctnri. , ut |il'icrn viii ytn;: from ">l. to id.

per Hquiiro foot, for the usual Sizes roqulrod, many thousand foe!

of which ii re kept ready paokod fm' Lmmodiato delivery.
j.lnOi nt Prices mill Estimates forwarded mi application^ for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATERJPIPES. PEOPAGATING
GLASSES. OLASS MILK PANS, PATENT I'LATK OI.ASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW CLASS, and CLASS SHADES.
to Jamicb u MTi.Kv & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See (Hardtmsrs1 GAronfcZiiilrflt Saturday In eaoh month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WAKING, Manage™,' 296, Oxford Stroet, London.

RBDUCRD TARIFF OF AoniOMl.TURAl. AND HORTICULTURAL GLAH4.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.; and

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from i\d. par foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from Is. Jd. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozen: Holy's Tost Churns, 5s. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,
10s.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; Ree-glosses, from
Gd. ; Cucumber Tubes, from is.; Propagating Glasses, from Bid.
to 7s. each ; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums, complete,
10s. each ; and every othor description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, aud Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

FOREICIM AND ENGLISH SHEET~CLAsVwAREH6uSE,
87, BisHorsoATK Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substnnce, pnoked in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Sume as supplied to Mv. RiVEisa and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boses included.— Per 100, ft.

6 ir . by 4
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74 ,, 54
84 ,, 64
9* ., n
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10 „ 10
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11 I, 11
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13 „ 11
13 12
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„ 13}15}

0bvl3 21 by 1

in. and 66 in by 44 in.

7 1, 6
S „ 6
9 „ 7

10 „ s
11 „ 9
13 ., 9
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114 „ 104
114 „ 11*

12* „ 11*
13* „ 11*
13* „ 124
Hi „ I3i

.. 12.i . 1

.. 12 6

.. 13
, 13 6

.. 13 6

., 14

., 14

.. 14

.. 14

.. 14

.. 14

.. 14

.. 10

.. 16 1)

.. 16

Od.

21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 bv 13A, 1G£ by 14i, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 16. «t 18s. per 100 teet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3A „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sbeet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
aud Varnishes, see Colour List, which can he had on application.

Estahlishfd more than 100 years.

RANSOME'S SILICEOUS STONE.

THE PATENT SILICEOUS STONE COMPANY
are prepared to execute Contracts for the supply of all kinds

of Ornamental Details for Buildings, &c. manufactured in this

beautiful material, which has received the approval of eminent
architects and scientific men, and which for sliarpuess of outline,
durability, and cbeapuess, stands unrivalled. It is especially
applicable for the elaborate details of Mediaeval and Ecclesias-
tical Architecture, for Gothic Windows. Doorways, Pinnacles,
&c.

;
Crosses, Corbels, Altar Screens, Pulpits, Fonts, Monu-

mental Tnmbs, Tablets, Headstones, &c ; also for all kinds of
Garden Decorations, Fountains, Figures, Vases, and Pedestals;
Flower Poxes, Wardeau Cases, Balustrades for Terrace Walks,
Gate Piers, Caps, Bases, &c, &c; and for Coats of Royal Arms,
Chimney Pieces, Brackets and Trusses, Ashlars, Quoins, String-
courses, and other Dressings.— Further particulars, with illustra-
tions, on application to Mr. Edtvd. JIkndham, Secretary, at the
Company's Offices, Whitehall Wharf. Cannon How, Westminster;
or to Mr. Fp.edk. Raxsome, Patent SloneWorks, Ipswich.

A T M K. M E C II r S EST A BLfs H M E N TS,
-ii 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Machg Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orde rs executed. Su perior Hairand other T"ilet Brushes.

OT 9° MILNER'S~IIuLL)FAST AND FlKE-^A^ RESISTING SAFFS (non-conducting and vaponr-
iRing), with all ihe improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
ot l840-,r>l-54 and 1S55, including their Gunpowder 1'root Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
liEST, and CHKATEST SAFEIU:A1lDS KX.TANT.

Mii.xkh's Phcunix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-
plete and exten.-ive in the world. Show Rooms. and S, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Dep6t, 47a. Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.
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GISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CICARS!

GOODRICH'S CIGAIt, TOBACCO, a.m. SM'I I

STORES (Established 1780), 416, Oxford Street, nearly
opposite llHiiway Street. A Box, contitiuliitf 11 Bm
Cigars for ls.9d.\ post freo for 27 stamps. None are genuine
unless aigned " B . N.I Ioodbicb."

ECOrOOMICAL LUXURIES FOR LADIES 7, CENTLEMEN.
BERDOE'S ORIGINAL VENTILATINGWATER-

PROOF CLOAKS. MANTLES, C^VPES, LIGHT COATS,
&c,, resist any amount of rain, without obstructing free ventila-

tion, and are adapted for general use, equally as for rainy
weather. — \V. Bbudos, Tailor, 96, New Uond Street, and
69, Cornhill (only).

A HANDSOME PORTABLE BAROMETER FOR 21s.

J
ENRY BAKER calls the attention of the public

1 1 to his Improved MODEL BAROMETER, made of solid

Rosewood and mounted with Ivory Plates, with a Thermometer.
The nhove Instrument for Accuracy and Style stands unrivalled;
it is Portable, and WARRANTED to perform well ; and being manu-
factured on the premises, it is highly recommended. Can be
sent into the country without risk of breakace for Is. extra.

Henry. Baker, Instrument Maker to the Board of Admiralty,
90, Hutton Garden, London.

TOURISTS, TRAVELLERS, AND OTHERS,
Exposed to tiik Scorching Rays of TnK Sun, and Heated

Particles of Dust, will find
pOWLAND'S KALYDOR, a most refreshing pre-
*- ^- paration for the Complexion, dispelling the cloud of languor
and relaxation, allaying all heat and irritability, and immediately
affording the pleasing sensation attending restored elasticity and
healthful state of the skin. Freckles, Tan, Spots, Pimples,
Flushes, and Discoloration fly before its application, and give
place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty and of bloom.
In cases of sunburn or stings of insects, its virtues have long
been Acknowledged. Price 4s. 6d. and Ss. Qd. per bottle.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, a delightfully fragrant and
transparent preparation, and as an invigorator and purifier

beyond all precedent.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, ok PEARL DENTIFRICE, a
"White Powder, compounded of the rarest and most fragrant
exotics. It bestows on the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, frees

them from Tartar, and impartsto the. Gums a healthy firmness,
and to the breath a grateful sweetness and purity.

Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Uattou Garden, London;
and bv Chemists and Perfumers.
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rr/rt ALKALINE TOOTH POWDE1
The abore may be obUtfaud of mwt raapecuhl': ci^aiiau, I'er-
fumeni, Ac.

TO NURSERYMEN AND ORDENERS.
•obi-; ay bum .lohed
upward* "f Vt fOUt, and nUTfOafoTlj OOnlad QBf a« the

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
"WHISKERS, Ac.?—The most marvellous production of

modern date is ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINUTRIAR.
which is guaranteed to produce "Whiskers, ^loustachios, Eye-
brows, &c, in a tew weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from
whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off,

and effectually checks greyness in all its stages. For the :

nursery it is recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for

promoting a fine healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in

aftor years. Sold by ali Chemists and Perfumers, price 2s.. or
will he sent post free on receipt of 24 penny stamps, by Miss '.

CourKLLE, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street, Oxford Street,

Loudon. Mrs. Carter writes. "My bead, which was bald, is

now covered with new hair."' Mrs. "William?—"I can show a
'

fine head of hair from using your Crinutriar." Mrs. Ref.ve—
,

" My hair is gaining strength and thickness." Sergeant Ckavex
' Through using it I have an excellent Moustache." Mr.

Yates—"The young man has now a good pair of whiskers. I

want two packets for other customers."

present prprir-tor wlahi

pronnds embrace* a •

*«p*ct.
Tfaerol - aaaJmcMt Inexhaust-
ible supply of fine fian'l

n of- bavin (f moi -o* are
very extensive, and adapted for all Propocatlu; and other por-
poscs. A Dwelling-house, Stable. Packinx-b4 jm

excellent condition. The Si is select, iocioding
those recently introduu-d fn->m China, California. Himalaya,
Sikkim, Cape, Australia, New Zealand, and olhef (general

Nursery Stock. The distance Is within t«' I Ijondim,
and half that time by railway, and within half a mile of the
General Railway Station of Aberdeen.—Fall information may be
obtained by addressing Mr. J. BOT, Jm., at Ferry Hill Nartery,
Aberdeen, or 141. s •

t l

TO NURSERYMEN, CARDENERS. I HORTICULTURISTS.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, the BUS1
and STOCK IN TBADS nf Mr. Charles Montague Atkin-

son, of Gloucester, Nurseryman, consisting of a choice and bean-
tifui Collection of Variegated Stove and Greenhouse Ornamental
Plants, comprising all the newest and best K>ft-wooded in
cultivation : al?n A z.iliafi. Camellias, Ericas, &c. At, ton numerous
for detail. The Grounds are situated in one of the beat parts of
Gloucester, and contain a general Nursery Stock- The Seed
business is an important branch and I* rapidly Increasing. Satis-
factory reasons can be given for disposing of the bastneoo.
To view, apply at the Nursery, "Worcester Siree:, Gloucester;

or to Mr. Thomas White, Green Dragon Lane, Gloucester. And
to purchase apply to Mr. FErnEEicK Snirroji, Solicitor, Saint
Nicholas Chambers, Nicholas Street, Bristol.

TO NURSERYMEN. SEEDSMEN. AND FLORISTS.

TO BE SOLD, in consequence of the pr-v
retiring from bnsiness, a Capital Bnsiness in the above

line, with a first-rate connection, and of 17 years' standing. The
premises, which are convenient and well situated, will be sold,

together with the Business. Snch an opportunity as the above
seldom occurs,—For particulars, apply to Hr. Lt,xL«jy. Nurserv-
man, &c, "Wellington. Somerset,

FANCY POULTRY.
TO BE SOLD, yornic BIRDS of the following

breeds :—Dorking Fowl (first prizes at Colchester. 1854. and
Ryde, 1S35' : Turkey parent Cock and Hen weighed 43 lbs.,

;

Goose (second prize, Byde. 1555 ;
Ayle^bnry Dsek. Wfci*e Pern-

vian Musk Duck 'from birds now in the po*;—-- " Qoeen);
also a Cock and six Dorking Hens, adult,—For price, acply
to Mr. Warwick. Donyland Lodge, Colchester.
Dorking Eggs from prize and other first-rate birds, at 61. Gd.

per dozen, including basket, for the rest of tbe season-

Sales in Suction.

DR. DE JONCH'S
T IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL.
o-^ Prescribed with complete confidence by the Faculty for its

purity, and superior, immediate, and regular efficacy.

It is entirely free from nauseous flavour, and being invariablv
and carefully submitted to chemical analysis

—

asd only supplied
IK SEALED BOTTLES TO PRECLUDE .-rr^E^CF.S-T ABM1XTTBF. OK
adulteration— this Oil possesses a guarantee of genuineness
and purity offered by no other Oil in the market.

Testimonial from' ARTHUR H. HASSALL, M.D.. FX.S..
M .K.C.P.. Chief Analyst of the Sanitary Commission of the i

Lancet, Author of " Food and its Adulterations.*' &c, &c. &c
" I have more than once, at different times, subjected your

1

Light Brown Oil to chemical analysis

—

and this unknown to
yourself—and I bave always fonr.d it to be free from all impurirv

j

and rich in the constituents of bile. So great is my confidence !

in tbe article, that I usually prescribe it in preference to any '

other, in order to make sure of obtaining the remedy in its purest
and 1 est condition."

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jongh's
;

Signature, without which none af.f. genuine, bv ANSAE.
HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London. Dr. De Jongh's
sole Consignees : and by most respectable Chemists in town aud
country.
Half pints (10 oz.), 2s. - : r.: Tints (20 oz.), is. 9<*,; Quarts

(-10 oz..\ 9*.; IMPEKIAL MEASURE.

HURSLEY PARK. NEAR WINCHESTER.
I5IPORTANT SALE OF PFEE SOUTHDOWN SHEEP. &c

MR. STRAFFORD has received instructioDS from
Sir \Villiara Heathcnate. Bart . MP., to anooaBce for Sale

bv Auction, without reserve, on WEDNESDAY, the 22d *

August next, at the Home Farm. Hursley Park. tv.e FLOCK
of PURE SOCTHDOWNS.
various 3ges, with Rams arc Lambs, 1

great care and attention for several years, from die fir-famed
Flocks of the Duke of Richmond. Hon. Captain Pelbom. Hessr*.

EUman. Northeast, and Jon " Jnahie

Young HORSES, bred en

HTJRSLEY PIGS, which ore

of the Right Hon. the -

celebrated breed- rs inspec-

tion, worthy the aUenticn of G "- aW st'-ck.

and are sold in conse:/-

in hand.-^Catalogues, with partTcn'.ars. may be b,Ed_ on appli-

cation to Mr. Stf.affof.d. I Sqmiic, London; or of

Mr. Fowlie. Red House, -
"

ester,

I LF O R D.

T> Gentlemtn. Nc

MR. GEORGE COLLIS is instructed to Sell by
Public Ai;.~"

— O-reen

Lane, DJbi L Essex, on THUES " ~ ; - 2 al U
any reserve, the whole of the glass erecn:--

sisting of two span-roc: - s. a saddleb::
- vera! pits and frames, striking-glass, and suncr^

effects : also the whole of tbe nursery stock of Evergreens, &c.
and the Greenhouse Plants, consisting of choice sorts of Azalea
indies, Geranium. Fuchsias, &c~—May be ve«- : 7- -

;

-

Sale. CataJognes may be obtained on the premises: at the Eed
Lion Inn, IRord: of the principal Seedsmen in London: and of

the Auctioneer, North Street. Romford, Essex.
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Just Published.

A RTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
-*Ti_ No. I- containing Orchiden?, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-

leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove

and Orchidia1 House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,

Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be

had on application to_them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

sTfTwT J. HOOKER'S KEW GUIDES.

New Edition, in lGnio, with many "Woodcuts, price Sixpence,

KEW GARDENS; or, a Popular Guide to the Royal
Botanic Gardens of Kew. By Sir "W. J. IIookee, K.H.,

D.C.L., F.K.A., and L.S., &c, Director.

By the same Author, in 16mo, with Woodcuts, price Is,,

ECONOMIC BOTANY ; being a Popular Account
of useful aod remarkable Vegetable Products, as illustrated by

the Museum in the Royal Gardens of Kew.
London

:

Longman, Brown, Greek, & Losemans.

In Svo, with Plates and Specimens, price 7,?. Gd. cloth,

PAPER and PAPER-MAKING, ANCIENT and
MODERN. By Richard Herring. With an Introduction

by the Rev. George Croly, LL.D.
Loudon : Longman, Browx, Green, & Longmans.

NEW EDITION OF HAWKER ON SHOOTINC.
The Tenth Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved, with

Portrait, numerous Plates, and Woodcuts. Price One Guinea.

T NSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN,
J- is all that Relates to GUNS and SHOOTING. By
thelateLieut.-CoI.P. Hawker. Revised and corrected by his Son.

London : T,o\o*ms. Urowk. Green. & Longmans.

ARACO'S METEOROLOGICAL ESSAYS^
Just published, in One Volume Svo, price ISs. cloth,

METEOROLOGICAL ESSAYS. By Francis
Akago. With an Introduction by Baron Humboldt.

7 r mslated under the superintendence of Lieut.-Colonel E.

Sabine, R.A., Treasurer, and V.P.R.S.
Contents : Thunder and Lightning—Fires of St. Elmo—Geo-

graphy of Storms—Electro-Magnetism—Animal Electricity-
Terrestrial Magnetism—Aurora Borealis.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

This day is published, price 6s., Volume I, of^| Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. Gd.
TOCTES AMBROSIAN.E. By Professor Wilson. ID URAL C H EMI S T R
' To be completed in Four Volumes. *-•* By Edward Solly, F.R.S
William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Y.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowf.rby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27*.; partly coloured, 14s.

• John E. Sowerhy, 3, Mend Place, Lambeth.

Fully Illustrated, Price Half-a-Grown,

BRITISH FERNS (a plain and easy account of)
;

wherein each species is particularly described under its

respective genus, and the characteristics ofthose genera given in
words ofcommon use; with a Glossary of Technical Terms. The
Illustrations only, price 6if.

_London: Rohkut H.u:nwincF, 2G, Duke Street, Piccadilly.

Post free, One Shilling,

A TREATISE ON ACACIA CHARCOAL (and
the Antiseptic Laws): its Potency in Consumption, Ulcera-

tion, and Irritation of the Mucous Membrane, Spermatorrhoea,
Indigestion with Nervousness. Its prevention of Cholera.—By
W, Washington Evans, removed to 12, Bernard Street,
Primrose Hill, London.

NEW AND CHEAPER EDITION OF
CHEVREUL ON COLOUR.

In crown Svo, with Illustrations, price 10s. Gd. cloth,

THE PRINCIPLES OF HARMONY AND CON-
TRAST OF COLOURS, and their Amplications to the

Arts; including Painting, Interior Decorations, Tapestries,

Carpets, Mosaics, Coloured Glazing, Paper-Staining, Calico-

Printing, Letterpress Printing, Map Colouring, Dress, Land-
scape and Flower Gardening, &c. By M. E. Chevreul, Membre
de l'lnstitut de France, &c. Translated from the French by
Charles Martel. Second Edition, revised.

London: Longman, Brown, Gbeen, & Longmans.

Just published, new and improved edition, price Is.,

•yHE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION; being
-»- a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-
portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the
Chest, &c. Also, by the same Author, price lOs.Gd.,

A TREATISE . N ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEART.
London: Longman, Brown, Gbeen, & Longmans.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 9S "Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

'THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
-*- TORE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiologic.-:! Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindlev, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.
" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840,

since which time-it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,
by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles
and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.

"This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"
with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the

author has been, not -to produce a work suited to men of science,

hut one which eveiy well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

By the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,
greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous "Wood Engravings.
Two vols. Svo, 24s.
%* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that
the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London : Longman, Brown, Geres, & Longmans.

THE PRACTICAL GARDENER, AND MODERN
HORTICULTURIST; in One Volume, 9S8 pages closely

printed, with upwards of 300 illustrative Woodcuts, containing
the present improved scientific mode of managing the Kitchen,
Fruit, and Flower Gardens; the Greenhouse, Hothouse, Con-
servatory, &c. By Charles M'Inxosh, C.M.C.H.S., of Dalkeith
Palace. Bound in cloth, price 21s. ;

and also with Specimens of
choice Flowers, coloured, 26s.

"The labour and experience of a life devoted to the science
of horticulture we now present to the public."

—

Vide Author's
Preface.

With an Appendix, describing a new and economical method
of producing uuiform bottom heat from hot-water tanks upon
the most simple plan, with explanatory diagrams, and reference
to buildings now in successful operations.

London : T . Kklly ; Simpkin. Marshall, & Co.

Just published, price 2s. Gd.,

THE HAND-BOOK of VILLA GARDENING.—
By William Fai;l, Author of the " Rose Garden," &c.

Contents : -Gardening as a Recreation; On the Formation
and Improvement of a Garden ; What a Villa Garden should be

;

Selection and Arrangement of Trees and Shrubs ; On Flowers;
The American Garden; The Rose Garden; The Conservatory
and Greenhouse ; Sweet-scented Plants and Flowers; The Fruit
Garden and" Orchid House ; Gardening in Winter, Spring,
Summer, Autumn

; On Propagation; Window Gardening; Select
Lists of Trees, Flowers, &c. &c.

" We anticipate that it wilt become, as it deserves, a general
authority in suburban cultivation."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" Well adapted to the end, being of a plain practical character."— Spectator,
" Full of sound practical instruction."

—

Florist.
" The right sort of book and at the right time too."— The Field.

By the same Author, second edition, price Is.,

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK.
London: Pi pep. & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; or post free from

the Author, Nurseries, (Jheshnnt, Herts, at the above prices.

BLACK'S ~G~UIDE ~BOOKS FOR ENGLAND,
SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND. New and greatly im-

proved Editions of these works have recently been published,
containing all the latest information.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black.
London? Smith & Son; 133, Strand ; and sold by all Booksellers,

WORKS ON BOTANY AND GARDENING.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY, beinjr nn Introduc-
tion to the Study of the VEGETABLE KINGDOM. Svo,

with 1600 Illustrations, price Sis, Gd. By J. H. Balfour, Pro-
fessor of Botany in the Edinburgh University.

OUTLINES OF BOTANY, being an Introduction
to the Study of the STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, CLAS-

SIFICATIONS, and DISTRIBUTION of PLANTS. Illus-
trated, fcap. Svo, price 7s. Gd. By Professor Balfour.

hi.

AJEILL'S FRUIT, FLOWER, AND KITCHEN
J-O GARDEN. New .Edition, price 5s.

THE AMATEUR GARDENER'S YEAR BOOK
;

A Guide for those who cultivate their own Gardens. By
the Rev. Henry Burgess, LL.D. Price 55.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. London : Longman & Co.

Just published,

A LLNUTT'S IRISH LAND SCHEDULE : An
^*- Agricultural, Horticultural, and Scientific Miscellany, con-
tains (by Authority) all the Encumbered Estates now posted for

sale, also various interesting Agricultural, Horticultural, and
Scientific Subjects, with a Comparative Meteorological Table,
showing the suite of the weather at seventeen localities in the
United Kingdom on the same day. Published on the 1st and
15th of each month. Annual Subscription, 10s. Gd. ; single
number, Gd.— Office. '27. College Green. Dublin.

A 1

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Just published, new andcheaperEdition,pricels.,orls. Gd. by post,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE ; Or How to Live and
What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,

and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable
through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.
London : Piper, Brothers, & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Han-

nay, 63, Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornhill : and all Booksellers.

In foolscap &vot with numerous Woodcuts, price As. 6d.,

THE PHILOSOPHY OF KEPK0DUCTI0N.
By R0BEET JAMES MANN, M.D., F.R.A.S.

"This little volume contains an account of one of the most
interesting branches of physiological study, written in a style
very clear and pimple, though the subject is not handled super-
ficially."—Examiner.

" 1 he b^ok is scientific and interesting, and well calculated to

J?
U
i
Py £ place amonS works devoted to popular instruction. "We

think the subject is one upon which the public has a claim for
MUormation, especially in these davs of rampant quackery; and
wis lntormation is, in the treatise before us, furnished in a form
perfectly unobjectionable."—Medical Times and Gazette.

"It is long since we met with a work in which the mysteries of
nature have been more happily and intelligibly revealed. . . .

This most instructive and entertaining volume affords a lucid

explanation of the opinions at present entertained by philosophers
concerning what were once thought to be the impenetrable
secrets of reproduction among living things, whether by eggs,
seed, or other contrivances;" From the animalcules that only
microscopical eyes have ever looked upon, up to man, ihe most
perfect of created beings, the chain of analogies is completed.'*

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

LONDON : LONGMAN, BROWN, GREEN, AND LONGMANS.

_., F.L.S., F.G.S.,
honorary Member ofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, CoTent Garden.

„_„„ Price 5s. 6d. cloth,

0?,
E£??P„EDITI0N '

KEVISED AND ENLARGED,RNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY
;

Theje History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.
_J1MATTnE-n-s, S, Upper Wellington Street . Covent Garden.
Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage

J enantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Mattuews, at the office of
the Gardeners' Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for
one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.
-yHE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDENX OPERATIONS.

.
By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gakdeneks' Chkonicle: above 9S0OO
have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington St reet. Covent Garden.
N INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY" OF

JURISPRUDENCE.
BEING A TRANSLATION OF THE GENERAL PART OP

TIIIEAUT'S SYSTEM DES PANDEKTEN EECHTS
WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS

By NATHANIEL LINDLEY, of the Jtliddle Temple, Esq.-.,

Barrister-at-Law.
William Maxwell, 32, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn, Law Book-

seller and Publisher; Hodges & Smith, Grafton Street, Dublin.
This day is published, in one vol. Svo, with numerous woodcuts,

price 14s.,

IV/r EDTCAL AND (ECONOMICAL BOTANY ; or
LI-*- Aii Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine
or Domestic CEconomy.

EXTRACT FROM THE AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity of

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species
employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of
domestic oeconoray. The principal part of those which cau be
brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or
which, from their great importance, deserve to be among the
earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,
where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the ' Vege-
table Kingdom' of the author, with the sequence of matter
departed from in a few instances, when it was believed that the
convenience of younger students would be consulted by doing so.
The author trusts that this selection will he found to have been
made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are
mentioned. A small selection was indispensable ; firstly, because
a greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority
of purchasers; and secondly, because experience shows us that
those who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,
require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, lipoa
a limited number of objects."

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE, — For Sale, the
Volumes of 1849, 1S50, and 1851, half-bound in russia; all

the Numbers for 1S52, and the first 36 Numbers of 1S53—Apply,
by Letter, to A. B., 1, Shorter's Court, Throgmorton Street,
Loudon.

GARDENERS1 CHRONICLE for the year 1842'-

3-4-5-7-S-9; folio cloth, 5s. each; Farmers' Magazine,
21 vols, Svo, half Russia, 11. Gs., 1800-21 : Farmer's Library,
(Youatt's Treatises), 2 vols, royal Svo, cloth 155., half calf 185.,
1849; British Husbandry, 3 vols, Svo, cloth, 155., 1834-40; Von.
Thaer's Agriculture, 2 vols, 8vo, cloth, 12?., 1844; Marshall's
Agricultural Works, 21 vols in 13, 8vo, half calf, 17. 10.%
1796-1801 ; Arthur Young's various works ; Reports of the Board
of Agriculture (in counties) 40 vols, 8vo, bound in boards, 47. 4s.

;

Loudon's Works; Encyclopedia of Gardening, thick Svo, half
morocco, 15s., 1822, or boards, 145., 1S26; Agriculture, 8vo, 14*..

1825; Suburban Gardener, Svo, cloth, Ss., 1S3S; Gardeners'"
Magazine, 19 vols, Svo, half bound, neat, 27. 10s., 1838-43; Don's
System of Gardening, 4 vols, 4to (pub. 147. 14s.), boards, 21s.,.

1831-37.—A catalogue of 450 works on Agriculture, Botany,
Gardening, &c, post free. Monthly Catalogues of Old and New
Books.—John Petheram, 94, High Holborn.

TO ADVERTISERS.
THE SOUTH-EASTERN GAZETTE, a Family,

Commercial, and Agricultural Newspaper, which has a cir-

lation exceeding 3300 copies weekly, has been at the head of the-

Kentish Press for 20 years, for the past five years has had doubla
the circulation, and, as shown by the official stamp returns tc-

July 1, 1855, has now three times the circulation of the next
highest, and nearly five times that of any other Newspaper
in Kent. It has a larger circulation than the whole of the papers
published in East Kent together, and also than the whole of those
published in West Kent.—Published every Tuesday, price 5tf,

ntamped, 4rf. unstamped, at the Offices, 27, Week Street, Maid-
stone, and 21, High Street, Canterbury.—Maidstone, August IS.

I OURNAL D' AGRICULTURE PRATIQUE,
*-* fonde" en 1S37, par le Docteur Bixio

;
puhlie sous la direc-

tion de M. J. A. Barral, Ancien e"leve et repetiteur de Chimie
a 1' Ecole Polytechnique.
This important publication is published on the 5th and 20th of

each month, and is the official journal on this subject. It con-
tains a vast number of Woodcuts representing Agricultural In-
struments, Cattle, and is of the greatest interest lo all persona
connected with Farming. £. 8 . d.

The Year's Subscription 15
By Post ;. 18

Subscriptions received by Barthes & Lowell's, Foreign
Booksellers, 14, Great Marlborough Street, London, where speci-
mens of the work may be seen.

PAklb EXHIBITION.
Just published, price Half-a-Crown,

STANFORD'S NEW GUIDE TO PARIS AND
THE PARIS EXHIBITION, containing Instructions before

Starting. Routes, Hotels, Restaurateurs, Public Conveyances^
Police Regulations, Tables of French Bloney and Measures, a-

Short History of Paris, its Government, Public Buildings, Eccle-
siastical Edifices, Curiosities, Places of Public Amusement,
Environs of Paris, &c, with Two Maps, and a View of the Exhi-
bition and Champs Elyse"es.

London: Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross. Edinburgh:
A. & C. Black. Paris: Longuet, 8, Rue de la Paix. And all

Booksellers.

Printed by William Bbabbdbt, of No. 13. Upper Woburu Place, xv,-l

Frederick Mcllett Evahb, of No. 20, Queen's lload, West, both in
the Parish of St. Paneras, and in the County of Middlesex, Printers, a*
their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whiten-jam, in the City
of London ; <md published by them at the Office, No. 5, Upper Wellington
Street, in the Pariah of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,
where alt Advertisements and Communications are to be Addbbssed to
thb Editob.— Saturday, Anjjuat 18, 1S55,
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METROPOLITAN DAHLIA AND HOLLYHOCK SHOW.
THE ROYAL SOUTH LONDON FLORICUL-

TURAL, SOCIETY.—Under the PatronRgo of Her Host
Grncious Mnjesly tbo Quehh.—The Inst Exhibition of Iho ahovo
Society for the present season will take plafce at Ihe Royal Cre-
raorno Gardens, Chelsea, on THURSDAY,' August SO, in con-
junction with the Ghand M&TROPOLTMU1 Dahlia and Holly-
hock Snow (Open to all Exhibitors).

Lists of Prizes and the Rules of tho Exhibition may bo bad of
the Secretary, J. T. Nevillb, Ebenezer House, Peckliam.

SALISBURY "HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The ANUUAi, DAHLIA EXHIBITION, offerinc; the

highest amount of Prizes that will he Ritra Ibis season at any
Show, will he held in conjunction with tbo Horticultu; ill Societv,
in tho Gardens of tbo Lord Bishop of Salisbury, on THURSDAY,
Sept. 6th.— Full particulars of Jons Kfvni-s. linn. See.

ROYAL PAVILION, BRICHTOnT
THE BRIGHTON and SUSSEX FLORICUL-

TURAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCH TV will bold
their Autumn Exhibition of PLANT'. „:U1T!- CUT
FLOWERS, &c, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, 12th
and 13th of September next, at tho above splendid suite of Rooms
and Grounds, on the same grand scalo as former years. Prizes
are offered with the same liberality as previously. Also tbo
Railway Cup, value 10 guineas, for the best 21 Show Dahlias for
Amatours. By the liberality of tho Railway company, all
plants, &o., will be convoyed to Brighton and back, carriage-free,
from all stations on the lines. Schedules can be bsd on appli-
cation to E. Spaky, Superintendent of the Exhibition ; or tho
Secretory, E. Carpenter, 45, Lavender Street, Brighton. By
order of the Committee, E. Carpenter, Secretary.

ILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*.* Plans and Estimates furnished.

w
JOHN HARRISON, Nurseryman, seedsman,

Florist, Landscape Gardener, &c.
Plans and Estimates furnished ; Experienced Gardeners

recommended
; also several Young Men in the Nursery waiting

for Under Curd oners' Situations,- PsrUnL'ton, Aug. 2.Y

W AN T ED,
GRAPES and PEACHES op Superior Quality.

Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun., Fruit Salesman,
St. John's Market, Liverpool. Terms Cash.

HOLLYHOCKS.—'Ihe collection of Hollyhocks at
the Cheshunt Nurseries is now in full bloom, and may be

seen daily. Packets of choice Seed, If,, 2s. 6U, and 6s. each—
A

1
Paul_& Son, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts.

PRICED CATALOGUE^OF
-
PLANTS.

rpHOMAS JACKSON and SON'S Priced Catalogue
-A- of Plants may bo obtained on application. It. contains
Stove, Orchidaceous, Ferns and Mosses, Greenhouse, Ornamental
Shrubs nnd Trees, Roses, and Herbaceous Plants.

T. J. & Sox are offering at very low prices a largo Stock of
Azaleas, Camellias, Ericas, Epacrises, Helichrysums, Rhododen-
drons, &c, well deserving the attention of purchasers.

Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS.
JAMES CARTER and Co.'s comprehensive CATA-

LOGUE OF DUTCH and CAPE BULBS, and SEEDS,
for Autumn sowing, will be published on the 1st of September
next, and will be forwarded, free of charge, and post paid, upon
application to James Carter & Co.. 2SS, High Holborn, London .

T>OBERT SIM'S 16 paRe ^ATALOGUE of his
J-*- GENERAL COLLECTION of FERNS mar now be had
for Four Stamps. Free to all previous purchasers."

Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

VyILLIAM CUTBUSH and SON beg to acquaint
» ' their patrons and friends that their ANNU AL CAT V-
LOGUE of DUTCH BULBS can be had, postage free, on appli-
cation. The superior quality of their roots is well known, hut
as a further gnaroniee they obtained the Awards at the Horti-
cultural Society's Rooms, Regent Street, last spring.

Higbgate Nurseries, near London.

IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
np F. WINSTANLEY begs to announce that his
-»- • Priced Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs for the present season
will shortly be ready, and can be had free on application. It
contains a list of all tho newest and leading sorts in cultivation
including Hyacinths, Narcissus, Jonquils, Amaryllis, Earlv
Singlo and Double Tulips, Crocus, &c, all of which have been
grown by one of the first growers in Holland, and can be relied
upon as being good sound Bulbs, and true to name.

2S, Market Place, Manchester.

J
(

RHODODENDRONS.
OHN WATERER bogs to announce that bo in now
,1'oparuJ i i doi i foi hi i tiro 11 Hybrid

Rkodotli ndn n In good col ibl ue<! plflnl . »l 12 i

Kiio.i mdron JOuN WATIiltBB, OOWtir glowing <

lftr«o tpi-.'i, flni fbluuro, and s mo I ttmndant bloomer, in

perfection about tba lorn June.
Ditto, mi::;. .M'liN wati;i:i,i(, a bright roi t i Ims n,

,
...

tl itaBB, a vrry free bloomfaCg kind, In Dow< i

ii.di ol Juno,
To the ftdmlrow ot this ,l>i«tly noble cli " ; PI ml

,
J

WvntitKii hiu tho pleafflira ol rooommendlng thi i

tho groatont tu nlil< n i rot offontt. 1 tu rcombloi

degree tho neoowwry requisites forreeJly finMVrnto hnrdy crlm on

\ in 1,(1,'
j, viz., Imposing colon r», abundant bloomers, extreme

h i, iiml flower hi a time when they are not liable to b«

Injured by spring (route.
i

i
! American Nursery, Dngflhoj, Burn

,

'

I DOJBSON and SON'S New Catalogue of J'KI.AK-
*J • OONH.'MS fonrardod post-free foroneBtamp.

Woodlands Nursery, laloworth.

SUPERB BALSAMS.
Fand A. SMITH beg to solicit an inspection of their

• splendid Halnnmi, now in full bloom, from which they
intiini to oflorceed for Ihe onsulng season.—Dnlwich, Surrey.

NEW STRAWBERRY.
P^ITLEY'S CAUOUNA SUPERBA, not Burpassed

*- In flavour, habit, and productiveness by any Strawberry
extant, nt tho low prion nf 21. per 100, D*. per doss., free by post,

to be had of Messrs. Gabraway, Mayks,& Co., HrlHtol, agents

for tho west of England and South Wales, or of any respectable

nurseryman. For a full description, testimonials, Sec., see this

Paper, April 14, 1855.
'Tames KiTlby, Lyncomhe Yale Nnwei , B&ih.

KEENS1 SEEDLING STRAWBERRY. —True
and strong plants of tho above sort for potting and bedding

out can now be obtained from the grounds in which it was
Originally produced, nn application to Warren's (late Keess'J
Garde ns, Isleworth. Middlesex. Price 5a. per 100.

R SMITH still continues to send out strong runners
• of his SEKDLING STRAWBERRY, SIR CHARLES

NAPIER, which this season has proved Itself good; both for

forcing and natural it 1ms no equat Price *2'. per 100.

R. Smith. Market < l ard i ner, I

'""nj
AZalEmS - ^.

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in offering the
• following line, bushy,, well-grown plants, ai.'l of the

choicest nnd best varieties, in large 48 and 32-siee pots.

AZALEAS IS*, per dozen ; 51. per 100.

ERICAS \2s. and 18s. per dozen; 41. and 5£.perlOO.

These will make very pretty specimens for the ensuing season

;

all orders to be accompanied with a remittance from unknown
correspondents.—Maidstone, Aug. 25.

ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following

CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any part,

A Bon Marche". s. d.
\

12 Orchidea Plants, grand species, one of a sort 40
50 Choice Greenhouse Plants (hard-wooded) one of a sort... 45

Camellias and Rhododendrons, fine sorts ... per dozen 30
Azalea indica, fine new sorts ... per dozen 125. and IS

12 Gloxinias and Achimenes, best varieties 10
25 Fuchsias (small plants), best proved varieties 10 6
12 fine new Mimulus, tall and dwarf varieties 10

12 fine Phlox, new Perennial, varieties 12

25 Chrysanthemums, new large and small varieties ... 12

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington , London, August25.

SPLENDID HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIA AND
SWEET WILLIAM SEEDS.

WILLIAM BARNES has now ready for sending
out a small quantity of the above Seeds, the former of

which is unrivalled, and has given the greatest satisfaction to

all purchasers for the last four seasons, 25. &i. and 5s. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAMS, grown from the same stock as the

seed now offered, may be seeu at the present time in fall bloom
at his Nursery, where they are pronounced by all who have seen
them to he unequalled. Is. 6rf. per packet. Payment can be
made by postage stamps.

Camden Nursery, Camberwell, London.

GARDEN ERg.
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or IUilwny<i, or within a circuit of fire mil
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HOW TO KILL RATS AND ::,

DBEDSj—A Receipt in»y t^ hod. ?

without trotib'e. by iei u>rc it«nip^ >.-

envelope to Mr. WfLUAM Faaxaxur, rnat nHw %'•

who will forward It with plain in.it: -

extraordinary remedy, each oji no Farmer.
I

Ought la be without, as it will save them poond* yearly b;

.•y,-rv I' * " • ........

WASPS ! WASPS !—The finest KHLITin K- .

will U: secured from W
HAYTHORN'fi HEXAGON (;.\l:Iii.N -^n In
most Gardens. Patterns, prices, and teitimonUhi iff
Orders directed to Mr. Hattbobjt, Nottingham, will b*.Tc
immediate Attention.

CMSHINO NETS.—A 20-vard L»rag Net, with Porae
-T complete, 2f. 10*. A Single Walled Dr*g :

and depth, 1*. per sqnare yard. C
Is. 6V. per yard, measored r

size, Is. per square yard, complete. Mir
and Landing Nets equally cheap, all watr
and workmanship.—At W. (

-

t. Islington. London. '

TANNED NETTING, for I

Trees from frost, blight, and hi:

fresh sown seeds, either in Gardens or

vard; 200 yards. 14.*.; 500 yards, ?/• 3crun
i'.inva*. for Wall Fruit.— At EL '

Cloth, Tent, and Waterproof Cloth MamrV
Bars, City, and Old Kent Road, Soutbwark
Ship Chandlers, and Export Merch*
the East India Export Dock, Blacfc^-al I

.

HOSE PIP
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PI!

will sustain a greater pre '

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent.

hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waitumas & Co, Bentham. Lancurtrr.
No. 1 QrAUTT, Inches rx Diamet- —

£, 9rf.; J, llrf.; 1, It. Id.: 1J. 1? — 1-

2,1*. 9A; 2J, 2s : 2^ 24. 3d.; 2 j. 2$. 6A : 3, .

Sctbb Extra STorx Qualitt :—2, 2s.: . . -a>&£;
2J, 2*.9i.; 3,3*.

No. 0. a cheaper Hose, to bear a low prcamre for Gir:
Agricnltnral purposes, at great!v rednced prices:—1,5*1: ".

II. 11,; : 2.1s.: 21, 1j. 3d.; 2}, I

The Hose is Burnettised at an. extra charge of Zd. per Tard.
Union Joints. Branch Pipes, and Jets -rplied.

CALCEOLARIA AND MIVULUS SEED.

N GAINES having been fortunate in saving Seed
* from the superb Calceolarias and Mimulus he exhibited

so successfully at the Royal Botanic, Regent's Park, and Crystal
Palace Exhibitions, he is prepared to offer it at 5s. per packet.
Early orders are solicited, as the stock is very limited.

N. G.'s collection of Pseoneasters, Verbenas, and Dahlias are
now in flower, and can be seen gratis any ('.ay, Sundays excepted,
at the Nursery. Surrev Lane, Battersea.—August 26.

PRIZE CALCEOLARIAS.— Packets of Seed saved
from the group of Seedling Calceolarias, to which a Prize

was awarded at the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace, may
still be obtained (price 10s. 6d.) by application to Williah
Sandfokd. Gardener to Mr. Henchman. Edmonton.

V \

CHOICE CINERARIA
AND CALCEOLARIA SEEDS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready for
sending out Seeds of their verv superior

"CINERARIAS asto CALCEOLARIAS,
which have been saved with great care from the finest varieties.

The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolarias
have given for several successive years enables them to recom-
mend their Seed of the present season with much confidence.

Packets of each, sealed and warranted by them, at is. 6i., free

by post.—Exeter Nursery. Exeter. Established 1720.

SPOTTED CALCEOLARIA & CINERARIA SEED.

Fand A. SMITH beg to offer seed of the above at
• 2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet. They obtained a Certificate of

Merit from the Floricultural Society of London for a Collection
of Seedling Cinerarias, from which the seed they now offer has
been saved. Both Calceolarias and Cinerarias are well known to

the London trade as pre-eminent in colour, habit, and form.
Dulwich, Surrey.

IRON CATES, HURDLES, FENCING, ETC.
T BULLOCK and CO., Hope Iron Works, Primr-ee
" • Street. Eishopsg&te, Ironfounder ; — J

above: also Verandahs, Conservatories StaircaM -

N.B. Iron and Wire Fences fixed in all part -

petent workmen, or the materials srr

ready for fixiDg, and packed for shipm 7

UNDER THE PROTECTION OF HER MAJESTY'S
ROYAL LETTERS PAT

JOSEPH PASCALL bees to announce -

cultural and Floricultural Public—amatcor and
that he is manufacrnring an entirely new i

possesses, in a cultural point of vie»\ mas;

tages over pots now in general use. I:

intended to be used in the grff

Seakale in winter : blanching Seakale,

and, when not required :" r :

to be made available in the cnltivati

tion. These pots are manufactured in varion

viz.—as propagating, seedling, shading, and protei

pans: and are likewise admirably "

9, Ferns, and many rare and cboic

more detailed description see Garde**™ C*r»ck,

"West Kent Potteries, ChisTehnrst. Sent.

FILTRATION BY ASCENSION.
FREDICEAXSOME& CO .r

AUTOMATON PCKTFIER: ."-

TAriervof FILTERS Tcrta
Patent Purifying Medium. P^rt
Water Companies, Mannfactincrs, s: ' a v^y
moderate cost cy :be use of Ra>- -

;

Illustrated Priced List en applies^:- :

"Wharf. Cannon Row, Westoizf - - -
-

Ipswich. A liberal discount r-

factuTers and Exporters supp '..-: i s '" ."^-3
Hediums >n the lowest ten

Fkkdk. Rassome & Co. are also the Ps~

facr.irers ::" the P-.tent "Iris FOu^'
Conservar ries. ifrc
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA,
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-gla"ss Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Bo. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AMD HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, H arrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
v of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance 01

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged .

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES X LIGHTS.

J SMITH, Hothouse Builder, New Road, Hammer

-

* smith, begs to call the attention of Horticulturists to his
extra low list of prices.

Greenhouses substantially built, first-rate materials, glazed
with 16 oz. glass, from Is. Qd. per foot complete. Garden Lights
from 8'/. per foot. Specimens of the above may be seen on the
premises. N.B. Second-hand Greenhouse, 11 feet by 20, \2l._

BY SPECIAL

APPOINTMENT

TO HER MAJESTY

THE QUEEN.

\XTILLIAM WALKER, Victoria Foundry, Walm-
gate, York.

Liquid Manure Pumps
gate,

Manufacturer of Hot Water
Apparatus for Heating Green-
houses, &c.

Garden Rollers, Handglass
Frames

Iron Fencing and Gates
Every Description of Plain

Wrought Iron Work.

Iron Palisading, Iron Bedsteads
Galvanised Gaue Netting
Stable Packs and Mangers
Kitchen Ranges and Smoke
Jacks on a superior principle

and Ornamental Cast and

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

inn'/ .
'?' 8 ^ and 8 ft

- 6 in
-
wi(le

>
8ny length, from 12 to

T ii»,. V
Tj Pwards "f 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and

b\£Ia-11T .
'.'• Jy 3 ,0 10 ft

- 6 in
- h? 5 ft - 6 in., kept ready,

For inL.ii.. ' 8h
f,
et glass

'
oain <e,i four times, complete, ready

all nam o h„T'
a
i'
made of Dest material, packed and sent to

Gentry and the Tr
S
H°
m--~Eeference m^ bo llild «° tbe NobUrty,uenrry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Works,T^ D E N C H , Patent Hothouse
'-u • King's Road, Chelsea.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, and all completed for Is. 3d. per foot super.

Hundred s of references can he given, and Printed Price. Lists sent.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may he

seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.

Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer' of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus lor Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water. — Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HORTICULTURE

IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHIf WEEKS & Co., King's Koad, Chelsea,

"~^"=fe£'!

T
.HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.

"HIE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

i ^_^ -—g^a at our Horticultural Establish-
^- '"><?'[ ment and Hothouse "Works,

King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description ot

House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

BJ**«£P<»99'Kfi2£*'-#w.
*"'ie *l°uses an <l Pi ts

Tfevi affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of

Btrong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
*J ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried
out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-

lishment is heated by
one boiler; measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.,

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of

16,000 superficial feet

of glass. During the late

severe winter it only
cost ua 3s. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
number of forcing-houses

can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasui'e. Plans, Models,

and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

j£i. ; Jons Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London,
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WARD'S OMAR PACHA STRAWBERRY.
WILLIAM .TAMILS WAIU) offora the above hand-

Horno flno flavoured Strawberry at Hie. foHowlnR rcduwd

price:—100 plants. "•; BO plants, 12*.; 20 plants, 7»., Htrongand

Ivcii i'dotofl. i'i addition t" the many flattorlnR tontli

received last BflMonj Dr, Umdtjtbk doncrlbofl 11 an being oxhlbltod

ill Cblswlck, July il, lHr>r>; " Excellent in quality >> well as

attractive In appearance?' Bee Gardener? Chronicle. Loading

artlolo Jttly HlOTB. Tbe Editor of tbo ''FlorlHtana Ki-iiHIhL"

in tlio'August Number report of tha Exblbltloii at ChlMWtck,

Bftyji
" WAidi'n Oma/r PtzoJia is a new Btretwherrp, and considt i fnfl

Us high flavour and comparative hardiness is a valuable acquisition,

'

A fi'w iM.it yoar'N plantH B». por dozen.

Prmipcct Mill, K-'inlinj:, Illicit.

SUPERB NEW STH A WBhR Kl t b,

Grown ami OffPEfthb iron Balu dt

WILLIAM J, NICHOLSON, %?lefloliffe, near

Viirm, Yorkhhiiv, .NiobolBpn's Ajax, Ruby, r'UMwBkat,

nml Captain Cook, 0*. por 100; SIrIIarry(UndflrIillr«)
J
2B«. nor 20,

6ihar Paoba (Ward's), 25 p1antB,7i.j 50 do,.12 L00do,
(
ll Prince

ofWalBs(Ingrtini'H),10*.porl00. Bottrlol NonparollfPattoraon'ii),

lfi*. poriioznn; 2Z.por50. SlrObavloH NapiprfB I pi

dozen; u. LOff.perOO, Admiral DundaB(Myatt'H), 10«, per 25;

U10*. porfiO. NlmniiUI'lnco'H), lOtf.por 100 plants.

A BfeLEOTtON-Otf tnk BBBT OLDER BTRAWBERIltftS.
Blael i'imici',4:/.; nriiiiiii Quoon, d«.; Eloarlor, 4s. : Old Pino,

-iff. ; Eliza (ltivors'H), 7s.i Burprlse, 7/r.; victoria (Trollop* I

Oolifth (Kltloy's), -U ; Bloton Plno(wblto), Gtf.; [toons' flood-

ling1

, lrno,4*.{ <>hi Rfosoborry, 4*. per loo plAn'ta. iir>* Inoludod,

Tub above prltioB will be reduced wbbnovor d rodnotlon Is made
by tbe ralsere. A descriptive Circular of the above sent on

application, A Post Ofllco Order payable at Varm. Yorksblro,
in roqiiPHtiul wilh I ho nnler.

"<JIU UAKUV."-Ti» Hum NTKAWItKKKY hitsO been awarded at all tho ITortlcultural Exhibitions tbe

lliRlwHt linnonrs, H'hnii il Ims i |>Hnt, niinmly :
—

ikm Qhtarlek. Ant class dertlflcMo; 21, Regent Street, Uglily
commended ; Botanical Gordons, (Sdgbaston, first prize

1855.—ISdgbaston Dotanlcal Gardens, first prize, En pots
(fnrcocl); [IandWortb and Lozolls, HampBtoad Park, firsl prize
(forced); Ed pirnston Botanical Gardens, firHt prize—tbe Judges
declared It tho best Strawberry in ovofypolrlt ori the table,

superior to Keens' Seedling, Cvemorne Seedling, Britlsb Queen,
Mrs. Trollope. &c; Lancaster, first prize, and pronounced by tho

.TudffCS to be the fluent and best taHted Horry In cultivation;

PrestOn, first prize ; Carlisle, first prize; Wolverhampton j first

?rlze. and coi'tilicuto of merit; Watford, first prize; Aylesbury
lorticultural Society, first class certificate.

Plants are ready for sending out ("M luss than a score).

Prices:—100 plants, 4Z.; 80, S2.13i, Itt.; 60,21.16*.; 40,12.16*.;
and 20, 1/. Plants may be bad in pots (not less than 10), at
2s. each.

Apply to Mr. RicnAHD Ukderhill, Sir Harry's Road, Edg-
baston, Birmingham. Each application to be accompanied n Itb

a Post Ofiico Order (on Kirminghani), to receive attention.

For tbe Cultivation of Strawberries, refer to Mr. Underbill's
Treatise, which maybe obtained from a Bookseller in every prin-
cipal town, where also may be obtained a handsome Lithograph
of a plant ( f "Sir Harry " in full bearing.

STRAWBERRIES.
NEW STRAWBERRIES.—The following fine

varieties have been thoroughly proved this season, and
givon tho greatest satisfaction, viz. :—Sir Harry (Underbill's),
2/, 10s. per 100, or 7s. 6rf. per dozen ; Caroline Superb (Kitley's),

1?. 10^. per 10O, or bs. per dozen; Omar Pacha (Ward's), 11. per
100, or 3s. per dozen; Colonel Dundas, 12. per 100, or 3s. per
dozen; Sir Charles Napier, 11. per 100, or 3s. per dozen; Magnum
Ponum, 15s. per 100, or 3s. per dozen; and all other tine old
varieties, ench as Trollop's Victoria, Ajax, Ruby, Eleanor,
Niinrod, Prince of Wales, British Queen, Black Prince, Prolific,

Keens' Seedling, and all others worth cultivating, at 4s. per 10'0.

SEEDLING HOLLYHOCKS, not to be surpassed, saved
from all tho finest and best varieties now in cultivation, and such
as will bloom well next season, 11. per 100, or 3s. per dozen.

SWEET WILLIAMS, from 50 of the most select and choice
varieties ever grown, 4s. per 100, or 2s. Gd. for 50.

ANTIRRHINUMS.—Plants saved from a most splendid
collection of striped and spotted varieties, 4s. per 100, or 2s. 6rf.

for 50.

FINE SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK.—White
-ditto, Crimson ditto, all 4s. per 100, or 2s. Grf. for 50.

The Plants beforo mentioned are now ready for planting out,

and are such that must ensure satisfaction, and tho whole or any
part of the above will be sent, securoly packed, on the receipt of
a po6t-oftice order or penny postage stamps to the amount ; or
25 of any of the new Strawberry Plants can be sent by post,

when tbe charge will be Is. extra "for postage.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
HOLLYHOCK, saved from all the finest and best varieties in

cultivation.* Is per packet.
SWEET WILLIAM, saved from 50 distinct varieties, Is. per

packet.

ANTIRRHINUM, saved from a most splendid collection of
striped and spotted varieties, Is. per packet.
The True Old BATH COS LETTUCE (the best ever culti-

vated), Is. per packet.
*«• Every order most be accompanied by penny postage

stamps, or post-office order payable to

EDWARP TILEY, NimsfeitVMftV, Sredsmax, and Florist,

___^^_ 14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath. Somerset.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, 4s. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

•which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just
srrlvedj and may be obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, 1$, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.
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AMERICAN PLANTS;
Azaleas, fine named sorts
Rhododendron ponticum (good

for cover).

Do. all the new and best vars.

Kalraias, Andromeda, Lcduinn,

&c. &c.
STANDARD ROSES, of all the best vari-tios.

FRUIT TREK;;. ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avrmtis, from 10 to 12 feet.

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.
A Catalogue is in course of publication, and may be had the

first week in September for two postage stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.
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SATURDAY, A JM.

CHOICE N£W FUCHSIAS, ETC., OF THIS SEASON.
T_J ENRY WALTON, Florist, &c, Ed-e End,
A JIarsden, near Burnley, Lancashire, is now sending out
"tho'vUiite Corolla'd," an^ " Ranks," and other new fuchsias.
at ISs. and 21s. per doz. (nice healthy plants), post free or hamper
and package included, or 2s Of. to' Ss. 88. each, for names of
which see Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle of August 11th
and previous Numbers.
New Verbenas of this season. 15s. per doz , or Is. Gd. each.

Choice Cineraria seed saved from tho finest named varieties,
Is. Gd. and 2s. 6d. per packet, post free.

Post-office Orders are respectfully requested, with all orders
(unless reference is given) payable at. Mnrsden, Lancashire.

SPLENDID NEW BEGONJ \SEMPERFLORENS SAUNDERS I.

GARAWAY, MAYES, and CO. are now prepared
to execute orders for this fine Seedling Regonia (raised bv

Mr. F. Saunders, Gardener to W. Miles. Esq., M.P., Loigl, Court),
wbich is, without exception, the most useful and beautiful variety
in cultivation. The original plant first bloomed in May, 1S54.
wh.n only 6 inches high, and has continued without ceasing to
produce from the axils of every leaf its splendid panicles of
transparent vermilion buds, which develope to fine clear brilliant
rose flowers, emitting a most agreeable odour. Its habit is close
and compact, seldom attaining more than Sfeet; foliage small
and extremely bright, forming altogether an object of beauty
unrivalled by any other variety in its class. Price 10s. M. each,
with an allowance to the trade of one upon every three ordered-
also a few extra sized plants at 15s. and 21s.

Dtirdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

O RANGES AND CAMELLIAS, suitable for pro-
ducing on immediate effect in Conservatories and large

Greenhouses, 7s. 6d. to 105*. each. Many of the Orange Trees
are covered with fruit, and all the Camellias with bloom buds.
CAMELLIAS, in large variety, with flower buds, of choice

imbricated kinds, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.
Otaheite and other small-growing ORANGES, at 30i. to 42s.

per dozen.
Choice freo flowering AUSTRALIAN and CAPE PLANTS,

iu strong healthy specimens, at ISs. to 42s. per dozen.

HEATHS, in fine autumn-flowering sorts, stmng plants, in

25 varieties, 12s. per dozen; do. in 25 other sorts, strong, at ISs.

per dozen; do. in 25 different and more rare sorts, at 24s. pel-

dozen
;
do. fine hard-wooded kinds, strong plauts, at 30s. to 42s.

per dozen; half-grown specimens c( t!:e above, well adapted for

provincial exhibitions, at 2s. 6d. lo 7s. 6d. each.

AZALEAS, in great variety, fine bushy plants, that will flower
freely nest soring, at 12$. to 42$. per dozen ;

large plants of the

above, 3s. 6ii. to 21s. each.

New, erec't, and other GLOXINIAS, in small plants, of the

choicest sorts, at ISs. to 30s. per dozen.
ACIIIMENES—Chirita, Gigantea, and other fine sorts, strong

flow-ering plants, at ISs. to 42s. per dozen.

EPACRISES, strong plants, and of the finest sorts, at 12s. to

30s. per dozen.

GREENHOUSE VERONICAS, six vars., 9s. to 12s. per doz.

CONIFEROUS PLANTS, including many of the best and
newest kinds out, in young plants, mostly raised from seed, at
moderate, prices, including Araucarias, Libocedrus, new Cali-

fornian Pines, in seven or eight varieties, the Thuja gigantea,

Cupressns excelsa, and manv others.

STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY CLIMBERS, in con-

siderable variety, consisting of free flowering and sweet scented
kinds, strong plants, at Is. Gd, to 3s. Gd
APUELEX1S, in five leading sorts, fine young plants to train

as specimens, at Is. to 2s. &?. each.
PERENNIAL HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in showy species,

well adapted to make a display in the flower garden in automn.
at 42s. to 100s. per 100. Established in pots.

ALPINE ELANTS.suitableforrockwork.invariety.SOs.perlOO.
A large assortment of Show. Fancy, new French Spotted. Varie-

gated, and Scarlet GERANIUMS, at moderate prices.

New White Corolla and Double FUCHSIAS, Prince Albert.

and other new dark varieties, at 3s. Gd, to os. each.

VERBENAS, including^ all the new and best kinds, both
English and French; atps. to ISs. per dozen.

Large Flowering and Pompon CHRYSANTHEMUMS, strong

flowering plants. 9s. to 12s. per dozen.

An assortment of Tropical and Hardy FERNS, of about

200 species, including some of the Arborescent kinds from
Voldivia and Juan Fernandez, which are not to be seen in any
other European collection, prices from Is. t>i. (to 10s. 6i. each.

except in a few of the rare sorts, which will be from IDS*, to

210s. each.
A large collection of ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS, of most of

1 the leading sorts in cultivation, many of which have been im-

ported during the last six months from Guatemala. Orizaba,

! Venezuela, the West Indies, Borneo, and Assam, in large num-
bers, and can therefore be offered at very dtferoifJ»rj
what is usually clmrged for the same class of plants.

HUGH LOW ASD CO.. Clapton Nursery, London.—Ar.g. 25.

A noticf. has just appeared io Hie Maiditone

Journal, signed by all the leadiD^ Hop factors in

the borough, which declares that the brewers have

sustained most serious losses from the u-e of the

suLPiar. to check the mould in the Hops, and that

they shall feel it their duly to demand from the

growers a declaration that this practice has not been

adopted before they put

Their manifesto contains the following paragraphs

:

'•'
It has now been practically ascertained beyond

all question that Hops grown under such trea'ment

imparl so obnoxious a *uiell ar.d flavour to the beer

brewed from them as to render ii unsaleable ; and,

unhappily, we could multiply instances of losses

arising from this cause to the extent of thousands

of pounds.
'• It would appear that sulphur in moderation

applied in vapour during the process of drying

produces no deleterious effects ; when actually in-

corporated into the plant by its application during

its growth, it impregnates the beer with its flavour

to such an extent as to render it unir.Ls

There are one or two statements here which, we
think, require some observation. It rrect,

for instance, to state that the sulphur is ever incor-

porated into the plant by its application during its

growth. The application is wholly external, and it

is probable that it is the combination of the nascent

oxygen due to the mere prcc'

-

v.ion with,

the sulphur, that produces sulphurous acid, and so

destroys the mildew, and if ii were really found that

the application of crude sulphur in quantity were

injurious to the quality of the Hops, the vapour of

sulphur, which consists of sulphurous acid, might be

equally efficacious if properly mar
We, however, beg leave 'to do. ice of

the statement of the Hop factors without more dis-

tinct data than they have yet ter to

bring forward. The' Hops which are submitted to

the vapour of sulphur in the kiln must be impreg-

nated with sulphur to a great ev fck much

sulphur is used that a kiln man i recog-

nised at a few yards di- euchapr-

cast, the ointment of whose banc him.

Grapes, though so delicate, b phur,

produce as good wine as those which have received

no such dressing, and it is notorious how trifling a

circumstance wiil affect the flavour of the vintage.

It must be remembers I, I
" few Hop

srrowers onlv used the sulphr.- -rems there-

fore almost impossible that losses to the extent of

thousands of ponnds should have been sustained in

cases where it is capable of proof that the Hops

were derived from gardens in which snlphnr was

used. The solution of the case is in all probability

far more easy. The extremely high price cf Hops

has induced brewers to use Doxious substitutes for

Hops.ortobuy cheap and damagedforeign samples,and

they are now williDg to cover such practices, which
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could only lead to bad results, by the pretence that

the evil has been due to sulphur dredging.

We ourselves bear testimony that foreign Hops

have produced ill-flavoured and unwholesome

beer in an establishment celebrated in general

throughout its neighbourhood for the excellency of

its brewing, and we strongly suspect that some-

thing of the kind has taken place where the

blame has been laid upon the sulphur. At any rate

the Hop factors, if they have recourse to such

an extreme measure as to refuse to buy Hops without

a certificate that they have been grown without

sulphur, are bound to give circumstantially the data

upon which their manifesto is grounded, and except

the names be stated of the several brewers who pro-

fess to have suffered, and of the Hop growers from
whom they purchased, together with precise figures,

capable of verification by any one who has the

necessary practical knowledge of the subject, no
reliance can be placed upon the manifesto. If the

matter is capable of proof, the sooner it is proved
the better; but if nothing appears beyond assertion,

it is impossible not to suspect a wilful mis-state-

ment of facts somewhere.
The same prejudice which, as we all know,

was so long successfully opposed to the general in-

troduction of vaccination, and to so many other
important discoveries, will to the end of time be
opposed to every suggestion forthe relief of any widely
spread evil. The general introduction of sulphur
dredging or washing in some of its forms would,
beyond doubt, have long since saved an infinity of
suffering in the wine districts ; but a multitude of

prejudices in those countries are against anything
new, and the public benefactor who proposes them
may fall a victim to some accusation of poisoning
the people, or of flying in the face of Providence.
It is quite certain that sulphur dredging has been
a great boon to the Hop grower, and we must make
it our business to see that he is not sacrificed either
to ignorance or malice. M. J. B.

Few things have more perplexed gardeners than
the different degree in which the same species of
plant has been affected by frost in the same locality.
The last two winters have afforded abundant
examples of plants destroyed and unharmed in the
same garden, or park, or village, under what have
been thought to be identical circumstances. Many
of these cases have appeared to be so little expli-
cable by differences of temperature, that he who
would interpret such phsenomena has been obliged
in some instances to assume that different individuals
of the same species possess different degrees of
vitality, which renders some more able than others
to resist a low temperature.
We find in the " Revue Horticole " some valuable

observations upon this point, by M. Charles Mar-
tins, who has very carefully studied as a physicist*
the effects of the two last winters at Montpellier.
Without denying that the vital power of individuals
differs considerably, he has nevertheless sought to
explain the phenomena which were presented to
him by reference to mere differences in temperature;
and we cannot do better than give a concise account
of the result of his inquiries.

In the first place he points out the great differ-
ences in temperature which are known to occur in
places quite contiguous to each other, but which are
unsuspected by the ordinary observer. By way of
illustration he takes some details supplied by M.
Renou from Vendome in 1852. The valley of
Huchingy, about a mile and a half from that place, is

200yards wide,and bordered by little eminences only
40 yards high. In this place it is always found that
the winter temperature, when the wind is in the
north, is from 5° to 15° lower than at Vendome.
For instance, Jan. 24, 1852, the temperature at
Vendome was 26°, and at Huchingy at the same
hour 21°. Feb. 21, Vendome, 26°, Huchingy, 19°.
March 4, Vendome, 28i°, Huchingy, 17 \°. Finally,
on the 20th of April, while the air of Vendome was
30° the thermometer fell at Huchingy to 15°.
Such differences, he remarks, are the necessary
consequence of the laws of heat, and it would be
most surprising if they did not exist. An observer
ot the weather who should announce his having
remarked the same temperature in the centre and
environs of a town, on the north and south sides of
a hill, ln a low place and en a height, would gain
little credence from those who understand these
subjects. Gardeners are most especially those
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of aspect and shelter were most conspicuous. In

fact, had not the ordinary thermometers shown that

the minima of temperature greatly differed, these

trees—real living thermometers as sensitive as those

of the philosophical instrument maker—would have

plainly indicated it.

To begin with the Bay. In a low part of the

Botanic Garden, where the temperature was ascer-

tained to have been + 3° on the north side of a

wall, and — 1° away from all shelter, the Bays
almost all died. But it was different in a part of

the garden called the Bosquet de Narcisse, where a

swell of the ground raised the surface about 6 yards

;

here the Bays suffered little ; a few were scorched,

but the foliage of most of them remained green.

At this place the thermometer did not fall lower

than + 6A°. Undoubtedly in the Bosquet de

Narcisse the Bays were sheltered by high Cypresses

and great Celtises ; but in a neighbouring garden

they suffered very little, although not at all

sheltered. Moreover, in the low part of the

garden the Bays died, although they were sheltered.

In short they escaped wherever there was any rise

of the ground. Hence it appears that the difference

of a few yards in the level affects temperature so

much as to produce entirely different effects upon
vegetation. M. Martins remarked, however, that

Bays stronger than the rest escaped the frost in the

midst of others that died.

It was the same with the Olive trees. In low
places where the thermometer fell to — 1° they

perished down to the old limbs. In a place pro-

tected from the north by a house they only lost their

leaves. In all the district between Montpellier and
Nismes the Olive trees of the plain suffered more or

less, and had to be cut back, while those on the low
hills sustained no injury. None of these hills are

above 60 yards high and many much lower. There
was a pair of young Olive trees (Olivettes) planted

near each other, but with a difference of elevation

between them of 10 yards only ; in one the leaves

were all scorched, in the other they were scarcely

hurt. Many cases of the same kind were observed
in other places. These facts appear to establish a
general law that " cold is most injurious in low
places where radiation is most intense in conse-

quence of the tranquillity of the air, and least

injurious in exposed places where the agitation of

the air opposes the effects of radiation."

Fig trees and Pomegranates presented the same
general results.

Hence M. Martins infers that one of the first

duties of a gardener is to make himself acquainted
with local climates, the differences among which
are far greater than is generally imagined. For
example, there occur in the Botanical Garden of

Montpellier no fewer than four local climates.
1° The coldest in winter and hottest in summer ; this

is the lowest place unsheltered to the north and
west, and only protected to the east by some tall

trees. 2° A space to the north of this, protected by
houses and walls ; it is not so cold, but as hot as the

first. 3° The Botanical arrangement, sheltered on
the north by an Orangery and greenhouse, sur-

rounded by trees and buildings, and overlooked on
the south-west by the hill du Peyrou ; this is not so

cold in winter, but excessively hot in summer.
4° The Bosquet de Narcisse and other elevated
places ; here the climate is more equable, less cold in
winter, less hot in summer. The mildest place of all

is the south slope of a little artificial mound,
occupied by evergreen Oaks, Aleppo Pines,
Loquats, &c.

These circumstances appear to be deserving of
notice, for they show that in addition to the well-
known protection afforded by walls and aspects, a
very important practical effect is produced by such
slight elevations as even a few yards ; a point too

often very little attended to in forming a garden,
and very possibly the cause of some of the apparently
conflicting results obtained by those who have re-

corded the effect of cold upon exotic trees. Most
especially are they important as demonstrating the
fallacy of thinking that a place is warm in winter
because it is low, and cold at the same season
because it is high. The defect of M. Martins'
observations seems to us to consist inliis taking no
account of the drainage of the places described by
him.

We understand that Sir W. J. Hooker, Dr. Rovle,
Mr. Bentham, and Mr. Wentworth Dilke, the four
Fellows of the Horticultural Society of London who
a_ short time since formed a deputation to the Impe-
rial and Central Society of Horticulture in Paris,

have been elected corresponding members of the
latter body. The Council of the London Society
have ordered a similar compliment to be paid to our
French Horticultural friends as soon as the forma-
lities required by the English charter can be com-
plied with after the autumnal recess.

New Plants.
139. Lilium napalense. D. Don. Wallich Plant, as.

rar., iii. t. 291.

A small single-flowered bulb, with alternate lanceo-

late leaves. Flower nodding, with revolute smooth seg-

ments as long as the tube. Stamens shorter than tire

flower, with deep orange-coloured pollen. According
to Dr. Wallich the flowers are dull yellow ; in the spe-

cimen before us they are greenish, much speckled with
purple inside. It is from a very weak bulb presented

to the Horticultural Society by the East India Com-
pany, and which opened on the 16th July, that this

note has been made. The Indian drawings represent

the flower to be 5 inches long, and this corresponds
with Dr. Wallich'a account and our wild specimens.

As soon as it gets into health, it will no doubt become
a valuable addition to our hardy Lilies. It never' seems
to grow more than 2 or 3 feet high. Odour it has none
worth mentioning.

140. Strophanthus capensis. Alpk. Be Cand. Prodi:
viii. 419. Christya speciosa. Ward and Harvey in

Hook. Journ. Bot., iv. 134, t. 21.

A greenhouse shrub, with obovate convex verticillate

leaves, and short dichotomous panicles of flowers. The
corolla is fuunel-shaped, with five long narrow bluntish

yellow lobes marked with deep orange at the base,

where also, namely at the orifice of the tube, are 10
small acuminate teeth standing in pairs. It has flowered

in a glass wall in the garden of the Horticultural

Society, where it was received from Messrs. Backhouse.

In what respect this plant can have been supposed to

differ from Strophanthus we are unable to discover,

The stigma is cylindrical as in that genus, and by no-

means of the form represented in the Journal of Botany.

In every particular it, in fact, agrees with the descrip-

tion of S. capensis, a plant we have not seen, except in

the number of its leaves being usually four, not three,

in a whorl, and in its corolla-teeth being acute, not

blunt ; differences which are probably unimportant,,

even if real. The calycine scales are exactly such as

Prof. Alph. De Candolle assigns to his plant.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXXV.
354. Phylloptosis, Carpoptosis, Anthoptosis (Ball of

the Leaf, Fruit, Flower).—When organs have fulfilled

their functions it is natural that decay should com-

mence, and necessary, if the organism is to continue-

in life and to repeat the same cycle of functions)

that the effete organs should make way for others.

Organs so abundant, and in general so indispen-

sable as leaves, which answer not only the purpose-

of .lungs but promote other material processes, could

not remain long on the tree after they have per-

formed their functions without inconvenience, and their

fall renews in some measure the waste of the soil due

to the absorption of its nutritious matter by the

spongelets. In some cases their fall is a slow process ?.

there being no provision by which separation can natu-

rally take place, the lamina remains attached to tho

stalk till it is torn into strips by the wind, and ulti-

mately dries or rots off. Where there is no articulation,

as in the Melon,* their decay is a fruitful source oS

mischief, insomuch that it is often advisable in those

cases where it is absolutely necessary to thin the foliage

for the sake of procuring a freer circulation of air and
transmission of light, to leave a small portion of the

lamina upon the petiole, as decay in such a case takes

place far less rapidly.

355. In many cases, however, the fall takes place by
a tolerably clean section passing through the cellular

tissues and the inclosed vascular bundles. The leaf

gradually loses its natural hue, assuming yellowish or
reddish tints from a chemical change in the chlorophyll ;

the tissues dry up and refuse to perform their functions

any longer, the sap ceases to flow and return by its

accustomed channels, till at length the cells which still

retain their vitality and those which are effete are in

contact ; separation takes place, and the organ falls;

Now there is no process of inflammation, so far at least

as we can ascertain, by which the new and old tissues

are separated, as in the limb of some animal, a por-

tion of which has been injured, and has in consequence

passed into a state of mortification. The progress of
decay goes just so far as to be capable of affecting the

adjacent vital organs only, and as there was already

some peculiarity of structure by w hich the organ seemed
to possess an articulating process, the dead and living

tissues part at that point. It is asserted by Schacht

that the cells at the plane of separation are cork cells,

and lhat the scar is subsequently covered with them,

but this requires confirmation. He speaks positively

indeed of having ascertained in Dracsena reflexa the

presence of tabular cells resembling perfectly in form
and character the cork cells of the bark, perforated by
the vascular bundles, and where the blade of the leaf is

withered, perfectly resembling true cork cells iu chemical

composition. The transmission of sap is consequently

impeded, and at length entirely cut off, insomuch that

the leaf hangs loose upon the stem and finally falls. I

have in vain endeavoured to confirm Dr. Schacht's views,

which I am inclined to think are much impaired by
other analogous cases, as the separation of branches of

different sizes from trunks, which will be mentioned in

a following article. And any change which may take

place in the superficial cells of the scar with a view to

* Sometimes, as in the Potato, the diseased leaf or leaflet is

thrown off at the base, and the decay does not extend, but not un-
frequently the dead leaf hangs upon the stem which becomes
rapidly affected, and within a few days the whole haulm perishes.
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protect the subjacent tissue from the effect of the

weather in tlie absence of cuticle! may lie entirely inde-

pendent of the phenomenon in question. It is possible

indeed thnt Home such transformation may take place

with » view to cut off tho transmission of any morbid

matter from the dead leaf to the living tissues. That

disease does take place ocoasionally from such trans-

mission 1 have traced clearly in the case of oanker, and

tliero iH no reason why this should not bo the cane,

exactly as pun ahHorhcd into the animal frame from

ulcers in frequently an lalal an if direct inoculation from

another subject hud taken place. And if these views

bo true, the formation of the cork coIIh may he a conse*

quenco of tho effete state of the leaves, which might
equally have fallen had no audi ccHhuocii formedi The
whole matter ih, however, at present quite conjectural,

Certain it in that mich separation does take place some-
times where there in no appearance of a HUture. Tho
fall of fruit, llowei'H, anthern, iVc, from its point of

attachment bclnugH to prociHely the name h>'1 ol phono-

anena as the fall of the leaf, though there in merely a

conflation of active growth and not of the functions of

tho colln which are as active hh ever in Home respects,

or tho fruit would in many instances never arrive at

perfection, but there in the weight of the fruit in ono
ciiso in addition to aHHint tho operation- The separation

of seeds from their placenta iH not exactly parallel with

either, though more analogous to tho hint. The compo-
nent party have all arrived at perfection, and therefore

neither require any more nutriment from the mother
plant, nor aro in a condition to make any further inter-

change, and, as in tho two former canon, separation taken

place. We must then, on tho whole, regard thin sepa-

ration as a vital process ; and if wo consider that leaven

and fruit do not in general fall from a branch killed by
abrupt separation, we shall bo the more inclined to adopt

soino such viow. At. J. B.

the roots "i our fruit trees near the surface, and thus
to lot them have that ripening warmth so nei

the fruitfuiness "1 the tree, J saw this furthei

plifted so recently that it Is perhaps worth mentioning,
A friend having read in some recent publication that

orohard house trees in pots should alway bi
i

had all his pots plunged to their rims Inoarlj
Tie' consequence is that Ms Peoofa and Nectarine trs* i

have become quite unhealthy and thofruit is dropping
oil' without ripening. Tho roots "I Peaches and
Nectarines benefit largely by tie- pots being

by the warm air ol thehonse. '/' Rlvci

THE CROP OF PEARS IN THE SOUTH OF
ENGLAND.

At last the spring frosts liavo spared us, and our
Tear trees without being subjected to any new system
of pruning are laden with fruit—a great contrast to last

season, when scarcely a Pear could be seen on standard

or dwarf trees not trained to walls ; and yet the blossoms
last spring were not so finely developed as in ISii, the

weather previous to the 21th of April having been so

dry and warm that I scarcely ever remember the
blossom 3 of fruit trees to have been so perfect and
beautiful as then.

I have a plantation of 2000 trees of the Louise Bonne
of Jersey Pear. On the 21th of April, 1854, the fruit

had all set vigorously and beautifully, and were about
the size of small Acorns ; on the morning of the 25th
tho thermometer stood at 25°, and scarcely one
escaped, for all were frozen through to the core

and dropped off. The spring of 1855 was, as must
be well recollected, very cold ; severe frosts all

through April, and May commencing with the same
winterly weather, for on May 3d we had 12° of frost

{our December frosts are rarely more severe) ; on
May 5th, 8° of frost, and on the morning of the 9th 11°.

The weather all this time was dry, and the blossoms of

the Pear trees unexpended. On May 20th my Louise

Bonne Pear trees were iu full bloom, and 1 then found

a few blossoms on the outside of each cluster injured,

but the greater portion were perfect ; the weather con-

tinued dry, and they set their fruit well. I have now a

crop such as is rarely seen, the fruit of a clear red,

without spot or craclc ; two rows (150 trees) of the

Beurro d'Amanlis are equally beautiful, all studded

with clear waxy-looking fruit, seeming as if they had
been placed on the trees by the hand of an experienced

gardener, so regular and beautiful are they. These
trees are all pyramids and bushes on the Quince stock

;

the soil is a sandy loam inclining to clay for about

15 inches in depih, under which is a stratum of

brownish white clay, with numerous chalk stones,

and then calcareous sand, so that the soil is

cool and moist, yet well drained. To the calcareous

nature of the soil (which without manure gives a yellow

tint to the foliage) I imputed the brilliant colour of the

fruit, excelling both in flavour and appearance any Pears

of the same kind imported from France or Jersey.

In connection with the Quince stock I may mention

a curious fact. The Louis Bonne Pear, grafted on the

Pear stock, after growing vigorously some four or five

years on the soil as described above, begins to canker
and rarely gives a fruit free from spots. A few days

since, observing one or two trees in my plantation with-

out fruit, I was induced to examined them, and I fouud
that, owing to their being planted too deeply, they had
struck root from the Pear at its junction with the stock

;

these roots, instead of being fibrous, and keeping near
the surface, like those of the Quince, are large, and have
struck deeply into the subsoil ; the consequence is

barrenness, and a tendency to canker, for the branches
are full of cankery spots : whereas, all those growing on
the Quince stock, although differing to a great extent in

vigour, have not a spot of canker on them. In

two rows of the Beunv d'Aremberg of 150 trees,

budded on the Quince stock and laden with fruit, I

observed one tree showing most vigorous growth, being
double the height of the others ; on taking a close view
I found not a single fruit upon it ; this tree is on the
Pear stock, and its roots having apparently struck
deeply into the subsoil, have thus lost the influence of
sun-heat and the consequence is sterility. This simple

fact seems to me to tell us how imperative it is to keep

RHEUM NODI I.E.

"The present Is certainly the most striking ol tin-

many I'm'' Alpine plants ol 6ikklm ; and thongfa In

overy botanical oharactor, an also in tin- acid
|

ilm stem, a genuino Rhubarb, it differs so remarkably
in habit ana goneral appearance from any of ii

gonors, that at first night it could nut be recognised »»

on" of thriii. I firs! daw it from a distano of folly a

mile, dotting the blaok cliffs of the Lacheo Valli

i
i.onii i' si elevation, in Inaccessible situations, and wan

quite nl a loss to conceive what it could be ; nor wan it

till I had turned back the curious bracteal leaves and
examined the Bowers, that I was persuaded ,,f Its I

a iru" Rhubarb.
" The individual pbmNof Rheum nobile are upwards

of a yard high, and form conical towers of the most
delicate Htraw-coloured, shining, semi-transparent, con-

cave, imbricating bractn, the upper of which have pink
edges ; the large, bright, glossy, shining, green, radical

leaves, with red petioles and nerves, forming n broad
base to the whole. On turning up the brads tho beau-
tiful membranous, fragile, pink stipules arc seen like

red silver-paper, and within these again the short-

branched panicles of insignificant green flowers.

The root is very long, often many feet, and winds
amongst the rocks ; it is as thick as the arm,
aud bright yellow inside. After flowering, the

stem lengthens, the bracts separate one from
another, become coarse red-brown, withered and
torn ; finally, as the fruit ripens they fall away, leaving

a ragged looking stem covered with panicles of deep
brown pendulous fruits. In the wiuter these naked
black stems, projecting from the beetling cliffs or tower-

ing above the snow, are in dismal keeping with the
surrounding desolation of that season."

Such is Dr. Hooker's account of this curious Rhubarb,
of which the accompanying sketch is taken from his

recent work on Himalayan plants (see p. 515). The
natives call its stems "chuka," and eat them, their

acidity being pleasant. Some of the seeds which were
sent to Kew grew, and the seedlings lived two years ;

but we regret to learn that they have now been lost.

Let us hope that the plant will be reintroduced with

more success.

Home Correspondence.
Why sliould not Part of an Extensive Pleasure

Ground be Appropriated as a.-Winter Garden .<—Not
merely a few evergreens plat .-d amongst deciduous

trees and shrubs, but such a wiuter garden as existed in

Kensington Gardens nearly seventy years ago. There

was then a pawlion open to the south ; in front a broad

gravel walk, which also surrounded a smooth shorn

green, and thus the sun's rays were not obstructed in

tin ,i |
,.-. :,;•'- to the p Excepting tbi part it

'" ope |,, .,,„,,] rtu

('ravel walk
; cold ,., „n ,i

Firs ;
tlie sombre hue .,

front of tii'-in by the I

ii" admixture
Holly aod il

v.er.- Heaths, end <
•

'
•

I winter
gardes, but not a vestige n few

I id Pinci

;

bud grown up
ibste in-'-x, thus ban harm of Ibe

former winter garden win t bni
'• 1. 1- I vam nrietjf of evirr^r«-iu now
onltivaUd woi /,t <t»y

to vary spp—TSDCe of socfa aspOt, It may,
Indeed, I • n that it »
timet i

-

i 1 1 1 snow, but snow i»

ground during lbs roar, Bvo, <• > ol our
ordinary winter, A winter garden

i llkt a long «••' •

I
but eoch a

• » ch»*rful

retreat for persons advanced In ,< »r>, and lor tho** who
-

- ' & - ' ' ''>i' linvc such pains

Introduce a now Strawberry v< lb

dening world ss have been taken with thin. It »i

therefi re, be very Enien

B] ondi Dts whi liter or no iu qualities are at til iip%\ u»

iti high-sounding descriptiona. I* it larger, t

aud of higher flavour than the i- Mm it

been oxhibited in London at at i ».bibi-

tioris f It won shown at Carlisle in July lam, and not
thought, bigbly of. It was abjoabown at Watford, July
the I Mb, snd obtained the third prize, it* flavour being

poor and flat. Fraffari/i.

'/<. Treu at (iunrti /' b—In
the report of Gunncrsbury Park Isst wecii, I sec I stand

sponsor for tier Douglas Fir, "4 '< feet in height ; since

it bas been transplanted it has pushed a little, but its

lop appears to be dead." So much for Mr. lisiron and
his mode of transplanting Isrge trees. It is not for me
to say whether this report be carelessly or unfairly

written, but in cither ca>e allow me to put the nutter
right. The majority of the large tree* transplanted at

Gunncrsbury in October lost were removed by my
machines, under the superintendence of one of my men,
all of which arc doing well, with one exception, viz , tbt

large Douglas Fir. This tree was removed under my
own superintendence ; but lieforc I was applied to to

remove it, a trench had been cut quite round it, sever-

ing every root very much too near, upon Sir Henry
Stewart's principle, and totally at variance with my

plan of transplanting. I stated distinctly to

r>j, Baror. de Rothschild and Mr. Forsyth at the

time, that with the roots in such a state it could

not survive unless protected by an awning, and
careful top watering. This was carried out,

and notwithstanding such a severe winter and
spring the tree lives. The dead top is the

o result of having its toes too closely pared. This

g system I protest against. Much has appeared

S in your Paper within the last three years on
7; the subject of transplanting large trees. Little

more thin two years ago it was stated that a
new system then in vogue would " supersede
every other," and the writer of those articles

racked his brain to find subjects of comparison
to set off this favourite system. Planters
ancient and modern were placed in juxtaposi-

tion, but luckily the writer forgot that either

Elvaston Castle or Mr. Barron were in exist-

ence, notwithstanding all that had appeared in

the Chronicle but a short time before. I re-

mained quiet. Nevertheless some made honour-
able mention of what had been done ; amongst
others Sir JosephJPaxton told Dr. Lindley that
" Mr. Barron's system was still the best for

removing large trees." Since then I have
transplanted in Kent, Sussex. Berkshire, Hampshire,
and Staffordshire most successfully several hundreds
from 25 to upwards of 50 feet high ; and on 4th of July
last, on Jmy last built machine, at Elvaston Cast e, ic

the presence of thousands of people, I removed an Oak
46 feet 7 inches high, and Dot a leaf flawed. It is now
doing well. J. Barron, Bmuton. [We do not knowwhat
our correspondent complains of. Not a word was said

or implied ia disparagement of Mr. Barron's skill in

transplanting large trees.]

Potato Disease.—When I wrote to you hat week, I

said " no Potato disease." On the Friday, bower -.

last week, it made its appearance in force ; and in ac-

cordance with the plan always successfully pursued by

me, I mowed off the tops at ODce, and 1 do not fear

having a crop of healthy Potatoes ; more especially as

the disease appeared this year fully a month later than

usual, which is about the time all vegetation has been

protracted in its growth this year by the cold winter

and spring. Does not this show most urunistataWy

that this singular disease is connected with a peculiar

period in the growth of the Potato plant ! If the cause

is electrical or atmospherical, still it only produces

mischief at this particular point. It would be inter-

esting if a number of your readers would record

each" year the date of the first day upon which

thev observed the invasion of the disease, C. E-

Brtc, SiricHarid, Sic-^reuiriei, August 22. The

disease commenced in this neighbourhood with the

late rains, and increased with a rapidity I never before

witnessed. The stench emitted from the allotment field
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gardens, belonging to .Melville Portal, Esq., M.P., con-

sisting of about 10 acres, was almost intolerable.

Having bad an opportunity of visiting several adjacent

villages, 1 observed that ihe haulm of the early Potato

was completely scorched, while that of the later sorts

is considerably damaged. On examining a root of the

Fluke Kidney the other day it yielded ten Hue tubers,

neither of which exhibited the least signs of decay,

a thotukthe leaves were diseased. On lifting a root of

Yorkshire Kidneys in a contiguous bed, I found two out

of three of the tubers diseased and unfit lor use. Should

the present dry weather continue, the decayed leaves

may cease to generate a parasitica fungus, and a plentiful

crop may yet be realised. Should _wet weather, or a

humid atmosphere return, I fear that the lately pro-

mising crops of Potatoes, as well as the hopes of the

growers, will he blasted. C. Taylor, Whitchurch, Hants.

Within the last fortnight the Potato crops in this

neighbourhood have become unmistakably affected—the

disease diffusing itself with alarming rapidity. It

appeared here simultaneously with mildew, which

attacked some ©f my crops of Peas, and so far as 1 have

been enable to observe its nature and apparent progress

on the affected plants, I feel disposed to conclude that

it is a fuugus analogous to the mildew which is so

destructive to Vines, wall trees, Peas, &c ; but it

appears to me that owing to the succulent nature

of the Potato, its pernicious property is im-

bibed and conveyed into its whole system far more
instantaneously than in the case of hard-wooded plants

;

hence the rapid changes which so soon take place after

the watery tissues of the Potato are attacked ; and I

think it may and has been observed that the nearer the

plant approaches maturity the more certain is its

safety. If that be so we cannot do better than follow

the advice from time to time given in your Paper, viz.,

to plant early so as to he able to lift the crops before

the disease is likely to make an inroad amongst them.

If taken up free from disease and stored in as dry a

state as possible out of the reach of atmospheric influence,

they may be considered perfectly safe. *I have found
it an excellent plan to keep by me a lot of dry
mould in sheds (and air-slaked lime) such as old potting

soil, &e. ; this I sprinkle amongst the Potatoes as they

are laid by, and likewise cover them with it to the depth
of an inch or two. By adopting this plan I find that

they keep much better, being in a more uniform state,

and the air—humid or otherwise—is, as it were, more
perfectly excluded. I took up some Potatoes about a
week or 10 days ago which were housed, with the
exception of the smaller ones, which I intended for seed.

These were spread thinly on an exposed surface, and
on examination to-day they were found to be very much
diseased, while the others are perfectly free. Thus I

consider the malady to result from the peculiar state

of the atmosphere which we have experienced of late.

Geo. Fry, Lee, Kent.
Hedges.—In the winter of 1849 extensive alterations

were made here, and quantities of Quick hedges were
planted in double rows. I gave 4s. per thousand for

the Quick. Immediately it was planted I had it all cut

to within 4 inches of the ground, and such has been the

progress of these Quickset hedges that they are now
4 feet 6 inches high and 3 feet through at the ground,
without a gap. A portion of one of these fences will

have to be moved this autumn. How am I to proceed ?

/. M. [Take them up in September, and cut them
down to within a foot of the ground.]

Hedge Knives.—Your correspondent, " A Yorkshire-
man," has made a mistake in the name of the best
hedge-knife maker in Scotland. It is Mr. Sanderson,
of Dunse, Berwickshire (not Harrison). His No. 70 is

very good for switching where the hedges are trimmed
twice a year ; but I always preferred the No. 80 for

switching, whether the hedges are trimmed once or
twice. No. 90 is a useful implement for breasting

(cutting large hedges over), but hedge-hooks of all sizes

can be bad from Mr. Sanderson. His hooks are also

supplied by all the principal nurserymen in Scotland
;

but I would recommend nurserymen and others who
supply Sanderson's hooks to have them handled the
same length as those supplied by Messrs. E. Lang &
Sons, Nurserymen, &c, Kirkaldy, Fife, N.B. They
are 4 inches, or perhaps a little more, shorter in the
handle than those in general use. A. S., Horningsham.
How to Cut Hedges.—In reply to " A Yorkshireman,"

who says the hedges in his district are not clipped
square, I beg to state that only the north of Ireland was
referred to in the observations made by me. A Northern.

Camellias. — Having observed that " C. P. W., of
Penzance," is wishful to know how to bloom Camellias
with success, I send the following from an experienced
gardener :—How to set Camellias with or without arti-

ficial heat. When the growth is nearly made, that is,

when the leaves have expanded in the young shoots,
water should be withheld so as to allow the plants to
flag but not shrivel. This should be repeated twice,
after the first flagging water them copiously, filling the
pot three or four times after the water has sunk ; only
water them this once, then let them flag as before ; care
is required not to allow them to flag too long or the
leaves will be injured. This sudden check at that
period I have always found will cause the plants to form
buds, but unless they are in health this process to set
them lor flower will be useless, as it would weaken them
still more. I have been enabled by these means to cause
^amellias to bloom that have not flowered for three or
tour years. Bella Donna.

fr.^wfr"''":11"" 6 found bees 6° destructive to
irtnt mat 1 luve long since given up keeping them my-

self. .My neigh hours' bets are now attacking my Goose-

berries and Raspberries, and will doubtless make sad

havoc with a fine crop of wall fruit. There is no help

lor this, but I should be glad to know whether in other

localities bees are so mischievous. Henry.

-.^How to make Yeast.—Your correspondent " W. B."

complains (see p. 502) of the difficulty and expense of

procuring yeast for baking, and also of the bitterness of

that generally had from the brewer. In order to

obviate the many difficulties mentioned by " W. B.,"

allow me to suggest the propriety of his becoming his

own manufacturer, so that (after the first time) he may
be quite independent either of the English brewer or

German distiller. The accompanying formula is much
used in Monmouthshire, and from my own ex-

perience efficient. I may add that the term yeast is

scarcely known in that locality, but that it is universally

known by the name of Barm. To make the latter,

boil 1 ounce of Hops in rather more than 2 quarts of

water during one hour. Strain ; if less than 2 quarts

make up the measure by straining more water through

the Hops. Add one table-spoonful of salt. Mix
together intimately J lb. of fine flour and $ lb. of brown
sugar. When the Hop liquor is rather more than

milk warm, stir the mixed flour and sugar into it, and
at the same time a teacupful of good, yeast. Put the

mixture into a covered jar in a tolerably warm place

(the hob of the grate) stirring frequently during 24

hours, when it will be fit for use. Keep it in a stone

jbottle in a cool place not too tightly corked. It will

keep good for three months. It is necessary to stir and
shake before use. C. Clifton, Bristol.

! Page and Co.'s Blight Composition.—In my experi-

ments with this mixture, I have found it to kill red

spider with as much facility as it does aphides, and
mealy bug as effectually as thrips or scale, and all with
one syringing. I havo tried it upon Hop-bines, and
with one syringing it has completely cleansed them from
lice and fly. When better known, it will therefore,

doubtless, be extensively used by Hop growers as well

as by gardeners, for mealy bug and scale. I take a large

pan and lay the head of the plant in it, playing upon it

with all the force I can with a syringe. The pan pre-

vents waste, and I can use the same composition on
the plants two or three times. This mode of applying
it is therefore very economical. Henry Barham, Spring-

field Nursery, Hastings.

Discovery of Red Crag at Comb, near Stowmariet.—
Your geological readers will feel interested in the fact

that the red crag has been found 12 miles further
inward than has hitherto been recorded. Some shells,

and ferruginous shelly sand in which they were found,
were sent to me a few days ago. The bed was disco-

vered ivbile deepening a well at the malting of Mr.
Webb, close by the turnpike-road, near the bridge,
leading to Stowmarket. I at once recognised them as
belonging to the red crag, and my opinion was con-
firmed by Professor Henslow, to whom I sent a shell

and some of the sand. This morning I found a phos-
phatie nodule, commonly called coprolite, among the
sand. Unfortunately the well was closed before I heard
of the circumstance. The men say it was deep and
iull of shells, and filled with water. It is below, con-
siderably, the bed of the river, which runs through the
premises. C. R. Bree, Strickland, Stowmarket, Aug. 22.

Gooseberry Caterpillar.—The Gooseberry leaves fur-
nished by " T." exhibit two distinct kinds of objects on
their under surface. The small semi-transparent oval
bodies placed along the chief ribs of the leaves are the
eggs of the Gooseberry grub. There are about 20 on one
leaf alone. This will, I apprehend, fully answer " ggp 's"
observations in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle. The
other objects are minute vegetable excrescences, pro-
bably arising from wounds made by insects sucking the
leaves. /. 0. Westwood. White Hellebore powder is

by far the most efficacious remedy for this pest I have
met with, and is of easy application, whereas syringing,
removing the surface soil, or repeated dusting of soot
&c, over the bushes would be exceedingly troublesome
on a large scale. I have had two attacks this season,
but have sustained very slight damage, not more than
1 bush in 100 being seriously injured. Early in the
seast n we captured and destroyed the flies before break-
fast; since that we have trusted to Hellebore alone, and
friends who have adopted this treatment at my sugges-
tion report its perfect success. R. Varden, Seaford
Granae, near Pershore.

American Aloes. — In the year 1842 I furnished
an account of the different plants of American Aloe
that from time to time had flowered in the open air at
Salcombe, near Kingsbridge, South Devon, which was
published in the 44th number of your Journal for that
year. I have now the pleasure of stating that, in dif-

ferent gardens in that favoured locality, four plants are
rapidly coming into bloom which have never received
protection of any kind. The first is at " The Molt," the
marine seat of Lord Courtenay, and thS summer resi-

dence of Lord Justice Turner. This plant displayed,
early in July, a faint and almost doubtful symptom of
blooming, yet the flower stem is now (Aug. 13) 18 feet

high. The two next are situated in a small garden
belonging to Henry Strong, Esq., a gentleman resident
in the village of Salcombe, who with industry and taste

has formed a pleasurable retreat in the wild, overhang-
ing sea cliff ; there, surrounded by the tangled brush-
wood, many tender plants luxuriate. Among them rise

the lofty stems of the Aloes, one of which was planted
about 30 years ago ; the other 27. Their growth has
averaged 5 or 6 inches in 24 hours, and they are now
about 23 feet high, with the prospect of attaining 3 or

4 feet more. The fourth is in the garden of Cliff House>
the residence of Mrs. Prideaux, and has been planted
within the last 20 years : it grows on an esplanade a
lew feet above high-water mark, and, with many others,
is conspicuous for its luxuriance, which is seemingly
produced by its close proximity to the sea. I believe

Salcombe is almost the only spot in England where the
Agave Americana has flowered in the open air, and
certainly it has no rival in producing four blooming
plants in one season. Whether the late rigorous winter,
in concentrating the sap, has produced the flowering
results, I leave to botanical physiologists to determine.
A Devonian. |I have an American Aloe in my
garden that has been exposed without any shelter dur-
ing these last 14 or 15 winters. Itwas an offset from an
Aloe which, I apprehend, flowered at Salcombe, and it

is now about 40 years old. Its height from the ground
is 4 feet 6 inches; this likewise is the length of most of
the larger leaves, one being 5 feet. The plant has far

less grandeur and symmetry than when grown under
shelter, as the lower leaves decay annually, and many
get bruised or broken by the wind. Nearly all the
numerous suckers from the roots were killed last winter.

About five years since it was thought to show signs of
flowering, but having little care bestowed on it, this was
not realised. Ten or 12 years ago it was transplanted,

and its roots completely disturbed, the weight being
otherwise more than four or five men could readily

command. The pit destined to receive it was filled

nearly to the surface with rubble, and a brick wall raised

about 1 6 inches, with apertures in the sides to allow of

complete drainage. The soil in which it was planted

was garden earth, with a large proportion of Jersey
sand. The plant is now for the second time much out

of the perpendicular, as we see it frequently pictured in

views of the tropics, probably from the effect of the

wind, and the slight holding of its roots. L. P., Plymouth.
Permit me to say, in answer to " Vectis,Carisbrook,"

that the American Aloe which stood out last winter

without covering is a sucker springing from the old

plant that blossomed in the open air in the year 1847,
and which was reported in your columns. The original

plant was brought into Wales above 90 years ago,

where it remained for 45 or 50 years under glass, but
from its being large and cumbersome to place in a new
range, it was laid in its tub in a warm south border of

the kitchen garden, and was never covered, and to the

surprise of many (as stated) it flowered, throwing up
two stems 12 and 10 feet high. Anon., Rhyl, August 22.

Flowers of the Crimea.—We have a number of very
beautiful plants here, and their profusion in rapid

succession grouped in masses is very striking. I have
seen at least 100 acres of Larkspurs and Poppies
mixed, the Larkspurs 5 feet high ; acres of yellow

Centaurea ; two or three sorts of Boragineae, especially

a beautiful Lehium. But none of these equal the
carpet of Crocuses in the spring. I have already found
42 species of Graminea;, many of them peculiar species,

with some few wandering Indian ones. A species of
Secale is common, and so is that remarkable Phalaris)
bulbosa, which has always bulb-like excrescences in

whatever soil it may grow. Triticum villosum, mono-
coccum, and cristatum are all very beautiful species. The
Composites are very pretty ; one, an everlasting, has so
much flower and so little leaf that it ought to be a very
desirable plant to cultivate. I enclose a flower. W. M.t
before Sebastopol, Aug. 3. [The flower referred to is

Xeranthemum radiatum.]
Honey Dew.— Justus Liebig says that certain diseases

of trees, as the so called honey-dew, are evidently

produced by a disproportion in the azotised and non-
azotised matters which act as the food of plants. It

would reward the labour to put this view to the test of
experiment, and I believe the result would be in favour
of it against the prevailing notion that honey-dew is de-

rived from aphides. Quaxtor.

tomtits.

Entomological Aug. 6.— J. Curtis, Esq., F.L.S., in

the chair. Amongst the numerous donations announced
as having been received since the last meeting was an
extensive collection of Indian insects presented by Major
Hamilton, containing many rare and very beautiful

species of all orders ; also various rare species of

British carabidse by the Rev. Hamlet Clark. The
secretary gave notice that a requisition had been pre-
sented to the President and the Council with a view to

settling the disputed question regulating the admission
of Associates. M. Pectet, of Geneva, was elected one
of the honorary foreign members in the stead of the
late Dr. De Haan, of Leyden. The secretary also

announced that a new part of the Transactions of the
Society was ready for distribution, containing, in addition

to several memoirs descriptive of new species of various-

orders, a continuation of Mr. Desborough's researches
on the history of the Honey Bee. Dr. Power exhibited
various Coleoptera recently captured in the New
Forest, including the very rare Agrilus chryseis, An-
thaxia nitidula, Drypta emarginata, &c. Mr. Douglass
exhibited a specimen of Trochilium chrysidiforme taken
near Dover on the 25th June, thus proving that this

species, which had been doubted by some writers as
British, is a genuine native of this country ; another
specimen has also occurred during the present summer.
He also exhibited various rare M icrolepidoptera recently

captured in Kent ; Mr. James Dutton a number of rare
species from the Isle of Wight ; and Mr. F. Bond others
from the fens of Cambridgeshire. A specimen of the
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bitedby Dr. Italy
; and by Mr.H.Doubledoy specimens of

two distinct species of NoQtuidro, generally confounded

in collections under tho name of Caradrina Manila.

Other rare species of LepWoptera were exhibited by

Messrs. Weir, W. HteveiiH, and Foxcroft. Mr, Wesi

wood exhibited a living scorpion, Imported from Mi kIco,

among i>lmitM by tliu Horticultural Society, Alio i pi cl

ni.iiii ni' the eggs and living Iavvcb of the dog flea, the

former of which are deposited ningly and loosely by the

feinalcH : specimens of the latter, uh woll as <ii the

living insect In the perfect statef
had recently bi en <''"

Humiliated by him to Mr. llalliday, and the n mill of this

examination bo believed would tend to prove the i""
priety of regarding Pulex as the type of a distinct ordor

and not as portion of the Dipteru, lie ulm> exhibit! tl

specimens of the peri'oet Hillc niotlm, recently under
cultivation in Malta, received from Dr. Tompleton,

where it has unfortunately been found impracticable to

roar tho insects successfully. Specimens "I the true

Saturnia Cynthia, which produces the Eria eillt of India,

recoivod from Major Jenkins, were also exhibited by
Mr. Wcstwood, who considered, from analogy with

other domesticated insects and other animate, that Lin i

wore not sufficient Krouinls for considering tho Maha
specimens as distinct from the Indian ones, contrary to

tho opinion of Dr. Boisdtival, who hud described tho

former under the name of Saturuia Kieini. A. dl'BCUB-

sion took place on tho great number of moths which,
notwithstanding the long hard winter, hnvo appeared
during tho present a met, during which Mr. Weat-
wood stated that, ho had observed these insects to be

attracted in vast numbers to tho saccharine secretion

left by aphides on the leaves and stalks of Beans, and
also to Gooseberries which have been cracked by tho rain.

Botanical oj? Edinburgh, My.—This meeting was
chiefly occupied with a report upon tho results of Pro-
fessor Balfour's lute excursion with tho botanical pupils

of tho University of Edinburgh. Wo can only find

room for the following record of localities for rare
plants : — Diatomelhi Balfouriana, Bracklin Uridgo

;

Littorella lacustris, near Lead-born ; Galium uliginosum,
near Lead-burn ; Juugermannia decipiens, Wilson, near
Ardglass ; Eorreraflavicans, Aeh., on Ardglass Downs;
Rubus Chamasmorus, Hill South of Ilabbie's Howe

;

Potamogeton proolongus, Kingborn Loch
; Eriophorum

latifolium, near Crichton Castle
; Saxifraga oppositifolia,

Allermuir Burn, Pentlands ; Lactuca muralis, near
Musselburgh ; Sileuo anglica, side of Peebles Railway

;

Tulipa sylvestris, near Havelrig, Donibristle, near
Aberdour ; Valeriana dioica, Marsh at foot of Middle
Eildou Hill, Melrose ; Crepisbiennis, field at Luflhess

;

Campanula Trachelium, Luffness; Lathrtoa squamaria,
woods near Melrose ; Neottia Nidus-avis, woods near
Melrose, near Ay ton Castle ; Carex incurva, near Long-
niddry

; Carex (Ederi (true form), Gullane Links

;

Asplenium germanicum, I\l into Crags, near Hassendean
;

Lycopodium alpinum, near Tynehead ; Grimmia deusta,
Eildon Hills

; Sticta scrobiculata, near Melrose ; Cali-
cium furfuraceum, ground in a plantation at Bonaly

;

Gyrophora polynhylla, Arthur's Seat; Gyrophora pro-
boscidea, stones on the top of Carnethie ; Bryum atro-
purpureum, experimental garden (G. Lawson) ; Closte-

rium Lunula, road behind Edinburgh Academy (G.
Lawson) ; Campanula latifolia, Englescairnie Woods,
Craigcrook ; Cypripedium Calceolus, Arnclift'e, Craven.

Dr. A. Douglas Maclagau exhibited specimens of
plants received by him from the Crimea, among which
were the following : Convolvulus cautabrica ; Parony-
chia serpyllifolia ; Salvia Horminum ; Sideritis sp.

;

Onobrychis petrtea ; Lathyrus tuberosus ; Heliauthe-
mumvulgare; Linum hirsutum, L. ; Adonis aestivalis,

L. ; Myosotis sp.

Notices of 33oofe0,

Chloris Andina. Essai d'unc fiorc dc la region alpine
des Cordillercs de I'Amtnaue du Sud. By H. A.
Weddell, M.D. 4to. Paris : Bertraud. To be pub-
lished in 16 parts, at 12f. 50c. each part.

The Alpine Flora of Peru and Bolivia is full of inte-

rest, aud no traveller has gained more accurate informa-
tion respecting it than Dr. Weddell, a distinguished
botanist, of whose interesting travels in the Cordilleras
we have on two former occasions given some account
(1845, p. 632, and 1850, p. 55). The copious materials
obtained in those voyages form the basis of the present
work, which is however augmented with the discoveries
of other travellers. The plates are executed by M.
Riocreux, an artist of great botanical skill.

_
The part before us contains Composite plants exclu-

sively, of that siugular bilabiate race which is so charac-
teristic of western South America. The specific charac-
ters are in Latin, the descriptions in French ; the
arrangement adopted is that proposed by the late
lamented Adrien de Jussieu, in which monopetalous
orders are to take precedence of all others.

Garden Memoranda.
Visit to the Crystal Palace.—The progress made

in the establishment generally during the past season
has been, for the magnitude of the place, very satis-

factory. Portions of the ground became developed
that ou my last visit were chaotic, and the trees and
shrubs already assume -a character. The general
keeping is excellent, and time alone is required to

develope beauties now in embryo.
At this visit I saw the display of water works for the

first, time. I v.-ii-i in the building the first part, and
aftcrwardi on the upper torraco, and finally on tin

of tho fountains, croni above tho space wan

that the water wan anything but effoctii

not appear enough In quantity, dot range
iiiiii-.i-ntiy hlgb. A t, each i di

dofeotfl became lei apparent, and L cami to be eon
elusion that when those rajcthest from tin

work, what failed to ntl fy will then fill up

and alio attain »" altitude that wtt

ili mm-. An it in l could have walb d longoi

have seen them for the first time In porfc u, audi
doubt not that il lands have had a similar fei

Many penmiiK expressed OpIoiOOl i" favour ol Si. Cloud
aiui Versailles, and In one sense Ihoy • ri rl lit(o

I- in
,

I'ii- the i|iiniilily of water i . in
i [till I ol -

eeli ],i jiierl ;M,n!.n:i rn'iie in proportion ''' tin

that at the Crystal Palace, Al the -
i

are grown up, and confine ths sya b> |uoh limil i as show
off the waters as oocupying llie entirety

ground. Whenever the tune arrives thai -

have obtained tboir growth, and wbi

lower fountain! and cascades we in lull activity,

I venture to predict that the miter works at the

Crystal Palace will take rank for beyond their cele-

brated rivals. liive only liine |,,i- the Doblo I

tin- Deodari and Araucasiaa to dovolope then

repoatini: their effecto " icon beyond each," and
win combine with the grand arobiteoturi vater "
a manner, that bitheito no eye—save n,

poet, the painter, and the landscapi

have will.

Arrived at the geological illustrations I found the

inimitable Hawkins, to whom bo much is due lor the

restoring the forms, texture, nay very expression of the

animals that peopled this world at ils earlier
|

-

and when the skill of tho Infinite produced cri

for the then circumstances, aU! li of magnifudi
kinds that seem to us most strange, I found Hawkins
in deep sillily over Home three or lour hoi

of Porlland stone that had once been an exogenou
It was found prostrate,,and bod every pieceol il been
marked, it could have been put together without dilli-

culty, and would have formed an object of great interest,

as proving that, although surrounded hy endogens,
mostly Cyras gigautca, yet that trees like our Oaks and
Elms did then also, as now, clothe the earth. Upon
looking over the fragments, the annular layers of growth,
the axis, a branch, and also that part where the branch
is given off from the trunk, as well as a suppressed
branch, were all perfectly distinguishable. If Dr. Lind-
ley could find time he would be enabled to arrange the
disjecta membra.
The geological portion of the ground at present is

the least finished. The auimals have been transferred

from the studio in considerable numbers, and have been
placed in groups with great skill ; but until the water
is introduced in greater volume, and also the ground
" licked more together," as the artists' phrase is, we
cannot expect a oneness of effect. Where things vast
and strange arrest the eye on all hands, it is diliicuit to

speak of ono ; but there is a thing of beauty, so exij i-

site and rare, that it cannot be passed by—for it becomes
"a joy for ever." I allude to the head and neck of the

female Irish elk—so much grace and delicacy of ex-

pression, and so unlike and yet so true, that I have
never yet seen its equal in animal modelling. Vastness

will be expressed by the mammoth now in progress,

strangeness by many, but beauty is personified by that I

one female eli;.

On my way back I passed by the new rootery, which '

is on a grand scale, and will become very effective so

soon as the plants gain character. The rockwork is

too little advanced to pass an opinion upon, but its site
'

is well chosen. I have before said that the general

keeping is all that could be desired, but there is one
portiou of the arrangement where the shrubs are made
to straggle out of their beds upon the lawn ; this part

without an army of gardeners defies subjection. The
arrangement is very pretty, very natural, and breaks

up most thoroughly the bard edges of the outline, but

as the Grass is evenly mown up to these outlying shrubs,

so to speak, aud is allowed to grow up amongst them,
it does give a weedy aud unsatisfactory appearance.

A few words on the interior of the Palace, and I have
done. The greatest improvement is occasioned by
taking away the shop stalls—they were incongruous and
out of keeping in a place devoted to science, literature,

and art. The marble basins are now enriched with

Victorias, Nymphseas, Hydrocbaris Humboldti, cce., and
are seldom to be met with in greater perfection, the

Oxford botanic garden excepted. The Oranges have
acquired a healthy hue, and do good service, as do the

Pomegranates, as far as their foliage is concerned, but

I fear they will not flower as profusely as we see them
on the Continent.

The large introduction of the hard-wooded shrubs of

Africa aud Australia, to the exclusion of the soft-wooded I

species, is a decided improvement ; the one class showing

evident signs of being too far away from the light, and
the other seeming to be perfectly at home and happy.

The baskets of plants are even more attractive this than

they were the preceding season. Many of the stove

plants bear their position well, but tbere are some that

seem to ask for more warmth and a closer atmosphere.

The Date Palms that were imported from Egypt as yet

show no signs of life, though every care that knowledge

could suggest has been bestowed upon them.

My eye now falls upon what Dr. Lindley terms : -

ethnological absurdities,'' and I proceed to examine
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mineral kingdonu ••i afford !>> ,d, medi-

lal for the various purposes of domestic

; this, when further advanced, »ill be an ex-

tremcly valuable adjunct; already ire have a zyAij

y the Messrs. Law-
hoiis. The natural ... '« and
tea are in samples I ti'y the quality,**

far as it. as written legibly

upon tin in. ive the tutu*, the w^is, the

rce, with the Di : trees that

hern, a scries of fruits modelled in wax, but

l*rr t/i hstc neen, sod
niu-i be r.] lai m'ttv iUostnoire

can be procured. 1 . »nd when
worked out, as at the museum at Kew, it will become a

moat useful and interesting gsllery, which a man
cannot even lounge through without gaining knowledge.

But I must return, or 1 shad tire rny readers as much
as most visitors are fagged after a day of research, and
we will descend by the long gallery, whose wall is lat-

ticed and which a nutn . -epers have

appro] riated for their support The whole length of this

gallery has a border for the growth of the creepers,

and I would suggest that il" it were filled with Hyacinths,

Squills, Crocus, Narcissus, Tulips, and the lite, it

would prove attractive to visitors in February, March,
April, aud May, and on leaving iliey would have the

grateful remembrance of the effect of a spring p&*iuze,

gorgeous in colour, grateful in scent, and sheltered from
the winds and variableness of our spring months.

,Utr>jury.

Arundel Castle Gardens.— In addition to the

annual opening of these gardens and grounds to the

inhabitants of the town and their friend's his Grace the

Duke of Norfolk has kindly granted this season another

privilege of a Dovel character, viz., the illumination of

the flower gardens, which are now in great perfection.

Nearly 3000 lamps were in nse on the occasion, aud
being disposed in straight and drapery lines ou the

terraces with festoons, wreaths, and arches on the

arcades and walls, together with a liberal admixture in

the flower beds and by the fountain, the effect of the

whole was very striking. Upwards of 3000 visitors

promenaded in the gardens from half-past 8 to half-pact

10 o'clock. The duke's brass band was stationed on the

terraces. It is gratifying to add that not the slightest

injury was done, and an excellent tone pervaded the

gathering. Q. M'Bteen, Ait-jv-.

FLORICULTURE.
Natton'al Flobjctltteat S —Mr. Rohiaam

in the chair. Dahlias formed the principal fcalare of this me*&-

inc Twenty-five Tarieties wa ' the opinin of tfce

judges, and among then 90mc y~sessed b?ih norelly ladSae
form. Hollyhocks, bol - : _:- *nd nAsed v

also exhibited in pood condition- Of Dahlias, Mr. Hohnee. of

Hornchurcb, sent thre^ ^ongly

tipped with purple. It is U 4&pact

centre, and will mate a good kind for exhibition. The suae
exhibi tor - ^ssian Bean ty ~«»ge
inqnalitr. Mr. "Wheeler, ;:' Wan
Yellows." a yellow sligl ellipse, a dark

plum-coloured k tter was the be=; of tfce
""

neither were in cood condition. Mr. Keyn
bited £>
w-as Reginald, a nale primros - witb pro-pie

:

a full sized com] 3 ceatre- The

-

high cer. E*gUa, baS-whi:

tained the cha-.v- zieeficg. Mr.

Rawliccs, of Btthnal Green, sent 6 bloor^i -ogg, a
7=tal; a little

— detracted ir same exhibitor also

sent 3 bloetss of Archbishop of Canterbury, * dark pnrple, wilii

a hich centre, and good outline. It was net a large size,

but very double. A Label :i Commendation was awarded

it. Saint *^ Salter.

of Hammersmith,, had a fancy tj^t.

the colours were not stimcaeiitly distinct, being red sloped
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witu crituouu. 11 wad good lit loan, hill contused in tlie centre.

Mr. Smitn, ..f Cn .'kli.-.i'i. Hunts. li;ut three kinds, named Helen

Smith, Lord Cardigan, and G eneralCodrtngton, none of which were

in good condition. Mr. Charles Turner received a Certificate for

Bessie, a deep bright yellow, v. nich appeared to be very constant.

The same grower also sent another good yellow, named Yellow

Beauty ; together with Miss Burden Coutts, which the judges

reported fully maintained its previous character—a Certificate

having been awarded to it last meeting day. Lollypop (G.

Holmes . bad a similar mark of distinction from ibe censors,

it having been successfully exhibited last season. Mr. Weatberill

received a First Class Certificate for Verbena King of Roses,

a finely-formed flower; the same award was also bestowed upon

Eugenie, a pale lilac, of good form. A Certificate of Merit was
given to Mr. G. Smith for Dandy, an orange kind with a

crimson centre and lemon eye ; a similar award was also made to

Unanimity, which is an improvement oil Annie Laurie. There
were several others shown, but none deserving of especial mention.

Mr. Laing. of Twickenham, contributed several Seedlings,

among which was a bine kind, with less purple in it than usual.

For Hollyhocks, Mr. Konke, of Clewer,. received a First Class

Certificate for Perfection, a pink or blush kind, very close in the

f.ower; of ibis a spike was shown. Messrs. Paul received a

Certificate for a delicate peach variety, 3 cut blooms of which
were exhibited; it is a full sized large flower. For Cut blooms
—1-2 kinds—Mr. Boake was first with Rosy Circle, Eugenie,

Leonice, Mrs. Ashley. Julia, Seedling. Perfection, Lemonade,
Primrose Perfection, Mont Blanc, Seedling 6, and Pourpre de

Tyre. Messrs. Paul were second with Glory of Cheshunt,
Darius, Lord Jocelyn, Pearl, Beauty of Cheshunt, Boadicea,

White Globe, and -i Seedlings. Messrs. Paul also furnished three
magnificent spikes of Glory of Cheshunt, Mrs. Ashley, and
Beauty of Cheshunt; these were deservedly much admired,
Messrs. F. and A. Smith sent an interesting collection of Cut
Antirrhinums, showing that progressive improvement is going
on in this class of plants. Mr. Salter exhibited 12 varieties of
Cut Phloxes, one or two of which were very bright in colour.

Messrs. Paul sent 12 varieties of Asters, all very beautiful kinds.
Messrs. Fraser also sent 24 varieties of this flower. Mr.
Lochner contributed 24 bunches of Verbenas, all good kinds ; and
Mr. Smith sent his Petunia Hermione, which fully maintained
the good character it always has had. A new white Verbena
was exhibited by Mr. VTestwood, which is much the best of its

class out, hut it is a very strong grower. Messrs. F. and A.
Smith again sent a collection of Balsams, still in good condition.

Miscellaneous.
Effect of the Water-snail in Keeping Fresh-water

Aquaria Healthy.—As an evidence of the permaneucy
of the balance capable of being established between
the animal and vegetable organisms by the intro-

duction of the water-snail or other phy topliSgous molluslc,

I may state that the same water in which my original

experiments were made in March 18-19, has been
in continual use up to the present time, several fish

living constantly in it, without disturbance, and that it

is now as bright and in as healthy a state as at the first

period of its being employed. Again, in a small jar of

about one pint capacity, having a single plant of Vallis-

neria spiralis growing healthily in it, and with a few
small water-snails as scavengers, I succeeded during the
spring of 1S53 iu hatching and rearing a young trout.

The egg was obtained from Mr. S. Gurney, jun., and
had been removed from his preserves in the river

Waudle ; the shell ruptured the day after my receiving
it, and it was maintained in a perfectly healthy state

during the whole of the period required for the
development of the respiratory organs, and the com-
plete though gradual absorption of the ovum. This
development was perfected in 15 days from the bursting
of the shell, till the period that the fish could sustain

itself continuously in the water, and was able to swim
strongly. Having arrived at this stage of maturity, the
vessel became far too small for the free use of its active

powers of locomotion, and it was therefore transferred to

a small tank containing several minnows, when to my
great annoyance it was immediately seized and devoured.
As another instance of the voracity of the finny tribe,

and their destruction of each other, I may mention here
that I had on a previous occasion placed several small

trout fry over-night in an aquarium containing some
gold fish, but they must have been rapidly preyed upon,
as no trace could be seen of them the following morning.
These facts W'ill demonstrate clearly the havoc which
must take place iu rivers and streams among the young
fry of various fish under ordinary circumstances, when
they are proved to be devoured with such extraordinary
rapidity even by such species as the gold fish or carp
tribe and the minnow. Warington in Annals of Natural
History.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing weelc.)

Conservatory, &c—New Holland plants, as Acacias,

Hardeubergias, &c, growing on the rafters and pillars
'

of this house, will flower all the better for being kept
sparingly supplied with water at the root for a few
weeks in autumn, after they have made their season's
growth, so as to get the young wood well matured,
which is essential to a first-rate display of bloom. These
plants are subjected to long periods of excessive drought
in their native habitats, and are said to thrive in situa-

tions where there is hardly the appearance of moisture
in the soil for many weeks ; but they cannot safely be
subjected to such treatment under artificial circum-
stances, and there is no necessity to do so, as they
will flower very profusely if kept sufficiently dry at the
root to check growth and get the youug wood well
ripened before winter : and similar treatment will be
suitable for many of the things planted out in the
borders, particularly Orange trees, for these and many
other hard-wooded plants bloom but poorly unless the
young wood is well ripened in autumn. Shading must
be used sparingly alter this season, particularly on
cloudy days. Many of the Fuchsias will be past their
nest, and should be removed to make way for thems

'
wmcu wi" now be coming into bloom, throwing

away at once every plant which is not likely to be

wanted for next season, especially large specimens of

worthless varieties which are not worth wintering, as

good sized plants can be grown for next season from
cuttings put in now. The varieties with white corollas

will be universal favourites ; but they appear to be rather

weakly growers, and parties wishing to have specimens

of them next season should see about securing pro-

mising young plants at once. Young stock of hard-

wooded things in pits and frames will be growing
freely, and must have every necessary care afforded

them. Water freely, but avoid getting the soil too wet,

and dew the plants over-head with a fine-rosed syringe

on the evenings of fine days, drawing off the lights at

night whenever it can be safely done, so as to expose

the plants to the night dews, which will greatly assist

!

in securing strong vigorous growth. Attend at once to

anything requiring more pot room, in order to get the

plants moderately well rooted into the fresh soil before

winter. Stove.—Specimens of such things as Echites

splendens, Stephanotis, Allamandas, &c, which have i

done their season's work, will be better removed to a
cooler and drier house, which will be a more suitable

situation for them while ripening their wood than the

moist warm stove, hut if this cannot be done, then they

should be placed in the coolest end of the stove, keeping

them rather sparingly supplied witli water at the root,

and exposing them as freely to air as circumstances

will allow. Take advantage of every leisure hour to

wash the foliage of sucli things as require it, looking

carefully for and destroying mealy bug and scale. Ixoras

and many hard-wooded stove plants are very subject to !

the latter, and in most cases require to be frequently

looked over to keep them clean. Keep the shoots of

young specimens nicely tied out, and give timely atten-

tion to training, so as to secure the desired form of

specimen. Look well to the stock of things for winter '

flowering, re-potting any that require more pot room,
keeping such as have made their wood and require a
period of comparative rest to bloom well rather dry
and cool, and encourage any that may be backward in

their growth with plenty of warmth and moisture.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants growing in dung pits must be freely

supplied with air to prevent their getting drawn, and
they should also be kept near the glass and not allowed to

stand too closely together, for strong robust plants need
hardly he expected unless this is attended to, and
weakly drawn plants seldom or never yield fine fruit.

Give careful attention to plants swelling their fruit,

affording them plenty of warmth and moisture, and as

much manure water at the root as the soil will bear.

Itemove useless suckers and gills as soon as they are

perceived, which, if left on the plant, only rob the fruit

and weaken the suckers which it may be necessary to

leave on the plant for keeping up the stock. Do not
allow young stock in free growth in the succession pits

to stand too closely together, nor to sustaiu any check
through neglect in watering, or the want of pot room.
Shading, if not already discontinued, may safely be dis-

pensed with for the season. Plants growing in beds of

soil must also be carefully attended to with water,

keeping the soil in a nice moist state. Where rapid

growth is required keep as warm and moist as can be
done without drawing the foliage, and give plenty of

strong clear manure water at the root, and the plants :

will make rapid progress for the next two months.
Vineries.—See that Vines from which the fruit has :

just been cut are free from insects, giving the foliage

an occasional washing with the engine if red spider is

at all troublesome ; and use every precaution to keep
the leaves in health as long as possible. Prevent the

growth of laterals, which only shade and injure the

principal foliage. Late Grapes colouring should be
assisted with slight fires in cloudy weather, especially

j

Muscats, which, after this season, where they are not
already all but ripe, will require gentle fires, unless the

weather should prove unusually fine. Thrips are

frequently very troublesome in late Vineries where
plants have been grown under the Vines, and where
there is any reason to expect these, the foliage should be

frequently examined closely ;
giving the house a heavy

smoking as soon as they are perceived, and repeating this

for two or threettimes at intervals of about a week, shading

the house the day after smokiug, where it can be done so

as to be able to keep it rather close, will render the cure

more effectual ; and if the pest is taken before it gets

quite established, it will be easily got rid of by two or three

smokiugs, but unless taken in time it is very difficult to

eradicate. Peaches.— Give every attention to getting

the wood well ripened, as next year's success will very

much depend upon this being properly effected. Keep
the foliage clean and free from insects, and endeavour to

preserve it in health as long as possible. Give air freely

both day and night, but keep the roots as dry as can

conveniently be done, therefore guard the inside borders

from heavy falls of rain, shutting up the sashes at night

when there is reason to apprehend much wet. Any gross

shoots that may still incline to grow should be stopped,

as if left they encourage the action of the roots, and
cause a greater tendency to growth than would other-

wise be the case. Loosen the surface of the border

where this is at all close, in order to admit air and
warmth, and promote evaporation.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Fruit trees have already made as much young wood

as there is much chance of getting matured. Where
this is the case, go over the trees at once and stop a

portion of the shoots, beginning of course with the

strongest. This, as was stated last week, will be found
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to serve the end in view much more effectually than a
general stopping at this season, which would probably
be of no farther service than inducing the production
of a mass of laterals, and do more harm than good ;

whereas, stopping the stronger shoots will only throw
the sap into the weaker ones, and if we should be
favoured with a fine autumn the buds and the shoots

stopped will become plump without starting into growth,
and in any case there will be fewer laterals produced by
stopping only a portion of the shoots than the;e woald
be if the shoots were stopped generally. Winter
Onions should be sown at once, also Cauliflowers for
the early crop next season, a small bed of pickling

Cabbage, Brown Cos, and some hardier sorts of Lettuce

to stand the winter.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHlSWICt , NEAR LONHON
For the week e ndiog Aup. 2.1, ISob, as obperved at the Horticultural Gardeu;.

BAHOMBTEa.
TBUPRnATliBB.

j
.

August. - 5

a

01 the Air. Ot the Earth Wind. -1

Mai. Mill. Mai. Mia. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2teet
deep.

as

Friday 17: 5 31.282 3".244 S3 45 64.0 67 63 B. In

30.*32 29.760 79 53 f6.0 69 63 S.E. .mi
Sundayiy i :9791 29.089 76 56 66.0 68 63 W. .(12

y. 29.U29 M.S09 66 58 62.0 67 G3 s.w. .05
Tues. 21 s 29.878 29.817 42 58.0 67 62*

0°(
w. .110

10 29.994 29.961 52 64.0 67 w. .110

11 29.S93 29.091 81 56 69.5 66 62 S.E. .12

Average

.

30.000 29 313 76.4 51.7 64.0 67.3 62.7 0.19

17— Slight log; very fine ihruui;houl ; clear and fine at night.— IS— very fine.
— 19—Very fine ; overcast at nizht ; sliRht rain.— 20— Slight rnin ; showers iu forenoon; cloudy and boisterous.— 21—Hoe; rather boisterous; dry air and windy ; ciear at night.— -*-— (*ine; very fine throughout.— 23—Very n " e

i rain; much sheet liKbtnlnr. and thunder at night.
Mean temperature of the week 2 deg. above the avei a«e.

RECORD OF THE WEATHEE AT CH1SWICK.
During the laoi 29 years, for the ensuing week, endins Sept. 1.1S55.
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7
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The highest temperature durinR the above period occurred on the 1st'

184.3—therm. 83 deg.; and the loweat on the 29th, lSbO—therm. 32 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Diseases : E W. Your Medlar and White-thorn leaves are in-

fested with iEcidium laceratum, a common parasite on Whiie-
thorn. MJB.

Greek and Latin Names : B I. We will attend to your sugges-
tion.

Insects: W T, The grub taken from the inner bark of thePyrus
Sorbus of course gnawed a hole through the pasteboard box and
escaped before reaching us. It was doubtless the caterpillar of
the wood leopard moth, Zeuzera iEsculi ; a few whiffs of tobacco
smoke directed into their burrows will dislodge them.

—

Eben.
The large insect is Sirex gigas, which lives in Fir timber, and
the dark coloured wasp is Vespa Britannica.— G P T. The
patches you allude to on the hark of your Pear tree are masses
of eggs of some kind of moth.

—

J 8. The leaves of your Pear
trees are infested with the slimy larvoa of a black winged saw-
fly, Tenthredo (Blennocampa) tethrops. Dust the leaves with
lime or syringe them with lime water.— 71" B. See last answer.
EK S.—Your Swede Turnips are attacked by the Nigger or
grub of the Turnip saw-fly (Tenthredo spinarum). Repeated
dusting with lime is very serviceable, but lots of young ducks
turned into the field are still better.— G F. The caterpillar
you have sent from the inner bark of the Oak is that of tho
goat moth, Cossus ligniperda (see Gardeners' Chronicle, 1847,
p. 303, for figure and description). They may he dislodged by
means of tobacco smoke blown into their burrows. W.

Lease: AH. We never answer legal inquiries. Your solicitor
is the proper person to consult upon the covenants of your
lease. We suppose that in the eye of the law a bush would be
regarded as a tree.

Munstrous Sweet William: G. You will find a monstrosity
similar to that you have sent figured at p. 452 of our present
year's volume. J

Names of Fruits : J 21 E G. Peaches: 1, perhaps Grosse Mig-
nonne; 2, Noblesse; 3, Noblesse; 4, R. George. Nectarines:
Piirt Elruge and part Violette Hiitive: those that are red at
the stone are the Violette Hative; those that are pale, the
Elruge.—G D Vallance. 1, a small oval purple Plum, not
known, hut certainly not worthy of its situation on a wall;
2 resembles the Nectarine Plum, but is not so good.

—

MFB.
Y'our Gooseberry is the early Green Hairy.

||

Names of Plants : We have been bo often obliged to reluctantly
dtcline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Youug gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should hear in mind that, before applying to us ibr assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may bo
sent us at one time.

—

Caroline. Euphorbia Peplus, and what
appear to be fragments of a small starved state of Ranunculus
sceleratus.— T D. Asplenium Adiaotum nigrum.—W C. Pteris
aspericaulis, Wall., a native of Nepal and other parts of India;
your plants are probably the only living specimens in this
country. 8.—JN. Rhus Cotinus, the common Venetian Sumach.—B J. It is Phallus impudicus, the most filthy of plants.

—

EM. Genista tinctoria and Cytisus nigricans.

—

Diss. I, 2, and
4 are Q. sessiliflora ; the other is pedunculata.— West. Coleus
Blumei is a native of Java; we do not know when it was first

introduced into England.

—

B A A. Polystichum lobatum,
Presl.S.—FM. Todea africana, Willd. S.

Puddling: Berlra. We do not believe that wet clay will ever
stop eels. We should certainly use concrete, the cheapest of
materials: but at what price it can be executed depends upon
whether good sharp gravel is at hand or has to he carted from
afar. Any labouring man, furnished with good fresh burnt
lime, water, and clean washed gravel, can make this concrete.

If filled in between your two walls, the mass will soon become
as hard as rock, and perfectly impenetrable by either eels or rats..

Roses : J 31. Smoke from fires of burning brushwood could not,

we think, injure your Moss Rose 80 yards from tbem. Its

failure doubtless arises from some other cause. i
Erratum: In Mr. Cole's advertisement inserted last week, for

"Seedling Shilling's Calceolarias, read "Seedling Shrubby
Calceolarias."

**• As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting

contributions is still delayed.
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fPHK D'OLLOy^lNd MANURES nrc manufactured
-*- nt Mr, Lawks' Factory, Dcptford Crook : Turnip Mnnurri.

7/. per tun; Sn]i«-i itli'viplnttn <>l '
Urmf, 7/,; Sulphuric Acid and

<Jopmliii;n
l

ii'.

Oiflcfi, CO, Klnpr wiiiiiim Bt'retjt, < 1

1
>-

, London,

N.R, Genuine Poruvlnn Gunnoj giuirniitaod to contain 18 pi p

eiuit. of. Ammonia. Nitrate of SojJa, Sulpliato oi Annuo
,
and

other Chonilcal Mmm row.

MP1IK LONDON MAMIKK COMPANY'S NlTttO"
-I I'llOHl'HA'J'K oit WMKAT (MANURE l "i; aim MN
fiowiNii, This Manure, composed of blood, animal rniUier.

nnd dissolved bohflfl wiih rrll.catoB.lH moat strongly rocommonded
to the notice of AgrJoulturlHtBi It contains from 7 to8] nl

of nltrogon, In a Conn yJoldlng ammonia by Hlow dacompoHltlon,
end is therefore particularly adapted for Vvhoat, The quantity
required In 2 to 3 owt. por aero urlllod In with the need. L'rico,

nor ton, 7/. JO/'. In London.

PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY HAl/r, and ovory otlior

M ANiiitK on best torms, strictly warranted!
40, Bridge Street, Black f\'lars, E. PunHicn, Bee,

ARTIFICIAL MANUKKS, fe—Mamifftcturownni]
others engagod In making ARTIFICIAL MANUUIfiflmay

ojhtata ovcry nccoaaary Instruction for their oeonomlcul and
offlclont preparation, by applying to .i.e. Nbsbit, F.G . i a.,

Principal of the Agrlcultnral and Chemical College, Konn.ngton,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Suporphospliatos of LI

,

Coprolitcs, Am-., mill Assaya of Gold, Silver, and otlior Mlnorals,
nre oxociftod ivlth accuracy and dispatch. Qentloman dcnlroiuj

of receiving Instructions In Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
viil find atnplo facility and accommodation ai the College,

| i'uLIJCGKof AURlCUJ/rilUK and CHEMISTRY.
Vy and OB" PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 87 and
33, Lowor Kennington Lone, Konnlngton, noar London.

Principal—J. C.Nkhiiit, F.G.S., F.O.8..&0.

Tlio ayBtem of Btu'dlos pursued In the College comprisos ovory
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arte; for die Naval
and Military Servlpos, and for ttio Universities,

AniilymiH and Assays oi ovory description are prnmptly and
accurately executed at tlio Oolite. Tin* tonus and other par-
ticulars may he bad on application to the Principal.

DRAINAGE OF LA M O.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, a practical
Surveyor and Land-Agent of morn tiinn 15 years' standing,

effiers his services to Gentlemen about to drain Land and IIoj>s.

He will undertake to set out and pupcrlntond himself the execu
tion of the work at. a charge of Qa. per acre, and tlie expenses
incurred in 1i!h travelling; or lio will contract to complete it In a
specified manner to tbo satisfaction of the Inclosure Commis-
sioners nt a fixed piico per acre. Mr. Humbert lias drained
strong stony laud In the most careful and complete manner,
With lj Inch pipes, and proper mains, the drains being 4 feet

deep and 30 feet apart, at il per aero and under, and he can
give reference (o his employers in that nnd in other instances.

Watford, Herts, Aug. 25.

PAXTOM WORKS~SHEFFIELO.
~~

SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturer* of tlio cele-
brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and

•GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, Ac.
These Tticles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

cany the keen edge of a razor without requiring to lie sharpened
w frequently as ia usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
ho requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in tho three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great. Exhibition
Fftee Medal of 1851, and tho Prize Medal of the Horticultural
Society of Manchester, nt their Show of 1854, was awarded to

Saykob & Cooke for their superiority" of material and work-
manship. Established 1738.

CLAYTON, SHUTTLEWORTH, & CO.'S PRIZE
PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES, urb COMBINED

THRESHING, STRAW SHAKING, RIDDLING and WIN-
NOWING MACHINE may be Been at their London Establish-
ment, 6, Fitzroy Terrace, Now Road, where all information
relative thereto cftn he obtained. These Machines arc constructed
to horn Barley, and make a perfect separation of the chaff from
the pulse., They are fitted with Elevators, which deposit the
grain into bags, and beyond the feeder of Machine require nc
hands except to tako away the Corn, &c, as threshed, the whole
of the operations being performed by self-acting machinery,
whereby the Corn, Straw, Chaff, and Pulse are delivered in the
places assigned for them.

C. S. & Co. have paid special attention to this class of
Machinery, and Fixed Barn Machinery, and from the position
they have taken at the Royal and all the leading Agricultural
Shows of England, flatter themselves that, for efficiency, dura-
bility, and simplicity, their Engines and Machines are not
(surpassed by any other maker in England. All letters for-

warded to the Works at Lincoln will have immediate attention;
and Illustrated Catalogues forwarded to all parts of the kingdom
postage free.

" l^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
A- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawreuce, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

THE BEST PROTECTOR FROM the HEAT of the SUN.
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
imy required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Aechee, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

T I

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AIMO CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

1HOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
L winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
grave! of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river san.d. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
s-pade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
Tho same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all either situations
tvhere a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. Mav be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. 'White & Bhothexs,
Nilbank Street, Westminster.

LIOUILl MANURE.
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WAltNER'S IMI'IIUVKU LIQUID MANUiiK,
Oil QENEBAL PQHTABLE PI BP.

1
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valve Is a hall of Impei
i Ltl 'I. iin.l cani <>\ clog In action.
The luirrel Is of gnlvnnlHCd iron, nor
lik.ly tr, corri.di-, and can I

lowered at pleasure. 'I be legs will fold
together, and the whole may be
on ill..older to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4J in. Pump, with legs, 3(.3>.
The barrel is 27J in. long, and the logs
uro 5 ft. high.

14 inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
1.9. Gi/. per foot.

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3«. M. per foot.

May lie obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or co'untrv, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees nnd
Mi nufacturen, Jons W.u:m

i

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery f^T

Raising "Water, bv means of VI bi

Kims, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also
I- in. nnd (.nrrlen Engines, /i,-.—Eneravinga sent on appllcatii 1

WTARNER'rf PATENT VIBRATING STA\-
' * HARD 1'UMVS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, ai, ,1 Wellsn 1 a depth not exceeding 30 feet.
I liameter Length of Barrel,
of Barrel under nose. £ 8. d.
2} in. short 1 ft. Tin.

f
Fitted for lead, ( 1 12 6

2} „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,
| 1 15

ditto 3 „ 6 „ 4 or cast iron 1-2 12
ditto 8 „ G „ flanged pipe, 2 18
ditlo3„ G„ \ as required. )3 5
short, with 16 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2J in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

v "

The short bnrrel Pnmp is vcrv convenient
for fixing In situations of limited hei
space, for the supply of coppers and
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot. Forcing, nnd Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of anv Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above "prices, or ol the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER axd SONS
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinerv for Raising Water, bv means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c. : also Fire and" Garden
Engines, &c. &-c.—Engravings sent on appl ication

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENCLAND
MEETING AT CARLISLE. JULY, 1855.

First Prize Awasdkd to
TJICHMOND and CHANDLER'S iso. 3B OUFF
J-v MACHINE. Price £7.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-
tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Addre-s. RxcnofOXD & Ceasplsb.
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

ftg~ Catalogues Ghatis.
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SATURDAY, At 'GIST 26, I

We have .seldom feen so canons a case of <iUeaae

as one which hag affected the Oat crop of one of

our correspondents during the present season, and
threatening destruction to about a fourth part of

the produce. It is unfortunately one of those

maladies which are as obscure in their 01

are difficult of treatment, and which are most pro-

bably altncether independent of culture, and in-

veterate in the seed before it is committed
ground. A concurrence of some peculiar external

conditions has no doubt, in the first intone, pro-

duced the disease ; but even if disease had been
suspected, and had there been any opportunity of

studying its s-veral phases as tl affec-

tions of this kind are frequently of so subtle

a nature as to baffle inquiry. In the pre-

sent instince, however, the seed was procured

from Scotland at a distance of a hundred miles or

more from the farm where it was sowed, and

was apparently no suspicion of mischief till the

crop approached maturity. Oar specimens are not
indeed all we could desire, for we have nothing

more than two panicles without leaves or investing

sheath. It is probable, however, ?rom
•'

of the common stem, which is decidedly striped,

that the leaves must have presented a variegated or

v' chlorotic appearance long before the

panicles were developed, and even when they were

yet within the sheath. In one panicle there is not

a single flower which is not bleached in every part.

The anthers and stigmas are perfectly formed

even the pollen grains have gone throngh part I

growth, though they are evidently abortive. In the

other panicle"about 12 spikelets on". :-:eded

beyond the first expansion of their valves, and :-

too partial chlorosis has taken place in

but not to such an extent as to prevent in>]

nation or the development of the se ' .a the

latter is clearly in an nnhea ..tally

unfit for producing a sound and trustworthy sample.

It is verv possible that the crop from whence the

seed orie'tnated was in a similar condition, and

there is every probability that if the scanty haj

which must be the result of the crop in qi:--

were used for seed, the produce would be more or

less tainted. It is not certain, indeed, that such would

be the case, for the seed of plants does

not necessarily produce a parti-coloured crop,

thouch it is always probable tha". such wiQ be

the result. Under the present system, the culti-

vator must alwavs be at the mercy of others, but

the time must ultimately come when it will be a

profitable employment to raise crops purposely for
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seed, in the bands at least of men of probity and

talent, whose judgment and integrity will be equally

a guarautee for acquisition of seed as true and pure

as it is possible to procure. The farmer can in no

case be completely insured against failure ; but we
do not doubt that the best results would aiisefrom

some well digested system of raising agricultural

seeds for the market. At present it is a mere
chance, whether the seed be sound or not ; for the

more subtle complaints are not indicated by any
external signs, or at least by such as would be likely

to awake the suspicions of the purchaser. The agita-

tion of these questions of Vegetable Pathology, though

it seldom falls to our lot to be able to-suggest a present

remedy, will at last direct attention to many a point

which has hitherto escaped notice. In the half-grown

seed before us there is indication enough of disease;

how far that might be discoverable in the ripe seed

is more than we are able to assert. Our correspond-

ent* will at least take care that none of the produce
of his diseased Oat field can by any means be used
for seed corn, for there is no knowing to what
extent a malady may be propagated, though in the

first instance its appearance may seem altogether

fortuitous. M. J. B.

Having made the bold announcement that all

mechanical difficulties in Steam Culture have been
conquered—namely, by Fisken's method of plough-
ing with a stationary engine ; we are bound to

make good our assertion by facts. And here some
critical reader may question whether, in adopting
the principle of a stationary motive power, commu-
nicating motion to an implement by wire ropes and
pulleys, we are not running counter to all that has
been advanced for years in this Journal concerning
the fallacy of a steam traction implement, and the
necessity for a revolving tiller, the speed of which
must be always proportionate to the rate of onward
movement of the carriage it is attached to; this

indispensable condition pointing to the locomotive
engine with digging-cylinder behind as the best
form of machine, &c, &c.
Now we have space only to say in a word—the

locomotive idea was the best that could be had
when the subject was first studied, and may be
subsequently renounced for a better, without affecting
the principles advocated. The principal points
taught by Mr. Hoskyns on this subject we continue to
maintain, and welcome the new invention not
because it has applied steam power to a common
plough, but because its peculiar mode of so doing
supplies us with the means of driving a rotatory or
any other form of tiller.

When Fowler's clever system of tackle for the
draining plough first appeared, everybody regarded
it as a foundation for steam ploughing, though
evidently a considerable modification was necessary
before the apparatus for drawing a tremendous
implement of 100-horse draught, at a slow pace
and in " furrows" (as they may be called) several
yards apart, could manage a light quickly-moving
implement making 9-inch furrows upon the entire
surface of the ground. The chief difficulty was in
fixing and shifting the anchorages, each pulley
having so firm a hold upon the headland as to
sustain a strain equal to double the draught of the
ploughs plus the draught of a wire rope hundreds of
yards in length, and at the same time being readily
shifted forward at intervals of a few minutes.
Hitherto, no plan had been proposed that did not
require too much labour in the digging of anchor
holes, setting down posts, &c. ; but at last an
inventor has surmounted the obstacle, not by im-
proving the old form of anchorage or any other
detail, but by a stroke of genius producing a new
scheme of action altogether.

Mr. Fisken's aim seems to have been to lessen
the strain upon the anchorages, and to reduce to a
minimum the labour connected with their fixing and
adjustment. When an implement is dragged across
a field by means of a rope, of course the purchase
at the end of the rope must bear a horizontal strain
equal to the draught of the implement and of the
rope itself ; and with an endless rope passing round
a pulley, this strain, of course, will be doubled: but
if the rope is left at rest, and we make the imple-
ment propel itself along by winding up a single
fixed rope, the strain upon the anchor will be
reduced simply to the draught of the implement.
Instead of pulling the ploughing implement by
main force, then, we fix upon it a grooved barrel,
and give the stationary drag-rope (fastened down
at each end of the field) one turn round this barrel,
so that when slowly revolving it may work its way
along the rope, taking the implement with it;

th v.

eXt We have to commumcate motion to
the barrel from the steam-engine, which is
-LgJKstanee^ jn such a manner as will cause
" LancLhinr he ex 'remelT obliged when the crop is ripe, if the

PossibleS™8
,', TonW forward to us a few seeds, and if°m partially abortive panicles.

least additional strain upon the anchors. An
endless rope, driven by the engine, and passing

round pulleys attached to the anchors, is a neces-

sity of the case ; and by giving one line of this rope

a turn round the rigger upon the plough-carriage,

the barrel may be driven, and the work proceed.

But if an endless rope be a necessity, wherein lies

the value of a fixed rope and barrel as an addition ?

Well ; the originality of the plan consists in this

endless rope moving at a high velocity ; the strain

it has to bear, and consequently its requisite

strength and weight, being reduced in inverse pro-

portion to its speed. The principle is just that of

applying one's little finger at the long end of a lever

in order to lift a ton weight.

In Fisken's most ingenious invention, as at pre-

sent exhibited, the leverage gained is eleven to one
;

that is, the driving-rope is running 22 miles per
hour when the plough-carriage is going only two.

The strain upon the rope is thus only one-eleventh

of the whole draught of the implement. The rope

does not reverse its motion, but works round the

rigger upon the plough-carriage, always in one
direction

; so that as the implement traverses back-

ward and forward, this strain is alternately exerted

for and against its progress, the anchorage at the

far side of the field having to sustain a drag equal

to the draught of the implement plus one-eleventh
;

and the other, which is nearer to the engine, the

draught of the implement minus one-eleventh—or

rather, as it is used to divert the direction of the rope,

it is subjected to a strain equal to the draught of

the implement. How much more easy to fix and
shift these anchorages, than when they must be
made to bear double the strain?

But this is not all. The weight and draught of

the rope itself add to the strain upon the anchors.

With a wire rope strong enough to drag the imple-
ment by direct traction, this is found to be very
considerable ; if running along the ground, the
friction is great, and if supported by friction-rollers

mounted upon stand frames (as Fisken's driving-
rope is), the weight must occasion also a very great

strain upon the anchors. On the contrary, a rope
running at a high velocity may be exceedingly
light, Fisken employing merely a hemp cord three-

eighths of an inch thick to work two ploughs at

once. This being so light, and running on friction-

wheels set at intervals along the field, occasions
only a trifling pull upon the anchorages.
The economy of power is no less remarkable than

the ease and portability arising from this arrange-
ment ; and this point we will elucidate in our next
paper. I. A. C.

thus burned to the extent of perhaps 200 cubic

yards per acre by faggots and by coals was rendered
fertile by this means. In a subsequent volume of
the Journal Mr. Pusey relates a somewhat similar

case as coming under his own observation at Log-
water in Berkshire, where the " very stiffest clay,"

worth 10s. per acre, had, by draining with s.tones at

10 feet apart and 45s. spent in burning, yielded

45 bushels of Wheat per acre ; the effect of ashes (80
cubic yards per acre), by themselves being ascertained

by the crop (37 bushels per acre) obtained where
none were used. Even on the still stiffer clays of

Kent and Sussex, drainage, we are told, is effectual

for their amelioration and improvement. This, and
the application of bulky manures, and the practice

of burning, seem then to be the means which obser-

|

vation ascertains to be efficient in the fertilisation of

stiff infertile clays.

The application of lime must not be forgotten-

in our enumeration of the means of fertilising land.

No dressing is more universally in vogue than lime,

whether in the form of the heavy application once
in the commencement of the lease which is common
in Scotland, or in the more frequent smaller quan-

tities applied in England, or in the still more
frequent, and still lighter dressings recommended by
Professor Way. Lim'e is admitted by all, whether
theorists or farmers, to be one great cause of fertility

in soils. How it directly acts in the removal of

infertility has been observed in the case of many a
moor and boggy soil, and how it increases the pro-

ductiveness of fertile lands, is witnessed in the

farm practice of every county in the kingdom
and on every kind of soil, from the loosest sand to

the stiffest clays. We know a farm which when,

broken out of Grass received a heavy dressing of

lime over the first corn stubble ; and in one of the

newly broken up fields a ridge was left unlimed as

an illustration of the application ; and this it con-

tinued to illustrate, more especially by the produce

of the grain crops on that field, for many subsequent

years. The direction of the ridges had been

altered since that blank was left ; but there, lying

obliquely across the new furrows, was the perch

wide land as plainly marked as ever in each alter-

nate year by the relatively scanty straw and yield

of the grain crop grown upon it. The heavy dress-

j

ing of 250 to 300 bushels per acre, which is some-

times practised, is advisable only in the case of

peaty soils, or land full of vegetable matter which
has never been limed before. The more common
application of half a bushel to the perch once in a

six or eight years' rotation is an abundant dressing

under ordinary circumstances.

Before winding up our remarks on the observed
causes op infertility we should have referred to
instances where defective fertility is attributable to
excessive stiffness and adhesiveness of soil. The clays
with which we are best acquainted are those upon the
blue lias formation. The poor pastures on this clay
become good pasture under the influence of manure.
The " home " ground upon a blue lias dairy farm is

generally green, when all the rest is brown.
Drainage too has benefitted these clays. An arable
farm with which we are acquainted on this forma-
tion, after drainage 3 feet deep and 20 feet apart,
has been most productive of heavy crops of Beans
and Wheat, repaying the expenditure most liberally;

and drainage and manuring will, we believe, thus
cure most clays of infertility. Instances exist of

land in the neighbourhood of Bristol where the
town and stable dung brought out from Bristol have
so enriched and loosened the poor and stiff clay
soils npon the lias, that crops are produced which
are obtained only from land in the highest state of

fertility. Gas lime is used near Bristol, a waggon
load per acre, with good effect on these stiff soils.

Burning is another remedy which not only
diminishes the stiffness of clay soils directly, but
which renders them more able to give up to plants
the fertilising matters they contain. In the fifth

volume of the Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society of England will be found the history of
an improvement of this kind effected by Mr.
Randell, of Chadbury, on a farm near Evesham.
Land worth Is. 6d. per acre—a foul Bean stubble
entered to in autumn—was skimmed to the
depth of about 1J inch, and all that the
plough raised was burned with faggots, at the
cost, including spreading, of 42s. per acre. It

was then ploughed and scuffled, and, the weather
being favourable, was rendered perfectly clean. It

was then planted in October with Vetches, which
the following summer were eaten off by sheep folded

on them, and this was succeeded by Wheat, which
produced one bushel in the field more than 45 bushels
per acre. The produce was sold for 7s. 6d. per
bushel, and this crop therefore produced more than
the fee simple of the land in its former state. Mr.
Randall states other instances in which clay land

A SKETCH OF PIPE IRRIGATION IN
SCOTLAND, June, 1855.

There was a time, and it is not so very long since,

when it was popularly supposed that any man could be
a farmer ; when the tradesman who had failed from
want of ability to carry on the business to which he had
been brought up, when the idle careless dissipated

younger son, or the middle-aged butler who had married
the housekeeper, or in short any one whose habits and
education had previously been the very reverse of

agricultural, found no difficulty in procuring a farm,

and for a time at least continuing to hold it. Routine
was supposed to be the only thing requisite, in addition

to some small capital often ridiculously insufficient.

The rent was probably not great, but the produce of

the land was small, and the finale too often ruin to the
tenant and trouble and embarrassment to the landlord.

Matters are now different, or at least a change is

going on. It is true that there still exist large tracts

of country in primitive agricultural slumber, but it

cannot last ; there is a restless spirit abroad which will

permit no sleepiness, and there is a power more potent

than steam or electricity which is urging on the progress

of agricultural improvement, and which will continue to

excite the agricultural mind until the most unlikely and
unwilling are swept along with the current : and that is

Necessity. The abolition of Protection has acted upon
British agriculture like the unaccustomed spur upon the

highbred courser, it has literally bounded forward under
the sharp persuasion of Necessity, and landlord and
teuaut have alike set their minds to work, calling to

their aid the science of the chemist and the constructive

skill of the engineer, in order to avert the ruin which
they fancied was before them. The principle is the

i
same taught by the old story where a new landlord

having been asked by an old tenant for a reduction of

rent, instead of granting the request, actually increased

it. Aware of the capabilities of the farm, and also of

its careless cultivation, from personal inspection, he took

this method of inculcating a useful lesson to all. The
tenant not liking to quit the home of his childhood

tried it again, and uuder the fresh stimulus to exer-

tion, not only paid the increased rent but never more
wanted a reduction. Of course the plan would not

succeed in every case, but in this instance the good
judgment of the landlord led him to see what was
required.

A perfect farmer is as difficult to meet with as a

perfect horse, so many qualifications are requisite.
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Capital lie inuHt Imvc, of course, but (bat is imjI o i omi

seem to hu|>|joho nil that in necessary. Muoli is un-

doubtedly lost to individuals and to the country by the

working of farms without cnougb capital, but it is nl o

true that much money is often squandered on so called

agricultural improvements and high farming moi ed

loBsly. The modern and model farmer requires educa-

tion, enterprise, nod energy, but, above all, a sound

judgment, that be may not l><> led away by the thousand

and one speculative experiments of the day on the one

band, nor satisfied to resist all modern improvements as

more innovations on the other, N(tv must the pel feci

farmer bo a mere amateur— bo must require to live by

his farm. Tho spur of necessity must keep him to hfs

work. For illiiHlriiliun el' thin, on a linyo . ji!< , we have

only to look id the sister kingdom <>i Scotlund. We
shall thero see what great things have been done lor

agriculture, chiefly under tho pressing exigencies <»i a

less favourable climate and a Ichh fertile soil than gene*

rally speaking are enjoyed in England. The rent paid

for land in Scotland in many cases in a marvel to tho

English farmer.

Tho example sot in Scotland ho many years ago by

tho cstnblishmont of the Highland ami Agricultural

Society, with its shows ami premiums, wi s a great stop

towards the progress of agriculture, Hut without entering
minutely into nil tho Scottish improvements, it will bo

Milliciont to point to some of the most obvious, such as

the universal adoption of the two horse iron plough and
ono horse cart, and tho Into Mr. Smith's, of Deanston,
frequent drain and subsoil plough system, and now wo
have the system of liquid manuring by means of reser-

voirs nnd pipes, which it is the object of this paper more
particularly to notice.

The importance of this system cannot easily be over-

rated, if it be found to answer in tho application of tho

sewage of our large towns. Tho wonderful effects of

town sewage in large quantities, distributed by means of

open gutter^, 1ms long been known, and is demonstrated
most satisfactorily at Edinburgh, where land so treated

lets as high as 8(K. per acre, but it has yet to bo
ascertained whether if administered in smaller quantities

by the subterranean pipe system with (he flexible hose
and jet, it will bo sufficiently remunerative to warrant
tho necessary expenses. This question will soon be set

at rest, as the system is now in full operation at Rugby
in Warwickshire, and elsewhere, and the close of the
present season will probably give it a final settlement.

But apart from the town sewage question, there
remains tho important one of house soiling, and tho
distribution of its liquid by the pipe system, which began
in Scotland, and is lust gaining ground there.

In England, Mr. Mechi, of Tiptree Hall, has done
much to make it known, and several other gentlemen
have practised it with success, but in Scotland we find

it working on in quietness where it might be least

expected. A slight sketch of what is doing there at

present may not be uninteresting to the agricultural

world.

Being about to erect some farm buildings in England
on the liquid manure system, we determined upon
making a personal inspection of the various establish-

ments in Scotland, nnd we give the result of our obser-

vations, in the hopes that it may be of use to some
brother agriculturist, or at least serve to point out to

him where he may see and judge for himself.

It was natural that we should first turn our attention

to that locality wdiere the experiment of liquid manuring
on the pipe system was originally attempted, and ia

still carried on with complete success. Accordingly,

we took the Caledonian Railway to Glasgow, where we
arrived about the middle of a fine day towards the end
of April, and the same afternoon proceeded to find out

the celebrated cow-feeding establishment of Mr. Harvey.
Wending our way towards the higher regions of Glasgow,
we found ourselves in the very dirty, but no doubt very
busy and very healthy locality of Port Dundas. Pro-
ceeding some distance along the banks of the blackest

of canals, after being three times wrongly directed

(once by a policeman), we reached our destination. If

any pleasing scene of rural happiness or rustic beauty
had ever crossed our countrified imagination in connec-
tion with the stream of lacteal fluid said to flow so

copiously from this fountain head of milk, it was
speedily dissipated. No neat farmyard, no rosy milk

maids, nor even the sweet breath of cows was here.

AU externally was dark, dingy, and redolent of pot-ale,

as the sour distillery wash is called. But external
appearances are not everything, and however much we
might have felt disappointed outside, we confess that

tlie first view of the interior of one of the cow byres in

a great measure restored our equanimity. It is a fine

sight to see a hundred cows at one view, especially

where they look clean, healthy, and in fine condition, as

they did here. In our admiration of the inhabitants we
forgot altogether the habitation ; not that tltere was a
great deal to find fault with there either. It was not
intended evidently for a show or a fancy farm, but a
good business speculation or money-making concern,
and therefore economy had been studied. Nor is there
any cause for blame; one might as well find fault with
money-making Glasgow for not being so romantically
beautilul as Edinburgh.

There can be little doubt as to its being highly
remunerative. We were informed that there were
about 800 cows in the different byres at that time, and
that there had been sometimes as many as 1000. It

did not strike us that the animals were particularly well
arranged

; generally they were placed in two long rows,
with their heads to the wall, and a division between

each pair. 'J hoi t vo < woodi " f<
,
at, out

l foot In width, running along the whole lei

end of which the distillery w« h oi
|
oi

milt' d by a tap for the cows to drlnit
;

al

end it was let off Into the open gutter or manun
at tho heels of thi cows, and then flowi : ilth lbs

urine to the main sewer at tho othev end, and
iii, ,,, ,i i;, 1,1,. The space allowi d foi

from the wall to the beel drain was 8 feel

drain illicit was •';
fi el » idc and 8 inchi tlci

is a continuous flow from (be roal Ii taken

the draining from all ti ' to '

alo nnd wator. Into lha large toi

2-inch pipe at foast, From tni loui it I pumped up to

a lov< I 00 or 00 fi 1 1 lilghi t Into lai i rioden

reservoirs, from whence it flown by gravitation over lbs

farm through I inch Iron pipi

in the different I'm bin are hydi si from which by

means of iron |,i [.. h En joints about 6 feet long i

with aboul B0 feel ol Hi Iblo canvass or India i

hose, :i ,i :. in. di Irll ulor or jet, the liquid I lied ove:

the fields. Tho farm com I Is "l about 100 sen Tbere
inn 1

1'
I farm steading about a mile from the d

at a lower level, where there were I't" more cov

hou ,
nnd about 200 pign. Although no particular

attention 1 1 o d t<, be paid to mere sppenranci s nt. tho

distillery, the cows all looked In good health and con-

dition, and were very tolerably Sean, l ot it mu«t be

admittod that iho emoll wns offensive, chiefly owing to

the |i'ii ale, Hoe man takes care of SO cows, tlmt in, be

oleans and feeds them, and every 1
.') cows have n woman

to milk them. The milk ih kepi, in flat woodi o vessels,

and conveyed to the Glasgow public by means oi one-

horse spring carta, in neat wooden barrels wilh taps.

The superfluous milk is made Into butter by meoi

two large plunge ebon, , holding about 1 00 gallons each,

worked by horse power. Tho chief part of ibe solid

manure, which is very considerable, is disposed of by
sale to the public, as much as 2000 tons in the course of

the year; this nt b\v. per ton would be no very bad rent
|

for the land itself, something like ''>()a. Mr. Harvey's
farm is held from different proprietors, and the rents

vary, but the highest is only 31. per aero. In the winter

season the cows are fed upon the distillery grains, hay,

Turnip, nnd Bean-meal. In summer nnd autumn, of

course, they havo tho more succulent food, such as

Rye-grass and Clover, Italian Rye-grass, Cabbage, &C.
The Italian Rye-grass does not appear to stand the

winter. It is sown early in April, nnd ihe first cutting

is usually about the end of June, and it gives four

cuttings in the season.

We f-aw the liquid applied to land in preparation for

green crops, and again at a higher level on a field of

seeds. The flow was very weak indeed. There were
two men employed, and they did not go over one acre

in the course of the day. We saw it again in operation

the same day nearer to Glasgow, not far from ihe Cow-
lairs station of the Edinburgh and Glasgow railway, and
in the same wny with iron pipes in joints of 6 feet.

Everything was very far behind for the time of year;
the herbage very bare, nnd the Italian Rye-grass not
above ground. Oue month later we again visited the

farm on the 24th May, and although from the unusually
' dry and cold season all vegetation was behindhand, ihe

effect of the liquid was most evident. In the fields of

seeds we visited a month before, the herbage was aa

thick as it could stand on the ground, and of the darkest

green colour, but not quite long enough to cut. One
part of this field is at too high an elevation for the

liquid from the pipes, and the difference between the
1

crops in the same field was extraordinary, the undulating

line of the distribution was most clearly marked.
! Where the liquid had not been applied the crop was
thin, poor, aud of a yellowish brown hue. The Potatoes

which were planting in April were .not yet above ihe

! ground, but the drills were being harrowed down ; the

|
Cabbage seems to thrive very well upon the liquid, and

i large quantities are planted here for autumn use.

The kind of cow chiefly used by Mr. Harvey is the

Ayrshire, but there are a good many crosses, and he
had a Durham bull in one ot the stalls. Rearing calves

was tried, but did not succeed. The cows are kept as

long as they milk well, when they are fattened on dis-

tillery grains aud Bean-meal for the Glasgow butchers.

This large establishment is well wonhy of a visit

from all who are interested in the results of liquid

manuring. The most sceptical must admit that the

effect produced by the liquid is very great indeed. The
question of the expenses is another point on which we
are not in a position to enter minutely at present The
locality is highly favourable to the system, and Mr.
Harvey's great merit is his ready perception of the fact,

and turning his position to the best advantage. It has

all the appearance of a thriving concern, and we trust

it may long continue to remunerate him handsomely for

the enterprise and sound judgment he has evinced.

(Jb be continued.)
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CARLISLE MEETING OF THE ROYAL AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

REPORT OF IMPLEMENTS—Continued.

As it is unnecessary for us to make these columns a mere cata-

logue of articles exhibited, we shall confine our present notices

chiefly to the novelties ot" the show, ecntentir.g ourselves with a

mere mention of such machines as have been repeatedly de-

scribed in former years.

In going through the stands we selected for especial mention

Richmond & Chandler's Chaff Cutters, both the prize one and that

commended; their Root Washer, constructed with, a rack and

pinion for raising and emptying the cylinder, which though less

simple than Crosskill's Archimedean, costs 26s. less moDey.
Their Steaming Apparatus with a 30 gallon boiler, and a 4 bushel

ably nit

mannai l f>w.

•Wing Grnol
fear, an si fallaie, after the trial to *

, tad »»
cultivator* ar*.- toperlOf to It for atlrrl

Fowler nnd Fry exhibit

about 1 buflhel per minute; price i

Fowler's Steam Draining Engine waj at work outside the
Show-yard. We cannot p ** all practical

men interested in land drainage to ascertain for itx-ro** i

character of thiscngir." ~es, and to avail ihemtelve*

of its xirnordinary powers wh»:ivver wet lands remained to be
drained, nnd clay farma to be improved- It completes drains

at .my depth, laying in the ;iipca In a more perfect manner than
is possible by manual labour; and Ite cheap and ex;

Jit to recommend it constant employment, or, at least,

in any locality where the pickaxe Is nnneeded to loosen a sub-

soil of rock.
. & Son show a clever and very useful Manure DUtrl-

butor. It hM bra^s deliverers, which will not corrode, and a
sliding fas well as a rotary) motion Is given to the stirrer

without any complicated system of worms and levers— this being
effected simply by the side action of a wheel hung untrue."

Ntehohwnre Uaymaker is a great improvement. It has a
i rnovemeut, without any intermediate pinion; and Its

very simple machinery is I and arranged as to

secure great durability and freedom from excessive wear. Wo
believe the inventor intends to have still strong* r spar wheels
and pinions next year; and then, we think, this machine, for

effectiveness, simplicity, easy management, light draught, fjecdasa
from clogging, and Iowuess of price, will be unsurpassed by any.

Nicholson's One-horse power Portable Steam Engine seems to

be useful for farms where mnch stall feeding is carried on.

Phillips's Root Pulper, improved by the vnbrtitntion of a
vibrating plate for a shaking hopper, is the most efficient

machine for its purpose, mincing most effectually 30 to 30
bushels per hour. Price 6f. 10*.

Stanley exhibits Cambridge's Prefs-wh^l Roller, with patent

scrapers attached, which is certainly an ir

William Lister shows a new imp'- -

ing Turnips in the ground— a scrt of horse toe. with knives past-

ing under the rows of roots. The price is 6J-, and with this

implement and a new form of hand hoe for topping, the inventor

states that Turnips may be topped, tailed, and raised, ready for

throwing in'o carts, at 1*. per acre.

Tuxford & Sons exhibit, besides their Steam Engine and
Threshing Machine, a very improved Saw Table, with an adjust-

ing spring attached t> the fence plate, for taking the twist

several other good arrangements for facili-

tating,* the work.
Halls' Cultivator is remarkably simple: the driver raises the

tines out of work by merely bearing upon the handles. The
price is 6/.

Samuelson's Turnip Cutter is still the K " se.

James Blair's Potato Riddle is a capital contrivance for sorting

and dressing. It is a modification of the common corn winxKrwing

machine. Price 31. 10s.

Coleman's excellent Dray Harrow and Scarifier obtained toe

prize, and is a verv efficient implement.
Lucock'a Drain Tile and Pipe Machine has a clever seL*-acticg

cutting apparavu?. consisting of I
^ires strained

between two endless bands of spring steel, which c^ntinaally

travel round riggers placed above and below the machine, AH
is done by a continuous rotary motion.

Palmer exhibits Ps" " 7 i

*™5f5
l's in appearance, only the rings have an even instead oi

indented periphery. Each alternate :

: a good sell-clearing action.

Graves Subsoil Pulveriser is an admirat'-: Three

tines are so attached to a beam that they precede each c*ber

though in different tracks^—each tin- oed sou

on one side—which facilitates «

Howards* have several verv admirable is

first-class ploughs. Their Drill Ft, -

a zinc roller and brush, which distri
w ~bether

goinsr up and down hill, and then small sh-^r ^ring in

the com with the crests of the fnzrows. 1 t

entirely of wrought iron, is a ver- s i -
T vm

remarkable steadiness. Their Horse-rake is pa
that can be ha'd, having light and strong steel :e =

easy meth.-xl of raising for delivery, and mac;--
shafts by which the accumulation of soil and ratat ista ~±- be

prevented.
On Ransomes & Sims' long stand, in addition to the pnza

ploughs, the chief objects of interest were Cotgreave"; S

and Trenching Plough, Lord Beanclerk's Archimedes.ii rr_"r-

I soiler, in which a horizontal revolving screw follows in the

I loosened soil behind a tine or snbsoiling coulter : BiddeHs Bean
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Cutler And the Steel Oat Mill, which has steel blades cast in an

Not the least interesting of the stands was that of Messrs. Gibbs

& Co., which contained an immense variety of samples and spe-

cimens of Grasses, natural aud artificial, grains, roots, &c. The
extraordinary perfection of the dressing aud cleaning of the

seeds excited general admiration; and, indeed, the cleanliness

and trucness of the samples is the more remarkable from the

fact that instead of being got up merely to show how seeds can

be made to loot, they are alt taken from the hulk of Messrs.

Gibbs' stock, and are precisely of the same quality which they

supply to customers.

REPORT OF CATTLE— Continued.

Herefoeds.

Class 1. Bulls calved previously to the 1st July, 1S5S, and not

exceeding 4 years old.—The first prize was awarded to No. 105,

the Right Hon. Lord Berwick's bull. This is a truly noble

animal, of great weight and beauty; we have not his superior in

the yard, lie is tall, and of excellent form and symmetry, almost
equal to the heifers of bis breed shown in subsequent classes; his

colour is red, with white face; he is 2 years, 9 months, 26 days
old, and is called " Altringham," and bred by Lord Berwick. To
begin with him as he stood before us—his frame is long, rotund,

and deep ; his ribs, thighs, tuts, twist, aud flank exceedingly good

;

loin, chine, and back level aud broad, and well covered; his girth
' very large, head handsome, neck full, and well set to chine and
shoulder, which are well out and of full form; his hand and coat
good, and offal fine. No other in his class comes near him.
Ko. 102, the Earl of Radnor's bull, receives the second prize. He
is a well made animal, and his form excellent, being rather oval
than round ; his fore-quarters are very good, but his hind-quarters
are defective

;
he is not large, but good in quality of flesh. No. 99,

Mr. TV. S. Powell's bull, was highly commended. His hips and
rump arc not well formed, twist superior and well out, thighs
long and full, chest and chine good and deep, ribs not out enough,
but of great length, forming a deep frame. No. 103, Mr. R.
Hill's bull, was highly commended. He is a well made animal,
heavy, and of deep form. No. 106, Mr. Monkhouse's bull, was
highly commended. He is not very large, but is of very good
form, and of superior quality in flesh.

Class 2. Bulls calved since 1st July, 1S53, and more than
.1 year old.—No. 109, also the property of Lord Berwick, received
the first prize. He is of good and regular form, and his quality
of flesh exceedingly good; he has broad even hips, and wide good
rump, flanks full, rather short bosom, good girth, chine fair, ribs
deep, and not sufficiently out from ribs. No. 110, Mr. J. Monk-
liouse's bull, receives the second prize. His hips and rump are
wide and good, and flank fair, but his ribs are not round enough,
nor is his girth large, his form pretty good.

Class 3. Bull-cdf above 6 and under 12 months old.—The prize
of 3?. was awarded to No. 112. the property of Mr. E. Williams. He
is a very handsome calf, of much promise, very*good fore-quarters.
This class was well sustained, though the animals were few.

Class 4. Cows in milk or in calf.—The first prize was awarded
to No. 122, the property of Mr. J. Monkhouse. This is a large,
good animal, her hips very ponderous, tuts very large, her loin
rather defective, libs fairly out, chine and girth deep, and shoulder
well out, bosom full, her frame large and well proportioned.
Second prize was given to No. 121, Mr. J. Turner's cow. She is
a very handsome good aiimal. exceedingly good frame, and
-excellent in quality of flesh. Her points admirably developed.
Ho. IIS. Mr. James Acker's cow, was commended—this she richly
deserved. She is of good frame, with full hips, fat tuts and
twist, shculder and chine good, thighs rather thin; she is very
fat. and a compact and large made cow, suckling a precious
ihin calf.

Class 5. Heifers in milk, or the calf not exceeding 3 years old.
—The first prize in this class was given to No. 124, Mr. J.
"Walker's heifer. She has large tuts and great hips, beautiful
form, stands wide; a good representative of the breed. The
second prize was given to No. 123, Mr. TV. Perry's heifer. This
is a very creditable animal, prettily formed, rather too slender in
.general frame, but of beautiful quality, and betokens good milk-
ing properties.

Class 6. Yearling heifers.—The first prize is given to No. 128,
Xord Berwick's heifer. She has a very compact, symmetrical
form, her whole outline and points good, without anv being par-
ticularly noticeable. The second prize is given to No. 125, Mr.
TV. Mayberry's heifer. She is a truly handsome specimen of the
hreed, well formed throughout; her lower parts very good (i.e.,

flank, plaits, breast, twist), all good; head rather large for her
.size.

Devons.
Class 1. Bulls calved previously to July 1st, lS53,and not exceed-

ing 4 years old.—The first prize was given to No. 134, Mr. John
Quantly's bull. He is exceedingly well formed, most compactly
tilled out, and of prime quality; his hips, like most of his breed,
are too narrow, as are his flank and repping parts; his head and
looks very good. The second prize is given to No. 133, also Mr.
Quantly's bull. He has very level complete frame, beautifully
proportioned where good, and short deep ribs, not quite enough
out; his tail is low, and twist full. No. 132, Mr. Farthing's bull, was
commended. His peculiarity was an immense twist, almost
disfiguring his thigh; his form is very deep, and good in propor-
tion

; his flank first rate, and superior in quality.
Class 2. Bulls calved since July 1st, 1S53, and more than lyear

old.—The first prize was given to No. 135, Mr. G. Turner's bull.
Jie is an admirable specimen of the Devon breed—most symme-
trical in frame, and his quality of meat very superior; his only
lault, like all the breed, too narrow hips. The second prize was
given to No. 136, Mr. W. Farthing's bull. He is not of perfect
lorm; his shoulder is out of proportion; chine and girth defective;
his frame is deep and long.

Class 3. Bull calf above 6 and under 12 months old.—The prize
-was given to No. 137, Mr. G. Turner's bull calf. This is a very
complete and beautifully formed little fellow, denoting most of
the best points in bis breed.

^
Class 4. Cows in milk or in calf.—The first prize was given to

"No. 141, Mr. G. Turner's cow. She is a very complete animal,
so uniformly good in all essential points except her hips, which
are as usual too narrow; hut her loin is very good, and ribs well
thrown out ; her great fault is her size, she is too small, quality
-perfect. The second prize was given to No. 140, also Mr. G.
Turner's cow. She is not so perfect as her competitor, but has a
good deep frame, ofexcellent proportions; her chine is somewhat
too narrow, and sides a little too flat. No. 142, Mr. TV. Farthing's
cow,_ was highly commended; she has a better hind quarter,
having wide hips and good tuts, her tail stands well.

Class 5. Heifers in milk or in calf.—The first prize was awarded
to No. 146, Mr. J. Quartley's heifer. She is small, but of almost
perfect form and quality of flesh, very compact and proportionate
in all parts. The second prize was awarded to No. 144, Mr. G.
Turner's heifer. She is also smalt but beautifully formed ; her
twist not so good as No. 146, but her quality of flesh quite equal.
Ko. 145, Mr. TV. Farthing's heifer, was highly commended. This
is a large heifer, of good substance, roomy and well formed, but
riot equal in quality of her meaty parts to the preceding. No. 147,
Mr. T.Webster's heiter, was highly commended. This heifer
has a large and roomy frame for the breed, but common in
appearance and not equal in quality. This was a good class.

-NT i\
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* YearliuK heifers—The first prize was awarded to

«o. 152, Mr. J. Quartley's heifer. This is a very handsome and
compactly formed heifer, of perfect symmetry and fine propor-
tions

;
her outline so even as to leave no point for especial notice

Mr t r? Praise - Tlie second prize was awarded to No. 151. also

of di;
QUantley '

s heiler
" This has also a beautifully formed frame
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wasj commended; she denotes a largere and more lean flesh and substance.

AvRsmr.Es.
Class 1. Bulls of any age.—The prize was given to No. 154, Mr.

John Stewart's bull.
* He is a very useful young bull, straight

back, chine narrow, and ribs flat, good flank, and deop chest. His
character stands high in his class, having already takeu forty

prizes in his own country.
Class 2. Yearling bulls.—The prize was given to No. 156,

Mr. John Stewart's bull. This is a very small and by no means
a good specimen of the breed. We asked ourselves if the Judges
had done right in this class.

Class 3. Cow- of anv age.—The prize was given to No. 163,

Mr. W. Muir's cow. She is a slight formed little animal with
level back, and denotes fair milking qualities.

Class 4. In calf heifer.—The prize was given to No. 164, Mr. J.

Stewart's heifer; she has a fair frame but small and profitable

looking. No. 165 was commended—she has a rather better frame,

but don't look so profitable.

Angus and otiieti Polled Breeds.
Class 1. Bull of any age.—The prize was given to No. 166, Mr.

M'Combie's hull. This is a large and long-framed bull, deep and
heavily formed throughout; he has a good tut, flank, and twist;

hips not wide, but an even straight hack, chine and shoulders well

formed, and very deep through. A good and profitable animal.

Class 2. Yearling bull.—No competition.

Class 3. Cow of any age.—The prize was given to No. 168, Mr.
M'Combie's cow. She has full-formed hips and long rump; her
hind quarters are good, and her frame is deeply formed, but ribs

not out enough, and girth defective.

Class 4 In calf heifer.—The prize was given to Mr. M'Combie's
heifer. She is one of the best of her hreed, having a capital hind
quarter, good tuts, hips fair, long and full rump, shoulders

well out, chine rather sharp, girth fair.

Highland and Other Breeds.
Class 1. Bull of any age.—No competition.

Class 2. Yearling bull.—The prize was given to No. 171, Mr.
Neil Malcolm's bull. He has a fair form, and possesses other

useful points, but not a good animal.

Class 3. Cow of any age.—The prize was given to No. 172,

Mr. Neil Malcolm's cow. She is a fairly formed poor cow, nothing
more.

Class 4. In calved heifers.—No competition.

SPECIAL PRIZES GIVEN BY G. HEAD HEAD, ESQ.
Galloway Cattle.

Class 1. Bulls not more than 4 years old on 1st July, 1855.

—

The first prize was given to No. 745, Mr. J. Graham's bull. This
is a good animal ; his hips and loin are not wide, and his sides are
too flat, but he has capital thighs and under parts, his rump
good, a deep chest and full large shoulders, and very deep frame.
The 2d prize was given to No. 746, Mr. J. Carruther's bull. This
is a very heavy weighing animal, denoting an unusual amount
of lean flesh ; his sides too flat, as are those of all the breed, but
he is very deep through ; his frame rather too long, and not
quite even back; hips too close, and tail high; neck too high.
No. 744, Mr. J. Sutton's bull, was commended. He has a deeply
formed frame ; his ribs too close, making long flat sides ; a heavily
formed animal with much good lean meat ; tail high and rump
prominent.

Class 2. Bulls calved since 1st July, 1853, and more than one
year old.—The first prize was given to No. 751, Mr. James
Beattie's bull. He is more compact than his breed generally,
has good shoulders well out, a level and rather broad back with
deep thighs and good flank. The second prize was given to No.
756, Mr. J. Borrell's bull; this is also a compact well formed
animal, and rather shorter than is usual in the breed, but his

sides are like the class, flat and deep, hips too close, hut he
denotes many useful points.

Class 3. Cows in milk or in calf.—The first prize was given to

No. 761, Mr. James Beattie's cow; this is a very good poor Gal-
loway cow, and her frame though poor is equal to any in her
class, while her general characteristics are superior. The second
prize was given to No. 770, Mr. J. Grainger's cow; this is a
smaller animal, but veiy compact and well formed, her sides not
so flat as many others, rather low hips aud her udder is long ; she
has a good chine and level back.

Class 4. Pairs of heifers in calf or milk, and not exceeding
3 years old.—The first prize was given to No. 781, Mr. G.
Reddick's heifers. They are two very well matched and good
heifers ; the smaller one of excellent qualities fur fatting and in
good form. The second prize was given to No. 779, Mr. J.
Pearson's heifer. They are a pair of very compactly framed
animals, form rather long in proportion, and denote much lean
flesh of good quality.

The Galloway Cattle Classes formed an interesting feature in
the exhibition, particularly to Southerners, and they were well
and very well creditably represented.

Home Correspondence.
Fivgcrs and Toes.—I have about 3 acres of Turnips in

one field, a sandy soil, sown at different times, and all

are infected with the disease called fingers and toes, or
anbury (unde deriv. ?). Even the last sown are infected,

a specimen of which I have enclosed. [It did not reach
us.] In those sown six weeks or two months back (both
white and Swedes) the excrescences, many of them,
have a small maggot or small black creeping insect in-

side them—are these the cause or consequence of the
disease ? If the cause, how is it that the young plant is

diseased before it has attained a size large enough to

hold the maggot ? It is the first year of my having
this particular field ; I remember three or four years
back seeing in it a capital crop of Turnips, but that
season was a good deal drier than this. What is the
remedy for the future? and what the cause of the dis-

ease ? and will the crop this year be useless, at least

those Turnips which are diseased, which constitute two-
thirds of the whole ? Amateur. [Try marling or liming ;

and sow Bape instead of Turnips now.]
Dairy Statistics.—Feeling interested in the iC Dairy

Statistics" recently published in the Agricultural
Gazette, I send you the result of one week's experience
In my dairy. The milk of two cows has been carefully
measured, and 8 quarts of milk have yielded 1 quart of
cream, which when churned produced 15£ oz. of butter
to each quart of cream. One cow was an Alderney,
which calved in May of her first calf ; the other cow, a*n

animal of the common Yorkshire breed, calved about
five months ago. These cows are part of a dairy of
seven, which, with other stock, have the range of a
pasture of about 15 acres of fair average Grassland,
meadowed last year, and deep-drained the autumn
before last. The cows were turned out late in May.
The farm on which the above yield has been obtained
lies under the Cleveland hills, in the North Riding of

Yorkshire. Cheese is usually made on the neighbouring
farms during the summer months. D. M.

Gardens for Schools.—Reading an article in the
Gazette for August 11 upon this subject, I beg to

communicate a few facts respecting a school of this

kind I visited on the 3d inst. I had been apprised of
a cricket match, horticultural show, and tea party, to be
held in the schools on the above day, and accordingly
repaired early to the scene of action—a quiet village in

the county of Surrey. The country here is remarkably
flat and densely wooded, but I was soon able to distin-

guish where lay the object of my search by observing
the Union Jack flying from the top of a lofty pole (the

climbing pole in the play-gi*ound). The joyous shout
of the hoys in an adjoining field attracted my attention

for a time in their contest at cricket, but I soon began
to look for the " horticultural show." This, I was
informed, was not open till 3 o'clock, so I amused
myself by strolling about the grounds and buildings, &c.
The extent of these grounds is upwards of 5 acres, a
part of this being exclusively devoted to gardening
purposes. Here the boys are instructed for an hour
and a half daily in the practice of spade husbandry.
I observed on the field garden very promising crops of

Barley, Potatoes, Mangold Wurzel, Cabbage, Italian

Rye-grass, and Turnips, which certainly show what
little hands can do when well directed. The workers in

this case, however, are none of them of the class men-
tioned by J. C. Morton, but are chiefly resident scholars,

paying at the rate of \6l. per annum, receiving in addi-

tion to the instruction 1 have named the usual ele-

mentary education of other schools. As a means of

interesting and useful pastime, each boy is allowed an
allotment of 30 to 100 square yards, the produce of

which, after defraying expenses, belongs to the occupier.

I should have spent more time in investigating these

matters had not 3 o'clock invited me to the show tent.

Here I found nicely arranged various vegetables,

flowers, and fruit for competition for prizes ; the

collection on one side being from the cottagers, and on
the other from the boys' allotment gardens as mentioned

above. The judges had some difficulty in deciding in

several cases, but concluded about 4 o'clock^ when all

sat down to a plain tea provided at a charge of 2d.

After tea the prizes were distributed as below :

—

2s. Gd.

2 6
1. Parsnips Lee
2. Onions Tanner
3. Wheat Faithful
4. Broad and French Beans Sink
5. Peas Bixley
6. Potatoes Sink
7. Bunch of flowers Fuller

8. Apples Baker

Boys (from allotments),

Hoinville ... Aged 12
Spenser ... „ 14
T. Symonds 11

E. Synionds ... „ 15

2s. 6d.

2 6
1. Potatoes
2. Ditto
3. Mangold
4. Beans
5. Onions

For the best Cultivated Allotments.
James Elliott Aged 15 ... 2s. 64
Thomas Hanson ... „ 13 ... 2
John Fowler „ 13 ... 1 6

That such institutions and exhibitions as these are

productive of much good there cannot be a doubt, and
1 think the day will come when nearly every parish will

be able to boast of its school of industrial training. By
this means a more intelligent race of labourers will

spring up capable of keeping pace with the many new
appliances to modern farming. As a word of encourage-

ment to those who may be desirous of making an ex-

periment in this way, I may add that I was informed

the school was entirely self-supporting. How such a

school may be started in the best way I am not in pos-

session of sufficient facts to advise, though I have no
doubt those persevering ladies, the managers of this

school, with their usual kindness, will hut be too glad to

do so, for no one could, I am confident, be more zealous

than they for the spread of a system, which under them
is making rapid strides towards perfection—a zeal which

on the 3d seemed truly appreciated in the deafening

cheers which followed hurrah for the Miss 's

schools. /. J., Ockham, Ripley, Surrey.

Crops in Hants.—I must trouble you to alter my
report of the crops. Our Wheat in this neighbourhood

is very bad ; all suddenly ripe from blight, and much of

it will not be more than half a crop of " chickens'

meat," small, thin corn ; our reapers look more like

ruddle men after their day's work than reapers. Our
Potatoes are all cut down, and in a short time there will

be no sign of greens left; the roots are beginning to rot.

The weather is splendid—all that we can wish. James

Eamcs, Lyviington.

Best Mode of Cultivating Potatoes.—I have read with

some interest the notice of Mr. Charles Hicks'a " best

mode of cultivating Potatoes," in a late Agricultural

Oazette. The only novelty, however, I saw in the extract

consisted in the following :
—" There is, however, one

evil attending this mode of. covering, for the horse in

walking either treads upon or displaces many of the

sets; but I do not well know how this difficulty is to be

obviated." I will, with your permission, now tell Mr.
Hicks how he can obviate this difficulty, thus : Let him
get a good Irish ploughman, accustomed as all good
Irish ploughmen are, to drill, as we call it, but to

ridge, as Mr. Hicks calls such Potato planting. But
should it be inconvenient to him to get such a plough-

man as I recommend, let him try his hand in training

in one of his juvenile neighbours, thus : let the horse

in covering the tubers walk on the top of the ridgelet or

space between the drills. If he works a double mould-

board, as it is presumed he, like a good farmer, does,

after the first "bout" he will with each succeeding one

finish a drill or ridgelet. Should lie use two horses,asmost

extensive Potato cultivators do,letwhatwe call in Ireland

his " large swing," and in England I believe " long-

whippletree," be so long as that each end of it when in
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use will nearly reach the tops of the first and third

drills or ridgelets, tho plough will then "Hplit" the

Bocond. In returning let the inner left band, or leading

horse, walk in the space limn cleared by the plough, and

the off-hand homo walk on the top of the fourth drill or

ridgelet, and booh till the work in done, returning finally

to the half-round drill, the first done. If ho USOB a

einglo mould-board plough the same rule will bold, hut

varying a little heeaiiHO of the douhlo space travelled by

tho horse or horHOH. I hope I have made mynnlf suffi-

ciently understood to enable Mr. IliekH to get over his

difficulty. If not, and that the matter iH of sufficient

importance to him, let him eoino or Bond over his

ploughman to me next spring, anil IiohIiiiII bo taught the

simple practice "with a ecuillh niillho failtho." lidward

Carroll, Orancmoix Jlouse, CUmeijul.

Steam Cultivation.— Ily referring to my last lotlor

p. 4 fill, the readers of the Oazctte will see I affirmed the

grand condition to ho fulfilled by a Bteam-cultivating

machine was, that it hIioiiIiI do more work in Ichh time,

and for less monoy, than is now done by the plough, &c.j

and they will further notice, that after investigation the

fulfilment of that condition appeared to resolve itself

into this simple proposition, vi/,., by what figure or

iorlli.nl is it possible to move it heavy body like n Hti'iun-

engino over a superficies, so us to overcome the greatest

possiblo amount of work by tho least expenditure of

time anil power ? Now there may ho many farmers

who do not know tho valuo or naturo of reasoning by

induction. Hence, for their information, I may tell

them it goes before experience, and is tho guide of it,

and that all tho " scionce " of the philosopher differs

only in degree from that source of information which is

the fruit of tho commonest experience. The founda-

tion lies iu our expecting that similar cff'ecls or

results aro suro to arise from similar causes. Lord
Bacon in defining tho value and conduct of tho method,

lays down the following as a fundamental aphorism :

—

" Man, the servant and interpreter of nature, can only

understand and act in proportion as he observes or

contemplates the order of nature ; more he can neither

kuow nor do." Naturo stands ever ready to minister

to our wants and furnish us with the examples we need,

if we have but the sagacity to separate the essential

points from tho cloud of perplexing circumstances with

which they are generally surrounded. Let us see

whether we can apply these principles to the useful

subject we have in hand, viz., how to introduce the

steam-engine to tillage purposes. The "conditions " to

fulfil may be restated in these two propositions : 1st. To
move a great weight, such as a steam-engine, with the

least expenditure of power, over arable land ; 2d. How
to cause the delinite amount of power possessed by such

engine to operato upon such arable land with the

greatest economy of time, power and expense. Let us

see how Nature operates when she has a heavy weight

to move aud yet desires to execute as much work as

possible in a limited time. We will select as examples

a cow grazing, a sheep feeding, a hawk bunting, a man
broadcasting, or tethering a horse. We will not stop

to inquire whether these several illustrations are

prompted to operate as they may do by instinct or by
reason ; it will be sufficient for our purpose to discover

what conditions they fulfil by the modus operandi they

pursue, and then seek to apply it to the useful purpose

we have in view. The first example is that of the cow.

Now, a cow has a heavy body, and she is desirous of

filling her stomach with the least exertion, and in the

least possible time execute the greatest amount of her

work, viz., grazing. How does she behave I The
gate is opened. She rushes into the field and
begins to eat the Grass. Do you observe how she

manages that sort of work ? She does not advance

in a straight line, eating a narrow ribbon of Grass

right across the field ; but stands nearly in one

spot, advancing a foot now and foot then at very slow

intervals of time ; but mark iu what manner and how
quickly she directs her mouth, swaying it from side to

side in the form of a semicircle ; iu fact she shows a
decided tendency to devour the Grass all around her

before she moves her heavy body an inch. The same
with the sheep ; aud now observe that hawk. He is out

beating and exploring certain fields for his prey ; how
does he proceed ? does he fly " right ahead," like a
crow 2 No. What is it then which prompts him to

describe so many circles-—now one, then another—over
that 10 acre field ? The answer is simply this, that by
the method he pursues, whilst he moves his body the

least distauce he executes his work (searching) over the
greatest amount of superficies or surface. It is instinct

that prompts him, of course ; but still it is evident to

us if he were to fly " right ahead," like a
crow, he would go, or carry his body a long
distance, it is true, yet see very little of the country";
hence as such an "up-and-down-field" course of pro-
ceeding would be incousistent with time and economy
in labour, Nature has prompted him to circumgyrate
one spot (whose area contains as much surface as would
have taken his heavy body many linear miles to traverse.
Performing his revolutions around a 10-acre field, his

vision radiating to the ceutre, he can see iu a few
moments every living speck contained in such field.

Here is economy of time and power by means of right
" method." I will only adduce another example, and
that shall be "man." Have you watched a labourer
in the act of broadcasting ? his aim is to distribute

eeeds or manure over the greatest amount of sur-
face, with the least fatigue and in the least possible

time. He is left to himself. How does he pro-
ceed ? Does he take the seeds, and rapidly advanc-

ing, jerk them in a straight line before him f

he does nothing of the sortj hli Instinct (I must

have it "instinct" hero) readily Informs him

modus operandi ss that would nol fulfil tin con

ho has before him ; so observe him hi

in tin- seodlip, advances a step, stands still, and cs

flio seeds from his hand In the form of < eml-circli

again Ills foot advant , his body stops, bis hand

descrlbos a semicircle, and be hat (bond out this mode
of operating fulfljfl the conditions required—viz., thai

of oarrylng bis heavy lnnly the least possible distance

whilst bia hands perform work over the groat I

practicable area, thus economising time snd

Again, who Instructed man to tether a I

The object hero in to provide the minimi with

Jim much food as possible In tho least time, &c.

To fulfil tbo conditions would a man fix down
a peg at a, and from it stretch ii ropi

yards in length to another peg at 0, CSU ing the

A D

horse to feed up nod down snob fixed rope ? No.

How then doi-s man—even a savage—contrive to fulfil

the conditions required ? Why, us is well known (bul

not noticed) Ins takes u short, piece of lino, a few yanlH

in length, fastens one end to u peg, which In

tin- [Mound nt A, and tin- ','),-
I

end he attaches to the h'-i

foreleg at B ; the horse, with

thin hlmrt bit of line as bin radius,

is now able to describe u great

circle, and the man quickly dis-

cerns ho thereby fulfils all the

conditions required; aud I believe

any farmer of even the moi-t

moderate " happytito "* will see

that if the horse's mouth wero but as long an the line, he

could be made to bite up a tremendous surface of Gross
in a very short time, and yet not have to carry his heavy

body very far to do it. Now, we want to cultivate land

by a heavy body called a steam tillage machine
;

what profitable deduction can we mnkc from the

above natural illustrations ? Why, backed by their

scrutiny and further supported by our knowledge

of the particular method Nature invariably pursues in

all her vegetable and physical labours—from a Turnip
to a tree, or a small stone to the great globe itself—

I

advance the following conclusion, viz., that she always

includes the work to be done within the area of a
" circle" as this particular figure enables her to fulfil

the condition of doing most work with the least expendi-

ture of time, power, and material (money). Hence,
what is the course we should pursue in respect to the

tilling of the land by the agency of steam ? Why, that

we also should include the work to be done by a heavy
I oily like a steam-engine within the area of a "circle;"

and in my next letter I wilt explain how this can be done
without leading to any "neutralising disadvantages " in

relation to our present farm economics. Chas. Burchani,
London.

Fences.—In a recent Number of your Paper there is a

communication signed "A Northern," in which it is stated

" that nearly all the Thorn hedges one sees are clipped

square, &c." As this is expressed one has difficulty

in getting at the true meaning. It may happen that the

writer spends most of his time in some small town or

village, where the only hedges he sees bound gardens or

paddocks, and where the fences are clipped into the

shape he describes, for the purpose of bleaching or

drying clothes upon. If this is what is intended

to be expressed, it is very likely true, and I have no-

thing to remark upon it. If, however, it is meant to

state that the writer is extensively acquainted with the

district his name denotes, and that he wishes it to be

understood that the practice of square clipping he
describes is general in that district, I beg most positively

to deny the allegation. You are tolerably well

acquainted with this district yourself, and know I am
justified in affirming that in the north of England are

many farms and some whole estates where the fences

are second to none. It is true there are many bad and
neglected fences in this as in every district, but their

inefficiency most certainly does not arise from their

having been treated as your correspondent describes.

Another Nortlicrn.

Farmers' Clubs.
Reading. — Guano and Superphosphate as Specific

Manures.—This subject was introduced at the last

monthly meeting. Farm-yard manure contains all the

ingredients requisite for the different crops we cultivate,

but unfortunately we cannot, or do not, obtain it in

sufficient quantities, and therefore we have recourse to

guano and superphosphate to make up the deficiency.

But how, in many cases, are these expensive adjuncts

used on the farm \ I have known men, when their dung
has run short for Wheat, apply superphosphate as a
substitute ; and I have known others use Peruvian
guano for Turnips, when phosphates with but little

ammonia would have produced them better crops. In

such cases there is money lost both to the producer and
the consumer, because the maxim of growing the greatest

possible amount of food at the lowest possible expense
is totally reversed. If you saw a man feeding his pigs

on hay and his bullocks on wash, you would say he was
acting absurdly ; but, iu my opinion, not more so than
he who gives his corn crops phosphorus and his root

crops nitrogen. After nearly IS years' experience, I

have found one thing is pretty certain, and that is.

* •' Talpa."

Wheat requin ».... n *,k y,m
hoenul a a yard of

tbtard llifng, .--> to -.».- -

op ol Wheat, while you supply her ».tb
' r s crop of straw, | bare

inn pi-, 'I
; straw *i.

crops of Wheat, when, if there bad
and mors nitrogen in the soil, the remit would bare
been v ry dil store) < (plains to

Ily, that "wbataman sows that efaall be alao neap,

'

wheat contains gluten, and 'bin gluten i» prodi
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foil crop of turn, i

ilruw might b«, "I.iii I mail'- a BlSlSIIISIll I
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tin- flour of Wheat ; and <i DJtri n the

sol), tbere can, ol course, , foniied, »:

lequently no Wheat In farm-jard roar.ur", boworaa
ii trogi D, tl ongfa in moat cane* »o deficient in

quantity, that i!.'-
; . - lud on of a full crop of corn m»y

in, i I' reasonably expected ; and thi* is the taw srbesj

the farmer requires aw,i ; 'unce in the shape at some
specific manure which will give him a full supply of this

fertilising gas. Now, if I have Ml 'at the
specific for Wheat is nitrogen, tb'-n the question antes,
how is i' ii ii'; 1 at the cheapest rate 1 Let us
refer for a moment to the prices of some fertilizers

usually recommended to supply nitrogen. Carbonate of
ammonia supplies, at its present commercial value,

ammonia at If. Crf. per lb. ilt thould be obaerri

that nitrogen is taken up by plants in the sbape of

ammonia— II lbs. nitrogen and 3 lb«. hydrog'-n i

17 lbs. of ammonia.) Sulphate of ammonia contain*

14 per cent, of the gas in question, and at it* present
value ( 1 \M. per ton), yields ammonia at about It. 3d. pet H-.:

muriate of ammonia products it at Zd. per lb.; aoot about

the same price, and shoddy perhaps rather higher than
(id.; but in the best Peruvian guano I find an article

which yields ammonia at a little over 6d. per lb., Ce.,

supposing it to cost 12/. per ton, which is now, I think,

about its market value. The reason that Wheat almost
invariably produces a fair crop after Clover, Beans,
Rape, &c, is owir.g to the fact that these vegetables aae

all collectors and depositors of ammonia, and therefore

the natural precursors of Wheat in the usual routine of

farming. The heavier your crop of Clover the more
nitrogen will be accumulated and laid up for your future
crop of Wheat ; the practice therefore now prevalent of

puttin.' dung on the young Clover roust be a good one.
I will now give \ou the particulars of an experiment
tried on a piece of land exhausted for the purpose,
which, I think, will show thot ammonia is a specific for

Wheat, and that superphosphate is of little use to it.

The first portion, without manure, gave a produce of

1GJ bushels per acre ; the second, with 700 lbs. super.
phosphate, 16J bushels: third, with 14 loads dung,
22 bushels ; fourth, with superphosphate as above, and
a portion of sulphate of ammonia, 26! bushels. I think,

as the 700 lbs. superphosphate evidently did no good,
the amount of produce being the same (16J bushels) as
that on the unmanured land, and that, as in the fourth

case, the produce at once rose by the application of

ammonia to 26| bushels, tbere can be no doubt that

the presence of nitrogen in the soil is not only

|
necessary, but that an ample supply must be found
there, before you can reasonably expect a full crop

I
of Wheat. The experiment showed also that super-
phosphate did no good in that instance. As 1 at firs:

I
stated, Wheat requires nitrogen, and generally to a
greater extent than farmers, from the size and quality of

their manure heaps, can afford. I have also stated that

Peruvian guano is rich in this gas, producing ammonia
at a little over fid. per lb. the lowest price at which it

can be obtained in the market. I usuaily apply it^ts

a top dressing, in the month of February ; but in elay

lauds it should, I think, be drilled in at seed time.

I have stated that Peruvian guano is a specific for

Wheat, and now I shall attempt to prove that super-

phosphate is the best manure for Turnips. In doing

this, I shall confine myself to the results of exper

only, made by myself and others. In the year 1851 I

made an experiment in a field of o acres, which was ex-

hausted of its fertility, and therefore suitable for the

purpose. The first portion was drilled without manure
;

second, with ashes only ; third, with ashes and 4 cwt.

ammoniated peat ; fourth, with 3 cwt. ammoniaud
peat and 1 cwt. dissolved bones. Where no manure
was used, the crop wss very tad, not worth stac. i j.

fact The ashes produced a small crop, say about

5 tons per acre. The ammoniated peat, with ashes, was
much better : but in that portion where the dissolved

bones were used with ammoniated peat the difference

was remarkable indeed,producing at least 20 tons peracre.

I regret that I did not have the different lots accurately

weighed, as it would have proved very strongly the

superiority of superphosphate as a specific manure for

Turnips. It should be remarked that experiments of

this kind are not ofmuch value unless made in exhausted

soils, as land in a fair ordinary state _of cultivation
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Tons. Cwt.
.. 1 6
.. 12

... i 6

... 11 8

would with a favourable season produce tolerable crops

perhaps without much assistance from specific fertilizers.

The next is an experiment made by the Yorkshire

Society on an exhausted clay soil.

1st, natural produce
2d, with 12 tons dung
3d, „ 2 cwt. guano
4th, „ 2 cwt. coprolites

Coprolites (natural phosphates) contain about 55 per

cent, of bone earth. This experiment proves that, in a

poor clay soil, superphosphate would produce for 10s.

nearly three times the weight of Turnips that would

result from an application of guano costing 20s. As

far, however, as my own experience goes, I would

recommend that a portion—say one third guano—should

be used with dissolved bones for Turnip culture on

heavy soils, as it causes a more rapid action of the

manure, which is desirable in cold lands Another

experiment showed that 10 loads of dung, with 2 cwt.

superphosphate, produced n heavier crop than 30 loads

without superphosphate; and in another instance, where

a field was equally dunged all over, showed that 2 cwt.

superphosphate (a part being manured with it for the

purpose of testing its efficacy) gave an increase of 5 tons

weight in bulb over the rest oi the field where no speci-

fic manure was used. I could relate many similar cases,

but I think enough has been said to prove that phos-

phorus is the specific for Turnips. As many are in

the habit of using guano for Turnips, in preference to

superphosphate, I would mention an experiment that

was made, the result of which showed that its addi-

tion to the dung caused the Turnips to grow more
rankly, but gave a less weight of bulb per acre,

than dung alone—a result just contrary to the one

above mentioned, where the addition of superphosphate

gave an increase of 5 tons of Turnips per acre. Super-

phosphate is admirably adapted to the growth of Turnips

in their first stages of vegetation. It is like milk to the

young animal, pushing the plant forward at a time when
its infant system could not possibly derive sustenance

from rougher or less suitable food. Guano is too

pungent, too strong for this delicate office, and not Cal-

culated to take the place of superphosphate, as food for

the young Turnip. The superphosphate I refer to is

that made entirely from bones dissolved in sulphuric

acid, and the mode of producing it is very simple. I

have made a great many tons for my own use, and for

other parties ; and the mode I have adopted is as
follows:—To 100 lbs. fine bone dust put 30 lbs. best
white acid and 30 lbs. water

; in making it, place a por-
tion of the bone dust in a tub or trough, then add water,
then sulphuric acid. Do this alternately, until your vessel

is full; the whole may then remain until cold, when it is

fit for use.

MAPPIIM'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
W utranted Good by" the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN axd BROTHERS, Queen's
Cutxeiw Wobks, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

REAPINC MACHINE.
WILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S Book of Testimonials

from purchasers of their Patent Reaping Machines, also a
List of Prizes, and full description will he forwarded, post free,

on application to

Wai. Drat & Co., Sivan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London.

SCYTHES.—Boyd's Patent Self-Adjusting Scythes
may be had of the Manufacturers, William Drat & Co.,

Swan Lane, London, and of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen.
A liberal allowance to the trade.

rJTVHTThYDRTUUCRAM will raise
J- water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

PAKSEY'S PATENT REVOLVING
PUMP lifts three times the quautity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pump.

Fire, Garden, Deep "Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.
W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer. 70, Strand, London.

Calendar of Operations.

AUGUST.
West Sussex, August 21—We have now got well into harvest,

and have had 10 days of such weather for it as must have pleased
us all. Those of us who began about the 9th or 10th, as some
did, have got nearly all secured ; but it is this week which is the
most important for securing it. Wheat cutting may be said to
have been general about the 15th, on the early low coast land,
and it is about commencing on the higher land now. The
appearance is good upon the ground, but the sample is not
anything like last year. In overc field there is more or less
blight, especially where it is laid. And it will not yield
according to appearance, bnt still it will be an average crop,
and it has not suffered so much from being low as we might have
expected; with Barley this is especially the case—it is good,
and the young Clover in it is all that could be desired. But of
course so much yet depends upon the-weather that any estimate
as to the quality is premature. The barometer has been tending
downward since the 17th, but that may only be caused by the
present high wind. Since I wrote last the Potato disease has
shown itself in a manner not to be mistaken ; it is worse than it
has been for several years. It came I believe about the 9th, as
it was noticed first on the 10th, and on the 17th we found the
first Potatoes affected by it, and now nearly one-half are found unfit
for use. In the gardens I have seen black Currants affected at the
same time and in the same manner, and also the leaves of the Holly-
hock. The general appearance of the Turnip crop is good, but I
have found some Swedes rotting on the crown of the bulb and
the leaves drop off with a touch: but such seems only the case
in spots, and that may only be caused by the natuie of the land
or the manure, which was partly dung from a town. Pasture is
abundant, and lean stock are in demand. New corn will be in
the market soon, as the steamers are already engaged to thresh
it. But I do not think it will be pushed in so fast as last year,
,-is many found then that they were too rash, and everything
tends to induce them to take more time this year. 67. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Egyptian Wheat: Anon. It is very productive of a coarse

sample. Yours are very fine ears; and if there are plenty of
them the crop will be very valuable per acre, though not worth
so much per bushel as other kinds.

Farm Pupils : W H S. They usually pay from 100J. to 15CK.
a year; in the latter case, unusual advantages are to be
expected.

Small Cakts
: D. We have received the following in reply to

yours :—
" In answer to your correspondent ' D.,' who inquires

where the light carts were built that ho saw passing
ttirough London on their way to the Crimea, I should thinku most probable that they were manufactured at tiie Beverley

V.X"
WOr

S;,
aS

}
have Iately s"PPbed the Government withBetween 600 and 700 carts, and above 400 waggons, and they

s\»ti™
" w ^m.

ue^ London from the King's Cross Railwaystation to Woolwich. A. Crosakill.
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A!'"?. ClTLTDIiE: J ^--The work describes the

iXSf"1 en tivation of untoward and unpromising soils,
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- The P™ciples so energetically
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?
US,t t0 be generally known and admitted,

Erratum _p
apphcat,0D mnst vary in different districts.

Crop as reported "bv Mr"ww'^'r in the case of the BarleT
"Good, but much l»ij *

eUon
'
from Wickbam Market, read

under an average " 7 reCen
' storms

;
for m»"iHB purposes

OAT-CKUSHIJNU and BEAM-SPLITTING MILL
(Tubxer's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for efficiency,

durability, and ease in working

to any manufactured. Two bshls.

of crushed corn afford more

nourishment both to old and

young horses than three bushels

of uncrushed!

Price £5 15s. 6tf.

PARKES' STEEL DICCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
]Yj ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
1»J_ Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm. Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

Made and Sold by

E. R. oVF.'.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works. Ipswich.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENCLAND.

AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN,
and CARLISLE SHOWS, the Prize for the best LINSEED

and CORN CRUSHER was awarded to E. R. & F. Turner,
St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

E. R. & F. Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture :

—

ROLLER MILLS for Crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,
&c, of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
agricultural societies, rendercomment on theirmerits unnecessary.
PATENT COMBINEDGRINDINGand CRUSHING MILL,

for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which it is applicable, andfor its perfect and economic
working. Price 251.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three
lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case,

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 31. 10s.
FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
facturers to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either for
efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Wabner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London. "

OHN WARNER ANT) SONS^
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader
is strongly re-
commended, for
durability and
low price, viz.,

21. IBs., to hold
10 gallons.
Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals.,24
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybe obtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices
sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes
from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

^s^hsSSs
pOTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
V^ Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c.„ at
very low prices, viz. :—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and bestWire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley
Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-
mation may be obtained.

nj^HE"COMFORT of a FIXED WATER-CLOSET
*- for £1.—Places in gardens converted into comfortable

Water-closets by the PATENT HERMETICALLY SEALED
PAN, with its self-acting valve, entirely preventing the return
of cold air or effluvia. Any carpenter can fix it in two hours.
Price V. Hermetically-sealed Inodorous Chamber Commodes,
11. 2s., 21. 4s., and 3/; also Improved Portable Water-closets, with
pump, cistern, and self-acting valve. A Prospectus, with En-
gravings, forwarded by enclosing two postage stamps.

At Fyfe & Co.'s Sanatorium, 46, Leicester Square, London.
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMKS PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

band tlioir proHont induced prlcoH ol GIuha for Cauh :

SHEET SQUAEEB. InBoxonoflOOfoot,
(I by 4, jukI M l.y-l* 80 I! M
l:lzU:i} <>"°
9 7, — l»4 „ 74, U) by « }

10 „ 7, 10 by Hj
StfOCK SIZES, In 100 fool boxen, from !'<> by LO to 20 by if.,

nt 18*. pei' |(J" foot. Cf cut to order not exceeding 40 Inchc i long,

10 v/„ from SArf, i" 84d. |
v.\ oz. from DJd. to 4£d.

20 oz. from 5J& to7$d,
Slxtoon-outico Bhcot GIabh packed In canon of 200 foot, or

OnibiH of 800 foot, 2Jd, nor foot,

SIXTKKN-OIINCL SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MAN!/
FACTURE FOR OHCIIARD MOUSES, tub hamr quality
AH wrc (iiii'i'i.v TO M r. RlVUJlB, and OJ Vftl'lOUfJ diiiieni.lMiui, ill iv it y ii

on bund,
Doublo-orown Glass of various dlmonHlonfi in 100 fool bo oa.

GLASS TILES for WorkBhopS; Pawn liulldlngH, &o,
* of an Inch thiok £1 17*. (!</. porcauool 10

A „ 2 1 :i „ 60

A „ l 17 (J „ 00
Glass SlfttOH of iim usual dlmcnfilonii,

GlawiMHk 1'iuiH, Slj.por dozon; Propagating and BooGIbhsos,
Cucumber Tubes. LftotoihotOfB, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wuhj) Traps; Plate, Crown, rind Ornamental Glass, Shados for

Ornaments, Porn Shades, Shoot Load, Plpo, White Load, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and ovory artlolo In tho trade.

Horticultural GlanN WarohouBO. 116, Blshopsgate Strool
Witbfuil, London,

CLAbb i OK CON! I KVAIOKII :. LlC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
oi British Manufacture, ut prices varying from 2d. to 8d.

por sqimro foot, far tlio usual nl/.ei; i-ei|ui red, many thousand feol

of which aro kept ready packed for ImmedlatedeUvory.
Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT HOUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATEB, WATER-riPES. PROPAGATING
GLASSES. G&ASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and CLASS SHADES,
to JAmur Ilim.KY & Co., !Jft, Sobo Square, London.

Sen <}tir<h-/ir>;*' dhrmnclr, first Saturday in each month.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WmKEHuUSL,
87, BiflimraoATK Stuekt, Without.

TMTLL1NGTON Bupplics the nbovo SHEET
• GLASS in any sIko or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Sumo as supplied to Mr. Rivkiis and the leading
tnou of tlto day. Reduced tariff, boxes included;

in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4i In. ...

fl

94
104
12
10
-.1

11

12
18
13
13*

4A

64
04
7*

7 „ 6
8 „ 6
11 » V
10 » 8
11 11 9
13 „ 9
10*

11 105
114 „ 104m 11 11*
12* „ 114
13* „ 11*
13*

,i 124
14* „ 134

Yr 100 It

12, . OJ.

12 6
13
13 (i

IS (1

14
14

14
14
14
14
14
lfi

IB
16

9
,»

10
,,

10 „
11 „
11 »
11
12

,,

13J ,i

15) „ 18}
20 by 13, 21 by 18, 22 by 13, 214 by ISA, 16* by 144, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at IS.?, per IK) leet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... S£ „

HARTLEY'S Bough Plate, Shoot and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and lice Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, ami Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Taints. Colours,
aud Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be bad on application.

Established more than 100 years. _^_^__

ONE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
PROM. HI.AL A*D III '
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ploxlon clear and beatillftil. Li the proa Ing M in

invaluable, n II ftnnlhllatoi every pimple ani

cat < '
'

;

winds, . Did In Ifottl

by all Medicine Vendor* ami Perfumers.

TOURISTS, TRAVELLERS, AND OTHERS,
Exposed to tii It/ op tji IIkatko

r r-i 1. 1
1 01 Dl 1,

I ROWLAND'S KALYDOH i «l refrcfcliing pro
V paratton for llto * tomplc: Ion, dlsj olllnn

mill roll! ntion, hllayIng all heat and Irritability, and |mn
nffordlnR tho ploa Ing 1 on atl

healthful state ol the skin. Prickles, Tan
Plushos, and Discoloration fly bofore Its appllcatl 1

placn to delicate clearnci . with the glotrol beau I

1 1 :. mil-mil or stings of Insects, its virtues have long
been acknowledged. Prlo 6d iiud 8*. Orf. per liottle.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, adellghtfully fragrant and
transparoni preparation, and as an Invl

I purlfiei

boj ond nil prcccuont,

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, «r. PEAR1 DENTIFRICE,
1

Wlilio Powder, componnded Of the rarest and most fragrant
exotics. D bestows on the teeth pearl like whttcne
them from Tartar, and Imparls to the Gums a healthy firmness,
and to the breath a grateful sweetness and purity.

Sold by A. Rowland & Soinl, 20, Hatton Garden, London;
ond bv Chemists and Perfumers.
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fT*HE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
1 I-1ELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.
RkDtTCED TaKIFF OF A OR]CULTURAL AND IIORTICUl.TURAL GLASS.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2tf.; and

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4^d. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from Is, Gd. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pirns, 21s. per
dozen; Holy's Test Churns, Bs. each; Waiing's Butter Slabs,
10s.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; Uee-glasses, from
6d.; Cucumber Tubes, from Is.; Propagating Glasses, from Skd.
to 7s. each; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquarinms, complete,
10>\ each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

CHASE'SBEETLE POISON,

Extirt!ly Free from Danger to Human Life, and
Perfectly Harmless to Cats and Dogs. .

A Safe and most Effectual Destroyer of Black Beetles
and Cockroaches; one trial alone will suffice to prove its

great efficacy, and one box will destroy thousands. The great
advantage in this preparation is that it does not leave their
bodies to decay and corrupt the air, but completely dries up
and destroys them, so that nothing is left to cause an unpleasant
odour when dead.

Directions for use : Place four or five of the Balls each night
where the Beetles mostly resort.

Sold in boxes at Is. each, by Thomas Chase, Chemist, 14,
Holborn (opposite FurnivaVs Inn), London. Aud may be ob-
tained through all wholesale medicine vendors.

To the Editor of the " Cottage Gardener," July Srf, 1S55.
"Some of your readers may be glad to bear ol an effectual

poison for these disagreeable pesis. I have succeeded in com-
pletely clearing my house of them by the use of Chase's Beetle
Preparation (14, llolborn). I recommend those who are troubled
with these insects 10 place the pills in every place in the bouse
haunted by them, and to repeat the application twice after
intervals of 10 davs; by this means the Miccessional crops of
young beetles are destroyed."— C, IP. J.

r
C/-<\

(Ed.—This is not n mere puff, but sent to us by a gentleman
who has been benefited as he states.)

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT II A I H,
WHISKERS, Ac.?—The most marvellous production of

modem date Ib ROSALIE COtlPBLLE'S CRINUTRIAR,
which Is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachlo 1

1

brows, &c, in a few weeks and restore the Hair in baldness from
whatever cause, Strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off,

and effectually checks greyncss in all its Stages. For the
nursery it is recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for
promoting a fine healthy head of hair, and averting baMm . ni

after years. Sold by all Chemists and Perfumers, price 2i,, or
will be sent post free on receipt of 24 penny stamps, bv Miss
Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street, Oxford Street.

London. Mrs. Carter writes, "My head, which was bald, is

now covered with new hair." Mrs. Williams— "I can show a
fine head of bair from using your Crinutriar." Mrs. Reeve—
" My hair is gaining strength and thickness." Sergeant CHAVES

"Through using it I have an excellent Moustache." Mr.
Yatbs—"The young man has now agoodpairof whiskers. I

want two packets for other customers."

AND HEIFER* fPOM HORN-
CASTLE AND MELTON FAIRS.

J >n.-.

COWl Kiel Jf.

thin lot n :

or exportation.

11

Mh/rCALh/E and CO.'SWEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-
important oflice of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing In the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
ble 1 Ind Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at
Metcalfe, BiNOLET, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 n and 131,

Oxford Street, secoud and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Bewore of the word " from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
some houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder. £». per box.

Sales bu auction.

ORCHIDS.
MR. .J. C. .*iocw

I

important and v&hntbh
a private ,'<-rit1" run,,,.' Sot •pecfioent oriall tbe best

varieties of Vandaa, A
»ill be whorl - r-Vm.

^l R. Ij. A. HAMSAY begi 1

''» announce
I to 1

rod Land Ag<: I

ofthe value of p
support of his former patron* beg* to

call their attention to 1 "H to

assure them that all buvlncr
conducted with UK greatest * U»d to

their entire satisfaction. Mr. \>. A. R, n *.<* Ibe

attention of all parties havtn

.

him with full particulars, when the aaroe will bh duly registered*

freeofcharge.—Auction and Estate Agency Office*, 7

William Street, City . Aug. 25.

R K O W ROAD.
I

.

MR D. A. RAMSAY is instructed to Sell by
Auction, at the Mart, on FRIDAY. September 21

iu six lots, 16 well-built C 12 roomed
DENCES (four having ah'; a Delamere Crescent,

walk of tbe
Paddington Station <-,n the G »y t and over-

lie Grand Jm r a loot;

term unexpired, at low ground rent^. **&, and p«x-
huined in due lime of Me*sr ; tun, ic

-olicitors, 62, Chancery I-ane: at tbe Mart; a--

D.A. Ramsat, auctioneer and estate age:. v.*ijii*xj

Street, <

TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

A RETIRED CLERGYMAN having been restored
to health in a few days, after many years of great nervous

suffering, is anxious to commuuicate to others the means of cure
;

he will therefore send (free), on receiving a stamped envelope,
prope iy addressed, a copy of the prescription used.—Direct Rev.
E. Do 'glass, 18, Holland Street, Brixton, London.

HO LLOW-AY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS
EFFECTUAL IN THE CURE OF SCROFULA.—

Copy of letter troin Mr. Campbell, of Hastings :—" To Professor
Hollowat. Sir, I am happy to hear witness to the wonderful
efficacy of your Medicines in cases of Scrofula. A friend of
mine was severely afiiicted with this complaint for several years,
indeed so bad that several experienced surgeons said he was in-

curable. After all hopes of recovery a friend persaaded him to

.

try your Medicines, and tbe consequence was that he has now
entirely got rid of bis complaint.*'— Sold by all Medicine Vendors
throughout the World; at Professor Holloway's Establish-
ments. '244, Strand, London, and SO, Maiden Lftne, New York:
by A. Stamfa, Constantinople; A. Gctdicy, Smyrna; and H.
Hood's. Malta.

IYiEDICAMEN VIRTUTIBUS FLORENS.
DISCOVERY EXTRAORDINARY ! Dr. Abbot's

Pills.—The speedy cures effected by this new discovery in
Medicine, where all other remedies have tailed, are most extraor-
dinary .as testified toby thenumerous testioonials daily received by
the proprietor from all classes ot society, who have been restored
to health by these Pills. They create by their peculiar action on
the Liver and the Digestive Organs a new and sanatory state

of the blood and other vital fluids, by which means the morbid
conditions of the body are immediately removed. They, more-
over, strengthen the constitu ion. and speedily restore the patient
to health.—In boxes, at Is. \\d. Depot. 50. Rathbonc Place.
London. Order through any Chemist. By post for 14 Stamps,

WESTON-SUPER-MARE. SOMERSET.
To NVRSKBTltBK AND SBBDSKSS,

TO BE LET, for a term if required, with immediate
possession, a capital NURSERY, standing upon Three

'

Acres of Land, with a well arranged Dwelling House., containing
'

one Sitting Room, four lied Rooms, Kitchen, and all other neces-

sary and convenient Offices receutly erected thereon, together
with Green and Forcing Houses, of large dimensions, adjoining

thereto. This property is situate within three minutes' walk of

ike Weston Station of tbe Bristol and Exeter Railway, in the

well known flourishing and rapidly improving watering place ci

Weston-super-Mare, is well sheltered from the east, west, and
north winds, and presents such an opportunity to a party desirous

of embarking in tbe business of Nurseryman as seldom occurs.

The tenant will be required to take tbe stock now being upon the

premises at a valuation,—To view and for all further particulars.

apply to Lovibond & Clyde, Solicitors. Weston-super-Mare.

NOTTINC HILL.
Long Lea- rr. or Tirr. .tmm.

Ajfkuv, fi 'ifTKzrr.

MR. D. A. RAMSAY is in&tructtd to Sell by
Auction, at the Mart, 'n FRIDAY. September 21. at 12.

in four lots.a LEASEIiOl
stantially erected Family
being Nos. 21. 25, 27, aod 29, P-:rtV-.r . :be eaticated
value of 20 t. per annum. HeM on lease for long terms unex-
pired, at low ground rents. May be viewed, and particulars

obtained of Messrs. Western, Solicitors. 7. Greai Jam
Bedford Row; at the Mart; and of Mr. V. A. Raksat, Auctioneer
and Est.- King William Street, City.

SOUTH D E~V O.N .

Stock Faeh, 21S Act.e=, tvtth Watee Powee.

MESSRS. DAVIS and YIGERS are directed to

Sell by Auction, at the " OAY,
September 27tb, at 12 fori o'clock

called "Hutcherlev." situate in th-

;

Harwell, south of the high road,

and six miles from Toti

Meadow, 66 of fine Ps s

111 of Arable, with Residence and Farm B
is simmlarlv mild, salubrious, and I

soil is adapted lo Grass
store may be grazed ei

—May be vie^

premises, of whom parti

John Andrews
Totne.-s: the King

-

Dartmouth: at tbe Mart, and A-caoneeo Offices, 3, Freoencx

s

Place, Old Jewry. London.

~ :
-E .

coleshill, be.rks.
Important Saj-e of Hebkfoi

^l ESSRS. FIDEL and DYKE have been directed

A. bv Mr. Moore t

the 14th of September, at 12

Coleshill. the valna'r

COWS. HEIFE -
•

~

DOWN BREEDING EWES
RitrhT Honourable the Earl

greatest care from t

refold and Sa'

blood irora the herds of the late Eiri Talb -

It induces animals which have take -
.

reldand.

Lincoln: also the BuU which took the sec.

in a class which bad ten competitrs, and was allowec

be tbe best lot ever exhil - -
= also of

a superior character, and are bred from. *. Messrs.

Jonas Webb, :• ~ — L atalognes with

pedisrees will be published immediately., and may b2 had :: 8ie

Auctioneers. Faru gdon,Berl
Coleshillis four miles from the Shrivenbam and eig'

the Swindon stations on tbe Great Western Railway.
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On the 31st inst. will be published, price 6s., PART VI. of the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE -PEIJJTED^aiFE size).

Paris I. to V. of tliis splendid Work may still be had, price Gs. each.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

This dav is published, in Two Vols. Svo, price 26s. cloth,

" r|'HE "NEWCOMES." By W. M. Thackeray.
Now ready,

"With Illustrations by Richard Doyle.
BRAPcrnv & Evans. 11. Bmiverie Street -

.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price os. Bd.KURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.,

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,
Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

•J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3rf. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardeners' Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS.

By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle: above 9S,O0O

have already been sold.

J. Matthews , 5, Upper Wellington Street. Covent Garden.
Price 5s. Bd. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;

Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIX^N, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper "Wellington Street. Covent Garden.

BLACK'S GUIDE BOOKS FOR ENGLAND,
SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND. New and greatly im-

proved Editions of these -works have recently been published,
containing all the latest information.

Edinburgh: A. & C. Black.
London : Smith & Son, 133, Strand; and sold by all Booksellers .

WORKS ON BOTANY AND GARDENING'.

CLASS BOOK OF BOTANY, beins an Introduc-
tion to the Study of the VEGETABLE KINGDOM. Svo,

with 1S00 Hlustrations, price 31s. Bd. By J. H. Balfour, Pro-
fessor of Botany in the Edinburgh University.

OUTLINES OF BOTANY, heinp; an Introduction
to the Study of the STRUCTURE, FUNCTIONS, CLAS-

SIFICATIONS, and DISTRIBUTION of PLANTS. Illus-

trated, fcap. Svo, price 7s. Bd. By Professor Balfour.
nr.

NEILL'S FRUIT, FLOWER, AND KITCHEN
GARDEN. New Edition, price 5s.

THE AMATEUR GARDENER'S YEAR BOOK
;

A Guide for those who cultivate their own Gardens. By
the Rev. Henry Bdegess, LL.D. Price 5s.

Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. London : Longman & Co.

Post Svo, sewed, price One Shilling,

THE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being
a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. Ramadge; M.D., Fellow of the College of Physiciaus, late

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the

Chest, &c. Also, bv Hie same Author, price 10s. 6(7.,

A TREATISE - s ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEART.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

'pHE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
-*- TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiological Grounds : being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.
" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1S40,

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a raoie frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,

by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.

"This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions

are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,

domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and mannres; such being the subjects in which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the
author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,
but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertainiug where any given
subject is treated of."— Gardeners' Chronicle.

Bv the same Author,
INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. 8vo, 24?.

. * It has been the Authors wish to bring everv subject that
ne has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
wDicn it 1S fomid at thQ present day> In doi he hag added

^ Z^Z """"lerable a quantity of new matter,- especially

the ni^lat
IVI?

Veectable Anatomy and Physiology, that

new wo*
°a may be MnsW«&

f S» those respects, a

London
:
Longman, Brown, Greek, & Longmans.

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Svnonyms,'&c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mend Place, Lambeth.

JOHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANACv and CALENDAR for 1856.—This work (which hns been
almost^ entirely rewritten) being now in active preparation,
corrections and suggestions for its improvement are earnestly
requested, addressed to the Publisher.

It will be published as usual on the 1st of November; no
advertisement for its advertising sheet will be received after
the 10th of October.

London : James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orchidia?, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchideaj House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

Post free, One Shilling,

A TREATISE ON ACACIA CHARCOAL (and
the Antiseptic Laws) : its Potency in Consumption, Ulcera-

tion, and Irritation of the Mucous Membrane, Spermatorrhoea,
Indigestion with Nervousness. Its prevention of Cholera.—By
W. Washington Evans, removed -to 12, Bernard Street,
Primrose Hill, London.

This day is published, the Fifth Edition, containing much new
information, and illustrated by a Hundred Engravings,
price 4s. (free per post).

THE BEE-KEEPERS' MANUAL; or Practical
Hints on the Management and Complete Preservation of

the Honey Bee; with a description of the most approved Hives,
and modes of constructing them, and other appurtenances of the
Apiary. Hy Henry; Taylor.
Groomtjridge & Sons, Publishers, 5, Paternoster Row, London

;

and by order of every Bookseller.

THE BOOK THAT WAS WANTED.
Price One Shilling, limp cloth,

T"HE KITCHEN GARDEN, by E. S. Delameb
;A or Culture in the open Ground of Roots, Vegetables, Herbs,

and Fruits, with an illustration.

Also ready in Books for the country,
SMALL FARMS. By Martin Doyle.
POULTRY YARD. Edited by Miss Watts.
SHOOTING. By R. Blakey.
BEES : THEIR HABITS. By Rev. J. G. Wood.
FLAX AND HEMP. By Delamer.
ANGLING. By R. Blakey.
London : Gkoboe Rotttt.kdge & Co.. 2. Farringdon Stree t

.

THE TARIFFS OF ALL NATIONS.
Now readv, One Volume QuArto, 30s.,

A COLLECTION' OF THE CUSTOMS' TARIFFS
£*- OF ALL NATIONS: Based upon a Translation of the
Work by M. Hgdner. Augmented by additional information,
brought up to the year 1855. By C. N. Newdegate, M.P.

" Mr. Newdegate, alter vainly attempting to induce Govern-
ment to extend and improve the publication of commercial
statistics, has himself collected and published the tariffs of
various nations, in redemption of a voluntary pledge he gave in
the House of Commons."

—

Spectator.

" Among recent commercial publications has been a valuable
and elaborate one by Mr. Newdegate. the Member for North
Warwickshire, consisting of a Collection of the Customs Tariffs
of all Nations, brought down to the end of last year, and arranged
upon the principle of the work supplied to the Prussian Govern-
ment in 1852, by M. Otto Hubner."— Times' City Article.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

rPHE PRACTICAL GARDENER, AND MODERN
JL HORTICULTURIST; in One Volume, 988 pages closely
printed, with upwards of 300 illustrative Woodcuts, containing
the present improved scientific mode of managing the Kitchen,
Fruit, and Flower Gardens ; the Greenhouse, Hothouse, Con-
servatory, &c. By Charles M'Intosh, C.M.C.H.S., of Dalkeith
Palace. Bound in cloth, price 21s. ; and also with Specimens of
choice Flowers, coloured, 26s.

" The labour and experience of a life devoted to the science
of horticulture we now present to the public."

—

Vide Author's
Preface.
With an Appendix, describing a new and economical method

of producing uniform bottom heat from hot-water tanks upon
the most simple, plan, with explanatory diagrams, and reference
to buildings now in successful operations.

Loudon: T.Kelly: Simpkin. Marshall. & Co.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Justpublished,new and cheaperEdition, price Is., or Is. Id. by post,

HTHE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-A- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable

through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.
London: Sherwood & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Hannay,63,

Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornhill: and all Booksellers.

NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS,
ALL THE BEST NEW WORKS may be bad in

succession from MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY by every
Subscriber of One Guinea per annum.
The Preference is given to works of History, Biography, Reli-

gion, Philosophy and Travel. The best works of Fiction are also
freely added.
Book Societies and Literary Institutions supplied on liberal

terms.
Prospectuses may be obtained on application.

Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London,
and 76, Cross Street, Manchester. ^^^^
TO BE SOLD, a complete set of the GARDENERS'
* CHRONICLE, from 1841 to 1853, bound; and for 1854 to

July 1S55, unbound. The whole in good condition.—For price,

&c, apply to the Office, of this Paper.

TO ADVERTISERS.
THE SOUTH-EASTERN GAZETTE, a Family,

Commercial, and Agricultural Newspaper, which has a cir-

lation exceeding 3300 copies weekly, has been at the head of the

Kentish Press for 20 years, for the past five years has had double
the circulation, and, as shown by the official stamp returns to

July 1, 1855, has now three times the circulation of the next
highest, and nearly five times that of any other Newspaper
in Kent. It has a larger circulation than the whole of the papers
published in East Kent together, and also than the whole of those

published in West Kent.—Published every Tuesday, price 5rf.,

stamped, Ad. unstamped, at the Offices, 27, Week Street, Maid-
stone, and 21, High Street, Canterbury.—Maidstone, August 25.

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as thoj-e

j

manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark "*J. P.," and that
Messrs. Bubgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised thera to re-
place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found!
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parkks &. Co.

THE HARVEST.
FjRUMMOND'S IMPROVED REAPING
i-' SCYTHES continue to give every satisfaction, and the
demand is yearly on the increase. They areas usual got up with
every possible care, and are fitted with the very best picked
blades. Price for three Scythes complete, 30s.; do. for six, 56s.
Carriage paid to the principal Railway Stations throughout the
kingdom. W. Drlmmond & Sons, Seed and Implement Ware-
house, Stirling, N.B.

*<** To prevent disappointment early orders are respectfully
requested.

N.B. Unknown correspondents will please accompany their
orders with a remittance.

WOOD STACK PECS ENTIRELY SUPERSEDED BV
T7ULLARD'S PATENT IRON SCREW THATCH
-*- PINS.— Great advantage is secured against havinsj Coin
and Hay Stacks unroofed, as is often the case in strong gales, by
using the Patent Iron Screw Thatch Pins. They will wear many
years, are easily and firmly inserted in all kinds of stacks, and a
much less number than of the common wood pegs will suffice-

They will be found extremely serviceable to the corners and
sides of stacks that are much exposed to wind.
Orders speedily attended to; and may be had at 3.s. Bd. per

dozen, of the Inventor and Patentee, Mr. George Fullard,
Thorney, near Peterborough.

RANSOME'S SILICEOUS STONE.
THE PATENT SILICEOUS STONE COMPANY

are prepared to execute Contracts for the supply of all kinds-
of Ornamental Details for Buildings, &c, manufactured in this
beautiful material, which has received the approval of eminent
architects and scientific men, and which for sharpness of outline,,

durability, and cheapness, stands unrivalled. It is especially
applicable for the elaborate details of Mediceval and Ecclesias-
tical Architecture, for Gothic Windows, Doorways, Pinnacles,
&c. ; Crosses, Corbels, Altar Screens, Pulpits, Fonts, Monu-
mental Tombs. Tablets, Headstones, &c; also for all kinds of"

Garden Decorations, Fountains, Figures, Vases, and Pedestals;
Flower Boxes, Wardean Cases, Balustrades for Terrace Walks,
Gate Piers, Caps, Bases, &c. &c; and for Coats of Royal Arms,.
Chimney Pieces, Brackets and Trusses, Ashlars, Quoins, String
Courses, and other Dressings.— Further particulars, with illustra-

tions, on application to Mr. Edwd. Mendiiam, Secretary, at tic
Company's Offices, Whitehall Wharf, Cannon Row, AVestminster;
or to Mr. Fredk. Ra nspme, Patent Stone Work s, Ipswich.

M'~DOUGALL'S~^Pa~TENT DISINFECTING
POWDER, for Preventing Foul Smells and Noxious-

Emanations, is tbo most efficient and cheapest disinfectant yet
produced, and is most valuable in improving the quality of all'

Manures.
Its effects in stables, cowhouses, piggeries, and other nuthouses,,

are remarkable in drying the pavement,* destroying all offensive
emanations, and completely purifying the atmosphere.

It arrests fermentation, so that offensive smell cannot recur.
It clarifies foul water and sewage, by the precipitation of the

soluble impurities, and the solid matter thus deposited becomes-
valuable Manure.
Manures treated with this disinfector will be found much im-

proved, as the ammonia and phosphoric acid are preserved, and a,-

compound formed well known to be of great value for agricultural
purposes.
The Powder may be sprinkled dry over the source of impurity,

or it may be mixed previously with water, in the proportion of
half an ounce to a quart of "water.
The Secretary of War has ordered that thispowder shall be used

on hoard all the transports conveying troops to the seat of war.
Sold in packets and bags by Messrs. Girds & Co., Down Street

Piccadilly; Messrs. Barclay & Sons, Farringdon Street; nn&
Messrs. Wilkinson & Bridge, 270, Regent Street, London.

A HANDSOME PORTABLE BAROMEThR FOR 21s.
HENRY BAKER calls the attention of the public

to his Improved MODEL BAROMETER, made of solid

Rosewood and mounted with Ivory Plates, with a Thermometer
The above Instrument for Accuracy aud Style stands unrivalled -

r

it is Portable, and warranted to perform well ; and being manu-
factured on the premises, it is highly recommended. Can be
sent into the country without risk of breakage for Is. extra.

Henry Baker, Instrument Maker to the Board of Admiralty;.

90, H atton Garden, London.

Q W. SILVER and CO., OUTFITTERS,
O. CLOTHIERS, WATERPROOFERS, and CONTRAC-
TORS, beg to acquaint their Customers and the public that out-

fits may be procured, and SHIPPING and COLONIAL INFOR-
MATION obtained (having Agents in almost all parts of the-

G lobe) as under :

—

The FIRST-CLASS CABIN \

PASSENGERS' Outfitting I

c ^
Branch (with Naval aud Mill- f

taiy Uniforms) J

The SECOND CLASS PAS-
)

2NGERS' or Lower Priced ySENGERS' or Lower Priced i-

Outfitting and Clothing Branch J
The WHOLESALE COLO-

NIAL CLOTHING Branch..

3 and 4, Bishopsgate Street,—
ground floor (opposite the
London Tavern.)

, 3 aud 4, Bishopsgate Street,

where the latest fashions are introduced into lower priced

articles.

The WATERPROOF CLOTHING is sold at each of the

foregoing branches, the FACTORY being at NORTH WOOL-
WICH, opposite Her Majesty's Dock Yard.

N.B.—The HOME CLOTH-'
ING Branch at Nos. 66 & 67,

Cornhill
The HOME SHIRT Branch

at No. 10, Cornhill

In these two Branches S. & Co.
aim at producing goods of a su-
perior quality rather than at low
prices.

Printed by William Bradbury, of No. 13. Upper Woburu Place, and
Frederick Mullett Evakb. of No. 2<\ Queen's Road, West, both In

the Parish of St. Pan eras, and in the County of Middlesex, Printers, -t

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Prtcinct of W hitefriara. in rne City

of London; and published by them at the Office, No. 5. Upper Wellington

Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the said County,

where all Adverti*ementK and Communications are to be Adtebsbbd to
ma Editob.— Saturday, August 2o, 1So5.
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A MEETING of nil.; BRITISH FOMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY will bo bold at tbo Rooms, 20, Bedford Stroot,

Covont Garden, on MONDAY, September 17th, at 1 o'clock, for

examining and reporting upon collections of Fruit! and it in

hoped that all who (nko an interest in tbo cultivation of Fruits
and Fruit trees will aid tbo Society by (tending such specimens
of Fruits na tbey can command. Persons nesii'ousiof being
elected members are requested to make application to tbo
Secretary, to whom also nil packages are to be addressed,

Robert Hoop, Secretary.

HEREFORD HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
The THIRD EXHIBITION for tbe present year will bo.

held on the Castle Green, Hereford, on TUESDAY next,
Sept. 4, when Special Prizes will bo Riven for Plants, Stove and
Ornamental Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables.—Wm. Phillips,
23, High Town, Hon. Sec.— Sept. 1.

TO DAHLIA GROWERS.
NORFOLK and NORWICH HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.—The DAHLIA SHOW will be hold at tbo
Corn Exchange, Norwich, on WEDNESDAY next. Anmngst
others, Prizes of bl, t SJ and 21. will bo offered for 24 dissimilar
DAHLIA BLOOMS (Fancies excluded), open to all Nurserymen
and such Amateurs as are Subscribers. No entrance fee.

_
JNorwich, Sept. 1. Arthu r Preston, Hon. Sec.

ROYAL PAVILION, BRIGHTON.
BRIGHTON and SIJ-^SEX FLORICUL-

HORTICULTUKA', SOCIETY will hold
their Autumn Exhibition of PLANTS, FRUITS, CUT
FLOWERS, &c, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, tbo
12th and 13th instant, at tbo abovo splendid suite of Rooms
and Grounds, on the same grand acalo as former years. Prizes
are offered with the same liberality as previously. Also tbe
Railway Cup, value 10 guineas, for the best 24 Show Dahlias for

Amateurs. By the liberality of tho Railway company, all

plants, &c., will bo conveyed to Brighton and back, carriage-free,

from all stations on tbe lines. Schedules can be bad on appli-

cation to E. SrART, Superintendent of tbe Exhibition ; or the
Secretary, E. Carpenter, 45, Lavender Street, Brighton. By
order of the Committee, E. Carpentrr. Secretary.

THE
TURAL and

J.

FINE FRINCED CHINEtE PRIMROSE.

ani> J, FRASER beg to offer lome excellent

good ..I the »>" ' '" '" i'
1
""' 1

'
»l>leli obu

award Uortlcultunl Hosiery i»»t winter,

2». Qd. obi li. , .

A romlttancfl In »lnrop« In reauMlcil rron unlaum

Bpondonto, Loa Urltlgo llond, Bept, 1.

I DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEI DIi
I / now ronly I-, 'i'

I i

'
i

'"
i

t peymont only, 7«. petiy
I'Mll i.vniliii'."... Hani.

TRIFOLIUM, fine lumo-ffroum, perlb..,

ITALIAN RYE-QRA88, fint imported, per

hwM,6i. to

MUSTARD, per buihel '- "

RPACE and CO. can supply fino wimpUn of tli<;

obovti al Iholr uiuol otrlot Farmors' prlcoo.

Oxford sir. 1 "! Bcod Bloroj, Bouthampton.

FLOWER SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWINC.

D ASS and BROWN'S superior Selected Seed* per

HVA< iH ill.

IMI'OH li'.
I!.«.l!nr I I. • ..,(

DUTCH HYACINTHS

tt,lti<: I n.tl

TotitM.— l^-a Hrulw lUmA. H>fft 1

U T C H

.1 III IC

]i;m l:,'t, ll'l 1111(1.

T

CALCEOLAUIA, oliolcc, 1». From iu.w vara. of onr inperli

Cnlluollnn. E.xtm 2». M. (iliUASIUM.chnlcli, Extra from

now vara. >.i our superb ColleotioOi Sa.eVf.—GLOX INI A

M. Extra from now vara, of our inperb Collections, 2». 8il^-

VERBENA, choice, 1». Extra from now vara.ol

Collection, It. 8d<- CAHNATIOIJS, extra from 100 vara

For ii variety of other choice he,d» for proiicnt aowlnc see

odvortlsfl ni in Gqrdtnert? OhronUUj AuKuiit 18.

Seed and Horticultural EstabJI ihment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

FERNS.
R013ERT SIM'S If) pn Co CATALOGUE

GENERAL COLLECTION of FERNS may now lie bad

for Four Stamps. Free to all previous purchaBcra.

Nursery, Fool's Cray, Kent;

RARE BRITISH FERNS.
TAMES BACKHOUSE and SON can now offer

O nice Plants of the rave PSKUD-ATIIYRir.M FLEXILE,
from tho Clova Mountains, Forfarshire, discovered by themselves
in 1852, at 21j.0d.cach
PSEUD-AT11YRIUM (Polypodinm) ALPESTKE 6j. Od. „
WOODSI A ILVENSIS,"5j. each, extra strong T.i.M. „
LASTRyEA K1GIDA 2s. 6d. „
CYSTOPTEKIS DICKIEANA 3s.6d. „
POLYSTICHUM LONCUITIS 3s.6J. „

Though a British speciei?, the roots offered are Norwegian.
YorklNurserles, Sept. 1.

NEW CERANIUIYIS.
HUGH LOW and CO. have to offer healthy young

Plants of the undernamed varieties:

—

BULB*.
I .mi. \M.rn ii Ji

IIC1.IIOI
i!i.-)' art

ar'- i.'p* read

I cull
'

pl.nted '.rl I

DUTCH FLOW M ROOTS.
HUGH LOW ami CO. are mm

annual li

curly orders ot I

*

DUTCH (LO^/EP. ROOTS, ETC. ETC
PETER I. .

land and Agrlc.ii'

arrlvnl ;l !!,. Il .

of liis ' ' which may be had, free, o.'i

for which ire i

I

'.'
Rye-gnu*, Crir.

(Trifollum hyl i Tares, Subtle
Tumlp, dec. dec.

Lond

IMPORTED OUTCH (LOWER ROOTS.
rp F. WINSTANLEY bet-s to announce th*t his
J- • Priced Catalogue of Ijutch Balbs f **v

will shortly be re.idy, and can be had free on >;

contains a list of alt tbe newc ' and leading sorts In culUvatlOD,
including llyaM aerrnia. Early
Single and Double Tulips, Crocus, dec , all of which have b**a
grown by one of the first gTovcrs in Holland, and can be relied

ing good sound Bulb*, and true to name.
Place, Hand

Commander-in- Chie
(Dobson)

Conqueror (Beck)
Fair Ellen (Storey)
Fidelia (Beck) ...

Jessicn(Foster) ...

Lord Raglan (Hoyle)
Laura (Beck)
Omar Pacha (Hoyle)

Pandora (Turner) ... 7s.Bd.

V.truchlofFoquctt) ... 7 6
Phaeton (Foster) 10 6
Queen Eleanor (Uoyle)... .",

Serena (Hoyle) ... ...7 6
Seraskier (Foster) ... 7 G
Vesper (Cant) S
W. nderf.il (Uoyle) ..15
Yerda (Hoyle) 5

J

Clapton Nursery^ London.— Sept. 1.

I A

NEWBURY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.—
HOLLYHOCKS and DAHLIAS (Open Class).—At the

Autumn Show of tbe Society, on FRIDAY next, tbo 7th instant,

an Amateur Member of tho Society will give a SILVER CUP
of tbe value of Five Guineas for the best collection of 12 dis-
similar HOLLYHOCKS, on Spikes, and tbe Society will give
Throe Guineas for the second best, aud Two Guineas for the
third best. Also the Society will give Three Guineas for the
best collection of 24 dissimilar blooms DAHLIAS, and Two
Guineas for tbe secoud best. Entrance Fee to either class, 5s.

Flowers to be ready for the inspection of the Judges at 11 o'clock
precisely. The Grounds join the Station.— For further particulars
add ress to the Hon. Secretaries, 9, Northbrook Street, Newbury.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*a* Plans and Estimates furnished.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING, GAUDEN ARCHI-
TECTURE, AND GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF

DOMAINS, WOODS, PLANTATIONS, &c.
Charles M'lsTosn, F.R.P.S., A.L.S., &c., Author of the

" Book of tbe Garden " and other works on Horticulture, &c.
Late Curator of the Gardens of his Majesty tbe King of tbe
Belgians at Claremont and Brussels, and latterly of those of his
Grace the Duke of Buccleuch at Dalkeith Palace.

Newcome Villa, Murrayfield, Edinburgh.

NURSERY STOCK.
HBIGLAND and CO. beg to state that tbe LEASE

• of their NURSERY having now expired, tbey have con-
cluded to otfer tbe remainder of their STOCK (consisting of
Evergreens, Fruit, aud Forest Trees, Greenhouses, &c.) by
Auction this autumn; tbe precise time will be named in a
future Advertisement.

Britannia Nursery, Whalley Range, Manchester.

'

WANTED,"
GRAPES and PEACHES of Superior Quality.

Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jos., Feuit Salesman,
St. John'B Market, Liverpool. Terms Cash.

CALCEOLARIA SEED.
SMITH, the raiser of "Sultan" has with great care
and perseverance raised the finest Shrubby Calceolaria in

England, and by impregnation has saved a small quantity of

Seed, which he offers at 55. per packet. If not turning out first-

rate the money will be returned.—Apply to James Smith, Hendon
Place, Hendon, Middlesex, by post-office order on Hendon.

CALCEOLARIA.
JOHN CATTELL is still sending out seed of very

superior Calceolaria, saved from the finest varieties of
Major's and other growers, carefully hybridized, 2s. 6d. per
packet. Ditto, saved from an entirely new class to any hitherto

sent out by J. C, having very large flowers, with distinct and
splendid colours, extra free bloomers, 6s. per packet.

The otherseeds advertised in tbe Gardeners Chronicle, Aug.4tb,
and following numbers, may still be bad.

Nurseries, Westerhnm, Kent.

M 1

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA.
ESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to
announce that the above FLOWER SEEDS, saved from

tbe choicest varieties, may be had in packets at 2s. 6d. and 5s.

each : the fiuestquality of CALCEOLARIA is only offered at 5s.;

second quality, 2s. 6rf.

This Season's CATALOGUE will be forwarded on applica-
tion, and a Beautiful Coloured Plate of nine new Flowers will

be sent on receipt of 1*2 postage stamps.
'Wellington Nursery, St. John's "Wood, Sept. 1.

CUICH FLOWERING BULBS.
JAMES CARTER and CO.'s comprehensive CATA-

LOGUE of HITCH and CAPE P.l'LBS and SF--

Autumn sowing, is now published, and will be toc*Mx4uA free

of charge and post pa; d upon application to Jahxs Ca et r L de Co.
rn^Lon<^.n

:

XT7ILLIAM CCTBD--I N be* to acquaint
* » their patrons and frie

LOGUE '•! DUTCH BULBS
cation. Tbe superior quali';

as a farther guarantee they
cultura

SCARLET CARNATI
T WADSON tees letvc to -.

" • advertisemen* ':crC«
the Gardener, ChronUU of bv

- nroiih.

it, ia

HOLLYHOCKS.— 1 he collection of Hollyhocks at
tbe Cbesbnnt X-ir- erics is new In full bloom, and may be

seen daily. Packets - . Gd-, and 5j. eaca.

—

A.PA.CL& Soy . :.

TO THE" SEED TRADE.
GEORGE T.YBER, f HaTcnhiil, Essex, 1

inform the Trade that his gloving crops of Seeda are naw
open to inspection. All Tacziip Seeds grown from
transplanted rc-Ats. Lists g*pton *

;

- :'. 1.

AND
CHOICE CINERARIA
CALCEOLARIA SEEDS.

CABBACE PLANTS.
THOMASWELLA.ND be-s to oifer TRUE C'.TTLE

DRUMHEADS at

delivered at Godalmir; - - :rrey Gariens, Godslri-ig.

Surrey.

R SMITH still continues to send out strong runners
• of his SEEDLING STRAW : . B CHARLES

NAPIER, which this season has proved itself good: both Joe

forcicg and natural it has ro equal. Pric*" . "

R. Surra. Mariet Gardener. TwVk-j^E^

BARRATT'S
folly sustained its high chari

MAGNUM BONl'M Iias tH-

flaTOmedSTRAWBEBkrES known,

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready for perioo. orS

sending out Seeds of their very superior varieties of the day may be c butned from Wjjxiax Bxi
SL John's Xurseri s. Wati-e'.:.

,

ng out Seeds of their very superior

CINERARIAS and CALCEOLARIAS,
which have been saved with great care from the finest varieties. NEW STRAWBERRY.
The great satisfaction which their Cinerarias and Calceolarias T' ITLEY'S CAROLINA 6L PERBA, not surpassed

have given for several successive years enables them to reconl- . X\- in f.avonr. habi:. i

mend their Seed of tbe present season with much confidence.

Packets of each, sealed and warranted by them, at 2s. 6tf., free

bv post.— Fxeter Nursery. Exeter. Established 1720.

HOTHOUSE CRAPES.
TO BE SOLD, about '200 Bunches, chiefly BLACK

PRINCE.—To be seen on application at Chertsey Post Office.

DOUBLE ROA1AN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, is. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and tbe latter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, and may be obtained at A. Couiiett's Italian and Foreign
AVarebbuse, IS, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

extant, at tbe low pric

tobe had of M-- - : ristoL agents

for tbe west of England and SonthTf -;-ec*able

nnrservman. For a foil iiscrirtion, testimonials dec-, see this

Paper." April IS
J 'Mrs K-T-.-T. T.t-t -Sa V." ' ---^-. Bull.

PRICtD CATALCCUE OF PLANTS.

THOMAS JACKSON am SON'S Frcei Catalogue

of Plants mav be cbtained cr. -
"

Stove, Orchidso ,-^.vtl

SPLENDID HERBACEOUS CALCEOLARIA AND
SWEET WILLIAM SEEDS.

TTCTILLIAM BARNES has now ready for sending
• * out a small quantity of tbe above Seeds, the former of

which is unrivalled, and has given the greatest satisfaction to

all purchasers for the last four seasons, 2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet.

SWEET WILLIAMS, grown from the same stock as tie c:

seed now offered, may be seen at tbe present time in full blc«m Shrubs and Treo - ..erbaceci
.

at his Nurserv. where thev are pronounced by all who have seen T. J. & Sox are Bering at -very -
'

- :: -
-

them to be unequalled, "is. id. per packet. Payment can be A zaleas. Camel!: -

made by postage stamps. Slons &
Camden Nursery, C-Atnbenrell, London.

re

I'KI.
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THE PAMPAS CRASS,
"Gtnebioi Argektbuh."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co. have now for sale a

healthv stock of well established Plants of the above which

n-ill bloom finely this autumn, varying from one to two and three

flower stems. Few Plants are more ornamental than this gigan-

tic Grass the leaves (which are more than 7 feet in length curving

•racefnllv outwards) grow in large tussocks, thereby producing

a very fine effect, and from the midst of these numerous flower

stems arise to the height of from to 6 to 8 feet surmounted by

elegant panicles of inflorescence nearly 3 feet long, resembling

beautiful waving plumes of silvery feathers. It is perfectly

hardy, and is also easv of cultivation. A grand specimen of

this noble plant is now in the Exeter Nursery, pushing up nearly

twenty large flower stems and numerous small ones, and will

continue to be an object of great attraction for a considerable

time. Prices and full particulars may be bad on application to

LUCOMBE, PINCE, & Co., Exeter Nubseby, Exeter.
Established 17*20.

SPLENDID NEW BEGONIA,
SEMPERFLORENS SAUNDERS I.

GARAWAY, MAYES, and CO. are now prepared

to execute orders for this fine Seedling Begonia {raised by

Mr F Saunders, Gardener to W. Miles, Esq., M.P., Leigh Court),

which is without exception, the most useful and beautiful variety

in cultivation. The original plant first bloomed in May, 1854,

when onlv 6 inches high, and has continued without ceasing to

produce from the axils of every leaf its splendid panicles of

transparent vermilion buds, which develope to fine clear brilliant

rose flowers, emitting a most agreeable odour. Its habit is close

and compact, seldom attaining more than 3 feet ; foliage small

and extremely bright, forming altogether an object of beauty

unrivalled by'any other variety in its class. Price 10s. Gd. each,

with an allowance to the trade of one upon every three ordered;

also a few extra sized plants at 15s. and 21s.

Durdham Down Nurseries, Bristol.

WILLIAM YOUNG begs to call the attention of

Noblemen, Gentlemen, Public Companies, and Planters in

general to his extensive stock of CHOICE CONIFERS,
HARDY EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, AME-
RICAN PLANTS, &c, which are this season particularly fine,

and having been well prepared for removal, he can confidently

recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

W. Y. invites persons about to plant to inspect his stock,

which is standing over 50 acres of ground, in which will he found

all kinds of plants adapted to every description of ornamental

planting. It consists of HARDY CONIFERS, containing

some of the finest specimen plants ever offered.

Feet high.

AbiesDouglasiG to 8 bv 5 to 6

,, „ 8 to 10 by 7 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12 by 8 to 9

„ Menziesi 4£ to 5

„ nigra, Black Sprnce 4A to 5

„ alba, White Spruce 6 to S

,, canadensis, Hem-
lock Spruce ...6 to 8 by 7

Pinns austriaca ...6 to 8

„ 8 to 10

„ Cembra 5J to G

„ „ 7 to 8
„ excelsa 8 to 10

„ insignis 2A to 3
3" to 4

Picea Pinsapo ... 5 to 6 by 6

„ nobilis ) very
„ Nordmanniana j" handsome

Arancaria imbricata . 2A by 2£
do. do 3 by 3
do. do 4 by 4
do. do., very handsome 6 to 8

Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4
Cedar of Lebanon ... 3& to 4

„ „ ... 5 to 6

7 to 8 by 6

„ „ 10 to 12 by 8
„ Deodara ... 44 to 5

„ „ 6~ to 8

„ „ 9 to 10

, 10 to 12
(The Cedars of Lebanon and
Deodara are particularly

handsome and well furnished.)

Tuujaorientalis.Chinese
Arbor-vita 5 to 6

» „ „ ... 7 to 8

Feet high.
ThujaWeareana, Siberian 5 to 6

„ „ 7 to 8
Chinese Juniper ... 4£ to 5

„ 5 to 6

Upright „ 4 to 5

„ „* 6 to 7

Taxodium sempervirens 6 to 8

„ 10 to 12
Irish Yew 41 to 5

., „ 6 to 7

A Large Quantity of ftne
EVERGREENS.

Green Hollies 4 to 6

„ „ ... 6 to 7 by 4
8 to 10 by 6 to 7

Evergreen Oak 3$ to 4

„ „ 4| to 5

„ „ 6 to 8 by 4 to 5
Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12

"Weymouth Pine ... 8 to 10
Yews 3£to4

„ 44 to 5

, 5i to 6

Quercus oxoniensis

—

New Leucombe Oak... 6 to 7
... 8 to 10

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts

Rhododendron ponticum (good
for cover).

Do. all the new and best vars.

Kalmias, Andromeda, LedumB,
&c. &c.

STANDARD ROSES, of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avenues, from 10 to 12 feet.

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.

A Catalogue is in course of publication, and may be had the
first week in September for two postage stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS are
desirous of directing the attention of the Nobility and

Gentry, who are about to plant or make alterations in their

Ornamental and Pleasure Grounds, to their immense Stock of
AMERICAN PLANTS, in all sizes, which extends over an area
of several acres; In large plants there are several thousands,
and of such as Rhododendron catawbiense, Kalmia latifolia,

Rhododendrum ponticum in varieties, and other choice hardy
hybrids; many of them stand 5 to 6 feet high, and the same
through, and literally covered with flower-buds.
Messrs W. R. and Sons are happy to say that their Dwarf and

Standard trained, and other Fruit Trees, are this season
remarkably fine ; they have also a splendid lot of fruiting plants
of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots in pots, which can be recom-
mended as being exceedingly fine.

NEW PLANTS.
Messrs. William Rolltsson and Sons are now prepared to

offer the annexed:

—

COLEUS BLUM EI PECTINATUS.—This variety is a great
acquisition; the foliage is variegated similar to Coleus Blumei,
but the leaves are beautifully laciniated ; 7s. 6d. each.

MANDIROLA ROEZLI.—A very fine flowering gesneraceous
plant, producing fine spikes of lilac coloured blossoms, 15s. each.

ORTHOSIPHON SPICATUS. — A beautiful new greenhouse
plant from Oeano, much to be desired for its foliage alone,
which is deliciously fragrant; the flowers are large and white;
10s. Gd. each.

MANDIROLA LANATA.—A very curious free flowering ges-
neraceous plant of a delicate violet colour inside the mouth of
the blossoms, and shaded lilac outside ; 15s, each. ,. ^_r__

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The Undermentioned can he supplied at 24s. per dozen.

Aureole, Aigle d'or, Arc-en-ciel, Adele Prissette, Alexandre
Pele\ Comtesse de la Cbastnes, Creole, Duruffe, Danais, Eldo-
rado, Fortunio, Figaro, Fimbriata rosea, Homene, Iris, II
Rrasiero, Io, La Promise, La Carmelite, General Lafont, Mdlle.
Clemencp, NgrGide, Precarieuse, Parpaillot, Rachel, Robert
Bruce, Rose Bouquette, St. Agathe, St. Flore, St. Thais, Stellata
Globosa, Tropbee, Uranie, Yicomte de Caumont, Vicomte de
Macarthy, Zenobie.

The Nurseries, Tooting, London. '^'

MYATT'S ADMIRAL DUNDAS STRAW-
BERRY,—Strong plants packed and delivered free in

London, 25s. per 100. Also Mvatt's British Queen, Cinquefolia,

Globe, Eliza, Mammoth, Zs. 6d. per 100; Keens' Seedling, Hooper's

Seedling, Black Prince, Bicton Pine, 3s. Gd. per 100.

MYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN.—In reply to several corre-

spondents, and in confirmation of the private answers I gave last

summer, 1 beg leave to slate that the only Strawberry bearing the

name of " British Queen" is Mvatt's, and when Mr. Beach, in

his advertisement says " his true British Queen," he is obviously

in error, and arrogates to himself the credit due to my late

father, Mr. Josei>h Mvatt, who was the originator of the variety

in question.—W. Myatt, Manor Farm, Deptford.—Sept. 1.

AZALEAS AND ERICAS.

WJ. EPPS lias much pleasure in offering the
• following line, bushy, well-grown plants, and of the

choicest and best varieties, in large 4S and 32-size pots.

AZALEA S ISs. per dozen ; 51. per 100.

ERICAS 12s. aud ISs. per dozen ; 4?. and 51. per 100.

These will make very pretty specimens for the ensuing season

;

all orders to be accompanied with a remittance from unknown
correspondents.—Maidstone , Sept. 1.

CHOICE NtW^FUCHSIAS, ETC., OF THIS SEASON.
HENRY WALTON, Florist, &c, Edge End,

Marsden, near Burnley, Lancashire, is now sending out

"the White Corolla'd," and " Banks," and other new Fuchsias,

at 18s. and 21s. per doz. (nice healthy plants), post free or hamper
and package included, or 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each, for names of

which see Advertisement in Gardeners' Chronicle of August 11th

and previous Numbers.
New Verbenas of this season, 15s. per doz , or Is. Gd. each.

Choice Cineraria seed saved from the finest named varieties,

Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. per packet, post free.

Post-office Orders are respectfully requested, with all orders

(unless reference is given) payable at Marsden, Lancashire.

SPLENDID DUTCH ROOTS, ETC.

W STEWARD, late Superintendant for W. E.
• RENDLE & CO. (before, selling by public auction)

begs to offer a consignment of the above at the following Low
Prices till September 16.

No. 1, a splendid and extensive collection £3 3

No. 2, „ smaller quantities 2 2

No. 3, „ „ „ 110
No. 4, a small good collection 15
Packets of superb Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Primulas, and

Geraniums, Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd. each, or the four for 3s. 6d. ov7s.

All orders will he executed in strict rotation as received, till

the consignment is disposed of.

Orders above 20s„ Carriage and Packages free; above 42s.
f

for cash with order, Cost of Post-office Order and 5 per cent .

may he deducted. Reference required from unknown parties.

A complete Seed Catalogue published shortly, which we shall

be happy to forward in all orders, and to any address, on receipt

of two postage stamps.
* Stores near the Great Western Docks, (S. D. R. T.)

Stouchouse, Plymouth.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to number;;

of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

BY SPECIAL
APPOINTMENT

To Her MAJESTY

Vv
7ILLIAM WALKJfiB, Victoria Foundry, TValm-

gate, York,

Manufacturer of Hot "Water
Apparatus for Heating Green-
houses, &c.

Garden Rollers, Handglass
Frames

Iron Fencing and Gates

Liquid Manure Pumps
Iron Palisading, Iron Bedsteads
Galvanised Game Netting
Stable Tacks and Mangers
Kitchen Ranges and Smoke
Jacks on a superior principle

Every Description of Plain and Ornamental Cast and
Wrought Iron Work.

TO NURSERYMEN AND
|
GARDENERS.

REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. 6*.
per bushel, or lGs. per ton, delivered to the London

Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Sacks 2s.

eaoh. Kentish aud other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.
Kennarp Bkqthrbs, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Hoad, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c.

r

erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description ot

House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

,—«-««* the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape "Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

H E A TING BY HOT WA TER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
'J ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-

lishment is heated by
one boiler

f
measuring

only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in,

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,

many of them are of
wide" and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.,

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet

of glass. During the lalo

severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. An}-
number offorcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Jt^

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW E.00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparala
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines Flower Sticks
Do. Syringes Garden Bordering
Do. Rollers Watering Pots

Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAMS NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PEIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

.-f

' r I.*
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NEW STRAWBERRIES.-
varlolloH Imvn boon thoroughly prov

STRAWBERRIES.
Tlio following fine

l tlilfl Roaflorij and
glvon tho greatest satisfaction, vis/^Sk' Hnrry (Undorh Ill's),

*Zl. 10*. per loo, or7/i. lie/, Rflr dozenj Caroline Bunorh (ICItloy'nj
(

XI.IOh. per 100, "r fj«, imr d'l/iii; uihar Pacha (ward'n), w. per
100, or So. per dozen; Colonel DiindftH, 1/. per LOO, or Qa, per
dozen; Sir Charles Napier* 1?; pec 100, or :vi. per dozen ; Mag
Uonum, Ufa. per loo, dj «)«, per dozen; and all other fine old

vnrlotlcH, Hitch an Trollop's Victoria, Ajax, Ruby, Eleanor,
Nlmrod, Prince of Wal«n, British Quoon, Blade Prince, Prolific,

Kgods' Seedling, and nil others worth cultivating, al U, per 100,

HKHi>MNU HOLLYHOCKS, not to bo HtD'passod, navod
iVoni nil tht! (Jpeal and bast carletles now in cultivation, and sucli

an will bloom well next kohhoii, If. per J 00, or .'!,<*. pur '!-./« n,

SWEET WlLUAMB, from 50 of the mosl solocl and oholoo
varieties ever grown, is, por 100, or '£». Qd. for BO.
ANTiKRiMNUAiH. -I'lantii Bd vod i'i'om h imomi splondld colloc-

tlon ofstrlpod and spotted varieties, 4«. por 100, oi 2a, Qd. foi 50,
PINE BOAItLET (II A NT HKomI'I'on STOCK, U'hltc

fllfcto, Crimson ditto, all 4a, nor loo, or 2b, Qd, for BO,

The Plants before mentioned am now ready \»i phniiinj; out,

and are Hiidi that niiiHt I'.iii.iiro imti;,i'nrili>n, ami r I
* « lii.l.r i,r my

part of the aimvu will bo sont, sccuroly packed, on the recolpt ol

a post-ofllco order or ponny postage stamps to the amount; or
y5 of any of tho now Strawoorry Plan to can be sont by post,
when the charge will be in. extra icy postage.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
hollyhock, saved from ail the finest and bost varlotlos In

cultivation, 1*. por packet.
SWEET WU,I,I A M, saved from r)0«llnllncl.vai'i.,l.v. p. packet,
ANTMtUUINUM, tmveil h'OXO a most Splondtd COllOOtlon ol

Hti'iped and spotted vftvlotlos, la, por paokofc.

Tho Trim Old ItATII COS LKTTUCK ((he best ever culti-
vated), la. per packet.

*#* Every order must ho Accompanied by penny postage
stamps, or post-office order payable to

EDWARD TILEY, Nnumtin man. BkeDSMAK, nnd FLOItlflT.

14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

KEENS' 8EEDL1 < 61 aAWBERRY, Tnw
and strong planl

i ol ths ahovi n I foi poll

ou rod bi obtained from tile grnundit In vhlclj it whm
original Ij produced, on application to v.

. j.

Onrdjius, I leworlh, Mlddbm-x. I'rlc« !, \u-i P fj

WARD'S OMAf< PACHA STHAWBEHRY.

W ll, 1,1AM JAMES WARD offi i tin . ,
i hand*

some ' >" lis onn d Bti « '
i I I b I

price
: 100 plants, I/.; 00 plants, 12$ \ 36 pi il

v. <iii ootud, i ii addition lo tin many ' ;

rccolvfid lasl noason. Dr. i.'-ii . describe

at Chlswlok, July 11, 16A0 "1
nil, ,,, i,,

. ,„ appefsranfA " Bet Ourdt m > '

artlole, Jul) 14, Jffi i, 'J be Kd ol thi "Ploi
I

In the A iigm i Nitmbor repoi ' of tin I

ii
i high ft woui and omparath ' tvatu

A few 1 '
1 1

1
1 plan I i pel do

Prospnol lllll, Itoailli
i

Bi
1

1

NE.W flTRAWBtRRIES Al RCDUCEO PRICES,
Quo i

.
1

1
i .

\\J II. L 1AM J. NH HOLSON, Bggh - fTo, n. -

* » Yarm, 5foi ksblre 'i bo folti p
boon well pro* od this hosi on and given complot
vi/„, Sir Many (1 ndorlilirs), i"> pbtnU, U , 10, 11 I ;and 20,
l/. ; or IS '' pi i di ki i- i imai Pa , H. per 100;
LSs por 50 1 N pi " •. Bcarlol Nonpareil (Pattoi
H'i; \i. por 50; i

- por 2B Blx Charles Napier I n ll

i,

I

1

Captain Coos and PHI Baskot, I pi i 100 ; Ingran
Wales, Nlmr.nl, Eliza (ItlvorH's), Burprlne (Myall
Pino, il largo white one, pi

I

i

1 Brllhili Qncon 1
I

i leanoi M
|

ill I Htl Pino, Tr« llope'i \ lotorls G
K eons' Beedllng, Old Rosoberry, »ii at i por 1 I

Palace, a vory large and late varloty, 10s.perlCO Pi

payable al Yarm sro oxpected with all ordoi >. 'i hs pi i

Ijo sccuroly packed and forwarded to any part of the kingdom,

V
PHODODCNDRONl.

WA1 I.IM.I! I. r, | nom

l.rn- '

'

:

a
S I li HA 11 11 Y."

rplIE EMINENT SUCCESS of this now
JL cuUurnl Exhibitions where it hnH lieen shown,

SEEDLING STRAWBERRY at tho only Floral and Horti-
iown, induces the Proprietor (hitherto an immtcur grower only)

to offer it for sale. To this Strawberry has been awarded at nil tho "
competed, the highest honours, namely :

—

Che <T>«-u timers' Ciiromclc.
8ATORD i V EPTE ui.i.i: .

i our article al last w«ek on tin

f 100; 12 poi fio; la. par

9

D Hon which bl
'. poi W*.;_7*. por 26, Nicholson i)nx, 1

,M to htT
t

Wfl dr«H
1

," facl thai do part ><i tbe nlpbn
onter into the organic 'i--

tion oftl

impair (1j<- n ivonr <>I Lbe i.- - 1 ma
tli<: outor garfaco.

lembere 1 how Li -

Eg i<» }><-. waahed off by i i

which eddiea aznongat the tall

very likely that any quantity

prove injurious should adhere to the bm

1854.—Clnawick, II rut class certificate ; 21, IteRont Street, highly
commended ; Botanical Gardens, T\ilybaBton, first prize.

1855.—Edghaston Botanical (janlena, first prize, in potfl
(fnrced); Iltindnworth and Lozelln, Hampstead Pork, fust prize
(furced); Kdgbaston Botanical Gardens, first prize—tho Judges
declared it the best Strawberry in every point on the table,
superior to Keens' Seedling, Oreinorne Seedling, British Queen,
Mrs, Trollopo, eve. ; Lancastor, firm prize, and pronounced by thti

Judges to be tho finest and best tasted Berry In cultivation;
3* res ton, first prize ; Carlisle, first prize; Wolverhampton, first
prize, and certificate of merit ; Watford, oxtra prize ; Aylesbury
Horticultural Society, first class certificate.

Tho characteristics of the Plant are these.—Ripening as early
ts Koons' Seedling, but continuing fruiting a much longer time

;

i great cropper, I earing a very largo handsome dark crimson
horry, which carries that superb colour not only quite through,
ii.it to its very end, whilBt being both firm and juicy, it separates
itself entirely from its caly rt , without having a tasteless core.
Tho delicious and luscious flavour of tho fruit, united with its

TESTIMONIALS.
From the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 1854.—The Strawberry
Sir Harry."—Reading In your last number a letter from Mr. D.

Reaton, describing the Cbiswick Fete, 1 noticed the following
tbservatious about two new Strawberries there exhibited:

—

i I recommended two sorts of tho Strawberries to my late worthy
employers, Sir William and Lady Middleton, as most useful in

the dessert, but whether they are of good flavour is more than I

jtnow. The kinds were the Bictou White Pine Strawberry, and
|ii very dark one from near Birmingham, tho name is Sir Harry.
'This was sent by Mr. Underbill, of Edgbaston.'—Having for

! nany years had much experience, and taken great interest in the

i cultivation of fruit, 1 called upon Mr. Underbill for the purpose
>f making more particular inquiries, and possessing myself of

home information as to flavour, &c, which Mr. Beaton could not

?ive. Mr. Undorhill politely invited me to walk through and
1 aspect bis beds, when I was perfectly astonished at tho enormous
size and deep colour of the fruit, combined with the excessivo
Topping of the plant. I then tested the flavour with Keens'
poedling and British Queen (both equally woll ripened) when its

iuperiorlty to either was so evident, that I pronounce it the most
1,'xqulsltely flavoured berry I have ever tasted, It U both firm

liud juicy, and carries its rich red colour entirely through. The
I'ther distinguishing characteristics of the plant ore these: its

['eaves are few, and it spreads its bearing branches out so wide as

to thoroughly expose the fruit to the full inlluenco of sun and
I'.ir. For the information of horticulturists, and in justice to the

jxcellence of the seedHug, I shall feel obliged by your inserting

I his letter in your next weekly number.—I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

j fames Boucher, formerly head gardener to Lady O. B. Sparrow,

viug's Heath, Worcestershire.

; "Extract from an article in the ''Florist and Fruitist" of

i September, 1854, written by Mr. J.Powell, of the Royal Gardens,
j.VIndsor and Frogmore, on new Seedling Strawberries.— ' Sir

I larry.' A fine variety raised by Mr. Underbill, of Edgbaston,

I Urmingham, and originated by seed of British .Queen, impreg-
nated with Hooper's and Keens' Seedling. The berries are

I xceedingly large, and very dissimilar in appearance to other

.inds, mostly of a thick cockscomb form, and sometimes wedged
ibape, with large calyx, aud long stout fruit stalks. Its colour

jh deep purplish red or mulberry, glossy, aud ripens well through-
I ut. The flesh is red, solid, and fine grained, juicy, and saccha-

line, with a delicious perfumed flavour.' The above description

I as taken through the kind permission of Mr. Underbill, from
lbe fruit exhibited at Cbiswick, iu July last, lor which he

I

deservedly received a first class certificate.''

"Pj-eston, July 21,1655.
"Sir,—Your Strawberry was greatly admired during the whole
fternoon ; in fact.it seemed to be the greatest attraction in

le Exhibition. Will you let me know, as soon as convenient,

le price of Plants, aud bow early iu the autumn you will be

jojfly to supply orders.— I am, dear Sir, yours respectfully,
"Richard Tkkbay,

" Secretary to the Prestou Floral and Horticultural Society.

R,Undeihill,Esq., Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.''

"Glasgow, August 13, 1855.
" Dear Sir,—We inclose Post-office orders iu payment of your
ccount (which please return discharged), and we have much
leasure in bearing testimony to the superior excellence of your
eodling Strawberry ' Sir Harry,' which fully merits the high
immendations given of it in the printed circulars you sent us.

Without solicitation we write this, because we consider it a duty
commend what is really deserving, as it is to condemn such
itties of Plauts, Flowers'and Fruits, as are too often foisted on

I

trade and the public, with equally high characters, but ouly

cause disappointment to growers.—We are, dear Sir, yours
ly, " Drysdalk & Co.
Mr. R. Underbill, Edgbaston."

1

picked and carried to u

Horticultural Exhibitions, whew it haa ^ reat 4nM»% c;in remain a &*
'lre*Hing i^i prove*'! b

throws utterly into the shade tho Keen and of repeating the application, wbich woo]
needful if there were itlll a

upon day by day by the oxygen given off from the

plant.

If a chemical solution, as of ftulphuret of calc'um

or potasbium with the addition of an acid, were
applied, from which a precipitate would be formed

1/. Plants may be had in pots (not less than 10„ at following every inequality of the leaTCSaiul in clofce

contact with them, the sulphur might indeed remain
more permanently on the plant than when it U
administered by the dredging box or fur.

to place the matter beyond mere reasoning or con-

jecture, we have examined a specimen of Hop!
gathered by ourselves in 18-54, in a garden where
sulphur had been largely and successfully &:

No sulphur could be traced by ocular ins; i

and on burning a considerable quantity not the

ycKi at Ui" Ayfcebury slightest trace of sulphurous acid could be detected,

, and called the 'Sir either by its peculiar stifling odour, or by the a]

cition of litmus paper, which would have been

blf-h perfume,
British Queen. Tho loaves are few, and the vigorouH extension
of Its bearing branches expose;! the fruit ti the ripenlujj influence
<>l tho sun, tho want of which exposure is a great failure In many
sorts of this class of plant. An oil painting of a one-year old
runner, with its gigantic fruit in the respective stages of growth
(as sketched from nature), Is now In the Paris exhibition.

Plants are ready for sending out (not less than a score).

Prices:—100 plants, •!?.; 80, 3U3*. Gd. ; 60,22.16*.; 40,12.18*.
and 20,

*

'

2s. each.

Apply to Mr. Richard Undbriiill, Sir Harry's Road, Edg-
baston, Birmingham. Each application to be accompanied with
a Post Office Order (on Birmingham)) to receive attention.

For the Cultivation of Strawberries, refer to Mr. Underbill's
Treatise, price Is., which may be obtained from a Rooksellcr in
every principal town, where also may be had a handsome
Lithograph of the Oil Painting, price 3s.

" Aylesbury, July 27, 1S55.
"Sir,—We feel great pleasure in informing you that the tw°

splendid dishes of Strawberries shown by j
Floral ond Horticultural Society, July 26th,
Harry,' were considered by all present the finest ever shown in
the neighbourhood, both for flavour, colour, ond size, and for
wbich a first class certificate was awarded.—We remain, yours bleached had any been present,
respectfully, « J. F. F^sea^ j^^,.^ "We trust, however, that the sub

"R.Underhill,Esq.,SirHari7'sRoad,'Edgb iiston,Birminghain.'
|

UP by persons resident in the Hop d S who
'

„ . „ , . , r „ 4 „ , . /c, . „ ,
have better opportunities of investigation than onr-

"Aux. Sablons. near Mor^t, Stir Loing (bcine Marne), , , ., r.
r

. - ,, ., D . ,, ,, -

"July 4,1855. selves, for it is highly necessary that the truth of
"Dear Sir,— I have ranch satisfaction in announcing to vou the case should be ascertained. If the sulphur IS

O^^SSSZ^S^^SSSS^d 7^2'yZ "ally injurious, its use should of course be reje,

that you did notspeak too highly of the qualitiesof this beautiful but if the truth IS Oil the other Side, it IS D&t
fruit, which, in reality, is far superior to any other known, and pubH c benefit that curative measures which seem
consequeiiuv cannot tail *-> ana its wav into the garden of every c ,. . .

The plants which 1 have kept under glass proved that reaJly to be attended by succes* when pr
not tail to lind its way i

amateur. The plants which 1 have kept
'Sir Harry' is equally well adapted for forcing—it even seemed aDplied, should be impeded by a despotic mani-
that its fruit had a better flavour than those grown afterwards in f~J- n ]\f T 7?
the open air. Several of ray friends having seen your 'Sir Ieiil0 ' "*• v

.
D.

Harry,' and lithograph of the same, might desire to possess it. Jn say irj(r this we by no means charce the Hop
It you have to spare some plants for September next, will vou be r < -.v . .- ii r» v.
kind enough to let me know the price at your earliest conve- factors with intentional mlsrepreSintaUOn. DoU&t-
nience? 1 trust my letter containing some remarks on your less they announce what thev believe to be true.
French Treatise on the 'Cultivation of Strawberries' safely d . • :, . j j

,l anvthinir in their at
reached you, and hoping soon to have the pleasure of hearing B" 1 V II

.
'

lS
, !

anytniDg IU tneir ClTCDiar

from you,—t remain, dear Sir, which contfiins a shadow of proof that sulphuring
" Yours very truly and respectfully, Feed. Gloede. i

f h„ growing Hops produces the iniurv
.' R. Uuderhill, Esq, Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

'

CerUfin]y ^ Th iS will be manifest if' the III

" Bellauev. Ireland, July 10, 1S55.
"Dear Sib,—I feel that T should be really ungrateful did I

longer delay writing to you, to say how tnily the ' Sir Harrys'
have merited the character you have published of them. My
opinion is that they are extremely large, splendid colour, good
shape, superfine flavour, and ripening so equally all through, which
is the more to be appreciated when their great size is to be taken
into consideration ; this latter merit is superinduced greatly by
the very small quantity of leaves in proportion to the fruit. In
fact, to sum up all, they are the best bearers, and tbe best Straw

from the Hop factors, which we now print in another

column, is attentively considered.

Their first assertion is that brewers have sus-

tained "serious losses;" a second that this ha!

caused by "the application of sulphur"' to the

growing crop. It is obvious th\

ments have no nect- connection with

berry I have ever seen".—I have the honour' to be. &c, dear Sir, other. We mav grant that large losses have been
youra most

;
respectfully^

_ _ Thokxs w. Bi.as-dfgrd."
sustained by bre'wers ; for this is always the case,

whether growing Hops are sulphured cr :

R. Underbill, Esq., Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.'

irers trom the opening to the close ot tue exhibition. , . a t\t,„.,, tj^--. ,r--_ - --"

•e the inquiries for the owner, and having in my capa- losses in question ? U ho^e Hl
|

main in the room ail day, visitors soon found out that
, the losses took place ? "V*Tist evidence :

" Lancaster. July 20, ls>5.

"Deab Sin—According to promise. I now enclose you the Prize
Ticket for ' Sir Harry,' upou which you
the Judges. The dish of ' Sir Harry
with admirers from the opening to the close of the "exhibition,

many were
city to rem
you had ret

iue with the fruit on the termination of the show. So numerous
were the wishes of ladies and gentlemen to tASte the berries,

that I promised them I would send half a d^zen in each instance,

and you would hardly credit it. when I tell you that when I re-

turned to my house I found it full of servants waiting with
plates and baskets.

large dish you specially brought for my own use. together with
those exhibited, were distributed down to one dozen berries which
I reserved to take home.—And believe me, faithfully yours,

" Thos. D. Tovo'let.

"Hon. Secretary to the North Lancashire Horticultural and
Floral Society.

" To Richard Underbill. Esq., Edgbaston."

the sulphur dressing has been the cause we must

ill find the remarks' of i wholly disbelieve until some clear proof of the
was literally besieged sna^ j^.ve been adduced. Who have sustain- .

MR. RICHARD TJNDERHILL, Sir Harry's Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

had returned home, aud also "that you had kindly presented ' , ,

t,

*
t tas anything to do ~r

.

ritl. tl.P irnit mi tlin termination of the show. So nnmPTOTi« !
t"at Lue uut= ldLL U1M

= -. - ,

other ? The beer mav have bsen spoiled by

many other causes. We have heard of s

„ plan as using picric or carbazou: .:.:. an intensely

plates aud baskets, in so great a number, that even the very
] bitter deleterious substance, to replace Hops : WC

have known other connivances, and without pre-

tending to say that the instances of loss alluded to

by the'Hop factors are traceable to this cause, the

public is entitled to require proof that they were

caused by Hops saved from mildew. We have the

greater right to insist upon this, because we are in a
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condition to prove that when a bag of the Hops thus

unceremoniously condemned and a pocket or the

Growth of 1S52 or 1S53 hive been mixed together,

beer of the finest quality has been the result. Another

probable cause will occur to those who are familiar

with Hops ; it is notorious that those which come

from the United States and Canada have usually

a bad taste, owing to some defect in their pre-

paration or packing. The quantity of foreign

Hops last vear imported was very large. The

Hop growers may fairly require to know that

the lo<«es in question were .not attributable to

the employment of foreign instead of home-

grown Hops. .,,...
The circular goes on to say that it is now prac-

tically ascertained beyond all question" that sul-

phured Hops spoil the beer. Let us know the

nature of this practical proof, how conducted, by

whom and when. If, as we learn from the circular,

this has been so positively made out, it is surely

due from the factors to the growers, that the latter

should be furnished with full particulars, and not be

called upon to receive without question an assertion

which, as far as it at present appears, rests on no

evidence that can be produced.

Tb.S Hop growers have the more right to ask for

proof, when they see upon what sort of reasoning

the factors found their circular notice. The factors

say that sulphur applied to Hops in drying does

no harm ; it is only " when actually incorporated

into the plant by its application during its

"rowth " that mischief ensues. Are we to under-

stand from this that Hops absorb sulphur when

applied to them in the open air, on the vines while

in a state of growth s and that they refuse it when

large doses are administered in tie kiln? We
should take such to be the meaning of the circular if

it were conceivable that a body of intelligent men

these seven must be subtracted, as they had not

germinated when placed meanwhile in common soil.

The others consisted of 18 culinary plants, 15 endo-

gens, and 20 exogens ; 53 in all. Of the first the only

ones which did not vegetate were Peas and Kidney

Beans ; of the second three did not vegetate
;
and of

the third nine, being respectively one-ninth, one-

third, and nine-twentieths.

The following tabular arrangement will show the

result of the whole experiment at a single glance.

CULINARY PLANTS,

Germinated.
1. Carrot

2. Spinach
3. Yellow Turnip
4. Celery

5. Onion
6. Lettuce

7. Capsicum"
8. Black Radish
9. Corn Salad

10. Endive
11. Golden Cress

12. Beet
13. Cabbage
14. Melon
15. Aubergine

16. Tomato

Did not Germinate.

1. Pea
2. Kidney Bean

specimens have more than twenty. The plant was

received at Chiswick from Mr. Francis Rauch, m
charge of one of the Austrian Imperial Gardens.

What gives so much additional interest to this plant

is its native country. We need not say that the

principal country of Pelargoniums is the Cape of Good
Hope, a few species only being found in the Australian

colonies. None had been observed in the northern

hemisphere, except one species in the Canary Islands,

and two or three in Abyssinia, until Kotschy in his

travels in Caramania met with the present plant and

sent it to Vienna. It occurred on limestone rocks,

facing the east, in the ravines of the beautiful mountain

region near the village of Gullek, where it was seen in

flower on the 30th of July, 1853, as we learn from

specimens in our herbarium. Gullek is not to be found

in any map to which we have access, but we suppose it

to be somewhere on the southern side of the Bulgar

Dagh, or chain of Taurus.

A geographical parallel to this case is the occurrence

of a species of Stapelia, another great Cape genus, on

the south side of Sicily. The present plant will

require a greenhouse in winter, and the more so because

of the succulence of its branches; but it may be expected

to prove a gay bedding-out plant in summer, and

perhaps even the parent of a new breed of garden

mules.

1. Oats
2. Wheat
3. Barley
4. Arum maculatum
5. Bulbine annua

G. Anomotheca cruenta

7. Asphodelus luteus

8. Babiana plicata

9. Asphodelus ramosus

10. Trichonema pudicum

11. Sisyrinchium Iridifo

ENDOGENS.
1. Colchicum autumnale

2. Indian Corn

3. Uropetalum serotinum

[lium

EXOGENS.
1

.

Monolopia californica

2. Lupinus pubescens

3. Cenia turbinata

4. Godetia rubicunda

5. Chryseis crocea
0'. Erysimum Perowski-

anum
7. Malope grandiflora

8. Fedia graciliflora

9. Limnanthes Douglasi

1. Godetia Lindleyana

2. Gilia tricolor

3. Eutoca viscida

4. Cosmos luteus

5. Campanula pentagonia

6. Nemophila insignia

7. „ atomaria

8. „ maculata

9. ., discoidalis

could really suppose the Hop growers capable of
|

12. Iris triflora

accepting such an extraordinary assertion without

question. If Hops absorb sulphur at all it will be

on the kiln. We have no reason to suppose that live

plants are capable of absorbing through their skin
j

any form of matter except such as is gaseous ; and
j

if jiving plants were to absorb sulphur in its gaseous

combinations they could only do so at the expense

of their lives. We therefore beg to withhold our

belief from all statements to the contrary, until, as we
J

have already said, they are accompanied by satis-

factory proof. Let that be produced, and we shall 10 s;iene compacta

be among the first to announce so great a discovery, n, Nolana grandiflora

In the meanwhile we rely upon the proof to the
j

Qf thgse cl seis crocea germinated very imper
contrary mentioned in a previous paragraph.

| fecU thon h the singIe plant is stiU alive. Th<

We are far from supposing that the Hop factors
<

others succeeded as well as if the seeds had never

have intended more, by the course they have taken,
; bgen steeped; except the Lupine, of which the

than to protect themselves and their customers the
j Rreatev part f the seeds rotted, like those of the

brewer?. They probably overlooked the grievous
| p^ Kidney BeaD) and Indian corn. Not a single

wrong they were doing to the grower, or they l Hydrophyl succeeded, though five were sown, and
thought themselves so sure of the ground on.which

j
wfJ were unsuccess fu l wifh the closely allied family

they stood that no private interests could be con-
of pn i oxworts . IQ other families the number of

sidered. Upon either supposition we must take the
,

ies submitted to trial were too few to suggest

liberty of calling upon them to prove their case, if
j generai probability, and it will be seen that

they can. The subject is one of immense import-
; whUe one Godelia fa{le

'

d the other succeeded. Seeds
ance and cannot be treated lightly. As we have

j

which haye , fleshy coty i edoriS like Leguminosse
already said, we believe ourselves able to prove that I

seem the mQst , iab,e to decayj where the shell is

Hops sulphured while growing do no injury to beer;
thJn and read;] imoibes water, though it is believed

we are, therefore, the more justified in requiring the

factors to prove if they can that the losses they

speak of have really been traceable to the use of

the same article.

Sulphur is one of the most powerful of known
agents in destroying mildew. It is to gardeners what

vaccine is to surgeons. In horticulture it has been

used for many years without imparting a bad flavour

to fruit or other vegetable products. The sudden

discovery that Hops are an exception to the rule

might well then have excited our consternation, had

not long experience convinced us that the supposed

discovery must be in reality a delusion, caused by

what we can only suppose to be hasty inferences

drawn from insufficiently examined data.

We are now prepared to give the result of the

experiments which, by the kindness of Mr. G. H.

Hoffman, of Margate, we were enabled to make as

to the germination of seeds which had been

immersed in salt water. The method adopted for

this purpose was explained before. There was no

convenience for placing the little bags containing

the seeds actually in the sea. Fresh sea-water was
therefore supplied every day, and at the end of

three weeks the bags were removed. The seeds were
then so soft and swollen that it was impossible to

transmit them without danger of their perishing on
the journey. Measures were therefore taken to dry
them sufficiently for package, and while quite damp
they remained after their arrival, in consequence of
our absence from home, four days without being
unpacked. The immersion, therefore, was equiva-
lent to one of more than a month. Sixty-one
species were submitted to the salt water ; but of

that species with hard woody shells are amori

those which bear a long immersion the best. On
the whole, out of 53 species 39 succeeded, or nearly

three-fourths. So far, then, it is clear that immer-

sion in salt water for a month is not sufficient to

prevent the germination of a large quantity of

species, and during that time a floating plant laden

with seed might travel through many hundreds of

miles. From the experiments of Mr. Darwin, how-
ever, which were made with artificial sea-water, it

appears that a still longer immersion is not suffi-

cient to prevent vegetation. Beet and Rhubarb ger-

minated after immersion for 65 days, Oats, Canary

seed and Capsicum, after 70 ; Cress, Lettuce,

Radish, and Carrot after the same period, but only

a few plants of each came up, Orach after 82 days,

and Celery and Onion after 85 days. Mr. Darwin
also instituted experiments on seeds thoroughly dried

after immersion in salt water, but an unfortunate

accident prevented his arriving at any results.

M. J. B.

New Plants.
141. Pelargonium Endlicherianum. " Fend. Abbild.

mid Beschreib. selt. Pfl. t. 3." According to Walper's

repert. 2, 820.
This is a handsome novelty and a great curiosity. It

is a fleshy branched shrub, with soft, roundish,

kidney-shaped, crenated, fragrant leaves, and trusses

of large deep rose-coloured flowers, each con-

sisting of two petals only, as in P. tetragonum. In

addition to their deep ground colour the petals are

boldly marked by rich crimson veins. The flowers on

the specimen before ua from the garden of the Horti-

cuHural Society are on'y five in a truss ; but our wild

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXXVI-
356. Phvlloptosis, Carpoptosis, Anthoptosis.—{Acci-

dental and Organic).—Fall of the leaf, fruit, flower-.

In the last number those cases were considered in which

a separation takes place between the stem of a leaf, or-

fruit, &c, and the base from which it springs when it

has performed its proper functions, and is no longes

wanted. There are, however, many cases in which leaves

and fruit fall from constitutional or accidental causes,

when these functions have not been performed. In most

cases of sterility the separation takes place, either before

or after the fruit shows signs of incipient decay, and the

fall of blossoms and leaves without any previously

diseased condition may take place, from excessive

drought, moisture, cold, heat, &c. Thus on the approach

of winter, at the first frost many leaves fall while yet

green, and before they betray positive signs of decay, in

which case, whatever may be the structure of suture by

which the stalk is attached to the stem, it appears clear

that the fall is the result of the antagonistic force between

the depressed vitality on the one side, and the full vigour

of life on the other, though we are not prepared to say in

what the principle of life consists. In the case of

drought, a fresh supply of water may reinstate the foliage

in all its vigour, and separation will not take place,

provided the drought has not been of too long continuance.

The drought of the hot season in tropical climates strips

many deciduous trees aa effectually of their foliage as

those of more temperate climates, where the foliage falls

The on the cessation of its functions by natural decay.

357. Land which has been flooded has a peculiar

tendency to cause trees to cast their leaves, and a

similar condition exists in conservatories where the pots

in which the plants are grown are ill-drained, thoughin

this case the dry air which surrounds them often in-

creases the evil, the evaporation from the leaves being

so great as not to be capable of being compensated by

the more or less diseased or suffering spongelets. But

even where the house is properly syringed, many plants

still cast their leaves, in consequence, probably, of defi-

ciency of light. In fact, all extremes seem to have the

same effect. In plants which have been delicately

treated all the winter, especially if they have been

crowded, the first thing which takes place on their being

exposed to the open air is the loss of many of their

leaves ; and precisely the same effect may take place

under contrary conditions, though it is not uniformly

the case. It should be observed that the fall of fruit in

an early stage is not always due to want of impregnation.

In the Scarlet Bean, for instance, after the flowers have

been impregnated and the legumes have been forme*,

a single ungenial night will cause thousands to fall,

which under other circumstances would have been per-

fected. It is because of some circumstance unfavour-

able to their healthy vegetation that the Peaches and

Nectarines in Van Diemen's Land, as mentioned by Dr.

Harvey, frequently fall before they are ripe, and are

so seldom brought to sufficient perfection even for

culinary purposes ; and the same may be said of

multitudes of plants cultivated in our conservatories and

stoves. When the unexpanded buds of the Camellia

fall we know at once that the condition of the roots is

bad, while in other cases we are as sure that the tempera-

ture is not that which a healthy condition of the plant

requires. A correction of such conditions, according to

the exigencies of each plant, where practicable is abso-

lutely indispensable to health or vigour.

358. Meyen remarks with regard to the normal fall

of leaves that it is strongly affected by external climatic

conditions, by which it may be delayed for a considerable

period, or, on the contrary, be greatly accelerated. 9
remarks moreover that those plants which cast theil

leaves periodically exhibit surprising differences in tbil

respect, for while some retain their dry leaves* foi

months, others part with them at the first frost, ever

those which are still green and in no respect discolored.

359. As we have considered the fall of fruit and othel

superficial organs under the same head as that of leave»

* Oaks afford a ready example. The younger trees retain tlrtl

leaves more tenaciously than the older, but in the same piano

tion great differences are observable, and the same remark I

applicable to Beech trees.
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it will bo right lo mention hero tlio disease which ig

80 fatal to Vinoa in many parts of Franco and Other

Continental districts, known under the name of COulwre,

or the premature fall of the Inflorescence. This arises

frequently from spring frosts, hut it is ahio caused hy

poverty of sap, as is proved hy the fact that removing a

ring of hark a fow days before the expansion of the

flower entirely prevents the calamity, provided the

temperature anil other climatic conditions be favour-

able, Tlio fall of the fruit is known hy the same
.mamo, hut in tho Vino this can scarcely take place,

<oxcopt at ft very early period of growth or when it is

fully ripe. The fall of fruit in other cases may arise

'from anything which checks growth, and where the crop

is too abundant, some privileged Individuals appropriate

the nourishment, and the others fall. if. J. B.

NOTES ON TRANSPLANTING.—No. I.

Autumn is at hand, and planting will soon ho com-
menced. A considerable experience as ft landecape
gardonor assures mo that good practical knowledgo on
tho subject docs not generally obtain among those most
interested in tho results. If this, and the succeeding
papers which I purpose writing on tho subject; should

in any way remedy that, I shall bo pleased.

Professional men are, I believe, protty well agrcod as

to the b©8t timo ftnd mode of transplanting ; anil there

nro many excollont treatises from which, as far as prin-

ciples are concornod, the amateur may glean the best

advice, but whilo principles alono aro of the highest

value to tho initiated, thoy often prove stumbling blocks

to tho moro novico. To benefit him thoso principles

must be illustrated both in tho rulo and in tho excep-

tion. I hope to'do that.

As a general rulo tho host season in which to trans-

plant trees and shrubs is tho autumn, from the last

week in September till the samo period in November.
Evergreens especially should, if possible, be removed
then. Of course they may be safely planted at other

periods ; in fact, there is scarcely a month in the year
in which evergreens, under certain conditions, may not

be transplanted with perfect success : but as a general

rule, and in all operations of magnitude, some time
between the periods named above should be chosen.

Deciduous plants should be removed between tho

decay of the leaf in autumn and the swelling of the bud
in spring. So soon as the leaf begins to fade, is, how-
•sver, the best time for tho operation ; but, as in the
case of evergreens, the rulo admits of many exceptions.

These will be noticed in due course.

Of the comparative advantage of different periods of

the year for removing evergreens, the following will

furnish good examples. A year or two since a large

number of shrubs and trees, principally evergreens,
was removed uuder my directions. Circumstances
which I had no influence over rendered it imperative
that the operation of transplanting should he tardily

jproceeded with. In fact the work was begun in the

middle of August and was hardly finished in the suc-

ceeding May. Every week during this long period,

when the weather would allow, some shrubs were trans-

planted. I watched the results of these proceedings

with great interest, and I confess to have gleaned some
valuable information from them.

I should observe that the kinds of shrubs were prin-

cipally Portugal Laurels, Laurestines, Arbutus, varie-

gated Hollies. Sweet Bays, and Aucubas. Those moved
in August suffered considerably in the loss of their

leaves, especially the Laurestines, and assumed generally

a yellow sickly hue. Others transplanted during the

first 10 days of September succeeded little better
;

while those removed during the latter part of the same
month, and in October and November, hardly indicated

any effects of the operation. The weather, from the

commencement of the work up to the beginning of

November, was upon the whole dry. After this heavy
rains set in and continued till the middle of January.

The plants removed during that time did not start so

freely into growth in the following spring as those

transplanted in October and the early part of November.
The soil, it maybe observed, was a stiff loam, and, from
tieing newly trenched, was rendered by the digging and
treading, consequent on the planting, anything but

favourable for the roots. To this cause may undoubt
•edly be attributed the comparative ill success of the

plants removed then.

Towards the close of January frost set in and planting

was suspended for a month ; but during part of February
and the whole of March and April the work was carried

on, and, as the succeeding summer showed, with vary-

ing success. Those removed in March, however, on the

whole suffered most, many of them, especially some
large Portugal Laurels, died back to within a foot or

two of the ground ; others lost the greater part of their

branches. These on being cut back made vigorous
growth in the following year. Of all the plants removed
I do not think more than half a dozen died outright.

Some of the shrubs transplanted in April deserve a

special notice. Of these several werj large Portugal
Laurels, requiring the united assistance of eight or ten

men to lift. As they were placed in very important
positions every care was taken to ensure success by
careful removal, and each was well watered when
planted. The only indication of their having changed
places was the casting of a few of the older leaves.

Notwithstanding the few failures, and the otherwise
varying success, the result of the work on the whole
may be considered as satisfactory. Two points in par-

ticular contributed to this success. The ground to be

planted, from being trenched previously, had become
thoroughly settled, and the plants themselves having to i e

carried but abort distances received no material injury

from being kept out of the ground, Whenever planting

is to be oxtenaively undertaken, much of the •

will depend on timely preliminaries being carried out
it, in too much the practice to procrastinate In this, and
to dofer the preparation of tho soil till it in time to plant

the treos.

Supposing the noil to require both draining and

tronchlng, and in ail new grounds tin o operations may
ho oalCUlatod on, by nil lucrum let them bo fininlii-d in

ib" i mer preceding tho planting season, n tht oi

is very stiff and unfavourable, a year's cultivation pre*

vious to planting would b" of iiiiini-nk odvantaj
; but

under any olrcumslances trenching should precedi

planting at least several weeks if possible 'I he soil

then becomes settled, ami, from tin- action of tin

weather, u. II pulverined, and will be, in fact, in an

e) lien!.condition to receive the plants. The difference

in tho success of HiirubH planted in a nicely pulverfi i "i and
i.ilienvini' will prepared noil, and ill one newly-trcnehsjd,

miff, and lull ol unbroken clods, is v^-ry great In noiln

which require preparation much of tho success of the

shrubs to I"' planted in it will depend on its being timely

nu l efficiently performed.
Two yearn ago 1 made plans for a new garden in the

neighbourhood of London ; the proprietor of the ground

superintended their execution, and, with the exception

of a preliminary visit at tho commencement of the work,

I did not sec tho gardens until tho ensuing spring, when
I was consulted as to the cause of the almost general

failure of tho shrubs. This was at once evident. The
soil was very stiff— clay, in fact, and as it was trenched

in the autumn and winter, and the plants immediately

placed in it, it is easily imagined what kind of medinm
the roots enjoyed. Tho soil was in fact but a collection

of lumps of clay with nothing to fill the interstices
;

nevertheless attempts had been made at planting—it

would be libellous to say that it was really performed.

Tho winds of March, assisted by the sun, had con-

verted the lumps of clay into brick, and robbed tho ill-

covered roots of every particle of moisture : tho plants

were of course dead or dying, and no art could save

them then.

In this case an early preparation of the soil was not

only advisable but imperative, if anything like success

with the shrubs was to be hoped for. Such a soil should

be broken up a year before planting, and well worked
at intervals to bring it into a proper condition. All soils

will yield to well-directed labour ; the end to be
attained is merely a question of time, labour, and ex-

pense. Those who are unfortunate enough to have an

unfavourable soil to deal with must incur all that if the

best results are to be obtained. 0. TV. L.

GARDENING IN SOMERSETSHIRE.
I send you the accompanying design from a cooper's

garden in this county from a neighbourhood singularly

devoid of gardening or other taste ; it is a Pyracantha
in very full flower ; every spray must have been watched

i to tns facts I wish to In tb- perish
nam I may now be seen two adjoining Hop ;

,- to two different grower*, thi variety ol

Hop a-. -

from Ibis dni", they were each ,,. a similar at

Ilealtb,when saddsnlytiM mouldappeared simnlia -

upon i f»"b.

At thin lima '!•
: Isats «r*r« not ii

tiny i\. r" in I -.rlv SO. OfM '' '

commenced with sulphur, the other allowed tin

unmolested. A no n
,
and now to

and tie to tb" rown thai i I

h and ought to coi

boil } cwt. per acre, and in the other, in owner will

probably not | ul a ba»k"l inl/i the ('round. II' H
ihi

i
rfment in eonclosira ••

and now let US look into ' 'hat has I '

means of thin socoesf. 'fin mini
in* r ol twles da ting

,!
I acre* was

lees than '.'.I , but say t2f, lor t'

whether we have i toon ol I
Hop* v, i

or whether we have our year's t

in thin cane in clearly whether we i

to "X|end 12'. Tin- argument upon -t

therefore! put at rest I dty of

tin; application. This i
in, bar,

that tb" expense is lea* than .';/. ; nor I

alarmed at the difficulty, when we know tb

required i-. a dredge or duster of tin capable ol I

pints, md that il must be made to h

handle long enough to go over the top of too Hop*. I:

must nol be filled, and in better lo have about 01

which will then leave apace to allow of shaking, which

is essential to the operation. An. ' blow

on the handle will Bcatter the dust over the top, and

similar treatment will cover the leaves by going round

the stool. In this rnanntr, when the whole ground had

been attended to, and every plant dusted over, it •«
observed that the whiteness of the mould had turn- 1 to

a violet colour—a sure sign of the decay of the mould ;

but to prevent any chance of miming the infected

branches and leaves, the same operation wan acain per-

formed. From that time to the present the llopn have

flourished—flowering as if nothing bad occurred, and

now presenting that peculiar beauty that a healthy

ground is proverbial for.

Having disposed of the two firBt objection*

consider the third—namely, the groundB for the Hop
factors' manifesto. It relates that certain giowers, by

the use of sulphur last year, grew Hops, and that ll.e

brewer using them spoilt the beer, and therefore they

State that they will not buy Hops without a certificate

that no sulphur has been u-ed in the culture. Let us

see how this doctrine would apply to our present case.

Of course they would not buy the growth because

sulphur has been used. Is not this the height of absur-

dity, for the sulphur was used before the plants were in

flower, and consequently the Hop could not in any way
be affected by it I

The gentleman who drew up this manifesto evidently

supposes that sulphur would pass into the pore* of the

plant, and thus find its way into the Hop from the

leaves and stems. This every physiologist knows to be

a thing impossible, and consequently any deduction from

it is simply absurd. It is now only necessary for roe to

conclude by stating that I possess a branch from each

ground, and shall be happy to show them to any inter-

ested upon the question. WUUan Hosiers,

Nursery, Canterbury, August 1'.'.

I

weekly. Cheiranthus Marshalli in marly soil makes

I

an admirable bedding plant. Flowers are very pale

this season, and fade very quickly, Laburnum unusually

so. Somerset. ^^^

HOP DISEASE.

For years past I have urged my Hop growing friends

when the mould attacks the leaves to dress them with

sulphur, for I felt convinced that the mould would be as

rapidly destroyed by its action as similar parasites are

upon plants iu our cultivation. The usual objections

started have been the expense, the difficulty of applica-

tion, and lastly, the resolution of certain Hop factors

not to buy, except the grower would certify that no

sulphur bad been used in their culture.

In giving the history of what has occurred in the

parish of Basschild, near Sittingbourne, in this county,

I propose to say a few words on each of the objections.

CIRCULAR ADDRESSED TO THE HOP-
GROWERS OF KENT AND SUSSEX.

The very serious losses which brewers bav.; re-
tained from the application of sulphur to the growing

crop of Hops, with the view of checking the spread of

mould, render it onr duty to call the attention of the

Hop-growers generally to the subject, and we would

hope that it will only be necessary to make them

acquainted with the disastrous results of the practice to

ensure its discontinuance.

It has now been practically ascertained, beyond all

question, that Hops grown under such treatment im-

part so obuoxious a smell and flavour to the beer

brewed from them ss to render it unsaleable, and.

unhappily, we could multiply instances of losses

arising from this cause, to the extent of thousands of

pounds.

It would appear that while sulphur, in moderation,

applied in vapour during the process of drying Hops,

I
produces no deleterious effects, when actually ineor-

|

porated into the plant by its application Cu: e
'•

|

growth, it impregnates the beer with its flavour to such

I an extent as to render it undrinkable.

As large purchasers of Hops we shall feel bound, for

the protection of our customers, to require some guaran-

tee from those of whom we buy them that any lots

offered to us for sale have not been sulphured while on

I the poles : and without obtaining such an assurance, we

J

shall be obliged to decline their purchase.

This subject, however, appears to ns to be of the most

i vital importance to the growers of Hops themselves, as

j
the practice, if not abandoned, must encourage tbe con-

sumersin the use of foreign Hops, which have already

' been so extensively introduced and fouod favour ; for as

\
mould is comparatively unknown abroad, the brewers
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will have no apprehension in their use of suffering from

the remedy adopted in Englnnd for the cure of that

disease.
"Wood, Field, ivnd Hanhnrv; Loekwood, Randall, and Co.:

Wigan, White, and Wigaus; Jones, Armstrong, and

Moon: Craster, Humble, and Son; Jackson and Green-

slade; Tim. Richardson and Sons ; llnbbardand Strutter;

Thomas Waterman and Co.; Kitchin Thornton; Pike,

Leake ma Co.; G-. II. nitt and Co.; Preston, Baker, and

Co.: S. and W. II. Teulon; W. Cosier; J. P. Knight;

R. and T. Collis.

Home Correspondence.
Fences.— Observing of late several articles on fencing

in your journal, I submit that one kind may be suitable

for one place but might not be so in another ; for in-

stance a cold bleak country would like to have shelter

and protection, whereas in warmer or more genial

localities, the more fields are open to the influences of the

sun and air and freed from hedge-row timber the

better. At this moment I will more particularly con-

sider the question of fences generally. Grant we have

stone, iron, and different sorts of living stuff at com-

mand—stone-walls to many may be unsightly, but where
quarries are near and stones large enough to make a

jagged topping, mike good fences, take up little space,

are inexpensive and durable. The second I preler to any
other, viz., a good substantial iron hurdle, with 4 up-

rights, with an iron post buttressed alternately on either

side, taking up no room, harbouring neither weeds nor

vermin, removable from place to place, and has its worth

a3 old metal. But what's the last ?—balance the first

and greater outlay with the second and lesser expenses;

remembering, however, the annual outlay for keeping

live fences in repair. I have nothing to say against the

following kinds of hedges :—Hollies, Blackthorn, Quicks,

or Sweetbriar mixed with Beech or Privet, but one and
all of them require time to become real and substantial

fences; all require two-sided posts and rails— often to be

renewed, often stolen, always closely t»be looked after;

and if you will count your cost of labour, timber, and
nails for 5 or 6 years, you will find a good deal of money
has been disbursed. It may be asked whether it is

better to plant your live fence on the surface of the soil

or on a bank ; if on a bank a ditch on either side to form
it is usual, which cattle breast, and the ditches are
trampled in and pouched, and the outflow of drains are
stopped up if carried into them. If on the surface, it

requires a long time before a substantial good fence can
be got up ; and if the fields are pastured with sheep,
vacancies and gaps are sure to be made in it by being
browsed, 'ihe best Quickset hedge I ever saw was made
after this fashion—a wall of 18 inches high and 9 inches
wide, with Quicks planted on both sides of it. Although
an advocate (from experience) of an iron hurdle being
the best and the cheapest in the end, it must be a strong
one, with buttressed props; a slight one does not answer
in any way the view I take upon the subject. Rliyl.

As regards mixing and rearing hedge plants no
general rule can be laid down, for scarcely two men
can agree as to what is the best hedge mixture. Soil
and climate are the two most essential points to be
studied in the rearing of plants adapted for hedging.
In good soil and for agricultural purposes nothing can
supersede the White Thorn. For ornamental and lawn
fencing the kind of plants to be chosen must be left to

the taste of the planter ; a good many varieties of ever-
green plants have been recommended, and many more
might be named, all well adapted for forming beautiful
hedges, provided such suits the owner's taste, and the
soil in which they are to be planted. As to keeping
hedges when reared, surely " A Northern " is acquainted
with better implements than a pair of rusty scissors
for clipping or cutting hedges ; keeping the latter narrow
at top instead of broad, which isgenerally termed " wedge-
shaped," is certainly the best form.

' "A Northern"
must have few hedges under his management if he can
find time to dress them annually with a pair of scissors

;

1 hope that he will try the implement mentioned by " A
Yorkshireman " last week ; Sanderson's (of Dunse) is

the best hedge bill I ever tried, it can be had of any
respectable ironmouger or seedsman. I have travelled
in Scotland and in the north of England, and I can
safely say that the best hedge fences I ever saw were
wedge-shaped

; they are the easiest kept, and with
fair management live longest ; they should be dressed
annually. The Far North, Abcrnelhy, Strathspey, Scot-
land.

My Flemish Pears have been much destroyed by
myriads of yellow flies, and three remedies, which I

have tried for them, have proved useless. I washed
one tree with the engine, and while wet dusted it all

over with soot. I allowed that to remain on four days
and then washed it off. For another tree I used
2 lbs. of sulphur in solution, and for a third tobacco-
juice. None of these applications, however, were
effectual in removing the evil. Do you know of any
remedy ? Would it be well to give the trees liquid
manure at the roots in order to improve the size of the
fruit

; and if so, is it proper to mulch with a view to
prevent evaporation ? Would mulching with Grass
have a bad effect in preventing the sun's rays promoting
the ripening process ? Any information on these points
would oblige A Constant Reader, Cupar, Fife. [ Do not
use Grass-mulching. As to the fly, before suggesting
any remedy for it we must know what it is]

ani«a.—Having succeeded this spring in ripening
a cons.derable number of Vanilla pods, a phenomenon
oas come under my observation which appears worth
noticing, namely, the formation of very delicate needle-Shaped crystals, both on the surface and in the interior

of the pods when slowly dried. I suspect lhey will

prove some peculiar alkaloid to which the plant owes its

flavour. My mode of treatment after they were

gathered was first to dry them slowly by hanging them
up in the stove in which they had been cultivated ; they

were afterwards laid to dry in a warm sitting room,

and finally put away in a wide-mouthed glass bottle,

exposed to moderate light. Notwithstanding all the

drying to which they had been subjected, one or two

pods showed symptoms of mould, but the crystallisation

of which I speak is quite distinct from this, the crystals

being needle-shaped and prismatic, apparently trian-

gular, about one-twentieth of an inch long and under.

The interior of the pods where, in ripening, they have

burst open, is quite brilliant with them. /. Rogers.

[The crystals are understood to be of either benzoic

or cinnamic acid.]
" Sir Harry " Strawberry.—In answer to the para-

graph signed " Fragaria," in last week's Number, I

have advertised in another column some few testimo-

nials respecting this Strawberry from amongst numerous
others which I have received from various parties. I

was not aware, until I was favoured by the paragraph

in question with the information, that this Strawberry

was held in such slight estimation at the Horticultural

Fete at Carlisle. Having had awarded it there the 1st

prize, I of course imagined that the award of the judges

at such an exhibition was right and indisputable. R.

Viuhrhill, Sir Harry's Road, Fdgbaslon, Birmingham.
Vine Disease.—I do not know whether it may be

among the facts tending to throw light on the Vine

disease, that in the case of our own houses the Grapes
were first affected at the western end, the blight gra-

dually passing on through the last month or more to

those that until lately appeared quite healthy at the

eastern end ; and within a day or two I have observed

that some of the leaves and branches are assuming the

same mouldy appearance. All were, I imagine, quite

healthy in colour umil the early part of last month.
The two houses have a southern aspect, are separated

by a stone wall, and are ventilated from the roof. They
receive but little care ; but last year so few branches

were blighted by the mildew as to lead to the hope these

were accidental, and that the disease had not attacked

the Vines. It is now unmistakeable. L. P., Plymouth.

Importance of Urine as Manure.— This, when allowed to

become putrid, contains a large quantity of ammonia.
This is clearly appreciable when it is stirred up, the

effect produced being such as to affect the eyes similarly

to salts of ammonia. This valuable manure then is

easily attainable, inexpensive, and only requires the

trouble of collecting. The exact quantity of this liquid

that plants will make use of, or are capable of assimi-

lating, I am unable to determine. But it is wiser and
better to apply such substances weak and often than to

furnish them in excessive doses. The proportions in

which I have used it to Pine plants, vigorous growing
soft-wooded stove plants, Vines in pots, &c, first allow-

ing the liquid to become putrid, was 1 pint to a 4 gallon

pan, and that the leaves of plants do to a certain extent
absorb ammonia from the atmosphere is undoubted
(see Dr. Lindley's "Theory of Horticulture"). I have,
therefore, used the urine in the above proportion for

syringing Pine plants ; under such treatment the
leaves assume a deep green and a robustness of growth
which is not effected in the absence of such matters
being applied. To Celery, Cauliflowers, Onions, Lettuce,
and the like, I have used 1 quart to 4 gallons of water,

with equally good effect. The above experiments were
cariied out in gardening, but they equally apply to
farming. An easy method for the practical farmer to

obtain a valuable manure, either to drill with Turnips
or to apply as a top dressing to Wheat, would be to

collect the parings of hedge banks, clay or strong
loam, burn or char them, and soak them with the liquid.

After burning or charring, such substances possess the

power of fixing ammonia to a great extent. Such work
could be carried out on a farm, as well as in a garden,
when the weather in winter would permit of little else

being done. G. G. W.
Transplanting Large Trees at Gannersbury Parle.—

Mr. Barron is mistaken in stating that the major part of

the trees here were moved under his direction or that

of his man. Sutda superintendence certainly did not
extend to more than a fourth of the number transplanted

here last autumn ; and with the exception of the large

Douglas Fir, a Spanish Chesnut, the Cupressus macro-
carpa, many equally large as he transplanted, such as

Deodars, Cryptomerias, &c, from 10 to 20 feet in

height, were moved by myself, and as you have cor-

rectly reported, with perfect success. I observe that

Mr. Barron attributes the loss of the top of the Douglas
Fir to its toes having been too closely pared. This may
or may not be the case. Throwing out a trench round
a tree in spring, as was done in this instance, and filling

up with prepared soil to induce fibres previous to trans-

planting in aulumn, is however considered by many
safe practice. Wm. Forsyth, Aug. 30.

Transplanting Machines— Which is the Best ?—With-
out entering into the merits or demerits of the different

transplanting machines now in use, I have thought ibat

an excellent way of settling the matter would be by a
public competition at such places as might be agreed
upon, giving the competitors a certain number of equal
sized trees to transplant, the kinds of trees and con-

ditions of soil, &c, to be as near the same as possible.

This would certainly aid in settling the many conflicting

opinions as to the cheapest and most efficient contrivance
for the purpose. It would of course take some time to

settle the success or oiherwise of the trees and shrubs

lilted, but a year or so would also determine that point.

I think (it may be ignorantly), that Mr. M'Glashen's
mach ne surpasses Mr. Barron's and I too could quote
authorities in support of this view, but I prefer throw-
ing out the above suggestion, leaving the animus of Mr.
Barron's letter in last week's Number to speak for itself.

An Observer.

Anacharis alsinaslrum.— There is at Weybridge anil

Walton a land drain about 5 or 6 feet wide which
empties itself into the Thames. Both at its upper end
at Weybridge, and at its lower end at Walton, 2 miles
apart, this plant is abundant. The drain, which is called

the Engine River, runs for some distance through, my
land, and to any one calling on me I shall be glad to

point out the plant. It bloomed very plentifully, and.

indeed nearly covers the whole bottom of the Engine
River from end to end. J. Cox, Clinton House, Wey-
bridge, Surrey.

How to make Yeast.—In your last Number is a recipe

for making yeast ; I send another from the " European
Magazine" for 1790, which does not require yeast itself

for a foundation as the one printed at p. 566 does. It

seems to have been considered worthy of a prize 60
years ago. The following is extracted from the maga-
zine above named, vol 18, p. 192:—Recipe for the
Generation of Yeast.—A premium of 201. having been
given to Joseph Senyor, a servant of the Rev. Mr,
Mason, from the Society of Arts, Manufactures, and
Commerce, we think we shall oblige our readers by
extracting from the Transactions of that Society the

following recipe. Procure three earthen or wooden
vessels of different sizes and apertures, one capable of

holding two quarts, the other three or four, and the

third five or six. Boil a quarter of a peck of malt for

about 8 or 10 minutes in three pints of water, and when
a quart is poured off from the grains, let it stand in the

smaller vessel in a cool place till not quite cold, but

retaining that degree of heat which the brewers usually

find proper when they begin to work their liquor ; then
remove the vessel into some warm situation near a

fire, where the thermometer stands between 70° and 80°

Fahrenheit, and then let it remain till the fermentation

begins, which will be plainly perceived within 30 hours
;

add then two quarts more of a like decoction of malt,

when cool as the first was, and mix the whole in the

second or larger vessel, and stir it well in, which must
be repeated in the usual way as it rises in a common
vat ; then add a still greater quantity of the same
decoction, to be worked in the largest vessel, which will

produce yeast enough for a brewing of 40 gallons.

M. N, Aug. 26.

Suffolk Natural History Club.—On the 26th of July
Professor Henslow, with a party of naturalists from
Ipswich, started a working club under the above name.
The object is to examine the natural history of the

entire county by excursions during the summer, and the

establishment of correspondents in various parts of the

county. It is hoped that by this means the natural

history of the county will in a few years be pretty well

explored ; a correct record will be kept of all plants,

insects, birds, or any other object in natural history

which are met with during the excursions. Any person
in the county desirous of encouraging and joining this

club will do well to communicate their wishes either to

Mr. Henslow, or to Dr. Drummond,of Ipswich. This club

is considered to be in a certain degree in connection with
the museum, and Mr. Knight, the active and intelligent

curator, will gladly take charge of all specimens com-
mitted to his care which are intended to illustrate a
complete Fauna of the county of Suffolk. If other
counties will do the same, how much will be effected in

a few years? The meeting on the 26th July was at

Bentley, and Dadnish Wood was explored. Rain came
on unfortunately in the middle of the day. C. R. B.

jEschynanthus, etc., without Artificial Heat.—In your
Journal of the 14 th July, you gave an extract from
Hooker's " Journal of Botany" respecting the in-

judicious treatment of Orchids, in the keeping them in

too high a temperature. Many other plants besides

that particular class will be found to thrive without any
artificial heat. I send herewith flowers from an
jEschynanthus now suspended from the roof of my
greenhouse, which has had no artificial heat, but
actually stood several degrees of frost last winter. I

have also Lagerstrcemia indica coming we 1 into flowed,

trained against the glass of the greenhouse. Both these

are usually, I believe, considered to be stove plants.

C. J. B., Abbolsley, Devon.
The Dioscwea Batatas.—I fear this will prove one of

the most complete horticultural flams we have had for

a long time, in common, I suspect, with some hun-
dreds of your readers, I purchased some tubers in

February last and planted them in pots, placing the

pots in bottom-heat in a forcing house. The shoots
were a long time before they made their appearance
above ground, seeming to require much heat ; however,,
in May they progressed rapidly, so that by the 16th of

June each plant had formed a tuber about as large as a
nutmeg. On that day, after hardening them off, I

planted them out, having first prepared a ridge on a
south-eastern slope, the soil being a very light sand

;

this I stirred to 2 feet in depth, mixing with it a good
quantity of rotten manure. I placed no glasses over
them, considering that if it is really to prove a hardy
esculent fit for general culture, such extreme care should
not be required. And now for my success ! By the 30th
of June they were much less than when planted out ; the
heavy rains in July gave them a " heavy blow and great

discouragement," and at this moment only two out of six

are alive, and they have shoots perhaps 6 inches long.
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In tho extreme south of I'Vaneo, ami in .Spain, with
careful culture, it may succeed, but with ourcloudy skies
and equable temperature, I fear it will not ovon toward
the amateur gardener, who looks only for small returns
alter mueli labour. An an article of general culture it

never can be of the Brightest utility, and it is really a
pity that bo much' was done in the puffing way wiiii ii.

Avery clever French gardener has made a fortune l»y

it, and when hu was with mo a short time since l
i howed

him my plants, tolling him at tho same time thai I

was aware it had filled his pocket, but that I thouglil il

would never fill our stomachs. His sagacious grin and
shrug woro things worth looking at. Yam,

flQtittg Of &OOh0.

In a olosoly and admirably printed Ito volume, of
.'170 pages, Mr. Newdogate has collected The diatom

'

Tariffs of all Nations, up to the Year I860 (Murray),
Of such a work, if executed with can,', os ihia evidently
is, it is difficult to overestimate the importance as a book
of reforenco by financiers and merchants. Even to
those who only seek for general information the details
of foreign tariffs possess the highest value, demonstrating
as thoy do what products are abundant enough to bo
exported, and what in such demand as to be imported,
Mr. Newdegate's avowed object has been to obtain bi in-
commercial information than is furnished to Parliament,
and to collect in one volume the data upon which all

ohanges in our own tariff should be founded, lie has
taken as tho ba»ia of his work Mr. Otto HUbner's "Com-
mercial Tariffs," but to the information collected by that
eminent statist in 1852 he has added all that has sinco
beon done in oufown or other countries. So complete,
indeed, is the compilation that Mr. Newdogate announces
the tariffs of tho Sandwich Islands, Nicaragua, Hondu-
ras, and the Mosquito Territory as being the only four
ho has been unable to procure.

Mr. Gosse has published the first part of a Manual
of Marine Zoology (Van Voorst, 12mo), explaining tho
distinctions between the orders and genera of those
curious animals which have become familiar even to
Londoners through the marine vivaria in the Zoological
Garden. The classification seems well managed, has
the great merit of being concise as well as clear, is

I

written wholly in Euglish, and is illustrated by wood-
louts which, although slight, are amply sufficient for the
'purpose intended. We can recommend it as a capital
Iseaside companion for all who wish to know something
bf tho zoology of their native shores. It will afford
pleasure to the old, and excellent exercise to the young
md intelligent. A good pocket lens will generally show
ill the structure with which it is necessary to become
icquainted in order to uuderstaud Mr. Gosse's little

)Ook. The second part, to contain animals of a higher
>rder, up to Mammals, is announced as being nearly
•eady. Much as we esteem the maimer in which the
author lias proceeded in this attempt at popularising an
>bscure subject, we should have much preferred seeing

|

he names of the orders Anglicised a little, by converting
?oriphora into Porifers, Cirrhipedia into Cirrhipeds,

,
ind so on.

! TIte Isthmus of Sues Question (Longmans &Galignaui),

I

s a pamphlet by M. de Lesseps, written with a view to
fhowing the mercantile advantages of a ship canal '

Nonnesting the Mediterranean and Red Seas. We
Ijielieve it to be admitted by practical engineers that the
|i>peration, whether from the Cay of Pelusium, as M. de
jesseps proposes, or by the Gulf of Akaba, as Captain
Uleu suggests, is opposed by no difficulties that would
ie insuperable provided money enough is applied to the !

peratiou. But it strikes us that politicians, not engineers,
re the persons to consult ; and that the true question

j

i not whether the plan is feasible but whether it is

dvisable. Upon such a point we have no opinion to
ffer. The reader who wishes to look at the subject
rom M. de Lesseps' poiut of view will do well to peruse
is pamphlet, which is accompanied by two good maps
f the country, and a third which was scarcely

j

ailed for.

i

A Sunday Booh for the Young (Van Voorst), is a nicely
Tinted and plainly written account of tile habits of
atriarchal times in the East, as illustrated by the
ustoms still observed in the unchanging countries once
overned by Noah and his descendants.

Garden Memoranda.
Rotal Botanic Garden, Kew.—This great publie
xden appears to be undergoing a thorough revision
ot only in one department but in all ; and we have
eason to believe that the spirit of improvement at
resent in operation here will not be satisfied till every-
ling connected with it shall have put on an aspect
ery different from what it ever lias done. For the
mgnificent collection of Aloes, Agaves, &c, now kept
i an old lean-to house, better accommodation has been
rovided in the shape of a handsome new span-roofed
reenhouse, which is all but ready for their reception,
his is situated near the end of the large Orchid house,
liieh is now almost wholly occupied with Ferns, the
rchids having been removed to another house, and is

less than 200 feet long and 26 feet wide inside
leosure. Its grealest height is 13A feet, and it is glazed
ith green tinted glass, deeper coloured than that of the
teat Palm house. It is heated with four rows of hot-

ater pipes from one of Burbidge and Healy's boilers,

aim It i; well mutilated, every nceond nwli |ii n,,-

roof moving m well bs the i up:

which are set on a brii >
>

'J i,,-

brieliM for this wall wen ol I from an i

Holland liousx (No. 7), which has been pulled down for
the poi'i -md de

|
I ,M, v. I • to occupy

it, but « liioh art no
i" Inti red Id Ihc old Aloe hou e, till tin ni •

vatory Is built.

The most Important improvement, bowi rtt, about lo
i,'

-
ii-

1

I'-'i i" ii i la if" erection ol o now museum, for
i' oh, d cut raadoi hav< already been infoi

grant of mom ho been voted. The size and loroi ol

this building ore, wc beliavo, not deflnil voly deter,

mined ; bul wo understand that It in to bo plael

south-east cornor at the garden, m an trance
from tho [Uchm I flood soiled the I

It 1b not intendod to super do Ihs museum at present
in oxiBtonce in tho garden, bal (,

» be "" it were
of auxiliary to it, tin objoots worthy of exhibition in
Hllch plaeeH at '"iliiiiihiliie; I

'

' I' ll il I IjeOO found
absolutely neei",nary to provide additional

Hon for them, Of the mors important raritiei troa-

Bured up here, some acconnt wo given I p. 451; that
they greatly Interest the public i» certain from the
1 bora ol persons that daily inspect them,
overcrowding, and on that account il hoi boen
I" lie to have two model at Ized building in d

parts of tho ground than oni very largi ono, in order
iih much OS P'ihhUiIo to avoid ibis evil.

The supply ol water to the plant houses has hitherto
been maintained only by keeping an engine continually
pumping it up to tbe top of a tower by the side of the
lake

; but it has been thought that if accommodation for

storing up a greater quantity than could be done in tbe
water tower alone could bi provided, it would i,

convenient, as well as|oconomioal, and to that end a reser-

voir has been formed under ground, on the summit of
tho rising knoll at the upper end of tho lake. This is

an oblong square, 25 feet in length, and 9 feet in depth,
lined inside with Portland cement, and being turfed all

over, can offer no unsightly object to offend tho eye.

As regards the general collection of plants under
glass, it appears to be in a better condition than ever
we remember to have seen it. The services of a new
cultivator (Mr. Brown, lato foreman to the

''

Rollisson, of Tooting), have been obtained. The Orchids
more especially have been put under his care, and since
he has had them he has repotted nearly ihe whole of
them, and otherwise placed them under circumstances
as advantageous as the season of the year would per-
mit. One great drawback to the successful culture of

plants of this kind here, as indeed it must be in all gardens
to whose houses the public has access, is the continual
opening of doors in winter, by which cold air is admitted,
and for this there is no remedy except shutting up the
house during the coldest months. In summer, we need
not say, the evil is but little felt. Pitcher plauts have
also all been fresh potted, and plunged in Moss at tbe
warmest ends of the stoves, and the extensive and very
valuable collections of Ferns which this establishment

contains, and which Mr. Smith himself takes special

care of, have also all been gone over and shifted where-
ever they required it ; and some of tbe hardier New
Zealand, Madeira and Mexican kinds that were planted

out on a bank in a house with a north aspect have
been lifted and potted, and replaced in the same house
on terraces, faced with burs which will doubtless in time
be covered with rock plants. The appearance of these

Ferns may not at once be improved by lifting them and
putting them in pots ; but the operation has given them
as it were more individuality, and their names are more
conspicuous and accessible than they were before.

Many of them have acquired a size which they could not
have done had they been kept all their time in small pot.-.

The Victoria regis, both in tbe house specially

devoted to its culture and iu the large square slate tank

of the old aquarium, is, we regret to state, not thriving.

The water with which the tank is now supplied is loaded
with a green slimy Conferva that fastens on tbe under
sides of the leaves and rots them. Last year it grew and
flowered tolerably well ; but this season it is doubtful

if it will blossom at all. Other aquatics, such as white,

blue, and red Nympbseas, Nelumbiunis, and even the
Euryale ferox succeed as well as could be desired ; but

the water in which they are growing, especially that iu

the great basin of tbe new Victoria house, is anything

but clear and pleasant to look at, and all that can be
done to clean it has failed to make it better.

Tbe Palms iu the great stove have made much
progress iu growth since we last saw them : the different

kinds of Cocos have already reached the top of the

house, and other sorts have proportionately increased

in size. Of Urania speciosa, we remarked a magnificent

specimen with a stem quite 18 inches in diameter at the

base. Some Bamboos have grown to the surprising

height of 68 feet in 5 months. This includes a long

period in their first stage in which they make little or

no progress, but after they have attained a certain

altitude they rush up at the rate of 2 and often 3 feet

a day. Of Strelitzia augusta we observed very fine

specimens, as well as of Seaforlhia elegans, Sabal um-
braculifera, and others. It may be worthy of notice

that the great dead looking trunks of Encephalartes

pungens received here same three years ago from South
Africa, have pushed noble heads of leaves, and are now
remarkable for their size and grotesque appearance.

The various kinds of Cycas in tbe south end of this great

building have also become objects of much interest.

Passing on to the Caetu6 house we remarked tbe change
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It may be worthy of mention t at Araucana '

which, by-the-bye, is bo I rfolk Is'and Pine
(A. cxcelsa) as to be scarcely diatin^niabablc from it,

was injured by the frost which we had on the

morning of the Chiswick exhibition on the 20th of

June last, and other of the I I** Conifers,

even the Funereal Cypress, also suffered slightly on

that occasion. It i% evident that many fine Mexican
and other tender Conifers, as well as the larger

greenhouse shrubs generally, are suffering from
want of space, especially height, and of more pot

*r tub room. While speaking of the eflecs of frost,

we may mention that no fewer than 2000 Scarlet

Geraniums perished by it here last winter, and other

bedding plants iu proportion. They had been stored in

pits to which no artificial heat could be supplied,

and therefore there were no means of keeping

the frost from them. This would indicate

the advantage of running a hot water-pipe round such
places. A good span-roofed pit has, however, now been
put up here with tbe old fights from the New Holland

house, aud this has been efficiently heated with hot

water.

Suridlano Park, near Ipswich.—I tend
report of a grand promenade concert held in the flower

gardens hereon Friday, the 24th inst. The promenade
was in aid of the funds of the Ipswich Hospital. Princess

Mary, the Grand Duchess of M gh, the
- of Cambridge, and a very numerous assemblage

of nobility who were guests at Shrubland, honoured the

gardens with their presence. Tbe bands of the Grena-
dier and Scots Fusilier Guards were in attendance.

Upwards of 7000 people entered the flower gar ;

the north and south entrances ; not the slightest thing

occurred to mar the pleasure of the gay and exciting

scene ; every one seemed highly delighted, and ap-

parently felt grateful to Sir William and Lady Middle-

ton, who with the Royal personages were loudly cheered

when, retiring from tie gardens. R. G. I\

FLORICU LTU RE.

Hollyhocks.— A- beautiful exhibition of these took

place at Cremorne on Thursday last, a full report of

which will be given next week. Much has been said

of tbe beauty o: French Hollyhocks, but they must be
fine indeed if they surpass th ;5 :: Lrglish growth.

According to Mr. Paul, however, they are inferior

to ours on this side of the channel. He say;

Hour with the Hollyhock), " I have taken consider-

able pains to visit the principal French collections, to

ascertain whether they were worthy of introduction to

British gardens. Those of MM. P<2e and Bseot, both

in the neighbourhood of Paris, are the '.

are superior to old English varieties, but inferior to

the modern ones. Iu conversing with the French
growers, it was evident that the Hollyhock bad not yet

taken a very high sianding in their country : they

had not learned to view it critically ; it had not, so to

speak, become a Florist's flower ; and hence any variety,

the tout ensemble of which produced a pleasing effect,

was cherished, without much regard to the individual

points of form, colour, substance, &c Some of the

mottled, or variegated kinds, were very pretty and
distinct : but I could not discover any that would
stand the test to which they would be submitted by
the Fnglish florist." It is, however, to the culture of

Hollyhocks and to the kind of appearance they produce
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in qarden si-tilery, tliat we wi-li ;ti prtscnt to direct

attention, ami on these points we find tlie following

excellent instructions in the second edition, just pub-

lisued, of the little work we have already mentioned.

"The Hollyhock is a capital plant for the borders of

plantations or BUrobbery walks: it forms a finer

distant object in such situations than the Dahlia, is

lesa lumpish, and continues blooming to a later period

of the year. Again, it may he planted to advantage

in the "back ground of an herbaceous border, so that

the lower part of the stem is hid from view by the

plants in front. In both these situations it may be

] 1 ned singly, in irregular lines, or in groups of three

or live. And here, perhaps, the less choice kinds are

more in character than the finest, as a high state of

culture is neither convenient nor expected. To be

effective en masse is all that is looked for, and the

showiest should be chosen, the hardy kinds of brilliant

colours, and left to assume their natural form of growth.

It is sometimes said that it is not a suitable plant for

small gardens. I think, however, it may be agreeably

disposed there in avenues, or in groups of three or

five near the boundary, filling up in front with dwarf

shrubs, herbaceous, or summer-flowering plants. It

appears to me anything but difficult to effect such au

arrangement with this plant as shall relieve the flatness

often so tiresome in small gardens. The amateur who
cultivates with the view of producing ilia flowers or

spikes in the highest state of perfection, will probably

prefer planting in square beds or rows. This is con-

venient for shading, and places the whole under the eye

at one time. If planted in beds set them 3 feet apart

;

if in row s 3 feet from plant to plant, and 4 feet from row
to row, that one may walk conveniently I etween them.

In regard to the soil suitable for the Holhhiek, it hap-

pily is not over fastidious in this respect. It is a gross

feeder, as its fleshy porous roots and large soft leaves,

with hi^'h perspiratory powers, abundantly testify. It

is found to thrive well in common garden soil, although,
if a choice is at hand, a rich moist loam may be pre-

ferred. I need, perhaps, scarcely say. that a situation,

airy, and freely exposed to the sun, is indispensable if

we wish to carry culture to the highest pitch of success.

Let us suppose the beginner to have a supply of plants
in October or March, and from that period let us trace
their culture. First, let us ask, "Have these plants
been raised from grafts, cuttings, or from seed 2" Cut-
tings or seedlings I think preferable, where the correct-
ness of the laiter can be guaranteed by the raiser
having previously bloomed them ; but as some kinds
only are reproduced true from seed, it is likely the stock
will consist partly of plants raised from cuttings or
grafts. Whether obtained in autumn or spring, they*
should be at once transferred from the small pots, in

which they have been kept for convenience in removal,
to larger ones, using a compost of turfy loam, sand,
and decomposed manure, placing them in a cold pit until
they may be safely planted in the open ground in May.
In preparing the ground for planting, it should be dug
two-spit deep. Where spring planting is intended,
throw up the earth in ridges in autumn, that it may
become mellowed by the winter's frost. In all cases
this practice is beneficial, but it is especially so where
the soil is of close texture or retentive of moisture.
A good dressing of manure, not too far decomposed,
may be strewed over the soil previous to ridging, and
mixed in during the operation. One advantage of this

is, the manure will keep the clods light, and give the
sun and air a free entry ; and, farther, the soil will

become more evenly impregnated with the nutritious

properties of the manure as they are washed down by
the rain. One point, when planting, of too great im-
portance to be overlooked, is the state of the ground.
To use a common gardening phrase, the earth should
"move like au ash-heap" at the time this work is done :

rather would we wait a fortnight beyond the most ad-

vantageous season, than plant when the ground is wet
or clammy. The plants should be set firmly in the
ground 3 feet apart, not too low, pressing the soil well
round the neck with the hands or by a gentle stroke of
the foot. This done, watering must be attended to, if

the season be dry, using weak liquid manure, breaking
the surface of the ground with a hoe the day after the
water is given.

Tree Cassations : J L. You certainly have been furnished with
wrong kinds. Among tree Carnations we have scarlet and
white flakes, salmon-pink striped and mottled with crimson,
bright cerise, lavender mottled with white, deep rose striped
with crimson, blush white mottled with rose, scarlet, purple,
and large dark selfs, and white sorts mottled with rose on the
edge ; but we have never heard of Picotees being among
them. You will find good directions for their culture at p. 23
of the current year's volume.

SEEDLINGS.
Asters: P& Co. All beautiful specimens, large, broad in the

petal, and very double, and in every way equal to the blooms
sent us last year from France.

Verbenas: A P. AU handsome sorls, more especially General
Markham, which is large and showy, and if not too strong
a grower, will make an effective bed.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c—The Japan Lilies will now be

coming freely into bloom, and should be neaily staked
before the flowers get injured through being blown
aDout. \, hen removed to the conservatory thev should
be placed ln a cool airy part of the house, shaded from
brtght sunshme, and liberally supplied with water, so as

to preserve the beauty of the flowers as long as possible;

for except they are properly cared for their beauty is

apt to be but short lived. Continue to trim and regu

late the growth of twiners, cutting out any shoots that

have doue flowering, which will tend to strengthen thost

left, and cause them to bloom later than would other-

wise be the case. Maintain an active war against

insects, and endeavour to get these thoroughly sub-

dued before the damp cloudy weather of autumn sets in,

when it will not be safe to use the engine with the same
freedom as now. Also get any repairs, paiuting, &.B.,

which must be done this season finished as soon as pos-

sible, for the period is fast advancing when the plants

must be got into their winter quarters, and it is exceed-

ingly inconvenient having workmen about the houses

among the plants. See that Chrysanthemums are

liberally supplied with water, and do not allow them to

be>injured for the want of staking.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Endeavour to afford plants swelling their

fruit a high temperature with as little assistance from

fire-heat as possible, which, as it tends to render the

atmosphere dry is not conducive towards obtaining large

finely swelled fruit. Therefore economise the sun's

influences as much as possible, shutting up early on the

afternoons of bright days after syringing the plants and

moistening every available surface, and maintain.a high

temperature during the day, giving air sparingly. But
fruit approaching maturity will be improved in flavour

by a moderate use of fire-heat, a freer circulation of air,

and a dry atmosphere, and where there are no means of

avoiding having plants swelling their fruit and those

ripening it in the same compatttnent, then it will be

advisable to keep the atmosphere rather dry and airy

while fruit is colouring, as size is of little importance

unless combined with quality ; but this will be best

decided by employers' tastes, &c. Give careful atten-

tion to securing a fair supply of fruit for winter and
spring use. Look over stock in pots frequently to make
sure that it is properly supplied with water at the

root, and give a liberal supply of clear strong manure-
water where free vigorous growth is desired. Vineries,

—Give abundance of air on all favourable opportunities

where the fruit is ripening, using fire-heat rather freely

when the weather is damp and cloudy, and be careful

to secure a dry state of the atnioBphere where the fruit

is ripe and expected to hang for any length of time,

using a little fire-heat when necessary to dispel damp.

See that ripe fruit is secure from the depredations of

wasps, if these are at all troublesome. Give every

possible attention to Vines in pots intended for fruiting

early next season, and endeavour to get the wood strong

and thoroughly ripened as early in the autumn as

possible so as to allow of giving the plants a fair season

of rest. Keep Vines planted this season growing as

freely as possible, and see that they are kept clear

of insects, for as a house with the Vines in this

stage is found very useful for growing plants, and is

often used for this purpose, insects are apt to find their

way off the plants upon the Vines and greatly injure

them. Therefore if plants are grown under the Vines
see that they are not in a state to communicate black
thrips or red spider to the Vines, for unless the foliage

is kept in health there will be no possibility of getting

the wood well ripened, or the Vines to break strongly

next season.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The earliest put-in cuttings should be potted off as

soon as they are sufficiently rooted to bear the opera-

tion, placing them in a close pit or frame until they get
fairly established in their pots, when they should be
freely exposed to the air, in order to induce short-
jointed firm growth, which, with ordinary care, will be
easily carried over the winter, whereas, plants got up
late in autumn in a close moist atmosphere will, despite
every care and attention, be largely thinned before
spring. Push forward the putting in of cuttings, and
get the autumn propagation out of hand as speedily as

possible. Where alterations involving the removal of
large trees or shrubs are in view for this autumn, the
necessary arrangements for commencing them cannot
be made too soon ; for although large plants may be
removed successfully at almost any season of the year,
it can be done more cheaply, and with less risk of
failure, in September than at any other period of the year.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
See that the Strawberry plants for forcing are well

cared for, as nothing but proper attention in preparing
the plants will insure a good crop. Keep them regularly
supplied with water, expose them fully to the sun, pinch
oft' runners immediately they are perceived, and use
every means to secure fine strong plants with bold
crowns early in autumn, with which there will be no
risk of failure next spring. Cover Morello Cherries
with thin nets, to protect them from birds, without ex-
cluding the air; also, if not already done, net up some
of the latest keeping Gooseberries, to afford a late

supply. The Red Warrington is one of the best to

hand late ou the trees, and is also of good quality.

Gather early Apples and Pears as they become ripe,

and before the greater portion is blown down and
injured. Tomatoes must be kept thin of wood, checking
all shoots, and exposing the fruit to the action of the
sun's rays as much as possible. Take advantage of
dry days to earth up early Celery, sprinkling a good
dusting of quicklime or soot about the plants in the
lines, and over the surface of the ground for some dis-

tance on each side, to destroy slugs, which generally do
considerable damage to Celery, especially in wet seasons.

The soot or lime should be applied two or three times

before soiling up the plants, at intervals of a few days,

and early in the morning, before the pests have retired

to their hiding-places. Take up aud dry Onions that

have completed their growth.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CI1ISW1CK, NEAR LONDON,
Kor the week ending Aug. 30. 1S5S, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

Baaoa
Tbmpkhatiirk.

August.
II
a

Ol the Air. Ot the Earth Wind.

Mai. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

2teet
deep.

Friday ~2\ 12 29.876 £9.755 71 40 57.0 62A S.W.
Saiur. 25 30.H06 29.HC1 73 49 63 s.w.
Sunday 26 14 30 017 29.775 74 39 5C.5 66 62 N.

(1 ty.yst 29.*78 77 49 61* S.W.
is M.!t5S 29.777 St 44 618 S.W.
i- 30.1125 29.y91 75 CIS W.

Thura. 30 18 3<Ui4 30.251) 72 40 56.11 66 61 N.E.

A vera ue

.

30007 29 903 75.1 43.3 59.2 66.4 6I.S

Aug. 2i — Kiue; very fine; cloudy.— 25 -Very fine throughout ; overcast at night.— 26—Very fine ; cl-ar and fine, with heavy dew at nlgbA.
~~

2J"—Very fine ; cloudy and fine at night.— H8-Very fiue throughout.— 29—Uniformly overcast; clear and fine.— 30—Very fine throughout.
Mean temperature ol the week i (leg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK,
Uurinjr the last 29 yeara, for the ensuing week, ending Sept. 8, 1855.

Mou.
Tues.
Wed.
Thu
Frid.
SflMl-

M 2 a
2-3 5

53h

477
•18.5

477
4S.1
46.3
-18 3

No. of
Tears in
which it

Rained.

10

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.70
0.55

0.65

Prevailing Winds. I

9 6
,i 2 4 y :i

2 2 3 9l 2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 3d,
1S35, 5th, ISIS, and 7th, 1S43, „nd 1S46—therm. 83 dcg.; and the loweat on the
4th and Gib, 19i0—therm. 30 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Apricot Tree : H P. There can be little doubt that in your

case drought at the root is the cause of failure.J

Araucaria : B B. If you cut a very Darrow circular trench
round the plant now, at about 3 feet from the stem, and 611 the
earth in again, you will be able to move the plant in October.

Books : E F. Don's " Hortus Cantabridgensis," or Loudon's
"Hortus Britannicus." and for the "poor man" Paxton's
" Cottagers' Calendar."

Brandt Cherries: J W B. Cut the stalks half off. Do not
prick them. Fill a wide-mouthed bottle with them ; then fill

the bottle up with brandy. Use no sugar. Cork the bottle
well, or tie the mouth over with a bladder, and store them
where you like. A wine cellar is a good place.

Deodorizers: F. The Nettle a deodorizer ! who says so?

Diseases: H B M. A further examination of the Jus ticia leaves
which you have kindly forwarded shows a number of sub-
globose semitransparent bodies, consistiug of a membrane
tilled with oily matter and a few granules. From the interior

of this membrane creeping threads with short patent branches
are produced, ultimately assuming the form of a Sporotrichum.
The primary disease consists of the globules, but the mould
which springs from them may ultimately produce mischief by
appropriating the matter contained in the tissue of the leaf.

Sulphur would probably destroy the mould, but it would have
no effect upon the other bodies. M. J. B.

Insects: W T*. Your iusects taken from the Pyrus Sorbus prove
to be, not the Leopard, but the Goat-moth, Cossus ligniperda.
See Gard. Chron., 1847, p. 303, for figure and description.—
J A. The leech-like insects on the leaves of your Cherry trees
are the slimy larvie of the black-winged Sawfly, Tenthredo
(Blenn^campa) ^Ethiops. See Gard. Chron., 1842, p. 692, for
figure aud description. The most effectual method of destruc-
tion is to dust the leaves and grubs with lime, or syringe them
with lime-water, which instantly kills them.

—

J £. The pest
on your Pear trees is the same species of insect which attacks
the Cherry leaves. See the last answer. W.

Legal Questions : A Sub. "We are obliged to object to such
inquiries. It is understood that you cannot remove shrubs
and trees at the end of your tenancy, unless there is some
special covenant in your lease.

Names of Fruits : E Pike. 1, Orange d'Ete" ; 3, Passe Madeleine

;

4, Green Chisel.

—

J E X. The Diamond Plum, large, black,

and very coarse.:

Names of Blasts : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or coul-l have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
6houId bear iu mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

" can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.—Erzeroum. 1367, Puschkinia scilloides;

302, Gladiolus Byzantinus; 13, Tulipa persica? 1358, Iris

iberica; 1291, Fritillavia tulipifolia; 155 and 155 a are un-
doubtedly the same; 173, Anemone albana; 1365, Eremurus
spectahilis; 1347, Delphinium ochroleucum ; 124, Campanula
Steveni, a dwarf state with scabrous ovary.

—

F H S. Nos.
1 and 2 arc the same species of Epidendrum; but we do not
recognise it unless it be E. bidentatum. The other plant is

Acropeia Loddigesi.

—

G W. The red flower is Humea elegans,
a handsome ornament of out-door gardens in summer ; but
impatient of oold. The other we do not remember, and must
examine at leisure. Where does it come from? We will

notice it again next week. The Humea is too large for a
window greenhouse.— J. A variety (very slight) of Lythrum
Salicaria and Palmella cruenta.

Potato Disease. We have to thank several correspondents for

communications concerning the spread of this malady, or for

speculations as to the cause. The first we hear of with much
regret: with the latter the public has been surfeited. If we
should be so fortunate as to find anything which is at the same
time both new and true, we shall not fail to make it known.

Raspberry Plants: Barton. We are quite unable to form any
opinion concerning your method—not having been informed
what it is.

Russian Mats : B G F will be obliged by some of our corres-

pondents informing him what they have found to be the best

substitute for Russian mats.f

The Hare's-foot Fern: MA W. This is named Davallia
canariensis. It is named in allusion to the resemblance be-

tween its creeping curved hairy rhizome and a hare's foot.

A similar comparison has led to the fable of the Barometz,
Baranetz, or Scythian Lamb, for which see Darwin.

Yeast: Lucy Gray will be obliged by our correspondent who
in last Number gave a recipe for making yeast stating hOTf

much is required of the yeast for 4 lbs. of flour, and if it ifl

necessary to mix it the night before it is made into loaves.
*
#
* As usual, many communications have been received too late 1

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries J

can be made. We must alto beg the indulgence of those I

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting I

contributions is still -delayed.
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THE FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
at Mr. Lawks' Factory, Dcptford Crook; Turnip '-i ro.

71. ])()r ton; SuporphoHplmtG of Lime, 7/.; Buipi )uric Acid ana
Coju'olltoH, 07.

(jitlco, (10, King William Street, City, London.

N.H. Gonulno Peruvian Guano, guaranteed l" contain 10 per

cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Hnljilmh- of Ai cnla, and
oUu;r Chemical Mitriimm.

rWlK LONDON MANIIKK COMPANY'S NITItO-
J- PHOSPHATE OK WI1EAT KANUIU3 FOR AUTUMN
BOWING.—This Miuinni, composed "f blood, animal mutter.

itnd dlsflolvad bones with alllcatca. in mont strongly roc indeu

to tho notice of Agriculturists i it contains from 7 to 8 per cont.

of nitrogen, in a form yielding ammonia by Blow decomposition!
and 1h therefore particularly adapted for Wheat, The mmntltj
required in 2 to Sowt. nor acre drilled in with tho seed. Price,

per ton, 11. lO.v. In London.

PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and ovory other

MANURE on best terms, strictly warranted.
40, Hrltlgo Htrnnt, IJlncklYhirH. E. PniiBKn,

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &<?.— Miumfiictim-ni and
otliors engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURKSmay

obtain every necessary Instruction for tliolr economical and
ofllclnnt preparation, by applying to .(.(,'. NK8D1T, F.G.S., Ac,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical Collogo, Koi (?ton,

London. Analyses of Bolls, Guanos, Superphosphates of LImo,
CoproUtcs, &o.i and Assays of Gold, Sllvor, and other Minerals,

ore executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gontlomon di Irons

of receiving Instructions' In Chomlcal .Analyses and Assaying,
will (ind ample (in ihiy and accommodation at tim College.

/ lOLLKCiUoi' Ad 1UGULTURK and CHEMISTRY,
V-^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 87 and
f8,Lower Koniiington Lone, Kennington, noor London.

Principal—J. C. Nkhdit, F.G.S., F.C.B., Ac.

The system of studies pursued in tho College comprlsi very
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, nnd the Arts; for tho Naval
mid Military SorvlceB, and for tho Universities.
AnulyHOH and Arrays of every description nro promptly and

accurately executed at tho College. The terms and other pnr-
; : i.n . 'li.i i bn I

hi 'I on -i nil I- .i i- ii to tho Principal.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, a practical

Surveyor and Land-Agent of more than If, years' standing,
offers bin services to Gentlemen about to drain Lund nnd Dogs.
lie will niulortnko to sot out and superintend himself the execu-

tion of the work at a charge of 6s. per acre, and the oxpons.es

incurred in bin travelling; or he will contract to complete it In a

specified manner to the satisfaction of the Inclosure Commis-
sioners at a fixed price per acre. Mr. Humbert lias drained
strong stony laud in the most careful and-cnmnleto manner,
with 1J inch pipes, and proper mains, the drains being 4 feet

deep and 30 feet apart, at 41. per acre and under, ami bo can
give reference lo his employers in that and in other instances.

Watford, Herts, Sept. 1. __
THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-

PROVEMENT COMPANY
Ihcohpouatkd by Special Act of Parliament.

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Sir JonN v. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Gliainnan,

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubltt, P.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisbcr Mobbs, Esq.
Edward J. llntcbins, Esq., M.P
Sir S. M. Poto, Hart.
William Tite, Esq.. F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to executo Drainage, Road-making, and other
.Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage.or otherwise; or Church property,

and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
©v-or any period determined by Landowners within the limits of60
years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.

Landowners ma-y arrange with the Company for the execution

of tho works by their own ageuts, with the use of their own or

the Company's Capital. William Clifford. Sec.

rpHE LANDS IMPHOVEMENT COMPANY.—
JL Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S52— 53, for England

and Scotland, and "further empowered by Amendment Act,

j864_55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,

Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives

renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years
;
(and Lessees

for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,

with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a

terra of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every

landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,

Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the

Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-

ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter

and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engiues and Machinery for

Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c , Water-wheels,

Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans

of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the

Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the

Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges

of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly

for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as

a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,

&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the

Plans and of the execution of tho Works are not interfered with

by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-

sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of

Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, aud it resists the action of the

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, aud all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B White & Brothers,

BJilbanU Street, Westminster.

Do voi; BRUISE VOUR OATS VJ.'i ' One
in iliolol Oats when Crushed o*lll make two. Groat having.

OAT Mil i KHS t < bafl i ntU r*,PI Machine*,

Flour Mill Carta, Com Driving do,, Hoi eandBtoan M
put up, &c. Hook on I ocdlnir I

M, Wri.i.Ai v, MH, Pcnchnrch Ktreot, London.

WA ItNKlfS <l' inch IM PROVED L1QUJ D
MANURE PUMP,

win. Dull Valve, fltled villi

[J inch Drain Union foi

attaching flexible Ii n,

iv | tli atrong wrought Iron

:
1 1 -ftp i for lorewing on to

mi y ordinal v lYaloi butt or

' lai t, as Bbown In drawlng<

i*i ice "f Pump and Unloi

14. inch Flexible Rnbbi
nnd I lam no I

notion ford Ufa
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN,
nnd CARLISLE SHOWS,

The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Tct.xer, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

E.R. & F. TrusEu invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture :

—

ROLLER MILLS for Crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,
&c.j of various sizes, with or without Bean-m ill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by -the Royal and other
agricultural societies, render comment on their merits unnecessary.

PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL
for reducing Barley, &c, to a tine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working. Price 25?.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for b/»rse or steam power, cutting three
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principle. Long experience and attention to the practical wcrk-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, bave enabled the manu-
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efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,]
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.
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\\v, last year referred to a remarkable sarr

Wheat in the ear tent to tis by General Aral

from Northamptonshire. We have jnrt received

from the same land samples of ihe same V —
Bristol Red— which then proved so prodnctive,

alone with specimens of two other varieties

— Viper Red and Tiny's Success. The first-

name A variety has not so perfectly developed its

wonderful productiveness in the ears sent to us

as it did last year, but the sort called

Success is certainly one of the most remarkable

samples we have ever seen. The ears carry 20 to

24 spikelets, arranged at rather large

that the whole spike is of remarkable length, and

the spikelets carrying from three to five fruitful

florets, we have on each stalk upwards of 60 well-

formed grains.

Jlr. Thompson did well to point out at the meeting

of the Yorkshire Agricultural Society that the differ-

ence between a good and a poor cop lay more
generally in the number of grains yielded by each

ear than in the number of ears standing on a

exlent of ground, and it becomes therefore of the

highest importance to choose sorts like the Bristol

Red and Tiny's Success—such as possess originally

the germs of the largest number of parts which

intelligent management during the growth of the

plant is able to feed and mature.

General Arblthnot has grown :': .-acres

of Wheat, and on no former occasion, he tells ns,

have the crops been so fine. Tiny's Success was

crown in a field much exposed to the north and

west, and although in its immediate
-

-ole

fields are beaten down, this field may be called an

exception, scarcely any being laid. Many persons

have been to see it, and rarely has a r. . f 2

acres presented a more uniform fine appearance.

We add, in reference to th-; i.erally

! throughout the country, that th -ere

benefited bv the magnificent harvest weather we are

enjoying, and the quality and yield of grain will no

doubt exceed the estimate which a few weeks ago

had been formed of it. As an illustration of this,

we insert the following, received just as we are

going to press, from Mr. Edwards, of Framlinghanij

Suffolk :—
Sir,—In my return of expectations as to the crops,

written before harvest, I slated the Wheat to bs
'• various, under average." I went from this place to

Bury St Edmund's yesterday, anl must report the
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Wheat crop in High Snffulk to be very good indeed.

My own cuts up very goo.l, far better than I had any

idea of. -

Since our remarks were published on the chloro-

tised Oats received from Lancashire, our correspond-

ent has kindly forwarded additional examples, with

the promise of ripe seed on some future opportunity.

He confirms our conjecture that the original evil

was in the seed, inasmuch as the ridges in the very

same field, which grew from some of his own seed,

are quite free from disease ; and a further proof is

afforded by the fact that in two distant fields of very

different texture, and at a considerable distance, the

crop is similarly affected. We shall hope to make

an experiment with the seed of some of the diseased

plants next vear, in order to ascertain positively

whether the affection is capable of being propagated

by sowing. Should this notion be confirmed, there

will be increased ground for carefulness in the selec-

tion of seed, either from ocular inspection of the crop

when growing, or from confidence in the character

of the party from whom it is purchased. M. J. B.

In further considering the causes of Fertility

and Barrenness in Soils, we come to the second

division of the subject, which relates to what science

has ascertained upon the subject. And in the outset

we may remark that its teachings, too, are the result

of observation. It is too much the custom among
farmers to regard science as synonymous with mere

speculation and theory, than which nothing can be

more unjust to scientific men. Science is just

classified experience—the resulls of observation

arranged, or rather the truth which those results

when so ordered illustrate and exhibit. That which
is true in any particular case becomes a truth when
in a multitude of cases it has been observer!, and
scientific truth may certainly be depended on so

much the more for the wide basis of observed

facts on which it rests. When the chemist states

that phosphoric acid and ammonia are essential to

the fertility of a soil, it is no mere fancy that he is

teaching ; but a truth which he has laboriously

ascertained by the chemical examination of a mul-
titude of natural soils, and the agricultural trial of

many artificial ones. And so, with every other
truth in agricultural chemistry, and in the geology

and botany of agriculture—in its mechauics too

—

men who are acquainted with these several sciences

may be trusted by the farmer as teaching facts,

when announcing scientific truth. If they go
beyond this, and recommend a course of practice in

the field because it appears to them to be founded
upon this truth, then indeed they may be criticised

and doubted. The truth they teach, no doubt,
will ultimately influence practice ; but the)/ may
not know how to make it influential : all they have
to do is to teach it independently, and let cultivators

find out how to use it. Farmers will turn it to a
profit ultimately ; but this, in order to be safe,

must be a work of time, and in the commencement
of the process it is a wise determination to attack
the giant difficulty with the usual sling and stone,

rather than trust to weapons that have not been
proved. Just as certainly, however, as " sling and
stone" have disappeared before the exhibition of
better modes and instruments of warfare, must
former practice yield where it is faulty before those
truths which chemists teach, and which must make
themselves felt whether in the inert soil or in
the living plant and animal.

Perhaps the best way of communicating what
science teaches in reference to fertility in soils is to

consider (1), plants as beings needing food under
particular circumstances as to temperature and
moisture ; and (2), soils as a combination of labora-
tory, warehouse, and machine, by means of which
this food is manufactured, stored, and administered.
It is the latter division of the subject especially
that we wish to discuss. Fertility depends, according
to this illustration of it, upon the ability of a soil
to manufacture, store, and administer food for plants,
and to these points respectively we shall in future
articles address ourselves.

LOIS WEEDON WHEAT GROWING.
To the Editor of the Agricultural Gazette.

Dear Sir,— I very willingly comply with your request
for a report " with especial reference to the standing ofmy \V heat crops and the brightness of the straw."

That on the four acre gravel piece, carried on the
18th, was excellent, the straw perfectly bright and
upstanding, with a slight bend from the weight of the
earslrom west to east; and you will judge of the
quality of the Wheat from the accompanying sample ofLammas and Bristol red.
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not at a" down withme exception of a few yards, which did not touch the

ground, and the straw quite bright. The ears I seua

for your inspection are a very fair specimen of the

whole ; and they are so bulky and well rilled that I ihiuk

you will agree with me and many others that we are

not far wrong in estimating the yield at quarters.

A report like this, without an ulterior object, would

be valueless and obtrusive. But I conceive there are

circumstances connected with these results which are

generally interesting and conclusive as to more than

one point in this theory of growing Wheat.
The leading point in this theory is, that if with a

deepened and pulverised fallow interval a due supply

of mineral food be provided for the Wheat plant, the

atmosphere will abundantly provide the organic

portion ; and that clays and loams generally, though

not universally, do afford this requisite mineral supply.

The safe theory, further, is, that on soils which do not

contain all or any of the mineral constituents of the

Wheat plant, every such deficiency must be supplied

from without.

When these conditions are fulfilled, the experience

of many years has taught me that, for this plan of grow-
ing Wheat, land cannot be too much exhausted of its

organic elements of fertility ; exhausted, that is, of

previous manuring, or of that which—so to speak

—

naturally exists in the soil from the decay of animal or

vegetable matter.

And now to the proof. I have said that the crop on
the clay land was the best and heaviest I have ever had
— I may even add that it was the best crop of Wheat
I ever saw anywhere. And yet it was the tenth crop

in succession on a great portion on the same acre of

land, that original portion being the best of the whole.

Why was it the best crop ? Simply because the land

(referring to the original piece) was comparatively

exhausted in the sense I spoke of before. And if the

proof be required, not from mere reasoning, but from
fact, it is here : The fresh portion of this piece of laud

had been manured for a root crop two years ago, and
—on an after thought—was added at that time to the

original piece and sown with Wheat ; and all that fresh

portion was fearfully blighted last year, and the original

portion was comparatively clean. Comparatively clean,

for, as a further confirmation of the fact, out of the

triple rows the two outer lines which had readier access

into the intervals were damaged, while each middle
row was sound. That the original piece was blighted

at all was owing to the sort of Wheat grown (Payne's
bearded Wheat) which is unsuited to this deep mode of

cultivation on clays and heavy loams.

With regard to this year's crop on the clay, the line

was distinctly marked to a foot between the old portion

and the new, the former being bright as fine gold, while

the latter was late and discoloured, and ouly saved from
mildew by the extraordinary season.

The 4-acre piece of light gravelly loam is thoroughly
exhausted of organic food, having now borne five crops
in succession after Wheat in the ordinary four-course
rotation. Finding it deficient also in a due supply of

mineral ingredients for the Wheat, a portion of it before
the last sowing was dressed with clay. Ou the portion

not dressed with clay, the crop was weak, and that por-
tion of the field I am now supplying with mineral food
by similar means.

As a proof that a due supply of mineral substances
was wanting in that portion, and that mineral food alone
was required, I must here state that the field being foul

with a century's filth, I pared the stubble before sowing
and burnt it together with the weeds on that particular

portion ; and wherever the heaps were burnt, neces-
sarily leaving on those spots more ashes than were
spread elsewhere, there the crop was the heaviest and
highest by 6 or 8 inches.

As a proof that exhausted land is best suited to this

plan of growing Wheat, being a security, to a great ex-
tent, against mildew and a bad sample, there is the fact

that the whole crop of this original 4-acre piece, both
last year and this, was good in straw and in grain, while
an added piece of about two chain, which had been
manured for roots, and was in Wheat two years ago,
was badly mildewed the first year, and barely escaped
it this.

I have presumed to make public these details of
growing Wheat without manure, because I cannot con-
sider it otherwise than a matter of some public in-

terest. For if out of an arable farm, say of 400
acres, a farmer could thus grow Wheat with profit year
after year successively, without manure, on the same
hundred acres ; if he could thus grow his most paying
crop, which, on this plan, neither requires nor will bear
to be forced, he would have his great want supplied,

and be enabled to dress the remainder of his farm more
abundantly for those other crops, which will not only
bear it, but, in most cases, absolutely require it. S.
Smith, Lois Weedon, August 28.

A SKETCH OF PIPE IRRIGATION IN
SCOTLAND, June, 1855.

(Continuedfrom p. 571).

The next farm steading we visited ivas in Argyleshire.
Taking a passage in the steamer which leaves every
morning at 7 o'clock, we sailed down ihe Clyde, and
through the Kyles of Bute to Ardrishaig, on Loch Fyne,
arriving about noon. To those who do not know this

locality, we can only say that the earlier they make
themselves acquainted with it the better. The whole
sail is a continued series of pictures, mountain, wood,
and water, in endless variety of combination. At

1 Ardrishaig, which is a small village situated at the

entrance ot the Criuau Canal, we found a first-rate hotel
and posting establishment. The farm we visited is

situated about six miles from the inn, on the high road
to Oban. It is called Killinochanoch, and is the pro-
perty of Neil Malcolm, Esq., of Poltalloch, who has a
very large landed property in the neighbourhood, and
wdiose splendid mansion, Calton Mbor, occupies a con-
spicuous place in the distant landscape. The farm
steading is placed on a rising ground at the base of a
hill, and immediately in front of it a vast extent of flat peat
Moss is being [gradually brought into cultivation.

We believe it was principally with a view to the pro-
fitable improvement of this Moss that the experiment of
the liquid manure system was commenced. We found
two houses or byres for feeding cattle, and one house
for sheep, all of which, together with the stables, house,
and other farm buildings and dung courts, are drained
into a small tank, and from thence the liquid is pumped
up by water-power into a large reservoir on the hill

above to an elevation of 100 feet. There are here two
tanks, one for a reservoir, the other a mixing tank. A
large reservoir of water fed by a small mountain stream
at a still higher level completes the arrangement.'
From the mixing tank the liquid is conveyed in 3-inch
iron pipes to the fields on the flat below by gravitatioD,

and there applied by means of gutta percha 2-inch hose.

There are at present about 67 acres under pipes. The
whole of the buildings are built of stone and lime, with
slated roofs and cast iron posts, and appear most sub-

stantial, without any needless expense in ornament or
finish. The cattle sheds labour under the disadvan-

tage of not having been built originally for the liquid

system, but are, nevertheless, very complete. One
byre 34 feet wide contained 66 head of cattle, in two
rows of 33. A feeding passage ran along the centre

6 feet 6 inches wide, paved with asphalte. The cattle

are tied in single stalls 3 feet wide, with a stone division

between each 3 inches thick, 3 feet 6 inches high, and
3 feet long. The length of the stall is 8 feet from the

feeding passage to the heel drain, including the feeding

trough, which is 2 feet wide and 1 foot 2 inches high.

The first 3 feet of pavement in the stalls are of brick,

the next as far as the heel drain are of asphalte, but
above this last is a flooring of wood, in spars 4 inches

wide, 3 inches thick, and 2 inches apart, with a 9-inch

drop into the h eel drain, which is 2 feet wide, and the

manure passage, which is 4 feet 4 inches wide. We ob-

served that the feeding trough, which is formed of

asphalte in a semicylindrical shape, runs the whole
length of the byre without division, and the water is let

in by means of a tap at one end. The supply of water

is ample, and the pressure being great, the whole is

kept very clean by means of hose and jet.

Another byre contained tyings for 66 cattle on the

same principle. These sheds are ventilated by means
of sliding wooden spars, which run along the whole of

one side, and there are no roof lights ; consequently,

when the slides are closed there is but little light. This
was done purposely, to keep the beasts quiet, and keep
away flies in summer.

There was a house for feeding sheep, which seemed
very well adapted to its purpose, and at the same time
not expensive. The roof was slated, and supported on
iron posts, 100 feet long by 20 feet wide ; the side walls,

7 feet high, were built with stone and lime to the height

of 3 feet, and above that were carried up to the eaves
with wooden spars 6 inches wide and 1 inch thick, one
half of which is made to slide in a groove on small iron

wheels, so as to admit or exclude light and air at

pleasure, the same as in the cattle house. A feeding

passage 4 feet wide ran down the centre, paved with
asphalte, and on either side were the sheep pens, raised

30 inches from the ground, and floored with wooden
spars 1 inch apart, so that all the manure passed through
the openings on to the asphalte pavement beneath,
which sloped towards an open gutter bounding the
feeding passage for its whole length, from thence passing

through iron gratings into a drain beneath, which again

conveyed the whole into the receiving tank. A feeding

trough ran along the whole front of the pens next to

the feeding passage, and a smaller one with a continuous

stream of water at the back. The rails which kept the

sheep in the pens in front were ingeniously contrived,

by being hung on pivots to move from the front to the

back of the feeding trough, in order to be able to fill or

to clean them without interruption from the sheep.

The whole cost of this building was not more than 1001.

or about 11. the running foot. The feeding of sheep had
been most successful. We were sorry to observe that

the late winter had been too severe for the Italian Rye-
grass, the greater part had been destroyed—a thing

always to be apprehended in severe winters from the

character of the soil, improved peat Moss, which from
its spongy nature, although admirably adapted for the

Italian Grass in summer by imbibing large quantities

of the liquid manure, is on this very account ill adapted

for it in the winter, the young plant being apt to be
thrown out of the ground by the expansion and con-

traction consequent upon the alternations of severe

frost and warm sunshine. This system being here only

in its infancy no pecuniary results can be given, but so

far as it went last year on a small scale it paid suffi-

ciently well to justify its extension, and it is now being
carried out on a much larger scale. The tanks are
constructed to contain 275,000 gallons, and there are

houses for cattle and sheep, besides horses, &c.
Our next visit was to an establishment which we had

heard much spoken of in the same county. It [is

situated in the island of Luing on the property of the

Marquis of Breadalbane, by whom it has been^ called
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into existence. An a liberal and patriotic noblanuui

his lordship's name Iuim beon often before the public,

and if we require n proof that Mm enterprise und perse-

verance of the Scottish character is not confined to any

one clans, that it belongs to the peer as well as to thi

peasant, wo liavo it here. Who could have oxpected to

liinl in one of tlio ialoH of tho Hebrides the latest

improvements In agriculture carried out on a grand

scalo, and In a ftrst-rato stylo of excellence ! Jfot lioro

it is to bo Hcen in full operation.

Through the polite attention of Alexander Pltcatrn,

EjSOIm factor and general manager on the Dreadalbanc

estates in that part of Argyleslnre, we wore convoyod by

means of an open boat and four oars from Ardmaddy
House, ono of the marquis's resldonCCS, to the Ihliiud

of Luing, where wo landed at tho small village and

harbour of Toberonochy. A straight road leads from

tho landing place to tho farm buildings, which are

situatod on a vising ground a few hundred yards distant,

The appearance of the large mnwi of substantial stone

buildings, with the neat slated roofs, formed a strong

contrast to llie black houses or huts of the inhabitants

which we passed at tho landing-place. 'I he space occu

piod by tho buildings and courts ih '.'•'» I feet, by '.'! feet,

affording accommodation for 12 horses, 102 bullooks,

600 sheep, and mo pigs, all under Cover, and all drained

of their liquid manure into a largo reservoir or tank,

containing 860,000 gallons. The tank is subterranean,
built of stone, with groined arenas resting upon two
rows of pillars. It is immediately under one of tho

dung courts. Tho whole nrraugetnenlH of tho cattle

liouso itro admirable. The animals are all in ono birgo

apartment, ranged in tl rows of 24 each, running from
north to smith. Along the northern end of the rows
runs o wide platform or passage paved with dressed

Dundee stono, with a door at each end ; entering by the

door at the eastern end, the rows of cattle run at right

angles on the left hand, anil on tho right is a range of

doors opening from the various compartments for food.

dry or steamed. Mere also is situated the steam-engine,

with threshing, bruising, and chaff-cutting machines,
forcing-pump, &c. On the left hand side of the stone
passage or platform, and on the same level, between
every 2 rows of caitle, run the 4 feeding passages, like-

wise paved with dressed stone, 5 feet 4 inches wide. On
each side of this feeding passage is a wooden division,

4 feet high, finished on the top with a broad ledgo or
rail. In the wooden partition are 12 doors on each
side, answering to the number of stalls for the eat lie,

which aro tied up in pairs. These doors slide sideways
on small wheels, pud through them the food is passed
into the feeding mangers from wheeled trucks. The
mnnger is 2 feet wide, and has two divisions, leaving a
largo central compartment for the food opposite the
sliding door, and giving a separate water trough in the
corner before each beast. A sliding handle, like a bell-

pull, in the passage opens a valve, and admits or excludes
the water in each watering-trough, as required. The
stalls are separated by divisions of solid stone, 4 inches

thick and 3 feet 9 inches long. Into this are inserted

the iron rods, which are upright, or rather diagonal,

sloping backwards at top, on which traverse the rings of

the chain with which the cattle are tied up.

Besides these four feeding passages, there are six

passages running in the same direction, behind the

cattle, for removing the manure and taking them in or

out. These are made at a level 16 inches lower than
the feeders, and entered by the stone steps from the

platform at the north end, but terminated by doors at

the south, leading iuto the manure courts outside, on
the same level. These passages are 9 feet wide, except
of course those at each end of the buildiug, which are

only half this width, being used only for a single row of

stalls each.

The stalls for each pair of oxen are 6 feet 6 iuches

wide, and 7 feet long, or 9 feet including the manger.
They are paved witli aspbalte and have a slope from the

manger to the drain for their droppings, which is

18 inches wide, and 6 inches deep next the cattle, and
3 inches next the passage, which is also floored with

asphalte. The difference of level between the passages

is a good arrangement ; it enables oue to see the cattle

to advantage before and behind, and gives less trouble

to the person feeding. The side walls ore 10 feet high,

the roofs opeu, the woodwork planed and varnished,

supported ou hollow cast-iron pillars, down the last of

which, nearest the wall, the rain from the gutters

empties itself. There are large square ventilators at

certain distances along the roof ridge, with louvre board-
ing sides. There is also a large stone built air pipe

under each feeding passage, with grated openings at

regular distauces communicatiug with the external air

by means of a grating at the end of the air pipe, which
can be closed at pleasure. There is an abundant supply

of water, which by means of flexible hose can be carried

to any part of the building. The stalls and passages

are kept constantly washed and clean, the water running
away into the liquid manure tank. The cattle were
chiefly 3-year old bulloeks of the short-homed breed,

and well on in condition, perhaps rather drier in the
hair and more contiued in their bowels than they should
be ; but as the Turnips were just over, ond the Grass
not yet come in, the time was most unfavourable for

seeing them. They were getting steamed chaff with a
little corn prepared in large iron steam vessels contain-
ing 180 gallons each, of which there were 12. The
spare steam from the engine is made use of for this pur-

pose, passing by pipes through a false bottom perforated

with small holes. The heavy iron lids are hinged on

the side next the wall, and hauled up by means of

blocks and tackle; when rtown they arc secured by

thumb-scrowi , am erod atean

Insertion ol a li adt n c rcli lien thi i im "i tin

in. , I . iii<- lid, mi iuv.-ni.o-o oi ib'- factor, Mr. Pitcaira
;

pi i ho b ilnnci w< I [his snd pulleys wool'

mining and lowering the lids, as saving time and labour.

A tap is inserted In the boili r b

real bottoms, by which the liquor from

food <'.'in be drawn off at pies

in of 10-horsc power, ond naif a ion

of coal per diem. 'flic dlamclor ol thi

I
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i. Incln ,
ii Kth '-I
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Ity ."mi
: for the first time. Cutting commei Ion

the I iiih ol Juno, alter which th'' irrigation comnu need

for tho first time, and Is continued ai Is cut.

Thora an i 5 aci i . ond. t Turnip for wlnti r koi p, The
stable i

,:
. d i" rfeel as po Ib s : tho walls

roof open woodwork planed and varnished "• in the

bullock hou ,
"

i lib of building i feet, di ptli ol

i: foot, width G feet u inches, iron foot-posts, aqpbnlu,

pavement! grooved io prevent dipping, drained into tank.

In tho wall behind each pair of Stalls Is a recess, in

which is a corn bin below and a cupboard above. The
weekly allowance of corn is put into the bin, the lid

of which cannot open when the cupboard abovo is

locked. In the cupboard each carter has bissbovelf,

broom, and all tho etcetera of tho stable. Thi

liouso we did not approve of ; it appeared to us to want
free circulation of air. The sheep pens being in two
tiers or rows ono above tho other, are too much crowded

;

the foul air does not escape as rapidly an it should, noi-

l's there sufficient fresh air admitted for the nun.

sheep ; in fact the * xperience of one season only in which
it had been tried had been sufficient to prove the neces-

sity of having fewer animals and more air. No a!

thrive better in houses than sheep, if properly treated,

but a certain degree of space and abundance of fresh

air seem absolutely necessary to keep them in health.

Tho pig-house bad not been fitted up, and it is probable

that it will bo put to some other use, as the expense of

feeding these animals on a farm of this deicription and
in such a situation is greater than the profit. We can
give no results of tho liquid system here, as the pipes

were only laying down and much of the land only just

drained and brought into regular cultivation ; butevery-
thing seemed to be done in the most perfect manner,
and in the mild and moist climate of the western high-

lands there can be little doubt as to the large crops of

succulent food which may be obtained. The island of

Luing is about, G miles loug by 2 miles broad, but not

more than a third of it is in the Marquis's occupation

at present. The acreage of the whole islaud is about

3500 acres, of which in 1848 about 1200 were arable.

The land in the Marquis's occupation consists of about

936 acres, of which in 1848 there were 377 acres

arable ; now, however, the arable land has been much
increased by draining and cultivation.

It may give some idea of the spirited manner in which

these improvements are carried out if we give the

dimensions of the great leading cut or open water-

course into which all the laud is drained. Its average

depth is from 9 to 10 feet ; width at the top, from 9 to

12 feet ; width at the bottom, 3 feet. It is paved with

slate flags where there is no rock, and built up the sides

with stone for 3 feet for security. It has two branches

running up separate valleys, and the whole length is

above U, mile, or 2891 yards exactly. The soil is fer-

tile, but much requires to be done yet before it can be

brought into good farming coudition. Too much praise

cannot be given to the noble proprietor for this magni-

ficent attempt to bring out the capabilities of these

western islands, and so afford natural employment to

the population! by the development of their county's

resources. /. A, C, of Argylc.
{To be continued-)

WATER MEADOWS.
Br Sm Stafford Henry Northcote, Bart.

[From the Journal of the Bath and West of England Agri-
cultural Society.]

The system upon which water meadows have been
laid out and managed in the West of England is gene-

ally admitted to be superior to those followed in other

parts of the country. The skill displayed in bringing

water upon lauds on the hill-side at very high levels,

and the economy of the process when compared with

the costly systems adopted in some other counties, have
excited the warm admiration of competent judges.*

So highly have the advantages of water meadows been

valued iu some of the southern counties that as much
as 30?., 40Z., or 501. per acre has in many cases been

expended in forming them, by casting the whole surface

of the ground into high regular ridges, with gutters

along their crests and along the valleys between them,

the former to bring the water on, the latter to carry it

off when it has overflowed the slopes of the ridges. In

our own districts it has long been the practice to water

our land in a manner quite as efficacious as that to

which we have alluded, but at an outlay of little more
than one-tenth of that of our neighbours. This we have

doue by means of our catch-meadows, which have

* See Mr. Pusey's interesting article "On the Theory and

Practice of Water Meadows " in the *' Journal of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society," No. 24, 1S49. vol. x.
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" oit of having introduced into practice a I

i Ibis description belongs to Mr. B
Credit i nil att»n ion haa

ealled in the "Journal of the Boyel Agri-
cultural Society."t His plan is as follows :

—

Is in the fir»t piece cut in the usual

manner along the line of the bigl

nation of this gutter should, '•-, be such as to
give a fall of 2 I land-yard", or I In 896 ; bnt
if such a fall cannot be obtained, a much lew rapid one
will answer the purpose. The gutter fchould be about
1 foot wide, and about 6 inches d mrwioot,
which arc much less than those usually observed upon
the old system, should be gradually contracted as the
gutter approaches its termination, so that it may at

la t die into the ground. Below this carriage- gutter,

and iu the same direction with it, are cut other and
smaller gutters, which are perfectly level from
end, and which successively catch the water as it trickles

over the land immediately above them, collect it, and
when they are full, begin to ovciflow at all points at

once, and so to distribute it evenly over the next

section + In laying out these gutters the use of the

spirit-level is superseded by a very simple and con-

venient instrument. It is composed of three pieces of

wood, put together in the form of the letter A, standing

about 5 feet high, and having a span of about 4 feet at

the bottom. A pin- -ir-pended from the top,

and a notch is made in the centre of the cross-piece, so
that when the two feet stand on the same level the line

crosses the notch. The gutterer rests one of the feet

upon the ground, and, using this as a pivot, tarns the
whole round like a pair of compasses till he fin-i-

plumb-line that the two feet stand even ; be then maris
the spot where the first foot stood, and, using the

other foot as a pivot, find9 the next level spot in the

same manner, and so proceeds with great rapidity to

trace out a level line through the field, marking each
spot as he goes on. When this is accomplished, he
takes the gutter-plough (an important part of the

system), and proceeds to cut a furrow of about 4 inches
wide, and about 3 or 4 inches deep, along the line of

the marks, thus producing a small level gutter, quite

as large as is necessary for catching and distributing

the water, but not large enough to be an am
to the occupier of the land by upsetting his hay-carts,

throwing down his horses, or serving as a pit-fall for

his lambs.

The old-fashioned gutters, besides being open to the

objections just alluded to, have the further disadvantage

of absorbing a large quantity of water, rendering it

difficult or impossible to irrigate with a small stream,

retaining a considerable proportion of the wealth of the

water in the shape of a deposit of sediment at the

bottom, and promoting the growih of coarse, sedgy

Grasses along their margin. They are, moreover,

more expensive both to cut in the first instance, and

to clean out in each succeeding year, than the small

Bickford gutters, which are rapidly and eas

with the plough every year, and therefore require no

cleaning.

"The plough which is made use of for this purpose

is simply an adaptation of the common hnrse-boe, the

feet of the latter being replaced by two upright knives

in front, and a furrow-slicer § behind. The two knives

+ Any one who wishes to try this p'.an may be str-rrly advised

to read attentively the two articles in the " Journal of :':

Agricultural Society " written respect -

cote and Mr. Bickford. They have the advantage of be : -

trated by several good plans and diagrams. The articles are in

vol. xiii .". pp. 162 and 1T2.

t The practical purpose of the level gutters is explained in the

test with perfect clearness, and, theoretica::- s{ E i&ii r in order

to fulfil the purpose indicated be perfectly leveL In
practice, however, it will be found advisable to give and late a

Uttle—that is to diwp the gal the balls t rejecting

surfaces, and to raise them in the valleys or receding surfaces.

—

saxe the water covering the hills: in the

second, in order to prevent its lingering in Hie hollows.

§ The knives answer to the coulter of a plough, and ent the

sides of the gutter. The furrow-slicer performs the part of the

fin. or the wiDg as it is sometimes called, that is. it sevess the

furrow-slice from the grotmd on its under surface, I have found
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are set at a distance of 6 inches from one another,

but may be screwed up closer, so as to leave a

space of but 4 inches. Their distance regulates the

width of the gutter, which they mark out and cut ver-

tically as the plough proceeds ; the furrow-slicer, which

is placed behind them, and which is fixed horizontally,

scooping out the sod at the proper depth. The instrument

is easily managed ; and when once a meadow has been

laid out, a common labourer can keep it in order, by
cuttiug every year fresh gutters by the side of the old

ones, and filling up the latter with the earth he takes

out. This is better than cleaning out the old gutters,

as it checks the tendency to the production of aquatic

Grasses. The expense of cutting the fresh gutters,

the level having once been ascertained, does not amount
to more than Is. an acre ; whereas the cleaning out

of old gutters with the ordinary tools cost at least 2s.

The price of the plough is 31.

The expense of laying out a water-meadow on Mr.
Bickford's principles must of course in great measure
depend upon the character of the ground. From the

best information I can obtain I am led to believe that

it may be reckoned on the average at about 12. an
acre. On the laud in my own occupation to which I

have applied the system the cost has been somewhat
less, hut then the land had been previously watered in

the old way, and portions of the former carriage-gutters
were available for the new work. The gutterer whom
I employed (Mr. Edward Ellis, of Newton St. Cyres)
has since had a good deal of occupation in laying out
meadows in various parts of England, and I understand
from him that he considers 12. an acre a fair average
price. Looking to the great benefit conferred upon the
land by the process, the cost must be regarded as
wholly insignificant. In many cases the whole outlay
may be recovered in a single year.

coming in produce or such casualties as are incident to

all rural affairs, but it is difficult to see that there is any
great practical fallacy in the system, and if so there

seems to be proved that in very positive fact additional

value may be conferred on land in Grass, the large

money transactions which are attendant on arable

cultivation being avoided.

If such advantages are attainable where irrigation

can be effected by the power of gravitation, the power
of steam could be afforded where water could be had,

but where the shape of the country did not admit of

gravitation.

If the system were pursued for a series of years, it is

believed that a beneficial effect would arise from the

application of a small quantity of lime, were it only

10 bushels per acre, to be washed in in the same manner,
the expense only 7s. or 8s. per acre. It would be easy

I to test the utility of such an application on a small scale

before it was resorted to. A . B.

EXPERIMENTAL GRASS FARMING.
I propose to make an experiment in the management

of Grass land, on which I shall be glad to see the obser-
vations of yourself or of such of your intelligent readers
and correspondents as may choose to offer their opinions
in anticipation of the result. I propose to make the
experiment on a field of 6 imperial acres, which is in
pasture, and is now rented at 16^., from May 1 to
November 1 ; land of good quality, and well drained.
The experiment is as follows:—

1st. To apply in the spring 4 cwt. of the best guano
in solution and mixture with 5000 gallons of water per
acre ; the irrigation to be made by means of iron pipes
laid underground, and by hose and jet, from a tank
•placed 80 feet above the level of the field, so that the
water and guano will be distributed with facility and
efficiency under that pressure. The irrigation will be
•regulated as to time by the season and weather ; but it

is proposed to apply it in February or March—perhaps
early in April ; and if the month of May should be very
dry, there will be no difficulty in applying by the same
means 5000 gallons of pure water per acre.

2d. It is proposed to take a crop of hay, which ought
• -to be of the finest quality, and it is expected that it

will come early, and probably be cut and made by the
-middle of June.

3d. As soon as the hay can be moved to a corner of
the field, it is intended again to apply 4 cwt. of guano
in solution and mixture, as before, with 5000 gallons of
water per acre ; and again to allow the Grass to grow
for a hay crop, which it is supposed may be cut for the
second time about the time of harvest in the fields
around, and saved as well as the adjacent crops, more
or less well, according to the season. The question is,

Whether the powerful manuring will not produce a
-second fine crop, and what, under such treatment, may
be the probable value of the two crops ? Is it too
much to expect that the first crop of hay may be worth
1 21., and the second 81. per acre—together, 201. per acre ?

4th. If such should be the result, how will the
-account stand at the end of the first and second years ?

for it is proposed to pursue the system, and to apply
the same treatment in consecutive years, in the belief
that the benefits, such as they may be, will proceed in
an increasing ratio. The expense will be as follows :

—

float of tank, pipes and hose £65
24 cwt. of guano—1st crop > .

„ 2dcrop
P
}
about

„.. Total cost 1st year ...
xt the crop should be worth, 1st crop ... 12Z.

30

95

2d crop

Per acre
Six acres

201.

e

120?. 120

Surplns of produce over expenditure, 1st year ... £25
This presents a remarkable result, and at all events

so great a margin as to make the experiment at least a
safe one

; and if it be assumed that the expenditure is

?vP j
n tbe $nt year

>
the second year would stand

reald
D0 mtere8t is charged because the capital is

Valoe of two crops, as before £120Lost of guano, or an equivalent quantity of
nitrate of soda for one of tbe dressings 30

Net surplus produce ... ... £90 (

Or 15/. per acre,
lere is a fair margin to meet a short-

^ives
W
or\SrSo

rSt
-
t
° SeP"a 'e the ""> ac,i™ s

' <° fit the
cultivator, which one m„«- "T^10™ of Newington's hand
turf is then severedonT™2 CaS ' XZ dT*w b? hand

i
the P 1^ °fen revered on its under surface by a narrow sharp shovel.

Home Correspondence.
Potato Orowing.—I think the following plan of growing

Potatoes more simple and judicious than the details

given by your correspondent at page 522. In autumn
a piece of stubble land is thoroughly cleaned, then

towards the end of November green or fresh fold-yard

manure is applied broadcast, at the rate of 8 to 10 tons

per acre. The land is then immediately ploughed a

good depth, and thus it remains exposed to the free

agency of the atmosphere till spring, when the surface

is occasionally stirred by the grubber, harrows, &c, so

as to keep the weeds in check. At the time of planting

we are content with having the land lightly ribbed over,

say at a depth of about 4 inches ; then at this depth,

and about 27 inches apart, we place the tubers whole

10 iuches asunder, and before covering them a sprink-

ling of Peruvian guano is strewed along with the

tubers, at the rate of 10 stone per acre. By having

recourse to this treatment and selecting a tolerably

dry soil there would be no fear of success as

regards the growth of the Potato, and I am not very

sure too that this practice has not something to do with

diminishing the amountof disease. I havetried theuseof
lime by sprinkling it at this season along the tops of the

drills and found no good effects from it any more than

where this was not done. There can be no use in giving

the expenses attending the above plan, as every practical

man will be able to estimate that in his own locality.

P. Deane.
Dairy Statistics.—If the following is of any use to

you, oi- any of your readers, you are welcome to it.

I had in the year

1S47 ... 4 cows, average value of produce per £ s. d.

cow 13 15 6
1848 ... 7 „ „ 13 10
1849 ... S „ „ 13 18 6
1S50 ... 6 „
1851 ... 7 „
1852 ... 8 „
1853 ... 8 „
1854 ... 8 „

The produce was made up thus :

8041J lbs of butter
54 calves

Milk and cream

12 9 6
13 3 9
12 16 21
13
11 7 Hi

£ s. d.

404 12 2
118 3 6
203 6 3i

The cows were about half of them Alderney, the others
short-horns. They were not highly fed ; they eat
Cabbages or Turnips while being milked, and neither
buttermilk nor cream was injured. Q. F. D. [Many
thanks. Pray tell us what method was employed when
the cows fed on Cabbages and Turnips to keep the
butter sweet.]

Yorkshire Crops.— I spent the whole of last week in
journeying through the North and West Ridings of
Yorkshire, and over a great portion of the midland
counties, and the following is the result of a very atten-
tive examination of the corn and root crops seen during
my progress. The Wheat crop is in general a very
bulky one ; but on good land it is everywhere much
lodged—rust is seen liere and there, though not to any
very great extent— but a fine heavy bright crop is no-
where to be seen. From my own observation, aided by the
opinion of the most intelligent farmers I have met with,
I can have no doubt but the Wheat sample of this

year will prove generally a very mixed one ; on all the
fields where the crops were much and early lodged,
many of the ears have a deaf or imperfectly filled side,

and hence, when the grain is rubbed from the chaff it

either gives very few grains, or one half of them are long
and lean and will yield nothing but bran when ground.
Oats are a full average crop, and although a good deal
lodged are not nearly so much damaged as Wheat.
Barley is also an average crop, a good deal down, and
will not I fear prove a very bright sample. Potatoes
are a good crop, but the disease is showing itself un-
mistakeably, and in my opinion will extend itself as the
Potato becomes more generally ripe. Turnips are on
the whole a late and, I think, a very inferior crop, and
in many places nearly lost in weeds. The harvest will

be general in Yorkshire this week ; in the midlands
most of the Oats and Barley will be in the stackyard in

this month, but very little Wheat will be secured so
soon. Roaldus.

Oilcake.—If the information that I have lately re-

ceived be correct, the adulteration of oilcake is being
carried on to an unprecedented extent, and the profit

on it throws guano making into the shade. A neighbour
of mine has been in the habit of buying the sweepings
and rubbish of different mills, sifting it, and fatting old
sows with the dust and dirt, selling what whole corn he
gets to the miller, broken corn to his neighbours for

their chickens, Charlock and other seeds to an oil-mill,

at Is. per bushel, to be mixed with and sold for an
article which costs seven times as much. But now his

occupation is gone, the cake-makers have overbid him,
and are using this precious compound, which costs

under 1/. per ton, in making cake for which we have to

pay 12/. and 131. per ton. The manager of a
mill told my informant that they were bid

more money for it. A carman overhearing, says,

"That is to go into Essex, we often send 100 tons

a week." The first part of my communication is per-

fectly correct, and can be proved. The latter is not so
well authenticated, but if such practices are going on, I

thought you the most likely party to ferret it out ; the
majority of agriculturists look upon you as their pro-
tector and instructor. If such practices are going od,

it would put the parties on their guard. B .

Crops in Lincolnshire Fens.—Our harvest being so

very late I did not think I could give a correct report
before the 11th. The Wheat crop on peaty soils will

be very deficient, I think the worst I have ever known ;

and upon the fine soils in this parish and neighbourhood
all that is laid, of which there is a considerable quantity,

the quality will be very bad, i lbs. to 5 lbs. per bushel
less than last year. T. AitJcen, near Spalding.'

Potato Culture.—I should like to solicit your opinion
on a plan which I adopted in the cultivation of early
field Potatoes called Shaws. I prepared my ground in
the usual way—ridge culture. The usual practice in my
neighbourhood is to set the plants fl inches apart, the
rows being 27 to 30 iuches wide. I resolved to plant

27 inches by 27 inches, for in this way I felt that light

and heat would more readily be transmitted to the
plant ; and I moreover split that portion of the ridged
earth between the plants so as to afford a convex sur-

face to the space it occupied. In this way I expected
to insure a larger surface exposed to the sun's heat.

As it is important to get the Potatoes early to market, I
expected the bine of my plants would not be unnaturally
forced, and that the energies of the plant would be
directed to the formation of tubers. The result has not
met my expectation ; not that I consider it has failed

under the conditions. I had a very large growth of

bine, and my Potato plants suffered under the fangs of
the wireworm. What I wish to elicit is, in dealing

with the Potato plant which is the best plan to insure a
growth of tuber ? Can it be attained by wide or close

planting ? A. B., August 27.

Wheat Midge.— I observe in the Agricultural part of

last week's Chronicle an inquiry about the Wheat midge.
I may mention that one field I saw was much affected

with it, and I have heard by the remarks of others that

it is to be found in some of the fields round here, but I

think not to any great extent generally ; but would it

not be well for those whose corn is affected to take great
care at the time of threshing out to burn all the chaff
and dust winnowed from this corn— that they might
destroy it while in its chrysalis state and thereby
benefit themselves and neighbours another year I J,
Divers, Maidstone.

Alderney Cow.—As you have thought the statement
mentioned in my letter worth noticing (see p. 540), I
will add that within the last few days the quantity of
butter made from the milk of the cow has been ascer-
tained, viz., 7 oz. from one day's milk, being 4J quarts.
We make butter after the Devonshire manner. J. O.

Foreign Correspondence.
Dairy Produce.—Observing that you have lately

taken up this subject in the Agricultural Gazette, and
that you are desirous of obtaining as much information
as possible thereupon, I am induced to offer you the
result of my experience on this side of the Atlantic. I
have for several years kept an exact register of all my
dairy produce in the following manner. The milk of
each cow is measured morning and evening, and the
quantity entered by me in a hook under the name of
the cow ; in different columns I enter the quantity of
milk furnished to the house, consumed by calves, &c. ;

the remainder is what is to be made into butter. I
make butter (in the Devonshire manner—scalding the
cream) three times a week in summer, and twice a week
in winter. At the end of each week I register the
quantity of milk made into butter, the quantity of butter
made, and the number of quarts of milk it has taken to

make a pound of butter ; at the end of the month I
enter in another book the average number of quarts of
milk it has taken to make a pound of butter during the
month, and when the twelve months are completed, the
average number for the whole year. I am thus enabled
to show at any moment what quantity of milk was
required to make a pound of butter in any given week

;

I can also tell from my book what the food of the cows
was during the week, or the average for any month,
and finally the average for the year. I find that in
1854 the average for the year was 8i quarts of milk to
make a pound of butter ; the smallest quantity was
6 quarts in the first week of May, and the greatest

9i quarts in the month of August. My cows are not
extraordinary milkers ; they are a cross between the
short-horn and Ayrshire. I find they fatten easily,

being always kept in good condition. I have no diffi-

culty in disposing of them to the butcher when I no
longer want them for the dairy. Their food in summer
is Clover, Vetches, and Indian Corn cut green. We
can rarely get a bite of Grass before the 20th of May,
and our Clover is ready to cut about the second week
in June ; the Vetches come between the two ; cuttings
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of Clover and the Indian Corn, which does well in our

Iiot and dry summer*?, given green food up to the middle

of October. Willi the exception of a fortnight before

the first Clover in ready to cut, the cowfl an: kept in the

stable, being turned out for about an hour every morn-

ing. The food in winter in hay, ehall, rOOtf, and about

.'J lbs* of the meal of Indian Corn, Beans, PcOB. or

Hurley, given in a warm drink to the COWS giving milk.

After repeated experiments I find that I obtain the

createBt quantity ot butter from the smallest quantity of

millc. When iho food in hay, llean-ineul, and I'arnnipM,

I have invariably found the quantity of butter to inereuHe

with Farsuips ; with Turnips, Mangold Wurzel, ami

Carrots, l have not found luueii difference. lied Carrots

give the butter rather a deeper colour during winter
;

in other rcKpeelH f have not found them superior to

Mangold Wurzel. Turnips give a taste to the butter

which prevntH (heir being made much tine of. T.

Edmund Campbell,, President of the Hoard, of Affvioultwo

of Lqwcv Canada, St, H'dairc, Canada Kant.

^oncties.

iioyal Aaiticui/ruiui, of knoxand.
The deferred trial of tho Reaping-machines selected

at the Carlisle Mooting took place at Abbot's Iicigh,

neur Bristol, on Wednesday, tlio 29th of August, in the

presence of Mr. Milis, M.l'. (President of tlio Royal
Agricultural Society of Kngliind nt tlio Ciirlislo Meet-

ing), Sir Stafford Henry Northcote, Hart., M.P. (Steward
of Cattle at Lincoln), Sir Archibald Keppel Macdonald,
Bart. (Steward Elect of ImplementsatLincoln), Mr.Dyke
Acland (ono of the Editors of the Journal), Mr. Ray-
mond Barker (Vice-President and Chairman of Finance),

Mr. BranUroth Globs (Honorary Director of the Show),

Mr. Granger (Judge of Field Implements), Mr. Ilatnond

(Steward of Implements at Exeter, Lewes, Gloucester,

and Lincoln), Mr. Fisher Hobbs (Steward of Implements
at Lewes, Gloucester, Lincoln, and Carlisle), Mr. llud-

souJ(Secretary of the Society), Mr. llusltinsou (Judge
of Field Implements), and Mr. Clare Sewell Read
(Judge of Field Implements) ; including, among the

exhibitors, Mr. Burgess, Mr. Alfred Crosskill, Mr.
Dray, Mr. Key, Mr. Peter Love, Mr. Mackenzie, Mr.
Palmer, and Mr. Sultie ; and among the general com-
pany Sir John Key, Bart., Captain Gordon, Mr. Philip

Miles, Mr. Knatchbull, Mr. Pitman, and Mr. George
Pope.

Mr. Miles having directed every arrangement to be
made for the supply of his own horses to work the

machines, and for the order in which successive crops of

Wheat and Barley, under the most favourable as

well as under the most unfavourable circumstances
for reaping, were to be cut, the competing machines
were set to work simultaneously, under the orders
of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, and the inspection and critical

examination of the judges. No pains were spared by
every one engaged to render the trial in every respect
perfect and satisfactory. This result was finally attained,

and it is probable that no reaping-machines in this or

any other country have ever been more severely, im-
partially, or satisfactorily tested than in the trial at

Abbot's Leigh.

I. Prizes offered.—For the best Reaping-machine,

30?. ; for the second-best ditto, 201.

Special Condition.—Iu adjudicating on the Reaping-
machines, the attention cf the Judges will be particu-

larly called to the best mode of delivery.

II. Judges' Awards :

—

" Leigh Court, August 29, 1S55.
" We award the 1st Prize of 30/., lor the best reaping machine,

to Stand 68, Article No. t, Messrs. Burgess& Key, for M'Cormick's
reaper improved by themselves.—The 2d' Prize of 20/., for the
second best ditto, to Stand 79, Article No. 3, Mr. John Palmer, of
Stockton-on-Tees, for Forbush's reaper improved by the exhi-
bitor.—We highly commend Stand No. 34, Article No. 3, Messrs,
Dray & Co., forllussey's reaper improved by themselves.

"T. W. Granger.
" Thomas Huskinson.
" Clare Sewell Read."

III. Exhibitors' Catalogue-Specifications.
Stand No. 6S. Burgess & Key, of 103, Newgate Street, London.

Article No 1. (New Implement).—A reaping machine ; iuvented
by Cyrus Hall McCormick, of Chicago, United States of America,
improved and manufactured by the exhibitors. It received the
Council Medal at the Great Exhibition in 1851; the Prize Medal
at the Yorkshire Show in 1S52, the award of the Driffield

Farmers' Club ; first prize of the Durham County Meeting at
Sunderland; and the award of the jury appointed at the nine
days' trials of reapers at the Royal Agricultural College at Cireu-
cester, aud after the test of four years it is found to be a machine
which will cut under any circumstances when desirable. It is so
constructed and of such materials that it is not liable to get out
of repair, and is easy draught for two horses, and when required
can be repaired by any carpenter and blacksmith on a farm
without sending it to the manufacturer. The only objection to

this reaper was owing to the fact that our crops being much
heavier thau those grown in America (where some thousands of
these machines have been in work for the last 14 years), it is

fouud in some cases to be very hard work for the manto rake the
cut crop off the machine ; and this objection we believe we have
completely overcome by means of our patent Archimedian screw
platform, which, without adding to the draught, delivers the cut
crop off the side of the machine in a perfect swathe. The only
labour, therefore, now required to work this machine for a day on
level land is two horses and a lad of about 15 to drive : on hilly
land the draught is, of course, more, and a change of horses
would be required. Price 35 guineas.

Stand No. 79. John Palmer, of Stockton-on-Tees, Durham.
Article No. 3.—(New implement.)—A combined reaping and
mowing machine ; invented by Forbush & Co., of Buffalo, United
States; improved by the exhibitor; and manufactured by For-
bush & Co., and the exhibitor. This machine is especially
adapted for small occupations, and it is also suitable for large
occupiers, when it is thought desirable to deliver the corn in
sheaves. The driving works of the machine are so arranged as
to prevent a side-draught or a tendency in the machine\o run

Into tlto uncut corn, There Is do pre* irn upon I

machine being evenly balanced, Tneknffoi I I

'A tlio driving-wheel, hence Ibc tubule In lefl tti< isnu

on the ridge is in the furrow, Prom the p*
II," guard

,

i tin
i

i "i »k*li '"" ; ' nl
,

'

i |iol pli U i / oven l:
' tbfl application '-( >'

roller platform, the heaviest and longi '
,

i

> By uidng the radUtlog roller plal Oats, and
atiort WIio»t iti'n delivered at the ulilo, oul ol tin ••'< ;< lot

liorsos, I'll':'-, with book platform, 26f.; irltb radiating platform,
/,/, extra,

gtan i ''". M, William Dn .
' ol »»<ii Law

.

Tin • Street, Lon&on. Article - a patenl Iteaplng-

maclilna ; Invented by Obod Da* <, ol tlio 1

proved and manufactured by tbe exhibitor*. Till machine ha*
con 1. 1. mill.' advantaged "vcr thai known •

" n
iimi received tin i" \a ol tni Boval t -it i.'m

ooln, i"'i, in addition to those > the Bath and VVeat ol Kngland,
Mm Stirling, the Burnley, and North Lancssblr*. ill In Utiii

tbtiil Kiibiiiij; iviiy |ni/' l"i ''.lil'ill II I moot
advantage icon Istln It* having e tilting platform, which i

iIm< attendant to dollvei the grain wnii the greatwt »«••, «

patent skeloton knife, Instead ol "" wild bladi

whloh oflaotually prevents ehoklng; baa li wage f'.r minliiK

and lowering tbo out, and a wheel to rellevi I Mofthe
weight "i the machine. Pi lee 26/.

Thus has concluded a trial which will be memorable
in its immediate effi-el", and i" the future result* to

which it will doubtless lead. The report 'J tin- itcwardi

and jiiiI^ch, in reference to its details, along with the

report of Mr. Fiiirburn (communicated to .Mr. Miles),

on tho trial of reapiiig-inacliiri't at Paris, will appear
iii the next part of tho Journal of tin: Society. In the

meantime, Messrs, Garrett AcSod, of Ssxmundham, and

Mes«rs. Raneomes Ac Sims, of Ipswich, I

into arrangements to manufacture for Messrs. Bi

& Key the reaping-machine which has gained the Hr»t

prize at Abbot's Leigh.

Tho splendid character of tlio weather, tho beauty of

tho scenery,and the truly English hospitality display i lal

Leigh Court ; the excellence of the trial, and ihe satis-

faction and generous rivalry only of the competing

exhibitors, were all of them gratifying circumstances,

which appropriately terminated Mr. Miles's presidency

of the Royal Agricultural Society of Kngland, in the

same spirit and with the same decided effect as had

marked its progress in every transaction from tbo com-
mencement.

Anebley Poultry Snow.—A show of Poultry, re-

markable for both the quality and quantity of the birds

exhibited, has been held during the past week in the

Anerley Gardens. Many of the classes were remark-

ably well illustrated, and deserved a larger number of

visitors and admirers than, from the state of the

grounds when we were in them, there appeared

to be. ' There were thirty-six pens of Spanish of

admirable quality—Mr. Davies, of Hounslow, and .Mr.

Plummer, of Brislington, being the most successful of

their exhibitors. One hundred pens illustrated the

merits of the Dorking breed in its several varieties of

coloured, speckled, and white ; and among the successful

owners were Mr. Davies, Mr. Lewry, of Crawley, Mr.

Elgar, of Reigate, Mr. Antil, of Portseajand others.

There were no fewer than 122 pens of Cochins

—

cinnamon and buff, grouse and partridge feathered, and
white—and a very remarkable show they made. Mr.

Fookes, of Whitechurch ; Mr. Fairlie," of Cheveley

Park; Rev. G. F. Hodson, of Bridgewater; Mrs. Ford,

of Ide ; Mr. Chase, of Birmingham ; and Sirs. Herbert,

of Powick, carrying off the first prizes in the several

classes. The Game classes, Polands and Hamburghs,
were represented respectively by 80, 60, and 101 pens :

—Messrs. Monsey (Norwich), Matthew (Stowmarket),

Titterton (Birmingham), Shield (Sydenbam),|and Strange

(Bedford), being the 1st prize holders for Game fowl.

Messrs. Marshall (Taunton), Worrall (Liverpool),

Dixon (Bradford), Fellowes (Norwich), Burnett (Lan-

cashire), Archer (Malvern) and Botharn (Slough),

succeeding among tbe Hamburghs; and Messrs. Adkins,

of Edgbaston, Battye, of Holmfirtb, Bush, of Bath,

Dixon,i^of Bradford, and Symonds, of Milborne, St.

Andrew's, being prize-holders among tbe Poland?.

We have not space to specify the other classes.

The geese were remarkably fine, and the ducks

were good too. The accommodation for them was

defective, owing to want of shelter from the ex-

treme heat of the day. The silver cups for the best

collections of poultry were awarded to Mr. Davies and

Mr. Botham. The show generally was one of the best

opportunities we have seen of studying leisurely and
satisfactorily the merits of the different breeds and

specimens. This we regret was owing partly to tbe

comparatively small number of visitors present.

Miscellaneous.
Value of Farm Labour.—Labour being one of the

most serious items of expenditure on a farm, ought to

be the subject of the most accurate calculation, and may
be|divided into two parls—manual and team-work. My
object is, therefore, to endeavour to arrive at some fixed

value of each as a basis for calculating the expense of

cultivating the different crops, thereby enabling the

farmer to judge for himself, with very little trouble,

how he stands with regard to profit and loss in his

different fields. Bayldon, on " Rents and Tillages,''

devotes his fifth chapter to the same subject ; bnt tie

rapid strides of agriculture, and tbe various customs

prevailing in the different counties, render a wcrk

adapted to one of very little use to those residing in

another. The principle Bayldon assumes is that tie

daily wages of a labouring man are equal to the price

of a peck of Wheat. This I believe will be found in-

A« far an thin county I

years it would stand as follows :

—

Ayvw \>*r bul.tl. Dolly VSjB
BV.Md, ... is. -Id.
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. ' • i
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4 itt

i
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• be canted '.'it : Um **-iy (act of

Pi i

.'
'. ' rop would in iu*

Jation adapted to previous yart. in ,
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.maii'it wfc^irn, or le. ''•d. \i*'.r day Bfld sidk r, kt.d
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horses, For tbo aako of cslculsi (ore, and from
pant <-x|.' ti' nee, I think I m»y fairly adopt •

and li, '"/. par day an the raltia of manual ,

With r of I' am- work, a v«ry diffo

rent calculation require*: v, bs mado. I

estimate il, wt mini pmsiinis that the h'/r»e is i

I tint ho w.r«« MO days in

.
", bad

other c*uwi ; we must calculat',

ever, on Bfli days' kesp, »i he i». gotting the «» •

all that I born •,
_. f'x*d,

cannot, to do them juaticc, liarc I'M Uian I p««k of

Oats and 21 lbs. of hay per day. Duriag tin U»t
seven yean 'tats have averaged a trifle mor<! than

2>. 6cl. per bushel, but 1 win u^i them al

hunlicl ; consequently the boner's connum;

I J bushels pe* week, will be equal in value V, it. \<kl.

and his hay, (good dorer), at 2'. 10s. \*t ton, hi

On this be is supposed to be kopt 80 weeks ; his keep,

therefore, during lhat time would amount V, at^ut 12/.;

. ri i i , _- 11 weeks he will be on green fiy*d, and
eat as near os possible in value about lit. per week, or

for the 22 week* 51 10#.

30 w<wkV keep, UurSi. perwtek LU
•ft weeks' keep, at It: per week. 5 10 o

£17 W
or lis. 'Jd. a week as the cost of a horse's ke<

:

doubt some will differ from me in this calculation, for,

as a general rule, mere horses are kept at a lea* than

at a higher rate ; still they must allow it is not m^r*.

than the necessary food to keep a good horse

working condition. In this county farms are not

generally large, and 200 acres may be taken as a fair

size to make calculations on ; and for such an estate the

following horses and implements would be required :

—

7 horses, at 30/. each £210
3 carta, at8.'. eacb 14
3 wains, at V.. each MOO
3 ploughs, at 31. each 8
2 pair harrows, at 31. each
Drag; harrow 4
Seed harro-ir 2
Roller:; 7
Grubber 7
Clodcmsher 18
T'imiphoe 3
Turnip drill 10
Corn drill 10
Grass seed sowing machine 3
LTav tamer 10
Thrashing machine and chaff otter SO
"Winnowing machine 8 O
Turnip cutter 8
Harness (both cart and plough) 90 O
Bags 8
Sundries (rakes, weights, 4c.) 9

-

The sum of 450i. is, therefore, to be divided among**
seven horses, leaving about 641. 5». average capital per

horse. Fifteen per cent, may be considered as a fair

average for wear, tear, and repairs, and should be
added to tbe 64/. 5s., making the average capita] per

horse 73?. 17*. From this it appears that on a farm
of 200 acres, to carry on the different farming opera-

tions, tbe sum of 73Z. \7s. per horse is required, »r.

i

as the farmer has not the means of turning over his

capital so quickly as the merchant or manufacturer,

another 15 per cent, on his sank capital should be

added. The value of horse and man having already

been fixed, it will stand as follows :

—

Keep of two horses, 13s. 6A per week, or per working dav 2s. 3d.

Man's wages 1 1^

15 per cent, on sock capital, at 731. 17*. for each bcrse ... 1 5

5 e

giving 5s. 6d. as the value per day of a man and pair-

of horses working on a farm, after allowing the fanner

a fair interest for wear, tear, and sunk capital. I

trust these few calculations will be received as tbe

endeavours of one whose aim is to draw the atten-

tion of agriculturists to the necessity of not confining

themselves to the mere knowledge of the gross ex-

penses o; the working of their farms generally, and to

aid them in becoming more intimate with the detailed

cost of their crops in each field, thereby placing them

I
in a position to see the more readily what each crop

should sell at, to return a fair remuneration for their

outlay. Journal cf ike Baik a~d West cf England Agri-

Calendar of Operations.

AUGUST.
South TT»vrs jtv- 29.—As the "Wheat fills before tbe sickle

the quality aud probable yield become more apparent and certain.

The early and strong winds fxsu tike westward daring the

blooming of the "Wheat has affected the Wheat plaat =uch
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7lu>re are law aud numerous areas of the Wtn-at plant black

urn dtaCT in colour, and this more, apparent in the more back-

ward breadths of Wheat, but even iu the more advanced the

straw was coated its full length with red dust (rust) which

covered the reaper's face and arms with " a coppery hue
;

he

Pars contained many shrunk corns, and the character of the

sample denotes there will be much ''tailing" when it becomes

to be "managed." "Horny berries" are numerous, faome

fields are blighted in patches, and in other parts of the country

the whole field presents both in the ear and the straw

a dinv smuttv, dingy character. Iudecd, smut prevails in

certain 'districts also. The vield of straw is bulky, but the

"eneralltv of the ears are small, aud unevenly filled, and a non-

nVriculturist driving along the roads of this county might

imagine by the sight of the numerous "aisles" (?) it was a hue crop;

but thev are like the painted sepulchres of the Jews-the inside

not so fair as the outride. Black bearded Wheat is to be seen in

parts of Hants, hut though it yields largely the flour it produces

is rough and grit I v. and not so sweet as other varieties The

size and bulk of stnuv is immense. All the early-sown Barley

looks well, and the bulk is great, hut on middling soils after

Wheat ia common Hampshire rotation), the yield is poor. The

land bears an analogy to stock; the wcll-fedandcleananimalihrives

and escapes manv disasters from weather, but the ill-fed are poor,

mangy and miserable. So on poor soils or lands lacking manure

the crop is poor and light and more liable by reason of its back-

wardness to all the ills of blight, smut, and a poor sample as

well as vield. Hampshire farmers are late sowers in autumn

and spring; but oflate years some chosen few follow the golden

rule 'When the land is ready the husbandman ought to be

readv likewise." But this terrestrial "diagnosis" falls to the

lot onlv of the minority of farmers. Oats are very fine in some

districts. The black Tartar on the strong loams of this county

are the most prolific as well as the most profitable. We may
here observe that there is a general complaint of all the cereal

crops, that the straw this vear cuts "so dead and dull," and that

more "flags" hang ahmit the Wheat stems. All this is true

enough, as I narrowly observe all agricultural phenomena i

from season to season. Peas are not a good crop. Beans

an average one. Potatoes sadly diseased, and the tubers

very decayed, even when as large as your fist, and six or

eight together so on a single root. Swedes mend rapidly,

and the late storms have set them onwards in growth. All kinds

of cattle look well, and there will soon be plenty of food for

them. What the yield of Wheat per acre is this harvest we
have yet seen no samples. Much was cut green, and housed

green in the straw. As usual all scrambling to make ricks, and

the boast how many they have each made when they meet in the

market-room ; the condition of their ricks seems to be a secon-

darv consideration. B. S. T. t
Hants.

Wester Ross, August 20.—Turnip hoeing is all but concluded,

and the work has been greatly better performed these lust 10 days

than it could have been in the previous month. The ground was
so thoroughly saturated with the incessant rain that our hoeing,

grubbing, and harrowing had only the effect of shifting the

weeds from one place to another, the continuous growth being
little interrupted. Our Turnips promise well, and as somewhat
beyond an average breadth has been sown, the likelihood is, that

of this useful commodity there will be no lack. Never did the

Potatoes present a gayer or more promising appearance, yet
there is not a field in this neighbourhood without unmistakeable
symptoms of the damaging presence of that dire disease, and
still we have hopes. Its progress is slow, and should that slow
step be continued for a fortnight, the earlier kinds at least would
be well matured, and what would be saved would be fit for food.

Last year the remnant that was saved was well nigh useless.

SiDce dry weather set in, the fields have very hurriedly whitened
to the harvest. La^t year we commenced operations on the 28th

;

this year we will commence about the 24th. A few fields in this

neighbourhood have been already cut. The crop, on the whole,
is rather under an average, and the quantity of straw is greatly
less than last year. Wheat on deep well cultivated soils is

heavy, but on fields such as this, blight and rust to some extent
prevail, On lighter soils Wheat is thin and stinted, but will

yield a good sample. Barley that found in spring a suitable seed
bed, dry and well pulverised, is luxuriant, but where the soil

turned over wet and unbroken, the braird came up thin and
starved, and is now an inferior crop. Oats are, with few excep-
tional fields, light throughout the north. Peas and Beans are

grown to a very limited extent in this neighbourhood. Con-
tinued high prices have given an additional stimulus to agri-

culture in the north. Improvements of all kinds, such as trench-

ing, draining, liming, high manuring, are carried on with great

spirit, and in thi* way some security is had against coming days
of adversity. Wages of servants and labourers are still on the
increase, and although provisions of all sorts are high, i o

whisper of dissatisfaction is heard.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
WARRANTED GouD BY THE MAKERS.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
" Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Education: Subscriber. For Turnip husbandry

the best districts of Northumberland, Berwickshire, or East
Lothian; for arable dairy husbandry, Ayrshire, Galloway, &c;
for pasture dairy farming, Cheshire, Gloucestershire ; for gene-
ral good arable management, North Lincolnshire, Norfolk, &c.
But every county can boast of instances of energetic and in-

telligent management, in which the circumstances of soil, cli-

mate, markets, &c, are perfectly taken advantage of. It is hardly
likely, though, that a young man would be admitted without a
premium either received or paid on to such farms. He might
obtain work and receive wages, and would then he responsible
—or he might obtain instruction and pay a premium, and the
farmer would then be responsible for his improvement. We
doubt if any energetic farmer would be satisfied with any other
arrangement than such as would involve distinct services on
one side or the other, and payment for the same.

Barm: A B says C. Clifton has furnished us a method of pre-
paring barm. Will he be so kind as to acquaint us with the
quantity of barm required to a given weight of flour? How
does he renew his stock when the preparation is exhausted ?

Does he resort to the original process of manufacture?
Cheese: J J B. You will hinder your cheese becoming mity by
having new boards for them to lie on, and by keeping them
continually clean.

Lime, &c: J T B. We should be disposed to apply at least

40 bushels per acre, now or a month before seed time. The
ten bushels per acre as an annual application is proper only after
the dressing which a soil needs at first, if it has not been
dressed for along time. If you have arable land you had better
apply the compost to it, and let the water improve your
irrigated meadow, which it will do unassisted. Pull Thistles,
but trust to the water to kill Daisy, Rib-grass, &c.

Millars of Rickstand: J G B. An ordinary height is 30 inches,
and the cap overhanging about 10 inches. But mice are carried
in the sheaves from the field, and rats seldom fail of having an
opportunity once in the season of getting in by something
lying carelessly against the rick.

Straw -with Green Clover: Birkenhead asks for any instances
in which this practice has given satisfaction. Mix layers in
the rick according to your judgment of the quantity of sap
remaining in the Clover. Of course the Clover is dried some-
what, though too green to put together by itself.W heat Sowing : P 3. Loamv soil well drained, in the county of
Kent, not exposed to the attacks of game, vermin, &c, may be
well seeded with 5 pecks of Wheat per acre, in rows at in-

lH i c
foot

- In the experiments at Whitfield farm all the in-

liUtl? ,o
m finches to 2 feet, viz., 6, 9, 12, &c, were tried,

^
ana tne 12-inch interval was most productive.

*and nJS« '

many communications have been received too late,

Sm be mad*™
unuvoldaDly detained till the necessary inquiries

-.„,. .*;.*£ £/-;>:

'- -'•;::

REAPING MACHINE.
WILLIAM DRAY and CCVS Book of Testimonials

from purchasers of their Patent Reaping Machines, also a
List of Prizes, and full description will be forwarded, post free,

on application to

l-Wm. Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London,

SCYTHES.—Boyd's Patent Self-Adjusting Scythes
maybe had of the Manufacturers, William Drat & Co.,

Swan Lane, London, and of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen.
""
& A liberal allowance to the trade.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND, g
MEETING AT CARLISLE, JULY, 1855.

First Prize Awarded to i==ot

KICHMOND and CHANDLER'S No. 3B CHAFF
MACHINE, Price £7.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-
tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

ggp Catalogues Gratis.

PARKES' STEEL D1CCIMG FORKS & DRAINING TOOLS.
[\/j ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
Lt_1 "Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Toole are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps

« l^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-L Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens,~Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

THE BEST PROTECTOR from the HEAT of the SUN.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

aud Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and 3ole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Sireet, City, and the Royal Mills, "Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

WARNER'S SWING WAT ER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-
ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and
labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s,

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

|

OHN WARNER AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-
commended, for
durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s„ to hold
10 gallons.

Larger sizes
in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybe obtained
ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-
try, or of the
Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5d. to Is. 3d. per lb.

CALVANISED WIRE GAME NETTINC,
6rf. pew Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

BARNARD and BTSHOP, Maiket Place, Norwich
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch
2-incb
2-inch
l|-inch
l|-inch
lg-inch
IS-inch

strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

24 inches wide
strong, do.

intermediate, do.

extra strong, do.

Galvan- Ja pannec
ised. iron.

6'I. per yd.
8 „
91 „

11 ..

4U
6"

n
9

per yd
it

n

7 »
9 „

6*
7

tt

11 „ H
13 ,, 11

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 10<*. per yard; Galvanised
Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d. per square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. Deli-
vered free of expense in London, Peterborough. Hull, or New-
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and
Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

pHEAP WIRE, GAME, & POULTRY NETTING
V^ 5d. per running yard,

GALVANISED DITTO, 7d. per running yard, 2 feet wide.

Galvanised.
24 in, wide, 2 in. mesh, 7d. per yard.
30 in. „ 2 in. „ 9d. „
36 in. „ 2 iu. „ 10^d. „
48 in. „ 2 in. „ Is. 2d.

Not Galvanised.
... hd. per yard
... 6Jd. „
... l\d. ,

... lOd. „

Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3d. per square foot, made
to any size for the same proportionate price. This article was
shown at the Great Exhibition, where it was so much admired
for its light and durable appearance, and acknowledged to be the
cheapest and best article of the kind ever offered. Extra strong

Wire Sheep Netting, 3 feet high, Is. Qd. and 25.3d. per yard.
Also every description of Flower Trainers, DahliaRods, Garden
Arches, Bordering, Flower Stands, Tying Wire, Trellis Work,
Invisible Wire Fencing, Hurdles, and every description of Wire
Work for Horticultural purposes.—Illustrated Catalogues of

Patterns forwarded, post free, on application to T. H. Fox, City
of London Wire Work and Iron Fence Manufactory, 44, Skinner
Street, and 6 and 8, Snow Hill, London.

919 MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
&X.& RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-

ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents

ot 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,

BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milker's Phcenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.
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I OVERALL Ik'Kh to inform the Nobility, Gentry,
•' • (furflopymen, and otllors requiring I fortlouHural Buildings,
LWt H

t
|u|, l Praraos, that by Intrusting tholr ordors to him, titoy

may depend upon 8rHt>olaeH workmanship and good tnatorials -<'

tlm innst eoonomloal prloos*

.1. ovkiiau,, Horticultural Bulldor, 10, Bfaaoklowoll i
, notr

K Ingsland, Londoni

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

llAMKS PHILLIPS and Co. lmvo the pleasure to
'•J band tholr presonl rcduoed prices ofGlnss for Gash :—

SHEET SQUARES.- 'InBoxoBOf 101 i.

(i by 4, and M by-IJ £0 12«. 0<!

7 „5, - 7 A „ B.f>

8 „«, - 8| „ i;S,f

9 „ 7, — 0* „ 7i, 10 by 01
in „ 7, 10 by H J

BTOCK Sl/.KS, In 100 feet boms, from 12 by in to 20 by in,

at. ihm. per 100 feet. If out toordor no! oxoeodlng40 Inohos lohg.
lfl oz. from '2t,d. to :i>,d.

I
m oz. from '.\\<t. to ikd.

20 «/,. from nj<;. to7*A
filxtoon-nunro Sheet (ilium packed In cahch of 200 foot, or

Orates of aoo iVot. 2Jd, per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS Of ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOB ORCHARD HOUSES, nne hamk qi am
AB wit SUPPLY to Mr. ltivitnn, ami 01 various dimensions, nlwnyn
on band,
Double-orown GIhhh of vai'loiiH<llniomilnnn In 100 OiotboxoH.

GLASS TIMJS for WorkHliojiH, Kami BulldingB, &0.
i of an Inch thick £1 17i. (Irf. por cn»u of 60

A 11 2 18,, 00
A » 1 17 „ 60

GIiikh Hlatoit of tbo iiHiial dimi-nHlonfl.

GlasB Milk 1'ann, Slf.per dozen ; Propagating and Boo GIuhhoh,
Cucumlior Tubes, Laotometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Grown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

OrnamentB, Fern simdeH, Sheet Load, Pipe, Whito Load, Oiln
tind Colours, Taint BrushoB, nnd overy article in tho trade.

Horticultural GlanH Warehonse, 110, IJlHtiopH^atc Street
Without, London.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

rpilE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
J. 11ELY & WARING, Managers, 2%, Oxford Street, London.
REDUCED TAHllMf OK AGRICULTURAL AND HonTICULTUUALGLAS*.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.i and

IIAKTLEY'S PATENT HOUGH PLATE, from 4f,d. pur font.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,
&o., from Is. Gd. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozen; Holy's Tost Chums, 5s. each; Waring's Buttor Slabs,
105.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; Hee-glasses, from
Gd. ; Cucumber Tubes, from Is.; Propngating Glasses, from 3£rf.

to 7s. each; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums, complete,
10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TTETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
-*--* of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches. Per foot. Per 100 feet.

Under 6 by -1 at Ud. is £0 12 6
Prom 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5 „ 2d. „ 16 8

7 „ 5 „ 8 „ 6 „ 2Jrf. „ 18 9
S „ 6 „ 10 „ 8 „ 2Arf. „ 1 10

10 ,, 8 ,, 12 „ 9 „ 2Jd. „ 1 2 11
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3^d. por square foot, accordiug to size.
21 oz. „ SKtoBd. „ „ „
26 oz. „ 3$d.to7ld. „ „ „

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

•GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to

James Hetlkt & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Stkeet, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£- in 12*. Oi.

64 „ 44 „ 7 „ 6 12 6
74 „ 54 „ 8 „ 6 13
84 i, 64 „ 9 „ 7 ... ... 13 6
9* „ 7A „ 10 „ 8 13 6
104 ii H „ 11 „ 9 14 O
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 101 „ 10* 14
11 „ 10 „ 11$ „ 104 14 O
11 „ 11 ,, 11* ,> 114 14
12 „ 11 „ 124 » 11* 14
13 „ 11 „ 134 » 1U 14
13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 16
13* „ 13* „ 14* „ 13£ 16
164 ,- 134 ... " 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 131, 16A by 14A, 20 bv 14,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 teet.

21 In. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto . „ 2 feet ... 3* „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

HOSE PIPING,
WA.TIIMAjVS PATENT PI.AX HOi E PIPI] G
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f^lOTTAM and II ALLEN lmvo on Show, ,.t ,!,,,,

^ Rapoflitory, No. 2, Wlnaloy Btraot, Oxford Birtot, London,
a groal variety ol tho following artlolon for tin Gi don, Ac,, »t

von low prlooo, viz* 1 Garden Rollers, l Uron ] Ickaranda,

Gardon Gnglnoa, Mowing Maobifioa, Qarden Chalrw, Buporlor
Qardon Tools of all kind , Oardon ( 1 1 and Pedi tala

variety, and a i>u,-
t

-: aasortmont oi Horticultural and 6

final [mplomontfli

Ornaroontal Wire Plowar BtandJ, Pot Tralnoi
j

1

Guardo, Plowor BorderlngtHdeYtny description of wire Work,
botli plain and ornamontoli

Hand Glass Frames, Oast and Wrought Iron Flower Stukcn,
Garden Arohcs, &c.

Strong Iron Hurdles, and bent Wire for Strained Wire Fenrinf.

Hothouses. Consorratorles, ftc., made upon tho moni Improved
prlnolplo, olther ol Imn, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
ran bo Bxcd complete, with Hot NVatcr Apparatiin, Id any part
of tho Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2,

'

Street, Oxlord Strcot, o])posite tho Pantheon, where every infor-

matlon may ho obtained.

CHASE'SBEETLE POISON,

A HANO6OME PORTABLE BAPOMETtR TOR 21,
I 1
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E^tiiirlt Free from Danger to Human Life, and
Perfectly Harmless to Cats and Dogs.

A Safe nnd most Effectual Destroyer of Black Beetles
^-* and Cockroaches*; one trial alone will suffice to prove ita

great efficacy, and one box will destroy thousands. The great
advantage in this preparation in that it docs not leave their
bodies to decay and corrupt the air, but completely dries up
and destroys them, so that nothing is left to cause an unpleasant
odour when dead.

Directions for use : Place four or five of the Balls each night
where the Beetles mostly resort.

Sold in boxes at Is. each, or sent free to any part of the
kingdom for 20 stamps, by Thomas Chase, Chemist, 14, Holborn
(opposito Furnival's Inn), Loudon. And may be obtained
through all medicine vendors.

To the Editor of the " Cottage Gardener;' July 3d, 1855.
" Some of your readers may be glad to hear of an effectual

poison for these disagreeable pests. I have succeeded in com-
pletely clearing my house of them by the use of Chase's Beetle
Preparation (14, Holborn). I recommend those who are troubled
with these insects to place the pills in every place in the house
haunted by them, and to repeat the application twice after

intervals of 10 days; by this moans the successional crops of
young beetles are destroyed."

—

C. W. J., Croydon.
(Ed.—This is not a mere puff, but sent to us by a gentleman

who has been benefited as he states.]

TOURISTS, TRAVELLERS, AMD OTHERS,
Exposed to the Scorching Rays^of the Spn, and Heated

Particles of Dust, will fixd

ROWLAND'S KALYDOR a most refreshing pre-
paration for the Complexion, dispelline the cloud of languor

and relaxation, allaying all heat and irritability, and immediately
affording the pleasing sensation attending restored elasticity and
healthful state of the skin. Freckles, Tan, Spots, Pimples.
Flushes, and Discoloration fly before its application, and give
place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty and of bloom.
In cases of sunburn or stings of insects, its virtue* have long
been acknowledged. Price is. 6d. and Ss. 6d~ per bottle.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, a delightfully fragrant and
transparent preparation, and as an invigorator and purifier

beyond all precedent.

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or PEARL DENTIFRICE, a
White Powder, compounded of the rarest and most fragrant
exotics. It bestows on the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, frees
them from Tartar, and imparts to tho Gums a healthy firmness,
and to the breath a grateful sweetness and purity.

Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hattou Garden, London:
and by Chemists and Perfumers. '

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR.
WHISKERS, &c.?—The most marvellous production of

modern date is ROSALIE COL'PELLE'S CKINUTRIAR.
which is guaranteed to produce Whiskers. Moustachios, Eye^
brows, &c., in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldt&ss fi-om

whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off,

and effectually checks greyness in all its stages. For the
nursery it is recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for
promoting a fine healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in
after years. Sold by all Chemists and Perfumers, priced.-.. 7

will be sent post free on receipt of 24 penny stamps, bv Miss
Coupklle, 69, Castle Stj-eet. Newman Street, Oxford Street.

London. Sirs. Carter writes. "My head, which was bald, is

now covered with new hair.'' Mrs. Williams—"I can show a
fine head of hair from using your Crinutriar.'" Mrs. Reeve—
"My hairisgaining strength and thickness." Sergeant Craven

"Through using it I have an excellent Moustache." Mr.
Yates—"The young man has now a good pair of whiskers. I
want two packets for other customers."

IX7HITTINGTO] NUBSI I H
* * tov*—Tb« abor« Ifarwrr, with 2 A

locked with f.

tnd Bbop, Two '
f.vi-ry other 00m •

by Ida ownAr tor tbs farm offvywj
I »t » gronod

I'O BE SOLD, bv PriTAtoContrftct,~» Snujfi
\y ww, a T«

i., light* and tr*n><

light HELON-FJT,
One anrl Two 1

order. Tba whoh I

IH fbl 'li'-rn. — Apply * J. Cl
Brompton

TO BE SOLD, ' II * h7n? ,

11 ff-fttwidc; lik<:wi«c wveral »m*U GREENHOUSES,—
Address to Mr. Hxrrn, <> nd Deco-
rator, 4, Canonbnry Cottage", Low 1 .'ton.

tt- GreeDbonaa Light* and Window Ha»b«* rua4«*i>d glazed
at Hd. per foot, and all kinds of .Joiner*' Work Estimated for.

:

SHROPSHIRE RAMS.
TO BE SOLD, two superior .SHEARLING RAMS

of the above breed, fan '. Mr. Fester,
Stourbridge, who obtained a prize at lh« Olo-swr M
They art.- brad by the owner, and are more than he require* for

his use. The farm is a high dry sheep farm, and tba Kami have
been kept with the ordinary stock, where a Un
The price Ten Guioeascach, delivered (rt*- I

- .Station.

—Address It. W. Ginnova, Abbot** Mill, B'rRf'-.rd, Deroo,

£alcs fan auction.

ORCHIDS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS is favoured with instructions

to Sell by Auction at hi< fir^at R'v-to. as, Kine Stree*,
Covent Garden, on WEDNESDAY
precisely, a most important and valuablec . tCHIDS,
the property of Robert Hajn OWT, Beq^ consisting of all the best

of jErides, Sacfolahlum.% Van das, Cattleraf. dbc, in
fine specimens.—May be viewed, on the morning of Sale, and
CatalogneB had.

EALING PARK.
The late Hbs. LawravCB's Bauiowjru) Collect:

MR. J. C. STEVENS 13 favoured with instructions
to Sell by Auction, at the Gardens of Ealing P>.

THURSDAY, September^, ar.d two following **

precisely, the whole of the PLANTS contained in the ."

and Greenhouses at EMing Park, comprising about 1200 speci-
mens of the choicest Exotics, Heaths, Camellia*, Azaleas, ic.
This unrivalled collection is in the best condition, the caltivatiGn
having been for some years pa^t unc- : perintendeskce
of Mr. William May, whose ability as a grower of specimen plants
is proverbial.—Catalogues (which are preparing) will be ready
about ten days before the sale, and may be had of Mr. J. C.
Steven?, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden. (Foot stamps if
pnmaidV

ROTHtKMlTHt, SURREY.
To Maeket-Gaede>-: - NtJBSKSnUSV, A?T> Ol

MR, W. T. ATTWOuD has received instructirn^

to sell bv Auction, without r he premise?..

Lower Road, Rotherhithe.onTHURSDAY. Sept 20. at 12 o'clock,

the Live and Dead STOCK and CROP of a Market Gardener.
comprising about 20,000 roots of L^nnjcas, Victoria, and other
Rhubarb, 2 acres 2 roods of Horseradish in crop,

yearling Seakale plants, 2 roods rf ynunt- Mint a qui
Potatoes and other crops : also 30 3-ligfat Boxes and L" j

Hand-glasses, useful Cart Hcrae. licht M*rce; C»rt cr.

and other carts, Baskets. Implement- 1 ::*ds of

good rotten Manure.—May be viewed previor.«iy to sale. Cata-

logues mav be bad at the Inns in the neighbonrbood, Inns in

Covent Garden Market, and .ictiooeer and
Land Agent, Mortlake. Snrrev.

COLESHILL. BERKS.
IireoiiTAST Sale ofH
MESSRS. FIDEL and DYKE hare beeu directed

bv Mr. Moore to offer to pnblic competition, on FEHOAV.
the 14th of September, at li' f •- on the premises zz

Co1e«hill. the valuable HeH of 70 HEREFORD 1

row? HEIFERS, and CALVES, and al^ 176 pnre £

DOWK BREEDING EWES s-i THEA.VES belorci-

.

Right Honourable the Earl Herd has beer

bred with the greatest care from some of the best her:

counties of Hereford and Salop, and with an invasion of the best.

blood from the herds of the late E*r - T^wley.

It includes animals which have taken priE

Lincoln; also the Ball which took the second prize at Carlisle,

in a class which bad ten com] I wns all ewe i

Judges to be the best lot ever exhil - eep are also cf

a superior character, and at

Jonas Webb, Northeast, and Seinsbary. — Catalogi -

pedigrees will be published immedU badoftue
Aoctioneers, Faringdon, Berk- ; r it : e place of sale.

Coleshill is fonr miles fr:~ ~ enham and eigl". fr —
the Swindon stations en the Gnat YTestera Railway.
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Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.RUKAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.,

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England,

Professorof Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary

at Addiscombt\ &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper WollinLzton Street, ('ovont Garden.

Price 3d. each, or bs. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage

Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being: sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardeners' Chronicle.

In consequence of tho new postal arrangements, parties in the

country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition,

to the cost of (he numbers.

HM1E COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
X OPERATIONS.

By Sir JosF.pn Paxtox,"M.P.

Reprinted from "the Gabdekebs' Chronicle: above 9S,000

have already been sold.

J. Matthews. 5
f
JJoper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Trice 5s. 6rf. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY ;

Theie IIistoby and Management.
Br the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

J. Matthews. 5, Upper "Wellington Street. Covent Garden.

Now readv,

THE FERNS OF GREAT ' BRITAIN : Illustrated

by John E. Sowerbt. The Description?, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing

49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowebby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth
. j

Just published, price Is.,

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS : a Lecture.
By John Hannah, Secretary to the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society, Author of " The Economy of Waste Manures; " Trea-
tises on Manures in Morton's " Cyclopaedia of Agriculture

;
" and

" Prize Essays of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, the

Royal Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland," &c. &c.
London: Messrs. Longman & Co.

N£W
_
EDITION OF HAWKER ON SHOOTINC.

The Tenth Edition, corrected, enlarged, and improved, with
Portrait, numerous Plates, and Woodcuts. Price One Guinea.

T INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUNG SPORTSMEN,
J- IN ALL THAT RELATES TO GUNS AND SHOOTING. By
the late Lieut.-Col. P. Hawker. Revised and corweted by his Son.

London: Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans.

In 2 vols, crown Svo, with 14S Woodcuts, price 21s.,

THE PHASIS OF MATTER: Being an Outline
of the Discoveries and Applications of Modern Chemistry.

By T. Lindley Kemp. M.D., Author of " The Natural History of
Creation," " Indications of Instinct," &c.
Contents :— 1, The Revelations of the Laboratory, or the Pre-

sent State of Inorganic Chemistry— 2, The Crust of the Earth, or
the Chemistry of Geology—3, Matter Vitalised, or the Present
State of Organic Chemistry—4, The Chemistry of Life, or the
Chemico-Physiological Laws of Animal and Vegetable Life

—

5, The Application of Chemistry to the Arts.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

ARACO'S METEOROLOGICAL ESSAYS.
Just published, in One Volume Svo, price 18s. cloth,

METEOROLOGICAL ESSAYS. By Francis
Arago. "With an Introduction by Baron Humboldt.

Translated under the superintendence of Lieut.-Colonel E.
Sabine, R.A., Treasurer, and V.P.R.S.
Contents: Thunder and Lightning—Fires of St. Elmo—Geo-

graphy of Storms—Electro-Magnetism—Animal Electricity

—

Terrestrial Magnetism—Aurora Borealis.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
In post Svo, sewed, price One Shilling,

THE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being
a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H.Rauadge, M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late

Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the
Chest, &c. Also, by the same Author, price 10s. Gd.,

A TREATISE < n ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEART.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

THE TARIFFS OF ALL NATIONS.
Now readv, One Volume Quarto, 30s.,

A COLLECTION OF THE CUSTOMS' TARIFFS
*^ OF ALL NATIONS: Based upon a Translation of the
Work by M. Hubner. Augmented by additional information,
brought up to the year 1S55. By C N. Newdegate, M.P.

" Mr. Newdegate, after vainly attempting to induce Govern-
ment to extend and improve the publication of commercial
statistics, has himself collected and published the tariffs of
various nations, in redemption of a voluntary pledge he gave in
the House of Commons."

—

Spectator.

"Among rexent commercial publications has been a valuable
and elaborate one by Mr. Newdegate, the Member for North
Warwickshire, consisting of a Collection of the Customs Tariffs

of all Nations, brought down to the end of last year, and arranged
upon the principle of the work supplied to the Prussian Govern-
ment in 1852, by M. Otto Hubner."— Times1

City Article.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

Just Published,

A RTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
J-~*- No. I., containing Orchidea?, Exotic, Greenhouse, and
Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchidea? House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may he
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

JOHNSON and SHAW'S FARMERS' ALMANAC
O avd CALENDAR for 1856.—This work (which has been
almost entirely rewritten) being now in active preparation,
corrections and suggestions for its improvement are earnestly
requested, addressed to the Publisher.

It will be published as usual on the 1st of November; no
advertisement for its advertising sheet will be received after

the 10th of October.
London : James Ridgway. 169, Piccadilly.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 9S Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

'PHE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
J- TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1S40,
since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-
guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to
practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,
by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts
familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles
and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.
''This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-
duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-
tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical
men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the
author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,
but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."— Gardeners' Chronicle.

By the same Author,
INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. 8vo, 24?.

*** It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject tbat
he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so veiy considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that
tne present Edition may be considered, in those respects, anew work.

London: Longman-, Brottn, Ghees, & LONGMANS.

1 OURNAL D* AGRICULTURE PRATIQUE,
t* fonde" en 1S37, par le Docteur Bixio

;
public sous la direc-

tion de M. J. A. BarkAt., Ancien £leve et repetiteur de Chimie
a T Ecole Polytechnique.
This important publication is published on the 5th and 20th of

each mouth, and is the official journal on this subject. It con-

tains a vast number of Woodcuts representing Agricultural In-
struments, Cattle, and is of the greatest interest to all persons
connected with Farming. £. s. d.

The Year's Subscription 15
By Post 18

Subscriptions received by Barthes & Lowell, Foreign
Booksellers, 14, Great Marlborough Street, London, where speci-
mens of the work mav be seen.

Just published, price 2s. Gd.,

THE HAND-BOOK of VILLA GARDENING.—
By William Paul, Author of the " Rose Garden," &c.

Contents :— Gardening as a Recreation; On the Formation
and Improvement of a Garden-; WhataVilla Garden should be

;

Selection and Arrangement of Trees and Shrubs; On Flowers;
The American Garden; The Rose Garden; The Conservatory
and Greenhouse ; Sweet-scented Plants and Flowers; The Fruit
Garden and Orchid House ; Gardening in Winter, Spring,
Summer, Autumn ; On Propagation; Window Gardening; Select
Lists of Trees, Flowers, &c. &c.

" We anticipate that it will become, as it deserves, a general
authority in suburban cultivation."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" Well adapted to the end, being of a plain practical character."— Spectator.
" Full of sound practical instruction."—Florist.
" The right sort of book and at the right time too."— The Field.

By the same Author, second edition, price Is.,

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK.
London; Piper & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; or post free from

the Author. Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, at the above prices.

G. WILLIS'S MONTHLY PUBLICATIONS.
On Sept. 1, No. IV., with ISO beautifully coloured figures,

price 4s. Gd.,

WOOD'S INDEX TESTACEOLOGICUS, an Illus-
trated Catalogue of all known Shells, with their Synonyms,

Localities, &c. Edited by Sylvanus Hanlf.y, Esq. This new
edition is brought down to the present day, and contains nume-
rous new figures. To he published monthly, each Number con-
taining about ISO coloured figures.

On Sept. 1, No. IV. of the reissue, containing 10S beautifully
coloured figures, price 3s. Gd ,

WOOD'S INDEX ENTOMOLOGICUS, a com-
plete Illustrated Catalogue of British Moths and Butter-

flies. New edition, enlarged by J. O. Westwood, Esq. Contain-
ing nearly 2000 coloured figures, including ISO new ones. It
can also be had complete, in one large volume, royal 8vo, half
morocco, for 41. 4*.

On Sept, 1, Nos. LXXII. and LXXIIL, price 2s. each,

MEYER'S BRITISH BIRDS and their EGGS,
Coloured Illustrations of. Each Number contains Four

beautifully coloured Plates, with Copious Descriptions. Also,
Vols. I. to IV. now ready, each with 60 coloured plates, price
11. lis. Gd. per Volume in cloth.

Now ready, with Five beautifully coloured Plates, Part XII..,

price 3s. Gd.,

ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS, Coloured Illustrations

of, comprising Figures of the most interesting and beautiful
Genera, with Descriptions of all the Cultivated Species, and
Directions for their Cultivation. Edited by T. Moore, F.L.S.
Published by G.Willis, Great Piazza, Covent Garden; and

by order of all Booksellers.
.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Just published, new and cheaperEdi tion, price Is., or Is. Id. by post,

a^HE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,

and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable

through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician.
London: Sherwood & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; IIan nay, 63,

Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornhill: Horne, 19, Leicester Square;
and all Booksellers.

NORTON'S CLAY BALL DRAINING.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS JOURNAL.

Part XC—September, 1855.— Is.

Illustrations—Double copperplate engraving of Mr. J. E.
M'Connell's recent improvements in locomotive mechanism, and
20 woodcuts.
Contents— Great Exhibition at Paris, 1S55—Confirmation of

Letters Patent by Authors of Patentees Manual—^lelin's Paper
from Straw—Strong's Patent for removing and replacing Wheels,
&c, of Locomotives—Chaplin's Forced Comhustion in Furnaces
—Binn's and Houghton's Compound Stop and Throttle Valves-
Captain Norton's Clay Ball Draining— Laurent's Carriage Axle
Boxes—Bow's Blackining for Foundry Purposes—Gwynne's-
Centrifugal Pumps—Dennet and Pay's Cap and Cartouche

Pouch—New Mode of Filling Glass Tubes with Mercury—Fluid
Gum Bottle— Smith's Miners' Safety Cage—Marine Memoranda,
with Reviews of New Books and Lists of New Patents and
Designs.
Hebert, 88, Cheapside, London. Editor's Offices (Offices for

Patents), 47, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London; and 166, Buchanan
Street, Glasgow.

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC.
Earlv in November will be Published,

A NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC. Price Is. By
-f* Jons C. Morton, Editor of the "Agricultural Gazette," the
" Cyclopedia of Agriculture," &c.
Along with the usual contents of an Almanac, it will include :

—

1. Monthly directions for the operations of the Farm and Garden.
2. Short notices of the past year's Agricultural novelties and
progress. 3. Such an Index to current Agricultural Literature
as will direct the student to sources of information on the prin-
cipal Agricultural topics. 4. A list of the more important of
those well-established facts in Farm experience, which may serve
as trustworthy data in Agricultural Estimates and Calculations.
5. Short references to the treatment proper under the more
common Diseases to which Farm Stock are liable. 6. A series of
Instructions and Receipts in many particulars of Household,
Garden, Field, and Dairy Management. 7. A guide to the more
important of our Fairs and Markets, with information as to
times and places where the different kinds and breeds of Stock
may be best obtained. 8. An index to the Meetings, Office-
bearers, and objects of our principal Agricultural Societies and
Farmers' Clubs.
The object throughout will be, by good arraugement and close

packing, to furnish as much Agricultural information of prac-
tical usefulness as can be issued by the printer and the publisher
for is.

London : Blackie & Son, Warwick Square ; and Glasgow anr}
Edinburgh.

PARIS
(STANFORD'S NEW GUIDE to PARIS and the^ PARIS EXHIBITION, with two Maps and a View of the
Exhibition and Champs Erysees, is just Published, price 2s. Gd..;
per post, 2s. Wd.
London : Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross. Edinburgh

;

A. & C. Black. Pans: Longoet, 8, Rue de la Paix. And all
Booksellers.

TO A~D VERtTsE RS~
T^HE SOUTH-EASTERN GAZETTE, a Family,
-L Commercial, and Agricnllural Newspaper, which has a cir-
latiou exceeding 3300 copies weekly, has been at the head of the
Kentish Press for 20 years, for the past five years has had double
the circulation, and, as shown by the official stamp returns to
July 1, 1655, has now three times the circulation of the next
highest, and nearly five times that of any other Newspaper
in Kent. It has a larger circulation than the whole of the papers
published in East Kent together, and also than the whole of those
published in West Kent.—Published every Tuesday, price 5d.,

stamped, Ad. unstamped, at the Offices, 27, Week Street, Maid-
stone, and 21, High Street, Canterbury.—Maidstone, Sept. 1. 5

AJ O CHARGE FOR STAMPING at LOCKWOOD'S,
J- ' 75, New Bond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five
quires for 9d. ; Thick ditto, five quires, le.; Albert and Queen's
sizes, five quires for Gd., 9d., and Is.; Note-paper made from Straw,
2s. Gd. per ream ; Envelopes, 4d. to Is. Gd. per hundred ; Foolscap
paper, 7s. Gd. per ream ; Copybooks 2s. Gd. per dozen. Card Plate
engraved, 2s. Gd. ; 100 Cards printed, 2s. Gd. Wedding orders
promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands. — Copy
address, Lockivood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country orders for

20s. sent carriage free. Lockwood's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)
Pen, 1 doz. post free for 13 stamps.

HOW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES BY
HUNDREDS.—A method will be forwarded with instruc-

tions for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy the above vermin
quickly and without trouble. 1000 Acres may be cleared for &
few shil liugs.—Gilbert Dyson, Hop, Rochester.

HOW TO KILL RATS AND MICE BY HUN-
DREDS.—A Receipt may be had, honestly worth 20?.,

without trouble, by sending 30 postage stamps and a directed
envelope to Mr. William Franklin, Post-office Street, Norwich,
who will forward it with plain instructions, &c. This is a most
extraordinary remedy, such as no Farmer, Merchant, or Miller
ought to be without, as it will save them pounds yearly by killing-
evp-rv Rat or Mouse either in the field, stack, or house.

Vy ASPS ! WASPS !—The finest FRUIT in England
** will- be secured from Wasps, Flies, Birds, &c, by using
HAYTHORN'S HEXAGON GARDEN NET, to he seen in-

most Gardens. Patterns, prices, and testimonials free by post.

Orders directed to Mr. Havthorn, Nottingham, will have-
immediate attention.

AfAKQUEttS ON HIRE TO SUIT THE TIMES-
1VJL —Length, 50 ft; width, 30 ft.; price 3Z. 70 by 30ft, 41.;

110 by 30 ft;, 51. Larger and smaller ones in proportion. These
Marquees are nearly new and very lofty. All kinds of Tents for

Emigrants, Cricketers, Gardens, &c —R. Richabdson, Tent
Maker, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

TO BRICKMA K E R S.

pLAY GROUND and STOCK BRICKS made afr

V,^ one and the same time, with ease, by One Horse, at the rate
of from Eight to Ten Bricks the minute. Price of Machine at
Hull, 35?. Reference given and particulars forwarded.—Apply to
W. HoDsptr. Patentee, Kingston Square. Assembly Rooms, Hull.

FILTRATION BY ASCENSION.
FREDK. RANSOME & CO., sole Patentees of theNew

AUTOMATON PURIFIER; also manufacturers of every
variety of FILTERS (Portable or for Immersion) fitted with the
Patent Purifying Medium. Pure Water, in any quantities, for

Water Companies, Manufacturers, and others, obtained at a very
moderate cost by the use of Raksome's Filtering Slabs. An
Illustrated Priced List on application to the Dep6t Whitehall
Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster, or at the Patent Stone Works,
Ipswich. A liberal discount allowed to the Trade. Filter Manu-
facturers and Exporters supplied with Ransome's Patent Filtering-

Medium separately, on the lowest terms.

Fredk. Ransome & Co. are also the Patentees and sole Manu-
facturers of the Patent "Iris Fountains" for Drawing Rooms,.
Conservatories, &c.

RANSOME'S SILICEOUS STONE.
rfHE PATENT SILICEOUS STONE COMPANY
J- are prepared to execute Contracts for the supply of all kinds

of Ornamental Details for Buildings, &c, manufactured in this

beautiful material, which has received the approval of eminent
architects and scientific men, and which for sharpness of outline,

durability, and cheapness, stands unrivalled. It is especially

applicable for the elaborate details of Mediaeval and Ecclesias-

tical Architecture, for Gothic Windows, Doorways, Pinnacles,

&c. ; Crosses, Corbels, Altar Screen?, Pulpits, Fonts, Monu-
mental Tombs, Tablets, Headstones, &c ; also for all kinds of

Garden Decorations, Fountains, Figures, Vases, and Pedestals;

Flower Boxes, Wardean Cases, Balustrades for Terrace Walks,
Gate Piers, Caps, Bases, &c. &c; and for Coats of Royal Anns,
Chimney Pieces, Brackets and Trusses, Ashlars, Quoins, String

Courses, and other Dressings.— Further particulars, with illustra-

tions, on application to Mr. Edwd. Mendiiam, Secretary, at the
Company's Offices, Whitehall Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster;
or to Mr. Fredk. Ransome, Patent Stone Works, Ipswich.

Printed by Wiiliam Bradbcbt, of No. 13. Upper Woburn Place, and
Fbbdbbtck Mullett Evaub, of No. 20, Queen's Road, West, both In.

the Pariah of St. PancraB, and in the County of Middlesex, Printers, e*

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of White friars, in the City
of London; and published by them at the Office.No.5, Upper VTellindton

Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the said County,
where all Advertisements and Communications are to be Adpes66EB to
tub Editob.— Satubdat, September 1, lS6i.
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A MEETING of THE BRITISH POMOLOGICAL
SOCIETY ffUl bo hold nt tho Rooms 20, limlford Sliwi,

Covontanrdcii, on Monday, September 17th, at 1 o'clock, for

examining and reporting upon collodions or Fruit; and it in

hoped that all who take an IntorOBt in tho cultivation of Fruits
and Fruit trues will aid tho Society by sending mich sped in on r

of Fruits a» tlioy can command. Pomona desirous of being
eloctod members are requCBtod to make application! to the
Secretary, to whom also oil packages are to ho addressed;

Robert Hooo, Secretary.

N~ORTH LONDON FLORICULTURAL SOCl KT V.
—An EXHIBITION of Dahlias, Fuchsias, Verbenas, and

Miscellaneous Plants, open to all Engtand, will bo held under tho
utspfcos of this Society, in the Ponton Rooms, Pentonvlllej on
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 19th, Omnibuses every five minutes
from the North- Eastern, London Bridge, Great Western, North
Western, and Great Northern Railways, pass within a few yards
if tho Exhibition, which promises to be one of the most attractive
notropolitan displays of the season. Soedling productions will
io fUrnished In groat abundance by all tho best raisers; lovers
if novelty may, therefore, make sure of a treat.—For Schedules,
ickets, &c, apply to GEORGE Smith, lion. Sec.

Tolli ng'ton Nursery, Iloinsi'v Rniul, Islington.

30UTH LONDON SOCIETY "OF AMATIiKR
-J FLORISTS.—THE FIFTH EXHIBITION of the o&vfl
loolety will be held at tlio Horns Tavern, Kenningtoii, on WLD-
lESDAY, 19th September, when Prizes will* be awarded to
Ilscellancous Plants, Dahlias and Fancy varieties, Verbenas in

,
ots and cut trusses, &c. &c. An efficient Band will be in

j

attendance. Admission to Non-momhors from 2 till . o'cloc'c at '

t. each. List of Prizes, and the Rules for Exhibitors, may be 1

btained from John Busiieli., Hon. Sec.

|
Lower Kennington Lane, Lambeth.
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HYACINTHS AND OTHER Bl I B
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Rondlng, Borka Thl I
i

uporlor »Mortmoiit ol l)ulb», »nd
will bo sent oul cm rla«o fi pi imall purcol

modorato prlccH. A I.I i mny bo bad posl free.

DUTCH HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULBS.

J and .1. FttASER beg to annou thai they have
• rocolvod Utolr mal Importation "i HYAi I

other FLOWER ROOTS, of which a deecriptrre I itali

bo liml by encloi Id po tamp. Thl i
i

some Inotructli i For 1 iccea fill cuUlvation ol tbi

roota.—Lnn Brldgo u.id, Supt. H

1

i

DUTCH HYACINTHS, ETC.
i I M'llAM.

CHARLES SOUTIII1Y, late Faiubaibw, Seeds-

man, Ac, Ij.-rh to Inform the kind r.itr..n . of the In

Faihiuiun Unit ho lurt riTi'ivril sm imp'.inili. n ol the I

which are particularly fino thin seaaon, oml In very good coo-

ilition. Priced catalogues can be had pontage freoonappl
tlop.—High Slroet, Sept. 8.

DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO.'s comprehensive CATA-

i.o.ii E of DUTCH and r.wi: ni-|,l>.s ami SEEDS for

Autumn 60wlng,.liJ now published, and will be forwai

of charge ami ji.Ht paid ppon .application to James Caktki: i; Co.,

838, High Holborn, London,

DUTCH FLOWERINC BULBS.
I f ENRY WALTON'S CATALOGUE of DUTCH
1 and other BULDS is now in course of ftreparatl

may bo bad as soon as ready on receipt of one postage stamp.
Apply, lIi-.suY Walton-, Florist, &c , Edge End, Marsden, near
Burnley, Lancashire.

II. W. can also supply all the new \Vhit. Cor 11 i'ii and other
nr-w Fuchsias at 18s. aud 21.?. per doz., or 2s. 67. to 3s. 6-feach.
Now Verbenas, 15s. per doz.. or Is. GL each. See advertisements
iu previous GitnlnifirJ ( hronicte:

TXTILUAM BARRATT, Landscape Gaudeneu,
' ' Wnkctieiil.

I
*.* Plans and Estimates furnished.

"RIFOLIUM, fine komc-t/rown, per lb... ... 0s. Bd.

ITALIAN RYE-GRASS, fine imported, per

I Itishel, 5s. to ... ... ... ... ... 5 6

JUSTARD, per bushel...
' 12

3 PAGE and CO. can supply fine samples of the
-* * above at their usual strict Farmers' prices.

OxfordJStreet Seed Stores. Southampton.

A LIST '.OF PLANTS,"" including RARE and
XA- HARDY CONIFERS, HARDY ORNAMENTAL
VfRUBS and CLIMBERS, GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
i]RICAS, EPACRIS, CAMELLIAS, GERANIUMS, CAR-
ATIONS, PICOTEES and PINKS. HOLLYHOCKS,

J|HLOXES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS. HARDY HERBA-
A SOUS PLANTS, &c.
'Cultivated and Sold by Yooell and Co., Royal Nursery,

I

irmoutb, Norfolk, is now ready, and will be forwarded on
l^cipt of two postage stamps.

NURl ETY STOCK.
T BIGLAND and CO. be; to state that the LEASE

1
-*- • of their NURSERY" having now expired, they have con-
.ded to offer the remainder of their STOCK (consisting of

|
ergreens. Fruit, and Forest Trees, Greenhouses, &c.) by

taction this autumn; the precise time will he named in a
1 .uro Advertisement.

Britannia Nursery, "Whalley Range, Manchester.

i\TANTED IMMEDIATELY, about 20 FRUITING
l
» and 30 SUCCESSION PINE PLANTS, of the following

j.-icties, viz. :— Queens, Provideuce, Jamaica, aud Cayenne.
; ey must he clean, healthy, and very strong plants.—Address,
Vh prices, to W. W. P., Post Office, Newent, near Gloucester.

yANTED, a quantity of BLACK JAMAICA
|» and QUEEN PINES, either suckers or rooted plants that
jl fruit next year. They must be clean. This would be a good
iortunity for any one giving up business to dispose of the whole
ck. Also a quautity of the Conifers;, particularly of the Deodar

of Araucarias ; also Seeds of the Coniferio. Terms, cash,
ddress, with prices, F. M., Office of this Paper.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
TAMES DICKSON and SONS I. -to that

*J they have received llitii 1'irst Annual fmporl
HYACINTHS, and every other variety ol Dl
in fine condition, and of the first quality.—Nursery and
Warehouse, 32, South Hanover Street, Ediuburgh. Catalogues
forwarded on applicatiori.-^Scpt. 8.

"

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, ETC. ETC.

PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen and Ntjb-
SBRVMHX to Her Majesty tut Qdebn, and to the Ili^h-

laud and Agricultural Societv of Scotland, beg to intimate the
arrival of their first assortment of DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
Catalogues of which may be had, free, on application, and orders
for which are respectfully solicited,

They have also on hand very select stocks of foreign Italian

Rye-grass, Crimson Clover (Trifolium incarnatum), Alsike Clover
(Trifolium hybridum), Dwarf Essex Rape, Winter Tares, Stubble
Turnip, ccc. &c.

_ London : 27, Great George Street, Westminster .—Sept 8.

TT7ILLIAM CUTBUSH and SOX Lee to acquaint
V » their patrons and friends that their ANNUAL CATA-
LOGUE of DUTCH BULBS can be had, postage free, on appli-

cation. The superior quality of their roots is well known, but
as a further guarantee they obtained the Awards at the Horti-
cultural Society's Rooms, Regent Street, last spring.

Highgate Nurserie s, near London.

DUTCH BULBS.
JAMES VEITCH, Junior, Exotic Nursery, Chelsea,

hegs to announce that he has received his annual supplv of
BULBOUS ROOTS fram Holland, and is pleased to say that
they are particularly fine and in excellent condition. Cata-
logues are now ready, and will be forwarded on application.

N.B. J. V. Jun., desires to impress on those who patronise
him the great advantage of giving him their orders early, as the
successful cultivation of Bulbs depends in great measure on their
heiug planted early in the season.— Sep^S.

NEW »Er.D». CHOWTH OF 1865.

WILLIAM i;. hi •

I-.

Wli

I . O vi." SEEDS I

new var

vT.RBE U. I

i

: ;

DICKI1 SON S l : .: !ED ia

nt«.

OKIRVING'S :•' -' i >P'D
*? A ji. .

.1

FINE FP1NCEO CHINESE PRlMROSL.
and J. FRASER !

^ " Seed of 1 *int>d thn
ar.-.-vr«l *<f the Uortfcalturm] S«icty Usl vlnb Mi at

each.
iiunc! in sl.ini;.'. [^ rcqac4t.<l from unknown oorre-

|

spondfints.—

1

FERNS.
ROBERT SIM'S 1G page CATALOGUE of bfc

GENERAL COL1 FEBN8 mar lit be bad
for Four Stamps. Free to nil pr- cri.

i

TO the: seed trade.
GEORGE TABEU, of Ravenhill, Eases, beg

inform the Trade that lii^ growing eroiw of Seeds a:

open to in^pc-ctiriTj. All Turnip Beedi grown from soaod

CAMELLIAS. ETC.
CHANDLER a-.;,

Road, beg i
' their

CiimellUs arc finely &ct witli flower bods thl* *t*mm; the? are

dozen. Thi
variety of Ornamental l'lants for fnrniaLinc csaserratorics, at
n le pricea. ^_^_^___^^_

TO GENTLEMEN PLANTING.
/ ^HANDLER and SONS, '

HOLLIES. AREORVIT.E, UOX. I.AL1
DRONS, AZALEAS, WHITE a:-

all of a large size, in a fit state for tranf.

moderate pricea.

WANTED,
'RAPES and PEACHES of Superior Quality.
• Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jim,, Fkuit Salesman,
John's Market, Liverpool. Terms Cash.

>0 BE SOLD, a House of BLACK HAMBURGH
GRAPES, of good quality.—J. H., Post Office, Epsom.

O BE SOLD, the LODDIGES' COLLECTION
OF ORCHIDS.—This unrivalled collection containing up-

ds of 1200 species and 2000 specimens (many of which are
Tic), in the finest possible health, is now to he disposed of in
Lot, affording an opportunity to any nobleman or gentleman
rous of commencing the cultivation of this beautiful tribe of
its which Iias never before occurred.—For terms and to view
y to C. Loddiges, Hackney.

DUTCH BULBS AND FLOWER ROOTS.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON respectfully inform

their patrons and the public that they have received in the
finest condition their annual consignment of Bulbs and Roots,
and that they are of the largest size and very finest quality.

Good Double Hyaciuths 4s. per dozen ; mixed Polyanthus
Narcissus, 35. per dozen ; Double Roman Narcissus, 45. per dozen.
Their Priced List of Bulbs, &c, and also their General Priced
Catalogue of Stove, Orchidaceous, Greenhouse Plants, Orna-
mental Shrubs and Trees, and Herbaceous Plants may be
obtaiued on application.—Nurseries, Kingston , Surrey. .

IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

TF. WINSTANLEY begs to announce that his
• Priced Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs for the present season

will shortly be ready, and can be had free ou application. It

contains a list of all the newest and leading sorts in cultivation,

including Hyacinths, Narcissus. Jonquils, Amaryllis. Early
Single and Double Tulips, Crocus. A>c.. all of which have been
grown by one of the first growers in Holland, and can be relied

lipou as being good sound Bulbs, and true to name.
2S, Market Place, Manchester.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, -is. per dozen.—The above Bnlbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed tor its early blooming and excessive

fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, and maybe obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and I 7 Ign

Warehouse, is, Pall Mall, near Wat jrloo I I -ion.

CALCEOLARIA.
JOHN CATTELL is &till sending out seed of very

superior Calceolaria, saved from the finest var.-

Major's and other growers, carefully hybridized, 2*.

packet. Ditto, saved from an entirely new class I

sent out by J. C., having very large flowers, with distinct ir.3

splendid colours, extra free bloomers, 5#. per pad
The otherseeds advertised in the GarJcf.-

and following numbers, may still be bad.
Nurseries, WesterharD, K \

TREE CARNATION.
JWADSON begs leave to call attention to hi?

• advertisement which appeared in the Gardeners' ChromcU
of August 25, page 563, and the "Cottage Gardener" of the
4th instant.

J. W. has no objection to take in exchange for the ab -

Scent, Double White Primula, Camellias. ^-.

Albion Road, Hammersmith.

R SMITH still continues to send out stroDC runners
• of his SEEDLING STRAWBERRY. SIR CHARLES

NAPIER, which this season has proved itad . baft ftff

forcing and natural it has no equal. Price SL per 1 ).

R. Smith, Market Gardener. Twickenham

.

BARRATT'S MAGNUM BONUM has this year
fullv sustained its hich character as one

flavoured' STRAWBERRIES known, and maynewbe hac

per 100, or 35. per doz,—Catalogues containing all the

varieties of the day maybe obtained from Wdlliajc Bj

St. John's Nurseries. Wakefield. ___^^
NEW STRAWBERRY.

KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA, not surpassed

in flavour, habit, and r~
"

extant, at the low price of 2". per 1 :

to be had of Messrs. GaBBawar, Mates, &

for the west of England and Sooth Wales.
nurseryman. For a full description. testiiDoniil--

Paper. April 14. 1S55.
James Kxtt-EV. Lyr:

AZALEAS AND ERICAS.
TT' J. EPPS has much pleasure^ in

\ \ • following fine, bnshy. -

choices: s -

AZALEAS IS

ERICAS V2i

These will r
~

;

ccrr.^. ndents.—

M

: . T" *"
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HYACINTHS.
MESSRS. E. a. HENDERSON & SON

BEG to announce that they have now received their noted collection of HYACINTHS in excellent condition.

Thev also beg to state, that having been for nearly 50 years the largest and most successful cultivators of this highly popular

Flower in the vicinity of London, they can with confidence recommend the varieties named in their Catalogue as being the most

suitable for pot or glass culture, and every way worthy the attention of Amateurs, &c.
• Catalogues can be bad on application, and for the assistance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the Hyacinth,

printed instructions will be gijeu gratis with each order they are. kindly favoured with.

CUCUMBER—HENDERSON'S "NAPOLEON III."

E. G. H. & Sox have great pleasure in informing those who are fond of a really good Cucumber that they have succeeded in

obtaining the stock of the above variety. It is one of the best for "Winter culture and early forcing; is a free bearer and perfect

in its form, possessing, indeed, all those qualifications of a good Cucumber which the most fastidious could desire. In packets,

containing two seeds, 3s. each; ditto ditto, four seeds, 5s. &?. each.

FLOWER SEEDS FOR AUTUMNAL SOWING.
It is not generally known that many of the hardy annuals, especially the Californian varieties, may be sown with great ad-

vantage in the month of September, and will resist ordinary winters with perfect safety, by which means the plants become

much stronger and flower nearly a month earlier than those sown in the Spring, thereby giving a gay appearance to the garden at

th-U particular period when most needed. Collections containing 12 distinct varieties, with printed instructions, 3s. Gd. each,

postage free; ditto, 24, 6s.; 36, 8s, Gd.\ -IS, 10s. Gd.

CALCEOLARIA AND CINERARIA.
Saved from the choicest varieties, may be had in packets at 2s. Gd. and 5s. each; the finest quality of Calceolaria is only

offered at «..; second quality, to » n£w pLANT g_

In the possession of E. G. Henderson & Sou, and will be sent out for the first time in October.

SHOW GERANIUMS.
EXCELSIOR (Hrkdbbsos's).—Brilliant crimson, with dark maroon blotch, the lower petals are also beautifully spotted with

maroon, fine form and stout petal, a splendid truss, good habit, and one of the most conspicuous of the new French spotted flowers. 42s.

LA BELLE ALLIANCE (Foqitet).—Top petals rich maroon spot shading off to scarlet and edged with rose, lower petals

salmon with intense bright orange crimson spot, clear white centre, fine form, petals of great substance, good habit, and large

truss, the most lovely coloured flower of all the new spotted class. 42s.

PURPLE KING (Foquet).—A splendid purple flower, top petals intense dark maroon edged with crimson, lower petals

rich mulberry painted, fine habit, free flowerer, and large truss. 31s. Gd.

MIDNIGHT (Foquet).—Black top petals, with rich painted lower petals, fine habit and truss. 21s.

Or the above four varieties, 61. Gs.

FANCY GERANIUMS.
AMPHITRITE (Hesdersos'sj.—Rich bright maroon crimson, laced with white, fine free habit. Distinct. 10s. Gd.

DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE (HENDKBSOS's).—Rich violet crimson, light centre, good form, fine habit, extra. 21s.

GIOVANNA (Henderson's).—"White, with maroon spot. Very fine flower. Distinct. 10s. Gd.

LA STELLA (Henderson's). — Distinct and novel. Deep maroon, crimson self, laced with white, and clear white centre,

fine shape, and very dwarf. 21s.

MOONLIGHT (Henderson's).—Delicate lilac rose edged with white, lower petals spotted, large pure white throat, extra fine

form, dwarf, and compact. Distinct. 21s.

SEINE DU BAL (Henderson's).—Dark asimson top petals, blush coloured centre, lower petals crimson blotched. 10s. Gd.

ROSY-LIP (Henderson's).—Rosy crimson upper petals, with rose lower petals, fine form, good habjt, free flowering. 10s. Gd.
QUEEN OF THE FETE (Henderson's).—Purplish crimson upper petals, with blush white lower petals, large and showy,

fine habit. 10s. Gd.

SWEET LUCY (Henderson's).—A white flower, with pale lilac rose arch on the top petals. 10s. Gd.

TITANIA (Henderson's).—White, with bright lilac rose spot in upper petals, free flower, similar to G. Delicata. 10s. Gd.

Or the above ten varieties for SI. 6s.

CINERARIAS.
ADMIRAL LYONS (Henderson's).—Large full-sized flower, white, with purplish violet edging, dark dice, fine form. 10s. Gd.

FUCHSIAS.
BANKS' FAVORITE.—Rich scarlet crimson, with violet purple corolla wide sepals, well reflexed, short tube, a free flowerer,

and graceful habit. 10.*. Gd.

PRINCE OF WALES.—A magnificent large crimson, with violet blue corolla, fine reflexed sepals, larger and finer than
Glory. 10s. Gd.

RHODODENDRONS.
The following magnificent new species, collected from the Bhotan Mountains, by Thomas J. Booth, Esa., are now, for the first

time, offered for sale.

BOOTHI,
j

HOOKEU, CaLOPDYIXUM,
|

KenDRICKI,
J

EXIMIUM,
|

WlNDSORI LEUCANTHUM.
For full descriptions, with prices of the above splendid varieties, see Spring Catalogue, page 85.

GYNER1UM ARGENTEUM (The Pampas Grass).
E. G. H. and Son having in their possession the largest stock in the country of this noble ornamental Grass, will supply

healthy plants in October at 2s. Gd. each or 25s. per dozen.
N.B.—Price to the Trade per 50 or 100 can be obtained on application.

GLOXINIA ERECT A.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son have great pleasure in announcing that they were the first to introduce this new class of

splendid and showy upright flowering variety of the Gloxinia into this country. They are most abundant flowerers, containing
among them some of the most lively contrasts of colours imaginable, such as clear white, with rich velvety carmine lavender
and white, white with' rich velvety violet. Price 5s. and 7s. Gd. each, or 60s. per dozen.

Tfie Spring Catalogue or General Li$t of Plants will be forwarded post free on application j

Coloured Plate of NINE NEW FLOWERS will be sent on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

and a beautiful

WILLIAM KNIGHT, Florist, &c, begs to offer

the following Superb Flower Seeds, saved from the best
varieties, post free :

—

Per packet.
Calceolaria, from the best new spotted varieties Is. Od.

Minulus, from a choice collection 6
Pansy, from 100 of the best show flowers ... 1

Double Daisy, from 60 choice kinds 6
Antirrhinum, from 100 best striped varieties ... 6
Sweet "William, from 50 superb double varieties 1

67, High Street, Battle, Sussex.

HOSE PIPING.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent, cheaper than the leather
hose pipe.
Manufactured only by Waithmax & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.
No. 1 Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price Per Yard :

—

i, 9d.; £, Ud.; 1, Is. Id.; 1\, Is. 3d. ; 1£, Is. 5d. ; 1£, Is. 7d.;

2, Is. 9d.; 2J. 2s. ; 2£, 2s. 3d.; 2%, 2.% Gd. ; 3, 2a. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality:—2, 2s.; 21, 2s. 3d.; 2*. 2s. Gd.;

2£, 2s. 9d.; 3,3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, dd.; Ij, lOd.

1£, lid.; 2, Is.; 2£, Is. 3d.; 21, Is. Gd.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during. the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path 13 at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyoud the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May he laid in
winter equally well as in Bummer.

Mnht«V
fa
e
c
t

tUTerswor the Cement, J. B White & Brothers,Milbank Street, Westminster.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
T3EIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, U. 6d.
J-C per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Sacks 2s.
each. Kentish and other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.

Kenxabd Beothf.es, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

SLAT£ WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
Tj1 DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety
-1—' of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener
Sundays excepted.

Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

FILTRATION BY ASCENSION.
PREDK. RANSOME & CO.,sole Patentees of the NewA AUTOMATON PURIFIER; also manufacturers of every
variety of FILTERS (Portable or for Immersion) fitted with the
Patent Purifying Medium. Pure Water, in any quantities, for
Water Companies, Manufacturers, and others, obtained at a very
moderate cost by the use of Kaneome's Filtering Slabs. An
Illustrated Priced List on application to the Depdt, Whitehall
Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster, or at the Patent Stone Works
Ipswich. A liberal discount allowed to the Trade. Filter Manu-
facturers and Exporters supplied with Raxsome's Patent Filtering
Medium separately, on the lowest terms.
Feedk. Ransome & Co. are also the Patentees and sole Manu-

facturers of the Patent "Iris Fountains" for Drawing Rooms
Conservatories, &c.

RANSOME'S SILICEOUS STONE.
T^HE PATENT SILICEOUS STONE COMPANY
j- are prepared to execute Contracts for the supply of all kinds

of Ornamental Details for Buildings, &c.,, manufactured in this
beautiful material, which has received the approval of eminent
architects and scientific men, and which for sharpness of outline,
durability, and cheapness, stands unrivalled. It is especially
applicable for the elaborate details of Mediaeval and Ecclesias-
tical Architecture, for Gothic Windows, Doorways, Pinnacles,
&c.

;
Crosses, Corbels, Altar Screens, Pulpits, Fonts, Monu-

mental Tombs, Tablets, Headstones, &c ; also for all kinds of
Garden Decorations, Fountains, Figures, Yases, and Pedestals;
Flower Boxes, Wardean Cases, Balustrades for Terrace Walks,
Gate Piers, Caps, Bases, &b. &c; and for Coats of Royal Anns,
Chimney Pieces, Brackets and Trusses, Ashlars, Quoins, String
Courses, and other Dressings.—Further particulars, with illustra-
tions, on application to Mr. Edwd. Menduam. Secretary, at the
Company's Offices, Whitehall Wharf, Cannon Row, Westminster-
or to Mr. Feedk. Ransome, Patent Stone Works, Ipswich.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
J hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.—In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6£ by 4* £0 12s. 02

8 "6, - Sl„ 6*7 ° 14 °

9 .. 7, — 94 „ 74, 10 by 6 )
lfi O

10 „ 7, lObySl U 1U U

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

nt'lSs. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 2A(f. to 3Jrf. | 21 02. from Sid. to 4£t2.

26 oz. from Ud. tol^d.
Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or

Crates of 300 feet, 2ld. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same qualitv
as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and 0! various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c
J of an inch thick £1 17s. Gd. per case of 50

A „ 2 13 ., 60

J „ 1 17 6 ,, 60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, TiHICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

Reduced Tariff of Agricitltjtral and Horticultural Glass.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2c?.; and

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from A^d. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from Is. Gd. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozen; Hely's Test Churns, 55. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,

10s.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; Bee-glasses, from
Gd. ; Cucumber Tubes, from Is. ; Propagating Glasses, from 3*d.
to 7s. each; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums, complete,
10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free. _^_^^_^______
FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,

87, BisnoPSGATE Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in by 4 in. and 6 in . by 44 in. ... ... 12i. Oi.

6\ ., a „ 1 ,. 5 ... 12 6

n „ 54 8 „ 6 ... 13
Si » 64 „ 9 •1 7 ... 13 6
it* „ n „ 10 ., 8 ... 13 6

10i „ 8j u 11 „ 9 ... 14
12 h 9 „ 13- „ 9 ... 14
10 „ 10 „ 10* » 10* ... ... 14
11 „ 10 „ Hi „ 104 ... 14
11 „ 11 » "4 „ 11* ... 14
12 „ 11 „ 124 „ 11* ... 14
13 „ 11 „ 13* „ 11* ... 14
13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 ... ... 16
13* „ 13* „ 14J „ 13i ... ... 16
15* „ 13.! ... 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21* by 13*, 16A by 14J, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 15, at ISs. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2£ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3i

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can he had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

IRON CATES, HURDLES, FENCING, ETC.

J
BULLOCK and CO., Hope Iron Works, Primrose

" • Street, Bishopsgate, Ironfouuders and manufacturers of the
"

above ; also Verandahs, Conservatories, Staircases, Iron Roofs, &c , I

N.B. Iron and Wire Fences fixed in all parts of the country by com-

1

pttent workmen, or the materials supplied painted or galvanised
ready for fixing, and packed for .shipment. Estimateson application,J

TO BRICKMAKER 5.

CLAY GROUND and STOCK BRICKS made at
one and the same time, "with ease, by One Horse, at the rate

of from Eight to Ten Bricks; the minute. Price of Machine at*
Hull, 35?. Reference given and particulars forwarded.—Apply to
W. Hodson, Patentee, Kingston Square, Assembly Rooms, Hull,.

Lf DWARD ELY, Hot-Water and Improved Hot>'
jf-J Air Works, opposite the Eagle Tavern, City Road, London,
Manufacturer of the various description of Hot- Water Appara-
tus for Heating Horticultural Buildings, Churches, Mansions,'
Public Buildiugs, Offices, &c, &c, on the most scientific prill
ciples. Manufactories requiring Artificial Heat fitted up ivith.

effective and economical apparatus by contract or otherwise. Olct
work taken down, re-modelled, and re-fixed.

HoT-Air. and steam Work fop. Domestic on MakufactuhixG'
Purposes.

E. Ely, being a practical and scientific workman, is able to
execute work at prices that defy competition. Parlies by sending!
a rough sketch of the building and dimensions, can be supplied
with the most improved Pipe Boilers, or any other description,

'

with connections and pipes fitted and marked according to an
accompanying tplan; also Cement for joints, so that their owl
Tradesmen or Gardeners can fix them.
N.B. To those gentlemen who prefer one Boiler to heat the

whole series of Hot-houses, &c, he recommends his large econivf
mical and powerful Boiler, capable of doing a larger quantity of
piping than any boiler in use; and all works executed bv him
warranted perfect.

E. E. does not make a practice to praise his own works, but
would be most happy to refer to numerous Gentlemen and Nur-
serymen, where Apparatus, i&c, fitted up by him, can be seen in
full operation.
Please to observe the Address, having no connexion with any

other House in the Trade.
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THE PAMPAS GRASS,

"GvoniuM AiifiicH'i'KiJM."

UCOM1JI0, PINCE}, and Co. bave now for sale a
rM.Iiv stoclt of vol] OBlabllahfld PlantH of tlio above, wliloli

•will bloom iliHjly ilil/i autumn, varying from "rm to two and tliroo

flowor atomfli Pow PlantH arc mor/o ornamental than thin glgan-

fcloGraBB, the loavoH (which arotoofc than 7 foot In longtli curving

gracefully outwarfl«) grow In largo tusHocke, tboroby producing

a vory flno effect, and from tho midst of thoao numorouu flowor

Mbiinii tii-liii! In llm hfiltflif: of IVmii to (1 to H 1'nnl, nurn itod by
ologant panicles of InlforoBOonco nearly ;( rod long, roNombllng

boautlful waving plumes of sllvory foathors. n ts porfootly

barfly, mid Ifl also easy of'cultivation, a grand specimen oi

this aoblo plant Is now in tho ISxetor Nursery, pushing up nearly

twenty largo flowor Atoms and numerous small ones, and will

continue to bo an object of groat attraction for a considerable

timo. Prices mid full particulars may bo had on application to

LllCOMJ'.K, I'INCK.A- Co,, Mxktkii Niiiuiiuiy, KxKTISn,

Establlshod 1720.

SPLENDID NEW BEGONIA,
SEMPERFLORENS SAUNDERSI,

GAHAWAY, MAYES, and CO. are now nroparod
tooxocnt« ordorfl for this flno Soodllng Begonia [raided l>y

Mr. l<\ Wjumdm-H, Oiirdimoi' to VV. MllCH, Esq., M,P., Leigh Court),

Which Is, without oxooptlon, tho most useful and boautlftil varloty

in cultivation, Tho original plant first bloomod in May.1854,
whtsn only u Inohos IiIkIi, and has contlnuod without coastng to

produce fi'om tho axils of ovory loaf Its splendid panlelas of

transparent vermilion buds, which dovolopo to One oloar brilliant

rose flowers, omitting a most agreeable odour. Cts habit In oloso

ami compact. BOldota attaining more thnn -'i foot; foliage small
mid extremely bright, forming altogothor an object of beauty
unrivalled by any othor varloty In itn class. Price 10a. '•' each,
with an allowance to tbo trade of ono upon ovory throe ordorod :

nluo a fuw extra sized plants at IBs. and SU.
Durdlmm Down Nnnuirlim, Itrltttol.

TV/TESSRS. WILLIAM* RGLLISSON and SONS arc

Gentry, who are about to plant or

Ornamental and pleasure GrouudSj to their Immonso Stock of

AMERICATS PLAINTS, in all bizob, which extends ovov an area
of several acrcK. in large pinntu thoro are several thousands,

and of 6uoh as Rhododendron oatawblenBo, Kalinin latlfolla,

Kliododomlrum ^>ontloum In varieties, and other oholco hardy
hybrids; many of thorn Htand 5 to feet high, and tho Hamo
through, and literally covered with dower-buds,

Motmi'H W. It. and Sons are happy to say that their Dwarf ami
Standard trained, and othor Fruit Trees, nro thin sonson
remarkably tlno ; they havo also a splendid lot of (rutting plants

of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots in pots, which can he recom-
mended as being exceedingly line.

NEW PLANTS.
Messrs. William Uollisson and Sons are now propared to

offer tho annexed :

—

COLEUS BLUMKI PECTINATUS.—This variety is n great
acquisition ; tho foliage is variegated similar to Colons Blumei,
but tho loaves are beautifully laciniated; 7s. Gd. each.

MANDlltOLA KOEZLL—A very fine flowering gesneraceous
plant, producing fine spikes of lilac coloured blossoms, 15s. each.

ORTHOSIPI-10N SPICATUS. — A beautiful new greenhouse
plant from Oeano, much to bo desired for its foliage alone,

which is deliciously fragrant; the flowers are largo and white;
10s. Gd. each.

MANDIROLA LAlTATA.—A very curious free flowering ges-
neraceous plant of a delicate violet colour inside the mouth of
the blossoms, and shaded lilac outside ; 15s. oach.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The Undermentioned can be supplied at 24s. per dozen.

Aureole, Aigle d'or, Arc-en-clel, Adele Prissette, Alexandre
Pel (?, Comtesse de la Chastnes, Creole, DurufTe, Danais, Eldo-
rado, Fortunio, Figaro, Fimbriata rosea, Homene, Iris, II

Brasiero, Io, La Promise, La Carmtdite, General Lafont, Mdlle.
C lenience, NtvrtMde, Precarieuse, Parpaillot, Rachel, Robert
Bruce, Rose Bouquette, St. Agatho, St. Flore, St. Thais, Stellata
<31obosa, Tropbee, Uranie, Vicomte de Caumont, Yicomte de
Macarthy, Zenobie.

The Nurseries. Tooting, London.

VV
1

dOSlL'OUS of directing the attention of thfi NnMflly and
lnaku allrratliiim in their

WARO'8 OMAR pacha otkawblmky.
ILLTAM JAMES VVARD offers th< abovo.hand-
h fine flavour* d Strawberry at the following n

price: 100 plant*, \l.\ 50 planl , IS 2G pi

woll rooted, fn addition to tho many ffatU] \nn

received In I

> n ion, Dr,hm flescrlbi

at Cblswlck, July U, 1800 "l zctttoti <> trm

aUraoltui in etppi uraiu •
."

' •
• Qard— Ohrc

nrtl< i' -inly 14, Ififlft. The Edltoi ol the '
I

j.' Align .i ' ber report of tbo 1

iiayn " VVaud's Omar ' • h •" " "'' "- '

'

,i
. htffh (luvoui -""I comparatfvt >

••

a few last yon planl i >a n.

Pro poet IIIII, Road In) Bi 1

1

NLW bfRAWBERRIES AT RtUUCLL* PRlCl
Qitowi n ' •

WILLIAM -i. Nil HOL iON, ISg«lo»cl
'

i ,n I,,, | oi I ilili'c 'i lie fiolti ring
\

\ \

boon woll provod tills Season and given complot
i

, |r Ilawj I ad ' 100 planl
,
U (0 I

i/,; or 12*. M, i" r dot* a. Omaj Pacini I
*'• aril

I per 100
12/ .

i
or « i" ' -. - si i'

I

' onpon ll r

L00 ; U, i" ' 50 j 12*. per 25 EMi Onarlos |i i

por 100 12 i' '
•"

i i" >
" • Bvdralral Dund

pre 100 ; 12 pi
i

ii
1 1 i

''
i lebo] i

Captain I !oo! and I 111 BnflTcot, G . pi I 100 !,
i

VValos, Nlmrod Ellen Rlvei , 1 urnrl o (W itt

Pino, alaruo whlto ono.fl/, poi 100 urltl tiQucoi U cli Prince,

Bfoanor(Myatt'B),01d Pino, Trollopo
1 nctorlo.C

Keens' Beadllng, Old Ro obon ,
,

all at 4*. per 1

Palace, ii vorj largo and late rai lefy.10 pc I

payable at Sfarm aro t
i

otcd with nil oi d< ra, !TI

bo flociiroly packed and lorirardod loany pari ol tin I I

.

VARIETIES OF BRITISH FERNS.
UOllKRT SIM Itt-^'H to offer fino pin n In, in In:

health, suitable for hardy Fernery or potcultun
following porfootly distlnot, elegant, and carcc varioUei,

yoloctcd ff bis catalogue, h lilcb i so R f di crl]

Asplonlum TrlcliomnnoB rev. - rl tatum ,..

Athyrlum r. focmlnn var, multlfldum
i .

i troafilla ran i var, crlstatum
Pol] t i i- h imi angularo var. prollforum
Scolopundrhun vulgare var. dfgltntum

„ „ var. Kndivin loliurn

„ „ vnr. multiforme ...

Carriage paid to London. Post-offlcc ord< i
i loburst.

N in i
i \ I'.iot's Cray, Kent.

SPLENDID SPECIMEN GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
WILLIAM JIARNIilS is commissioned by a private

gent] i 'in an (< (ill't-r fV. y suli- ii- .r. i • •! the ["in.- i r.,.,,,:., ,., ....

the country of the following kinds of Greenhouse Plants :
—

J

PANSIES, PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS, AND PINKS.

MAY !• ii/j lli<: i. I

I

l'«ll»)

'.-.. ONI
ini

2/

IS u

2 i;

3 e
:; 8

I OHN V. A'l I.iM.lC i

!

1 '.'h '

i

PYRAMIDAL t'LM< ON JJNCI ITOt )

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES IN FULL B

at the
rM' •

'

l'HOS. lUVii]

r. o

JCailway, »lKjnt' -

'I'Im-

NEW PLANT LIST.
OIIN am, CHARLES Ml

i : jllUt ptlbllll

Nur»«r/ «nd

.1

Erica veslita alba
Epacrls miniata
Pimelea dccuK.sata

PuHenroa stipularls

Polygala acuminata

Azalea delicata

,, variogata

„ Lawrencian.1

,, Gledstanesl
Chorozema angustlfolia

Particulars can be obtained by application to

William Rarnks, Camden Nursery. Cambprwell.

BECK'S, WHITE'S, X DOBSON'S NEW h. BEAUTIFUL
PELARCONIUMS.

JOHN DOBSON and SON have much pleasure in

offering the following unequalled varieties, ivhich will he
sent out early in October:

—

Rosa Mundl (Reek's)
Margaret (Beck's)
Constancy (Beck's)
Quadroon (Beck's)
Evtlyn(Beck's) ...

Euphemia (Beck's)

..42s. ..;

.. 21

.. SI 6

.. 21 n

.. 21

.. 21

SnltAii I'Dobson) 31.i.6rf

Juliet (DobBon) 31 6
Mr. While (White's) ... 31 6
Eandango (Whito'sl ...21 O
Delicntum fDobson) ... 21
Gaiety (Dobson) 21

SATURDAY, SBPTEMi i

Pretty Poll (Wliite's) gratis to purchasers of any of the above.
All orders executed in strict rotation. The stock of ono or two
varieties being limited early orders are necessary. Catalogues,
with full descriptions of the above, and all the best varieties out

may be bad in exchange for one stamp for postage.
"Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

ORANGES AND CAMELLIAS, suitable for pro-

ducing an immediate effect in Conservatories and large

Greenhouses, 7s. Gd. to 105s. each. Many of the Orange Trees
are covered with fruit, and all the Camellias with bloom buds.

CAMELLIAS, in large variety, with flower buds, of choice

imbricated kinds, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

Otabeite and other small-growing ORANGES, at 30s. to 42s.

per dozen.
Choice free flowering AUSTRALIAN and CAPE PLANTS,

in strong healthy specimens, at ISs. to 42s. per dozen.

HEATHS, in fine autumn-flowering sorts, strong plants, in

25 varieties, 12s. per dozen ; do. in 25 other sorts, strong, at ISs.

per dozen ; do. in 25 different and more rare sorts, at 24s. per

dozen ; do. fine bard-wooded kinds, strong plants, at 30s. to 42s.

per dozen; half-grown specimens of the above, well adapted for

provincial exhibitions, at 2s. 6d\ to 7s. 6d. each.

AZALEAS, in great variety, fine busby plants, that will flower

freely next spring, at 12s. to 42s. per dozen ; large plants of the

above, 3s, Gd. to 21s. each.

New, erect, and other GLOXINIAS, iu small plants, of the

choicest sorts, at ISs. to 30s. per dozen.
ACHIMENES—Chirita, Gigantea, and other fine sorts, strong

flowering plants, at ISs. to 42s. per dozen.

EPACRISES, strong plants, and of the finest sorts, at 12s. to

30s. per dozen.
GREENHOUSE VERONICAS, six vars., 9s. to 12s. per doz.

CONIFEROUS PLANTS, including many of tho best and
newest kinds out, in young plants, mostly raised from seed, at

.moderate prices, includiug Araucarias. Libocedrus, new Cali-

fornian Pines, in seven or eight varieties, the Thuja gigantea,

Cupressus excelsa, and many others.

STOVE, GREENHOUSE, and HARDY CLIMBERS, in con-

siderable variety, consisting of free flowering and sweet scented
kinds, strong plants, at Is. Gd. to 3s. 6d.

APHELEXIS, in five leading sorts, fine young plants to train

as specimens, at Is. to 2s. Gd. each.
PERENNIAL HERBACEOUS PLANTS, in showy species,

well adapted to make a display iu the flower garden in autumn,
at 42s. to 100s. per 100. Established in pots.

ALPIN E PLANTS, suitable forrockwork, in variety, SOs.perlOO.

A large assortment of Show, Fancy, new French Spotted, Varie-
gated, aud Scarlet GERANIUMS, at moderate prices.

New White Corolla and Double FUCHSIAS, Prince Albert,

and other new dark varieties, at 3s. Gd. to 5s. each.
VERBENAS, including all the new and best kinds, both

English and French, at 9s. to ISs. per dozen.
Large Flowering aud Pompon CHRYSANTHEMUMS, strong

flowering plants, 9s. to 12s. per dozen.

An assortment of Tropical and Hardy FERNS, of about
200 species, including some of the Arborescent kinds from
Voldivia and Juan Fernandez, which are not to be seen in auy
other European collection, prices from Is. Gd. to 10s. Gd. each,
except in a few of the rare sorts, which will be from 105s. to
210s. each.
A large collection of ORCHIDEOUS PLANTS, of most of

the leading sorts in cultivation, many of which have been im-
ported during the last six months from Guatemala, Orizaba.
Venezuela, the West Indies, Borneo, and Assam, in large num-
bers, aud can therefore be offered at very different prices from
what is usually charged for the same class of plants.

HUGH LOW and CO., Clapton Nursery, London.—Sept. S.

In his new work oil Vestiiatiok,* Dr. A
relalcs the following cri*o-. by way of illu>

-

.

the importance to human beings of constan'

to fresh air. .

1. "In a family living in a good botue,

Russell Square, one of the children aged four

was observed to have a gland of the neck beginning

to swell, and the mother was much pained by hear-

ing that some person had called the affection scro-

fulous. She was not yet aware that the fou.

a crowded dwelling is all-sufficient to produce

scrofula, as well as many other diseases. 'I be

medical fiiend consulted on the occasion had at

former times remarked favourably on the healthiul-

ness of the children and the management :

mother. Now, however, within a short time,

children had been added to the fai

another servant, and low grates had been substituted

\/VILLIAM YOUNG begs to call the attention of
[n ine keeping rooms for the old-fashioned

g
» » Noblemen, Gentlemen, Public Companies, and Planters in , , • , manfel.TiWM which favoured ventilation

general to his extensive stock of CHOICE CONIFERS,
. ^

llhn^n manl€I IJ',? ..

RICAN PLANTS, &c, which are this season particularly fine.

and having beeu well prepared for removal, be can confidently

recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

W. Y. invites persons about to plant to inspect his stock,

which is standing over 50 acres of ground, in which will be found
all kinds of plants adapted to every description of ornamental
planting. It consists of HARDY CONIFERiE, containing
some of the finest specimen plants ever offered.

Feet high. I Feetliigh.

Abies Douglasi 6 to S by 5 to 6
|

ThujaWeareaua,Siherian_5 to 6

S to 10 by 7 to S

^ 10 to 12 by S to 9
Menziesi 4A to 5
nigra, Black Spruce 4i to 5
alba, White Spruce 6 to S
canadensis, Hem-

lock Spruce ... 6 to S by 7

6 to S
S to 10

Pinus austriaca

Cembra

Chinese Juniper

Upright

... 4

... 5

... 4

... 6
Taxodium sempcrvirens G

to B

to 5
i , 6

t 5

to 7

toS

iiard\t evergreens, ornamental TREES, ami;- iv allowing escape for hot air from above the level

of the children's beds. All the children, therefore,

during the Light were now breathing the impure air

which accumulates in the upper part of unven-

tilaled bed-rooms. On examining the whole family,

it was found that the general health, not only

of the little patient with the swollen

but of the others also, had of lae become

notably impaired. There could he no doubt that

the new state of the atmosphere in the ho->

the cause of the evils. Ventilating valve

-

introduced. Not more than a month afterwards the

medical adviser was again called, but then .

witness the hapvpy effect of the simple remedy pre-

scribed— for to the new ventilation the mother was

attributing all the good obtained. A sing-

however, remained unexplained. The nurse who

had entered the family long before had for more

than a vear become so weak, and liable to w.

5J to G

7 to s
S to 10
2* to 3
3" to 4

5 to 6 by 6
very

„ excelsa ..

„ insignis ..

Picea Pinsapo
„ nobilis ^
„ Nordmanniaua | handsome

Araucaria imbricata . 2A by 2j
do. do 3 by 3
do. do 4 by 4
do. do., very handsome G to 8

Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4

Cedar of Lebanon ... 3J to 4

„ „ ... 5 to 6

„ ii 7 to S by 6

„ „ 10 to 12 by S

,, Deodara ... 4i to 5

„ „ 6" to S

,, 9 to 10

, 10 to 12

(The Cedars of Lehanou aud
Deodara are particularly

handsome and well furnished.)

Thujaorieufalis.Chinese
Arbor-vibe 5 to 6

„ ... 7 toS

Irish Y'ew
10 to 12

. ii to 5
6 to 7

„ „ C to Soy 4 to 5
Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to S

„ „ 10 to 12
Weymouth Pine
Y'ews

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts
Rhododeudron ponticura (good

for cover .

Do. all the new and best vars.
lvalmias, Andromeda, Ledums.

&c. fit

STANDARD ROSES, of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TREES. ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avenues, from 10 to IS feet,

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.

A Catalogue is now ready, and may be bad for twe
;

stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtai

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Sin-rev.

A Large Qcaxt:ty of fixe
EVERGREENS.

Green Hollies 4 to G

„ „ ... G to 7 by 4

EvergreenOak".' .7s\ to 4
;

called a constant weight on fa -at she

4i t0 5 incapable of much active exertion, and was retained

in her post chieflv for her biMuuitirhieS

rience. She also now . and

activity, but as she had been ill for m
vear. while the children remained well,

supposed to have been breathing the s

sphere as the children, it •

cause of her illness could not be the same :

of theirs. The trnth was, however the nnrse

had not always breathed the same atmosphere, for

being taller than the children, and in the

nurseries, with her head in the compar:.

nant air above the level of tie chimney;,

children nntil the lowering of the .

always in a comparatively pure air belcv that level,

she had breathed the impure air much longer than

thev. The high ventilating valve cleared i~

pernicious air from both nnrse and children."

2. "There are manv facts ".: show that the im-

^uerens oxomensis—
New Leueombe Oak.,

St:.]

. 5i to 6

G to 7

S to 10

Neil Amoit, MD. F.E.5. „:;. Si

:-. - :

-.-

is.)
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j^nty of retained and corrupted breath, scarcely

heeded in general, has been the chief element of the

foul atmosphere which has led to numerous cholera

outbreaks. Thus, in England, it has been in public

institutions, clean to the eye, not very offensive to

the nose, and where the inmates were well fed and

well clothed, and otherwise well-cared for under

frequent public inspection, but where ventilation

was overlooked and defective, that some of the most

shocking scenes of destruction from cholera have

occurred. Such was the school at Tooting, of above

a thousand parish children, among whom about 300

casss of cholera suddenly occurred, and killed more

than half of those affected before, the crowd was

dispersed. And various union workhouses, lunatic

asylums, prisons, &c, in London and elsewhere,

were similarly visited. Such places in the end of

1S49 produced more than half the cases of cholera

which then occurred about London, as is set forth

at page 37 of the valuable 'Report on Cholera,'

prepared by Dr. Baly and Dr. Gull, and issued by

the College of Physicians. The very crowded school

of the union-house at Taunton, in Somersetshire,

became a remarkable example : 30 cases suddenly

appeared in the room of the girls, in which the

glass of the windows remained entire, while in the

adjoining room of the boys, where panes of glass

were broken, and so admitted fresh air, not a single

case occurred, and there was only one other case in

the whole town."

In anothar place the same experienced physician

makes a further remark :—" One of the most hurtful

to man of all the aerial poisons is that of his own
expelled breath, when detained long around him

and breathed again. A considerable proportion of

the solid aliment and drink which he receives is

thrown off by the lungs and skin, as kinds of excre-

mentitious matter, in the forms of carbonic acid,

water, and aeriform organic matter. "The last-

named portion gives a certain odour to the breath

and bodies of many persons even in good health,

by which a dog often can trace his master, and with

impaired health it becomes copious, offensive, and

pernicious. This organic matter, probably at first,

when it may be called fresh, is harmless, for a

mother does not fear to kiss her beautiful child, nor

do persons in a crowded church, or other place

where healthy people assemble, much fear their

neighbours, but there is no doubt that it soon

becomes putrid and noxious. In early states of

society, before glass windows were used, and when
men lived almost in the free air, they had no notion

of this poison, and that ignorance continuing

through later times explains to us many of the facts

connected with the generation and spread of plagues

or epidemics."

These are very striking statements, the truth of

which no intelligent person will venture to question.

But it occurs to few that Dr. Arnott's cases have

everywhere their counterpart in the vegetable

kingdom. The instance of the girls shut up close

in the school at Taunton, and of the boys in an
adjoining room, with broken windows, is precisely

parallel with the plants cooped in the greenhouse,

and others living in the open air. We will not

pause to inquire what the exact reason is. It may
be that plants are starved in the first case by want
of atmospheric food, and abundantly fed in the

ether ; or it may also be that " one of the most
hurtful to a plant of all the aiirial poisons is that of

its own expelled breath when detained long around
it and breathed again ; " for if the carbonic acid

removed from their system is injurious to animals,

so may the oxygen or other gases expelled from
their system by plants be equally prejudicial to

them, for aught we know to the contrary. But it

is needless to inquire how the case may really

stand ; if physiology cannot explain the precise

reason why stifled plants do not thrive, it is enough
for practice to know that the fact is so ; and having
gained the knowledge, to apply it.

Let a number of growing plants be shut up for

many days in a chest perfectly close ; all know that

at the end of those days most will have died, and
that such as continue to live are bleached, feeble,

and perishing. This result is said to be caused by
want of light ; and is, no doubt, aggravated by it.

But if the chest has holes cut in its sides, the evil

consequences are for a long time averted ; and yet
the amount of light admitted by the holes is very
small. Is it not rather the freer access of air which
sustains life in this case ? If there is no proof of
the affirmative, there is an equal absence of all dis-
proof. A glass house, shut close, is nothing but a
chest, the sides of which are partially transparent.
Cooped up in such a box for many days, some plants
will die, and those which live will be pallid and
sickly. Cut holes in the sides of the box in the
form of doors and opening windows, and then also
evil consequences are long averted ; but they come
at last. Take off the roof and sides, and robust

health permanently supervenes. Yet the quantity

of additional light admitted by removing the roof is

but inconsiderable ;
plants have little more than

before. What they do enjoy in abundance is free

air, or it would be better to say, unimpeded respira-

tion, with a complete absence of their own atmo-

sphere whether it be vitiated by exhaustion or

deterioration.

There can be no doubt that the instances given

by Dr. Arnott of evil consequences manifestly

derived from a polluted atmosphere are precisely

analogous to what attend plants under similar cir-

cumstances. The yellow spindling Geraniums in

Mr. Absolon Chilly's greenhouse are the scrofulous

children of Russell Square. The dead and dying in

Sir Simeon Suffocate's grand conservatory are the

poor parish children at Tooting.

In the last number of his very interesting

" Journal of Botany" Sir William Hooker laments

over the want of skill yet so manifest in gardens

notwithstanding our boasted horticultural eminence.

Speaking of the Rice-paper plant, which has been

flowering magnificently at Hong Kong in the garden

of Sir John Bowring, but which still remains a

poor sterile thing at Kew, he writes as follows :

—

" Captain Mellersh, late in command of H.M

.

steamer Ranter, which conveyed Sir John Bowring
and his suite to Siam, has just arrived from Hong
Kong, bringing from J. C. Bowring, Esq., noble

flowering racemes of the Alalia papyrifera, which

have flowered in high perfection in the Governor's

garden at Hong Kong, and the plants have attained

to a great size : while in our European stoves our

plants, imported by Sir John Bowring from For-

mosa at the same time with his, and of the same
age, have continued small and shown no disposition

to flower : forcing upon us the humiliating convic-

tion that, however high our nation may stand as

successful gardeners, we have yet much to learn in

regard to the skilful cultivation of tropical plants,

which, speaking generally, and of the larger and
especially the shrubby kinds, so seldom yield

flowers, and infinitely more rarely fruits. Mr. J.

C. Bowring, whose letter accompanies these flower-

ing specimens, observes :
—

' The two specimens

now sent, one in bud, with copious bracteas, the

other with the flowers fully expanded, are from the

large plant at head-quarters here, which was a shoot

from my original plant, but has much outgrown its

parent. I was obliged to cut the latter down, to save

its life ; but it is now again a fine healthy plant, and I

hope will flower next winter. The species has a very

handsome appearance when flowering. The one above

mentioned threw out 12 fine panicles of blossoms

(besides two which I cut off before the flowers burst

forth), more than 3 feet in length, and they crowned
the shrub in beautiful style, drooping like magnificent

plumes, in regular form over the large, dark, palmate
leaves below.'

"

Now, there is nothing whatever in Hong Kong
which England is unable to supply, except that

combination of heat and free air which nature pro-

vides in China.

Such being the case it cannot be admitted that

the imperfection of modern gardens is owing to an
absence of horticultural skill. The blame lies quite

as much, or indeed much more, at the door of the

garden architect. His business is to provide means
for combining heat and the freest ventilation wher-
ever a plant has to grow. That the garden architect

cannot do. Let us hope then that a man like Dr.
Arnott, eminent among the most eminent in his

application of philosophy to matters of daily neces-

sity, will turn his attention to garden structures and
show how that is to be done, without which all

exotic gardening is but a pretence, unless effected at

enormous cost. In his most interesting volume,
which concerns the exigencies of man's dwelling-
places, he deals successfully with everything except
the atmosphere of plants. We earnestly hope that,

his first object having been gained, he will be able to

direct his eyes upon lower matters, and to show us
how to sanitarise the air of a plant house as well as
of a dwelling house.

not be more complete. Three twigs close together

may be described as follows ".

—

1. 2.

Red Yellow
Yellow Yellow
Yellow Red
Yellow Yellow

Yellow
We hope to receive specimens shortly at our office.

In the meanwhile those who live near Glasgow may
satisfy themselves as to the reality of the sport by
calling on Mr. Thomas Telfer, of Woodhouse
Hurlet.

3>

Red
Red
Red
Red
Yellow

So much has been heard of " sports," and
" varieties," and " mules, hybrids, or cross breds,"
and of all manner of forms produced no one knows
how, from Adam's Laburnum up to Boghos Bey's
trifacial Orange, that one would have thought the
list exhausted. Nevertheless a Scotch correspondent
tells us of a case as strange as the strangest yet
recorded, and more puzzling than most.
We learn that he has a Gooseberry bush which

bears indifferently on each small twig red or yellow
berries, the red superior in flavour to the yellow,

and both dissimilar ; the reds, too, are unlike, for

some are rough and others smooth ; and the yellows
bear seed that is red. Had a handful of yellow
berries been thrown in among the reds and acci-

dentally stuck to the branches the mixture could

New Plants.
142. Erenurus spectabilis. Bicberst. fl. Taur. cauc

III., 269. Bot. Mag., t. 4870.
A very fine showy herbaceous hardy plant, with the

habit and appearance of an Asphodel. The flowering

scape is 2 or 3 feet high, and terminated by a fine com-
pact pyramidal raceme of yellow flowers, the effect of

which is greatly heightened by long rich orange-brown
slamens. It is said to be found wild in Siberia, the

Caucasus, Koordistan, the Crimea, and even in Scinde,

where the late Dr. Stocks appears to have met with it.

No doubt it is a plant of the most easy cultivation. At
Kew it flowers in June.

We may add to the description in the Botanical-

Magazine that this is the famous Cherish or Tchirish

plant of Eastern people, as we know from specimens in

our herbarium collected by Dr. Dickson for Mr. Brant,,

her Majesty's Consul at Erzeroum, aud by our excellent

correspondent, Mr. H.Calvert, of the same place. The
latter gentleman, in recently communicating specimens

of the article to Sir William Hooker for the Kew
Museum, makes the following statement:—"Jaubert,

in the ' Voyages d'Aucher Eloy,' p. 200, mentions the

Tchirish plant to be Asphod. ramosus, but you will see

by the specimen marked No. 1365, sent to Dr. Lindley,

that Jaubert is in error. The roots of this plant are-

dug up in May, and after separating the young tubers

of the year from the older ones (the former being finer

in quality than the latter), the roots are bruised, driedj

and then ground to powder, and in this state are ex-

ported from Koordistan to various parts of Turkey^

Its adhesive qualities render it useful to saddlers, shoe-

makers, bookbinders, See., and for 'filling' for the coarse-

native cotton cloth, &c, wheaten flour paste never

being employed in this country as a gluten. To make
Tchirish paste the powder has merely to be added,

gradually to cold water and then stirred. Pouring

water on the powder is not so effectual, as the Tchirish

clogs into lumps. In May and June the young shoots

are sold in town as a vegetable. When cooked, green

Tchirish has a taste intermediate between Spinach and'

Purslane, with the glutinous property of Okra ; in faetj

it is by no means a disagreeable vegetable. I had
hoped to have sent you seeds, but in the disturbed state

of the country I could not induce any one to go for them."
It is rather curious to find our own " Bath Aspa-

ragus," namely the young shoots of Ornithogalum

pyrenaicum, thus imitated among the delicacies of

Koordistan.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXXVII.
360. Cladoptosis*—{Fall of Branches).—It wasstated*

above that the fall of the leaf was in many cases, and.

perhaps in all, a vital process, put in force by the growing
plant to get rid of dead incumbrances. This view is

confirmed by what takes place in the fall of branches..

Fruit, moreover, follows the same laws as leaves, and
when it has acquired its full growth and development
separates in like manner from the parent stem. In some
cases, new buds have been developed from the scar, the

margin of which often swells extremely, and acquires

quite a new aspect ; but more frequently where the fruit

has been but one rf many branches on a panicle, the sepa-

ration does not ultimately cease at the first scar. In the

Pear, for instance, a series of sub-horizontal fissures

gradually takes place as the superior parts decay, till the

origin of the whole panicle is reached, and if separation

does not take place, which is sometimes the case when
the vital action below is not sufficiently active, theliving

parts are infected by the dead matter above, and canker

is the consequence. Now, though there is an evident

articulation at the base of each peduncle, there is none

at the junction of the individual internodes, nor is there

in many cases any transverse tissue of different structure

from the rest which might induce rupture.

361. This disintegration of the stem of the panicle

after the fall of the fruit may be considered as a sort of

Cladoptosis, but there are other more palpable instances

to which the name may more strictly be applied. The
common white Willow is extremely subject to such an
affection, and one precisely similar in the Oak was
many years since forwarded by an unknown correspon-

dent to Dr. Lindley. The cause of death in the

branches is uncertaiu, sometimes perhaps it may be
cold, sometimes the superior demands of other parts of

the tree which divert that nourishment which was
destined for their use. Unless some process of this

kind took place, every bud upon a tree would be equally

developed, and there would be no room left for the cir-

culation of air or the admission of light. Now, if the

branehlets were simply broken off by the wind, a ragged

surface would be left, easily affected by the weather,

and calculated to cause decay. A vital action, however^

* From zAaSss, a young branch, and xruris, the act of falling
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takes place, by wliicli tho tissue of the living bark in

separated from that of the dend branch, ho regularly

as to present on a Bcction n concave facet ; the

living and dead tiHHiicH are separated by a few friable

cells, nnd the first high wind Hiiapa the wood, ho that

the branch fulls out, leaving a smooth even cup. Tliis

process sometimes takes place again and again, imitating

on n large BCalc what takes place in the common stem of

tho panicle in the Tear tree. Except Home vital force

woro exercised, it iH difficult to conceive how the frac-

turo should always ho so regular.

3G2. The disarticulation of Vino shoots, called hy

116 Phriganoptosis (a word of doubtful origin), which
tnlccs place principally when the previous summer has
heen cold and cloudy, and tho wood in consequence Im-

perfectly ripened, is different from either of the eaues

mentioned above, inasmuch us there is a distinct tissue

corresponding with each eye, in Iho line of whieh the

fracturo takes place. It may he observed most years in

small lateral shoots ; the larger ones fail only under a

prcssuro of severe weather. This disease was well

known to tho ancients, and was called by I'liny after

Theophrastus artwulatio. As in all cuhch where mor-
bilio matter is likely to ho communicated to the main
stem, close pruning is imperative. It is the practice of

some to hury the shootB of their Vines in winter; hut
this is in no case a good practice, and where tho wooil

is ill-ripened can only bo followed hy disappointment.
Tho only remedy which is avuilublo is tint exposure of

t'he young shoots as much as possiblo to light and air by
thinning out everything which is superfluous, nnd in any
caso this is advisablo, for good crops or well-flavoured

produce can only ho expected from perfectly ripened

wood.
303. Larger liranchos are not in general thrown off,

but remain when dead from accident or diseaso upon
the tree till natural docay takes place, which, as in the

Elm, is often promoted hy such fungi us Agaricus
ulmnrius. Nature, meanwhile, hns not been idle ; but
a cushion of healthy bark is formed nil round tho base

ready to close up the aperture by its rapid growth so

soon ns tho decayed matter shall have fallen out.

M. J. B.

NOTES ON TRANSPLANTING.— No. II.

I have urged early attention to the preparation of

the soil for planting, and I repeat it, because I am con-

vinced of its importance. I could give many examples,

not only of great inconvenience arising from a retarda-

tion in the progress of works, but of the waste of much
time and money, resulting solely from an indifference

to, or a total disregard of, such council. Half the

failures in planting arise directly or indirectly from
procrastination in this respect, and I shall have effected

good service if fortunate enough to convince any apa-

thetic reader of the fact.

In very stiff soils where the spaces for the shrub-

beries, as well as those for the smaller clumps, only are

trenched, something beyond the general drains (which

will be of course laid down before any other work is

commenced) will be required, if, as will often be the

case, no general drain passes through them. Such
spaces, from the compactness of the unbroken soil

around, become reservoirs for water unless some means
of escape is provided for it. This should always be

given. An auxiliary drain entering a contiguous one is

easily added, and will be found an effectual remedy. I

have seen the worst effects result from non-attention to

this. The bed so circumstanced becomes converted

into a quagmire, the roots of the shrubs perish, aud, as

a natural consequence, the plants sicken and die.

In planting single specimens on the lawn, too, similar

results will have to be guarded against, where the wdiole

area of the grounds has not been trenched. Whether
a hvrge or small site is prepared there are few situations

where a drain from the bottom will not be necessary.

1 remember an instance—one among many similar ones

—where a number of Conifers were planted singly on a

lawn, the soil of which was very tenacious. Holes were
properly prepared by deep trenching, and the addition

of new soil, and the trees planted at the end of Sep-

tember. For a time all seemed well enough ; but by
the following spring many were dead, and others, espe-

cially the Junipers, of whieh there were several, had
lost many branches from sheer rottenness. On ex-

amining the soil it was fouud to be little better than

mud, especially at and near the bottom of the holes.

The autumn aud winter had been very wet, and as

there was no outlet for the water, which of course
collected in the loose soil, the trees had stood

for three or four months with their roots in

it, with what effect may easily be inferred.

And to make the matter worse, the plants had not been
placed high enough at the collar in the first instance,

and the soil having settled down below the natural

level, that important part of every plant was nearly

always surrounded by a pool of water. Great care

should be taken to prevent this, and as it is difficult to

calculate to a nicety when a tree is planted in newly-
moved soil, it should, when possible, he allowed to sub-

side before the tree is placed in it. Every specimen on
a lawn should stand a few iuches at least above the
natural level. It is important to secure this, both on
account of the well-being of the plant and its appearance
also. A tree standing on a gentle elevation, which
seems to spring naturally from the surrounding lawn,
iias an infinitely superior appearance to one placed in a
hollow, other circumstances being equal.

Of course the success of a transplanted shrub or

tree will depend in no Mnul
in which it is removed. A
perfect success at. a period by no means favours
tin- operation if it. Is carefully taken up;
similar one will fail at the best of all seasons from
damage to Us roots by unskilful or careless hands. A
plant, it. should !"• borne in mind, derives the chlel

amount Of the flilidii which rtllpporl. it by tin: n -..,,.-,

its succulent root-tips, and in proportion as tl

destroyod so are the resources of tin- plant cut off till

new onos are formed. II I were not convinced by the

practice I have often seen that thin advice Is needed, I

would not, venture on ho common-place an observation.

degree upon tho condition last, n sat* born, I believe, at IJderton, in Northum-
shrub may l,.- planted with bcrland, and educated s< the J'.'

until bin removal I iy. in that
city hi resided sevi i

Dr. lift n", il.

and ultimately the assistant ol I

crombie. About i

.... Djmenced
j

with him tin- Is

i had imbibt to th«
end ol i .il life :.i' ii-' ;• isars i

command was devoted to bin (avow )!.>,

a-coiutt din cud bis attenl

Presuming tin- preparation ol the soil for planting to Ich •

be in every respect perfect, and the season fitting, ub- zoophytes nnd spo .

Bequcnt labours will be greatly Influenced by •

stances attending the plants to be removed whothor • no- in " Loudon's M
tiny have meroly to be taken from ran p« Natural History," the value and «bicfa

grounds to another, or at most but a abort distance; have bom aeki
or recoived from a nursery many miles away, ami after tin hnenl
a journey, possibly, of two or three days' duration- it llm Hi work wai ' Iicrwick-

will bo readily understood thai the conditions of Iho I npon-Tweed " (2 !
•

respective planl ><t differ materially, nnd will con •- mere rlsssr i catalogue ol I a truly readable
quontly demand a different mode of treatment, book enlivened, ana i

I must here beg permission to say, that nurserymen I mation and appropi TbeM
are frequently charged with sending inferior plants from I volumes are illustrated with dn
their being found dead a month or two nfur planting, plants drawn and engraved by M Ion, who was
when, in reality, the person who superintended the work indeed a helpmeet toberbn band in all his puDtteatfone).

is tho guilty party. Having made ibis charge I nut His medical skill and p!( ,» had
in fairness give the evidence upon which it. is foun i'i I the mi sntime gained for him a lar| -

evidence, bo it understood, by no means circumstantial,

but essentially practical, nnd which I have seen mnny
times confirmed.

Well, then, a nurseryman receives an order for a

given number of trees and shrubs, with instructions to

medical practice ;
and thi in the

welfare nnd progress ofsociety led tob'u beh

a magistrate, and on different oca .r and
sheriff of Berwick.

It was during bis mayoralty in 1838 that be 1

1

send them by rail to a certain station, from whieh they outtbe first edition of his" ilintory of British 7.

will be taken hy the waggons of his customer. They I" the
]
refaci • eras to bis

arc of course despatched, and in due time reach the I in the midst of occupation; that "idleness i

ground where they are to be planted, though, thanks to leisure." Me was again mayor in 1841, when the

the tardiness of railway transit, they are often a long I Highland Society held their show at Berwick, when his

time on the road. Now, it frequently happens that the hospitality nnd urbanity and varied power* <,'

weather is very warm and sunny during the whole time ' had full room for their display, and »erc gratefully

the plants are out of the ground, and wdien they reach ' acknowledge 1 both by hii I i nimen and b. stni

theirdestination the rootsare completely dried up, nnd the In 1842 appeared bis "History of Bril

plants otherwise draincdof theirmoistureby evaporation, and Lithophytes ;" and in 1847 an enlarged <

In this conditiou have I seen plants, and that not seldom,
I

" Zoophytes" in two vols. This is not i ndard
thrown in heaps upon the ground where they were to text book on the subject, but is distinguished by its

be planted, with perhaps an old mat or two cast over ' literary excellence no less than its scientific merit*,

them as nn apology for a covering from the wind and
J

In 1050 ho published an ('Introduction to Conch o-

sun, but often with no covering at all, and then put into

the ground without any other care or preparation.

Small deciduous plants may, and in a measure do, bear
up against such treatment ; but that evergreens should
survive it is a standing miracle to any one at all con-

versant with the constitution and requirements of vege-

table life. Of course very many failures do result
;

nothing less could, under the circumstances, be reason-
ably hoped for.

I have no wish to hold up nurserymen as immaculate,
or to deny that some of them do not at times send out
coarse-rooted plants, and that numerous deaths are the

consequence; but I also know that losses arising from
the causes above noticed are often unjustly laid to their

charge. 1 am sure I shall be pardoned for making this

little digression.

logy," describing not only the shells but their molluscous

inhabitants. It was reviewed by the late I'rofrMor

Edward Forbes in the " Westminster Review
hailed by him as a most delightful addition to the litera-

ture of natural history. Its merits are also recognised

on the continent, and it has been translated into German
by Prof. Brown, of Heidelberg.

Of his last work, " The Natural History of the

Eastern Borders," only the botanical portion lias

appeared. This was evidently to its author a labour of

love, bis last-born child, and it aff'.rds ample j r

the eager delight which he took in the beauties of

nature, and of his genial sympathy with all th

suits and aspirations which constitute the true hi:

of man. We may particularise (what may appear to

some a superfluous addition, but forms a Tery cbarnvng

Now supposing a large number of plants to arrive in
!

episode) a lecture read before the Berwick Mechanics"

the condition above described, this is how I would treat Institute on " Our Wild Flowers and onr Pastora

them :—Procure a tub or two each a yard or so in
,

full of kindly feelings and beautiful images. In this

diameter, and 2 feet deep. Fill them to within C inches work he refers to the assistance received from the

of the rim with water and loam mixed to the consist-
I
members of the Berwickshire Naturalists' Qnb, a local

ency of cream. Let the roots of every plant be dipped association which embraced several distinguished

in this, and immediately "laid in," taking care that they names, but of which he bad been the originator, its

are well covered with soil. For convenience the plants

should be placed in rows, and as each row is finished

give a good watering, and not only at the root, but by
means of a rose to the watering-pot well sprinkle their

stems aud branches. All the plants will imbibe a large

amount of moisture through the soft parts of their

stems and branches, and the evergreens in addition by
their leaves. If in the day, and the sun is at all power-

ful, some mats or even straw thrown over them will be

very beneficial. At night this may be taken off for the

sake of the dew ; but nevertheless another good sprink-

ling from the watering-pot may be given them with

advantage. By the following morning the plants will

be found to have imbibed moisture equivalent to what
they lost on their journey. The roots, too, will be

moist and in a condition to resume their functions imme-
diately. The value of such treatment to exhausted

plants can hardly be over-rated, and will often be found

the turning point between failure and success,

secretary and treasurer, in fact its life and soul, for

more than 20 years. The transactions of the ciub,

printed yearly for private circulation, contain many
valuable papers from his pen, such as descriptions of

rare plants and animals found in the locality, and com-
plete monographs of the Sep'se, the Mollnsca a:

Acarides of Berwickshire. The monthly exenrs

the club during the summer months to p'acc;

25 miles of Berwick, leave a grateful impress

pleasure enjoyed and information acquired in the

memories of all who had the opportunity of attending

them. T. S.

Home Correspondence.
Sulplturcd Hops.—Having read with ccrs 93

terest your opinion on this subject, I trust yoo will

allow me to make a few remarks. I am a grower of

Hops, as well as a consumer, and I state, without fear

Plants which are merely transplanted from one part
' of contrad.ction, that I have use a many tons of Hops

of a garden to another are always benefited bv the "hich have been sulphured w,thout any loss or

application of a few gallons of water at their removal. ,

and this over a space of six years ft is a well ^own

The best time to apply it is when sufficient soil has been I f»« <"*< Goldmgs are more susceratle of mould than any

thrown in to fairly cover the roots. If applied then, other sort, a,

the mould is washed well in among the fibres, and by

filling in the remaining soil upon the wetted portion,

evaporation is checked, and the moisture secured to he

gradually appropriated by the plant. Mere surface

watering" is of little avail, unless very carefully and

liberally supplied.

Newly planted trees are, however, often much bene-

fitted by mulching, and if employed as an auxiliary to

watering, a double advantage is afforded by it. G. IT. L.

DR. JOHNSTON, OF BERWICK-UPON-TWEED.
This excellent naturalist, I regret to announce, died

from the effects of a paralytic attack on the 30th July-

free from disease. I therefore consider it of importance

to the brewer that this sort should be grown more ex-

tensivelv. which can be done if sulphur judicously

spplied to them, when in a growing state, can be proTed

to be of no injury to the beer. To make this apparent,

I offer to any of the leading houses in London, ."

Barclay in particular, as they have suffered fr

use of sulphured HopSj that I will supply them with a

sufficient quantity for a brewing, and if at the end of

three or six months they consider the beer injm

the quality of the Hop-s, I will not only forfeit the Hops
but any loss they think has arisen from the use of them.

I wiil a'so pay a man, whom they shall depute, to see

that they have been sulphured, picked, packed, and sent
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to Loudon. 1c must appear that this offer is pre-

sumptuous ; but having more than 100 acres of Hops,

and tliose principally Goldings, my apology must be

that I am anxious to prove the truth of my assertion.

Charles Lmey, WatcHngbmry, Kent, Sept. 8. Allow

me to offer a tew remarks on the controverted question

whether or not the application of sulphur to Hops in

their growing state occasions a bad flavour in beer

bi\ wed from "them. It is admitted by those opposed to

the use of sulphur, that there are only two ways in which

this evil can be produced : one is that the sulphur com-

bines with the oxygen given out by the plants, producing

a deleterious gas ; the" other is, as stated in the Hop

merchants' circular, that the sulphur is " actually incor-

porated into the plaut during its growth." Now, with

regard to the first supposition, if ft were possible that

sulphur could unite with oxygen without the aid

of heat, the same gas would be produced as that

to which Hops are exposed in the oast-house, though

in much less quantity, yet the larger doses have

never been accused of injuring the quality. As to

the statement put forth by the Hop merchants and

factors that the sulphur is actually incorporated into the

plant during its growth, it is well known that no food,

physic, or poisons, can [be absorbed by the leaves, nor

even by the roots of plants but such as are in a state of

solution. I would therefore request the Hop dealers to

try whether they can dissolve sulphur in water : further-

more, to bring it more under the treatment it would

receive if mixed with Hops in brewing, I would ask

them to boil it in water, and when perfectly cool try

whether nose or palate can discover that bad flavour

which sulphur is said to impart to beer. But they

say—'"It has been practically ascertained that Hops
treated with sulphur impart so obnoxious a smell and
flavour to beer as to render it unsaleable." If this

Jtas been " ascertained beyond all question," let them
bring forth their proofs, ami if they are sound, there is

an end of all controversy ; till then I remain Dubius,

Tvmbridge Wells.

Yeast. — Allow me to inform your correspondent

Lucy Grey (see p. 584) that a small Aeacup-full of

yeast is sufficient for 4 lbs. of flour, and that the best

way is fornix the flour the evening before baking with

a quart of warm water in the usual manner

—

then stir in the teacup-full of yeast. In reply to

notice, p. 590 (Barm), when the stock of barm is nearly

exhausted use a teacup-full in the manufacture of

another quantity. C. Clifton, Sept. 6.

Everlasting Pea.—Has the Everlasting Pea (as it is

commonly called) ever been tried as a food plant? In
gardens it comes up year after year with undiminished
vigour, throwing up its flowering stems from 7 to 9

feet high. Why should it not be grown in the same
way as Lucerne \ Its deep roots make it independent
of drought. The flavour is very agreeable (like that of

green Peas), and there can be no fear of its perfect whole-

someness. I believe it would bear several cuttings, and
yield an immense weight of highly nutritious produce.
Have any of your enterprising readers cultivated it ?

If not, I commend it to them as well worthy of a
trial. Win. Marshall, Ely.

Some Observations on tlie Progress of Vegetation

during the Past Spring and Summer.—To both the

physiologist and the gardener the past spring and
summer have afforded much valuable information. The
unusually cold and backward spring seemed to threaten

destruction, or at least considerable damage, to advancing
vegetation. General opinion placed the season nearly

a month later than usual, so far as it affected the

growth of plants
;

yet who cau recollect a summer
when the crops throughout the country looked more
luxuriant than in the past one, or an autumn which
gave a more abundant harvest than the present ? To
the cause, therefore, of this rapid change in the appear-
ance of the crops I now intend to direct attention ; and
I shall set out with the dogma that a late spring must
always he highly beneficial to the progress of vegetation
in this country. I have long entertained this opinion,

and the observations of successive years only confirm

name for a warm one, is favourable to precocious de-

velopment of leaf and branch ; and that, too, before the

root has gathered strength to support the demands
upon it ; and if the former once take precedence of

the latter, in a plant growing in the open ground,

the order of things can never he reversed. A plant

existing under such conditions can never be otherwise

than deficient in natural vigour. The constitutions of all

ordinary plants resemble each other in this particular
;

if you place the bulb of a Hyacinth in a situation where
its leaves and flower-stems are advanced before roots

are made, you lose half the real beauty of the plant, and

so of every other. G. W. L.

Page and Co.'s Blight Composition.—Being troubled

th mealy bug I was led to try this composition, but I

find that it will not kill it, and to my vexation I dis-

covered that it burned the young tender leaves of such

plants as Dipladenia crassinoda. Gardenia Fortuni, &c.

Nor is this all ; the smell was so offensive that no lady

or gentleman could go into the house where it had been

used for at least a week afterwards. It
7

. S. Good,

Greenlands, Senley-on- Thames.
" Calico" Potato exempt from Disease.—At p. 565 of

your Number of August 25th, I find communications

from several of your correspondents on the subject of

the Potato disease, which is stated to have set in with

severity in parts of Kent and Hants. It may be useful

to such correspondents to know that there is a kind of I

Potato which has never been attacked by what is termed
the Potato disease, and which is believed not to be liable

to it. This Potato is called " the Calico," and is exten- I

sively cultivated in the township of Cornwallis, in

King's County, Nova Scotia. It has this peculiarity

—

that the tubers and the tops grow simultaneously in this

species, whereas in all other varieties the growth of

tops precedes the formation of the tubers. So remark-

able has been the exemption from disease of this sort of

Potato, that many farmers of the township of Corn-

wallis, who were poor men a few years ago, are now in

prosperous circumstances, the very general failure of

the Potato crop for several consecutive years in various

parts of the United States having caused a ready sale

at high prices for their produce. F.

Planting.—I prefer to plant both evergreen and
deciduous trees from the beginning of April to the

beginning of July ; my preference is founded upon ex-

tensive practice. Having, nolens volens, to move a

great number of large bushes and trees one year, I

commenced early in autumn and was not able to finish

before midsummer. The trees moved correctly re-

corded what was best for them. Those transplanted in

early autumn did pretty well ; but as we gradually

descended the scale of time to March, so did. the ap-

pearance of the trees vary from green to russetty brown,
and wan death-looking yellow, indicating as much as

anything could do the months best suited for their re-

moval, February and March being the worst. Those
moved in April began to show that sap, life, and vigour

had entered every spray, and they were not much hurt

by the shift ; those transplanted in May felt removal
still less, and tliose in June never " looked over their

shoulder." Since then I have planted many trees and
shrubs of various dimensions, but have always found

that the nearer midsummer the plauting took place the

better the success. I will here, by way of example,

state what I did this season, leaving to others

to prove by argument what they consider the best

season for such operations. I planted between
the 1st of April and the middle of July
the following : 150,000 one-year old seedling Larch, of

which I lost hardly anv ; 20,000 Birch, without loss
;

20,000 Beech, of which very few died ; 10,000 Alder,

without any deaths ; 100,000 Hazel and 30,000 Oak,
with similar result, although they were not planted

until the middle of June, when they had made from 6

to 9 inches of young growth. To the above must be
added 80,000 Quick, of which none died ; 12,000 Fruit
Tree Stocks, of which not more than 60 died ; 2000
Fruit Trees, of which not one died ; 5000 Turkey Oak,
without loss; 2,000 Roses, of which about 100 died

me in it. I do not mean to infer that a late spring has the latter were in full leaf when moved. Besides these
not its peculiar evils, and that some plants are not occa-
sionally injured by it ; what I contend for is that the
staple crops of the country are always more abundant,
and are never prejudicially late in arriving at maturity,
from being retarded in the early periods of their growth

;

in fact that they are benefited rather than injured by
what we are pleased to call a late spring. This I con-
ceive is easily accounted for upon the recognised prin-

ciples of horticulture. Everybody knows that a plant,

to push luxuriantly in its brandies and to ripen an
abundant crop of fruit, must of necessity be strong and
active at root ; and, moreover, that such root action
should not only keep pace with, but precede the develop-
ment of its shoots. Now this is precisely what a iate spring
does. It must be recollected that we invariably have very
early in the year, and before the proper spring season be-
gins, a series of Bunny days. The earth during this period
absorbs heat to a large amount; this favours root action;
succeeding this precocious spring weather we get a
second edition of winter, of more or less duration ; if of
long continuance, we experience what in common
language is termed a late spring, and all progress in
vegetation above ground is checked, or kept at bay alto-
gether

; not so, however, the root, that is progressing
and gathering strength for the coming demands upon its
energy

; and in proportion to its strength and healthy
action so will be the progress of the branch when the
conditions favourable for its development are presentOn the other hand, an early spring, which is only another

there were 5000 shrubs and trees, of various deci-

duous kinds; these were not begun to be transplanted
until the middle of May, and finished the last week in

June, yet none died ; the last planted are now the

finest, the first planted the worst. Of 200,000 three-

year old Spruce, all lived ; I finished planting them the
first week in July, and they are now beautiful healthy
plants. Of 10,000 Spruce, from 2 to 4 feet high, all

are alive and healthy. Of 20,000 Silver Firs, from 6

inches to 18 inches high, all grew ; 3000 ditto, from 3

to 9 feet in height, were moved in June, when they
had grown from 6 to 9 inches, yet not one died.

Of 30,000 common Laurel from 1 foot to 3 feet high not
one died, planted in the middle of June ; 20,000 Hollies
all grew, in fact this is the only safe time to move them.
I could multiply instances of large numbers having suc-
ceeded when moved at this season, suffice that during
the last 3 years I have moved upwards of 100,000, all

of which grew; they average 2 to 5 feet, the largest of
them had not been moved during 6 years, not since

they were 6 inches high ; some of them were when moved
6 feet high. 3000 Yews of all sizes to 6 feet; many of

these were planted in a hedge, the middle of last year's

July, during 3 or 4 intensely hot days, all but one grew;
many hundreds of Portugal Laurel were moved at

midsummer, all did well. 3000 Laurestinus moved in

June did well. 1000 Laurestinus moved in October
were very nearly killed. 2000 Evergreen Oaks, 4 to 7

feet, all moved in summer, only one died. 3000

small ditto, moved in June this year, all lived,

and I could go on to show that hundreds, nay thousands,
of Arbor-vitce, Red Cedars, Deodars, Cedars of Lebanon,
Piuuses, Cryptomerias, Junipers, cic, have been moved
by me, and transplanted (many of them apparently
hopeless cases) with hardly a failure. Surely I have
now given examples enough—examples which cau be
seen daily by any one who may favour me with a call

—

to warrant me in advocating late spring and early
summer as a good time for transplanting trees ; in fact,

when I have a fear of losing a tree by transplanting, I
defer the operation until May or June. I may here
offer one precaution which I have found requisite—viz.,

whenever a plant has made a start to grow, then is the
time to move it ; and never to move plants, as a general
rule, after they have grown beyond 3 or 4 inches. To
this rule Coniferse, generally speaking; form an excep-
tion ; many of them will not hurt if they have grown a
foot. John Scott, Merriott Nurseries, Crewlceme, Somerset.

[We should very much like to have the remarks
ofjJMr. Scott's neighbours upon the experiments here
described.]

What is Ozone ?— This is a question that has been fre-

quently asked within the last few years, but seldom
have we met with persons capable of answering it, or of

giving us any information as to what is really meant
by the word. Without attempting to give a learned
disquisition on the subject, it will perhaps answer every
useful purpose if we bear in mind the definition that
was given of ozone some two or three years ago in the
Gardeners' Chronicle by a facetious writer, who called

it " the smell of electricity." Nor is this definition

inappropriate when we consider that the recently dis-

covered agent is only a variable condition of oxygen,
having a peculiar odour, by which its presence or

absence in the atmosphere may be detected. The
researches of chemists inform us that where there is>

much ozone respiration is impeded, and it proves fatal

to small animals. Its chemical effects are most remark-,

able. It has a power similar to that of chlorine of

bleaching vegetable colours, and produces the highest

possible oxidation of most metals. From a communi-
cation lately made to the Royal Society by Dr. Andrews,
Professor of Chemistry in Belfast, we learn that two
substances have been thought to be confounded under the
name of ozone, one a compound body, the other an
allotropic variety of oxygen ; but the result of his

numerous experiments confirms the fact that ozone is

formed by the action of the electrical spark on pure
and dry oxygen, and that its properties, even when
derived from different sources, are in every respect the

same. Thus ozone, however prepared, is destroyed, or
rather converted into ordinary oxygen, by exposure to

a temperature of about 237" C. It is not absorbed by
water, but when sufficiently diluted with other gases, is

destroyed by agitation with a large quantity of water
;

and, contrary to the common statements, it is also

destroyed by being agitated with lime-water and baryta-

water, provided a sufficient quantity of those solutions

be used. From the whole investigation Dr. Andrews
draws the conclusion that ozone, from whatever source
derived, is one and the same substance, and is 'not a
compound body, but oxygen in an altered or allotropic

conditiou. IF. B. B.
Transplanting Machines—which is the best?— At

page 582, a correspondent directs attention to a mode
of determining this point, which (if practicable) cer-
tainly possesses some claim to the consideration of
noblemen and landed proprietors who may be desirous
of improving the scenery around their domains or
mansions ; but the practice of transplanting large trees
applies more especially to laying out new places, when
the object of the proprietor is to produce an immediate
as well as the most picturesque effect which the extent,
situation, and local circumstances of the place will admit
of. The most striking effect of this kind, I believe ever
produced in this country, is at the Right Hon. E. Strutt's,

Kingston Hall, where some hundreds of large trees,

varying in height from 15 feet to 40 feet, have been
transplanted, and some trees of the latter height
have been conveyed a distance of 15 miles ; among
these are now to be seen growing luxuriantly some fine

specimens of Yew and Cedar of Lebanon. The machine
employed for the purpose is somewhat similar to Mr.
Barron's, but considerably improved, which the nature
and the circumstauces of the work required ; at the
same time it is but justice to Mr. Barron "to say" that
to him belongs the merit of the invention of the original.

Any person who wishes to form a correct idea of the
merits of this machine, will do well to pay a visit to

this establishment. If they happen to see the large

vinery there when in full bearing (as I have), where
upwards of 25 cwt. weight of Grapes are annually pro-
duced, they will be well repaid for their visit. T. C,
Tadcaster.

Transplanting Large Trees at Gunnershury Parh.—Yov. said in.

a paragraph iu connection with my letter in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of the 25th ult., that you did not know what I com-
plained of—true ; but it appears some of your correspondents
were in the secret. Your report of the large trees transplanted
at Gunnershury Park would have remained unnoticed by me bat
for the unfair way (unintentionally on your part I dare say) in
which I was made to figure in the notice. No doubt a certain
meed of praise was intended for the person who had conducted
the operations you mentioned so successfully. Now, not a word
was said about any of the trees having been transplanted upon
my system, or by my machinery, except one with a dead top I

Was not this a " mistake ? " [Our reporter did not know that
more than one tree had been so moved. The statement was
founded upon information given on the spot, at Gunners-
bury.] I like to have mistakes rectified, especially when public
interests are concerned. In the Chronicle of 1st inst., I find Mr.
Forsyth says—" Mr. Barron is mistaken in stating that the
major part of the trees here were moved under his direction, or that
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Pcscalorca. Iconogyaphic des OrchidCcs de la Collection
de M. Pescatorc. Parts 6, 7, 8. Folio.

In tho three par,ts now before us of this lino work wo
havo representations of 12 of tho most showy garden
Orchids. Among those ono of tho most remarkable is

Oycnochcs Pcscatorci, which Prof. Reichenbacli distin-
guishes, as a now genius, naming it after Mr. LUddemann
under whose euro tlio lino colloctiou at tho Celle-St. Cloud
lias loug boon placed. His merits ontitlo him to llio com-
pliment, in which his name is happily associated with
that of M. Pesoatpre, his munificent patron. Another
is CaUlcya clegarw of Morren, a very fine thing. A
third is a good figure of Cypripediwm or Sclcnipc'dmm
cmdatim, apropos of which Prof. Reichenbacli mentions

• three other long-tailed species, namely S. Warczewitzii,
JJomierianum and Czerwialcowianum, the last of which
names we should be thankful to know bow to pronounce
Mr. Liudeu bus contributed for a plate a most beautiful'
variety of Odontoglossum maeulatum, the yellow and
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Vines, both in (Swing's glass wall and on open walls,
have grown well this year and have plenty of fruit on
them, but mildew has already made its appearance,
although those out of doors were cleaned last
the loose bark removed, and the stems carefully painted
with a mixture of tobacco water, tulphur, sol
and clay.

Iu the great conservatory one of the large Brug-
mansias, which serve so much to ornament this house,
has been closely pruned and washed over with il

position just named. The other tree of this kind was

ground "

cither in

and from

iMume
.

an important
'

lea was ii.it tbe

being imitate 1 by I

., and t!,u« all tbe reeulu ob-

i

animal life of deep sea- 1 be, under tbi*

arrangemi
; andthin, 1 am happy to Mat*,

lr,s proved experimental y to \,-. ''•>• c J«, so that, by very
purple of which are as brilliant asanything in the whole

j

tl,eatetl in a similar way a short time ago ; but it has nmple means and with v .we aliall be
order. Other plates are occupied by Vanda ccerulea. \

now PuslleJ strongly. Managed in this manner they "

toryanthes macrmtha, aud Schombmylda imdulata I

bIoom in succession, and keep the bouse longer gay than
which wo learn froT» the text lias been named by some' ' '' °'uerwise would be. Hydrangeas now beautifully in
person Decheria speciosa! Buyers of Orchids should |

flowel' are intermixed with the plants in the bed of this
house, aud during the present dull season arc found to
be very useful for the purpose.

In tbe orchard Pears and Apples on standards are a
good crop, and even the young espaliers are bearing

'via spceii

remember the fact. We congratulate the authors of this
Brilliant work upon the continued success with which
they obtain fine specimens for representation.

Could they not, without i

admit
impropriety,' occasionally

nit plates of non-introduced species by way o'f
fruit

'
,'"lt

' <vs we nave before stated, there is little on
.•lety, and for tbe purpose of guidiug collectors to '

dwav,s> tlle spring frosts having dvar
what & wanted. Suppose three or four si
beautiful geuus Masdevattia, such as sangmnea, rosea
&c, were put upon ono plate ; on another as many of- "[lgantic Peruvian Pkurothaltids,vevy different from
the-

deprived them of most
of their bloom. Among Apples gathered into the fruit
room, tbe best at present is tho Early Harvest, which
was ripe this year on the 15th of August, but in ordinary

enabled I t these elegant and beau-
tiful plants in ;,li ti hues, as well as many of

forms of animal life usually found
associated with them lor any length of time ; and thus
a much enlarged field f.ii in will be . .

within the limits of our aquarium. In order to obtain

this desideratum, a medium haviDg a blue or green tint

has been had recourse to, and of such a nature aa

merely to colour, soften, or diffuse ihe light, without

materially diminishing its quantity. This was at fint

accomplished by the employment of a thin film of paint
of the desired shade, of a thii E rze of a blue
colour, 1 _ed blue and green,

seasons it is ready by the 1st. In shape it resembles a sometimes oiled to render them more transparent, at

small Hawthornden ; it has a crisp flesh with a rich brisk °'bers the sheets of paper being superposed until the de-

flavour. Like all early Apples it is rather precarious sired effect v . l ; or by coloured varnishes,

as to time of gathering, for if taken too soon it wants blue, and bin , and mixed to tbe tint re-

briskuess, and if left too late its flavour is flat. Amoii" ; Quired. These materials should be applied to the

Pears were some good Jargonelles from standards, also surface of tbe glass, or interposed between the source of

of Valle'e Franche, an old French variety with a flavour 'is ut a"d tbe wi ay that the whole of the
something like that of the Moorfowl Egg. We also light which directly illuminates the aquarium maybe
remarked fruit of tbe Summer St. Germain" an immense tinted of the jur. In proportion to the

bearer and, like the Beurre de Capiaumont, a profitable Quantity of light at command and the varying aspect to

Pear for market. the sun's r ist the transparency of the c

Ou the Peach wall there is plenty of fruit, which is mg medium I e ;. Ijusted. In my own case, I have been
although it may be improved by precept, it can only be j

now beginning to increase in size rapidly. We observed obliged partially to employ coloured glass, as the other"
learued by practice

; and also that the rudest con- \

"ia' a 'ree °f the Shanghai Peach, on a Peach stock, methods were found to impede too much of the direct
trivances, in a good bee country and iu skilful bauds, i

na<1 got "le " yellows," but that another of the same light; but it must lie borne in mind that this is in the
will prove infinitely more profitable than all the fine !

variety aud on the same kind of stock was green and midst of a crowded city, in a smoky atmosphe:
modern contrivances of boxes and boards, iu the care healthy. The latter we were informed stands behind .

surrounded by tall houses. To such an extent has this

of those who do not understand the subject. 1

a chimney which ruus up through the wall ; it, there- plan succeeded, that several small attached pieces of

.
!

fore, has had more heat thau tbe other. It may be delicate red sea-weed which I had received in October,
Black s Guides to Hampshire and Derbyshire (24mo), ;

mentioned that under Colonel Challoner's glass frame, 1852, and had become thickly mantled with the brown
are little directions for the guidauce of tourists in these which covers a tree on this wall, there is an excellent and green confervoid srowth already alluded to, and
counties, well written, neatly got up, and as full of

;

crop of Peaches, which are more forward than those on which had not exhibited the !: - .

useful information as any reasonable man cau expect ; trees of the same kind that have had no such protection, bein; placed in a small glass jar arranged with tinted
for a shilliug. By removing the sashes the fruit is now permitted to and oiled tissue paper, sr

the uninviting things occasionally seeu iu cultivation • a
third were occupied by Chlonvas, and a fourth by Tcli-
pogons, the most lovely of occidental Orchids the
interest of the Pescatorea would be greatly enhanced
Our friends Linden and Reichenbacli could easily find
the materials, aud Riocreux would do the rest.

Taylor's Beekeeper's Manual (Groombridge) has
reached a fifth edition. To those who want something
good aud cheap this may be recommended. But it must
never be forgotten that beekeeping is like slieepkeepinir.

Mr. Herring has published a volume
have abundauce of air, without which, we need not say, sitic growth, from its gradually decaying, and baag

Paper and
\

it could not be expected to ripen in perfection, and the then consumed by tbe mollusks, the fronds assuming
Paper-making, ancient aud modern (Longmans, 8vo, |

tree is thus kept iu excellent health, and has made plentv
pp. 1 16), which, although of the slightest possible texture, of good wood for next year,
will we doubt not be welcomed by those who are desirous
of information upon a subject which is still shrouded
trade mysteries, and which deeply coucerns us all.

In the kitchen garden Spinach for winter use is just
coming through the ground. Various kinds have been
sown with a view to test their merits. Onions are a
good crop here, and free from disease. One of tbe best
sorts is the White Globe, which is also an excellent
keeper. Onion d'Auvers, from Vilmorin, is a brown-
:oloured medium-sized kind, which is worth attention on

their deep crimson hue, becoming perfectly clear, and

even, after so loni a period, throwing out numerous
young shoots or leaflets : and on one of these pieces

several beautiful specimens of the Coryne sessuis made
then* appearance, together with groups of Lepralia and
corallines. Waringtex u

s said by Pliny t

the name of avellana from Abellina in Asia, supposed to

be the valley of Damascus, its native country. He adds

that it had been brought into Asia and Greece from the

Pontus, whence it was also called nux pontica. Theo-

pbrastus calls these nuts by the name of Heracleotic

our correspon- Nuts, a name derived from Heraclea, now Ponderachi,

Garden Memoranda.
Horticultural Society's Garuex, Turnham Green.

—In one of the pits here we observed a panful of
I accouut of its earliness.

LThI
laut

^
' PamPal,

Gl'a^^isedfrom seeds pre- Piauts of Dioscorea Batatas, put out on an opensented by E Brande Esq., Fellow of the Society, and
!
border here under handglasses earlv this summer, haverj11™' Escb', ?

f 1S
>
Angel Court, Throgmortou

j

as yet succeeded no better than those of our correspon-

» t ! .

sP*akmS ot th '3 Grass it may be well
;
dents, whose experience with this Yam has alreadv Dnl - shores of the Black Sea. Hippocrates

stite that the fine plant of it which has beeu so
|
been given at pp. 317, 582. Our climate evidentl'v iives them the nam Dioscorides says

mucu admired in the American garden here, but which ;

appears to be too cold for it.
*

they were also known bv the name of leptocarva, or
was very much injured by the severity of last winter,

j
The result of the trial of Peas sown on tbe 36th of small Nuts. Other ancient writers confound the S'c:

nas pushed
i

strongly and is again covered with green
j
June last, with the view of proving whether earlv or with tbe Chestnut and the Walnut. But all the above

leaves. Before it suffered several offsets had b
from it, all of which struck root freely.
Among novelties noticed iu the above-mentionedm addition to those named in our last report, were : and Milford Marrow are only in flower. On none of

I
a sreat part a" really wild indisenous state

x>egonia echuiata, a pretty species with rough hairy
j
these Peas has any mildew appeared ; as a preventive. Jo~urna!

-'
:i<ty of London.



fiOO THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE-
Calendar of Operations.

{For the ensuing md:)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Co.nsekyaTOEV, &c.—Hyacinths and other Dutch

bulbs are now being offered by the dealers iu this

country, and should be procured and potted without

delay where they are wanted for early forcing, and
even where early forcing is not intended there will be
i* better chance of procuring first-rate Lulbs now than

. Gillie months hence ; for as a matter of course the

earliest purchasers endeavour to secure the most pro-

misiug bulbs. Plants of the Citrus family meant for

forcing in winter for the decoration of this house
should now be fully eNposed to the sun and air, iu order
to get their wood well ripened, upon which their flow-

ering freely will greatly depend. The Mandarin Orange
being a free grower, with a dwarf bushy habit and
small foliage, and a most abundant bloomer, is probably
the best for this purpose, but any of the varieties flower
profusely provided the wood is thoroughly ripened in

autumn. These and the deliriously fragrant Daphne
indica are i;.valuable for winter blooming, and should be
largely grow n for this purpose wherever sweet-scented
'.lowers are in demand at that season. Also see to having
plenty of the old Salvia splendens, which is an exceed-
wSb' oa)' P,;lnt and very useful for mixing among the
Chrysanthemums in the show-house. We have found it

a good practice to place the largest plants of Salvias iu a
shady situation cut of doors for a few weeks in autumn, and
piants so treated will be found to bloom more strong!v, and
last longer in beauty than others run up in a warm house.
Greenhouse. — Look carefully after the watering of
large specimens of hard-wooded things, especially
Ileatbs and other fine-rooted plants, which are soon
injured by b.'ing either over or under-watered. Exa-
niiiie the specimens often and carefully, and where they
are found to be dry water thoroughly, so as to moisten
the whole of the ball ; also look sharply after mildew on
the soft-wcoded Heaths, and dress the plant with sulphur
directly the euemy is perceived. These will, however,
be mostly out of doors, where mildew is seldom trouble-
some, but they must be guarded against getting too wet
at the root—laying the pots on their sides during heavy
rain?, especially plants that have been recently repotted.
Get Azaleas that have set their buds tied into form as soon
as can be done, in order to give them a neat appearance.
Also attend to the staking and training of other things as
leisure time can be found. Look carefully after red
spider on Bossiteas, Chorozemas, and anything else
found to be Table to this pest, and see that it i3 eradi-
cated before the plants get disfigured. Page & Co.'s
composition, according to some parties, appears to be a
cure for all kinds of insect pests, but there must be dif-

ferent samples of this sent out, for we had much the same
success with it as Mr. Gordon (seep. 488), who seems to
have found it about as useful as soap-suds. Red spider is,

however, easiiy got rid of by laying the affected plant on
|

its side, and well washing the under sides of the leaves
with the engine, applying the water with as much force !

as the foliage will bear. Shake out and repot Pelar-
goniums that are sufficiently advanced after having been
cut back, keeping them rather close and moist uut?l they
strike into the soil. But plants that are fairly estab-

j

lished after repotting can hardly be too freely exposed •

to air, or kept too cool. Also keep Cinerarias cool and
\

moist, and attend to repotting such as require it, and !

fumigate immediately aphides are perceived upon any
of the plants. Primulas must also be carefully attended
to, ia order to encourage them to make rapid growth.

use of the syringe, and give them plenty of
manure water, which will assist in keeping them iu
vigorous health.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.— 'tt here the pot system of cultivation is

practised, any of the stock which may appear to require
repotting should be examined and shifted at once, if
this is found necessary, in order that the roots may get
hold of the fresh soil before dull cloudy weather sets
in, when it will not be safe to encourjge free growth. And
any necessary re-arrangement of plants growing in the
open bed should also be effected as soon as possible, as
with a little care in shading on bright days and keeping
the atmosphere moist, this can be effected at present
with very little risk of checking the plants, so as to
throw them into fruit, and there is also plenty of time
to get them well established after removal before the
dormant season. Encourage plants expected to show
fruit next January to make vigorous growth, for these
should be sufficiently advanced by the middle or end of
next month to allow of keeping them rather cool and
try through November and December, so as to check
and thoroughly mature their growth, as unless this is
attended to there will be considerable risk about getting
them to show fruit at that season. Plants which have
been prepared for fruiting, and which it is desired to
get up at once, should be encouraged with a moistwarm atmosphere, keeping the soil about their roots ina nealthy state as to moisture. Some persons have aw'

,

aPP^' ln g water »* the root in the case of plants

wh ,1 ,?. °"- 'ept dr
>
for a time ,0 ch«* growth, andw. hold,

t
until the fruit is perceptible; but this is an

San s aT
n

,

'
0SS

°
f time as weI1 as in

J
u™? the

c'nnot. ta "iT' ^on is encouraged, plants

treatment „???* to start *<** " artificialtreatment must be resorted to in order to get the

plants to fruit at the desired time, there is no
method so ceriain or so little injurious to the plants as
keeping them cool and dry for a month, expo.-ing them
to as much sunshine as the foliage will bear without
scorching, and then affording them a moist warm tem-
perature and a brisk bottom-heat, giving sufficient water
at the root to properly moisten the soil. Take off and
pot, or plant out suckers at short intervals as they can
be obtained of sufficient strength, for having a regular

succession of plants is the most likely way to secure a
regular supply of fruit. Vineries.—Take advantage of

the present dry weather to give air freely in houses
where the ripeniDg of the wood is the object, and if a
little fire heat is used, with air, this will be much more
efficacious now than later in the season, when the sun
will be less powerful. But save in thecase of young Vines
with a very gross habit it will hardly be necessary to

use fire heat while the weather continues dry and sunny.
Keep the surface of the border in a free open state, so
as to encourage evaporation, for keeping the roots too

wet is the niaiu cause generally of the wood being
backward in ripening at the proper time. Figs.

—Where the second crop is ripening keep the atmo-
sphere as dry as can conveniently be done, and also

let the trees be on the side of dryness at the root,

but avoid such a degree of dryness as would be

likely to injure the foliage or the bearing wood for next
crop. Keep the shoots thin and neatly tied in, so as to

expose it fairly to light and air, but avoid stopping
young shoots at this season. Keep the atmosphere
moist where the fruit is swelling, giving the foliage a
good washing with the syringe frequently to prevent red
spider, and give'plants in pots or tubs a liberal supply
of manure-water. Melons.—Take advantage of bright
weather to give the soil a good soaking of water where
this is necessary, and also to trim the vines, removing
all useless laterals, &c, which is best done in bright
weather, as then there is little danger of the canker
ensuing. Give air as freely where the fruit is ripen-

ing as the state of the weather will permit, and keep
the atmosphere as dry as possible. If any of the

late plants are unfortunately infested with spider, play
the syringe morning and afternoon as freely as can
be done without injuring the foliage ; and use every
means to get the plants perfectly clean while the
syringe can be used without danger of damp, &c.
Where a supply of Cucumbers is required through the
winter vigorous young plants should be procured at

once, either from seed or cuttings, as plants that have
been bearing through the autumn, however promising
they may look at this season, seldom answer well for

winter fruiting.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The stock of cuttings should be carefully looked over

to see that nothing has been omitted, and that a suf-

ficient quantity of everything is in a promising state for

making nice stocky plants before winter, aud if it is

found that the stock of anything is insufficient not a day
must be lost in getting in cuttings, for it is already late

in the season for this kind of work, and it will be well to

bear in mind that plants of things which are at all diffi-

cult to winter rooted after this season may be consider-
ably thinned before spring, and also that they will not
be sufficiently strong to furnish many cuttings for
spring propagation, aud consequently to provide a
larger quantity than would have been necessary had
the cuttings been put in a month ago. But if there is

a reserve stock of strong plants in pots, which is a safe

practice where there is a large quantity of bedding stuff

required, and proper convenience for growing them and
propagating in spring, these will furnish a large quan-
tity of cuttings next March which will form equally
good plants by turning out time as cuttings put in now.
In the case of such things as Ageratums, Heliotropes,

and dwarf Lobelias, it is useless wintering young stock,

as these grow so freely in heat, and are so easily propa-
gated from soft cuttings that a few good sized old plants

which require but little room or attention in winter will

furnish a very large quantity of plants by turning out
time. See, however, where there are not plants to

furnish spring cuttings, that plenty are got in at once,

so as to provide while it can be done against the risk

of being short of stock at turning out time. Attend to
^

the potting of such cuttings as are sufficiently rooted,

and give every after attention to these in order to get
I

them well established before winter. Sow hardy annuals
in the reserve ground for transplanting to assist in fur-

nishing an early display next season, for which they are
exceedingly useful. Persevere with mowing and other
routine work, and go over the beds frequently, removing
dead flowers, &c, and while the garden is iu full beauty,
spare no effort to have everything in and about it in the

best possible state of keeping.

HARDY FRDIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Take advantage of the present dry state of the ground

to get Celery earthed up, first thoroughly soaking the
lines with manure water, also apply quicklime where
slugs are troublesome. On heavy soils it is sometimes
necessary to surround the plants with sand or sifted

ashes to prevent their rotting off in winter, which they
are apt to do if surrounded with soil that holds much
water. Where anything of this kind is necessary it will

be advisable to defer earthiug up till later iu the

season, as frequent soilings of this sort would be very
troublesome. Also pull Onions where ripe, and get

them dried while the weather is favourable. Thin
young crops of Turnips, Spinach, &c, before they

become weakly and drawn, through standing too closely

together. Stir the surface of the soil deeply among
growing crops, to admit air to the roots, and keep down

[Sept. 8, 1855.
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weeds. Let nothing suffer for want of water, especially

recently planted Strawberries ; these will be benefited
by liberal applications of manure-water. Get spare
ground manured and ducj or trenched for another crop
whenever time can be spared for this kind of work.

STATE OF TIIE WEATHER AT CIIISW1CK, NEAR LONDON,
cor tbeyeek ending Sept. fi, 1S65, as ohBerved at the Horticultural Garden*,

August
aud Sept

1-ndny 31

Sutur. 1

Sunday 2
Mon.. 3
Tues. 4
Wed. 5
Thura. f.

Average.

30.210
MUifi
3o:u;>

30.i:il

2\\.>>97

r-iO.elS

30..-74

30.134

30.181
31 >.;$::

30.146
30.053
-29M2

30.: IV,

30.120

TgnntSAriiM.

1 foot 2 feet
Max. Mm. Mean ^ deep

63.3 43.1

«*

53J

61.8 60.2

E.
N.W,
W.
A.E
N.W
N.E.
R.E.

Aug. 31— Veiy fine throughout,
Sept. 1— Clear; fine; clenr and cold at night.— 2— Flying clouds; cloudy; overcast.— 3— Clear; showers occasionally ; fine.— 4—Overcait; cloudy; slight shower; fine.— ft—Fine; cloudy; clear and cold,— * &— Clear; cloudy; fine; cold at night.

Mean temperature of the week 34 den. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
U uripg t he last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Sept. 15,1955.

|| £ 8 ft
No. of Great eat

Prevailing Wind

•55^ 53e which it

Rained.

Quantity
of Rain. Z 1]

ft 2

il

•A

2

to

5

CO

fiSunday 9 68 1 4S.9 58.5 13 10.9 Id.
Won. 10 69.3 47-1 5^.2 17 127 4 11 I 8 (i s
Tues, 11 68 5 46.3 57.4 y C.-16 ?, 1 3 4 4 s

Wed. 13 67.7 45.1 56 6 10 1 4 1 4 10
Tim. 13 67-2 46.0 56 6 13 0.40 9 H 6 a •J 5 6

Prid. 14 66.7 469 56 8 14 0.84 1 3 6, a 2 6 6

Satur. 15 G6.G 46.5 5G.6 15 0.63 —
ft 4271 ft

The highest temperature during the above period occurred 00 the
1311—therm. SI deg.; and the lowest ou.the'Jtu, 1851, 11th, 1351, aud
1S43—therm. 31 deg.

12th,
12 th,

Notices to Correspondents.
Apricots: Cardiff. Arrived quite safely this time, although
misdirected.

Books : Sub. Barron's " Winter Garden."—J Br. "We cannot
assist you. If the publishers do not continue to sell the
" Vegetable Kingdom" in parts, we presume that they have
reasons for refusing. At all events it is no affair of ours.

Califobnian Laurel: J N L. Sow the seeds in pans now

—

taking care not to bury tbem too deeply—and winter them in
a cold frame. They will come up in spring. %

Fir. Trees : W P. Single specimens may be transplanted any
time between Sept. 1 and Oct. 30, provided proper precautions
are taken. If the operation is on a large scale with small
plants wait till November.

Fleas: Toyageur. No plant growing in this country is known to

have the power of repelling vermin. Both the common Chry-
santhemum Leucanthemum and Inula Pulicaria. are said to

possess the property— but we cannot vouch for it. It is not
known what plant is used in preparing the Pire-oti of
Orientals.

Glass: Subscriber. "We are decidedly of opinion that Hartley's
rough horticultural plate glass is the best for Melon pits. It

is altogether a mistake to suppose that Hartley's glass does not
transmit light enough. We speak from experience.

HEATfXG : J K B. A common fltiG is the least expensive mode of
heating your small greenhouse, and it will be found quite suffi-

cient to keep frost out of \\.%

Hollies : D Q. They do not form berries because the flowers

are destroyed by cold in spring.
Insects: WD. Your Pear and Cherry trees are infested with

the slimy grubs or larvae of the "black-winged saw fly, Ton-
thredo (Blennocampa) tethiops. Dust the leaves with lime or

*

syringe them with lime-water. A boy with a large camel's
hair pencil dipped in the lime will be able to destroy all the
grubs on a tree in a quarter of an hour, touching each grub
with the brush. This is a more certain and less unsightly
plan than dusting the trees indiscriminately.

—

Q H. See the
last answer; you will find the history and figure of the
insect in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1S12, p. 692. Its appearance is

in no ways connected with the darkness which suddenly came
over Blackheath a fortnight ago.—SfJ B. Your larvae feeding
on the parenchyma of Geranium leaves are the very young
caterpillars of one of the Noctuida;, most probably Mamestra
oleracea.—W B. The insects found on your Juuiperas Vir-
giniana are apparently young wingless individuals of Lachnus
Juniperi, of De Geer "(Mem. III., tab iv., fig. 7.) Fumigation
under a parapetticoat would destroy them.—A Constant Reader.
The yellow flies which have attacked your Bear leaves are a
small froghopper (Typhlocyba flavescens?). Dusting the leaves
wiili lime will prevent them attacking the parts covered with
the dust; but as the insects are very active, and the lime
cannot be made to cover the leaves entirely, the flies cannot be
thus destroyed. A few sheets of paper coated with the slimy
matter used for the common fly-papers and laid under the
trees, the leaves of which should then be shaken, would destroy
numbers of them. W.

Names of Fruits: T C. Bed Astrachan Apple.
||

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Youug gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent 11s at one time.— J". Rosa microphylla and Clethra arborea.
—J O'B. Pteris aspericaulis Wall., a native of Nepal and other
parts of India. S.—B A A. Physianthus albens, a Mexican
plant,

—

Erzeroum. 37S and 118, Astragalus aduncus; 529, Ast.

echinus; 332, Astr. Lagurus; 1382, some form ofPinus Pumiho-.
—T C. Campanula Loreyi.

Pjeony-seeds : EA G. Sow them now in pans, in light loara

and peat. Just cover them with soil ; keep them on the north
side of a wall, and they will come up next year or the year
after. Do not water them, but let them take their chance of

weather.
Russian Mats: A Correspondent says, in answer to

f'R. G. F.,"

that the best substitute for these is Frigi Dorao, if of good qua-
lity ; but he adds that it will not do for packing or tying pur-
poses.J

Scotch Firs: A Sub. The en?my is the well-kuown Hylurgus
piniperda. The subject is so important that we will refer to it

at length next week.
Sir Harry Strawberry.—The letter from Lancaster is an
advertisement. The inquiry by Fragarta has been sufficiently

answered already. No doubt the Strawberry in question is a
good one.

Misc.: TT. All stove plants except Erythrina lauri folia and
Statice Holfordi.

%* As usual, many communications have been received too lato

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whoso interesting

contributions is still delayed.
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MMIK FOLLOWING MANl/HKS arc manufactured
J- ut Mr. Lawisb' Fnotory, Doptfbrd Creek: Turnip M >,

it. per ton; Buperpliospbato of Llroo, 7/.; Sulphuric Acid and
CoprolUcfl, 61.

Oflleo, 69, Kiu^'Wiiilimi Street:, City, London.
N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, funranteod (<> contain 10 por

corit. of ammonia. Nitrate of Sou a, Hutpliuto of Ai onla, and
other Gnomical Mmiiirow.

rpHB LoNOON MANUIIK COMPANY'S NITRO-
• PHOSPHATE OH WHEAT MANURE FOR AUTI MN
SOWING. This Manure, composed of blood, animal matter,
and dissolved bones whh sl1Icdtcfl.lH mosl strongly rocommondi a
to tli" notlco of AgrlcuHuriBtSi it contains from 7 to 8 por cent,
of nitrogen, In a I'ovm yielding ammonia by slow decomposition,
and Is therefore particularly adapted for wheat, Tlie qunnCILy
required in 2 to 8 owt. per acre drilled In with the uoed. Price,
por ton, 71. 10*. in London,

I'KltuviAN (iijano, IIHMICRY hai.t, and ovory othor
MANURE on best terms, strictly warranted,

•io, itii.i,.,,. stic.'t, I ;
I

i < idviimt. E. Puiwien, See*.

c A U I I <> n.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND
DRAINING! TOOLS.

Whoreas very Inferior description*] of Stool Digging Forks aro
now manufactured ami sold, find l have boon Informod that pur
ohnsorB »i' tiio Baxno bavo believed thom to bo the i omo ns thoi a
mnnultictiiriid by ino.iunl to which t.lm RovhI A|;rlniltunil Kndniy
and numorous Agricultural Soclotlcs' prlsos have boon awarded,
i hereby rospoottully Inform thn public that ovory Fork manufac-
tured by me Ih stamped with my trade mark " J. P.." and thai
MosHrH. Dunonsa tic Kr-.v, of No. 108, Nowgatc Strcot, London, aro
my hoIo Wholesale Agents, and i have authorised them I" re-
place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufaotura found
defective; tlmy n-iti also on application Bend WhotoBolc and
ltetail Trice IJhIh, At,, pi-it tVen. FllAMOIfl PAJIKTCS tic Co.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully
to Inform the public, and partionlarly tho noblemen nnd

gentlemen whoso, orders tlmy were obliged to decline Tor this
season on account of tho manufacture not being fully arranged,
that the Royal Agricultural Sooloty's First rrlzo of 802, was
awarded to thorn for M'Cormlck's Reaper, with tlioir patent
screw platform, at tho trial nt Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
tho 20th of August laBt. Amongst the competing machines wore
Bell's, by Croflbkill ; Forbuah's, exhibited by Mr.Palmer; nnd
HuBBey's, with tilling platform, by Win. Dray & Co. Tho
reports of farmers who have' worked the machines during this

Sresent harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
nrley, ami Oats which they cut was from 1J to 1\ acre per hour.

Two horses work the machine with ease, ami tho only attendant
required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.— IlintGESS & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; ami 52, Little Britain, London.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNORand COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-
brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, HUHDING, and

GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.
These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to
carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
eo requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. Tho
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. Tiny
aro used by all tho eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
"Prize Medal of 1851, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural
Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1S54, was awardod to
Saykor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship. Established 1738.

PORTABLE STEAM THRESHING MACHINES.
—The time run by the four highest Portable Steam Engines

«tthe Carlisle Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society in July
last, with 14 lbs. of coal to the horse power, was:—

Tnxford & Sons 3 hours and 47 minutes.
Clayton & Co 3 do. 27 do.
Barratt&Co 3 do. 10 do.
Hornsby & Son's 2 do. 51 do.

At the North Lincolnshire Society's meeting at Boston, in

August last, Tuxford's and Hornsby's Engines again came into
•competition, when Hornsby's was again left a long way behind,
with 14 lbs. of very inferior coal ; the time run was :

—

Tnxford & Sons 3 hours aud 3 minutes.
Hornsby & Son's 2 do. 43 do.

And had the testing apparatus which was supplied to the society
"from Grantham not indicated the steam pressure falsely by
several pounds on the inch, the difference would have shown
fully twice as much to the advantage of Tux ford & Sons'
Engine.
At the recent trials of Threshing Machines at the Paris Uni-

versal Exhibition, M. Tresca, the Government Engineer, em-
ployed as the motive power one of Tnxford's Portable Machines
which had been purchased by the French Government.
The Combined Threshino, Shaking, and Dressing Machine

of Tuxford & Sons, was ''highly commended" this year by the
Royal Society at Carlisle ; the Bath and West of England Society
at Tiverton, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues, with prices, forwarded on application to
Tuxford & Sons, Engineers, Boston, Lincolnshire.

H I^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
L Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, His

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Ghiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, ol

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

THE BEST PROTECTOR from the HEAT of the SUN.
"FRIG! DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

And Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorcbing rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To he had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City,, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. ''It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

p ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
V^ PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock
Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, nnd
clergy, for out-door work at their country scats. The Ahti
Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-
door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every description
of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, work, as has
been proved by the practical test of upwards of GO years, ami by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials in its favour,
and which, from the rank and station in society of those who have'
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything of ihe
kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials.
will be sent on application to "Walter Carson & Soar, 9. Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, London.
No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to be sett direct.
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2A „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percba, I 1 15

ditto 3 „ 6 „ -j or cast iron 1-2 12
ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, 2 18
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Slay be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the
Patentees nnd Manufacturers, JOHN WARMER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising "Water, by means
of Wheels, Hams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and" Garden
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WARNER\3 SWING WATER-BARROW
»» (TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS

Is intended for all lan^e Establishments where roach water-
ing is done br the watering-pot. By its use much time ai:d

labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank.
Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be
obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. Ss.

Manufactured by
Jortx "Wahner & Sons, S, Crescent, Jewin Street. London.

| OHiN WAKNEK, AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
i \..ixn.

"vTlTII WABSKE'S liEGlSTEREn SrREADEB,
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durability and
low price", viz..
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as also Machinery of all kinds for raising "Water from any
depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Maunal Power, Prices
sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5J. to Is. Si. per lb.

The subject of Agricultural Statistics is probably

exhaust€<l in the report of the Lords Committee
appointed to inquire into it, which has iasl

published. Mr. Hall Maxwell. Sir J. Wai
and Mr. Hawlf.y, nnd others who have superintended

the experiments hitherto made and the successes

hitherto achieved in thi n have hero re-

corded their experience and thtir opinions. Mr.
Caihd, Mr. Torb, Mr. Lr • L>i and o'.i.er

gentlemen practically engaged in agricul -.--

students of its relations to the general inu-
tile country, have also been called on for such in-

formation and advice as they could give. And the

committee, as the result of all this comparison and
in some instances contest of opinion and of informa-

tion, have arrived at a report, from which we ex-

tract the following paragraph* :

—

" 1 . That the systematic collection of agricultural

statistics throughout the United Kingdom is an o

rational importance, and that amongst the many
classes that would tenefit by it, none would derive

greater advantage than those connected with agriculture.

"2. That it is expedient that ] owers -h uli be given

by Act of Parliament to comi-el the occupiers ot land to

make the necessary returns, in case of their neglect or

refusal to do so.

" 3. That tbe Board of Trade should be intrusted with

tbe general superintendence of the collection of the

statistics in Great Britain, through the medium of tbe

Poor-law machinery in England, and the Highland

Society in Scotland ; and that the Irish Government, in

continuim; to superintend the collection for Ireland

through the aieney of the constat ulary, should from

time To time consult with the Board of Traie en the

subject, for the purpose of securng as much uniformity

as possible in the returns obtained for the different

portions of tbe kingdom.
"4. That two classes of returns shcnld be anncajv

obtained, the first containing facts and the secci

mates: and that the facts should consist of returns of

live stock, and of the acreage under each description of

crop, while the estinates should consist of estirr..

the produce of the harvest. The acreage and stock

returns should be sent in by the 15th July, and the

estimate returns made up between the 1st and

November.
" 6. That the inquiries should not be required to

extend telon holdings of two acres in Eng and and

Wales."

These conclusions seem borne out by the ev:

in the Blue book which accompanies the repc i

we mav presume therefore tha: we-shall Lext year

have acreadv enlarged deveh; ment, in England ar.

auv rate, of the experiments made in some of the

counties with reference
•

r's crop, while m
Scotland, where complete success has teen achieved,

the matter will properly remain.' in the hands of the
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Highland Society and their indefatigable secretary

Mr! Hall Maxwell.

It appears from the perusal of the evidence that

there are three plans proposed for the collection of

the information sought—that of the Board of Trade,

by which schedules placed in the hands of indi-

vidual occupiers are collected by parish or union

officers, and collated at a central Government office,

which is responsible merely for the arithmetical

process of addition, and for the correct publi-

cation of the result : that of Mr. Hall Max-

well, by whom in his capacity of Secretary

to the Highland Society schedules are in like

manner issued, received, and collated—he wielding,

however, something more than the influence which

Government possesses, seeing that there has been a

Ion" standing and inherited relationship existing

between Scottish farmers and their national Agri-

cultural Society which gives to the former confi-

dence in the requests and recommendations of the

latter, while it gives to the latter reasonable confi-

dence in the good faith and intelligence of the

former : and, lastly, there is the plan of Mr, Caird,

who would employ district officers having such

an extent of land under his supervision as he could

traverse in the three months before harvest, visiting

all the occupiers of it during that time, and

ascertaining from them the acreage of the several

crops. These inspectors would thus furnish the

acreage of the several crops before harvest, and
having access to parish maps and other sources

of information, they would be to a certain ex-

tent a check upon the inaccuracies of the returns

of the several occupiers. So far the result of

their labours would be the same as that furnished by
Mr. Hall Maxwell's correspondents ; but there

would be this special advantage in connection with

Mr. Caibd's plan, that a series of official reports of

the prospects of harvest would be obtainable

during the few months of summer from qualified

reporters scattered over the country at the rate of

about five to a county—reports which would furnish

the best information possible at a time when correct

information on the food prospects of the country is

especially valuable. After harvest these reporters

would, on their own responsibility, return their

judgment of the crops with reference to that very
vague term which is called " the average of the

district/' and we should learn the united opinion

of these officers as to the extent to which the
produce has exceeded or fallen below an average.
Mr. Hall Maxwell's reports of the harvest are the

opinions of committees not as to the relations of the

crop to " an average," but as to the actual yield per

acre—and we suppose that the estimate of a crop

formed by any one who has walked through it is

generally given in this form rather than in the other:

he concludes in the first place that it is so much
per acre, and then he perceives that it is so much
above or below what is generally yielded. Mr.
Caird's inspectors will no doubt obtain and avail

themselves of the assistance of the farmers in

forming their own conclusions as to the probable
yield per acre, and so far their returns would
probably be as trustworthy as those of Mr. Max-
well's committees ; and after all, it matters very
little whether the gross produce of a district be
obtained by multiplying the acreage into the
surplus or deficiency per acre, and adding or sub-
tracting that from a total average yield previously
calculated, or by multiplying the acreage into the
directly estimated yield per acre of the district

—

the latter is the simpler method, and proceeds
upon data that must be taken for granted in

the other case as well. The methods of determining
the acreage of the crop are the really important
features of the several plans ; and while we think
Mr. Maxwell's plan under the circumstances per-
sonal and national in which he and Scottish farmers
are placed should be persevered in, there can be
little doubt that the method of paid and responsible
inspectors of districts, suggested by Mr. Caird, is

much superior to that which has been hitherto
pursued in England, by which the returns are
obtained through the intervention of the Board
of Guardians. There is a good deal of force
in the objection of Mr. Maxwell to the employ-
ment o( any machinery that would connect in
the mind of the farmer the returns he was asked
for with any possible use of them for the purposes
of taxation ; and, on the other hand, there is un-
doubtedly great force in Mr. Cairo's objection
to all plans which have not within them the
operation of a test of the accuracy of the re-
turns received. Such a test, whether merely oc-

TU
S1

°VT
a1

'
and S0 to speak accidental, as in

Mr. .Maxwell's plan, or systematic and inherent asm Mr.Caird's, will ensure the greater trustworthi-
ness ot the results of the inquiry as year by year it

LflF-
d

.
; the absence of a™ su°h test may

result in untrustworthy conclusion's, which, making

trade calculations false instead of uncertain, as at

present they are, will make so-called agricultural

statistics more an evil than at present the absence

of them is.

referred to in great detail in Mr. Parkes' well-
known paper in the fifth volume of the Journal, and
w"e will not dwell further on them. It must be
understood as one ascertained cause of the greater

fertility of a drained soil, that its higher temperature
has a most material influence on the abundance
and early maturity of its produce.

Leaving then, the adaptation of the soil as regards

temperature to the constitution of the plants we culti-

vate, we come to its powers as a laboratory, store-

and machine for feeding plants. Perhaps

The effects of Climate on Fertility are but

little under our control. Such ability as we have

depends upon the influence of shelter and of drain-

age, together, let us add, with the adoption of such

means for supplying food as shall enable a plant

more rapidly to attain maturity, and so complete its
|
room

growth during the best season of the year. We ! even yet another exception must be made before we
have no power over the constitution of the plant

|

can discuss this purely manufacturing treatment of

itself. The idea of acclimatation by the influence ,
the subject ; for independently of the power of

of habit on the plant is founded in mistake. Our ' soil to feed the plant, the relations of the former to

highest authority on such subjects is perfectly clear
|

the latter when they are adapted to one another

on this point :
—" Nothing seems more perfectly ' may, to a certain extent, be asserted, just as its

made out," he says, " than that all plants demand
|

climatic conditions are, as a mere ultimate fact,

a particular climate—that is to say, a peculiar com-
,

originating in the habit, constitution, life, of the

bination of temperature, moisture, light, and atmo-
!

plant itself, and so remaining without explanation,

spheric pressure, in order to arrive at perfection
; ;

Thus Wheat and Beans affect a stiff soil, and Barley

and that all considerable disturbances of the pro- ! a light one ; Cabbage and Mangold Wurzel affect

portion in which snch combinations are naturally
I
adhesive loams, and the common Turnip a sandy soil,

provided are prejudicial or fatal to the health of
i

apart, to some extent, from the powers of these

plants. A particular temperature of the soil is re- ,
soils to supply their natural growth. This is, we

quired for germination ; one seed will vegetate at believe, to a certain extent, the case, but less so

33°, and another requires 80°. A particular heat than is generally imagined. The case of Italian

is requisite to healthy growth ; the Almond will Rye-grass may be taken as an illustration. The
expand its flowers at 40° ; the Horse-Chesnut

j

two farms in this country where it has been grown
demands perhaps 60° : the temperature which is

favourable to the growth of one plant is prejudicial

to another, and fatal to a third. At 40° the Cabbage

thrives, the Kidney Beans and Cucumbers languish,

and the Sugar Cane dies."* We have to accept

these conditions of the life of the plants we culti-

vate as absolute and ultimate truths without expla-

nation and without remedy. But although we

most successfully are Willesdon, near London, and
Cunning Park, near Ayr—the one a stiff and
heavy clay, the other a light and almost blowing

sand. The former is the natural soil of the plant,

but the natural deficiencies of the latter have been
more than made up by the abundant artificial

supplies provided through it.

Leaving then this reference to those requirements
cannot alter the character of a plant, we can to

j

f a plant which, as they have not been explained,

some extent alter the circumstances under which mus t be taken simply as natural distinctions in-

we cultivate it. " It is a great mistake," as Dr. ' herent in its original character, we now come to

Lindley states, " to suppose that plants are affected the soil considered as the food supply of vegeta-

only by the temperature of the air ; they are perhaps tion : and its power to administer this food mu6t be
more affected by that of the soil in which their grst referred to. This is effected mainly by the

roots are placed : and there can be no doubt that

crops can bear with less inconvenience a warm soil

and a cold air, than a cold soil and a warm air."

passage of water through it. Plants are unable to

range at will in search of food : they must have it

brought to them, and fertility depends upon the

It is at this point, then, that, so far as fertility
|
certainty and facility with which this work is done

It is not enough that the food is in the land, it

must be placed in solution before the rootlet

before it is of any use to the plant ; and so (1) the

water drill is coming into use—and (2) liquid

manuring, as carried on in Ayrshire, and at Tip-

tree and elsewhere, is found to increase so wonder-

fully the growth of Rye-grass, and (3) irrigation

similarly is so productive of early and abun-

dant growths of meadow grass, and (4) Mr. Wil-
kins finds his plan of liquid manuring underground

at enormous and indeed absurd expense tends to

such extraordinary fertility, and (5) land drainage

is everywhere so useful. For this is one chief

source of the fertilising influence of drainage.

The powers of the soil to administer the food

it has within it, or which is given to it, are

thus increased. Rain-water, valuable in itself as

containing food for plants, and valuable as a solvent

for its abilityto reduce the solid particles of food

existing in the earth, so that they can find their

depends on climate, the power of the cultivator

is apparent. " With ordinary field crops a differ-

ence of a few degrees of the temperature of the

soil causes a most material difference in the

healthiness of vegetation or the fitness of the land
for the cultivation of a given species. According to

the experiments of Mr. Ferguson the mean tem-
perature of the soil near Edinburgh may he taken
to be 52° during the summer months. But if it

were to fall to 47° it is doubtful whether Wheat
would ripen well, or at all." As regards, then,

this important agent— temperature of soil— our

power of influencing it chiefly depends on drainage.

The warm showers of spring in well drained soils

at once penetrate and raise the temperature of the

mass, and seeds and shoots spring up with vigour.

That is one way in which drainage operates at the

most important season of the year. Its main in-

fluence, however, depends on the diminished evapo-
ration thus permitted from the surface of the land.

for the quantity of water which escapes by drainage
j

way into the plant, is thus enabled to pass through
from afield is much larger than the quantity which

j

the soil and by the roots of plants, which absorb it

as it passes them. Some portion of those differencesruns off the surface of an undrained field of similar

size adjoining it ; and the difference between either

and the rainfall is, of course, evaporated. The one
is a vessel open below, the other will hold water,
and both being exposed to rain and showers, with
intervals of fair weather, it is plain that all that

falls upon the latter must escape by evaporation,

except such portions as run over the edge when the

vessel is full ; and this evaporation reduces tem-
perature. In his paper on the Fens of Lincolnshire
Mr. Clarke says—" So great is the amount of heat
stolen from the soil in the process of evaporation
that it has been estimated every gallon of water
prevented from evaporating by being drained away,
adds as much to the temperature of the soil as six

gallons of boiling water poured into it." The
correcter way of putting it would have been to say
that every gallon so evaporated -abstracts as much
heat as would need so much boiling water to replace

it. " Evaporation removes from this district on an
average throughout the year about 45 gallons per
acre in an hour, which, however, is reduced to 18
gallons in the wet months ; if, therefore, water is

allowed to lie on a fen three days longer than it

could do, there are 1296 gallons more per acre

evaporated than there would otherwise be, and an
amount of heat lost from the soil equal to that con-

tained in 144 hogsheads of boiling water." But the

greater coldness of wet soils and the advantage in

point of temperature which is gained by ensuring

the passage of air-warm water through the soil are

* Dr. Linplet in the " Cyclopedia of Agriculture."

in fertility, attributable generally to differences in

the mineral structure of soils, is no doubt owing to

their varying powers in the mere administration of

food to plants, and apart altogether from their

wealth as store-rooms of that food ; and so clay

soils are especially improvable by drainage. Drain-

age is in fact the key by which access is made
easy to the food for plants which soils contain.

We come, therefore, now to consider a fertile

soil as a well filled store-room of food for plants.

It is here that chemical analysis has thrown so

much light upon our subject, and to some of its

results we shall now refer. It is well in the

first place, however, to determine the limits

within which this source of information may
be trusted. Its affirmative assertions are more
likely to be true than its negative assertions. If

after long experience the analyst asserts that any
substance is an essential element of a fertile soil,

he is more likely to be correct than if he should

venture to declare that some other substance is not

essential to fertility—for his means of seeing and of

judging, keen as they doubtless are, yet have their

limits. He can indeed determine the presence

of a mere " trace" of any substance present in the

glass before him, but a "trace" in the quantity that

he deals with is many cwts. per acre in the field ;

and it may be considered pretty certain that the

chemist cannot determine quantitatively the

presence of any substance in a soil of ordinary

depth nearer than within a cart-load per acre.
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There in a power more capable of detecting the

presence, whether of food or poison in a soil, than
any power the chemiHl wields—this power i

vegetable life. The living plant will mala
use of fertilising agents though presenl in

quantity so small that the chemisl cannol
measure it; and the composition of plants, the
many analyses that have been published ol them,
are thus to be considered better indices to what o

fertile soil must have within it than is furnished by
the direct chemical examination of the oil itself.

Last spring Dr. Daudbny delivered a leoture al

ford in which a striking illustration ol thi

was given. His subject was the presence ol phos
phone acid in cerlain of the older rocks j and this,
though inappreciable by the ordinary chemical te I

Imdbeon nwnle evident, by the growth of Barley in

artificial soils prepared from the rocks in question.
The subsequent analysis of the Barley plants prow d
the prosenco of more phosphoric acid than had i ,

istea in the seed; and there is this curiou i agricul
tural interest incidentally attaching lothei peri

ment, that From the extremely small quantity of

phosphoric acid present in the older rocks, a com
pared with those of more recent formation, the
inference drawn "wool. I seem to be. tHKI we had
apliroarlu'd III,' linnlrl ,,t l.-.-l-.l ,.| (llr |„wrl hllll! Oi

organic existence "—the stunted, dwindled,
|

v

Stems of the half grown Barley, barely vegetating
in the artificial soils manufactured from these
ancient rocks, proving to the philosopher that the
scantiest animal existence alone could Eheve have
been, just as a puny crop of grain upon infertile
soil proves to the farmer that but little stock is kept
upon that land.
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„ weekly increase per 100 lbs., live weigh!

Average food consumed
per head weekly

Average food consumed
weekly per 100 lbs. live
weight of animal

Food consumed
duce 100 lbs. increase of-! Clover-hay
live weight of animal ... (Swedes

to pro- ( Oil-cako
1,1*1,1,1,1, rtlV flnvoi-.l,

Average wool per head
Average wool per 100 lbs. live weight of auimal'f
when shorn i

Average
dead or
carcase
weights
(in stones
of 8 lbs.)

-'Weights
taken at
homo.

Weights
allowed at
Newgate
market.

Of the 4 oflargestandl|
of .smallest iucrease J

Of the 8 of medium
^

increase j"

Of the 16 killed •

Of the -4 of largest audi
4 of smallest increase J

Of the S of medium I

increase... j

Of the 1G killed ...

Proportion of carcass r Of 4 of largest increase .

in 100 lbs. of the Of 4 of smallest increase,
gross, or uufasted \ Of S of medium increase
live weight.

V Of total 16 killed ..

Proportion of carcass
in 100 lbs. of the-
fasted live weight.

Of 4 of largest increase ,

Of 4 of smallest increase
Of 8 of medium increase ,

,
Of total 16 killed ...

Average weight of
loose fat per head,

,

weighed warm.

Proportion of loose
fat in lOOlbs.ofthe
fasted weight.

Average weight of
lung and windpipe
per head, weighed
warm.

soil,'

W (proportion of Inng's

i\ (including the wind-

,
thai

pipe) in 100 lbs. of
the fasted weight.

IOf

4 of largest iucrease .

Of 4 of smallest increase .

Of S of medium increase .

Of total 16 killed ...

[* Of 4 of largest increase .

|

Of 4 of smallest increase .

j

Of S of medium increase .

[ Of totallG killed ...

IOf

4 of largest increase
.

Of 4 of smallest increase .

Of S of medium iucrease .

Of total 16 killed ...

IOf
4 of largest increase .

Of 4 of smallest increase ',

Of S ef medium increase .

Of total 16 killed ...

lbs. oz.

118 7

IS.) 1

00 10
2 103
1 12}

7 12.?

7
106 3i

5 4}
4 iii

71 104
201 9£
26i ei

3966 12

6 4

3.77

lbs.

64

12 4j

12 64

12 4

12 2

12 3

56.9

56,4

66.S

56.7

61.2

60.0

60.6

lbs. oz.

12 15i
11 6
12 7

12 42

654
7.34

7.24

10J

0.S4
1.03

"

0.93

I

40

Sussex.

Nov. 1850, to

May 1861,
26 weeks.

46

Cotswolds.

Dec. 1851, to

April 1862,

20 weeks.

lb'!. 07..

88
110 12
52 12
2 n;

1 12|

6 04
5 12*

77 12*
6 4j
5 Oj
63 OJ

297 6i>

285 7
3335 12

5 10

4.67

St. lbs.

9 4

9 2

9 4J

9 3

57.2

56.1

57.4

61.8

59.3

60.6

lbs. oz.

10 4)

7.08

7.17

7.45

40

Leicesters.

Dec. 1862, to

April is.-,:),

20 weeks.

lbs. 07..

119 13
183 7
63 10
3 2j
2 1

8 1
6 14}

113 1

5 3}
4 74

73 (A
258 10!

218 11|
3657 8

9 .1

5.11

st. Ids.

12 6J

12 34

12 5

59.1

57.4

57.S

58.0

62.9

60.4
61.2

61.4

lbs. oz.
S 11|
S 2}
9 SJ

S 15J

4.57

5.0S
5.53

i u-;
1 9
2 0*

lbs. 07..

101 5
146 14
44 9
2 3J
1 12}

5 14
5 9J

83 13"

4 12
I un 18

263 13}
251 4}

3761

8 2±

556

St. lbs.

9 1J

«i

9 2i

56.2

51 il

55.4

61.6

57.0

60.8

60.1

lbs. oz.

5 3£
3 15}
6 S

6 4J

5.00

3.59

4.90

1 14i 1 6J

0.S9

1.05

1.03

1.01

0.99
1.19

US5
1.43

1.05

40
Cross-bred

Dec. 1852, to

95 1

l

2 3»
l i

;

5 11

5 94
82 14
6
4 12±

70 10

261 1".

8725 :

4.60

st. lbs.

9 H
9 2?

40
bred

April :

lbs. "Z.

91 I

1.33 12
42 8
2 2
1 11

5 94
5 5
78
I 15'.

4 iu
69 5J

250 54
3671

5.40

lbs,

5J

8 6i

9 Oi

'V S 3j

of the sheep, yet the recall »»» that, uli/,;'

throughout i

< dry food*
weight than any of tb I more

particularly than tbe Hampshires, 5u»v"n |x.»™, and
Cotawolils. .NotwithatAfidinzirrVI;'.-.-' ealCTa
also ate leas in rda
Turnips, wlii. an any
ol Ihe other breeds, This lew consuror.ti' n of tou!
food in rt-lation to their wcicht by ih<; Leicester* might
be in their favour, if the retail were that tr.*y consumed
also less for the production of a triven amount of
increase. But the fact is s-een to be that, in relation to

the increase they yielded, the Leicester* consumed
quite as much food as the crose-breds, and notably more
lhan the Cotswolds. Lticeeters, cross-breds, at
wolda, however, all give a larger amount of gross in-
creaac for a given amount of food consumed than either
the Ilampshires or the Su«." -uch are the
results of the experiments as tbey stand on the point of
the amount of food requi a given amount of
increase. But we must not forget that the trials were
not all made side by side sod in the same season ; those
with the Hampshire and Sussex Downs being made
together in 1850-1, those of the Con wolds alone in

;

1851-0, and those with the Leicesters and cross-breds
in 1852-3. And although the quality of the respective
foods was in nil cases as nearly alike as drctrmsUnces
would allow, yet the actual stocks used were different
for the three seasons. There is, nevertheless, much of
consistency in the general character and direct-™ of the
actual numerical results : which are, indeed, much
what we should expect, considering the generally
admitted distinctions between the different breeds,
though perhaps not on all points what is currently
stated of them.

With respect to the wool, it is seen that the long-
woolled Cotswolds and Leicesters gave the greatest
weight, both per head and per 100 lbs. live weight of
animal ; next in order come the cross-breds : and lastly,

the Hampshire and Sussex Downs. The order of
highest amount of wool per head is :

—

Cotswolds
Tjeicesl

.
Hampshires

Cross-bred ewes - sex T>owa&.

The order of highest amount of wool per 100 lbs. lire

weight is :

—

Leic: •

Cotswolds Sc-s

Cross-bred ewes Haanpsbires.

It is worthy of notice, that of the cross-breds which
were fed in the same season and side by s-^a Trith the

Leicesters, the ewes gave considerably more wool both
;

per head and per 100 lbs. live weight than the wethers;

the female offspring . inheriting more promi-

nently the qualities of the male parent so far as the

fleece is concerned. Compart e - i the Hamp-
shires and the Sussex Downs, which were fed side by
side with each other, the Hampshires gave an -

of 1^ lb. more wool per head :
- -ssex, on the

Other hand, gave nearly one-fourth more th_

Hampshires per 100 lbs. live weight of animal.

Lookins to the question of the quantity of mutton or

weight of carcase yielded by the different breeds tins

fed only to the age of about 15 or 1 6 months, it is seen

b Hampshires and Cotswo'.ds averaged nearly

1
1 '2i stones ^8 lbs. per stone) of marketable meat or dead

weight, equal to 24 or 25 lbs. per quarter: ihest C be-

wolds were, however, = :

.x weeks less rime on fattening

food than the Hampshires, and were nevertheless some-

what too fat The Sussex Downs and Leicesters gave
— - ^ — ^ — ^ =—^ ; ; =—-i- —=—^_ onlv about three-fourths as much dead weisht per head

• In the case of Uie Cotswolds, all the averages in this table are calculated from the results of the five of largest, the five of as Jjje Hampshires and Cotswolds: that is7 little more

56.4

53.2

55.7

61.4

6S.7
K'.v

605

lbs. oz.

7 2
6 3
7 3}

6 15

5.09

5.20

&5B

535

55.0
55.1

553

61.3

61.0
60.7

60.9

lbs. oz.

7 7

6 7
7 n

02

5.74

5.74

61

1 6i

US
1.03

3|

Si

054
1.13

0.99

I

tverage price of the carcases, per stone of S lbs
tverage gross money return per head of those sold dead (without wool)
Lverago gross money return per head of those sold alive (without wool)

"
i}»|

i-verago money return of the wool per head
f

**l rice of the wool per lb.

s. <?.

3
40 SJ
40 4
7 0i
1 U

1S52.

s. d.

2 10
37 14

S3 4

9 S
1 Oi.

1S3S.

s. d.

4 a
40 9}
33 4
10 2
1 3

s. d,
\

s. d.

4 2 4 2
S9 IH 3S 1
40 4 S7 HJ
9 SJ 10 3
15 11 5

oallest, and the 10 of medium increase—in all 20 killed, instead of only 16 killed, as in the case of all the other breeds.
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than 9 j stones each, equal to about 19 lbs. per qr. ; the

long-woolled Leicester, again, giving an [equal weight of

mutton with the short-woolled Sussex alter six weeks'

shorter time on fattening food, though probably, it is

true, not in point of fact six weeks younger, owing to

their earlier date of lambing. Of the cross-breds, the

wethers gave about 9, and the ewes about 8A stones of

meat per head—equal respectively to about 18 and

1 7 lbs. per quarter.

The Hampshires, therefore, after an equal length of

time on fattening food, were brought to about one-third

more carcase-weight per head than the Sussex sheep.

The Cotswolds, with six weeks less on fattening food than

either the Hampshire or Sussex sheep, gave an equal

•carcase-weight with the former and one-third more than

the latter. And again the Cotswolds, with an equal

length of time on fattening food, gave about one-third

more carcase-weight than the Leicesters, and nearly

one-half more than the cross-breds. From the Journal

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

A SKETCH OF PIPE IRRIGATION IN
SCOTLAND, June, 1855.

(Concludedfrom p. 5S7).

On the 26th of May we visited the celebrated farm
of Myre Mill, in Ayrshire, belonging to one Mr. Ken-
nedy, and occupied by another gentleman of the same
.name. We took the first train from Glasgow to Ayr,

and then proceeded about 9 miles through a pleasant

and well cultivated country. We did not find Mr.
.James Kennedy at home, but were shown over the

buildings by a very intelligent man. The farm consists

of about 230 acres, all laid with iron pipes ; but Mr.
Kennedy has two other farms near at hand, making
altogether about 700 acres which he occupies. There
are about 60 acres under Italian Rye-grass. In 185-1

27 tons weight were cut at the first cutting. It was
cut four times, and then pastured : 600 sheep and 230
beasts are kept on this food in summer. The sheep are
changed three times in the course of the year, or rather
ihere are three lifts or sales. The sheep-house was the
most remarkable feature here. It contained 460 sheep
in pens, with sparred floors raised 18 inches from the
ground, 10 J feet by 7 ; width of house 18 feet, one side
opening at pleasure with sliding wooden rails ; a feeding

j

passage of 4 feet wide down the centre. There are 10
j

6beep in a pen. The man who had charge of the sheep
said that he thought a better width for the house would
be 1 6 feet, so as to give more front for the pens to the
feeding trough, by making them 12 feet by 6 feet. The
black-faced Highland wethers seemed to thrive best, we
were informed.

It is worthy of notice that Mr. Kennedy gives his
sheep distillery grains, and goes to some expense to
obtain them. They are brought all the way from
Campbelltown, in Argyleshire, by steamer, to Ayr,

'

where the cost is 3^d. per bushel ; from thence they
are carted 9 miles, with a toll to pay of 6d. per cart.

Sheep like them best when old and fermented. There
are four tanks for liquid manure, holding 30,000 gallons.

The ammoniacal liquor from the gas-works mixed with
water is sometimes applied, the liquid being brought in

barrels. The Italian Rye-grass seemed to have suf-

fered from the late severe winter. It was thin on the
.ground, with a considerable amount of weeds or natural
herbage, and not more than 8 or 9 inches high on the
-6th of May. The spring sown Grass was coming up,

'

but foul with weeds, thin, and not regular. The cattle- ,

house is 33 feet wide for two rows of cattle, two feeding
passages 4 feet 6 inches wide next to the walls ; double
stalls 6 feet wide ; atone divisions 4 feet high, length of
the stalls 7 feet 6, including stone feeding-troughs.
Heel drain 2 feet wide, manure-passage in centre, 5
feet between the heel drains. A single rail along the

I

top of the feeding passage, side open from thence down
to stone feeding troughs. Floor of stalls tile, no wooden
floor ; rails and bedding as usual. There were many
cattle besides in boxes, two in each. The pigs were
given up, and the houses about to be turned into
sheepsheds.

On the 25th of May we. visited the farm of Lagg,
about six miles from Ayr, on the property of the
Marquis of Ailsa, and in the occupation of Mr. Ralston.
This farm is situated at a very high elevation, and the

i

application of the liquid manure is done on the most

'

economical plan. The liquid from the farm buildings
is conducted by means of earthen pipes into three small
Wrcular open tanks, and from them flows down by
gravitation upon about 40 acres of land at a much lower
level. Besides the liquid, artificial manures are some-
times applied. We were shown one field of 10 acres,
where Peruvian guano and sulphate of ammonia had
been used on different portions, but in equal quantities.
The latter had produced the more marked effect. The
Italian Rye-grass had been mixed with Clover, and
soivn with a Wheat crop the year previous. The two
years' old Italian Rye-grass bad been all destroyed by
the severe winter, and the ground ploughed up. There
were two cattle houses for 30 beasts each, but no atten-
tion paid to appearances alone. The cattle were in
single rows, with a feeding passage at their heads, at
one end of which was the boiling-house and on iron rail-

!l'

ay
K. u

'

l
\

along the Pa8s"ge - There can be little
noubt that the application of liquid manure, as carried

miLT i-

far
-

m
'
must be remunerative from its econo-mical application.

Park 'L2Sth,r1 May we also Paid a "sit to Canning

derived I
well- kn<™» farm of Mr. Telfer, and wederived more gratification from this visit than from

any other on our tour, from the fact of forming the

acquaintance of the proprietor, whom we found to be

not only an exceedingly well-informed and intelli-

gent gentleman, but most politely ready to give the

results of his scientific studies, his persevering experi-

ments, and practical experience.

The cow-house here has been so often described that

we do not propose to enter minutely into it at present
;

we can only say this, if the cows are not comfortable

here, they can be so nowhere under cover. We found

48 tied up in double slal!s, 6 feet 6 inches wide, and

7 feet 6 inches long from the feeding passage to the

heel drain. This drain has a perforated iron bottom

to drain away the liquid, and there is a neat shovel on
wheels, which fits into it exactly, for removing any solid

excrement. Each cow has her own stone feeding

trough, and the divisions and pavement of the passages

are also of dressed stone. Each cow has matting of

cocoa-nut fibre the first 3 feet of her stall to kneel on,

and the skirting of the walls behind the cows, we ob-

served, was lined 4 feet high with slate. There were
sky-lights in the roof with sliding blinds, and double

doors and windows made to slide also—glass and wood
for winter, and a kind of close uet-work of hemp or

cocoa-nut fibre for summer. The whole of the arrange-

ments for the dairy were excellent. No pains or

expense is spared to produce the best description of

butter, and we were not surprised to hear that it was
sent regularly to London, where it brings a high price,

from its superior quality. The whole of the milk is

weighed at each milking, for which purpose there is a
weighing machine in the cow byre.

The crops were looking well, notwithstanding the

severe winter and spring. Some of the two-year-old

Italian Rye-grass had given way entirely, and had to be

resown. Mr. Telfer uses the sulphate of ammonia as

well as the liquid manure for his Italian Rye-grass
with the best effect. His young Wheat crop was the

thickest we ever saw upon the ground, and we ventured

to observe that if each alternate row was removed there

would be quite sufficient plants for a first-rate crop.

His answer was the result of his last year's Wheat crop,

as follows :—On i\ acres of Wheat he averaged 85

bushels per acre, of CO lbs to the bushel, although four-

filths were lodged six weeks before reaping. The straw

weighed 5 ton3 to the acre, and the seed sown on the

whole field was 12 bushels. One acre produced 108
bushels, of 60 lbs. to the bushel.

It would take up too much space and time to enter

upon the various subjects, deeply interesting to the

agricultural world though they be, which were discussed

during an agreeable interview with Mr. Telfer. It is to

be hoped that he will himself give the results of his

experience and various scientific experiments to

the world in the shape of a pamphlet. There is

no subject more interesting than the management
of a dairy farm, and the remunerative results obtainable
from that most valuable of our domestic animals—the
cow. We rejoice to see " science combined with practice"
brought to bear upon the question, and we hope and
expect before long to be in a condition to know what to

put into the land and what to take from it again, in

order to obtain from the cow the greatest proportion of
milk, or butter, or cheese, according as it suits the
particular locality of the dairy farmer, and that of the
best quality. Mr. Telfer is doing much in the right
direction.

The last place we visited was in Fifeshire.

Leaving Edinburgh at half-past 6 a.m., we proceeded by
the Edinburgh, Perth, and Dundee Railway, crossing
the Frith of Forth in a steamer to the King's Kettle
Station, which we reached at 9 a.m. After taking
breakfast at the small village inn, we walked about
a mile and a half to Burn Turk, a farm belonging to

Alexander Lawson, Esq. We were not so fortunate as
to find him at his farm, but his overseer civilly showed
us over the buildings, which are not only very complete
but very compact, and as substantial as stone and lime
and slates can make them. The farm consists of about
150 acres of arable land, 40 of which are under pipe
and hose. There were G5 head of cattle in byre, boxes,
and yard. The chief byre, or cattle house, was a lofty

and spacious apartment, 60 feet long, by 35 feet 6 inches
wide, with a feeding passage down the centre, 5 feet
wide, on each side of which was a stone division 4 feet
high, with a broad cast-iron ledge or rail on the top,
running at the heads of the cattle the whole length of
the byre. The cattle stood in double stalls with a 3-inch
stone partition between each pair, into which the iron rods
were fixed diagonally for the rings of the neck
chains to traverse. The stalls were 9 feet long,
including the feeding trough, 19 inches. This
was divided into three compartments — a large
centre one for food, and two small .ones in each corner
for water. The food was admitted through sliding

wooden doors in the stone division, opposite the centre
of the troughs, and the water by means of a handle in

the feeding passage. All the partitions, floors, and
troughs were of dressed stone. Behind the cattle was
a passage 4 feet 4 inches wide, and a manure drain
1-5 inches wide. Under the feeding passage, which
was raised 10 inches or more from the manure passage,
was an air pipe communicating with the external at-

mosphere, to open or shut at pleasure, with an iron
grating opposite to each stall. At one end of the byre
was a large room for Turnips, Grass, &c. ; at the other
another room for straw, &c, connected with the thresh-
ing mill, steam engine of 7-horse power, flour mill, and
other machinery, all very complete. The cattle were
chiefly crosses between the Angus and short-horn, and

looked very clean and healthy ; they had plenty of fresh

straw under them for bedding. Besides the byre, there
were boxes 10 feet by 14 for containing three beasts

each. These had wide sparred doors communicating
with the dung court, and which moved up and down by
means of balance weights. In the dung court were 15

more beasts. This ought to have been covered to make
the whole complete. There was an arched tank under
it containing 50,000 gallons. The liquid from this was
this year carted upon a field where the pipes were not
laid ; the field was 12 acres, and it took four water carts

li days. The crops here had suffered from the winter.

The Italian Rye-grass was cutting for the first time,

and only 9 or 10 inches long on the 8th of June.
We give these hasty sketches of some of the establish-

ments where the new system of pipe irrigation is carried

on in Scotland, in the hope that they may induce others

to look into the subject. We have a strong opinion

that the system is a good one, but its application is a

question of expense, and, to a certain extent, of locality.

Where a farm steading is situated in high ground, and
the gravitation principle can be used, as at Mr. Ral-

ston's farm of Lagg, in Ayrshire, it will surely pay.

Where there exists a steam engine or water power on a
farm, we believe it will answer also, provided that in

both cases there be an abundant supply of water. When
new farm steadings are about to be built, it may be well

also to prepare for having a portion of the land at least

uuder pipe irrigation, but we require some more accu-

rate account of profit and loss, before we can say

decidedly that establishments such as that of the Marquis
of Breadalbane will be remunerative in a pecuniary

point of view. We hope that his lordship will favour

the public with a balance sheet by and bye.

In the case of Mr. Malcolm's (of Poltalloch) farm
of Killiuochanoch, the result of the first year's trial was
a clear profit of 41. 7s. 2±d. per acre, after allowing 35s.

per acre of rent upon land, part of which a few years

before was not worth as many pence. Here it will be
observed that water power existing upon the farm was
made use of to pump the liquid manure daily up to the

reservoir, from whence it descended again as wanted,

by gravitation.

We conclude this article with something for our
agricultural readers to ruminate on. One ton of Ilalian

Rye-grass is stated from analysis to contain nutritive

qualities equal to 4 tons of White Turnip, so that 80

tons of Italian Rye-grass, which under the liquid manure
system lias been grown by Mr. Telfer, and from our

own experience, we believe may be grown by any one,

on a single acre, are equal in feeding properties to 320

tons of White Turnip ! A pretty fair return for one

acre. J.A.C.

WHAT IS TO BE CONSIDERED THE STAND-
ARD COMPOSITION OF SUPERPHOSPHATE
OF LIME?

Ix attempting to give a reply to this question it will

be necessary for me to give the results of analyses

of different kinds of superphosphates ; and before

doing so, it may be well to explain the way in which
the results are stated, particularly as regards the

soluble phosphates. I have already mentioned, that

in a superphosphate, part of the phosphate of lime is

converted into the Diphosphate by the action of the

sulphuric acid, but in the analyses the quantity of the

latter is not given, but the phosphates are divided into

two portions, called soluble and insoluble phosphates.

The mode in which this is to be understood will be best

rendered intelligible by an individual example. Thus,
on the first of the subjoined analyses, we find 15.08 per
cent, of soluble, and 18.01 of insoluble phosphates ; the

sum of these, 33.09, expresses the quantity of phosphates
existing in the manure previous to the addition of

sulphuric acid, and the soluble phosphates are the

quantity of common phosphate of lime which is con-

verted into biphosphate by the sulphuric acid. .- This

conversion is effected by the sulphuric acid, of which
the proportion is given lower down in the analysis

;

and the sulphate of lime which also appears, indicates

the quantity of lime which has existed as carbonate in

the original substance, or which has been deliberately

added for the purpose of drying up and giving bulk to

the product. It is to be observed, then, that the soluble

phosphates actually exist as biphosphate, although not

so represented in the analysis ; and though it would be

more correct, in a scientific point of view, to give the

proportion of biphosphate, yet the course I have em-
ployed has advantages for practical purposes, as it

shows the mode in which the manure has been manu-
factured. The proportion of sand and of alkaline salts

requires no comment.
The first two analyses are examples of superphosphate

apparently made entirely from bones, and in which the

proportion of soluble phosphates is large. In the one,

a small quantity of gypsum, and in the other of alkaline

salts, has been added, apparently for the purpose of

drying the product.

I. II.

Water 10.70 17.50
Organic matter 12.74 15.63
Soluble phosphates 15.0S 13.0S
Insoluble phosphates 18.01 24,65
Sulphate of lime

'
2.22 15 .S7

Sulphuric acid 18.39 6.23
Alkaline salts 13.06 4.63
Sand 9.80 2.41

100.00 100.00
Ammonia 2.07 2.35

f-'r

In both these we have examples of superphosphate
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high quality, containing a large quantity of soluble

phosphates, and a fair proportion of ammonia ; and the

importance of the latter becomes obvious, when wo bear
in mind that it adds I/. 2». per ton to the value of tlio

first, and \l, Bn. dd. (o that of the second sample.

The following are illustrations of superphosphates
also from bones, but of lower quality than the preceding :

005

in. IV. v.

Water l.'I.IIO 18.2(1 VI. VM
Organlo matter 24.00 11.08 14,88
BolllblG plmilplillloH 8.71 7.011 •1 Ml
Inimlijlilii jil)oil|ililltGH 28.14 31.V7 81,88
Sulphate of Ilnio 10.711 11.08 18.74
HiiIjiIiiii-Ic uclil 7.49 4.08 4.43
Alkaline wdm l.Nil 11.18 1 ,20
Sand 8.158 a.w 7.78

100.0(1 100.00 100.00
Ammonia 8.18 8.24 8.28

In tlieao superphosphates tlio quantity of sulphuric
acid employed low been deficient, and hence, Ihougll the
total quantity of pllOBphateil is as largo an in tlio pre-

vious ones, a much smaller proportion is Balublo ; and
as we sb all afterwards more particularly point out, the
valuo of the superphosphate is diminished. The quantity
of ammonia, however, is largo, and forms an item of
Bomo importance in estimating their value.

From tbeso wo turn to another variety, apparently
made from a mixture of bones and coprolitcs, in which
tho ammonia little execods 1 per cent. ; tho quantity of
phosphates is rather lower, and of sulphate of lime
higher than in those from bones alone.

I ,,

1 (.

higher value for the soluble phoHphntCK, except No. (.,

which, if nold at 71,., would give a lower value ; but bs I

do not, know Us price, wq must not allow ii to influence
the calculation, it Is probable that we il II nol on
greatly by assuming In. per centifli the value of solubla

phosphates. Now, If wo apply this mode of calcu i, cldedly ih- wont crop, u •<'...
wo see that tho values differ excessively. Thus, No :-,,.. sM partleuUrs in » fuUu

2DporconMnffo1iiblepl>0Npl)alef,atl#ff!4.]
I I ! x a

B.71porcon( Kohiblenl pliat4s,at7j percent. 9 i o
8.13 per cent, ammonia, at lit. per cant, ... in o

V .. I
". poi ton l>: vi

A ml in lb<' Milne manner. No. 5 in worib V. |<"j,
; No.

7 ought to cost 01. IOi. ; No. 14, i/. Bi., and i or
No. o, calculated upon this principle, shows a higher

valuo than any of Ihc oilier samples, by virlw
largo proportion of solubla phosphates; its calculation
giving

21porcenl Rolublo phosphates at 7#. .. £7 7 o
'' por oont, Insoluble phosphi i < < i

1.0 por coat, ammonia, at lit 17 o

vx. VII. VIM.

Water 17.(18 24.88 18.84
Or^niilc matter 17.20 10.110 7.115

Soluble plioHphatoa 21. '22 14.88 14.18
Insoluble phosphates 8.41 14,88 7.44
Sulphate ol Ifmo .. 20.82 18.00 21,71
Sulphurlo aold B.10 i; is 10,82
Alkaline .ili 8.18 8.98 8.92
Saud

; 7.9G 8.87 ll.in

100.00 100.00 100.00
Ammoala 1.06 1.03 0.93

"VVator

Organic mattor
Soluble phosphates
Insoluble phosphates
Sulphate of liino ...

Sulphuric acid
Alkaline salts

Sand

IX. X. XI.

32.39 10.10 21.01
8.03 10.G3 12.42
12.97 10.62 10.10
10.12 10.43 9.6S
18.54 3.92 33.90
0.10 23.89 3.91
3.32 19.65 2.16
1.93 •1.81 6.C0

100.00 100.00 100.00
0.79 0.80 1 1"

And, finally, we have examples of superphosphates
made entirely from coprolites or other mineral phos-
phates, distinguished by a small proportion of organic
matter, and abundance of sulphate of lime. In one
only, however, is ammonia entirely absent ; the others
contain small quantities, though none of them, except
the hist, in sufficient quantity to be of value.

XII. XIII. XIV. XV. XVI,

Water 8.43 1S.20 23.77 23.78 14.00
Organic mattor 0.00 2.83 3.00 1.70 0.63
Soluble phosphates 15.37 14.04 12.19 10.24 13.90
Insoluble phosphates 15.07 0.15 7.77 7.96 23.93
Sulphate oflime 36.03 30.88 36.23 38 66 31.57
Sulphuric acid 11.24 11.51 8.44 4.15 8.24
Alkaline salts 1.60 3.17 0.01 7.56 1.06
3aud 12.26 7.22 8.69 6.06 6.02

100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
Ammonia 0.00 0.56 0.49 0.45 0.00

Valui i' ' ' Cm h h

Now, if we take into consideration the preceding cnl«

cuhilinliM, and I.I ii- r-ninpoiiitioli el lb'- commcrci ll

of superphosphate, it appears to me that wo may
standard to which all well manufactured sampli i should
attain, It would appear that a good suporpho phab
should contain 15 por cent of soluble phosphates, and
15 insoluble ; and if mud.' from bones, in addition to

theso, not loss than 2 per cent, of ammonia, A iupi

phosphate made from coprolites, and containing these
proportions of phosphates, should bo sold for"/., and
from bones at 11/. According to my experience, the
samples in;; from the best manufacturers have
about this composition ; but the farmer would do well

to remember that a large proportion of soluble phos-
phates adds most materially to the value, as is seen in

the analysis No. 6. It is very desirable that tins fact
should be distinctly brought before tho manufacturers,
who would find it decidedly to their advantage to aim
at producing a manure containing a large proportion of
soluble phosphates, which, they would find, repays tie m
better than producing the inferior qualities, parlieularly
if got from coprolites, becnuse a considerable proportion
of tho acid is consumed in neutralising the carbonate of
lime. Thus, suppose a sample of coprolitc to contain
20 per cent, of carbonate of lime, and the manufacturer
to add to it 30 per cent, of sulphuric acid, 25 of the
acid would be consumed in converting the earbooatc
into sulpbato of lime, and only .5 per cent, would remain
over to convert the insoluble into soluble phosphates ;

but if be added 3.5 per cent, of acid, 10 per cent, would
remain, and he would then produce a superphosphate
with twice the quantity of soluble phosphates contained
in the former.

These observations I have thought it well to bring
before the farmer, as I know that large quaniities of
very inferior superphosphates go into the market. It
is not my intention to refer particularly to these-articles
here ; it will suffice to say that many tons, containing
2 or 3 per cent, of soluble phosphates, are yearly dis-

posed of in different parts of Scotland. Dr. Anderson,
in the Transactions of the Highland Society.

r-. Alno about 4 rode transplanted at
'I" 11

. "bleb will eartainly coma u «-'jnai t»
i ». notwithstanding it haa p«mNti fit

ii.. pn rajllog blight, i

'' '•" '"" .« dc-

•-an.

" ' Sou, ftaldon,
I . ,./ -Wh-al, which Is now ;'i-n.-r»l|y

!rom \, Ty m.-.ny Inquiries j .»,, ,,,,)y roport
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It would be easy to multiply analyses of the different

sorts of superphosphate, but those given are sufficient

to show how greatly different samples, all made with
the desire of supplying a reasonably good article, vary
in composition and value. Yet it is probable that no
jreat difference in price will exist among the greater
dumber of them. Those made entirely from boues, and
coming from manufacturers of high staudiug, are geue-
rally dearer ; hut no commercial distinction is drawn
between the others, a fixed market price generally being
charged, altogether independently of composition. Yet
i moment's inspection suffices to show that the differ-

ences in value are exceedingly great,

Some difficulty exists in forming a satisfactory esti-

mate of the value of a superphosphate from its compo-
sition, owing to there being no fixed value to attach to

the soluble phosphates, except that calculated from the
manure itself. But, taking as a starting-point the
samples produced from bones, we may arrive at some '_'" 1

.

9

definite idea in the following manner : I assume am- 1

°

saonia at 6d. per lb., or lis. for every per cent., and
insoluble phosphates at \d. perjlb., or, in round numbers,
is. 6d. for each per cent. Now, such superphosphates
is Nos. 1 and 2 are sold at about 8/. per ton ; and if we
-alculate the value of the ammonia and insoluble phos-
phates, and deduct this from SI., we have the value of
die soluble phosphates. Thus we have for Nos. 1 & 2—

No. 1.

£1 2 (

1 7 <

No. 2.

£1 17
16

Value of ammonia per ton
Value of Insoluble phosphate ...

£2 9 £3 S
Deducting this from St., leaves"!

for the value of the soluble j- £5 11 £4 17
phosphates J

\nd dividing these sums hy 15 and 13, the respective
ier-ceutages of soluble phosphates, we find it in both

Home Correspondence.
Clod-crusher.—I beg to hand a design for a new clod-

crusher for insertion in tho Gardeners 1
Chronicle and

Agricultural Gazette; the discs are all of the same
diameter, work on three centres, and self-cleansing.

Henry Cobby, 10, Walker Street, Hull. [The drawings

exhibit an axle with a number of eccentrics upon it

placed so that each alternately and in succession shall

attain its greatest elevation or depression during the

revolution of the axle. On these eccentrics the discs, as

in Crosskill's clod-crusher, revolve. The same self-

cleansing and irregular motion of the discs is attained by

Crosskill by an ordinary axle passing through a larger

slot in the disc, so that this irregular motion is per-

mitted, not enforced, as in Mr. Cobby 's proposal ; but the

motion iu question, though only permitted, is ensured
hy the irregular surface of the soil as perfectly as if it

were enforced.]

Hardy's Wheat Crop.—Many friends from far and
near have seen our experimental Wheat crop, which
was sown on the thin principle, in about 10 different

plaus and distances, on nearly 3 acres of common
ploughed land. One and all pronounced it a very good
crop. But some will not believe us, that there was so

seed sown on the whole breadth as 1 bushel and
This, however, is a fact. Why should they

doubt this statement, since, at 20,000 grains in 1 quart,

it amounts in rouud numbers to 670,000 kernels, and
supposing the breadth to be exactly 3 acres, viz.,

18,817,920 square inches, and all the ground were
covered or planted, without any 4 feet furrows and
4 feet spaces between the double rows on the greatest

part of the breadth as we have them, then it would allow

2S square inches and a fraction for each grain or plant,

equal to about five plants on each square foot (and is

this not enough plants or enough space) ? Why then

should any one doubt our words, our land being not

above half planted ? The fact is, a very great deal of

seed was actually wasted, even on this, and ought not

to have been planted on it. One-half acre, however,

pints, and reduced to 3 pints by

Farm Memoranda.
I most eon uun»

that my farm i 20rnib from my wor
sidoofthe moon, and at an elevation

: that I have abandoned .m? a»
unprofitable, considering Ibe |i -or and f«nn
produce ; and with the except ;. h»re

i. The whole of my produce in co.

at my works which will r<-»|i»«

on an average for Turnips per ton from IS*, sod ll.,

bay, (/.:..

On and Wheat market price*. With this mana.-
I con realise a satisfactory profit, but not so wh-
ing, although I took Ibe butcher's profit \,y v

.

M al to my workpeople. Now, with reopect lo manure
hi abundance (being very favouraLIy situated at

both ends with stations on Ibe rails, ibe ODC at farm is

fair in the centre
; , whether it i» human manure, horse

manure, or bones. My human manure can be laid

r rail at 'j>. per ton on my farm. It is con-
veyed in old large oil casks, which contain 1 ton each,
neat out of the privies (disinfected with a little bu'j hate
of iron) ; my horse manure, including carriage and al)

expenses, at 8s. per ton ; and with respect to bone», I

have eroded a small bone and size works upon my farm,
and boil about 6 tons per week, just enough to keep ote
man g ing ; my size and tallow is sent to Manchester to
sliffeu fustian* with, and make soap of, the boiled bones
are then crushed in an old gin mortar mill and passed.

through a riddle having three squares to the inch.
Whatever bones I do not need are readily sold to the-

farmers about. I dissolve with acid as many aa I u*e >

and sell the rest to my neighbours, so that I am in
capital condition for manuring land. Now Professor
Johnson in his " Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry,"
p. 8, states that 1 ton of bones is equivalent to ;

of ordinary farm manure ; if such is a fact, 40 tons at
8s. would be 16/., whilst bones would no: exceed
carriage from my place to the farm being the same in
each case, viz., 2s. 70". per ton, so that bones are by far
the cheapest manure. The question that now r

me is, shall I be justified in totally abandoning farm
yard or vegetable manure, and will my land be deterio-

rated by relying on bones alone, or is it absolutely

necessary that vegetable manure should be used in order-

o keep up the fertility of the soil !

planted with only 4

thinning the plants, which stood in pairs, with 4 feet

s to give a value of "almost exactly 7s. 6d. for each furrows", far exceeded any of the rest, in the estimation
er cent, of these substauces. The better class of the ' of all who saw it, except the 4-rowed planted entire at

ther superphosphates give a similar, though somewhat ! 2 feet apart on i-rod ridges, with 4 feet furrows, at

flottrfs of 25oofcs.
•

—

The Village Lesson Boob for the Vie of 5c :

By Martin Doyle. Groombridge Si Son.
This is alittlebookof 116pages, containing 1 square-

inches each, in which are given lessons on the duties of

the bird-keeper, cow-boy, shepherd-boy, and plough-

boy, and on land measurement, digging, ar i

labour. It is very desirable that country children

should receive instruction in the occupations in which as

men they are to be engaged ; and by the use* of books

in country schools, such as this of Martin Doyle's, they

can be thus instructed in the very act of learning to

read.

Miscellaneous.
Artificial Formatter, -f A —The vapour.- s

escape from iron blast furnaces may be regarded s

as the atmosphere highly charged with carbon, or as a

mixture of carbonic oxide, cyanogen, and nitrogen.

When steam at a sufficiently high temperature, and air

excluded, is mingled with these gases, the oxygen of the

steam decomposes the cyanogen, and converts the

carbonic oxide into carbonic acid, while the hy fa .

and nitrosen combine to form ammonia : ins csr

of ammonia will result ; but as it may prove difficult to

condense this effectually, if the vapour o; ammonia were

conveyed into a chamber charged with an insoluble

lumpy material, so arranged that the ammonia in

ascending would come in contact with the cold solution

of salt trickling down, carbonate of soda and muriate ct

ammonia might be at once obtained. If, however. : n
amp'e supply of sulphate of iron could be procured, it
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would be more advisable to fix the ammonia by means

of sulphuric acid expelled from sulphate of iron, because

at theName time pure oxide of iron would be produced,

which would prove valuable in the subsequent forgmg

of iron Alkali refuse should be composed of sulphuret

of calcium and coke dust. When this is acted upon by

steam with sufficient heat, the oxygon of the steam con-

verts the calcium into lime, while the sulphur and

hydrogen pas? off as sulphuretted hydrogen. When the

latter° is mingled with the vapours from a dense

purely carbonaceous fire, consisting of carbonic

oxide and nitrogen, the latter combines with the

sulphuretted hydrogen, and forms sulphuret of

ammonia. If these vapours are then partially cooled

down and a large quantity of cold air admitted, the

carbonic oxide becoming carbonic, acid combines with

the ammonia, and disengages sulphur ;
thus carbonate

of ammonia and sublimed sulphur might be obtained.

If on the other hand, the heat of the vapours is main-

tained, and a large quantity of heated air thrown in, the

sulphuret of ammonia is converted into sulphite, which

rapidly passes into sulphate of ammonia ; by means of

which more salt may be decomposed, and thus alkalia

refuse may be brought to yield sulphate of soda, muriate

of ammonia, and carbonised lime dust. This latter

material will be valuable in agriculture ; it should be

worked into the land when preparing It for seed, muriate

of ammonia being afterwards applied to the growing

crop, when the first shower of rain will carry it into the

soil, when carbonate of ammonia will be disengaged

in direct contact with the root of the plant. By treating

gypsum as sulphate of lime, with small coal and high

heat in a reverbatory furnace, it would be reduced to

sulphuret or calcium, and may, by a similar mode of

treatment, yield the same products as alkali refuse.

Mining Journal.

Calendar of Operations.

AUGUST and SEPTEMBER.
G loucestershire, August.—There is a nwch greater growth

of Wheat this year than last, and with the prospect of pretty

tolerable crops. The plant, however, is thin both in the hill and
vale districts ; in the former, however, the average will be made
up by generally well formed ears, all of which is in a tolerably

healthy condition ; here, too, on account of the usual shortness of

straw and thinness, the heavy pelting rains have caused little

injury by laying. In the Vale the heavier crops are much laid,

but as it is progressing fast to ripeness, fine weather will ensure
an average harvest. With us, Barley may be considered quite

a Barley year; the prospects of the crops are exceedingly good,

and the late rains have caused the seeds sown with the crop to

assume a more healthy appearance than those of last year.
Oats are promising well, and I think a greater extent is sown
than I remember to have seen formerly. Winter-sown Beans
suffered much from the long frosts, but have wonderfully reco-

vered in the last few weeks. Spring-sown promise best this

year; in both cases they are with us tolerably free from blight.

The prospect of the Turnip crop is somewhat serious, as many
of the early sown were so taken with the Turnip flea as to compel
re-sowing sometimes for the third time, and now they are so
smothered with the weeds which the late rains have accelerated
in growth, without allowing time for their removal, that weed
sowing farmers will suffer greatly here; and there will be seen
a fair prospect of a crop of Swedes, but it is a rare exception,

but the Turnip has suffered most, and the greater part of them
will be exceedingly late, as few crops have escaped the necessity

of re-sowing at least once. The Potato crop promises at present
exceedingly well ; the yield of the early sorts has been very
abundant, neither deficient in size or quantity; in these are few
signs of the disease of former years, still the haulm has not been
unscathed, though the tubers as yet do not seem to have suffered.

As reBpects the later sorts we can at present say little, for though
they looked well everywhere, yet the rains which have brought
a cold night or two seeuis to have told upon the tops ; however,
should much of the crop be doomed to suffer (and we incline to

think the virulence of this disease is wearing out), there

will not be the scarcity of former years, as far more of this plant
is grown this year than for three or four years last past.

Hay is by no means an abundant crop, and though the greater

part has been tolerably well harvested, yet still enough remains
undone to make farmers regret that they did not " get among it

earlier," for which neglect the excuse pleaded is the scantness
until the rains caused it to grow; however this is at best but bad
economy, as if the farmer will wait for the springing up of fresh
herbage while the seed is ripening, it is sure to be at the expense
of the latter-math, and frequently the crop of the season, and
must necessarily weaken the prospects for the forthcoming year;
it being a fact, with most herbaceous plants, that the allowing
them to seed is the termination of their lease of life.

Hexham, Sept 3 —The weather during the month that has just
closed has been a decided improvement upon what we experienced
during the previous months. We had some heavy rains in the
early part of the month, which completely flattened any strong
corn which had withstood the rains of July. Though a few
fields were cut during the week ending the 25th ult., harvest was
not general till last week, when a considerable breadth of grain
was cut, and should the weather continue fine (which, however,
a falling barometer and norih-east wind do not indicate), there
will be a good deal carried this week. Crops are not cutting up
so well as was at one time expected, and both in yield and in
quality will be deficient. Turnips continue to look well, and we
have as yet seen no appearance of the Potato blight, and as the
earlier varieties are now approaching maturity, we hope this
district has escaped for this year.

oAT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTING MILL
(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for efficiency,

durability, and ease iu working

to any manufactured. Two bsbls.

of crushed corn afford moro

nourishment both to old and

young horses than three bushels

of uncrushed

!

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.
PARSEY'S PATENT REVOLVING

PUMP lifts three times the quautity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pump.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fouutains of every description erected

;

Rockvrork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.
W. F, Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer, 70, Straud, London.

'.Price £5 155. 6d.

Made and Sold by

E. R. &:F..TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

^^ife^SKr;^
REAPING MACHINE.

TX/ILLIAM DRAY and CO.'S Book of Testimonials
» » from purchasers of their Patent Reaping Machines, also a

List of Prizes, and full description will be forwarded, post free,

on application to

Wu. Drat & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London.

SCYTHES.—Boyd's Patent Self-Adjusting Scythes
may be had of the Manufacturers, William: Dray & Co.,

Swan Lane, London, and of all Ironmongers and Seedsmen.

A liberal allowauce to the trade.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
MEETING AT CARLISLE, JULY, 1S55.

First Prize Awarded to

RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S No. 3 B CHAFF
MACHINE, Price £7.

pOTTAM and HALLEN have on Show, at their
^--/ Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
very low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Borderiug, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part
of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley
Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-

mation may be obtained.

Q"| 9° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
/W JL^ RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
best, and cheapest safeguards extant.
Milneb's Phcenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and S, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depbt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

# Circulars free by p ost.

NO CHARGE FOR STAMPING at LOCKWOOD'S,
75, New Bond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for 9d. ; Thick ditto, five quires, Is.; Albert and Queen's
sizes, five quires for Gd., Bd., and Is. ; Note-paper made from Straw,

2s. Gd. per ream ; Envelopes, Ad. to Is. 6t7. per hundred ; Foolscap
paper, 7s. Gd. per ream ; Copybooks 2s. 6c?. per dozen. Card Plate
engraved, 2s. Gd.; 100 Cards printed, 2s. Gd. Wedding orders

promptly executed. A large variety of Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands. — Copy
address, Lockwood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country orders for

20s. sent carriage free. Lockvtood's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)

Pen. 1 doz. post free for IS stamps.

METCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-
important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at
Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 b and 131,

Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
some bouses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-
tured on the most scientific and improved principles/ suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

(ST Catalogues Gratis.

Notices to Correspondents.
Compost: It E. Slake 20 bushels of lime with brine and mix it
with 10 cart-loads of the pond cleanings ; it will be a good
dressing for an acre of land.

Food for Pigs: R E. As a general rule cooked food is more
digestible and fattening. The meal had better be boiled ; the
same quantity of meal in its porridge state will be more
nourishing.

Lodged Grain: R E. You had better sow short-strawed
Wheats.

The Gapes: A Farmer's Wife must take the bird on its back
in her left hand, holding the beak open with the fingers of
that hand, and with the right holding the end of a small quill
feather, properly trimmed and dipped in sweet oil, she must,
watching her opportunity^slowly insert the feather end 2 inches
into the windpipe of the unfortunate bird, and turn it once
round and withdraw it. The bird will cough up the worms
which occasion the disease.

liN-FY s Success: To several Correspondents. We presume appli-

m
cation should be made to General Arbuthnot.

\nH
S^na

'' many communications have been received too late,

can be made"
Unuvoidabl 5" Stained till the necessary inquiries

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
[\/I ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
1»J_ Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

TOURISTS, TRAVELLERS, AND OTHERS,
4
Exposed to the Scorching Eats of the Sun, and Heated-

Particles of Dust, will find

ROWLAND'S KAXYDOR a most refreshing pre-
paration for the Complexion, dispelling the cloud of languor

and relaxation, allaying all heat and irritability, and immediately
affording the pleasing sensation attending restored elasticity and
healthful state of the skin. Freckles, Tan, Spots, Pimples,
Flushes, and Discoloration fly before its application, and give
place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty and of bloom.
In cases of sunburn or stings of insects, its virtues have long
been acknowledged. Price 4s. Gd. and 8s. Gd. per bottle.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, a delightfully fragrant and
transparent preparation, and as an invigorator and purifier

beyond all precedent.
ROWLAND'S ODONTO, OR PEARL DENTIFRICE, a

White Powder, compounded of the rarest and most fragrant
exotics. It bestows on the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, frees
them from Tartar, and imparts to the Gums a healthy firmness,
and to the breath a grateful sweetness and purity.

Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hattou Garden, London;
and by Chemists and Perfumers.

O YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?—The most marvellous production of

modern date is ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINUTRIAR,
which is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, Eye-
brows, &c, in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from
whatever cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off,

and effectually checks greyness in all its stages. For the
nursery it is recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for
promoting a fine healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in
after years. Sold by all Chemists and Perfumers, price 2s., or
will be sent post free on receipt of 24 penny stamps, bv Miss
Coupelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street, Oxford Street,
London. Mrs. Carter writes, "My head, which was bald, is
now covered with new hair." Mrs. Williams—" I can show a
fine head of hair from using your Crinutriar." Mrs. Reeve—
" My hair is gaining strength and thickness." Sergeant Craven

" Through using it I have an excellent Moustache." Mr.
Yates—"The young man has now a good pair of whiskers. I
want two packets for other customers."

/^URE OF CONSUMPTIVE COUGH, by De.
V./' Locock's Pulmonic Wafers.—From the author of the
" Narrative of the Second Sikh War."—" I had long suffered
from a deep-seated cough when Providence placed in my way a
box of your Pulmonic Wafers. I experienced instantaneous
relief, and have such a high estimate of their efficacy, that I
firmly believe they would effect the cure of the most consumptive
person. You may make any use you please of this letter.

—

Edward Joseph Thackwell, Lieut. 3d Light Dragoons, Union
Club, London." They have a pleasant taste. Price Is. lid.,

2s. Bd., and lis. per box. Sold by all Druggists.
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This day is published, PAUT VII., in handsome Folio, of the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN
NATURE-PRINTED (LIFE size;.

Paris I. to VT. of tills BplWiflld WorJi nro mill on
i

'

1| -

BBADBUllY & EVANS, II, BOltt I ItlB 3TRKET.

To BE LEI
i -j

.

5T,

Third Edition, considerably onlnrgbd, prlco 5*. Od.RURAL (J IJ E M 1 S T R Y.
By Ki.wailm Solly, F.R.8., FX .. I l

i Eonorary Membor oftbo Royal Agricultural Society of ftngland,

Profoflsorof Chemistry to tho Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry In the Hon E. i. Go.'s Military Somlnai v

[i I AddlHCombo, &c, &c,
,i, m at-iiikw ., is, LJppm Wellington Street, Oo enl Garden,

j'lii'o :w. (-nch, or n.v. iiir t!fi fn|iii>ii ini' (iintiibutlon among i

To tiy, dollvorod anywhoro In London, Poi ' office order
being sont to tho Publisher, Jambh Mattuki^b, ai the ofllec ol

the Gfardi nora' < %ronicle,

I ii oonsequonco of tho new postal arrangi men! i, pai tli

country who doslro ii enn liavo two copies son! bj i

one stamp, Ave for two stamps, or olovon'for four, In addition
to tho cent nf tho numbers

mm1e cottager's calendar of gardkn
Jl operations,

By sir Joseph Pa* roN, W.P,
Roprlntod from tho GUltDENBBB1 CnnOHICLE! ftbovfl Oft,000

have already boon Bold.

J, Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Oi i nl Gordon,

Prlco 5*. Otf. oloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
OltNAMKNTAL AND DOMESTIC P01 l/l'KY

;

TlIKlIt BlSTORY Ami Manaobment,
By THIC Kr-v. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwoodwlth KoBWick.

.7. Mattiikwh, r>
t
Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Post iivo. One SblHIug,

A TREATISE ON ACACIA CHARCOAL (and
the Antiseptic Laws): Its Potency In Consumption, i leers

tion, mid Irritation of tho Mucouk Membrane, Spermatorrhoea,
Indigestion with Norvousnoss. Its prevention or Cholora.—By
"W. Washinoton Evans, removod to 12, Bernard Street,

PrimroBo Hill, London.

TO BE .SOLD, the following Numbers of M'l ntosii's

BOOK OF THE GARDEN:—Nos. 1, 2, 3, and t of

Part 1 ; and Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14, and IB of Part 2. They are

equal to new; price M. 10». Carriage paid within 60 miles.

—Address. J. M., Messrs. Mndio'B, 15, Covon try Street, London

.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDEKSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. Ii, containing Orehidea*, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in tho Stove
and OrchidetO House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plnnts, which may he
had on applica tion to them a t Pine-apple Plarp, Kd^ware Road.

A BOOK FOR EVERY"SPORTSMAN AMD COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN.

Complete in one splendid 4to Volume, price 2?. 5s., elegantly
bound in half-crimson morocco,

BRITISH GAME BIRDS AND WILD FOWL.
By Beverley R. Moitnis, Esq.

" Sixty highly-coloured Engravings illustrate this unique and
m&gniGcent work. The author deserves the thanks and patronage
of all accomplished sportsmen."

—

Bell's Life.

Gkoombiitooe & Sons. Publishers. 5. Paternoster Rnw, London.

CAME.
WEBB'S IMPROVED GAME BOOK. — The

Sportsman's Daily Register of Game killed, and how
disposed of, with Weekly, Monthly, and Annual Totals. Octavo
Edition for the Gun case, price 2s. Bd. Double Books, hall-

bound, 5s. Enlarged Edition, comprising the same columns
extended to a Quarto size to suit larger Establishments, 5s.

Double Books, ball-bound, 10s. Sent free by Post to any put ol

the United Kingdom.—B. W. Gardiner, Princes Street. Caven-
dish Square, London.

~"ON^NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Just published,new and cheaperEdition,price Is., or Is. Id. by post,

rpHE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-£ What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing

health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable

through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician.
London : Sherwood & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Haxsav,63,

Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Comhill; HORNE, 19, Leicester Square;
and all Booksellers.

Just published, price 1*.,

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS: a Lfctuur.
By John Hannam, Secretary to the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society; Author ol* "The Economy of Waste Manures; " Trea-

tises on Manures in Morton's " Cyclopaedia of Agriculture :
" and

ic Prize Essays of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, the

Royal Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland," &c. &c.
London : Messrs. Lowman & Co. ,

MORTON'S NEW~ FARMER'S ALMANAC.
Early in November will be Published,

ANEW FARMER'S ALMANAC. Price \s. By
John C. Morton, Editor of the " Agricultural Gazette," the

" Cyclopedia of Agriculture," &c.
Along with the usual contents of anAlmanac, it will include :—

1. Monthly directions for the operations of the Farm and Garden.
*2. Short notices of the past year's Agricultural novelties and
progress. 3. Such an Index to current Agricultural Literature

as will direct the student to sources of information on the prin-

cipal Agricultural topics. 4, A list of the more important of

those well-established facts in Farm experience, which may serve

as trustworthy data in Agricultural Estimates and Calculations.

5, Short references to the treatment proper uuder the more
common Diseases to which Farm Stock are liable. 6. A series of
Instructions and Receipts in many particulars of Household,
Garden, Field, and Dairy Management. 7. A guide to the more
important of our Fairs and Markets, with information as to

times and places where the different kinds and breeds of Stock
may be best obtained. S. An index to the Meetings, Office-

bearers, and objects of our principal Agricultural Societies and
Farmers' Clubs.
The object throughout will be, by good arrangement and close

packing, to furnish as much Agricultural information of prac-
tical usefulness as can be issued by the printer and the publisher
for Is.

London : Blackie & Son, Warwick Square : and Glasgow and
Edinburgh.
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A CLEftR COMPLEXION,
GODFREY'S EXTRACT ob ELDEE I LOWERS

18 strongly rccon mded for Itoi Ii itlfying, and
prcsorvlng the Fdelto, and giving it a blooming and chiirrnlng

appearance, being at onoo n (VngTant Pertbmc and delightful
i

' ! Ic. n comploti ly a-bu

and by Its balHamlc and heallmj; quail

and freo from dryneos, scurf, At.: clean it from oreiy humour,
pimple, or eruption; and by continuing Its use only n short time
tho skin becomes and contlmn i soft and smooth, nnd tl

plcxlon clear and boautlful, in the procoss of sharing it Ih

Invaluable, ns it annll pimple ami nil
i

affords gr< Bl i mforl If applied to the I oo i

winds.—Sold In Bottles, price, 2t. 9eL, with direct!

i

by_aU_Medlcine Vendors and I'erfumei i,

HULLOWAY'S PILLS AN EXTRAORDINARY
REMEDY FOB rHE CUBE OF BILK AND LIVES

COMPLA [NTS. Copyol a letter ft m Mr. VI , Bi i I

Brompton, Kent, dated August 25, 1865. "To Professor Hollo-
way: Dear Sir,—Having suffered for several years from » dis-

ordered liver, and finding medical nid of n'i avail, I was induced
to try youT Invaluable Pills, and after taking them for a short
time, 1 have the greatest pleasure to inform you that they have
been the means of restoring mc to perfect health. Slgnf-n". w.
Baldwin."—Sold by all Medicine Vendors throughout the world;
at Professor IIoi.t.o'wav's Establishments, 244, Strand, London,
and 80, Maiden Lane, New York ; by A. StjTHPa, Cou»tnntinoplc;
A. t;i iim. v. Smyrna: and n. Hoods, Malta.
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DK. ARNOT'S TILLS WILL CURE V
The extraordinary curative properties of this new discovery

in medicine will bo proved by a trial. Through their peculiar I

action upon the system m-w and para ld<vnl is manufactured,
the morbid conditions of the body removed, the const!InHon
Strengthened, and health restored. Fndlgi stomach,
and bowel complaints, gout, rheumatism, asthma, scrofula.

dropsy, ulcers, &c. and all diseases arising from Impi

l,nnd other vital fluids are speedily eradicated by this

MIRACULOUS MEDICINE.- Sold in leases at 1*. li<£, by all

chemists. By post U stamps, kthbone Place, London.

DEBI LITY AND KE KVOl ESS Encoui a _'<-

mont to those in despair, and suffering from debility

matorrhoea, relax at inn, nervousness, and exhaustion of the

system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-

eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a pcr-

manent cure of the most protract* I

Free upon rec ipt of 14 postage stamps, by E.*J. Roberts late

Army). Surgeon. 9, North Terrace, Moor Edge, KewcasUe-on-
Tyne.

TO MURSERYMEN, CARDENERS, AND OTHERS.
npHE BURIAL BOARD for the PARISH .r
1 HADI.KIOII. in the County of Suffolk, is resirous of 1

rec iving TENDERS for the LAYING-OUT, FENCING, and
PLANTING the NEW BURIAL GROUND, containing oi

|

acres, according to the Plan and SpecitieMi n of Mr. E. G.
Pcunington, which may he seen at my Office on any day between
the hours ^i 9 and Bo'cloek, at which place Tenders must be
delivered on or before WEDNESDAY, the 13th day of Sep-
tember next. The Board does not pledge itself to accept any
Tender. J. F. Robiksox, Clerk to the said Burial Board."

Iladleigb, Suffolk, Sept. S.

\ \ ANTED, at Michaelmas, a FARM of about 200
s Acres of good Land. Rent must be moderate. Essex r

Kent vnvterred.—Direct B. IL. Post-office. H.>ckle-. Ess
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I O BE LET ON LEASE. SION NURSERY,
I CROYDON, situated on the road between Norwood and

Croydon, and two miles from the Crystal Palace. It contains
nearly 7 acres of Land, a treed Dwelling-house, several

houses and Pits, with Stable shed, ftc. It is well stocked with
Shrubs, Trees, and Plants, which can bo taken at a valuation.—
Further particulars cau be bad of the present occupier at the

Nursery.

TO FLORISTS, CEIMTLEMENS* GARDENERS. & OTHERS.
pO RE SOLD, by Samuel Rodwat, with imme-
' diate possession, a FLORIST and SEED BUSINESS, in

the best situation within SO miles of Birmingham : the

proprietor retiring, who has for the last V2 years gaim
prizes than any other nurseryman in the Midland Counties. T
any industrious party who understands the above basin sss

an opportunity rarely occurs. The stock of Plants. Greenhouses,
&C, to be taken at a fair valuation, which wiU be about SOOL, par:

of which may remain upon approved security. The rent moderate,
and paymei ts exceedingly low.— For particulars and to treat.

apply to Samuel Rodvtay, Auctioneer and Appraiser, Woodman
Iun, Pershore Road, Birmingham.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORSVSSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LOhSDON.
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are hi a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

"Pismm

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

A SHOW EOOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot "Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames Garden Eu^ines Flower Sticks
Game Netting Do. Syringes Garden BorderiDg
Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE W^ORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
V-/ • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c., Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

BY SPECIAL
APPOINTMENT

To Her MAJESTY
THE QUEEN.

TTTILLIAM WALKER, Victoria Foundry, Walm
* * gate, York.

Manufacturer of Hot Water Liquid Manure Pumps
Apparatus for Heating Green-
houses, &c.

Garden Rollers, Handglass
Frames

Iron Fencing and Gates

Iron Palisading, Iron Bedsteads
Galvanised Game Netting
Stable Packs and Mangers
Kitchen Ranges and Smoke
Jacks on a superior principle

Every Description of Plain and Ornamental Cast and
Wrought Iron Work.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kessal Green, Harrow Road, London.
JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention" of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
nouses, &c combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

»«fif!ff w
EKTI

^
ATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Ow.?- ?°i!
18? b

T?
s eiven the Sliest satisfaction. Churches,

SH;fwf'!ntrftnceHalls
'
Public Buildings, &c, heated

manner tt J
APP"atus in a most economical and efficient

of the nobilitt™ Jr ?
av

!
gr^'lt Pleasure in referring to numbersoi tne nobihty and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & L1CHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES £ LIGHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
*-* Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet, Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in.," kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
^1 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
aud other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mache* Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed. Superior Hair and other Toilet Brushes*

ITS
a BRANCHES.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL ©jS?"*

5BfiF§

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Koad, Chelsea,

}14^ri^ftS^1i3^|frnhrJi'l fB
.r

"" "

pbJUU'ALUii!^

HOTHOUSE "BUILDERS.
rj*HE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
J- ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find 1

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description ot
House best adapted for everv required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be-

heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

aud Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c., forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
" ticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried'

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These-
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler^ measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.,

and exposing to the at-
mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late

severe winter it only
cost us 3«. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Sailers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

Jons* Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Printed by William Beadbpbi, of No. 13. Upper Wobum Place, and
Frkdebick Muilett EvASs, of No; 20, Queen's Road, West, both Id
the Parish of St. PaDcras, and in the County oi Middlesex, Printers, a*
their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Wbitefriars, in the City
of London; and published by them at the Office, No. 5, Upper "Wellington
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the Baid County,
where all Advertisements and Communication a are to be Addressed to
tub Editoe.—Satcsday, September 3, 1S55.
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NORTH LONDON FLOIUCULTURAL SOCIETY.
—An EXHIBITION of Dahlias, Fuchsias, Vorbonas, and

Miscellaneous Plants, open to all England, will bo held under tho
auspices of thin Socioty, In the Ponton Rooms, Pentonvlllo, on
TUESDAY, September lSih. Omnibuses every fivo minutes
from tho North-Eastern, London Bridge, Great Western, North
"Western, and Groat Northern Railways, pass within a few yards
of tho Exhibition, which promises to be one of tho most attractive
metropolitan displays of tho season. Seedling productions will
bo furnished in great abundance by all tho host raisers; lovers
of novelty may, therefore, make sure of a treat,—For Schedules,
tickets, &c., apply to Geukok Smith, lion. Sec.

TolUngton Nursery, llurusey Road, Islington.

%* Tho Advertisement of this Sociely inserted last week
announced by mistake the Exhibition to take place on Wca
the 19th.

*"

NATIONAL FLOIUCULTURAL SOCIETY,
21, Regent Street.—Tho THIRTEENTH EXHIBITION

will bo held on THURSDAY next, September 20tu, whon all
BUbjflOtB in competition for Prizes must be staged by 12 o'clock

;

Seedlings for examin-'ion by 1 o'clock. Tho Prizes and Awards
Shall be made known nt 3 o'clock, when also will bo PAID the
SEVERAL PRIZES AWARDED during the past season.
Freeholders are therefore requested to attend.

Censors:— Dr. Sladden; Asli; Messrs. C. J. PannY. Birming-
ham; Thomas Bahkr .: >wiuarket; and J. Donne, Salisbury.

John Epwauds, Secretary.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS'
TPSWICH CEMETERY.—The BURIAL BOARD
X for the BOROUGH OP IPSWICH are prepared to receive
TENDERS for PLANTING to be done in their Cemetery
during tho present autumu. Forms of Specification with
Schedules, and quantities may be obtained on payment of 5*. for

each copy, on and after the 26th day September, at the Offices of
the Board, in the Woodbridgo Road, Ipswich, and at the office of
Mr. Davidson, Landscape Gardener, 36, Great Russell Street,
Bedford Square, London.—Ipswich, September 15.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

*+* Plans and Estimates furnished.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING, GARDEN ARCHI-
TECTURE, AND GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF

DOMAINS, WOODS, PLANTATIONS, &c.

Charles M'Intosh, F.R.P.S., A.L.S., &c, Author of the
"Book of the Garden" and other works on Horticulture, &c.
Late Curator of the Gardens of his Majesty the King of the
Belgians at Claremont and Brussels, and latterly of those of his
Grace the Duke of Buccleuch at Dalkeith Palace.

Newcome Villa, Murrayfield, Edinburgh.

MR. THOMAS LOBB respectfully offers his service
as BOTANICAL COLLECTOR to any gentleman who

takes an interest in the importation of Indian Plants. Ten years'
experience in the above capacity has rendered him familiar with
the native languages, modes of travelling, and the best localities

for valuable Plants. He is able to state with confidence that a
mission undertaken at this favourable season of the year would
enable him to form extensive collections of Orchidea?, &c,for
i mmediatefransmission.—Letters prepaid, addressed to Deveron,
Truro, Cornwall.

DICKINSON'S ITALIAN RYE-GRASS SEED is

now ready for delivery, for present payment only, 7s. per
bushel.—New Park, Lymington. Hants.

SEEDLING CINERARIAS, Is. 8d. PER DOZEN,
Box and Package Included.

TTT WHITEHOUSE has to offer a few hundreds of
• * • strong healthy plants, raised from all the new varieties

of List year. Post-office orders payable at Birmingham, or post-ago
stamps required with the orders.

Mount Pleasant Nursery, Harborne, rjirminghani.

PYRAMIDAL PEARS ON QUINCE STOCKS. AND
ORCHARD HOUSE TREES IN FULL BEARING.

MR. THOS. RIVERS begs to announce that the
large Collection of the above at Sawbridgeworth is now

in perfection. The Harlow Station of the Eastern Counties
Railway, abont one mile from the Nursery, is the most convenient,

The Nurseries. Sawbridgeworth, Sept. 15.
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TO THE SEED TRADE.
GEORGE TAUEU, of Rnvenliill, Essex, hv%K to

Inform the Trade thai hli growing cropi of Seeds «rc no»
open to Inspection. All Turnip Seeds grown from sound

transplanted roots. Msl onl ppllcatlon, Sept_15.

BARRATT'S MAGNUM BONUM has thi

fully sustained It™ high character as one of t:.

flavoured STRAWBERRITJa known, and may now b.- had atMi.
por 100, or8tf. per doz.—Catalogues containing all iho leading

varieties of the day may bo obtained from William lUnr-.ATT,

St. John's Nurseries, Wakpfield. _^___^_

OUTCrl BJlBI.

••I'll* IvLTI

J

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, 4s. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the firmer of

which la so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive

frn f* ranee, and the latter fnr its purity and elegance, li

arrived, and maybe obtained al A. Cohbf.tt's Italian and Foreign

Warehouse, 18, Pall gall , near Waterlo i Place, t

FINE FRINGED CHINESE PRIMROSE.
and J. FRASER beg to offer Bome excellent

Seed of tho no '
! in plants which obtained the

award of the Hortkulj ii Society last winter, in pac

2s. 6rf. each. A remit! ...ce in stamps Is requested from unknown
correspondents^—Lea Bridge Ron 1. Sept. 15.

VINES FOR FRUITING IN POTS.

MESSRS. J. and J. FRASER, Nlrserymen, Lea
Bridge Road, Essex, beg to announce that they have a

very choice selection of the best sorts of VINES from eyes
grown in 12 and 15-inch pots, Price 5jt. and 7s, 6d each.

N.R. Strong Vines for planting out, 3s. GJ. eacb.—Sept. 15.

M

GRAPE VINES FROM EYES.

JOHN BUTCHER has fine Plants of BLACK
BARBAROSSA and the leading sorts in cultivation are now '

in good condition for packing ; also BLACK JAMAICA, '

QUEEN, and PROVIDENCE, FRUITING PINE PLAN r?.

—Price on application to Jons Butchee, Royal Nursery,

Stratford-on-Avon.—Sept. 15.

EMPEROR NAPOLEON, a New Scarlet Gebaxicm.
John BuTcnsn can now supply good Plants of the above I

splendid Scarlet Geranium, ISs- per doz.; was exhibited at

Regent's Park, Royal Botanic Garden, London; see Gardeners'
J

CJtronicle, June 16.

Royal Nursery, Stratford-on-Avon ; London Agents, Messrs.
1* uve, Ci'Ttp.f.i i.. and Bbkham, "'-. H >orgate >:r<.> t. Lond n.

N EW PLA NT LIST.

ice. Carnage and i

12-'., and 63*.f or otbervue. 8c« M«aod imck.
£

OUTCH BULBOU5 R

ARTIN and SON bare macfa pkAcan

their annual importat. *b arc Mrti-
fjne,and trust to be favoured with »-*r

be had and al
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DUTCH FLOVLR ROOTS.
JAMES DICKSON *

they have received tbrlr First Anr.-.«l I^[^Tt« a M
HYACINTHS
in fine < o4 3cm
WarehouAC, 32. r- -

1, £4i&Mrgb. Catatoyvap
forward e I

WILLIAM
- patrons an :

LOGUE of UUTl II BL'LIIS can b- a 177 li-

The superior qnalit;

as a farther guarantee they o!-uit i the Awards att.
cultural Society's Rooms, Regent & -g.

Hiehi:

DUTCH FLOWti^l**C BULBS.
HENRY WALTON'S CATA

and other BULBS
may be bad as f-on a* re«c;'

Apply, Bexbt "'' -- Eod, atarssV-L, ssemr

Burnley, Lancashire.
II. \V. canal; supply aB the new Whi1

new Fuchsias at ISs. and 2:

New Verbenas. 1 -eceots
in previons GnrUr^rs' CkrCTii^J.

ETCDUTCH FLOWER ROO^S. ETC.

JOHN and CHARLES LEE'S CATALOGUE OF pETER LAWSON akb S03 , S ^ iroXo,
V STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS for the present IT seeimen" to H?
Autumn is just published, and may be had, post free, on appli- land and Agricnl*.

cation.—Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, near arrival ?f their r

London.
]
Catalogues of which mav

FERNS. forwhicb ;.:

ROBERT SIM'S 16 page CATALOGUE of his

GENERAL COLLECTION of FERNS may now be bad
for Four Stamps. Free to all previous purchasers.

Nursery, Foot's Cray. Kent. _^^_
« A LISTa HARDY

They have also on haLd very select stocks of f:r —
Rye-grass. Crimson Clover (Trifolinm ir c

(Trifolium hytridum;, D«-arf Ei£ :

-

Turnip, &c. ie.
London : 27, Great George - ' - ~ " "

Dutch AND cr-z^

WANTED,O RAPES and PEACHES of Superior Quality.
VT Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR, Jus,, Fruit Salesman,
St. John's Market, Liverpool. Terms Cash.

TO BE SOLD, the LODDIGES' COLLECTION
OF ORCHIDS.—This unrivalled collection containing up-

wards.of 120O species and 2000 specimens (many of which are
unique), in t\\e finest possible health, is now to be disposed of in

:, affording an opportunity to any nobleman or gentleman
.1 isir its of commencing the cultivation of this beautiful tribe of
plants which has never before occurred.—For terms and to view
apply to 0. LosniGBSj Hacknej.

TAMES
O Dutch Flower Root

OF PLANTS," including RARE and
CONIFERS, HARDY ^ORNAMENTAL JOHN CATTELL begs to inform his patrons ud
CLIMBERS, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, O the public that bis DUTCH ?

usually fine condiU " -"

he has a very lai •

si be.r.ca' which is with

as well as the hardiest of all

large stock of Japan :.

and other Amor;
strong; £ce ass

Alstrsemeria, &c. A 7 r

prepaid >ppi
:

.:

^IMPORTED DUTCH FLO ROOTS

a"*
F. WINSTANLEY

- • Priced C
will sbortly be r^y. and can be 1

contains a list of all the newest and lead;:

including Hys;:
"

:

grown by one :

.. ._

SHRUBS and
ERICAS. EPACRIS, CAMELLIAS. GERANIUMS. CAR-
NATIONS. PICOTEES and PINKS. HOLLYHOCKS.
PHLOXES, CHRYSANTHEMUMS. HARDY HERBA-
CEOUS PLANTS, &c.

Cultivated and Sold by Yocell and Co., Royal Nursery.
Yarmouth, Norfolk, is now ready, and will be forwarded on
receipt of two postage stamps.

CHOICE HYACINTHS. NARCISSUS, TULIPS,
CROCUS, ETC. ETC.

CHARTRES and CO., Importers of
SKsnsMEN, «£c-. beg to announce

that their unrivalled Stock of the above have arrived in splendid

condition; the Roots are remarkably large aud handsom?.

J. C.&Co. earnestly solicit early orders to insure the finest

Roots. A Catalogue may be bad on application.

74, King William Street, City, and York Nursery, Hanger
Lane, Stamford Hill, London.—Sept. 15.

AZALEAS AND ERICAS.

WJ. EPPS has much pleasure in offering die
• following fine, bushy, well-grown plants, and

choicest and best varieties, in large 4S and e^-size y-;:s.

AZALEAS ISs. per dozen: 51 per

ERICAS 12*. aud ISs. per dozen: 4\ a::J 5". 7:-rl0O.

These will make very pretty specimens for the ensuing
all orders to be accompanied with a r;-^i

:

.::s::ce frora unknown

J
correspondents,—Ma tbt .'. c ; '. 15.

H.
NURUSY S

BIGLANP

-

O C K.

: S

r
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K
NEW STRAWBERRY.

ITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA, not surpassed

». in'fiaTour, habit, and productiveness by hut aimwborrf

», t.nt at the low price of 21. per 100, 9s. per doz., free by post,

"be had of Nessk Garraway, Mates, & Co, Bristol, agents

for the west of England and South Wales, or of any respectab e

norserVrnan F„r

B
a full description, testimonials, &c, see this

Paner.'April 14, 1S55. „ _ ,,

James g^irvJgrgombeVale Nursery, Bath.

NEW STRAWBERRIES AT REDUCED PRICES.

Gbows asd Offebed fob S>ie Bt

WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON, Eggleschffe, near

Yarm, Yorkshire.—ThB following splendid varieties have

been well proved this season and given complete- satafacMon,

vir Sir Harry (Underbill's), 100 plants, 41. ; 40, 1!. 18s.
;
and 20,

H -"or l»"w?per dozen. Omar Pacha (Ward's), If per 100;

12,' per 50 7s. per 25. Scarlet Nonpareil (Patterson's), 2* per

100-11 per BO-lSf. Per 23 - sir charles Napier (Smiths), 11.

ner'lOO- 1°« perSO; 7s. per 25. Admiral Dundas (Myatt's), 1(.

per 100- 12» per 60s.; 7s. per 25. Nicholson's Ajax, Ruby.

Cantain Cook and Fill-Basket, 6s. per 100; Ingram's Prince of

Wales Ninirod, Eliza (Rivers's), Surprise (Myatt's), and Bicton

Pine a large white one, 6*. per 100 ;
British Queen, Black Prince.

Eleanor( Myatt's), Old Pine, Trollope's Victoria. Goliah (Kitley's),

Keens' Seedling, Old Roseberry, all at 4s. per 100: Crystal

Palace, a verv large and late variety, lOs.perlCO. Post-office Orders

payable at Yarm are expected with all orders. The plants will

be securely packed and forwarded to any part of the kingdom.

STRAWBERRIES.
NEW STRAWBERRIES.—The following fine

varieties have been thoroughly proved this season, and

given the greatest satisfaction, viz. :—Sir Harry (Underbill's),

2(. 10s. per 100, or 7s. 6d. per dozen ; Caroline Superb (Kitley'B),

lK 10s. per 100, or 5s. per dozen; Omar Pacha (Ward's), 11. per

100, or 3s. per dozen; Colonel Dundas, 11. per 100, or 3s. per

dozen; Sir Charles Napier, 11. per 100, or 3i. per dozen; Magnum
Bonum, 15s. per 100, or 3s. per dozen ; and all other fine old

varieties, snch as Trollop's Victoria, Ajax, Ruby, Eleanor,

Nimrod. Prince of Wales, British Queen, Black Prince, Prolific,

Keens' Seedling, and all others worth cultivating, at 4s. per 100.

SEEDLING HOLLYHOCKS, not to be surpassed, saved

from alt the finest and best varieties now in cultivation, and such

as will bloom well next season, 11. per 100, or 3s. per dozen.

SWEET WILLIAMS, from 50 of the most select and choice

varieties ever grown, 4s. per 100, or 2s. 6d. for 50.

ANTIRRHINUMS.—Plants saved from a most splendid collec-

tion of striped and spotted varieties, 4s. per 100, or 2s. Gd. for 50.

FINE SCARLET GIANT BROMPTON STOCK—White
ditto, Crimson ditto, all 4s. per 100, or 2s. Gd. for 50.

The Plants before mentioned are now ready^or planting out,

and are such that must ensure satisfaction, and the whole or any
part of the above will be sent, securely packed, on the receipt of
a post-office order' or penny postage stamps to the amount ; or
25 of any of the new Strawberry Plants can be sent by post,
when the charge will be Is. extra for postage.

SEEDS. SEEDS.
HOLLYHOCK, saved from all the finest and best varieties in

cultivation, Is. per packet.
SWEET WI LLIAM, saved from 60 distinct vars., Is. p. packet.
ANTIRRHINUM, saved from a most splendid collection of

striped and spotted varieties, Is. per packet.
The True Old BATH COS LETTUCE (the best ever culti-

vated), Is. per packet.
•«• Every order must be accompanied by penny postage

stamps, or post-office order payable to

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and Flobist,
14, Abbey Church Yard, Bath, Somerset.

VEREA CRENATA (Syn. Kalanchoe vabians),

—the Leaf of Life-jVoi. Urd. C««»»o"ce,k-A small

importation has lately been made of the leaves of this interesting

botanical curiosity, which matures plants in the serrations of its

leaves.—Leaves on sale at 2s. id. each, post free, at Georoe
Roberts, 32, Moorgate Street, London, where a drawing of the

plant in flower may be seen. Further described in reply tn letters.

U/1LLIAM YOUNG begs to call the attention of

Noblemen, Gentlemen, Public Companies, and Planters in

general to his extensive stock of CHOICE CONlFERjE,
HARDY' EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, AME-
RICAN PLANTS, Are, which are this season particularly fine,

and having been well prepared for removal, he can confidently

recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

W. Y. invites persons about to plant to inspect his stock,

which is standing over 50 acres of ground, in which will be found

all kinds of plants adapted to every description of ornamental

planting. It consists of HARDY CONIFERiE, containing

some of the finest specimen plants ever offered.

Feet high
Abies Douglasi 6 to 8 by 5 to 6

„ „ 8 to 10 by 7 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12 by 8 to 9

„ Menziesi 4* to 5

„ nigra, Black Spruce 4* to 5

„ alba, White Spruce 6 to 8

„ canadensis, Hem-
lock Spruce ... 6 to 8 by 7

6 to 8
to 10

Piuus austriaca

„ Cembra .... 54 to 6

„ „ 7 to. 8
„ excelsa 8 to 10

„ insignis 2* to 3

„ „ 3 to 4
Picea Pinsapo ... 5 to 6 by 6

„ nobilis ) very
„ Nordmanniana ) handsome

Araucaria imbricata . 2£ by 2^
do. do 3 by 3

do. do 4 by 4
do. do., very handsome 6 to 8

Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4
Cedar of Lebanon ... 3£ to 4

„ „ ... 5 to 6

„ „ 7 to 8 by 6

„ „ 10 to 12 by 8

„ Deodara ... 4* to 5

„ „ 6 to 8

„ „ 9 to 10

„ ,
10 to 12

(The Cedars of Lebanon and
Deodara are particularly

handsome and well furnished.)

Thujaorientalis,Chinese
Arbor-vitEe 5 to 6

, 7 to 8

Feet high.
ThujaWeareana.Siberian 5 to 6

„ „ 7 to 8
Chinese Juniper ... 44 to 5

,, „ 5 to 6
Upright „ 4 to 5

„ „ 6 to 7
Taxodium sempervirens 6 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12
Irish Yew 4£ to 5

„ „ 6 to 7

A Large Quantity of fine
EVERGREENS.

Green Hollies 4 to 6

„ „ ... 6 to 7 by 4

„ „ 8 to 10 by 6 to 7

Evergreen Oak 3.J to 4

„ „ 4* to 5

„ „ 6 to 8 by 4 to 6
Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to 8

„ 10 to 12
Weymouth Pine ... 8 to 10

Yews 3i to 4

„ 4J 10 5

„ 54 to 6
Quercus oxoniensis

—

NewLeucombeOak... 6 to 7

„ „ ... 8 to 10

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts

Rhododendron ponticum (good
for cover).

Do. all the new and best vars.
Kalmias, Andromeda, Ledums,

&c. &c.

STANDARD ROSES, of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TREF.S, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for ParkB or Avenues, from 10 to 12 feet.

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.

A Catalogue is now ready, and may be had for two postage
stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

H Y A C I

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON
T)EG to announce that they have now received their noted collection of HYACINTHS in excellent condition.
J-* They also beg to state, that having been for nearly 50 years the largest and most successful cultivators of this highly popular
Flower in the vicinity of London, they can with confidence recommend the varieties named in their Catalogue as being the most
suitable for pot or glass culture, and every way worthy the attention of Amateurs, &c.

Catalogues can be had on application, and for the assistance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the Hyacinth,
printed instructions will be given gratis with each order they are kindly favoured with.

CUCUMBER—HENDERSON'S "NAPOLEON III."
E.G. H. & Son have great pleasure in informing those who are fond of a really good Cucumber that they have succeeded in

obtaining the stock of the above variety. It is one of the best for Winter culture and early forcing; is a free bearer and perfect
in its torm, possessing, indeed, all those qualifications of a good Cucumber which the most fastidious could desire. In packets,
containing two seeds, 3s. each; ditto ditto, four seeds, 5s. 6d. each.

FLOWER SEEDS FOR AUTUMNAL SOWING.
Collections containing 12 distinct varieties, with printed instructions, 3s. 6d. each, postage free ; ditto, 24, 6s. ; 36, 8s. Gd. ; 48, 10s. 6d.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,
Saved from the choicest varieties, may be had in packets at 2s. Gd. and 5s. each ; the finest quality of Calceolaria is only

oftered at 5s.; second quality, 2s. 6d. The finest fimbriated Primula in the country, 2s. 6<Z.

NEW PLANTS.
In the possession of E. G. Henderson & Sou, and will be sent out for the first time in October,

following may be seen in the New Autumn Catalogue, just published.

SHOW GERANIUMS.
EXCELSIOR (Hendeeson'3)

|
LA BELLE ALLIANCE (Foquet) | PURPLE KING (Foquet) | MIDNIGHT (Foquet)

FANCY GERANIUMS.

Full Descriptions of the

AMPHITRITE (Henderson's)
DUKE of CAMBRIDGE (Hender-

son's)

GIOVANNA (Henderson's)

QUEEN OF THE FETE (Hender-
son's)

SWEET LUCY (Hrndersos's)
T1TANIA (Henderson's)

Windsobi Leuoanthum,

LA STELLA (Hendebson's)
MOONLIGHT (Hendebson's)
REINE DU BAL (Henderson's)
ROSY-LIP (Henderson's)

CINERARIAS.
ADMIRAL LYONS (Henderson's).—Large full-sized flower, white, with purplish violet edging, dark dice, fine form. 10s. 6<f.

FUCHSIAS.
BANKS' FAVORITE. 10s. 6d.

|
PRINCE OF WALES. 10s. 6d.

.
RHODODENDRONS.

The following magnificent new species, collected from the Bhotan Mountains, by Thomas J. Booth, Esa., are now, for the first
time, offered for sale. \

BOOTHI,
_ I

HOOKERI,
I

CAlOPBTLLtTM,
|

KENDRtCKI,
|

ExiMIUM, I

* or lull descriptions, with prices of the above splendid varieties, see Spring Catalogue, page 85.

, GYNEHIUM ARGENTEUM (This Pampas Grass).

i, a7i>i 1 ?
n* S^N. ^avinS in their possession the largest stock in the country of this noble ornamental Grass, will supplyhealthy plants m October at 2s. Gd. each or 25s. per dozen.N-B.—Price to the Trade per 50 or 100 can be obtained on application.

GLOXINIA EKECTA.
zJa^JI' 1?' G ' H.^fDEasoN & Son' have great pleasure in announcing that they have a very large stock or this new class,ana most showy upright flowering Gloxinias. They are the most abundant flowerers, containing among them some of the most

arVZ
Q
H^aS:

c°lours imaginable. The Collection includes the new varieties sent ont this season. Price 5s. and 7s. 6d. each,or i^s. and 60s. per dozen.

n a \r-rr t
The following can be supplied in fine plants fur flowering next season :—CAMELLIAS and ORANGES, at 30s. and 42s. per I AZALEAS. ERICA, EPACKIS, and APHELEXIS,

dozen.
. at 12 ,. 18s to iis per dozen ,

N.B. Price to the Trade per 100 or 1000 can be had on application.

Colo^lfpi'^ ?^?JSe5 Gmeml Li«t of Plants will be forw-irdcd post free on application; and a leaidifulColoured- Plate f NINE NEW FLOWERS will be sent on rereipt of 12 postage stamps.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

ROSES.
SPONSFORD, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

•• Florist, begs to say that his fine collection of ROSES
is now in the beauty of the Autumn blooming, open to visitors
every day (Sunday excepted). The Stock comprises everything
good and useful. To Gentlemen anticipating planting in the com-
ing season, S. P. can offer his general Nnrseiy Stock with perfect
confidence, not only containing everything in general demand,
but unusually good in condition, and as low in price as any
honest tradesman can render. New ground work executed to
any extent.

Loughborough Park Nursery, Cold Harbour Lane, Brixton.
N.B.—A Descriptive Catalogue forwarded on the receipt of two

postage stamps.
'

GEORGE P. TYE'S Registered HYACINTH
BOTTLES and FLOWER SUPPORTS are an age before

all others for quality and utility. May -be had everywhere
retail and wholesale in great variety, from G. P. Tye, 107, Great
Charles Street, Birmingham. All are carefully selected and
marked G. P. Tye on the bottom of each article.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

ListB of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
RO.YAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

Reduced Tariff of Agricultural and Horticultural Glass.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.; and

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4Jd. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from Is. @d. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per

dozen; Hely's Test Chums, 5s. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,

10s.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s ; Bee-glasses, from
Gd. ; Cucumber Tubes, from Is.; Propagating Glasses, from 3^d.

to 7s. each; Flower Labels, 7s. per 101); Aquariums, complete,

10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-

tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,

British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—
SHEET SQUARES.—In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6* by 4* £0 12s. 0<i.

7 „ 5, — 7* „ 541
. 14

8 „ 6, — 8J „ 6*; u a* u

9 „7, - 9* „ 7i, 10 by 61 16
10 „ 7, 10 by 8/ 10 u

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at 18s. per 100 teet. If cu t to order not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 2Jd. to Bid.
|

21 oz. from S^d. to 4^d.

26 oz. from 5 J rf. to 7Ad.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or

Crates of 300 feet, 2W. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and 01 various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

J of an inch thick £1 17s. Gd. per case of 50

i\ „ 2 13 „ 60

i „ 1 17 6- „ 60
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Canioys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

FOREIGN AND Ei\.CliSH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers aDd the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxe6 included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4^ in 12s. Od.

6J , ii
74 , b*
8* , 64
y* , 7|
104

,
H+

12
, 9

10 , 10
11 , 10
11 ,

11
12

,
11

13 ,
11

13 , T2

13J , 13J
154 , 134

7 „ 5
s „ 6
9 11

7
10 „ 8
11 ,» 9
13 „ 9
10* „ 10*
11* „ 10*

Hi „ 11*

124 „ 11*

134 „ 11*

134 „ 124

144 „ 134

... 12 6

... 13

... 13 6

... 13 8

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 14

... 16

... 16

... 16
20 by "13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21£ by 13£, 16£ by 14^, 20 by U,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18a. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2^ „
Dirto „ 2 feet ... 3£ „

HARTLEY'S Rou^h Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking
and bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and "Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural I.i*t.

Milled Sheer, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, Ree Colour List, which can be had on application.

Establ i sh

e

d more than 100 years.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AMD CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSti who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter nn.nflis should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water, ltmaytheu be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No rool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as waterdoes not soak through it,

to give a fall frnm the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preraration makes thst-rate paving for EARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, 3. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster.
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THE PAMPAS CRASS,
"fl VNicruiiM A/tnicH'iruiM."

LUC0MT3E, 1MNU0, ani. Co. Jirvo now for flttlo ft

licalUiy stock of w«iii oBtabliahod Plontfl ni tlia abovo, ivbloli

will bloom finely thlfl autumn, varying from ono to tiro and tliroo

Qover Btems< Few Plt-ntH arc mora ornamonUI than this gfftan

tic Gtrasty the i«avon(wiil(!)i are more than 7 foetln length qui ring

gracefully outwardaj grow In largo tuttBookfli tlioroby producing
a very fine effect, ana (Vom tbo tnidntof tlioHonu i (lowoi

ntoiiitt aria, to tlta height of from to fl'toSfoetnurmounted by
elegant panicles m InfloroBconca nearly 9 foot long, resembling
beautiful saving plumes of silvery foathors. n. Is perfectly
iiardy, and in also easy olVcultivation. A grand spoolmon ol

ijiin noble plan) Is now in tbo Exeter Nursery, pushing up noai lv

twenty largo floweu litems and numorous small onos, and will

continue, to be an objootof groat attraction (br a oonsldorable
time. Prices and full particulars may bo had on application to

LUCOMiti;, riN(;r;,.^ Co.. Exbthb. Nunscav, Exbtbb,
lOiitithllshtxl W/S).

MYATT'S ADMIRAL DUN DAS STKAU
BERRY;—Btvong plants pncke<i and dollvorod free i"

London, 20a pan LOO. Alim Mvatt'h British Q n, Glnnuefalla,
Olobn, KUki, Mammoth, 8a*, Qd, nor loo; Kumifi' flood ling, uooper/s
Soodiltur, Blttok Prince. Bloton Pine. 8f. Oil. por 100.

MYATT'S BRITISH QUDEN.—Ta roply to soveral corro
SpOndunlH, and In onnlli'inal.lon of Mm prlvatn anitwarH I ljiivii hint

summer, I bug leave to slate that tbo only Btrawbon v bearbag iin-

name of " British *} n " Is Myatt's, and wbon m t Boaobj In

his advertisement miy*. "bis true Itritlhi. Quoon/j ho Is obvh ly

in error, and .irrogntoit to himsoU the orodll dun to my latfl

father, Mr. Johui'u m ifatt, who was the originator ol the varloty
In question.—W. Myatt, Manor l-'arm, Diipl.lnrU. Hnpt. 15.

VIOLETS.
KSHACKKLL bo^a to oflor Htrong PUntfl of hifl

• suporlor Vloltifc HtiHHlan Bnpnrb, at '1*. per dozen; Hlrong

SlantH of thu No.ipolHan Violet, now lit for potting, at 4«. per
ozon; Double Porpetual Tree Vioiot, at 4ft. per dofeen ; single

Hweot winter blooming White Vlnint, at. 4*. per dozen; Double
White do., As. pur dozen ; old Untmlun Violet, 10s. por 100 plants.

hamper and package incliidud for all orders above 10s.

R. S. would bn hnppy to ontor into arrangements with any
retail Floriat for mipplyttttf ttniiqiiots of Violet blooms after the
1st of October until the 1h(. of March, provided the weather pur-
rnit, at 5.1. por loo. Bouquets almost to any extent.

__ RoiucilT Su AiKivi.i,, LockHbiMok Nurmiry, Hath.

NEW PELARCOIMIUMS.
GEORGE SMITH 1ms a fine Stock of the following

flrat class PtiLAKGONIUMS in strong Plants, at from
80s. to 40s. per dozen, according to tbo sizes of Plants, hamper
included with Plants to compensate for carriage:—(Forsters),
Jessica, Phaeton, Seraskior; (Hoylo's), Hubert, Lord Raglan,
Omar Pasha, Serena, Topsy, Wondorful, Yerda, Zoo; (Beck's),
Conqueror, Dido, Fidelia, Laura, Lydift, Sik'nus; (Turner's),
Grand Sultan, Pandora; (Forquett'rA Petruobio; (Story's), Fair
Ellen, SnowHtike; (Ilorkon) Una; (Cant's) Veflpa; (Dobaon'a)
Commander-iu-Chiof; (Fuller's) Gem of the "West. With a
choico assortmnnt of show and fancy kinds. A descriptive Cata-
logue on application-. Unknown correspondents forwarding a
remittance with their orders will be liberally dealt with. Post-
office orders payable at Islington.

Tollington Nursery, Ilornsey Road, Islington, London.
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SPLFNU1U NEW BKWONlA,
SEMPERFLOREISIS SAUNDERS I.

GARAWAY MAYES, and CO. are now prepared
to execute orders for this fine Seedling Begonia (raised by

Mr. F. Saunders, Gardener to W. Miles, Esq., M.P., LeiRli Court),
which is, without exception, the most useful and beautiful variety
in cultivation. The original plant first bloomed in May, 1854,
when only 6 inches liigh, and has continued without ceasing to

produce from the axils of every leaf its splendid panicles of

transparent vermilion buds, which developo to fine clear brilliant

rose flowers, emitting a most agreeable odour. Its habit is close

and compact, seldom attaining more than 3 feet; foliage small
and extremely bright, forming altogether an object of beauty
unrivalled by any other variety In its class. Price 10s. Gd. each,

with an allowance to the trade of one upon every three ordered;

also a few extra sized plants at IBs. and '21s.

Durdham. Down Nurseries, Bristol.

RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that lie is now

prepared to execute orders for his two New Hardy Hybrid
Rhododendrons, in good established plants, at 42s. each.

Rhododendron JOHN WATERER, colour glowing carmine,
large truss, fine foliage, and a most abundant bloomer, in

perfection about the 15th June.

Ditto, MRS. JOHN WATERER, a bright rosy crimson, fine

conical truss, a very free blooming kind, in flower about
15th of June.

To the admirers of this justly noble class of Plants, John
Waterer has the pleasure of recommending the above as being
the greatest acquisitions yet offered. They combine in a marked
degree the necessary requisites for really first-rate hardy crimson
varieties, viz., imposing colours, abundant bloomers, extreme
hardiness, and flower at a time when they are not liable to be
injured by spring frosts.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, Sept. 15.

Mi - Hugh Low AC Clip
Ion, London.
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NEW FUCHSIAS.
STEWART and NEILSON have selected the fol-

lowing fine varieties from 3000 Seedlings of this year that
may now be seen in flower, plants of which will be ready to be
gent out by the 1st of April, at the prices named. The usual
allowance to the trade.

EMPRESS EUGENIE.—Tube'and sepals white, corolla rosy
purple, well reflexed, good habit, free bloomer. 10s.

LOUIS NAPOLEON.—Tube and sepals fine crimson, corolla

violet, well reflexed, extra good habits, free bloomer. 10*.

PRINCESS ROYAL.—Tube and sepals pure white, corolla,

dark rose, not reflexed, good habit, free Mourner. A very distinct

variety. 10$.

PRINCE OF WALES.— Tube and sepals rosy crimsnn,
corolla dark violet, well reflexed, dwarf habit, free bloomer. 10s.

GENER A L SIMPSON.—Tube and sepals dark crimson, corolla
dark purple brown, well reflexed, free bloomer. 7s. 6d.

COLONEL LAWRENCE.—Tube and sepals crimson, corolla
dark purple, well reflexed, extra large flower. 7s. &d.

MRS. J. NAYI.OR.—Tube and sepals bright crimson, corolla
fine puce, well reflexed, good habit, free bloomer. 75. &/.

Nursery, Liscard, Cheshire, near Liverpool, Sept, 15.

THE IMPROVED BROWICK RED AMD OTHER
SEED WHEAT.

T\/ILLIAM BARNES, in returning thanks to bis
* v customers for SEED CORN, begs to offer this season the

following sorts, which have been procured from the finest and best
varieties, regardless of expense in the purchase and cost iu the
cultivation—viz., Improved Browick Red, Spalding's Red, Old
Red or Lammas Wheat, White Chaff Red, and Bristol mixed
with White, all of which he will warrant (rue and clean.
Mr. B, can recommend the Improved Browick Red with mnch

confidence as being one of the greatest acquisitions in Red
Wheat, for light or black land, yet offered to the farmer. In this
locality (Deeping Fen) it was less injured by frosts and mildew
than other Reds, and was pronounced by all who inspected it
whilst standing over several acres to be unrivalled by any in the
district.—For further particulars, address William Barnes, the
Elms Farm, near Spalding, Lincolnshire.

The folio* Ins ;'"' from 1*. to

in, 6a. ooob ;—
AiMib'ii ProBtl

„ ourantla snpi i b

.. latoi I'lii pulchra

„ Apollo

„ white
,, „ doublo
_ fill;-' l'

I

„ Diikn of Wellington

„ optima

„ oxtnmi

„ decora

,,
amnbilln

., Hobe.
jlSachynanthus rmccIoBua,

fine plants ... 1

„ splcndiduH, do. ... 1

Acacia vertlclllata ... 1

AgapantlniH umljidlatus,

foL var 1

Begonia Prcstonicnslw,

fine plants 1

Boronia Drummondi ... 2
Burchollia capensls In. to 1

Caladlum bicolor BU-
perba Is. (Sd. to 2

Clorndendron splcndens 1

Cyrtoceras reflexum ... 2
Dipladenia crassinoda ... 1

Dewmodium gyrans ... 1
Eranthemum leuconeivum 1

Erythrinacrista-galli,1.9.to 1

lodon t>»m
Buganla i

I
i u, 2 r,

Puaohla, I :iit-

l

,, Lady ol tbc Laks i

„ I llmaj i
•

i

., Btnpn ilt l

i>
'

'

... 1

DotnlnUna 1

li- n'i oyi i tndeni ... 1

M- i entrls mynorcnils 1

Hoys delta 1

Hydrangea jtponlca vn-
1

1 gata \$, \n1
I oj ' "-cclnea 1

„ JAvanlca I

„ sallclfolla ... '.:

Cmpatlen Jerdoniisyl I

Lyoonodlnm uinbrosum 9
,, tnoiqiiali folia

I "I'PlKlana

„ VltlcilhiHA

„ apothocum
„ formoHiim

ca i"m arborenm...
Mahdevlllea su
Maranta alba lincata ...

Mltrurla coccinna
M uBsasnda frondosa
Penta rosea

Pimelea Henderson!
„ BpecUbills

Svansonla Lewertlfolu
Staticc Halfordi, fine

plants ... ls.6d. to 2
,, 6inuata O

Veronica varlegata ... 1

TH"
I

C M M

| |
I '

Remittances respectfully requested from unknown
spondento.—Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield. Sept. 15.

MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS are
desirous of directing the attention of the Nobility and

Gentry, who aro about to plant or make alterations In tlieir

Ornamental and Pleasure Grounds, to their immense Stock of
AMERICAN PLANTS, in all sixes, which extends OVOr an an>»
of several acres. In large plants tbere are several thousands,
and of such as Rhododendron catawbiense, Knlmia lalifoli*,

Rhododendrum pontlcom in varieties, and other choice hardy
hybrids; many of them stand 5 to 6 feet high, and the same
through, and literally covered with fluwer-buds.

Messrs W. R. and Sons are happy to say that their Dwarf and
Standard trained, and other Fruit Trees, are this season
remarkably fine ; they have also a splendid lot of fruiting plants
of Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots in pots, which can be recom-
mended as being exceedingly fine.

NEW PLANTS.
Messrs. William Rollissox and Soxs are now prepared to

offer the annexed :

—

COLEUS BLUMKI PECTINATUS.—This variety is a great
acquisition ; the foliage is variegated similar to Colens Blnmei,
but the leaves are beautifully laciniated : 7s. G-l. each.

MANDIROLA ROEZLI-—A very fine Dowering gesneraceons
plant, producing tine spikes of lilac coloured blossoms, 15s. each.

ORTHOS1PUON SPICATUS.— A beautiful new greenhouse
plant from Oeano, mnch to be desired for its foliage alone,

which is deliciously fragrant: the flowers are large and white;
10s. 6d. each.

MANDIROLA LANATA.—A very curious free flowering ges-
neraceous plant of a delicate violet c -lour iuside the mouth of
the blossoms, and shaded lilac outside ; 15s. each.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
The Undermentioned can be supplied at 54s. per daaem.

Aureole, Aigle d'or, Arc-eu-ciel. Adele Priwettot Alexandre
Pel£, Comtesse de la Cbastnes, Creole, Duniffe, Danais. Eldo-
rado, Fortnnio, Figaro, Fimbriata rosea, Homene, Iris II

Brasiero, Io, La Promise, La Carmelite, General Lafont, Mdlle.
C lenience, NereMde, Precarieuse. Parpaillot, Rachel, Robert
Bmce, Rose Bouquette, St. Agatbe, St. Flore. St. Thais, Stellata
Globosa, Trophee, Uranie, Vicomte de Caumont, Ticomte de
Macarthy, Zenobie.

The Nurseries, T<v>tine. London.

HPHE CHELTENHAM FLOOD.—A Subscription
•* has been opened for the relief of the sufferers in the destruc-

tive flood which visited Cheltenham a few weeks ^ince. This
sad calamity has caused great loss and damage to Mr. C. H.
Jessop, Mr. Hodges, Messrs. Jessop Brothers, and others. Green
houses. Gardens, and Aviaries h*v^ all suffered more or less from
the rush of waters in which they were, for five or six hours,
completely submerged, and by which the most beautiful and
valuable of their shrubs and plants were altogether dest

A great part of Mr. Jeseop's Nursery was covered with 6 or S feet

of water, and the damage done to the plants has been immense.
In addition to about 27i 7. which has been subscribed in Chelten-
ham, the following gentlemen have handsomely come forward tk>

the help of the sufferers:

—

Messrs. Noble. Cooper, A Bolton. London ... £10 10s. 0J,

„ Hurst & M'&iullen, London 5
Wa*erer & Godfrey, Woking ... 5

'„ John Sutton & Sons, Reading ... 3 3

B Peter La«son & Son, Kdit.burgh ... 2 2

„ J. C. Wheeler & Son. Gloucester ... 2 2
„ John Palmer, Annm 2 2

„ John Waterer, Bagshot 2 2

„ Thomas Gibbs & Co^ London ... 110
„ E. G. Heuder^en & Son, London ... 110
„ Mxire & Stin. Birmingham 10
„ Ward & Son, B*th ^ 10

A further list will appear next week: in the meantime sub-
scriptions will be thankfully received by Messrs. Jacob Wse>'ch
& Sons. London Bridge ; NOBLE, COOPBB, »V- Boltos, Fleet Street:
Whkblke & Sox, Gloucester; or A. Paul, Esq., Cheltenham.
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Particulars can b« obtained hj applica:

WiLLlan Baejcm, Camden Vuntrj, Cambarren.

RARE BRITISH FERNS.
JAMES BACKHOUSE and SON ran bow offer

O nicn Plann <.i the rars PSBBD-ATHTHICM FLEXILE,
from the Clova Mountain*, Portarahire, diacorend Vj tt>aa»aU r»»

!, at - eaa*
.TIIVI'.II.M rPolrpodlmD) ALPESTKE S.

WOODSIA ii.vi.nsis,. 5.. each, extra ur^nf
l..\~Tl:.KA KIOIDA 2'

[KRIS DICKIEANA S..8A „
POLYSTICHUM I.ONCIMTI3 fc.BA «
CYSTOPTEBia MONTANA ... '*. .

Ditto ditto a fev extra atroog Jlj. <mL „

^h a British fpecie*, tie roots offered are KomgteB.
York Nomriea, £'

.

VARIETIES OF BRITISH FERNS.

ROBERT SIM begs to offer fine r. lanta, io loxoriut
health, .aitable for hardr Ytraerj or pot c-jltar., of tbe

following perfectly distinct, elegant, and scarce varieties,

selected from hi. catalogue, which see for description.

Aspl.niurrj Tricbomanef rar. criatatoxa z#. «*\

Athyrium f. to&mina var. malriftdnrn ... ._ 5 t
1. !-" i r! i-mas Tar. cristatnto — ... 2 6
polystichnm angnlare rar. pro'.i'- mxe . ^ 6
Scoiopendrinm Tolgare rar. digitataa 3 «

-. ar. Endvrijetolism ... t S
rar. mnltifon^-

Carriage paid to London. Post-office orders om
r*T, KenL

Zixt ©artrrncr'5' Cftrontrlr.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER IS, IK

Tbosk who wish to see the effects of skilfnl cnlti-

vation should now visit the Okcha?j> HorsE in the

Garden of the Horticultural So: J will

there learn how to estimate at their tr;

assertions put forth by gardeners who
wanted the practical knowledge demanded r

sort of cultivation, or who, more aiatrorum, pro-

ceeded without ceremony to condemn wha'

had no experience about, for the sagacious reason

that it was new and of no use.

Since Mr. Rivers directed attention I

resting kind of gardening it has been imiu

manv'piic^s: 3 few old sssl

weatherhoarding being all that is absolutely required

to carrv oat the experiment. That many succeeded,

if others failed, has been shown by -
:

.3n of

the practice, and by the s
;
. ct that the

preparation of fruit trees for orchard

already be^un to become a trade. >~ev;:

have been assured that growiEj first trees in rrchard

houses would ne-r: Some said th:

f ait would never set, or if it did, thai it would
•

si ne, or if il art period of

life it would never swell, or if it did swell it would

crack. One man cried out—" Mildew f another
" red sprier f a third hinted :

" espense f a fourth

! muttered—"'a fine deal of trouble this w;
- Xor can i: be denied that cases occurred to which
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an appeal might be made in support of all such

objections.

Luckily, however, there were cases of another

kind, in which appeared neither mildew, nor red

spider, nor shrivelling, nor any of the evils that had

been predicted. Small trees in pots loaded with

fruit were seen at exhibitions ; Stanwick Nectarines

reached their natural excellence ; and Pears, Plums,

and Peaches ripened here and there most beautifully.

And so the experiment continued to make progress.

In the autumn of last year the Rose-house in the

Garden of the Horticultural Society, which had

been found unsuitable to its original purpose, came

under the management of Mr. Gordon. In Novem-

ber and December a variety of young fruit trees

were placed in pots from 12 to 14 inches in

diameter, for the service of this house ; and as many as

it would hold were collected in it. Not quite 10

months have elapsed, and a result, which we think

remarkably satisfactory, has been obtained. The

house is span-roofed, between 50 and 60 feet long,

has half its sashes sliding down, and the others

fixed ; and there is additional ventilation through

doors which fall down in the wooden sides.

Artificial heat there is none. The centre is occupied

by a raised flat bed, and near the sides is a similar

bed, on which the pots are placed. Nothing can

be more simple. A hundred and eight pots of one

kind or other are now standing in it.

During the whole season, from the first week in

May to the present day, this house has produced a

successionof fruit. First came Strawberries, abundant

and excellent, which strange to say did not require

to be perched up just under the glass, in the most

approved manner, but were borne by strong healthy

plants standing on the side borders 4 or 5 feet from

the glass ; but then, whenever the doot and side

ventilators were opened air blew freely over them.

These were followed by Gooseberries, Raspberries,

Currants red and black, and Apricots ; Peaches,

Nectarines, and Plums are now ripe, to be suc-

ceeded by Pears, and in another year by Figs and
Grapes. It is impossible for trees, under any cir-

cumstances whatever, to be in more robust health.

Their leaves are the deepest green, their wood firm

and short jointed, their skin as clean as if they had
been duly washed every morning, and the fruit

itself well swelled, beautifully coloured, and perfect

in flavour. Even the little Kai-sha, the best and
ugliest of Apricots, gained all its Syrian excellence
in this place.

The fruits now ripening consist wholly of

Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, and Pears. Some idea
of the appearance of the House last Monday may
be gathered from the following enumeration of the

more striking specimens :

—

Peaches.
Violette Hative ; six on one plant and three on

another.

Early York; three.

Royal George ; nine.

Grande pourpree hative ; five.

Grosse Mignonne ; three.

A late seedling ; fourteen.

Admirable Jaune ; seven.

Acton Scott; thirteen.

Mercaton (?) hatif ; three.

Early grosse mignonne ; seven.
Chancellor ; seventeen.

Monstrueuse de Douay ; three.

Nectarines.
Violette hative ; seventeen on each of two plants,

and nine on a third.

Stanwick ; six.

Elruge ; six.

Pitmaston Orange ; six.

Orange precoce ; three.

Fairchild's ; twenty-one.

Pears.
Passe Colmar dore ; eight.

Triomphe de Jodoigne ; six.

Charlotte Beurre ; seventeen.
Beurre gris d'hiver nouveau ; six.

Doyenne Goubault ; seven—beauties.
Beurre d'Anjou ; four.

Plums.
Denniston's superb ; forty-eight.

Huling's superb : a most excellent, large, and
handsome green table kind ; twenty-four.

Reine Claude de Bavay ; ninety-six.
A late Plum without a name ; ninety-six.

Such specimens as some of the Plums, two of the
Violette hative Nectarines, the Acton Scott Peach,
and the Fairchild's Nectarine were perfect ; and yet
it must be remembered that it is hardly ten months
since the trees were presented to the Society by
Messrs. Lee, of Hammersmith, and Mr. Rivers, of
feawbridgeworth. Another year, with more age,
will doubtless witness even a greater result.Ue possibility of obtaining immediately and with

certainty an abundance of fine fruit in an Orchard

House has been thus demonstrated. There is nothing

wonderful in the arrangements of the house in

question, or in its glass, or its ventilation. In some
respects it certainly might he improved. Nor need

such a plan be made with the good workmanship
employed at Chiswick. A very rough arrangement

would answer just as well. The first cost is there-

fore the least which it is possible to conceive where

wood and glass are to be used.

The purchase of plants can be calculated by any

one ; their price will, of course, depend upon their

age and previous management in the nursery. The
rest consists of pots, earth, labour, and skill. Is it

worth while to apply these to a kind of cultivation,

the effect of which is to produce certain and. large

crops of fine fruit upon little trees, many of which

would in fact be magnificent decorations of a dinner

table ? Most people will reply in the affirmative,

for we know of no piece of luxury more cheaply

purchased.

" Being last month," writes a correspondent, " on

a visit to a place in Warwickshire which has a

remarkably fine avenue of old Scotch Firs (which

a few years since appeared in perfect health), I was
shocked to see some dead and the rest apparently

dying. The proprietor informed me that he had

observed the ground strewed with the young shoots,

and had attributed this to the wind and the

squirrels. Upon closer examination he had de-

tected in the severed shoots a small black beetle,

which eats its way up the young wood, leaving its

white perforated road easily discernible. Upon my
return home, I anxiously inspected some old Scotch

Firs of my own, which I highly prize, and was well

pleased to observe their seemingly sound condition.

This morning, for the first time, I found a number
of the new shoots scattered on the ground. The
enemy has invaded them. What is to be done ?

Is it a new infliction, or one of which there is

previous experience 1 If the latter, there may be

some known remedy. You would much oblige me
by imparting any knowledge you may have on the

subject, and by advising the measures most likely

to save my trees."

We wish to draw attention to this case, in the

hope that some one may be able to mention a

remedy for what has hitherto been found irre-

mediable. The injury complained of by our cor-

respondent is caused by the attacks of the Hylurgus
piniperda, or little black Pine beetle, one of the

most destructive pests in plantations. We have
seen thousands of young plants of the common
Scotch Fir ruined by this insect in the open quarters

of nurseries, and the practised eye detects its pre-

sence in all directions among older trees. In a

former volume Mr. Curtis gave a figure which we
reproduce, since it shows what the offender is like

and how he works.

At fig. 3 he is represented of his natural size, and
at fig. 4 much magnified ; efanig are his jaws and
feelers, and figs. 1 and 2 show how the twigs that

he attacks are pierced. In the early summer, when
the wood is tender and succulent, he alights at the
base of a young shootwhere he soon effects an entrance
(fig. 2, c) ; thence he works upwards, devouring the
pith and killing the shoot. Now it is to be re-

marked that the Hylurgus does not act thus for the
sake of finding a place in which to lay its eggs,

but is actuated by the pure and simple motive of

hunger. It is therefore useless to search in the
young shoots for the eggs, since none are there. We
are assured by entomologists that the eggs are

hatched below the old cracked bark, where the maggot,
a fleshy, dumpy, yellow-headed fellow, like that of

a Hazel nut, feeds on the soft inner bark. It is there,

we presume, that the insect undergoes its transfor-

mations, and where it hatches in the warm days of

spring. As soon as it finds its way out of the hole
it is born in, it alights on old pales and Fir trees,

basks in the sunshine, pairs, lays more eggs in the
old bark, and then, having done what it was born
for, proceeds to enjoy itself, like a true epicure, by
selecting the tenderest morsels within its reach.

Such being the way of life in which Hylurgus

indulges, it is evidently no easy thing to stop his

proceedings. To catch him on the wing, in the
early spring, would be the right way, but how to do
it 1 and where to find him ? To scrape bark down
to the quick for the chance of picking out his mag-
gots is to cure one mischief by producing more of

another kind. To gather up dead twigs, and most
especially to pull off every dying sltoql as soon as it

begins to change colour, and immediately to burn
them on the spot has been suggested as a practi-

cable remedy. But the misfortune is that the eggs
of a new brood will have been already laid, and that

the insects burnt are only the exhausted individuals
which would probably have died in a few weeks.
How this may really be, however, is we think not
conclusively made out by entomologists; and we
venture to entreat their renewed attention to the
subject. The question is one of some natural his-

tory interest, as well as of practical importance, and
science cannot do better than lay aside classification

for the moment in order to take up natural ceconomy.

Last week mention was made of a very singular

sporting Gooseberry, to be seen in Mr. Telfer's-

garden, near Glasgow. Since that time we have
been favoured with some of the fruit ; and we can
confimi the statement. Seventeen berries reached

us ; of these six were red and hairy, three were red,

smaller, and smooth, one was green and seven were
yellowish tinged with buff. Both the green and
yellows were furnished with crimson seeds sur-

rounded by crimson pulp. It would be very inte-

resting to trace, if possible, the history of the hush,

and to ascertain whether its seedlings have any
such constitutional tendency. We cannot call to

mind an exactly parallel case.

New Plants.
143. Pinus Royleana, Jamieson in Journ. of Hort*

Soc., ix. 52. Carriere conif. p. 399.

This plant was published in the Journal of the

Horticultural Society, upon the authority of Dr.

Jamieson, superintendent of the East India Company'a
Botanic Garden, Saharuupur, as a native of Nepal;

where it forms " a noble tree growing at an altitude of

8—10,000 feet." The name sent with it by Dr.

Jamieson was preserved, and its distinctness as an
Indian Pine recognised ; for " previously we had no
Pine from India with only two leaves in a sheath, and
very small cones."* The appearance of the seedlings

seemed to confirm the opinion, for they bore no resem-

blance to any Indian Pine.

When however the statement from Saharunpur
became known to Drs. Hooker and Thomson these dis-

tinguished botanists, so familiar with the vegetation of

N. India, at once expressed doubt about the accuracy of

the information furuished to Dr. Jamieson ; their expe-
rience of native collectors led them to question whether
the tree grew in Nepal at all, and to suggest that the

cones and seeds which had been sent to JEngland might
very probably have been gathered in some garden.

It turns out that these doubts were perfectly well

founded, at least in part; for the second year's growth
of the seedlings has enabled Mr. Gordon, whose prac-

tical acquaintance with Coniferous plants is unrivalled,

to ascertain beyond all doubt that the so-called Nepal
Pinus Royleana is no other than the New Jersey Pine
of the United States (Pinus mops). We have ourselves

verified the exactness of the identification. So much
for Indian collectors.

It should, however, be remarked that this same Pinus
inops also exists in cultivation here under another

name—that of P. intermedia, given it by the late Dr.
Fischer, of St. Petersburg!!, who sent the seeds to this

country. A plant so called, and so obtained, is now
growing in the garden of the Horticultural Society,

where Mr. Gordon long ago identified it with Pinus

inops. Whence did^the Russians procure this Pinus
intermedia ?

LANDSCAPE GARDENING.
(From Turner's Florist, Fruitist, and Garden Miscellany).

In the course of our professional journeyings imme-
.diately round about the metropolis, it has been a matter

of surprise to us that the gardens of villas, large and
small, exhibit in their arrangement less good taste than

those of similar dimensions in provincial districts. Not
that this has been the result of accident ; for they

almost invariably boast of a large amount of laying out,

and not uncommonly is it their misfortune to have too

much of it, in that an attempt is made to accommodate
within a small space a certain quantity of all the different

ingredients which go to the making up of a large garden;

and these are obtruded upon each other in such admired
discord that a visitor is inclined to compare the tout

ensemble to a marine store shop of odds and ends of

gardens. We have frequently seen, within the space

of half an acre or so, geometrical arrangements, sweeps

of shrubbery, herbaceous borders, serpentine walks,,

arbours of different kinds and patterns, with stone vases-

and statues scattered about upon the ground or mounted
* M. Carriere, in his work on Coniferous plants, in, translating

the passage within inverted commas, omits the words from India,

and thus makes Dr. Lindley say that we had previously had no
Pine with only two leaves in a sheath and very small cones ; which
would have been absurd. We trust that M. Carriere has been
more exact in other parts of his work.
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upon pictiiroHipH! did BtumpH ? finally, no gardon of the

kind in considered complete without it» fountain, rock-

work, and lake.

Those variouH items nro crowded together in ho email

a Bpacc, that from the windows of the house they arc

nil under the eye at tlio fiiimo timo ; and euro ha) gene

rally been taken, for the Hake of eontraiit, that the parti

least in harmony with eaeh other should ho placed mo i

closoly in juxtaposition.

it is only confusion and disorder wo would bo under
stood as objecting to, not variety. Tliu exhibition of

skill in arranging a garden consists not only in the

caroful 'adaptation of tho parts to their proper effoots

and purposes, but also in arranging their order with

reference to each other/ so that they shall comblnodly
form a harmonious whole; and tlic-HO points duly kept

in view, as much variety should bo Introduced as the

space admits of without crowding.

As examples arc more illustrative than a long dry
discourse, we 'liavo Holoctcd a case in point from amongst
thoso which have como under our consideration, and
give ongravings by which wo can render moro intelli-

gibly au idoa of what tho garden was and of what it

lis now.
Tho houso is pleasantly situated in ono of our

ORIGINAL PLAN.

suburban villages, having its entraii ivai

public road, and looking from the gardei ovei i

Hat agricultural scone, with which thi house stands loo

much on a level, In (root ol Ihohou i a n
;

piece of garden extends Itself, flankod by a shn
on both sides, and bounded by a pond between and the

oxtonded meadows beyond, On the right Is Iht

house, at the end of one of the offices, Ini

plaei a so clone to the garden as to ma! e II an h

iiility to conceal It By planting without materially

onoroaoblng upon the ground, Further to tin

stand coach housOfStables, and other offices, and
thesa a large I itehon garden.
The house Itsell Is of plain red brick, unprt tending

in its architecture, and of a description hi i> would

roqufre consld* rablc outlay to give It ad
mentation, The drowlng*roonQ, ending '-itii n hr,"
bow on the left bund Mid'- '1 lli'' ;'>oup, botng UlO only

important room on that side of the bou o, it rendered
the arrange at of the garden difficult

; lli , he

Iih'I bi'i-ii manngeii wiihout the slightest roforoncc to toy
windows of the house or In any other way with

to it, The ground was simply cut longitudinally by a

walk somewhere about the" middlr, and across, again

about half way in the other direction, and, strong! ly

i oougb, without to}

these two line* intersected s> fountain »»» ii

other walks •
on fc.i' •. ; 'f

the serpentine, and »o> Joined ol i

I. regale* ones ; two arbours
•-, syntax try u ,

i u, *rrn
,

of clumps eontain og Ur," • bt il i

.n. pb U ly ahull .,( lln

meadow, and dlmh
'ootitry. .NVar tin

Sll a |*rtjli*rly unpln/ilabln \<

having » shrub b) sad ustend .

hal/'hordy plants,

bound< d with I

eOflUDOfl fiowf-r* hod nhrubll. IliU •

:. I eld blocks and I about,

n-rally tbeee »p«virnf-ni of lh«i ^r-.tw,

SOnnoUllted *ith a ra»c or kU!
villa in litis 'aw vm '

the exf-nd'-d pTOfOCCi, \! •

•until pstehee, and the ':-. ••• a.l the
oral k« on though they wen
of the garden, i Owm »»« rwtil

imps neea

[KPBOTED plan.

SCALE 3F FEET

destroying the centre walk, and the third by fringing

the broad turf plot so obtained with clumps for flowering

and other shrubs of moderate growth, which would

rectify the obtrusiveness of the side walks, aud be sub-

servient to the larger shrubs beyond them.

In the new arrangement a centre was obtained upon

3 line from the fountain, at right angles with the

building ; and to give a balance to the basis of opera-

tions, a large projecting mass of close-clipped evergreen

was introduced, to correspond with shape of drawing-

room bow, which also served to aid in concealing the

offices and yard on the right hand side of the house, and

the yard itself was considerably contracted, that it

might be effectually planted out ou both sides from the

garden.
Parallel with this centre line, and equidistant from it,

the two side walks were laid down, aud the use of Box
edging confined to the right hand side, where double

lines are shown, and where it was most in keeping from

its contiguity to the greenhouse ; on the left hand side

turf was used up to the shrubs, winch were pegged down
to meet it and conceal the margin. The two side walks

were curved round so as to meet each other near the

pond, which was made less artificial in outliue, and ren-

dered a more endurable object from wherever it could

be seen. From these walks a branch was made to lead

to the summer-house aud meadow wicket on one side,

and on the other side towards the kitchen garden. The
branch walk leading to the back of the greenhouse was

so curved as to render it less obvious, and in a circle of

gravel, as shown, was placed, upon a suitable pedestal,

one of the best of the statues—one we found stuck up
in the fork of an old Mulberry tree ; and on the
opposite side of the garden a corresponding niche was
made for its companion. The other architectural em-
bellishments, in the shape of vases, were furnished with

proper pedestals, and appointed to suitable positions as

near the mansion as possible.

We deemed that the house itself and the laundry
could be most economically improved in appearance by
covering them entirely with creepers, and especially

with evergreen Roses, Pyraeanthas, variegated and other
ornamental Ivies, and the like, with a due admixture of

Clematis, Honeysuckle, Wistaria, &c
As the greenhouse aud frame accommodation was

limited, we were not justified in proposing a very ex-

tensive parterre, even if the extent of the ground
warranted it ; its natural flatness, however, suggested

the propriety of a certain quantity of such arrangement,

and it was obviously important that such feature should

be as near the house as possible.

The apparent breadth of the garden, and indeed its

general extent, being so much increased by these

arrangements, the four beds c c e c were introduced on

one side, in line with centre of drawing-room window,

aud iu a corresponding position upon the other. It is

admissible that these should be filled either with dwarf

flowering shrubs or with half-hardy plants, annuals,

'

according to convenience, &c A Swedish Juniper has

a satisfactory effect in the centre of each.

So much more having been made of the gr:

front, it became a reasonable matter to have :

but shrubs and turf on that side of the house, and

arrange that carriajes might come quite up to the front

door, instead of unloading at the wiciet gate against the

road in all weathers. Other matters are, we consider,

so fully explained by a comparison of the tw:

and the reference thereto, that it will be needless to

lengthen the article with further description.

-

a Pond. -itaogOBpeoestala,

Z> Mass cf Water Lilv. - —tain-
c Large Chinese A-
d Clump on turf for herba-

ceous plants and small Sober-

ing shrubs, and bordered by
clipped evergreen hedges of

Cotoneaster. ore.

e Beds on turf, with Juniper
in centre. :::-=--:rir.£ plants

round.

/ Irish Tfi.
*: Partem on h rf

1. B;.-.ewith»rJ:eraargin.
•2. Scarlet.

3. Light pint.
4. Brew-nosh orange-
5. Deep violet or purple.

rrifli-oei Daridson, Landscape Gardener, 36, Great

flassefl Street, Bedford Square, London.

~ eat on centre liae.

1 Vases on pedestals.

." Hrose.

n Poreb.

:

o f Alcoves.

&l
l

* Greenhouse.

r T.&~~ i ty
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VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXX VIII.

364. Carcinodes • (Canker) — The word canker is

used popularly to designate several diseases which are
|

essentially distinct. It is applied, in fact, to all cases

in which 'the branches or parts of them become covered
j

with unsightly depressions or excrescences leading more

or less speedily to death. There is, however, the
|

greater need to distinguish between them, because there
j

is a possibility of confounding in the same tree affections

which may be either constitutional or caused directly

by the attack of insects, and where the treatment is

consequently altogether different Nothing, for instance,
j

is more common than for Apple trees to be covered

with nigged, depressed, ulcer-like spots, penetrating to
!

the base "of the bark and denuding the wood, to the (

ultimate destruction of every part on which they appear.

These spots, however, are not constitutional, but are

caused by the irritation consequent on the presence of

!

the woolly aphis, commonly known under the name of
j

the American blight. If proper measures be taken to

destroy and prevent the spreading of the insect, though
I

the parts already affected cannot be thoroughly cured,

the new Bhoots will be clear. There is, however,

another affection of somewhat similar appearance which

is altogether constitutional, and therefore cannot be

entirely suppressed, though injurious consequences may
be warded off by timely excision of the parts affected.

New branches will not, indeed, be exempt from attack,

as in the case just indicated.

365. It was mentioned above that many trees have a

tendency to throw out roots from their bark, where

moisture is purposely or accidentally applied, where

the natural perspiration is prevented by the intervention

of any thick substance in contact with it, or where
the sap stagnates in more than usual abundance by mere
gravitation. The roots which appear bo often on Vine

branches, or where felt is in contact with the smooth
bark of the Fig, are familiar examples. Such cir-

cumstances may be attended by no ulterior conse-

quences, or they may induce disease wher^ they are

not considered indications of a morbid condition in

themselves. In the common Laurel, for instance, no-

thing is more common than for branches to become
cankered where roots have made their appearance.
Had such spots been in contact with the grouud, they
would have increased and ramified, without any detri-

ment to health, tending only to spread the tree over a
j

wider surface ; but where they are pushed forward into

the air alone, their tips soon wither, decay commences,
the bark separates, and the whole branch ultimately

falls from the infection of contiguous tissues. Such I

roots are sometimes, however, protruded in very
different positions, where there is no force of gravita-

tion, and where they frequently lead to evil. A i

young Apple tree for instance may appear to be

!

in the most perfectly healthy condition, fruitful

spurs are abundantly produced, a sufficient quan- I

tity of fruit arrives at perfection, and all seems
J

likely to be well for an indefinite period ; when most
unexpectedly, just above the scars of the leaves, which
have now become immensely expanded on the smooth
stems, little ra sed spots appear, which soon give rise to

fascicles of short roots. The tips soon wither from
lack of moisture, the adjacent and subjacent tissues

change their colour from the oxydation of the contained I

chlorophyll, decay commences, and ultimately the trunk
is covered with unsightly patches, which give admission
to external moisture, afford a fit nidus for destructive
larvae, and in the end induce serious mischief. The
wisest course is to cut out carefully the spots aB soon as
they appear, so that they may shortly be covered by
healthy bark. If neglected, there can be little doubt
about the ultimate consequences. Such spots, more-
over, afford a ready hiding-place for the woolly aphis,
and the blame is laid upon the insect, though the first

attack was perfectly constitutional, and might have led
to serious mischief without the agency of more than
mere atmospheric causes. M. J. B.

Home Correspondence.
Trees Transplanted at Gunnersbury Parle.—Permit

me, in reply to Mr. Barron's request, to furnish you
with the names and heights of the trees moved by him
and me respectively. Of these Mr. Barron transplanted

Magnolia cordata, '22 feet ; two M. grandiflora, 15 fe^t
;

one ditto, 12 feet ; a Spanish Chesnut, 20 feet ; Cupres-
sus macrocarpa, 17 feet ; ditto, 16 feet ; Pinus cembra,
17 feet ; ditto, 11 feet ; Abies Douglasi (not the large
one about which so much has been said), 16 feet ; two
Pinus insignis, 14 feet; Chinese Arborvitee, 15 ieet

;

a Chinese Juniper, 13 feet ; Juniperus excelsa, 10 feet

;

Pinus excelsa, 12 feet ; and two variegated Hollies, each
11 feet in height. The above constitute the whole of
the trees operated on by Mr. Barron or his roan. The
following were moved by me, viz. :—Two Deodars, each
21 feet in height ; one ditto, 16 feet; four ditto, each
15 feet

; two ditto, 13 feet ; two ditto, 12 feet ; and one
ditto, 10 feet; also Taxodium sempervirens, 11 feet;
a Cryptomeria, 14 feet; and another, 15 feet; Arau-
caria imliricata, 13 feet ; ditto, 1 1 feet ; ditto, 10 feet

;

ditto, 9 feet
; Pinus Pinsapo, 10 feet; P. macrocarpa,

11 feet
; P. Ayacahuite, 8 feet ; Buxus Balearica, 10 feet

(and 20 feet in circumference) ; a Cork tree (Quercus
suber), 10 feet: besides numbers of other trees, the
mention of whose names would occupy too much of
your space. From the above it will be seen that there

• From «a.j.,Wj a cancer; and ti5«<r, resemblance.

was no " mistake " in my former statement to rectify,

and that even the " major part of the large trees " was
not transplanted by Mr. Barron, whose skill in tree

moving I considered established ; and this was the

reason, and nothing else, why he was only made to '* stand

sponsor" for the large Douglas Fir, 45 feet in height, the

only tree transplanted worthy of his name—an opinion

in which I think most people will concur when I state

that with the exception of it, the Spanish Chesnut, and

the Magnolias, all the others were transplanted three

years ago by means of a common truck! Nevertheless,

such is the kind of trees for the removal of which Mr.
Barron is disappointed he did not receive " a certain

meed of praise !
" Those transplanted by me had no

such previous preparation to facilitate their removal as

that just described ; and all the Deodars, together with

the largest Araucarias and others planted by me, were
brought a distance of from 18 to 20 miles nearly two

months later in the season than when Mr. Barron moved
his trees ; therefore, of course, diminishing my chance

of success, yet, as Mr. B. himself admits, " all have done
well." In taking leave of this subject I may add that

I have not a word to say against Mr. Barron or his

machine, which, by the way, is a very good one ; and

to do his man justice, he certainly did give me a
" notion " how to work it— a piece of knowledge I regret

to say I was unable to put into practice, as my trees

were moved by a different apparatus. William Forsyth,

Gunnersbury Parle.

Dwarf Fruit Trees.—Are Apples and Pears on dwarf

trees less hardy than on standards or espaliers ? Your
observations in the last Number on the hardy fruits at

Chiswick show such to be the case this season. Do you
suppose it generally will be so ? F. Varden, Seaford

Grange, near Pershore. [The coldest stratum of air is

that next the ground. You can ascertain this by placing

three thermometers, some cold bright night, one next

the ground, one 6 feet above it, and another 6 or more
feet higher. Therefore dwarf trees are most apt to lose

their blossoms in very cold bright spring nights.]

Dioscorea Batatas.—Whether our friend " Yam" in

writing down this Dioscorea is right or wrong yet remains

to be seen. " I have no great opinion of its ever being a

substitute for or superseding the Potato, yet it may,
when we become better acquainted with it, prove a

useful auxilliary. " Mr. Yam" seems to have had very

meagre success in his endeavours to cultivate this new
root. I have only one, of which I will now give you a

concise history. I received a small (very small) tuber

from Paris in the spring of last year ; I potted and
started it in heat, and subsequently planted it out, not,

to tell the truth, setting much store by it. The plant

in the course of the summer and autumn got overrun

by Cucumbers, and was forgotten. In autumn I took

it up, when it had grown somewhat larger than my
middle finger. It was placed in a pot of light, dry
earth, and set on the bench iu the potting-shed through-

out the severe weather in winter. In spring it was
started in heat, and when it had pushed some length, I

raised a hillock at the corner of a border, turned it out

and tied it to a stick about 3| feet high. It has grown
luxuriantly without any further care, the shoots hang-

ing by the stick and twining round each other in wild

confusion. What the root or tuber will be remains to

be seen ; but at present the plant is luxuriant. Since

planting it out a pot of water when dry is all the care it

has had. It may possibly not succeed in every de-

scription of soil ; but ours is far from being any of the

best. Quercus.

New Belgian Strawberry.—At page 739 of last year's

Chronicle you noticed very favourably a new Belgian
Strawberry called De'lices d'Automne ; shortly after-

wards Mr. Verschaffelt, of Ghent, advertised it at the

rate of six plants for 10s. I immediately ordered that

quantity, and in due time received them. I potted
them and placed them in a cool pit for the winter,

and brought them gently forwards with a late

crop of forced Strawberries. I planted them out in

May on a south border, where they have made a great
quantity of runners, but not a single blossom has as yet
appeared. I shall, therefore, be glad to know if any
of your correspondents who may have purchased and
tried this variety has been more successful than myself.

S. B., Elton.

To make Guava Jelly.—Have Guavas ready peeled by
midday

;
put them whole into, say a 4-quart glazed jar

;

put the jar into an iron pot of boiling water, and as
the Guavas sink, by the drawing of the juice, fill up
with other Guavas. Keep a fire under the pot during
the night. Next midday strain off the juice through
linen

; put it into a preserving pan ; to each teacup-
full of juice add a teacup of sugar, clayed su^ar will do,

refined preferable
;
just as the juice and sugar are well

mixed and boiled up, take off the fire and carefully

strain ; clean the preserving pan, put again on the fire

and constantly skim till it becomes of proper consistence,

which you see by dropping a little on a plate from the
ladle, immediately cooling and becoming hard. J. Sal-

mon, Jun, Goshen, St. Elizabeth, Jamaica, Aug. 1.

Propagation of Gynerium argentewm, or Pampas
Gh'uss.—The hardiness of this Grass has been sufficiently

tested, several large plants of it in the neighbourhood of

London having withstood the sharp frost of last winter;

it is, however, generally admitted to be difficult to pro-

pagate. There are few herbaceous plants capable of

being propagated by division that do not grow freely,

provided the division be effected afier the parent plant

has ceased flowering. This does not appear to be the

case with the Gynerium. Two instances occurred last

autumn in which the offsets were separated from the

old plant a short time after the flowers ol the latter had
disappeared. The offsets were all rooted, and one lot

was wintered in a cool frame ; by being rooted, I of
course mean that the offsets had pieces of root attached
to them when they were potted. The compost in both
instances consisted of peat and sand. The second lot

was kept close under hand-glasses in the cutting house.
Those wintered in the frame all perished, and all but
5 out of 25 offsets which passed the winter under hand-
glasses likewise died. In consequence of these failures

I was induced to detach a few more offsets late this

spring ; I potted them as before, and placed them in a
shady situation in the open air. These plants are now
growing vigorously. B. Miles, Bristol.

The Lawmtinus seeds so abundantly, and grows so
freely from seed, that I think it is to be regretted that
we content ourselves with taking advantage of its pro-
pensity for rooting at every joint, and constantly raise
our supply of plants from layers or cuttings ; and it

must be in a great measure owing to this mode of pro-
pagation that we possess so few varieties of this much
esteemed shrub. I have been led to offer these remarks
from seeing a bed containing several, thousands of seed-
lings, and a most interesting robust various-leaved group
tliey presented. I found that they withstood the severity

of the past winter, when thus only a few inches high,

without even the assistance of that excellent protector

snow.' They consequently suggest the probability of

belonging to a hardier race, and assure us of their being
different in form by already assuming the perfectly

upright pyramidal shape so generally the characteristic

of the plant from seed. This alone, irrespective of the
chance of a diversity of flower or foliage, would amply
compensate for a little more trouble being paid to this

subject than it has hitherto received. J.M., Folkestone.

Transplanting Machines.—I observe with satisfaction

and regret the discussion which has commenced in jour
Paper on this subject, which appears calculated to lead to

the comparative value of the various machines for the pur-

pose which, within the last four years, have been brought
before the public ; with satisfaction because a good
honest conclusion thereupon is of importance to pro-

prietors of estates generally, and to professional men
in particular ; with regret because it is mixed up with

an expression of feeling displaying acerbity of manner,
and yvbich in all cases is liable to lead to recrimination.

Cannot such matters be managed with a simple reference

to facts ? It would be more creditable to all parties.

I must express my regret that a gentleman of Mr.
Barron's well.known high standing in regard to personal

character and professional ability, should in the third

person have " slashed " so pointedly at your favourable

report of Mr. M'Glashen's apparatus and experiments
a few years since ; and have attributed the manner of

the report of Gunnersbury to neglect of his merits, or
an intention to underrate them, or cast or leave them
iu the shade. I think no candid man, on reading the

said report, would have seen in it a sufficient call for

Mr. Barron's sharp rebuke ; and if he felt that omissions
or inaccuracies existed in it, a simple rectification of
them would, I am sure, have received all due and
respectful attention from you, and have been per-
fectly satisfactory to your readers. I cannot, more-
over, see in " Observer's " letter any sufficient

cause for Mr. Barron's manner in his reply there-

on. I considered the suggestions of " Observer " very
valuable, and if they can be acted upon they would tend
much to give each machine its fair place in the eyes of
the public. As your Paper is so extensively circulated

amongst landed proprietors, perhaps some of those whe-
desire to have large trees moved would allow a fair

competition of the kind to be carried out upon their

property, and I would move an amendment to the sug-
gestion that, if possible, several experiments he made
on different soils, giving the competitors also any choice
of time and season, with liberty to make such pre-
liminary preparations as they deemed necessary, within
twelve months of the arrangement being made. As to

terms I would suggest that the proprietors should defray
the usual charges of the operators ; that the public
might be made acquainted with the comparative expense
as well as with the result ; and further that perfect fair-

ness may be insured, the operations should be watched by
a committee of professional men to which each competitor
should name a member ; and the proprietors of the

several estates on which the experiments were con-
ducted should also be on the committee themselves or
name a deputy; and with yourself as chairman. I

hope Mr. Barron will believe that I have no interested

motive in recommending this course save that of obtain-

ing conclusive information ; and I offer the suggestion

as one by which he may have fair play, but no favour.

I believe Mr. Barron desires no more. William David-
son, Landscape Gardener, 36, Great Russell Street,,

Bedford Square, London.
Cattleya Mossios.—I have this with three seed pods

on it, each more than an inch in diameter. The plant

had 1 6 flowers all expanded upon it at one time, and in

order to keep it in perfection as long as possible, I had
it suspended in a shady corner of an airy greenhouse.
There were at the time quantities of humble and other
bees working amongst the greenhouse flowers, and to

these I attribute its having been fertilised and set for

seed. I have flowered this Cattleya some years along
with others, but I never got one to seed before. From
the description given of one shown in June last from
Sion I judge mine to be the same variety ; it has very
large flowers ; one which I measured was 8 inches

across, and it had the deepest-coloured purple blotches

or markings on the lip which I ever saw on any of the
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many vnririiioH belonging to tliie genua W. lf<l i>j>,; >
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clijl'e, Halifax.

Which is the best Season for Transplanting ?—I cun
bear testimony to the remarks of Mr. 8cott on the

{)erfoot safety of Lilting all kinds of trees in summer* I

mvo done ho from choice, and sometimes from neces-

sity. I ventured on the experiment from supposing
that If gardeners ean conduct many transplanting opera
turns in the flower, kitchen, and forcing garden with

buccohh, why not shrubs and trees. Various causes will

ulwayu operate against the plan being much adopted.
but as to iiH success when dono propurly there can b<

no doubt whatever. Observer,

Galvanised Wire*—Several statements have appeared
in your columns respecting the bad effects of employing
this wire in the formation of lattice work, or espalicn
for plants, and more especially for fruit trees. Now as
this kind of wire possesses great recommendation for
such purposes, being rendered extremely durable, and
no disturbance of the jdnntH for the purpose of painting
(as tho continual expense of Hindi an applfo is

unnecessary) being required,] think it important that
wo should know how far the serious charges brought
against it are founded on fact, and I must say that ho fur
as my own experience goes 1 have fouud them to be
entirely groundless. This opinion has been much
Strengthened by
nn on tiro garden ko

examination
Qspaliorod,

made thm Any of

on tho estate ol

D. J High, at Sandgate, on tho whole oftho lion. J

which there is no instance of any blight or canker
whatsoever, and finer grown trees for tho time they have
been planted (some five 'or six years), it in impossible
to imagine. No doubt plenty of cankered and diseased
trees are to bo found upon galvanised trellising, I have
no intention of saying that it will prevent such evils:
but tho great foot that trees do grow ho admirably upon
it proves that it possesHes nothing to engender them,
and I know that others can bring forward evidence to
the same effect. J. M., Folkestone.

i" ography, Tin c may bi si i sngi du
tl hat depend on a »tudy ol gi an > <

i

plunts In tiieir several relations to one anoUn
those which are based on a study ol

to ill- physical phenomena of geographical
climate, •" ., under which tbi

hi net arl i the division ol tli** who!

two branches ol Botanical geography and u
botany : the attempt to consider wuleli undvi all

has often tended much to obscure both, and
I him done wisely to dwell upon them separate

I

the oluoidation ol the physical problems n, D
dolli has devoted many years "i careful exporimenl
and observation, He early directed hi olb ntion to

phj loal geography, nnd was scliooled In tauth

applying li to thi solution ol botanical prol loms by bis

fatln i-, whllo, as ha Informs us, be bod always a natural
taste for arithmetical operations, and has publleheda
valuable assay on the elevations ol localities in thi i

bourhood ol Geneva, deduced from ob 1 1 rations of in*

own as well as of others. He has bi idi bin

vosiigated the influence ol soil, teraporaturo, and li^ht

on plauiH, exporimentally mid in the Held,
i

i ,

carrying out new plans of operation and Don methods
"i working out. their resulte. in pun botai

,\i De Candolle's attalnmenti are ol a high ordoi

biiM long been in the practice of studying En s i

tensive and well arranged herbarium, hs t< maticolly

i lucidated Beveral large nnd important natural famiiiesj

of plante, has studied in almost "li the great Buropeaij
herbaria, has taughl botany in its boti ral branehee, nnd
lmn had the direction of one of the largest and best

botanical gardens In Europe. When tatheas advantagti
ni«- added that he hae such a competent knowle
French, English, and Gorman, as t" be able to read
fluently in tboso languages the literature ol

branches of science—that be combines grcnt'accuracy
and industry with hkdl in the orrangemenf of In*

materials, a full appreciation of the labours of others,
and an extensive corrcHpondence with his fellow

botanists everywhere—wo shall have summed up the
requirements for the tank ho has undertaken, and may
safely affirm that no other naturalist can prodl
many and such varied qualifications for its successful

accomplishment*
Jn the preface to the first volume M. De Csndolle

alludes to many important points relating to the object
and extent of the study of botanical geography, which
have never before been treated in so able a manner, but
which lie at the very threshold of the inquiry ; he says
that " the prevalent opinions as to its nature and limits

are still very vague ; these are too often regarded as

comprised in the idea that it consists in the accumula-
tion of innumerable facts relating to the relations

between species and their habitats and localities : such
a definition," he adds, " is far too general, and is incon-
sistent with the definitions given of other branches of

botany. Thus organography is not the description of

all organs of all plants, but has for its object the

development of general laws from a study of the organs
of a few well selected types. A treatise on vegetable

physiology is in like manner based on the examination

of a very few species ; and so in botanical geography a

vast number of isolated facts must be eliminated, and
the attention devoted to euch few as have the most
general interest.

Having acquired a competent knowledge of what had
been done by his predecessors, and prepared his own
data, the difficulty of so arranging his materials as to

deduce general laws from them seems to have delayed

M. De Candolle*s progress during many years of anxious

range of preliminary acquirements necessary to the . thought and study. Thus, with regard to the influence

study of botanical geography ; the nature and r mount of temperature, be truly stales that it has long been a

of these, together with the length of time which has problem whether it is the mean or the sum or the ex-

elapsed since the publication of any good general treatise , tremes of the given temperatures that most influence

on this subject, have combined to render the task of) the plant, M. JSoussiugault be considers to have first

systematisiug it one of the most difficult philosophical approached a solution of the problem, by his experi-

problems of the day. i ments on cultivated plants, extending which, and

Since the publication of Humboldt's fi Essai sur la ' applying them to wild ones, has gradually led M. De
Ge*ographie des Plantes," in 1805, and Brown's Appen- Candolle to results which will hereafter be detailed, and
dixes to " Flinders' Voyage to Australia," and
Tuckey's " Voyage to the Congo," little had been done

up to Schouw's time towards combining all into a general

whole, and deducing laws from the result, and the addi-

tional materials now accessible from the countries whose
vegetation was explored by Humboldt and Brown, have
demanded the complete revision of their labours, pre-

vious to their incorporation with those of their successors,

by the author of the work now under consideration.

During the thirty years which have intervened between
the publication of Schouw's " Pfiauzen Geographie"
(Geography of Plants) and the present time, facts have
been accumulating with unprecedented rapidity, but,

3BetfK0 of iBoofcs:.

A System of Botanical Geography. Giiographie Botanique
Raisonnce. By Alph. De Candolle. 2 vols. 8vo.
Paris. Masson.

Under this title wo have a long-lnolted-for desidera-

tum in botanical science, a book embodying the princi-

ples of the Study of the geography of plants, skilfully

planned and conscientiously executed. M. Alph. Do
Candolle, sou of the late distinguished systematise has,

it is well known, B«en devoting his energies and ability

to the preparation of an elaborate work on this subject;

and as he is also known to possess attainments and laci-

lities for its successful completion which few or no
other naturalists do, the result is, as was to be antici-

pated, in every way worthy of the great name he bears.

The work itself is a very full one, consisting of two
thick octavo volumes, with 1300 pages of closely printed

matter. It is, of course, addressed chiefly to botanists

and physicists, and it is written in French, with admir-

able clearness and logical precision of style and diction.

That it will soon he translated into English cannot be

doubted, and it will then command the attention of every

lover of science ; as, however, the direct application of

its principles to horticulture and gardening ought at

once to be laid before the English public, we shall devote

a few articles to a summary of these, as illustrated by
tho contents of the work.

Few naturalists are, perhaps, fully aware of the wide
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supposing both to he new and the choice offered,

ia, it cannot be donbted, •ometbing in tbe sound and
intonation of a native Dan .er» it more eaay

of retention by the metnorr, and more readily recalled

and applied to tho object when again encountered, than

is the case with a foreign one ; a/id< 1 to which, that it

is oltcn derived from tone prominent peculiarity of the

plant, or suggests .»omc object of companion or con-

trast. The instance quoted by M. De Candolle (

case in point ; he tays, "Talk to an I.

of the plant called Nipple-wort, and yoa will find that

he will appreciate the botanical one of Lampaana quite

as much, and he will probably laugh at both, only

because he has heard neither before." Now we will

venture to say that for every ten uneducated pereof
who would remember the Euglisb name, not one would

the Latin, for the obvious double reason, that the English

suggests definite ideas (accurate or inaccurate it matters

not), and the Latin none ; added to which, the Fjighah

word will bear much alteration without destroy

English sound, whilst it would be difficult to make the

Latin one sound Engliah by the change or transposition of

the letters. We have had 'nee in the relative

facility with which new Latin and Engliah words are

acquired by children, who bare no prejudice in favour

of cither, and can confidently state, though for tbe sake

of science with much r-.r-it, t '.at tbe jr-ferencc with

the uneducated classes will always be given to a verna-

cular name.

FLORICU LTURE.
Royal South Loicix)* Floeictxtchai. S^-cnrrr.—At th* lut

exh»bi:ion of t'„. - ;.e seisin. Uttly held In Cra&oroe
Gardens, tbe display of cat flovera **& exoellcot, Dafaliu of bath

classes being pr&ent in considerable nnmbcrs. UoUybocka, b>:-th

in the shape of spikes and cat blooms, Verbenas and miwrrllmeops
collections were all shown, in first-rate condir

from all parts of the country. In Dahlias 24 varieties, tbe ReT.
C. Fellows, of Shottesliam Rectory, near Norwich, was first with
Pre-eminent. Miss Caroline, General Fa^: .sernea,

which he thinks indicate general laws The influence ^S^SS^^^^S^E^SoSSS^SZ
of light has in like manner been all along recoguised of Wliitei, LomcnaiJe. Lilac Kin?. Beaatr of the Gmre. Sows
but never defined ; a study of its effects upon special Sainsbury, Fame, Diadem, H
examples conjointly with those of temperature has led

him to regard their combined effects as limiting the

distribution of species towards the north, and in their Sir F. Batborst, Beauty ofi.

ascent of mountains.

Another class of facts for whose explanation no satis-

factory theory had for many years been proposed is

that which relates to the extension and limitation of

species—why one species should be local aud another
cosmopolitan. The effects of climate and the relative

facilities with which species propagate will not ac-

with the exception of the elder De Candolle's, Watson's count for it, for many an exotic transported artificially

and the late E. Forbes's admirable efforts, there have
been few extended attempts to classify and arrange them.
Since Botany was first systematised by Linnaeus, a

multitude of local " Floras" have been published, with

prefaces or appendixes (often of great value) detailing

the distribuiion of species over areas more or less in

truded upon by man ; and a host of travellers, more or

less skilled in Botany, in powers of observation, in

geography, and in collecting materials, have illustrated

their published travels with scattered notices of species

and their ranges, or devoted chapters to a laborious

tabulation of details, arranged geographically or syste-

matically.

We have already alluded to M. De Candolle as pos-

sessing in an eminent degree the attainments necessary

to a right understanding of the principles of botanical

to another country becomes even more abundant in the

latter than it was in its native locality. To these

problems M. De Candolle saw no solution till geology

opened up a new path for investigation, and proved that

we are not to look to existing causes or relations alone

to account for lite geographical distribution of existing

species, these having often survived extensive changes

in the relative positions of sea and land, and may not

now exist where they were originally created.

From such points of view our author tells us that

geographical botany ceases to be a dry accumulation of

facis, and takes a high position as a scientific pursuit.

Henceforward its main object is to show how far the

present disiributiou of plants is explicable by the

existiug conditions of climate, or what must be attri-

buted to anterior causes. The wide field of botany in
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(_ tuaeu, KuDeri bruco, John Keynes, Annie Salter, Queen of

Whites, Esses Triumph; 3d. Mr. Legp, Edmonton; «th, Mr.

Walker, Thame; 5th, Mr. C. E. Allen, Shacfcleirell. Taney

varieties, 24 blooms, not more than two of ft kind : 1st, Mr.

Keynes, with Triumph tie Koubaix, Claudia, Lady Grenville,

Klizabeth, Mrs. Hansard, .Mrs. Willis, Emperor de Maroc,

.
. 9 of Kent, Baron Alderson, Jonas, Marvel, La Tropiqne,

Mrs. Sparv, Princess Charlotte, Pbtoton, Pigeon, Cornel; 2d,

Mr. C. Turner, with Baron Alderson, Triumph de Roubftix,

Emperor de Maroc, Marvel, Laura Lavingtori, Glorie de Kain,

Admiration, Jonas, Mrs. Hansard. Comet, Flora M'lvor, Pigeon,

Butterfly, Duchess of Kent, Miss Frampton, Kossuth, Semiramis,

Elizabeth, Attraction. Jenny Liml, Beine de Fleurs. Holly-

hocks. spikes,7 varieties : 1st, Mr. Grant, gr. to Robert Fellowes,

Esq;, Shottesham Park, with Pourpre de Tyre, Sulphur Queen,

Eva, Elegans, Charles Turner, Solfaterre, and Brennus; 2d,

— BenniugBeld, Esq, Brocksbourne. with Souvenir, Sulphur

Queen, Mrs. Ashley, Joan of Arc, Eva, and Sir David Wed-
rn; :">.!. — Bower, Est;.; 4th, — Dyson, Esq., Stoke.

Nurserymen: 1st, Mr. Chater, of Saffron Walden, with Em-

i
Salmonius, Sulphur Queen, Elegans, Mont Blanc, and two

js; 2d, Mr. Bit-chain. Hedenham, with Unique, Norfolk

B of Sutherland, Pourpre de Tyre, Eva, Lemonade,
and Purple Perfection; 3d, Messrs. Paul, with tall fine spikes.

Blooms, not more than two of each—Amateurs: 1st, Mr.

Clever, with Eugenie, Julia, Emperor, Pourpre de Tyre,

Mrs. Ashley, Souvenir, Miss Ashley, Lilac Model, Beauty of

Chesbuot, and eight seedlings ; 2d, — Benningfield, Esq.—the
varieties in this collection dissimilar from the first were Pearl,

Sulphur Queen, Emily, Sir D. Wedderbnrn, Eva, Comet, Joan
of: fl.ro, Lizzy, and Conspicua ; 3d, Mr. J. Long, "Watford; 4th,

Mr. C.Grant" Nurserymen, 21 dissimilar varieties: 1st, Mr.
Ghator, with Fearless, Boule de Feu, Mrs. Ashley, James, Mal-
viua, Empress (very fine), Mulberry Superb, Finella, Alpha
(fine), Salmonius, Autocrat, Nitilina, Pourpre de Tyre, Walden
Rival, Alexandrina, Julia, Golconda, Ochre (fine), Lilac

Qneen, Summit of Perfection, Mont Blanc, Walden
Gem, Model, and a seedling; 2d, Mr. C. Turner. The
varieties in tins collection, which were fine, and not in the

first, were Standard, Mrs. Parsons, Argo, Miss Parsons, Little

Com, Pilot, Orestes, Kosv Circle. Felicia, and Beauty
or Cheshunt; 3d, Messrs. Paul and Son. Verbenas: 1st, Mr.
G. Smith, Tolliogton Nursery, Hornsev, with Brilliant de Vaise,

Viscount de Beleval, Empress, Lord Raglan, Joan of Arc, White
Perfection, Bobraon, Morpha, Beantv, Madame de Lavalliere ; 2d,

Mr. J. August, Beddington. In Seedlings, Dahlias formed the prin-

cipal feature. These were contributed in considerable numbers,
some of which were marked improvements on existing varieties.

For instance, there were two good yellows—Bessie, and Yellow
Beauty, both superior flowers, there were 12 blooms of the former
and six of the latter. Six blooms were also shown of Orange
Perfection, a bright orange Dahlia of fine form;aliss Burdett
Coutts, fawn colour, shaded; Lollipop, salmon ; Tlclipse, dark
maroon, and shaded; Model, a flower with the same colours as
General Faucber, but of good form. Three blooms were shown
of Mrs. Wheeler, a glowing scarlet crimson flower of first-rate

build ; aDd Enchantress, a purple and white fancy variety,
striped. This is a large flower, of good form. There were
several other kinds exhibited, some of which possessed good
points, but they were not in condition to form an accurate
estimate of their meri s. Those selected for First Class Certifi-
ncttes were:—Mrs. Wheeler, Bessie, Miss Burdett Coutts,
Lollipop, Orange Perfection, and Enchantress. The same reward
was also awarded to a new Phlox named Countess of Home,
sent from Edinburgh. This is a light variety, and is a very
pretty thing. Mr. Rooke received a First Class Certificate for
Ids blush Hollyhock Perfection. This is a first-rate variety in
form, but nothing particularly new in colour. Mr. Chater re-
ceived similar awards for two kinds—Empress and Queen of the
Buffs. These were large and attractive sorts. There were some
very excellent new Verbenas: Criterion, Cremorne, and Mrs.
J-ialford were selected as the best by the judges.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, iS;c.—It will hardly be safe to depend

upon a continuance of fine] weather after this time,

therefore preparations should be made at once for pro-

tecting all plants of any value from heavy rains or slight

frosts at night. "Where there is proper accommodation
for plants under glass there certainly is do propriety in

keeping greenhouse stock out of doors as late in autumn
as can be done without positive danger from frost, but
in cases where many plants have to be wintered in

Vineries it is often necessary to make every possible

shift to keep the plants out of doors until the state of
the Vines, &c, allows of managing the houses with
son ething like regard to the well-being of the plants.

And with the aid of skeleton frames or pits, constructed
so that they will ward off a few degrees of frost, and a
waterproof cloth, old sashes, or anything for covering
that will throw off heavy rains, most greenhouse plants
may be kept safely enough for some time yet, unless the
weather should prove more unfavourable than ordinary,
and will be found to do much better under such shelter
than crowded too thickly together in the greenhouse, or
in houses where fire-heat must be used. Indeed where
plants have to be wintered under make-shift circum-
stances, as in forcing-houses, &c, which cannot always
be had in a fit state for their reception at the proper
time, some temporary shelter is indispensable to save
the plants from drenching rains and cold winds in
autumn ; and a very suitable one would cost but little

and would be found useful at most seasons of the year.
But whatever arrangements may be deemed most
advisable under individual circumstances should be seen
to at once, as it will be very unsafe to leave the
plants at the mercy of the weather much longer.
Should heavy rains occur before the plants can
•be afforded any protection, be careful to prevent their
getting too wet at the root. Lucnlias and other winter
flowering things growing iu the border of the conserva-
tory must be freely exposed to light and air, in order
to get the growth well matured and insure a fine dis-
play of bloom. Also see that all plants are clear of
black thrips, for this pest is particularly active at this
season wherever it is allowed to gain a footing, especially
on Lucuuas and such things as are in a growing state.
n:oYE__where there is but one house lor the accom-

»;,.n,;'o°

n
*
he tr0pical Plants> considerable care and

seainn »V
re """^J *° Properly manage these at thisseason, as »ome having completed their season's growth

require to be kept cool and rather dry, in order to ripen

the wood, while others in free growth require to be

encouraged with warmth and moisture. If there is no
convenience for removing to a cooler house such things

as have made their growth, these should be placed

together at one end of the stove, keeping them sparingly

supplied with water at the root, and giving air rather

freely, which will generally serve to prevent any

attempt at a second growth ; and those requiring to be

kept warm and moist should also be placed together at

the opposite end of the house, where very little air

should be given, using every care to keep the atmo-

sphere about them moist, &e. Allamandas, Cleroden-

drons, &c, which have done blooming, may be removed
to a Vinery where the Grapes are ripe or ripening, for

as these will require very little water, they will not do

much mischief in the way of causing damp, and their

room in the stove will be found very useful for other

things. See that everything is free from insects, and
keep the foliage of such things as Ixoras, &c, clean by
washing with a sponge and soapy water when neces-

sary.
FORCING DEPARTMENT.

Pineries.—Take advantage of bright weather while

it continues, to encourage free growth where this is

desirable, giving the plants a liberal supply of water at

the root, using manure water for such as are moderately
well rooted, and keeping the atmosphere warm and
moist. Shading will of course be dispensed with by
this time—at least it should be, as growing plants will

require exposure to all the light possible, in order to

induce fine strong foliage and a dwarf stocky habit.

See that the succession stock is properly supplied with

water at the root, as any neglect in this respect while

the weather continues bright would be liable to cause

some of the plauts to fruit prematurely. Also keep
the atmosphere moist by frequently sprinkling the paths,

&c.j and syringe them lightly over-head, and shut up
early in the afternoon, so as to husband the solar heat
as much as possible : be careful, however, in syringing

to spare plants in flower, as syringing these over-head
would probably cause deformed fruit. Give plants

swelling their fruit plenty of clear strong manure water,

and young plants growing in open beds will enjoy an
occasional soaking of the same. Vineries.—If bright

weather continues, it will be advisable to shade fruit

that is thoroughly ripe and expected to haug for a con-

siderable time ; for although the quality of the fruit

may be rather improved by warmth, &c, some sorts

soon lose their fresh plump appearance. Give air freely,

and keep the house as cool and dry as circumstances
will admit. Stop laterals in the late house, and keep
the foliage regularly exposed to light, so as to have it

as healthy and vigorous as possible. Fruit beginning
to colour should be encouraged with plenty of warmth
and air, as Grapes ripened during this fine weather will

be very superior in quality, and more likely to hang
well than such as have to be ripened by artificial

means late in the season, when there will be compara-
tively little sunshine. Keep thrips in check where at all

troublesome by repeated fumigations,and use every means
to preserve the foliage from red spider. Vines planted

this season, and which are growing freely, will probably
be found to be getting too dry at the root; and where
this is found to be the case, if it is desirable to encourage
free growth for some time longer, give the border two
or three slight waterings to moisten it about the surface

roots, but by no means give it a soaking.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
That the present month is a favourable time for trans-

planting large sized shrubs and trees is seldom disputed

by any person professing to possess any experience or

knowledge of the subject ; nevertheless, it annually

happens that a great amount of this kind of work is put
off until so late that the plants have uo chance of push*
ing a few fresh roots to enable them to resist the cold

drying winds of March : and there are doubtless many
of our readers purposing to shift large shrubs and trees

this season who have hardly thought of commencing
yet ; but we would strongly advise all such to start as

soon as circumstances will admit, and they will find that

things shifted during this mouth will require but little

attention in the way of watering next spring and
summer, compared with others transplanted in winter

and spring. Also get ground intended to be planted
with young things from the nursery turned up as soon
as possible, especially in the case of strong adhesive soils,

which are quite unfit for planting until they have been
some considerable timeexposed to themellowing influence

of the sun and air. Give diligent attention to the propa-
gation of bedding out stock, and get cuttings that are
sufficiently rooted potted off at once, keeping them close

and moist until they become established. Those that

have been potted off some time and have got established

in their pots should be gradually inured to exposure to

the open air,
j
stopping the shoots to keep them dwarf

and stocky. But plants that are not very strong should
be shaded from bright sunshine for a few hours in the

middle of the day, or placed in a shady situation out of

doors ;let them have the benefit of the night dews how-
ever if kept under glass, and guard them from cold

drying winds if removed from under shelter. If any
of the beds appears to be suffering from the want of

water, give them a good soaking at once, and see that

late Hollyhocks are afforded a liberal supply, which will

greatly assist us in prolonging their beauty. We have
already had some indications of the near approach of

frosty nights, and it wid be well to be prepared with

something with which to cover any of the beds liable to

be injured by slight frost, such aa Heliotropes, &c, and

! the variegated Geraniums, the foliage of which is very
' readily injured by frost.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Any of the Peach or Nectarine trees which are

observed to be growing too freely should be gone over,

stopping all the stronger shoots, and those that were
treated in this way a few weeks ago should also be looked

over again, stopping a further portion of the shoots if

this appears necessary, to prevent the formation of gross

strong wood. Pear, and indeed, all trained fruit trees

should also be gone over, removing all superfluous wood,

so as to expose the trees to sun and air as fully as pos-

sible, which will be of service towards getting the fruit

spurs and bearing wood well matured before winter.

Where mulching has been used for Peach and Nectarine

trees, this should be removed at once, if not already done,

for the fruit seldom flavours well if the roots are excluded

from the action of the sun and air during the period of

ripening. See that Strawberries in pots for foreing

next season are well cared for, placing them in an open
sunny situation where they will have all the light possible,

and do not allow them to suffer through the want of

moisture at the root. Exhausted crops, as Peas, &c

,

should be cleared away as soon after they are done with

as possible, and the ground manured and trenched,

when it will be in readiness for planting with Cabbage,

&c, and will look fresh and clean if not wanted for

immediate planting. Tie up Endive to blanch, and
plant out the late crop in a warm sheltered situation.

Attend to Tomatoes, keeping the shoots closely stopped

in order to prevent useless growth, and expose the fruit

fully to the sun, for these are backward generally, and

are hardly likely to ripen unless well exposed to

the sun, &c.

STATE OF THE WEATHER, AT CHISWTCK , NEAR LONDON
For the week ending Sept. 13. 1955, as observed at the Haiti cultural Gardens

Saboubtbb.
Tbmfbbatdbb.

Sept. = s Oi the Air. OftheEartt Wind.
a

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot
deep.

3 feel

deep

30 415 3IUS4 06 28 47.0 59 59 N.E. .in

Satur. 8 27 30.4 9 30.199 7-1 33 53 5 i>7 b&, .00

Sunday 9 28 30104 30.100 73 33 53.0 57 53
Mon.. 10 29 30.122 30.05U 70 36 530 57 69 E. .w
Tues. 11; fit 30.< 55 3J.0il 72 37 54 5 60 58 KE. .im

Wed. 12 1 30.1GI 30X59 73 39 56.0 58 68 MO
Thurs. 13 * 29.976 29.837 69 50 5H.5 53 574 s.w. MX

Average . 30.193 30.104 71.0 | 3(5.5 53-7 53.0 5S.3 .4 3

Sept. 7—Very clear ; cloudy; flue.— 8—Frost early a.m. ; dense fog; clear and very fine; cold at Digui,
— 9— Fine; very fine; clear and cool.
— 10—Foggy; fine; very clear.
— 11—Very fine; clear at night.— 12—Slight fog ; very fine throughout; Tain at night.
— 13—Rain ; showery ; cloudy ; rain at night.

Mean temperature of the week 4 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Sept. 22. 1855.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 17th*
1313—therm. SI deg.; and the lowest on the 17th, 1S40—therm. 29 deR.

Notices to Correspondents.
Crystallised Fruit : J L F. Beat the white of an egg to froth

;

dip your fruit in it; then roll it in white sifted sugar candy;
when quite dry place the fruit in a stove to be very slowly
dried. Or you may dry your fruit first, then dip it in white
of egg, and then dust it with white sugar or sugar candy,
finally drying it off.

Glass: A D. Hartley's patent rough plate will be found to

answer your purpose best.j

Graph Houses; Cavanensis. No doubt it is best for fruit houses
to lace tbe south—but the S."W. or S.E. will answer quite well
if your gardener understands his business. Of course the pro- .

posed houses will not be overshadowed by trees, &c.
Insects: A Novice. The caterpillars which have attacked jour
Turnips are those of the common dart^moth, Agrotis segetum
(See Gardeners' Chronicle, 1852, p. 741, for figure and descrip-

tion). Salt and water or lime water applied to the roots of the
plants will drive them away; but the surest plan is to pull up
the infested roots and search for the grubs either in the bulb or
adjacent earth. They must then be destroyed, or they will

extend their ravages to the neighbouring plants, as they are
not yet full grown. W.

Lawn : A Subscriber. If you will favour us with your address we
will answer your inquiry privately.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.—T TV P. It is the bulbous variety of the
Arrhenathemm avenaceum.

—

N B. 1 and 3, Lastrea dilatata
;

2 and 4, Lastrea Filix-mas. S.—D J E. Plumbago capensis.
—JBS. Solanum dulcamara, a poisonous plant, but not the
Deadly Nightshade.

—

A Z, Spiranthes autumnalis.
Names of Fbuits : F. The Minchal Crab.— Hector. Your Plum
appears to be the Wine Sour. The gum which has exuded
from it is similar to that which proceeds from the branches of
Plum trees, only more transparent, for it is actually brilliant,

almost like the diamond. Vicissitudes of dryness and mois-
ture are the principal causes of gumming.

||

Tree Seeds: B N. Every great seedsman can procure you the
seeds of American and other forest trees. He will obtain them
from the importers, if he does not import them himself. The
Locust tree is the common Acacia, as is known to every garden
labourer, but unknown, as it seems, to Mr. Cobbett, who has
been dead many years.

jiisc : H B. A man is not a nurseryman or grower fpr sale if he
merely raises a seedling flower and sends it out himself. We
should regard him as an amateur and place him accordingly.

* * As usual, many communications have been received too late

*and others are unavoidably detained till the necessaryinquiries
can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those
numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting
contributions is still delayed.
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BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT,
THE I'ATUNT NITRO-PHOSPHATE on lil.OOD

AlANIJUK COMPANY.
TuiJHTKI'.ll,

A del Skitr, Jun., E«q,, m. P., 2, I-Xalfcfn Btroot, Wost.
•CfiAiti.KM Dihbdalb, EhOm Essondon Plnco, Hort»<

Edward Baza, Eflq;, M.jP., 8, Bolgravo Road, Plmllco.
'Ma.ioji-cjkn, Hall, M.P., Wosfcon Oolvlllo, Linton, Cambridge,
John Biiady, Esq., M,I\, Warwick Torraco, Bolgravo Bqiiaro.

I IltBOTORH.

Chairman,—Jonas Wbhij, Baq., Babi'aham, Cambrldgoffhlro.
Deputy-Chairman,—John Shaiip, Eua., Towor Viiin, Quoon's

Road, Uegont'd Park.
Edward Bbca, Eaq,, Tottenham, Mlddlouox,
.John <

J

i . a viucn, Esq., Lltjlrhury, EflMOX,

itr'ijMitn Hunt, Esq,, 8tanntoiul Abbot, fieri i.

TnoHAs Knight, EHq,, Edmonton, Mlddlonc
Koiiicii'r Lehids, Esq., VVoat Loxhiim, Norfolk.
RoDKivr Monoan. Esq., 72, Camdon villas, Cumdon Town,
Tkomam Nahh, Esq., Qroat OlioBtorfordj Enflox,

Jaheb'Odamb, EHq,, BlBlion Btortford, uorts.
John Oollinb, EHq,, Mlddloton Bquai'O, Pontonvllle,

(With votocv to add to their number}.
Bankers.—Messrs. Barnett, Qoame,& Co., Lombard Btroot.

Auditor.—Jamba Caii:i>, Esq., Baldoon, and 0, Borgoant'a Inn,
Fleet Stvoor, London,

Secretary and Ghemint.—J amkh Tavmhi, r,M| , l^.C.S.

Solicitors,—Messrs. Kinosfoud Ac Dohman, 28, Essex St., I I rand,

MANUFACTORY, PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.
Tlio Dl motors <>f tho "ubovfi Cdinjuuiy (nuitiv < I' uh..ni run

wnlucmt agrlouUm-lstB), bog to null the attention of tbolr frionda
nntl the agricultural community to tholr Patent Blood Manure,
wiiiuh Is composed of BoneB dissolved v/ltb sulpliurlc acid, to
which la added nbnut. 1500 llin. of puro Blood to ovory ton "I tlio

Manure, carefully dried and prepared for the drill or hand sowing.
Being rich In Nitrogen ana other nooossary Ingredients, It in
especially adapted for tho Wheat Crop, and ban boon used with
tho grcatoHt huccohh in nil partfl of England.

It In a very remarkable Fact that the analysis of JHond ami the
grain of Wheat are nearly Identical, an proved by the most
eminent ohemlsts; it contains all tlio olomonts which plants
require, and when properly prepared and appllod, will hecomo
tho essence of vegetable an well an of animal lite.

Tho highly fertilising proportion of Mood ban been commented
utjoii by Professor Way, and others, and the success of tlio

Blood Manuro for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all

soils, by tho practical experience, of numerous agriculturists, a
few of whom are the following:—

Sir Archibald M'Donald, of Woolmer Lodge, Ltphook, says

:

" Tho Wheat manure I purchased of you baa answered ita pur-
pose admirably."

Jonas Webb, Esq.. Babraham, Cambridgeshire—" Your Wheat
manure I triod by tho Bide of guano, and if anything it bad the
advantage, as tho quality from it is superior."

Mr. Baker, Steward to Ilia Grace tho Duko of Bedford, Bark
Farm, Woluim, Bedfordshire.—"I used your manure upon a
piece of poor laud after Peas, and have grown an excellent crop
of Wheat."
Mr. Benjamin. Goulton, Gcdney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-

shire.
—

" 1 drilled your manure at the rate of 2\ cwt. per acre,
along with the Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field is tho
poorest land I have on my farm, the crop ranked amongst tho
best I have. I do not know how 1 can recommend it better than
by saying I Khali use it much more extensively this season."
"Mr. Walter Murton, East Stour, Asbf.ird, Kent.—"I sowed

yourWheat manure lost :'--.tumn, and the consequent increase in the
crop both ofcern and straw has convinced mo of its great utility."

Mr. It. Steed, Nonington, near Wingham, Kent.—"I used
Cdams' Patent Manure for Wheat last November, and never
have I \ised any artificial manure with such benefit. 1 '

Mr. Frederick Robinson, Southery, near Downham Market,
Suffolk.—" I last autumn used 2 cwt. of your manure per acre on a
piece of fen land ; it came up very strong in plant, assumed a most
hoalthy appearance during the winter, and has produced mo one
of the finest crops I ever grew."

Extract from the Agricultural Gazette, 7th April, 1855.—" The
Ritro-Phosphate Company throw blood and hones together, and
add sulphuric acid, thereby manufacturing a manure, which, as
it contains soluble phosphate along with nitrogenous matter, is

sis nearly perfect, whether for roots or corn, as anything can
ordinarily be."

Extract from the Mark Lane Express, of January, 1854.—
41 Amongst the new things which appeared this year for the first

time was Odams' Patent Mood Manure; and it is this addition
to our fertilisers which falls to our provincoto review. Blood has
long been acknowledged one of the most enriching of all our
manures, a proposition the soundness of which has been proved
fcy innumerable experiments. Now that the startling fact has
reached the ears of the agricultural public that Peru will be
exhausted of Guano in a few years, surely the prospects of an
everlasting supply at home will be accepted with some degree of
national satisfaction, more especially since the tatter is supe-
rior to the former in quality."

The Public are cautioned against spurious imitations; as secu-
rity to the purchaser every Bag is marked " Odams' Patent
Blood Mandee," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.

OFFICES, 109, FENCHURCH STREET.
Price 7/, 10s. per ton, free at any Railway or Whnri in London.
Directions for Use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to

the condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the
seed or sown broadcast; if the latter it should be well harrowed in.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S52—53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees
for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by wav of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost"of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage. Irrigation, "Warping,
Embanking from tho Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Eugiues and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c, Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the spproval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power.
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

Of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
Plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard Westminster.
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RUYAL AGK1CU LTUKAL CULLEGB,
i [RENCEBTER.

Patron—'Hit Itnyul Hlghnosi l'rinco A)
/ dent of Cownril—Earl Batdoo r.

Principal— Itev. J. S. Hayoai-.th, M.A.
Pro/ettori, <ix.:—

Chemistry— J. A. C. Voi tOKBn, Ph.D., F.C.8.
Zoology, Geology, and Botany—Jona Bockuav, l-".*i..S., F.L.S.

Surveying, Civil Bnglnoerlng, and Mathematics

—

V, AnusT&ono, O.E.
Manager of Farm—O. Austin.

Students aro admitted after the summer and winter vaca-
tions, also in April and October. Tho annual fees for

boarders vary frnm 45 to 80 guineas, according to age and
other circumstances. Tho fee for out-students is 401. per annum.
The College course of lectures and practical instruction is com-
plete in one twelvemonth, although a longer course is recom-
mended. Thoro is a department for general as well as for agri-

cultural purposes. Prospectuses and information can bo had on
application to the Principal. ____^__
pOLLEGE of AGRICULTURE and CHEMISTRY,
V^ and of PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Kennington Lane, Kennington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nesbit, F.G.S., F.C.3., &c.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticularsmay he had on application to the Principal.

S'MITHFIELD CLUB, 1855.—FAT CATTLE
SHOW.—The ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SHOW of FAT

CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS, will Uke place on the llih, 12th,

13th, and 14th of December, 1855, at the Carriage Bazaar. King
Street, Portman Square, when nearly SOOf. will be awarded in

Prizes and Medals.
The printed forms of Certificates, properly filled up, must be

returned to the Honorary Secretary on or before SATURDAY,
November 10th. Prize Sheets and the necessary printed forms
of Certificates are now ready, and can be obtained on appli-

cation to B. T. BaANDBETn Giubs, Honorary Secretary,

Corner of Half-moon Street, Piccadilly, London.
All communications on the Club's business should bear the

words " Smithfield Club" on the outside.

8THe flgrtctiUtiral <5a$ettc.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1855.
'-*

A soil is to be regarded as a laboratory in which
food for p!ants is prepared : its fertility depends not

only on being under suitable climatic conditions,

fitted for administering what food for plants it may
contain ; not only on the abundance of this food

that may be present in it, but also on the means it

has within it of preparing rapidly and properly that

food for use. Under this head, accordingly, should

come an explanation of the fertilising influence of

all tillage operations : of liming and burning, and
of those absorptive properties on which Professor

Way has shown fertility to be so much dependant.

Tillage is useful by increasing the amount of sur-

face within the soil on which atmospheric solvents

operate, by facilitating the access of such solvents to

that increased surface, and by introducing air within

the soil. That it has the last effect will be seen bv
any one who shall try to return the earth into the

hole which he has just dug in the hardened ground
;

the heap remaining over obviously represents the

increased bulk of air which has been thus mixed in.

and that its effect there is favourable to fertility is

apparent from such experiences as those of Tcll
and of the Rev. Jlr. Smith, of Lois Weedon, which
have already been frequently referred to in these

columns. This subject has been well discussed by
Dr. Datjbeny in the lecture which he lately gave at

Oxford on Lois Weedon cultivation and its results,

and which was published shortly after its delivery

in thir-. Journal. He
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" The mechanic...

upon burning, which by no meant are ti

nevertheless do not sufficiently explain the fertiliting

effects of burnt clay.

(2.) " TheFe are dependent on the chemical as

well as on the mechanical changes both produced
upon burning clay.

(3.) " The fertilising effects of burnt clay are

mainly dependent on the larger amount of
;

which is liberated from the insoluble silicates of the

clay in the process of burning.

(4.) " Burnt clay contains more soluble potash
than the same clay unbumt.

(5.) "In burning clays similar effects are produced
as in bare fallow.

(6.) " Burnt clay improves especially Turnips,
Carrots, Potatoes, and other green crops, bee .

supplies potash, which these crops largely require,

more readily than unbumt clay.
- '

These conclusions at which he arrives exhibit

burning, when properly conducted, as one of the

most efficient laboratory operat: •• ^*n be
carried on in a stiff soil, yielding, it is sai i

quantities of soluble matethl as food for plants

which formerly lay in an inaccessible and useless

state, resembling thus in its effects those of tillage

operations.

Liming too must be referred to as another impor-
tant laboratory operation on and in the soil,

in many ways
;
partly, no doubt, by its inflner.ee on

the texture of the soil
;
partly by its influence on

the crude vegetable matters which the soil co:

partly by neutralising mischievous acids, to tie

presence of which, as in the case of boggy land,

infertility is sometimes due : partly by dis;

the mineral alkalies and silica from inaccessible

positions, and bringing then:

plants; partly by decompc^ _

salts of iron uniting with their acid and
j

the mischievous t

was united in a position to become per-o\

rendered harmless and even useful :

perhaps as a direct food to plan

believe, in the manner which Prof
"

I in his

lecture to the Agricultural E

" (1 .) the presence of lime in a certain quantity in the

soil is found to increase its power t

of ammonia from the a:r : and 9 ~

greater quantities it is found to detach ammonia
from the soil and render it available f

the plants growing on ::.'" The I

ordinary and" long known effect c I

the novelty brought out >y Professor Wat's
research ou this p

:

the very Ian

of ammor:'. rres-r: ir. :"r.t si". :' An
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enormous quantity—and such as would not be

supplied by several tons of guano. But the former

power which lime is believed to confer upon the

soil, that of facilitating the absorption of ammonia

from the air, is altogether new to agricultural theory,

and though not yet certainly established by Professor

WAY'sexperimentsisrendered probable by the results

of very many of them, and it is consistent (in a

somewhat singular manner) with known chemical

analogies.

This connection of lime with the absorptive

powers of soils leads us to the last topic we shall

have to treat of in enumerating the causes of

fertility which science has ascertained. This power

of the soil to remove from their solutions ammonia,

potash, lime, &c, which in the first of these par-

ticulars had been observed by Mr. Thompson, of

Moat Hall, has been investigated with the most

valuable results, as has long been well known to the

agricultural world, by Mr. Way. His writings in

the Journal "of the English Agricultural Society

must, of course, be consulted by those who wish to

learn fully the nature and the sources of this

obviouslv important power in fertile soils. That

barrenness must for the most part follow the absence

of this power in soils is plain—for plants cannot be

dependent on the daily attention of the farmer to sup-

ply them with food. As a general rule, if that is given

once a year it is the most the cultivator can effect
;

and it is well that in the soil itself there are means for

retaining what is given it till the plant requires it.

These ahsorptive powers are no mere function of

the whole soil, arising out of texture, &c. ; but

seem to be dependent on the presence of certain

substances in it, so that the addition of these sub-

stances will remove any infertility arising out of

any deficiency of these powers. But the principal

result of Mr. Way's investigation may*be best given

in his own words :
" Soils were found to possess in a

greater or less degree the power of removing from
solution in water certain animal and vegetable sub-

stances, but still more the alkaline bases, ammonia
and potash, and the earths, magnesia and lime.

These bases the soils were capable of separating

from their salts, and retaining more or less ia spite

of the action of water. It was afterwards disco-

vered that a certain class of artificial double alkaline

silicates had a similar power, and for several reasons
it was concluded that it was to the presence of por-

tions of these double silicates that soils owed the
power in question." That is the main fact which
Mr. Way's researches have determined. Upon the
relation of lime to this faculty of the soil, he further

says :
" It was observed that an ordinary soil had

the power of collecting from the air and incorpo-

rating with itself gaseous carbonate of ammonia in

the atmosphere with which the soil was in contact,

and as in the previous case the action was referred

to the presence of one or other of these double sili-

cates in the soil : and then follows his reference

to the theory regarding the fertilising agency of

lime—its relations to the absorption of ammonia to

which we alluded as probable, but only to some
extent confirmed by the experiments that had been
made. Mr. Way goes on to say :

" An essential

difference here presented itself. Ammonia could be
removed by soils from its solution in water, in

virtue of their containing either the double lime or
double soda silicate—the two substances of the class

supposed to be most usually present; whereas it

was found that the lime salt alone was capable of

removing ammonia from its atmospheric solvent.

In several soils that I examined 'a good deal of

the double silicate of soda was present, and it

seemed probable that its conversion into the
corresponding lime salt would put the soil

into a better condition for absorbing ammonia
from the atmosphere. Now as the natural fer-

tility of soils is evidently in some very distinct

way connected with this absorption of atmospheric
ammonia, it will at once be seen that a very im-
portant part would thus be found for lime to play,
in enabling the soil in a given time to absorb a larger
amount of valuable alkali. In this view the appli-
cation of lime would in fact be indirectly a manuring
with ammonia." The reader must be referred for

a detailed explanation of this theory, and for a
recital of the experiments on which it is based, to
Professor Way's lecture in the last volume of the
Journal.

But we must not pursue this subject further. It
is chiefly, we may add in conclusion, by means of
this admrably conducted research of Mr. Way's
into the absorptive properties of soils, that an ex-
planation is given of that great agricultural paradox
which meets the student on the very threshold
ot his readings on the chemistry of agricul-

t' a
is lold that agriculture is simply

a lood manufacture
; that the produce of its pro-

=tT
S

.,
ls ™ade of materials existing in the airana sou, that only substances soluble in water are

available for this purpose, and yet of the whole

mass of mineral matter concerned in this manufac-

ture not onlv does he find that it is thinly spread,

some 6 or 8 inches thick, in a layer over an enor-

mous surface, and there washed annually by four

times its own bulk of one of the most powerful

natural solvents ; but that positively this manufac-
ture is most productive, its produce largest, where
this solvent is permitted to run through the land in

its escape downwards to the sea. Fresh from the

manipulations of the laboratory, acquainted with

the processes by which precipitates are deprived of

any soluble mixtures which they may contain,

having himself patiently superintended the washing
of earthy deposits on his filter, how is he to recon-

cile the assertion of science, that fertility depends
on the presence of soluble matter in the soil, with

that of practice that fertility depends very materially

upon your enabling the water which falls upon the

surface of the land to pass through its whole
thickness, and escape through channels in the sub-

soil. Mr. Way has satisfactorily removed the

difficulty. Not only does rain water, when allowed

to traverse that thin layer out of which our food is

made, improve the underground climate, on which,

as we have seen, the luxuriant growth of plants

materially depends—not only does it by its pas-

sage act as waiter at the repast, carrying food to the

roots of the growing plants—not only does it bring

to the soil the riches of the air, and so add to its

wealth as a well filled storeroom—not only does it

by the additions which it thus supplies and the

activity which drainage gives it, and its own solvent

power, make the whole an active laboratory in

which food for plants is being prepared for use ; but

its liability to waste the contents of this storeroom
and the products of this laboratory by the access

and egress which it possesses, is held in check by
these means which Professor Way has so well in-

vestigated—so that a fertile soil is really not only

one of the pleasantest sights on which the eye can

rest, but one of the most beautiful specimens of

ingenious and conservative contrivance on which
the mind can dwell.

GREAT REAPING MACHINE COMPETITION
AT STIRLING.

This competition came off on Thursday last on the
adjoining farms of Stewarthall and Muirton, tenanted
respectively by Mr. Forrester and Mr. MacLaren. The
interest excited was not of course so great as in former
years, in consequence of this being the third competition
that has taken place here, and from the fact that no
new machine was on the ground. The place selected
for the competition was exceedingly convenient, and
very nearly the same as the ground that was travelled
over last year. The crops in general were good, but if

anything too ripe. This was especially applicable to the
Barley, which should, we think, have been cut nearly a
week ago. The most noticeable feature of this year's
trial was that no new machine was entered for competi-
tion, there being only the three distinctive principles
represented, namely, Bell's, Hussey's, and M'Cormick's.
These were of course varied by the different exhibitors,
but no new principle was brought out. Eleven machines
were entered for competition last year, while this year
only eight made their appearance. These were as
follows :

—

1. Crosslin's Bell.

2. M'Cormick's improved by Lord Kinnaird, and made by
Bury, of Mylnefield.

3. Dray's Hussey, exhibited by Mr. Forrester, Stewarthall.
4. Dray's Hnssey, exhibited by himself.
5. M'Cormick's, exhibited by Mr. Alexander, Taylorton.
6. Dray's Hussey, exhibited by Mr. MacLaren, Craigton.
7. Dray's Hussey, exhibited by Mr. Mackie, Kersepatrick.
8. Bell's, exhibited by Mr. M'Queen, Arnhieve.

It will thus be seen that the principle best represented
on the field was that of Messrs. Dray & Co., who are
the makers of Hussey. This probably arises from the
fact that this machine is the favourite in this locality

among the farmers ; and three of them exhibited their

own machines.

1, Crosskill's Bell. The first grain cut by Bell's was
Oats, a full crop, a good deal laid. In this the work
was very well performed, and three quarters of an acre
cut down in a very short space of time. Afterwards it

was sent to the Barley, and four cuts having satisfied

the judges, it was next sent to Beans, of which ic made
excellent work, and we must say, better than anything
on the field. In Wheat it also did well ; but the crop
being very much laid indeed, the work was not nearly
so well accomplished as in the case of the other kinds
of grain. 'The great objection to this~machine is its

high price, 421. , which is, we believe, to be raised ; and
the great draught upon the horses. The pair we saw
in the machine were fatigued to such an extent that the

perspiration was running off them as if they had been
bathed. The horses were, however, shifted, and the

work on the whole went on most satisfactorily. The
breadth cut by this machine was 6 feet 2 inches.

2. M'Cormick's, improved by Lord Kinnaird. There
was no apparent improvement upon this machine since

hist year. It performed its work very indifferently

sometimes, and once or twice stuck altogether. Its

peculiarity consists in the application of the endless web,

of Bell's, to the principle of M'Cormick's, It has not

hitherto made much progress amoug the agricultural

community, although sometimes we have seen it work
admirably.

3. Hussey's with Dray's improvement, attached by
Gardner, of Stirling, exhibited by Mr. Forrester, of

Stewarthall. This machine went through all its work
very well indeed, especially the Oats and Wheat. It is

destitute of the latest improvement by Dray ; and we
were rather surprised at its being preferred before
Dray's own with the latest alterations, which are most
certainly improvements. However, its work was fully

equal to anything on the field, and it took the second
prize.

4. Dray's Hussey with the latest improvements. The
principle of these consists of a protecting shield of zinc
to secure the stray stalks from getting entangled with
the foot, and preventing the tilting table from being
wrought easily. The work which this machine made
was very fair. It was, if anything, a little defective

among the Beans—cutting, we thought, through a mis-
take, too high. In the Wheat, which was very much
laid indeed, and in fact altogether the worst crop we
ever saw cut with machines, it did its duty well, and
cut comparatively clean and smooth. This machine cut

a breadth of 5 feet, and was much admired by the prac-

tical men present. A great many are in use among the
agriculturists of this locality.

5. M'Cormick's original, exhibited by Mr. Alexander,
of Taylorton. This machine has been wrought by Mr.
Alexander for a year or two, and has given great satis-

faction. It performed its work in good style, only stop-

ping once or twice to be put in order.

6. Dray's Hussey, exhibited by Mr. Maclaren, of

Craigton. This gentleman is the agent in this locality

for Dray's machines ; and the one he has had at work
on his own farm was used by him on this occasion. Its

work among the Oats was admirable, while in the Beans
it did not cut so clean, but on the whole there was
nothing to find fault with.

7. Dray's Hussey, exhibited by Mr. Mackie, of Kerse-
patrick. There was no difference between this and the

other machines manufactured by Mr. Dray.
8. Bell's, as exhibited by Mr. M'Queen of Arnheive.

This machine wrought equally well with the rest, cutting

the various crops with cleanness and efficiency.

It will be seen from the above report that all the

machines were as near perfection as possible ; and the

judges must have had a very arduous task to accomplish
in deciding between them.

The judges were Messrs. John Miller, C.E., of Mill-

field ; John Gibson, Woolmet ; Robert Walker, Port-

lethan ; Peter M'Ewan, Blackdub ; and James Stirling,

C.E., Edinburgh. Their award was as follows :
—" We,

judges appointed to award the premiums offered by the

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland, for the
most approved reaping machine of the values under-
mentioned, and competed for this day on the farms of

Stewarthall and Muirton, under the auspices of the
Stirling General Agricultural Association, do hereby
award the same as follows, viz., the premium of 20Z.,

for the best reaping machine of any price, to No. 1 of

the Committee's list—Messrs. Wm. Crosskill and Sons,
Beverley ; and the premium of 201. for the best reaping
machine not exceeding 251. in price, to No. 3 of the
Committee's list—Mr. Wm. Forrester's Hussey, with
Dray's improvement attached by Gardner, of Stirling.

That while the judges were unanimous in the foregoing
award, they thiuk it right to express their satisfaction

with the performance of the other machines on the
ground, which was, on the whole, superior to that of
former years."

This award will give, we believe, much satisfaction, as

it was the opinion of every practical man with whom we
conversed that those two made the best work on the
field . From the Stirling Journal.

THE SOIL AS A STORE-ROOM OF FOOD
FOR PLANTS.

The maxim " the more stock the more corn " is re-
lated to the subject of the series of papers on Fertility

which have been published in another section of this

Journal, through the fact that a fertile soil is a store-

room of food for plants : but the practical aspect of the

question—the supply and economical management of

manures—has already been discussed, and must be
merely named here. I will now state some of the

results of the chemical analysis of soils. The exami-
nation of plants proves that by means of soil and air

they must have access to carbon, oxygen, hydrogen,
nitrogen (which are supplied by water), carbonic acid,

and ammonia (found both in the air and in fertile soils) ;

also to the alkalies—potash and soda ; the earths—lime
and magnesia ; certain metallic oxides—those of iron

especially, if not exclusively ; and certain acids—phos-
phoric, silicic, hydrochloric, and sulphuric. All fertile

soils, therefore, besides their bulk of mineral matter

—

sand and clay and lime in due proportion, so as to bring
about a fitting consistency and texture— must contain

ammonia, the mineral alkalies, phosphoric and silicic

acid (in soluble silica), sulphuric acid, and chlorine.

Add to this that all fertile soils have contained vege-
table matter, and therefore, it is presumed, must contain

it. Such matters by their decay furnish organic and
inorganic food for plants in the fittest state for use, and
at the same time act as ferments in the soil, facilitating

further disintegration ; they are also useful as tending

to a good texture of soil.

Fertility is, however, not by any means to be sup-

posed proportioned in any degree to the quantity of
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vegetable matter present in a noil ; mativ barren Boilfl

have, in fact, buoii ho, owing to the presence ol vegetable

matter in cccceM. Tho following specimens of the result

of the chemical examination of ho'iIh are taken from
Dr. Voelcker'e essay on ilie nubjoct in Morton'H "Cyelo-
pedia of Agriculture."

Water driven off at 212" Pali. ,„

Organic mattor and combined
watum

I'otatih

Soda
Ammonia ,,

Llmo J

MaffnoHla ,.

Poroxldo of Iron
1'i'otoxklo of iron

Protoxide of nnuigiuioHO
Alumina ... ,.

PJioaptaorlo oold
Bulpfiurio aold
Oarbonlo aold
Clilarina '

Solulilo Hllloa
;

InHolublo HlllcatcH (clny)
Lohh

12 000
I O/l!

)

1.1172 j"

.000

41002

.180
O.ollfl )

:.im ]
.288

t.864

400
.Will

o.o8a
1.240

2,840 I

,, Mil
I

1.000

10.70

.00

,18

.03

.01

'.78

,18

.02

'.01

81.50

0.02

8,021

,209

.220

en, bonato of
Ion,-, 710

,ooe

ABO

| IAS
i

|

i too

1. Fertile soil in Nm'ili Holland by Mulder. '.'.. Poor sandy
mould in Hnimiwk'k, by Bpronfjol. ij. (Jluy null iiiki i „,,,,. ,, ,

by Dr. Vooloker,

It would bo easy to multiply instances in which such
differences in mineral structure should occur in respeot
of tho alumina, silica, lime, magnesia, and in

vegetable matter, m creates tboso broad distinctions
mnongstsoilH such ns clayey, light and marly, calcareous,
peaty, moulds, loams, sands, clays, <Vc. ; but it. would be
found that fertility is not so dependant on the relative
quality of thtHe bulky ingredients as upon the presence
of phosphoric and ammonia alkalies, and a certain pro-
portion of decaying vegetable matter in their midst

;

not so dependant on the structure of the warehouse
provided drainage, &c, have given us access to it, as
upon its contents, namely, the quantity of those more
important substances present generally in small quan-
tities. It will be seen in Nos. 1 and 2 above, that the
contrast in fertility between them is accounted for by
the differences in the alkalies, ammonia, and phosphoric
acid—substances which are supplied in manure, and to
which the fertilising influence of manure is due. It is

obvious then that soils may either differ or be like one
another as regards their texture or mechanical struc-
ture, and their fertility may be altogether independant
of such differences or resemblances. Tho following
analyses of brushy soils are instructive ou this poiut

;

they are by Dr. Voclcker :

—

be readily understood by tl Ilivntor ol tin oil, and
we therefore now offer the landlord's touchstone ol

value in the following table i-|.i. <i t.r
|

ti,, average
rent :

—

formatl

1. Btonobrasli,
2. Btonobrasb, Kraal oollti

8, Oombrasb

7», l„ 20. 21..

'< These facts ti nd ', how that the reasons for nnu
tieul results may he clearly made out by tho sclent lie

inquirer, and from lln so he is onabh
prmclplos, a right understanding of which would, u
true knowledge alwuyu does, lead us to thin

modestly of ourselves ; for ii we are enough
to livo in a district whore everything luohs prosperous,
the crops good, and farmers rn h, ami, c t

tho term goes, respectable, wo are not ulwny, to en
elude that this lion arisen from our superior knowledge
or Intelligence, for il may be after all merely that there
me more bone in the soil,"

The same ii mil, namely, the need to fertility of these
mineral substances phosphoric aeid and the others

I
r,., in in small quantity I gathered from an oxamf,

nation of our nut -mi, hone-dust, guano, &C», small

quantities of which applied per acre pro

marvellous Increase oi fertility. The examination ol

bulkier manures, farmyard dungj and oven marl, is

equally illustrative ol this truth, Tho following ore
mails analysed by Professor Wnv, much used, and
deservedly valued as dressings; and these analyses,
by a reference to the phosphoric acid and the alkalies
which they prove to le present, amply explain the
value whioh in practice ba» been attached to them,

1

Unm I

Chi • 1,1

... -A

•jfkstal

mutt kf

1. Brilbu of the 2. Brash of the
3. Cornbrash.inferior oolite great oolite.

Carbonate of lime 89.20 95.346 89.195
Magnesia .Si .739 .771
Sulphate oflimo . .09 .204 .241
Oxides of iron ...

Alumina ... 4.14 1.422 2.978
Phosphoric acid ... .00 .124 .177
Soluble silica 2.75 1.016 1.231
Insoluble silicious

matter 3.27 .633 4.827
Alkaline salts ... Undetermined

.

Undetermined. Undetermined.

99.85 09,3S4 99.120

And comment
quite in keeping with our present subject :

—" They all

resemble one another in mineral texture, but differ

materially in agricultural value, as their chemical con-

stitution readily explains. These three Btoue brashes
represent, as nearly as may be, a large tract of country
which occupies the middle of England, and rising more
or less abruptly from the vales of Berkeley, Gloucester,

and Evesham, forms the Cotteswold range of hills. Of
this range about one half is composed of the inferior

oolite, which is for the most part but a poor sheep-
farming district. Towards Cirencester, or the more
southern part of the Cotteswolds, the grejit oolite sets in,

there is at once a visible improvement in the land, and
an increase of produce ; but even this improved state

of things meets with still greater improvement souih of

Cirencester, where will be found, here and there, dis-

tricts of limited extent covered with cornbrash : the
cornbrash of all the brashes being good natural corn
land, and hence the name, while the oilier brashes only

yield corn that is, as it were, wrung from them with

great labour and expense.

" The great cause of expense is the obtaining manure,
and much of the recent improvements,which may every-

where be noticed, may be traced to the extended use of

bones, which have enabled the Cotteswold farmer to

increase his Turnip crop. Now, inasmuch as bones
consist of phosphoric acid and lime, a glance at the
three analyses just quoted will show how one rock
makes a soil naturally better than another, for No. 1

yields .07, No. 2, .124, and No. 3, .177 of phosphoric
acid, the important element of bones. The plain con-
clusion, therefore, is that corn-brash affords the best
corn-growing land, because it has the most bones in it.

If we look to the average yield of grain for the three
brashes here commented upon, we shall see the same
facts illustrated in wdiat may be termed the practical way.
The following table represents the average of grain in
bushels per acre :

—

Silicic ncl.l .
i,.,

Carbonic acid

Sulphuric acid
Phosphoric acid ..

Chlorine
I.inio

Magnesia
Potash
Soda
Protoxide and per-

oxide of iron
Alumina

i o i m, tons greo
marl.

81 88
Undeter-
mined.

.46

8.76
Trace.

5.61

.85

3 21
1.20

16.91 y
.71 I

•J'J.ni;

1.62

1 09
.45

.81

6.75

2. Gray rnnrl or

malm,

In Iniolabla
dilute In dilute
acids, acids.

2.10

20.16

10.

2.20 [ 6.67
.11 j

0.21

0.21

0.08
1! :,: 1.71

.30 A trace

.26

1.64 .07

Crops.

Wheat
Barley-

Oats

1. Stonebrash. 2. Stonebrash
Iuferior oolite.

15 to 20
25 to 30
25 to 30

Great oolite.

20 to 25
30 to 35
35 to 40

3. Cornbrash.

25 to 30
40 to 45
45 to 50

This table illustrates facts and principles which will

No. 1 is from the green sand formation
No. 2. Chalk marl, extensively applied aa a manure.

It is on the natural wealth of the soil as a storeroom
of these substances —I refer to those which in the
above table are described as soluble in weak acids—and
the artificial addition of t' em, where naturally they
are deficient, that fertility iu a great measure depends.
Beside the alkalies and phosphoric acids, ammonia and
nitrates, as supplying the nitrogen that plants need,
especially to form seed, are of course essential elements
of all fertile soils ; and guano, furm-yard dung, and
other manures, owe their fertilising influence largely to

their presence. Fertility is to be maintained and in-

creased by the economical management of all sources of

such substances and the liberal application of them to

the laud ; and seeing that the common forms in which
ammonia exists are volatile, the more care is needed to

ensure its preservation, whether in the solid or the

liquid manure to which the farmer has access. It is

right to add one word iu reference to the influence of

depth of soils on their fertility. It is connected

especially with this aspect of the subject, for it is

obvious a soil of double depth is a warehouse twice as

lar^e, capable therefore of containing twice the food for

plants, and not so liable to exhaustion. One word too

must be allowed upon that barrenness which arises from
cross cropping, and from continuous export of dairy

and other produce ; it is attributable for the most part

simply to a more rapid issue of the contents of this

warehouse than either the direct supplies from without

in the shape of manure, or the defective agencies at

work as in a laboratory within the soil itself, permit. Such
infertility accordingly is removable by manuring ; the

addition of bone dust to the pasture lands of Cheshire

has restored that fertility which had been lost through

the export of bone dust in the milk and cheese sold off

the farm. Such infertility is also removable by giving

fresh life to all those agencies at work within the soil

itself for the supply of food for plants, and so tillage has

to a certain extent proved the equivalent of manure.

INFLUENCE OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION
ON THE COHN TRADE.

[From the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Lords"
Committee on Agricultural Statistics.]

Lkoxe Levi, Esq.. examinal.—t believe merchants consider it

of very greai importance to them to be as early as possible made
acquainted with the probable wants of the country in matters of

food ; because I need not say that the prices of grain have a very-

great influence on the prices of all other artices, and the Mark
Lane Journal is the barometer by which the value of all other
articles is regulated. It is also of the utmost importance to

merchants, in order to regulate their speculations and their orders

abroad for other articles of consumption, to be speedily informed
whether we shall have abundance oi grain at home, or whether
we shall have to *eek from foreign countries very large supph.es.

The influence oi such uncertainty upon the funds is always re-

markable, and upon the bullion in the Bank. The possibility of

having to send a great de^l of gold abroad has very considerable

influence ou private credit, discounting bills, &c &c All those

transactions are very considerably afivcied by the uncertainty

which prevails as to the result of the crops in this country.

Suppose at the very last moment we should find ourselves to be

in want of about five or six millions of quarters to be imported

rioa. J

ptaa. I

. vry :•

I

»c *U<. want •

£t»#taO* of aoc

other u
1

•

1 kw.w that i

private merchant* *r,'i /«
/ - tad Qtbtr p.

estimates »f>- v dm -:!-.

lion in often lh<

ihi direct ba-nests of asrrtcal
wh'.-thcr <! \).

lion, and uridyl lb* aatijoa'e

odfcal HtHftif <f ajrricalrwre M
• y •['• llkels
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Mi Wtlb gTW*
1

important effect In calling forth greater cocrsrr asanas?owUnam
in the application of '

: eoMMkr the finiui
standi Dpon Um mum l*msj *• the mrchajila, U>ca«»», i«g tonne,

r for gmia oo wrvwnx
of tin ir l^'norai.

firat Instance at lower piioe« than h« «u joatiAed In 6ofM;; aad
thin la especially the caae with tbo*« vbo, b*ti»r l«aM aaqaaJatrt
with the general -Hi>r.;r; ±ui,

have aold all they - 'b.*i '.!>'-** t

been frt'inate ^nongh I looMt for their prodoee. If
information were more general, tber would only be dlapwirf to
Kelt inch portion! u they are tinder neoeaalty of tellinc r

aod thai
would enable them all to participate In the rtae when that rli*
happens.

The witness is then examined on the sobject of the

imports of grain and its variation in price. He says :

—

And there is another ennons obfterration out of these prices;
it appears that the months when the hlgbeit price* rated were
mostly .Tuly and August; for this there may be two re**oos. It
may arise from sudden deficiency in the quantities of grain so
hand of the old crop, from the non-sxriraJ of foreign grain, or
from the bad prospects of the next harvest. In many case*
where a andden rise in August takes place from a rode
it showa a want of agricultural statistics; beta— a if w% knew It

sooner we should not be all on a sodden finding onr rick-ymrdg
empty, and all on a sudden wanting extra suppUes; fron abroad.

if we had agricultural statistics in time, fbe risevoold
not take place in August, but would take place in March or
April, or earlier still, and so on progressively froen the <

mencement ti the year; immediately, In fact, as the
operations are over." In 1^(7 the highest was in June: In l&ftS,

IS10 and 1651 the highest prie* wM in Jnly: in ISO, ISO and
186X1 the highest prices were in Angnst. I am not I

what were the reasons, as I said it may have arises from i

prospects of the - or other countries, and again froa
the scantv remainder of the former vear*. As to the loves?
prices in 1640, 1841, 181 and 1S52, the lowest prices
ruled in December and January. If we had agricaltnxml statistics
after a bad harvest, prices would generally begin to rise in
December and January, and yet those are the months when
generally prices ruled the lowest. There are reasons to befieve
that in those mouths prices under ordinary curnmstsaces wanld
rule the lowest, because fanners have then generally larger
quantities on hand, and they bring it freely to market; at the
same time, if agricultural Btnfi point out that prices
during tbe whole year are likely to role higher than immediately
after the 1 arvest,ihe farmer and speculator would at c

acquainted with it: and the one would keep tbe grain back, .

the other would give higher prices, and so would prevent j
ruling very low up to a very considerably advanced perioi

it is, all on a sudden, the harvest may be found to nave been
very deficient; and instead of having abundance at heme, we ar-:-

at the last moment reduced to the necessity of obtaining from
abroad very large quantities at any prices it can be bad.

ON FATTENING POULTRY.
PF.IZL ES5AT.

(The following Paper is taken from tbe Jc~- E • a"sMTO
Agricultural Sor>

• ••••" And Cnannteclere so free.

Sung merrier than the Mermaid in tbe see."

—

Cha- 1

1

The considerition of the best method of Fattening Liv-e Stock.

of any description; may be most advantageoasly arranged ttpflcT

two heads, namely, the scientific principles which have been
ascertained respecting feeding: and their practical apptica tioo

as verified bv experience.

In the following essay these subjects will be treated in separate

chapters : so that"those readers who require merer*- the practical

details may omit the consideration of the erietrfic troths on
which they are based.

Cbaptxh I.—Tes ParsciFLES or Frrr

Sectiok I-

—

The .ftnyese* served bg Food.

The purposes served by food, when taken into the

body, are of several distinct kinds, and may be spoken

of as

—

1. The production of animal warmth.

2. The supply of tbe materials required for the

growth and waste of the muscles, &c
3. The supply of the mineral and saline substances

contained in the body.
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4. The supply of the waste or increase of fat.

The warmth natural to living animals depenJs upon

the consumption of a certain portion of the food in the

process of breathing ; the substances consumed in this

manner are chiefly those which contain a large quantity

of carbon, which passes oft' in the breath, in the form of

carbonic aeid.

The most important warmth-giving foods are, starch,

sugar, gum, the softer fibres of plants, and oily or fatty

substances ; as the natural warmth of an animal in

health remains the same at all times, it necessarily

fellows that a larger supply of warmth-giving food is

required in cold situations than in warm ones.

Durin» motion, or under excitement of any kind, the

breathing is hastened, and consequently a larger

amount of carbon is thrown off by the lungs. In quietude

and sleep, or the contrary, the breathing is slower, and

the quantity of food consumed in this manner is lessened.

These circiims'ances will render evident the utility of

keeping fattening animals in a house of moderately

warm "temperature, and one sufficiently quiet and

darkened to conduce to rest and sleep.

To supply the materials of the growth of young

animals, and repair the waste arising from the daily

action of the limbs, and from other causes, a second

variety of food is required ; for the starch and other

substajices before enumerated have been proved, by

direct experiment, to have not the slightest action in

supplying these wants. Substances possessing this power

may be termed flesh-forming foods. The most impor-

tant are the gluten, and similar substances, existing in

variable quantities in different grains ; and, in larger

proportion, in the varieties of Pulse, as Beans, Peas, &c.

;

and in the materials which form the solid parts of the

flesh of animals, of eggs, of milk, &c. In consequence

of their containing the element of nitrogen, which is

wanting in the other varieties of food, these flesh-

forming substances are frequently termed nitrogenous

foods ; whilst the fat-forming and warmth-giving are

oalled carbonaceous foods.

The mineral and the saline substawces contained in

the bones, and in other parts of the bodies of animals,

occur in larger proportion in the bran than in the inner

part of the grain. A due supply of bone-making and
saline materials is absolutely requisite to the growth of

a healthy animal ; as, if wanting in the food, the bones
become soft, and the general health speedily fails.

In reference to the present subject, those substances
which supply the materials for replacing the waste or
the increase of fat are the most important. It is still

a point unsettled, amongst scientific authorities, whether
the starchy materials before spoken of as warmth-giving
food, are, or are not capable of being converted, by the
living forces of the body, into fat ; although there is

but little doubt that under favourable circumstances
they are so, but it is unquestioned that where it is

desired to fatten animals rapidly (or supply fat to be
consumed in generating warmth, as is necessary in all

cold regions), it is the absolute requisite that the food
eaten should contain oily and fatty matters which can
be readily absorbed by the digestive organs, and either

stored up or applied to the immediate wants of the
body. There appears no doubt but that the fatty

materials in the food are rapidly absorbed by the body
without undergoing much alteration, therefore, the
nature of the food influences vevy greatly the character
of the fat ; and, not to seek for examples beyond the
animals whose fattening is at present under considera-
tion, the writer knows of an extensive feeder of geese,

who always sends his birds to market in an excessively
fat condition, but which nevertheless do not command
the prices paid for some others in a less fatted state,

from the very soft and oily character of the fat, and its

being known to lose excessively in cooking. This feeder
keeps his process of feeding a secret ; but there is little

doubt but that oil-cake or Linseed enters largely into
his dietary. The rapid fattening effects of cod liver oil

on men and animals prove also, that fatty substances
can be rapidly assimilated by the vital powers ; and the
following extract from the 1 1 th volume of the " Phar-
maceutical Journal " substantiates the fact, that they
are absorbed without undergoing much change :—
"A quantity of refuse cod livers were sent into the

country, and turned under some rubbish for the purpose
of forming manure. Some time after several pigs dis-

covered the treasure, and fed extensively upon it

;

although not put up to fatten they became in very high
condition— so much so that they were killed without
any further preparation. On dressing them it was
found that the fat was yellow, and the flesh very peculiar

;

during cooking it gave out a very strong smell, similar
to that of boiled cod livers, and was so offensive that it

was unfit for food ; in fact it was saturated with the oil,

which even exuded from the lean when pressed. The
fat of the pork did not solidify, but was soft, aud smelt
like rancid cod liver ; even the lungs and the liver
appeared saturated with oil ; the hams had the appear-
ance of having been soaked in that liquid, and could not
be made to take the salt. This circumstance appears
to prove that the fatty matters are absorbed without
their sensible qualities being altered ; the liquid
character and rencid flavour of the cod liver oil affect-
ing the fat of the pork."

(To le continued.)

mechanics, when I shall show them they must in a
measure return to that simplicity of operation from
which they are fast departing, before they can advan-

tageously employ the power of steam in place of the

living horse. Agriculture in the field is remarkable

beyond all other arts for its simplicity ; such being the

fact, you must agree with me there need not be the

least necessity to farm by algebra when it can be done
by simple arithmetic. The business of farming may be

difficult, but agricultural processes ever have been and
are simple enough. I once knew a " promoted scare-

crow" who could perform every operation connected
with tillage in first-rate style ; and I also knew a farmer
who could not write his name, yet made a fortune off

500 acres of land. Hence agriculture must be a simple,

not an elaborate practice in its general principles ; as

such I wish your readers to regard it, because I shall

have occasion to make some (apparently) very simple

overtures for the purpose of bringing my " method " of

tilling the soil, sowing the seeds, and hoeing the weeds,

&c, into practical operation. By turning to my last

letter, p. 573, it will be seen I adduced certain examples
to show that Nature, when she desires to execute as

much work as possible in the least time and with the

least expenditure of labour or materiel, invariably

includes the work to be done within a circular figure.

It now remains to me to demonstrate how and why the

work of tillage or cultivation, to be offered to the steam-

engine to execute, should also be included within a circle

of a definite and practicable area. The point is difficult

to elucidate by mere words, I admit—being an argu-

ment of a practical, or rather material, nature, it

requires to be shown by practical illustration in the

field ; that is, to explain myself convincingly, I ought to

have the power of addressing the eye, rather than the

understanding ; this cannot be, therefore we must make
the best of it, bearing in mind that he who is not con-

vinced at a glance will never be convinced by a
multiplicity of words. The proposition is this, viz., we
want to do a great deal of work in a very short time,

aud for very little money ; the power we propose to

employ is that of steam ; the material we have to operate

upon is an extensive plane surface. Now as we know
we cannot act upon a vast plane surface all at once by
mechanic means, we will without hesitation divide it

into parts, and take a portion, say a half-acre (or,

entire acre) ; this is strictly admissible, because " What
is a farm ? " Why it is an acre of land, or, an aggrega-

tion of acres from 5 to 500, but all as separate and
distinct, the one from the other, as much as our fields

are, if we choose to view it so. Therefore, my proposal

is to cultivate only one acre of land by steam-power
;

knowing full well that if we fulfil the required conditions

in executing that one acre, we can by a repetition of

the same means accomplish 500 acres or any greater

number. It will be understood in this letter we are
endeavouring to find out the method of application

—

not the machine which is to till the land. When we
shall have first found out the method or railway (to

speak figuratively), then we will describe the tillage-

machine or locomotive which is to run, or operate
according to the nature or requirements of the method
discovered. We have here a circle and a parallellogram,

each of which contains half an acre of land.

Home Correspondence.
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The parallelogram exemplifies- the angular or square
method by which tillage mechanism is now worked,
and the circle shows the method by which I propose to

grind up the soil so as to obtain a seed-bed, &c. Now
let us consider the relative advantage of the two
systems. The first condition required from a steam
cultivator was that it shall do more work in less time

;

hence, suppose the motive power employed is situate at
B on the circumference of the circle, the length of the
line representing the circumference will be (in round
numbers) 168 linear yards ; now arises the question,

what time will it take a cart-horse or a steam-engine
moving at horse pace to travel this distance ? The
answer will be 2| minutes ; hence, if we can (hereafter)
show it is practicable to construct a steam tillage

machine, which shall extend its arm from the motive
power at B to a fixed point (point d'appui) at A, in

the centre of the circle, and be connected therewith,
we know to a certainty that the traversing movement
of the engine at B would cause mechanism to sweep
over the entire surface included within the circle in the
same period of time as its own description ; and that,

as a consequence, proper mechanism being provided, we
could execute all the customary processes of tillage

over half an acre of land in 2J minutes of time. Now
this rate of operating would perfectly fulfil the condition
we proposed, viz., of doing more work in less time than
is now done. Therefore it is proven that a circular

movement round a fixed point, the power moving having
connection with that point, is the method by which
we can fulfil the condition of time. Let us now
examine the parallelogram, which also contains half

an acre, and exemplifies the present method of
operating. Owing to the want of a point of attach-

ment, or fixed point for machinery to work from,
and also from the extreme difficulty of turning at the
headlands, to complete the " bout," our present field

mechanism is limited (as a rule) to 9 feet. Now

suppose each of the lines engraved iu the paral-

lelogram to be 336 yards long, or twice the length
of the circumference of the circle, it will follow that
by the time a machine can be dragged 160 yards,
or one quarter of one "bout," the steam machine
worked on the circular method would have executed in
the same period of time an entire half acre of land.

Here«is economy of " time " in operating on extensive
surfaces by machinery ! Who can object to it ? Who
can object to the obtaining such great results by so
simple a change in method ? Let me observe, if a field

were to be worked up by a steam tillage machine in

separate portions (half acres or acres), of course it

would present an unusual appearance ; in fact it would
resemble a lot of "molehills" or beautifully pulverised
circular areas, such being the visible aud practical

result of my method. I hope I may claim the
hearty support of " Talpa," because he has, with that

prescience for which he is remarkable, in his letters

alluded to this probable " molehill " method of cultiva-

tion :
* he writes, " There's the tiny mole, a fierce sub-

navigator in his way, but his track turns up some pretty

cultivation, it only wants spreading far and wide ; it's

not so wise to throttle him as you think ; I grieve to

see him hanging gibbetted, his clever paddles stopped
by cruel ignorance. For he is your only granulation-

master ; he taught us drainage and sub- cultivation, and
we shall learn of him another and a greater lesson some
day, and call him a prophet." It will be evident from
the above quotation that " Talpa " evidently discerns

that the " molehill " method of pulverisation presents

the finest and most perfect tillage imaginable ; although
his mind instructed him of this fact, yet he might not
discern how the like could be effected by mechanical
means, but this will not detract from his merit. I

also claim the suffrage of the gardener. For
years past writers in the Gazette have talked

about and stated that they desired " horticultural agri-

culture." Now we propose to divide a field into half

acre or acre plots, and to pulverise them mechanically

by steam-power ; such being -tfe case, what expression

(figuratively) would the gardener apply ? Why he
would call it his " flower-pot " system on a larger scale.

And what better than that ? Surely if he with his weak
hands can pulverise the soil and grow his finest plants

in a 2-feet flower pot, we could grew- our plants far

finer than is now the case within the area of an half

acre, or whole acre " pots," or " molehills," tilled by a

steam-engine ! Of what use is it talking about " horti-

cultural steam-agriculture," unless some farmer boldly

steps forth to try it ? I also ask the honest opinion of

the very small farmer ; for it has long been notorious

that the smaller a man's plot of land is the more he
will grow upon it in comparison with larger. On first

inspection of my "method " I shall be charged with an
apparent loss of land, through the intervals between the

circles ; but here (although it requires no ghost to see

there need be no loss, unless the farmer chooses), I claim
the testimony of Mr. Smith, of Lois-Weedon, the skil-

ful disciple of Tull, as to whether there be any real loss

by having intervals (or interstitial spaces) among grow-
ing plants ; he demonstrates by his practice that from
the fact of his free use of the " interval " among growing
crops, it enables him to grow more, and also to grow
the same crop year after year, with impunity, on the
same land ; and he attributes it entirely to the use of
the "interval"—hence we may consider it as proven
that blank spaces among growing crops instead of being
a disadvantage may be turned into a real profit. Charles
Burcham, London.

Thin Seeding.—The very intelligent master of the
Newmarket Union sowed on 8th September last one
grain of Wheat of the crop 1852. It threw up seven
spires, which were transplanted about 1 4th November.
On about the 20 th August, when the crop was gathered,
there were 131 heads ; these contained 5700 grains and
a few over. The yield more than filled a tumbler, and
the weight of it was §} oz. The master counted and
weighed the grains himself. I enclose a few grains as a
sample. Contrast this with the ordinary yield. Two
bushels per acre would be considered a thin sowing,
and 40 bushels per acre a good yield— in other words
20 fold ; here we have 5700 fold. On a former occa-
sion he sowed one grain in September, and transplanted
the spires in November ; and again in February ; and
the yield then was above 6500 ; but he has not the
exact particulars. Again, iu order to see whether old
or new Wheat threw up the strongest spires, he sowed
on the 25th August, one grain of the crop 1851 ; one do.

1852 ; one do. 1853 ; oue do. 1854 ; one do. 1855. And
the relative heights of the species on the 7th September
were—1851, 5J inches ; 1852, 4J ; 1853, 5 ; 1854, 4|

;

1855, 3|—the spires from the old seed taller aDd
stronger. /. //. IK.

Case of the " Collins'."—In a severe comment made
by the Times on the punishment of two labourers who
left their work to go and see a review, no mention of
the hay-spoiling is made ; now, if labourers can leave
their work at a most critical time, and only lose their
day's wage, farming cannot be carried on. Only suppose
a score of Irish labourers employed in a hay-field carry-
ing hay, and a storm coming on ; what is the loss of one
day or a week's wages compared to the loss of a crop ?

All other trades are protected from bucIi accidents, pray
why should not farmers? There was, moreover, in this

case a conspiracy, or what would in a manufacturing
district amount to it, namely, in the man persuading the
boy to leave work. No Cockney. [The offence was .

sanctioned or forgiven or condoned by the master

* Agricultural Gazette, No.15 1860.
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icciipting the services of tho men uftur thoir return,

until his crop wan secured. To try and punish them

after that wiw a monn-iiniritcd tiling in the master, and

I

that ho should succeed in his attempt proves, under the

circumstances, bo far ns they have hcon published, un-

sound judgment in the magistrate. J

Societies.
9

Tynesidb, August 211.

—

Demands upon the Farmer.—
At this Society's show hold at Hexham, Mr. Grey, of

Bilston, stated tho two great requirements made of the

farmer by the wants of tho ago. 1. To Increase the

produce of his land. 2. To diminish the expenditure by

which that produeo is obtained. Owing to emigration,
to tho distressing war in which we wcro engaged, and lo

Other circumstances, there had hcon a falling oli in the

mpply of labourers— a destitution in tho labour market

;

and if moro produce was to bo extorted from tho soil

it must bo by liberality and judgment in ils cultivation,

and by (what it was tho main objoct of this society's

exhibitions to promote) tho introduction of tho most
productive and profitable stock. To agricultural

societies lileo tho Tyneside much gratitudo wns due for

tho stimulus which they had given to increased pro-

duction ; and they must all rejoice that tho recent meet-
ing of tho lioyal Society in Carlislo had proved
a moat successful ono. Many important machines bud
been exhibited and tried. Tho reaping machine, now
so much a dosidoratum, bad not, eo far, been productive
of any great effects in agriculture. Many failures and
disappointments had marked tho persevering efforts l«

bring it into use. In tho prosont harvest, however, such
had been the weather for sonic time past, that farmers were
not in a condition to use any other machine than tho old-

fashioned one of tho sickle—not even tho scythe. But
if, at Carlisle, no decided step had been gained as tn

the reaper, otlior machines had been tried successfully

and conclusively. Tho chairman had referred to the
threshing machine ; and truly it was surprising, as Mr.
Errington had remarked, to see farmers—largo farmers
—straining and wearing the sinews of their horses,

when a little fuel and a little steam would do tho work
so much more effectually aud economically. (Hear,
hear.) In this respect, however, .progress was being
made, for farmers were mending their ways ;and it was
important to know one economical result of a competi-
tion between two threshing machines at Carlisle

—

namely, that the one consumed one-third less fuel than
the other in doing the same amount of work. The more
such machines were used, the more they would be im-
proved. Then, again, there was the plough. It was
found that a plough made by that eminent manufacturer,
Ransome, did its work with one-third less power than
another, whose work was done about as well. Was not
that an important fact ? If two ploughs of ono kind

could do the work of three of another, every farmer
must see the extraordinary saving which accompanied
the use of the superior implement ; or if one plough

could turn up a furrow of 9 inches, and the other a

furrow of only 6, was not the former a great desidera-

tum as compared with the other ! The importance of

a deep cultivation of the soil had often been impressed

on the agricultural mind ; and in seeking a deep founda-

tion for their manures, the most economical means
should be used. If, to vary the illustration, two acres

could be made, without additional cost, to bear the pro-

duce of three, was not .that preferable to the cultivation

of 3 acres, and the attainment of the produce only of

the two \ Many desirable things have been brought

under notice at Carlisle ; aud one thing, which was
very desirable, was the collection of the best possible

information as to the science and practice of agricul-

ture. When, however, prophets came from a distance

to lecture the farmers of any district on their usages,

they should be sure that they knew what they were

talking about. The farmers of the north had been

called to account for their deficiency in hay-making.

They were told that their hay should have been in stack

three days after it was cut, aud that the antiquated

practice of putting hay in pikes should be discarded.

He siould like teachers of agriculture to come to the

north, and serve an apprenticeship in our climate,

before they again gave lectures on hay-making. They
would soon find their fallacies overthrown by the sea-

sons. Mr. Mechi lived in a dry climate. His farm
was not watered by one-half—probably not one-third

—

the rain which fell in the north of England. Were he

to make hay in the north as he made it in the south,

he would find himself in possession of a mass of rotten-

ness. Mr. Mechi farmed a poor soil, which, generously

dealt with, yielded large crops. The same system, if

followed here, as Mr. Mechi recommended, would prove
ruinous. He (Mr. Grey) farmed a little himself, and
he had tried various experiments. He had applied

artificial manures in the manner advised. And wdiat

was the result ? Heavy rains had fallen, and his

manures were washed away and lost. The produce was
inferior to that of his lighter crops. He was not one
who advised the farmer to be niggardly in his manage-
ment, but only to be judicious as well as liberal. Those
gentlemen who came into the north—in a spirit that

could not be too highly commended—to instruct the
farmers of the district iu agriculture, should be told

that their systems, however good and profitable iu

Surrey or Cambridge, or even on the Welds of York-
shire, were not applicable to this more northern part of

England, or to Tweedside. Were they to do in the

north as they did iu the south, they would run great

do..,,;

BolVCH.

MAFPIN'f PRUNINC CNIVtt IN IVEP.Y VARIITY,
l

Manuikhti'.u and LivmpooI/.—At the annual meet

ing of this Society, held hutt week, Lord tanley, who
presided, mud.: the following remarks In rofer.

the history and progress ••! agriculture :

—

England ranks o tbd Ural ol tlu uatloi

W" MOVfl IntOlllgSnCe, we l.nv.i Ir.-lnnlrv, w.. tiuve w.-nlfli, wc

li.Lv.i publl dor. we liev* Oni r< isd '...<•

tblna only In irantlng I greatnoss. Sow, rVbel \* tl.»i weak
point? t win toll .". El (<i narrow area and

territory. Nonatlon materially and morally

torlally confined ivlthln aiioh narrow 1 i ml in. mi. ... |. » [( j,..»r4

that wo cannot oxtond llio national arcej then
Irui.ln ii.'iu- in. ; colonisation at Noma Is Impossible, and lliedaya
of oonquoataro a i by s and the only resource,

ri ilnsto us, I' we cannot I tend out territory, and Ifat iho
iii.tn.. tim.- hi. imallno I thi on] limit 1

1

- nation
i.i tho prlnotpal limit "i power aa I natl. n I do "in. i-.

squivalont to oxlondlng "... territory, by loon isl

llvo power of the Bolt within the iinearee, Itlsiorthei
...I objoel wltbln out power by many applli ill

aolontlflo means known to us »li to attain—ft In f<.r Oil |

Mm. i nallona liavoq rolfod, llial battle I have boon I

Mm... i in, 'i i bod, 'in.' ntloMtraaaun has boon
iir.t objoot, I lay, la w.tiiin <>ur power to obtain bi app]

rosourcos of Bolonoe. I 'i" "'>i apes! of i mtlnontal
from that i fear lltllo, but there !'< another kind
I., which wo .u.i evon now exposed, and to v.).i.]i *« Urall i*.

moro exposed thrin wo nro— i menu I'. Mini "( Lbs new world.
If we iu-.. nonnanontly to hold our own against

i

111..' I lie I 1. 1..'.
I ;.!.il.

.
i.n.l < jn rl ., ... - t . ..

you .i.'i buy inn. I out and oat for mil" moro iban oni I

the price per acre for whloh you rent It In this couotn
our only (-li.ui.-e only boi I retaining our national

i

as against thin now competition— tho only chance "f bold
ii.-u.i

. abovo wator ii to apply. mechanical nl.l and
resources of solonco I tent ofwhlohwe have novel hitherto
.in. mi.!. Sow, what are the practical change <

.iboul. that, Htiii.i of things? 'iii.... In one particularly which i

would venture to laydown with all confidence. J think th.it imoi in

tliitii nti-y ought lo ho en ... i nod freer to huy nn.I Hell than it I

You mny bo told there are. lognl dllliciiltlen In tho way. Ho Inert
arc, no doubt, but thoBo legal difficulties nro comparatively
Blight. It Ih not tlioro the real obstacle, llio real Impc
lies; it In a Koclal difficulty, and not a legal difficulty. The
oommunlty.has tho right lo nay to everyone, either u

property profitably yourself or let others use it for you. I am
not now talking of a legal remedy ; I do not want an Encui
Estate Act for England— that in not necessary here, wb it

may bo elsewhere ; but I do want and I do desire to see thai
landlord shall ho an encumbered estate court in himself, Until
that Is dono you will not place tho tenure of land, you will not
place the agriculture of tills country, on a Round rind i

footing (applause). Tbero are oilier pointH which I would
pass over lightly. Mr. Mechi told this society last year that it

wasahsurd to send to the Pacific, a distance of 10,000 miles, to buy
bird dung for manure, whilo thousands of tons of the natural
manuro of this country wcro poisoning our rivers and choking
our Boas. But I suppose in that we arc all agreed ; an I

aa it is hardly a practical question, no single landowner or
farmer can do much in that respect. The towns must t.ikoSt in
hand. I am told that experiments have- been made; I am told
that those experiments havo not been always so successful as
they deserve to bo. If that is so, more is the pity. But Ibo
principlo is, notwithstanding, a right and a sound one, and
whatever may now ho wrong in the details will doubtless come
right before long. One word you will expect from me on that
which is. perhaps, a great feature of our age in ail the depart-
ments of labour— I moan tho application of machinery. No
doubt, when you apply mechanical power to agriculture you
have to encounter many difficulties which do not exist in other
cases and in other business operations. In the factory or in the
town you bring the material on which yon want to operate t"

the machine; but on the farm you must generally bring tho ma-
chinery to tho material. This is no doubt a great drawback and
a great disadvantage; hut, notwithstanding its existence, I

believe firmly that at no distant period inanimate labour will

have almost, if not entirely, superseded brute labour of every
kind. That will be, whenever it takes place, not merely a me-
chanical, not merely an industrial, but a moral and social change,
and which we can hardly overrate. (Hear, hear.) An obstacle

to the more extensive introduction of machinery here is the com-
parative smallness of our holdings. It is so costly that very
few of our farmers can purchase it to a large extent for them-
selves. If, therefore, it is to be introduced practically to the
extent to which it may be, and ought to be, I believe it will be
dono in this way—it must be provided either by the landlords

or by some person letting it out to the tenants, who roust pay a
rent for the use of it to the owners of the machinery.

JOSEPH MAIM BROTH Eh
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Notices to Correspondents.
Bokhara Clover Seed : Constant R.iadtr. Any of our principal

agricultural seedsmen will supply you.

Bran: A". Professor Johnstone gives the following analysis :—
Water, 13.1; albumen. 19.3; oil, 4.7; husk and a little starch,

55.6; ash, 7.3.

Churn : Mdinda. The common box chum is as good as any for

so small a dairy.
Guanite : virion. We do not know it.

Grasses: Subscriber. Sow in March nest, along with a thin

seeding of Barley, 1 lb. of Alopecurus pratensis. 1 lb. of Avena
flavescens, 2 lbs. of Dactylis glomerata, 2 lbs. of Festuca

duriuscnla, lib. of F. heterophylla, 2 lbs. of F. rubra. 3 lbs.

of Lolium italicum, 5 lbs. of L. perenne, 2 lbs. of Poa nemo-
ralis. 1 lb. of P. pratensis, 1 lb. of Medicago lnpulina, 3 lbs. of

Trifolium pratense perenne, and 4 lbs. of T. repens; in all,

2Slbs. per acre.

GrjAXO : Sub. First introduced to Europe by Humboldt. Who
has the credit of inducing the importation for agricultural

purposes wo do not know. Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool, if we
mistake not, was one of the earliest importers or users of it.

Next Falkirk Trvst : Ebc-racum. October 14 and 15.

Osiers : A Sub. There is no work specially on the subject that we
know, but most systematic works on agriculture give instruc-

tions. See article Osier in Blackie's " Cyclopedia of

Agriculture ;"' or look at instructions given some weeks ago
iu this Journal. We should not like the bottom of a pond for

an Osier bed. Land that will hold water is by no means the

best for such a purpose.

Trifolium incarsatum: 3Ir. Powell should sow 20 lbs. per acre

now, or just previous to a change in the present dry weather

:

sowing it broadcast over any dean stubble, having first har-

rowed it. A harrowing after sowing is all the cultivation it

needs, and manure may he applied to it broadcast in spring. The
land must be clean and hard.—J P. The plant is safe enough.

The shedding of the seed will furnish young plants against

next year.
Weeps : Novice. Your plants are a Polygonum and an Equise-

tum—Knot-grass .and Horsetail—both common on sandy soils

:

the latter especially, when wet. Fallow crops well cultivated

will get rid of them" ultimately. As to lime, we would apply

it at the rate of two " Scotch cart-loads " per acre, making into

a compost with vegetable mould of any kind, as ditch

cleanings, turf. &c An old compost of this sort might be ap-

plied on the young Clover in autumn, if yon intend :
—

Clover; and" if not, apply it on any stubble before ploughing it

in for winter.

-
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fSoiTcATisTHURDLES, FENCjNO, ETC.

J
BULLOCK and CO., Hope Iron Works, Primrose

• Stint Blshopuate, Ircmf.umlers »nd ro»nuf»cUmrs of the

,w."- al»o V-erandThs, ConsorratKtas, Staircases, Iron Boofc, &c.

KBImn .1*1 W ire Fences taeJ in all parts of the country by com-

~£i workmen, or the materials supplied painted or galvanised

^̂ li^lDRMidBMJwdforBhipment. Eettmatesonapphcatlon.

17 D E N C H , Patent Hothouse Works,
JJj . King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

.thers wood being iiMd for the frame work, but covered with

M^rf I«. fU», and all completed for 1..3.f per foot

tnper. Hundreds of references can oe given, and Pnnted Price

Lists sent; _
BY SPECIAL

•APPOINTMENT
To Her MAJESTY
THE QUEEN.

WILLIAM WALKER, Victoria Foundry, Walm-
gate, York.

Mannfactnrer of Tlot Water
Apparatus for Heating Green
bouses, ttc.

Garden Rollers, Handglass
Frames

Iron Fencing and Gates

Every Description of Plain and Ornamental Cast and
"W-rought Iron Work.

Liquid Manure Pumps
Iron Palisadiug, Iron Bedsteads

Galvanised Ga.ue Netting

Stable Packs and Mangers
Kitchen Ranges and Smoke
Jacks on a superior principle

J OVERALL begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,

• Nureervmen, and others requiring Horticultural Buildings,

Lights, and Frames, that by intrusting then* orders to him, they

may depend upon first-class workmanship and good materials at

the most economical prices.

J. Overall, Horticultural Builder, 16, Shacklewell Lane, near

Kingsland, London.
.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

r""

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kexsal Gbekn, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which thev Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-

houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R'Vrfs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers

of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged ._
CALVANISED WIRE CAME NETTING,

6d. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

BARNARD and BTSHOP, Mai ket Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. -

Galvan- Japauued
ised. iron.

Gd. per yd. 4'i. per yd.

8 „ 6 „

H „ 1h
li 9
V „ °+
» 7

ii 9
13 „ 11

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-inch „ Btrong, do
2-inch „ intermediate, do. .

2-inch „ extra strong, do. .

ljj-inch „ 24 inches wide
l§-inch „ strong, do
1 3-inch „ intermediate, do. .

l§-inch „ extra strong, do. .

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it. will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, lOrf. per yard; Galvanised
Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d. per square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. Deli-

vered free of expense in London. Peterborough. Hull, or New-
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and
Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

HOTHOUSE BUI LDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of

House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofly dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. &d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also
Catalogues of Plants, "Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

H E A TING BY HOT W A TER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
" ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated hy
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 10<jO ft.,

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards ot

16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late

severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberof forcing-houses

5l

K&2?Kfi3 «** at pSu
b
rl
h
'p?an^VoTel°{

^^r/^M "^^Boilding., or Heating by Hot
JOB* WtEE3 & Co., King^sRoad, Chelsea, London.

/COTTAM iND HALLEN have on Show, at their

Vy Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c. at

very low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstands,

Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior

Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great

variety, and a large Assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-

tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and crnamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c, made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of lion and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part

of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2. Winsley
Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-

mation may be obtained.

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and 1 have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as those ,

manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society I

and numerous Agricultural Societies' prize3 have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark "J. P." and that
Messrs. Bubgebs & Key, of No.103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-
place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Feancis Parkes & Co.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

TV/TESSRS. BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully
' ** to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and
gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this
season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,
that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 30Z. was
awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent
screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29ih of August last. Amongst the competing machines were
Bell's, by Crosskill : Forbush's, exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wm. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this
present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1 J to 1 j acre per hour.
Two horses work the machine with eaBe, and the only attendant
required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.—Borgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52, Little Britain, London.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.
These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to
carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1^51, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural
Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to
Saynor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship^ Established 1738.

PORTABLE STEAM THRESHING MACHINES-
—The time run by the four highest Portable Steam Engines

at the Carlisle Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society in July
last, with 14 lbs. of coal to the horse power, was:

—

Tuxford & Sons ... 3 hours and 47 minutes.
Clayton & Co 3 do. 27 do.
Barratt&Co 3 do. 10 do.
Hornsby & Son's 2 do. 54 do.

At the North Lincolnshire Society's meeting at Boston, iu
August last, Tuxford's and HornBby's Engines again came into
competition, when Hornsby's was again left a long way behind,
with 14 lbs. of very inferior coal ; the time run was :

—

Tuxford & Sons 3 hours and 3 minutes.
Hornshy & Son's 2 do. 43 do.

And had the testing apparatus which was supplied to the society
from Grantham not indicated the steam pressure falsely by
several pounds on the inch, the difference would have shown
fully twice as much to the advantage of Tuxford & Sons'
Engine.
At the recent trials of Threshing Machines at the Paris Uni-

versal Exhibition, M. Tresca, the Government Engineer, em-
ployed as the motive power one of Tuxford's Portable Machines
which had been purchased by the French Government.
The CoMBrNED Threshing, Shaking, and Dressing Machine

of Tuxford & Sons, was " highly commended " this year by the
Royal Society at Carlisle ; the Bath and West of England Society
at Tiverton, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues, With prices, forwarded on application to
Tuxfqbd & Sons, Engineers, Boston, Lincolnshire.

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
il 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases,- Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mache" Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed. Superior Hair and other Toilet Brushes.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.

COTTAM AND HALLEN
H AVE made important addiiiona to their original

RACK: AND WATER TKoUGH AT ONE FIXTURE,

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box ran be instantly detached
from the Rack wittn.u disturbing the hay. The saving ot the
seed in a clean and useful state, either fur agricultural purposes,

Invention of PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER
the main teatures of which are shown iu the above engraving.

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as ihe long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

C0TTAMS MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in ap peaiance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or Enamelled.

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Comer
Mangers, Hamas-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers,
kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—Descriptive Catalogues and Estimates on application.
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TO NURSERYMEN ANO CAROENERS.
"DEIGATE SILVliK SAND, 12«. per ton, l». id,
Xv ],(.] huahul. oe I0»i P"r ton, aollvcred to tbo London
WlmrfH or Railways, or wlihin it circuit at llvS mtloa. Snoka it.

ouch. KontlBu > > i • I otlioi Psata and Loam of excellent qualllp,

Kk.nnaku liiio'iiuuift, Hwun Place, Old Kenl Road.

PARKES' STEEL DICCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGKSS and KEY, as Mr. PaBKM1

WhoIoHalo Agonta for Gnglfuul, Imvo alwayn In Htock a
largo llHBortmont. TIlOHO Forkw and Tools aro now In uho by
upwards of 1000 of tho Nobility and l-'arnierH, meniborH of tbo
Royal Agricultural Socioty, who pronouuco thorn to be tho boHt
over invented, and to facllltato labour at leant 20 per cunt.
Price LIstB Heut'freo on application, and IlluHtnUed Catalogue
of tbo best Farm Implements, on recoipt of eight pontago HtampB.

108, Newgate Street, London.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENCLAWO."
MEETING AT CARLISLE, JULY, 1SS5.

First Prize Awahded to
T3ICHMOND and CHANDLER'S No. 3D CHAFE
XV MACHINE, Prico £7.

All tbe various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-

tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandler,

Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool.

©g" Catalogues Gratis.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENCLAND.

AT THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN
and CARLISLE SHOWS,

The Prize for tbe best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was

awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

E. R. & F. Turner invite tbe attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of theimianufacture :

—

ROLLER MILLS for Crushing Liuseed, O its, Barley, Malt,

&c, of various sizes, "with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
agricultural societies, render comment on their merits unnecessary.
PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CKUS111NG MILL

for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety of

purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working. Price 25?. ,

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three
lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and othervaluable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case-

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 31. 10s.

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting
principle. Long experience and attention to the practical. work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
facturers to offer these Engines as inferior to none—eithev for

efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also niauu-
factnred at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

HOSE PIPING.
WAITHMAN'B PATENT FLAX HO l. PIPING

win sustain greater preaaure, in lighter, lean bulky, will

vroarl ;art &u4 ti tfiO pot ceokaluao i
leather

hose pipe,

Manufactured only by Waithmak ai <>,., Oontbam, I.
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the nui u»(bolwoon 500 and 600) toellmonl I In Im favour,

And which, from the rani and station In a rholiavo

ijlvon tl , have novel 1 »ol been equalled by anything of iba

kind hitherto brought boron tha public notice.
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DIMPSON and BARNES, Opensbaw, npnr Msoches-
**-) tor. beg; to call tho attention of partiuH requiring power to
their PORTABLE and STATIONARY STEAM-ENGINES,
from one-horse power ami upwards, having the boiler and engine
attached. Tlicy requite no foundation, aro Himph' and cheap,
and aro sent from tho works ready to start when they arrive
at thoir destination.

•>1 *>° M I LN E It's HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
*mJ X**i RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting ami vaponr-
i.sins), with all the improvements, under their Q..mlriip1<

I

of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Prool Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the btbonofst,
nF,ST

T
and corapest safeguards extant.

Milneh's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-
plete and extensive in tho world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depot, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

111. LK1, | I

rlah »\ Warl i

lithe ir-<-, hi, d

4 lilch 90 *r-'<

I
'..-......

Ackllnglon, will show ib*i term »lt». * i>'«"

I

Northnrotwr landj f»v Not.

'| 'O BB SOLD, i 8EKD Bl »IN ri - L
* having a very *>'

kingdom.— For fortber p*rtlajljar» apiily ' ' -tranra-tr

Place, Maid* Hill, London.

I O BB SOLD, a few one and two bllKAlC
» HERS, price 2J 2*^ by » gaadeioaji nail

i
paid great »*

Spotted Bpai '«h,
delivered ai tbeThlr>k 9( -a K»Jlw»y.

i
'

'I <> BB SOLD, a few u nil K DORK]
i CHICKENS.—Very choke hir. Mr. ilot»c,

Egham, Barrey.

Sales bv Uunion.

SALES.

NO CHARGE FOR STAMPING at LOCK WOOD'S*
76, New Pond Street. Good cream-laid Note-paper, five

quires for 9d. ; Thick ditto, five quires, If.; Alhert and Qunen's
sizes, five quires for 6rf., 9d., and Is. ; Note-paper made from Straw,
2s. 6d. per ream ; Envelopes, 4tf. (- i^. Bd. per hundred ; Foolscap
paper, 7s. 6rf. per ream ; Copybooks 2s. Gd. pur dozen. Can! Plate
engraved, 2s. Gd. ; 100 Cards printed, 2s. 6d. Wedding orders
promptly executed. A large variety of "Writing and Dressing
Cases, Envelope Boxes, Blotting Books, Inkstands. — Copy
address, Lockwood's, 75, New Bond Street. Country ord*-r-i f-.r

20s. sent carriage free. Lockwix-d's celebrated Nugget (Gilt)

Pen. 1 doz. post frpe for 13 stamp*.

TOURISTS, TRAVELLERS, AMD OTHERS,
Exposed to tbe Scohchino Rays of the Sun, asd Heated

Particles of Dust, will find

ROWLAND'S KALYDOR a most refreshing pre-
paration for the Complexion, dispellina the cloud of languor

and relaxation, allayingall heat and irritability, and immediately
affording the pleasing sensation attending restored elasticity and
healthful state of the skin. Freckles, Tan, Spots, Pimples,

Flushes, and Discoloration fly before its application, and give
place to delicate clearness, with the glow of beauty ami of bloom.
In cases of sunburn or stings of insects, its virtues have long
been acknowledged. Price 4s. 6d. and 8s. dd. per bottle.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, a delightfully fragrant and
transparent preparation, and us an invigorator and purifier

beyond all precedent.
ROWLAND'S ODONTO, OR PEARL DENTIFRICE, a

White Powder, compounded of the rarest and most fragrant

exotics. It bestows on the tee'h a pearl-like whiteness, frees

them from Tartar, and imparts to the Gums a healthy firmness,

and to the breath a grateful sweetness and puritv.

Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden, London;
and by Chemists and Perfumers.

DO YOTpWANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c?—The most marvellous pn->ducrif,n of

modern date is ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRTNCTKIAR,
which is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Monstachios, Eye-
brows, &c, in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness f-om
whatever cause, strengthen it when weate, prevent its tailing off,

and effectually checks greyness in all its stages. Fur the

nursery it is recommended hy upwards of lOrt physicians, for

promoting a fine healthy head of hair, and averting hairiness in

after years. Sold by all Chemists and Perfumers, price 2>., or
will be sent post tree on receipt of 24 penny stamps, by Miss
Coupelle, 69, Castle Stieet, Newman Street. Oxford Street,

London. Mrs. Carter writes, "My head, which was bald, is

now covered with new hair." Mrs. Williams — "I can show a
fine head of hair from using your Cririulriar." Mrs. Rebvz—
' My hair is gaming strength and thickness." Sergeant Craven

"Through using it I have an excellent Moustache," Mr.
Yates—"The young roan has now a good pair of whiskers. I

want two packets tor other customers."

PERIODICAL POULTRY
Afl R. J. C. STEVEN; > fy that his Sales
1*' of FANCY POULTRY (or die ensuing Sa=a«m will Uk«;

place Monthly aa ond< iz:—
TUESDAY, 2d October. Ith December.

TUE3DAY, 6lh November. \ 1 :-:.January,

and on the First TUESDAY in pverj ?. daring

the Season, with extra saIc at Intenrale. Pa-raou having
stock.to dispone of are requ-sted to lend

j

days before tbe Sale.—38, Kii_ - Sept. 15.

THE LATE MRS LA wVRE C^S COLLECTION O-
ORCHIOS.

MR J. C. STEVENS is favoured irith instniction3

to Sell by Anctft

Covent Garden, on TU -ingday,
at 1 o'clock prect>elv, the Orchid*
removed from Haling Park; eonip: '-ecicaetaa

of tne rarest Saccolabinms, Vand*-
dmbiums, Cypripediw '*. a?ooth

American and E -i-<^ci«», culii«-»t-^t in thebestpoa-

sible manner by Richard Frankiin. May be viewed on the

morning of Sale, ami ^d ol Mr. J. C. Steves*, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden.

"ealinc PARK.
THB LATE MK3. T- - KESOWSED CvLLE^TTOJT Oy PXiTTT.

A I R. .J. C. STEVENS is *iUi in tractionsto
1*1 Sell by Auction, at the Garder- rk, 10 mhrates
walk fn m the B ECU - ~

THURSDAY, September 20. md t-

prtcisely, the whole of the PLANTS
and Greenhou-''--

mens of the choicest Exotics, Heal - Azaleas, A-c.

This unrivalled collection is in the best condition, thecc

having been for sonie vears past und«r ih« ablf ^"ui-eriDtendence

ot Mr. "William May, whose ability as a grower of specimen plants

is proverbial.— Mav be viewed two days bcior- the ^ale by Cstt-

logues only (U. each, retrn be bad on tbe

prpmisaj, and of Mr. -T -
- - ?--_tix Gardes.

( MPokT/MMT sall ^F VALjhBl-- TULIPS.

MESSRS. PROTKr.ROE and MoRRIS have

received instructions from Mr. John raster. I

Cheeihara Hill, near Ma:.. - Aucdon, on

WEDNESD\Y. September 19, at the Auetaoo Mart. a. x_

O'chck, a VF.KV Sf.lect Pobtii s O? TBI

hi- rauLY Vamjabi.b
may be enumerated Arlette,

-

Catherine Gordon, Etbe.Man. \.x

- ^f the Chell - • . as a -

lings, remarkable for form a::d r

vet been distributed.

-

the Auctioneers. Americar.

Tuesday. Sep*. I
n_sla:e

=: :-

iO iMthVCUS 5UFFERER5.

A RETIRED CLERGYMAN having been restored
to health in a few days, after many ye.irs of great nervons

suffering, is anxious to communicate to others the means ot cure
;

he. will therefore senu [fre»-),oii receiving a stauiped envelope,

properly addressed, a copy of the prescription used,— Direct Kt*v.

E. Douglass, IS, Holland Street, Brixton, London.

DR. A KNOTS PILLS WILL CURE Y U-! !

The extraoriHuary curative propiTiies of this new oisctTpry

in medicine will be pmved by h trial. Through th-tr j^ctli.r

action upon the system new ami pure bl^-d is mnnulaetiired,

the meriiid conditions of the body removed, the constitution

strengthened, and health restored. Indigestion, b le, st. niach.

and "bowel couiplaiots, -.Mit. rhemnatisni, a^thlt^a. scmtula,

dropsv. ulcers, &c, and ail <liseases arising fiom impuriTies ..t'

tile blood and other vi :U fluids are speeOily eradicated by this

MIRACULOUS MEDICINE.- Sold in boxes at Is UJ-. hy ad
chemists. By post 14 stamps. Depot, 50 Ratbboue Plsce^ L ndon.

ROTHERHITHf, SURREY.
To ST VEST

MR. \V. T. Al'HVUi'D b»s rec- ;:aocs

to sell bv
Lower Real Rot'herhr

comprising aboul -

Rhubarb. 3,cre-

youna Mint, Pota -

LiBhts, SOOHa
In.plements. T .

3t0 loads of M.. -' ^e '

CR«MCE ROAD. BESMC
TO SOBtKMSS, GiNTL5Jl!:>-. '

.

\ \ B. W. T. ATI
* I pra

PISE PLAN -

varioo's R
Hot-Water Appal - - V2f. "a

three large B- :.

aid offers a va',
- - - "

t
- -- L'ue notice of tie sale will be gives in tie
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Just Published,

AKTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orchidea?, Exotic, Greenhouse, and

Hardy Kerns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Yariegated-

leavtd Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove

and Orehldeee House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,

Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be

had on application to thfiu at Pine-apple Place, Ed gware Road.

Now readv,

THE FERNS OF GKEAT* BRITAIN: Illustrated

by Jobs E. SoWEBDT. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,

by Charles Jobuson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing

4{> Plates, full coloured, '27s.; partly coloured, Us.

JOHIi E. Sowbbby, 8, Mo. id Place , Lambeth.

Shortly will be ready, Part I., of

THE FERN ALLIES; A Supplement to "The
Feuns of Great Britain." Illustrated by Jons E. Sowehdv,

Descriptions bv C. Johnson, Esq. To be completed in about

Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s, partly coloured at Is. Gd. per Part.

Subscribers are requested to send in their names to the Pub-

lisher as early as possible, in order that a sufficient supply may
be prepared.

Jons E. Soweret, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Just published, price Is.,

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS : a Lecture.
By John Hansam, Secretary to the Yorkshire Agricultural

Society ; Author of " The Economy of Waste Manures ;
" Trea-

tises oil Manures in Morton's " Cyclopaedia of Agriculture ;
" and

•' Pri2e Essays of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, the

Royal Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland," &c. &c.
London: Messrs. Longman & Co._

THE BOOK" OF ENGLISH RIVERS.
This day is published, in fcap. Svo, price Ss. Gd. cloth,

AN ACCOUNT of the 1UVKRS of ENGLAND
and "WALES, particularising their respective Courses,

their most striking Scenery, and the chief Places of Interest on
their Banks. By Samuel Lewis, Jun ,

Author of " The History
and Topography of the Parish of St. Mary, Islington."

London : Longman, Brown, GnEEN, & Longmans.

Iu 2 vols, crown Svo, with 14S Woodcuts, price 214.,

THE PHASIS OF MATTER : Beiug an Outline

of the Discoveries and Applications of Modern Chemistry.
By T. Lindley Kemp, M.D.

f
Author of " The Natural History of

Creation," "Indications of Instinct," &c.
Contents :— 1, The Revelations of the Laboratory, or the Pre-

sent State of Inorganic Chemistry—% The Crust of the Earth, or

the Chemistry of Geology—3, Matter Vitalised, or the Present
State of Organic Chemistry—4, The Chemistry of Life, or the
Chemico-Physiological Laws of Animal and Vegetable Life

—

5, The Application of Chemistry to the Arts.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In post Svo, sewed, price One Shilling,

THE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being
a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. H. Ramadge, M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late
Senior Physician to the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the
Chest, &c. Also, by the same Author, price 10s. Gd.

f

A TREATISE « s ASTHMA and DISEASES of the HEART.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 9S Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
-*- TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindlev, Ph.D.,' F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840,
since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to

Eractical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,

y supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles
and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.
'' This is a Second. Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-
duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures ; such being the subjects in which practical
men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the
authorhas been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,
but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."

—

Gardeners1

Chronicle.

By the same Author,
INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. 8vo, 2-is.

%* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that
he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that
the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5*. 6d.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.,

Honorary Member ofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,
Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of
the Gardeners' Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
J- OPERATIONS.

By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle: above 98,000

have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street. Covent Garden.

Price 5s. 6(Z. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY

;

Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

G
_
LENNYi3~~GARDEN ALMANACK will be
published for the 10th year on November 1, price Is., post

free 12 stamps. Advertisements are requested early as possible.
Direct to the Publisher.

Published this day, 5s. Gd., 3d edition, post free 66 stamps,
entirely rewritten, and alphabetically arranged,

G LENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound, cloth, gilt edges; the most

complete Guide at the price.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

Just published, price 2s. Gd.,

THE HAND-BOOK of VILLA .GARDENING.—
P>y William Paul, Author of the " Rose Garden," &c.

Contents :— Gardening as a Recreation; On the Formation
and Improvement of a Garden ; What a Villa Garden should be

;

Selection and Arrangement of Trees and Shrubs; On Flowers;
The American Garden; The Rose Garden; The Conservatory
aud Greenhouse ; Sweet-scented Plants and Flowers; The Fruit
Garden and Orchid House; Gardening in Winter, Spring,
Summer, Autumn; On Propagation; Window Gardening; Select
Lists of Trees, Flowers, &c. &c.

" We anticipate that it will become, as it deserves, a general
authority in suburban cultivation."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" Well adapted to the end, beiug of a plain practical character."— Spectator.
" Full of sound practical instruction."

—

Florist.
" The right sort of book and at the right time too.' — The Field.

By the same Author, second edition, price Is.,

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK.
London: Piper & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; or post free from

the Author, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, at the above prices.

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC"
Early in November will be Published,

A NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC. Price la. By
aa John C. Morton, Editor of the "Agricultural Gazette," the
" Cyclopedia of Agriculture," &c.
Along with the usual contents of an Almanac, it will include :

—

1. Monthly directions for the operations of the Farm and Garden.
2. Short notices of the past year's Agricultural novelties and
progress. 3. Such an Index to current Agricultural Literature
as will direct the student to sources of information on the prin-
cipal Agricultural topics. 4. A list of the more important of
those well-established facts in Farm experience, which may serve
as trustworthy data in Agricultural Estimates and Calculations.
5. Short references to the treatment proper under the more
common Diseases to which Farm Stock are liable. 6. A series of
Instructions and Receipts in many particulars of Household,
Garden, Field, and Dairy Management. 7. A guide to the more
important of our Fairs and Markets, with information as to
times and places where the different kinds and breeds of Stock
may be best obtained. 8. An index to the Meetings, Office-
hearers, and objects of our principal Agricultural Societies and
Farmers' Clubs.
The object throughout will be, by good arrangement and close

packing, to furnish as much Agricultural information of prac-
tical usefulness as can be issued by the printer and the publisher
for Is.

London: Blackie & Son, Warwick Square; and Glasgow and
Edinburgh.

B Sixpence each, post free, Fifth Thousand,

LUNDERS IN BEHAVIOUR CORRECTED.
HARD WORDS MADE EASY : Rules for Pro-

nouncing English, with instructions in the Pronunciation of
Foreign Names."

11 Every body, learned or unlearned, should purchase these
little brochures; the second, the only cheap guide to pronuncia-
tion ; the first, the best code of manners."

—

Morning Advertiser.

Groombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row, London, and every
Bookseller.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Just published,new and cheaper Edition, price Is., or Is. Id. by post,

npHE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-*- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable
through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of

life. By A Physician.
London: Sher-u-ood & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Hannay,63,

Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornhill ; Horne, 19, Leicester Square

;

and all Booksellers.

COMPLETE COURSE OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

On the First of October, Part I., price Is., and Vol. I. (Mechanics Complete), price 5s., cloth lettered, of a

HAND-BOOK OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
By DIONYSIUS LARDNER, D.C.L.,

Formerly Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in University College, London.

A New Edition, revised and greatly enlarged, with several hundred additional Illustrations. To appear in
Eighteen Monthly Parts at Is., and in Four Volumes" (one every two months), 5s. each, cloth lettered.
Being a series of Treatises composed in a popular and generally intelligible style, independently of the
Language and Symbols of Mathematics.

HySSipc"™^!, One Volume. I OPTICS AND ACOUSTICS One Volume.
HYDROSTATICS, PNEUMATICS, & HEAT One Volume. | ELECTRICITY One Volume.

*** -4 Prospectus and Specimen may he had on application.

LONDON: \YALTON & MABERLY, UPPER GOWER STREET; and IVY LANE, PATERNOSTER ROW.

1 OURNAL D' AGRICULTURE PRATIQUE,
Y fonde* en 1837, par le Docteur Bixio

;
public sous la direc-

tion de M. J. A. Bareal, Ancien gleve et repetiteur de Chimie
a 1' Ecole Polytechnique.
This important publication is published on the 5th and 20th of

each mouth, and is the official journal on this subject. It con-
tains a vast number of Woodcuts representing Agricultural In-
struments, Cattle, and is of the greatest interest to all persons
connected with Farming. £. s. d.

The Year's Subscription 15
By Post IS

Subscriptions received by Bart-iies & Lowell, Foreign
Booksellers, 14, Great Marlborough Street, London, where speci-
mens of the work may be seen.

PARIS EXHIBITION.
CTANFORD'S NEW GUIDE to PARIS and tub
<> PARIS EXHIBITION is just published. Price 2s. Gd,
"It contains abundance of information, well selected, welf

arranged, and pleasantly conveyed, on all points of invariable
inquiry, pnssports, routes, money, apartments, restaurants, sights
aud promenades, and centres of pleasure."—Athenceum, Sept. 1st.

.
Condon: Edward Stanford, G, Charing Cross.

J7ALL OF SEBASTOPOL.— The 7th edition of
-L Stanford's Map of Sebastopol is just published, with the
Positions, Works, and Batteries previous to the bombardment -

r
the important Russian Works on the North side of the Harbour,
Geological Notes, &c. &c. Price, in one sheet, 2s.; case, 4s. 6eT
Also, BATTLE OF THE TCHERNAYA.—A plan sketched
by Captain Wolseley, 90th Regiment, and Lieut. Frederick
Brine, R.E. Price, sheet, Is.; case, 2s. Gd. MAJOR BID-
DULPIl'S SKETCHES OF THE GROUND BEFORE
SEBASTOPOL. 1 vol. folio, 10s. Gd. The 3d edition of STAN-
FORD'S BIRD'S-EYE VIEW.—A Pictorial Map, much prized
for its attractiveness as well as accuracy. Price, plain,
positions coloured, 2.?. 6d.; full coloured, 4s. SWE4BORG
AND HELSINGFORS.—A Photographic View. Is. Gd.
Any of the above sent free per post on receipt of Stamps or

Post Office Order.
London : Edward Stanford, 6,_Charing Cross.

1JOOSEY and SOiN'S MUSICAL LIBRARY.—
*-> The STOCK of MUSIC at this LIBRARY includes above
100,000 Ancient aud Modern Operas, Pianofortes and Instru-
mental Works of every class, and Songs in every language. The
Subscribers are able to obtain whatever music they may require
without any reserve; and they are permitted to change it ag
frequently as they may please, whether they are resident in
town or country. The accommodation at Messrs. Boosey & Son's
Library is superior to that of any other establishment, and the
allowance of Music is of the most liberal kind.

Subscribers of Two Guineas per annum are entitled to the use
of Two Guineas' worth of Music at one time in town, and Three
Guineas' worth in the country. Full particulars may be had on
application to 28, Holies Street, London.

" l^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his-

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Cliiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, aud — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keepings
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,.
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of
Elisha Thojias Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

T IGHT, CHEAP, and DURABLE ROOFING.—
L* CROGGON'S PATENT ASPI-IALTE ROOFING FELT'
is perfectly impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and has been
tested by a long and extensive experience in all climates. Saves
half the timber required for slates. Can be laid on with great
facility by farm servants or unpractised persons. Price Id. per
square foot. Croggon's Patent Non-conducting Felt, for cover-
ing steam boilers and pipes, saves 25 per cent of fuel. Samples
and testimonials sent by post, on application to Croggon&Co.,
2, Dowgate Hill, London, who also supply ship-sheathing felt anci
inodorous felt, for damp walls, and lining iron houses, aud roofs
generally, to equalise the temperature.

|7RENCH MODERATOR LAMPS.—A very largo
J- and superior stock now on sale at DEANE, DRAY, and
CO.'S (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Established a.d. 1700.

SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS!
GOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, and SNUFF

STORES (Established 17S0), 416, Oxford Street, nearly
opposite Hanway Street. A Box, containing 14 flue Sisal
Cigars for Is. 9<l.

;
post free for 27 stamps. None are genuine

unless signed " H. N. Goodrich."

ECONOMICAL LUXURIES FOR LADIES & CENTLEMEN.
BERDOE'S Original VENTILATING WATER-

PROOF CLOAKS, MANTLES, CAPES, LIGHT COATS,
&c, resist any amount of rain, without obstructing free ventila-

tion, and are adapted for general use, equally as for rainy weather.
W. Berdob, Tailor, 96, New Bond Street, and 69, Cornhill (only).

DR. DE JONCH'5
T IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL.
1—* Prescribed with complete confidence by the Faculty for its

purity, and superior, immediate, and regular efficacy.

It is entirely free from nauseous flavour, and being invariably

and carefully submitted to chemical analysis

—

and only supplied
IN SEALED BOTTLES TO PBECLUDE SUBSEQUENT ADMIXTURE OR
adulteration— tins Oil possesses a guarantee of genuineness
and purity offered by no other Oil in the market.

Testimonial from ARTHUR H. HASSALL, M.D., F.L.S'.,

M.R.C.P., Chief Analyst of the Sanitary Commission of the
Lancet, Author of " Food and its Adulterations," &c. &c. &c.

" I have more than once, at different times, subjected your
Light Brown Oil to chemical analysis—and this unknown to
yourself—and I have always found it to he free from all impurity
and rich in tbe constituents of bile. So great is my confidence

in the article, that I usually prescribe it in preference to any
other, in order to make sure of obtaining the remedy in its purest '

and best condition."
"

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jongh's
Signature," without which none are genuine, by ANSAR,
HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London, Dr. De Jongh's
sole Consignees ; and by most respectable Chemists in town and
country.

Half-pints (10 oz.), 2s. Gd.; Pints (20'oz.), is. 0d.; Quarts

(40 oz.), 9s.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.

Printed by William Bradrort, of No. 13, Upper Wobnru Place, and
Frederick Muli.ett Evans, of No. 20, Queen's Road, West, both In

tbe Parish of St. Pancras, nnd in the County of Middlesex, Printers, st

tb-ir Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct ofW Internals, in the City

of London; nnd published by them at the Office, No. 5. Upper Wellington,

Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,

where all Advertisements and CommunirationB are to be Addressed to
tab Editob.- Satubday, September 15, 1S55.
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NEW SEEDS. CROWTH OF 1!)56.

WILLIAM E, R.ENDLE tun Co, S«i bMedcti
PI t '., .. I.,.',. I

' Ml III. If

i < ..iii-iii >i Agricultural im'' ... : f'.r tici

coming in'ii lODi

i„ .,,-./., i,, give increased facilit\

/'ni>' Set d Bvtineet, tfisy art now eon '> ably •

inn their offices and warehouse*, vih i< h , alien com
will enable tluim to attend to all order* with promptness
nutl despatch,

William k. Rkxdlv & Co , Bocd Afereb&iilii, PJj noutb.
Hm»l i i.. .ii. '

ICKINSON'S ITALIAN BYE-GRASS SEED !
I)

HP11E CHELTENHAM FLOOD.—A Subscription
-*- 1ms boon opened for tho rollof of tho auf|erora In the destruc-
tive Hood which visited Cheltenham a few,wooka since. This
RAd calamity has caused great loss ami damage to Mr. C. EX.

Joanop, Mr. [lodges. STessrs, Jossop Brotliorsj and others, 1 1 roou-
Iioubch, Gardonit, and Aviaries Imvo all HUfloivd m .1 . .,, i, , ,

tho rush of wu-tors In which they wore, for Ave or nix hours,
completely tnibniorged, and by which thn uio.i h.-nntlftil and
valuable of thoir surubs and plants woro lUtogothor destroyed.
A great part of Ml'. Jessop's Nuraory was covered with (i nr 8

"feet
of water, and tho dam ago done to tho plants lias been immense.
In addition to about 270/. which has boon subscribed in Clielten>
bam, the following gontlomen have handsomely come forward to
the help of tho sufferers:—

Messrs. Noble, Cooper, & Bolton. London ...

„ Hurst & M'Mullen, London
„ "Watercr & Godfrey, Woking
„ John Sutton & Sonii. Reading

Proprietors of Gardeners' CltfpnicU ...

„ Peter Lawson & Son, Edinburgh ...

„ J. C. "Wheeler & Son, Gloucester
,, John Palmer, Annan
„ John Waterer, Bagshot
„ Thomas Gibbs & Co., London
j, E. G. Henderson & Son, London
,, Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge
„ W. Tavey, King's Road, Chelsea ...

„ Moore & Son, Birmingham
„ Ward & Son, Bath

A further list will appear next week; in tho moantimo sub-
scriptions will bo thankfully received by Messrs. .1 acou Wrench
& Sons, London Bridge; Noblk, Cooprb, & Bolton nnet Street;
Whekker & Son, Gloucester; or A. Paut,. Esq.. Ch-ripnlmrn.

CCOTTISH GARDENERS AND LANDi
*J STEWARDS ASSOCIATION.—ELECTION OF PEN-

|SIONERS.—The Fifth Annual General Meeting for the '

Election of Pensionkr8 will be held on the 14th November i

ensuing. Persons eligible for admission are "aged and infirm
or disabled Gardeners, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Land Stewards,
Bailiffs, and Foresters," and the Widows of such Persons. :

Printed forms of application for intending Candidates may be
had of the Secretary, 6, York Place, Edinburgh, and all claims
must be sent in on or before the 15th October.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
*TPSWICH CEMETERY.—The BURIAL BOARD
-1- for the BOROUGH OF IPSWICH are prepared to receive
TENDERS for PLANTING to be done in their Cemetery
during the present autumn. Forms of Specification with
Schedules, and quantities may bo obtained on payment of 5*. for
each copy, on and after the 2Gth day September, at tho Offices of
the Board, in the Woodbridge Road, Ipswich, and at the oflice of
Mr. Davidson, Landscape Gardener, 30, Great Russell Street,
Bedford Square, London.—Ipswich, September 22.

£10 10j 0<(

r> o
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3 3
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1

10

now ready for delivery, for present payment onlfj I

huiihii Now Pari . l. vmlntrton.Hnnta.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
G1EORGE TABER, of Hnvcnhill, Essex, bega to

' Inform thn Trade that bin growing crop* of Seed i sro W
Open i<> Inspection) All Turnip Seeds grown from
transplanted moln . Lists won t on application^—Sept. 22.

MESSRS. J. and M. BROWN offer the following
OIIOICE PLANTS, which thoy will forward to an ,

a.

o
u

'I

A Bon Marches
12 Orohldca I'lants, gntnd spccieH, one of a «ort 10
00 Choice Grcenhouso Plants (hard-wooded) one of a soi

Camellias and Rhododendrons, flue sorts ... perdozei
Azalea indlca, fine new sorts ... per dozen 1J

l^ G-loxlnlas and Aohlmones, best varieties 10
25 Fuchsias (small plants), best proved varieties 10
12 lino new Mimulus, tail and dwarf varieties 10
12 line Phlox, new Perennial, varieties 12

25 Chrysanthemums, new largo and small varieties ... 12
Albion Nur :ery. Sink-' Nrwington, London, Sefd. 22.

NEW STRAWBERRY.
KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPERBA, not surpassed

in flavour, habit, and productiveness by any Strawberry
extant, at the low price of 21. per I0O, 0a. per doz., fre*. by post,
to be had of Messrs. Gabbavay, M.wr.-. & C0t Bristol, agents
for the west of England and South Wales, or of any r.'4pcctable
nurser>*nian. For a full description, testimonials, &c, sec this
Paper, April II,

I

James Km. f. v. Lyncombe Vale Nursery. Bath.

pUTHILL'S STRAWBERRIES.—The EARLY
V^ BLACK PRINCE, 5s. per 100; the late PRINCE OF
WALES, 75, 6d. per 100. They are snre and great bearers ; and
are best of all for preserving. J. C/s Pamphlet on the Potato,
with 20 more articles, post free, 2s. ,) 0.*s Mai-, t Gardening
round London, post free. Is. 6d.—James Cdtuill, Camberwell.

BARRATT'S MAGNUM BONUM has lhis~year
fully sustained its high charn V,

flavoured STRAWBERRIES known, and may now be had at 20*.

per 100, or 3s. per doz.—Catalogues containing all the leading
varieties of the day may be obtained from William Bareatt,
St. John's Nurseries, Wakufield.

w1LL1AM BAKKATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakefield.

Plans and Estimates furnished.

FINE FRINGED CHINESE PRIMROSE.
and J. FRASER beg to offer some excellent

" • Seed of the above, saved from plants which obtained the
award of the Horticultural Society last winter, in packets at
2s. 6rf. each. A remittance in stamps is requested from unkuown
correspondents.—Lea Bridge Road, Sept. 22.

VINES FOR FRUITING IN POTS.
~

TVjESSKS. J. and J. FRASER, Nurserymen, Lea
-*•** Bridge Road, Essex, beg to anuounce that thev have a
vory choice selection of the best sorts of VINES from eyes
grown in 12 and 10-inch pots, Price 6s. and 7s. 6d each.
N.B. Strong Vines for plantins cut, 3s. 6rf. each.— Sept. 22.

NEW AND WHITE COKOLLA'D asd OTHER BEST
FUCHSIAS, VERBENAS, CINERARIAS, ETC., FOR 1855,

At Greatly Reduced Prices.
"\A7ILLIAM RUMLEY and SONS New Descriptive
» » AUTUMN CATALOGUE of the above, also containing

new and choice Pansies, Geraniums, See., is now ready, and may
be had on application.—Gilling, near Richmond , Yorkshire.

ROBERT SIM'S 16 page CATALOGUE of his
GENERAL COLLECTION of FERNS may now he had

for Four Stamps. Free to all previous pnrchasors.

Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

NEW PLANT LIST.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE'S CATALOGUE OF" STOVE AND GRKENHOUSE PLANTS for the present
Autumn isjust published, and may be had, post free, on application.—Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith, near London.

CATTELL'S EARLY BARNES CABBAGE;
DO. DO. RELIANCE; Also

PARAGON, IMPERIAL, KING, NONPAREIL, ETC.
JOHN CATTELL has now ready Bedded Plants of
^ tin 1 above, at Bs. Gd. per 1000. No charge for crates, baskets,
or packing. Packages of 5000 or moro are delivered to Loudon
and to the Edenhridge Station of tho South-Eastern Railway
carriage free. A remittance or reference to accompany orders
from unknown correspondents.—Nurseries, Wec'.erham, Kent.

ROSE CATALOCUE, ETC.
HLANE and SON'S CATALOGUE of ROSES,

• TREES and SHRUBS, and FRUIT, will be ready the
1st of October, and will be sent as usual to their customers.
Parties intending to purchase can havo them on application to

the Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead, Herts. Also Catalogues of
Azaleas. Stove and Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants.

HYACINTHS AND OTrlEtt IMPORTED B'JLBI
I )A\V),, (Mil HI. 1,1,, , ., !;|.-.
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• that hli PBK

li now rea/Jy, and wll;
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Norih" ''
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DUTCH HYACINTHS AND OTHtR BULBS.

J
and J. FRASliR beg to annoui. I y hare

:.<-ir annual Import--.*

other FLOWEB f which a de»rr
be bad by enclocing one postage *t»*
some Instructions for the incccasful cultiv
roota.—L^a Bridge Road, ftept, '12.

LARGE AND VERY CHOICE ASSORTMENT OF
IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS.

CLARKE and COMPANY, Wholesale SEBDsvn,
S<3, Borough, London, beg to inlorm -

ra tber
have received from Ihe beft growers in I

supply of the above, which are very fine and well mamml Bulbs
Lflon. Catalogue^ forwarded »n ar: „i -nil

credit given i:;

DUTCH BUL»
MARTIN andS

their friends thn.1 tl

their annual lm[>ort-.'

fine, and tnist to be fapoflrt"]

be had and al

Nursery and *e-d Establish::
Branch. June

\;,\

SUCCESSION PINE Pi_A~TS.

TO BE SOLD, very fine well-rooted PINE PLANTS,
principally QUEENS. They arp thoroughly clean, and will

be sold at a very moderate price.—Apply to Francis Abtuue
Dicksov & Sons, Upton Nurseries, near Chester.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, is. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, aud may be obtained at A, Coubett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, IS, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

CAMELLIAS, ETC.
CHANDLER and SONS, Nobsert, Wandsworth

Road, beg to inform their friends aud customers that their
Camellias are finely set with flower buds this season; they are
now sending out good busby plants from 30*. and upwards per
dozen. The best Chrysanthemums, 12s. per dozen. Also a great
variety of Ornamental Plants for furnishing conservatories, at
reasonable prices,

TO GENTLE MEW PLANT! NC.
CHANDLER and SONS, Nurserymen, Wands-

worth Road, have a qnantitv of fine Green and Variegated
HOLLIES, ARBORVIT.E. BOX. LAURELS, RHODODEN-
DRONS, AZALEAS, WHITE and PURPLE LILACS. &c,
all of a large size, in a fit state for transplanting, and at very
moderate prices.

« A LIST OF PLANTS,"
XX HARDY CONIFERS,

including RARE and

SHRUBS and CLIMBERS. GREENHOUSE PLANTS.
ERICAS, EPACRIS, CAMELLIAS. GERANIUMS. CAR-
NATIONS, PICOTEES and PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS.
PHLOXES. CHRYSANTHEMUMS, HARDY HERBA-
CEOUS PLANTS, &c

Cultivated and Sold by TotfEi.li and Co., Royal Nursery,
Yarmouth, Norfolk, is now ready, aud will be forwarded on
receipt of two postage stamps.

DUTCH AND OTHER BULBS.
TOHN CATTELI m and

*J the public that h
usually fine condition. Arasr ')' JVt.- o'

he has a very large ;

siberica) which is with
as well as the hardiest
large stock of Japan i

and other Amaryllis, Tropie-.iam t-

r.ne assertmc *.

Alslrremeria, &c. A priced caU)< z
prepaid application.— -

IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWER RCOTS.
_

TF. WINSTANLEY begs to M.no*nee that his
• Priced Catalogue of Dutch I;

will shortly be ready, and can be '.

contains a list of all the newest and lead!** -

including Hyacinths. Narc:-
Single and Double Tulips, Crocos. ^ ~e been
grown by one of the first growers in]
upon as being good sound Bulbs, and true la

2S. Marketplace. 11 ncl

BKOWICK RED WHEAT. — SEED WHEAT of

the above description, and true, may re obtained imme-
diately by addressing Mr. Edward Bat-'l, Bailiff, Post Office,

Beacons fie Id. Price, by quarter or sack. ltX**. per bushel. All

orders to be accompanied by a Post Office order or remittance.

TVANTED, a quantity of BLACK JAMAICA
V V and QUEEN PINES, either sucTierfor rooted plantstbat

will fruit next year. They must be clean. Thiswonld be a good
opportunity for any one giving up business to dispose of the

whole stock. Also a quantity of the Conifer®, particularly of the

IV ar arid of Araucarias ; als -

cash.—Address, with pricesj F.^T.. Office rf ti.
:
-; P

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS, ETC. ETC.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Sb

SEBYMEN TO HEE MAJESTY TH"
land and Agricultural Society
arrival of their first assortment of DUTC II I

Catalogues of which may be had. free, on :\

for which are respectfully solicited,

They have also on hacd very se?-: :

Rye-grass, Crimson Clever ;Trifeliam ir»car

(Trifolium hy^ridum), Dwarf Essex Rape. Wi
Turnip, &c &c
London : S7. Great George Street .

"

CHOICE HYACINTHS, NARCIS TUUPS
CROCUS. ETC. ETC.

JAMES CHARTRES and CO., Ixf-ortees op
Dutch Fjjowkb Roots, £

that their unrivalled 6::'v :' :.. al ,

condiricn: the Roots are remark;":

J. C.& Co. earnestly s:-l:dt earl-

Roots. A Cati'.rjr. :- may be hadec ;

74. King William Street, City, ai

Lane, >. "

G~EORGE JACKMAN begs
CATALOGUE of choice CONiri-^A, tf 1

GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TREES.3k& -

and constantly rem ~
-

- *-

-
"

G. ". v - ---.
_ _

'

>;
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER.

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
(""I RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot "Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental "Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL. CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

BY
HER

MAJ ESTY'S

T? D ENC h

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Patent Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all
others, wood being used for the frame work, hut covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, and all completed for Is. 3d. per foot
super. Hundreds of references can be given, and Printed Price
Lists sent. ____^^_ '

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES
-
& LIGHTS

FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

-

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, n, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in
7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide* any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

'

BY
SPECIAL

APPOINTMENT

TO HER
MAJESTY

THE QUEEN.

WILLIAM WALKEtt, Victoria Foundry, Walra-
gate, York.

Manufacturer of Hot "Water
Apparatus for Heating Green-
houses, &c.

Garden Rollers, Handglass
Frames

Iron Fencing and Gates

Liquid Manure Pumps
Iron Palisading, Iron Bedsteads
Galvanised Gaoie Netting
Stable Packs and Mangers
Kitchen Ranges and Smoke
Jacks on a superior principle

Every Description of Plain and Ornamental Cast and
Wrought Iron Work.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*-* of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

IRON GATES, HURDLES, FENCING, ETC.
BULLOCK and CO., Hope Iron Works, Primrose

'' « Street, Bishopsgate, Ironfounders and manufacturers of the
above; also Verandahs, Conservatories, Staircases, Iron Roofs, &c.
N.B. Iron and Wire Fences fixed in all parts of the country by com-
petent workmen, or the materials supplied painted or galvanised
ready forfmng, andpackedforshipment. Estimatesonapplication.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
vV • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot "Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS
BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

H OTH OUSE BUI LDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot^water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

,_^™^ the Houses and Pits
fir)**** affording both top

and bottom heat, isHW^ ;: r:.
;

;;^/-'-'--fi:ri3- in constant opera.

^ ftl] ll! _ T^g^rr^-J=* tion and particularly
"~" — * worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. St?, per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
.heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, SeedB, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
<J ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab- .

lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring;
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in,

|

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.,

and exposing to the at-
mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late
severe winter it only
cost ns 3s. per day for
fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application,

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.
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VIOLETS.

R SHACK 15 LL begs to offer strong Plants of hfi
• superior Violet Rusnliin Superb, at 4*. per dozen; strong

plants of the Neapolitan vi"i"t., now in lor putting, at is. per
dozen; Double Perpetual Tuee Violet, at 4n. per dozen

j single

sweet winter blooming White VJolet^at 4b. per dozonj Double
White do,, ej. per dozen; old Russian Violet, 10*. per 100 plants*

bamper and package Included for all orders above 10*.

It. 8. would be Imppy to enter Into arrangornonts with uny
retail Florist for supplying Bouquets of Wold blooms after the
1st of October n'lMi Mm 1st of March, provided the weather po>
malt, at Cfl. per too. Bouquets almost to iuiy extent.

RonnitT BuACK KhL, Locktibrook Nnrooiy, Bath,

NEW GERANIUMS.
JOHN SCOT'] 1

, Florist, Bathford. Hath, OOD supply
nice lioiiitiiy piiintii, package and bamper Included, for4Ss<

})or iloznn :— (ii'mid Sultan. Hubert, Jessica, Lord Raglan, Omar
'hhIhl, Pandora, Petruolilo. Phaoton, Queen Eloanor, Berasklor,
Serena, Tnptiy, Fair I'.IIen, I Jim, Vesper, Wonderful, Wnht,
HCliiL' of Portugal ; the above 18for00ff, The following al 18*.

nor dozon :—Cm-ion, Eugenia, Governor*Gonoral, Ladybird, Loab,
Lucy, MtijoHt.lc, Mary. Optimum, Plotum, Pilot, Purplo Perfec-
tion, Queen of May, Regalia, itiviii Queen, SansparoU, Virginia,
The following 10 Frenon spotted varlotlos, with Sansparlol and
Eugenic, 103. :—Augusto, Mlolloz, Colonel Polssey, Etotlo do
.fui'ilinn, Jaques Duval, James Odler, Gustavo Odlor, Qlolre do
Iiuiloviie, General Cavalghao, Madame Lamprlolore, Trlomphode
la Tour. The above three notH for 41. I0a. They are all ojco
atrong wollri)ot(!(l plants, which could not fell to please.

Post Olllao OnUu'H, payable at Hath, rotpioitted from unknown
correwpoudontH.

THE IMPROVED BHOWICK RED AND OTHER
SEED WHEAT.

YK/ILLIAM BARNES, in returning llmnlcs to hie
** cuBtomorn for SEED CORN, begs to offer this season the

following sorts, which have been procured from the linnet and best
varieties, regardless of expense Intbe purchase and cost In the
cultivation—viz., Improved Bt'OWlok Red, Spalding's Bod, (Mil

Rod or LainmuH Wheal, White ClmlV Red, and Bristol mixed
with White, all of which ho will warrant true and clean.

Mr. B. can recommend the Improved itrowick Red with much
confidence ntt being one of the greatest ncqulHitlouH In Red
Wheat, for light or black land, yet offered to the fanner. In thin
locality (Deeping Ten) It wan less Injured by front h and mildew
ilian other Kedjt, and was pronounced by all who Inspected it.

whilst standing over sovoral acroH to bo unrivalled by any In the
-district.—For further particulars, addrosH William Babnbs, tho
I'ilmH l'arni, near Hpfililing, Lincolnshire.

THE PAMPAS C R A S S,
"GVNBRIUM AnOKNTRUM."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co. having now for sale
the finest stock of flowering plants in thin country of the

nbovo, are enabled to offer their woll established plants to bloom
•this autumn at the following prices :

—

Fine specimens with two flower stems ... 21s. Qd. each.
Ditto with orto ditto 10s. Gd. „

Smaller plants to bloom next year 7s. Gd. „
L., P., & Co. havo also healthy seedlings at 30s. por dozen,

which will be ready in October, which, however, they deem it

Tight to say will most probably not bloom for two years. To such
parties as wish at once to see the plant in its beauty, L., P., & Co.
would Btrongly recommend the larger sizes, as they are much
better and cheaper.
Few plants are more ornamental than this Gigantic Grass,

the leaves (which are more than 7 feet in length, curving grace-
fully outwards) grow in large tussocks, thereby producing a very
fine effect, and from Die midst of these numerous flower stems
arise to the height of from 6 to 8 feet, surmounted by elegant
panicles of inflorescence nearly 3 feet long, resembling beautiful
waving plumes of silvery feathers. It is perfectly hardy, and is

alBO easy of cultivation. A grand specimen of this noble plant
is now In the Exeter Nursery, pushing up nearly twenty largo
flower stems and numerous small ones, and will continue to be an
object of great attraction for a considerable time.

EXETER NURSERY. EXETER.
Established 1720.

CUCUMBER SEEDS FOR WINTER SOWING.
—The three best and most certain varieties ever sent out,

and such as aro sure to give satisfaction for winter growing.
General Canrobert, fine black spine, length 15 inches, 2s. Gd. por
packet. Lord Kenyon's Favourite, length 12 inches, very hand-
some, free setter, and most prolific bearer, 2s. Gd. per packet.
Gordon's White Spine, length 20 inches; this has proved to be
the best long winter variety now in cultivation, Is. 6d. per packet.

DIGITALIS, OR FOX-CLOVE SEED.
This beautiful hardy biennial has been so much improved

within the last two or three years by continual hybridising, that
the brilliancy of the colours, the numerous varieties into which
it has sported, and the dwarfness of the plants, will cause it when
•once known to be planted in the largest and smallest of flower
gardens, round the borders of shrubberies, and for making beds
In large pleasure grounds where brilliancy and effect is required.
They will grow well on rock-work or "sloping banks, where
numerous other varieties of plants will not thrive at all. The
seed should be sown now in pans or boxes, aud planted out early
next spring; by so doing they will bloom well next season.

Sold in packets at Is. Gd., or double packets at 2s. Gd. Every
order must be accompanied by Penny Postago Stamps, or Post
Office Order payable to

EDWARD TILEY, Nurseryman, Seedssian, & Florist,

_^ 14, Abbey Churchyard, Bath, Somerset.

JOHN WESTWOOD will be prepared on and after
** the 10th of October next to send out good well-rooted plants
of the following novelties, at the very low prices under-
named, viz.—
VERBENA "MRS. HALFORD."— The finest white yet

raised; no other will be grown wherever it is introduced. Having
had plants in his possession before any other florist. J. W. has
now on hand many thousands, and is therefore enabled to offer
them at 9s. per dozen, or 37. per 100.
PETUNIA "MARQUISE DE LA FERTE."—A decided

improvement on Shrubland Rose, and must entirelv supersede it.

The highest praise has been awarded this flower in the Gar-
detiers

1

Chronicle, " The Cottage Gardener," and by all who have
seen it. 8s. por dozen, or 21. 15s. per 100.

All the White Corolla'd aud other FUCHSIAS of 1S55, let
out by Chauviere, Epps, Henderson & Co., and Smith, at 10s. per
dozen.
The last new VERBENAS sent out by Chauviere, Smith,

Turner, &c, many of which (especially those raised in France)
are superior to tho older varieties. &s. per doz., or 21. 15s. per 100.

Seedling Herbaceous CALCEOLARIAS from plants of first-

rate quality (superior to any exhibited during the past season),
carefully impregnated by the Rev. E. Trimmer, who has hitherto
been remarkably successful with this flower. Best selectiou,
8s. per dozen, or 21. 15s. per 100 ; 2d selection, 5s. per dozen, or
11. 15s. per 100.

Seedling CINERARIAS from all the best named varieties,
4s. per dozen, or 1?. 10s. per 100.

Fimbriated PRIMULA SINENSIS, raised from plants inferior
to none in the trade, of last year. 5s. per doz., or 1?. 15s. per 100.

J. W. has also for immediate sale Vines from Eyes of the best
>nd leading sorts, at 24s. per dozen.
The carriage will be paid to Londou; and where an order

ex*=.eds 21. additional plants will be given in, aud the hamper
and \ackage not charged for.

The Floral Nursery, Actou Road, Tumham Green.

DUTCH ROOTS.
r>ASS AHD HROWN bog to BDflOUnCG (lie arrival of
* their Unit Importation oj D0TOH ROO'J forth

season. Their •toCfc of Bulbs ol Imported and liomt growth in

very sole* t, among which will bs bund ihi t

in cultivation, ln< ludlng tholi <• (ten itn as tortrni ni ol i

and other Capo Bulbs,

Imported Dl i <:u n I if i. J HH, with prlnti
I

for Ihelr culture

i

50 varfotles In <
(|

i bolco lorto

25 varieties In % • > u >. do* .. i*;».

Bosl named yarlotlM, per dozen ... --• fl , od U
Soparato colours wlthonl name, per dozen

If required foi forcing, wo particularly recommend early plantlne,
The 01 LB LIST is now ready and i plication

and tho whole of the Autumn Catalogue will I

h.-(!<i and Horticultural Estaull bmi <•>.

September 02.

NEW STRAWBERRIES AT REDUCE& PRICES.
Qqowm am< Oi '

i am i on I
\*

i

WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON, Egttloacliflb, near
Varm, Yorkshire. -The following splendid

been well pi oi ed this ss on snd jeItwi

viz., sir ii i> rhlll .

i"" ptenl ,
I

U,; or 12a <'. por dozen. 'Mum Pacha [Ward ,, U, per 100;
12*. por DO ; 7$. por 26. Seal lol Nonpareil (I'atb

100; i/. per 50; 12*. per 26. Hir Obai
per 100; lfis,perM I pea 26, Admiral Dundee 'M.
por f00j i''. per 60#,; 7#. per '<;.'». Nlehol I

Captain Cooh and Flit-Bosket, fl por i
11

I

Wah'H, Niiiiiiiri, ElIza(Blvorsl

i . urj I

P , n large n nlto one. 8 • pei 100 British Qui V

Eloanorfjnyatt'fl), Old Pino, TroUope*s \ Ictorhi Oollab I

Reons' Boodllng, Old Bosobeny, all at it per 100: I I
i

PolaoOjaverylargoandlatevarlety.lO*.perlCO P I EnceO
payable at xarm are o tp0( ted wltn all orders. 1 bo plants win
bo •' iui

' !>' pocked and forwarded to any perl of tho khigdom.

FISHER. HOLMES, ani» CO. hr K to offer the fol-

lowlng, all of which are good healthy rianta.

AZALEAS AND ERICAS.

\\
r

- 1 Bl uoch fflmtart in off<n»gtha
'

'A tbo
choicest and beel

A '/, A I

BBICA0 Vtt. and U

• Mon-
kll ujAffA V, \f b mu

*-., ---M*id«i//i"-

ROSES.
CJ PON 1 "CO, tttJUW,
> i .

j

U now In tl*r lj*-*'j>y

I

Alirliii nnllloro, each 9(/. to Is.Qd. BKAllonU pteiocladon
A/.jiiru amoona 1 O i eniii Dgnl . lf.l 8

„ Stanlnynna 1 S 1'imcliia, Florence Mjclit-

„ Symmetry 1 6 Ingale 1 r,

Tbo following nro from ]
: O ,, Lady of tli> I 1 'i

la. M. eftch :

—

„ Cliniiix ... 1., to 1 '.

Azalea FroHtl „ EmpreBS Eugenie 1 I

„ aurantia Bttperb „ violieHora plcno ... 1

„ latoritla pulchra „ Dominiana 1 u

„ Apollo Hpnfreya Hcandens ... 1 "

„ white Hcxacentria mytiorensis 1 •'

„ „ double lloya bclla 1 "

„ fulgons Hydrangea japonica va-

„ Duko of Wellington ricgata Is. to '2 >>

„ optima Ixora coccinea 1 <;

„ oxtrani „ javanica 1 ';

,i
decora „ salicifolia 2 fl

„ amabilis Irapatien9.Jcrdoni(p,la.6t/.to2 i;

„ Hebe. Lycopodinm umbrosum O :

jTSschynantlnis fipeciosug, „ inir-qualifolia 1 'i

fine plants 1 6 „ Poeppigiana t ii

„ splendidufl, do. ... 1 (i „ viticulosa !l

Acacia verticillata 1 „ apothecum 1 n

Agapanthus unibellatns, „ formosum 1 ii

foi. var 1 6 ., crcsinm arboreum... 1 'i

Begonia Prestoniensis, Mandevillea suaveolens 1 i;

fine plants 1 ii Maranta alba lineata ... 2 8
BoTonia Drnmmondi .

•1 t; Mitruria coccinea 9
Burchellia capensis Is. to 1 6 Mussffinda frondosa 1 6
Caladium bicolor su- Pentas rosea 1
perha Is. Grf. to 9. fi Pimelea Henderson! ... 2 i;

Clerodendron splendens 1 fi „ spectabilis 2 <•

Cyrtoceras reflexum 2 6 Swansonia Lessertifolia 2 fi

Dipladenia crasainoda ... 1 ii Statice Halfqrdl, fine
Desmodinni gvrans 1 ii plants ... ls.Gd. to 2 <i

Eranthemutn leuconervum 1 (i „ sinuata ii 9
Ery tbrina crista-galli.ls. to 1 fi Veronica varlegata 1 f>

Remittances respectfully req ucsted from unknown corre-
spondents.—Handswortb Nursery, Sheffield. Sept. 22.

I. now In tli. l^-.uty i.i tb^ An'
every <!*:

i',<'A knA ii- ir.tii .i
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Ipllrc CtUtogm I-/Tir«r4t4 on t; i

I,' i
i. IM. I.

M

I / . f„ r ,] -,. .

to .ay tlm' he '

- •
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»orl«; well irrowo J

- 1 en » r»-l

Knpplied

VEUEA f RKNA1 .\ K»l*»
—tiik X.r.i r

-n bvtlat*'ly U-eri Dud. of I

botanlcl cijrlonlty, wbirh ronur. pl*r.». ...

leave...— I.

1: 1 -I.
plant In flower m»y U:

NEW PEIARCOMUMS.
i BORC.E SMITH baaaBn lowing
1

' •] , PI LARCH I '.'oog Plutt,
30fl. to i (tc/yjrdiug t

Inclnded with PUdIj to i

. HIIKLKK,

"It

riu

.J'jasIcs, Pbaifton, Bt

Omar Pooho, Berono. Topey; wooterl
Conqueror, Dido, Ffdelu, \.\-,-

GniDd Sulun, PendorA;
Ellen, BnovfteJce; (Horkei
Commandcrln-Cbbif ; (Falu Df tbe
choice aHwrtment of »how And far.cj kind*. A e>ecrlp*

logue on applIcAlion. L*nkor»wn con^epciodesu
rcmittanc: with their ordem wilt be liberally dealt wUJ
office orders payable at Ialington.

Tollington Numery, nonwey Road, iSHo^t/ii, Lsm&m.

RHODODENDRONS,
7 OHN WATERER begs to announce thai be is now

ired t execate orders for bi« two New Hardy Ujbrid
Rhododt-ndroct, in zvA ebtabliitbed pUnu, at Ala. each,

"Rhododendron JOHN WATEREB, colour glowing carmine,
large truss, fine foliage, and a most shiuwant bloomer, in
perfection about the 16th June.

Ditto. MRS. JOHN WATJESER, a bright rooy crimK-n, fiae

conical truss, a very free blooming kind, in flower about
15th of June.

To the admirers of this justly noble class of Plants, Jobs
Waterer has the pleasure ol reconuoendl&g th<» atx^re ac U:ing
the greatest acquisiti ns yet oft>red. Th«y c mbio** in a marked
decree the necessary reqnisit«a for r«ally firK-rate hardy crlmaoD
varieties, viz., imposing colour*, abundant bloomers, extreme
hardiness, and dower at a time when tbey are not liable to be
injured by spring frosts.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey, Sept. 22.

VmLLIAM YOUNG begs to call the attention of
* * Noblemen, Gentlemen, Public Companies, and Planters in

general to his extensive stock of. CHOICE CONIFER.!:.
HARDY EVERGREENS. ORNAMENTAL TREES. AME-
RICAN PLANTS, &c, which are this season particularly fine,

and having been well prepared for removal, he can confidently
recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

W. Y. invites persons about to plant to inspect bis stock,

which is standing over 50 acres of ground, in which will be found
all kinds of plants adapted to every description of ornamental
planting. It consists of HARDY CONIFERS, containing
some of the finest specimen plants ever offered.

Feet high.
Abies Douglasi 6 to S by 5 to G

tf „ 8 to 10 by 7 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12 by 8 to 9
„ Menziesi 4£ to 5
„ nigra, Black Spruce 4£ to 6

„ alba, White Spruce 6 to 8
„ canadensis, Hem-

lock Spruce ... 6 to 8 by 7
Piuus austriaca ... 6 to 8

... 8 to 10

„ Cembra ... ... 5J to 6

„ ... 7 to 8
„ excelsa ... ... 8 to 10
„ inslgnis ... ... 2* to 3

... 3 to 4
Picea Pinsapo . .. 5 to 6 by 6

„ nobilis | very
Nordmanniana ) handsome

Araucaria imbricata . 2J bv 2£
do. do 3 by 3
do. do 4 by 4
do. do., very handsome 6 to S

Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4
Cedar of Lebanon ... 3J to 4

„ ,, ... 5 to 6

„ „ 7 to S by 6

„ „ 10 to 12 by 8
„ Deodara ... 4£ to 5

„ „ 6 to 8

„ „ 9 to 10
10 to 12

('The Cedars of Lebanon and
Deodara are particularly
handsome and well furnished.)

Thujaorientalis,Chinese
Arbor-vita? 5 to 6

„ ..-7 toS

Feet high.
ThujaY\"eareftna,Siberian5 to 6

„ 7 to 8
Chinese Juniper ... 4£to5

„ „ 5 to 6
Upright „ 4 to 5

„* „ 6 to 7

Taxodium seropervirens 6 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12
Irish Yew 4* to 5

,, „ ... ... 6* to 7

Oir (Sarftfritcrg' (gftrontclt.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER ..

A Laege QcA^-^TT or fi>-e

EVERGREENS.
Green Hollies 4 to 6

„ „ ... 6 to 7 by 4

„ „ S to 10 by 6 to 7
Evergreen Oak 3 J to 4

„ „ ii to 5

„ ,. 6 to S by 4 to 5
Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to S

„ „ 10 to 12
Weymonth Pine ... 8 to 10
Yews Si to 4

n 44 to 5
„ oj to 6

Quercus oxoniensis

—

NewLeucombeOak... 6 to 7

„ „ .~ S to 10

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts
Rhododendron pouticum (good

for coTer).

Do. all the new and best vars.
Kalmias, Andromeda, Ledums,

S.c. &c
STANDARD ROSES, of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avenues, from 10 to 12 feet.

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.

A Catalogue is now ready, and may be had for two postage
stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

Western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.

Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

The expression " trifacial Orange " used bv us
lately (p. 596) has puzzled some of our readers.

The explanation of the term will be found at

length in the Theory and Practice of Hortic -

p. 359. It was applied to a tree found in a garden

at Alexandria, having an Orange, a Citron

.

Lemon, all combined into one fruit benea'h one
common rind. Of this as a fact there is no doubt

:

as some at least of those who have been in

and known Boghos Joussouff are probably aware.

The history of this singular production has been
inquired into. Mr. St. John, who first brought it

under the notice of the public, assures us, of course

upon the authority of the native Egyptians, that it

may be obtained by grafting the embryos of a

Lemon, a Citron, and an Orange in the following

manner. One of the three seeds is wholly skinned,

so as to lay the embryo quite bare. Each

two is half skinned,' that is to say the skin is re-

moved from one side only. This beiBg done the

naked embryo is placed between the two others

so as to be in contact wiih their skinned sides, and
the whole are bound together with fine Grass. They
are then committed to the ground in the usual way,

the embryos grow together into one plan', ni 1

ultimatelv the" trifacial fruit in question is borne.

We are further assured that this prs : :

great antiquity.

The first question which naturally ari-

whether the story told to Mr. St. J

Since no evidence exists in Europe upon that point,

the next is whether such an operation as is described

is possible. We are not aware that gardener-

ever attempted to graft seeds on each other :

the experiment remains to be tried, and its possi-

bility or impossibility must for the present remain

conjectural. There is however a class of facts

which render it probable that seeds, that is fx say
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embryos, may be Thus treated artificially, for nature

sometimes performs the operation by accident.

In his examination of the common Miselto M.

Dboaisne found not only that the seeds often con-

tain two embryos, which was known before, but that

the latter occasionally grew to each other, forming a

true vegetable twin. (See his Memoirs sur It develop-

pematt du Qui in the Transactions of the Royal

Academy of Brussels, volume xlii. ;
or a copy ofjane

of his figures in the Vegetable Kingdom, p. 790,

fi". 524.) Here we have one case of embryos

naturally grafted by contact.

Prof. Roper mentions a similar case in the

Euphorbia platvphyUa, where two embryos appeared

to be conjoined ; we must, however, add that he

could not wholly satisfy himself whether the wound

observed where they separated might not have been

accidentally caused by the knife used in dissecting

the seed (see this author's Enumcratio Euphor-

liarum, p. 17, t. 1, fig. 67—71.)

A similar condition of the common garden Cress

is said to have been observed ; but we do not recol-

lect where the fact is recorded.

The most remarkable case is, however, that of the

Salisburia mentioned by Endlicher, apparently on

the authority of Siebold. "In the seed of this

plant," he says, "are frequently found two, or

three, or even more embryos, which, when they

germinate form young plants so closely pressed

against each other that in the first season they

often grow together into one common trunk.

And this is imitated by the Japanese and Chinese

gardeners, who when they propagate the Salisburia

by suckers graft several stems together in order to

give vigour to the specimen, which sometimes grows

with an immense trunk, and a noble wide-spreading

head." {Synops. Conif., p. 237.) Tte first part of

this statement is adverted to by Dr. Hooker and
.Mr. Bixney in their admirable article on the fossils

called Trigonocarpon and Sigillaria, lately published

in the Philosophical Transactions.

Such instances seem to show that it is far from
impossible to graft one embryo on another. Nor is

there anything in the nature of plants opposed to

such a conclusion. On the contrary, one of the great

peculiarities of the vegetable world is the tendency
which young parts always have to unite, if in con-
tact. The whole art of budding and grafting turns
upon the facility with which this natural process can
be imitated ; all that is necessary being to bring

together the young cellular matter, which is exclu-

sively the part of the structure by which adhesions
are effected. Now, the embryo of a plant consists

of nothing except cellular matter.
The difficulty of performing the operation will

hardly deter such dexterous manipulators as we
have in abundance among amateurs as well
as professional propagators, and it seems well worth
a fair trial. Now is the time to do it, when seeds

are ripening and not yet hardened. Good races to

submit to the operation are not only the whole
Citron tribe, but the Peach and Nectarine, the

various breeds of Plums, Oaks, Chesnuts, and Fil-

berts. All that we would suggest is, that the seeds
be taken a little before they are quite ripe, that they
be planted in a gentle bottom heat the moment they
are grafted, and that in the case of plants like Oaks,
which abound in gallic acid, a silver knife should
be used instead of a steel one.

By way of encouraging young gardeners to set
about this experiment, we offer to the first who
shall produce satisfactory evidence of his success a
free copy of the Gardeners' Chronicle for seven years.

What plants should be admitted into the
different departments of the Botanical Garoen is

a question of great practical importance, which
is but too often lost sight of. It being generally
supposed that the more complete the collection is

the better it will be, the endeavour is to cultivate
anything that can be had. But completeness never
can be obtained. A limit is always set to the
botanical collection either by want of space or of
pecuniary means, or of scientific time or capacity for
keeping it in order, and it is a good selection, not a
complete collection, that must be aimed at. The
more restricted the space and the means the more
pains it requires to make such a selection as shall
best answer the purpose of instruction. No more
species should be planted in the herbaceous borders
than can be correctly named and maintained in
health and vigour of a sufficient size or in sufficient
numbers for the purposes required. To render these
as instructive as circumstances will permit, they
must be selected in each family from as many
different types as possible ; and in every genus
where several species cap be admitted, these should
be made to represent as many as possible of the
distinct forms assumed by the genus. If, out of
several species equally instructive, room can only
be found for a portion, a preference should always
be given to those which afford some practical interest,

such as medicinal or ceconomico-technical plants

;

and where the pecuniary means are very limited it

becomes important that the plants admitted should

be of easy cultivation. Even in the richest gardens

a selection is better than a collection. A few well

defined species, accurately named, good repre-

sentatives of the really different forms included

under one generic type, authentic specimens of

useful plants, are infinitely more conducive to

facilitate the study of botany than the masses of ill-

defined garden varieties, running one into another
J

under false or doubtful names, which disfigure nine-

tenths of the botanical gardens I have visited.

Let us take for example the first genera of Ranun-
culacea;, and suppose our limits very confined, our :

climate that of central Europe or rather colder, we
might plant in the herbaceous border Clematis

Vitalba, Flammula, Viorna, Viticella, alpina, and :

cirrhosa or nepalensis ; Thalictrum aquilegifolium

and minus; Anemone nemorosa, coronaria, sylvestris,

and japonica ; Hepatica triloba ; Ranunculus flam-

mula, ficaria, arvensis, acris or bulbosus, sceleratus,

and aconitifolius ; and so on : we should thus give

in a small space a very fair idea of the several

genera, which will be much improved if we have a

pond where we can grow Ranunculus aquatilis, or

an alpine border to include Thalictrum alpi-

num, Anemone baldensis, and some of the alpine

species of Ranunculus. If our means are larger, we
might add such species as Clematis erecta, sibirica,

azurea, and florida ; Thalictrum macrocarpum,
angustifolium, dioicum, and tuberosum ; Anemone
apennina, ranunculoides, stellata, vitifolia, vir-

giniaua, and alpina ; Ranunculus thora, muricatus,

philonotis, parviflorus, asiaticus, reptans, chasro-

phyllus, monspeliacus, auricomus, &c. ; and our
collection is still more satisfactory : but what can
be the use to the student of ten or a dozen plants

under the names of Thalictrum majus, medium,
saxatile, concinnum, glaucescens, elatum, Sjc, &c,
which neither he nor the professor can satisfactorily

distinguish from T. minus; or of innumerable forms
with the general characters of Ranunculus acris,

but labelled nemorosus, lanuginosus, polyanthemos,
brutius, Steveni, sericeus, velutinus, &c, which if

ever distinguishable in their native stations require

a different diagnosis in almost every garden where
they are grown '? And so it is with all genera which
have hardy variable species ; they swarm in botanical

gardens, monopolising the places and labels of their

more distinct but tender allies. How often do we
not see eight or ten real or supposed species of

Reseda represented by R. alba, lutea, and luteola ;

at least as many names to Helianthemum vulgare,
Isatis tinctoria, Nepela grandiflora, Stachys ger-
manica, &c, &c. ; and as to Asters, Solidagos,
Hieracia, Rubi, Potentillas, Heraclea, and such like,

the chaos is generally such that the identifying of
any one species is perfectly hopeless.

It is argued that the great use of cultivating

closely allied forms, whether species or varieties,

is to test the constancy of their character, and, when
tested, to prove to all the world their value as
species, good or bad. This testing of characters
may be of great importance as long as it is carried on
by the director or curator under his own eye,
especially if in a private or reserve garden, where it

is easier to guard against accidents and mistakes.
He can there raise seeds taken by himself from
authentic specimens, and follow the growth of the
plant through several years or several generations
with a tolerable certainty of its identity, even if it

may lose the characters which distinguished the
original parent. He has obtained a result which
will be admitted by all who rely on his accuracy and
good faith, and specimens dried and labelled by him
to accompany his notes will be good corroborative

evidence to future botanists. But living plants in

the herbaceous collections, however satisfactory they
may be to the director or curator who has
raised and proved them, are of little authority to

those who succeed him, when they come to consider
how many are the chance of labels misplaced by a
labourer, of a sickly specimen having died down and
become replaced by a seedling or sucker from a
vigorous neighbour without even the gardener's being

aware of it, and many similar accidents well known
to the practical botanic gardener. The labels of

plants require constant checking by a verification of

the characters of the specimen ; and, if these

characters are vague and uncertain, all control over
the correctness of the nomenclature is gone.

One consequence of this excessive multiplication

of closely allied forms (varieties, races, or allied

species) of the more hardy and variable Linnean
types, is the great labour which conscientious

directors bestow on their discrimination, a labour

generally entirely lost, for we very seldom find two
gardens where such forms designated by the same
names are distinguishable by the same characters.

The first step, therefore, to be recommended for

the reform of the generality of botanic gardens is to

go through the whole herbaceous collections, root up
and throw away every specimen which we cannot
confidently name and readily distinguish from its

nearest allies, and bestow all our pains on the

correct nomenclature and appropriate cultivation of

the remainder. Let us always remember that an
unnamed plant is useless and bewilders the student,

a wrong named one is a positive nuisance as leading
him astray.

We have said that annuals and biennials, as well
as low shrubs, may well be mixed off with the
perennial herbaceous collection. The former cer-

tainly give more trouble, requiring usually prelimi-

nary raising every year in seed beds in the reserve

ground and transplanting into the borders ; their

number will therefore be restricted where the pecu-
niary means are small. But the growing them in

separate beds saves little expense, and takes much
from their utility. As to shrubs those only can be
admitted into the herbaceous borders which are

naturally small, or can be pruned down to manage-
able dimensions without losing their characters.

The labelling is a simple but important con-
sideration ; the names should be conspicuous, clear,

and without useless words. In some gardens the

words " class," " order," "genus," "native of," &c,
being inserted, only add to the expense, so much so

that the labelling never gets completed, or at any
rate maintained after having been once done. In
the best-named gardens, the name of the natural

order stands alone in one word at the head of the

order, and to each species is a separate label with
the generic and specific names, both at full length.

This is strictly speaking sufficient in a purely

botanic garden with limited means. A further

economy is sometimes practised by writing the

generic name only once at full length, and for the

other species giving only the initial letter ; but that

is apt to puzzle the student, and, still worse, to lead

to the accidental exchange of labels between genera
with the same initials, without immediate detection

of the error. Where the means are more ample, the

addition of the indigenous name and native country

are useful, together with the indication of the appli-

cation of practical plants, thus :

—

Linum usitafosimum,

Flax,

Europe,

Textile, medicinal, oleaginous.

In some gardens the plants have numbers only,

corresponding to a list kept by the director,in whicli
more details can be entered ; but this confines the
use of the garden to the director himself, or to those
few to whom he may lend his list. G. B.

It is not uncommon for Pears while they are yet
hanging upon the tree to lose their colour in one or

two places, gradually acquiring a brown tint and
presenting evident symptoms of decay. This may
take place where no trace of any wound is visible

on the outer surface, and great surprise in conse-

quence is felt at the unaccountable seizure. Such
a case has lately been submitted to us, and though
a microscopical examination indicates the cause, we
are utterly unable to say why it has been exerted

in any particular instance or why some fruit on a
tree should fail, while other remains uninjured. In
the case transmitted, the fruit exhibited two brown
patches, one on either side. The evil was clearly

derived neither from the stalk nor the eye, which
were perfectly healthy, but the most intimate

tissues, especially the vascular bundles, whether
central or scattered through the flesh, were tra-

versed in every direction with strong and abundant
mycelium penetrating the inmost recesses of the cells.

The discoloration of the vessels was visible at once
to the naked eye, and there was a paler but decided

discoloration elsewhere. Though the fruit was
placed in the most favourable condition for the

development of the mould, it could not be coaxed
into the production of fruit, though the mycelium
burst out abundantly in little patches in every
direction from its surface. In all probability, how-
ever, the mould is Oidium fructigenum, a species

which is often destructive to Pears and other fruit,

as Apricots, Apples, &c.
Our principal object in noticing the subject is to

call attention to the fact that in most cases where
plants are attacked by mould it is the vascular

bundles which suffer the most evidently. In the
Turnip, for instance, when decay is induced by
mildew the inside of the ducts is perfectly black.

The probability is that as these vessels contain air

only when perfectly developed, and communicate
by means of the superficial organs with the outwfid

atmosphere, they are the medium by which th<" in-

fection is communicated. In this country, aHeasf,

no well instructed observer thinks of solv»'g the
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difficulties attendant on the appearance ol parasites

in apparently closed cavities, by having recoui e to

the uncertainties of spontaneous generation. Close

observation has already cleared up some of tho

mystery in which the subject of the appearance of

intestinal worms in the most unexpected situations

was long involved, and we arc inclined to think that

if any new light is to he thrown upon the appear-

ance of internal moulds, it will probably arise from

a closer study of the vessels. The difficulties with
which such investigations have to contend can

scarcely he exaggerated, hut they may not prove

insurmountable if proper care and intelligence are

exercised. M. ./. IS.

New Plants.
144. Oncidium Skinm:iu.

Oi (vorrueltuboroulata) psoudobulbls ovatlB anolpltll to i li

ctrlnatlH, folio oblongo-lanccolato bast compllcato aplculato
miblt'iH glaucosconto ncnp<> Ipso valldo tor bravlorc, pnnlotild

§laucu aportft tlgldft ramls ascondontlbus slinpllolbuH > I (lorla

imldin Inforloro nudft, bractols llnOBrMancoolatls horbacclB
nrctlHHlmo adprossts, Bopalla obovato-oblongls aoutlB dorHal]

orecto latorallbus roourvls, potalls paulb latlorlbus orlsplorlbus
redoxls, labolll lobo medio ohlato aplculato Bubsosslll lato

ralibu.s^anguHtinrlbim rotundatls convoxlH, crista oorrugata
inordiuatliu multl-tuborculalu dento duplfol Inccqualltor 8-Tobo
a fronto altaro soiplua omarglnato BOgrogato utrlnquo, a. alls
Homlovatln dentloulatls ncutiH bucciH '2 promlnontlbua, rontcllo

mutloo.

Tins is one of tho finest of tho yellow-flowered Oneida.

Its leaves fti'o !1— 10 inches long, tho scape moro than

2 feet up to the panicle, which isitsolf 10 inches long by

8 across. The branches of tho panicle nro covered by

a very delicato bloom. The flowers, as large as tho

largest form of 0. amyiliatum, nro n brilliant golden

yellow, with about three cinnamon blotches at the base

of each division, and a stain of the same colour across tho

lip immediately below tho crest and at tho base of its

side lobes. The numerous sinuosities of the crest arc

white. The nearest approach to this in the verruci-

tuberculate group is 0. liatcniannianum, from which it

differs in the form and colouring of the (lower and in

all the particulars of the crest. It has just flowered in

the garden of the Horticultural Society, to which it wns
presented some years ago (1H4!)) by Mr. Skinner, wdiose

name it is well worthy of bearing. Its petals being
rather broader than the sepals, it may seem that it

should have been placed among the Pentapetalous

macropetahlts herd, but it is desirable to admit none
into the latter except such species as have their petals

very considerably broader than the sepals.

i i, and terminating the road si ui (i n point In Hid II

would give n din el i"-" 1 to that d cron • <i part

of VVcstmlnstor, which now has only a mo ' circuitous roulo to

Hi" I'.ui: and the nortli is I ol Pall ilall II liol Iderod
thai mid] ii rood, Indopcndonl ol tbi Lion thus
offered to tbo groat mass ol the comi by, would si tin

Lime give i i to Plmlli o and u< Igi ivlaon the west, and
n lioi '

i rood t'i Hie M i of Parliament and Brli

tin i mi t, aud tlio wholo ol tbo borough ol Lambeth, m -i

Mi" [mmoii ' ti nil" ,, iiii ii iiin i i .« Hi" London
grcaf I'u ' baring I 'ro is, 'i bl i Itno, n mado, s III

.ii
.
.',"1 eabfl as . and night, and lb bo rami

I

woniidii bridge irlifoh onco ore sd tbo water ol Ihi

St, JamoN ' Park, irill rccollool the great numbi i ol pedostrlans
i c i

I ovor It, and profited lij tho convonlenci

direct connootlon botwecn tho north and thi spark,
ii 1.

1 . I n 1. 1

H

i", i in ii," public papers that tin fj

Intendod i" avail Inomsi Ivi ioi tlifl i

r| dici V im nl wan
not sifting In commonco the road and erect the brldgo; and It

linn ivliiiin Hi" ii ii i"'.v days I " positively n sorted In

Hi" I, I"ii
i

mil i thai III" HrOrkS '"" nl" '

Ii i mi" iiiini i,i truth In thoso stalemonl
ivore novor contoraplatod ; nothing will bo done till Y rl

moots : tit" public will Hi" n iniv" mi opportunity foj i on ildorlng
ii," plans, wuloh will im presented to tho U i I

andltwlllbo seen wholhei thoaoc modatlon thoyofibi to the

public in Hi" best wiiiili should I," granted,and whetbi
nUns do mil fjiviitiii irholly or sufficiently ii objci Lions which
in, v" in hi i, ,i against the pi eject,

" The objoot contemplated by r t • «
.

< i'lViTiuiientliitoTnakosuctio

lino an would bo most bonpflclal to tbo public In gcnoral, b

construct n road i"r the convonlonco of one particular locality.
i ,, 1

1

ii . were given to mo with the abovo view, and I n
Hint it wii i novor Intended t,> proceed with an
to thin olijuct till Parllamonl Bbould have hod ample opportunity
to coniililor It In nil Its relations.

" 1 remain, my dear Shelley, yourfl Blni erel
" Sir John Vllllors Shelley, Hart., Ml'. " I:, fl ii..

THE PROPOSED ROAD ACROSS ST. JAMES'S
PARK.

To the Editor of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

[No. 1.] " Maresfield Park, Sept. 20, 1855.
" Sir,—In consequence of communications which have been

inade to me by some of my constituents in relation to a proposed

road from Pall Malt to the Birdcage Walk, I have felt it my
duty, as Parliament is not sitting, to write to the Chief Com-
missioner of Public Works, for tho purpose of ascertaining what
the views of Her Majesty's Government are; and as the subject

is one of great interest both to those who are opposed to the road

as well as to those who are in favour of it, I forward you a copy
of the letters which have passed between Sir Benjamin Hall and
myself. I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

" Jous VlLUEits Shelley."

[No. 2.] " Maresfield Park, Sept. 16, 1S55.
" My dear Hall,— I find amongst some of my constituents con-

siderable alarm at the intended new road across St. James's Park.

In the absence of Parliament the only course I can adopt for tho

purpose of acquiring information as to the intentions of the

•Government, is to write to one of its members, and as the pro-

posed alteration is one especially affecting Westmiuster, I am
anxious that an opportunity should be offered to a deputation to

state- to you the objections made to tho scheme, and to hear from
you the grounds upon which you believe the proposed new road

would bo beneficial to the metropolis at large. Be so good as to

tell me when it would be convenient to you to receive a deputa-

tion of my constituents, who will be ready to attend upon you
-at any time. " Believe me, my dear Hall,

" Yours very truly,

"Jons Villteks Shelley.
' The Right Hon. Sir B. Hall, Bart., M.P., &c."

[No. 3.] " Llanover, Sept. IS, 1S55.
" My dear Shelley,—I hasten to reply to your letter of the 16th,

in which you request information as to the intended road across

St. James's Park, in consequence of an apprehension which has
been excited in the minds of some of your constituents lest it

should interfere with the interests of the inhabitants of West-
minster, and in which you also express your desire that an oppor-
tunity should be afforded to a deputation to hear from myself tho
grounds on which it is holieved that the proposed new road would
be beneficial to the metropolis at large.
" I shall be happy to receive any depulation for the purpose

named, on Saturday, 6th October, at at the Office of Works, at
2 o'clock, and meantime I will givo you a brief outline of the
jreal facts of the case.

" For some time great iuconvenience has been occasioned to

persons in carriages (not having the enprSe to St. James's Park)
being obliged to go by Piccadilly and Grosvenor Place from
Pall Mall to Piralico. In the year 1S51 the permission
to go through St. James's Park was extended; but since which
time representations have been made that if a right of way was
granted through tho Stable Yard it would be a great advantage.
The danger of tho sharp turning, and the narrow passage at the
corner of Cleveland Row and St. James's Palace is well -known,
and to obviate accidents it was proposed that a road should be
made through Lord Sidney's house into tho Green Park, and by
a turning in front of Buckingham Palace to Pimlico Gate. This
Bronte would cut up the Green Park to some extent, merely for the
purpose of additional accommodation to those who reside iu Bel-
gravia, and that part of the town west of the Birdcage Walk.

" It was considered that if any new road was to be made, it

should be so laid out as to afford the greatest possible accommo-
dation to the public at large, and not be constructed merely for

the benefit of one comparatively small portion of tile inhabitants
of the metropolis.

" As Chief Commissioner of Works, I was therefore requested
by the Secretary of State to prepare a plan for a line of road,
direct from Pall Mall to the Birdcage Walk, by throwing a
bridge over the water near the spot upon which a bridge formerly

NOTES ON TRANSPLANTING.—N0.I1I.
Now whilo tho senson in which trees and shrubs that

havo to ho carried long distances may ho transplanted

with a fair prospect of success, or even such as occupy

but a day or so in their transit, must of necessity be

comparatively limited ; where they have to he removed
merely a few hundred yards at most, the circumstances

are very different, and will allow transplanting to le
carried on, at least in a limited degree, during the

greater pnrt of the year. It is often of much import*
unce to do this. That it may be safely accomplished,

the directions and examples to be presently given will

show.
In laying down rules for guidance in any operation, it

becomes exceedingly difficult to particularise between
the general and the special. In fact, it is almost im-

possible to do so ; something must always be left for

experience to ascertain. And it is in consequence of

those who seek guidance from such principles expecting
too much from a mere rule of thumb application of them,
that complete failure is so often experienced, or at least

that the true value of such principles is so seldom
ascertained.

These observations are not only applicable to the
theory of transplanting, but to every other operation of

which the principles can (and it would be difficult to

name one of which they could not) be conveyed in a

written treatise. Thus most persons who know any-

thing about planting at all will have learned that ever-

greens should be transplanted in autumn, or under
certain conditions in spring ; and that deciduous trees

and shrubs should be removed at some period between

the falling of the leaf in autumn and the swelling of the

bud in the following year. These may be considered

as the broad principles, which, if duly and properly

carried out in practice, all other circumstances being

favourable, will be productive of much success. But
as regards both evergreens and deciduous plants these

principles may be practically violated fo a wide extent
;

with the former, however, much more than with the

latter. It will be borne in mind that the observations

and illustrations now to be given have sole reference

to plants that can be replanted immediately after being

taken up. And first of deciduous kinds.

Somebody—in the Gardeners' Chronicle, I think—once
recommended as a principle that deciduous trees should

be transplanted when in full leaff. This advice, taken

in a general sense, as it was by more than one person,

is simply ridiculous, and in practice would lead, as I

know it did, to most disastrous results. But if under-
stood as only partial in its meaning, and as applicable

only to certain plants, and those to be removed under
certain conditions, it becomes in a measure valuable, and
may be safely followed.

At the end of June in the present year I deter-

mined on moviug two large plants of Forsythia

viridissima which were monopolising too much space
1

in a bed of small flowering shrubs iu my own garden. In
the places which I intended them to occupy, holes were
dug and well watered. The plants being put in, and

' sufficient soil thrown upon the roots to cover them,
another good watering was given, and the remaining
soil filled in. The plants were growing luxuriantly at

; the time ; nevertheless they gave no indications of
', being injured. In fact, not a leaf drooped. Of course
! growth for the season was checked, but that was rather

J

an advantage than otherwise, for it induced short sturdy

shoots, which, iu a Forsvthia, constitute perfection.

Obtain these and you have flowers in abundance.

Now, the success of these plants depended in no small

degree on the peculiar character of their roots. They

* An old garden-r with whom I was well acquainted was re-

garded by his labourers and pupils as foolishly nice in such
matters, and it was only with great difficulty thit he could pre-

vail upon them to employ the necessary time and labour. The
result, however, was evidently so good, that one of the most
restive has often told me since that he is convinced that no

I labour is more profitable.

t Since this was written I see another correspondent has
I advocated a like practice.
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In fact such a plant would r- treat-

ment if removed at the ben of all seasons, autumn, and
under lie- most favourable circumstances, to K've it a

chance of fcuccees. Plants so circum«t»riced rc:o»tly

n: a special course of education to fit them for a

change of place when advisable to transplant them
at all.

But such as are of a reasonable size and in

moveable condition may be transplanted tuccetefully at

widely different periods of the year. 1 hos Conif. rs may
be transplanted safely when the young shoots ar

i inches long and in a succulent state, provided proper

precautions are taken and plenty of water given at

the time. I recollect an instance where some bundre '.%

were moved in the middle of June, and a very hot June
too, with hardly the loss of a [lant. Nor were they in

the beBt possible condition at root either for tuch an

experiment. However, circumstances rendered it neces-

sary that they should be moved, and moved they

ingly were. Each plant as it was taken up was dipped

as described in a former page, and also well wetted at

root when planted. The young shoots drooped beneath

the sun for a day or two, but in the course of a week
the plants were established, and the general result was
all that could be desired. Again, in order to finish the

planting of a new garden it was necessary to carry on the

work far into the spring. Tbe last plants removed
were some common Laurels, five or six feet in height.

The ground was loose and gravelly, and prevented any-
thing like a ball of earth being secured with the roots

;

in fact, when each plant was taken up ail the earth fell

away, leaving the roots wholly bare. Great care was
exercised to preserve, as far as possible, the succulent

and active rootlets, which were in abundance, from
injury.

The plantswere removed about the sixth of May, when
the young shoots had pushed several inches in length

;

nevertheless, not one plant died ; nor, indeed, did any
receive much damage. A few showery days succeeded

their removal, and doubtless contribu'ed much to their

success. If it is urged that such natural conditions can

rarely be calculated on, and that planting at that season

is consequently not generally practicable, it must be

admitted that the results of such experiments teach us

under what various conditions planting may be c-.rried

on, and that in a limited practice at least, these con-

ditions may, to some extent, be given artificially.

The Evergreen Oak is perhaps one of the most diffi-

cult trees to transplant successfully, yet, if the proper

conditions be secured it succeeds well enough. I once

saw a number, a week or two after their removal, that

had been transplanted in May, when their young shoots

were an inch or two long. Hardly a plant had failed.

I learned that they had been well dipped at root and

copiously watered when planted. In Guernsey, where

the Evergreen Oak is much employed for shelter on the

most exposed places—where, in fact, it is often covered

with salt spray—they remove large specimens of it

with perfect safety at midsummer. If the plant xo be

removed has a very large head in proportion to the roots

some of its branches are shortened back, tut no other

precautions are taken to ensure success, A failure :s vt cy

rare indeed. The damp climate of the island of course

contributes mainly to this success ; for no newly-planted

tree suffers more from the effects of evaporation from

its leaves than the Evergreen Oai. When subjected to

a drv atmosphere with a feeble root action, as a recently

planted tree would naturally be in our climate, then

speedv dissolution from dessicaticn of the tissues would

almost certainly follow.

Now this evaporation from the leaves and succulent

branches of newly-planted trees is the primary cause of

their failure, and in proportion as it can be guarded

ajainst or compensated for, so will success be found.

Deciduous trees when moved, as they must generally be,

when the leaf has fallen, are, of course, not subject to

the drainins of their juices by evaporation to a liie

extent—a condition which gives them in some respects
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ux aJvintage over evergreens iu sustaining the casu-

alties of transplanting.

Now nothing favours evaporation so much as a dry

moving atmosphere ; as, for instance, during bright

windy days in March. From this circumstance that

month is deemed, and rightly too, the worst in which

to transplant evergreens throughout the year. No one

who can possibly avoid it should attempt it then. It

i- tsy to imagine that, from the constant passing away

of the fluids of a plant with no means of replenishing

tliem, the individual must soon cease to exist. And in

March, too, vegetation is often as inactive as at mid-

winter, which circumstance, coupled with its inva-

riably dry atmosphere, is an additional reason for not

planting then.

When a shrub or tree is transplanted it should be

under conditions which will allow it to recommence
growth immediately, to enable it, by absorbing at the

roots, to counteract the loss of fluid at the leaves. To
ensure this the plant must be removed before it is com-
pletely at rest in the autumn, or after vegetation has

commenced in spring. At either of these periods nature

immediately sets about repairing any injury which the

plant may have received. The roots which are destroyed,

and many will inevitably be so, are then replaced br-

others, the work of nutrition goes on, and the natural

functions of the plant are resumed.
If you examine a shrub that has been transplanted

while vegetation was active in autumn, even a few days

after its removal, you will perceive the roots covered

with myriads of white shining points ; the new root-

lets in fact hastening to re-establish the plant before

winter sets in and renders the vegetative principle all

but inert. Plants require both at root and branch a
certain degree of warmth to enable them to fully per-

form their functions. In autumn the soil retains a con-
siderable amouDt of heat, aud is favourable to the
formation of roots. "

In mid-winter this is not apparent, even though the
weather should be open, for the soil has lost the greater
part of its acquired warmth by radiation then, only

to be again obtained from the returning sun in spring.

Plants removed in spring are in conditions somewhat
analogous to those transplanted in autumn. Vegetation
not being dormant, their roots are immediately formed,
and the plant is not materially checked. The great
drawbacks to spring planting are the daily increasing
power of the sun and the periods of dry weather which
are frequently experienced at that season. Where
plants are coarse rooted and have to be carried a long
distance, spring planting becomes hazardous, and great
care will be required in its execution if attempted
then. G. W. L.

Home Correspondence.
Sulphured Hops,—You have already so well exposed

the folly of supposing that sulphur applied to the Hop
during the period of its growth could communicate any
taste to beer, that it is needless to add anything on the
subject. It might, however, be worth while inquiring

whether the sulphur used in such large quantities as it

is during the drying of the Hop may not produce the
effect complained of. I am credibly informed that one
grower in this place has ordered no less than 10
tons ; but, without pledging myself to the truth of
this statement, I may state this as a fact, viz.,

that it is impossible to drive through the town of
Farnham without the most unpleasant taste being
produced and a feeling of suffocation experienced.
The sulphur is added for the sake of making the Hops
look more bright ; in other words for the sake of decep-
tion, and if factors would turn their attention to this
subject, and protest against the use of sulphur in Hop
drying, they would, I believe, confer a real benefit upon
brewers and their customers. An Observer, Farnham.
[We entertain no doubt that the mischief complained of
by the brewers is committed in the oost house, in which
sulphur should not be permitted. We have ascertained
that a very large quantity of impure sulphur, smellin"
strongly of sulphuretted hydrogen, has found its way
into the Hop districts—and there doubtless is the source
of the evil. Hop factors should refuse to buy Hops
sulphured in the oost house. There would be reason in
that, and there is no good reason to the contrary.]

CJdoroforming Bees.—The method you recommend
(see p. 552) of using chloroform in taking honey from
bees I have practised with success, having followed the
directions closely. It is a matter of great importance
to preserve the bees alive here, their working season
being so short ; I intend to use chloroform always.
John Cordon, Stornaway Castle, Island of Leviis.

What Constitutes a Nurseryman ?—In your Number
of the 15th inst, p. 616, I see in answer to " H. B."
you say—" A man is not a nurseryman or grower for
sale if he merely raises a flower and sends it out him-
self

; we should regard him as an amateur, and place
him accordingly." I imagine the case cannot have
been put in its real light or you would not have given
such an answer. The facts are these : Our society is
divided into growers for sale and private growers.
Now the party in question raised a seedling, named it
" Incomparable," offered it to several nurserymen who
would not give him so much as he wanted for it, where-
upon he says, ' I will retail it myself—and did so, selling
plants struck this spring at per plant, aud not the whole
stock to one man ; and is then allowed to show Dahlias
in the private growers' class. If not too much trouble
I shall esteem it a favour if you will let me know if you
are of the same opinion ; i. e., if I raise seedlings and
retail them, can I show in the private growers' class in

London ? John H. Sill, Tlie Oil-mills, Ipsivich. [We
think not. The case was not put in this form in the

first question put to us.]

Transplanting at Midsummer.—I observe that Mr.

Scott, of the Merriott Nurseries, Somerset, asserts that

it is better to transplant the numerous varieties of trees

and shrubs he mentions at midsummer than to follow

the ordinary way of proceeding. I am not going to

say that Mr. Scott did not plant at such a time, or that

his success was otherwise than he describes ; for I am
aware that such operations may be carried on at nearly

any time of the year, but I cannot agree with him that

midsummer is best for the operation, even supposing

that the weather is not sufficiently dry to cause the

plants to suffer from want of moisture ; for with the

ordinary care bestowed in lifting, a plant must receive

a great check when moved in full growth, and conse-

quently, to say nothing of other disadvantages, it

must lose a portion at least of the time allotted

to it by nature for the formation and ripening of its

wood. Mr. Scott I understand has been in the nursery

business about five years, and no doubt he will, as I have

done after 40 years' experience, find out that October

aud November are the best months for planting ; and also

that advertisements look much better and have more
weight with the public when properly inserted in the

Gardeners' Clironicle or elsewhere, than in the shape of

Mr. Scott's letter, for in my opinion as well as that of

many others, Mr. Scott's article on "Transplanting" is

an advertisement of his stock and nothing else. An Old

Woodman.
New Belgian Strawberry (see p. 614).—Your corre-

spondent's plants which did not bear this year probably

failed from having been planted on very light land ; or

in his part of the country the autumn might have been
wet, which, instead of inducing the plants to ripen their

flower-buds, might have caused them to grow into leaf.

This frequently happens with large fruiting Straw-

berries in very light soils, and it will even take place in

loam the first year, when it has been dunged and
trenched up, but as soon as the loamy soils get more
solid the plants go on bearing every year. If growers
of Strawberries wish to succeed in very light soils, after

dunging and trenching they must tread all as solid as

the feet well can do, making allowance for wet or dry
weather ; then plant the Strawberries. When I lived

with the preseut Earl of Harrington, then at Cedar
Lodge, Putney, some 25 years ago, the soil there was
light and sandy. I tried all I then knew to make Straw-

berries succeed, but they always failed, until by mere
chance I turned some plants that had been forced out of

pots with their balls entire ; these produced a f:-.mous

crop the second year ; but the third year they rooted
out of the old balls and got into the sand, and
bore no fruit at all that year. In 1834 I lived in

another light sandy garden at Broom House, Fulham.
I followed the same plan of turning out the plants afer
they had been forced. They had been grown in Wimble-
don loam ; and I think that it was while I was with
Mr. Sulivan that I discovered the value of the plan of
treading the ground, after dunging aud trenching, as
hard as a road, in proof of which I may mention that
after the Strawberries have borne their crop, in order to

get plenty of good runners I have had the ground forked
between the rows to enable them, as I then thought, to

grow quicker aud get more easily into the ground. I

soon found, however, that by not forking at all, but by
leaving the soil trodden as it had been in gathering the
fruit, the plants always produced the best and earliest

rooted runners. Yesterday, upon having a piece of
ground well dunged and trenched, an Irishman who did
the work asked of the lad who was treading it before
planting—" What is the use of trenching ground and
then treading it as hard as it was before ? " One thing,

however, is certain, viz. that the Strawberry plant will

not thrive unless the mould is very firm for the roots to

grow in, and then it matters little what sort of mould is

employed. I have lived these 1 6 years where I now am,
and what with dunging heavily and annually putting ou the
grouud the Cucumber mould out of the pits, my Straw-
berry ground is now the lightest round London, and I

am obliged to adopt all sorts of plans to keep such
ground in good bearing and without any rotation of
crops. There is one more plan which I practise, and
that is, every spring I have prepared a large quantity of

rotten dung, and throw it over the beds to the depth of
an inch ; this is very beneficial to the crop. The plants
immediately make fresh top roots, and are more able
to bear a large crop, as well as swell the fruit to its

utmost size, and if this plan is adopted annually the
same plants will last for many years. I have a large
Pine of Black Prince at least nine years old, as well as
a Pine of Prince of Wales six years old, and every suc-
ceeding year they bear enormous crops. James Cuthill,

Camberwell. 1 beg to say that from the favourable
report which was made in your columns of the Delices
d'Automne, I was induced to purchase a few plants, but
to my great disappointment I have experienced exactly
the same result as your correspondent. The plauts, which
have done well this summer, are now showing no fruit

whatever, which it was stated they would do ; on the
contrary, they are throwing out abundance of suckers,
which it was stated they would not do. Henry Manlon,
Sleoford.

Hylurgus Piniperda. — In Ratzeburg's " Forst-
insecten" several instances are given of this beetle
having been effectually kept in check by means of

decoy trees laid in the parts of the Pine wood affected

in the months of March and April and removed and
destroyed in June and July, whilst containing the larves

and pupae. Some other modes of attacking the insect

are mentioned, such as the removing 'nd burning of the
bored twigs which have fallen from the trees in August
and September ; but most importance is attached to
these decoy breeding-trees, and to the careful clearing

of the plantation in June and July of all felled Pine
stems aud branches, and especially of all sickly and
over-ridden plants, which last are chiefly selectedT)y the-

insects as breeding places when they leave their winter
I
quarters in March and April. Ratzeburg says he is-

satisfied, from long continued observation, that there is

only one brood annually of this species, and that the
beetles rarely if ever winter in the perforated twigs,,

which either remain on the trees or fall to the ground
in autumn ; but that they pass the winter in the bark
of those roots which are covered with Moss at the base
of the Pines. If this is correct, and if, as is said, the
beetles are found not isolated but in quantities together,.

' might it not be practicable in small plantations to
:
destroy them in winter, after removing the Moss, by
means of some liquid which would not injure the trees,

as perhaps lime-water or urine? W. S. [No; unless
corrosive sublimate could be given them.]

Filter.—Can any of your correspondents favour me
i

with directions how to construct a filtering tank to filter

and hold rain-water for domestic uses. What are the
best materials for filtering large quantities of water for
such purposes, and how many filtering chambers should
there be. Should the reservoir to receive the filtered

water be air-tight ? Useful instructions on these points
will oblige. C. 0. C, Milton, Abingdon. [You will find

directions for constructing a very good filtering tank at

p. 102 of our Vol. for the current year.]

Orchard Houses.—Having read Mr. Rivers' " Orchard
House, or the Cultivation of Fruit Trees in pots under-
Glass," I determined to visit Sawbridgeworth and judge
for myself of the feasibility of the plan. Having for
many years lost our crops of wall fruit from spring
frosts, aud from the lateness of this season having few
Peaches and Nectarines perfectly ripened, I last week,
visited these nurseries, and I can only say that I was
more than satisfied. I minutely inspected this system
of cultivation, and can not only bear testimony to the
truth of all Mr. Rivers has stated in his little work, but
can conscientiously affirm that what I saw exceeded
my expectations. The small trees are in 11-inch pots,

loaded with fruit of large size, perfect in colour and
flavour, the trees looking exceedingly robust and
healthy; the new shoots, although very luxuriant, are
well ripened and not at all drawn up, the trees being
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Pears, Plums, and Figs,,

which, although bearing abundant crops, I am informed
from the ripened state of the wood are capable of bear-
ing the same crop every season, the chief art being
perfect ventilation and root pruning, which is conducted
on a most simple method, the roots being allowed to
grow through the bottom of the pot into a shallow
border of compost, from which their chief nutriment is

derived ; if the growth become too luxuriant, the pot
is merely tilted on one side, by which means both the
size and growth of the tree is regulated with the
greatest nicety, and after the leaves have fallen off and
the plant becomes in a dormant state, the pots are
removed from the borders and stowed away into close
winter quarters, where they require no further care or
attention, the hardest frost appearing not to affect them.
These houses, although admirably answering the intended
purpose, were constructed at surprisingly low prices,
some of them, with Beech hedges forming the sides, at
not more than [21. each. Being thoroughly convinced
of the advantages to be derived from this system, I have
determined on building two houses 110 feet long, and I
find by adopting the plans laid down in the " Orchard
House" I can construct them at a most trifling price %.

and having by me a stock of fruit trees purchased last
winter from Mr. Rivers, I look forward to an abundant
crop next season, the trees from previous cultivation-

having thriven beyond my expectations. A visit at this
season of the year would amply repay any one interested
in this most delightful of all systems of horticulture

;

they would also see 90 acres of Rose and fruit trees of
the choicest description, the latter laden with fruit to
the earth of the deepest and richest colour ; and the
same originality of ideas would be perceived all

through, carried out in the most judicious and
skilful manner, affording food for contemplation for
many months afterwards. S., Newington. 1 can
bear ample testimony to the usefulness of orchard-
houses; I had one erected at this place, on Mr. Rivers's
plan, late in the autumn of 1853—it is 85 feet in length
and 13 feet 6 inches in width. I purchased at the same
time 80 Peach and Nectarine trees, all except 12 maiden
plants ; I potted them in accordance with the rules laid
down by Mr. Rivers in his little work on the Orchard-
house. The plants cost 12s. per doz.; I cut them down
in the usual way, potted them in 14-inch pots, and
treated in every respect according to Rivers's directions,,

and this year they are bearing a most splendid crop of
fruit; I have at least 120 dozen of fine full-sized Peaches
and Nectarines of first-rate flavour and quality. Figs I

have not found to succeed so well, they bear abun-
dantly but drop a great deal of their fruit just when-
beginning to ripen ; notwithstanding this, however, they
have ripened a tolerably good crop. Apricots have not
yet been tried ; they were only potted last spring, but
they have made fine wood. Strawberries I have found
to ripen perfectly ; I place them in the vacancies between
the trees, a situation in which I bloom all my forcing

Strawberries after the beginning of March, and then I

remove them into heat. I also keep the whole of my
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Meteorological Eiaam. By Francois Arago. Willi an
Introduction by Baron A. von Humboldt. Translated
under tlio superintendence of Colonel Sabino, 11. A.
Longmans. Uvo, pp. obi.

In tbiH insular variably climate tbo Weather ih the great
subject of everybody's attention ; and nil works relating
to it are welcome to the English public. Will it be
fine? Will it cease raining! What sort of weather
shall we have to-morrow ? Can wo reckon upon a
Quoou's day ? la the next month likely to be fair or
Stormy? Those and a hundred similar inquiries are
heard everywhere, and are constantly repeated ; for no
one knows with certainty bow to answer them. A work
then by such a man as Arago, although relating to only
a small portion of the weather subject, will bo read with
interest as woll as with the respect due to so great a
name.
More than half the volumo before us is occupiod by

thundor and lightning. About another hundred pages
treat of the aurora borealis, and tho remainder relates

to electro-magnetism, animal electricity, and terrestrial

magnetism. Each of these questious is illustrated by a
crowd of facts patiently gathored from an infinite multi-
tude of soureos, and constituting a set of data with
which all theories must bo reeoncileablc if true. Many
of the relations are extremely curious, while all are
made to have a direct bearing upon the points they are
intended to elucidate.

Our scanty space forbids our doing more than con-
cisely touching upon some of the questions discussed in

that division of the work which is assigned to thunder
and lightning. It is a disputed point whether lightning
occurs without thunder or the reverse. M. Arago is

scarcely able to answer these questions.
"The phenomenon of lightnings without thunder,

with a perfectly clear sky, is too well known, and rests
on too general experience for it to be necessary for me
to cite on this point the testimony of any particular
meteorologist. Wiio, indeed, in our climates has not
seen and remarked ' heat-lightnings ?' Bergman tells

us that in Sweden, where they are also very common,-

the peasants call them ' Barley lightnings' (korn-bleck),
because they are usually seen in August, when the
Barley is beginning to ripen.

" It is by mistake that it has been asserted that heat-
lightnings always remain near the horizon. Their light

sometimes overspreads the whole visible extent of the
heavens. This remark will not be without its use when
we come to inquire whether heat-lightnings have an
independent existence, or are only the reflection of

Other lightnings.

" Seneca asserted that thunder sometimes takes place
without lightning. (Quasi. Nat. lib. ii. § 18.)
" I am ashamed to have to confess that as respects

Europe I am almost reduced to Seneca's statement.
Thunders without lightning, notwithstanding the points

of theory on which they might afford solutions, have
but little excited the attention of observers. The cita-

tions which I am enabled to make from other parts of

the world leave, I think, little room to doubt the reality

and generality of the phenomenon.
" Thibault de Chauvalon wrote in October, 1751, in

his register of meteorological observations at Marti-
nique :

—
' Of eight days in this month on which it

thundered there were two days without lightning.' In
November, I read :

—
' Thunder only on one day ; three

rather strong thunderclaps, but without lightning?

"On the 19th March, 1768, near Cosseir, in the Red
Sea, a violent thunder-clap spread consternation among
the crew of the small bark on which the traveller James
Bruce was proceeding. This thunder-clap had not been
preceded by any lightning."

The precautions which may be adopted by persons
afraid of lightning are described as follows :

—

" Franklin has given some precepts for the use of
such persons who, during thunderstorms, are in houses
not provided with lightning conductors.

" He recommends them to avoid the neighbourhood
Of fire-places. Lightuiug does indeed often enter by
the chimney, on account of the internal coating of soot,

which is one of the bodies for which, as for metals,
lightning evinces a preference.

"For the same reason avoid, as much as possible,

metals, gildings, and mirrors, on accouut of their
quicksilver.

" The best place is the middle of the room ; unless,
indeed, there should be a lamp or chandelier banging
from the ceiling.

" The less the contact with the walls or the floor, the
less the danger. A hammock suspended by silken
cords in the middle of a large room would be the safest

place. In the absence of means of suspension, the next
best place is on substances which are bad conductors,
such as glass, pitch, or several mattresses.

" According to Nollet, with similar elevations, and all

other circumstances equal, spires and steeples covered
with slates are more often and more violently struck
by lightning than those which are built of stone.

" I do not think llittt. Ifuicficu

ijioiild be sought in some pocifio diffl end souths
Bui tanco of the tutto And thai of thestono. It would
in mora likely to be found ha tbe humidity which) during
heavy nun, so easily penetrates betwoen tbe slates to

the Umber and laths on which thoy rest, nod to lbs

number of Iron nails employed In fixing them.
" The greater tho ma snd the volume ol ti >•-

1 a

Ing matter brought together in one place, the

iho cbanco of being struck by lightnii gnbour
hood. Xius being onos admltti d,

sufficiently good conductor ol the fulmim
ought wo utterly to n ji ct ths opinion a

physicists (ol Noll t,for example), who thin that ths
danger of being struck by lightning in a church increancs

with the number ol pi t on SMsnibli d tin p
" There iH another causo which may contribute U)

render numerous assemblages of men or animals dingo-
1-oiin during thunder-storms. Their perspiration cannot
fail to occasion an a sending column ol vapour ; nod, as
it is woll known that moist air Is a better o uctbroi
lightning than dry uir, such 1 column lias a natural

tendenoy to attract the lightning by preference to tbe
place from which it proceeds. Need we therefore I":

surprised that flocks of sheep are so often struck by
lightning, and that a single stroke should sometimi
cause the death of 80, »0, and even 60 of m

" In America it is a generally received opinion, that

barns full of grain or of forago arc more often struck by
lightning than other buildings.
" This circumstance would also seem to be attributable

to an ascending current of moist air, of which tho origin

may bo easily accounted for, since crops are usually
boused before they have arrived at a state of great
dryness.

" It sometimes happens that one person in the midst
of a numerous group is struck by lightning, without the
determining causes of this kind of selection being at all

discerned,—without the sufferer wearing more metal
about his person than the rest of the party, and without
his position relatively to surrounding objects presenting
any apparent peculiarity.

" I say any apparent peculiarity, because a cause may
be active without being apparent ; for a mass of iron
concealed in the thickness of a wall produces just as

much effect as if it was uncovered, &c. It can very
rarely happen that it can be Bafely affirmed, that all

circumstances were identically the same in the situations
occupied by the persons struck and those who were
spared. The latter may have been further from some
mass of metal, water, &c, existing, concealed and un-
suspected, under the floor, behind a wainscot, in the
earth, &c.

" It would seem difficult to arrive, in this manner, at

discovering whether there are any specific differences

between different individuals in their degree of liability

to being struck. This doubt could only be elucidated

by the aid of indirect experiments, which will be ex-
amined in a future chapter. In this place I content
myself with saying that there are specific differences

;

and that, during a thunder-storm, in situations perfectly

similar, one man may, by the nature of bis constitution,

be in greater danger than another.*"

Differences of opinion still exist here and there as to

the true value of lightning conductors. From very
early times it has been believed that the effects of light-

uiug might be averted.

"Herodotus (book iv. chap 94), relates, that when it

thunders f.nd lightens the Thraciaus are in the habit of

shooting arrows against the sky, to threaten it.

Remark that he distinctly says ' to threaten it'

There is no question at all of the power which the

arrow, being metallic and pointed, would have of taking

from the clouds some little portion of their fulminating

matter. This is so clear, that even the fanatically-

ardent admirer of antiquity, Dutens, drew back from
the idea of assimilating the Thracian arrows to the
lightning-conductors of moderu times, and from making
the invention of Franklin's apparatus go back to the
time of Herodotus."

"In the loth century, a naked sword was placed at

the mast-head of ships to turn aside lightning from
them. St. Bernardiue of Sienna, who has been the

means of transmitting the knowledge of this custom,
speaks of it as a prejudice. ( Laboissiere, Academic du
Gard, 1822.)"

" Ctesias of Cnidos, one of the companions of Xeno-
phon, relates, iu a passage which has been preserved to

us by Photius, that he had received two swords, one
from the bauds of Parisatis, mother of Artaxerxes, the

* " The matter which darts in sparks from tbe conductor of an
electric machine after the plate has been turned for some time,
is fulminating matter. Like fulininatiug matter, or lightning, it

is transmitted almost without loss of power through great
extents of metal, water. &c. It also traverses pretty~ireely a
number of men joined hand in hand, and forming a chain. It

is, however, found that there are some persons who abruptly
arrest, or even form an obstacle to, the communication, and who
do not feel the shock, even if placed next to the first person in

the file. Such exceptional persons must be classed exceptionally
among the non-conducting or imperfectly-conducting bodies
which lightning respects, or at least rarely strikes.
" Such strongly marked differences imply intermediate shades.

Now every degree of conductibility corresponds during a thunder-
storm to a certain degree of danger. A man, who should be as
good a conductor as a metal, would be as liable to be struck as a
mass of metal ; a man who would interrupt the transmission of

electricity when forming one of a chain, would be almost as little

likely to be struck as if his body were of the nature of glass or of
resin. Between two such extreme cases there would be persons
whose liability would be similar to that of wood, of stones, ceo.

Thus it would seem that the place occupied by each person is not
the only influential circumstance : the physical constitution of
the individual mav also have some share in the result."
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a metallic ms - Isnwted point of a

bouse, wc may feel pretty nearly certain that lightning,

if it falls, will strike that point.

" Lightning which has entered a metallic mass only

to surrounding masses at the moment
the metal, an I in the vicinity of the point

or points nt wbicb it issue* from it. A house may,
therefore, be rendered safe from its highest point to its

foundations, if the metallic part* of the root arc pro-

longed without interruption to I

" Damp earth offers to the fs rustler which
is passing along a metallic bar a channel by which it

escapes easily and without effort, without detonation,

and without producing any kind of damage, providing

the bar pluuges a little deeply into the earth. By
carrying the continuous bar which has already pre-

served from injury the exterior of a building down some
way into the ground, which is alwayB damp, the founda-

tion, and, speaking generally, the whole subterranean

portion of the building will be similarly preserved."

In like manner he deals with paragrcles or apparatus

for averting hail.

" The formation of hail appears to be indisputably

connected with the presence of an abundant quantity of

fulminating matter in the clouis. Withdraw that

matter, and the hail will either not be formed, or will

remain in its rudimentary state, so that all that falls

will be a harmless, extremely minute hail or sleet.

Does any one doubt tbe great benefit which, in some
countries, agriculture would receive from the disappear-

ance of hailstorms ! I reply, that in 1764 an enlight-

ened inhabitant of the south of France wrote in the
' Encyclopedia,' ' There is hardly ever a year in which
hail does not ravage the half, and sometimes three-

quarters, of the dioceses of Rieux, Comminges, Con-

seraus, Auch, and Lombez.' The single storm of the

13th of July, 1788, smole in France 1039 communes.
An official inquiry miie the damage amount to 25
millions of francs (one million sterlh s

Instead of kites or other contrivances of that kind

Arago makes a very different though analogous sug-

gestion.

" What I would wish is, that captive balloons should
be resorted to for this great and important experiment.

I should wish them to be sent up to a much .

height than that attained by Ron. If by
rising 300 or 400 feet above the elevations ordinarily

reached by the upper extremities of the rods of light-

ning conductors, there were obtained, instead of little

plumes or tips of flame, flames 10 or 12 feet long, whit
may we not expect would happen when the whole
apparatus, having risen to a height three, four, or ten

times as great, according to circumstances, wou'd almost

graze the under surface of the clouds ! and when, more-
over (and this is an important particular), the metallic

point which is to attract the fulminating matter

which would be in communication with the long semi-

metallic cord which officiates as conductor, being fixed on
the upper part of the balloon, is presented to tie clouds

nearly vertically, or in the posiron of the rod of an
ordinary lightning conductor ! It does not appear to

me that there would be anything too bold in supposing

that it might be possible to dissipate the most -

thunder or hail storms by snch means. At all ei

an experiment so highly and directly interesting both to

science and to the agricultural wealth of countries is

well deserving of trialT If balloons of moderate dimen-

sions were employed, the expense would certainly be

less than the Tine-growing districts now expend use-

lessly in firing so many guns and mortars."

Our last ex:ra:t must be that which relates to the

organs which are most usually affected in deaths or in-

juries occasioned by strokes of lightning.
•' John Hunter said, that lightning in traversing the

body produces an entire and instantaneous destruction

of the vital principles. I must be pardoned for saying

that this is but repeating known facts in obscure terms.

According to Brodie, death follows from the action of

the lightning matter on the head.
i: Kdwards considered death caused by lightning to be

the result of a disorganisation of the nervous system.

Others confine the action to the cerebro- spinal system,
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but »n;iuut bowever citing any decisive experiments iu

supp' > :
'I'M18-

.. L- luces on animated bodies struck bv it

consider.ble mechanical effects, which for the most part

•me manifest relation to the portions of metal

. in the clothing of the sufferer. Sometimes

:.rks left by the lightning are merely superficial,

entirely confined to the skin ; under other cir-

the very tones are broken. A case has

even i oi ed "in which the skull .of a man struck

jbtning sppearedas if it had been crushed by a

I raising instrument. It is not uncommon for

ies of "the person struck to take fire.

. i -.
i eon said on the authority of Hunter, but

without Eufficient proof, that the blood of a man or of an

animal struck by lightning does not coagulate in the

body, and t'lat the muscles never acquire the rigidity of

an ordinary corpse ; hut this assertion is showu to be

incorrect by authenti" anatomical examinations and

dissections mad" I"J Schulies of Laudshut. It has also

. .;,] r.'iat in this kind of death putrefaction niani-

II soi ner than usual.
•' When it happens that the person struck to death

gaining had about him a knife, needles, or anything
made of steel, the powerful magnetism which is at the
same time imparted to .those objects is perhaps the
most evident pi oof which a surgeon or magistrate could

receive of the nature of the fatal accident.
" Instances have been cited in which strokes of light-

ning, not sufficiently strong to cause death, had
occasioned deafness, or had produced amaurosis, with
dilatation of the pupil and loss of its power of contrac-
tion. In seme cases the deafness or the amaurosis very
soon disappear ; iu other instances they have lasted

several days, or for several weeks.
'•' The most frequent result of strokes of lightning of

tnodcra'c intensity is partial paralysis, Kore or less

at, of the legs or arms.
"Mr. Edouard Kobin attributes death occasioned by

lightning to a kind of asphyxiation, or a sort of
sudden disappearance of atmospheric oxygen. He
thinks he finds a confirmation of his theory in observa-
tions made by an Italian physician, from which it would
follow that in the body of a person whose death has
been occasioned by lightning, putrefaction is, compara-
tively speaking, but little active."

With curious aud useful matter like this the volume
before us is filled to overflowing. Let us add that it is

well translated, aud that no library can be even tolerably
complete without it.

Miscellaneous.
Tftt~- .'.' '. L iwence's Plants.—The sale of these

commenced on Tuesday last, and will finish to-day.

Aiad of prices they realised may be gleaned from
the following : Orchids.—A splendid specimen of Sac-
cclabium guttatnm fetched 3\l. 10s.; IS. retusum, 124. ;

Oattleya labiata, 111. ; Phalrenopsis amabilis, 271. 6s. ;

P. graudifiora, two fine plants, 17/. and HI. 10s. ; Den-
drobium anosmnm, 12/. ; D. Devonianum, 10/. ; Vanda
snavis, 221 Is. ; Aerides Larpenfie, 14/. ; A. ma*enlo-

sum, 13.'. 10s.; Odontoglossum citrosmum, 12/. ; Cypri-
pedium Lowi, SI. 8s. ; C. caudatum, 6/. 6s. ; C. barba-

tum, 5?. 5s. ; Angriecum eburneum, 51. 15s. ; Epiden-
<2runi macrochilum album, 6/. 10s. ; Coryanthes macran-
tha, 6/. os. ; Trichopilia tnrlilis, 8/. ; T. coccinea, SI. 3s. ;

!

Phaius\Vailiclii,G/. 10s.;Calanthe veratrifolia, 41. ; I.Eelia

] urpurata, 5/. 15s. ; Clnsis bractescens, 51. 10s. ; other

lots, of which there were in all about 330, fetched from
1/. Is. to 4/. per lot. Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Amherstia nobilis, 10/. 10s. ; Dipladeniacrassinoda (two
plants), 2/. 2s. ; Stephanotis floribunda, 2/. 2s. ; Alla-

manda giandiflora, 2/. 10s.; Ixora coccinea, 2/. ; Cur-
cuma Roscoeaua, 21. 8s. ; Pimelea spectabilis, ft/.

;

Hedaroma tulipiferum, 31. 7s. ; Gompholobium poly-

morphum, 31: ; Chorozema Henchmanni, 31. 5s. ; Ade-
nandra fragrans, 4/. 15s.; Leschenaultia biloba, 2/. 12s.;

other lots from 10s. to 30s. per lot. Azaleas.—A. Perry-
nun, a very fine plant, 11/. ; Juliana, 5/. ; Glory of Sunning
Hill, 31. ; Exquisita, a good plant, 6/. ; maculata
(semi-double), 4/. 4s. ; vesta, 31. ; other lots from 10s.

to 20s. per lot. Cape Heaths, with the" exception of a
handsome E. Cayendishi, for which 41. was gpaid,
fetched from 10s. to 1/. Is. per plant. From the
above it will he seen that the highest prices by far

were [realised forjthe Orchids, and that the stove and
greenhouse plants went comparatively cheap. Should
the remainder of the sale today produce anything of
importance it will be given next week.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing wet*.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSF.RVA.TOHY, &c.—Last week's directions as to the

"housing or protecting of tender plants should be attended
to at once ; for although such things as Camellias,
Acacias, Cj tisus, &.C., may be exposed to a few degrees
of frost, and, if uot over potted, to heavy falls of rain
without much danger of their being injured, there is

considerable risk in having plants exposed too late in
autumn, r.nd this should be avoided if possible ; but
such things as Heaths, Chorozemas, and, indeed, the

ajority oi our best greenhouse plants, cannot with any
atety be ! ft fully exposed to the chances of the weather
•trr Una season

; av.d where proper accommodation
cannot be round for these in the houses, some efficient
sttelter from heavy rains and frost ought to be provided
at once. \, here valuable stove plants have to be kept
in the conservatory while in bloom, these will require

careful management to prevent their being injured by

damp, and they must not be overwatered at the root, as

stove plants are soon injured in a low temperature if

kept too wet at the root. Give air freely on bright

days, but if the house contains many stove plants it will

be advisable to shut up rather early in the afternoon, so

as to retain a little warmth for the night ; and in the

event of wet cloudy weather setting in, it will probably

be found necessary to use a little fire-heat, to dispel

damp and preserve the blossoms of tender things, and

this should be seen to before handsome specimens get

disfigured or ruined for the season ; for these iu bloom
are not over plentiful about most places at this

season of the year, and are therefore worth caring for.

Keep everything in this house as clean aud neat as

possible, removing decaying flowers and leaves, &c,
immediately they are perceived, and examine pot

specimens frequently, particularly such as may not

occupy the most suitable places, turning them partly

round iu order to expose all their sides equally to light

and air.

FOKCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—A rather dry state of the soil about the

roots and also of the atmosphere is essential during the

ripening of the fruit where high flavour is the object,

therefore be careful not to over-water plants on which
the fruit is approaching maturity, and it will be advisable

to use slight fires on dull days, so as to allow of giving

sufficient air to prevent a stagnant state of the atmo-
sphere, for fruit of prime quality cannot be expected
from plants growing in soddeu soil or a clamp unhealthy
atmosphere. Endeavour to afford growing stock a
steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and keep it well

supplied with manure-water at the root, hut avoid getting

the soil too wet. As fire-heat will now be necessary to

a considerably larger extent than has been the case

during the summer, care must be exercised to secure a

properly moist state of the atmosphere, keeping the

evaporating pans or troughs regularly supplied with
water, aud moistening the floors &c. frequently, as any
sudden change from a moist to a dry state of the atmo-
sphere would be most injurious to growing stock, and
also to plants swelling their fruit. Be as sparing of

fire-heat, however, as circumstances will allow, and
shut up early on the afternoons of bright days, so as to

husband the suu's influences as much as .possible.

Where young stock is growu iu dung-pit3 care must be
exercised after this season not to get the plants weakly
through keeping too close and warm, giving air freely

on every favourable opportunity, and sufficient command
of warmth should be secured from the linings to allow

of giving a little air at night and on cloudy days.

Vineries.— Use geutle fires when the weather is damp
in houses where the fruit is ripe ; but only just suf-

ficient to keep the atmosphere dry, and look over the
bunches, frequently removing any tainted berries im-
mediately they can be perceived, for these if left iu the

bunches communicate the malady to others, and cause
it to spread much faster than would otherwise be the

case. It is still a too common practice to expose the

Vines to the weather immediately the fruit is cut, and
some persons deem this practice essential to the ripen-

ing of the wood. When the weather happens to be
warm and dry, such treatment may answer very well,

hut to expose Vines in wet, cloudy weather, when the

object is the ripening of the wood, is sure to result in

disappointment ; therefore, where the wood is not
properly ripened, keep the atmosphere dry and mode-
rately warm, and use sufficient fire-heat to allow of

giving air freely both day and night. Use brisk fires iu

houses where the fruit is not yet ripe, giving air freely,

and be careful to guard the foliage from insects,

particularly where the fruit has to be kept for

any length of time after it is ripe. Peaches.—As
the trees will now be freely exposed to the air day
and night, very little attention will be required here for

the present. The foliage should, however, be kept clear

of red spider, by an occasional washing with the engine
where necessary, so as to preserve it in health until it

has performed its functions and decays naturally. If

any trees have to be removed from the open wall to

here, this may be done immediately the present crop of

fruit is gathered, as the removal if very carefully effected

and the tree properly attended to afterwards will not
prevent the wood ripening, and there will be plenty of

time for the trees to make fresh roots and get suffi-

ciently established to carry a crop of fruit next season

if not forced too early.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
If previous directions have been attended to, the

propagation of next season's " bedding stock " will by
this time be well advanced, and where, from the pres-

sure of other' work or other causes, this is not the case,

every possible dispatch must be used "while the weather

is favourable for such work. Where cuttings of Ver-

benas and such like things have yet to be put in they

should be inserted rather thinly in deep pans or shallow

pots, in which they can be wintered, as they will be got

established sooner in this way than would be the case if

they were to be potted off before winter, and we have

frequently found late cuttings managed in this way to

winter fully as well as stronger plants ; and, except

plants intended to furnish cuttings in spring, it

is very immaterial how small bedding plants are

before winter, provided they are well rooted with-

out having beeu got up in a close warm atmo-

sphere to render them sappy and tender. Many
parties, through anxiety to secure large plants, keep

bedding out stock close and moist ui.til late iu autumn,

aud frequently in frames on dung Lels, where size is

soon obtained, but plants treated in this way are neces-

sarily so soft aud tender that it is almost impossible to

carry them over the winter without serious loss. There'

fore avoid keeping such things too warm after this

season, and if they are placed in bottom heat give air

freely at night, and whenever it can be done without the

cuttings flagging, so as to prevent weakly growth.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Where wasps are troublesome means must be taken

to preserve ripe fruit from their depredations, and
Plums and Apricots had better be netted up, as wasps,

if at all numerous, soon do serious damage to these.

Also look frequently over any varieties of Pears ripen-

ing, and gather those that are fit, for if allowed to hang
after they are ripe the wasps are sure to find them, and
will attack the fruit before it is fit for gathering, so that

the crop will probably be spoiled unless it can be netted

up. Where Currants are covered with mats, which, by
the bye, are very inferior to close nets for this purpose,

and much more expensive, the trees should be
uncovered occasionally on flue dry days, so as to

expose the fruits thoroughly to the air, in order

to prevent their ' being injured by damp, &c.
Trim aud dress Strawberry plantations, and be
careful to injure the leaves of the plants as little

as possible, and avoid deep digging between the rows
which is of no farther use than to injure the roots, as

the Strawberry rather prefers a somewhat firm soil.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Sept. '20. 1S55, ae observed at the Horticultural Garden...

Temfehatubb.

Sept. "«S Of the A ir. Ofthe Earth Wind.

a Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean Voot
1 deep.

2 feet

deep.

Frit!ay 14 :> 30.C07 :9.9;g 51 45 49.5 5S 53 N.E.
Satux. la 4 30.09J 30 030 64 45 54.5 53 53 s.w.
Sunday lfi 5 30 133 29.951 63 54 61.0 68 53
Won.. 17 30.0 :6 20 944 62 55 53.5 56 58 E.
T»ie8. IS 1 £9.952 29.941 69 64 61.5 fO 53} S.W.
Wed. 19 \ 30.042 29.9G5 63 47 57 5 62 69 N.E.
Thura. 20 9 30.130 30.112 75 44 5U.5 61 69 S.W.

Average , 30.054 29.S90 65.7 49.1 67.4 | 59.4 53.3

t. 11—Constant rain; densely clouded and cold ; overcast.
15—Uniformly overcast; fine; overcast.
16—Overcast ; cloudy; overcast at night.
17— ltain; hazy; cvercast.
13— Hbz}'; overcast; cloudy; fine.

19—Uniformly overcast; slight haze; fine.
2'

—

Pog\zy, with heavy dew; very fine throuRhoat.
Mean temperature ofthe week jj de«. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Sept. 29.IS55.

IS a
Sf« s

s- •

£3
No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds.

Sept.

1.5*
z;

'4

6 5 1

S 3=

Sunday ?3 65.7 4'i.5 56.1 14 1.21 in. 6
1

5 5 h
55.6 13 07 > •J

Tusj. 2. 65.S 45.4 53.6 13 C.30 2 4 ? ?
t

H ed. 26 65 2 13 0.72 — 4 1 ',
8 y

Thu. 27 64.9 44.9 54.9 17 0,63 — a

Krid. :s 6 Mi 41.2 54.4 13 0.80 — a 4 ir

Satiir 21 61.5 44.9 54.7 13 0.46 1 ±

b.perature durin r the above r>r.riorl occurred on the 25

lSi-2—therm. S-2 det .; and the low ;«t on the 27th, 1S28--therm. 24 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
isTitAGALUS : Minna. Nothing can be more variable tban the

form of the pod in
this genus, or the
manner in which it
splits. The accom-
panying figure re-
presents that of a
species gathered at
Eupatoria by Cap-
tain George Elliot,

E.M.j in which the-

valves are sepa-
rating by their

dorsal (or carinal)

suture, quite througli the spurious septum which is peculiar to

this genus.
Books ; S B. Mackintosh's work is excellent, but too much for a

beginner. You had better commence with Loudon's Encyclo-

paedia of Gardening, an old edition of which may often be

picked up at second-baud book shops for a few shillings.

Abercrombie's Gardening is also a good old book for a young,

man to work by.—J Brown. The third edition of the Vegetable

Kingdom was published in 1S53, and contains very numerous,

additions.

Names of Frcits: J J P. The Pear which accompanied the-

diseased Marie Louise appears on comparison to be exactly

like the Easter Beurr6, notwithstanding its coming to perfec-

tion ?o early. As far as our experience goes, the time of

maturity of this variety extends over a wide range. M. J. B.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

Creeper. Smilax sariaparilla, L. It

wants more summer heat than we can give it, in order to pro-

duce its flowers.—J B K L. Jaborosa longiflora. D Bowman.
Is it not a proliferous monster of Plantago lanceolata?

—

W S.

Humea elegans.—Mus, Apparently a morsel of Quercus Phellos.

We are unable to recognise the other plant by your description.

— G TV. The other is Hydrangea japonica, a plant hardy in

any good climate, but best treated as a greenhouse plant in

winter.— Cranmer. Your fungus is Uredo Kubigo vera, the red

rust of Wheat. M, J. B.— Q. 1, Scutellaria splendens; 2, inde-

terminable.—W T S. Grewia asiatica.

Peach Thee: DA. Red spider has attacked it because the roots

are kept dry. It has not touched the Vines because their roots

are in the open border. There is no doubt about it.

Temperature : T W. The hottest day this year was the 6th of

June, when the maximum temperature was 86°.%
Vinegar Plant: A K. This is the spawn of a fungus called

Penicillium glaucum. It thrives in a weak solution of sugar,

which it soon turns to vinegar. You may cut the plant to

pieces as often as you like. Every piece will grow.}

%* As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are unavoidably detained till the necessary inquiries

can be made. We must also beg the indulgence of those

numerous correspondents, the insertion of whose interesting

contributions is still delayed.
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npHifl KULKuWINfJ MANl/KKS are manufactured
-*- at Mr, Lawks' Factory, Doptford Creels i Turnip Manure,

72. per ton; Superphosphate of Llmo, '/L; Sulphuric Add and
Coprolito«, 67.

Offlco, on, King William Stroot, City, London,

N.B, Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 por
r.i'iii. of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Kulplmti' of Ammonia, and
OtlHTCJlli'iPllnil MuTIUIVH.

MMJK LONDON MANUItIO COMPANY'S NITRO-
1 PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MANURE ETOK Ml UMN
SOWING-, This M ire, compound of b I, an i matter.
a*ld dlflflOlvod bo:i('H Willi iiillciilcn, In mom ftt.n.iiijly iccniiiiihthIi'iI

to the notice of Atfrlculturlflts, it eontalnH from 7 to 8 por c< nt.

/if nitrogen, In a form yielding ammonia by Blow decompo iltlon,

mid in therefore particularly udapted for wheat. Tho (quantity

required Ih 2 to 8 owt. por aore drillod In with the deed. L'rieo,

por ton, 71. 10*. In London.

PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and oyory otlioi

MANUItIO on best tormtj, strictly warranted*

40, Bridge Street, Blaolcfrlars. E. PunBusn, See,

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &&—Mnnufacturore and
others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary instruction for tliolr economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. C. Nicbbit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical Collego, IConnlngton,
London. AnttlyBOs of BoIIh, Guano's, Superphosphates of Lime,
CoproIlteSj &o,i and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other M Inorals,

are exeouted with accuracy mid dispatch, Gontlomoti desirous
of receiving itmh'uctionH in Chomlcal Analyses and AHmiylny,
will lind iitnplu facility and accommodation at the College,

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
THE PATENT NITRO-PHOSPHATE on BLOOD

manure company,
Thubtebs.

Aiiicl Smith, Jim., Esq., M. P., 2, Ilnlkln Street, West.
';'iiaui,i',h DiMBUALD, Esa,, EsBonuon Place, Herts,
Edward Ball, Esq., M.P., 8, Belgravo Road, rimiico.
MA.nnt-tiF.N. ii ,v i.i,, M.P,, Weston Colvillo, Linton, Cambridge,
John Bua-uy, Ebo;., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Bulgravo Square

i iinnoTons.
Chairman.—Jonas Wbdd, Knq,, Babraham, Cambridgeshire.

Deputy-Chairman.—John Sharp, Esq., Tower Villa, Queon's
Road, llogont's Park.

Edward Brix, Esq,, Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Ci,,\vihcn, EBq., Littlobury, Essex.
Richard Hunt, Esq., Stnnstend Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Knight, Esq.. Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq,, West Lexham, Norlblk.
Robert Morgan, Esq., 72, Caradon Villus, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chesterford, Essex.
Jamks Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middloton Square, PentonvIUe.

(With power to add to their number).

Santera.—Messrs. Barnett, Hoare, & Co., Lombard Street.

Auditor.—J'AMBB Caird, Esq., Baldoon, mid 6, Sergeant's Inn,
Fleet Street, London.

Secretary and Chemist.—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Kinosi'oru & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

MANUFACTORY, PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

Tho Directors of tho above Company (many of whom arc
eminent agriculturists), beg to call tho attention of their friends
and the agricultural community to their Patent Blood Manure,
which is composed of Bones dissolved with sulphuric acid, to
which is added about 1500 lbs. of pure Blood to every ton of the
Manure, carefully dried and preparedfor the drill or hand sowing.
Being rich in Nitrogen and other necesBary ingredients, it is

especially adapted for the Wheat Crop, and has been used with
the greatest success in all parts of England.

It is a very remarkable fact that the analysis of Blood and the
grain of Wheat are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
'the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood has been commented
upon by Professor Way, and others, and tho success of the
Blood Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all

soils, b}T the practical experience of numerous agriculturists, a
few of whom are the following:

—

Sir Archibald M'Donald, of Woolmer Lodge, Liphook, says:
" The Wheat manure I purchased of you has answered its pur-
pose admirably."

Jonas Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.—" Your Wheat
manure I tried by the side of guano, and if anything it had the
advantage-, ns the quality from it is superior."

Mr. Baker, Steward to His Grace the Duke of Bedford, Park
Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire.—"I used your manure upon a
-piece of pour laud after Peas, and have grown au excellent crop
of Wheat,"

Mr. Benjamin Goulton, Gedney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-
shire.—" 1 drilled your manure at the rate of 23 cwt. per acre,

along with tho Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field is the
poorest land 1 have on my farm, the crop ranked amongst the
best I have. I do not know how I can recommend it better than
by saying I shall use it much more extensively this season."

Mr. Walter Murton, East Stour, Ashford, Kent.—"I sowed
yourWheat manure last autumn, and the consequent increase in the
crop both of corn and straw has convinced me of its great utility."

Mr. H. Steed, Nonington, near Wingham, Kent.—" I used
Odams' Patent Manure for Wheat last November, and never
have I used any artificial manure with such benefit.''

Mr. Frederick Robinson, Southery, near Downham Market,
Suffolk.—" I last autumn used 2 cwt. of your manure per acre on a
piece of fen land ; it came up very strong in plant, assumed a most
healthy appearance during the winter, and has produced me one
of the finest crops I ever grow."

Extract from tho Agricultural Gazette, 7th April, 1S55.
—"The

Nitro-Phosphate Company throw blood and bones together, and
add sulphuric acid, thereby manufacturing a manure, which, as
It contains soluble phosphate along with nitrogenous matter, is

as nearly perfect, whether for roots or corn, "as anything can
ordinarily be.''

Extract from the jfisrib Lane Express, of January, 1S54.—
11 Amongst the new things which appeared this vear for the first

time was Ogams' Patent Blood Manure-, and it'is this addition
to our fertilisers which falls to our province to review. •Blood has
long been acknowledged oue of the most enriching of all our
manures, a proposition the soundness of which has been proved
by innumerable experiments. Now that the startling fact has
reached the ears of the agricultural public that Peru will be
exhausted of Guano in a few years, surely the prospects of an
everlasting supply at home will be accepted with some degree of
national satisfaction, more especially since the latter is supe-
rior to tho former in quality.''

The Public are cautioned against spurious imitations; as secu-
rity to the purchaser every Bag is marked "Odams' Patent
Blood Manure," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.

OFFICES, 109, FENCHURCH STREET.
Price 7?. 10s. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.
Directions for Use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to

ihe condition of tho soil. It may either be drilled in with the
ecd or sown broadcast ; ifthe latter it should be well harrowed in.

M A N U R t.

5y

I )ATKNT MOJIID-MAMJJU', DIh'J KIBUTOR
* on WATER-CART, for

1

tho Distribution of Guano, Ac.,
v. orranted not lo i log tin or othoi -,

| o got otn

w nt. rproof Jolntw, and trill Realtor i*n Liquid from 12

v, Ida, 1 1 v. in nroi i equally wi n on lillly oi

any alteration. II Is thoroughly adapted for Drill I

Po ,hu
ti Land, ot foi Wntoi Inu. I (roots. J nil pn

obtained of the Paton ton, [ham; Jamba, Tlvoll, ( heltonham,

WA HNI'lR'S -I

1 inch J M P RO\ ED LIQ U I D
MAN MIK PUMP,

v :iii Vnlvo, fitted with
i

J Inch BraiiH Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought Iron

Strap i for ici • Ing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Curt, an shown hi dniwinj;.

Price of Pump and Union,

60s.

lj.lnoh Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction forditto,

Ss. Gd. per footi

1\ CJutta Percha Suction
U. (id, por foot.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTAISLM PUMP.

Tho vnlve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clo^ in action.

Tho barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, nnd can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The let:

together, and the whole may he carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 44 in. Pump, with legs, 82.8*.

Tho barrel is 27i in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

14 inch Gntta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per foot.

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. Gd. per foot.

May he obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

W"MINER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farm*. Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,
of Parrel under nose. £ s. d.

XS

2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

2* „ loDg 3 „ 3

3 „ ditto 3 „ 6

3J „ ditto 3 „ G
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6

Fitted for lead. \ 1 12
gutta percha, I 1 15

or cast iron h2 12
flanged pipe, 2 18
as required. J 3 5

24 „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing .*.... 2 12

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND
MEETING AT CARLISLE. JULY, 1S55.

First Pbizb Awarded to
RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S No. 3B CHAFF

MACHINE. Price £7.

DAEKEcV STEEL DIGGI AND
1

1

now man

-

I

FIRlf PPIZE REAPING MACMINC.
. ICE,Mil G

.

awarded I

Mcraw plai
,

(Sell'*, hy '

HiHMiy'N, with
reports of farm* ta w:

Mi'.w (hat *

.'I 0«t»i wbh

required la -1 man ot * boy I

.

1

/ 1OLLKGE01 AGIUCULTUKEj IKY,
v RA1 "J ICAL «r-j <,.

1

Principal—J. C. N'jwmt, I!),'
U> prepare yontb for 1 ' ,f Agriculture,

xxA Lb* Art!
and Hllll

Analyse* and Amv •ertptton »r* pT'm;'tlr «»4
accurate!; < term* and otberpex-

th nlai may h* i
' • *',

1 i;ra( • ' U 1 Pfbarip*!.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.

MR. HUMBERT, ot Watford, Herts, * practical

-.ra" itandlog;,

offera hi* aervl :> .
. - 3 V?*%\.

He willundcrtJ 'd him«H Ux «rx«o-

tlon of the work at a charge • xpenaea

Incurred in his travelling: or be will
1 manner to t

Klonera at a fixed prlc ctI baa drmloM
Umy land in the mo*! careful and completa manner,

i [ncfa plpesj anJ proper malna, the drain* \*-\n% \U*\
deep and 80 feel apart, at 4 (. per acre and under, and be can

rlverefei -..aland In other Inatanee*.

Wafford, Hrrti, S*-r-»- 22
.

u.siilHi'lr.LD CLLii, Woo.—FAT CA 1 I LB
O BHOW^-Tbe ANNUAL I URI8TMA8 SHOW ot FAT

.- Ii LEI*, an-J PIGS. wiUUice place on the 1 1'b. 12 b,

13ih, aim i
: inbcr, 1855, a: Ka7-*ar, King

Street, Portman Sfjuare, when nearly €00f. wUl be awarded In

Prizes and Medals.
The printed forms of Certificates, nroperly filled up. 1

returned to the Ilonoran- Secretary on or before BATC RDA 1 .

November 10th. Prize Sheeta and the nece*pary printed forma

cf Certificates arc now ready, and can be obtained on appli-

cation to B. T. Bsjutdbetb Otbw, HoooTmxy Peoelary,
Corner of Half-moon Street, PiccadUI-

All communications on the Clab'a business should bear the

words " Smithfield Club" on the outside.

All the various mo.lern Implements of Agriculture mannrac-

tured on the most scientinc and improved principles, suitable for

home use and exportation.—Address, Richxoxd & Chasdi_ee,

Salford, Manchester ; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool,

^g* Catalogues Gratis.

Z\\% ^grtcultural (Bzmtv.
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The Composition of the Superphosphate or Limr

in the market ranks in importance as an agricaltnral

subject next to that of guano. There is hardly

a testimonial published by any manure company to

the merits of their particular form of this manure

that does not end with an order for 5, 8, or 10 tons

of it, and a very large proportion of all the Sf

Turnips grown in the country are indebted to it

for their growth. The soluble form of phc

of lime seems especially adapted to hasten tte

growth of the young Turnip plant through the

period when it is most liable to injury by

the fly. and the heavy crops grown after the

application of 3 cwt. per acre of good "super-

phosphate " to a good Turnip soil, prove the

manure to be equally efficient till the very c!«e

of growth. No wonder, then, that all onr manure

conirianies and manufacturers profess to make •

phosphate of lime—or that one company, of whose

respectability the names of its trustees, directors,

and auditors* are sufficient guarantee, seem?

title to devote itself exclusively to the production of

this important fertilizer. This company -

indeed, the " SuperjAospha) Mamms"
Companv ; but then super is always

given in the form of a compost: the Diphos-

phate of lime is to be obtained alone or.

a nice chemical process. In its manufacture

from bones or coprolites it remains^ in the

midst of the other ingredients which beside phos-

phate of lime those substances contain. ar.d in me
midst also of those other matters which, tie mate-

rials added may have formed. All superphosj hate

orally is superphosphate "come:-'.: but

everybody understands that the real value of any

manure to which the term applies depez:= esie::-

tiallv upon the quantity of phosphorus in a soluble

form which it contains.

Now. manures to which this term applies,

vary in a very remarkable decree in this tteir

characteristic featuie. Superphosphates varj ia
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the quantity of phosphorus they contain much

more than 'guanos do in the quantity of their

ammonia. The former are artificial, and depend

for their composition on the skill as well as the in-

tention of the manufacturer, and in what these

result may be gathered from analyses before us by

-, Way, Anderson, Nesmt, and others. These

gentlemen have had samples of " superphos-

phate" under their examination which contained 21

per cent, of superphosphate, and samples of super-

phosphate which contained no superphosphate at

all ! The article by Dr. Anderson published a

fortnight ago in our columns tells us what may

reasonably be expected in a manure claiming this

name, and the assertion with which it concludes,

that many tons are sold containing but i a cwt. in

the ton of what they are called, ou«ht to be enough

to put farmers on their guard. Our columns have

before this shown instances in which either fraud

or the grossest carelessness in manufacture has

sent out superphosphates worth but 50s. a ton, the

market value of the name being 11. 5s. In July,

three years ago, we called attention to a case of

this kind, and we now republish the letter of Pro-

fessor Way on which that exposure hinged :

—

'•' The sample of superphosphate of lime is, as you

Supposed, a very inferior article, and I am afraid from

its composition that its inferiority cannot be mercifully

i nputed to the mere ignorance of the maker. A good

superphosphate should contain J 2 or 15 per cent, if not

more of soluble phosphate—the sample in question does

not contain 1 per cent. Moreover the total proportion

of phosphate of lime is so much smaller than it should

be that I cannot help believing that some of the gypsum
was put in as such—not produced by the ordinary action

of sulphuric aciJ. In fact, I believe that it is a mecha-
nical mixture of ground bones and gypsum, by,t I cannot

assert this positively. Anyhow it is a bad sample of

superphosphate. I should not value it at more than

2?. or 2/. ] 0s. per ton, because it can only be worth the

bone it contains. Its analysis gave,
Per cent.

Moisture 13.09
Organic matter and arumoniacal salts 14.56
Sand, &c 11.30
Biphospbate of lime (equal to neutral phosphate rendered

soluble 0.61) , 0.41
Neutral phosphate of lime, insoluble 13.00
Hydrated sulphate of lime (gypsum) 37.27
Alkaline salt*-, with some carbonate of lime •. 7.37

100.00
Kitrogen 1.51 per cent., equal to ammonia 1.S3 per cent."

Instances of a nearly similar kind to this are now
before us, to which a correspondent has called our
attention, where superphosphate compost'has proved
on analyses by Professor Way to contain but 2.86
and 3 per Cent, respectively of soluble phosphate of
lime. We do not know that our correspondent
charges fraud on the manufacturer from whom this

substance was obtained, but the result of careless-

ness is jnst as bad as that of fraud—and a manure
containing 2\ cwt. of water, 2 cwt. of sand, S£ cwt.
of gypsum, and 2 cwt. of " chiefly common
salt," with only 2 cwt. of bone earth, and less

than 70 lbs. of superphosphate in each ton
is none the less a source of loss to the purchaser,
whether it be ignorance or fraud that overlooked its

manufacture. It is worth rather less than 50s., but
probably 150.?. was paid for the ton of it, and 3 cwt.
only having therefore been applied per acre, the
Turnip crop is lost, and the loss of that affects the
productiveness of a whole rotation of crops.

It may be sufficient for the present that we have
called attention to the fact that very worthless stuff
is sold as superphosphate ; no quantity of this
manure should be purchased without the guarantee
of an analysis. It needs but little skill in manufac-
ture to ensure the value of the substance, and the
failures instanced are the less excusable. In the
little pamphlet recording his experience, which our
correspondent has distributed in his county, analyses
of superphosphates purchased from Mr. W. J.

Carne, of Markham, from the London Manure
Company, and from Mr. Lawes are given, and
the quantity of soluble phosphate of lime in
these varied from 15 to 28 per cent. Mr. Lawes
guarantees 16 per cent., and is manufacturing from
apatite a superphosphate in which he will guarantee
the existence of 30 to 35 per cent, of soluble phos-
phate. These facts will become known, and those
whose intelligence, good faith, and skill result in
composts of the composition quoted above, will
infallibly and happily lose their custom.

By the novel and admirable arrangement of the
ropes in Fisken's Steam-plough, which we have
before described, a wonderfully simple and light
form of anchor is rendered sufficient. It consists of
a cast-iron plate 8 inches wide and a yard-and-a-
half long

; and this being laid edgeways in a crease
cut in the ground, presents a powerful resistance to
a sidelong strain; while it can be easily drawn
forward endways in the soil. By means of a stake
set down upon the headland, and a rope connecting

it with a small windlass on the anchor, one boy can

shift the latter forward as fast as required. A beam
of wood attached at right angles to the iron blade

prevents it from tipping over or risiDg out of the

ground ; and an upright iron standard carries the

pulley in a nearly horizontal position.

The arrangement of the ropes we need not stay

to describe : merely observing that the endless hemp-

cord traverses up and down along one headland as

well as across the field in the direction of the plough-

ing, so that by an adaptation of the travelling-crane

principle, the" pulleys can be shifted without involv-

ing any alteration in the length of the cord. To
fit different-sized plots of ground, the cord can be

cut and spliced again in a few minutes.

Let us now proceed to the economical qualities of

the invention. By means of the apparatus already

described a steam-engine set in one corner of a field

causes a barrel to revolve upon a continuously-

travelling carriage ; and had any efficient digging-

cylinder been invented, it could have been actuated

just as well as this barrel, but in the absence of such

a tool, Mr. Fisken has employed the barrel to drag

behind it a series of ploughs, by winding along a

fixed rope. The carriage, with two ploughs attached

(as exhibited at Carlisle), weighs 15 cwt. ; and it

was set in motion by 400 yards of driving rope
;

yet it worked one plough at a pace of about two
miles per hour, when the engine had a pressure of

only 7 lbs. per square inch—and this engine was of

7-horse power at 45 lbs. pressure. From the con-

dition of the land at the time we saw it, we should

say that one horse would hive easily ploughed as

large a furrow at the same pace ; but the trial per-

fectly proved how small a per-centage of power is

lost in the transmitting tackle. Concerning this

essential point, however, we are able to adduce the

testimony of a high authority, namely James Stir-

ling, Esq., C. E., of Edinburgh.

In April, 1852 (for the steam-plough has been

hatching for some years), this gentleman was in-

structed by a Special Committee of the Highland

and Agricultural Society of Scotland to report upon
the invention ; and, having seen his report, we give

the following details.

The inventors, Messrs. W.'D. and F. Fisken,

first put their plough in operation upon the farm of

Gellyburn, in Strathearn (six miles from Auch-
terarder, Perthshire), occupied by one of the

brothers. For the sake of a motive-power for

experimenting, they dammed a small brook passing

the farmstead and falling into the river Earn, and
set up a water-wheel. This was an overshot, 10
feet diameter, and 3 feet in breadth, having an
average speed of 10 revolutions per minute ; and
by means of a spur-wheel, pinion, and large rigger,

communicated to the driving-rope a velocity of

745 feet per minute.

The travelling windlass or plough carriage was
differently constructed from the present one, having
two drums alternately coiling and uncoiling two
ropes : the ploughs also were made of wood, and the

workmanship of the entire apparatus had much the
appearance of a pocket-knife manufacture about it.

The principle, however, was just the same as in the

present machine ; only instead of the speed of the
driving-rope to that of the plough-carriage being as

11 to .1, it was as 7 to 1—the ploughs moving 108
feet per minute. By carefully measuring the quan-
tity of water passing to the wheel, and making all

requisite allowances, Mr. Stirling found that the
effective power of the wheel did not exceed 2 horse-
power ; and this propelled one plough at the rate
of about 1| mile per hour—ploughing a furrow
9 inches w:ide and 7 inches deep in " ground of

a moderate stiffness." The carriage itself weighed
12 cwt. ; there were upwards of 500 yards of

driving-rope in motion ; and the greatest distance of

the plough from the wheel was 250 yards. Mr.
Stirling states his opinion that a calculated me-
chanical horse-power being greater than that of an
ordinary animal, the difference between the nominal
and actual horse-power will be sufficient to make
up the loss from the friction and inertia of the
transmitting apparatus—in other words, that a
2-horse engine will do with this machine the work
of two real horses. An economy of power equal to

this has never been approached by any other steam-
plough ; and to show that it is both satisfactory and
profitable, we invite consideration to a few figures.

It will not do to calculate a horse's power from
the draught he may be pulling when walking at a
smart pace. Take the draught of a 2-horse plough
at 36 stones, and the pace of the horses 2J miles per
hour ; and you find that each horse is doing duty
equivalent to 54,000 lbs. raised 1 foot high per
minute, which is equal not only to 1 but to 1.636
mechanical horse-power. But the fair way is to say
that, ploughing 9-inch furrows, the team accom-
plishes 1 acre in eight hours; the average pace
being not 2^, but 1.375 mile per hour; and each

horse pulling 18 stones, does duty equal to

30,492 lbs. lifted 1 foot per minute, which is consi-

derably under the usual estimate of a mechanical
horse-power (namely, 33,000 lbs. raised 1 foot per
minute).

A steam horse, could it work without any loss of
power in the connecting machinery, would draw a
plough, therefore, at an average pace not only of

1.375, but 1.480 mile per hour, doing 1.11 instead
of only 1 acre in eight hours. Then, as it can work
ten hours a day instead of eight, it will do one-
quarter more than this quantity, or 1.3S7 acre per
day. The speed of the roughly made implement
in the above trial was 1| mile per hour—rather
slower than the average pace of a team, but still

equal to 1.138 acre in ten hours ; and, as no time
is lost in resting and breathing the horses, and very
little lost in shifting at the ends of the work, the
2-horsepower water-wheel may be estimated to plough

as nearly as possible 1 acre per day. Messrs. Roger,
of Stockton-on-Tees, have manufactured a neater

machine ; and with some slight alterations in the

adjustment of the ploughs (and, it may be, a small

wire rope in place of the hemp cord, and a pitch-chain

instead of the wire drag-rope), we do not see why
the Messrs. Fisken may not plough any land where
two horses are the common team, and. tumwrest work
no objection, for 4s. or 5s. per acre.

The inventors, Messrs. Fisken, of Stamfordham,

by Newcastle-on-Tyne, have made considerable

sacrifices in a study foreign to their profession, in

order to bring this invention before the public ; and
as the machinery is inexpensive, and so easily

applied that a common portable steam-engine can
work it without any alteration or addition, merely

by attaching a rigger to the fly-wheel, we hope that

some landowner or occupier will now be found to

give the new steam plough a thorough trial upon
his farm. I. A. C.

THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
TRIALS OF REAPING MACHINES.

In the Marie Lane Express of this week I observe an
article from the North British Agriculturist upon the

trials of reaping machines, in which it is attempted to

be shown that the tests of reapers generally, and at the

last trial in particular, at Leigh Court Farm, were not

sufficiently comprehensive and practical, so as to

realise the object of such trials, viz., that the decisions

of the judges may so thoroughly be relied upon, that

agriculturists run no risk in acting upon their judg-

ments by purchasing reaping machines according to

their conclusions.

Now, though it would be easy to show that the Royal
Agricultural Society have rendered an immense benefit

to the agriculturists of Great Britain by causing a great

number of valuable new implements to be brought into

general use which would either not have been invented,

or if so merely been used locally, had it not been for

the existence of the Society, the proof of this assertion

I leave in abler hands, nor shall I attempt on paper
to prove that the judgment passed upon the reaping

machines at the late trial on the farm of W. MileSj

Esq., M.P., was according to evidence, or whether the

evidence was complete; but I intend to try to prove in

the field, that as far as my machine is concerned, the

judges did not make an error in awarding me the 201.

prize ; to those who think otherwise I beg to say that I

hope that they will not decide upon the assertions of

the North British Agriculturist, but will see the machine

at work.
The first trial will take place to-morrow, the next on

Tuesday, on a farm in the parish of Melsouby, Darling-

ton, and another trial or two will be announced by
advertisement.

Justice to myself as an exhibitor at Leigh Court

farm, and an earnest desire to see the long debated

question of reaping by machinery settled, are the best

excuses I have to offer for occupying your columns.

John Palmer, Stockton-on-Tees, Sept. 18.

METHODS fob COLLECTING AGRICULTURAL
STATISTICS.

[Evidence given before the Lords' Committee by Mr. Hall
Maxwell and Mr. Cairu.]

J. Hall Maxwell, Esq., examined.—-Will you explain to
the Committee the mode which you adopted to obtain the
returns, and what success you met with?—The mode adopted
then was very much the mode which was followed in 1854,

and is now in course of operation; for example, taking the
county of Roxburgh, we divided it into certain districts for our
purpose, grouping the parishes with a view to their agricultural
features, so as to have, as far as possible, a district similar in its

agricultural products, and in the character of its farming. We
selected and secured the services of an influential, intelligent,

active practical farmer in each district, as the enumerator, and
we gave him a committee to aid and to work under him, consist-
ing of farmers of a similar stamp, connected with the different

parishes, so that in fact each parish in the district was repre-
sented at the committee. I prepared a form of schedule, of which
I hold a copy in my hand ; in some respects it has since been
altered, and in one important point in particular we have since
deviated from the plan of 1853. The necessary number of
schedules were then sent by me to the enumerators of districts,

by whom they were circulated amongst the occupants of land

;

they were returned to him, examined, and sent by him to me,
and then 1 tabulated and booked them. Now, we found that that
system did not work well; I found, particularly in the pastoral
districts, that there was a decided disinclination to pass the filled

up schedule, containing answers to the queries, through the bands
of any neighbour, however respectable or well liked he might be.
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I hold a mooting on UiIh point; among other places, at Hawick,
when thorn whs a nort ofcompromise effected ; the farmoi i agree

Ingto support the Inquiry provided they ware allowed todlrcel

tholr answers to myself; fcitey seemed to prefer tbet i should

receive and look at them rather than any neighbour, i

have described the staff; I shall now doscrfba the scliodulo.

The occupant wan asked to state, first, the total numbor of

acres on his farm, then thi total number of these arable, and
tho manner In which the farm wan subdivided; that Is, the
acreage of uvtiry c.mp, of Tallow, (Avium, idieop walk, wa ito, road

,

fences, &o, A return of wood wan token exclusively from tho

proprietor. The schedule also contained columns of stool* I

Jiavo alroady stated that tho tillage farmof waa required morel

v

to state, hh a basis for after Inquiry Into bin produce, that whloli

was patent to any one, the acreage of his crops; but as acreage
affords no criterion, in pastoral districts, of tho stool maintained
on it, tho stock farmer bad to return dlreotly the i ber ol In nd
jioHHOHHml by htm. The Commtltoe will obsorvo, with reference

to stock, that when i got the answers to the scliodulo, the work
was done. I bad merely to add tho Individual returns In oaoh
district,- and to put the rosultH of different districts togethor, In

order to show the stoak.of a oounty; but 1 had another p oi ite
go through In ordor to arrlvo at the yield of tho crops: ti gh i

imd received from every ocoupaul a return of his acreage, nod of
how that acreage was subdivided Into Wheat, Barley, Oats, See.,

imch a return did not tell mo how man; bushols por aero ho hail

rained, .it, wan dollboratoly considered, and ii was very early
resolved, that II would bo most Impolitic and Inexpedient, with a

Wow to success, to ask the farmer any direct question as i" hlfl

pvoducn. Wo believed that, as a voluntary measure, ii would
not succeed If ho wore ho asked ; and that thorc waB less risk of

deception by resorting to somo Indlroet mothod, such ns wo did
adopt. Tho method was this: tho enumerator of a district and
Ills committee, tho committee bolng a Jury for tho district, and
the enumerator, you might Bay, being the chancellor of thai Jury,
reculvod written instructions from mo in tho course o( the sui t

to koop thoir warn and tholr oyoH o|ii'M, (n obsorvo bow ili« i orops
wrero looking, to innpoct their respDCftivo parishes, and to ascot1

tain their neighbours' opinions as to tho prospeots of tho harvest:
and hy Buoh a courso ofInquiry,commenced b< fore and continued
after harvest, whllo the crop wan growing, when it watt out, aftor
it hud been stacked, and up to the time of Homo of it bolng
threshed Or weighed, each man lU his own parirth wan directed
to form an OHliifiato of the probable average yield per acre of eaob
grain and root crop, The enumerator then summoned Ms com-
mittee or IiIm jury togother; th-'y cmipmvd notes for tho different

parishes, struck an average for the district, and reported to me
that furthoirdlslrict, in tbeir opinion, the average yield amounted
to so many bushels of Wheat per acre, so many bushels ofBarley.
Oats, &0., and so many tons of Potatoes, Turnips, &c. 1 issued
tho schedules oil tho 1st of May; thero wove two reports that
year, one of acreage and stock, and tho other tho cstimato of the
crops; tho first report was dated 25th of July. The supplementary
report or estimate oi' produce was not published by tho Hoard of
Trade, but by their permission by the Society on our own respon-
sibility; it was dated 19th November; so that it took from tho
1st of May to the 19th of November to complete the inquiry.—
Will you state what alterations you introduced in 1864, and what
alterations you think might with advantage be introduced in the
collection of tho statistics ? In 1854, at a conference with the Board
of Trade in relation to tho Industrial Museum, which has since
been established in Scotland, the Duke of Hamilton, the Duko of
Bucclough, and other members of the Highland Society, availed
themselves of the opportunity. to urge the prosecution of tho
Statistical inquiry, and I was required by Mr. Card well to esti-
mate the cost of putting the same measure into operation over
the whole of Scotland, which had been tried experimentally in
three count^s

; tho sum estimated was 6000Z., which was granted.
I may mention, that tho same system generally was followed in
1854 as in 1S53. There wore only two alterations of any moment
to which I think I need allude : the first I have already explained,
namely, that the schedules were issued directly by me, and
returned to me. The other alteration was, that in 1853 we served
schedules upon all occupiers holding as small a portion as 2 acres,
so far as my memory serves me ; but in 1S54 we made rent, and
not extent, the line of demarcation: we still believed it to be
absurd to send schedules to every little occupant of land, who
could neither comprehend the schedule, nor fill it up; but we
thought rental was a better limitation than acreage : a man might
hold 2 acres, and pay a comparatively large rent, much larger
than one in tho Highlands holding 20 acres, and paying a few
shillings; we therefore adopted the money limitation to fix the
point at which schedules should bo issued. We found it necessary
again to draw a distinction between the Highland and the Low-
land districts; we believed we might safely send schedules to all

persons in the Lowlands paying a rent of 10?, and upwards ; but
we were told that it would generally be fruitless to seek direct
information from Highland tenants paying less than 20?., so that
it was resolved to take direct information, by the service of
schedules, from all tenants in 26 Lowland counties rented at 10?.

and upwards, and in the seven Highland counties at 20?. and
upwards. With regard to those below these marks, it was
further resolved that I should devise some means or other of
getting, through indirect channels, information to lay before
Govorment, in order to exhaust the margin down to the lowest
.possible figure. This supplemental report is now ready to be
lodged with the Board of Trade. The issue of the schedules by
me, and the mode of treating the small holders, are, therefore,
the two principal changes in 1S54 as compared with 1853.

James Caird, Esq., examined.—You are aware of the mode
which has been pursued in England by the Poor-law Commis-
sioners, through the agency of their officers, in attempting to

obtain information during the past year?—I am so, in so far as
their report, gives me that information. Is it your opinion, that
that is the best means of obtaining such information, or can you
Suggest to the Committee any other mode which in your opinion
would he better calculated to obtain the desired results?— I do
not think it tho best mode of obtaining that information; I my-
self suggested to Mr. Cardwell, about two years ago, a mode
which I subsequently read before the Society of Arts, and which,
if your lordships will permit me, I will agaiu go through. The
main object is to obtain trustworthy returns, and those with the
least necessary expense. Trustworthy returns cau only be
obtained through trustworthy officers, responsible for the correct
performance of their duty, and working under a system which
affords a ready test of accuracy. Economy will be promoted by
employing a small number of competent and responsible men,
rather than a very numerous body of local officials, each of whom
must receive a fee, while they would be comparatively irrespon-
sible, and, from their numbers, subject to no satisfactory test of
accuracy. The first point to be ascertained is the acreage under
each different crop, and this is by far the most important part of
the inquiry. This will not be au estimate, but a record of facts.

It is requisite, therefore, that it be conducted with care and deli-

beration, and, as it may be begun as soou as the seed is sown,
the three months of May, June, and July may he occupied in
this part of the inquiry. There could be no reasonable objection
on the part of any occupier to au inquiry as to the manner in
which the surface of his farm is cropped. That is quite a different

question from demanding to know the total produce of his crops.
It may he proper, therefore, to make answers to this inquiry
compulsory, if necessary, which necessity, it is believed,
would very rarely arise ; nor would there bo the same objec-
tion on the part of tho farmers to answer such questions
when put by a responsible and confidential officer, as by what
might be thought a prying and irresponsible neighbour.
The acreage under each different crop having been ascertained,
the occupier would be required to say not what was the actual
produce of a particular field, but what was the average produce
per acre of each crop on his farm in ordinary years. Before
harvest these important facts would thus have been ascertained,
viz., first, the extent under each kind of crop; secondly, the

d oi ' " produce por acre of ordli 'J the tuti-

going datn a I he pi Indole
following would bo the plan ol operation*, I do ml
)'i iho "niy plan, or any! butli
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talnod thai c certain parish bad 1000 ,.<,.,,.
Hln rato "i tho av< rage oi peai i yielded 8 ','

tho actual yield »( that year hod proved 2 bushcli an acr<

the avorago, he would nubiraci 80 bushels from tli

quantity, and roturn 88,000 bushels as the c itlmated

of Wheal in Mini parish. Tho main part ol the cab
1 1 living been coinple.li-d be lore bur vent, the nlti

aftor harvest would bo made with great facility, and tb

roturmtof tho oropsbe ready for pubuoatlon by the 10th oi O I

Monthly reports ol tho state oi the growing crops nt thi

critical pernul wnM be made during the three months of Inquiry,
It would bo part of tho duty of tno central

returns of every collector, by nn inspector taking bis rel

a particular parish, and Investigating on tho spol each sts

recorded. This KhouUI bo done In ip lngr sothal th< estimate
might bo compared with the fact after the crop wa
ana thus any earelossno icuracy would be detect) A

and a useful guide be supplied for the future, fneompeti
carelcssnoan would be vUitud with loss of employment. Aftor
tho gross returns of produce were Issued (which would bo the
first object), it would bo tho duty of the central office to compile
from the returns such valuable statistics as bad a special bear-
ing on the agricultural improvement of the kingdom, and of
every separate district in It. 1 think tho mode which wan
adopted In Scotland ol sending returns direct to the Secretary of
the Highland Society, and having local committees to fix the
average*, was an extremely good one in theory, but there
opportunity of checking the correctness of the returns, which
were sent direct to Edinburgh. It appears to mo that thero is a
machinery In Scotland at the present moment, upon which this
inquiry might be with advantage engrafted. I have here a copy
of a schedule which has been issued under the Land Valuation
Act ot Scotland, which has just come into force, and under which
the occupiers and proprietors are, under a penalty, bound to

return the nature of the subject they occupy, the parish in which
it is situated, the estimated extent; the grain rent, the kind of
grain if a grain rent, the amount of conversion in converting it

into money ; the drainage interest, if any is paid by the tenant;
and it would be easy to add three or four columns, embracing the
returns with reference to each crop; this is required under an
Act of Parliament; and there have been iu every county in Scot-
land valuators appointed who would bo very useful men for ob-
taining this information.

J. II. Maxwell, Esq., further examined. — "With regard to
the opinion which Mr. Caird has expressed, that there is a want
of means of testing the accuracy cf the returns as now made, can
you suggest to the committee any mode by which an efficient

test may be furnished, if you think none at present exists ? Mr.
Caird, to a certain extent, is right ; but, to a certain extent, he Is

wrong as to the want of any test of accuracy under the scheme
which was devised and worked out by me. There is to a certain
extent, a test of accuracy ; I described on Tuesday how inciden-
tally I had here and there a valuable test of accuracy, by the in-

vestigations of certain members of the committee who conceived
it was their duty to collect the acreage of their parishes, and the
identity between their reports and the aggregate of the individual
returns from such parishes. It mny be said that this was acci-

dental, but if the result of the accident be valuable an a test. I

could easily do the same thing here and there again. If it

was one year done. here, and another year there, and if the result

was such as to satisfy Government of the bonafides of the farmer,
and that their returns of acreage were substantially correct, it

would to a certain extent, serve as that test of accuracy which
Mr, Caird thinks is wanting. There was another test of
accuracy ; in some instances the enumerator of a district re-

quired me, to enable him to estimate the crops, to send him, not
what the acreage of this man was, or that man, fori would uot have
done that—those were confidential statements to me—but what
the general acreage of the crops over a district or in a parish
was. In such cases any glaring errorriecessarily attracted bis at-

tention, or that of the member of committee for that parish. Manv
trivial errors were discovered, which led to a great deal of corre-

spondence on my part, with a view to trace and put them right;
hut the character of the errors was such as to satisfy the enume-
rators and myself, that there bad been no intention to deceive.
That was another check. Mr. Caird was asked by a noble lord,

whether his views as to the waut of accuracy in the Scotch re-

turns were based upon the fact of inaccuracy, or only upon an
opinion that there might be inaccuracy. Mr. Caird stated, that
in his own district there were some slight inaccuracies ; of course
they must have been very slight, because he being my enumerator
in that district, they were not commuuicated to me, and I have
not beard of them till the present moment. There is another
test, which, as a farmer, Mr. Caird must admit exists; those
schedules show the rotation of a farm, and every person who
kuows anything about farming, and gets accustomed to reading
the schedules, will see at once where there is a material misstate-
ment. If there should be 150 acres oi Barley in the return, and
there are ouly 15 or 50, it will speak for itself, aud lead to corre-

spondence in order to trace the error: this was the case repeatedly
last year. It may be asked, moreover, what is the object which "a

farmer has todeceive in makinghis return of acreage. In preparing
an estimate, the parties may have an interest in falsifying the esti-

mate but I pu t great fai thin the honesty of the farmers iu Scotland
;

some of them may refuse to give information, but I have the

most perfect confidence in their honesty and bona fides when they
do give it; and as it was only the acreage which "was asked from
them, a fact any one could ascertain, and as the individual returns

of acreage were not to be published, but only the acreage oi

a large district of parishes, if the farmer put as much confidence

in my honesty as I did in his, be had no object in deliberately

misstating his acreage, and I do not believe it was done. So

much for the test of accuracy; but I will go a little further, and
say, if there is no test of accuracy in the scheme which has been

worked out in Scotland, I waut to know where it is in that which

Mr. Caird would substitute for it. I did not exactly gather

whether Mr. Caird meant to apply the machinery to Scotland

that he spoke of in the first part of his evidence as to England,

for. there, there is no test of accuracy. If the general scheme
which he proposed for England, particularly in reference to the

estimates of produce, were to be proposed for Scotland, I would

object to it on the ground, inter otto, that there is no test of

accuracy. It appears to me to be a fallacious scheme: he starts
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The farmers or occapiers have scarcely any interest In those

valuation returns, and would make no obJecfi'Ti to them. I think
that is a sufficient answer to Mr. Maxwell's objection that my
proposal of employing the county valuators would connect the
statistic returns with taxation. With regard to the impoasiWUty
which Mr. Maxwell says there is in ascertaining tbe averages,
and the instances which be has adduced from Scotland, in which
his inquiry on this polntwas not answered, I beg to state that the
distinction is very obvious. If you ask a man, as be di

you the average produce of a hundred different farms in half-a-

dozen different parishes, he may very probably say, I cannot
tell you what It is, but if yon ask him to tell you the average for

bis own farm, he will have no difficulty whatever in doing so.

I never found any difficulty of that kind in my inquiries in Cog-
land. Mr. Maxwell seems to think that farmers do not know
that, even in their own caj»e ; but I :

w a man could
hire laud at all, if he did not ascertain its quality by iu relative

produce to other land. It is because 1 acre yields so many
bushels more than another that it brings a higher rent. The first

point a man would inform himself on would be, What Is the
average produce ot tbis land naturally t~ He would be ignorant
of his business if he did not know what the average produce was
of the farm which he beld. In reference to tbe objection which
Mr. Maxwell took, that the plan I proposed would occupy so
many months, that could be obviated at once by employing more
collectors; if 200 collecto-s do it in three months, a cer
portion more wonld do it in two months : yon do not alter tbe
total amount of tbe expenses, but only tbe number of the people
who are for a proportionally shorter time employed. His objec-

tion to leaving schedules for a lengthened period does not bold in

my case, as I do not propose to hare any schedules. Mr. If ax-
well seemed to say that there was some test at present in Scot-

land, and that I ought to know that, from having acted on his

staff in ray own county. I may say that I felt it my duty
in the county when he visited* it for the purpose of explaining
the matter to the farmers) to do everything io my power to assist

the Government in this inquiry. Having gone to the meeting
which Mr. Maxwell has referred to, I acted as chairman, and
assisted him in explaining and enforcing his views: ana tb*
gentlemen then present insisted that I should myself act, which
I consented to do with great pleasure. But I told Mr. Maxwell
then, and still maintain, that he has no t-^st of accuracy. Tbe
whole of the returns were sent direct to Edinbnrgb: tl

never sent back to us, and we never had any means of testing

their accuracy. Mr. Maxwell seems to mt-apprebend my plan,

when he describes it as an estimate npon an estimate. It is an

estimate on a fact; an estimate of produce on an ascertained

acreage, which is all that can begot by any plan wh-
wish to say that I do not in the least degree desire to appear in

antagonism to Mr. Maxwell: on the contrary, I think he deserves

very great credit for the spirit in which his system, sttcb l

was, has been carried oat in Scotland.

OX FATTENING POrLTRY.
(Continuedfrom?. -

Chai-tes I.

—

The Parsarves or FEEDnre.
• bslGncu vxd i» FaOaaMg

Poultry.

Supposing the principles above-stated be correct—and

botli theory and practice tend to prove their perfect

truthfulness—it is obvious that the vane of any snb-

stauce used as a food for fattening animals can only be

ascertained by a reference to the relative qua-

warmth-jiving, flesh-forming, and fat-forming materials

it contains ; and such an examination will give ns a true

index of its money value, and enable ns to ascertain

how far the practice of feeders has been based upon

ri^ht principles.

"Oats and Oatmeal.—Oats or oatmeal are perhaps

more largely employed than any other grain in fattening

poultry ; and in this case the experience of feeders

strikingly corresponds with the results aSor-ded by

scientific examination. Oatmeal contains, in every

j
100 lbs., 6 lbs, of fat or oil, 18 lbs. of flesh-forming,
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aud S3 lus. oi starchy materials ; Oats contain the

same quantity of fat in every 100 lbs. ; but in con-

sequence of the large proportion of husk, the quantity

of flesh-forming anil starchy substances is lessened to

15 lbs. of the former and 47 lbs. of the latter; thus

Oats are not as valuable for fattening purposes as oat-

meal—especially as, from the presence of the husk, and

their undivided state, they are not so rapidly digested.

Wheat and Bran, Middlings, &c.—Wheat, in its

entire state, contains only one-half the fatty materials

of Oats, and hence it is not usually employed in fatten-

ing ; the fat of Wheat resides almost entirely in the

outer portions, which, when removed, constitute bran,

pollard, and middlings— the latter, or fiuestbran, has been

remarked by Prof. J. Johnston as being almost similar

in its composition to oatmeal, being much richer in

both fat aud flesh-forming foods than the inner parts of

the grain. Its value in fattening pigs has been long

known ; and the writer can speak from long experience

that it is equally efficacious in fattening poultry. It

contains 6 lbs. of fat, 1 8 lbs. of flesh-forming, and about

53 lbs. of warmth-giving food in every 100 lbs.

Barley and Barlet-Meal.—Barley is not advan-

tageous as a fattening food, as its per centage of fat

is very low, being not more than "2 lbs. in every 100 lbs.

Indian Corn.—Indian Corn is remarkable for the

large quantity of oil contained in yellow varieties

—

nearly B lbs. in every 100 lbs. Its capability of supply-

ing flesh is not so great as that of oatmeal, hence it

is not well adapted for laying hens, which it renders

too fat ; but this peculiarity fits it remarkably for

fattening poultry, for which purpose it is largely

employed in the United Slates.

Rice.—Rice is one of the least advantageous foods

either for fattening or supplying flesh ; it contains only

a trace of fatty materials, and less than half the

quantity of flesh-forming food contained in Oats.

Peas and Beans.—All the varieties of Pulse contain

s much larger proportion of flesh-forming or nitro-

genous substances than any grain—in £tet, about 25
per cent., or double the quantity contained in Wheat

;

whilst the proportion of fat is not more than 2 in the

100. This composition admirably fits them for the
support of the animals undergoing much muscular exer-
tion ; given to fattening animals, they are apt to harden
the fibre, as in the well known case of Bean-fed bacon

;

and the elaborate experiments of Mr. Lawes in pig and
sheep-feeding prove most distinctly that the increase
in weight of a fatting animal is dependent on the car-
bonaceous, and not on the nitrogenous constituents of
its food.

Milk.—Milk is a most advantageous addition to the
food of poultry, as it contains 3 lbs. of fat (butter), and
nearly 5 lbs. of warmth-giving (sugar of milk), and
4 lbs. of flesh-forming foud (curd), in every 100 lbs.

Skimmed milk, or butter milk, from having had the fat
removed, are by no means so advantageous.
Animal Fat.— If aDy pure fat is given to fatting

fowls, it is evident, from what has been previously stated,
that it should be of as solid a character as possible, for
as it is assimilated without much change it is evident that
the firm character of the fatted poultry is much increased
by it. The evil effect of Linseed-cake upon geese has
already been alluded to, arising from the liquid condition
of the oil contained in it ; the best addition to the food
of poultry consists, therefore, of the hardest and
cheapest variety of common fat, namely, mutton suet,
or what is equally good, the paring of the loins, which
are at present sold to the tallow melter.

Cooking Food.—One other circumstance remains to
be considered in this section, namely the alteration
effected in food by cooking. The influence of heat is

chiefly exerted, in the case of vegetable foods, on the
starch which constitutes so large a portion of all grain :

this in its natural state consists of small granules, which
are (as in the well-known case of Arrowroot, a very
pure variety of starch), insoluble in cold water, from
the circumstance that each is coated with a firm mem-
brane

; when heated to a degree somewhat short of
boiling water, this membrane cracks, and the interior
gummy portion of each granule dissolves in the water
and thickens it. There is no doubt but that starch,
thus altered, is more readily and rapidly digested than
in its insoluble state ; hence the advantage of cooked food
for fattening pigs, and the desirability of employing
boiling water to scald the meal used in fattening poultry.

It may perhaps lead to easier understanding of the
relative valuo of the different kinds of food, if their
constituents are stated in a tabular form, it being borne
in mind that such statements are merely approximations
to the truth, as the composition of grain varies with the
character of the season and the soil.

Table showing the composition of the substances employed in

^^^ .
fattening poultry.

LOIS-WEEDON.
A spirited essay of the Lois-Weedon practice was

made last year by Robert Calwell, Esq., of Belvedere,

in the county of Down, to the extent of 14 acres, all

the operations having been performed in the most care-

ful manner (a still more extensive one, amounting to

2.0 acres, is carrying on this year). The balance sheet

of this experiment has been laid before a meeting of the

Chemico-Agricultural Society of Belfast, and is as

follows :

—

Cost of 14 a. Or. 36 p. of drilled Wheat.
4A cwt. of Wheat sown, finished 19th Nov. 1S53 ... £3 2s. 3d.

Marking out, 16s.; drilling 1/. 7s. ad 2 5 6

Rolling, 6s. j covering with raltes, 8s. 14

Digging, ono spade deep (a spade deep is probahly

a foot), 14s. per half acre 9 19 2
Forking, 10s. per acre, 31st March, 1854 7

Forking and weeding between drills of Wheat ... 6 15 6

Horse-hoeing between drills, 6th May 5 2

Scarifying the fallowed intervals, 10th June ... 116
Breaking clods, 8th May 10 6

Hand-weeding and wheeling off weeds 14 12 7

All cost previous to reaping 46 IS S

Scarifying the fallowed intervals after stooks were
removed, 2d till 14th October 3 16

Forking and taking off stones and weeds from fal-

lowed intervals, to have all clean and fine for

drilling 7 13

Interest on cost of implements 1 12

All cost one year ' 59 19 8
Leaving ground well prepared for drilling.

Produce bad, only 5 tons 17 cwt. on 14 acres ; Wheat
bad quality, heads 1 inch longer than same Wheat
broadcast on Potato ground, stooked as thick on ground
as broadcast, but being worked too iate among, roots

were loosened, half of heads consequently did not fill

;

the pickles of those that did fill well were very large.

Crops left 11. 2s. for rent per acre, straw left for har-

vesting and threshing expenses.

Mr. Calwell thus ascribes the defective crop to the

late working of the soil and consequent loosening of the

roots. It is very possible in this he is correct. It is

probable from the sum charged for forking, 10s. an

acre, which, after the digging, ought to have been a

light and inexpensive operation, that the forking was
deep, which for a spring operation I should think wrong;
it may also have been, and very likely was, carried too

near the plants : the cost of the operation would also

indicate this. He was also too late in sowing.

Let us now compare with Mr. Calwell's essay Mr.
Smith's first year's experiment on his four-acre field.

He says, under date of November, 1850—"I entered

upon the field last month (October) ; I then t imply

ploughed the field an inch deeper than it had ever been
ploughed before ; cleaned and levelled it ; and so, with-

out further preparation, got in my Wheat. I have just

sent in my spadesmen to trench the fallow intervals two
shallow spits deep for the succeeding crop, and, without
any misgivings, await the result. November, 1851.—

I

am now enabled to give the result of my experiment on
the four-acre field of Wheat, on which I entered in

October, 1850:—
Paid for ploughing (6s., the half portion of each of

the 4 acres) £1 4
Harrowing, levelling, and cleaning the foul stubble

(10s. do.) 2
Pressing the channels for the seed (Is.) 4
Dropping the seed in the channels by hand (5s.) ... 10
Four pecks and one gallon of seed (5s. per bushel)... 5 7A
Rolling (6d.) 2 0"

Hoeing between the rows (3s.), scarifying the inter-
vals (3s.), bird keeping (Is.) 2

Reaping (9s.), carrying to barn and unloading (6s.) 3
Threshing and winnowing 20* qrs. (at2s. Hid.) ... 3 2
Rates and taxes (4s. Sd.)

t
and interest on 201. for

outlay, implements, &c 1 18 8

Total outlay 14 14 6

204- quarters of clean Wheat (exclusive of tails) ... 35 17 6
8 tons of straw (40s.) 16

Everv 100 lbs. or

Oats contains
,

Oatmeal
wheat ... ... ;;

B
I

iri'"
inBs (fin

°

'

br4,,r
Indian Com
Rice ...

"Beans and Peas
M'lk ...

6
6
3
6
2
8

..-'A trace.

2
3

15
18
12
IS
11

11
7
25

47
63
70
53
CO
65
80
43

£§

2
2

2
5
2

1

A trace.

2

(To be continued.)

£57 17 6

It is here seen that Mr. Smith very correctly makes
no charge against this crop for double digging or other
operations having report to the succeeding crop, and
Mr. Calwell should have followed this rule ; he would
then, notwithstanding the short-coming of the crop,
have had a mucli heavier balance on the profit side,
though still too light. As applicable to the general pre-
paration and to the ensuing crop, we may deduct from
the expenses of this crop the following items :

—

Marking out £0 16
Digging one spade deep (this we are to suppose

refers to the intervals, which is then a prepara-
tion or fallowing tor the ensuing crop) 9 19 2

Forking at 10s. per acre (this appears to have been
applied to the intervals, as the next article does
to the rows) 7

Hand-weeding and wheeling off weeds, as already
a charge or 61. 15s. 6rf. has been made for forking
and weeding between the drills, and as much of
this weeding must be to the benefit of future
crops, there may fairly be deducted from this
lton 10

Scanlying the fallowed intervals after stooks were
removed 3 16

Forking and taking off stones and weeds from
fallowed intervals ... 7 13

39 4 2
Deduct from this the amount, which, according to
Mr. Smith, was expended in ploughing, harrow-
ing, levelling, and cleaning the foul stubble at
lGs. per acre, and which is not charged by Mr.
Calwell 11 4

28 2
or 2i. an acre, which added to the 11. 2s. OJ. which by Mr. Cal-
well B estimate he has for rent, would give him 31. 2s. Orf. for
rent, &c.

Tlie correctness of this view may be questioned, as it

j
may be said the existing crop has derived benefit from

these workings of the intervals ; but I have not made
any deductions from the more superficial operations in

them, to which alone we can with certainty attribute

beneficial results to the growing crop: any benefit from
the deep working and bringing up of crude material to

the surface to the growing crop is very problematical—
indeed, I think it cannot admit of question ti'at the

throwing on the surface of this crude material is

injurious to the growing crop, alihough highly produc-

tive of future fertility; and I am disposed to think that

properly these expenses should not even be charged in

toto to the succeeding crop, inasmuch as their beneficial

effects are not exhausted by it, but a long future fer-

tility is induced by them to the soil.

However valuable Mr. Smith's plan may be as proving

the possibility of producing, witliout manure or much
previous preparation, a crop of Wheat on exhausted
land in England, I do not consider it in the same
degree applicable to Ireland. We all know both from
the slovenly tillage of Ireland, the moisture of the

climate, and the mildness of the winters, that the soil

here is far more redolent of weeds than it is in England.

We have evidence of this, if it were wanted, in these

two accounts before us ; for, wdiile Mr. Smith has only

expended 10s. an acre in harrowing aud cleaning his

stubble, and has had to incur no future expense for

weeding, Mr. Calwell has expended over 11. an acre in

works connected with weeding after the crop was in

the ground, and we know not how much before. In
instituting this plan, then, in Ireland, I think it would
be advisable to commence with some ordinary fallow

crop that would leave the land in its usual semi-clean

state ; or with a spring cereal crop, Wheat if you please.

It is rather curious that making these deductions

from Mr. Calwell's account, and charging it with the

harvesting and threshing, his costs come within a shil-

ling of Mr. Smith's ; for while Mr. Smith's is 3Z. 1 3s. 1 M.
an acre, Mr. Calwell's is about 31. lis. lQd. J. M.
Ooodiff.

DEFINITION OF QUALITY IN WOOL.
The points to be treated, as respects the quality of

wools, were thus defined by the Jurors of the Great

Exhibition :— " The fineness and elasticity of the fibre ;

the degrees of imbrication of the scaled surface of the

fibre as shown by the microscope ; the quantity of fibre

developed in a given space of the fleece ; the compara-

tive freedom of the fleece from extraneous matters

;

and the skill and care employed in preparatory processes,

such, for example, as that termed ' scouring' the fleece,

upon which depends its liability, or otherwise, to mat at

the bottom of the staple."

The qualities most valuable in regard to the fleece are

thus pointed out by a colonial correspondent of great

experience aud judgment :— 1. Fineness. 2. Fullness.

3. Freeness. 4. Soundness. 5. Length. 6. Softness.

1. Fineness of the fibre of the wool can be judged of

by practice when a lock of it is laid on the cuff of a

coat of a dark colour. A deficiency in this quality

will show itself by an abrupt falling off' iu fineness either

in the neck or breech of the animal, or in both. The
difference in fineness between these parts and the rest

of the fleece should be so gradual as to be almost im-

perceptible. The "settler" cannot exert himself too

much to breed "close up," as it is called (i.e. to make
the whole fleece as nearly as possible equal throughout),

otherwise the character of his flock as " good breed"
will never be established, aud the wool will invariably

prove bad in the manufacture. No hair must be any-

where visible on the animal, especially under the fore-

legs.

2. Fulness means the closeness with which the staples

or locks of wool grow together on the skin. Upon
opening the wool of a sheep possessing this quality in

perfection, only a thin line of skin, as fine as a pencil

stroke, will appear round each staple, but if deficient, a
space almost bare. This is a point in which the

Australian Sheep are generally deficient, and of course

the weight of the fleece suffers most materially. Some
of the German sheep have great rolls or puckers of

skin under their necks und other parts, which give them
a singular appearance, but the extent of wool-bearing

surface is thereby increased.

3. Freeness means that the separate staples or locks

of wool, and also the separate fibres of each staple, are

distinct, and by no means entangled together, or what is

called "smushy," like cotton wool. A deficiency in this

quality shows itself most plainly along the ridge of the

back. Iu a well-bred sheep the wool, on being opened,
should fall apart under the hands as clear and broken
as the leaveB of a book. A want of knowledge of this

quality has caused infinite mischief in Australia, from
people having mistaken an absence of freeness for

fullness or closeness of growth, which we have already
explained.

4. Soundness or strength of fibre is a quality in which
New Zealand wool, like its native flax, is said to be pre-
eminent. Along the ridge of the back there is a sort of
division between the wool of each side. Tenderness, i. e.,

deficiency in soundness, invariably shows itself there.

Take out a staple from this part, and give it a strong
steady pull, holding one end in each hand. If this proves
sound, depend upon it that the whole fleece is so too.

This is an indispensable quality in a combing wool, such
as New Zealand is fitted to produce, as the process of
combing tries the soundness especially. It is one also in

which the Australian wool is liable to be deficient, arising

from a chock to the growth of the wool from the sheep
having been half-starved by drought, an affliction to

which those countries are so often liable. For though
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tho wool begins to grow again as hood as tho sheep
rocoverH bin flesh, there is always a weak place in that

year'ri clip at tlio point wlioro the growth recommenced,
by which it iH materially damaged for combing purposes
at least.

5. Longth of fibre must l>o carefully regulated by tlio

nature of tlio pasture ami climate
; for any, the least,

excess will cause a proportionate deficiency in soundness,
by which the wool will lie depreciated for clothing, and
rendered utterly useless for combing. If the longth of

the wool bo too great for the nature of the country, it

will bo known by the twisting of the wool into hind

bands, like pieces of twine, which break almost like

rotten thread. It is an error as mischievous as the

short cottony wool, and cannot be too carefully avoided.

To judge of the length of the staple in a fleece, the best

part to examine is the division along the rid^n of the

back, as it is there usually somewhat shorter than in

other parts.

fi. Softness Sufficiently explains itself. A want of this

quality is most conspicuous between tlio points of tlio

shoulders and up the neclt.

There is an oily matter natural (o tlio wool of merino
ahoep, an excess or deficiency of which is equally objec-

tionable, but thoro soonis to bo no definite term to ex-

press tlio different kinds of oil, yolk, or gum, as they

iiro alternately called. Probably thoso sheep should bo
chosen whoso fleeces abound In what may be termed
transparent oil within the fleece, which, flowing to tlio

end of the staple, there forms a yolk or gum, which by
combining with dust, gives the surface of the wool a dark
look. There can be no doubt that this yolk preserves tho
fleece from " dead ends," and tho deleterious effects of

stormy weather, that it greatly facilitates the growth of

tho wool, and much increases its strength, Boftncps, and
elasticity. Manufacturers, I believe, will bo found to

prefer a fleece woll supplied with the yolk, after it has
been thoroughly washed, lo a dry fleece with "dead ends,"

as they acknowledge that tho wool from oily sheep is

manufactured with much less waste, is easier worked, and
will make handsomer and more lasting cloth than tho

wool of sheep quite destitute of oil. But there is another
kind of gummy matter, quite different in its appearance
and effects from the above. This may he observed in

yellow, thick, pitchy particles within the fleece, and does
not circulate freely to the end of the wool, consequently
the fleece has a light-coloured surface, with " dead ends,"
and as the wool cannot be freed from this thick adhesive
gum by a common cold-water wash, such fleeces will

show a larger per centage of shrinkage in cleansing thau
any others.

The German fleeces are much fuller of yolk than the
spout-washed Australian wool ; on this account a con-

siderable allowance of weight must be made when com-
paring the weight of the former with that of the best
conditioned flocks of Australia.

The weight of the fleece obtained from various kinds
(both the maximum and the average), is a matter highly

desirable to be known.
We have a great number of breeds in Great Britain,

from the Shetland, yielding only about 1'. lbs. of fine

cottony wool, and various short and long woolled sheep,

ranging from 2 to 10 lbs. the fleece, but there are other

breeds scattered over the globe, of the peculiar charac-

teristics of which we know little.

It is impossible for a stranger to conceive the extreme
care and attention paid to the production of fine wool in

Germany, where immense flocks are reared for their

wool alone, kept during the greater part of the year in

large barns, and so carefully tended, that neither dew
nor rain is allowed to fall upon them. In the King of

Saxony's flock, wethers are kept to the age of nine or

ten years, solely for tho "2 lbs. of wool which they
auuually yield. If subjected to a varying temperature
or checked perspiration, a knot is formed in the staple,

which can be seen under a very strong magnifying
power, and which very materially deteriorates from the

value the Germans attach to the article. Next to

equality, fineness of texture is the great desideratum,
and a beautiful machine has beeu invented by Mr.
Jeppe, of Rostock, for the admeasurement of the thick-

ness of the wool, and the proof of its strength, which
unites the accurate workmanship and delicacy of watch-

work. By this instrument 100 hairs of each fleece,

selected from nine different portions of the body, form-
ing an average of fineness, are subjected to a given
pressure, which is registered on a very minute index.

The result of one experiment was, that an Austrian
fleece had been produced, of which 12 hairs only equally

in thickness one Leicester !

In the Museum at Stutgard are said to be samples of

every wool in the known world, comprising those even
of our most recently-established colonies, carefully

washed, weighed, aud sorted, with such descriptive

remarks appended as are necessary to illustrate the

subject.

So important is the proper selection of breeding
animals considered in Germany, that the best flock-

masters there do not trust to their own judgment, or
that of their shepherds, but employ persons called

"sheep classifiers," who make it their special business to

attend to this part of the management of several flocks,

and thus to preserve, or, if possible, to improve the best
qualities of both parents in the lambs.

The ordinary flocks in Saxony produce very fine wool,
but much less in quantity than those of the improved
breed ; the first yielding from 2 to 2} lbs., worth from
2s. 6d. to 3s. 6rf. per lb., whilst the flocks of M. Gade-
gast, and a few others, yield from 2.1 to 3J lbs., worth
from 3s. Sd. to 4s. id. per lb. Thus "whilst the yield of

an ordinary sheep ot tin- country would be worth on un
average 0g, per annum, tho yield of an improved sheep
would bo hh much OS 10*. a year. This largo difference

in the produce of each sheep In aflockofsoinothi

would of course amount to something well worth ibe
extra car'; and expense,

There are flocks ol tho Negretil breed in 'i

burgh and Pomeranfs of undoubted blood which average
4 IIjh. per fleece, worth 8ff. fitl. per lb., and many ram*
are to h*- found yielding from 8 to 10 Ibe. of washed wool.

This wolght is also often reached in the ' !ap< I Many and
in America,

Tin: Merino race ought at mtieh M possiblt to bi

pure in Franco; and tho flesh of the French breed ol

ehoop would be Improved for food by a cross with the

English breed.

SI, do Lavergne, a recent French writer, from careful

Enquiries, estimates tho number of sheep in France end
tho United Kingdom severally at. 35 millions, but while

the English sheep are supported upon 77 million acres,

those ol France live upon 1 82 millions. Scotland, in spite

of all her endeavours, ''an maintain only about 5,000,000
Hliccp, and Ireland, which from its pasturo ought to

rival England, reckons at most only 2,000,000, II] "n

200,000,(100 acres.

Estimating the value of our flocks, wo shall find :—
.'! .

'
ii i, Ii'"

i'
i.i. iiny v&i. nverago, worth ... £1:,,

Tin' lli'iiri', ii| a |r,w mviii r ..I I II, ,., wiy ul ln,l.

tin' pound

If)

The averago return of an English sheep farm is fully

six times greater than a French one. /'. /,. > «

,
in the Journal of the Society of A rlB.

Home Correspondence.
Crops in Ireland.—Contrary to our expectations I am

sorry to say that, from what has been throbbed out, and
from tho handling of tho sheaves, a great short-coining

in tlio yield of our Oats is apprehended in this neigh-

bourhood. Tho Potato crop still increases in promise,
as the tuuers are very large, indeed larger than ordinary,

and as well tasted as previous to the disease—there could

not be a finer crop of them ; as yet they do not, I am
speaking of the general crop, average more tbon four

or five diseased ones in a stone weight, yet the disease

j

is evidently progressing, and the early kinds, which have
I been reserved in the ground for seed, show many
diseased tubers, perhaps as many as a fifth or sixth of

them. The singular change in the appearance of the

disease is everywhere observed, that of the stems not

showing those blotches they have ever done before
;

the haulm of the earlier kinds, and in some instances of

the later, wither and die away without an appearance of

blotch, and, where this is the case many diseased ones
are found. The stems of our late kinds, which is here
confined to Scotch downs, are everywhere green, the

leaves alone are withered, and we may, therefore,

expect them still to improve in size and ripeness. It

seems, too, that the bogs have suffered this year in some
cases more than the uplands, and there ate instances in

which the clays are safer than the gravels. Altogether

it seems a most whimsical disorder, and as fanciful as a

fine lady, for it is never two years the same ; it is quite

a Will-o'-the-Wisp to our poor peasantry. When it

first made its appearance, at least when it first struck

so sensibly upon us as to be remarked, in It! 15, the

Potatoes were dug and housed before we knew any-

thing of it, but they were no sooner so than destruc-

tion began aud progressed with a rapidity that soon
left little more sound ones thau barely sufficed for

the next year's seeding. In 1816 it so varied its

time of attack that none but the early planted

escaped au alt but total destruction, and such as did were
of course unripe and very small ; they were also without
flavour, indeed not eatable by any but those to whom
a Potato in name and form was still a Potato. In 1847
the disease came on so late that the withering of the

stems was taken for a ripening,, aud people flattered

themselves that the enemy had retired from the fie d.

Iu 1848 they were disappointed by its again early

appearance, and so it has continued to play upon us with

I

au alternate early and late attack every year, the years
of odd numbers showing itself late, and the years of

! even numbers early. The Potato has, however, every

]

year improved iu its keeping quality, and, with ordi-

j
nary care, the rot indoors in the winter has been
very trifling. The attack, too, to ordinary obser-

1 vation appears lighter every year ; but this, I

' rather fear, is more apparent than real, and is, I

! think, more owing to the discovery of new sorts
1 that, from some mysterious cause, are able to resist

the disease, or its effects at least, on the tuber, for the

old kinds wherever grown seem still to suffer as much
as ever while in a growing state, and. the early Potatoes
are very liable to it when left in the ground to the

time of its attack, depeuding in some degree on localities.

The White Rocks, which I do not know, and the Scotch
downs, the crop of the country for a great distance

round this, from a peculiarvitality, are able to maintain

the greenness of their stems for a month or six weeks
after their leaves are withered, and their tubers suffer

certainly much less than any other kind, but they have
a peculiar property of throwing off their tubers to a
very great distance from the plant, the tuber under-
ground string or stem being frequently a foot

and a half lonff ; I am disposed to think that much
of the safety of the tuber may depend on this cir-

cumstance, as the antiseptic property of clay may
intercept aud absorb the vitiated juices on their so

tho tubers of the i Iklndsof Potatoes suffer
more from d • !. ... . .,' tbe Uaas ;„ y, ]liri , ,|„.y
arc more spread out. I ihii ,-.r alternate

I

ion it has y t attained ; if .•
. tend to

elm loots the subject, it might be ol prod
ling the period and manner of,
- the propriety of Introducing »'

. in tio ;,. . i n of sari* :.•

.

„u ;,,

tht syosi rltberodbjr tueend'of Jnlyul
ii'li a crop In (be I ,'o.J. 1 would

plsntlngol oli'iim"- rows of Potatoes
Drui ' sad whT", «w in In
i

• '

. similar la habit to Ins Scotch down u crown,
that the drill bs planted with s double row of

they an apt I onl Ibeir tubers in ingle drill*

Into ii" si ai i bef '
' n lb' in. I

double drills
i

;. -a Potato* r_. i

tiv. Say then, take a i drill one foot asunder
with un interval of ."; or 1 feet, in irbich pl»nl :.

Cabbage, ./. If

drawn V, the
cause of urnut In Wheat, »ri owinjf,

I
m tt-d u»

to thin a rod of fit Wheat by *;.;, of < sperimrnt,in the
month of March, which wan sown at 2) bushels per

.', but it did not answer
tho purpose for which •..

. it, viz, it

y, ns some have from similar pro-
ceedings when performed early in antnms. It did not
tiller more than the rent, but WOI I for Ue
dwarfness throughout the summer, and did not lodes ai

the other, nor to ripen by a week or fori

It taught us one other Important lesson, however, »hich
we have not forgotten,ananow desire to make kno*n

—

nitty ear could be detected in the whole
group, whilst on the main breadth, at leaat 20 black ones
might have been gathered at any pari, without moving a
foot. The variety was rough chaffed white, which
appears more subject to smut than any other. /

. i

'/,'../....

Beam for Iforiu.—OaU wilh mo arc a very poor
crop, and they are scarce in the district. Beans are
plentiful with me. I U to feed my horses on the latter,

but there is considered lo be a danger in using Beans till

they arc hardened in the stack — gay till Christmas.
Would boiling or steaming obviate this ! And ore
boiled Beans for horses in hard work equal to bruised
Beans. S. [Will any one who has had experience of

Beans soaked in water previous to use as horse food
give it to our correspondent !]

Thin Seeding.—No wonder that your correspondent
at the Newmarket Union obtained 131 heads from 1

grain of Wheat, containing 5700 grains, by transplanting

the spires. We believe it quite poss-ble to obtain
double or treble such a quantity by a similar proceeding,
provided it was sown in the month of June instead of
September, by repeating the transplanting process from
the spires or offsets in a nursery bed dnrmg summer,
and finally in October allowing ample space for ill the
plants. But this is only a weak argument in favour of
thiu seeding, as it cannot be practically followed up as

I advantageous to farmers. Cur practice of thin seeding,
we contend, maybe practically and profitably carried

I out on a lar^e scale with no inconvenience. Frequently
i have we obtained upwards of 80 ears, and from 4 000 to

|

8000 fold from single grains and isolated plants, by
giving them ample space to perform their natural capa-

j
bilities without the trouble of propagating or transpUnt-

I
ing the spires and offsets. How it is that your corre-
spondent manages to make Wheat germinate at 5 years
old we cannot understand, as we ourselves have failed

to get any to terminate at all w ben it was 3 or 4 years
old. Hardy <fc Son.

Miscellaneous.
If'" made Hat;.—I have always held the doctrine

that for bay to be nourishing it must retain the sap.

Just as a Radish for instance was only good when fresh

gathered, but became dry and fibrous afterwards, so

was it with hay, which when cut too late, instead of

being sweet to the taste, became thick, woody, and
fibrous, both less agreeable to the pilates of cattle, and

less nourishing to them. If bay was mown just before

it was ripe, they would get less weight but more
nourishment. If any person wished to sell bay r

he might care more for the weight of it and less for

the welfare of the cattle eating it. though even then he

mi«ht be no real gainer, since parties buying 1. -

when they found it inferior to other hay, would no: gne
so much for it, so that he would not get so good s

in the end. It was tetter to make the hay good, and

<*et a cood name for it. As an analogous instance of

the benefits of cutting hay when in a greenish slate, I

may mention that when the Totaera grower -

leaf to have a particularly fire flavour tbev^
together in a wet state and

with hay ; if allowed to remain till

ing it. it cannot sweat There was

rts of putting hay into what was
! Before night the hay was i

into these lap-cocks, wbich were
1 something like a lady's muff,

• through. The lap-

al of gooi. In the H>'

never ie: the bay r." re :'r:
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before noon,
|-"Slicked ;

spreading it out, turning

•nto foot-coek before night. Then as to

nake the best they could of it.
and putting it in

the weather they must _
I remember to have heard of au old farmer ea ling to

consult Dr. Hcrschell, the astronomer, about the best

time to cut his hay, when the doctor pointed out to him

s field of hay spoiled by the wet, belonging to himself,

as a proof he knew no more about it than any one else.

To trv to get any flavour from hay, or anything without

san, was like trying to milk a barren cow There was

another thing to be considered in making hay—name y,

never to spread more out in the morning than could be

got together again before night, as it would be exposed

to injury from dews, whieh were as injurious as rain. WARNER'S SWING
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

WATER-BARROW

thev'were to squeeze the sap out of the green stalks
Is intended fyr "^ifiarge Establishments where much water-

evaporation a crystallisation
|
i„g is done hy the watering-pot. By ita use muoli

Take for instance anyof Grass they would find on

of saccharine matter formed.

crop of grain, such as Oats, and mow them, and let

them remain till they were ripe ; they would not find

anything like the nutriment in the dead as in the wet

men stalk. The same rule would hold good in respect

to hay. Mr. Briggs, Chairman of (lie Wakefield Farmers'

Club. ^_________

Calendar of Operations.

SEPTEMBER.
-\y-gST Sc«ex: v - ' -Since our last report we have been

able to liuish harvest, and in the very best order. W« have

never had an easier oue to manage; any of the operations could

be commenced in the morning and continued through the dvy

without alteration : there was hardly a possibility of getting

wrong. Now threshing has begun, and in our sight we see three

steam engines at work threshing and winnowing from 90 to 110

sacks a day each, which ought to supply our market pretty well,

and it is 'wanted, for Chichester market has not been so

scantily supplied for many years as it was the last week or two.

We hear various reports respecting the yield, but on the whole

It appears to be better than was expected, and will, no doubt,

tear ont our assertion that it would be quite an average '

does not turn out so well, and the sample is inferior.

Barley
Potatoes,

labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,

Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be

obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
Johs Wauxee & Sons, 8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

JOHN WARNER AND SONS,
O Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

11. 19s., to hold

10 gallons.
_

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz.,14galB.,24
gals., & 36 gals.

Maybe obtained

ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-

try, or of the

Patentees and
Manufacturers,

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Maeers.

TOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*J Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 87, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

„, |

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water-torn any

tb"onghmuch'dYseasea, 'can be called a good crop, for setting,; depth to any height by&team, Ho^or M^Eower.
asid^tbe bad, there is a heavy crop left, and we hear again of a

sack per rod, which is said to be the produce in tbe good old

times. They are selling, when dug, at 10s. per sack of 2 cwt.

Swedes are a little affected with mildew, but generally are a good

crop ; tbe later sown Turnips are not so good, tbe weather has been

too drv for them. The young Clover is stroDg in many places

and may suffer during the winter frost, if not eat down a little

before that time. Trifolium and Rye has been got in in good
order, but will not be up until we get rain. If ever the autumn
clearing of stubbles is to succeed it must this year, for our most I

stubborn clay falls to pieces in working. Grass has got rather

short, but our dependence on it will soon get less. 0-. S.

Wester Ross, September 17.—Better harvest weather than we
have tbis year been favoured with we have never had, and never
can have ; and a continuation of such weather for other ten days
would enable the farmers in this neighbourhood to have the
year's produce of grain snug in tbe stack-yard. On this farm
harvest operations were commenced on the 24th nit. On that

day little was done, as rain began to fall about breakfast-time,

and it continued wet throughout the day. On tbe 25th cutting

was resumed, and without any further interruption was com-
pleted on the 7th iust. As all our hands were occupied with
cutting, binding, &c, there was none carted home until the 8th,

and on the 14rh the whole crop was in the stack-yard in good
condition. In 12 days five scythemen cut down SO Scotch acres,

and on the 18th work-day from the commencement 55 stacks
were found in the stack-yard. Scythemen had 3s, ; binders,

2s. 3d.; and women Is. 6d. per day, without victuals. The actual

outlay, exclusive of work done by half-year servants, was 181. 10s.

It would be well to know the cost of cutting a similar number of

acres with a cutting machine; there certainly is not room for

much saving. The bulk of straw is under an average, and is

greatly less than last year. Here there is not such a deficiency

as is generally complained of, and yet we are short of last year's

bulk by some eight stacks. We will not have a correspond-
ing deficiency of grain however. The stacks hid fair to thresh
well, and the grain filled and ripened so equally that we will
scarcely have any dressings at all. Although the weather has
been dry and wonderfully favourable for harvest work, the
Turnips have suffered very little from drought. Ere the harvest
commenced there was abundance of rain, and with dew at night
they have made wonderful progress, and will be a full crop.
There is a good demand for them to be eaten off with sheep at
last year's prices, which were greatly higher than had been given,
for many years. We may now say that we have escaped the
Potato disease for a year, and a more abundant crop, or Potatoes
of finer quality could scarcely be desired. The disease did show
itself in all our fields, but its progress was so slow, and its form
so mitigated, that the stems are not yet wholly blackened, and
the tubers, so far as I have seen, have escaped untouched.

sent on application. Syringes of ™noua w? 6*™ 0̂1

?^J sizeS

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from 5d. to Is- 3d. per lb

AGRICULTURISTS AND OTHERS

LIST OF GARDEN ORNAMENTS MANUFACTURED IN

AUSTIN'S ARTIFICIAL STONE, at Nos. 1 to 4,
Keppel Row, New Road, Regent's Park, London.

21 varieties of Vases and Tazzas, at
prices varying from 15s. to 501.

94 Statues and small Figures.
38 figures of Animals.
17 „ of Birds.
16 Baskets of suitable Pedestals';

prices from 12s to 30Z. Some of
these are beautiful ornaments
for lawns.

12 different patterns of Flower Boxes
for Windows, &c.

Garden Seats.
15 Sun-dial Pedestals.
16 Shells for either Water or Rock Plants; the largest size is

12 feet diameter.
Pedestals, square, circular, and octagonal, of almost every

size. N.B. These are always perforated, to allow drainage
from a vase.

43 Groups of Figures, single Figures, or Architectural Flowers,
designed for centre ornaments of fountains.

Ornamental Copings to Ground Basins of Fountains, from
37 feet diameter to any smaller size.

FOUNTAINS.
Austin & Seeley having erected 218 of these works in various

parts of the kingdom since the year 1836, may be presumed to
have more experience than any other persons engaged in such
work. Their collection now comprises about 200 designs, some of
which are of the highest class; and they are now paying special
attention to this department of the business, in the expectation
that the local water works in course of erection will facilitate the
supply of jets d'eau. The prices range from 101. to 4.001.

o

QIMPSON and BARNES, Openshaw, near Manches-
O ter, beg to call the attention of parties requiring power to

their PORTABLE and STATIONARY STEAM-ENGINES,
from oue-horse power and upwards, having the boiler and engine

attached. They require no foundation, are simple and cheap,

and are sent from the works ready to start when they arrive

at their destination. __
AT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTING MILL

(Turner's No. 5).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for efficiency,

durability, and ease in working

to any manufactured. Two bshls.

of crushed corn afford more

nourishment both to old and

young horses than three bushels

of uncrushed

!

Price £5 15s. 6d.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bailiff: A Subscriber. A person really deserving the character
you give him will be worth 100Z. a year. Many claiming such
a character may be had for from 301. to 401, and board and
lodging, or 1?. to It, 5*. a week without.

Chalk: Sub, It maybe applied on your clay land meadows
before winter with good effect. Apply 50 yards an acre,
broken down as much as possible, in November.

Horse Hoe : Bnsby's horse hoe without the harrow would he too
heavy for "a pony of 13 hands, strong, and active;" or it
would be quite within its power according to the stiffness and
state of tilth of the land. In the case of a well managed crop
we should think your horse would manage it.

M vlt Mills: S C. It appears that the Inland Revenue Office
have directed " That where brewers now have or use stones,
steel mills, or any other contrivance than metal rollers, with
plain or smooth surfaces for crushing their malt, they may be
immediately required to remove such machinery from their
premises, and discontinue the use of the same; and that when
brewers receive their malt in a ground state, the officers en-
deavour to ascertain the construction of tbe mill used for the
purpose; and, if they cannot obtain correct information on the
subject samples of the ground malt be sent to the Board."
This has, therefore, given an impulse to the manufacture of
steel crushing mills. Any agricultural machine-maker will
supply them. We perceive by the Liverpool Mercury that a
high character was given at the agricultural show at St.
Helen's, Lancashire, the other day, to those manufactured by
Messrs. Richmond & Co., Salford.

3Iarquis of Tweeddale's IMPLEMENTS : A Landed. Proprietor.
If you apply to Messrs. Scoular, of Haddington, they will
doubtless supply you, or tell you where to apply for them.

Tinet's Success: Correspondents. General Arbuthnot has not
enabled the publication of his address, and of course we

Made and Sold by

. R. & F.TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.
PARSEY'S PATENT DEVOLVING

PUMP lifts three times the quantity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pump.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.
Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.
W. F, Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer, 70, Strand, Londou.

f^OTTAM and tlALLEN have on Show, at their
v^ Repository, No. 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London,
a great variety of the following articles for the Garden, &c, at
very low prices, viz.:—Garden Rollers, Cast-Iron Rickstands,
Garden Engines, Mowing Machines, Garden Chairs, Superior
Garden Tools of all kinds, Garden Vases and Pedestals in great
variety, and a large assortment of Horticultural and Agricul-
tural Implements.
Ornamental Wire Flower Stands, Pot Trainers, Rose Tree

Guards, Flower Bordering, and every description of Wire Work,
both plain and ornamental.
Hand Glass Frames, Cast and Wrought Iron Flower Stakes,

Garden Arches, &c.
Strong Iron Hurdles, and best Wire for Strained Wire Fencing.
Hothouses, Conservatories, &c., made upon the most improved

principle, either of Iron, or of Iron and Wood combined, which
can be fixed complete, with Hot Water Apparatus, in any part

of the Kingdom. Show Rooms at the Manufactory, 2, Winsley
Street, Oxford Street, opposite the Pantheon, where every infor-

mation may be obtained.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS
MESSRS. BUKGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Whnlp.Ralo Aifi.iifi! fi-it- ]' t, .rid i.:? hoTia nlirroTro in otnftr nWholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

o
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent,

cannot give it. If he is disposed to part with seed he will
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

doubtless advertise it.
j

of the best Farm Implements, on receypt of eight postage stamps.
103, Newgate Street, London.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,

Sundays excepted.

Priced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

HOSE PIPING.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent, cheaper than the leather

hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1 Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price Per Yard :—
l,9d- 9, lid.; 1, Is. Id.; 1J-, Is. 3d. ; 1£, Is. 5d.\ If, Is. Id.;

2, Is. 9d. ; 2£, 2s. ; 24, 2s. 3d. ; 2|, 2s. 6d. ; 3, 2s. 9d.

Super Extra Stout Quality:—2, 2s.; 2J, 2s. 3d.; 2J, 2s. Gd.;

2|, 2s. 9d.; 3,3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices:—1, 9d; 1J, 10c?.

1£, lid.; 2, Is.; 2£, Is. 3d.; 2\, Is. 6d.

Tbe Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.
Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied.

c* ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other

Governments, the Hon, East India Company, the principal Dock
Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and
clergy, for out-door work at their country seats. The Anti-
Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-
door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every description

of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, Ac, work, as has
been proved by the practical test of upwards of 60 years, and by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials in its favour,
and which, from tbe rank and station in society of those who have
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything of the
kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials',

will be sent on application to Walter Carson & Son, 9, Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, London.
No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to be sent direct.
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,

PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMBS PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :—

BHEBT SQVABES.—In Boies oflOO feet.

6 by 4, nnd UM>y 4i (80 Mfc 0<?,

| "1; Z 3 -9} o" "

'"''•iitei} •«

"

STOCK SIZES, In 100 foot boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at IK//, per ioo foot- If cut to order not exceeding 40 Inebos ion//.

10 ok. from 2<W. to iV
t d. |

21 02, from -i't'l. tO I '/A

20 oss. from 5Jrf. to7Jrf.

Slxteen-ounco Bhent Glmm packed In cmioii <>\' ',V'i fi<i I, t»r

GrutDM Of 800 fOOt, 2<U. per font.

BIXTKF.n-ounck hiikkt glass OF ENOLI8H MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, tub Bamk qualitv
ah wm hui'i-i.v to Mr. IUvdbb, and oi various dlmenslonsj itlwaya

on band,
Double-crown Glarm of various dimensions In 100 foot boxofli

GLASS TILES for "Workshops, Farm Buildings, /fee.

|of an Inch thick ill 17s. 6(1, porcasOofSO

ft n 2 18 „ 00

A „ l 17 o „ 60
GlaHtt Slaton of tho iimtal dimensions.

OlaHH Milk Pons, 21*. per dozen \ Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber TubeB, Laatomoters, Lord Camova' Milk Byphons,
WaHp Trapsj Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades foi

Ornaments, Pern Shades, Shoot Load, Pipe, Whlto Load, OUb
.iikI Colours, Paint Brushes, and overy article in tbo trade.

Horticultural GlaHH Warehouse, I Hi, Blshopsgato Streot
Without, London.

GLASS FOK CONSERVATORIES., tl C.

HETLEY and CO. supply Ifi-oz. SHEET GLASS,
ot British Manufacture, at prloOB varying from 2d. to :\<t.

per Hcjuaro foot, for tho usual bIzgs required, many thousand foet

of which aro kopt ready paoked for Lmmadlatodellvery,
LlfltH of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
•GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
tO JAMK8 llKTUCY & Co,, !J0, SollO SqUftCQ, London.

Seo Oardenere1 OhronioU tlrst Saturday In eaofc month.

BY ' ^^^W^^-5 LETTERS
ROYAL ^^iSSSSB^^Li* PATENT.

nnHE COSMOrOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
X 1IELY & WAKING, Manngorn, 29(3, Oxford Street. London.
(Reduced Tariff of Agricultural and Horticultural Clash.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d; and

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4_rf. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,
&c, from Is. Gd. per foot. German-shaped Milk-puna, 21a. per
dozen; Hely'a Tost Churns, &$, each; Waring's Butter Slabs,
10s.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; llee-glassos, from
>6rf. ; Cueurnbor Tubes, from Is.; Propagating Glasses, from 3i,d.

to 7s. each ; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums, complote,
10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, find Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE',
87, BisnopsoATE Street, Without,

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

U00 feet cases. Snme as supplied to Mr. Rivers and tho leading
men of the Cay, Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELO.
O AYNOR ANii COOKE! fcUnttfiwtureri of tbecela-O bratod Exhibition Prize PRl '

I ' B1 OVISO rid

GRAFTING KNIVI.. ,VINE ind PB1 NINO CI OH
Those articles are Warranted to tend u i

kind of work, and t'»

carry the keen edge ol :i razor without ren,i ring to i I srpened
bo frequently an In u ually uccei ^*"/ to obtain tl

bo requisite for tbo omfoi
I
and use of

blades are also warranted to ircai through to the I -v. They
am used by nil the omlni nj lorn I In England, 1

. Icotlandj ;""i can be purchs ed of
in tbo three kingdoms. Those who may not hav<

respectfully nollclted to glvo thorn atrial. The On l KxhlblUon
Price Modal oJ i 'i 'i hi !'"/ '' 0al r tin IJ< Mi

Society of Manchester, nl tlieli Show ol ll A wm awarded to
SAYiton 8t Cookb for Ibelr BUportorlly ol material and
manHhln, I I ibllnhcd \T.-M.

NOI HAIIOE FOR STAMPING at LOCKWOOD 1

7fi, New Pond BtTCl t, Got 'I
I

'
:

I I
'

qulroa for 9<f. | Tlilck ditto, flvo quires. U>\

nlzofl, flvoqalron foi 8d W.,andl ode nrom Hiraw,
v.n , (Jo, por roam j Envo1opoB,'4u', to 1j 8J pei I

papor, is. '•'/, por « : I opyl ka2#. 0d pei d

ongraved, 2$, 6d , L00 I lard i pi Lntod I d

promptly oxeoutfldL a large rarjtety <>t IVrltlng
( Sbbob, i In i • lope Boxes, Plotting Books, Inkstandi

.

address, Lookwopd's, 7f., Now Bond I

'"• L Counl
20 nt carriage freo, *• rooo'l celebrated
Pin. 1 'I './.

|

in-' for l.'J 'ilniopfi,

TOURISTS, TRAVELLERS, AND OTHERS,
Expobijd to tdb BcoaoiiiMO Rays os nn I

i .,
•

P.Ml'l li l i 'l I M I ,
.-. J l l

ROWLAND'S KALYOoU n m< st n-fn-hhin" pre-

paratlon for i\«- * lompli Ion, dl ipelll
n the <

and 1
1 taxation, allaying all beat and Irritability, and 1

affording Lhe plea ilng uen atlon atti odlng re itorcd ale tli

hoaltbful Btato of iTio Bktn. Pxeoktos. Tan, 8 I I'

i-'IuhIii'ii, and Dlacoloratlon fly before lt-i application, i

nlaoo to delicate clei , Itli the glow of beauty and of 1

In cases of sunburn or stings of inseots, itn virtues bare long
boon acknowledged. Pi Ice U. <<'. and 6s. 6<l, per bottle.

ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, a delightfully frag
t runs | i,i r'l-iii preparation, and as an Lnvigorator and purlflei

beyond all precedent.
ROWLAND'S ODONTO, on PEARL DENTIFRICE,

White Powder, '''mi] ndod ol the rare I and most fragrant
exotics. It boHtows on tho teeth a pearl-like whiteness, frees
them from Tartar, and Iniparhi to the Gums a healthy nrmncHH,
and to the breath a grateful swectneHS and purity.

Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Ilatton Garden, I

and by Cbomists and PorfnmerH.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &O.P—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRTAR 1h guaranteed to produce Whiskers, MoiiHtachios, &c,
in a few weeks, and restore tho Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and effec-

tually check greyness In all its stagey. For tho nuracry it Is

recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for promoting a 6no
healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold
by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss CoUPELLB, G9, Castle Street, Newman Street,
Oxford Street, London. Mrs. Carter writes, " My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair." Mrs. Reevk—"My
hair Is gaining strength and thickness." Sergeant Cbaybh.

"Through using it I havo an excellent Moustache." Mr.
Yates—"The young man has now a good pair of whiskers. I

want two packets for other customers."

EI8AL CICAR8, SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CICARS '

rjOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, uro SNUFFJ "TORI . ufmgi
tUnwuy Ktr.i-t, A BOX, eoolallilog }i ;

tot 27 tuu,j*i. Hone tn
unlase signed

rpo

•

BE LET, CHER1
I ARM, in the pariah of Wt

lithe free, ood entered to at M*y-*i*,.
: whlefa !Hi uen
Eood quality, i

.

i

Uiaplu

i

.'.'.r'LiiniUTlmi'I, by whom <j11t* vlll t^ n

FLORIST'S BUSINESS.
'I*" Bl »OLD, the NUB6EHY GIM3

1

'

GOODWILL of

IIm I'M

I

'

'

year* ft *•, 1KV
I

lieuhtm of wl
'A the tin.'

npp)ic»tIon, an

rs. Uaaexs & li

TO NURSERYMEN,

l

AND OTHE«S,

6 in. by 4 in and 6 in by 4V in. ... ... 12i. Oi.

64 „
74 „

M 7 „ 5 ... 12 6
54 8 „ 6 ... 13

S4 „ B4 9 „ 7 ... 13 G
94 .,

7* 10 „ 8 ... 13 6
104 „ «4 11

i) 9 ... 14
12 „ 9 13 „ 9 ... 14
10 „ 10 104 „ 10* ... 14
11 „ 10 "4 „ 104 ... ... 14
11 11 in „ 111 ... ... 14
12 » 11 124 „ 11* ... 14
18 „ 11 134 „ 11* ... 14
13 „ 12 13* „ 124 ... ... 16

13J „ 13J 14* „ 134 ... 16
15i „ 13J ... 16

120 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21$ by ISA, 16£ by 14$, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. por 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d, per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot .., 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3J „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
•and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
sis Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
aud Varnishes, see Colour List, which can bo had on application.

Established more than 100 years.
"

« T^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
•L Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Orace the Duke of Devonshire for Cbiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for tho Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION EROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG! DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and "Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat aud Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any. required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7. Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. "It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter mouths should construct their walks of TORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well iu the dry state before
applying the water. It may theu be laid on 2 inches" thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YAKDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid iu
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cemeut, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

^/| IVrCALb'E and eCVSNEW PATTERN TOOTH
-1 BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brash performs the highly-
important ofiice of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian biTstles, which will not soften like-common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at
Metcalfe, Ringlet, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 n and 131,
Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
somo houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2y. per box.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION,
GODFREY'S EXTRACT of ELDER FLOWERS

is strongly recommended for softening, beautifying, and
preserving the skin, and giving it a blooming and charming
appearance, being at once a fragrant Perfume and delightful

Cosmetic. It completely removes tan, sun-burn, redness. &c,
and by its balsamic and healing qualities renders the skin soft,

and free from dryness, scurf, &c. ; clears it from every humour,
pimple, or eruption; and by continuing its use only a short time
the skin becomes and continues soft and smooth, and the com-
plexion clear and beautiful. In the process of shaving it is

invaluable, as it annihilates every pimple and all roughness, and
affords great comfort if applied to the face during cold easterly
winds.— Sold in Bottles, price 2s. 9rf„ with directions for using it.

by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers.

FOK THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
HUMANITY.—A retired gentleman having cured him-

self of Deafness, Defect of Sight, and General Debility, after

suffering upwards of 25 years, thinks it his duty to make the
remedy known for the benefit of the Afflicted ; he will therefore

forward the particulars for the cure of the same on receipt of a
stamped envelope properly directed.— Address Rev. J. Johx-
stoxe, No. 1, Park Terrace, Heavitree, Exeter, Devonshire.

DEBILITY AND NERVOUSNESS.— Encourage-
ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility, sper-

matorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-

eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free

upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, by E. J. Roberts (late Army),
Surgeon, 9. North Terrace. Moor Edge, Newcastle-on-Tvne.

fURE OF COUGH AND RESTORATION OF
V^ VOICE BY DR. LOCOCK/S PULMONIC WAFERS.—
" 7. Alicia Street, Sculcoats, Hull. Sir,—Having been cured of a
most obstinate hoarseness and cough by means of Dr. Locock*s
Wafers, and having >pent pounds in seeking relief, but all to no
purpose, I scarcely know how to express my gratitude for the
surprising and sudden change they have wrought upon me,
" To Mr. Reinbardt, chemist. Market Place. J. Memeli."
Dr. Locock's Wafers give instant relief, and a rapid cure of

asthma, coughs, &c. They have a pleasant taste.—Price Is. lAd„
2s. 9d.

t
and lis. per box. Sold by all Druggists. Beware" of

counterfeits.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS EXTRAORDINARY IN
THE CURE OF DROPSY.—Sarah James, living with

Mrs. Wilders, of Oldham Road, Manchester, had become of such
a size from Dropsy as to be a burthen to herself; every usual
treatment was used but without effect. In this sad state she
tried Hollowav's Pills, and by them alone the water was
entirely removed from her system, and an effectual cure perfected.

The Pills were lately tried on two dropsical patients discharged
as incurable from a London Hospital, and both were cured by this

famous medicine.—Sold by all Medicine Vendors throughout the
world; at Professor HollOWAS^ Establishments. 244, Strand,
London, and SO, Maiden Lane, New York: by A.Stampa. Constan-
tinople : A. Guidioy, Smyrna; and H. Hoods, Malta.

r |'0 BE .SOLI', and tn%y \*-, entered u^n
i- dlately,

«

% lu^
and populous town Id the Wentof L.^ii-

I(shed onwards ( <f 70 r<!»r«. i

Clapton Nnrserr; Ifr. A. UKWDnaov Narevry Pine aw
Edgeware it/-ad; *lv. to J. A. HrxoEU-';*, Lfj, <;(, li

'I <
:

'", .('rhri't VY-wJ, London.— .S*pt.tS.

To NURSERYMEN AND FuO^

TO BE SOLD, three mile* from Oxford Street,
slftiM*"! In tbo main r'/vl, a r«*p«ci*ble tnd wortnUmt

DWELLING BOUSE, containing -«.»bhoa«, *od
Stabling: half an acre of jfv/d Lund, w|| ;

- iriMwr
suitable for ft nhow-hoii '"<irt»oad

rorjobblng Woold «*«iit a young brgiuner
—For further particiiUrn inqlurc of Mr. XVtinr., WLeatabeof
Tavern, --"- R

CYGNETS.
ryO BE SOLD, cither toflpfber or separate!/, six
X remarkably fine CYGNETS. Price per ollr, IX.

ood, &X—Apply to Meurs, Srrrcy & Soil, Maxfcat
adlng.

NURSERY STOCK.

H BIG LAND and CO. be- to stale that the LL
• of their NURSERY having n'w expired, they have wo-

cludcd to offer the remainder of their STOCK 'ctsUUiig of
Evergreens, Fruit, and Forett Tree*, Greenhouse*, d
Auction ibis autumn; the precise time will be named in a
future Advertisement.

Britannia Nursery, Whalley Range, Manchester.

Sales fat) auction.

M
THE LIVE STOCK, FARM, ANfJ CARDEN IMPLEMENTS

AT EALING PARK.
R. J. C. STEVENS will sell by. Auction at the
Farmvard, Ealing Park [6 minutes' wal Brent-

ford Station, South Western Railway , on Tli L*l:?D AY. *

at 1 o'clock precisely, the LIVE STOCK, comp-
Fome Milch Cows, two Hellkre, thr^e Calves, two Farm Hones,
three Sows and eight Store Pigs 400 head of Poultry snd Coopa,
with the Farm and Garden Implement*. ' k Cloth
and Poles, Iron Horse Roller, two Ga; Garden
Frames, Chaff Boxes, a 54 Round Ladder, Water Barrows aod
Tubs. Water Cart, Plant Van, 700 feet of Boarding, useful Wood
and Iron Birdcages, and sundry old stores.—May be viewed on
the day prior and morning of Sale, and Catalogues bad on
the premises, aud of Mr. J. C. - - King Street,

Covent Garden.

GRANGE ROAD, BERMONDSEY.
TO NOELEMES. GESTLEME*, AXD PwE GsOWWJtS.

MR. W. T. ATTWOOD will Sell by Auction, on the
premises, without the least reserve, the extensive stock of

healthy PINE PLANTS, principally Queens, together with the
various Ranges of Graperies and Forcing Pit*, also the whole of
Hot-Water Apparatus, comprising about l&Xt feet ol pipe aod
three large Boilers. The above property is in good condition,
and oflfers a valuable opportunity to persons requiring Pine Plants
and Forcing Houses. Due notice of the sale will be given in the
course of a few weeks.

HACKNEY.
To GEKTLEiTEN. NfESEETMEy, Ayi> Ol

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS are
directed by Messrs. Brown & Taylor to sell bya~-

without reserve, on the premises. Hack- Dalstoa
Lane. Middlesex, on THURSDAY. October 11th. 1S5S, at

11 o'clock, the whole of the Nursery Stock, comprisic^
mental Fruit aod Fores; Trees, Evergreens and lur

.

Shrubs; also the Greenhouse Plant!
Azalea Iodica. Acaeaas, Cytisus, Myrtles, Deutzia gracilU,

Forsythias, &c: together with two Greenhouses, Pits, t

Three Light Boxes, a quantity cf Hot-water Pipe, Boilers. Wheel-
barrows, capital Nest Seed Drawers. Counter, Gai Sen Tools, and
sundry effects.—May be viewed prior to the sale; Catalogues

may be had on the premises rincipal Seedsmen in

London, and of the Auctioneers, American Nursery, Leytonstone,

Essex.
" CLARENDON NURSEKtES. CAMBERWELU
MESSRS. PROTHEROE akd MuRRIS are

instructed by Mr. Joseph Fry:: to public com-
petition on the above premises, on the Sth. 9tb. ar>d 10th

October, at 11 o'clock each da~

Stock, consisting of fine Standard and D«-arf Trained acd
Untrained AppleT Pear. Plum. Cherry, Peacx Nectarine, Apnort,

Fig Baspberrv, Goosebem-. Currar.- .- . ~
fii est stock in the trade

Lilacs of all sorts, 3 t: "vergreen Oaks. 2 :

4000 Evergreen Privet. 3 to 6 fl

White, ana other Rhododendrons- Azaleas, Androinedas, Mae->-
.rther varieties of American Plants: Gaityas. 0-

Clematis. Passion Flowers. Di — -r.ias, Virginiar [

-

Box. Lanrels. Altrss- ms. Lombardy and Balsam
Poplars, Acacias, Scar'. ^ ^ Sea.ka.le, &c &c

—

M ay be vie^r-ed prior to the sale, and Catalo—ies may be_ had on
:he "premise?, of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Aa""""~

American Nooseries, L-:y:~~;:zr- Essex.
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On the °9th September will be published, in kandsome Folio, price 6s., Part VII. of

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN,
NATURE-PRINTED (li fe size).

Tarts I. to VI. are always on sale.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

Ou the 29tb of September will be published, price 2*.,

Part XXXI. of

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA, extending the

Natotal Histoby Division from Scincoid.k to Skin; and

the Geographical Division from Susda Islands to Thiak-

BnAS-NAlTLD, iuclmling among numerous others articles on

Bunt Susn Sweden, Switzerland, Sydney, Syracuse, Syria,

Tabriz, Taiwan, Taman, Tambow, Tangut, Tarakai,

TATAOtO, Tarsus, Taurioa Cbersonesus, Taurida, Tcmeswar,
,. Texas, Thapsacus, Thebes, Tltesprotia,

.
.

i !:. -*aly, &c&e.
am & Evans. II, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street.

Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural
and Physiological. "With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 12*. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works
by Professor Lindlet, of which "School Botany," and "The
\ ile Kingdom," form the other parts.

Tbe first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Stnictiir.il and Physiological Botany, and. a Glossary of Tech-
nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the author's "School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC.
Early iu November will be Published,

ANEW FARMER'S ALMANAC. Price Is. By
John C. Morton, Editor of the "Agricultural Gazette," the

" Cyclopedia of Agriculture," &c.
Along with the usual contents of an Almanac, it will include :—

1. Monthly directions for the operations of the Farm and Garden.
2. Short notices of the past year's Agricultural novelties and
progress. 3. Such an Index to current Agricultural Literature
as will direct the student to Eources of information on the prin-
cipal Agricultural topics. 4. A list of the more important of
those well-established facts in Farm experience^Inch may serve
as trustworthy data in Agricultural Estimates and Calculations.
5. Short references to tbe treatment proper under the more
common Diseases to which Farm Stock are liable. 6. A series of
Instructions and Receipts in many particulars of Household,
Garden, Field, and Dairy Management. 7. A guide to the more
important of our Fairs and Markets, with information as to
times and places where the different kinds and breeds of Stock
may be best obtained. S. An index to the Meetings, Office-
bearers, and objects of our principal Agricultural Societies and
Farmers' Clubs.
The object throughout will be, by good arrangement and close

packing, to furnish as much Agricultural information of prac-
tical usefulness as can be issued by the printer and the publisher
for Is.

London : Blackie & Son, Warwick Square ; and Glasgow and
Edinburgh.

D
NEW PART OF COPLAND'S DICTIONARY.

This Jay is published, in Sro, price 4s. 6d., Part XVII. of

11. COPLAND'S 'MEDICAL DICTIONARY.

London : Losgm ax. Browy, Gr.EE.s-. & Los-qmaxs
In post Svo, scired, price One Shilling,

THE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being
n Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-

portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. Dy
F. II. Rimjdge, M.D., Fellow of the College of Physicians, late
Senior Physician to the Eoyal Infirmary for Diseases of the
Chest, <tc. A)s0| ])r „ 1(, E „me Al]t ], ori price ioj.6,7
ATKEATISE, ;; .'.STIIMA axd DISEASES OF the HEART.

London : Longjiax, Brows, Gueek, & Lokgmaks.
NEW AND ENLARCED EDITION OF DR LINDLEY'S

THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.
Just Published, in 8vo, with 9S TVoodcuts, price 21s. cloth

'THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
-*- TURK; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of
Gardening upon Physiological Grounds : being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
Jonx i.isdlet, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, Loudon, &c.
"The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840,

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian Ian-

Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
Renerally interesting and useful by a mote frequent reference to
Er.ic.ical operations. Ho h is thus greatly extended the matter,
y supporting the physiological doe'rines with an appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles
and practice, or tho science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.
"This is a Second Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture,"

with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-
duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-
tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter at the first edition .... Although very large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first
edition have been wholly struck out, it may he proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical
men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the
author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,
but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."

—

Gardeners1

CJironide.

By the same Author,
INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4tli Edition,

greatly enlarged
; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.

1 wo vols. 8vo, 21f.
*«* I( !lM been the Author's wish to bring evei'v subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
wluc.i it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what rolatcs to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, thatino present Edition may be considered, in those -respects, anew work.

idon : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowerby. Tbe Descriptions, Synonyms, &c.,

by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 17s. \

partly coloured, Ms.
Jonx E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Shortlv will be ready, Part I., of

•"THE FERN ALLIES; A Supplement to "The
A Ferns of Great Britain." Illustrated by John E. Sowerby,
Descriptions by C. Johnson, Esq. To be completed in about
Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s,, partly coloured at Is. Gd. per Part.

Subscribers are requested to send in their names to the Pub-
lisher as early as possible, in order that a sufficient supply may
be prepared.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orcliideo?, Exotic, Greenhouse, aud

Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchidcie House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Koad.

Price 5s. Gd. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY

;

Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. Gd.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., FX.S., F.G.S.,

Honorary Member ofthe Royal Agricultural Society of England,
Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London,
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper "Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for^5 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order
being sent to the Publisher, Jam.es Matthews; at the office of
the Gardeners' Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to tbe cost of the numbers.

'THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
Jl operations.

By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle: above 9S,000

have already been sold.

CONTENTS.
African Lilies Gilias Plums
Agapanthus Gooseberries Polyanthus
Anemones Grafting Potatoes
Annuals Green-fly Pruning
Apples Heartsease Privet
Apricot • Herbs Propagation by cnt-
Anricuhis Herbaceous Porcn- tings
Beans nials Pyracantha
Beet Heliotrope Radishes
Biennials Hollyhocks Ranunculus
Black Fly Honeysuckle Raspberries
Books for Cottagers Horse-radish Rhubarb
Borage Hyacinths Rockets
Borecole Hydrangeas Roses
Box Edgings Hyssop Rue
Broccoli, Indian Cress Rustic Vases
Brussels Sprouts Iris Sage
Budding Kidney Beans Salvias
Bulbs Lavender Savoys
Cabbage , Layering Saxifrage
Cactus Leeks Scarlet Runner
Calceolarias Leptosiphons Beans
Californian Annuals Lettuce Seeds
Campanulas Lobelias Sea Daisy or Thrift
Carnations London Pride Seakale
Carrots Lychuis, double Select Flowers
Cauliflowers Marigold Select Vegetables
Celery Marjoram and Fruit
Cherries Manures Snails and Slugs
China Asters Marvel of Peru Snowdrops
China Roses Mesembryauthe- Spinach
Chrysanthemums, mums Spruce Fir
Chinese Mignonette Spur Pruning

Chives Mint Stocks
Clarkias Mustard Strawberries
Clematis Narcissus Summer Savory
Collinsias Nemophilas Sweet William
Colewort - Oenothera bifrons Thom Hedges
Cress Onions Thyme
Creepers Pfeonies Tigridia Pavonia
Crocus Parsnip Transplanting
Crown Imperials Parsley Tree Lifting
Cucumbers Peaches Tulips
Cultivation of flowers Pea-haulm Turnips

in windows Pears Vegetable Cookery
Dahlias Peas Venus's Looking-
Daisics Pelargoniums Glass
Dog B-tooth Violets Perennials Verbenas
Exhibitions, prcpar- Persian Iris Vines

ing" articles for Petunias Virginian Stocks
Ferns, as protection Phlox Wallflowers
Fni 't Pigs Willows
Fuchsias Pinks Zinnias
Gentianella Planting

Post-office orders to be made pavable to James Matthews.
5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Just published, new and cheaperEdition, price Is., or Is. Id. by post,

T^HE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
1 What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,

and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
bealth, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable
through tbe judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.
London: Sherwood & Co.," 23, Paternoster Row; Hannay.G3,

Oxford Street: Mann, 39, Cornhill; Horne, 19. Leicester Square

;

aud all Booksellers.

A N INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF^- JURISPRUDENCE.
reing a translation of the general part of

TIIIBAUT'S SYSTEM DES PANDEKTEN RECHT3
WITn NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS

By NATHANIEL L1NDLEY, of the Middle Temple, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law.

William Maxwell, 32, Bell Yard, Lincoln'Flnu, Law Book-
seller aud Publisher; Hodges & Smith, Grafton Street, Dublin.

H'

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
T3EIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per too, Is. 6d.

wi per m,she1
'

or 1Gs - Per ton, delivered to the London
V\ barfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Sacks 2s.
each. Kentish and other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.

Kennard Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

OW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES BY
HUNDREDS.—A method will be forwarded with instruc-

tions for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy the above vermin
quickly and without trouble. 1000 Acres may be cleared for a
few shillings.—Gilbert Dyson, Hop, Rocheste r.

/^.EORGE P. TYE'S Registered HYACINTHV^ BOTTLES and FLOWER SUPPORTS are an age before
all others for quality and utility. May be bad everywhere
retail and wholesale in great variety, from G. P. Tye, 107, Great
Charles Street, Birmingham. All are carefully selected and
marked G^P. Tye on the bottom of each article.

HPHE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER^BASKETS
-*- and HANGING GARDENS, made to the original
Sydenham Pattern, and a variety of other new and elegant
designs for the Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing Room
Boudoirs, &c., by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works, 370*,
Oxford Street, London, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre
and at the Crystal Palace.
A large stock on view from 3s. Gd. upwards. Flower Stands,

Trainers, Game and Garden Fencing, and Wire Work of every
description. Conservatories and Aviaries fitted up in superior
style. Window Blinds of all sorts.
370* Oxford Street; and Garden Entrance, Crystal Palace,

Sydenham.

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING for Game and
Poultry, Id. per square foot; Galvanised Wire Trellis for

Espaliers, Roses, &c; Crystal Palace Baskets in great variety
and pattern; Flower Borders, Staiids, and Trainers, and every
description of Wire Work at T. II. Fox's, City of London Wire
Work and Hurdle Manufactory, 44, Skinner Street, Snow Hill,
London. Illustrated Catalogues forwarded Post-free.

POULTRY, RABBIT, SHEEP & CAT FENCING,
HARE or RABBIT NETS, on CORDS, for Covert Shoot-

ing, 12 mesh over, 4 feet wide, 2d. per yard ; IS mesh over, 6 feet
wide, 3d. per yard; 24 mesh over, S fee't. Ad. per yard ; each edge
corded, \d. per yard extra. Extra stout do., 18 mesh wide, 4c?~
per yard, suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square mesh Cricketing
Net, fix its full width and length, made of stout cord, 3d. to id.
per square yard ; this is the best article made for Fencing against
Fowls, Cats, itc, at W. Ccllingford's, 1, Edmund Terrace^
Ball's Pond Road, near Kingsland Gate , London.

]SJETTING~FOR SHEEP-FOLDS, made of COCOA-
-LA NUT FIBRE, a material known to possess the most extra-
ordinary durability when exposed to the alternations of weather.
It will wear out several sets of tarred hemp netting, and is so
light that a herdsman may with ease carry 200 yards of it.

3i and 7-inch mesh, Gd. per yard. Sold in Nets of 50 and 100
yards long, 48 inches high, by the Manufacturer, W. Culling-
ford, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond Road , near Kingsland Gate..

BIRD NETS, BAT-FOLDING NETS, forTbIRD
CATCHING, 10s. each; extra large, 15s.; Clap Nets for

Bird Catching, 12 yards long, 5 feet deep, 10s.; with staffs, pull
line, aud stop cord, 1?. 10s. Lark Nets, made square mesh, any
size required, 3d. per square yard. A Partridge Trammel, 30'

yards long, 5 yards wide, made square mesh, 11. lis., or any less-

size 2*7. per square yard.—W. Cullingford, 1, Edniuud Terrace,
Ball's Pond I toad .jieat Kin gsl nml Gate, London.

pHEAP WIRE GAME & POULTRY NETTING.

Wide. Mesh. Plain. Galvanised.
21 inches by 2 inches ... 3-J. to id. per yard ... Gd. per yard.
3a „ 2 '„ ... Gd. per yard ... 9^. „
48 „ 2 ,, ... 9J. „ ... Is. „

Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3<f. per square foot, made-
to any size. This article is shown at the Sydenham Exhibition;,
where it is much admired.—W. Cullingford, 1, Edinuud Ter-
race,_Bairs Pund Road, near the Gate, Kingsland^

/VaRDEN NETS, FISHING NETS, SHEEP
VJ NETS, and RABBIT NETS (made by hand, as machine-
made knots slip) supplied at very low terms. Samples sent free.

—W. Cullixgford, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond Road r
Kingsland, near tbe Gate. Six Tents to sell cheap.

91 9° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
r^Xr^ RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents-
of IS40-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,,
best, and cheapest safeguards extaxt.
Milner's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in tbe world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord-
Street, Liverpool. London Dep6t, 47a, Mcorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

DR. DE JONGH'S
]" IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OI L»
*—* Prescribed with complete confidence by the Faculty for its

purity, anil superior, immediate, and regular efficacy.

It is entirely free from nauseous flavour, aud being invariably
and carefully submitted to chemical analysis

—

and only- supplied-
IN SEALED BOTTLES TO PRECLUDE SUBSEQUENT ADMIXTURE OR
adulteration— this Oil possesses & guarantee of genuineness
and purity offered by no other Oil in tbe market.

Testimonial from ARTHUR H. HASSALL, M.D., F.L.S.,
M.R.C.P., Chief Analyst of the Sanitary Commission of the
Lancet, Author of "Food and its Adulterations," &c. &c &c.

" I have more than once, at different times, subjected your
Light Brown Oil to chemical analysis—and this unknown TO1

yourself—and I have always found it to be free from all impurity
and rich in the constituents of bile. So great is my confidence
in the article, that I usually prescribe it in preference to any-
other, in order to make sure of obtaining the remedy in its purest
and best condition."

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jongh t
3

Signature, without which none are gf.nuine, by ANSAR,
HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London, Dr. De Jongh's
sole Consignees

; and by most respectable Chemists in town and
country.

naif-pints (10 oz.), 2s. Gd.; Pints (20 oz.), As. 0d.] Quarts
(40 oz.), 9s.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.

Printed by William Beadiuibt, of No. 13. Upper "Wolraru Place, ao3
Fn&DEBtCK Muli.ett Evanr. of No. 20, Queen's Ro2d, West, both in,

tbe Parish of St. Pencras, and in tbe County 01 Middlesex, Printer", at
their Office in Lombard Street, in tbe Precinct of WhitefriaiB, in the City
of London; ami published by them at the Office, No. 5, Upper Wellington
Street, in the Pariah of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,
whei'P all Adv.?rtinements and Communi cations nre to be Addbessed to
the Ed:toe.— Sati/bdat, September 22, 1855,
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EniiATUM—la the advertisement nf Cheltenham Flood Inserted
lust week, I'm* Mr, W. Tuvey, Klng'tt Road, Cholseu, road Mr.
W. Pavey, U. Is,

SCOTTISH GARDENERS AND LAND
STEWARDS ASSOCIATION.—ELECTION OP PEN-

SIONERS.—The Fifth Annual Ghnkual Mbotino for the
Election on* PKNSioNKKfl will be lioltl on tho Mill November
ensuing. Persons eligible for admission nro "aged and infirm
or disabled Gnrdonorw, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Land Stewards,
llallills, and Foresters," ami tho "Widows of Buch Person. B.

Printed forms of appHciition for Intending Candidates may be
had of the Secretary, 6, York Place, Edinburgh, and all claims
must be sent In on or before tlio 15th October.

WILLIAM BARRATT, Landscape Gardener,
Wakeliold.

*** Plans and Estimates furnished.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING, GARDEN ARCHI-
TECTURE, AND GENERAL IMPROVEMENT OF

DOMAINS, WOODS, PLANTATIONS, &c.
Ciiaiu.us Wt'lNTOSH, F.R.P.S., A.L.S., &c., Author of the

"Book of the Garden" and other works op Horticulture, &c.
Late Curator of the Gardens of his Mnjesty the King of the
Belgians iu Claremont and Brnssels, and latterly of tbose of his
Grace the Duke of Buccleueh at Dalkeith Palace.

Nowcome Villa, Murrnyfl* '
' J'Vn>' '"-eh

HARDY HEATHS
TITATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
. » attention to their largo stock ana first-rate collection of

these most be.uitii'ul Hardy Tlants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to ^Vaterek & Godfrey, Knap Hill
Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.

TUCOMBE, PINCE, mid CO. have now ro»dy (••

J Bunding out B la of Ihelr vmy iuporlor CALI EO
Hnvod wild en hi oarc from »n tha in land chnli
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Paokota BOalod and irarrantsd by Ihem, al
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freol

B X ET I. it N I! i:h Bit v,

i.xi.ri.ii.
I..m .m:i t n, i. 1

<:'>.

NEW SEEDS.-CROWTH OF 1650.

W 1 1,1.1AM E. RENDLEaWD Co., Sbbd Mbbcuakm,
Plyraoutb, are now harveatlng In Qnc i ndltlon ih<-lr

Qanorol Collootl 1 Agricultural and Qarden Seeds for the

coming BOflaon,

In order to f/ire increased facilities for conducting

their Seed Bvsincm, they arc now considerably cnlanj-

in;/ their offices and warehouses, which, wli.cn completed,

will enable them to attend to all orders with promptness

and despatch.
William E. Kkkiu.k & Co , Seed Muchanls, Plymouth.

Established 1786, .

NEW CATALOGUES.
WILLIAM WOOD and SON'S New Catalogue of

ROSES for.1855 and 18E6; alao their New S«| plemenUry
List of GENERAL NURSERY STdCK will be ready for dls-

trlbution on and after the Istof October.

W. W. & Son will forward copies as nsual to all their cus-

tomers, and to other correspondents gratis on application.
Woodlands Nursery. Maresfield, near Ucktield. Sussex.

'P HIVERS hopes to have his DESCRIPTIVE
*- • CATALOGUES ofKOSES and ofFRUITSreadyfordr:-
tribotion curly in Octoher.— Nurseries, Sawbridgewortli, Sept. 29.

NEW PLANT LIST.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE'S CATALOGUE OF,
O STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS for tho present
Autumn isjust published, and may be hud. post free, on application.

— Nursery and Seed Ksliihlishniont. Hammersmith, near London.

DUTCH FLOWtRINC euLB'.
|
.I I ARTEH i AI.M

I in I'll' II
mid M:l«'i j, ibM bed, »ii/ i

i>d«n.

Kl'A l(h' Ell i,' .'» to inlorm
• thai bll I

Is now ready, and will •

I'arwi

IMPOKTtD DUTCH BULBI.
JAMES GRAHAM begi to aanomuw that bli

Catalog t iii I
1 II l.i l.'i-

Norlbjruu- ' i

WILLI LMCU1
their patrons and (roods (hat tlnlr ANNUAL ' I

I'll BULBS on l-i bad,
;

as a fori AvardsaitlM
cultural Society's II -,ng.

I! . . n.

DUTCH HYACINTHS AND OTHER BULeS.

J
AMI J. II '.

• received tli-ir >

other FLOWER ROOI
be bad by encloi

,

'

" A LIS
^i H.'

LIST OP PLANTS," including RARE and

B

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As tho collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Hailway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

SELECTED SEED WHEAT.
ABRAHAM HARDY and SON, Seed-Growers,

Maldon, Essex, beg to offer their celebrated PROLIFIC
RED, at Lis. Also Rough Chaffed, or Satin Wheat, of superior
quality, at 12*. Gal, per bushel. New bag, Is.; sack, 2s.

Remittances must accompany orders. Prices of selected earliest

Potatoes in variety on application.
,

ROWICK RED WHEAT. — SEED WHEAT of
the above description, and true, may be obtained imme-

diately by addressing Mr. Edward Ball, Bailiff, Post Office,

Beacoiisficld, Price, by quarter or sack, 10s. per bushel. All
orders to be accompanied by a Post Office order or. remittance.

ROWICK RED WHEAT, warranted a true Stock
and perfectly clean, grown upon new land, may be had of

Mr. T. Baker. Bury Farm, Stapleford, Cambridgeshire, price 10s.

per bushel. All orders to be accompanied with a Post-office order.

RTTiTB a" r"TTfob fs .

~
T.T7ANTED TO PURCHASE, several Thousand fit

* * for planting out next month.—Letters with price to be
addressed to S. C, Post Office, Basingstoke.

CARROTS
WANTED TO BUY, several" Hundred Tons of

FIELD CARROTS.—Address Mr. D., 12, Chester Street,

East Greenwich.

PINES.—Two or three dozen Fruiting PLANTS
may ho had on application by letter.—A. G., Esber Station,

Eolith-Western Railway.
PINE P L A NTS.

n^O BE SOLD, Forty Fruiting and Forty Succession
X pine Plants, consisting of CAYENNE,BLACK JAMAICA,
and QUEENS, perfectly clean, and in good health.— For parti-

culars, apply to Wood & Ingram, Nurseries, Huntingdon.

~~C~A M E L C\ A S.

TO BE SOLD, five large Plants, one double white,
and four others, with 700 flower buds; also one specimen of

CEREUS SPECIOS3I3SIMA, price 6/. 10*.—Apply to J. Bray,
Florist, South Lambeth, Vauxhall.

SHRUBS and CLIMBERS, GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
ERICAS, EPACRIS, CAMELLIA*, GERANIUMS, CAR-
NATIONS, PICOTEES and I HKS, HOLLYHOCKS,
PHLOXES, CHRYSANTHE '

| HARDY HERBA-
CEOUS PLANTS, &c.

Cultivated and Sold by Yon ell and Co., Royal Nursery,
Yarmouth, Norfolk, is now ready, and will be forwarded on
receipt of two postage stamps.

ROSE CATALOGUE, ETC.
HLANE and SON'S CATALOGUE of ROSES,

• TREES and SHRUBS, and FRUIT, will be ready the

1st of October, and will be sent as usual to their customers.
Parties intending to purchase can have them on application to

the Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead, Herts. Also Catalogues of

Azaleas, Stnve and Greenhouse, and Herbaceous Plants.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.

HLANE and SON have the pleasure of announcing
that their very extensive collection of FRUITS IN POTS

are now ready for sending out, well set with bloom-buds, con-
sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Plums, Pears,

Apples, &c., and are quite worthy the attention of those who
take a delight in this particular branch of horticulture.

The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstead, Berks.

FINE FRINGED CHINESE PRIMROSE.

J
and J. FRASER ben; to offer some excellent

• Seed of the above, saved from plants which obtained the
award of the Horticultural Society last winter, in packets at
2s. Gd. each. A remittance in stamps is requested from unknown
correspondents.— Lea Bridge Road. Sept. 29.

.

VJNES" FOR FRUITING IN POTS.
MESSRS. J. and J. FRASER, Nurserymen, Lea

Bridge Road, Essex, beg to announce that they have a
very choice selection of the best sorts of VINES from eyes
grown in 12 and 15-inch pots, Price 5s. and 7s. 6d each.

N.B. Strong Vines for planting out, 3s. Gd. each.— Sept. 20.

TO AMATEURS IN CONIFER/E.

MR. BARRON, of Elvaston Castle, will send out in

a few days his Seedling Plauts of PICEA NOBILIS.
They are three years old, very strong for their age, with splendid
roots, never having been,in pots. Largest size, 63s. (very few of
this size remain unsold) ; next size, 42s. A remittance or refer-

ence from unknown correspondents ordering after this date.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
GEORGE TABER, of Ravenhill, Essex, begs to

inform the Trade that his growing crops of Seeds are now
open to inspection. AH Turnip Seeds grown from sound
transplanted roots. Lists sent on application.—Sept. 29.

DUTCH FLOA'ER ROOTS.
PETER LAWSON a: d

land and Agricultural
-- arc now r'

ROOTS, Ac, 4«
Catalogues may be bad, fr-

27, i

IMPORTED DUTCH BUL33.
EVAN PAUL beg

that he has r

have arrived in fir»t-rai

respectfully aollc

applicatioD.—The Nut

DUTCH EULBOUS RC07S.
MARTIN i

their friend

fine, and trust t

be bad and also of tin

Nursery and .

Branch, Jonel

HYACINTHS AND OTHER IMPCRTED BUL&S."

DAWE, COTTRELL, and aeon
to Frederick Warner), Wbolt

received their annual import;-'

in very fine conditi n. Catal ntion.

3, Laurence Pountney Lane, and 3

ESTABLISBEl ". 'BOX.

GUERNSEY and BELLADONNA LILIES may
now be bad of Dawe, Cottef.ll, & Bt.sbxv, 2, Laazenoe

Pountney Lane, and 36

.

FINE BLOOMING BULBS.
GUERNSEY and litLLADUNNA LILIES

per doz.—Price to the Tra
Co., Ox; rd Sta -

IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS
TF. WINSTANLEY be^s to announce that hu

• Priced Catalogue of Dutch Balbs fin

will shortly be ready, and can be had fr

contains a list of all the newest and lcadir
T

-

iocluding Hyacinths. Narcissus, J
Single and Double Tulips, Crocus, &c, a.'..

grown by one of the first growers in Holland, and car t

upon as being* good sound Bulbs, and true to name.
*2S. Market Place. Mano-

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, 4s. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the tatter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, and may be obtained at A. Coubett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse. IS. Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place. London.

SPANISH CHE ST NUTS.TO BE SOLD, about '200,000 Strong SPANISH
-A CHESTNUTS, from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent on application

to Watereb and Godfkbt, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.]

TO NURSERYMEN AND~6fHERS.

TO BE SOLD, about 1500 strong plants of
PHLOXES, named, of host varieties, up to 1S54; also about

BOX BDGtlNG, 9 years old, superior quality.—
Address, A. Y., OJlice ot this Paper.

BARRATT'S MAGNUM BONUM has this year
fully sustained its high character as one of the finest

flavoured STRAWBERRIES known, and may now be had at 20s.

per 100. or 3s. per doz.—Catalogues containing all the leading
varieties of the day may be obtained from William Bareatt.
St. John's Nurseries. Wakefield.

;

NURSERY STOCK.
HBIGLAND and CO. beg to state that the LEASE

• of theirNURSERY haviognow expired, they have con-

cluded to offer the remainder of" their STOCK (consisting of

Evergreens, Fruit, and Forest Tree^, Greenhouses, &c) by
Auction ibis autumn; the precise time will be nam;
future Advertisement.

Britannia Nursery, Wballey Range ManoLester.

DUTCH BULBS AND FLOA'ER ROOTS.
THOMAS JACKSON and -

their patrons and t

finest condition their am ii consignment :'
'.

and that thev are of the "Urges!

Gcod Double Hyacin
Narcissus, 3s. per dozen
Their Priced List of F
Catalogue of S:

mental Shrubs and T.-ees, and Herbaceous I

obtained on applicati'
- "

CHOICE HYACINTHS, r Tt - ?%,
CROCUS. ETC. ETC.

JAMES CHARTRES and CO.. I?:

Dutch Flow £

that their unrivalled Stock oi

condition : the Roots are remark.-

"

- ~ -.

J. C.&Co. earnestly - the finest

Roots. A Catalogue may be

74, King Will
Lane. Stamford Hill . I-~ ~ ".— v

SUPE* OR :UD.
WILLIAM TOO lOOI
V* his frier

SEED, which be can t

Lettuce in cultivation.W e-s :
-: : _

TT7" ToWNSEND has n - d c ::;

>\ • GERANITM
see Advertisement. 4»h

National Socit-ty. loth Jane
Certificate

"
"

- •-
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VIOLETS.
RSH \CKELL bees to offer strong Flants of his

. superior Violet Russian Superb, at 4s. per dozen
;

strong

.lanfco
K-. .1.,. n.^fit for p.tlin^at^per

d'*orf- n.ubie ftrpataal Tree Violet, at 4.. per dozen ;
stags

s«e° 'winter blooming White Violet, at u per dozen; Double

White do°b. per dozen; old Russian Violet 10... per 100 plants,

hamper and package included for all orders above Ite

R * would be happv to enter into arrangements with any

retairFronstforsupplvinffRouque.sef Violet blooms after the

Ht of October until the let of March, provided the weather per-

mit, at is. per 100. Bouquets almost to any extent

„; Rodert SiHIBl, Locksbrook Nursery, Bath.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES IN POTS.

LUCOilBE, PINCE, and CO. beg respectfully to

call attention to their remarkably fine stock of Grape Vines,

raised from eyes, in pots, in a bearing state.

L,, P., & Co. having two years ago erected a Vinery 90 feet

long for the especial purpose of proving every good Vine in culti-

vation, are enabled to say that the Plants sent out by them aro

true to name.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO.,

EXETER NURSEKY,
EXETER.

Established 1720.

BASe AND BROWN'S
NEW AUTUMN CATALOGUES,

Comrrisine a considerable portion of descriptive and useful information, will be sent

three penny stamps, and will be supplied gratis to our customers as usual. The
very select, and the best in cultivation

, will be sent free by post complete for

articles will be found

BUXBS & FLOWER ROOTS, comprising collections of the

finest and most interesting bulbs in cultivation. The greenhouse

varieties are distinguished from the hardy, and the colours and

months of flowering aro specified. A scale is also appended,

(riving the months best suited for planting. .

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, with descriptions of

hei-hts colours, and months of flowering, and embracing also

our'superb collodions of Potentillas, Phlox. 1 enstemons, &c.

HOLLYHOCKS, the finest sorts, with fill! descriptions.

NO. I. CATALOGUE CONTAINS:
ITELIANTHEMU.MS, orDn-arf Rock Cistus, in 24 beautiful

varieties.

SELECT and POPULAR TREES and SHRUBS, containing

choice Collections of Conifene, Sikkim, and other Rhododendrons.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL CLIMBERS.
SELECT ROSES, with descriptions, and instructions for

culture of each class.

FRUITS of the choicest sorts with select lists of each kind.

RHUBARB, Seakale, Asparagus, &c.

NO. II. CATALOGUE CONTAINS:
GERANIUMS, in divisions of Show, Fancy, French, Horse-

shoe Le«f, Scarlet, and other bedding varieties.

CINERARIAS, choicest varieties.

FUCHSIAS, best now of 1S54.

AZALEA INDICA, including several beautiful new Conti-

nental and other varieties.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c. &c.

Dohson's Conqueror 5s. Qd. Foster's Phaeton 5s. 0<2.

... 5 Hoyle's Serena ... 5

... 5 „ Lord Raglan .. ... 3 6

... S 6 „ Topsy . .. ... 3 6

Commander-in-Chief ... 3 6 „ Wondertut ... 6

Lowe's Calliope ... 3 6 „ Queen Eleanor ... 3 6

For varieties of previous years see Catalogue. Fine selections, 9s. to 18s. per dozen.

NEW SHOW GERANIUMS OF LAST SEASON.
The following comprising the best of those sent out last season, of which we have cultivated a large stock, are unusually strong

and well established, and now ready. The- Collection of 18 for 605., or any 12 for 48s. Our selection of 12 varieties for 36s.

Fuller's Gem of the West ... 6s. 0(2.

Foquett's Petruchio 3 6
Story's Fair Ellen 5
Turner's Pandora 5

„ King of Portugal 5
Hocken's Una 3 6

Purchaser's selections, 12s. to 21s. per doz.

IMPORTED DUTCH HYACINTHS.
Our Dutch Roots have arrived in very fine condition. "We beg to offer the following, of our own selection, in fine assortments,

with printed instructions for their culture :

—

50 Hyacinths in 50 choice sorts 30s. I Choice varieties, per dozen 6s., 9s. & 15s.

25 ditto 25 ditto 16s. j Separate colours without name, per dozen 3s.

If required for Forcing we particularly recommend early planting. For our extensive Collection of Bulbs see Catalogue.

(SP Goods Carriage Free (not under 20s.) to all the Lajidon Termini and free to all stations on the London and
Norwich Line, rid Colchester. Extra Plants gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.

BASS & BROWN, Seed & Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

HYACINTHS.
MESSRS. E. Gr. HENDERSON & SON

BEG to announce that they have now received their noted collection of HYACINTHS in excellent condition.

They also beg to state, that having been for nearly 50 years the largest and most successful cultivators of this highly popular
Flower in the vicinity of London, they can with confidence recommend the varieties named in their Catalogue as being the most
suitable for pot or glass culture, and every way worthy the attention of Amateurs, &c.

Catalogues can be had on application, and for the assistance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the Hyacinth,
printed instructions will be given gratis with each order they are kindly favoured with.

CUCUMBER—HENDERSON'S "NAPOLEON III."
E. G. H. & Son have great pleasure in informing those who are fond of a really good Cucumber that they have succeeded in

obtaining tbe stock of the above variety. It is one of the best for Winter culture and early forcing; is a free bearer and perfect
in its form, possessing, indeed, all those qualifications of a good Cucumber which the most fastidious could desire. In packets,
containing two seeds, 3s. each; ditto ditto, four seeds, 5s. Gd. each.

FLOWER SEEDS FOR AUTUMNAL SOWING.
Collections containing 12 distinct varieties, with printed instructions, 3s. Qd. each, postage free ; ditto, 24, 6s. ; 36, 8s. Gd. ; 48, tOs. 6d.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,
Saved from the choicest varieties, may be had in packets at 2s. Gd. and 5s. each; the finest quality of Calceolaria is only

oflered at 5s.; second quality, 2s. Qd. ^The finest fimbriated Primula in the country, 2s. Gd.

NEW PLANTS.
In the possession of E. G. Henderson & Son, and .will be sent out for the first time in October. Full Descriptions of the

following may be seen in the New Autumn Catalogue, just published.

SHOW GERANIUMS.
EXCELSIOR (HcynEBSOS's)

|
LA BELLE ALLIANCE (Foquet)

| PURPLE KING (FoqOEt) | MIDNIGHT (Foquet)

FANCY GERANIUMS.
AMPHITRITE (Hesop.rsox's)
DUKE or CAMBRIDGE (HENDER-

SON'S)

GIOVANXA (Henderson's)

QUEEN OF THE FETE (Hender-
son's)

SWEET LUCY (Henderson's)
T1TANIA (Henderson's)

LA STELLA (Henderson's)
MOONLIGHT (Henderson's
RE1NE DU BAL (Henderson's)
ROSY-LIP (Henderson's)

CINERARIAS.
ADMIRAL LYONS (Henderson'b).—Large full-sized flower, white, with purplish violet edging, dark dice, fine form. 10s. 6i.

FUCHSIAS.
BANKS' FAVORITE. 10.'. Gd.

|
PRINCE OF WALES. 10s. Gd.

RHODODENDRONS.
The following magnificent new species, collected from the Bhotan Mountains, by Thomas J. Booth, Esa., are now, for the first

time, offered for sale.

Boothi, Hookeri,
I

Caiophtlldh,
I

Kendricki,
I Extmujm, I Wlndsori Leucanthum.

For full descriptions, with prices of the above splendid varieties, see Spring Catalogue, page 85.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (Thk Pampas Grass).
E. G. H. and Son having in their possession the largest stock in the country of this nobla ornamental Grass, will supply

healthy plants in October at 2s. Gd. each or 25s. per dozen.
N.B.—Price to the Trade per 50 or 100 can be obtained on application.

GLOXINIA ERECTA.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son have great pleasure in annonncing that they have a very large stock of this new class,

and most showy upright flowering Gloxinias. They are the most abundant flowerers, containing among them some of the most
lively contrasts of colours imaginable. The Collection includes the new varieties sent out this season. Price 5s. and 7s. Gd. each
or 42s. and 60s. per dozen.

The following can be supplied in fine plants fnr flowering next season

:

—
CAMELLIAS AND ORANGES, at 30s. and 42s. per I AZALEAS, ERICA, EPACRIS, and APHELEXIS,

dozen. at 12.-., 18s. to 42s. per dozen.
N.B. Price to the Trade per 100 or 1000 can be had on application.

The Spring Catalogue or General List of Plants will be form irded post free on application ; and a beautiful
Coloured Plate of NINE NEW FLOWERS will be sent on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

FISHER, HOLMES, and CO. beg to offer the fol-

lowing, all of which are good healthy Plants.

Abelia uniflora, each 9d. to ls.Orf. Escallonia pteroctadon 59.0*
Azalea amcena 1 (i Eugenia Ugni ... Is. Gd. to 2 6

„ Stanleyana 1 6 Fuschia, Florence Night-
„ Symmetry 1 6 ingale 1 6
The following are from Is. to „ Lady of the Lake 1

Is. Gd. each :

—

„ Climax ... Is. to 1 «
Azalea Frosti „ Empress Eugenie 1

„ aurantia superb „ violoiflora pleno ... 1

„ lateritia pulchra „ Doniiniana 1 6

„ Apollo Henfreya scandens 1

„ white Hexacentris mysorensis 1

„ „ double Hoya hella 1

„ fulgens Hydrangea japonica va-

„ Duke of Wellington riegata ... ... Is. to 2 s
„ optima Ixora coccinea 1 t>

„ extrani „ javanica 1 6

„ decora „ salicifolia a 8

„ amabilis ImpatiensJerdoniaVts.6tf.to2 B

„ Hebe. Lycopodium umbrosum 9
^Eschynanthus speciosus, „ inmqualifolia i O

fine plauts 1 6 „ Poeppigiaua l

„ splendidus, do. ... 1 6 „ viticulosa 9
Acacia verticillata 1 „ apothecum 1

Agapanthus umbellatus, „ formosum 1
fol. var 1 6 „ coesium arboreum... 1.

Begonia Prestoniensis, Mandevillea suaveolens 1 fi

fine plants 1 Maranta alba lineata ... 2 6
Boronia Drummondi ... 2 6 Mitruria coccinea 9
Burchellia capensis Is. to 1 6 Musstenda frondosa 1 «
Caladium bicolor su- Pentas rosea ..; 1
perba Is. Gd. to 2 6 Pimelea Henderson! ... 2 fi

Clerodendron splendens 1 6 „ spectabilis 2 6
Cyrtoceras reflexum 2 6 Swansouia Lessertifolia 2 8
Dipladenia crassinoda ... 1 6 Statice Halfordi, fine

Desmodium gyrans 1 6 plants ... Is. Gd. to 2 8
Eranthemum leucouervum 1 „ sinuata 9
Ery thrina crista-galli.ls. to 1 6 Veronica variegata 1 O
Remittances respectfully requested from unknown corre-

spondents.—Handsworth Nursery, Sheffield. Sept. 29.

WILLIAM YOUNG begs to call the attention of
Noblemen, Geutlemen, Public Companies, and Planters in

general to his extensive stock of CHOICE CONIFERiE,
HARDY EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, AME-
RICAN PLANTS, &c, which are this season particularly fine,

and having been well prepared for removal, he can confidently

recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

W. Y. invites persons about to plant to inspect his stock,

which is standing over 50 acres of ground, in which will be found

all kinds of plants adapted to every description of ornamental
planting. It consists of HARDY CONIFERS, containing
some of the finest specimen plants ever offered.

Feet high.

Abies Douglasi 6 to 8 by 5 to 6

„ „ 8 to 10 by 7 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12 by 8 to 9

„ Menziesi 4£ to 5
„ nigra, Black Spruce 4£ to 5

„ alba, White Spruce 6 to 8

„ canadensis, Hem-
lock Spruce ... 6 to 8 by 7

Pinua austriaca ... 6 to 8
... 8 to 10

„ Cembra ... ... 5$ to 6
. ... 7 to 8

„ excelsa .., ... 8 to 10

„ insignis ... ... 2* to 3

. ... 3 to 4
Picea Pinsapo .. 5 to 6 by 6

„ nobilis \ very
Nordmanniana ) hi-ndsome

Araucaria imbricata . 2* by 2£
do. do 3 by 3
do, do 4 by 4
do. do., very bandsome 6 to 8

Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4
Cedar of Lebanon ... 3i to 4

„ „ ... 5" to 6

„ „ 7 to 8 bv 6

„ „ 10 to 12 by S
„ Deodara ... 4i to 5

„ „ ... ... 6" to 8

„ „ 9 to 10

„ „ 10 to 12
("The Cedars of Lebanon and
Deodara are particularly
handsome and well furnished.)

Thujaorientalis,Chinese
Arbor-vitaa 5 to 6

„ „ „ ... 7 to 8
STANDARD ROSES,

Feet high.
ThujaWeareana,Siberian5 to G

„ „ 7 to 8
Chinese Juniper ... 4£ to 5

„ „ 5 to 6
Upright ,, 4 to 5

„ „ 6 to 7
Taxodium sempervirens 6 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12
Irish Yew 4£ to 5

,, „ 6 to 7

A Large Quantity of fixe
EVERGREENS.

Green Hollies 4 to 6
... 6 to 7 by 4

„ „ 8 to 10 by 6 to 7
Evergreen Oak 3A to 4

„ „ 4A to 5

„ „ 6 to 8 by 4 to 5
Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to 8

„ 10 to 12
Weymouth PiDe
Yews

Quercus oxoniensis

—

New Leucombe Oak..

. 8 to 10

. 3£ to 4

. 4A to 5

. 5£ to G

. 6 to 7
... 8 to 10

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts
Rhododendron ponticum (gncd

for cover).
Do. all the new and best vars.
Kalmias, Andromeda, Ledums,

&c. &c.

of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avenues, from 10 to 12 feet,

FOREST TREES, for .Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.

A Catalogue is now ready, and may be had for two postage
stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

Western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

JOHN WESTWOOD will be prepared on and after
*J the 10th of October next to send out good well-rooted plants

of the following novelties, at the very low prices under-
named, viz.

—

VERBENA "MRS. HALFOUD."— The finest white yet
raised; no other will be grown wherever it is introduced. Having
bad plants in his possession before any other florist, J. W. has
now on hand many thousands, and is therefore enabled to offer

them at 9s. per dozen, or 31. per 100.

PETUNIA "MARQUISE DE LA FERTE."—A decided
improvement on Shrnbland Rose, and must entirely supersede it.

The highest praise has been awarded this flower in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle, "The Cottage Gardener," and by all who have
seen it. 8s. per dozen, or 21. 15s. per 100.

All the White Corolla'd and other FUCHSIAS of 1855, let

out by Chanviere, Epps, Henderson & Co., Lucorabe & Co., and
Smith, at 10s. per dozen.

The last new VERBENAS sent out by Chauviere, Smith,
Turner, &c, many of which (especially those raised iu France)
are superior to the older varieties. 8s. per doz., or 21. 15s. per 100.

Seedling Herbaceous CALCEOLARIAS from plants of first-

rate quality (superior to any exhibited during the past season),
carefully impregnated by the Rev. E. Trimmer, who has hitherto
been remarkably successful with this flower. Best selection,

8s. per dozen, or 21. 15s. per 100; 2d selection, 5s. per dozen, or
11. 15s. per 100.

Seedling CINERARIAS from all -the best named varieties,
4ff. per dozen, or 11. 10s. per 100.

Fimbriated PRIMULA SINENSIS, raised from plants inferior
to none in the trade, of last year. 5s. per doz., or 11. 15s. per 1C0.

J. W. has also for immediate sale Vines from Eyes of the best
and leading sorts, at 24s. per dczen. And the true old Crimson
Cl<we, at os. per dozen, or 1/. 18s. pf*r 100.

The carriage will be paid to London; and where an order
exceeds 21. additional plants will be given in, and the hamper
and package not charged for.

The Floral Nursery, Acton Road, Turuham Green
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NEW STRAWBERRIES AT REDUCED PRICES.

Gfnowif arfn Ofaehbd por Salts dte

WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON, Eggleecliffo, nca*
Yiu'in, Vorkalili'o, -Tho following splendid wirletlen have

boon wiiii proved this mianon and given complete natlflfnotion,

Viz., Sir Unity (Underbill's)* 100 plimtii, M,
;
'10 .11. JH«, ;imrl 20,

1/. ; or l2o. &U per dosson, Omar L'achn, (Ward's), U. per 100;
[STff. per fiO j 7*. por 25. Scarlet Nonpareil (Patterson'*!). 22, por

100; H. por 50; VAn. por 25. Blr Charlon Nnpler (Smlth'i ),
w.

por 100; USs.perGO: 7*. nor 25. Admiral Dundee [Myatt'iri, Hi
por 100; ISA [lor 60*.; 7b, por 25. Nicholson's Alex, Ruby,
Captain Cook and Fill-Basket, Be, por 100; Ingram's Prlnoo of
WnloH, Nlmpjii, Eliza (Rivera's), SurprlHo (Myatt'ii). and Bloton
Fine, a largo whlto one, Qi, por 100 ; British Quoon, lllaok Prince,

Eleanor(Myatt'a), Old Pino, Trollope's v*lotOrla.GoI1ah(Kitl(>y'ii).

Keens' Seedling, Old Roseberry, all At is, pot LOO; Crystal
Palace, a very largo and late variety, lOs>por ICO. Poul ofllco Orders

eayablo at xarm are oxnooted wiih nil orders. Tho plants win
BOQiii'oly packed and rorwardod I" any pari of tlio kingdom.

MYATT'.S ADMIRAL DUNDA3 STRAW-
BERRY.—Strong plants padkod and deUverod free In

London, 26s. per 100, Also M vatt'h British Quoon, Clnquofolfe,
GHobo, Eliza, (Mammoth, Ba, Qti, por 100; ICooub 1 Seedling, Hoopor's
fieodiing, Jiinck Prinoo, Bloton Fine, 8ff. fltf. por 100.

HYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN.—In reply to Bovoral corrn-

BpoiidonlH, and In confirmation of tho private answors I gavo Iant
Bummer, l bog leave to slatothat tho only Strawberry bearing Iho
namo of "British Queen" Is Mvatt'h, and when Mr, Boaon, In

blH advertisement saya " his true Brltlsb Quoen," bo le obviously
In error, and arrogates In Iilmsolf the credit duo to my laio
fathor, Mr. Joseph im vatt, who was the originator of tho variety
In guoHtlon.- W. Myatt, Manor farm, Doptford . Boot, 29,

BpO HE SOLD, a bargain, a lino lot of Specimen andX oiber CAMELLIAS, boautlfally Bet with bloom buds;
dovoral collections n( ohoiCQ mIiow and fanov QERANI1 VI oj

me most approved varlotlos; nottiofnll tbe NEW FUCHSIAS,
with whlto corollas, &o.; about 700 VARIEGATED GERA
NIUMS, comprising Mountain of Light, Flower ol the Day, nod
Oeborn'H Hrlliliuit; and a quantity of largo STOCK PLANTS
of BortH, claiming tho attonl Ion of all who are about to furnish or
RFopagate. Al*o a largo no ilk it nearly now, capable of heating
a spaciniiH House, and a small ditto nultabto for a range of Pltn

(&c—Tlio above may ho soon, and tho prices hud by applying
to John Slipper, Villa Nursery, Camden Town.

RHODODENDRONS.
JOHN WATERER begs to announce that he is now

prepared to execute ordors for his two New Hardy Hybrid
Rhododendrons, in good established plants, at 42s. each.

Rhododendron JOHN WATERER, colour glowing carmino,
largo truss, fine fbllago, and a most abundant bloomer, in
peiiection about tho 16th Juno,

Ditto, MRS. JOHN WATERER, a bright rosy crimson, fine

conical truss, a very free blooming kind, iu flower about
15lh of June.

To tho admirers of this justly noble class of Plants, John
Watekeu ban the pleasure of recommending the above as being
the greatest acquisitions yet offered. They combine In a marked
degree tho necessary requisites for really first-rate hardy crimson
varieties, viz., imposing colours, abundant bloomers, extreme
hardinesy, and flower at ft time when they are not liable to bo
Injured by spring frosts.

Tho American Nursery, B'agshot, Surrey, Sept. 29.

I)

P A N 8 I E 8

are now prepared tc r I III;

THE IMPROVED BROWICK RED AND OTHER
SEED WHEAT.

\tt/ILLIAM BARNES, in returning thanks to his

y * customers for SEED CORN, begs to offer this season tbe
following sorts, which have been proonred from tbe finest and best
rarieties, regardless of expense in the purchase and cost iu the
mltivation—viz., Improved Browick Red, Spalding's Red, Old
Red or Lammas Wheat, White Chaff Red, and Bristol mixed
with White, all of which he will warrant true and clean.

Mr. B. can recommend the Improved Browick Red with much
jonfidence as being one of the greatest acquisitions in Red
Wheat, for light or black land, yet offered'to the fanner. In this
locality (Deeping Fen) it was leas injured by frosts and mildew
than other Reds, and was pronounced by all who inspected it

whilst standing over several acres to be unrivalled by any in the
district.—For further particulars, address William Barnes, tbe
Ebus Farm, near Spalding, Lincolnshire.

THE PAMPAS GRASS,
"Gynerium Argenteum."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co. having now for sale
the finest stock of flowering plants in this country of the

above, are enabled to offer their well established plauts to bloom
this autumn at tbe followiug prices :

—

Fine specimens with two flower stems ... 21$. Od. each.
Ditto with one ditto 105. 6d. „

Smaller plants to bloom next year 7s. 6d. „

L., P., & Co. have also healthy seedlings at 80s. per dozen,
pinch will be ready in October, which, however, they deem it

light to say will most probably not bloom for two years. To such
sarties as wish at once to see the plant in its beauty, L., P., & Co.
fronld strongly recommend the larger sizes, as they are much
jetter and cheaper.

Few plants are more ornamental thau this Gigantic Grass,
;he leaves (which are more than 7 feet in length, curving grace-
fully outwards) grow in large tussocks, thereby producing a very
fine effect, and from the midst of these numerous flower stems
arise to the height of from G to S feet, surmounted by elegant
panicles of inflorescence nearly 3 feet long, resembling beautiful
(raving plumes of silvery feathers. It is perfectly hardy, and is

also easy of cultivation. A grand specimen of this noble plant
is now in the Exeter Nursery, pushing up nearly twenty large
flower stems and numerous small ones, and will continue to be an
object of great attraction for a considerable time.

EXETER NURSERY, EXETER.
Established 1720.

pUCUMBER SEEDS FOR WINTER SOWING.
V-/ —The three best and most certain varieties ever sent out,
ind such as are sure to give satisfaction for winter growing,
General Canrobert, fine black spine, length 15 inches, 2*. 6d. per
jacket. Lord Kenyon's Favourite, length 12 inches, very hand-
some, free setter, and most prolific bearer, 2s. 6<t. per packet.
Uordon's White Spine, length 20 inches; this has proved to be
tile best long winter variety now in cultivation, 1$. 6d. per packet.

DIGITALIS, OR FOX-GLOVE SEED.
This beautiful hardy biennial has been so much improved

Within 'he last two or three years by continual hybridising, that
the brilliancy of the colours, tbe numerous varieties into which
If has sported, and the dwarfness of the plants, will cause it when
>nce known to be planted in the largest and smallest of flower
jfcrdena, round the borders of shrubberies, and for making beds
.n large pleasure grounds where brilliancy and effect is required.
Phey will grow wnll on rock-work or "sloping banks, where
ftmerous other varieties of plants will not thrive at all. The
flfed should be sown now in pans or boxes, and planted out early
Mxt spring

; by so d«ing they will bloom well nexf season.
iBold in packets at Is. 6d^ or double packets at 2s. Bd. Every
JBermust be accompanied by Penny Postage Stamps, or Post
Ipnce Order payable to

EDWARD T1LEY, Nurseryman, Seedsman, & Florist,
14, Abbey Churchyard, Bath, Somerset.
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QUEENS and ORNAMENTAL TKEES, rhlcl i oil grown.
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dwarf tralnod Fi uil Troofl, and E^oi net Trees/ can 1 lis
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Ills Htoclc (being pine thhjHpaaon) ol I im i i I RBEl . I rail i I

and Dntralned; STANDARD and DWARF ROSE8 of the beat

aortn; woll grown FLOWERING SHRUBS, BVEROl
FOREST TREES, AMERICAN PLANTS, and NURSERY
STOCK in general, all which, from PKSCjUBirr tr&vbplamtwo.
can bo romoved with perfect Bafety and nncccss. Carriage paid
to London on all orders nbovo 21. Qafden and Agrlcoll ll I

supplied.—Railway Nurnerlcn, Watford and Rlckmansworth.

DUTCH HYACINTHS f..r Blooming in tho
Drawing-room, Parlour, &c.( through tbe winter monthn.—

Wo, tho undersigned, beg respectfully to Intimate wo bavo Im-
ported from the best grower*! In iinitund a very superior and large
Assortment of Choice DOUBLE and SINGLE HYACINTHS,
suitable for Immediate cultivation, and which we can warrant as
being first-rate kinds, and sure to give satisfaction.

The best Hyacinths, to bloom In water, per doz. ... Ss.Od.
Very good varieties, ditto ditto, per doz 6
Beat mixed Crocuses, for pots or borders, per 100 ... 1 C
Polyanthus Narcissus, for pots, very fragrant, per doz. 3
"Van Thol Tulips (these will bloom in pota by Christ-

mas, if planted now), per doz 1

"With every other kind of Choice Dutch Bulbs, a Catalogue of
which will be forwarded on application (free).

CLARKE & COMPANY, Wholesale and Retail SSEDSUSS
and Florists, 86, High Street, Borough, London, about 30 doors
from the Loudon Bridge Railway Termini.
N.B.—A Choice Parcel of Guernsey Lilies, just coming into

flower, Gd. each.

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMENS OF CON'FER/E.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. respectfully call at-

tention to their very superior specimens of the above, which
are worthy of the notice of all who are engaged in ornamental
planting, their growth and shape being perfect, and their roots
all that can he desired, so that where immediate striking, effect,

combined with perfect safety of removal to any distance is re-

quired, these large symmetrically grown and well managed
plants can with confidence be recommended.

Pinus insignis

„ Cembra
„ austriaca

„ nmricata
„ tuberculata

„ Montezuma;
„ Benthamiana
,, escelsa

Picea Nordmanniana
„ nobilis

„ Piusapo
Thuja orientalis

„ occidentalis

„ tartarica

,, filiformis,

&c. &c &c.
Sizes, prices, and all particulars may be had on application to

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO.,
EXETER NURSERY,

EXETER.
Established 1720.

Abies Douglasi

„ orientalis

., Merziesi
„ canadensis

Araucaria imbricata
Biota glauca

„ japonica
Cedrus Lebani

,, Deodara
Cupressus macrocarpa

„ Goveniana
„ Uhdeaua

Juniperus excelsa

„ reenrva
Libocedrus chilensis

GODWIN begs to offer the following
PLANTS:—

d. . s. *
Hexacentris mysorensis... 1
Hoya campanulata ... 1

„ picta 3
Hydrangea japonica varie-

Abelia uniflora
Azalea amcena 1

„ Beaut6de l'Europe... 1 6

., Perryana 1

„ Symmetry 1

„ Trotteriana 1

Begonia Prestoniensis su-

perba 1 6
Coleus Blumei 6
Cbironia glntinosa ... 1

Clianthus magnifiens ...1 6
Ei-ythrina crista-galli ... 1

Escallonia pterociadon ... 3 6
Eugenia Ugni 1 6
Fuchsias, all the new

sorts, each ... Is. to 1 6
Gloxinia Duke ofWelling-

ton 1

„ Eugenie 1

„ Figaro 1

„ Leonie Van Houtte . 1

,. Wilsoni 1

with otliers, at 9s. per doz.

Henfreya scandens ... 1

Hexacentris lutea 1

Also strong plants of the following CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
which are tbe best of last year:—Annie Henderson, Arigenia,
Augustine Mie, Aurora Bor^ale, Bob, Brilliant, Comte Acbille
Vigier, Docteur Bois Duval, Eclipse, Hermine, Le Propbete.
Louis Delaborde, Madame Passy, Marguerite de V:\lois. Mar-
guerite de Wildemer, Pluie d'Or, Prince Jerome. Requiqui,
Turns Eburnea, Zebra, at S,s. per doz., or the collection for 10s.

F. G.'s priced Catalogue of Dutch Bulbous roots is now ready,
and may be had free on application. Remittances expected from
unknown correspondents.

Broadfield Nurseries, Sheffield, Sept. 29.
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gala 1

Impatiens Jerdonini ... 1
Ixora coccinea 1

„ crocata 1

„ floribanda 3
javanica 1

Jasmimim grandiflonxm
fl.-pl 1

Pentas rosea 1

Pleroma elegans 1
Saxe-Gotba*a conspicua,

n. »

3

Sipliocampvlus Ke Plus
Ultra '. 1

Sonerilla margaritacea ... 7
Stephanotis floribunda ... 1
Tnjmatidra verticillata ... 1

Vallota purpurea 1
Veronica variegata ... O
Tinea alba 1

„ rosea 1

St. Jamfs's Pauk is to be destroyed; if we are

to believe some of our contemporaries who are in

distress at the dearth of good subjects of complaint.

Those beautiful grounds are to be desecrau

rights of the people are to be violated, and tbe

poor are to be ousted from their verdant patrimonv,

and deprived of their holiday recreation, in order

to gratify the bad taste, or to satisfy the greedines-s

of some of the hangers-on abont public offices.

This would be indeed" a grievance if it were true :

and an unlimited amount of popular capital might,

we have no doubt, be raised upon- the strength of it.

But is it true ? Does all the clamour abont

desecration, and violated rights, and official wrong-

headedness or something worse, stand upon any
sort of foundation ? Certainly not ; that we under-

take to affirm of our own knowledge.

It seems that the Home Secretary is of opinion

that it would be a great public convenience if a way
for carriages and foot passengers could be earned in

a direct line from St. James's Street to

minster, so as to escape the long circuit by White-

hall on the one hand, and by Pimlico on the

other, and to relieve the crowded thoroughfares of

some portion of their excessive traffic. Can we
doubt that this would be an immense public con-

venience ? if anv one does, we beg he will find his

way from Bond Street to the Houses of Parliament,

and then compare the distance as the streets now
run with what it would be if the propose

were made.
But no such wav can be made without c:

St. James's Park and the beautiful piece of

there. And herein lies the offence. To :

James's Park in two by a dirty read, ari tl

reduce one beautiful garden to a couple of un-

connected uglv spaces : to throw a hideous

across the only ornamental piece of water in our

metropolitan parks : to show such a total disregard

of public convenience ; and to rob the lower :

of such an enormous piece of ground as the road

would occupv is a design of unparalleled official

despotism. Such, we believe, is the essentii

of tie allegations made upon this occasion.

We have, however, wholly failed to discover the

inconveniences which are painted of sneh portentous

dimensions. We are unable to understand why. in

order to make tie way proposed, the Park si: :

cut in two as is pretended, or the beauty of the
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He conceives himself ill treated

>*3n^£ffilW^^«
intprfpred with. One «
of 0,moment was to construct a massive military

r,n uv" with granite and traversed by incessant

Stnlen-wagons; or to form a causeway over

be conveyed on its way from
bridgewhich stone was to be conveye

Paddington for the construction of the new bridge

a Westminster and the Houses ^f^t^sl
the contrary, the bridge is to be of the lightest

deVo, to be used merely by foot passengers horse-

numand carriages; and instead of cutting the Park

wo it will consist of arches thrown over he

ereensward, as the bridge itself will be over the

water So that as free a communication as now

exisls'wiU be maintained between the two sides;

nor will any real space now available by

the public be lost, for the roadway itself,

while on the level, will stand in the place

of so much shrubbery, which must always be

protected ground.

With respect to the badness of the effect to be

produced by the intended alteration, much will ot

course depend upon the design for ihe bridge, concern-

in^ which there is at present no public information.

It is however an admitted principle in landscape

aardening that the effect of water is greatly improved

whenever it is spanned by a bridge.

" There is one class of buildings," says Sir

Uvedale Prick, "of a very distinct character from

any of those already mentioned, which by no means

deserves to remain unnoticed—that of bridges. In

every style of scenery they are objects of the most

interesting kind; whether we consider their great

and obvious utility, and the almost intrinsic beauty

of their forms, or their connection with the most

pleasing scenes in nature, and the charms which

they add to water, and receive from it in return."

—

And again :
" The situation of a bridge most

commonly confers on it such distinction that it

wants no ornaments to mark it, and to detach it

from other objects ; then the arches themselves

form such grand and beautiful openings, that they

require no artificial breaks or embellishments to

disguise or adorn them, for their natural arrange-

ment is as simple and beautiful as their form

;

whereas, in some of the necessary apertures in

other buildings, such as the windows in houses,

there is nothing of intrinsic beauty or grandeur
;

and in their arrangement the architect is frequently

embarrassed how to make beauty accord with

convenience."

. Such were the opinions of one of the greatest

landscape gardeners, and we are not prepared to

believe that St. James's Park will offer an exception

to what Price regarded as a universal rule. On the

contrary, looking at the water itself, and the place

where it is proposed to span it with a bridge, we are

persuaded that when the alteration is made the most

vehement of those who now oppose it will feel that

he was in the wrong.

It is rightly urged that the Parks are places set

apart for public recreation and public convenience.

In the present instance the former can, in no degree

whatever, be interfered wilh ; on the contrary,

if beautifying a place of public resort renders it

more enjoyable, the pleasure of the frequenters will

have been consulted, not neglected. As to con-

venience, one of its first conditions in a great city

is freedom of communication ; and it is impossible

to say with any justice, that the public interest is

neglected by forming a roadway between two of the

most crowded districts of this huge metropolis. If

the way in question does nothing for Belgravia, it

does everything for Brookes' and White's, the line

from St. James's Palace to the Regent's Park and

the great region of Marylebone. So far from object-

ing to roads formed through the Parks we hope to

s:e more ; one for instance from Charing Cross

through Spring Gardens, and another from Tyburnia

towards Kensington Gore. They are of urgent

necessity and it is a strange perversion of language

to hold that the public is wronged by measures in

which nothing is so much consulted as public

convenience.

Let the Board of Works persevere ; the recent

outcry will have died away before a sod is turned
;

and if not let them recollect that " public opinion
"

is not exclusively represented by the ready writers

of a few popular newspapers.

There is no satisfying some people. Their vanity

is inordinate ; and praise they regard as scanty
courtesy unless it is carried beyond all truth and
moderation. It is not enough to say "you have
done we'll and been useful ;" they expect to be told

that their merit transcends that of all men, and to

be regarded as benefactors of the human race. A
notable example of this has just occurred at the
meeting of the British Association at Glasgow. Mr.
N. B. Ward, after whom the well-known Wardian
case has been named, has laid his sorrows before

the results of his wonderful discovery that a Fern

seed will grow in a glass bottle is not placed on the

same level as the inferences to which the fait ot an

Apple once led. That we should not have recog-

nised a second Newton in Mr. N. B. Wakd is a

grave offence.

Accordingly the learned gentleman has com-

plained to the British Association, as we have

already said. He assured his hearers that the

statements of the editor of the Gardeners Chro-

nicle were unphilosophical and untrue ; meaning,

as he tells us in a private letter of apology for

the use of such language, that he only questioned

the accuracy of our conclusions, and not of our

statements. One of the statements to which he

referred was, as we understand him, that plants

will not grow in a Wardian case ; and he remarks

that it does not appear that we " have instituted a

single experiment to test the value of that hypo-

thesis." We should wonder if we had. It was not

necessary to prove experimentally the soundness of

an opinion we never expressed.

The article which has so grievously disturbed the

equanimity of our worthy friend is we presume one

published in our volume for 1854, p. 252. In this

occur the following sentences:—" rightly used and

correctly understood it is an excellent adjunct to

horticulture." "when properly constructed the

Wardian case answers perfectly as a means of

transplanting plants to great distances.'—— It

has also its value in places where the air is filled

with floating soot or dust ; or where it is naturally

too dry for vegetation, as sitting-rooms. There the

lives of certain kinds of plants may be maintained

for long periods of time with the appearance of

health ;' shade-loving races such as Ferns and

Mosses will even thrive there ; and others, like dry

Crocuses and Hyacinths, which have been previously

mads ready by the usual processes, may be led.Jo
blossom in perfection for a season, or in some in-

stances for more."

Does the learned gentleman mean to say that

these statements are " unphilosophical and untrue' i

We know them to be true, and we should have

thought them laudatory enough for any moderate

appetite. Nor can we see in what respect the

testimonials produced by Mr. Ward himself in

favour of his invention go beyond our own.

If he means to say that we are wrong in con-

demning Wardian cases as places where good

cultivation is to be carried on, then we have merely

to repeat the observations formerly made at pages

252 and 317 of our volume for 1854, and more

recently in the Theory and Practice of Horticulture.

We then objected to the principle on which these

contrivances are constructed, and we appeal, in

support of that opinion, to every' gardener who has

tried them rationally. Mr. Ward is much mistaken

in supposing that we say this in the absence of

experimental proof. We might point to the common

notoriety of the case if it were necessary. But it so

happens that we have used Wardian boxes for years

experimentally both in London and the country, in

the exact form proposed by their author as well as

in a modified state ; and the result is_ invariably

consistent with everything that is said in the pre-

ceding quotations and with all that was further

urged in the two articles to which we have also

referred.

We can easily believe that gentlemen whose

gardening is limited to a glass box in a London

window may be proud of the success they achieve.

We have no doubt that Dr. Alfred Smee has made

Stanhopeas and other Orchids blossom in such a

place, and that Dr. Young, of Kennington, has

grown Ferns in them and also " kept other plants

alive," although he finds, as he honestly admits,

that their " utility is still in its infancy." But this

is not gardening any more than growing Wheat in a

flower-pot is farming; nor are either Mr. Ward or

his witnesses gardeners. They are gentlemen who

amuse themselves with a very agreeable and inte-

resting toy, whether it really be " a Wardian,

properly so called, or merely a portable greenhouse,

as is frequently the case.

Upon this point we must again observe that

a " Wardian," properly so called, is a close box

with glass sides ; and that when it is opened and

shut from day to day, it has no more right to the

name than a common greenhouse. If the former is

not what Mr. Ward claims credit for, then he can-

not claim it at all. He started from glass bottles con-

taining moist earth and carefully closed with a lid

or with oiled silk ; and such must continue to be

the condition of his case, be its materials or its

magnitude what they may.

We should not have again referred to this subject,

had we no other object than to defend ourselves

from a feeble attack, which must have amused

more than edified the Botanical section. But in

reality, one of the greatest of Horticultural questions

is involved in the discussion ; and if we were to

acquiesce in the justice of Mr. Ward's opinions,

we should be helping to throw back the art of

gardening to what it was in the days of the Aitons

and Andersons. All modern experience shows that

healthy vegetation, productiveness, brilliancy of

colour, and richness of flower among plants is in-

direct proportion to the free circulation of air at a

fitting temperature, and in a due state of humidity.

Mr. Ward thinks the reverse to be true, and that

plants like to find themselves permanently in

"quiet media;" that' is to sav, in places where

plants " spindle" and "fog off," and " blight" and
" mildew," to use our homely horticultural language.

When he can find a gardener of experience to

support such a view it will be time enough for us to

examine it more formally. Till then we must con-

tinue to warn those who would cultivate plants

well to beware of Wardian cases. Where plants

are to be grown under difficulties, as in sitting-

rooms, or sooty neighbourhoods, they may be advan-

tageously employed, as we have never hesitated to

assert ; but even there the less the true Wardian

principle is observed the better for their inmates.

Hew Plants.
145. Abies K/E>irFEiu.

At p. 255 of our volume for 1854 we gave an

account of this fine tree ; wo are now enabled by the

kindness of Mr. Glendinning, of the Chiswick Nursery,

who possesses a smalt number of plants, to add the

following sketch of its appearance, reduced from a

Chinese drawing sent home by Mr. Fortune. Ttia

figure of a man at the foot of the trunk will show wha

the size was of the specimen seen by Mr. Fortune :

draughtsman.
'

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. LXXXIX.

366. Carcinodes.—(Canker.)—In the last number

peculiar case of canker in Apple trees was described

there is, however, another far more common and wit

the exception perhaps of the woolly aphis by which it

often accompanied, the most formidable malady to win

they are subject. Some varieties, as the Golden Pippi

are so easily affected, that they are very,difficult

cultivation, and indeed will not succeed at all except

favourable localities. The original evil consists in son

constitutional depravity, which becomes manifest at on.

whenever there is any pressure of outward circumstanct

367 I have now before me some dead branches

a Golden Pippin, which in the living portions is st

strong enough to bear very fine fruit, though the tr

is evidently fast approaching the end of its existen.

The fruit appears on two kinds of branches, equal

fertile, the one tall spiry twigs which have grown wi

great rapidity, the other stunted more or less divancn

branchlete, whose progress has been extreme y slo

Both are equally affected by canker, though not, to t
;

outward eye at least, exactly in the same way ;
the li

growing branches apparently perishing downwar,

and casting their thin bark, while the o tbers per

first at the base, in consequence of which the pat

above are deprived of nutriment and tail,

closer inspection, however, the difference is

apparent, for even the smooth tw.gs will be fou

to have scattered spots at which decay has tO

place involving the superior organs. It a cnicei
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branch be examined an sood an the. mischief ia visible, a

vertical section through the pith will generally reveal

tlie point from whence decay has commenced, which in

usually Borne bud, and most frequently a flower-bud.

[The (lowers in the first instance may not have sot, pos-

sibly from some innate weakness in tho bud, without
any external cause ; or some of the circumstances
which usually produce sterility, whether in an earlier Or
lator stage of growth, before or after impregnation,
may have operated, but the effect in the same, Tho
footstalks may separate from their point of attachment
leaving tho hud, which was already in a woalc condition,
in a state unlit fur further vegetation and tho development
of one or more axillary huils in order to tho formation
of a now fruit hud, or tho young fruit may still re-

main, withering on its matrix, which has not vitality

enough to throw it off, Either the matrix itself imme-
diately, or the dry fruit remaining in sit/a, decomposes
/is tho season advances, tho morbid matter is carried
down to the tissue surrounding tho pith, and if tho
branch has strength enough to rosist the infecting
matter, though tho hud itself decays to tho base, it is

soon covered over with fresli layers of wood, and no
permanent injury is caused ; if, on tho contrary, the
constitution ho weak and tho vitality low, tho woody
tissue perishes all round, and soon involves the hark
which covors it, so that both are incapable of trans-
mitting tho nutritive fluids, and tho branch which was
just before apparently free from diseases perishes as if

by a flash of lightning, The bark immediately in con-
tact with tho disoasod wood soon perishes and often dis-

appears, whilo that of the upper portion which perished
morely from tho cutting off of its supplies of snp affords
a'fit nidus for fungi, which soon complete the destruc-
tion, and sometimes hear that hlaino which belongs to
totally different circumstances. All this may ho com-
plicated with tho woolly aphis and such cases of canker
as that described in our last article, so that the tree in
every part presents a gnarled and warty aspect.
Many varieties of Pear are equally subject to canker, ami
tho phenomena in their case are nearly the same, except
perhaps that tho cankered spot is more apt to he gouty.

368. Where there is a great weakness of constitution
it is obviously very difficult to contend against such
circumstances. Something, however, may he done by
very careful inspection of trees, and the removal of
every spur which does not appear healthy. The bark
will often close rapidly over a clean section, where it

would be made unhealthy by the contact of a de-
caying twig, and though the tissue of the wood may
be slightly affected, if the source of infection be removed,
the surrounding tissues may remain healthy and tho
tree be preserved.

369. Gumming is in many cases merely a form of
canker, the exudation of the gum aggravating the con-
dition, and making the wouud extremely difficult to
ileal. M. J. B.

PROPOSED NEW ROAD THROUGH ST.
JAMES'S PARK.

As your paper has ever heeu the organ of plain, use-
ful sense, uncontaminated by personal malice or party
feuds, I hope you will not object to insert a few lines
from an impartial observer on the uproar recently raised
against the proposed new road through St. James's
Park. For myself I am neither an inhabitant of Bel-
gravia nor St. James's. It is nothing to me whether
Westminster or Lambeth, Mayfair or Marylebone are
-accommodated

; but " fair play " is the motto of an
Englishman, and therefore it is well to look at the
source whence all this clatter proceeds. " Oh !" says Mr.
Johnson to Mr. Smith, " It is the public voice. The
public is aggrieved, the public will have its own way—the Times says so." Let us try to examine, for
one moment, what is "the Times." "Is it a man!"
" No. It's many men." " What ! the men that make
4he public ?" " By no means—the public knows nothing
About them." "Who are they 2" " Nobody knows."
" Why do they write articles about the public V
"Because they are well paid." "Who pays them?"
" Nobody knows." " Why do they not put their names
to their articles?" "Because if they did, nobody
would believe they were the confidants of the public—
.and the public, which is to be played upon,
would not respond." Now, this late cannon-
ade is something like a pop-gun loaded with peas
-discharged at a timorous female in the dark. The
nerves are so tremulous that the understanding goes for
nothing ; she believes that each cold pea is a red-hot
bullet ; and not only that murder is intended, but that it

is actually committed, and that she is bleeding to death !

The Times loads pop.guns, rightly judging that it can
frighten the public, and make it believe that St. James's
Park is already nearly destroyed, that " by reason
plaiu " the public health is gone, and that its' destruc-
tion has been perpetrated iu cold blood by the Chief
Commissioner of Works. Has the public forgotten
who that individual is ? Has it forgotten that this is

the very man who was President of the Board of Health—the very man who risked his life this very time 12
months for the preservation of this same public !—the
mau to whom we are indebted for the enormous
reforms which his colossal mind and wonderful powers
of application have brought to bear, and carried through
the House of Commons this very year ? This same
public, to which the Times is apparently so much
attached, heard very little through its columns last

September of the then President of the Board of Health
when he went iuto the infested regions of London, to

see, to console, support, and direct this said " public,"

while i,u or 80 corpses lay dead in one place, and the

survivors were nearly paralysed by terrorand

What said the Timet 'hen 1 Neither cannom nor pop.

I'iiiim WCM loaded lor il-n le loved public ; and I,

President of the Board of Health (the M.I', for
I

lei, on

1

1 dopondod on it' pages lor oncoui agement, trerj

little, indeed, would he hii vo done for the benefit

of that public who lay dying and dead around
him ! Tin! arrcstatlon ol the cholera, and the pi

exemption from the pestilence nay be eon idorod much
owing to that same man*s ability and Endefatigablt

tionH to make effectual lawn, to carry out mi

Its arrestatfon and future prevention or mitigation.

The public would do well to look to antecedent
then judge tvholhi i tie- Tim or tho present CI

Commissioner of Works has proved the moil faithful

friond and trustworthy guide on former occasions. The
Times has truly distinguished Itself by abuse of Lord
Knglaii till ho died, and then it changed its opinion

by similar uncomplimentary predictions against tho
present Ministry, till one day when Sebanlopol win
taken! Now new excitement is wanted — new- ere

must he manufactured at any price lo I.' '[. the people

amused till Parliament meets—and what can be so

sweot an employment as to pull the present Chief Com-
missioner of Works to pieces, because lie does not

belong to the " sleeping family " of some of hit prede-

cessors, who happen to bo sjiecinl favourites with a

minority of persons in printing offices, It is greatly to

he desired that tin: much-quoted public of the

Timet would examine tho stylo of writing of
i

attacks in that paper, as they appear to he nil

variations played by the samo hand; whether ni ti-

des or letters, the motive Beems to be very foreign

to tho apparent subject, while the variations run
wide of tho original thetno. It is much to he re-

groted that the individuals who have so cnrefully per-

formed in tho same style (which cannot fairly be c D

sidered that of " modern improvement ") should bo so
modest as not to record their names, which, if as
yet unknown to fame, might henceforward become ecle-

brated for logic and for eloquence ; and it is hoped that

in the next editions future variations to the tune of
" Dear public, what will become of thee ? " will he signed

by somo one of the many Jacks, or victorious holders-on,

whose talents find such liberal encouragement in the
Times, and whoso leisure hours assist iu this dull interval

to fill up vacuums in the Daily News and the Sun.
I hope yon will not consider that these few words

upon the real value of such sort of attacks are mis-

placed in the Gardeners' Chronicle ; it is my sincere wish
that the valued public (not the "public" of the Timet
but the reality claiming that name) may be permitted
by that literary luminary to mako use of its own
memory and understanding. John Field, Rose Collage,

Fulham.

NOTES ON TRANSPLANTING.—No. IV.

In planting to a limited extent, as in removing a few-

favourite or valuable specimens, many resources are I

available to ensure success, which could hardly be em-

'

ployed largely. Thus should the weather be dry after
!

planting, the branches may be occasionally syringed or
|

protected from the action of the sun by a screen of

canvas or mats, or better still both the syringe and the

covering may be used together. The practice of

syringing newly-planted shrubs cannot be too much
praised, many a valuable plant has been preserved bv
it. If the leaves and succulent shoots of plants give off

a large amount of water by evaporation, they also take

in a good deal by absorption. The leaves, branches,

and stems of a new-planted tree or shrub, should, if

possible, and especially if removed in spring, be kept

moist till the production of new roots renders such
assistance unnecessary.

When it is determined a year or two beforehand to

remove a large plant which it is worth while to ease, it

is a good practice to cut a trench at a distance from the

stem proportionate to its size, severing all the roots and
filling in the trench with a light mould, in which rotten

leaves form a large portion. This favours the produc-

tion of fibrous roots, and enables the plant to be removed
with a fair chance of success. If the plant is very large

and its roots extend a long distance from the stem,

the operation of root cutting had better he extended to

two seasons, cutting half in each. If all are cut through
at once the check would probably be too great, and
endanger the life of the individual. Many large rough
shrubs may be safely transplanted so as to be very-

useful afterwards, by cutting off all their branches,
pollarding them in fact, and taking them up with as

much root as can be conveniently secured without

attempting to secure a ball. Such will generally suceeed,

and make luxuriant growths the second if not the first

season after planting. Where appearauce is of no con-

sequence for a year or so this mode of planting may be
very usefully employed.

In reading what I have so far written, it seems to me
that enough has not been said on the importance of

draining as a preliminary to planting where the soil is a

retentive one, and the subsoil unfavourable for the pas-

sage of water. As example is said to be better than pre-

cept, I will give one illustration of the position. The
inferences to be drawn from it will be of more practical

value than anything I can urge by way of theory in the

absence of some such illustration. An estate which had

long been in the possession of a gentleman who cared

little for improvement, fell into other hands, and exten-

' o . rere Immediately commenced,
1 mat seven! large shrubberies, or what
bad been Intended for shrubberies, which,
from » person

but in consequence of the poor,
Stiff, wet toil, the plants wo
the vacancies from deaths had been mad. good e V , ry

li the hope tint some would at last

Tho appearance ol the thi shrubs am
was sad indeed. ] were ol tbe o
deciduous kinds ; the shrubs common and p
Laurels, with hero and • y or an Arbutus.

t.ey were
i

llow sickly h

tree* V.. M COTI /' i ": I.

their branches wen dead or dying, and, a» I before

I, this *t»tc of I I
1 for home

yean. In tin pl»n-

tations were swept away, a few of lbs shrub)
tied to be planu i aga n I nbseq •

,
prior to a new arrangement, weri

for the shrub!*

lied, Mao;, of tie
i

; portions ol the
where the old shrubberies bad been, and

in planting the now ones soma of lbs shrubs which bad
been i stained wert pi ' s In m arly their old

|

Tho sequel maybe imagined. The draining and pre-

paration of thi

ti plant merely established Ibemselvce, much
growth could hard)] d; but in tin

ye ir the value of the treatment they bj . .•

apparent Dai

healthy si conspicuous; and what
a dozen years of previous labour had failed to produce,

was obtained by well directed expense in two

Before tie- ground wan prepared under the new pro-

prietor, rain which fell in the autumn and winter

collected in pools on the surface, and did i.

till it was evaporated in the spring. The roots of tbe

plunta were in water t-ix months out of the I

Destb was of course the rule ; few trees be

Willow or an Alder could exist there for any t me.

Thorough draining with subsequent cultir»tion of the

soil, however, changed the whole a-pecl of the grounds,
and rendered the sod as healthy and as well sailed for

the growth of all ordinary trees as could be desired.

There is one oilier important matter in reference to

planting which I must not pass over— I allude to what
is called cheap plants, or in other words when, from an
idea that lie is procuring a bargain, a gentleman pur-

chases a quantity of coarse-rooted stunted plants con-

siderably below tbe fair market price demanded for

good ones, and cheats himself into tbe belief that be

has made a bargain. The amount paid for these 80-

called bargains is generally so much money thrown
away. The failures are so numerous that the greater

part of the plants have to be made good in tbe following

year—both time and money are thrown away, and the

work has to be done over again. To speak somewhat
paradoxically, but nevertheless truly, cheap plants are
in nine cases out of ten very dear one*. Tbe tame
expense for labour in tbe planting is incurred, and all

attendant charges, with the exception of the actual pur-

chase money, are the sime for good as for bad plants.

And the difference between the price of a good article

and a lad one is in reality very small, and bears no
Eort of proportion to the importance of the results in-

volved. But there is a talismanic charm about the

word cheapness, and we are all more or less am I

it, which too often, like a veritable Will-o*-the-Wisp, is

a delusion and a snare. If you have a shrubbery to

plant and intend purchasing the materials for it. r

mine to give a fair market price, and insist upon 1-eing

supplied with the best article of the kinds you require.

Give your order to a respectable tradesman on these

conditions, and you will have no reason to comp'ain.

But bear in mind what has been said before aboot the

treatment of the plants w-ben yon get them.

There are, especially in the neighbourhood of L [

frequent sales by auction of nursery stock. Tney are

held for the express purpose of clearing off quantities of

inferior plants such as nurserymen are glad to get rid

of at any price. Nevertheless purchasers are always

found, and it is not till a few months afterwards that

they are fully awake to the almost worfhlessness of the

goods purchased. For those who chiefly patron-se

these sales are but little acquainted with plants, and are

induced to become purchasers mainly in consequence

of the apparent cheapness of the lots. These sales are

a fertile source of disappointment in planting, and those

who may contemplate attending them to make pur-

chases, will do well to be wary, or still better avoid

them altogether ; and, in fact, unless they have a sood

knowledge of plants themselves, or can take the advice

of some one who has, will be much tbe gainers by
rigorously avoiding what are called " bargains " in

plants under any circumstances.

To recapitulate, plant in the au*umn if possible, and

always prepare the ground well beforehand. If com-

pelled to carry on the work in spring, great care will

always be required: and unless the weather is very

moist, and other circumstances favourable, the month cf

March should be avoided altogether. In limited opera-

tions £reat license may be taken with established rules ;

and in those of great extent, local or peculiar circum-

stances may warrant a wide deviation from the dictates

of general principles.

In conclusion, a word or two on planting by contract.

Do not choose an estimate solely because it is s low one

Recollect that any nurseryman can supply plants of the
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rjety ol prices, and that if you insist

npon having vour work done at a cheap rate, you must

not expect to' receive the best plauts either in quality or

sorts. It is one thing to have your beds filled with

Blunted shrubs and deformed trees, and these of the

commonest sorts too ;*and another to get healthy and

luxuriant plants of the best kinds for the purposes re-

quired, and which will be every day growing into

beauty and usefulness. A few pounds more or less in

the original cost will decide in favour of either. George

IT. Lovcli, Landscape Gardener, J>a</shot.

Home Correspondence.
Professor Hentlow's Horticultural Show at Eitcham,

j 19,—This interesting rural lete, the second

. seasi >, was favoured by a lovely day, and was

rendered unusually gay and animated by the many

coloured decorations of the flags of all nations which

Boated over the happy scene of mingled pleasure and

instruction. Over the front door of the rectory were

the words " Seed time and harvest fulfilling God's

word," in letters formed of Laurel leaves and flowers,

most appropriately reminding the visitor of the gratitude

due to the great Giver of all for the bounty of the

season. Under the array of flags waving over the lawn

wire two tents, in the larger of which the specimens of

allotment produce were set our, and their excelleuce

proved how great a benefit a quarter of an acre well

cultivated may become to a poor man. The smaller

tent bad inscribed on it iu letters formed of snail shells,

surrounded by muscle sheds, " Marquee Museum." In

it was an instructive collection of various objects

animal, vegetable and mineral, and miscellaneous.

In the part allotted to the animal kingdom were an

armadillo, a hedgehog, a porcupine, the skull of a tiger,

and Patterson's zoological diagrams, besides birds,

reptiles, molluscs, and insects. The principal vegetable

specimens were limited to Gutta-percha, including a

drawing of the tree, and illustrations of the modes of

preparing the Guni-resiu in all its actual forms. These

included blocks as imported, sliced, teased, kneaded,

rolled into sheets and tissue, cut into strips, moulded,

tubed, applied to electric-wire coating, and manufactured

into various articles. Amongt the mineral matters the

most attractive were 22 dozen fossil whales' ear bones

from the so-called coprolite pits of Suffolk, thousands

of which have been found within the last 10 years. In

the list of miscellanies were antiquities, Russian trophies

from the Crimea, manufactures, and models. The
cottagers and the ladies and gentlemen present mingled
together in this museum, where the Professor most
agreeably and plainly explained to all inquirers what-

ever was desired. About 3 o'clock he ascended a

rostrum decorated with evergreens and flowers, to

deliver what he called " leclurets" on the objects in

the Marquee Museum, dilating on Wheat and one of its

diseases, bunt, the remedy for which was good dressing,

and explaining the discovery, nature, and application to

the arts of Gutta-peivha. The lecturers concluded, he
commenced the allotment report, and aunounced the

prizes. The three first prize-men and one first prize-

woman had framed testimonials for superior allotment
cultivation. Their names and nature of the prizes were
surrounded by painted wreaths of flowers, and would
become the perpetual ornament of their cottage walls.

After this came the school report and distribution of

prize certificates, connected with excellent advice both
to parents and children. Alluding to the teachers he
observed, " there is a way of doing all this earnestly,

and yet with pleasure both to child and instructor if the
teacher has his soul in the work, and feels that it is a
work for God." England has at this time many such
teachers of all classes. Tea " in the social and orderly
manner approved at Hitcham " followed, and the winners
of prizes drank success in the cheering beverage to the
Society. Then followed ''God save the Queen; and
may the valour of her gallant Army and Navy he soon
crowned with a complete success ;" " Good night, and
good bye till, if it please God, we reassemble another
year for a like friendly competition." Prizes were given
to the children for wild flower nosegays as well as culti-

vated flowers, but all children who competed were
required to bring a ticket for regularity and good
conduct either at the day or Sunday school. There
are drawbacks to everything, and those on the
present occasion were some reports of wilful mis-
chief as yet undiscovered done in the allotments, to
which the Professor most properly adverted ; but with
these exceptions the happiness of all seemed as bright
as the sunny day which they enjoyed. It would be well
for the whole of our rural districts if such meetings
became more and more multiplied ; and though it is not
every one that can expect a Professor Henslow, yet the
knowledge and influence of the clergy might create
most useful auxiliaries to their higher objects in gather-
ings conducted like those at Hitcham. The lecturets
were instructive to all, and the rich and poor seemed
equally interested ; and it was impossible not to notice
with pleasure the respectful manners of the one class,
and the kindness of the other. We trust the worthy
Professor may be spared to tee his good example largelv
mutated, and that ihe teachers of religion will become
more and more impres-ed with the certainty that the
truths of Nature well defined are capable of being made
most effective auxiliaries to those of revelation S
thi™ T'?-Bata(as—Having purchased four- roots ofmis new,}- unreduced esculent iu spring, and seeing there

Z
""'>' to be tome discussion respectiuE its merits Ibecame anxious to know the state o/my plants ! have

now examined two of them, and have come to the same

conclusion as " Quercus," viz , that until this Yam gets

a fair trial it is wrong to say anything against it. For

my part, considering the smallness of the roots (about

the size of Peas), and the precariousness of the present

season in being so little free of frost, I am pretty well

satisfied with my success. I have hopes that another

season with larger roots to start with, and with produce

bearing the same proportion to sets as this season, the

return will be reasonable, for it is generally acknow-

ledged iu Potato growing that a strong bud or sot from

a large tuber gives a better return in weight than a

small set or a little Potato planted whole. Of this I

am certain, that few would expect much from sets not

larger than Peas, as was the case with most Dioscorea

roots this spring. On receiving mine iu January I put

them into 3 inch pots, and when the weather became
mild iu May I planted three of them out iu a

prepared piece of ground ; they were then a

few inches high, and I protected them a little at

night for a short time. On the 20 th of June they

were killed with frost to the grouud, when they had

to push fresh shoots, aud this retarded their progress

considerably. On taking up one of them it had made
a root 5 inches long, club shaped, and weighing about

1 oz. At the time I planted out the three roots I put

the fourth one into a large No. 1 pot, aud kept it in a

small forcing pit through the summer, where it grew
very rapidly. The root now weighs 5J ozs. ; it is some-

what distorted, owing to its downward passage being

interrupted by the pot, at the bottom of which the

roots were obliged to cross each other. The tops were
fully 6 feet long, and the plauts produced about 60 such

tubers as were sent out in spring. After making
about 100 cuttings from the tops, I tried a cow with the

remainder, which she readily consumed. B. Farquhar,

Pynie Castle, Aberdeenshire.

The People's Park at Sunderland.—There must surely

be some mistake about the statement (Newspaper p. 262)

wherein this park is described as being unsurpassed by

any public park in England. I have visited Sunderland,

and can find no public park there worthy of the name.
There is a portion of grouud which is called Boyldon
Hill, about 6 acres in extent, which has been a quarry

for the use of the town, aud about 3 acres exist in-front

of the quarry. The rubbish heaps have been grassed

over and walks formed (from plans drawn by the town
engineer) which display iu my opinion neither taste nor

judgment as far as landscape gardening is concerned.

A few small beds are placed by the side of the outer

walk, so as to form a belt in which there are a few
annuals. This belt is planted thickly with Poplars of

different kinds, and a few are distributed about the lawn,

the whole reminding one of the Willow beds by the

edge of the Trent more than of a public park. It is

stated that these grounds have been laid out by Mr.
Smith from Chatsworth. Permit me to ask if Mr.
Smith is a gardener there ? If so, the unrivalled beauty
of that princely establishment seems to have given him
no correct idea of the kind of taste aud judgment required
in laying out grounds. Judging from the police reports
in Suuderland it would appear that some of the inhabit-

ants considered the grounds as laid out by Mr. Smith
only fit to tether their donkeys on ; let us hope, how-
ever, that this opinion is entertained only by the few,
and that the majority of the good folks of Sunderland
think differently. J. S.

Garden Sports.—I told you some years ago about a
Currant bush that would almost make a fit companion
to the Gooseberry bush near Glasgow. I received it

more than 20 years ago for that variety of Currant
called Champagne, something between a red and a
white ; but instead of bearing one variety it bears
three, in different parts of the bush, namely, a red,
a white, and a Champagne. The bush is still iu a
healthy state, and kept up its character to the present
season. Peter Mackenzie, West Plean, Stirling.

Zinc Weathercocks.—Will any of your correspon-
dents who understand these things be so kind as to

inform me if a zinc weathercock, and other orna-
mental work, on the point of a high tower on the
sea coast will be less liable to attract lightning than
if made of iron, aud also whether painting it would
make it more safe ; also, if copper bell-wires attract
lightning less than iron ones—the mass of bell-wires
now placed under the floors of houses seems to be more
dangerous than the old mode of fixing them ? Any in-

formation on this subject would be very acceptable to
One who is Building a House by the Sea Side. Sept. 25.

Transplanting Machines.— Which is the Bestl—

I

cannot afford time, neither do I undertake, to notice
every scribbler on the vexatious aud, as yet, little under-
stood subject of removing large trees successfully

;

however, your correspondent, "T. G, Tadcaster,"
demands from me a few cursory remarks. He says
(Gard. C/Ws.,Sept.8,p.598)—"The Rt. Hon. E.Strutt's
machine, at Kingston Hall, is somewhat similar to Mr.
Barron's, but considerably improved, which the nature
and circumstances of the work required ; at the same
time it is but justice to Mr. Barron to say that to him
belongs the merit of the invention of the original." I

have yet to learn what authority or proof " T. C." can
give for his assertion that this machiue is a "considerable
improvement" upon mine. As " T. C." apparently
wishes to do me justice in this affair, I am bound to do
him justice in supposing that he has not had all the facts
of the case brought before him ; I therefore beg
respectfully to draw his attention to what follows :

—

After many years' constant practical experience in
transplanting trees, and constructing and improving

machinery for the purpose, the Right Hon. E. Strutt, of

Kingston Hall, applied to me, through Mr. Mackay (the

gentleman who afterwards conducted the planting

operations at Kingston Hall), for a drawing of my large

machiue; I then gave him permission to take any dimen-
sions he wished from my machine, wdtich was then
almost daily passing through Derby. This was
done by Mr. Cowlishaw, the person who built the

Kingston machine. At that time neither Mr.
Cowlishaw nor Mr. Mackay professed any knowledge
of the undertaking. Mr. Cowlishaw, who was a good
workman, adopted some trifling alterations in trussing

the beams, See., but without in the least affecting the
principle of my machine. After this a second machine
upon the same principle, but smaller, was built for the
Rt. Hon. E. Strutt, which Mr. Mackay likes better

than the large one ; and last year I was indebted to

the Hon. and worthy gentleman for the use of this

machine for several months when all my machines
were fully employed. One which I built iu 1853,
upon a different and much improved principle, was
used with the machine from Kingston Hall, and it

was with difficulty that the workmen could be got to

use the oue from Kingston when the other was to be
got, as a tree could be loaded and unloaded much easier,

aud in half the time, with my No. 3 machine. This

year (1855) I have built another, which is an improve-

ment upon the oue built in 1853 ; so that in reality the
machines stand in efficacy and merit in the following

order. No. 1, my original machine, which was built

more than 24 years ago, was the one which Mr. Cowli-

shaw professes to improve upon ; aud yet it removed
larger trees, from a greater distance, and many more
of them, than were ever removed by the largest one at

Kingston Hall, and they can be seen here in a healthy

state. Nos. 2 and 3, the Kingston machines. No. 4,

my largest machine, more powerful than No. 1, and
improved in construction, still without any of Mr. Cow-
lishaw's " improvements." No. 5, built in 1853 ; No. 6,

built in 1855 : these are quite different from any of the

others, and the last is the best. But to the point ; to-

compare any of the machines now mentioned with one
another, or to compare what has been dons at Kingston
Hall with what has been done at Elvastou Castle and
some other places, is just as absurd as to compare Mr.
Barron with himself ; every honest man at all conver-
sant with the matter knows that my system only has
been adopted at both places. William Barron.

Draining and the Sugar Cane in Jamaica.—I should
be obliged by the opinion of any correspondent on the
following point. The thermometer here, Jamaica, in

the sun is about 120° Fah. ; the soil about 6 inches on
heavy c'ay, generally. We are subject to droughts,,

when the fields are full of reutsyou may step into ; and
to continued heavy rain, which I presume must injure
the roots, as the land becomes so swampy aud boggy.
Our cultivation is Sugar Cane and common Grass, in

beds of 12 and 16 feet, with trenches a foot wide. If
this land were drained, should it be feared the soil would
become so dry, in dry weather of perhaps a month or
two, that the root of the Cane might perish from heat
in the soil or lack of moisture % The drains would be
of broken stone, covered with clay I suppose necessary,
and say 3 feet deep. There is sufficient fall. John
Salmon, Jim., Goshen, St. Elizabeth, Jamaica.

Horticulture in the Hebrides.—The following is a small
notification of progress in cur art here (Stornaway
Castle, Island of Lewis), which may serve to show what
can be done in this bleak corner of the kingdom. A society
having been formed several years past in Stornaway,
under the auspices of Sir James and Lady Matheson, to

encourage the delightful pursuit of rearing fruits and
flowers in this storm-beaten islaud, I had the grati-

fication of seeing a most creditable display of vegetables
aud flowers at our two shows this year, the first being
in July, aud the second in September; at the last,

which was held at the Castle, the grounds and beautiful
flower gardens were thrown open to the public. The
Geraniums, Fuchsias, Roses, Carnations, Myrtles, and
Bouquets, &c, might have gained prizes in the genial

south ; aud as to the vegetables I never saw better.

J. G, Stornaway.
The Stanwick Nectarine.—I have sent some Stanwick

Nectarines for your opinion as to flavour, &c, by con-
sent of my employers, who are not now at home to
require them. The tree was had from Messrs. Veitch
& Son, three years ago, to plant on the open wall ; but
learning it was a sort not likely to do out of doors, it

was taken up again the following autumn, cut close

back and potted the next season, and grown under glass,

where it made a fine growth. This year it fruited in a
late vinery, in the place of two Vines that were re-
moved ; it flowered freely and set a large quantity
of fruit, which I thinned out to about five dozen

;

but during the process of stoning, rather better than
half the quautity of fruit shrivelled and dropped off,

leaving after all a good crop of Nectarines that are all

likely to ripen without a cracked fruit. No fire heat
was applied till the Vines were in flower, consequently
the fruit was a large size before any assistance was given
beyond what the glass afforded. Geo. Hood, Gardener,
Mumhead Park, Exeter, Devon. [These were very fine,

without a speck or crack. Three of them weighed 13|
ounces. The flavour was excellent, though hardly so
rich as it sometimes is; the flesh tender and full of juice.]
Hardy Eucalyptus.—The Eucalyptus from which the

accompanying bits were cut, has stood since the beginning
of summer agaiust a south wall in this not quite
tropical climate. The growing of it is one (and, I

dare say, the rashest) of a good many little experiments
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which I have been making for a couple ol seasons on
tlic hardiness of exotic shrubs mid trees. I have no
flowers to show, hut, if the leuvos and branchlets arc

enough for identification, I should be much obliged by
learning the specific name, The plant camo from an
Edinburgh nursery, hibolled " Eucalyptus glaucu."
W. ,S'., Jiud of I'ifethire, K<pi,, 24, [The plant in

Eucalyptus cordata, a Van Piemen's Land species.

Tho fact recorded by our correspondent is oxtromoly
intorohting. He should try Eucalpytus cocoifora, which
stood tho hud, winter near London against a wall unpro-
tected^ without sustaining an}' Injury,

|

Foreign Correspondence.
The JJCUcra d'Antmnnr. Strawberry.—The following

letter concerning this variety Iiuh been received by
Mensi's. Low & Co. :

—« Ah we bad no planls left of the
Dclicos d'Automne Strawberry, wo endeavoured to pro-
cure a hundred with flowers and fruits to send to you

;

but to our astonishment they were only old plants which
are again commencing to boar fruit ; their flowers are
very largo, about 11 inch in diameter. It was only on
the 2d November, IBBi, that wo first Haw tho Straw
berry, and it bail Ibon a remarkably fine appearance,
From: that time till the 29th of tho same month, we
ourselves Haw all tho old plants in the open ground
bearing from throe to ten Bcapes, with fruit suoll as we
sent you on tho 5th November. Tho raiser, and ho
amateurs of this town assured us that from the month
of September this Strawberry produced fruits in abun-
dance until the frosts Hot in. Mow wo find, that at tho
time wo write, there are, it !h true, some scapes with
flowers and fruits, but not in abundance as wo bad beon
led to believe. The plants are, however, coining into
bearing, but it-will be a fortnight before thoy will be in

tho state which they ought to bavo been in the course
of the present month. Another important circumstance
of which we have just been informed is, that it is

neoessary to cut off tho runners in order to induce the
plants to bear sooner ; and as the raiser has allowed
them to run, in order to have a greater number of
plants, the production of fruit has consequently been
retarded. The plants do not bear before they are two
years old. It appears, moreover, that runners of the
British Queen had, last autumn, got amongst those of
the Dc'lices d'Automne, and very probably you have
some of the British Queen amongst those sent to you.
In short, if we bad known beforehand all these disagree-
able matters, and also that the young plants of the
Delices d'Automne would not bear fruit before they
were two years old, we would not have taken it in
hand ; and still less would wo have recommended it to
you. In a fortnight we will send you, gratis, 100 plants
in a bearing state, for the satisfaction of your customers.
From this date we cease to recommend this- Strawberry
as really bearing a second crop iu September, as we bad
been assured, nud we shall no longer continue to sell it.

What pains us most is that you have purchased a large
quantity of plants on our recommendation, and that you
receive complaints from your customers respecting
them. But wo will indemnify you, as you will expect."
L. Jacob Makoy £ Co., Lidyc, Sept. 19.

[BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT GLASGOW.
Section D.

—

Zoology and Botany.—On Vivaria.—
Mr. N. B. Ward commenced his paper by explaining
his reasons for appearing a third time before the British
Association ; these reasons being— 1st, the misappre-
hensions of the public respecting the growth of plants
in closed cases ; and 2d, the statements of the editor of
the Gardeners' Chronicle, which statements Mr. Ward
proceeded to show were unphilosophical and untrue ; and
3d, to give a plain history of the origin of the Arivaria, which
arose out of the experiments on the growth of plants,
the success of both depending upon the fulfilment of the
natural conditions both of the plants and animals. As
it was possible that many of the audience might not
have heard of these cases or their applications, Mr.
Ward then went on to detail the accidental commence-
ment of his inquiries, and to point out, by reference to
his writings, his entire conviction, that to command
Nature we must obey her laws. The opinions of the
learned editor were theu considered : these opinions
being chiefly that plants could not grow iu the closed
cases, iu consequence of the stillness of the atmosphere,
which did uot allow superfluous moisture to be carried
off, and that in them one mode of death was only super-
seded by another ; that the planls died of dropsy,
instead of perishing by thirst ; and the conclusion
at which the learned Doctor arrived was, that the
Wardian cases, although he allowed they had their
value as a means of transporting plauts, yet as a
means of their growth they were utterly value-
less ; that they could only be considered iu the light
of tripe de roche to a starving person; and that the
time would come when people would wonder at the
delusion which led them to believe that plants could
grow in a Wardian case. To rebut those opinions, Mr.
Ward exhibited specimens of plants growing in quiet
and disturbed media, observing that the amount of
moisture was always at the command of the experi-
menter, and that it was quite as easy to destroy plants
by thirst in a closed case as to kill them by redundance
of moisture. It does not appear from Dr. Lindiey's
Paper that he had instituted a single experiment to test
the valueof his hypothesis. Mr. Ward then proceeded
to consider the facts of the case as proved by iunumer-
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thousand Tea plants had been I tro odintothi Hints
layan Mountains, and several hundred planls

bhona into the forests ol Java. Mr. Ward referred lo

communications he had received detailing experiment*,
from which wo extract the following :—Dr. Alton

had favoured Mr. Ward with an interesting slatomi nl ol

bin experience in cultivating plants in the VVardii

Tho advantagesof such cultivation ho stated a loll

" I'lunts iu a Wardian case grow, ripen, and decay without
being touched with wctorrain. From this cause the leaves

present an iniHulliod freshness ; for dust never incrusta
them, wet never damages them, nor does the blasting

easterly wind ever wither them. Such advantages give
the closed case much claim to our attention ; and we
have only to avail ourselves of its capabilities to obtain
that which may gladden the eye by its beauty." Dr. S.

had cultivated Stanhopeas, Oncidias, and other orchi-

daceous plants, as well as Passion-flowers, Ferns, &c.
" I am satisfied (he added) that in every situation where
the light of heaven shines, some plant may be cultivated

in closed cases, and therefore I hope that every year
they may become more extensively used." Dr. J. D.
Young, Kennington, wrote—" Its advantages, in my
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. for we understand that offers to transfer it to the'coo-
mind, aro so great, its extension to practical purposes tinent have aln made to Mr. Loddiges. Let
so numerous, that [ am inclined to say its utility is still

]
us hope, however, that some spirited individual may see

in its infancy. You know how I have struggled for
| ,|,e advantage of still retaining it, entire as it is, in

many years, under difficulties of almost an insurmount-
| England.

able kind, to keep alive sonic ol our most delicate plant,, j„ inspecting this collection the other day we fonnd
surrounded by smoke emanating from gas-works, a that it contains somi eies, numbers of which
pottery, &c. And yet I find they flourish. I have : have not yet bloomed in this country, and therefore
closed cases in which the Trichomanes and the Hyme- their name's have never been determined. Conspicuous
unphyllum have for years grown without any change of

| among rarities was a Dendrobium in the way of
soil." The same writer expatiated on the pleasures and speciosum from the north coast of New Holland, but
advantages of the invention. The Vivaria in the i said t0 be very different from that species ; a'so Den-
llegent's Park originated as follows:—Mr. Ward stated drobium bigibbum, a kind with rose-coloured flowers,
that Priestly was the first to discover the counter-

|
an(J many others.

balancing action of plants and animals upon each other
iu water as well as in the atmosphere ; that these expe-
riments were followed up by others, and mentioned by
Braude in one of the early editions of his Chemistry

;

and that the use of the Limnceus in removing decaying
portions of vegetable matter was pointed out by Jeffrey

iu the Transactions of the Linntean Society for 1830,
wdio calls these animals " the scavengers of the waters,"

aud likewise in the journal of the Microscopical Society

for Sept., 1841. With the knowledge of these facts.

In a lean-to house 150 feet in length we re-

marked flue masses of Lycaste Skinneri ; also

plants of Cattleya Loddigesi in bloom ; various
Oncids, among which O. bicallosum and Cnvcndishi
were conspicuous ; Odontoglossum grande .'honing

flower, and two fine plants of lielia super

Of these Ltelias, one has flowered this summer, the
other is now showing for bloom. They were both
growing near an open tank, the evaporation from which
Mr. Loddiges finds beneficial to their health. This bouse

Mr. Ward, being well convinced of the application of has always been kept very cool, a fact which will be
the same principle applied to animals as well as to plants,

|
apparent when we state that as yet no fire heat has

filled a large earthen vessel, holding about 20 gallons of been applied to it this autumn, and even in
water, with fish, plants, &c, &c, in the year 1841, in winter the temperature is seldom above 50°. Y'et
his Fernhouse, in Wellclose Square, with the view of i under this treatment, and frequent bedewings over-
determining whether the volume of air surrounding

i head in the summer and autumn evenings, the plants
this miniature pool would be sufficient for the well- are maintained in excellent health. In a warmer span-
beiug of the new occupants. Iu this pool they lived roofed house were some fine specimens on blocks of the
and flourished for years, the water never being

i handsome Brazilian Sophronitis grandiflora ; and in
changed, but retaining its purity in consequence

, the show-house we noticed Oucidium purpuratnm, a
of the conditions above alluded to. Very shortly, pretty species intermediate between Lanceanurn and
however, after the commencement of JIx. Ward's

j
luridum, lu: nossessed of gayer colours than the Utter ;

experiments, Mr. Bowerbank pursued the sinie plan this was beautifully in flower, as was also Oncidium
in a large glass jar ; and it was this jar which gave Mr.

|

Barkeri,a sweet smelling kind with a large yellow lip.

Mitchell the idea of the Vivaria iu the Regent's Park, and Cattleya Harrisonise and bicolor were likewise in bloom
to h'un the sight-seeing public are uuder the greatest here, as was aiso the charming little C. marginata and
obligations. Mr. Ward then directed attention to some others. Associated with these were some extremely
most interesting original observations by Mr. Thynne, : handsome Ferns, especially Mertensia flsbellata and
which the late ever-to-be-lamented Edward Forbes had

j
Gleicheuia scandens. The" latter is about 4 feet in

intended to publish, but which he allowed to Mr. Ward I height, beautifully furnished wil ,nd is alto-

the privilege of using in a lecture by Dr. Stephen gether perhaps one of the best plants of tie kind in the
Ward at the Royal Institution. Mr. Ward then pro- I country.
ceeded to urge upon the members of the British In a" span-roofed house leading out of the show-bouse
Association the necessity of prosecuting their inquiries were some fine specimens of Vandas, including Bite-
among the higher members of the animal kingdom, as manni, violacea, suavis, tricolor, with its many varieties,

he felt well assured that the same principle was and others. We also noticed here a large plant

applicable to the entire animal kingdom—even to man, black-lipped Cce'ogyne pandurata, the true Pna'senopsis
" the great master of all." Mr. Ward had stated, iu his amabilis. which is now getting scarce in collections,

work published iu 1842, his idea that, by a combination P. grandiflora having become more fashionable, and
of the growth of plauts and by chemical agency, any

,
many kinds of Dendrobes and Aerides. AmoDg the

required atmosphere might be obtained for remedial latter was pointed out to us a variety of qulnquevulnera
purposes, aud proceeded to explain the method by named superbum, which is said to be larger and darker
which Payeine purified the atmosphere iu his submarine
vessel. He coucluded by some observations on the all-

important subject of the fulfilment of the laws of God,
and the wretchedness and misery consequent on their

infringement. Communicated by the Author.

pottos of 2>ooiis.

Since

Messrs.
our last we have received two more of the

Black's useful little euidc boois—one for

than the species. Of other conspicuous plants,

the most remarkable was the whit; Indian

Cvmbidium ebnrneum. This was a magnificent speci-

men, which will soon be in blossom, S Sower spikes fast

approaching that condition. To attempt, however, to

direct attention to even the best plants in tins collection

would be a tedious tisk ; it may therefore be sufficient

to say that, in regard to all of them, a marked
improvement has taken place since they have been
brought from the old houses in the nursery (no

vestige of which now remains) and placed in _their
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lias adopted of supplying moisture has doubtless added

,„u-li to their improved condition, and may therefore

1 e worthy of notice. It is as follows :—in the centre

of oue of the principal houses is a raised bed, the whole

, f which is an open tank lined with lead, so as to

hold water in summer, aud with inclination sufficient to

allow it to he drawn off in winter. Oyer this water the

larger and finer specimen plants are arranged, the

baskets in which they are growing being elevated a

little above the water on wooden legs which stand on

the bottom of the tank. By this arrangement it will be

seen that the plants are always in the midst of a con-

genial and moist atmosphere, and that the greater the

heat is the larger is the amount of evaporation, aud that

in winter when it is not wanted it can be entirely

withdrawn.

Calendar of Operations.
[For the ensuing week.)

_ PLANT DEPARTMENT.
" Conservatory, &c.—Those who are under the neceS'

sitv of wintering valuable specimens of New Holland

and other hard-wooded greenhouse stock in this house

should regulate the temperature, &c, so as to render it

as suitable For these as possible, and a good stock of the

most suitable things for flowering in a low temperature

must be provided for winter blooming. This is noeasy
matter, however, as almost all plants require to be kept

somewhat warner while in bloom than is suitable for

greenhouse hard-wooded stock during their season of

rest, and it is anything but desirable to have to winter

the latter in a house that has to be kept gay with

flowering plants ; for in this case, there is a constant

temptation, if not an absolute necessity, to keep the atmo-

phere warmer than is suitable for these. But where there

is no better accommodation for wintering specimen plants

of hard-wooded things than the show-house, then a good

stock of Camellias. Epacrises, Winter-blosming Heaths,

Cytisus, Daphne iudica, Acacias, &c, should be provided

lor winter flowering, which if properly prepared bloom
profusely in a cool house and require no more artificial

heat than may be necessary to keep the temperature at

about 40°, and prevent the flowers being injured by
damp. And with a good stock of these and other things

which bloom in winter without much artificial heat it is

just possible to keep the house tolerably gay and to

winter valuable specimens of hard-wooded stock in it

without greatly injuring them ; but to attempt to winter

large well grown specimens of New Holland and Cape
plants in a house where the temperature, &c, is regu-

lated for a miscellaneous collection of plants in

bloom is sure to speedily ruiu the specimens. . Keep
greenhouse stock which has been placed under
glass cool and airy, and avoid crowding, especially in the

case of things which are in a growing state, but every-

thing must be allowed sufficient space, so that the foliage,

&c, may be fairly exposed ro light and air, and rather

than be under the necessity of huddling specimens too

thickly together some of the least valuable should be

thrown away. Look sharply after mildew upon Heaths,

as this pest is sometimes very troublesome upon plants

that have been growing freely in a shady situation in

the open air, and are in a rather soft state when taken in

doors, and apply sulphur freely on the first appearance of

the enemy. Also see that everything is clear of insects.

Take advantage of leisure hours to get Azaleas which

iiave made their season's growth nicely tied, as also

-anything else requiring training, and endeavour to keep

.everything as trim and neat as possible, iu order to com-

pensate, as far as possible, for the paucity of flower

among hard-wooded plants at this season. Cold Pits.—
Plants which have made their season's growth should be

Freely exposed to sun aDd air on every favourable oppor-

tunity, in order to get the wood well ripened. But such

things as are still in free growth should be encouraged

by every possible means while fine weather continues,

keeping them rather close, guarding them carefully from

cold winds, and giving a liberal supply of water at the

".root. If anything requires more pot room get such

shifted as early as convenient, keeping the atmosphere
rather close, and watering very cautiously for some time

Afterwards until the roots get hold of the fresh soil.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.— Attend to last week's directions, and

endeavour to afford plantson which the fruit is ripening

a warm rather dry atmosphere with a moderate circu-

lation of fresh air on bright days, and whenever this

can be done without lowering the temperature too much;
also keep young stock growing as freely as may be con-

sistent with securing stocky plants, giving them a liberal

supply of manure water at the root, and maintaining a

moist atmosphere. Be as sparing of fire-heat, however, as

circumstances will permit, shutting up early on the

afternoons of bright days, but give air rather freely in

the early part of the day, which will assist in preventing
weakly growth, and after this seasou the syringe
must not be used too freely, even on young growing
stock, and where the atmosphere can be kept moist at

pleasure by means of tanks, &c, syringing might almost
be discontinued for the season; at a'l events avoid
syringing so heavily as to cause water to lodge in the
hearts of the plants, which tends to blanch and weaken
the foliage. Look over young stock growing in pots,
and shift any requiring more pot-room without delay,
to that it may get rooted into the fresh soil before
winter

; and see to having the balls moist at the time of
shifting, for neglect of this is a frequent cause of young

stock fruiting prematurely. Vineries.— Vines that

are to be forced very early, provided the wood is well

ripened, and the leaves mostly off, should be pruned

aud dressed, keeping the house as cool as possible,

in order to prevent bleed:'" g ; for it is difficult

to get Vines *
sufficiently dormant at this season

that bleeding ' will not occur to some extent after

pruning. And so injurious is this in weakening

the Vines that where there is any danger of its

occurring to any serious extent pruning should be

deferred until the Vines seem to be fairly at rest. It

will also be advisable to cover the outside border of the

early house with something that will throw off wet in

order to keep the roots as dry as possible while the

Vines are at rest, and secure having the border in a dry

healthy state when forcing is commenced ; but this need

not be done until there is some appearance of wet.

The weather is extremely favourable for getting late

Grapes ripened, and these should be assisted with a

moderate amouut of fire heat, in order to get them

coloured while bright weather continues, and the sun

has some power. Eigs.—The second crop of these will

now be getting over, and every possible attention should

be given to the ripening of the wood, keeping the

young shoots thin and closely tied in, so as to expose them

fully to light and air. Also keep the atmosphere rather

dry ; and the borders can hardly be kept too dry after

the fruit is gathered. Any over luxuriant shoots should

be stopped, or cut out altogether where they can be

spared, and trees that incline to be of a gross habit

should be severely root- pruned as soon as this can be

done, without risk of injuring next crop ; for unless short-

jointcd firm wood can be obtained an abundant crop of

fruit need hardly be expected. Melons.—Unless where

these are particularly wanted late in autumn, they

should be pushed on as rapidly as possible ; for besides

being very uncertain late in autumn, fruit ripened after

damp cloudy weather has set in is seldom good for much.

Maintain a brisk steady bottom heat, keeping the atmo-

sphere rather warm also. Keep the Viues clear of

laterals, remove decaying leaves immediately they are

perceived, and use every means to keep the foliage clear

of red spider and in a healthy state.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The season is now so far advanced that frost may

occur any night while the wind is northerly, and any

scarce plants which it may be desirable to secure before

they are injured should be taken up and potted at

once, or carefully covered when there is the least cause

to suspect frost. See to securing a good stock of

cuttings of the variegated Geraniums before the plants

are injured by frost, for although these root more freely

in spring than at present, such varieties as Golden

Chain and Mountain of Light grow so slowly that

spring-rooted cuttings make but very poor plants by

turning-out time, hence it is desirable to gain size, if at

the expense of the loss of a few cuttings. And we do

not believe all that has been said in a contemporary

about the difficulty of rooting Golden Chain in autumn,

for we have experienced no particular difficulty in root-

ing it at this season ; but we may be fortunate as

regards convenience, which is simply a flue running

underground in the open air ; this we cover with a suit-

able depth of soil,and protectthe cuttings by hand-glasses.

That cuttings taken from plants growing in the open

ground are liable to damp in a moist warm place is well

known, aud the variegated Geraniums are perhaps more
so than most things ; but persons who can command a

gentle bottom-heat without keeping the atmosphere

warm and moist will experience no difficulty in rooting

them now. The old plants of these are, however, well

worth wintering wherever room can be found for them,

for these go much farther at planting-out time, and

cover the beds sooner with foliage and flower than either

autumn or spring rooted cuttings ; hence they should

be carefully guarded from frost until the beauty of the

garden is destroyed, wdien they should be taken up,

potted, and stored away for the winter in a cool dry

house. Continue to put in cuttings of Hollyhocks, as

these can be obtained until there is an ample stock of

rooted plants, and do not allow those that were rooted

early in the season to suffer for the want of pot room.

Cut off the flower stems of herbaceous plants as soon as

they become shabby, and endeavour to prolong the

beauty of Phloxes, &c, by keeping them well supplied

with water at the root. Also keep the beds and every-

thing about the flower garden aud grounds trim and
orderly.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look over choice Pears and Apples at short intervals,

and gather such of the fruit as may be found to readily

part from the tree. Espalier and dwarf standards, or

indeed any kind of fruit trees which exhibit more
tendency to produce useless wood than such as is likely

to furnish fruit, should be root pruned as early as con-

venient in the autumn, cutting out any useless shoots

at the same time, in order to expose the'wood expected

to bear fruit as freely as possible to light and air, so

as to get it ripened. Provision should be made for

protecting a quantity of French Beans from frost

should tills occur, and Cauliflowers should be looked

over frequently, turning down a few leaves over

the hearts, for these are readily spoiled by frost.

Get a lot of brown Dutch or Bath Cos Lettuce

planted where they can be protected by frames for

spring use ; attend to the earthing up of Celery that is

likely to ba wanted for use soon, keeping it closely soiled

up, so as to get it well blanched. Keep the late crop of

this well supplied with manure water while growing

weather continues. Get Onions dried, and stored.

STATE OF THS WEATHER AT CHISVHCK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending Sept, 27. 1355, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens

Sept.

Friday 21 10
Satur. 22 It

Sundays;! 12
Mori:. 24 13
Tubs. 25 O
Wed. 211 15

Thurs. 27 16

Mas.

30256
30.271
302r>0

30.430
30.431
SO 2 IT

29.972

30 IT.

3(i.M2
30.2;.;

30. 22a

31.413
30 31)3

3i'.0Jl

29.752

30.118

TsMPRHATliaB.

Otthe Earth

7110 41.0 55.9 01.7

deep

59.1

S.W.
E.
E.
N.E.
E.
E.
S.W.

Sept. 21—Foggy; very fine throughout

.

— 22—Fc.g2.yj very line; clear at night,— 23—Fine; cloudy; clear aud fine at night.— 24—Cloudy; brisk north-east wind; clear and cold.— 25—Fine; cloudy ; clear and frosty at night.— 20— Slight huz° ; fine, with very dry air; frosty.— 27— Foggy; very fine; overcast; slight Bhower.

Mean temperature of the week l-5th deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SW1CK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Oct. 6, 1955\

Sept.
and Oct.

Tues.
Wed.
Thu.
Frid.

Satur.

3£ s

64.0
61.2

63.6

62.7
63.1

62.7

42.8

45.5
43.1

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

17

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

0.55 In.

0.53
C.4S
1.01

1.06
0.57
0.7a

Prevailing Wind*.

1 —
31 11 1

5 2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 5th,

1S34—therm. SO deg.; and the lowest on the 2d, 1853—therm. 27 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
American Seeds : Tuamensis. They are raised exactly like other

tree seeds. Sow them in the spring in beds of light earth, the

small seeds just scratched into the ground, tha larger ones an

inch deep. At the end of the year the seedlings should be

taken up and lined out, that is to say planted in lines a foot

apart, and 6 inches from plant to plant. Less space will do if

you are badly off for room.
Bananas: D N. In their own country they are always dried by

mere exposure to the sun, Here, where the sun is so powerless,

some other process would be requisite. Would not drying in

a brick oven after the bread is withdrawn answer equally

well? We should expect so.

Begonia fochsioides: A Balfi. Certainly not a greenhouse

plant, properly so called. But it is very difficult to say wbsS

are the precise limits between a greenhouse and a stove.

Concrete: .4 Sub. Use fresh burnt lime and add as mftch of it

and water as will just make the gravel hold together. The
gravel should be washed clean.

Insects: W B. Your caterpillar, which had gone into chrysalis

in the box before it reached us, appears to be that of the

Elephant Hawk moth, Sphinx Elpenor—itfM D. Your Pear-

leaves are attacked by the slimy larvas of the black-winged

saw fly Blennocampa sethiops. Dust the leaves with powdered

lime or syringe with lime water.—G M. Seethe last answer.

This appears to have been a year very favourable to the

development of the larva?, of various injurious kinds ot saw-

flies.—J J. See the preceding answers. W.
_

Mountain Ash : Malvern. Gather the berries when ripe. Mix

them with pit sand, and form the mixture into a cone in any

out-of-the-way place for the winter. In March rub the berries

to pieces with the hands, and sow in abed of light soil, covered

about half ah inch deep. If your quantily is too small for tins,

then put the sand and berries into a garden pot, m any out-

house lor the winter.

Mulberry Thee: J B. Pare the great wound carefully till all

ragged parts are removed, and then leave it to its fate. Do it

in winter. Plaister, Sea., are unnecessary ; it will not decay,

provided the wound slopes enough to throw off rain.

Names of Fruits: G. 1, Beurre d'Aremberg; 3, Winter Bon
Chretien, and certainly quite unfit for your climate; 5, pro-

bably Beauty of Kent ; 6, 10, Downton ; 7, Yellow Ingestne

;

9, Mank's Codlin; 12, perhaps Passe Colmar in a very imma-

ture state.— Semper Vivo. 1, Beurre Diel ; 2, Napoleon; 3,

Ne Plus Mentis; 4, Marie Louise; 5, Passe Colmar; 6, Easter

Beurre.

—

Received. J E.
|1

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of, this kind.

Younggardeners.towhom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them—aud that most willingly. It is now

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time—Sir O. L. Your Cactu -looking plant,

which has flowered so prettily, is the Phyllocactus tmguhger

found by Hartweg in 1846, inhabiting the trees of an Oak
forest near Matanejo, in West Mexico, and distributed by the

Horticultural Society. It is figured in Paxton's "Flower

Garden," vol. i., pi. 34, from a plant which flowered m the

garden of the Society at Chiswick in 1850. B —II Sharp and

WM. It is the Clover dodder, Cuscuta trifolii, a most destruc-

tive parasite.—A Z. Spiranthes auiumnalis has been called

Ophrys spiralis, arid Neottia spiralis—B E O. Spiranthes

auiumnalis—B E L. Atriplex patula.—Semper ma. 1, Juan-

ulloa parasitica; 2, Lycopodium dcnticulatu.ru; 3, Polypouium

piloselloides.—J F. Oncidium incurvum.

Orchard Houses : A Suit. We do not conceive that a lean-to

would answer the purpose well. The object in this kind of

bouse is to have all the air that can possibly be procured ; and

a lean-to will hardly supply that.

Private Growers : E B. We have no more to say. You must

form your own opinion. Very small circumstances modify

conclusions. Mr. Beck was for years a shower in the nursery-

man's class; but surely Major Foqnett was an amateur.

Preserved Ginger: T E. asks for the best mode of preserving

Ginger in its green state. Hers when taken from the stove,

always turns black.

Boot-pruning i Mr. E B Monl Base. They were over-pruned in

1852, have never recovered, and now have been called upon to

nourish a heavier crop than the most vigorous trees could

support. What will become of your calves if you put a dozen

to one cow ?

Koses: J M. Your Eose, which is apparently one of the Tea-

scented kinds, is evidently too tender for your climate. It re-

quires more warmth to enable it to open its buds than your

locality affords.:}:

St. Ignatius' s Beans: G W L. These are nearly the same in

their property as Nux vomica, and are produced by the Strych-

nos Ignalii. In small quantities, in skilful hands, Nux vomica

is employed advantageously in paralysis, impotence, and
various affections of the nervous system. But caution must be

observed in using it. St. Ignatius's Beans probably produce

such effects as are described in the pamphlet.

White Nectarine: P P. Various causes may be assigned for

White Nectarines cracking, and the stone decaying, before

the fruit is ripe. Perhaps the best remedy for the evil would

be mulching the roots early in summer and keeping it on

until the fruit has reached maturity.

Misc. : Tuamensis. Will you favour us with your address,
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J I !; FOLLOWING MANIIHKS aro manufactured

J- »t Mr. Lawks1 Factory, Dopffojd Crook:—Turnip Manure.
71. per ton; Superphosphate of Limff, 7/,; Sulphuric Acid tun!

CoproHlen, 67.

officii, 00, King Wlllliiin Street, City, London.

"N.ri. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 pi r

cent. <•/ ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulpliato of Ammonia) and
otlioi"Chorn leal ManureH.

MM1K LONDON MAiNURK COMPANY'S Nil 00
-1 PHOSPHATE (HI WHEAT MANURE I'Ol! A I .'II MN
SOWINd. -Thin Manure, rompniicd of blood, animal matter.
iuhI dissolved bones vhii BilIoatCH.ln most strongly rccommondod
do the notice of Agriculturists) n. contains from 7 to 8 por cent,
of nitrogen, In a form yielding ammonia by slow decomposition,
and Is thorefore particularly adaptod for Wheat. The qunntlly
required Is 3 to3cwt. per aero drilled in with the need. Price,
piw ton, it. 10*. In London.

PERUVIAN GUANO, hTRHKitY SALT, and every other
MANURE on best torms, strictly warranted.

40, Bridge Street, Blaokfrlars. E. Por i n, Bn<

/"MJANO.—To lm Sold, at tho Brokers' Officwj
^ * Adelaldo Buildings, Ohapol Stroot, Liverpool, on PRIDAYj
October 12, at 2 o'clock, oboiitiOOO Tons of ri'i'i.i: PERUVIAN
giua.no, being direct importations from San Foltpo by the
following vessels :—The Utopia, Anna, MIrzaporo, Envulopo,
Curi'aghmoce, and Catherine.—For Catalogues and further p'aril-

aihii-M apply to tfie Importers, Messrs. w,.v- j, lluvonsorofta Co.;
or to tlm itrokorH, Clmri'iTiin, SONS, «Vc PAUSTHOIIPB, Llvorpool.

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
'IMLE PATENT NITKO-IMIOSPIIATK nit \\\A\UU
*- MANUKF. COMPANY.

TilUSTKI'.H,

Aitrcr, Smith, .Tun,, Esq., M. P., 2, lliilkln Stroot, West.
CnAnLBB Dimsdalb, Esq., Ensondon Place, Hurts,
ISowAnD Ball, Esq., m.I'.h, Belgrave Road, Flmlloo.
Wajoh-Gicn, Hall, m.I'., Weston Colvllle, Linton, Cambridge.
John Brady, EBq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgravo Square.

1 IHKITORB.
Chairman,—Jonah Wrcnu, Esq,, Babrabam, Cambridgesbtre.

yjr.jmty-Cfiairman.—John BHAHP, Esq,, Tower Villa, Quuen's
Kond, Regent's Park,

Edward Bell, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
John Ci.aydkn, E8q., Lltllebury, Essex.
Richabd Hunt, Esq., Stanstcad Abbot, Herts. g
Thomas Kniout, Esq., Edmonton, Middlesex.
Robert Leeds, Esq., West Lexham, Norfolk.
Robert Moroak, Esq., 72, Camden Villas, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq., Great Chester/ford, Essex.
James Odams, Esq., Bishop Stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq., Middleton Square, Pentonvlllo.

{With power to add to their vitmhrr).

Bankers.—Messrs. Babnktt, Hoare, & Co., Lombard, Street.

Auditor.—Jambs Caird, Esq., Ruldoon, and 6, Sergeant's Inu,
Fleot Street, London.

Secretary and Chemist.—James Taylor, Esq., F.C.S.
Solicitors.—Messrs. Kinosford & Dorman, 23, Essex St., Strand.

MANUFACTORY, PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

The Directors of tho above Company (many of whom aro
eminent agriculturists), beg to call tlm attention of their friends
and the agricultural community to their Patent Blood Manure,
which is composed of Hones dissolved with sulphuric acid, to
which »j added about 1500 lbs. of pure Blood to every ton of the
Manure, carefully dried and prepared for the drill or band sowing.
Being rich in Nitrogen and otlior necessary ingredients, it is

especially adapted for the Wheat Crop, and has been used with
*tho greatest success in all parts of England.

It is a very remarkable fact that the analysis of Blood and the
grain of Wheat aro nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminent chemists; it contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood has been commented
upon by Professor Way, and others, and tho success of tho
Blood Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all
"soils, by the practical experience of numerous agriculturists, a
few of whom are the following:—

Sir Archibald M'Donald, of Woolmer Lodge, Liphook, says:
''The Wheat manure I purchased of you has answered its pur-
pose admirably."

Jonas Webb, Esq., Babrabam, Cambridgeshire.—" Your Wheat
manure I tried by the side of" guano, and if anything it had the
advantage,-as the quality from it is superior."

^ Mr. Baker, Steward to His Grace the Duke of Bedford, Park
Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire.—"I used your manure upon a
piece of pnnr land after Peas, and have grown an excellent crop
of Wheat."

Mr. Benjamin Goulton, Gedney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-
shire.—'' 1 drilled your manure at the rate of 2$ cwt. per acre,
along with the Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field is the
poorest hind 1 have on my farm, the crop ranked amongst the
•best I have. I do not know how I can recommend it better than
by saying I shall use it much more extensively this season."
Mr. Walter Murton, East Stour, Ashford, Kent—"I sowed

yonrWheat manure last autumn, and the consequentincrease in the
-crop both of corn and straw has convinced me of its great utility."

Mr. H. Steed, Nonington, near Wingham, Kent.—"I used
Odains' Patent Manure for Wheat last November, and never
have I used any artificial manure with such benefit;'

Mr. Frederick Robinson, Sonthery, near Downham Market,
Suffolk.—" I last autumn used 2 cwt. of your manure per acre on a
piece of fen land ; it came up very strong in plant, assumed a most
healthy appearance during the winter, And has produced rae one
of the finest crops I ever grew."

Extract from the Agricultural Gazette, 7th April, 1S55.—"The
Nitre-Phosphate Company throw blood and bones together, and
add sulphuric acid, thereby manufacturing a manure, which, as
it contains soluble phosphate along with nitrogenous matter, is
as nearly perfect, whether for roots or corn, as anything can
ordinarily be."

Extract from the Mark Lane Express, of January, 1S54.—
Amongst the new things which appeared this year for the first

time was Odams' Patent Blood Mauure; and it'is this addition
to our fertilisers which falls to our province to review. Blood has
long been acknowledged one of the most enriching of all our
manures, a proposition the soundness of which has been proved
by innumerable experiments. Now that the startling fact has
reached the ears of the agricultural public that Peru will be
exhausted of Guano in a few years, surelv the prospects of an
everlasting supply at home will be accepted with some degree oi
national satisfaction, more especially since the latter is supe-
rior to the former in quality."

The Pnblic are cautioned against spurious imitations ; as secu-
rity to the purchaser every Bag is marked "Odams' Patent
flLooo Manure," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.

OFFICES, 109, FENCHURCH STREET.
Price 7/, 10s. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.
Directions for Use.—From 2 to 4 cwt. per acre, according to

thecondiiion of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the
seed or sown broadcast ; if the latte'r it should be well harrowed in

rPHE LANDS IMPKOVJBMEN'J COM]
* [ncorporated by Act "i Parilament, 11 ..'

i i England
mid He. 'i tnd, and further ompow< red by '

i • i rnent Act,
i .,] :,,. 'i o Landi m i .. the I lorffy, Boll lorn,}

Bui vey-t.i,, i c , 'J enanl roi Lift 'frusta >

cumbontA of Living*, Dodl I for Liven
renewable, or lor a to] i

\>,r Lives nol ronewablo, >-r tor a term fc n than 20
./Mi, consonl ol thoh I

-

: 4c, aro ei

from the Company, or by their uwn I lo itc

ohm .' on Hi-' Landu Improved. i<

term of2G yoarn, repaying capital and lnUrei Lllioi
landed Improvement,*! pcclslfr of Drain ] lion, Warping,
Embanking ''"in i\»- Boa, u* m I i

I

i m I- "' any Land, or improving B
cnurnofi, llocmmatlonj Farm Iloai i

!

Iiouhcb and otlior Buildings n quired for farm purpown, arid tb<<

ImprovomOni ol ond Addition to Farm III and otlior Build-
mi.

i for I'm in purpo i

'
i reeled , PIih i

and for Periodica) Cutllngn, J< ttle* 1 1 Land In -
I 'I i

C it or on tlm banks of navlgablo Rlverooi I iho High-
landfl and lalandj ol Scotland; Engines Machinery v>r

Dralnn^o, Engine In rorFarmflh
Tmiiui, I'ipifi, Watcr-counief, Bridge . lula

of BulldlngH, Spool floatlona and • iln <
u

, i ed hylhe
Appllcant'M own Agonte and are submitted I .ii of ilia

1 1,. losuro I
' mm! loni r»' Inspectoi le fudgea

of the ill"- o ecuHon ol tho troi i i. Propi lol
;
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i n ii xccutton ol Improvement! m n lly bem
ii ci on Outfall- Itoada through iii«^ Dlatrlcl Watci
&o, The Dlrcotoro wlah tt to bo underntood thai Hie Ci

of a Btrlelly commorolal charoeter, ond thai tin

Plan i and ol tli lion ol the vVorku h
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Application, apply to tho Honourable William Napjbr,
huf Director, % Old Palaco Yard Westmlnator.

C A U I ION.
PMIKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS ANI>

i.i: FINING TOOLS.
Whoroan very Inferior desoi Iptlona of Steel Dl ng Fork* »re

ndw manufactured and Bold, and J have been Informed that pur-
chneore nf the same liavo believed ibem to bo the

manufactured by mo, and to which the Royal Agricultural
and numorous Agricultural Boolotlea' prizes liuvo

i hereby respeetfully Inform tho public thai o I manufoc-
turod by me Is stauipid with my trade mark " J, P.," and that
Messrs. RuROBBB & KBV, ofNo.108, Newgate Street London, are
my nolo Wholesale Agents, and 1 have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture
defcctlvo; they will also on application sr-nd Wholesale and
hVtail i'rire Lists, &r.

t
post free. FnAWCIS PARKBS & Co. j

ECONOMY OF FERMENTATION.
BUSHE'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufac-

tured by FOWLKlt and FKV, Temple Gato, Brl tol, entirely
supersedes the necessity of Cooking Turnips, Mangold, ai i

Roots ; it effects a saving of 30 to 40 per cent.ol the R <ots, besides
that of fuel. Price SI. 10». Printed testimonials and directions
may be obtained gratis by applying to Fowlbk & Fry, Bristol,

Licensed Makers of Cornb's Patent Chaff Cutters and General
Agricultural Implement Makers nnd Dealers. The {tool <;raUrr

may also be seen in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham.

\) OYA \, A GJU< I LI U R :. L t i LLEGE,

I

M.A.
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U'nm, al«Q In April and Oet*b*r, Tl
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U/ARNEH'S 4|-inch 1MIJ RUVEJU LIQUID
V» MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
1 \ inch Crass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

lA-ineh Flexible Rubber |

and Canvas Suction forditto, ]

Ss. Gd. per foot.

l\ Gutta Percha Suction,
l.w firf. per foot.

LiOLLbtiK -•' iUUU i 1. 1
i It

I

I

ArmlyM-n ind

rnny !*• had '

ALIT1FICIAL M '.

others engaged It. making ARTfl !< I

obtain evfry n^ceaaary lm
,

<

l^ondon. Anal j

CopmllteS/ dec^ and Assays nt fj

'n.rn dcrtrooa
•^•aylDg,

will fmd am pia fuclH ty and

O H aTi"n ACt OF LANt).
MIt. HUMBERT, ol Wttford, I

offers bl-
He will undertake lo ••

lion of the work at a -

incurred in bis travelling ; or h* will

manner to th<

slonera at a flxfrd price per acre,

strong stony land In 1 •*.

deep sii'i 80 feet apart, at fL per acre and
that and i n olh*r intUocea.

i» AliT H FiJfcLD c L L ii, I Kbb.—¥AO SHOW.—The ANNUAL CHI
CATTLE, BHEEP, and PIGS, will take place <*

13th, and 1 ith of December, I

^rded In

Prizes and Medals.
The printed forma of Certificates, pmperly filled op. r

returned to the Honorary Secretary on ot

November 10th. Prize Sheets and the neceaaary
of Certificates are now ready, and can t n appli-

cation to R. T. Bba^dbets Gi
Corner of Half-n

All communications on the Clnb's busineas should bfc*r the
words " Smithfield Club on Die f-ntelde.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANUKE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or
lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried
on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, W.Ss.
The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs
are 5 ft. high.

1^ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,
Is. 6d. per foot.

1^ inch Flexible Rnbber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

Jlay be obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the
above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers. John Wabsek & Sons,
S, Crescent, Jewin Street London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams. Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire jmii Garden Engi nes, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAIN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the nse of Farms. Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length of Barrel,
of Barrel under nose. £ s. d.
2^ in. short 1 ft. Tin.

2| „ long 3 „ 3 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3

Fitted for lead. \ 1 12
gutta percha, I 1 15

or cast iron V2 12
flanged pipe, 2 IS

I as required. J 3 5
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

24 in. long ditto dittc ditto 2 15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and .

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under- '

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
j

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired.
]

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Countrv, at the above "prices, or ot the

\

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS.
S. Crescent, Jewin Street. London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c: also Fire and Garden
J

Engines, &c. Ore.—Engravings sent on application.

SEfic atgytcttitttra l ©amte.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 .

The correspondence on heaping machines which
our own and other agricultural papers have published

daring the past few weeks has been excited by the

remark of a cotemporary in reference to the

official report of the trials at Leigh Court last

month. That report described the trial then con-

ducted as "memorable in its itnnieo r4nd in

the future results to which itwill doubtlesslead :"and
the rejoinder of our cotemporary was tba

awards of the S >ciety's prize had been every
j

a different machine, the only result to which this

last award could lead would be to throw discredit

on the system of adjudication whose results had
been so variable. The prize was awarded to

Messrs. Garkett in 1S52 for Hcssi
to Mr. Crosskill in 1S-53 for Bell's t-

to Messrs. Dray in 1854 for Husset's reaper;

and now to Messrs. Burgess and Ket for

M'Cormick's reaper. Of course the successful

competitors are anxious to maintain the character

of the trial which has ended in their favour, and
the Xorlh British Agriculturist gets well scolded

by them for its criticism- We believe with them
that the competition at Leigh Court was as real, as

well contested, and as carefully superintended as

anv trial to which these machines have been yet

subjected; and we believe that may
he safely taken as a guide by purchasers of

reapers ; hut we could have wist; . praise

which is most probably its due had come from

another pen than that of its official reporter. If

ever doubts shall arise as to the trustworthiness of

the Society's decisions, it will be on those occasions

to which reporters for the public press are not

invited. Our national agricultural societies will

serve their purpose and their own interests more
effectually by more cordially accepting the

assistance, and admitting the usefulness and ability

of the public press. Those who conducted the dials

at Abbot's Leigh ought to have invited the attend-

ance of reporters from every agricultural periodical

in the country ; agricultural readers would have

been better pleased to hear the closeness of the

contest borne witness to by indifferent specta-
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tors. No doubt ilie gentlemen engaged in

this adjudication may feel angrily surprised at the

criticism which their earnest, able, and singleminded

services encounter—they may rest assured, how-

ever, that it is just in proportion as their services

couit frank and full publicity that they will be

either valuable or valued : their value depends on

the public confidence reposed in them, which is

never so readily accorded to a merely official report,

however honestly it may have been prepared
;

and no other report, bo far as we know, exists of the

trials at Abbot's Leigh. .

We believe that the English Agricultural Society

will better attain its end when it shall require

entire and immediate publicity for all such proceed-

ings, whether of its council or any other of its office-

bearers, as under present arrangements are intended

for publication ubimately but only through the

official channel. The lectures and discussions at its

weeklv meetings ought to be open to public reporters

as well as to official ones—the interests of the annual

Journal, which it is said would be compromised

by this, ought to be as nothing in comparison with the

interestsof Englishagriculturewhichwould be served.

Our remaiks cannot be taken as casting any doubt

upon the ability and trustworthiness of the official

reports of the Society : it is in the nature of things

that exclusiveness begets want of confidence, and
integrity and ability cannot hinder it.

To return to the reapers, we only add that pro-

bably the safest inference to be drawn from the

varying decisions of the Society's judges is, that

the differences in the merits of these machines are not

so very creat, and that when well managed any of

them will make satisfactory work under favourable

circumstances. -

Having previously referred to the qualifications

of a steam cultivator for light lands and friable

loams, we will now consider the requirements of

heavy clays, as indicated by the present methods of

culture. The soils of the London clay, plastic clay,

Weald clay, gault clay, Oxford clay, blue lias, the

clays of the oolite and coal formations, chalk marl,

and drift, are more or less stiff, adhesive, retentive

of moisture, and intractable when either wet or

dry—in the former state working up into soap or

mortar, sticking to and rolling before the plough
;

in the latter condition haidening into cracked and
fissured brick almost impenetrable by the plough-
share. Whilst two horses are sufficient for the
tillage of 50 or 60 acres of friable soil, the same
force is calculated to work only 25 acres of strong
clay; not only because 3 or 4 horses are needed to

pull a plough, but because a great amount of horse-
power must be kept throughout the year in order to

accomplish the whole cultivation during the few
days in which the land is properly workable. The
mechanical treatment of heavy land—rich in the
mineral constituents of all crops—forms therefore
the great point in its management ; hence the wide
scope for steam power upen the clays, and the possi-
bility of its one day inaugurating a new agriculture
upon them, transforming their tantalising fertility

into garden-like productiveness.

Without saying anything at present about a
better process than ploughing for turning the soil,

we observe that the mere gain in time by substi-
tuting steam for horse power for performing the
present tillage, would be of wonderful advantage to
the clay farmer. Clay farming has continually the
sort of hurry and fretting anxiety of hay-making in
unsettled weather; but the trouble and cost entailed
by adverse seasons would be little felt had we ample
means for ploughing and cultivating our capricious
and obstinate soil within the limited periods in
which it is in fit order. Now, steam-power yoked to
a plough or other implement (providing it worked
efficiently), would supply this means. As a steam-
horse never wearies, he will work many hours per day
longer than an animal ; the_plough might thus be kept
going " from morn to noon, from noon to dewy eve,"
and by a system of relays for the men accompanying
it, might start with the first glimmer of dawn, and
cease only when night darkened upon the field.
But there is a still more important consideration ; a
farmernow keeps a full complement of horses through
the entire year for only a few weeks' effective
work—accomplishing then by a coup de main an
amount of labour which a much smaller force could
effect by every-day instalments. A steam-engine,
however, has the advantage of not consuming food
(as horses do), when resting between such spasmodic
efforts of tillage; so that the same annual outlay
of mom y at present required for horses would main-
tain a far more powerful engine than can be worked
at the same daily expense as the horses. In other
words, the farmer can not enly afford to employ an

fof.n
6

! ,

aily e
,
Xpense of which

(when at work)
lorhiei, oi

, attendance, wear and tear, and interest
of first cost, amounts to as great a sum as the food,

attendance, deterioration, and interest of first cost of

the horses ; but he can afford to lay out much more
than this upon an engine, because of its non-expen-

siveness when at rest. With a machine, therefore,

able to do more work in a given time, and also to

work more hours per day than his present horse-

teams, the farmer would be in a great measure inde-

pendent of flooding rains and hardening drought,

yet without any greater expenditure of capital thau

he now annually incurs.

Inventors w-ould confer an invaluable benefit

upon the clay farmer by producing some engine

capable of imitating (with improvements) the work
of the plough, at the same working cost ; only let

them remember that the point of expedition is so

important that the farmer can better afford to

employ extra power than to spend longer time in

obtaining superiority in the style of operation.

Upon clay land," the grubber or cultivator does

not divide dominion with the plough, which, be-

sides breaking up leas and stubbles, has to stir the

summer fallow, turning it at least four, or at most

eight times—first going very deep with immense
labour, afterwards more shallow. Frequent heavy

harrowings keep the ground moving; but always

carefully preserve its rough cloddy condition. In

some parts of Scotland, however, with a moister

climate, the roller, harrow, and cultivator make the

land fine at a certain period of the summer, so that

root-weeds may be cleared off. Of course the cul-

tivator, harrow, roller, and clod-crusher are used in

preparing a tilth for all seedings.
_ j

The main requirement, then, is for an economical
j

substitute for the plough ; that is, a powerful
j

machine that can turn over the soil deeply and
thoroughly ivithout poaching and kneading it. In

|

the next place, there must be a stirring implement

almost as strong, in order to perform the repeated

division and exposure of rough fallow, together with

all varieties of comminuting tillage pursued upon

the farm ; while the latter machine should be

capable of working as a subsoiler, and the former as

a trenching tool—these being some of the greatest

necessities in the melioration of heavy land.

For thus operating upon the clays, the idea of a

travelling steam-engine seems utterly preposterous :

lightness being an indispensable condition of im-

proved tilling machinery for such soil; while the

necessarily rugged and precipitous surface of a
fallow appears to be an impracticable road for a

ponderous locomotive. Unless a motive power, in-

comparably lighter than a steam-engine, can be
employed, the implements, heavy enough in them-
selves, should be actuated by traction from a
stationary engine—which may be shifted from time
to time upon a portable or perpetual tramway.
From this and previous articles it will be seen

that we regard two forms of digging or cultivating

machine, adapted to one engine, as sufficient either

upon clays, loams, or light lands respectively ; alike

upon all soils, only differing in detail according to

the nature of the material with which they have to

deal. Upon light soils, too, we are prepared to

continue the plough, modified to suit steam-power.
Our conclusions are based upon the present

system of cultivation : whether or not a new order
of tillage can be introduced by new mechanical in-

ventions, we leave for future consideration, I. A. C.

ON FATTENING POULTRY.
{Continuedfrom p. 636.)

Chapter II.—The Peactice of Fattening.
Section I.

—

Selection of Breed.

In fattening poultry for the large markets, no success
can be expected UDless suitable varieties are selected

;

in fowls, as in other domesticated animals, some varieties

are much more readily disposed to fatten than others,

and one breed may be characterised by the tendency to
! accumulate fat internally, and another externally.

To those who have had extensive experience in the
different breeds, there can be no question as to the best
variety for table purposes. The coloured Dorking
surpasses in this respect all other kinds ; its superiority

j

consisting in the large size it attains at an early age, in

its short legs and compact form, in the fineness of its

j

bones, and the small quantity of offal, in the quantity of

,

flesh upon the breast, in the extreme wbiteDess and
,
delicacy of the meat, and the readiness with which it

y

fattens. The large Surrey fowls, which are only to be

j

distinguished from the Dorking by the' absence of the

|

fifth toe, are equally valuable for table purposes.
The white Dorking, as at present known, is not to be

strongly recommended, as it is evidently a distinct

variety from the coloured ; the size, carriage, and
general form of the birds being dis-similar. The only
drawback to the superiority of the Dorking consists in

the delicacy of the breed wien a chicken ; this on heavy
clay land or in damp situations is a serious evil. Under
such circumstances many persons of great experience
recommend crossing the breed, by having a large Malay
or Cochin cock with Dorking bens, or a Dorking cock
with Cochin or Malay hens ; care being taken not to

rear any of the cross-breed chickens for stock, but to

fatten them all for the table. By this means greater

hardihood and large size maj' be obtained ; but the

writer has never succeeded in rearing such chicken
with the plump breasts and short limbs of the pure
bred Dorking.

Should it be deemed desirable to cross the Dorkings
for the purpose of producing a hardier fowl, such a
plan as the following seems to offer the best chance of

success, being based upon the fact, that in cross-breed-

ing the pullets usually resemble the mother, and the

cockerels the father :—Early in the year, so as to

obtain a brood in May, put two or three large Dorking
hens with a short-legged compact Cochin cock, either of

the common buff or of the grey variety known as *
Brahma Pootras. From the chicken select those
pullets possessing in the greatest degree the Dorking
character—viz., having fine bone, short white legs,

and compact body, square on the limbs—and in the

following season mate these with a good Dorking cock.

The progeny thus obtained from them will be three-

fourths Dorking, and if care is taken in the selection,

will show very little trace of Cochin blood ; Whilst the

size and constitutional hardihood of the breed would be
much improved by the infusion of new blood from the

hardiest of races. One caution, however, would be
requisite ;—if these birds were allowed to breed

amongst themselves, they would occasionally throw-

back to the Cochin ; it would be therefore necessary to

mate the pullets again with a Dorking cock, and, as in

all cases of breeding for size and strength, great care

must be taken to avoid breeding closely, viz., from birds

related to each other.

Cochins, although of great weight, cannot be recom-
mended as a profitable market fowl ; their small breasts,

yellow skin and fat, game-like flavour, coarseness of

bone, and length of limb, being much against them

;

and it is almost impossible to render them fat upon the

breast, as they have an unusual tendency to accumulate

fat internally. It should be remembered that unless a

fowl has naturally a full chest, it is impossible to put

flesh or muscle on it by fatting ; for there is this dis-

tinction between the flesh of quadrupeds and that of

birds, that in the former the flesh can be increased

in size by the intermixture of fat between the fibres,

which gives rise to the marbled appearance seen in

prime beef. This, however, cannot be done in the case

of birds, their muscles being always destitute of fat

which is deposited under the skin or in the interior of

the body only.

Section II.

—

Breeding.

In rearing fowls for the market, the early treatment

of chickens is of the highest importance ; they should

be warmly sheltered and housed, and moreover fed

most liberally at very short intervals. If a chick

receives a check in its growth at an early age, it never

afterwards attains a large size, as the bony frame be-

comes set, and a stunted growth is the inevitable result.

With good and abundant feeding, and the advantage
of a free run, in favourable weather Dorkings will

become fit for the purpose of fattening at the age of

three to four months in summer, and four to five or six

in winter. In order to be in the highest perfection,

fowls must be killed before they have arrived at their

full development : the male birds should be taken when
the sickle feathers of the tail begin to show, or, as the

country women say, "when their tails begin to turn ;'*

and the females, whilst still pullets—viz., before they

have laid.

Section III.

—

House, Coops, &z.

The house in wdiich poultry are fattened should be
free from draughts of cold air, and kept at a mode-
rately warm and uniform temperature ; the roof, there-

fore, if of tiles, should be thickly lined with straw.

Quietude being so especially desirable, it should be so

situated as not to be accessible to those fowls at liberty,

and it should be partially darkened, if possible. It is

also important in the highest degree that it should be

perfectly dry, as it is scarcely necessary to add that a
fowl suffering from cold and inflammation is not likely

to fatten.

The fatting coops should be 2 feet fi or 8 inches high

in front, and about 2 feet deep, witti a boarded roof

sloping backwards ; the back and ends should be closed,

and the bottom made of flat bars with rounded edges,

2 iuolies wide at the top, and narrower beneath, so as

to prevent the dung sticking to the sides. These bars

should run from end to end of the coop (not from back
to front), and they should be 2 inches apart on the

upper sides. The front of the coop should consist of

rounded bars, 3 inches apart, and two rods connected

together below, and sliding through holes made in the

roof, will be found more secure than a door. Before
the front should run a ledge to support the feeding

troughs, which are best made by joining two pieces of

wood at a right angle, and securing the ends by letting

them into grooves in stout end pieces.

The fatting coops should stand on legs, to raise them
a convenient height from the ground, so that the dung
may be removed daily ; the most scrupulous cleanli-

ness must be observed, otherwise disease will be pro-
duced. The coops, therefore, should be frequently

lime-washed with freshly slaked lime and water, and
then thoroughly dried before a fresh batch of fowls are
introduced. In cold weather the front should be covered
up with matting, or some other warm material, at night.

The length of the coop must depend on the number
of fowls that it is required to contain ; but it is never
advisable to place more than ten or a dozen together :

and if Btrange fowls are put up, care must be taken
that they agree well together, as otherwise the constant

excitement would prevent their fatting.
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It occasionally happens that I'owIh are Infested wlili

lico to euch a degree that they become Irritable,' and
refuse to fatten ; in these eases, a littlo floor ol brim-
atonu dtiBted under iho feathers before cooping thoin

immediately expels the vermin,

( To lie continued.)

THE I'Iiizk REAPING MACHINES.
Wb have just observed in tlio Ma/rlo Lane Eicproet of

tlm 17tli hint, an extract from a Scotch paper depre-

ciating tlm value of our improvements in M'Coriniuk's
Reaper, ami questioning tlio decision of the Royal
Agricultural Society in awarding to uu tlm first prize at

the rocont trial at Abbot's Leigh, Iho best reply we
think wo can make in to produce tlm evidence of well

known praotical farmers who have used our reapers
this harvest, and wo leave it to tlm public lo decide
between thai, ami the remarks of porhaps a wholly un-
qualified oritio. BwgesaS A'<y, hi:;, Newgate Sired.

"PrlnooB Gate Farm, [favoring Dowor, Essox, Am;, ih, 1868,
" GGntlomon, I it raply to yop.1 lnquli y, I ion happy to lalorin

you the teapot' has vory I'm
- exceeded my moot Hangulua i pot In

Hon, particularly In Ilia oloan and cCrraol modo "i ltd outtlng*.
gathering, ami uollvorlng, leaving the swarth in a .' porfoi I

form, very far bettor than could bo done by Hi" bout workman I

have oviu' Been,
" I commented on l-l aoros of Oats, and wo cut thorn down at

Hie in In el' t,| Helen |ier hour. I linve llilu day nil down I 1 liel'en

otWIieat, cm nuclei!' hi. ii ii. ei. mill finishing at 20 mlnittos to

5 o'clock; my horses travailed at the rate ol 2j miles per lnur,
and it was not hardqr work than their usual pi [hlng,
The machine 1 8 very simple, and not liable m derangement,
nothing up to thin time having ciliihciI Ul I m te'ii ileiuv

i

we liave not removed the knife or sharpened ii, ami from
examination of the work, I am surprised lo and It seems hut little
the worse for wear, l liavo 70 acros yet to out, and I think It

certain to finish the whole. Allow mo to congratulate j in

your spini! dolivor}— the motion Is simple ami olfeotlvo, and
without it, I oonsldet' tlie machine would he ol' hut Utile mo to
agriculture. 1 think I have now answered your various In-
quiries, hut 1 shall he happy to give you further Information, an
1 proceed with the harvest, mid you are quite at liberty In refor
auy gentleman to mo you may think proper, lo see it In operation
during this harvest, Wishing you the success you so fully deserve,
1 remain, gentlemen, your obedient,
" Messrs. Burgess and Key. (Signed) Colunson IIai.i.."

" Stanford le Hope.
"Dear Sir,—In reply to your inquiry respecting your self-

delivery screw reaper supplied to Mr. Eve, I havo cut al I ;lu

acres of Wheat with it, hut havo not had an opportunity to
ascertain the quantity of acres it will cut per dny until this
morning, when I went into a 6-acro Held at 11 o'clock, and
finished it by hnll'-pist 3 o'clock, which was a little more than
li acres per hour. I may mention that I never changed the
sickle, also that some of my best men said that thoy could not
lay it so well with the scythe.—Yours truly,

"J. RoBURTSOtr,
"Messrs. Burgess & Key." "Bailiff lor Mr. Eve."

And since then the following has been received from
Mr. Hall :—

"Princes Gate Farm, Havering Bower, August 26, 1855.
Gentlemen,— I reply to yours of yesterday, I have continued

reaping with your machine about 7 acres per day, that being
about the quantity wo could get tied up and trussed, but now,
having nioro hands, we shall cut 10 acres per day for the next
two days, which will finish my Wheat. All my friends and
neighbours are truly astonished with the regularity of the work,
and I am pleased to Bay we have not bad one delay from any-
thing breaking. You can refer any one tome; I can only say
tbat the principle is admirable, and will in a very short time
relieve the harvest field from its heaviest implement, the scythe.
Myinen at first were much unsettled at the introduction of such
an innovator on human toil, but they will soon view it in the
proper spirit, and like the steam threshing machine, kind friends
where they anticipated enemies.—I remain, gentlemen,

'' Your obedient servant, Collinson Hall."
" Lazenby, Redcar, Sept. 21, 1855.

" Gentlemen,—Having had Messrs. Burgess and Key's Reaping
Machine at work ou my farm for several days and operating upon
a variety of crops, I have much pleasure in expressing my entire
satisfaction with its performances. I have cut autumn and
spring sown Wheat varying from 82 to -10 bushels per acre, some
much lodged, and Oats a very heavy crop, and so much laid
and twisted in parts that I thought it utterly impossible for
any machine to cut them at all. One pair of horses worked the
machine easily day after day ; tbey have to travel no faster than
the ordinary ploughing pace, and a boy of 15 managed them
without any difficulty. The machine is so constructed that
thereis very little wear and tear going on ; it delivers the cut
com in a beautiful swathe laid so straight and lightly on the
ground that the sheaves are quickly gathered up, the s'tubble is
evenly cut and left particularly clem. I found that the machine
will cut in the manner described from 1} to li acres per hour;
it is always cutting its lull width, viz., 6 feet 8 inches. I have
had great experience in reaping by machinery, and I cau
honestly say that Messrs. Burgess and Key's machine is on the
whole by far the most perfect aud satisfactory implement I
nave seen. (Sigued) Thomas Paskikotox."

WARMTH CONFERRED BY DRAINAGE.*
A SERiiis of six thermometers were placed in the

soil, in different fields, at the depth of eighteen inches,

and their indications were observed and compared, at

stated hours of the day, by a qualified person, with
thermometers placed in the air above grouud ; aud as
the observations were made in fields similarly situated,

and over a series of years, they may fairly be compared
. together. The reason why the thermometers were
placed as deep as 18 inches was, that at that depth they
were found not to be sensibly affected by the changes of

temperature in the atmosphere.

Observations were first made to ascertain the tempe-
rature of the ground in its natural state, iu order to

compare it with that of the same ground after being
thorough-drained, and after being both thorough-drained
aud subsoil-trench-ploughed. The observations for each
month of the year, for reasons formerly given, are
classed into vegetating aud non-vegetating periods, such
periods being in unison with the state of the crops when
growing, aud with the state of the soil when in fallow.

The temperature of the routiue of the year by the
mouth tells nothing in regard to its state in the period
of vegetation. The thermometer iu 1849 indicated the

• "Yester Deep Land Culture," by H. Stephens. Blackwood
and Sons, Edinburgh.
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Here, iu the same season, 1 849, the temperature after

thorough draining was one degree lower than in the

undrained field in summer. Contrary its Mich i i

may he to expectation, it may perhaps be accounted for

from the circumstance of the difference of temperature
being observed in different fields at the saino time. It

is quite possible for thorough draining to affect different

sorts of subsoils, in a short time, to a different degree,

as regards temperature. Had the thorough drained

field been left to the effects of thorough draining alone

for more than twelve months, it is probable that its

temperature would have been higher than 45°. 75 in the

summer. This conjecture is corroborated by another
field, where the temperature of the soil in summer was
45°. 4, and where the thorough draining and subsoil-

trench-ploughing were effected in the same summer.
The thorough draining was executed in May and June,
the subsoil. trench-ploughing in August and September,
and Wheat was sown in October. The operations were
thus hastened to improve tlie land as quickly as possible.

Butanother circumstance may havearfected the summer
temperature of the two fields first referred to, one being

in bare fallow, the other in Grass iu 1849. It is possible

that the temperature of the subsoil may be differently

affected by the state of the surface-soil, when it is

covered with a crop or when it is in bare earth.

If we turn our attention to tlie temperature in winter,

we observe quite another and more favourable result.

The temperature in that season, in the same time, had
risen no less than 2°.25. The mean of both seasons

was rather higher after thoroogh draining. The advan-

tage of a higher temperature in winter is of more im-

portance iu keeping the soil warm for vegetation than

iu summer.
i- . The remarkable celerity with which thorough draining

may affect the temperature of the surface soil was
observed at Broadwoodside, in one instance, where a

thermometer was placed 1 foot under the surface, on
the crown of a ridge IS feet wide, before a drain was
cut ou each side. The temperature observed was 48 :

;

aud after a drain had been cut to the ordinary depth on
each side, in the open furrow of the ridge, the tempera-

ture rose to 49'\5—that is, 1A degree iu the course of

six hours. Tlie mean temperature observed after the

soil had been thorough drained tftd subsoil-trench-

ploughed in the first field mentioned above, was as

follows, in 1850 :

—
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Thus, in comparing the mean temperatures of the

vegetating season, before aud after thorough draining

and subsoil-trench-ploughing the same subsoil, the

advantage is 2° iu favour of the deep-stirred subsoil :

and in the non-vegetating season the advantage is as

great as 4°.25. The higher temperature in the winter,

let it be repeated, is the greater advantage, as it tends

to equalise the temperature of both seasons ; and equali-

sation of temperature iu summer and winter is a decided
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A striking instance of this difference »u ob-

served in a field, upon tl of which, to Ibe

extent "f 2 acres of Groat, which had been thorough

drained but not subsoil-trencb-plougbed, the snow lay

iverv year ; whereas upon the real of the field, which

had been both thorough drained and subs/jiltrencb-

ploughed, it lay a comparatively short time-. '1 hi

furrow which bounded the two conditions of the soil

marked the line sharply between the snow and the bare

surface. It may prove interesting to give the tempera-

ture of the soil of a south border of the kitchen garden

at Yester in a high state of cultivotion, as indicated by
a thermometer placed 1 8 inches under the surface in

1849, as a means of comparing the temperatures of

soils placed in an inclosed field of a farm, and within

the walls of a garden.
Mean.

March 42*

April 43
.May SI
June 58
July 62
August *32

September 60
October 50

Mean of the vegetating season

Xon-vegetaling Seaton,

November ".

December
JaDuary
February

Mean of the non-vegetating season .

53 .37

4S'.7S

Mean of both seasons 50*33

The soil in the border was thus comparatively warmer
in winter than in summer, as was found in the fields.

Ou comparing tlie temperature of the soil in the fields,

in the best condition, with that of the border in the

same year in the vegetating season, the border has the

advantage by 4\62 ; but in the non-vegetating season

it has the advantage to the remarkable extent

while, during both seasons, it has the advantage I
j

A higher temperature of 8
=

in the subsoil in winter is

equivalent to the influence of a very superior climate on

the functions cf plants, where it would support their

life iu the garden, while tbey would die in the

As it is the object of agriculture to approach as near as

possible to horticulture in the treatment of plants, it

thus appears that farming has yet much to do to place

plants in the same favourable condition as does garden-

ing. Tatcr Deep Land C.

Home Correspondence.
Steam Engines.—Permit me to call the attention of

those who have steam engines to a volume entitled

" C. \Y. Williams on the Combustion of Coal and the

Prevention of Smoke," published by John Wesle, High

Holborn. I have derived S3 much practical benefit

from its perusal, that I think it an agricultural duty

thus to notice it- The author has long been managing

director of the City of Dublin Steam Packet Company,

and although the book is so modest in its title, it may
really be called a profound theoretical and practical

corrector of the enormous errors that most of us are

committing in the manufacture of our boilers and the

settin" out of our flues, flame beds, and furnaces. I

have re-arranged, at a trifling cost, the setting of

my boiler according to figure 29 at page 56 of

Mr. Williams's book, and have forthwith got a great

increase of power, with economy of fuel and absence of

smoke. The questions raised and proved in Mr.
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Williams's book are i vast general importance to every

department of steam power, substituting great and

trustworthy principles for an ever-varying and costly

experinientalism. I, for one, feel tliat we owe to this

geiitlenmua great debt of thankfulness. One isno longer

at the mere; of chance or caprice in this matter, and it is

o longer difficult to account for cracked or broken boiler

;
s, damaged tabes and explosive accidents. The mere

question of the circulation of the fluids inside the boiler

suggests a host of improvements an.l reflections, and I

can. easily comprehend now why the vertical boiler

attached to Romaine's digging machine lost its water by

priming. We have been threshing for two days with

an iron drum 3 feet 6 inches wide, having eight beaters,

and making 1200 revolutions per minute. The quantity

of water evaporated is fully 60 gallons per hour, or

JO-liorse power ;
the quantity of coal consumed 7i

cwt. iii 12 hours, or 7 lbs. coal per horse per hour.

Pressure of steam 50 lbs. per inch. I think that

our Royal Agricultural Society should adopt a fairer

mode of trying engines than is now practised. They

•ire tried with Welch or anthracite coal, which is

never used by farmers. If tried with bituminous coal

instead of 4 or 5 lbs. per horse per hour 1 lbs. per

horse per hour would be a nearer calculation, as shown

on the farm. Our implement makers would do well to

adopt Mr. Williams's suggestion, and admit air above

the fuel by holes in the furnace door or by other

means. I may trouble you in another communication

with some remarks on the threshing machine. /. /.

AMii, Tipinx Ball, Sept. 24.

Steam Cultivator. — The difficulties which present

themselves in constructing a locomotive steam plough,

to do the ordinary work of the implement now
in use, appear so numerous as almost to justify

the expression impossible, when applied to the common
tillage of a farm by such an invention. With our

present knowledge of the meaus of generating steanij

the machine, having to carry its own fuel and water,

amst be necessarily strong and cumbrous, quite unfit

then to travel over stubble, or Grass land, to break it

up, which is only the first process in cultivation ; should
\

this be overcome, the operation of pulverising would be
hopeless. Four horses attached to a heavy harrow
make indifferent work on a stiff soil after rain. If the

weight of each animal is detrimental, what would be the
result of many tons endeavouring to crawl over the
fresh turned surface ?—probably an entire failure, re-

rmiring the assistance of men and horses to extri-

cate the mammoth plough from its immovable position.

The bad state of farm roads is an important considera-
tion when a constant change from field to field would
be requisite ; also the number of horses to move the
-engine, which when not occupied in this work would be
idle, and might be better employed in subsoiling than
gazing in wonder at a monster vainly trying to supersede
their legitimate labour. The construction of a steam-
cultivator may employ the ingenuity of our mechanists,
and bring out hidden talent, but it is extremely doubtful
as to a steam machine ever trotting over arable land,
till some plan is discovered to enable the engineer to
reduce its enormous weight and make it more manage-
able. To put a limit to the power of machinery would
be -absurd ; or to suppose that a substitute may not yet
be discovered for steam, better adapted to agricultural I

purposes, would be ridiculous,butuntil such a thing comes '

to pass, the tillage of the land had better be left to men !

aud horses, with good ploughs, long forks, See. Falcon. |

Is " I, A. C." to fail iu making his " bold announcement"
good ? If so, it is only but fair to inform those of your
readers who maybe interested, but who like himself
may not be able to comprehend the facts of the case,
that your correspondent labours under a serious mis-
take when he says that Fisken's plough lessens " the
strain upon the anchorages," for whatever may be the
resistance on the plough side of the pulley, the power on
the opposite must balance it. That power may be in-
creased at a sacrifice of time and speed by any of the
mechanical powers applicable ; by pulley tackle, for
example, "I. A. C." may run off at the gallop with the
spare end of the rope, still the balance over the fulcrum
must be sustained. Again, he is a very sober critic if

he thinks that reaction can ever urge forward Usher's
plough. A glance at facts will soon show this to be
impossible, for the moment his ploughs enter the soil
the unploughed land before them prevents their advance.
In short, rotatory action and continuous progression is
a mistake which « I. A. C." does not appear to see.
in conclusion I am afraid your talented correspondent
will find logic one thing and agricultural mechanics
another. IF. B., London, Stpt 18.

Cobly's Clodcrusher.—It would appear by your notifi-
cation of the clodcrusher which I sent you for insertion
in the Gardener^ Chronicle and Agricultural Gazelle, on
the 20th nit, were it not contradicted, that it so re-
sembles Mr. Crosskill's as not to require the assistance
of drawings to show that there is no distinctive merit
in my plan, whereas if you will be kind enough to com-
pare drawings (annexed) of Mr. Crosskiirs with mine,
the difference must soon be seen—his discs are of two
sizes, one being 3 inches larger than the other, and
placed in centres one above the other. I ask, how can

la
fg

e °ne effectually cleanse the small one, or vice

th/, f ,

y d
!

S? are of e1ual dimeter, and the centres

reJ,l,
P
T
aCed h.°™™M must give a very different

fall .»* i

>0U
!'

aPPears the discs in my plan rise and

are m V 3!
?
6 reV0lve3

i
thi3 is wrong, all the discs

t£ed .h
6
°. ?'

tbe 8ame time
>
«d travel at oue

•revive Id I? " 0rd ''n"T* one
'
and !t doea not-revolve. I doubt not you will see that I am right in

calling jour attention to the error committed, and if

the subject to you be worth correcting, such an acknow-

ledgment would oblige. Henry Cobby, 10, Walker Street,

Hull.

Heaping Machines.—Our farming friends may now
safely give up the scythe, the sickle, and the bagging

hook, except in a few eases of closely laid crops. For
three years I have used Hussey's reaper (made by

Garrett & Son) ; and although great improvements
have since been made, it is economical in time and

money as compared with manual labour. I completed

a very heavy harvest on the 7th September, with my
regular labourers only, and might have done so earlier,

but wanted my horses for ploughing, so that the men
had to cut 11 acres by hand. The early harvesting has

enabled me to scarify all my Bean and corn stubbles

and plough my land for Tares, although I only keep

five horses on 170 acres, all arable. I will

give my agricultural friends a hint how to render

the reaping machines most acceptable to the

labourers. In my case I let 9 acres (nearly all Wheat)
to each man to cut, cart, and stack within the month fcr

51. 5s. (about lis. 6d. per acre). I then lent them the

reaper, and during the whole harvest I have never
heard a complaint of a bolt, screw, or nut being out of

order, whereas, under other circumstances it never
gave satisfaction. Practically six men could scarcely

bind out of its way ; indeed, had we cut the full width,

it would have required eight binders, which I could not

spare. Six binders can always bind as much as 12 to

14 reapers could cut, therefore the machine with three

horses and three men did as much cutting as 12 to 14

reapers. My land is in 7 feet stetches with intermediate

furrows, therefore not so favourable to the machine as
level land. The time is fast coming when even little

farmers will avail of abundant machinery. It was
grievous to see a week or ten days' time lost in harvest
by my neighbours as compared with myself, and yet in

addition to this precious time a greater cost of money
expenditure. The difference of centralised buildings,

ready access, and the use of Hannam's carts instead
of wa.'gons, are agricultural economies that are
gradually forcing themselves on the farmers' minds. I

wish some of my agricultural friends would believe that

I farm at less cost per quarter than they do ; it would
be a great help to their pockets. It is quite painful to

see how much the harvest is delayed in many districts

of this and other counties by undrained land, great
hedge rows, timber trees, and worthless pollards, to say
nothing of the superabundance of weediness, and
absence of the horse hoe. Surely landlord and tenant
must consider corn Worth growing at present prices.

/. /. Mcchi, Tiptree Hall, Sept. 24.

Agricultural Statistics.—Give a corner of your
Paper to an English farmer to enable him to exhibit his

ideas on a subject in which the farmer is deeply
interested—agricultural statistics. I have just laid

down your Paper of the 24 th inst. after perusing the
evidence on that subject of Messrs. Maxwell and Caird,
brother Scots probably, yet how unlike. The former
evidently a man clearly comprehending all the difficulties

with which he has to grapple, and exhibiting that com-
prehension in his clear and logical address.—To beget a
confidence in the returns they must be made for small dis-

tricts, by local resident agents, and must be spontaneous.
Mr. Caird's short and pleasant method of compulsion
would, in England at least, be ineffective. One man
may lead a horse to the water, but 20 cannot make him
drink. The farmers as a body are not apt at letters

and figures, and therefore voluntary, and consequently
satisfactory returns, must await that good time coming
when the agricultural world shall come to a much
greater extent than the present under the influence of
the schoolmaster. In England, where so much of the
land is held by yearly tenants, we have tbe additional
difficulty arising from the frequent change of tenants.
Again, how often does it happen that land after being
sown is, for a variety ofreasons, elemental or otherwise,
ploughed and resown. My neighbours are now ploughin"
up portions of their Turnips. This would frequently
happen after Mr. Caird's acreage returns were mnde,
and with other causes which might be enumerated would,
especially with imwilling hands, produce so much con-
fusion and uncertainty, that the returns would be of
little value. It is, however, evident that at present Mr.
Maxwell's plan is beyond all comparison the more
feasible. How difficult is it for the grower of a crop of
corn himself to make anything like a correct return in
time to be useful ? In the most competent and willing
hands and under the most favourable circumstances it

could only be made approximative. How then is a
stranger during a hasty visit to be more successful ?

W. ft. Carter, Picichwst Green, Bromley, Kent, Sept. 26.
[Mr. Carter mu9t excuse our having cancelled that
portion of his letter in which he has merely made a
personal attack on one of whom it is obvious he knows
very little indeed.]

Farmers' Clubs.
Padiham.—The Peculiarities of English Agriculture.—

At the anniversary meeting of the Agricultural Society,
Sir J. P. Kay Shuttle ivorth made the following remarks
in proposing the health of " the Lord Lieutenant and
Magistrates of the County," — The Lord Lieutenant
and the majority of the magistrates of this county are
great landowners, and as such they have great social

duties to perform. In connection with associations such
as the one which is assembled here to-night, they have
duties of a nature deeply interesting to the members of

such societies ; and 1 think that associations of this

character may be made chiefly useful, if we each,
according to our ability, contribute that to the common
stock of information which our opportunities best fit us
to impart. My own acquaintance with agriculture is

necessarily of a very limited nature. It is confined to
those general improvements which are necessarily the
function of the proprietor, such as the general drainage
of estates, the improvement of farm buildings, and the
introduction of those permanent means of advancement
in the culture of the land, such as the means of storing
liquid manure, and so on, which are properly the duties
of a proprietor. I have also felt it my duty, as I know
it has been the custom of some of the gentlemen who
surround this table, to make mjself well acquainted
with those improvements in science which affect the
progress of agriculture. I mean such knowledge as is

conveyed by books. And there is in one direction an
opportunity, which I have possessed of late years,
owing to the necessity of foreign travel for the restora-
tion of my health ; for I have been enabled to bestow
much time and a good deal of minute attention on a
comparison of the systems of foreign agriculture with
that of British. What occurs to me, therefore, in rela-

tion to that which is the object of our meeting to-night,

and that which I may say calls upon me to speak as a
duty as a magistrate and a proprietor in this county, is

that which I can best do in connection with the objects

of this meeting—that I should, in some very brief and
general terms, without at all descending into minute and
fatiguing statistics, give you a slight sketch of what
appears to me to be the great features of contrast

between foreign and British agriculture. Now, I am
very happy to say, at the outset, that in many most im-
portant respects the agriculture of England has made,
especially in the present century, an enormous advance
over that of our foreign neighbours. That advance has
been owing to the application of some very simple
principles in the breeding of cattle and in the culture of

the land, and to these I will endeavour to direct your
attention, because I think we may learn even from our
past successes, and from having a clear idea of what
are the principles of progress that we have hitherto

pursued, and which have given us a great advantage
over our neighbours, in what directions our efforts may
best in future be turned. In the first place, anybody
who travels abroad will be greatly struck with the vast

difference which exists in the breeds of cattle in the

various countries of Europe. It is very common through-

out the whole of Europe to employ the cattle to an
immense extent for purposes of labour. Almost all

the farm work is performed by oxen, and likewise a
very large quantity of the carriage of the continent

is performed by oxen, and not, as in this country, by
horses. Even in the case of a gentleman's carriage,

abroad, when it comes to the bottom of a very steep

hill the relays at the bottom of the hill are not relays

of horses generally but of a long team of oxen, which
drag the carriage to the top of the hill at a very slow
pace. Now there is one very great consequence of that

which your own show to day will at once make you
aware of—that it has been the great object in the breed-
ing of cattle abroad to give great prominence to boue
and Btrength, the means of labour, iu preference to that

which constitutes the great object of breeding iu

England, the smallness of bone, the early delicacy and
precocity of the animal, the roundness of form, the
bulk ; and instead of great capacity of labour, such
bulk as is a great hindrance even to locomotion. Now
the way in which this great change in the character of

the breeds of cattle iu England during the last 80 or 90
years has been produced, has been by the principle of

selection. Mr. Bakewell, with respect to the Leicester

breed ; the Elmans,withrespect to theSouthdown breed;

and Mr. Collins, with respect to the Cheviot breed, have
produced an immense change, for example, in the sheep

of this country. They have produced sheep with great

rotundity of form, with exceedingly small bone, with

great weight, but with very small'powers of locomotion ;

and the same principle has been applied to cattle, the

short-horns, the Hereford breed, and the Ayrshire

breed being all characterised by the same qualities of

smallness of bone, the great bulk of carcase, and the

large amount of meat that they will yield. In England,

likewise, in reference to sheep, we have thought much
more of the production of meat than wool ; whereas in

France and a large part of the continent, agriculturists

have paid much more attention to the production of

wool than of meat ; and one of the consequences has
been that, even in England, seeing that we have pre-

ferred the production of meat to that of wool, the car-

case of the sheep has been much larger, and therefore

the fleece has been much larger, and in England the

value of the fleece has been on the average as great as

in France, whilst the value of the meat in England is

double the value of that in France. The breeds of
sheep and cattle produced in England have not, as I said

before, been calculated for endurance of labour, as they
are on the continent ; and, consequently, they have had
little bone, but they have been also breeds of great deli-

cacy. The principle of selection has been precocity of

growth, the breeds of sheep and cattle, with one exception,

arriving at their maturity in two years, and they are
ready for the butcher at the end of two years ; whereas
the breeds of cattle in France and on the Continent
generally are kept for many years for purposes of labour

after they have arrived at the greatest growth. There-
fore the whole consumption upon the farm for the

maintenance of these cattle is simply expended in labour,

aud it was evidently a false economy which led the French
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to supposo that, wliilMt they were having tin) advanlnge

of tlio cattle for labour, they wove alHo getting soma
advantage of them in meat ; lot after two yearn, with

an animal properly selected for the purpose, there i» no
increase in bulk, and it is better to kill the, animals.

Now these principles^ which are \t-ry simple- tho prin

ciples of the selections of the breeds of cattle in Eng-

iand, are connected also with another very groat change

iu England— (hut in, with tho introduction of the rota-

tion of crops<; with tho limitation of tho extent of land

applied to tho purposes of growing corn ; with the

application of richer manures ; with the kocping
upon tho land of tho largest amount of etoclt, >i ii rl

therefore with tho production of the largest possible

amount of corn from the Innil. On the contrary, ill

Franco, and over almost the whole of the Continent,
tho plan of fallows ulill remains, tho land in to u
very grout extent, very generally, much richer than

that of England ; there ia a much larger extent of
arable land, and it in land generally of a much more
friable nature ; and the climate in every respect better

adapted to tbo success of agricultural operations, yet,

owing to the introduction of the system of rotation of

crops, to the keeping of a very large amount of stock

upon tho farm for the production of nieat,iind the appli-

cation of these manures to a limited extent of arable
land, tho amount of corn produced on tbo samo extent
of laud in England, as compared with the majority of

countries on tbo Continent, is at least double, and in

many cases treble, so that the much smaller extent of
land produces the same quantity of corn. Now, tbo
whole of tboso sovoral operations singularly hang
together. They are links of a chain of proceedings
which can scarcely bo dissociated, and it would bo ex-

tremely difficult, I havo often thought, for a French pro-
prietor, in some remote part of France, to change the
system upon which they aro now proceeding, to intro-

duce horses instead of cattle, and to feed his stock
simply for the meat market. Even since they have
introduced railways into Franco it would bo very dilti-

cult for him to do it ; and wo certainly owo a very largo

amount of our success, at least of the rapidity with
which we have introduced this system in this country,
to the fact that wo have markets so near at hand, tl at

we have such a dense population ; that we have such
a little distance to carry our milk and butter espe-

cially, and that to a very large extent the farms of

England can be dairy farms, and, where not so, can
with such ease and advantage be meat farms. It

would be more difficult to bring about this sy3tem in

France ; but so strongly are the thinking men of France
convinced now of the great advantages of the system we
pursue, that in the course of years I have no doubt
whatever we shall see the English system rapidly intro-

duced more and more over a great part of the Continent.

You perceive that we have valued our cattle chiefly on
account of the milk and the meat they produced, and
we have discarded that which is the least valuable

portion of the contribution that the animal can make
to the wealth of the country, and that is its labour, in

respect to cattle which are fed upon farms, and we have
valued less the fleece of the sheep than we have the

meat, and the result is that the whole moneyed produce
of the farms in England, on the good farms, is nearly

fourfold that of the same extent ot land, even of better

land in France. I connect these facts very much with

the toast I have the honour to propose to you, and for

this reason, that I think a very large part of the success
|

of the agriculture'of England has been owing to the good !

feeling which has subsisted between the proprietors and
tenantry of the whole of England, to the extent

to which the gentry of England have lived among their

tenantry, aud been ready to associate with them in such
meetings as the present, and their readiness to pay close

personal attention to the improvement of their estates
;

of which we had such noble examples as Mr. Coke of

Norfolk, the late Lord Leicester, the present Duke
of Bedford, and many others whose names I might
enumerate as examples of a class of proprietors who
have spent their time, fortunes, and talents which would
have made them probably statesmen of the highest
order, ou the improvement of their estates and the
welfare of their tenantry. I believe these results are

to a very great extent owing to the attention the gentry
have paid to the improvement of their estates, and like-

wise to the energy, skill, and enterprise of such men as
Mr. Bakewell, the Elmans, and others, wdio have espe-
cially devoted themselves to the improvement of the '

different breeds of cattle in this country, and the intro-
'

duction of right principles of culture. Iu connection
with the toast, therefore, I think I am not introducing a
subject foreign to the purposes of this meeting if I chieflv
associate it with those duties which such gentlemen as
the lord lieutenants and magistrates of counties have to

perform upon their estates, in making great permanent
improvements and in also cultivating right sentiments
and proper associations for their tenantry. 1 do not
think that sentiment, which is, I am afraid, somewhat
gaining in this country, is a correct one, that the rela-

tions of landlord and tenant should be strictly con-
fined to the mere terms of a bargain—that they should
be reduced to the mere principle of self-interest.
I do think that those associations which keep the
tenantry connected through generations with a par-
ticular estate, which maintain sentiments of respect
to the family to which that estate belongs, and con-
fidence in the proprietor, are a happy part of our
English constitution, and one of those features which
we look in vain for abroad. One thing that strikes one's
eye abroad very much is the extent to which the labour

of women in introduced upon tin; land. X'iwl -in-
to a very great number of circumstances which compli-
cate the state of society abroad, Jfou know that almost
all the foreign countries have a syetem ol conscription,

or something equivalent to it, by which men an
Hi, a (Tory early age to tin: army, win re they acquire the

habits of soldiers ; end u thoy sri to n early oil' tho
bind, during their absence the women are obliged t,,

labour on tho land ; and it in also owing to thin nub-
division of properties that the family lull no ch&ncd Ol

making a living out of the laud unless tho sen
each membor ol the fnmdy, even the wornon, an
to Its cultivation, 'the consequence is, tin 1

1

of i5, or even at -I'l, (he women are haggard, worn out

with constant labour in the hot, nun, from 'inly morn
to late at night, in the moid, laborious operail

the hind. Tin in iH Hearccly any kind of farm labour
which tiny do not regularly perform ; they hoi , they
dibble, they weed ; tiny even trench tin- soil, tiny load

carts, and drive them ;
and from morning lo night iucIi

labour as this forms their habitual occupation ah

over tho continent of Europe. J think it leaver}
advantage Indeed to thin country thai, that form ol labour
for women 1h rather the exception than the rule, "ml

i that even in the agricultural counties it in chiefly in

;
harvest time, ami to u certain extent in weeding and
hoeing, but, rather as the exception than the rule, thai

female labour is employed upon the land. There area
great many other featuren, as you will readily believe,

of contrast between the English and foreign syi

agriculture, but I will not further intrude on youl I tne

than to Hay, that tbo result of several yarn ol observo-

,
tion has been to congratulate myself— and I am vt ry

' happy indeed to liud my opinions and convictions arc

Supported by the most recent labours of political econo-
mists, and of men of high science wdio havo visited thin

and other countries—that the system of English agri-

Culture is one which not only contributes in a much
larger degree to the wealth of the nation than that of

foreign countries, but that it also contributes in a much
bight r degree to social contentment, to the maintenance
of healthy relations between tenants and proprietors,
and to that happy constitution of society which makes,
as I think, and as I trust foreign countries will also
believe, the condition of England one to be envied by
the rest of Europe.

P R U N I N C.
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Miscellaneous.
The late Professor J. W. F. Johnston.— It is with ex-

treme regret that we announce the death of this great

agricultural chemist. It is to the late Professor John-
ston,' more than any other man, that the acquaintance
of English agriculturists with the scientific relations of

their art is due. His contributions both to scientific

and to popular literature have fed and fostered, and to

a large extent created, that public interest in agriculture

as a science, the earlier excitement of wdiich was due to the

pen of Baron Liebig. And it will be generally admitted
that it is from his works, rather than from those of any
other writer, that the agriculturist can most safely draw
the lessons and the explanations wdiich theory offers for

his consideration. The following paragraph is taken from
the columns of a cotemporary :

— "The scientific

productions of this gentleman have secured him an ex-

tensive reputation. On the continent and in America
his works are as highly appreciated as at home. His
attention wns especially devoted to the cause of scientific

agriculture ; and, perhaps, no individual in this country
has done more to substitute a system of enlightened

cultivation for one of mere routine farming. His talents,

however, were too versatile to expend themselves in one
derailment of exertion. Among his other productions
we may mention his " Notes on North America : > and
his " Chemistry of Common Life." The latter work is

fresh in the memory of the public. It has shown what
deep philosophy may exist in the plainest things, aDd
that the humblest details of hfe abound in marvels, if

there is only the "seeing eye" to detect, and the search-

ing intellect to explore them. Independently of his

writings Professor Johnstou was a remarkable man.
He furnished another inspiriting example of the suc-

cesses which energy and industry can always achieve.

A more resolute and indefatigable individual has rarely

lived. His death will be no small loss. His illness was
somewhat brief. After spending the summer on the

continent, he had scarcely set foot in England when he
discovered from certain fatal symptoms that his lungs
were affecied, and, resigning himself to his lot with

Christian submissiveness, he expired on the 18th inst.

in the full vigour of his intellect." Leeds Mercury.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENCLAN?
-.r.u-u.. ,ii i.;

I RICHMOND urn CHANDLER'S No. •'. I: '
I

L\> HA( him :-

Notices to Correspondents.
Corrugated Iron" OR Zrxc Rooftng : A l-ncicn Corr -

nsks if any of our subscribers have bad experience of these

materials as coverings for farm buildings : and also what is

the relative cost as regards their construction and the con-
struction of similar ranges of buildings with tile roofs.

Oats : J B Baker. They are particularly liable to smut, more so

than Barley, and very much more so than Wheat, as that seed

is washed before sowing with a pickle, which destroys the

germ from which the disease springs.

Pond Mud : ^ E. The weather will not destroy its goodness,
which does not depend verynmcu on its volatile ingredients. It

is better to let it drain, and then use the half-dried stuff in

compost with farm-yard manure.
TrRxip Cutters: Cor. %The prize man at Carlisle was Mr.
Sanme'son for Gardner's cutter.

Wixter Beaks: G Clifton. Broadshare the "Wheat stubble,

harrow it well, aud burn the weeds. Plough the land then

tolerably deeply, and harrow and burn weeds again : then cart

on about 20 yards of dung per acre, spread, aad plough and
harrow, and" then drill your Beans (2 bushels of the small

winter Beans per acre) in rows 2 feet apart. Dnng or gnano
are better than dissolved bones.

All the various modern Implements of A cricnlmxe mant:

hired on the roost scientific and improved principle*, snllnbl*

home use and exportation.—Address. R:cuxoxd A Chats:
Salford, Manchester: and '-' Street, Liverpool.

aw t

'

ROY-'L AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENCLAND.

AT THE NORWICH. GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN
and CARLISLE SHOWS,

The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER v«
awarded to E. It. & F. TrEVEE. St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipawich.

E. r.. & F. TrT-szr. icvite the atha
others to the following machi-
ROLLER MILLS V. - Bariev. Mi?.

- :*.h or witho-* ' mbined. The
numerous prizes awarded ti-' : '7*1 and other

agricultural societies, renderc -

°PATEN"T COMBINED GRINDING iii CRUSHING MILL
for reducing Barlev. <£c to a fine ai

Oats, L!r-e;5. &&, is strongly
- s to which it is applies' its perfect and economic

working. Pric

CHAFF CUTTERS. for I J three

lengths, with facility::? : mging :'
t almost

nioment&rilv, and other valt::.

OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entire'- : r r -i-i case-

birdened teeth suitable lor all descriptions )f die. Price 3L10t.

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on '- direct acting

principle. Long experience ard at: t -ideal work-,

inn of steam-engines of eve:— BnaHea' 11

facturers to offer these Engines as inferirt :: -z-:—;itber for

efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices -

found comparatively low.

Superior Portable S -ng Machines,

-er Threshing Machines. Cinnl .r Saw PahJes, One
Htrse Carts, and virions other Implements, are sis:- nann-

tactnied at the above "Works.
lUnstr^te; Price L ;

s:s =:--t ireeon »ppISc3ti:r
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rTMF^T'HlLLirS & CO., 11G, Bisliopsgate Street

w .houL b»r« tlio pleasure to band their present prices of

OLASS FKKN SHADES AND STANDS.
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I. A
6 in. di«m. 2
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8
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11
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stands IS in. diam. 6

13 „ 1

U „ 10

15 „ II

16 „ IS

With i.

stands S

., 10

ii
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.. I 7

'snrad />--> Tbe Cottaof. Gabdbseb, August QSI
!';. „,

£*K. iK e irc"e? bufwithout »™ such protec-

tfon « t so hades t rouM be impossible to preserve tl.em

£„?S5lZ_, a pretty ImltaH

Wardlan Case. .
.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, E 1 C.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

ot British :
Manufacture. at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

ersouare loot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept readv packed for immediatedelivery.
'

I Ista of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT BOOGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES. WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
OLASSBsTgLASS MILK PANS. PATENT PLATE GLASS,

ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,

to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
11ELY A WAR1 NG. Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

Reduced TiEirr or AoaicrLTrRAt, axd Horticdltotsal Glass.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.; and

HARTLEYS PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from IJd. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from U. 6d. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per

dozen; Hely's Test Chums, 5s. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,

10s. ; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; Bee-glasses, from

6d.; Cucumber Tubes, from Is.; Propagating Glasses, from 3Ad.

to 7s. each; Flower Labels, 7.*. per 100; Aquariums, complete,

lO.i. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-

tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,

British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

FOREICN AMD ENCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
S7, Bibhopsgate Street, "Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or Bubstance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in 12*. Oi.

6A „ 4J „ 7 „ 5 12 6

7$ „ 5J „ 8 „ 6 13

84 „ 61 „ 9 „ 7 13 6

91 „ 71 „ 10 „ 8 13 6

10* „ 8} „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 10V „ 10J 14
11 „ 10 „ 11* „ 101 W
11 „ 11 „ 111 „ 1H 14
12 „ 11 „ 12J n Hi 1*
13 „ 11 „ 131 „ 11* 14
13 „ 12 „ 13J ,1 I24 16
13* „ 13* „ 14j „ 13J ... ... 16

15} „ 13} 16
20 by IS, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 211 by 13J, 161 by 14.1, 20 by 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 21 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 31 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roneh, Tiles, Striking
and bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be bad on application.

Established more tban 100 years.

~EORGE P. TYE'S Registered HYACINTHG BOTTLES and FLOWER SUPPORTS are an age before
all others for quality and utility. May be had everywhere
retail and wholesale in great variety, from G. P. Tye, 107, Great
Charles Street, Birmingham. All are carefully selected and
marked G. P. Tye on the bottom of each article.

WARNER'S SWING WATER-BARROW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

Is intended for all large Establishments where much water-

ing is done by the watering-pot. By its use much time and

labour of the Gardener are saved, particularly where the Tank,

Pond, or Pump, is at a distance from the garden. May be

obtained of any Ironmonger in town or country for 31. 3s.

Manufactured by
John Warner & Sons, S, Crescent, Jewiu Street, London

lOUN WAKNEK AND SONS,
Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

GALVANISED IRON TUB GARDEN
ENGINE,

With Warner's Registered Spreader,

is strongly re-

commended, for

durability and
low price, viz.,

21. 19s., to hold

10 gallons.

Larger sizes

in wood or iron,

viz., 14 gals., 24
gals., & 35 gals.

Maybe obtained

ofany Ironmon-
ger or Plumber
in town or coun-

try, or of the

Patentees and
Manufacturers,

as also Machinery of all kinds for raising Water from any

depth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

sent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9s. upwards. Metallic String from M. to Is. 3d. per lb.

TO AGRICULTURISTS AND OTHERS.

C IMPSON and BARNES, Openshaw, near Manches-
^-J ter, beg to call the attention of parties requiring power to
their PORTABLE and STATIONARY STEAM-ENGINES,
from one-horse power and upwards, having the boiler and engine
attached. They require no foundation, are simple and cheap,
and are sent from the works ready to start when they arrive
at their destination.

J OVERALL begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,
• Nurserymen, and others requiring Horticultural Buildings,

Lights, and Frames, that by intrusting their orders to him, tbey
may depend upon first-class workmanship and good materials at
the most economical prices.

J. Overall, Horticultural Builder, 16, Shacklewell Lane, near
Kingsland, London.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.

COTTAM AND HALLEN
H ^X5.,

m
??.

(

L ™P<_tant additions to their

.tt^F'-'Tl
,he *¥*?? Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

freedom > n r
]" '°

!
'" back °f the maI,Ser.

works with'ease and

tiol T.^L .
°"n ""= R,,ide bar

'
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beT„g
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8
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s'ia?,

reTODtat'TCagai,1St ,h<! m°5
'
re5"Ve h°"e

from The hVA"' SS
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i?
Se
t
d Bo* Mn *e instantly detached

seed nan.J; ""."'"dY'turbingthe bay. The saying of theseed in a clean and useful state, eitherfor agricultural purposes

...... original Invention of PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER
E, the main features of which are shown in the above engraving.

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.
C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.
D Tue Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

r -.j,„.,^.,, the way when not in use.

^St^t^L^GmS "e^tawted in the best possible manner, both as to fomand
Galvanised. o!E^mell

P
ed

earanCe
' ^ &M^exYioyis to infection; manufactured Plain,

X™£Td
Ha^lrooTA™J

dA mmf^ saMv covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner
teptonduw™'™"" AP^dages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers,

COTT
i?RM I^AS^'?WOIlKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.

'
i>u ViMlLATING.—Descriptive Catalogues and Estimates on application.

^tXft-

LANDSCAPE GARDENING, combining all the
modern improvements in the CONSTRUCTION, BUILD-

ING, HEATING, and VENTILATING HOT HOUSES,
CONSERVATORIES, PINE PITS, and every other kind of

Garden .structure, by a practical Gardener and Horticultural

Builder of 25 years' experience as H^d Gardener to his Grace
the late Duke of Northumberland, at Syon House, and her
Majesty's Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, &c.-- Designs and
Estimates furnished for Garden embellishments on application to

J. W. Tnonsox, F.L.H.S., Garden Architect, Exotic Nursery,
King Street, Hammersmith.

BY
HER

IVI A J ESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

ED E N C H , Patent Hothouse Works,
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, and all completed for Is. 3d. per foot

super. Hundreds of references can be given, and Printed Price

Lists sent. .

BY
SPECIAL

APPOINTMENT

VY

TO HER
MAJESTY

THE QUEEN.

7ILLIAM WALKEK, Victoria Foundry, Walm-
gate, York.

Manufacturer of Hot Water
Apparatus for Heating Green-
houses, &c.

Garden Rollers, Handglass
Frames

Iron Fencing and Gates

Liquid Manure Pumps
Iron Palisading, Iron Bedsteads
Galvanised Ga.i.e Netting
Stable Packs and Mangers
Kitchen Ranges and- Smoke
Jacks on a superior principle

Every Description of Plain and Ornamental Cast and
Wrought Iron "Work.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green; Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,

Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

BBlI^g
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.

THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of

strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-

ticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried
out. in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,

many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.,

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet

of glass. During the late

severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.
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MAPPItM'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
W aiuian'i l'l» GrOOD BY TUB Makkhh,

JOSEPH MAITIN ami. BROTHERS, Quren'b
•-J (Jin i.kkv VVoiutH, Hbol'lldd ; ami M7, Moorgido H\.i'i\t-J

t
London.

Drawings forwarded by po it.

GALVANISED WIRE CAME NETTING,
Of/, j'ltji Yaiip, li I'V.kt VVioitt

BARNARD am) BISHOP, MTailcet Place, Norwich,
in oonsQcinonco of Improvement*) In their machinery for

tin) manufacture of tlio ubovo nrticin, lum- 1 n cinablod t<> make
O. grout reduction lit tlio pi'icoH.

G-lnoh mesh, 24 Inchon wldo
2-inch „ Htrong, do.

2-Inch „ Intermediate, do.
2-lnch „ extra Htrong, do.

18-Inch
,i

24 Inchon wido
lft-ineh „ Htrong, do.

1ft -Inch „ Intermediate, do.

11-Inch „ o.xtra Htrong, do.

Unlvtui- .Ii IMIIIII.'l!

Isod. Iron.

<UL por yd.
B „ a

por yl.

11 ,. i)

"

7 „ is*

u :;

13 ,.

7
11

II

"

All tho abovo kinds can ho inado of any width (under 8 (ei (
I,

at proportionate prices, if tho upper half I.h or a coarser mesh
than the lower, It will reduce tho prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, KW. por yard ; Galvanised
Sparrow-proof Netting for IMioamuitrlon, 3d. por square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues nnd Patterns forwarded by post. Deli-

vored free of expense in London, Peterborough. Hull, or New-
•oaHtln. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and
Dcor Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &e.

LIGHT, CHEAP, and DURABLE ROOFING.—
CROGGON'S PATENT ASPIIALTE ROOFING FELT

is perfectly Impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and has been
tested by a long and extensive experience in all climates. Saves
half tlio timber required for slates. Can bo laid on with great
facility by farm servants or unpractised persons. Price Id. per
square foot. Cuoooon's Patent Non-conducting Pelt, for cover-
ing steam boilers and pipes, saves 25 per cent of fuel. Samples
and testimonials sent by post, on application to Croocios & Co.,

% Dowgato Hill, London, who also supply ship-sheathing felt and
inodorous felt, for damp walls, and lining iron houses, aud roofs
generally, to equalise the temperature.

S~OUNDTnd WHITE TEETH are not only in.lU-

pensably requisite to a pleasing exterior in both sexes, but
they are peculiarly appreciated through life as a blessing highly
conducive to the purposes of health and longevity. Among the
various preparations offered for tho purpose,

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or PEARL DENTIFRICE,
stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, purifying,
and preserving tho teeth to the latest period of life. Prepared
from Oriental herbs with unusual care, transmitted to this

country at creat expense, this unique compound will be found to

eradicate all tartar and concretions, and impart a pearl-like white-
ness to tho enam. lied surface, remove spots of Incipient decay,
render the gums firm and red, fix the teeth firmly in their sockets
and, from its aromatic influence- impart sweetness and purity to

the breath. Price 2s. 9<i. per box. Caution.—The words
"Rowlands' Odonto" are on the label, and " A. Rowland & Sons,

20, flatten Garden," engraved on the Government stamp affixed

on each box. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT H ATlR,
WHISKERS, &o.?—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c,
in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and effec-

tually check greyness in all its stages. For tho nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for promoting a fine

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Sold

by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 24 penny
stamps, by Miss Coupellk, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, London. Mrs, Carter writes, " My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair."

1

Mrs. Reeve—"My
hair Is gaining strength and thickness." Sergeant Craven.

" Through using it I have an excellent Moustache." Mr.
Yates—"The young man has now a good pair of whiskers. 1

want two packets for other customers."

ASTROLOGY.— Persons residing in London or else-

where can send their Address, Christian and Surname, and
Age, In a letter containing 13 postage stamps, to Professor
Mrlvillb, Princes Road, Lnmbeth, London (the only Acrostic
Astrologer in the universe), and they will receive as soon as
possible, special poems on their names, iu which their Destinies
will be revealed.

DEBILITY AND NERVOUSNESS.— Encourage-
ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility, sper-

matorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-
eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free
upon rec ipt of 14 postage stamps, by E. J. Roberts (late Army),
Surgeon, 9. North Terrace, Moor Edge, Ne wcastle-ou-Tyne.

COLDS, COUGHS, ASTHMA, INFLUENZA,~aud
DISEASES of the CHEST and LUNGS, arise chiefly from

al ternations of Temperature. Painful and troublesome as these
diseases are, they may be speedily and effectually removed by
the judicious use of

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.
SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR is admirably adapted to

promote expectoration, ease the breathing, loosen the .phlegm,
abate fever, and allay the tickling sensation which occasions "the
cough, without tightening the chest ; and for all temporary and
local affections—such as wheezing, irritation of the throat, palpi-
tation of the heart, hoarseness of the voice, influenza, &.c — it

affords immediate relief. While in more chronic disorders, as
periodical coughs or inveterate asthma, it is equally valuable in
its effects, although, of course, a longer perseverance in the use of
the article is required.

*•* Ask for Spencer's Pulmonic Elixir.
Prepared only by T. Roberts & Co., Crane Court, Fleet Street,

London; and sold wholesale and retail bv E." Edwards, 67, St.
Paul's Churchyard; Barclay & Sons, 9*5, Farriugdon Street;
Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard; Hannay & Co., 63, nnd
Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London; and by all respectable
Chemists and Medicine Vendors in the Kingdom. In bottles
at 1a ljd. nnd 2s.9d. each. *. The bottles at '2s. 9d. contain
nearly as much as three small ones.

BASS'S EAST INDIA PALE ALE, D
MILD BURTON ALB. and BABCLAY'H I'ORTl

I

TOUT, In 1 [i lion Caul Bottli Half* Boll
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PKNDISKS, STOVES, AND ill;
I KOisS.—

I Buyers of tho ah u ted, before Anally deciding, to

viiilt. wir.i.iAM B, Burton's SHOW ROOMS, 89, Oxford

(corner of Nov/man Btroot), Moa. 1,3, and 8,
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and Perry's Plaeo. Thov are the largest In the world, and contain

inch m, assort nt of FE iDEHS. BTOVES, RANGES, P1RE-
[RONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY n i cannot be

npproaolied elsewhere, either for ffarloty, novelty, beaary of

design, or oxqulsltoness <>f workmanship. Bright Stoves, with
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Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, from 7#. to Sf,

Fenders nrom 21. 16*. to Qh\ ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from -2!. 1B.». to il.i.i.; Fire Irons from \*.%i. the set to il.A».

Sylvester and nil other Paten I Stoves, with radiating hearth plates.

Mi which ho Is enabled to soil at these very reduced obai

1st,—From the frequency and extent of bin purchases; and,

2dly,—From those purchases being made exclusively for caab.

THE PKRFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
Tho real NICKEL SILVER, Introduced 20 years ago by

William s. Bdhtow, when PLATED by the patent proa
Messrs. Elklngton & Co., Li beyond all comparison the very best

article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

tinguished from real silver.

Tea Spoons, por dozen
Dessert Forks „
Dessert Spoons „
Table Forks „

Table Spoong ,

Tea and Coffee Sets, Walters, Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate
prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz.l2s,

Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10.«.

Tea ditto „ 5s.

CUTLERY WARRANTED. — Th
assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all war-

ranted, is on sale at William S. Buhton's, at prices that are
remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales. 3J-inch
ivory-handled table knives, with high shoulders, 11/. per d< z> n

;

desserts to match, 10«.; if to balance, Is, per dozen extra; carvers.

4s. per pair; larger sizes, from 19s. to 26s. per dozen; extia fine,

ivory, 82*. ; if with silver ferrules, 37s. to 50s. ; white bone table

knives, 7s. 6rf. per dozen ; desserts, 5s. 6d. ; carvers, 2s. 3d. per
pair ; black hern table knives, 7s. 4d. per dozen ; desserts, 6s.

;

carvers, 2s. 6d. ; blnck wood-handled table knives and forks, 6i.

per dozen ; table steels, from Is. each. The largest stock in
existence of plated dessert knives and forks, in cases and other-

wise, and of the new plated fish carvers. Also a large assort-

ment of Razors, Penknives, Scissors, &c., of the best quality.

William S. Buetox has TEN LARGE SHOW RuOMS,
devoted to the show of GENERAL FURNISHING IRON-
MONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver, Plated and
Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Bedding), so
arranged and classified that purchasers may easily and at once
make their selections.

Catalogues, witb engravings, sent (per post) free. The money
returned for every articte not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1, 2, and
3, Newman Street; and 4 & 5, Perry's Place.

Thread or
Fiddle Brunswick King's
Fnttern. Pattern P

18s. .. 26j. ... 32..

. 80s. .. 40s. ... 4<U.

80s. .. 42s. ... 48s.

. 40s. .. 66s. ... 61s.

. 40s. .. 68s. ... 66s.

28s. ... 30s.

. 21s. ... 25s.

. lis. ... 12s.

most varied

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.
TPSWICH CEMETERY.—The BURIAL BOARD
L for the BOROUGH OF TPSWICH are prepared to receive
TENDERS for PLANTING to be done in their Cemetery
during the present autumn. Forms of Specification with
Schedules, and quantities may be obtained on payment of 5*. for

each copy, on application at the Offices of the Board, in the
Woodbridge Road, Ipswich, and at the office of Mr. Davidson,
Landscape Gardener. 36, Great Russell Street, Bedford Square,
London.—Ipswich, September 29.

FLORIST'S BUSINESS.
TO BE SOLD, the NURSERY GROUND,

GREENHOUSES, &c, of the late Mr. Hevkt Gkoox, at
Clapham Rise, Surrev, in consequence of his death, and the
GOODWILL of the well-established BUSINESS to be dis-

posed of. The Premises (exclusive of a strip of land held rent
free, subject to ,<ix monthV notice) comprise 3J acres, and are
held at the low yearly rent of S07. for an unexpired term of 36
years from Michaelmas, 1S55. The House adjoining, l^e in the
occupation of Mr. Groom, is not comprised in the lease, but may
be rented. The Tulips and other Bulbs and Roots not in the
Ground will be sold by auction on the premises in October next,
the particulars of which are in preparation, and due notice wiH
bo given of the time of sale. The Premises may be viewed on
application, and further information obtained of Messrs. Pbo-
Therob & Morhis, American Nursery, Levtonstone, Essex; and
of Messrs. Barnes & Bernard, Solicitors, 2, Great Winchester
Street, London.
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Hendanon, Howard, and Wlleoek*,

SHORT-HORNED BULL*.
1'0 BE BOLD, M Bfholt Hail,

i , tbre«
r-old and one 8-y«aj

born bread, the proptrtjr of W. R
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Sales bo Auction.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PONT8.
MR. J. C. STEVENS will tell by Auction, at bis

Oct fib, at 1 o'clock pntclv-lf, * Coifed i'<n of -

nnd GREENHOUSE PL '.'
I

10 choice Camellia!! oiu

and a few Orchid*.— May be
A of Mr. J. C. Stf

CRANGE ROAD, BERMOM
T'» N" ; *; EXTLBXEV, A .owes*.

MR. W. T. ATTWOOD will Stll by Auction, <m the
premloee, without the leant reset

henltl.yPINE PLANTS, principally Q^eei -ith Uw
various Ranges of Qroperiee and Forcing Pita, *l*o the whole of

Hot- Water Apparatua, c-jmpri^in< about 1' pipe Ukd
three large Boilers. The above property ii in good c

and offers a valuableopportuni'y in peraouj -

b Plonta
and Forcing Iloujics. The sale will take j t the end of
On'ohpr.

GKt-AT SALE OF NURSERY STOCK, AT THE
NURSERIES, COVENTRY.

BROWN and SON have receive i infractions from
Mr. Ogden, who is clearing aboal five acre-

Sell by Auction, on MONDAi •

following days, at 11 o'clock, a

BHBFJ B9 : comprising a general a- „• Tree*,
fine large Evergreens, Ornamental, FI w*-i

Trees A lars I

PLANTS, consisting of Cami eaa, A«- dec

—

Catalogues may be had on application upon the P
the .Virrioneer-s. or will be s<-

r --'plication.

TO eJUKStRYMEN A1MO FuORiSTS.
TO BE LET, three miles from Oxford Street,
A situated in the main road, a respectable and convenient
DWELLING HOUSE, containing six rooms, washhouse, and
stabling; half an acre of good Land, with a small Greenhouse,
suitable for a show-hou^e, situated in an improving neighbourhood
for jobbing. Would suit a yountr beginner well. Terms moderate.
—For further particulars inquire of Mr. White, Wheatsheaf
Tavern , New Road, Shepherd's Bush

.

F U L II A M .

Lockihrt's afvtmx. 9au or Htlbs axd Fi
TO NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN. NURSERYMEN, AND

OTHERS.
^TESSRS. PROTHEROE a>d MORRIS will SeU

' by Auction, on the premi!
on MONDAY. October J5th, a: II

costly and extensive collection of BULBS and FI.

ROOTS, being about 50,000 in number, «&:
approved Hardy and Ornamental varieties of Hyacinths, Early
and Late Tulip-. Anemones. Arc, in good con-
dition : also 4000 Sir Cbarlea Napier Ranuoenla*. tbe finest

variety yet raised; with a collection of Herbace
sundries.—May be viewed three da; ; tie; Catalogues
had, Gd. each, retnrnable to porcfaasei -r*dn)*n
in London, and of the Auctioneers, Ameri'
stone, Essex.

HACKNEY.
To Gentlemen-

. Nrs?ERTHEN on O"
MESSRS. PUOTHERUE and .MORRIS

directed by Messrs. Brown and 1 to S

without reserve, on the premise*. Hsckr
Lane, Middlesex, on THURSDAY. Oct b

clsely (in conseqnence of tbe number of !;-

NURSERY" STOCK; compri-
Trees; Evergreens and Decidcon- Shrubs -»erf»on?

Plants consisting of large speciir,^-;

well set with bloom buds. Acacia-

gracilis, Forsylhias, ic: together with two Greeahtnjei

two and three Light Boxes, a

Boilers, Wheelbarrow-. WO feet Stove £

Seed Drawers, Counter, Garden rods, audi - -.—May
be viewed prkr to the sole: v!

mises; of the principal Seedsmen in L
Auctioneers. American Nursery. }_

- Bosex

CLARENDON NURSERIES. CAWBERWELL,
MESSRS. PROTHEROE a>d MuRRIS

instructed by Mr.
petiiion on the above premis

October, at 11 o'clock each dAv

S:vxk. consisting of fine StOBOard ani D^s: 1

Untrained Apple, Pear, Plnm. Cher-

Fio1

. Baspberrv. G x^sebeirv. Carrant
• - ;kin"the trad-

Lilacs of all sorts. 3 tol ;S
-

- -

4fj00 Evergreen Privet, 3 -

White, and other Rhododer
lias, and other variebles t" :r I - -

-

3Si n Flowers. Bie "
.

Box, Laurels, All "- mhardy and Balsam
Acacias. Sca:"-

M*y be viewed prior to the sal gues may
tbeoremises of the principal S

American Nnxsezies, Lertonstone, E==*x.
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This day is published, in handsome Folio, price 6s., Part VII. of

THE FERNS OF GREAT
NATURE-PRINTED (life s IZE).

Parts I. to VI. are always ou sale.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

Now rendv,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by .Ten v E. Sowbrbv. Tho Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
br Chirk* Johnson, Esq. I" One Vol. cloth boards, containing

43 PlttM, full coloured. »«. :
partly coloured, 14s.

Jong B. Sowkbby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

ou the 1st November, Part I. of

THE FERN ALLIES; A Supplement to "The
Fers- or Gbbat 11iut.ii.s-." Illustrated by Jons E.

Soweei'v. Descriptions by C. Jobksos, Esq. To be completed

in about Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s., partly coloured at Is. 6d

per Part.
Tons- E. SowERBY, H. Mend Plnce, Lambeth.

'PHE LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW,
-*- No 1 X, price 6s., for OCTO HER, contains—

I. BUNSEN'S EGYPT.
H. LIFE AM) DEATH IN COAL MINES.

III. Till'. F.U.I, OF THF. BYZANT1NL EMPIRE.
IV. NICHOLAS COPERNICUS.
V. RECENT APOLOGIES FOR THE GREEK CHURCH.

- VI. THE GENERAL POST OFFICE.
VII. HOME HEATHENISM.

VIII. ALFRED TENNYSON : MAUD, asd OTHER POEMS.
IX. EXPOSITION OF THE FINE ARTS IN TARIS.

BRIEF LITERARY NOTICES.
London: Walton & Mabeklv, Upper Cower Street, and Ivy

Lane, Paternoster R.iv.

SUBSCRIPTION. 12s. PER ANNUM.
This day is published, No. L.. price 3s.,

THE JOUKN'AL OF AGRICULTURE, and the
TRANSACTIONS or the HIGHLAND and AGRICUL-

TURAL SOCIETY of SCOTLAND. Published Quarterly.
William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

PEOPLE'S EDITION OF»
ALISON'S HISTORY OF EUROPE.

This day is published,
VOL. XI. Price is., bound in clolh.

PART ST. Price One Shilling.
PART 9 of Atlas of Maps and Plans of Battles, Sieges, Sea-

fights, Ac. Price 2s. 6d.

William Blackwood & Pons, Edinburgh and London.

PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S
CHEMISTRY OF COMMON LIFE.

Complete in Two Volumes, with numerous Engravings on
"Wood, price 11a. 6-?.

' All will concur in admiring the profound thought which has
ennob'ed so many familiar things, and has even tinged the com-
monest processes of household life with the hues of novelty and
surprise. The work deserves to be universally read,"—Brit ish
Quarterly Review.

_ William Blackwood & Soss, Edinburgh and London.

In 2 vols, crown Svo, with 143 Woodcuts, price 21$.,

rpHE PHASI3 OF MATTER: Being an Outline
-*- of the Discoveries and Applications of Modern Chemistry.
By T. LlNDLET Ki.jtr, M.D.. Author of" The Natural History of
Creatitfn," ,( Indications of Instinct/' &c.
Costents :— 1, The Revelations of the Laboratory, or tbe Pic-

Bent State of Inorganic Chemistry— 2, The Crust of the Earth, or
the Chemistry of Geology—3, Matter Vitalised, or the Present
State of Organic Chemistry— 4, The Chemistry of Life, or the
Chernico-Phybiological Laws of Animal and Vegetable Life

—

5, The Application of Chemistry to the Arts.
London : Loxgmax, Bnowx, Green, & Loxgmax3.

C A M ~E~

WEBB'S IMPROVED GAME BOOK. — The
* » Sportsman's Daily Register of Game killed, and how

disposed of, with Weekly, Monthly, and Annual Totals. Octavo
Edition for the Gun case, price 2a. Gd, Double Books, half-
bound, 5s. Enlarged Edition, comprising the same columns
extended to a Quarto size to suit larger Establishments, 5s.
Double Books, half-bound, 10s. Sent free by Post to any part of
the United Kingdom.
B. W, Gabpiser, Princes Street, Cavendish Square, London.
ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.

Just published,new and cheaperEdition, price Is., or Is. Id. by post,

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-*- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, aud that sterling happiness only atlainable
through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physiciax.
London: Sherwood & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Hannat,G3,

Oxford Street: Mass, 39, Cornhill ; Horse, 19, Leicester Square

;

and all Cooksfllera.

A.

In post Svo.scned, price One Shilling.

I"
1HE CURABILITY OF CONSUMPTION ; being

-* a Series of Papers, presenting the most prominent and im-
portant practical points in the Treatment of the Disease. By
F. II. Ramadoi:. M d„ Fellow of the College of Physicians, late
Senior Physician to (be Itoyal Infirmary for Diseases of tbe
Chest, &c. Also> hv 1)|e same Author, price 10s. Sd.,
A TREATISE . N ASTHMA and DISEASES OF the HEAET.

Lonoon: Longman. Bhown. Ghhen, fc Longmans.
MORTON'S MEW FARMER'S ALMANAC.

E:irl_v in November will he Published,NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC. Price Is. By
1 John C. Morton, Editor of the "Agricultural Gazette," tbe

" Cyclopedia of Agriculture," &c.
Along wilh the usual contentsof an Almanac, it will include :—

1. Monthly directions for the opcralionsof the Farm and Garden.
2. Short notices of the past year's Agricultural novelties and
progress. 3. Such an Index to current Agricultural Literature
as will direct the student to sources of information on the prin-
cipal Agricultural topics. 4. A list of the more important of
those veil-established facts in Farm experience, which may serve
as trustworthy fata in Agricultural Estimates and Calculations.
o. Short references lo the treatment proper uudcr the more
common Diseases to which Farm St, ck are liable. 6. A series of
Instructions and Receipts in many particulars of Household,
banlen, I leld, and Hairy Management. 7. A guide to tbe more
important of cur Fairs and .Markets, with information as to
times and places where the different kinds and breeds of Stock

KJL" .

"b:,"nef 8- An index to the -Meetings, Offlce-

SSMs^Clubs
°Ur prlncip,a Asricultural Societies and

rJkmfi
,
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>

Ct
r
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''ou ' wi" bc

' *y e°od arrangement and close

•ic-livp'f.'l,
"smucli Agricultural information of prac-

frMj.
° S "nbe

'ssued hy tlie P''in,er aud.the publisher

n: Buckie ft Sos, Warwick Square; and Glasgow and

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

tho Gardener's Chronicle.

In cousequenco of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five lor two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cose of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxtox, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardexers' Chronicle; above 9S,000
have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Stree t, Coven t Garden.

'THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE and AGRI-
* CULTURAL GAZETTE, from the commencement to July

1855 ; 13 Vols, neatly bound in half calf, rest in numbers, 51. 15s.
Published unbound at 1SJ. 16s.

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OP ENGLAND, from the commencement to 1854.
33 Parts, 4,. 5s. Published at 10Z. 5s.

Loudon : Bradley Batsfqrd, 52, II igb I Iolborn
.

HOSPITAL PRACTICE AND ATTENDANCE.
The Student's Numbrr of the

MEDICAL TIMES and GAZETTE of Saturday,
September 22, contains the Regulations of the Examining

Boards and all the information requisite to guide the student in
selecting his school and directing his studies.

Published weekly, price 7<i ,
stamped SI , by John CnuRCHiix

New^JSurlington Street, aud sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen'

Just Published,

A RTHURHENDERSONandCO.'S CATALOGUE.
*-*- No. I., containing Orchidese, Exotic, Greenhouse, and
Hardy Ferns, Select Stive Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchideje Aouse, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

EDWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
NACK : Horticultural Trade Directory asd Florists'

Diary for 1856, wilt be published in December, as heretofore.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
C gttage. Holloway, Middlesex.

Just published, price 2s. Gd. fTHE HAND-BOOK of VILLA GARDENING.—
-*- By "William Paul, Author of the " Rose Garden," &c.
Contents :— Gardening as a Recreation; On the Formation

and Improvement? f a Garden ; "What a Villa Garden should be
;

Selection and Arrangement of Trees and Shrubs ; On Flowers;
The American Garden; The Rose Garden; The Conservatory
and Greenhouse ; Sweet-scented Plants and Flowers; The Fruit
Garden uud Orchid House; Gardening in Winter, Spring,
Summer, Autumn; On Propagation; Window Gardening; Select
Lists of Trees, Flowers, &c. &c.

" We anticipate that it will become, as it deserves, a general
authority in suburban cultivation."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
" Well adapted to the end, being of a plain practical character."— Spectator.
" Full of sound practical instruction."— Florist.
" The right sort of book and at the right time too.' —The Field.

By the same Author, second edition, price Is.,

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK.
London: Piper & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; or post free from

the Author, Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, at the above prices.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
"DEIGA.TE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. Qd.L^ per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Sacks 2s.
each. Kentish and other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.

Keksard Brothers, Swan Place , 01d Kent Road.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER BASKETS
* ' and HANGING GARDENS, made to the original
Sydenham Pattern, and a variety of other new and elegant
designs for the Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing Room,
Boudoirs, &c, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works, 370,
Oxford Street, London, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre :

and at the Crystal Palace.
A large stock on view from 3s. Gd. upwards. Flower Stands,

Trainers, Game and Garden Fencing, and Wire Work of every
description. Conservatories and Aviaries fitted up in superior
stvle. Window Blinds of all sorts.

370, Oxford Street; and Garden Entrance, Crystal Palace,
Sydenham.

p ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
Vy PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock
Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and
clergy, for out-door work at their country seats. The Anti-
Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-
door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every description
of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, work, as has
been proved by the practical test of upwards of 60 years, and by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials in its favou?,
and which, from the rank and station in society of those who have
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything of the
kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials,
will be sent on application to Walter Carson & Son, 9, Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, London<-
No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to be sentdirect,

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.
These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to
carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1851, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural
Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to
Saynor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
inanship. Established 1738.

HOSE PIPING.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will
wear longer, and is about 60 per cent, cheaper than the leather
hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waitiiman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1 Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price Per- Yard :

—

£, 9d.; a, Hd.
;

l, is, id.; 1}, Is. 3d.; 1^, Is. 5d.; 1£, Is. Id. j

2, Is. 9d. ; 2J, 2s. ; 2£, 2s. 3J. ; 2£, 2s. Gd. ; 3, 2*'. 9d.

Suffr Extra Stout Quality :—2, 2s. ; 2£, 2s. Sd.; 21, 2s. 6d.;

2|, 2s. 9d.; 3,- 3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden an-d

Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, 9cf.; 1J, 10(?.

U, lid,-; 2, Is.; 2£, Is. 3d.] 2J, Is. 6d.

The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.
Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied".

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE
MARLBOROUGH HOUSE, PALL

ART,AND
MALL,

The Museum will be re-opened on MONDAY next, Octoberl,
During the recess the Collections have been rearranged, aim
considerable additions have been made. Admission free on
Mondays, Tuesdays, and Saturdays; a charge of Gd. on Wednes-
days, Thursdays, and Fridays^ „^__
METROPOLITAN SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AP-

PLIED TO MINING AND THE ARTS.
Professor Stokes, F.R S., will commence a Course of FORTY-

EIGHT LECTURES ON PHYSICS, on Wednesday next,
October 3d, at 2 o'clock. Fee for the Course, 42.

Dr. Hofman, F.R. S., will commence a Course of ONE HUN-
DRED LECTURES ON CHYMISTRY, on Monday, October
8th, at 10 o'clock. Fee for the Course, 41.

Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratories.
The Royal College of Chemistry (the Laboratory of the School),

under tbe direction of Dr. Hofman, aud the Metallurgical Labo-
ratory, under the direction of Dr. Percy, will be opened on Mon-
day, the 1st of October. At both of these Laboratories there are
three terms annually, of 12 weeks each. The fee for working
every day in the week is 101, per term.
For further particulars, apply at the Museum of Practical Geo-

logy. Trenham Reeks, Registrar.

(CHELTENHAM GRAMMAR- SCHOOL.
^-/ Founded 1578. Re-modelled 1S51.
Head Master—E, R. Humphreys, LL.D., Author of " Manual of

Civil Law," " Manual of Political Science," &c,
Second Master— II. M. Jeffery, M.A., of St. Catherine's Hall,

Cambridge, Tyrwhitt University Scholar, &c.
Head Commercial Master—James Scougall, F.E.I.S., formerly

Head Master of the Rothesay Academy.
Head Master's Assistants—Thos. H. Davies, B.A., and G. II.

Ridley, Esq. [M.C.P.
Conductor of Lower Commercial Department— J. Waterworth,
Professor of the Natural Sciences— Dr. Wright, F.R.S.E.
French and Italian—Monsieur Tiesset,B. A., University of Paris.

German— D. Blancke, Ph.D., University of Gottingen.
Drawing—Mr. Brough.
Architectural Drawing and Land Surveying—Mr. W. Brough.
Fencing and Calisthenics—Mr. Quiutin.
Drill and Sword Exercise—Sergeant Jeffs.
Secretary—Mr. John Waterworth.
Aud in addition to the above, three Assistant Masters in the

Classical, and three in the Commercial Department.

The short Michaelmas Vacation in this School will terminate
on the 4th October, on which day some additional Pupils can "be

admitted.,
Arrangements have beenmado wilh Mr. Waterworth and other

'Masters to receive Boarders for the Lower Commercial Depart-
ment at tbe moderate charge of 30 guineas, inclusive of the fees

of the school.

Particular attention is paid in this department to the instruc-

tion of Boys in those branches of education, which will be most
useful to them in after life as Farmers or Tradesmen.

E. R. Humphreys, LL.D., Head Master.

" I^RIGX DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
-L Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
" FRIGI DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hai?

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and noricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is, Gd, per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout tb*
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, aud incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of tl^e

severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.- .

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum, May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer-
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milhank Street, Westminster.

TlffST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

]\/jESSRS. BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully
J-*-» to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and
gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this

season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,

that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 30Z. was
awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent
screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing machines were
Bell'6, by Crosakill ; Forbush's, exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by AVin. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that tbe average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1$ to 1} acre per hour.

Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant
required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.

—

Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52, Little Britain, London.

Printed bv William Beadbdri, of No. 13, Upper Wobnm Place, and
PitBDEBictt Mdllktt Evass, of No. 20, Queen's Itond, West, both hi

the Pnriah of St. Pancras.and in the County ot Middlesex, Printers,' at

their Office in Lombard Street, iu the Precinct of WhitefiiaiB, in the City
of London; and published by them at the Office, No. 5, Upper Wellington
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Coveni Garden, in tbe said County,
where all Arlvprtinenieiits and Communir.ationB are to be Adhebsbed 10
tub Ecitob.-Satusday, September 2'J, IS55,
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THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.— Notlco is llOVOby given that, nn Election

of THREE PENSIONERS on the FjindH of this Institution
will inko place In JANUARY next. All persona doairouH of

blooming Candidates urn requested to send, in their certificates

and tostlmoninlH to the Committee on or before THURSDAY
the 8th day of NOVEMBER next, after which time they will not
he received.— By order of the Committee,

13. It. CutlvRj Sec.

October G, 1855. 14, Tavistock Row, Covon t Garden.
Application must be miido by printed form only, which will bo

forwarded upon re.qnis i tinn to tbo 3e (-rotary an above.

SCOTTISH GARDENERS AND LAND
STEWARDS ASSOCIATION.—ELECTION OP PEN-

SIONERS.—Tbo Fifth Annual Gcneral Meeting for the
Election op Pensioners will bo hold on tbo 14th November
ensuing. Persons eligible for admission are "aged and Infirm
or dhmbled Gardeners, Nurserymen, Seedsmen, Land Stewards,
Ratlin's, and Foresters," and the- Widows of such Persons.
Printed forma of application for intending Candidates may be
had of the Secretary, 0', York Place, Edinburgh, and all claims
must be sent iu on or beforo the 15th October.

~~~*SiK CHARLES IMA PIER.—Reduced Prick.

R SMITH still continues to send out strong
• Runners at 15s. per 100.—Richmond Road, Twickenham.

BEAK'S AND WHITE'S NEW PELARGONIUMS."
JDOBSON and SON are now sending out c he

• above, which are first-rate varieties for all purposes.
Catalogues with full description and prices may bo had on
application.—Woodlands Nursery . Isloworth.

P A N S I E S .

JDOBSON and SON beg to offer the following

• very choice PANSIES, at lSe, per dozen, hamper included :

—Ariel, British Queen, Charles Cowan, Constance, Father
Gavazzl, Lady Emily, J. B. Gough, Mary Taylor, Marion,
Pomona, Sir J. Paxton, Satisfaction.

Fine selections at 6* , 9s., and 12s. per dozen.
Woodland > Nursery, Isle worth.

VINES FOR FRUITING IN POTS.

MESSRS. J. and J. ERASER, Nurserymen, Lea
Bridge Road, Essex, beg to announce that they have a

very choice neleetion of the best sorts of VINES from eyes
grown in 12 and 15-inoh pots, Price 5a, and 7s. Bd oach.

N.B. Strong Vines for planting out. 3s. <»?. each.—Oct. 6.

SEEDLING RHODODENDRON PONTICUM.
fAMES SMITH has to offer about 500,000 2 and
O 3-year old RHODODENDRONS: 2 years, 7*. Gd. per 1000

;

3 years, 10s. per 1000. Also 3-year old, 1 year transplanted, 16s.

per 1000.—parley Pale Nursery, near Matlock.— Oct.. 6.

FINE BLOOMING BULBS.
GUERNSEY and BELLADONNA LILIES, 45.

per doz.—Price to the Trade upon application to B. Page &
Co., Oxford Street, Southampton.

TIGER
suppl

'Aft.
Thousands of

JUST HARVESTED.
SUTTON and SONS, Bbbd Ghowbm, Heading

now hutitcsted some tint seed oj TRUE BARLY
SHORT HORN CARROT, MUSTARD, CRE .

OETTUCEj EARLY PEAS, and otJicr Bcedt fot

early sowing.

rpHE BEST TWELVE HYACINTHS FOR POTS
1 OR GLASSES.

(Parcels if not h.R* than 20*. vahu^j carriagefree)
Tbo best IS HYACINTHS Imported (by Mam-.
Double do, tor open ground, ra&ed ... per di /. t

CROCUSES, many sort! mixed, porlOOO IS r,

TUl.II'S, linn mixed, early for pott) or borders, pCrlOO >', <>

ANEMONES, flnodoublfl mixed per 100 (J

And all other BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS at low prlccn,

por Cal ilogue |u I pubUshed,
Jons Bottom -^ So* . Seed Growers, Reading, Berks.

WILLIAM DENYER Uv^h to olhr IM'Ti II

BUi-KS of suporlor quality and low in price, as the fol-

lowing ehnlofl colleotlon will icwtlfy, for 20s., package Included.

12 named early Tulip*
12 bent double Ancmonen
12 named English irht

12 Jonquils
50 Snowdropfi.

12 I iholCO Hyaclntlni, nan od
12 Double. Tourntjsol Tulips
12 choicn Gladiolus
12 PolyanthuH NarciflSUS

100 Dutch Orocusos, all cfdourH
With every other kind of Flower rootH equally moderate in price.

Descriptive and priced Catalogued forwarded on application.
Wm. Df.nvku, SecdHnifin and Florist, 82, Graccchnrch Street.

KPAUKER he^B t(i inform liis IrienrJn and patron
• that his PRICED CATALOGUE of DUTCH BULBS

is now ready, and will bo forwarded post free upon application.

Paradise Nursery. Hornupy RoHd, Ilolloway. I

DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO.'s CATALOGUE OF
w DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS, the most comprehensive
and select published, will be forwarded fres of charge and pf>*t

\

paid, upon application to address at foot. The Bulbs are as usual '

of first-rate quality.

J a Mrs Oautfr -v Co.. 238, High Hoi born.London

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen and Nun-

sehymku to IIru Ma.iicsty the Queen, and to the High-
land and Agricultural Society of Scotland, respectfully intimate
that they are now ready to execute orders for HYACINTH
ROOTS, &c, &c, of the finest kinds and in excellent condition.

Catalogues may he had, free, on application.

27, Groat George Street, Westminster.—Oct. G.

FKCW CATALOGUE!.
IXTILLTAM WOOD • ^ of
* » RO irid IKVJ . »l

Mat ol '-(. •).(' II, Nl

- will forward

ROIL CATALOGUE
ic*ff \/-l Bi

*' • i , t .

flO for I8&6 and
. n.

EP. KRANCIS' New DESCRIPTIVE CAlA-
• LOOUE I --KH will b« r"*dy fordUti

I lib, and will \tn (orwM
!:" '••in' -t\<; . M* -r<;t'\.

ROSE CATALOGUE, ETC.
[ I LANE i«D SON'S f ATALOOI ES of
' * • TREES and BIIBUBB, u . J i:l n *r

will i*a *ent kh ruoal ' ^w* <A
-AzalcaN, Store and Gn .»rj>».

i *. hamtlwit, n
ROSES.

T RIVERS1
:. DES< RIPTIVE CATA-

• LOG! i-''i ROSES la oov nttdy for 4atir«ryr aadvfll
ho sent podt-fre**, on appUcBthn; It U %» %rrAt»^A u lobe a
ompti U le i"v ft,*' Amst
The DESCRIPTIVE < LTALOGCE OF FRUITS U now at

Prr-i*.— Niirw«; rl<ai. Sawhr1dgBwortbf Hgrti.

TJEW PLANT LIST
fOHN i-D CHARLES LEE'S CATALOG01

OVE AND ORE] NHOUSE PLANTS '

Autumn IsjnstptJblUhfdjandinarbehajS, poatfree,
-
N

i r ery and Seed E»f <• it •. . ,. r»mith. r,'-»r Iy^odon.

LOUIS VAN IIOUII. .
- CA1 LOG - I -r this

season and next spring is Go be h*d at Mr. R. #iuir«At» *.

5, Harp Lam Street, I»ndon. Sent free ou apnli-
catlon.—Ghcn - B let. 6.

A VAN ',1.1.1; I, NUMERTKAX, Ghent" Belgium*
• begs to inform Amatenra ar.d the Trade that he haa joat

published a new PRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, con-
taining many Continental noreltiea and other naeldl pbxnta.
May be obtained on application of his Agent, Mr. Ii. Hilbeeea:),

5, Harp Lflno. Tower ^tr<-"t, London.

1 OSEPH FRYER can
•' the above at 12s. per 100; also ever^j^Pscription of Fruit,

Forest, and Ornamental Trees, Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs,

Greenhouse and Herbaceous Plants, at lo.w prices.

Clarendon Nurseries, Camberwell.

CHOICE CARNATIONS AND TULIPS.

B FRANKLIN, Florist, Flora Cottage, Canonbury
• Park, Islington, has fine strong Plants of Rrooks's

FLORA'S GARLAND, four pair for 1 guinea, and all the other
choice kinds at very reasonable prices ; also a few clean strong
healthy Bulbs of Franklin's GLORIOSA, Bar., at 2 guineas
per Bulb.

C A B BAGE PLANTS.
THOMAS WELLANO offers fine and True Early

Plants, various sorts, and Drumheads, packed and delivered

at Godalming Station, at 3s. 6d. per 1000.
Surrey GarMeils^ Godalming, Surrey.

plNES.—Two or three "dozen Fruiting PLANTS
A may ho had on application by letter.—A. G., Esher Station,
South- Western Kailwuy.

WANTED, a Quantity of PEACHES and NECTA-
j

RINES in pots lit for Forcing next season.—Particulars >

and prices may be sen t to G. 1 1 G ] '
. n. Roehampton.

|

WANTED, 24 rioz, LARCH, and 3 doz. CEDRUS
DEODARA.— Address, stating age, height, and price,

D. R. Scrattoh. Prittlewell Priory, Koch lord, Essex.

SPANISH CHESTNUTS.
'O BE SOLD, about 200,000 Strong SPANISH,
CHESTNUTS, from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent on application

to Watereb and Godfrey, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS. k

npO BE SOLD, about 1500 strong plants of
-* PHLOXES, named, of best varieties, up to IS54; also about
200 yards of BOX EDGING, 9 years old, superior quality.—
Address, A. Y-, Office of ;ais Paper.

IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS
EVAN PAUL begs to inform his patrons and friends

that he has received his first importation of the above, which
have arrived in first-rate condition, early orders for which are
respectfully solicited. Catalogues forwarded postage free on
application.—The Nurseries, Derby, Oct 6.

DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS.
MARTIN and SON have much pleasure iu informing

their friends that they have received in good condition
their annual importation of the above, which are particularly

fine, and trust to be favoured with early orders.—Catalogues may
be had and also of their Nursery Stock for two stamps.

—

Nursery and Seed Establishmeut, Cottingham (17S8J; Hull
Branch, JunctionJ>treer_.

DUTCH BULBS AND FLOWER ROOTS.
THOMAS JACKSON and SON respectfully inform

their patrons and the public thnt they have received in the

finest condition their annual consignment of Bulbs and Roots,
and that, they are of the largest size and very finest quality.

Good Double Hyacinths 4s. per dozen: mixed Polyanthus
Narcissus, 3s. per dozen ; Double Roman Narcissus, 4s. per dozen.
Their Priced List of Bulbs, &c., and also their General Priced
Catalogue of Stove, Orchidaceous, Greenhouse Plants, Orna-
mental Shrubs and Trees, and Herbaceous Plants may be
obtained on application.— Nurseries. Kingston, Surrey.

ROOTS.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERKR'S CATALOGUE <>? RHODO-
O DENDRONS, AZALEAS, At, u exhibited, at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Begenfe Park, London, Ls ngw pubUibed, ani
can be had on applicv

Si?" The Catalogue describes the colours of the Khododtndrctii.
T l

>ct. 6.

IMPORTED DUTCH F LOWER
rp F. WINSTANLEY, Sbedsman and Florist, begs
-L • to inform his patrons and friends that he has received
direct from one of the first growers in Holland, his first annual

'

importation of the above, comprising Hyacinths, Narcissus, '

Early and Late Tulips, Jonquils, Iris, Crocus, Gladiolus, Ane- '

mones, Ranunculus, &c. Ac, All are unusually fine and well

ripened. Descriptive Priced Catalogues of which can be had on
application.—2S, Market Place. Manchester.

j

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. have now ready for
sending out Seeds of their very superior CALCEOLARIA,

saved with great care from all the newest and choicest varieties,

which if sowed now will flower finely next summer.
The great satisfaction which their Calceolarias have given

for several successive years enables them to recommend their .

Seed of the present season with much confidence.

Packets sealed and warranted by them, at 2*. 6d., free by post.

EXETER NURSERY. EXETER.
Established 1720.

1

CHOICE HYACIMTHS, NARCISSUS, TULIPS.
CROCUS, ETC. ETC.

TAMES CHARTRES and CO., Importers of
i* Dutch Flower Roots. Sbkdsubs, Ac., beg to announce

.

that their unrivalled Stock of the above have arrived in splendid
condition; the Roots are remarkably large and handsome.

J. C.&Co. earnestly soliciA early orders to insure the finest

Roots. A Catalogue may be^ad on application.

74, King William Street, Citv, and York Xnrserv, Hanger
Lane, Stamford Hill, London.—Oct 6.

NURSERY STOCK.
HBIGLAND and CO. beg to state that the LEASE

• of their NURSERY having now expired, they have con- ;

eluded t$> offer the remainder of their STOCK (consisting of
|

Evergreens, Fruit, and Forest Trees, Greenhouses, Ac)" by
Auction this autumn; the precise time will be named in a
future Advertisement.

Britannia N-.rserr, \Yh.i11ey Range, Manchester.

fg p yj S T R A W BERRY
KITLEY'S CAROLINA SUPEKBA.'noi sorpueed

in flavour, habit, and produe:iv(-ne!«^ by any Strawberry
extant, at the low price of 21. per 100. 9*. per drz.. free by peat,
to be had of Messrs. Gaeeawat, U liriatol, agents
for the west of England and South V ;-**UVJe
nurseryman. For a full descriptK- -, Ac, see Liu»
Paper, April It

.Tames Kitt.ev, Lyucotnbe Vale Nursery. Baih^

TO AMATEURS IN CONIFERS.

MR. BARRON, of Elvaston Castle, will tead
a few days his Seedling Phv

They are three years old, very - ;leo31J
roots, never having been.in p:

"

I
- .. : next sizv l2>.

ence from unknown correspondent - aJe.

\\T TOWNSEND has now ready to~~ser.
» » • GERANIUM CYDONIA CARMINEA-

see Advertisement -ith August: has been exhibited
National Sociery, 15th June and 26ih At:l

Certificate. Plants 05., ~s.€d., and 10*. 6i. each: one
every three ordered in the trade. P-:st-oiEce orders payable a:
Bavswatgr.— Noiting Hill

.

''

AGRICULTURAL SEEOS, ETC.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen a^d

NrESEETMES to Hsf. Haok£TT xbs Qckef, and Tax
HlGHLAXn Axn Ageictltct. '. S

supplying the following seeds of
:'

y :

—

Italian Rye-Grass,Foreign seed Dwarf Essfei Rape
Crimson Clover (Trifolium in- Winter Tares

carnatnni) ral Grass Setcs. fcT Pas-
Alsike Clover (Trifolium hy- \ tures an: La

briduro) Ac
27. Great Georgf - :jip*itr.

HARDY HEATHS
TITATERER and GODFREY r-=

!

r,n"te

these most beautiful H^rdr PUnt^.
had free on application io ^Vjitt.: - '^ tfiit

N'irserr. Wokir.. S

SELECTED SEEO WHEAT.
t BKAHAM HAJ \

Xi- Maldon. E^o:.
KED. alios. Also]
qnalitj-. « 12 -"- 6i- P*r. -

'

Potatoes in tutijt rn ".rrlicstion. __^
GEORGE T.^gR^, of Rav e :

inform the T:4E^B| h
open t? injpfo:: "z.^H^ft T"rzi?
transplanted rc.-*t5- li^s?r- -

DOUBLE ROMAX isd PAPER
CISSCS, 4j. p«T dozen.—

whicliis sc - -I -.-:--
;

fngruwe, ai.d :

arr^veo. a^d r.v- - - - ' -'-

:

.-
".

w

*
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MAGNIFICENT SPECIMENS OF CONIFER/E.

LUCu.MBE, PINCE, and CO. respectfully call at-

tention to their verv superior specimens of the above, which

•«t worth v of the notice of nil wh.. an cn^yed in ornamental

oUntinff.tbeirprowth and ehape being perfect, and their roots

n Ithat can bo desired, so that where immediate striking effect,

combined with perfect safety of removal to any distance is re-

large symmetrically grown and well managed

plants can with confidence be recoauueuded.

Abies Donglasi

„ orieutnlis

Piuus insignis

„ Cembra
„ anstriaca

„ muricata

„ tuberculata

„ Montezuma?

u Benthamiana
„ escelsa

Picea Nordmanniana
„ nobilis

„ Pinsapo
Thuja orientalis

„ occidentalis

„ tartarica

„ filiformis,

&c. &c. &c.

Sixes prices, and all particulars may be had on application to

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO.,
EXETER NURSE It Y,

EXETER.
Established 1720.

Mti 7-iesi

Jj
canadensis

Araucaria imbricata

Biota glauca

„ japonica

Cedrus Lebanl

„ Deodara
Cupressus macrocarpa

„ Goveniana

n Uhdeana
Junipcrus escelsa

n recurva
Libocednis chilonsis

JOHN WESTWbOD will be prepared on and after

the 10th of October next to send out good well-rooted plants

of the following novelties, at the very low prices under-

named, viz.

—

VERBENA "MRS. HALFORD."— The finest white yet

raised; no other will be grown wherever it is introduced. Having

had plants in his possession before any other florist, J. "W. has

now on -hand many thousands, and is therefore enabled to offer

them at 9s. per dozen, or SI. per 100.

PETUNIA "MARQUISE DE LA FERTE."—A decided

improvement on Shrubland Rose, and must entirely supersede it,

The highest praise has been awarded £h! " '

j.„ •> m.~nrirU " Thu Cntlaep. Gardener."
flower in the Oar-

and by all who havedencri Chronicle, "The Cottage Gardener,

seen it. 8*. per dozen, or 21. 15s. per 100.

All the White Corolla'd aud other FUCHSIAS of 1855, let

out by Chauviere, Epps, Henderson & Co., Lucombe & Co., and

Smith, at 10s. per dozen.

The last new VERBENAS sent out by Chauviere, Smith,

Turner, &c, many of which (especially those raised in France)

are superior to the older varieties. Ss. per doz^or 21. 15s. per 100.

Seedling Herbaceous CALCEOLARIAS from plants of first-

rate quality (superior to any exhibited during the past season),

carefully impregnated by the Rev, E. Trimmer, who has hitherto

been remarkably successful with this flower. Best selection,

Ss. per dozen, or 21. 15s. per 100; 2d selection, 5s. per dozen, or

tL 15s. per 100.

Seedling CINERARIAS from all the best named varieties,

45. per dozen, or If. 10*. per 100.

Fimbriated PRIMULA SINENSIS, raised from plants inferior

to none in the trade, of last year. 55. per doz., or 1Z. 15s. per 100.

J. W. has also for immediate sale Vines from Eyes of the best

and leading sorts, at 24*. per dozen. And the true old Crimson
Clove, at 5s. per dozen, or 1(. 18s. per 100.
The carriage will be paid to London; and where an order

exceeds 21. additional plants will be given in, and the hamper
and package not charged for.

The Floral Nursery, Acton Road, Turnham Green.

CATTELL'S EARLY BARNES CABBAGE";
DO DO. RELIANCE; Also

PARACON, IMPERIAL, KING, NONPAREIL, ETC.

JOHN CATTELL lias now ready Bedded Plants of

the above, at 5s. 6<f. per 1000. No charge for crates, baskets,

or packing. Packages of 5000 or more are delivered to London
and to the Edeubridge Station of the South-Eastern Railway

carriage free. A remittance or reference to accompany orders

from unknown correspondents.—Nurseries, Westerhnm, Kent.

\\/ILLlAM YOUNG begs to call the attention of

* * Noblemen, Gentlemen, Public Companies, and Planters in

general to his extensive stock of CHOICE CONIFERS,
HARDY EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, AME-
RICAN PLANTS, &c, which are this season particularly fine,

and having been well prepared for removal, he can confidently

recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

W. Y. invites persons about to plant to inspect his stock,

which is standing over 50 acres of ground, in which will be found

all kinds of plants adapted to every description of ornamental

planting. It consists of HARDY CONIFERS, containing

some of the finest specimen plants ever offered.

F. GODWIN begs to offer the following
PLANT Si-

Feet high
Abies DouglaBX 6 to 8 bv 5 to 6

„ „ 8 to 10 bv 7 to 8

„ ,, 10 to 12 by 8 to 9

„ Menziesi 4A to 5

„ nigra, Black Spruce 4J, to 5

„ alba, White Spruce 6" to 8
„ canadensis, Hem-

lock Spruce ... 6 to 8 by 7

Pinus austriaca ... 6 to 8
... 8 to 10

„ Cembra ... ... 5$ to 6

... 7 to S
„ excelsa ... ... 8 to 10

„ insignis ... ... 21 to 3

... 3 to 4
Picea Pinsapo . 5 to 6 by 6

„ nobilis ) very
Nordmanniana j handsome

Araucaria imbricata . 2A by 2£
do. do. ... '.

~3 by 3

do. do 4 by 4

do. do., very handsome 6 to 8
Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4
Cedar of Lebanon ... 3$ to 4

„ „ ... 5 to 6
7 to 8 by 6

10 to 12 by 8
... 41 to 5Deodara

to

„ „ 9 to 10

„ ,
10 to 12

(The Cedars of Lebanon and
Deodara are particularly

handsome and well furnished.)
Thujaorientalis,Chinese

Arbor-vita; 5 to 6

7 to

Feet high.
ThujaWeareana,Siherian5 to 6

„ „ 7 to 8
Chinese Juniper ... 4£- to 5

„ „ 5 to 6

Upright „ 4 to 5

„ M 6 to 7

Taxodium sempervirens 6 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12

Irish Yew 4* to 5

„ „ 6 to 7

Abelia uniflora 1

Azalea amcena 1

„ Beautedel'Europe... 1

., .Perryana 1

„ Symmetry 1

, t
Trotteriana 1

Begonia Prestoniensis su-
perba 1

Coleus Blumei
Chironia glutinosa ... 1
Clianthus magnificus ... 1
Erythrina crista-galli ... 1

Escallonia pterooladon ... 3
Eugenia Ugni 1
Fuchsias, all the new

sorts, each ... Is. to 1

Gloxinia Duke of"Welling-
ton 1

„ Eugenie 1

„ Figaro 1

„ Leonie Van Houtte . 1

„ Wilsoni 1

with others, at 9s. per doz.
Henfreya scandens ... 1

Hexacentris lutea 1

3. d.
Hexacentris mysorensis... 1
Hoya campanulata ... 1

„ picta 3
Hydrangea japonica varie-
gata 1

Iropatiens Jerdonite ... 1
Ixora coccinea 1

„ crocata 1

„ florihunda 3

„ javanica 1

Jasminum grandiflontm
fl.-pl. ... 1

Pentas rosea 1

Pleroma elegans 1

Saxe-G othtoa conspicua,
Is. to 3

Siphocampylus Ne Plus
Ultra

Sonerilla margaritacea
,

Stephanotis floribunda
Tremaudra verticillata ,

Vallota purpurea ...

Veronica variegata
Vincaalba

„ rosea

A Large Quantity of fine
EVERGREENS.

Green Hollies 4 to 6

„ „ ... 6 to 7 by 4

„ „ 8 to 10 by 6 to 7
Evergreen Oak 3\ to 4

„ „ 4A to 5

„ „ 6 to 8 by 4 to 5
Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12
Weymouth Pine , ... 8 to 10
Yews 3£ to 4

„ 4$ to 5

„ 5£to6
Quercus oxoniensis

—

New Leucombe Oak... 6 to 7
... 8 to 10

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts

Rhododendron ponticum (good
for cover).

Do. all the new and best vars.

Kalmias, Andromeda, Ledums,
&c. &c.

STANDARD ROSES, of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avenues, from 10 to 12 feet.

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application'.

A Catalogue is now ready, and may be had for two postage
stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

Western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.
Milford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

HYACINTHS.

Also strong plants of the following CHRYSANTHEMUMS,
which are the best of last year:—Annie Henderson, Arigenia,
Augustine Mie, Aurore Boreale, Bob, Brilliant, Comte Achille
Vigier, Docteur Bois Duval, Eclipse, Herinine, Le Prophete,
Louis Delaborde, Madame Passy, Marguerite de Valois, Mar-
guerite de Wildemer, Pluie d'Or, Prince Jerome, Requiqui,
Turns Eburnea, Zebra, at 85. per doz., or the collection for 10s.

F. G.'s priced Catalogue of Dutch Bulbous roots is now ready,

and may be had free on application. Remittances expected from
unknown correspondents.

Broadfield Nurseries, Sheffield, Oct. 6.

'"THE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER BASKETS
i- and HANGING GARDENS, made to the original

Sydenham Pattern, and a variety of other new and elegant

designs for the Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing Room,
Boudoirs, &c, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works, 370,

Oxford Street, London, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre ;

and at the Crystal Palace.
A large stock on view from 3s. Gd. upwards. Flower Stands,

Trainers, Game and Garden Fencing, and Wire Work of every

description. Conservatories and Aviaries fitted up in superior

style. Window Blinds of all sorts.

370, Oxford Street; and Garden Entrance, Crystal Palace,

Sydenham.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.

These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened

so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge

so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and

Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman

in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are

respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition

Prize Medal of 1851, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural

Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to

Satnor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship. Established 1738.

MESSRS. E. G-. HENDERSON & SON
BEG to announce that they have now received their noted collection of HYACINTHS in excellent condition.

They also beg to state, that having been for nearly 50 years the largest and most successful cultivators of this highly popular
Flower in the vicinity of London, they can with confidence recommend the varieties named in their Catalogue as being the mi
suitable for pot or glass culture, and every way worthy the attention of Amateurs, &c.

Catalogues can he had on application, and for the assistance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the Hyacinth,
printed instructions will be given gratis with each order they are kindly favoured with.

CUCUMBER—HENDERSON'S "NAPOLEON III."
E. G. H. & Son have great pleasure in informing those who are fond of a really good Cucumber that they have succeeded in

obtaining the stock of the above variety. It is one of the best for Winter culture and early forcing ; is a free bearer and perfect
in its form, possessing, indeed, all those qualifications of a good Cucumber which the most fastidious could desire. In packets,
containing two seeds, 3s. each; ditto ditto, four seeds, 5s. 6d. each.

FLOWER SEEDS FOR AUTUMNAL SOWING.
Collections containing 12 distinct varieties, with printed instructions, 3s. Gd. each, postage free ; ditto, 24, 6s. ; 36, 8s. Qd. ; 4S, 10s. Gd.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,
Saved from the choicest varieties, may be had in packets at 2s. Gd. and 5s. each ; the finest quality of Calceolaria is only

oftered at 6s.; second quality, 2s. Gd. The finest fimbriated Primula in the country, 2s. Qd.

NEW PLANTS.
In the possession of E. G. Henderson & Sou, and will be sent out for the first time in October. Full Descriptions of the

following may be seen in the New Autumn Catalogue, just published,

SHOW GERANIUMS.
EXCELSIOR (Henderson's)

1 LA BELLE ALLIANCE (Foquet)
|
PURPLE KING (Focjuet)

[ MIDNIGHT (Foquet)

FANCY GERANIUMS.

HOSE PIPING.
WAITHMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING

will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent, cheaper thau the leather

hose pipe.

Manufactured only by Waithman & Co., Bentham, Lancaster.

No. 1 Quality, Inches in Diameter and Price Per Yard :

—

A, 9d.; a, lid.; 1, Is. Id.; 11, Is. 3d ; li, Is. bd.; 1J, Is. 7A;
'°i

I
2, Is. 9A ; 2J, 2s. ; 2i, 2s. 3d. ; 2J, 2s. 6d. ; 3, 2». 9d.

1 Soper Extra Stout Quality :—2, 2s.; 21, 2s. 3d.; 2£, 2s. 6d.;

2J, 2s. M.; 3,3s.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices :—1, 9d.; 11, lOd.

li, lid.; 2, Is.; 21, Is. 3d.; 2J, Is. 6A
The Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3d. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied.

AMPHITRITE CHenderson'b)
DUKE op CAMBRIDGE (Hendee-

eoN's)

GIOVANNA (Henderson's)

QUEEN OF THE FETE (Hender-
son's)

SWEET LUCY (Henderson's)
T1TANIA (Henderson's)

10s. 6d.

LA STELLA (Henderson's)
MOONLIGHT (Henderson's)
REINE DU BAL (Henderson's)
ROSY-LIP (Henderson's)

CINERARIAS.
ADMIRAL LYONS (Henderson's).—Large full-sized flower, white, with purplish violet edging, dark dice, fine form

FUCHSIAS.
BANKS' FAVORITE. 10.«. 6rf.

|
PRINCE OF WALES. 10s. 64

RHODODENDRONS.
The following magnificent new species, collected from the Bhotan Mountains, by Thomas J. Booth, Esa., are now, for the first

time, offered for sale.

Boothi, Hookeri,
I

Cai ophtixdm, |
Kendricki,

| Eximium,
| Windsori Leuoanthttji.

For full descriptions, with prices of the above splendid varieties, see Spring Catalogue, page 85.

GYNEU1UM ARGENTEUM (Thk Pampas Grass).
E. G. H. and Son having in their possession the largest stock in the country of this noble ornamental Grass, will supply

healthy plants in October at 2s. Gd. i-ach or 25s. per dozen.
N.B.—Price to the Trade per 50 or 100 can be obtained on application.

GLOXINIA ERECT A.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son have great pleasure in announcing that they have a very large stock of this new class,

and most showy upright flowering Gloxinias. They are the most abundant flowerers, containing among them some of the most
lively contrasts of colours imaginable. The Collection includes the new varieties sent out this season. Price 6s. and 7s. 6ii. each,
or 42s. and 60s. per dozen.

The following can be supplied in fine plants for flowering next season :—
CAMELLIAS and ORANGES, at 30s. and 42s. per I AZALEAS, ERICA, EPACRIS, and APHtLEXIS,

dozen ' at 12.., 18s. to 42s. per dozen.
N.B. Price to the Trade per 100 or 1000 can be had on application.

The Spring CtUalor/ue or General List of Plants will be form irdcd post free on application ;
Coloured Plate of NINE NEW FLOWERS will be sent on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

and a beautiful

MAPPIN'S PRUNI1MC KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good ey the Makers.

TOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTH KKS, Queen's
t» Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

PARKES 1 STEEL DICGINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, asJMr. Pabkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have alwayB in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best

ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue

of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.
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NEW SEEDS. GROWTH OF 1850.

WILLIAM R. KKNDLK ani> Co., SbiCT) Mbiichawtb,

Plymouth) are now Imtvcsttng in fine condition Lhnli

General Collection of Agricultural and Orardon Boeda for the

OOIllIng HeaHOIi.

/« on/cr /o #m>c increased facilities for conmtcwn&

iheir Seed B,itdvne88t they arc now considerably mlwry

ma their offices and warehouses, tuMch, when completed,

will enable them to attend to all orderu with, promptness

and denpatch,

Wii.wam. B, Rendias & Oo,, flood Morclmnlfi, Plymouth.
i, - Iliihi'ri I7HM.

S,

1 R. GRKKNUS, from Inn ritoxiAirn to Un- Wnl-
J* ford Station (London and NorthVWoBtern Hallway), bogH

to nay that he can execute nil orders with the dtmoht dicrpatou*.

UIh Stock (being fink, this season) of FRUtT TUBES, Trained
and Untrained; standard and DWAicr ROSEBof tuobesl
sorts; wnii grown FLOWERING SHRUBS, EVERGREENS,
FOREST 'TREES, AMERICAN PLA NTH, and NIJRHKRY
STOCK in general, all which, from vjhiquent tbanbpj iti a.

ciin ltd removed wiih porfuot safety and buocgib. Carriage paid

to London on nil orders above 21, Gardon and Agricultural SoodB
Miipplled.- Railway Nun.orlcH, Walter I ltl< laimiiswoilli.

r l', UK SOLD, a Ijjir^uiiL, n fiuo lot 6f Specimen ftrid

-L other CAMELLIAS, beautifully Bel with bloom bnds:
HOVOral COlIeotloiiH ol" choice nhow mill fancy G URANIUMS of

the most approved varlotloB; sots of all the NEW PUCII8IA8,
with white corollas, &c; about" 700 VARIEGATED GERA-
NIUMS, comprlalng Mountain of Light Plover ol the Day, and
Osborn'sBrllllant: and a quantity of largo stuck PLANTS
of sorts, claiming the attention of all who are about to furnlHh or
propagate AIho a largo BOILER nearly now, capable of boating
a spacious Bouse, and a small dltto'sultable for a range- ol Pits,

&o.—The above may be mum, and tho prices bad by applying
In John Si.irncu, Villa Mummy, Oamdon Town,

CHOICE HOLLYHOCK, SWEET WILLIAM, AND
ANTIRRHINUM SEED. In SEALED PACKETS.

TOIIN CHATtiR and SON have well-ripened Holly-
*' hook Seed, saved from the host BOrtfl in cultivation, in packets
of 200 seeds, Iff. Gd ; 400, 2s. Gd. Improved Sweet. William Seed,
saved with great care from varieties with Nniooth-edgod petals,
000 seeds, U.; 1000, Is, Gd. Antirrhinum, 6c/. per packot. Also
plants of Double- Crimson Rockets, 4s. Gd, per dozen; 32«. per
a00. Double Major White, 2s. Gd. per dozen; 18s. per 100. A.

large collection of Hollyhock plants, including the best sorts out.

Catalogues ou application at the Nurseries, Haverhill,
N.B.—Tho Seeds can lie supplied by Mr. Denyeb, Grncechurch

Street, or Mr. Hooper, Centre Avenue. Covent Onrden. London.

IMtw PclAkUOimIUivi5.

GEORGE SMITH 1ms a fine Stock of the following
first class PELARGONIUMS in strong Plants, at from

30s. to -10s. per dozen, according to tho sizes of Plants, hamper
included with Plants to compensate for carriage :— (Forster's),
-Jessica, Phaeton, Soraskier; (Hoyle's), Hubert, Lord Raglan,
Omar Pasha, Serena, Topsy, Wonderful, Yerda, Zoe; (Heck's),
Conqueror, Dido, Fidelia. Laura, Lydia, Silenus; (Turner's),
Grand Sultan, Pandora; (Forquott's) Petrucbio; (Story's), Fair
Ellen, Snowflake; (Horken) Una; (Cant's) Vespa; (Dobson's),
Commander-in-Chief; (Fuller's) Gem of the West. With a
choice assortment of show and fancy kinds. A descriptive Cata-
logue on application. Unknown correspondents forwarding a
remittance with their orders will be liberally dealt with. Post-
olhce orders payable at Islington.

Tnlilugton Nursery, Hornsey Rend, Islington, London.

THE IMPROVED BROWICK RED AND OTHER
SEED WHEAT.

TK/ILLIAM BARNES, in returning thanks to his
v * customers for SEED CORN, begs to offer this season the

following sorts, which have been procured from the finest and best
varieties, regardless of expense in the purchase and cost in the
cultivation—viz., Improved Browick Red, Spalding's Red, Old
Red or Lammas Wheat, White Chaff Red, and Bristol mixed
"with White, all of which he will warrant true and clean.

Mr. B, can recommend the Improved Browick Red with much
confidence as being one of the greatest acquisitions in Red
Wheat, for light or black land, yet offered to the farmer. In this
locality (Deeping Fen) it was less injured by frosts and mildew
than other Reds, and was pronounced by all who inspected it

whilst standing over several acres to be unrivalled by any in tho
district.—For further particulars, address William Babies, the
Elms Farm, near Spalding, Lincolnshire.

W'ATBRErVS AMERICAN PLANTS—A new
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celebrated Collection of hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,
as exhibited by John Waterkr at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park ; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-
vations on their successful management, and will be forwarded
on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
its enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-
tion, a List of choice Conifera? will be seen, embracing the latest
importations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.

0. W. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, and of
all heights, the following selection of CONIFERS, with the
remark that they are all now growing in the open ground, are
"bushy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-
planted each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-
tered in their removal from the nursery :—Araucaria imbricata,
Cryptomeria japonica; Pinus Douglasi, Cembra, excelsa, Lam-
bertiana, insignis, Jefferyana, Beardsleyi, tnberculata. &c.;
Cedrus Deodara, Lebanon, and Africaoa; Welliugtoniagigantea,
Cupressus, Juuip^rus, Taxus, Thuja, &c.

&-^~ The attention of gentlemen, public companies,' and others
engaged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoing;
indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to
inspect our Btock, as much may be seen which of necessity
cannot bi given within the limits of an advertisement.
The Nursery is easily reached by railway, being near the

Farnborough Station, South-Western Railway, and Blackwater
-on the South-Easteru Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

* VUCUMBER SEfcDS FOR WINTERSOWING.
t^-' —The three best and most certain varieties ever sent out,
and such as are sure to give satisfaction for winter growing.
General Canrobert, fine black spine, length 15 inches, 2*. Gd. per
packet Lo Kenyon's Favourite, length 12 inches, very hand-

i some, free setter, and most prolific bearer, 2s, 6 C. per packet.
Gordon's White Spi«e, length 20 inches; this has proved to behe best long winter variety now in cultivation, Is. 6d. per packet.

DICITAUS, OR FOX-CLOVE SEED
This beautiful hardy biennial has been so much improved

within the last two or three years by continual hybridising, that
the brilliancy of the colours, the numerous varieties into which
dt has sported, and the dtvarfness of the plants, will cause it when
oiii :e knnwn to be planted in the largest and smallest of flower
gardens, round the borders of shrubberies, and fur making beds
En large pleasure grounds where brilliancy and effect is required.
They will grow well on reek-work or sloping banks, where

!

numerous other varieties of plants will not thrive at all. The
leed should be sown now in pans or boxes, and planted out early
next spring; by so d»ing they will bloom well next season.

I
Sold in packets at Is. Gd., or double packets at 2s. Gd. Every

order must be accompanied by Penny Postage Stamps, or Post
Ofiicp Order payable to

EDWARD T1LR-Y, Nurseryman, Seedsman. & Florist,
M, Abbey Churchyard Bath, Somerset.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATKKKK amo GODG REY beg to announce Lfaofr

Priced end Descriptive Catelogim or An
this season i i now publlsnod, and win ha (tent

I

As tho collection or Amflrlcnn Plant* at till Wnrwory!
iinoquailed In ortont or quality, purcbasors will And if

m.i. i. it., pa i
i( •' -'i lo Lliii NurM/y, irbfcli maj b

by the Boutli Western Railway i» Woking BUilen.
i nap mil Num. ry, Woking, Hi

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.

f[
LA NK a no S<>N have the plcaeun <A announcing

I thai tin Irveryi Ilecllon of VRV 11 |

lad i ling out, -.. -ii •
|

suiting of Pi aeha ' ••
1

1 . A i" leei i, I hoi

ApploHj &9m and am <t"
i,,T fforthy the attention

take a delight In thin partlcuUi brand >llure,

The Npm mrlcH, Grral IWkhnn ad, ||«>rl

PELAncONIUMS NOW READY FOK i,LNOINC OUT.
DOB8GN anii SON beg to offer the following

*f • varieties, which have proved themaelvi to 1m

tlto planta arc -•> Qnc •••^ cannot fall lo please any ptirche*or.

The following 12 Ibi (3 1 1,, hamper, pai I

London, freo i Ambaaflador, Conqueror (Bock'hj < arlo I

Gam ol tin. Wi flovernoi General, Laura, I i

Topsy, Vulcan, w larful, W Ilands Nuraery, Isleworih,

VKItKA CRKNaTA (S>/n. KaLaNCIIOE vahianh),
i in; I, i'.m- off Lrvi -'"../'.

. . \ Hamll
Importation liaalatelybeon madooftbeloaveaof thi

b mom .1 in: loalty, which maturefl plante In tho Herratto

Id lvoh, i '" • b on sale al 2 r, 6d. oachj po it fro
i

.

.
i

. .,..,,', si i .t-t, London; whan drawl ag <-f tbo

plant, in ftowor may be soon. Further described In reply I

I < HIN HOLLAND, Bradehaw Gftrdens, MiddlotoD,
'' near Manchester, will bo happy to forward hi i Autui
i containing priced and doacrlpttvc Hate of the following

choice and popular flowers, for one postage stamp:

Auriculae
[

i'luku
j

Phloxes
A 1 pi u< vi Funulos

i

Belgian Daisies
Carnations Polj .mthuscB Show QooBaberrles
PlcoteeS Pi iunoses I CurranU,&c. Sec.

A few p ickolfi of very choice Pansy Seed, at 1*. & 2*. pi

RARE BRITISH FERNS.
TAMES BACKHOUSE and SON can now offer
'' nlco Plants of tho raro 1'SEUD-ATIIYRIUM FLEXILE,
from tin! Clova Mountains, Forfarshire, discovered by tin -n, . i

in 1862, at 2U. Od. each
PSEUD-ATHYRKIM (Polypodinm) ALPESTRE fi „
WOO DSTA ILVENSIS,*5s. each, extra strong 7 6 „
LASTR/EA RIGIDA ... 2 r,

CYSTOPTERIS DICKIEANA 3 6,,
POLYSTICHUM LONCI11TIS 8 G „
CYSTOPTERIS MONTANA 10 6 .,

Ditto ditto a few extra strong 21 „
*Though a British species, the roots offered are Norwegian.

York Nu i series, Oct. 6.

TO CRAPE CROWERS.
EAGLE and HENDEKSON have much pleasure in

calling tho attention of Grape Growers to the following
collection of Strong YI N ES in pots, from eyes, viz. :—
Barbarossa, Black
Black Prince
Burgundy, Miller's

Bourat Blanche
Constantia, Black
Cambridge Botanic
Gardon

Damascus, Black
Esperione
Frontignau, Black

„ Blue

„ Grizzly

„ White
Golden Drop

Gibraltar
Hamburgh, Black

„ Champion
„ Millhill

„ Victoria
Josling's St. Albans
Lombardy, Black
La Cceur
Muscat of Alexandria,
Black

„ „ White
„ Canon Hall

Muscadine, Royal
„ White

From 3s. Gd. to 5s. each.—Usual discount to the trade.

Shrub Bank Nurseries, Leith Walk, Edinburgh, October 8,

CRAPE

tfusque Chasselas
Nice White
Prolific [end
Sweet Water, Grov-
„ Royal
„ White

Syrian
Southfield, Black
Seedling, Wbitehill

„ Lady Donne's
„ Abfrcairney

Tokay, Charlesworth
Tripoli

Turner's Black

VINES FROM EYES IN POTS.

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. be? respectfully to

call attention to their remarkably fine stock of Grape Yines,
raised from eyes in pots, in a bearing state.

L., P., & Co. having two years ago erected a Vinery 90 feet

long for the especial purpose of proving every good Vine in cul-

tivation, are enabled to say that the Plants sent out by them are

true to name.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO.,
EXETER NURSERY,

EXETER.
Established 1720.

THE PAMPAS CRASS,
"Gyxebiusi Aroesteum "

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co. having now for sale

the finest stock of flowering plants in this country of the
above, are enabled to offer their well established plants to bloom
this autumn at the following prices :

—

Fine specimens with two flower stems ... 21?:. Off. each.
Ditto with one ditto 10s. Gd. „

Smaller plants to bloom next year 7*. 6rf. „

L., P., & Co. have also healthy seedlings at 30.*. per dozen,
which will be ready in October, which, however, they deem it

right to say will most probably not bloom for two years. To scch
parties as wish at once to see the plant in its beauty, L., P., & Co.
would strongly recommend the larger sizes, as they are much
better and cheaper.
Few plants are more ornamental than this Gigantic Grass,

the leaves (which are more than 7 feet in length, curving grace-
fully outwards) grow in large tussocks, thereby producing a very
fine effect, and from the midst of these numerous flower stems
arise to the height of from 6 to S feet, surmounted by elegant
panicles of inflorescence nearly 3 feet long, resembling beautiful

waving plumes of silvery feathers. It is perfectly hardy, and is

also easy of cultivation. A grand specimen of this noble plant
is now in the Exeter Nursery, pushing up nearly twenty large
flower stems and numerous small ones, and will continue to be an
object of great attraction for a considerable time.

EXETER NURSERY, EXETER.
Established 1720.

NEW STRAWBERRIES AT RtDUCEu PRICES,
Grows and Offered for S>le bt

VyiLLIAU J. NICHOLSON, Eg^lescliffe, near
* * Yarm, Yorkshire.—The following splendid varieties have

been well proved this season and given complete satisfaction.

viz., Sir Harry (Underbill's), 100 plants, 4?. ; 40. V. 18s. : and 20,

11 ; or 125. 6d. per dozen. Omar Pacha (Ward's), li. per 100;
12s. per 60; 7s. per 25. Scarlet Nonpareil (Patterson's), SL per

100; 1?. per 50; 12s. per 25. Sir Charles Napier (Smith's'. 1".

per 100; 12s. per60; 7s. per 25. Admiral Dundas (.Hyatt's . 1\

per 100; 12s. per 50s.; 7s. per 25. Nicholson's Ajax. Ruby,
Captain Cook and Fill-Basket, 6s. per 100; Ingram's Prince "of

Wales, Nitnrod, Eliza (Rivers's), Surprise (Myatt's), and Bicton
Pine, a large white one, 6*. per 100 ; British Queen, Black Prince,

Eieanor(Myatt's). Old Pine, Tmllope's Victoria. Goliah (Kitley's),

Keens' Seedling, Old Roseberry, ail at As. per 100: Crystal
Palace, a very large and late variety, lOs.perlCO. Post- office Orders
payable at Yarm are expected with all orders. The plants will

be securely packed and forwarded to any part of the kingdom.
Plants kept in frames for spriug planting1

.

SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RVE CRASS
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 6, U

Onf. of our acquaintances, a Mr. Jael. h a Iotct

of fresh Flos, anH having a gar'len wa« ambi'.ioui

of growing them for himself. But his garden wai
in a cold bottom, and its soil was heavy clay. He
had no greenhou*e, or wall, arid his gardener had
not been instructed at Arundel, or CbaUworth, or

Trentham. When be mentioned his wish to grow
Figs in such a place with such means, his gardening

acquaintance smiled at his simplicity ; what ! grow
Figs in clay in such a wet cold place, with do
shelter and no professional help ! it was chimerical.

The old Fig trees were pointed ont in neighbouring

gardens, where walls and shelter and skill were
provided in abundance, and he was advised to take
warning by them ; for even they scarcely ever
ripened a Fig worth eating.

It must be owned that the proposed experiment
was not encouraged by his neighbours' experience.
But Mr. Jael had already found out that in garden-
ing as in other pursuits what can't be done in one
way may be effected in another, and he concluded
that if soil, situation, climate, and all the conditions
usually thought necessary for Fig growing were
denied to him, he might somehow or other find their

equivalents. And so he set about his work.
In March, 1854, he dug a hole on the south side

of a ditch, and filled the hole with lime rubbish,

burnt clay, the ashes of rubbish heaps, and rotten

leaves. The hole was about 2 feet deep. 4 feet wide,

and its bottom might be a couple of feet above the

water in the ditch. In this place he planted, ii

May, a Fig tree about 9 inches high.

The plant grew well all through the summer,
and, if permitted, would have been 4 or 5 feet high

by autumn. But our experimentalist wanted a little

plant, not a big one, and he was looking for Figs not
leaves ; so he applied to his Fig tree the stopping

dodge. As fast as 5 or 6 leaves made their appear-

ance, the shoot to which they belonged was pinched
back to 3 or 4 ; and all through the summer every

new shoot, of which plenty came, was served in the

same way. By October the Fig tree had been so

cramped and stunted that it was not above 2 feet

high, and on most of its little branches were little

halls no bigger than a Marrowfat Pea. These were

Figs in embryo ; in ten or eleven months more they

would be full grown, ripe, and fit to eat. So far,

then, all had gone well. The tree had done all that

the most unreasonable gardener could have ex:

from it. But what was to become of it and its

little ones during the winter ? You'll see. said the

neighbours, that all your young ones will perish of

cold, and most likely their mother too.

We have already said that Mr. Jasl had no
greenhouse, or wall, or shelter, to which he could

trust his pel Fig. But he had a few shillings to spare,

and with them he bought a load of peat turves.

Now peat turves are of all things the most useful

to gardeners. Neither rain nor frost will go through

them easily, they form the best walls in the world,

and when the walls are pulled down they become
the most valuable of all the sorts of earth a gardener

wants. So with these turves the Fig tree was en-

closed on all sides, till the walls were higher than

its head ; and then it was left till the leaves looked

as if they were ready to come off. In the mean-
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while the walls had kept away the worst weather

Tnd dried the ground a little. As the leaves

dropped they were taken away, and to get the

ground drier still against winter an old w-ooden

gutter that happened to be at hand, was laid over

the too like a sloping roof, resting on the pea walls.

At last came unmistakeable signs that winter was

at hand, and as soon as this was certain the inside

of the walls was stuffed with old straw that had

W„ «».~S K-i packing—so that the Fig tree with its

naked branches was snugly tucked up in a warm

bed for the winter. The shutter was then fastened

down and covered over with a layer or two more of

peat turves.

There it lay all the winter ; and a cold one it

was ; but the ground was dry, and the walls were

dry, and the roof was pretty water-tight, and the

Fig tree felt none of the storms that beat against

its house.

December, January, February, passed away ; and

with them the most dangerous frost. It was in the

middle of March that the turves were taken off the

shutter, and the shutter lifted up, and a peep had

among the straw. There lay the branches as fresh

and green as in October, and there were the little

Figs, on which Mr. Jael's hopes had dwelt so long,

all as round and plump as ever, but no bigger than

before. So he carefully drew the straw around them

again, and put on the shutter, but left the turves

upon the ground. And every fine dry day the

shutter was lifted up, to be replaced at night, till

there was a little sign of the Fig tree wishing to

gTow. Then out came all the straw. In a few

days more the front wall of the turf-house was
taken down ; in another week or two the west wall,

and by the end of May nothing was left of the

winter shelter except the north wall, which served

to keep away cold winds all the summer.
And what was the fate of the little tree 1 The

experienced said, when they saw it, that it was all

very well so far, hut that the tiny Figs preserved

with so much trouble would fall off, and that Mr.
Jael would have his work to do again, for as to

Figs ripening in such a place it was not to be thought
of. Well ! this was partly true. Some of the little

Figs, the oldest of them, did fall off ; but not many.
The othersheld fast, and became rounder and rounder,

and longer and longer, and browner and browner,
till at last by the end of September, in 15 or 16
months from the beginning of the attempt, Mr. Jael
had gathered a dozen capitally ripened Figs, and he
expects to have two or three more.

The only observation which his neighbours made
when they saw what happened was, well it is very
odd ; we never could get our Figs to do any good

;

indeed in the grand garden of Mr. Spencer, hard

by Mr. Jael's bit of ground, not a Fig will ripen

this year, though the walls are 12 feet high.

This example may serve to show those who have
bad soil, bad situation, bad climate, and no glass-

houses, that even then something may be done
in a garden, if principles are understood and men
have only a very little ingenuity to assist them in

applying them. There are other things which our
friend Jael could tell us about, if he were en-
couraged ; but he is a diffident man, and not fond of
having his name in everybody's mouth.

Tue last subject to which we for the present pro-
pose to advert; in connectionm th Botanical Gardens,
are Arboreta. In those now attached to a great many
botanical gardens, the most prominent defects are
overcrowding, indiscriminate admission without
selection, and want of arrangement. If we consider
that, generally speaking, a tree will not show its

true character till, having attained a considerable
size, it is capable of bearing fruit, we must see how-
necessary it is to give it space enough for that pur-
pose. It is true that the whole ground usually
allotted to the arboretum will, if so planted, admit
no more than a very small proportion of the trees
which might be procured ; but if this small portion
is well selected and well grown, it will give the
student a great deal of information on the habits,
mode of growth, and teneral physiology of trees and
means of comparison with their herbaceous allies
which he can never obtain from the mass of drawn
up half-dead starvelings—mere sticks with labels
to them, which may be seen crowded together in
many arboreta, often not more than 2 or 3 feet apart.
Selection, rice collection, is here more important
even than in the herbaceous garden. Twenty or
30 real trees of as many different genera are surely
better than any number of wiry saplings which
never flower, and half of which are but slight
varieties of each other, or mere individual aberra-
tions Sometimes, it is true, the arboretum may be
spread over such a wide extent of pleasure ground
that almost all hardy trees may be planted without

wJn ?"?g V* each other
5
but even then

>
i«» abotanical collection, there is little use in planting

any but good species or well marked varieties, which

can be distinctly recognised and named. The

wilderness of Cratieguses, Elms, Lime trees, &c, in

some arboreta is as hopeless and useless as that of

the Asters and Stachvses in the herbaceous ground.

There are certain classes also of specimens of trees

which, however commonly planted, we would reject

j

from any botanical arboretum : such are in the first

place the so-called varieties with variegated, crisped

or cut leaves, weeping branches, &c, which are

I

mere individual constitutional peculiarities; and

belong to horticulture, not to botany ; and in the

next place trees too tender for the climate, which
I may live on for years, but, in their constant

struggle for mere existence, never can represent

their species.

The arrangement of the trees in the arboretum

is a more difficult question than that of the

herbaceous collection. If planted in regular rows

they occupy an immense space, which cannot be

made ornamental. Scattering them indiscriminately

about the pleasure ground interferes with the study-

ing them in succession, or the readily finding them
for comparison. When grouped in clumps science is

sacrificed for show, without making them really

ornamental. In those gardens where the two

objects really appear to be well combined, the trees

forming the botanical collection are planted at stated

distances in a fixed order along the walks and paths

of the pleasure ground ; the shrubberies and clumps

necessary for breaking the lines and fulfilling the

general plan of the garden being made up of really

ornamental shrubs and horticultural varieties quite

independent of the scientific collection.

As trees are too large for those of one group to

be all seen at once, their labels will require the

addition of the natural order to which they belong.

In plant houses, overcrowding without selection

is still more conspicuous than in the other depart-

ments. There are few where the plants do not

injure each other by too close packing, still fewer

where the collection would not be much improved
by throwing away a considerable number. Plants

which have been early pot-bound, and contracted an
unhealthy, stunted, unnatural growth ; wiredrawn
lanky specimens almost bare of flowers or leaves

;

tropical trees which can be of no interest until they
have far outgrown the houses they are kept in ; if

such were discarded, space, time, and means would
be economised for the maintenance in health and
vigour of a small but instructive selection. If it be
true that advantage should be taken of every corner

of a space which has cost so much money, it is no
less certain that that space is as essential for quality

as for quantity.

The arrangement of the plants in the houses is

often conducted on better principles, and with more
taste, in some of the German and Russian than in

any other gardens. When grouped according to

their natural affinities, with such modifications only
as are required by size and mode of culture, it is

astonishing how pleasing an effect is produced ; and
the larger the collection and the more extensive the

houses, the more satisfactory are the results of such
an arrangement. The same principles may be bene-
ficially applied in the grouping the greenhouse
plants in the ornamental ground in summer, as

stated in Prof. Hoffmann's report already referred to

(see p. 404).

The labelling of plants in houses needs no further

details, as we can only repeat that in this as in

every other department open to the public for the

purposes of science, it is most essential that the

labelling should be universal, conspicuous, and,
above all, correct. G. B.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. IV.

8. Phlebodium in/Equale, T. M. in Herb. (Polypodium
triseriale, of gardens.)

Fronds ample, pinnate, membranaceo-herbaceous; pinna? lanceo-
late slightly glaucous, the lower ones stalked, the upper sessile

and adnate, ail unequal at the base; sori large round, uniserial
near the costa ; rhizome clothed with oppressed ovate acumi-
nate scales ; fronds annual articulated.

We are indebted for our knowledge of this fine

Fern to Mr. Henderson, gardener to the Earl Fitz-

|

william at Wentworth. The fronds are large, droop-

i

ing, pale green, three or four feet or more in length,

j

pinnate, oblong-ovate ; the lower pinnoe in a fine

j

frond from Wentworth now before us being about
10 inches long and 1

,J,

inch broad, the upper ones
: 6 inches long and 1J inch broad, and the terminal one
of the same length and breadth. The lower pinnte are

j

lanceolate, attenuated at the apex, as well as narrowed
i
at the base, where they are unequally developed, the
lamina on the anterior side being continued down the

petiole beyond that on the posterior side ; the pinnre

about half-way up are sessile ; the upper ones are

! adnato-decurrent ; and the terminal one
,
is usually but

j

not always somewhat lobed and unequal at the base.

I

The margin of the pinnte is crenulate. The sori are

j

large, round, situated in a single series near the midrib
;

sometimes seated on the apex of a veinlet within a costal

areole, which is a characteristic of Goniophlebium

;

sometimes on a veinlet exterior to the costal areole
;

sometimes at the point where two or more veins unite,

which is the normal condition of Phlebodium. It is conse-
quently an osculating species between the genera Gonio-
phlebium and Phlebodium. It is a free growing showy
warm greenhouse species, and is remarkable for its deci-
duous character, the fronds being all cast off in winter and
renewed in spring. The stipes is smooth and pale green.
The rhizome, which is as thick as one's thumb, and
grows in a branching tufted manner, is covered with
ovate acuminate oppressed scales. The general aspect of
the plant is that of Phlebodium aureura, but it differs

essentially in the annual fronds, and in their truly pinnate
character. It appears to be a native of Guatemala, and
to have been imported some years since by Messrs.
Loddiges.

9. Adiantum cultratum, J. Smith MS. ; Hook. Sp
Fil. i. 34. (A. pentadactylon of gardens, not of Langs-
dorff and Fischer.)

Fronds glabrous, tripartitelybipinnate; pinnules cordately rhom-
boid-oblong, lobed on the upper margin and apex, entire on the
deorsely falcate lower margin; sori small, narrow, linear-
oblong, on the apices of the lobes ; stipes brownish ebony-
coloured; fronds adherent.

This is a very fine and ornamental species of Adian-
tum, requiring stove culture. The fronds are glabrous,

dull green, with an olive tint, 1 1 foot to 2 feet high, and
tripartitely bipinnate, that is bipinnate, with the lower
pair of pinna: two-parted. The pinnules are somewhat
cordately rhomboid-oblong, the upper margin and the

more or less attenuated apex being lobed with serrated

lobes, and the lower margin recurvate. The sori are

small, narrow, linear-oblong, occupying the apices of the

lobes, and chiefly produced on the upper margin- The

stipes and rachisare darkchesnut-coloured when young,
becoming blackish when mature ; at first scaly through-
out, with narrow deciduous scales. The fronds are
adherent to a creeping rhizome. The species was intro-

duced from Belgium under the name of A. pentadactylon,
which belongs to a lobed form of A. trapeziforme. From
the latter, to which it is allied, this differs in being a
more slender plant, and in having narrower deorsely

falcate pinnules scarcely at all glaucous beneath, and
smaller linear-oblong sori ; it is, morever, wanting
altogether in that delicate tint of green which in A.
trapeziforme contrasts so strikingly with the ebony-
coloured stipes. Nevertheless, it is a handsome species,

desirable for cultivation.

10. Gymnogramma lanata, Klotzsch • MS. ; A. Braun
in App. Gen. et Sp. nov. Hort. Reg. Bot. Berol.

coluntur, 1854.

Fronds ovate-lanceolate, bipinnate below, pinnato-pinnatiml
above, the apex lengthened pinnatifid

;
pinnte sessile narrow-

lanceolate
;
pinnules obloug, the lower ones more distant con-

tracted at the base, the upper confluent; blunt, the lowest
lobulate or subpinnatitid at the base, unequally toothed, tire

margins somewhat reflexed; upper surface glabrous, lower
densely woolly ; stipes and rachis covered with dense pale

cinnamon-coloured woolly hairs.

This is a very remarkable and distinct looking Fern.

It was gathered in Veragua by M. Warszewicz, in 1850,

and was first raised from spores in the garden of

M. Mathieu, of Berlin, whence it has been dispersed. I

A fine specimen was several times exhibited during th

past summer by Mr. Fletcher, gardener to Dr. Younf
of Kennington. It has a short erect caudex, produi

ing a moderate number of soft herbaceous frond
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wliich have their Htalks clothed witli a pale ciunamou-

coloured wool, and their under surface densely covered

with whitish woolly hairs, tlio upper surface being

smooth. Along with the woolly bairn at the bane of the

stipes are a lew darker coloured criiiiform ones. The
son are borne over tlio whole under snrlaee, and con-

sist of lines of spore-cases following the coiirmi of the

forkod free veins. It is, therefore, a genuine Gymno
gramma, although very unlike those familiar in gardens.

In our speciincn from Dr. Young's plant, the stipes

is about '.) inches long, the leafy part c»f the frond

nearly 111 inches ; tlio longest pinna about /i inches

long ; and the pinnules an inch. Several of the baial

pinnules of all the lower piniuo arc cut into roundish

lubes on the margin. It is a very desirable and orna-

mental Btove evorgroen Fern.

11. AoROi'iionus MSPIDCS, T. Monro, l'roe. Lin. Hoc,
lfl/>4, 285, Davallia imhi'iim, lleward Herb.
D. NoVjI; ZiSLANni*, Colenso, Tasm. Journ. of Nat.

Science ; Hooker, Species Kilicum, t. 51. B.

F'rondH ovato jicinnliiiiio, trlptnnnte, rigidly msuibranncoouB

;

plnnto Btfpttato linear oblong noumlnnto; pinnules obliquely
pyramhlato lanceolate with plnnatlfltl tips; Bfloondary ones
lanceolate, deeply plnnntlud, the ttogrnontg ovato aouto tilloato.

or obovato, with ono or two tooth, or somotlmefl entlro; sori

MUrierouBbn the lateral tootli of tho loboa; tnuusuim a broitdly
ovato Honio, niiixod across Hh bftBO! bsudox Blonuor creeping
hairy; HtlruiH and rachldiui hiHcomi, tlio hiiHO of tho Btlpoi and
axlln of tho primary pinnfQ t'nraiHhoil with copious forriiglnoilB

hairs.

This plant has been roferrod to that group of
Davnllin. to which the name of I.cucostogia lias been
given. It differs from Davallia in not having the sori

enclosed by a tubular involucro, but covered by a flat

scale affixed only across the base, and is therefore, in

our view, rather akin to Cystopteris than to Davallia.

This group of Lcucostegin we unite with Acrophorii",

the differences' between them being unimportant. It

forma a very elegant groeuhouse overgreen Fern, growing

Up from the widely creeping rhizome, with a frond of

variable size ; in some cases two feet high including the

stipes, which is about half the length ; and sometimes,
according to Dr. Hooker, not more than three inches

high. Both the stipes and rachis are deep shining

hrown. The fronds are amongst the most beautifully

and finely divided of their race, and are extremely
elegant, lively green, loaded with fructifications, which
are usually placed on the small teeth or lobes of the

ultimate divisions. This species was imported a short

time since by Mr. R. Kennedy, from New Zealand,
where it had been originally found by Mr. A. Cuuniug-
hani. We have to thank Mr. Kennedy for fresh fruc-

tified fronds, which produce aori, whilst of a much
smaller size than that to which the species attains in its

native country.

12. Lomaria discolor, Willdenow, Sp PI. v., 293.
Onoclea, Swartz. Hemiomtis, Schkuhr. t. (i.

Osmunda, Forster.

Fronds tufted, pinnate ; the barren narrow lanceolate with alter-

nate sessile oblong acutish horizontal subserrulate pinna, pallid
beneath ; the fertile linear-lanceolate, with linear obtuso hori-
zontal pinnie, dilated often leafy at tho base ; indttsium ciliately

toothed.

This species was introduced from New Zealand by
Mr. Kennedy, and has produced its fructification in the

collection of Dr. Young, of Kennington. The barren
fronds spread from an erect caudex, and are narrow
lance-shaped, with crowded horizontal oblong acutish
pinnules, dark green above and paler beneath ; they are
from 1 to 1 1 feet long. The fertile grow taller and erect

;

they are of narrower outline, and have bluut linear

horizontal pinnae, dilated at the base, these dilated bases
in the lower piniuo being usually devoid of spore cases.

It is a handsome evergreen greenhouse Fern. T. M.

stems rise from the centre, they ihould be boili t i

to bloom. The slnglo Hyacinths generally aro tbi

suitable for blooming m water, bul then arc *

double varieties which thrive equally well, When
overblown they should be stripped ol Ibe faded blossoms;

and planted in the open garden in a dry situation.

On Bloom/big Bvloi <<< Poll,—Hyacinths, Narcissus

Jonquils, Tulips, <Ve., should bs planted with the upper

point of the bulb just above the soil. When planted,

the pots should be plunged under sshes, sawdust, or Ian,

until tin leaves begin to grow, when they should be

gradually exposed to llgbi and beat, The pots should
be deep and mil drained. Any good potting mould
will Hnit bulbs, and they will thus bloom much flier than

in water. They should '"- planted in October or

November, the earlier tiie beUoF. Hyacinths for beds

or borders i" the open gv d should i"- planted at the

M/ioii- lone, and about 8 iim-Iii-h below the BU] .

Bofta '""•'' woTllvy o) ' "/'""'/'w.- -Then- in no advan-

tage gained i>y purchasing high priced sorts of Ilya-

cinths as there ore plenty of the old kinds "i over]

shade of colour euually.good in quality, and which, being

grown in large quantities by the Dutch florists, may be

Obtained at moderate prircH. Tim undermentioned are

all line, and by no moans expensive :

—

IJooiu.i', USD OB vUitfOUfl Hiiaoi'ii.

Murin I.'niii.d

Bo ,. m Ignonno
i iiimI'' Mr Uuntlnck

CULTIVATION OF HYACINTHS IN GLASSES.
Fill the glasses with rain or river water so as just to

touch the bulb
;
place them in a dark cellar or closet

for about a fortnight, which will encourage the growth
of the roots, after which they should be brought to the

light, and kept as near the window as possible. If

allowed to remain on the mantelpiece or other warm
place away from the light, the flowers will be drawn up
prematurely, and thus prevent the full development of

their colour and size. The water should be changed
once a fortnight, or oftener if it becomes foul, and the

bulb cleansed each time. Some kinds are apt to pro-
duce offshoots at the sides of the bulb ; these should be
removed with a budding or penknife ; but when two

Hoilf|iint Tendril

Qroot \ oorBl

Kongo pourpro ot aolr
Act'-ur

BouqilOt Itoyalo
i in [a Grotlus

i iotntcBso do la Co to

Panorama
r<:rii<|ii': JC'iynlo

.i' OLE IIku.

Charlottfl Miirlnnno
i [or I'M'' yrodo
Plobllz SahalHkanHlcy
Actmir

Mara
Prlncesfl Elizabeth
Talma

I' i i: White,
Sphiera Mundi
Sultan Achmet
Miss Kitty
Conir noir

Anna Maria
Lr Tour d'Auvcrgtio
A-la-mode
Pyreno
Virgo

SlNOI'K "WuiTE.

Grande Vainqucur Hannah Moore
Voltaire Premier Nolle

Dociile Blue.
Alfred le Grand
Mfgnonnedo l>ryfliout, dark
A-ln-iiioilc, striped
Lord Wellington, dark
Bouquet Ponrpre, very dark
Pagquin, light

Single Blue,

Kroon van India, dark
Globe Terreatre, light
Prince of Saxe Weimar
Rudolphim, dark
Blocksberg, dark

Orondatns, sky-blue
Lo plus noir, black [eye

EmlCQB. dark blue with white
IVAmi du Ccour, purple

Prince Albert, nearly black

t
Ninirod, light
Baronne do Tuyll, very dark
Porcelaine Sceptre, light

Yellow.
Couleur do Jonquille, single I Oplilr, double
Bouquet d'Orange, double | L'Or Vegetable, double

Sutton and Sons, Heading.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. XC.

370. Carcinodes (Canker). Ash Canker.—One of

the most conspicuous cases of canker, and one of the

most purely constitutional, is that which occasionally

occurs in the common Ash. In soils where the Ash
flourishes most, and where it produces the best timber,

a few individuals will appear scattered amongst the

others without any apparent reason, which in every

stage of growth are cankered and deformed. These
trees are the favourite resort of woodpeckers and other

insectivorous birds, from the abundance of the larvre by
wliich they are inhabited, though the iDsects have no
share iu the production of the disease, however they

may aggravate it. In its first stage there is no appear-

ance whatever of insects in the diseased spots, but after-

wards when the wood is exposed and partially decayed,

the Goat moth and other insects which live on wood
find them a convenient place for the deposit of their

eggs, or at least the young larvte recognise in them an

easy point of entrance. Accordingly if a diseased

truncheon be split in two, more than one kind of larva

may frequently be found beneath the spots, though the

history of the development from an early stage of

growth shows that the insects are a consequence and
not the cause of the spots.

371. I have found no trace of the disease on shoots

of less than three years old. The first indication consists

iu a few scattered specks on the smooth bark, some-

times coincident with an imperfectly developed bud, but

more frequently entirely indifferent as to position.

According to the lime which has elapsed from their

formation, these penetrate more or less deeply into

the bark, sometimes exhibiting a number of scat-

tered diseased specks within its substance, but more
frequently presenting a mass of dead bark cells

without any intervening living tissue. The spots

soon become confluent, and the whole structure

perishes down to the wood, which of course ceases

to be formed beneath the diseased tissues. The year

following the growth proceeds in the remainder of the

twig, which thickens where the healthy bark is still

attacked, though the disease spreads at the margin,

while the wood itself begins to decay. The same pro-

cess is repeated year after year till the whole bark

perishes, and the parts above the spot which is now-

gouty and deformed ultimately die. The process of

decay is more or less speedy, according to the vigour of

the tree or the size of the patches, which are at first

attached ; but from the first attack, if the branch is

small, half a dozen years or even less are quite suffi-

cient to induce complete decay, and this sometimes

without tie- agency ol inweti). Win <->ucUeis

or MIS trunk itself are ottldb SSS tf slower,
and the cankered j..- nlliiiiat-ly attain a very large
size. The more prewriu & cra(*r-l.ke
cavity, the sides of which ihow tbi annual growth of

till l-.i ST nli;ditl_, thai „! ibe
year, in more aggravated eaaes the wood is

s • po ed lor many Inehei , "
»low decay takes place, with very purtukl »ti<mpu at

tin- living edge to remedy lbs evil i<y covering ibe
diseased patch, hi *sectionbefore me eueh an ol

hoe, bow..., . twiee, and nx or m-v.
|

mi "»i have Ibvs bi U '., without however any
effectual sura, i.» tin- mw bark soon «-a»e<I,

and the layers beneath it require a fre»h deposit
to shield in' in fr'.m the weather, In the same patch,
however, there i< a distinct enter in the w-i,
surrounded by an annular margin doe to a growth »otne

nix yerim or mots before, OB the whole of which the
bark is completely de«tr" the bottom </ tho

cavity exhibits a nlow process ol deeey, by rneum of

which ili'- evil nrti

Into iii'- solid wood. In (rail trees Uiti may l.-

object in preserving life, ** healthy, or it bjeet the
living portions of the tree, may be productive of t</,\

lol fruit ; bui in the present instance,

timber alono ia the object, the product can bs lit for

nothing but firewood, and Ibe growth b) SO stow, tl

for thm purpose tin: ground mighl be to far

greater profit. The momeni trees ore observed to be

thus oflectc i they should be cut down at once, an they
exhauat the foil no less than healthy trees, and there

is not a shadow of a excuse for maintaining IbeB to

the manifest loss both of the occupier and landlord.

TRADE MEMORANDA.
Who ii Mr. Robert Hancock, of 85, Lowe* Bf/ok

Street, Manchester, who refem to "Mr. J. G. Waite,

Seedsman, High rlolborn, London '''

And who is Mr. Robert I)ic-r>", 10, Falsuff Yard,

Market Place, Manchester *

Home Correspondence.
New or Little Known Plurnt.— If we had always inch

a season as the present the proving of new fruits woald
be a much easier thing than it is generally found to be.

The last five or six years have been such bad fruit

ycaro, that many persona like myself have no doobt seen

reason to change their opinions of fruits, in many cases

formed from seeing and tasting a few isolated speci-

mens (perhaps grown on a wall or in an orchard hcru<-e)

;

now they have trees loaded with fruit grown more
naturally. At the same time I have no doubt that the

flavour of many varieties has been much injured by the

extraordinary dry season, making tbem taste of the wood
and depriving them of the fine juice they would have
had if there had been more moisture in the ground.
As it may be interesting to your readers.I will give you
an account of the varieties which have fruited here, and
if others will do the same much information might be

elicited not only with regard to the quality of differ nt

new and little known fruits, but their adapt*'

otherwise to different situations might with cenainty be
determined. To commence with Plums : my father,

in addition to planting large numbers of (Shropshire)

Damsons and other Plums, such as White Magnum
Bonum, &c, known to bear as standards, planted a few
of every variety he possessed at the time to prove them.
Many of thes% as well as all Cherries which proved
unprofitable, were cut dowD ; of those remaining two of

the Precoce de Tours were the first ripe ; this is

usually a bad bearer here, though a nice purple Plum, not

large, but good, and as an early variety valuable, though
not profitable. Jaune Hative, a small yellow Plum,
pretty, but almost without flavour, generally bears

well ; this season it was loaded to excess. White
Magnum Bonum very full, generally bears well ; the

same may be said of the old red Orleans, many of which
broke down with the weight of fruit. Greengage a

very heavy crop. Gisborne's much resembles White
Magnum Bonum, but rather smaller, almost always

bears heavily. Our Golden Drop, here generally very

full, is only first-rate on a wall, where it is still one of

the best ; this year it is loaded, but in wet seasons does

not ripen well. We seldom see the beautiful, bnt

tasteless fruit of the scarlet Mirabilum ; though covered

like a sheet with its beautiful blossoms, it is too

early, and is for years together cut off by

spring frosts ; as an ornamental tree it is worth

planting. Sbarpe's Emperor, a large coarse red Plnm,

is not even profitable, and ought not to be cultivated,

as it is so inferior in every respect to Victoria, a

yellowish red Plum, a good kitchen fruit, large as a

Magnum Bonam, and the heaviest bearer I have

seen. The Winesonr is a bad bearer here, and most of

our trees were cut down, as also were the Bed Magnum

J

Bonum, a really bad Plum. The Caledonian is here

' large and handsome on a wall ; its enormous reddhi

purple fruit is very striking, but it is a coarse variety.

j
The new variety Columbia is also very large, and similar

i in colour, but one of the worst we have proved, being

|
coarse and without flavour. The Dove Bank, which

I has fruited here for the first time, is very like the Cale-

i donian, which has generally been sold for it, bnt in

many respects is very different; unlike that strong

growing variety it makes short wood, is a lttle

more purple in colour and of first-rate flavour, from

a wall; we have not proved it on standards. Some
large trees of Washington, which seldom bear at all (as
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thsTluum is very tender), have been well worth seeing,

being fuller of their large yellow Plums than I ever saw

any Plum tree before ; but here though handsome they

are very second-rate in flavour. The Overall, a new

variety with very long footstalks, is a large dark red

fruit not yet ripe, the trees are loaded, and it appears likely

to be a profitable kitchen variety. Bluker's Scarlet,

alsoa good kitchen sort, though a'great bearer, has this

season almost missed setting. Jefferson appears a

great bearer; it is a medium-sized handsome yellow

Plum, just ripo ;
from a standard it is good but

not first-rate ; from a wall excellent— in fact

one of the best, and only beaten in flavour by

the Reine Claude family, of which the old Greengage

is the type. What is called Bluker's Yellow Gage is no

more like the Greengage than is our Golden Drop in

appearance ; it is like Jefferson—in fact, may be mis-

taken for it till tasted, when it will be found greatly

inferior ; it is a great bearer on a standard. Reine

Claude de Bavay is a late Greengage, quite equal to the

old variety in every respect, and about a fortnight later
;

this year it is bearing heavily. Reine Claude Violette,

a purple Gage, is one of the finest plums grown—I have

often thought superior to its parent. Purple Favourite

is not a favourite here ; it is quite second-rate in every

respect. Rivera's Early Favourite was a very full

crop ; a nice, rather small, dark purple variety of the

Prune de Tours family. Howell's Early resembles

Purple Favourite, but is, I think, a little worse.

Smith's Orleans from the wall is one of the finest

Plums in colour grown, being nearly black and of good

size ; its quality is very similar to the old variety.

Chapman's Prince of Wales is also of the Orleans

family, a profitable good red Plum. J. R. Pearson, tlie

Nurseries, Chilwell, near Nottingham. [We hope we
have read our correspondent's very difficult handwriting

correctly.]

Potato Disease.—So much has already been said and
written on this subject that I fear what I am now about

to record will be little regarded. A remedy for the

disease may, however, be accidentally discovered, and as

this is purely so it may be found useful. This year I

planted on my farm seven different sorts of Potatoes,

on light gravelly soil. The Shaws proved the most
affected, all partially so, but there was evidently a
marked improvement in the produce of former years.

Someof theShaws, however,accidentally got mixed in the
setting with the Flukes, generally a late sound useful

Potato, and in taking up the few straggling Shaws inter-

spersed with them, I remarked that they were little if

at all affected, and this was the more surprising, as my
men were taking up the Shaws the same day, and had
remarked how much w-orse they were than the others
I had planted. The Flukes had flowered well, and had
a large quantity of Potato Apples ; the Shaws also

flowered and crabbed equally well with the Flukes. I

want your assistance now to tell me the reason why the
Shaws planted accidentally with the Flukes were so much
better than when planted by themselves ; I fancy
the pollen of the one had mixed with the stamina of the
other, and had given some constitutional vigour to the
Shaw, which it had lost and did not then possess in

itself. The same kind of care is required I imagine in

the vegetable kingdom in propagating as is carefully

studied in the animal world. If my idea is correct I

shall be glad to hear it from you, as I have made up
my mind that it would be better to mix the sorts of
Potatoes judiciously in the planting, and sort them
afterwards ; when taken up you will, I maintain, have a
sounder and better crop than when planted separately in
the ordinary manner. William Wilson, High Park,
Oxenholme, Kendal. [We do not profess to explain our
correspondent's fact. But we can assure him that his
pollen theory won't hold water. Pollen can't act im-
mediately

; its effect can only be seen in the produce of
the seeds affected by it.]

Zinc Wcat/wrcocks (see p. 646).—Zinc and copper are
both much better conductors than iron ; and so far,
cateris paribus, more attractive of lightning, though in
practice I do not think much difference has been found

;

nor can much protection be expected from paint. But
why not, to make sure, set up a conductor, and carry
all the lightning away from the bell-wires directlv into
the sea by turning out the foot of the conductor, or
if too far for that, by aid of a stout iron waterpipe 2 A
pointed conductor, well connected at bottom, will some-
times even prevent lightning by drawing off the
electricity from the cloud gradually and silently, and
the point may be carried up alongside the stem of the
weathercock. /. Prideaux,Oct. 3.

Galvanised Wire Trellissing is used here in the con-
servatory for training climbers upon, and without any
ill effect on the plants. I flatter myself, indeed, that it
would be difficult to find a house of climbers in greater
luxuriance and beauty. So confident do I feel in its
adaptibility for training purposes, that a vinery SO feet
long, lately erected, has been fitted with it for training
the Vines upon. 1 have no doubt that such of your
correspondents as have not found this wire to answer
have mistaken the cause of failure. R. Hewlett, Haver-
land Ball.

Lifting Plants from the open, ground for Potting.—
At this season many plants will be lifted from the open
ground for the purpose of being protected in pots through
the winter, as well as for flowering in autumn. I allude

rnT<^
arUCUlarly t0 s"=h things as Chrysanthemums

nUn, u '
Which are wel1 known tu make the best

autumn 5
gr°Wn in the °Pen Sround >

and P°"ed UP '°

waterin. nT6 ^commend g^ing such things a goodwatering before hfting them, but this I do lot agree

with ; on the contrary, I let them get as dry as the

state of the weather will permit, for then I consider that

the sap vessels are comparatively empty, and on the

plant being freely watered when placed in its new
quarters the thirsty foliage will speedily begin to

demand from the roots fresh supplies, which the latter

must derive from the moist soil, consequently the whole

vital principle will immediately be set in motion.

On the oiher hand, if the plant is fed and gorged

with sap before it is removed, there is no necessity

created for an immediate circulation of the fluids
;

as a matter of course, therefore, stagnation of the plant

and sourness of the soil are the inevitable consequence.

When the foliage is fully charged with sap before

removal it must necessarily part with a portion of its

moisture before it requires more, so that one or other

of the following evils will most likely occur, viz., either

the foliage must flag before the roots can be called into

action to replace the loss, or if the leaves are kept up by

means of sprinkling and moisture in the atmosphere, the

roots must remain dormant, and the beauty of the

foliage will in either case be seriously impaired. If my
theory be correct, therefore, the plan I advocate will be

found the safest. H. H.
Fluctuations of Temperature.—The morning of Thurs-

day, the 27th ult, was fair and calm, with the wind

N.N.W., a direction in which it continued till noon,

when it veered round to full N., accompanied by clouds

floating slowly to the eastward, and the sun pouring

down intense rays of heat, raising a thermometer
on a N.W. aspect to 93°

; about 3 P.M. the temperature

began slowly to decrease, the wind remained in the

same quarter, but the clouds indicated symptoms of a

change. The night was fine and clear ; at 10 p.m. the

thermometer indicated 33^°, with every appearance of

a change. The following morning the radiating thermo-

meter stood at 26°, vegetation was stripped of itssummer
beauty, bedding and other tender plants appearing as if

parboiled, and half-hardy plants sustained considerable

injury, the day following being excessively hot Now,
as I hear of no tidings so disastrous as these from cor-

responding counties, I am led to believe that the great

fluctuation of temperature mentioned above was owing
to this place being in a valley surrounded(except to the

northward) by huge hills, ou which, however, such

tender plants as the Heliotrope, Dahlia, &c, are still

clothed in summer verdure, although not more than a

mile distant. In short, the difference of vegetation on
low grounds and the hill tops is very remarkable.

/. -R. T., Gardener to G. S. Winkle, Esq., Hucclecote

Gardens, near Gloucester.

People's Park, Sunderland.—Permit me to express
my astonishment at the remarks made by your corre-

spondent "J. S." on the 29th ult., regarding this park.

Being a native of Sunderland, though at present a
resident in the far north, I had heard and read with

much pleasure glowing accounts of the beauty of the

people's park, but until I came to Sunderland I was
much at a loss to conceive how a quarry hole could be
converted into a park. A park, however, there is, and
permit me to say, and I say it without exaggeration
but not without observation, a park unsurpassed by
any place of the kind in England. Who Mr. Smith,
the gentleman laying out these grounds is, or what are
his antecedents I know not, nor do I care to inquire,

but I am sure that every unprejudiced person at all ac-

quainted with the place a few years ago, and looking at

what it now is, a.nd that at a trifling cost, must pronounce
it a perfect marvel reflecting great credit upon the skill

and taste of all concerned. Your correspondent " J. S."
is certainly in error when he informs you that 3 acres
only have been laid out as a park. The fact is there

are not less than IS acres so laid out, and planted with a
very choice collection of forest and ornamental trees,

and laid out, as far as my judgment is concerned, in the
most approved style of landscape gardening. The
rubbish heaps grassed over, about which " J. S." writes,

are graceful and artistically formed mounds intersected

by wide and well gravelled walks, exceedingly pleasing
to the eye, suggestive of seclusion, and affording more
ample space for exercise than could by any other con-
ceivable means have been obtained. In my estimate of

this delightful retreat I am not alone. The inhabitants

of the town generally, and also of the neighbouring
towns, are loud in their praise, and justly proud of its

beauty. I have heard, how far true I cannot say, that

some parties are dissatisfied because it is not the product
of native skill. If " J. S." is one of these parties, and
is seeking to vent his spleen by damaging Mr. Smith he
is morally, to say nothing about intellect, vastly more
degraded than the poor donkey referred to. However
that may be, I am glad to inform you that as there was
only one ass tethered so, as far as my information goes,

there is only one who will speak of the Sunderland
people's park as " J. S." has done. Medicus.

Night Flowering Wheats.—While reading Hue's
" Empire Chinois," I met with the passage subjoined,
which I have translated literally. Is the night flower-
ing of some Wheat plants a fact 2—perhaps some of your
readers may know and be able to furnish information
on the subject. It is a new idea to me. The following
is the paragraph alluded to :

—" The spirit of observa-
tion with which the Chinese are endowed in the highest
degree has led them to make a curious remark on the
Wheat plant, and one, which in their opinion, is of the
greatest importance in agriculture. One of our
Christian couverts asked us one day if, in France, the
species of Wheat which flowered during the night were
very numerous. The question was puzzling enough,
and we candidly confessed to our questioner that, not

being agriculturists, we knew nothing of the number of

species of Wheat which flowered during the night ; that

we had never heard a similar phenomenon spoken of,

and that, probably, the cultivators in our country would
be themselves much astouished by a similar question.
' Why, no,' cried he, ( your cultivators would not be
astonished ; they must necessarily know that, otherwise
how could they occupy themselves successfully in agri-

cultural labours. Do they sow their fields by chance,
without taking any account of the sun and the moou 2

'

We were obliged to confess for the second time our
profound ignorance in these matters. Thereupon, our
neophyte began to develope to us the most singular of

theories on the flowering of the Wheat plant. He told

us that the numerous species of Wheats were divided

under two great heads— the one whose blossoming
began always and invariably during the night, and the

other which could flower only with the day. The choice

of soil, the time of sowing, and the kind of culture varied

according to the species; and he maintained that, for

want of knowing these two classifications and conform-
ing to the rules prescribed for each of them, people ex-
posed themselves to the liability of bad harvests. We
cannot say to what point one may give credit to this

singular observation of the Chinese." (" L'Empire
Chinois," par M. Hue, 2me edition, 2nde tome, pp.
361-2.) A.R.O. [This story is quite worthy of the

gossiping Monsieur Hue]
What is Cockneyfied 2—The judicious remarks on this

subject, quoted in your Paper of the loth September,
made me ask myself this question. A vase, a statue, a

fountain, or sun-dial, are not necessarily so—can be

rarely accused of making a garden look so abroad, but

almost invariably make one look so in England, and of

course in America. I would describe cockneyism as a
feeling for the beautiful of a mind untaught in seeking

for it. Thus a statue on rockwork (which may even be
seen in Naples) is a case in point ; the statue and rocks

are beautiful apart, and in their several places, but never

can be whilst together, a ruin rising out of a shaven

lawn is another case, a smooth-sided canal twisting like

a torrent another. Our money-seeking race are taught

to make that their study, and not the beautiful ; there-

fore we make money and execrable patterns for design

and lose many customers to our manufactures thereby.

Somerset.

Transplanting at Midsummer.—Permit me to offer a

few words in reply to the observations of " An Old Wood-
man," madeou this subject. As he does not endeavour

by argument to combat my assertions, and is not going

to say that my success was otherwise than is stated by
me, I need not occupy space in discussing that pointy

although I see I might derive considerable support in

the matter from your correspondent " G. W. L.," whose
letter, No. 3 I thiuk, bears directly upon the subject,

both practically and physiologically. The " Old Wood-
man " says, that no doubt I will find, as he has done,
after 40 years' experience, that October and November
are the best months for planting. Now, I have dis-

covered, not ". in five years," but from time, locality,

and circumstances, such as fell but to the share of few
men, that October and November are months only
" second best" for planting in. Let any one try a
thousand or two of Portugal Laurels, Evergreen Oaks,
Arbutuses, Hollies, and upright Cypresses in November
and June, let the weather be what it may, and then tell

us the result ; and I will stake my reputation on the

success of the midsummer moving, let the weather be
ever so hot. Now, I would not be so self-confident were
not my experiences founded on years of observation,

and 1 may say on millions of plants, " from the Cedar
of Lebanon to the Hyssop that springeth out of the

wall. The " Old Woodman," possibly just roused from
his lair, " Old Routine," naturally feels disturbed at my
statement, which he calls an advertisement ; if the

writings of other contributors, however, are to be stig-

matised as "An Old Woodman" has done mine, an end
must soon come to all open and fair discussion on any
subject. The following note addressed to me from the

Rev. John Cox, of Misterton, will serve to show what
success attended some planting done for him by me in

summer. He says—" The Holly you had moved for me,
May 31st, has lived, and appears to be doing well. It

is about 15 feet high and 20 feet in circumference, and
had never been moved before. The large Portugal
Laurels sent by you on the 11th of June have grown
satisfactorily. The Holly when removed did not appear
to be well rooted." John Scott, Crewkerne, Somerset.

Diliccs d'Automne Strawberry.—I entirely concur in

Mr. Cuthill's excellent remarks on the^general cultiva-

tion of Strawberries ; but I consider his observations
inapplicable in the present case. The garden here is in
the southern part of the county of Nottingham, in the
vale of Belvoir, which is probably one of the driest
districts of the midland counties. The soil is of the
most tenacious .and stubborn character, on the lias for-

mation, but extremely fertile when properly cultivated,

producing Strawberries for size, quality, and quantity,
equal if not superior to those of most other gardens.
As regards the Delices d'Automne it has not experienced
any of the disadvantages Mr. C. suggests. It should be
borne in mind that I only received the plants last

December from Belgium ; consequently they were not
in the least affected by the autumn of this country,
which, however, was one of the driest ever known. The
Delices d'Automne being a hybrid from a species'of
Alpine without runners (sans coulans), I expected to see
fruit on the early runners of the same year, and which
I had taken all pains to encourage. I was therefore
rather unfavourably impressed when I saw them run so
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freely and vigorously. I could take up at least 60 or
6*6 well-rooted plants from each original one turned out;,

1 hope the subject will be properly sifted. 1 scarcely

know of any introduction of late years which would

have Tjeen more acceptable to my employers than this

Strawberry. You will therefore judge ol my disappoint-

ment. Samuel J3radby f
1SUow9 near Nnuiiujkaiiu •

•>

I am obliged l»y the notice you have taken of my com-

munication respecting the De'Kces <l' Automno. .Shall

[ be tPflSpaseing upon the columns of your Paper if I

ask you. tojnaim tho inquiry, not how many have been
disappointed like inymtlf in believing tho assertions

made concerning it, hut whotlier any one single pur*

chaser has been successful with it, and can announce to

the public that he can exhibit now, and shall be ahlo to

do so noxt month, fruit corresponding with what the

original advertisement led people to anticipate \ I think

this will bo tho fairest and best way of testing the

truth of tho statements winch they made, ffr.uri/ Man,
totif Slcaford. 1 received lust autumn 50 plants of

tho above-named Strawberry which I planted out late

in spring in a favourable situation ; they were small, hut.

some of them bore fruit in summer of good quality
;

for some time past 1 havo not been able to understand
why such a difference in the appearance of the plants

existed, for the greater part of the plants ceased to grow
about tho middle of last month, hut 10 out of the 60
with largo glossy dark green loaves havo continued to

grow, are still in full growth, and two plants out of

the 10 havo given and are now giving line fruit of ex-
cellent flavour. 1 now find from the letter of Mr. Makoy,
p. 6-17 (I received my plants from him), that runners
of the British Q,ueen Strawberry w got amongst " those

of the true sort, and that consequently 40 of my plants

out of 60 are of that well-known variety, and that my
autumnal Strawberry affair is what is called a " Flemish
account" or a "Flemish bargain." I know Mr. Makoy
to be, in common with some other Belgian nurserymen,
a most honourable man of business ; but so much can-

not bo said of the person who sold him tho Strawberries.

Is it likely that Mr. Myatt, having a new seedling Straw-
berry under cultivation, plants of which he was soiling

at 2s. fid. each (the price at which plants of Delices

d* Automno were sold), would suffer an old sort, worth
one halfpenny each, or 4s. per 100, to "get amongst "

I

them ? I think not. That Mr. Makoy has been im- 1

posed upon there is no doubt ; and that he ought to

have exercised more care in making his purchase is
|

equally apparent. He has only one duty to perform—
j

he must publish the name of the impostor, so that he
j

may be avoided. T. Ji.

Plant Oroxomg in Mines—The Great Wheal Tor
j

United Mines, some of the most extensive in the
county of Cornwall, are situated near Helstou, and havo

|

conuected with them some of the finest steam machinery
j

in the.world. A huge 100-inch cylinder engine pumps '

the water from the main shaft ; a new 8-5-inch cylinder
j

has just been set to work, and there are several other

engines in the mines connected with the different

operations of procuring and dressing the ores. A novel

feature is about to be introduced in connection with

these mines. It is believed that the steady and sustained

heat of the engine-houses may render them favour-

able for stove plants ; and I understand that

the spirited managers of the mines, Messrs. Crease,

have sent to the Lea Bridge nurseries for a

number of Orchidaceous and other specimens, on the

arrival of which trials will be made to ascertain

what plants are more peculiarly suited to the engine-

house atmosphere. The managers also intend to

establish Cottage Gardening Societies iu the neighbour-

hood, for the benefit of the mining and cottage popula-

tion. About 900 persons are now employed in these

extensive mines, which have every prospect of great

success. *

^oriett'es.

Entomologicai., September 3d. — J. Curtis, Esq.)

F.L.S., President, in the chair. Donations to the

library from the Royal Society, the Society of Arts, the

Entomological Society of Stettin, Messieurs Chevrolat,

Guerin-Meneville, Jekel, &c, were announced, as well

as 20 species of nocturnal Lepidoptera, new to the

Society's collection, presented by Mr. F. Bond. Mr.
Lubbock exhibited a number of galls of different kinds

growing on Oaks in Kent ; Mr. Foxcroft, a number of

species of Staphylinidie, together with Lamia textor and
Apamea conigera, from Scotland ; Mr. Douglas, speci-

mens of a new Elachista, reared from mines iu the

leaves of Chenopodium vulgare, Lithocolletes comparella,

bred from the leaves of the Poplar since the last meeting

of the Society, thus proving that there two broods in

the year iu the species of this genus, the first having

appeared iu April; also the very rare Gelechia

maculiferella, taken on the windows of his own residence,

at Lee, in Kent. Mr. Waring exhibited some remark-
able varieties of several species of Geometridte,

recently captured. Mr. Westwood gave a notice of

three memoirs, recently published by Dr. Burmeister,

1st, a memoir on the veins of the wings of the

Coleoptera, as affording excellent characters for classi-

fication ; 2d, a monograph on the Mutillos of South
America, of which family a considerable number had
been captured by the author during his residence in

South America ; and 3d, a synopsis of the insects and
other objects of natural history represented by Madame
Merian in her great work on Surinam, with an identi.

ficatiou of the species of which the modern names were

given. The president and Mr A. II. Halids

account ol a recent tour In Bolgium and '•
< t* rn Qev.

many, At Liege they had visited M, Loco

whose third volume on the Coleoptera le in the pn
wull as M . Candeze, who is engi no rraph on

the Klatoridoo, A t \\% they had vi ilted 1.1

ivhoi ' collection of minute I lymonopi era i

rich and interesting, ""'l at ' refeid they had seen tho

collections of M. von Brack, rich in Coleoptera, and

of M. Winnortz, who«n memmrv on the minute Diptera

have bo i h enriched tin bibliography ol thai order,

imil who had Invented a very simple microscopic

camera obsenra for drawing the reins of the win

other transput enl pai ]
i,

Garden Memoranda.
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This establish ni, so Entetf iting al >d nessonjfif

scarcely lesssonow than in the height ol it, when
flowering plants ore plentiful. The differenl bouses
luivo jumi been put i" order for tbo winter, and in doing
iliin tuoir inmates have been so tastefully and skilfully

arranged that, although, as a matter of course, b-w

plan! are in blossom, their want; is scarcely felt. Well*

|.n-imn upreininiiH, i
< marl. aide lor I in-' f '.!.:.;' <,i < \. ;m

of habit; havo been liberally introduced among the

ordinary in-door occupants both in stoves and green

houses, and with the best results, the effect pi

beiug at once varied and striking, In a new span roof* d

stovo, 65 feet i" length, and 1!) feet in width, which lias

burly been put up, this is especially remarkable— so much
so, indeed, that amateurs, and even the most experienced

gardeners, might profit by an inspection of it, exempli-

fying as it does bo well how much may be effected in

tho way of keeping up a large amount of gaiety,

even during the dullest months of winter, by judicious

arrangement alone, and the proper disposition among
ordinary subjects of variegated and other plants with

handsome leaves. Among the latter we remarked
various Thcophrastas, of which one of the most striking

was imperialis, a kind with foliage quite 2 feet in length,

and 8 inches broad at its widest part ; Cinchona
nobilis, a handsome species; a Sanseviera with upright

leaves mottled with white ; Browneas of different kinds.

Gastonia palmata, Aralias, Ficus Leopoldi, Bilbergia

gigantea, tirassaciopsis speciosa, Crotons, the charming
Cissus discolor, and others, while the red aspect of the

different Dracaenas gave to the whole life and beauty.

Such are some of the materials, which, intermixed with

common stove plants, hava served to set this house off

to unusual advantage. Plants of variegated Pine Apple,

which are now being brought forward in tan pits, are

also, we understand, soon to be added to the above,

which will, doubtless, still further tend to improve the

general effect. Among climbers trained along the roof

of this stove was a new species of Autigonum sent to

Messrs. Veitch from Guatemala by Mr. Skinner. It is

a very rapid growing plant, and its flowers are said to

be extremely handsome.

The house in which the stove plants were wont to be

kept has been altered so as to he suitable for the growth

and exhibition of Pitcher plants, of which we need not

say Mr. Veitch has the finest collection in Europe. The
top of the centre bed has been converted into an open

tank, over which the plants are set on inverted pots. The
water in this tank is wanned by an iron pipe which has

been galvanised to keep it from rusting, and the air of

the house is also heated by hot-water pipes. The side

shelves are slate ; but in a damp house like this they

have always a cold, wet, comfortless appearance ; to

improve this Mr. Veitch has put a neat white painted

woodeu curb along their edges, and spriukled a little

brown river sand over their tops below the plants, and

since that has been done the general aspect of the whole

house has been astonishingly altered for the better. It

is intended to grow Pitcher plants up the rafters, so

that when that has been done sufficiently long to have

the roof well furnished with Pitchers, the appearance

they will make must be excellent, and this will doubt-

less become one of the most interesting houses in the

place.

The collection of Orchids is in the best possible con-

dition ; but, as may be expected at this season, few of

them are in flower. One house is filled entirely with

Vaudas, Saccolabiums, Aerides, white Butterfly plants,

aud au Augroecum or two ; while another is wholly

devoted to Cattleyas ; and a third to Dendrobiums,

Odontoglossums, Oucidiums, &c. Among the few

plants now in flower we observed the rare Phaleenopsis

rosea, Cattleya Harrisonia?, Miltouia Moreliana, with

lilac and deep violet-coloured blossoms measuring quite

1 inches in length ; and the true Epidendrum vitellinum

iuajus, with a flower-spike fully 2 leet long, and having

on it when we saw it 20 glorious deep rich orauge-

coloured blossoms.

The arrangement of the show house at the time of

our visit wasnot completed ; but we understand it is to

be ornamented with some very fine standard Orange

trees which have been brought from the Continent for

the purpose, as well as with smaller plants in the shape

of standards of Jasmines, which are now in flower and

deliciously fragrant; Myrtle-leaved Orange trees loaded

with fruit, Dracaena indivisa, Norfolk Island Pines, the

hardier kinds of Palms, and other fine-leaved plants,

which are fouud to be so useful in the decoration of

such houses in winter. The centre of the conservatory

at the end of this house is being filled with Camellias
;

its side wings have recently been heated with hot water

and separated from the central part by folding glass

doom, I" oiu

rei

D

place wiib

leaven. The 01

centre bods In both

with vi'.

i
• an interesting appaarai

'l be ma ii Burwry l»s
been well drained and gravelled, and Hag

been laid da "", or

vheri ii' traffic gr—fetfc in front ol ibis water

house are twn square beds, each

if the Pan
eonld not nv

d ', feet through, and •

high, Thesi an- indeed nobli tb-ir kind.

walk specimen Cooffeti
have bet n planted,

lock of thei One thing in n-ifird to

tfaeai men Conlfi i

although planted out they are in tub* ; bat the sides ml
bottoms of the lattei close, but pal

as to allow rnMH to between the staves) into

the border. This prevents that cramp!

form which roots confined in pots often take, and which

tly so much complained ui Oio

advantage of permitting the trees to be movi

and sent any distance without danger of the ball

bro I.. When finally planed in the pit in which they

aro to be replanted all that has to be done is merely to

undo and; remove the iron hoops at top and bottom,

which were intended for the tune to bold the tab

!
the wood, if thought fit, may be left in the

ground where it will soon rot.

A new pit is being built for young stock of New Hol-

land plants, of which there is a fine collection here, and

since our last vihit the new orchard-houn.es at the

Brompton Road end of the nursery have been com-

pleted, and the trees in them have this year borne

capital crops of fruit. With the exception of that on

the Stanwick Nectarine, which is not yet ripe, verifying

the assertion that it ia a very late tort, most of the

other fruits have been gathered. Outside of these

houses, in the open air, was a large assortment

of fruit trees in pots of all kinds, and in excellent

condition for this kind of gardening. A new house has

also been erected here for the growth of Vines in pots.

Its centre bed is filled with tan, and its atmosphere

heated by 3 inch hot-water pipes. Under these circom-

stances Vines grow amazingly fast Immense quantities

of them struck from eye9 this spring are 9 feet in height,

and well ripened to the very top.

Among rarities, in addition to Wellingtonia, of which
three lights of a pit were filled with nice plants, we
observed a fine specimen of Eugenia Ugni in fruit, the

latter very plentiful and just beginning to colour ; Rhodo-
dendron californicum, Eurybia alpina, a hardy evergreen

shrub ; Escallonia pterocladon, Philesia buxifolia, Des-
fontainia spinosa, a hardy shrub, with fine Holly-like

leaves ; Lauras aroma' iea, a greenhouse plant, with

fragrant foliage ; Abies bracteata and amabilis, Libo-

cedrus decurrens, Thujopsia borealis, and quantities of

young plants of Pious Benthamiana, seeds of which

were sent home by Mr. Lobb.
We may add, that in the open grounds until within

the last few days the great feature has been China

Asters, beds of which have produced flowers measuring

at lease 4 inches across, and with scarcely a semi-double

one among them. These were the French *' Pteony-

flowered " varieties, which are now so much esteemed.

FLORICU^LTU RE.

Treatment of Cinerarias.—Common as these plants

are, yet few manage them welL We too often see tall

drawn-up plants, instead of dwarf bushes. Propagation

isreasily effected by dividing the young offsets from the

old plants, and potting into small sized pots ; but cuttings

are preferable, which should be put in about the end of

June, and placed in a cold frame ; or, select seed from

the best varieties, sow early in the spring, in wide-

mouthed pots or pans, and place them where they may
receive a gentle bottom heat ; and when the seeds have

germinated, and the rough leaves are making their

appearance, move them carefully into small sized pots,

also continue them in a gentle heat, until the weather

will permit them to be removed to a frame. Let tle'tr

position be close to the glass—kept shaded and free

from air for a few days ; after which give a little air,

gradually increasing it until they become comparatively

hardened, so that, 'after a short period, air may be

given without engendering any disorder in the plants.

Water should he applied moderately, just enough to

keep them moist. Never by any means allow them to

become thoroughly dry, for the insufficiency of water

is the sole cause of that destructive fungus called

mildew, which gradually increases, until the plants

<ret into an unhealthy state, and become next to

useless. Then how important it is to be on the watch

for this insidious foe ; for prevention is better than

cure, and it is much easier to expel the disease on its

first approach than when it has been permitted to rain

the plant. Three things have come under my observation,

as regards excluding this encroaching fungus. First,

by admitting a free circulation of air, which should be

regularlv attended to every day, shutting it off at
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10 ilie wateriog. Thirdly, by removiiiR t .e dead

foliage from them, »lm-ii is also a liar'oour for

fly. By adopting ilie above treatment I have

eucoeegfally kepi tliis destructive parasite in clieck. If

riy appears, with which they Me very apt to he

infested", fumigate with tobacco. The plants should now

in a shift into a larger sized pot, and let the fol-

io* ins compost be used : turfy peat, fibry loam, leaf-

in ul J, decomposed cow-dung, and drift-sand, equal

- of each, beaten roughly together, mixing in a little

Bilver sand. Prepare a 0-inch sized pot, with a good

drainage, over which place a thin- layer of turfy peat,

to prevent the soil from intermixing with the sherds.

Repot, and again place them in the frame. Water

moderately, and the admittance of a good current of

a>r will also have a good effect on them. Let all

possible c-ire be taken not to have the roots coiled and

cramped by their coming in contact with the side of

the pot, which is generally the case after subsisting in

the same pot too long. Then, as soon as the roots are

penetrating through the soil, let the plants be again

repotted into a larger sized pot, using the aforesaid ad-

mixture, and be replaced in the same position as

before described, keeping them thoroughly clear from

aphides by occasionally fumigating. By this time they

will have made great progress, and become good sized

plants, and those which will not be likely to be over-

grown by such a stimulant may have occasional water-

ings with liquid manure. Cow-dung is the best manure

to use, as by it the flowers are made brighter in

colour. About the end of October potting should be

proceeded with, taking care to pot them into the same
soil as that described. A change of soil at this period

is highly prejudicial. Six or eight-inch pots should be

devoted to tlie largest plants ; and soil rougher than

that formerly described. Place them in a greenhouse,

close to tlie glass; thus they will be prevented from
being drawn up too weakly. They may be also grown
in a frame during the winter, if there^s a flue or hot-

water apparatus, to prevent the frost from injuring

them. Between this and the time of flowering let all

means be taken to insure a vigorous growth, carefully

tying out, so that the plants may assume a Deat and
compact form. About the end of February they will

have expanded their flowers; then the varieties of colour,

long continuance in bloom, and the splendid show
which will be formed^ by them, in the greenhouse or
conservatory, at this period of the year when there

is little else ia bloom, will amply repay the grower
for the care which has been bestowed upon them,
and any person, by practising the above, may calcu-

late on success. As soon as the bloom begins to

decay, and the leaves are turning yellow, less water
must be applied. Remove them into a frame, or, if

not convenient, out of doors will suit them. As the
plants are of an herbaceous habit, they require a period
cf rest. Some persons prefer growing them entirely

in a pit, with a command of heat, which should only
be used in case of frost, removing them to the conser-
vatory, or greenhouse, when in bloom. Tie the side
shoots out, and give the plants plenty of room. This,
with cleanliness, will make them grow in^auy soil. 0.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—In cases where there are many

stove plants in this house it will be necessary, in the

event of the weather becoming cold and damp, to use a
little fire heat ; but be as sparing of this as circum-
stances will allow, particularly if there are other things
in the house likely to be injured by being kept too warm.
And in this case it will be advisable to dispense with
stove plants, even at the expense of rendering the iiouse

somewhat bare of flowers, rather than to keep them
here and run the risk of injuring other things on their
account. Be careful not to over water things brought
from the stove, and also to use water at a temperature
of 70

5
or 80° for these ; as watering plants with cold

water that has just been brought from a warm house
injures the young tender roots, shortens the duration
of the blossoms, and often ruins the plaut. Use weak
manure water for Salvia splendens, so as to preserve
the plants in a vigorous state, and keep them blooming
as long as possible. Give air freely ou fine days, and
thin out thetwiners on the roof, wherever this can be
done with propriety, so as to expose the plants to all the
light possible. Give attention to securing a plentiful
succession of things for maintaining the gaiety of the
house during wioter.

FOEC1NG DEPARTMENT.
PlHBBIB?.— Plants swelling their fruit should be

assisted with a brisk temperature, say from 65° to 75°
at night, regulating this according to the state of the
external temperature, keeping the house rather close on
sunny days and allowing the thermometer to rise to 80 Q

or 85° before giving air freely. Also endeavour to pro-
portion the moisture to the temperature, for a high dry
temperature is not favourable to the swelling of the
fruit, and there is no chance of getting well swelled
heavy fruit without plenty of warmth and moisture.
Maintain a steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and
use every care to keep the soil in a healthy state
as to moisture. When watering is necessary, use
clear manure-water, and give sufficient to moisten the
whole of the soil, and avoid frequent dribbling?, for when
this system of watering is practised it is nearly impossible
to keep the under soil where the principal roots should be

iu a tieatuiy auie. Use tije syringe very sparingly, and
only to dew the plants, as heavy syringing alter this

season is apt to keep the surface soil so moist as to

render it difficult to judge as to when water should be

given. Any young stock growing in pots which may-

require re-potting should be seen to at once so as to

allow of getting them established in their fresh pots,

while they can be kept moderately warm. See that the

balls are in a proper state as to moisture before re-potting,

as neglect of this is a frequent cause of young plants

fruiting prematurely. Keep moist and rather warm for

a time after shifting, so as to encourage the formation of

fresh roots. Vineries.—Should wet weather set in we
would advise covering tlie border of the early house
with dry stable litter, fern, or whatever can be obtained

most conveniently that will answer the purpose
of keeping the border dry. Nothing answers better for

this purpose than clean straw, provided the border
slopes from the front of the house, and in this case it is

easily thatched so as to throw off the wet entirely. But
straw is too valuable in most parts of the country to be
used for this purpose, and wooden shutters would be
found cheaper in the end ; nevertheless, where straw
can be obtained, it will be found to answer the purpose
perfectly. It will also be advisable to cover the borders
of houses in which it is intended to keep ripe Grapes
for any length of time, so as to prevent the soil getting
saturated about the roots. Look over ripe Grapes fre-

quently, particularly in damp weather, cutting out any
tainted berries immediately they are perceived, and
keep the atmosphere as dry as possible, using gentle
fires when necessary with a free circulation of air ; but
a warm temperature is nearly as injurious as damp,
therefore use no more fire-heat than may be absolutely
necessary. Let no pot plants requiring watering remain
in houses where the Grapes are ripe and expected to
hang for any length of time.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Unless where alterations are in hand the principal

work in this department for the present will be mowing
and clearing up of leaves, &c. ; and if anything like

neatness is to be maintained, this will require daily

attention : also see to getting gravel walks thoroughly
cleared of weeds and Mosb, &c, and roll them fre-

quently when wet, to keep the surface hard and smooth.
Continue to afford young stock in pits and frames the
most careful attention, and endeavour to get it well

rooted and strong without keeping so close or warm as
to render it sappy and liable to fog and damp off on the
first approach of winterly weather, as is the case with
stock got up in heat late in autumn, and then stored
away in cold pits for the winter. Therefore admit air

freely to all plants that are sufficiently rooted to

bear it without flagging. Newly potted-off things
should, however, be placed on a gentle bottom heat
which willjmpart a little warmth to the soil and encou-
rage the formation of roots, but sufficient air should be
given to prevent anything like weakly growth. Cuttings

of Calceolarias, Scarlet Geraniums, &c, may still be put
in where the stock is deficient. Scarlet Geraniums will

root almost anywhere, but Calceolarias are not quite so

accommodating, as cuttings taken from plants in the

open ground are very liable to damp off in heat ; these,

will be found to do very well, however, in a close pit or

frame where there is tlie means of applying a little

warmth when necessary to dispel damp. See to securing

as many cuttings as possible of any scarce plants which
it may be desirable to increase while there is a fair

chance of rooting them, and also be prepared to protect

scarlet Geraniums and other things which it may be

intended to take up and winter, for we may expect

frost any time after this season, and if such things can

be protected so as to prevent the foliage and young
wood being much injured, they are much more easily

wintered. Attend to former directions, and lose no
time in getting preparations made for the removal of

large trees and shrubs, as both the season and the

weather are now very favourable for this kind of work
;

and ground intended to be planted with young stuff

from the nursery cannot be turned up too soon.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Look over fruit remaining out of doors frequently,

and gather it as it becomes fit, as if left to get over ripe

it will be liable to be blown down and bruised should

high winds occur ; also examine that stored in the fruit

room frequently, as there will occasionally be a few
decaying fruit found for a few weeks after housing, and
these should be removed as soon as th?y can be per-

ceived. Keep the fruit room cool and airy, in order to

allow of the escape of the moisture given off by the

fruit, which is considerable for a few weeks at first.

Examine Plums, or any other fruit protected by covering

occasionally, to see that they are not spoiling. Where it

is intended to make any fresh plantation of fruit trees

this season, the ground should be prepared at the

earliest convenience, and any fresh soil to be used for

planting should be thoroughly exposed to the action of

the weather so as to have it in a mellow state when
wanted for use. If not already done clean and dress

Sirawberry plantations, clearing away all useless

runners, giving a good dressiug of manure where
necessary, but be careful to select that which is

thoroughly decayed, and which can be covered without
the necessity ot digging deep or injuring the roots.

The principal crop of Celery should now be kept rather

closely earthed up, using quick lime and soot freely to

destroy slugs, and if these are troublesome go over the

lines every morning for several {successive days, and
apply quick lime or pick up the pests.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week eodinff Oct. 1, 1SS5, is observed at the Horticultural Gardens.

"
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WindSept. OI the Air. Of the Earth p

and Oct.
Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 foot: 2feel

deep. ! deep.
*

Frld»i :- 17 29.0119
-.

50 04.0 59 53 S.W. :,:
Satur. C9 30.1121 73 65 61.0 59 53 S.K. .IIS

Sunday 3U III 29.505 29.123 01 17 57 5 59 51 S.E. .10
Won. . 1 2'l 29.529 29 186 01 411 51.0 53 53 S.W. .(>2

Tues. " ^ 29.041 29.501 OS 40 53.0 574 57*. w.
a 29.707 29.517 62 50 56.0 57 57 s.

Thura. 1 a 29.3G9 29.23, 63 47 57-5 67 57 S.W. .70

Averae"*
. 29.031 29.1f'7 07.6 47.S 67.7 6S.1 57.6 1.70

Sept. S3—Overcast; cloudy ; raiu at night.— 2*1 -Cloudy; fine; raiu.— 80— Hazy; cloudy; rain.
Oct. 1 — Fine; showery; fine at night.— -—I'osjKy: cloudy; hazy; rain.— 3— Menee fojj; rain throughout.— 4— Densely clouded; excessively heavy showers, with thunder

and lijjht 111114 in the afternoon.
Mean temperature ol the week 4 dep. above the average.

RECORD OF TBE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Oct. 13, 1955.
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* 5
of Rain. ^ -," "**

tr>
J

..- s

o;-4

1.10

0.33

9|4

1 1 5 11

2 2 4 8

The highest temperature during the above period occurred no the 13th»
1S45—therm. 76 deg.; and the lowest on the 12tb, 1S30—therm. 27 de£.

Notices to Correspondents.
Fruits fob Naming. Received WK, Mary, SB, W C G B, W,
&naASub,\\

Goosebebby Apple: E T. This variety ia of a yellowish colour

when ripe, of large size, and excellent quality as a kitchen

fruit. It becomes fit for use in November, and will continue

sound and good for months. It is therefore evident that what
you purchased under the above name could not have been the

true sort.?

Hautbois Strawberries: D H says—" I have this year bad
some remarkably fine and vigorous plants of this Strawberry;

the bloom was beautiful, and in great quantity, but it all turned

black in the eye, and I had not one Strawberry from at least

40 plants. Is there any remedy for this? Being very fond of

tlie Hautbois Strawberry, I am anxious to Lave thein if pos-

sible, and I cannot account for the disappointment I have
received.—[This variety is what botanists call polygamous,

' some plants bearing flowers with stamens and pistils combined.
others having stamens only. The latter, being male, are of

j
course barren. The male plants are very apt to overrun and
displace the others. They should be weeded out, and tbe per-

|

feet ones only saved. The " Prolific Hautbois" is nearly free

from this great defect.]
1

Insects: SB. The insects on tbe Pear shoots are the mussel
scale, Coccus conchiforinis, very difficult to eradicate, and of

which the history, transformations, breeding time, &c, are still

unknown. We know nothing more serviceable than scrubbing

tbe bark with a stiff brush, and washing it with hot water.

—

i A Young Begirin&r. "We found no insects on your Cineraria

! leaves, which are blotched as though sucked by thrips or aphis,

i
Try renewed fumigations and subsequent syringing with iresh

j water.—EK. The catei pillars sent are those ofthe common large

j

white Cabbage butterfly.
.
Those which are transformed^ into a

;
lot of little yellow cocoons are attacked by the parasitic Ich-

,
neumon glomeratus, of which these little cases are the cocoons.

1 —A Sub. The insect is the devil's coach-horse, Staphylinus

olens. Its jaws are very sharp and able to inflict a smart bite,

instilling a little salivary secretion into the wound, which
caused the redness in question. Its ordinary food is worms.

—

I

J G. The maggots found in the tubers of your Potatoes are tbe

young larva? of the common cockchafer.—J T A. Your moth
1

is the common silver Y moth (Plusia gamma). The cater-

j

pillar feeds on most plants; it is pale gray with whitish and

i

yellow lines down tbe sides and back. The moth is very

I

rapid in its flight, and loves the sunshine. W.
Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

I

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,
1 they 6hould exhaust their other means of gaining information.

I We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

|

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

i

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now

j
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

i sent us at one time.—D YS. Phytolacca decandra.—Beta. It is

j

impossible to make anything of a flower so crushed and

withered. It looks like a lump of tucharidium concinrjum.—

Daniel Lovelock. Impatiens Noli tangere.—B Cftampemonne*

I Your fungus is Scleroderma vulgare, Fr. Tbe subterranean

i form has been mistaken fora truffle. M. J.B—Bella, Asplenium

;
viride. S.—Diss. Both are Quercus pedunculata undoubtedly.

I Pickling Capsicums: Sub. Put them in wide-mouthed bottles,

add a little salt, and fill your bottles with vinegar.

St. James's Park: The correspondents who have favoured us

with their communications upon this subject will find the

question revived very shortly.

Seedling Pines: A Forester. It is impossible to say why your

Pines have shanked off. Probably they have been kept too

damp. The seedlings belong to the valuable Abies Pinsapo.

Stephanotis : W W. The fruit is acrid and poisonous.

To Keep Cattle from Damaging Trees: Sub. We are unac-

quainted with any material which rubbed on the trees will

efficiently prevent deer and cattle from injuring a plantation

from which you have lately taken away the fence, and at the

same time do no harm to the trees. Coal-tar, besides being
injurious to tbe bark, is very unsightly, and when dry becomes
altogether useless as a preventive against the ravages o

cattle. 'B.
Tomato Sauce: Svb. Put the Tomatoes, when perfectly ripe, into

an earthen jar, and set it into an oven, when the bread is

drawn, till they are quite soft; then separate the skins from
the pulp, and boil the latter with a few Capsicums, a few
Cloves, a little salt and ginger; stir it well in boiling to let

tlie thin part evaporate; hottle it for use. Be careful in boiling

it that the saucepan does not spoil the colour.

Vines: A G. It is impossible to say what caused the cane of

your Vine to split. Such a circumstance occurs under very
different conditions; usually on account of the want of power
in tbe buds of the cane to consume the sap impelled into them.

Mr. Rivers' work is published by Longman & Co.

Walls : J JJ. There is nothing so good as common black paint

for blackening walls. But why blacken them at all? Fruit ha-s

not been found to ripen better on black walls than those of

ordinary colour.

Misc.: Full price will be given for No. 7, 1847, and 27, 1851.—

J?' Wailes. The law compels us to stamp the Paper in front.

%» As Uhual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till tbe necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg tbe indulgence of those correspondents, the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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rrilK FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
*- al Mr. i,iiv™' Factory, Doptford Creek: Turnip Mnnuro.
7!iporton( Buperphoflpliato of.Mrao, a,.; Sulphuric Acid and
CoprolttOB, el.

O/rico, (10, King William street, City, London,
N.u. Qonulne Peruvian Quano, guaranteed to contain 10 por

cunt, of ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Bulpliatool Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manure*.

r
1 MHO LONDON MANU11E COMPANY'S NITRO-
a 1-iioBl'll ATI; OK WHEAT MANURE FOB AUTUMN
SOWINff,—Thla Manure, compound of blood Inlal matter,
and dissolved boaoa will, alllcatna, In most strongly rocommondod
to tho notice nf Agriculturists, It contains from 7 to h pel cent,
of nitrogen, In a form yielding ammonia hv slow docomponltlon,
«nd is thereforo particularly adapted for Whoat. Tho quantity
required in 2 to 8 ewt. per aore drilled in with the mod. Price,
por ton, 11. 10». In London,

«»E££5IIAP GUANO, FISHERY HALT, and ovory otherMANURE on bout tornm, strictly warranted,
40, llrid,;,. Street, r.liiekfrlarn. K, PunSItn, See.

A KTIFICJIAL MANURES, Kc.— Mniiiimoliin-nuinilxl others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary Instruction An their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying o> .I.e. Nesdit, F.G.S., &o.,
l'rlncipal of the Agricultural and Chemical College Konnlngton,
London. Analyses of Molls, (iniiims, .Superphosphates .,!' I. In,,.,

Cpprolltes, &0., and Assays of (Ic.ld, Silver, nod other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dlspatoh, Goutlomcn doslr
of receiving Instructions lii Chemical Analyses and Assayfog,
will Hud ample laclllty and accommodation at the College,

BLOOD MANURE FOR WHEAT.
THE PATENT NITIlO-rilOSniATK on BLOOD
-*- manure company.

Trustbbb,
Aula Smith, Jim., Esq., M. P., 2, Ilalkin Street, West.
CiiAiii.us Ditisn Ai.it, Esq., Essendon Place, llorts.
Kdwahd Hai.i., Esq, M.l'

. 8, Belgrave Road, Plmllco.
MAJOR-GUN. Hai.i., M.P., Weston Colville, l.lntno, Cambridge
.Joum Brady, Esq., M.P., Warwick Terrace, Belgrave Square

f DlRKCTORS.
C/m-iniMti.—Jonas Wl'.lm, EBq., Bsbrabam, Cambridgeshire.

l~><puty-Chairman.—Am\i< SiiAitr, Esq,, Tower Villa, Queen's
Road, Regent's Park.

Edward Bill, Esq., Tottenham, Middlesex.
Joiw Claydkn, Esq., Llttlebury, Essex.
RicitAni) Hunt, Esq., Stanstead Abbot, Herts.
Thomas Kniuht, Esq.. Edmonton, Middlesex.
Rohrrt Lkkds, Esq, Wost Loxliam, Norfolk.
Kodkrt Morgan, Esq, 72, Camden Villns, Camden Town.
Thomas Nash, Esq, Great Chostcrl'ord, Essex.
James Odams, Esq, Bishop stortford, Herts.
John Collins, Esq, Mlddleton Square, Pentonvillo.

(With power to add to their number).
Hankers.—Messrs. Barnett, Hoars, & Co., Lombard Streot.

Auditor.—James Caird, Esq, Baldoon, and
Fleet Street, London.

C MIT II II I'-Lli CLIP., |88«. PAT CA'J I LI.
i '

, HOW, 'I bo A M Al. i llltlHTMAH BI101
CATTL1 , 1IKEP, and PI08, *lll '

. Ibe llrli, 12th,

lull, i,i,i i (tli ol Uocembi i I ... «l lh« ' irrlusc II i.

Btreet, Poi tn I quare, lien m srly 00/ 1 1] I

pj |
...

i and Medals.
'i Ita 1 1 Inted t i '( Cei tlfli tti ,

properly i lied up, i

returned '- the llonorai y Becrol b<
I

i:t,.\ V,
November lOth, Prlsw BbseM sod tbo necessary 1,1000 forms
..I Certificates are nos readj in talned on sppll-

catlou to l'.. T. Bi 1. . " '-
II

1
1 -.I 1 ini! moon Btreel I

A 11 eo on, hmo nil, 11 , on m
I bear the

words " Smltbflelij 'ini''' on tl ildi

IGHLANU AND A<;iiiri;i:i URAL SOCIETY.

Sergeant's in

Secretary and Chemist.—James Taylor, Esq, F.C.S.
Solicitors.—Messrs. K1N0SFORD& Dorm as, 23, Essex St, Strand.

MANUFACTORY, PLAISTOW MARSHES, ESSEX.

The Directors of tho above Company (many nf whom are
eminent agriculturists ), beg to call the attention of their friends
and the agricultural community to their Patent Blood Manure,
».hich is composed of Hones dissolved with sulphuric acid, to
which is added about 1500 lbs. of pure Blood to every ton of the
Manure, carefully dried and prepared for the drill or bond sowing.
Being rich in Nitrogen and other necessary ingredients, it is
especially adapted for the Wheat Crop, and has been used with
the greatest success in all parts of England.

It is a very remarkable fact that the analysis of Blood and the
-grain of Wbent are nearly identical, as proved by the most
eminont chemists ; it contains all the elements which plants
require, and when properly prepared and applied, will become
the essence of vegetable as well as of animal life.

The highly fertilising properties of Blood has been commented
upon by Professor Way, and others, and the success of the
Blood Manure for Wheat Crops has been fully proved upon all
soils, by the practical experience of numerous agriculturists, a
lew of whom are the following:—

Sir Archibald M'Donald, of Woolmer Lodge, Liphook, says:
"The Wheat manure I purchased of you has answere '

'

pose admirably.'

II
OommlttOfl "l tli'' Highland i \ ki tti si llund

appointed lo riiiporlntond (lie Vowrtnnff C'ollfw

m iii thai tlio SESSION win commi do oh i j <
I

\> . ,

NovninliiT Vih, ill '-' <>< K' I .

Tin c.tt I'M', oi Study ixci.udi tub vqia *r*;—
i, z«.i:iit it-,,, \ I'M- 1 inn i v M'-'ii' iini i and n

.

rj I \)tcic t

'.'.. /,'»i!'>iiiy,V<-UM-innryAiiiit/.pn
| fi \'\r. ilofogy .Mr, \'.w

:;. i In ihii.iry ... Dr,Ll*Dl
\. \ i-l.-ilniuv Mut'-risi Mfillrn nii'l I'hiuinruv In I

Anatomical Demon*!ration* Mr- Barlow*
\\y onli-r of tbo Committee,

Edinburgh, Oct, 0. i i! i wr.%.1..

( iou,k<; !;<,,> AGRICULTURE awd CHEMISTRY,
yj and ov PRACTICAL and GENERAL SI IENCE,37and

Loiret Kennlngton Lnne. Konnlngton, near London*
Principal—J. C. MEaniT, i ,';.s„ F.C3.,&c,

The syitem ofBtndloa porBued In the College) oi

branch requlBlte to prepare ^outh for the pursolte <-t Agriculture, | 1

Engineering) Mlnlnc, MnniifncturcH. and the Arte; for tho Nit»I '

J >Jl" 1 '

and Military Services, and Ibrthe Unlveraltlea.
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ticuliir.'iinny he hnd on application to tho l'rlncipal.

DRAINAGE OF LAND, BOGS, ETC.

Ml*. HUMBERT) of Watford, Herts, supported
by unquestionable references and testimonials, oners Mm

Korvlci-H to proprietors about to execute workn of drainage, which
ho will undertake personally to layout and superintend, end to

Bupply the forms and attendances necessary to obtain the

certificate of the IneloBure Commissioners at a. fixed price pet
acre. Mr. Humbert (having been more th»n 16 years est

in boslnotis aa a Surveyor and Land Agent) has found iimt wbi
heavy soils can bo unualty cnrefnlly and thoroughly drained,

with pipes 1 feet deep, and upwards, at from 4?. to Of. per acre,

inclusive of every expense.

LAND DRAINAGE.
MR. THOMAS SCOTT, Land Agent and Valuer,

5, Charing Cross, London, is prepared to undertake U)C

Planning and Execution of LAND DRAINAGE in large or

small quantities, by Contract or on Comminsion. He ha* now at

M, WfJDLAI
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Mb. Nobtucotk baa pnUUbed in the enrr^nt.

number of the Pliilo.-ojiliirr/l .'.'
. ooeful

paper on the I

wliich we beg the attention of our r-.h'\nh. In re-

ference to the alleged power of »a]t to fix ammonia,
it has l'H<;n andersta '1 that the «am of the .

ties of muriatic acid for soda and of carbonic acid for

ammonia, by which on the mixture of common &alt

and carbonate of ammonia these sob^ancet are

enabled to retain the characters which respectively
work nrnnncl London steady and well-organised " gangs," under
competent Foremen and ripe-layers.

Mr. Scott la at present currying out extensive Drainage I distinguish them, is !>0 nearlv C'l'iri
1
. to the Bum of the

AVorkson Crown Lands, which he will be happy to show to Gen lie-
\ „rc_:*:' r u. _: I. . ^ J ..'«..._:...: - .-: J

men desirous of seeing them. Commuiiica'tions addressed to

him, as above, will be immediately attended to.—Oct. G.

answered its pur-

Jouos Webb, Esq., Babraham, Cambridgeshire.—" Your Wheat,
manure I tried by the side ol guano, and if anything it had the
advantage, as the quality from it is superior."

Mr. Baker, Steward to His Grace the Duke of Bedford, Park
Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire.—"I used your manure upon a
.piece of poor land after Peas, and have grown an excellent cron
of Wheat." '

Mr. Benjamin Goulton, Gedney Marsh, Long Sutton, Lincoln-
shire.—" 1 drilled your manure at the rate of 24 cwt. per acre,
along with the Wheat over 30 acres, and although the field is the
poorest land 1 have on my farm, the crop ranked amongst the
best I have. I do not know how I can recommend it better than
by saying I shall use it much more extensivelv this season."
Mr. Walter Murton, East Stour, Ashford.'Kent—"I sowed

yourWheat manure last autumn, and the consequent increase in the
crop both of corn and straw has convinced me of ita great utility."

Mr. H. Steed, Nonington, near Wingham, Kent.—"I used
Odams' Patent Manure for Wheat last November, and never
have I used any artificial manure with such benefit:'

Mr. Frederick Robinson, Southery, near Downham Market,
Suffolk.—" I last autumn used 2 cwt. of your manure per acre on a
piece of fen land ; it came up very strong in plant, assumed a most
healthy appearance during the. winter, and has produced me one
of the finest crops I ever grew."

Extract from the Agricultural Gazette. 7th April, 1855.—"The
Nitre-Phosphate Company throw blood and bones together, and
add sulphuric acid, thereby manufacturing a manure, which, us
it contains soluble phosphate along with "nitrogenous matter, is
as nearly perfect, whether for roots or corn, as anything can
ordinarily be."

Extract from the Mark Lane Express, of Januarv, 1S54.—
" Amongst the new tilings which appeared this vear for tha first
time was Odams' Patent Blood Manure; and it'is this addition
to our fertilisers which falls to our province to review. Blood has
Jong been acknowledged one of the most enriching of all our
manures, a ]

by innumerable expe:
reached the ears of the agricultural public that Peru will he
exhausted of Guano in a few years, surelv the prospects of an
everlasting supply at home will be accepte'd with some degree of
national satisfaction, more especially since the latter is supe-
rior to the former in quality."

ryUE CONSERVATIVE LAND SOCIETY.
-* FOURTH YEAR.— Tho third financial year being ended,
a favourable opportunity is presented to persons desirous of

investing capital or savings at the opening of the fourth year,
whether as investors for the sake of drawing half-yearly the
guaranteed 5 per cent, interest per annum payable on completed
shares and uncompleted shares, upon which a year's subscription
and upwards have been paid, and of receiving whatever bonus
may be annually declared, or whether as allottees for the purpose
of acquiring building land to secure lucrative ground rents. The
taking of land is quite optional. No risk and no responsibility

Monthly payments Ss. per share. For prospectuses apply to

Charles Lewis Gruneisen, Secretary.

33, Norfolk Street, Strand, London.— Oct. 6.

p ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
V-^ FAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock
Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and
clergy, for out-door work at their country seats. The Anti-
Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-

door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every description

of Iron,' Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, work, as has
been proved by the practicai test of upwards of 60 years, and by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials in its favour,

and which, from the rank and station in society of those who have
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything of the
kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials,

will bo sent on application to Walter Carson & Son, 9, Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, London
No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to be sent direct.

" l^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
A. Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

affinities of carbonic acid f,r s-od.vand oi muriatic acid

for ammonia, by which these salts would decompose
each other, that it depends on other circutnttaLce"

capable of influencing the intensity of chemical

affinity, whether these salts shall retain their ori-

ginal characters or assume those proper to carbo-

nate of soda and muriate of ammoniale. into which,
on mutual decomposition, they resolve. Such a
mutual decomposition would furnish in carbonate of

soda a salt more caustic than either of the oi !

substances, and in muriate of ammonia a fi»
in place of the volatile carbonate of that alkali. It

is, therefore, greatly to be desired, in an agricul-

tural point of view, that so cheap a mode of I

this volatile part of manures >hould be available

—

and it is the near balance of the affinities on which
such a method depends that the great variety of ex-
perience which has been published on salt as a
fixer of ammonia depends.

The paper by Mr. Xobthcote lelates his own
experience on this subject in the laboratory, and
that of other chemists. It appears that M. Bj
"exposed to the air for 15 days equal weights of

guano, and of guano previously mixed with half its

weight of salt : the amount of nitrogen in each being
determined at the end of that time, he foncd that

the pure guano had lost 11.6 per cent, of its nitrogen,

whilst that mixed with salt had lost only
cent."

This is one of the instances indica'in; the retain-

ing power of the soda salt over the volatile alkali,

and a number of experiments by Mr. Xohthcote
strikingly confirm this inference, correc-irg. however,

the views which have been hitherto held on the

subject by attributing the power in question in a
great measure to the sulphate of lime present in tee

common salt of commerce, and showinc that this

s, a proposition the soundness of which has been proved ,

imerable experiments. Now that the startling fact hi'
' CEML:yl CONCRETE, which are formed thns

The Public are cautioned against spurious imitations; as secu-
rity to the purchaser every Bag is marked " Odams'' Patent
Blood Manure," and sold only by the authorised Agents of the
Company.

OFFICES, 109, FENCHURCH STREET.
Price 71, 10s. per ton, free at any Railway or Wharf in London.

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens. Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG1 DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

.and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and tloricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills. Wandsworth, I power is not permar.entlv exercised, but that the
Surrey: and of all Nnrservmen and Seedsmen throughout the '

;„ ii M11M*«J :^. ;„ „_ J„„tl„ t:v«—.,„J
kingdom. - it is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

|

ammonia there collected is again gradaa..

.

—

—

r——; This, however, is bv no means fatal to : ; _

WATERPROOF PATHS. , , c .l.- c r j u
BARN and cattle shed floors. tural value of this function 01 common salt, and Mr.

""PHOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the Nobthcotk's results may therefore be considc:
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND ' irreat agricultural value. Thev are as follows :

—

;h are formed thns :—Screen the " _. : .. ,,. '

,. .
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which -1 hat agricultural salt is a most energetic absorbent
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp of ammonia, both in virtue of its chloride of sodium
river sand. To five parts of such eqaal mixture add one of Port- and of its s0]ub |e lime-salt, and that the propor:
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the drv state betore , , . . „ - r

.

applying the water. Itmay then be laid on 2incheithick. Any the latter especially mos,
.

power.u ly aP/ects its s

labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
J

but that at the same time its agency does rot seem to be
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation altogether a permanent one : it will collect the arnmonia,
caunot grow through or upon it. and it resists the action of the . . ;» - „. ' »:^-.«i,t« «u^*t,«- :. *~-~ -. t
severest frost. It is necessVv. as waterdoes not soak through it.

bot lt
,

,s
<l
ae

J
t,oaabI

f
"he.her i: can retain it for any

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
i

great length of time, because m the very decompositions

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
j
which happen in order to render the ammonia more

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations stable, salts are formed v\hich hare a direct tendency to
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. Mav be laid in

\
i;i,._„n Dmm ««ta ,v-.m ;*- *«»« «~«.4 -~—v: ^ ' t-

Directions for UsE.-From 2'to 4 cwt.'per acr^atBbrfioFto winter equally well as in summer. :

>>bera,e ammonia from ifa more fixed combinations. It

the condition of the soil. It may either be drilled in with the I Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers, :

ma^ however, retain it quite long enough for agncul-
seedorsownbroadCAStjifthelstteritshouldbewellharrowed in ! MUbank Street, Westminster.

j
tural purposes: if the young plants are there ready to
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receive it, its state ofgradual liberation v be for tliem

tlie mo-; advantageous possible : and bo this conclusion

all experiments on the large scale appear most obviously

to teuJ. It is described as nn excellent check to the too

forcing power of -jimio ; and from M. Barral's

ment we sec that it either prevents the too rapid

eremacausis of the latter, or stores np the ammonia

as it i> formed. As a manure for growing crops, all

experience and all theoretical considerations therefore

show it to be the most valuable ; but when employed

to mix with manure heaps which have to stand for con-

siderable periods of time, theory would pronounce, as

practice lias in many cases done, that its power of

retaining ammonia uuder those circumstances is at the

best doubtful."

Draining, subsoiling. liming, burning, and the

application of light earths and vegetable manures,

perform wonders in ttansforming heavy clay into

more porous and friable mould
;
yet, when all these

means of amelioration, chemical and mechanical,

shall have been everywhere persevered in, our pre-

sent dead-fallow districts will still remain by com-
parison the "strong lands" of the kingdom

—

demanding great judgment and more than average

labour in their tillage management. Chemically

the clays are inexhaustibly rich : their physical

properties, however, have prevented us from fully

developing this fertility ; and when we have tried

every process for improving their texture, there

will still be the problem how to effect a thorough

revolution in their mechanical treatment.
" Britons" may " venerate the plough," but every

observant cultivator of heavy soil can read counts

of indictment against it ; employing it only until a

more perfect implement is supplied him. No one
will say that dragging horizontally is essentially

the right motion for raising and turning the soil,

and that a tool originally devised for scratching the

surface is specially adapted for inverting a deep
staple. The screw-wedge implement, improved to

the highest pitch of excellence, is (on stiff clays)

only a make-shift expedient for applying animal
power to an operation which only manual digging

has ever yet done well. The plough only partially

inverts—leaving unburied vegetation peeping from
the. furrow seams ; it only half cuts and divides the
soil—leaving slices of such size and continuity as

to harden into unmanageable slags requiring weeks
for their proper reduction. In effecting this im-
perfect tillage, it exerts a detrimental action upon
the subsoil, by the pressure of its cleaving share,

and the hard polishing of its sliding sole; and
the horse's hoofs also pound and knead both surface

and subsoil. Then the principle of twisting up a
tough farrow-slice with a screw blade mould-
board, and still more of sledging the whole weight
of the implement, involves an enormous amount of
friction; so that a third part of the draught is

engaged in simply conveying the plough towards its'

work. Yet the avoidance of friction is one of the
main points in a machine for tilling an adhesive
clagging substance like clay. No modification of a
drawn plough is therefore likely to be successful.

Slight improvements alone are possible while the
implement remains fundamentally wrong.
We may here advert to two ways in which the

imperfect work of the plough has been sought to be
obviated. In Jethro Toll's day, the ploughs cut
in all strong land (as they do now) a thick furrow-
slice in one whole piece, or but slightly broken

;

cross-ploughing did not thoroughly divide and over-
turn the furrows of the first ploughing, but drove
them up into heaps, with their surfaces lying in
various postures, so that the turf not turned under-
most continned to grow vigorously, still matting the
slice together with its roots. Heavy drags with
huge iron tines in them were next employed to
tumble and partially break the great pieces of
furrows, but it required months to reduce them to a
moderate fineness. Seeing that all this arose from
the undue size and solidity of the first furrows,
Tull contrived a plough with four coulters, which
cut the slice to a great depth into four parts, each
of about 2.1 inches thickness, and these in turning
over broke and fell into many smaller pieces. With
this implement, followed by the common plough,
&c, he could resolve stubborn gronnd into a fine
seed bed in much less time than by any other
means.

Upwards of 30 years ago, Mr. Brown, of Kin-
warton, near Alcester, attached a couple of pulve-
rising knives behind the mould-board of a plough,
which, projecting horizontally into the furrow-slice,
cut and crumbled it, so that on stiff adhesive soil

Th-
W°rk had lhe aPPearance of ^at of the spade.

Ihis severing and disintegrating of each furrow-
slice immediately after it is raised bv the mould-
board, and before it is pressed into a compact mass
py a succeeding one, and so left to dry and harden
in a whole piece, is analogous to the manipulations

l7, fdener, who bruises and pulverises each
spadeful of earth as he throws it up from the trench.

The knives add about 15 per cent, to the draught of

the plough, but they produce a sufficiently fine tilth

for the reception ol seed, with very little after-use

of the harrow— thus mainly avoiding the great

injury of trampling and poaching. A full descrip-

tion of this invention is contained in the Royal
Agricultural Society's Journal, vol. iii., 1842. Mr.
Brown informs us that he still continues to use

these knives when preparing land for seed, although

they are not required for fallow ploughing.

Both these examples point out the right direction

for improvements in tillage machinery : we must
discard the longitudinal motion and wedge action of

the plough, and cut up the soil into considerably

finer detail. We have an implement answering
these conditions, but unfortunately it cannot be
worked by either horses or steam, and to employ
manual labour for the purpose is thought too expen-
sive, and otherwise impossible for large farms—we
mean the spade.

If any inventor can construct an efficient revolving

digger or forker strong enough to grapple effectually

with tenacious clay, to be drawn by wire-ropes from
a fixed steam-engine—or, still better, if a very light

motive-power can be discovered and made to traverse

our fields—we shall then possess the principal part

of the machinery of which we are in search. But
a few words more upon this subject on a future

occasion. I. A. C.

THE SUFFOLK HORSE.
The death of the late Mr. Thomas Catlin, of Butley

Abbey, occasioned the disposal of his valuable collec-

tion of cart horses. At the beginning of the present
century the pure Suffolk horse was almost extinct.

The late Lord Huntingfield and the late Sic Robert
Harland were about the first men in high station who
appreciated the value of the breed, and to what at that

time was considered the enormous prices which they
paid for colts and fillies of undoubted purity may be
ascribed the impulse given to our agriculturists not to

neglect any longer the development of the fine qualities

characteristic of the race—strength of limb, compact-
ness of mould, lightness of carriage, and soundness of
constitution. Fortunately, Mr. Thomas Smith, of Par-
ham, possessed an entire horse of unmixed blood, which
became the progenitor of all the splendid animals that

have since made the breed so renowned. The celebrity

of the Suffolk horse, however, beyond the limits of the
county, is in a great measure due to the exertions of

Mr. Catlin. For a long period of years he had, in

common with other gentlemen, devoted much care to

the improvement of the stock, but he was one of the
first, if not the very first, who boldly challenged com-
parison with other breeds at the meetings of the Royal
Agricultural Society, and this brought it into the repute
which it now enjoys throughout England and on the
Continent. The high price of 300 guineas for which
Boxer, an entire horse, was sold a few years ago to the
Duke of Manchester, the high price of 100 guineas for

which a foal was recently sold to the King of Hanover,
and the numerous prizes gained by the Royal Duke and
other horses at both national and provincial meetings,
were so many laurels that placed Mr. Catlin in a posi-

tion of which the whole county of Suffolk was justly

proud.

The sale took place on Wednesday, and was conducted
by Messrs. Cana & Cook, of Woodbridge. The attend-

ance at one period was hetween 4000 and 5000 persons.

The first lot put up was—Diamond, 3 years, by Duke,
dam by Catlin's Old Boxer, in foal to Sultan

; gained
the first prize at the East Suffolk Agricultural Society's

meeting, Ipswich, 1855 ; the prize as a 2-year old at

the Saxmundham meeting, 1854, and was highly com-
mended at the meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society

held at Lincoln. The biddings commenced at 60 guineas,

from which they made a jump to 100 guineas, next to

125 guineas, and then advanced 5 guineas each bid,

until 180 guineas was reached, for which sum the mare
was knocked down to Mr. Arthur Crisp. Lot 2,

Doughty, 3 years, sire Duke, in foal to Suhan, awarded
the first prize at the East Suffolk Agricultural meeting
held at Ipswich, 1853, was put up at 60 guineas, and
purchased by Sir Edward Goocb, Bart., M,P., at S5
guineas. Lot 3, Darby, 3 years, sire Duke, in foal to

Sultan, was sold for 100 guineas to a Mr. Patterson.
Lot 4, Depper, in foal to Duke, fell to Mr. Fisher
Hobbs at 90 guineas. The remainder of the working
horses and mares in foal realised prices below these, as
will be seen by reference to the catalogue below, the

amounts ranging from 24 guineas for lot 37, Proctor, 10
years, a gelding, to 80 guineas for lot 12, Diamond, 3

years, sire Beuharn's horse, in foal to Sultan. The 38
animals placed in this class produced a total of 21371.
16s., an average of 661. 5s. each.
The first stallion offered—Duke, is described in the

catalogue as the best cart stallion in England, 164 bands
high, 9 years old. The following prizes have been
awarded to Duke :—In 1848, the first prizes ns the best

2-year-old, at the meetings of the East Suffolk and the
West Suffolk agricultural meetings; in 1849, the first

prizes as the best 3-year-old, at the East and West
Suffolk meetings ; in 1851, the first prize at the meeting
of the Royal Agricultural Society at Windsor ; in 1852,
and again in 1854, the first prize at the East Suffolk

meetings. The auctioneer said the fame of Duke was
so well known that it was useless to attempt to say any-

thing about him—he might as well read the history of
the great man whose name had been given to the horse!
his fame was known all over England and on a great
part of the Continent. " Royal Duke " passed into the
hands of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, at the price of 255 guineas.
The seven lots in the stallion class produced an aggre-
gate of 824/. 5s., or an average of 117/. 15s. each.

The eutries in the class of entire yearling colts were
six in number. They realised a total of 384/. 6s., or an
average of 64/. Is. each. The next class of animals
offered for sale was the brood mares with foals by their

side, and here again the choicest lots commanded high
prices. The aggregate realised by the 12 mares was
314/. 16s., au average of 67/. 18s. each ; and the aggre-
gate realised by the 12 foals was 4372. 17s., or an average
of 36/. 9s. 9d. each.

In the class of bay teams there were 12 lots, which
sold for 511/. 7s., an average of 42/. 12s. each. Five
three-year-old fillies and geldings sold for 265/. 13s., an
average of 53/. 3s. each. Of the two-year-old fillies lot

94, by Duke, own sister to lot 1 (obtained the first

prize at the meeting of the East Suffolk Agricultural

Association held at Saxmundham, 1854), was put up at

50 guineas, and after a spirited competition, fell to Mr.
Wolton, at 125 guineas. Five two-year-old colts sold

for 162/. 15s., an average of 32/. lis. each ; and 10 one-

year-old fillies and colts produced exactly the same
average, being disposed of at a total of 325/. 10s. The
remainder of the sale consisted of nag horses, colts,

and ponies, which call for no especial notice. For the

assistance of those of our readers who may feel interested

iu preserving a record of this remarkable sale, we append

a classified summary of the results :-

38 Working horses and mares
7 Stallions

6 Entire yearling colts

12 Brood mares
12 Foals at Foot
12 Bay mares and geldings
5 3-year-old-fillies and geldings ...

7 2-year-old fillies

5 2-year-old colts

10 1-year-old fillies and colts

114 Total £6256 19
Average all round, £54 17s. Sd.

Abridgedfrom the Suffolk Chronicle.

Total. Average.
£2137 16s. £56 6s. 2d.

824 5 117 15
3S4 6 64 1

814 16 67 18
437 17 36 9 9
511 7 42 12 3
265 13 53 3
392 14 56 2
162 15 32 11

325 10 32 11

EXPERIENCES IN LAND DRAINAGE.
XXVIII. The result of my drainage operations on all

descriptions of land has been perfectly satisfactory.

—

The drainage adopted is on a parallel system.—The
prevailing depth of the drains is 4-i- feet—I have made
no difference in my mode of draining between arable

and Grass land.—The direction of the minor drains is

with the fall. 1 have not followed the furrows where
the land is in ridges.—The pipes used have been 1 4-inch

for minor, from 3 to 6 and in some cases 8 inches for

mains. No collars or socket-pipes used.—Giving air

at places to either main or minor drains has not been
found necessary.—No particular number of acres are
drained into one outlet, but the size of the main-drain

pipes is increased accordingly towards the outlet.

—The subsoil is weald clay, in most cases intermixed

with iron sandstone.—The mean height of the land

drained above the sea level is a little over 200 feet.

—

The average depth of rainfall in this neighbourhood for

the last ten years has been a little over 29 inches.

From Sir J. V. Shelley, Maresficld ParJc, Sussex.

XXIX.—My drainage operations on all descriptions

of land have been highly satisfactory.—I have adopted

a parallel system.—The prevailing depth of the drains

has been 4 feet for branches, mains 4^ or 5 feet, occa-

sionally more, as the level requires.—No difference

made in draining between arable aud Grass land.—The
direction of the minor drains has been generally with

the fall, and generally following the furrows, which is

found to answer best.—The pipes used have been 2-inch

for minor, 4 and 5, occasionally 6 for mains. Not often

used collars No benefit by giving air at places to

either main or minor drains. All closed are preferred.

—As to the average number of acres discharging at the

one outlet, most fields have only one outlet.—The soil

and subsoil is various, clay, moist soil, gravel, limestone

bottom, &c.—The geological formation is chiefly sand-

stone, occasionally mountainlimestone, millstone grit, &c.

The mean height of the land drained above the sea level

is between 600 and 700 feet. Replies from Rev. J.

William, Lartington Ball, Barnard Castle.

XXX.—Drainage operations on all descriptions" of

land have been satisfactory.—The system adopted is

parallel.—The prevailing depth of the drains is 3 to

5 and 6 feet.—No difference in the mode of draining

between arable and Grass land.—Have followed the

furrows where the land is in ridges.—The pipes used for

minor and for main drains have been 1^-inch for minor
and 3-inch main ; no collars or sockets.— I have never
tried giviug air at places to either main or minor drains.

-,-The average number of acres discharging at the

one outlet is 4 to 6 acres.—The soil and subsoil are

clay and loam, and clay with gravelly veins at places.

—

The geological formation London clay and plastic clay.

—The average depth of rainfall in this neighbourhood

is 16 to 1 8 inches. [?]—I have drained extensively for the

last eight years, both in Essex and Suffolk. I am of

opinion that 3 feet is the best depth for heavy land with

clay subsoil, where there is no bottom water. I usually

drain 3 feet deep and 18 to 21 feet apart. I do not

mean to say that 4 feet deep and 18 feet apart would
not be efficacious ; I think it would, but I do not think it

would be better, and the expense is too great ; decidedly

3 feet aud 6 yards apart is better than 4 feet aud 8 yards
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apart, 1 know instances of deep-drains at long distances

apart on cluy lands, wit.li a small quantity of chalk In

thom, not running at all after tli« Brat year or two. On

the other hand, il your subsoil isanytbing else but pure

clay, or intermixed with any veins' of gravel or stono,

you cannot drain toodaop. I have laid the wettest fii Id

perfectly dry by. drains fijieet deep and 60 feet apart

S. B. Buggies Brioe, Spams Hall.

XXXI.—The result of my drainage operations hag

beenmoro satisfactory upon porous subsoil* than on strong

soils.—Thedrainage adopted is parallel.— Its prevailing

depth B feet strong ''lay ; 1 feet porous soils.—No 'In-

ference in the mode of draining between arable and

Gross land,—As to tho direction of drains, I have

always followed the course of tho lurrows distant 20 and

24 foot apart.—I have used; I r [minor 2 and 'J J Inoll

pipes, and for main drains 4 and fi inch—no collars

or sockets.— I. have found I enolit by giving air ai

places to the drains, Tho number of acres discharging

at the one outlet averages eight acres.—The soil a deep

loam, part strong, but greatest portion porous—overage

1 yard in 20.—The mean height of the land drained

above tho sea level is 200 feet.— I have nearly drained

1000 acres of the land that I occupy, and have in many

instances nearly lost the lirst crop after the draining ;

but coming the second time over I find great benefit*,

the land being much lighter enables me to work it

sooner in the spring ; and the manures act with more

certainty, particularly the artificials, when used on the

greon crops. From Mr. Skphcv.Hon, of Throoklejf.

XXXII.—The result of my drainage is perfeotly

satisfactory.—The drainage is made on a parallel system.

—The depth of drains; minor ! feet, main -I feet li ins.

—No difference made between arable and Crass land.—

Direction of minor drains with tho fall. No attention

paid to furrows where land was in ridges.— Size of pipes

for minor drains, 2 inches ; and the main, from :i to

4 inches. No collars or sockets used, the land being

too strong.—Never tried giving air to the drains.—The

average number of acres discharging at the several out-

lets varies from 5 to 15 acres.—Tho soil chiefly gravelly,

and subsoil clay intermixed with sand. Geological

formation chiefly grit or sandstone.— No means of

ascertaining the height of land drained above the level

of the sea.— Cannot state what average depth of rain-

fall is here. From Captain Uarcourt.

XXXIII.—So far as my experience goes, drainage

has been perfectly satisfactory.—The drainage adopted

has been parallel always, and generally diagonally across

ridge and furrow.—The prevailing depth of the drains has

been from 3 to 5 feet, according to circumstances.—

I

have made no difference in draining between arable and

Grass land.—The direction of the drains has been

always with the natural fall of the land.—I have used

2-inch pipes for the small drains) and from 3 to 6

ii.ches for the outfalls. No collars or socket pipes.—

I have found benefit by giving air at places to either

main or minor drains.— 10 or 12 acres discharge at

one outlet.—The soil is loamy clay, and clay subsoil,

with sand occasionally.—The geological formation is ,

red sandstone The height of the land drained is very

little above the level of the sea. Thomas Partington,

Lazcnby, Redcar.

XXXIV.—The result of our drainage operations on

all descriptions of land lias been satisfactory in every

case during the last half dozen years (formerly we only

drained about 18 inches, but have takeu up these and

put them in deeper, and where not. done, it will have to

be).—The drainage is parallel.—The prevailing depth of

the drains is from 24 to 4 feet ; never less than 3 feet

if I can get the fall, and never more than 4 feet unless

it be through rushy ground I have made no difference

in the mode of draining between arable and Grass land,

but not much Grass drained ; what has been done was

where, from the abundance and luxuriance of aquatic

plants, it was highly necessary ; in one instance,

10 years ago, a 12 acre field was only drained 2 feet

deep ; in three or four years Rushes and Sedges dis-

appeared, and it is now a 'beautiful pasture field.—The

drains have been taken across the fall, and where the

land is in ridges, across the ridges and furrows.—

2-inch horse-shoe pipes principally : main drains, 3i to

4 inches ; no collars ; no sockets.—About 7 acres d s-

charge at each outlet.—The soil is warp upon clay
;

and warp upon moor.—The mean height of the land

drained in this neighbourhood and Howdenshire is 4 feet

below high water mark, all the county. From J.

Wells, Esq., Booth Ferry, Goole.

XXXV.—The result of my drainage operations on

all descriptions of land has beeu satisfactory.—I have

adopted a parallel system. — The prevailing depth

of the drains is 4 feet.—I have made no differ-

ence in my mode of draining between arable and

Grass land.—The drains have been with the fall of the

land, and crossing the furrows where necessary to cor-

respond with the fall to lead more land to the outlet.—

I have used 2-inch pipes for minor drains ;
for main

drains they have varied much from 3 to 9 inches.

Collars only used where the drains are unsound at the

bottom.—I have not tried giving air at places to either

main or minor drains to any extent.—The average

number of acres discharging at one outlet varies from

20 to 100 acres. The soil and subsoil are strong

loam soil. Subsoil variable ;
part retentive clay, part

sand, gravel, and marl.—The geological formation is

red sandstone at various depths, but in all cases below

the bottom of the drains.—The mean height of the land

drained above the sea level has been about 600 to

700 feet. From the Right Hon, the Earl Poiuys, Poicys

Castle.
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authors maintained as a fundamental fact that the com-

position of agricultural vegetable produce was no direel
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the resultant deficit for the artificial production of that

margin of produce which distinguished agriculture as

practised in this [country from noturol vegetation, or,

from produco obtained for tho purposes of export with-

etil any return to the land by home manures.

Thoso of their experiments which bad been passed

under criticism by Baron Liebig were taken, with

others by their side, to illustrate the conclusions to

which the authors had arrived. They first brought

a summary of the results of their experinv 1

the growth of Wheat by different chemical manures

during many consecutive years ; and they maintained

that inasmuch as by means of such manures they

could raise the produce by from 10 to 20 bushels per

acre over the unmanured produce, and indeed far

exceed the result obtained by the annual supply of

furm-yard manure ; that this being the case, the objec-

tion of Baron Liebig that their soil was naturally so rich

as to be unfit for experiment must be considered to be

entirely without foundation. They then illustrated by-

tables and diagrams of results, by reference to which

Baron Liebig had endeavoured to prove the contrary,

1. "That the mineral constituents of Wheat cannot by

themselves increase the fertility ofland;" and 2. " That

the produce in grain and straw is rather proportioned to

the supply of ammonia." So far as it went, they fully

accepted the above definition of their conclusions as

given by Baron Liebig—subject of course to the quali-

fications which their own papers would indicate. But

they utterly repudiated that definition when understood

in the manner assumed by Baron Liebig when summing

up, and giving his verdict on their opinions at the con-

clusion of his treatise. They next showed by reference

to tables that uitrogenous manures, whether applied in

the form of ammoniacal salts, nitrate of soda, or Rape-

cake, had a great effect in the increase of produce of

Barley also, the next in importance of the cereal grains.

Turning to Turnips, the type of the root crops grown

in alternation with the cereals, they submitted that

Baron Liebig's statement that phosphates were the only-

manures which they had found to iucrease the growth

of the Turnip, was directly contrary to the whole tenor

of their papers on the subject; in which they lr.d main-

tained the absolute necessity of matters yielding both

assimilable carbon and nitrogen within the soil, for the

production of a full amount of the crop in question.

They did maintain, however, that phosphoric or phos-

photic manures had an action on the development of

the underground fibrous feeders of the plant, and con-

sequently on its rapid growth aud development, which

could not be accounted for by the mere supposition of

supplying the actual constituents of the crop to he

grown and removed from the land. They illustrated

that in their experiments they had the very circum-

stances provided which had been demanded by Barou

Liebi" as necessary for the support of their conclusions;

and thus it was proved that eveu where there existed in

the land a residue of phosphates from previous

manuring, more than would be contained in many '

heavy crops, still an annual additional supply gave

annually a considerable increase of produce. They

further pointed out that Barou Liebig had endeavoured

to substantiate his objections by comparisons which

they showed to be quite inadmissible ; whilst one main

ai-oumeut he had founded upon a mere misprint, which

reference to the succeeding tables would at once have

explained. His argument on the point in question was,

therefore, simply reversed.

They next illustrated by a collective table the action

of manures on some of the most important crops of
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-reate.

An. or. 1, till ilot -
I

a faw bundredwi ighti ol ** Ul*n

ai many tone by the phoaphalie manure, 'lb- mixture

,,[ both 1 ml and launomacal manure! had, hi

given a better produce still; though not equal to that

which would bare hen obtained had iherfi been aboil

liberal supply ol carbonaceous organic matter within

ming f. Beans and Clover, nirogeuou*

which had been so beneficial to the cereato,

and phosphate! which bad been 10 much so to t.ie

Turnip*, had here comparatively little effect The con-

stituent of manure which acted in the most charac-

teristic manner with then* leguminous crops wae the

alkali potass ; which, when used as a direct manure to

soil '.I a similar description bad comparatively little

effect in the increase of growth of the cereals or Turnips.

In these remarkable fact*, though the experiment! oted

no means to be taken as examples of manuring,

(he authors considered there was afforded an interesting

clue to the principles involved in manuring, fallow, and

the rotation of crops.

<To U amdwltd to amr not.)

« Professor Anderson, on the part ol the Higulaud Soeiere.

repudiated its respensibilitv for the article in question : and Mr.

Robert Russell, of Kilwhiss, also disclaimed all connection wita

its authorship.

ON FATTENING POULTRY.
• Cmdwkifr'im p. 651.)

CniTTEB II.-Tde Paicmcx or Fxrooo.

Section IV.—fool-

The food usually selected for fattening poultry is oat-

meal mixed either with scalding milk or water
;
tbe

cause of the superiority of this m<ral over that of Ba.

has already been stated. Cooped fowls should be sup-

plied with fresh food three times daily— namely,at day-

break, or as soon after as possible, at midday, and again

at roosting time ; as much as they can eat should be

given on each occasion, but no more than can be de-

voured before the next meal -. should any be le.t, it

should be removed'and given to the other fowls, as,

if kept, it is apt to become sour, when the birds will

not eat it freely. The troughs for the soft meat

should be scalded out daily, which can only be done

conveniently by having a supply of spare ones.

In addition to soft food, a supply of fresh c.ean

water must be constantly present, and a little gravel

must be given daily, otherwise the grinding acuon ot

the gizzard, which is necessary to the due digestion of

the food, does not go on satisfactorily ;
the supply ol

a little green food will be found very advantageous to

health ; a little sliced Cabbage, or some Turnip tops,

or a green turf to peck occasionally, being all that is

"a variation in the diet will be found very conducive

to an increased appetite, and therefore the occasional

substitution of a feed of boiled Barley for the slaked

oatmeal is desirable. Some feeders have a division in

their troughs, or still better a small extra trough, wnico

always contains some grains for the fowls to pect at.

Should the birds be required very fat, some mutton

suet or trimminss of the loins may be chopped up and

scalded with the meal, or they may be boiled in the

milk or water preparatory to its being poured over die

food, and the fat of fowls so fatted will be found ex-

ceedingly firm.
. . ..

An objection to this mode of fathng wll probably be

made—namelv, that it is expensive owing to the
i

cost ot

the oatmeal.
'

In the yard of the writer this objection

has been removed by the partial substitution of fine

middlings for oatmeal. Tbe plan adopted is to bate

the middlings dry, and when made as hot as pos**

without burning cold water is added, so as to mate the-

whole a crumbly mass. When it is borne in mind tha.

the constituents of fine middlings are nearly the same

as those of oatmeal, its value as a fattening food must

be admitted ; and the writer, from long experience, on
speak very decidedly as to its utility when used m con-

iunction with oatmeaL

In the course of about a fortnight to three weess a;

the utmost, a fowl will have attained under this system

of feeding the highest degree of fatness of which it is

capable, and it mnst then be killed ; for if the attempt

be made to keep it any longer in that state, it becomes

diseased from an inflammatory action being established,

which renders the flesh hard and even unwholesome.
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When the fowls have arrived at a state tit lor killing

that should be kept tor 12 hours without food or water,

in order that the intestines may be as empty as possible,

otherwise the bird turns green and useless in a short

time : this is readily managed by killing die bird before

feeding time in the morning.

The writer lias never found it requisite to have re-

course to the unnatural practice of cramming ; but as a

description of the process may be supposed to be essen-

tial to an essay on fattening fowls, an account is inserted.

In cramming, the usual plan is to mix the oatmeal

rather solid with milk or water, and to roll it into small

sausage-shaped masses, the size of the finger, and about

2 inches long ; half a dozen of these are taken, and

having been dipped in some liquid, as milk, are placed

ene after the other in ihe back part of the mouth of the

fowl, when the beak is closed, and the mass gently

insisted down the throat by the latter being stroked by

the hand before a second is inserted.

The birds are crammed in this way two or three

times a dav, care being taken to ascertain, by gentle

handling, that the last meal has passed through the

crop ; should this not be the case, more is not given,

but some lukewarm water is poured into the mouth to

loosen the hardened mass, and prevent the bird becom-
ing crop-bound, an evil which would render it useless

for the table.

The fattened Dorkings prepared for the London
market by the plans above described are frequently

termed capons, but incorrectly, as the operation of

caponising has not been performed on them ; in fact,

it is not required if the birds are cooped before they

arrive at maturity ; and the extremely severe nature of

the operation in fowls, as compared with the corre-

sponding one on quadrupeds, renders it attended wilh
so much risk and loss, that it is very seldom practised
in this country.

In conclusion, a few words may be said respecting
fattening the other varieties of domestic poultry.

Turkeys.—If well fed, scarcely require any fattening

process. Should, however, it be deemed requisite, they
may be confined within a moderate range,^iud liberally

supplied with meal and milk, with occasional green food,
as recommended for fowls. Barley meal is usually
employed, but its inferiority to oatmeal has already

j

been insisted on.

Geese.—Geese are also, if well kept, usually in suf-
ficiently good condition for killing. Should it be required I

to fatten them, several together should be confined in a
comfortable shed, kept very clean by the daily removal
•f the soiled litter, and they may be fed for a fortnight

[

on Oafs thrown into a pan of water ; and should they
be required still fatter, an additional ten days' feeding
on scalded meal or middlings and meal will be found all

j

that is requisite ; a little green food and gravel being
I

given at the same time.
When geese are killed very young, they are usually

termed green geese; and for this purpose it will be
found more desirable to restrict them from the water
than to allow them free access to it, as they fatten more
readily, and attain a larger size at their early age.

Ducks.—Ducks, from being not at all particular in
their diet, require to be confined to clean food some
days before they are killed. If they are shut up in a
shed, or confined in a small enclosure, and liberally fed
with whole Oats in water, and meal slaked, they will be
found in a fortnight to have become sufficiently fat lor
all useful purposes. It is not essential that they should
have water to swim in during fattening—in fact, such
exercise rather lessens than tends to increase the accu-
mulation of fat

The early ducklings that realise such high prices in
the London markets are of the Aylesbury variety, dis-
tinguished by their great size, white plumage, and large
pale flesh-coloured bills. If fed with an unlimited supply
of Oats placed in a vessel of water, and not allowed
much room to swim, the old birds will lay freely in
winter

; when the eggs should be hatched under hens,
and the ducklings liberally fed with slaked Oatmeal and
fine middling-, and afterwards with Oats in water.
Lnder tins treatment they may be made ready for the
table in less than two months, and yield a very remu-
nerative return. Ducklings invariably grow much more
rapidly if kept from swimming than if allowed free
access to a pond or river. W. B. Tegctmeie,'s Prize Essay
in the Yorkshire Agricultural Society's Journal.

Home Correspondence.
Everlasting Pea as a Farm Crop.—Having seen in the

Gardeners' Chronicle (No. 36, Sept. 8) what appears to
me au important letter by Mr. Marshall, Ely, headed

r
E

,
Y
!
rUstlDR Pea>" X be8 to say that I have tried it as

food for cattle, horses, sheep, and pigs, all of which " ate
it with a good gusto" on more than one occasion. One
fact may suffice for the present as to its importance.
On coming to reside here last May, I found in the
garden, growing round an old stunted Cherry tree, a fine
plant of this variety, and seeing the rapid progress it
had made, and feeling the want of early provender, 1
cultivated it more than ordinarily as regards weeding,
only with the view of getting it to bear seed to propagate
from It was then coming beautifully into blossom,
which it continuea to do as it clambered up the tree till
the 8th of August, but producing no seed pods. I then
cut it down, and ascertained the roots had occupied one
square yard, in the centre of which stood the old Cherry
tree, whose stem occupied at least a square of
15 by 15 inches. On weighing the produce, 1
foundjt to exceed 30 tons the statute or nearly

oU tons the Irish acre, without making any deduction for

t!ie space occupied by the stem of the Cherry tree.
_
It

is now one month and two days since it was cut, during

which it has made shoots in some cases over 21 inches

long. I mean to cut it again in another month, when

I will remove both the tree and the plant. The latter

I nieau to propagate in lines, leaving the plants 3 feet

apart every way to admit of better cultivation and

manuring when required ; and as the plant is one which

requires support, I mean to insert beside each young

one a pole 6 feet long, branched from bottom to top as

supporters, and should the final result be of benefit to

the public, they shall have it. In the meantime I may
add from my own experience, there are many of our

perennial, commonly called " herbaceous plants," used

lor decorating our flower borders, pleasure grounds,

and parierres, that would be highly prized by the rent-

paying farmer, if he but knew their true value, which it

is the business, I had almost said the duty, of the more
intelligent gardener to make known. Edward Carroll,

Cranemort House, Clonegal.

Growth of Grain.—To ascertain the progress made in

the filling of Wheat, I gathered from the same field for

five successive weeks some ears of corn, and when quite

dry, having selected the most perfect grains from each

sample, found

—

100 grains, gathered Aug. 5, weighed
76 „ „ 12 „ "24 per cent, weekly increase

S9 „ „ „ 19 „ 17 „ „
54 „ „ „ 26 „ 5 „ „
52 „ „ Sept. 1 „ 2 „ „
Thos. C. Brown, Cirencester.

Agricultural Statistics.— Mr. Caird, in his evidence

given in a late Number, insists on the necessity of having

some means of checking the accuracy of the returns

made by the persons employed in the collection of agri-

cultural statistics. This necessity is very evident. The
value of the statistics depends on their accuracy, and
their accuracy can only be ascertained by the application

of some test. The plan of collecting agricultural

statistics now carried out in Scotland under the auspices

of Mr. Hall Maxwell confessedly affords only incidental

opportunities of checking the returns. It has, however,
worked so well as to render any change, such as the

substitution of Mr. Caird's plan, undesirable. By the

addition of an efficient check it would be rendered com-
plete. Such a check would require to be both co-

extensive with the survey and independent of it ; and
the one I am about to propose appears to me to fulfil all

the conditions required. Every year a change of occu-

pancy takes place over a considerable area in every
district over the country. In the great majority of cases

when a farm passes from an " outgoing " to an " incom-
ing " tenant, the growing crops are valued, i. e., their

produce is estimated by men of skill. These valuations

are as near the truth as possible, and we have this

pledge of their accuracy that the payment of large sums
of money depends on them. A small fee paid for every
certified copy of such a valuation delivered to some of

the county officials would ensure returns of all the
valuations made in every county. These returns would
show both the distribution of the crops and the average
produce over a certain portion of each county. Whether
such average coincided exactly with the true average
of the whole crop would depend in some measure on
the extent of the area over which the valuation extended,
which would vary from year to year, but the individual

farms being as it were taken at random, would afford a
pretty fair average sample of every county. The valua-

tions are generally made on the eve of harvest, and as

the compilation of the returns would not involve much
labour the averages deduced from them might ba pub-
lished before or shortly after the conclusion of the
harvest. The plan proposed might be carried into

execution at a trifling expense, and it would be valuable

as affording an independent estimate which would act

as a check on the annual " stock taking " of the crops of

the country, which we may now look forward to with
some degree of confidence. B. D. T., Sept. 28.

Smutty Wheat.—I should be very glad of your advice
in the management of a crop of Wheat badly infected

with smut. A large portion of the ears although looking
well at first sight are filled with a black powder of a
fetid odour, and wheu it is threshed this dirties and fouls

the sample so that it appears of the colour of Coffee on
the barn floor. I have tried washing it, and this seems
to chan \t\ if it could be dried effectually on a large
scale. I should like to know what is the best course
for me to pursue, so that I may sustain as little loss as
possible. It was steeped in the ordinary way in urine
and dusted with lime, but I think the urine was hardly
stale enough. I may mention that a neighbour had a
field sown with his own seed infected, while a field sown
with seed from another farm was free of the disease.

Any information in your Paper will oblige. A. H. F. C.

[Millers get rid of it by a machine which beats and
crushes the smutty grains and blows them out.]

years, had given a decided impetus to agricultural

science, and the improvement consequently was uni-

versal. Take an isolated case—a farmer well to do
remained at home, content with what he had, and heed-
less as to how the world went on, unaware that there
was any farm superior to his own, or any system of

agriculture better than that which he and his neighbours
had acted on. Not so wilh the farmer who had become
acquainted with what was passing beyond the limits in

which he resided—who knew what had been done to

improve the soil, to improve cattle, to advance farming
in every particular. The last-mentioned farmer, actuated

by that principle of human nature which will not permit
the mind to rest where superiority is seen to exist,

without an endeavour to emulate or excel, must endea-
vour to improve ; with eyes and ears open, he returns
to farm with a determination to do what he can to make
his farm as good as that of which he has heard, or
which he may have seen ; he finds that he has not been
so very improving as he had imagined, and he sets

about remedying defects of which he had no knowledge
before. He would not speak from imagination or from
fancy—he would tell what he had seen and what they
had seen, not only within the last few days, but years
ago. They enjoyed an unparalleled climate and a soil

the most abundant in the world. They had seen fields

and farms divided 8, 9, 10, 12 yards from side to side,

with fences which were not only wasting all the land

that might be used profitably, but a nursery for all

those weeds which overran the fields, and for those

blazing flowers of red weed which they knew so well

and which appeared like an overgrown crop in some
localities. He had seen the farm-yard so well planned

that all the refuse and manure of the yard aud the pig-

stye drained into it, thus not only wasting the manure
which might be placed so profitably to account, but

poisoning that water which might be a source of health

and cleanliness to himself and to his family. He had
seen whole families living in rags and in want on a

miserable patch of land which was not sufficient to

afford them sustenance for three months in the year
;

and they lived on that wretched patch in that misery and
destitution, because they preferred this " dignity " of

occupying land to the labour of earning a livelihood

from others who could afford them employment. He
did not talk of introducing costly and cumbrous ma-
chinery at weighty expenses, such as they had in

England. It would be difficult at any time to introduce

machinery of that kind—their farms were too small for

it—and they would continue, he believed, always too

limited for the employment of such machinery as that

to which he referred. There were evils to be remedied,

but they were not of a nature that could not be easily-

removed by the application of that common sense which

was so natural to the Irish people. It was a calumny
to say, as some had said, that the peasantry of Ireland

were naturally idle; he did not believe that—he repelled

the calumny. Who was it that made the railway ?

Who was it that dug the canal 1 Who was it that did

all the hard work that was done in England \ Who
that cleared the new lands of America aud removed
the forests ? Who did all these things ? In nine cases

out of ten, he was prepared to answer, it was the Irish

peasant. Who had improved every country in the

world but his own \ If he went back to causes for this

state of things, he could, he repeated, find them—but

in stating them he should say something that would not

be agreeable to all, or practically useful at the present

moment. He believed that much of the misery they

had to deplore was caused, not by one class, but by all

classes, and that all were equally in fault. He would
say, let bye-gones be bye-gones. He believed that a

new era had opened for Ireland, and that they would
now consult their own duties by taking immediate
advantage of the advent.

Tipper.»ry.—At the annual dinner of this Society,
the following remarks were made by Lord Stanley on
the advantages of agricultural societies to those who
were members :—He had been going about the farmers
lor the last few days, and he found that many were not
aware of the extent, scope, or what might be expected
Irom the exertions of the Society ; but he was certain

they would soon perceive the beneficial effects of its

operations. In England the effects of such operations,

which had increased there greatly within the last few

Little Millie and her Four Places. By Margaret M-
Brewster. Hamilton, Adams, and Co.

Tins is a story book addressed to servant girls

—

intended professedly for their benefit, though after

reading it we should have judged it adapted rather

for the correction of their mistresses. We believe

there are few who rightly understand the minds of the

poorer classes whom they attempt to teach. In order

to give those below us a lift forwards we must place

ourselves on their level ; and though many kindly dis-

posed people seek their society with this view they

fail, it would seem, to get real insight into their pre-

judices, difficulties, and trials. There is many a cottage

home where all is mismanagement, and most of its

experience misery, because those who ought to guide the
house with discretion know not how to make it better

and happier. But when their richer neighbours have
gone to visit them their circumstances have been looked
upon with unaccustomed eyes, aud it has not been seen
where aid was really wanted, or how cottagers may be
essentially and permanently benefited by opportunities of
helping themselves. We are glad, however, to see this

little volume from the pen of Miss Brewster. Itaddresses
an introductory chapter to girls at school, and is no doubt
intended in all benevolence to benefit this class, for which
school teaching has hitherto proved very inadequate.

Something more like practical and bodily experience
seems needed besides book learning, and this Mis3
Brewster undoubtedly sees ; but she has evidently made
her book too like a novel, and we fancy she would see

less refinement of sentiment in the generality of servant
girls than she gives us in the fancy character of " Utile
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Millie." She will often, indued, find in everyday lil<; noun.

I

cense and steadfastness of purpose, though very uncul-

tivated and needing more than romance for education ;

but while we. cannot too highly value the deep Chris-

tian feeling which Mim Brewster makes most truthfully

the basis of nil solid good in character, wo confess we
think her book shows too much experience i" lb' con

straction of a sentimental love tnle to bo very useful

in the matter-of-fact buoiuese of educating servant girls.

Miscellaneous.
Food Markets, Prussia.-—In tho meantime a nearer

danger is recognised in ihe high price of provisions, for

no rebellion is so bad as tbo rebellion of the stomach.

Three years of inundations and wet, with harvests

below the average, have exhausted the BtOCltS of grain

in hand nil ever tho country ; epidemics and Bicltncsg

of various kinds have reduced the number of labouring

hands that might houee'and thresh the present harvest
;

so that tho corn that really has been garnered in Ibis

year comes but sparingly to market ; what was not

housed some weeks back is now laid by heavy rains, nhd

will probably be lost. All import from tho Black Sea

and from Russia is entirely at an end. To meet this

emergency tho Government has wisely suspended, for

tho third year, the import duties on corn, and has made
arrangements for the supply of the army by large pur-

chases in tho United States, which arc understood

to amount to 5,000,000 thalers. Thus tho prices

in the homo market " will not bo run up by

having Government entering it as a buyer. In

the meantime every other product of tbo land,

whether direct or indirect, has attained a price that

drives housekeepers distracted and leaves poor people

very hungry, In addition to bread, fodder of all sorts,

meat, butter, and oil (Knpe oil), which is here n con-

siderable articlo of expense, seeing that no candles or

other succedancum are burnt, make living very diffi-

cult. Rents have risen also, but, of course, from widely

different causes. This is the subject which excites the

most attention here just now, to the exclusion of Sebus-

topol, and, still more easily, of the elections. As,

according to Mr. Cohden, Prussia is the brain of

Germany, and all the world knows that Berlin is tho

metropolis of intelligence, Athens on the Spree, it may
not bo uninteresting to learn what steps are taken to

procure n supply of cheap meat for the capital. In the

case of cattle imported, so heavy a duly is laid upon
them per head—one forming so largo a proportion of

the entire value of the beast at the frontier— that few

persons are to be found adventurous enough to import
;

and add to the above that on those parts of the frontier

where the cheapest cattle are to be had n three

weeks' quarantine ia imposed, for fear they should

bring in with them a murrain. When the duty

has been paid and the quarantine undergone, and
the expenses of transport up to the capital de-

frayed, an octroi at the gates of the city must be

paid of so much per head equally for lean and fat,

large or small beasts. Such cattle breeders as can

choose another market naturally avoid Berlin, rather

than risk this further outlay, which practically puts

them into the power of the buyer, as compelling them
to sell rather than drive their cattle hack and lose the

octroi. The authorities who levy this impost would

willingly show some indulgence, but the butchers here,

who possess more cunning than capital, and are hardly

more numerous now than they were a century back,

refuse to deal for any cattle on which the charges have

not been previously paid, so as to have the whip band
of the seller. The supply of meat is thus made scanty,

bad, and dear, for the guild and trade corporation insti-

tutions with which the liberty movement of 1848 has

blessed us enable the butchers to prevent any due in-

crease of their own numbers in proportion to the in-

creased population ; thus they can prevent journeymen
from becoming masters, and they can preveut masters

from taking more than a certain small number of

assistants and apprentices ; they can prevent any
capitalist from entering the business by their law that

no one shall be master who has not served bis time, &c.

In the meantime the Berliners have to pay three times

as much for their meat as their friends who live 10 miles

off on a line of railway. Times.

The Cheese Manufacture.— Mr. White, of Warrington,
writes to the Times as follows :—Thousands, I doubt not,

are ignorant of the fact that the cheese they eat (and
much of the butter also, especially in winter) is artifi-

cially coloured ; others probably kuow that colouring is

employed, but fancy that it is necessary, or that it

improves the flavour. Now I wish to inform the fii^t of

these parties that all cheese that has not the appearance
in colour of milk or cream is coloured ; and both that

the colouring matter is not ouly useless but very objec-

tionable. Before entering further into the discussion

of this subject I will quote from my own account of
Cheshire cheese making, which appears in the Royal
Agricultural Society's Journal for 1845, the description
there given of what cheese-colouring is

—

" This ingredient is, or should be, annatto (or annotto), the
produce of the bixa orellana of Liunajus. It is, 1 believe, chiefly
imported from the West India islands, and used for dyeing. The
colouring commonly used in cheese-making is prepared by manu-
facturers in this country for the purpose. It gives the cheese
that amber appearance which is unfortunately required in order
to please or deceive the eye of the London cousumer. For Man-
chester and Liverpool markets and for home consumption the
Cheshire farmer rarely uses it in his cheesemaking, as it is well
known it does not improve, but, if an inferior article is bought,
and especially if much be used, it may deteriorate the flavour
very much. Those who wish to be enlightened on this subject
would do well to read the 'Essay on Cheese Colouring,' written

hy Mr. Whitley, "i BtretKm, published by Hr, UldKmjr, la »ii»,li

jt ,u clearly proved lhal the grsatest balkol ihochet colouring

ii ed '" this '""Miry in "iHy mi Imlutlon of uimtlo, tiul old

Una name, and conslstlngol tucli lugi

I

I,, nnd n train ''", vrell "" e i la foi n

along win, ii little real Bpsnlsb aunatlo,"

Now, in the first place, 1 would ask, arc our London

friends "r any others willing to hove such coropoi

then.) administered i" them, although only fa homeo-

pathic doses, for I can assure Item it is entirelj

own fault that they are so administered ' 'I
I

maids will gladly give up Infusing this nauseous <-.,m

pound into their cheeses whenever the London i •

factors auk them to do so ; and I doubt not the fat ti i

will as willingly give up buying coloured cheeses when-

ever their cmiiiiiuciM fib" emu iini'-n-;, are content '•

give up eating them, Oven admitting that tbo colour-

fog matter in a genuine preparation from annatta

most disagreeable, not i" Say disgusting, thing, both to

the small and taste, and has the further objection of

being an expensive article, the retail price hi In

Jt, Q<1, |.<r lb. It is estimated that I lb. Ih sufficient for

colouring a ton of cheese, but I have no doubt " do

dairies much more than thin proportion in used, In

Gloucestershire the estimate formerly wan 1 lb, f.,r hall

a ton ol cheese. Am It in not Improbable but that mora
than (iooo tonn of coloured cheese are made in Cheshire

at least (iOOO IbH. of colouring matter is required, and

will cost 2250/. Thin amount is no doubt trilling when

compared with ilio value of the cheese, but the absurdity

of the thing is that it is so much money indirectly paid

by the consumers in London and elsewhere, and im-

posed upon themselves, iu order that they may have the

gratification of eating an adulterated article. I beg to

add that I am in no way interested either in the cheese

trade or in tho manufacture of cheese, beyond my con-

nection with estates in Chebhire as a land-agent, and I

believe the opinions I have expressed are those held iu

common with many respectable agriculturists in Cheshire

and iu oilier counties. Henry White, Warrington, Sept, 17.
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Calendar of Operations.

OCTOBER.
CiTSSBins, Oct. 2.—After more than seven weeks of as fine

harvest weather as can well be remembered, the corn and
crops of Clover, with but few exceptions, have been secured In

the best possible condition, and the gloomy anticipii'

sprouted corn, arising from the fact of the crops generally having
been laid to an almost unprecedented extent, have long been dis-

persed. The Wheat crop, however, as was predicted early in -Inly,

will prove deficient in yield, as will Barley also, but the fullness

of the crops may in some measure make up for it, although we
can hardly expect an average yield per acre, which after all is the

true test of the crops. Oats appear to have been the best crop of

the three, and we hear of Beans being very productive where
they are drilled and the intervals kept clean by scarifying, hoe-

ing, &c. The rain within the last few days has greatly im-

proved tho appearance of Mangold Wurzel and Turnips, and
also the pastures, and there is now every prospect of the

two former being tolerably fair crops. Winter Potatoes,

which are now being raised, appear to have less disease

than for many years past, and the crop generally is more
abundant than it has been of late years, and the quality

too is excellent; perhaps the foregoing remarks will apply
more strictly to the driest and beat Potato soils, as occa-

sionally we do hear serious complaints of the disease in some
localities. The teams are now busily engaged in preparing the

Oat lea or other ground for Wheat, and on the strong clny land

Wheat sowing is about commencing. Store pigs are very scarce

and dear, owing, it is supposed, to the severity of the late spring,

which destroyed many of the young litters. The " pleuro-pncu-

monia " is not so prevalent as last year, but we are grieved to

say it still lingers in some localities to an almost ruinous extent
to the dairy farmers. W. P.

Hexham, October 2.—The weather has been all that could be
wished for securing the crops, which in this district are now very
generally under "tback and rape." ^'otwithstandingthe favour-

able weather, the harvest has been, owing to the unequal ripen-

ing of the corn, a long one—rather over a month. There has
been an occasional shower, but no rain to do damage since

harvest commenced, and both Turnips and pastures are suffering

very much in consequence. The heavy frost rime of the 7tb nit.

completely destroyed the Potato shaws, but as they were gene-
rally ripe or nearly so we hope the roots have escaped hurt, and
we are still free of blight. Since finishing the carrying of our
crop we have been " skimming'' our fallows, using for that pur-

pose our ordinary ploughs with a very wide feather on the
share, taking a furrow of about 2 inches deep, and 10 or 12 broad.

After harrowing and gathering the Couch Grass the usu*l
winter furrow will be given. The day labourers and boys have,

been engaged in completing the thatching and " shaving "

the stacks, which last operation we find to pay, espe-
cially with mown corn, where you have necessarily more
heads iu the bottoms of the sheaves. Your Wester Koss
correspondent seems to have a decided advantage over his

southern brethren, and, at the rate he mentious, reaping
machines would be of little use to him ; we would be inclined tu

infer from the quantity cut—an acre and two-thirds per day for

each scythe— that the crop has not been heavy. With the excep-
tion of two llelds our crop is by no means a bulky one, yet even
our piece men did not cut nearly so much, and the cutting,

binding, and stocking cost us 11*. 2d. per acre on an averace.
One field cost us 15s., but it was much laid, and about 70 full

stooks per acre. Wages have ranged trom 17... to 21... per week,
with food for men; and from 10s. to lis. without food for women.
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I
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. of MatMorrr for
.* Wtu-r, by assess of W1»'*U,

K.i ... Ac.; t\*r,

Fire and r.xrti-n Engine*,to—

B

uglaitosjs Seal on •ppllatlvn.

AKNKR'o PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CA8T-TRON P laMofPan
tages, Manure Tmki, and Wells of • d»pth not net*4ir.r

Disaster I-^ngth
of lurrtl. £ i. 4.

• 1 ft. 7 In. / Fltt*d for l»*d, il Yl '•

long 3 „ 3
,

'
'

ditto 3,6,
ditto 3 .

w

.
' i uITJttA I

ttT east froo V* 15 O
fUnjfed pipe, .

u required. ) 3 6
• ' Lead P%-t

httxth'nS, and Bolts *nd NuU
ready tor fixing 7 12

ditto ditto oiuo 2 16 O

The short barrel Pump Is Terr vmrtnUsni
for fixing in situations of limited height sod

' rop-per* and sink*. Id
AVa*b-honees wilh a* ft water from under-
ground tank.«, or in H'.t, Forcing, aodHant

they mar he fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the shore "prices, or of lh*>
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WAI'.NEK a*;. -

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water, hy means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pump : r* aod Garden
Engines, &C.&C—Engravings sect on applte*':
~~
Tt>CRUSHING a.vd BEAN-5PllTTiyG~MILL

(TriiNEr.'s N

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for efficiency,

durability, and ea^e in working

to any manufactured. Two 1

of crushed corn afford more

nourishment both to old and

young horses than three basils

of uncmshed

!

o

Price £5 15*. 6rf.

Made fir.: S '.d iv

E. II. & F. TURNED St. Pair's

Iron Works, Ipsrrich.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
MEETING AT CARLISLE, JULY. 1:55.

Fisst Prize Awaedeo to

RICHMOND and CHANDLER'S No. 3B CHAFF
MACHINE. Price £7.

Notices to Correspondents.
Lime : J G. We should apply over the Clover stubble 40 bushels
an acre of lime, and if it could have been made into a com-, -t

with any vegetable refuse for some weeks before the applica-
tion to the land, so much the better. The quantity pec
mended ought of course to depend on the period of the. last

application of the kind, which we do not know.
M.-Gekekat> Arbutuxot's Wheat: To Correspondents. Havir^j

received numerous applications from gentlemen reqr.e.-mnc to

kno«* if they can be Mipplied with seed Wheat of the sort

called Tiney's Success, .M.-General Arbutbnot begs to refer

them to his bailiff, Woodford House, Thrapston.
Peat for Kilns: A X~ asks for information, founded on expe-

rience, as to the utility of wood or peat as a substitute for c

iu the burning of lime or drainage tiles, particularising the
proportions of each to produce a given heat. The articles l

" Bricks" nnd " Tiles'" in " Blackie's Cvclopeiia" give infor-

mation on the general subject ofburning these articles. A", the varices z::en Irrle^erts :f Acrrculrare mannfar-

Wild Paksxu' : EpaoU We do not know how to obtain the seed t ^r^ on the most scie-tinc acd improved principles, suitable for

of this plant iu anv qmunV.ty, unless it be bv offering a reward 1»- me ose and exportation.—Aairess, Ricexofd & Cea^i^i;.

to the school children iu your neighbourhood for ripe heads of £•" Lord, Manchester : and 32, South John Street. Liverpool,

seed, ^" Catalogues G2ati=.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

^ii£lji.^S;EBii^^
'

ffiiffif

ifm^^^msk^

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
C^i

RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND H-ALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c,

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OP HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

Conservatories Mowing Machines Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines
Greenhouses Fountains Game Netting Do. Syringes
Hot Water Apparatus Ornamental Wire Work Hurdles Do. Rollers
harden Vases Flower Stands Garden Chaire Flower Labels

IRON HTJRDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

SLATt WORKS, ISLE.WORTH, NIIODLtSEX
lp DWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety
-*—

' of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener
Sundays excepted

Priced Lists o f Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

'"

-*- water, without manual labour, to any
height, where a Bmall fall can be obtained.

PARSEVS PATENT REVOLVING
PUMP lifts three times the quantity of water
with the same labour, than any other Pomp.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
And all other Pumps,

Fountains of every description erected:
Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.
Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

Gardens.
W. p. Roe (late Freemas Roe), Hydraulic

Engineer
, 70, Strand, Loudon.

pRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS.— A very laree™ ,£1* superior stock now on sale at DEANE, DRAY, andtO. S (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.
Established a.d. 1700.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

,t. Gbeek, Harrow h„a d. London.

VI,NT,,. A ^s,r'A7?A t;A' rurr'Me P
Fro,

manner J T A B^Tl? " " m "st """•"ileal »nd efficient

of the nobility atd gen 'rVL^," J'ST™ "' re 'errinB ,0 "n"*e™
1 »"u gentry n; whom they arc extensively engaged.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'
Hothouse

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Works,G1 D E N C H , Patent
*- J • King's Road, Chelsea.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, and all completed for Is. 3d. per foot
super. Hundreds of references can be given, and Printed Price
Lists sent.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, TrAMES & L1CHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

T AMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft- and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 It. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, (tainted four times, complete, ready
tor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be bad to the Nobility,
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
V>* • 61, Gracecburch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, FenciDg, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for WarmiDg Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS
BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

T
H OTH OUSE BUI LDERS.

HE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse "Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

r,Hc%<r&*ymsfi!!B$k^ tlie Houses a"d Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is
in constant- opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is. so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest Btate of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at eery low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King'a Road, Chelsea, Hor-
*J ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.
The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.
and exposing to the atr
mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late
severe winter it only
cost ub 3*. per day for
fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.
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HOW TO KILL HATS, MICK, AND MOLES BY
MiiNDKKUS. A method will be forwarded with ln«truc

tlonn for 80 poutago stamps, which will doutroy the above vermin
quickly and without trouble. lOOOAcroe may bo cleared for a

few Hhllllnpra.—giLiwiw 1 Dyson. [Too, Rnchiwtor.

WAIINKU'S SWINfJ WATKi: 3ARKOW
(TO HOLD THIRTY GALLONS)

In Intended for »n large Batabllsbraonl i where much water-

inn i« done by the waterInflf*pot. Dy ItH use much time and

labour of the uardonor arc »avod, particularly where the Tank,
Pond, or Pump, Is at a distance from the gardon, May be

obtained of any ironmonger In town or country for Zl. Zb.

Manufactured by
John Waiinf.u & Bomh, 9, CroHcont, JewIn Street, London,

fOHW WARN Kit AND SONS,
CroHcont, Jewln Stroot, London.
VANiSKn [RON TUB GARDEN

ENGINE,
t Waiinkk'h BnoiBTKnBD Sp&icADnn,

in strongly re-

commended/for
durability and
low price, viz.,

21 10*., to bold

10 gallons.

Larger hIzoh

in wood or Iron,

vi/„,M (,"ilH.,2*t

gal B.,& 86 gals,

H(]|||W M ay be obtained

\MJjfwBmBW^\^ ofany Ironinon-
AQ-^iH!i!g(l^||gf^ gor or Plumber

in town orcoun-
try, or of tbo

Patentees and
Manufacturers,

•as also Machinery of ftlt kinds for raising Water from any

<Uipth to any height by Steam, Horse, or Manual Power. Prices

Kent on application. Syringes of various constructions and sizes

from 9.9. upwards. Metallic String from 5<f. to Is. 3<l. per lb.

TO AGRICULTURISTS AND OTHERS.

X^JP^^

SIMPSON and BARNES, Opeushaw, near Manches-
ter, beg to call the attention of parties requiring power to

their PORTABLE and STATIONARY STEAM-ENGINES,
from one-horse power and upwards, having the boiler and engine
attached. They require no foundation, are simple and cheap,

and are sent from the works ready to start when they arrive

at their destination. ^^
TO NURSERYMEN, FLORISTS, AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE of GKOUND, near
town, with Greenhouses, Pits, &c, well stocked with Plants.

Bent 107. per annum.—Apply to Mrs. Preston, Florist. Kilburn;
or to Mr. Goiuuhd, 14, Great Portland Street. Cavendish S

.

(
u nv.

CANNES, SOUTH OF FRANCE," ON~ THE SHORES
OF THE MEDITERRANEAN.

TO BE SOLD, the CHATEAU St. GEORGES, at

Cannes, one of the most delightful marine residences in

Europe, with its elegant and appropriate furniture, all in perfect

order, and fit for the immediate reception of any nobleman's or
gentleman's family. The chateau is in the Palladiau style of

architecture, fitted up with every English comfort, and in a
beautifully warm and dry climate, where sea-bathing may be
continued all the year with the greatest convenience. The gardens
on the south side of the chateau slope down to the sea, with doors

opening on to the beach. On the north side the property is

bounded by the grand route from Paris to Nice, from which latter

town it is distant about 20 miles south-west. The chateau is

only a few minutes from the seat of Lord Brougham, and about

one mile west from the town of Cannes, from which port there

are steamboats weekly to and from Marseilles, and four diligences

to and fro daily between Paris, Marseilles, and Nice. The chateau
is on an elevated terrace, rising up from the orange garden, and
within 200 yards of the seashore. It was originally built by the

late Lieu tenant-General Sir Herbert Taylor, but has since received

considerable additions and embellishments. The terrace floor,

occupying the south front, consists of splendid double drawing-
rooms, library, dining and breakfast, rooms, all en suite, and
opening on to a Doric colonnade of hewn stone, and descending
by stops to a beautitul gravelled terrace. 250 feet long, facing the
" blue Mediterranean." From the drawing room floor a splendid
marble staircase leads toa first and second floor ofelegant bedrooms,
of which there ary on the two floors nine to the south front, two
to the east, and six to the north, besides six servants' rooms in

the attics. Excellent porter's lodge at the entrance, poultry
houses, hix-stalled stables, large coach-houses, and splendid
flower and kitchen gardens, and a great variety of shady and
ornamental walks amougst the natural woods of Cork trees, Fir,

Myrtle, Arbutus, and maritime stone Pines; and amongst the
gigantic rocks are growing the Cactus, flowering Abie, and other
tropical plants in their natural state, the great, variety of level

and cultivation giving the idea of a much larger extent of ground.
The whole is enclosed with walls, but not obstructing the fine

vie-w of the magnificent scenery around, and forms a parallelo-
gram containing about 30,200 square yards, or about 7 English
acres. The remarkable salubrity of the climate of Cannes, where
winter is unknown, and the magnificence of the coast and finely
wooded mountain scenery around, rend- r it one of the must
delightful places in Europe for invalids j and its easy approa-h
from England by the opening of the Mediterranean Rail wav
direct to Marseilles, places a climate superior to Naples within
-IS to 50 hoars of London, viz., 13 hours London to Purls, and
20 hours thence to Marseilles, from whence to Cannes is 11 hours
per steamboat, or posting 14 hours, or per diligence V to IS. The
electric telegraph is laid along the grand rout-*, nastthe lodge
gates on the north side of the property. The new English church
will be opened (D;V.) in the. course r*( nt*.xt month.

For further particulars, apply to Messrs. Green, Estate Agents
and Auctioneers, 2S, Old Bond Street, Loudon.
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1o BE LET, and entered npon immediately, a highly
JL Improvahlo i AK&I ol al I W I ai rea of Arable,

and Pasture Land, v bulll Dwelling
1 1

.

m i .r (U for the occupation ol a bmlly ol Ijty, Tlie
i i i

i
.i lied W Htm '

it aeven
miles flrom Newcastle r.miyn and tl from the
thriving port ol Now Quar. it in well watered, bi

running through It, and slopes for the most part towards the
south. In addition to an excellent Dwelling H<

finished^ there is n Cottage and Qardenflet at ''-. 10 ,

and the fair tolln of Capel Cynon Fair, held twice b

received by the tenant, worth from 6/. to 10/. annually. The
property offers great advantages to an experimental fanner with
capital and application. Rent, in Its present
annum; the proprietor would make further permanent improve-
ments to suit a tenant on having a moderate return for thi

The Dwelling Etonso contains on the ground floor two excellent
Silting Rooms 18 feet by 14 each, Study, Kltchi
with Six Itedroomn over, and all conveniences for a respectable
family. Along lease would be granted t" an approved
and more land might be obtained on moderate terms, with the
right to shoot over about 800 acres. The neighbourhood ii good,
the Tivy side and llwnwydd hounds meet in the neighbourhood
very frequently. It is expected that the estate will be greatly
in <

' led in value on the extension of the railway from Car-
marthen to Llandysil and Cardigan, for winch an act b

obtained. Tho present lessee John Price Hilton, Esq., OUny-
rafon, near Llandysil, Cardiganshire, will show the property on
an appointment being made with him ; and for further particulars
apply to Timing Davies, Esq., Solicitor, Cardigan; or Messrs.
Henderson, Howard, and Wilcocks, Solicitors, 50, Broad Street,
Bristol.

Saks bj Auction*

DUTCH BULBS. STANDARD AND OTHER ROSES, ETC.
\/l H. HASLAM will Sell as above, at the Auction
*-** Mart, London, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY next, Oct.
11 and 12.—Catalogues to be bad at the Mart.

ORCHIDS—AN IMPORTATION FROM THE BRAZILS.
Vl R. J. C. STKVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
'* ' Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY, 16th inst., an Importation of fine Plants in excellent con-
dition of LiHa purpurata, Cattleya lobata, Leopoldi,
crispa superba, granulosa, violacea, &c, and an unknown species
of Galeandra—May he viewed on the morning of sale, and
Catalogues had. _^

"STOVE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will sell by Auction, a^ his
Great Room, 3S. King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-

DAY, Oct. 9th, at 1 o'clock precisely, a Collection of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including many fine specimens
and some choice Camellias and Azaleas, well set with bloom,
and a few Orchids. — May be viewed on the day prior, and cata-
logues had of Mr J. C. Stevens, 3S. King Street, Covent Gard.-n.

TO GENTLEMAN, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS."
Rose Cottage Nubsbry, Retford, Wilts.

MESSRS. F. WHITE and SON will sell by
Auction, ou TUESDAY, 9th T)ctober, on the aNove pre-

mises, in consequence of the ground having been sold, F. Pen-
uington's stock of early prolific RHUBARB ROOTS, the same
with which he has supplied the Blanchestef and Sheffield markets
in the early part of the season tor several years, comprising
10,000 strong healthy roots of Linnffius, together wiib a Nursery
Stock, consisting of Forest, Fruit. Ornamental, Evergreen, and
Deciduous Shrubs, with a quantity of Quick Privet, Ac; one
32 Light Pit.
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HACKNEY.
To OnTuatnr, Nr-R»EBTMET, a*d Otwee*.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE ahd MORRIS are
directed by Messrs. Brown and

without reserve, on the premtw-*. Hackney Nurawy, I

Lane, Hiddleaex, on THURSDAY, the" 13

and following day, at 11 o'clock each day pneei

consequence of the number oi the NUK-
SERY STOCK; comprising Ornamental, Fruit, an^
Trees; Evergreens and Decidoons SI

Plants consisting of lar^e nj^cim<- | indica,
well set with bloom buds, Acacia*, C» ilwi», Myrtle*, lM-jiizii

gracilis, Forsytbiaa, dec ; together wll
two and three Light b^xen, a qua
Boilers, Wheelbarrows, 200 *l »ft
Seed Drawers, i la, and aaodry efT-<t&.—May
bp viewed pri r t/< the sale; Ca^alognea may h- bad on the pre-

:" the principal Seedsmen in London ; anc
Auctioneers. American Noraery, I.- «-<»x.

CLARENDON NURSERIES, CAMBE«WiLI_
A TLSSRS. PROTHER'JE aTO M >KRIS are
-»-! instructed by Mr. Joseph Fryc-r to f^bmit to pablic cona-
petition on the above premie- days of
October, at 11 o'clock eAch day, a portion -f biaextenvive Noraery

Dg of line Standard and Dwarf Trained and
Untrained Apple. Pear, Plnm, Cherry, P^ach. Nectarine, Apricot,
Pig, Raspberry, Gooseberry, Cnrrani : jlb*rries, the

ck in'the trade, 4 to 10 ft.: 3000 Lim*«. *

Lilacs of all sorts, 3 to 10 ft.: 2000 Evergreen Oaks. 2 to 5 ft;
4000 Evergreen Privet, 3 to 6 fu : »lso large quantities of Scarlet,

I White, and other Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Androcnedaa. Magno-
i
lias and other varieties of American Plants; Garryaa, Glycines,

i Clematis, Passion Flowers. P-itrn -ma-. Virginian Creepers. Ivies,

j
Box, Laurels, Althaeas, fine large Elms, Lombardy and R* Tr*m
Poplars, Acacias. Scarlet Thorns, fine strong Seakale, &c dec.

—

May be viewed prior to the sale, and Catalogues may be had on

J
the premises of the principal Seedsmen, and of the Auctioneers,
American Nursery, Lei

CHOICE TULIPS.
MR. ALEX\NL)ER has been instructed by Mr.

Willi :-o>.*, of the Rose Nursery, Whitby, to onVrfor sale bv
Auction, at the Mart near the BankofEngland.cmWEDN RSDAY,
Oct. '24, at 12 o'clock, his n- rivalled SEEDLING TfLlPS, com-
prising tVatlieivd breaks of the following first-rate varieties, viz.,

Gem, Juliet, Eva. Queen, King, Mr. J. F. Wood, Mr. Sanders n.

St J. Pas ton, Exquisite, (Purity, and Yellow Model Selfs). Any
comment up»u the>e unrivalled fiovreis would be superflaous.—
Catalogues may be bad »t the Mart, and als.i of Messrs. Dawk,
CoTTRELt^ds Hrxhasi, Seed^niHii. Mobrgnte Street: White Swan.
West Ham

j
Miill>erry Tree, Bromley: Mr. vVili.(sctn\ as above.

and of the Auctioneer, Shaclclewell and L^-ytou. who will execute
any commissions for country growers

\ I R. HUMBERT w.ll 6^-11 by Auction the following
* ' STOCK, on FKIPAV, October 19th, at 12 for 1 o'clock, at

Harwood's Fami, Watford, Herts, by direction of the Earl of
Essex, 375 pure Soutli Down Ewes and Tegs, being the wh^le
of the ce'ebra ed flock ot the Earl of Esses, also 50 Fat and Store
Pig- of the best breeds, 26 Ayrshire and Short-horn Heifers and
Steers, 10 Calves, 4 block Pontes, under IS hands, which have
heeit driven together, and 100 loads of prime Hay; also ibe well-
knnwn Fl->ck reared by his lordship with so much solicitude

during the past 10 years, and now disposed of solely because he
intends to adopt number system of farming:.—May be viewed by
applying t» Mr, Swanstoit, at Hnrwood's Farm, of whom Cata-
logues may be h id ;

also at ihe Sa isbury Arms, Her::"

PeHhen, -t. Allnn's; Red Li<»n, Psantet; King's Arms Hemel
Hempstead ; Kind's Arms. Berkhan rge Inn. Bishop
Stnrtfnrd ; Chandos Anns, Edgware; White Horse Inn, Uxbridge;
find five by post of Mr. Hcmsert. Land Agent and Suxvevor.
Watford.

IMPORTANT STOCK SALL AT BARWAY, SOHAM,
CAMBR DCESHIRE.

MR C. ML BIDWELL is instructed by Jno. Rayner
Hovelly, Esq., who quits his occupation at Michaelmas, to

Sell by Auction, on the premises, on WEDNESOAY, October 10,

at 11 o'clock, without the least reserve, his carefoUy aelected

Heni of 40 improved SHOET-HORNS. comprising Cowa. Heiiers,

Bulls, and Calves: valuable Flock of 400 SHEEP, viz_ 290 batf-

bred Shearling Wethers, in pood condition. 90 Two-shear Cbeviot
Wethers, and IS prime I-anibs: 10 excellent working CART-
HORSES. 3 FOALS, and 5 NAGS. Also, ait tbe valuable

j
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. mnaiHiiag of a very ooaa-

! plete portable Steam-engine by Horosby, with Threshing
Apparatus, Machines for Grinding. Crashing, and Put mriug, an

I excrllent Reaping Machine, improved for heavy crops, Manure
and Corn Drill, with patent steerare, Garrett's patent Bocae-
hoe. Crosskill's Broad-wheeled and other Cans, Mmrt
new T>£ Cart f-r a Cob. Iron and Wood Rolls, Richmond's
Steaming Apparatus, Corn's Cha&cutting Machine. BiddeTTs

patent Wrooght-iron Scarifier, Phillip's I r, Bean
Mill. Ransome's Iron and Bntt
li rse Harness, Iron and Wood Hurdles. 4 Iro^ -

Double-action Churn, Glass Milt Pans, and numerous othex

Barway is Three Miles on the Cambridge sidf

and a Special Train will convey Passergers L-^ai the Ely Statist:

immediately after the arrival of the lOh. 47m. a.m. train, and set

them down opposite the Farm, returning s.:
-

The Auctioneer begs to call the panicoU- Agricnl-

stst this sale, as a rare opportuciry for parties wanting good
stock and tirst-rate Implements. Hi :-re well bred,

many of them with good pedigrees, and great attention has been
paid' to their milking proper: ire young and
excellent workers. The Farming In: ' ie with modem
improvements, and in good ~ ~ -

vidrti on the Farm during the Sale on il~ Norfolk plan.

—

iy be hid at : -
.

- - _ : White
^market: Crown, Soham; Angel, Peterborough,

and C. M. BidwelL, Land Agent, Ely ana Cam ridge, who -will

forward some by post ou application-
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NEW WORK 8V MR. CHARLES DICKENS.
Uniform with - Bleak House," " D<vin Con»EnFiKU>," &c. &c.

On the 30th of November will bo published the First Monthly

Pnrt. prlca Ona shilling, of

ANEW WORK OF FICTION. By Charles
Dicura. With MustntloiK by EIablot K. Bbow.nk. To

becomi oly Monthly 1'iirrs.

London: Bbadbcbt & Evans, 11. Boaveria Strei L

CHEAP EDITION OF PENDENNIS.
This day is published, In snmll -

' wit"- "VAKITY
Seven Shillings

T"I1E HISTORY of I'ENDEXNIS: HisFoiitunes
I- *s>. Misfortunes— His Fbiesds and His Gkeatest

ESUIY. By W. •'. rilACKEBSV
BBAl'I l !.V 8: Etass, I, B.nivcrie Street.

This d»y, <rllh 1"9 Illustrations, 7.-.,

FIRST LINKS IN CHEMISTSY: A Manual for

-
. lenb). By Aldbrt .i. Bkbxats, Ph.D., F.C.S., Lecturer

:ul<trv at the Medical School of St. Mary's Hospital;

a r of - Eioasahold Chemistry."
iff, I'abkeb & Soy, West Strand.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN : Illustrated

bv .1<-ii\- B. SOWEBBT. Tho Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
bv Charles Johnson. Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing

-, full coloured, K7*. : partly coloured. Us.
dous I . Sow i i. v. ;1. Mead Place. Lambeth.

On the 1st November, Part I. of

THE FERN ALLIES; A Supplement to "The
Ff.bns of Gb>:at Britain." Illustrated by John E.

v. Descriptions by C. Johnson, Esq. To be completed

in about Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s., partly coloured at Is. 6d

per Part.
.Lois 1". Sowbrbt, 3, Moad Place. Lambeth.

Just published, 32mo, cloth, 2s. Gil., pp. 554,

T"IIE HAND-PLACE BOOK OF THE UNITED
*- KINGDOM ; containing references of doily use to upwards

of 15,000 localities in Great Britain and Ireland, and general
Statistical Tables of Population, area of Parishes, Market Days,
&c. &c.
Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London ; and Glasgow

and Edinburgh. . _
NEW WORK ON CEYLON, BY MR. S. W. BAKER.

On Wednesday, the 17th inst., will be published, in 1 vol. 8vo,
with G coloured Plates,

EIGHT YEARS' WANDERINGS in CEYLON.
By S. W. Bakeb, Esq.

By the same Author, in Svo, with Illustrations, price 14s.,

THE RIFLE and the HOUND in CEYLON.
London: Longman, Brosvn, Green, & Longmans.

ECONOMY OF FERMENTATION.
"DUSHE'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufac-
-L» Hired by FOWLER and FRY, Temple Gate, Bristol, entirely
supersedes the necessity of Cooking Turnips, Mangold, and other
Roots

;
it effects a saving of 30 to 40 per cent, of the Roots, besides

that of fuel. Price 31. 10s. Printed testimonials and directions
may be obtained gratis bv applying to Fowler & Fry, Bristol,
Licensed Makers of Corne's Patent Chaff Cutters and General
Agricultural Implement Makers and Dealers. The Root Grater
may'also be seen in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham.

IT'DWAUDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALJIA-
J MACK : HOBTICDLTOBAt, TRADE DIRECTOR! AND FLORISTS'

Diary for 1?5o, will be published in December, as heretofore.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, ll ,; -. Middlesex.

" CU3E FOR THE CREEN FLY.—See

THE PELARGONIUM AND ITS CULTIVA-
TION. By John Dodson, Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

Price 6J„ or post free from the Author, Qd.

London: Hamilton. Adams. & Co.; and all Booksellers.

Just Published,

A RTHURHENDERSONandCO.'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orchideie, Exotic, G/eenhouse, find

Hard? Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
loavod Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchidea1 Aouse, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
I id n ap plication to them at Pineapple Place, Edgtvare Road.

JOURNAL D' AGRICULTURE ^PRATIQUE,
fdnde" en IS37, par le Docteur Bixio

;
publie sous la direc-

tion de M. J. A. Barral, Ancien eleve et repeticeur de Chiniie

ii
1' Ecolc Polytechniqne.
This important publication is published on the 5th and 20th of-

each month, and is the official jonrnal on this subject. It con-

tains a vast number of Woodcuts representing Agricultural In-

struments, Cattle, and is of the greatest interest to all persons
connected with Fanning. £. *. d.

The Year's Subscription 15

By Post ... „ 18
Subscriptions received by Dauthes & Lowell, Foreign

Booksellers, 14, Great Marlborough Street, London, where speci-

mens of the work may be seen.

Now rcadv in One Volume. Svo, price 10s. 6<L,

DICTIONARY OF SCRIPTURE PARALLELS
AND REFERENCES, being an Index of the Texts of

Scriptare, Classified according to their Sense, under an Alpha-
betical List of the various Subjects contained in the Bible;
firming thus a Methodical Summary of the Principles, the
D'icJrines, the Precepts, and the Facts of Scripture; and com-
prying the most complete Collection of Parallels and References.

A specimen page, with the opinions of the religious press

respecting this remarkable work, will be forwarded on application

by letter pre-paid.

London: Hamilton-. Adams, & Co., 33. Paternoster Row.

Now readv,

A LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS RE-
CENTLY ADDED TO MTJDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

Also a List of SURPLUS COPIES of Recent Works with-
drawn from circulation, and offered at greatly reduced prices for

cash.
Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London;

and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC.
Earlv in November will be Published,

A NEW FARMER'S ALMANAC. Price Is. By
-Z* John C. Mobtos, Editor of the " Agricultural Gazette," the
*' Cyclopedia of Agriculture," &c.
Along with the usual contentsof an Almanac, it will include:

—

Italy directions for the operations of the Farm and Garden.
2. Short notices of the past year's Agricultural novelties and
progress. 3. Such an Index to current Agricultural Literature
03 will direct the student to sources of information on the prin-
cipal Agricultural topics. 4. A list of the more important of
those well-established facts in Farm experience, which may serve
as trustworthy data in Agricultural Estimates and Calculations.
5. Short references to the treatment proper under the more
common Diseases to which Farm Stock are liable. G. A series of
Instructions and Receipts in many particulars of Household,
Garden, Field, and Dairy Management. 7. A guide to the more
important of our Fairs and Markets, with information as to
times and places where the different kinds and breeds of Stock
may be best obtained. 8. An index to the Meetings, Office-
bearers, and objects of our principal Agricultural Societies and
Farmers' Clubs.
The object throughout will be, by good arrangement and close

packing, to furnish as much Agricultural information of prac-
tical usefulness as can be issued by the printer and the publisher
for Is.

London : Blackie & Son*, Warwick Square; and Glasgow and
Edinburgh .

In Svo clnth, price 5s. <*f.. illustrated with numerous cases,

ON NERVOUS EXCITEMENT AND DEPRES-
SION: Their True Causes and Remedies. ByDr.MADDOCK,

formerly Physician to the Mailing Asylum.
" We can honestly and warmly recommend Dr. Maddock's

work to all whu are interested in its subject." Examiner.
Stupkix, Marshall, & Co., Stationer's Hall Court ; or H.

.Bailliere, 219, Regent Street, who will forward it free of postage.

ON NERVOUSNESS, OEcilLITV, ANO EXHAUSTION.
Just published,new and clieaperEdi tion,price 1 s.,or Is. Id. by post,

H^HE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-M- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longeviry, and that sterling happiness only attainable
through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.

London: Sherwood & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Has sat, 63,

Oxford Street; Mask, 39, Cornhill ; Hoene, 19, Leicester Square

;

and all Booksellers.

Second Series, in fcp. Svo, with 13 woodcuts, price 1*.,

LESSONS IN GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: An
Elementary Reading Book, intended to serve as a familiar

and attractive Introduction to the Principles of Natural Science.
By Robert J. Mass, M.D., F.R.A.S., Author of "Guide to the
Knowledge of the Heavens," the ''Book of Health" in Gleig's
School Series, &c.

£3?" The First Series, 12mo, with 22 Woodcuts, price Is.

London : Longman*. Bkown. Grkks. & Losgmass.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THfc) EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCVIU., will
-L be published on SATURDAY next.

Contests :

—

I. MEMOIRS OF KING JOSEPH.
II. POLITICAL DISTURBANCES IN CHINA.
IIL THE EDUCATIONAL CENSUS.
IV. THE COURT OF OUDE.
V. PARAGRAPH BIBLES.
VI. THE PLURALITY OF WORLDS.

VII. THE NEWSPAPER PRESS.
VIII. TENNYSON'S MAUD.
IX. TRANSCAUCASIA.
X. THE FATHERS OF NEW ENGLAND.
XI. THE RESULTS OF THE CAMPAIGN.

London: Longman, Brows, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, price 6s., No. IV. of The
EDINBURGH NEW PHILOSOPHICAL

JOURNAL. NEW SERIES.
Contents.—1. Professor Harkness on the Geology of the

Dingle Promontory—2", Dr. Cobbold on a Malformed Trout—
3. Dr. Daubeny on the Influence of the Lower Organisms in the
Production of Epidemic Diseases—4. Professors Harkness and
Blyth on the Cleavage of the Devonians in the south-west of
Ireland— 5. Dr. Cobbold on a new Species of Trematode Worm
—6. Astronomical Contradictions and Geological Inferences
respecting a Plurality of Worlds— 7. Mr. R. Davidson on some
New Compounds of Furfurine—8. Mr. J. Galletly on a New
Glucoside existing in the Petals of the Wallflower—9. Dr. Davy
on Tropical Plants— 10. T. If. Rowney on the Composition of Two
Mineral Substances employed as Pigments—11. M. G. D'Ende-
geest's Sketches of Operations executed in the Drainage of the
Lake of naarlem— 12. C. G. Williams on Forae of the Basic
Constituents of Coal Naphtha—13. Biographical Sketch of the
late George Johnston of Berwick— 14. Professor Good&ir on the
Preseut State of Organic Electricity—15. A. Murray on Electric
Fishes — Reviews — Proceedings of Societies and Scientific.
Intelligence.

Edinburgh : Adam & Charles Black ; London : Longman & Co.

yHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
*- IIELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.

Reduced Tariff of Agricultural and Horticoltur vl Glass
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.: andHARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4±d. per foot
PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

Ac, from Is, 6d. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozen; Hely's Test Chums, 5s. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,
10s.; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 3s.; Bee-glasses, from
Qd.

; Cucumber Tubes, from Is. ; Propagating Glasses, from SAef.
to 7s. each; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums, complete.
10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

Per foot Per 100 feet.

lit lid. IS £0 12 6

„ 2d. „ 16 8

r 2J<2. 18 9

„ 2id. 1 10

„ 2 3
% d. „ 1 2 11

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

fTETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
-J-JL of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches.
Under 6 by 4

From 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5
7 „ 5 „ S „ 6
8 „ 6 „ 10 „ 8

10 „ 8
m

„ 12 „ 9
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to 3*d. per square foot, according to size.
21 oz. „ 34<Uo5rf. „ „
26 oz. „ 34tf.to7J<*. „ „ „

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all'

other inferior window glass in a gentleman's residence. No
alteration connected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation.of-
every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure..
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.
List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to-

James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET GLASS WAREHpUSE,
87, BrsnopsGATE Street, Without.

A/IINERALOGY.-KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.
|

rp MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
jlfj^5^\s'^Xit^^- :^ give

I F°.F??
E

,

of
l

X -GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
. ? ,7. ,

MINERALOGY, with a view to facilitate the
| 300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading

study of Geology, and ot the application of Mineral Substances men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.
in the Arts. Ine Lectures will be illustrated by an extensive
Collection of Specimens, and commenced on FRIDAY, Oct. 5,
at 9 o'clock, a.m. They will be coutinued on each succeeding
Wednesday and Friday at the same hour.

R. W. Jelf, P.P., Principal.

TO NURSERYMEN ANO GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. 6d.

per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to the Londnn
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Sacks 2s.
each. Kentish and other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.

Kesn-abd Brothers, Swan P lace, Old Kent Road.

POULTRY, RABBIT, SHEEP & CAT FENCING,
-»- HARE or RABBIT NETS, on CORDS, for Covert Shoot-
ing, 12 mesh over, 4 feet wide, 2d. per yard ; IS mesh over, 6 feet
wide, 3d. per yard; 24 mesh over, 8 feet, <Ld. per yard; each edge
corded, Jd. per yard extra. Extra stout do., IS mesh wide, 4d.
per ynrd, suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square mesh Cricketing
Net, fix its full width and length, made of stout cord, 3d. to 4d!.

per square yard; this is the best article made for Fencing against
Fowls, Cats, &c., at W. Collingfokd's, 1, Edmund Terrace,
Ball's Pond Road, near Kingsland Gate , London.

PRUNING.
rpHE GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS nre iimver-
-L sally acknowledged to be the best for every description of
Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any other, and do
not bend or break. Price 2s. 6d., 3s., and 3s. Qd. each.
TnoMAS Hill, late W.Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket, London.

6 in by 4 in and 6 in oy 4Jiu. ... ... 12r.

«4 „ a „ 7 „ 5 ... 12 6

n „ 5i „ S „ 6 ... 13

^ „ 64 „ 9
11 7 ... 13 6

it* „ 7J 10 „ 8 ... 13 6
l°i „ sj 11 „ 9 ... 14
12 „ 9 13 „ 9 ... 14
10 „ 10 10* „ 10* ... 14
11 11 10 i

11* „ 10.4 ... ... 14
11 „ 11 1H „ 11* ... 14
12 „ 11 12i „ 11* ... 14
13 ,. 11 134 „ 11* ... 14
13 „ 12 13* „ 124 ... 16
13J „ 13i „ 14$ „ 13J ... 16
loi „ 134 ... 16

SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CICARS !

GOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, and SNUFF
STOIiES (Established 17S0), 416, Oxford Street, nearly

opposite llanway Street. A Box, containing 14 fine Sisal
Cisars lor Is. 9d.

;
post free for 27 stamps. None are genuine

unless signed " H. N. Goodrich.''

COMFORT IM THE RAIN.
OVER-COATS, CAPES, SHOOTING JACKETS,

LADIES' CAPES, &c. — Oi

i>1 9 C

ne of tue largest stocks in
London: thoroughly Waterproof, without extra charge. Light
Capes, 30s. to 40s.; Coals, 40s. to 50s. ; Ladies' Capes, 20s. to 40s.

W. lii.cDiin, Tailor, 06. New Bond Street , and 69. Cornhill.

MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND F1RE-
RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-

ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milker's Phcenix (212 3

) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-
plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. Loudon Depot, 47a, Moorgale Street, City.

Circulars free bv poHt.

A CLEAR COMPLEXION,
ODFREY'S EXTRACT op ELDER FLOWERS
is strongly recommended for softening, beautifying, aud

preserving the skin, and giving it a blooming and charming
appearance, being at once a fragrant Perfume and delightful
Cosmetic. It completely removes tan, sun-burn, redness, &c,
and by its balsamic and healing qualities renders the skin soft,

and free from dryness, scurf, &c. ; clears it from every humour,
pimple, or eruption; and by continuing its use only a .short time
the skin becomes and continues soft and smooth, and the com-
plexion clear and beautiful. In the process of shaving it is

invaluable, as it annihilates every pimple and all roughness, and
affords great comfort if applied to the face during cold easterly
winds.—Sold in Rottles, price 2s. 9cf., with directions for using it.

by all Medicine Vendors and Perfumers.

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 2t£ by 13*, -164 by W^ 20 by 14.
by 14, 20 by 15, at ISs. per 100 teet.

21 in, glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£ „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Trapsr
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established mnre. than 100 years.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREEMHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
J hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES—In Boxes of 100 feet.-

6 bv 4. and 6A by 41 • ... £0 125. QJ.

7 „ 5, — j\ „ 5$ I

8 „ 6, — S* „ 6Jt
j

5H6*; 14

G c

s.,,7, - 9* „ 7A, 10 by 6 >
16

10 „ 7, 10 by 8/ '" U lb

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15\
at 18.?. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long-

Hi oz. from 2A<t to 3'.d.
|

21 oz. from 3^. to ^d.
26 oz. from 5$d. to7t\d.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or
Crates of 300 feet, 21>d. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply to Mr. Rivep.s, and ot various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

J of an inch thick £1 17s. Gd, per case of 50

A „ 2 1 3 „ GO

J „ 1 17 6 „ GO
Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21*. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Eishopsgate Street
Without, London.

Printed by Wii.t.iam Brahbtbt, of No. 13. Upper Wohuni Place, and
Fredhbick Moli.ktt EvaP8. of No. 2(1, Queeo's Road, West, both iu
the PariBh of St. Pancras. and in the County ol' Middlesex, Printers, st

their OEce in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City
of London; and published by them at the Office. No. 5. Upper IVcIlineton
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Covt>nr Garden, in the said County,
where all Advertisements nnd Communications are to be AnDiiBfcasD to
tue Editor.—Satuhday, Oc'.oher 5, IS5S.
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SCOTTISH , AUBORICULTURAL SOCIETY.-l
Tho Second Annual General Mooting will bo hold In (lie

Institution KaoniH, (>, York Pluco, Edinburgh, mi WEDNES-
DAY, Novombor 1 1, at 1 o'clock, p.m., when Papers will be road,
Candidates will bo balloted for, Office Bearers will be elected for
the ensuing year, and Prizes will bo adjudicated for tbo Essays
SOnt In competition,

James Brown, Esq., President, In tbo Chair.

James Alexander, Secretary.
1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, Oct. 13.

TO NURSFRYMEN. GARDENERS, AMD OTHERS.
BURNLEY NEW CEMETERY.—The Burnley

Improvement Commissioners desire to roceive TENDERS
for tlio Supply and Planting of young TREES and SHRTJT3S in

the Burdtey^Stew Cemetery. The kinds required, with the probahio
quantities, and any other information, may be had on application
to Mr, BrieRLRT, Surveyor to tbo Commissioners. Tenders must
be Gent in on or bofore the 26th inst.—By Order,

Shaw & Sutcliffe,
Burnley, Oct. 13. Law Clerks to tho Commissioners.

ROGERS'S SEED DEPdX and GARDENERS'
REGISTRY OFFICE, Clock House, Chelsea.

Empress of the Freboli Cucumber, Horning Bush, Roso-flowered
BjlJaro, Globular Aster; China, Silver, and American Hardy
Melons; Winlor Vegetable Marrow and CI olsea Cabbage, the
hardiest, best, and latest Cabbage in Cultivation. Seed of all

supplied.

i^lEORGE BUBB begs to inform his friends and theVT public generally, that circumstances have occurred which
induce him again to resume his former business as Nursery-
man, Seedsman, and Florist, and ho takes this opportunity
again to solicit the favours of those who so kindly patronised him
on former occasions,— Exotic Nursery, Gloucester.

TULIPS.
CHARLES TURNER having a surplus Stock of

many very fine varieties, ho is enable to offer as Extra
Fine Mixture of good flowering Roots, at 30s. per 100. The
usual discount to the trade.—Royal Nursery, Slough.

JUST HARVESTED.
I [JTTON and SONS, Skkij Ghowbm, Wet

now harvested tome !>•" teed "I TRUE EARLY
SHORT-HORN CARROT, MUSTARD, CRE .

LETTUCE, EARLY TEAS, and other Seeds for

early towiriff.

NEW SEEDS.-GROWTH OF 1

vylTLLlAM E. REN IH. E ami Co,Si J i. .Mm ci

*V Plymouth, are now harviisttng In flm m theli

Genoral Oolloctlon ol Agricultural and Garden for \U<;

coming season,

In ordey to give increased facilities for conducting

ti'tCtr Satt f!n.tiitr:u
t

lltvtj an: 'HOW <•>» nl-vahl'J nif"i-ff-

ing their offices and warehouses, whi<:/i , wfien coittplcUdi

mil enable f/ton to attend to all orders with promptnet
ttnd. th jiftfrft.

Wim.iAm E. Rendu; ,fc Co ,
8 1 Merchants, Plymouth.

Established I7ft0.

ROSE CATALOGUE
f AKDJ.Fl

ROSES I -i>0 on
application,

ROSE CATALOGUE.
I AMI.-, .Mil' HELL b#gi • IbMthUntm

- ntjptl'-jirlori,

nil -

CAMELLIAS.
/ 1 HANDLER and SONS, Noiiseiiymbn, Wandsworth
V_> Road, beg to Inform their friends andcuatomors n

CAMELLIAS arc flnoly sel wltli flower bud a this season, Thoy
are now Bonding out good busby plants from 80*. and upwards
per dozen. The best CHRYSANTHEMUMS, 12*. in-rdoawn.

BECK'S AND WHITE'S NEW PtLAHCONIUMS.
JDOBSON and SON are now sending out tho

• above, which aro first-rate varieties for all purposes.
Catalogues with full description and prices may bo had on
application.—Woodlands Nursery, Isloworth.

^PELARGONIUMS NOW READY FOR SENDING OUT.
DOBSON and SON beg to offer the following

•J • varieties, which havo proved themselves to be first-rate

;

the plants aro very fine, and cannot fail to please any purchaser.
Tho following 12 for 63s., hamper, package, and carriage to

London, free :—Ambassador, Conqucror{Bcck's), Carlos, J

Gem of tho West, Governor General, Laura, Leah, Phaeton,
Topsy, Vulcan, Wonderful.—Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth._

PANSIES.
DOBSON and SON beg to offer the following

f * • very choice PANSIES, at lS.f. pef dozen, hamper included :

—Ariel, British Queen, Charles Cowan, Constance, Father
Gavazzi, Lady Emily, J. B. Gough, Mary Taylor, Marion,
Pomono, Sir J. Paxton, Satisfaction.

Fine selections at 6a., 9.*., and 12s. per dozen.
WoodlandsfcSnrsery, Islaworih.

SEEDLING RHODODENDRON PONTICUM.
TAMES SMITH hAs.'to offer* about 500,000 2 and

*J 3-year old RHODODENDRONS: 2 years, 7*. Gd. per 1000

;

3 years, 10s. per 1000. Also 3-year old, 1 year transplanted, 165.

per 1000.—Parley Dal e Nursery, near Mat I
"'- O ' i

PINE PLANTS.
MR. J. LESSELLS has about 200 clean, healthy,

fruiting, and succession Plants, principally Queens.—
Apply at the Gardens, Fovemark Hall, Derby.

TO THE TRADE.
JOHN GRIGOR and CO. bep; to request Nursery-
" men requiring strong lyear Seedling Lareh, 2-year Seed-
ling True Nativo Highland Pine, &o,, to apply to the Nurseries,
Forrps, N. B.

ST AT I C E HALFORDI.
JOSEPH MORGAN has 300 healthy plants of dif-

ferent sizes, obtained immediately from the original stock.

Also a large stock of strong dowering roots of GLADIOLUS
P.UENCI1LEYENSTS and other choice varieties. Prices on
application. A liberal discount to the trade.

'Torbay Nurseries, Torquay, Devonshire.

OSAGE ORANGE (MACLURA AURANTIACA).
MESSRS. MORRISON and SON have to

' offer

about 50,000 Plants (5 to 6 inches high) of this fine new
Hedge Plant [see Qar&etyrt? Chronicle, May 13,1S54), price 10s.

per 10i>. Price to the trade on application. Railways to all parts
of tho kingdom.—Nurseries, Monntcoffcr, Banff, N.B.

SPANISH CHESTN UTS.

TO BE SOLD, about 200,000 Strong SPANISH
CHESTNUTS, from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent on application

(O Watbrbb and Godfrey, Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.

TO NURSERYMEN AND^OTHERsT
TO BE SOLD, about 1500 strong plants of

PHLOXES, named, of best varieties, up to 1S54: also about
200 yards of BOX EDGING, 9 years old, superior quality.—
Address, A. Y., Office of this Paper.

ANTED, a Quantity of good SEEDLING HORN-
BEAM, SLOE THORN, A-c—State price, &c, to Mr.

Tremolf, Nurseryman, Penrith, Cumberland.

BROWICK RED WHEAT, warranted a true Stock
nml perfectly clean, grown upon new land, may be had of

Mr. T. Baker, Bury Farm, Stapleford, Cambridgeshire, price 10s.
per bushel. All orders to he accompanied with n Po«t-officf* order.

SELECTED S£ED WHEAT.
ABRAHAM HARDY and SON, Seed-Growbrs,

Maldon, Essex, beg to offer their celebrated PROLIFIC
RED. at 15.?. Also Rough ChatTed, or Satin Wheat, of superior
quality, at 12s. 6i/, per bushel. New bag, is.: sack, 2s.

Remittances must accompany order?. Prices of selected earliest
Potatoes in variety on application.

CHOICE CARNATIONS AND TULIPS.

B FRANKLIN, Florist, Flora Cottage, Canonbury
• Park, Islington, has fine strong Plants of Brooks's

FLORA'S GARLAND, four pair for 1 guinea, and all the other

choice kinds at very reasonable prices ; also a {ow clean strong
healthy Bulbs of Franklin's GLORIOSA, Bar., at 2 guineas
per Bulb.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
^ near Manchester, will beJfappy to forward his Autumn Cata-
logue, containing priced and descriptive lists of the following
choice and popular flowers, for one postage stamp

:

Auriculas
|

Pinks Phloxes
Alpines Pansies Belgian Daisies
Carnations Polyanthuses Show Gooseberries
Picotees

|
Primroses Currants, &c. &c.

A few packets of very choice Pansy Seed, at Is. & 2s. per pekt .

NEW CUCUMBER--'" HIMALAYA."
CHARLES TURNER has purchased the Stock

of Seed of this splendid Cucumber, that was so much
admired at the Crystal Palace Exhibition in June last, and which
also received Certificates at the Horticultural Society's Show at

Gore House, and at the Royal South London Society's Show. It

grows from 24 to 30 inches in length, is of very handsome shape, I

black spine, and an excellent bearer. Packets containing three
[

Seeds, 2s. 6</ . per packet.—Royal Nursery. Slough.

T^HE BEST SEED IN THE WORLD, saved as
•L recommended in Glenny's "Garden Almanack" from the

'

best Blooms of the best Yarietifs. Balsams, six classes,

37 stamps; mixed, 18 stamps. Geranium and Pink, 30 stamps:
;

Hollyhock and Dahlia, 13 stamps; Quilled Aster and Urge
flowering Stocks, 7 stamps. Sealed packets only.

—

O. Gles-ky.
FHlbam._The_trade supplied.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS, 4s. per dozen.—The above Bulbs, the former of !

which is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive
fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, and may be obtained at A. Cohbett's Italian and Foreign

j

Warehouse. IS, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place London.

ROSE CATALOGUE,
I I LANE a»d 8i

I 1 • I REE ...
« ill l.» I to 1

On
Ttw '

El*. I l;.\V i

-• ;,. v m. -< ail Ii

• LOG1 E ofROBESU wnr raadyfrrdlstrito •

bo. forwarded gratia on application.
1 . .

: ,

NEW CATALOGUES.
WILLIAM WOOD ami SON'S New C*talogtw tA

ROB) 56. u wHl a-

mentary Mai ol GENERAL MUBBEBY • t r?»dy
for dlstri!.

W.V.*..'. Bon will forward epic* at turaal in all U
i mer i, and I

Wood land w S

NEW PLANT LIST.
TOUX and CHARLES LEE'S < '

I *

O BTOVi; AND QRI I NHOl BI PL I

AntumnlnjiiBt published, *nd may t>e had, p' '

—Ntnraery and Bead Ett--i! ii Nmr-nt. Hit;
.

: .. r-* ..- •-.-:.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
10HN WATEKKFt'S CATALOGUE of RHODO.
•J DENDRONS, AZALEAS, Ac, •= dbUHt .

Botanic Gardens, Regents Park, London, U now publULed. xod
can bo had on application.

4^-The Catalogue deacribeathe oolonn of the Kbododtndrcas.
Tbo American Noraery, Uagthot, Bmrey.—Od

AMERICAN PLANTS.
T\'ATEREK and GODFREY beg to announce their
» t Priced and Descriptive Catal

this season is now published, and will be aent fre<

As the collection of American Plantaat thi-

uneqnalled in extent or quality, purchaser* will I

.

Interest to pay a visit to 'he Nursery, which may be readily dooe
by the Sooth Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nii rm^rr, Woking, Sunyy.

GEORGE BAKER bega to announce his descriptive
Catalogue of AMERICAN PLANT?. ORNAMEXTAL

SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES, 1= now rea
may be had by enclosing two postage clamps.—Americaji
Nursery, Windlesham, near Bag- es from
Staines, Windsor branch, South Western Railway, where coo-
veyances may be had.

DUTCH FLOWERINC BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO/a CATALOGUE OF

'J DUTCH AND CAPE BULB.-. uV most c^nprebesalve
and select published, will be forwarded fr*. \tA /-: t

paid, upon applicalfoa to address at : sj u;*.i

of Urst-raU quality.

Jambs Carter & Co.. 2&g. Ui ch !

:

-n.

H PARKER begs to inform his friends and patrons
• that his PRICED CATALOGUE of Dt ;

is now ready, and will be forwarded post free upon application.

Paradise Nut _^_^^_

\\T TOWNSEND has now ready, to send out
V> • GERANIUM CYDONTA CARMINEA -for description .

see Advertisement 4th August : Ins beeu exhibited at the i

National Society, 15th June and 26th AugQSt, and. obtained a
Certificate. Plants 5s., 7s. Bd , and 10.?. 6^. each; one over to '

every three ordered in the trade. Pest-office orders payable at

Bayswater.—Notting Hill.

HAKOY HEATHS.
\1TATERER and GODFREY" respectfully invite
* * attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to "Wateber & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery. Woking. Surrey.

TylLLlAM DENVER begs to offer DUTCH
» » BULBS of superior qnality and low in price, as the fol-

lowing choice collection will i looed.

12 Choice Hyacinths, nan: ed "ips

12 Double Tournesol Tulips 12 nest
1*2 Choice Gladiolns 13 named English Iris

12 Polyanthus Narcissus ^uils

100 Dutch Crocuses, aU colours I 50 Snowdrops.
With every other kind of Flower roots equ.-.V r

a price.
Descriptive and priced Catalognes forwarded on

JWm. Desyer, Seedsman and Flo r -

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Smaagina and Xur-

BBBTHE5t TO HET. M.4-E?TT TV," I Hicb*
land and Agricultural Society of Scotland, Pfcsy^c

that they are now ready to execute ord- . INTU
BU)OTS, &c &o.r of the finest kinds and inexc;:

:;es may be had. free, on, applies*

S~, Great Geonre Street. W "

IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS."

EVAN PAUL legs to inform his patrons and :'r

' ^ has received his first iror--

have arrivilrin first-rate coodibtOD,

respectAtlly Catalogues forwarded p :

nrplic-ition".—

T

" DUTCH BULBOUS ROOTS.

MARTIN and SuX hare niu
.

'

rmine
their friends that they have r_

their annual importation of the at-- .rilc-Blarty

fine, and trust to be favoured with es.-

be had and also of tfceir Nursery Stock : Ftaxaps.

—

Nursery and Setd r.

•

Branch'. Junction Street.

A VAN GEERT, N't'RSKRYMAN, Giient, Belgium.
ii • begs to inform Amateurs aiid the Trade that he has inst

published a new PRICED CATALOGUE OF PLANTS, con-

taining many Continental novelties and othtr useful plants.

May he obtained on application of his Agent, Mr. K- S'.LBERRAr-.

5. Harp Lane, To ver Stre : L

IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWER RCOTS.
ry F. WINSTANLEY, Sbkdsjia:

direct frcm one of the" first growers
impcr.'ation of the above, coc::-

;
. Late Tulips, Jonquils, I:

monesj Ranuncnfe " -
~ - -

"

rinsed. P: ; "
- .

cation.—2S
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MEW ROSES.
MDUCHEK, Rue clu Vlvier Giiillobere, Lyons,

France, i ffers the followioi; N EW lc< >S ES :—

MAR'II \L rr.USSIER- Hybrid Perpetual, very strong

grTwIh; "o«« very Urge and very highly nrluin. J: ptala

brighi red on benoalh. rhia plant

deserves » place in the best collect

GENERAL SIMPSON — Hybrid Perpetual, very strung

CTowib and flo*ere abundantly : Bowen medium size, very full

indwell-shaped; bright red carmine—superb plant.

M LBCHI0NE8S OF MVRAT-Slrong growth, Howers large,

full 'and very well-shapcd; very beauUful blush and very agree-

able perfume. Somewhat resembles Duchesa ot Sutherland.

Each Plant 15 francs, or 12s.; to be delivered on the 1st

November next

EARLY FLOWERS.
ABAr-TED FOB BLOOMING 1X-D00BS, .VXD IX THE B0BDEB3 IX

WIXTEB AXD EABLT SPBIXG.

CLARKE and CO., Seedsmen and Florists, 86,

High Street, Borough, about 30 doors from London Bridge

Railway Terminus, beg respectfully to intimate to the nobility,

si mi v,' and tlio public that they have imported n Stock of

DUTCH and other FLOWER BULBS, of the finest possible

quality, and take the liberty of offering the following assortment

for 10s., viz.:— Half a dozen best Hyacinths for glasses, half a

dozen good Hyacinths for pots, 50 Crocuses (four separate

colours), 50 large double Snowdrops, half a dozen double Van
Thot Tulips, half a dozen early Van Thol Tulips, one dozen

double white Sweet-scented Narcissus, half a dozen double

Jonquils, one dozen winter Aconites, 12 splendid mixed Tulips,

one dozen beautiful mixed double Anemones.

BASS AND BROWN'S
NEW AUTUMN CATALOGUES,

Comprising a considerable portion of descriptive and useful information, will be sent free by post complete for

three penny stamps, and will be supplied gratis to our customers as usual. The articles will be found

very select, and the best in cultivation.

NO. I.

BULBS 4 FLOWER ROOTS, comprising collections of the

finest and most interesting bulbs in cultivation. The greenhouse

varieties are distinguished from the hardy, and the colours and

months of flowering are specified. A scale is also appended,

-iving the months best suited for planting.

HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS, with descriptions of

heights, colours, and mouths of flowering, and embracing also

our superb collections of PotentiUas, Phlox, Penstemons, &c.

HOLLYHOCKS, the finest sorts, with full descriptions.

NO. II.

GERANIUMS, in divisions of Show, Fancy, French, Horse-

shoe Leaf, Scarlet, and other bedding varieties.

CINERARIAS, choicest varieties.

FUCHSIAS, best new of 1854.

CATALOGUE CONTAINS:
HELIANTHEMUMS, or Dwarf Rock Cistus, in 24 beautiful

varieties.

SELECT and POPULAR TREES and SHRUBS, containing

choice Collections of Conifers, Sikkitn, and other Rhododendrons.
HARDY ORNAMENTAL CLIMBERS.
SELECT ROSES, with descriptions, and instructions for

culture of each class.

FRUITS of the choicest sorts with select lists of each kind.
RHUBARB, Seakale, Asparagus„&c.

SATALOCUE CONTAINS:
AZALEA INDICA, including several beautiful new Conti-

nental and other varieties.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.&c.

NEW SHOW GERANIUMS OF LAST SEASON.
The following, comprising the best of those sent out last season, of which we have cultivated a large stock, are unusually strong

and well established, and now ready. The Collection of 18 for 60s., or any 12 for 48s. Our selection of 12 varieties for 36s.

Dobson's Conqueror 6s. Od. Foster's Phaeton

p Silenus ... 5 Hoyle's Serena

„ Laura ... 5 „ Lord Raglan ...

„ Lydia ... 3 6 „ Topsy ...

„ Commander-in-Chief ... 3 6 „ Wonderful
Lowe's Calliope ... 3 6 m Queen Eleanor

5s. Od.

... 5
... 3

..^3

... 5

... 3

Fuller's Gem of the West ... 5s. Od.

Foquett's Petrucbio 3 6
Story's Fair Ellen 5
Turner's Pandora 5

„ King of Portugal 5
Hocken's Una 3 6

For varieties of previous years see Catalogue. Fine selections, 9s. to ISs. per dozen. Purchaser's selections, 12s. to 21s. per doz.

IMPORTED DUTCH HYACINTHS.
Our Dutch Roots have arrived in very fine condition. "We beg to offer the following, of our own selection, in fine assortments,

with printed instructions for their culture :—
50 Hyacinths in 50 choice sorts 30s. I Choice varieties, per dozen Gs., 9s. & 15s.

25 ditto 25 ditto 16s. | Separate colours without name, per dozen 3s.

If required for Forcing we particularly recommend -early planting. For our extensive Collection of Bulbs see Catalogue.

Goods Carriage Free (not under 20s.) to all the London Termini and free to all stations on the London and
Norwich Line, xid Colchester, Extra Plants gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.

BASS & BROWN, Seed & Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

H YAC1NTH S. ...

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON & SON
BEG to announce that they have now received their noted collection of HYACINTHS in excellent condition.

They also beg to state, that having been for nearly 50 years the largest and most successful cultivators of this highly popular
Flower in the vicinity of London, they can with confidence recommend the varieties named in their Catalogue as being the most
suitable for pot or glass culture, and every way worthy the attention of Amateurs, &c.

Catalogues can be had on application, and for the assistance of those persons unacquainted, with the culture of the Hyacinth,
printed instructions will be given gratis with each order they are kindly favoured with.

CUCUMBER—HENDERSON'S "NAPOLEON III."
E. G. H. & Sok have great pleasure in informing those who are fond of a really good Cucumber that they have succeeded in

obtaining the stock of the above variety. It is one of the best for Winter culture and early forcing ; is a free beaver and perfect
in its form, possessing, indeed, all those. qualifications of a good Cucumber which the most fastidious could, desire. In packets,
containing two seeds, 3s. each; ditto ditto, four seeds, 5s. Gd. each.

FLOWER SEEDS FOR AUTUMNAL SOWING.
Collections containing 12 distinct varieties, with printed instructions, 3s. Gd. each, postage free ; ditto, 24, Gs.; 36, 8s. 6d. ; 48, 10s. Gd.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, AND PRIMULA,
Saved from the choicest varieties, may he had in packets at 2s. Gd. and 5s. each ; the finest quality of Calceolaria is only

oftered at 5s.; second quality, 2s. 6d. The finest fimbriated Primula in the country, 2s. 6d,

NEW PLANTS.
In the possession of E. G. Henderson & Sou, and will be sent out for the first time in October. Full Descriptions of the

following may be seen in the New Autumn Catalogue, just published.

SHOW GERANIUMS.
EXCELSIOR (Henderson's)

|
LA BELLE ALLIANCE (Foqttet) j PURPLE KING (Foquet)

|
MIDNIGHT (Foquet)

FANCY GERANIUMS.
AMPHITRITE (Henderson's)
DUKE of CAMBRIDGE (Hender-

son's)

GIOVANNA (Henderson's)

QUEEN OF THE FETE (Hender-
son's)

SWEET LUCY (Henderson's)
TITANIA (Henderson's)

LA STELLA (Henderson's)
MOONLIGHT (Henderson's)
REINE DU BAL (Henderson's)
ROSY-LIP (Henderson's)

CINERARIAS.
ADMIRAL LYONS (Henderson's).—Large full-sized flower, white, with purplish violet edging, dark dice, fine form. 10s. Gd.

FUCHSIAS.
BANKS' FAVORITE. 10a. 6d.

|
PRINCE OF WALES. 10s. Gd.

RHODODENDRONS.
The following magnificent new species, collected from the Bhotan Mountains, by Thomas J. Booth, Esa., are now, for the first

time, offered for sate.

Boothi,
|

Hookeri,
I

Calophtllusi,
I

Kendrickt,
I

Exijuum,
] Windsori Leucanthuh.

; For full descriptions, with prices of the above splendid varieties, see Spring Catalogue, page 85.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (The Pampas Grass).
E. G. H. and Son having in their possession "he largest stock in the country of this noble ornamental Grass, will supply

healthy plants in October at 2s. Gd. each or 25s. per dozen.
N-B.—Price to the Trade per 50 or 100 can he obtained on application.

GLOXINIA ERECT A.
Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son have great pleasure in announcing that they have a very large stock of this new class,

and most showy upright flowering Gloxinias. They are the most abundant flowerers, containing among them some, of the most
lively contrasts of colours imaginable. The Collection includes the new varieties sent out this season. Price 5s. and 7s. Gd, each,
or 42s. and 60s. per dozen. '

The following can he supplied in fine plants for flowering next season :—
LIAS AND ORANGES, at 30s. and 42s. per

| AZALEAS, ERICA, EPACRIS, and APHELEXIS,
_ at 12.*., 18s. to 42s. per dozen.
N.B. Price to the Trade per 100 or 1000 can be had on application.

dozen.

The Spring Catalogue or General List of Plants will be forw trded post free on application; and a beautiful
Coloured Plate of NINE NEW FLOWERS will be sent on receipt of 12 postage stamps.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood,

SPLENDID HYACINTHS, ETC. (IMPORTED).
TM1ES CHARTRES and CO. can strongly recom-

*J mend their 20s. Collections of the above, which have always
given such general satisfaction. 12 splendid named Hyacinths
for pots or glasses; 12 do. do for Borders; 6 Polyanthus Narcis.;
12 Pheasant-eyed do. ; 6 splendid Early Tulips for pots; 12 do.

Late do. for Borders; 100 Crocus, sorts; 12 fine Iris; 6 Snow-
flakes; 6 Double Jonquils; 25 Double Snowdrops. A general
and priced Catalogue on application.—Seed "Warehouse, 74, King
William Street, City, London.

T HE P AMPAS GRASS,
"Gynerium Argenteuh."

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and Co. having now for sale
the finest stock of flowering plants in this country of the

above, are enabled to offer their well established plants to bloom
this autumn at the following prices :

—

Fine specimens with two flower stems ... 21s. 0d. each.
Ditto with one ditto 10s. Gd. „

Smaller plants to bloom next year 7s. Gd. „
L., P., & Co. have also healthy seedlings at 30s. per dozen,

which will be ready in October, which, however, they deem it

right to say will most probably not bloom for two years. To such
parties as wish at once to see the plant in its beauty, L., P., & Co.
would strongly recommend the larger sizes, as they are much
better and cheaper.
Few plants are more ornamental thau this Gigantic Grass,

the leaves (which are more than 7 feet in length, curving grace-
fully outwards) grow in large tussocks, thereby producing a very
fine effect, and from the midst of these numerous flower stems
arise to the height of from 6 to 8 feet, surmounted by elegant
panicles of inflorescence nearly 3 feet long, resembling beautiful
waving plumes of silvery feathers. It is perfectly hardy, and is

also easy of cultivation. A grand specimen of this noble plant
is now in the Exeter Nursery, pushing up nearly twenty large

flower stems and numerous small ones, and will continue to he an
object of great attraction for a considerable time.

EXETER NURSERY, EXETER.
Established 1720.

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMENS OF CONIFER/E.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. respectfully call at-

tention to their very superior specimens of the above, which
are worthy of the notice of all who are engaged in ornamental
planting, their growth and shape being perfect, and their roots

all that can be desired, so that where immediate striking effect,

combined with perfect safety of removal to any distance is re-

quired, these large symmetrically grown and well managed
plants can with confidence he recommended.

Abies Douglasi

„ orientalis

„ Menziesi
„ canadensis

Araucaria imbricata
Biota glauca

„ japonica
Cedrus Lebani

,, Deodara
Cupressus macrocarpa

„ Goveniana
„ Uhdeana

Juniperus excelsa

„ recurva
Libocedrus chileusis

Pinus insignis

„ Cembra
„ austriaca

,, muricata
„ tuberculata

„ Montezuma?
„ Benthamiana
„ excelsa

Picea Nordmanniana
„ nobilis

,, Pinsapo
Thuja orientalis

„ occidentalis

tartarica

fillform is,

&c. &c. &c.
Sizes, prices, and all particulars may be had on application to

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO.,
EXETER NURSERY,

EXETER.
Established 1720.

WILLIAM YOUNG begs to call the attention of

Noblemen, Gentlemen, Public Companies, and Planters in

general to his extensive stock of CHOICE CONIFERS,
HARDY EVERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, AME-
RICAN PLANTS, &c, which are this season particularly fine,

and having been well prepared for removal, he can confidently

recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

"W. Y. invites persons about to plant to inspect his stock,

which is standing over 50 acres of ground, in which will be found
all kinds of plants adapted to every description of ornamental
planting. It consists of HARDY CONIFERS, containing
some of the finest specimen plants ever offered.

Feet high
Abies Douglasi 6 to 8 by 5 to 6

„ „ 8 to 10 by 7 to 8

„ ,, 10 to 12 by 8 to 9

„ Menziesi 4£ to 5

„ nigra, Black Spruce 4£ to 5

„ alba, White Spruce 6 to S
,, canadensis, Hem-

lock Spruce ... 6 to 8 by 7

Pinus austriaca ... 6 to S
... 8 to 10

„ Cembra ... ... 5$ to 6
. ... 7 to 8

„ excelsa ... ... 8 to 10

„ insignis ... ... 2i to 3
... 3 to 4

Picea Pinsapo . 5 to 6 by 6

„ nobilis 1 very
Nordmanniana j handsome

Araucaria imbricata . 2A by 24
do. do ... 3 by 3
do. do 4 by 4
do. do,, very handsome 6 to 8

Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4
Cedar of Lebanon ... 3i to 4

„ „ ...
5" to 6

„ „ 7 to 8 bv 6

„ „ 10 16 12 by 8
„ Deodara ... 4t to 5

„ „ 6 to 8

„ ,, 9 to 10

„ ,
10 to 12

(The Cedai'S of Lebanon and
Deodara are particularly

handsome and well furnished.)

Thujaorientalis.Chinese
Arbor-vitse 5 to 6

„ „ „ ... 7 to 8
STANDARD ROSES.

Feet high.
ThujaWeareana,Siberian5 to 6

„ „ 7 toS
Chinese Juniper ... 44 to 5

„ „ 5 to 6
Upright „ 4 to 5

.„ „ ... • ... 6 to 7
Taxodium sempervirens 6 to S

„ „ 10 to 12
Irish Yew ... ... 4J to 5

„ „ 6 to 7

A Large Quantity of fine
EVERGREENS.

Green Hollies 4 to 6

„ „ ... 6 to 7 by 4

„ „ 8 to 10 by G to 7
Evergreen Oak 3.1 to 4

„ „ 4* to 5

„ „ 6 to 8 by 4 to 5
Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to S

n » 10 tO 12
Weymouth Pine ... 8 to 10
Yews 34 to 4

„ 44 to 5

„ 54 to 6
Quercus oxoniensis

—

New Leucombe Oak... 6 to 7

,, ., ... 8 to 10

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts
Rhododendron ponticum (good

for cover).

Do. all the new and best vars.
Kalmias, Andromeda, Ledums,

&c. &c.
of all the best varieties.

FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avenues, from 10 to 12 teet.

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

Prices given on application.

A Catalogue is now ready, and may be bad for two postage stamps.
The Nurseries are two miles from Godalming Station, South-

western Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained.
Miltnrd Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

POULTRY, RABBIT, SHEEP & CAT FENCING,
-L HARE or RABBIT NETS, on CORDS, for Covert Shoot-
ing, 12 mesh over, 4 feet wide, 2d. per yard ; 18 mesh over, G feet
wide, 3d. per yard; 24 mesh over, 8 feet, 4tf. per yard; each edge
corded, \d. per yard extra. Extra stout do., 18 mesh wide, Ad.
per yitrd, suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square mesh Cricketing
Net, fix its full width and length, mnde of stout cord, 3d. to 4.d.

per square yard; this is the best article made for Fencing against
Fowls, Cats, &c, at W. Cullikgford's, 1, Edmund Terrace,
Ball's Pond Road, London.
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VINES FOR FRUITING IN POTS.

MESSHS. J. and .1. FRA8ER, NtmsiciiYMENj Loa
Bridgo Itoml, Essex, bog fco announce that tlioy nave a

vory choice selection ot tno best sorts of vini.h, from oyofl

grown in 12 and Lfi-lnbh pots, Price i<». and 7«, *;>/ onch,

BB N.B. Strong VlnoH for planting nut, 8*. (M. pach.—Oct. l.'i.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.

HLA NE and SON have the pleasure of annoum
• that tiic.ir very v.xtv.nHiw. collection of FRUITS IN POTl

are now warty for Bonding out, WoM H8t with bloom bud

Hinting of Poaches, Nootarlnefli Apricots, Chorrloit, Plums, Poars,

Apples, &o.i mill are mjlte worthy the attentl I tho i w\

taico 'i tirllK"t in this particular branch 'if horticulture.

The Nurwrltm, Greal Berkhamstem], Hurts.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED,
IIJCOMJJK, IMIMfJK, and CO. Imvn now n-iuly for

i Bonding out Boutin of tholr very superior CALCUOLAWA,
Bavod with great care from nil the nowosl and choice -i varieties,

wiiirii if sowed dow win iin wof imi'iy noxt Fjunrmor.

Tim great satisfaction which tuolr Oalcoolarlas have glvon
fur several successive years enahlos them i" rocommond their

flood of the prosonl soason with muoli confidence,

Paokota Noaimi and warranted by them, at 2s. OU, free by post,

EXKT E It N II Its B It V, i; X EST DR.
r,HTAIII,JHIlia> 17UO.

I
1 I'lOROE .JACKMAN bo^H to uLato Inn lMUCKI)

" "f CATALOGUE of oholce OONIFEHA, ll A it l>% EVER
GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TREES, whloh are well grown,
and constantly ininovrd ; t\\n<> Uhhcih, Standard, Dwarf, Hint

dwarf-trained Fruit Ti-uuh, ami [forest Troos, 'ui lie bad on
application by oncloHlng onn PoHt.nn" Stamp.

(J. .1. ri'ip('ctfully invltOH persons planting to pay ii vlflll to lii B

oxtoiiHivn nursery, one and a half mile from Woking Station,

Houth Western Railway, whore all trains stop, and conveyances
t?n n he hafl.—Wokln g Nursery, Woking, Surroy.

TO PLANTERS.
JOHN SCOTT, of the Merriott Nurseries, Crew-

kerne, SomcrHot, ban for Salo largo and flno Bpdelmens Ol

EVERGREENS, &o., at tho lowoBt prloos. The following arts

flno bushy plantw, from 3 to and 7 foot high, and limn (i to

1G feot in clrcnmforoneo :—Pnodarn, Cedars of Lobanon, Rod
'Cedars, Arbor-vIIio, upright CyproHH, Sllvur Fir, Evergreen Oak,
Portugal Laurol, Arbutus, Ac, in large numbers. Alno all tho

leading Decidnoim TreoH from to 10 foot high, all moved la il

May, and aro now Ilnoly rooted; Forest TruoH, many hundred
thouKanilu ready for planting ; with fine Standard and Dwarf-
trained Fruit Trees, of all the best and loading kinds, at very
moclcrato prices. Gentlemen requiring large numbers will find

tho above well worthy of attention. Prices and signs sent to any
application.—Oct. 13.

CHARLES SCHOFIULD (late J. Schofield& Son),
Skicdsman and Floiiibt, begs to Invito the attention ot"

Florists to his largo and snporb Stock of CARNATIONS,
P1COTEES, PANSIES, PINKS, HOLLYHOCKS, &c., which
ho now offers at greatly reduced prices of tho best quality. A
Catalogue, descriptive of the abovo Flowers, is now ready, and
will be sent on application.

PANSY SEED, in Packets, selected with the greatest care,

from tho best Show Flowers, 2s. Gd. each.

Also a few Packets of Extra-fine CALCEOLARIA SEED,
2s. Gd, each.

The finest HOLLYHOCK SEED, Is. per Packet.
Knowsthorpe, near Livla, Yorkshire.

"~n£\aTTtraWberries ;at reduced prices,
Grown and Offered for S*t,rc UT

WILLIAM J. NICHOLSON, Egalesciiffe, near
Yarm, Yorkshire.—The following splendid varieties Save

been well proved this season and given complete satisfaction,

viz., Sir Harry (Underbill's), 100 plants, 4/. ; 40, It. IBs. ; and 20,

IL; or 12s. Gtl. per dozen. Omar Pacha (Ward's), 11. per 100;
12s. per 50; 7s. per 25. Scarlet Nonpareil (Patterson's), 21. per
100; It. per 50; 12s. per 25. Sir Charles Napier (Smith's), 1?.

per 100; 12s.per50; 7s. per 25. Admiral Dundas (Myatt's), 11.

per 100; 12s. per 50s.; 7s. per 25. Nicholson's Ajax, Ruby,
Captain Cook and Fill-Basket, 6s. per 100; Ingram's Prince of
Wales, Nimrod, Eliza (Rivera's), Surprise (Myatt's), and Bicton
Pine, a large white one, 6s. per 100 ; British Queen, Black Prince,
•Eleanor (Myatt's), Old Pine, Trollope's Victoria. Goliah(Kitley's),
Keens' Seedling, Old Roseberry, all at 4s. per 100; Crystal
Palace, a very large and late variety, 10s. per 1C0. Post-office Orders
payable at Yarm are expected with all orders. The plants will
bo securely packed and forwarded to any part of the kingdom.

Plants kept in frames for spring planting.

FRUIT TREES.
THOMAS RIVERS begs to submit to the Public

the following synopsis of, bis Fruit Tree Culture, which is

this season more than usually complete and extensive.
APPLES, on Crab Stocks.— Standards for orchards, dwarfs,

and dwarfs trained for espaliers.

APPLES, on Paradise Stocks, for gardeus.—Pyramids, dwarf
bushes, dwarfs trained for espaliers, and dwarf bushes in pots.
APRICOTS.—Standards, standards trained, half standards in

pots, dwarfs, dwarf bushes for potting, dwarfs trained for walls,
and dwarfs in a fruiting state in pots for orchard houses.
CHERRIES, on black Cherry Stocks.—Standards, standards

trained, dwarfs, and dwarfs trained.
CHERRIES, on the Mahaleb Stock.— Dirarf bushes for potting

and culture as bushes, dwarfs tiained for walls, and dwarf bushes
in pots. [varieties.
CURRANTS.—Dwarf bushes, including some new and fine

FIGS, in pots, in a bearing state.

GOOSEBERRIES.—Small, high-flavoured, old sorts, and all

the large new Lancashire varieties.

GRAPES for Vineries, from eyes, in pots.—Strong plants, two
and three years old ; ditto, in pots, dwarf bushes for orchard
houses; ditto, hardy sorts from the open ground for walls.
MEDLARS.— Standards and dwarfs.
MULBERRIES.—Standards and dwarfs trained for walls.
NECTARINES and PEACHES. — Standards, standards

rained, half standards in pots, dwarfs, dwarfs trained, and
dwarfs in a fruiting state in pots for orchard houses.
NUTS and FILBERTS.—Dwarf bushes, and standards 4 feet

high, grafted on the Hazel Nut.
PEARS, on Pear Stocks.— Staudards, standards trained,

dwarfs, dwarfs trained for espaliers and walls
;
pyramids six

years old, twice or thrice removed, in a bearing state ; these are
-adapted for gravelly and chalky soils unfavourable to pyramid;
on the Quince Stock.
PEARS, on Quince Stocks.—Standards traiued for walls, pyra-

mids, pyramids root-pruned, In a bearing state; dwarf bushes in
a bearing state, for potting, or for culture as bushes; dwarf
bushes in pots, in a bearing state, for orchard houses.
PLUMS.—Standards, staudards trained, dwarfs, dwarf bushes

for potting or for garden culture, dwarfs trained for espaliers aud
walls, dwarf bushes in pots for orchard houses, aud pyramidal
trees in a bearing state.

QUINCES.— Standards of the common Quince, aud pyramids
of the large Portugal Quince.
RASPBERRIES.—Canes of the fiuest varieties.
STRAWBERRIES.—Runners of the finest varieties.
"WALNUTS.—Standards aud dwarfs for gardens of the Dwarf

Prolific Walnut.
The descriptive Catalogue of Fruits, which is so arranged as

to point out to those commencing Fruit Culture the most select
varieties, will bo ready for delivery in a few days.

Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Oct. 13.

RHODODENDRON!
JOHN WATEREH bega to announce thai h< I now

prepared I i
i

;

Rhouodimdronii In good i tabll licd_plai)fci, mt 42*. each.

Khododi ndron roll N '
I BRER, colo n

;
>i .

,

-

largo tru . flm «t ulooratrr, In

norice tfon nbo il the ' ftli Juno,
I

ii JOIJ I
TBK1 i'. a bright i

conical truiWj a ''/ tteo blooming kind, in flowei

To the lulmlroru of thli Jmitty nobla cl«w ol P

w.' i urifeii in'
i the plon i I

ii,., groate i -
tj il 111 ot offered, Thoy i mblno In a mirked

dcgri tho now
,

;W_
, impo ilng i olour , ftbundnnl hh i

i flower Hi n lime vrbon thoj

Injured by Mprlng fro«l i.

The American :' iiry, Rflgwln OeJ 13,

WATliK Kk'S AMKIUCAN I'l.AN'CS a
DE80IIIPTIVE OATALOOUE bi now publlBhed

colobi iitod * lollootl ' hardy I lofti lot

,,
, o [ilhited hj Jon i VV vfrmh <' tho Royal J

Ragont'ii Pfti k; II -< 111 ba found to conl iln i fow practl
..,-,.,,. on tholr HticcomiAil managomontj And n wardod
>mi application b] oncl p I i

it
; onumi ral »l I lie I po] alai ' nn rlcan V

Hun, a Lint "i choice Coniform will bo hood, embrai

[mportatl I thl I One und bard; tribo of Planta.

.i, w. w.v\ now tho ploRBure to otfiji In large niianlttloff, and ol

nil height*, tho followln olc< tlon of CO IFEI
remark that thov aro all now growling In the onon ground, aro

buuhy and handu n i con bo <^<-
ilred, and

plantod oach Hticcoodlng KprlngJ whoroby no rlsV

torod In tholr i omoi al fi om ' lie nat ioj y \

Cryptomorla japonlcn ; Plnu i I 'ouglj ibre

hortlann, Ini Ignln, lofforj ana, Bi 1

1

lata, Ac;
CodriiH Doodara, Li banon, and Afrlcada; wollln ;l

CuprO ibuh, Junlporuo, Taxus, Thuja, &c.

b^>- Tho attentl \i gentlomoh, public i

ongagod In planting, la oopoelally directed to too fori

Indeed, all Intending plantora wonlo bo woll repaid by a vbdt to

Inspect our Block, oa muoh may be soon which of nece««lty

cannol bo given within the limits of on advortuiomont.

Tho Nunirrv' ii i:unlly reached by railway, being near the

Farnborougb Station, South-WeBtoro Railway, and Ulackwatcr
on t o Soutb-Eastorn Railway.

The American Nurflory, Bflgahot, Surrey.

RARE AND NEW FERNS.

R KENNEDY having at present a good assortment
• of the more choice apecies of FERNS would especially

rocommend the following selection :

—

Acrophorus hiHplda

Choilanthes Alabamaensis

„ vestita
Cassebeora farinosa
Gymnogramma lanata

„ pulchella

„ dealbata

„ chrysophylla
tomen tosa

Lomarla Magellanlca
Ncphrolepls Davalliuidcs

Nothochbrna nivea

Platycerium grando

Drynaria coronans

TrlchomnneH Andrcwsi
Davallia tenuifolia

WoodBia hypcrborea
Prices and General Catalogno forwarded on application.

Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, Oct. 13.

M~~
YATT'S ADMIRAL DUN DAS~iSTRAW-
BERRY.—Strong plants packed and delivered free in

London, 25s. per 100. Also Myatt's British Queen, Cinquefolis,
Globe, Eliza, Mammoth, 3s. Gd. per 100; Keens' Seedling, Hooper's
Seedling, Black Prince, Bicton Pine, 3s. Gd. per 100.

MYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN.—In reply to several corre-

spondents, ana" in confirmation of the private answers I gave last

summer- 1 beg leave to state that the only Strawberry bearintr the

name of " British Oueen" is Myatt's, and when Mr. Beach, in

his advertisement says " his true Sriiiai Qlieen
;

" he is obviously
in error, and arrogates to himself the credit due to my mlc
father, Mr. Joseph Myatt. who was the originator of the variety
in question.—W. Myatt, Manor Farm, Deptford.—Oct. 13

.

pHARLES TURNER begs to~offer tlielblTowing
vy NEW PLANTS, which will be sent out this autumn for
the first time:—

NEW CARNATIONS. Per pair—s. d.

Omer Pacha (Puxley), scarlet bizarre, very fine 10 6
Silistria (Puxley), scarlet bizarre, large and fine 7 6
Tenby Rival (Puxley), crimson bizarre, very fine 7 6
John Gair (Puxley), crimson bizarre, very fine 7 6
General Simpson (Puxley), crimson bizarre, very fine ... 7 6
Morgan May (Puxley), P. P. B., very fine 7 6
Sir Colin Campbell (Puxley), P. P.B 5
Orion (Puxley), scarlet flake 5
Warrior (Puxley), crimson bizarre 5
Lord Cardigan (Puxley), crimson bizarre 5

NEW PICOTEE3.
Sultana (Turner), medium red edge, extra fine large
smooth petal 10 6

Dr. Pitman (Turner), heavy red edge, pure white, with
very solid red edge, without spot or bar, extra fine ... 10 6

Mrs. Drake (Turner), heavy scarlet edge, full size, large
petal, and colour solid on the eye, extra fine. Figured
iu the "Florist," for September, 1S55 10 6

Eugenia (Turner), light red edge, very large, an extra fine
variety 10 6

Mrs. Lochner (Turner), heavy red edge, great snbstance,
and very solid and bright, very fine ... 10 6

Mrs. Dodwell (Turner), very fine heavy red edge, with very
large petal, rather thin, fine 7 6

Mrs. Pitman (Turner), heavy scarlet edge, very large, and
a great improvement on Green's Queen 7 6

Mrs. Gair (Turner), light rose edge, large and fine ... 7 6
Mrs. Aitken (Turner), medium purple edge, fnll flower

large and fine 7 q
Bessie (Turner), medium purple edge, extra fine 7 6
Chancellor (Headley), heavy red edge, fine SO
Lady Eleanor Cathcart (Turner), heavy scarlet edge, very

bright, fine 5

NEW PINKS.
Mrs. Stevens (Looker), purple edge, extra fine 5
Mrs. Norman (Norman), purple edge, very smooth. This
very fine variety was raised by Dr. Norman, of Col-
chester, the raiser of Colchester Cardinal and other fine
varieties, aud has obtained first class certificates at the
principal London exhibitions 5

Lady Grenville (Turner) red edge, fine petal, extra fine ... 5
Peter Young (Turner), red edge, large and very fine.

Received a first class certificate at the National" Flori-
cultural Society 5

Great Criterion (Maclean), rosy purple edge, very large
petal, smooth, too thin for southern growers, but suit-
able for northern growth s 6

Star (Westbrook), red, very bright, and of fine quality, but
rather small. Received a certificate at the Royal
Botanic Society "... 3 6

NEW GERANIUMS AND NEW FANCY DITTO.
See Geranium Catalogue just published.

Royal Nursery, Slough.
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Crimson Clover (Triiolium In- Winter Tares
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Alsike Clover (Trifoliam by-
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Natural Grass Seeds, for Pos-
tures and Lawns,

Ac. dec. &c.
27, Great George Street, Westminster.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1

The outcry against bridging over the vrater in
St. James's Park has died away. Jacob Omntcm no
longer swagcers in the Tint/.* ; and Sir Jobs
Shelley's Westminster cor. having dis-

covered that the proposed roadway will be useful to

everybody and an injury to no one, have wisely
abandoned their opposition to the measure. They
seem indeed to have suddenly remembered that
the proposal is after all not so much to form a
new way to Westminster as to restore an old one,

the closing of which, ugly as it was. some two-and-
thirtv years ago, was one of the m> i ful and
despotic acts of the Government of King George the
Fourth. Nevertheless, it seems desirable to revert

once more to the subject, for the purpose of explain-

ing more fully than has hitherto been done, what
Sir Benjamin Hall's plan really is.

The proposed road is for foot passengers and
carriages only , not for heavy tramc. It passes out

of the west end of Pall Mall into the Park, nearly

opposite St. James's Street, and terminates at the

Bi oidway in Westminster, crossing the park and
water upon arches, in the manner represented in

the accompanying sketch. In order to bring it

from Pall Mall the ugly German Chapel next Marl-

borough House is to be removed, which will also

enable Stable Yard to be enlarged, and will give

more room for carriages attending levees and
drawins-roonis. At the We > nd the road

pa«*es into Queen Square through an old house or

two and finally reaches the space in front of the

Abber. joining Victoria Street.

Such is the line of communication which has been

so much objected to in a few quarters. It is, we
think, impossible to devise one of more importance

to the west end of London and to the inhabitants of

Westminster, who, if they understand their own
interests, will be its most strenuous adv: t-.tes. It

is true that it does nothing for I - tit we
entertain no doubt that if the in : that

great quarter can persuade Lord Fitz-Haet.::

surrender the lease of his house by : -trdens,

the present Government won. : lend
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a favourable ear to any proposal for opening another

road into the Strand through Charing Cross, and for

thus connecting Belgravia with the city.

With regard to the proposed 1.ridge itself, small

as the scale necessarily is on which we are obliged

to represent it, there can scarcely be two opinions as

to the charming effect which it will produce when

executed. It crosses the water upon three beautiful

cast-iron bronze-coloured arches, gracefully deco-

rated with statuary, and enriched lamp-posts.* At

either end i; is connected with the Mall by passing

over a colonnade in harmony with the bridge and

affording ample communication between the two

sides of the Park, exactly where- the present walk

passes by the margin of the water. On the one

hand the Horse Guards will be seen in the distance

beneath the arches ; on the other will be had a view

of Buckingham Palace. The whole will be a

structure worthy of the good taste and architectural

reputation of Mr. Pen.nithoune.

Xor will the roadway take anything appreciable

from the present park, for it is carried through the

masses of bushes, which now extend nearly from

the .Mall to the water, and which will hereafter to

a great extent mask the roadway till it reaches the

colonnades. We may also add that the direction of

the road is such that only one tree of the least im-

portance will have to be removed.
Ifwehaveat all succeeded in making the pro-

posed measure intelligible, we confidently believe

that the good sense of the public will put an end to

all further cavilling on the subject, and that the

sauction of S.r Benjamin Hall's plan will be one of

the earliest as well as most popular acts of the next
session of Parliament.

We are continually called upon to give our

opinion on some particular disease, and to suggest a

remedy, without a particle of information as to pre-

vious treatment, or any intimation of the conditions

under which the diseased plants have grown. Such
is the case at the present moment with specimens of

Gladioli which formed part of a large bed, consist-

ing of various varieties, all of which seem to have
been affected almost indiscriminately by some
disease which has caus.d a total failure. The
tubers have either rotted off suddenly at the base
when the stem and leaves were apparently healthy,
or the whole plint his gradually withered. In
either case it should seem that the affection is pre-
cisely the same ; that of the organs above the roots

it is the base of the tuber from whence the roots
are given off which is affected ; and that the leaves,

mcir., is3>j uDOVG luo tiiuer perish only in conse-
quence, of the proper supply of nutriment being cut
off below, or the little which passes vitiated by
decomposed matter.

Now if the roots themselves are examined, their

condition will be found such as to make it very
probable that the evil has commenced there, and
that the base, which consists principally of a com-
plicated mass of vascular tissue, has perished in
consequence of some malady affecting, in the first

place, their extreme branchlets. The roots consist
of a cortical stratum of irregular cells succeeded by
ligneous cells, and then by a large cylinder of vas-
cular tissue composed of scalariform reticulated and
spiral vessels threaded by large ducts. The first

indication of disease consists in a discoloration of
some of the vessels, especially those which have a
real spiral thread. Other vessels, however, are
affected, and after a time they are either completely
clogged up by brown matter, or they contain scat-
tered brown granules very distinct, tolerably regular
in outline, and larger than those which attracted
so much attention in the first speculations on the
origin of the Potato murrain. If a root is cut
through in this state a black spot appears in the
centre, confined to the vascular portion. Matters,
however, do not remain in this condition. Fungous
threads soon appear in the cavities of the vessels
running up the walls or passing from tube to tube,
the consequence of which is that the whole portion
affected by them decays, and the root is often found
to have lost the whole or the greater part of
its vascular apparatus by mere decomposition,
whether induced immediately by disease or by the
action of the fungus, so as to present a hollow
cylinder. Under such conditions it is easy to under-
stand that the base of the tuber could not long
remain healthy.

Now without an opportunity of inspecting the
locality it is perhaps rash to suggest a cause, but as
vegetation appears to have gone on well up to a
certain point, though it has evidently been checked
after a time from the small size of the new tubers,
and there is no reason to believe that the disease
[due to fungous matter, while the upper portions

«in to have perished simply from the
should
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abstraction of the proper supplies, we must look for

some external cause, and this may very possibly
have been some accidental drought, which has
affected the snongelets and thus in process of time

induced decomposition and ultimately given rise to

fungal mycelium. These Gladioli dive deeply into

the earth for moisture, and if a proper supply
has failed below during the excessive drought of the

past summer, while the more superficial fibres have
rapidly absorbed that which has been applied

frequently to the surface, it is very possible that an
unhealthy condition may have been induced, which
has ultimately affected the base of the tuber, and
in consequence the vitality of the whole plant. We
are convinced that in many a case where the Melon
and Cucumber diseases are accused of being the

authors of failure, the prime cause of evil has been
slight superficial watering, while the deeper roots

have been sealed in a dry and often a burning soil. In

many a case complete drought is less injurious than
a mere sprinkling, which, if repeated frequently,,

renders the plant only more impatient of drought,

while the supply is quite insufficient for its wants.
It is very possible that in the case of the Gladioli

we may be wrong, though we feel sure that ths

cause has been external, whatever it may have been,
and that which we have mentioned is capable of

producing such an effect, and accords with our own
experience in similar cases ; but our remarks will

not be useless if they check the practice of frequent

but scanty watering. It is very true that Melons
will not bear much drenching, at least in our
climate, though the continental practice is very-

different from our own ; but it is equally certain

that they cannot thrive when the subsoil is void of

moisture, and a great bottom-heat is applied. If

the spongelets are once affected, or the smaller:

fibres decay, there will always be danger of decom-
position in the larger roots, and this will generally

be aggravated by fungi, and according as the decom-
position assumes a moister or a drier form will be tha

rapidity of the affection.

In the case before us it may be added that the

mycelium is probably that of Cladosporium her-

"barum, the most common of all fungi, and which is

breaking through the plant in every direc-

tion. M. J. B.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. XCI.
372. Caries (Decay).—True canker may be compli-

cated by the presence of gum, resin, or watery fluid,

and its real nature in cocsequenee masked or entirely

concealed. Every case, however, in which the more
firm or solid portions of a tree are subjected to decom-
position is not due to canker. Fungi or insects may
ha.Ve in the first place led to mischief, and a decay of

the older parts ensued. In the natural course of things,,

however, where everything has been perfectly healthy,

the organism will not live for ever. As a new layer of

bark and wood, and consequently a new set of buds is

added every year, life may be prolonged indefinitely

in the direction of the circumference, but the older

internal portions which have long since performed their

functions gradually lose their vitality and become sub-

ject to chemical decomposition even where no external!

agents or accidents favour the process. They acquire

iu consequence a darker hue, assume the characters of

ulmates and humates, and finally the central portions

become soft, lose their adhesion and form a friable

powdery mass. The decayed matter acts as a putre-

factive ferment on the neighbouring tissues, and some-
times becomes moist from the absorptiou of sap ; and
the process goes on till some portion of the tree gives-

way in consequence of the wood becoming too thin or

brittle to support the weight of leaves and fruit, and
thus moisture is introduced from without or an exit is

formed for the decayed matter. The tree finally

becomes hollow, and in favourable circumstances the

outer portions are still renewed, and sometimes the ex-

ternal fissure is obliterated by the projection of the

new structures on either side, and matters proceed tili

a new cycle of phenomena has run its course and leads

to the same result. Decay is, however, seldom depend-

ent simply on the natural course of decomposition-

Even where there is no external injury the inmost

tissues are soon threaded with the mycelium of para-

sitic fungi, which aid materially in the decomposition

of the firmest structures. The fungus itself soon makes
its appearance in various situations according to dif-

ferent specific circumstances, and the agency of the out-

ward elements rapidly aggravates the-evil. Under the

most complicated circumstances, however, it is astonish-

ing how many years a hollow trunk will resist, producing
every year as good and abundant fruit as if the tree

were perfectly sound. To take the Apple tree as a
familiar instance, whose wood does not in general resist

decay so long as many forest trees. No sooner do the

internal tissues begin to lose their vitality than they are
attacked by the spawn of Polyporus hispidus or otheir

fungi. If the fungus makes its appearance on one side

only, decay may be confined to that side, and after a
series of years the wood gives way ; no more fungi are
produced, and the tree becomes hollow ; and in this

condition, with proper care to exclude the weather, ii

may continue fruitful for years. In the Oak, on the
contrary, the fungus more generally appears at the

base and the decay proceeds upwards. In every
case, however, where it is desired to preserve a

tree either for use or ornament, the great point is

to remove the decayed matter as completely as pos-
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sible, and then to exclude the action of the outward
air and rain. The circumstances of the case will bout
in licatc what is tho most proper course to pursue ;

HomotiiiicH where the cavity Is small, It may bo filled

•with Borne cement which will exclude moisture, or it

way be closed with a plate of metal ; or nsatomporary
remedy^ where it in hoped that the fractured surface
nmy soon bo grown over, paint or varnish or some other
anti-corrosive application may bo used. Judicious
measures will often be attended by success, and I could
now point out a tree which wuh carefully tended more
than '10 yours ago, though then In a very dilapidated
state, which is still at Hiih present time In a fruitful

condition, and mayromaiu ho many years longer. It

doos not, however, always follow Unit it m brut to cover
•tho cavity. Every ono knows how alow tho process of
decay in in certain cases, whore the cavity in subjected
to n free current of air, while there in 110 lodgement of
wet, and in some cases, ns in the Elm, the surest remedy
(consists in some external outlet for tho decomposed
matter. M. J. B.

PROTECTING MATERIALS.
My foreman, who is n very intelligent man, prognos-

ticates another hard winter ; he says that severe winters
always occur in groups of throe or four together; there-
fore we are to have one or two more liaril winters.
lie is as confident in this opinion as though he had the
gift of prophecy, and really looking to my own expe-
rience, 1 am half afraid thero is some truth in tho
matter, which makes mo shrug up my shoulders rather
ominously, for besides the crops hero in tho open
ground being sailly thinned last winter, 1 had,'a con-
siderable quantity of glass structures at work, forcing
early Grapes, &c., and I do not want, another (winter
season for trouble, anxiety, and coal bills, like the last,

It has set me thinking upon what every one of any expe-
rience feels to be, if not the great want, at least a groat
want of the gardening craft, an effective material for and
.method of covering up and protecting pits, frames, hot-
houses, &.C. How olten have I in a sharp frosty night
when the thermometer outside the forcing-house indi-

cated 15° or 20° of frost, and in the house 60" or C5°
(and a roaring fire to keep it there, too), stood and
imagined I saw the whole of the glass covered with an
effective protecting material, so that one might see all

covered up warm, with a moderate slow-burning fire,

and retire to rest feeling assured that all would be safe
till the morning, come what weather thero might. One
great evil in many of our forcing-houses is a deficiency

J

of piping ; all forcing structures should be so heated that

|

there 6'iould be no necessity to work the apparatus so
hard ; the great desideratum, however, is not the put-
ting so much fire heat in, but to prevent so much going
out ; some effective protection is very much wanted for

cold pits for wintering the numberless half-hardy
plants in.

I have often thought that the forcing of early vege-
tables, Lettuces, Radishes, Carrots, Turnips, Potatoes,
Sec, might be carried on on a much larger scale than
t is at present, for the large supply which we have from
he Continent, being readily sold at high prices, proves
hat there would be an extensive sale for such articles

f they could be sold at a moderate price. I imagine
,hat they could be grown almost, if not quite as well,

inder an opaque covering as under gla>s, for nine
imes out of 10, when the weather is not frosty, all

Coverings are best off, and when it is frosty the plants

lo not want light; if a~glass frame, which now costs

|

2s., could be supplanted by one costing 2s. or 3s.j a
;reat point would be gaiued.

Now what have we in the shape of protecting mate-
ials ? Bast mats, I suppose, are as old as any, but
very one knows that one is of very little use against a
harp frost. Two mats are not sufficient, and when
hey get frozen they are very awkward and difficult to

ut on or take off; besides two mats thick costs too

juch, as they will not last more than one season. Some
se two mats with a layer of hay or straw between them
istened in with twine, so that they look like a mattress,
ud this is a very effective covering when dry, but when
•et and frozen it is the worst of all.

Straw mats are a very cheap and good article, but
hey do not last long, and they lack one essential point
fa good protection, viz. they are not waterproof. They
feeze on, and when wet are hea\y and soon rot. Reed
iats are more durable, but when saturated with water
hey are very heavy, and in many places they cost more
hsn many might imagine. I am of opinion that no
material will he found suitable for general use that is

Ot waterproof. I need say little about loose straw
;

t is a very effective covering when the weather is

En ;
but a cutting east wind in half an hour often

lows it all off where it is wanted, and carries it where
: will take all the next day to clear it up again. There
HI be no question, I think, that all these articles are
Bry defective, and with them I must class Frigi Domo

;

iv say that it is a perfect non-conductor and keeps a
Ixed temperature where it is applied, is quite a mistake.
hose who have tried it have decided that as a protec-

ts material it is about equal to a single mat.
Canvas made waterproof is employed by a few, but

i expense is against its general use : when kept some
'itance from the glass, so as to have a body of confined
beneath it, it is a most effective covering ; but it has
e serious drawbacks ; it is very awkward to put on
ake off unless it is on rollers ; and even then, when
t wanted, viz. during alternate frosts and thaw,
etimes you cannot roll it up ; at other times you

cannot get it down. I concelvi i' must le- at timi 1
1

-,

troublesome; but [confess thai Idonol speak of it from
experience. His a mistake to think Dial o pro
mah rial must I"- flexible There will always be a dii-

li'tiity in aging it v, inn most wanted En b

ami all waterproof textile ,
ii strong, cosi loo much.

For this purpose bi stiff eubsuinco, if it could bo
made ii,"iii enough would, i think, be much the best,
the facility in taking off and putting on being so I

greater and surer. Asphalts folt, no doubt, mi i

good covering, and I wonder It lias not boon mot
lor that purpose] but its cot i. has been agatnsl El not tho
pi'ioe of tho felt, but it require* a frame wllb

bars to fix it on, and then it mu t bo t oaled with
tar, linn-, and sand, so that by tho tine- it Es Inn Ie I, it

ban COSt nearly the price Of a woodi n slluttor, whlcll

porhaps would bo better. Wooden shutters are very
effective, but very di tir ;

fee, Bf,, and even I" Hi '

places for a single 'butior will always prevent them
from being used. What we want Is a cheap light water-
proof covering, which could In- easily applied, I have
been trying various things for time, and think I

have made an advance ; but I should like to see tin

matter freely discussed, for perhaps neccsi ity bat givi n

birth to Home idea which may be of benefit to UB all.

Let US hope that something will bo done before this

winter seta in. Economy.

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. V.

13. Nkimirouium venustum, Hcward M.S. Amu,mm
venustum, Howard, Mag. Nat. Hist., 18

Fronds glabrous lanceolate, plnoato-plnoAtlOd
;
plnnio alternate,

niirrnw linear lanceolate, • i lie, nr, tlie Inner very ile-rtiv

Ht.ilki'it ; segments rouoalsb oblong-obtuse Bubfalcate; sort

submarginol; rachln stellato-tomoatoie hi front.

This is a handsome free growing Fern of considerable
size, tho fronds being from 2 to ;i feet long, and from
7 to 10 inches broad. They are quite smooth and
shining, bright green, pinnate ; the lower pinnae short,

and somewhat stalked ; the upper ones sessile, tapering
from the base to a sharp elongated point. The pinme

in equal sldod,

highly i

trlplnnate In in y it lot : : .•
|
,„.

I ither bluntly ovati or ''.:.,

often i.i.i

lobes oi,;, ,
• ,.i ,, ovate, ml

'I in- termination of both a mr*l
and lati ral bn mlnal
on lb- v Em | rath) t mall, whole
frond, few < i ttii • >. ia

'"•' " A ' : BtiOgly ilit'

wi'b Ion;- II . | ; (he rsenis and «*U
are hairy at,.,'..

,
,

Of the frond bj ftirnii-.h' d v.

hairs, h ..:'. beneath
speelea seems closely re|M.,j to am Kibquin-
quafidum ol Palisot da I)«»uv*;n, but It much more
compound. T. M.

are cut about half-way down into bluntly-oblong some-

what falcate lobes, which are entire, and slightly ciliated.

The sori are submarginal, often becoming confluent in

lines. The fronds are adherent to an erect rhizome.

It is a native of Jamaica, and was introduced in 1852,

to the Botanic Gardens of Kew and Glasnevin. It is an

evergreen stove Fern.

14. Lastrea pilosissima, J. Smith MS. Aspidium
riLosissiMUM, G. Dou MS., Herb. Hort. Soe. Loud.

Fronds ternate, deltoid or pentangular : tlie lower branches tri-

pinnate, trapezio-lriangular, the posterior pinnie thrice as long
as the anterior ones ; apex elongated

;
pinnules obliquely

oblong-ovate, deeply pinnatifid, with oblong or obovate entire

or sinuately notched segments; sori small scattered; racbis
and costa bairy above, pubescent beneath ; stipes hairj-.

A very distinct plant, requiring stove beat, a native

of Sierra Leone, and introduced to the Chelsea Botanic
Garden in 1851, by the late Mr. Whitfield. The fronds

are grayish greeu, herbaceous, aud extremely liable to

become blackened by exposure ; they grow a foot and
a half or 2 feet high, and are three- branched, deltoid,

or rather five-angled in consequence of the excessive

development of the two divergent basal posterior pin-

nules. The composition of the central portion, which

Home Corroaporflence.
\ qf Cultivating Pol

lie a pretty fair ftllowiu., dung,
well Incorporated previously wicli *« mni
rofiiM- Hall ft* will not prove dsetnu v***-
lation of the plant*. Deposit thin along tie drub
that bave been opened for the reel

,

a s*U,
and plat 'i.'

i (mi lerati

leal; therein in the unual way on the lop of the

manure. Then throw over .

wood ashes, mid afterward* fill up the drill* with the

earth that has beer, raited on either hide in :'

them. The salt thusaupplied not only
the plant* (of which there exists *, large per eenuuja
in their composition, an found from analyse

effectually prevent* worm", slugs, Alc, from lodging in

the dung, a* they would otherwise do ; and the wood
ashes afford an ample provisu b, a* well as

tend to keep the soil dry and porous about them, ail the

other substances requisite for their food being contained
in adequate proportion in the dung. I have never found

this system of cultivation fail in averting the disease, as

it causes the plants to grow in a most healthy robust

state ; and it has, moreover, invariably improved the

quality, both in mealiness and flavour, and augmented
the quantity of the produce of the crop in no null
degree beyond what 1 have ever obtained in using dung
alone. Whether the plants are at once able to aa-imi-

late to their requirements the chlorine and ] .lash so

administered I am not competent to dcterto'qe, but
there appears to me to be no doubt that these adjuncts

become available to them in some way or other ouring

their advancement in growth from the applies!

salt and wood ashts, lery different from what is pro-
duced when the same .'ubstances are supplied to them,
either in a simple or compound form, derived through
the agency of the chemist, thus demonstrating that in

the feeding of plants Nature possesses a tallyman con-
genial to their appetite, and conducing to preserve them
in a healthy condition, unattainable by art. As to the
Potato being a nitrogenous or non-nitrogenons plant, or
how far the state of the atmosphere may exercise an
influence in occasioning the blight, I shall leave to others
to decide, and with regard to the nostrums that are ad-
vertised to produce such wonderful effects, all I have to

say is that I have fairly tested, I believe, most
of these at a considerable expense, without eeriving

any benefit whatever, that I could perceive, in reme-
dying the evil. The culture I have recommended
for adoption, as stated above, is the result of :

experience ; but whether it will turn out equa
cessful in all cases where it may be practised, of course,

I cannot take upon myself to guarantee. As, however, its

trials will not be attended with much expense, any of

your readers who may be inclined to follow the plan are

quite welcome to do so, for I have no intention to take

out a patent for the recipe, nor any interest in re-

the secret, if so it may be called, my sole mo:ive in

addressiug you on the subject arising from a des

prove serviceable to them. For tlie benefit of tfco-e wbo
may experience a difficulty in procuring wood as

should imagine the manure dealers would find it to their

advantage to keep a supply of that commodity for sale

in store, in the event of its becoming extecsh

ployed. P. W., South Waks, Oct. 9.

Gigantic CocJcspur Thorn.—1 have just returned from

Devonshire, where I noted down the measurements of a

specimen of the Crataegus Crus-galii that I now forward

to you. It grows on its own stock, and measures in

its smallest circumference (close to the ground) 6 feet

8 inches. At the height of 5 feet, and just below the

lowest branches, the girth is " feet 6 inches. The cir-

cumference of its spread is 44 yards, and would be more

but for the browsing of cattle and the encroachments of

other trees. The maximum semi-diameter of its

spread is 29 feet. It flowers and fruits freely, and is

now covered with the latter. The blossom somewhat

resembles that of the Pear, and the berries are six or

eight in a cluster, and of the size of Cherries. The
flower is white, the fruit red. There is no specimen ot

the kind in Kensington gardens, but I am told that

there is a small one in those at St. Jameses Park. J. F.,

Parthenon L

Monstrous Callage Leaf.—I have sent you a Cabbage

leaf, on whose midrib are numbers of small leaflets

which grow larger and longer every day ; in fact they

progress much more rapidly than the leaf itself, and the

plant shows no disposition to Cabbage. You will observe

that the leaflets also have growths of a similar kind upon

them. Bolehopc Fell. [This is a curious, but not very
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unusual condition of the Cabbage,

proofs that leaves can crow like brandies.]

Stockicood Golden Hamburgh Grape.-

to plant a vinery I am anxious to procure

Grapes, and have referred to the different pen

on ihe subject. Amongst other remarks I found

the "Cottage Gardener" for July 24th, on the new

white Grape Stoekwood Golden Hamburgh winch is

said to be i seedling from Black Hamburgh, hybridised

bv " White" Sweet Water, and uodoubt very excellent,

bit stated to be second to the Froutignan. On the 14th

August I find words to the following effect :- We

cannot speak too highly of this Grape winch is with-

out doubt the best of all except the Muscats. On

Sept 4ih we have a full description of it in a leading

article, in which the writer gives the preference to the

Muscats only. Am I to understand that it is now found

to be superior to ihe Frontignan ! Is it not a curious

circumstance that the Golden Hamburgh is an oval berry

when neither of its parents are so ! I should without

at all doubting the merits of the Grape be inclined to

think there is some mistake about its parentage. I have

Been a white Grape in this neighbourhood raised evidently

from the Black Hamburgh, which has all the charac-

teristics of its parents except colour, which is a bright

amber ; form, size, flavour, habit, all correspond. The

raiser has received letters from some of the leading

horticulturists, who have seen it and all pronounce it

good, and say that it is equal to the Golden Hamburgh,

but quite distinct from it. Do you not think that this

will be a great acquisition also ? Will some of your

correspondents favour me. with the names of six or

eight Grapes they particularly recommend ? 0. Seid,

Perry Bar, near Birmingham. [We have always under-

stood that the Golden Hamburgh was a pure seedling,

not hybridized. We should say that^too little is as yet

known about it to justify very positive assertions. When
we saw it we thought it an excellent variety ; but we

have only seen it once.]

Specific Gravity of Different Bodies.—It is interesting

to read' the reports of the British Association held at

Glasgow this season, but there are some assertions con-

nected with gardening which, if collected and made.

known, would perhaps puzzle some of the philosophers'.

to understand them, but coming from the cultivators of

Cabbages, of course they would be little esteemed.

"Water, we are told, is generally the substance employed

for ascertaining the precise weight of anybSSiy, which

is a very curious- braDch of the science of liydrbstiuics.

The reason why any body floats in water'is that, taking

bulk for bulk, it will be found lighter. This relative

weight in bodies is called their specific gravity, and

water is always taken as the standard for the specific

gravity of all" bodies. If a body when thrown into

water displaces a column of that liquid greater than its

own bulk, it will immediately ascend to the top and

float upon the surface, with as much of its bulk below

as corresponds exactly with the quantity of water dis-

placed ; on the contrary, if it displaces a body of water

less than itself it will sink to the bottom. It is on this

account that a piece of marble will sink and a piece of

cork will swim. In hydrostatic calculations, water, as

the standard from which the respective gravities of

other bodies are taken, is reckoned as unity or 1, 100,

1000, &c. ; a cubical foot of it weighs 1000 ounces

avoirdupois. Taking water at 1000, cork will be about

240, and the comparative weight of sand will be about

2590, and it is a common thing for cork to float and

sand to sink. Yet I find in some of my operations that

sand will rise through water and float upon the surface

like cork. P. Mackenzie, West Plean, Stirling.

Effect of Overfumigating Vines with Sulphur. — A
friend of mine erected a vinery about three or four

years ago, and planted young Vines in it ; they grew

exceedingly well until last year, when the gardener

having some plants with vermin on them in the same
house, gave the whole a severe fumigating with sulphur,

using by mistake twice as much sulphur as he ought to

have done. The leaves all dropped off the Vines
immediately, and the fruit which was then fully grown
ripened badly. Since that time the wood is puny, and

the fruit is small and poor in quality. Will you say if

that overdose of sulphur was sufficient to cause this bad
condition in the Vines ? and if so, is the evil likely to

continue much longer ? The border for these Vines is

12 feet wide, and is raised rather high towards the

house. The gardener says that the border is too narrow,

and too high ; is he right ? Any suggestion to clear up
this business and to effect a remedy will be thankfully

received. Roaldus. [If, as we infer from your statement,

your gardener burnt su'phur and so killed the foliage

of your Vines, he ought to have known that such mis-

chief would happen. You had better cut the Vines
hard back in the winter. We see nothing the matter
with the border.]

Grafting or Budding Walnut Trees.—Are Walnut
trees ever grafted or budded ? and if so, when is the

best time for so doing 2 Several gardeners have been
asked the question, but none of those asked had any idea

or had ever heard of such a thing. It is well known
that the tree raised from the Walnut seed does not

produce a nut like the seed sown ; for instance, a nice

flavoured small nut sown produced a large half-filled

French Walnut kind, with inferior flavour to the seed,

and vice versd. I should be obliged by any informa-
tion on the subject. A Constant Reader. [Walnuts may
be both budded and grafted, by taking proper precau-
tions ; especially by performing the operation after

growth has well commenced. Full details are given in

the Theory and Practice of Horticulture, p. 338.]

[Oct. 13, 1855.

:^YouFal;ticie~^n" this subject at , be cooped up in a close and very moist house 1 cannot

p 15/ bSS led me to try the experiment. I am not
\
believe. On the contrary such a_praet.ee appears to he

sure, however, that I fully understood your meaning, as

I find some difficulties which I cannot satisfactorily

explain. My experiments were made on the kernels of

Peaches and Nectarines, and on the seeds of the common

Nasturtium and Tropseolum canariense, the two former

and the two latter being respectively grafted together.

I found it impossible, by merely skinning the kernels, to

place the surfaces in sufficient contact to bear the tying

together, as they are rounded and very slippery, and

you did not, I believe, in your remarks say anything

about cutting or paring them down, so as to make the

surfaces fit each other, which appears to be the only

likely way of performing the operation neatly. If they

are to be cut, in what direction is it to be done ? ihe

cotyledons of a Peach or Nectarine when separated m
the kernel somewhat overlap each other at their inner

ed"es, and in whatever direction they can be cut would

be so injured as to destroy the form of the future leaf.

But supposing that two or more were cut to fit each

other, and could be made to grow together m the

embryo, I cannot see that it would produce any effect

on the future plaut if the axes of the cotyledons

remained free, as the roots and stems of the grafted

cotyledons would then grow from those points inde-

pendently of each other. The only plan of forming

them into one plant appears to be by grafting the

embryos at the axes of the cotyledons. Supposing this

to be practicable each side of the graft would represent

half of the diameter of the root and stem of the young

1 am not believe.

unnecessary, and I am convinced that under contrary

treatment the plants will succeed equally well. This sum-

mer several plants of Cymbidium aloifolium, Cattleyas

MoBsite and granulosa, Dendrobium nobile, Vauda Rox-

burghi, and others, were removed from the end of a very

hot pit in the early part of the summer (in consequence

of repairs, &c), and placed in a greenhouse, the average

temperature of which seldom exceeded that of the open

air. The top of this house, which was on the ridge and

furrow system, fell off at the back into a kind of recess

or room 'immediately below a couple of chambers which

formed part of a dwelling-house, and which effectually

prevented the rays of the sun from scorching the plants

within it. Now this recess, or part of the house, which

was of some considerable size (45 feet by 15), and which

contained several Orange and other trees, was selected

as a repository for the outcast Orchids, which were

either hung on the branches of the Orange trees or, as

was the case with those in pots, placed on a pavement

of white sandstone, and therefore were in a colder

position than those suspended on the branches above

them. Now under these conditions the plants grew and

flowered far better than they did the preceding year in a

hothouse whose temperature seldom fell below 75°,

and sometimes reached 100°. Now to-day, by way of

experiment, I placed immediately below a flower spike

of Stanhopea tigrina a thermometer, so as to be enabled

to ascertain the exact temperature in which the plant

was blooming. This I found to be exactly 66°, and lS^^^i^^M^^i s^sSt^r^^^^^.^
is, I suppose, whether the leaves afterwards developea

during growth will gradually lose their identity aud

produce a similar effect on the buds they may nourish,

so as to give rise to a fruit of a twofold character. How
such an effect can be produced any more by this plan

than by the ordinary method of grafting does not appear

very plain, as in both cases the wood alone is acted upon.

Should not the operation be performed on the blossoms

of the trees ? for if that is practicable I can understand

that the object might be attained. [No.] Let us trust

that you will favour us with further information on the

subject. Gamma. [We think the embryos must be

pared down. You cannot graft wood itself by mere

contact. But the mode of carrying out this operation is

precisely that which must be made the subject of the

proposed experiment.]

Sulphured Hops.—The fault does not wholly lie with

Hops. Maltsters are well known to use sulphur in

drying off malt to give it a brighter colour, such malt

bearing a much higher price. A Constant Header.

Vine Borders.—I shall be glad of advice under the

following circumstances. I am making a new kitchen

garden, and am now forming the borders in front of a

greenhouse for Vines, from hints which I have taken

from your Journal. In page 205, 1847, dead lime

rubbish is recommended to form a portion of the com-

position. My nurseryman says that nothing is so

poisonous to the roots of trees as that is. Is this so ?

I am about to pull down a building upwards of 100

years old, and shall have plenty of dead lime rubbish, if

it is desirable to use it. The border will be 1 1 feet wide

and 2J- feet deep, on a snbstratum of broken pieces of

stone 1 foot deep, passing from the house to a drain ; I

propose to cover the stones with a thin coat of old lime

rubbish, well beat down, to prevent the roots of the

Vine from penetrating through the stones to the subsoil,

which is not good. The site of the ground being on the

slope of a hill, and the position of the greenhouse in

other respects making it desirable to have it below the

surface of the ground, the top of the Vine border will

be only 6 inches below the sill of the front lights. My
gardener says that will be an advantage. Is it so ? In

page 683, 1 847,plaisterers' rubbish is again recommended,

and materials from the tan-yard. The latter are now
sold here for lil. a ton, which is rather too expensive.

I have a quantity of old must, the refuse of the Apple,

which has been converted into cider ; it has been lying

for some years in a heap till it has become black and

decayed. Is there any value in this ? I am told that it

is worthless as manure; would it be injurious to the

garden mould if mixed with it ? There is a new manure

advertised under the name of nitrophosphate, a blood

manure; would not this be good to mix up with the com-

position for the Vine borders, aud in what proportion,

though the price is rather high? H. W., October 8.

[Lime rubbish, and especially plasterers' rubbish, is an

excellent material for Vine borders. Tanners' refuse is

also good : but not at all necessary. Bones crushed,

and rotten dung—not too much of the latter—do as

well. It is advantageous to have the border sloping well

away from the front wall— orefy-beeause it is thus kept

warmer and drier. Decayed must is like decayed leaves

or rotten wood ;
you cannot call it a manure. With the

action of nitrophosphate we are unacquainted. Have

any of our readers used it ?]

Treatment of Orchids.—It has been repeatedly stated

in your columns that Orchids do not require so high

and moist a temperature as we generally find them

grown in by some of our best cultivators. It is true

that our Orchid growers are for the most part very

successful both in cultivating and flowering their plants.

But still the cost, trouble, and expense of the Orchid-

house too often exceeds the gratification derived from

it, besides which the great amount of heat and moisture

maintained frequently deters those for whose pleasure

the plants are cultivated from entering the house to

examine or admire them. That the plants require a

somewhat high temperature I allow, but that they must

bloom freely if placed in a tolerably shaded situation at

the temperature I have mentioned. Of course I am

not speaking of the more tender and valuable species.

The plants above referred to were seldom watered dur-

ing the time they were in the greenhouse, and the ven-

tilators and doors were kept constantly open, so that

there was nothing to impede a free current of fresh air

from circulating among the plants. One of the latter

(Dendrobium nobile), which was placed on the pave-

ment, sent out shoots fully a foot long, and I never

remember having observed a plant of this description

looking more healthy or flourishing. It, however, did

not flower as the Cattleyas, Stanhopeas, &c., did, it

having, as I am told, not been in the habit of flowering

for the last year or two; in the cool temperature of the

greenhouse, however, I believe from its appearance that

it would soon do so. To be able to observe these curious

and beautiful productions during the heat of summer in

a cool and shady greenhouse or conservatory, more

especially when suspended from the larger trees and

shrubs, or placed on stands amid them, is indeed a

treat compared with the risk which some persons sus-

tain from entering the close and humid houses in which

we generally find them confined, aud I trust that the hints-

here thrown out may be the means of making it mo»
generally known that numbers of these fragrant and

beautiful plants will flower and flourish during part of the

year in any ordinary greenhouse or conservatory,

without any of those extreme applications of heat or

vapour generally afforded them. Strathfieldsaye.

Societies.

Entomological, October 1.—J. Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.

President, in the chair. An extensive series of donation

to the library was announced as having been receivei

from the Natural History Societies of Belgium, Moscon

the Society of Arts, Messrs. Hewitson, Zuchold, New

man, &c. Mr. F. Smith exhibited an extensive serie

of rare Coleoptera, especially rich in Curculionid:

collected by himself during the past month -

Deal, and Mr. Dawson a number of specimens

the hitherto unique Harpalus cordatus, from the sair

locality. A box of insects from Perthshire was all

shown by Mr. Foxcroft. Mr. F. Bond exhibited tl

rare moth Heliophobus hispidus, from the Isle

Portland ; Mr. Newman a specimen of Kirby's Xyl

copa iricolor, a large imported species of bee, taken

Dulwich ; and Mr. Power a specimen of Dinod

Maillei, a native of Turkey and Greece, which had be

taken by Mr. A. Adams at Gurnard Bay, in Moss, ne

the western extremity of the Isle of Wight, al

Elaphrus lapponicus. Mr. Stainton exhibited

new Lithocolletes, reared from the leaves

Vicia Sepium, and Mr. Curtis a gigantic scorpi

from Sierra Leone. Mr. Westwood stated that he I

received information from Mr. Mitchell of the destr

tion of a considerable quantity of Turnips by the atta

of aphides, which in their turn were devoured by

larva; of Syrphideous flies. Mr. Curtis stated that

had been informed that the crops of red Cabbage n

Crauford had suffered materially from the attacks

aphides. Mr. Westwood stated that he had obser

that the past summer had been very propitious for

propagation of obnoxious species of sawflies ;
the B

sawfly, the slimy larva of the Pear and Plum tl

leaves, and the Gooseberry sawfly had been su:

abundant. Mr. Lubbock stated that the nigger ca

pillar of the Turnip had also appeared in large numl

in Kent. Mr. F. Smith stated that he had capti

the fly Elachiptera brevipennis in the act of deposi

its eggs in the body of a living Nabis subaptera.

Douglas communicated a note on Elateridse
_
pre

upon aphides. A note was read by Mr. Atkinsoi

several species of Indian butterflies, and one by

Newman on the manufacture of hats impervious to
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from tho sHlcon tuxturn obtained from Saturnin Bnioi \>y

the process invented l>y Herr Pretsch, of Vienna, Mr.
Douglas mentioned tne capture of the rare Licinus
(loj)roHsuM and Tama axillaris, near Croydon, A letter

from Mr. Bowring wuh read, giving an account of his

ontomologiiuil captures during lm> visit to Siam in com-
pany with his fatliofc, Sir J. Bowring; and Mr. vv<mi-

wood communioated a paper on the Australian species
of Pselapbidoo, in the collection of the late A. Molly, Esq

Bnnisn PoMOLoaiCAL, October 1st. — Mr. Roberl
Uof!g in the chair. Amongst other fruits exhibited
woroBamplesof tlieOlilenljiit'gli Nectarine, from Mi i

Veitch and Sun, of Exetor ; this is a good molting
and richly flavoured white-fleshed freestone variety,
quito oi|ual to any In cultivation, and from its condition
so lato in the season (from Devonshire) leads u i to

suppose it may bo an acquisition. Some speeim
I

tho Stanwick were exhibited from the same uursory,
exceedingly lino and well grown, but devoid of ilavour.
Tlie Red Neotarine Peach, of wliieli samples were
sont, is a bitter kernel Syrian variety ; (hoy wore past
their host, but gave evidenco of tho value of the variety.
From an Occasional Oorrcepondenl.

&oiitt* of 33OOI10,

Boohs for the Country—The Kitchen Qarden. My, E, S.
Delamer. Routledge & Co. Small 8vo, pp. 1U4.

Tuts little work contains information that may provo
useful to tho elnss of readers for whom it is intended.
It has good remarks on the situation, plan, and modo of
cropping a kitchen garden, but when the author comes to
treat of gardening tools, it does not appear to us that ho
has had much practical experience in their use. " The
English spade is a good implement, hut it is too broad
in the iron, and too short in tho shaft for many soils
and many workers. Women and boys can dig with
greater ease, and oven grown men can get over their
work more quioldy, digging at the same time to an
equal or a greater depth, with tho French spade, which
somewhat resembles tho implement used by the Lincoln-
shire marshmen to excavate their drains and ditches.
The iron is 10 or 11 inches long, and 5 or 6 broad at the
most, being narrower at the bottom than at the top.
The shaft is five or six and thirty inches long, including
the handle at the top, which is simply a cross piece of
3 inches. Tho long leverage of handle and the narrow-
ness of the blade allow it to be used with less resistance
from the soil, which at the same time is more finely
divided than it would with a broader iron." Now, we
differ from the author in nearly all these statements.
In the first place, 10 or 1 1 inches of blade is too short
for kitchen gardeu^djgging ; and 5 or inches too narrow
excjpt perhaps for such adhesive subsoils as the Lin-
colnshire marshmen have to excavate ; tender soil
would mostly fall off before it could be turned over, and
no soil but wdiat is friable is fit for a kitchen garden,

jFor ordinary work a shaft of 36 .inches is too long. !

Let any one practice, by himself," with such a loug
handled spade till he considers himself quite expert in

!

its use ; then let him try alongside one wdio cau use
a good English spade, such as one of Lyndon's patent,
and the superiority of the latter implement will soon be

|

apparent. To dig with ease the handle of a spade must
'

be grasped with one hand, whilst in lifting the other
should grasp the shaft at a distance of little more than
the breadth of the man's shoulders from the other hand;
farther apart, the power becomes diminished, both as
regards lifting up and pressing down. A long handle
may, however, be grasped at the proper distance between
the hands

; but then the weight of the soil on the spade
would have double the leverage that it would on the
common short-handled implement. In short, the English
spade has properties which no other form can possess,
as far as regards adaptation for digging kitchen garden
ground.

The instructions for the sowing, planting, and general
cultivation of crops are in accordance with those usually

;

given by good authors. Some botanical names require
correction, such as Leontodon tarexicum (taraxacum),
Saturcia (Satureja) ; and among the names iu a list of
Pears, we find Beurre Capriomont, Muirford Egg,
Beurre Rose, instead of Beurre de Capiaumont, Moor- i

fowl Egg, and Beurre' Bosc. The sorts recommended !

are, however, of more importance than these apparently
typographical errors. The Bon Chretien d'jSte, and
several others should not have been included in a list of
those for ordinary cultivation.

The above, however, are exceptions to the general
merit of the work, which " merely professes to act as a
truthful and serviceable guide to aid beginners on their
horticultural journey." A useful calendar is appended.

Garden Memoranda.
Me. Salter's Versailles Nursery, Hammersmith.—Several things now in flower iu this nursery deserve

attention. In the first place, Mr. Salter has a good
collection of the different kinds of Scarlet Geraniums,
many of them novelties just imported from the Conti-
nent. Among the more striking of these and other little

known kinds grown here were Hamelins, a rosy salmon
sort with a broad white border and horseshoe-marked
leaves ; Louis Chaix, a pinkish salmon with a small
white eye ; Criterion, also pinkish salmon, with broadly
marked horseshoe leaves ; and Cbristianum, a smail
dwarf-growing kind of the same colour. Among white-
flowered varieties of the scarlet class, Blushing Bride, a
kind with horseshoe-marked leaves, is certainly one of the

be t, 1 1. in a considerable improvement on i111
-

|

' ' 'I than
thai '. of that variety, i quid

clear pink kinds with n whin; eye wc j

that Lady Holmctdule is ilill a favourite. Trii

Mont llougo,a whiti cd with pinl

extremely pretty, and wi II orving

collection, til kinds with Hem-let flower*, I

Stornaux It one of the me I
b t, wiihoul hoi i

on the foliage; Wurnford Pet I* al o a large bold
• cartel

:
Bl ho] cartel, i» loss robu . nd, hi Ins

brilliant in colour ai ell o compact in growth, look*
as if it would be a good kind for bedding

|

Boautc
1

Mcldoiso, apparently a strong grower, bai
flowers of more than ordinary size and brilliancy,
Variegated Qoranlnmi are olgo plentiful here, and
among them were so finely gcenti tl oi

Among other thing, t wo noticed Some of t

Fuchsias with white corollas, both single and double
;

the plants, howover, were io young, and had
(biweni on them that no opinion could be formed of tln-ir

merits furthor than that they appeared to ,

growers, and looked hh il something good might bo I

of (hem. Of Sedum Sieboldi we observed some fiie-

plants uniler gbiHH, and when well grown a til

nothing in a common way could possibly look hand-
somer. For placing In vases in halls, or for covoring
and rounding off as it were sharp corners ol

few plants ore better adapted than this Sodum, an
so hardy that it will live out of doors ; but when
there, except it is proteoted in some way, Blugs ore opt
to eat and disfigure it. of plants in suspended
variegated variety of Vincu major bad a fine appear-

ance, its branches drooping several feet below the
bottom of the basket. Several other common plants,
including even tho little trailing Linaria eymbalaria,
are also grown hero as "hangers," and skilfully

used many other plants of this kind might be
employed with great advantage in tho decoration of our
greenhouses, and would cost nothing beyond the trouble
of collecting them. A variegated variety of Arundo
Donax was growing under glass here, and a very hand-
some plant it is, its leaves being beautifully striped with
white; along with it were also variegated Veror
Polemoniums, Neriums, Fuchsias, Coltsfoot, and other
plants with line foliage. We also noticed here an
orange-flowered seedling Tropteolum, in the way of Caro-
line, named Brilliant, which may prove useful on account
of the brightness of its colour. We likewise remarked
plauts of the Pampas Grass growing under glass in

pots. Mr. Salter has found that when planted deep
and kept iu doors, they make plenty of roots, and may
be divided into separate plants with every certainty of
succeeding ; but that dividing plants grown out of doors
does not always answer, on account of their roots being
coarser and more destitute of fibres.

Of novelties among Dahlias, of which a good collec-

tion is grown, may be named Inimitable, a salmon and
bull' kind striped with red ; Alfred Salter, a large bold
scarlet kind ; Le Phantasque, a crimson tipped with
white, the latter very clear and distinct ; Kaiserin v.

Oesterreich, a purplish lilac tipped with white ; Richard
Waguer, a dark claret tipped with wdiite ; Imperatrice
Eugenie, a purplish violet broadly tipped with white

and very showy ; Madame Alfred Perignon, of a
bronzy lilac shade tipped with white ; Cornellius, a
blush tipped with rose ; Gold border, a German flower

of a warm orange brown c«lour edged with yellow, and
were it not for its " bard eye," very pretty ; Gurner-
braut, wdiite tipped with cherry, a small and attractive

flower for bouquets, for which we believe it is much
employed on the Continent ; and Duchesse de Brabant,

a rich golden orange kind which can scarcely fail to

become a favourite. These comprise some of the best

of the new Continental kinds, of which there is annually

an abundance.
Chrysanthemums promise to bloom well here this

year, and, as we understand they are to be planted out

under glass in beds so as to form a kind of winter garden,

they will doubtless have a fine appearance. In the !

open ground the yellow and white varieties of Chrysau- i

themum frutescens were in bloom, and showy beds they

make, more especially the white sort, which flowers

most profusely and is very compact iu growth. These
,

if lifted aud potted before the frost injures them, bloom
j

well all winter in the greenhouse, and at a time when
flowers are most wanted. Of the yellow kind, Mr.
Salter has a haudsome double variety, very bright aud

j

clear in colour. Iu the open border here, we noticed a
fine mass of Funkia grandiflora in bloom. The pure
wdiite flowers of this plant being sweet-scented are siid

to he much used on the Continent for weddiug bouquets
when Orange flowers or Tuberose canuot be had.

Fruit lias here, as elsewhere, been most abundant this
j

year, and some of the Apples more especially have been ,

unusually large. One of a sort called the Giant, a large

green cooking Apple, weighed 1 lb. 1 oz. Peaches aud
Nectarines on open walls have succeeded well, with the

exception of the Stauwick, which did not ripen perfectly

;

a few gathered hard aud green, however, very much im-

proved in this respect after they had been indoors for a

time, but still their flavour was not near equal to what
it should have been.

Dioscorea Batatas, turned out on a border here, wouid
seem to confirm what has been said about it, viz., that

our climate is too cold for it. Outof a huudred placte .;,

scarcely a dozen are now alive, and these are less iu

size than when they were put out. Of Holcus sacchara-

tus we noticed several large plants in the open border

luxuriant aud healthv.

FLORICULTURE.

•< »»»rd*d ;—
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I

I*lanUff<

m nu *wAr-j.. j to Mr.
It. Now!

:

Bl of Faaey Uabllai,

I, ('>r Triompl u, MIjm Ward,
Princes Mt-oc, Baron

L'nanimtty, and Phaeton. For the
b<.'3t nix Fancy Dahlia* produced by practical gardesea or
amateurs, the prize wan awarded to Mr. WaU

j1, Zmperor de Mar-*,
I'or the boat and moat distinct 11

-n, the prize waa awarded, to Mr.
n, for the following sorta, most of them

seedling's, and those marked with an asterisk being particularly
fine :— 1'rcsldent, Cream, "Lilac Queen, »Golden Sceptre foranrei,

i Buffs, Prince Albert, HontBlsDA U'n. Mr*. Ashler,
Fairy, •Queen Victoria (light fawn j, and Pourpre de Tjl
'2d prize was awarded to Messrs. Ballantyne 6c .Sons, Dalkeith,
for Empei Glory of Chesbunt, Beauty of Cbesbtmt,

Jda, Unique, Pourpre de Tyre, Souve:
Mrs. Ashley, aud Lizzy—the three last being particularly fine.

The 3d prize was assigned to Messrs. Downie and Laird, whoae
best spikes were Beauty of Chesbunt, Duchess of Sutherland, and
Mrs. Ashley. For the best and most distinct nine spikes
produced by practical gardeners or amateurs, the 1st prize
was gained hy Mr. Pow, gr. to A. Berwick, Esq., of
Norton, with Watford Surprise, Beauty of Chesbunt, Pourpre
de Tyre. lion. Mr- ixzy, Solfaterre, Beauty of
Beechwood, Uffique, and Yellow Model. The 2d premium vu
awarded to Mr. Cossar, Kin£3meadows, for Prince of Orange,
"YValden Gem, Sulphur Queen. Beauty of Tweeddale, Agricola,
Eva, Beauty of Cheshunt, Pourpre de Tyre, and Shaded Model.
The 3d prize was assigned to Mr. Lainz, gr. to the Earl of
Rosslyn, whose kinds were Mrs. Ashley, Agric la, Yellow Model,
Emperor, Liz;:; . re, Beauty of Chesbunt, Emily, and
Miss Ashley. Tor ihe best and most distinct 5 spikes pro-
duced by practical gardeners and amateurs, not growing more
than 30 plants, the 1st prize was gained by Mr. Heodewni.
with Unique, Emily, Beauty of C lbs. Ashley, and
Joan of Arc. The 2d prize was awarded to Mr. Melville, gr. to
A. Blair, Esq., Beect tvenir, Pourpre de Tyre, Mr*.
Ashley, Mrs. Forster, and Emperor. The prize for the best
spike in the exhibition was gained by Mr. Cbater with Queen of
Buffs. The award of One Guinea and a Half offered by Mr.
Bircham for the best 7 spikes of sorts and seedlings sent oat
by him. was awarded to Mr. Pender, Moredun, for the following
sorts, viz,—Golden Nugget, Pourpre de Tyre, Hedenbam Rival,
Yellow Model, Jenny Li^Solfaterr r. The prize of
One Guinea and a Half offered by Mr. Charter, for the best 7
spikes of sorts let cut by him, was awarded to Mr. Blackwood,
Peebles, for Rosea grandiflora. Safranot, Souvenir, Sulphar Queen,
Rosy Circle, Lilac Model, and Eva.

Miscellaneous.
On the suj'Z If Papaic on Mtat.—

It is commonly believed, both ia the East and West
Indies, that this tree has ibe property of rendering

tender meat of any kind that is brought near it. In

Ceylon the opinion is that the effect is secured merely

by suspending the meat beneath the foliage of the tree

during the night. In Barbadoes greater reliance is

p'aced in wrapping the meat in its leaves for a few hours

with a portion of the young fruit The trials I had
made afforded negative results, tending to prove that

the effect on the meat was owing to other and ice

circumstances, rather than to any special power pos-

sessed by the plant. I shall mention one in illustration.

Of two fowls killed at the same time one was wrapped
in the leaves of the Papaw by my cook in the most
approved manner, not neglecting t.:e introduction of a

piece of the young fruit : the other w-as similarly treated,

substitu 5 and fruit of the Sqnasse (Cucvr-

hita Pc^o, Linn.). Both roasted were found equally

tender. Other trials, nsing the leaves |of other plants,

gave like results. The juice of the leaf, to which by
some the supposed effect on the meat is attributed,

appeared, as well as I conld jndge, to possess very little

activity. It is milky, almost insipid, or only in the

slightest degree acrid, and only after many hours pro-

motes fermentation, and that in a very slight degree

when added to a solution of sugar in water. The inci-

dental circumstances alluded to, whether the suspending
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oi ilie lutnt under ilie leaves ol a succulent pliiut ex-

haling moisture, or the wrapping it in the same, mav be

sufficient to account for I : effect oil the meat

at a temperature such as that ol Ceylon or ilie West

. so favourable to rapid change, that clmuge on

which ten lernesa in meat depends, without reference to

any oeeult virtue in the plant Dr. Davy in the Edin.

' Journal.

Wirt (Itaphauus sativus) find in the South and

climates much more genial to their constitution

than with us, and the nuts acquire a large size, red,

white or black (although we have never seen any of

those yard-long black liadishes mentioned as having

.! at .Moscow), but Ihe flavour is seldom so

mild and delicate as in our gardens. .Both the long and

to the ancient Romans,
otanicnl works that

phstuus fativus is a native of China, appears some-

vbAl puzzled to imagine in what remote times it could

. een imported from thence to Home. The fact is,

there are Jio more wild succulent-rooted Radishes in

China than elsewhere, and any one who observes with

an uuprejudieed eye the varieties of shapes assumed by
the pod of the K. raphauistrum on the sh-ires of the

Mediterranean, can scarcely fail to come to the conclu-

sion, that he sees in that species the wild prototype ol

our garden Radish. Journal of the Horticultural Society

tiic Turnip-rooted were known to the

. s.i 1 Professor Targioni, reading in boti

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
'Conservatory, &c.— We must now be expecting

cold nights and occasionally damp cloudy weather, and if

there are any plants heie likely to be injured by a

raiher lov.' temperature they should be removed to better

quarters at once if they are expected to be of any farther

service. Should the weather necessitate the use of fire-

heat be as sparing of this as possible, using it merely

when absolutely necessary to prevent injury from damp,

and to maintain a temperature between 40° and 45°.

Where it can be doue it will be advisable to water in

the morning, so as to allow of having the floors, &c,
drv before night, as there will now be considerable

danger from excess of moisture in the atmosphere at

night, particularly where Camellias and other things

easily injured by damp are in bloom. Chrysanthemums
will now be in a forward state, and such as have their

buds prominent should be got under glass, and if it is

desirable to have them in bloom as soon as possible

they may safely be placed where a little artificial warmth
can be afforded them ; but see that they are placed near

the glass and well supplied with manure water, and give

air very freely, as anything like confinement soon ruins

the : e. Indeed the whole stock of these should now be

placed where it can be covered at night in case of

frost, for although they will bear more frost than most
things, it is not good policy to leave them to the

mercy of the weather after this season, unless in

favoured localities ; but it will be better to plaee them
in skeleton frames or any sheltered situation where they

can be covered in case of need, than to huddle them too

thickly together under glass, or to put them under the

sit:; "e of Vines. See that tree Violets are perfectly free

from their enemy red spider, for if the foliage is allowed

to get disfigured at this season the plants will be uu-

sightly for some time. Greenhouse.—See that Epa-
crises and other winter blooming things are placed in a
light part of the house, where they will be fully ex-

posed -to the sun, so as to get the wood well ripened,

and ensure their blooming freely. Examine Heaths
and anything else subject to mildew frequently,

.aud apply sulphur immediately the pest can be per-

Veived. Water must be very carefully applied at this

season, especially in the case of large specimens, for

there is much more danger in overwatering now than

when -the weather is wanner aud the plants more active.

' theiefore look over the plants frequently, and never

water until it is necessary. Any of the late growing

Heaths which may be in want of more pot room may
"still be shifted, but do not expose them to cold winds

and water very carefully afterwards, for the roots

cannot be expected to progress very rapidly at this

season. Get everything requiring it nicely tied as soon

as possible, so as to give the plants a neat appearance,

and render the house as interesting as possible, in the

absence of any grand display of bloom.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where alterations are in hand concentrate all the

strength that can be commanded upou this work, and
get the removal of large Evergreens, &c, effected as

will admit, for the most

house where the atmosphere can be kept sufficiently dry-

to prevent injuring the foliage ; here they will soon get

hold of the soil, and may then be stored away for the

winter in a cool, dry house. Any of the beds which

have become shabby, and that are to he planted with

bulbs or anything else for spring flowering, should be

cleared at once and replanted. Keep the grass short

and frequently rolled, so as to prevent the growth of

Moss, and keep the surface hard and smooth. Also

roll gravel walks frequently in damp weather, so as to

render them hard and smooth.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—If the bottom heat is obtained partly from

tan and partly from pipes under the bed, as is fre-

quently the case where the pot system of culture is

practised, care must be observed not to get it too strong,

of which there will be some danger, owing to the in-

creased amount of fire heat that will be necessary afler

this season. Provided there is the means of stopping

the circulation in the pipes under the bed, as there

always should be, the temperature will be very easily

regulated, but where the one set of pipes cannot be

worked without the other the bottom heat must be fre-

quently examined, especially where fresh tan has lately

been added, and if found to le getting too strong the

pots should be slightly raised, drawing the tnn from
about them. Any excess of bottom heat is very
injurious to Pines at any season, and would be

particularly so now when the injured roots would
not be so speedily replaced by new ones, as would
be the case in spring or summer when the plants

are growing more vigorously, and no care that may be

necessary to secure a steady bottom-heat of about 80°

or 85° should be spared. Give air rather freely on

bright days to" plants ripening their fruit, and also to

young stock in a growing state, aud do not keep the

latter so warm as to induce anything like weakly growth,

or long thin foliage ; but regulate the temperature
according to the amount of light aud the state of the

plants. Where the temperature' is maintained by means
of dung linings, the plants must be kept very close to the

glass and rather dry at the root, admitting air as fresfy

as can be doue without lowering the temperature too

much, for there .will be nothing gained by growing,

plants at this season as freely as it is possible to do in

duug heat. Success in Pine growing is to some extent
dependent upon having a supply of suitable soil, and
fortunately this is not difficult to obtain in most neigh-

bourhoods ; but the best turf is greatly injured by being

cut and carted in a wet state, therefore see to getting a

good stock laid in before the ground gets saturated with

wet. Vineries.—Attend to last week's directions as to

protecting the borders from heavy rains, and whatever it

may be purposed to do in this way should not be put oft*

until the ground gets saturated with wet. Keep
houses in which the fruit is ripe dry and cool, using

gentle fires with a little air when the weather is damp,
and also on cold nights. Be very sparing, however,
in the use of fire heat after the Grapes are fairly ripe,

as most varieties soon shrivel if kept too warm after

they are ripe; but where the fruit is not yet ripe use

brisk fires with a free circulation of air. Keep Vines

in pots, where the object is to ripen the wood, raiher

dry at the root, with a rather warm dry atmosphere,

and expose them to all the light possible ; and where
the wood is properly ripened get the plants pruned and

remove them to a cool situation, but if out of doors

see that the roots are protected from too much wet or

frost. Young Vines planted this season that have made
a fair amount of growth should be kept rather warm
with a dry atmosphere, divesting them of all useless

laterals, so as to get the canes thoroughly ripened,

but such as may not be considered sufficiently strong,

and are growing freely, may be encouraged with a

moderately warm moist atmosphere for some time

longer ; but it must not be forgotten that small well

ripened canes will break more strongly next season than

large gross ill ripened ones. Peaches.—Keep as cool

and dry as possible where the wood is ripe, and draw up
the sashes at night when there is any appearance oi

rain, so as to prevent the inside borders getting satu-

rated with wet. Also do what little pruning may be

necessary as soon as the leaves are fairly off, and get

the paint, &c, washed, and the house thoroughly cleaned,

after which it may be used for sheltering plants where
room is scarce ; but be careful not to introduce any-

thing that is infested with black thrips, for if this pest

once gets into a house it is not easily got rid of. If any
of the trees have to be replaced this should be done at

once.
HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.

Attend to what fruit remains out of doors, looking

over it frequently, and gathering it as it becomes fit, so

the gross Ifiibit for a Season, wou'M not induce a fruitful

habit. Clear off all crops that are done with, and get
the ground manured and ridged up for the winter ; also

see that weeds are destroyed among growing (Tops,

taking advantage of dry days for this. work, and get

every corner thoroughly cleaned, for the weather may
soon be less favourable for Ihte sort of work. Keep
Celery rather closely earthed up, in order to prevent
the plants getting injured by frust.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICJt, REAR LONDON,
Fnrtbe week ending Oct. 11. !So5, as observed at the Ufirtieylfnral Garden,:.

--

soon as cu'eumstances will admit, tor the most tavour-

able season for this work will soon be past. Aud now that I as to prevent its being blown down and bruised by higl:

the weather is showery uot a day should be unnecessarily
\
winds. Keep the fruit-room cool and airy, and examine

lost in getting whatever large plants it may be intended
,

tho fruit frequently and pick out any that are found to

to remove this season into their fresh places, as if trans-
j

be decaying. Use every possible means to get the wood
planted at once there will be a chance of the plauts of Peach and Nectarine trees well ripened, and where
lormiug a few fresh roots before winter, therefore se.e the walls are fined a little fire heat should be applied
to getting this kind of work forward as rapidly as pos- ' until the leaves begin to fall freely. Also, if the trees

sibie. The scarcer varieties of variegated Geraniums are too thick of young wood every shoot that will

jR'juld not be risked in the beds too long, but had better
\
not be wanted at nailing time should be cut out,

-e taken up and potted immediately the weather becomes so as to expose those left to all the light possible,

threatening for uuless they can be covered at night in the !
Attend to former directions as to root pruning, and

event of frost, and even then they are hardly likely t J be where this is required get it done r.t once. Root
of any service in the flower garden much longer this pruning, however, is not of much service where the
season, and as it is a work of time to get up a good subsoil is such that the roots can strike down into it,

stock of these, they should not be risked out too late and where such is the case it will be better to lift over-
wore it can be avoided. After potting it will be a good luxuriant trees and concrete the bottom of the border,
plan to place them on a gentle bottom-heat iu a pit or

\
as cutting the horisoutal roots, although it might check
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OI II,.- A ir. Of the Earth
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deep.
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deep.

C9.3S1 29.331 56 59 53.0 57 57
2MS1 29.2S2 65 50 575 57 57
29.370 29.251 61 39 51.5 57 57
29.5 i(i 29.467 67 30 51.5 59 574
29.512 2MSS 62 41 51.5 58 57
29.7SI* 29.S75 58 39 41.5. l>7 57

29.09? 29.573 61 52 56.5 55 56

29.516 29.43S 61.S 43.9 52.* 57.1 56.9

N.W.
S.WV

'1.23

tct. o—Fine; heavy showers ; much mia at night.
— G— Flue; very fine; cloudy.—

7—Cloudy ; fine; fogKy at nipht.
— m—Slight rain: very fine throughout; foggy at uight.
— 'J— Kosgy; very fine; cloudy.
— ]0—Fine ; clouly at night.
— 11— Rain; Bhowery aud raiher boisterous ; rain at night.

Mt mii temperature of t lie Meek J d'eg above fie average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICR.
During the last 29 yearn, for the ensuing week, ending Oct. £0, l^&S,

*« .

No. of
Teara in
which it

Rained.

Prevailing Wimi"

0- .

3h
Greatent
Quantity
of Rain.

' 1

K

4 2; 1

CO

8 3| »Sundity 1 1 bOO 41.3 50.2 14 0.5O hi.

Mon. 13 4».3 49 13 1.04 y 21

Tuee. 18 SS.l 40.2 49.1 12 C.52 —
Wed. >; 57.8 41.4 49.fi 10 0.31 ] 3, 5—1 a s

;
/

Thu. 13 57.8 41.8 49.8 14 OJib

Frid, X9 53.1 39.3 495 13' 0G1 l' 2! 3- 3 3 5| SI

l
1 3!- 3 » CI S|Satur. ai 50.1 40.3 49.7 14 0.34

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the I4th,

1S45—rherm. 76 des-; and the lowest on the 19th, lS-S^nnU 1 20fb, 3S42— "

—iherm. £2 rtcg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Acre: D. Bcnvimn. Any book of Arithmetic wiH give yoxv the
information. An English acre consists of 4840 sqyarcyards.

Adulteration of Food : P B. The' report to which you allude

was confined to Chicory and Coffee. It was prepared for the

use of the Excise officers and the Board of Excise, aad lias not
been published*.

Diseases: & F. 14'is a fungus called!. JEcidium lacera-iuvm ono of."

the most mischievous of all parasites. The White T3lior.ii, the
Pear, and the Service are most especially subject to its altackSj.

which occasionally destroy them. Inhere is no knowii'remedy..

We should cut off the parts attacked and burn them. Tthe seeds*

of the fungus are supposed to be takanup from the soil by the

roots of the treea that are attacked.

FhuiT' Borders : -Ihcpcirer. We do not consider cropping fruit-

tree borders with Strawberries a proof of good gardoningr—
quite the contrary. Indeed many gardeners are against*

cropping them at all, .but this we think is carrying the thing to-

the opposite extreme, as it is very rare that borders caa- Vie dis-
pensed with. Provided they are weM manured, LettiMes and
similar dwarf crop* may be grown without injury to the fruit.

trees, but in no case should vegetablss of any description be
sown nr planted nearer than 4 feet from^tbe stem. B.

jFUuit Trees: W C. Yon will do well to-select the six sorts of-

Pears-you propose,.for they are known- to be good. Themerits-
of the twelve others you mention have not been sullciently

ascertained in this country.
||

S&ass : jffenry. The proper lap is always-understood to e^ual the

thickness of the gfaes and no more.
&jsects : It 3L We suppose (although your.description is; far too

vague) that the caterpillars 011 your Cauliflowers are those of"

the large garden white butterfly. Hand-picking is tire best*

remedy; a child w ill clear a bed in. a. couple of hours

—

T L~
Your caterpillar is the common hop-dog, or larva of Bombyxi.
(Dasychira)pudibunda.— G F. The g'oxbs in your pasture are

not those of the daddy-longlegs. They are the youngjarv-ge of
the common coclxhafer. As they appear to be muaeroiis, it-

would be well to turn up the infested spols and pick, out the-

grubs; rolling the part will not be effectual. W.
Names of Fruits r W G- 11. Your Pear is the Marie lionise.

—

Cfajiham, W. 1, Beurre Diel; 2, &r. Fasse Colmar; 3, C; Marie
Louise; 4, Glont Morceau; 5, Beurri de Capiaumcnt;.9,.the<
Apple is Fearn's Pippin.

—

W K. 4£ and 47 are of the-Doyenue.

kind; probably both are the Doyenne" blanc; 43" is an old'

French Pear, the MansuetteJ'
Names of Plakts.: We have bee-n,so often obliged to^reluctant! 30

decline naming heaps.of dried, on other plants, that weventure,
to request our correspondents to recollect that we- never have
or coul 1 have undertaken an? unlimited duty of- this kinu.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially appiy,

should bear in mind that, bei'sre applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would 14 be desirable if v/e- oould.. All we
can do is. to ?ialp. them—and that most willingly. It is, now
requested that, in future^ not more than four, plants may be
sent us at one time.—B H G. See p. 648. Your initial's were
misread. It happened that two persons with the same initials

received answers; but you were supposed to be B.M X. You
will find your answer at the place indicated.. The plant is in a
very succulent condition, and approaches A. angustifolia,

although we believe it to be really referable to A. patula.—
i» M C. A Euonyraus and apparently E* atropurpureus.

—

E. r IK. Erica cinerea and Luzula sylv&tica..

Nectarines: Mary. Your seedling proved very good ; it much.
resembles the "Violette Hutive.||

Plums • E Piercs. Your "seedling" is excellent ; it may bear-

comparison with the Royale Hative or with the Purple Gage.
[J

Pyrougneous acid : An Old Subscriberwill be much obliged. Sp

any of our correspondents who will state their opiuion as to

the distance from a dwelling-house in the country at whreh
a manufacture of pyroligneous acid maybe carried on without
endangering the health or comfort of the family residing in

that dwelling house.
Roses: J W. We are still of opinion that your Rose is. a very
tender kind, and that your climate is too cold for it. The
only remedy therefore is replacing it with a hardier sort.J

Rose Stocks: M D. Doubtless. there is risk in removing Briar
stocks, the buds of which have not begun to gro\\% because it is

probable that the removal will give the stock a check, the
result of which will certainly be fo cause it to east iis bud. But
if you can remove tho stock without doing any thing to its roots

to cause the spring growth to be checked,, Jhea the risk, fa^ls

toO.
Seeds : Sub. Vegetable and flower seeds imported from the con-

tinent are exempt from duty.];

Misc : J II. Your seedling is very glossy and pretty, but of no
merit.

||

•»• As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the

insertion of whose contributions j3 etUl delayed,
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HPHK FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-*- ut Mr. Lawisb' Factory, Deptfbrd Creole:—Turnip Man tiro,

?Z. per ton; BuporpliOHphatG of Llmo. 7/.; Sulphuric Acid and
CopvolltflB, Ql, OmoQ,aO, Kiiii; William Btraot, City, London,

N.Ii. Qoiuiirio Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 16* per
emit, of ammonia. Nitfatoof Soda, Bulplmtoof Ammonia, and
other Chcmtai] Manurea,

LONDON MANURE COMI'ANY'S NITRO-
PH08PHATJB OR WHEAT MANURE FOR AUTUMN

SOWING,—Thin Mannro, compelled of blood, animal matter.

nnd dlBBolved boncft with silicates. Irj most strongly recoi onded
to the notice of Agriculturist^! it contains from 7 to 8 por cont.

of nitrogen, in n form yielding ammonia by Blow docompoBltlon.
and Is therefore particularly adapted for wlioat, Tlio qimntlty
required Is 2 to 3 owt, nor aoro drilled I" with tho seed. Price,

per ton. 7/, 10*. In London;
PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and ovory other

MANURE on best terms, strictly warranted^
-to, Bridge Stroot, Binok friars. R, Pi ii n a, Bee.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &e._ MniHifacturorsaud
others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANUftl ma;

obtain every necessary hintrnr,tlon for tliolr economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J.O. Nksdit, I'V'.h,, &on
Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, [Connington,
London* Analyses of Soils, Guanos, SuporphoBphatos of Llmo,
iCoprolitofl, &o., and Anwiyu of Gold, Silver, and othor M In orals,

nro flxt'Riitoii with aoouraoy and dhipatch. Gontlomon doslrous
of rnciilvhin Instructions in Chemical Analytics and Arirmyln/t;,

•will find ample hu Miry mid accommodation at. the College.

DRAINAGE OF LAND, BOGS, ETC.
Mlt. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, supported

by unquestionable reforoncofl ami testimonials, offers IiIh

mci'vIcoh to proprietors about tooxocute works of drainage, whloh
ho will undertake personally to luy out and suporlntond, and to

BUpply tii' forms and attOndflncOS nccoHHary to obtain the
certificate of the Inolosui'O (loiiiiiilrwionors at a ilxml prlcoper
-ncro. Mr. Humbert (having boen more thnn 15 years established

In business aB a Surveyor and Land A^oni) tuw found that wet
'hoavy Hoiln can bo usually carefully and thoroughly drained,
with plpea 4 feet deop, nnd npwardH, at from -if. to 81, por aero,

Inclusive c>1 every expeiiKf^ _______^______^^___
LAND DRAINAGE.

MP,. THOMAS SCOTT, Land Agbntand Valuer,
6, Chafing Cross, London, Is prepared to undertake tlio

Planning and Execution of land DRAINAGE In largo or
small quantities, by Contract or on Commission. He has now at

work around London steady and w oil-organised " gangij," under
compotcnt Foremen and Pipe-layers.
Mr. Scott In at present carrying out extensive Drainage

"Works on Crown Lands, which lie will he happy to show toGuntlG-
mon dosiriuis of seeing them. Communications addressed to

Jtim, as above , will be immediatel y attended 'Q.—Oct. 13.

LAND DRAINAGE.
J

BAILEY DliNTON, Engineer to xbk Gsnbral
• Land DRAINAGE COMPANY, offers the following publica-

tions, which may he had by post {stamps being .sent with the

order) of W. P. Micron im, 20, Parliament Street, London,

1. LAND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SYS-
TEMS. Second issue (18G5J, price 3s.

"The best practical treatise wo have yet seen." Agricultural
Gazette.—" A very able treatise." Mark Lane Express.

2. TABLES OF COST OF LABOUR AND MA-
TERIALS. Price Is. Oil. For the Pocket.

3. RliLIEF OR SURFACE MODELLING, as
Suggestive of Drainnge nod tlio Profitable Use of Drainage
Wateri. Second Edition fl860), price 8s. M. Medals (R. A. S. E.,

3840, anil Exhibition, 1S51,) were awarded for tliis method of

-Modelling.

4. GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE DISTRI-
.BUTION OF WATERS', a Paper Beprinted from the "West-
minster Review " (1S12). Price 2s. Gd.

5. Also, THE DRAINER'S A LEVEL FOR THE
OJSE OF WORKMEN. Price 80s.

Mr. Isaii.ky Df.ntos's engagements do not preclude him from
Designing or Superintending the Drainage of Estates on terms
.to be ascertained of him at No. 52. Parliament Street, London.

q^HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
JL peovement company

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry Keu Seymf.e, Esq., M.P., Chnirman,
Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairmnn.

-George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, E.K.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., SI.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Hart.
William Tite, Esq., F.R.S.
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Koad-making, anil other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage,or otherwise; or Church property,
-and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
.expenses upon the Estate, to be repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of50
years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution

of the works by their own agents, with tho use of their own or
the Company's Capital. William Clifford, Sec.

THE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-*- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1S52— 53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,

1S54—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
-cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years

;
(and Lessees

for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains. Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland ; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-bouses for Farm Steadings, &c. t Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses. Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply iointlv
f>r the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power.
*&c. The Directors wi>h it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
Plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard Westminster.
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/COLLEGE op AG RICULTUUK and CHEMISTRY,
\-J and ok PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIEN'CE,37 and

Lower Kennington Lane, Kimnington, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nbhhit, F.G.S., P.C.S., Sec.

The system of studies pursued in the College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,

Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and thn Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.
Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and

accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-

ticulars may be had on application to the Principal.

PRUNING.
THE GRECIAN PRUNING SAWS ore univer-

sally acknowledged to he the best for every description of

Pruning. They cut faster and cleaner than any other, and do
not bend or break. Price 2s. Gtl, 3s., and 3?. 6d, each.
Thomas Hill, late W. Coleman, Cutler, 4, Haymarket, London.
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pXRSON'S ORIGINAL XNTI-< ORRI
vy PAINT, ipcdaDy painmlsed by * l other

Oovenrments, the Hon, East India (

Companies, most public bodies, ind I

clergy, U<r out-door work a* I

Corrosion i9 particularly recom
door Patnt ever Inventi

of Iron, Wood, Stone, lir.rV, i

1, - n
[ i ved by the prat *»^ by

the numerous (between 500 and
'

and which, from the rank and station in socfj

given them, have never yet been equalled by anything of the

kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with aeo] ~

will he sent on application to Walter Ci
Winchester Street, Old Bro*i -

Is'o Agents. All orders are particularly requested I

HOSE PIPING.
\X T A1THMAN'S PATENT FLAX HOSE PIPING
' ' will sustain a greater pressure, is lighter, less bulky, will

wear longer, and is about 60 per cent, cheaper than the leather
hose pipe.
Manufactured only by Waitiiman &, Co., Bcntham, Lancaster.
No. l Quality, Inches in* Diameter and Pbice Peb Yabo :

—

,l,9i/.; ?, lit/.- 1, 1*. lc/.; 11, Is. 3</ ; 1^, 1*. 5d.; lj, Is. Id.;

2, Is. 9d.; 2}, 2s. 2£, 2s. 3/.- 2J, 2s. Gd ; 3, 2«. 9A
SurER Extra Stout Quality:—2, 2^.; 2\, -2s. 2d.; 2%,2s.6d.;

2$,2s.9d.; 3,35.

No. 0, a cheaper Hose, to bear a low pressure for Garden and
Agricultural purposes, at greatly reduced prices:—1, 9d.; 1J, lOcf.

Ii, llrf.; 2, Is.; 2J, 1«. 3rf.; 2J, Is. Gd.

Tlie Hose is Burnettised at an extra charge of 3tf. per yard.

Union Joints, Branch Pipes, and Jets are also supplied.

" J^RIGI DOMO."— Patronised by her Majesty the
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon Honse. his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Koyal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford. ______
PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.

" FRIG1 DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural atid floricultur.il purposes, for preserviDg Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Stn-et, City, and the Royal Mills. Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

LIGHT, CHEAP, and DURABLE ROOFING.—
CROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT

is perfectly impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and has been
tested by a long and extensive experience in all climates. Saves
half the timber required for slates. Can be laid on with great
facility by farm servants or unpractised persons. Price Id!, per
square foot. Croggon's Patent Non-conducting Felt, for cover-
ing steam boilers and pipes, saves 25 per cent of fuel. Samples
and testimonials sent by post, on application to Cp.oggon & Cc
2, Dowgate Hill, London, who also supply ship-sheathing felt and
inodorous felt, for damp walls, and lining iron houses, and roofs
generally, to equalise tbo temperature.

WATERPROOF "PATHS^
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens daring the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed tbns:-Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as bard as a rock. Tegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the p*tli towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS.
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid id

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Ceraeut, J. B. Whtte & Beothsss,

Milbank Street, Westminster.

8T«e &gvtntUttral (Bamtc.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1865.

In a former paper on Irrigation we iost glanced

at some of the requisites for ihe dne peiformance of

the process, the principal of which v

command of water which could be rea'":

not upon—as is generally supposed, like flooding

from a swollen river—hut through f-

the field ; 2dl_v, A slow aDd steady drainage off the

meadow, so that in no part should the water ever

stagnate.

Now without entering at any length into the con-

sideration of the best means by which the first end
can be secured, it may be remarked lhat economy of

space occupied by the water conduits is a very im-
portant matter, not only as a saYinz of lan^.. In a.

country like ours where water rich's are so impor-

tant, and water indeed by no means a con-'

quantity, the large and deep feeders too oft^n

I

used are exceedingly objectionable, inasmuch as

they too frequently defeat their own intention, as

1 in dry seasons a whole series of meadows are

unvisited by water just in the time of their grev '

i
need of this element, awaiting the filling np of

I

deep canals, until which they must remain

inactive, the water becoming meanwhile injured

I by stagnation. It must not be c

irrigated meadows may be good without draizi.

a perfect drainage should be secured, where it is not

insured by the structure of ti —

=

perfect a system as would be pursued in ordinary

good cultivation. Indeed, a w .

in a few davs after the wa: wing on

to it be as dry as ordinary well-cone!. ;re,

|
not onlv in parts but as a whole, &: I any -

;

i deviation from this rule should at once be rectified

bv the overseer of the works, or as he is called in

!
the Gloucestershire vernacular, the " drowr.

' his duty : attend to any impe:: - :m
want of fresh conduits, obstruction to the older

ones, and the like ; and should he neglect his duty,

or if from various causes, either the newness of the

works or the inaptitude of the ground for carrying

them out, bad results should arise, these will at

once make themselves known to the experienced

eve, and more especially during the summer, as the
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herbage in its varying quantity and quality in dif-

ferant parts of the Held will, by the abundance of

one form of plant here, and the scantiness of another

there, point out not only extremes of good and bad

quality, but every degree of it, for where the

herbage may be made up of 30 different species of

plants, each one with peculiar idiosyncracies, the

fact of any of these monopolising a certain space,

and the proportions in which they mix become as

important when the species themselves are studied,

as, in the estimation of society, is an analysis of

the habits of its different members.

If we contrast a survey of a good irrigated

meadow in mowing Grass with a bad one, we shall

at once see the significance of the foregoing remarks.

A meadow in good condition will contain abund-

ance of such Glasses as are of known nutritive

qualitv— '' sweet Grass j" and though the botanist

may detect here and there a stray specimen of an

opposite description, yet these usually look as sickly

and unhealthy as do the better kinds in bad soil and

circumstances ; for it must ever be borne in mind
that Grasses like other plants, if designed for poor

soil, do as badly in richer ones as do those that

require good land in that of a poorer quality. If,

therefore, we see a field of Grass the bulk of which

is composed, pretty evenly mixed, of

—

Lolium perenne, Rye-grass

Poa pratensis, Smooth-stalked meadow Grass

JPsstttca pratensis, Meadow Fescue

„ „ tar. loliacca, Spiked Meadow
Fescue

„ durhiscula, Hard Fescue
Dactj/Us glomerata, Cock's-foot

Agrostis stolonifcra, Creeping Bent

we may from these judge the irrigation process to

be properly carried out.

On the o'.her hand, when we observe either over
the whole field or in patches here and there bad
kinds, " sour Grasses," to be the rule, and good
specimens in a starving state the exception, we
may be quite sure that the meadow, either as a
whole or in part, is in an imperfect state. And
the Grasses which best point this out are the
following :

—

Aira cwspitosa, Hassock Grass
Poa trivialis, Rough-stalked Meadow Grass.

These with the different species of Sedge (Carex),
indicate a want of drainage.

Avena pratensis, Meadow Oat Grass
Briza media.

These point out a poor clayey subsoil, a " hungry
clay."

Ilohm lanalus

Arrhenatlicrum avenaceum, Oat-like Grass
Bromus mollis (its varieties), Soft Bronie Grass,

at once lead to the inference of a poor soil not of a
stiff description.

From the foregoing remarks, then, "it would
appear that irrigated meadows vary much in
quality, which variation, though it depends greatly
on the land is perhaps but little due to "the water,
but is principally owing to the perfection of the irri-

gating processes and to the subsequent management,
and therefore the following epitome of the method of
using an irrigated meadow, on the borders of which
we lived for some time, and the observation of which
gave us great pleasure, is added as an illustration of
the use and value of irrigated meadows. For this
we are indebted to the kindness of Robert Ander-
son, Esq., agent to the Earl Bathurst.

" In the field of about 9 acres we begin flooding in
the early part of October, and continue it perhaps
once a week, or as often as we can get water, till the
end of March. The meadow is then kept dry for
sheep, which are put upon it about the middle ofApril,
namely, 300 ewes and their lambs. These sheep are
folded at night, upon Italian Rye-grass, on the farm
about half a mile from the meadow ; they continue
this course for about five weeks ; after they have
left, we flood the meadow once or so again if the
water will admit, and save it up for mowing. The
hay crop averages from 25 to 30 cwt. to the acre.

" Immediately after tl.ehay is carted off we flood
again if possible, so as to get a good lattermath for

tv.

e f
^
WeninS oxen

-
teu of which graze it from about

the beginning to the end of August. In about a
week or 10 days afterwards 100 ewes with the ram
are put in, and it keeps them about three weeks.
Ihis brings it to October, when the same course is
recommenced.

" The labour is about 10s. an acre, including the
repair of hatches. Our meadows are all now in
Hand, but when they were let the rent was 51.™ acre. It may be well to add that, not having

l^TW ° f Water
'

floodiDS caDnot always beused to the desired extent."

irnVail/™™.?
11™ °f the management of a single

irrigated meadow is sufficient to show us the value

of the system, for it not only affords early keep for-

the ewes and lambs in a district proverbially late,

but year after year yields a good crop of hay whilst

the un-irrigate'd meadows in the same district will

scarcely afford a ton of hay to the acre every other

year, and for this they must be shut up very early

in the spring.

PROFITS OF AGRICULTURE.
The increased profits to be made by high farming

must be little understood, seeing how small is the por-

tion of the land iu cultivation that is being benefited in

this way. The feeling is far too general that artificials

do not pay, and in this term are comprehended all pur-

chased food and manures, high feeding, hoeing, and extra

cultivation. The Leicester Agricultural Society has for

several years been enabled by the liberality of Mr. Packe,

the county member of Parliament, to offer three

prizes, in classes, to the tenants of the three best culti-

vated farms within 15 miles of Leicester, viz., SOI. to

the tenant of over 200 acres, 151. of from 120 to 200

acres, and 101. of from 80 to 120 acres. This year there

were thirteen farms entered, and seeing how successful

is the farming that has been brought to my notice in

acting as the judge to award the prizes, and how much
of this success must be attributed to the high farming,

I am induced to give some details of the cultivation,

dressing, cropping, and working of the three farms to

which the prizes have been awarded.

The first prize is awarded to Mr. J. N. Gimson, of

Ibstock, Asbby de la Zouch, occupying 252 acres, of

which 104 acres ai'e in permanent Grass, and 148 are

arable. The cropping the last year was as follows, viz. :

—

"Wheat after Oats 22 acres.

Oats after seeds 29 „
Barley after Turnips 28 „
Peas, early, followed by Turnips 12 „
Tares followed by Turnips 5 „
Seeds, mixed 28 „
Ditto, laid down permanent 12

,,

Swedes after fallow 12 „

148
Turnips after Peas and Tares 17

The enriching food and dressing bought, viz. :

—

Cake Tons 7
Malt dust 2 2
Linseed Bush. S
Lime Tons 174

The stock kept, viz. :

—

Beasts, stall 30
Ditto, fatted " 40
Sheep, ewes 100
Ditto, lambs 126
Ditto, rams i 2
Ditto, fatted 80
Horses, working; 6
Ditto, others
Pigs 15

The system has been to drill the Wheat, Peas, and
root crops, and to both hand and horse hoe them. On
the weaker land to take one white and one green crop
alternately, viz., Oats, Swedes, Barley, and seeds, the
seeds being mown for fodder and then broken up for

Turnips, having a dressing of bones or guano, and the
Turnips being eaten off with sheep, having a little cake.
On the deeper soiled, to take Wheat after Oats, giving
the Oat stubble a good dressing of lime and bones. The
wdiole of the beasts were wintered in yards and sheds.
Twenty-two were fatted in sheds on Swedes, Linseed,
Rape-cake, Barley, aud Oatmeal, with hay and straw cut
and whole, the chaff being moistened with boiled Linseed.
These were sold fat the 12th of May. Eighteen were
fed in open yards and sheds on Swedes, Barley-meal,
Rape-cake, hay and straw, until put on Grass, wdien
they continued to have Barley-meal. These were sold
fat the 26th June. The store beasts were kept in winter
on straw and Swedes, with some hay aud straw chaff
mixed with a small quantity of malt, dust, and Rape-cake.
The second prize is awarded to Mr. Ralph Arnold,

of Shackerstone, occupying 185 acres, of which 106 are
in permanent Grass and 79 acres are arable. His crop-
ping the last year was as follows, viz. :

—

Wheat after Peas, Beans, and Oats ...

Oats after two years lea
Barley after Turnips
Seeds, one year lea
Ditto, two ditto

Swedes -

Turnips
Cabbage
Potatoes

The enriching food and dressing bought, viz. :

—

Cake Tons 3
Manure Loads 25
Guano Tons i
Lime , n

30"

The stock kept, viz. :

—

Milch cows 28
Beasts 10
Ditto yearlings ,.. 3
Calves 3
Sheep 108
Lambs 75
Horses, working 4
Pigs —

The system has been to drill the Wheat and roots,

to hand-hoe and weed the drilled corn, and to both
horse and hand-boe the roots. Nearly the whole of

the straw consumed by the stock is cut and given mixed
with hay, Turnips, ground Oats, Peas and oil-cake ; a
few beasts are fattened in the winter upon cut Swedes
and oil-cake ; the lambs are fed upon Turnips with malt
dust and a few Peas ; the manure is made by the beasts
being kept in sheds in winter.

The third prize is awarded to Mr. Bavnaby Pickering'
of Sharnford, occupying 80 acres, of which 42 acres are
in permanent Grass, aud 38 acres are arable. His
cropping the last year was as follows, viz. :

—

Wheat after Oats 5 acres
„ after lea of 1 year 4 „

Oats after lea of 2 years 4 „
„ after Turnips 3 „

Barley after Turnips 4 „
Peas early following Turnips 2 „
Seeds early following 1 year lea 6 „

„ early following 2 years lea 4 „
„ grazed till June, and then broken up for

Turnips 4 „
Turnips afterfallow 2 ,,

12 acres.

9
20
13
y

10,

„ after seeds broken up in June 4 „
„ after early Peas 2 „

The enriching food and dressing bought, viz., town
manure aud guano to the amount of 201. The stock
kept, viz. :

—

Milch cows 16
Stirks 4
Calves 4
Bull 1
Ewes 30
Lambs 30
Pigs -
Working horses 3

The system has been to drill the Wheat, Barley,

Peas, and roots ; to hand-hoe the drilled corn, and to

both hand and horse-hoe the Peas and roots. He an-
nually fattens about 30 teggs, and from 20 to 30 ewes,

part raised and part purchased, and sometimes to feed •

two or three cows in stalls upon hay and Turnips, with

a little corn or cake. The manure made on the farm
is from wintering the cattle in yards, and giving them
the produce of the farm with a little corn and oil-cake.

On each of these farms some extent of draining has

been done by the tenants at their own cost (in two in-

stances only were the pipes found them), and there

was a general evidence of attention to maintaining

the premises aud fences in good condition. The land

was very clean, and all the crops were very large

and without any failure, and the returns both of stock

and corn with reference to the extent of the farms
will be seen to considerably exceed what is usual.

The land is considered to be naturally very good, and
is proportionately high rented, but to what extent its

superior fertility may be owing to the cultivation and high

feeding it receives it is impossible to say, but contrast-

ing the superior treatment it has received for ages to

that which is generally given, one need not attribute

great natural fertility to it to account for the larger

returns. By many their land is thought to be too poor
to warrant such outlay, and by others not to call for

it, and it is to the attention of these that I particularly

recommend these details.

I may take this opportunity of saying a word or two
in favour of such prizes as these : they not only excite

individual exertion with a view to gaining a prize,

but they create a spirit of rivalry and draw attention to

the best cultivated farms in the district, and in so doing

offer examples to others to copy from. Eewitt Davis,

3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, London, Oct. 1, 1855.

ON SOME POINTS CONNECTED WITH AGRI-
CULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

By J. B. Lawes, F.R.S., & Dr. J. H. GlLBEltT, F.C.S.

(Concludedfrom p. 667).

They next called attention to the analysis of three

actual rotations, the course in each case being Turnips,

Barley, Clover, Wheat. In one instance the rotation

commencing without manure, in the second with super-

phosphate of lime alone, and in the third with a mixed
and pretty full manuring. It appeared that in each

case the Clover grown between the Barley and the

Wheat (the intervention of which instead of the imme-
diate succession of the Wheat would greatly increase

the produce of the latter) removed from the land very

much more of phosphoric acid, of potass, of lime, and
of magnesia—in fact of every important mineral con-

stituent except silica—than either the preceding Barley

or the succeeding Wheat. Hence it was maintained

that the effect of this leguminous crop in rotation as a

preparation for Wheat could not be, according to the

theory of Baron Liebig, to increase the available supply

of, or to conserve within the soil, the important mineral

constituents of the crop. Unless indeed in the case of

silica, which however Baron Liebig had himself main-

tained would never be wanting in sufficient quantity in

any soil, provided there were a sufficiency of available

alkalies present. Taking these facts, together with those

indicating the most important manuring for the cereals,

as well as with others relating to the composition and
known circumstances of growth of the leguminous
crops, it could only be concluded that the Clover had
accumulated from the atmosphere within the soil a supply

of available nitrogen to a great extent exhausted by the

growth of the previous cereal—Barley, and so essential

for the succeeding cereal—Wheat.
Finally, attention was called to the fact, that but a

comparatively small proportion of the nitrogen supplied

in manure for the growth of the cereals was recovered
in the increase produced. They showed by a table that

the loss of nitrogen was greater or less according to the

amount of it supplied in manure, and to the conditions

favourable or otherwise as to mineral supply, character
of the season, &c. Under the most favourable supplied

conditions—that is with a full supply of minerals and a
limited supply of nitrogen, they had only recovered in

the increase about half the nitrogen contained in the

manure ; but when nitrogen was supplied in quantity
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sufficient, to yield a full crop for any given season, tin y
had obtained little more than one-third of the supplied

nitrogen in the increase : and inasmuch an when the

amount »f nitrogen employed was not very groat, the

one-half en' two-thirds which was not recovered in the

increase obtained in the year of the application of the

manure, had little or no effect en the uext crop, it

could not he supposed that the hulk el' thin 0* I

nitrogen still remained within the soil. It wan worthy
of remark that vegetable physiologists had frequently
observed the evolution of nitrogen from the loaves of
plants during their growth, beyond that which wan due
to tlio atmosphere with which they had been supplied.
But ns it had not yet been satisfactorily demon tratfld

that the eereals gave off more nltr n In this way than
the leguminous crops of rotation, further experimonl
was needed before the lens in question, and consequently
the varying characters in this respect of the different
plants in rotation could with full confidence be explained
by reference to the functional notion in question, The
only explanation which had been suggested as special to

tho cereals was that proposed by Mr. Way— viz., that the
silica required by these plants in taken up as a siliclcto

of which ammonia is a base, and that this alkali or its

constituents is evolved upon tho fixation of the silica

within tho plant. It wan, however, to say the [east, not
vory favourable to this view, that the authors had fo I

that water containing salts of ammonia dissolved
less silica than puro water when percolated through a
given hulk of soil. It muni, he admitted, however, that
although tho explanation of this loss of nitrogen with
the ceroids might require further investigation, which
the authors had hoped to devote to it; yet, as in the
case of other crops they had recovered in n scries of
years a much larger proportion ol tho supplied nitrogen,
they considered that tho loss in question could not bo
wholly.due either to drainage of soluble or the evaporation
of volatile compounds of nitrogen. Hut, that tho fact of
a considerable loss in tho production of a full crop of
the cereal grains must ho looked upon as an important
and fundamental item in studying the rationale of agri-
cultural practices.

Upon the whole, they concluded :

1. That the manure indicated by the resultant re-
quirements of British agriculture has no direct connec-
tion with the composition of the mineral substances col-

lectively found in the ashes of the produce grown on,
or exported from tho form—and that the direct mineral
manures which are required, are not advantageously
applied for the direct reproduction of the exportable
corn

; but should he used lor the green or fallow crops,
the office of which it is to collect from the atmosphere,
or to conserve on the farm, nitrogen for the increased
growth of the saleable cereal grains.

2. That the nitrogen required to be provided within
the soil for this purpose is far greater than that con-
tained in the increase of produce obtained by it.

3. That the effects of fallow in increasing the growth
of tho saleable cereal grains (so far as they are
chemical), are not measurable by the amount of the
additional mineral food of plants liberated thereby,
these being under ordinary cultivation in excess of the
assimilable nitrogen existing in, or condensed within the
soil in the same period of time, the amount of which
latter, therefore—tho available nitrogen— is the measure
of the increased produce of corn, which will be
obtained.

4. That the beneficial effects of rotation in increasing
the production of saleable produce (so far as they are
chemical), are not dependent on the fact of one plant
taking from the soil more of the different mineral
constituents than another, but on the property of the so-
called green or fallow crops bringing on or conserving
upon the farm more nitrogen than is yielded to them in

manure, whilst the crops to which they are subservient
are both largely exported from the farm, and yield in
their increase considerably less of nitrogen than is given
to them in manure.

5. In a word, that in the existing condition of British

agriculture a full production of the saleable cereal grains,

with at the same time other exportable produce, is only
attained, whether by manures, fallow, or rotation, by an
accumulation of available uitrogen (normally an atmo-
spheric constituent) within the soil itself.

A lengthened discussion followed the reading of the
paper, in which Barou Liebig, the Marquis of Tweeddale,
Professor Anderson, Dr. Daubeny, and Mr. Russell,

took part, after which Dr. Gilbert replied.

LANDLORD AND TENANT.
[The following letter is addressed to — Gate, Esq., iu reference

to the address on this subject delivered by him at a meeting
last year of tho Botloy Farmers' Club.]

For a number of years my mind has been made up
that the first thing necessary to good farming is a

proper agreement betwixt landlord and tenant. In the

Gardeners' Chronicle of the 14th of February, and
again on the 5th of May last, I read with much pleasure

the extracts of your address delivered to the Botley
Farmers' Club, and with what you suggested at those

meetings I agree on many points, and now venture to

submit my humble ideas on the subject. As it is now
taken up by so high an advocate, I do hope much good
will result from your labours.

I believe such an agreement can be framed as will

produce good farming, security to the landlord, and keep
him and his tenants out of litigation. This can be done
by the presentation of a proper agreement by the land-

lord or his agent at the time he wishes to let a farm.

I will confine my reiii&i

farm I now occupy, 887 acres ol

Grass land, the lillu to bi rmed on the four

course system, Grass land not to bo brol en up without

a special agreement, or subject to a penalty* If more
is required by the landlord to be laid down to perms
ncnt Gross, a compensation to bo mai

tenure granted this Is my agreement
Whore the I inn r< quli e only ma lei

improvements, a term ol 11 years ' consider a fair

boss ; but win i*o n largt ou \y n sd, and
that to I"- dom al tbi tenant's expense, an ad

term ought to bo allowed in proportion to tin

the improvement required, where it is pro

in this neighbourhood it would, I llnnl

to niter the day of quittfti ol tht homo lead, and one
or two pieces of Grass land, from tho 2 ilh ol

!

the first of May, In order to give time to a

• sumi tin preen crops, foddor, and di pa e ol fal

stock, shutting up the young Clover oi

ami all the Grass land, except the one or two flolde to

be given up on tho 2/itb March.

The letting agreement should require all ol

tenants, after the harvest ol the last year ol their

tenantry, to plough, scuffle, or work by bj

land required for Turnips or other green crops, to do nil

winter p| 1 1 1 1 1

1

- , pul the fences In good repair at*
proper time ol year, plough and sou- all the spring

supply all kinds of heed at bin own i [pen

the Turnip laud, get manure out for Turnip

green crops, have roads, gates, and Btoops| 'j left in good
repair, the landlord supplying stoops and
for gates, the whole of the Grass land, tillage land,

house, and buildings to he given up to the now tenant,

and the expenecs of the outgoing tenant to cense on the

1st May.
li shall be imperatively the duty of the new tenant to

conduct the management of the farm from the time of

tlis entry to tho end of the harvest upon the rules ol

good husbandry. And as a compensation for all this

work that has been done by the off-going tenant, and
what is called a tenant right and custom of the

country, I propose to introduce into the letting agree-

ment an arbitration clause, each of the tenants to choose
an arbitrator, they an umpire ; the three gentlemen
shall go over the farm in some of the first ten days in

May, value hay, straw, and manure at a consuming
price, the work done, and the condition of the farm to

the first of May, by the off-going tenant, it being strictly

his duty not to neglect the proper time of planting

Potatoes, sowing Mangolds, if in his district it is cus-

tomary to sow them before tho 1 st of May ; take down
their remarks in a book, and sign the same.
At the second meeting, after the corn is shot, the

arbitrators shall with great care inspect the evidence

taken in the book, examine the Potatoes, Mangolds, and
Turnips, fix a value for seed, manure, and all labour that

has been expended on all the green crop laud, from the

last harvest up to the 1st of May, fix a value on the
corn crops. The whole amount to be divided in three

parts, and in every case shall each tenant be entitled to

one-third of the valuation, aud according to the good or

bad farming of the off-going tenant in his las

]
shall the arbitrators have the power to divide, as they

j

think proper, all or any portion of the undivided one-

third, to each or either of the late or present tenant.

Iu the event of either of the tenants being dissatisfied

with the award, I would give them a right of a final

appeal ; let the dissenting party or parties, within four

days after the award has been given in, give notice in

writing to the arbitrators of his or their dissent, when
the arbitrators shall request a magistrate not living

within I "2 miles of the farm in question to send two

respectable farmers that have occupied land of similar

quality, or land that they have worked on the four-

course system, as arbitrators, and with the three pro-

ceed to view the condition of the farm, taking as evidence

the contents of the May book signed at the first meeting

by the three arbitrators, and agree upon an amount of

valuation.

The five arbitrators shall be the final jury, to give to

each, or to one only, the whole or any part of the un-

divided one-third portion of valuation that each tenant

by this agreement is entitled to.

The expenditure on roads, fences, and gates not to be
valued, aud if found in bad condition an amount to befixed

sufficient to put them in fair tenant3ble repair, and
deduct that amount from the sum that shall by this

arbitrators' agreement be awarded to the off-going tenant

or his or her representatives. And as a compensation

to the arbitrators, \0l. each shall be paid to either three

or five, whichever may have been employed, by the

two tenants iu proportion to the amount each one shall

be awarded. The incoming tenant at the 10th of May
shall pay to the outgoing tenant a sum of nioiu

fixed by the arbitrators, an amount equal to what they

suppose he has spent on the farm, from the conclusion

of his harvest the previous year to the 1st of May, the

balance by two equal instalments, the one on the 1st of

October, the second aud equal last part to be paid on the

1st of December in the year- of his entry.

Hoping from this you will work out something that

will be of benefit to the labourer, the tenant, and secure

to the landlord his rent by good farming. /. c".

Early Thorn Stone, St aeffordshire, Oct. 3.

Home Correspondence.
Fislen's Plough.—Your captious and rather unin-

telligible correspondent ° W. B., London," charges me

Dg that '• J

plough ! cboragea," Strictly

lovtluog oi In an
••, No. ''•, I snnWntmrwl

totbowbow Mr. Piston bus » . "lessening

: umsej, in

with a lees strain upon the anchors th»n any •

tii. || 1 have ''faiM id nuking
good my bold sana sol hocaoss I uo

I case," but

.1 may
riptiofl of i

action an

only ssy tint, i.

l»TI/i "re-a-

duly propsli

I without »ny further pOWSf than \*. I

in thm .',1» infi »nd through the
;

Has" W. B.' mvboatl '•'•

rotary plough in I »hetl acting upon land,

. the carriage

which supports i .-ward. I. A '

n using

new Beans n-drying

would enable

led will Dearly bursa ottoii when
; and crushed IJcaiii—*»y half a

;

pi r day, Koakcd in water r. ith rut

hay, will keep bone in ex

equal to 1% bat boiled Hesns will

SOl furnished 10 th* 1.' rv..

,rn« of entire horses are very fond of giving a

with malt after a long joun.*

is their prime feed ; ».'> flour of Wheat mixed with

water
(

sod drank like milk by the bone,

will make- them hog fat in a short time, although the

Wheat itself whole would half-kill them, and causing

them to shed their hoofs from inflammation av .

the sensible lamina of the foot- In fact, a translation

. i -ease, produced in the animal's stomach, to the

feel, and which in an instance that came under my own
ion in a mare of my own was the saving of the

mare's life. The hoofs were reproduced after a lapse

Ol or '' months, but the mare never recovered her

former good plight. Boiled Beans arc excellent fowl

for a horse that has tender or irritable bowels and liable

to purging when put to work. A C'/ntUmt Btader.
'.-.— I have read some remarks in your

of last week relative to the Everlasting Pea, and

I should be glad to see the attention of your correspon-

dents directed to the Sunflower, which appears to me
to deserve more notice than it receives. Johnson, iu

his " Cottage Gardeners' Dictionary," has the following ;

" The Sunflower is now much cultivated for its oil, and

as a food for cattle and poultry. One acre will pro-

duce 50 gallons of oil, and 1500 lbs. of oilcake. The
stalks when burnt for alkali give 10 cwt. of potash.

Now, in these days, when Linseed and oil-cake are BO

enormously advanced, might not the Sun-flower come in

as a substitute ! In Hungary it is grown ss a regular

crop ; it is easy of cultivation, and thrives in our
climate. I have now some plants before my window
bearing each eight or ten flower heads, and some of the

heads containing above 200 grains. TonlridgientU.

Suggestions for Agricultural Staluiict.— 1. The report

of the Lords' committee is in favour of emptoyin.- the

Poor-law Board for their collection, but we see no sound

reason for troubling the Poor-law officials, as, if the

returns are made compulsory there would be no occa-

sion to trouble the guardians of the union. Nor is it

desirable that the relieving < Steer of the union should

be diverted from his ordinary duties, which as a general

result give him full employment. For instance, in the

Hemel Hempsted Union, comprised of five large

parishes, with an area of 25,000 acres, the relieving

officer has weekly to call upon 200 different poor persons

to distribute relief, living in widely separated parishes.

2. We are of opinion that the collection of the returns

should be made by the local officers of each parish,

either through the collector of the poor rates, or by the

collector of assessed taxes, who is not the assessor of

taxes but a permanent parish officer, who is in the

habit of sending out schedules to every occupier

The Board of Trade to have the option of either oue or

the other of such officials. 4. We consider it highly

desirable that the returns shall be re-delivered by the

occupier at the residence of ft r. on or before

the expiration of the 14 days allowed for their com-

pletion after the 21st of October, as he would in

"hen calling for them, find the

rs from home, and some of the schedules

not filled up, which might lead to disputes. The

schedules may be filled up when deemed desirable by

the occupier, and addressed to the county inspeetesr,

having the name of the occupier written on the outside

when returned to the collector. 4. The employment of

the relieving officer of the union, even if re-delivering

of the schedules was enacted, would cause great incon-

venience to die majority of the occ- i'ths of

whom live many miles from the residence of the

relieving officer, as the union is 10 miles in length and

8 broad, and contains about 250 occupiers. 5. The

county of Herts c-: : - ^iions, and the employ-

ment of the clerks of the union would not be required to

classify the schedules if they were seat to a county

r, to be appointed by the Board of Trade, whose

required salary need not be in excess of the proposed

payment to the union clerks ; and a further important

! question arises as to who shall authorise legal proceed-
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iu"S against defaulters. Our opiuiou is, tlie county

inspector would be tlie better authority, and the services

of the clerks of the union be altogether dispensed with.

C. The penalty for non or defective returns should vary

from 40s. to 5/., nccordiug to the extent of occupation,

or the nature of the offence, whether from wilfulness or

negligence. We suggest that the parish collectors be

paid U. for each return, by the overseers of the poor,

on receiving a certificate' from the county inspector,

and all penalties for defective or non returns should be

paid to them, who would thus have an interest in the

defaulters being fined. The payment of the parish col-

lector in small parishes would only amount to a few

shillings, and in the largest parishes seldom exceed 21

or 31, which in many !-«»•»—« «"">'< k<> amnlv coven

otf at O'O per spring gunge, 1 lound by the mercurial

guage wc had been working for two years at 120 lbs.

per inch, fortunately my boiler was a very good one,

and of small diameter (42 inches), a most important

consideration, seeing that the total pressure on the

boiler is in proportion to its circumference. High pres-

sure steam is economical ; I know a farmer who works

at 200 lbs. per inch. Ou some of our railways they

work at 140. The question of expanding steam by heat

dation of new theories ; but it was the focus of a great

system, collecting from remote sources the scattered

rays of practical experience, and again diffusing them
with increased intensity and effect through every region

of the agricultural world ; or the powerful heart, which
maintained in vigour the circulation of the life-blood

through the several organs of the agricultural body.
It had been established, not by a Parliamentary
grant, but by the voluntary contributions of many

(as explained in a pamphlet by Mr. Frost, of New York) thousands of the most distinguished friends of agri

is gradually gaining ground, aud will become general

hereafter. If heat so quickly expands steam, it should

warn us against exposing our cylinders and steam pipes

to a low temperature. Where coke can be used I

Distances would be amply covered i
would strongly recommend Barran's cup surface boiler,

made by Messrs. Hughes, New Cross. They evaporate

10 lbs. of water for 1 lb. of coke ; and one of 12-horse

power, at Messrs. Collinge's patent axle factory, has

consumed on an average 7 cwt. of coke per day during

the last six months. J. J. ilechi, Tiptree.

Particulars of Hardy it- Son's Experimental Prolific

lied Wheat Crop, Maldon, Essex.— 2 acres, 3 roods,

6 perches, sown on twelve various plans in October, as

follows, with only 1 bushel and 5 pints of seed, 1855 :

—

No.
|

Contents.
roduce of

corn.

Equal to per
acre.

Produce
of straw.

p. bsh.pks.qts. pts. bsh.pks.qts. pts.

26 ' 12 1 I 30

1 32 i S9

23

lbs.

1682

2214

!

by the penalties enforced. 7. We are of opinion there

would be no necessity to employ professional agents to

make up returns for wilful defaulters, as their extent

would have little effect on the aggregate returns of the

county, and there can be no doubt that when a few

penalties have been enforced there would not he many

defaulters after the first year. 8. With the view of

enabling the inspector to enter the names of all occu-

piers in his books previous to the receipt of the returns

themselves early in November, the parish officer or col-

lector should on the 10th of June in each year send to

the inspector a list of the occupiers, taken from the rate

books, with the extent of their occupations, regularly

numbered, which the inspector could then enter into his

books, and forward the required number of schedules

for each parish on or before the 21st of October. 9.

The Lords' committee recommend the filling up the

returns and their delivery, as regards the acreage, by

the 15th of July—but that would require another return

in October, to obtain ihe probable yield and quality of

the crops of grain and Potatoes on the 2 1st of October. 10.

The results of the late harvests have clearly shown the

necessity of deferring the returns to the 21st of Octo-

ber, as' the failure of the Wheat crop from mildew

and defective yield was not apparent until after it was

reaped, in the last week in August and Septen^ber ; nor

can the extent of such deficiency be fully ascertained

till a portion of the crop is threshed out, which will

have takeu place by the 21st of October, to a greater or

less extent, by every occupier for sale in the market or

for seed. 11. The failure of the Potato crop was not

apparent this year until the middle of September, but

the extent of the disease will be known by the 21st of

October. 12. We think it desirable that the returns

should, in the first instance, be confined to occupations

of 5 acres of arable and 10 acres of pasture laud and
upwards. The Board of Trade might at a future period

extend them to lower occupations if deemed desirable.

J 3. Where the counties are large they might be divided,

and more than oncinspector of the county appointed.

Each inspector should not have to superintend more
than 3000 returns, for the sake of their early classifica-

tion in the month of November. 14. By tlie above
suggestions the Board of Trade would have the sole

direction of obtaining the required returns, without the

necessity of depending on the Poor-law Board, or
diverting the Poor-law officials from their cuslomary
duties, and likewise avoiding the expenses of their

•employment. Samuel Sandars, Hemel Hempsted, Oct. 2.

S!eam Engines, Feed Pumps, dtp.— I will venture to

cay that there are very few persons who use horizontal

high pressure engines that have not been occasionally

troubled with their feed pumps ; especially, as in my
ease, where the pump rod is attached to the cross-head

of the p'stou rod, and moves with great rapidity. For
several years I was thus annoyed, constantly breaking

the joints; although I consulted engineers, I was assured
the only remedy was to drive more. slowly, by attaching

it to the eccentric. At length I determined on having
an air vessel and loaded escape valve in immediate
proximity to the plunger, so as to compensate for the

vis inertia of the water. Since I have done this

I have had no trouble whatever, the escape valve
lifting slightly as occasion requires. I find no difficulty Farmers' Clubs
in pumping into my boiler water kept at near the boil- Bakf.well.—At the annual meeting of this society

iug point by the waste steam, the distance from held last week, the health of Mr. Hudson, Secretary to

the feed pump to the boiler being about 13 feetJ the Agricultural Society of England, was given by Lord
I generally work at a pressure of 70 lbs. I found by

I

Denman. Mr. Hudson, in responding, said he felt

experience in pumping liquefied manure, that water is
j

deeply affected at the kind manner in which his health
more incompressible than cast-iron, and that unless an ,

had been proposed and drunk. Fifty years had now
elastic medium or escape is interposed between it and ! elapsed since he first drew his breath in that lovely
the plungtr, a destructive concussion and hydraulic valley of the Derbyshire Wye, in which the ancient
pressure ensue. As my boiler has a steam dome

|

Saxon town of Bakewell was situated, in that vale " in

nearly 4 feet high (well encased by clay aud Poplar
]

whose bosom the bright waters meet ;" and after the
laths to prevent radiation), I find that I can keep it

|

long cour.-e of his busy life, he again once more found
-nearly filled with water without priming, thus giving

,
himself, with indescribable pleasure, among the scenes

me a more ample heating surface'and abundance of i of his youth, and in the society of his early friends. As
steam. Vulcanised Iudia-rubber rings are best for pack- 1 the Secretary of the Koyal Agricultural Society of Eng-
ing the water gauge glasses, and the same material

j
land, he begged also to thank them for the honour they

in sheets answers admirably for flange and other joints.
|

had done him in connecting his name with that patriotic
necessary to change the rings round the gauge

j

body. Every farmers' club, be thought, and every
lasses occasionally, for when they become hard and agricultural association throughout the kingdom, must

culture in this country ; aud its recommendations
bad never, he believed, been made, unless founded on
the most careful scrutiny of their practical tendency,

and the economy of their application. One of the great

results of the Royal Agricultural Society has been the

revival of old agricultural bodies, and the establishment

of new ones. Among these, none were, he believed,

capable of supplying facts of more direct practical value

than the farmers' clubs throughout the country, which
in their very formation evinced that desire for improve-
ment which was to be derived from association and
discussion. Of these clubs, none could have for him
personally a greater interest than the farmers' club of

his native town, at whose annual meeting he had then

the gratification of
Equal to pei-

acre.

lbs

93

Observations.

1 11 107

f 3 stetclies sown broadcast
-; at 2 pecks per acre ; could
(not be well cleaned.

/ 4 stetclies, sown in drills.

1 4 rows on a stetch, 2 ft.
j

l apart, with 4 feet furrows

;

' at 1 peck per acre.

/8 stetches, sown in drills,

4 rows on a sletch, 2 on
eacli side the 4 ft. furrows,
at 1 peck per acre, with I

4 ft. spaces in the middle I

for one row of Potatoes;
]

Potato produce 50 bushels
per acre, early and sound.

( 1 stetch sown in 8 rows, i

- drilled J.tl peck per acre,
!

with 4 feet furrows.

3 stetclies, dibbled at half
peck per acre, and reduced
to 6 pints by thinning to

single plants, with 4 feet

furrows, and S rows on a
stetch.

* Plans best recommended

f 1 rod of four kinds, sown in spring, at end of February, in

equal quantities, 1 foot apart square, or about 6 pints per
acre. Produce 19 pints, equal to 47 bushels 2 pecks per acre.

'

) Straw 30 lbs., equal to 2 tons, 2 cwt., 96 lbs. per acre.—
I
Note—This did best, and did not blight so much; hut is

[ considered quite an exception, and not a rule to act upon.

( 3 rods transplanted in spring 1 foot apart. Thin sample,

7 J and a partial failure, not being transplanted in October.
'"j Produce 21 quarts, equal to ouly 35 bushels per acre. Straw
V68 lbs , equal to 1 ton, 12 cwt.

(3 yards each of hvo kinds, planted between another full crop.
S.-j Produce of each 3 yards 2J pints, equal to 63 bushels and

(1 pint, or 7 qrs., 7 bsh., aud 1 pint per acre.

on 1 yard, 1854, not surrounded by other crops.

466 ears, or 1 quart, equal to 18 qrs. 7 bsbs. 1 peck
f 17 plants

).-< Produce <

(per acre

!

{1
yard on the very same spot 1S55, planted without stirring

the soil, tlie same minute the crop of 1854 was cut. Produce
estimated as. good as last year! Both specimens are re-
served (9 & 10) for public inspection and criticism.

.. J 2 yards of Oats; produce 3 pints, equal to 14 qrs-

\ 1 bushel, 1 peck, 6 quarts per acre, blighted.

( 3 yards of Peruvian Barley
;
produce 2 quarts, equal

12.-< to 12 quarters, 4 bushels, 3 pecks, 2 quarts per acre,
(blighted.

,q J3 yards of common Barley; produce exactly the same
( as the 3 yards of Peruvian, blighted.

All was more or less blighted, as other people's of

1855, and much devoured or destroyed by sparrows,

being near the town ; estimated by all observers at

least one-twentieth of the entire crep. Hardy end Son,

Seed-growers, Maldon, Essex.

It

inelastic the glasses break, being unable to expand. For
cold water joints a piece of gutta percha softened by
heat makes a tight joint. Possibly my experience may
be useful to the uninitiated. Steam at 70 lbs. to 1 00 lbs.
per inch is very subtle and insidious, and requires very
much more careful joints than low pressure steum. The
same remark applies in degree to water at very high pres-
sures. I would strongly recommend every one to have a
glass water-gauge, that the engine-driver mav alwavssee
Uie water level

; a mercurial pressure-gauge is essentially
necessary, or Bourdon's steam-gauge. The ordinary

Te^ST*' .

U"le83 the lever is accurately adjusted,*re most decepuve. Ia mv mBS) wheu ,he
>
eaj, blew

'

naturally feel a deep interest in the success of tlie Royal
Agricultural Society of England ; for it was the result

of their own practical experience, and the independent
representative of their own practical interests : it was
an institution established by the united co-operation of

the land-owners and the land-occupiers of England ; not
for their own individual aud immediate interests, but

for the promotion of improvement in every branch of

husbandry, for the increase of our national resources,

and for the common interest and good of our country.

It was not an academy of dictation to farmers, affecting

to instruct them in the management of their affairs by

ihe promulgation of abstract dogmas or the recommen-

being present ; and
he witnessed with real

pleasure and pride

the spirit with which
its objects were being
carried out, and the

striking results which
it had already ob-
tained. His heart's

best wish was that

it might continue to

prosper, and that, as

the Secretary of the

Royal Agricultural

Society of England,
he might he favoured
by it with many
future results of its

operations ; and have
many opportunities,

in his official capa-

city, of receiving and
carrying out from
time to time the

wishes of its members on any point connected
with their operations or discussions ; and as among
the members of the club he might number so many
of his old friends, he begged to assure them with
how much delight he would at all times receive their

communications. (Mr. Hudson resumed his seat amid
loud and long-continued cheering)—.Mr. J. H. Baker
proposed the health of Sir Joseph Paxton, their vice-

president. Sir Joseph Paxton, on rising to respond,
was loudly cheered. He said— I assure you on this

occasion I feel the reception you have given me so much
thatlcannot give adequateutteranceto what I would wish
to say. It is true I have been amongst you 30 years
next May, and though a much larger portion of my time
has been spent elsewhere, I consider myself as much a
Derbyshire man as any man at this table. I came among
you in a very much more humble capacity than I now
hold. I came full of health, full of life, and full of vigour
from the south, and I thought, perhaps, as every young
man thinks, that I knew almost everything, as I had been
in a good school, and had had opportunities of seeing all

that had been done for the improvement of my profes-

sion. I should tell you that my father was a farmer,
and that in early life 1 was brought up in tlie farm-yard.
I am essentially then a Farmers' Club man. But 1 took
to other occupations, and through perseverance and
determination, I became successful, aud had the good
fortune to be selected to come to Chatsworth. I was
rather conceited at this ; I don't mean conceited
in myself, but in the system of cultivation I had
learned ; but when I came to Chatsworth I soon
found the cold bleak hills of Derbyshire different to the

climate of the south, and this soon brought me to the

study of what to do to get out of this difficulty. When
first the Duke of Devonshire engaged me, and he
engaged me himself, he told me Derbyshire was a beau-

tiful county but not a very fertile one— that at Chats-

worth they never had any flowers and very little fruit ;

hut in a few years we contrived to have flowers and
fruit in great abundance. I became a farmer when first

I came to Chatsworth, and never made so much money
at one time as I did out of a cow I bought. I happened
to be going to Chesterfield, and I saw a good cow in a
field, and went direct to the owner of the farm, aud
purchased the animal for \5l. out of the field, aud sent

it direct home. I kept an account of that cow's produce for

four years, and it paid me an average of 30Z. a year. I

was not here in time to see the stock to-day, but I

believe I am the breeder of the bull which has taken

the first prize. 1 have always taken an interest in

practical agriculture in a national point of view, and
iiave looked at these institutions as the best means of

imparting instruction to the farmer. The Highland
Society of Scotland had the same sort of meetings as
the Royal Society of England, which was founded on
the principles of the Highland Society. The Royal
Society of England was a most excellent institution,

and deserved not only the patronage of the gentlemen
of England but also the patronage of the farmers, because
it has the valuable quality referred to by the worthy
secretary, of not being dogmatical upon farmers or
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other parties* They had once a North Derbyshire

Agricultural Society, which held ita meetings once at

Chesterfield and once at Bakewell ; but, generally

speaking, Mr. Swaffield and some few other high

farinerH ftcnt stock bred at a groat expense) BO that

the teiinnt farmers could not compote wit,h them*
These farmorH' elubs, therefore, gave advantages which

(he other society did not, because they knew that tllO

stock exhibited wan the production of their neighbours.

Some farmerH were disheartened, and snfd such n

person is too successful to compete with* J tut that i«
j

not the- way to deal with the question ; their aim

should be, go home and do likewise ; and don't ho

afraid of the competition of Mr. Furniss, Mr. Jcpson,

and other farmers, With respect ti» North Derby-
shire, a man limy be farming down in the valloy, on
the hill, on limestone, gritstone, or his land may be im'lly

drained, and he may have to contend with Other difficul-

ties J
and therefore in looking ntthoBC farmers' clubBj you

must have reference very much to the position in which
a man has cultivated bis stock for exhibition. Ah far hh

agriculture goes, it in quite impossible for a district 20
miles off to know how things nhould bo treated here.

One of the judges, Mr. Dickin, gave you good advice,

but he happens to live in the neighbourhood of Mans- '

field, where the climate is warm ; but let mo tell him
that if he brings his early sowings here, he will And they

will rot in the ground. The great principle to look at

in agriculture is ihut : from nothing nothing comes. If

you attend to (he land here, and how the crops upon it

at a period suitable lo the climate, these crops will bo
perfection of their kind ; but if you sow them at an un-
suitable period there will bo no crops. AH plants "( ;i

similar structure to corn require a given temperature
in order to come to perfection ; nnd it is whether you
get very mu h below or above it that your success
depends, becatiso with corn grown at a lower tempera-
ture than its nature requires, the seed becomes husky
and the corn of little value. The farmers in this county
have improved more than in any other, and they deserve
great praise for their exertions. They are satisfied that

they must rest on their own energies, and work out their

own salvation in farming, and not depend upon the
legislature for anything. They have fought through
bad times like men. What L have told you about
plants applies equally to cattle. You cannot keep cattle

too warm, and the great, secret of feeding is to go
gradually on improving every pound of flesh until yen
give it into the hands of the butcher. I am always
ready and most desirous to assist, ns all the agents of

the Duke of Devonshire are, to give improved facilities

to farmers ; but the error which most farmers fall into

is, as Lord Ashburton said, " Men learn a great deal
but they don't learn common things." He frequently

saw farmers leave their cattle too much exposed
;

whereas by the use of a little thatch, which might be
made at a small expense, they might keep them warm,
and this precaution would repay them live-fold.

Miscellaneous.
Agricultural Education.— I am desirous of talcing

high ground for the farmer in all that relates to the

future progress of his art. He must, in fact, not only

continue as hitherto to he a sound and careful observer,

but must be prepared to advance with his art—to

become yet more accurate and precise in bis observa-

tions, and to take advantage of all those aids which the

sciences and the mechanical arts are presenting to him.

That he has done so to a large extent is mauitest to all

who watch the progress of events ; and among our

practical farmers I could point to many who have

mastered the details of the sciences now applied to

agriculture, and that, too, at a time of life when the

adoption of new ideas and pursuiis foreign to our
previous habits is no light task. Still anything of

this sort must be confined to a few, and we must
look to the rising generation of farmers for carry-

ing out these matters. And it will be at once ad-

mitted that this must be effected by the introduction

of a systematic agricultural education. Nowadays we
require a systematic professional education, such as

the other professions enjoy. The time was wheu the

lawyer and the physician obtained their knowledge as

they best might ; but as these professions advanced,

the necessity for something more became manifested,

and they gradually obtained a systematic education.

Agriculture is now in the transition stage from a

purely empirical to a philosophical art, and it is

necessary to introduce a regular professional education,

of which botany, chemistry, and land-surveying, and
perhaps other branches, should form pnrt. As far as

my own science (chemistry) is concerned, the evil

consequences of the want of a knowledge of it are

constantly presenting themselves in a very forcible

manner. A very remarkable instance of this occurred
to me some time since. I analysed a manure profes-

sing to be manufactured by a particular process, which
it is unnecessary to explain ; and, calculating from
the amount of its valuable matters, I fixed its price at

11. os. per ton—in doing which, my estimation was
based on the regular market prices of these substances,
so that it was possible for any person, by mixing salts

of ammonia, &c, to produce a manure of equal value
for that price. Some time after I met the individual

for whom the analysis was made, and he informed me
that he bad shown it to an extensive dealer in manures,
who had said that he had no doubt, it was quite correct,

but that he could himself afford to give for the manure
a much higher price than I had fixed, because he knew

that in the present state of the market he could sell it

for M. or V. per ton. Here, then, was a person pre-

pared to speculate on the Ignorance of the farmer, by
Inducing him to pay 'or thl lubsfance nearly three times

its actual value* It in scarcely possible to b

more striking Illustration of the t-inhn to which the

farmer Is laid open by the want of chemical ii fori 1

1

lion, Dul I"- Ides communicating a knowledge of these

and similar facts, a scientific agricultural cd

confers another very Important benefit Agrfculte

[s mi art depending for iiH cultivation upon habits of

close observation, One man cultivates hfe farm bettei

than another] and we say thai the good farmei I

more experience ;
lot we rarely advert lo the fact thai

there Ss a great difference In the rapidity with which
different men acquire their experience, nnd that he

who possesses the bent powers oi observation does so

most speedily. Now it hi the peculiar merit ol the

sciences that they doveiop '!" faculty ol observation,

which our ordinary education neglects, They propan
us to watch for facts nod phenomena ot thi

varied description, enable us to estimate llu Er value,

and to trace their relation to one another. Bui i

matters at present stand, a man entering upon such a
profession «h agriculture hn« generally his own powers
of obHcrvation to educate, and he wastes, in acquiring

what he might havo better learnt, before, much time

which might be more usofully nnd somotimi moi
profitably bestowed in other ways. From Pro)

Anderson*8 Address to the "Highland Society of :

on Promoting the Future Progress of Agriculture,

Calendar of Operations.

OCTOBER.
Boeder op thi: Fsns, Oct, h.—The narvai t ba i thl

very lata notwithstanding the unexampled fm<> ireatbor we have
had, but it may now bn said to bo everywhere Qnlabed, and a
considerable portion of the corn already thrashed; the result oi

the harvest is much an was predicted ; the k"" 1 loama and heavy
land yiold wall, tho light and fan lands are unusually di

ho ns to mnko our ostlmatC <( tho Wheat crop In hincolnablrei
Cambridgeshire, Hunts, and a partof Norfolk, considerably below
an average. Wo do not hear of labourers hiring anywhere scarce

during; harvest, but a higher range of wages lias prevailed, And
wo believe will prevail; no reaping or mowing was done nndrr
8s. an acre, ami tho more general prices wore above 10./

, i

high in Rome Instances as 16a. to 18«. Labourers by the i

4s. and two quarts of beor per day, for the month or five m <
): ;.

during which harvest occupation continued. Some rerj
able Hhowors have fallen during the past week which have much
refreshed tho pastures, washed the Uce and mildew from Turnips,
and made the land in better order for ploughing; and now
commences our second harvest of roots; Potatoes promise to be
fine and abundant; Carrots are also a good crop, and the Man-
golds havo improved greatly. We observe that "autumn
culture," though confined by the lateness of the seosoi

smaller space of time, is yet extending in practice. Bontail's

implement sells by dozens, and every horse is bespoke for the
accumulated work of cleaning land and preparing for seed. Tare*
have been in great demand at 12*. and 13*. per bushel, but as
more are brought into the market tho price has receded to 10*.

and 11*. Seed Wheat was offered at our market last Saturday
at SO*, to 8is. per quarter. Union contract for bread, $d. the -i lb.

loaf; Potatoes from 6s. to S*. per sack of 1G stones; root crops
are sufficiently plentiful to supply food for stock during1 the
winter, but the scarcity of hay and comparative shortness of

straw will require great care and foresight to provide enough
food for the possible chances of a severe winter and a late

spring; the fen farmer is not in an enviable position, as while
" the prosperity of agriculture'' is becoming almost a reproach
from the privations of large families, owing to high prices,

he must suffer in silence all the evils incident lo failing crops,

for he will be taunted with proverbial grumbling if he dares to

ask how much profit he will derive from a dear loaf when his

crop will scarcely pay for cutting, as many a tenant round Ely
will not bring to market more than two or three sacks per acre;

the same in Deeping Fen and other large districts, which in

ordinary years yield three or four times more the amount of corn

than they will be able to sell this year. The highland I

will, however, this year add to his capital considerably, and
perhaps no class partake more largely of this increase of income
than the implement maker: ploughs, rollers, chaff and Turnip
cutters, scarifiers, threshing and dressing machines, and all other

established favourites sell surprisingly. The next evidence of

increasing wealth is the greater attention given to farm build-

ings; then artificial manures, in which there is an enormous
amount of roguery going on; and lastly the labourers are de-

cidedly advancing, in being able (excepting where [here are very
large families), to obtain better food, better lodging and clothing,

and altogether better treatment than formerly. I also observed
them to be more inquisitive about any improvement in manage-
ment, and that new implements and subjects of general and
rational interest seem to engage their attention. This ameliora-

tion of the condition of the agricultural labourer will be some
mitigation of the disadvantage of high prices, and we hope they
will everywhere produce this result, as we venture to urge that

such an advance in the intelligence of the agricultural com-
munity will cause the soil and resources of the country to be
devoted to the production of food more steadily and with corre-

sponding certainty. J. W., Peterborough.
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Plumber In T'>wn ot Coantrr. »t Um »bore price*, m
nd Manufacturer*. JOHN WAMMKR am

nr, .}< win Street, i^ndon.

Bvery description of Machinery for Raining Water, by meant
p Well I'ompa, Ac; al*> Fire a&d Git&td

Engine*, dec. dec,—Engraving* MM on application.

PARKES' STEEL DSCCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

MESSRS. BURGESS am) KEY, as Mr. Parked
Wholesale Atrents f-.r England, have alwayi In stock a

large assortment. These Eorks and Tenia are now in u*e by
npwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers.member* of.be
Royal Agricnltnral Society, who prononnce ibem to be tbebeet
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and ITJojtratcd Catalogne
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103. Newgate 5trc-

CALVAN1SED WIRE CAME NETTINC,
6d. pi:h. Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

Notices to Correspondents.
Agricultural Statistics: J/h Carttr. We gather from your

letter th*t, in order to resist the erroneous teaching of any
public man, it is your opinion that the simplest and most com-
pendious method is to attack him personally, arguing the
worthlessness of any superstructure he may raise from the weak
foundation on which, as regards public character, you may be
able to prove that it rests. But this is precisely that style of
argument which we are anxious to exclude from our columns.
You say that when the farmer, pushed too hard by his enemy,
turns at bay and attempts to reply to the attacks upon him. lie

cannot be heard, and so you prefer this other way ofexamining
tke-foundation on which the reputation of his "euemy" rests.

But we will promise that your replies to any attacks which you
may be able to specify shaU have a hearing, and therefore you

,

need not adopt the personal style of attack which you complain '

of our excluding. Be this as it may, however, we cannot be
|

induced by any charge of unfairness to publish such passages
as were cancelled iu the letter sent to us the other week.

Laxdowsixg and Cultivation" : G:rj. We should, of course,

prefer farming our own land ; but under existing circumstances
'

no doubt a given capital is more productive of income when
|

wholly invested in cultivation than if nine-tenths of it were
spent in the purchase of the land cultivated.

Pig-feedlvg: J. Gowtty. There is an advantage in scalding the
Barley-meal before It is given to pigs, and roots of all kinds
are better steamed or boiled.

The Hop: W (T.l/asks for the indications existing now of the
character of next year's crop.

BARNARD and BTSHOP. Maifcet PUce, >'r
in consequence of improvements in tbtir machii: ;~

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to soak*

a great reduction in the prices. G&lrao- Japanned
ised. ixna

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide €-L per yd. 4*d. pery2_
2-inch „ strong, do ** 6 „
2-inch ,, intermediate, d--> ^J „ Fj

2-inch .. extm. strong;, dp 11 - 9 _

li-inch ,, 24 inches wide 7 5j *
L§-incn „ strong, do 9 „ 7 „
Is-inch .. intermediate, do 11 -, 9

lj-inch ,. extra strong, do 13 11 „

All the above kinds can be made of any width (jomlei ;

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesb
than the lower, it will redoce the prices one- fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 1C& per yard: Galvanised
SparTO^--p--Tf Netting for i'heasantries, 3d. per square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns fcrwarded by post. Deli-

vered free of expense in London, P Hull, or New-
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and
D:cr Fl::::^- I lies, &C.
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-^^TaCRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
R MEETING AT CABUSLE, JULY, 1^55.

Fip^t Pbize A.TVABD1

T-ilCHMOM) a>d CHANDLER'S No. 3B CHAFI
i\ MACIMNT. t*rico£7.

All the various modern Implements ot Agriculture mami fac

ttired on the most scientific and improved principles, smtRDie iu

home use and exportation.-Address Richmond & Chandler,

Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Streei, Liverpool.

fST Catalogues Gratis.
.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
i T THE NORWICH, GLOUCESTER, LINCOLN
j\ and CARLISLE SHOWS,
The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was

awarded to E. R. & F. Tcbxeb, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

I OSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
" Cutlery "Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post. ____
ECONOMY OF FERMENTATION.

BUSHE'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufac-
tured by FOWLER and FRY, Temple Gate, Bristol, entirely

supersedes the necessity of Cooking Turnips, Mangold, and other

Roots; it effects a saving of 30 to 40 per cent, of the Roots, besides

that of fuel. Price 31. 10s. Printed testimonials and directions

may be obtained gratis by applying to Fowler & Fry, Bristol,

Licensed Makers of Corne's Patent Chaff Cutters and General
Agricultural Implement Makers and Dealers. The Root Grater
may also be seen in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham.
rPHE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER BASKETS
JL and HANGING GARDENS, made to the original

Sydenham Pattern, and a variety of other new and elegant

desigus for the Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing Room,
Boudoirs, &c., by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works, 370,

Oxford Street, London, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre
;

and at the Crystal Palace.
A large stock on view from 3s. 6d. upwards. Flower Stands,

Trainers, Game and Garden Fencing, and Wire Work of every
description. Conservatories and Aviaries fitted up in superior
style. Window Blinds of all sorts.

370, Oxford Street; and Garden Entrance, Crystal Palace,
Sydenham.

,

WEIR'S SPIRIT
DRAINING LEVEL.
Price 30s.; Case, Is.

Requires no graduated staff

or computation. Any labourer
can use them.

WEIR'S PENDULUM
WORKMAN'S LEVEL,

for use in the Drain. Price 15s.

Terms cash.
Illustrated Catalogues sent

post free.

Edward Weir, 2, Fitzroy Terrace, and 16, Bath Place, New
Road, near Fitzroy Square, London.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINCS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

E.R. & F.Tcrnep. invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture :

—

ROLLER MILLS for Crashing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,

&C of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other

agricultural societies, rendercomroent on their merits unnecessary.

PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL
for reducing Barley, &c, to a fine and soft meal, and crushing

Oats, Linseed, &c. t
is strongly recommended for tile variety of

purposes to which it is applicable, and for its perfect and economic
working. Price 257.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three

lengths with facility for changing the length of the cut almost

momentarily, and other valuable improvements.

OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case-

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 31. 10s.

FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-

ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
facturers to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either for

efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will be
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

rpHIS IS THE ORIGINAL PATENT for important
A- improvements in Stable Fittings, including a method sur-

passing all others for conveying the straps and halter-weights to

the back of the fitting to prevent the horse being cast in the

stall. Stable Fittings of every description, plain, enamelled, or

galvanised. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock. Iron
Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c.

MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT NOISE-
LESS CAST IRON SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY
CAPS (200 on Buckingham Palace.)—The merits of
this invention are proved by practical experiments
daily at the Crystal Palace, in the south-west gallery.

Price Lists and Illustrations sent on receipt of two
postage stamps.

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, a few
doors east of the Pantheon.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.

COTTAM AND HALLEN

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal GnEEN, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, Sec., heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

H AVE made important additions to their original
RACK AND WATER TROUGH AT ONE FIXTURE,

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

^j&

LANDSCAPE GARDENING, combining all the
modern improvements in the CONSTRUCTION, BUILD-

ING, HEATING, and VENTILATING HOT HOUSES,
CONSERVATORIES, PINE PITS, and every other kind of

Garden structure, by a practical Gardener and Horticultural

Builder of 25 years' experience as Head Gardener to his Grace
the late Duke of Northumberland, at Syon House, and her
Majesty's Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, &c— Designs and
Estimates furnished for Garden embellishments on application to

J. W. Thomson, F.L.H.S., Garden Architect, Exotic Nursery,

King Street, Hammersmith.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

Invention of PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER
the main features of which >ire shown in the above engraving.

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.
O The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms.-where space is an
object, as ihe long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both, as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or Enamelled.

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safely covers, Sanitary Tram, Stable Pumps, Double Corner
iera, Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers,

Jcept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WO&KS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTIL V.TING.—Descriptive Catalogues and Estimates on application.

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Koad, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse "Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c.f

erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

maws-* the Houses and. Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, ia
in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofly dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not*cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. Sd. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may he
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at ?ery low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Loudon.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-

ticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At onr two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.
The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.

and exposing to the at-
mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late
severe winter it only

__^M cost us 3s. per day for^& fuel, and we had moreW than a sufficient com-
W mand of heat. Any

numberof forcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

O"! 0° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-«!« RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Dcor (without which no Safe is secure), the stbongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.
Milneb's Phcenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

NE THOUSAND BEDSTEADS TO CHOOSE
FROM.—HEAL and SON have just erected extensive

Premises, which enable them to keep upwards of 1000 Bed-
steads in stock, 150 of which are fixed for inspection, comprising
every variety of Brass, Wood, and Iron, with Chintz and Damask
Furnitures complete. Their new Warerooms also contain an
assortment of BED-ROOM FURNITURE, which comprises
every requisite, from the plainest japanned deal for servants'
rooms, to the newest and most tasteful designs in mahogany and
other woods. The whole warranted of the soundest and best
manufacture. HEAL and SON'S ILLUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE or BEDSTEADS and PRICED LIST of BEDDING
eent free by post.—HEA L and SON, 196, Tottenham Court Road.
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. BU|jp!y 16-oz. SHEET CLASH,
of HrlMxli Mimufnoture r

atprlcon carylng from 2d . to 3d
per square foot, for the usual 8lzes required, many tliousand fei I

of which are kopt ready pocked for Immediate dolivory.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT KOIHIII I'l.ATH, THICK CHOWN atA88,OLA88
TILEB and SLATES, WATUIH'M'llH, I'KOI'AiJATINO
CILAHHUH, (II.AHH MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW clash,

i OLASS SD mm,,:,

to Jamib Mictucy & Co,, .'ir>, Soho Square, London,

Hod Gtardeneri' WtronieU first Saturday In each month,

FOREICN AND ENCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, BisifOPBaATn Stuiskt, Wrrnoi r,

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS In any size or substance, packod In 100, 200, ofl

300 foot oases. Same an supplied to Mr, Riviens and tlie leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxos Lnoludod. Per 100 ft.
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by 14, 20 by ir>, ut ih8 . por loo rear.

21 In. gluHN, In boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. por foot.

Ditto, not oxcocding 1 foot ... 2\ „
Ditto „ 2 foot ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plato. Sheol and Rouffh, TIIoh, striking
anil Bee GluHHUH, Milk 1'nnn, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp 1 rap 1,

as Horticultural Llttt.

MHlod Sheet, Wbito Load, find Lead PIpo. Paints, Colours,
and VnnilrtlioH, hoc Colour List, which can ho bud on application!

.Established moro than 100 years.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

band their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.—In Boxos of 100 feet.

G by 4, and 6A by 4A £0 123. Of?.

7 „ 5, — 7A „ 6*1 n iA n
8 "e, - 8j" elf

014 °

9 „7, - 94 „ 74,10by01
Q lfl Q

10 „ 7, 10 by 8/ O 10 O

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxos, from 12 by 10 to 20 by IB,

at 18s. per 100 foot. If cut toordornot exceeding 40 Inches long.

16 oz. from 2Atf. to 3.»rf. | 21 oz. from 3,lrf. to 4'd*.

26 oz. fromSfJrf. to7rJrf.

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed In cases of 200 foot, or
Crates of 300 feet, 2$d. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
As wb bui'PLY to Mr. Rivers, and ol various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.
\ of an inch thick £1 173. Gd. per case of 50

A ,, 2 1 3 „ 60

fc „ 1 17 6 „ 60
Glass Slatos of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21.*. per dozen; Propagating and Beo Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street

^^^^^ Without. London.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

Reduced Tariff of Agricultural and Horticultural Glass.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET, from 2d.; and
HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4±d. per foot.

PERFORATED GLASS for Ventilating Dairies, Stables,

&c, from Is. Gd. per foot. German-shaped Milk-pans, 21s. per
dozeu; Holy's Test Churns, 5s. each; Waring's Butter Slabs,

10s. ; Glass Fern Shades and Stands, from 33.; Bee-glasses, from
Gd. ; Cucumber Tubes, from Is.; Propagating Glasses, from 3£tf.

to 73. each ; Flower Labels, 7s. per 100; Aquariums, complete,
10s. each; and every other description of Agricultural, Horticul-
tural, Architectural, Domestic, Scientific, and Ornamental Glass,
British and Foreign.—Catalogues free.

METCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO/S OATMEAL
and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (registered Nov.3,lS54).

Price Gd. each. This soap will be found the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It preserves
the hands from chapping, and renders the skin soft and agree-
able.—Sold wholesale and retail by the inventors and sole manu-
facturers, Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co., Brushroakers and Per-
fumers to H.R.H. Prince Albert, ISOb and 131, Oxford Street.

Caution.—To prevent fraud, each tablet bears the registered
mark and the names and address of the inventors, as above.
Metcalfe's ALKALINE TOOTH POWDER, 2s. per box.—

The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
fumers, &e.

pOLDS, COUGHS, ASTHMA, INFLUENZA, and
\J DISEASES of the CHEST and LUNGS, arise chiefly from
alternations of Temperature. Painful and troublesome as these
diseases are, they may be speedily and effectually removed by
the judicious use of

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.
SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR is admirably adapted to

promote expectoration, ease the breathing, loosen the phlegm,
abate fever, and allay the tickling sensation which occasions the
cough, without tightening the chest; and for all temporary and
local affections—such as..wheezing, irritation of the throat, palpi-
tation of the heart, hoarseness of the voice, influenza, &c —it

affords immediate relief. While in more chronic disorders, as
periodical coughs or inveterate asthma, it is equally valuable in
its effects, although, of course, a longer perseverance in the use of
the article is required.

•»* Ask for Spencer's Pulmonic Elixir.
Prepared only by T. Roberts & Co., Crane Court, Fleet .Street,

London; and sold wholesale and retail by E. Edwards, 67, Sr.

Paul's Churchyard; Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street;
Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard; Hannay & Co., 63, and
Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London: and by all respectable
Chemists and Medicine Vendors in the Kingdom. In bottles

at Is. lid, and 2s. 9& each. **• The bottles at 2s. 9tf. contain
nearly as much as three small ones.
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I'jii Mi< r'ii CandloH, 9d., d\d., and 10* per lb.

w 11. 1. jam B.Bdtitoh hn iSIXI BEN LARGE BITOW ROOMS
dovotod i" Hi.' show ol GENERAL FURNISHING IRON-
MONGERY (Including Cutlery, Nickel 8llvor, Plated and
Japanned VTares, iron nnd Brans Bedsteada and Beddli
arrangodand claaslfled that purchoiiers may eaellyand
make their selections.

Catalogues, with ongravlnga, Hont (per post) freo. The money
returned for every article not approved of.

No. 39, Oxford Street (corner of Newman Street); 1, 2, and
:\ Newman street: nnd 4 St 5, Perry's Place.

SOUNTand WHITE TEETH are not only indis-
pensably requisite to a pleasing exterior In both sexes, but

thoy arc peculiarly appreciated through life «s a blessing highly
conducive to tho purposes of health and longevity. Am
various preparations offered for the porpo -

ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or PEARL DENTIFRICE,
stands unrivalled in its capability of embellishing, purifying
and preserving tho teeth to the latest period of life. Prepared
from Oriental herbs with unusual care, transmitted to this
country at great expense, this unique compound will be found to

eradicate all tartar and concretions, and impart a pearl-like white-
ness to the cnanu Hod snrface, remove spots of incipient decay,
render the gums firm and red, fix the teeth firmly in the!

and, from its aromatic influence impart sweetness and purity to
tho breath . Price 2s. 9d. per box. Caution .—The words
" Rowlands' Odonto" are on the label, and " A. Rowland & Sons,
20, Hatton Garden," engraved on the Government stamp affixed

on each box. Sold by them, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

nrO BE LET, a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS.
* —John Yocng begs to say that he is desirous of treating

with a Tenant for his Nursery Ground, which lie is at present
occupying himself, and which offers an eligible opportunity to

any one wishing to enter on the business. The stock is light,

and the quantity of land may be made to suit the convenience of
the Tenant.—For further particulars apply to John Young, Elm
Cottage. Taunton.

TO AMATEUR FARMERS.- BELMORE HOUSE.

TO BE LET, unfurnished, for a term of years,

containing three best living rooms and eight bed rooms,
with offices, &c, convenient and complete stable for seven
horse?, with good garden and orchard. Forty acres in a ring
fence to be let with it or without. Belmore is six miles from
Bisbopstoke Station on the South-Western Railway, in the

centre of the Hambledon Hunt, and within easy distance of the

H. H. and llorsley hounds.—For particulars, apply to Messrs.
Attwood and Bigden, the Close, Salishury.

SHORT-HORN t.D BULLS.
TO BE SOLD, at Esholt Hall, near Leeds, three
-* 1-year-old and one 3-year old BULLS, all of pure Short-
horn breed, the property of W. R. C. Stansfield, Esq.—For Pedi-
grees and particulars apply to James M'Kslvir, Esholt Hall.

ryO BE SOLD, Three fine CYGNETS
;
price 3Z. 3s.

J- —Apply to Mr. Brooks, 24, Old Cavendish Street, London.

.Sales iji3 Auction.

ORCHID S.—Three Importations from the Bhaztls,
the Amazons and La Guayra.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his

Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY. 16th inst . fine Plants, in excellent condition, of Lseiia

purpura ta, Cattleya lobata, Leopoldi Mossise, crispa superba,
granulosa, violacea, and an unknown species of Galeandra. &c—
May be viewed on the morning of sale, and Catalogues bad.

ORCHFdS^ESTABLISHED PLANTS.
VI R. J- C. STEVENS will Sell by Auction, at his
lVI Great Room, 3S, King Street, Covent Garden, on TUES-
DAY". October 23, at 1 o'clock precisely, a Collection of

ORCHIDS in fine health. Amongst them will be found the
following choice sorts, viz.:

—

Aerides maculosum major
., quinqnevulnerum

Cattleya elegans

„ Iabiata

„ Quindos
Cypripediura barbatum grandi-

flormu
Dendrobium anosmum

Lffilia purpurati
Phalamopsis grandiflora [bum
Saccolabium gnttatum super-

premorsum
retusum

Trichopilia suavis
Vanda suavis cYeitch's)

&c. Arc. AVc.
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May be viewed on the morning of sale, and Caralogues had of
Mr. J. C. Stevens, 3S. Kiiii; Street, Covent Garden.

TO GENTLEMEN. NURSERVMEN. ANO OTHERS.
Rose Cottage Ndrsert, Retford, Notts

\;ESSRS. TOMLlNSOiN and SUN will Sell by
taction on MONDAY* and TUESDAY, the 23d and 23d

of October, at 12 o'clock each day, <^n the preniis s»

qnence of the sround being sold, the whole of F. Pennirgton's

Stock of LINNEUS RHUBARB, consisting

healthy Stools, the same with which he has suppl

Chester. Sheffield, and other markets - ^

early part of the season: together with a NURSERY STOCK,
c insisting of V rest, Fruit Trees, Evergreen. Ornamental, and

as Shrubs.

NURSERY STOCK.Ml Sell
by A

each day

i'

' >*rtc*a
Plants; 1 Planu,
Cherrlm, Peaches, Apt

In Pot*

:

nt'/jro*!

may be had on the I'r. principal SeedMBra, and 'A
the Auctioneer-', American .**

C L A P H AM RISE.
TO NOBLBWy, Gextli m :nm.

V|ESSRS. PROTHE1 MORRIS will Sell
1VX (jy Auction, on Ibe ' I^oodOD,

on MONDAY, October 29, and following day, » :

day (by order of the executors of tte Iar<

the whole of the extensive, costly, and unrivalled collection of
TULIPS, Offsets, and Bra
and approved varieties In cultivation, and choice S«tdlioga
not in the possession of any ^odyof
40 years of the deceased's life, wh butovas
univer-ally admitted. Also Dutch and other Bulbs, cor.

I

the finest Double and Single Hyacinths, Nsrctsstu,
Early Double and "aent of
Ranunculuses, Gladlola O Liliam lancJ-
folinm in great variety, Japonicnm. Ac May bevfawed prior
to the sale.—Catalognea may be obtained 1*. »acb, retarnab'e to

purchasers, of the principal' - n : aad of the
Anctioneers, American Nm Eaaex.

GRANGE ROAD, BERMOND5EY.
To Noblemen. Gem; .vmfjc. axd Pite Gbowiu,

MR. WILLIAM T. ATWOOD ittion,

on the Premises without reserve, by direction f B. Drew,
Esq., on FRIDAY", the . Etemlvf)

STUCK of PINE PLANT- *perifes

and Forcing Pit,=;; the Hot-water Apparatus, c mpriidng about
1500 feet of pipe, and three lar* ^e pn^ej t> U

requiring Pine Plants and V
"

had of B Drew .

tioneer and Land Agent, UortlsJ tie Inni in

Coveot Garden. _^
CHOICE TULIPS.

MR. ALEXANDER has been instructed by Mr.
WrLLifON, of theL *le by

il the Mart nearthe Bank of* EneUnd.V.n WEDN7
Oct. 24, at 12 o'clock, his nnrivalled SEEDLING TULI1
prising fathered breaks of the following fin I **. viz.,

Gem. Juliet. Eva, Queen. King. Mr. J. F. V
Sir J. Pax ton, Exquisr
comment upm these onrivalh -.aoaa.—

Catalogues may be bad at the Mart, and -.

CoTTRELt,. & Benhjjk, Seedsmen. M rgate S

West Ham: Mulberry Tree, Bromley
and of the Auctioneer, Shacklewell --. execalB

any commissions for country gr • •-~-

NURSERY STOCK.—WHALLEY RANGE. M-NC^ESTER.
\ I R. CAPES begs to state that be has
*

-tr^ictions from Messrs. H. Biglsad ^raeaee

of the expiration of their leas

given up, to Sell bv Auction, on WEDNESDAY and THURS-
DAY. November 7th

entire of the remainder of th-ir STOCK
~: Trees, two -Greenhon^c^. Dnich I

- Effects,

at the Britannia Nets near Manchester,

further particulars ot which will appear in

and in Ca1 "h *iU ba re.. ">jC saie.

—22, Print ssS

\ I R. HUMBERT w.ll Sell by Auction tbe f

-» • STOCK, on FRIDAY
Harwood"< Farm, ^^ °i

Son1

of the celebra-ed ^oc"<

Pio-; of the best breeds 1
: Ayr?

....

been cr.

kno«n Fl

durin j be pas ;" hecanae he
-

anplving ti Mr. SwasfST

foaues 1
so at 5

_......
Watford.
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NEW SERIAL WORK BY MR- CHARLES DICKENS.
Uniform With " DOHBBT ASD SOS," " DATED COPFBKFIKLD.

•• Bleak Uodsb," Ac. &c.

On the 30th of November will be published, to be completed in

Twenty Monthly Parts, price One Shilling each, the First

Monthly Part of a New Work of Fiction, called

LITTLE DORRIT. By Charles Dickens. With
Illustrations by HARLOT, K. BftOWKK,

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bonverio Street.

CHEAP EDITION OF PENDENNIS.
This day is published, En small 8vo (uniform with "Vanity

i.m:. "
,
price Sevi n Shillings,

THE IIISTOKY OP PENDENNIS: His Fortunes
ASO MlBTOBTCNEB— HlS FRIENDS AND IliS GREATEST

EnEHY. By NY. M. TflACKKBAY.
ay & Evans, U, Bouverie Street.

COLLECTED WORKS OF THE AUTHOR OF "VANITY
FAIR." "THE NEWCOMES," ETC.

On ili*' Slsi October will be published (uniform with the Cheap
[t] F ail

" and " Peudennis") priceGs., Vol. I. of

MISCELLANIES, By W. M. Thackeray. Prose
and Verse; SI 'i- 1 -. Essays, and Sketches, Satirical, Bur-

lesque, and Sentimental;
The Coltectli tn will he completed in Four Volumes. The first

will Include: THE HALLADS, THE HOOK OF SNOBS, THE
TRBMEND >U5 ADVENTURES OF MAJOR GAUAGAN,
Till: FATAL BOOTS, and COX'S DIARY; each of which
will for the convenience of Railway Readers, &c, be published

separately.
Published by Bradbury & Evans. 11 , Bouverie Street.

Just Published,

ARTHUR HENDERSON and CO.'S CATALOGUE.
No. I., containing Orchidea?, Exotic. Greenhouse, and

Hardy Ferns, Select St >vo Plants, including Aquatic, VariegAted-
haved Fl«nt>. and Plants suitable for suspending- in the Stove
and Orchid,.- House, Greeuhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,

Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may be
I ad on npplicAtion to them at Pine-apple Place, Edgware Road.

CURE FOR THE GREEN FLY.—See
npiIE PELARGONIUM AND ITS CULTIVA-
-L TION. By Joux Dobson', Woodlands Nursery, Isleworth.

Price 6U, or post free from the Author, Sd.

London: H amilton, Ada ms, &_C_o. ;jmd all Booksellers.

A TREATISE on the ORIGIN, PROPAGATION,
il and CULTIVATION of Tin: STRAWBERRY. By Mr.
Riciiahd UndbbhuXj Edgbaston, Birmingham. Price Is. May
he had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great
Britain, as veil as. from tbe Author.

Agent for London : G. Cox, IS, King Street, Covent Garden.

Oa November 1, for the Nineteenth Year, price Is.,

post free, 12 stamps,

G LENNY'S GARDEN ALMANACK AND
FLORISTS' DIRECTORY.

Just published, 3d edition, entirely re-written and alpha-
betically arranged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN AND GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound, cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
plete guide at the price.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

I^DWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
J NACK: Horticultural Trade Directory and Florists'

Diary for 1856, will be published in December, as heretofore.

All Communications must he promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, Holloway, Middlesex.

Early in November, price One Shilling.

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Blackie & Son. Warwick Square, City, London; and

Glasgow and Edinburgh.

NEW WORK ON CEYLON. 6Y MR. S. W. BAKER.
On ;SVedne;d»y next will be published, in One Volume, Svo,

with six coloured Plates.

EIGHT YEARS' WANDERINGS in CEYLON.
By S.W.Baker, Esq.

By the same Author, in Svo, with Illustrations, price 14s.,
" THE RIFLE and the HOUND in CEYLON.

London: Losguak, Bnowtf, Grrest. & Longmans.

CALBRA:TH ANO HAUCHTON'S MANUALS.
Now read v, in foolscap Svo, price 2s. Qd. cloth, or 2s. sewed,

MANUAL OF ASTRONOMY. By the Rev.
JosKrn A. Galbbaitu, M.A., and the Rev. Samuel

Hacghtox, M.A., Fellows and Tutors, Trinity College, Dublin.
Already published. New and Improved Editions,

MANUAL OF ARITHMETIC 2s.

MANUAL OF MECHANICS 2s.

MANUAL OF OPTICS 2*.

MANUAL OF HYDROSTATICS 2s.

MANUAL OF PLANE TRIGONOMETRY ... 2s. .

London: Losouy, Brows, Greex, & Losgmans.

Second Series, in fcp. Svo, with 13 woodcuts, price Is.,

LESSONS IN GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: An
Elementary Reading Book, intended to serve as a familiar

and attractive Introduction to the Principles of Natural Science.
BvRoiiert J. MANS, M.D., F.R.A.S., Author of "Guide to the
Knowledge of the Heavens," the " Book of Health" in Gleig's
School Series. &C.

fJ35" The First Series, 12mo, with 22 Woodcuts, price Is.

London : Longman, Brows, Green, & Longmans. _
On Wednesday next will be published, in royal Svo, with

16 coloured Maps,

AN ELEMENTARY ATLAS OF HISTORY AND
GEOGRAPHY, from the Commencement of the Christian

Era to the Present Time; containing a Series uf Maps arranged
in Chronologicul Order, with illustrative Memoirs: Adapted to

the use of Colleges and Schools. Bv the Rev. J. S. Brewer, M.A.,
Professor of English History and Literature, and late Lecturer
in Modern History at King's College, London. The Mays com-
piled and engraved by Edward Weller, F.R.G.S.

__
London: Longman, Brows, Green. & Longmass.

In 2 vols, crown Svo, with 14S Woodcuts, price 21s.,-

lyilE PHASES OF MATTER: Being an Outline
*- of the Discoveries and Applications of Modern Chemistry.
By T. Lindley Kemp, M.D., Author of' 1 The Natural History of
Creation," " Indications of Instinct," &c.
Contests :— 1, Tbe Revelations of the Laboratory, or the Pre-

sent State of Inorganic Chemistry— 2, The Crust of the Earth, or
the Chemistry of Geology—3, Matter Vitalised, or the Present
State of Organic Chemistry—i, The Chemistry of Life, or the
Cberoico-Pbysiologlcal Laws of Animal and Vegetable Life

—

5, The Application of Chemistry to the Arts.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Jusl published, price 6s., No. IV. of The
EDINBURGH NEW PHILOSOPHICAL

JOURNAL. NEW SERIES.
Contents.— 1. Professor Harkness on the Geology of the

Dingle ^Promontory—2; Dr. Cobbold on a Malformed Trout—
3. Dr. Daubeny on thelnfluence ot the Lower Organisms in the'
Production of Epidemic Diseases—4. Professors Harkness and
Elyth on the Cleavage of tbe Devonians in the south-west of
Ireland— 6. Dr. Cobbold on anew Species of Trematode Worm— 6. Astronomical Contradictions and Geological Inferences
respecting a Plurality of Worlds—7. Mr. R. Davidson on some
New Compounds of Furfurine— 8. Mr. J. Galletly on a New
Glucoside existing in the Petals of the Wallflower—9. Dr. Davy
on Tropical Plants— 10. T. II. Rowney on the Composition of Two
Mineral Substances employed as Pigments—11. M. G. D'Ende-
gecst'fi Sketches of Operations executed in the Drainage of the
Lake of Haarlem—12. C. G. Williams on pome of the Basic
Constituents of Coal Naphtha—13. Biographical Sketch of the
late George Johnston of Berwick— 14. Profcpsor Goodsir on the
Present State of Organic Electricity—15. A. Murray on Electric
Fisbes — Reviews — Proceedings of Societies and Scientific
Intelligence.

Edinburgh : Adam & CfiarlE3 Black ; London: Longman & Co.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN : Illustrated

by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
bv Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

Jous E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place. Lambeth.

On the 1st November, Part I. of

THE FERN ALLIES; A Supplement to "The
Ferns op Great Britain." Illustrated by Jons E.

Sowerby. Descriptions by C. Johnson, Esq. To be completed
in abon t Six Paris. Full coloured at 3s., partly coloured at Is. 6d.

per Part.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Just published, price 2s. Gd. 7

'PHE HAND-BOOK of VILLA GARDENING.—
-L By William Paul, Author of the " Rose Garden," &c.
Contents:— Gardening as a Recreation; On the Formation

and Improvement of a Garden ; What a Villa Garden should he;
Selection and Arrangement of Trees and Shrubs; On Flowers;
The American Garden; The Rose Garden; The Conservatory
and Greenhouse ; Sweet-scented Plants and Flowers; The Fruit
Garden and Orchid House; Gardening in Winter, Spring,
'Summer, Autumn; On Propagation; Window Gardening; Select

Lists of Trees, Flowers, &c. &c.
" We anticipate that it will become, as it deserves, a general

authority in suburban cultivation."

—

Gardeners 1 Chronicle.
" Well adapted to the end, being of a plain practical character."
— Spectator,

" Full of sound practical instruction."

—

Florist.
" The right sort of book and at the right time too."— The Field.

By the same Author, second edition, price Is.,

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK.
London: Pjper & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; or post free from

the Author, Nurseries, Cheshnnt, Herts, at the above prices.

Sixteenth Edition,

WARREN'S ANNUAL FARMERS' ACCOUNT
BOOK. "It is the most complete work of the kind

extant.

—

Farmers1 Magazine.

Price : Folio, for large farms, 9s. ; Quarto, for small farms and
for schools, where youths are trained for Agricultural purposes,
5s. 6d. Also, folio, with pages for a weekly instead of a daily

account of labour, 7s.

Also, Folio, price 8s.,

THE FARMING ACCOUNT BOOK. By W. T.
Nash, Land and Estate Agent, Dedicated to the Earl of
Ilardwicke.

Also, price 2s., the Third Edition of

THE FLOCKMASTER'S COMPANION AND
SHEPHERD'S GUIDE. " A useful and valuable pocket com-
panion."

—

Mark Lane Express

Also, price 2s., the Second Edition of

A READY RECKONER, for the use of Maltsters,
Farmers, and Seedsmen, enabling them to ascertain with ease
the Sum for any Quautity of Corn at any price. By Oswald
Fordham.
Royston: John Warren. London: Whittaker & Co.; Long-

man & Co. ; Ridgway. To be had of all Booksellers.
• P ROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S
t A H E"M IS TRY OF COMMON LIFE.
V.V Complete in Two Volumes, with numerous Engravings on
Wood, price lis. 6d.

'All will concur in admiring the profound thought which has
ennobled so many familiar things, and has even tinged the
commonest processes of household life with the hues of novelty
and surprise. The work deserves to be universally read."

—

British Quarterly Review.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

In Svo, cloth, price 5s. 6d., illustrated with numerous cases,

r\N NERVOUS EXCITEMENT AND DEPRES-
^-' SION: Their True Causes and Remedies. By Dr. Maddock,
formerly Physician to the Mailing Asylum.

11 We can honesily and warmly recommend Dr. Kaddock's'
work to all wlib are interested in its subject" Examiner.

Simpkik, Marshall, & Co., Stationer's Hall Court; or H.
Batlliep.e, 219. Regent Street, who will forwnrd it free of postage.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Just piblislied.ncwandcheaperEdition,pricels.,orls. id. by post,
rPHE SCIENCE OF LIFE; Or How to Live and
-*- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable
jhrouuh the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
bfe. By a Physician.
Loudon: Sueewcod & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Hannay,63,

?«rl J?i f£
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'
Comhill; Horne, 19, Leicester Square;and aj Booksellers.

!

Now ready,

A LIST OF NEW AND CHOICE BOOKS RE-
CENTLY ADDED TO MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY.

Also a List of SURPLUS COPIES of Recent Works with-
drawn from circulation, and offered at greatly reduced prices for
cash.

CnARLES Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London
;

and 76. Cross Street. Manchester.

BOOSEY AND SONS' MUSICAL LIBRARY.—
The STOCK of MUSIC at this library includes above

100,000 nncient and modern operas, pianoforte and instrumental
works of every class, and Songs in every language, The sub-
scribers are able to obtain whatever music they may require
without any reserve; and they are permitted to change it as
frequently as they may please, whether they are resident in town
or country. The accommodation at Messrs*- Boosey & Sons'
library is superior to that of any other establishment, and the
allowance of music is of the most liberal kind. Subscribers of
two guineas per annum are entitled to the use of two guineas'
worth of music at one time in town, and three guineas* worth in

the country.—Full particulars may he had on application to 28,

Holies Street, London.

ONCERTINAS by Case, manufactured under the
personal superintendence of Mr. George Case, with the aid

of the best workmen and patent machinerv. Every Concertina
is guaranteed to remain in tune. The prices are from 4 to 12
guineas each, all having the full compass of 48 notes, and hand-
some mahogany or rosewood cases. A prospectus, accompanied
with a Catalogue of Mr. Cate's latest compositions for the Con-
certina, may be had, postage free, of Boosey & Sons, 2S, Hoiks
Street, London, sole dealers in Case's celebrated Concertinas. .-*_

In a few days will be published,

L?OLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part VI.; containing
-*- Oncidium, Calanthe, &c, and completing Vol. I.

Jamjes Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6rf.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal A gricultural Society of England
;

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London;
Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Coven t Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post- office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of
the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in tbe
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for
one stamp, five tor two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition,
to the cose of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle; 100,000 have
already been sold.

Post-office orders to be made payable to James Matthews,
5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

Price Is. Bd., free by post Is. lOd.

T ABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
*-* CONSISTING OF THE NAMES OF THE '

CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,
OF

PROFESSOR LINDLBY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."
So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted

into The Herbarium.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 5s. 6d. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
RNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;

Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY"OP
JURISPRUDENCE. s

being a translation of the general part of
THIEAUT'S SYSTEM DES PANDEKTEN RECHTS

WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS
By NATHANIEL LINDLEY, of the Middle Temple, Esq.,.

Barrister-at-Law.

William Maxwell, 32, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn, Law Book- "

seller and Publisher; Hodges & Smith, Grafton Street, Dublin.

()

TO FARMERS AND GARDENERS.

G GREEN, Rag Merchant, of 10, Marshall Street,.
• Golden Square, London, informs the above that lie has on-

hand a quantity of RAGS foi Manure, price 31. 10s. per ton, bags
included. Likewise coloured Cloth Cuttings, for tree nailing,,

price 21. per cwt. N.B. Ladies supplied with Fancy Coloured
Cloth Cuttings for Needlework, &c, from Is. 6//. to 2s. 6d. per !bv
Orders by post made payable at Cavendish Street punctually
attended to.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. 6d.

per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Sacks 2s.

each. Kentish and other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.

Kennard Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

JU ETTING for SHEEP-FOLDS, made of COCOA-
-L^ NUT FIBRE, a material known to possess the most extra-
ordinary durability when exposed to the alternations of weather.
It will wear out several sets of tarred hemp netting, and is so
light that a herdsman may with ease cany 200 yards of it.

3i and 7-inch mesh, 6d. per yard. Sold in Nets of 50 and 100-

yards long, 48 inches high, by the Manufacturer, W. Culling-
ford, 1, Edmund Terrace, Ball's Pond Road, London.

FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS.—A very large
aud superior stock now on sale at DEANE, DRAY, and-

CO.'S (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.
Established a.p. 1700.

SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS!
GOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, and SNUFF'

STORES (Established 1780), removed to 407, Oxford Street,.

near Soho Square. A Box, containing 14 fine Sisal Cigars
for Is. 9(2.; post free for 27 stamps. None are genuine unless
signed " II. N.G oodrich."

^COMFORT IN THE RAIN.

OVER-COATS, CAPES, SHOOTING JACKETS,
LADIES' CAPES, &c.— One of the largest stocks in-

London; thoroughly Waterproof, without extra charge. Light
Capes, 30s. to 40s.; Coats, 40s.to 50s. ; Ladies' Capes, 20s. to 40s.

W. Berdqe, Tailor, 96, New Bond S treet, and 69, Cornhill. __

DIRECT FROM YARMOUTH CURING THE SEASON.

REAL YARMOUTH BLOATERS 1C0 for 6».t

forwarded securely packed to any address upon receipt of

P. O. order by James Ayecs, Fish Curer, Great Yarmouth.
N.B. Th e trade supplied.

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLIS HM E NTS r

-ii- 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,

are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in.

Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,

and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department

for Papier Mache Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-

ping orders executed. Superior Hair and other Toilet Brushes.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRIAR is f;"Aranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c. r

in a few weeks, and restore the Hair in baldness from whatever
cause, strengthen it when weak, prevent its falling off, and effec-

tually check greyness in all its stages. For the nursery it is

recommended by upwards of 100 physicians, for promoting a fine

healthy head of hair, and averting baldness in after years. Soul

by all Chemists, price 2s., or sent post free on receipt of 2-4 penny
stamps, by Miss Coutelle, 69, Castle Street, Newman Street,

Oxford Street, London. Mrs. Carter writes, " My head, which
was bald, is now covered with new hair." -Mrs. Reeve—"My
hair is gaining strength and thickness." Sergeant Craven.

" Through using it I have an excellent Moustache. "" Mr.
Yates—"The young man has now a good pair of whiskers. 1
want two packets for other customers."

Printed by William Beadrubt, of No. 13. Upper Woburu Place, airf

Frederick Mullbtt Evasb, of No. 21', Quccd's Road, TTcst, both la

the Parinb of St. Pan eras, and in the County of Middlesex, Printers, td

their Office in Lomhanl Street, in the Precinct of WbitefriarB, in the City
of London; and published by thera at the Office, No.5, Upper "Wellington
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Coveol Garden, in the said County,
where all Advertisements and Communications are to be ADnaBsaBD to
the Editob.—Saturday, October 13, 1S55.
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BRITISH POM O LOGICAL SOCIETY.—An
Extraordinary Meeting of the British I'omologieal Socloty

will bo held flt the Rooms, 20, Bedford Street, Covunt Garden, on
MONDAY, the 6th of November, to compnro and determine the
merits and qualities of Fruits, for the oloction of Memborn, and
for general business.

It is hoped that nil who take an interest in the cultivation of
FRUITS and FRUIT TREES will forward to the meeting
specimens of sncii varieties an they can obtain, correct'! \* named,
and otherwise assist In promoting the objects of the Society.

Persons desirous of becoming Members are requested to niako
application to the Secretary on. or before the day of meeting.
Mombors are electod at all tho Meetings of tho! Society ; and 10s.
entrance fee, with 10s. annual .subscription, constitute member-
ship.—Koiucrt HxHUi. sabretary

1

.

VINES FROM EYES.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE Leg to offer a veryO superior Ktnek of all the leading. kinds of VINES, both for
planting out and fofjjruUing in pots.
Nursery am' Seed E-st^ldmluiient, Hammersmith.
OSACE ORANCF (MACLL-RA LjRANflACA).

MESSRS. MORRISON and SON have to offer
about 50,000 Plaids (5 to slneh'ea Uighjof ibis fine new

Hedge Plant (see Gardeuers' Chronick, May 13, 1S54), price 10s.
per 100. Price to the trade on application. Railways to all parts
of the kingdom.—Nurseries. MountoolTer, Banff, N.B.

ORION MELON is pronounced by competent
Judges to be perfection, won valuable prizes at the Crystal

PalAce, Regent Street, and Ipswich, and is always admired for

beauty, fragrance, and richness of flavour. It is placed in the
hands of Mr. Wild, of Ipswich, for distribution.

STATIC E HALFORDI.
JOSEPH MORGAN ling 300 healthy plants of dif-

ferent sizes, obtained immediately from the original stock.
Also a large stock of strong flowering roots of GLADIOLUS
BRENCHL.EYENSIS itnd other choice varieties. Prices on
application. A liberal discount to the trade.

;;

,

Torbay Nurseries, Torquay. Devonshire.

HARDY HEATHS
TirATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
* * nttention to tlieir larpe stock and first-rate collection of

these most bemtinil Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to Waterer & Godfrey, Knap "Hill

Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

WANTED, from 50,000 to 100,000 LARCH, about
2 feet 6 inches high. Any person having the above to

dispose of, address, stating height, age, and price, to J. "W.
Williams, St. John's Wood. High Wycombe. Bucks.

TO THE TRA dT7~
JOHN GRIGOR and CO. beg to request Nurserymen

requiring strong 1-year Seedling Larch, 2-year Seedling True
Native Highland Pine, &c, to apply to the Nurseries, Forres, N. B .

SEEDUNC RHODODENDRON PONTICUM.
JAMES SMITH lias to offer about 500,000 2 and

3-year old RHODODENDRONS : 2 years, 7s. 6d. per 1000

;

3 years, 10s. per 1000. Also 3-year old, 1 year transplanted, 16s.
per WOO.—parley Dale Nursery, near Matlock.—Oct. 20.

TO NURSERYMEN AND OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, about 1500 strong plants of
PHLOXES, named, of best varieties, lp to 1S54; also about

200 yards of BOX EDGING, 9 years old, superior quality.—
Address, A. Y., Office of this Paper.

"<0 BE SOLD, Four Dozen well Rooted PINE
PLANTS.—Apply to D. P., Post-office, Waodsworth, Surrey

SPANISH CHESTNUTS.
TO BE SOLD, about 200,000 Strong SPANISH

CHESTNUTS, from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent on application
to Waterer and Godfrey, Knap Hill, Woking , Surrey.

IMPORTANT TO NURSERYMEN.

TO BE SOLD, from 600,000 to 700,000 Forest
Seedlings. LARCH, SCOTCH FIR, SPRUCE FIR, BIRCH,

ELM, ALDER, THORN, QUICKS, &c, one and two years old.

all in the finest possible health, and prices moderate.—Apply to

P. Edward,;, Old Men-inn. BIsck Rnck. nesr Pnblin.

SEED POTATOES.—Fluke Kidneys, 4s. per bushel
of 55 lbs. ; 77. per ton ; Lapstowe Kidneys, 5s. Early Short-

top Ashleaf Kidneys, 65. per bushei of 561bs.; sacks,*6<f. per
bushel extra. All orders must be accompauied by a remittance.
—Apply to HmupHRF.y Chamberlain, Kempsey. near Worcester .

PAYNh'S DEFIANCE RED WHEAT, warranted
a true Stock and perfectly clean, grown upon new land,

may be had of Mr. T. Baker, Bu.-y FaroC Stapleford, Cambridge-
shire, price 10s. per bushel. All orders to be accompauied with a
Post-oilice order.

CHOICE CALCEOLARIA SEED.

LucoMiiK, PINCE, mo CO. h»y« dow n-n.lv f"r
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VINES FOR FRUlTINC IN POTS.

MESSRS. J. ani. .1. I-'KASKU, Ni | 1
-, Cea

Hull-. I: I BbMX. bog to a
'

illV " a

vory ohofco HOleotlon of tna bosl Mrtt of VlHl
grown In 12 and 15.Inch pntu, Price 5t. urid 7/». Sd Oacb,

H:B , Strong V 1 fo r planting out, 8«. M. cacli.-Oct. 20.

ROSE CATALOGUE, ETC.

H LANE and SON'S CATALOGUES of 1

- TKI-'.l'.S un.l SHRUBS, ami FRUIT, are n'.w ready, and
Will lin in-lit 101 iiiiinl t.i lli'-n CU "-. Also Crtt-i I

Azaleas, Btovo and Greenlioimo, and Berbaceotli I'lantH.

Tin- Niiiu-ili-i. Cunt I1«-rkliiiiii'ili-ii'i, I l erlfl.

ROSE CA1ALOCUE.
J AMD J. ERASER, NmuiF.RVMEN, Lea Bridge

• Essex, bog to announce that their No* CATALOGl '•

ROSES fur 18.55 aud 1BJ6 is now ready, and may bo had on
application.

EP. FRANCIS' New DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
• LOGUE of ROSES is now ready for distribution, and will

bo fiirwiuii.il gratlfl "ii application.— K'.hp Nunterlog, Hertford.

ROSES, HOLLYHOCKS, ETC.
A PAUL and- SON'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE" • CATALOGUES of ROSES and HOLLYHOCKS arc
now ready, and may be bad post free on application.

A fine slick of CONIFERvE, ORNAMENTAL TREES and
STIUUISS, FRUIT TREES, S-r. Prices furnished on application.

Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts, Oct. 20.

BASS am. 1 1 ROW IS '8 new AUTUMN. CATA-
LOGUE, comprising a considerable portion of descriptive

an 1 useful information for purchasers, will bo si ot free by post
for three ponny stamps, or gratis to tin. ir en demcrs, who may not

havo -received tht-t.i.

Seed and Hurticnltir il 1: :' Mi Ii.—1 ' niry, SntTolk.

. - 1-1

thai he
' ,' PLANTS, con-
useful plants.

A VAN GEEKT, Ni . if
•i"-* • begs to inform Aoiattfi ^'
published a new PRICKD Cj "

taiuing many Continontal novel! and otlu

I\lay be obtained ou application ( C his Agent, - fr.B.SlLBBBKAD,
5, Harp Lane, Tower Street, Londun.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
IOHN WATEREH'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
*J DENDRON3, AZALEAS. &c, as exhibited at tlie Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.

fi^" The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons.
The American Nursery, Bftgshot, Surrey.—Oct. 20.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATERER and GODFREY be? to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be Bent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether

unequalled iu extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

GEORGE JACKMAN begs to state his PRICED
CATALOGUE of choice COMTEKA. HARDY EVER-

GREENS aud ORNAMENTAL TREES, which are well grown,
and constantly removed; also Ruses, Standard, Dwarf, and
dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, and Forest Trees, can be had on
application by enclosing one Postage Stamp.
G. J. respectfully invites persons planting to pay a visit to his

extensive nursery, one and a half mile from Woking Station,

South Western Railway, where all trains stop, and conveyances
can be had.—Wokin g Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

DUTCH FLOWERINC BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and COVs CATALOGUE OF
« DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS, the most comprehensive
aud select published, will be forwarded frtt of charge and post
paid, upon application to address at foot. The Bttibs are as usual

offirst-rate quality.

James Carter & Co.. 23S, High Holborn, London.

R PARKER be£8 to inform his friends and patrons
• that his PRICED CATALOGUE of DUTCH BULBS

is now ready, and will be forwarded post free upon application.
Paradise Nnrserv, Homsey Road. Holloway.

JU*1 MAKVt»TtO.
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choice and popular Hovers, U,r one pottage stamp:
' Pink* xes

Aipiti«t Pam
CtriUUJ I'tAyuithutttt

I
' '/SCS .iU,6cC. 4cc

A few packets of t« v. I*. « Z#. p*r pclct.

DUTCH BULBS 01 SUPERIOH QUALITY AT

Anemones, • Lsnt colours
!lyaclnth», Dutch mixed, all colours

„ named, epsxate colours
Narclhs, mixed
Tulip*, Dutch, mixed, early v>rta

Crocus, Dutch, mixed, all colour*
Iris, inixf;rJ, all c/Jonrs

The above, -n-Hh ererybtber k:- t^ually
be in price, may bo had of Williax Daxrxa, Sfemsssm

and Florist. 82, Grsoecharcfa Btn •

Descii ptlv'- and pru

FRUIT TREES IN POTS.
TOHN aud CHARLES LEE have the 6nest stock

*-* oi the above ever yet ofi

PEACHES C9CKHIE3
. TARINE8

All wRjrant.J
Nurncry nnd -

AZALEA INOK
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TAMES CHARTRES and

*^ mend their 20/. Collect:

given such general ssttsfacti
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12 Pheasant-eyed dr..: ti splendid E.
Late do. for Borden
flakes: 6 Donbl
and priced Catalogue on ^i |

William Street, City. I
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DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen and Ncr-

servmen- to Hkb MajbSit.thb Qdtkk, and to the High-
land aud Agricultural Society of Scotland, respectfully intimate
that they are now ready to execute orders for HYACINTH
ROOTS, &c. &c, of the finest kinds and in excellent condition.

Catalogues may be had, free, on application.

2", Great George Street, Westminster.—Oct. 20.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JOHN SALTER be-s to apneunce that b's Seediicg

Pompone CHRYSANTBEMUJ - .M" i*

now in flower, and will be found far super: .

class for brilliancy of cwlcur, form, &zi habit- Orders nc ; Ufcsst

for plants to be sent out in spring at 7.«- 5L each. H;s general
collection will be in bloom early in November.

Versailles Nnrserv. near HAmtr>v.r*aith T '^

"

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER NAE-
ClSSUS, 4a. rer dozen.—The t& the former of

which is s ; :>:
T

.y tv_-:rtmed for its •;

-

fragrance, and the la;t*r :' r :

arrived, and mavbe ob^atneG as

Warehouse. IS, Pall Mall, near

IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS.

EVAN PAUL begs to inform his patrons ami friends

that he has received his first importation of the above, which
have arrived fn first-rate condition, early orders for which are

respectfully solicited. Catalogues forwarded postage free on
application'—The Nurseries, Derby, I

IMPORTED DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
ry F. WINSTANLEY, Seedsman and Florist, begs
-*• • to inform his patrons and friends that he has received

direct, from one of the first gio^ers in Holland, his first annual
importation of the above, comprising Hyacinths. N
Early and Late Tulips, Jonquils, Iris, Crocus, Gladiolus. A -

monee. Ranunculus. &c. Ac. Ail are unusually fine and well

ripened. Descriptive Priced Catalogues caa be had en appli-

cation.—2S, Market Place, AtflDcaes^r.

CATTELL'S EARLY BARNES CAS3*CE;
DO. DO. RELIANCE; Also

PARAGON, IMPERIAL, KING, NCNP*REIL. ETC.

JOHN CATTELL has now read;- Bedced Pianos oi

the above, at 5s. G I

or packing. Pwel delivered to Ixodsc
tfie Edenbridpe Station of the S^-.th-E

carrisge free, A remittance or reference to *co:-iapar7

from unkumm corre^rV'ndentg.—N:- - ~ X - :.

SELECTED SEED WHEAT.
ABRAHAM HARDY - ~ejl«.

Maiden. Es PROLIFIC
RED. at 15s.

qnalirv, at 12,*. Grf. per bnsbeL New sack; It.

rs. Prices of &electei

Potatoes in v«

V\r N1COL, Gakdenes, Ros1\e 1

» * • begs :<:

parable PEA "Omer Pacha." Forterma ..1

as above.
W.N. begs toasser: 1 - -

'
>'

in cultivation, l most superb near

Should " ^BfM^
-.-
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SUTTON'S IMPROVED ITALIAN RYE GRASS.

SUTTOW and SONS, Sked Growers, Reading, are

now harvesting their crop of Seed of this superior variety of

Italian Rye Grass, and are also importing a supply of fresh

Lomtordy Seed. As the demand appears likely to be great,

Messrs. Suttok respectfully recommend their friends who intend

to sow these articles oexl season, 1
1
favourthem with their orders

early, in case the atock should prove short.

N.B. Sutton &. Sons do not appoint Agents for the

sale of their Sails ; but they deliver then carriage free by

Rail to most parts of tlu I dom.

WTi'WNSKND has now ready to send out

• GERANIUM CYDONIA CARMINEA—for description

see Advertisement, 4th August; has been exhibited at the

National Society, 16th June and 2t>tb. August, and obtained a

Certificate. Hants 5.-;., 7s. 6d., and 10s. 6d. each; one over to

every three ordered in the trade. Post-office orders payable at

Bavswr Hill.

THE BEST SEED IX THE WORLD, saved as

recommended in Glexxt's " Garden Almanack" from the

best Blooms of the best Varieties. Balsams, six classes,

37 stamps; mixed, 13 stamps. Geranium and Pink, SO stamps;

llollvhock and Dahlia, 13 stamps; Quilled Aster and large

flowerinc Stocks, 7 stamps. Sealed packets only.—G. Glenny,
FHlhamf The trade supplied.

RARE AND NEW FERNS.

R KENNEDY having at present a good assortment
• of the more choice species of FERNS would especially

recommend the following selection

Acrophorus hispida

Adianrum pentadactylon

Asplenium Belangeri

Blechnum lanceolatum
Cbeilanthes Alahamaensis

_ vestita

Cassebeera farinosa

Gletchem'a speluncea

., microphilla

Gymnogramma lanata

pulchella
dealbata
chrysophylla

Prices and General Catalogue forwarded on application.

Bedford Conservatory, Covent Garden, Oct. 20.

Gymnogi-amma tomentosa
Hemionitis cordata
Lomaria bicolor

,, Magellanica
Nephrolepis Davallioides
Nothochla?na nivea
Phitycerium grande
Platyloma Browni
Polypodium alpestre

Drynaria coronans
Trichomanes Andrews!
Davallia tenuifolia

Woodsia hyperborea

MAGNIFICENT SPECIMENS OF CONIFER/E.
LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO. respectfully call at-

tention to their very superior specimens^ the above, which
are worthy of the notice of all who are engaged in ornamental
planting, their growth and shape being perfect, and their roots

all that can be desired, so that where immediate striking effect,

combined with perfect safety of removal to any distauce is re-

quired, these large symmetrically grown and well managed
plants can with confidence be recommended.

Pinns insignis

„ Cembra
Abies Douglasi

„ orientalis

., Mecziesi
„ canadensis

Araucaria imbricata
Biota glaiica

„ japonica
Cedms Lebani

„ Deodara
Cupressus macrocarpa

„ Goveniana
Uhdeana

Juniperus excelsa
recurva

Libocedrus chilcnsis

„ austriaca

„ muricata
„ tuberculata

„ Montezumffi

„ Benthamiana
„ excelsa

Picea Nordmanniana
„ nobilis

„ Pinsapo
Thuja orientalis
_ occidentalis

tartarica
hliformis,

&c. &c. &c.

Sizes, prices, and all particulars may be had on application to

LUCOMBE, PINCE, and CO.,
EXETER NURSERY,

EXETER.
Established 1720.

TT7TLLIAM YOUNG begs to call the attention of
' ^ Nobleman. Gentlemen, Public Companies, and Planters in

general to his' extensive stock of CHOICE CONIFERS,
HARDY EYERGREENS, ORNAMENTAL TREES, AME-
RICAN PLANTS, &c, which are this season particularly fine,

and having been well prepared for removal, he can confidently
recommend them to transplant with perfect safety.

W, V. invites persons about to plant to inspect his stock,
which is standing over 50 acres of ground, in which will be found
all kinds of plants adapted to every description of ornamental
planting. It consists of HARDY CONIFERS, containing
some of the finest specimen plants ever offered.

Feet high.
AbiesDouelasi 6 to 8 by 5 to 6

8 to 10 by 7 to 8
10 to 12 by 8 to 9

i

Menziesi 4£ to 5
nigra, Black Spruce 4£ to 5

. albs. White Spruce 6 to 8
, canadensis, Hem-

lock Spruce ... 6 to 8 by 7
Pinus austriaca ... 6 to S
„ ... 8 to 10
.. Cembra ... ... 5J to 6

n n ... 7 to 8
„ excelsa ... ... S to 10
„ insignia ... ... 24 to 3

ii » ... 3 to 4
Picea Pinsapo .. . 5 to 6 by 6

.. nobilis \ very
pJ
Nordmanniana f handsome

Araucaria imbricaLa . 2A by 24
do. do "3 by 3
do. do 4 by 4
do. do., very handsome 6 to 8

Cryptomeriajaponica ... 3 to 4
Cedar of Lebanon ... 3\ to 4

n n ... 5 to 6
» „ 7 to 8 by 6

» ., 10 to 12 by 8
„ Deodara ... 4A to 5

n ,,
6" to 8

I. „ 9 to 10
„ 10 to 12

(The Cedars of Lebanon and
Deodara are particularly
handsome and well furnished^)

Thnjaorientalis.Chinese
Arbor-vita 5 to 6

n „ „ ... 7 to 8

Feet high.
ThnjaWeareana,Siberian5 to 6

7 to 8
Chinese Juniper ... 4^ to 5

„ „ 5 to 6
Upright „ 4 to 5

» „ 6 to 7
Taxodium sempervirens 6 to 8

„ „ 10 to 12
Irish Yew 4i to 5
» „ 6" to 7

A Large Quantity of fine
EYERGREENS.

Green Hollies 4 to 6
» » ••• 6 to 7 by 4
M n 8 to 10 by 6 to 7

Evergreen Oak 3\ to 4
n „ 4A to 5
» „ 6 to 8 by 4 to 5

Spruce and Silver Firs 6 to S

m >r „ 10 to 12
Weymouth Pine ... 8 to 10
Yews 34 to 4

» H to 5
- 54 to 6

Quercus oxomensis

—

New Leucombe Oak... 6 to 7
„ „ ... 8 to 10

AMERICAN PLANTS.
Azaleas, fine named sorts
Rhododendron ponticum (good

for cover).
Do. all the new and best vars.
Kalmias, Andromeda, Ledums,

&c. &c.
STANDARD ROSES, of all the best varieties

FRUIT TREKS, ORNAMENTAL DECIDUOUS TREES,
for Parks or Avenues, from 10 to 12 feet

FOREST TREES, for Copse Planting, from 2 to 4 feet.

\ r i

Prices given on application.

tSp x?
16 " now ready

'
and may^ had for ^° Postage stamps.

Western SP«,"8
i.

tW0 mi 'eS fTOm Godalraing Station, South-n estern Railway, where conveyances can always be obtained
Muford Nurseries, near Godalming, Surrey.

BLACK SARBAROSSA VINES IN POTS.

JOHN A. WATSON has now to offer a fine lot of
this excellent sort, which for keeping through the winter is

by far the best in cultivation. Also a large stock of the following

kinds all warranted true to name
Muscat
Charlesworth Tokay
Dutch Sweetwater
Black Hamburgh
Mill Hall Hamburgh

Black Prince

Welbeck Tripoli

Black Frontignan

Grizzly Frontignan.
The above collection packed aud sent to any station in London

for 21. 2s.—Yine Gardens, Ealing, jVliddlescx.

HA RDY FERNS.
TX/'ILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undernamedW Collection of FERNS for 14s.,

Adianrum
Yeneris

Allosorus crispus
Asplenium viride

„ trichomanes
„ adiantum nigrum

Athyrium filix-

femina
Blechnum horeale
Botrychium limaria

capillus Ceterach officinarum

Cystopteris fragilis

,
package included, viz.

Hymenophyllum
"Wilson!

Do. Tuubridgensc

Lastrea cristata

„ spinulosa

_ „ dilatata
Thelypteris

Polystichum aculea-
tum

Do. annulare
Osmunda regalis

Polypodium vulgare
„ dryopteris

„ pbagopteris

„ calcareum
Scolopendrum offici-

narum
Horticultural Gardens, Norwich.

/^AKEY TYSO, Florist, Wallingford, Berks, begs
V^ to offer— s. d, £ s. d t

Ranunculuses, 100 splendid named sorts ... 40 to 4

„ 25 superb seedlings ditto 1 10

„ 100 Fine mixtures 8 to 1

Double Anemones, 50 fine named sorts ... 10 6 to 13
Carnations and Picotees, per dozen pairs ... 18 to 1 10

C. T. has a quantity of named Tulips, of fine quality, which he
is offering at unusually low prices.—Treatise on the Ranunculus,
post free, 8tf.; ditto on Anemone, 4d. General Catalogue sent
gratis, for one stamp for postage.

TO NURSERYMEN AND GARDENERS.
REIGATE SILVER SAND, 12s. per ton, Is. U.

per bushel, or 16s. per ton, delivered to the London
Wharfs or Railways, or within a circuit of five miles. Sacks 2s.

each. Kentish and other Peats and Loam of excellent quality.
Kennabd Brothers, Swan Place, Old Kent Road.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kessal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.

Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and
Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
oftbe nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged,

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.
Priced Lists ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise
water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of tevery description erected;
Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.

Hose iPipe of every kind for watering
Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

-->"-)>

TXTEIR'S SPIRIT
DRAINING LEVEL.
Price 30s.; Case, Is.

Requires no graduated staff

or computation. Any labourer
can use them.

Edward Weir, 2, Fitzroy Terrace, and 16, Bath Place
Road, near Fitzroy Square, London.

I

WEIR'S PENDULUM
WORKMAN'S LEVEL,

for use in the Drain. Price 155.
Terms cash.

Illustrated Catalogues sent
post free.

New

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENCLANO.
MEETING AT CARLISLE, JULY, 1855.

First Prize Awarded to
T3ICHM0ND and CHANDLER'S No. 3 B CHAFF

MACHINE, Price £7.

All the various modern Implements of Agriculture manufac-
tured on the most scientific and improved principles, suitable for
home use and exportation.—Address, Richmond & Chandlsb,
Salford, Manchester; and 32, South John Street, Liverpool-

€*P Catalogues Gratis,
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure toJ hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES—In Bos.es of 100 feet.
6 by 4, and 6* by 4* £0 12s. Orf.
7 „ 6, - 7* „ 64 1

8 „ 6, — 8* „ 6A J"
9 „ 7, — 9J „ 7|, 10 by 61

10 „ 7, 10 by 8 J
STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at ISs. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 2W. to 3.W. | 21 oz. from 3id. to iid.

26 oz. iTom5id.to7id.
Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or

Crates of 300 feet, 2W. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same QHALITV
as we supply to Mr. Rivees, and ot various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.
J of an inch thick £1 17s. ed. per case of 50

A » 2 13 ' „ 60
i >. ; 1 17 6 „ 60

Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.
Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps ; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediatedelivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners1 Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

FOREIGN AND ENCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

R00 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
.uen of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in. ..

6J . 4$
74 , 5*
to, , 64
y* , 7*
10*

i
a*

12
. 9

10 , 10
11 , 10
11

, 11
12

, 11
13 , 11
13 , 12
13* , 13*
16* , 134

7 5
8 6
9 7

10 8
11 9
13 9
10* 10*
11* Wi
11* 11*
12* 11*
13* 11*
13* 124
14* „ 13*

. 12» OA

. 12 B
. 13

,
13 6

.. 13 6
. 14
,
14
14
14

.. 14
. 14
. 14
. 16

. 16

. 16
20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21£ by 13*, 16£ by 14J, 20 by U,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 ieet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2£ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3| „

HARTLEY'S Rough. Plate, Sheet and Roush, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE FLOWER BASKETS
and HANGING GARDENS, made to the original

Sydenham Pattern, and a variety of other new and elegant
designs for the Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing Room,
Boudoir, &c, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works, 370,
Oxford Street, London, nearly opposite the Princess's Theatre

;

and at the Crystal Palace.
A large stock on view from 3s. 6d. ipwards. Flower Stands,

Trainers, Game and Garden Fencing, and Wire Work of every
description. Conservatories and Aviaries fitted up in superior
style. Window Blinds of all sorts.

370, Oxford Street; and Garden Entrance, Crystal Palace,
Sydenham.

Bt
1

ECONOMY OF FERMENTATION.
USHE'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufac-
tured by FOWLER and FRY, Temple Gate, Bristol, entirely

supersedes the necessity of Cooking Turnips, Mangold, and other
Roots ; it effects a saving of 30 to 40 per cent, of the Roots, besides

that of fuel. Price 31. 10s. Printed testimonials and directions

may be obtained gratis by applying to Fowles & Fry, Bristol,

Licensed Makers of Cobne's Patent Chaff Cutters and General
Agricultural Implement Makers and Dealers. The Root Grater
may also be seen in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.
These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1S51, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural
Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to

Savior & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship. Established 1738.

ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
PAINT, specially patronised by the British aud other

Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock
Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and
clergy, for out-door work at their country seats. The Anti-
Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-

door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every description
of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, work, as has
been proved by the practical test of upwards of 60 years, and by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials in its favour,

and which, from the rank and station in society of those who have
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything of the
kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials,

will be sent on application to Walter Carson & Son, 9, Greac
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, London.
No Agents. All orders are particularly requestedtobesentdirect.

C'
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CRAPE VINES FROM EYES IN POTS.
TJCOMUK, PINCE, ani» CO. beg wepectfully to

cull attention to tliolrjeniarkably Qnostooh offtrapc
laod from oyoa in pots, l" a bearing state.

B., P., & Co, bavfng two years ago oroctoda Pinery 00 fool

ng )'or tim ospoolal purpose of proving every good Vino In out

gitlon, aro enabled to uay that tho Planta sent out Uy them are

UO to NltlllC,

LUCOMBE, l'lNCIfi, and CO.,
EXET BR N URSBIIY,

i:.\ BTER.
Kin Aiii.niiKii 1720.

THE PAMPAS CRASS,
"UynKIUIJM AltflKNTICIIM."

r UCOMBE, PINCE, anii Co. having now for sale
l-J the finest atock of (loworlng plantH In this countrj ol tha
Liovo, aro enabled to offor fchoir well ostablisbod plants to bloom
iln autumn at tbo following prlcon :—

Fiuo speelmoiiH wltb two flower stoma ... 21«, OtfiOecb.
i>ii(o with one ditto 10*. Qd, „

Smaller plants to bloom noxtyoar 7a, Orf, ,,

L., P., & Co. lut v<i also healthy goodllngfl at 80*. per uozon,
Hob will bo ready in October, which, however) they doom II

ight, to Hny will most probably not bloom for two years. To snob
iffitlesas wini

i
hi once to hoc tbo plant In Its bouuty, I.., P 7 & Co.

/ouiii strongly recommend tho larger sizes, as thoyare muob
fitter and oboapor.
Pew plants are morn ornamental than thin Glgantli G

ho leavoH (which aro more tbar 7 foot in length, curving grace
ally outwards') grow In largo tiwHockn, tboroby producing u. very
Be effect, and from tbe midst of those numoroua (lower stems
irlHO to tho height oi' IVimi r, to H OH, HiiriiinimOd hv oOjohiI
)anicioH of lnfiorescenoi arly :i foci Long, resombllng boautlful
/avlng plumon of nil very featuers. it Is porfeotly hardy, and Is

ilso oftsy of cultivation. A grand specimen oi this noble plan!
is now in the Exeter Nursery, pushing up nearly twenty large
lower stems and numerous Bma.ll ones, and will continue to be an
>bjectof great attraction for a considerable I

E \ ET BR N URS'ERY, E X BT BR.
ESTABLIBnitD 17'^fl.

> TO PLANTERS.
JOHN SCOTT, of the Merriott Nurseries, Crcw-
*J kerne, Somerset, lutH for Sale largo and fino specimens of
EVERGREENS, Ac, at tho lowoKt prlcos. Tho following aro
fine bushy plantH, from 3 to G and 7 foot high, and from G to

16 foet in olrcumferenoe:—Deodars, Cedars of Lebanon, Red
Cedars, Arbor-vitio, upright Cyprous, Silver Fir, Evergreen Oak,
Portugal Laurel, Arbutus, &c, in largo numbers. Also all tho
leading Deciduous Troos from 6 to 16 foot high, all moved last
May, ami aro now finely rooted; Forest Troos, many hundred
thousands ready for planting; with flno Standard and Dwarf-
trainnl Fruit Trees, of all tho best and leading kinds, at very
moderate prlcos. Gentlemen requiring largo numbers will find
tho above well worthy ofattention. Prices and signs sent to any
application.—Oct. 20.

NEW ROSES.
MDUCHER, Rue du Vivier Guillotiere, Lyons,

• France, offers the following NEW ROSES :—
MARSHAL PELISSIER— Hybrid Perpetual, very strong

growth; flowers very large and very highly perfumed ; petals
Bright rod on the edge, and very pale beneath. This plant
deserves a place In tho best collections.

GENERAL SIMPSON — Hybrid Perpetual, very strong
growth, and flowers abundantly ; flowers medium size, very full

and v tdl-shaped; bright rod carmine—superb plant.

MARCHIONESS OF MURAT—Strong growth, flowers large,
full, and very well-shaped ; very beautiful blush and very agree-
able perfume. Somewhat resembles Duchess of Sutherland,

Each Plant 15 francs, or 12s.; to bo delivered on the 1st
November next.

A NEW SEEOLINC APPLE FROM THE RIBSTON PI"PIN.

STEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer to gentlemen
and the trade Trees of his entirely new Apple named 0\1EK

PACHA, it being a first-rate hardy grower, strcng compact habit,

early and productive bearer. Fruitexcellent flavour (dess-rt), ripe

in November, keeps until May. Respectable testimonials given
from those who have tasted tho fruit. Strong plants supplied at

5s. Gd. each, or 60s. per dozen. The usual discount to the trade
where ono dozen or more are taken. Early application is re-

quested as the stock is limited; all orders carefully and promptly
attended to. Fruit of the above can be seen !it tbe office of the
Gardeners' Chronicle, the British Pomological Societies' Rooms,
20, Bedford Street, Covent Gardeu, Messrs. Nutting & Sou, 46,

Cheapside, Messrs. Sutton & Sous, Reading, and at the
North Warnborough Nursery, near Odiliam, Hants.

MESS RS7 eTIsThENDERSON and SON beg to

announce that they have now received their noted collec-

tion of HYACINTHS in excellent condition, and for the assist-

ance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the
Hyacinth, printed instructions will be given gratis with each
order they are kindly favoured with, Catalogues of which, to-

gether with their Plant and Seed Lists, will be forwarded post
free on application.

CUCUMBER Henderson's NAPOLEON III., in packets, 3s.

and 5s. Gd each

.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA SEED of
first qualitv, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.
FUCHSIAS.—Banks' Favourite, 10s. Gd.; Prince of Wales.

10s. Gd.

NEW RHODODENDRONS.—Boothi, Hookeri, Calopbyllum..
Kendricki, Eximium Windsori Leucanthum.
GYNEIUU.Yl ARGENTEUM (Pampas Grass).— E. G.II. &

Son having in their possession the largest stock in the country
of this noble ornamental Grass, can supply free healthy seedling
plants, which are superior to any other at 2s. Gd. each, 25s. per
dozen, or 71. 10s. per 100.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

WATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS.—A new
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celebrated Collection of hardy Scarlet aud other Rhododendrons,
as exhibited by John Waterkr at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park ; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-
vations on their successful management, and will be forwarded
on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
its enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-
tion, a List of choice Conifera? will be seen, embracing the latest
importations of this tine and hardy tribe of Plants.

J. W. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, and of
all heights, the following selection of CONIFERS, with the
remark that they are all now growing in the open ground, are
bushy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-
planted each succeeding spring, whereby uo risk can be encoun-
tered in thoir removal from the nursery :—Araucaria imbricata,
Cryptomeria japonica; Pinus Douglasi, Cembra, excels*, Lani-
bertiana, insiguis, Jefferyana, Beardsleyi, tnberculata, &c;
Cedrus Deodara, Lebanon, and Africana ; Wellingtonia gigantea,
Cupressus, Juniperus, Taxus, Thuja, &c.
&2T The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others

engaged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoing;
indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to
inspect our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity
cannot be given within the limits of an advertisement.
The Nursery is easily reached by railway, being near the

Farnhorjugii Station, South-Western Railway, and Blackwater
on the SoutU-Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.
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HPHE BEST TWELVE HYACINTHS FOR POTi
JL OB '.i 1

(Parcels if not less titan 20*. value, carriage free.)

The boat 12 HYACINTHS Imported bj Mini
Double do. for open [rroDnd, mixed ... perdoz, 1

CROCUSES, many aorta mixed, ... ... per 1000 II 8

ti: LIPS, fine mb od, early for pel 1 or fa

ANEMONES, fl loublo mixed .. ... per 100 5
Andallothor BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS at low prices, as

per Catal published.

John Sutton & Sosh, Seed Growers, Reading, Rerks.

^fie @grgetterg' Cftrontcle.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1855.

We learn from the Sydney Herald of May 17 thai

a Society has been established in New South Wales
for the Improvement of Horticulture in the
Colony. Sir Wii.i.iam Denison has taken it under
his patronage, which looks well, and, if we can

judge from the report of the proceedings at the

inaugural meeting, it promises to be supported

satisfactorily. On that occasion an excellent address

was delivered by Sir Charles Nicholson, one of the

Vice Presidents, which deserve* to be given at

greater length than our space will permit. We
must, however, find room for some extracts.

After explaining the objects for which the Society

was instituted, he proceeded to the following

effect :

—

" It can require little to be said in commendation

of objects alike fraught with the greatest practical

utility, and connected with some of our purest and

happiest associations. In many of its departments,

horticulture may be said to be of exclusively

English origin, and to have been carried by our

countrymen to a degree of perfection which it has

not elsewhere attained. England is unrivalled for

her park scenery, for that endless variety of land-

scape which results from the combination of the

natural with the artificial, and for happily blending

trees and shrubs, and flowers and natural weeds, in

doing which art appears to borrow all that nature

can bestow, and nature herself to be indebted for

some of her most enchanting aspects. A beau-

tiful garden is perhaps the most perfect creation

of man's skill, and affords materials for some of the

most refined of the enjoyments of which his nature

is susceptible. The lot has been assigned to us by

Providence of occupying a new land, and converting

it into a civilised abode. In the execution of this

task our first and foremost obligation has been to

look to utilitarian objects only, and to disregard any-

thing unconnected with immediate gains or practical

ends. Such a spirit has, however, been too preva-

lent, and it is impossible to travel through our

adopted land without lamenting the all but entire

absence of those graceful and pleasing embellishments

which characterise every rural dwelling in England.

Our miserable wooden and bark-covered huts are

seldom furnished with a garden, or it is enclosed

by an unsightly and dilapidated tence, and its con-

tents seldom extend beyond a few Pumpkins and

Peaches. The domains of our gentry exhibit too

generally an entire absence of taste in their disposi-

tion, with the same character of dilapidation and

want of care that characterises the more humble

abode of the labouring man. How rarely do we here

see the trim garden of the English cottager, full of

sweet-scented and beautiful flowers—objects of care

and solicitude, and mixed up and twining them-

selves even with the affections of the whole

household. No cold and unsympathising spirit,

actuated by motives of mere gain, influences the

English cotter in his desire to embellish his humble

home. The spirit which animates the poor man

park*, and cberul

i :
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portant, h perception of, and r<:li»h for, that which
ia beantifbl in the work . can hardly fail

to be accompanied with holier atpirations, directed

to the Great Au'hor >i all •
! an well as

bp.-mtiful in nature.

profane habits are not likely to find an abiding-
place in the brea.it of that man who ii cap.
enjoying nature in her amplest and nv,

forms. It is with the hope that thin Society may
in some measure counteract a state of things to

much to be regretted, that I gladly join ita ranki.

It is our privilege and p .-.une to occupy a
country far from being destitute of the elements of
natural beauty ; it is one affording materials and a
capacity for embellishment, merely requiri:

.

.

judicious hand of taste. Many of our indigenous
forests may, with a little care, and by an eye abVj

to appreciate the picturesque, be made to «mm»
the character of the most highly ornamented
English parks. With a climate of more than Anso-
nian softness, there are none of the vegetable pro-
ductions of Europe that cannot be acclimatised,

from the Oak of England to the Olive of classic

Greece ; and there is no reason why we should not
reproduce on our shores a Windsor forest, the
gToves of Cintra, or the woods of a Sobiaco. To
aid in the realisation of some such results is, I ap-
prehend, the province of this Society."

We were not prepared for such a description of

the social state of the great Australian Colony, and
it must be owned that if the picture drawn
Charles Nicbolson is anything like the condition of

New South Wales, it stands wofully in need of all

the humanizing effects which so refined a pursuit as

that of gardening can impart. Let us hope, how-
ever, that there was a little pardonable exagg*-

in the recital of the social circumstances which ren-

dered the establishment of the new Society so

desirable. At least we imagine that we discern

evidence of such a feeling in the speech of

Mr. Sylvester, who followed Sir Charles Nichol-

son. This gentleman drew a most deplorable pic-

ture of the state of rural affairs near Sydney. A:':er

pointing out in language which might be almost

called eloquent, how horticulture is the mother of

art—if art be worth cultivating at all—he proceeded

to say, " at this remote end of the world we, like

our first parents, are placed in a garden, to dress

and to keep it, and I would ask whv
have done in any way to fulfil our mission ? Have

not we, in neglect of all the great capabilities of

this land, fed loo long on what ought to us to have

been forbidden fruits ?" Have we not with a

selfishness lavished our time and means in ia

exotic luxuries, instead of manfully making this

country that which it ought to be—the habitable

home of millions ? Have" we now in Sydney any

complete collection of the natural Grasses of the

countrv of which we are accustomed_ to boast so

mnch f—of the fruits which are. or might be made

available for human food, or of the plants and herbs

of which the chemist may avail himself in his

researches ? There is no institution in this colony

connected with horticulture, which in any way

promotes that which was the great design of horti-

culture, the virtue, the happiness, and the comfort

of mankind. I do not mean for one moment to

reflect upon any existing institutions, governmental

or otherwise, further than to declare them inefficient,
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and insufficient for the present wants of the colony.

Some may sav that a governmental institution may

be made sufficient for all purposes I have men-

tioned ; bnt I reply that such an institution has two

great objections. It is at once too exclusive and too

popular ; too exclusive in its management for

anything like instruction for the people ; too

popular in its application to be adapted to

anything more than purposes of amusement. At

presentVe have done nothing—positively nothing

with our garden, for the help and maintenance of

the nations around us. The bread we eat, the fruit

we partake of, the liquors we drink, are derived

exclusively from the produce of foreign countries.

An indigenous grain of corn is never baked ; an indi-

genous Grape is never pressed ; an indigenous wool

is never worn in this country. We partake of all

tie blessings derived from these processes more
largely than most nations. Why should we not

contribute to them in our turn s Is it high and
noble and honourable, to allow our country to be

declared a desert i It is too bad to be forced to

confess that not a crumb has civilised Australia

placed upon the table of the world—that her gold is

her only treasure ; and that her beautiful mountains
and valleys have no other boon for the great family

of man. I am convinced you will not longer allow
this state of things to continue, but by your support,

your constant attendance at our monthly meetings,

and our annual exhibitions, make the society an
institution worthy of the colony itself, and the great

and enterprising nation it sprung from."

Such assertions from the mouth of a speaker
addressing a great meeting of the gentry of Sydney
have much astonished us. We had heard of the
vineyard of a Bosbt and the Fig and Raisin grounds
of a Mitchell; we had seen the glorious corn of
Adelaide, and the Australian wools unsurpassable
for quality ;

we bad even drank the luscious wines
of a MacArthur, wilh a firm belief that at Camden
he had laid the foundations of a great wine trade
with Asia, an opinion confirmed by the high posi-
tion assigned to them in the Paris Exhibition.
But we now see that w,e have been in a state
of delusion in this matter, for Mr. Sylvester
declares that there is no corn, no fruit, no wine in
that land which is not borrowed from the stranger

;

not a grain of corn is baked, nor a Grape pressed,
nor a wool-pack converted into clothing. All comes
from abroad. We cannot but suspect such state-
ments to be very highly coloured.

It is true that another speaker dwelt upon the
same subject in a similar strain.

"In a country like this," said Mr. Shepherd,
' where not one-tenth of our pastoral population
has the means of procuring vegetable diet, and where
even an Irishman considers himself a lucky fellow
if he can get Potatoes for his Christmas dinner, and
where flour has to be carted over hundreds of miles
of bad roads, the necessity for some amelioration
must be apparent. But what has been the attempt
to procure plants or fruits suitable for these localities,

where we constantly hear the remark—' Oh, it's no
use attempting to garden or farm here ; we have often
tried, but the hot winds settle everything.' In the
colony of New South Wales alone there are pro-
bably over 100 millions of acres of land, every
10 of which are, on an average, required
to furnish food equal to the support of one ox,
and yet no attempt has been made to find herbs
or Grasses, either indigenous or exotic, which would
withstand our hot winds and our periodical dry
seasons, and which, by being spread over our vast
plains and forests, would prevent those visitations
from starving to death thousands and tens of thou-
sands of our cattle. We, professing to be a civilised
people, have occupied this vast " island continent "

for upwards of half a century. Are we justified in
keeping it when we have done so little to improve
the condition of its original owners (in fact we have
rendered their conditiun worse than it was before), or
so little besides adding a few bales of wool, a few
nuggets of gold, and a few casks of tallow ? Let us
bestir ourselves and remove this reproach from us
by inquiring into the capabilities of the thousand
and one species of Grasses, and herbs, fruit, roots,
and timbers. We owe this not only to ourselves
but to the world at large. For all that we cultivate
we are indebted to foreign countries ; can we find
nothing to give in return ? Unless we use our best
exertions with a view to accomplish something like
these results, we forfeit the only tenure by which

!c ^justly hold the land, and the Russian serfs
•would have as much right to it as we have."

to such a confirmation of his predecessor's re-
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we have no doubt there is plenty of room for im-

provement ; and we hope the new society will

succeed in its endeavours to bring it about.

It will have been seen by a communication in

our last Number (p. 678), that experimentalists are,

puzzled to understand how it is possible to make
two embryos grow together by grafting. It seems

to be considered impracticable so to unite the seeds

of an Orange and a Lemon as to blend them into

one single plant from the very beginning of their

growth. Undoubtedly the operation is attended

by some difficulty. Skill and a sound knowledge
of the nature and structure of seeds are demanded
of those who would perform it. For that reason,

indeed, it was that we offered a valuable reward to

the first who should succeed. Had it been a mere
puzzle which could be solved by some lucky acci-

dent, we should have consigned it to the limbo
of rebuses, charades, and similar puerilities. But
knowledge and the power of applying it were
demanded, and for this reason it appeared to be an
excellent subject for experiment ; certainly not

merely for the sake of a trifacial Orange, which
might be easily obtained in Alexandria.

We have already stated, in reply to an inquirer,

that it would probably facilitate the operation if

the surfaces to be united are pared down, just as is

done when common grafts are united. But we are

by no means sure that this is indispensable. On the

contrary, many facts indicate that mere contact will

produce the necessary union. No one can be igno-

rant that Cucumbers often come as twins ; so do
Nectarines ; and we have now before us a pair of

Coe's Golden Drop Plums completely united for

about half their length. In all such cases no
removal of the surface of the parts took place where
they joined. They united in consequence of being

firmly pressed together when very young, and in the

early stage of growth while the tissues were young,
tender, and forming fast,

and scarcely azotized tissue of which such an em-
bryo as that of the Orange consists, would from it*
very nature be unlikely to form an adhesion ; justj
indeed as grafters find that old wood is very diffi-J

cult to operate upon. It is by the young tissueJ
when first growing, soft, tender, succulent and rich)
in azotized matter that junctions are effected. Is'
it not then highly probable that if embryos are to
be grafted on each other the union must take place
between the surfaces of the young radicle and the
tender lengthening stem when first born ? We.
think so. And upon that supposition it may
be a question whether the operation now under dis-
cussion may not be most easily and certainly
performed by allowing the embryos to enter udoii
the early stage of germination before they are finally

tied together.

Suppose that a couple of Orange pips were'
allowed to grow just long enough to be handled,
and then had, in each case, one of the cotyledons-
removed so that the nascent stems couid be secured-
to each other with collodion, or a film of India-
rubber, or some such elastic matter. We only
throw this out as a suggestion.

contact in the earliest state of the bud, being kept
firmly in contact as they advanced in growth, ended
by becoming half incorporated; notwithstanding
which they finally became a twin fruit, consisting of
two very unequal halves. In the smaller only four
cells of the seed were formed, in the larger but three.
In other respects the structure was complete ; but
each was furnished with a pair of elevated lines
on the side next the line of junction, as shown in
the figure. The nature of these lines is unknown
to us._ What is particularly deserving of attention
here is that the hairy surface of the young Apple
flower offered no obstacle to the junction in question

;

possibly it took place before the hairs had formed.

New South Wales,

Such being the case it becomes a question whether
in grafting seeds it is at all necessary that the
embryos should themselves unite. It may be indeed
conceived that the firm, solid, highly carbonized,

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. XCII.
373. Caries (Decay).—If decay is occasionally rapid'

in plants where the older tissues are not capable, in.

consequence of their thickened walls, of containing or-

conveying much fluid, though when their vitality is once
depressed they may absorb into their substance a suffi-

cient quantity of moisture to enable chemical decompo-
sition to run its course, much more may we expect"

rapid destruction where every cell is gorged with juice,,

and the condition of the atmosphere is such as to pre-

vent a sufficiently rapid interchange and evaporation of

the fluid received from the roots. Accordingly, under-

certain circumstances, decay takes place in many of

our succulent vegetables, independently in the first'

instance of any aggravating cause, and in many cases

from mere constitutional weakness without any external

A similar example is presented by the monstrous I
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two Apple flowers, accidentally brought into close
vari^us shades of browu up t0 biack) and are frequentl?

studded with minutely granular matter, which consists

of some combination of ulmic or humic acid, and which-

occasionally is so abundant as to block up the passage.

It was once thought, indeed, that this matter was some
condition of certain minute parasitic fungi ; but this,

notion is at the present time completely laid aside.

Such tissues when young are doubtless extremely active^

but it is very doubtful whether, for the most part, after

their full formation, they continue to carry fluid, or are
more than mere air-ducts similar in function, so far aa
vegetable and animal structures admit of comparison, to

the tracheae of insects. Their vitality, which was at
first extremely active, becomes by degrees depressed,

and the walls are therefore subject to be affected by
such causes as promote decomposition. In decaying
vegetables, consequently, the first thing which constantly

strikes the observer is the dark colour of such tissues,

rendered frequently more remarkable by the contrast of

the cells, still in a natural state, by which they are
surrounded. If a favourable condition of outward cir-

cumstances takes place, the evil may proceed no further,

especially if it is not sufficiently extensive to suppress
to any great extent the proper performance of the func-

tions of such tissues. If, however, no alleviation of

outward conditions takes place, it is evident that in no
way can the taint be more rapidly communicated than

by these vessels, which thread every part of the plant.

The presence, then, of such darkened ducts or vessels in

tissues, though undoubtedly indicative that disease has
existed, does not so certainly prove that rapid destruction

will take place. For such diseased cavities may exist with-

out ever affecting the neighbouring tissues, and in woody
stems they may continue in the same condition for

years. This circumstance is the more worthy of con-

sideration because appearances of this kind have been

brought forward in support of particular views as regards

the Vine mildew, and if not properly estimated might
lead to the destruction of many a tree which might be
fruitful for generations, should the original cause of evil-

be removed. It was found, for instance, in Portugal
that in the trees which had been much affected by mil-

dew many of the ducts were completely gorged, or at
least deeply stained with brown matter. Now this is,

no uncommon consequence of the presence of fungi on
plants, depressing their vitality and acting consequently
on those tissues most easily affected. It is notoriously

the case in the diseased tubers of Potatoes, the roots of

Turnips, and other like instances. It does not follow,,

however, that the decay will extend further, and we have
seen sections of such Vines in which in spite of a few
blackened duets the whole of the surrounding tissues

were beautifully clear, without the slightest discoloration.

Doubtless if the disease should prove persistent, such
stem9 may in the end become seriously affected, but so
long as the appearance is confined to the ducts of the
more internal rings there is no great danger. If, how-
ever, disease commences in such tissues while they are
yet young and filled with fluid, and in the act of multi-

plication, or where they serve as reservoirs of nutritive

matter as in certain leguminous plants, insomuch that

every grain of starch or other granular matter, whether
nitrogenous or otherwise, or even the oil-globules them-
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reives, aro impregnated with brown matter acting as a
tutrefactivo ferment, tlie evil spreads ho rapidly that
very cell in involved, and no subsequent change of

circumstances will materially cheek its progress. /)/../. //.

MR. UNDIiKIIILL UN STRAWRKRRY
GROWING.

My mode of cultivation in to fix on a piece of ground
entirely freo from Bhado ; about the beginning of July,

1 commence preparing it by manuring it thoroughly. una
if the Hoil he light f add some marl, uh most Strawberries
nro fond of a still' loamy soil, and it tends to throw them
into bearing instead of leaf. When the ground is dug and
the plants aro ready tread the soil hard and well where
they aro to bo planted. Choose runners with short
roots, indeed, th so that have scarcely tasted the soil

[

aro preferable, as they more readily shoot into the
ground, and there is nothing afterwards to check Ihoir
progress. Though care should he taken to plant them a
little below the surfaeo, pressing the soil (irmly to the
roots, yet tho heart must not ho covered with earth

; if

the weathor bo not rainy they will require water, and if

thoy could also he protected from tho heat of the sun
for a few days it would bo all tho better. The second,
titird, or fourth runners, or evon runners from either of
them, will bear fruit as woll as tho first runner, though
many consider the latter as the only ouo that will bear.
The great object ia early planting, bo as to get your
plants well and deeply rooted before the frost sets in,

otherwise the frost by raising the soil would .raise the
plants with it ; then comes a thaw, the soil sinks and
leavos the plants worse than freshly transplanted, nay
almost out of the ground ; again, by early planting you
obtain tho finest and largest fruit the first year, and the
greatest crop tho second. Then directly root up your
plants, on no account keep them a third year, for alter
having gathered two good crops from your plants their
strength and vigour must necessarily be exhausted, and
no more fino fruit can bo obtained from them ; indeed
for size and quality an annual cultivation is best.

Strawberry bods should always be kept entirely free
from weeds, and the roots as distinct as when first

planted out. In the autumn, when you have taken suf-
ficient ruuners for your new plantations, clear the old
roots of all the remaining runners together with the old
straw which has been laid under the fruit, hut tho leaves
of the plants are not to be taken off. When the beds
are cleaned in the spring, some rotten manure should he
spread over the surface from which great advantage
will arise, as tho rain will wash the goodness of the
manure to tho fibrous roots, or you may give some weak
liquid manure. Guano is certainly one of the best, but
this must be used sparingly

; perhaps few persons will

be found who will apply it with a sufficiently light hand.
April is tho best time for removing the old leaves off the
plants, for if cleared earlier in the spring, a severe
frost, which sometimes occurs in March, cuts off the
tender shooting leaves, which otherwise would be
sheltered and protected by them.

Strawberry beds must never be dug or forked amongst,
for by doing so you destroy a number of fibrous roots,
which the plant requires to mature fine fruit, and the
soil is also so disturbed that in the fruiting season the
hot sun more easily penetrates it, to the great injury of

the fruit, for the roots should be kept cool. As a con-
vincing aud certain proof of the injury sustained by
forking or digging amongst the plants, let me call the
attention of my readers to what they must have often

observed, though perhaps ignorant of the cause, that
however well and abundantly their plants have blossomed
in the spring, in the summer, to their surprise and dis-

appointment, they have scarcely produced any fruit.

The method practised by many persons of putting the
mowings of the Grass plots round their plants should
he avoided as decidedly bad, for if rain should fall how-
ever slightly, or even with the natural dampness of the
earth, the Grass will mould and taint the berry, and it

is better to have the fruit damaged by grit than spoiled

by the unpalatable flavour of mould ; even the very
name of the plant suggests the use of the straw. The
proper distance for planting the best and largest sorts is

2 feet each way.
Frogs and toads should be encouraged, for they seek

the beds for shade, and feed upon snails, blackbats, and
other insects that so frequently disfigure and destroy
the finest of the fruit. If a Strawberry grower will

observe a frog or toad gape (without doing so himself),
he will be convinced at once, by the formation of the
reptile's mouth, that it was not formed by nature to

injure or subsist on fruit, for more harmless and useful
creatures do not exist in a garden. From Mr. Underhill's
Pamphlet on the Cultivation of the Strawberry.

Home Correspondence.
J}ioscorca Batatas.—I have sent a tuber of this Yam

for your inspection. I have seen several statements in

your columns respecting it, all tending to throw
j

obstacles in the way of those who might next year try
j

the root as an esculent. The paragraph by Mr. Cramb,

(p. 517, No. 31), seems, however, to have more sound
j

judgment in it than those of others who have written

upon the subject this autumn. On the 3d of March I

received one tuber the size of a small garden Pea,
\

which I planted in a pot, and placed in a cold frame,

;

which only had the glass put on in the evening. In '

this situation it remained until the 12th of May, when
the youug shoots began to make their appearance. I

still kept it in the cold frame until the shoots were about
an inch in length, and, as near as I can recollect,

tin; time of planting '."'. v.;ri tho brat week in .lorn-.

I «lu
[ up abOUt I icptare yard of ground on a h',M>lt

border, and mixed in a little rotten leaf-mould ; the

plant wan protected with a hand-glass raised upon
Bricks lor about three weeks ; this was nil the pro-

tection it hat received. The frost lost night blackened
the tops, and I rcaolved to-day to ice how far my on

fortune with this tuber agreed wiih tbe statements I had
already read, when to my oitonfebment f found that /

had broken tho root, which in length far BUTOH i

my expectation : tbe lop WOJ about. I yard in length,
'

and waa eagerly consumed by a bull. 'I In

f think will be Miflieient to allow that great progress ban ,

been made with very flight protection ; and I have no

doubt that next year I i ball be able to present my
employer (Lord Waterparlf) with a dieh of Dfo

(raised from this one root) in the room of Potatoes.

George Povey, Voveridgt //«", "Derby, [The tuber which
accompanied thin statement weighed 2 oz i , and met
Hured I

'.', inches in length and '.','. inches in cirenmferenoo
at the thiokeSl part ] 1 have had more lUCCCM thsn

Mr. Salter (see p. 079) with thin Yam. I gol 80 small

tubers of it in spring, the size of Marrowfat, Peas, four of

which I planted in o-inch pota in the beginning of March,
but, without any bottoiudieat. When they were a few
inches high they were planted out in tie- open border

tho first week in May, ami Iwo'days afterwards they

were frosted down, for during all tho time ol" their being

out they never had the slightest protection. Wo have
had Bovoro frosts lor some nights pint, and I have lifted

them to-day, when the sizes of tho tubers were found '•

boas follows:—The 1st plant had a tuber I
1

, inches

long and 1 inch in diameter ; the 2d ditto produced one
o; inches long and 1 inch in diameter; the 8d was
U inches long and 1 of an inch in diameter ; and the

'1th was 11 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. Now I

am of opinion that a Potato tuber tbe size of a
Marrowfat Pea would not have yielded much more than

these Dioscoreas, and looking at the above results I do
not entirely despair of success with this plant, although
my belief is that it will not succeed in very cold situa-

tions. Jedburgh, however, a midland town on tho

borders of Scotland is not a warm place. Wm. Deam,
Anna Nurseries, Jedburgh, N.B., Oct. 17.

Orchard Houses.—I congratulate ttie Horticultural

Society on the success of its orchard-house. Allow me,
|

however, to ask the following questions :— I. How were
tho Plums as to quality ? In my orchard-house I find

them more or less acid, even when dead ripe. Tho
only exceptiou is Jefferson, which is always sweet both
at stone aud rind : but even this is inferior in flavour to

the same variety out of doors. As to Greengages,
I have never had a specimen so luscious as may often

be gathered from a wall. 2. Were the Peach trees

syringed when the fruit was ripening ! This year I left

off syringing at that period, in order to improve the

flavour of the fruit, but was immediately eaten up with

red spider, and compelled to recommence. From ob-

servation I am convinced that (catcris paribus) the

larger the house the greater the success. A large house
has currents of air within itself; besides, in small

lean-to houses, there is a sad deficiency of light,

from the sides being boarded. It is only in the

centre where plants really thrive. For the back,
]

the best plant I find to he the Fig ; the best sort the
;

brown Turkey. If a few extra plants are kept in a dark
,

place until the spring is somewhat advanced, then plunged

in the open ground under a N. W. wall, (with a canvas

covering till May), and brought into the orchord-house
j

after the Figs there have fruited, a second crop may be

had in succession from the same space, and the house

made to do double duty ; as to a second crop from the

same plants, I have sometimes had a few, very late and

worthless. Late Plums, which were flowered in the

orchard-house, turned out and plunged, and replaced in

the middle of September, ripen of course under more
favourable circumstances than out of doors. I have

uow a tree of St. Martin's Quetche thus ripening. One
great blessing of the orchard-house is that Peaches are

not troubled with the green fly, though I cannot say so

much for Strawberries. Ought purple Gage Plums to

ripen perfectly on a standard near London, but on ground
200 feet above sea level I [Yes.] S. B. [No fruit could

be of finer quality than that ripened in the Orchard

House of the Horticultural Society. The Peach trees

were syringed to the last.}

Lightning Conductors.—Your 'correspondent, "who
is building a house by the sea," need not apprehend that

his high tower will be more likely to be struck by
lightning because a metallic weathercock is on the top

of it. High buildings are more liable to be struck than

those less elevated, and it is a wise precaution to place

a continuous metallic path for the lightning from above

tbe highest poiut of the building down some feet into

the earth away from the foot of the tower. If the

building lies at any time in the lightning's track it will

be sure" to follow the metal, and if it be large enough,

will pass by it harmlessly to the earth. Excepting that

metals afford the readiest passage to electricity—offer-

ing it least resistance in its course—it does not appear

that they attract lightning so as to briog it where it

would not otherwise be inclined to come. A copper

wire of given size will convey a larger amount of elec-

tricity than one of iron of tbe like diameter ; but if the

size of the wire or rod be ample, one metal would form

as good a conductor as another. W.
Columbia Plum.—At p. 661c your correspondent says

of this Plum. " it is the worst we have proved, being

coarse, and without flavour." In Mr. Rivera's catalogue
,

of fruits I find the same Plum, reported to be " rich

and sugary." An we loo.: upon Mr. Riven as an
outhorit; will let ui know
whether this Colombia and the other American Plums
have not turned out as well as wu expected. I'

int a fruit ire-, and »t .

int., bearing to find the (run f,t for nothing. A. It.

Cucumber C : pea r for

August 20th, Stated

i
b< en obtained from four plants of Kvans's

Conqueror. Thin may be very well ; but from a Uot
year'*

|
amnion groe

a small two-light pit, '' feet by ', feet, the
\

e light, f have cut from I

I )2 ft there
plant at the present > <-**\ir*. 1 1 feet 2 inch'-*

in length, The pit is nested by done linings only. I

••ut two fruit the uuttev sad of Homo from the umt
rbieh measured upward* of :; feet it.

'/ '

/ Ungt n Otu— n t, Wn. limey, 1

/'.
/ ml ' r f'.r

Sept. '_"', "J H." .,iii psrk unfavourably.

i- ; sad »•

cefvc e j right, and be hoe not rej

your Number for Inst wee';, 1 may [H-rhap* be allowed

to offer my opinion in the rn*' • pleee,

it is not a park
; the nan. 1

extent, ami of a car/ »t least, but of t

can it boast ;
nor b il

.-. .-.ir'ten. In June it

contained one bed of Dahlias ; it is in fact *
:

ground which wan formerly an old quarry, laid out
without teste or judgment ; the rubbish heaps are

rounded, smoothed, and grassed over to a nicety ; the

walks are carried along the lowest levels and intersect

each other in all directions ; beds of nondescript outline

are formed here and there. They are similar in size to
11

. y occupied with bedding stoff, and are

with Poplars at from 1 to 2 feet apart— such U
tho people's psrk at Sunderland, liy the account of
" Medicus," the inhabitants arc, however, satisfied with

it ; bo that as it may, I can only asy that they deserve

something better, if I may judge from a hasty visit

which I paid it one beautiful evening in June, when I

was delighted to sec crowds of both joung and old enjoy-

ing themselves so rationally in tbe | urc air of that

locality. 1 understand that sve been already

collected for a proposed Crystal Palace; »!

expend it on a park worthy of the name ! This would

be of more real benefit to the inhabitants than a useless

and expensive toy. I/ortulamu.

StoekWOOd 0','den Hamburgh Grape.— I have sent you s

small bunch of this Grape for your third opinion of its

flavour, although it is now, as you will find, much past its

best, while at the July exhibition i t was h ardly ripe enough.
It was in fine condition in August last,butowing to being

kept so long this hot autumn its juice has become con-

siderably diminished, leaving the skin thicker than it

should be ; for when used in season it is a thin skinned

variety. I have observed Mr. Reid's remarks in your

last week's Number, page 678, and I would ask why does

not the person spoken of by Mr. R. exhibit his Grape !

I showed the first maiden bunch of mine at the October

meeting of tbe Horticultural Society in 1853, when it

was awarded a Certificate of Merit, and the Vice-Sec-

retary spoke favourably of it at that time. Last year it

was not shown at all ; this season I have exhibited it

three times— 1st, at the Chiswick July Show, where a

large Silver Medal was awarded it ; 2d, at the meeting

of the Pomological Society, on the 2d of September,
when it was highly approved of by all present ; and, 3d,

at the Caledonian Horticultural Society's Show at

Edinburgh, where it received a First Class Certificate,

and a very flattering letter on its merits, signed Dr.

Balfour. M. Busby, Stoclirood Pari, Luton, Bed*. [The
Grapes were rich dull cane colour ; oval, fleshy, and

although not having either a Muscat or Frontignan

flavour, deserved all that can have been said in favour

of their quality.]

Foreign Correspondence.
Naples, Sept. 6, 1855.—I am now staying in the

midst of a wine country, and am therefore in a position

to speak of the prospects of the year's vintage, at least

in the neighbourhood of Naples. Alas ! nothing can be

more discoursing ; for, instead of luxuriant bunches

of luscious grapes, we hare nothing around us but

foliage which crumbles in the band, and beads of ashes.

It is difficult for a people to whom wine is a luxury to

understand tbe full extent of the distress which is

entailed upon this country by the failure of the grapes;

but what the Potato disease was to the Irish may the

Vice disease be regarded in reference to the Neapoli-

tans. The produce was their meat and drink ; their

medicine in illness and their comfort in sorrow. With

a bunch of grapes and a slice of bread a roan formerly

made his " merendia," and with a ear»fJa of wine would

uudergo as long a fast as your Yankee with a " chew of

tobacco." All this, however, is now at an end. and the

masses are reduced to lemonades, or to bad spirit—to

acid stomachs and tempers, and headaches. As I have

paid particular attention to tbe malady and its remedies,

and watched their progress and operation up to the

present moment, my observations may be of interest to

your readers. I send them, therefore, for what they

are worth. Early in the spring our hopes of a good

vintage were raised very high — every one was

to have " a pocket-full of money and a cellar-full

of wine." The trees looked healthier and were throwing

out long vigorous branches, so that some almost
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thought it necessary to look about them and make ready

their casks. About the end of May or June, however,

matters put ou a different face, aud people thought that

thev had been too sanjuine. At all events a half crop

might be expected. The (act is that the hot sirocco

winds which prevailed about that time began to powder

the leaves, which rolled up as if shrinking from the

deadly touch, whilst the branches showed au increase

of the plague spot. Now was the season of remedies,

and the " Gioruale delle Due Sicilie," so silent on other

matters, was full of quotations from foreign journals

recording certain and only cures. Some said that the
j

Vine might be saved bv laying it on the ground instead

of supporting it by poles ; others that the Grapes, as

soon as tho flowering was over, should be washed

with a mixture of sulphur, earth, aud water, or with

clue much diluted, or that they should be powdered with

flowers of sulphur, whilst many contented themselves

with the priestly benediction which had been given at
j

Easter. I have tried or seen each one of these
I

remedies, and am therefore in a position to give you I

something like a correct opinion of the results. !

Thev proceeded almost all, as you will perceive,

on the supposition that the cause of the malady was
j

external and atmospherical. Especially was this I

the case in the glue remedy, which was the first

I tried. For some time my Grapes looked green and

appeared to grow ; encased as they were, my hope was

that the atmospherical deposit in whatever it consisted

could no longer touch the Grape, but as the season

advanced the fruit hardened, oue side became tainted,

and then it burst, and it was a question of time when it

would become like a lump of charcoal. Another

remedy I tried was that of sulphur, earth, and water, in
i

a mixture of which I dipped every bunch of Grapes
;

;

it had been tried in Lombardy aud was attended with

immense success ; not so however in this neighbourhood,

though I must confess that whether the result of
j

accident or not, the Vines which were treated in this i

way were not so utterly ruined as the others. In every !

bunch there is here and there one of a natural colour,

though I do not consider the result sufficiently decided
j

to found aDy assertion upon. Many ate most sanguine

as to the advantages of laying the Vines down upon the

ground, which is rather a precaution than a remedy, and it

cannot be denied that those trees have for a much longer

time resisted the malady. Their fruit had kept its colour

till the season w as far advanced, and had increased in size,

though even thesehad at length succumbed to the universal

enemy, and in our knowledge either of the disease or its

remedies we are now pretty nearly where we were at

this time last year. " Lc viwV la mano di Dio," says the

inert Italian ; a sentiment which every one is ready to

adopt though in another sense, for man seems to know
little or nothing on the subject. We are now in the
middle of what, from habit, we call our vintage, and a
sad sight do the vineyards present. Large pendant
bunches all split down the middle, and looking as ashy
and blank as Dead Sea fruit. Still they are plucked
and pressed, or rather washed, in order to give to water
the flavour of the Giape. It is betler than nothing—it

awakens a reminiscence of the past. In one word, the
ruin will be better understood when I say that in a
vineyard which four years since produced 10 pipes
of wine, this year only 2 barrels are made, and my
fortune is attributed to the special interposition of the
Madonna della grazie. The cousequence is misery
to all classes—the peasantry have little work, or what
work they have is not paid for ; the " colono " cannot
make np his rent, and his produce is seized, or his fur-

niture, in part payment ; the proprietor in many cases
is reduced to beggary, and compelled to sell or mort-
gage his land to pay the land-tax—this is exacted to the
uttermost farthing, blood must be drawn from the very
flints; but the overgrown army must be supported, and
the legions of employes and spies must be paid, though
at the expense of suffering thousands. H. W.

Sdblons, near Morel sur Loing, Seine et Marne,
Oct. 12.—Possessing as an amateur grower upwards
of 140 sorts of Strawberries I was naturally desirous to
try the new " Delices d'Automne." After having in
Tain endeavoured to obtain plants in Belgium, the
nurserymen there declaring that their stock had been
disposed of in England, I succeeded in procuring for
myself in November, through the kindness of Messrs.
Henderson, of St. John's Wood, three plants, which
were immediately planted in pots and taken great care
of during winter. In April last Mr. Makoy, of Lie"ge,
sent me a dozen more and I must confess remarkably
healthy runners, with bold crowns, promising con-
sequently a fair crop. Part of them were planted in
the open ground and part in pots under glass ; but, alas,
not one of either of the three plants received from
London, or of the 12 received from Liege, has pro-
duced fruit ! One plant in the open ground showed
two or three flowers, which, however, did not set. Dis-
appointed, however, as I was, I did not lose courage,
but continued my experiments on the plants k*pt under
glass, and which I had a certain right to expect would
compensate me in autumn, the more so as they were not
allowed to produce a single runner. They had pre-
viously been shaken out of their pots and largely sup-
plied with manure-water, but I am sorry to say that
they do not give the slightest sign of flowers, whilst
several other new sorts—namelv, Underbill's beautiful
Sir Harry, and Ward's Omar Pacha, yielded a good
second crop in September, in spite of then- having a
considerable number of runners still adherent to them,
i may add, too, that neither the plants of Sir Harry norwose of Omar Pacha were by far so strong as the

Delices d'Automne, and that the two first named had

produced a splendid crop in spring. I now leave it to

the public to judge of my surprise in noticing in Messrs.

Makoy's autumnal catalogue which I received a short

time ago, the Delices d'Automne continued to be adver-

tised as " Perpciuel des Alpes ! " Ferd. Gloede.

£ocfetteiaf.

Caledonian Horticultural, Sept. 8.—In the Fruit

competition, the following premiums were awarded,

viz. :—Silver Medal, to Mr. Campbell, gr. to J. John-

ston, Esq., for Catherine and Royal George Peaches
;

2d, Mr. Addison, Gosford, for Noblesse and Red Mag-
dalen. Nectarines : 1st, Mr. Halliday, gr., Scone

Palace, with Pitmaston, Orange, and Due de Tello.

Muscat Grapes : 1st, Mr. Stewart, gr., Dalhousie ; 2d,

Mr. Reid, Ballindean ; and 3d, Mr. Strachan, Jardine

Hall. Black Hamburgh Grapes : 1st, Mr. Wilson, Leith

Walk ; 2d, Mr. Blair, Mavisbank ; and 3d, Mr. Addi-

son. Frontignan Grapes : 1st, Mr. Lockhart, Arniston,

for Grizzly ; and 2d, Mr. Addison, for White Frontig-

nan. Highest flavoured Bunch of Grapes : 1st, Mr.
Blair, with Cbasselas Musque ; 2d, Mr. Johnston, Amis-
field, with the same variety. Pine Apple : 1st, Mr.
Halliday, Scone Palace, for a Lemon Queen, weighing

5 lbs. and a quarter. Apricots: 1st, Mr. Addison, with

Moorpark; 2d, Mr. Edwards, Ealbirnie. Plums: 1st,

Mr. Edwards, with Goliath, Victoria, and Jefferson
;

2d, Mr. Mackie, with Victoria. Highest flavoured

Melon : 1st, Mr. Smith, gr. to W. L. Paterson, Esq.,

with Beechwood ; 2d, Mr. Mossman, Thurston, with

Bromham Hall Green fleshed. Jargonelle Pears: 1st,

Mr. Mitchell, Ravelston ; 2d, Mr. Lockhart, Arniston.

Gooseberries : 1st, Mr. Smith, Cunnoquhie, with Red
Warrington ; 2d, Mr. Lockhart, with Hedgehog.
The Silver Medal offered by Messrs. P. Lawson & Son,

for the 12 best specimens of Lawson's Golden Gage Plum,
was gained by Mr. Allison, of Pittencrieff, Dunfermline.
Two stands of Hollyhock blooms, placed in competition
for the prize of one guinea, offered by Messrs. Downie
6 Laird, were determined to be equal in merit. The
prize was therefore equally divided between Mr. Fowlis,

of Woodhouselee, and Mr. Cossar, Kingsmeadows. Mr.
Fowlis's stand contained Amandine, Miss Ashley,
Pourpre de Tyre, Hon. Mrs. Ashley, Ajax, Isaac

Walton, Joan of Arc, Beauty of Beechwood, Felicia,

Unique, Criterion, Walden Gem, William Hume, Prin-
cess Alice, Rosy Circle, Mont Blanc, Souvenir, and
Eugenie. Mr. Cossar had Marquis of Tweeddale,
Eugenie, Agricola, Lady Dalrymple, Lady Charlotte
Neville, Pourpre de Tyre, Solfaterre, Eva, White Globe,
Omer Pasha, Beauty of Tweeddale, Sir David Wedder-
burn, Lizzy, Prince of Orange, Rosy Circle, Fairy
Queen, Shaded Model, and Lord Jocelyn. The prize of
one guinea, offered by Messrs. J. Dickson & Sons, for
the best 18 Roses, brought two competitors, and was
gained by Mr. Pender, Moredun, with the following kinds,

viz.:— Camellia, Panache', Duchess of Sutherland,
Phoenix, La Meldose, Charles Raybaud, Safranot,

Dr. Arnal, Julia Menout, Old Cabbage, Vicomtesse
Decazes, Alexandrine Bechmetoff, Pierre de St. Cyr,
La Carnosa, Henry Plantier, Geant des Batailles,

Vulcan, Faustine, and Fulgorie. The prize of one
guinea, offered by Messrs. Dickson & Co. for the best
three Japan Lilies, was awarded to Mr. Lockhart, for

Lilium lancifolium album and punctatum. The prize
of two guineas, offered by Messrs. P. Lawson & Son to

gardeners for the best collection of dissections of the cereal
grains, was awarded to Mr. Anderson, Oxenford Castle.

In addition to articles for competition, a number of pro-
ductions were placed on the tables for exhibition only.

Dr. Paterson, Leith, sent fine plants of Cissus discolor
;

J. Renny, jun., Esq., a flowering plant of Yucca glo-

riosa ; Mrs. Eraser, a Myrtle-leaved Orange, with
numerous ripe fruit ; Asters and Marigolds were shown
by Mr. Halley, Mr. Edmond, and Mr. Gemmell, Mr.
Melville, Dalmeny Park, sent bunches of the Champion
Black Hamburgh Grape ; Mr. Mossman, Thurston, a
Melon raised from seeds found among the late Dr.
Mackenzie's papers received from the Crimea, of small
size but good quality ; Mr. Thomson, Elton Pine Straw-
berries. From the nurseries of Messrs. J. Dickson &
Sons, were Dahlias, Hollyhocks, and Asters ; from Mr.
Handasyde, Dahlias ; from Mr. Stark, Asters, Mari-
golds, &c. ; from Mr. Tough, a large Hydrangea,
bearing 33 heads of flowers ; from Mr. Dickson a
seedling Dahlia ; from Messrs. Sang & Son, Kirkaldy,
Asters

; from Mr. Chater, Saffron Walden, blooms of
seedling Hollyhocks— Empress, Criterion, Fearless,
Alpha, and Superb. From the Society's own collection
were several fruit trees in pots, particularly a Morello
Cherry, bearing 15 dozen well-ripened fruit, and a Pear
tree with 43 good sized Pears on it, grown in an
orchard house.

Jiotircg of 2Soofcs t

The Phasis of Matter. By T. L. Kemp, M.D. 2 vols.

small 8vo. Longmans ; with a geological map and
numerous woodcuts.

Dr. Kemp is of opinion that our introductions to
chemistry, however admirable they may be, are not
what is required by those who merely stady the science
as a part of general education ; and that they are
better suited to professional men than to those who
like himself only attend to chemistry in common with
physiology and other sciences. To use his own words,
" chemistry has now become of such importance, that

every educated man, to be such, must have a general

knowledge of it ; and there are a great number of pro-

fessions and trades, of which medicine, farming, calico

printing, or brewing may be instanced at random, which
can only be satisfactorily conducted, and be reasonably

expected to be improved, by means of chemistry. To
j

supply this numerous class with a manual of chemistry,
having a moderate bulk and price, has been my object

in writing the following sheets." He is also of opinion
that the reason that so very many students of

chemistry, certainly the majority, break down in

despair long ere they have mastered the subject suffi-

ciently, is partly owing to its being treated so much as

abstract matter by itself, and so little in common with

the general philosophy of matter.

The volumes before us are intended to illustrate these

views, and to offer the reader a system of chemistry
adapted to the wants of the general scholar and man of

the world. The author commences with the chemistry of

the laboratory in its relation to inorganic matter ; and
thence proceeds to that of the crust of the earth or of

geology, treating among other things of British geolo-

gical formations, which are illustrated by a good map.
The next subject is the chemistry of organic matter,

which is logically followed by that of life, or of animal
and vegetable physiology ; and the chemistry of the
arts closes the circle.

As far as we can judge, the author has executed his

task conscientiously and well. Although it can only be
regarded as ancillary to more elaborate treatises, it will

be doubtless found extremely useful with that limita-

tion—perhaps the more useful because of it. The style

is perspicuous, and considerable tact is shown in dis-

tinguishing where to enter into details, and where to

cut them short.

As an example of the manner in which the author

treats his subject, we may select a part of his remarks
upon the sap of plants :

—

" The constitution and reaction of the sap of plants

are subjects regarding which there is great difficulty

and obscurity. Still we are now able to have clearer

ideas regarding them than was possible a few years ago.

Perhaps the best plan of obtaining a notion regarding

them is to consider what takes place in a particular

plant, say an Apple tree ; and we will suppose that this

Apple tree is in the midst of summer, and that (although

practically this is absurd) it has flowers, unripe Apples,

and ripe Apples upon it.

" The greater part of the wood, bark, and vessels of

the Apple tree is composed of cellulose (carbon and
water), some albuminous principles (nitrogen, carbon,

oxygen, hydrogen, potassa, soda, phosphorus, &c),
and a little oil (carbon, oxygen, hydrogen) ; the bark
also contains chlorophyll (a non-nitrogenous matter) ;

the flowers contain cellulose and wax ; the partially

ripened fruits malic acid, starch or dextrine, and some
albuminous matter ; and the ripened fruits, besides

the acid and albumen, possess sugar ; lastly, upon a
crack in the bark there will likely be a little gum.

" We will further suppose that for the last 20 hours
the nutritive functions of the plant have been exercised
with great activity, that the tree has increased in size,

that new cellulose and albuminous matter have been
deposited in its structure, new chlorophyll in its bark,
that new flowers have been produced, that some of the
flowers have passed into unripe fruit, and that some
unripe fruits have become sweet, and also that a little

more gum has been secreted. All this implies the
addition to the tree of a great deal of carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, hydrogen, potassa, soda, phosphorus, &c, all of
which have been obtained from the sap. We will last of

all suppose (although this is never literally the case)

that during this 20 hours the sap has received no addi-

tions to it, and has therefore become much diminished
in quantity.

" The manner in which the Apple tree would proceed
is pretty nearly as follows :—The extremities of the
rootlets have no epidermis, and can absorb the soluble

parts of the soil ; but, in all probability, the manner in

which they effect this is by secreting cells, which take

up the matter of the soil ; and it is likely that fresh

cells are developed from germs, until the one most in

advance comes into contact with the particular elements
which the sap requires, in order to restore it to its per-

fect state. At least this appears to be the only manner
in which the selecting power of the rootlets (which
power certainly exists) can be explained. The cells

having acquired what is needed, are taken into the sap
at the extremity of the root.

" The substances thus taken into the sap, along with
water, are probably apocrenate of ammonia, nitrate of
ammonia, carbonic acid, the product of the conversion
of humic acid into apocrenic, and (but in very small
quantities) silicates, sulphates, phosphates of potassa,
sona, magnesia, lime, and oxide of iron, and chlorides of
potassium, sodium, and magnesium.

" Whenever these salts, however, enter the sap, the
chemical affinities fall into utter abeyance, and new
compounds are formed. The apocrenic acid (and the
carbonic, along with some water) furnishes dextrine,
which is the base of sap, and the nitric acid and the
ammonia form albuminous compounds, to which the
potassa, sulphur, &c, attach themselves. Of the man-
ner in which the elements of the soil so arrange them-
selves as to form the compounds of the sap, an explana-
tion cannot, perhaps, in the present state of our existing
knowledge, be given. It may, however, be said, that it is a
vital one, and not one of chemistry. Chemical affinity

is that tendency to motions of different elements when
placed near together, and when not under the influence
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ji life* Vital affinity entirely supersedes tlim ullinHy,

md produces new motions of her own, one of tin:

esults of which in now product* and new compounds,
" Tho Hup ol our supposititious Applo tree thus re-

gniited begins to ascend the trunk until ii reaches H"

leaves; it passes along the vessels, probably also from
cell to cell, hut most abundantly through the alburnatn

A. portion of its wutor is exhaled through the Imrlc, but
wlioo it arrives at the leaves u still greater quantity of

water is cast off, am! also at the surface of the Apples.
Another veryimportant change takes plaee at the leaves,

aAd a large quantity of earbouio acid is taken into the

sap from the atmosphere, and oxygen i s evolved. 'I his

lost phenomenon will he considered in Chap. III., on
Respiration. The sap, now in a state of full perfection,

then flows to all ports of the tree ; to the built of if the
dextrine supplies its cellulose, and its albumen tbo albu-
minous principles. The dextrine yields chlorophyll to

tho leaf, wax to tho Bower, malic acid to the immature
Apple, sugar ami albumen to the ripe ones, and at a

crack in tho burk thu dextrine is converted into gum
Tho probable manner in which these transformations
take place will fall to be considered in the Chapter on
Nutrition. LttHtly, tho exhausted sap descend.'! the tree:

to bo recruited by fresh supplies at the root,
" That the above account of tho courso of the sap anil

pf its supplies .is the correct one is certain. Thai apo
cronate of ammonia and saline substances ate lal.cn

from tho soil by vegetables in ordinary cropping, is now
by JSritish chemists nearly unanimously believed, The
farmer is continually adding them to his soil, and yet his
soil does not increase in quantity. Nay, sometimes
when ho manages unskilfully and overcrops, he abstracts
these so rapidly, that there is not enough of thom loft

to supply the sap of a full crop, and his land bocomos
'out. of heart,' Then while we see that tho sap
acquires the apocrenate of ammonia, &c., from tho soil,

wo see the vegotable increase in cellulose, albumen,
sugar, acids, etc. (all substances that contain tho same
elements as the apocrenate of ammonia and the like);

although wo canuot understand how it comes about, that
in the organism they are arranged differently ; and,
further, there is no other source from which the plants

can derive these principles that form their hull; save
from those indicated. Then, that the leaves take carbonic
acid from the atmosphere, give out oxygen, and also

water, and that the sap ascends aud descends in the
manner described, are all easily demonstrated by actual

experiments, all of which will be found described at
length in books upon botany.
" In order that the sap may circulate in plants, both

heat and light in considerable intensity must be present.
When both these influences are acting strongly, as in

spring and summer, the . circulation of the sap is per-
formed with great force and vigour. If, for example,
a Vine (in spring) be cut across, and apiece of bladder
tied over the stump, the bladder soon becomes tightly-

distended by the ascending sap, and ultimately bursts.
" The causes of the How of the sap beloug to physio-

logy, and in a work of this kind can only be hinted at.

Organic structures have a peculiar power of contractility

upon being touched by various ageuts or stimulants.

Thus, as we shall immediately see, the hollow muscle
called the heart of the higher animals when blood enters

it contracts, and by force of that contraction propels the

blood. Nothing like a heart exists in any vegetable
;

but in the highest or vascular plauts, such as our Apple
tree, the vessels may contract upou their coutents and
assist in propelling the sap. But their influence iu this

manuer is probably extremely slight, aud the move-
ments of the sap in the higher plants is nearly, as in the

lower it is entirely, dependent upou vital affinities and
attractions that exist between the sap and the various

structures of the plant through which it flows. Just as

the apocrenate of ammonia, whenever it enters the sap,

loses its chemical properties and becomes converted

into dextrine and albumen, so this dextrine and albumen
is not obedient to the ordinary laws of gravitation, and
flows in directions altogether different from those which
it would do were it mere dead matter."

In a similar manuer the circulation of the blood in

animals is treated of.

We content ourselves with one more extract on the

subject of Brewing :

—

" This process essentially consists in converting the

starch of malt iuto sugar, and then in converting this

sugar, and also the sugar that already exists in malt,

iuto alcohol. The latter of these changes is effected by
the catalytic action of modified gluten or yeast, as it is

commonly called ; and the former by the diastase. In

practice it is necessary not to apply too high a tempera-
ture, for fear of converting the starch into dextrine.
" The first step in the process is to get a solution of

sugar. To do this the malt is ground, aud successive

quantities of water of a temperature of from 157° to

160° are poured upou it ; aud tbejower temperatures
ought to be begun with first. By so acting the sugar is

obtained iu solution, and then the starch and diastase

are procured ; and the reason that a higher tempera-
ture than 160° is to be avoided, is the fear of converting
the starch not into sugar, but into dextriue.

" These processes of iufusiug the malts are technically

called masbings, and various mechanical contrivances
are arranged iu the mash tub which do not here con-
cern us.

" When as much sugar as possible has been obtained
by^the mashing, the saccharine solution, or wort as it is

called, is boiled for a considerable time ; three purposes
being served by the boiling ; 1. The solution is concen-
trated, a quantity of water being driven off in vapour

;

2. A great portion of the albuminous matb
lated, and hence the chance of the beer afterwards
running on to tic act tout fi ran ntation dimii

nod,:;. What little starch there ia lefl rtcdinto
den trine, and a pui i lined,

" For a Ion b to add Hon
[hi boiling proo

r

J common opinion I*

that thoy prevent the boor from ruonln into the

ao torn I- rmeutal on
; bul pi obobly quib

foundation, for beer was mads In ,i! ' count] . which
kepi well enough hundreds ol year* before Hops wen
introduced, 'lie real action ol the Hops I* probably
to communloati " bitter and aromatic flavour.

" It in found In practice thai tl" t beet

whi >> ill" timi -iid the

addition of the yeast to mentation Is lee L
'lli" reason of this probata 'hen tb< poriod Is

long, soni" oi tl,,. lacohorini an : o is proximate
principles begin to reacl upon aneanother. 'fie

i

Is generally effected by means ol n 'ion, and for

this purpose ii" boiled wort iaaprood out Into shallow
coolers, so us to * i"i i i i " i urfaoo as po
the ah*. As March and October art thi two months
during win, h in general evaporation got

rapidly than even in colder wi other, March and 1

1

made beer have Ion be n famous,
" The reason that the wort must be cooled I" lore ti,<

yeasl that is intended to act catatytically is added, is

that yeast is destroyed by a temperature much obovo
85*. A temperature of ah nt60 ai al to he

preferred, 'lie yeast is then misted with a quantity of

wort, and this mixture next cnrcfully stirred omoi
whole wort. The structure of yeast ih seen in fig. 140.

It. consists of little, apparently vegetable, cells fill

album! is matter taken from previous malt, and which
in the process ol fermenl Ition throw out new cells that

fill themselves with albuminous matter contained in the

present malt, and at the Bame time catatytically resolve

the sugar into alcohol and carbonic acid, the latter of

which passes off as gas.

" The fermentation lasts for some days. The greater

quantity of the newly formed yeast rises to the surface,

and has a very light appearance, owing to its being

permeated with globules of carbonic acid gas.

Another portion, however, falls to the bottom of

the vessel in which the process is conducted. The
fermentation is known to be finished by testing the

specific gravity of the fluid, aud on the small seal

observing that carbonic acid is no longer given off.

When this is the case, the yeast is skimmed off, the

beer removed from the bottom yea9t, and any albumin-
ous matter that may still remain among the beer

removed by moans of isinglass. The beer is then ready
to be barrelled.

" It is obvious that any saccharine matter, or any-

starchy, if diastase be present, is capable of being con-

verted iuto beer, as sugar, rotatoea, raw grain, or a mix-
ture of any such with malt.

" Wine-making in no respects differs in principle from
beer-making. The sugar is contained in the ripe juice

of the grape, and the ferment in the gluten of the skin.

The ferment of Apple also in cider-making is the

albuminous principles contained in the Apple.

Garden Memoranda.
Mr. Turner's Royal Nursekt, Slough.—Since we

last visited this establishment considerable improve-

meuis have been effected. Three new houses are now
iu course of erection, each of which is 40 feet in

length, and 11 feet in width. These are for the

accommodation of soft-wooded plants, for which they

appear to be admirably adapted, beiug low, well venti-

lated at the top, and with walks up the centre. Uae
boiler placed at the end of the centre house is to beat

the three. Two other houses have also been considerably

lengthened and several new raoges of pits and frames

erected. In forming new frames Mr. Turner takes

great care to secure a dry bottom for them, which is
;

so essential to the well doing of plants in winter. In

constructing them the soil is excavated to the depth of

lo or 18 inches, not only within the walls, but to a dis-

tance of 2 or 3 feet beyond them, and this space is

filled up with coarse gravel, at the same time taking care

that the bed of the frame is still above the level of

the surrounding ground. This is a precaution that

cannot be too. strongly insisted on, as more plants are

killed in winter from the effects of damp than from

frost, aud it is surprising how great an amount of frost

many plauts will endure that are supposed to be some-

what tender when they are kept dry and free from damp.

We observed that in one instance a branch pipe (with

stop-cock) from the boiler of one of the bouses also

heated a range of frames iu which Cinerarias and other

plauts are here wintered aud grown in that manner
which otherwise would require the temperature of a

i

greenhouse. Three ranges of frames, consisting of 96
|

lights, are now occupied with Carnations and Pico-

tees in small pots, Mr. Turner being a most extensive

grower of these plants, having bloomed this season

about 2000 pots of them. Pelargouiuuis are also largely

cultivated here, seven bouses being devoted to their

growth ; the specimen house is now filled with fine

plauts in their blooming pots. Pelargoniums, both

young plants for sale aud specimens, are encouraged to

make as much young wood as possible early in autumn,

in order that the plants may ripen it early in spring

instead of having to make it then, and by this rneaus

an early and vigorous bloom is insured. Not only in

the Pelargonium houses, but in all the others we

crnaotb

lin-woter falling
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'liiriii;' wiiii-
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Cinerarias have just received a si on in

latter, on we liave already
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Wonderful, a rich plum cok , with a large

.c, an was also Tyriao Prince,

c the beat (or bedding.

ii is, n bright rosy pin'; kind, i» likewise an

exccllcn' unary, ana Bias Bonnet is the best

of iu colour for bed* we have yet seti

France has handsome flowers, which arc- also remarkab.c

for fine shape.

Dahlias were past their best, the heavy rains and
cold nights we have lately had having greatly impaired

their beauty. Among seedling varieties we r.

Miss Burdctt Coutts, a useful shaded buff and violet

flower; LoUipop, pale buff; Bessie and Yellow Beauty,

two fine varieties of different shades of colour ; an 1

Grand Sultan and Tyrian Prince, two good and dia-

similar dark kinds.

Pinks, we need scarcely say, arc grown here in great

quantities, and the plants in the blooming beds are very

strong. The beds are elevated fully 'J inches above the

paths, so as to avoid a superabundance of moisture in

winter. This plan, we observed, is aUo practised in

the case of PaDsy beds, and it is doubtless one of great

utility, tending, as it must do, to prevent the plants from
damping off.

It may be worthy of mention that in one of the new
houses already adverted to the side shelves were
formed oi cross bars of wood covered with slates, over

which was placed a layer of cement and coarse

sand. On this again was laid another layer of Portland

cement. Shelves constructed in this manner have been

found to be not only very durable, but to add greatly to

the neat appearance of the house. The pathways are

also to be formed of Portland cement.

FLORICU LTU RE.

National Flohiccltteai- Soctftt.—With the nwring of
October 4tb the season, as far as florists' flowers are concerned,
may be said to have virtually dosed, as few more seedlings may
now be expected to be exhibited this year, The success which
has attended the soci- La perhaps roost apparent at
the meeting of Sept. 20th, when no less than 38 varieties of
seedling Dahlias were exhibited, from three to nine blooms of
each variety being staged. but ii .'e that
the whole of the meetings daring the season hare bees very
satisfactory. On the 20th Sept., cut specimens of variegated
Geraniums were exhibited by Mr. Kinghorn: of these the best
was General Pelissier. a variety ir. ^romander-in-
Cbii f, but very much better, and as a bedding plant, a v
acquisition. Of the following seedling Dahlias, it was decided
that they maintained the character riven to them
when they obtained ce: .ander;

a striped fancy variety; Bess
a very constant and fine fawn-coloured variety: Miss Bariett

.- aded salmon, and verj ' Trs, Wheeler, a first-

rate crimson scarlet; and Reginai .gbtly tipped
with purple. A Firs: Class ris awarded to Mr.
Keynes lor Orange Pc: ' -ea.its-

lul outline and smooth petal. ! --ceived a Certificate

of Merit for D^cbii^s of Wellington, soft creasy French white,

very double, full, and of good outline and close high centr- 7

is a novel flower, and a great ras each were
shown of the above tw

:

t also received a Cer-
tificate of Merit for Grand Saltan. dark maroon, approaching to

black, a desirable kind- Mr. Bm
cate of .

the edges of tht

Warmln- "edimn-sized dart: purple Sower,

having a close high centre: and Lady Raglan, a ton kind, but as
shown, too much open in the petal. C _rlstcn,

Surrey, sent thm . high-
: rather smalL The

1st prize for 15 Dahlias was awarded to Mr. Turner, for Robert
Bruce. Y€ Pre-eminen: E

gs, .
. Bessie. Misi £

and Annie : 2d. Mr. Kernes, with Pre- I Kent,

Lord Bath, Go!*:- Eobert Brace,

Essex Triumph. Salvstcr Eosa. Trl^riphant Annie, and Bob?
Queen. Both these stands c;_

Six Fancy DaM:a^ : :?- Mr. . Mjtoc.
Trioraphe de Koubai:
M l*vr. and Baron Alderson: 2d, Mr. K^yr _ Alder-

son, Triomphe de Koubaix, Glc >* aney,

and Pige;v
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., ,.„ ,,r.- iii« U.iiilU lTe-.'.i.ii.-:it w.ts exhibited by ilie

",'„,„,;,, ,
fSboteahamBectsiy.nearNormeh.
UBoUnlr. Messrs. Voitdi* Son re-

ifieate of Merit lor a now Fuchsia, named Pendulum.

1c looked as if it would make a good '»to blooming conservatory

kind and as it Bowers nil in a dwarf state, it will lorm a pretty

pot plant. It has long sleuder flowers, of a peculiar rose shaae.

A Certificate was also awarded to Mr. Turner for Dahlia Col.

Windham, deep rose, with a small bronze tip. It is a full deep

f.ower. The same award was also made to Turners Tynan

Prince. The same exhibitor likewise sent several blooms each

ol Seedling Dahlias shown on former occasions which hove taken

certificates, namelv, Bessie, Lollipop, Miss Biirdett Coutts,

DlKhesa of Wellington, Yellow Beauty, Shaded Model, and Grand

Sultan. Mr. Shrimpton, of Thame, 0.x™, sent a light T, erbeua,

of larjo size, but not otherwise remarkable.

Dahua axd Hou.vncH.-K Exhibition- at Eniunnton.—In

our report or this show last week it was omitted to be stated that

Mr Birchin of lledonham, obtained Certificates of Merit for

seedling Hollyhocks Hiss Nightingale, a pale lemon variety, aud

Mrs Cakes a' light buff kind, which produces a large and close

spike Mr.' Turner, of Slough, also sent from three to twelve

blooms each of six fine seedling Dahlias, viz. ;—Bessie, Lollipop,

Tvrian Prince, and Yellow Beauty, to all of which First Class

CortirieAto.1 were given ; and a Certificate of Merit was awarded

t Lord Pilmerston. Mr. Turner also exhibited blooms of Miss

fimdetl ( IDttSj a useful and distiuct flower. A Certificate

of Merit was awarded to a seedling Hollyhock named Ilubeus,

exhibited by Mr. Laing, of Dysart.

Miscellaneous.
Tlie Cherry.—We fully concur with Prof. Targioui in

bis conviction that the wild Cherry (Prunus cerasus),

common iu the woods of Italy and other parts of Europe

and Asia, is the mother plant of all the kinds of that

fruit now in cultivation, in opposition to many modern
botanists, who follow De Candolle in distinguishing four

species, Cerasus avium, C. duracina, C. Juliana, and

C. caproniann, or even go far beyond him in their mul-

tiplication. The species is also evidently indigenous,

notwithstanding Pliny's statement that there were no
Cherries in Italy before the victory obtained over

Mithridates by Luculius, who was the first to bring

Cherries to Rome in the year of Rome 680, and that

within 1 20 years after that, they were spread over the

rmrire as far as Britain. This statement gave rise to

the tale that Cherries originally came from Cerasunte,

now Zefano, aud were therefore called Cerasus by the

Latins. Luculius may, however, have first imported
the cultivated varieties, which the Romans may not
.lave recognised as identical with the wild Cherry. In
Greece, Cherries were certainly known long before his

time, for Diphilus Siphnius, according to Athenpeus,

mentions them under the Government of Lysimachus,
one of the Dukes of Alexander the Great. Among
he numerous varieties of Cherries of modern days, Pliny
records only eight, of which the Juliana, according to

Matthioli and Micheli, is the acquaiola of modern
Italy, and the Ceciliana, according to Micheli and
Gallesio, is the visciolona, believed to have been brought
from Arabia into Spain, and thence to Rome.

heavy syringings or letting condensed moisture fall into

the hearts of the plants, which sometimes happens when

the atmosphere is kept very moist and is very injurious

to the plants. The plants expected to show fruit shortly

after Christmas should be allowed to get rather dry at

the root, keeping the atmosphere also rather dry where

this can be done without injury to other portions of the

stock, in order to get its growth thoroughly matured

;

for unless this is attended to there will be no certainty

of getting them to fruit at that season ; and indeed the

general stock of plants intended for fruiting next spring,

if sufficiently strong, should now be kept rather cool and

dry. But where the plants are not considered suffi-

ciently strong, they may be safely kept growing for some

time longer, with the exception of such as may be

intended to furnish ripe fruit early in May. Vineries.—
Make sure that the wood of young Vines is thoroughly

ripe before throwing the house open or occupying it with

plants that would interfere with the proper treatment of

the Vines, and until the wood is properly ripened use

brisk fires with a moderate circulation of air, for there

will be no chance of getting them to break strongly next

spring unless the wood is well ripened, and this cannot

be effected after this season without fire-heat. And what

with plant growing for indoor decoration, and wintering

bedding-out stuff, both of which is carried to a greater

extent about many places than there is proper accommo-

dation for ; there is often some difficulty in finding room
for plantsat thisseason,and these are in many cases placed

in Vineries, &c, and the Vines very improperly treated.

Where employers are agreeable to make Vines a secon-

dary consideration to plants this may be all very well
;

but where this is not the case nothing should be allowed

in Vineries which would at all interfere with the proper

treatment of the Vines. Get the Vines pruned where
the wood is thoroughly ripe, and the house cleaned,

well washing the paint, &c, when the house may be

used for storing Geraniums lifted out of the flower

garden, or any other plants which merely require to be

protected from frost ; but see that everything is per-

fectly clear of insects before bringing it here.

LOWER GARDEN AND SHRUEBERIES.
What with falling leaves and the tiresome diligence

of the worms, much labour is necessary to keep lawns,

&c, clean and neat at this season. There is, however,

no help for it but a diligent use of the broom and roller.

Continue to mow as frequently as may be necessary to

keep the Grass short, for much time is lost in clearing

up leaves when the Grass is allowed to get long ; also

keep the surface hard and smooth by frequent rollings

with a heavy roller. This is a capital season for laying

down turf, aad where levelling may be necessary, or any
other alterations involving taking up and relaying any
breadth of turf, this should be attended to as soon as

possible, for besides that there will be no trouble with
turf laid now in the event of dry weather setting in early

next spring, such work can be done more economically

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week endlnst Oct. IS, 1555, rb observed at the Horticultural Gardeni

Tsm PSRATURB.

Oct. Of the Air. Of the Earth

Max. Mm. Max. Mia. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2 feet

deep.

Friday 12 i 3.6-14 29.590 62 37 49 5 57 56
Satur. 13 2S.6I9 29.5S1 60 39 49.5 661 O'l
Sit dday 14 29.502 29.HS OS 31 44.5 56 55
Mon.. 15 29.597 29.412 59 32 45.5 56 55
T'les. lfi 29.733 29.703 58 38 48.0 65 55

29.SU 29.705 60 33 49.0 55 55
Thm-B. IS *' 30.U12 29.S63 64 41 52.5 55 55

Averase . '-9.711 29.615 60.1 36.6 4S.3 55.8 55.2

s.w.
W.

!

N.W.
S.
S.WJ
N.E. I

W.

ct, 12—Overcast; rain; cloudy; boisterous with rain.
- IS—Clear and line; very line; slight rain.
- 14—Fonsy ; cloudy; fine at night.
- 15— l>ense fog ; very fine in forenoon; rain at night.
- 16— Clear and fine ; very fine; heavy rain.
- 17—Kaiu and fog; hazy; fogey at night.
- IS—Overcast; fine throughout.

Mean temperature of the week 1£ deg below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
During the laBt 29 yearn, for the ensuing week, ending Oct. 27, 1855.

The
varieties known in modern Tuscany are chiefly due to
the exertions of the Grand Dukes of the Medici family.
Micheli, in the catalogue already quoted, enumerates 47 I

n <>w aI"d with much more comfort to the workmen than

sorts, and Castello has figured 93. The double-flowering after cold winterly weather sets in. Nothing adds more to

variety was first introduced into the gardens of Florence,
by Giuseppe Benincasa Fiammingo, curator, under
Francis I. of Medicis, of the Botanic Garden then called
delle Stalle, afterwards dei Semplici. The Cherry-tree,
especially of the Bigarreau variety, grows to a very large
size

; one is recorded on the shores of the gulf of Nico-
media, of which the circumference of the trunk was 4 1

braccie (about feet), and Prof. Targioni himself had

the comfort of a garden in winter than hard dry walks,

and where these incline to be soft and greasy, a thin

sprinkling of clean rather rough gravel, put on when the

walks are wet aud well rolled in, will be found to greatly

improve them, and this at a very trifling cost. Keep
the surface hard by frequent rollings, which will cause

the water to run off to the edges, instead of draining

through the gravel, as is the case when the surface is

one cut down in his own podere, which was beginning to allowed to become soft and spongey. Continue to clear

decay, and had a trunk of 8 feet in circumference,
Journal of Horticultural Society.

Calendar of Operations.
\(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
"Conservatory, &c.—Now that the out-door display

is much faded, every effort should be made to render

this and all the other plant-houses as attractive as pos-

sible, and perhaps nothing tends more to effect this than
orderly arrangement, and keeping everything perfectly

clean and neat ; and if cleanliness and order are properly

attended to, they will do much towards compensating
for any deficiency of fine specimens in flower, and will

greatly enhance the appearance of such things as may be

in bloom. There is no good reason, however, why there

should be anything like a scarcity of plants in flower at

present, for although we cannot command as fine a dis-

play now as earlier in the season, there is plenty of

showy things which may be had in bloom at this season,

and with sufficient accommodation, &c, it is easy to have
this house well furnished with showy plants in bloom.
AVhere Camellias were grown in heat early in the season

these will be now coming into flower plentifully, and will

be invaluable at present when but few first-rate hard-

wooded plants are in bloom, and these if allowed a fair

period of rest after setting their buds may be forced at

almost any season, but unless there is a large stock they
should not bedrawn upon too largely, until the Chrysanthe-
mums are over. The sweet Iudian Daphne is also easily

had in bloom at this season, and tree Carnations, which
when well done are very showy plants, may be had in

greatperfection,and these should be grown rather largely
if for their fragrance only, and they are also exceedingly
useful where there is a demand for cut flowers. To
these, add the gay Salvia splendens, and Gesnera zebrina.

the beds of their summer occupants, as these become
shabby, and replant them with spring flowering things.

But where the soil wants renewing this should be done
before putting in the spring flowering things, for it is

generally a busy season when these are removed, and
nothing should be left to be done then which can be
done now. Plants which it may be desirable to lift and
winter for use next season again, cannot be safely left

out any longer, except where they can be covered in the

event of a sharp frost occurring suddenly. And speci-

men Fuchsias, Geraniums, &c, should be got into safe

quarters immediately frost is apprehended.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Examine the stock of fruit in the fruit room as

frequently as circumstances will allow, and remove any
infected with decay at once, and keep the room cool and
dry. Where it is intended to plant any quantity of

fruit trees this season the preparation of'the ground, &c,
should be proceeded with as expeditiously as possible

while it is in good working order. And too much
attention can hardly be bestowed on the preparation of

ground intended to be planted with fruit trees. Be
particularly careful to secure perfect drainage, for a

well-drained soil is essential to fruitfulness in all kinds

of fruit treeB, and it is worth while to secure this

even at a considerable expense. Where the natural

soil is not of a good quality for the kind of trees to be

planted, this should be partly removed, replacing it with

some good fresh turfy loam. Avoid the use of rich

stimulating manures, which do more "harm tban good.

Carrots, Parsnips, Beet, &c, should be lifted when the

ground is in good order, and stored for winter use in a

dry cool place ; stack them in sand to preserve them
from shrivelling, &c. Spring Broccoli that may be
growing very rank should be laid down with the heads

to the north, which will check the over-luxuriant

growth, and afford a better chance of its standing a

severe winter. In the event of sharp weather being

apprehended, a quantity of the most forward Lettuce

should be placed under glass, and Cauliflowers that are
FORCING DEPARTMENT.

Pineries.—Use sufficient fire-heat toallowof admitting
a little fresh air when the weather is moderately warm, '

heading should also be removed to where they can be
and maintain a moist state of the atmosphere, but avoid protected from frost.

ill £0
Sfc=

No. of
Years in
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds.

Oct.

1

3

2
4
5

3

3

1

2
3
3
4

&5

4

1

4
2
2

pa

to

3

.1

3

1
1

Sunday 21
Mon. 22
Tues. 23
Wed. 21
Thu. 2i
Prid. 26
Satur. 27

53.4

53.4
67.8
56.0

55.2

54.7
54.7

40.3

44.2
40.3

40.1

34.6

37.6

40.1

49.3

51.3

49.3
43.0

44.9
46.2
47.4

12
IS
17
15

14

11
22

fl.«4 in.

0.66
C.56

0.88

0.72
52

0.92

5' 5 8
G10 5
<' 9 8

8 10! 4

4 4 4

6 6 4

5 -1 7

I
i

2
3

4

The highest temperature during the above period occurred
1330—therm. 73 deg. ; and the lowest on the 21st, 1S42—therm. 2

on the 21st,

[.deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Australian Seeds : Novice. Sow them next spring in a shallow

pan filled with light soil, and place them in a frame or pit

on a gentle bottom heat. "When strong enough pot them off.

Seeds of the Pampas Grass may he treated like the above,

but as soon as the weather has become sufficiently warm next

summer they should be planted out in the open border.];

Diseases : B M G (Cork). The affection on the Grapes you
have sent resembles that figured at p. 676, 1854, and may possi-

bly be a state of the same thing. No fungus is, however,

at present formed in the spots, nor is there any mycelium.

The central cells are quite gorged with brown matter, and the

walls of the outer cells are much discoloured. It is impossible

to say what is the cause of the malady, nor can we suggest any
remedy. As one variety of "Vine alone is affected you should

direct especial attention to the conditions under which it is

placed, and to the state of the roots. Perhaps the guano you
have administered may be in fault. M. J, B.

Gas Stoves : G O L. These have been made by applying a jet

of gas to a vessel containing water, which is thus made to

circulate through pipes in the usual way. But it is found in

practice so difficult to prevent the gas deteriorating the atmo-

phere of the plant bouse, that we know no one who now
employs such stoves.

Gigantic Balsams : A Traveller must authenticate his state-

ments by repeating them with the addition of his name and.

address. We cannot accept statements as facts upon the faith

of unknown correspondents.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—aud that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—/ G. The fragments you have sent may
belong to Madaria corymbosa —M O. Pteris serrulata. S.~
Hythe. iEschynanthus grandiflorus.—L, Francoa ramosa ; but
there is, as so constantly happens in gardens, a mistake about

its origin. It is from Chile, not China; and was introduced

long before Mr. Fortune went to China. The Francoa appen-

diculata with rosy blossoms is much handsomer. It wants a

cool greenhouse in winter, and plenty of warmth, air, and
water in summer.

Names of Fruits : O Y. The Sanguinole Pear.— Sempervive.

1, Beurre* Diel; 2, Napoleon; 3, Ne Plus Meuris; 4, Marie
Louise ; 5, Passe Colmar ; 6, Easter Beurre. — Constant

Reader. 1, 3, Manks' Codlin; 2, Devonshire Buckland ; 4,

Round Winter Nonsuch.—T W R. Not the Beurre* d'Amanlis,

but a remarkably fine specimen of the Doyenne* Blanc.

—

SB.
The Jersey Gratioli which you sent, grown at 200 feet

above the level of the sea, was certainly not so sweet as it is

generally in a good climate and season. It had a slight

acidity; but notwithstanding we found it possessed a rich

flavour. —J". C.Reigate. Pears:— 1, Flemish Beauty ; 2, Beurre"

Diel; 3, St. Germain; 4, Beurre Ranee; 5, Beurre* de Capiau-
mont; 6, Aston Town; 7, MarieLouise. Apples :— 1, Reinette

du Canada; 2, Hollandbury; 3, Fearn's Pippin; 4, Blenheim
Pippin ; 6, Scarlet Nonpareil ; 7, Beauty of Kent ; 9, Reinette

du Canada; 10, Lamb Abbey Pearmain; 11, Norfolk Beaufin.—

Anon. 1, Roman Apricot ; 2 and 3, Gallande Peach ; 4, Kirk's

Plum; 5, Grosse Mignonne Peach; 6, Jefferson Plum.—J C.

Unknown; handsome, but worthless. A 1, Manks' Codlin;

A 2, Hawthornden; A 4, Round Winter Nonsuch.— ./? B.

1, Chaumontel: 5, Napoleon; 7, Thompson's; 8, Beurre* de
Capiaumont. The others in their present Rtate are indeter-

minable.—L C D. 4, Hawthornden. The others were imper-

fect, and therefore not in a fit state to be named.—A B. Pears :

—2, Brown Beurre; 3, Doyenne Blanc; 4, Bishop's Thumb;
5, Glou Morceau; 6, Crassane; 7, Old Colmar; 8, GIou Mor-
ceau ; 9, Chaumontel ; 10, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 11, Comte
de Lamy; 12, Chaumontel; 16, Marin Louise. Apples:

—

1, Carlisle Codlin ; 2, Manks' Codlin ; 3, White Colville ; 6, Sam
Young ; 7, like Christie's Pippin ; 8, Margil ; 9, Carlisle Cod-

lin; 10, Dutch Mignonne; 12, Old Nonpareil; 14, Ribston

Pippin. The numbers attached to these fruits were so indistinct

as in some instances to be scarcely legible. The specimens

not named were indeterminable.
||

Orchard Huuses : Sub. The span-roofed form is doubtless by far

the best.J
Stanwick Nectarines: J J. Your specimens, which you state

were ripened in the open air with the assistance of a light

placed before the tree for the last six weeks, were small and
worthless. %

The Durmast Oak : Diss. We confess our inability to answer
your question. It was formerly believed, and that belief was
strengthened by the statements of the late Mr. Atkinson, that

the Durmast Oak was Q. sessiliflora. But more recent in-

quiries throw some doubt upon the point. As to the Durmast
Oaks sold some years since at Southampton, they proved to be
invariably the common Q. pedunculata, as we happen to know
from having purchased a lot of young plants. We very much
wish some correspondent residing in the New Forest would
send us twigs in leaf of what is now understood to be the

Durmast.
Worms: Alpha. The best remedy for these is lime water, which

is made by pouring water over fresh-burnt lime, allowing the

latter to settle to the bottom, and then using the water in a
clear tate.J
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PERUVIAN CillANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphoa-
*- jiinUn of Lime, Nlti'atij 6t H'"ln, Soger Bctim, and every
dcHcrlptioii of Artificial Manures, ulnneod uakoa, &o,

Wm, Inuijh Oahnb, 1", Murk Lane, London*

'IMIK FOLLOWING! MANIIU.KS arc manufactured
J- ut Mr. Lawies' Factory, Deptford Crook: -Turnip tfanuro,

71* per ton; Buporphoanliata of LImo, 7/.; Sulphuric Acid and
Goprolltotf,.0E—Omcd, 60, King William Street, City, London.

N.B. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guaran'todd to contain 10 per
cont. of ammonia. Nltratoof Hodii, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
'Other Chomlcitl Manures.

npHB LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITRO-
X f'KOSl'IlATi: OR WHEAT MANURE FOB AUTUMN
MOWING. Thin Manure. compoHod <>( blood, unlmal lor.

and diwmlvi'.d bones iviiii BilIeateH. Ifl moal strongly racommondoo
to the notice of AgvIcultnrlfltSi It contains from 7 to 8 per cont.

of nitrogen, in a Conn yielding ammonia hv Blow decernpoalllon.
and Is therefore particularly adapted for wheat Tito rj tlty

required la 2 to 8 owt. per aore drilled In with tim seed. Price,
nor ton, 11. 10b, In London.
PEKUVJAN <*UANO, FISHERY SALT, and ovory other

MANtHtio on bent terms] strictly warmntud.
41), Ilrlritfn tilwvA, IthickTrlimi. 10, PunBBR, 000.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANUHK Tlii hi K lil>

fertilising MaHuro, wliion la Podt Charcoal o plotely
Hwturatod with London Hmwhkh, will bo found raoBt efllalenl for
«voiy species of crop ; more especially for Peas, [loans, Turnips,
MjuikoUI Wurjiol, and other root crops, it will produce n

return for th« Outlay than Guano or any btlior Manure at an
equivalent value; It also pobbobhob the property of retaining Its

lortlllHltij,' power longer than any otlmr Manuroa now in use. it

may be obtained at'thfl SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Btanloy
BrldgOfFulham, at il, per ton, and in quantities loss than liaff
k ton, ato>. per cwt., for ready monoy only ; mid in quantities not
lasB than a ton, will bo delivered at tho,London Termini of tbo
ltullroadn free of charge for oartagOi No ohai'ge for Hacks.

It may also be had from Messrs, GK 0}inns & Co., 20, Hmvn Street,
Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London) and from
nil Mm other AtftmtH of tho Company.

ARTIFICIAL MANUIIKS, itc— MmiufiiclurrrnniHi
othoi-H engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURESmay

Obtain overy nocessury iiistructlon for their economical and
oillclont preparation, by applying to J. C. Nbbmt, F.G.S., Ste.,

Principal of the Agricultural and Chemical (.:«illi'g<;, Kiuniugino,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
CoprolltoH, &0„ and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen ih'HlrouH

of rocolving instructions ,in Chomical Analyst's ami Assaying,
will Hnd ample lacllity and accommodation at the College.

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, according to depth and distance, from 3l.to 51.10$.
per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and nil other expenses.
4Jontraots executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Gatb, Bristol.

rpHE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
JL PROVEMENT COMPANY

IsconpottATED by Special Act op Parliament.
OHicos, 52, Parliament Strcot, London.

Directors.
Henry Keu Seyker, Esq., M.P., CJiairman.
Sir John V. Siiei.i.ey, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman,

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S.
I-ienry Currie, Esq.
ThomaB Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher ilobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.
William Tite, Esq., M.P.
William Wilsbere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Koad-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage, or otherwise ; or Church properly,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to bo repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of 50
j*ears for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.

Landowners may arrange with the Company for the execution
of the works by their own agents, with the use of their own or
the Company's Capital.

The Company will afford equal facilities to Landowners for

the execution of works of improvement either by their own
Agents or by means of the Company's stafl.

William Clifford, Sec.

C MIT H FIELD CLUB, 1855.—FAT CATTLEO SHOW.—The ANNUAL CHRISTMAS SHOW of FAT
CATTLE, SHEEP, and PIGS, will take place on the 11th, 12th,

13th, and 14th of December, 1S55, at the Carriage Bazaar, King
Street, Portman Square, when nearly SOW. will he awarded in

Prizes and Medals.
The printed forms of Certificates, properly filled up, must be

returned to the Honorary Secretary on or before SATURDAY,
November 10th. Prize Sheets and the necessary printed forms
of Certificates are now ready, and can be obtained on appli-
cation to B. T. Brandbeth Gxbbs, Honorary Secretary,

Corner of Half-moon Street, Piccadilly, London.
All communications on the Club's business should bear the

words " Smithfield Club" on the outs ide.

THE BIRMINGHAM CATTLE AND POULTRY
SHOW, 1855.—The Seventh Great Annual Exhibition of

CATTLE, SHEEP, PIGS, and DOMESTIC POULTRY, will

bo held in Bingley Hall, Birmingham, on TUESDAY, WED-
NESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY, the llth, 12th, 13th,

and 14th of December next, when PRIZES will be awarded as
follows :—
CATTLE.—Including Two Extra Prizes of 207. each £ s. d.

and Two Gold Medals or other pieces of Plate
ot the value of 20?. each, for the best Ox or
Steer, and the best Cow or Heifer S40

SHEEP.—First Prizes of 10?., and Second Prizes of
6(.j for Leicesters, Long-Woolled Sheep not
being Leicesters, South or other Down Sheep,
Shropshire, and other Black or Grey-faced
Short-Woolled Sheep—10 classes 150

PIGS.—Including Prizes for Pens of Breeding Pigs of
a large and small breed 69

ROOTS.— Including a Silver Cup, value Five Guineas^
for the best Collection of four different varieties 27 6

SPOULTRY,—IncludingNine Silver Cups, of the value
of Ten Guineas each, for the best Pen of Pen-
cilled Hamburgh. Spangled Hamburgh, Polish,
Spanish, Dorking, Cochin China, Game and
Gold, or Silver Bantams; and for the best
four Pens of Pigeons, to be exhibited, espe-
cially for this prize 451 jo o

£1037 16
Exclusive of Silver Medals to the Breeders of Cattle, Sheep, and
Pigs, and Prizes in the Extra Classes and for Cottagers' Poultry.
Mr. Ottley has also offered a Gold Medal, of the value of Ten

Guineas, as an extra prize, for the best Pen of Polish Fowl of any
colour, to be selected from the several classes for this variety.

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and any further information
may be obtained from the Secretary. The Entries close on
Saturday, Nov. 10. John Mobgan, Jun., Sec.
Offices—3S, Bennett's Hill, Birmingham.
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Messrs. ITaiidy h Son haying sown 2 acres and
3 roods of land in 12 different ways and reaped the
produce, have puhlished their experience, and some
of their plots (Nos. 9 and 10, one square yard
each !) heing specially " reserved lor public

criticism," we are the more willing to give onr
opinion of their experiment. It is shortly thi«

—

that it is simply absurd to reason agriculturally

upon the produce of square yards. You may draw
physiological conclusions from single plants with
confidence—the examination of a single seed and
observation of its germination, growth, and produce
will teach the botanist—it will even teach the
farmer qualitatively many a useful lesson, but
qua?ititativcfy none. He may learn generally the
nature of the circumstances favourable to the
vigour of the plant in each stage of its growth

;

but he cannot learn from an individual plant in

a border the produce he may expect from 50,000
of them in a field. This would be as likely to

mislead as the attempt to calculate an expendi-
ture per annum from the outlay during any
selected hour of the 8766 that make the year.

It appears that off a single square yard of ground
Messrs. Hardy have obtained one quart of Wheat.
Now, there are 4840 square yards in an acre, and
there are 32 quarts in a bushel, and this yield is

accordingly announced as .an acreable produce of

18 quarters. It is no such thing— it is a yield of

1 quart from a certain square yard of land, and that

is all that can be said of it. That yard may have
been an ordinary arable soil, but its produce depends
not only on what it was but also on where it was.
Placed in an open border with air and sunshine
freely playing on it, and soil around unoccupied, in

which its roots might spread, a plot of Wheat would
yield very differently from what it would if sur-

rounded by a growing crop and by the land engaged
in growing it.

What Messrs. Hardy's plot of land may be, or under
what circumstances its produce may have been ob-
tained we donotknow, but we must not give these gen-
tlemen credit for superhuman power which alone can
accurately read in any case of growth all the causes
which have influenced it ; and, failing that abilitv.

no one can expect to reproduce in his experience
the 50,000 similar plots which would yield ISO
quarters of Wheat from off the area of a 10-acre
field. The fact of course is, as every person knows
—that just as he cannot bring to bear on every
square yard of an acre the fertilising influences which,
selecting any single yard, he may applv, so he
cannot reap from that collection of square yards
which makes a field the produce which by horticul-

ture and the " rule of three" Messrs. Hakdy would
teach us that he can.

What the force of just those influences, which
the farmer cannot wield (although the gardener

may), must be, may be gathered rrom the result of

No. 10 on Mr. Hardy's list. Here was a square

yard replanted on its harvest day with the seed

which, had been '' that minute " gathered from it.

What v',uin

from ••-.

A;.'J yet the <
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receive attention, and Una we bMipeak for them
notwithstanding the n thoae

are guilty who speak of 18 tt acre a» a
proved possible by garden cultivation.

The nrnchievouti eff'icU of the pio ;.h which we
are at present compelled to m»ke shift wiih) upon
clay lands, have been lot cribed

I
' W. II.," and adrnit'ed. we suppose, by all

candid agricultural thinker?. W imple-

ment, then, are we to arm '.he steam-el

asking it to cultivate our obstinate but fertile fi

Looking at the wonderful success of spade hus-

bandry in raising garden produce from strong land,

bearing in mind the actual reMi!'- of the Lois-

Weedon deep digcing, and not forgetting the exten-

sive use of spade trenching and forking by our
celebrated Flemish neighbours, we cannot hesitate

to say, let us closely imitate the spade by om
tillage machinery. From a;

: by the best modes of tillage now known,
we have inferred rin previou- at the clay

lands require a digging machine able to invert and
cultivate a staple at least 1 foot deep, leaving the

surface in rough clods ; or, when preparing a seed-

bed, raking, harrowing, or crushing the upturned

earth for a few inches in depth. In other w
steam cultivator should trench almost as tceU as a
spade, and have power to comminute the surface ad
libitum.

From a theoretical point of view, however, the

subject presents a somewhat different aspect.

Setting aside all considerations of cleansing from

root-weeds and burying surface vegetation, cbf
says, " expose your land as much and as deeply as

possible to the action of air and rain-wa'.-

order to prepare for plants the dormant stores of

nutriment abounding within it." I", is the business

of agriculture to discover the best method of

doing this.

Temperature, electrical agency, absorption, eva-

poration, &c, are influences which the farmer may
control and regulate in the soil by means of culti-

vation ; and these, with the chemical operations

just mentioned, may be said to be combined in one

general process of Azp.v

Now, as rain-water and air in a certain degree

naturally find their way down through the soil, the

most obvious means of facilitating their adc:

is to open the ground with cavities and crevices, and

provide aeainst any stagnation tha: _ e rk the

inflow from above. Drainage, subsoiimg. and all

stirring tillaee operate in this way. But atmo-

spheric action in the cells and recesses of the soil

cannot be so free, powerful, and incessantly renewed

as upon the open, uncovered -:'?reit

is clearly expedient to raise the hidden portions of

the soil from time to time, and expose them in

clods or smaller particles to the wind, rain, and

other atmospheric influences. Of course such an

inversion of the staple accomplishes other beneficial

effects,—as, for instance, relieving and replacing the

upper portion of soil which has

vecetation in crop and weeds ; and again, bringing

up~many valuable substances that hare been washed

downward bv the descending currents of rain-water.

Intension (thus shown to be necessary) we can

perfoxm only in preparatory tillage : opening, st.r-
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rimj.orsi' can be practised both in pre-

paring land for a 'crop, and also while the crop is

growing—as by the hand or horse-hoe.

The next inquiry is. tn tchat extern'shall we pul-

rtrisc in order to secure the greatest atmospheric

action .' A soil to lie completely aerated must be

finely comminuted. But how; mechanically or by

natural agencies ! Nature will break the largest

clods for us if we only give her time :
" the first

shower of rain bursts the sun-and-air-baked^clod,

and it fall- in the natural cleavage." If,

nnwilling to wait this time, we cut and crush up

our rough clay fallow by machinery, the same rain

which would have left its coarse clods finely

powdered, will now cause it to agglutinate and close

up. We cannot successfully violate the scientific

method of " assisting nature," unless we are pre-

pared to repudiate her assistance altogether : and

this we cannot do in cultivation until we substitute

artificial beat and light for sunshine, irrigate in lieu

of intercepted rain-fall, and breathe air, carbonic

acid, and ammonia, through the soil by injecting

steam-pumps. A valued correspondent, who has

well studied and expounded the properties of a clay

soil, thus elucidates the niystery
—" You are aware

of the practice of sportsmen of late years, having

their gunpowder in large grai?is. Why ? because

the freer admission of air among large granules

causes the whole to ignite in the barrel, and also

prevents consolidation b)- the ramrod. For ' ram-

rod' read ' cohesive attraction and gravitation,' and

the philosophy of clods is made manifest."

A machine for rasping or grating the soil into

powder is not specialty adapted, therefore, for aerat-

ing such an obstinate cohesive material as clay;

though it might be expeditious in making a shallow

seed-bed upon ground which has previously under-

gone the slow process of atmospheric fertilisation,

just as we find the " clod-crusher" useful at certain

times. And a further reason may be given. The
above writer says, " It is the property of atmospheric
air to lose its active qualities, when it is, so to speak,

cut up into detail. The natural retention of animal
warmth by fur coverings is a familiar, and per-

haps the best illustration of this." By subdividing

a clay soil we enormously increase the extent of

superficies upon which the air might operate ; but in

proportion as we do so, we reduce the ability of the
atmosphere to act upon it. Instead of locking up
the air in no matter how many myriads of minute
cells, we ought to be continually changing it for fresh

supplies ; currents of air charged, as it were, with
active ingredients, should play through the soil, con-
stantly replacing that which has been sucked of its

minX\ firlV^n W tTT* f'Td °T Irish farming, but unfortunately they are allW limitedmingle a finely granulated staple, as deeply as the
to the few w|alth d resideDt

>

p
*;

et nd h
aeration is needed perhaps the case would be I not more numerous rich and intelligent tillers of the
different. A starch-maker, wishing to bring eveiy

j
]and, for as examples these are very ineffectual, it is

atom of his raw material into contact with a
|

their wealth that does it ; but, taking it as a whole, the
chemical solution, grinds it to a powder, and then I tillage economy of the country is execrable, the great
agitates and churns it in the solution for hours. In good that a great evil was to effectuate is still in nuhibus.
subjecting fine earth to the action of a subtle fluid A cart to stop a gap is a common thing enough in Ireland,
like air, we can imitate this process—but only when I

hut tms is sti" capable of improvements—" I'll make up
the work is shallow, and therefore readily manipu- :

no SaPs—1
'
11 hang no gates—I won't even put a bush

lated—as, in horse-hoeing. To rouse and beat-up !

!
n th

,

em
'
™hy should * ? J keeP a wretched child out

a foot depth of soil sufficiently often would require T a
)'

weather
*? herd my wretched cattle, and you may

a most extravagant expenditure of labour. The I ^LTJn,^ ri^h w\1T
%

V y°UrS W
f
lk "'T^

nnlv TPmnJr,;™ ™„, o ;- <„ „ i „ i ,
my gaps, which like the old fellow I leave as temptations

the full ,Wn ? i
' , •V y

-
g ' ^ their way." Why, in a small Grass field, containing

*W„
d.epth we choose, to go mte pteees /; less than an acre I find five gaps level with the base of thl

mwteratc size, which will leave interspaces for the
,
fence, on the road side ; on another farm the whole road

iree circulation of air, and can be easily crumbled
I
fence is one continued gap. Why, I have seen a farmer,

by the action of the weather. As the self-acting i
a knowing man as he thinks himself, certainly a cunning

disintegration proceeds, the entire mass will
j

one, holding about 100 acres of land, herding a single
become gradually aerated—mechanical assistance hog on a headland, and his son, 18 or 20 years of age,
being given in the form of frequent rough stirrings.

|

herding 6 or 8 swine on the roadside. He has one
Fine pulveration of the surface would bar the

' 8ate >
value 2» 6<£, on his whole farm ; he has something

descent of air currents to the recesses of the sub-

1

over a 1uarter of an acre of Turnips and no other green
soil ; and however thoroughly it might fertilise the

'

Cr0p
'
fave tlle everlasting Potato and a quarter of an

shallow surface stratum (which alone it is in our p?°f Cabbage plants to plant out on the edges of his

ESSJL X.Z^\*J**±* !"-"K

of cattle, which by its menus were rapidly and econo-

mically brought to a fit state for the butcher. I thought

tliat I could do no better thau immediately to forward

it to Professor Way for analysis, at the same time

requesting his opiuion as to its value in comparison
with oilcake. You will perceive that the result is highly

in favour of the new cake ; and I hope that it may be

the means of reducing in the market the now, to the

farmer, unprofitable price of Linseed-cake, which it

would be very likely to do, as many thousands of tons

might be produced in the United States of America
alone ; and I am given to understand that Mr. Barber
believes that it can be supplied to the farmer at (at

least) from 21. to SI. less cost than Linseed-cake.

I would beg to suggest that out of compliment to Mr.
Barber, as the introducer of so valuable an article of food

for cattle, that it should be called " Barber's Cake," which
would in the market be a convenient distinction between
it and that hitherto commonly known under the name of
" oilcake." Mr. Barber has already been spirited enough
to establish machiuery in America for the manufacture
of it, and I believe that his great desire is to render its

introduction of as much benefit as possible to his country.

The paper alluded to by Professor Way is to befnund in

the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, Vol. X.,

part 2. T. G. A. Parh/ns, Ruddingion Manor, near
Nottingham, Octoher 16. The following is Professor Way's
letter and analysis :

—

" 15, Welbeck Street, Oct. 12, 1855.
" Sir Thomas,—I have made a careful analysis of the sample

of cake which reached me on the 3d inst. In order that you may
have the means of comparing it with other kinds of cake, I have
enclosed a paper published by myself some few years ago, of
which I beg your acceptance. "With a full proportion of albumi-
nous constituents, the sample of cake now analysed contains
nearly twice as much oil as foreign or English Linseed and Eape
cake, and I think it should therefore be superior to them in
feeding and fattening properties. Experience, however, alone can
decide this point. The proportion of water (moisture) is also small,
which is in favour of the cake's keeping without injury. Unless,
therefore, it should be distasteful to animals, I should form a
high opinion of its value.—1 am, Sir Thomas, your obedient
servant, " J. Thomas "Way.

" Sir Thomas ParkynB, Bart."

Sample of Oilcake received from Sir Thomas Parkyns,
October 3, 1S55.

Moisture
Oil and fatty matters
Albuminous matters (containing 4.46 nitrogen
Woody fibre

Starch, gum, sugar. &c
Mineral matter or "ash"

The mineral matter consists of

—

Lime
Magnesia
Phosphoric acid
Silica

Potash and soda

100.00

0.34

0.S4
2.62

2.27

2.02

S.09
(Signed) J. Thomas Way, Oct. 12, 1855.

IRISH FARMING.
As oases in deserts there are certainly bright spots in

practised when the underlying portion of the staple be wc

: and for the market. He does not think

; crop ; would not the same area in Oat6
JC worth more ? Cannot comprehend making manureflas alieady received sufficient "fallowing" or out of them, or that

'

aeration—in other words, we should keep the land
rongh until the crop is to be sown ; we may then
pulverise for a seed-bed, and afterwards hoe whilst
the crop is growing.

Theory, then, leads us to the same practical con-
clusion as does observation of our actual methods of
tillage : that is, we arrive at the same kind of im-
plement described as the desideratum in the begin-
ingof this article. /. A. C.

OILCAKE FROM COTTON SEED.
Thinking that it may possibly be of some use to the

agricultural public, I beg to inclose you the analysis ofa piece of oilcake made from Cotton seed, which has (in
a small quantity only) been manufactured and importedmto th,a country by a gentleman of the name of Barber,

"e„°?
at

,

Pou't™ Hall, in Cheshire. I received the

onlv * <f
WUh the iDf°™ati°n that he had importedonly sufficient to try ita feeding effects on about 20 head

ntervening between two white
crops would make up any shortcoming at market.
VVinter Vetches, never heard of them. Sells much of
bis bay, feeds his milch cows with straw, and has
through the winter perhaps a gallon or two of milk a
day from his whole dairy stock of seven or eight cows.
Or let us take one of a better class, holding perhaps

200 acres of land
; he is, however, more of a grazier and

dairyman, therefore his ground is not deteriorated by
repeated croppings. He perhaps grows 10 or a dozen
acres of Turnips, most of them, however, for the market,
and for the months of November, December, January,
and February feeds all his Btock exclusively with straw,
March and April with hay, turns out to Grass on 1st of
May, his milch cows some score or so dry through the
winter

;
" cattle fed solely on straw and hay in the

winter thrive better on the summer Grass than those
which have had Turnips or other green feeding." No
Clover, no Italian Rye-grass, no Vetches. Of
course he grows a reasonable share of Potatoes,
but he applies to them in ridges, and to his Turnips
in drills, indiscriminately reduced or unreduced

yard-manure in large quantities, uses no artificials,

rather despises them ; yet with this manure, without
oilcake or even green feeding to enrich the dung-heap,
solely made up of straw thrown in abundance under
them and passed through his cattle, he obtains very
heavy and fine crops. He is held a good farmer, and
is a money-making man, for he is a shrewd one.

The grazier I do not meddle with ; he is a fat, com-
fortable, well fed, and most knowing fellow. Yorkshire
could not beat him. The smaller farmers—that is, those

holding under 100 acres—as they fall lower in the scale

of means also generally sink lower in their economy
until you come to the 5th, 6th, or 8th succession of Oat
crop, the last crop being superseded by one of weeds,
which are left for three or four years for the benefit of

the miserable cows and ponies that the possessor may
happen to have. Of course subsoiling and draining are
in every case out of the question, although no land in

the world wants it more or would better repay the cost.

The tenant, though with a lease almost interminable,

will not do it, and then the landlord, even when so
disposed, has little temptation to it, for the tenant would
not give him one penny more rent for it on account of

his outlay. ,

Still there is one redeeming point in thelrish farmer

—

he is a man of taste ; not more does nature abhor a
vacuum than he does a straight line, except in making
a short cut to save time, which he loses tenfold

the next moment with the first idle fellow be meets ; he
has the most acute sense of the beauty of curves, and
nothing will persuade him to draw a straight furrow; he
ploughs and digs his Potato ridges, which guide all

future tillage, in all manner of twists without any other

discoverable reason than this love of the beautiful, for

even does the side of the field at which he commences
happen from some accident to be in a straight line and
his first ridge or two be directed by it, he cannot bring

himself to stick to this ugly way, but gradually serpen-

tines into the more beautiful if not most grotesque

waves. Occasionally too will be seen a small field sown
with Clover and hay seed, and even here his taste is

shown, for they lie in alternate stripes, waved of course,

which gives a very pretty variety to what would else

carry too much sameness. /. M. Goodiff, Oranard, Oct. S„

ON BURNING CLAY AS A MANURE.
I am glad to see by the leading article in the Agricul-

tural Gazette of Sept. IS, that you are endeavouring to

call attention to the subject of burning clay as a manure.

There is a certain description of land which has had

amongst farmers for time immemorial a bad name. I

allude to the poor stiff clays which we find dotted about

the country, and for which nobody has a good word tc-

spare, except, perhaps, an occasional interjection of pity

for the poor unfortunate occupier. The value of this

description of laud has not advanced at all in proportion

to that of the lighter soils in the kingdom, and is pro-

verbially occupied by the poorest class of tenants. I

have known many instances where such land has been

gradually let for a lower and lower rent till it has

become a.matter of difficulty to find an occupier. I have

myself had such a case to deal with, and if this meets

the eye of the owner of any such land, let him take

comfort from what I am about to write, and adopt the

same means, and I do not fear for the result.

The farm I allude to was given up by a tenant who
had succeeded his father on an estate where the greatest

security to a good tenant has always prevailed, and.where

the tenancies remain in the same family for generations

;

the rent of this farm had been lowered repeatedly to

suit the decreasing means of the occupier, and stood at

last at 1 0s. per acre ! This may sound absurd when I say

the farm is in sight of, and not more than 8 miles

distant from a large manufacturing town of 100,000

inhabitants ; and yet the soil was reduced, and so pro-

verbial for sterility had this unfortunate farm become

that no one would take it at that rent, and the owner

had it thrown on his hands when agricultural prospects

looked the darkest, and the enviable task of farming it

and bringing it round devolved on me. And many a

joke did my brother farmers have at my expense, the

whole subject seeming to afford them intense amuse-

ment, and the joke against me throughout the miserable

wet seasons of 1852 and 1853, during which most trying

times I was engaged in burning clay extensively ; but

so wet was the land that I could not apply it without

making each field a complete mortar heap, and render-

ing it unfit to sow the seed upon. The first two years

the miserable crops yielded about as follows :

—

2 quarters of Wheat per acre,

• 1 quarter of Barley per acre,

1 quarter of Beans per acre,

Less than 3 quarters of Oats per acre.

The straw was like needles, and barely sufficed to

maintain the 10 horses required to work the farm, so

that I could not keep any stock in the winter, having

nothing to feed them upon, and consequently could not

make any manure.

In 1853, directly after harvest, I laid on my burnt

clay, and by great exertion succeeded in applying about

10,000 cubic yards upon rather more than 100 acres of

land. The result was extraordinary. I have no hesi-

tation in estimating the straw at four times the quantity

formerly produced, and I increased the insurance on the

corn from S001. to 7001. I succeeded in producing

10 acres of excellent Turnips, the whole of which were
drawn off and eaten in the fold-yard, in which I kept

24 head of horned cattle, all of which had Turnips and
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straw «u! libitwm up in the 8th June lam. I nocd hardly

say thoy made me a famous manure heap.

Finding tho burnt cloy bo effective l have now applied

altogether about 17jfi00oubio yards with the be I re ulf .

I havo Ifi acres of the finest Turnips in the neighbour

hood, tlio insurance on the corn has been raised from

70(1/. to 1200&J and I can show a very good rick-yard,

and the quality ofthe grain will be excellent, Moreover,

I shall ho able to keep more stock, and make more
manuro than lust year, and I havo little fear but that

tho farm may be made self-supporting, The farm has

boon thoroughly drained, but to the burnt clay I "tin

butotho rapid improvement that baa taken place.

It will be hardly necessary to add that the joke fox

merly so very funny and amusing Iiuh entirely subsided,

and that those who wen; the loudest In their laughter,

and the most witty in their remarks, have now the least

to say upon the subject, and console themselves by
Saying that monoy will do anything. Tho cost haH been
as follows :

—

I oublo yard of olay, measured after burning ... i

Filling, spreading, and applying -

lTuol, Ac 1

Cost of 1 cubic yard applied °</.

100 cubic yards pier aero, or evon 110, aro a good
dressing, and I have no hesitation in saying that I/, per
acre (which in about the amount mine lias cont, includ-

ing everything but the horno labour) will produce an

improvement on Btrong clay land, superior to anything
else that can lie had for the money, and will certainly

pay in tho first. Wheat crop it t. present, prices ; ;
.-.-. in

the durability or the improvement I can distinctly see it

after three crops, which is as far back as 1 havo tho

opportunity of noticing, I inclose my name and address,

and I shall be happy to afford any further information,

or to name -the locality to any one desirous of seeing

the result of tho extensive application of burnt clay. IS.

QUALITIES OF WOOL IN GREAT BRITAIN.
[Tito following ii a reaumd of the information on tho characteristics

of the different breeds of Buoep in (his country, given by
Professor WiIkou in tho " Journal of tho English Agricultural
Society."]

Lincoln.— This maybe considered tho standard of the

-coarse deep-grown wools for combing purposes, and the

wool possesses a bright silky appearance of staple, which
renders it peculiarly adapted for " lustre " goods, in

imitation of alpacas and mohair fabrics, and has thus

enhanced its value of late years. The present value of

Lincolnshire wethers is about 12.W. per lb. ; of hogs,

13d. per lb.

Leicester.—This old and much-valued breed for comb-
ing purposes is rather finer in hair than Lincolnshire

wool, but does not possess generally so soft and silky a
staple, and hence it is not at present so valuable where
Jiose qualities are requisite. The present value of

Leicester wethers is 1 2d. per lb. ; hogs, 12id. to 13d.

per lb.

Cotswold.—A deep-grown breed ; the wool similar in

quality to Leicester, of a deep and rather harsh character,

not suitable for lustre goods. The present value of

wethers is 12d. per lb. ; bogs, 12 $d. to 13d. per lb.

JRomney Marsh.—Soft rich wool, finer in quality than

the Leicester. It has been much exported to France,

and seems well adapted to the use of the French manu-
factures. In Kent the lambs are generally shorn,

therefore there are very few hogs. The present value

of the Kent fleeces is about 1 3d. per lb.

Devons—South Hams.—A deep stapled breed of wool,

grown in the country from which it derives its name.

It is the custom of the farmers in Devon not to wash
the sheep before shearing them, and the wool being thus

in the yolk or grease, is not so marketable as other

kinds, which are washed ; it is, therefore, usually sub-

jected to the process of combing before before being

sent to market, and comes in the form of " tops." A
double advantage is accomplished by this ; the wool is

sent in marketable form, and the noils and short wool,

separated in the process of sorting and combing, are

sold to the Devonshire manufacturers, who use them.
If the wool were washed and shorn in the same way as

in other districts, it would be readily saleable. Price

about 9d. per lb. in the grease.

Bamborough.— Of the Leicester character, from the

coast district of North Northumberland. A rich good
combing wool, of tolerably fine quality ; very much
resembles the Leicester, though with more lustre. The
present value of wethers is about 12 id. per lb. ; hogs,

13|d. per lb.

Bampton.—A breed peculiar to Somerset and Devon

;

deep grown, good average combing wool, of similar kind

to the Leicester breed. The present value of hogs is

about 13d. per lb. ; wethers, 12Jd. per lb.

South Down.—Small haired wool ; the tegs and longer
wethers used for combing purposes, and the shorter for

the manufacture of flannel aud other light woollen

goods. There is considerable difference in this wool,

from the different localities, bo.th as to quality and
softness. The present value of ewes and wethers is 1 3d.

to 13id. per lb. ; tegs, 1 3.W. to 14d. per lb.

Hampshire Down.—A short wool, very similar to

South Down iu general character ; staple rather longer,

and hardly so fine. The present value of ewes and
wethers is 13d. per lb, ; tegs, 131d. per lb.

Norfolk Down.—The Down wool grown in Norfolk is

generally soft in its nature, but usually full of blue

sand, which reduces its value. Some of the best and
cleanest is very rich and beautiful wool. The present

value of ewes and wethers is 12id. per lb. of sandy,

13 id. per lb. of clean ; tegs, 13id. to 14d. per lb.
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Dartmoor.- From the Dartmoor Hills in Devon. Deep-

grown combing wool, but coarser and not so well l, red

as the South-down ' irally shorn in the grease.

Value in the great e about Od. per 11'.

Exrmooi', a long-stapled woo] ol moderate quality
j

thai, produced by the polled sheep Is usually heavier in

the fleece, of a liner ilewription. Tin |
it value of

wethers about 1 2a!. pi c lb. ; of bogs.

Radnor and Welsh Mountain.—A moderate combing
wool, somewhat course in quality and kempy. The pre-

sent valuo of wethers, 12Jd. per lb. ; of tegc.

per lb.

Cheviots.—This is a small haired wool of medium
length, Nuitablo for worsted and woollen purposes. It is

a soft, rich wool, and is liked by the manufacturers. In

those districts where tho sheep are smeared the value

of the wool is considerably reduced. The present value

of ewes and wethers, 12.j,d. to 13d. per lb. ; of hogs,
I
."•'./. to 11./. per lb.

Black-faced Highland.—The kind of sheep kept upon
the mountains and hills in the Highlands of Scotland

;

very coarse, and generally depreciated in value by the

composition with which the sheep are heavily smeared
;

used for carpets, rugs, and low woollen purposes. The
present value, 8d. to 9d. per lb.

Hcrdwick.—Peculiar to the mountainous districts of

the counties of Westmoreland and Cumberland. The
wool is used for making low woollen goods, rugs, &c.

Present value about 8d. to 9d. per lb.

Shetland Wool.—Small wool grown in tho Shetland

Isles, and used chiefly by the natives for clothing, and
occasionally for hosiery purposes. The present value

about 8d. to 9d. per lb.

CROSSES OF BREEDS.

Leicester and South-downs.—Generally grown in the

Leicester district, and formerly much more valuable

than Leicester wool. Since the introduction of cotton

warps, reduced in comparative value. The present

value of ewes and wethers, 12.'.d. per lb. ; of hogs, 13rf.

to 13Jd. per lb.

Leicester and SJiropshirc-downs.—A breed of the

Shropshire district ; longer and more valuable than the

Down
;
good combing woo 1

. The present value of hogs
about 14d. per lb. ; of wethers, 13d. per lb.

Leicester and Highland.— From the Scotch district:

suitable for low combing purposes, and more valuable

than the pure Highland wool. The present value of

ewes and wethers, 9d. to lOd. per lb. ; of hogs, lOd. to

lid. per lb.

Leicester and Bampton.—A cross of two breeds, the

wool of which is of very similar kind. The present value

of hogs, 12.W. to 13d. per lb. ; of wethers, 12d.to 12Ad.

per lb.

Leicester and Norfolk-down.—A very excellent wool,

soft and rich ; used for worsted purposes. The present

value of ewes and wethers, 121d. per lb. ; of hogs, 13id.

per lb.

Cotswold and South-down.—A breed of the Cotswold

district, suitable for worsted purposes, more valuable

than the pure Cotswold breed. The present value of

ewes and wethers, 12id. per lb. ; of hogs, 13id. per lb.

Cotswold and Hampshire-down.—Same as Cotswold

and South-down.
Cotstcold and Shropshire-down.—A breed of the Shrop-

shire district by which greater length is obtained than

from the Shropshire-downs alone. Used for worsted

purposes. The present value of ewes and wethers, 12d.

to 12id. per lb. ; of hogs, 13id. per lb.

Lincoln and South-down.—A breed in Lincolnshire

finer than the Lincoln wool and more valuable ; used

for worsted purposes. The present value of ewes and

wethers, 12id. to 13d. per lb. ; of hogs, 13£d. to 14d.

per lb.

Lincoln and Exmoor.—The produeeof two deep-grown

breeds ; suitable tor combing. The present value of

hogs, about 12Jd. per lb. ; of wethers, 12d. per lb.

Cheviot and South-down.—A breed in Scotland which

produces a finer wool than the Cheviots ; suitable for

finer worsted and woollen fabrics. The present value

of ewes and wethers, 12id. to 13M. per lb.: of hogs,

about 14d. per lb.

Highland and South-down.—A good combing wool,

longer in the staple than pure Down ; suitable for

clothing purposes. The presentvalne 13d. to 14d, per lb.
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Perennial Wctdt.— In localities where perennial

weeds exist to an alarming extent, wboae vigour is

increased rather than diminished by passing the plough

over them, merely taking off their beads, it is astonish

ing that farmers do nut ui-e the long steel fork to assist

in cleansing at least a portion of their holding annually.

On a furm of 200 acres of arable land it would not be

practicable for a farmer of ordinary means to employ a
sufficient number of men to go over the whole of the

farm in this way ; but he might with great benent to

himself set apart every year a certain number of the
worst acres to be stirred with the long steel fork.

Those in ordinary use, made of iron, are valueless for

such an operation. It is false economy to baif till land

in order to save expense. The outlay is great at first

in thorough cultivation, but once carried out moderate
attention and exertion will keep the land in a
creditable and profitable state, very nearly doubling

the produce. No man can afford to grow two crops

—one of weeds and another of grain— if he pays
a fair rent to his landlord ; as well might he hope to

fatten two bacon pigs on food barely sufficient to pro-

vide a couple of sides for winter consumption. It is

not necessary to enter deeply into the scientific part of

agriculture to obtain remunerative produce from ordi-

nary land ; common sense and observation will enable

a man to avoid the rocks and shoals of theory, and
bring into practice useful improvements. The prin-

cipal feature in a well-managed farm is labour of all

descriptions judiciously applied, and plenty of it ; the

labourers must be liberally paid, and the horses in good
condition. There is no economy in working tnimah
only fit for the dogs, and screwing wages to the lowest

point ; these will serve you better when treated Hke
neighbours, and horses will perform twice the work if

properly cared for. It is melancholy to look at the

unfortunate quadrupeds drssreing their wearied bodies

along the road, and the wagaon following very reluc-

tantly. These poor beasts eat as much as strong snTmals,

that is if they can obtain it, do one third of the work,

and are in reality one of the "penny wise and pound
foolish " bargains short-sighted people make. People

complain of their crops, and yet expect Potatoes to

grow on land hard and stiff in the subsoil, the Mirfjf
havinc been moved about six inches, the space between

the rows beinsj overrun with Couch Grass, Cat's-Tail,&c
All land is improved by exposure to the air, and none
more so than tenacious clays. Plant food obtained from
the atmosphere is most valuable, which may be proved

by forking between alternate rows of vegetables or

Wheat ; the difference in growth will be perceptible in

a few days, the experiment will repay the gardener or

farmer, and speak more forcibly for itself than can be

done on paper. Under a vigilant ere labour oo the

farm is never thrown away, though it may appear

superfluous to the idle and ignorant ;—indirect brings

in its wake direct eain. Falam.
Small Farms.—The legislature have for a long while

reduced the stamps upon leases, and it would be a blesB-

inj if the landed proprietors would bnt lease out to a

poor man an acre or two of bind at a cheap rate. See

how many embarked in the land scheme of F. O'Connor,

M.P., and how many are now payins enormously for a

40s. freehold. I look upon an acre of land upon lease

making a man independent, and not dependent. There is

one acre of land lost in every 25 acres by hedges and

ditches, which only harbour insece and vermin : besdes
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111.41 1) Hava urclmrus which oicen yield Iruit nut

once in two years ; and woodland might be cleared and

let out in small quantities upon lease. But I assure

vou, although the legislature have reduced the stamps

upon leases—and where the rent is not SI. the stamp

19 only 6rf.—a poor man cannot get an acre or two

upon lease. I believe many thousands now engaged in

40s. freeholds will before 10 or 12 years find the deeds

in mortgage when wanted similar to F. O'Connor's

case ; and simply renting a plot of land upon lease

would prevent many having anything to do with 40s.

freeholds: besides which; I do consider, looking at

these words in Genesis—"God made male and

female, and gave them the earth for- their inheritance,"

that while these words are manifest that it was ordained

that man should have the earth, it is a shame that we

should have a New Forest of 92,656 acres, and Dartmoor

200,000. Why should not land be leased in small quan-

tities, for I say again one acre of land to a poor man is

a great eood to get ! Charles Paul, 3, Albert Grove, Peek-

ham. P.S. To give a man his acre or two (upon lease)

you make him independent instead of dependent, and there

is a wide difference between these words, and if you
could but get land leased at an equitable rate it would
be a blessing to mankind, and you would prevent many
emigrating ; a man may get an acre of land in America
for 5s., in this country he cannot for 70?. an acre.

Function of Salt in Agriculture.—In your article on
this subject the power of salt to fix ammonia is in a

great measure attributed to the presence of sulphate of

lime in the salt, if I understood you rightly. It is,

therefore, a matter of some importance to know the sort

of salt which contains sulphate of lime, in the propor-
tion most likely to retain the ammonia in guano for the

longest period. A dealer in Bait advised a farming
relative of his never to be persuaded to buy refuse or
agricultural salt because of its low price, for it was in-

fallibly the dearest in the end, but to buy the pure salt

tlthough he paid much higher for it. I have used tons
of salt, oil, or fishery salt—best salt—and this refuse
salt ; and although I do not feel cempetentfto pronounce
s. judgment on their relative values, I have decided to pur-
chase the best salt, if I buy any more for field purposes,
rather than either of the others. It may be, however,
that pure salt contains the least sulphate of lime. This
would be an argument asainst using it with guano ; lut
what salt to apply together with guano, instead of the
pure salt, is a point which I do not think settled. Can
any description, known to contaiu the requisite quantity
of sulphate of lime, be got in any particular quarter .

In the Biftings of Stafford coal ashes, I read in an
extract from the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal
there is 2 44 per cent, of sulphate of lime. If 1 cwt.
of guano were mixed with 10 cwt. of these siftings
there would be about ± cwt. of sulphate of lime therein
to operate upon the guano, if in such an admixture this
be a tiling possible. Allerton, Oct. 14.

Potato Haulm.—In a table of the comparative value
of different kinds of fodder published by M. Antoine, at
Nancy, 300 lbs. weight of Potato haulm is given as equal
in value to 100 lbs. of the best upland meadow hay.
Potato haulm stands very nearly as high as Carrots, and
superior to a slight extent to Swedish Turnips and
Mangold Wurzel, and very much superior to Cabbage
and Beet leaves, and to common Turnips. The Norwe-
gian formers, who never perhaps thought of the theory
which we might build on the relative value of Potato
haulm to other fodder, are said to collect their Potato
leaves, and to lay them on frames or fences, or any
other places where they may be dried with facility

;

when dried they are kept for making cooked mashes for
milch cows. A good handful of them is put in a vessel
for each cow, and hot water poured over it; it is then left
to stand covered until next day, when the leaves and
juice are given to the cows. It is said that they yield
much milk on this meal. I only met with this scrap
about Norway the other day, and it may be new to some
of your readers, who, like myself, have hitherto thought
only of the value of the Potatoes themselves, and have
left the haulm on the field. The analysis of Potato
haulm would lead us to think it of some value, but I
know not what constituent renders it so good as the
Norwegians seem to find it to be formilch cows. One half
of the ash is made up of lime, chloride of potassium, and
potash. Leaving Potato haulm to be ventilated in your
columns, if it be not too inconsiderable a matter for the
operation, I wish success to the man who gives his
milch cows the first Norwegian mess of it a la mode.
Allerton, Oct. 13.

Ftsken's Plough.—Anxious, on a former occasion, to
expose « I. A. C." as little as possible, and the short-
comings of the invention in question because capable of
great improvement, it appears we have failed in con-
vincing him of his (we repeat) serious mistake. The
facts of the case which he ought to have laid before
your readers are briefly these. Mr. Fisken's rigger
steam plough (not Mr. Fisken himself, as somewhat
learnedly but unwittingly insisted upon) is a compound
of two old failures, the one patented in 1812 (No. 3632)
by the Messrs. W. Chapman, of Durham, and E. W.
Chapman, of Wallsend, Northumberland; and the
other ,n 1833 (No. 6351), by Mr. J. Saxton, of Lon-
don; and instead of "lessening the strain," or "working
with a less strain upon the (its ?) anchors than any one
else has ever worked with," as unfortunately repeated
last week, it does the very reverse, the strain being
greater by the additional strain upon them in working
the driving rope and rigger (or driving ropes and
riggers according to the combination) « plus " the
increase of rigger traction friction not so easily

estimate.!. It is with some reluctauce we go back

I with him to his "bold announcement" and its start-

! ling proof—" one's little finger at the long end of a

I

lever," but when he himself admits that "the driving

[

rope is running 20 miles per hour when the plough

! carriage is going only two," we may be allowed to ask :

how can this difference lie obtained without an increase
! of strain upon the anchors? The fact is, he commits suicide

when he acknowledges that " the strain upon the rope is

i thus only I -11th of the whole draught of the implement,"

I
for, granting this to be correct, if the long end of the lever

|

balances the short— the "little finger" a "ton weight,"

I then " the anchoraze at the far side of the field " has

|

to sustain "a drag" equal to twice the draught of the

implement, "plus" twice "one eleventh,"" p!us " l'igger-

friction, or something more than double what he rather

dogmatically teaches. With regard to steam ploughs

sailing in our fields—Lincoln Fens, forexample—the idea

is so very refreshing now that we have no telegraph

I

news from Sebastopol, that we hope the readers of the

Agricultural Gazette will allow us to enjoy it a little, as

questions of this kind can always be safely left in the

hands of experience. If the continuous "feed" of a
straw-cutter acts retardingly against the knife, like a

brake on the wheel of a railway carriage—how can it

be otherwise with the continuous progression of Usher's
rotary ploughs against the unploughed land 1 W. B.

Steam Engines.—Mr. Mechi has sent us the following

memorandum, which should have been appended to his

last week's paner on this subject :—I find that without

the air-vessel the escape-valve rises more or less at

every stroke, and there is some jarring : with the air-

vessel there is scarcely ever a rising of the valve, all is

easy and tranquil, whereas without either valve or air-

vessel, there was everywhere resistance, jarring, and
straining. It is easy to understand that the confined

elastic air receives the shock of the pump rod, and
during the return of the latter gently pushes forward
the water to the boiler. We should, with such an
arrangement, rarely hear of any difficulty in supplying
steam boilers with water.

Farmers' Clubs.
Killucan.—Stall Feeding.—The following is a portion

of a paper on this subject, read by Mr. Harkness, at a
meeting of the Killucan Farmers' Club :—A friend, who
settled in the west of Ireland in the winter of 1852, fed

30 cattle in the winter 1853-4, for six months, giving

them the first four months three feeds of Turnip daily

50 lbs. each, and for two months two feeds of 50 lbs.

each with grain and oil-cake, at the rate of 40s. per head.

The cattle were sold in the Dublin Smithfield
market at an average of 27!. 10s. £825

Deduct.
The Ballinasloe price of cattle when laid in £450
Extra food, cake, &c, at 405. a-head ... 60
Attendance and interest of money 30

£540

£2S5

Setting the dung and extra food passed as excrement
against the straw, these 30 cattle thus paid all extra
food, and 111 each to pay for Turnips and profit. The
rent of Turnip field at 19s. per statute acre, and the
fair proportion of manure and tillage chargeable against
the Turnip crop, amounting in all say to 51., would leave
the handsome clear profit of 61. a head for feeding each
beast, or assuming 25 tons of crop per statute acre, and
2i cattle kept for six months on such a quantity of
Turnip, the crop would thus pay at the rate of 1 51. per
acre for feeding. In 1854-5 the same friend fed a Larger
lot of cattle, and gave various kinds and quantities of
food. His cattle getting cut straw, cooked with 4 lbs.

of oil-cake and 2 lbs. of Barley-meal with decreased
Turnip, not exceeding 112 lbs., have altogether pro-
gressed more rapidly than the cattle fed by any other
method, making in some cases at the rate of 3 stone
per week for three months. The details of the last trial

we will get and publish. We find another case reported
in the Royal Agricultural Society's Journal, that of
Mr. Milne, of Clobemon, Ferns.
The 25 cattle fed by him from January to May 1853,

sold for £335 17
Cost price, interest of money, and extra food ... 219 19

£115 18

This sum is left to pay for the Turnip, or 41. 12s. 6d.
per beast, which at the rate of 2£ animals to a statute
acre of Turnip would be 121. oddper statute acre, the
straw being paid by the unappropriated food going for
the manure. The following instance of cattle feeding
we have from a Northumberland friend, of tried experi-
ence, Mr. Stephenson, Fourstones, near Hexham, Nor-
thumberland. We sent him a copy of our queries, and
the following communications he gave in reply :—" I

may not be able to answer all your queries satisfactorily,
but if the following short remarks be worthy your
attention, you are welcome to them. Having a hill

farm along with my home one, I am enabled to breed
all the stock I feed, which places me in a different posi-
tion to a man who has to face the market to buy his
lean cattle. My general system of feeding fat cattle is

from home grown produce—viz., three feeds of cut
bwedes of 40 lbs., more or less, according to the size of
the animal, and 4 lbs. of compound each per day, with
an unlimited quantity of uncut straw. The compound
is made from crushed Linseed, with Bean, Pea, or Barley
meal, and is coeked in a pot made for that purpose.
I put 20 head of cattle, short-horns and half-breds, to
Teed the first week in November 1854 ; the fair market
value for which would be 13/. each. I have sold 11 of
the number, after feeding them 11 weeks, at 181, each ;

the remainder, 1 have no doubt, will do as well, as they
are a fair average of the lot. I have now put a second
lot to feeding ; 16 half-breds, 1 year and 7 months old,

which I expect will be fat by the month of June. I
fed a lot of the same kind of animals last year, 4 of
which I sold at 1 year and 10 months old in Newcastle
market, on the 18th of April, at 151. 3s. each. I am a
decided advocate for early maturity in cattle feeding.

Quick returns is what we ought to aim at. I presume
that your subject is intended to prove that Mr. Mechi
is wrong in his assertions that fat cattle do not pay for

the food they consume. I have no hesitation in saying
that the stall-feeding of cattle does pay. If we look at

the crops of Swedes which Mr. Mechi is stated to grow,
from 12 to 15 tons per acre (the results of high farm-
ing), we need hardly wonder at his failure in feeding
fat stock. I can grow from 25 to 30 tons per acre with
good farming. High farming is one thing, and good
farming is another. I have no opinion of the former as

a system for a man to adopt who has his living to make
by farming, but I am a warm advocate for the latter.

I will back the balance sheet of the good farmer against
the balance sheet of the high farmer for any amount.
I agree in one remark made by Mr. Mechi—that farm-
ing is notoriously a slow business ; but it would be much
slower if it was not for the benefits derived from the
feeding of fat cattle and sheep. Further, Sir, in answer
to your inquiries as to the cost per ton of my last year's

Swedes, I think the following will be near the mark :

—

Rent of land per acre *. £2
20 square yards of home made manure, 3s 3
Preparing land, ploughing, grubbing, harrowing,
hoeing Turnips, &c 2 10

£7 10

" I estimate the crop at fully 25 tons per acre, which
will give 6s. the cost price per ton. The compound,
with the present prices of grain, will be Id. per lb. If

you compare this with the statement already sent you,
you will find the cost per head per week as follows :

—

60 stone of Turnips £0 2 3
2 stone of compound 2 4

£0 4 7

" I have used this compound for some years, and believe

its feeding properties to be superior to either Linseed
cake or meal given in a dry state. I never give hay to

feeding cattle, believing that it is a kind of food for

which they never pay. Neither have I made any charge
for straw or attendance, which cannot amount to a
great deal per head. I will be paid in the manure made."
Mr. Stephenson's report is very much to the point.

We have also before us a most distinct report upon
stall-feeding from Mr. Campbell, the intelligent agri-

cultural manager of Sir Charles Coote, Bart., of Bally-

finn. We had the satisfaction of examining a large

farm of Sir Charles, which has been reclaimed within
the last eight or nine years from a waste deer forest,

under the judicious, economic, and efficient management
of Mr. Campbell. In addition to his excellent drainage
and general improvement of the ground, we were highly

gratified with his machinery and conveniences for cutting

Turnips, straw, Furze, crushing bones for manure, and
all kinds of grain and Pulse to be cooked by steam or
hot water in large vats. Mr. Campbell remarks :—
" I may observe that on such a farm, inferiorly situated,

or far from the manure market, I consider stall-feeding

stock indispensable, and without which the necessary
stamina could not be supplied profitably during a desired

rotation of the crops." Again he says—" As to profit

we do not complain, if we secure on an average 20s. per
month per head in cash. We frequently do more, but
we consider this sum but a small portion of the profits

of stall-feeding, as proved in effect on our cereals during
the rotation." Journal of the Agricultural Improvement
Society of Ireland.

Winchcomb.—On Wednesday last this association

held its annual meeting. The forenoon was spent in

awarding and distributing the various prizes at the
disposal of the association, and the members and others
afterwards dined together in the evening. Mr. E.

Holland, M.P., occupied the chair, and stated, in the

course of the entertainment, that since the formation of

the Society, 16 years ago, as many as 597 premiums
had been distributed by it to deserving persons for skill

and good conduct, and the amount subscribed in money
to pay those premiums was no less than 11 98?. The
Earl of Ellenborough spoke in the course of the even-

ing. He said : I think it very desirable that there
should be one occasion in the course of a year in which
gentlemen who possess property, and those who are
their tenants and cultivate their property, and the
labourers also, especially those distinguished by good
conduct, should meet at the same board on terms of
perfect equality. I rejoice to hear that the subscribers

to this Society are not diminished in number, but I
wish that we met here on these occasions in greater
numbers ; and I do hope that those gentlemen who are
here to-day will on future occasions endeavour to induce
their friends to accompany them, so that we may have
a full and proper representation of the property,
tenantry, and labour of the union. And, gentlemen,
Mr. Holland has very justly observed on the character
of this institution. It is idle to suppose that the small
reward which it is possible for us to give to an indi-

vidual can really be a remuneration to him for in

some cases some 36 years of good conduct. The
thing is impossible. At the same time, the higher
prizes are not in themselves quite insignificant.

They will pay a man's rent for a year, ;which,

in a certain degree, is an
J
object to any 'man in
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any situation. But the object of this institution iH to

show honour to good conduct, ft is not ill" pecuniary

reward—it i« the acknowledgment publicly given t<> a

man that ho, in his station of lif«', bflii conducted blmielf

with thorough respectability, and deserves the respeel

and honour of those by whom ho in Burroundod, That

in what wo tell thom. W« give thorn a card which

hIiowa this, and any ono who goes into their cottages can

boo that this in our opinion of them* Why, you bear of

soldiers fighting formerly Tor !«., and now for l/i. 6d,

a day. They are not lighting for that alone* it is noi

that which induces them to risk their liven for their

country. It ih the hopo of honour**—the reward they

expoct for distinguished conduct in the Held under the

fire of tho enemy—that in their reward. They luiow

that wherever they go in after life, wherever they go

before men.—and ntill more before women— if, procures

for thom general respect. Why, the modal which they

receive iy not worth half-a-crown. Do they ever attach

a money value to it? It is the honour of tin; tiling (hut

they regard, and it in that honour which IoikIh them to

distinguiuh thoinnulveH in the preaeuco of the enumy, to

obtain glory for thoinnolvcH and their country, and

tho advancement of public interests* And, an \nv

as wo can in our humble way, an agriculturist 8*

wo ondeavour to promote the .sumo feeling among
labourers, by giving them the highest mark wo can

bestow of our respect and consideration* For nfyself,

it is tho greatest pleasure to see these most respectable

persons approach this table and receive that which we
can bestow ; and I know it is to the employers a sub-

ject of tho groatest gratification to bo enabled to

produco them at this table, and show how well they

have been- served. I am delighted to see tho union

between master and servant which is exhibited when
those men come forward to receive their prizes. I know
the master takes as much pleasure in it as the person

who receives tho prize. It is true that these establish-

ments do not, becaueo they cannot, exist in a manufac-
turing districts. Is that to bo stated agaiimt or as a

reason why we should not persevere in what we have
begun I Quite the contrary. If there is any merit in

it, the merit is ours, in having distinguished ourselves

above the manufacturing classes, who .have not esta-

blished these institutions. But in point of fact, the

servants of the manufacturer are Bituated bo differently

—the numbers aro so enormous that is impossible to dis-

tinguish individuals ; and in such districts societies like

this would be almost totally inapplicable.
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Farm Memoranda.
Deutscu Kreutz, near Odenuuiig, in Hungary.—

After I had aeeu Baron von Ilnynau, and settled our
business at Vienna, I was introduced to Mr. Haswell,

the intelligent and talented manager of the railway-

engine and carriage manufactory at Vienna : he is a

native of Glasgow, which may be proud of her son.

These are the second largest works of the kind ou the

Continent, and are second to none in arrangement and

discipline. Mr. Hoswell kindly introduced me to Mr.
Smallbones, of Deutsch Kreutz, near Odenburg, in

Hungary, consulting agent to Prince Esterhazy, under

whom he occupies au extensive farm, which is a model
of what can be done by English ingenuity, industry, and
perseverance. Mr. Smallbones is highly thought of in

Hungary by both rich and poor. By invitation I went
down from Vienna to visit his farm in Hungary, which

gave me much gratification, convincing me that the

views I had takeu of the productive powers of the soil

of that ill-cultivated country were sound and correct.

Mr. Smallbones' farm is upwards of 1200 acres English,

all in tillage ; he has likewise extensive rights of pas-

turage upon the neighbouring plaius. The country all

around Odenburg is slightly hilly, with mountains in

the distance. The soil is a. naturally fertile light loam,

but, through the wretched system of farming practised,

its productive powers had been much reduced ; how-

ever, the example and success of Mr. Smallbones must
ultimately do great good. Mr. Smallbones grows about

.45.0 acres of Wheat, 1.50 of Barley, 150 of Maize, which

he cuts green for fattening bullocks aud feeding his

farming horses and oxen ; 150 acres of Tares, which are

partly eaten in the houses by the fattening cattle and
teams, the rest is eaten ou the land by sheep, which
have a liberal allowance of corn or cake at the same
time ; this crop is immediately followed by a crop of

Turnips. He lias also 1 50 acres of Mangold Wurzel,
and 150 of Clover, with about 50 acres of Lucerne,
believe his rotation runs thus :—Wheat after Clover,

Tares followed by Turnips, Barley, Indian Coru sown
thick for soiling cattle, working oxen, and horses.

Wheat, Mangold Wurzel, Wheat, Clover. The soil,

like the surrounding country, is naturally good, but
wheu it came into his occupation was in a poverty
stricken state ; he set to work, however, with the full

determination of showing what could be done in the

way of improvement. Mr. Smallbones came over to

England and took out a stock of the machinery aud
implements best adapted for the country and his system
of farming. He is now getting his farm into excellent

condition ; although he has only had it a few years, his

crops on all those fields that have been fallowed with
roots are excellent, notwithstanding the seasou has been
an unusually dry one, which has greatly reduced the
usual bulk of straw, but the ears (on the land in good
condition) were beautifully filled with fully-developed
gram. When I was there he was having his Clover
moitc for hay ; it was the heaviest and longest crew of

Clover ;.f .has ever been my lot to see v: above a yard

high, and an thick an it could grow ; arid to let abovi; a

core mower* bard at work on 140 acre* <! inch crop,

wm one of tii': Rntft agricultural tight* that could m
witaeiiodi Mr* BmAllbooe* ha* arraogi I b brai to

rotation a* n*ar 100 ocn:n each an tho roroa of the land

will pormll ; bat ha* adopted the clever p an '.f mal li

four Held* a* nearly a* powlble IB acre* each eloi* to

thu bomeitead, aud four of the tame ilze at the great**!

Ilitance, one ol each bttng cropped together, while In

(he middle distance the Beld* are the lull ilze ol 1 50

acres ; thu* he make* the diatance, fox the manure nod

other haulage to be done, the iame one yeai

which I* of
,
great importance, The I i It atpUmditl

edifice, and the (arm-building* are ol tin b lecrip'

tion and conveniently built tie had upward* of 100

head ol large Hungarian cattle up feeding upon Tart

tlmy were to !" HnUhed upon Indian Corn or Maize out

green, which in very fattening food, li" had aloofO
working oxen, 80 hor**f, and a larg* Hot

which mi- folded on tho hiiiiiv land 40 hour*, Mting
mown tare* and cake or corn mixed witb a little chaff.

Directly the iheep are oil, iif land ia ploughed, pulver-

ised, manured, and wiwh with Turnipe ; thu* the held i»

got over as hint a» the Tare* oro consumed, Part ol

tho crop wan up, tho drills nhowing well, and proving

by their HtrnightncHS that tho drill bad been guided by

a good workman ; indeed, I wiw Garrett'* drill and

horee-hoe, both, managed by Hungarian ploughmen »«

well an 1 have ever neon thom in England. They were

using tho horee-hoe among the Mangold Wurzel the

second timo before thinning, which operation wa* also

being performed in a most satisfactory way. It WO*
gratifying to rco the efficiency and expedition exi

by theso poor ill ii"ed people when properly treated.

Mr. Smallbones' farming in first rate ; ho drills his room
l(i inches apart and his grain 10 inches, and horse-hoes

tho whole. Well ordered economy in the rule of bin

establishment. He has Several German, AuHtrian, and

Hungarian gentlemen's sons learning the art of agricul-

ture with him. I may state that ho finds that the

proper way of making oxen work is by pushing their

forehead against a padded borird, to the endn of which
tho traces are attached, as is tho universal system
throughout nearly all the continental nations. The
oxen so worked aro in no way injured for the butcher

;

they can also travel faster, chewing their cud at the

same time, and can work longer hours without being

overtired. He also finds that the plough in general use

is much better than ours for moving and pulverising

the soil ; and that the rude waggons of the country are

as economical as our more powerful and highly finished

ones made in England, from their only weighing half

the weight of ours. Weight is of paramount importance
where the roads are generally mere tracks across the

country ; also, where produce has to be drawn a great

distance to market, the proportion of power consumed
in drawing the carriage to and fro is of vast importance,
therefore this people adopt as a rule, in which he agrees

with them, and so do I, that the carrioge should never

exceed one-fifth the gros-s weight of the load. These
are, I believe, the only implements in which the con-

tinental nations excel us. After I left Mr. Smallbones

I observed that the farming was much better near his

farm, and that it gradually declined as we got further

from him ; there was, however, occasionally to be teen

amongst the large owners one who was taking example
by him, and had imported some of our best implements,

such as Hornsby's drills, Garrett's horse-hoes, and
Crosskill's clod-crushers, and was also draining his

land aud enclosing it in proper fields for rotation hus-

bandry. This I have little doubt will soon become the

rule in place of the exception as at present ; for when
we see a people tnking up the example thus shown them,
and unprejudicedly adopting it as far as their means
will permit, it argues well for their advancement, espe-

cially when that example is such as will lead them to

wealth and prosperity. Mr. Smallbones is now beginning

to breed Hungarian cattle, with the view of improving
them to the utmost. He has also been making great

improvement in his flock of sheep by careful and judi-

cious selection of his male and female animals ; he is of

opinion that the best way to get first-rate stock is to

improve the native breeds by proper selection, treat-

ment, and feeding, in which opinion there is much
sound judgment aud sense. 2fr. Lore, in Journal of the

Agricultural Society of England.

Experiment
'

following v,ru of Wheat aer-
drilled »t 8-Inch intern fO tobei j7, I8M), on *
different part of the farm to those nanu > In ).>.;.• i

:.'., I, on land In a high ttat* of cultivation, and only
**d per acre «a* allowed, they wan ail

put ill on lands COMfgUOU*, and produced th* following

result :

—

QiiaotJlr per
en . ;'•;•

IJ.li. 1

'/I 1

«7 o |

U U 10

nit a

i, »Mi», ** Vi 1 o

U I

7. Drawn «tr«», vblu *: 't <j

tt « 7
» v. t

I III the »»in<: day U t);i

experiment No. 'j,

.

• of lead, the

following varied** ol "Tbeai wen drilled, also »ith

7 |.eel« r,f |**d per OCT*, in r;»n at :;
i o e li <-« a> under,

on I.ml. adjoining. Remit :

—

(fltnlUjr (BT

HpaldlflK. r< -I i

I. Alt,-" i

60
i: I. 'I \7

I,
::

2

I

a it 7

.-. : 12 t

An advertisement appear —r latt

autumn of a new variety of V. beat, the ne flu*
Ultra, and being a* usual anxious Ui prove & new sort,

I procured 2 bushel* of it only, as the price w.v •

high, it having cost i Thi*
sort was drilled by the I de of I I Browiet in

the middle of Octol • -ind, at
I! inch intervals as usual, and at th* rste of about

; er acre. Both orts came up «nd pUnicd well,

but the Browick was r\y. and fit to cut a fortnight

before the Ne This Ultra. The weather, however,
having continued fine, both sorts were harvested ia

excellent order. The result, when threshed, was aa
under :

—

|
Cj'j.ntitr per Vale* V«loe

acre. j*r ^t. per acre

Oal *. L . J

68 19 IS 8
tl 1 2

Miscellaneous.
Experiments with Wheat.—Mr. Pawlett, of Biggles-

wade, has for many years been in the habit of comparing

the productiveness of different kinds of Wheat. The
following is his experience for the past season, as

published in the columns of BeiPs Messenger:—Having
for the last few years given an account of the various

trials which I had made on the productive properties

of different varieties of Wheat, I again offer to the

notice of your readers a statement of my experiments

for the present season. Experiment No. 1.—The three

following sorts of white Wheat were drilled separately

(October 12), on lands which had previously borne a

cjood crop of White Clover, at the rate of about seven

pecks of iseed per acre, at 8-inch intervals. The rtsj t

1 found as follows :

—

No. >:).. ric.

1. No Pin* Ultrs 47

2. Improved Prowick i-'i 1

The quality of the Ne Plus Ultra \\ heat wss very
coarse, and I think not worth so much, at the present

value of Wheat, to the miller by 10». icr ousrter »«

the general runs of Red Wheat I believe that I should

have some difficulty in disponing of it at the reduced
price which I have given above. It may be remarked
that I do not give the weight per acre of the different

kinds of Wheat. My practice is. when I dress np, to

weigh the whole quantity grown on each plot of land

i (and not measure it), then reduce it inw bob
;
acre of 63 lbs. each net, which is, I consider, the faireu

and best way. By referring to the statements I have
given, it will bo seen that it is necessary to cultivate the

most productive sorts of Wheat- By attending to thi*,

and farming on a very excellent soil, accounts for the

|
large produce of Wheat which I have again this year-

T. E. Paalett, Beaton, Biggleswade. [Mr. Pawlett h»»

the credit of having for many years given attention 10

i
the selection of sorts of seed Wheat, and some
named in the above list have retained their character

for a considerable period. The Browick red api •

have proved itself for some time past a productive sort.

Red Wheats have furnished several varietie-'

of excellence, whiie new sorts of white have b»ts

rarer.]

Calendar of Operations.

OCTOBER.
Beewicsshtee Meek Fam. Oct. IS.—Tie great belli

harvest was finished three weeks ago, with tbe except; on of sola*

late "Wheat which we carried a week later. One pccaUaritr b*s

been noticed in this season, that there has been it*s ui5erence

than useal between the earlr and the late districts; lias onr

Lothian neighbours were engaged at tbe same tiise «»e in

securing their spring Wheat and Beans, thongh their low sea

coast makes their climate a fortnight earlier ic cfcneraL Beans

are not a regular crop *rith us, as they sel -roperly

unless allowed to stand till a precari tw
"

weather of August was unusually rainv, bm i*. cleared «p oppcT-

runely for our commencement, and alter the 25th we Ice

day only, and finished harvest, with the beibre-oeatksnad eicey-

tions, in four weeks from that cay. ^eatber is now
soft and showery, all the rain that has fallen has not penetrated

to anv depth, and our water-mills have as yet dcrjeT'-

work," consequently we have little
' :w lie itraw

will vield. If we may judge from I

from" the talk of onr neighboars who have steaTr: p^-a-eT.tl

indicate about an average quantity of grai^. tcit a very decided

inferiority both of quality and codc; I -.iter deiect * ill

disappear through the wintr:

large bulk of grain, which will re-" ,-erablrr

below an average yield of well condiricned grain. Tbe following

table will show the condition as indicated by the weighs

crop as compared with last year's at the. saiie period i

—

ejjantityper ,^\ alue Value
acre. per qr. perace.

No.
1* American, whita
2. Grace's, white .....

S. Tisperir.l, white ..

Bsh. Pk. Gal. s. £ s. d.

44 1 1 S8 23 17

32 8 S3 •27 it 9

47 3 So 55 13 4

Wheat per "bushel ...

Barter ditto

it- d::::

1354 1S55

lbs.

„. 6i " -.
-':

... -!
-:

.. 43 40

Tue Toimg Grass -vras scaroel" risible it reaping, having been
neaxlr choked by the laid state of the corn ; bat it is stow pretty

well planted, although not so regular as last year, and iStards z

good bit& for tbe lambs begs). The Turnip crop has suffered

severely :"r::zi ::-_t£7-t2 toe :^ =;— e farms, even to the extern of

..-.ire, There drainage or lime are" •wanting. Bat on all
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break, which h« been newly limed, there is not a di*eo*ed

Jool One or two instances of failure on recently dressed land

are found on investigation, to arise from the wet condition of the

Hmo when applied. The first result of this failure, which showed

Itself just K fore harvest, was the depreciation of lean sheep to

JhV extent of 5i. a head. CalUo were not similarly aflected,

perhaps because farmers must have beasts to put down their

BtrWand therefore any diminution of stock must come off the

abeep. Fat sheep have been on Turnips three weeks and im-

p-ove rapidlv; the bogs we hope will require few before the

N 'ember, for Turnips are not too ph-utiiul and command

hl«h prices. Goodstoen poout luilf-f.i.« are tlinving^ap.tally

on Turnips laid down on a lea field, and will not be housed so

long as this mild weather continues. (Mir Turnips were

threatened with an attack of mildew afteC the long drought of

harvest, but the tlm.lv advent of showery weather has set at

"rest all tears on that Boon ; the rootsare sound, bet not yet ready

for storing. J.T.
- B Devon, OetdUr S.-The heavy rains we have had for

some days past are proving most beneficial to the growth of the

root crops which were in a completely stagnant state, and in many

cartes past recovery

:

i short, it is much to be feared that, gene-

rmllv speaking the remedy is come too late, and a preponderance

of leaves over roots will be the result. The Potato crop is now

being secured, and forms at present an important item in field

operations : that the crop will be a very inferior one there can be

but little doubt : we do not, however, hear as much of the disease

as one would expect—the fact of its being no longer a novelty

being probably the reason. The Apple crop is beginning to claim

its share of attention, and women may now he seen collecting

the earlv fallen fruit into heaps prior to ponndinj; the crop is a

verv partial one, and, generally speaking, may he considered

below a half bearing. The accounts of the late harvest are far

from satisfactory, both as to vield and quality—more particularly

the Barley crop ; and we fear good malting samples will be scarce.

Our supplies of fat cattle are getting more abundant, and cause

a reduction of prices. Store cattle are not in demand, the doubt-

ful state of the root crops having rendered buyers cautious ; this

has been particularly felt at the numerous sales by auction of

cattle during the past month. Our prices at present may be

quoted as follows: -Fat beef, 60s. perewt.; mutton, 6cl. per lb.

;

old Wheat, SO*, per qr.; new Wheat, 76*. perqr.; Barley, 40s.

perqr. ; Oats, '24s. per qr. ; wool, S\d. per lb.; and Potatoes, 7s.

per bag of 140 lbs.

West BtJESBX, Oct. 16.—Since our last report we have had

some heavy rains, which came in good time to soften the lea

ground for the plough, and now it turns up well ; but the heavy
wet lands must be let alone for a little time. Often impatience

does mischief in them that a whole year will not rectify. There

is not much Wheat sown yet, but all are on the look out so soon

as the harrows can go; and here let us notice the method of

preparing the seed Wheat, as that has been much discussed in

your Paper this year. The plan I adopt is one for which I was
indebted to your columns some 10 years ago, and which I may
surely conclude to be perfect, for I have not seen one smutty ear

after it all that time. But for the preventive:—Take three

quarters of a lb. of blue vitriol, and dissolve it in about two
gallons of cold water, or if you want to sow the Wheat at once,

rather less water will do; take then a sack of Wheat and lay it

upon any smooth floor where it can be taken up again, then
sprinkle the solution over it with a bundle of straw tied tightly

up (a water-pot will do it best, but it will not last one season, as

the vitriol soon corrodes it through, as I have found); let the

master do this, and have an assistant to turn it over quickly at

least three times, the solution being all used with the second
turning; then by the time the Wheat is taken up and carried to

the field in some empty manure bags, it will be ready to sow
by hand or drill. It will be found that two gallons of cold water
^rill Dot dissolve all the vitriol, but I use a little hot water with it

if convenient, or else put 1 lb. vitriol to tire sack, reckoning that

one qoarter of it will not dissolve, so that it stands by till next
time; of .course, any quantity may be done at once, using the
same proportions, and lib. to the sack will do no harm. We
cannot report very favourably of the Turnip crop; the rains

came too late for them, and the late ones will be very small, and
in some places they are very much er.ten by the caterpillar. The
gardens are almost stripped ofvegetation, and the case seems worse
further westward. There has been a good deal of Wheat threshed
out, bnt still our market is not over supplied. "We have had to

pay dearer for our sheep this year by 4s. or 6s. a head, and the

price of mutton must continue high before we can do well by
them. Last year we had the market very favourable both ways.
Cattle are dear, both fat and lean. The fat are not of first-rate

quality; the high prices bring them into market before they are
hardly fit. G. S.

Notices to Correspondents.
Giaxt Sainfoin :" E C. It is to be sown and treated just as the
common kind. April is a proper seed-time. More nest week.

The Black Ant : A Correspondent asks for an effectual means of
ridding the African or black ant from premises which have
been long infested with them.

Pig Food: Suffolk. It will not be profitable to buy Potatoes
for pig food at 6s. a sack. Pigs should receive mashed up with
whatever steamed food is given to them from 4 to 8 lbs. of Bar-
ley meal each day, according to their size and consequent
appetite.

To Salt or Pickle Bacox : Forres. As soon as the bacon comes
from the butcher's hands it should have a covering of salt,

dried and rolled to a fine powder, well rubbed in with the hand
to every part, using the finger to fill every hole and joint, as it

is most important that the meat should take the salt when
quite fresh. In 12 hours all the brine and damp salt not
abiorbed should be scraped off the bacon and removed from
the vessel, and dry salt added again as much as needed to cover
it as before and well rubbed in. This process should be repeated
every 12 hours for three days, when saltpetre should be added,
getting off previously all the damp salt and brine as before, and
applying the saltpetre as the common salt, adding a handful
of the latter. Aquart-rof a pound of saltpetre to a side of
bacon weighing 70 lbs, is sufficient ; then mix 1 lb. of coarse
brown sugar and 1 lb. of treacle, and pour over the saltpetre on
the bacon, adding a little more common salt daily for three
days, which serves to make the pickle keep well, and the
whole liquor should be laded with a teacup over the bacon as
often as convenient, four times a day for the first two weeks
after it was first put to the bacoo, and then never less than
twice a day for the remainder of the time needed for its pick-
ling, which is four weeks, or longer if larger bacon; and then
it should be sent to the drying-bouse and smoked over wood fire.

Tegetmeier's essay has not been published iu a separate
form that we are aware of.

TrBNip Grating. We should be glad of information on this sub-
ject from any person who has had experience. A Corre-
spondent writes to us as follows :—" In this part of the country
hay is very scarce, and cattle must be fed more than ever with
straw and chaff; it is, therefore, a great object to know how
to make them most economically palatable and nutritious. I
think, therefore, it would confer a benefit on the public if some
of your correspondents would give the results of their expe-
rience in answer to questions of the following sort:—What
implements or vessels are required for producing the fermented
food ? What time must be ordinarily allowed for the fermen-
tation? (In frost?) May it be given in unlimited quantity?
What points require particularly to be attended to? What
particular benefit may be expected from the practice? I should
be glad also to know whether it would be practicable and
advantageous to convey the fermented food from the home-
stead to feed animals in a yard a short distance off, or to give
it to sheep folded on outlying land.

On the 31st October will be published, in handsome Folio, price 6s., Part VIII. of

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN,
NATURE-PRINTED (li fe size).

Parts I. to "VII. are always on sale.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOTJVERIE STREET.

On the First of November will be published, price 2s. 6i.,

PUNCH'S POCK ET-BOOK FOR 185 6.

With a Coloured Plate by John Leech, and numerous
Wood Engravings by John Leech and John Tenniel.

Ppnch Office, 85, Fleet Street.

NEW WORK BV MR. CHARLES DICKENS.
Uniform with " Bleak House," " David Coppeefield," &c. &c.

On the 30th of November will be published (he First Monthly
Part, price One Shilling, of

ANEW WORK OF FICTION By Charles
Dickens. With Illustrations by Hablot K. Browne. To

be completed in Twenty Monthly Parts.

London : Brapbort & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

COLLECTED WORKS OF THE AUTHOR OF "VANITY
FAIR," "THE NE A/COMES," ETC.

On the 31st October will be published (uniform with the Cheap
Editions of " Vanity Fair " and " Pendennis ") price 6s., Vol. I. of

MISCELLANIES. By W. M. Thackerat. Prose
and Verse ; Stories, Essays, and Sketches, Satirical, Bur-

lesque, and Sentimental.
The Collection will be completed in Four Volumes. The first

will include: THE BALLADS :—THE BOOK OF SNOBS:—
THE TREMENDOUS ADVENTURES OF MAJOR
GAHAGAN:—THE FATAL BOOTS:—and COX'S DIARY;
each of which will, for the convenience of Railway Readers, &c.,

be published separately.

Published by Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

On Thursday, November 1, will be published, price 2s.,

THE ENGLISH CYCLOPAEDIA, Part XXXII.,
comprising the Natural History Division from Skin to

Suidje ; and the Geographical Division from Thlan-Shan-
Nanlu to Ural Mountains, including articles on Thrace, Tibet,

Ticino, Tigris, Timbuctoo, Tivoli, Tobago, Tobolsk, Toledo,
Toplitz, Torino, Toronto, Torres Strait, Tortona, Toulon, Tou-
louse, Transylvania, Trapani, Tras-os-Montes, Trebizond, Trier,

Trieste, Trinidad, Tripoli, Trondhjem, Tucuman, Tula, Tunis,
Turkey, Turkistan, Tuscany, Twer, Tyrol, United States, Unter-
walden, Upsala, Ural, &c. &c. &c.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street.

Early in November, price One Shilling.

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Elackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and

Glasgow and Edinburgh.

THE QUARTERLY REVIEW, No. CXCIV.,
is published THIS DAY.

Contents:—
I. LIFE AND OPINIONS OF HUET.

II. SCHOOL SERMONS.
III. MR. THACKERAY AND THE NEWCOMES.
IV. THE CALDWELL PAPERS.
V. THE CHARITIES AND POOR OF LONDON.
VI. LATIN DICTIONARIES.
VII. ARAGO AND BROUGHAM ON MEN OF SCIENCE.
VIII. PITT AND FOX.

John Murray, Albemarle Street.

PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
BOTANY, 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,

now ready, in 2 vols. 8vo, with Six Copper Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In 8vo, 400 pages, price reduced to 7s. 6d. boards,

TONES and KINGSTONS' FLORA DEVONI-
O ENSIS, or a Descriptive Catalogue of Plants growing wild
iu the county of Devon, arranged according to both the Linnean
and natural systems ; with an account of their Geographical
Distribution, &c.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY.
On the 31st inst., in 16mo, price One Shilling,PICTURES FROM CUBA.

By William H. Hurlbut.
Forming Part XC. of the "Traveller's Library."

London: Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans.
NEW WORK ON CEYLON, BY MR. S.~W. BAKErT~

Just published, in 8vo, with 6 coloured Plates, price 15s

EIGHT YEARS' WANDERINGS in CEYLON.
By S. W. Baker, Esq.

By the same Author, in 8vo, with Illustrations, price 14s

THE RIFLE and the HOUND in CEYLON.
London: Longman, Brown, Green ,& Longmans.

On Friday next will be published, in crown 8vo, with 30 Wood-
cuts, price 7s. Gd. cloth,

T^HE ART of PERFUMERY and the METHODS
± of OBTAINING the ODOURS of PLANTS: With

Instructions for the Manufacture of Perfumes for the Handker-
chief, Scented Powders, Odorous Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums,
Cosmetiques, Perfumed Soap, &c; and an Appendix on the
Colours of Flowers, Artificial Fruits, Essences, &c. By G. W.
Septimus Piesse, Analytical Chemist, Author of " The Odours
of Flowers," in the Gardeners' Ohronicle, &c.

JLondon : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans,
Now ready, 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d., a New Edition, revised

and improved, with many additional Engravings,
HPHE MICROSCOPE: Its History, Construction,
J- and Applications. With about 500 Drawings of Objects.
By Jabez Hogg, M.R.C.S., Assistant Surgeon to the Royal
Ophthalmic Hospital, Charing Cross, &c.

"_ This volume might he called ' The Microscope for the People.'
It is what its name implies,—a cyclopaedia of information on all
subjects relating to the microscope."

—

Quarterly Journal of
Microscopical Science.

London: H. Ingram & Co., 198, Strand.

ON NERVOUSNESS, DEBILITY, AND EXHAUSTION.
Justpublished,newandcheaperEdition,pricels.,orls. Id. by post,

•yHE SCIENCE OF LIFE ; Or How to Live and
J- What to Live For, with ample rules for Diet, Regimen,
and Self-Management, together with instructions for securing
health, longevity, and that sterling happiness only attainable
through the judicious observance of a well regulated course of
life. By A Physician.
London: Sherwood & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; Hannat,63,

Oxford Street; Mann, 39, Cornhill: Horne, 19, Leicester Square*

;

and all Booksellers.

In a few days will be published,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part VI.; containing
Oncidium. Calanthe, &c, and completing Vol. I.

James Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN : Illustrated
by John E. Sowerbt. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,

by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.

;
partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sqwerby , 3, Mead PI ace, Lambeth.

On the 1st November, Part I. of

HPHE FERN ALLIES; A Supplement to "The
J- Ferns of Great Britain." Illustrated by John E.
Sowerby. Descriptions by C. Johnson, Esq. To be completed
in about Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s., partly coloured at Is. 6c?.

per Part.
John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Just published, with Plates, Second Issue, price 2s. 6d.}

by post, 3s., *

LAND DRAINAGE and DKAINAGE SYSTEMS;
a Paper read before the London Farmers' Club, with con-

siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.
C. E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.
London: James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly; and to be had of

all Booksellers.

Just Published,

A RTHURHENDERSONandCO.'SCATALOGUE.
^~a No. I., containing Orchidese, Exotic, Greenhouse, and
Hardy Ferns, Select Stove Plants, including Aquatic, Variegated-
leaved Plants, and Plants suitable for suspending in the Stove
and Orchides House, Greenhouse Plants, Indian Azaleas,
Camellias, Ericas, Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, which may he
had on application to them at Pine-apple Place. Edgware Road.

DWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
NACK Horticultural Trade Directory and Florists'

Diary for 1856, will be published in December, as heretofore.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Waea
Cottage, Holloway, Middlesex.

TOHNSON'S GARDENER'S ALMANACK
'-* Price Is.—This Almanack, besides the usual contents, will

contain entirely new Calendars of the works to be done in each,

month ; Lists of the best new and old varieties of Florists7

Flowers, Kitchen Vegetables, and Fruits ; and much other useful
information, both for the amateur and professional gardener. It
will be published on Nov. 22, by the Station ers' Company,

Just published, price Sixpence each, post free,

MIND YOUR STOPS ! PUNCTUATION MADE
PLAIN.

COURTENAY'S DICTIONARY OF ABBRE-
VIATIONS, Literary, Ecclesiastical, &c. &c.

London: Gboombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

In 8vo, cloth, price 5s. 6^., illustrated with numerous cases,

ON NERVOUS EXCITEMENT AND DEPRES-
SION: Their True Causes and Remedies. By Dr. Maddoce,

formerly Physician to the Mailing Asylum.
" We can honestly and warmly recommend Dr. Maddock's

work to all who are interested in its subject." Examiner.
Sihpkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationer's Hall Court; or H.

Bailliere,_219, Regent Street, who will forward it free of postage .

"PRICE FOURPEIMCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER.

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
LAST, OCTOBER 13, OF D

THE ATHEN^UM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, tvith Exteaoes from—

Under the Double Eagle [Unter
dem Doppeladler]. By Dr. P.

Waikna; or Adventures on the

Musquito Shore. By S. B.

Bird.
Letters of George the Third to

Lord North. By Henry Lord
Brougham.

A Roll of Household Expenses
of Richard de Swinfield.

Edited by the Rev. J. Webb.

Modern Mysteries Explained.
By the Rev. A. Mahan.

The Greeks in Scythia [Die
Hellenen in Skythenlande,
&c.]. By Dr. Karl Neumann.

Panama in 1S55. By R, Tomes.
Tolla. By Edmund About.
Minor Minstrels:—Burghley's
Sonnets ; Bennett's War
Songs ; Macfarlan's City
Songs, &c. &c.

A Sketch of Canada. By J. C
Tache.

Chronological History of the

Protestant Church of France.

By C. Driou.
Manual of Astronomy. By the

Rev. J. A. Galbraith and the

Rev. S. Haughton.
Blenham, a Story. By E. El-

liott.

With Shorter Notices of
Medieval History (Chambers's

Educational Course.)
Elvira, a'Remiuiscence ofParis.
By J. B. Hopkins.

Treasures of Needlework, &c.
By Mrs. Warren.

Tales by Annie C. Saunders.
C. Plini Secundi Naturae HistO-
riarum. By F. Mone.

Pamphlets, &c. &c.

Original—Unnoticed Incident in the Early Life Of Oliver

Cromwell. By John Bruce,

Foreign Correspondence.—Orta—Naples.
Weekly Gossip.—New Literary Announcements—Annals

of Ireland by the Four Masters'—Eckermann and Thling*s

libraries, &c.—Erdan's " La France Mystique"—Ancient
British Village—Old Hobson's Conduit—Society of Natural-

ists of Moscow—New Buildings in Lyons— Historical

Curiosities.

Societies.—Report of the Proceedings of the Entomological

Fine Arts.—Examples of Ornament—New Publications. 9
Fine Art Gossip —Hervieu's New Style of Painting-

Medal in Commemoration of the Imperial Visit—Architec-
tural Museum—New Buildings for Paris—Weedon's Group
for the Castle Bridge at Berlin—Pilatz's large Picture.

Music and tne Drama.— New Publications — Drury
Lane (Nitocris)—Adelphi (Rory O'More)—Strand (A Day in

Paris).

Music and Dramatic Gossip* —Princess's Theatre
—New Organ' in St. George's Hall—Paris Operatics—Thea-
tricals at Naples.

Miscellanea.—Birmingham—Cholera in St. James's—St.
James's Park — Walpole's Sneer at Akenside — Maaden
Wine.

Order the Athenaeum of any Bookseller.
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on WATER-CART, for tho hi

,
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warrantod doI toolog up orothorwhia got oul of order. It hait

Wiiliii'in'ddl.luintH, iiimI will Hcntt.or Us Liquid from i
' i" i i foot

wide. it. will wi'ik equally well on billy or on lovol land wlthoul
any alteration, n la thoroughly adupted for Drill OropH or
Pasture Land, or for Watering Btroeta, Full particulars may be
ohtalnud of thu Patau too, Ihaac JAmbs. Tlvoll, Cheltenham,;— ; j.

WARNER'S 41-inch IM PROv ED LIQUID
MANURE I'UMI',

with Hull Valve, fHtGd with
1^ Inch Di'ftfla Union for

attaching floxlhlo Huction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for sorowing on to
any ordinary Walur-hntt or
Cart, as shown In drawing*

Price of Pump and Unio
60*.

lj-inch Flexible Ruhln
•iiul Canvas Suction, fordltt
;js. Gd. por foot.

IJ Gutta Porch a Suction,
1*. Gd. por foot.

TKTARNER'S STAN-PATENT VIBRATING
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not oxceoding30foot.

Diameter Length
ofBarrel, of Barrel. £ n. d.

Fitted for lead, \ 1 12
gutta pereha, 1 15

or cast Iron Y2 12
flanged pipe, 2 18
as required. J 8 6

short, with 15 feet of Load Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2J in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

24 in. short 1 ft, 7 in

2$ „ long 8 „ 3

ditto 3 „ 6
ditto 8 ,, 6
ditto 3 „ 6
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*aics tjiu auction.

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, tTC.,

\ I i. J '

\ 1

1 1 1

:.'
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bit

ORCHIDS CftTAB ItHEO PLANTS.

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
spaco, for the supply of coppors and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; thoy may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER asd SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
^/TESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parues'

J- Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
arge assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers, members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free ou application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate^ Street, London.

FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS.—A very large
and superior stock now on sale at DEANE, DRAY, and

CO.'S (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.
Established a.d. 1700.

METCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-
iniportant office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at
Metcat.fk, Binolky, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 b and 1S1,

Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street,

Cadtion*.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
some houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.
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N,lt. Thin nroi Portland
Stone, and after a wintora 1 poaure la hardly dl igulahabla
from thai matoi lal i 11 ba bi pat < a il rol tland for
more than 20 ycura.

DRAINAGE OK LAND, BOGS, ETC.
MR. HUMBERT, of Wath.nl, Herto, nipp

by unquo
i m t I

and b I!
p | ml I [O, which

ho will undertake personally to layout and superintend, and to

supply Mm forms and attend 1 1 accessary to obtain the
cerl 'ii 1 tte f the I nolostu 1 I 1 . at a fixed p
aero. Mr, tlumborl (having boon mora than 15 yi 11 1

in business as a Surveyor and I
' at] ban found U

heavy soils can bo usually carefully and thoroughly
with plpos 4 feel deep, and upwards, at fron per acre.
Inclusive of ovory oxpen 0.

Mil .1 1 -II.Vh.N
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BULBS, STANDARU AND OTHtf ROSU.
IIASLAM will mII »« thai; Auction M»rt,

PURE WHITE DORKING CHICKENS.

TO BE SOLD, a few clioico BIRDS, at 10«. each,
crnto InclntltMl.— Apply In Mr. Hon

I

DUTCH

• >l

THAMESMi. PROTHI

11 fur 12 tit lork, *. '
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TO BE SOLD, THOULOUSE and WHITE SWAN
or CHINESE QEE3E, WHITE PEBUVIAN Ml

LI LESBURY and WILD Dl CKS, all quite pnrobrcd.—Apply
f<* P. l»i i rOHj Delamcre Rectory, Worthwleh.

MESSK

VAT ANTED to PURCHASE, a small ecconrlliand
** GREENHOUSE about 10 feet samara. pArticulars, *\zfi,

and price, to bo addressod, post paid, to T. w., Me* m, Harwar's,
Furnivals Inn.

I l;'-'l ill.l:

r,n HONDA!
dny (by order of the ex«a
the whole of the ex*-

TULIP
and approved vari'

not In thi "i of an
>^ed's I

anlversaUv admitt/:']

the finest l>^- ibic and Sii

Early Double and Hi'

will SeU

TO CARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, AND
FLORISTS.

TO BE SOLD, in conspquence of the ill-health of tobJCQlaaeB, Glad!

proprietor, a capital BUSINESS in the above line, with a
first-rate connexion, and of 17 years' standing. The Premises,
which are convenient and well situated, will bo sold I

with the Business. One-half of the purchase monoy may remain
on security of the premises.—For particulars apply to M r. LRXBOlf,
Nurserymnn, &c, "Wellington, Smnersnt.

TO FRUIT GROWERS, NURSERYMEN, 2c OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, by Public Tender, a highly eligible
FREEHOLD PROPERTY, situate at Broom Hill, in the

parish of Orpington, Kent, 14 miles from London and 6 miles
from the proposed Bromley Station of the Crystal Palace Exten-
sion. This valuable property comprises a brick-built nine-roomed
Dwelling-house pleasantly situated, in good tenantable repair,

together with Garden, detached Shed, Fmit Plantation and
Paddock, containing 4 acres more or less, subject to an appor-
tioned amount of tithes. Tlio above property is well adapted
for a Nursery or Fruit Ground, being a suitable 6oiI (sandy loam),
and many years noted for its great productiveness.

Terms and all particulars as to tender, &c, may be obtained
by applying to Mr. GeonoE Elkixoton", Architect and Surveyor,
20, Cannon Street, London.

, and unrli-aned ©>U«etl*n of

ration, end cbotaa Seedling*
- Mo; tbe atadvof

[yadnthi, Narciwxa, Crocoa*

Lllltns taael-
iiD, Sec. Mar be rfewed prior
>bta!nM 1». each, returnable t->

dsmen in London ; and of tbe

M',f
11

FLORISTS BUSINESS.
nPO BE SOLD, the NURSERY GROUND, >
J- GREENHOUSES, &c, of the late Mr. Hekkt Gkoom, at

r

Clapham Rise, Surrev, in consequence of his death, and the
GOODWILL of the 'well-established BUSINESS to be dis-

posed of. The Premises (exclusive of a strip of land held rent
free, subject to six months' notice) comprise 3J acres, and are

held at tbe low yearly rent of SO/, for an unexpired term of 36
years from Michaelmas, 1S55. Tho House adjoining, late in the
occupation of Mr. Groom, is not comprised in the lease, but may
bo rented.—The Premises may be viewed on application, and
further information obtained of Messrs. Protiteroe & Mobbis,
American Nursery. Leytonstone, Essex; and of Messrs. BassKE
& Bernard, Solicitors, '2. Great Winchester Street, London.

folium in

to the sale.—O*
purchasers, of I

Auctioneers , An
NURSERY STOCK.

Tn NoBLSOnr, Gr.sn.zms, €<
ESSRS. PkOTHhk'-i; ,-

Auction, on the Prerm<»ev Alhi-ii Rood. Stoke Hewine-
ton, on MONDAY, October 2id, en
each day, 6ne Ornamental T; ad Shrnbe, con-
sisting of Anc TrfmtT,
Poplars, Lilao, Weeping Ank. Porpie Beech, Scarlet Chesanta*
Evergreen Privets; Rhododendron*, Axaieea, and other ABericen
Plants; choice Fmit Trees, includiic Applea, Peers, Plants,

Peaches. Ap* *r>d*rd Dw.uf
and Climbing Roses, »nd a Urge ensortmer.t of Uardy C Umbers
In Pots; choice Cinermriss, Chry«entbemnnis, Ac— Catalognes
may be had on the Premise*, of the principal Seedsmen, and of
the Auctioneers, American Kuarnsiy, Leyt<m«tnne, Fescr_

TO GENTLEMEN. FLORISTS, AND OT-
ESSRS. PROTHEROE jucd MORRIS will sell

Auction, at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane,, on WED-
- -lass collection of

DUTCH BULBS, consisting of tbe finest Donbie and Single
Hyacinths. Narcissus, Jonquils, Anemones, Crocks. Tulips,
Snowdrops, Ranunculuses, Gladiolus, A-c ; *lso a selected asv-rt-

ment of fine Standard and Dwarf Roses, including Hybrids,
Bourbons, Chinas. Ace- and American Plants, ensa-
prising Hybrid Rhododendr-r Vzaleas, Kai-

iromeda floribunda, beantifally fnmj*bed with bloom
buds, &c—May be viewed the morning of Sale. Catalogues had
at the Mart, and of the A?" ricaa Nursery, Ley-
tonstone. E

JOT, I
I \S \.

_HlyTESSl
±1-1 br .\

L-r. VF.sn.4V

WANDSWORTH ROAD.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS have been

instructed by Messrs. Chandler £ Sons to SeU by Auction,

A N eligible opportunity presents itself to those who on the premises in the Wander rth Rmd. early next month, aA wish to commence business in an increasing neighbourhood ™Uecti,n of the following ORNAMENTAL TP.EE5 1

GREENS, and SHRUBS, comprising Laburnnms, Almonds,
Poplars, Lilacs. Eversreen Privets. Variecated and Green
Hollies, from 2 to S feet big
Laurels, large Box. Scarlet A '" handsome; crimson
and other Rhododendrons, weU set wi:h flower bnds: yeOov
Azaleas, Kalmias. Daphne bybnda, EscaUonia,

&»% &c: also dwarf Apples and Pears well adapted fori

Gooseberries, Currants, and Vines, Cnry^notbemuxns, 1

flowers, Myrtles, &c, &c. This 9a1 r~* a<tent»oo of
Planters, ss everything is in £ne condition and wiU move weU.
An announcement of the days of sale will shortly be made, nasi

TO GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS, FLORISTS, ETC.

increasing
near London, an excellent Garden, with Greenhouses, a Pro-
pagating House, *£c, all walled in, attached to which is a good
House and Shop, suitable for Fruiterer, Greengrocer, and Seeds-
man. Possession may be had immediately: the occupier is

about leaving ou account of a death in the family.—For par-
ticulars apply to F. Sangstee. Seedsman, 252, VThitechapel
Road. London.

•1*0 JtJE LET, a JNURSEKY and SEED BUSINESS.
-*• —John Yoosg begs to say that he is desirous of treating
with a Tenant for his Nursery Ground, which he is at present
occupying himself, and which offers an eligible opportunity to Catalogues prepared,

any one wishing to enter on the business. The stock is light,

and the quantity of land may be made to suit (he convenience of

the Tenant.—For further particulars apply to Johx Yocsg, Elm
Cottage, Taunton.

UPPER GRANCE ROAD, BERMC
BMB5T, GBSTIaSnCV, NtTKSKKTXKS

MR. WILLIAM T. ATWOOD will Sell by An
on the Premises without reserve, hv direction of B. Drew.

TO AMATEUR FARMERS —BELMORE HOUSE. Esq on FBLDAY, the

«

TO BE LET. unfurnished, for a term of years, - f PINE PLANTS, thevar -f Graperies

containing three best living rooms and eight bed rooms, and Forcing Pits; the Hot-wntei

with offices, &c, convenient and complete stable for seven 1500 feet of pipe, and three lar_- :.e above property is

horse?, with good garden and orchard. Forty acres in a ring in good condition, and offers a valuable opportunity

fence to be let with it or without. Belmore is six mUes from requiring Pine Plants &

Bishopstoke Station on the South-VTestern Railway, in the

centre of the Hambledon Hunt, and within easy distance of the

H. H. and Horsley bounds,—For particulars, apply to Messrs.
AmvooD and Bigden, the Close, Salisbury.

had of B~ Drevc, Esq, Bermondsey Stree: : W. T. Arw;
tioneer and Land Agent, Mortlake - nd the Inns in

Covent G arden.

CHEV1NGTOX WOODSIDE
NURSERY STOCK.—WHALLEY RANCE. MANCHESTER.
^f R. CAPES be^s to state that he has received in-

_ x in conseonenee
rpo BE LbT,
-L FAJRM, in the parish of Warkworth. Northumberland:
tithe free, and entered to at May-day, 1S56, containing about o6S of the expiration of their les.= ving to be

acres, of which 90 acres are in old G*rass. The tillage land is of given up. to Sell by A" : I DNESDAY aca THTBS-
souud good quality, and the old Grass is very -valuable fattening DAY, NoTember 7&
pasture. A large portion of the farm has been thorough drained entire of the remainder of Qm - -rreens^Frnit

under Government grant. The Farm is within two miles of the and F r;.; : - :^>. two Greenhc-^ses. E

Addington Station.
"" Mr. Thos. Brown, of YThitefield House, near at the Britannia Nursery. WhtUey Range, near Minrhe«>tg«%

Acklington, will show the farm with a plan.—Furtherparticulars further particulars of which will appear in future announcements

may be had by application to Gsokoe A. Gset. Esq, Millfield, and c i will be ready a week prior to the sale,

Northumberland, bv whom offers wiU be received till 12th Nov. 1—22, Princess Street, Manchesir:.
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

GRAY & ORMSQhl;, DANVERS
GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM ANIf HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SH0"W E00M DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Girdea Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines Flower Sticks
Game Ketting Do. Syringes Garden Bordering
Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AHD ENAMELLED MANGERS.

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
• 61. Gmcechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c., Improved Iron aud Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

BY
HER

M AJESTY'S

g»-

:^3
Works,

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

"C1 DENCH, Patent Hothouse
~^^ • King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all
others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all
completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

J f?.
VERALL ^S8 t0 inform the Nobility, Gentry,

TWc urs
,

er
/men <

and others requiring Horticultural Buildings,

mftv /;
d/rame

i'
that ^ ^trusting their orders to him, they

S^tn^^?^^^^403^ -nd good materials it

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*-* Cutlery Works, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London."

Drawings forwarded hy post.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES X LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES X LIGHTS.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremontu
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Greenandnothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, G ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parte of the kingdom,—Reference may be bad to the Nobility,
Gentry, j^a the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
nPHE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
-»- ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find'

'

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c^.
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern, improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required, purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through atl

the Houses and Pits
affording both top

i^^^S^ralKffl and uottom "eat, ig

lraa-m^£fSi»^ L^-P- in constant opera-
tion and particularly-

worthy of attention.
Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months-

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. §d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also-
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application-
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

H E A TING BY HOT WA T E R.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
*^ ticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers,
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Eoiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated hy
one boiler., measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late
severe winter it only

j

cost us 3s. per day for
fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates ot Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Ho4
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Printed by William Bradrubt, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, and
Frederick Mcllett Evawb, of No. 29, Queen's Road, Wept, Doth in
the Parish of St, Pancras, and in the County of Middlesex, Printers, st
their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriara, in the City
of London ; and published by them at the Office, No. 5. Upper WelliDRton
Street,, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,
wherp aVi Art vert inemeflts and Communications are to be Addressed Tfl

tue EdjcvEv-Saturbaz,, October 20, 1855.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON—
The AUTUMN MEETING will ink.- place at the

Socioty'H House, 21, Regent Street, on TUESDAY, November
20th, from 12 to 4, p.m. The Chtvlr will be taken at 2 p.m.

BRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—An
extraordinary Meeting of tho British Pomologlcal Socloty

will be hold nt the Roomti, SO, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, on
M ONDA Y, the 6 th of November, to comparu and determine the

unerita and qnalltleB of Frulta, for the election of Mumbors, and
for general bindneba;

It In Imped that all who take an Interest In tlio cultivation of
FRUITS and FRUIT TREES will forward to the meeting
(specimens of such varieties an ihey cim 6b tain, correctly nntned,
and otherwise assist in promoting the oojeotB of the Society.

Portions dosirous of becoming Memberg are requested to make
application to tlio Sucrotary on or before the d-iy of meeting.
Mcmbera are elected at all the Meetings of the Society ; and 1(V.

entrance foe, with 10.?, annual subscription, constitute member-
ship.—Ron hut Mono, Secretnrv.

C AMELLIAS.
C1HANDLBR and SONS, Nurskbymrn, Wandsworth

/ Road, bog to Inform their friends' im customers that their

C \MEL1JAS iiro Q.iely set with ll-iwor buds this neason. Ttiey
are sending out bushy; plants from 30.?. and upwards pet dozen.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
CHANDLER and SONS, Nurserymen, Wandsworth

Rond, have a largo collection of the above now coming into

flower. Good flowering Plants from 6s.- to 12s. per dozen.

CHKYSANTHEMUIV1S.
Fand A. SMITH have ft large Stock of Pompone

• and largo flowered varieties of the above now in bloom,

which they offer on moderate terms. The plants are in 48-inch

pots, bushy and dwarf, and well flowered, and will lie found well

adapted for purposes of decoration. Prices on application.

—

Dulwich, Surrey.

C H R Y SAN TH ENIUNIS.
WOOD and INGRAM beg to offer fine flowering

plants, covered with healthy foliage to the bottom, of good

sorts, both Pompone and largo flowering varieties, at from 6s, to

9ff, per dozen.—Nurseries, Hu ntingdon.

AZALEA tNDICA LEEANA~!

JOHN and CHAULES LEE are now prepared to

send out this fine Seedling, which for habit of growth and

substance of petal, combinod with perfect shape and purity, is

decidedly the best white Azalea yet out. It has gained

Certificates wherever exhibited. Price 21s.; a few extra strong

plants at 4 2s.— Nurserv ^nd S.-i-d Estiihlishment, Hammersmith.

(MEW VARIECATFD GERANIUM— MRS. LENNOX.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE are now sending out

this novelty, which is a decided improvement on The Moun-
tain of Light, 'it is of much more vigorous growth than that

variety, the margin of the foliage is of a purer white, and in

other respects it possesses the same good qualities. Price 7s. 6d.

Nursery nnd S^r.i P,sn\hl'shm<-nt, H ammersmith.

r a Fp~b~e r r y "canes.
HPO BE SOLD, about 900 (more or less) of Fine
-*- CANES, at a low figure.—Address to G. P. E., care of Mr.
Brown, Bootmaker, near the Railway, Shoroditcb.

SPANISH CHESNUTS.
TO BE SOLD, about 200,000 Strong SPANISH
A CTIESNUT-S from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent on application

1 Watkrer and Godfrey, Kn s.p Hill , Woking , Surrey.

TO F i-ORIC ULTURISTS.
TO BE SOLD, IS first-rate CAMELLIA PLANTS,

in excellent condition, and covered with buds. They are to

be sold on account of being too large for the Proprietor's present

accommodation. They stand from 4 to 6 feet high. Price for the

whole, 161,

To the above may be added 12 beautiful AZALEA PLANTS,
all superior varieties ;

price seven guineas. Decidedly bargains.

Also nine fine DAPHNE PLANTS.—For particulars apply to

Mr. John" Keynes, Florist, &c., Castle Street Nursery, Salisbury

TO SEEDSMEN AND OTHERS.
rP0 ttE SOLD, for cash on delivery, 200 Bushels of
-A SKtllVING'S SWEDE, raised from "selected and Trans-
planted Bulbs, warranted neat and genuine, and of the growth of

1853, Alan for sale on the same terms, a few cwts. of MANGOLD
VJX R2SEL and CARROT SEED, of sorts, just harvested.—For
price, &c, apply to Mr. William Taylor, Nashenden Farm,
Rochester, Kent.

RHUBARB
ry»0 BE SOLD, 3000 Roots of' VICTORIA AL-
i BERT and LINNAEUS RHUBARB in splendid con-

dition, price 50*. per 100, or 20*. per 1000, including package.
—Address, Mr. William Harnett, The Cottage. New Cross,

Kent; adjoining the Brighton and Croydon Railway Station.

Post-office orders to bo made payable at London.

SATURDAY, OCTOBEB VI.

ROSe CATALOGUE
Ja.vii .1. I'RASKK, is'ri' 1 i< . 11 •, Left Brldgi I

I bl " 'l"l I!" Il '' l» "VI Al "
it(»Hl",s i.i LI . . .1.1 II II soi .-

, and may i
I

t|i|illt'.li! ^________^«——

—

ROSE CATALOCUE
I AMES MITCHELL bazl to onnounco Ihat hit New
' OATALOGUE ol B03ES le now ready, and will ba for

warded "ii Hi'i'M. .11. 11

PlUdown .N m 1
.. 1I..1. WiUMfloM . 8ii««m Oct. '.'7.

«,' p. Francis' Riw dbscriptivb oata.
I J • r.OOUE ofBOBEB In niw r.Mily for<ll»lrlballon,»odwUl

l... in . in.tiiil ((niilrt i.n iiim.Ii. .!
.
i... It i

'.. orli Hertford.

ROSES.
'P HIVKRS'S ANNUAL DESCRIPTIVE CATA
1 . i.iniri.ni ROSES In now ready for dollveiy, and will

1m> genl poll In... on application ; It In ho arr:.., s
. I

pli-to gllldo for thi. A ..jiil. ur.

Tho DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OP FKUIT8 l« now at

Prawn , N

i

it ,. rl.-u. Bawbrltlgewnrth, lli-rtii.

FRUIT TREES.
rp BtVERS'S DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of
*• • FRUITS 1b now Ready ibfdallvory. and will beeentpoife

froe. Applications QnelosliiB; six itatnpa (which will be n
to those, who order Tree*) «iil be promptly attended to; It con-
tains '..'m |iui''"i. ins been compiled Wl|h ntnch care, and la ro

arranged as to be a useful guide to the purchaser of rrnitTrcea.
NunnTi.-ii, Sawbrldgewortli, Herle.

ROSES, HOLLYHOCKS, ETC.
A PAUL and SON'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE
<-1 • OATALOQUES of ROSES and HOLLYHOCKS are
now ready, nnd may bo ltatl post free on application.

A fine stock of (JONIFERjE, ORNAMENTAL TREES and
S1IKUUS, FRUIT TREES, *c. Prlcea furnished on application.

Nnracrins, Cheslinnt, Herts, Ort. ^7.'

f^ EOlu; V, BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
VT TIVE CATALOGUE n( AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES U now
ready, and may be had by enclosing two postage atamps.

American Nursery. Windleshani, near BaKshnt, Surrey, seven
miles from Staines, .Windsor Branch, Southwestern Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER'S CATA.' .0' UK of RHODO-
" DBNDUONS, AZALEAS, &c, M exhibited at, the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, Is now published, and
can be had on application.

[J37*The Catalogue describes the colours of the rhododendrons.
The American Nursery. Bsgshot, Surrey.— Oct. 'J7.

AMERICAN PLAN f~¥!
WATERER and GODEREY berr to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on npplic.tion.

As the collection of American Plants st this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or qualify, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nurserv, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway t-i Woking Station.

Knap nill Nnrserv. AVoking. Stirrer.

/Price Fivepenee.
(_J4tji-

AZALEA INDICA.
IOHN /.,<!i .!:.

i i.i.i. ,... „, ,.r , r %„A
"t. 'I AZALEA

set Willi

NurM-f,
»roltli.

It'UIT TREE* IN POT»
fOHN »•... < HARLEfl LBE l.. v. ,:..

PEACI APP.H
TARINES

I
l-l.'

and PI

All warrant.-d to lyar y -»t IMOOS.
N '•nlth.

VINES FROM EVES.
TOIIN am. CHARLES LBE bag to '.T-r a v.rv
'' «u|- »ll the leadlr ; • '«lb for

i

i ot and for f"i''iNf In pot..

Nurtwry and ;•},.

VINES FOR FRUfTINC IN POTJ.
A jESSRS. 3. ash !. I RAM. If. •

^' Bl '«-* t/i invflti'. t!,»t tl^y bar. a
very cboii n% of VINE!) U'jta tftm
grown In I cut.

N.B. Strong Vlivs for p'anllnr i

D P I N I. a W A N
From J fht. tn 4 fta, each.

Forward lmmwliai/-lv tr. fir/,. or. TATr/.a. J-m , I'nlt FaLa-
man, St. John'a Market, LlrerpooL

AGRICULTURAL SEEOS, ETC
pETER LAWSON and SON, Sr.eottMex ato
' UBBTlOni to Ilr.n Muurr THt ilrtrt. and to tin
nioni.AM. avr. AoRicULrrtnLax SoctirTror *VwTt..*D. are now
supplying the foil .wing vol, of the beat quality :—
Italian Rye-OraflL Foreign ^ed Dwarf Eaaex Rape
Crimson Clover (Trifolium in- WtnterTar*a
carnatnm) Natural Grua Seeda, for Pa(-

Alsike Clover (Trifolium hy- tore, and Lawn*,
bridum) tat. Ac 4e.

27, Great Oeirge 8lro»t, W^«tmll>««r.

WTOWNSEND has now n*Aj to %m-\ oot
• GERANIUM CYDOSIA CARMIN1

aee Advertisement, it! .• tl>«

National Society. loth d ebtahied a
Certificate. Plants 5#„ 7s. ed , -od 10.. W. each. on.
every three ordered in the trade. Poat-ofsee orders ra-
Bayswater.— Notting Hill.

(i ".

N GAINES begs to announce his PRICED CATA-
• LOoUE for the ensuing season is now published, contain-

ing Show and Fancy Pelargoniums, Azaleas, Camellias. Fuchsias.
Chrysanthemums, Verbenas, Ericas, E^acris, Ferns, Store, and
Greenhouse Plants, &c, and will be sent free on anplicatioo.

The Nursery, Surrey Line, Battersea.

BASS"7nd~BROWN'S new AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUE, comprising a considerable portion of descriptive

an;l useful information for purchasers, will be pent free by post
for three penny stamps, or gratis to their customers, who may not
have received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establisbmpnt. Sndbnry. Suffolk.

STATICE HALFOROI,
JOSEPH MORGAN has 300 bwltfay plants nf dif-

ferent sizes, obtained Immediately from ibe oricfm
Also a Urge ainck of strong flowering rwrtj oC OLA I

BRENCHLBYEN8IS and other choice Tarletles. Pricei a
application. A liberal diicount to the trade.

Torh^v Null tea. TnHHay, Devonahir*.

HARDY HEATHS
XyATERER and GODFREV rempectfully inrit*
* * attention to their larfm stock and firM-rat* «r i*«cti"B of

these most beautiful Hardy Plant*. Prie**- nay h*
had free on applicaTi^n to Watiecr A ' «? UUl
Nnrsery, Weldog^ Borrey.

DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO.'s CATALOGUE OF
' DUTCH AND CAPE BULBS, the most comprehensive
and select published, will be forwarded fret of charge and post
paid, upon application to address at foot. The Bulbs are as usual

ofjirst-rate quality.

Jamks Carter & Co.. 238. Hiirh Hoi born, London.

R PARKER beys to inform his friends and patrons
• that his PRICED CATALOGUE of DUTCH BULBS

is now ready, nnd will be forwarded post free upon application.

Paradise Nursery. Hornsey Knad. Hnlloway.

OSAGE ORANGE mAClURA AUhAsTiac*
MESSRS. MOKRiS<>N a*p SON have to 'offer

about 50.000 Plants 5 to 6 inchei hlgtO ot U>it fin« a^v
Hedge Plant (see GarJa.trt CknmicU, May 13 1S51 . price 10*.
per 100. Price to the tra^eon appUeatfon. ruil»»y> t^ aJlparu
of the kingd-m— >''-—-<-•- M. -Tr;^-T.r. n<'.ff. V \j.

MELON (ORION), The Crystal Pilace Faronrit*.
CUCl MBEH Standard;, nnrivaUed fcr forcing or oatBrai

grovth,
PRX3TULAS—Two new colors, scariet and purple,
HOL1 VHOCKS-Frwn 24 best varieiies,

TAN: ES—From Hine'a exhibition bed.

The abov.- celebrated articles are sav^d from perfect cpeei-
mens, and » 11 be sent o-jt at reasonable prices, by XmmUa
Wtld. of Ipswich.

PAYNE'S DEFIANCE RED WHEAT, warranted
a true Stock and perfectly clean, grown --^-. re* land.

may he had of Mr. T. Baker. Bury Farm. Sraplefoni. < ambridet-
shire. price 10*. per bushel. All orders to be accompanied with a
Post-office order.

DUTCH BULBS OF SUPERIOR QUALITY AT
LOW PRICES.

Anemones, early floweriug, brilliant colours .. fc. per 100.

Hyacinths, Dutch mixed, all colours 21s. per 100.

„ ,, named, separate colours ... 6s. per doz.

Narciss. mixed 1j.

Tulips, Dutch, mixed, early sorts 6s. per 100.

Crocus, Dutch, mixed, all colours; 10s. per 1000.

Iris, mixed, all colours „r 5>. per 100.

The above, with every other kind of Flower Roots, eqnally
moderate in price, may be had of Wiu.i-vv, Desvf.k. Seed&nian
and Florist, S2, Graceclmrch Street^ I.

Descriptive and priced Catalogues forwarded on application.

IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS.

EVAN PAUL be^s to inform his p.itrons and friends
that he has received his first importation of tbeabore, which

\

have arrived in first-rate condition, early orders for which are
respectfully solicited. Catalogues f-»rw.rded postage free on
application.— The Nurseries, Derby. Oct. ST.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

PETER LA.WSON and SOX. Seedsmen and Nxtr-
skrymen- to Hek Majestv tii;: QoBBH, nnd to the High-

land and Agricultural Society of Scotland, respectfully intimate

that they are now ready to execute orders for HYACINTH
ROOTS, &c,j &c . of the finest kinds and in excellent condition.

Catalogues may be had, free on application.

27, Great G ^.
. t, VI - - r~Oct 27.

SEED POTATOES.—Flake Kidneys, U per bosh el

ofoSlbs.: 7L per ton ; Laj
top Ashleaf Kidneys. 6s. per bush el of 5€ittf.: sack*. Gd. p*r
bushel extra. All orders mu*t be accomrar.i-d by a rraittawc*.

—Applv to HrypRKFT Chambkri-ain K»Tnn-^v. -

DOUBLE ROMAN and PaPKR
CISSUS. 4i. per d-zen—The i -

whic'i is ?> j-:stly es:eene.i tor its early MooWiiit-.

fragr*nce. and the i*:^ i r«-, feare jmet

arrived, and maybe obtained at A-Cow-wrr** ltaiiuiawi Portien
-\ IS. P*ll Mall, nea- Wat.

choice cineraria;
TT'TLLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the anoernaned
* *

tllecti
-';:

;

Stowe. Polyanthjfica'i.

Paxton. Prima rfnna, Geortrana, Mr<- S'dney Ii

Dickens, David VopperfieJd, Q:ieer.

Agnes VTakefieTd
*
'-*: ' eliaeaf,

Paul
'

'

'

Horriculrural Gar '. : - -

C^BSACE—SUPERIOR SC

JOHN CATTELL has stiU a lar-

Bedded Plan
Cabbsce beddtr. 0: and CauVr
bate, al Is. Bd-perl .

••-:- :-

carri ge free to Londoi L

;--. Railway. N
A remit tant-*' ?r reference to accvtnpaTiy nil ill ijdianjj
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SPLENDID HYACINTHS, ETC. (IMPORTED).

JAMES CHAHTRES and CO. can strongly recora-

ns of the abovo. whicli have always

such general satisfaction. 12 splendid named Hyacinths

for pots or gin- o for Borden; 6 *oly«nthus NarciJ.;

ant.eyed do.; 6 splendid Early Tulips for pots; 12 do.

Late do. for Borders: H» Crocus, sorts; 19 fine Iris; 6 Snow-

B*kw; 8 Double Jonquils: 25 Double Snowdrops. A general

and priced Catalogue on application.—Seed Warehouse, 74, King

William Street, City, London. __
MESSRS. TRANSON FORTEAU and SONS,

kyusn, Orleans, France, offer this year to Nur-

serymen, Frail . the rolllpwing list of Fruit Plants

for Grafting. SEEDLINGS. 1 year old. Per 1000.

kLMOND—Aroygdalus communis 17s.

COMMON ' HI KKY—Cerasusoyium

WALNUT—luglins regia

PEACH—Amjgdalus Perslca ... -

PEAR—Pymacommunis
APPLE— Mulus vulgaro ...

PI DM—Primus St Jnlien (good for grafting Peaches) 20s.

MAHALEB-Prunus ... 1:
2 rears old 9s.

All these Plants are very une.

12s.

17s.

17s.

12s.

lis.

UrATEREh'S AMERICAN PLANTS.—A new
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celebrated Collection of bardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,

as exhibited by JOHN Watebf.r at the Royal Botanic Gardens,

Regent's Park; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-

os on their successful management, and will be forwarded

on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from

meration e( the most popular American Plants in cultiva-

tion, a List of choice Coniferce will be seer,, embracing the latest

importations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.

3 . \V. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, and of

all heights, the following selection of CONIFERS, with the

remark that they are all now growing in the open ground, are

bushy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-

i each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-

I
n their removal from the nursery :—Araucaria imbricata,

Cryptomeria japonica: Pinus Douglas!, Cembra, escelsa, Lam-
beftiana, insignis, Jefferyana, Beardsleyi, tuberculata, &c;
Cedrus Deodara, Lebanon, and Africana; Wellingtoniagigantea,

Cupre.ssus, Juniperus, Tains, Thuja, &c.

I3r" The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others

engaged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoing;

indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to

inspect our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity

cannot be given within the limits of an advertisement.

The Nursery is easily reached by railway, being near the
Farnborough Station, South-Westera Railway and Blackwater
on the South-Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

OW~TO~KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES BY
HUNDREDS.—A method will be forwarded with instruc-

tions for 30 postage stamps, which will destroy the above vermin
quickly and without trouble. 1000 Acres may be cleared for a
few shillings.

—

Gilbert Drsoy, Hoo, Rochester.

class For conservatories, etc.
HETLEY *nd CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot,for the nsualsizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,

I utes Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.
See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

FOREIGN AM) ENCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsoate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 44 in 12j. Oi.

61 „ 4J „ 7 „ 5 12 6

7J „ 6* „ S „ 6 13

84 „ 64 „ 9 „ 7 13 6

94 „ 7| „ 10 „ 8 13 6

104 „ 84 „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ lOi „ 10* 14
11 „ 10 „ 1U „ 104 14
11 „ 11 „ Hi" „ 114 14
12 „ 11 „ 124 „ 11* 14
13 „ 11 „ 134 „ 11* 14
13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 16
134 „ 13* „ 14* „ 134 16
15* „ 13j 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 13*, 164 by 144, 20 hy 14,

by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet *

... 34 „
HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roush, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, whicli can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES—In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and 6* by 4* £0 12s. Od.

5:5 = 3:1} °"°
10 „ 7, 10 by 8 J

"' 16

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,
at 18s. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 2id. to 3\d.
J

21 oz. from 3$d. to 4Ad.
26 oz. from 54d\ to 7(Jd.

SLxteen-onnce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or
Crates of 300 feet, 2$d. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply to Mr. Rivers, and ol various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.
1 of an inch thick £1 17s. 6d. per case of 50

W - 2 13 „ 60
S » 1 17 6 „ 60

Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.
Glass Milk Pans, 21*. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Uicumoer Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys* Milk Syphons,«asp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oilsana Colours, Paint Brushes, and ever? article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Eishopsgate Street
Without, London.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
W »nn \xtfp Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
v Cutlery Wobks, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Ken-sal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING, combining all the

modern improvements in the CONSTRUCTION, BUILD-
ING, HEATING, and VENTILATING HOT HOUSES,
CONSERVATORIES, PINE PITS, and every other kind of

Garden structure, by a practical Gardener and Horticultural

Builder of 25 years' experience as Head Gardener to his Grace
the late Duke of Northumberland, at Syon House, and her

Majesty's Royal Gardens, Windsor, Kew, &c— Designs and
Estimates furnished for Garden embellishments on application to

J. W. Thomson, F.L.H.S., Garden Architect, Exotic Nursery,

King Street, Hammersmith.

BY
HER

MA JESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

EDENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,
• Bang's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references

can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOKft WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

AIfflH
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.

THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

i tm ||i|i||, i|ii|M i

does not cost in labour and fuel

1ilUII,li!^!il!llll]MT?iYi more than Ss - 8d - per da?' aDd
<*&*%.-=.M^i-,V- -:- ,! "' W'i'-u'imts is .so arranged

that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

aud Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.
; Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-

ticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-

lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of

various descriptions,

many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 10(10 ft.

aud exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of

16,000 superficial feet

of glass. During the late

severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-bouses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates ot Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London,

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and. COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.
These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to
carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who mav not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1£51, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural
Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to
Saynoe & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship. Established 1738.

p ARSON'S ORIGINAL ANTI-CORROSION
VV PAINT, specially patronised by the British and other
Governments, the Hon. East India Company, the principal Dock
Companies, most public bodies, and by the nobility, gentry, and
clergy, for out-door work at their country seats. The Anti-
Corrosion is particularly recommended as the most durable out-
door Paint ever invented, for the preservation of every description
of Iron, Wood, Stone, Brick, Compo, Cement, &c, work, as has
been proved by the practical test of upwards of 60 years, and by
the numerous (between 500 and 600) testimonials in its favour,
and which, from the rank and station in society of those who have
given them, have never yet been equalled by anything of the
kind hitherto brought before the public notice.

Lists of colours, prices, together with a copy of the testimonials,
will be sent on application to Walter Carson & Son, 9, Great
Winchester Street, Old Broad Street, Royal Exchange, Loudon.
No Agents. All orders are particularly requested to he sent direct.

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-
chasers of the same have believed them to be the same as those
manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark " J. P.," and that
Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, aud I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c., post free. Francis Parkes & Co.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully
to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and

gentlemen whose orders they were obliged to decline for this
season on account of the manufacture not being fully arranged,
that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 301. was
awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent
screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing machines were
Bell's, by Crosskill : Forbush's, exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wm. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from 1J to 1} acre per hour.
Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant
required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars aud
prices sent free on application.

—

Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52, Little Britain, London.

TRANSPARENT SHEETING, a Substitute for
Garden Mats, Is. per yard, nearly 2 yards wide strong

Canvas do., Is. per square yard. Waterproof Capes (to; protect
a Man from wet while stooping down), 3s. each. Secon d-hand
Policemens' Capes, 18s. and 24s. per dozen. Horses' Loin Cloths,
Waterdecks for Crimea Horses— viz., a Tarpauling Body Suit
lined with stout Woollen Rug, 16s. each Waggon and Cart
Covers, &c—R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road.

HPRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
J- TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, BRUSHES, &c., and are distinguished
by superiority and excellence of workmanship, combined with
moderate charges. Catalogues, containing prices and every
particular, free by post.— T. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manu-
facturer, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

T IGHT, CHEAP, and DURABLE ROOFING.—
t-J CROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT
is perfectly impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and has been
tested by a long and extensive experience in all climates. Saves
half the timber required for slates. Can be laid on with great
facility by farm servants or unpractised persons. Price Id. per
square foot. Croggon's Patent Non-conducting Felt, for cover-

ing steam boilers and pipes, saves 25 per cent of fuel. Samples
and testimonials sent by post, on application to Croggon & Co.,

2, Dowgate Hill, London, who also supply ship-sheathing felt and
inodorous felt, for damp walls, and lining iron houses, and roofs

generally, to equalise the temperature.

GALVANISED WIRE CAME NETTING,
6d. per Yard, 2 Feet Widk.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Mai ket Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Galvan- Japanned

ised. iron.

'-'-inch mesh, 24 inches wide 6d. per yd. ' 4.W. per yd.

2-inch „ strong, do 8 „ 6 „
2-inch ,, intermediate, do 9£ „ 7£ „
2-inch „ extra strong, do 11 ,• 9 >•

Ig-inch „ 24 inches wide ... ... 7 „ 5J „
Ig-inch „ strong, do 9 „ 7 „
H-inch „ intermediate, do 11 „ 9 „
lg-inch „ extra strong, do 13 „ 11 „

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one- fourth..

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 10<?. per yard; Galvanised
Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d. per square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. Deli-

vered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or New-
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and
Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.
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NEW ROSES.
WILLIAM Wool) ami son have again much

pleasure In rooommondlng their beautiful Bendllng Role,
tlie Porpotual BUOHJESS OF Norfolk

; the eolour Imt vary
rich vivid n in hi* ii i, lln' u inlii inl (id of tlin potaifl Hhodeil wllli II vily

pink, gl vine Mm H'Mvnrn nn oxqulsl in iiiii'it nidi appoaranoo.
Price for Standards, or Dwavftf, 8*. 0<2, oaob.

Wiiliitniii' Evergreen Olfmblng Roso, Iff. (M.qhou ThlaRoiia
in ii. Doodling from tlio Aymiiim Bplendenn fortllliod vlth the
Sfellow Tea Roho; its flowers are creamy whlto, dollolously
siveot-sceniod.

N.ii. The Nmv itorm Catalogue and Supple ni may be bad
,ii application.

WooilhtnilH Nurmiry. Miu'imlliilil, near Uckflolcl , Siiwmx.

TRAINED FRUIT TREtS.
IKTILLIAM WOOD ami. SON liavo much pica ..

** in rooommondlng tbolr vory extonslve and superior stood
01 inviu-f t,wn-yiiiirn i.nilmiil PEACHES, NECTARINES, and
AOPBIOOTS, which thoy feel assured oannol i" oxcolled. The
traeu urn remarkably healtliy, I furnlsbotl with wnii ripened
Bhoots; tliny will bo suppltou at 00«. per dozon.

Pyramidal Pears on Quince atooks, por doz. ... 'Hit. Od.
Pyramidal Flumsroxtra line do. ... w
Pyramidal Apples, do. do. ... n; o

OuttLio^miH fiirwiinli ii on application. Extra plants presented
with oach order, to eompenBate for distant oarrldgo.

Woodlands Nm-Hory, Mavosflold, noar Uokflold, Sussex.

NEW STRAWBERRIES AT REDUCED PRICES,
OnoWM ami (niKiiKii iron Sm.i: ii v

Vyn'MAW J. NICHOLSON, Egglescliffe, near
*» Yarm, Yorkshire,—Tho following splendid varlotlos have

llinitl wnll pniv.ii! MiiH HniiHnu iiikI (rjvim c plote satlsfaotl ill

viz,, Sir Hurry (Underbill's), lull plants, U. |40. U, IK,.;, „i,l 20,
l/.-, or lis. Bd. per dozen. Omar Pnoha (\Vnnl'n), it. por 100
12s. per B0 ; It. per 26. Scarlol Nonpar-oil (Patterson's), 21 per
100; If. pur 50; 12«. por 25. sir Oharloa Napier (Smith's), U.
por 100; 12». porfiO; 7s. por 28. Admiral I) Iiih (Myiitt's), II.

por 100; 12s. por 50s.; 7:i. por 25. Nloholson's Ai,!,v, Ruby,
Captain Cook and Pill-Basket, 8s. por 100; Ingram's Prlnoo "i

Wales, Nlmrod, ElUa(Rlvers'a), Surprise (Hyatt's), and Bloton
Pine, alivi'Ko white one, 6i. por 100; British Qu i, niur.k Prlnco,
BleanorfMyatt's), Old Pine, Trollope's Victoria. Qollah(Kltloy'6),
Keens' Seedling, Old Rosoborry, all at is. per 100; Crystal
Palaoe,avery large and late variety, 10,i. perico. Pout-nNicnOriiem
pnyablo at Ynrtn are expeoted with nil orders. The plants will
be securely paolcod ami forwarded to any part of the kingdom.

Plants kept in frames for spring planting.

G liORGE JACKMAN be«H to st.uto his PRICED
CATALOGUE of choicfl CONILMCUA, IIAUDY EVER-

GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TlttftiS, which are woll grown,
and constantly romoved, al«o Ro.soh, Standard, Dwarf, unci

dwarf-trained Fruit Troon, and L'oroat Trees, can bo had on
anplioution by enclosing one Tostago Stamp.
G .1 reHpecM'tilly invites porsons planting to pay a visit to his

©XtonBlve nursery, ono and a half mile from Woking Station,
South Woatorn Railway, whoru till trains stop, and conveyances
crm 1)0 bftd.—Woking Niir.-itM'v, Woking. Surrey.

P L A Kit IIN G S E ASON.
JOHN CATTELL respectfully invites an inspection

of liia extensive Stock of Emit, Forest, and Ornamental Trees
nnd Shrubs, Amerlcau Plants, &c, &o,, consisting of the most
esteemed varieties of each kind of Fruit Trees in standards and
dwarfs, trained and untrained. Also the boat varieties of Goose-
berri'vi, Currants, Raspberries, Strawberries, Filberts, Spanish
or Koutish Cob Nuts, &c A general collection of Evergreen and
Deciduous Trees and Shrubs, Conifora\ &c.
The American Plants are particularly well growD, containing

selections of the richest and most distinct varieties of Ghent and
other Azaleas, Sikkim, Hybrid Scarlet, and other Rhododendrons.
The Andromeda floribunda and Kalinin latifolia are remarkably
fine. Roses are also extensively and well grown; the collection
contains all the newest and most select of the older varieties.
Priced Catalogues of the various descriptions of stock are now
ready, and may be had on application.

NEW PORTUGAL LAUREL.
Crrasus Lusitanicus IVIyrtifolius.

JOHN CATTELL has much pleasure in informing his patrons
and the public that after the 1st of November he will be prepared
to send out plants of this very desirable now hardy Evergreen

;

the habit of growth is quite upright, like a Bay, and the whole
plant is densely covered with beautiful shiuing leaves. As a single
Specimen it is quite distinct from any other hardy evergreen.

Strong Plants, 3 years old, 7-s. Gd. each 80s. per doz.

Do. do., 2 years do., 5s. each 50s. per doz.

A few extra strong Plants 10s. 6d. each.

) Nurseries, Westerham, Kent, Oct . 27.

TO PLANTERS.
J SCOTT, Merriott, Crewkerue, Somerset, offers the

• following:—Deodara Cedars, from 3 to S feet, by 6 to 16
round, at 3s. Gd. to 30s. each ; Cedar of Lebanon, same size and
price ; African Cedar, 2 to 3 feet, 3s. Gd. each ; Red Cedar, 3 to 6
feet, 18s. to 30s. per dozen ; Cedar of Goa, IS inches, Is. Gd, each •

White Cedar, 5 feet, 3s. Gd. each; Cryptomeria japonica, 4 to 10*

feet, very fine, 2s. Gd. to 15s. each ; Taxodium sempervirens, 4 to

10 feet, 2s. Gd. to 10s. Gd. each; Cupressus macrocarpa, 2£ to 5
feet, 2s. 6d. to 5s. each; C. Govineana, 2 to 3 feet, 3s. Gd. each;
C. funebris, 1 to 3 feet, Is. Gd. to 3s. 6rf. each; Thuja pendula,
3 feet, 5s. to 7s. Gd. each ; T. aurea, 1 foot high, 3 feet round, 3s. 6d.

each; Juniperus chinensis, 4 feet, fine, 5s. each; J. sqtiamata,
"> feet, 5s. each ; J.excelsa, 3 feet, 7s. Gd. each ; J. tetragona, IS
nches, 2s. Gd. each ; Irish Yews, 4 to 7 feet, fine, 3s. Git to 10s. Gd.
each; Taxus adpressa, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. to 7s. Gd. each; Siberian
Arbor-vita?., 3 to 6 feet, Is. 6d. to 3s. Gti. each ; Pinus excelsa, 2 to 7
feet, Is. Gd. to 7s. 6<J. each ; P. insignis, 2 to 5 feet ; 2s. Gd. to 7s. Gd.
each; Standard Portugal Laurels, 4 to 6 feet stems, 3s. 6d. to

7s. Gd. each. Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, drop trained,

42s. per dozen; Pears and Plums, do., 24s. per dozen; Pears,
Plums, and Cherries, dwarf Pyramids, ISs. per dozen. These
Fruit Trees are all healthy and youug, including every Fruit
worth growing. 150 sorts, large and Pompone Chrysanthemums,
En 6-inch pots, at Gs. per dozen.—Oct. 27.
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THE HEAVIEST LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES

I OHN HOLLAND, tji Q irdens, Mlddlaton,
•' mar Mhii'.Ih' iter, i, i. ,.. prflptrod '" iiupply itrOIUI UtTM
and four yonra old PlanU oJ the abovi tt0>f por dozen, package,
tke Inoludod.

THE PLUKE KMi\i;\ POTATO I

GataJoguofl containing U tt ol Qooaoberrlaa, Carnattonf,
Plcotooa, Pinks, run ii'"i, At., on application, enclosing a postage
(itarn p. Post office I h dors to be made payabli
Lancashire,

A IMEW SEEOLINC APPLE FROM THE RIBSTON PIPPIN.

QTBPHEN SHILLING begs to offer to gentlemen
1 ^ und the trade Trees of hla entirely new Apple named OMEB
PACHA, it being a firegrate hardy grower, strong oom|
early und productive bearer. Fruit exoellenl flavour (doMTt), ri|^:

in November, keeps until May, Bnapectaole te tun >ntala given
from those who have tasted the fruit. Btrong plants supplied at

5s, Gd. each, or GOs. per dozen. The usual duiconnt to thi

where ono dozen or more are taken. Early application i
i re-

quested as tho stock is limited ; all orders carefully and promptly
attended to. Fruit of tho ahovo can bo seen at the Office

Gardeners' Chronicle, tho llritlnli Pomolo^ical Society I

20, Bedford Street, Covont Garden, Uessrs. Nutting & Son, 46,
Cheapside, Messrs. Sutton & on , Seeding, Mr. C. Turner,
Royal Nursery, Slougb, andal tli.i North Warn boron j,-1i :

near Odiham, H ants.

MESSRS. K. G. IIKNDERSON and SON beff to

announce that they have now received their noted collec-

tion of HYACINTHS In excellent condition, and for thi

anco of those persons unacquainted with tho culture of the
Hyacinth, printed instructions will be given gratis with each
ordor they arc kindly favoured with, Catalogues of which, to-

gether with their Plant and Seed Lists, will he forwarded post
free on application.

CUCUMBER Henderson-'h NAPOLEON III., in packets, 3s.

and 5s. Gd each.
CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA SEED of

first quality, 2s. Gd. and Gs. per packet.
FUCHSIAS.—Banks' Favourite, Ws.Gd.; Prince of Wales,

10s. Gd.

NEW RHODODENDRONS.—Boothi, Ilookcri, Calophyllum,
Kendricki, Eximium Windsor! Leucanthum.
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (Pampas Geass).-E. G. H. &

Son having in their possession tlie largest stock in the country
of this noble ornamental Grass, can supply free healthy seedling
plants, which are superior to any other at 2s. €d. each, 25s. per
dozen, or 71. 10s. per 100.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

ESSRS. J. and H. BR6Wr^o^e7ThTfollowing
CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any part.

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by s. d.

name, on their own roots .. ...20
25 Azaleas. American varieties, do. do 16

Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmlas, per dozen ... 6
25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose ... 12

Fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons. I to 2 feet, per dozen 15
New yellow Rhododendrons, in pots, each ... 3*. 6d. to 5
Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per doz.. 12*. to 18
Cedrns Deodara, and other choice Contferas (see List).

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10

50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on own roots 15
Standard and half Standard Roses, superb sorts, per
dozen 15s. to IS

Fine Climbing Roses, per dozen 6
Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vars., per dozen... 12s. to IS
Camellias, fine double white, &c, with five to eight

buds, per dozen 30*. to 40
50 Choice Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort 45
12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species 40

Fine Pampas Grass, each, 3s. Gd.; or, per dozen ... 30
Hyacinths, Crocus, Tulips, and Dutch Bulbs of all kinds.

FRUIT TREES.
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apricots. Peaches,

Nectarines, Pears, Plums, and Cherries, 3s. each, or,

per dozen 30
Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars. Quinces, and Walnuts, each 2
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, aud Raspberries, per doz. 3
Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen 4
Strong Vines from eyes, and layers in pots, per dozen,.. IS
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and Cherries, grown for

pot culture, per dozen IS

A large stock of fine Transplanted Scotch, Larch, and
Spruce Firs, also Evergreen Shrubs of all kinds.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, Oct. 27.
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CHOICE BULBS AT LOW PRICES.

JONQUILS, sweet double

BYAC1NTHS, by name
„ mixed for beds

KARCISSUS for Pots

„ for open ground
IEARLY TULIPS for Pots

GLADIOLUS, fine mized

LTLIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM
I „ RUBRUM. fine spotted

f l'.ESIl MUSHROOM SPAWN

Per dozen— s

9
i

S 6
1 6

1 O
2 G

Each
1 S

3 6

Per bushel 6

Per 100—;
TULIPS, choice mixed
ANEMONES, double, 5s, single

RANUNCULUSES, fine mixed
CROCUSES, separate colours

SNOWDROPS, double or single

NEW SEEDS.
SUTTON'S EARLY CHAMPION PEA, the forwardest

known Per quart

DANIEL O'KOURKE
FRENCH SHOKT HORN CARROT ... Per ounce

BECK'S SUPERB EARLY RADISH ... „
BERKSHIRE CHAMPION CUCUMBER ... Per packet

AND EVERT OTHER 'APPROVED KIND OF FLOWER ROOTS AND SEEDS CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTON AND S|0!NS, SEED-GROWERS, READING.
A Reference (or Remittance) is requestedfrom unknown Correspondents.

£fic (ftartirorrg' Cfiuomcle*
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feet high, that M. I' • a con-
dition to give Home account ol

tlie country. In (he neighbourhood of thu place he
for the fir«t time met wi' reiue*,

and to his surprise found ihern all of the spreading

sort; not an upright one amon^ them. Whence
he concludes that the upright Cypres* i« a mere
variety, bearing the same relation to the spreading
Cypress as the Black Italian Poplar to common
black Poplar (Populus nigra) ; and we would add
as the Iri>h Yew bears to the common Yew, the
Swedish Juniper to the common Juniper, or the
fastigiate Oak to the common pedunculate species.

M. Balaks* describes the wild Cypresses as looking
at a distance like Spruce Firs.

Among other plants forming the vegetation of
this district are the wild Grape vine, which occurs
on the borders of every stream. The Fig tree is

also common in the damp mountain villages ; and
in a forest of Abies cilicica, three thousand three
hundred feet above the sea, pell-mell with ArUUxu
Andrachnc and other woody plants of the hot
region, he met with magnificent specimens of the
Sweet Bay. " How does it happen,'" ask' M.
Balansa, " that this tree which is sometimes frozen

on the plains of the south of France is produced in

this place in so alpine a station 1 Perhaps it is

owing to the dryness of the atmosphere, the absence
of violent winds from this part of Cilicia, and the
shelter afforded by the gigantic trunks of .-l(i«s

cilicica, among which it grov

It is at the distance of five leagues north of

Mersyn that Abies ciliciea first appears. Its

limit would seem to be 700 or 800 yards, though
specimens are found 300 or 400 yards lower down
at the bottom of a land-locked valley running east

and west. The middle-sized specimens were about
as tall as the Pinus Laricio growing in the Jardin

d,es Plantes of Paris.

Another ilersyn plant is Juniperus drupacea.

It occurs near the top of a chain of mountains 800
yards high on the north-west of the town, where
it grows in company with Pistacia Tere'jintius,

Pinus HaUpcnsis. Phillyreas, Phoenician Junipers,

and Judas trees, all species belonging to the warm
littoral ranje. This Juniperus drupacca .

however much higher up the mountain •

Abies cilicica. Upon this subject M. B.

remarks that since the Cypress which is hardy in

the north of France is naturally associated with

Juniperus drapacea it is probable that the

which is a more mountainous plant, would prove

equally suitable to our climate. The pi

described as a very pretty lit'Jt

the habit of a Spruce Fir. The pulpy fruit is

not eaten raw by the Turks, but they make a pre-

serve of it, of which they are very fond.

In addition to Abus cilicica and Juniperus

drupacea. these Caramanian mountains produce a

Pine which, although possibly a variety c: P.
halepcnsis is nevertheless very distinct in habit,

colour, and magnitude, h forms forests all over

the slatv slopes of Alla-Dagb, to the exclusion of

everv other tree. What is very curious, these trees

seem to be all of the same age, and are separi

such regular distances '" that one would say they
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had started up some day at the touch of au enchanter's

wand."
Cyclamen cilicium of Boissier also grows here in

plenty, and a good store of roots is announced as

Saving been collected. This is a charming little

Alpine plant, with flowers resembling those of

Viium, but not much bigger than Violets. Its leaves

are at present unknown.

H. Bal&nsa in conclusion announces that he is

about to start for the village of Gulet-Boghaz, the

summer residence of the merchants of Tarsus and

Adana, where he expects a rich harvest of Alpine

plants. We heartily wish him good speed.

In the last number of the Edinburgh New Phi-

losophical Journal, a scientific periodical conducted

with great ability, there is a very interesting paper

by Professor Goodsir, on the present state of our

knowledge of the Electrical Phenomena observ-

able in Plants. A subject of this kind is too

remote from practical application, as far as has

yet been ascertained, to be allowed much space in

our columns ; nevertheless it is so curious that we
venm re to draw up from Mr. Goodsir's narrative

a slight sketch of what has been hitherto done,

which will we doubt not prove interesting to many
of our readers. It is now, we believe, more than

20 years since Donne, a skilful French experi-

mentalist, directed his attention to the water plants

called Charads, the movements observable in

which had been supposed to be caused by electrical

action. Dutrociiet and Becquerel examined the

same phenomena, and from time to time a variety

of other desultory inquiries have been prosecuted.

Among others our countryman, Mrr Thwaites, now
in charge of the Government Botanic Garden in

Ceylon, satisfied himself that the very fabric of a
plant, its cells, and tubes, and vessels, was due to

the action of electrical currents among mucous
matter.

The facts collected by Mr. Goodsir present some-
thing more tangible than speculation. For although,

as he remarks, the researches themselves are not yet
sufficiently advanced to admit of a satisfactory

analysis, and electrical effects are so complex that

it is unsafe to draw any conclusion regarding the

part which electricity takes in the organic functions,

nevertheless certain facts have now been positively

ascertained, although there remains much difficulty

ic determining whether certain currents, indicated

by the instrument, are primary or derived; and also

in ascertaining how far the observed currents are

produced by unavoidable injury of texture, and
consequent mixture of fluids.

The general arrangement of the parts of a plant,

and the functions they perform, indicate the pro-

bable direction of the resulting electrical distur-

bances. The differences in the constitution of the
ascending and descending portions of the axis, and
of their transverse segments, naturallv indicate the
existence of longitudinal currents ; while the struc-
tural and functional differences between the central
and superficial portions of the axis point to trans-
verse or radiating lines of force. Accordingly, all

observations indicate currents in the longitudinal
and transverse direction, in roots, tubers, stems,
leaves, flowers, and fruits.

In considering the electrical reactions of the 'plant,
soil, and atmosphere, it is found that the soil is in a
constant negative, while the air when calm and free
from clouds is in a positive electric condition.

Accoiding to Pouillet, plants in the later stages
of germination, after they have protruded from the
soil, exhibit by the condenser an excess of negative
electricity. The explanation he gives is that the
action of the oxygen of the air on the starch of the
seed, during its conversion, gives an excess of
positive electricity to the air, and of negative elec-
tricity to the plant and soil.

But according to M. Becquerel the electrical
relations of the plant to the soil and air are reversed
after germination is completed. If the electrodes of
the galvanometer are inserted, the one into the stem
or branch, or passed through a number of leaves laid
together, but still adherent—the other into the soil
—the former will exhibit an excess of negative, the
latter of positive electricity, in proportion to the
humidity of the soil and the succulence of the plant.

It may, therefore, be presumed that in the act of
vegetation, after germination is accomplished, the
ascending sap, which communicates by means of the
root with the soil, conveys to it continuously the
excess of positive electricity which it has acquired
during its course upwards in its reactions more par-
ticularly with the descending sap ; while the latter
iurmshes to the air, by exhalation, its excess of
negative electricity.

As regards longitudinal electrical currents in the
^'cô ons Becquerel states that if the electrodes
oi the galvanometer be inserted transversely into
the parenchyma of the bark, the one a certain

distance above the other, or if one be inserted

between the bark and wood, and the other be passed

through a number of leaves, superimposed and still

adherent, the needle will indicate a current passing

from below upwards through the parenchyma, the

upper electrode indicating positive, the lower

negative electricity. The same observer also finds

a descending current passing from the stem through

the roots into the earth, which therefore becomes

positive around the plant. Wartmann states that

in the roots, the stem, the branches, the petioles,

and peduncles, there exist a central descending

current, and a peripheral ascending one, which he

denominates axial currents ; and that the galvano-

meter indicates currents from every part of the

plant, aerial or subterranean, to the soil, which is

thus positive in relation to the plant.

A variety of experiments show that electrical

currents pass from within outwards, andfrom with-

out inwards in the horizontal section of Dicotyledons.

According to Becquerel, if one electrode be in-

serted into the pith of a young Poplar and the other

into one of the woody layers, or into the bark, a

current from without inwards is indicated, the elec-

trode in the pith being positive, that in the wood or

bark negative. On removing a piece of bark, and
applying the electrodes to its opposite surfaces, the

current becomes very intense. The piece of bark

thus forms a voltaic couple, of which the exterior is

positive, and 'the interior, covered by cambium,
negative. *

It would appear then that from the pith to the

cambium the woody layers are less and less positive

in relation to the pith ; whilst from the cambium to

the cuticle, the parenchymatous layers are more
positive, or at least comport themselves as such in

the production of derived currents. This inversion

of the electrical effects corresponds with the relative

position of the cellular texture in the bark and wood.
In the bark it is on the exterior ; in the wood, in the

interior ; in both it is positive.

Wartmann states that " in uniting by the galvano-

meter the layers of the stem where the liber and
cambium touch one another (and where many
botanists admit a passage of descending juices),

either with the most central parts (the pith or the

perfect wood), or with the parts more exterior (the

young bark), a lateral current will be found tending
from these layers to the neighbouring organs."

It would appear, therefore, that currents pass

from the contiguous surfaces of the bark and wood
of the dicotyledonous plant outwards towards the
cuticle, and inwards to the pith.

As to currents in leaves the observations of both
Becquerel and Wartmann lead to the conclusion
that currents set from the cambium to the paren-
chyma of the leaf; while at the same time it is

negative in relation to the pith and wood of the
branch and stem, the leaves behaving as the green
part of the parenchyma of the bark ; that is to say,
the sap which circulates in their tissues is negative
in relation to the wood, pith, and soil, and positive
in relation to the cambium.

This centripetal current is referable to the central
or descending axial current of the plant; while the
centrifugal belongs to the superficial transverse
system, or that between the inner and outer aspects
of the bark.

That the electrical condition of theflower must be
energetic is to be inferred from its rapid growth.
The remarkable elevation of temperature which
occurs during the development of this organ, and
the important chemico-vital actions which take
place in it, should certainly excite corresponding
electrical phenomena. Nevertheless, almost nothing
is known on the subject. The only observations
are by the Italian observer Zantedeschi, who found
that at the period of flowering in the Tulip, Jonquil,
and Anemone a descending current occurs, and in
an Azalea, an Amaryllis, a Lily, and various species
of Opuntia, a current passing from the stamen to
the pistil.

The electrical condition of the fruit has been as
little investigated. DonniS found that in the Apple
and Pear a current would appear to pass from the
stalk towards the eye; whilst in the Peach and
Apricot the current passes in the contrary direction.
Mr. Goodsir remarks that it might be well to de-
termine how far these opposite directions may be
referable to structural differences in the two fruits
examined

: whether in the monocarpous form, the
Peach, the current be not referable to the centri-
petal current of the leaf ; and whether in the Apple
lorm (the fleshy mass of which is not a development
of the carpellary leaf, but of the cortical layer of
the receptacle, and of the end of the peduncle) it
is not due to the same causes which produce the
general superficial, or cortical axial current in the
plant.

An important question connected with these
observations is whether the currents are derived

from currents which actually exist in the plant, or
are produced by the insertion of the electrodes ?
M. Becquerel expresses himself very cautiously on
this point. He, however, admits that the two
necessary conditions for the production of primary
currents exist in the plant. The first is, that two
liquids capable of acting chemically on one another
should be arraneed so as to do so gradually and
continuously. The other is the intervention of a
conducting substance to complete the circuit. Upon
the whole this observer seems inclined to admit the
two axial currents, and the horizontal system in the
stem and branches of dicotyledons.

Wartmann admits that the tearing of the tissues

during the insertion of the electrodes produces at

first a considerable deflection of the needle, but adds
that this action speedily ceases, when there remains
a more feeble current, which must be due to the

normal electrical action of the parts. He thinks

that vegetable currents probably form closed circuits

;

that the extremities of the root fibres on the one
hand, and the terminations of the leaves on the

other, establish a continuity between the ascending

peripheral and descending central current; while
the similarity in the electrical condition of the
exterior of the bark and the interior of the wood
probably depends on the medullary rays.

As a general conclusion to be drawn from such

facts as have been now described, Mr.. Goodsir
thinks it can only be stated generally that the dis-

turbance of electric equilibrium in the textures and
organs of the plant is due to the chemical action

1 which plays so important a part in the organic pro-

j

cesses — at its surface, as during transpiration,

i respiration proper, and the fixation of carbon—and
i in its interior, during the reaction of its ascending
", and descending sap, with the substances contained

j
in the cells of its various structures. No precise

statement can be made at present regarding the

arrangements by means of which electrical currents

are produced in the plant. The researches of

Becquerel have proved indeed that a current is-

produced when two liquids of acid and alkaline re-

actions respectively, and separated from one another

by a porous substance, are connected either by a
fluid or solid conductor, and it is evident that

similar physical and chemical conditions exist in

innumerable forms in the organisation of vegetables..

|

" It is, however, impossible in the present phase of

the subject to define them with greater precision."'

NEW GARDEN FERNS.—No. VI.

15. Lastrea recedens, J. Smith, MS. Polypodiu.w
recedens, J. Sm., En. Fil. Phil., Hook. Journ.
Eot. iii. 394. Lastrea elegans, of gardens.

Fronds pentangular, densely pubescent, glandulose, tripiunate .

pinnules linear-oblong, acute, decurrent, deeply pinnatifid,

with short dentate segments; sori submarginal; stipes ad-
herent to a creeping rhizome.

This very elegant Fern is a native of Ceylon and the

Philippine Isles; the cultivated plant was sent from the

former place, by the late Dr. Gardner, to Kew. Its

fronds which have a longish stipes, scaly at the base,

grow a foot and a half or two feet high, and are of a light

green colour, densely covered with short hairs inter-

mixed with glands. The outline is pentangular} the two

posterior basal pinnules being considerably enlarged ; the '<

secondary pinnules are oblong, or linear oblong acute
;

ongi
they are pinnatifid, with short toothed segments. The
sori form a line around the margin of these segments,
where they are produced abundantly. The rhizome is

creeping, and the fronds are lateral and adherent to it,

and grow up erect, with the leafy portion spreading.
It is a free-growing evergreen stove Fern.

16. Drynaria Fortuni, T. Moore, Genera and Species
of Cultivated Ferns, ined.

Fronds simple, lanceolate attenuate, subcoriaceous, somewhat un-
dulated, smooth, punctulate with transparent dots ; sori on the
upper part of the frond, uniserial near the costa; stipes arti-

culated with a creeping scaly rhizome.

An elegant simple-fronded evergreen species, with the
j|

appearance of a slightly undulated narrow Scolopen-
drium. The fronds are afoot or more in length, narrow
strap-shaped lanceo'ate, attenuated both at the base and

if.
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apex, bright green, entire or BUbsiuuato find slightly wavy,
smooth, punctulato with transparent dots which indicate
tho apices of the free included veinlets, The fronds taper
bolow into the sparingly scaly slipes, which is lateral
ami articulated on a Hlendor oreeping rhizome. The
BOri form a single row of round ilotn near the COSta on
tho upper part of tho frond. This Fern wax tent to iih

Homo years since by Mr. Henderson, of Wontworth. It

is, no doubt, a native of China, agreeing as it does willi

specimens (No. I!l) collected by Mr. fortune during
Ids second journey in that country. It succeeds very
well in a greenhouse, and equally well in tho stove.

17. Davau.ia ticnuii'oi.ia, Swor'tZJ Synopsis Filicum,
133, 850 ; Hooker, Sp. Fil. i., 106.

I'Vonds erect or urclilng, ovato-lanoeolate, elongato, smootli, sub-
coriacooiiH, til- or triplnnato, with tlm raolilB oomprOBBOd or
winged; ultimate Bogmimts crowded, linear, wcago-sliapad,
trunoato. bltu or unfitly oroso; Borl terminal across tlm true
catod aiilcmi of tlm Bsgmsnts, Bhort oblong, single or In pairs.

Tins plant, common in all dried collections, and there
rathor remarkable for its stiffness combined with
elegant cutting, is ill tho cultivated state ono of tho most
graceful of Ferns, its long finely divided fronds assu-
ming the pendent position which host displays, the
elegant manner in which it is divided. Tho colour
is a bright choeiTul green, and tho fronds grow
2 feet long ; their pinntu are ovate-lancoolate, twice
:ut into distinct divisions, and tho second of thoso

.gain deeply separated into wedge-shaped segments
;

he ei'tire frond is made up of a multitude of these

larrow wedge-shaped segments, which have a truncated
pex, across which, at the back, the short transversely

'blong sori are borne ; these apices are in general
lightly notched. When present the sori are seated

rithin little hollow cup-shaped involucres at the points

if the segments. This very ornamental Fern was intro-

lueed from Java by the Messrs. Rollissons in 1851, and
s still rare in gardens. It is an evergreen species re-

hiring stove heat. T. M.

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The following circular has just been issued by the

Council :

—

21, Regent Street, October 23.

! In the annual report made by the Council at the last

.nniversary, the attention of the Fellows was directed

o the very serious fact that, during the previous three

'ears, the income of the Society had been unequal to

ts expenditure, and that as much as 1250Z. had been
.dded to the debt during the year 1854-5. At the same
ime a hope was expressed that the causes which
>rought about so large a deficiency would prove
emporary.
The Council have now, however, with very great

egret, to report that this hope has proved fallacious,

,nd that the debt will have been fouud to be again con-

siderably increased before the close of the present year,

f the present establishments of the Society are niain-

ained in their integrity.

It has been annually shown by the printed reports

hat tho principal source of income, since the year 1833,
rom which the garden has been maintained, was the
Sxhibitions there, the net produce of which was as

nuch as 30'24l. in the year 1844. This fund has been
>»radually diminishing. In 1853 it was 1715?., in 1854
nnly 4552., and in the present year, instead of yielding

[»ny increase, the exhibitions have been productive of a
loss estimated at about 3002.

I After giving this subject the best consideration in

liheir power, and consulting Fellows upon whose judg-

ment they are disposed to rely, the Council have
irrived at the conclusion that the garden exhibitions

•rill not be profitable in future. The distance of the
situation from the metropolis deters visitors from re-

wiring to Chiswick as formerly, wheu no similar meet-
ngs were held in places of more ready access. Nor
tan it be doubted, that the proximity of the great
government garden at Kew, accessible as it is by rail-

way and water, and with whose attractions it is hopeless

:o contend, annually renders the Society's garden
»f greatly diminished interest. Under these circum-
Itances the Council have no alternative but to reduce
he latter establishment within very narrow limits, if

lot to relinquish it altogether ; and, at the same time,

o realise some at least of the valuable property accu-

mulated there toward;', liquidating ll

Corporation,
Tho history of the .Society cloarly ihowi thai

in its most flourishing state in the ear 1 821, at which
tine- iii operations wt re confined to the encoumgoment
of horticulture by rewards, and tho publication of iti'.

transactions, to exhibitions in London, to the distribu-

tion of Hindu, See., obtained from its correspondent*.
and to tho maintenance of a small and am
garden. Tin- subsequent enlargement ol ihi oclcty's

undertakings, successful «'i they have boon for a tlroo,

have ultimately proved beyond Its resources, bul tht

Co ii hope, and confidently expect, that by reverting
to tlm system >,f Hi! I the Socloty may in- restored to

its former prosperity ; and by restricting then Ives to

the encouragement of its priginal objects, its utility and
popularity may he maintained undiminished,
The Council arc now engaged in a careful con

tion of the manner in which these great changes can be

best effected, OS well as of the altoratfons'which may le
consequently necossary in the ratoof subscription of tho
Follows. Immediately after their plans shall have been
matured, they will be Submitted to tho sanction of a

general meeting, in the meantime, in order doI t" Ii i

tho prosent season, the ''ouncil have ordered an
immediate salo of Stove plants—tho continued cultiva-

tion of which even through the ensuing winter would
cause a needless increase to the Society's debt and of

some other portions of tho Corporation property, such
as herbaria, &?., which can he disposed of without
detriment to the efficiency of tho Society.

Signed by order of the Council,

John Linolev, Vice Secretary.

It will bo seen by nn announcement in another
column that this decision is about to bo carried into im-
mediate effect, and that tho 7th of November will wit-

ness the sale of somo of tho finest plants in Europe.

such cases 1

1

•• Mack para-
el an extra • o) darfc-coloared fungal

the funj sr ly connei ted with ll
•

rathorMan aftergrowth •

/'/. J. I!.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. XCI 1 1.

374. Caries (Decay).—Though the vascular tissue is

peculiarly subject to that incipient decomposition of its

lining membrane, or even of the walls themselves,
which under aggravating conditions lends to genera]
decay, the cellular tissue is sometimes affected in a
similar manner, while the vessels are wholly or nearly
intact. One of the most curious instances is that affec-

tion of Apples, especially of Ribstone Pippins, though not
confined to that variety, for I have observed and studied
it in the Golden Reinctte, Golden Harvey, and some
other kinds, which is commonly attributed to the attack
of worms, insomuch that they are called worm eaten,
and in some cases present on a section an appearance
not unlike that of an Oak Apple. I have, however,
frequently hunted, with high and low microscopic
powers, for some insect growth without ever being
able to find a trace of any parasite ; nor is there the
slightest indication of mycelium. The affected fruit is

generally slightly mottled in the first stages of the
disease with pale brown, depressed, irregular, uneven
spots ; but these are not always very manifest, and
many of the diseased specks are quite independent of
the cuticle. In a later sta^e the surface assumes a
darker hue, and exhibits evident symptoms of approach-
ing decay, and the affectiou is then scarcely difitingnish-

able externally from that form of common rottenness to

which the name of tacked is vulgarly given. A section
exhibits a multitude of little reddish brown patches,
some of them penetrating deeply into the suhstauce of
the fruit, and of a paler or deeper tint, according to the
degree in which the individual cells are detached from
each other. A common lens exhibits little masses of

loose discoloured tissue with darker lines, which are
due to the commissures of diseased cells, and are not,

as might at first be supposed, minute vessels. Higher
powers bring no marked phenomena to light. The cells,

in consequence of their shrunk and withered condition,

are traversed by abundant folds, which must be
carefully distinguished from fungal threads ; the
walls themselves are here and there deeply discoloured,

the endochrome partakes of the same brown ulmic tiuse,

but there are still numerous starch globes which betray
no discoloration, and assume a beautiful violet tinge on
the application of iodine. The cells which border on
the patches are on the contrary as healthy as if not a
single cell were affected. The reserublauce of such a

section to that of a Potato under the influence of the
Potato-murrain is very striking, but I cau vouch for the,

fact that the disease was known long before that of the
Potatoes ever made its appearance in Euglaud. The
malady seems to be essentially constitutional, being much
more common in some varieties than others, but it is

certainly more frequent iuuugenial seasons, characterised

by much wet and little sunshine.

375. This affectiou it should be observed is totally

distinct from ordinary cases of decay, which depend
upon a variety of causes, as external injuries and the

consequent admission of the spores of parasitic fungi,

or from the attacks of such fungi as Spiloesea, which lift

up tbecuticleandadmit the weather to the exposed tissues

beneath. It is distinct too from all cases of Wetting,

which takes place occasionally in Apples and other

fruits which are not in general subject to the affection.

Like so many other similar maladies it commences
simultaneously at a number of points, without however,

our being able to ascertain why those should be more
uuable to resist disease than others. It is, too,perfectly

distinct from a peculiar form ot decay in which the

fruit becomes gradually hard and of a deep- brown or

black tint, without any lesion of the outward surface. In

.si;;; [BRIOATK
Ornish you with a short scronnl of a

on Monday last 10 the
Town I lf.li of Reading, by Mr. Wilkin*, relative to bin

pi roller system of subsoil Irrigation, which promisrf, or

rather has already produced,sach astonishing i sasilni.

A pari of tl of bis sxperiatestol x«rd'-n
1 renhsm was exhibited. The batterer, apparently

i eneri nan, elucidated in an »»le

manner tbe many advantages u» he derived lr-

peculiar system ot cultivation ; sad jo'j*-ed bis >.

wm not bstedon theory alone, for a comparison i

his crops and others grown In tbe ordinary in»r,ri«-r »a»
most surprising and conclusive. I need riot bowavav
ennmrrate themanyand extraordinaryexacoptaa(aatl>ara
>- inlet' <i

, of the superiority of bis productions compared
with ihoao cultivated in tbe usual manner, a* this will

no doubt bo more fully dwelt upon by mon
inn, lUffloa it to my that all the articles el
(which had been previously taken from '

the pre enee of both scientific and practical men; »ere
doubly (and in leevcral caien trebly superior to Uioae

produced by the ordinary system of coltivat.oti.

I cannot omit mentioning, however, one example in

tho shape of a single Potato which bad been ?ro»n tbe

previous year on this system, and which being planted

this season on the same plan produced the m- -
./.nothing

number of 101 Potatoes weighing 24 lbs., all of tbern

perfectly free from disease or ti>e slightest symptom of

deterioration. Now this is a truly interesting fact, for if

we reflect on thesubject,aflthelee:urer atated.we willfind

that Bcvcn such roots of Potatoes would fill an oronary
sack. Mr. Wilkins dwelt at soma length on this circum-

stance, it being his opinion that Potatoes grown on this

system are not only doubly productive, but that they

contain a far greater proportion of vegetable and repro-

ductive matter than those cultivated in tbe ordinary

manner, and the theory is certainly borne out in use

case of tbe single Potato grown in the experimental

garden above alluded to.

This solitary instance of extraordinary fecundity ia,

however, scarcely sufficient to convince ua that we may
rely with confidence upon a repetition of the like abund-
ance (although Mr. Wilkms is very sanguine in tbe

matter) from a crop of these Potatoes in the coming
year. I hope however that his anticipations on tbia

important subject may be realised. His explanations

were attentively listened to by a very respectable

audience,and the lecturer, together with bis productions,

met with frequent and well merited rounds of applause.

He also exhibited some elegant patterns of cande-

labra and vases for the cultivation of choice plant* either

in the parlour or drawing-room, adapted for holding

liquid manure, without the slightest smell or incon-

venience arising therefrom.

The lecturer also purposed to form a fund with the

proceeds of his system to educate orphans of soldiers

killed in the present war 1 Altogether he seems
actuated by no pecuniary consideration, but appears to

be prompted solely by a spirit of philanthropy to interest

himself in the welfare of his countrymen.
That immense advantages may be derived from his

particular mode of culture no one who has seen his

produce can possibly doubt : let me therefore conclude

by wishing him success, and in the hope that be may
live to see tbe full realisation of his projects, let me bid

him " Go on and prosper." J. H. C, Strathjuldtayc.

Home Correspondence.
Management of Rosa in Beat.—Mr. Rivers in his

new catalogue now before me recommends dwarf Roses
formiog beds or groups to be transplanted and highly

manured annually, and after some experience I am
convinced that this is the only method by which free

growth and an abundant bloom can be maintained. It

is deplorable to observe how soon and how certainly

Roses (unless under very favourable circumstances)

deteriorate when left to themselves or to the culture

generally bestowed on them, and to remark how un-

like the beauteous objects first planted a few years of

neglect makes them. Now the remedy for this great

evil being so simple and within the reach of all, sorely

we may expect to see it generally adopted, and for the

guidauce of those about to adopt soch treatment, I may
repeat that no renewal of the soil or change of site s

necessary, but tha: careful taking up, well manuring,

and careful replanting at this the proper season is all

tbat is requisite. Plants neglected and that have been

stationary for a number of years may experience some

check on such transplanting, but when it becomes nnnnal

the very reverse is tbe case, and increased Insurance

the invariable result. Where pegging down the shoots,

so as to cover the entire bed or borders, is practised

(and an admirable practice it is) this treatment will not

applv, but 2 or 3 inches of good rotten manure c-

entire bed ir. autumn will answer the same purpose for

manv years. J. J/., Folkestone

Di:icorea Batatas.—Oar gardener has managed to

tow larner specimens of this Yam than either of your

correspoudenis, who deiaded their experiences in your

Paper of Saturday last ; but now he does not know
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whether to take them up or leave them through the

winter where they are, giving Ihem the protection of a

frame. Will you kindlv inform him how to proceed ?

.1 Novice. [Take them'up and keep them in dry river

sand.]

Transplanting Machines.—Your paper of the 3th ult.

contained an article ou this subject from " T. C, Tail-

caster " From a perusal of this article as well as of

that from Mr. Barron (see p. 646), I am induced to

offer a few remarks, omitting at the same time the state-

ments of both which do not bear directly upon the

question at issue. Mr. Barron says "Mr. Cowhshaw,

who built the Kingston machine, adopted some trifling

alteration in trussing the beams," &c Here there is

evidently some little mystery which a discerning public

will infer to be the improvements alluded to by "T. C."

Some other machines have since been built by Mr.

Barron ; two of these are quite different from any of

the former ones ; but the last. No. 6, is the best

Hence it appears that in the early experiments

Mr. Barron, though he fully established the ex-

cellence of his invention, by uo means hit upon the

best mode of applying it. This fact alone serves to

prove that there were defects in the original machine
;

and, in my view of the matter, on these defects the

alleged improvements must have been founded. It is,

however, evident that Mr. B.'s machine, with its recent

improvements, is of equal merit with any other now in

use ; but, at the same time, permit me to remark that

(his) Mr. Barron's manner of bearing since this subject

came under notice is that of one who would seem to

say « I am here alone, and besides me there is none

other." The effect of this manner of expression will be

to shake people's confidence in his better judgment.

J. £., Berkshire.

A uslralian Passiflora.—Pray inform me whether the !

fruit of this plant is eatable. In Portugal they preserve

the fruit of a species of Passion flower, which is much
liked ; in the language of the country they call it mara-

cuja. A Novice. [We do not think it i» eatable, although

it does smell like Melons. It is however very handsome.]

The Papaw (see p. 679).—I am glad to see in your
Paper an account of experiments respecting the sup-

posed influence of the Papaw on meat. I used often to

hear it asserted in the West Indies that meat hung up
in the tree became tender in a shorter time than it

otherwise would have done, but do not remember having

met any one who had tried it sufficiently carefully. I

think that there is evidence to induce one to suppose

that the mere process of decomposition of animal or

vegetable matter has a tendency to promote the growth
of adjoining plants independently of the influence of

their component parts as manures. May not the growth
of a vigorous vegetable, on the other band, have a
tendency to promote decomposition in the dead animal

or vegetable matter near it I I wish also to ask for

some information respecting a very ornamental plant,

which I have not lately seen, and should be glad to

procure. I used to know it by the name of Fumaria
scandens, but I do not know where the name came from.

It was a biennial climber, in habit not much unlike the

British Corydalis claviculata, but the leaves and whole
plant larger, and the flowers very much larger and of a

very pale fawn colour. 0. W. Strickland, Hildenley.

[This plant is now called Adlumia cirrhosa ; and is a
native of the United States.]

Large Gourds.—Has any correspondent seen a Gourd
of the following dimensions— viz., 5 feet 10 inches

round, weight 124 lbs., as grown at the gardens of

H. S. Thompson, Esq., Kirby Hall, near York ? /. M.
[This is not at all remarkable. On the 6th Nov., 1827,
a specimen was exhibited by Mr. Cresswell weighing
136 lbs. ; on the 6th Dec, 1831, another was produced
by the Rev. H. Wise, of Leamington, weighing 153 lbs.

;

and on the 21st Oct., 1834, the then gardener of Lord
Rodney showed one weighing 212 lbs., and measuring
8 feet in circumference.]

Shell Rain in the Me of Wight.—Will you kindly
favour me with some information respecting the history
of the inclosed, which fell in countless numbers during a
thunderstorm which passed over Osborne a few days
ago. C. Winchester, Osborne. [It is a little landshell,
called Zua lubrica, common under stones and among Moss
all over the north of Europe. The shower which fell at
Osborne must have been carried by some violent storm.
Can any correspondent suggest where the Zua can have
been fonnd by the storm insufficient quantity?]

The Mis-called Cholera Flies.—It may be remem-
bered that this time last year I took occasion to combat
the prevalent opinion that swarms of Aphides, which
had been observed in various places in the early part of
the autumn were the precursors and even the origina-
tors of the cholera. I find that during the present
autumn—although it has pleased the Almighty to avert
from us this dreadful scourge—yet the Aphides have
been pursuing their ordinary habits, immense swarms of
them having been recorded in the local journals as
having appeared in various parts of Gloucestershire.
This I trust will be considered as completely justifying
and confirming my previous remarks, so that we shall
hear no more of cholera flies. /. 0. Westwood.

Trenching and Grubbing up an Old Shrubbery.—An
old shrubbery here having been much neglected from
want of timely thinning, weeding, &c., it is proposed to
root out all except a tree or shrub here and there, and
to trench the ground in order to prepare it for planting
again with a selection of the recently introduced trees
and shrubs. It will therefore oblige me if any of your
correspondents would kindly instruct me as to the
depth the ground should be trenched, and at how much

per square yard the work should be done, including of

course the stubbing up of the old shrubs, chiefly Lilacs

and common Laurels. Oolo.

Seedlings from the Fluke Potatoes.—I have sent you

leaves and flowers of seedling Fluke Potatoes, more as

a novelty at this season, than that any good inferences

may be drawn from them, but as you may not have seen

anything like them so late from the open air for these

last 10 years, it may serve to encourage the hop? that

the period is not far distant when the Potato will grow

nud ripen as it was wont to do. Seed having been saved

from the above-named sort last autumn, the haulm of

which remained green upwards of three months after the

disease was first seen in the gardens here, the seed

was sown in heat early in spring, and the young plants

were turned out early in May on a wall border. They

are still growing, having withstood the disease with the

exception of a few spots, which made their appearance

on the 9th of August ; but for the last six, weeks the

plants have been growing clean and healthy, and have

every appearance of yielding a large crop, as some of

the stems exceed 5 feet in length. I have some hope

that the seedlings may prove even hardier than their

parent, and better adapted for resisting the evil. Besides

the other good qualities the Fluke possesses, I think it

the best to raise seedlings from. /. Webster, Gordon

Castle, Fochabers. [The leaves and flowers in question,

though a little bruised from travelling, exhibited every

appearance of freshness and vigorous health.]

Cucumber groioing.—At p. 693 of last week's Paper,
" T. P." says that he has cut from one plant of Sutton's

Berkshire Champion Cucumber, 112 feet of fine fruit.

Allow me to state that from four plants of Massey's

Hybrid Cucumber there have been cut this season 300

fine fruit, measuring on an average 14 inches in length

each. The above is the earliest and most prolific

Cucumber I have seen in cultivation. J. M., Kirby Ball,

near York.

Vine Mildew.—Having a late Vinery (with a flower

garden in front of it) which is used for storing plants in

during winter and late in spring, I was much troubled

for five years with mildew, but this I kept under by

means of constant applications of sulphur. I then gave

air by the front sashes, as well as by the top ones. For
the last three seasons I have never given any air by the

front sashes till the Grapes were colouring, and I have

not seen a spot of mildew. I have a good crop of well

coloured fruit at the present time. It occurred to me
that by giving front air, the wind passing over the

flowers, such as Verbenas, &c, and then entering the

house by the front sashes, spread destruction on every

side, for since I have not given front air from the time

the Vines are in leaf till the Grapes are colouring, I

have not, as I have stated, seen a spot of mildew. James
Shrimpton, Gardener to A. J. Doxat, Esq., Putney Heath,

Surrey.

People's Park, Sunderland.—Permit me to furnish

you with a plan of this so-called park, which has been

stated to be unsurpassed by any in England. It lies

about half a mile from Sunderland ; and the road to

Stoekton-on-Tees, which passes through it, divides it

into nearly equal parts. On the west side, which com-
prises about 6 acres, no trees or shrubs have been
planted, nor yet walks formed, but it has been partly

levelled and grassed over preparatory to Mr. Smith's

operations in laying it out. The east side contains

6| acres (the back and front of quarry), of which

4 1 acres only are laid out ; and in front of the quarry

they were planted with Poplars of sorts, Elm, Ash,
Alder, a few Scarlet Thorns, Ribes, and Lilacs, &c.

Now, where are the 15 acres laid out ? and let me ask,

What is there about this park to make it rank with any
public grounds in England ? The errors committed in

laying it out, and the bad judgment exhibited in plant-

ing it are so glaring, that I leave it to you to say

whether " J. S." or " Medicus " are nearest akin to the

long-eared gentleman which was tethered in the park.

When it is known that this park has cost upwards of

20001. in its formation, it will at once be evident to a

discerning public that more money than judgment has

been displayed in the grounds. With respect to Mr.
Smith, I know him not ; and in justice to Mr. Lawson,
a gardener in Sunderland, who has been set down as

the writer of my former statement, allow me to

assert that he is perfectly innocent of the charge. /. S.

[We have received the plan alluded to in this commu-
nication. The ground seems to be extremely irregular

and uneven, which renders it impossible to form a
correct opinion of the taste or want of taste displayed

by the landscape gardener of the corporation, especially

as the plan itself is not accompanied by any scale, nor
drawn so as to give sections of the surface. Judging
from the slight evidence before us, we should suppose
that the walks are very well traced, that the clumps
are ugly, and that the plants selected might have been
better chosen]. " Fortunatus." says this is not

a park, nor yet a garden, because in June it only

contained one bed of Dahlias. An economical old

lady might equally object that it was not a garden
because it did not contain Cabbages. We are told the

walks are carried along the lowest levels. Some of

them are, but I wonder what sort of a level that is from
which the town, harbour, and miles of sea and country
can be seen. Already there is more than one such
walk, and when the south side of the hill is laid out a
finer and more extended sea and land view cannot be
had in the north. With regard to the laying out of the

walks, the formation o'f the mounds, &c, it is sufficient

in reply to state that the Government inspector,
— Ranger, Esq., on officially surveying the grounds,

highly approved of all that had been ^done, and
complimented the parties concerned upon their judg-
ment and taste. If " Fortunatus," or " J. S.," instead

of a hasty evening visit would spend some hours
in it daily as I did, they would find that the " Poplars"
include Arbutus, Evergreen Oaks, Laurustinus, Hollies,

common Laurel, Portugal Laurel, Yews, Rhododendrons,
Azaleas, &c., &c. In conclusion I would remind
" J. S." and " Fortunatus" that shrubberies and parka
are not like market gardens, which may be laid out and
perfected in a season

;
years are sometimes required to

perfect and bring out their beauties. How improper
then from a mere flying visit to a place only in process
of formation to speak of it in the manner they have
done. I know not who your correspondents are, but I

strongly suspect that their legitimate sphere is the
kitchen garden ; here they might be much more at home
and much better able to criticise than on a piece of

landscape gardening. Medicus.

Notices' of asoofcs,—»

—

Eight Tears' Wanderings in Ceylon. By S. W. Baker..

Esq. Longman. 8vo, pp. 423, with lithotints and
woodcuts.

It appears that Mr. Baker is resident in Ceylon, and
that his remarks express the opinions of one capable of

forming a correct judgment both of what that fine island

is able to produce, aud of the wisdom of the measures
of the British Government in developing its resources.

On neither does he pronounce a favourable judgment.

The acts of the government are represented to be feeble

and injudicious, and the land is said to be anything

rather than the mine of riches which some have reported

it to be.

" The appearance of the latter," says the author,
" has deceived everyone, especially the black soil of the

patina, which my bailiff on his first arrival declared to-

be excellent. Lord Torrington, who is well known as

an agriculturist, was equally deceived. He was very

confident in the opiniou that ' it only required draining

to enable it to produce anything.' The real fact is

that it is far inferior to the forest land, and will not pay

for the working. Nevertheless, it is my decided'

opinion that the generality of the forest land at Newera
Ellia and the vicinity is superior to that in other parts

of Ceylon. There are necessarily rich lots every now
and then in such a large extent as the surface of the

low country ; but these lots usually lie on the banks of

rivers which have been subjected to inundations, and
they are not fair samples of Ceylon soil. A river's

bank or a valley's bottom must be tolerably good even

in the poorest country. The great proof of the general

poverty of Ceylon is shown in the failure of every
agricultural experiment in which a rich soil is required.

Cinnamon thrives ; but why % It delights in a soil of
quartz sand, in which nothing else will grow. Cocoa-

nut trees flourish for the same reason ; sea air, a sandy-

soil, and a dry subsoil are all that the Cocoa-nut
requires. On the other hand, those tropical productions

which require a strong soil invariably prove failures,

and Sugar, Cotton, Indigo, Hemp, and Tobacco, cannot

possibly be cultivated with success. Even on the allu-

vial soil upon the banks of rivers, sugar does not pay
the proprietor. The only sugar estate in the island

that can keep its head above water, is the Peredenia

estate, within four miles of Kandy. This, again, lies

upon the bank of the Mahawelli river, and it has also

the advantage of a home market for its produce, as it

supplies the interior of Ceylon at the rate of 23s. per
cwt. upon the spot. Any person who thoroughly

understands the practical cultivation of the Sugar-cane

can tell the quality of sugar that will be produced by an

examination of the soiL I am thoroughly convinced

that no soil in Ceylon will produce a sample of fine

straw-coloured, dry, bright, large crystallised sugar.

The finest sample ever produced of Ceylon sugar is a

dull grey, and always moist ; requiring a very large

proportion of lime in the manufacture, without which ill

could neither be cleansed nor crystallised. The Sugar-

cane, to produce fine sugar, requires a rich, stiff, and
very dry soil. In Ceylon there is no such thing as a,

stiff soil existing. The alluvial soil upon the banks of

rivers is adapted for the growth of Cotton and Tobacco,

but not for the Sugar-cane. In such light and moist

alluvial soil the latter will grow to a great size, and will

yield a large quantity of juice in which the saccharo-

meter may stand well ; but the degree of strength in-

dicated will proceed from an immense proportion of

mucilage, which will give much trouble in the cleansing

during boiling ; and the sugar produced must be want-
ing in dryness and fine colour. There are several

rivers in Ceylon whose banks would produce good
Cotton and Tobacco, especially those in the districts of

Hambantotte and Batticaloa ; such as the ' Wallawe,'

the ' Yalle' river,' the ' Koombookanaar,' &c. ; but'

even here the good soil is very limited, lying on either,

bank for only a quarter of a mile in width. In addi

tion to this, the unhealthiness of the climate is so great

that I am convinced that no European constitution

could withstand it. Even the natives are decimated

at certain seasons by the most virulent fevers and

dysentery."
" In fact, nothing will permanently succeed in Ceylon

soil without abundance of manure, with the exception

of Cinnamon and Cocoa-nuts. Even the native gardens

will not produce a tolerable sample of the common
sweet Potato without manure, a positive proof of th<

general poverty of the Boil."
M î \
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"Can Jin y uuiii, when describing the 'fertility' of

Ceylon, be aware tlmt nowly cleared forest-land will

only produce one crop of the miserable grain culled

korrakan ? Can he understand why the greater portion

of Ceylon is covered by dense thorny jungles) it Is

simply this, that the land is ho desperately poor, tlmt it

will only produce ono crop, and Umjh an immense acre

ago in required for tlie support ol a lew inhabitants
;

thus, from ages past up to the present time, the natives

have been continually felling fresh forest and deserting

the hint clearing, which has accordingly grown into a

dense thorny jiiiiejo, forming what ore termed the
' Chenars' of Ceylon. So fully aware are the natives of

tho Impossibility of getting more than ono crop oul of

tho land, that they plant all that they require at tho

sumo time. Thus may be seen in a field of korrakan
(a Binall grain), Indian Coin, Millet, and Pumpkins, all

growing together, and harvested as they respectively
become ripo."

This is by no aiiH encouraging to mi emigrant.
And then Mr. Baker goes on to nay that the attention
of tho Colonial Government is wholly absorbed by
Coffeo cultivation, to the total neglect of Itico, tho great
staple of tho island.

"Nevertheless, the great capabilities of Ceylon for

tho cultivation of this all important ' stall' of life ' are
entirely negleetod by the gov. rninent. Th • funks
which ad'ordod n mipply of wider for millions In form, r

ages now lie idle and out of repair ; tho pelican suiU in

solitude upon their waters, and the crocodile basks
upon their shores ; the thousands of acres which
formerly produced Rice for a donso population, are
now matted over by a thorny and impenetrable jungle.
The wild buffalo descendant from the ancient stock
which tilled the ground of a great nation, now roams
through barren ' forests, which in olden times was a
soil glistening with fertility. Tho ruins of the mighty
cities tower high above tho trees, sad monuments of
desolation, where all was once flourishing, and whore
thousands dwelt within their walls. All are passed
away ; and in the wreck of past ages we trace the great
resources of the country which produced suflicient food
to support millions

; while for the present compara-
tively small population, Ceylon is dopendaut upon
imports."

" These tanks are of various extent, and extremely
numerous throughout Ceylon. The largest are those of
Minneriu, Kandellui, Padavellkiellom, and the Giant's
Tank. These are from 1 5 to 25 miles iu circumference

; |

but iu former times, when the sluices were iu repair
and the volume of water at its lull height, they must
have been much larger."

" In this manner was the greater portion of Ceylon
kept in the highest state of cultivation. From the north
to die south, the island was thickly peopled, and the
only portions which then remained in the hands of
nature were those which are now seen in the state of
primeval forest. Well may Ceylou in those times have
deserved the name of the ' Paradise of the East.' The
beauties which nature has showered upon the laud were
heightened by cultivation ; the forest-capped mountains
rose from a waving sea of green ; the valleys teemed
with wealth ; no thorny jungles gave a barren cast to

the interminable prospect, but the golden tints of ripen-
ing crops spread to the horizon. Temples stood upon
the hill-tops ; cities were studded over the land, their

lofty Dagobas and palaces reflected on the glassy surface
of the lakes, from which their millions of inhabitants
derived their food, their wealth, and their very life.

The remains of these cities sufficiently attest the former
amount of population, and the comparative civilisation

which existed at that remote era among the progeni-
tors of the present degraded race of barbarians. The

!

ruins of ' Anaradupoora,' which cover 256 square
miles of ground, are all that remain of the noble city

which stood within its walls in a square of sixteen miles.

Some idea of the amount of population may be arrived
at, when we consider the present density of inhabitants
in all Indian houses and towns. Millions must, there-
fore, have streamed from the gates of a city, to which
our modern Loudon was comparatively a village."

To the Coffee cultivation a chapter is devoted which
will well repay perusal. It is, however, by no means
the easy pursuit which some have imagined it to be, and
which many have found terribly the reverse, as the
ruin which some years since spread like a pestilence
among the planters too plainly evinced. Nevertheless
Mr. Baker reports that

—

" There is no longer any doubt that a Coffee estate in
ft good situation in Ceylon will pay a large interest for
the capital invested, and will ultimately enrich the pro-
prietor, provided that he has his own capital to work
his estate, that he gives his own personal superinten-

;

dence, and that lie understands the management. These
are the usual conditions of success in most aflairs ; but

;

a Coflee estate is not (infrequently abused for not
paying—when it is worked with borrowed capital at
a high rate of interest under questionable superinten-
dence.

But he adds :—
" A rapid fortune can never be made by working a

Coffee estate. Years of patient industry and toil,

chequered by many disappointments, may eventually
reward the proprietor ; but it will be at a time of life

wdien a long residence in the tropics will have given him
a distaste for the chilly atmosphere of old England ; his
early friends will have been scattered abroad, and he
will meet few faces to welcome him on his native shores.
What cold is so severe as a cold reception 2—no ther-
mometer can mark the degree. No fortune, however

largi can compel] late for the loss oi homo, and
and early associations, 'In feeling

through ile British natioD. Von ca »' convince
mi Kng iftli m Ltler thai ho will be abroad foi

oite Dumber Of yearn
; the idea would he ftquivfl

'».... portation he eoi i isoll titi <

something will turn up to alter the apparen
oi lo exile : and in this hop.-, with hie mind ever fixed

upon he. return, hi do nothing foj po Lerity in the

colony. II. t'M'ii even plants .. fruit treej hoping
that hie slay will not allow him to gather from it,

This account poverty ol the gard

enclosures around the bouses of the English

funis, and the gem i al d< axth of any
eating, How different it the appearand
colonies, and how difforOUt are, the feelings ol the

settler I Tho word 'adieu' oni o en, he niglm un

otern l farewell to tho shoroi of 'La belle l

and, with the natural ligl li rl luet I ol thi

he B' (ties cheerfully In " lop

lie lays out his grounds with taste, and p

of exquisite fruit-trees, whose produci

be in I'd by his children and grandchildren.

ingly, in a (Trench colony theri i a tropi

the cultivated ires ami flowers, which Is [do

En our own-possessions. The fruits are be
lion, as there is the Hum cure taken iu

i
ling and

grafting the finest kinds as in gardens in England."
It must beconfei ed that this is not complimentary

to our countrymen. Uut we must pane ; to return Co

these pleasant
i

es hereafter, We have only
t

adl that t te reader who merely seeks for a lew hours'

amusement will find Mr. Baker's hook lull of eub
ing anecdotes concerning the

i
pie, the bunting, toe

shooting, and all tic out oi door pursuits ol in

Taprobane ; while he who is seeking tor- an emigrant's
home in a tro] ical isl tud will gather a rich hui

Bterling information concerning me farming, tin; mining,
and other industrial occupations of the island.

Garden Memoranda.
Mussns. Paul's Nihsi.uv, Cmk.siiu.nt.—In addition

to an extensive collection of Roses which this nursery
is well known to contain, on visiting it the other day
we noticed several other things to which attention may
perhaps be usefully directed. In the berbai

borders five or six varieties of Aster were literally

masses of flower, rendering them almost as gay now as in

the height of summer. A. inult.iflorus,a kind with Heath-
like foliage and small white flowers, was especially con*

spieuous, and there were some blue sorts equ illy valuable

for autumn decoration. Requiring as these plants do, so

little care or labour in their culture, it is surprising that

they are not more cultivated than they are. Anemone
japonica and its paler-coloured hybrids are also plants

that flower very showily at this season. A blue Sage,

which we saw here, called Salvia Lilleaua, might like-

wise be added with advantage to the winter garden.

It is a hardy Continental kind, which is as yet but little

kuown. Nor in looking for autumn flowering plants

should Oxalis fioribunda be forgotten, for it will keep

in bloom from July up to Christmas ; and where there

is a little shelter what can be gayer at this season than

O. Bowei, whose round bright rosy blossoms are as

large as a shilling, and produced iu such abundance as

to be striking and effective even at a distance 1 Tuis

variety is however not so hardy as floribuuda, and suc-

ceeds best on a warm dry border by the side of a wall.

Tagetes lucida, with golden yellow flowers, is also a

useful plant at this time of year, and to the above must
likewise be added different sorts of Phloxes, some one or

other of which is in flower almost every month iu the

season. With the above and Delphiniums, among which

the beautiful D. Hendersoni is now iu full beauty, a garden

might be kept tolerably gay and cheerful at a time when
otherwise there would be little to interest. The varie-

gated variety of Arundo Douax is also a pretty plant

well worth growing. It is, however, we fear scarcely-

hardy enough to stand our winters.

Of glass houses—cf which there are several here,

each devoted to oue class of plants—a long span-roofed

one was wholly filled with Hollyhocks in pots. These

were some of the finer kinds, which are taken up from

the open ground about the beginning of October. They
are grown all winter under glass, and by spring they

are sufficiently forward to supply a crop of cuttings

before they are planted out again. Among these were

the following first-class varieties, viz., Beauty of

Cheshunt, light rosy red—one of the finest ; Blushing

Bride, delicate blush, spike handsome and compact
;

Charles Barron Improved, salmon pink ; Darius,

orange buff, large and showy : Diana, rosy peach

edged with carmiue, shape perfect ; Glory of

Cheshunt, clear yellow, spike large and handsome
;

Honourable Mrs. Ashley, peach shaded with lilac,

oue of the finest ; Lizzy Improved, clear peach, similar in

style to the last, but more brilliant ; Lord Jocelyn.

crimson and very fine ; Louis Napoleon, silvery blush,

veined with purple, aud though not a show flower very-

effective ; Magician, cherry, with dark maroon base
;

Memnon, beautiful light crimson, spike large and Sue
;

Miss Ashley, light fawn, and handsome iu shape : Nar-

cissus, clear yellow ;
Queen Eleanor, bright rosy peach

with silvery edges, quite new and distinct ; Rosy Morn,

bright rose ; Soltaterre, lemon coloured, and good in

form : Souvenir, purplish rose ; Swansdown, white,

edged with lake ; and White Globe, pure white, large

and compact Several of the above have been raised

from seed by the Messrs. Paul, who have been very
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carmine ; and Salct, rose with blush edge*. I

Perpetual :—Alphonse de Lamartine, delicate

Baron Laray, Kmportur .'• 'illiant

in colour, but no first-rate in shape ; Julie 4-

•ir
j
Lord Raglan, scarlet crimaoo

edged with violet; Madame Masaon, reddtafa crimson,

which changes to violet
; Madame Martel, white, tinted

with rose; M ., rose; and Panache d'Orleans,

flesh colour, striped with rose and poi

Young Roses, we need scarcely say, are annually

raised here in great quintities, and most of them are

6truck in the open air under band-gla»ses. When Urge
enough to occupy 5-inch pots, they are plunged in open

tan beds, where they remain all the summer till about
this time, when the most tender of them are moved
under gloss.

The plants intended for exhibition are also plunged

in the open ground, and are moved in-doors about the

1st of November, when tho.^e selected to be shown in

May are pruned. Those for the June exhibition are

cut iu a month later. By plunging them out of doors

till about ibis time the wood, if the autumn is favourable,

gets thoroughly well ripened, and when that is the case

a good bloom next season may almost with certainty be

relied on.

A portion of this nursery is devoted to the growth of

hardy ornamental trees, of which Messrs. Paul state

that they have a collection of nearly 800 different

species and varieties, including Conifers, and Evergreen

and deciduous shrubs. These are planted in what is

called " the arboretum ;" ibey are not arranged accord-

ing to their botanic*! affinities ; but different forms and
tints are placed in juxtaposition with theview of producing

pictorial effect. Among Conifers we remarked a good
plantof Libocedruschilensis, which was very little injured

here last winter ; a handsome compact variety of Red
Cedar, some 1 feet in height ; Abies Pinsapo, 9 feet

high and nearly as much through at the base ; a Deodar,

25 feet in height ; Abies nobilis, a blue looking kind

called A. alba glauca, together with numerous Junipers

and Cypresses. A variegated variety of Red Cedar was
growing both out of doors and under glass ; it is

said tobe hardy, and if so it will doubtless proTe an

acquisition, as it is reported to grow very freely, and

its variegations are much whiter than those of the

variegated Chatnseeyparis. Among other variegated

trees and shrubs were good specimens of the following,

viz. :—Gold-edged Weeping Ash and Elm ; Ancuba-

leaved Ash and Bird Cherry : together with variegated

Snowberry, Philadelphus, and Spanish Chesnut, &c
Of weeping trees the gold-leaved Weeping '.

the Kilmarnock Weep ng Willow, with black wool and

foliage as large as that of an Apple tree ; the gold

barked weeping Ash; aud the weeping Sophora japonica

with dense dark massive foliage, were perhaps the most
remarkable.

When speaking of variegated evergreens, we forgot to

mention the si.ver-leaved Phillyrea, which is one of the

most beautiful of wall plants, but not sufficiently hardy

to stand our winters without such protection. W e also

remarked that scattered here and there among the

evergreens hardy climbing plants were introduced and

trained to stakes atou: 7 feet in height, and when in

bloom doubtless with good effect.

Of Deodars we observed an ama7mg quantity, vary-

ing from 2 fee: :? B feet in height, and most beautiful
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they were l> . > t T i in form nnd colour. The deep loamy

soil of this nursery appears lo be just what is wanted to

bare them in perfection.

Fruit Uvea are also largely cultivated here ; but

('.use we had n6t time to inspect.

FLORICUJ-TURE.
Tulips.—Examine the bulbs, and if not previously

done, let them now be arranged for planting, making

the alterations and improvements noted down in the

Tulip book during the blooming time ; this should be

done immediately the bulbs are taken up, while the

changes intended to be made are -fresh on the miud.

NewVar'n-ties thould be procured at once, and then re-

arrange them. The bed should now be got ready for

planting. If the soil has been only in use one year, and
the bulbs did well in it, there is no advantage to be

derived from changing it, for they will do well in the same
soil (if it is good) for two or three successive years

;

all that is required is, to remove about 3 inches from
the surface, laying it in a rid>;e by the sides of the bed

;

then fork uver the mould left in the bed, laying that

also in a high ridge for a week or ten days. If the soil

requires changing, it need not be removed ; take about
10 inches off the top, then put about fi inches of two-

year-old rotted turf and loam and road grit, well

mixed together (three-fourths loam and one-fourth

grit), on the soil left in the bed ; fork it well over
two or three times, turning some of that left

with the mould just added, so as to mix it well,

and lay it up in a high ridge ; two or three days
before planting, rake it down, laying it 2 inches higher
in the middle than the sides. In planting, place a small
quantity of river-sand on the spot the bulb is to occupy,
and put as much sand on the bulb itself as will just
cover it ; then carefully put the mould on the bed,
covering the bulbs 4 i inches deep in the centre, and
3 inches on the outsides

;
protect the bed at once, by

placing small-sized iron hoops over it, rising about
C inches from the surface, and run some small string
diagonally from each hoop. About the second or third
week in October is the best time for planting in general,
but it is not. yet too late. Choose dry weather if pos-
sible for the operation. As a rule the best plan is to
begin planting whenever the bulbs push forth their
green spear, and the fibres swell at the bottom of the
bulb ; for the longer they are kept out of the ground
when this is the case the greater injury they will sustain.

Miscellaneous.
On dte Juice of the Star Apple The juice of this

luscious fruit (Chrysophyllum Cainito) lias, I have found,
the property of coagulating on exposure to the air very
like coagulable lymph. I have a note of one trial only.

After dividing the fruit with a knife (the knife was
much blackened, chiefly, it would appear, by the cortical

part), the inner mucilaginous portion with the £seeds
was scooped out, well mixed with about an equal bulk
of water, and pressed through a coarse linen cloth.

What was thus obtained was semifluid (its coagulation
had commenced), of a creamy appearance, and uniform
-consistence. Under the microscope it appeared to be
composed chiefly of exceedingly minute granules, the
largest not exceeding the T0

i-
lD

of an inch in diameter,
which were rendered brown by tincture of iodine, with
the exception of a very few that were tinged blue.
After two hours a pretty firm coagulum had formed
with the separation of a transparent fluid, and so great
was the contraction as to be equal to about one third
of the diameter of the 'containing vessel, a circular glass
one ; and so coherent and firm was the coagulum itself,

that it admitted of being lifted out without breaking or
change of form. Ou the following day the coagulum
was found still more contracted, and in all its dimensions.
The transparent fluid surrounding the coagulum was
sweet. It was not rendered turbid by nitric acid.

-
In

a few days it began to ferment, and in a few more it
became acid. The contraction of the coagulum continued
increasing during several days.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineriks. — Plains swelling their fruit must be

assisted with a warm moist atmosphere, for it is difficult

to get Pines to swell properly after this season under

any circumstances, and unless the atmosphere can be

kept warm and moist they will make but little progress.

Therefore use sufficient fire-heat to secure a night tem-

perature of at least from 65° to 70°, and 75° by day

allowing it to rise considerably with sunshine, and admit

a little fresh air during the day when the weather is

mild, using sufficient fire-heat to allow of doing this

without lowering the temperature, and if there is the

means of admitting fresh air so as to bring it into con-

tact with the pipes on its entrance into the house, a little

may be admitted with advantage in all states of the

weather, and in the case of houses which have to be

kept warm in winter there should always be some con-

trivance for admitting fresh air under or against the

heating apparatus so that it may get warmed before

coming into contact with the plants, and with proper

arrangement a moderate supply may be admitted con-

stantly without requiring any extra amount of fuel to

keep up the temperature. Also endeavour to secure a

steady bottom-heat of about 85°, and endeavour to keep

the soil about the roots in a properly moist state, giving

clear, rather strong, manure-water when necessary
;

but if the atmosphere is kept properly moist the soil will

not require much water for some time. It is very

difficult however to get Queen Pines to swell properly

after this season, and any plants of this variety showing

now should, unless in cases where ripe Pines of any

size or quality will be valuable early next spring, be

kept cool and dry : s soon as they have done flowerii g,

until the middle or end of January, and then be afforded

a brisk moist temperature ; and treated in this way, we
have oflen found them to swell off exceedingly well, and

where ripe Pines in winter are in demand Cayennes,

Black Jamaica, and Montserrats should be grown to

furnish the supply from November to April, for those

not only swell better in winter than Queens, and the

larger sorts of blacks, but are also less liable to be hard
and inferior in quality. Fruit approaching maturity

must also be kept warm, but the atmosphere should be

kept rather dry, admitting fresh air freely on every

fovourable opportunity, for anything like moderately

well- flavoured fruit will not be obtained at this season

without a liberal use of fire-heat. If any of the young
stock in pols appear to want shifting examine these at

once, and shift such as are found to be at all pot-bound,

for young plants if kept short of pot room through

the winter will be apt to start into fruit instead of

growth in spring. But in repotting at this season be

careful to have the balls and soil to be used in a healthy

state as to moisture, and place the soil where it will get

warmed before using it, so as to avoid checking the

roots.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The season is now so far advanced that it will be very

unsafe to trust such things as large plants of Scarlet

Geraniums, Fuchsias, &c, which it may be intended to

winter for use next season to the mercy of the weather
any longer, and these should be taken up and placed in

sale quarters without loss of time. Plants, however,
which are still in good condition, and which can be
covered at night when there is reason to apprehend frost

may be left for some time longer. It will also be ad-

visable to get the whole stock of variegated Geraniums
into their winter quarters at once, for the hardiest of

these will not bear much frost without ;he foliage and
young wood being injured, and where the plants have
to be wintered in situations which are not very suitable

for them they should be taken up before they are at all

injured by frost, as they will be much more liable to

damp and die back in winter if^the wood is at all injured
by frost. Unless where there is a sufficient stock of

these they should not be cut back, as is usually done
with the old Scarlets, but should be kept over the winter

just as they are lifted from the beds, and cut back early

in spring after starting them into growth, when the cut-

tings will root very freely in heat, and in the case of
" Flower of the Day," or other free growers, will makeAfter about a fortnight

it softened, became pultaceous, and emitted an offensive , useful sized plains by turning out time, and even the
smell not unlike that of chyme as met with in the strongest growers of these do not cover a bed very
cadaver Under the microscope, as before, it exhibited I

quickly unless planted thick, and the plants should there-
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lore be wintered in as large a state as the accommoda-
tion will permit. The autumn rooted stock of Verbenas,
&c, must be well attended to, keeping them perfectly

clear of greenfly, and exposing them freely to the air

on every favourable opportunity, so as to prevent any-
thing like growth alter this season, and keep the plants

hard, in which state they will be much less liable to fog

and die off under a week or two's confinement in winter
than if they were kept in a growing soft state until over-

taken by severe weather. Things which are not suffi-

Dr. Davy in the Edin. New Philosophical Journal.

.Calendar of Operations.
(_For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DRPARTMEHT.
Conservatory, &c.—Whatever watering may be

necessary here should be done early in the day so as to

allow of getting the superfluous moisture dispelled
before night, for ihere is much more danger from damp '
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will be advisable to use a little fire-heat with air during i

We" rooted
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the day so as to secure a moderately dry state of the '
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a gentle uottomheat t0 encourage the roots, but do

atmosphere before night. Use fire-heat very sparingly
D
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however, and only where it may be necessary to prevent
I

sll0uld n0t be e»<=ouraged after tllls season -

injury from damp, or to prevent the temperature falling I HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
below 40°, or where things are brought from warmer Any fruits remaining on the trees should be gathered
houses it will hardly be safe to allow the night tempera- ! at once, for there will be little gained by allowing them
ture to average below 45°, but in houses containing a to hang longer on the trees, while there will be some
mixed collection of plants there is more danger to be danger of their being blown down and bruised. Keep
apprehended from a high night temperature than by the fruit-room cool andj^airy, but Pears approaching
keeping it somewhat lower than may be suitable for maturity will be improved in flavour by removal to a
some of the inmates.

; warm dry room a few days before they are wanted for

use, particularly such as are not fully ripe. Proceed
with the planting of young trees, and root-pruning, or
lifting such as require this attention, and take care after

disturbing the roots to secure the trees well against wind,
so as to prevent their being rocked about and the roots

injured, and do this before there is any chance of their

being blown down. If not already done take advantage
of dry days, when the ground is in working order, to

take up and store Carrots, Beet, Parsnips, &c, and
stack them in sand in a cool place where they will be
conveniently got at when wanted for use.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CSISWICK NEAR LONDON
For the week ending Oct. 25, 1S55, as observed at the Horticultural Gertie os.

Babombtbb.
Tbmpkbatuhk.

Oct. 5 '-

o<
Ol the Air. Of the Earri Wind .9

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 toot
deep.

2leei
deep.

w

FridfiT l'J 9 3*>.134 3MJl5 61 39 51.(1 56 S.W. .00

S atux. 2(1 9 80.177 30.133 61 50 55 5 56 5> s.w. (VI

Sunday'.! 10 .10169 3U.QS3 62 45 53.5 55 54ft
sw. .01

Mod.. 22 11 3H.183 30.04* 66 46 56.11 56 5ft- S.W. .11)

T"ieu. 23 W 29.966 29.841 61 40 5 '.5 56 55 S.W. .((J

Wed. 24 13 30 0V2 29.901 55 33 44.0 55ft &3j i vv.. .110

ThuxB. 25 29.961 29.545 55 50 52.5 54 54 S.W. 33

A vera are . 30.093 29.941 60,4 4I1.3 51.8 55.5 1 51.8 OS

ct. 19— i ijfht clouds and fine throughout.
— 20—Fine; cloudy; fine.
— 21 — 1'ine; cloudy; slight rain at night.
— 22— FoR«y; very fine; cl&udy.
— ?3— rongy; uniformly overcast ; cloudy.
— 24—Fine; clear; fine at night.
— 2o- Uniformly overcast; cloudy and boisterous; rain; exceed-

ingly boisterous at night.
Mean temperature of the week 3 deg. above the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
DurlnRtbelast 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Nov. 3, 1S55.

51 &

Ill

a S1 No. of
Years in

which ii

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Windv

Oct.
and Nov. K w $ £

"X,

Sundwy 25 54 1 37-1 45.6 15 1.06 in. _ 5 a — 6. S 3 5
Mon. 2J 53 7 35.0 44.4 13 0.4-2 H 3 3 1 6 it] I 2
Tuea. 31 55 39.0 47.0 13 C.58 3 5< 1 3 3 12 1 I

Wed. SI 53 9 3S.S 4S.4 16 o.ss n li 4 1 4 6 8 3
Tint. 1 55.1 39.0 47.(1 16 0.38 2 5 3 3 10; 2 4
Prid. 2 54.6 39.1 4G.9 12 .0 01 a II 7 I 1 5 7 6 —
Satur 3 53.4 37.6 J5.T 14 0.*2- . 3 3 5 2 3 6 5 a

The highest temperature dunn Z the above period occurred on tht* 191b.

an.lauth, ISj3, and 31st. 1S54—therm. 67 de ;.; and the lowest on the 3d.

1S4j—therm. iOdeg

Notices to Correspondents.
Insects : T G. It appears to ns preferable to allow the rooks to

hunt for the grubs which you have sent (which are tlie young
larvce of the common Slay-bug, Melolontha vulgaris) rather than
to let the latter go on growing, as they will do fur at least a
couple of years, during which time they will of course quite

destroy the Grass which would shoot up again. After the

rooks had taken their departure, it will he worth your while to

employ children next summer to catch and destroy the May-
hugs.

—

Bochford. The little yellow oval masses are not eggs.

They are the silken cocoons spun by the larvie of small para-

sitic Ichneumon flies (Microgaster glomeratus), which have
lived within the bodies of the Cabbage caterpillar.—^ G. "We
suppose the grubs which eat the roots of your turf are the larvae

of the May-hug (Melolontha vulgaris). The dead patches
should be turned up and the grubs collected. Fowls and ducks
will find ihem out.

—

Old Sub. Duet your Fear and Plum leaves
with powdered lime, which will destroy the slimy grub of the
Tenthredo JEthiops. W.

Lotteries : Hortus. We believe the schemes you mention to be
just like other gambling transactions. Had we not, during the
last war, grand British lotteries?

Names of Fruits: J Newton. 1, Golden Russet; 2 and 12, Bra-
bant Bellefleur ; 3, Dutch Mignontie ; 4, Northern Greening;
6, Fall Pippin; 7, Gravenstein; 9, Hall Door, probably; 10,
Sam Young; 11, Flat Nonpareil; 13, Nonsuch ; 15, Early Non-
pareil ; 17, Scarlet Nonpareil; IS, 19, 21, Hawthornden; 22,

De Neige; 23, Screveton Golden Pippin; 24, Pennington's
Seedling; 25, Cockle Pippin; 27, Cornish Gilliflower; 28,
Euster Pippin; 30, Adam's Pearmain; 36, Calville Blanche
d'Hiver; 37, Sturmer Pippin; B8, Blenheim Pippin. Pears:

—

2, Passe Colmar; 3, Beurre de Capiaurnont; 4, Winter Nelis;

5, Napoleon ; 6, Made Louise ; 7, 9, 12, Beurr<* Ranee ; 8, Swan's
Fgg ; 10, worthless: 14, Black Worcester; 15, Beurre" Diel.
- J E H. 5, Tulip Apple; 7, Pigeon; 9, Early Nonpureil ; 11,

Beauty of Kent, but a small specimen; 15, apparently the
London Pippin.—P W J. The Pear is the Chaumontel. The
Apples cannot be at present identified.

—

E M 1, Aston Town
;

2, Autumn Bergamot; 3, apparently Ambrosia ; 5, Bishop's
Thumb; G, Doyenne" Blanc; 7, Swan's Egg; 8, Urbaniste.

—

W 11. 1, Ueurre" Ranee; 3, Catillac; 4, Beurre" Diel; 5, Louise
Bonne (of Jersey); 6, 7. Vicar of Winkfield ; 9, probably
Figue de Naples; 10, BeunG Bosc; 11, Ross Nonpareil; 12,

Minchall Crab.—Dalla. 1, "Wyken Pippin; 2, King of the
Pippins; 3, Golden Reinette; 4, Lamb Abbey Pearmain; 5,

Hawthornden; 6, Downron; 7, (?) Court of Wick; 11, 16,

Ribstone Pippin
;
^15, Bedfordshire Foundling ; 17, Dutch

Mignonne; 19, 20, Franklin's Gulden Pippin. Pears: 1, Van
Mons Leon le Clerc; 2, Glou Morccau; 3, with the exposed
side diep red is the Spanish Bon Chretien.

||

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent ns atone time.— Theta. The " Ipomcea" is Argyreia
speciosa from the East Indies. The ugly Orchid is Acampe
papillosa.—W F. The true Service Tree is Pyrus domestica.
What they have sold you for it is a totally different plaut,

Pyrus amerirana, the American Mountain Ash.
Poplars : An Old Pupil, "We cannot imagine these to be ever as

profitable to the planter as Larch, and certainly not in exposed
places. Tlicr favourite habitation is low damp alluvial land.
See Agricultural side

Primroses : A M P. Taken up now and packed in stiff clay in a
wooden close box, the roots will travel safely for four months.
If you wish for seed it must be sought in the woods. It is not,

we believe, a trade article.

Sunflower: An Old Pupil. If you have no machine you had
better treat yonr Sunflower stalks like Hemp, steeping or
retting iliem until the pulp is rotten, then bleaching them by
exposure to air, and afterwards scutching them in the usual
way. We suppose this to be the readiest means of separating
the fibre from the stalks of the Sunflower. Can any one
favour our correspondent with better advice? He would be
much obliged.

%* As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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tJERUVIAN (UJANO, Bolivian Ouano, Suporphoft-
plmte of Limn, Nltraie of Soda, Sugar Scum, and evory

UoHcrlpildii of Artificial Manures, Olnsood Cakon, &o,
Wm, Iihh.iu (Jahmm, 10, Miir It Lftno, London .

HPHE D'OLLOWlNG MAJNUUES ire iramritoturcd
-*- at Mr. Lawjsb' Factory, Doptford Crook J Turnip Manure.

7/. nor ton ; fluporphosplialo of Llmo. '//,; Sulphuric Acid and
OoprolltOH, 01.—Office, 69, King William Street, City, Loudon.

N.B. Genuine Poruvlan Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 per
eonfc. of ammonia, N I train of Hmin, Bulpliata of Ammonia, mid
other Chemical Manuros.

npHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITRO
1 PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MANURE FOR Al Pi '<
SOWING. This Manure, eompoHod of blood, iinlmal matter,
mu\ diHimivfjii bonen with nlHcatoB,ln most atrougly reeominondod
tit tlin notlcn of Allien It iirlntr'1, II. roil till mi In mi '/ to H par rent.

of nltrogon, In a form yloldlng ammonia by Blow dec po Ltlon,

and Is therefore particularly adapted for wheat. The quantity
required Ih 2 to 8 owt, per aero drlllod In with tho muni. Price,
pw tun., 'ii. Uiii. in London.

J'UKUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and every othor
MAN i) RE mi iji'jit. tar

,
strictly warranted!

40, Bridge Street, Blaokfrlarn, R. Puaflrtit, Boo,

TI1K LANDOWNERS* WEST OP ENGLAND
and BOWTII WALES LAND DRAINAGE and INCLO

flUltK COMPANY.— Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1H1H.

Dll'tJetOI'S.

Will Iiim Porter, Esqu {'Chairman), llombury Poi t, noar lion I ton.

Tim Right Honourable Lord Clinton, Heanton, Sutohvilla.
Sir John Ki'iuiiuvay, Bart, Encott, Ottury,
Sir Thomas Tanoretfj Hurt., Stratton Houao, Cirencester.
Sir Charles Lemon, Lhirt,, M.l\, Carolew, Cornwall.
Samuel Trohawko ICokowIoh, Esq., Pcamoro, noar Exotor.
Richard Meade King, Ben., ryrlond Hall, Tanntofl.
iticimid Soinmore Gartl, Issn,, Rougemont, Kxotur.
Thomas' Snow, Esq., L'nuikiyii, near Bxotar.
Thomas iiusKoy, Esq,, Waybrook, noar Alphlngton.
"Willltun Wippetl, Esq., Rudway, Thorverton,
Arthur Whltohead, E^q., DIx'b Field, Exotor.
John Stogdon, Esq,, Southlands, Heavltree.
Witiinin Denis Monro, Iisq,, Pensylvanla, Exotor.
Itobeit Bradford, Esq., Royal Exchange Buildings, London.
William Cob.* CoIh, EBq., EHghfleld, Exmouth.
2ti chard Edward Ardon, Esq., Bunbury Park, Middtuuox.
Koburt Cook, Esq., Turk Street, Bath.
Thom»H Sheffield, Esq., PalacoGato, Exoter.
William Benry Place, Esq.,Gloator VlllaH, Mnlda Hill, London
John Swatfleld Orton, Esq., Upper Hamilton Terrace, St,

John's Wood, London.

EHviDRHns paid lost ten yoara have averaged 5/. 12a, por cent.
'I'm. Kx'Ncnhion ui<" Works into nearly all the counties of

'England requiring a larger Capital, the Directors have deter-
mined to irisuu some of the remaining SHARES of *2rU. each;
'21. 10s. per share, payable on allotment, or the whole amount can
at once bo paid up. A Committee of tho House of Lords Bat In
•June last to consider the powers of the three Drainage and Im-
provement Companies' Acts, when tho Iiiclosuro Commissioners
of England and Wales were examined, and admitted that the
Works executed by this Company Were most satisfactory; that,

the powers of this Company's Act of Parliament were very great
lor a private company, more particularly tho power authorising
•owners of land to mttke'jftiroiangnt Charges for the cost of draining
and Improvements, whilst under the othor Companies' Acts a
charge oould only bo made for a term of years.

Applications for Shares to be made to tho Secretaries.
(By order of the Board.) Bidwill & Brodir, Secretaries.

t!)fHces of tlie Company, 9, Bedford Circus, Exeter; 30, Parlia-
ment Street, London.

rPHE LANDOWNERS' WEST OF ENGLAND
*- and SOU I'M WALES LAND DRAINAGE AND INCLO
SUilE COMPANY.—The Directors are prepared to issue
©EBENTURl'-S in sums of Fifty Pounds and upwards, at. 51.

per cent, interest, for any term not exceeding rive years. Appli-
cations to bo made to the Secretaries.—By order of the Board,

BlDwn.Ii & Brodir, Secretaries.
Offices of the Company, i>, Bedford Circus, Exeter; 30, Parlia-

ment Street, London.

^HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Incorporated by Special Act of Parmamknt.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Hknrv Ker Seymee, Esq., M.P., Chairman*
Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

George Thomas Clark, Esq.
John-C. Cobbold, Esq.', M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, FJ1.S.
Henry Currio, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

"William Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
I Edward J. Hntchins, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Poto, Bart.

I William Tite, Esq., M.P.
I
William Wilshere, Esq.

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Land Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage.or otherwise ;' or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to tie repaid by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of 50
years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
The Company will afford equal facilities to Landowners for

the execution of works of improvement either by their own
Agents or by means of the Company's staff.

William Clifford, Sec.

'pHE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY^
-L Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—63, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years ; (and Lessees
for Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c,, are enabled, by way of Loan
from tho Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lauds improved, by way of rent-charge for a
terra of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed Improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
luclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erectiou of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland ; Engines and Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c , Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the sole judges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
fiirthe execution of Improvements mutually beneficial;—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of "the
Plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, appty to the Honourable William Napikb, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.
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DKAIfvJINC BY STEAM POWER
I OWN KOWLKK in prepared to undertake Coi

*J for DRAINING LANDb> hia PATENT B1 EAM l*l,(

ContmcU
1

at prlcea varylog, according to depthanddidtancc, from3I.to&/.10j.
por acre, InclUitlve "t tlloa, malndrafne, and all other 1

Contraots executed with great rapidity, and tilea manufactured
on the Hjmt, where suitable el*y pxIbU^—Temple Gate, Bristol,

DRAINAGE OF LAND, BOGS, ETC.
j\f It. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, rapporied
lSX. by unquestionable references and tcstlmoi offers hi*

services to proprietors about to execute works ol d

he will undertake personally to lay ont and superintend, and t"

supply thu forms and attendances necessary t<* obtain the

certificate of tlie Inclosure Commissioners where such l« re-

quired, at a charge of 6s. per acre nnd his travelling C

or he will contract to perform the wholo work to the satl

of iho Commissioners ivt a lixed price per aero.

Mr. lIiiMitKitr (linvinK been morn thm 15 years established

In business* as a Surveyor and Land Agent) ban found tha' wel
heavy woils can be usually, carefully, and thoroughly drained,
with pipes 4 feet deep, at -il. per aero nnd upwards, Inclusive 01

every expense.
i
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LAND DRAINACE.
\/I R.BAILEY DENTON, Enoinbbr to thi Seh
^'* liiiAi, Land DbainaOB Cumj'Anv, offers the following pub-

licationH, which may he had bv post (stamps huin^ sent with the

order) of W. V. Mivniini, 2i>. Parliament Street, London.

1. LAND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SYS-
TEMS. Second issue (1855), price 3s.

"Tho best practical treatise we havo yet seen." Agricultural

Gazette.—" A very able treatise." Mark Lane Express.

2. TABLES OF COST OF LABOUR AND MA-
TERIALS. Price la, GU. For the rocket.

3. RKLIEF OR SURFACE MODELLING, as Sug-
gestive of Drainage and the Profitable Use of Drainage Water*.
Second Edition (1850), piice 3s. <V. Medals It. A. S. K.. 1S1U. and
Exhibition, 1851, were awarded for this method of Modelling'.

GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE DISTRI-
BUTION OF WATERS. A Paper reprinted from the " West-
minster Review " (1842). Price '2s. Gil.

Also, THE DRAINER'S A LEVEL FOR THE
USE OP WORKMEN. Price 30s.

Mr. Bailey Denton's engagements do not preclude him from
Designing or Superintending the Drainage of Estates on terms
to be ascertained of him at No. 52, Parliament Street, London.

KxcIdkIvi

l'ifc'\ mi'1 Prizei In ft

Mr. Oilley lion aloo otSctwd » Gok
Gnlnean, a* an vxn\ \-xus, t->r \.\>- '

eolonr, t<, \*-_ elected froni

Prize Mite, '

may l»e obtain'd from the HtticUirT.
Salurdav, Nor. 10. JoU

Mill, Birtiiit

ECONOMY OF FERMENTATION.
BUSHE'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufac-

tured by FOWLER and FRY, Temple Gate, Bristol, entirely

supersedes the necessity of Cooking Turnips, .Mangold, and other
Roots; it effects a saving of 30 to 40 per cent, of the Roots, besides

that of fuel. Price 3J. 10s. Printed testimonials and din
may be obtained gratis by applying to Fowler & Fr.T. Bristol,

Licensed Makers of Co&nb's Patent Chaff Cutters and General
Agricultural Implement Makers and Dealers, The Root Grater
may also be seen in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham.

" I^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty tlie

L Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxtou for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, nnd — Collier, Esq., nf Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG! DOMO,'" a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping;
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floriculturat purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had iu

any required length, 2 yards wide, at Xs.Gd. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and able manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills. Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

~ WATERPROOF PATHS,
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who wouM enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and iucorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mis and spread it. No tool is rehired beyond the

spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as bard as a rock. Vegetation
cauuot grow through or upon itT and it resists the action of the

severestfrost. It is necessary, as waterdoes not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the p »th towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS.
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YAUDS. and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid iD

winter equally well as iu summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milhank Street Westminster.

2Tlie agricultural (Bajcttr.

SATURDAY, Ol TOB1

As this is the season for trimming he^t'et, we
may be permitted to call attention to some fa

observations connected with living f"Dces.

It is an admitted principle that of all plants (nil-

able for fences in the varioos circus,

which these are required the Whitethorn (Crat<e-

tju-i o.iyacanthn) is the best adapted for farming
purposes, as it bears c ippine better than an;

species of shruh, branches abundantly a'tcrwird*,

and besides offers a formidable barrier in the thorns

with which the plant is so plentifully armed. I;,

therefore, this plant be admitted to tie ibe bett for

our purpose— an i its universal cultivate r

that it is so—it fllows that any admixture of ''.her

species must be injurious to the fence, and indeed

would thus assume the feature of we-ds ; ar: .

seems remarkable that there is wraicely a fence

wherever we go bnt has become much injured by the

presence of many species of plants wbicb, k> far

from being of benefit, are so injurious as in time to

lead to the destruction of the fence as an efficient

protection against the exit or intrusion of cattle.

The following list of plants will afford us ex-

amples of such injurious species, which we shall

comment upon under the subjoined heac- —
1. Herbs KhicJi smother the hedyt b</ rauon cf their

cHmotno '
i

Bryonia dioica, White Briony
Tamus communw, Black Briony
Convolvulus senium. Hedge Bini*
Lathyrus sylvetfrit, Hej^e Swi ?: Pe:.

•2. Trees or Shrubs dcroid of Oioms, vhici have no
protection tchsn the hedge is bare of Icarcs.

Acer campestre, Maple

Cornus sunguinea. Dogwood
Euonymus twopcevs, Spindle tree

Sambucus nigra. Elder

n&uriitiin Lanianc, common GueMer Bcse

„ Opulus, Mealy ditto

Liguilrum ruJgare, Privet

Corylus Artllana, Hazel Nut.

All forest trees.

3. Trees or S\rubs vhich tkcmgh ciorxv ' a-

bv dijTei-ence e>i grjuOi and Ha to the

Whitethorn as a proteel

BcrbcriSTul aris. Berberry

Fyrus lorminalis. Wild Service tree

Prunus fpihosa, Blackthorn

SJiamnus eatharticus, Buckthorn.

4. Shrubs bearing pricUes, bvi not mtybm in gnmth
and uncertain in duration.

JRubus. Blackberry— all the species

Sosa, Doj-rose, Hedge Briar—aii the species.

1, The first forms here tabulated wonld scarcely

have been mentioned only that they direr gieatly

from mere hedgerow weeds, by which the yoong

fence or quietens axe too often, so seriously injured
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wheUm". i slovenly farmer; with re^ d will at the same time afford u» examples ot enemies,

toluol, however, we may just remark upon the which are not the less so because they appear to be

folKf planting hedges if they be not cared for, as, armed in our favour. The wood of the different

Sect of weeding for the first few years of growth species of Blackberry l.ke that of their congener the

is fo injurious that the fence seldom 'recovers it, and Raspberry, is biennial ;
and hence while the shoots

MBneverafterwards be a hedge of first-rate character.
,

of the previous year are bringing forth then flowers

_. , , ,. , v„m„TO, nra cnch is a»d fruit, ne "' <"" barren shoots are either preparing
The plans of our list however, a e such as

or ^ ^ ^^
gain strength with the advance ai«U of the J S^ ^ r

.

q ^ goil

hedge in wn,ch they occur, ^afttnu g"P£
! like the SC2

-

OT , S of the Strawberry. The Blackberry
sessing strong underground perenma ri»^ ^ ^ and insinuates
onde... -us. whichi M» those o f *he BUck fa 4

£ ^ t]]e Whiteth

sas^Jscffi'rito^si^ & £*«*??* ° f the hedge in the

s-aC in V 5? every direction, though they lowing methods, which we view as so many counts

make the hedge look thick by reason of their large I

of indictment against it.

and thickly placed leaves, yet when these fall off

they invariably leave a weakness in the growth of

the fence, i he Whitethorn with its small leaves having

been completely smothered and its wood not being

allowed to harden on account of the shutting out
|

of air and light by the broad-leaved intruder. The
Bindweed is injurious in the same way, its

twining habit like the hug of a false friend only em-

braces to destrov, and this is the most difficult to

a. It covers up, and therefore smothers and impedes

the growth of the hedge.

b. Its dead brauches leave their places by dying out.

C. It stools out iu advance of the fence, thus being

unsightly in making it broad and straggling, and

too frequently indeed encroaching upou the field

crop itself.

The Roses, though more perennial in habit, com-

pletely take possession of their place of growth

. ^ .i j -.u .i j u«,^„^ inese plants siooi unueiiMounuj <inu uma i

,• becomes smothered with tins weed. However
(

~.° * ... ° j-'
f:„„ u„„„„,

. . , , . sendmsr up shoots m every direction oecom
this group of plants we may prevent present

i

oe"u'"b UF »
.

l» > ^
, . , ,11, u» ;„ (i, ;„„„„.. spreading evil in advance or, as well as in the

ef bv cropping the branches as they appear, r o . > .

i
"'"ri .6 . j rr

> , f ^ hedgerow, thus causing an increase ot tro
ment to which their roots must ultimately i

" » . ,' . ., .
B

,

become a

run
trouble

„ i presenting in youth an almost impenetrable thicket,
eradica e, as while the bine entwine the branches P

| - ^.
t sm;)olh

of the fence the rh, Zome is no less active in spread-, JS
bMnchi„g towards the top.

mi among the roots, so that a whole hedgerow _, B
, .-' , ° , , ., r„„L

? , , i , i ,u .1 j tr„f„„„„„ These plants stool underground, and thus irom
quickly hecomes smothered with this weed. However i

in all this

mischie:

a treatment to which their roots must ultimately

,

succumb, as indeed no part of a plant can increase if
I
and exPense an keePmS ll ln order

;

its leaves the plant haw, be but prevented growing. I

Here, then, we may sum up these remarks by

Closely allied to the 'foregoing in their effects are '
observing that from along and attentive exami-

the Honevsuckle (Lonicera Pericfymenum), and
j

natlon of the habits of growth of plants usually

the Bitter "Sweet Nightshade (Solatium dulcamara). fouad ln hedges, we are fully convinced that the

In these, however, the stems are more or less peren-
j

Whitethorn is the best adapted for a living fence;

nial, but they possess no armature ; their older |

we therefore view all other species as interlopers

branches are constantly decaying, so that they are and enemies which, from various causes, prevent.the

useless as a fence, while they prevent the due due and vigorous growth of our favourite and friend

growth of the hedge in which they have established

themselves.

2. Our second group, though presenting species

which are seldom viewed in the light of intruders,

and indeed are too often encouraged in our hedge-

the meaus which they have used shall be in general

operation, the result will be—not an abandonment here

and there of the class on whom those means have been

brought to bear, but a general elevation of the whole in

intelligence and merit—so that labouring men will no
longer be a hindrance, as they often at present are, to

the progress of agricultural improvement. As the thing

at present is I have no hesitation in saving that at what-
ever age you take them agricultural labourers very
often prove this hindrance in the experience of the enter-

prising agriculturist who may wish to introduce a

novelty in practice, or to test the experience of others

iu his profession. Take them as boys, and nine farmers
out of ten will tell you that in the first year or so after

they leave school or home they are much more plague

than profit ; and though I would not quote as just the

opinion of the farmer who said that for every boy upon
his farm a man was needed to look after him

; yet of

boys not so looked after the opinion of another farmer
may be safely taken—that while one boy was no doubt

a boy, two boys were but half a boy, and three were
ne'er a boy at all. This, however, is true of them only

during the first year or two of service, when the farmer
has to do the work of education for them imperfectly,

much of which, I contend, might have been better done
by the teacher in the school. Then, again, take them
as men—and what farmer does not know the difference

between intelligence and stupidity in his working men 2

—

I heard Mr. Bullock Webster, an agricultural engineer

of some eminence, state the other day that having to

employ some hundreds of agricultural labourers in dif-

ferent parts of the country, he found large numbers of

them almost useless to him on account of their ignorance.

I do not suppose that ignorance often reaches the' length

of utter uselessness upon a farm, but I am quite sure

that the successful progress of a farmer is very often

limited by the ignorance of his men. I am quite sure

that before that superiority of intelligence which makes,

one man a better farmer than another can fully show
itself upon a farm, it very often has to spend itself

for years in educational influence upon the men
who are there employed. The same man who has

farmed successfully in Scotland, and is known there

as a good agriculturist, comes south and fails

—

because of our climate, it is said, and because of

our English clays, neither of which will yield to

Scottish management
;

yes, but often and in great

degree because he has not the same machinery here

that he could command there : and I do not refer to

his implements, but to his men. The more intelligent

labourers whose services he could procure in Scotland

are as it were self-acting tools ;—they need but to be
" set " correctly at the beginning, and will go through

their work correctly to the end. Exchange them for

careless uneducated and ignorant men—some of whom,
I am sorry to say, I have known and employed—and

to the ultimate production of gaps and weak
places, which give rise to the thrusting in of bits

of dead Thorn to stop up holes, or the safer though

equally unsightly expedient of post and rail.

From these observations, therefore, our conclusion

rows, yet if carefully examined will show us that j
should be to view all plants in merely farm hedges

weak places in living fences are mainly due to their other than the Whitethorn as weeds, and to root

presence. Let us examine the Elder by way of them out in as early a stage of their growth as

example : here we have a tree sending up a com-
j

possible, as otherwise little can be done than cut-

plete thicket of straight shoots; if our hedges be j

ting them down, and then it is in their stooling outand

kept neat this soft-wooded quick growing plant soon
;

creating thick bushes that they are most objection-

overtops it, and presents an unsightly appearance. ' able. If forest trees
_
be permitted in hedgerows it ,, vou cou i,j uot be sure either that your instructions were

Its leaves are large and early deciduous, so that they should be with the intention of training them up understood at first or would be attended to longer than

effectually prevent the growth of any other species for timber, in which case low lateral branching
j

your personal superintendence was continued.

with it, whilst its own shoots become caney, branch- ! should be prevented, but these, notwithstanding
j

And I look for another advantage ultimately accruing

less, and liable to decay ; thus affording no protec- l every precaution, necessarily produce weak places in
j

to farmers as the result of agricultural instruction given

tion in themselves, they are cut away in the laying .

growing, and wdren ultimately cut down completely
j

to the children of the labourer, beside that of being no

of the hedge, leaviii" a gap which can never be ruin the fence ; but in this case, as the fence will, longer restrained and limited by the inefficiency and

adequately filled up, and which, whatever expedient \

by reason of age, naturally have passed its best : ignorance of their working men. There is an immense

be adopted, will ever present a weak place in the ' period, it would not unfrequently be better to
i

amount of ignorance in this country still amongst the

fence ' attempt its renewal than to keep working year after ,

occupiers of land themselves—no doubt among the

Indeed, all the shrubs in this division, and all the • year at the patchy old scrubs one sometimes sees smal > occupiers, but therefore unfortunately among the

trees which from stooling out after' being cut down encumbering the ground.

in hedgerows assume the character of shrubs are
i

injurious from thtir smothering effects, and from
being deficient in those requisites so well combined i

SCHOOLS FOR LABOURERS.
in the Whitethorn : and where any of them have .

Mr subject is the policy of agricultural instruction in

established themselves, there either is or will be at !
our common country schools. This is of course to be

many. It is not ten years ago since I was told by a

corn-factor, iu large business in oue of the largest corn

markets in the west of England, that more corn was
sold to him by men who put a cross opposite their

names than by those who signed a receipt in full.

I do not believe that that could be said of any market
now ; but if any proof be needed of the ignorance

dulent manuresome future period a weakness in the fence, more or defended by the same argument as that which justifies
; which still prevai is the SUCcess of frau

less serious, according to the habit of growth of ,

technical.or professional education of any other kind.
dealers would amp iy furnish it. Societies and period!-

each individual intruding and the general want of
The possibility of it is limited by the humble means within ca ,9 have attacked that trade continually, but in vain;

care in the fence management. reach of *h° teachers of such schools, and by the early '

for its CU3tomer3 are men who do not read, and pub-

3. Though the shrubs in the third list would at
age at which the labour of chddren in the field becomes

li8hers and writers therefore work in vain ;-tlie teacher

first sight appear from their possession of Thorns to u^ fT8 t0
\

ndT ^.JSE"^ *" rem °-Ve the"' '

«• the man before whom it must ultimately fall
:
and

be liabte tolly slight objection, yet it ^h^^^^^^^^u^^ZK^ agricultural ignorance in the middle class, while

home in mind that the Pyrus tormdalis and Sham- •^ZtTXV^T&t^X^ The/ might T^^C^^e^Ztl^^nus calharticus do not present this armature on
;

employ, the extent to which mere language is capable £?.
l 'CU

T
'
"'*' ^ Xrf,^ » bv' Lori EbrinrtT.

their young shoots ; this they have in their older tree of cUeying agricultural truth tba^

state, in which they would be of no use for provoke discussion. But on the former part of the
e.,ce of the Society of Arts, will be all the more effec

tences from presenting boles and not lateral branches subject, including the advantages derivable from in-

from the want of the "following requisites • thev send
OI •°U

,?
e
,f u

Up°n th
-

e a
'?

1

van
1

tages of
,

intelligence in
; and Iarmers . Tjiat some amollg the latter both admit

„„ * •

l * j i. .

,o lequ'wiesi .
tney send agr ,cultural labourers as in all other working men, bothnp straight reedy shoots on being cut down, these to themselves and to their employers.

,t and desire it is proved by the handbill which is
Boys who are

: be fore me jn which the East of Berwickshire Farmers'

The offer is I suppose almost unique of its kind, and
I therefore add it :— ;

are little liable to branch out laterally, so that their to be carpenters and mechanics shoald" be tw^l'S^^™^^^Se

have
ne
n

V

ehh
a

e, oTthtm ,h
^ TlV^f 'T^' ^Tdf' "*^!«Tf

iu * * ***%** and so> ! ^"sS^^^^^mey nave neithei ot them the capabilities for laying should have special reference to the handicraft or art by -
or the power of endurance under constant cropping which they are to earn a maintenance. No one will

and trimming, which processes, though' they would ^eny this, neither therefore can it be denied that those
ultimately destroy shrubs of this character only wno are to be employed in the fields, whether as plough-

make the Whitethorn hedge more tidy in its appear- !

meu > cattlemen, or shepherds, should receive special

ance, and more efficient as a fence
instruction on those subjects in connection with which

4. The individuals in the fourth list, though of f
e'> ."^''hoods are to be earned. It is true that in the

onlv two irpnera aro en T,„r„„„„„ ;» j '

,ew instances in which I have known this better«/uij two genera, are so numerous in species, and so , „j ,„„.:„ •
,. _ •, j .i i tS}^1.^?^ that they Lve become

|
ttTZrF^JZs "^ ^^

"

themSe 'TeS
°'

lmnnriani f™ a \

— '. — . — . ,— " LO worn inemseivt

Sodof „ g
?il?°/.l

Vll
i
aU exaniinatlon of lhe labourer class altogethemethod of growth of the two ceneric forms, whilft ™«hi« «,«.+ -JLs.fi,

Eyemouth, Feb. 12, 1850.

Prizes for Agricultural Instruction in Schools, offered
by the East of Berwickshire Farmers' Clue.

"With the view of encouraging boys, before leaving school, to

acquire some general knowledge of the principles of scientific

agriculture, the committee will expend a sum not exceeding 61.,

to be applied in the purchase of b0"ks, medals, or chemical
the agricultural

j

apparatus, to be presented to any schoolmaster who has been
successful in teaching the principles of agricultural chemistry,

up out of

and this is not at all an unde-
he two fpnpn'p fnrmc njliilo „;„„li « ix ^ i *.v -

i * a I

and to the boys in his school who have shown proficiency in that

as with LrZ -Jt ^ /« '

I

? u
result-certainly not to themselves nor to those branch of inl trllcti0 during the course f the ensuing spring

r »ui us witn some interesting differences, I in that class whom they leave behind them ; but when ' and summer of 1850. Conditions.—1. The boys must have been
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taught from Johnston's "Catechism of Agricultural Ghouil >

or any other approved oleiuontary troatlno. 2. Tlio above i"''.

mlnm will bo awarded only after such an examination

enable tin- committee of superintendence to Judge of til

of the ik-Iki'.i Miiintfi', and Che proficiency ol the \toji, I), Any
senoolmaater wiio [h desirous of obtaining for his uchool the

above premium! will Intimate to tho socrotary of thoolubal ndial

time It would be convenient for IiIm hcIioo! thai tho examination
uhoiilrl tukn jiIjkim, tbo imld notice being glvon Hoi i. . ii one
month previously. 1'ltOS, Itowuiu,, Bnni'itliiiy.

It BconiH to me, then, that the only objoctiona which

can l)o ollbrnd to the polioy of attempting the agricul-

tural instruction of children En our country ihool

must come from those who deny iiH possibility. Ami
that happily has been proved by cases of success which
have already been detailed in the columns of this

Journal. John (',. Morton.

COST OF HORSE DABOUR ON A RA lil.i;

FARMS.
[The following 1'omarlcn Include n>" substance <•( one "i Hie
chapters in Mr. stop] i'« Instructive nub- vol in the
Deep Cultivation of the Yostor li'arm.]

A.t Yester Mains, containing .Mi I imperial acrofly eight
pairs of horses and eighl plonghmon have boon usually

employed. Itrniilcn performing the customary labours
of tho liehlH, they hove to bring coals from the coal-hill

for the mansion-house and garden, draw wood to the
saw-mill, stories and gravel to the roads and driven, buy,

corn, and straw to the riding BtableB, cart vegetable
matter from Duuskino to tlio land or elsewhere, and
perform a number of jobs about the ground. A cattle-

man and two assistant boys are required to look after

about 70 head of oxen and cows, and n number of pigH.

One lnnn and cighl. boys and girls are employed in the

various manual operations of the farm— sneli as assist-

ing in the making of the l'otato and Turnip land
;

singling aud hoeing the Turnips
;
pulling them, rooting,

and shawing and tilling them into carts ; making
meadow bay ; reaping at harvest ; attending on the

threshing-irmehine
; rakingdead leavesabout tbegrounds,

and doing many other jobs. Two labourers nro also

omployed to feed tlio threshing-machine, stack tho straw,
cut gaw-furrowiin the fields, pile up Turnips in store,

and other similar works about tho farm.
On Broadwoodside, containing 228 imperial acres,

three pairs of horses and three ploughmen are employed.
Besides the ordinary farm-work, they drive coals from
tile coal-bill for the use of tho mansion-house and
garden, gravel to the drives, vegetable matter from
Danskine for tlio land, and wood for fences. There are
four women-workers, who besides doing the manual
labour required in the fields, attend the threshing-mill
and corn-barn. A labourer feeds in to the threshing-
mill, fills dung, and does other sundry jobs. A boy
attends to the cattle, including cows.
On Dnnskiue, containing 235 imperial acres, three

pairs of horses and an odd one are employed, and three
ploughmen aud a lad to work the odd horse. The
ploughmen of this farm have little else to do than work
the farm work, which includes the driving of the vege-
table matter to the land. Three women-workers perform
the manual labours of the fields, and attend the thresh-
ing-machine and corn-barn ; a labourer jobs at any work
on the farm ; and a boy attends the cattle and cows.
The wages of the grieves, ploughmen, labourers, and

field-workers of these farms are regulated by the rate
of the county. The grieves and ploughmen receive a
comfortable bonse and good garden, with the keep of a
cow for the year. The labourers* wages vary according
to the demand. The women-workers receive 5s. a week.
The grieves have all been ploughmen on the farms which
they now superintend. One of the present grieves has
been 30 years in the Marquis's service, the other two
several years. They were all promoted to the grieve-
ship for their skill, character, aud conduct as ploughmen.
To those who wish to adopt the Yester deep land-culture,
difficulties will at first arise in the use of the implements
and the guidance of two pairs of horses together ; but
one of the many results at Yester indicate that intelligent

and true-working grieves, ploughmen, and horses, will

soon accommodate themselves to the work, and learn to
evade every difficulty.

A single glance will suffice to inform any farmer that
on none of the farms is a greater strength maintained
than what is usually required to work their respective
quantities of land. On Yester Mains are eight pairs of
horses to work 504 imperial acres—that is, 63 acres to
each pair—which is quite enough on any farm on which
the five-course shift is practised on friable loam, and
too much where the farm consists principally of strong
clay. Each pair of horses must have a ploughman to
take charge of and work them. Eight field-workers
and a superintending grieve are not too many for a farm
of 500 acres. Over and above the ordinary labours of
a farm, the men aud horses and field-workers have jobs
to do that are not common on a farm, such as raking
and leading off dry leaves from extensive grounds,
leading wood to and from the saw-mill, leading straw,
hay, and corn to the riding stables, which arealwavs
extensive in a nobleman's establishment, and driving
coals for the use of the mansion-house and garden,
which amount to a large number of loads in the course
of the year. One cattleman at least is required to take
charge of the cattle in winter, and a large private dairy
belonging to the mansion bouse ; and where these are
numerous, as they are at Yester Mains, two assistant
boys are also required for the better attending to their
welfare. A shepherd is required where a breeding

* Copies of this treatise, with strong binding for schools, may-
be obtained, at the reduced price of 7d.

t
by applying to the secre-

tary of the club.

Moid; o. kept on ii farm. A labour > required to

keep tbe fences and - itchi a order, and to do many
other mailer jobs which n -

to In: done by tenants. Now, it cannol with truth bo

said that a larger working establishment is maintained
on tin- bum ol Vi k|i-i- Malm than what is !< i|i,

farms of similar extent in tho occupation •
I

Any argument rounded on the "fnra •- '

cannot therefore bo applicable i" tin- e: ;i ol and

work 'but has hi en d this bum up to

time ; for every tenant^ ocoupyings similai

birui, wi.nid require thi sonn strength lo conduct it in

the ordinary way that an Improving farm in con*

without rookoning on tho extra labou ed upon
the subsoil-tri inch ploughing. Twopaii
tho eight am to I" n ducod for tbt in

'
i. ii tin'; farm

;

and wore ft not for tbo heavy extra cartagt which the

i
i have to perform for the house and gardeDj

ftVo pair would ba sufficient to do all tbefaroi

ICnch pair of horses work 70 acres on Brosdwci

farm, which bt a lufncionl quantity ol land foi

pun* of horses to work. The number ol labou

ail kinds is not greater tbao tbe size ol the (arm

warranto The jobs, extrinsic to tin- labour ol the

farm, arc undertaken by the plougbmt i» ol Ibii

common with those ol roster Maine.
(in Danskine farm <<7 acres an- allotted t-, each pair

of horses, assisted by an odd borse. Prom tin- billy

nature "l tbe eurfaco'of this farm, that extent of land

iH quite enough bo- tin horses. Tin- ploughmen arc

cbielly confined to what is iliim- on tip farm, the driving

of the vegetable matter to tin- land being their chief

extra labour. The labourers tore not too numerous for

a farm ol !3fi acres.

EXPERIENCES LN LAND DB il

.\ XX VI.- Drainage operations on all des xiptions of

land have been satisfactory.— I have generally n

a parallel system.—The prevailing depth

has been from 3 to '1 feet on clay soils, according to

circumstances.— I have made no difference in my
of draining between arable and Grass lands, i

where the land is Hat, the drains have been pul

wider apart.—The drains have been generally with the

fall. We have followed the furrows where the land is

in ridges, in most cases having found better results than

from cross draining.—The pipes used I ave been 2-inch

I
pipes for minor, and 4-inch pipes for main

I

Collars have lately been discontinued, they not being

J

considered necessary at the depth adopted.—The

I

average number of acres discharging at the several out-

lets has been, generally speaking, about 10 acres.—The
soil and subsoil are various. The above observations

generally apply to heavy clay land witli clay subsoil.

—

J

The geological formation is the lias. From his Grace Vic

Duke of Rutland.
XXXVII.—The result of my drainage operations on

all descriptions of land has not been satisfactory. On
the strongest lands I think my drains too near, they are
12 yards apart.—The drainage adopted hasbeen generally
parallel.—None less than 4 feet deep.—I have made no
difference in draining between arable and Grass land.

—The direction of the drains is with the steepest fall.

I have not followed the furrows except where tbey are
very steep.—The pipes used have been 1 in. and \^ in.,

always with collars. Main drain 3 to 4 inches.—The
average number of acres discharging at the several

outlets is various, according to tbe sloping of the grouud.
—The soil is generally strong clay.—The mean height

of the land drained above the sea level is about 300 to

i 350 feet. Prom W. Evans, Esq , M.P., Allcstree Halt.

XXXVIII. The result of my land draining is satis-

factory on all descriptions ot land.—It is a parallel

system.— From 3 feet to 6 feet deep.—The drains are
at wider iutervals ou the Grass lands.—We have
followed the fall of the land.—Two-inch diameter cir-

cular pipes have been used for minor drains, from 3 to

6-inch ditto for main drains. No collars or socket
pipes. Soil or turf is found to answer better than
collars or socket pipes round the joints. In going
through quicksands we take the drain half a foot below
the level, aud till to the level with sound loam or clay.

— I have fouud great benefit by using air pipes or tanks
in the fences.—About six acres on the average go to

each outlet. 320 acres drained. Two outlets of open
drainage.—Soil light loam. Subsoil clay and soil mixed
on the red sandstone series.—About 7 feet above tbe
level of the sea, with a rain fall on the average of

18 inches. From Rev. R. Brook, Gatcforth Bouse,
Yorkshire.

XXXIX.—Tbe result of drainage operations on all

descriptions of land has been satisfactory.—The drain-

age adopted is tbe parallel system.—The prevailing depth
. from 3 to 12 feet deep.—No difference in draining
between arable and Grass land.—The direction of tbe
minor drains with the fall, in all cases, sometimes in the

furrows, but generally otherwise.—Two-incb pipes for

minor drains, and from 3 to S iuches for main drains.

—

No benefit by giving air at places to either main or
minor drains.—Tbe average number of acres dis-

charging at tbe several outlets about eight.—The soil

and subsoil, loam with both gravel, sand, and a clay

subsoil.— The geological formation, red sandstone.

From Sir S. Crompton, Fart., Woodend, Thirst,
|

Yorkshire.

XL.—The result of my drainage operations on all!

descriptions of land is satisfactory The drainage is

parallel, with one or two exceptions of " herringbone."

—The prevailing depth is 4 feet—In arable land we
drain generally 8 yards apart ; in Grass we have not

placed our drains so near nor
lion i» with the falL In some Instances, wb i

furrow rds or so apart, 01

I

I or 4 inch outfalls

' | hub p i*-* on sane

land. I

'I lie v Tb<
rainfall on uv

At Barlow, in

y to, it »

rush, I tbii

Xl.l. 'I b- syi fin i« |mralb-

n, tin- furrow* li»r« been followed »i

•

I

I

a chaJk.—About 200 feet sboi /

/ Z7k U
XI. II. 1 I

.'•'• within lb<! la>4 11'

M'-rla aad I

ol various soil*, and

tory in nil CO

paralb I

I I rv* I

difference in drain i
'»r»»* laud,

that perbaj it Grass land are at

somewhat greater distal

in with the fall. I have followed ibr fun".

I

--d f'.r mil

and collars in gravelly soil, and 2 inch p'|'->- hi ''iff soil,

and fn. main drains, mid toman
iiiche*. — Tb^ avenge iitiriiorr of

charging at t- varies Tbe »v<-rmi;c U
Tin- "ol ao • varioos, \m-

lay or clay and gr -
I aand.

J'.t> i< n '>[,,,
, //

X1JII.—Mjr land draii .
satis-

factory.— I liave made parallel drain*, and according to

the fall of tbe ground, irom :'.
'

No difference has been made between areble a-. : posture

.''. s to the direction of tbe drain*, the ferrrowa

have not been attended to.—In farrow drain* 2-tocii

pipes have been used, and in i . ', and aome-

timcB 8.inch pipe* have been required. No cellars

or socket pipes used.—No aperture for air ha* been ever

left.—Average size of tbe field* is about 11 acrea, each

having its own outfall, s'me into larger mains »ith an

8-inch pipe.—A sandy clay ; wme part? a pure sand,

and others a stiff clay.— Stratum* of limeMOoe prevail

throughout. T. W. On Hall.

X I.I V.—The result of my drainage operations on all

descriptions of land has been very satisfactory.—Tbe
drainage adopted is parallel The depth about 4 feet

and from 27 to 30 feet apart.—The distance between
drains in Grass is G feet greater.—Tbe direction of tbe

minor drains is with the fall, without recard to ridges.

—

Fur minordrains I haveu'ed ] J-inch pipes, and for mains
from 2] to5 inches. No collars.—Tbe average number of

acres discharging at the several oni

The soil and subwil generally stiff bine clay and stony.

—The geological formation magnesian lime, and red

sand rock.—The mean height of the land above the sea

level is 250 feet, more or less.—Tbe average depth of

rainfall is about 28 inches. Fro: . Sir WiUiam Lataon,
Bart., Brough Ball.

XLV.—My land draining has been moot satisfactory,

and more particularly so when followed op by proper
cultivation.—A parallel syFtem entirely has been
adopted.—From 4 to 5 feet—The Grass land is drained

wider apart and deeper, generally from 40 to 60 feet

apart, and 5 feet deep ; tillage 30 feet apart—Always
with the fall, and without respect to farrows.—Two-inch
pipes have been used for minor drains, and from 3 to

6-inch pipes for mains, without collars or sockets.— R "

exceeding 5 acres, 3-inch outlets ; not aboTe & acres,

4 inches ; and above 9 acres, 6-inch outlets.—Soil varies

from strong loam to tousrb clay ; subsoil clay very hard,

and mixed with stones, from the Bon. G. P. B. RuatU.
XLYI.—My drainage operations have been perfectly

satisfactory on all descriptions of land.—I adopted the

parallel system.—The prevailing depth of ordinary

drains is 4 feet but in some cases 5 feet—I have pbicfd

the drains a greater distance apart in tbe Grass buds.

—The drains are placed in the direction of the greatest

fall. Where the old ridges were very much raised and

where there was any fear of tbe land not being laid

perfectly level I have followed the fbrrow3.—I have used

2i-inch cylindrical pipes for minor drains, and 4-inch

and 6-inch do. for mains.—I consider direct openings

into any drain very objectionable, consequently I have

not made any places to give air.—The average number
of acres discharging at an outfall may be stated at

15 acres.—The soil is heavy and very tenacious and

the snbscil a particularly retentive clay. Tbe minor
drains are placed from 21 to 25 feet apart in tillage

lands, and from 25 to 30 feet in Grass lands.—Tbe
geological formation is the usual Northumberland coal

formation, being white sandstone, shale, clay, ice

—

Height above the level of the sea ranges from 300 to

500~feet. Mary Le Bell, Bioham.
XLVIL—>iy drainage operations on all descriptions

of land have been satisfactory.—I have adopted a

parallel system. — Four feet 6 inches.—Placing the

drains wider apart on Grass land.—The minor drains

are placed in tbe line of the greatest fall.—Two and a

half-inch round pipes for minor drains, and 4 and 6-incfc
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do. lor mains.—The average number ot' acres clia-

chaiging at tils several outlets is about 10.
—

'file soil

and subsoil very variable.—The geological formation is

Northumberland coal formation.—The mean height of

the land drained above the sea level is 500 feet. From
Sir IT. C. Trevclyan, Bad., Walling/on, Xorthum-
berland.

XLVIH.—The result of drainage operations on all

descriptions of laud has been satisfactory.—The drainage

is par.illel.—The prevailing depth of the drains is

4 feet ; main drains, 5 feet.—I have made no difference

in the mode of draining between arable and Grass land.

-The direction of the minor drains is with the fall
;

where the furrows have been very much curved I have

drained across them, but generally I. have kept in the

furrow.— I have used 3-inch pipes and 5-inch pipes ; no

collars.—The soil and subsoil are a saudy clay, over the

-coal measures.—The height above the sea is consider-

alile, but the land here grows good Wheat, which it

• ceases to do a little higher. Major IF. Cadogan,
Jlrinkburn Priory.

Home Correspondence.
Pcrainii'.l Pea.— Ijobserved in a late Number some

enquiries as to the value of the Perennial Pea for cattle

Jinod, aud remember that I asked you the same question
oome years ago. I should be glad of your opinion as to

another plant, the blue Lupin ; beiug perennial, very
early, and producing much seed, and growing luxuriantly

in poor borders of the garden, I conceive it would
answer both as greeu food and for seed. I have seen
in Italy large fields of the white Lupin used as fodder,

and the seed would surely give oil (a high priced article

at, present) and cake might be made from the refuse.

Would not the Horse Chesnuts also be available for oil

and cake \ In Germany they are bruised aud given to

sheep. In this country they appear to be quite neg-
lected, although the deer eat them. I cannot help
thinking that the Jerusalem Artichoke is also under-
valued. It produces abundantly without trouble or
manure, and contains more sugar than Potatoes, and
more nourishment, and the numerous stalks might he
used as thatch, &c, and perhaps for paper. IV. B., of
R .

Mangold Wurzel at Foodfor Pigs.—Some short time
since I noticed in your Qazetlc inquiries on this subject.
I have much pleasure in adding my testimony to their
good qualities as pig food during the late spring and
summer months. I have this summer fed six pigs
almost entirely on Mangold Wurzel, and they have
done remarkably well. I last Thursday (Sept. 27)
exhibited some roots at our horticultural show, the
growth of 1844, perfectly hard and sound. I fed the
pigs up to the middle of August with them. Orange
Jelly Turnips sown in April or early in Hay will then
come in. Your correspondent should grate these with
Bushe's Turnip grater ; let them ferment in a tub two
or three days, and he will find his pigs thrive well and
cheaply, especially if he mixes meal or bran with the
fermented Turnips. The Turnips when fermented are
quite hot and a perfect pulp ; Bushe's Turnip grater
is an invaluable addition to the farmer's implements.
Cattle will thrive on anything in the shape of cut chaff
if mixed with fermented Turnips—no small object with
such a hay season as the last ! S. P., Machynlleth.

Irrigation.—Aly irrigation being now perfect, without
check or hindrance of any kind, I consider it an agri-
cultural duly to allude to the difficulties, and show how
they have been overcome. Smell from the tank

:

although domed over with trap doors, the effluvia was
inconvenient at 100 yards distant. The introduction of
a jet of waste steam cooks the smell as it rises. The
steam must be introduced above the liquid, not iuto it.

Steam is a wonderful purifier. A constant jet of air
pumped through a gutta percha tube into the liquid,
causes a constant boiling up of the solid and liquid, so
that they are both drawn into the suction. This air
tube is generally near to the suction bulb, thus counter-
acting the tendency to solidification around the bulb,
which would otherwise take place. The suction pipe
and the air pipe must all be of gutta percha, so as to be
easily pulled up, shaken or examined. I began with
iron pipes in the tank, but found them useless because
they could not be lifted or examined. The bulb at the
end of the suction pipe should be at least 3 feet long
and 2 feet diameter, with about 200 holes of 1 inch
diameter, so as to admit a gradual easy entrance for the
manure. On the top of the tauk you will have a winch
or well rope attached to the suction bulb. An occa-
sional shake or examination of the bulb will be useful.
This may be done without stopping the pumps. If you
have much solid matter in the tank, and only use it

occasionally, the liquid will become sufficiently dense to
float the whole mass several feet thick. In order to
intermix and distribute this mass, a jet from the pumps
will cut it to pieces and mix it with the fluid. A weighty
collar should be placed round the nozzle of the air pipe
to keep it down in the liquid. So much for the tank.
I have before stated that it is of 30 feet diameter and
30 feet deep to the top of the dome—circular of course.
The part in the ground is of 4J,-inch brickwork, the
dome of 9-inch work. The cost about iiOL; when drawn
down it drains the adjoining soil in wet weather. Pump
valves : Nothing will pl„gue you so much as these if

you neglect to keep them perfectly true and level on
their seats. It is absolutely necessary to have spare
valves, and have them turued true every now and then,
otherwise you will draw air instead of liquid. Of course
your plunger barrels must be carefully packed with

greased rope, A very large air vessel is indispensable,

not less (for such pumps as trine) than the size of a 20-

gallon cask. I have three in immediate connection with

the pumps. If you are deficient in air vessel you will

break your machinery, aud you must have in addition

escape valves close to the pumps; otherwise when there

is a stoppage on the fields you will break your

machinery by hydraulic pressure. If your pump
barrels are too large iu proportion to your subterranean

pipes, you will come to a dead lock, break machinery,

or waste power. There is a proper proportion aud

velocity that cannot be violated with impunity. Again,

long lengths of small gutta percha tubing impede the

transmission of fluids. I never use now smaller tubing

than 2-inch, and this isinflexibleunlessyou insert at inter-

vals corrugated joints. The jet alone causes much
resistance, and if taken oft' the engine at once increases

its speed. Mr. Teller uses no jet, and gets no fountain.

This may answer well on his sandy soil, but on our hard

and cracking clay such a system does not answer for

obvious reasons. Of course in standing crops of roots,

&c, a fountaiu or shower of at least 40 to 50 feet is

imperative. Working a double set of li-inch hose with

two jets greatly eases the engine. My two pumps are

of 20-inch stroke, 54 inches diameter, and make from
20 to 30 strokes per minute, discharging from 70 to

100 gallons per minute. J. J. Mcchi.

Wool.—I have been much pleased by reading a paper

in the Royal Agricultural Journal on wool by Prof.

Wilson, and have drawn up from it the accompanying
table ; the weight of fleece, however, of the South and
Hampshire Down is not in the essay—perhaps you can
supply the omission. A.H.F. C.
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—From R A. Journal, Vol. 16, p. 222, &c.

Produce of Wheat.—The fine autumn weather we
have had lately has enabled the small farmers on the
high lands adjoining the moors to secure their corn as

sound as their brother agriculturists had done in the
more favoured districts, and harvest may now be fairly

said to be ended. I stated long ago in your columns
that I was satisfied the yield of Wheat on most lands
would be short, and the sample inferior. The new
Wheat brought to market has fully borne out this

opinion, but I am sincerely glad to have to add that the
whole crop may be considered as perfectly sound, and
this is a very great advantage, especially to the poor
who have to consume the inferior corn ; and had
the harvest proved unsound, and prices high as at
present, they would no doubt have eaten much that was
unfit for human food. I have threshed two lots of new
Wheat ; the first grew on 16 acres of strong clay land.
There were on the whole 16 acres 7780 sheaves, or 648
stooks of 12 sheaves each. The result was— marketable
corn, 270 bushels ; part of the crop where lodged and
kept separate, being inferior corn, 42 ; backends or tail

corn, 39 ; total, 351 bushels, or nearly 22 bushels per
acre. The second lot was grown on 6 acres, and it had
3933 sheaves or 327^ stooks of 12 sheaves. It gave 1 79
bushels, and the backends or tail corn were very little

inferior to the best corn. This field had therefore very
nearly 30 bushels per acre ; it was a beautiful crop,
most of it standing, and in good years would have
certainly yielded 40 bushels per acre. The Wheat in
both these lots was red, straw white, and in the first

quantity the good corn weighed 61 lbs., and in the second
62 lbs. per bushel. I have recently been over a great
deal of land in Yorkshire nnd the midland counties, and
although there is here and there a splendid field of Tur-
nips to be seen, I do not consider on the whole that we
have more than half an ordinary crop of Turnips in

these couuties. Roaldus.

Farmers' Clubs.
W itham—The ploughing match took place on the

farm of Mr. Wm. Hutley, and a more than local

interest was imparted to the competition by the offer of

a prize of U. by Air. Bentall, ironlounder, of lleybridge,
open to the ploughmen of Essex. There were 45
competitors. It was awarded to George Alynard, in

the employ of Mr. Aldham, of Ulting. The winner
appropriately used Bentall's plough. At the annual
dinner, the Chairman said they were under great obliga-

tions to Air. Mechi for the good he had done to

agriculture by working away at all kinds of improve-
ments, as he had done at Tiptree Ball. There could he
no doubt that it had been a great benefit to agriculture,

whatever the result had been to Air. Mechi himself,

and he begged to propose that gentleman's good health.

—

Mr. Alechi acknowledged the toast, and also thanked the
chairman for his commiseration. He had no hope that

agriculturists generally would ever believe that he was
farming at a profit, and he doubted if many of them
would admit, after they were convinced, that drainage,

irrigation, steam-power, and many other things, which
involved a large amount of capital were really essential

to profit. He did not expect these things to be generally

admitted in this generation. As far as his own farming
was concerned he felt that " Othello's occupation" was
almost gone. When he sowed the first guano in that

neighbourhood people smiled and said it was a mere
peppering thejsoil and could do no good : now he constantly

met his neighbours' waggons with it. (Hear, hear.) His
steam-engine again was considered most ridiculous ; but
now steam-engines were as common as Blackberries.

Formerly there was a strong belief in this locality that

deep cultivation was injurious ; but there had been a

great change in that respect also, though he was not

satisfied that the prejudice was altogether done away
with. It was impossible to read the reports from dif-

ferent districts and not see the improved tone of tha

agricultural mind in this respect, and that those things

which he (Mr. Mechi) did years ago, and about which
their Chairman had such serious doubts on the score of

profit, were now being carried into practice. It was
time something should be done to remove from the

agriculturists of the country the disgrace of not being

able to feed their own population, when they had millions

of acres not half farmed. He must exempt the farmers

of this neighbourhood, who took a high rank as prac-

tical agriculturists ; but the country generally could not

be judged of by the neighbourhood of Witham. It was
impossible to travel from one end of the kingdom to the

other without seeing that bad farming was the rule, and
high or good farming the exception ; and therefore he
felt that the application of the stimulus of censure was
imperatively called for, until a more satisfactory state

of things should be brought about. He agreed in what
had been said as to the great usefulness of this Society

in regard to the labourers. Tne improvement of their

cottages was a most important question ; and he thought

they might lay great blame upon the state of the law.

When the temptation to landed proprietors to get rid of

cottages from their estates, in order, he might say, to

impose the population upon an adjoining parish, should

be done away with by enlarging the area of settlement,

he believed a most beneficial effect would be produced.

Already that had been partially the case. It was very
easy to come to sound conclusions upon the subject

;

every 100 acres of laud required stabling for four horses,

and ought to have accommodation for at least four

labourers ; but the demand caused by the iucrease of

population aud the non-building of cottages often led

sordid men to divide what would otherwise be good
dwellings, and so forced families iuto most indecent

limits. The existing state of things enabled men to do

that ; but if there was a sufficiency of proper cottages

the inducement would be done away with. The question

affected all : and it was very desirable that upon
these occasions public opinion should be brought to

bear upon it : the more moral the labouring popu-

lation were the better it would be for employers and
society generally ; and there could be no doubt that the

system of over-crowding produced disease, which often

tntailed a heavy charge upon the poor-rates. In con-

clusion, he begged to assure Mr. Bullock that 'he was
now reaping a very good return for his improvements.

This year he could not help making a good profit, and
he was satisfied that it cost many of his neighbours a

higher rate to produce corn than himself, simply

because their landlords had omitted to make those im-

provements which few practical men would now deny to

be remunerative. Who would dispute that the interest

upon drainage was more thau paid in a crop? (Hear.)

And in the same way good buildings, steam-engines, and
improved implements were all remunerative. Then
there was putting in a proper quantity of seed, which

was a very important point, because not only was there

a large quantity of corn wasted by being sown in

excess, but the inj ury to the crop was more than equal

to the rent. He often asked how they knew they were
sowing the proper quantity, and whether they had ever

tried less \ Many said they had never done so, and did

not want to try it ; and it was this pig-headedness on the

part of agriculturists which he wished to remove ; as he
was satisfied unless they tested the proper quanti ty of seed

upon particular soils, and the powers of the manures
they applied, it was impossible to arrive at any sound
conclusion. He felt perfectly comfortable about his

own improvements, and he hoped his neighbours would
cease to feel for him so much as they had done.

(Laughter.) He believed the pity was often mutual,
and that he pitied others as much as they pitied him

;

but time melted everything down, and the next genera-
tion would not differ so widely upon these subjects as it

had been his lot to do with many of his brother farmers.

(Hear and applause.)
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Mr. Cox H.it<i Mr. Mcaiil chtlnwl the ercdttof oonvtnoinir ilium

ihat dnviiiiiiK wan iiro(luiii<i; but Mr* Hutloy hlmiic-lf, and many
other farmers In Uia neighbourhood, wore natlefled of that, and
had drained their land before Mr, Mechi came Into tho neigh

bourhood. (Hear and ehoers.) Mr, Mkcihi: Would not Mr.

Cox admit'that the great bulk oi' the heavy land ol 12mh«x wtm
nndralnod? Mr. Cox *1M not know (hat he would. Mr,
Mi'cin: Tit kin it tho south flldo <>f the county -from Wltlmm
to Tlptroe, and from thence to the son, wan there nny drain-

age worth mentioning? Mr. Cox mild It, wo* Midi n cold

rmcomfortnbln part of tho country that li" very Holdoin violted It,

Mr. Mr.oiii Hiiid the queution was too Important t" bo evaded.
Ibero worn tons "i thousands of acres of land in Essfl b1< h

wore not drained booause tho occupiers did not believe II would

pay1

. Take 1" mites round Withami would tlioy And the hoavy
lands generally drained P Soveral gentlumon said tlioy belloved
they were; and Mr, Gooday said ho wan farming land which his

father drained 80 years ago, Mr. iTowatjiam Hutlev said lie

1 1 nd cut land ditches In liin Dongoy Hundi<\ land, and tlioy did

not draw a foot on each side, Chalk took off tho watoragreal
dual battov than drains, Mr. Mucin] hoped wImh Lhoy gol

Htallstlcs nf tiin agriculture of the country tho ex tout pf dralnago
on tiin different soils would be spaolflad, ami that. Would Keltic

tho quest bin Whether thO heavy land it were drained. TIlO ClIAlII

man proposed the healths of Mr. Dixon and Mr, Thedam, as

gontlemoh who had generally favoured thorn with the results of

experiments In farming. (Ohoors.)

Mr. DlXOn wIhIumI lirfit, to ndvort to tlm fpic-tinri «,!

drainage, because, although he believed Mr. Mechi was
correct in wiving that on tho Htrnnc; ooheslve olaVi in

tho SOUtll of tho county very little drainage had Ik-cm

done, he believed the reason to be this: the farmers of

t.lmt district had methods of getting tho water off with-

out drainage ; and tin they could prow as largo ft crop

as on any of the drained claya in tlm county, they

doubted it tho extra benefit from drainage would com-
pensate tho cont. With regard to the prejudices of the

agricultural mind, no doubt most men thought tlieni-

kgIvcb pretty well at the top of tho tree— (laughter) '

but that applied to other callings as much as to farming. I

With regard to bis own land (without pretending to Hay i

the system was one of universal application), he had
found the burning of claya and deep cultivation very ;

successful. Tho benefit of getting tho lower soil upper-

most he believed to be that the eolid bottom undia-
;

turbed by the plough bad for ages received the sub-

sidence of manures and fertilising properties of the soil,

and a different implement to the plough was required to

bring them up

—

either the spade or fork. This year lie

had cultivated US inches deep, and with ° inches of the

bottom soil to tlie top, at a cost of 41. per acre ; it

was planted with Potatoes, no manure having been
used but 14 cwt. of Guano and 1 ^ cwt. of salt. Upon

,

5 acres three men had been engaged nearly three weeks,
and they took up on the average from 150 to 1(10

bushels per day, and of that quantity there were only

about 9 bushels email or diseased. The total crop
averaged 3 bushels to the rod and 480 bushels to the

acre. The kinds grown were the Fluke and the Scotch
Down : the latter, from not knowing their habit,, he
planted too thick, or he had no doubt the crop would
have been still heavier : as it was he got 12 tons per
acre.

Mr. MECHI, reverting to the question of drainage, asked Mr.
HiUleyifhe did not hold several hundred acres of heavy land
which was una*rained?—Mr. Hutlkv said he did, and lio should
lilto to thresh his crop out against Mr. Mechi's and give him a
quarter in (Laughter).— Mr. TUEDAM said ho had made no ex-
perlmeiltd tills year; hut ho was surprised to hear thin seeding
brought up again, which tie supposed was settled two years ago,
when many farmers suffered in their crops from that cause.
"Whwro the land was good lie thought 4 pecks per acre sufficient

;

and 6 pecks ample; hut there were uncertainties of season to be
considered. With regard to burning, it might be beneficial upon
some soils, but he had known instances where a considerable ex-
pense was incurred in the process, and the land injured by it. He
had tried it himself, and believed he '' burnt his fingers." Upon
land like Mr. Dixon's it appeared to be efficacious; but the
facts he inentioued showed that there was no rule without
an exception. Statistics had been mentioned, and very
likely an accurate account of the crops, &c, might be a good
thing for consumers, but ho did not believe it would he so
good for tho farmers. For instance, if the average produce of
the country was 1 (i,000,000 of quarters, and the consumption
18,000,000, if there was a very plentiful year, and the merchants
had the means of knowing that the yield had been equal to the
latter quantity, it, wouhi put an end to all speculation, and the
farmer must sutler from that fact being known. (Hear, hear.) He
iiad been very much surprised this seasoa at there being so little

corn at Mark Lane? Mr. Mechi: Because the farmers don't
want money. Mr. Thedam believed there had been more Wheat
threshed since harvest than in any of tho last 20 years; but the
locil demand was such that it was not taken to London. The
Chairman proposed "tho health of Mr. Ilutley," and alluded to

the first-rate character of his farming. Mr. Hutley expressed
the interest he took in the Society, and its benefit to the farmer
l>y encouraging good workmen. With regard to what Mr. Mechi
had said about guano, he believed he used more guano before Mr.
Mechi began farming than he (Mr. Mechi) had done since.
(Laughter.) He should like to go into other matters, hut his
health would not allow him. Mr. Mechi would be glad if Mr.
Ilutley could mention dates. He (Mr. Mechi) used guano when
it was 201. a ton, and, with all respect for his frieud, bethought
ho had mado a little mistake.

Golspie, Inverness : Sheep Fanning.—Mr. Loch
said : It is not a great manv years a<io, at any
rate it must be within the memory of many living

men, that the sheep farmers on the border coun-
ties, hitherto pre-eminent in their line, heard for the
first time with some surprise that, through the skill and
enterprise of a few energetic men, a remote region in

the north, amidst its brown mountains, and notwith-
standing its uncertain climate, was found capable of

rearing a class of sheep fitted to dispute the palm with
those reared ou their own green hills ; and that the
sheop of Sutherland, in spite of these difficulties and dis-

advantages which thus attended their culture, speedilv
acquired a pre-eminence that gave them the preference
in every market-place throughout the country. Happily
this pre-eminence still continue—Sutherland sheep and
Sutherland farmers still retain, as they deserve, the
reputation which was acquired by the labour of their
predecessors ; nor has anything yet been done by
£hem to endanger it. But let us for a moment consider

whethef there are pot dtacoverabto some symptoms chit

may, if not. taken in tiiri'% lmv<- S tendency fl <

our future possession, ol the fini rani Foi example,

let tne ask whether the seme seal and earnestness pre-

1

vails now u formerly In supporting the pci iodlcs

bitfona of iheepi by means *>t which thoi i ng

their culture are enabled to compare the resnll ol their

own effort! with those ol their neighbours, to Interchange

ldeasf and adopt Improvement* ' During the period ol

progress that existed In Sutherland In the early part o(

the century, or at any rate daring a largi
j

of 2 1, men made it. their business to encourage these

exhibition

i

f
which contributed to such bent fli

but Is that the cose now I ft i<* certainly the ci

tho only iheepehow at which I have been present since

coming to tho county - thai at Lairg was a eery In-

different onO| Indiff! rent not only in point of the numbei *

exhibited, but in their quality ; and it was peculiarly

mortifying that the two Arsl prizes were won b" iheeji

bred in the south and Imported Into the county, ll lias

been my business to inquire of others whetnoi

impressions of mine were well founded, and in
say they have been confirmed by those besta!

Two reasons have been given me for the changt Otn

was givon me by tho gentlemen themselves who declined

to exhibit, and it was thin, that they objected to certain

regulations under which sheep were admitted for exhi-

bition which permitted their owners to make them op so

as to conceal their defects by means of rough el >

that they did not choose t<i place their sheep 1

honestly in competition with other* thin* fraudulently

made up ; they also objected to artificial feeding. The
other reas m assigned was certainly nol givi d me by the

gentlemen who declined to exhibit, for it was to this

effect, that these gentlemen having gained or inherited

a certain reputation for tho excellence of their Btock,

were afraid to place it in jeopardy by running thl I

of being surpassed by the sheep of rival exhibitor*, and

that for this reason they kept their sheep at home. Now,
it seems to me that both these reasons are fallacious. I

will confess that when the first reason was originally

named to mo by a gentleman of greiV. experi
weighed with mo very considerably, and 1 thought that

he did right to abstain from a contest that seemed so

unfair. A little consideration, however, induced mi to

take another view. It seems to me that if the judges

appointed on these occasions understand their business,

they will bo able to distinguish between what is fictitious

and what is real, and will be able to tell whether the

sheep submitted to their inspection arc made up or not,

and that they will decide accordingly. For my own
part, I can only say, that were I a judge, and to find a
sheep appearing in tins way under false colours, a pre-

judice would be more or less created on my mind against

him, and I should feel inclined on that ground alone to

set him on one side. But, surely, without reference to

a feeling of this sort, good judges will always have it in

their power to do justice to the true merits of the

animals on which they have to pronounce an opinion ;

and thus, I think, the first reason affords no good ground
for withholding- stock from these exhibitions. As regards

the second, if it really exists as a reason by which
gentlemen are deterred from exhibiting, there can be no
difficulty in condemning it, for surely a motive of this

sort, if permitted to operate extensively, would sow the

seed of certain decay in the high position which the

sheep stock of Sutherland now deservedly occupies.

What could be more fatal to the continuance of this ex-

cellence than that the sheep farmers should take pains to

avoid subjecting their sheep to comparison with others,

lest they should discover that having been once superior

they were so no longer I Why, the very object and
intent of these shows is to discover whether any change

of this sort is going on. Who can be interested in learning

the deterioratiou of a flock so much as the owner of that

flock ? He should seek for this knowledge, if the fact

be so, and not shrink from it. How else is he to main-

tain bis place, and how can we be sure that the county
will maintain its place, if its principal sheep farmers,

content to rely on a reputation already established, are

deterred by the fear of possibly losing it, from submit-
ting their fiocks to frequent comparison with others?

They should bear in mind that in human affairs it is

frequently more difficult, and demands more constant

exertion and care to maintain a position than in the first

instance to acquire it—and that this is now their case.

surrounded as they are by active and energetic rivalry.

1 believe, as I said before, that the sheep farming of

this county still deserves, as much as it has ever done,

the high reputation awarded to it—and that that against

which 1 have ventured to caution you is as yet but a

symptom, which we are in ample time to correct.

B* ' in rv to the 'J ttrafj

exposure to the wtMwer. I have do doubt the Und »
robbed S ! deal by letting ibetD May undrawn mo

long. I (hint , tin -
- [i w0l \>

rm all farms to secure » eufBcUsrt quantity of

Turnips to carry on through r pan of the
[be epi

-.'t I think ;• •„., half uV
to the yards, for consumption by '}.'• e*ujt\ md

leave !">!' to bo eaten I Uu
Those fbi ' ' pulled wbtu tb« U:.d nj

m soil may beebaJten from thfiA

*iili"ut much application of the nife, wbirh

onl* be sppllsd to r* * • roots and to* Cobb,

which let ' off fcn inch \r>,m \\ .<

I have found II the beat plan t" lake rvry aheraeie
t r'M r'.*», putting four roam *r»»dir,

which leavi

enrl bet There are vr, -,-\% of

BtOrin ' Tori. if-* f< r fold-)*rd COPSUm|
• pUo is \" place t* Ave-bajTed

hurdled a* iruch h distance »p»rt tint * <"»*-t »...

heed "; 'to, wind tuem *'!> with straw, sod
fill b vi I »iih the t/'p, »n'! r>,v*-r \

utraw to '" ire them from the frost

field may be thrown together intd

; with soil! in which way tb«y *

fretth to ft late period In

Turnip*, whether I

are ripe before tb»-y are need, ** I am
Mire that wh- u given in an unripe state they »"

i

pelatable and unwholesome to anbnaii si

i* t' ( ourselves. In giving them to cattle they <

li slices »i *ill not ' -a, and given

in quantities varying sage of ib*

and the
|

which be i* deafened, Wbm
'beasts they arc generally used in t

quantities, acting injuriously on (hem by over stlnnm-
ling their !

: Inei s ; lbs. a d»y, in conjunction

with straw and a little flour, will aunpb>

for moat.

Miscellaneous.
Crop for th*» pTThe Retv frUJt

year, as prepared by order of GoffermBSBit, has just

been compl-'-- l.nn 1 »how4 a very considerable decrease

in lie- breadth of 1 >nd devoted to tlrs IllHJHIPai I

ditCO. The return is as follows ;

—

Return i ' 'ezCatf tf r

: - 56

Antrim
Armagh
CktIov
Cdvun
CUrc
Cork, F. R. ...

Cork, W.E.

Down
Dnb in

Fermnniigh ...

Gatway
Kerry
KHdare

{
Kilkenny
Kind's
Leiirim

|

Limerick
lerry ...

l^mth

I

Bleatli

Monaghan
Queens
Rnscouii]

Sligo
Tipperary, S. K.
TipperarV, S. B.
Trrone
WaterTord
WestmeAth ...

I Wexford
WickMw

'

east •tw.
is.*; :••.;..

... .. 31
.. 8M1 «K-

.. KB 7

I'M 8U
ill vr.

M.IXI :..-:

is«s
s 6

... u»> un
. SM 211

«73 s
.

M 4«
"'»

2U •iUi

10M

S47"
»i . i 3K

999
-

.

KS m
16^42 U3» <i i

11 7 4
430 rs <-

490
-

11*
61 47

SI f 49
: --- SH3

aei •-•
:

'"»

466 --- .„

5 1 4

Knigittox.—On Preserving the Turnip Crop.—Mr.
Smythies read a paper on this subject, from which the

following is an extract :—Every one that has gronn a

good crop of Turnips is fully aw:ire that it can only be

done at considerable cost ; it must surely, then, be very-

false economy to grudge a small oiuUy in preserve it for

consumption iu the best possible condition. If you cur

a Turnip through that has been well stored, and compare
it with one that has been exposed to all the changes of

temperature of a long winter, you must be convinced

of the superior feeding qualities of the former, even

supposing the latter be not wholly rotten and useless.

In a hard winter like the last, the loss caused in this way
by the frost is almost incalculable. Not only do Turnips

exposed to the fros: become rotteu, but they are bad

food for stock whilst they are frozen, aud they cannot

even be taken up during a frost without great waste and

Total in statute seres—In 1S54, 15L403t in lS'S. 97,1*4.
Total decrease in sia:::*? »cre>. M.2U.

Total extent of Fiax grown in Ireland in the fc'

years:—1E50, 91,0401 acres: 1851, 140.536 sere*:

1852, 137,003 acres; 185: res; 1854, i"

acres: 1855, 97,192 acres.

Cultivation if Ssmd-iSlt.—At the late meeting of the

British Association, the Rev. Dr. Paterson.

read a paper B On the Cultivation of Sea Sand, or Sand-
hills." The writer assumes that in Britain there are

many hundred thousands of acres of sea sand,

into heaps by the wind, and absolutely useless,

on the level of lhe sea. such deserts enjoy the best o<

climate, bnt continue hopelessly Inrreru 'T. sc?

t!<e hitherto unconquerable difficulties of dealir.

the subject. The shifting Darure of the mass frora the

action of wiuds—very like the driving of snow—

r

every etfort abortive, and scon obliterates what the-

hand of industry had wrought. Should these di£:
however, at a moderate cost, be overcome, the en-
-urajteraent is immense—say a million of acres turnei

into Clover and waving corn, instead of waves of desert

sand. The writer has seen a smal. sheltered corner
reclaimed which yielded 10?. per acre of annual :

and the soil was original >y no better, and in fact no
other, than that of the common sand-hills. The method
proposed is first to have a command of water raised

from the sea. or from the nearest river or brook, and
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ready for distribution, after the maimer already m use

for the application of liquid manuro to a larm In the

latter case, the cost of the apparatus is profitably in-

curred, when the object is only the applyiug of manure ;

in the former the application would be, in the first

instance to the creation of the soil; whilst it would

st; ,
remain for the purpose of manuring as occasion

mi in require. Having thus a commaud of sea or river

water all the obstacles" to an easy and cheap cultivation

are immediately overcome. Let navvies be employed

to level the breadth of a ridge or two running in the ,

direction of the most prevailing wind
;
and let their

i

work be instantly followed by a copious irrigation. On

the warm wet sand, which the winds in that state will

not stir spread plentv of guano, or bone dust, and son-

Clover with a few grains of Barley, and Perennial Rye-

grass and in a few davs there will be a beautiful verdure,
|

leaving to the owner the choice of sheep grazing or

Speaking of a ridge-breadth

ARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OK GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to con-ode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 44 in. Pump, with legs, 31. 3s.

The barrel is 274 in. long, and the legs

are S ft. high.

14 inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 6d. per foot.

14 inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger

or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Waener & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, Loudon.

Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,

Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Engravings sent on application.

farmed Tike Tvo
CSt is~S*l7 meant that%ueh is a I

Fir^nd Garden Engines
,

^

KingTandthat the levelling and Bowing keep pace;
|

^ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-

evident it is that neither extent nor exposure on pATENT cAST-IRO^SjlFS^r'the use of Farms, Cot-

such a plan can prove any hindrance; though it may be

expedient on account of the freaks of the wind, to leave

it for a little time, a narrow space to play upon, between

the UDlevelled brow of the desert and the new sown

ridge, taking care that that narrow space itself be duly

watered. Where irrigation from the sea is found most

convenient, there will be also the advantage of a saline

manure ; and it is observed that sheep are always ex-

ceedingly fond of Grass that has been showered by

marine spray, or washed by the tide. It is needless to

speak of enclosures which will be proper where the

waste regions are large, as doubtless Thorns will grow,

especially the Sea-thorn, where Grass and corn can bemade
to thrive. And it need not be observed that the plant-

ing of hedges should be at the first, when they would get

their share both of the guano and irrigation. After the

hedges are well grown, the surface consolidated, and the

soil has acquired some admixture of vegetable mould,

the plough may be thought of, but till then it will be as

wise to let well alone. For aught that the writer can

see, there is no reason to fear the perfect and economical

success of the methods now suggested ; and it is

earnestly to be hoped that some noble spirited proprietor,

such as the Earl of Eglinton, who is not a little interested,

will try the experient.

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel.

2* in. short 1 ft. 7 in. / Fitted for lead,

2i „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ i or cast iron

ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ I as required,

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 12

2£ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft -water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means

of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c—Engravings sent on application.

Calendar of Operations.

OCTOBER.
Wester Ross: October 22.—The harvest having been early

-finished a great deal of our autumn labour has been already
accomplished ; although the ground. has been uncommonly dry,
the greater part of the green crop lot on many farms has had its

winter furrow ; leas have been seed-furrowed for Wheat; a large
proportion of the Potato crop has been uplifted, and some farmers
have been in such haste to hare them out of the ground, that
they waited neither for the ripening of the Potatoes nor for the
cooling of the atmosphere, and the result has been that whole
pits have heated, and undergone decomposition. Although the
proportion of diseased Potatoes is small, the number is, still

increasing, and as there is risk in keeping them over the winter,
the earliest opportunity will be taken advantage of for gettiDg
rid of such a peculiarly precarious crop. A more abundant return,
or Potatoes of finer quality, we have never had. Our Turnips
are not so heavy generally as we anticipated a few weeks ago.
The continued drought brought on mildew, and, although we
have had of late abundant showers, they have not attained
maturity. Individual Turnips, however, have been taken notice
Of in different parts of the country as having reached an extra-
ordinary size, and amongst the largest of these were two grown
on this farm, one weiehing 15 lbs. 3 oz. and the other 16^ lbs.,
without the shaws ; they were both of the Pomeranian "kind.
Leas and stubbles are now quite bare, and we are necessi-
tated to supply the stock, somewhat earlier than usual from
our Tumip field. Our last Muir of Ord market was
one of the dullest and cheapest we have had for years. An un-
precedentedly large number was exhibited, and many hundreds
went off unsold. The better kinds, however, such as good crosses
and fat cattle, fetched fair prices. The scanty supply of straw
forced many to exhibit stock for sale, which in other circum-

jstances would have remained at home. There is a good demand
j

for Turnips to be eaten off by sheep, and a good crop will fetch I

some 5?. or 6?. an acre. We cannot say much as yet about the -

yield of our grain, as very little has been threshed out. Wheat
j

.md Barley are spoken of as yielding well, and of good quality.
Oats are deficient both in quantity and quality, and the straw is
miserably short. Labour is abundant, and wages are high ; and,
although provisions of all sorts are uncommonly dear, the cry of
complaint is seldom heard.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
TyrESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
LVJl Wholesale Agents for England, have always in Btock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

OALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
*-* executed in Austin's Arti6cial Stone, by J. Seelet (late
Austin and Seeley), Nos. 1 to 4, Keppelftow, New Road.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, ana'

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
material : it has bepn extensively used in Scotland for 20 years.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.
T THE NORWICH, GLO UCESTER, LINCOLN"

and CARLISLE SHOWS,
The Prize for the best LINSEED and CORN CRUSHER was
awarded to E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

A 1

E. R. & F. Turner invite the attention of Agriculturists and
others to the following machines of their manufacture:

—

ROLLER MILLS for Crushing Linseed, Oats, Barley, Malt,
&c, of various sizes, with or without Bean-mill combined. The
numerous prizes awarded these Mills by the Royal and other
agricultural societies, render comment on their merits unnecessary.
PATENT COMBINED GRINDING and CRUSHING MILL

for reducing Barley, &c., to a fine and soft meal, and crushing
Oats, Linseed, &c, is strongly recommended for the variety of
purposes to which it is applicable, andfor its perfect and economic
working. Price 251.

CHAFF CUTTERS, for horse or steam power, cutting three
lengths, with facility for changing the length of the cut almost
momentarily, and other valuable improvements.
OILCAKE BREAKERS, made entirely of iron, with case-

hardened teeth suitable for all descriptions of cake. Price 31.10s,
FIXED STEAM-ENGINES, on the horizontal direct acting

principle. Long experience and attention to the practical work-
ing of steam-engines of every variety, have enabled the manu-
facturers to offer these Engines as inferior to none—either for
efficiency, economy, or durability—and at prices which will bs
found comparatively low.

Superior Portable Steam-Engines and Threshing Machines,
Horse-Power Threshing Machines, Circular Saw Tables, One
Horse Carts, and various other Implements, are also manu-
factured at the above Works.

Illustrated Price Lists sent free on application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

yHIS IS THE ORIGINAL PATENT for important
-*- improvements in Stable Fittings, including a method sur-

passing all others for conveying the straps and halter-weights to
the hack of the fitting to prevent the horse being cast in the
stall. Stable Fittings of every description, plain, enamelled, or
galvanised. All kinds of Stable Furniture in stock. Iron
Hurdles, Gates, Fencing, &c.

MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT NOISE-
LESS CAST IRON SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY
CAPS (200 on Buckingham Palace.)—The merits of
this invention are proved by practical experiments
daily at the Crystal Palace, in the south-west gallery.

Price Lists and Illustrations sent on receipt of two
postage stamps.

James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford Street, a few
doors east of the Pantheon.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bacox : Ignoramus. You cannot put too much salt. Read the

recipe in last week's Paper. Keep the bacon in a cool dry place
in a bin with layers of malt dust; or, when well dried, you may
pnt it in a bag with dry Oatmeal, and hang it on the kitchen
wall.

CunmiDGE Roller : X E. We have no doubt it will do very
well for your Clover.

Chemistry : J B. You cannot teach yourself the art of chemical
analysis so as to execute the same with accuracy. You require
practice under the eye of an experienced analyBt.

Draboko: An Old Pupil. "We do not know your circumstances.
I be answer would depend a good deal on whether you need any
one to direct and superintend the process. If you do, you had
betler take his advice.

Giant Sainfoin- : Cor. Sow about 4 bushels of the rongh seed,
•'.. tbe seed unshelled, per acre in April. You may diill itacross the Birtey if the field is clean.

Holes
: Sub. They must be extirpated by the trap.

» ™ v
lEA?T :

<? Q - v
The rale is ,0 water nieh' a°a day for

» tf,J" '." ,he Iand thor<>u6hly dry for about three

s^sVn^i
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",r,i i f

-

a &on̂ "S would cause a scum to arise, owing

P™i;T£1zx™s. and lf in that s,*te f™ft

tSeSal aw ,
e
C
"eU COTerecL The di °ble should set

would be no »T >

mch
-

lnterTO's. °r less in the rows. Therewould be uo advantage in dibbling on raised ridgelets

H
COTTAM AND HALLEN

AVE made important additions to their original Invention of PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER
RACK AND WATER TROUGH AT ONE FIXTURE, the main features of which are shown in the above engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the hack of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached I

from the Rack without disturbing tbe hay, The saving of the
!

seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes, 1

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.

O The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be
used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where apace is an
object, as the long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance

x
durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.
*

Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner
Mangers, Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers,
kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2,Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—Descriptive Catalogues and Estimates on application.
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T»HE CRYSTAL I'ALAOU KI-OWKK IJASKKTS
and HANOINO OAKDKNH, made to tho original

Sydenham Pattern, and a variety of other new and elegant
UohIknh for Hi" Conservatory, Verandah, Drawing Room,
Boudoir, &a, liy w. Khhiahmh, Imperial Wire Works, 870,
Oxford Street, London, nearly opposite tho Prlncotfff'H Thoatro

;

mill ni. tiio Oryntal Palace,
A largo Block on view from .')>/. <w. upwards, Flower Bfnndif,

Tralnors, Game mid garden Poncing, and Wlro Work <>\ ovei v

description, Conservatorlcn and Avijirhm fitted up In HUperlor
Btylo, Window Blind a of all norl.il.

870, Oxford Strootj and Garden Entrance, Crystal Palace,
Sydonham,

WIUR'S SPIRIT
DRAINING LEVEL.
Trim 800. J OaSO, U,

Requires no graduated staff

or computation, Any labourer
can use them,

—i

W KIR'S PENDULUM
WORKMAN'S LEVEL,

for line In tho Drain. I'm. i

'I'i'tiiih chhIi.

i llirilnihil ( latalOgUOB (tout.

pOSt Iron.

EmvAtm Wdib,.2, Fltaroy Torrace, aud 10, Bath I'hico, New
Road, uour Fit/.rov Si|iinri', London.

AT Mil. MKClll'S KSTA HI, IS II M E NTS,
112, Regent Street, 4, Loadonhall Stroet, and Crystal Palaoo,

fti-o exhibited the finest Bpeolmens of British manufactures In

Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,

and other articles of utility or luxury. A separato department
for Papier Madid Manufactures and Bagatelle Xablos. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Ponknlves, Strops, Paste, &o. Ship-
ping orders executed. The same prices charged At all the

Establishments. -

DR. DE JONCH'S
H II VV N COD LIVER OIL.

\l
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: iTOVE PtANTS

. bi«

V LJ WA NT LUX IJ It I A N T II A I

"

IGHT
Testimonial from DR. LETHEBY,

Pi'ifoRHor of Chemistry and Toxicology in the Medical Col-

lege of the London Hospital, Medical Officer of Health to

the City of London, Chemical Referee to tho Corporation of
London, &o. &c. &c.

"I have frequently had occasion to analyse the Cod Liver. Oil
which is sold at your establishment. I mean that variety which
is prepared for medicinal use in the Loffoden Isles, Norway, and
sent into commerce with the sanction of Dr. Die Jonoh, of the
Hague.
"In nil crsoh I have found it possessing the same sot of

properties, among which the presence of cholaic compounds and
of iodine in a state of organic combination aro the most remark-
able ; in tact, the Oil corresponds in all its characters with that

named ' Hnilo brune,' and described as tho best variety in tho
masterly treatise of Dr. Dk Jonoh.
"It IS, 1 BkLIBVB), UNIVKUHALLY ACKNOWIdEDOBJ) THAT THIS

DESCRIPTION OF OlL HAS QRKAT TIIKUAPKUTICAI POWER
J

ANI>,

EUOM MY INVKST1UATIONS, I HAVE NO DOUBT OH" ITS BUING A
PURE AND UNADULTERATED ARTICLE.

" College Laboratory, London Hospital, Sept. 24, 1855."

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jongh's
Signature, without which none ark genuine, by ANSAR,
HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London, Dr. Dk Joxon's I

sole Consignees ; and by most respectable Chemists in town and
country.

Half-pints (10 oz.), 2s. 6rf.; Tints (20 oz.), 4s. Qd.\ Quarts
40 oz.), Ps.; IMPERIAL MEASURE.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

ROBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only i

-obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
but has become of general use to every class of the community,
and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,
nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids ; much approved
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, aud excellent for

thickening1 Broths or Soups.
ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years

have been held in constant and increasing public estimation as
the purest farina) of the Oat, and as the best and most valuable
preparation for making a pure aud delicate GRUEL, which forms
a light and nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe
for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber, and,
alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for

Infants and Children.
Prepared only by the Patentees, Robinson, Bkllville, & Co.,

Purveyors to the Queen, G4, Red Lion Street, Holborn, London.
Sold by all respectable Grocers. Druggists, and others in Town
and Country, in packets of 6d. and is.; and Family Canisters, at
2s,. 5s., and 10s. each.

HOLLOWAY'S ointment and pills ex.
CELLENT REMEDIES FOR ABSCESSES.—Mr. Wm,

Alsop, of the sloop Wesley, informed Mr. Reinhardt. Druggist,
Hull, that a child of his had a dreadful abscess on the thigh, and
that the medical men gave him no hopes of the child's life. Mr.
Reinhardt then recommended him to use Holloway's Ointment;
he did so, and tho abscess soon healed, and the little patient is

now as well aud as strong as any child can bo, entirely through
tho virtues of the Ointment, which are beyond ail praise.— Sold
by all Medicine Venders throughout the world ; at Professor
Holloway's Establishments, 244, Strand, London, aud SO,

Maiden Lane, New York; by A. Stampa, Constantinople; A.
CuiDiCv, Smyrna; and H. Hoods, Malta.

| > OLDS, COUGHS, ASTHMA, INFLUENZA, and
V^ DISEASES of the CHEST aud LUNGS, arise chiefly from
alternations of Temperature. Painful and troublesome as these
disenses are, they maybe speedily and effectually removed by
the judicious use of

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.
SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR is admirably adapted to

promote expectoration, ease the breathing, loosen the phlegm,
abate fever, and allay the tickling sensation which occasions "the

cough, without tightening the chest; and for all temporary aud
local affections—such as wheezing, irritation of the throat, palpi-
tation of the heart, hoarseness of the voice, influenza, &c —it

affords immediate relief. While iu more chronic disorders, as
periodical coughs or inveterate asthma, it is equally valuable in
its effects, although, of course, a longer perseverance iu the use of
the article is required.

%• Ask for Spencer's Pulmonic Elixik.
Prepared only by T. Roberts & Co., Crane Court, Fleet Street,

Loudon; and sold wholesale and retail by E. Edwards, 67, St.
Paul's Churchyard; Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street;
Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard; Hannay & Co., 63, and
Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London; and by all respectable
Chemists and Medicine Vendors in the Kingdom. In bottles
at Is. l^rf. and 2s. 9d. each. *»• The bottles at 2s. £W. contain
nearly as much as three small ones.

U'lll.'l il .'
i RO \!.M. COl II I i

ti:i a i; Ih yu irantood to produce Whlakei
in n few (veoku, and n tori thi tl&li '< or tMttnn,

trenj(then it, prevent lt» falling off, and effectual!

nesH II 11 tagei Foi thi nnraeiy it Ih ra
i
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iinir, and avoi ting 1
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sonl fri i rceelpl ol S i penny Rtampe, by '<
I

Castlo Street,Nowman treoi ford street, London, Mi i

(vrltos, " My hoad, which waahald,la noiri bi d with now hair."
Mru. Rkbvb—"My hulr la gaining itrength and
Sergeant Chaven "Through mdng It I have an t

moustache." Mr, Yateo—^'Tha voung man bs
pair of whisker*. I wan I two packol foi

•rpENDERS, STOVES, AND FiRLT-Tl(-

1

•i- Buyers of the above are reejue h d. befon
to visit. William s. U UOW ROOM
tain BUOh ai; nssortineiii ol FENDERS, >\>>\ I - r
I'iUlviUoNS. mill GENERAL IRONMONGEH \

i i

approached elsewhere, cither for variety, novelty, beauty of
design, or exqufBlteness of workman ihlp I

bronzed ornaments and two nets of bars, 21. 14s. to ol. 10
witli ormolu ornaments and two nets of bare, < 10 , to 121, 12*,

;

Bronzed Fenders complete, with .standards, from 7s. to 31.; Steel
Fenders, from 21. 155, to Ql. ;

ditto, with rich ormolu ornament n,

from 21, 16a, to 11. 7s.\ Plre-lrons from !. Qd. tb Mo4L4f.
Sylvester aud all other Patent Stoves, with radiatingheartb platen.
All which he is enabled to sell at these very redtu i

let,—From tbe frequency and extent of his purchases; and
2dly,—From thoso purchases being madeexclusively forcash.

*p AS CHANDELIERS and BRACKETS.—
V-T The increased and Increasing use of gas In private bouses
has induced William S. Burton to collect from the rarlons
manufacturers nil that is new and choice in Brackets, Pendants,
and Chandeliers, adapted to othces, passages, and dwelling-rooms,
as well as to have some designed expre sly for bfm; tl

ON SHOW over his SIXTEEN LARGE ROOMS, and
for novelty, variety, and purity ot taste, an unequalled assort-
ment. They are marked in plain figures, at prices proportionate
with those which have tended to make his Establishment tbe
largest and most remarkable in the kingdom, viz., from 12s. 6rf.

(two light) to 16?. 16s.

T" AMPS OF ALL SORTS AND PATTERNS—
Lj William S. Burton invites attention to his season's SH< >W

of LAMPS. It embraces the Moderateur (the best Parisian
specimens of which have beeu carefully culled}, Argand, Solar,
Camphine, Palmer's Magnum, and other limps for caudles; and
comprises an assortment which, considered either a3 to extent,
price, or pattern, is perfectly unrivalled.

Pure (Jolza Oil, 5s. Gd. per gallon.
Palmers Candles, 9d., 9%d,, and 1CW. per lb.

Patent Camphine, 3s. lOd. per gallon.

Tho alterations and additions to these very extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which have occupied the
whole year, are now nearly completed. Thev are of such a
character that the entire of EIGHT HOUSES is now devoted
to the display of the most magnificent stock of GENERAL
HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery. Nickel Silver.

Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford
to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped for elsewhere.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free.

30, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4, 6,
and 6, Perry's Place. Established a. p. 1S20.
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DUTCH BULBS, STANDARD AND OTHER PO&Ct, ETC
MR. HASLAM v.ll Sell a* .. Mart, on

TLTEBD.A I *od 3LU,«
i

consisting t>1

wftrmti'

il -1. Ii. avow
r named and Ubrlti

THAMES BANK, PlMLICO.
MESSRS. PROTHBRJ tf in*

KtructM by Mr. J' u pobUc oqsd-

o'clock, with
KftlPCt Col
also e> oollectioD of Pompooe

ens, a few Az .

that every plant will

logues had Qd. f-nrh, retam*b
Annrican Nnrsery, I

2 , Glaagow Ten
CLAPHAM RISE.

TO NOBLBW -BOSJ.

MESSRS. L'ROTHERO lORRIS will Sell
by Auction, en the «phani Rise, near London,

on MONDAY, October 29, and following day, at 11 o'clock each
day (by order of the execur Henry Groom;
the whole of the extensive, cnstlv, and unrivalled collection of
TULIPS, Offsets, and Rive; :he roost ran
and approved varieties in cultivation, «Ad eW.ce Seedlings
not in the possession of any other grower, being tbe study of
40 years of the deceased"* I

universally admitted.
tbe finest Double and S

j
Early Double and S

I Ranunculuses, Gladfolns, '

I in great variety, .Japoni<

to the sale.—Catalogues may be
purchasers, of the
Auctioneers, American '

, jof

aftortment of
• Lilian loaei-

:. Mar be Tiewed pftor
ed 1*. each, returnable to

WANDSWORTH ROAD.

FREDERICK YOUNC AND CO.'S LINE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AJfTJ M< »RR[S hare been
instructed by : J by Anctkm,

on the premises in the Wan . r-noth, a
collection of ih iRNAMEHTAL TREES, EVER-

Poplars, Lilac?, Evergreen and Green
Hollies, from 2 to S feet high: A" m 2 to 8 feet;
Laurels, large Box, Scarlet Art-it-js. r^ry bandsome; rrlmfim
and other Rhododendrons, well set with flower bods: yell;.-w

Azaleas, Kalmias, Daphne hybnda, EccaUrwiia, Veronicas,
Ac, dbc; also dwarf Apples and Pear* well adapted for potting.
Gooseberries, Currants, and V ^ntnemums, Passion
fl iwers, Myrtles, dtc-, ^tc. This Sale is Worthy tbe attention of
Planters, as everything is in fine condition and will more welL

' An announcement of the days of sale will shortly be made, and
Catal ogues prepared.

\TE\V ZEALAND.—For WELLINGTON direct, TO GENTLEMEN, florists, and OThejis.^ CANTERBURY, and OTAGO, oue of the most magnificent lV^ESSRS. PROTr
.-^

• r.t A T Ea
magnificent ships afloat, the new, fast-se.iling, ^**~ by

..-^ British Frigate WESTMINSTER, Al for *

13 years. 790 o.m., 731 n.m.. 1200 tons burden,
Jobx Westgarth, Commander, loading in
the East Iudia Docks, to be despatched 25th

j-J-'-o r -; November, calling at Plymouth to embark
Passengers. This superb vessel, built ex

n 3t the Mart. Bartholomew Lane, on FRIDAY.
November 2d, at 12 o'clock. etion of Dateh
Bulbs, consisting of the finest Double ar. . -

-

inils, Anemones. Cr "
-. Snowdronsv

Ranunculuses, Gladiolus. &c. :*^d assortmer !

Standard and Dwarf Roses, ioclndi: i rrons. Cbinas,
- ic: and American Pl»: 5 Hybrid Rbo-

pressly for the passenger trade and just I
dodendrons, Ghent and other AuJeAA. Kmimias, Androaeca

launched .it Stockton, from the beauty of her lines and the exqui- fioribunda,". beautifully funv.-.

site

out
50 feet in length, and the rare and choice compartments offer

every comfort and convenience to ladies and families proceeding
to the Colony. An experienced Surgeon will proceed in the
vessel.

—

Frederick Youjtq & Co.. New Zealand Colonists*
Rooms, 74, Cornhill.

te Bymmetry of her proportions, is expected to make the passage ' view the morning of Sale. Catalogue* may be had a; tbe Mart,
it in SO days. Her spacious aud elegant foop is upwaj Is 3 Df the Auctioneers, America ^ssex.

A

T

NURSERY STOCK.— WHALLEY RANGE. MANCHESTER .

R^ CAPES begs to state that he b*s receired in-

structions :: J.. Btgland & Co-, in couscjuveaee

of the expiration of their lev gruuivds having to be
"iven un to Sell 05 -

I CBS-TO NURSERYMEN FLORISTS. AND OTHERS. u AY. November 7th and Sth, and : r^oirecL
O BE bOLD or LEI, a very eligible piece of A t 10 o'clock eich morninc. tbe entire of tbe remainder of their
GARDEN GROUND,.at Kilburn, with three Greenhouses, STOCK of Evergreens, Fr Green-

with Shelves, Hot-water apparatus. Pipes, and Stoves. &c : also
two excellent Brick Pits, with 100 Lights and Frames, and 300
dozen Flowerpots and Plauts; held for a term of 10 years un-
expired, at 10?. a-year.—For particulars apply to Mr. G
Bookseller, 14, Great Portland Street; or to Mrs. Prestox,
Florist, Kilbum.

TO CARDENERS. NURSERYMEN. SEEDSMEN, AND
FLORISTS.

houses, Dutch Pit, an 1 -
—

WTialley Range, ready a
week prior to The sale—22, Princess Street. Manchester.

FOUR~HUNDRED FINE ASH TREES; ALSO SIXTY
OAK AND SEVENTY ALDERS

MJL HUMBERT will sell by Aucton. by direction
of the Earl of Essex, at tfe I n, TYaiftsri,

on WEDNESDAY. : I rt. 40>D
rTyO BE SOLD, ia consequence of the ill-health of aSII te:51 .

- tianuoflarge
A- proprietor, a capital BCS1NESS in the above tine, with a .v- aK. 70 ALDERS.

first-rate connexion, and of 17 years' standing. The Premises, standing at Cassiobary, clase to good roads, tbe Grand Sw
which are convenient and well situated, will be sold together CanaL and the North-Westem Rili^ay.— May be viewed ten
with the Business. One-half of the purchase money may remain days before the sale, and Catalogues may be had at tbe Isms in

ou security of the premises.—For particulars apply to Mr. L"£xr>ex. tbe neigbbonrbood, and free by post of Mr. Hoebee -

Nurseryman, &c. Wellington. Somerset. 1 Agent and Surveyor, Watford, Herts,
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On the 31st October will be published, in handsome Folio, price 6s., Part VIII. of

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN,
NATURE-PRINTED (li fe size).

Paris I. to VII. nre always on sale.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

COLLECTED WO^KS OF THE AUTHOR OF "VANITY
FAIR," "THE NEWCOIVIES." ETC.

On the Slat October will be publlslied [uniform with the Cheap

Edition, of"Vanity Pair" and " Pend«nnis")prl(»6s, VOL I. ot

MISCELLANIES. By W. M. Thackeiiav. Prose

ml Vers*1
: ^t.'ries, Essays, and Sketches, Satirical, Bur-

lesque, an-l Sentimental.
ii -.ill h,. i-.iiiipleteJ in Four Vnlum»s. The first

will Include: T1IK BALLADS :-THE BOOK Or SNOBS:-
T1IF TREMENDOUS ADVENTURES OF MAJOR
OAMAGAN:—THE FATAL HOOTS:-and COX'S DIARY;
each ef wliMi will, for the convenience of Railway Readers, &c,

be publlsbed separately.

Published by Bbapbohy & Etabs, 11, Bouverio Street;

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTS OF.
BOTANICAL SCIENCE.

400 Illustrations. 8*o. Price 5s. 6d. half bound.

BRADrrr.Y it Etaks, 11. Bouverle Street.

Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY. Structural
and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 12s. clotb.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works
l.y Professor Lin-dlf.v, of which "School Botany,'' aud "The
Vegetable Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of Tiif. Elements op Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Tech-
nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price I2s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the author's " School Botany."

N.ll. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

Bbadrury it Evans, 11. Bouverie Street. •

BY OKUER OF
THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS OF THE ADMIRALTY.

Now ready, price 2s. 6d.,

THE NAUTICAL ALMANACK and ASTRONO-
MICAL EPHEMERIS for 18S9. With a Supplement,

containing Ephemerides of Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta ; and
approximate ones of the newly discovered Planets for 1856.

John- Murray. Albemarle Street, Publisher to the Admiralty

rPHE QUJAK-TEkLi: KKV1EW, No. CXCIV.,
J- is published THIS DAY.

Contents:—
I. LIFE AND OPINIONS OF HUET.

II. SCHOOL SERMONS.
III. MR. THACKERAY AND THE NEVYCOMES.
IV. THE CALDWELL PAPERS.
V. THE CHARITIES AND POOR OF LONDON.
VI. LATIN DICTIONARIES.
VII. ATRACO AND BRjUGIiAM ON MEN OF SCIENCE.

VIII. PITT AND FOX.
John ^Iurbay, Albemarle S'.reet.^

NEW WORK ON ENTOMOLOGY.
This day is published, price 12s. 6U, with Eight Coloured Plates,

The First Volume of

rpHE NATURAL HISTORY of the TINEINA
-*- (Small Moths). The letter-press in English, French, Ger-
man, and La'in, by H. T. Stainton, assisted by Professor Zeli.f.r
and J.W. Douglas.

London : John Vas Voorst . 1. Paternoster Ttow.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY- OF
JURISPRUDENCE.

BEING A TRANSLATION OF THE GENERAL PART OF
THIBAUTS SYSTEM DES PANDEKTEN RECHTS

WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS
By NATHANIEL LIN OLE Y, of the Middle Temple, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law.
William Maxwell. 32, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn, Law Book-

seller and Publisher; Hodges & Smith. Grafton Street. Dublin.

PROFESSOR LIND LEY'S INTRODUCTION TO
-L BOTANY. 4th Edition, with Corrections and Additions,
now ready, in 2 vols. Svo, with Si* Copper Plates and numerous
Wood Engravings. Price 24s. cloth.

London: Longman. Brown. Green, & Longmans.
In 8vo, 400 pages, price reduced to 7s. Cd. boards,

~~

TONES and KINGSTON'S FLORA DEVONT-
ENSIS, or a Descriptive Catalogue of Plants growing wild

in the county of Devon, arranged according to both the Linnean
and natural systems; with an account of their Geographical
Distribution, &c.

London: Longman, Brown. Green. & Longmans.
On Friday next, in Svo, witli many Woodcut

pEREIRA'S ELEMKNTSof MATERIA MEDICAA and THERAPEUTICS, Vol.11., Parti.. Fourth Edition
Edited by A. S. Taylor, M.D., Arc., and G. O. Rees, M.D.

Lately published, a New Edition, in fcp. Svo. price 7s
••l'ERElHA'S LECTURES on POLARISED LIGHT.

Edited by the Rev. Baden Powell, M.A.
London: Longman, Blown, Gree n, & Longmans.

NEW EDITION OF^lR^HeaiRY HOLLAND'S McDI'-AL
MOTES AND REFLECTIONS.

Just published, in One Vol. Svo, price ISs cloth

1\TEDICAL NOTES AND REFLECTIONS. By
.i i>

S
', it

r,

XIiv Holland. Bart., M.D, F.R.S., &c„ Fellow of
the Royal College of Physicians, Physician inordinary to Her
KH25-P™ °-'"'''n ftn<1 l0 H's Royal Highness Prince Albert
Third Edition, witb Alterations and Additions.

London: Longman, Beown, Green, & Longmans.
THC

On Wednesd:
TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY,
y next, in 16mo, price One ShillingpICTURES FROM CUBA.

-*- By William H. Hdrlbut.
Forming Part XC. of ihe "Traveller's Library."

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
In crown Svo, with 30 Woodcuts, price 7s. Sd. cloth

>yHE ART of PERFUMERY and the METHODS
*- of OBTAINING the ODOURS of PLANTS- With""tactions for the Manufacture of Perfumes for the. Handker-

CosmeM ,?,«
P
p
1"

r

"'rs
' ™°n"* Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums.

CoioTrlorr-;
tVrfun

Y
! * Snap, to-! and an Appendix on theColours of Flowers. Arliflcial Fruits, Essences, Ac. By G W

of ni,,'? "^ A"^<'<^ Chemist, Author of " The Odoursof riowers " ,n the Gardeners' Chrmiclc, &c.
London -. Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In a few days will be published,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA, Part VI.; containing

Oncidium. Calanthe, Ac, and completing Vol. I.

James Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Coveut G arden.

Price 5s. 6d. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
fARNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY

;^ Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.tt.S, F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
;

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London
;

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street. Covent Garden.

Price Is. 6c?., free bv post Is. lOd.

J ABELS FOR THE HERBARIUM,
^—* CONSISTING OF THE NAMES OF THE
CLASSES, ALLIANCES, ORDERS, AND SUB-ORDERS,

OF
PROFESSOR LINDLEY'S "VEGETABLE KINGDOM."

So printed in large type, that they can be cut out and pasted
into The Herbarium.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a. Post-office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for
one Btamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.

^HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
^ OPERATIONS. By Sir Joskpii Paston, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

100,000 have already been sold.

CONTENTS.
Gilias
Gooseberries
Grafting
Green-fly
Heartsease
Herbs
Herbaceous Peren-

nials

Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish
Hyacinths
Hydrangeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidney Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, double
Marigold
Marjoram
Manures
Marvel of Peru
Mesembryanthe-
mums

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
Oenothera bifrons
Onions
Peonies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-baulin
Pears
Peas
Pelargoniums
Perennials
Persian Iris

Petunias
Phlox
Pigs
Pinks
Planting

P Kt-ollice orders to be made pavable to James Matthews.
5, Upper Wellington Street, CnvontGarden, London.

Just published, price '2s. 6d

,

THHE HAND-BOOK of VILLA GARDENING.—
1 By William Paul, Author of the " Rose Garden," &c.
Contents:—Gardening as a Recreation; On the Formation

and Itnprovementof a Garden; What a Villa Garden should be;
Selection and Arrangement of Trees and Shrubs; On Flowers;
I'lie American Garden; The Rose Garden; The Conservatory
and Greenhouse; Swoet-scented Plants and Flowers; The Fruit
Garden and Orchid House; Gardenuig in Winter, Spring,
bummer, Autumn

; On Propagation; Window Gardening; Select
Lists of Trees, Flowers, &c. &c.
"We anticipate that it will become.-as it deserves, a general

authority \u suburban cultivation."— G'Wew^rs' Chronicle.
Well adapted to the end, being of a plain practical character."— SpecUUor.

" Full of sound practical instruc'ion."—Florist.
' The ri^ht sort of book and at the right time too."— The Field.

By the same Author, second edition, price 1*.,

AN HOUR WITH THE HOLLYHOCK.
London: Piper & Co., 23, Paternoster Row; or post free from

the Author, Nurseries. Checbunt, Herts, at the ab-we jxrices.

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus
Calceolarias
Californian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,
Chinese

Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias
Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dablins
Daisies
Dog's-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-
ing articles for

Ferns, as protection
Fruit
Fuchsias
Gentianella

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-
tings

Pyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Seeds
Sea Daisy or Thrift
Seakale
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Fruit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Vcnus's Looking-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian StocksW allflowers
Willows
Zinnias

Early in November, price One Shilling.

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Elackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and

Glasgow and Edinburgh.

NOTICE.
JOHNSON & SHAW'S FARMERS ALMANACK
*-* for 1856 will be ready for delivery on the 1st of November
as usual, price Is. sewed, or 25. bound in clotb and interleaved.

_^ James Ridoway, Piccadilly ; and allBooksellers.

TOHNSON'SGARDENER'S ALMANACK
^ Price Is.— This Almanack, besides the usual contents, will
contain entirely new Calendars of the works to be done in each
month; Lists of the best new and old varieties of Florists/
Flowers, Kitchen Vegetables, and Fruits ; and much other useful
information, both for the amateur and professional gardener. It
will be published on_Nov. 22, by the Stationers' Company. _
T^DWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
J—J NACK Horticultural Trade Directory and Florists*
Diary for 1856, will be published in December, as heretofore.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, llollnwuy, Middlesex.

P~l7e N NY'S GARDEN ALMANACK~ANI>
VT FLORIST'S DIRECTORY will be Published for the-
NINTEENTII YEAR on November 1st, price Is., post free*

12 stamps.

Just out, price 5s. 6tf,
(
Third Edition, post free 66 stamps,

entirely rewritten and alphabetically arrtinged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
plete guide at the price.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

A TREATISE on the ORIGIN, PROPAGATION!
and CULTIVATION of the STRAWBERRY. By Mr.

Richard Underhill, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Price Is. May
be had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great!
Britain, as well as from the Author.
Agent for London : G. Cox. 18. King Street. Covent Garden.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowerdy. The Descriptions, Synonyms. &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing-

49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerdy, 3. Mead Place. Lambeth.

On the 1st November, Part I. of

THE FERN ALLIES: A Supplement to "The
Ferns of Great Britain." Illustrated by John E.

Sowerby. Descriptions by C. Johnson, Esq. To be completed,
in about Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s., partly coloured at Is. 6d.
per Part.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

This day, with 179 illustrations, 7s.,

FIRST LINES IN CHEMISTRY ; a Manual for-

Students. By Albert J. Bernays, Ph.D., F.C.S., Lec-
turer on Chemistry at the Medical Scboolof St. Mary's Hospital ;

Author of "Household Chemistry."
London: John W. Parker & Son, West Strand.

KIN BURN, OTCHAKOV, NlCHOLAIEV.
Will be published on Monday,

STANFORD'S MAP OF THE ROADS. &c. BE-
TWEEN ODESSA, NlCHOLAIEV, PEREKOP, SIM-

PHEROPOL, and SEVASTOPOL, with enlarged Plans ot"

Odessa and Nicholaiev, compiled from the Russian Maps in the

possession of the Royal Geographical Society, the Admiralty
Charts, and other documents. Price, one large sheet, 4s.; case, 7o.

Also,

STANFORD'S MAP OF THE COUNTRY BE"-
TWEEN ODESSA and PEREKOP. Price 2s. sheet; case, 4s. Bd.

London: Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross.

ARISH HOR^RORS OF ST. PANCRAS,
HEAD

LLOYD'S WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.
Sunday, October 2Sl__ _

PRICE FOURPENCE
(
OF ANY BOOKSELLER.

CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
LAST, OCTOBER 20, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,.

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Twenty-four large Quarto Pages. .

Reviews of, with Extracts from—
The Mystic; and Other Poems.
By P. J. Bailey.

My Exile in Siberia. By A-

Report of the Commissioners
for the Investigation of al-

leged Cases of Torture, in

the Madras Presidency.

The Ins and Outs of Paris
;

or,

Paris by Day and Night. By
Julie de Marguerittes.

Herzen. [Sand..

History of My Life. By George
Williamite and Jacobite Wars-

in Ireland. By Dr. Cane.

English Roots: and their De-

rivation of Words from the

Ancient Anglo-Saxon. By
E. N. Hoare.

Report on the Exposition of

1855.
Hand Place-Book of the United
Kingdom.

Lizzie Leigh : and other Tales.

WiTn Shorter Notices of
The Post-Diluvian Historv. By

the Rev. E. D. Re.ndeU.'

The First Cause; or, a Treatise'

upon the Being aud Attri-

butes of God. By J. C
Whihdi.

Educational Works.
Theological aud other Pain -

phlets.

Foreign. Correspondence.—The Rhone from Lyons to-

Avignon.

Weekly Gossip.—Erdan's ' La France Mystique ''—

Literary Movements—Public Libraries—Isle of Wight
Antiquities—Tennyson's ' Maud'—Forthcoming Works

—

Smithsonian Institution—Ancient Writings—Agassiz's .

Embryology of North America—Nicolaus Lenau's Works

—

Architectural Museum—New Planets.

Fine Arts.-—Schnorr's Bible Pictures—Exposition Univer-

selle des Beaux Arts.

Fine Art Gossip.—Arundel Society's Collection—Statue

of Watt—Architectural Church Work in the Provinces of

France—Elgin Cathedral—Belgium Prize Essays.

Rfoisic and the SOrama.—Prnry Lane ( Married for

Money')—Hayinarket ('The Little Treasure')— Standard
(' Gysippus.')

Musical and dramatic Gossip.— araiie. Rachel—
Greek Architecture—Theatrical Properties—Statistics of the
Italiau Stage.

Miscellanea. — Lines by the Author of 'The Seasons'—
Recovery of Waste Places—Waikna— P^nai-n* Kailrond—
Another Surveying Expedition—Newspapers in the World.

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

Printed by William Bradiu'bt, of No. 13. Upper Wohnru Place. anJ
Frederick Mullett Evanr, of No. 23, Queen's ItoaJ, We>t, both in

tbe Parish of St. l*aiicraH, and id the County 01 Middlesex, Printer", si

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Wuitetriarfi, in tbe City
of London; nnd published by tbem atthe Office. No..i. Upper Wellincton
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul'*. CtKent Garden, in toe said County,
whtfif all Advertisements and Communinationo are to be Adiirksubo to
tub Editor.—Saturday, October 2", '.S55.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.—
The AUTUMN MEETING will Ink" pIKCO nl tlio

Socioty'H Ilnnw, '21, Kugi-nt Slrcot, on TUESDAY, November
20lli, from 12 to 4 i-.u. The Chair will ho tnki.m nt 2 p.m.

BRITISH POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—An
Extraordinary Meeting of Iho rSrittsh l'oraologlcal Soclnty

will Ira hold nt tho Roonm, 20, Hedford atrootijCovont Garden, on
MONDAY, tho 5th of November, to compjiro'aii'l determine tho
morita nnd qimlition of Fruits, for tho elocllonof MoraborH, and
for general business. Tho Chair will bo tak.oi'at 1 o'clock.

It Ih bopod that all who lako an Interest in 'Iho cultivation of
FRUITS and FRUIT TREES will forward to tho mooting
specimens of such varieties as they can obtain, correctly named,
and otherwise assist in promoting the objects of tho Society.

Persons desirous of becoming Members aro requested to mako
application to tho Secretary on or before the day of meetine.
Members are elected at all tho Meetings of the Society ; and 10s.
entrance foe, with 10s. annual subscription, .constitute meniber-
f'.lp.—Robert Hoaa, Secretary.

STOKE-NEWitfGTOlfCHR . ;;,u. TiFemTtM
SOCIETY—The Ninth Annual Exhibition of this Society

will bo held at the Manor Rooms, ChurcHStre ... ko Newing-
ton, on WEDNESDAY, November 14. Doors open at 12 o'clock.

Admission from 12 to t, Is, ; aftor'4 o'clock, Gd.

OSACE ORANCE (MACLURA AURAMTIACA1.
MESSRS. MORRISON and SON have to offer

about 60,000 Plants (S to inches high) of this fine new
Hodge Plant (see Gardeners' Chronicle, May 18, 1854), prico 10s.

per 100. Price to the trade on application. 'Railways to all parts
of the kingdom.—Nurseries, Mountcoffer, Kanff. N.l't.

SEEDS FOR EXPORTATION.
SUTTON AMD SONS "" noui prepared (0 1

,,,.,/. pi for exportation for Vi

contittlng oftfa moit di iraili torli, properly packed lo

.
". ... ./ ' condition. Free 1 boa

/;, .'.,/, or Bovtlutmpton,

Button a Mown, id .
Ite..tinir.

SECOND IMPORTATION.
TiRKSlI IMPORTED BULBS bloom

i/iiih tltosi which '""'' been longexp Itotheair
/./.... pUi/Htin?/.

Foil]
1

).'• ..'. .... DULDB,
< Imported, al low prl ofl thcjl Catali "-, which may bn

1

...
.1 in..., In return for one penny "tan.|p.

rilK BEST CUCUMBERS FOR FORCING.—
1 Hl.'T'i ON 1:1 1:1 -.1111:1. I 1 1 AM PI ON, porpkt. 1.. M.

1 HI, IN I'AMPI'.KI.I, I «
1 BKD KENYON'H I'AVOORITE 1 '1

WAIID'H IMPRO\ ED BION HOUSE „ 1

Sutton & Bona, Heed i. rem, Read ing.

CHRYSANTl- .MUM!).
VeUOOD ano INGRAM beg lo oir.-r fine flowering
*» plant., covered with Iioalthy fbllago to tbo bottom,

sorts, both Ponjnono and luri,'e (lowering varieties, at from Gi. lo

Of, per doBon.—Niirnerlew, Huntingdon.

VINES FROM EYES.
TOHN and CHARLES LEE beg to offer a very
•" superior stock of all the leading kinds of VINES, both for

planting out nnd forfrnlting In

Nuraery and Saed I itahll^hmenfc, Hammcramith.

VINES FOR FRUITINC IN POTS.
]\TESSHS. J. and J. FRASER, NuBSBRTMBIl, Left
1*" BrldgQ Road, Essex, beg to announce that they have a
very choice selection of the b.-.t sorts of VINES from eyes
grown In 12 and 15.inch pots, Prico 5*. and 7s. Hd each.

N.B. Strong Vines for planting • ch.—Nov. 8.

HARDY HEATHS
TVrATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
* ' attention to their large stock and first-rato collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may he
had free on application to Waterkb & Godfrey, Knap Hill

_ Nursery. Woking, Surroy.

WTOWNSEND 1ms now ready to send out
• GERANIUM CYDONIA. CARMINEA—for description

see Advertisement, 4th August ; lias been exhibited at the
National Society, 15th June and 26th August, and obtained a
Certificate. Plants 5s. , 7s. Gd., and 10s. Gd. each; one over to

every three ordered in the trade. Post-oftice orders payable at
B

a

yswater.— Notting Hill.

GOOD PINES WANTED,
From 2 lbs. to 4 lbs. each.

Forward immediately to George Taylor, Jun., Fruit Sales-
man, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

WANTED TO~PURCHASE^about 130 yards of
EVERGREEN PRIVET HEDGE, about 3 or 4 years"

old, in good condition, and about 4 feet high.—Address, Smting
price, to \V. W., 4, Grove Terrace, St. John's Wood, London.

npO BE SOLD, at a nominal price, 200 DOZEN
A GERANIUMS, in large and small 60's; clean, strong, uni-
form in size, and all early, free-flowering, saleable sorts.—R.
Bullkn, DulwlcU Common. Surrey. Enquire at the Alley u's
Head.

RASPBERRY CANES.
rpo BE SOLD CHEAP, about 1000 fiue RASP-X BERRY CANES, at Gd. the dozen for the lot.—G. P., Mr.
Brown's. Bootmaker, Shoreditch.

SPANISH CHESNUTS.TO BE SOLD, about 200,000 Strong SPANISH
-*- CHESNUTS, from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent on application
to Water kb and Godfrey. Knap Hill, Woking,jurrey.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAPER WHITE NAR-
CISSI'S, 4s. p6T dozen.—The above Bulbs, tbe former of

which is so justly esteemed for its early bloomiug and excessive
fragrance, and tbe latter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, and may be obtained at A. Coubett's Italian and Foreign
Warehouse, IS, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

THE FLUKE KIDNEY POTAT6~(TRUE:)]
]OHN HOLLAND, Bradsliaw Gardens, Middleton,
<* near M"anchester, can now supply the above at 4s. per bushel
of 56 lbs, or 71. per ton. Post-oflico orders to be made payable
-.it Middleton, Lancashire.

CEED POTATOES.—Fluke Kidneys, 4s. per bushel^ of 56 lbs.; 71. per ton; Lapstone Kidneys, 5s. Early SUort-
top Ashleaf Kidneys, 6s. per bushel of 56 lbs.; sacks, Gd. per
bushel extrn. All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.
—Apply to HuHrHEEY CaAamERLAix.Kfiinpsey,near Worcester.

DUTCH FLO//IPINC BULI
1 '

«-i r«

.... '*' - .

TO PINE GROWERS.
LIVERPOOL is THE Iir.ST MARKET.

770RWAKD TO QBOHGE TAYLOR, Jcx.,
J- FRUIT SALESMAN,

Tho Grand Stand,
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.
Tormu

—

Casil

ROSE CATALOGUE.
T anp J. FRASER, Nurgprv-
<J " Kssex, befi to annonnco (hit tl I ^LOGUE o[

ROSES for 1S55 aod ISoli itl now ready, and may be had on
application.

I
I'IKK Mnu

•' til T< II .'. .

' -

J AMI

KI'AI
* Hi '

li nr*ir r^uiy, and .

DUTCH I )OTl

Pi 1 H LAWSO
XKhYKR* .

Ui»] and AgHcuHrml
*r<- now rv*4j lo txm

Cattlogiie* m*y t»" )>njl, t:-

'li, (,r

IMPORT tD DUTCH BULBS.
Eva:- pai

Ihnl \\*.\\a ;

have arrived ,,

applh ' v. z.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO I^URtERyMEN-
DONA LI* Iwortfa N

Woking, near Ripley, Snray,
not public, k v.:*. i 1 , xvn, Mit !*•'•

namerooi •. which *al»»t-
enntaina all they h*-- t getwnily u
remarkably good, and trw from HI

Nil. Any amount of Dwarf M«id*-n Appl«i aod fv»n, 4r., can
!*• well • ,, ,

1-
i

- - ....

P A N S I £ 3,

T DOBSON a>l. SON have a large and health* Stock
*" "of the tbovt rta only, which are
now ready for aendln;- and 1ft*. per

Woodlands Nopterv. W^^
choice panSi E S

JOSEPH NORRIS, Offterler Park, Hoanslow,
*' the following Bne Pan I

Eirl ilansfi'dd, Bmp
Raglan. Sllai Talbot,
carl. Sir J. Pajton. 25 fineat ti
It*. Is ; 25 fine d

Sent to any address, pax:

receipt

\\rAlTE'SDANl

ROSES. HOLLYHOCKS. ETC.

A PAUL and SON'S PRtCED DESCRIPTIVE
• CATALOGUES of .ROSES and M FC8 aro

now ready, and may be had post free* on application.

A fine stock of COMFKR.E, ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS, FRUIT TREES, Ac. Prices furnUhed on application.

Nurseries, Cheat.nnt, Herts.— Nov. 3.

Earl; Pe« in coJtfr
nnd price fiad

lSl.ll'Kh Hoiborn. Loodon.

o3er»
nllia- u

IV rd

liote,

- , .

TO THE TRADE.
ISAAC DAYIES can supply the foTtowiDZ New

GERANIUMS at rcdacM prh>-( :—F*ir Ellen, Pteeion,
Pandora, PetracUio, Serena, Topav. Grand Snlt»n

f and Cloth <d
Silver.—Larkfiel I Nnrverv, Wu.r-.v. ]...

PELARGONIUM CATALOGUE.
T DOBSON and SON'S ANNUAL CATALOGUE,
*J * with full descriptions and prices of Beck's new varieties

and other leading kinds, may be had on application.

Woodlands Nursery. I slpwon h,

"VT GAINES begs to announce his PRICED CATA-
-LA • LOi-iUE for the ensuing season is now published, contain-

ing Show and Fancy Pelargoniums, Azaleas, Camellias, Fuchsias,
Chrysanthemums, Verbenas, Ericas, Epacris, Ferns, Stove, and
Greenhouse Plants, &c, and will be sent free on application.

The Nnrsery , Surrey Lane, Batters^.

BASS and BROWN'S now AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUE, comprising a considerable portion of descriptive

and useful information for purchasers, will be sent free by post
for three penny stamps, or gratis to their customers, who may not
have received them.

^ifc^k-.
Seed and Horticultural Establishment. Sudr>flP^^%]k.

AMERICAN PLANTS^
TOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
tl DENDRONS. AZALEAS, &&, as exhibited at tbe Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application,

g^ The Catalogue describes tbe colours of tbe Rhododendrons.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

—

Nov. 3.

AMERICAN PLAN T S.

WATERER and GODFREY bee; to announce tbeir

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this season is now published, and will be sent free on application.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery is altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South "Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap_ HHI Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

EDWARD V. i i;.\V [6
MANETTI M

Grafting. Price on n

tie Trade strong

A Z A LEA IN D IC .

TOHN and CHARLIE LEE b.>* 10 offer good
J Plants of the

set with buds, at 18*., $>_ and ii: per d .

N TT3,th.

AZALEA IN3'CA LEE

-

JOHN and CHARLES LEE are now prepared to
send out this fine Seedling, which frr habit of rrowdiaad

I substance of petal, combined with perfect --bape and pariry. i«

decidedly the best white Azalea yet OVt. It has gaised
j
Certificates wherever exblUl * atrae^

!
plan ts at 42*.—

LENNO
een-iir.-

NEW VARIEGATED CER AN'UM—MRS.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE are

this novelty, which is a cecided iroprovemenl
tain of Light. It i? of ranch mon
variety, the marzin of tl-

;

other respects it possesses t

Nursery and -

GEORGE BAKER begs to announce bis DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS. FRUIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be had on application.

American Nursery, Windleshani. near Bagshot. Surrey, seven
miles from Staines. Windsor Branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

GEORGE JACKMAN be^s to state his PRICED
CATALOGUE of choice CONIFERA, HARDY EVER-

GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which are well grown,
and constantly remoyed. also Roses. Standard. Dwarf, and
dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, and Forest Trees, can be had on
application by enclosing one Postage Stamp.
G.J. respectfully invites persons planting to pay a visit to his

extensive nursery, one and a half mile from Woking Station.

South Western Railway, where Ml trains Stop, and CMiv^yar.c£s
can be had.—Woking Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

Price
'

tmith.

FRUIT TREES IN POI
JOHN and CHARLES LEE have tbe finest stock

of tbe aboye ever yet cflvred. ev
TEACHES APR: CHERRIES
NECTARINES |

PLUMS APPLES
and PEARS

All warranted to bear good er I -ztscc-

NarseryandS- Uimwjersmith.

ACRICUL f . SCE OS, ETC.
PETER LAWSON am -

-

NUBSEBTMEw TO 1

HlGHLA>T. AKD AGT. - - ST*

supplying the foil wine seed-. -

Italian Rye-Grass, Foreign seed r»»*rf E«:«. r Rape
Crimson "Clover [TrifoU ita in- C -

carna:
Alsike Clover .TrifclimE by- r2re> rad Lawa*.
bridnm) Ac. &c ic

27. Great -

[ m

" CABBAGE
JOHN CATTELL has still a Urge supply

Bedded Plants of I

Cabbage bedded, at 1*. perl«XI: ao

Late, at la. 6d, p*r 100. Or
carriage free to London, a

Eastern Railway.
A rer i

fi Re«

:- ;sc"tioe.
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MESSRS. E. (J. HENDERSON and SUN be*? to

.- :hey have now received their noted collec-

tion of H * iiCIN rHS iii excellent condition, and for the assist-

mxxce , us unacquainted with the culture of the

Hvaeinth. printed instructions wilt be given gratis with each

order they art> kindly favoured with, Catalogues -i which, to-

gether with their Plant ami Seed Lists, will he forwarded post

free on application.

CUCUMBER Henderson's NAPOLEON Ill.
r
in packets, 3s.

EOLARIA, CINERARIA, and ERIMULA SEED of

first quality, St. Gd. and 5s. per packet
HSIAS.—Banks' Favourite, lOs.Gd.; Prince of Wales,

10s. 6J.

NEW RHODODENDRONS.—Booth i, Hookeri, Calophylluro,

Kendricki, Bxtmium Windsorl Leucanthum.
.rial m ARGENTEUM Pampas Gbasb).—E. Gt. H. &

Son having in Ihelr possession the largest stock in the country

of this noble ornamental Grass, can supply free healthy seedling

Slants, which are superior to auy other at 2s. Gd. each, 25*. per

men, or 7J. 10«. per 100.

Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood.

THE TRUE LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES.

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradsliaw Gardens, Middleton,

oear Manchester, can now supply 24 strong plants for 12s.,

or IS plants for 7s., of the below-named GOOSEBERRIES, which

are of fine flavour. Weights taken from the Gooseberry Grower's

r of 1865, viz.: dwts. grs. dwts. grs.

London ... 30 6 Lady Leicester ... ... 22 16

Thumper ... ... 26 IS Random Green ... ... 22 15

Wonderful ... 26 14 Pilot ... 22 14
Conquering Hero ... 23 19 Railway ... 22 10
Slaughterman .. ... 23 13 Queen ofTrumps ... 22
Catherina... ... 23 12 Uunner ... 21 22
Freedom ... ... 23 10 Roaring Lion ... ... 21 21
Companion ... 23 6 Lion's Provider ..- ... 21 6
Leader ... £3 Goldfinder ... 21 1

Drill ... 23 Turnout ... 20 5
Napoleon ... ... 22 32 Broom girl ... 20 o
Overall ... ... 22 22 Coppice Lass ... 19 10

Post Office Orders to be made payableat Middleton Lancashire.
Catalogues or application.

WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite the
attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

Araucaria irobricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and S feet high, in quantities,

all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it

wnuld be difficult to match.
|

Cedrus Deodara, 11, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do. a
line lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet ; do. some magnificent Trees,
10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Trans-
planting, having been annually removed. *

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. a few splendid Trees,
10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Rio Virginian, 5 to S feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We had a large stock. It is ex-
tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomeria japo'nica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.
Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this
fine hardy plant.

* Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plants,
6 to 8 feet.

Do. Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to 8 and 10
feet. Our stock of the iwo last mentioned Junipers we believe
to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes
are under perfect columns.

Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies Douglas], 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and very
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis. several hundreds of nice plants, 1^ to 2 feet, well
grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller
spt-cimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordtnanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, lj, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of
these plants, and all from seed.

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to7feethigh, in perfect health.
Finns insignis, 1£ to 3 feet; a fevr good specimens up to 7 feet.

„ Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

„ Montezamse, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.

„ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.
Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.
The following 10 varieties form a very singular eroup. They

are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies ulanbraziliana may
be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to
be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.

Pinus strohus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).
„ sylvestris pumila (the dwarf ScotchJ.

Abies Clanbraziliana I Abies pumila "» All dwarf varieties

„ compacta „ diffusa y of the
„ pygmsea

| „ Gregori J Spruce Fir.
Picea pectinata pygmma (the dwarf Silver Fir), Hndsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.
Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,
8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovastnn or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.
Do. do, worked as standards on the common Yew. 8 to 10 ft. high.
Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped; a large quantity, 1£ to

21 feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is
unsurpassed.

Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful wheu in fruit as we
have it, r. to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, verv handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

of the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedge?, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.
Do. aurea, or Golden Arbor-vitffi. This plant originated at this
Nursery; it baB now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as
much through—in fact, perfect globes.

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,
being near

1.J feet high, and as much wide.
Hollies variegated, hy the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.
We may here remark with reference to the large specimens

alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a
condition to transplant; and travel any distance with perfect safety.
They have one and all been annually removed in our Nursery
and 10 soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe
we are justified in stating it offers a choice which is to be found^u 1 f*"' establishments of its kind in this country *

The Nursery may be reached in 40 minutes bv Train from theWaterloo Station; and the Snmh Western Railway Company
5XS?f!!

B™Qch
f

on
.

t0 the Nonh Western, enables us to send

Kh?rp£n."
Par
i^-

n tfUCks throu^out, without packing andotner extensive additions.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

UT NICOL, Gardener, Rossyln House, Hampstead,
• begs to inform the public that he has arranged to send

out his incomparable early Pea " OMER PACHA," through
the eminent house of William Clark, Seedsman, &c, 25,

Bishopsgate Street Within, the price of which will be, quarts, 5s.

;

piutSj :3s.; prepaid either hy postage stamps or otherwise. As
the stock is verv limited early application to Mr. Clark would
be advisable. W. N. begs to assert that the above Pea far sur-

passes in all gooil qualities every other in cultivation.

BERNARD SAUNDERS, Nurseryman and Florist'
Cmsarean Nurseries, Jersey, respectfully informs Amateurs

and Florists that he has a good Stock of Yellow and White-
ground PICOTEES to offer for sale this season, at 2s. 6d. per
pair, orders fr which will be thankfully received and promptly
executed. Also a small quantity of well ripene I S-^ed of the
P1IORMIUM TENAX or NEW ZEALAND FLAX, at 2s. Gd.

per packet of 60 Seeds.

BAJLUSTRAD1NG FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
executed in Austin's Artificial Stone, by J. Skeley (late

Austin and Seeley), Nos. 1 to 4, Kepp^l Row, New Read.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
material : it has been extensively used in Scotland for 20 years.

MAPPINGS PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

JOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
*-* Cutleey Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded bv post.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.
These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1S51, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural
Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to

Saynob & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship. Established 1738.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure toJ hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.—In Boxes of 100 feet.
6 by 4, and 61 by 41 £0 12s. Otf.

I A -11: 11} °«o
9 " 7,

-?i;;
7f;K} o 160

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 hy 10 to 20 by IS,
at 18s. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches lone.

16 oz. from 2W. to 31A | 21 oz. from s\d. to Ud.
26 oz. from 5W.to7Ji£

Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or
Urates of 300 feet, 2Sd. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same qoaiity
as we supply to Mr. Riyebs, and ol various dimensions, always
on Land,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.
J of an inch thick £1 17s. 6A per case of 50

ft >. 2 13 ' 60
4 „ 1 17 6

"
60

Glass Slates of the usual dimensions.
Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps ; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for
Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

water, without manual labour, to auy
height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.

Hose Pipe of every kind for watering
Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

DO YOU BRUISK YOUR OATS YET ?—One
bushel of Oats when Crushed will make two. Great saving

OAT BRUISERS, Chaff-cutters, Ploughs, Threshing Machines
Flour Mill Carts, Corn Dressing do., Horse and Steam Machinery
put up, &c. Book on Feeding, Is.

M. Wedlake, 118, Feiichurch Street, London.

oAT-CRUSHING and BEAN-SPLITTING MILL
(TuRNEIt'S NO. 6).

This Mill is recommended to

the use of every person keeping

a Horse, as superior for efficiency,

durability, and ease in working

to any manufactured, Two bshls.

of crushed corn afford more

nourishment both to old and

young horses than three bushels

of uncrushed

!

Price £5 15s. 6d.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296. Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from Akd.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10[by 8, 12s. Bd. ; above, 16*. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. Gd. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from Gd. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5». Gd.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium, 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

FOREICN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE^
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivees and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 41 in 12s. Oi.

6J „ 41 „ 7 „ 5" 12 6

74 „ 5* „ 8 „ 6 13

8£ „ Gk „ 9 „ 7 13 6
94 „ 71 „ 10 „ 8 13 6
10£ ii

84 „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 U
10 „ 10 „ 101 „ 10$ 14
11 „ 10 „ 1\\ „ 10$ 14
11 „ 11 „ 11£ „ 11£ 14
12 „ 11 „ 12£ „ 111 14
13 „ 11 „ 13£ „ 111 14
13 „ 12 „ 131 „ 12| 16

13J „ 131 „ 141 ,, 13£ 16
151 „ 134 16

20 by"13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21J by 131, 16£ hy 144, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... z\ „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established mnre than 100 years.

Made and Sold by

E. R. & F. TURNER, St. Peter's

Iron Works, Ipswich.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
JYJJESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'
L*J_ Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TTETLEY and CO. are supplying 16-oz. Sheet Glass
*- A of British Manufacture, packed in boxes, containing 100
square feet each, at the following REDUCED PRICES for cash.
A reduction made on 1000 feet.

Sizes.—Inches. Inches. Per foot. Per 100 feet.

Under 6 by 4 at l$d. is £0 12 6
From 6 by 4 „ 7 „ 5 „ 2d. „ 16 8

7 „ 5 „ 8 „ 6 „ 2\d. „ 18 9
S „ 6 „ 10 „ 8 „ 2U. „ 1 10

10 „ 8 „ 12 „ 9 „ 2%d. „ 1 2 11
Larger sizes, not exceeding 40 inches long.

16 oz. from 3d. to Z^d. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ Z\dAobd. „ „ „
26 oz. „ Zhd.tol\d. „ „ „

PATENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, and
PATENT PLATE GLASS for Horticultural purposes, at
reduced prices, by the 100 square feet.

GLASS TILES AND SLATES made to any size or pattern,
either in Sheet or Rough Plate Glass.

Propagating Glasses, Beehive Glasses, Cucumber Tubes, Glass
Milk Pans, Glass Water Pipes, and various other articles not
hitherto manufactured in Glass.

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extremely moderate
price of this superior article should cause it to supersede all

other inferior window glass in a gentleman'6 residence. No
alteration conuected with the sash is required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to, and for the preservation of

every description of goods susceptible of injury by exposure.
Prices, since the removal of the excise duty, reduced one-half.

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application to
James Hetlet & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

. I TO FLORISTS AND OTHERS.

J
JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great

* variety of CYLINDRICAL and SADDLE BOILERS in
stock, also Fire and Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, Double Doors
and Frames, Furnace Grates, Sont Doors, Hot-water Pipes,
Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle Valves, Stop Cocks, Flange and
Socket Elbows, &c; also, Trough Pipes.—Drawings and Prices
of the above, or estimates given for the work fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6, Bankside, London
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

ECONOMY OF FERMENTATION.
BUSHE'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufac-

turedby FOWLER and FRY, Temple Gate, Bristol, entirely

supersedes the necessity of Cooking Turnips, Mangold, and other
Roots ; it effects a saving of 30 to 40 per cent, of the Roots, besides
that of fuel. Price 31. 10s. Printed testimonials and directions

may be obtained gratis by applying to Fowler & Fey, Bristol,

Licensed Makers of Corne's Patent Chaff Cutters and General
Agricultural Implement Makers and Dealers. The Root Grater
may also be seen in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham.
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NEW HARDY PLANTS.

NEW ROSES.
WIlXIAM" WOOD and SON Imvo again

M ir ,mi> in rocomroentlln^ tliolr beautiful ••- llli [I

tlio Perpetual DU0H1SSB OF NOUFOMC ; the colour I

rlcli vivid crimson, the uruloMldti at tho petal i Bbadn I with lively

plnlc, glvliiR the flowers an oxaulnlto wlioll-lfko appoarance.

Price for Standards, or Dwarfs, 3a. Oft each.

WUiiaitni 1 Evorgroon Ollmblng Roho, Is, 6ft oacli Th \\

in a needling from the A yi-nhl im Splendent fortllUod wltli tlio

yellow T«a HoBoj Its (lowora arc crpamy wblto, dollotounlj

Bwoot/*Hcontod,

n.k. Tlio Now Robq Ofttaloguo and Bupplomonl may bo bad

on application.
woodlands Nursery , MornHnold, near i >! Held, Hu wox.

TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
WIIXIAM Wool) and son have much pli

i an
In rooommending tholr voryoxton»lva and miporlov itoul

f r>warf two-years-tralned PEACHES, NECTAIUNBB, and
APRICOTS, which thoy fool assured cannot be o colled. Tho
trees aro p I'kuhly liitnlMiy, and fumtshod wlili well rlponed
Bhoots ; thoy win bo auppllod nl flOfli por dozon.

Pyramidal Poars on Quince itooks, por doz. ... 24 i

Pyramidal Plums, oxtru lino do. ... 20 o

Pyramidal Apples, do. do< .,, [Q

Catalogues forwarded on application, Extra plants prosontcd

with i'ih-Ii order, to compensate for distant oanrlagOi

VVoodlands Nursery, MaroHllold, near Qokiloldj S« o

ROSE CATALOCUE, ETC.

MESSRS. LANE and SON, Nunsiemj .*, Great
BorkhampBtead. Horts, bog to Inform thntr patrons thai

i1h» underi itloned uosorlptlvo CATALOGUES may now bo
had, Qoneral Rose, Tree and Shrub, and Fruit; also of Azalea
Indloa, Oamullla, Hollyhocks, &o>
The [Tartly Rhododendrons aro flno j tlio Araucavla Imbrlcata,

<3odi'ii» Duodora, tho Pfnuu, with all bthor Evorgroon and Decl-
icluous riiuiii, urn remarkably healthy, forming lino spnolmonSj
giving Unmedlato pffeot, and woll worthy tin' attontlon nf Plan tors,

A NEW SEEDLING APPLt FROM THE RIBSTON PIPPIN.

STEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer to gentlemen
and Hi" trade Trees of his entirely now Apple namod OM ER

PACHA, II being a first-ratehardy growor, strong i tpdoi h ih t,

early and productive bearer. Fruit oxcotlonl flavour (doss rl ripe

in November, keeps- until May, R«apootabic testimonials glvon
from those who have tasted tho fruit. Strong plants Buppiled at

6*. Gft each, or 60s. por dozen. The usual discount to the trade
whore ono dozen or more aro taken. Early application In re-

quested us the stook is limited ; all orders carefully and promptly
attended to Fruit of the above oan bo soon at the office of tho
Gfardnners' Ohroniole, the British Pomological Sooletios' Rooms,
*20, Bedford Street, ('event Garden, Messrs. Nutting & Son, 46,

Cheapslde, Messrs. Sutton & Huns, Reading, Mr. 0. Tumor,
Royal Nursery, slough, and at tho North Warnborough Nursery,
near

O

diham, ilantn.

NEW PHLOX, PANSIES. & PENTSTEMON S.

DOWNIB and LAIRD, Nubserymkn & Seedsmen,
17, South Frederlok Street, Edinburgh, beg to Intimate that

thoy aro now sending out their new Phlox Countess of Home,
figured in Turner's "Florist" of l.h'cemhiT I:ist ; it ins Immmi

awarded First Class Certificates at tho Royal South London
Plor(cultural Sooiety on August 30, and the National Florlcultural

Society on Sept. 6, and is unquestionably one of the finest Phloxes
yet raised ; white, with distinct dark crimson centre, form perfect,

grows in the height of 2 feet. Price 5s. each, or to the trade, 80s.

por dozen, and may be had of the principal nurserymen in

England or Scotland.

D. & L. aro also prepared to send out the following new
Pansli-s iiud Pentstemons, which thoy warrant to bo first-class

ilin.i'is. pansles: Annalla ID. & L.), glossy black self, pure
white brow, largo, and of extra fine form, 5.*. each; Jeannie,
(D. & Ij.), dark self of the richest texture and finest form, with a
circle of blue round tho eyo, first-rate show flower, 5.*. each;
Mrs. Dundrtu (D. & L.), cream and deep purple blotch, large and
flno form, 3s. 6-i. eaoh. Pentstemon M'Nabiana, ruby scarlet,

grows to tho height of 2 feet, stem strong and erect, free bloomar,

5s. o>ich ; Pentstemon purpurea magnifica, large purplish blue

with a white throat, growB to the height of 2A feet, free bloomer,

5s. each. The above two beautiful varieties are in tho way of

Purpurea hybrid a, but quite distinct in colour, and will be found

a great acquisition.

PLANTING SEASON.
JOHN CA.TTELL respectfully invites an inspection

of hts extensive Stock of Fruit, Forest, and Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs, Americau Plants, &c, &c, consisting of the most
•esteemed varieties of each kind of Fruit Trees in standards and
dwarfs, trained and untrained. Also the best varieties of Goose- -

berries, Currants, Raspberries, Strawberries, Filberts, Spanish notions ot the temperature required by plants from general, is scarcely possible with mere pnv&te re-

or Kentish Cob Nuts, &o. A general collection of Evergreen and a certain quarter of tlie world. Suppose, for instance, sources. Their promise to take its merits into con-
BS7mariZpUnl

h
^%a°SfweU grown, containing to«ii?

be the country in question, the commonly ^deration on its completion would scarcely have
selections of tho richest and most distinct varieties of Ghent And » received notion of the climate is confined to great been made if they had been reallv a".vare of the
other Azaleas.Sikkim, Hybrid.Scarlot,.and other Rhododendrons. heat t one t ime f tne year all(j a deluge of rain at difficulties which lay before the authors. We still.
The Androin.'da tlonbtinda and k:ilnua latilolia are rem:uk:ibly ,, ,. . ,

J , . ... ! , , . ,, , ,

-fine, ltoses are also extensively and well grown; tho collection another, though independent ot the particular height however, hope now that the .ame *

1

any
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A VERSCHAFFELT, NoDsmtniAH, Ghent, Bel- bad

ii.ginm,! itooflorthi ii.\i:ii', PLANTS: intelligent uatnralutL 1 'iuae-

H
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gubject in a manner not to '.bile

Up .

, cfa we havi .' ha»e

put their views in practice in thi
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remain

d

which th*»e

are treated is a model which n

iii lui'i i n Id under wrong
namoo. The ono I offor hori la warranted i/r

upccitis, Good Plants onch 12

A. VEitsonAirFP.LT bogs i" Inform

that ho has Just published ft now PLANT LIST, containing tho
English and < lontlnontal Noi eltlo i.

His Catalogue may bo obtalnod on application ol In

^lr. R, SlLDBnnAD, 5, MjU'P I. in.', Hi ! = future botani»'K, embracing ni

Eixt iBartrencriS' Cftrontclr.
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rect

definition and limi

of the grea'est interest with r< -:ct ;re and
affiniti-

Men .nd Nymphseads will be read with
* advantage by the most pi ,

and will

It is hardly possible to exaggerate the importance, be found highly suggestive. The anomalous I'rnc-

as regards the successful cultivation of exotic ture of the stem in either order is di>cusaed «

plants, of correct notions as to ihe immense varieties fullness and intelligence which make one regret that

of climate which exist in tropical countries, even in the portion of the Flora which hive come under the

contiguous provinces, aud of the causes on which authors' hands is at present so small. The vexed
those differences depend. The cultivator, indeed, question of the affinities of the Water Lilies is de-

is for the most part well aware that a totally dif- cided in favour of their being true members of the

ferent vegetation occurs at great heights, from that great division of Exogens, on a full consideration of

which is found on the lower portions of the same their structural peculiarities ; and it may be added
mountains, where it approximates to or is identical as a corroboration of their views that the termination
wilh that of the plains. He knows, too, that of Limnanthemum as observed by Gbiesbacb is

in different latitudes the heights at which alpine almost identical with that of Xymphaa.
forms commence is different, and he is prepared to It is verv unfortunate that the East India Com-
a certain extent to make the necessary allowance, pany was not induced at Lb on of the

When, however, the information he receives is British Association to promote th:- El by
limited to an indication of the particular province a liberal pecuniary grant or a ],. tion. The
from whence an individual species may come, he is completion of it in its present form, all important as

cruite at a loss, and can only act upon general it is to the interests of India as well as of science in

Crrasus LtreiTANictrs Myrtifolius. fonyi no conception, and that accompanied by very honour upon their patronage.

JOHN cattell has much pleasure in informing his patrons different hygrotnetric conditions of the atmosphere.

&&&^*£^£*5£S£SZto EvoSKl .

A range of hills if high enough will condense the Of the value of LiQrtn kabuie to crops in a

thehabltof growth is quite upright, like a Bay, aud the whole greater portion of the moisture brought by gales growing state no one can entertain a doubt, but the
.plant is densely covered with beautiful shining leaves. As a single

f, rn the sea, so as to impede its further progress best mode of annlvintr it is a subject open to dis-
iQneoimen it is quite distinct from any other hardy evergreen.

i_ *i i j ..i;

vw.iuu^ "rf / b
Strong Plants, 3 years old, 7s. 6-t. each 80s. per doz. [

except where there may be depressions in the chain cussion. The usual practice, we need not say. is to

Do. do., 2 years do., 6s. each BOs.perdoa. low enough to admit of the passage of any consider- water the surface of the ground with it am -

A few^»g'^—
|
Kent.-Nov. T'^ eaC""

I

^le quantity of air, insomuch "that while on one plants it is intended to benefit :

WATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS A new
i ?
ide tUe rain-faU may be counted by hundreds of able in more ways than one. In the first place ;.

VV descriptive catalogue is now published of the
.

inches, that on the other will be reckoned by time, tion of it when thus applied is wasted in evapor

.

cciebraied Collection of hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons, and under certain conditions the most arid districts under the influence of a powerful sun. and from

^^tX^Z^^^^J^^^^^S- ^S}1^-^ by a few miles only from one re- being used where it affords no nutrime,

v:iii, ms on their successful management, and will be forwarded markable for humiditv. Ihe truth, however, is crops ; and. in the second place, besides its being
on amplication by enclosing two stamps for postage, Apart from (nat sucn i oca i details are scarcely to be met with unM'dulv on the surface of the soil, which it bakes
its enumeration of the most popular American Hunts m cultlva- , , .. ^, , , ~. J

-, , ,

tion, a List of choice Conifera will be seen, embraces the latest except by wadmg through a vast variety ot books, and hardens, and renders impervious to a

importations of this floe and hardy tribe of Plants. which are quite beyond the general range of the alleaed to be injurious to health from the l
J. W. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, ami of

, „„n; ..„.. , - , "; r ,„ :. „„„ ^-t^^-ITt. Jnnna
.an heights, the following selection of ooxiFEUS, wuh the cultivator. odours which anse from it, more especially during

ark that they are all now growing in the open ground, are . It was therefore with much pleasure that we the hot weather of summer, when its applici

perused the introduction to the first volume of of most importance. This last objection w.
Hooker and Thomson's Flora Indica,* a work which which caused our great market gari . eop
should be in the hands of every intelligent culti- the use of London sewage in the Fnlham fields, and

vator, in which the climate of the whole of India to emplov clean water in its place.

taking it in a very wide sense, so as to extend from Air. Wjxejns of Walworth, however, has re:

Afghanistan to the Malayan Peninsula, is discussed patented a plan for distributing liquid manure, which

with an amount of detail and intelligence which is seems to obviate these objections, and faun the

T~.
~

! !

I ~Z. ^~~. .- slowing accounts of this svstem and its resuls,
* Flora Indica; 6din<7 .1 systematic account or the Plants of 5™ ,^» , , ,

- ^_„„_ /j._», i„ f „-..'-
British India, together wM observations on the structure and funilshed by One of OUT correspondent* last

affinities of their natural orders and genera, Br J. D. Hooker, /c£e „_ 7^9) We have been induced 10 visit that^^^^Sr* ""*•"* T0'' 1
-

SV°" gentle-nan's experimental garden at Reading, where

i.isliy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-
1 inted each succeeding spriug, whereby no risk can be enconn-
tered in their removal from the nursery :—Araucaria iipbricAta,

(,'rv|itomeria,iaponica; Pinus Douglasi, Cembra, excelsa, Lam-
ln'rti:tnii, insignia, JefFeryana, Beardsleyi, tnberculata, &c;
Cedrna De<uiara, Lebanon, and Africaua; AVelliugtonia gigantea,
Cupresaus, Juniperus, Tasus, Thuja, &c>
IU5™ The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others

engrtgod in planting, is especially directed to (he foregoing;

indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to

inspect our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity
c:mn"t bfl given within the limits of an advertisement.

Tho Nursery is easily reaobed by railway, being near the
rarnborougl) Station, South-Western Railway, aud Blackwater
on the South-Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.
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thTpUn is being carried out, in order to judge for

ourselves. , .,

The -round in question lies close to the railway

station "and is certainly well worth inspection.

Air Wilkins's mode of applying liquid manure is to

mve it to the roots of plants under ground instead

Sf using it on the surface. He prepares his manure

in a covered tank similar to a tanner's bark liquor

pit of a size proportioned to the quantity required.

This lank has a false bottom, placed at from 1 to

o feet from the bottom of the tank, and pierced with

numerous small holes. Into -this tank is thrown a

quantity of solid manure, such as road sweepings,

dung from stables and cow houses, and all refuse

animal and vegetable matters. The lank is then

rilled up with water which, in passing through the

manure, gets impregnated with its qualities ;
this

liquid descends through the perforated false bottom,

and thus, as it were, strained and cleared, is

pumped up into a tank on a higher level, to give it

a fall into a pipe which conveys it to the beds in

which the crops operated upon are growing.

The ground on which this experiment has been

tried is laid out in beds 3 feet in width, and divided

into equal lengths by a walk, on one side of which

the beds are irrigated on Mr. WiLKrNs's principle,

while on the other they are not. The different

crops may therefore be compared with facility.

The beds, on what is called "the new system," are

prepared as follows :—The earth is dug out to the

depth of alout 2 feet. In this excavation a water-

tight bottom is formed of bricks, with sides of the

same from 4 to 6 inches high, to prevent the

liquid from running over until the earth has

absorbed it. Upon this bottom is put one

row of half-drain tiles, running the whole length

of the beds—loose and not jointed.' At the end of

each bed an admission-pipe for the liquid slopes

from the surface to the end of each row of drain-

pipes just mentioned, and at the other end of the

bed is an upright round earthenware pipe, to indi-

cate at what height the liquid stands in the bottom

of the bed. When it is found to be 4 inches in

depth the supply is cut off. The bottom being

formed as just described, the soil is filled in as

before and proceeded with as in ordinary gardening.

It has been contrived by means of one gutta percha

or common gas-pipe, with arms to each bed, and
furnished with a stop-cock to shut the liquid off or

allow it to flow as may be required, to manure the

whole of trie beds at once. The liquid passes along

their entire length, and rising through the small

spaces between the drain-pipes feeds the plants

;

the bottom being watertight none of it is permitted

to run to waste, and by means of a cock or plug

at the end of each series of pipes the supply may
be drawn off when desired. This is the arrange-

ment in the model garden at Reading.

That this system of applying manure is produc-
tive of extraordinary results no one who has seen
Mr. Wilkins's crops will for a moment doubt. But
how, let us inquire, could it be otherwise? The
plants are supplied with an abundance of food in a
condition best fitted for their wants, and where they
can most readily avail themselves of it, viz., at the
tips of their roots. Besides, during the hottest

weather and times of drought, they have always a
supply of moisture, which keeps them growing
while other crops not so favourably situated are
either perishing from want of water, or are at least
comparatively inactive. Under such circumstances
can it be wondered at that the manured beds have
yielded, as all of them have done, more than
double the produce of similar beds planted
with the same crops

; but managed in the ordinary
way. Celery, now to be seen in the ground, is

much larger and finer than that not treated on Mr.
Wilkins's plan, and beautiful Potatoes have this
year been produced in sand, poor earth, and sawdust
alone, all reported to have been quite free from
disease. One tuber planted in pure sand has pro-
duced 94 Potatoes, while two sets in the same
material under the old system only furnished
77 Potatoes. One plant of Ash-leaved Kidney in
sawdust has yielded 26 tubers, weighing altogether
3Jlbs., while a plant in the same material, but
irrigated with manure, has produced 101 Potatoes,
weighing in all 24 lbs. One red Mangold Wurzel,
under the new system, weighed 14 lbs. 14 oz., and
measured 23 inches in length, and the same round,
while the same description of root, under the old
system, only weighed 5 lbs. 10 oz., and measure!
13 inches in length, and 19 inches in circumference.
So likewise with Carrots

; under the new plan one
weighed 1 lb., while the best from abed underordinarv
culture weighed only 7 oz. Swedes and Kohl Rati
have also nearly doubled their usual size, as also have
Hemp and Flax. Lucerne aud Italian Rve-grass
nave afforded five cuttings in the season, while that
to which no liquid manure was given only yielded

are bearing a full crop from top to bottom, while

the same kind of plants without manure have not

made half the growth, and have no Hops on them

at all. Of two Vine cuttings, both planted at the

same time, one in a manured bed, the other not,

the one fed with the liquid is about 15 inches high,

while that which had no such encouragement is

scarcely 4 inches in height—and the same holds

good in regard to other crops.

Mr. Wilkins, in short, professes to show how the

produce of light land, be it ever so poor, can by his

plan be very greatly increased, and that in certain

instances, not only may two crops be grown where

only one has before been produced ; but that good

crops may be obtained from soils that had previously

been considered all but worthless. It will be seen

that the experiments above recorded, as far asthey

go, bear out this statement provided the outlay is, as

Mr. Wilkins asserts, one to be not only covered by

the produce, but actually productive of profit.

We understand that a company is being formed

to give the system a fair trial. That wonderful

crops might be grown by it we are certain ; but its

cost appears to us to be against its general adoption.

Bricks for bottoming the beds are dear, we doubt if

it would even pay to employ a cheap concrete on a

large scale for the purpose, to say nothing of other

objections to which we may advert

hereafter. In the meanwhile the

subject deserves the attention of

those who have the means of putting

it into practice.

We may add that although Mr.

Wilkins's process is patented yet

that he gives ample encouragement

to the poor allotment holder and
cottager to employ it ; for he states

that eitherof these renting a cottage

and garden at not more than five

guineas per annum, may use the

patent for their garden sat 1 d. a-year.

synonyms might yet be added, and amongst them
that of Phlyctidium Cratwgi, Wallk. This is a spe-

cimen of what the cryptogamic botanist has to con-

tend with every day, and is but a sample of the

state of botany in other branches. There is, how-
ever, a hope of better things before us. The leading

cfyptogamists are every day exerting themselves to

eliminate the host of false species with which they

are oppressed, and we shall be greatly disappointed

if the example of Dr. Hooker and Dr. Thomson hi

their " Flora Indica," does not lead to a complete

reformation amongst phaenogamists. M. J. B.

Erratum.— In p. 707, col. c, for " Black Italian Poplar " read
Lombardy Poplar.

New Plants.
146. Passiflora cinnabarina.

P. cinnaharina ; (Disemma) foltis trilobis palmatisque tenuibus

lobis ovatiB, petiolis eglandulosis, corona exteriore quam
interior plicata densa viltosa multd longiore.

This very pretty species was discovered in New Holland

by Lieut.-Colonel Sir Thomas Mitchell, the distinguished

Australian traveller, who gave seeds of it to the Horti-

cultural Society. As it has been extensively dis-

tributed from the Chiswick Garden some account of h
will be useful. It is a graceful bright green climber,

with thin half transparent leaves, which are mostly

3-lobed, but occasionally palmate, and having slender

Why do Pears and Apples crack,

and put on the appearance of rifted

bark 1 That question we shall en-

deavour to answer in the following

memorandum. People little suspect

that this ruin to their crops is one
more example of the enormous in-

jury inflicted upon plants by para-

sitical fungi.

Both Pears and Apples are ex-

tremely subject to be attacked by
a parasitic fungus, which produces
black unsightly spots upon the

fruit, rendering them almost un-
saleable, and ultimately inducing

decay from the rupture of the

cuticle, and the consequent expo-

sure of the subjacent tissues. The
funqus is known under the name
of Spiloccea Pomi, but we may ob-

serve that it has no pretensions to

rank as a distinct genus, and is in

fact a mere form of the Helmin-
thosporiitm Pyrorum which is often so abundant on
the leaves of Pears in autumn, and is so destructive

to the young shoots. Specimens of Pears so affected

have just been forwarded to us by the Marquis of

Huntly, with a view to the suggestion of some
remedy, and we think that the identity just men-
tioned indicates the probability of its yielding, like

other cases of mould, to the application of sulphur.

In order, however, that this may be effectual, the

intelligent cultivator must anxiously watch for the

first indications of the disease, which commences
sometimes very shortly after the fruit is set. There
is the greater necessity moreover for an early appli-

cation, because the fungus is very insidious in its

attacks, and on the fruit at least, is in the first

instance developed beneath the true cuticle, inso-

much that if it is to be arrested effectually the evil

must be attacked before the first spores are perfected.

The beneficial effects of the application of sulphur
in this case are at present doubtful, because it does
not necessarily follow that inasmuch as sulphur acts

destructively on white moulds it should have the

same results with those dark coloured species which
have very different affinities. It is, however, worth
a trial, and the evil is so destructive, that we doubt

not that it will be put to proof next year. With
proper precautions and intelligence on the part of

the cultivator we have little doubt as to the result.

It may be useful to add a few words to this notice

relative to the fungus itself. We have just said that

the Spiloccea is identical with the Helminthosporium.
But it appears further, from the observations of M.
Desmazieres, that it is nothing more than the Cla-

dosporium dendriticum, Wallr., and that when it

stalks entirely destitute of glands. The flowers grow

singly on weak wiry stalks, and are of a dull red colour*

except the coronet which consists of yellow threads-

converging into a cone and concealing a second coronet

which is plaited, thick, and shaggy. The fruits are like

yellow Plums, have a distinct perfume like that of &

ripe Melon, and form a very beautiful appearance while

hanging in profusion from branches trained over the-

raf'ters of a greenhouse, which is all the shelter it

requires.

—_, _,
..— .... grows on the leaves of Service or Apple, it becomes

two cuuings. Hops, both cuttings and yearlings, the Actinonema Cratwgi, P. & A. Pomi, Lev. Other

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. XCIV. .

376. Htpertrophia* {Excessive development).—The
main end of vegetable life is the securing the production

of perfect seed for the propagation of the species, or of

some other subsidiary mode of increase by buds, bulbs,

&c, where the production of good seed is difficult of

accomplishment. These latter formations are in many
cases perfectly normal, and cannot be considered in the

light of morbid phenomena. But besides these more

immediate provisions for vegetable growth, deposits of

nutritive matter are laid up in the common tissues, or

in more or less modified organs, sometimes years before!,1

From yTEg excess, and r^py, nutriment.
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they may he wanted for actual USB, either to carry on
the growth of the plant more vigorously after a season
of rest, or to insure Hiich a stock of active vitality at

some future period an may ho necessary to tho profuse

production of fruit, which in duo season is usual in many
trees. .Such doposits take place in different parts both
of herbaceous and ligneous plantH, and under certain

circumstances the growth of these in promoted hy the

cultivator to effect certain ends which are more profit-

able to him than if the plant went through the usual
Series of processes, without any deviation from the

normal course it ih rare moreover that one organ can
ho nourished excessively without deterioration or sup-
pression of Homo neighbouring organ, and in con
soqnonco audi plants may never produce perfect
soed at all, or only in small quantities. It is to

this tendency to lay up nutriment lor future use
in particular organs to which the cultivator has had
recourse in tho production of ho many of the valuable
productions with which our gardens and orchards are
stored ; and though doubtless such plants are, In a
certain sense, in a diseased condition, they answer his

purposes so well that his object is rather to cherish tho
disease than to suppress it.

377. Hypertrophy, is not, however, always harmless.
It may arise from more causes than one', though in
.general it is essentially constitutional. Perfect fruit is

for tho moot part produced only where the several
organs of which tho llowor is composed maintain their
normal proportion to eaeli othor. This may and does
differ in different plants. Tho petals may hi! suppressed
-in uonsouuunco of tho unusually great develo| nt of

the sepals
; or a large portion of tho stamens may pro-

is the, Pelargonium figured in the Qwdcnw '

t
<

1840, p. J70, ''"-i reproduced in the shape of the

annexed cut.

It first made its appearance in the gardens ol the.

Horticultural Society of London. Tie- litem wrt s swollen

and made only imperfect attempts al tin fori)

leaves. As these swellings Increased it was found that

the cellular matter ol He item was oxcei

loped, assuming on il< surfact a ••' or tuborculetc
appearance; that the warts were "l a great rariety ol

sizes, all tapering to a sharp point, somo dividi

two plano-convex parts, and a row supported by minute
stunted leaves. The plants wore feeble in tie lr

-

made little progress, and gradually lost thi i

Both cuttings and old plants wore attacked, I'
i

the fiotby masses rotted oil, hut the plants remained
unhealthy during tho rest ol the ,,,,,. :

appear that these excrescences wore troo g
the plants where they did not perish ultimate

to a great extent their normal condition,* i/. J. /.'.

MEMORANDA
fntondod toslion Instancos In which tho :n»n Inn

lee ii brought iiitM play tn tbo pro Inelli n I

of birds, and also on a tnoro B tended scnlo, on
en climates; and to ninny itmt b ever
appear pen nt, thoy ortglnato in taking sdvaot
Him ii laws ni nrhioli ' lio \ Imlghl Poirot lit

alike plants, Insoots, animals, lot illtlt tod man
liiiniii-it.

duce no anthers, and so on of other cases. Still if the
usual proportions are maintained, the proper quantity

j

of pollen graius and ovules will be perfected, and im-
pregnation will take place, ending in the production of

good and abundant seed. But if any organ undergoes
a degree of development foreign to the particular

species, the others will suffer, aud the result will be
abortive. Every organ is in turn liable to hypertrophy

j

from purely constitutional causes ; and even after im-

1

preguation has taken place, parts of the ovule may be
so highly developed as to prevent entirely the perfection

of the embryo. The multiplication of the various
organs, and the accompanying hypertrophy in double
flowers afford familiar instances, as does the swelling

of the upper part of the funiculus in Gourds and other
Cucurbits, which is sometimes so excessive as to form
a sort of false arillus.

378. Hypertrophy is sometimes however of a more
general character, affecting the whole plant, and pro-
ducing distortion or a total change of habit aud
character. This often arises from the irritation

produced by fungal growths or insects, and will be
treated of wdien we come to the consideration of the
effects produced by parasites. It may exist however
without the presence of any parasite, and be as strange
as regards the forms which the several organs assume.
One of the most curious with which we are acquainted

FIRST OF PLANTS.

1. When quartered in Canterbury prior to 1812 the

following fact was pointed out to mo as occurring on
chalk. \\ herever tin (.1,

, , had guiueil tie

daney over the \\ lute ( lover, tho farmer had only to

broadcast with coal ashes to restore to the Clover Hie

superiority it had lost, and that this superiority con-

tinued about three years when tin- Grosses over

the Clover, which shrunk into insignificance.

This effect appears to he principally dtie first, to the

form of the plants : a, The leaf of the Clover, is broad
;

b, The leaf of tho Grass, is narrow. They hoth act as

condensers of moisture, with which they supply the

centre c, the seat of life.

Wherever the Clover can spread itself and can gather
moisture in sufficient quantities for its supply, its broad
leaf outspans the narrow leaf of the Grasses, but as soon

as tho Clover has an insufficient supply of moisture then

the narrow leaf of the Grasses overtops and extends
beyond it, and as before said, the Clover sinks into

insignificance. Secondly. This influence is due also to

the hygronietical quality of the coal ash. This sub-

stance absorbs much of that moisture in rainy "r

damp weather, which is too great for the action of the

leaves, and thus acts (is a reservoir, wdiich retains

moisture, about the centre of both plants. The compa-
rative superiority of the two shows plainly in which the

supply has been deficient. The result proves that that

deficiency is made up. Thirdly. Some portion is due,

probably, to the mechanical effect of the coal ash, by
rendering the surface soil better fitted for the expansion

of the roots of the Clover ; and, fourthly, something is

due to the chemical decomposition of the coal asli ; but

the two last are not of consequence in this instance

where the object is to show that the farmer in Kent, on
chalk, can at his pleasure influence the productiou and
the reproduction of white Cover. In this case the

Clover sinks into comparative insignificance, but— it

remains—it exists.

2. I was quartered at Christ Church, Hampshire,
in 1815. The barracks are situated on a small plain,

a deposit from the sea, where the surface soil rests

upon sand, hut is so superficial as only to admit of a
ridge (?) of 4 inches. It so happened that the first crop

of a stranger was on the ground ; this man laughed at the

caution of the natives, and set bis share at least 6 inches

deep. The result was a most abundant crop of that

noisome stinking weed Charlock. So vigorous was it,

that there was scarcely a trace of Turnips, of which the

ordinary quantity of seed bad been sown. The farmers

(the natives as he called them) said, that he had turned

up the seeds of this most noisome weed which they had

overcome by diut of weeding, aud this in spite of their

warning. Here the Charlock was only buried, and
awaited its day.

3. In the seaboard parts of Virginia, U. S., N. Ame-
rica, there is a vast tract of sand, nearly on a level

with the sea. It is the region of the mist ; scarcely any

kind of tree is found to exist here except the Yellow

Pine, which fairly luxuriates, and is the lord of the

ascendant. Here, as elsewhere, the Pine tree is the

child of the mist ; here, as elsewhere, it stretches up
its arms to catch the dens of heaven ; and here the

Yellow Pine avails itself of the peculiar state of the dis-

trict under the influence of the Gulf stream to riot both

as to multitude aud dimensions. But as the country

becomes more elevated, and is, or has been, covered by

the Yellow Pine, the following facts occur. When from

any cause the Yellow Pine is removed, a species of

Pine, resembling the Scotch Fir, replaces it ; if these

are cut down they are replaced by the White Cedar,

aud should the Cedar be removed Hickories, Oaks of

many kinds, Chesnuts, &&, in all at least '20 different

species, spring up. All trace of the original Yellow

Pine is lost, to a superficial inquiry, and the whole

ICCd by tie- plough and the OXe in the

hands o) man
; bm ncitl nor the

Scotch 1 >r nor tie v.,

sell, in tarn, has been the l

in bun Mini: into insigolfleai

M favourable
to il«df.

i Instances occur daily of the production of new

plants in localities by ton on rail-

roads,

r.tnrn of Col '»ft«-rwiird» Lord li

from iTiirtma by way of Sgypt, wl

division of Hi.) sobjeet. in this Ifhtfenrt he brought

nolle,m root which *u found in the bond of a

The mammy »»» proved v, I,

ItstOtnl) upward* , .:-. A (it bin arrital in

England the bulb grew, bm whether it
e» r

,

'.,-. I dow n.,' U Is . !,. sot thai uV vita

existed, after having • d for

enni, and that It •» railed hit/, artivlty

l.y tin- eccfdeo Detaoee ol having h**ti taken

.» man, sad lining been ex-

! to arnnx
vitality. To Mirn up, we have her* vitality wh

yean in the ptaol

We bav.- the V. IP, a pine made to

teh I ir,tbe White ( lor,th« ll

. . e
, in •

. mid the axe of man.
'• tho Charlock brought into activity I

wilful stupidity of man. and we hare the '.'.

with the Graases at the will of

man. '.',

- 'S.MinutJ.)

* I raised tins year from seed a very curious Pelargonium, with

extremelv lacinia'teJ crisp and variegated leaves, and a compact

dwarf habit. The constitution, however, was so weak that I was

unable to preserve it longer than the beginning of the present

month, October.

MR. I'lllI.I.i IRCHID-HOUSE AND PITS.

Tub extract from .1 of the Horticultural

Society," given in the <<
I

I -In y 21,

lative to the mode of beating adopted at

idden, near Truro, will be i I ;
'-»ble to

many readera who arc inti »nch matt- ,-

being accompanied with plan* and Miction*, it cannot (ail

to be extremely useful to those wb mplatc,

or arc engaged in, the erection of buildings of a aimilar

description. Mr. Phillpottsbes for many yeara derated

much of his time to horticultural pui>oits, and is

acknowledged to be one of the best informed on the

subject in Cornwall. His Orchid-houv: and pit*, al-

though on a small scale, are very complete, and admir-

ably suited for the purposed to which they are applied.

I have seen them repeatedly, and on all occesioos the

plants they contained were in the most perfect state of

health and beauty, affording evidence not to be

mistaken both of good management and successful

cultivation.

In the construction of the house and p'ts llr. Phill-

potts lays no claim to anything more than what he

states to be " a practical rstber than a scientific adapta-

tion of the plans of others, avoiding their mistakes."

The Heywood House pit, which gave him the first idea

of his own range, would appear to be a modification of

the pit designed by Mr. Glendinning, and published in

the Gardeners' Chronicle of 1844. The Orchid-house is

span-roofed, but, in my opinion, is ratber too narrow.

The principals are secured at tbe top by iron work after

the manner of the Banksia and Acacia booses at Kcw,
of which an account, with plans and sections, will be

found in the Gardener? Chronicle of Feb. 1, 1845. In

! several instances I have observed the same mode of

securing the principals of a span-roof adopted, and with

!
the best effect, as it gives to a house of this description

j
a light and neat appearance, and renders it more suit-

able for the general purposes of cultivation than a lean-

to house on the old plan.

Perhaps one of the best things about tbe erections at

Porthgwidden is the excellent manner in which they

are treated by means of hot-water pipes, with open

troughs and cisterns. The form and arrangement of

these are well deserving of attention, and if adopted by

others cannot fail to answer, provided due care is

taken that the power of the apparatus and amount of

heating surface are in proportion to the cubic contents

of air required to be heated to a certain temperature.

It must not be supposed, however, that the command of

a powerful supply of heat and moisture is all that is

necessary to insure success in cultivation, for after

everything has been done in this way that may be

deemed necessary, it will be found that there is still

1

another point of as much importance as the a:

which the attention of the cultivator mas; be particularly

directed. I allude, of course, to the introducti'-T

proper system of ventilation, which is so essen tial to

the health of plants, aud, when overlooked, is in most

cases one of the principal causes to which failure is to

be attributed.

The importance of air in motion to plants has been

often adverted to in the Gardeners'

best mode of creating a circulation, and effecting this

desirable object, has yet to be ascertained. Mr. Phill-

potts would appear to have well considered the matter,

j
and has made ample provision for tbe escape of the

heated air along the ridge of his Orchid-house, as well

! as for the admission of an abundant supply of fresh air

by ventilators in the front and back walls. The great

secret of h :

s success, however, will be found to lie in

the air chamber, with several drains leading from it,

and opening into the pits, St, by means of which a

snpplv oflresh air, either dry or charged with vapour,

I can be admitted at all times, and so regulated as never
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to produce a draught likely to affect any plants that

mav be exposed to it. Although this is only a modifica-

tion of one of the principal features which characterised

the Polmaise system of heating, still I think the way

in which it has been applied is worthy of especial_
notice,

an 1 mav be viewed as a step in the right direction

!s solving the difficult problem regarding

aeration that has so long occupied the attention of some

of our very best gardeners.

The plan of having ventilators along the ridge of the

house, in the manner represented in the large sketch,

with openings at the back, and a wide coping to protect

the roller blind in front, is the same as was adopted by

Mr. Booth a; Care-lew, in 184C, when reconstructing a

stove for Sir Charles Lemon, Bart. The only difference,

as Mr. Booth informs me, consists in the ventilators at

Carclew being hung a little above the centre, and having

each a small piece of lead let into the wood, so as to

prevent them from opening unless when required for

the purpose of giving air.

The roller blind has been long in use for the covering

of hot-houses, and I believe was first successfully applied

as a shade to some pits at Syon in 1828, by Mr. Forrest,

when gardener to the late Duke of Northumberland.

An account, accompanied with a sketch to show the

mode of fixing this sort of blind, will be found in Loudon's

" Gardeners' Magazine," vol. v., page 510.

Although it would appear from what has been stated

that there is really little novelty in the construction and

arrangement of the Orchid-house and pits at Porth-

gwidden, I trust it will not be inferred that they are on

this account devoid of interest. So far from this being

the case, they are, in my opinion, worthy of being re-

garded as models of their kind, in which some of the chief

improvements in the heating and ventilating of horticul-

tural buildings, up to 1850, have been introduced with

considerable skill and complete success, and our acknow-

ledgments are due to Mr. Phillpotts for having made the

public acquainted with his plans, and the result of his

experience. C. Truro.

DESTRUCTION OF MUSTARD SEED CROPS.
From a communication which we have received from

Professor Henslow it appears that the little blue beetle

Phcedon Betulse, has again this autumn renewed its

attacks upon the Mustard seed crops in the Fen districts

near Ely. In the early part of the autumn of 1854 they

were so numerous that hundreds of thousands might be
collected in a few minutes by shaking the stems of the

white Mustard over a newspaper, as stated in the Pro
ceedings of the Entomological Society on the 4th Sept.

(p. 24) ; they entirely devoured the leaves and barked
the stems and coshes, or seed-vessels, the seed thereby
becoming lean and of inferior quality. In the present
month of October we learn from a letter from Mr.
Henry Balls that they are equally prevalent in the Fen
districts, and that they have attacked all green crops,

especially Mustard and Garlick, the former being
devoured to the very sfcilks, and in many places in t! e
district they have cleared 50 acres, and then passed to

the next field, being Cole seed, making a path in their

progress. A plan for arresting these ravages had been
tried by laying straw between the two fields and then
setting it on fire to windward. They now (middle of

October) appear to have taken to their winter quarters,
in crevices of gate-posts and other similar situations.

They have not been noticed in their preparatory states
;

this is a point which appears to us to require especial
investigation on the spot, where we apprehend the larvte
will be fouod feeding upon the leaves of allied species
of hedge-row plants. J. 0. Westwood.

Home Correspondence.
American Plums.—We are indebted to the Americans

for some really valuable Plums. Among them the
Jefferson holds the first rank; ripening just after the
Green Gage, and being quite equal to it in flavour and
far superior in beauty, it cannot be too highly eulogised.
I had some fine fruit in pyramids this season, which,
owing to the fine weather in September, slightly
shrivelled on the trees, and became of a deep golden
colour, blotched with rej;

;
they were full of delicious

juice; I thought them superior even to the Green
Gage. Denniston's Superb, ripening 8 or 10
days before the Green Gage, is also a valuable
Plum; this year the fruit were particularly fine
from pyramids ; Huling's Superb is also a very large
and very rich Plum ; the Autumn Gage, an oval
medinm-sized yellow Plum, is very valuable, as it

hangs well on the tree till after the middle of October.
Blecker's Scarlet is a useful kitchen Plum, remarkable
for its hardiness and productiveness. Smith's Orleans,
an oval reddish purple Plum, has not proved quite
equal to its reputation in America. Columbia is a large,
round, and very handsome Plum, rich and sugary but
rather dry, and ripening with a crowd of other sorts, is
not so valuable as the first-named varieties. I may
here mention that Plums in Nottinghamshire, north of
Trent, rarely attain their full size and flavour ; the
climate seems too cool and moist for them, for if large-
sized fruit are obtained from trees against walls, flavour
is sacrificed. Corse's Nota Bene, an oval purple Plum of
medium size, is I think a Canadian Plum, from
Montreal

;
this is an enormous bearer, withstanding our

spring frosts well, and ripening early in August. Plums
are becoming most valuable fruit, for owing to several
new varieties the dessert and the kitchen can be supplied
irom the end of July till nearly the end of October.
J- • Jtutrs.

Danger attending Transplanting Trees at Midsummer.

I am surprised that Mr. Scott should pronounce in

such a dogmatical tone " midsummer " to be the best

time for transplanting trees and shrubs, "and October

and November" to be only "second best" for that

purp ise. I, however, by no means wish to say that

Mr. Scott has been unsuccessful in his operations. By
securing good balls to his plants, having but a short

distance to convey them, perhaps a week's dull weather

after planting, or deluging them with water, and screen-

ing them from the scorching rays of the sun ;—by a

fortunate concurrence of these circumstances, I say,

Mr. Scott's practice may have terminated in success.

But is he not upholding a system— or, at least, trying to

do so—contrary to the laws of nature, as I will now
endeavour to show ? Mr. Scott will surely agree with

me when I state that plants are in a more active

state of growth at midsummer than in autumn ; that,

owing to perspiration from the foliage, the roots have

more to do at midsummer than in autumn ; and that,

consequently, the less roots are disturbed at that season

the better—and it is almost impossible to lift a plant of

any size without injuring its roots to a greater or less

extent, As roots, therefore, are the principal feeders

of the leaves, what can be expected but failure when
they are mutilated and exposed to air while the plant is

in luxuriant growth ? Besides, the atmosphere is much
drier and hotter at midsummer than in autumn, and
hence there is a greater amount of evaporation going

on, and, as I have already stated, a more abuudant
supply of sap required of the roots. How, therefore,

can this be furnished when the roots are rendered in a

great measure inactive ?—which must be the case for

some time after transplanting. I trust that these facts,

without entering into further detail in the matter, will

suffiee to show the danger attendant upon the system

Mr. Scott so positively asserts to be the best. If Mr.
S. will only adopt the two months he condemns

—

" October and November "—and include September, he

will find them far better adapted both theoretically and
practically for the purpose of transplantation than the

season he recommends. W. A. Blithfield. [ We, at least,

are no advocates of Mr. Scott's views.]

Artificially Frosted Glass.—Many are practically cog-

nisant of instances where this kind of glas9 is used as a

means of shading, so as partially to intercept the sun's

rays ; but the advocates of the practice must be blind,

or they would see at once the ill effects of which it is

productive. When used for such structures as vineries,

pineries, and houses devoted to hard-wooded plants,

every cultivator endeavours to prevent a prostration of

the faculties of his plant when in a growing tender

state by intercepting intense sunshine, at the same time

admitting as much light as possible ; but when such
plants have completed their growth, their manifestations

alone "will teach us how indispensable is a due amount
of this agent to the ripening of their wood ; and how is

this to be accomplished beneath frosted glass ? The
appearances of the Vines and plants grown under such
disadvantageous circumstances will afford ocular de-

monstration of the evil. The wood will be long-jointed,

sappy, and watery, the leaves will have long slender
petioles, and lamina of meagre size etiolated and pallid,

thus deteriorating them until they become so constitu-

tionally impaired as to be valueless in all their growing,
flowering, and other properties, even if exposed to a
clearer medium and more favourable circumstances
hereafter. With such unfavourable demonstrations and
impracticabilities attending this mode of shading, why
not resort to a more expeditious, easier, and cheaper
method, which will possess greater advantages and incur
less risks than the mode in question ? /. R. T., gr. to

G. S. Wintlcy Esq., Hucclesate Gardens, near Gloucester.

Orchard Souses.—Being about to erect an orchard
house, induced by the favourable accounts which have
been given of their success, I think it probable that some
of your readers may be able to give information which
would be of advantage to myself and others in likejcircum-
stances. In a lean-to house of small size, erected by an
amateur in my neighbourhood, the plants, though
having fully the distance between them recommended
by Mr. Rivers, appeared too crowded, and those in
front were pressing up against the glass. It struck me
that the house ought to be wider and higher than Mr.
Rivers originally recommended, and that a span-roof
would possess great advantages. The opinion of any of
your readers who may have experience on the following
points will therefore be a favour : viz., most suitable
height, width, and form of house generally, and, as ap-
plicable to my own case, whether it is indispensable that
a span-roofed house should stand south and north, as it

cuts up my garden very much to place it otherwise
than south-east and north-west, or south-west and
north-east. A Ten Tears' Subscriber.

Salix Babylonica var. annularis.—I am not aware
that the origin of this variety of Weeping Willow is

precisely known. My earliest recollection of it is that
my father gave 15s. for a plant in a pot*6 inches high.
It was kept in the greenhouse a year or two, and finally

proved to be as hardy as the species. So late as the
publication of Loudon's " Arboretum " it is not known
where it sprang from ; but if its origin is buried in

obscurity, a curious return to its nature has convinced
me that it is but an accidental sport—perhaps of one
shoot that has been perpetuated. About 25 years ago
I planted in our nursery a tree by the road-side to
attract notice ; for 20 years it showed no sign of change,
but a single shoot in the following year grew more
vigorously than the rest, and produced the leaves in

their usual form. This shoot has continued to ramify,

and every twig from it shows the original character,
whilst every other part retains its curled character of
leaf and shortened and condensed ramification. William
Masters, Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

Double-flowered Peach.—I send you a fruit grown in

my garden on a standard double-blossomed Peach. I

am led to suppose that its fruiting is rather an unusual
occurrence. The Peach in question fell off on Saturday

last. A., Dulwich Common, Oct. SO. [The double-flowered

Peach, being only semi-double, will occasionally pro-

duce fruit, but it rarely ripens, and when it does has no
value.]

Tew Berries.—I do not remember to have ever seen a
more abundant crop of these than there is this autumn.
Observing that the birds eat them greedily, I occasionally

eat a few and find them sweet and grateful as the purest

honey. Allow me to ask whether they may be made
into jelly, and eaten in that form with impunity.

Ruslicus. [Take care you don't kill yourself. The pulp

is harmless, no doubt—but the kernel is a dangerous
poison.]

Poplars and Varieties of Larch In reply to " An Old
Pupil," you state that Poplars can never be so profitable

as Larch in dry exposed places. Generally speaking

this may be the case, but still there are exceptions, and
an extreme oue presents itself in the spot from which I

write. It is subject to great droughts, and as much
exposed as most parts of the kingdom (as those who
witnessed the gale of Friday last can testify)

;
yet the

Black Italian, the best, and to my fancy by far the

nicest looking of Poplars, surpasses all trees by its ex-

traordinary growth, and that in exposures where the

Larch positively requires shelter : without which in the

course of most seasons its beautiful green is browned

and its tender shoots destroyed by the severity of the

gales, and an atmosphere saturated with salt ; con-

sequently in such localities, particularly where shelter

is the object, the Poplar will be found the more suitable

of the two. While speaking of Larches allow me to

express my regret that the many beautiful and
striking varieties which exist of this tree should be
confounded in a common name. No doubt to most
people a Larch is a Larch, and there ends the matter

;

but observers cannot help Beeing how widely the forms

of many differ from the stiff compact pyramidal habit

which characterises the race, more especially those

recently raised, and demand a place for elegance of

habit among Deodars and Cedars of Lebanon. For
profit or Hop poles probably'the common sorts may be

preferable, but when they are to form part of park

scenery, surely a little trouble in selecting them would

be well bestowed ; many of their habits are greatly

changed and only fully developed by age, still the ten-

dency to do so is observable even in the nursery, and
quite perceptible before they have arrived at an age fit

to plant out. It is probable that many of the venerable

specimens which now command our admiration might

not literally produce ' seed after their kind." Never-

theless much might be done to furnish varieties for

ornamental purposes, and I have no doubt that any
attention paid to the subject would meet with reward.

J. M., Folkstone, Oct. 27
'. [Our correspondent has mis-

taken the question. The Lombardy Poplar was the

tree inquired about, not the Black Italian, which makes
a great difference.]

Wireworms and Fruit.—I have often been struck by
the amount of mischief done to various crops in a short

time by wireworms, and cannot conceive how so small

a creature can find its food, growing, as it does, a good
distance apart, with' such certainty. If a field affected

by them'be carefully examined it will be found that the
soil in many instances is not so full of the insects as a
person would imagine from seeing the amount of injury

done, and it is necessary to believe that they have
rather the power of selecting and finding the food they

like best, than that they travel along eating anything

suitable lying in their path. I have been led to make
these remarks from observing their good taste in the

selection of fruit. Almost all the lower animals which
eat fruit appear to like best those varieties valued by
man. I have often remarked this in the case of

sheep and game, the latter particularly ; for whilst the

cooking Apples lie almost unmolested under the trees,

Ribstoue Pippins, Malsters, Wykin Pippins, &c, are

almost always spoilt before the morning. I hardly

think, however-, that the wireworm would be expected

to be so nice in its choice, but so it is : I have observed

many baking Apples just attacked and left, whilst a good
eating variety has been full of the worms. From a

Bess Pool Apple I extracted 24 fine fat fellows (many
of them contained from 6 to 12), whilst from a nearly

ripe Comte de Lamy Pear I took out the almost in-

credible number of 37. I should state that all our
orchards are carefully gathered every few days, so that

I have no reason to believe these fruits had lain long on
the Grass. T. R. Pearson, Chilwell.

Shell Rain in the Isle of Wight (see p. 710).— I

earnestly hope that " C." of Winchester will give some
more particulars regarding the fall of shells at Osborne.
Were any of the shells living ? Over how wide an area
did they fall % During how long a time are they be-
lieved to have fallen ? At what hour and on what day %

Did only one kind of shell fall \ I hope " C." will for-

give me for suggesting to him how very desirable it is

that so extraordinary and very interesting a fact should
be authenticated by the narrator's name. It is really

almost a duty towards the science of natural history to
do so. Were the Zua identified by any good concholo-
gist ?—this seems to me an important point. C. D., Down.
[The Zua was very obligingly identified by Dr. Baird
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f tlio British Museum. Our correspondent's name is

Winchester ; he in the intelligent foreman in tho

loyal Gardens at Osborne, and will, we hope, furnish

ho additional Info ation asked for.
|

Cucumber Growing (see )> 710), I was much sur

iriaed to see the account of my hybrid Cucumber In

'our Paper of )ant week, which account was communi*.

atod totally without my cognizance. I feel it an im-

leralivo duty to nay that the party ban oxceoded Ihe

joundH of truth, both as regards the quantity of fruit

•til, and the average length. I anvnot acquainted either

.vith the merits or demerits of Mr. Sutton's Cucumber.
It. Maasoy, Kirby Hall, Oct, I '».

Management of Hoses in Beds (see p. 700).—Permit
no to auk Mr. "J. M.," (.1 Folkstouo, whether ho

.vould recommend Roses in beds to be manured in

tutumii or in spring—Bay in November or In March,
md why bo would so recommend it. I do not asli for

my other tlian real information, being l>y no means
Actuated by a spirit of criticism. D< von,

Cuphea platyoentra.— My employer ban sucoooded in

raising standards of this beautiful plant, I foot high,

with largo IioiiiIh, which are at tins time loaded with

lino foliaga and IIowoi-h. This baa been effected by
)

>

•

- • • i > 1
1

i - - with them when they are cuttings, koepin all

lateral shoots whipped, and the leader ol eaoh tied to a
noat stake, shifting the plants into larger pots as

soon as they required it, and using a rioh oompoBt,
Treated as standards they show to butler advantage
their small but beautiful flowers, and iifiord a pleasing

variety during the summer months in shrubberies and
flower borders, where they should bo plunged in their

pots for convenience in lifting and housing them at the
approach of frost. They should bo liberally watered in

dry weather, using for tlioni occasionally a little liquid

manure. It. Gilbert, Abbey Wood, Boxhy Heath.

Atmosphere of Hothouses*—Having occasion to refer

to your reprint of my description of the plant-houses

erected by me at this place (in your number of July
21st), 1 find that you bavo perpetuated a mistake,
which, if I had been aware that you were about to

honour me with a republication, I would have begged to

rectify. The passage to which I. refer runs thus—" the

air of plant-houses of this description should be in direct

proportion to the light, the moisture, and to the beat."

It should have been " the temperature of the air should

be in direct proportion to the light, and the moisture to

the heat." This is a rule which 1 consider most im-
portant, for I have observed that a moist atmosphere,
at a low temperature, in the winter, is most dangerous
to plants ; indeed, ou one occasion, when by accident
my open troughs were left uncovered in the winter, with i

a temperature of 62", several Orchids suffered, and some
die-^. This, 1 believe, would not have happened in

summer; and if I am right in my belief, I can 1

only account for the difference by supposing that, in
,

summer, the light, which is the main source of vitality,

being more intense, the plants are in a more vigorous

state and better able to resist any unfavourable con-

dition of the atmosphere. I think, too, that humidity

at a low temperature degenerates into what we call

" damp," and I suspect that some otherwise fine Orchids
which I saw at Chiswiek this summer, had suffered iu

their health and appearance from some such treatment

during the last winter. Whether the light has any effect

on the quality of the air, I leave others to decide ; my
impression is that it has. The subject is an interesting

one in connection with the all-important question of

ventilation, and the public, aud plant growers in par-

ticular, might be much benefited by seeing it discussed

by yourself or some of your scientific correspondents.

T. Jfhillpolts, Porlhgwidden, Truro.
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i opportunii m
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i el I Lni atly out pn vinuo to

pi inting, in order that thi I ol m bo pul in n

oi in. i
i bi placed abon

and in. 'i" lor ro > .
i

i

give the, ii a little extra room at all times than

crowd thorn. If tin collection ii im I thoy may be

dibbled In with the I
fully Hot with the

downwards, and w er about ;

.1. Dp ; but ii tin' collection i ox : nuld bo

drawn atequ n acroit 'he beds, placing the

roots at the bottom " m, aud covering them with

the louse Hoil ; as soon so tho plants appear

ground, which will In- about April, the Hurt; .

-

should he carefully and firmly proofed round about the

roots, and if thi n very hot in May,

tho beds should bi carefully watered, in order toprovont

the soil from cracking ; "Id tan placed over them at

this Btnge of growth will also he found ver

Iu order to prolong their blooming ss "" ' temporary
shading should bo erected over them, just Bufficienl

to protect them from the hot Bun and rain, hut thi

should nevertheless be kept in a moi

worms often attack the roots, and therefore they must
be guarded against. As soon as tho foliage has I,.run
in decay protect the beds from wet, or the i ..

excited to grow again, which would be very injurious to

them. The finest essential point connected with their

cultivation is, as I before observed, taking up the roots

and properly storing them away. They Bhould bo lifted

as soon as tho foliage has turned quite yellow, and .

Stored away in a dry airy situation, drying them as

gradually as possible, iu order to keep them plump.

When sufficiently dry they may be placed in drawers, in

order that they may be easily looked over, still hearing

in mind that a cool but dry atmosphere is the only
|

means of preserving them in a sound state.'' New
varieties are raised .from seed, which may be sown

j

now or in January, in beds furnished with frames and
glasses; it should be strewed thickly on the surface of

the prepared soil, and then covered with a sprinkling of

mould, not exceeding the eighth of an inch in thickness;

the plants usually appear iu about a month, they should

be regularly watered aud air admitted day aud night,

except iu severe frosts, when it will be necessary to pro-

tect them. The Turban varieties make splendid early beds,

aud should be extensively planted by all lovers of floral

beauty—they are very cheap, so that no florist need be

without them. The properties of a good Ranunculus
are a strong straight stem, from 8 inches to a foot

in height, supporting a large well-shaped blossom at

least 2 inches iu diameter, and forming two-thirds of a

ball ; the petals should bj thick, smooth on the

and gently cupped ; the colour (whatever it may be)

should be dense ; if an edged flower, the edging should

be perfect, and the marking uniform on every petal

—

striped or speckled flowers ou the edges are termed im-

perfect ones.

FLORICU LTURE.
The Ranunculus.—Iu Mr. Atkinson's (of Worcester)

catalogue of Dutch bulbs just received we find the

following useful remarks ou the culture of this flower,

which he states were originally intended for our columns.
" What can be gayer," he observes, "than a bed of well-

grown Ranunculuses ? Their fiue forms, richness, aud
diversity of colours claim for them universal admira-

tion ; aud yet, singular as it may appear, with all their

attractions, they are not half so extensively grown as

they deserve to be. If lovers of floral beauty, however,
were once to pay a visit to the magnificent collections

of Messrs. Tyso, Lightbody, and others, when these are

in the height of their bloom, I feel satisfied that they

would never rest contented until they had a bed in their

own grounds to view at their pleasure. I am aware
that the Ranunculus has been termed by many a shy

and uncertain flower, which, in fact, it is if planted with-

out trouble or care, and afterwards left to chance, but

under skilful cultivation it will be found to blossom most
profusely. The ouly difficulty is in getting up the

tubers at the proper time, when sufficiently ripe, and
preserving them as plump as possible until planting

time. A few brief remarks as to the best mode of

culture may not be out of place. The situation for the

beds, which are best prepared in autumu, should be a

moist cool place, where they will ouly be subjected to a
few hours' morning sun, bearing iu mind that a moist
subsoil is required in order to ensure successful cultiva-

tion. The place being selected, remove the old soil to

the depth of nearly 2 feet and 4 feet in width ; sods cut

from a rich old loamy pasture to the depth of 3 or

4 inches, and about 16 inches wide, should theu be laid

at the bottom, to form the foundation of the bed, tread-

ing them firmly down. The remainder should be filled

up with the same compost collected a few months

Miscellaneous.
The Form of Aquarium which, after upwards of five

years' experience and observation on the natural habits

of the various animated tenants, I have now adopted,

consists in a four-sided vessel having the back gradually

sloping upwards from the bottom at an angle of 45°

to 50°. aud the consequently extended top sloping

slightly downwards, and resting on the upper part of the

back. The bottom, therefore, becomes necessarily-

narrow. The front for the purposes of observation, and

the top for the admission of light, are to be of glass;

the back, ends, aud bottom being constructed of slate
;

the whole fixed in a stout framework. The advantages

of this arraugement are :— 1st. That it allows of a most
extended view of the whole interior of the aquarium.

2d. That it enables the occupants to resort to water of

any depth they may desire, or even to ascend the sloping

back and emerge Irom the water. 3d. It admits of a

much larger surface of water being exposed to the action

of the light ; and, 4th. The sloping top allows the water

which coudenses ou the glass, from the effect of radia-

tion, to trickle off aud return to the aquarium without

first resting on the ziuc or iron frame-work. I need

hardly mention that the sloping back is to be covered

with light rock-work extendiug to a short distance above

the water-line. irart'tioTOtt in Annals of S
History.

Orange Trees.—The collection of Orange trees belong-

in" to the Luxembourg is one of the most remarkable

of any of the public gardens in France, both from the

number and age of the trees. Orauge trees, it is known,

attain a vast age. In the Orangery at Versailles is one

kuowu under the three names of " Grand Conne'table."

" Franco s I.," aud " Graud Bourbon,'' which is more
than 400 years old. It. comes from some pippins of a

tree of bitter Oranges planted in a pot at the commence-

ment of the 15th century by Eleanora of Castile, wife

Ol I'. hi.
|

J

, in fl-iral p .

lion Ih-

Furze ; whili

their bo

roin the blood '

the death-mom

another comely stripling.

Forget-me-not, ih ..

rows. The]

Bourbon
twig, thi i :.m*i, or V
own vanished

the touch me-nol Thi-tle of Scot ai

ii- 1 or Shamrock of Ireland,

Roses (both white and r- r'umed
Rose of the orientals, ' ., the

Tuberose of Italy, to which I added the

Geraniums of the C of America, the

Lilies o: I
rocoo,

the Scarlet Quince and a boi

Japan, the Chrysanthemum and a thai

charmers from China, the : the Alps, and the

blushing crab-blossom of Siberia So, pray,

..re your favourite flowers—the L : iy of the

Valley, the Dandelion, or the Daffydowndiliy, which
comes before the swallow dares to come, and meet* the

winds of March with beauty '. I will cai.

which are mine. As Cowslip, the dairymaid, t hen
pressed to patronise a bird (after Venus,

Juno, and Minerva, who selected doves, peacoc

owls respectively), answered, "Wei, I should like a
nice roast duck ; " in like manner, if you put me to the

-, I must confess (hat I have a

weakness for Caper buds whenever there is a talk of

boiled legs of mutton ; for Borage and Nasturtium
flowers to crown a salad ; for Cowslips and cream whole

the cuckoo singeth ; for a dish of cooked Artichokes

whenever they are to be ha i (I cannot even yet manage
them raw i : for Camomile fomentations

when seized with the face-ache ; for Marigold broth

when I want to bring out the measles or the scarlet

fever : for El lex-flower I ztben and cleanse

the few scant hairs that remain on my cranium ; for a

glass of Clary wii.e asanexhilaratorand anti-lacbrymatic;

for a tisane of Violets and Lime-tree blossoms when the

doctor prescribes a cooling dilatent ; for decoction of

Rose leaves when hi says I am feverish ; for the dried

bouquet, which 1 treasure flattened between the leaves

of a certain folio volume ; and for the pretty little pot-

flower (never mind what genus and species it belongs

h Marv Jane presented on my birthday. Dickens's

" Household Words."

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

pla^t depaet::

Conservatory. &c.—Attend to tht - direc-

tions as to guarding against clamp, giving air freely when

the state of the weather admits, and use fire heat only

when it is indispensable, and then as is may
consist with safety. It will probably be necessary to

subject many plants to gentle forcing in order to secure

a constant succession of bloom for furnishing this house,

for few plants will make much progress ai this season

unless encouraged with a temperature considerably

warmer than would be required to preserve them in

health. But where forcing must be to, use

foresight, and endeavour to avoid having to sub; ;

plants to a very high temperature, which -

rious to many thiugs ; and the flowers cannot be

expected to last so long as if they were developed

in a temperature more suitable to the habit of the

plant. Take advantage of unfavourable weather for out-

doors work to get liie foliage of Camellias, Orange trees,

aaed, for it U har Ih less riSratial to

die health of"such things that their foliage be kept

clean and in a fit state to perform it; functions than
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thai Uluir roiii^ tie kepi i" a Healthy active state. It is a

I to "ash ilie leaves of a

I
". -a .singly by hand, but fortunately this is

m necessary, as most plants may be cleaned at this

sr:ism when the foli.ije is not in a tender state, by

lav in.: them on their sides and well washing them with

at about 140% or even 1G0° ; throwing the water

: t'lem with considerable force from the eDgiue

not injure the matured foliage of hard-wooded

Any ueglected specimens that may be badly

infested with scale may require to be gone over with a

brush for the purpose of removing the scale, as warm
water will not be sufficient to clear plants of this pest.

But the most expeditious and satisfactory method which

we have tried of cleaning plants of scale, or whatever

tliey may be iufested with, is to well moisten the

foliage, etc., with the composition recommended in

Williams's "Orchid Grower's Manual" (see page 21),

laying the plant in a damp place, and allowing a few

hoars for the composition to take effect, and then well

washing the plant with warm water from the engine, which

we generally fiud sufficient. In the case of dense

specimens, however, it will be necessary to look over

nier branches, against which the water cannot be

thrown with any force ; but this will not occupy much
iime, as a mere wipe with a sponge will be sufficient to

remove scale < r filth. Had Mr. Yeitch, from whom Mr.
Williams states he received the receipt, advertised

this composition in the same determined manner
Messrs. Page &. Co. have done theirs, he would have done

ners a real service, and would doubtless have made
a good thing of it. But we would not recommend using

this mixture upon trees which cannot be laid on their

side without adopting some precaution to prevent its

reaching the roots ; this may be easily done, however,
by placing something round the stem to absorb it and pre-

vent its reaching the soil. Greenhouse.—Look over the

plants here frequently, and examine thiDgs very closely

that are liable to suffer from mildew and damp, such as

I.esclienault :as, Boronias, &c , for a short neglect will

sometimes result in the disfigurement of a promising
plant. The Boronias, Leschenaultias, Gorupholobiums,
iS:c., are very impatient of exposure to cold drying
winds, and if these must be wintered in the same house
with the hardier kinds of greenhouse plants, they should
occupy a part of the house where they will not be
exposed to cold draughts ; but air must be admitted by
the top sashes freely on fine days. Also exercise the
greatest caution in the application of water, especially

in the case of tender-rooted things which have not well

matured their season's growth, for if the halls of these

get saturated the roots will he checked and the specimens
greatly injured. Therefore, never water until the ball

is so dry that it cannot safely be withheld longer, and
then give enough to moisten the whole of the ball,

whether large or small. Young specimens of Azaleas,

which have been growing in heat, had better be removed
to a cool-house for a few months, which will cause them
to start away more freely in spring. Keep Cinerarias

and other soft-wooded stock clear of green fly, and
endeavour to secure stocky plants by affordiug them
sufficient pot-room, and admitting fresh air freely when-
ever the weather permits. Cinerarias are rather liable

to be attacked by mildew at this season, aud if this

enemy makes its appearance apply sulphur immediately

it is perceived.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries—Where the bottom-heat is obtained from

fermenting materials it is generally found to decline

very rapidly on the occurrence of dull cloudy weather,

and any necessary addition of tan, or whatever else is

used should be made directly it is wanted, so as to

secure a steady temperature of about 85° for the roots.

In adding fresh fermenting matter at this season it will

be worth being at some trouble to have it in a rather
dry state, for when used very wet it is apt to chill the

roots at first, and when fermentation commences the

heat otten becomes so strong that the' plants must be
raised. Vineries.—Kipe Grapes will require to be fre-

quently looked over, cutting out any decaying berries
;

•and it the bunches have not been well tinned, the
-inside berries must be careluby examined in the event
Tjf damp weather, otherwise the bunches will be very
liable to get disfigured. Avoid, if possible, having pot
plants requiring watering in houses where the fruit is

expecteil to hang for any time, and where any plants

must be kept under the Vines they should be watered
in the morning, using a little fire-heat with air to get

the atmosphere dry before night. Gentle fires will be
necessary here when the weather is damp, but use no
more than may be necessary to keep the atmosphere in

motion, for too much warmth is nearly as injurious as

damp. Vines that are pruned, and being rested previous
to beiug started shortly, should be kept cool, keeping
the house open, and if there is any cause to fear that

the wounds will not be properly dried up during the

time that the Vines can be allowed to rest, give them a
coat of rather thick white lead which will effectually

prevent b'eeding. If not already done, get the border
covered with something to keep it from getting saturated
with wet, for it is of the greatest importance to have
the border in a dry kind state when the Vines are
started and especially when this is early in winter.
Where new borders have to be made this season, attend
to providing the necessary material for the purpose in
time to allow of having it in good condition by the
time it may be wanted for use, and where young Vines
have to be procured from the nursery, these should be
-O'jked out as soon as possible, and before the stock has
been too often picked over.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Those who purpose makiug additions to their collec-

tion of Roses should do so at once, as there will be a

better chance of obtaining good plants now than after

the nursery stock has been repeatedly picked. And the

present season is also very favourable for planting all but

tender sorts, which had better be kept under glass until

next May ; but these should be procuredat once,and if they

can be placed in a gentle heat through the winter, they

will grow freely, and furnish cuttings which will root

just as freely as a Verbena. In preparing ground for

Roses let it be trenched at least 2 feet deep, and well

incorporate a very heavy dressing of manure with the

soil to the full depth. It is hardly possible to make the

mould too rich for any kind of Rose, particularly the

autumn-blooming kinds, and 4 or 6 inches of good rotten

farm-yard dung will not be too much where the soil is

naturally rather light and poor. Large headed standards
that have done blooming for the seasou should be cut

back pretty freely, to lessen the chance of their being

injured by heavy gales of wind. Continue to clear the

beds of their summer occupants as these become un-

sightly, and after trenching or doing whatever can be
done to save time at next planting out season get them
furnished for the spring. Also look over the herbaceous
borders, and make any projected alterations there, taking

up and dividing any of the coarse growing plants that

may be inclined to encroach too much upon their neigh-

bours. The modern system of gardening is fast driving

this class of plants out of cultivation ; but many of them
are really beautiful, aud if they were more largely grown
our gardens would not have that naked appearance in

spring which is too often seen. Sweep and roll Grass
frequently, and keep gravej walks hard and smooth by
frequent rollings.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Let there be no lack of attention in the fruit-room at

present, for fruit requires more care during the first

few weeks after gathering than all the season after-

wards. Give just sufficient air to carry off damp, but

nothing more, as allowing dry winds to blow over the

fruit would only cause shrivelling. Strawberries for

early forcing should be placed where they can be pro-

tected from drenching rains—a cold frame or pit, where
either can be spared, would be the best situation for

them ; but the lights should not be put on save in case

of rain and frost. And, indeed, the whole stock in pots

for forcing would be benefited by being placed where
they could be guarded from heavy rains. We may now
expect sharp frosts at any time, and all necessary pre-

parations should be made at once, such as having a

good stock of covering for the most forward Lettuce,

Endive, &c. Cauliflower in head, if not wanted for use,

may be pulled up and hung in a cool shed, where it will

keep good for weeks, and will be out of the way of injury

from frost, unless this should be very severe. The late

crops of Celery should now be earthed up rather closely,

making the ridges asnarrowatthe top as can conveniently

be done, and nicely finishing the sides with the back of

the spade so as to prevent, as far as possible, the soil

about the plants getting saturated with wet. The
soil about the early crops, or that fit for use, should also

be made to throw off the wet as much as possible,

pressing it firm about the tops of the plants, and making
the top of the ridge narrow and smooth. Of course
Celery will not be earthed up after this season when
the plants are wet, neither should it be done wdien the

soil is wet, if this can be avoided. Mixing plenty of

quick lime with the soil about the plants will, we think,

be found of considerable use in preventing their rotting

in winter, and it will also save them from being dis-

figured by slugs. The Asparagus haulm may now be
cleared off, cleaning the ground, and giving a good
dressing of rotten manure; and in the case of young
plants which are only very lightly covered, the manure
might be mixed with a quantity of leaf soil, applying a
good solid coat 2 or 3 inches thick if the manure and
leaf soil can be spared.

STATE 01 THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK . NEAR LONDON.
Porthe week ending Nov. 1, 185a, as observed at the Horticultural Gar.ienn.
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Friday 2G 15 29.202 29.121 56 31 a:< 5 54 54 s.w. .28
Satur. 27

j

1*» 29.639 29.314 54 2(t 40.0 51 54 S.W. Oil

Sunday 2s 17 29.714 29.6->5 aa 40 40.5 till 5a N. .03
29.3-:3 29.210 52 46 49.U 5*J 521) N.E. 03

Tuea. 30 19 29/2
1

7

29.ii»3 53 46 49.5 52 61 N.E. M
Wed. 31 2ii 29.:.2^ 29.300 47 3. 40.5 52 6U N. .22
Thru-a. 1 (I 29.701 29.GG7 44 27 35.5 52 49 K. .00

Averase . 29.^04 29.344 | 51.3 35.7 43.5 52.7 53.3 2.14

ct. 26—Very boisterous; overcast; heavy rain in forenoon; fine

night.
— "7— Fine; very fine; cloudy; frosty at night.
— 2d—Very clear; fine; overcast.
— 29— Drizzly; heavy and constant rain.
— 30—Constant rain throughout.
— 31—Cold rain with brisk north wind.
)v. 1—Low clouds, with clear intervals ; clear and frosty at night.

Mean temperature of the week .4 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK.,
UnriDKthe last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending jN'ov. 10, 1855.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 5th,
1852, and 6th, 1334—therm. 63 deg.; and the lowest on the 9th, 1S54 —
therm. 1? deg.

Kotices to Correspondents.
Apples: SAP. Your Beedling Apple Nor. 1 is middle sized,
handsome, well coloured, and of tolerably good flavour, but the
flesh is too dry; 2 is not good ; 3, absolutely bad ; 4, indifferent;

5, small, with brisk flavour but not rich. The Pear is small,
roundish, with tender but coar.se grained flesh, and a sweetish
flavour resembling that of the Beai de la Motte.Jf

Books; Constant Header. Cobbett's English Gardener (6s.);

Neill's Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Garden; The Manse
Garden, a little Scotch manual ; or perhaps Mawe and Aber-
crombie's Gardening. We cannot give you prices, because
publishers will not mark them on the volumes tuey issue.

Durmast Oak : J P, and others. Your information is extremely
useful. If other correspondents having a personal knowledge
of Quercns sessiliflora and pedunculata, aud of their timber,
would be so good as also send us their experience, a difficult

question of the highest national importance wouM be finally
set at rest.

Insects : CNR. Water the roots of your Picotees and Carna-
tions witli tobacco-water or an infusion of quassia, to destroy
the aphides clustering round them.—W F S. The gall sent is dis-
tinct from the common Oak Apple, which is very much larger,
with numerous cells; it is more like the gall figured in
the Gardeners' Chronicle on the 24th March, in the present year,
but is distinct from it. W.

Lead: Ten Years. We do not know whether sea water will act
on leaden pipes. We should have thought that the sulphate,

of magnesia, which is so abundant in such water, would have
protected the surface of the lead. Perhaps you have had an
iron or copper screw soldered into the lead ; in that case an
electrical action would be set up, and the water would become
contaminated.

Mignonette : £ C. Tree Mignonette is obtained by selecting

and potting a vigorous young plant, the flowers of which are to

be pinched off as often as they appear during the first season.

It must be repotted as occasion may require ; the lower shoots

must be removed in autumn, and the plant must he kept during
winter in a room or greenhouse above the freezing point. The
second season it may be treated in a similar manner; and the

next year it may be allowed to bloom, which, with care, it will

continue to do for several years. J
Names of Frdits : Z. 2, Autumn Bergamot; 3, Glon Morceau ;

4, Duchesse d'Angouleme; 5, Comte de Lamy; 7, Easter
Beurr£; 8, Beurrf Diel; 9, Beurre Bosc-; 10, 11/ Doyenne
Blanc; 14, Aston Town.—J" S WaOi. Apples, 1, Turk's Cap;
2, Kirke's Lord Nelson ; 3, resembles the Brabant Ballefleur;

4, Large Hunthouse; 6, Worthless; 7, Nonsuch; 8, Beurre de
Capiaumont; 9, Beurre Ranee; 10, Glou Morceau. The
seedling Apple has a brisk acidity, and appears to be a good
keeper; it is too unripe to judge of its merits at present.—
E B R. 1, 10, Napoleon ; 2, Marie Louise ; 3, Ne Plus Meuris;
4, Seckel; 5, 6, 14, 16, Passe Colmar; 8, Doyenni? Blanc;
9, 18, Glou Morceau; 11, Catillac; 12, St. Germain; 15, Beurre"
Diel; 17, Winter Nelis.—i? A. 1, Napoleon; 2, Marie Louise;

3, Crassane; 4, Brown Beurre; 5, Seckel; 7, Blenheim Pippin
;

8, Waltham Abbey Seedling.—W F. 3, Go'den Horny ; 5, Pear-
son's Plate ; 6. Hughes' Golden Pippin ; 7, 10, Dutch Mignonne ;

8, Paradise Pippin ; 9, New Rock Pippin ; 11, Court of Wick ;

12, Seckel Pear.—Ioala>. 19, Ber^amotte Cadetie; 23, Doyenne"
Blanc ; 25, Althorp Crassane, Marie Louise, and Easter Beurre'

are correct; tho one named Orange Bergamot is decayed, but un-
doubtedly false.—Henry B. 2, Brabant Bellefleur; 5, Duinelow's-

Seedlmg; 6, Pearson's Plate ; 8, London Pippin; 10, Downton ;

11, Easter Beurre" ; 12, Ne Plus Meuris ; 13, Beurr<5 de Capiau-
mont; 15, Hughes' Golden Pippin; 16, Borsdorffer; 18,

Hormead Pearmain; 19, Stunner Pippin.—S O. 1, Winter;
Nelis ; 2, Passe Colmar ; 3, Louise Bonne (of Jersey) ; 4, Beurre
Bosc; 5, appears to be the Althorp Crassane; 6, Beurre Diel.

—J C IV. 1, Winter Nelis; 2, Seckel; 3, Old Colmar.—H Bel-
lew. 1, Uvedale's St. Germain; 2, Chanmontel; 3, Swan's-
Egg ; 6, Kerry Pippin ; 7, Margil ;

'

S, Ribston Pippin ; 9, 10.

Gausel's Eergamot; 13, BeziVaet; 15, Ne Pins Meuris. With
regard to the quality of No. 1, it is a baking Pear, and is only
good for that purpose.— Clapham-, W. 7, Jean de Witte; 9,.

Passe Colmar.

—

R S, Tuam. 2, Passe Colmar ; 3, 12, Beurre"
Ranee; 4, 11, Marie Louise; 5, 8, Glou Morceau; 6, 10r
Doyeune" Blanc; 9, 15, Beurre; Diel; 13, Napoleon; 16, Autumn
Bergamot ; 18, Uvedale's St. Germain.

\\

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly
decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.
Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,
should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.
We canuot save them the trouble of examining and thinking
for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most williugly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

Eben. Of your Oaks, No. 1 is Qu. pe-
dunculata ; 2 and 3 are Q. sessiliflora. As the specimens come
apparently from large trees, you will probably be able to give
us some certain information respecting the difference in their

timber, for which we shall be much obliged to you.

—

Tilehurst.

It looks like a morsel of some form of Chrysanthemum grandi-
florum. Had you told us whether it is annual or shrubby and
hardy or tender we should have been able to form a more exact
opinion.

—

R HP D. It is either a Cedar of Lebanon or a Deodar.
It is impossible to say which without seeing the trees.

—

T. Gaines. Acacia lophantha.

—

JH 0. 1, Adiautum hispidulum
;

2, A. tenerum; 3, A.cuneatum; 4, Nephrodiummolle. S.—A C.
It is Polystichum angulare. S.— O S. Both are Lastrea spinu-
losa. S.—FP. l,Doodiacaudata; 2, Platyloma rotundifolium. S.

M W. Celtis australis, the Nettle tree.— G W. It looks like a-

morsel of Achyranthes aspera, a -tropical weed ; but it is im-
possible to be certain without seeing the flowers.— A*., Cheshircf-

It is only Quercus pedunculata. Surely Q. sessiliflora does.

grow in your county. Would you inquire and let us know what
the timber merchants say to its timber—that is to say if they
distinguish it. — Julius. Senecio Cineraria; ali&s Cineraria
maritima.

Rhubarb: Amateur. If yon have no means of getting earthen-

ware Rhubarb pots, make a few upright boxes about 15 inches
square and 2 feet high, open at both ends. Place these over
the crowns of such plants as you intend to force, and then form
little beds of dung and leaves round them, keeping the dung
on the outside and the leaves next the boxes. Raise the beds
a little higher than the boxes, whose tops should be covered
with the dung; but before that in done, a piece of slate or wood
should be put over the top of the box to keep out the dung and
throw off wet. A stick pushed into the beds and left there
will tell, on being drawn out and felt, whether they are too hot
or too cold. By the above plan you may always calculate on
having Rhubarb from a month to six weeks earlier than you
would have it from the open ground. J

TnF. Tamarisk: B B. The only species which thrives away
from the sea is Tamarix gallica, which is quite at home in
inland places. A specimen in heavy damp clay is now in flight

of our windows a few miles from London, and forms one of the
prettiest ornaments of a not very unadorned garden. Tamarix
germanica, the kind with blue leaves and pale green shoots, is

not wonh growing in inland places.

Transplanting Ferns: W G. will be obliged by some of our
correspondents informing him what is the proper method for

transplanting the common Fern successfully.

TrvF.NCHiNG : Lumbrktis states, in reply to " Colo's " request (see

page 710), that he should carefully trench the ground over to

the depth of 2 feet, and that the work should be performed at

Id. per yard.
•«* A few correspondents who are this week unanswered will

receive replies next week.
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pKJtIJVIAN (HJANO, Bolivian Gwino, Suporpho
X pliatc of Lima, Nitrate of 9odn, Sugar Scum, and ovory
description of A.rLlilola1 Manures, Llm I CiUum, &e.

VVm . Iwai.fH Oaknic, 10, Murlc Lawi, London.

npHK FOLLOWING MANURES are manufaci I

Jl ivi Mi*. Lawicv' factory, Dontford Orocii : Turnip 1M inurn,

7Z. per ton; Supornhonphalo of Llmo. 71.] Bulplmrlc &i I

CoprolltoH, 61, -OttlcG,09
;
King William Strcot, City, London.

N.B, Gonulno Poruvlan Ouano, gunrantood to contain 10 par
emit, of ammonia, Nitrate of Boua, Sulphate of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

riMIM LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITKO
J. PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MANUUE FOR AUT1 WN
SOWING-. ThlH Manure, componod of blood, animal matter.
mul (Uhki>i vikI bonoH with ftlllcatcMii i utrongly recommended
to the notice of Agriculturist*, it, contalnn from 7 to B per ci nl

of nitrogen, In a Umn yielding ammonia bv slow dnoompOHltlon.
and 1b therefore particularly adapted for Vyboat, The 'i Ity

required in 2 to 8 cwt. por acre drilled In with the uocd. Price,

per ton, 7/. 10«. In London,

PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and ovory other
MAN URE mi bORt tormH, strictly warranted,

40, Bridge Ht.iv.'!, BlnokfrlarH I',. PunBic n, Soc.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE. Thia highly
fortlllalng Manure, which Ih Poat < Iharcoal completely

saturated with London Bowngo, will bo found mcnl oMoluAl Ibr

ovory speoloH of orop ; more oHpeoially for Poas, Boann, Turnips,
Mangold \Vim*/,pI, mul nl lie v root cropHi it win produce a greater
KOturn for tho outlay than Ouano or any ethos Manure al an
equivalent vahir: it also poHHOB808 tbo property ofrotalnlng ItH

fertilising power longer than any othor Manuroa now In use. it

may boohtalnoda! the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
Bridge, ITnlham, at \l, pov ton, and in quantltloa less than half
a ton, jit, 6b. per cwr., for ready money only; and In quantltlun not

Iohh tliiin ii ton, iv ll l tin doltvored (it, tho London Termini of tho
RiiilnmilH free ofoharge for cartage. No charge for Baoks,

it. m ii \ nl .nit tin 1 1
Jul 1

1'. mi Mi'.'isru. <;, CI hum &Co., 26, Down Blroot,

Piccadilly, Agi'Icultural Seedsmen, Agents for London, ond from
nil the other Agents of tho Company,

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &o.—Mnniifacturw-Hiind
othors'engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANUKKSmny

obtain every necessary Instruction for their economical and
efllclimt preparation, by applying to .J.C. Nebdit, F.G.S., Ac,
Principal of the Agricultural mid Chemical College, Konnington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Linn-,

CoprolltoH, &o„ and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving Instructions In Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ampin facility and accommodation at. tho College,

jTl OLLEGE op AGRICULTURE a«d CHEMISTRY,
Vy and ov PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Keiuiiiitfton l.arie, kniTiin^'Inn, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nksdit, F.G;9., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studios pursued in tbo College comprises every
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
(Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and tho Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticuhirs may ho had on application to the Principal.

DRAINING" BY STEAM
-
POWEfT

JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts
for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,

nt prices varying, according to depth and distance, from SI. to 51. 10s.

jior acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple GMp, Bristol.

DRAIN AGE OF L ANlx
MR. J. JOHNSON, Drainage Engineer, is desirous

to Undertake the Drainage of Land by Contract or Com-
mission. Temporary Tileries erected in any part ot" England,
and Drain Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every descrip-

tion of Drainage Tools.—Abingdon Street. Westminster.

DRAINAGE OF LAND, BOGS, ETC.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, supported
by unquestionable references and testimonials, offers his

services to proprietors about to executo works of drainage, which
ho will undertake personally to lay out and superintend, and to

supply the forms and attendances necessary to obtain the

certificate of the Inclosure Commissioners where such ia re-

quired, at a charge of 5s. per acre and bis travelling expenses;
or he will contract to perform the whole work to the satisfaction

of the Commissioners at a fixed price per acre.

Mr. Humbert (having been more tlmu 15 years established
In business as a Surveyor and Land Agent) has found that wet
iheavy soils can be usually, carefully, and thoroughly drained,
with pipes 4 feet deep, at 41. per acre and upwards, inclusive of
.every expense.

T*HE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IA1-
J- MOVEMENT COMPANY

Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Directors.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq., M.F., Chairman.
Sib John V. Shelley, Bart,, M.P., Deputy- Chairman.

tGeorge Thomas Clark, Esq.
John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

William Fisher Uobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Hutching, Esq., M.P.
Sir S. M. Peto, Bart.

I

William Tite, Esq., M.P.
William Wilshere, Esq

Empowered to execute Drainage, Road-making, and other
Xand Improvements, and to Erect Farm Buildings upon Estates
under Settlement, Mortgage,or otherwise; or Church property,
and without investigation of Title to charge the whole outlay and
expenses upon the Estate, to bo repaid" by instalments spread
over any period determined by Landowners within the limits of 50
years for Drainage and Roads, and 31 years for Farm Buildings.
The Company will afford equal facilities to Landowners for

the execution of works of improvement either by their own
Agents or by means of the Company's staff.

William Clifford. Sec.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardeus during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To live parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. 1 1 may then be laid on 2 inches" thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Veflfetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the path towards the sides.
3

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for B\RNS
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all oiher situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street Westminster.
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,
Long-Woollcd She i» not

bolng [iOlceaterB, South or other Down Sheep.
Shropshire, and othor Black or !

Short-Woollod Sheep—10 clan-en i

PIGS.— Including Prizes for PonB Ol Breed In i'i^'sof

a large and small breed
ROOTS.—Including a Sliver t !up value FivoGuincaa,

for the beat Collection of four dlfforenl varletlcfl 27

POULTRY.—Including Nine Silver I aluo

ol Ton Qnincni oh, for tho boat Pen f>f Pen-
cilled Hamburgh; Spangled Hamburgh, Polish,

Spanish, Dorking, Cochin China, Game and
Gold, or Silver Bantams; and for the besl

four Pens of Pigeons, to be exhil

dally for this prize 451 10

17 18
Exclusive of Silver Medals lo the Breeders of Cattle, Sbi i

Pigs, and Prizes in the Extra Classes and for Cottagers
1

P< ultry.

Mr. Ottley has also offered n Gold Medal, i I the value of Ton
Guineas, as an extra prize, for the best Pen of Polish Fowl of any
colour, to be selected from the several classes fur this variety.

Prize Lists, Certificates of Entry, and any further information
may be obtained from the Secretary. The Entries close on
Saturday, Nov. 10. I Jorrx M our; an, Jun., Sec.

Offices—oS, Bennett's Hill, Birmingham.

WARNER'S -iMnch IMPROVED LIQUID
MANURE PUMP,

with Ball Valve, fitted with
l\ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrongh t i ron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or
Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

U-inch Flexible Rubber
I

and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. Gd. per foot.

li Gnttn. Percba SuctioD,
Is. 6d. per foot.

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for tho nse of Farms, Cot-
tages, Manure Tauks, and "Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d.

2i in. short lft. 7 in. I Fitted for lead, "1 1 12
2j „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,

1
1 15 D

3 ,. ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ or cast iron 12 12
34 ,, ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, 2 IS
4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ \ as required. ; 3 5
24 „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe

attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fmng 2 12

2,j in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 15

c / 'j r ion
[JAR] BEL VWG
J

AND

1

1

PRIZE RCAPINC
rcE

Mi

Itimuty'i,
.

.

I

Uarlev, »r»'l Oali which t

ii a man m * \»"y
*

MACHINE.

The short barrel Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot. Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,
under the stage.

May be obtained, of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER a>d SONS.
S, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raisins Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps. &cj also Fire and" Garden
Engines, &c1 &c.—Engravings sent on application.

" T^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
A- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Puke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens. Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crvstal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ea'ling Park, and — Collier. Esq.. of Dart-ford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
" FRTGl DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and floriculiural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorchiug rays of the sun. from wind,
from attacks of insects and from moruing frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer. 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth, i

Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout tbe
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

£fie agricultural cBamtc.
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Turnips, as we find them in common cultivation,

may very readily be re-

one with white flesh, generally menliontd a-

Turnip;" another with yellow fltsh, whic;

under ihe name of " Swedi two forms

present very many varieties a

istics, which are more or less permanent. I

reference to the .'eason and manner of £

form, size, colour, and substance ; and -.vrer. any of

these characters are obtained with tolerable per-

manency, the individuals in which they cccur may-

be called varieties, or in common vernacj

Now. in order to understand the nature of these

sorts, it will be necessary to prem:

types of Turnip just mentioned are derived from
two species of wild plants belonging to the same
genus as the Cabbage, as thus :

—

The common Turnip, Brassira liapa ;

The Swedish Turnip, Brassica campestrit

;

to which may be added Rape or Coleseed, Brastica

napus.

These three plants, which are describe ':

species by botanists, are yet not without evidence of

being themselves varieties ; for. as remarked in

Hooker and Arnotts " English Flora."

p. 40, " although these three are nx.

guished in cultivation by their radical leaves alone,

there are strong grounds for considering a:

varieties, as they scarcely differ in other re>-

But further, "there appears no £ - n for

separating Brassica from Sinapis, as will It

from the following analyses of the two genera. In

the work above cited, Dr. Abbott, indeed, ventures

the remark that "the distinction belie

genera is purely artificial."

Analyses of genera :

—

1st JSrassica.— Pod two- Cd. SmapU.— Pod t*o-

valved (with a sterile or v&lTed (with a sterile or

one, or several seeded one, or several seeded

beak). Seeds in a single ,
beak). Seeds in a - e

row. Calyx erect. row. C*]vx patent.

Here then we see that the common and Swedish

Turnips are derivatives from two wild plants, which
if of distinct species ar- early allied as to

be capable of hybridising, and hence we may have

hvbrids (varieties^ produced from (among

the following sourc;>.

1st. Hybrids from the union of species with species.

'2d. Hybrids from variety with var

3d. Hybrids from varieties with species.

These admixtures acting and re-acting upon one
another will account for the great number of sorts

of Turnips which have been propagated np to the

present time, as well as for others which may from
time to time be produced.

Technical, therefore, as this introduction to our

subject may at first seem, it still opens up to us the
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following important practical subject for our inquiry

and consideration, namely : If all our sorts of Tur-

nip- are derivatives, li iw are they to be kept up in

purity and efficiency .'

The stock farmer, in the case of a breed of cattle,

would answer :—Look carefully to the blood of

the creatures from which you breed, and do not

breed from animals of an inferior kind, and in all

cases choose the most perfect forms and most

healthy subjects.

Now, if we can be brought to consider that the

principles are the same in the propagation of pure

varieties of plants as in pure breeds of cattle, a

great difficulty in the production of seeds of a good

quality and true to their sort will be removed. As
these, therefore, are objects which may in either

case be attained by attention to simple rules, the

three following are offered as of primary importance

in the case of Turnips :

—

1st. Never grow seal from a stock that has been repeated

on the tamefarm.
2d. rt7i.ii determined to seed ang sort, always clwose your

lulj

3d. The patch to Ic seeded should always be as far as

possible removed from others of the same family.

1st. If we view different sorts of Turnips as

derivatives from a wild stock, their peculiarities

having been induced by the operation of circum-
stances very different from those to which their wild
parents were subject, we shall at once see that the
moment we allow our subjects to revert to the con-
ditions of a nomadic life, they may be expected to

become wild to a greater or less extent, and thus it

is that continually sowing own-grown seed leads
to that deformity of root which has been previously
described in these columns as finger and toe, but
besides this, as we have repeatedly proved from ex-
periment, each year leads to a wilder habit of
growth, with an increasing tendency to running, and
what is termed sporting, and going off into varieties.
What the continuance for a series of years of using
owu-^rown seeds from the same stock may effect,

we are unable to say, but in as far as experiments
at present support our view, we should not be sur-
prised to find at the end of seven or eight years not
only that every trace of the original sort had been
lost, but that several varieties of the genus Brassica,
and even Sinapis, all of annual tendency, would be
the result. The branching of the roots is the first

step in this downward tendency, the loss of the
|

bulb and consequent running to seed or aunual I

habit the next : these we have seen brought about
in the third generation of own-grown seed, and we
may expect that a descent so rapid at first is at least
as rapidly maintained.

2d. That a choice of subjects for propagating
seed is desirable for the maintenance of purity, any
one may satisfy himself of by looking over even the
best crops. What crop of Turnips is free from double
crowns, large and straggling foliage, distorted roots,
and generally unhealthy individuals, to say nothing
of " sports," or hybrids of hybrids ? Careful choice,
therefore, should be made of examples for seeding, I

and that not from one but several examinations, at I

different periods during their growth. We have
seen patches of Turnips left for seed where they
have grown, and every plant which could add its
quota to the bulk—whether healthy or unsound,
sport or otherwise—was made to do so. Here the
seed was very faulty, and the same seed grown on
the same spot the following season resulted in
disease to a ereater or less extent of the whole crop.

3d. The difft-rent varieties of Turnips are hybrids.
It follows, from their number and great variation
that this plant has a peculiar facility of producing
sorts

; some of them, indeed, have been brought
about by artificial, i. e. intentional hybridising;
others by choosing as seeding plants varieties which
have been hybridised accidentally. The process is

exceedingly simple, both naturally and artificially.
This will be easily made apparent from an experi-
ment which we have still going on in our experi-
mental plots. Thus, in the summer of the year
1854 we planted a patch of Rape by the side of
some seeding Turnips, and another patch with Rape
intermixed with the Turnips, so that they might
flower at the same time; the patches were each
5 yards square, and managed as follows :—When
fecundation, which was allowed to proceed without
assistance, was finished, the whole of the Rape was
carefully removed, so as to prevent the possibility
of any Rape seeding with the Turnips, the
turnip seed was collected in due course, and two
5-yard plots sown with it during the present
summer. The resulting crop, which is justnow in vigorous growth, consists of malformed
anrt diminutive Turnips, scarcely one being of
normal shape, presenting either double crowns or

I™,v
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and with these

>
which are themselves

anything but true to sort, are intermixed several
plants an apocryphal Rape, with a few of the true

Rape aspect. Here, then, appears good evidence of

livb idisation from contact of two plants of the

same genus, purposely planted in proximity ; and
be-ides this, we see in the degenerate Turnips the

result of using own-grown seed in the same soil ; the

marked effects in this instanceof the past year leading

us to expect a still further decline on repeating the

experiment. If then we are right in considering the

admixture of Rape in the instance quoted to be the re-

sult of hybridisation-—and there seems little reason to

doubt it when we know what we can do upon trial,

and moreover when we can constantly see its effects in

sports of every kind—it follows as a necessity that

Turnips for seed should not only be chosen of good

sort but should be kept, in seeding, as far removed
from all sources of contamination as possible ; and
hence that the choosing a plot of ground at the corner

of a field for the production of Turnip seeds of dif-

ferent sorts is not good in practice. We have seen

Swedes, Red Turnips, and White Turnips, placed

for seed side by side, and though it is impossible to

watch the result of these cases, yet the quantity of

impure seed there is in the market, and indeed the

almost total impossibility of obtaining a true sort, is

hence, to a considerable extent, accounted for.

In concluding this part of our subject we wish it

to be understood that there are other causes in

operation wrhich greatly affect seed growing, such as

climate, soil, and general management ; and indeed

the latter is an important consideration, as after all

the growth of good seed requires as much care and
attention to details as the production of good stock,

and the cause of so many failures in the quantity

and quality of our crops is to be found in the

often combined efforts of ignorance and dishonesty

in our seed growers and seed merchants, though we
have yet to learn why the exercise of skill, energy,

and straightforwardness in the one case should not

be as successful as it would be important in the

other.

STEAM CULTIVATION.
In my last (p. 620) I proposed that the farmer should

subdivide a field into allotments, for the purpose of en-

abling him to substitute steam for horse-power in culti-

vation— that these allotments should each contain one
half acre, or not more than an acre, and that the con-

tent of such plots should be inscribed within the area of

a " circle ;" since this particular figure would enable us to

fulfil the all important condition of " time " iu operating.

It now remains to me to explain what kind of machine,
and what combination or arrangement of powers will

be required to operate on arable land, when inscribed

in such circular figure. A machine to be capable of

executiug any of the customary operations of tillage, by
the circular method proposed, over half an acre of land,

must be nearly 84 feet in length. Now the first impres-

sion affecting the mind of the farmer on reading this

will not arise, probably, so much from the fact that this

machine will be longer than any he has been accustomed
to use, as from an idea how expensive will be the me-
chanism or interior works required to fill up this machine
so as to render it capable of executing the usual

processes—such as tilling or grinding up the soil, sow-
ing seeds, hoeing weeds, harrowing or compressing light

lauds, &c. He will naturally say—" It' au 8-feet drill

now costs me 20Z., what will one of 80 feet cost ? " and
so on through the whole series of tiliage instruments
required. I beg him at once to dismiss all fear from
his mind, since I am not going to propose he shall

continue to pursue any such expensive arrangements as
are now iu vogue to attain his ends in the field.

The reference to this question of economy in con-
trivance brings me to the consideration of that point
which I only alluded to in my last letter—viz., if the
English farmer desires to introduce and profitably
apply that economical power steam in the place of the
living horse, he must in a measure return to that sim-
plicity of operating in the field from which he is fast

departing. I will here state that in the course of my
investigation on this subject of steam cultivation (when
pursued some years back with closer application than I
can now devote to it), I elicited the following important
deduction, viz. :—That you cannot with profit employ
an expensive permanent mechanic agent on a cheap
temporary operation. Now, I beg to call the farmer's
and mechanist's particular attention to this axiom

;

since it is the law by which I work, and the key
to all my propositions in this matter of the farmer's
field practice. It is through the possession of
that deduction or axiom I can write with confi-

dence ; by the aid of that axiom I can tread iu a right
path, whilst the agricultural mechanist having no such
rule or guide is liable to great error iu the nature of the
mechanism he constructs for the farmer's use. I will

briefly illustrate by examples what I mean by my
axiom of " You cannot, with certain profit, employ a
permanent mechanism on an operation temporary in its

nature." I employ illustration, because I think the

best way to become acquainted with a thing is to view
it in respect to things which have relation to or simi-

larity with it. Let us take first a railway locomotive.
Now, this is an expensive permanent piece of mechanism,
invented to convey passengers, &c, between towns,
which is only a cheap temporary operation. Since it

has been discovered that if a locomotive were to travel

but once or twice a day between London and; Green-
wich it would be unprofitable ; or if it had to

travel but twice a week between London and Bir-

mingham it would not pay ; or even if such
a permanent piece of mechanism ran every hour
between London and Greenwich for one month, and was
then put aside iu a shed for six months—it would not
pay. Why is this ?—simply because the important
axiom I have offered to your notice would be infringed;

that is, the nature of the machine employed (which is

permanent) not agreeing with the nature of the require-

ment, which is temporary. Let us now apply the same
axiom to certaiu agricultural examples. We will take,

first, reaping machines : now it will happen that when-
!
ever the farmer's chief produce shall fall to a natural

price these machiues must fail, because we have in them
a permanent mechanism, invented to perform an opera-

tion which is temporary, viz , reaping ; for nine months
in the year these un philosophical machiues will be rust-

ing in a shed, and the money they have cost lost to the

farmer and his country ; the same with the hay-tedding

machine—here we have a permanent mechanism in-

vented for a temporary operation, and what is

the result? — for ten months in the year this

mechanism will be rusting and profitless. Again,

we have had permanent mechanism invented to per-

form the very temporary operation of dibbling 1

—

and even a liquid manure machine (unless it be
convertible to other purposes) cannot maintain its

ground, when prices fall. Why is this sure to occur %

Because all these inventions offend the mechanical

axiom I have propounded, viz. : That you cannot

employ permanent mechanism to perform a temporary

operation, unless the mechanism employed be so inex-

pensive in proportion to the benefit derived, or the

price paid for the article produced be very high. But

I may sum up my views on the point in this form, viz.

:

That mechanism being expensive and permanent in its

nature must be continually employed all the year round.

Now, no farmer will deny that the most striking charac-

teristic of his field operations, is, that they are tem-

porary. Hence every true inventor would say, " Then

so must the mechanism be ;" and proceed to construct

accordingly. I shall follow such a course, leaving it

quite open to the agricultural mechanist to put his per-

manent mechanism in the place of my temporary con-

trivances if he shall think it advisable or judicious,

after hearing my arguments.

We will now proceed to invent a machine and com-

bine its mechanism. We will lay bare the whole pro-

cess of invention required to fashion a tillage machine,

which shall not only perform one, but nearly all the

customary operations of the field. It will be recollected,

that when we sought to discover the "method" whereby
the versatile powers of steam could be applied with its

usual efficiency in the field, we had to interrogate

nature ; we have now to search out the particular

mechanism or means through whose use we can till

land, sow seeds, hoe weeds, irrigate growing, cut or

collect matured crops, &c. ; to obtain the necessary in-

formation on this point we must leave nature, and
apply direct to common sense and past experience.

Our case is this, viz., we have half an acre of land to

cultivate in two and a half minutes of time—we are

supposed to have decided that it shall be cultivated on
the circular method : and in consequence that it will

require a machine of nearly 84 feet in length, extending

from a fixed point; and acting like a moveable radius.- The
point now to be elucidated is, how shall we fill, or fit up
the whole length of the machine with mechanism adapted

to execute all the known labours of tillage, and also

capableof doingtheworkio aneffective manner? Now,an
inventor must first obtain the right elements or materials

necessary for his purpose, before he can combine them
;

hence he would proceed thus—he would ask, 1st, What
is the characteristic of the operations connected with

tillage ? Answer—They are temporary, only lasting

for a short time. Then, he would say, So must my
mechanism be. 2dly, Are they varying or unvarying?

Answer—Ever-varying. Then so must my mechan-

ism be capable of continual variation—first for one

purpose, then for another.

He would now proceed to ask, What is the object

sought for by the farmer in the field ? .
The answer

would be, To produce a thing of life, called a plant

;

in fact, to manufacture a real living object, from a real

live seed and soil. Upon discerning the result of this

interrogation, a new and unexpected light would break

in upon his mind, and he would see that it was no longer

\
a dead material (as in other arts) he had to work upon ;

or a dead object to be manufactured, but a real thing of

j
life ; it was no longer like dead hay in the barn

. he had to assail by mechanical contrivances ; it

was no longer dead and dried straw he had to deal with,

like the steam-thresher in a farm-yard, but real living

!
objects to be manufactured. This was the main problem

he had before him ! At first the inventor will seem
! lost for information. If by putting a handful of Turnip
seeds in at one end of a box, and then by turning a few
ingeuiously contrived cast-iron wheels acting upon
pinions, &c, he had to grind out 5 tons of full-grown

Turnips, the thing would seem simple enough and in

strict accordance with his experience, because he would
. then have only to comply with approved rules and
analogy, and they would carry him through ; but he
finds directly he leaves the manufacure of the dead
materiel in the barn, and enters the field, he is brought
into contact with the manufacture of life in the form of

j
a vegetable. He finds the homestead and the field are

' two totally distinct departments, and the object of each
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is totally different ironi the other. So he says, " in the

barn or homestead I observe the object is the manufacture

of a dead material ; and the essentia! element to ensure

success here in oast-iron undoubtedly- Inn. this in the

iiold wherein Hi" ohiel object ih to manufacture a living

material ;
" ho continues, " it is of no i attempting to

invent a machine, It" it expensive or otherwtst , unless I

obtain' for it the essential element to onsuro bucoi

the nianufuoture i am about to fasliion it for ; of

what flfle will it bo making a thing ami puffing it. into

opheinoral existence by stating it. will do all that is

needed, when after a brief trial it will die n natural

death, and bo no more heard of." So lie aslis hlmsolf

thiH commonplace question—" What in the ossontial

element to (iiiHiirn hiii'ciihh In the rearing or production
of life, for I must have it?" Ami ho finds ib" answer
is

—

" Attention, unremitting attention." When bo miyn

"Can I obtain this from east-iron materials in chief!

No—for who ovoi' heard of infants (which is 'life')

being, reared by cast-iron nurses, or of lino plants being
produced by east-iron gardeners!" Again ho ailts,

" Then from whence oan I obtain this element
'attention,' ho essential to ensure success in plani

production, which in the huHim™ lor wllloll I am
about to oonBtruot a machine ! " The answer he
obtains is only from the "head and ham! of mm'
Here he seems in what the Americans call a "fix."
Ho seen, lie knows euHt-iron mechanism it, ami has
boon tbo ohief ami appropriate thing for the barn, but
that tho " attention " of man in the chief thing f"i' the
held. Now, thin position in awkward, booause li" known
lull well nearly everybody thinks there i'< no limit to

mechanism ; that to start an idea iii these latter days in

opposition, as that meohanism may have a boundary
and a limit, ami bo out of plaoe in any one branch "I an
art or manufacture, even though that manufacture be
one of " life " itself, would bo rank heresy ami schism

;

to undertake to dofino where mechanism begins and
" man " ends, or man begins and mechanism ends, is a
dangerous and difficult task. However, knowing the
"terms" of invention, ho perseveres in eliciting the
conditions of composition absolutely required to form a
tillage machine cheap, yet substantial and suitable to
the usual requirements of the fanner in the field. And
he succeeds in ibis way

; be says, "80 I must have 'man'
in the field, because 1 require his 'attention ' all the
year round ; " but there are certain preparatory but
temporary operations, which are purely mechanical,
which must be executed by mechanism and be per-
formed by the ordinary rules of mechanics ; so he asks
this question—" Hence, how can I obtain mechanical
command over a man, so as to cause him to become, for
the short time I may require him, strictly a piece of
mechanism?" He finds the answer to this is, "By
ti>';iug him off his le^s,"—by moving him, instead of
allowing him to move himself over arable land ! Now
I call your particular attention to this. Here the in-

ventor obtains the essential element to ensure success
in plant production, viz., attention ; aud also discovers
the method whereby he can acquire the necessary con-
trol or command over it, so as to make it serve as a
piece of temporary mechanism iu the composition of a
machine for executing tillage.

Having found that man, the labourer, is the most
valuable piece of mechanism a farmer can have in the
field department of his business, he proceeds to dis-

cover how he can apply him to perform the mechanical
and temporary operation of tillage. He says, "Tliere are
only two things absolutely necessary iu field mechanism,
viz., leverage and steerage. By using the fixed point
(poiut d'appui) with my machine I obviate the necessity

of studying ' steerage' altogether ; hence the only
thing to provide for is 'leverage;' that is, to use
something which shall be capable of elevating or depress-
ing a lever, having tillage mechanism at its extremity."
This he finds the ordinary skill of man is fully equal to

;

the only precaution required beiug this, viz., tbat you
carry him instead of allowing him to carry himself.

By putting him in the gallery 84 feet long, he finds he
can readily fulfil this condition, aud that one man cau
mauage a great length of tillage mechanism. So by
using a man, an inventor at once obtains a cheap aud
pleutiful species of " mechanism " ready made to his

hands, to fill up au apparently long machine. Consider
yourselves, what is there in tillage practice so elaborate
or so difficult which the ordinary skill of man cannot
encounter and accomplish ; that man who can point pins
or drill the eyes through a handful of needles with such
speed and dexterity that the unaccustomed eye can-
not follow him in his work—what is tliere in field

operations which he cannot do, provided you supply
him with certain necessary artificial means, and
endow his hands and legs with the required arti-

ficial power ? Literally nothing, as you will dis-

cover when I come to analyse aud pass in review
the operations of the field, and place them before
your eyes and minds iu their real "native" simplicity.

Modern improvers (well-meaning, uo doubt), have tried
hard and long to throw the cloak of elaboration upon
that branch of the farmer's art, which is simplicity
itself

; but the best commentary on their past attempts
is, that not one single expensive elaborate attempt has
ever succeeded, been profitable, held its ground, or
been imitated by others. By results we judge the
correctness of proceedings, and we cau all of us em-
phatically say, that in all our observation or experience
we never yet saw an elaborate experiment or an elabo-
rate mechanism succeed in the field. Hence what is

the inference ? Why, that intricacy and elaboration are
out of place ; and that " simplicity" is the very soul of

that department ol lint farm
on in the Held, Simple
and we must assist that simplicity; not sees to suj

it, ' />"> U 1 Bwcluim, /.
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weeks tbe weather was everything tbat could I"
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The crop has now been ti Stcd in all parts of En
aud, while the yield is found to fall considerably

of the great crop of last year, and in some particular

districts, owing to special circumstances, is very defec-

tive; yet, on the whole it is believed to be nearly an
average produce per acre over much beyon 1 an .

surface. The farmers' deliveries of Wheal in the

various English markets during the first week of

October for the last three years, as shown by the

Gazette, are a pretty accurate indication of the correct-

ness of this conclusion. For the week endiug October 6

the Wheat delivered was

—

1853. 18 I.

'.'... ml qrs. 155,021 qrs.

From these figures we should be almost justified in

assuming that any defect in the yield is compensated by
the increased breadth under crop.

I am inclined, however—and I think it will be a
prudent calculation—to assume that the yield of tbe

last Wheat crop is something below an average. We
may take it at one-tenth,' and then with the foregoing

data we have the following results as the produce of

1855, viz. :—

Average Wheat crop of the United Kingdom ... 13,500,000
To which add one-fourth tor increased breadth
sowu in consequence of high prices, a favour-
able seed time, and a liberal use of guano ... 3,875,000

16.S75.000
Deduct one-tenth for defective yield of last crop 1,6S7,500
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Total estimated Wheat crop of 1S55 ... 15,137,500

Estimated anuual consumption of the United
Kingdom 18,000,000

Apparent deficiency to be supplied from abroad 2-:

which is little more than one-half of the average annual
importation of the last five years.

But there are two important circumstauces to be
taken into account which will materially diminish this

apparent deficiency—the lateness of the harvest aud
the economy of consumption caused by high prices. The
harvest was three weeks later thau usual, and we may
thus save three weeks' consumption of tbe present crop.

This saving, however, is not one on which it would be

prudent to reckon, for iu the same degree the stock of

old corn in the country must have been diminished
;

and a greater margin than this will always be required

on .hand to meet unforeseen contingencies. But the

economy of food caused by high prices is self-evideut to

every one, aud, if we take it at one-tenth, there will

remain little more than 1,000,000 quarters of Wheat
and Flour, for which, we shall be dependent on foreigu

supply.

There can be little doubt that the present range of

prices will procure this supply from America and
Egypt alone, even should the northern European ports

be closed against us by the defective crops and high

prices anticipated abroad.

Now, if these figures could be relied upon, there

would be no further anxiety on the food question. I

cannot, however, ask for them any greater dependence

than may be given to the result of individual inquiry

and observation and a pretty accurate knowledge of all

tbe Wheat-growing districts of Great Britain. It will

be obvious to those who have studied the question that

the result of this estimate is maiuly governed by the

supposed iucreased breadth of land sown with Wheat
last season.

If my estimate snould prove accurate,tke presentprice
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of the field furthest from the engine is no

the draught of the travelling machine pins the

strain due to the light dr.

plained. The strain upon the and
engine is greater : in addition to this, it

bear (or rather, may have to beir) a ttrain

equal to double the draught of tbe rope bet"

and the travelling windlass ; the other

having to do only with the slack rope.

iving a velocity II times gtvater than that of the

machine it propels, ita " draught " is 1 1 tim»s less ;
" anchor nearest to the ensn'ne has to sustain a

total strain equal to the draught of the

carriage, pins two-eleventh- of tbe same (

plus the slight strain arising from the so

of the driving rope and the friction of the small

rollers upon which it rests : to which must be added
an allowance for the friction of tbe wbeelwork upon
the travelling carriage. In other inventions, in which
the ploughs are drawn bodily by an endless wire rope,

itself travelling at the same pace as the ploughs, the

pulley at the far end of the field has to resist a ttrain

equal to double the draught of the implements phis

that of the heavy rope, which moves with great friction

over the ground. The above is a statement

opinions but of facts, which neither " W. B.'' 1

one else can destroy, so that I maintain my assertion

that Fisken's plough works with very little more strain

upon the anchorages than is due to the simple draught

of the implement. I. A. C.

Adulteration of Manure*—In the address of Dr.

Anderson to the Scotch Agricultural Society is tbe

follow-in:; statement :—" A very remarkable irs-ance of

this occurred to me some tin

manure professing to be manufactcr rricular

process, which it is unnecessary to explain ; and calcu-

lating from the amount of its valuable matters

1 its price at If. '. in doinj which my estima-

tion was based en the rejular market prices of these

substances ; so that it was possible for any person, by
mixins salts of ammonis. - •iuee a manure of

equal value for that price. Some time after, I met tbe

- individual for whom the analysis was made, and he
informed me that he bad shown it to an extensive dealer

in manures, who had said, that he bad no doubt it was

quite correct, but tbat he could himself afforc

for the manure a much higher price than I had fixed,

because he knew that, in
'

: tbe market,

he could sell it for 4t or SI. per ten. Here, then, was

a person prepared to speculate on the ignorance of the

farmer, bv inducing him to pay, for this substance,

nearly three times its actual value. It is scarcely possible

to adduce a more striking illustration of the r

the farmer is laid open by the want of chemical informa-

tion." If this is done to the keen and - ^ers of

Scotland, what must be expected for small farmers, where

ure is in arrear ! It is a lamentable rejection

that farmers, working early and late, should be preyed

upon by a set of harpies, who thus swindle them out of
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their profit*. Small farmers cannot be expected to

study chemistry, as Dr. Anderson recommends. But

now there is an official chemist, Dr. VoelckeTj of Ciren-

cester College, appoim • '.Ves: of England

Agricultural Society, who will examine their manures

at a very reasonable rate, they may agree among there-

to have a few well averaged samples assayed

yearly, to detect these swindlers, and drive them from

the market N>t seller's samples, but drawn from dif-

ferent parts of their purchases, and well mixed, so as to

form average samples of the whole. Let them reflect

on being thus cheated of a bag of Wheat, or a ton of

Turnips, per acre, year after year : and think how many
- this would pay for, and leave a good profit for

iber own pockets, instead of going for articles nominally

cheap, but really little worth. Nor is the farmer the

on v Bufferer. The country needs all that can be pro-

. Irom its soil ; aud whatever is thus hindered by

falsified manures is a national injury. J. Prideaux.

I see that your correspondent from the Fens reports

that now, as ever, an enormous amount of roguery is

on in the guano trade. I belong to au agricul-

tural society held in a small out-of-the-way place, called

Dolsdown. Among other benefits we hope to confer on
the neighbourhood is the detection of adulteration in

manures, carried out in the following manner :—

A

farmer requiring a load of guano or superphosphate selects

a suitable trustworthy man as waggouer; he is provided
with a small tin canister ; when the waggon is loaded

the driver requests the vendor to take a small quantity

out of one of the bags, and in his presence to seal it up
in the canister ; this sample is sent to be analysed, and
the chemist's report, be it good or bad, is read at the

next meeting. I cannot but think that if this plan were
carried out by the numerous influential soeieties held in

all parts of the country, we should hear no more com-
plaints of adulteration of manures. Thomas Si'ibald.

Thin Seeding.—It is gratifying for us to know from
your leading article that you bespeak attention to our
remarks on sowing of corn. As to our experimental
yards, and the inference you draw from them, we agree
with you in most points—especially that a whole acre
cauuot be expected to produce as much proportionately
as a single isolated yard ; nor did we ever intend to
convey such a conclusion, however differently the mean-
ing of our statements may have been construed in this
particular. The idea and practice, as we desire to convey
it and to have it understood, differs but little from Mr.
Smith's plau of Lois-Weedon- viz., planting only half
the land continually in square yards or a yard wide,
alternately fallowing and interlining other crops in the
intervals, with this difference only—that we sow much
less see I than Mr. Smith, and profess to obtain thereby
considerably more produce. We only quote the productions
possible to be obtained from extreme wide distances of
planting, and small quantities of seed, with the view of
proving the absurdity of sowing 20 times the quantity
to obtain less. We beg also to observe that our single
yards referred to weie grown surrounded by other
crops (French Beans), though not amidst other crops of
.corn. Also, that another yard side by side, treated
alike in every respect, was sown with the same kind of
seed at the rate of 3 bushels per acre, and produced
only a quarter of a pint of inferior stuff, or little more
than 2 quarters per acre. What then can be expected
from a lull crop equal to this all over the ground ? We
are now farmers of 100 acres and not gardeners, but
have to rejoice that we were first gardeners ; neither of
them are mean occupations. Sir Joseph Paxton was
once a gardener, and the junior of our establishment
was once a partner with him in the Duke of Devon-
shire's garden at Chiswick. Let us but endeavour to
follow his good example, and we doubt not of good
results. Eardy <£• Sons, Seed Growers, etc., ilaldon,
£sscx.

Drains with Bi-ushwood.—Bemg about to drain some
wet clay lauds which lie very high and far away from
good roads and at a long distance from a draining pipe
maker, and where the stone of the neighbourhood is so
.hard that it is very expensive to break up for drainiug
purposes, but where underwood is abundant, I am
anxious to inquire if any of your numerous correspond-
ents have had any experience in draining with under-
wood of about 12 or 14 years growth.such as Blackthorns,
Hazels, and Oak, &c. X remember the farmers using
brushwood extensively for draining when I was a boy
30 years ago, but as I was moved" far away from the
neighbourhood when I was very young I have no means
of knowing how it answered except in one instance,
which I was told three years ago was still satisfactory.
I wasaho lately informed of a party of workmen who
in making a road through some fields in Herefordshire
cut through some drains that had been made with
brushwood—Willow—the branches of which were
quite sound, but no persons in the parish remember the
drains being made. Any information respecting the
-effects of using brushwood in drains would greatly
oblige your subscriber. H. B.

Cattle Feeding.— I agree with Mr. Harkness, that
at present prices bullocks will pay 6s. per ton for
Turnips, having unlimited Oat straw gratis, and re-
ceiving a very small portion of extra food. Irish Turnip
crops and English ditto are quite a different affair.
With an Irish climate and soil, no doubt Turnips can
be grown at 6s. per ton, and of a good succulent quality.
But how stands the matter in our dry Wheat-growing
Lnghsh districts 1 I will venture to state, that taking the
whole county of Essex (one million of acres), the Swede
lurnip crop does not this year average nine tons per
imperial acre. In fact, in many cases, the crops are

au entire failure. The cost of the owede crop will be

certainly 20s. per ton this year, and on an average it is

seldom less in Essex than 10s. to lis. Let me not be

misunderstood ; I am a strong advocate for root culti-

vation, but I repeat what I have before said, that on an

average of seasons and soils, the return for the Turnip

crop is, independent of manure, much less than its cost.

Your own large experience in this matter confirms my
statement. The Mangold Wurzel and white Turnip

are the more suitable crops for Essex. I have this

year 28 tons of Mangold Wurzel per English acre, but

if I can sell them in the spring at 16s. to 20s. per ton, I

will certainly do so, and replace their exhaustion by

guano, Rape cake, &c. I find that after Mangold
Wurzel I can grow a large spring crop either of Oats

or Barley, by a dressing of 2 cwt. of guano. Iu fact,

this year I have over 64 bushels of Barley per acre

after Mangold Wurzel without any dressing. It may
be interesting to some of your readers to know that my
crops of 1854 averaged Wheat, 39 bushels per acre

imperial ; Barley, 64 bushels ; Oats, 88 bushels ; Beans,

32 bushels. This year I have reasou to believe they

will be heavier. Generally speaking I dare not

guano for my cereal crops. I mention these facts, as 1

see Mr. Harkness' correspondent implies that I farm
high but badly. /. /. Mcchi.

Dairy Production.—Referring to my communication
on this subject in your number of August 11, in which
I gave the result of a trial made of the produce of three

ordinary milk cows for the week exteuding from June
26 to July 2, which may be taken as the period of

maximum production iu the year (the production then

being found to be at the rate of 11. 6s. lOu7 . per week for

the three cows, or about Is. Gd. per diem for each cow,

the fresh milk being valued at 2d. per quart), I now
give you below the result of a trial made with the milk
of four cows for eight days in October, which may be

considered as a period of medium production. The cows
were fed with cut second-crop Clover, with, as before, a
daily run in a Grass paddock with a supply of running
water. It will be noticed that on the first and last days
of the trial the milk of each cow was measured, and is

stated, separately. On the 21st, which was Sunday,
they were milked but twice, say at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

;

on the other days they were milked at 6 a.m., 1 p.m.,

and 8 p.m.

Cow qts.

Morning Noon Evening Total.

quarts. quarts. quarts. quarts.

1 No. 1—3 \ ~2 1

it)

-S \

U7 ...

:: E?
\ „ 4-2J')

11

3»H
"oHssj—Si
-64 J

IS ... Tile four 10 s s 26
19 .. ditto n ri 74 26
20 ... GUto 10 s 8 26
21 ... ditto n 10 21
22 ... ditto n S- 91 2S4
23 ... ditto 9 s Si 25±

24 ...

(No. 1-3 1

:: l-l
\

10i
=31.

-2.il

-SS ("
-h2

-64 Jl „ 4-24 J -2 J

Total quarts 210

Which if sold fresh at '2d. per quart, would bring 1Z. 15s.,

being at the rate of Is. Id. per day production from each
cow ; but it was uot so used, and our experience (as

shown below) is similar to that which I chronicled in my
last communication, viz., that milk may be as profitably

disposed of by being converted into butter, &c, as by
being sold fresh. This finding is contrary to the gene-
rally received opinion, and it may be of instruction to

those who, acting on that opinion, put themselves to

much trouble and expense to bring their milk fresh to

market. It is true that the manipulation and sale of

butter, Sec, involves also labour and supervision, but
not to the same extent as does the delivery of the milk
in bulk.

Jlelurn from 210 quarts of milk as above:—
Cream collected therefrom 25 quarts, which when £ s. d.

churned gave241bs. of butter (as salted) at Is. ...1 4
16 qts. of buttermilk, sold or used for household, Id. 1 4
54 qts. skimmed milk ditto ditto Id. 4 6
Remainder of milk made 29 lbs. curd, at Uhl. 6

£1 15 30

Being lOcZ. more than the value in the'shape of fresh
milk. 5.

Salt for Retention of Ammonia.—Your " Allerton "

correspondent (p. 700) is, I suppose, aware that the
excellence of used fishery salt as a manure depends not
on its purity as chloride of sodium, but on its richness
in oil and animal matter ; and he is surely right in pre-
ferring this, to which he can add sulphate of lime
(gypsum) in any proportion, to mere impure salt, with
sulphate of lime in uncertain proportion ; and fishery

salt is good to mix with guano, equal parts, not merely
to retain the ammonia, but to improve the quality of

the products, as the guano increases their quantity. But
it will not bear the cost of very distant carriage ; its

price should not be more thau 25 per cent, above that

of ordinary agricultural salt. And so of the ashes;
the proportion of sulphate of lime may be increased
with gypsum, but it does not act well dry ; whether
mixed with or contained in the ashes, they must be
damped to retain the ammonia. /. Prideaux.

Drainage and the Improved Temperature of the Soil.

—I have read, as every one engaged in draining would
read, the statement of the experiments on the tempera-
ture of the soil at Tester Mains of land drained and
land undrained, with considerable interest and some
disappointment. But I am not disposed with Mr. Clut-

terbuck to accept those experiments as proof conclusive
of the fallacy of the theory that " by drainage the tem-

perature and therefore the climate of soils is elevated."
My disappointment arises from the fact that as the
statement does not go to confirm the theory it will be
hastily accepted by many in the negative, although the
attendant circumstances are most fairly described by
Mr. Stephens. All should observe that the trial was
not upon the same land before and after the operation
of draining, and in the same condition of tillage and
culture, but it was made iu different fields differently

cultivated. I have heard that Mr. Farkes has for some
years past been carrying out a series of experiments on
the temperature of soils before and after drainage, and
the public will do well to defer their judgment until the
results are published, as it is to be hoped they will

shortly be. One very extraordinary circumstance has
come to my knowledge, showing the activity of atmo-
spheric influences in a drained soil. Drains have been
observed ..to run after a discontinuance of that duty
without any fall of rain on the surface, and upon refer-

ring to the barometer it has been found that the quick-
silver had fallen very considerably whenever this has
been the case. If this curious circumstance can be
corroborated by careful investigation, how can Mr.
Stephens assume that at 18 inches deep, in a drained

soil, a thermometer is " not sensibly affected by the

changes of temperature in the atmosphere ? " While
suggesting that agriculturists should suspend conviction

on this point, I cannot help turning to what was reported

to have been said at Witham the other day—that " the

occupiers of undrained land doubted whether the extra

benefit would compensate the cost of drainiug." Will

any one assert that the increased produce resulting

from drainage is not at least 1 bushel to every 24

bushels grown on undrained land I 1 hardly think

there is a man who has fairly tried the question who
will hesitate to affirm that the gain is very much more
than a twenty-fourth. But it is not necessary to prove

a greater increase than this to show that drainage must
be profiiable to the occupier. We will leave out of the

question all reference to easier tillage and earlier growth,

as iuvolving too many words for the purpose. Drainage
now is a landlord's operation. The tenant has only to

do with the interest on the outlay, and if we accept 5s.

per acre as representing that interest (the annual con-

tribution of the tenant), it must be conceded that an
increase of 1 bushel to every 24 bushels of corn and
Pulse hitherto grown will more than pay it. With
respect to open " land ditches " as a means of draining

soils of a tenacious nature, it is notorious with all men
practically acquainted with the subject that they fail

altogether in that object. It is often observable that a

clay subsoil at a given depth is wetter within a yard of an

open ditch than within three times the distance of

a sufficiently deep underdrain. /. Bailey Denton, 52,

Parliament Street.

The New Forest.—Your correspondent Charles Paul
in Agricultural Qazclte, Oct. 20, states that " we have a

New Forest of 92,656 acres," confounding the extent of

forest with that of the laud within the bouudary, one-

third of which consists of cultivated land, and includes

towns, villages, and private property of all descriptions.

Of the remaining 60,000, 6000 have always been enclosed

for the protection of young timber, and this quantity is

now, I believe, more than doubled, and over the re-

mainder, whether consisting of woodland or heath, the

neighbouring poor enjoy very extensive rights. What-
ever may be thought of Mr. Charles Paul's plan, of

which he may see plenty of examples within and around
the New Forest, it is a pity that the above error should

go forth. S. B.

Farmers' Clubs.
Loughborough : Agricultural Statistics.— At the

meeting of this Association Mr. Packe, M.P., made the

following remarks on the subject :—They all know that

this which had been called their own hobby in matters

of legislation, many people said was " dead." He would

perhaps not go so far as that—but he would admit that

it was " gone to grass." There had been sitting this

session a committee of the House of Lords who had
had a motion brought before them to " inquire into the

best mode of obtaining accurate agricultural statistics in

the United Kingdom, and to report thereon." The
peers, composing that committee, seemed all to have

entertained a similar opinion that it was settled that the

collection of agricultural statistics would be for the

interests of the country generally, and no evidence

whatever had consequently been taken as to whether it

would be right or wrong, injurious or inquisitorial into

private affairs and interests ; but they had jumped to

the conclusion that the whole nation was in favour of it.

Thus the committee rather laconically observed at the

commencement of their report that the advantage of

obtaining agricultural returns was so obvious " that this

committee deems it scarcely necessary to dwell upon it."

This done, the committee had recommended that power
should be given by act of Parliament to enable the

government to compel the occupiers of land to fill up
schedules of returns ! That has been the recommenda-
tion of the committee without the examination of any
witnesses, social or political, or inquiring whether it

would be agreeable to the agricultural interests gene-

rally that such statistics should be taken ! They had
passed a series of resolutions of which he might read

a few most important, purporting that the collection

of agricultural statistics was an object of national im-

portance ; that whilst many classes would be benefited

by it, none would derive greater advantage from it than

those connected with agriculture ; and that this being

the case, power should be accorded by act of Parliament
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to compel tlie necessary returns to be made. There

vara to bo two classes of returns :

—

IkS, Returns of

facts, and 2dly, estimates. In tlio facta would be

returned tho acreage of land, and an account of th«

extent of each crop that was grown. The estimates were

to comprint returns of the crops harvested : arid the

first clans of returns wore to be required by the

1st duly; the second between the 1st and LOfch

November in each year. Ah it was further supposed

that the collection of agricultural statistics wonbi be of

general Utility, tho expOUBG was to be defrayed out of

the National lOxehequcr. Tenting in another manner
tho opinion of those gentlemon who said they would be

advantageous to till Classes, be begged leave to »<ny that,

lastyear '100(1/. had been expended, from tho estimates of

the 1
1

. 1
1

- of Commons, in obtaining through the poor law

machinery returns of this nature from different parts

of the kingdom. They themselves knew something of IbiH,

having been one of the counties selected for that, OXpori*

mont. These counties were in number 1(1 or 10,^,

counting the West, Riding of Yorkshire. They had been

selected by the poor-law hoard, and as far as the; returns
went were curious instances of the feeling of the

country. From the report which the committoe
had received from tho poor-law inspectors, he should

just road extracts. Tho reports from these 10 comities

out of the '.12 were strong indications of the feelings of

tho farmers throughout England upon the subjeot

—

although they would hear in mind that, the matter had

bceu only triod, and was merely an experiment in these

11 countioB—or not so many— 10J. Tho counties

selected wero Suffolk, Norfolk, Hampshire, Wiltshire,

Loicostershire, Berkshire, Worcestershire, Brecknock-
shire, Shropshire, Derbyshire, and the West, Hiding of

Yorkshire. How, then had tho farmers received the

poor-law inspectors in their endoavours to obtain these

returns for tho Board of Trade \ In Norfolk and Suffolk

the same poor-law inspector had reported that in several

unions tho co-operation of the guardians had been re-

fused, and that hostility had proved itself to exist through
the agency of market-place and a market- table discussion.

This had boon stated in documents presented to tho

House of Commons. In some of tho unions, the docu-
ment in question went on to say, success had been
impeded by the unconquerable prejudices of occupiers,

and large occupiers, whom it was impossible to reach

—

and if readied impossible to convince by argument In
Hampshire and Wiltshire, again, the experiment of]

collecting agricultural statistics in that district the

inspector regretted to say had " failed." He attributed

this to the refusal to report (so essential) of a numerous
]

body of agriculturists, who had demurred on the grounds
of the injurious tendency, insidious nature and mis-

chievous character of the inquiry ; and it was thought \

that the Government hud an eye to taxation, or some
other thing of the kind, injurious to the interests of the i

farmers. In their own county (Leicestershire), aa the

gentlemen he was addressing were well aware, the

Loughborough Union had considerably resisted the
j

inquiry
;

great, resistance had been shown in another
i

union ; in Bilsden Union it had been found totally im- '

possible to obtain any report at all. Mr. Ingram, (he
:

clerk to the Bilsden Union, had written to Mr. Weale,
j

the inspector, in January, 1855, regretting to inform

him that the Agricultural Statistics Committee had come '

to the conclusion that the serious difficulties and oppo-

sition thrown in their way rendered it impossible to com-
plete the returns of last year. Several classifiers appre-

hended that the effect would be to place the guardians

and ratepayers in antagonistic positions, were the law

carried out. This was, therefore, the feeling in five

counties. Now, in Berkshire it was fouud that there

was a general and determined opposition to the adoption

of the measure ; and it having become desirable to hold

a special meeting to meet objections and explain away
difficulties, it was found to be in vain to attempt assem-

bling the board of guardians on any day but that of their

ordinary meetings, from their distrust of the inquisitorial

objects, utility, and consequences of the proposed returns.

In Worcestershire and Brecknockshire, the only counties

where the measure bad been tried, only seven out of 35

uuions had complied. In Shropshire and Derbyshire,

tho prejudice that they would open an undue inter-

ference with private business had taken hold of the

minds of many wealthy and respectable farmers. And
what the inspector spoke of as most provoking was, that

several of the committee iiad themselves refused to fill

up the schedules ! One favourable account had been
obtained from what could hardly in any degree be called

an agricultural county—the West Riding of Yorkshire.
It was very well understood that the West Riding of

Yorkshire was one vast hive of manufacturing industry
;

but greater unanimity had prevailed there in making
these returns ; and the same passages found in the

reports of other counties were not seeu in the reports

relative to that county. He (Mr. Packe) should be the

last person to wish to state anything in bitterness or
hostility. But he had read nothing which had con-
vinced him of the advantages of those agricultural sta-

tistics ; and yet the farmers' concerns were to be laid

open, as recommended in this report of committee. From
a noble friend of his, whom everybody knew well in

that county, and for whose zeal in agricultural matters
he had the greatest possible admiration, he differed, in

so far as when he ventured to say " it would do the
farmer no harm," he (Mr. Packe) must reply, "it would
do bim no good." The farmer bad been rather hardly
dealt with of late years by the legislature ; and it must
be proved to him (Mr. Packe) not only that the measure
in question would do the farmer no liarin, but that it

would do him some good. (Loud cheers.) Boms p

thought It would be a beneficial meaiure. But at the

taking of Kertch, in the Sea of Azoff, a greal number
of quarter! ol corn had been destroyed which it «n»

said hud cost the Importer! but 12s. a q i

and there had do doubt been a greal quant tj

destroyod which Iiad only coit thli price. Now,
If an inquiry were eitablished Into what they wire

to get for their corn, what quantity woi likely to

cone to market, & <
, th( great* t posslblo ad

would bo givon to the importer, and tin In of i

would be ready for them. I" eon equenco, [( could not

bo said that it was a beneficial consideration for the

farmer ; but In order to ice what It

would bo able to produce, this moasun
and iih to prices look at present prlcea, and nay

whothor it woi probable they i I I do bi ttoi

us well. (Laughter and cheers), Why meddle wlUi

them, then, ana injure their concerns 1 When Iboy

wero making their fortune! by fanning, woi it nol pro-

voking to hove no Inquiry made Into what they b

lie would simply nek thli : If ihi re wi n greal roanj

largo shops of the metropoli which af n cert! n

of the year were compelled to loll al a reduced rui<'

;

and if the concerns of these houses wen- published, and
returns inado of all that their back simps contained

stored away, because it would nol sell, and if nil this

wore dono with a view that we might not know
I

buy their goods, why, woshould only want to know what
they hud got to hell, wait till they w<->. I i >

, reduce

their rates, and then become their customers. (On '

cheering.) lie would be glad to know where the do-

tinction was betwixt the cuhc of the shopkeeper and that

of the fanner. Yet thero were many opinions preva-

lent upon the subject, and he wished to lake the course
which was best and most beneficial for the agricultural

interests. But as at present advised, with 'I

incuts before him, and knowing the opinions of the

inspectors of ten counties, ho felt obliged to say that he

should have somo difficulty in being able to acquiesce

iu this measure.

was amply repaid by the superior manner iu which it

rformed,

/-..<
|{y J.fcvt/jfi

1 Agent ••'
.• W If. Ijnlt/,,,,

ed " In tin- requ
that if f

tiv.-iy :::. and Id bushel! par .- Knd
under cultivation it may be lesnined thai oi
i !' Id under the I under the *
and nix-t<-ntii« nods* the third supposed
whole wdl yield thus aftei the rat/- oi 240

, which in topi ' - pneSOl
the country. And then liu

tion in Indulged in :

—

" If a i livstion bould occur, b
union in Lhi „ :

T< nth!.

I

Baskets.
Me

CnEWKSRNE.—-At the annual meeting of this

the Bishop of Bath and Wells enumerated some of the

advantages of an allotment ; among others, its affording

a pleasing pursuit after the labours of the day, the

delight which the cultivation of vegetables was sure to

bring, and the result of tho attachment to his allotment

which the cottager generally felt, drawing him away, as

it did, from injurious pursuits and immoral recreation,

and giving him a stake in the country. A well-kept

allotment was the index to the habits and tastes of its

owner. The same feelings which prompted him to keep
it clean and free from weeds would operate upon his

domestic tastes ; be would like also to see his cottage

clean and cheerful, his children orderly and happy, and
bis pig, if he kept one, well looked after. He also

treated his children, in a moral sense, on the same
principles as lie did his garden, knowing that if not

trained to morality their minds would be choked with

noxious weeds. He took care that they attended regu-

larly at school and church, and that he never went
himself to the beerhouse. The beerhouse was the bane
of England. It was that which filled our workhouses
and gaols, and brought to ruin those who haunted it.

Even, to make the best of the beerhouse haunter, he
was a cruelly selfish beine, for he spent in his own in-

dulgence the means which ought to go to the support of

his own family ; and, not content with this, he too often

reeled home to maltreat thewifewhom he hadso solemnly
sworn to protect, and the children so prone in after-

life to follow his pernicious example. Some remarks
had been made in the report upon the important sub-

ject of education. He, for one, was inclined to carry it

out much further than by many was thought either

neces-ary or prudent. The time w-as coming when
machinery would be employed in agriculture to a much
greater extent than now, and when, therefore, the

labourers who worked it must obviously be intelligent

and skilful. But what sort of preparation for such

labour were the children of labourers but too generally

undergoing ? Why, while still a child, having learnt

hardly anything whatever, a boy was generally taken

from school just at the time when he might begin to

profit by it, and put to keep birds from the corn. Some
few years ago he had a friend, a clergyman in Hamp-
shire, who was an enthusiast in education, and who
made up his mind that he would do what he could to

carry out his views. Accordingly, he built commodious
school-rooms, engaged the best masters, and induced
both the farmers and labourers to send him their

sons, and to allow them to remain at school a much
longer period than usual. He adapted his education to

the wants of each class, so as to fit them for the relative

positions which they would be called upon to fill—
instructing the farmers' sons not only in the elementary
subjects which were taught in common to both classes,

but also, among other sciences, the important science of

agricultural chemistry. In a few years he was sur-

rounded by an intellectual population. But his object

had not been effected without opposition. One farmer
was particularly annoyed when he found it becoming
more difficult and more expensive than formerly to get

the birds frightened. But the Government, appreciating

that clergyman's exertions, had rewarded him wiih the

deanery of Hereford, and at a public meeting the other

day he had had his health proposed by the very farmer

who had formerly found so much fault with him, and

who frankly admitted that he had seen his error, and

that if it had cost him more to get his labour dene he

"Tli' produce would be incr<»»c»j •

bushel! pet «cr<-. <.r .',(> percent on th<- jr-.

kingdom ; and if the wbl ..tinted la-

iu the occupation of tenant! of the firnt c-Iam, and iru
cultivated »'•

. j m->!<-» »i

present in practi<-<-, the increase would be I IM yr cent.

on the present average produce oi
-

i.."

'if Bourse any n able mar be calco-
:. assumed 'lata in thin manner, and tiie method

of attaining it may be reprenented in a variety of »>>.
mostof them probably lees plansibtetlian Iboabon

i do not think, however, that the advantage)! of energy,
skill, and capital, are in any degree enforced by the

niation of the reno Its which on assumed data
they may be shown to produce.

The history of a Single instance such an that r

by our correspondent " b," the other week, at j..v

in much more conclusive than any apeculations aa U»
possibilities on the wide scale of the »!,',>• country can.
be. Besides we are not willing to admit the data on
whicli Mr. Cooke proceeds.

No one is more anxious than we are to impress the-

truth (hat produce depends on cultivation quite asmocb
as it does on the original quality of the land ; but we
do not believe that six-tenths of the Wheat land of this
country yield only 16 bushels per acre, nor do we be-
lieve that that degree of energy, skill, and capital which
obtains 18 bushels per acre over one-tenth will be suf-

;
fieient to obtain that quantity from all. The nine-

1 tenths which, according to Mr. Cooke, yield leas than
this produce, do so on account of a natural diaabilitr of

' soil as well as on account of an unfortunate disability
in their occupiers— and the former consideration
is one which underlies and affects whatever amount of
energy, capital, and skill may be brought to bear upon
the land—so that over a naturally poor soil a greater
effort must be made to produce the same result

As a specimen of Mr. Cooke's speculation! on this
subject we extract the following passage from his
pamphlet :—
"It has been sujzested. that double tbe annua!

amount of produce mieht be obtained by adopting an
improved mode of culture, and it is proposed to indicate
the means by which a gradually increasing population
might be provided for, from a territorial area, which
admits of no extension.

MUlioca-
Assummg tiie 46 millions of acres dot under cultivation,
and farmed according to tfie present management, to be
equal to the population of 1841, r.amely 2ff

By bringing into cultivation 15 millions of acres capable of
improvement into a state equal to that of tbe 46 millions
of acres, the annual production would be increased one-
third in quantity, and sufficient for an additional popu-
lation of

By bringiog 5 millions of acres of the inferior descriptions
of Grass land into a state of cultivation equal to tbe
average of land now available to that purpose, wonld
provide for an additional population of 3

H
Assuming the several description? of Iaudeapav

:e :f being
cultivated to such a depth a? would increase the produce

|
one-half in quantity, the addition woald be sumcieBt for
the sustenance of a populati:n cf

55
Tho extra cultivation of the land effected by reducing H -

a more minutely granulated state, exposing a greater
surface to the action of atmospheric influences, dew and
rain, admitting of the manure

'

- :r.:.nateiy

diffused throughout the soil, and affording greater facili-

tfae roots of plants to obtain nourishment, voold
tend to increase indefinitely the productiveness of the
earth : but the additional amount of produce obtainable
by these means are dependent trpon tbe degree of pulveri-
sation attained, which for the present Bunaase is sup-
posed to effect the production of food to the extent of
50 per cent, on the an

:ently sufficiec: f:r i f

Giving ft gr 5-

of ." ruiUioas 52

"Xo inconsiderable additional amount of produce
might be obtained by the general adoption of appliances

familiar to the more intelligent cultivators of the present

day, and this quantity would be capable of expansion as

the science of agriculture shall te further developed."
'• Much is s'so expected from geological, chemical.

caJj ar.d mechanical discoveries, and :.- z:
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numerous utrmaneut improvements, such as the appli-

cation of marl to light sandy soils, the application of

to heath lauds found to be deficient in calcareous

substances ; by an effectual system of draining ; by the

f, neml adoption of irrigation and warping, in all situa-

tions in which those important improvements may be

several y applicable.

•• Without [.resuming to hazard an opinion in respect

to the actual extent of the benefit to be derived from

economising manure, and turning to good account the

immense quantity that is constantly running to waste
;

it is nevertheless believed to involve a question as to an

addition of millions of stones of meat and millions of

bushels of corn to the annual home supply.

r is it attempted to estimate* the loss sustained

- event of arable land being in small

1

1 v wide hedge rows and shavvs
;

t to s:iv. that in some instances the waste has

been found to exceed one-fourth of the whole, leaving

three-fourths of the land in such instances

applicable to the purposes of cultivation.

•• The productive power of the laud is susceptible of

vast expansion, and the products are capable of being

multiplied to an extent to which no one at the present

time can assign a limit : we are, however, in a position

to comprehend, and cannot fail to observe that agri-

cultural improvements are universally and pre-eminently

ble ; for by whichever party effected, they possess

the peculiar merit of benefiting all who are interested

in them— tue consumers, by obtaining food at a reason-

able price ; the producers, by obtaining a proportion-

ately larger amount of profit ; and whenever an efficient

supervision is adopted, an important prospective advan-

tage is secured to the proprietor."

Miscellaneous.
Potato Digging Machine.— Mr. Hanson's patent

Potato digging machine was tried on Thursday, at one
o'clock, ou a field belonging to Mr. Renwick, farmer,

Mart hill. There was a large assemblage ofcagricultural

geutiemen, landed proprietors, and engineers. The
machine is of a simple yet peculiar construction, and is

not of large dimensions. It runs on four wheels, two
small ones at the muzzle, and two about the size of

e.irt wheels on each side of the body of the machine.

A sock, which tapers from a point to a plate about a
foot and a half in breadth, is made to enter the drill at a
(iepth below the deepest Potato roots. A series of

grapes is made to revolve immediately above this sock,

which effectually scatters the Potatoes above the soil,

and separates the roots from the shaws. The axle of

the wheels on which the machine is supported is so
constructed that the wheel with the grapes is worked
by it, and can be stopped on turning, or on other neces-

sary occasions. A box is placed in the centre of the

machine for containing the necessary implements for

yoking, unyoking, and altering the machine. It was
drawn on Thursday by two horses, and worked by two
men ; one of them drove the horses, while the other
worked the machine. The weather was exceedingly

fine, and the soil was in excellent condition for the

experiment. A few minutes after one o'clock the

horses were attached and the machine started.

During the first round it was driven at great speed, but
wrought beautifully. The roots were scattered clearly

above the ground over a breadth of 2 yards. After two
drills had been opened the horses were stopped for a
few minutes, and the gentlemen who were on the ground
having assembled around the machine, Mr. Hanson,
.he inventor, who was present, proceeded to explain the
mode of operation. He said that he had a shaft which
could be attached to it fcr the purpose of supporting a
plate of zinc against which the Potatoes would be
thrown, so that they would fall in a regular line, and
not be too much scattered. We afterwards heard Mr.
Hanson explain that the machine could lift Turnips at a
distance of 6, 9, 12, or 1 8 inches by the attachment of
hoes instead of grapes. He also stated in answer to a
question put to him, that it could easily be made to
throw the Potatoes to both sides, so that it might be
made to lift a field without requiring to turn round a
number of drills. Not a single root was cut or injured
in the slightest degree, and none were left in the ground.
The method of lifting Potatoes with the grape cannot
at all be compared with it, and it works with about
double the speed of the common plough, while it

destroys none of the crop. Scottish Daily News.

Notices to Correspondents.
Boxes axd Acid : W J F. You had better use fine bone-dust,

unless yoa make a large quantity to lie together for a coDaider-
able time. We will publish a good recipe for you next week.

Lime : Linn. It is best applied in compost, but more especially in
vegetable compost. However, you may add the road-dust to
the heap without harm.

Figs : G J 31. We prefer the Berkshire. There are plenty of
breeders of them near Cirencester, Farringdon, &c. You might
apply to Mr. Dciwley, of Cirencester, or Mr. Moore, of High-
worth, Berk-hire. In fattening nothing will beat Barley-meal

;

a bushel a week for a 7 orS score pig along with steamed roots.
roct.TET

: A B. In point of merit there is no difference in thetwo varieties of " Bramah Pootra " fowls. Thev only differ in
feather. '

The Best Maxtjbe: W. Gerard. "The best mannre" is the
larm-yard dung from well fed full-grown cattle, and the bestway to apply it is—plcu^hcd in now on a cleaned com stubble.

.i,

E
\v

:

, • f.
en,on W1,ite is a good sort for land ou whichthe \\ heat is likely to be laid.

-iv7
E.^" E"'*c - : Cookham. We do not know where " Grace's

m.L J~ °..be oblaine<! - " Mr. Porter, Southwark," used to

that °,J? fumigated iron roofing ; we do not know whether

Ju"m P,,?T"V
n0"r helP /<><• Slate and timber is, in ourluogmeut, the cheapest ro-f:-. [lie long run.

THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS OF W. M. THACKERAY.
This day is published, in crown Svo, price 6s., Vol. I. of

MISCELLANIES. By W. M. Thackekat.
Volume I. contains—

THE BALLADS — TUE BOOK. 01" SNOBS — MAJOR
GA1IAGA.N—THE FATAL BOOT'S—and CoX'S DIA1IY.

Bbadduky & Evans. 11, Bouverie Street.

WORKS BY W. m. THACKERAY.
This day are published,

T> ALLADS. By W. M. Thackeray. Price Is. 6d.

ONOB PAPERS. By W. M. Thackeray. Price 2s.

\ | AJOR GAHAGAN. By W. M. Thackeray.
J ! Price Is.

FATAL BOOTS, and COX'S DIARY. By W. M.
TnACKEBAY. Price Is.

London: Bradbury & Evans, It, Bouverie Street.

A HISTORY OF THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM,
-^ by W. Hind, for Sale. Illustra fed by several hundred En-
gravings on Wood and Steel, in 22 Parts, Is. per Part, elegantly

bound, for 11.—Apply to Mr. HlBST, Gardener, Thorsby Park,

near Ollerton, Notts. Post-office Orders made payable atOllerton.

CU-'E FOR THE CREEM FLY.—See
THE PELARGONIUM AND ITS CULTIVA-
i- TION. By John Dobson, Woodlauds Nursery, Isleworth.

Price 6d., or post free from the Author, 8d.

London : Hamilton, Adams, & Co. ; and all Booksellers.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN : Illustrated

by John E. Sowebby. The Descriptions, Synonyms. &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In ODe Vol. cloth boards, containing

49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowebby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Now ready, Part I. of

'T'HE FERN ALLIES: A Supplement to "The
-B- Ferns op Gbeat Britain." Illustrated by John E.

Sowerby. Descriptions by C. Johnson, Esq. To be completed
in about Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s., partly coloured at Is. 6d.

per Part.
John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

This day is published, price 5s.,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-
pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,

Limatodis, and Geodorum.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. 6d.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Sully, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
;

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London
;

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe, &c., &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper "Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of

the Gardener's Chronicle.
'

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

T^HE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
i- OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from tbe Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

100,000 have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper ellingfon Street, Covent Garden.

Price 5s. 6d. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,
ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY;

Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of lntwood with Keswick.
Post-office orders to be made payable to James Matthews,

5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
pONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
Vy LAST, OCTOBER 27, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from—
History of Piedmont. By An-

tonio Gallenga.
The Ballads of Ireland. By

E. Hayes.
A New Letter-Writer for the
Use ofGentlemen and Ladies.

Brief Memoir of tbe late W. H.
Bartlett. By Dr. Beattie.

"With Shorter Notices of

Letters of George the Third
to Lord North. By Lord
Brougham.

The Tribes of the Caucasus.
By Baron von Haxthausen.

History of tbe Politico-Reli-
gious Troubles in France.
By F. W. Ebeling.

ByThe Crimean Enterprise.
Capt. Gleig.

Familiar Words, as affecting
the Conduct of Englishmen
in 1855. By D. Urquhart.

Pamphlets, Reprints, &c.
List of New Books.

-Letter of Bishop Bonner

Lectures to Ladies on Practical
Subjects.

Reformers before the Reforma-
tion. By Dr. Ullmann.

A Sketcb of the Life of the late
Lieut-Col. Champion.

Original—Sir "W. Molesworth
(supposed to be unpublished).

"Weekly Gossip.—Chiswick Fetes—State Papers—London
University—Frederick Lucas—Lord "Wharncliffe—Safety of
Dr. Kane—M. About's 'Tolla'— Economic Gallery to tbe
French Exhibition—Forthcoming Volumes of Macaulay's
England—Coin Sales—King's College Evening Lectures-
London Society of Compositors—American Publications

—

Wyld's Maps of Russia.

Fine Arts.—Bardi's Photographs from the Campo Santo at
Pisa—Portrait of W. H. Russell, " Our Special Correspon-
dent"—Exposition Universelle des Beaux Arts.

Fine Art Gossip.—National Gallery—Architecture at
Cologne—Weber's Engravings—Picture by Van Eyck—
Bust of M. Beranger—Southampton Bar-Gate.

Music and the Drama.—Operas in Paris—Sadler's
"Wells ('Hamilton of Bothwellhaugh ')-01ympic ('The
School for Scandal')—Princess's {' Don't Judge by Appear-
ances ')—Marylebone (' The Hunchback.')

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—English Opera-
Provincial Performances— St. Martin's Hall—Cherubini's

_
Rebuffs—Mdlle. Rachel—Theatrical Proprieties.

Miscellanea— Gallic-English—ThePest-Field in St.James's-

The Athenaum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

In a few days, price One Shilling,

TV/TORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
J-'-L Elackik & Son, "Warwick Square, City, London: and
Glasgow and Edinburgh.

GLEN NY'S GARDEN ALMANACK AND
FLORIST'S DIRECTORY is just Published for theNINTEENTH YEAR, price Is., post free 12 stamps.

Just out, price 5s. Gd.
t
Third Edition, post free 66 stamps

entirely rewritten and alphabetically arranged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
plete guide at the price.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

EDWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
NACK, Horticultural Trade Directory and Florists'

Diary for 1856, will be published in December, as heretofore.
All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace

Cottage, Holloway, Middlesex.

JOHNSON'S GARDENER'S ALMANACK
'J Price Is.—This Almanact, besides the usual contents will
contain entirely new Calendars of the works to be done in'each
month; Lists of the best new and old varieties of Florists'
Flowers, Kitchen Vegetables, and Fruits ; and much other useful
information, both for the amateur and professional gardener. It
will be published on Nov. 22, by the Stationers' Company.

Now ready, price Is. sewed, and 2s. bound and interleaved

JOHNSON & SHAW'S FARMER'S ALMANACK
O for 1856.—Containing Lists of Fairs—Farmers' Clubs-
Agricultural Societies—and all Agricultural Improvements to
the Present time—with Lists and Prices of the best Implements
and their makers, &c—the whole having been re-written for
this year.

James Ridgway, Piccadilly ; and all Booksellers.

Just published, with Plates, Second Issue, price 2s. 6d.,

by post, 3s.

,

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS;
a Paper read before the London Farmers' Club, with con-

siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.
C. E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.
London: James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly; and to be had of

all Booksellers.

A N INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
il. JURISPRUDENCE.

BEING A TRANSLATION OF THE GENERAL PART OF
THIBAUT'S SYSTEM DES PANDEKTEN RECHTS

WITH NOTES AND ILLUSTRATIONS
By NATHANIEL LINDLEY, of the Middle Temple, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law.
"William Maxwell, 32, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn, Law Book-

s eller and Publisher; Hodges & Smith, Grafton Street, Dublin.

NEW WORK ON ENTOMOLOGY.
This day is published, price 12s. 6d., with Eight Coloured Plates,

The First Volume of

^HE NATURAL HISTORY of the TINEINA
* (Small Moths). The letter-press in English, French, Ger-

man, and Latin, by H. T. Stainton, assisted by Professor Zeller
and J. W. Douglas.

London : John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

Just published, in Svo, price 6s. cloth,

WINE DUTIES, considered Financially & Socially:
Being a Reply to Sir James Emerson Tennent on " Wine,

itB Taxation and Uses." By W. Bosville James.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Lo ngmans.

A New Edition, in Svo, price 7s. cloth,

-yHE CORRELATION OF PHYSICAL FORCES.
-L By W. R. Grove, Q.C., M.A., F.R.S., Corresponding
Member of the Academies of Rome, Turin, &c. Third Edition,
with Notes and References.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

In crown Svo, with 30 Woodcuts, price 7s. 6d. cloth,

THE ART of PERFUMERY and the METHODS
of OBTAINING the ODOURS of PLANTS: With

Instructions for the Manufacture of Perfumes for the Handker-
chief, Scented Powders, Odorous Vinegars, Deutifrices, Pomatums,
Cosraetiques, Perfumed Soap, &c. ; and an Appendix on the
Colours of Flowers, Artificial Fruit, Essences, &c. By G. W.
Septimus Piesse, Analytical Chemist, Author of "The Odours
of Flowers," in the Gardeners' Chronicle, &c.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, and GARDEN MIS-
CELLANY. By Charles Turner and John Spencer.

Price Is., containing monthly a beautifully coloured Illustration
and several Woodcuts.
The proprietors beg to inform the Trade and Subscribers that

this Work will, after December next, be published at the Office

of The Florist, 20, Southampton Street, Strand, London, where
all communications for the Editor, Advertisements, &c, will in
future be received.

Owing to the recent postal alterations, subscribers sending
their address to the above Office will receive the work free by
post.

The Florist has an extensive circulation, and presents a
very favourable medium for Advertisers, and to meet the present
state of the times and the demand of this body, the Proprietors

have decided on lowering their terms for the admission of Adver-
tisements as follows :

—

Whole Page ... £1 5s. Od.
|
Quarter of a Page ... £0 7s. 6d.

Half Page 15 | Seven Lines ... 4

Per line beyond Seven Gd.

Catalogues Stitched In.

Not exceeding Eight Pages £1 ls.Od.

Over that quantity 15
%* Advertisers are respectfully requested to forward their

Advertisements to the Publisher by the 22d of the month, and
Prospectuses by the 25th.

Bach Numbers and Volumes may "be had on application.

Price 5s. 6d., postage free ; an Abridgement, 2s.; per post, 2s, 4&
This work has attained its Fifth Edition, and has been re-

printed in America, where the Author's treatment is now
almost universally adopted.

CONSUMPTION SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BT REME-
DIES locally applied to the Seat of Disease through the

Medium of Respiration. By A.B. Maddock, M.D.
London: Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., Stationers' Hall Court.

KINBURN, OTCHAKOV, NICHOLAIEV.
Is this day published,

STANFORD'S MAP OF THE ROADS, &c. BE-
TWEEN ODESSA, NICHOLAIEV, PEREKOP, SIM-

P HEROPOL, and SEVASTOPOL, with enlarged Plans of
Odessa and Nicholaiev, compiled from tbe Russian Maps in the
possession of the Royal Geographical Society, the Admiralty
Charts, and other documents. Price, one large sheet, 4s.; case, 7s.

Also,

STANFORD'S MAP OF THE COUNTRY BE-
TWEEN ODESSA and PEREKOP. Price 2s. sheet; case,4s.6d.

London: Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross; and Letts,
Son & Co., Royal Exchange.
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SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.

j^ 1>WARI> BECK Manim'actwhkh in Blatb a variety
* -J of articles for Horticultural purpoiiofl, all ol which may ba

Gcon In ubo at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays oxecptod

Priced Lists ol Plant Tubs and Bo oh forwarded on application.

HPRANSPARENT SHEETING, a Substitute for
a Garden Mats, L*. per yard, nearly 2 yards wldo; Ironfl

Canvan do,, U. per souaro yard. Waterproof Capos (to pro tool

n Man from wot while stooping down), 8». oaoh. Second hand
Pollcomons' Cape*, IQa, and 24a. por dozen, llorses 1 Loin i

WaterdHcIcs for Crimen Horses viz., n Tarpaullng Bod
lined wiili stout Woollen Hue, 16V, each Waggon and Uarl
Covers, See—It. Rioiiaiidhon, 21, Tonbrldgo Place, Now Ko id.

riMlKLOAR'S COCOA-NUT KI llli.K MANUFAC-
1 TURBS consist of MATTING, DOOIl MAT I

I

TUES8I5B, HASSOCKS, tmUBIIES,&c
, And ar stlngn! died

by superiority and oxeelleneo of workmanship, comblm
moderate charges. Cataloguos, containing prices and ovory
particular, froo by post. T. Tmcloah, Gocon out Fibre M
taoturor, 42, Ludgato Mill, London.

AMUSEMENT FOR WINTER EVENINGS.
MECHI'S FOLDING BAGATELLE TABLES

afford, in an omlnonl dogroe, a moans of varied ai ie>

ment combined with Instruction. L£aoh table Is i strnotvd for

playing four highly ontortalnlng game i. Prices compinto from
.)',. 15*. i" 122. 10ff. Toloscope stands for ditto with adjusting
screw logs, 21. Ba to 82. 10a each, 11 I, It [ontStreet; 1, Loaden
hull Streol , London; and Crystal Palace.

ELECTRO PLATE AND TABLE CUTLERY.

MR. [VIECHi hogs to announce that ho is preparing
an additional SHOW ROOM at his now Establishment,

112, Regent Street, whloli will bo devoted oxclustvoly to the
display and Sale of the above named Manufactures.

AT MH. MKCIII'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
112. Ki-ci'iit Sln>.«t, I, Li>>idmilmll Sin. if. iu.,1 m , ,1 ,.<

aro exhibited the (most specimens of British manufaoturos In

Dressing Oases, Worlc-boxos, Writing Oases, Dressing Dags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
Cor I'uplnr MtichtV MiuiiitiictiirnK n n. I Hn^uiHIn Tnblivi. TuMii
Cutlery, Razors, SoiSBors, Penknives, strop'', Pasto,*S!0. Ship-
ping orders executed. The same prices charged at nil the
Establishments.

212° MILNE li'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
REStSTrNG' SAFES (nonconducting and yapour-

islng), with all the Improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
oi 184.0-51-64 and 1866, Including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock mid Door (without which no Safe Is nocuru), the htronukbt,
BUST, and OHBAPEST SAFROUAUDfl RXTANT.

Milheb's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the moat com-
plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 ami

I ,
II

Street, Liverpool. Loudon Depot, 17a, Moorgate Street^
|
llty.

Circulars froo by post.

•IEALand SON'S KIOKIt DOWN QUILTS

;

* also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from Sn. Grt. to 24*. LIST
of Prices and Sizes sent free by Post, — 196, Tottenham
Court Road.

J^RKNCII MODERATOR LAMPS— A very large
*- and superior stock now on sale at DEANE, DRAY, and
CO.'S (Opeuiug to the Monument), London Itridge.

Established a.d. 1700.

SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CICARS!
GOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, and SNUFF

STORES (Established 17S0), removed to 407, Oxford Street,

near Soho Square. A Box, containing 14 tine Sisal Cigars
for Is. 9d.\ post free for 27 stamps. None are genuine unless
signed " H. N. Goonmcu."

B~~
ASS'S EAST INDIA PALE ALE,~~B A SS^S
MILD BURTON ALE, and BARCLAY'S PORTER and

STOUT, in iS-gallon Casks, Bottles. Half-Bottles, and Imperial
Pints.

—

Be&ry, Brothers, & Co., 3, St. James's Street, London.

DIRECT FROM YARMOUTH DURING THE SEASON.

KEAL YARMOUTH BLOATERS 1C0 for 6s.,

forwarded securely packed to any address upon receipt of

P. O. order by James Avers, Pish Curer, Great Yarmouth.
N.B. The trade supplied.
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IRON HURDLES.
TO RE SOLD, a large quantity of PATENT

TWISTED IKoN III i: p. and elegant
in appearance. To bo seen at Meters, Bovdrll «S Gi
Camden Works, Elawley Crescent, near
Camden ToMrn, London,

FLORISTS' BUSINESS.TO BE SOLD, the NUHSEKY GROUND,
1 G-KEBNHOUSES, See., of the late Mr. HenuyGr i, at

Ctaphom RUe, Surrey, and the Goodwill of the wel

Business to be sold by Private Contract. The Premise (exclusive
ola sirip ofground held rent free, subject to six i

held ar tiir tow yearly rent of802. for an unexpired term of 86 years
from Michaelmas 1855, nnd comprise 3^ acres. Front <

:*

|
the Claphani Road, itnd buck entrance In the Bedford Bond.

I

The Buildings consist of a handsome Show-house In the front,

and Greenhouses, Hothouse, I'iis, Sheds, &c. The house adjoin-
ing, late in the occupation of Mr. Groom, is not comprise
Lease, but may be rented,—The Premises may be viewed on
application, and further information obtained of Messrs. Pao-
tiibhoe-A Morris, American Nursery, Leytonstone, Eaxex: nnd
of Messrs, Barnes & Bernard, Solicitors, No. 2, Great Win.
Chester Street. London.

TO GARDENERS, NURSERYMEN, SEEDSMEN, AND
FLORISTS.

TO BE SOLD, in consequence of the ill-health of
proprietor, a capital BUSINESS in the above line, with a

first-rate connexion, and of 17 years' standing. The Premises,
which are convenient and well situated, will be sold together
with the Business, One-half of the purchase money may remain
on security of the premises.—For particulars apply to Mr. Lendon,
Nurseryman, &c, Wellington, Somerset.

[\/I ETCALFE and CO.'SNEW PATTERN TOOTH
L»-I BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND
SMYRNA -SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-
important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at

Metcalfk, Binglhv, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 r and 181,

Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
some houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

The Successful Results of the last Half uentubt have
proved beyond Question that

EOWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL possesses pecu-
liarly nourishing powers in the growth, restoration, and

Improvement of the human Hair, and when every other specific

has failed. This celebrated Oil is now universally acknowledged
to be the cheapest, and superior to all other preparations
for the hair. It prevents it from falling off or turning grey,
strengthens weak hair, produces a thick and luxuriant growth,
cleanses it from scurf and dandriff, and makes it beautifully

soft, curly, and glossy. Its operation in cases of baldness
is peculiarly active; and in the growth of the Beard,
Whiskers, Eyebrows, and Moustachios, it is unfailing in its

stimulative operation. For childreu it is especially recom-
mended, as forming the basis of a beautiful bead of hair. Price
5s. 6d. and 7s.; Family Bottles (equal to four small), 10s. Qd.; and
double that size, 'ils. Caution.—On the wrapper of each bottle
are the words, Rowlands' Macassar Oil, iu two lines.—Sold by
A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hattou Garden, Loudon, aud by Che-
mists and Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, &c.,
iu a few weeks, and restore the Hair from whatever cause,
strengthen it, prevent its falling off, and effectually check grey-
ness in all its stages. For the nursery it is recommended by
upwards of 100 physicians, for promoting a fine healthy head of
hair, and averting haldness. Sold by all Chemists, price 2s., or
sent free on receipt of 24 penny stamps, by Miss Cotjpelle, 69,
Castle Street,Newman Street, Oxford Street, London. Mi-s.Carter
writes, " My head, which was bald, is now covered with new hair."

Mrs. Reeve—'My hair is gaining strength aud thickness."
Sergeant Craven— "Through using it I have an excellent
moustache." Mr. Yates—"The young man has now a good
nair of whiskers. I want two packets for other customers.*'

TO .-LOKiSTs. CENTLtMEN S CARDENERS, & OTHERS
HTO BE LET ON LEASE, for 7, 14, or 2] years,
1 three miles west of Hyde Park Corner, a COMPACT NUR-
SERY, with Dwelling-hoo.se. In an excellent situation for

growing, and well stocked with Shrubs. Plants, &c. : three span-
roofed Houses; a Show-house, Pits, and Frames. Good stabling,

Cart-sheds, and Pottingnsheds.—For particulars apply to Uessra.
Protheroe A: Morsis, Leytonstone, Essex; or to Mr. A
Battersea, Surrey.

TO BE LET, CHEVINGTON WOODS1 D E
FARM, in the parish of Warkworth, Northumberland :

tithe free, and entered to at May-day, 1S56. containing about 566
acres, of which 90 acres are in old Grass. The tillage land is of
sound good quality, and the old Grass is very valuable fatteuinir

pasture. A large portion of the farm has been thorough drained
under Government grant. The Farm is within two m; les of the

Addington Station. Mr. Thos. Brown, of VThitofield House, near
Acklington, will show the farm with a plan.—Further particulars

may be had by application to George A. Qbby, E*q.. Miliu-ld
Northumberland, by whom offers will be received till 12th Nov.

i
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WANDSWORTH
MESSRS. PROTUBRi

Instruct
on tli. pi Lbt WandnwM

I

and EVERGREEN?
Poplars, Lilacs, Bvargm

BnX, SC
Bhododendrona, well set with fto»

KalraiaM, Daphne hybnda, E*c*U
also dwarf Apples and' Peart w*ll ;

v-c, ic.—May be rli

m»y be had on the premiv
London,
I

ROAD.
d MORI

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN, AND OTHERS.

M5S KS. PROTHEROE IRIS are
instrocted to Sell by a the

premises
[•lined lor building .

and following dav. at II o'clock each day. Um valuable
NURSERY SI Laiwl*. from 3 to 6 feet:
fine Chinese Arbor-vr -

feet: large Fan and other Y« -jfj» B«rt>»ii»,
I and gre^n :

Mountain Ash; Standard an'i .

and Curr ml .-» .: ': »

capital Camellias well set wit
Standard and Dwarf R Ac, drc—May
be viewed prior to the sale, and Catalogues bad <• a the preaises :

of the principal Seedsmen in Loodon; .z i of the Aactioineis,
American Nursery, Leyton- -

NURSERY STOCK. -WHALLEY RAMCE. MANCHESTER.
\ I R, CAPES begs to state that he has receiv

•-ictions from Messrs. H. Bigland 6t Co, in oonaeq»ence
of the expiration of their lea.'

given np, to Sell by Auction, on WEDXESDAT ^i THCRS-
DAY, N ivember 7th and 8tb, and t ..- ay if required,
at in o'clock etch morning, the e remainder of their
STOCK "f Ev. - Tree*, two Green-
bonses, Dntch Pit, and other EfTects. at the Britannia Nnreerr.

near KLaocbester. Cat-*l--j^« will be ready a
week prior to the sale— 22. Princess Street, Manchester.

10 BE LET, a NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS.
» —John Yovng begs to say that he is desirous of treating

with a Tenant for his Nursery Ground, which he is at present

occupying himself, and which offers an elig ble opportunity to

any one wishing to euter on the business. The Stock is light,

and the quantity of Land may be made to suit the convenience

of the Tenant.—Por further particulars, apply to John Youkg,
Elm Cottage, Tauntou.
rrO BE LET, 100 Acres of LAND suited for the
1 growth of AMERICAN PLANTS and for GENERAL
CULTIVATION, in large or small quantities, at 10s. per acre,

free from all ciiarg^s. Tbe situation offers great advantages for l

a market gardener, as it is within two miles of Farnham and the
|

Aldershot military encampment, where vegetables are in

demand.—Apply to Trimmer & Hewett, Farnham, Surrey.

Salrs bu Auction,

PREPARATORY NOTICE.—SALE OF NURSERY STOCK.

\ [
ESSRS. HIDE and PATCHING, of Worthing

-»J ben to announce that Mr. EKde has been instruct"

by Auction, in the mouth of November, the whole of the
N

Stock growing in Head's well known Nursery Gardens at

Worthing, Sussex, consisting of Choice Ornamental Evergreens.

Deciduous, aud Flowering Shrubs and Plan's of every -

The day of Sale will be shortly announced: Catalogues are in

preparation, aud when ready may be had of Messrs. Hide «fc

Patching, Worthing.

MAIDENHEAD.
\f R. -T WILLMER will Sell by Auction on the
- ' Premises. Cheistte's Nursery. M.\icenbead.on MC'^
November 12. and two following days, a: 1. <-*y. the
whole of tbe Nursery Stock, comrr ;

Cryptomeria japonica, Juniperas Bedfordi?"
- leodora. Cedar of L*

caria imbricata, Pinns Cemtra, L*;;r

Irish Yews, ^:riped and gree: I

'

Cedar, Phillyrea Standard and Dwarf Kos^- -
-

Lirch. Fi- -

num. Poph s, ••_ Seakale and A
and Dwarf Fruit Trees: Greenhouse Plants: Gre

cc—May be v

Sale, and Catalogues had [64. each,

the Premises, and of th

SALE OF NURSERY STOCK. ORNAMENTAL TREES.
EVERCREENS, IRISH YE*S. L C

MR. GEO. C. HYNDMAN as receive: inslmcrions
from Mr. Wieuah CaMfBELL, wbo has pnrcha.- »ed from

the Executors of the late Mrs- M*Culkragb 1

serwille, near Comber, in tbe conn

F tbe late Mr. John Hai toSeU
&SDAY, November 6th. ;

- . on the

grea: extent of well-grown HEDGr-
Beech. Thorn. Evergreen. Pri-

, Box.and\"ew: a large c - YEWS.
- m Itol met high; a Tariety of Acalea,<

tons, &c: nee specimen plants of V negate .

Rhododendron. Lanrnstin:- - Dotibte

Cherry, Yew. Weeping Ash, Fern-!': .ia.&c:

I

' rears to a
sale will be Jbm» - :: ytl e anen-
-mamental gr e whole

- Id o5L in order to clear tbe place for new arran remeate,

and the reception of cresb stock.—Be]

_
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

TOP

ifiWIftiSii

Mfe*

J,m
GRAY & ORMSON,

(""i RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good msterinls, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position tn execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

REET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for al!

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND^HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines Hand-glass Frames Garden Engines Flower Sticks
Fountains Game Netting D«. Syringes Garden Bordering
Ornamental Wire Work Hurdles Do. Rollers Watering Pots
Flower Stands Garden Chairs Flower Labels Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL. CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK.
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Works,

BY
HER

M AJ ESTY'S w
TC1 D E N C H , Patent Hothouse
S—

'
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all
others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all
completed for Is. Si. per foot 6uper. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES S LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER Zc MELON BOXES & LICHTS.

JAM
Greei

length,
7 ft., 7 i

100 fee

Lights,
glazed
for inir

all par
Gentrv

:ES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8. Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London. '

llSS^' 1
?' "' 12

'

13
'
and 14 feet wide, anyfrom 16 to 100 feet Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

t. 6 in., S ft and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

frJ^/rft9 °i ?» Cucumber and Miloi Boxes and

JuT f
' '

,

by
? ° 10 ft< 6 in

" hy 5 ft
-
6 in -- kept ready,with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, readyaedmte use, all made of best material, packed and sent toA

a.u
ki?Sdoni -Reference may be had to the Nobility

,
and the Trade, in most of the counties in EDgland.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
**S • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot "Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

T OVERALL begs to inform the Nobilitv, Gentry,v • Nurserymen, and others requiring Horticultural Buildings,
Lights, and Frames, that by intrusting their orders to him, they
may depend upon first-class workmanship and good materials at
the most economical prices.

J. Overall, Horticultural Builder, 16, Shackleweli Lane near
Mngsland, London.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

J
Ken-sal Geeen, Harrow Road, London.OHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of Ihe nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, "Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Roofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance nails, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J. T. & Som have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
MIE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find*

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c.r
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for eveiy required purpose.
The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom -heat, is
in constant opera-
tion and particularlv
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually^
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months-

»j_~ does not cost in labour and fuel
1 niffjjv more than 3s.Sd. per day, and
HOWJiJft the apparatus is so arranged

that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at rery low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also-
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application
to John Webks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

H E A TING BY HOT WA T E R.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-O ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.
The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.

and exposing to the at-
mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late
severe winter it only
cost us Zs. per day for
fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com- '

mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates ot Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Wkkks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

Printed by William Bradbdrt, of No. 13, Upper Woburu Place, and
Frederick Muli.btt EvAWa, of No. 20, Q.ueen'B Road, West, both in
the Parish of St. Pancras, and in the County of Middlesex, Printers, et
tbeir Office in Lombard Street, id the Precinct of Wbitefliais, in the City
of London; and ptild shed by them at the Office, No.5. Upper Wellington
Street, in the Pariah or St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the said County,
where all Advertisemen ta and Communinationa are to be Addkbsoed to
the Editor.—Saturday, November 3, ISaa.
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HOIITICUT/NIUAI, SOCIETY OK LONDON.—
Tho AUTUMN MEETING will lako placo at tho

Socloty'fl llonmi. 21, [logout S treat, on Tt'Ksti.w. Novombor
20111. from 11! ! I i'.m Tim Clialr will h ton al 2 p.m.

SOUTH LOWDOM Sucikty oP a.MaTi.ii:
Florists,—ti\o chrysanthemum exhibi pion

of tlio above Society will bo hold lit Ihp ii.h;nn Tavriiw, k.-m-
nlngton, on TUESDAY, tlio 20th, im.l WEDNESDAY,- Slat
November, i&athlsfiloh to N'm-Mombeva, fr.im -i till 7 ..>!.]
Tuosiliiy, tit l.s'. i'iioli,:iiidon Wodnosday ut 6d. Ii. An niTlclOnl
Band will lie in attendftneo. I.lstoi' rrl^.-s I the Rules of tho
Society inny bo obtained IVoiu JonN IIusuku,,

ljowor Ki-nnln ini 1 .in.. Hon. Secretary,

ELECTION OF PENSIONERS.
SCOTTISH GARDENERS' & LAND STEWARDS'

ASSOCIATION.—Notice is hereby kIv.hi. ili.it. tlm FIFTH
ANNUAL MEETING for the ki.Ki' i'kin of two ri'.N-

SIONERg.and on other Buslnos»,wlll;boheld at BDINBURG-H,
on WEDNESDAY, November Utli, the Qbalr to bo taken u
7 ..'clock, and the Ballot to close at s pwoliiely, \w order of the
Board. J. ii. Baltodr, Chairman.
Committee Rooms, 1. York Place, EdinburKllj

RASPSERR! '

O LAING is now sendinir otu -/i.i " PROLIFIC
fi-*.. RASPBERRY." Being a .strong grower, of good llavonr,
and nu almmlant bearer, it is worthy the attention of persons
growing fruit tor sale. See Gardeners' Chronicle of July 15ih,

1854, p. 454.. Price 27. per 100, or Os. per dozen.
II. Laino, Twickenham Nursery, Twickenham, Middlesex.

DAHLIA INCOMPARABLE (Anus's).
""PIIOMAS BARNES liavini; purchased the surplus
-l- Stock of tile aliovo, which was but partially lot out last

spring, Is enabled to offer lino roots at tho following prices, viz,

,

r.\.. 7.v. Gif., and 10s. <M. each. Colour rich ruby crimson, of first-

rate shape, shown in all T. B.'a stands, as also the raiser's.

T. B. has also a few roots of his splendid Dahlia MARION.
Deep crimson, shaded, 10s. t'll each, with all the leading varieties
of other raisers.—llano Croft Nurseries. Stowmarket.

l^DWARD P. FRANCIS offers to the Trade strong
Ij MANETTI STOCKS, well established in big 60 pots for

Grafting. Price on application. Hose Lists forwarded as usual.
Rose Nurseries, Hertford.

DOUBLE ROMAN and PAl'ER WHITE NAR-
CISSUS. -Is. per dozen.—The ahovo Bulbs, tho former of

ivhich is so justly esteemed for its early blooming and excessive

fragrance, and the latter for its purity and elegance, have just
arrived, and may he obtained at A. Cobbett's Italian and Foreign
Wavehonse, IS, Pall Mall, near Waterloo Place, London.

WANTED, oood, strong, well rooted, and clean
grown ENGLISH OAK, 31 to 4J feet— Apply, stating

quantity and lowest price, to Francis and Artiick Dixox & Sons,
100,_Eastgate Street, Chester.

TO PINE CROWERS.
LIVERPOOL IS THE BEST MARKET.

FORWARD TO GEORGE TAYLOR, Jun.,
FRUIT S A L E S 11 A N,

The Grand Stand.
St. John's Market,

Liverpool.

Terms—Cash.
PINE P L A N TS.

TO BE SOLD, nt a very moderate Price, about 230
clean and healthy Fruiting and Succession PINE PLANTS,

111 good condition for removal, being the property of a Gentleman
leaving bis present residence.—For further particulars apply to

Messrs. J, A: ,) . FttASKR, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

PINE PLANTS.
r fO BE SOLD, very cheap, 400 RIPLEY and
i MOSCOW SUCCESSION QUEEN PINE PLANTS,

thoroughly well rooted i:i 6 and 7-inc.li pots, and warranted per-
fectly clean.— Application respecting the same to be made to

R. GXESDTNSINO, 1'liiswick Nursery, London.

SPANISH CHESIM UTS.
r7"0 BE SOLD, ahout '200,0(10 Strong SPANISH
1 CIIESNUTS, from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent, on application

f . Watfrhr slid Goi'i-nrv. Knap Hill, Woking, Surrey.

TO PLANTERS AND THE TRADeT^

Ff AY, SANGSTER,andCO.,wM Sell the following
cheap, as the ground must be cleared:

—

Stl»ng Standard Dwarf and Dwarf TrainedPEARS,
Do. do. do. GREENGAGE and VICTORIA PLUMS,
Do. 4o. and half Trained MULBERRY,
in, do, and Dwarf Trained CHERRIES,
PRINCE of WALES. PRINCE ALBERT, and VICTORIA

RHUBARB,
StTOBB t.we wars' SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS.
EVF.RGREBN OAKS, in pots, 3 tqO feet,

JS and 10, Cumberland Place, Newington Butts, Lbr.d ::.

NEW SEEDS, CROWTH Ol IHfiS.

WILLIAM B. llliNDLE am. CO Mkii

rn i-.i ., Plyi Hi, </,

( 'olleition oj Set •'. from Iht Orovt r , a

i .a ,, ii,
i an now >• ttd'

>i fov ,!t U 1 1 ry.

Wm ..it I MerrlmnH. PlytnOUlll,

II led l7Hd.

WEST OE ENGLAND HOU'l'II ri/i ri- : I.

AND A < . U 1 < :
i LTi HAL ICED ES'I ABLISI1

,\l ENT. '/A. I'li'i ./..,.,.
/ cpaM

comidcrably < nlarged llteu "
i and ' II i

.,/ ./ coitsidi ruble expt h >

, so as to I

"it orders totili regvlarHy a/nd, dispaicli.

With lo.-i. I. .. .1 . ortlon, redoubled enerfflcA, and more autiit-

ants, tli.i le... ' .
:

thorn with i i

Wm.i i i-.i i
.

i-i .. . f!n ' M' ' .'Ii.

SEEDS FOR EXPORTATION.
SUTTON ami SONS are noli

ordert for exportation for \

consisting oj Ihi «... I rfi ra '

arrive in good condition, t

Bristol) or Soutftampton-

Suttok ,t Sov u
. Be A .at.'.

'piIE S'EST CUCUMBERS FO« FORI :

X SUTTON'S BF.RKStlIRE CHAMPIOH.'per pkt. li.M.
SIR COLIN CA IIPBELL ... „ 1

LORD KENYON'9 FAVOURITE I

WARD'S IMITt'T in JION tl.'i .• S „ 1 ')

Si i ton & Son's. Seed Growers, Reading.

SECOND IMPORTATION.
FRESH IMPORTED BULBS bloom much

than those which have been long exposed to One air

before planting.

Jons; Suttoh & Sons, Reading, Berk., c.n supply fine BULBS,
just imported, at low prices. See their Catalogue, which may be
had, post free, in return for ;

v Etamp .

( C» l' I l t

I

U.

WAITE'S DANIEL O'KulIRKE PEAS.—The best

Kiirly Ton iu cultivation can be suoplicd in any quantity,
and price had «>n application to J.ti i Merchant,

i Ifolborti, r.on.l. n.
'*-

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
PETER LAWSON and SON, Seedsmen and Nir-

BERIEMBN to Ilctt JIajt.stv thk Qceex, and to til- Hi

land and Agricultural Society of Scotland, respectfully Intimat*
tlmt they are now ready to execute orders for HYACINTH
Ri II > PS, &c.

;
&c. f of the finest kinds and in excellent c

Catalogues njay be had, free, on application.

27, Great George atreftt. W'estrninBter.-—

K

v, 1 X

RPARKEK. bega Eo inform his friends and patrons
• that his PRICED CATALOGUE of DUTCH i II

is now ready, and will be forWarded post free 'ipon application.

Parodist! Nnrscry. Horjsey Road, Holloway.

DUTCH FLOWERING BULBS.
TAMES CARTER and CO.'s CATALOGUE OF
*' DUTCH AND CAPE' BULBS, the most comprehensive
and select published, will he forwarded ft and post

paid, upon application to address at foot. The Butts art d

o/jirst-rate quality.

James Cahtrr & Co.. £ " -

BASS and BROW2T3 new AUTUMN (\i\
LOGUE, comprising a considerable portion of tlescriptive

an i useful information for purchasers, will be sent free

for three penny stamps, or gratis to their customers, who may not
have received them.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment. Sndhnry, Suffolk.

VINE* TOM FPijiTlfJC IN POT1.

* ' f

Kr'»»n In 13

'j % t C A I A L O C U~l

J

AM' -J- I H -4r,-*, ]>» \U
'

PEARS CRAFTLD ON THE QUINCE
SHAPtD Tl

| D .1. i'K\

•f
.

i i bavi I * '*.•

.

new. 'i i

wenJU

VINES FROM EYES
JOHN and CHARLES LBB krtg to ..ff-r a wtrj

•J nperfor %Ux\ of atl the leading Uxri
planting out ant for U .' -n* i

Nu
AZALEA I N D 1 C *

.

fOHN and CHARLES LEE U-z u, » ff*r Rood
'' Plant* of ri

».ct with buds, at IK-.

HuDm«mblth.
AZALEA IND'CA LECANA.

JOHN and CHARLES LEE are now prepared to

send out this fine >** Jhnt*, which for habt:
hubstance of petal, omhined with i-rf'.ct »hape ai>o \

1 1 ha* gait}**!

Certificates when .

plants at 42».—Njraery and Seed E^ -wtniU.

NEW VARIECATcO CEPANUM "
JOHN and CHARLES CEE arc jow vn.

tlii^ novelty, which is a decidM :

Lahl of Light. It Is of much mo-- it» that
variety, the n -

other respects i*
,

Nursery

F R U if TREES IN POTS
TOHN and CHARLES LEE lm*e the finest stock

' ' the above ever yet offered, ootuisting of—
PEACHES |

APRICOTS CHEP.P.IES
NECTARINES | PLi API",

and PI

I

All warranted to bear gond crop* the first sea—e.
Nur-pry and Seed EaUM isI

-

GOOD PIN B S W t~D,
2 lbs. to 4 lb«. eac ,.

Forward immediately to Geof.ge Tatxos, -Ino., Fr«3t i

rpaoi,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
\T*Of»D and INGRAM b*^ to Get She tfrm
* * plants, covered with he

sorts, b-ith Pomoone ar

9*. perdozen.— Nnrseri

PLANTING SEASON.
WM. URQUHART and SONS resnecfullv inti-

mate that their PRTCED LIST OF FOREST TREES.
SHRUBS, HERBACEOUS PLANTS, &c.,may now be had on
application.—Dundee. Nov. 10.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
IOIIN WATEREU'8 CATALOGUE of RHODO-
*' DENDROKS, AZALEAS. &t, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and
can be had on application.

$=g" The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons,

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.—N
A M E R f C AN PLANTS.

T\' ATERER and GODFREY beg to announce their
* * Priced and Descriptive I American Plants for

this si nisi ''.islied, snd will be sent free on application.

As the collection < f American Plants at this Nurs "

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their

interest to ray a visit to cite N iirsery, which may be readily done
by the South Western Railway to "Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

GEORGE BAKER bees to announce his DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS. ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRGIT and FOREST TREES is now
ready, and may be baq on application.

j

American Nursery, Windlesham, near Bagshot, Surrey, seven
-miles from Staines, Windsor Branch, Southwestern Railway,

I

where conveyances may be had. ______^
("i EORGE JACK.MAN begs to state Ins PtUCfc.D
T CATALOGUE of choice CONIFERA, HARDY EVI R-

GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which are well grown.

and constantly removed, also E ses, standard, D^arr". and
dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, and Forest Trees, can be had on
application by enclosing one Postage Stamp.

G. J. respectfully invites persons planting to pay a visit to Lis

extensive nursery, one and a half mile from ^
j Si

Sontli Western Railway, where all tr.;
;
:!s stop, REdTccuveyaEces

had.—Woking :

ROSES, HOLLYHOCKS. CONIFL
WH0LV5XU UTD RSTJ

A PAUL and SON beg to inrorna their Patrr»r«
^a • and the Trade generally, that o =

and improved syatrnM
HOLLYHOCKS, and CONIFEROUS PLAN.
season iinnsn v fine.

iUpLhBDV.A. l -.YflK'D PeRPtiU*L ROiLS BuOOES
SIX-!NC-t STEMS.

WILLI * - IU isn SON r -
•

....

above. T Lt, and expr*-
or forcing: they
all tho leading kincs. »ni wiii b^. supplied -'

Catalogues may be had on application.

N.B. A very liberal »U-.«*r.ce to I

Woodlands N •

HARDY HEATHS,
nTATEKB DFREY r invite
* * attention I

Stbeutifal Hardy Plants. Priced
had free on applicaTwa to Wattrue A Gv&r=.-
Nursery. Wok:

M
OSACE OR*NC£ mAClUSA *• U
E5SRS. MORRISON i • to f.ffe*

- ahont 50.000 Ptai

Hedge Plant s*e GizrJextr* Ck™
x to 'bt tra-*

of the v- -

-" — '

TH£ FLUKE K ONS.Y "OTATO
TOHN HOLLAND, Brad^haw G - - -.

•

'

l

at lfiddh ire. __^_
SEED POTATOES.—Flnke Kidneys, -ii j*t"-'•"•"
top Ashleaf K :

'
-

-

—Arr*- "
- -- -
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BERN A UP SAUNDERS, Nurseryman and Florist,

« . <\n*an Nurwries Jersey, ivspeclfully informs Amateurs

ta that 1"' hM a good SioeV of Yellow and white-

nvnm' PICOTEES to offer for sale this season, ni-2s.QJ.ftor

p»lr older* for which will »>o thankfully rtfceivedand promptly

limited Also a small quantity of well ripened Bead of the

PHORMn M TENAX or NEW ZEALAND PL A X. at 2*. 6rf.

per packet o i GO Seeds.

P~~
ARKER'S RAGLAN POTATO.—This Seedling

baa been rai-wd bv Mr. Bbxjahtx Parker, of

ton Lancashire! hardener, and is distinguished by the

name ofthe late Lord Raglan, as Indicative of its sterling worth.

8 is somewhat oblong, but its body of almost equal depth

on every side rthaaaaktoofevfln thickness, not smooth, but

like that of a fine Orange; is free from blotches, and can be

r one strip or catting. There need bo no waste m dressing

this Potato for the table :
besides which saving, its regular form

ami nun substance must soon mako it welcome in every family.

From an analysis by John Lightfoot, jun^ Accrington, it appears

to contain one sixth more farina than tho old Fluke Potato, or

rmilnr above 15 per cent, more of that essential ingredient. Its

chief virtu-- however, is that ofbeing ripe in July, so that it can

thus be gathered before the usual period of the Potato blight.

The Potato is quite souud, not an instance of decay having

hitherto occurred. Mr. Parker has devoted six years to the pro-

I \ Seedling Potato, which is pronounced by many
agriculturists and chemists to surpass in properties of early cul-

ture and in excellence of quality any other species of Potato in

the kingdom. Mr. Parkkr offers the Potato from beds to save

winter storsgo at 14.«. per stone of 14 lbs., in canvas bags, to any

order.

Address Mr. Benjamin Parker, Gardener, Accrington, Lan-

cashire, with reference or remittance. Sole Agent, Edward
Taylor, Seedsman, Lowerhouse, near Burnley.

We, tho undesigned, confidently recommend Mr. Parker's

Raglan Potato to public notice:—John Mercer, F.R.S., Chemist,

-haw John E. Liehtfoot. Chemist, Accrington; Thomas
Lightfoot, ditto; John Lightfoot, jun., ditto; Richard Taylor,

Gardener to Le Gcndre N. Starkie, Esq.; Huntroyd; Thomas
Birtwell, Gardener to John Taylor, Esq., Morton Hall, near

Whalley.

WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite the

attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, in quantities,

all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it

would be "difficult to match.

Cedrns Deodara, U, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do. a

fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet; do. some magnificent Trees,

10 to 15 feet These are all in a famous condition for Trans-

planting, having been annually removed. *

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. a few splendid Trees,

10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Rio Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We had a large stock. It is ex-

tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Crypt'imeria JAponica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.

Cnpressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this

fine hardy plant.

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plants,

6 to 8 feet.

Do. Irish, upright. 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to 8 and 10

feet. Our S'ook ofthe wo last mentioned Junipers we believe
* to be quite uriwualled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes

are under perfect columns.

Do. reenrva. 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. bispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abie* Douglnsi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and very
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, li to 2 feet, well

grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller

specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, 1 j, 2. 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of

these plaints, and all from seed.

Do.Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.

Pinns inslgnis, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

„ Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

„ Montezuma?, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.

„ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.

"Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, beads 7 feet high.

The foil-wing 10 varieties form a very singular group. They
are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies (Jlaubraziliana may
be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to

be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.

Pinos strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).
^vlvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).

Abies Clanbraziliana I Abies pumila "1 All dwarf varieties

„ compacta „ diffusa >• of the

„ pygmsea
| „ Gregori j Spruce Fir.

Picea pectinata pygrnma (the dwarf Silver Fir), Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.

Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet higb, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped, 1J to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew, 8 to 10 ft. high.
Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Do. elegaotissima, or new gold 6triped; a large quantity, 1^ to

2\ feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

gnsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as we
have it, 1£ to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

of the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedges, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Do. anrea, or Golden Arbor-vitffl. This plant originated at this

Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as
ranch through—in fact, perfect globes.

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,
being near 1J feet high, and as much wide.

Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

We may here remark with reference to the large specimens
alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a
condition to transplant and travel any distance with perfect safety.
They have one and all been annually removed in our Nursery,
and in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe
we are justified in stating it offers a choice which is to be found
in but few establishments of its kind in this country.

The Nursery may be reached in 40 minutes by Train from the
Waterloo Station; and the South Western Railway Company
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to send
plants to all parts, in trucks throughout, without packing and
other extensive additions.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

SPLENDID HYACINTHS, ETC. (IMPORTED).
TAMES CHAHTRE3 and CO. can strongly recom-
'' mend their 20*. Collections of the above, which have always
given such general satisfaction. 12 splendid named Hyacinths
tor pots or glasses ; 12 do. do. lor Borders; 6 Polyanthus Narcis.;

W-Pheasant-eyed Uo. ; (J splendid Early Tulips tor pots; 12 do.

Late do. lor Borders; 100 Crocus, sorts; 12 fine Iris; 6 Snow-
flakes; 6 Double Jonquils; 25 Double Snowdrops. A general
and priced Catalogue on application.— Seed Warehouse, 74, King
William Street, City, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
J hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES.—In Boxes of 100 feet.

6 by 4, and GA by 4* ' £0 12s. Od.

7 „5, - 74 „ 5U 14
S „ 6, — 8A „ 61$

O 14 u

9 „7, - 9£ „ 74, 10 by 6)
lfi O

10 „ 7, 10 by 8/ U lb u

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feet boxes, from 12 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at 18s. per 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.
16 oz. from 2*<2. to 3!<f.

|
21 oz. from 3^d, to i^d.

26 oz. from fyd. to7±d.
Sixteen-ounce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or

Crates of 300 feet, 2Ad*. per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we bupplt to Mr. Rivers, and ol various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

J of an inch thick £1 17s. 6d. per case of 50

A » - 2 13 „ 60

I „ • 1 17 6 „ 60
Glass Slates ofthe usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21j. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps ; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades' for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils
and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d,
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jameb Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from itfL
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10'by 8, 12s. Bd. ; above, 16s. 3d. per box. FOREIGN
SH EET," in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. 6d.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium, 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men ofthe day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in 12s. Oi.

64 „ 4* „ 7 „ 5 12 6

74 „ 54 „ 8 „ 6 13

8£ „ 6J „ 9 „ 7 13 6
94 „ 7J „ 10 „ 8 13 6

10£ „ 8| „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 10* „ 10J 14
11 „ 10 „ 1U „ 10* 14
11 „ 11 „ Hi „ 1H 14
12 „ 11 „ 12* „ 11* 14
13 „ 11 „ 13£ „ 11* 14
13 „ 12 ,. 13* „ 124 16
13* „ 13* „ 14* „ 13J 16
15* „ 134 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21*. by 13*, 16£ by 144, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 ieet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3J „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, Bee Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

« I^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
J- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG1 DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tor

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
any required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of

Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."

OI O MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
/WX/W RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-
ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
BEST, and CHEAPEST SAFEGUARDS EXTANT.

Milker's Phcenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-
plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Dep6t, 47 a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

OALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
"--* executed in Austin's Artificial Stone, by J. Seeley (late
Austin and Seeley), Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
material ; it has been extensively used in Scotland for 20 years.

JETTING for SHEEP-FOLDS, made of COCOA-
-L^j NUT FIBRE, a material known to possess the most extra-
ordinary durability when exposed to the alternations of weather.
It will wear out several sets of tarred hemp netting, and is so
light that a herdsman may with ease carrv 200 yards of it.

3J and 7-iuoh mesh, Gd. per yard. Sold in Nets of 50 and 100
yards long, 4S inches high, by the Manufacturer, W. Culling-
ford, 1, Edmund Terrace, Bali's Pond Road, Islington, London.

pOULTRY, RABBIT, and SHEEP FENCING,
*~ HARE or RABBIT NETS, on CORDS, for Covert Shoot-
ing, 12 mesh over, 4 feet wide, 2d. per yard ; 18 mesh over, 6 feet
wide, 3d. per yard ; 24 mesh over, 8 feet, Ad. per yard ; each edge
corded, Jd. per yard extra. Extra stout do., 18 mesh wide, 4cf.
per yard, suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square mesh Cricketing
Net, fix its full width and length, made of stout cord, 3d. to 4d.
per square yard ; this is the best article made for Fencing against
Fowls, Cats, &c, at W. Culling ford's, 1, Edmund Terrace,
Ball's Pond Road, London.

RELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS MAT-

TRESSES, HASSOCKS, BRUSHES, &c, and are distinguished
by superiority and excellence of workmanship, combined with
moderate charges. Catalogues, containing prices and every
particular, free by post.—1. Treloar, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manu-
facturer, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

T IGHT, CHEAP, and DURABLE ROOFING—
Lj CROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT

is perfectly impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and has been
tested by a long and extensive experience in all climates. Saves
half the timber required for slates. Can be laid on with great
facility by farm siiJ vauts or unpractised persons. Price Id. per
square foot. Croggon's Patent Non-conducting Felt, for cover-
ing steam boilers and pipes, saves 25 per cent of fuel. Samples
and testimonials sent by post, on application to Croggon & Co.,

2, Dowgate Hill, London, who also supply ship-sheathing felt and
inodorous felt, for damp walls, and lining iron houses, and roofs
generally, to equalise the temperature.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

'J • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,
&c, at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of
ground, 5 bars 4s. 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of
ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each

TO FLORISTS AND OTHERS.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of CYLINDRICAL and SADDLE BOILERS in

stock, also Fire and Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, Double Doors
and Frames, Furnace Grates, Soot Doors, Plot-water Pipes,
Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle Valves, Slop Cocks, Flange and
Socket Elbows, &c; also Trough Pipes.—Drawings and Prices
of the above, or estimates given for the work fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6. Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

JRON BUILDINC AND ROOFING WORKS.
Gas Street and Berkeley Street, Birmingham.

JOHN HENDERSON PORTER, Engineer and
<J Contractor, Patentee of a new system of constructing
(cheaply and expeditiously, by ordinary labourers) Portable
Buildings and Sheds—formed of ordinary planks or boards

—

peculiarly suitable for Farm purposes. A novel shed has recently

been erected in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace at Sydenham. Corrugated and Galvanised Iron Roofs
and Roofing Plates, Eaves, Gutters, Rain-water Pipes, Tanks,
Fences, &c—London Office, 1, Riches Court, Lime Street.

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NOTICE.

MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY beg respectfully

to inform the public, and particularly the noblemen and
gentlemen whoBe orders they were obliged to decline for this

season on accouut of the manufacture not being fully arranged,

that the Royal Agricultural Society's First Prize of 302. was
awarded to them for M'Cormick's Reaper, with their patent

screw platform, at the trial at Leigh Court, near Bristol, upon
the 29th of August last. Amongst the competing machines were
Bell's, by Crosskill; Forbush's, exhibited by Mr. Palmer; and
Hussey's, with tilting platform, by Wra. Dray & Co. The
reports of farmers who have worked the machines during this

present harvest, show that the average quantity of Wheat,
Barley, and Oats which they cut was from li to 1} acre per hour.

Two horses work the machine with ease, and the only attendant

required is a man or a boy to drive. Further particulars and
prices sent free on application.—Burgess & Key, 103, Newgate
Street; and 52, Little Britain, London.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.

SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.

These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

carry the keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened

so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to the back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are

respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition

Prize Medal of lfc'51, and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural

Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to

Saynor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship^ Established 1738.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the

gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of dean gravel add one of sharp

river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-

land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before

applying the water. It may theu be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the

spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action ofthe
severest frost'. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the p«th towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equallv well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. White & Brotbess*

Milbauk Street, Westminster.

1
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MEW ROSES.
WILLIAM WOOD ani> SON have agafa much

ploitHure in pocoi ending tholr beautiful Bondllng floio,

the Perpetual DUCHESS OF NORFOLK j the colour In a vnry
j

j ic.ii vivid orlmfl tlio undornldfl of tlio potalH rthadod with lively

pluis, giving tlio flowers an oxqulBtto wiiolMlko Appearance,

Prlco.fdL' Standards, or Dwarf^ Qt. Qd, oaoh.
Wliliiiinti

1 Bvcrgraen Climbing Rose, 1«. 6rf. each TIiIhRoba
la a Hoodllng Worn the Ayrshire Splendor) w fortlllsei] with the

Yellow Tea Rose; Its (lowers aro creamy wliltOj delloloucly

bwqoI i
contod.

N.B. Tho Nmv Rose Cataloguo and Supplomonl may i>" had
on application.

Woodlands Wnrgory , MiiroHtlold, near ( ri<ii.M, SiihhoXj

TRAINED FRUIT TREtS.
WILLIAM WOOD ani. SON have much pleaaun

in recommondlng tholv very oxton ilvo and nuporlor tttoob

Ol Dwarf two-yoars-tralned PEACHES, NECTARINES, and
APRICOTS, which thoy fool assured cannot ba excollod. The
troes ivro remarkably hoalthy, and furnished with well rlpenod
shoots; thoy will bo supplied ntGOj, pordozoo,

Pyramidal Pears on Quince Htooks, per doas. ... '.'An. OfT'
Pyramidal Plums, extra flno do, .,. SO
Pj ramldal Applos, do. do. ... 18

Catalogaes forwarded on application. Extra plants pronontod
with aaou order, to compensate for distant carriage.

Woodlands Nursery, Marosflold, near UokGold, Bussex.

MYATT'S ADMIRAL DUNDA8 STKAW-
13ERRY,—Strong plants packed and dollvered firoo In

I. Ion, 25s. per 10(>. AIho Mvatv'h British Q , Cliiquofolln,
CHoho

(
Eliza, Mammoth, 8s. Gd. per 100; [Coons' Seedling, [loopor's

Seedling, Black Prince, Bloton Pino, Ba, 6d. per 100.

MYATT'S BRITISH QUEEN.—In reply to sovoral corro-
spondonts, and In confirmation of the prlvato answers t gave last
summer, i bog leave tostato that the only Strawberry bearing tho
name of "British Queen" IsMyatt's, and-whon Mr, Qeadn, in

his advertisement says "hla true British Queen." he (h obvlmiHly
in error, and arrogates to himwiif the oredlt duo to my late
father, Mr. Joseph Mvatt, wim was the originator of*fhc variety
in i|ii.nihni. W. Mvatt, Manor Piirm, Dnptt'ord.—Nov. 10.

CRAPE VINES FROM EYES.

T>
GLEND1NNINO respectfully bo«s to ofrer an

*'• extensive colloctlon of all the principal kinds of GRAPE
VlNl-iS in pots extra strong, either for forcing In tho pots or
planting out.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, established In pots two and
threo years, full of blossom buds, and will doubtless produoe fine
crops the next season; also strong FIGS In pots.

A large mid extensive assortment of trained Ponchos, Nec-
tarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries, Pears, and Apples, in line

health.
R. G. would particularly direct attention to his very lar#o

collection of Pears for Pyramidal Training. They are from
5 to 7 feet high, and grown especially for tho purpose, with
abundance of short shoots. The Horticultural Society's nomen-
clature has been adopted with all the Fruit Trees; they may,
therefore, ba relied upon as correct.—Catalogues of tho above
and all other Nursery Stock may bo had on application,

Chlswick Nursery, London.

lyi ESSttS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to
-1»J- uniiMunce that thov have now received their noted collec-
tion of HYACINTHS in excellent condition, and for the assist-
ance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the
Hyacinth, printed instructions will be given gratis with each
order they are kindly favoured with, Catalogues of which, to-

P'.thor with their Plant and Seed Lists, will bo forwarded post
free on application.

CUCUMBER Henderson's NAPOLEON III., in packets, 3s.

*ind 5s. Gd each.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA SEED of
first quality, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.

FUCHSIAS.—Banks' Favourite, 10s. 6c?.; Prince of Wales,
10s. Gd.

NEW RHODODENDRONS.—Boothi, Hookerl, Calophyllum,
Xemlricki, Exlmium Windsor! Leucanthum.
GYNE'RIUM ARGENTEUM (Pampas Grass).- E. G. H. &

Son1 having in their possession the largest stock in the country
of this noble ornamental Grass, can supply free healthy seedling
plants, which are superior to any other at 2s. Gd. each, 25s. per
dozen, or 71. 10s. per 100.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

TO PL ANT E R S.

J SCOTT, Merriott, Crewkerne, Somerset, offers the
• following:—Deodara Cedars, from 3 to 8 feet, by 6 to 16

round, at 8s. Gd. to 30s. each ; Cedar of Lebanon, same size and
(price ; African Cedar, 2 to 3 feet, 3s. Gd. each: Red Cedar, 3 to 6
feat, 18s. to 30s. per dozen; Cedar of Goa, IS inches, Is. Gd. each •

White Cedar, 5 feet, 3s. Gd. each ; Cryptomeria japonica, 4 to id
feet, very fine, 2s. Gd. to 15s. each ; Taxodium sempervirens, 4 to
10 feet, 2s. Gd. to 10s. Gd. each; Cupressus raacrocarpa, 2A to 5
feet, 2s. Gd. to 5s. each

; C. Goviueana, 2 to 3 feet, 3s. Gd. each;
C. funebris, 1 to 3 feet, Is. Gd. to 3s. Gd. each; Thuja pendula,
3 feet, 5s. to 7s. Gd. each ; T.amea, 1 foot high, 3 feet round, 3s. 6d.
each; Juuiperus chiuensis, 4 feet, fine, 5s. each; J. squamata,
5 feet, 5s. each; J. excelsa, 3 feet, 7s. 6a'. each ; J. tetragona, IS
inches, 2s. Gd. each ; Irish Yews, 4 to 7 feet, fine, Ss.Gd. to 105. Gd,
each; Taxus adpressx, 2 to 3 feet, 5s. to 7s. Gd. each; Siberian
Arbor-vitie, 3 to 6 feet, ls.Gd. to 3s. 6^. each ; Pinus excelsa, 2 to 7
feet, Is. Gd. to 7s. 6d. each ; P. insignis, 2 to 5 feet; 2s. Gd. to 7s. Gd.
each ; Standard Portugal Laurels, 4 to 6 feet stems, 3s. Gd. to
7s. Gd. each. Apricots, Peaches, and Nectarines, drop trained,
42s. per dozen : Pears and Plums, do., 24s. per dozen ; Pears,
Plums, and Cherries, dwarf Pyramids, 18s. per dozen. These
Fruit Trees are all healthy and young, including every Fruit
worth growing. 150 sorts, large and Pompone Chrysanthemums,
in 6-inch pots, at 6s. per dozen—Nov. 10.

AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ETC.
|)KTKR LAWSON AND SON, Ikkij IK* Aft!)
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WATERER'S AMERICAN PLAMTS.—A new
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celebrated Collection of hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,
as exhibited by John Watkrkr at the Royal Botanic Gardens',
Regent's Park; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-
vations on their successful management, and will be forwarded
on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
its enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-
tion, a List of choice Conifers will be seen, embracing tho latest
importations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.

J. W. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, and of
all heights, the following selectiou of CONIFERS, with the
remark that they are all now growing in the open ground, are
bushy and handsome as can be desired, aud have been trans-
planted each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-
ter.',! in their removal from the nursery :—Arancoxia imbricata,
Cryptomeria japonica; Pinus Douglasi", Cembra. excelsa, Lam-
bertiana, insignis, Jefferyana, Ueardslevi. tnberculata, <fcc;
O'lrus Deodara, Lebanon, and Africana; Wellingtoniagigantea,
Cupressus, Jnniperus, Taxus, Thuja, &c.

8*2?" The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others
engaged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoing;
indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to

I our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity
cannot be given within the limits of an advertisement.
The Nursery is easily reached bv railway, being near the

Parnborough Station, South- Western Railwav, and Blackwater
on the Soutb-Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.
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NEW HARDY C LA NTS.
A VERSCHAFFELT, Ni rsbhyk Ghent, BeU
il« glum, bog i to offer Lha fo lo rln . UARD^ pj i

|

RHODODENDRON MADAME WAGNER hardy] ... 169. Od,
Pltl ^r\; CAMILLE DE BOHAN lard .

wr.icr.Li a MIDDENDORFI^ N.r. Till nplendld

Weigella has boon lolfl already imiry under wrong
names. The one l offer bora in warranted V.

species Good Plants oaoh ... IS

A. ViuiMciiAKi'Ki.T bogi i" Inform Amateurs and the Trade
that he boo JufU published a now PLANT LIST, containing tho
English and Continental Neveltlc i,

Ills Catalogue may bo obtained on application of bio A Dl

Mr. It. SiLOSnBAD, o. Ham Lino, ftnmt Tnw*r R»rw»t r^ndnn

A NEW SEEDLING APPLt FROM TM£ KlBbTON PKflN.
STKPIIKN SHILLING bege to offer to gentlemen

and the trado Trees of his ontiroty new Apple named OMEB
PACHA, It being a fir.it-rate hardy grower, strong compact habit,
early and productive bearer. Fruit oxcollent flavour (doagprt), rlpo
in November, keeps until May. Rfspectablo teattmonlal
from those who havo tasted tho fruit. Strong plants supplied at

5«. (W. each, or 60*. per dozen. Tim nonal dlsconnt to the trade
where one dozen or more aro taken. Early application in re-

quested as the stock is limited; all ordors carefully and promptly
attended to. Fruit of the above can be seen at the oillce of the
Gardeners' Chronicle, the Urirish Pomologlcal Society's Rooms,
20, Bedford Street, Cogent Garden, Messrs. Nutting & Son,4G,
Cheapside, Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Readme Mr. ('. Turner,
Royal Nursery, Slough, and at tho North Warnborough Nursery,
near Odiham. Hants.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
JOHN SALTER begs to inform his friends that his
*J unrivalled Collection of Chrysanthemums is now in bloom,
including many seedlings, among which is ALFRED SALTER,
the finest light flower in cultivation. A visit to the winter garden
will amply repay those amateurs who may honour him with their
patronage.—Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammer-
smith Turnpike.

Eht (Sartreim'sT Chronicle.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1855.

The degree of durability of the vital principle

in seed?, revived by our correspondent " C," has
again, as on former occasions, produced manv
remarks and inquiries from others. Let us, then,

endeavour once more to put this very curious ques-

tion in a clear light, with the aid of such additional

illustration as the last few years have afforded.

That the tales told by credulous writers of seeds

that have laid for centuries in such places as

mummy-cases, should have met with disbelief on
the part of the more sagacious part of the public, is

no more than might have been expected from the

unsatisfactory nature of the evidence upon which
such statements usually rest. That they are in

some cases indeed untrue is certain, and in others

probable. But it is in the highest degree unphilo-

sophical to refuse to examine what are called facts,

merely because some can be shown to be false, or be-

cause some principle which they involve is incom-
prehensible to our limited understanding.

Three classes of statements have been adduced in

support of the opinion that the vitality of seeds is

inexhaustible ; some absolutely false, some doubtful,

others susceptible of what we regard as rigorous

proof. Among those which we take to be abso-

lutely false are some of the statements of Arabs and
Egyptians, that seeds or bulbs, which have grown,
were taken from the cases of mummies. No doubt the

bulb mentioned by our correspondent " C" is one of

them ; another is the Pea called Grimstone's, which
was proved in the garden of the Horticultural

Society to be identical with the common "Branching
Marrow Pea," (see p. 115. 1849); and to this may
certainly be added all the stories told of Onions and
Garlic still living at the expiration of hundreds of

years. The principle of vitality so remarkable in

seeds does not exist in bulbs in a durable form. To
the doubtful class we must refer all mummy Wheat,
the history of which was formerly given in our

columns (p. 757, 1846'1
: for although we do not

regard the reasons for disbelieving its authenticity

quite sound, nevertheless we may allow that some
suspicion attaches to it.

i After eliminating these cases there still remains

from ••.' than
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cated fact, i* i

aa M.P
plants which inddenly appear when the

of North America ar-= cleared woald nccr i

kiiik; cla«». I .-icable

example! of which we have any koowledge ace

those of the Melrose sand pit, »nd of the J'jrcheirter

tumulus. Il i-- recorded in the AnnaU of Natoral
History, vol. xiii. p. 89, that n from the

bottom of a sandpit, from ',
I above the

level of the Tweed, and -IT, fw;
< below the norface,

grew and produced Polygonum Convolvulus, E

and an Atriplex—we believe patola. How many
years were required to bury th'

•

deep in sand at so hit'h a lev. our geolo-

gical friends to determine. Mr. K.::i. who drew
atten'ion to this curious fact, dates the deposit long

before the time of the Romans in Britain.

The Dorchester tumulus cane is of much the

same character. A Mr. Haclbar having o]

a barrow near Maiden Caxtle found a coffin contain-

ing the remains of a human body, coins of Hadbus,
&c. ; and among them a quantity of dry turfy

matter, which, from its position he regarded as the

remains of the intestines. A portion of this turfy

matter the writer of the present notice received
from Mr. Mai-lean for the purpose of examination.
He found in it a considerable number of Ilaspberry

seeds, many dead, all much decayed superficially,

but some with an appearance of life. Some of the
latter were sown with every possible precaution

against error. The season was mid-winter, the place

a hothouse, and the gardener was perfectly ignorant

of the history of the seeds entrusted to him. Ona
or two grew and produced a common wild Rasp-
berry plant, which is still alive in the Garden
of the Horticultural Society. It is understood that

Mr. Page, the nurseryman of Southampton, also

saw the turfy matter alluded to, and recognised

Raspberry seeds in it. We entertain the most
entire conviction that this example is open to no
reasonable doubt. It had. however, been objected

to, upon grounds which we thought very insufficient,

so long ago as the year 1836. and this led to some
correspondence with Mr. Maclean, then alive, a
copy of which we now, for the first time, publish

without curtailment. We do this in the hope that

it may finally set at rest a vexed question, for if, in

one instance only, it can be demonstrated that a

seed has retained its vitality 1000 years, all the

other instances of similar longevity, concerning

which rigorous proof is deficient, may. nevertheless,

be judeed of better by the mere aid of circumstan-

tial evidence.

Copies of the Correspondence Respect.::- ihe
Dorchester Raspberry Case.

Lonion. Aug. 3, 1836.

•• Sir,—After some little trouble I have procured the

address of the c^er^yman who I mentioned to be
referred to. viz.. Rev. C. Bristed. VTinterbome,

Xlonckton, Dorchester. Dorset The farmer's name is

Phelps, whose servant furnished me « rt:on of

the under-iaw with teeth found
|

I in the

same barrow, and who will assist (if still there Mr.

Bristed in Darning the two labourers, who I em
in discovering the other matters. Y i -^e Mr.
Bristed to be particular in his inquiries of the man who
gave me the Roman coin, and to whom 1 gave a portion

of the stomach which he had taken home as a great

curiosiry, but on my discovering afterwards what it con-

tained I returned on purpose to obtain it from him,

fearing it should be laid aside or lost I fonnd-this was

the case ; ii could not be found, which on mentioning

the circumstance the individual will call to his recollec-

tion. As to the seed no person coald conjecture any-

thing about it without an examination
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which not uue i" » thousand would eontemplaie il they

was and knew what contained it. R. Maclean."

"Dorchester, Feb. '23d, 1337.

ii Sir,—That an apology is due to you from me, who

have suffered your note of August 8tU last to remain

until t!ie present lime unanswered, is beyond question
;

but perhaps that apology may be found in my desire

that the explanation you wish regarding the very inte-

resting and extraordinary circumstances connected with

the Raspberry seeds you have received from me should

be given as fully as possible, and that explanation I

therefore deferred until my annual visit to this part

should have enabled me to make such enquiries and

adduce such corroborative testimony as must place the

matter beyond question. I am not surprised that doubts

should have been entertained in regard to so extra-

ordinary a circumstance as the vegetation of seeds after

bavin,' been inhumed some '20 centuries or more, and

hence 1 was naturally more desirous to produce satis-

factory support of the statement.
'• The account given by the two gentlemen who visited

Jlonkton in June, 1S33, is, I dare say, quite correct as

far as regards their own labours. Indeed, the researches

I made corroborate that account, having found in that

part of the barrow previously openeu the disturbed

skeletons, and the fragments of the urn. But the inte-

resting discovery I made was not at all connected with

the part of the barrow opened by them. The portion

excavated by them may be understood as the division

marked (a) in the diagram. The labourers under my
direction made a further

excavation (4), and in this

portion, that had not been

before disturbed, we found

a male skeleton, which

afforded the interesting

phenomena in question.

Close to the pelvis were
plainly observed the feces

that must have been con-

tained in the colon, or

large bowel, at the time of

death, this indicating by
the bowels being unexhausted that that death mus'
have been one of violence, particularly from the circum-
stance of finding a large tusk of the wild boar near the
sternum, showing it was worn as an ornament. These
feces were a hard compact mass, retaining perfectly
the exact form and curvature of the bowels. Of
these I carried away considerable portion, with
the tusk of the wild boar, and other trifling re-

mains discovered, and on closer examination in the
evening I ascertained the feces to be full of small seeds
firmly imbedded in a hardened mass of digested matters.
This agglutinated mass was brittle and mouldy, and the
seeds might be extricated by friction and repeated
washings. The seeds with which you were furnished
were some of those so extricated. You also had a
fragment of the feces as discovered. Mr. Sydenham,
of the Dorset Covmtij Chronicle, had a portion of the
feces from me the following day. He has extracted a
few of the seeds, and has preserved the remaiuder in
the form in which it was discovered. One of the labourers
(Gould) also took a portion, and bears testimony
as to the contents. That you should have been
informed that no seeds were found is natural, inas-
much as at the time of the excavation the only appear-
ance of the feces was that of a hard agglutinated mass
resembling a piece of mouldy decayed rope, it being the
subsequent investigation only that brought the seeds to
light. Out of a great number to whom I gave portions
of the seeds none succeeded in producing plants with the
exception of yourself and Mr. Page, of Southampton.

" 1 annex a certificate of the circumstance, signed by
the labourers (in presence of two respectable gentlemen
who have also signed their names), whom I have been
so fortunate as to find still in the neighbourhood, and
preserving a perfect recollection of the circumstances.

" I trust that this detail will suffice to remove all doubts
as to this very interesting and singular fact.

"R. Maclean."
"We, the undersigned George Gould and James

Bishop, labourers of the parish of Winterborne
Monkton, near Dorchester, do hereby certify that in
October, in the year 1834, we opened a barrow in the
above parish, under the superintendence and direction
of Mr. Maclean. That the barrow had been partially
opened before (say about jj). That in the parts so pre-
viously opened many human bones were found
scattered about, with some remains of an urn and
burnt ashes. That on our clearing this away we made a
further excavation in a part of the barrow (immediately
adjoining) not before touched ; we found with other
remains a human skeleton, by the side of the lower part
of which the contents of the bowels were lying in a
firm and compact serpentine form, resembling a piece of
mouldy decayed rope. That the greater portion of these
contents was taken by Air. Maclean, and that I, George
Gould, took al60 away a small portion, and afterwards
found that it contained a great number of small seeds.
In witness of the truth of this statement, we have here-
unto set our hands, this 22d day of February, 1S37.

" Witness to the signing

:

« George Gould,
John Sydenham, jun., The mark + of
James Savage."

.
« JAMES Bishop."

«r> c-
" FordinSto" Vicarage, Aug. '21st, 1851.

„ t
,

Uear S" r>—Mr
- Maclean has been dead, I think, two

or three years. I knew him, and should consider thatne was accurate both in observation and in statement.

He related the history of the Raspberry seeds to me
within a twelvemonth of the time when the seeds began

to germinate. " The Raspberry plants," he said, " are

now several months old." There is no doubt that he

opened a barrow near Maiden Castle and that he found
in the usual position the skeleton of the man who was
buried there. Nor is there any reasonable grounds to

doubt that he found as he stated the lump which proved
to be a mass of Raspberry seeds. He said nothing to

mo of his supposition that they were fossil seeds ; nor
of the depth at which they were found.

" Henry Moule."

Will any cunning workman in metals, or carver

in wood, or tracer of architectural, domestic, or

personal decorations, cast his eye upon this faithful

portrait of a flower, "and consider whether it does
not suggest forms and patterns now unthought of.

It is only a Fuchsia, bnt one of rare beauty and
unusual proportions. For the opportunity of repre-

senting it we are indebted to Mrs. Gerard Leigh, of

Walton Rectory, near Liverpool, from whence we
: have received a wax model very skilfully executed
after the original by Miss Newton. In its natural
position it hung downwards, like any other Fuchsia,

but we have reversed it, the better to show its form
and proportions.

The calyx was a cup with 12 equi-distant

furrows, and as many fleshy rays, each the exact
1 counterpart of all the rest ; the petals formed a ring

|

of eight short leaves enfolding each other ; and the

;

stamens stood erect within them, in a ring of 20 stout

i threads clustering round a graceful curved central

column (style), set with eight purple jewels at its

very end (the stigma). All this apparatus stood
upon a roundish base (ovary) extending downwards

|

into a slender stalk (peduncle).

The calyx was white, the petals deep rose, the
threads of the stamens white, their anther-heads
crimson, the column white, the end deep purple,
while the base or ovary and its stalk were green.
The order of the colours was therefore, beginning

from below, green, white, dark rose, white, purple,
white, deep purple. In every case the darker
colours were separated and brought out by an inter-

mediate space of white. Had the colours been
otherwise contrasted the beauty of arrangement
would have been impaired ; as for instance, if the
colours had been white, white, rose, rose, white,

purple, white. But nature would not have pro-
duced such a succession of colours. And this may
serve to show that those who wish to know how
colours are to be contrasted should attentively

observe their succession in nature, which always
produces beautiful arrangements, although not of

what to us seems equal beauty.
But this is not all which the flower before us

should teach. It is needless to say that for the
purposes of flat decoration what is termed conven-
tional drawing is indispensable ; that is to say,

instead of representing natural objects as they

really are ideas only are taken from them, perspec-
tive is abandoned, and the artist is confined to the
arrangement of lines in beautiful patterns. Now it

is impossible not to recognise in those designs which
are pronounced the most beautiful by persons of
refined taste, a very close approach to the forms of
natural objects, and most especially to the numerical
proportions which parts bear to each other. These
numerical proportions are in fact invariable in
plants, and it is this indeed which renders con-
ventional representations, in which proportion is

truly observed, so universally agreeable. The eye
is accustomed to them wherever it turns in nature,
and recognises, although no doubt unconsciously,
the beautiful forms to which it is accustomed, even
when they are reduced to a mere tracing upon a
wall or a lady's dress. On the other hand it is

offended when the rules which determine natural
forms are neglected. That this is beginning to be
very generally felt is, we think, indicated by the
admiration with which the race of Ferns is now so
largely received.

In flowers the rule is that all the parts shall be
symmetrical ; that is to say there is, as a rule, some
fundamental number into which all the parts maybe
resolved, or in case of this law being departed from,
then the symmetry is restored by a variety of

simple, yet most beautiful contrivances, into the
nature of which this is not the time to enter. The
Fuchsia, in its unchanged state, belongs to the first

or regular class of structures, its fundamental
number being four. Thus its ovary contains four
cells, its calyx has four divisions, its petals are
four, its stamens eight, its stigma four-lobed. Its

numerical proportions will therefore be 4+4+4-f-
(4x2) +4. Upon examining our beautiful monster
it will be found that the fundamental number four
is still maintained, viz. (4x3)+ (4x2)+(4x5)+-
(4x2), notwithstanding all the disturbance which
its structure has undergone.

Those who believe that truth is the foundation of

all beauty, in the material as well as the moral
world, will find that the example now before them
is only one among myriads of facts to which they
may refer in defence of the faith that is in them.

It may be as well to observe that all the fruit

exhibited at the meeting of the Horticultural.
Society, in Regent Street, on ihe20th instant, must
be fit for immediate use. Unripe fruit will be
regarded as not being present.

New Plants.
147. Ouvirandra Fenestralis, Poirct.

This is one of the most curious plants that have been
lately introduced. In the swamps of Madagascar there

grows, beneath water seldom if ever below 70° Fahr.
and most frequently 7-±° or 76°, a herb with delicate

dull green leaves pierced with holes like coarse luce, and
continually throwing out bubbles of air. The holes are

arranged in long lines and are separated by cross bars,

which divide off the whole leaf into a series of paral-

lelograms. In fact the leaf is all veins,' without the

green web which in other cases connects them. The
root is said to be eatable ; the flowers to be pink and
sweet scented, in forked spikes like those of Aponogeton
dhtachyon, to which it is nearly related.

We recommend this to the attention of microscopists,

who will find its structure worthy of a very attentive

examination. It is understood that the entire stock of

it has been transferred by the Rev. W. Ellis, of Hod-
desdon, to whom Europe owes the possession of so great

a curiosity, to Messrs. Veitch & Son, of the Exotic

Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea. The former gentleman

informs us that he found it succeed best in loam and
vegetable mould, and sunk 5 or 6 inches under water,

so as to allow the leaves, which are sometimes as much
as a foot long, plenty of room to float. We should add
that the water should not be lower than 75°; that it

should be iu part changed daily, which Mr. Gordon
effects in the Horticultural Garden by pouring enough
warm water into the tank to cause it to overflow ; and
we would further recommend the surface of the earth

in which it grows to be paved with fragments of white

marble,' so as to enable the wonderful network of the

leaves to be distinctly seen.

We cannot conceive a more beautiful ornament of a
drawing-room in summer time than a large glass tank

with the Ouvirandra floating iu it.

Since the above was in type we have been favoured

by Mr. Ellis with the following interesting statement :

—

The natives of Madagascar describe the plant as

growing on the margin of running streams. The root

or rhizome is about the size of a man's thumb in thick-

ness, and six or nine inches long after branching in dif-

ferent directions, like the roots of the Ginger or Turmeric;
but in one continuous growth, not a succession of dis-

tinct formations attached at the termination of one and
commencement of another. The root is composed of a

white fleshy substance, apparently without large or tough

fibres, and is hrittle like a Radish. It is covered with

a somewhat thick light brown skin, which does not

exhibit fringed or fibrous edges when broken. The!
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grows by immense numbfll'0 of very long fine fibres,

which penetrate and adhere firmly to the loam or elay
of the blink's, Entangled among these fibres wore largo
quantities of decayed leaves and other vegetable sub-
stances, from which the plant probably dorivod a largo
portion of its nutriment. Mr. Ellis wan told that il also
grew in places which wire dry at certain soasons of the
year, that the leaven then died down, but the rool
buried in the mud retained its vitality, and when the
water returned, fresh loaves burst forth. The natives
spoke of the plant as tenacious of life, and said that
wbei-ev.T tbo earth around, even Urn smallest portion of
it, romaiued moist, the plant would in that part put
forthloaves when again suppllod witl fRciont water,

This plant is not only extremely curious, but valuable
to the natives, who, at certain seasons of the year,
gather it as an article of food, the fleshy root whon
cooked yielding a farinaceous and nutritive substance
resembling tbo Yum. tlenco its native na ,Omiian
dram, literally water-Yam, or Yam of the water,
Oim in (ii„ Malagasy and Polynesian languagos signify-
ing Yam, and rano in the former signifying water.
We are also enahlod by Mr. Ellis to give tbo following

extract from that gentleman's Madagascar journal :—
" Hut tho great charm of thin plant to an admirer el
nature consists in the extreme delicacy of the texture
of its almost transparent leaves, and tbeir graceful
manner of floating upon the water. When examinod
they appear to bo composed of line anil even threads
placed at equal distances, so as to resemble the DlOBl
exact and delicate noodlowork. Many <il the leaves
exceed a foot in length ; but as in growing they rise
to tho surface of the water, they may bu scon of all

smss, down from this to the must minute, as when first
emerging from- tbo earth they appear of fairy-like
dimensions, and thin as the finest gossamer. Although
so transparent as to have obtained the name of Lace-
plant, these leaves arc surprisingly crisp and firm to the
touch. When seen in the water they lie lightly one
above another without confusion, and tbey aro easily
distinguishable us separate leaves, In consequence of the
great variety of colour which tbey assume, from tho
dark olive of tbo older leaves through all the inter-
mediate shades of a rich grass-green, and even of a pale
and delicate yellow."

CUCUMBER DISEASE.
In the early part of tho present year somo remarks

were offered by the llev. M. J. Berkeley and
other correspondents on this troublesome disease, and
having had to contend agaiust it myself from the day I
entered my present situation to the present time, per-
haps my expriei.ee on the subject may not be without
interest to those who have been or maybe similarly
troubled. I may remark that the disease has been very
prevalent in this county for some years past, both with
Cucumbers and Melons. One of my neighbours, a first

class cultivator, lost, in dung pits and frames, six crops of
Melons in succession, and another showed me fruit
nearly half grown, two-thirds of which were black, and
looked just as if it bad been parboiled. These
also were grown on dung beds ; in fact, as far as I have
observed, the disease appears much more troublesome
to cope with in dung beds than where tho plants are
grown in pots, or have tbeir roots confined within a
certain prescribed limit. I have not to complain of the
loss of any fruit worth notice, which I attribute to not
allowing the plants to overbear themselves at any time;
but my plants have, first by flagging, then by specking,
and lastly by dying round the margin of the leaves,
without any direct or, to an ordinary observer, appre-
ciable cause, worn at times an aspect, and given much
more trouble thau was by any means agreeable.

Mr. Berkeley, I perceive, iuclines to the belief that
the disease is constitutional, and hence has recom-
mended particular caution to be observed in saving seed
from healthy plants. The convictions of a gentleman
who has devoted so much attention to vegetable diseases
demand great respect, but my experience leads me to

an opposite conclusion, I may remark that I have
grown this season 25 varieties of Cucumbers, some from
seed 1

'2 years old, and others from seed from China,
France, Germany, and several parts of England, Scot-
land, and Wales, and yet in every instance the plants
have been more or less diseased. Some kinds of Melons
I could not induce to grow at all, such as the Egyptian
Green Flesh, Bromham Hall, Windsor Prize, Jones's
Green Flesh, and several others of that class ; but from
the Trenthaui Hybrid, Hybrid Cashmere, Hoosainee,
and Ispahan, I have cut" fine haudsome fruit, some
weighing as much as 10 lbs. each, yet in all cases the
plants were diseased. 1 have inquired of friends who
gave me the seeds, but not oue of them knew what the
disease was—a strong fact I think agaiust its being
" constitutional."

For my own part, I feel more disposed to attribute
it to improper soil, and perhaps in some instances it

is increased in its virulence by the injudicious use of
over-stimulatiug liquid manures. In this locality a
really good loam for horticultural purposes is difficult

to meet with, most of the soil being strongly impreg-
nated with oxide of irou, aud others with magnesiau
limestone

; in fact, it is just the soil in which, for years
past, I have found all solt-wooded plants the most subject
to that troublesome gangrenous disease called •' spot,"
and which has been like a pest among Calceolarias and
Geraniums to the London nurserymen. Whether by
the influence of the iron on magnesia any chemical

change inimical to vegetable growth ti i .
i

cannot say ; but this I know, II manun < r rich in

stable nriii. • anil boo i. Ii u d, tin disci • is much in

eroascd, while lime-water, on the itrary, a* effectually

checks its flrulonco, Indeed llmo-waU.1 ha been my
shool anchor, a id, Il gli those l havi r< nn i

in have hoi ucoeoded so well ns myself, still l Ihinl

their want of success in inon table to tho
difficulty of applying it in sufficient quantity to dune-
beds or plants growing In open toil than to plants In

pol i. But to more practic il di I ill

At tho time I took lhocharg< o thl place! o houses
of Cucnmbors for the winter supply wcri in a very bod
state, indeed, so bad, that with the i i in of two
plants in ono of the bouses,! found it quite Irani

to rocovor them, <>n making Inquiries I found the
disos o had been troubli omc for several ind that

the i oil hi which tho plants m ra thi a ploi ted

o i for ( lucumbors vera! limes bi foi e, mi ri 1 1 having
a little fresh compost addod with each lot of

plants. I also found that the loaf-mould which It

contained boro ovidonce ol bi ng rmed partly

from evergroon loavi ind bra icl
I

Holly, .'••.; and with the OXCOptlon ol mould from
slowly docom] i Grass, l boliovo (hero Is nothing
more injurious to sofl woodod planl II in Ii if-mould
fn ivorgreon trees. Finding ft, howi vi r, rji

less to expect anything from tho old plants, I I

bouse cleared out, and il oil n >l being
i

iug stuff, I had it removed i" an adjoining hoi

French Beans, About two-thirds ol the bed were
covi red, tho other portion having been prci ion ly filled

with a different soil. Tho B rare planted, being
all from the Borne sowing, buf I could not gef those In

tin- ('ueiiinlier noil inlo li.'iiHbv growth. I had (lie

mould romovod from about the roots and roplac

frosh soil; thon tho plants progri ed a little, but ss

soon ns the roots got to the old soil tbey then came to

a stand-still, and at laii I w.-i obliged to n
tl i altogether, and renew tho bed with fresh

soil. Tho plants in the other part of the bed grew
as well as could be desired, and from that part of the
bod renewed with fresh soil a magnificent crop was pro-
duced. Again, in re-arranging the Cucumber bouse foro
fresh crop, a little of tho best soil was mixed with dung
and put in tbo bottom of the bed. Some plants were
then turned out in prepared compost in bottomless pots

(Seakalo pots reversed); they progressed splendidly till

tbey got into crop, and then tho roots having penetrate I

into the old soil they gradually began to fail. Between
the pots the bed was filled up with fresh loam for

Melons; tbey also made very satisfactory progri

as the roots got into the old soil tbey likewise showed
a disease. Thirdly, in the second Cucumber house some
of the bottomless pots, filled with prepared compost,
were plunged in the old bed. The plants here grew
with unusual vigour, but again tho old soil was
inimical to success, and as the roots got into it the
plants decreased in health.

Thus 1 think, considering the fact that Cucumbers in

the same soil had failed more than once before ; that

French Beans refused positively to grow at all in it
;

that where the soil was used as a mixture the plants

became diseased ; that where the roots of plants in pots,

previously in rude health, got into it, they showed the
disease immediately; and, finally, that seed from the
same packets in other places produced plants as healthy

as need be, I am justified in concluding that in my case

the disease was attributable to the soil and to that only.

Some of the old plants which I found have, when
taken up, showed the nasty excrescences on the roots as

described by Mr. Berkeley from Mr. Bailey's (of Xune-
ham) specimens; but I have noticed nothing of the

sort in the summer grown plants, neither have the
leaves of my plants presented much of the want of

chlorophyll, at least not until they had flagged several

times and the leaves were beginning to turn yellow. At
first I thought that the soil was deficient in nutriment,
and hence I resorted to stimulating manures, especially

soot-water or liquid manure, in which .soot was the prin-

cipal ingredient ; but with badly diseased p'auts that

certainly increased it. With fresh soil and half-decayed

manure mixed with soot, I also found the plants much
diseased. For the prevention of the disease I believe

nothing is found so effective as pure well annealed turfy

soil, intermixed with good leaf-mould and thoroughly
decomposed old cow-dung, or the dung of a spent
Mushroom bed ; avoid soot and charcoal by all means,
and prepare your manure- water from fresh cow-dung,
to which a very small portion of common salt (1 ounce
to 30 gallons) may be advantageously added, and clear

the whole with a lump of lime before using it. I also

fancy, though I have had ho means of trying it, that super-
phosphate of lime would be beneficial; 1 have always
found superphosphate one of the most useiul concen-
trated manures—for Pines it is not to be equalled. As
a further preventive, if I were growing Cucumbers in

dung beds or pits I should put my plants in pots or

boxes, and then I thiuk, with a judicious use of lime
water, and by growing the plants as hardy as possible

something like ordinary success might be insured.

In conclusion, after growing as before stated 25
varieties of Cucumbers this seasou, including all the

newest kinds, such as Ipswich Standard, Star of the

West, General Caurobert, Sir Colin Campbell, Ne Plus
Ultra, aud many more, I am confirmed in an
opinion expressed many years ago that these great

Cucumbers are comparatively worthless, and that several

of theshort kinds— the true Syon House for instance—will

produce in a given time a much greater length of ser-

ore fit to eat, and .'
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The phi I

acquired by Clover over Gram
and of i| :i overtop;

few years, and tin- Frequent substitution >,'.

tree for another after a forest has been cut down, are

traced to their right causes. They depend on

ciple recognised in t',.- ; on the »ob-

ject. Where several species of plants arc crowded
together, if, during the age or season when they are in

full growth, circumstances of toil, situation. &c, are

peculiarly suitable to one and less favourahh
others, that one wiil obtain the predominance, to the

gradual diminution or even total extinction of the others.

This principle acquires great practical importance, as

treated by "C," in the search after the best ni'iJe of

treatment for the improvement of natural puturee,
by the encouragement of good nutritive sperfes and the
expulsion of hurtful or unproductive plants. On a
larger scale it may also be applied to the improvement
of young forests.

The instance quoted of a bulb having Tcgetated after

having Iain for 2000 years in the hand of a mammy, is

incapable of sufficient authentication to be made the
subject of physiological argument. Such a fact would
be too much in opposition to the results of universal

experience of the limits of the vitality of bulbs, not to

the idea of one of the tricks played by the Hi-
rers of mummies or other impostors, always

ready to make a profit of the credulity of travellers in

E^>p: as elsewhere.

The case of the Charlock quoted by " C." is one of
the numerous instances of the sudden appearance of
that weed under circumstances which seem unaccount-
able, except on the supposition that the seed was, as he
says, buried in the ground awaiting its day. This
is a very general belief adopted by many eminent
physiologists ; and yet it is only a supposition, hitherto

unsupported by any convincing proof, and doubted by
many who are aware how numerous and effective are

the causes of destruction to which seeds buried in the

ground, without immediately germinating, are exposed.

As I certainly strongly partake of these doubts, my
object in addressing you is to suggest some experiments
which might tend to solve them on the one side or on
the other.

If I understand your correspondent right, the

Charlo:k seed on the spot he mentions has been com-
pletely got rid of in the surface soil to the depth of

about 4 inches, but if the subsoil is turned up to the

additional depth of 2 inches, it produces an abundant
crop from seed supposed to be contained in it This

would be a peculiarly favourable opportunity for ascer-

taining whether the seed does in fsc: ex-st there.

Suppose the 4 inches surface soil were carefu'.iy removed
from a given space, say a square yard, another 2 inches

of the subsoil taken up and carefully washed, then

Charlock seeds ought to be there found. Some two or

three seeds in that mass of soil might indeed be over-

looked, but for every good seed there must, under those

circumstances, be so many that have lost their genai-

nating power, that they must present themselves in con-

siderable numbers. If similar researches were repeated

at different times in different localities, we should soon

obtain important data positive ornegative. The results

of the few partial examinations I have this summer
been enabled to make in cultivated lands have been all

negative as far as they went.

Another very useful experiment as to the duration

of vitality in buried seeds, would be artificially to boxy
seeds of Charlock or any other plant most strongly sus-
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. o( iuruing up iu ihe same manner— to bury them

in large quantities at various depths in marked spots of

ground, selecting fresh gathered fully ripe seeds, such

as arc naturally shed, and leaving them exposed to the

various vicissitudes of drought <>r moisture, heat or cold,

to which they would be naturally subject ;
and, after

the first two or three years, to lake up a portion

every year and ascertain their state, to observe how

many will have escaped the natural tendency in the

moist earth to germinate or rot, as well as the ravages

of insects or other causes of destruction.

As, however, the main fact, the sudden appearance of

large quantities of Charlock or other plants on newly

turned up soil, wiiere none had been-previouslyobserved,

cannot be denied, it mav be asked if the seed had not

sea lying buried in the ground, where could

it have come from ! It is, however, very seldom that

all the facts which might afford a more plausible solu-

tion to this question are known. Charlock is a weed

exceedingly common in cultivated lauds all over the

country, and often inadvertently sown with grain or

other seed. Conspicuous as it is when in flower in con-

siderate quantities, a few plants scattered about, espe-

cially when iu seed, would attract no notice. A single

plau't may ripen 500 to 1000 good seeds. In ordinary

cases, as the average quantity of Charlock in the country

is about the same, year after year, 999 out of these

thousand seeds, or their produce, must perish before

coming to perfection. But if the soil is turned up at

the moment the plant has shed its seed almost every

one of the seeds may germinate, and the progeny of

some half a dozen plants, unobserved the previous year,

may cover an acre of ground. There are so many

ways iu which seeds are known to be rapidly dispersed

over cultivated lands, that there is much to be dis-

proved before we can be convinced of any extraordinary

longevity iu seeds, under circumstances which are

known rather to promote germination or destruction

than to preserve their dormant vitality. O. B.

MEMORANDA
Intended to show some instances in which the agency ofman has

been brought into play in the production of plants, of insects,

of birds, and also on a more extended scale, on localities and
on climates; and to show that however these effects may
appear permanent, they originate in taking advantage of those

laws to which the Almighty Power has subjected all alike

—

plants, insects, animals, localities, climates, and man himself.

(Continuedfrom p. 725.)

SECONDLY, OF INSECTS.

1. Every one may see in a piece of decayed cheese

two marked kinds of insects, the hopper and the mite,

the hopper existing in the moist portions, the mite in

the dry portions of the same cheese. Every one may,
at his pleasure, produce and alternate this effect by

making an incision, and thus confiuing a supply of mois-

ture to a distant part of a cheese, and by keeping the

cheese at a high temperature without a general supply

of moisture. Here man plays with two kinds of insects

in different stages of existence, the annular hopper and
the more highly organised mite.

2. It is a well known fact, that if a small quantity of

water be taken from a clear puddle below a bush, and
be carefully placed in a clean phial, and, if the phial

be well corked and be kept at a summer heat, although

the water appear perfectly bright and pellucid to the

human unaided eye, yet in course of two or three months
a number of gnats, or mosquitoes, or midges, as the case

may tarn out, will make their appearance, will exist

for a time, and die rapidly, in proportion as this period

is more or less precocious, and the means of sustaining

their life are wanting.

3. The following circumstance occurred in the
spring of 1819 to 1820 :—Bow Church stands in the
midst of the turnpike road from London to Romford,
&c. The churchyard is of very small extent, and had
become so much raised above the high road on all sides,

that it was decided to lower it, and to sell the earth.

The earth was black rich mould, such as a farmer could
broadcast. A farmer who bought it applied it to such
purpose on a field of young Wheat, which just greened
the ground. The field was in Layton, near Walwood
House. At the time the mould was spread broadcast,
the wind was so high that a considerable portion of it

was carried over an adjoining field, which was in the
occupancy of a different person. The genial weather
and rains of spring came on—everywhere the crops
looked well, when the Wheat over which the mould
had been cast gradually disappeared. The astonished
farmer proceeded to his field, and was surprised to find
that not only his field but that of his neighbour were
covered by bushels (the word of the farmer) of flat

snails, of about the size of a sixpence, having a broad
white band on their lowerside. The farmerwas dismayed.
But the weather changed soon, to unusually dry. An ex-
traordinary foetor proceeded from the Wheat field, which
led the farmer to examine it again, when he found all

the snails were dead, and that the smell proceeded from
them. Some of these shells were given to me
in this state, and the donor added that they
extended over at least 12 acres, and must have
amounted to millions upon millions. The ultimate
enect upon the Wheat was highly beneficial. I hap-
pened to be on a visit at Layton at the time ; I ex-
amined the devoured Wheat, and found traces of the
shells throughout

; I put some by, but unfortunately
was hurried away without making any memoranda,
fhe shells were lost in my hurry, so that the circum-
stance rests only on a teuacious memory.*

a
* F

.
1?™ a sketch communicated by onr corresponds it wouldseem that this snail was some Bat Helii in tue way of H. virgata.

But the case is important as showing that the ova of

the snail were accumulated in the dark places of the

churchyard, where portions would have become food

for some of the insect tribes ; and a vast proportion

would, like the mummy, have rested inert until the

vital principle had been called into play. Removal,

the being spread broadcast, and the genial showers and

warmth of spring, called that principle into play, and

produced a limited existence, which was put an end to

suddenly by the want of that support which they had

produced.

To sum up, here we have millions of suails brought

into momentary existence by the ignorant activity of

man. We have gnats, mosquitoes, and midges hurried

into precocious existence by the curiosity of man ; and
here we have, in the hopper, the mite, and the cheese,

the evidence of the power of man to play with and
influence vitality in insects as suits his pleasure. ft

(To be continued.)

Home Correspondence.
Growing Pears in Paper Bags.—In the spring you

published an account furnished by a French gentleman,
to the effect that if Pears as soon as they were set were
enclosed in paper bags, and allowed to remain in them
until within three weeks of ripeness, they would not be
grilty. Being fond of experiments I bagged one Pear
on almost every tree. As, however, I grow no gritty

variety except the Rousselet de Rheims, my garden is

insufficient to test the truth of the asserted fact. But
the bagged Rousselet did not seem freer from grit than
its neighbours. As to such other varieties as have
already ripened and are eaten, Marie Louise was neither
improved nor injured, but in every other instance the
flavour was deteriorated. I ought, however, to mention
that in consequence of the number of blackbirds, I was
obliged to put on gauze bags immediately on taking off

the paper oues. But though the experiment has been
so far unsatisfactory, it is not without useful results. I

have a handsome pyramidal tree of Glou Morceau,
which for years past has never borne a single good
fruit. They are always blackened, speckled and cracky.
This is owing, I believe, to the coldness of my situation.

But the one bagged specimen has this year swollen
into a most beautiful Pear, externally all one can
desire. The same result has followed on an espalier
Passe Colmar. Assuming that an ungenial climate is

the cause of these defects in Pears, is it not possible
that by bagging the tender sorts in the spring, and un-
covering them after midsummer, we may combine
external beauty with internal perfection and flavour ?—
at any rate some of your readers may like to try the
experiment next year. G. S.

State of the Weather at Oallton Mor, Argyleshire,
during October, 1855 :

—

Temperature
0)
,0
o
a
O

1

of the air. a
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Clear; fine throughout s. 62 49 55.5
Overcast; foggy S.E. 64 49 56 5

o Showery throughout s. 57 47 52. .26
1 Rain ; fine

; overcast S.E. 57 46 51 ,5 .27
.- Rain ; fine ; thunderstorm N.E. 55 35 40,1 .22
fi Boisterous ; cold air ; showery S.E. 52 45 48.5 .08
V Dull ; showery throughout S.W. 50 46 47.5 .16
s Fine; cold air; fine S.W. 56 41 4R5
9 Overcast; cold; clear S.E. 52 41 46 5

li Fine; cloudy; rain N.W. 51 38 44.5
11 Showery throughout N.W. 50 41 45.5 .38
lit Cloudy; showers; cold air W. 49 39 44. 38
1:1 Much rain. N.W. 48 38 43. .58
U Heavy showers throughout S.W. 46 36 41. .62
15 Rain ; hail ; fair at short intervale S.E. 48 35 41. 1.29
16 Cloudy

; fine ; clear frosty air N. 45 34 39.5 .06
17 Frosty; cloudy; fine N.W. 45 29 .37.

18 Showery ; fine ; showery [showers N.W. 53 44 48.5 .11
iy Light showers-; cloudy; heavy W. 54 43 4fiS .31
2u Fine and showery throughout w. 53 45 48.5 .53
21 Siiowery ; fine; boisterous N.W. 55 45 50.0 .46

Cloudy; fine; showery N.W. 55 43 48.0 .07
23 Boisterous; showery at intervals N.W. 48 39 43.5 .36
24 Very boisterous; hail; rain; N.W. 42 35 38.5 .37
25 Rain ; very rough ; rain [stormy W. 48 38 43.0 .92
26 Rain ; sharp wind ; frosty and

clear N.W. 46 ttfi 41
27 Frost and clear ; cold air ; clear N. 40 29 34,0 .28
28 Clear; stormy; frosty air N.W. 38 28 33.1

29 Rain; cloudy ; cold air N.W. 42 33 48. .46
30 Cold ; cloudy ; clear ; boisterous N. 45 37 41.
31 Fine

; clear ; fine N.E. 43 34 38.5

In . 8.3

J. Russell.

British Oaks.—I rejoice to see by your remarks at

p. 728 that there is some chanee that your correspond-
ents will, from their personal knowledge, enable you to

solve the difficult question at issue between Q. pedun-
culata and Q,. sessili flora. On that account I the less

regret that I trespassed upon you with the query which
you answered at p. 696, which had I seen, as I since
have, the editorial remark at the foot" of the notice of
" Rufus," 1844, p. S3 c, I should not have done. I have
to thank you for much forbearance and courtesy in the
answers to the questions with which I have from time
to time troubled you, and to regret that I am unable to

enrol myself among those correspondents who have a
personal knowledge of the properties of the two species.

I was driven to make inquiries by observing that the
young British Oaks planted by my predecessor within
the last 20 years promised not to grow into timber so
fine as those planted at an earlier date. I then became
aware of the existence of two species of British Oaks, but
it was not till last autumn that I saw a growing tree of
0,. sessiliflora, nor have I at this moment, except

three small seedlings from the Horticultural Gardens, si

single tree of Q,. sessiliflora growing on my land.

1 observe in a communication, 1848, p. 135 e, that
" Mr. Andrew Knight, who was well acquainted with

the qualities of both varieties, always maintained that

the timber of Q. pedunculata was the firmest and best of

the two." Are you aware if Mr. Knight has left this

opinion, and the reasons thereof, anywhere on record ?

In a leader 1842, p. 723, is the following excellent

advice :
—" A sickly sessile fruited tree will yield acorns

producing seedlings with a much worse constitution

thau the general run of stalk-fruited Oaks ; and so,

also, a very vigorous Oak of the latter kind may bear

acorns whose offspring will exceed in powers of growth
the average specimens of the sessile fruited. Planters,

then, should take the utmost care to ensure a supply of
seedling Oaks from trees remarkable for their large

size and healthy state." Should this advice have been
seen and adopted by any nurseryman I much wish he
would state in your columns where the parent Oak of

the trees which he advertises may be seen or heard of.

And I would suggest to noblemeu and gentlemen, or

their stewards, on whose estates any forest giants are
yet to be found, that an advertisement in your journal,

stating the size of the tree, and its locality, and that

sealed bags containing warranted Acorns therefrom

would be delivered at a railway station in London at

per peck, would probably produce applications to

exchange acorns for money, the effects of which
would be visible in the country for centuries to eume.
Again, having more than once profited by the liberality

of your correspondents, who now and then offer seeds

or specimens of rare native plants to those who will

send them stamped covers— and having thereby in-

curred debts of sundry days' work in harvest, some of

which I have been enabled to pay by a system of ex-
change, while some are Btill due—I would suggest to

such as may have access to a giant Oak that an offer of

acorns would be apt to produce covers in abuudancej

and with them bags for containing the acorns, and post-

age stamps, if required to pay the cost of collection. I

am myself determined that as soon as I am by any
means enabled to plant Oaks that may be called the Sons
of the Giant, I will no longer plant the nameless produce
of a nursery man's seed bed. Lastly, if you will have
the kindness to look at the charter of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, which is printed in the appendix to one
of their early volumes, which is probably within your
reach but is not within mine at this moment, you
will find, if I mistake not, that the growth of timber

trees or of woods is one of the objects of encouragement
for the Society, but I question whether, if you look

through the IS or 16 volumes of the Journal of the

Society, you will find a single essay or treatise having
the improvement of timber for its object, and certainly

no prize has yet been recommended by the Journal
Committee to be offered for any such object. Diss.

Teast.—-A few weeks ago I sent you an old receiptfor

making yeast. The following appeared in the Times of

Oct. 22d ; I have tried it, and can confirm " D. S. Y.'s"
testimony as to its excellence :

—" Monday morning boil

2 oz. of the best Hops in 4 quarts of water for half an
hour, strain it, and let the liquor cool down to new milk
warmth ; then put in a small handful of salt and half a
pound of brown sugar, beat up 1 lb. of the best flour, with
some of the liquor, and then mix all well together. On
Wednesday add 3 lbs. of Potatoes boiled, and then
mashed, to stand till Thursday, then strain it and put it

into bottles and it is ready for use. N.B. It must be
stirred frequently while it is making, and kept near the

fire. Before using shake the bottle well up. It will

keep in a cool place for two months, and is best at the

latter part of the time. The beauty of this yeast is

that it ferments spontaneously, not requiring the aid of

other yeast, and if care be taken to let it ferment well

in the earthen bowl in which it is made, you may cork

it up tight when bottled. I put mine into Seltzer-water

bottles, and this quantity fills four. I have used it now
for many months, and never had lighter bread than it

affords without any failure." M. N.
Cucumber Growing (see p. 727).—Observing that Mr.

Massey, of Kirby Hall, doubts my veracity respecting

the Cucumbers I grew, I send you a statement of the

quantity, together with the length and dates when cut,

and I will vouch for the truth of it, the plant being a

last year's cutting. Thos. Pollington, Bradwell Grove.

[Our correspondent has sent a daily account of his

cutting, which account tallies with his statement.]

Result of Applying Sulphur to Sops during the period

of their Growth.—Here we have two things to consider ;

1st, whether the sulphur can be used profitably ; and
secondly, whether Hops so grown can obtain an average
market price. I am now in a position to answer both

satisfactorily. Some time since you published a notice

of mine on the state of two Hop grounds in close

proximity, the one to the other, in the parish of Bap-
child, Kent. In that article I ventured to predict the

result, which, though not strictly borne out, was yet

sufficiently approximate, as the following details will

confirm. On the portion or garden where sulphur was
used, at little more than 40s. per acre cost, the 6 acres

produced 69 cwt., or at the rate of 13 cwt. 3 quarters

6 lbs. per acre ; whereas the adjoining 3 acres, where
the mould was equally rife, and no sulphur used, pro-

duced together only 12 cwt. or 4 cwt. per acre. This
surely must convince the most sceptical. Now as to

the effect of the factors' manifesto ; these Hops were SO

clean and good that they obtained more than the average
price of the neighbourhood. Does not this tell us that

if we were careful to watch for and destroy this parasite;,
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wo noeU not liavo as many acres of llopn in plant, to

produce tho same quantity % Tlicn so many mora
acroH of land of the bost quality would bo free for'

Wheat or other crops. W. Masters, Exolio Nursery,
Canterbury.

Z/UMmous Lyoopodium.—They have at Kowamosl
curious Lycopodium, Lately come from Jamaica (not, i

believo^sent on account of its property), It in a common
looking species of the tlelvoticum group

;
green us

others by day, but an evening comes on gradually

appearing white in tho eye—not pure white but (he

sickly white of a bleached plant, distinguishable at onco
by this circumstance when it in loo dark to see the form
or ootlino. Mi-. Smith detectod this property, which
can liavo nothing to do with tho effeot produced (mi tho
so-called Lyoopodium crosium by the rays of light

making that plunt iridescent, like shot-silk, //. It.

Double Blossomed Peaoli.—Tho fruiting of this Poach
is by no means unusual. A troo of it, in tint gardi iib al

lledhmf haH this year produced upward? of oight dozen
very fino fruit, whioh ripened porfaotly, and wore
certainly very juicy and eatable, but not such an would
ploaso a connoisseur in suoh matters, ./. C.

Vitality of Seeds.- -Reading tho memoranda of "C."
on tho appearance of different speoies of plants under
dill'.Tout I i-<ii I ii i< ill ,,1' III, !• I, loin bl'iili^lil 1,0 mi, ,i

a singular instance of tho appearance of Charlooli on
newly turned up soil which occurred to mo many years
ago. 1 was deepening a pond in an old pasture, but
which wan supplied by the drainage of adjoining arable
land. The noil which 1. took out. was cliiclly strong yellow
clay to tho depth of perhaps IH inches, and tho bottom
was laid uppermost, hi the ensuing summer the hill

of clay was covered with Charlock as thickly as Mustard
sown for tho titblo. In what manuur could these
seeds have been deposited at the depth of some inches
below tho bottom of tho pond, and retained their vitality {

I am aware that the springing up of this weed on the
soil thrown out of the bottom of ditches is an everyday
occurrence, but this instance appeared to mo a very
remarkable one. ./. G., Bury St. Edmunds.

Subterranean Irrigation. — If Mr. Wilkins or any
other person will look into M'Intosh's "Practical Gar-
dener," for 1827 or 1828, I forget which, they will find

this method of manuring recommended for tho cultiva-

tion of Celery, and from that date I have followed it

myself in various ways and with various liquids. I grew
Grapes by it I'm- six years at the late Archibald Corbel t's,

Esq., at VValtliamstow, iu 1842, and I made new Vine
borders upon the same system at Thos. Moxon's, Esq.,
at Low Leyton, but I do not know whether that gentle-
man carried the plan out, as I left shortly after, and am
now working a house on the same principle, which has
beep so worked for the last eight years. Now I cannot
help thinking that these remarks, added to the
evidence you have furnished, are sufficient to prove
that this mode of manuring has little novelty about it,

and that Mr. Wilkins has no right to tax the public
for a system that is neither new nor his own.
Win. Havers, Gardener, 29, Adelaide Ruad, Hampstead.

The Potato referred to in your account of my ex-
periments whose produce was 101 Potatoes weighing
24 lbs. first originated iu 1853, from one set grown on
this new system, nud then produced 9 lbs. In 1854
one Potato from the same stock on the same system
yielded 1.5 lbs. This year, 1855, one set from the same
Stock on the same improved system in only 8 inches of
earth produced the 101 Potatoes just mentioned.
Another singular fact is that where I put solid manure
or road sweepings (where the fly had rested), even
under sand, I found the grub worm, but no grub
where sand only and liquid manure were used. I have
seen to-day some exceedingly good drain tiles for my
purpose made of road sweepings, and the patentee says
he will provide a cheap concrete for any extent of laud,

which will guarantee my system to answer. My
flower arrangement I am sure you will be pleased with.

I have flowers growing in schedaliers (qy. chandeliers)

standards, and other contrivances, supplied with the most
filthy liquid, but from which no offensive smell can be
discovered even in a drawing-room. I intend to take
up my Mangel Wurzel roots, &c, on Wednesday
next, Nov. 14, at 10 miuutes past one o'clock, p.m., and
I hope that mauy of your readers and others will

attend to see weight against weight, or the new and old

systems compared. Edward Wilkins, Experimental Gar-
dens, Reading.

Hcyxoood House Pits.—Your Truro correspondent
(see p. 725) is mistaken iu supposing that the rearrange-
ment of these pits originated from a design of Air.

Glendinning ; the fact is, the alteration arose from
•continual vexation and disappointment, nor was I aware
until I read " C.'s" communication that Mr. Glen-
dinning had furnished a plan of the kind for the

Gardeners' Chronicle. The pits under consideration, in

their original state, were designed by Mr. Mills, given

to me, aud heated by Burbidge and Healy, and I can

now say, after much experience, that the fundamental

i principles were violated, which precluded the possibility

tiof the arrangement accomplishing a tithe part of what
irwas affirmed it would effect ; they were, iu fact, per-

j

fectly useless for Cucumber cultivation during winter.

'After several alterations the diffusion of heat has been
rendered more satisfactory, principally through the

[admission of external air at the lowest level, which
([produced circulation, and an increase of warmth.
I'jThe improved plan has been published, and attracted

I 'the attention of Mr. Phillpotts, who was then just begiu-
(

t
Ding his experiments, and 1 cannot but express the

II pleasure I feel in knowing that his success has been so

complete, A. OratnJj, Qardcna to the flight (/on. Earl

Oaeic, Torlwort/t Court, Gloua terihire.

Management of Roses i:< lit Is (soo p. 721 J have
not at this motoent an opportunity '<< rofci
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to the ground; and, lastly, the Baid manure aftoi

ferring all these benefits will bo

as
I he season for appearances be ni ol nn n

ance. I may add that to insure success under any cir-

cumstances porfcel drainage i indi pensabli ; tlioi

if tho bods arc tho usual pits dug out of gross or other

consolidated ground, ma in,- in autumn or any other

season may bo dispensed with ; this case being

altogether hopeless, as tin' said pit* or beds act as

drainage to tho Burrounding surface; consequently
during the rainy season they are little better adapted
for tho culture ol' permanent plants than ho many ponds
would be. J. M., Polkcsloru .

Shell Rain in tl" tsU of Wight.—Ja replying to

the queries of " C. D" (see p. 726), I cannot perhaps
do better than take them leparately in the order iu

which theystaud:— 1. " Wore any of the shells living?'1

Yes, many that came under my observation wero alive.

And it may be interesting to add, that a lady connected
with the establishment at Osborno having collected a
number of the shells, placed them upon a Cabbage leaf,

over which she inverted a large tumbler glass; the tiny

creatures soon gave unmistakable signs of their vitality

by their voracity. 2. " Over how wide au area did they

fall ? " I cannot tell the exact space over which they

fell. I may state, however, that it extended at least

over 400 square yards of surface. 3. " During how long

a time are they believed to have fallen ? " To this

question I can give no satisfactory answer. I was not

on the spot at the time when they fell. Nor was I

acquainted with so singular and interesting a fact as a

shower of shells until my attention was drawn to it by
Miss Skerrett, of her Majesty's household, some time

after. Owing to what I gleaned from that lady I

became coucerned to kuow more about them, but

the answers to my inquiries were so vague and
unsatisfactory as to be of no particular value.

4. "At what hour and on what day '" I cannot learn

from any source the hour they are supposed to have

fa'leu. They were observed as early as 8 or 9 o'clock

iu the morning. The day, to the best of my recollection,

was Oct. 1st—Monday ; unfortunately I made no
memorandum thereof. There had been very heavy

storms flying about for several days. The storm,

however, which in all probability took up, hurled for-

ward, aud so unceremoniously scattered the numerous
little shells over the court-yard aud along the pave-

ment of the palace at Osborne, was doubtless the

one which broke over here early in the morning
of the above-named day, as early as 5 or 6 o'clock.

5. '• Did only one kiud of shell fall !" The specimens

I have are all identical. A friend of mine, however,

told me to-day there were two kinds of shells, of the

truth of which I have had as yet no ocular demonstra-

tion. I am sorry I cannot give " C. P." more definite

information regarding the shells at present ;
— I may

learn something more respecting them when the Court

returns to Osborne. The foregoing statements I hope

will prove so far satisfactory to "CD." as to induce

him to venture a probability as to the locality in which

the storm might have found them. If " C. D." would

like a few of the little Zua shells, I slia'.l be happy to

forward some to bis address, if sent. I have no living

shells. 0. Winchester, Osborne.

KfOJtJI lr

and wait alt'.,-

I root i.

A pplc
,

over, upon Iro.l pr-

of that n

have U,

unlike tbe DownLon
thlckJy over-spread with u

brown

1 this fruit i

proved better flavi arc i lbs

('ear furnish A \>y Mr.
but Btill tin y
thin to rank an a unit-class Pear. A

I'. -, r, :. '

It. Ingram, of Ii'
'

.

'.in, i' which m
rather eoarse sort, mo-^y and not

Navez, stated by Dr. Van Moi
of all Pean, but, in thin in-'

hcs^cd of little richness ; an

;laae ; also a l

in said to reach 1 lb. in v.

autumn with wine and sugar. I r

I , came fine s|,ciiii

Marie Louise, and oilier P-.-ar-, from pyrxrn

loam on a cold subsoil. . luctslluad-

soine examples of lilack Prince and itcbm
Pine Apple., two very fino teat «**

Alexandria Grapes, and a bcc-'i

Muscat. a very fine variety, which was said

to be a free better, but in this instance unripe, and
therefore no correct opinion -

formed. Its berries are Pear-shaped, and r«r.;,

for their size, and the bunches apnea 'hotter

and wider in the shoulders than thai mmoa
Muscat. From Mr. Turner, of Streatham, came an
extremely handsome bunch of Black Barbarosea Grapes,

weighing 4 lbs. 12$ oz. The berries were quite black

and covered with a fine bloom. Mr. Taylor (from Mrs-
Webber's), stated that he has had this Grape :

fecticn as late as the 28th of April, and that iu '.roe

flavour is not acquired before the beginniog of January.

Its merits as a late Grape, then; ooeomment.
Of other fruits, chiefly Pears and Apples, collections of

which were exhibited by Mi'MH. Pan . Whltins, De
Jonghe, McEwen, Thovts. Wintle, ar.d Dr. Daviee,

we may have something to say hereafter, many c

:

net being at present in a state to admit of their true

characters being correctly determined. Twelve e»w
members were elected.

Societies.

British Pomological, Nov. 5.—W. Stephens, Esq.,

in the chair, succeeded by Mr. Osborn, of Fulham.

The fruits brought together on this occasion consisted

chiefly of Apples aud Pears, of which there was a large

display, a few Pine Apples, Grapes, aud Plums. From
the Royal Gardens at Frogmore was a collection of

ripe Pears, which were sent ,to show what varieties are

now in use there. Among them were fine specimens

of Marie Louise, Beurre Diel, Glou Moreeau, Knight's

Monarch, very fine from a south wall, and quite ripe :

Van Mous Leon le Clerc, well grown, but not very high

flavoured ; Beurre Bosc, B. Capiaumont, a variety

which some call " a Pear for the people ; " Comte de

Lamy ; Seckie large aud highly coloured ; the old Moor

goners of Books.

An Elementary Atlas of History and
commencement of the Christian Era to the presc

Bv the P.ev. J. S. Brewer. The maps compiled by
E". Weller, F.R.G.S. Rvo, Longmans.

This is a valuable addition to the materials no

-

cable to educational purposes, and one that was much
needed. Not that it in any way supersedes Spruners
admirable Adas antiquum on which it is founded, but it

is better suited to young readers, and more con

for purposes of study. It begins by represent!; _

nations and limits of the Roman century in the fourth

century, by a map copied from Spruner, and it proceeds

to illustrate in fifteen other maps Roman Britain, the

•a of the Barbarians, Saxon Englaad, Eu:

the 9th century, the 10th, the 12th, the 14th.

16th, 17tb,and ISth centuries, i

tion, &c. \c.

The fault of the book is that it d.>:-

antiqua. We could also have wished for a

arrangement of colours in marking the limits of coun-

tries.
""

Green and blue for instance should never be in

contact, for they resemble each other tool

by daylight, and by candlelight are undif .

We should prefer in all cases hard elacs box

lines to any possible combination of colour.

:-d"s Map of Vie Roods betiDee* Odessa. I

:i, (4s.), is a most welcome publica-

tion. Embracing, is the present great scene of

naval and military operations it is indispensable to those

who would understand the movements of the troops and

naw of the allies. It includes the whole of the Crimea

west of the Tchatir Dagh mountain, namely SimpheropoL,

Eupatoria, Perekop, Aleshki, Kherson, Nicholaieffas far

westward as Odessa, together with all the soundings

along the whole coast lice. To this are added plans of

Odessa itself, and Nicholaieff on a large scale. The
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ui»|' ia axcellsutly drawn, upou the srale of 7 miles to

nu iucli, mitt bas been compiled from materials ol indis-

putable authenticity.

The Band Place-look (Blackie & Co.) is a curiosity,

useful one. In a volume 2.1 incli'.-s wide, 3^ long,

ami I inch thick it tells tlit- reader the county, area,

:on of 15,000 places iu Great Britain and
Ireland, with a great deal more statistical information

which it is very convenient to be able to refer to.

Garden Memoranda.
Horticultural Society.—Sate of Orchids and ottter

—The following are among the more remarkable

prices realised by Mr. Stevens on this occasion. Lot

150, Phalsenopsis amabitis, the magnificent specimen

which Mr. Fortune sent home from the Philippines,

. (Duke of Devonshire); Lot 300, Lrelia super-

bieus, still attache! to the block of wood on which it

was found growing in the forests of Guatemala, and
prohably the finest specimen of a living Orchid iu

Europe, having 220 pseudo-bulbs, and being 17 feet iu

circumference, oGl. 15s, (— Fain-ie, Esq., Liverpool);

Lot 241, Dendrobium speciosum, a very fine plant, with

124 pseudo-bulbs, and measuring 4.'; feet in diameter,

10/. (Duke of Devonshire) ; Lot 50, Trichopilia coccinea,

Ausectochilus .vmthophvllus, and Saecolabium gutta-

tum, 10/.; Lot 53, an Aerides, 19/. 10s.; Lot 130,

Vauda tricolor, a handsome specimen of a fine variety,

11/.; Lot 29C, Lrclia anceps, 10/.; Lot 230, Cattleya

Skinneri, St.; Lot 23C, Lycaste Skinneri, 8/. 10s.; Lot
24/1, Crclogyne cristata, St. 10s. ; Lot 34, Cattleya

maxima, .
c

/. ; Lot 44. Angreecum ebuvueum, a very fine

plant, 7/. 15s. : Lot 51, Aerides Roxburghi, the Ceylon
varie'y, 5/.; Lot GG, Lrelia anceps and Renanthera
coccinea, 6/. 15s.; Lot 96, two unnamed Aerides, 4/. 10s.

;

Lot 101, Sopbronitis cernua, 3/. 7s. Gd. ; Lot 110,

a very fine plant of the large floivered variety of Onci-
. diuni ampliatum, 4/. 10s. ; Lot 129, the Irest variety of

Oscidium gutiatum, 41. 19s. ; Lot 176, Odontoglossum
gnude, and Dineina polybulbon, 41. 5s.; Lot 191,
Cattleya pallida, a fine specimen, 51. 5s. ; Lot 200,
Lycaste aromatica and Trichopilia suavis, 5/. ; Lot 203,
Sobralia, a dwarf variety of S. macrantha, 3/. 5s. ; Lot
210, Cattleya labiata atropurpurea, 41. 15s. ; Lot 214,
Maxillaria rufescens and Lajlia Perriui, 5/. ; Lot 221,
JIusdevallia coccinea, most rare aud beautiful, 6/.

;

Lot 240, Oncidium pulvinatum, and Blandy's variety

of Dendrobium nobile, 4/ ; Lot 251, the rare and mag-
nificent Epidendrum myrianthum, 4/. 15s. ; Lot 293,
Oncidium Skinneri, a very fine plant, 4/. ; Lot 19, Brasa-
vol.i Digbyana, 3/. ; Lot 30, Ltelia acuminata, 3/. 10s. ;

Lot 90, L. erubescens, 2/. 1 2s. 6d. ; Lot 49, Aerides
odoratutn, 2?. 12s. ; Lot 116, Cattleya crispa, 21. 15s. ;

Lot 144, Barkeria spectabilis aud Skinneri, 21. ; Lot
._'

,
Oncidium varicosum, 2/. 10s. ; Lot 243, Dendro-

bium album and Jliltonia Russelliaua, 21. ; Lot
259, two unnamed Aerides Eria sp., Dendrobium
meeifolium, and Bolbophyllum,-; 21. 8s. ; Lot 260,
Epidendrum coriifolium, very rare ; Ccelogyne fuliginosa

aud Oncidium bicallosum, 21. ; Lot 12, Pbyllocactus
anguliger, a fine specimen, 21. 2s. ; Lot 28, Delabechea
australis, the rare Australian Bottle tree, and Antiaris
ixicaria, the deadly Upas tree of Java, 3/. ; Lot 212,

ilyrislica moschata, the true Nutmeg tree, 21. 12s. Gd.
;

Lot 218, the very rare yellow dwarf Jaffna Cocoa-nut,
from Ceylon, 6/. 15s. ; Lot 208, the green dwarf Jaffna
Cocoa-nut, 6/. ; Lot 148, Ceroxylou Andicola, the Wax
Palm, 4/. 15s. ; Lot 283, a magnificent specimen of the
tree Fern, Cibotium Scbiedeanum, 12/.; Lot 284,asmall
specimen of the same, 21. 12s. 6c/. ; Lot 286, Araucaria
Cooki, 5/. 15s. ; Lot 288, A. Bidwilli, 5/. 15s. ; Lot. 287,
vthe.rve JJammara ovata, 4/.

,

'Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Flowers have now become scarce

out of doors, and will be more valued here in conse-
quence ; and every exertion should be used to keep this

house well furnished during the winter months. It is

not so important, however, at this season that only
handsome well-grown specimens should he introduced,
as it is when flowers are more abundant elsewhere, and
almost any gay-looking plant, however common, will be
very acceptable in winter. But the use of such things
is only tolerable where accommodation is insufficient to
grow a proper quantity of our best winter flowering
plants, and where there is a necessity for resorting to
the use of common things, every exertion should be used
to secure neat, trim, well-flowered specimens. For as
this class of plants is generally looked upon as being
only valuable while in flower, it is a very common
practice to bestow but little attention upon them in the
way ol staking, Sec., before placing them in the con-
servatory. Let Japan Lilies that have done flowering
be removed to where they can be kept dry ; a cool
vinery, where they will have plenty of light and air,
will be a suitable place for them until the foliage decays,
&c. ; for, although these fine plants are hardy, and sub-
mit to almost any treatment, those who grow them
in perfection are very careful to well ripen the bulbs
iu autumn.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pixeiues.—Plants swelling their fruit, and those in

Wo.im should be assisted by a rather warm temperature,
but excess of moisture in the atmosphere must be
avoided at this dull season, particularly where the

plants are in bloom, or the fruit approaching maturity.

Use strong clean manure-water ill a tepid state for

plants swelling fruit, but do not get the soil too wet.
'

The temperature for the growing stock should now be

regulated very much by circumstances ; keeping them
growing gently where it can be done without drawing

I

or weakening the foliage. Keep the soil about the roots

in as equable a state as to moisture as possible, for

letting the soil get too dry at this season often results in

the plants showing fruit prematurely in spring, and the ,

same is true with regard to the bottom-heat, which
must also be carefully attended to, keeping it moderate >

but as regular as can possibly be done. Vineries.—
Where forcing is commenced about this time a rather

|

higher and moister temperature will be necessary to in- '

duce the buds to start than would be the case at a more
[

natural season. There is no better means of securing

abundance of moisture and a gentle warmth than by plac-

ing a moderate quantity of stable manure on the inside
|

border, and turning this, &.C., as may be required ; but
where the forcing houses are visited by the family, and
expected to be neat and orderly, this method is out of the

question, aud the syringe and whatever other means of

a less objectionable character may be at command,
must be used instead. The night temperature, to begin

with, should range about 50° by fire-heat, raising it to

60° by day, or to 70" with the assistance of the sun.

Also endeavour to secure a little warmth for the roots

in the outside border, and if fermenting materials are

used, watch these narrowly, and endeavour by timely

additions and frequent, turnings to secure a regular

gentle warmth of 60° or 65° at a foot below the surface

of the soil. And if fermenting materials are used,

there will be a great saving of labour, &c, by thatching

these with a good coat of something to throw off wet,

and preserve them from the weather. If p'ants in pots

or boxes are used for forcing at this season, they should
be placed in a mild bottom-heat, so as to excite a

healthy root action, which will cause them to break
more freely and in less time than can be done without

bottom-heat.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUEBERIES.
The few flowers that may remain on the bedding out

planis in even the most favoured localities are not worth
preserving any longer, and the beds should be cleared

at once so as to allow of getting them nicely trimmed
up for the winter. Where the extent of ground occu-

pied by " bedding out plants" in summer is considerable,

it is not always convenient to find spring flowering bulbs

to plant the whole of it with, and where this is the case,

very much may be done towards producing a cheerful

effect by a judicious use of small evergreens of a formal
or neat habit of growth. These can be prepared in the

reserve garden, to which they must of course be removed
every summer, and as they have to be shifted twice

every season they require no particular trouble to

remove them with perfect safety ; aud beyond the labour

of moving them to and froui the flower-garden, aud a
few waterings after their spring shift, they involve but
little labour or expense. For this purpose we prefer

those that are perfectly hardy, and of a formal habit of

growth, or can be readily cut into any desired form,
such for instance as Arbor-viise, Cypresses, Junipers,
Yews, Tree Box, &c, and Laurustinus and the old

Mezereou, and some other Daphnes for their flowers.

The winter-flowering Heaths are also very suitable,, as

are many other plauts which might be mentioned ; but
we have indicated the kind of selection which we
think the best adapted for the purpose. We do not,

however, mean to recommend planting the beds closely

in winter with such things, for this would require a
very heavy stock, aud iuvolve a serious amount of

labour, and all would produce no very striking result.

These should he planted so as to mark in the most dis-

tinct manner the outline of the garden and principal

figures. The beds can be much more cheaply planted,

and to better purpose, with such things as the early-

blooming Phloxes, Anemones, Tulips, Crocuses, Snow-
drops, Scillas, Geut'.aus, and many other spring-bloom-
ing plants, which are familiar enough to every gardener.

These involve no expense, after a sufficient stock of

them has been obtained, beyond the labour necessary

to remove them to and from the flower garden, aud
to keep tiie ground clean in summer about such ot them
as require a place in the reserve garden ; and with a

good stock of these, and a judicious use of a moderate
quantity of small formal evergreens, very much might
be done to improve the ordinary winter and spring

appearance of the flower-garden.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The Strawberries in pots should now be placed in

their winter quarters. The common practice of stack-

ing up the pots on their sides in sloping ridges is some-
what troublesome, and quite unnecessary for the protec-

tion of the plants. If the pots are placed in lines, at a

proper distance apart to allow sufficient space for the
foliage, and the spaces between the pots filled with

coal ashes or dry Fern, placing a slight covering of the

latter, or clean straw, upon the surface of the pots

under the leaves, the plants will winter equally well or

better than in ridges, and will present a neater appear-

ance without iuvolviug half the labour. Care should be

observed, however, to place the pots upon a thoroughly
drained surface, for frost is comparatively harmless in

the absence of moisture ; therefore a few inches of coal

ashes or lime rubbish should be placed under the pots.

The best situation, however, for the' portion of the

plants intended for forcing first, is a spare cold frame,
or near the glass iu a cool Peach-house, as they will be
safer here than under any system of protection out of

doors, and as their roots will be preserved in an active

state, very little forcing will be necessary to excite them
at the proper time. The fruit stores will still require
careful attention, aud the fruit must be frequently looked
over, removing any that are found to be tainted with
decay. Many of the best autumn Pears will now be
getting ripe, and it will add greatly to the interest of the
fruit room if a portion of each of the sorts fit for use
can be placed in a conspicuous situation, and correctly

named. The late keeping kinds of Pears aud Apples
should be stored in a place by themselves, where they
can be kept cool, and excluded as much as possible from
the light and air, for these are apt to lose their brisk-

ness, and become very much shrivelled when kept iu the
ordinary fruit room.

STATE OF THE \

For the week ending ?i

, NEAR LONDON.
Horficulf ural Gardens.

VEATHEK AT CHISW1CK
ov. 3. 1S55, as observed at the
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Average . 29.9;i 29.7S2 50.7 33.7 42.2 49.8 50.0 1.13

Ivov, 2— Fine; overcast and cold; rain at ui^bt.— 3—Rain ; showery; fine.

— 4— Fine; rain in the eveninx; sharp froat at nixht.
— E>—Clear early a.m. ; tt 3 dense fog ; very fine ; rain at night.
— (i — Fine; very fine; rum.— 7—Overcast; cloudy; line; rain.— 3—Constant heavy rain; fine at ni»lit ; slight frost.

Mean temperature of the week A deg. below tbe average.

rtECOlU) UF THIi WEATUEU AT CfcUSWlOK,
t>urlnstbeU3t 29year«, for the ensuing week, ending Nov. 17. 1^>5.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 12thi

1SJ1—therm. 03 deg.; and the loweni on the 16th, ISil—therm. 15 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: W II. No English book contains the information you

seek. For Conifers consult Uarriere Traite general des Coni-
leies ; for other trees Selby's British Forest Trees or Loudon's
Arboretum Britannicum.— W. O. A new edition of Loudon's
Encyclopaedia of Gardening bas been published this year, as

you will see by referring to our review of it at p. 76 of our
current volume.J

HoLcns saccharatus : J P M. Apply to Mr. John Henderson,
Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood, London. We doubt
whether it can be turned to profit iu this country.

Iron Greenhouses: B and J. Your plants are attacked by the
soot fungus, Torula fumago, a terrible pest. Its presence is

owing— not to the iron, roof of your house—but to want of
ventilation. It should be watched, and at its first appearance
washed with fresh made lime water, or soft soap and water, or
dusted with sulphur.

Namks of Fhuits : PH. 1, Hollandbury; 2, lUbston Pippin ; 3,

Golden Noble; 4, Beauty of Kent; 5, Fearu's Pippin; 6,

lieiuette du Canada; 9, Dutch Mignonne; 10, Over ripe, probably
Summer Tliorle; Brabant. Bellefteur; 13, Broom Park; 14,

llacon's Incomparable.

—

Eneas. Your Apple is the Waltham
Abbey Seedling ; the Pear is Van Mons' Leon la Clerc.

—

D D,
Duhoich. 1, Golden lleinette; 2, Passe Colmar; 3, Easter Beurre;
4, Napoleon; 5, Beurre Ranee,

—

A. 2, Buchanan's Spring
Beurre; 3, Bellissime d'Hiver; 5, Beurre d'Aremberg; 6,

worthless; 9, Glou Morceau ; 10, Ne Plus Meuris; 12, Brabant
BcUefleur; 14, Scarlet Croftou; 15, Kirke's Lord Nelson; 16,

Blenheim Pippin; 17, appears to be the Dutch Mignonne.

—

L Q, 1, Hormead Pearmaiu ; 4, ManksCodlin; 6, 1,0, Alexander;
7, 19, Yorkshire Greening; S, 16, 20, Dumelow's Seedling;

12, Hunt House ; 15, Cockle Pippin; 17, lthode Island Greening;
IS, London Pippin; 22, King of the Pippins; 23, Dutch Mig-
noune; 25, Hollandbury ; 27, French Crab ; 28, Cockle Pippin.
Pears : 29, Seckel ; 31, Burgermeester ; 32, Hessel ; 33, Flemish
Beauty; 34, Crassane.j]

Names of Plants ; We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that wfe venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.

—

Syfoamts. Your fungus is a very rare

species, Ilydnvm graveolens, Delastre. It has been found in

Wales by Mr. Kalfs, but we believe by no one else in Great
Britain. M.J. B.—WG. 1, Stipa pennata; 2, Arundo Epigejos.
—T Carder. Ceutaurea solstitialis andSileue cornea.

Paulovnia: H C. From tbe appearance of the piece of shoot

sent, we think there is no doubt that the wood of your tree is

sufficiently ripe to enable it to stand the winter in Warwick-
shire unprotected.!

Pears: Sub. Of the two sorts you mention we prefer the Marie
Louise \

Seeds for New Zealand: II C G. Pack all your tree seeds in

tolerably dry loam rammed tightly into a strong wooden box.

Do it thus. Put in a layer of loam 3 inches deep ; tben a layer

of seeds one course deep; then loam enough to cover them;
then another course of seeds ; at last let there be 3 inches at

least of loam over all aud as much all round the sides. Rub
the Whitethorn berries in water till the pulp is removed;
drain them of superfluous water, and tben pack them as before.

Vines : Subscriber. It is a good plan to chamber a Vine border,
provided different sorts of Vines are to be grown side by side;
because some are much coarser growers than others, and will

rob their neighbours. When each Vine has its roots in a dif-

ferent brick division this is impossible. There is no other use

in the practice, and therefore to apply it to a house of all

Hamburghs or all Muscats would be to throw money away.
Woods and Fouests: J J. There must be some very great

public interest to serve when we interfere. Moreover, we
happen to know that your statements about tbe New Forest

arc wholly erroneous.
Yew Trees : Sou-lh Derbyshire. Move them now. Nothing will

be gained by waiting till spring.*

Misc.: J H. 2s. Gd. or 3s. Payment by Post office order.

%* As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must alto beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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pEHUVlAN GUANO, Bolivian Gtmwo, Superplio*
X pljaio of Umo, Nitrate 0/ Soda, Sugar Scum, rind uvorv
description nf. Artificial Manured, Mnw<i!(l Cakofl, &e,

Wm. Itfctun Cabnm, 1", Mark Litiio, Loudon,

rfmk FOLLOWING MANURES hwj manufactured
-*- at Mr; IjAtyHB1 Factory, Doptford Crank: Tunilp Murium,

71. par ton: Hnporphonphata of Mmo, v/,; Biilphurln Acid and
C6prolltotf, 02< OJilco,6D, King VVIlllaiii fnruut, City, London,

N.H. Goriulno Peruvian Guano. gunrnntiiGil to contain 10 por
o.ODti of ammonia, Nitrate of Soda, Sulphatool Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures,

rpHJB LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S N1TRO-
1 PUOSI'UATfi OK WllKAT MANUKK FOB AUT1 UN
SOWING, TLIh Manure, oompoMod of blood, unlnnil matter,
arid dI«'solv6d lin'H'ii ivlth rriUeatcn. 1h rnoHl h

! recommended
to the notice of Agi'IculturlHtH, it contnlnH I'roiji 7 lo 8 pi r • onl
of nitrogen, In a form j loldlng ammonia by hIow docom partition,

and 1h thoroforo particularly adapted for wheat, Tli« quantity
required in 2 to 8 awt. por aero drilled In with the need I'rlci

por ton, 71. iOfi. in London,

PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY sAl/r, and ovory other
MANiuti: on best termH, Hlrlotly warranted,

hi, Bridge Street, Blnekfrlan. E. PunHKn, Si 1

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c.—Manufacturers and
othera engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANUKICSmay

obtain every uocoMsary hiHtruotlon for their oconeinli

efficient preparation, by applying to J,C. Nbhbit, F.G.H., fto,

Principal ofllio Agricultural and Chemical College, Konnlngton,
London. Analyses ol Soils, Guanos, 8upt>rphnnplinlnn of Lime,
CoprollteSj &o„ and Assays of Gold, Silver, and othor M n

are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gontleiuon dosirnuH
of receiving Instructions i" Chomlual Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the Collej a,

pToLLEQE o7AGUiCULTUR£ and CHEM ISTRY,
V^ and ov PBA0TIUA1 1 GENERAL SCIENCE, 87 and

Lowor Konnlngton Lane, Konntngton, near London,
Principal J.C. Nehmt, F.Q.S., F.C.8..&C.

Tho system of studies pursued In the College comprises every
branch I'cijulstte to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agricultural
Engineering, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
una" Still taryJ9ervl0BH, and for tho Universities,

Analyses and Assays ol every description aro promptly nnd
accurately executed at the College The terms ami other par-
ticulars may lie had on application to the Principal,

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER ia prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAIN INC LANDby his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
atfr!cesvarylug,accordlngtodepth and distance, from 81. to 61.10a.
per acre, inoluslve of tiles, main drains, and all other oxponhcs.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, whore suitable clay exists.—Tomple Gato, Bristol.

DRAINAGE OF LAND.
MR. J. JOHNSON, Dkainagk Engineer, is desirous

to undertake the Drainage of Land by Contract or Com-
mission, Temporary Tileries erected in any part of England,
and Drain Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every descrip-
tion of Drainage Tools.—Abingdon Street, Westminster.

DRAINAGE OF LAND, BOGS, ETC.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, supported
by. unquestionable references mid testimonials, offers his

services to proprietors about to execute worlts of drainage, which
he will undertake personally to layout and superintend, and to

supply tho forms and attendances neceBsary to obtain the

oexttflcatu of the Inclosuru Commissioners where such is re-

quired, 4
at a,charge qf.5s. per aero nnd his travelling expenses;

or ho will contract to perform the whole work to tho satisfaction

of the Commissioners at a fixed price per acre.

Mr, Humbert (having been more thai 15 years established

in business as a Surveyor and Lund Agent) has found that wet
heavy soils can bo usually, carefully, and thoroughly drained,

with pipes 4 feet deep, at 41, per acre ;iud upwards, inclusive of

every expense.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Heni-.y Ker Seymer, Esq., M.P., Chairman,

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, tho Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in foe, or under entail, mortgage, iii trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

"3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

lie may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL DE AFFORDUD IN" EITHER OASB,

4. The WHOLE coat of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by halt-yearly

instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
THiRxy-OSK yf.ahs tor Farm Buildixgs, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair per centage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afiord to pay.
William Clifford, Sec.

THiK LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England

and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,

1354—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c. Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Less'es for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees
ior Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,

with consent of their Lessor), '&c, are enabled, by way of Loan
from the Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lauds improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
ladosi&g any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Lauding Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery Vor
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings. &c ., "Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosnre Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the sole judges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial.—such as
a common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the
Plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Kaiser, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.
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ground tanks, or in Hot, Forclnpr, 1

Uoimea; they may be fixed, when
under Uie

May be obtained of any Iron-:.

Plumber in Town or Country, at tho above pricca, or •'. the

Patentees and Menufacturera, JOHN WARMER ami BOMS,
8, CroHcent, Jcwin sirr.t, London.

ISvory description of Machinery for Raising Water by mean*
of "Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; alao Fire and Garden
EnglneB, &c.&c.^Engravlngs sent on application.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS 5 DRAININC TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Pakke>*

Wholesale Agents for England, have always In stock a
large assortment. These Forksand Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

CALVANISED WIRE CAME NETTING,
6ii. peb Yard, 2 Fest "Wide.

BARNARD and BISHOP, Maiket Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
Galvau- Japanned

ised. iron.
6J. per yd . 4.1d. per yd

.

a great reduction in the prices.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide
2-iuch
2-inch
2-inch

lf-ihcb
l|-inch
if-inch
l|-incb

All the above kinds can be made of any width (undo - -

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
thau the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 10a\ per yard: Galvanised
Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d. per square fc ::.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. Deli-

vered free of expense ia London. Peterborough, HuU, or New-
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Win Cattle and
Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdle^ &c

strong, do ... S 6
intermediate, do. ... ... &| „ n
extra srromr, do. ... ... 11 y
24 inches wide .. 7 54
strong, do ... 9 7
intermediate, do. ... ... 11 ., 9
extra strong, do. ... ... 13 .. 11

glint itutal (Bajrttr.
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Whitethorn
. ...

Ash 3

Whitethorn ... i

4

Whitethorn '.

Bramble 5

Ash 3

Blackthorn 12

Whitethorn ... 10

Ash :.

Whitethorn, imicli mixtti with Brsrn-

hie and Briar 21

Ash 3

Blackthorn 6

Dog ] 5

Black thorn 12

Whitethorn 6

Blackthorn ...

Whitethorn 3

Ash .', 6
Elder 4

Whitethorn 10
Maple ti

Whitethorn
-

Maple ...

2;

No. -. A hedge, which has been kept

moderate eompa-s. fl . a few yean
kept dipt from time to time :

—

Ft In.

Bramlile and Bri:-r

Blackthorn . . 5

Whitethorn 9

Maple ... 5

Whitethorn 18

Hazel Nut ...

Whitethorn S

Maple .

Whitethorn 9

Blackthorn 3

Gap ... 7 <->

Elder ... 6

Bramble and Briar. -

Maple ... 7 6

Elder
Bramble and Britr^ ... 7

Maple 3

Whitethorn sad dead Briar ... ... I 1

Whitethorn 6

Briar 5

Whitethorn 10
" Bramble... 10
Wiilow ... G

Bramble... 5

Briar

Total .. T ...

3 6

180

These hedges are fall of caps and; Teak places,

and they shsw the curious act that, although ori-
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ginallv planted with Whitethorn (Qaicks), they

now pr sent nearly half of plants other than W hile-

thorn, all of which are much inferior in value for

fences, a fact abundantly proved by the examples

in question, as it would be impossible to confine

sheep or cattle within their bounds without patching

each time it were attempted to be done.

Wr. pursue our remarks on the Natural History

of thk Turnip Crop :

—

However careful we may have been in the growth

or selection of seed, and whatever labour we may

have expended in the preparation of the soil and the

committal of the seed to the earth, still from the

first moment that the cotyledon leaves make their

appearance above the ground the Turnip plant is

liable to the attacks of enemies, and as in the very

early staue of growth the Turnip flea, skipjack, or

flea beetle {Haltica nemorum) is the first as it is the

worst enemy of the embryo Turnip, we shall devote

the following observa'ions to an illustration of a few

points in its natural history. The more important

facts connected with this creature may be briefly

tabulated as follows :

—

1st. The Turnip flea is an exceedingly small

insect of the beetle tribe, doing great mischief on

account of its vast numbers and the early stage of

growth at which they attack the Turnips.

2d. These insects are of an exceedingly active

habit, jumping with a smart spring from the plants

on which they are settled, even upon a shadow im-

pinging upon them, hence their name of Turnip flea.

3d. Dry sunshiny weather highly favours their

ravages.

4th. They live upon all the species of plants

belonging to the natural order Cruciferas, showing,

however, an increasing preference for different

species as they approach nearer the Turnip, and
leavine all species for the Turnip itself.

5. The pupa state is carried on in the soil, the

last brood being hatched in spring, from which
follow five others in the course of the year.

6. The)- appear to have the power of smelling food

afar off, as their migrations to great distances are

carried on against the wind.

Now an attentive consideration of the above facts

in the natural histoiy of these creatures would lead

to the inference of the inutility of single and isolated

efforts to stop their injuries. If, however, a simul-

taneous crusade be carried out against them we shall

then have reason to hope for success, and this, as

it appears to ns, can be best followed out by an
universal acting upon the following principles, all of

which have indeed been repeatedly acted upon,

but with partial success, from only partial em-
ployment.

1st. The encouragement of insectivorous birds.

2d. The destruction of all cruciferous weeds.
3d. The destruction of the earlier broods.

4 til. The adoption of expedients in sowing.

1st. During the present season most farmers have
had to sow much of their Turnip crop twice and
even thrice to get a plant, and so great has been the

scourge of insects this summer that every one ex-
presses surprise, seeing that the winter of 1854-5 was
so severe: the popular notion being that hard winters
must necessarily check the development of insects.

If, however, we consider what care is taken in the
preservation of insect life, and the great tenacity of
life in its earlier stages, our native insects being
well prepared against our climate, we shall see that
if they become frost-bound for a long period that
this does not necessarily kill them, whilst it pre-
cludes the attacks of the birds, their natural enemies,
who more especially during an open winter feed
sumptuously upon the dainty fare provided for them
in eggs and larvae of various kinds of insects. It is

in this way that a too great exuberance of insect
life is checked ; but while the birds are starving for
want of food, these little creatures, wrapped up in
their winter cerements, and lying with dormant
appetites, escape, and so come forth in increased
numbers on the first accession of open sunshiny
weather. This, while it is a contradiction to a
popular fallacy which supposes hard winters to be
so highly prejudicial to insect life, leads us to look
upon birds as the chief natural controllers of the
over-development of these creatures, and as a con-
sequence should impel us to extend to them a large
measure of protection. Any one who has seen how
industriously the rook follows the ploughman, espe-
cially in the early part of the year before the winter
eggs are hatched, may form some notion of the good
done to the farmer by this family of birds—espe-
cially if the fact be borne in mind that the destruc-
tion of one egg then may prevent an increase which
would afterwards have proceeded in a most rapid
process of geometrical progression.

I

2
J?' i}

tiB a fact we" known that weeds of various
Kinds, besides being prejudicial by occupying space
and appropriating the food designed for our crops,

afford at the same time food and protection to

innumerable kinds of insects, and this is especially

so in the case before us. As a law, certain families

of plants, and sometimes even species are attacked

by particular species of insects, and indeed it is

usual to find that however many forms of plant an

insect may affect, a preference will still be given to

one or two iii particular ; thus though the Haltica

nemorum will be found in spring on nearly all wild

Cruciferje, yet as soon as Turnips come up above

the ground all these are left for the Turnip crop,

and hence such cruciferous weeds as

—

Sinapis arvensis, Charlock,

„ nigra, common Mustard,

Barbarea vulgaris, winter Cress,

Capsella Bursa-Pastoris, Shepherd's Purse,

Erysimum Alliaria, Jack by the Hedge;

and a great many species of the same natural order,

most of which are troublesome as weeds, offer at the

same time food, shelter, anda breeding nidus, in which

thousands of the Haltica are augmented until the

Turnip is ready for them, when they at once wing
their flight, frequently in sufficient numbers to

destroy the whole plant in a short space of time, so

that the dictum of the poet

—

" He doth takeTny life

" Who takes the means that doth sustain my life,"

is equally true of small creatures as of large ; and
this consideration should afford us an additional

incentive to destroy weeds of every kind.

3d. The remarks just offered show one way of

destroying or rather preventing the early broods of

these insects ; but a study of their natural history

has suggested a special method which is worthy of

earnest consideration—namely, that of passing over

the young plants an apparatus smeared with tar or

some unctuous substance in such a manner that when
the insects make their spring—which they do the

moment a shadow passes over them—they are en-

tangled and destroyed. For this purpose we would
recommend an implement made as follows:—Aflat

board about 4 feet long,and wide enough to take asmuch
as two rows of Turnips at a time, to be provided with
two light wheels, elevating the machine sufficiently

just to escape the plant, and two bent handles

by which it is held. This on being smeared below
with tar, and used every two or three days during

the critical period in the life of the young plant,

will destroy myriads of these little pests, and do
much towards saving a crop.

Now, if every farmer used this there is little doubt
but that the mischief from the Turnip flea would be

much mitigated, and it must be remembered that by
thus destroying them one year we lessen their

chances of increase for the next. Still simple as

the apparatus recommended appears to be, and little

as is the work that is involved in using it, any plan

that can be devised to prevent the necessity of the

repeated going over the whole of the crop in the

manner indicated is much to be desired ; would it

not therefore be well to meet all the contingencies

in the natural history of the Haltica in the following

manner? Let each Turnip grower plant in some
convenient spot about a quarter of an acre of

Turnips perhaps a month before his field crops are

sown, the result of which would be to collect all

the insects from the wilder Crucifers to small isolated

patches where they could readily be dealt with on
the plan just explained. Wecan answer from repeated
trials that such a patch in districts affected by the
Haltica is immediately attacked, whether in the field

or the garden; and if a simultaneous effort were
thus made, we feel assured farmers would not have
to deal with this creature in a serious way for ever;
for by all working to the same end there is no
reason why even minute creatures should not be
exterminated as well as those of a larger kind.*

4th. The various expedients in sowing which
have been adopted to prevent the ravages of this
insect have been recommended from consideration
of its presumed instincts and habits. Among these
that of sowing if possible before rain, or with a water
drill, in order to get a plant as quickly as possible,

deserves attention, for doubtless a wet season at the
time of the coming up of the Turnip is much to the
advantage of the crop, inasmuch as the activity and
locomotion of the insect is retarded, and not only so,

but its breeding also, so that the plant can thus
make good way under the most favourable "circum-
stances and get strength before the arrival of the
enemy; but it is by no means true that the Haltica
attacks only the cotyledon or first leaves, for it not
only lays eggs in, but feeds on the rough or secon-
dary leaves ; still any expedient that can be adopted
to secure the first leaves from early injury is of
great advantage, as if injured the strength of the
plant is gone, and it cannot make head by develop-
ing the secondary leaves.

The preference shown by the insect for one form
» We believe a plan similar to this was first proposed by that ex-

cellent entomologist Mr. Curtis as a means of saving individual

|
crops, but if universally followed its effects would be universal.

of plant before another may be observed in cases

where the Swedish has become accidentally mixed
with a crop of the common Turnip, the former
usually escaping to a greater or less extent the
injury done to the latter. This would indicate the
advisability of sowing alternate rows of Swedes and
common Turnip, with the avowed object of destroy-

ing the latter to save the former ; and, again, in the

case of common Turnips it may be worthy of obser-

vation whether the White Mustard is not preferred

to it, and, if so, this would do for the alternation

of rows. In fact much observation is still required
in order to arrive at all the facts of the case before

us, but whatever may be the result of future inquiries

we cannot for the present adopt a better plan than
that which will destroy our enemy, to which end the
expedients which can be adopted in sowing seem to

be very inadequate. Here then in dealing with the

Haltica nemorum observations tend to the following

conclusions :

—

1st, That by frequent ploughings and the en-

couraging of insectivorous birds the parents of the

year's produce of insect life are materially lessened ;

2dly, That by destroying Cruciferous weeds we get

rid of the spring breeding places of the first broods ;

and 3dly, By the adoption of plans recommended
for the destruction of the latter ones, the enemy
may be destroyed before his favourite food is ready

for him.

These expedients, however, are such as require

to be adopted by all, and considering the enormity

of the evil and the cost and heavy losses caused by

even such a minute creature as the Turnip flea beetle,

it might be further recommended that a Society

of Observers should be formed to notice, report, and
discuss upon the subject, which is no trifling one,

in order, if necessary, to influence the universal

adoption of such remedial measures as may be

deemed necessary.

LABOURERS' WAGES IN IRELAND.
Our Secretary, as one ofthe Poor Law Commissioners,

has been lately called over the coals by a Roman Catho-

lic priest for their annual report to the lord lieutenant,

this report having stated that the pauper population of

the poor-houses had greatly diminished duriog the last

year, and that there is every reason to hope that this

decrease is connected with a material improvement in

the condition of the labouring classes, arising from a

higher rate of wages and a more continuous state of

employment ; that able-bodied labourers can now obtain

Is. a day for each day's work, the decrease in the

agricultural labourers having been caused by au emigra-

tion of some of that class.

The priest states that the population of Ireland ought,

but for unjust and landlord legislation, to be from 12 to

16 millions, and that it is not so much kept down by
emigration as by the want of proper nourishment,

clothing, and lodging ; that from these causes alone

hundreds of thousands annually perish under 15 years

of age (he might have added that the growth and

strength of the survivors are much deteriorated by

them) ; that these wants are consequent on the insuf-

ficient wages paid by farmers and other employers.

Without admitting for a moment the justice of attribut-

ing this state of the people to the " oppressive and in-

human treatment " of the Irish landlords towards the

tenant farmers and labourers, as asserted by the priest,

in denying the means of support to the Irish people, all

who know Ireland must acknowledge the truth of this

statement of their sufferings and deprivations as still

existent. On the philanthropist, on the patriot, and on

the political economist this state of things in so fair and

naturally productive a portion of the empire lays claim

to consideration, nor, as an agricultural country deriving

all her resources from the product of the land, should

it be without interest to the landed proprietary.

How landlord legislation or landlord influence can

cause a low labour market I think the priest would be

puzzled to show, and, indeed, I think, excepting in some

few instances, he would find it difficult to prove that the

landlords of Ireland are oppressive or inhuman
; cer-

tainly their rents, although felt too high under the pre-

sent agricultural economy, for any rent would be so,

are not excessive, compared with England and Scotland,

neither are the local or general taxes
;
yet the wages

of agricultural labour are plainly too low for, not the

comfortable but the most sordid support of the labourer

having a family, and yet, low as these wages are, the

farmer finds them a burden he can scarcely meet. But

if the priest has allowed his feelings to carry him astray,

surely .the report of the Poor Law Commissioners does

not savour of sound judgment. There is improvement

certainly, forwhen the worst has been reached amend-
ment must succeed ; there is certainly improvement in

wages in the increase from 6d. or 8d. a day to Is., and
there is a more regular employment from the diminished

number of labourers from emigration, yet the number
is still more diminished, I am afraid, from the effects of

I the late famine, but it is very doubtful " that there is a

material improvement in the condition of the labouring

classes," except in the case of single men, with whom
; the higher wages tell, for the labourer with a family

|

was probably better off in days of yore at 8d. a day

i
with the Potato ridge to go to, the rent of which was, in

part at least, liquidated by the ge tlemau he hospitaldy
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than ho in now wiili Is. a day, and no recourse but tu a

high market, whore that In. ie barely sufficient to supply

him with Indian meal, leaving him nothing for condi

mont. The fact in, he was formerly a capitalist to the

amount of bis year's provision; be had his own ed, hi

paid at tho highest 51, an aero for his manured Potato

ground, which, at a moderate average, would yield

him six toiiM of Potatoes: this would give him '''. stones

a day— about enough for tho support of a small family,

and the labour of lull' bin tiino or three days in the week
paid tho rent of it.

Tho rate of wages ban then Increased, but with this

increase tlio expense of subsistence has morn than Icopl

pace. It ie, however, to be expootod that gradually a
roturn to oonacred Potutocs will obtain and, if tlioy

como to bo depended on, this small inoroase in wagon
will toll in favour of the labourer, and then the prophecy,
for it iH yot only a prophecy, of tho Poor Law Commi
sionora will bo realised.

But why cannot the farmer afford bis labourers wagon
approaching somewhat to those of England and Scot-

land with tho markets of those countries open to him,
and his homo market perhaps not lower than the

markets of country towns in England and Scotland, with
lower 1'ontn and less taxes, with a BUperior Hoil to work
on? We cannot with the priest lay it to the door of
the landlords or Legislation ; wo all know bow few are
the ills this can cure, and it is rather sins of omission
that we may charge to landlords than commission.
They very rarely provide the necessary homestead
accommodation, and they are not sufficiently watchful
in preventing the deterioration of their lands at the

expiration of leases, m> that tho incoming tenant, to

land that has fallen into tho landlord's hands is at cost,

hut then leases in effect seldom expire, lor a tenant who
can and does pay bis root is scarcely ever called upon
to BUnender his holding ; indeed, it is a very common
aud certainly an indulgent, practice to allow a tenant
who can no longer pay his rent to dispose of his farm
to another who will pay up tho arrear, and for a lew
years make a better hand of it. Very few landlords
press hardly on industrious tenants, and very many
assist them. A fanner in Ireland with capital anil

intelligence instead of being injuriously interfered with
by his landlord is very agreeably situated, for he is

unshackled and uncontrolled in the entire management,
of it, and has as free and unrestrained use of tho land as
though he wore proprietor of it ; his crops are not in-

jured by his landlord's game, for there is but little. It
is not then from landlord interference that he is unable
to pay better wages to his labourers ; nor is it to be
imputed, as too commonly it is, to a reckless expen-
diture on his part, for whatever may have boen the
character of an Irishman in former days, it now perhaps
approaches too near to a parsimonious one ; the days
of a riotous hospitality are extinct. Iu Irish rural life

the public-house is not regularly frequented as it is in
|

England ; tho newspaper although read with avidity is

not found there ; the peasant does not go there to spend
his evening in the enjoyment of politics in a pot ; he
falls in, accidentally meets a friend— it need not be a
very intimate one—treats him to a glass ; the treat
must be returned, and very frequently it ends in in-

toxication—sometimes in kisses, at others in blows ; but
the excess of the eveniugrarely interrupts the labourof the
next day. But why cannot tile farmer pay higher wages
to his labourers 2 It is not the legislature, it is not the
landlord, it is not always poverty, for the rich and the
poorequally grudge the labourer his reward ; the labourer
in return grudges his labour ; this has become a habit
and a mutual complaint, and cannot be quickly broken
into by a liberal employer or an honest labourer : but
an all prevailing cause, I think, is to be found in the
little estimation of labour, in the under manufacture of

ground, and iu the small returns afforded by ignorant,
deficient, and erroneous cultivation ; the mildness of our
green winters very much precludes the necessity for the
confinement of stock or the raising of winter food for

them, a very small breadth of land is therefore under
cattle crops, and very little more manure is made than
the Potato crop uses up ; nothing then can be grown as
intermediate with grain crops, and the consequence is

grain crops are grown in succession till they do not pay
the rent and labour of the ground they stand on ; this

exhausted and dirty ground is then left waste, as they
very properly call it, for three or four years till it

recovers some fertility. Iu the meanwhile it just keeps
alive some wretched kind of stock, while its rent and
taxes must, lie defrayed out of the productive land.
Can we wonder then that the farmer cannot afford to pay
higher wages to his labourers ? /. M. Goodijf', Scrably.
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I have ,'i :; lore I tl In tin o I, whore thi

better, and lose Ii of their tpoclHc gravity,

triad them on tho steelyard bofon and after being

stored Id tho soil for live months, and f-> I thi

weight to bo very small. Not so with the ;

stores, particularly in a very dry windy

when left till spring, [ tlicn found tlio loud in

point of weight to bi vor< c derabl . horoforo
|. ii bio that all Turnip or pi ing i raid be

stored in the soil ; and I shall next di model
I have used in doing ho.

2nd. Stori/tig in ihc toil. -Take a Bpace of twelve

drills wide, from end to end ol the field, and pull the

two centre drills, throwing the Turnips aside; along

these drills turn out a hoavy plough-furrow, href In the

one direction and then the other, thus clearing a hollow

colour, and In i
inneed

next to tin rriij. On toe 2Mb January,
,

I
I i .-: •.

betwoen the Aber'.>«m m
for the experiment They wei • steei-

ynrd, am
and quality as the eircutnoUi — • would permit i

wan then tied up oi I Turnip*, at

on the ; and dra-

th* field, toad bj load, ,v

olear of top* and tx re aleo

brought from th* h'

The feeding-byre was roomy and * d, and
i four doable stalls, two for each lot, no that

w-p*r»t'\ and

.

freedom, coo fort, and air—
from III to 12 inch's deep. Into this hollow throw tho nearly j. -a Urmpera- f abr.

twelve drills of Turnips, and trim them up in a uniform
ridge, when a double torn of the th little

assistance from the spado, will cover them sufficiently

from frost and vermin. In ibis way I have found
Ton dps Ki

. 1 1 better, and I-hs loss of weight, than

other way I have tried. The only objection to ibis plan

Both lot-, of cattle j

dully, nearly on many on ii ML wioa Oat >'raw

ad libitum, for a period of 84 daya, wn*o it wai

they had I 'f omips, or an :

, perday toeaefa beaat rVomtbi
till they were <• I op, both lots of catt!<

ON STORING TURNIPS.
There are only two places on a farm where Turnips

can he conveniently stored—that is, at the homestead,
and iu the field ; and as each plan must be worked on a
different form, I shall here notice them separately.

1st. Storing at the Homestead.—I prefer storing as
many here as will last for six or eight weeks. The store
may be erected iu any convenient place about the
stackyard, or as near the byres as possible ; of wood, of
an oblong shape, from 6 to 7 feet wide, to give room
enough for a cart, and 4 feet high. The sides consist
of two rows of posts, pitted iu the ground about 6 feet
apart, and made close between with backs of trees, or
any old wood that may be at hand : for the sake of con-
venience, the store should be erected piecemeal, as the
process of tilling it goes on. Where wood is scarce, the
Turnips may be laid down in an oblong ridge, about 7

is tho length of time occupied in taking them up, and in loose abed*, four and four together, on beaded Turnip*
wet weather it is difficult to get them anything clean, and straw ; the first six weeks on V- . and
Another plan I have frequently adopted is to pull the th* re 1-! of tb<- tirn*- on G ' hare
twelve drills, and lay them iu three rows, of four drills ' tied them up carli'-r, but certain circumatence* pre-

each, which can be done without hindrance in the pro- vented this. Up U> the lime the experiment eomi
cess of pulling ; then colloct them into the centre row' the weather happened to be (-oft and fresh ; aod in that

in round heaps of about one cart-load each,—and where case, and at that season of the year, it is likely that

tho crop is goo I, the distance will not be far to bring little difference would have arisen in feeding on Turnip*
the Turnips into heaps of that size : a slight covering ol from the stores or from the field,

mould, from 3 to -1 inches deep, put on by the spade, li'.wcvr, just betran with the bad weather. aod continued

will in general he found sufficient protection. Tin- routs through two mouths of very severe frost and snow and
keep well iu this way ; and as they can be taken up a month of dry windy spring weather, both of which
more speedily, and cleaner, than from the lost-mentioned were surely well suited for testing the effects of Mored
stores, I om most in favour of this plan. The former Turnips. A reference to the- following table will show
mode costs 9s., and the laiter 9s. fid. per acre. The

j
the result of the experiment, and strongly indicate that

cost of storing per acre, in either way, will to some
;
the period of tr'al was quite long enough for the unfor-

exteut depend on the nature of the crop and the rate of
j

tunate animals that were fed from the fields from day
wages at the time ; but the foresaid prices are an average

|
to day.

Tabic showing the results ofJour calUefcd on stored Turnips, and thi same numfjer/ed ou Turnips dream
from the field as required, during a period o/84 dags.

Loty. No. Description ol" Turnips. January 28.

AVeight on "Weight on Weighton
February 25. March 25. April 22.

Increase of
weight during
the experiment.

I.

II.

1

2
3
4

1

2
3
4

1 Fed on Turnips J
|

stored in November
|

Fed on Turnips

[
pulled as required 1

)

cwt. qrs. lbs,

S
S 2

8 14
9 2

cwt. qrs. lbs. cwt. qrs. lbs. cwt. qrs. lbs.SOU 8 1 14 8 3 14

S 2 21 8 3 9 14
S 1 21 8 3 S 3 21
9 2 7 9 3 14 10 14

cwt. qrs. lbs.

3 14
2 14
3 7
2 14

cwt. qrs. UM.

2 "i 21

9
7 2 14
9 2 7

8

9 7 9 1 14 9 2 1472 21 737 73 21920 937 10 14
8 14 8 10 S 1 14

2 14
1 7

1 14 1

Balance in favour of stored Turnips
"

The cattle were always weighed at the same hour of

the day, and immediately before being fed, at 1 o'clock

p.m. The Turnips were grown on good sharp black

soil, chiefly with farm-yard dung, and yielded nearly

20 tons of Bulbs per acre, fresh and free from disease.

It may be expected that the animals would have in-

creased more in weight in three months' time, but it

must be remembered that young growing cattle do not

gain weight in the same ratio as they do size. The
above table gives results sufficiently favourable to prove

the propriety of Turnip storing, showing an increase of

animal weight of four young cattle, in the space of

three months, of 119 lbs. in favour of the stored Tur-

nips. Besides this, the healthy appearance of the cattle

in lot No. I. presented a striking contrast to those of

No. II., being sleek and fresh in their coat*, and better

down in the bellies ; whilst No. II. were dry in their

coats and lanky in appearauce. Altogether there was a

marked difference of appearance between the two lots,

such as a stranger acquainted with cattle would easily

perceive on entering the door of the feeding-byre ; and
I believed lot No. II. to be farther back than the difler-

euce of weight indicated. By the damage done to the
unstored Turnips, in pulling them from under the snow,
and the mischief by vermin, ecc, lot No. II. had 1 ton
more Turnips, wasted aud destroyed, in order to snpply
them with the same quantity as given to No. 1., being

equal to the produce of S poles of land, or one-twentieth

part of an acre, which, at 71. per acre, would be an
item of 7s.—fully adequate to store three-fourths of an
acre of Turnips. Prize Fssati by Mr. Porter in the High-
cand Society's Transactions.

of your correspondents, and lately " Devonshire *

stating the quantity of butter made in a year from one
cow to be 13 dozen, I will give the produce of three

cows from March 1st, 1851, to March 1st, 1852:

—

Weight of butter 714 lb., skimmed milt, sold at three

imperial pints for* Id., 2-)'. The cows were fed on
Grass and hay only. Anon.

J. D. Piper's Balance Shed, 185-4.—The 10th year of

Wheat after Wheat, without ploughing or digging.

Ext?
Rent
Tithes
Rates
Hoeing
Sowing

! Seed
\ Threshing
Reaping or mowing...

i
Manure

£ s. d.

2
7
3

1 15
10
6 6

16 10
9

2

- SIFTS. £
9 sacks 'Wtea-^ at

14 17

Straw, abcnt - I

£8 19 S

£- 7 1

Averages for the last six years :-

. W
-

?ih „
10th ..

Average quantirr per acre, 9
sacks. 2 bushels. 2 pecks

Average price per load. 131.

IBs. 6d.

Average profit per acre. 6 vears.

19s. lOd.

E

3
3 5
4 11
U 13

-

£6 19 1!>

Home Correspondence.
Dairy Produce.—Having seen in your Paper different

accounts of the quantity of dairy produce from several

All this on ground not at all calculated to grow Wheat,
but very much inclined to grow Thistles, Twitch Grass,

Black Grass, Coltsfoot, Simson, Bell or Land bine, Cats
Tails, and wild Oats : besides about 100,000 Ash trees

(at least they would be if I did not hoe them up), per
acre. There are also 50 timber and other trees to the
acre. /. D. Piper, Colne Engainc.—This is a very fine

story Mr. J. D. P., but " your field is a garden." ^ery
well ! I grant it is, and if every large farmer would
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largi fields into small ours, say one or two report on the accounts of the Society, along with the

teres each, and cause 50 timber and other trees to grow usual quarterly balance-sheets.

between all the divisions, he would have just as good a Ciuuslf. Mekti.no.—Mr. Simpson, Senior Steward

garden as J. D. X'.

PlanU <(.< Foo I for J/<»scs, Ca'tle, d-c.—
Your correspondent's remarks upon the Everlasting

Tea being likely 10 afford loud for horses are worthyof

•,.n. I find these animals at Grass will eat it

;

n the fact of having only a very limited quantity

t.i oxpi riment with cannot be very conclusive, and

although this plant with me grows from (i to 8 feet high,

it is no result to base a general estimation of what

n crop would be if the plants were grown at suitable

distances over a field. In the spring of 1853, 1 raised

from Mid two plants, which however grew that year

about 18 inches high, with perhaps three or four stems

of Cattle, and Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Senior Steward of

Implements, made reports connected with their respec-

tive departments at that meeting.

Tb.iai.of Reaping-Machines.—Mr. Raymond Barker

moved, ami Sir John Shelley seconded, a cordial vote

of thanks to Mr. Miles, M.P., for the liberality with

which lie had placed his crops, as well as his men and

horses, at the service of the Society, lor the subsequent

trial of the reaping-machines selected at the Carlisle

meeting ; ami for the kind hospitality with which he

received at Leigh Couit on that occasion the various

officers of the Society connected with that trial.—Mr.
Miles acknowledged the compliment so handsomely paid

each plant. These came up strongly, aud grew vigo-
: )jim b , |e Coun<.;] al,d he" expressed the satisfaction

rousiy the next year, running up into a shrub and: u wduW a(
. a„ tim ;ve to pl.omote in any way the

attaining a height of at least 6 feet bloomed and seeded i oW aud welfarfl of^ S(x..

profusely. Well-fed poultry eat the Pea, but not vora-
j

-^

oiously. ' This season the Tea has been offered to youn;

ii pheasants, which devoured them more readily

Chelmsford Melting.—Mr. Fisher Hobbs, as con-

necied with the local authorities, called the attention of

is a plant which posse'sses" bTtter" the Council to the necessity of every requisite arrange.

qualities, and is grea.lv preferred by both horses and !

™nt »e.ng made by the Eastern Counties Railway

poultry than the Everlasting Pea-I refer to the Company f

Jerusalem Artichoke ( Udiunthus tuberosum). In

1854 were planted in a part of a horse pas-

ture about 100 roots

Alter they grew up the

and well railed

wind enabled the

round
horses

reception of stock and implements at the Chelmsford

station.

Paris Show.—Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., English

Commissioner at the Paris Exhibition lor Agricultural

to get a tas'e, and such was their fondness for them
j

Implements and Machinery, transmitted an interesting

that the feuce was broken down by them, when the
|
report of the results of the trials, and of the very im-

stems were all eaten off to within 18 inches of the i portaut step which, he considered, had been taken in

ground, that is, devouring at least 3 feet of the top. !
France by the change of duty on English agricultural

This fence was repaired and the steins branched out, i
machinery imported into that country.

when the horses, by incessant rocking the rails, broke in Mr. Herbert, Consul-General of France in England

again, and in a very short time consumed the whole.

As might be expected the crop of tubers was not great,

transmitted to the Council a supply of the prize-sheets

of the exhibitions of breeding stock, and of agricultural

ami these in size were small. This last week I have
i

implements and products, to be held at Paris in 1855

taken from tliegardeu stems upwards of 7 feet high, and I
and 1857: these prize-sheets containing new and

given them to two horses ; these stems were at the root '
enlarged classes for the different breeds of English live

e;id about an inch in diameter ; at first the leaves and
j

stock. The Consul-General has further favoured the

about 3i feet at the top of the stem was eaten greedily, !
Council by stating that, by the imperial decree of the

but afterwards were returned to and munched up to 29th of August last, officially published at great length

within 18 or 20 inches of the roo'y and woody end.
J

in all its details in the MoniUur, and modifying the

1 have since cut up a few stems with a knife into about ! import Guties of machinery, implements, &c, the

iuch lengths, and find that then the whole is eaten. !
following rates have been fixed for agricultural imple-

It would no doubt soften if scalded or boiled, and might ments :•

thus be made very available. I may say that the
horses have very little to do, are in a most excellent

pasture with abundance of Grass, get very little corn
or hay

;
yet these Jerusalem Artichoke leaves and

stems would be a change of food, and too sanguine a de-

duction should not be hastily drawn from so limited a
trial. These same horses, however, last year eat the
dried leaves and part of the tops of the dried stems
which were cut down after they were dead and dry.

The tubers are much relished by both horses, poultry,

and golden pheasants. In couclusion I may state my
belief is that the Jerusalem Artichoke might be made
very valuable as a food for horses, and the stem6 could
be cut up in the ordinary chaff-cutter, and might after-

wards be bruised. If the stems were chiefly looked to

for a crop they might be cut down during the summer
when young, aud not so woody, and they would branch
out again fjr a second cutting. It would be futile to

estimate the probable production of such a crop if

grown in quantities from the small patches they are now
raised in in gardens. Holcus saccharatus thus sown
last May in the garden in a bed 10 feet by 4 feet is now
5 to C feet high, with a stem better than half an inch
thick at the root end. Horses are fond of both the
leaves and stem, and I think even if grown in consider-
able breadth would produce a heavy crop of horse food.

A few plants cut dowu less than two months ago have
sent up young shoots ; it has not shot any spike yet,

although it is found enveloped in the top leaves.

ffoardale.

The Hole.—Allow me to beg a corner of your agri-

Agricultural machines (not including
steam-engines) 15 francs per 100 kilog.

Reaping-machines 120 francs per 100 kilog
(Or, in English value, 6s. per cwt. for the first class, aud 4Ss.

per cwt. for the second).

Mr. Miles, M.P., took that opportunity of briefly

stating the satisfactory results of the Society's deputa-

tion to Paris, of which he, as the President of the I

Society, had been the head. As soon as the details were !

completed he would lay the report before the Council.

Trustee..—On the motion of Mr. Milward, seconded
by Mr. Jonas Webb, Lord Berners was unanimously
elected one of the Trustees of the Society, to supply the
vacancy created by the lamented decease of Mr. Pusey.
Mr. Pusey.—On the motion of Lord Portman, se-

conded by Colonel Challoner and Mr. Raymond Barker,
the following resolution was carried unanimously :

" That a letter be written to the family of the late Philip
Pusey, Esq., expressing the gratitude of the Royal Agri-
cultural Society of England for his services as Chairman
of tlie Journal Committee; and their great sorrow for his
early death. That it be engrossed on vellum, and signed
by the President, with the seal of the Society attached."

Implement Makers.—On the motion of Mr. Ran-
some, seconded by Mr. Garrett, a conference between
a certain number of the Implement Manufacturers, who
were exhibitors at Carlisle, and the Implement Com-
mittee of the Society, on certain points affecting the
future regulations of the implement-department at the
Society's country meetings, was granted by the Council,

and fixed to be held on Wednesday, the 5th of December,
at 1 o'clock.

Numerous communications, received from the Foreigncultural paper to speak in favour oL a very useful but
persecuted and proscribed race ofTieings—the sheep [

Office, were referred to Prof. V/ay ; and for these, and
roaster and park-keeper's best friends—namely, the ' other miscellaneous communications, the thanks of the

•noies. On the sheep walk or park the mole should : Council were ordered, when the Council adjourned to

their Monthly Council on the 5th of December, and
Special Council (for any overstauding monthly business)
on the 12th of December.

never be destroyed, for where this has been done the
sheep have been subject to that tiresome and infectious
complaint the foot-rut, as well as more subject to dis-

eased lungs, commonly called the rot ; and deer are also I

very liable to the same complaints as sheep. Eveu in Peterborough.—Mr. Whitwell in noticing the pre-
wet meadows the moles do good service by draining the sent prices of corn, said the farmers could not help
ground, and if the loose earth they throw up during the the prices being what they were. Who could say
winter be dispersed aud bush-harrowed in the latter that there was any holding back of corn at the
end of April or beginning of May, it will not be oflen- present time ? Who could say that there were
aive to the eye or the scythe, as little or none will be any artificial prices of corn at ibis moment ? With
thrown up during the summer. In lawus and gardens regard to the crops of this year, although there
they are mischievous, and must be got rid of ; but in was a slight failure in the fens aud on the light

5

soils, he
other places they are of the greatest service, not only in considered there would be sufficient corn to maintain
draining the ground but in destroying the wireworm the country. There was a deficiency abroad, and it was
and May bugs. No educated farmer would destroy a that which had caused the present high prices of corn,
mole, except in lawus, gardens, or arable helds. lalpa. In reference to the operation of free trade, he did not

think it had done any harm to the farmer. There
might be some little distress amongst them still ; but,
generally speaking they had now recovered from the

___., .

*

—

distress they had suffered some time ago. ReferenceROIAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND. ,vas then made to the necessity existing in farming for
Monthly Coukcil,_ November 7.—Lord Portman, intellectual ability. There was not a single department

President, in the chair. The names of 42 candidates in agriculture which did not tax the mental energies ol
for elect on at the next meeting were read.

,

the farmer, to the utmost. Take the breeding of stock,
llNAKCES.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

|

for instance. How many things were to be looked at
Finance Committee, reported that the current cash- and considered, if any one would succeed in that depart-
balance in the hands of the bankers was 1048/. He I ment. Then, as to manures. Why, they were regularly
also laid before the Council the Committee's monthly

|

besieged with all manner of things which were offered

Societies.

to them as manures ; and they needed to be very
careful, or they would be greatly cajoled out of their

money for all sorts of stufF. Then, again, as to

machinery. He did not wish to offend their mechanical
friends who were present, but realiy'if they went into the
shops of those gentlemen, they would try to persuade
them that a whole shop-full of machinery was absolutely

necessary to them. Machinery was necessary— if the far-

mer would supersede manual labour, he must have it. By
its means the farmer was now rivalling the manufacturer,
not only in the excellent manner in which they dressed
and turned out their corn, but in the precision with
which they did their business* After referring to the
landlord, tenant, and labourer, Mr. Whitwell remarked
that they were all learners in an inexhaustible study.

If they tool; one step forward, they found they bad two
more to take ; but they must press on, and continue to

advance.—Mr. Bird gave the meeting a short account
of what be had seen in a journey through France and
Belgium during the summer. He did not think the
farmers of England need fear anything from their

continental neighbours. In Belgium he found farming
was middling, but iu France it was very indifferent.

He saw very few horses in the fields ; the work appeared
to be done mostly with the old cow or a few beasts here

and there, but rarely any horses. He also observed

that there were very few men engaged in husbandry,

chiefly women being employed, and the -work was con-

tinued Sunday and working day. He saw ploughing,

carting, &c, going ou on the Sabbath just as on other

days. Mr. Bird visited the Paris exhibition, and spoke
to a gentlemen he met there about the English machines.

That gentleman told him that they could not do much
with the French, as the English machines were too

complicated for them, they could not manage them. As
to stock Mr. Bird saw very lew. In a journey of 800
miles he did not see 800 sheep, and not 40 beasts; he
did not know how they kept them during the winter,

for in his journey of about 1000 miles he did not meet
with an acre of Swedes—he saw about a rood. He
thought he liked old England best, for as soon as he
got here he found quite a different state of things. But
he must say—and lie lamented to say—that there was
still a great deal of laud in this couniry which might

be greatly improved ; a large quantity of land here

might, he believed, be made to produce much more
than it did. He did not think that Englishmen were
idle, but they must do more than they had done, and
keep their lands cleaD, and they would have better

crops.—Mr, Yeomau must refer to a remark of Mr.
Whitwell's. That gentlemen had said that the farmers

had been trampled upon, but he did not say how or by
whom. Having said what he did, Mr. Whitwell ought

to have gone further. Now, if a man entered upon any
business, be ought first to ascertain upon what terms he
was to take it. So a farmer, on taking a farm, should

first see what were his prospects. If he took a farm,

supposing that Wheat was going to maintain an average

price of from 80s. to 84s. per quarter, he would find

himself very much mistaken, and he would be to blame
to take a farm on such terms. Again, if he thought his

landlord would take advantage of the high prices of

corn and raise his rent, be ought to have a lease. A man
ought to have unbounded confidence in his landlord, and
if lie had not, the farmer was to blame. He thought

the fairest way was to take the average price of corn

for a number of years, and base the rent on that datum.
They knew that a short time since Wheat was selling at

a low price, but now it fetched a high price ; and he
would ask, if the landlord did not lower his rents when
corn was low, why should he raise them now corn was
high ? He expressed his opinion that the interests of the

landlord and the tenant were identical, and sat down
amid much cheering.—Mr. Whitwell had referred not

to landlords, but to free trade, when he said the farmers

had been trampled upon. While he was himself a free-

trader, yet he thought the farmers had been trampled

upon by. the suddenuess with which the change had

taken place.

Watlington.—At the late annual meeting of this

Society, the Rev. J. Clutterbuck spoke as follows :—
There never was a time—at least, within his own recol-

lection—when there was more necessity for forcing the

productiveness of the soil to the fullest extent than

there was at the present moment. A great moral obli-

gation was therefore resting upon them, as men, as

Englishmen, and as British farmers ; and he really did

believe the farmers were at the present time doing their

utmost to increase the productiveness of the earth, and
he believed that, in doing so, they were not only looking

at it through the narrow view of their own pecuniary self-

interest, but that they had at heart the great interest of

the people of this country. A little time ago—a time

that was in the lively remembrance of all present— the

agricultural interest passed through a phase of consider-

able depression. There was a time when the agricul-

turists of this country were wont to be told that

people did not care whether be produced corn or not,

for they knew who would ; but lie would like to know
if any man dared now to put aside the diligence and in-

telligence of the agricultural community. He said no
man would do so. If they looked at France, what
would they find ? They would see that the all-absorbing

t-ubject in that country at the present time—one which
almost rose above the general joy of the people at the

capture of the Malakofi'and the fate of Sebastopol—was
with reference to the necessary supply of food during the

coining winter, because, according to the official returns

i

published in the Moniteur—which spoke not like a
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newspaper in England, but emaoat.ug from the great

source of power in that country must bo regarded ae a

declaration of what was likely to occur, ho far u« human
calculationB could go— mid from that (statement, ibhuccI

'

on the authority of the French Govermcnt, it appeared

that there would thin year be a deficiency in their pro-

duction amounting to at least nno-lenth of the warns of

tho population, and the question arose bow was that

deficiency to be supplied \ Tlifs w»h a subject which

created great anxiety in Franco; and they snid, "We
must stop all exports, and do our iiowt lo promote im-

ports from every quarter/' That was tho state of tilings

now in Franco—in a country from which wo wore a

littto time ago drawing a large portion of our supply.

He wiih only too glad that, under tho proRfluro ol that

news from France, the English markets lni'1 not rison

bo much hh might reusonabfy have been oxpoctud, lo

saying that, it was not that ho did not wish tho agri-

culturists might not oontiuuo to receive full prices for

their corn, but ho was sure that they would all bo ready

and willing to acknowledge that there might bo pricos

of corn which were too high, llo said, then, thai there

was a great obligation resting on the British farmer*
No man twitted them by saying that they could do with-

out thorn, but they putted him on tho back, and called

him a. downright good fellow. The farmer bad gone
through it time of trial—he hud shown that ho was
not to bo beaten—and that with an increase of diffi-

culties his energies bad boon called forth ; and ho (Mr.
Cluttorbuck) believed there never was a time in which
Iho British agriculturist stood higher than he did til the

present moment.

•Hcb ictus.—-

—

Agricultural Statistics: A Lecture delivered at Thorncr.
By John Hannam, Secretary to the Yorkshire Agri-
cultural Society. Longman.

As the subject on which Mr. Hannam here writes has
within the l«st few days renccupied further attention,
wo may refer to this pamphlet us n successful discussion
of the grounds on which statistical inquiries into tho
food supply of a country may be defended— if defence
be necessary.

" The people of this great country," says Mr. Ilnn-
nam, " (and lamentable hath been the result in the
sister country,) have been taught to shut their eyes, and
open their mouths, and see what Providence would
send them ; while (he farmer has visited the markets.
with no more idea of the supply he must compete with,
or the price that his Commodity was really worth, than
if he were vending his produce in the planet Jupiter.

" No one ventures to deny the important uses which
information of this sort would serve. The politician

laments his ignorance of the rciil extent of the resources
of agriculture ; the land owner is similarly in the dark
as to tho true position of the interest in which he has so
large a stake ; the minister admits the value of
the information which such facts convey. Yet, still,

we have them not. Legislation, however, has gone on.

The man profoundly ignorant of the annual wealth pro-

duced by agriculture, speaks with the greatest confidence
of its high importance, or its absolute insiguifictince, to

tho general welfare of the country, as the case may be,

and without tho slightest misgiving as to the truth of
his opinion, declares that England is not an agricultural
country, and ought never to grow a blade of corn ; or
that its agriculture is at once its pride and its profit-
alike the producer of the materials of art, and the
source of the physical power which manipulates those
materials. In fact, ask in St. Stephen's, What is our
growth of food 1 and mark the answer. Let Mr.
Hoskyns reply. 'You can be told,' says he, 'every
bale of calico that leaves the country ; every box of

gloves or yard of lace that enters it ; you can hear how
much tea, coffee, sugar, and tobacco is consumed in the
United Kingdom ; but what is the growth ami what is

the consumption of corn ! The nearest weathercock
might be appealed to with about as much expectation
of a steady answer as the sources which exist, and are
usually taken as the data for calculation. Guess what
you please, between 12 and 25 millions of quarters per
annum, and you will have some statistician or other on
your side. ' Nihil sic impar sibi,' might be taken as the
motto of all.'

"

Again :—
" It is, however, principally from its influence upon

the price of agricultural produce, that the system recom-
mends itself to the farmer and the public.

" To both, the
sudden fluctuations in price are injurious ; they benefit
few, and injure the many. The farmer who se"lls regu-
larly seldom obtains the maximum price ; while the
speculator waits for it. A variation in prices :s in

accordance with the nature of things. Crops are affected
by many things beyond the farmers' control. The
vicissitudes of seed-time and harvest, unfavourable
climates, blights, insects, affect the amount of produce.
Bad crops are not always the consequence of bad farming.
Consequently it is proper that the consumer shoufd
assist in meeting these losses by an increase of price.

" This is legitimate rise and fall, springing from real
demand and supply. By the absence of any statistics,

speculative ' ups and downs ' are encouraged. The
market is open to be moved by any rumour ; and when
there is a real cause for a rise in the price, the poorer
farmer has too frequently sold his produce. He learns
that our crops cannot supply the markets, when it is loo
late. Agricultural Statistics, then, would enable him
to attain to a reasonable approximation to the quantity

forthcoming; and he would fix a price accordingly.]

'I hi! population of the country being dotcrmi I, it.

wants nro easily determined. Only lei ui knnwih
partitive quantity ol grain sown ; Its probable yield In

comparison with the previous year; rind w
'.-.II iviiii the Infoi m:»

!. in • made for the supply from abroad, and the ini

of demand at home flx what should bo 1 1

.

price ol corn. And If wo have confidence In out

ledge, wo ahull oxpect what to > certainty will happen,

to realise our price. The true facUol tin mnrki

not, at first, be understood by ail. Honco, the ; i

price will not always bo attalnod Immediately. But s

few years will maka the whole population, when they

Hot! the return", able to predict tile ii

Happy certainly ' How different now
| I'rom uwntof

i 1 data, the grower Is made n pi cu'ator ; and, without

information, he gambloi in the dark ; whi

tomeiH,- tie- capitalist, tho millor, and tin eori

in. pn ui. i fi "in ii ad ii , further than from hand
to mouth, for immediate den, nod."

Mr. I liiiuium relates bis own experience on this

point :—
" As a case in point, I'may mention, lliaf during the

harvest of 1846 I bought by auction > tack-yard for

upwards "I ' 007, ; and, In order to rcolii • a small profit

by eating the straw with catllo, I commenced tbi

Immediately and regularly during tii" winlcr. My fir»t •

Mile was White Wheat, at 10*. flu. per tin btuhol ,or
I l i. per quarter. My last sale was the tail Whi
32s. per load, or 85s, por quarter, I! ng no statistics

to appeal to, I 'd form in re n nn ri n igining abort

supplies ; and thus, by realising 60/. oi u i ,
I lot I

6001. in the price ol the grain."

Independently of the national and commercial value

of statistical information on our agricultural pri

there are the advantages to the agriculturist himself

derivable from a knowledge of the farm practice of the

whole country.
" Thus," says Mr. llannam, " even the returns which

have been mado of tho statistics of Scotland, and of this

district of Yorkshire, which are just published, present

features of interest to the farmer. For exam,.

learn that the acreage of crops in Scotland is as follows :

V.'le-.t

"Contemporary with itna, the .1 I ooof
thin county the one in which w an
I., .ii published. Thus wi it are have in thin

'
I '

•
I

: ' .

i m

471

'

i

ISI'll

Wheat ... ins. 201 Fallow ... 20,128 28,128
Hurley 207,007
Oats 982,994 in \

Ryo
Bero

3,80!)

ls.HH ™lfl
m'

A \ 1,427,790 1,427,790seeds, and 1 i

Clover. 'Turnip Seed 1,429 1,332,073
Permanent ) , ., -.,,.
pasture. J

-Beans 37,7112

Tens G.160. Meadow ...

Tares 13,4-12 Succpwnlks 0,553,812
Flax 15,670 63,983 Houses, )

mails, and , 130,538
Turnips 433,015
Potatoes ... H3.032 Waste ... 830,730
Mangold ... l.tllG Woods ... 413,391 9,1S4,?5S

Carrots 1,318 530,111

12,613,345
Grtoss r Animals.

Wheat •i,84s,499 Horses
Barley 7,G39,601 Milk Cows 292,385
Outs.!. 33,854,319 Cuttle 438 334
Here... 637,250 Calves 205.172

Beans 1,080,921 Ewes 50.289

Turnips .. tons 6,372,189 Tups and Wethers... 1

Potatoes 523,883 Swine 163.6S3

From this we gather that in each year there are

1,332,000 acres in white crop in Scotland, while in

Turnips and fallow there are 601,000 acres, and in
'

seeds 1.400,000, or a total of 2,006,000 acres fit for a
crop the ensuing year, independent of 26,000 acres of

Beau and Pea stubbles ; a state of iropping which cer-

tainly illustrates the high position hitherto claime 1 for

Scotch agriculture. There is no cross cropping ! If,

however, we tako half ibe seeds in roiat-on, say

700,000, which is as much as w-ould be ploughed in one

year—by adding it to 600.000 acres of Turnip and
fallow land, we have 1,300,000 acres of the quantity of

land fit for sowing. And this is the exact quantity

which the statistics show us is sown.

"If is clear, therefore, that at least 700,000 acres

remain under Grass every year, after the full crop of

'

white corn is sown. The great quantity of seeds which

stand for two years, indicate that the soil is not naturally

fertile. Upon good soil, crops of corn can be grown on
one year seeds. It would on such be a great loss to lose

a year, and by that means make the next urain crop too

luxuriant to be safe. This great breadth of Clover and
seeds, however, perhaps partially arises from the large

proportion of such which is mown for bay and for seed.

While this quantity is kept up, it is quite evident that

the fertility of the farm is safe. It will not diminish,

but it does not increase. Nevertheless, by mowing less,

and by grazing with sheep for one year only, along with
,

the use of artificial food upon the laud, and a still more
liberal employment of portable fertilisers— Scotland

may exhibit it in her returns, a much larger

average of Wheat, ss well as an increased average

of bushels per acre, that she show-s at present. Indeed,

it is clear that the soil upon which grain er.'ts

can be safely grown after two years seeds, upon the

system of one year old seeds, will bear the addition < f

artificial food and manure. And by regulating this

;

application judiciously, an increased breadth of grain
|

will be grown ; and, in many instances, an increased

quantity per acre obtained at the same time. The total

acreage of Wheat grown in Scotland, and the average
I

per acre of the crop—both much less than w-as antici-

pated—justify this reasoning. The fact of 26,000 acres

of bare fallow being all that Scotland has of her arable

soil unproductive, is a triumphant proof of her agri-

cultural energy. How it tells of Scottish perseverance '.

"It to the urn, snakais a*
those of Scotland,

under the plough, of whh
nip", and " Y :

. ' :'•> crops : ,-. I'ulw,

;
"II fallow,

• pan-
tor*), 1 to sow «nb
while crop. Wn bavatbus anexecMol
of whiti crop and lav

eoml i

"!• I., clear, therefore, then aro many at

in the district It i« true we are n»-»r lanre

He meat on an i
•

.

:. of more, vhite crop* than
usual. ISut this exeeaa ii mueh too gre»t to he thua
explained ; and ari^H a* fo low j— We have, in thia

district, 24,000 acres of open fallow-land, which *< nsa*
set down as principally unfit for Turnip*. Thi»
generally mann^-d on the three eonm ayatem ; and
will r<-| resent tret of land, the ;.r

tion of which requires draining. Twn-tlnrda of thi«,

therefore, will I* in grain crop, Le., 48,000 inv
36,000 seres.

to, the lota] aeaUa land.
Deduct %ntity farmed ©a the tferc*-

concje kblft.

And we have ... 214,000 Xf-rt- .;tb U ftffaoao

on the f'-tir-ovir*- I

And again, from ISS/jgo aere« of gwla crop, t>.« total la lio

Deduct .a griia b*l-.nrirg lo tte
72,000 acre..

And we lnive ... 107,000 acres of gr»in growing on It'

la ujliirattd on tb
" :

And this is exactly half the total quantity of arable-

land— a most satisfactory gards culuvaliou,

so far as the four-c riurse land is concerned.
" Interestingas these com[.\risonsare, and aatis'artnry

as our position may seem, whether wc compare the
compare the yield per acre or the rotation, npoo ih»
land which is drained and nnd.r the fonr-c/ttirf

the fact that out of 3,400.000 acres of arah'e

Scotland, we only find 26,1 M *ct<s in

while in a district of this county contain -7
acres, we find 24,000 in fallow, is a M
significant one."

We recommend any who m«y have been startled by
the speech of Mr. Packe upon the subject to read the-

lecture of Mr. Hannam.

Miscellaneous.
Irish Agricidtwal Statitlia.— As compared with

1854, we have in 135.5 an increase of 34.225 statute

acres in Wheat ; in Oats, 72.0 "-7 acres : -.

decrease in Barley, Bere. and Rye. of 19,539 acres ^

or a total increase in cereals of 87-293 st»tu'e acres ;

and of meadow and Clover, an increase of 53,373 acres;

but in Flax we have a decrease of 54,297. In gl
crops, from the operations last sprinj, we were not
prepared for the announcement of a decrease c I

acres of Potatoes in the present yetr. as compared with

1854, but such seems to be the cose. In Turnips there

is an increase of 37,327 acres, hot a decrease of

acres of all other green crops, in which are im
Mangold Wnrzel, Beet roo*. Carrots, Parsnips, Cut-bare,

Vetches, and Rjipe. so that in 1 S55 we harp, in

grain and green crops, a total increase of 112,-;S2 acres

under tillage as compared with 1854. Consider-t _

present state of affairs, beinn shut ont from Russ:a for

a lar^e portion of the Flax newssary for our mann'ac-
turfs. the decrease in tbe F ax crops is much to he

regretted, and in some degree unaccountable ; bo I we
str mgly suspect the fault does nr t lie in any inability

in our soil or onr farmers to produce that crop, but
may, in some degree, t-e attributed to the diSaculry

experienced in getting a sale for it in districts remote
from markets, and in the fall in prices which toot p^ace

within the last year, and therefore our farmers tarred
their attention to crops more marketofcle and con-

sequently, more valuable, and until manufactories are
brought within a reasonable distance of the producers,
a practical stimulus will not be niven to the cu

1

.:;-

of this crop. In the abstract which we present our
readers, showing the quantity of live stock in Ireland in

1855, as compared with that of 1854, we f.nd the total

increase in horses of various ages amotmts to S607 ; in

. 715 ; in si eep, a deere-ase of l'2ZJiS ; ar.d in
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Dfe^to a decrease of 168,325. As a matter of course,
|

UBiderillg the two returns and the lar-je acreable i

incr. ase in tillage of 112,382 acres, we must be prepared
,

to hear of a corresponding decrease in stock
;

this

accounts for the decrease in sheep, and also for the

increase in horses, for we observe that while there is

an increase of 3950 agricultural horses, there is a

doorcase of 193*2 of those used for traffic and manufac-

ture and only 201 of an increase of those kept for

aniu-inwnt or recreation, the rest of the increase being

in the young stoek. Should the war continue, we must

expect a further increase of tillage, and a decrease

amongst the live stock, principally amongst the sheep,

but we would entreat our agricultural friends not to

i the thing, as, should a peace ensue, which we

I

ere will, thev will not find it so easy to return to

pastoral affairs—besides the land will have suffered

tegree of exhaustion—to preserve an equitable

balance between their stock and tillnge lands, will iu the

long run pay best, and not only preserve their farms in

a h'gh state of fertility, but increase it Irish Fanners'

_^^—^—

—

Calendar of Operations.
—

—

OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER.
Forfarshire Glens, October 31. -The fact taat the grain pro-

duce of the country is de6cient is already well enough known, so

we need not dwell"upon it further than to state, that this high-

land district is no exception to the general rule. What was sent

u-i is now all secured, not however without some deterioration ; a

considerable portion was still exposed when the weather became

unsettled earlv in October, and was less or more injured either

on the stoek or slack. The deficiency of straw is at present

more apparent, and also more immediately felt than the deficiency

of corn, an anticipated shortcoming of fodder having had a

depressing influence upon the cattle markets; on wintering stock

gTaxiers' profits have been reduced to a low figure, and in some

cases annihilated. The produce of Grass, like that of corn, was
deficient, and in consequence cattle gained less during tbe season

than usual. Potatoes are an abundant crop, and of excellent

<|tialitr, and at present are selling at a very moderate rate, viz.,

50*. per ton; all who can would do well to fill the bunker now, as

such a low figure is not likely to continue, with Oatmeal at 2s. 4 d.

per stone, and the 4 lbs. loaf at 9£d. Turnips are »fnll crop; the

bulbs are sound and bulky, and with favourable weather will

still swell considerably A seeming abundance of this crop has
bad an exhilarating effect upon the sheep sales, which have ter-

minated satisfactorily. Aged black-faced wethers have brouerbt

fully 5 per cent, over last year's prices, and may he quoted at

nbout 305. a head, although some crack lots have exceeded that

figure by two or three shillings. For rearing black-faced wethers
our glens are unrivalled, and it becomes matter of local regret, as
well as of public loss, when any of them are set apart for a less

bt-neticial object. Spare ewes have gone at about last year's

rates, these varying, of course, greatly according to quality. The
flecks in general are in average condition, and are now being
washed and put in trim for wintering. Many receipts for wash-
i i

_- have been offered to the public—some of them of value, many
more worthless, but none are equal to tobacco juice, when the
u''"nuine article can be got, for at once killing the vermin, clean

ing and soothing the skin, and promoting the growth of wool.

The topics of greatest local interest at present are the high rates

p-omised for farms and paid for produce. So soon as a faim is

put into the market, men come forward and bid fearlessly, and
.;me think foolishly, rents far exceeding anything ever before

paid for the same land. If it be true that we can only estimate
The future from our experience of the past, many who are now
taking farms are either knaves or fools; knaves who have nothing
to lose, and who, getting into a farm, get into credit, and for a
time move in a position in society which they were never fitted

to occupy, or who expect, when prices fall, to work upon the
Rvmpathies of their landlords for a reduction of rent to suit the
altered times; or fools, who, without calculation, run and bid
extravagant rents because others do so. If landlords will choose
the highest bidders as their tenants, without regard to character,
they ought at least to hold them to their bargain, such a course
1>eing the most consistent for themselves to follow, and ultimately
the mo3t conducive to tbe general good, otherwise in such a
-competition the man who honestly intends to fulfil his obligations
has no fair chance. It is to be hoped that a speedy and successful
termination of the war will introduce a better state of things,
and that the allied nations will commemorate their success by a
treaty recognising free commercial intercourse with each other,
-And inviting all nations to join in it who are willing to trade on
terms of mutual reciprocity. S.

Farm near Hexham: Nov. 5.—The latter part of the month
which has just closed has been cold, wet, and stormy, while the
narly part of it was fine, of which advantage was taken for lifting
Potatoes, sowing Wheat on bare fallow, and cleaning fallows for
next year. The Potato crop has been good, but with rather more
small among them than usual from the check tbey received by
the frost in September, and in some instances they are a little

"aioted. Enough of the corn crop has now been threshed to show
that both in quantity and quality it is below an average. During
the early part of the mouth we succeeded in making some pro-
'^resa with the cleaning of our fallows, and the rains came very
*easonahly for enabling us to plough our Clover leas for Wheat.
The weather however still continues broken, which rather
hinders sowing. Cattle and sheep have all been on Turnips for
sometime, the former in the yards, and the latter on the fields.
Our Rtocks are still turned out during the day, getting a feed of
Turnips at night, and tops on the Grass during the day, not
f hat we like the system, but to eke out our Turnips, which are
TAther a short crop, and bid fair to be very high priced ere the
winter is over.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted GuOd by the Makers.

TOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen's
<J Cutlery Works, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
T R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southward
'' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-

siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials

for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,

Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the

Manufactory ns above,

BY
HER

MA J ESTY'S

ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Works,ED E N C H , Patent Hothouse
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the frame work, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent stronpr glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references

can be given, and Printed Price L ists sent.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R^ofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Sox have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

T
BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,

AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.
HIS is the Original Patent for Important Improve-
ments in Stable Fittings, Bay-box, Manger, and Water-trough

as one fixture, including a
method surpassing all others
for conveying the straps and
halter-weights to the back of
the fitting to prevent the horse
being cast in the stall. Stable

Fitting3 of every description, plain, enamelled, or galvanised.
Also the newly invented Loose Box Fittings, Surface Gutters
with moveable cover-plates, Stable Posts, Ramps, Sills, and all

kinds of Stable Furniture in stock.

James Baeton, Iron Founder. &c, 370, Oxford Street, London,
MANUFACTURER or KITE'S PATENT VENTI-
LATING and SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty (200 on Buck-
ingham Palace). In use also on St. James's Palace,
Windsor Castle, Government Offices, &c. &c. Zinc,
30s. each ; cast iron 35*. each ; the latter as durable
as the building itself. Illustrations and testimonials
forwarded on receipt of two postage stamps. Address

Barton's Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, London.

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
ii 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Macbe* Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed. The same prices charged at all the
Establishments.

\/J ETCALFE, BINGLEY, and CO/S OATMEAL
™J and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (registered Nov. 3, 1854).
Price Bd. each. This soap will be found the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It preserves
the hands from chapping, and renders the skin soft and agree-
able.—Sold wholesale and retail by the inventors and sole manu-
facturers, Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co., Brushmakers and Per-
fumers to H.R.H. Prince Albert, 130b and 131, Oxford Street.

Caution,—To prevent fraud, each tablet bears the registered
mark and the names and address of the inventors, as above.
Metcalfe's ALKALINE TOOTH PO WDER, 2s. per box.—

The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
fumers, &c.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING,

COMBINING ALL THE MODERN IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CONSTRUCTION, BUILDING
HEATING, and VENTILATING HOT-HOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, PINE PITS, and every other

kind of Garden structure, by a practical Gardener and Horticultural Builder of 25 years' experience as Head
Gardener to his Grace the late Duke of Northumberland, at Syon House, and her Majesty's Royal Gardens,
Windsor, Kew, &c. Designs and estimates furnished for Garden establishments. Every description of

Horticultural Erections, Churches, and other public and private buildings effectually warmed and ventilated, and
the success guaranteed, by a newly invented corrugated and perforated boiler and heating apparatus on application to

J. W. THOMSON, F.L.H.S., Hothouse Builder, Landscape Gardener, and
Garden Architect, Exotic Nursery, King Street, Hammersmith.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.

Notices to Correspondents.
Clat Buhjjuw: "B" would very much oblige many inquiring

correspondents if he would be kind enough to describe the
method oj'burning the day, by which he effected so great an im-
provement in his land.

Coal-ash: D S. Coals vary exceedingly in the quantity of ash
tbey contain, and they cannot be classified as containing much
or little respectively, according to the designation you specify

;

for north country coals vary between 2 and 10 per cent , New-
castle coals between 2 and 0. Lancashirecoals between 2 and 11,
and Welsh coals between 1{ and 10—the differences being
according to the particular bed or mine from which the speci-

:<re taken. Coal ash is generally so mixed with imper-
bumed material, that it is to be considered useful chiefly

for its influence on the texture of the soil.
Deaimso with Peat: Amherley Weald. Mr. Smith, of Deanston,

peats cut with a curved spade, so that the successive spits
dned became horse-shoe tiles fit for use.
is Si-PEP.rnosruATE or Lime : Cor. Place 5 cwts. (or 12

Duabels bones) on an earthen floor, surrounded by a rim of
•JSni B

:
pouron as much water as the bones will suck up, andam pour on 2 cwts.of sulphuric acid; it will boil somewhat

"ly for a while: when this has subsided it will get toler-

tn/J :
'ii"i'

"?''''•"• »*w "id »» may be shovelled up together,and will be at for drilling in a dav or two. -

H
COTTAM AND HALLEN

AVE made important additions to their original
HACK AND WATER TROUGH AT ONE FIXTURE,

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

Invention of PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER
the main features of which are shown in -the above engraving,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.

O The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be
used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as tbe long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of

the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGEES are constructed in the best possible manner, botb as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.
Improved Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner''Mangers,
Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WOKKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—Descriptive Catalogues and Estimates on application.
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HORTICULTURE *
]

ll\J ALL a>,M rptl A BRANCHES.

JOHTT WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

i.
tan-

!

'

1

i SPfH-

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS.
I""HB NOHIIJTV and QENTEYftbout to oroot Hor-

• tloulturnl Buildings, or Ox Hot-wator Appirntmi. will Ond
at out Horticultural Butnbllnli

mOnt mill MotllOUHO Woi'kll,

I
IClng'B Kimil, OliolBeft, nn—aua

iiK;

ill vn farIotyofHotbouHOfl,Oroon
hounoRi Connervntor I oh, ritu, &o.,
orcotou. Hurt in inii operation,
oomblntna nil modern Improve

moots, so Hint it lady or gontloman can boiqoi tho dosorlpl I

House bent adapted for (ivory t'CfLulrod purpose

Tlio SOT-WATER APPARATUS, whirl, punhob through all

«nm«wMfHi tlia MoaeoH and ritu

S^3 $FT><1 affording both top

and bottom boat, li

in constant opoi <

lion null particularly
worthy of attontlon.

Muny of dm FIouflGfl and Pits are of wide nnd lofty dlmonsl i.

Hid together equal In lonsth 1000 foot. Thoyaro nil offaetually
heated by one hoiltr, whloh, during the severe winter months

does nut, oobI in labour and fuel

more than 8a Bd, por day, ami
the apparatus in bo arranged
that OAQh Mouse or Pll may be
heated separately and to tho
required temperature. Tho
Bpfondld oolleotlonB of Store

ami OrcfuliouHO Plantn are alno In the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at vory low prices. AIko a fine collodion of
utrnng Grape Vines in pots, from oyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models.'and Estimates of Horticultural BulldlngB; also

Catalogues of PlantH, Vinmi, SoodH, ftc, forwnrd^l mi application
in .John Wkickh & Co., King's Road, CholHoa, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
TOI1N WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-

*' tiotiHural Builders anil Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural scionco Is fully carried

out in all its branches.
Tho accompany inn

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. Tin -ie

Hollers aro very power-
nil, durable, and econo-
mical. Tho whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one hoifi-r, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of

16,000 superficial feet
of glass. Duringthe lata

severe winter it only
cost us 3«. per day for
fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of boat. Any
numberof forcing-houses

can be heated by one of
mr Boiler.'', and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
.and Estimates ot Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Wkeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

V r i r E

Sooooo^
ASH PlTi

T^ENDERS, STOVES, AND FIRE-IRONS.—
-»- Buyers of the above are requested, before finallv deciding,
to visit William S. Buiiton's SHOW ROOMS. "They con-
tain such an assortment of FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES,
FIRE-IRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY' as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of
design, or exqnisiteness of workmanship. Bright stores, with
bronzed ornaments and two sets of bars, 21. 14s. to 5?. 10s. ; ditto.

with ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 5/. 10s. to 12?. 12s.

;

Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, from 7s. to 37.; Steel
Fenders, from 21. 15s. to 6/. ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from 21. 16s. to 71. 7s.; Fire-irons from Is. 9d. the set to 41. 4s.

Sylvester and all other Patent Stoves, with radiating hearth plates.

All which he is enabled to sell at these very reduced charges.

1st,—From the frequency and extent of his purchases : and
2dly,—From those purchases being made exclusively for cash.

GAS CHANDELIERS and BRACKETS.—
The increased and increasing use of gas in private houses

has induced William S. Burtox to collect from the various
manufacturers all that is new and choice in Brackets, Pendants,
and Chandeliers, adapted to offices, passages, and dwelling-rooms.
as well as to have some designed expressly for him ; these are

ON SHOW over his SIXTEEN LARGE ROOMS, and present,

for novelty, variety, and purity of taste, an unequalled assort-

ment. They are marked in plain figures, at prices proportionate
with those which have tended to make bis Establishment the
largest and most remarkable in the kingdom, viz., from 12s, 6d.

(two light) to 1GL 16s.

J AMPS OF ALL SORTS AND PATTERNS—
*-J William S. Butiton invites attention to bis season's SHOW
of LAMPS. It embraces the Moderateur (the best Parisian
specimens of which have been carefully culled), Argand, Solar,
Campbine, Palmer's Magnum, and other lamps for candles; and
comprises an assortment which, considered either as to extent,
price, or pattern, is perfectly unrivalled.

Pure Colza Oil, 5s. B&, per gallon.

Palmer's Candles, 9<7., Old, and 10d, per lb.

Patent Camphine, 3s. lOrf. per gallon.

The alterations and additions to these very extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which have occupied the
whole year, are now nearly completed. They are of such a
character that the entire of EIGHT HOUSES is now devoted
to the displav of the most magnificent stock of GENER-VL
HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver,
Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads aud
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford
to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not bo hoped for elsewhere.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 8, Newman Street; aud 4,5,
and 6, Perry's Place. Established a.p. 1S20.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

j
JOB] ION' I

pa i i/. i BARLEY, for making
I *> superior BARLEY WATKB Inlfim
obtalnod the patronagi liar Mi
bill he . b<M omfl ol a I u -

l

i
i

i ho
1

| to] no I ll '!.'<! )-

nutritious, and IftfJil to* dforlnfcnl i
i d I n i

dold i
I

i-

thickening Broths or Boups.
1 1 o 1 1 1 . on 1

f [i v anoa 'i

Itavo boon held In constant i •<'

the piirosl fai Inn ol the Oat, and m
preparation foi makli nnd dollcateORl
a light and nuti Itlou

i .i
i old and Influenza, Ih ofjj I i

alto i'iy with the Patent Uai ley, Is 1

1

[nl I blldn n

Proparod onl y bj tin P toi I i

Pin voyo\ i to li mn, (M, Bed Lion Bir« I I

Hold hy All roBpoetabln i , D In Town
iimi Country, In pai koLs ol •

' and \t,\ and 1
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i

.

ill I A R i i ;i nti i

' to i l
iduco

a restore tho Hair froi

strength i n It, prevent Its falling oil and
|| h ii.

i i
Hi. i, n i

i . || nded by
up i u .

..i 100 phyali Ian . fi bi ad ol

hair, iimi averting baldnc in, Bold by all Chom
'.•hi froc on recslpl of 24 pi li.i, fW,

Castlo Btroot,Ni t,0 ford lreot,Lon
1
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' My head, which wr '
I ew hair,"

Mni. I!i i > i

Sergeant Ctiavrh "Throuicli ualng ll I I i a «n exccllnnl

moustache." Mr. Yat\ VUq jroung man lion non
pair of wlij kora. Ijwant ckal

DR. Di- JONCH'S

|

I r; || T II ao W N CO D Ll V E U OJ L
I i DR. LETHEBY,

ProfoBsor of ' Innmlsti j and To leol
'

logo o itao Londi a Ho pltnl, Hi dli al i Ifflccr ol Hi

the city (>( London, Cbemli al Ri 11 n c t< itlon "f

London, Ac, 8tc, Ac.
" 1 have frequently had occasion to analyse the Cod Liver Oil

which i'i BOld at your establishment, I mean that variety which
la prepared for mudlclnal nse in tho Loffodon I lea, N<-rwny, and
Bent Miin commorco with the sanction "i l»r. i" Joxon, or the
Hague.
"In all COeOfl 1 hAVfl found it posHc«ulng tho BSmfl

properties, among which the presence of ehoialo compounds and
0l Iodine in a state of organic combination aro the rnont remark-
able; in fact, tho Oil corresponds In »ll hn charm
named * Hulle hruno/ and described us the best variety In tho
masterly treatise of Dr. Da Jokoii.

"
I i i -, I BKLtaW, i S I i i miv a.

i SOWI.BDOBD that Tills

DBBCmiPTION OF >'ii. BAfl OH] VC iiir.i..M!i i; : ami,
PBOM MY IHVSSTIOATIONa, 1 DTAVB HO DOUBT or ITS np.fXO A
rUHK AND UNADULTEBaTBD AfiTJI m.

" College Laboratory, London Hospital, Sept. 24,
Sold only In bottles, capsuled and labelled with Or. Of. Joxon's

Signature, without which rohb abb osyuiNB, by ANSAB,
HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London, Dr. D« I

sole Consig-nees; and by most respectable Chemists in town and
country.

Half-pints (10 oz.), 2s. 6cL; Pints (20 oz.), 4s. 9d.; Quarts
10oz.),9s.: IMPERIAL MEA SURE.
pOLDS, COUGHS, A8TIIMA, I M'l.l 'EN/A, and
V> DISEASES of the CHEST andHErtlNGS; arise chiefly fmr»
alternations of Temperature. Painful and troublesome as these
diseases are, they may be speedily and effectually removed by
the judicious use of

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR.
SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR is admirably adapted to

promote expectoration, ease the breathing, loosen the phlegm,
abate fever, and allay the tickling sensation which occasions the
cough, without tightening tho chest ; and for all temporary and
local affections—such as wheezing, irritation of thf ihroat, palpi-
tation of the heart, hoarseness of the voice, influenza. &c —it
affords Immediate relief. While in more Chronic diso
periodical coughs or inveterate asthma, it is equally valuable in
its effects, although, of course, a longer perseverance in the use of
the article is required.

•«* Ask for Spencer's Pulmonic Elixir.
Prepared only hy T. Roberts & Co., Crane Court, Fleet Street,

London; and sold wholesale and retail by E. Edwards, 6", St.

Paul's Churchyard; Barclay <fc Sons, 05, Farringdon Street;
Sutton & Co., 10. Bow Churchyard; Hannay & Co.. 63, and
Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London; and by all respectable
Chemists and Medicine Vendors in the Kingdom. In bottles

at Is. IJt?. aud 2s. 9rf. each. •«• Tbe bottles at 2*. 9tL contain
nearly as much as three small ones.

OLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS £FFI*
CACIOUS REMEDIES FOR BAD LEGS.— Mr. H.

Jones, of the Blue Boar, Llanerchyonedd, had a very bad leg,

completely covered with wounds, to cure which he tried all

available remedies for more than six months, but without
success at last. A clergyman recommended him to try Hollo-
way's Ointment and Pills. After using them for a short time,
the wounds began to heal, and in a few weeks bis leg was per-
fectly cured, ingratitude for which Mr. Jones will answer any
inquiries about it.—Sold by all Medicine Vendors throughout
the world; at Professor Holloway's Establishments, 244, Strand,
London, and SO, Maiden Lane, New York: by A. STJ
Constantinople; A. GrUTDiCY, Smyrna; and H. Hoods, Malta.

Sales bx) auction.

A CONIfCNMCNT TPOM MR. JEAN VEfUCHAFFELT
OT CMM;T,

MKLLIAI

ORCHID* IMPGCTCG AND CtTABLIt'-
n j '

TO BE SOLD, the LEASE of about 6 Acres of the
best LAND in Middlesex, about four miles west of Hyde

Park Corner, just fit for a Nurseryman or Florist. Coming in
about 2001. The present proprietor declining tbe business.

—

Apply to Mr. Sw uks, Tbe Lodge, Netting Hill.

TO BE LET, a NURSERY and~SEED BUSINESS.
A —John Young begs to say that he is desirous of treating

with a Tenant for his Nursery Ground, which he is at present
occupying himself, and which offers an elig ; ble opportunity to

any one wishing to enter on tbe business. ^T!ie Stock is

and tbe quantity of Land may be made to suit the convi
of the Tenant—For further particulars, apply to John Young.
Elm Cottage, Taunton.

FLORISTS' BUSINESS.
TO BE SOLD, the NURSERY GROUND.

GREENHOUSES. &c, of tbe late Mr. Henry Groom, at
Clapham Kise, Surrey, and the G^dwiU'of the welb«stablished
Business to be sold by Private Contract. Tbe Prer.-

of a strip of ground held rent free, subject to six months' noti

held at the low yearly rentofSOZ, lor an unexpired termof3
from Michaelmas 1S55. aud comprise SJ acres. Front entrance in
the Clapham Road, and back entrance in tbe Bedford Road.
The Buildings consist of a handsome Show-house in the front,

and Greenhouses. Hothouse. Pits, Sheds. &c The hon-
ing, late in tbe occupation of Mr. Groom, is not comprised in the
Lease, but may be rented.—The Premises may be viewed on
application, and further information obtained of Messrs
theroe & Morris. American Nursery, Leytonstone, Essex: and
of Messrs. Barnes & Bekxakd, Solicitors, No. *2, Great Win-
chester Street, London.

tP«

JJ

"i mi,;

ORCHIDS,
Tin

Mlt. .1 < . BTEi J-

fluy, tbl

Anrldi

many r*ry rarr and .v

TO GENTLEMEN FLORIST ANOMPROTHEROK
by Auci

Etanuni m

HrAiidard ait'l Dwarf
'«. nuiiiwtstM

. unlu,
la fp'ribimda

—On view ibe i

.Mart; and tbe A

TO GENTLEMEN, NURSERrM-.N, AND OTHER!
MESSRS. PROTHEROE i MORRIS are in-

[9th, and follow!Dg day,

\ I blnes4 ArboM I

feel ; largo Fan an<l

ited and gr--'-r. f

Mountain Ash ; SUndmrdarul Trai
and Currants :

capital Camellias, well wt with bloom ; IfhnVuUfplriaas, As
Standard and Dwarf I

be viewed prior to the tab*, w
'•', the principal Seed»men I

American Nursery, L#yt/>n-'

. t P~T
lyiBSSBS, PROTHEROE &» MORRIS a

tttt

Uct,

-May

CHOICE
,. PROTHEROE

'*-* strocted I Sale by Aoctioo at the
Mart, Bartholomew Lane, .

12 o'clock, by order of the 1 thim, of
Stoke-up
costly bed of TULIPS. Tl - bu *p*red oelther
trouble nor exrens* h • r«ri«ti«a aad of the
finest strains; and th- ; -. an -^pportaniry touaatnax
to enrich their collection with Karoe and raluable Tarwsies s*
does not often occur. In Koaes there are Searr,
Eliza Cook, Mary Ann. Carouse de Cralx. Tbe It

1

1
' i mtmi

comprise Golabanit, Fanny Kerr.Vh. Na^leoa. Lord Xeftsoa.
Salvator Kosa. Wallace. Thalia. Maad of Athma. N-^ra Crytna,
Parmegiano. Pandora, Due de Bordeanx. Amonrvt tb« Bizarrea
rill be ! ind Pomp*- Funehre, D a«Un Vivid,
Leonidas, Milton. Everar.1, A-c. I n addition to th«M I

many newly broken flowers from the Seedlings cf Slater's aad
Norman'*, anil the best selected varieties from the ffV*bnltd
Chellaston Seedlings.— Catalogues may be had at the Mart; of
the principal Seedsmen in London; and of tha ft m li swan,
American Nnrserv. LevtonstAne. Essex.

CONCLUDINC SALES T^i* SEASON.
\/f R. HASLAM will Sell by Auction, at tbe Mart, on
W-A TUESDAY, November 13. and three foOovrinjr
Choice Selection of Standard and other Rosea, Dutch Bulbs,
several varieties of British Orchids, inclnding Lizard. 4c Also
some first class Pinks, Pansi i, -hrnba.
Fruit Trees. &c.—Catalogues at the Mart, and of tbe AoctioBBSer
Epping, Essex.

- !• -I TIMBER at Casfei

- of them dean grown Trees, and of nensnaflf
large dimensions, 300 Alder, 50 Oak. 25 Bfaa, 5» Fir. and a
few Lime, Willow, and Birch.

MR. HUMBERT will Sell by Auction, at the Rose
and Crown Inn, Watford, on WEDNESDAY, Nowaber

14th, at 2 o'clock, an nnnsnally fine lot cf Ash. enr-rising 490
Trees; also 50 Oak. 300 Alder* 630 Fir, and some Willovr. birth.
Lime, and others.—May now be viewed, and Catalogaee saay be
had at tbe Inns in tbe neighbourhood, and free by post of Mr.
Huxbef.t. Land Agent, Watt

NURSERY~CROUNDS, UX3RIDGE RO* Dr^EALlNCT
\ I ESSUS. KING .on SON an ir Mr. R.
^'-* S. M''un'joy. who is relin^aishirp t> ?•

'
- ~-

Sell bv Auction on the 1 HUR5-
DAY. and FRIDAY" nest, at I

.

Valuable Nursery Stock in fine eoaditSen —Ay the
of roblemen and gentlemen as well as the trade, eca-

prising Evergreens ar - - RhsdA-
dendrons. Asaleas, Kalmias. P Trees in collec-

tion. Standard and Dwarf Roses of the choicest kinds. Herbaceous
Catalogues had on tbe Premises.at tbe Int.-

neighbourhood, and at tbe Offices of Messrs. Kjt
ts ~irvfy:r^. Valuers. &c^ B-i&.r.t ford-

V. A I D EN HE A D.

MR. J. WILLMER will Sell bv Auction on the
Premises, Ceejst: II udenbead. oo MON

I

Norember 12, aad nro following days
- Nursery Stock, comprising Taxeda

s Napo-
.. ..

j
|

ta, Finns
Irish Yews, striped and

l, Standard and Dvr 5| -Dee and
S . Plane. Labar-

nnm. P Scafcale and Aspara_ r 'andarfl

and Dwarl ;
; GreenboBSC -TLbr^^es, Pits.

-k prioT to the
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This dnv is published, price 2«. &(.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1856.

With it Coloured Plate by Jorra Leech, Mid numerous \\ ood

EnenTlbEa by Jobs Lbecu nod .Ions Tessibl.
i

i tStreel

..-.irs.i.iv. ill.- S i.ir.i.olc Day), will be

published, in T«nty-«lgtat pages, stitched, price id.,

THE HOUSEHOLD WORDS ALMANACK,
For The Yeah IS56.

HOUSEHOLD WOUDS OFFICE, No. 10, Welukotos Street
\ 11. Strasd,

NEW SERIAL WORK BY MR. CHARLES DICKENS.

Dnlform with "Doinmv «stj Sox," "David CorrunnELD,"
• Bleak House," &c&e.

On the Thirtieth of November will bo published, to he com-

pleled in T« inty Monthly Paris, pricffOne Shilling each, Hie

Kir»t Monthly Part ofa Kew Work ofFiction, called

LITTI.i: DORRIT. By Charles Dickens-
With Illustrations by Hablot K. Browse.

v I'vini, 11, l'oiiverie Sireet.

POPULAR EOITIOM OF MR. FORSTER'S LIFE OF
COLOSMITH.

This day is published, in crown Svo. price 7s. 6iL, with 40 Wood-
cut", a Popular Edition of

<T>HE LIFE AND TIMES OF OLIVER GOLD-
JL SMITH. By Jons FonSTER.

•«• A Librarv Edition of the same Work is also published,

in T«d \ i uniform with Murray's British Classics.

Bbadbpbt & Evass, 11. Bonverie Street.

.lust published, in Svo, price Gs. cloth,

TX'IN'E DUTIES, considered Financially & Socially:

» \ Being a Reply to Sir James Kmerson Tennent on " Wine,

Its Taxation" anil Uses." By W. BosvlLLE James.
London: Loxouax, Brows, G p.ef.st, & Longmans.

WORKS PRINTED

WALTON AND MABERLY,
28, Upper Gower Street;

and 27, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

In crown Svo. with 30 Woodcuts, price 7a. Gd. cloth,

T'HE ART of PERFUMERY and the METHODS
1 of OBTAIN IN the ODOURS of PLANTS: With

Instructions for the Manufacture of Perfumes for the Handker-
j

chief, Scentod P.nvders, Odorous Vinegars, Dentifrices, Pomatums,
|

tlques, Perfume. 1 S>^ap, &c. ; and an Appendix on the

Colours of Flowers, Artificial Fruit, Essences, &c. By G. W.
!

Septimus Pibssr, Analytical Chemist, Author of "The Odours

of Flowers," in the Gardener? Ohronicie, &c.

London: Longman'. Brown 1

. (Trkhn, a> Longmans.

ON THE VINE DISEASE.
In a few davs will be puhlislied, price. Is.

A PAMPHLET ON THE VINEYARDS OF
EUROPE; with Suggestions for the Immediate Preven-

j

tion of the Disease, founded upon Natural Laws.
Also Jasies Cutotli/s POTATO PAMPHLET, with 20

new articles, 2s. ; J. C. on Market Gardening round, London,
|

ls.Bd—Post free, sent by the Author, James Cuthill, Cam- I

berwell, London .
I

In Svo, price lis. boards, fifth edition, enlarged,

ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES; a Treatise,

describing their Symptoms, Causes, Varieties, and Treat-

ment. With numerous Cases, and a Medical Glossary. Including

the Management of Pregnancy and Lying-in. Bv T. J. Graham,
M.D„ M.R.C.8.
"An admirable parformance"

—

Tiatk Herald.

"A mavs of information indispensuble to those for whom it is

intended."

—

Blackwood's Lady's Magazine.

London : Published by Simpkix & Co., Paternoster Row ; Hat-
cqabds, 1ST, Piccadilly; and TEGG & Co.

Br the same Author, llth Edition, with additions, pricelGs.,

MODERN DOMESTIC .MEDICINE. A compre-
hensive Medical Guide for the Clergy,Families,& Emigrants.

" Of all the medical guides that have come to our hands, this is

by far the best. For fulness and completeness they all yield the

palm to Dr. Graham's."—Bonner, August 1S53.

"Invaluable. Unquestionably the best in the language."

—

Literary Times.
London : Published hy Simpkin, Marshall & Co., Statiouer's

Court; and Whittakeb & Co. Sold by all Booksellers.

PRICE. FOURPtNCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
/CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
V> LAST, NOVEMBER 3, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two Urge Quarto Pages.

Reviews op, with Extracts from—
17 1story of the Reign of Philip i Memoirs of the Life and \Vrit-

the Second, King of Spain
Bv W. EC. Prescott.

Mnitre Favilla : Drama, in

Three Acts, and in Prose.
By George Sand.

The Polar Star: a Russian Re-
view. [PolyarnxyaZvyezda]

1

The Fur Hunters of the Far
West. By A.Ross.

With Shorter Notices op

ings of James Montgomery.
By J. Holland and J. Everett.

Notes on a Yacht Voyage to

Hardangsr Fjord, and the
adjacent Estuaries.

Minor Minstrels—Thom'sC'etn
—Cole's Legends in Ver.*e

—

Incus's Briar of Th reave

—

Gurney'slphigenia at Delphi.

The Poetical Works of Lord
|

Byron. (A New Edition.)

The' Unholy Alliance. -By W.
G. Dix.

Conversations on Harmony.
Letters of John Calvin. By Dr.
Bonnet.

Observations on the Fisheries
of the West Coast of Ireland.

By T. K. Symonds.

IteadingLessons. By E.Hughes-
The Great Sieges of History.
By W. Robsoii.

Passages from the Writings of
Thomas Carlyle. By T. Bal-
lantyne.

Proceedings of the Society of
Antiquaries of Scotland.

La Providence, Poerae. By F.
Charpenticr.

COMPLETE COURSE OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

New and Cheap Edition, Rkvised and greatly Enlarged,
with several Hundred Additional Illustrations.

Now ready, Parts I. and II., price Is. each, and Volume I.

(Mechanics complete), price 5s. cloth lettered, ofa

HANDBOOK
OP

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
By DTOls'YSlUS LARDNER, D.C.T,., Formerly Professor of

Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in University College, London.

Being a Series of Treatises, composed in a popular and generally

intelligible style, independently of the language and symbols
of Mathematics.

MECHANICS (now ready) 1 Vol.

HYDROSTATICS, PNEUMATICS, & HEAT (Doc. I) 1 Vol.

OPTICS 1 Vol.
ELECTRICITY, MAGNETISM, ACOUSTICS, AND

METEOROLOGY 1 Vol.

DR. LARDNER'S
MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND ART,
Vols. I. and IT. together, 3s. Gd. cloth, or separately Is. Gd. each.

On the Meteorology of England Educational Works, Pamphlets,
and Scotland. By J. Glaisher. List of New Books.

Original.— nurricane at Santo Domingo. By Sir R. II-
Schomburgk—The Campbell Monument.

Weekly Gossip.—Prescott's Philip the Second '—Appeals
to Public Charity—Earth's 'Travels in Africa*—Autograph
Collecting—The late Sir W. Molesn-orth—Interesting Manu-
script— M. Erdan's Expulsion from France—German Litera-
ture—Colonial Legislature—Kane's Arctic Expedition.

Fine Arts.—Napier's Notes on Modern Painting at Naples-
Exposition Universelle des Beaux Arts.

Fine Art Gossip.—Works of Modern British Artists—
Photographic Reproduction—Paris Exhibition Awards—
< lambridge Art-Exhibition—Destruction of Engravings

—

Bustof Schelling— Dresden New Gallery.
Music and the Drama.—Havmarket ('The Beginning

and the End';— Princess's ('The Critic.')

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—juiiien's Concerts-
Bnsto* s ' Rip Van Winkle'— Herrlieinth*ler's 'Jephtba'—
Music in Inly- Paris Italian Opera-Operas in Paris—
Colouring of Organ Pipes—Decoration of Instruments.

Miscellanea— The Drainage of the Lakeof Haarlem-Free
ro*lic Libraries—The Transatlantic Telegraph.
The Atheh£eixm may b 2 ordered of aav Egftkfi&Uflr.

Railway Accidents
Light
Common Things: Air
Locomotion in the United States
Comeiary Influences
Common Things: Water
The Potter's Art
Common Things: Fire.

.cloth, or separately, ls.Gd. each.

The Sun
Earthquakes and Volcanoes
The Barometer
The Safety-Lamp
Whitworth's Micrometric Ap-
Steam. [paratus

Vols. V. and VI. together, 3s. Gd. cloth, or separately Is. Gd. each.

The Planets: Are they In-

habited Worlds?
Weather Prognostics
Popular Fallacies in Physical

Science
Latitudes and Longitudes
Lunar Influences [Stars
Meteoric Stones and Shooting

Vols. III. and IV. together, 3s. G

Locomotion and Transport,their
Influence and Progress

The Moon
Common Things: The Earth
Electric Telegraph
Terrestrial Heat

Steam Engine
The Ere
The Atmosphere
Time
Pumps
Spectacles
Kaleidoscope

Vols. VII. and VIII. together, 3-?. Gd, cloth, or separately
Is. Gd. each.

Clocks and Watches
Microscopic Drawing and Engraving
The Locomotive
The Thermometer
New Planets
Leverrier and Adams's Planet
Magnitude and Minuteness

Vol. VII., price I.e. Gd.

Common Things : The
manac

Optical Images
How to Observe the Heavens
Common Things : The Lookii
Glass

The Stellar Universe
The Tides

Vol. VIIL, price Is. Gd. (Dec. 1.)

tVl- Common Things: Man
Stellar Universe. (Coucluded.)
Magnifying Glasses
rtls.tinct and Intelligence
Solar Microscope
Camera Obscnra
Camera Lucida
Mftgic Lantern

'" Dr. Lardner's .Museum,' one of the few works of the kind
which can be recommended as at onqe popular and accurate."

—

Sir David Brewster.

**9 Continued in Weekly Numbers at Id.; in Monthly Parts
at5d.; Quarterly Volumes at Is. Gd., a"nd Half-Yearly Volumes
at 3s. Gd. cloth.

LISBtGS PRINCIPLES Of AGRICXTAVi:im.fla.
CHEMISTRY, with Special Reference to the late Researches
made in England. By Justus Von Liedig, Small Svo, 3s. Gd.
cloth.

This work contains, in the shape of fifty propositions, a sum-
mary of the true relation between Chemistry and Agriculture.
These propositions are true, so far as our present knowledge
extends, and contain principles, the due appreciation and applica-
tion of which is of the last importance to all who wish to cultivate
Agriculture on true, that is, on scientific, principles.

IIEBI&'S PAT^ZLiaR L^TTSES on CHE-
MISTRY. Fcap. Svo, 6s. cloth.

LTEBIG-'S AGKSCUI.TffRAI CHBRSISTR^T.
Svo, Gs. Gd.

SARSSKTSie, Br.—COIVEifrlGKr THIKTC3-S "EX-
PLAINED. Containing, Air— Earth -Fire—Water—Time—
The Almanac—Clocks and Watches— Spectacles— Colour-
Kaleidoscope—Pumps. From the " Museum of Science and
Art.") One Vol., 114 Illustrations, 2s. Gd. cloth.

S.AHBOTSSi.'S POPUZ.AR ASTSOIffORaY
Contnimng, How to Observe the Heavens— Latitudes and
Longitudes—The Earth—The Sun—The Mooo-The Planets:
Are they Inhabited?—The New Planets—Leverrier and
Adams's Planet—The Tides— Lunar Influences -and the
Stellar Universe. (From the " Museum of Science and Art.")
One Vol., 119 Illustrations, 2s. Gd. cloth.

LARDWER, Br.—Tbe E1SCTEIC TE3LS-
GRAPH POPULARISED. With 100 Illustrations. (From
the " Museum of Science and Art.") 12mo, 2s. cloth.
"The reader will find the mo>t complete and intelligible de-

scription of Telegraphic Apparatus in Dr. Lardner's admirable
chapters on the subject."—North 'British Review.

LA3DNE2?, Br-The STEilftI ElffG-IETS.
STEAM NAVIGATION. ROADS, and RAILWAYS, EX-
PLAINED and ILLUSTRATED. 12mo, with Wood En-
gravings, Ss. Gd. cloth.

G-rJESSES at TRUTH. Hy TWO BltOTHBKS.
Cheaper Edition. With an Index. Two Vols. fcap. Svo, 10s.
cloth lettered.

DR. R. G. LATHAM'S -WORKS.
Tne EWGliSH lA^G'JAGS. Fonrin Edi-

tion. Two Vols. 8vo. 12. Ss.

SAWDHOOa Of the E1VTGX.ZSH XiA.TC-GTrJil.GE
Second Edition. Crown Svo, 7.*. Gd.

E1S51SNTARY ETyGSrESH GsZAWZm&Tt.
For the Use of Schools. Thirteenth Thousand. 12mo, 4s. Gd.

This day is published, price 5s.,

POLIA ORCUIDACEA. Parts VI. and Vlt., com-
L pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,
Limatotlis, and Geodorum.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or os. for 25 copies for distribution anions Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post office order
being sent to the Puhlisher, James Matthews, at the office of
the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for
one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addit'on
to the cost of the numbers.

•pHE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
*- -OPERATIONS. By Sir JoSEni Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

100,000 have already been sold.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

A TREATISE"onthe ORIGINTpROPAGATION,
ii and CULTIVATION of the STRAWBERRY. By Mr.
Richard Underhjll, Ertgraston, Birmingham. Price Is. May
be had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great
Britain, as well as from the Author, through the post.
Agent for London : G. Cox. 18, King Street, Covent Garden.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated
-*- by John E. Sowerry. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnpon, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing;
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Soweebt, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

In a few days, price One Shilling,

lyjTORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
-l*-*- Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and
Glasgow and Edinburgh.

Now ready, price Is. sewed, and 2s. bound and interleaved,

JOHNSON Sc SHAW'S FARMER'S ALMANACK
O for 1S56.—Containing Lists of Fairs—Farmers' Clubs-
Agricultural Societies—and all Agricultural Improvements to

the Present time— with Lists and Prices of the best Implements
and their makers, &c—the whole having been re-written for
this year.

James Ridowav. Piccadilly; and all Booksellers.

EDWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
NACK, Horticultural Trade Directory and Florists'

Diary for 1856, will be published in December, as heretofore.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, Holloway, Midd lesex.

p'LENNY'S garden almanack and
VT FLORIST'S DIRECTORY is just Published for the
NINTEENTH YEAR, price Is., post free 12 stamps.

Just out, price 5s. Gd., Third Edition, post free 66 stamps,
entirely rewritten and alphabetically arranged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
plete guide at the price.

London: George Cox. King Street, Covent Garden.

Just published, price Ss. Gd. (free by post), Svo, cloth gilt,

the Volume for 1S54-5 of

T^HE COTTAGE GARDENER and COUNTRY
X GENTLEMAN'S COMPANION; a Weekly Journal of
Gaulening, Poultry management, Rural aud Household Affairs,.

Botany, and Natural History. Conducted by George W. John-
son, Esq., and Robert Hogg, Esq.
A SPECIMEN NUMBER OF THE WORK free by post

for four postage stamps,
" Cottage Gardener" Qlfioe. 20, Patern oster Row, London.

ILLUSTRATED GARDENING PERIODICAL.
l^HE COTTAGE GARDENER and COUNTRY
1 GENTLEMAN'S COMPANION. Conducted by G. W.

Johnson, Esq., and R. Hogg, Esq. Is supplied to 6000 Families
of the United Kingdom. Amongst its Subscribers are included
Gardeners—Professional and Amateur—Poultry and Bee-kneperS;.

Country Gentlemen, and Clergymen. To Advertisers, desirous

of communicating with these classes, its columns otter exclusive
advantages, and its position as a Family Journal gives to Adver-
tisements referring to articles of domestic consumption a wide
and desirable publicity.

The Cottage Gardener is published in Weekly Numbers,
Sramped, aud Unstamped, and in Monthly Parts. Terms for

Advertisements, which are inserted in the wbole impressions,

areas follows:—Five lines (about 60 words), 3s. Gd.
;
per line-

extra, Pd. The cheapest Weekly Journal of Gardening, Rural
and Domestic Economy, Natural History, aud Botany. A Speci-

men Number, free by post, for four stamps. Catalogues aud
Prospectuses, &c, to be stitched in the Monthly Parts, should be
sent not later than the 26th of the Month.

Cotta ge Gardener Office, 20. Paternoster Row^~ L~A (vTd 6 R~ A" IN A C E. .

MR. BAILEY DENTON, Engineer to the Gen-
eral Land Drainage Company, offers the following pub-

lications, which may he had bv post (stamps being sent with the

order) of W. P. Metchiji, 20, Parliament Street, Loudon.

1. LAND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SYS-
TEMS. Second issue (1S55). price 3s.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen." Agricultural'

Gazette.—" A very able treatise." Mark Lane Express.

2. TABLES OF COST OF LABOUR AND MA-
TERIALS. Price Is. Gd. For the Pocket.

3. RELIEF OR SURFACE MODELLING, as Sug-
gestive of Drainage and the Profitable Use of Drainage Waters.
Second Kditiou (1850), price 3s. Gd. Medals R. A. S. K., 1S40, and
Exhibition, 1S51, were awarded for this method of Modelling.

GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE DISTRI-
BUTION OF WATERS. A Paper reprinted from the " West-
luinattr Review " (1842). Price 2s. 6d.

Also. THE DRAINER'S A LEVEL FOR THE
US15 OP WORKMEN. Price 32s.

Mr. Bailky Deston's engagements do not preclude him from
Designing or Superintending the Drainage of Estates on terms
to be ascertained of him at No. 52, Parliament Street, London.

KINBURN, OTCHAKOV,~NICHOLAIEV.
Just published,

STANFORD'S MAP UF THE ROADS. &c. BE-O TWEEN ODESSA, NIOHOLAIEV, PKREKOP, SIM-
PHEROPOL, and SEVASTOPOL, with enlarged Plana of
Odessa and Nicholaiev, compiled from the Russian Maps in the
possession of the Royal Geographical Society, the Admiralty
Charts, and other documents. Price, one large sheet, 4s.; case, 7s.

Also,

STANFORD'S MAP OF THE ROADS BE-
TWEEN ODESSA and PEREKOP. Price 2s. sheet; case, 4s. 6^.

London; Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross; and Letts,
Son & Co., Royal Exchange.

Printed by William Bradbpbt, of No. 13, Upper Woboni Place. ai. d

FauDKBicit Mullbtt tiVAKB, of No. 20, Queen's Road, U e^t, tjoth in
the fjiritth of St. rum-raw, and in the County oi Middlesex, Printer-, ai
tbeir Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriara, in the City
of London; and published by ihern atthr Office, No.a, Upper "Wellington
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Cnvpnt (Tnrd«n. tn fbe oaid County,
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HORTICULTURAL SOCTKTY OK LONDON.—
Tho AUTUMN MEETING "ill rake place nit the

Soolety'H House, 21, Rogfint Street, on TUESDAY, November
20th, from 12 to 4 p.m. Tho Chair will be taken at '2 p.m.

>j out II LONDON FLORICTJLTURAL
1 SOCIETY'S GUANO EXHIBITION for CHRYSAN-

THEMUMS, opon to nil England, will be held at the Ponton
Rooms, Pentonyllle, injur the Angel* Islington, on MONDAY,
November 19. Doorn open at 1 o'clock. Admission from l to

4,1s.; and from 4 to 7, Qd. GrBOnaic Smith, I1.hi. Sue
i [prnsey [toad.

QCOTTISH GARDENERS' and LAND-O STEWARDS' ASSOCIATION.
At a General Meeting for theEleotfon of Two Pensioners on

tho funds of tlio As'Kociiition, hold nl (i, York Place, Edinburgh,
on Wfdnonduy, Nov. 14, ProfeeBor Balfour in tho choir, the

following Candidates, having tho greatest number of votes, were
declared duly elected :

—

MALCOLM McGUEGOR. aged 75, native n? Perthshire.
ROBERT KAITS, aged H, native of Lanarkshire.

Edinburgh. November 17.

Chahijks MoIhtosu I

•Tamks Dodds j

J. H. Balfour, Chairman

Scrutineers.

CHOICE CINERARIr,...
WILLIAM HUSSEY begs to offer the undernamed

collection for 14s., package included, viz.:— Mrs. Eeechnr
Stowo, PolyanthifWa, Rosy JMorn, Nonsuch, Rosalind, Lady
Paxton, Prima Donna, Georgiana, Mrs. Sidney Herbert, Charles
Dickens, David Copperfield, Queen of Beauties, Kate Kearney,
Agnes Wakefield, Conspicua, Charlotte, Delicata, Loveliness,
Pauline, Prince Arthur, Marianne, Adda VUlaris.

II orticu I tu

r

al Gardens , Norwich

p RAPES WANTED.
\T MUST BE FIRST CLASS QUALITY.
Forward to GEORGE TAYLOR, .Tun., Fruit Salesman,

The Grand Stand, St. John's Market, Liverpool.

TAN TED, TWO LARGE DWARF-TRAINED
MOORPARK APRICOTS, in bearing state.— Please state

price for Cash, including Package and Delivery at Railway
Station, to Samuel Finney & Co., Gateshead Nursery, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne.

'

,p O O D PINES WANTED,
VT From 2 lbs. to -1 lbs. each.

Forward immediately to Georgk Taylor, Jim., Fruit Sales-
man, St. John's Market. Liverpool.

MNEs!
rjPO BE SOLD, a quantity of large, clean, and healthy
1 Fruiting QUEEN PINE PLANTS, many of them ready to

start. No reasonable offer refused.—Apply at J. Steer's Pinery,
Teddington, Middlesex.

PINE P L A W TS.

TO BE SOLD, at a very moderate Price, about 230
clean and healthy Fruiting and Succession PINE PLANTS,

in good condition for removal, being the property of a Gentleman
leaving his present residence.—For further particulars apply to

Me ssrs. .T.
_
& J. Fraser. Nurserymen . Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

"PIN E" PLANTS !

n^O BE SOLD, very cheap, 400 RIPLEY and
J- MOSCOW SUCCESSION QUEEN PINE PLANTS,

thoroughly well rooted in 6 and 7-inch pots, and warranted per-
fectly clean.—Application respecting the same to be made to
R. G-LRNrnNNTNC*. CMswick Nursery, London.

SPANISH CHESN UTS.
qPO BE SOLD, about '200,000 Strong SPANISH
X CHESNUTS, from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent ou application

to Watf.rer and Godfrey. Knap Hill, Woking. Surrey.

qno BE SOLD, 1,000.000 Seedling QUICK, 3 to 6
X inches, at 2s. per 1000, at AY. Woodcock's, Seedsman,
Wisbeach, Cambridgeshire.

nPO BE SOLD, S00ENSLISH YEWS, 3 and 4 feet
-L high, fine bushy plants.—Apply to Thomas Mooke, Nur-
seryman and Seedsman, Kingsbridge, Devon.

LAKGB HilSH YBWS.—Very haudsome IRISH
YEWS, from 4 to 8 feet. Purchasers taking a large

mim ;

! be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—
"nov. \s J&cftSO* -v Son, Nurseries. Kingston, near London.

. Pjit TKtES, COOSEBtKKY & CURRANT Bl^HES.

TU BT3 SOLD, the surplus Stock, comprising Standard
Cherries, Plums, Apples, aud Pears, from 6 to i'2 years' old

growtli
;
several thousands Rifleman Gooseberries, and large Red

Grape Currant-, from 2 to 4 years' old, will be sold for much less
than their value.—To view, apply to Mr. MlTTON', Latnptou,
near Rouuslow, 1 mile from station.

SEEDS FOR EXPORTATION.
Sutton ami SONS are now prepared to

ordcri for exportation for A', u

consiiting oftkcmoH detirabh eorti, properly , alio

atvive in '/»«' co»</;«io». lun- *,„ *„,<,<! „i /.,,,,,/:,,

Bristolf or Soutftamploni
Button * Honm, Hand (Irowera, Ro.dlou.

'IMIK BEST CUCUMBERS FOH POR( i

I BUTTON'S BBRKBHIltK CFIA.KPI01
silt cdi.in <:a si

i

i
.

i . i , i . ... .,
i

l.dltli KENYON'8 FAVOURITE ... „ i

w m:h -
i UPROVBD BION HOU8B „ 1

-n'.«, Hiteil Growi i It'

SECOND IMPORTATION.
IiRKSII IMPORTED HUI, lis bloom mua

thin liaise, leli'ieh line, Ir, n lnv) • • i

before planting,
. i < . 1 1 m Button & Sons, (loading, Borlta, air mpplj One BUI

JuHt Imported, al lo» prlcon. Boa tholi Catalo i

had, post iv.'e. In roturn for one tiioinv Btamp.

NEW SEEDS, CROWTH OF 1855.

WILLIAM E. RhlNDLE lnd CO., bbd Mbb-
chants, riyiiintit.il, are note rea - n

Collection of Seeds from the Grow ,amd all the carliat

varieties are now ready for dt lirei <:.

William C. RsyuLvd Co., Seed ' pel n .
Plymouth.

Eatabllnhcd I78«.

WEST OF ENGLAND HORTK ULTURAL
AND AGRICULTURAL I ED ESTABLISH

MENT.— The Proprietors have durin
considerably enlarged their Offices an I

at a considerable expense, to w ' ' enabled to execute

all orders with regularity and di paliSh.

With increased exertion, redoubled energlca, and more asuist-

atits, they hope to give tho grcatenl Batlal

then) with cominauds.
Willia» E. Rrnplb & Co., S I Mei i ith.

TO THE TRADZ.
^JEW PURE VVHITK CoLLl.NStA._The price

^ of this new and beautiful A mm t can be had on Application.

J. G, Waitk. Seed Mercha' m i(ion .

NEW RHUBARB, LAI I
I'LKOR.—

The stalks of this variety are as large n >

high ir, colour, red throughout, gou;l fol , And very prolific.

Price 18s. per dozen.
J. G. Waitk, Seed Merchant, I

N"
EW VICTORIA RASPBERRY, twice tin

of Palstaff, and a good bearer, price bV per dozen Canes, or
40s. per hundred.

J. G. Waite, Seed Merchant, 181, Htell Ilolborn, London.
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U^AITE'S DANIEL O'KOURKE PEAS.—Tlie best
Early Pea in cultivation can be supplied in any quantity,

and price had on application to J. G. Waitk, Seed Merchant,
181 , High Hnlborn, London.

T~C) PINE GROWERS.
LIVERPOOL IS THE BEST MARKET.

FORWARD TO GEORGE TAYLOR, Jtw.,
FRUIT SALESMAN.

The Grand Stand.
St. Joint's Market,

Liverpool.
Terms—Casn.

FltUIT TREES l~N POTS.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE have the finest stock

i-s of the above ever yet offered, consisting of

—

PEACHES I APRICOTS CHERRIES
NECTARINES | PLUMS APPLES

and PEARS.
All warranted lo hear good crops the first season.

Nursery aud Seed Establishment, Hammersmith.

VINES FROM EYES.
TOHN and CHARLES LEE beg to offer a very
v superior stock of all the leading kinds of VINES, both for

planting out aud for fruiting in pots.

Nursery and Seed Establishment. Hammersmith.

A Z A LEA IN D I C A.

TOHN and CHARLES LEE he» to offer good
'' Plants of the most select kinds of AZALEA INDICA. well
set with buds, at ISs., 30.?., and 43s. per dozen.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Hammersmith.
AZALEA TnOiCA LEEAN A.

JOHN and CHARLES LEE are now prepared to

send out this tine Seedling which for habit of growth and
substance of petal, combined with perfect shape and puritr, is

decidedly the best white Azalea yet out It has gained
Certificates wherever exhibited. Price 21*.; a few extra strong1

plants at 42s.—Nursery and S'-ed Eitahli-;hm>mt. H«mmpr«!Tnith.

NEW VARIECATEO CcRA N'UfVi— MRS. LENNOX.
JOHN and CHARLES LEE are now sending out

this novelty, which is a decided improvement on The Moun-
tain Of Light. It is of much more vigorous growth than that

variety, the margin of the foliage is of a purer white, and in

other respects it possesses the same good qualities. Price 7a, Gd.
Nursery and Seed Establishment. Hammersmith.

ISAAC DAViES can supply the following in large
quantities at reduced prices':—APPLE TKEES of all the

best kinds, 4 feet in the stem, two to four veftt^ grafted ; WEEP-
ING ASH. ELM. and MOUNTAIN ASH. with stout straight

stems S to 11 feet high, and I*rge bushy heads.
Larkneld Nursery, AVavertree, near Liverpool.

rpHOMAS BELL. Sk&dsuax, Wiaan, Lancashire,
1 has for sale TRUE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATOES,

is. 9rf. per bushel, of SO lbs, or $1 fis per ton. YORK KE-
GENTS. 4s, 3d pei bushel. RED DOWNS, 4s, t?i. pi- bushtl.

CHRvaAN .'HtMUMS,
|OHN S\Li BR bega u. inf-nn bii friends tl
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AMERICAN PLANTS.
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A MERICAN PLANTS.
TT'.VTERER and GODFREY
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MESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following

CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any part.

35 Azalea*, new Lardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort,

name, on their own roots -'

ertetn Ttrietiea, do. da n

Hardy Heaths, Ledums, ,nd kalnilas, perdozen ... <

25 llardi American PI sort, by name ...
Jj

including scarlet, white, and rose

fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons, l to 9 feet, per dozen lo

ellow Rhododeudrons, in pots, each ... 8*. 6d. to 5

of Lebanon, S to B feet, well grown, per doz., 12«. to 18

. l>eod«rA, and other choice Conlfersa (see List).

6 Fine hardv Magnolias, one of a sort 10

50 Dwarf Roses, two of a sort, on own roots 15

Standard and half Standard Roses, superb sorts, per

dozen 15*. to 18

Fine CHmbini: !:.'--'•= !'''» J««n • •;- •• -• g
Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vara., per dozen... 12s. to 18

sorts, nrell set with buds, perdozen ... 30

60 Ch> iuse Plants, one ofa sort 45

12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species 40

Pampas Grass, each, 8f. 6o\; or, per dozen ... 30

ChrrsantbemnmB, new Pompone and show vars., per doz. 8

6 Dew sorts Minnihis, very fine early flowering 6

9, to flower early, per dozen 12

Hyacinths. Crocus, Tulips, and Dutch Bulbs of all kinds.

aid Gardens furnished' in any part

of the kingdom on very reasonable terms.

FRUIT TREES.
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apricots, Peaches,

Nectarines, Pears, Plums, and Cherries, Ss. each, or,

perdozen 30

pine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each 2

sebcrries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz. 3

Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen 4

Strong Vines from eyes, and layers in pots, perdozen... 18

. Nectarines, Apricots, and Cherries, grown for

pot culture, per dozen 18

A large stock of fine Transplanted Scotcb, Larch, and
Spruce Firs, also Evergreen Shrubs of all kinds.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, ov. 17.

\\7ATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite the
» * attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and S feet high, in quantities,

all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it

would be difficult to match.

Cedrus Deodara, U, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do. a

fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet; do. some magnificent Trees,

10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition* for Trans-

planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 6, and 6 feet; do. a few splendid Trees,

10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It is ex-

tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomeria japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.

Cnpressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this

fine hardy plant.

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plants,

6 to 8 feet.

Do. Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do, larger, up to 8 and 10

feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believe

to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially: the larger sizes

are perfect columns.

Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispsnica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies DougUsi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and very
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet,

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1^ to 2 feet, well

grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller

specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, 14, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of

these plants, and all from seed.

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.

Pinus insignis, 14 to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

Lambertiaua, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet,

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

,, Montez'imre, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.

„ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.

"Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.

The follnwing 10 varieties form a very singular eroup. They
are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Claobrazlliana may
be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to

be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.

Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).
„ sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).

Abies Clanbraziliana I Abies pumila "1 All dwarf varieties

„ compacta „ diffusa V of the

„ pygmaaa
| „ Gregori j Spruce Fir.

Picea pectinata pygmeea (the dwarf Silver Fir), Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.
Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.
Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on thf common Yew. 8 to 10 ft. high.
Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.
Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped; a large quantity, 1£ to

2£ feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

unsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as we
have it, li to 3 feet.

Llbocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and busby.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

ot the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedgeF, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Do. aurea, or Golden Arbor-vita. This plant originated at this
Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as
much through—in fact, perfect giubes.

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the couiitry,
being near 1J feet high, and as much wide.

Hollies variegated, by the, thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

We may here remark with reference to the large specimens
alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a
condition to transplant and travel any distance with perfect safety.
They have one and all bceii annually removed in our Nursery,
and in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe
we are justified iii stating it offers a choice which is to be found
in but few establishments of its kind in this country.

The Nursery may be reached in 40 minutea by Train from the
Waterloo Station; and the Smrh Western Railway Company
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to send
plants to all parts, j n trucks throughout, without packing and
other extensive additions.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

announce that they have now received their noted collec-

tion of HYACINTHS in excellent condition, and for the assist-

ance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the

Hyacinth, printed instructions will be given gratis with each

order they are kindlv favoured with, Catalogues of which, to-

gether wiih their Plant and Seed Lists, will be forwarded post

free on application.

CUCUMBER Henderson's NAPOLEON III., in packets, 3s.

and 5s. Gd each.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA SEED of

first qualitv, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.

FUCHSIAS.—Banks' Favourite, 10s. Sd.; Prince of Wales,

10s. Gd.

NEW RHODODENDRONS.—Boothi, Hookeri, Calophyllum,
Kendricki, Eximium Windsor! Leucanthum.

GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (Pampas Gbass).-E. G. II. &
Son having in their possession the largest stock in the country
of this nohle ornamental Grass, can supply free healthy seedling

plants, which are superior to any other at 2s. Gd. each, 25s. per
dozen, or 11. 10s. per 100.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

JOHN HARRISON begs to offer to the Trade the
under-named Plants, and to inform his friends and the public

that his CATALOGUE OF ROSES for the present season con-

tains the most superb Roses in cultivation; and as a guide to

amateurs and parties not acquainted with Knees, the beat show
varieties are marked with an asterisk. J. H. has competed
within this last five years at nearly one hundred different

exhibitions open to the United Kingdom, and with but one
solitary instance, has invariably taken the first prizes for

collections of Roses.

Fastalf Raspberry Canes, 6s. per 100, or 50s. per 1000.

Northumberland Fillbasker, do., 10s. per 100, or 905. per 1000.

White Antwerp, do., 12s. per 100.

Victoria Currants, 1 yr. old, 8s. ; 2 yr., strong, 12s. per 100.

Houghton Castle Currants, 1 year 8s. per 100, or 2 years 12s.

Black of sorts, 1 year, 8s., or 2 years, fine, 10s. per 100.

Royal Albert Rhubarb, 30s. per 100.

Victoria do. true, 25s. to 30s. per 100.

Manetti Rose Stocks, 10s. per 100, or 80s. per 1000.

Ditto do. extra strong for half-standards, 20s. per 100.

Ditto in 6-inch pots, 1 year, fit for working, 60s. per 100.

Duchess of Norfolk Rose, 30a. per dozen, or 101. per 100.

Delphinium Barlowi, strong sorts, 30s. per 100.

Nursery, Darlington, Nov. 17.

BASS and BROWN beg to offer the following from
their Catalogue just published, which cannot fail to afford

full satisfaction to purchasers, for strong growth and superiority

of sorts :

—

5> ^
ROSES.—100 dwarfs in 100 very superior varieties ... 60

„ 100 „ 50 ditto ditto 45

,, 100 „ 100 ditto, all selected from per-

petual bloomers 100

„ 100 „ 50 ditto ditto 80

„ Fine selections, per dozen 6s. to 18

„ 20 superb new varieties for 60s., or 12 for 35s.,

including Baron Leroy, Madame Lacour Jury,
Gen. Jacqueminot, Prince Leon, Lord Raglan,
Madame Masson, Emperor Napoleon, Madame
Theodore Martel, Duchess of Norfolk, Prince de
la Moskowa, &c. &c.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—100 distinct and showy vars.,

30s., or 50 for 17 6

100 superior and newer varieties., 50s., or 50 for 30
PHLOX.—25 very fine vars., 6s.; 25 superb newer vars. 15

POTENTILLAS.—King of Crimsons, tho finest large

crimson, of good dwarf habit, each 6s.; Floral Beauty,
2s. Gd.; Julia, 2s. Gd.; Negress, 2s. 6d. ; Scarlet Gem,
2s. Gd.; Shylock, ZLGd.; Sudbury Gem, 5s.; Theodore,
3s. Gd. The above eight beautiful vavs. for 21s.

„ splendid vars., perdozen 6s., 9s., and 12

HOLLYHOCKS.— Finest sorts, per dozen... 9s, 18s., and 25
DWARF ROCK CISTUS, 24 beautiful vars 15
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Fine flowering Plants.

Pompones, 24 vars. in 5-inch pots 18
Large flowering, 24 vars., ditto 18

HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, 20 fine sorts 20

HARDY FLOWERING ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS,
20 fine vars 12

20 fine newer vars 24
PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and PLUMS,

two and three year trained plants, fine and well

grown, per dozen 42s. to 60
STRAWBERRIES, in 20 newest & best vars. See Catalogue

GOOSEBERRIES, finest prize sorts. 25 vars. for ... 10 6
RHUBARB. -Bailey's Early Monarch, each 2s. Gd. ; Salt's

Crimson Perfection, each 7s. 6d. ; the two best early

varieties grown.
Rojal Albert, Linnseus, and Victoria Giant, per dozen 7 6

Grayson's Giant Asparagus, fine, per 1000, 30s.; per 100 3 6

Seakale, strong for forcing, per 100 10

Fine Standard, pyramidal, dwarf, and trained Fruit Trees.
• See Calaloave.

CAMELLIAS, choice assortments, perdozen ... 30s. to 60

BULBS AMD FLOWER ROOTS
CHOICE IMPORTED DUTCH HYACINTHS, in sepa-

rate colours, per dozen ... ... ... ... ... 3
Fine named varieties, per dozen Gs. & 9

Extra superb varieties, per dozea 15

ANEMONES, 50 superb named double varieties 12 6

Splendid mixed, per 100 6

Splendid double mixed scarlets, per 100 10

Mixed semi-double Russian vars., fine, per lb. ... 6

„ fine m w single, per lb 4

La BnllanV Eclatante, extra single bright scarlet,

per 10C 7 6
GLADIOLJS, 50 splendid vars., early and late 50

The following beautiful new early dwarf vars. which
flower July and August (for descriptions see Cata-

logue), viz., British Queen, 5*.; Eclipse, 7s. Gd.\

Masterpiece, 3s. Gd. ; Rachel Maria, 2s. 6a!. ; Sudbury
Beauty, 5s. ; Theodore, 7s. Gd.

The above 6 fine and striking varieties for 25
EARLY TULIPS, beautiful for pots or open borders,

flower a month before the late sorts, 30 tine vars., the
best in cultivation 7 6

DOUBLETULIPS,fineforborders,10bestvars.,6ofeach 10
ENGLISH IRIS, 40 splendid and distinct vars 21

Ditto per dozen, 4s. to 7s. Gd. ; fine mixed, per 100 ... 10
IRIS GERMANICA, flower iu May, very beautiful, 40

fine vars. of rich and varied colours ... • 45
20 fine ditto 15s; 20 vars. best selection 35
Fine mixed, per 100, 18s. ; best mixed, perdozen ... 5

IRIS PUMILA, early and very dwarf, 10 fine vars. ... 10
LILIUM, a superb collection of upwards of 30 vars. .See Catalogue.

CYCLAMEN, in 10 fine vars. bee Catalogue.
IXIAS and SPARaXIS, finest vars. See Caalogue.
TRITONEA AUREA, a splendid orange Cape bulb (24s. pel-

dozen), each 2s. Gd.

Aho an extensive Collection of other Moots.

Catalogues, containing much descriptive and useful informa-

tion supplied fur three penny stamps, or gratis to purchasers.

Post Office Orders payable to Bass & Brown, or to Stephen
Brown. Goods carriage free (not under 2us ) to all the London
termini, and all stations on the L<md.m and Norwich Colchester
Line. Plants gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Sudbury, Suffolk.

GERMAN FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
VTESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Seed Growers,
'*^ Erfurt, Prussia, respectfully inform the Trade that their
Catalogue for 1856 contains more new and choice articles than
have ever been offered. Early applications are solicited through
th--ir Agent, Mr. Robert Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory,
Covent Garden, London.

EARLY FLOWERS, Adapted for Blooming in Doors, and
tn the Borders in Winter and Early Spring.

CLARK and CO., Seedsmen and Florists, beg
respectfully to intimate to the nohility, gentry, and the

public that they have imported a STOCK of DUTCH and other
FLOWER BULBS, of the finest possible quality, and take the
liberty of offering the following assortment for 10s., viz.:— Half
a dozen best Hyacinths for glasses, half a dozen good Hyacinths
for pots, 50 Crocuses (four separate colours), 50 large Double
Snowdrops, half a dozen Double Van Thol Tulips, half a dozen
early Van Thol Tulips, one dozen Double White Sweet-scented
Narcissus, half a dozen Double Jonquils, one dozen Winter
Ac nites, 12 splendid mixed Tulips, and one dozen beautiful
mixed Double Anemones.—86, High Street, Borough, about
30 doors from London-Bridge Railway Terminus.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, several Thousand Large
CEMBRA PINES, from 3 to 4 feet high, and as many

IRISH YEWS. Samples of 12 of either will be delivered free
at the Scotch Wharf in London, including package, for 11. TKey
are admirably adapted for Ornamenting Noblemen's Grounds,
Public Parks, Cemeteries, &c., and are worthy of immediate
attention, as the proprietor is retiring from business, and has
also a large collection of fine specimens of Nepaul, Chinese,
Californian, North American, and North of Europe Plants—all
reared in a hardy climate.—Apply to Mr. James Roy, Ferry Hill,

Aberdeen.

SPLENDID NEW RHUBARB—SALT'S CRIMSON
PERFECTION.

ROBERT SALT begs leave to inform the Gentry,
Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c, that this spleudid variety of

RHUBARB is now ready tor distribution; it is universally
allowed to be the most early, prolific, and delicious variety ever
offered to the public. See Gardeners' Chronicle, June 11, 1853 :

—

" Very good, and of a most beautiful crimson; compared with
others, it is remarkable for the small amount of acidity it con-
tains."

—

Ed.
Certificates of merit were awarded for specimens exhibited at

the meeting of the Horticultural Society, Regent Street, London,
June 20, 1853; at Nottingham, May 24, 1854; at Derby Midland,
May 25, 1854 ; at Ormskirk, Lancashire, August 30, 1854.—Price
3s. Gd. per root, three for 10s., and six for XI. A few two-year-
old Plants at 5s. each.

Orders addressed to Robert Salt, Longton, Staffordshire, or
the following Agents will have immediate attention:—Messrs.
Hurst & M' Mullen, 6, Leadeuhall Street, London; Messrs.
Burgess & Kent, Penkhull, Staffordshire; Messrs. Francis &
Arthur Dickson, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester; Messrs. James
Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester; Mr. Salsbury,
Melbourne, Derbyshire. A liberal discount allowed to the Trade.
—A Post-office Order from unknown correspondents.

Longton, Nov. 17.

A NEW SEEDLING APPLE FROM THE RIBSTON PIPPIN.

STEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer to gentlemen
and the trade Trees of his entirely new Apple named OMER

PACHA, it being a first-rate hardy grower, strong compact habit,

early and productive bearer. Fruit excellent flavour (dessert), ripe

in November, keeps until May. Respectable testimonials given
from those who have tasted the fruit. Strong plants supplied at
5s. Gd, each, or 60s. per dozen. The usual discount to the trade
where one dozen or more are taken. Early application is re-

quested as the stock is limited; all orders carefully and promptly
attended to. Fruit of the above can be seen at the office of the
Gardeners'' Chronicle, the British Pomological Society's Rooms,
20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden, Messrs. Nutting & Son, 46,

Cheapside, Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, Mr. C. Turner,
Royal Nursery, Slough, and at the North Warnborough Nursery,

near Odibam. Hants.

NEW HARDY PLANTS.
\ VERSCHAFFELT, Nurseryman, Ghent, Bel-
fi • gium.begs to offer the following New HARDY PLANTS:
RHODODENDRON MADAME WAGNER (hardy) ... 15s. (3d.

„ PRINCE CAMILLE DE ROHAN (hardy) ... 7 6

WEIGELIA MIDDENDORFL—N.B. This splendid
Weigelia has been sold already twice under wrong
names. The one I offer here is warranted Vie tru"e

species. Good Plants each 12

A. Verschaffelt begs to inform Amateurs and the Trade
that he has just published a new PLANT LIST, containing the
English and Continental Novelties.

His Catalogue may be obtained on application of his Agent,
Mr. R. Silberrad, 5, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London.

IRON BUILDINC AND ROOFING WORKS.
Gas Street and Berkeley Street, Birmingham.

TOHN HENDERSON PORTER, Engineer and
*-' Contractor, Pa'entee of a new system of constructing
(cheaply and expeditiously, by ordinary labourers) Portable
Buildings and Sheds—formed of ordinary planks or boards—
peculiarly suitable for Farm purposes. A Model Shed has recently

b-ien erected in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace at Sydenham. Corrugated and Galvanised Iron Roofs
and Roofing Plates, Eaves, Gutters, Rain-water Pipes, Tanks,
Fences, &c— London Office, 1, Riches Court, Lime Sireet.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
[ R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

'J • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns

of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to

supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,

&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of

ground, 5 bars 4s. 9d. each.

HURDLES tor CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of
ground, 5 bars 5s. 3d. each.

" T^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
JL Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor

Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIGl DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural aud floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
frum attacks of insects aud from morning frosts. To be had in

-my required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. Gd. per yard run, of

Llisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom. " It is_much cheaper than mats as a covering."
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GRAPE VINES FROM EYES.
ECiMiINMNNINc; respectfully u^i to offer an

• oxton»lvo collootlon of all the principal Ictndu of GItAPE
VINES in pots extra Htrong, olthor for forcing In tho pol o\

planting out.

PEACHES and NEOTARINEHi efltabllsliod In potfl two and
fchveo years, full of blojwom budw, and will doubllcttu produce flno

crops the next Reason'-; alHO strong FIG8 In pots-

A large and extensive assortment of trainod Poncho
tarlnos, Aprloots/ Plums, Gharries, Pears, and Applos, In One
liuiUt.li.

it, <;. would particularly direct attention to lilti v^ry largo
collection of L'oars for Pyramidal Training) Tlioy aro from
5to7feot lilgh, and grown especially for the purpose, with
abundance of tihort shoots. The Horticultural Society's nomon
elature has been adoptod with nil the Fruit Troon; thoy may,
therefore, be rolled upon as corroot, Catalogues of the above
and nil other Nursery Stoofc may bo bad on application.

Onlswloh Nursery, London.

WHEAT FOR WINTER SEEDING.
"lAflUJ AM BARNES invites the attention of hie
» * patrons and frtondu to that woll-known and muoh

«stoomod sneoles called tho OLD LAMMAS or Winter Wheat,
and which bo warrants tho truo original without admixture of
any sort, and porfeotly cloan. ThlB Wheat lias boon grown by
himself on light blaoli soil, and the character of II remains per-
manent, haying no tendency todogonorato or liability to disease
it, may be sown on tho coldoot description of clay and hoavy land,
and hn late as the last woolc In Docembor with tho almost
osrtatn prospect <>( affording a good returih -For fnrthor par-
tloularSj address Wilgum Babnes, the Elms Farm, Spalding,
i lini'idii'dilrc.

WATERER'S AMERICAN I'lMNTS.—A now
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE Is now published of tho

celebrated Oollootlon of hardy Scarlotand othor Rhodod Irons,

as exhibited byJoun Watbbwii at tho Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park; lt-wlll be found-to contain a few praotloal obaer-
vatlous on their successful management, and win bn forwarded
on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
Us enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-
tion, a List of choice Coniform will be woon, embracing the Latest

importations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.
-I. W. has ij,ow tho plonnu.ro to offer in largo quantities, and of

all heights, tho following selection of CONIFERS, with tho
remark that thoy are all now growing in tbo opon ground, aro
bushy ami bandHomo as can bo dosirod, and hava been trans*
planted each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can bo encoun-
tered In their removal iron) the nursery:—Arauoaria Imbrlcata,
Cryptomeiia japonlea; PlnuB Douglasl, Omnbm, oxcolna, Lam-
bertUna, Insignia, Jefferyana, Boardsleyl, tuborculata, &c;
Cedrus Deodaro, Lebanon, and AfYicanu; Wollingtoniaglgantea,
Cupressus, J uniparu.8, Taxue, Thuja, &c.

fl-iV" Tho nttontlon of gentlemen, public companies, and others
engaged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoing;
indeed, all intending planters would bo well repaid by a visit to

inspect our stock, as much may bo soon which of necessity
cannot be given within the limits of an advertisement.
Tho Nursery is easily reached by railway, being near the

Paniborongli Station, South-Western Railway, and Blackwator
on tho South-Eastorn Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot. Surrey
.

DENYuiR'S NEW PROLIFIC GREEN MAR-
ROW PEA.—A tine variety for succeeding the first early

Crops. Very hardy, and one of the greatest cropping Peas in
cultivation. It obtained the first prize at the Hastings and also
at tho St. Leonard's Horticultural Exhibitions.
From the Dean of Battle.—" The sample of Peas you sent me

surpasses in beauty of colour and richness of flavour any that I

have ever met with."
From Mr. Waters, Gardener to Lady Webster, Battle Abbey.—

" I have examined the growing stock of your new Pea, and find it

crops abundantly, the pods being a good length, very broad, and
well filled. It is also a fine flavoured and beautifully green-
coloured Pea."
From Mr. Bnnyard, Maidstone.—" My opinion of the new Pea

is, that it is a distinct sort, a good cropper, and for colour I do not
know its equal."

From Mr. Parks, late Nurseryman and Seedsman, Dartford, Kent.—" I am much pleased with your new Pea. It certainly is a very
tine cropper. The Peas are large, and the pods completely filled.

it will when known become a superior Pea for market.'
Price 3s. Gd. per quart. Post Office orders payable to William

Denver, Seedsman, Battle, Susses. May also be had through
the London and other

NEW OR RARE PLANTS AT R-.DUCED PRICES.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS

are now prepared to offer the annexed :—
TYD2E.L ELEGANS.—A most beautiful plant from New
Grenada, with bright scarlet flowers; 10s. Gd. each.

BEGONIA CHRYSOLEUCA.—A distinct new species somi-
creeper, the blossoms are yellow, tipped with white; 15s. each.

COLEUS BLUMEI PECTINATUS.—A very distinct variety,
tho foliage is variegated similar to Coleus Blumei, but tbe
leaves are beautifully laciniated; 5s, each.

MANDIROLA ROEZLI.—An extremely handsome gesnera-
ceous plant produciug fine spikes of lilac-coloured blossoms;
15s. each.

VACCINIUM ERYTHRINA.—A truly magnificent plant sent
us by our collector Mr. John Heushall; tbe flowers are pro-
duced in bunches, of a bright crimson colour; 31*. Gd. each.

ARAUCARIA CO OKI. — Handsome well formed seedling
plants ; 84s. each.

AUBRIETIA MOOREANA.—A new and distinct beautiful
flowering Alpine plant; 5s. each.

MANDIROLA LANATA.—A pretty gesneraceons plant, of a
delicate violet colour inside the mouth of the blossoms, and
shaded lilac outside; 15s. each.

•ORTHOSIPHON SPICATUS.—This plant has been recently
introduced from Ocaua, and is a great acquisition, its foliage
being deliciously fragrant; its blossoms are large and white;
10s. 6rf. each.

BEGONIA SPLENDIDA. — This exquisite plant has been
discovered and sent us by our collector Mr. John Heushall,
during his researches in tbe Indian Archipelago ; as an orna-
mental plant it is unequalled; 21s. each.

LASIANDRA HOIBRENK.I. — This is a very distinct and
handsome plant, with very large beautiful blue flowers, and
pretty ornamental foliage.

PASSIFLORA ALBA-NIGRA.—As the name implies, this is a
very distinct new greenhouse climber.

ERICA jEMULA.— A very beautiful hybrid, in the Erica
Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the style
of Erica aristata, but very much higher in colour.

ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA.—This variety may really be said
to be three times as fine as the parent, whose "name it bears;
it is a very compact grower aud excellent iu habit, with
tubular blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour.

SRYTtiRINA COTTYANA, a superb variety, produciug im-
mense spikes of blossom, with flowers of a very rich deep
scarlet colour; 5s. each.

P.RYTHRINA BELLANGERI.—The free flowering characterof
this plaut renders it a great acquisition. Cuttings struck in the
spring blossom profusely through the summer, which is not
generally the case with the other sorts, as they do not usually
flower until tho second year after being propagated ; 5s. each.

RHOPAI/A ORGANENSIS, an exquisite ornamental Stove
Plaut, far exceeding in beauty any other sort in this family;
31s. 6d. each.

The Nurseries, Tooting, Loudon.
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Malvalso or Grove Bud Sweetwater, Red Froutlgnan or Grizzly,
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TO PLANTERS AND THE TRADE.

HAY, SANGSTER,ANDCO.,will Sell the following
cheap, m tho ground irniHt bi i I n

Strong Standard Dwarf and Dwarl Trained PCAJK8,
Do. do. do, GREENGAGE and VXCTOBIA PL1
Do. do. ami lialf Standard M I W.i: I ,RKY,
Do. do. and Dwarf Trained CHERRIES, JTRH1
PRINCE of WALES, PRINCE ALBERT, and VICTORIA
Strong two years! SEAKALE and ASPARAGUS,
EVERGREEN "AKS, in potrt, 3 to5 foot.

IS iind 1!), ('innhMii;i!id ['lace, Newinuton EnMs, London.

PEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

I
and J. FRASER beg to announce that their

• Triced List of tho ab'tve is now published, and may be had
post free on application.

J. & J. P. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last.

three years, and havo received numerous letters from gentlemen
in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-
ness. Thoy can theretore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.
Lea Bridge Road, Essex.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1855.

MEETINGS POR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tukbdat. Nov. 2J-Horticultural 2 r.u.

Our readers will not have forgotten the state-

ments made last winter and spring respecting a
certain Chinese Yam. or Dioscorea Batatas, sent

to France from Shanghae by M. de Montignv, and
recommended as an equivalent to the Potato. At
that time no experience worth mentioning had been
gained in this country respecting this plant, the
whole of our information about it having come from
France. But a considerable number of tubers
having been dispersed through the country, w-e are

now in a position to report some results. This, indeed,

has been already done by a correspondent or two,

but their experiments appear to have been con-
ducted under unfavourable circumstances, and then-

statements are too conflicting to form any conclu-
sion upon. It therefore is the more satisfactory to

be able to produce evidence of what may be done
under favourable circumstances when skilful ma-
nagement is employed.

Mr. John Henoerson, lately of Kingskerswell,
and now of the Wellington Nurserv, St. John's
Wood, has produced to us five tubers, of which the
following are the weights and dimensions.

No. l ...

„ 2 ...

ii
3 —

„ 4 ...

,, 5 ...

Circumference
Weight. Length. at the

widest part

lb. 02. inches. inches.
1 2 21 H

4* IS 4
Si 14} si
6 14 u
3 13 Si

No. 1 was as fine as the French tubers exhibited
in Regent Street last winter, and demonstrated the
possibility of producing a crop of the Yam in this

country. By w-hat means these tubers were ob-
tained is related in the following statement, with
which Mr. Henderson has favoured us.

" In the latter part of April I caused a quantity
of small tubers (like those sent out to the public) to

be planted in pots aud placed oa a gentle hotbed.
Others were planted the middle of May and placed
in a cold frame. The greater part of the former
soon made their appearance above the mould, and
commenced growing rapidly, and by the third week
in May they had attained from 4 to 6 inches in

height. These, including what, lvid not started, were
then placed in a cold pit to be hardened off. By the

i J

from

bordei

i

on thi

'• ime of ih

.

dwindled away, oi

(•inn t

planted

M
ng 1 2 inch . from

now pi tuber weighing more than
M'l.
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. ; hot
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i to rai»e a
crop of Potaloea from In the

first place, it is questionable

y'i/.». of a Pea could be preserved with any vitality

in i' till the middle "f .ing Koch to

i

be the cisf

.

of the

Dioscorea ? I have reason to beli^-; that it would

|
be leu* by at leant one-half.

" From the experiments male by mynelf, and in
' which I am fally confirmed can be

no doubt tha'. thi D successfully

cultivated, oaght never to be brought into e

with artificial heat, but should be planted in the

open ground in tbe same manner as a Potato, only
with this difference, that as the tuber of the Dios-

corea is evidently so much hardier than that of the

Potato, it matters little whether the planting takes

place early or late in the spring. For my own part,

I am so convinced of its fnrdiness that I have
caused many of my tubers to be replanted in order

to stand the winter ; nor do I purpose giving them
i any protection.

•' From trials already made this Yam appears to

flourish best inpe.it and sal but it will

doubtless succeed in most de-criptions of earth j

many of the tubers, however, when taken up were
found to have penetrated into clay with detriment to

j
them.

" I have, therefore, no hesi'ati'm in s*yini that.
i when we have a sufficient stock in the county to

enable us to plant sefa as those usually

employed in Potato plantina, the produce will be
'an average weight of a pound each, and U
situations where the soil is deep and otherwise suit-

able, it will be even greater than this.

" From the experiments already made, and with-
out en'ering into i's supposed value for the mann-

: facture of starch, for distillation, &::.. I

scarcely point out its evident adaptability to the

soil and climste of Ireland, where the former is

;

generally of a deep and peaty nature, and the latter

considerably milder than our own. For were it not
for our winter, which checks its growth, the tubers

would undoubtedly continue to increase to an enor-
mous s'ze.

" With respect to whether the plants should be
staked or allowed to trail upon the ground, when
taken up I found but little difference in either case

;

but I would decidedly recommend their being
planted on ridge*, and those as high as possible, as

by this means it nny be grown with alvan"..

.

extremely shallow tround, and the taking up the

produce will be thereby . The plants also

might then be allowed to fill over the sides of the

ridges."

The other experiment was tried in the carden of
the Horticuiuial Society, ender the direction of

Mr. Gordon, by Mr. Henry NYtt. a c.ever youne
gardener there, whose account we alsc ci~e in lis

own words :

—

" Two plants of this Yam were presented by M. De-
Ciisne, of Paris, to tie Horricultaral Society iu July.
1S54. ^V hen received one was planted in the open
ground and protected by a hand-glass. The other
was planted in the orchar.i-house. The former grew
well, but the latter trom the first began to die down.
Bo:h tubers were tak-n ur> ia sutumn, potted, and
placed iu a cold Vinery, T'lat fro.— -

: ->bouse
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being a lurked one, I took one part off, and cut it up

indiscriminately into 20 small pieces, about the size of

horse Beans ; 1 planted each piece in a 3-inch pot,

placed them in a little heat, and every one grew.

•' Early in the spring of 135.5 the two old plants or

tubers were placed iu a little heat, where they soon

pushed three or four strong shoots, which I reduced to

one t.i each plant ; the shoots taken off I struck as

cuttings. During the winter of 1854 and 1855 young

tubers or seeds of this Dioscorea were received and

grown in the propagatiug house. In March they

were uice plants in 3-inch pots. I put them with the

two old plants and kept them growing slowly on in a

temperature (by night) just sufficient to keep frost out.

Several of the last-named plants, and likewise some of

those 1 r.iised from cuttings, were distributed to Fellows

of the So.'ietv. The others that remained, and the two

old plants, were planted out, at the foot of a Vine border

the first week in Juue, 1855. The soil in which they

were planted was dug a spit and a half deep and

mixed with a good dressing of leafiuould and peat.

Each plHUt was covered with a hand glass, except those

struck from pieces of old tubers, which were planted

four under a glass ; the glasses were kept on all the

season, but were tilted up on the north side from the

first week after planting out. Out of nine of the plants

raised in the propagating house four or five of them
never made a leaf after being planted out (which I can

account for in no other way than that the young tubers

had reached the bottom of their pots, and had turned

again when I planted them out). Notwithstanding this,

however, their tubers continued to increase in size.

The other four produced good sized tubers, the

heaviest of which weighed 11 oz. The two old

plants grew very fast, and I trained the stems both

inside and outside the glasses (i. c, pegged them down)
and covered the axil of each leaf with leaf-mould.

When I took them up I found that tubers had formed

at the axils of the leaves, where the shoots Jiad been

pegged down ; varying in size from 2 to 6 inches in

lenath. At each of the old plants there were also two
or three large tubers, which had gone straight down to

the bottom of the border, and then turned under the

drainage of the Vines. Out of eight of the young
plants propagated from pieces of old tuber, four of

them likewise seut down tubers to the bottom of the

border ; but they were very slender, the heaviest of

them did not weigh more than 4 oz. It may be worth
mentioning that where the first Dioscorea was planted out
in 1854, a piece of the tuber was left in the ground,
at a depth of 18 inches, and that it sent up a stem this

summer ; this I uncovered to the bottom, and I found
that the new tuber commences to form at the top of the
old one, and grows downwards ; fo** to the depth of the
old tuber there was nothing but stem.
" In the cultivation of this Yam we should therefore

apparently plant shallow on a deep heavy soil, trenched
some months beforehand. We should also force less

and piant much earlier in the season. This last point,

however, I expect must be determined by experience. I

may add that on stems not pegged down little bulbs had
formed at the axils of the leaves about the size of Peas."

The inference we draw from these explicit rela-

tions of two experiments tried by competent persons
is undoubtedly in favour of the climate of England
being good enough for the Chinese Yam. Nor is

our opinion at all altered by the knowledge that
many have wholly failed in growing it, a circum-
stance sufficiently explained by the badness of the
sets which were planted, or by mistakes as to the
way in which the crop requires to be managed.

Those who are desirous of seeing the roots pro-
duced under the circumstances here explained, will
have the opportunity of doing so at the autumn
meeting of the Horticultural Society on Tuesday
next in Regent Street.

It will have been remarked that the question of
the comparative value of the Quercus sessiliflora
and Quercus pedunculate has once more been raised
by some of our correspondents. Certainly there is

no inquiry whatever of greater national importance,
affecting as it does the value of the staple produce
of our English forests. Nevertheless it is one
regarding which our supineness is unparalleled. Is it

not possible to prove, by irresistible evidence, the
respective qualities of these our two British Oaks ?

and to set at rest the conflicting testimony, if that,
indeed, can be called testimony which is for the
most part hearsay, or mere trad'ition—in a matter
which most seriously concerns the landed property
of these kingdoms.

According to A, our valuable Oak is all produced
by Quercus pedunculated. According to B, the finest
Oak is, or was, that of Quercus sessiliflora. B asserts
that the latter grows much faster and forms a finer
tree than the former; but A, while admitting the
feet, replies that the badness of its quality renders
its rate of growth unimportant.

Our columns have from the very establishment of
the hardeners Clironicle been open to this inquiry,
and contain numerous statements and counter-
statements, out of which it seems impossible to
select the truth. These discrepancies probably
arise in some cases from the real dislinctions be-
tween the two Oaks being misunderstood. It is

thought that all Oaks with stalkless acorns belong

to Q. sessiliflora, whereas Q. pcdunculata itself has

sometimes its acorns in the same state. The true

character of Q. sessiliflora is to have long-stalked

leaves and short-stalked or stalkless acorns. On
the other hand Q. pcdunculata has short-stalked or

stalkless leaves, and long-stalked acorns. It is in-

deed in the leaves that the means of distinguishing

the two kinds exists, even better than in the acorns.

Those of Q. sessiliflora have always long yellow

stalks, while the leaves of Q. pcdunculata either

have no stalks at all, or if there be stalks they are

either green or red. The timber of the first, which
has very uniform and fine medullary rays, is called

Chesnut by uninformed persons ; that of the second,

which has many very large medullary rays, mixed
with the smaller ones, is the common Oak of the

timber merchants.

It is time that this question should be finally

settled, and we earnestly invite the co-operation of

our numerous readers in bringing it to issue. The
inquiry is of rather more importance than the

proper form of a Tulip, or even than the quality of

a Plum; and should engage the earnest attention

of country gentlemen, through whom alone the

truth can be ascertained. We earnestly invite

their communications wherever they have certain

personal knowledge of the real facts of the case.

New Plants.
148. Dendrobium cumitlatum.

D. cumulation (Stacliyobium) racemis densis lateralibus, petalis
obovatis obtusis sepalis multo' majoribus, mento sepalis iequali
angusto incurvo acutiusculo labelli glabri ungue lineari pone
basin unidentato lamina oblongaobtusu.

A most beautiful addition to our collections. We
first received a specimen in September last from Mr.
Charles Junkermann, who found it growing in the
garden of Mr. F. Coventry, of Shirley, near Southamp-
ton, and who describes the plant as having a dark stem
covered here and there with Vanilla-scented blossoms.

Since that time we have also had it from Mr. C. B.
Warner. It appears to have been bought at one of Mr.
Skinner's sales ; but its real history is unknown to us.

The flowers are nearly 2 inches long, with the delicate

pinkcolouraud transparent textureforwhich Dcndrobiwni
transparens is so remarkable. They grow in lateral

compact clusters, five or six together, in the same
manner as in D. adivncu.ni. The depth of colour in

them varies ; Mr. Warner's specimens having been very
much darker than those from Mr. Coventry, and more-
over having the delicate lip itself freckled with rose-

colour. The leaves have not been seen by us. The species

must stand next D. aduncum, from which it differs in its

large flowers, incurved acute chin, and perfectly hair-

less obtuse lip. There is more than one nearly allied

unpublished species in our possession from Java, whence
this perhaps has come.

149. RONDELETIA ANOHALA.

R. anomala; viridi-pubescens, foliis ovatis acurainatis breviter
petiolatis, glandulis quibusdam stipularum loco, capitnlis
terminalibus trifloris, calycis laciniis linearibus foliaceis glan-
dulis interjectis, corolla; tnbo duplo longiore filiformi limbo
5-partito refiexo laciniis retusis : faucis annulo lineari intus
villoso.

A beautiful Guatemala hothouse shrub, lately raised

from seeds by the Horticultural Society, to which they
had been presented by its generous aud indefatigable

correspondent G. U. Skinner, Esq. The plant has
something the appearance of a Bouvardia ; the flowers

are of the richest vermilion red, with a yellow eye, about
the size and form of R. odorata, but with the orifice of
the tube closed by yellow hairs. What is very remark-
able this shrub has no stipules, instead of which there
is a line of minute shining glands, others like which also

appear about three together, between the leafy lobes of
the calyx. Flowering in November this plant must be
regarded as one of the most brilliant species which even
Mr. Skinner has been able to add to our gardens.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY—No. XCV.
379. Exostosis.* [Knaurs.) The Beech, Hornbeam,

Sycamore, Oak, Hawthorn, and some other trees are
subject to a very curious affection, indicated by the
production of hard lumps of wood entirely disconnected
with the common central column, surrounded bv the
bark, aud causing it to project more or less decidedly,
according to their size. They vary from the size of a Pea
to some inches in diameter, and are remarkable for the
wavy lines with which their surface everywhere is marked.
The origin of these bodies was very obscure till Trecul
studied them, and it is to his memoir in the 20th
volume of the third series of the " Annales des Sciences
Naturelles" that we are indebted for the following in-

formation. It does not appear that they are due to the
puncture of an insect, but they seem to arise from
some peculiar constitutional condition of the particular
plant on which they are formed.

380. In order to ascertain the origin of these bodies
it is necessary to examine them in a very early stage

of growth. At a later period the traces of their

primary condition and their relation to the wood are in

general so masked as tomake it almost impossible to arrive
at any satisfactory conclusion. It will be seen as we
proceed that Dutrochet's theory that Knaurs are from

Elwraravs, projection of bones, as of the cheek bone. Trecul
considers it a sort of ligneous hypertrophy.

the first altogether independent of the part of the tree
on which they grow without any terminal bud, that
they are in fact mere latent embryos and not true buds
at all, is perfectly untenable. The important bearing of
the case on the theory of the formation of wood from
tissue descending from the buds, will not escape
the notice of any well instructed botanist, though
it has little connection with our present subject. Now
in every case where a sufficiently young Knaur is under
observation, there is no difficulty in ascertaining the
presence of a terminal bud, which is always at some
early period of growth connected by a fibro-vascular
system with the woody axis upon which it is

seated. It is far more easy to ascertain this con-
nection in the Hornbeam than in the Beech, because
traces of the original formation remain a longer time,
and in fact are seldom entirely obliterated. Little
buds in the former case may be seen to creep on
the surface of the bark, assuming a very peculiar
form which may be compared with the shoot of some
Jungermannia, or a crawling scaly Annelid. They
are sometimes very small, not exceeding g of an inch
in length, and a sixth of these dimensions in breadth,
composed of two ranks of little imbricated scales sepa-
rated by a longitudinal furrow. Though of such small
dimensions they are often of considerable age ; and if

they are carefully removed so as to take with them a
few layers of bark, their point of origin will be found
not to correspond with the apparent point of attachment
to the bark, that is with that of the scales which are
furthest from the top of the bud, but immediately below
the summit itself, or the youngest scales, so that the
buds only apparently creep over the surface of the
bark. The scales, in fact, as fast as they are formed
are pushed backwards, together with the thin bark to
which they are attached. And as this rejection of the
old scales cannot take place without the rupture of the
tissues of the bark, though they were at first disposed

all round the bud they are thrust back on the side oppo-
site to the rupture, and thus a furrow is formed which
runs through the whole series of scales. Occasionally the
scales are thrown back on two sides of the bud, and
then they form two series, making a more or less acute
angle with each other. Sometimes these buds are
attached immediately to the wood itself which is more
prominent at the point of attachment, a method of which
we shall have more to say in the next article, but in other

instances the wood itself of the bud increases so as to

form within the bark a distinct nodule, which at last

loses all attachment, and appears under the guise

of a true Knaur. As it increases, a considerable

pressure is exercised on the bark, which in turn as it

increases in thickness lifts up the nodule, and finally

ruptures the fibro-vascular bundle by which it was
attached, so as to leave it quite free. It no longer-

depends upon any nutritive matter derived from the

growing surface of the axis, but it has its own system of

bark and wood, and receives all its nutriment from the
bark in which it is enveloped, and that already elaborated.

It has no need therefore, like a parasite, of any system
by which the juices it receives may be elaborated, and
in consequence the bud to which it owed its first

origin may become entirely abortive without any detri-

ment to the growth, and thus all trace be lost of its-

ancient connection with the axis, or of the bud to

which it owed its first origin. In Paulownia iraperialis,

M. Trecul has observed a Knaur supported by two
peduncles, as if it had arisen from the union of two buds.

381. After a time the bark which covers the Knaurs-
is apt to decay, and if the injury extends down to the

nodule itself, its further development must be confined

to the side nearest to the axis. The decay may be con-

tinued to such an extent as to leave merely a ring of

wood instead of a globose nodule. The Knaurs occa-

sionally, though freely developed above, adhere per-

manently by a strong peduncle to the wood.

382. Though the bud for the most part decays, this is

not universally the case, nor does it always remain in a
rudimentary state. Dr. Lindley has figured a branch

springing from a Poplar Knaur in his " Theory of

Horticulture." A less marked instance is illustrated by
Trecul, though of considerable interest, inasmuch as the

bud which had beea for years semi-dormant has at

length assumed a more active vitality, and has in con-

sequence been more perfectly developed. Iu the Olive,

Knaurs are so prone to develope their buds that they

are used for propagation under the name of uovoli. The
clavus of the Olive mentioned by Re is probably the

same thing. Mr. Lowe has, at my request, in vain

inquired after such an affection at Madeira, so that it

should seem to be local. Neither could he hear any-

thing of the callosities on the roots described by \\\n

same author, Molina says that they do not occur in

Chili. M. J. B.

WASP PAPER.
It is well known that wasps and hornets make their

combs and the outer covering of their nests of a struc-

ture called by the name of wasp or hornet paper, quite

different from that which bees make use of. To those

of your readers who are less familiar with this subject

the following observations on the nature of the substance

which goes by this name may not be without interest.

I may premise that a wasp's nest is made of a case

of paper of this kind, inside which the comb is fastened

horizontally in stages, not vertically like bees' comb.

The uppermost stage is connected with the outer case,

and the lower are hung successively one from the other

to the number of five or more. The cells are hexagonal
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like beos* cells, hut they arc single, with the opening
downwards, not set end to end as in honeycombs The
upper surface in rough, dark* And uneven, corresponding

to the blind ends of the cells. The lowor presents the

open orifices of tlm coIIh all invested with more or less

of tho same mucous secretion with which the cells are

Lined and the larger cells are prolonged, and which in

the cement used for holding the component particles of

tho wood together. 'This mucus is soluble in an alka-

line menstruum, insoluble in water, alcohol, or ether,

differing thus chemically from the eecrotion with which
buOH make their ecllu.

Tlio paper in made by all on tho same general plan

—

namely, in ribbons varying in width from about one-six-
teenth of an inch upwards. The ribbons tiro fastened
together into a sheet, the fastening being of a less com-
pact texture than the ribbon itself. The cells ore made
in this same way, apparently three sides of the hexagon
boing made continuously. The disposition of the various
materials of which the nhoota of paper are made [ends
to the inference that each wasp, of the social Bpocies, has
•its own working place, and itself makes up the mate-
rials which it brings home, going on building where it

had left oil', and then returning to tho same place for
more similar materials. The different f material in

various parts is much more apparent in the ncMt of the
social than in that of tho solitary wasp.

The colls are made of a single tlliokneS8, coated on
each Bide with a layer of mucus, by which also the in-

terstices of the woodwork are filled. The case con-
eists of sheets of paper, laid one over the Other, most
numerous at tho top whence they begin, but laid with
no great regularity- Apparently tlio whole nest is made
•on a definite plan, the size of tho whole being calculated

from the first to (lie probable requirements of tho
colony. Dut on this point some observations are needed,
which might bo readily and safely made with a telescope
ou the tree wasp's nest.

The common wasp which builds in the ground uses
for this purpose fragments of wood. The pulp formed
by boiling the paper of this species in a solution of
caustic potash, displays under tho microscope little frag-

ments of wood, where several short fibres are held
together by medullary rays. Apparently the wood is

decayed
; the comparatively large size of the fragments

and the absence of discolouration on boiling io liquor
potasstu favour this opinion. The wood is used by this

species only as rubble, quite differeutly to the practice of
the tree wasp.

Hornet paper differs only from this in the larger size

of the fragments, and generally coarser structure and
more friable texture. The nests, so far as 1 have been
able to ascertain, are made on the same general plan;
but my knowledge ou this point is very incomplete. The
usual seat of the nest, namely, the hollow of a decayed
tree, renders an outer case less needful to these insects
than to the tree wasps.

Tree wasp paper, disintegrated by boiling liquor
potasste, presents only filaments or vegetable fibres under
the microscope. Here are no fragments or medullary
arays, only fibres which are fitted into one another; and,
as this paper blackens on boiling in an alkaline solution,

it may be inferred that live fibres, still containing the
vegetable juices, were employed. The texture is much
Otronger and more compact than that of the ground
wasp's nest, and mucus is not so largely used. I have
succeeded, indeed, in making a paper of tolerable tenacity
from the pulp of wasp paper of this kind after the mucus
had been removed.

I believe that the different nature of the materials
which they employ, and the differeut manner ill which
they work them up, would alone establish au essential

difference between the ground and tree wasp. It would
be curious to ascertain whether any difference exists in

the structure of the jaws of these species corresponding
with the difference of their habits. Perhaps I may
have opportunities of investigating this point next year.
The only appreciable distinction of texture between the
nests of the solitary and social tree wasp is the greater
delicacy aud uniformity of the solitary nest. The
materials of both are the same. Brighton.

ENTOMOLOGY.
THE CHRYSANTHEMUM FIELD BUG.

Flowers, the beauty of which, in the eye of the
artistic cultivator, consists in the almost mathematical
correctness of the outliue aud iu the perfectly even
development of the petals and stamens, must of course
be reudered worthless if either of these conditions be
wanting, since it cannot be denied that (although it may
be a matter of questionable taste to distort by cultiva-
tion the outline of a naturally irregular flowered species,

such as a Viola, into a perfectly regular circle) many
flowers, especially composite ones, are circularly deve-
loped upon mathematical principles, and therefore the
truer their development the more even will be their form
and growth ; and we presume it is an unquestionable
axiom in aesthetics that what is true to nature cauuot be
false in taste.

These remarks are offered by way of answer to the
observations which we have heard as to the unnecessary
care bestowed by florists on their favourite flowers, with
the view of their becoming perfect iu outline and
development. Now the Chrysanthemum is one of those
flowers which nature has determined should be of a
perfectly circular outline, and with regularly developed
petals, but it very often happeus that the choicest
flowers of this kind will not bloom true and regular,

owing to the want of development of some of the petal

Various causes doubtless exist capable of producing
such an annoying result, Dot only arl ag rom the

growth of the plant iUeli but also from the condition of

tie- atmosphere aud other external clrcuu tana

have reason however to believe that the chiel agent in tie-

matter iH a little active winded field bug, which

throughout the month ofOctober, whilst the Chrysanthe-
mum buds are ill their full growth, may le

on them io tie* sunshine, with it** sucker deeply im-

mersod in the bud, from which it extracts Eteno
i oe nt ; at the same line- materially affecting Me- growth
of the particular parte of the bud which the In

thus attacked.

Thin littll in
I

i is generally lobe found I

on the top oi tlio buds or among their clustered stems

;

it is vi-y wary, and at the approach of tie- hand
immediately flies oil ox hides iteolf on thi tinder or

Opposite Hide of the bud. It in, with its wings

closed, about a quarter of an inch long,

of a iloll ochreoiiM colour, tinged with reddish or with
greenish, so as to bo somewhat variable in it

The upper surface of its body is glo iy, io 'li*t it in

rather an agreeable object than otherwise, when -.

iu the nun Hitting in the midst ol a bud of wl

bursting petals begin to disclose their tint**. It Eeol a

longisll, oval, and rather depressed form
; the head is

triangular, with- cbesnut eye*; the ani OB are about

two-thirds the length of the entire body, the

joint is not thicker than tie- I.a il one, the till]

fourth are rather mure slender. The thorax in rathi r

Btrougly punctured ; it is at its hind part nearly three

times lot broad as the bead, with its lateral m
straight and oblique ; near its fore margin are two
raised spaces placed transversely. The SOUtellum has
two small black pointed spots at its base. The wing
covers are like thin born, both iu colour and substance,

ho as somewhat to hIiow the colours of the body through
them ; they are slightly clouded with brown ab
middle, and with several small dark dots beyond the
middle; tho apical membrane j H rather dusky, with the

vein which traverses it in an oval form, more transparent
The legs arc long and Hfender, pale dirty buff, the hind

thighs with a dusky ring near the tips. The body of the

male is dark blackish, with a reddish tinge at the

extremity ; that of the female is greenish buff. The
latter sex has a long groove down the greater part of the

under side of the abdomen, which contains the instru-

ment by which she deposits her eggs in plants.

Wedonot know either the earlier orlaterhistory of the

species, and can only conjecture that some of the females
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as soon as the dull cold weather of November approaches,
hide themselves among the foliage of hedge rows or

adjacent plants where they remain till spring, when they

deposit their eggs on the young stems or upon the newly
developed leaves of the Chrysanthemum and other

plains suitable for the food of their progeny, which
resemble their pareuts in all respects except in wanting
wings aud wing covers. We must not omit to add that

the instrument by which the mischief to the Chrysan-
themum buds is produced is the four-jointed sucker
attached to tbe under side of the head, its length being
nearly that of the antenna?, and the iuterior of its sheath
being furnished with several long and very delicate

bristles which it thrusts into the buds, thus causing die

sap to flow upwards along the tubular sheath into the

head of the insect. We may further mention that the

iusect. is much less active in dull weather, w-hen it may-
be easily caught with the fingers. In this manner in

five minutes I captured sufficient specimens for my own
and friends' cabinets. The species belongs to the order
Hemiptera, sub-order Heteroptera, family Capsidae, and
genus Phytocoris, being closely allied to the Potato bug,
whose portrait we gave in this Paper some time ago ;

and although it is very difficult to determine tile very
numerous species of this group, we believe our iusect to

be the Cimex campestris of Linnteus.

Since the above was written we learn from Mr. Salter,

of the Versailles Nursery, whose success in cultivating the
Chrysanthemum is so well known, that the ravages of this

insect are much more injurious than I had imagined, and
that it is chiefly to its attacks on the very youug buds in

August and September that so many of them wither off

in the centre. He adds that one eminent French grower
of these flowers has informed him Uiat from this cause
lie has scarcely a single bloom this year. /. 0. IT.

RTHLY.
'In a more extended ^ab-

as shown by Colonel Nichols, lioyal Matinee,

collection of water on island of a

the midst of the ocean, has be>-n rarely equalled. A (canty

supply was procured formerly for »au-ring slops, when
the quick perception <' • ro to notice

the rapidity with which o kind of Mow overran the

Fully aware of the bygrometrical quality

of planus he took advantage of it by planting the Moot
wherever there was a trace of soil I. spouts

the water was conveyed to the moat convenient

until he procured a most smple supply, daily on the in-

crease, in proportion as bis Moss extended more ai.d

more.

In like manner the agency of man, with or without

his intention or knowledge, works important changes

both in the climate of individual f-pols and in Urge
districts, lor instance: One of my uncles had on
estate in Virginia, very near to tbe bank of the James
river. The house was situated on an elevated plain.

The course of the river, and the miasma which arose

from or were conveyed by it, were shut out from the

house by a dense and abruptly sloping wood. At about

a mile and a half from the estate bis nearest neighbour
had a house similarly situated. Unfortunately the

neighbour cut down a portion of the wood between
bis house and the river. He thu- let in the dry
wind of the southern parts of the Cnited States which
rushes to the higher temperature of the Gulf Stream,
bearing along with it pestilence and death. Tbe result

was that the neighbour lost several members of his

family, and many slaves, and that the estate was
ted, while that of my uncle remained healthy.

In like manner, in the mountainous parts of Kandy,
Island of Ceylon, where every portion of land which can
be irrigated is so, and every streamlet is carefully col-

lected in tanks for tbe purpose, there is an old fort at

Nalnnda. This fort had proved the grave equally of

European, Malay, Bengalee, and African. At last on
intelligent native pointed out that it was situated in a
line in which the tank and the irrigated poddy fi- Ids

were placed—that is, between the north-east, or tbe direc-

tion of tbe dry wind, and tbe fort ; so that the fort being

on elevated ground was so placed as to catch every atom
of miasma. He pointed out that the natives always
placed themselves on a level with the tank ; that the

tanks were always constructed to the north-ei.-

of the paddy field ; and that the dwellings of the natives

were erected to the north-eastward in the midst of

w'ood. He suggested that the fort should be abandoned
and that the pest-master should be removed to a point

to the north-eastward in the midst of wood, which rose

above his dwelling.

The result was that we had the gratification of finding

the rest-house perfectly healthy, to find the haif-caste

post-master in the perfect enjoyment of life, and above
a'l I walked about with the intelligent Modeiiar (the

highest native employe) and beard him point out with

delight the result of his suggestion.

In the neighbourhood of Charleston, South Carolina,

we have an instance in a wide district of the effects

of the industry of man being turned, by neglect,

into a source of pestilence rarely exceeded, Caro-

lina Rice is produced on the deltas of the Charles

and Savannah rivers, and their tributaries. It formerly

bore so high a price as to induce the growers to take

advantage of every difference of level to construct tanks

for irrigation. During the war of independence

the district was perfectly healthy. The construction

of tanks increased, until Eiast Indian Rice was imported,

and caused the price to become so low as not to repay the

expense of keeping up some of these tanks. Tank after
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tank w.i8 abandoned, until the dank profusion of decaying

anddecawd Testation generated pestilence to such a

degree, that in 1824 1 was told that no white man, during

certain parts of the year. .Lire sleep a single night

beyond the walls of Char!

A similar result has occurred in the northern part of

Ceylon, which abounds with the remains of tanks, some

of gigantic dimensions. There, as at Charleston, the

neglected tanks first commenced the depopulation of

the district. But in Ceylon inroads of the Malabars

from ihe continental coast, combined with that fell

scourge the small pox, have reJuced the population to its

present low, very low state, and to make the country so

unhealthy, that when two of us were about to join a

shooting' excursion from Colombo, and to visit the

ancient capital of the island, now in 'ruins, our com-

rades tried to dissuade us by saying " that we should

leave our bones in the jungle."

On looking back at the foregoing we find instances of

the power ofman—in the White Clover, in the Charlock,

in the Yellow Tine, the Scotch Fir, the white Cedar, and

the Hickory, &c; in the bulb taken from the hand of

a mommy; over the mite aud the hopper, over mos-

quitoes, gnats, or midges, over the snails at Layton ; in

substituting steam for a mother, and in taking advantage

of high feeding to accelerate the production of young,

and thus to make the ingenuity of man minister to the

wants of man. We also" see man exerting his intellect

in drawing condensed moisture from the clouds in the

Island of Ascension—showing his ignorance by letting in

pestilence and death over his healthy home in Virginia

—and his intelligence by de; riving miasma of its prey

in the fort of Nalunda.
We find in the neighbourhood of Charleston, South

Carolina, and in Ceylon, man busied in forming tauks,

the sources of plenty aud abuudance. We see him as

an economist in America, or oppressed and a martyr to

the most dire disease in Ceylon, abandon those sources

of plenty and abundance, and we see large districts con-

verted into pestilential morasses.

But we see throughout, that in every instance beings

are subject to universal laws ; and, although man in his

blindness cannot see nor trace the workings of the

Almighty, and although the ingenuity, the perseverance,

the comprehension of man may do much, still those

laws are universal, and creation is the province of the

Creator. He alone asserts this power. He exerts it

when and in what manner He pleases. I. J. C.

Home Correspondence.
Vitality of Seeds.—Several statements have been pub-

lished on the number of yeurs during which seeds pre-
served in a dry state have retained their power of
germinating, but much less seems to be known in regard
to seeds lying naturally near the surface of the ground

;

therefore you may, perhaps, think the following case,
though very far from a striking one, worth publishing.
An arable field 15 years ago was laid down in pasture

;

nine years ago last spring, a portion was deeply ploughed
up and planted with trees, and in the succeeding summer,
as far as I can trust my memory, plenty of Charlock,
which abounds in this neighbourhood, came up ; but if

my memory plays me false the case will prove so much
the stronger. From being badly ploughed the whole of
the land in the course of the year became covered with
Grass and coarse weeds, and has remained so ever
since, and the trees have now grown up. It is very
improbable, from the well, known habits of the Char-
lock, that it could have grown in the little wood after
the first year or two ; and though almost daily visiting
it I have not noticed a plant. But this spring I had
some Thorn bushes pulled up, and it was so done that
not more than one or two ( I speak after comparison)
hand's breadth of earth was turned up. To my sur-
prise in July I happened to observe on one of the little

patches of earth no less than six dwarf Charlock plants
in flower ; on each of two other patches three plants

;

and on the fourth one plant. This made me on
July 21st have three separate plots of ground, each
2 feet square, in different rather open parts of the wood,
cleared of thick Grass and Weeds, and dug one spit
deep. By August 1st many seedlings had come up, and
several of them seemed to be cruciferous plants ; so
I marked with little sticks 11 of them on one of the
beds

; six on the second bed ; and five on the third
bed ; two or three died, all the rest grew up and proved
to be Charlock. I can state positively that no Charlock
was growing near these beds ; aud I do not believe
there was any within a quarter of a mile, as the little

wood is surrounded by Grass land. Now, to my mind,
this seems good evidence that the Charlock seed had
retained its vitality within a spit's depth of the sur-
face during at least eight or nine years. In most
cases, when plants spring up unexpectedly, as when a
wood has been burnt down, it is not possible to feel
sore (as has been remarked to me by Dr. Hooker)
that the seeds had not been strewed about during the
last year or two by birds or other means. Had the
several Charlock plants come up on one spot alone, I
should have thought that some accident had brought a
pod there, and that I had overlooked during the previous
years a few Charlock plants, but it seems to me im-
probable in the highest degree that on each of the 6
plants, taken by simple hazard, several (in one of the
cases 1 1) seeds should have been dropped by some un-
known agency, having been brought from a quarter of a
mile distance. But if when the land was plou»hed,
9 years ago (or when arable, 15 years ago) the
whole was, as I believe, almost covered by Charlock

the seed would have been scattered everywhere, ready to

spring up at whatever point the land might subsequently

be stirred up. I will only further remark that the

power in seeds of retaining their vitality when buried

in damp soil may well be an element in preserving the

species, and, therefore, that seeds may be specially

endowed with this capacity ; whereas, the power of

retaining vitality in a dry and artificial condition must

be an indirect, and in one sense accidental, quality in

seeds of little or no use to the species. Charles Darwin,

Down, Ni,i: 13.

Cucumbers.—In his remarks on new Cucumbers, Mr.

W. P. Ayres gives the following description of my
" Ipswich Standard." " Though fine in form," he says,

" it is coarse in flavour." Now, having sent out this

variety with a good character and professing to be "a
bit of a judge" in such matters, although differing in

opinion from Mr. Ayres I trust you will allow me to say

a few words in reply. I have no hesitation in repeat-

ing that my " Ispwich Standard," well grown, is perfect

in form, solid, and crisp ; the taste being neither sweet

nor bitter, but exactly that agreeable Cucumbry flavour

which is so desirable in all first-rate fruit of the kind.

This opinion is confirmed by numerous testimonials

which I have received from gentlemen's gardeners who
have discarded all other varieties. Market gardeners

who never thought of show fruit have this year

astonished themselves by winning for the first time

prizes with this Cucumber. Others have made
more money of their crop than they ever did

before, while some have struck cuttings, planted ridges,

and had in that way an excellent crop of hand-

some fruit from 12 to 18 inches in length. For the

sake of a little friendly competition I should be proud

to enter my thorough-bred favourite auainst Mr. Ayres's

whole collection, but they must be judged by parties

who know the difference between fine and coarse-

flavoured fruit, and who are also aware that the Sion

House and Kenyon's Favourite do not represent the

qualifications of a perfect Cucumber ; at least, such is

my opinion. Thomas Wild, Ipswich.

Double-blossomed Peach.—You mention (see p. 726),

relative to this Peach, that the fruit seldom ripens
;

and when it does, it is valueless. I beg to inform you
that I have some trees which ripen the fruit generally

every year ; and although the fruit is not very palatable

from the tree, it makes a most excellent preserve, when
preserved in brandy, &c. George Palmer, Nasing Parle,

Wallham Cross.

The Tapanna, a Madagascar plant used against

Diarrhoea.—May I trouble you to examine a specimen
or two of a plant from Madagascar. The specimens I

am sorry to say are all imperfect, but I send the best

;

they may be enough to enable you to identify the plant.

They were brought in the dried state by an intelligent

captain of a ship trading between this port and the

West Indies. The captain says that being ill when he
touched at Madagascar of some painful affection of the

bowels with diarrhoea, an infusion of this plant was
administered to him with very rapid success, and that it

was the great remedy in the island for colics and all

such affections : being so rapidly cured, he begged
a small parcel of the wonderful herb to bring
to Europe with him for the benefit of the

faculty at home. The native name was Yapanna or

Japanna. It appears to possess a good deal of

aBtringency. This is the sum of the information I have
been able to gather. If you can inform me of its name
and its relations in the natural system it would be a
satisfaction. Dennis Embleton, M.D., 39, Northumberland
Street, Newcastle-on Tyne. [The plant sent us consists of

two or three twigs of some herbaceous plant, with the

leaves attached, but neither flower nor fruit is present.

There is therefore no means of identifying it with cer-

tainty, and we can only say that it looks very like some
Jussiaea,such as J. repens, or Ludwigia juss'oeoides, both
found in the Mascaren Islands. Of their qualities we
know nothing, but the order of Onagrads in which
botanists place them is scarcely more than mucilaginous.
We should add that it is also possible that the specimens
may belong to some Lythrad like Ammannia vesicatoria,

in which case the supposed astringency of the Yapanna
may be expected to occur.]

The Osborne Shell Shower.— Your correspondent
" C. D." will no doubt follow up the pertinent questions
which he put to Mr. Winchester by an exposition of the
cause of his inquiries, viz. (what I dare say will astonish
Mr. Winchester), that the shells never fell from the
clouds at all. Nothing can be more clear than the
whole story, more particularly since Mr. W.'s remarks
of last week. Zua lubrica, the shell in question, is one
(in certain situations) of our most common terrestrial

mollusks ; it exists in thousands among the moss-grown
flowers of our woods and forests, and gladly avails
itself of stones, under which it takes refuge from the
cruel designs of naturalists, or the more natural iustincts

of its many-winged enemies. And yet how many
people ever saw a Zua lubrica ? Probably not one in
every 10,000 inhabitants of the realm. It is one of the
common things which pass onward, generation after
generation, unnoticed and unknown. The English are
not, as a people, deeply conversant with nature, except
as it appears to them in those groups of beauty which
touch the coldest and most unimaginative mind at such
seasons of the year as the present. Of the great families
of living things in the world they know little or nothing.
Were it not so, we should not have so many of those
wonderful stories which recount how toads have lived

for ages in the middle of a rock or an old tree ; how
small vipers run down their mamma's throats for refuge;

or how frogs and mollusks are showered down upon us

'

from above. Now, it is the nature of Zua lubrica to

crawl out upon provendering excursions after rainy

weather ; it is necessary that it should comfort the

inward snail, and from its mossy or rocky retreat on
the memorable day recounted by Mr, Winchester the

mollusks about Osborne were especially hungry, and
wandered about that hospitable mansion in quest of

food. For the first time in her life one of the ladies of

her Majesty's household beheld one, two— hundreds,

nay, countless thousands of these huugry young roving

mollusks. " Where could they come from ? How
hungry they must be ! poor little things 1 I have been
in fields, gardens, woods, aud even to sea, and I never
did see this little creature before ; it must have fallen

from the clouds !
" And thus in the course of half an

hour the entire household at Osborne is in possession

of the wonderful story, good Mr. Winchester seuds off

a paragraph to the Gardeners' Chronicle, and from one
eud of the kingdom to the other it is most religiously

believed that a shower of shells did actually tall at

Osborne on the day mentioned. This is the usual history

of these tales. No one is to blame. Each told

or recorded what they each and severally believed to

be true. One of your correspondents, " C. D.," with a

laudable desire to elicit truth, puts one or two questions,

and the whole matter is blown to the winds. The only

thing Mr. Winchester really knew was, that they were
alive because they eat Cabbages. Will he be kind

enough to go and search in the neighbourhood of

Osborne among moss and stones, and he will find

hundreds of Zua lubrica that will do the same ? If

he will be careful in his search he will find scores of

snails that he never saw before. But they did not fall

from the clouds, neither were they lifted bodily by a
storm and removed from one locality to another ; they

have fed thus since the great convulsion ol Nature
which separated the island from the mainland, and they

will remain until their destiny is fulfilled, aud no
longer. C. R. Bree, Strkklands, Stowmarket, Nov. 13.

Subterranean Irrigation ; Woolmer " Forest."— I feel

great pleasure in observing that my former communica-
tion has been the means of prompling a minute and
interesting notice of Mr. Wilkins's experimental garden

at Reading. May I be again permitted to make a few
remarks on the benefits probably to be derived from
the adoption of this system in certain localities. Look,

for instance, at the immense extent of the south downs ?

what would not those downs produce which now barely

feed a few sheep, were they, or great parts of them,

brought into cultivation under this system ? We will

not stop to consider them, however, but will endeavour
to get a step or two nearer the metropolis. As you
leave these downs in the rear, you step at once into
" The Royal Forest of Woolmer, a tract of 7 miles in

length, by 2J in breadth." Yes, a royal forest, but a
forest of what ? Why a royal forest of flints and Furze,

a land of sandstone and shingle, a region of " Varn "

and heather—or, in one word, a primeval waste, fiver

whose hillsides desolation reigneth paramount. Such
is or rather such was the condition of this domain the

last time I saw it, with the exception of a straggling

plantation of Pines that did not appear to be at all-

extensive. It will thus be seen that this immense
extent of country, within 50 miles of London, is

at the present time laying almost wholly idle and
unproductive ; and it will not require any very
profound calculations to prove that in its present
condition it is a dead loss to the state, and a next
to useless addition to the crown lands. I should

venture to suggest that if Government were to form
a company for the purpose of building upon and
bringing into cultivation this extensive district under
Mr Wilkins's system, the benefits to be derived from it

would be almost incalculable ; and instead of its being,

as it now is, one of the most barren, worthless, and un-

civilised portions of the country, it might be made one
of the most smiling and productive. It consists prin-

cipally of wide undulating slopes and extensive table-

lands ; added to this, it has several lakes of various dimen-
sions within its limits. Altogether it would be, in my
opinion, a most eligible situation for carrying out the

system of subsoil irrigation with beneficial effect.

It may be asked, supposing the Government could be
prevailed to give this barren waste into the hands of an
enterprising company, what would be the results ?

We may reasonably suppose that they should be some-
thing like the following, namely, that the company
would build houses from the labourer's cottage up to

the ordinary farmhouse, with a proportionate amount
of land duly prepared attached to each ; together with

barns, sheds, and all things requisite or appertaining

to the system, and for which a moderate rental should

be expected. I am myself not only perfectly convinced
that this plan would be most profitable and remunera-
tive, but that these residences would be eagerly sought
afrer, and from the competition even perhaps difficult to

obtain. Under this system then, and in this particular

district, we may hope to see a return of that good time

—

" Ere England's griefs began,
When every rood of ground maintained its man."

And it is also worthy of remark that the labour attend-
ing this mode of cultivation is trifling compared to that
of the old system, the soil itself requiring none of that
care, labour, aud attention so essential to the welfare of
all land cultivated in the ordinary manner. The crops
of the neighbouring farmers on this light soil may be
parched up or partially ruined, but the new man has
nothing to fear. The excessive drought or heat are but
the means of renovating and bringing quicker to per-
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faction his crops ; whereas, those in hit neighbours'
fields aro suffering severely, or are at any rate being
greatly retarded lor tlie want of proper moisture una
nutriment. I can likewi le conceive that a more general
adoption oftthis system upon the labourer's allotment
principle would be the means of preventing a groat deal
of that enarliug spirit of discontent so peculiarly pre-
valent in many of those agricultur il dl itriots whore, If l

may so form it, both the farmers and tin ir aboun m
have scarcely emerged from a state ol si m b irbai i m
I could Hay more on this subject, but I must not n li m| I

totrospusM further on your pogi i at pn ont. [I may
be worth while, however, to add, that I am not in any
way interested in the results of this system beyond thai
interest which we all ought to feel in any undertaking
which may loud to promote the welfare of our coi
mon. /. //. 0., SlratiMthayc. [Our corrospondenl
does not seam to bo aware that the propriety ol Boiling
Woolmor forest has long beeu under consideration.
Mr. Drummond's committee adverted to tbatoirc
stance, while they admitted Us unsuitabl s for the
growth of i iin l.r i-. Iii revenue for the year ending
March 81, L8'64,.wag.738J.8«. r„L, while its expenditure
amount. id to i in/ l.%. hi.

|

Larch Trees.— \ shall esteem it. a favour il any of
your practical subscribers would kindly inform me
the proper distance they consider a plantation ol L rcli

Firs of about 45 years' growth Bhould be loft apart to

grow to the greatest profit per acre, and whether or not
theyadvise the trees being primed up. /.'. 0, I '., 8t igltton.

Poplar 'limber.— It was obsi rvod by a correspondent
in your paper that the " Black Italian Poplar is a vain-
able won. I." I wish much to himvv in what its value
consists. I planted many of them about 40 years ago,
boing Hun toj.l they would be as valuable as Oak at hall

the ago. I find them very useful in repairs, and roofs
for cattle sheds, and such like buildings, and have lately
roofed one cart-bouse with Lurch and another with
Poplar, each of my own planting, and timo will show
which is the most durable. I have sold Larch of my
own planting for building at KM. and Is. per foot, but
have not been able to get more than 6uJ. for Poplar. In
making new plantations, therefore, I have more encou-
ragement to plant Larch than Poplar, to nay nothing
of the superior beauty of the former. L. C. K.
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'J. Notice of an Esquimaux Curlew, obtained at DurriH,
Kincardineshire, by J, Longrouir, jun., Esq, '',. Memo-
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Baccharatus [Sorghum saccharatnm] exhibited

meeting. This specimen was unwoi r high.

The plant bail been mi-ed in a closed rase in January
last, and was planted out when about a foot high, on a
warm bank in Mr. Ward's garden, where it had recently
developed its inflorescence.
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Entomological, Nov. o.—J. Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.,
President, in the (.hair. This was a special meeting
called in pursuance of a requisition signed by certaiu
members of the Society, for the purpose of taking the
opinion of the Society as to the advisability of the ad-
mission of non-paying associates ; upon balloting for
the introduction of such a cluss of irembers it was how-
ever found that a majority of the members present were
opposed to such a step. Subsequently the ordinary
business of the Society was proceeded with by the
secretary, who announced a considerable number of
donations to the library from various continental and
English societies and naturalists. Mr. Staiutou exhi-
bited several very rare moths of the family Noctuidee
from Brighton, including a very fine species, Phlogo-
phora empyrea, new^p this country, of which several
specimens bad been caught by the sugaring process

;

also a specimen of Polyommatus Agestis marked above
like P. Artaxerxes. Mr. Newman exhibited the curious
Australian moth, Entometa obliqua, which bad been
reared in this country by Mr. Uxley. Also a mass of
silk of the size of a boy's marble, spun by myriads of a
small mite of the genus Tatrauyclms, allied to the red
spider of the hot-houses. Mr. S. Steveus exhibited
several interesting Microlepidoptera, from the coast of
Hampshire, including a new British Tortrix ; also a
fine series of lougicorn and other beetles, sent from
Borneo by Mr. Wallace. He also mentioned the excel-
lent effects produced by immersing greasy insects in
camphine and benzoine, and also in a newly patented
fluid sold as rectified Borneote of Petroliue. Mr. West-
wood exhibited a specimen of the rare Velleius dila-

tatus which bail infested a common beehive ; also speci-
mens of llypera Rutuicis with its curious cocoon, reared
by Professor Henslow. Mr. Winter exhibited a speci-
men of the hitherto unique Eunomos Almaria ; and
Mr. Foxcroft a large collection of insects of all orders,
which he had formed in Scotland during the past
summer. Mr. Syme exhibited the rare beetle Spherites
glabratus, found in fungi in Kincardineshire ; Dr.
Power, a specimen of Notiopbilus rufipes, and an ab-
normal female of Hydrophorus picipes ; and the Rev.
Hamlet Clark a new British Hydrophorus. Letters were
read from Mr. Allis and Mr. John Hogg, F.R.S.,
on the occurrence of vast numbers of moths during the
preceding season, notwithstanding the severity of the
winter, and also a note from Mr. Haliday on the British
Ink Gall fly.

Linn.ean : Nov. 6.—The President in the chair.

H. Deane, Esq., was elected a Fellow. Numerous
donations to the library aud museum were annouueed,
including an extensive collection of the dried plants of
the Upper Himalaya and Thibet, presented by Drs.
Hooker aud Thompson. Mr. T.S. Ralph exhibited
specimens of the male and female Katepo (pronounced
kar-t3-po),or poisonous spider of New Zealand, together
with their nest, aud microscopic preparations of their
skin. Mr. Westwood preseuted a specimen of the
internal densely interlacing fibre of the fruit of a species
ofLuffa, called the Trowel Gourd ; it had formed part of a

.flotfrte of Books.

Mr. Septimus Pikssi- h:. s collected into a handsome
volume (Longmans, l'2iuo), with numerous additions,

those interesting papers on the Art of Perfumery,
which appeared in the columns of the Gardeners' Chro-
nicle some years ago. He has introduced several wood-
cuts, and gives iu an Appendix of about 50 pages
translations of a variety of foreign scientific papers
relating to the suhject of his own ve'ume. Much of the
matter is curious ; all interesting to the lovers of
fragrant essences, to whose favour we heartily com-
mend the little book. Mr. Piesse's account of Poma-
tums is as good an illustration of bis style as a very
short extract will ennble us to give :

—

" The name of pomatum is derived from pomum, an
Apple, because it was originally made by macerating
over-ripe Apples in grease. If an Apple be stuck all

over with spice, such as Cloves, then exposed to the air

for a few days, aud afterwards macerated in purified

melted lard, or any other fatty matter, the grease will

become perfumed. Repeating the operation with the

same grease several times, produces real ' pomatum.'
According to a recipe published more than a century
ago the form given is :

—
' Kid's grease, an orange

sliced, pippins, a glass of rose-water, and half a glass of
white wine, boiled and strained, and at last sprinkled
with oil of sweet Almonds.' The author, Dr. Quincy,
observes, that * the Apple is of no significance at all in

the recipe,' and, like many authors of the present day,
concludes that the reader is as well acquainted witn
the subject as the writer, aud therefore considers that

the weights or bulk of the materials in bis recipe are
likewise of no significance. According to ancient
writers, unguent, pomatum, ointment, are synonymous
titles for medicated and perfumed greases. Among
biblical interpreters, the significant word is mostly ren-
dered ' ointment ; ' thus we have in Prov. xxvii. 9,
' Ointment aud perfume rejoice the heart ; ' iu Eceles.

ix. 8, ' Let thy head lack no ointment' Perfumers,
acting upon their own or Dr. Quincy's advice, pay no
regard to the Apples in the preparation of pomatum,
but make it by perfuming lard or suet, or a mixture of
wax, spermaceti, aud oil ; or some of them are ail

blended, to produce a particular result, according to the
name that it bears. The most important thing to con-
sider in the manufacture of pomatum, &c, is to start

off with a perfectly inodorous grease, whatever that

grease may be."

And then he goes on to tell how all sorts of pomades,
from Circassian cream to bears' grease, are to be made.

I

Good housekeepers may thus learn how to dispense
with the perfumer's shop.

Books on Ferns multiply, as might be expected from
the growing taste for these beautiful and easily culti-

vated plants. Mr. John Sowerby has commenced a
work on The Fern Allies, that is to say Equisetums,
Lycopods, &c, upon the plan of his Ferns of Great
Britain, to be completed in about 6 parts, at 3s. a part

coloured, and Is. Gtf. partly coloured. Mr. Johnson is

the author of the letterpress. We have the first part

before us and can say that it forms a very good supple-

ment to the other work just mentioned, and is full of

useful information. We also see that Mr. Lowe has
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their church towers and lli

the landscape—seen from the ca- ; 'aaiog

t ; the loiter not less*

the fact that the whole of these rural and pictfuJ

j

spots arc on the Bclvo . To the tooth of the

casile tin .- . nery changes, the country assumes 1

1 character, a;.d presents rich mutes of wood
aud broad glimpses of Grass land, the who
scene of striking beauty. The castle is readily acces-

, sible to visitors, the interiorarrangements ore ran
for convenience and comfort, which are not always
associated with grandeur, but which, in this ir.

perfect taste and excellent judgment have so I

united. The picture gallery* baa some fine exon-

tbe old masters. The Regent's gallery, the dra-ring-

rooro, and dining-room are remarkable instor.

refined taste, conjoined with regal ma-rnificence.

On the south side ol ihe castle are three teens
rising above the other ; the middle terrace is devoted to

flowers and is laid out with considerable ski and effect;

tbe garden is now being replanted and the sod renewed.
The elevated position of the garden, with the advantages

I of shelter afforded by the castle, make it a desirable

,

spot for man;. _- plants impatient of the humid
climate of our vall.es—Escadonia macrantha, Ceanothus

. Myrtles, and other small evergreens, have suc-

cessfully withstood the severity of the winter of but
season.

The enclosed pleasure ground about the castle is of

limited extent ; one broad walk reaches round the

j
castle, from which branch minor walks leading to the

stable, dairy, &c. A Ten' fretty flower garden is

situated at the foot of t _ ut separated by a
belt of evergreens ; the flower beds are laid out on turf,

and arc devoted to the usual bedding plants in summer,
and in the autumn are filled with spring blossoming
plants ; an edging of Crocus, followed by Hepstiros,

double Primroses, Scillas, Hyacinths, and Narc -

successive rows occupy one set of beds, while in other

beds are massed Scillas, Hyacinths, double Lilac Prim-
roses, and Hepaticas. A portion of the garden is de-

voted permanently to plants calculated to render o
garden gay at a cheerless season— the bright berried

Pernettias, hardy Ericas, Daphnes, the winter

blooming Jasminum, the old Sanguinaria canadensis,

Adonis vernalis, winter Hellebore, Anemone appe-

nina, Myosotis intermedia, the chart roniea

alpestris, which covers the ground « -Keen com-
pact foliage like a carpet. The elegant lit; -

oppositifolia major and minor, Aubrietia deh

j
double Primroses, Orobus vermis, Arahis vena, with

sion of bulbs, render the garde- goy a; a Tery
early season. It is held desirable here to secure every

hardy and early flowering plant ; such p-ants from the

prevailing fashion of bedding for summer decoration are

but too often excluded from ordinary gar -ens- An
opening in the wood on the hiU side exhibits some
splendid specimens of Silver Fir ; towards the

of the slope flower beds ar - eathen

rs are arranged on pedestals about the garden,

and elegant vases assist in ::s embellishment. Access

is obtained to the lower garden by a flight of stone steps

on one side, guarded by a stone balustrade surmounted

by vases, and on the other by steps winding round a

picturesque summer house. Entering the wooded hill

by a walk called the Duke's Walk (which reaches round
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the lull » distance of nearly iliree miles), wo arrive at a

garJeii fiirmc! on the slope of the liiil faeins; the snutli ;

from this secluded but elevated spot the opening affords

aspleudid view of a richly varied sylvan landscape;

the garden is embowered in evergreen and deciduous
... growth—an enormous standard Portugal

Laure! and several fine specimens of Hemlock Spruce

bsing; particularly conspicuous. The garden is prettily

ul in beds an i borders, and is kept gay winter and

Rummer. Myrtles stand the winter in this favoured spot.

A I dutifully grown Araucaria imbricata, 30 feet in

height, and a Cunninghamia stand on each side of a

fligltl of steps, and help to give character and effect to

the garden. In pursuing the walk many fine views of

the cast'e and the surrounding scenery are obtained;

summer-houses, rustic seats, and grottos, are placed at

intervals throughout the walk. The mausoleum is

situated on a bilinear the castle, but its proximity is

concealed by trees. T!:e approach is through a deep

cutting, overhung with loft;- trees, the banks of the

cutting are lined with stone and overgrown with Ivy,

tin entering the enclosed ground we approach the
mausoleum by a flagged pathway which passes through
a sombre grove of Yew trees. The mausoleum is a
plain Norman-Gothic structure ; it contairs a very fine

monument to the late Duchess by Wyatt. Cypresses
and Evergreens are planted about the building, and

m appropriate gloom and solemnity to it.

W e shall next week give some account of the kitchen
garden at Belvoir.

Calendar of Operations.
(For (he ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—The summer flowering twiners,

' ission-flowers, Tacsonias, Mandevilla, &.C., which
usually become rather unsightly by this season, should
be cut back rather freely, as also any othefs that will

bear this treatment, so as to afford the plants under-
neath every possible ray of light. The shade afforded
by luxuriant twiners may be rather beneficial to plants
in bloom in the house when the sun is powerful ; but
not a spray that can be spared should be left to obstruct
the light after dull cloudy weather sets in. Acacias,
and olher winter -flowering plants, having been sub-
jected to a period of comparatively dry treatment, to
ensure their blooming profusely, should now be liberally
mp. lied with water at the root, in order to get them
into flower during the dull season, when they will be
much more esteemed than in spring, when flowers are
becoming plentiful Manure water, if it can be used
without annoyance to the family, should be given fre-
quently to Chrysanthemums,especially in the case of plants
ti which it has been liberally applied during their growing
season, for these will bloom hut poorly if their supply
oi manure-water must be withheld. Give air freely on
every favourable opportunity, avoiding cold draughts
against plants that have been brought from a warm
house, and guard against damp by using gentle fires
with a little top-air on wet days. Let pot specimens in
bloom be frequently re-arranged, so as to make the
most of ihese, for the finest specimens become too
familiar to be interesting when allowed to remain too
long in one place. Cold Pits.—Get straw shutters, or
whatever covering it may be intended to use here pre-
pared without delay. Straw shutters, if well made, are
somewhat expensive in the first instance, but we believe
Ihem to be the most efficient of any kind of coveriu"
in use, and talcing into account the time they last they
are, perhaps, as cheap as any. Expose the stock here
ireely to air on every favourable opportunity, so as to
check growth and get the wood firm, in which state the
plants will be less liable to suffer from the confinement
which may soon be necessary than if kept close and
coddled with too much warmth and moisture now.
"Very little water will be required at the root, but look
over the stock every few days, withholding water until
it is absolutely wanted, and then giving a moderate
soaking, which is the only safe method of watering at
this reason. If green-fly makes its appearance on any
of the soft-wooded things apply tobacco smoke at once
and bee that this pest is extirpated at once, otherwise
it will disfigure if uot ruin the plants upon which it is
allowed to harbour. Heaths and other things subject to
the attaci.s of mildew must be closely watched, and
sulphur applied the moment that the enemy is perceived
hut neither this nor green-fly will be very troublesome,
unless the plants are kept too close and damp ; therefore'
he careful to keep the slock rather dry, giving plenty of
air whenever this can be done with safety.

FOKCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The trying period for those who have to

winter their young stock in pits heated by fermenting
-material has now arrived, for with sunless weather,
su:h as is common at this season, it is a very difficult
matter to preserve Piues in a healthy state, where
warmth must be accompanied by excessive moisture.
Keep the linings sufficiently strong to maintain the
temperature at about 05°, which will allow ot giving air
rather freely on fine days, and a little must also be
given in all states of the weather, when doing so does
not cause the glass to sink under .55°. There should be
no attempt made at inducing growth with the present
amount of light, but the linings should be kept rather
strong, so as to be prepared against the occurrence
ol severe weather, and also to allow of giving
sufficient air to prevent excess of moisture. See
that efficient coverings are prepared previous to the

occurrence of sharp frost, and endeavour to keep the

bottom-heat steady at about 75°, and the soil in a

rather dry state. This system of Pine growing is

now, however, but little practised, and it would be

economy on the part of tho=e who adopt it to supersede

it at once by means of a hot-water apparatus.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Choice plants in the borders intended to be protected

for the winter by slightly covering the roots, &c, should

be seen to at ouce. Moss, when it can be obtained in

good thick flukey pieces is, perhaps, the best article that

can be used for this purpose ; but unless it can be pro-

cured in pieces of some thickness, it is not so good as

spent tan, coal ashes, or half decayed leaves. Also see

to getting Fuchsias, and such things as are usually pro-

tected for the winter by covering, secured against frost

before it is too late. Dry Fern is an excellent material

for covering the stems, ccc, of plants that require a

slight protection in winter, and is, doubtless, the least

objectionable as regards colour of anything at command

;

but this is not easily procured in many neighbourhoods,

and probably the best substitute is straw that has been

exposed to the weather sufficiently long to darken its

colour. Choice sorts of Hollyhocks, of which there is

not a sufficient stock of well established young plants in

pots should be taken up, potted, and placed under glass

for the winter ; for these cannot, with safety, be
trusted to the mercies of a severe winter, and plants

taken up and potted uow, and wintered in a cool house,
will be exceedingly useful lor furnishing cuttings ; and
these, if got in early in spriug, will make splendid

plants for next season. Where alterations are in band,
push these forward with all possible dispatch while the
weather continues favourable for out-door operations.

Be very careful to secure transplanted things againsr.

the wind, especially plants of any size, which should
never be left until they are properly staked or otherwise
made fast, for when this is put off it frequently happens
that the roots get injured through the plants being
rocked about by the wind. Get any projected altera-

tions among the shrubbery or herbaceous borders done in

readiness for cleaning up as soon as the leaves are down
;

also get ground intended to be planted with Dahlias and
Hollyhocks next season deeply trenched and ridged up
so as to expose the soil as much as possible to the
weather, putting in plenty of good rotten manure, espe-

cially where the Hollyhocks are to stand, for these
require a deep rich soil.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
A sowing of Peas and Beans to afford the chance of

a very early crop should be made at once, choosing the

most sheltered bit of ground at command, which should
also be of a light dry nature. In favoured localities it

is usual to sow somewhat earlier in the month, but we
have seldom seen any advantage result from sowing
before the 20th, and have frequeutly had those put in

early in the month cut up, while those planted later

survived the winter uninjured. In the event of such a
winter occurring as the last two, these will be destroyed
as a matter of course, but neither the labour nor the
expense of the seed, which will be the only loss, is of
much account, and we have frequently had first-rate

crops from November sowings, aud they are certainly

much less trouble than raising the plauts under glass

in spring. Use an early hardy sort, such as the Daniel
O'Rourke. Theforcingof Seakaleand Rhubarb must now
be attended to ; and, provided there is a good stock of
strong roots, a supply of these will be easily kept up.
Where there is room to spare in the Mushroom-house,
this forms a very suitable and convenient place for

forcing these. The roots should be placed on a slight

bed of warm dung, filling up the spaces between them
with old tan, or the soil and manure mixed from an old

Mushroom bed, giving a good watering to wash it in

amongst the roots. The bottom-heat should not be
allowed to exceed 70°, as too much heat is not favour-
able to securing strong growth, and, except for the first

crop, it may be dispensed with aliogether. Take ad-
vantage of wet days for making fresh Mushroom beds,
and clearing out those that are spent ; also collect and
prepare droppings for forming fresh beds, by spreading
them in auy shed, and turning them every day until
they are sufficiently dried to prevent excessive fermen-
tation after putting up. Clear up all decaying leaves,

&c, and stir the surface of the soil on dry days among
growing crops, as Cabbage, Spinach, &c. ; also get all

vacant ground manured and ridged up as quickly as
possible, in order that it may be exposed to the influence
of the winter. Get the late crops of Celery closely
earthed up the first dry day, and attend to securing a
late supply of Lettuce and Endive.

KliCOKl) OT TOE WEATHER AT CHlStt'lCK.
During the lant 1'} years, for the ensuing week, ending Nov. 24,1855.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CUISWICK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Nov. 15, 1355, be observed at the Horticultural Garden:'
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Mou. 1' 4911 35.s 411 14 0>7 1 4 : -1 :i 1 3
TueR. 20 49 36.0 42.5 11 C.35 I 6 H Gl 4 4
Wed. 21 49 5 37.8 43.7 19 0.37 n 3 41 3 110 5 2
Thura. 2 45.5 35.3 40.1 IS 0.62 3 2 5
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Friday 23 47.6 35.0 41.3 13 0.36 — 5i 3 1 11 4' 9; 4[ 3
Satur. -.4 475 3:6 40.0 9 61 4' 61 5 2 3 71 3! 3

The ni^best temperature durinn the above period occurred on the 20th*
,S44.21sr. 132S, nod 1-3J—therm. 59 deg.j and the lowest on the 13th, lSjl—
tueriu. 16 des:.

9-Slishtfoz; fine; sliglitrain.
10— Foja'y, very tine, logtty.
II—Very fine; cloudy.
'2— Slight fog; buzy; cloudy at night.
13—Uniformly overcast; cloudy.
14— Fine throughout; frosty at night.
1^>—Frosty and foggy ; very'fine ; dense fog.
Mean temperature of the week J deg. above the average.

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: B R S. Errington on the Peach will doubtless answer
your purpose.!

Cuba Hast. Bath. This is not the produce of a Tilia, nor is it

known of what other plant? It comes from the Havannah,
but is said to be imported to that place from some other
country, some say from Ceylon.

Fences : L C K. We advise you to form your fence with squared
Larch posts, pierced with strong wire, and painted dark green or
grey; unless, indeed, you prefer iron uprights, through which
the wires are strained. They will look, very neatly, if well
done. The inquiry about Poplar wood is to be found in another
column. For your lawn take the following Conifers, viz.,

Deodar, Cryptomeria, Cupressus niacrocarpa, and Goveniana,
Pinus insignia and Lindleyana, Juniperus sinensis, male and
female.

Fekns: O P. Phegopteris is, we apprehend, so called from
Vvyos a Beech tree, and therefore its English name should he

the Beech Fern, as indeed it is often, though not always,

called. Why Thelypteris is not called the Lady Fern or

female Fern, we cauuot say, unless to avoid the chance of

its being confounded with the Filix foemina. Both names have
the same meaning, as you are aware, the first being Greek for

the second. As to the nomenclature, that employed by Mr.
Moore in his Nature-printed Ferns should be taken as the

standard in this country.
Insects : J S. Your grubs are those of the common Cockchafer +

Lawns : W P. A layer of fine cinder ashes about an inch thick

spread over the ground immediately under the turf of your
new lawn will doubtless prove useful in keeping worms from
coming to the surface. Should they, however, be troublesome
even after that precaution, an excellent remedy for the evil is

lime-water ; i, e. fresh burnt lime put into water and allowed
to stand till the lime has settled to the bottom, and then the
water used in a clear state.\

Melon Pits: G S F H. An excellent description of pit is that

figured iu our volume for 1S44. If you intend building

a good brick pit, it would be better to heat it with hot water in
4-mch iron pipes than employ tan, which you would find would
soon be overrun with woodlice,and to which we would certainly

prefer stable dung and leaves. Hot water, though more expense
at first, would be found cheapest in the end, to say nothing of

the other advantages which attend its employment. We know
of no garden near London in which the Melon and Cucumber
pits are heated with tan, and we do not think it a good material

ior the purpose. As to kinds of Melons, the Beechwood and
Bromhain Hall are both excellent varieties; and as regards
Cucumbers, CuthilTs Black Spine will doubtless answer your
purpose perfectly.^

Naues of Fuuits: W D. 1, Passe Colmar; 2, Beurre Diel;

3, Beurre Ranee ; 4, Althorp Crassane ; 5, Napoleon ; 6, Urba-
niste; 7, Bezi de Caissoy. — J B D. 1, Scarlet Nonpareil; 2,

Boston Russet; 5, 19, Blenheim Pippin; 6, Alexander; 3,

Ribston Pippin; 10, Kerry Pippin; 11, Stunner Pippin; 12,

New Rock Pippin; 14, Tulip Apple; 15, 21, 23, Cornish
Gilliflower; 16, Nonsuch; 17, Crofton; 18, Old Nonpareil;
27, Mank's Codlin. 1, Brown BeurrS; 2, Easter Beurre;
3, Beurre" Rauce ; 4, U rbaniste ; 5, King Ed ward's ; 6,

Beurre de Capiaumont; 7, Crassane; 8, 9, Beurre" d'Arem-
herg; 10, Passe Colmar; 11, Glout Morceau; 12, Winter
Nelis; 16, Catillac; 17, Althorp Crassane.—A M D, 3,
Kerry Pippin; 4, Blenheim Pippin; 5, 7, 9, Dumelow's
Seedling; 6, Kirke's Lord Nelson; S, Court of Wick;
10, Ribston Pippin; 12, Royal Russet; 13, 18, Hall Door;
14, Wyken Pippiu; 15, Syke House Russet; 16, Golden Russet;
17, White Winter Colville; 22, Braddick's Nonpareil; 23,
Nonsuch. The large Apple unnumbered is the Alexander.
2, Aston Town; 3, Crassane; 4, Old Colmar; 5, probably
Broom Park; 7, Beurre Uance; 8, St. Germain.—G W. 1, Old
Nonpareil; 2, Marie Louise; 3, French Crab; 4, 'Crimson
Queening; 5, King of the Pippins.

—

SB. Your Pear is the
Knight's Monarch, but is more round than usual.

—

H J O.

5, Autumn Colmar or De Bavay; 7, Beurre de Capiaumont
S, Bezi d'Heri, (stewing); 21, Crassane; 25, Winter Nelis;

31, Doyenne" Blanc.—G li P. 1, Althorp Crassane; 2, Buchanan's
Spring Beurr6; 3, Beurr£ de Capiaumont; 4, Passe Colmar;
5, Louise Bonne (of Jersey}; 6, Beurre Diel; 7, like Colmar
d'Aivniberg; 9, probably Zepherin Gregoire; 10, Forelle;

11, Marie Louise.]]

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming'heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture
to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thiukiug

for themselves ;
nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to fielp them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent us at one time.

—

R J. Adiantum macrophyllum. You
will find a figure of it in the 6th part of Lowe's " Natural His-
tory of Ferns."

—

F P. The leaves which you have sent us are
certainly not those of Pinus Sabiniana.J -AmosN. Syton. When
a proper name follows that of a plant, such name refers to
some author who has published the plant. Thus Gladiolus
blandus, Gretry, means that some one of the name of Gretry
has described G. blandns. You must seek for the meaning of
the Latin names of plants in a Latin dictionary or a botanical
glossary. A French kilogramme is equal to nearly 274 lbs.
English, as you will see if you look at the very full tables of
French and English weights and measures printed in a
forme . olume, and now to be had separately. As to the
names of foreign florists' flowers, they are generally in French
or Dutch, and their meaning is to be found by reference to
those languages. When dictionaries do not contain the words
the latter may be assumed to be the names of growers or
raisers. We hope this answer is what ynu want ; but really
your writing is in home cases hopelessly illegible.

Misc.: W F G F. Address Mr. M'Glasheu, sculptor, Cannon
Mills, Edinburgh. Your other inquiry has been sent to Mr.
Fleming, from whom you will doubtless have an answer next
week.—i'P. Any person, whether a Fellow of the Horticultural
Society or not, will be allowed to exhibit fruit at 21, Regent
Street, on the 20th iust. Pine Apples are not cut at these
meetings, unless special instructions to do so are given by the
exhibitors or owners of them. Pavetta borbonica may doubt-
less be struck from cuttings; whether the plants of it now in
the country are all seedlings or not we are unable to say.J

»»* As usual, many communications have been received too late
and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents the
insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.
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PERUVIAN CiUANO, Bolivian Gimno, Suporpho*-
^ plmto of Lima, N Urnto of Soda, Sugar tteum, unci every
description <>r Artlfloliil MunuroH, Miuir-mi CukOM, Ac.

War. fNrtUH (Japink,, Hi, Murk Laws London.

TIIK D'OLLOWING MANURES iiro manufactured
at Mr. Lawkb' Factory, Daptford Crook : 'i urnfp Mrvnuro,

72. por ton: Buporplionpliato of J.lnm. 7/,; Biilphurlc Acid uiid

OoprolltOH, 02.— OfllCO, 00, Kin;; Wllllum Street, City, I don,

N.I3. Genuine Ponivliin Gnn.no, guaranteed to contain 10 por
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulphatu <<i Annnonla, and
other Chemical Manures,

HPIIK LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITRO"
1 PHOSPHATE Oil WHEAT MANURE FOR Al i i m :.

HOWINU.—TIiIh Manure, compowod of blood, animal matter,
and dinHdivod boson with silicates, in most rttrongly rocommondoa
to tlio notice of AgrlcuHurlBtfl, n contalna Prom 'I to B \»-> cont.
of nitrogen, In ft form yielding ammonia i>v Blow dccompojiltlnn,

and Is therefore particularly adapted for vv J i
• j « t . Tlio quantity

required in 2 to 8 cwt. per aoro drilled in with the need. Prlco,

pm- ton, 7/. 10//. in i,mid!. ii.

PERUVIAN (iiiANO, PIBHEEY SALT, and oven ofclior

MAN i Mil-; on beet torms, strictly warra.itod<
40, Bridge Street, Ulnckfrlars B. Puuhtcr, Bee.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE, This highly
fertilising Manuro, which Is Peat Charcoal completely

saturated with London Bowago, will be f< I mo8t eftlolcnl for

©very species of orop; moro especially for Peas, lloans, Turnips,
Mangold Wurzol, and other root crops, it will produce a greater
return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manurs at an
equivalent value j Itulso possesses the property of retaining its

fertilising power longer than any other Manuros now in uso. El

may bo obtained at the SEWAGE manukk WORKS, Blanloy
Bridge, Kiilliuin, at 4,1. per ton, and In quantities loss than half
a ton, ui. Bs. per owt., for ready money only ; and in quantities not

less than a ion, will be delivered at the London Termini of the
Railroads frao of ohargo for cartage. N<> charge for sacks.

It inn y also be had from Messrs. G.Gidds&Co., 26,1 ton n Street,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, AgontB for London, una from
all the other Agents of the Company.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, .See— Munufuoiurera and
others engaged in maklug ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

obtain every necessary Instruction for their economical and
efficient preparation, by applying to J. 0. Nbsdit, F.G.S., &c,
Principal of tbe Agricultural and Chemical College, ICeunington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of Lime,
Coprolltcs, &o., and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other MInorals,
are exeouted with acouraoy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions In Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will find ample facility and accommodation at the College.

COLLEGE op AG RICUI/l'LIRK and CM KM l.STRY,
ani> or PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 87 and

Lowur KenningtOtl Lftno, KSfifllltgtOtl, near London.
Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.3., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued in tlio College comprises every
branoh requisite io prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
Engineering, Mining, Manufactured, and the Arts; for the Naval
and Military Services, ami for the Universities.

Analyses and Assays ot every description are promptly and
accurately executed at the College. The terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING- LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
atprices varying, according to depth and distance, from 3&. to bl. \0s.

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.
Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Gate, Bristol.

D RAl N A G a OF land"
MR. J. JOHNSON, Dhaixagr Engineer, is desirous

to undertake th* Drainage of Land by Contract or Com-
mission. Temporary Tileries erected in any part of England,
and Drain Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every descrip-
tion of Dl'Ainage Tools.—Abingdon Street, Westminster.

DRAINAGE OF LANO.B OG S, ET~C.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, supported
by unquestionable references and testimonials, offers his

services to proprietors about to execute works of drainage, which
fie will undertake personally to layout and superintend, and to

supply the forms and attendances necessary to obtain tbe

certificate of the Inolosure Commissioners where such is re-

quired, at a charge of 55. per acre and his travelling expenses;
or he will contract to perform the whole work to the satisfaction

of tfie Commissioners at a fixed price per aero.

Mr. Humbert (having been more thnn 16 years established
in business as a Surveyor and Land Agent) lias found that wet
heavy soils can be usually, carefully, and thoroughly drained,
with pipes 4 feet deep, at 41. per acre and upwards, inclusive of
every expense.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Henry Ker Seymek, Esq., M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage., in trust,

-or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by tbe Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their stafl'. Equal faci-
lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works ami expenses will, in :ill casts.

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fibtY. years for Land Improvements and
TniRxy-oNE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within snob a fair per ceutage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can aflbrd to pay.

William Cliffor d. Pa«\

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSti who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTL A ND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate tbe whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required bevond the
spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the p:»th towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Ceraeut, J. B. White & Brothers,
Milbank Street, Westminster.
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QRAPT1NO KN1VB8, \ im. and PUI
These article i are Warranted to tand bdj i Ind of work, and to

carry the keen edge i I n razor »ll lioutrequh

so frequently as Is u ually necessary to obtain thai harp edge
bo requisite for the comfort and use of the practt< oner. The
blades are also warranted to » through I

are used by all tl mlnenl
Scotland, and can bo purchased ol an) nui

In the tbreo kingdoms. Those who may not liavoiued them are
rospeotfully solicited to give them a trial. Tbe Great Exhibition
Prfoo Medal of ltiol, and the Prize Med I be HorticuUnrml
Society of Manohostor, at their show of 185-1, wa« n*
s.wniih 9c Cooks for their superiority of material and work*
man iblp, Established 1738.

ECONOMY OF Ft RWIEMTATION.
]>USIIK'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufoc-
* > turadby FOWLER aho PRY, Temple Gate, Brl tol, entirely

Buporsedos the necessity ofCooklnR Turnips, Mang<
i. it effects a saving of 80 to40 percent of tin '

that of furl. Price 81. 10#, Printed testimonials and directions

may bo obtained grati-i by applying to Fowlbb&F&t, I

Licensed Makers of Cobnb's Patent Chaff Cutters and G
Agricultural Implement Makers and Dealers. Tl f

may also be seen in ttie Agricultural Department of ttto Crystal
Palace, Sydenham.
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We print in another column portions of several

letters on the all-important suhject of our foorl

supply. They have been elicited by Mr. Caiiid's

estimate published in the Times. The general im-
pression is that Mr. Caird has exceeded the truth,

and that we are more dependent on extraneous

sources of supply than he imagines. But it is of

very little use to publish gener;,l estimates of the

country's produce. That is a subject upon which
we know nothing confidently.

Few amongst us can do more than form an
opinion of the crop in their own immediate neigh-

bourhood. And instead of giving any further state-

ments on the produce of ihe country generallv,

we have applied to correspondents of this Paper
in all the principal arable districts of the countrv,

and hope in the course of the next few weeks to

give opinions of the produce in detail, which will

be all the more trustworthy that each will refer

only to the neighbourhood in which it is written.

Meanwhile, the state of uncertainty which pre-

vails upon the subject—singularly illustrated by the

differences of opinion prevalent among men who
are deemed authorities—is in its effects a loud
protest against the faulty doctrines urged by Mr.
Packe on agricultural statistics.

At the meeting of the Central Farmers' Club
last week, Mr. YV'allis. of Overstone, Northamp-
tonshire, brought together a lp.vce quantity of timelv
and very useful in formation upon Stall-fekding. The
subject for discussion related to feeding cattle more
especially on arable land, and where economy in

the consumption of hay is an important consi-

deration : and the gentleman who read the
opening paper adopted the plan first, we believe,

followed systematically by Mr. Haukness, Secretary

to the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, of de-
scribing the experience of many others under the
various circumstances obtaining in different parts

of the country. Thus, letters were read from Mr.
Ramsay, of Newcastle-on-Tyne ; Mr. Lister, of

Dunsa Bank, near Richmond, Yorkshire : Mr.
Clark, of Plasworth, Durham ; Mr. Kay. of D ir-

lington ; Mr. Donkix, of Bywell, Northumberland :

Mr. Cottixgham, of 'U'raugford, Suffolk : Mr.
Briggs, of Wakefield; Mr. Keary, of Holkham;
and many others in Bedfordshire, Oxfordshire,

Cheshire, &c.

So extensive an experience is sure in one or other

nt Jt» parti to !

Mr. VV/.!
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(3) Mr. Latoock, of Lintz Hall, who fa--

only a limited extent, sends

method of fet

"I adopted in 1848 tbe lox nvt/rn •,'. feeding.

rnanur'. b) entirely preserved from wfc*te, t^»ih liquid

and solid. The cattle &!->- and I think

the animals thrive better than ti >»tea>.

My mode of feeding is for an ox, aay 80 otouee, 14 lb*,

per stone

—

3 f>«ds cut Swede* ftr day, ej Ibt. each = 12 e»t-
p*;r ton ... ... 4j- 2JdL

2 It. *-ed per day, ateamed and mixed
with steamed chatT

Attendance each beast 6

i. -

"Each beast proJuces, inclolinj the Litter, h\ cwt. of

manure per week, which, at 7 -. is equal to

Is. Id. per week. This pajs for the Linseed and
attendance, and I get clear"*, per ton for the Toroips."

(4) Mr. Cotti.ngham, of Wrangford, boy» 1

140 good old beasts in the sprint; co-ting from 13f.

apiece, and keeps them in the yards until

Mi-.-, when they are turned out to marsh.

" They are all kept in the yard* sbemtsue or eight

weeks upon 1 to 2 bushels of Mangold each per diay,

I according to the quantity of roots I happen to haTc.
! 1 cut the roots with Gardner's cutter, the same tize as

for sheep. In addition to the roots, 1 give each bullock

a quarter of a peck of Pea, Bean, or Barleymesl,

whichever is the cheapest, and I raw chaff,

roots and all mixed up together. T. e 16 te^I bullocks

have 4 ib*. of cake also. All the lot have straw to pick

over. About tbe middle of May all the beasts are sent

to marsh. Three lots of them come home into the yards

the first of October, the others this week. I divide

them into lots of about 15 or 1 6, and put them loose into

yards (about 18 to 20 yards square). The yards have
good wide hnve's to the north aDd east. They have all

the white Turnips they will eat. cut into slices about

three-quarters of an inch thick, until tbe Swedes are fit

to begin. "When the Sw-edes are finished they have
Mangold. The best beasts I give 6 lbs. of cake and half

a peck of meal, with ] peck of straw- chaff eacb per at

I never have any hay for cattle, only for tbe hortes."

In none of these

gives it for his opinion that, if 1 lb. of powdered
cake be mixed with as much cnt straw as a

beast will consume in a day, the chaff being first

slightly wetted, or the cake mixed with water, and
then mixed with the chaff, it will be found nea-

if not quite, as nutritious as chaff c :

parts of hay and straw.

(3). Mr. Keary, of Holkham, wi ^e has

reared 40 calves a year, selling them fat at three

years old, and during that time no long hay has

been used. He adds :

—

'• My rresent system of feeding youx^ stcre stock is

this : The r ots or Turnips are cut into thm slices w
a Mudib's si cer, and then mix-d up with good Eweet

"Wheat-straw- chaff, moistened with a mixture of coarse

molasses and w-ater in the following proportions : to 1 »b.

o'" coarse molasses put li gallon of water, and this will

moisten about It bushel of straw. I add, accordina to

the a^e of the animal, bran for young calves, and Rape-
cake for youns steers, about 2 lbs. per head, and Lin-

seed cake about 3 lbs. or 4 lbs. per head for older steers,
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ju*i preparing so be fattened. The great use and

aJvanu- andtreacle is, that itsavesroots;

and X rarely s ive "ore thau 1 bushel of roois to young

steers, and' l.s bushel to two-year-olds. The molasses

sweetens and so tens the straw, and they eat it with

great avidity v hen u-eJ to it. In some seasons I have

kept lean steers healthy and in as good condition as I

wished by 1 lb. of molasses mixed as above in about

2 bushels or 3 perhaps of cut straw, and about 3 lbs. of

Rape-cake per day. For fattening oxen, I do not think

it right to make this mixture. I have tried it, and find

that they do better by a change of food, viz., A bushel

of Turnips at 0' a.m.. another \ bushel before 8 o'clock,

and at that hour a feci of cake at the rate of \ peck per

head, mixed op with a small quantity of cut hay (about

a peck), and as much cut Wheat straw as they will eat

;

toward- n. Bay 11 o'clock, feed with Turnips again,

and about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and then rack up

at night with oatmeal aud beanmeal \ peck of each,

mixed with out hay and straw, as in the morning feed.''

These letters sufficiently prove that hay is not

necessary for fattening cattle, and our own expe-

rience perfectly corroborates this statement. On an

arable farm, where no hsy was made, 80 to 100

head of cattle were fattened annually. Roots cut in

slices given twice a day, about 80 lbs. apiece, and

straw chaff moistened with hot Linseed soup, and
dusted over with beanmeal, given twice a day, were

sufficient feeding. The cattle thus had 80 lbs. of

green food, 10 or 12 lhs. of straw, H- lb. of Linseed,

and 3 lbs. of beanmeal each daily, aud they fattened

rapidly.

A great deal of useful information was given

in the discussion which followed Mr. Wallis's

paper, and to some of it we shall hereafter direct the

attention of our readers.

" If we suppose iliac ouly one-fourth ot the usual

breadth of Barley laud was sown with Wheat, that, on

the four course system, would add one-fourth to the

average breadth of land under Wheat. . . . There
will remain little more than 1,000,000 quarters of

Wheat for which we shall be dependent on foreign

supply. . . . The result of this estimate is mainly

governed by the supposed increased breadth of laud

sown with Wheat last season. . . . If my estimate

should prove accurate, the present price of Wheat is

not likely to be maintained." I now propose to examine
what this estimate is worth. Barley land aud Wheat
land are two very different things. There is a great

quantity of land growing Wheat which will not grow
Barley. The proportions may be two to one, or still

greater. Yet Mr. Caird assumes that they are equal,

and that one-fourth of the Barley land having been
sown with Wheat, that crop was thereby increased one-

fourth. And conceding as a fact that one-fourth of the

Barley land was sown with Wheat (which many will

deny), it does not follow that the yield of Wheat was
increased in a like proportion, because Barley land is

just that kind of land upon which the extreme severity

of las-t winter acted most prejudicially. As to the price

not being maintained, my information leads me to an
opposite conclusion. I think it will be higher. How
does it appear that substituting Wheat for Barley can
reduce the price of the former in any material degree I

The breadth of Barley being reduced, the crop would
be reduced in proportion. By the action of a natural
law the price of Barley would rise, and Wheat would
follow. W. R. Carter, Piclchurst Green, Bromley, Kent,

November 6.

MR. CAIRD'S ESTIMATE OF THE
HARVEST.

Mr. Caird calculates on the addition of a fourth

from increased breadth, favourable seed time, and
liberal use of guano. 1st. As to increased breadth,

was not the 1854 breadth so large that that of 1855
scarcely exceeded it ? 2d. Did not 1854 enjoy as good
a seed and harvest time as 1855 ? 3d. If guano was
more liberally used, was not its use in 185.5 more requi-

site from the severe spring than in 1 854 ? From a limited

observation I am inclined to think that in the west of

England and in the south the increase in breadth of

1855 over that of 1854 was not considerable. The
increase of breadth in both seasons over 1 853 is doubt-
less great, but 1854 had a large breadth. Next, the

seed time and harvest of both seasons were equally

good, better never known; and lastly, the winter of 1855
season was so severe that on the light lands where
guano or some top-dressing was not used, the Wheat
crop was next akin to a failure. Judging from this

neighbourhood the clays in 1854 had a bad ciop, in

1855 a good one ; and vice versd as to the light

lands. Of this there are striking instances; even where
doctored with guano, &c, the Wheats, although they
recovered in burthen on the light lands, never recovered
in yield ; and, instead of good corn, a thin chested light

consumptive looking grain is the result. On the clays,

however, without any doctoring at all a heavy good yield
is found. Where coarse Wheats are grown, as Rivett's
(advertised as Payne's Defiance) as much as 40 bushels
to the acre and upwards have been grown on land let at

10s. an acre, whilst the delicate " velvet-eared" white
Wheats on linds let at 30s. made a sorry sample in

weight ami quality, and the yield does not average 24
bushels, besides tail. In scarce times, the growth of the
coarse Wheats is much to be encouraged as one mode
of increasing produce on poor lands, if not on rich.
And Rivett's (well baked) makes bread by no means to
be despised, and the best of ship biscuits for the Crimea.
The statistics of the soil are essential, as the basis of
corn statistics, and we ought to know how much light
land there is, and how much heavy, and then
a general average could be better arrived at. i

The mixture of Barley with Wheat is also to be en-
couraged. In the districts of Holswortby and Stratton,
in Cornwall, the bread is extremely good, and yet if

one half is not Barley at least one third is. The oven
j

has a deal to do with it, and those used in that country
made at the Bideford potteries are the cleanliest and
best in use. They are made of earthenware, at a cost

j

of 9s. 6d. to 11., according to size, and surpass the
ordinary brick oven in economy of fuel, and even heat.
Their general use is fast gaining ground. At Barn-
Staple, and generally in North Devon, the admixture of
Barley is increased, and there the household bread is
less palateable but certainly better than that mixed with
alum and London bakers' compound. The"navvie"
requ : re3 meat and the best and finest Wheaten flour,
and those who will work like a "navvie" have a
right perhaps to use it. But let not only the seden-
tary Londoner but the mechanics generally leave off
the use of " firsts," and condescend to seconds baked
at home. And if they find their children healthier, as
they assuredly will do, thev will also find their flour
bill considerably less ; and if Wheat should continue to
rise, try a little Barley, at any rate do not reject the
Revett's. Who knows to what extent a general economy
of this kind might benefit the community ? Simplex.

In your Paper of Monday last is a letter by Mr. Caird
on the late harvest, in which are the following passages

:

There appears to be no question now that the Wheat
crop of this country is defioient, and that we are not
likely to receive supplies from abroad of suffieientamount
to reduce the price of bread very materially. My
present purpose, however, is not to argue on the amount
of corn either grown or likely to be imported,
but to point out a matter of some importance
to the community at large with respect to the
manner in which what we have to consume is used
by the labouring classes especially ; aud as the
Gardeners' Chronicle is circulated amongst a class of

people particularly adapted to persuade and induce
economy, I have ventured to call their attention to the

useful work before them, hoping they may be willing to

point out to all classes, but the labourer in particular, the
necessity that exisls for economy in the use of bread, not
ouly in the quantity as far as is practicable but more
particularly in the quality. Being a miller, I am of
course in a position to know what description of bread
forms the staple food of the people, and I am
surprised to find that up to this ' time no lower
description than good household bread is at all

saleable. To point out more fully the saving in
adopting the use of a coarser article, I need only tell

those persons who are unacquainted with the business
of a miller that to make a sack of flour of a quality
sufficiently good for the bread I have just spoken of,

there is a loss to the consumption of the country of at
least a stone of flour in every quarter of Wheat ground.
This we call sharps, which are, strange to say, at the
present moment almost unsaleable, either alone or mixed
with a proportion of better flour. For coarse bread
that it is both useful and wholesome I can prove from
the fact that when the 4 lb. loaf was as low as id., the poor
people eagerly bought' it up, and even used it mixed
with Barley ; if the low price of wages, which was, I

imagine, the cause of the demand for it, then made it

eatable, why should it not now be consumed when
there is evident cause for every one to economise the
consumption of flour ? Since harvest I have done all

in my power to get the bakers to sell it, but up to the
present time to no purpose ; in two instances this week
I have had it returned.

There is just one argument in favour of the use of
good bread— other articles of food, such as meat,
cheese, butter, &c, are all very dear, and perhaps
little of those come now to the share of the working
man

; bread, then, is his real staff of life, and if he is

to do a good day's work he must be well fed.

So much for the labourer himself, but he is not the ouly
consumer by any means ; how" about those five young
"brats?"— they eat the larger share of the weekly
supply, and are called upon to do no work ; cannot
some, if not all, their share be of a coarser description ?

This requires looking into : we are called upon as
farmers to pay high wages to the labourers, and most
cheerfully have the farmers responded to the call, but if

the extra pay is only to be spent in what really
has now become a luxury, it is really doing no good

;

the family, in fact, who spend the whole in extra-
vagant articles of food when they might save, are
making a bad return to the employees, by being
applicants to the union3 lor relief immediately any bad
weather or other cause throws them out of work,
whereas economy would enable them to lay by for a few
days of lost work, and enable them to avoid debt and
dependence on poor rates, a tax which it is by no means
necessary to increase ; all other burdens are daily
becoming heavier, and although there is a prevailing
idea that farmers are earning great profits, I beg, with-
out giving Vent to an agricultural grumble, to inform
those persons that it is not all gold that glitters, the
price of Wheat is not the index of the pounds per acre,
which latter are likely, in many instances this year, to

be inadequate to the increased expenses we are called
upon to pay.

A good wholesome loaf of bread may be made from
a mixture of household flour and sharps, and can be
sold by the baker at I'd. under the quality of bread
now used, and it is of better quality far thau what they
(the labourers) voluntarily consumed some three years
since. Without wishing to advocate any undue inter-
ference with the affairs of the labourer, I cannot help
thinking that there might aud ought to be some change
made as pointed out ; and no better class of persons, I
am persuaded, exist than the readers of the Gardeners'
Chronicle to persuade the lower classes to make the
alteration. A Miller.

The following are extracts from the correspondence
of the Times on the subject :

—

" Mr. Caird says that during last autumn every acre that
could be got ready was sown with Wheat, and when spring
came "Wheat was substituted for Barley wherever it was prac-
ticable; and he adds that if we suppose only one-fourth of the
usual breadth of Barley land was sown with Wheat, that on the
four-course system would add one-fourth to the breadth of land
under Wheat. It is quite true that when land was in high con-
dition, or where the tenant was needy or grasping, this substitu-
tion of crops might occasionally be made, but I hold that this
could only be done to a very limited extent. Farms in regular
course of husbandry can seldom be taken out of that course
without ultimate loss to the occupier, and so well is this under-
stood that most good farmers altogether ignore such a practice.
I may here state that a land agent of great respectability told
me yesterday that on one of the estates under his care, contain-
ing over 2000 acres, there were not 5 acres sown with Wheat
where Barley should have been. As Barley at this time is only
worth about Is. 3d. per stone, and Wheat is worth more than twice
that rate, one cannot believe there exists any such scarcity of Bar-
ley as the supposed reduced quantity of land sown with it should
show. I do not therefore think that any very large quantity of
Wheat can safely be calculated upon as coming from thatsunrce.
I am also obliged to differ from Mr. Caird in his estimate of the
defect in the yield. Having threshed over 30 acres of Wheat
of this year's crop, and most of it very little lodged, I find the
deficiency much greater than that assumed by Mr. Caird. From
my own observation, and from answers to inquiries among the
numerous agriculturists with whom I have discussed this point,

I am led to the conclusion that there is at least one-sixth defi-

ciency when the loss in yield and weight is taken into considera-
tion. Mr. Caird quotes the quantities of Wheat delivered in the
week ending on the 6th of October in the years 1853, 1854.
and 1855, and, finding that the delivery in the latter year
is greatly in excess over that of 1853, draws the extraordi-
nary conclusion that therefore a greater breadth of land had
been in Wheat. I venture to give a different explanation.
Since 1853 locomotive steam threshing machines of great
power have been extensively employed, and by their agency
large quantities of corn have been threshed and afterwards
marketed. Under the old system this could not possibly have
been accomplished, as the horses could not have been spared at
this season from the other important operations on tbe farm to

work the horse threshing-machine. In my opinion, the employ-
ment of this new machine is the chief reason why there has
been so great a delivery of Wheat so early in the season. The
present crop has one great advantage—it is all perfectly sound;
hence it can all be used for human food. There is also a very
great crop of Potatoes, and but partially diseased. Barley, too,

is in general over an average crop, aud, no doubt, a good deal of

it will be mixed economically with Wheat, and ground for bread-

meal. If the winter prove severe, there will, I fear, be much
privation and suffering among the poor ; still I cannot but think
it better that the truth should be told and the strictest economy
advised, rather than that persons should be lulled into false

security by erroneous, though friendly statements.

"H. J. Turner, Richmond, Yorkshire, Nov. 7."

" I entirely differ from James Caird as to the breadth of land

under Wheat being greater than last year or one-fourth more
than an average, for, owing to the comparatively small quantity

sown in 1852-3, the largest extent of land a proper rotation of

crops will allow of was applied to Wheat in 1853-4, and therefore

could not again be planted with that grain in 1851-5. I think

this is corroborated by the present abundance and relative

cheapness of Barley, notwithstanding the cessation of imports,

averaging near 20,000 quarters per week since 1846, and although
we have now some export to Holland, &c. ; likewise a large

quantity in some districts is being ground with Wheat. On my
own farm, with every desire to sow as much Wheat as possible,

I was unable, tor the foregoing reason, to plant as many acres

(of Wheat) in 1854 as in 1853. As to the yield, I have tbe last

week threshed four fields of Wheat, one of red Lammas, another

of Mummy, a third Talavera, the fourth Scotch white, and the
average produce is 14 imperial bushels per acre, against 36 bushels

per acre last year; and, as I own a travelling steam thresh-

ing-machine, I have an opportunity of knowing that my case

is not an exception in the neighbourhood. At the same
time I freely admit that I know of some good crops in the
counties of Worcester, Gloucester, Salop, Northampton, &c.,

which have been proved to be so on threshing ; but in only one
instance does the produce amount to within 10 per cent, of what
was grown on the same fai ms last year. James Caird states the
deficiency may be made up from America and Egypt, but the

export from the latter is prohibited after the 6th January next.

The extra quantity returned as sold since harvest I attribute

entirely to more pressure havine. been put by the Excise on their

collectors of returns. In one point I fully agree with James Caird
—that is, the decrease in consumption in consequence of tbe high
price, and I think his estimate from this cause is less than the
reality, which alone may prevent prices going much, if any,
higher. Charles Sturge, of the firm of Joseph and Charles Sturge,

Birmingham, 11th month, 6.

THE KEYTHORPE SYSTEM OF DRAINAGE.
The ploughing and draining matches in connection

with the Leicestershire Agricultural Society took place

on the 1st instant on the farm of Lord Berners, at Key-
thorpe. The local attendance was numerous, notwith-

standing the wetness of the weather. As guests of his

Lordship at the Hall there were present the following

gentlemen from other districts, viz., M. Trehonnais, a
celebrated French agriculturist, who is actively engaged
in connection with the French Government in the intro-

duction of the English breeds of cattle and English
system of cultivation into France ; Ml*. Mechi, of Tip-

tree ; Mr. Bullock Webster ; Mr. Baker, of Writtle ;

Mr. Wilmot, and Mr. Trimmer, who had been the first

to draw public attention to the Keythorpe system of
draining, aud to explain the principles on which its

success depends.

The wetness of the weather afforded a complete test

of the efficacy of the system. There had been 48 hours
of heavy aud incessant rain, and yet upon the strong clay
loams of this farm, with a substratum of lias clay, into

which in their undrained state a horse would have sunk
fetlock deep, there were assembled 26 ploughs in one
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field »H raiiii|H iiiijiM lor ploughing tlioir lialf acre i ucli,

and 23 in another as, competitors for ploughing the

straightest furrow. One of these fields, containing

20 acres, I rood,'!:; perches, had been drained In 1851,

at an expense for labour of 822. 7s. The other, a Clover

loa, in which '.in ploughs won: assembled, contained

17 acres, 2 roods, 10 perches, nod had been drained at

a cost for labour of 82i. lbs. 7'L

Wliilo tin) judges were deciding on the merits of the

work, the ploughmen and drainers Bat down to a sub-

stantial dinner at the farm, after which the prizes to tlm

successful candidates and the gratuities to the mimic

coHnful were distributed by bin lordship, accompanlod
by exhortations and advice an to tlieir moral and roll

gious conduct, which were delivered with much fc< I ng

and received apparently with much attention. Af. the

dinner in the Mull, at which upwards of 70 partook of

his Lordship's hospitality, after the few toasts ol

a public nature, "The Queen," "Tho Royal Family,"
"The Navy and Army," had been givon by Lord
Berners, bo proceeded to the agricultural tonniH,

aud called for the agricultural remarks whiah they w< re

intended to elicit, His lordship drat proposed the

health of Mr. Trh a', and called upon him for an

explanation of tbo Keythorp system of draining, and
tho principles on which its success depends, [n respond
ing to tbo toast, Mr. Trimmer briefly pointed out the

absurdity of supposing that the variations of Hoil arc

dependent on the .strata of our geological maps, in which
all tbo superficial accumulations are supposed to bo
removed, in order thut the rock nearest to the bui I

"
may be represented an the actual surface, though thdso

superficial accumulations vary in depth from something
less than afoot to more than 2(io feet. II" Btated that
having long made these superficial accumulations ins

peculiar geological study ho bad pointed out in IH.",7 in

a 'paper on the "'Agricultural Geology of Norfolk," pub-
lished in the Journal of the Itoyal Agricultural Society of

England, that at the junction of the soil and subsoil there

are at certain depths a series of natural ridges and furrows
Which have in general ^determinate direction, and he bad
intimated that they must have an important bearing
on questions of drainage and subsoiling. In a lecture
delivered some years afterwards before the Royal
Agricultural Society, he hud pointed out bow he con-
sidered that the contradictory statements so frequent in

the controversy then raying as to the failure or success
of deep or of shallow 'draining, might lie reconciled by
observing whether the drains crossed or ran between
these natural subterranean ridges and furrows. He
further stated that Lord Berners, who was present on
that occasion, had observed that if what Mr. Trimmer
called ridges and furrows were the same as what in

Leicestershire they called "clay bants,'' he could bear
testimony to the soundness of these views, as he had
for many years been in habit of taking advantage of
them in draining operations, and had thereby been able
to effect a considerable reduction in the cost. On a sub-
sequent visit to Keythorpe, Mr. Trimmer had found
these clay banks to be identical with the natural
subterranean ridges and furrows which he had observed
in many other localities in England, Wales, and Ireland.
In conclusion he adverted to the presence of Mr.
Mechi, Mr. Bullock Webster, and Mr. Baker as the re-

spective representatives of deep, of moderately deep,
and of shallow draining, and expressed a hope that
they would favour the meeting with their views on the
Keythorpe system of draining.

Lord Berners then proposed the health of Mr.
Bullock Webster, who in returning thanks bore testi-

mony to the efficiency of the drainage at Keythorpe,
and adverted to the absurdity of supposing that water
can filtrate through a retentive clay as stated by some
great draining authorities. He adverted to some pecu-
liar views entertained by Mr. Mechi on this point, and
begged to reserve himself for a few further observa-
tions when fhat gentleman should have spoken.

The health of Mr. Baker, of Writtle, having been
proposed by Lord Berners, that gentleman returned
thanks in a long speech, embracing a great variety of

topics, which we are prevented by our plan from
noticing, except as far as his observations bore on the
Keythorpe system of drainage. He bore testimony to

its efficiency as well as to the excellence of the general
management of the estate, denied that he was a shallow
drainer, as he had been described to be by Mr. Trimmer,
though, he contended, that if there was a porous soil

only "2 feet deep on an impervious subsoil nothing was
gained by carrying the drains iuto the latter.

Then followed the great speech of the evening, that

of M. Trehonnais, who in the most feeling and eloquent

terms alverted to the union now happily subsisting

between France and England, whose best blood was
shed together in the same cause— the car.se of freedom
and civilisation. He then adverted to the eminence of

the British nation in arms, in arts, in science, in com-
merce, in literature, aud, though last not least, in agri-

culture. He lamented the short-comings of his own
country in the latter particular, he referred to his own
labours for its improvement, and to the difficulties with
which he had to contend from the want in France of a
race of trained aud skilful rural labourers like those of
England. A rev. gentleman, whose name we could not
learn, in proposing the health of Lord Berners adverted
to his lordship's case of the agricultural labourers on
the estate aud to the improvement which had taktu
place of late in their treatment throughout the county,
though much yet remained to be done.

Lord Berners having responded with much feeling,

then propo«ed the health of Mr. Mechi, adverting to his

laboui s in the causa
una bold experirnen •

munfeated his failm i

unruffled good tempi r with which

pi t critli
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Home Correspondence.
Thin Seeding.— Ii was with much pain I read your

stricture on Me i ra, Hard cull i
ition ol Win

nf almost loo acres of land, which these men cultivate,

and with industry desorving ih" I" •

>

i o, am
skill surpassing the age in which they live, you

out two square yards out 14,000 for comment and

condemnation. Now, the highest cultivate

ground I know, and the most productive- for the pro

duoe is enormous and beyond "ll a fow

years Bince was a barren waste, i
iu d having been

skinned and ski I until apparently "II the vegetal le-

bearing soil had bee trr i I awa; .
I

ifter tirai

pressi d its cultivation ; but was in quently Ii

so doing by land cultivators. Bui at length this plot, con-

sisting of .'< acres, was commenced to I uluvated ; ami

now I will challenge the produce, consi ii

only, for quality, quantity, and value, againBt that of the

samo quantity of land in this country, and v

year. Now, let me tell you, on this land xperimente on

a small sonic, exactly similar to those made by Messrs.

Hardy, are made, and some w\ re made 'bis lust year,

and with as complete success as Messrs. Hardy's were.

That is, some single yards square were marked out, and

a single Potato planted iu each ; and the result hi

about a peck of as fine Potatoes as ever were grown
from each Potato planted in a square yard.

know aclergyman, who himself cultivated thoroughly his

own garden with his own hands ; and his plan throughout

is the same as the above. On a visit to him this summer
I myself witnessed the fork put under roots, and from 21

to 30 large Potatoes, like flour when roasted or boiled,

were turned up from each root from single 1'

planted, and all the other vegetables in the garden were

cultivated on the same plan—that 'S, every plant grew
singly, as I myself also have always planted my cereals,

and the produce was equally surprisingly luxuriant.

But on the above 9 acres of land I have known the

common spring culinary Cabbages, which under common
cultivation weigh }, lb., or 1 lb., or 2 lbs., or 3 lbs.

perhaps, weighing 34 lbs. and 36 lbs. each. This day

week also I saw a plot of culinary red Carrots being

dug up, many of which weighed near 9 lbs. each ; and
I myself have growu Potatoes for experiment, three of

which weighed 10 lbs., and of course on the same plan.

But you object to the two square yards of Wheat in the

midst of 13,300 square yards, planted chiefly on the

Lois-Weedon system, which I believe you approve of.

I myself do not approve of this system, believing that it

is not adapted for general practice : and, besides, the only

examples of it—three only— I have seen, except this one

of Messrs. Hardy's, have been failures. But -Messrs.

Hardy adopted it on 2 acres and three-fourths of

the land they cultivate, and I think with complete

success. On the 27th July last, the day before

my friend Mr. Mechi's gathering, I walked over
every rod, or up or down almost every furrow
of this land ; and I wish you had been with me, and
I think if you had you would not afterwards have penned
your leading article of the other week;—you would
have looked at the whole plot, and not at the two
square yards only, though they deserve attention. I

observe I do not like the plan because not more than

oue-tlurd of the land was cultivated with Wheat—the

rows being 1, 2, 3, and 4 feet apart—and the rest

planted with Potatoes, averaging 2i- feet betwetn each

row. Each grain of seed had been planted separately

in each row, and I counted on some few roots 40 stalks,

each having on it an ear of Wheat ; I gathered also,

as I walked about the field, several e rs, each of which
had in it from 90 to 96 grains of fine plump Wheat. I

do not know the produce, but it must have been very-

large indeed, considering that in reality one-third only

of the land was cultivated with Wheat I believe the

Agricultural Gazette recommends about \\ bushels of

seed per acre, or from 15 to 18 seeds in every square

foot of land ; whereas, had the whole of the land been

planted by Messrs. Hardy on their plan, one grain of

seed only would have been put iuto a square foot of

ground. Should the reader smile at this kind of calcu-

lation, or even scoff, as mauy will. I observe there is

more in it than meets the eye. For four years in suc-
cession—year after year—I myself drilled, with a drid

I made, a field with Wheat in rows 12 inches apart,

.

I
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I
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admiral
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m of the ground,
will, on'

12 or 1 4 inch'

opinion on ibis subject, and we frankly ad

would [y to work np a hungry grai

I of chalk, llio former : than
ud the latter l>e-cativ: it is in i

1

nt drainer, , the
• .- of forming artificial drab-

of tic.rough drain*, mad* truly
':• i one of if" r- train a

dry. ThelaleofThanet, in B
truth, for there the chalk rock

i earth, l nl aba
with moisture by its power ','.

relimuwries hem:; admitted, we »r-

tion to consider what a thorough prepare!

land connected with

ment really is. Tin: following caae in point oecn.

our own experience. A und was tr.

a- in garden tillage ; the surface Gr»M turf wan ihen

a the bottom of each deep trench, upon that

the upper soil was de| osited, and the tub*',

the top. This soil abounded with coarse sat

that caused the more loamy (aluminous) const

when wetted, to bind in bard intractable clods,

such a subsoil is met with and Drought to a surface it

ought to be immediately £0 enriched with *pit farm and
f Id-yard dung as to constitute a perfectly rich bed in

the first instance. And we may farther add that, a«s

loamy soils invariably fix and hold fast orgar.

saline manures, a field so rrea'ed would be prejan
once 'or a Turnip crop followed by Wheat,
however profuse in quantity, would never wash
manure : and nothing except the vital er.er _;

crops would ever • But »b
vital energy, and how can we define it I It is :

— it is nof mobile; hence we arrive at the

that it is essentially an attractive fort", and
if so, there exists but one great agent to which we can
refer, and that is electricity. Here also we obtain that

which opens to us and explains the fertilising influence

of all manures. Analytic chemists have proved to a
demonstration that wherever thei

combination, electricity is calltd into play ; and by this

simple fact the great superiority of farm-yard A

established. This is a fortunate circumstance,

upon every farm a quantity of organic manure :- un-

avoidably produced, and must be used. Durin;;

paration in the dunghill carbonic acid and amm
gases are extricated, but never lost, for that great store-

house the atmosphere first receives and then returns
them with interest in fertilising showers. We would,

however, employ farm-yard manure in ever;

nor by any means wait till the whole of it be reduced
to the condition of black spit dung, but in even-

deep laboration, whether by a steam culr'v:-* r or

spade, we would deposit at the bottom of each trench

a deep layer of recent manure, the gases r - • _•

which would combine with the covering earth, and be

thereby retained by its attracting and fixing power.
Something remains to be said of manures in general.

They are few in number, among which first and ft r

stand the organic products of the farm itself, f

reasonsaboveassi^ne:. Nextst'-niss-tindandpurr a

which comprises soluble phosphates, sulphates.

muriates with alkaline and ammoniacal bases. com
with the finest bone phosphates, urea and s

Tills comprehensive manure combines well wi:'-

dang, if judiciously intermixed, and is itself a most
valuable appliance in mauy operations. Bone-du^t and
bones digested in diluted sulphuric a: s.ecific

qualities ; but unless we^ could prepare from £

worthy representative of guano at half the price

wofully adulterated substance, we feel but li

tion to notice the doubtful compounds adrerrsri as

"artificial manures." The prosper: ! : allure

and the increase of its productions to double their

present aggregate amount, are the earnest desire of the

writer, and these could certainly be realised under s
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Byswm or thorough drainage and deep laboratiou of the

ground. Veritas.

Land Drainage.—U your last (p. 732), Mr. Bailey

Denton draws attention to what he not inappropriately

terms the very extraordinary circumstance of drains

recommencing running upon a fall of the bar meter

without any fall of rain on the surface. An analogous

phenomenon is recorded by Prof. BrdcKlesby, of Hart-

ford, Connecticut, in a paper read before the American

^bsoc o for the Promotion of Science, which will

be found in the (American) KAnnual of Scientific Dis-

covery" for 1854. lie observed on two occasion- that

the rising of the surface of the water in a spring near

tne town of Rutland, in Vermont,, was followed by a

fall of rain after an interval in one case of two or three

days and in the other of "24 hours. The spring rose

several inches, and overflowed. "On inquiry it was

asof ruined from the residents in the vicinity that the

phenomenon was one of ordinary occurrence, and

that for the last twenty years the approach

of rain was indicated by the rising of the spring. Inte-

rested by these facts," says the professor, " I sought for

others ofa like uature, and requested through the public

prints information upon this subject from all wlto hap-

pened to possess it, and also upon collateral points which

were conceived to have important relation to this pheno-

menon. I was rewarded by the knowledge of only one

additional instance, existing in Concord, Massachusetts,

where a spring that supplies a certain brook is said to

rise perceptibly before a storm. I have not been able

to ascertaiu the state of the barometer, either at Rut-

laud or at Concord, at the times when the phenomenon

in question occurs ; nevertheless, I believe the true

solution will be found in the diminished atmospheric

pressure which exists before a rain. The waters of a

Spring remain at any given level, because the atmo-

spheric and hydrostatic pressure combined exactly

counterbalance the upward force of the jet The spring

will therefore rise either when the force of the jet is

increased while the atmospheric pressure con-

tinues the same, or when the latter *s diminished,

while the former remains constant, and the eleva-

tion is greatest of all when the decrease in the

density ot the atmosphere occurs simultaneously with

an increase iu the strength of the jet. The rising of

the water iu the instances related cannot, I think, in

view of the facts detailed, be fairly attributed to any
sudden augmentation of force in the current of the

•springs, but is to be regarded as the result of diminished

atmospheric pressure occurring at the particular times,

in perfect accordance with known meteorological laws."'

On the same grounds we believe the fact stated by Mr.
J3ailey Denton may be accounted for. If any of your
readers are in possession of similar facts they would be

doiDg a service to the cause of science by giving them
to the public in your columns. As to Mr. Stephens'

statement that a thermometer placed 18 inches below
the surface iu a drained soil is "not sensibly affected

by the change of temperature in the atmosphere ;" by
'•changes'

1

he probably means fluctuations from day to

day, as it is well known that the influences of the change
of temperature of the atmosphere from the cold of

winter to the heat of summer is felt to a depth varying

from 60 to 100 feet below the surface of the earth. B.
D. T. In the " Cyclopsedia of Agriculture" you give

-a figure and short description of a separator for sepa-

rating different sizes of graiu ; further details as to its

construction aud the price at which it could be made
would oblige. [We believe it costs \2l. to 15/. Apply
to any of the chief agricultural implement makers.]

Portable Buildings.—[Mr. Porter, of Gas Street,

Birmingham, to whom we referred in connection with
corrugated iron roofing, has sent us a description of his

method of constructing and erecting portable buildings

of ordinary planks or boards, which we publish here, as
being applicable we think to farmeries and shelter sheds.]
This method of constructing portable buildings, of wood
or iron, has been carried out on a considerable scale
.(chiefly in the iatter material) for emigrants

1

houses and
stores ; but in using corrugated iron plates for the sides
aud roofs of houses it is necessary, on account of the
rapid transmission of heat and cold through the metal,
to have an inner lining of non-conducting materials, of a
more or less expensive description ; and while this

answers for buildings of a more important aud permanent
•character, io localities where the ordinary building
materials aud labour are comparatively dear, it enhances
the cost and the bulk of what are required as portable
and temporary buildings, to an objectionable degree. It
is with the view, therefore, of meeting this objectiou,
that the plank houses are designed, and as they consist
of materials so familiar to every one under ordinary
systems of construction, little more is needed here than
a description of the peculiarities of this method, of which
the simplicity is its chief recommendation. It consists,
then, mainly in the construction and adaptation of up-
right grooved posts, formed of wood and metal, in such
a manner as to combine cheapness of construction with
-lightness, strength, and durability. The metal grooves
of these posts are fashioned to receive the ends of the
planks forming the side walls of the building, and pre-
sent, in a neat and pleasing form, both on the interior
and exterior of the wall, a perfect metal covering io the
joints, from the ground to the eaves. The posts are
either shod with iron, for driving into the ground, or
fitted to a sill of timber, to be laid on a more or less per-
manent foundation. The planks or boards (having, in
view a sufficient strength, and an economical arrange-
ment in the spacing of the upright posts) are generally
about \}

L
inch in thickness, 9 inches in width, 9 feet in

length, and weigh about 23 pounds each. These are

laid ou their ed^es, one upon another, their ends passing

down the metal grooves of the posts ; the bottom plank,

in some cases, being sunk a few inches into the ground.

(When thinner boards are used, it is necessary to employ

a greater number of the posts, or to give stiffness by

the addition of an intermediate upright of some kind).

Where they are not likely to be injured in transit, or

the building too often removed, the edges of the planks

are u ploughed and tongued," "halved ''or "Devilled,"

otherwise, for the sake of economy, and to avoid the

risk of injury by a little rough usage—very likely to

occur at the hand of carriers and persons inexperienced

as workmen—the edges are left quite plain and the

horizontal joints covered with a strip of metallic canvas

or asphalted felt, either entirely on the inside, or passing

between the edges of the planks, turned upwards on the

inside, and downwards on the outside of the wall. The
upper and lower planks alone are " fixed" to the posts,

and these are secured by screws passing through the

metal lips of the grooves. The upper plank is fixed

with a space of about 2 inches between it and that next

below it. This aperture serves for ventilation (mode-

rated where desired by a strip of canvas or cloth, or of

perforated zinc) and admits of the easy adjustment of

the lower planks, should they slightly shrink or expand

from excessive heat or moisture of climate. Thus it

will be seen that with a number of the grooved posts

formed exactly alike, and a quantity of planks or boards

sawn to a uniform size, and without "fitting" of any
kind, the side walls of a house may be rapidly put

together by persons totally unaccustomed to ordinary

construction or mechanical operations. As regards the

roofs, a simple arrangement of boards reaching from
the top planks of the walls to a ridge board (supported

by light posts or partitions in the centre of the house)

and covered with metallic canvas, tarpaulin, or asphalted

felt, sent out in rolls of convenient size and weight, will

be sufficient in many cases. It may be preferable, in

some cases, to have the roofs of corrugated iron, in plates

or tiles of convenient size for handling ; this material,

which is very light and strong, beiue of more durable nature

thau the felt covering on boards, and equally well suited

for removal and re-fixing. The cost is somewhat greater,

aud its adoption will be governed by circumstances.

Where boarded floors are required the materials are

arranged like the other parts of the houses, with a re-

gard to their probability, and to the facility with

which they may be put together at their destination.

This method of construction, it will be seen at once, is

suitable for a variety of purposes, and for none does it

appear to be of more value than for farm buildings of

various kinds, for fences, and for folding sheep. For
the latter purposes, the planks or boards can of course

be narrower aud fixed at any suitable distances apart.

As a means of sheltering sheep, in exposed situations,

this kind of fencing may be made very useful. Where
timber suitable for the planks or boards already exists

upon the estate, it will be necessary only to obtain the
" Patent Posts," and the ordinary labourers, assisted

perhaps in the more important structures by a carpenter,

will find no difficulty in erecting the buildings, the

simple construction of which admits of their being as

easily taken to pieces, when desired, carried to another
site, and re-erected, without injury to the several parts.

The want of stabling is very frequently felt by persons
having, on short leases, dwelling houses and land without

such accommodation, and for which they are unable to

make satisfactory arrangements with the landlord.

The system of construction here treated of offers a
means of supplying that want, in the shape of a cheap
temporary building, removable by the tenant at the

expiration of his lease ; and here it may be well to

point out an advantage iu this system which may
hitherto have escaped notice, viz. the convertible state

of the planks or boards, should a building no longer be
required, aud it be found desirable to dispose of. or to

convert to other purposes, the materials of which it is

composed. From the description already given of the

manner in which the planks are connected with the
posts, it will be seen that they are not injured by a
number of nails, as in the usual modes of construction,

nor are they so slight, or so fixed, as to be injured by
warpine, or by splitting from shrinkage or swelling.

It is scarcely necessary to point out auy other of the
many purposes for which buildings and sheds of this

kind may be adopted with advantage, as they will natu-
rally suggest themselves to those who may be in want of

a cheap aud ready mode of providing themselves with
dwellings, workshops, farm buildings, stables or out-

buildings, of a more or less temporary character.

Agricultural Shows.—It appears another class of
auimals will soon be admitted to compete at agricul-

tural meetings. lt Baby shows" were supposed to be
imaginary, advertised, aud noticed in "Punch" to

amuse the public ; however, report speaks of such
exhibitions becoming fashionable. -It will be necessary

to place the " babies" ou the only list open to them, viz.

sucking pigs. Of course their birth, parentage, &c,
whether pure Saxon, or a cross of Norman or Celt, will

be duly recorded, iu order to ascertain the most
improved breed. The mothers should also appear in a
dress to show off the figure, and produce certificates of

marriage, general health, number of children born
within a certain period, etc. ; a statement should also be
made of the nourishment swallowed during the time of

teeding the " baby puppy." Prater.— P.S. If baby shows
are fabulous this may lie consigned to the flames. Falcon.

Wheat Growing.—There is a notice in your Number of
Saturday of a publication by Mr. Cooke ou Wheat

growing. It appears that he assumes that 48 bushels

are to be obtained per acre by proper management and
capital, but in stating this assumption you do not go on
to quote from bis book the way that his end is to be
attained. Will you be so good as to inform a sub-

scriber if this is laid down iu the work, or if not, can
you recommend any publication which would contain

such practical advice as to aid in the attainment of such
a result as Mr. Cooke supposes to be possible X S. E.

[Mr. Cooke does not give detailed instructions. These
are to be found in systematic works on agriculture. See

Blacker on "Small Farms," and O. 0. Roberts on
"Agricultural Improvement the Antidote to Agricul-

tural Distress."]

Farmers' Clubs.
Haddington, Oct. *2.

—

The probable causes of frequent
failures in winter Wheal, and the best mode of top-

dressing that crop.—Mr. Hope, of Fenton Barns, said,

As I am not prepared to admit that failure in winter
Wheat is at all the rule in this county, I think the first

part of the question would have been better stated by
substituting occasional for frequent failure. I maintain
that if land is properly drained and filled with manure,
and freed from weeds by the cultivation of green crops,

good seed Wheat selected and sown in proper season,

au abundant crop is as certain as anything else can be
in this changeable scene. Doubtless it is exposed from
the moment it is sown to the depredation of insects and
various kinds of vermin, which devour the seed, the

blades, and stems in every part of its progress, and
even the grain when it is forming in the ear. The
weather also is often detrimental, biting frosts may
altogether destroy it, or blight, rust, mildew, and smut
may affect the quality and diminish the produce. But
experience has shown that much may be done at least

to mitigate these evils, if they cannot be altogether pre-

vented. Frost very rarely destroys Wheat on dry land,

unless where it has been too early sown, and become
what is called "winter proud." Blight or mildew
seldom seriously affects the crop when it is thick on the

ground, unless vegetation is very rank from the direct

application of manures, or from the confined or shel-

tered position of the ground ; but we know that an
application of \\ or 2 cwt. of common salt sown in

spring is certain to secure straw of the brightest colour

and grain of the finest quality, though in fine seasons

this diminishes the produce, which prevents it being re-

commended for universal adoption. We are all aware,

too, that washiug the seed in a solution of blue vitriol is

a complete check to smut ; any one who has crops

damaged by this has his own carelessness or laziness

alone to blame. Even the ravages of the Wheat midge,
which at first sight appear to be almost beyond human
control, and which annually give me for a short time
more anxiety than all other causes, I feel persuaded,
can, to a certain extent at least, be mitigated by sowing
only the shortest strawed and quickest blooming varie-

ties. Still, without doubt, there is here and there an
occasional failure of winter Wheat, and we often

enough see indifferent fields. I frequently observe that

a better crop would have been obtained had a more
suitable period been selected for sowing the seed, or

had the ground been in a somewhat different state.

Practical experience alone must teach every farmer
what period for sowing is most suitable for his soil and
locality, aud these vary so much, that no man can

venture to dogmatise either on that or the quantity of

seed necessary for an acre. Wheat also requires a

certain degree of consistency in the soil, in order to

produce a full crop. Even heavy soils are better to be

damp above so as to work down freely, but there should

be no clagging, and the horses' footsteps should be fully

obliterated by the harrows, otherwise the blades will be

yellow in spring, the straw short and feeble, the heads

down, aud the crop only a half one ; indeed, in these

cases it is better to leave the land only half harrowed.

The result is pretty much the same, if light land is sown
very dry, as then the plants die out in spring from want
of consolidation in the soil. Pressure with heavy rollers,

aided by topdressing, if promptly done, will generally

prove beneficial. From what i have seen, and lately

heard, I am inclined to think that on light soils land

should not be ploughed at all after a green crop, but

that the Wheat should be sown and covered by grubbing

lightly; or, if the soil is remarkably light, I would prefer

a crop of spring Wheat as the more certain. The occa-

sional cause of injury to Wheat fields in this county,

though it way more common 20 years ago than now, was
the larvae of small flies, named, I believe, Chlorops aud
Oscinus, eating into and destroying the centre stems of

the plants iu spring. In fields affected by them, the

plants die out altogether when they are seized ou after

ceasing to derive support from the seed j otherwise, they
ofteu recover amazingly. Wheat sown after plain

fallow is most liable to their attacks. Ploughing in the

seed has been sometimes resorted to, to give the plant,

it was said, a better hold of the ground. Wheat sends
out roots from the seed, but however deep you bury it,

when the stem reaches the smface, the coronal roots

spread out, and the under roots die off, while the plant is

weakened iu proportion to the depth of soil it has had
to force itself through. From delay in springing, the deep
sown may have continued to derive support from the seed

when what was nearer the surface might be destroyed

from want of it. All the benefit derived from deep
seeding may be obtained from laie sowing, while, gene-

rally speaking, the stronger and more vigorous plants

obtained from seed deposited near the surface are the
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noHt to bo depended on Cop a «atisfactory crop, I have

illuded to rust, mildew, and the Wheat midge, »n ocea-

jionally diminishing the produce of our fields. I dp not

think I can add anything more to the hints I have

ilready given in order to mitigate the evile occasioned

by Lhem, To get a full crop of Wheat you can scarcely

apply too much manure to your previous green crop

tho eoil should also be free from all weeds. I And the

best time for sowing in the last weolc of Octobor, and
all the month of November ; hut an the Beason advances,

[[greater care in necessary that th« land in not over-wet,

ami to be more sparing with the harrows when it in at

all doubtful. I prefer old seed at first. I drill the

most of it, and find that, 2 bushels or M pecks are unough

for a Scotch acre if howii in October, 9 pecks in Novem-
bor, and 10 towards its close ; but, if sown broudeast, I

would give ii bushels. With present pricesi the saving

of need by drilling in worth attention. In spring I

invariably roll all my Wheat, and cither hoe it or give

it a turn with light harrows. By ihone means I have

almost invariably a fair crop, though Home fields will be

better than others. In regard to the bent mode of top-

dressing Wheat,, i will simply Htato my own experience,

For a year or two I bavo topdressed in Hpring almost
the whole of that, crop, portly with guano, partly with

nitrate of soda and Halt, and partly with Bulphate of

ammonia and salt. Lant winter, I stated my views on
this subject fully at a meeting of the Highland Society.

This year my best crop of Wheat is where it was top-

dreesod with sulphate of ammonia and Bait. J loth the
guano and nitrate produced too much straw, laying the

crop, damaging the quality of the grain, and diminishing

the quantity. I might have hnd a good round huiii

expended on artificial manures in my pocket, and
a more valuable crop of Wheat to sell ; but tho

|

season has been exceptional, for previously my outlay

always paid me. I think I have done such ample
justice to all my green crops, Unit I hope to bo relieved

i

of the trouble and expense of top*dressing them in

spring. But if any part then appears as if it would be
the better for assistance, 1 will dress it with sulphate of i

ammonia and salt. This year my friend Mr. Shirrifl* at
|

Saltcoats has conducted a very interesting experiment,
|

to ascertain the value of different manures as a top-

dressing for Wheat. There is a singular difference in i

the bulk of straw produced, but he has not yet got the !

separate lots threshed to know the actual produce. I
know be intends stating tho result to the club ; I only I

wish he bad been able to have done so to-day. With
!

these few plain remarks I now leave the subject in your
hands.—Mr. R. Scot Skirving said, That the first of

the topics winch formed the subject of this day's dis-

cussion was one upon which he was very anxious to

obtain information, as it was apparently shrouded in

much darkness and obscurity. It was true, that, ns the
Chairman had remarked, a failure in winter Wheat,
where the crop had been well managed, and the soil

generously treated, was the exception, but at the same
time instances were more numerous than might gene-
rally be supposed. But even if failure occurred once
only in a hundred times, the subject would be one well

worthy the attention of agriculturists. Failures in

autumnal Wheat might, in many instances be accounted
for, by being sown at too early or too late a period, by
the seed being put into a soil too wet or too dry, or by
being sown too thick or too thin ; these, and no doubt
other well known causes, might account for failure, but
there were certainly instances, and these not altogether

isolated ones, where fields failed from some cause so
subtle as to escape ordinary observation. There was
one general cause of danger to winter Wheat, to which

!

for two years the country had been unusually exposed.
The cold had been greatly more intense during the last

two seasons than during other recent years, the ther-

mometer having fallen to zero, and even below it.

Fortunately much of the country was covered with snow,
and as this w.is not equal over the whole ground, per-
haps the frost, acting with more force where the snow
was less deep, might peculiarly hurt fields, which it

caught in some particular condition of dampness. As
|

an example of the arbitrary and unaccountable manner
|

iu which these failures occurred, he might instance a
failure in a field, belonging to his friend Mr. lleid, who
farmed as near him as be happened now to sit. Here
was a highly cultivated and well manured field, sown
with Wheat after Potatoes, the crop of Which was
scarcely worth the reaping, thus forming a remarkable
contrast to Mr. Reid*s other field. Now, he believed
Mr. Reid was unable to assign any cause for failure in
this field, which might not have caused a similar result

in the contiguous field. He knew another instance where
a large extent of excellently farmed laud had failed, the
owner of which was unable to charge himself with any
defect or deficiency in the management. The general
rules laid down in the speech they had just heard were
probably aJl that skill could at present suggest, but he
trusted that future experience might yet discover some
antidote or preventative to these remarkable failures iu
autumnal Wheat. With regard to topdressing he would
make but a single observation ; like the chairman he
had this season largely used sulphate of ammonia, but
Ins experience of it was not nearly so favourable, and
he much preferred guano or Rape in autumn. The
chairman had said that on account of much of his crop
having been too soon " laid" he might have had a better
return, and a good rouud sum in his pocket, had he not
(on this exceptional year) purchased so largely. Now,
it occurred to him, that this was the real cause of the
success of the sulphate of ammonia. It had produced
comparatively little effect, and consequently, lUce

homoeopathy, had succeeded by doing nothing. Mr.
Shepherd, Gleghomio. said that tho failures in winter

Wheat were not now nearly so frequent us when !>'-

came to the county. At that time he used to sow 111

Wheat early, and failures were frequent now In

hifl gowing to November, December, and even J»n
and hJH Wheat "i Invariably thick En the spring. !(

mentioned that Ian! year he bad town a large field, pari

in each of theio three months, and the whole was good
;

nor did he think that front killed Wlu'at, unlei

wot land, or with some <'• fective management.

Newton Abbot.- Tfn I."hum- r, tlic Farnu and
the Landlord.—)Av, IV1L, M.r., ipokc a< follows at a

late meeting ol the agricultural society lier« i One
material operation of the war was '<< Impede Lin itro

duetion ol foreign corn Into this country, and no to

throw on the agriculturists iho necessity of increasing

the produce of tho soil, to provide forth.- wants of tliel

population. Another result which th<\y would have to
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ntend against was the great demand il en
I

human life. From every part ol the country the yoong
anaaotive man, who in peaceful times would have be-

come H. labouror on the soil or a mechanic in ' ;

wjlh hurried off to the seal ol war
; and con* quonl

want of labour had for some time been felt, lb- had
experioi d it, himself, and il had been called rery

seriously to his attention. There was another hh-1

reflection hecould nol help making it seemed that the
farmer had not now the contn 1 over his labourer which

I he used to have. He had been told by many agricul-

turists that if they complained of the conduct of a man, i
. -t, n» ilwwn in drawing

or said n word to him, he demanded Ihh dny'n wages,

I

away bo went and lilt the employer in a disagreeable

position. Ho wan Hatibficd that much of tho damage
that woe supposed to bo accidentally done to crops and
plant of the farmer was due to the negligence of idle

boys. In olden times there was a system—he did not
pretend to say it was faultless, but it wss attended with
most excellent, results--he meant the *vHten. of appren-
ticeship. Tho boy was carefully instructed in his

j

duties by the farmer, while tho girl was probably
brought up under the eye of the mistress of the

house, and both became useful members of society
;

but he regretted to euy there was now a system
of taking and dismissing servants without n dia-

meter. This was n serious matter ; for it appeared to

him that the character of every man, whether be was
tho servant in the farm, or one who served his country
in the senate—was dear to him and should be given to

him. If they withheld from the honest servant the cha- <
"

'

racter which he had richly deserved, what recompense
did they offer him I It was not the wages that the

~:~

servant earned, nor the home that the muster gave.
which wis most highly prized, but the hope of rising in .~ '- .

."*_

his station-a hope which should be an inducement to OATFNT T TO rTTi M - IIPI'TOR.
every man and woman to do well, and which should be P A

f w'.n.TJ
j . ., ... i , i , . . ,

*- or wATEit-CART, for the Distribution of '

encouraged. Another question which had lately at- warranted not to clog o\ rder.
tract d much attention amongst those who wished well Waterproof Joints, and will scatter iu Liquid from 12 to IS feet

to the agricultural interest, was that of education—one wide - II wi *l w°rk equally well on hilly or on level Uod *iU»u:

worthy the attention of every ,nan who had the well- K^E*- !

being ot Ins fellow-creatures at heart. The facilities of obtained of the V :- »nham.
railroads induced men to travel, and the cheapness t>fj riiHg HYDRAULIC HAM will raise
literature gave them a taste for research. It was to the 1 water. wittmi.t manual labonr. to any
cheapness of literature, the opportunity of mixing with height, where a small fall can be obtained.

practical men, and of seeing dillerent customs in different Fire, Garden, Deep 'Well. Liquid Manure.
countries that the markedimprovementin Devon farming *"'' a" other Pomps.

was to he attributed. Tliey had introduced a very supe- ' Fountains of every description erected;

rinr system of cultivation 'into this county, and many of
R"ck "'ork

'
G">«oe9, &c.

the innovations thev had seen practised in other counties. r
H

j
Se

'
P,pe of eTerr kind f'

o i i j -i r , - , .
Gardens.

So much had the necessity for education impressed the
minds of those who took a lead in the legislature of this '

Engineer
W. F r.or. 1a> r -.--• ••• Roe), Hydraulic

oftered a prize which he (Mr Palk) hoped would be
]
1 TDfi ., MATTING> D00R MATS, MAT-

well contested for, to the farmers son who was the most
; TRESSES, HASSOCKS, BRUSHES, Ac, and mbc

proficient in history, geography, and mathematics. The
j

by superiority and excellence

noble lord had undoubtedly given this prize with every I

moderate charges, i

orkmar.ship. combined •with

containing prices and

Aimer, 4C. L-ncate Hill. London.
r .~ . _,.' I particular, free hr po^t.—T. Trkloau, Cocaa-nnt Fibre Mana-

desirc that it mi^ht stimulate the rising industry of the
J-ACtll

sons of agriculturists. He hoped on Thursday next to

have the honour of meeting a large body of agricul-

turists in his neighbourhood, to show them a system

—

largely adopted in other counties, but not carried to

such an extent as he had attempted to carry it—

a

system of meadow irrigation. For the last s^x or seven
years, with the assistance of a tenantry, who, be believed,

bore a richly-deserved reputation in this county, be
had been remodelling some valleys, and turning orchards,
hedges, lanes, and horrible holes, as he called them, into
what bad now become green and fertile meadows ; all

irrigated under a system that made the most of the
running water, the atmosphere, and the sunshine. In
conclusion, he asked the society why they did not give
prizes for landlords as well as for tenant farmers and
labourers 7

. He would most gladlv compete. Perhaps
they would tell him that they already gave a high prize
for landlords, and he admitted it, for where the land-
lord endeavoured to do his best for the tenantry, there
they would fiud the best and most enterprising of

tenauts.

Notices to Correspondents.
Turnips for Seed : J D. We hare been accustomed to plant in
autumn selected tubers in a field not manured but of rich soil.

If you have no such land we wcutd plough in orer old manure.
Plaut about 2 feet apart in row s, 3 :"tet apart if the land is rich]

Erkatum. In the account of FisUen's plough at page 731, it

should have b^eu stated that " the strain upon the anchor
furthest from the engine is no greater tliAn the draught of the
travelling machine phis the slight strain due to the tension.
&c, of the light driving-rope," plus tho draught of thi* rope.
equalling one-eleventh of the draught of ths implement. I. A. C.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS S DRAINING TOOLS.
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. F^kis?

"Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are no«" in use by
upwards of HXK) of the Nobility and Farmers member; :

Royal AgrieultHral Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate" labonr at least - -

Price Lists sent free on application, and H!nstrated CaJ
of the best Farm Implements. onrec^ : -- ' ~:sr.- - astagt .

: ' - --: S
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.
\

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
r"i RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation^ cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND MALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c-

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting

nservatories
' * reenbouses
Hot Water Apparatus
'

' irden Vases

Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental "Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL. CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,

EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES AKD ENAMELLED MANGERS.
-iOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LICHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES X LICHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10. 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
_er>gtli, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

IiiW ft
'
6 in" S "j and 8 ft

- 6 in - wide >
any length, from 12 to

jOO feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
L>ght«, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
-•lazed with stout Bheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
•
or immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
ill parts of the kingdom—Reference may be bad to the Nobility
entryj and the Trade

, in most of the counties in England.
HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOfTwATER

APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Jnn», PSAt Geeen, Habrow Road, London.OHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
ol itae nobihty and gentry to the yery superior manner inwh,ch they Erect all kinds of Conseryatories, Vineries, Green-

i'«i™' .t5"j
corn

,

b
,

,

.

n,n S. eyery implement with elegance of

"""'P
1
.'
a" d

'
d"™blll,y of materials and workmanship.

R^fI,ENT1 ^
AlING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Ctand. "r^S 1

r
."6,Ten 'hc biZb °st satisfaction. Churches,

w tb ii„, tit; ^
ntrince IIa,ls

,
P"»lie Buildings, &c, heated

mnnner T T /
APParat>'8 >n a most economical and efficient™rnJi,r,t
M

?"S ere,t r,ea," re in "farrtns to numbers
>. .le nobility and gentry by whom they are extensiylly en i ;ed

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

J
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

'' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c., at the
Manufactory as above.

BY omrJSVS&e ROYAL
HER ©S^^^^a LETTERS

M A J E ST Y ' S ^^^R^5@^^ PATENT.
tj1 DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,
*-^ * King's Road, Chelsea.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all
completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

T OVERALL begs to inform the Nobility, Gentry,
• Nurserymen, and others requiring Horticultural Buildings,

Lights, and Frames, that, by intrusting their orders to him, they
may depend upon fii>t-class workmanship and good materials at
the most economical prices.

J. Overall. Horticultural Builder, 16, Shacklewell Lane, near
Ivingslaud, London.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
vy • 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers

and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

J0HH WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

T
H OTH OUSE BUILDERS.

HE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

, - ! jii
the Houses and Pits

Tofts' affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 6d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at eery low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
*J ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of
16,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late

severe winter it only
cost us 38. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberofforcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.
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mappin's pruninc knives in every variety,

Wmuian'im. Qood hv the Makbub.

jOSKI'I! MAITIN ami. BROTHERS, Oi... '

" C0Ti.BayWoB)ifl» Sheffield; and 87, Moor tri
r
London.

DrawlngH forwurdod l.y pout

SLATt WORKS, ISLEWOKTH, IMIODLESEX

J,

1 DWARI) BECK Maniii'actiiukh in Slate a variety
J uf ntUolos for Horticultural purposon, ..II of whirl, mity bo

iiDi.ii In inn. al Worton Cottage, on application i" tlia doner,
I'lmil.iyH excepted.

Priced I, I ..I h ni 1 'In ii ITii ii, ii i hi IIu'.imi fnrwardod on application,

BAHTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

PHIS is the Original Patent for Important Improm
JL mints in Stable Fittings, Bay-box, Mangsr, and Watto

itti (»!< Jlxturo, Inoliidln i

iniilliiiil HiirpaHelng all 01 boi I

for oonvevlng .li" Htraps and
naltor-woightu to tho bnoli ol

Hi.' Bttlng in provonl tin. homo
iii'liir, i'ii i in iln. stall, Stable

Fittings of evi.ry dQfloiiptton, plain, i'ii lied, or gall

Mho the newly Invented IjOoba Boj Fli Ina rfacc Qnttoi
with iiin\ i vi'i- platoH, Stable Pouts, Rampn, SlIlH, and nil

[ in, in of Stable i- in. iii. .Hi in 'ii.iric.

-Famkh liMt'iiiM, h Founder, &0m 370, Oxford Street, London,
MANUFAOTUR15R op ICITIS'B PATRNT VKNTI
LATINO akd SMOIC1 01 KINO CH1MNBY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty (200 on Buel
iii'iiiinii Palace), in usoalso-on Bt. Jn s's Palnoi

SYludsor Oastle, Croveri nl Oftl I, & . &o. Zlno,

80*.; <"i»t Iron .'ir... I'licli ; tho latter asdurabloa* the

building Kuril'. Drawings and Price Lists forwardod
on reoelpt of two postage Btamps.

Address ISaiiton'h Iron Works, fl70, Oxford Street, London .

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

TAMES rillLLU'S and Co. have the plensQi'e to
-J band their present reduced prices „f GIiiwh lor Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES:—In lioxos of 100 foot.

(!hy4, nndll* by-1* £OC..lW.
7 „5, - 7* „ 6f>
a „<;, - 8| „ o{;
'.I

,, 7, — !H „ 71, 10 by 61
10 „ 7, 10 by 8/

STOCK SIZES, in 100 feut brans, fi-ora 13 by 10 to 20 by 15,

at ISs. per 100 feet. If cvit to order not oxcoodinK-lO Indies long.
16 oz. from 2Jrf. to 3.W. | 21 oz. from 3.1<i. to i!,d.

26 oz. from 6Jrf. to 74<J.

Sixtoen-ounce Shoot Q-lass packed In canes of 200 foot, or
mtes of 800 reet, 2Jd, per foot.

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE POR-ORCHARD HOUSES, tot Sams quality
as we supply to Mr. HiYiuts, ami ol various dimensions, always
on hand,
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 foot boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops. Farm Buildings, &c.
} of an inch thick £1 17s. oV. percaseofBO

A „ 2 1 3 " „ 60

1 „ 1 17 6 „ CO
Glnss Slates of the usual dimensions.

Glass Milk Pans, 21*. per dozen; Propagating and Bee Glasses;
Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord CamoyB1 Milk Syphons,
Wnsp Traps; Plato, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Pern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, Wliite Lead, Oils
mid Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in ti.e trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

14

16

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

ol British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
;.or square foot. for the usual sizes required, many thonsaud feet
><" which are kept ready packed for immediate deli very.

i.ists of Prices snd Estimates forwarded on application, for
iWTENT ROUGH PLATE, THICK CROWN GLASS, GLASS
",'ILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
.'-LASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
OilNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to - 1 AMES Hetlky & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

"VHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
i HELY & WARING, Managers, 206, Oxford Street. London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

!!&; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATK. from 4.W.
oorfoot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, iu 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by S, 12s. 6d. ; above, 16s. S<i. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 84s. per case..

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. Gd. per
'.'oot. TILES and SLATES from Gd. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. H ELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. 6<f.; WAKING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Feru Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, aud tho New
Aquarium, 10s. each.— Catalogues tree.

/OftEIGN AivD ElMCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, BtsHOPSGATE Street, Without.T MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET

*- • GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
'00 feet cases. Some as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
.ueu of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4A in 12r. 01.

64 „ 4i „ 7 „ 6 12 6

7j „ 6J „ 8 „ 6 13

81 „ 64 ., 9 „ 7 13 6

9*. „ 7* „ 10 „ 8 13 6
101 „ S4 „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 ,. 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 10* „ 10J 14
11 „ 10 „ 11* „ 10i 14
11 „ 11 „ 111 „ Hi 14
12 „ 11 ., 121 „ .11* 14
13 „ 11 „ 13* „ 11* 14
13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 16
13} „ 13* ,. 14* .. 13J 16
15} „ 13J — ~ 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13. 2U by 13J, 161 by 114, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 leet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2} „
Ditto „ 2 feot ... 3} „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rou'eh, Tiles. Striking
ond Bee Glasses, Milk Pans. Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps',
fis Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, Wliite Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, dolours,
:' ml Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application

Established more than 100 years.
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fbrnoveltyi variety, and purity ol taste, an unequalled tMort>
ment. They are marked In plain pr-pfirtlonnte

with thoso which have tended to make li in Establishment th<

largestnndmo I kingdom, v\z,, from lvi*. fW.

(two light) to W, IGa.

j
AMPS OP ALL SORTS AND PATTERNS—

'J W n. i.i am s. Bdhtoh Invites attention to his eaaon"

of LAMPS, it embraces the Mbderateur (the best Parisian
epecimnna of which have been carefully culled), Ar^and, Solar,

Campbine, Palmer/a M ignui i
I imps for candli

comprises an assortment which, considered either a^t to extent,

price, or pattern, is pei . ailed.
i'ir v Col i Oil Bd. per pnllnn.

Palmor'sC lies, 10d, and I0\d. per lb.

Patent Camphine, 8*. 10rf. per gallon.

Tho alterations and additions to these very extensive premises
(already by for the largest In Europe), which have ocenpi.-d the
whole year, ar«> now nearh They ar.; of such a
oharacter that the entire oi' EIGHT HOIT9ES is now
to the display of the most magnificent stock of GENERAL
HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Biiver,

Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding'), arranged in Sixteen Lsr^e Show Rooms, sn ns t" afford

to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped fw elsewhere.

Catalogues, with engraving^ sent [per posl

30, Oxford Street; l. ik.'J. and Sj Newman Street; and 4.5,
and 6, Perry's Place. ; ,

' J2Q.

NEW LABEL.—In consequence ol the t;reHt variety

of Counterfeit Labels of A. ROWLAND A SONS
CASSAR OIL now in circulation, and which so nearly resemble
the original as frequently to deceive the unwary—they have em-
ploye,! those eminent artists Messrs. Pbrktha Bacon, & Co..

who, at great cost, and by a peculiar process of their own, hare
succeeded iu producing from steel" A NEW LABEL," which
cannot be forged. It is composed of a section of an enjrioe-

turned circle, repeated 130 tiroes, and forms nn original Ince-

r rrouudi upon which is engraved in white letters, " UNDER
THE' PATRONAGE OF THE COURTS OF EUROPE."
with an embossed profile of Her Majesty "THE QUEEN/'
lately specially taken for the purpose, and which surmounts the

words (also in white letters) "ROWLANDS' MACASSAR
OIL, for the growth; restoration, and for beautifying the Human
Hair." Under which is the Siguature of the Proprietors in Ked
Ink, "A. ROWLAND & SONS'—Sold by them at iu. Hatton
Garden. London; ami by Chemists and Per timers.
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Elm OttAtr^, Taunnwi.

j'l'U BK SOLO, worth the price, a 'a*t-iron STAND
I

A for a CONSERVATi lltioo, 34 fort long.
id*.—May be seen
rnniwOt, Stall oar,
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For particulars apply by i with real name and

FARM FOR SALE IN EAST
TO BE SOLD l.v Private I

1 FREEHOLD FARM, called
'

'llff, between Dover and Deal: cool
' superior Arable and Pasture Lai.

the house, and abutting
turnpike road, and on two other

et's at Cliff. The E
is very desirable for build i .

K£NT.
a very desirable
tart, in tbe Pariah

-eaof
her, around

stance on the main
e high roads to SL

t earth, and
jood residence in a

healthy situation, and I valne posseasea great
historical interest. It bel inged to • Bayeox, in tbe

the Conqueror; was the r «ard and his
Queen Eleanor; afterwards ofTbos. Gibbon, whose aoo Matthew
rebu It it in 1627. The church is within a minute's walk of the
house.— For Particulars apply to I obd, Martin's Farn.
nf.ir Dover. K

IvO YOU WANT LUXURIANT HAIR,
3 ' WHISKERS. &c.?—ROSALIE COUPELLE'S CRINU-
TRTAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, Ac,
in ;i fetw weeks, and restore the Hair from whatever cause,

strengthen it, prevent its tailing off, and effectually check grey-
uess in all its stages. For the nursery it is recommended by
upwards of 100 physicians, for promoting a fine healthy head of
hair, and averting baldness. Sold by All Chemists, price 2.-.. or

sent free on receipt of 24 penny stamps, by Bliss CoUPBLItB, $9,

CastleStreet,Newman Street,Oxford Street, London. Mrs. Carter
writes, " My head, which was bald, is now covered with new hair."

Mrs. Reeve—"My hair is gaining strength and thickness.*'

Sergeant Chaves—"Through using it I have an excellent

moustache.'' Mr. Yates—"The young man has now a good
pair r*f whiskers. I want two packets i.t other custome rs."

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALID^
AND OTHERS.

ROBINSON'S PATENT BAULEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
but has become of geueral use to every class of the community,
and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as au eminently pure,
nutritious, aud light food fer Infants and Invalids; much approved
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, aud excellent for
thickening Broths or Soups,
ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than SO yer.rs

have been held in constant and increasing public estir.

the purest fariuaj of the Oat, aud as the best and mo-t valuable
preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, which tonus
alight aud nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular reci; e

for colds aud influenza, is of gener.il use in the sick chamber, and,
alternately with the Potent Barley, is an excellent food for

Infants and Childreu.
red only by the Patentees, Robixsos, Bkllvtlle. £- Co.,

Purveyors to the Q Sm a, London.
Sold by all res s, ] ggists, and others in Town
and Country, in packers of GJ. aud Is.; aud Family Canisters, at

2s..- 5s., and 10s. each.

5aire n iucttoa.

VTESSRS. PROTHEKOE and MORRIS respect-
* fully inform the Public that the S\le of TCLIPS, as adver-

tised for the 23d ins:., is p-ostponed until the TO h of November.
—Leytonstone, Not, 17.

TO GENTLEMEN. FLORIST--. AND OTHERS.
> fESSRS. PRUTHEROE i>d MORRIS will Sell
L* * by the Mart, Barthcilosiew Lane, on FRIDAY.
23d November, nl 13 o'clock I'CTCH
BULBS, consisting of tbe finest Doable and SiagfeHyi

s. Jonquils. Aneraonies, Crocus, Tuli;-
: Ranunculuses. Gladiolus, ted assortment of fine
' Standard aud Dwarf Roses, including Hybrids, Bonrbsoa, Chinas.

s . &c ; and American I

Rhi'd- dendrons; Ghent and other Azaleas. Ka'.mias. Andromeda
! floriDunda, beautifully furnished with

j
morning of £a;e. C -

Auctioneers. America : -ex.

TO CEMTLEJVIE^, NURSERYMAN, "ANO OTHERS.
MESSRS. FROTHEROE and MORRIS are in-

str

! opposite the Railway Station, Black fi. Hally
-:ed:orbuiIdiDg,<:i: SiON DAY. h

-viqs day. at II -sizable
- RT STOCK, consisting of Laurels, from 3 :

..-?e Aibor-vi to 6 feel

' feet; large Fan andct:.rr Yews, - r^rberis,

ed and green
;

5, Sweet Bays, Lilacs,

! Mountain Ash :~5tar.dardand Trair.

! and Curr
Camellias, well set wil • Azaleas.

i Standard and Dwarf Roses, --—May
be viewed prior to th-:- a ; bad on the premises

:

of the principal Seedsmen in London; and of the Auctioneers,
1 American Nb - Essex.
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New Serial Work by Mr. Charles Dickens.
Uniform with » Dombey and Son," "David Coppekfield," " Bleak House," &c. &c.

On the Thirtieth of November will be published, to le completed m Twenty Monthly Parts, price One Shilling each,

The First Monthly Part of a New Work of Fiction called

L I T T L
BY CHARLES DICKENS.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY IIABLOT K. BROWNE.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

The Miscellaneous Works of W. M. Thackeray.

This day is published, in crown 8vo, price 6s., Vol. I. of

MISCELLANIES, by w. m. thackeray
Volume I. Contains—

THE BALLADS—THE BOOK OF SNOBS—MAJOR GAHAGAN—THE FATAL BOOTS,
AND COX'S DIARY.

BRADBURY AND EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

POPULAR EDITION OF MR. FORSTER'S LIFE OF
COLDSMITH.

This day is published, in crown Svo, price 7s. 6d., with 40 Wood-
cuts a Popular Edition of

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF OLIVER GOLD-
SMITH. By John Forsteb.

•«• A Library Edition of the same Work is also published,

in Two Volumes Svo, uniform with Murray's British Classics.

Bkadbdbt & EVAHS, 11, Bouverie Street.

On Thursday, the '22d of November (Almanack Day), will be

published, in Twenty-eight pages, stitched, price id.,

THE HOUSEHOLD WORDS ALMANACK,
Fot The Year 1856.

HOUSEHOLD WORDS OFFICE, No. 16, WELft.vGTON Street
North, Strand.

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF
MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES.

On Tuesday, the 27th inst., will he published, in One Volume,
square crown 8vo (uniform with the edition of Moore's " Lalla

Rookh" illustrated under the superintendence of the late

Charles Heath), price 21s. cloth ; or 31s. Bd. handsomely bound
in morocco,

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES, illustrated with

13 fine Steel Plates, engraved from Oiiginal Designs, by

C. W. Cope, R.A. W.E. Frost, A.U.A. W. Muleeadv,R.A.
T. Cesswick, R.A. J. C. Horsley. J. Sant, A.R.A.
A. L. Egg, A.R.A. D. Maclise, R.A. F. Stone, and
W. P. Frith, R.A. J.E.Millais.A.R.A. E. M. Ward, R.A.

London : Longman, 'Brown, Green, &_Longiians.

Vol. I., in Svo, with Plates and Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

ARAGO'S POPULAR ASTRONOMY. Translated

from the Original and Edited by Admiral W. H. Smyth,
Fur. Sec. R.S., and Robert Grant, ALA.

Lately published, in Svo, price 18s.,

ARAGO'S METEOROLOGICAL ESSAYS, with

an Introduction by Baron Humboldt. Translated under the

superintendence of Col. Sabine, R.A.
London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published, in Svo, price 6s. cloth,

WINE DUTIES, considered Financially & Socially:

Being a Reply to Sir James Emerson Tennent on " Wine,
its Taxation and Uses." By \V. Bosville James.

London: Longman. Brown, Green. & Longmans.

Now readv, price One Shilling,

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Blackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and

all Booksellers.

EDWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
NACK, Horticultural Trade Directory and Florists'

Diary for 1856. will be published in December, as heretofore.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, Holloway . Middlesex.

GLEN NY'S GARDEN ALMANACK AND
FLORIST'S DIRECTORY is just Published for the

NINTEENTH YEAR, price Is., post free 12 stamps.

Just out, price 5s. Gd., Third Edition, post free 66 stamps,
entirely rewritten and alphabetically arranged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
plete guide at the price.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

CHRISTMAS PRESENT AND (MEW YEAR'S GIFT TO
THOSE WHO LOVE A GARDEN.

GLENNY'S COMPANION TO THE GARDEN
ALMANACK, with a Portrait of the Author, will appear

early in DECEMBER; a standard book of reference, and con-

taining also the advertisements of all the best novelties coming
out, price Is. Orders lor advertising must be sent promptly to

G. G lenny, Fulham.
GLENNY'S SUPERB BALSAM SEED, 6 classes, 37 stamps;

Mixed, 13 stamps. Sealed packets, with directions for culture.

Full allowance to the trade. Fix hund red references.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN : Illustrated

by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms. &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing

49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby. 3. Mead Place. Lambeth. ^^

This day is published, price 5s.,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-
pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,

Limatodis, and Geodorura.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper "Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably eularged, price 5s. Gd.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England ;

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of Loudon ;

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5,jL!pper Wellington Street, Covent Garden . __

Just published, with Plates, Second Issue, price 2s. Gi., by post, 3s.,

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS;
a Paper read before the Loudon Farmers' Club, with con-

siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.

C.E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.
London: James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly; and to be had of

all Booksellers.

Just published, price Is. Gd., or Is. Id. per post,

PEAT'S FARMER'S DIARY AND ACCOUNT
BOOK for 1856; so simplified as will enable every Farmer

to keep and balance his own accounts with ease and accuracy.
Third Annual Impression, enlarged.

" Though rather small, it is unquestionably the best thing of
the sort I have seen."

—

A Hampshire Agriculturist.
" We cordially recommend every agriculturist to procure a

copy, as it will save him no inconsiderable amount of trouble
during the year."

—

Agricultural Magazine.

Also, THE SPIRIT-DEALER'S STOCK BOOK FOR RE-
TAILERS, Is.; and WHOLESALE DEALERS, 2s.6d.&5s. each.

London: Simpkin. Marshall, & Co. Tltirsk: Peat & Son.

Fifth Edition, price 5s. Gd., postage free ; with numerous Cases,

pONSUMPTION SUCCESSFULLY TREATED,
V7 by REMEDIES locally applied to the Seat of Disease
through the Medium of Respiration. By A. B. Maddock, M.D.
The result of many years' extensive experience.

London: II. Bailliere, 219, Regent Street.

BRITISH RURAL SPORTS, BY STONEHENCE.
In one thick Vol. (price 10s. Gd.), half bound.

BRITISH RURAL SPORTS ; Comprising Shooting
Hunting, Coursing, Fishing, Hawking, Racing, Boating,

Pedestrianism, and various Rural Games and Amusements of

Great Britain, by Stonehenge (Author of the "Greyhound"),
and illustrated by numerous engravings by "Wells, Harvey,
and Hind.
This volume contains Ttventy Years' Experience of a thorough

Sportsman.
London : George Routledge & Co., 2. Farringdon Street.

NEW GIFT BOOK FOR THE COMING SEASON.
Now ready, in 12mo, 550 pages, beautifully printed in large type,

elegantlv bound, price 6s.,

THE BEAUTY OF HOLINESS: Illustrated by
2000 Reflective Passages, selected for Meditation from the

Sacred Writings, arranged for the first time in Alphabetical
Sections, for the purpose of continuous reading, or immediate
reference. Kept also in superior antique calf extra binding,
price 10s. Gd., and in Turkey morocco extra, price 12s.

London : William White, 70, Piccadilly ; and all Booksellers.

INTELLECTUAL GIFT BOOK.
Fifth Edition, 12mo, 550 pages, elegantly bound, price 65.,

""TRUTHS ILLUSTRATED by GREAT AUTHORS;
*- a Selection of 4000 Aids to Reflection and Quotation, derived
from the works of great writers, ancient and modern, in prose and
verse, including 1000 from the works of Shakespeare. Alpha-
betically arranged on a new plan to facilitate instant reference,
and to form a Dictionary of the finest Quotations and select
Passages extant. Kept also in superior antique calf extra bind-
ing, price 10s. Gd., and Turkey morocco extra, price 12s.

London: William "White. 70. Piccadilly; and all Booksellers .

Now ready, price 12s. Gd., the First Volume of

HPHE NATURAL HISTORY of the TINEINA.
* Bv 11. T. Stajnton, assisted by Professor Zelleb, and

J. W. Douglas.
" Among the curiosities of literature published during the pre-

sent century, this elaborate contribution to the natural history of
insects will hold a distinguished place. The 'Tineina' are a
group of microscopic moths, numerous in species, and their habits
and transformations are here given on a scale of completeness and
extended detail not hitherto readied by naturalists on any subject.
The volume before us of eight beautifully executed plates, with
350 pages of letter-press, contains the descriptions ot only 24
species, and it will req lire probably 40 such volumes to complete
the work. The principal novelty consists in its being printed in
parallel columns in four languages—English, French, German,
and Latin."—Literary Gazette*

London : Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

PRICE FOURPENCE. OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
/CONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
\y LAST, NOVEMBER 10, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from—
The Song of Hiawatha. By
H. W. Longfellow.

The Life of Henry Fielding.

By F. Lawrence.
The Life and Works of Goethe.

By G. H. Lewes.
Miscellanies: Prose and Verae.

By W. M. Thackeray.
The Life and Travels of Hero-

dotus in the Fifth Century.
By J.T.Wheeler.

With Shorter Notices of

Impressions during a Voyage
from Paris to Sebastopol. By
Dr. Maynard.

Elements of Psychological
Medicine: being an Introduc-
tion to the Practical Study of
Insanity. By Dr. Noble.

Somersetshire Archaeological
and Natural History Society's
Proceedings.

Behind the Scenes at the Opera.
By N. Roqueplan.

The Theatre of To-day. By
A. Muriel.

The Children's Book.
Legal Works: Scott's Act for

the better management of the
Metropolis— Finlaison'sGnide
to the Limited Liability Act
— Terrell's Dissenters' Mar-
riages Bill—Baker's Laws
relating to Burials— Shep-
pard's Constitutional Text
Book.

List of New Books.

The Wild Tribes of London,
By W. Phillips.

Short Sketches of some Notable
Lives. By J. C. Colquhoun.

Midsummer Eve.

Peep from a Belfry. By the

Rev. F, W. Shelton.

The Autobiography of Eliza-
beth Squirrell.

CottageEconomy. By A. Pitney.

The Wisdom, Poetry, &c, of
the Hebrews.

Infidelity Inexcusable. By B.
Blake.

OriginaL—The Campbell Monument.
Foreign Correspondence.—Baveno.

"Weekly Gossip.—Appeal to Public Charity—Free Li-

braries—Windsor Dramatic Entertainments— Mr. Knighton
and ' The Private Life of an Eastern King '—German Pub-
lications—Rare Engraving —Rossini's Recollections—Jour-
nalism in Muscovy— Druidical Remains — Advertising
Literature.

Societies.—Reports of the Proceedings of the Archaeological
Institute—Zoological—Royal Institution.

Fine Arts.—Exposition Universelle des Beaux Arts.

Fine Art Gossip.—New Associates of the Royal Academy
—Paris Exhibition Awards—Colossal Military Monument

—

Marble Statues taken at Sebastopol —Additions to the Crystal
Palace Sculpture—Arundel Society's Collection—Memorial of

Napoleon—Herr Custodis' Engravings—La Sainte-Chapelle.

Music and the Drama,—New Publications—Musical
Scarcity—Drury Lane (' Twentv Minutes with a Tiger')—
Adelphi (' Valentine and Orson.')

lvlusical and Dramatic Gossip.—Paris Exposition
Concert—Jullien's Concerts—Her Majesty's Theatre—Ger-
man Theatricals—Music in Russia.

Miscellanea, - Temple of Serapis,Pozzuoli—Historical Por-
traits—Table Rapping.

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

HPO BE SOLD, a FOUR-HORSE POWER PORT-
-L ABLESTEAM ENGINE.—Apply to William Dray&Co.,
Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London.

/"1 HAFF CUTTING"^MACHINES from 21s.—

A

VV complete Illustrative Catalogue, all sizes and most improved
description, will be forwarded on application to William Dray.,
& Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street, London.

RUISING MILLS fok OATS, BEANS, MALT,
&C.—Illustrated Catalogue will be forwarded on application

to William Dray & Co., Swan Lane, Upper Thames Street.

PURE AND CHEAP BREAD.—Flour Mills for
Family Use.—Grind your Wheat.—Pure Bread, and do

away with medicine entirely, besides effecting a saving.

Mary Wedlake's FLOUR MILLS, 42. 10s. and upwards.
Washing Machines, 6Z. 10s.; Mangles, from '50s.; Chaff-cutters-

and Oat-crushers. Book on Feeding Horses, Is.

US, Fenchu rch Street, London.

BALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
executed in Austin's Artificial Stone, by J. Seeley (late

Austin and Seeley), Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
material : it has been pxtpnsively used in Scotland for 20 years.

ABETTING for SHEEP-FOLDS, made of COCOA-
-LA NUT FIBRE, a material known to possess the most extra-

ordinary durability when exposed to the alternations of weather.
It will wear out several sets of tarred hemp netting, and is so

light that a herdsman may with ease carry 200 yards of it.

3!i and 7-inch mesh, 6c?. per yard. Sold in Nets of 50 and 100-

yardslong, 48 inches high, by the Manufacturer, W. Culltng-
FQRU. 1, Edmund Terrace. Ball's Pond Road, Islington. London.

POULTRY, RABBIT, SHEEP & CAT FENCING,
HARE or RABBIT NETS, on CORDS, for Covert Shoot-

ing, 12 mesh over, 4 feet wide, Id. per yard ; 18 mesh over. 6 feet

wide, 3d. per yard ; 24 mesh over, 8 feet, 4d. per yard ; each edtre

corded, id. per yard extra. Extra stout do., 18 mesh wide. Ad.

per yard^ suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square mesh Cricketing

Net, fix its full width and length, made of stout cord, 3d. to 4d.

per square yard ; this is the best article made for Fencing against

Fowls, Cats. &c, at W. Cdllingford's, 1, Edmund Terrace,

Ball's Pond Road, London. -?

HOW TO KILL RATS, MICE, AND MOLES BY
HUNDREDS.—A method will be forwarded with instruc-

tions for 30 nostage stamps, which will destroy the above vermin
quickly and" without trouble. 1000 Acres may be cleared for a
few shillings —Gilbert Dyson. Hop. Rochester.

BLIGHT WASH FOR DESTROYING THE
MEALY BUG, GREEN FLY, THRIP, RED SPIDER,

&c—This Wash not only destroys the insect but improves the

growth of the plant; now is the season for making, the cost of

which is but trifling; it may be used with success both under

glass and in the open air. The receipt for making may be hud

for 2s. Gd. or 30 postage stamps.—Apply to J. M., 4, St. Andrew's
Hill, Doctor's Commons, London1

.

FRENCH MODERATOR LAMPS.—A very large

and superior stock now on sale at DEANE, DRAY, and
CO.'S (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Established a.d. 1700. __

HEAL and SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS;
also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from 8s. Gd. to 24s. List

of Prices and Sizes sent free by Post. Heal & Sox's Illustrated

Catalogue of Bedsteads and Priced List of Bedding also sent post

free.—

1

96, Tottenham Court Road.

ENTLEMEN'S DRESS, Morning or Evening
Hunting, Shooting, Court or Official, every description of

Palet6t or Overcoat, Servants' Plain or State Liveries, Ladies'

Riding Habits, &c, at the lowest prices consistent with genuine

and fashionable materials and workmanship.
Alexander Guthrie . 5*. New Bond Street, London.

SISAL CIGARS, SISaL~CICARS, SISAL CIGARS!
GOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, and SNUFF

STORES (Established 1780), removed to 407, Oxford Street,

near Soho Square. A Box, containing 14 fine Sisal Cigars

for Is. 9d.; post free for 27 stamps. None are genuine unless

signed " H. N. Goodrich."
.

DIRECT FROM YARMOUTH DURING THE SEASON.

REAL YARMOUTH BLOATERS ICO for 6s.,

forwarded se.cnrelv packed to any address upon receipt of

P. O. order by James Ayers, Fish Curer, Great Yarmouth.
N.B. The trade supplied. ,^______

Primed by William Hradrubt, of No. 13. Upper Woburu Place, and

Frkdhkick Mullktt Evamb, of No. 20, Queen's Road, VTe-t, both m
the Parish of St. Paucras, and in the County ol Middlesex, Printers, ft?

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of WhrtefmtR, in the City

of London; urn. published hy them at the Office, No. 5. Upper Wellington

Street, in the Pariah of St. Paul's, Coveni Garden, in the sairtCmmtv,

where all Advertisement* nnd CnmmunicntiooB are to he \diibksbbdto
tiie EDiTca— Saturday, November 17. ISaa.
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HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
AUTUMN MEETING, Nov. 20th, 1855.

AWARD OF MEDALS, ETC.
Nkwly fNTnoDUOKD Plants.—Ouvlrandra fenesti'AltSj S.K

,

Itcv. Mr. EIHb, dt llod<U'ndon. .KschvimuthiiH fulgens, C.l,
MotiRrH. Vultclt & Son, Qxoterund Cholsda.

Mixkd Coh-botjonb.— Mobhi'h. HendarHon, Wellington Road
NuiHery, S.K. Messrs. Rolllsson, Toollnir, S.K

l'o.MI'ONK Cllll\MANTtlliMl)MtJ.~Ml\ RJchlLVtl Wc'tlll'lill, Q r. <o

D. McNeil, EBq., S.K. Bfr.Jan.
l

81irImpIou, Gr. to A. J Doxat,
-Esq., S.B. Mr. Thoa. Windsor, Gr. to A. Blyth, Esq., c.l.

L Alton Ciivusantuemumh.— Mr. Robert James, StOko Nawing-
ton, S.K.

Orchids.—Messrs. ttollisfmn, L.S.

OniNBSH Pbimolas.—Mr. Thomas Windsor, S.R.

BrNOLii Specimens.—Sophroniiis grandMora, Mr. M. Clarke,
Iloddesdon, S.B, Loolia PerrTnl, Rlasavd. RolHsson, C.l.
Snm'.iiln murgaritacea, Mr. Ingram, Gr. to J. J. lthindy,

Esq., C.l.

Blaok Grapes.- -Mr, Geo. THIyai'd, Gr. to Rt. li^n. the Speaker,
S.B. Mr. Wm. Hill, Gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., C.l. Mr. Tlios.

Webb, Gr. to E. Hales, Esq., C.2.

WiuthGuaimch.— Mr. Win. Mill, S.B. Mr. Robt. Clnrk, Turn-
moflfl, near Manchester, C.l. Mr. JI'Eweti, Gr. to the Duke
of Norfolk, 0.2.

PlNW Api-lf.s in Collkction-s.— Mr. M'F.wcn, Gr. to tbo Duke of

Norfolk, 8. IC. Mr. Fleming, (Jr. to the Duke of Sutherland,
Trcutham, S.B. Mr. R. Joues,Gr;to Lady Cbailot»o Sclirelbcr,

C.l.

Pikk Applrs— Sinv.f.k SrF.ciMKNS.—Mr."|T. Joy, C.l. Mr. D
M*Ewen, Gr. to Col. Wyndham, C.2.

L.vtr Strawukrkiks.—Mr. M'Ewen, Gr. to the Duke of Norfolk,

C.l.

Latr Raspburries.—Mr. G. Tillyard, C.l. Mr. Dan. Clements,
Oakhill, Baruet, C.2.

Plums.—Mr. W. Hill, C.l. Mr. G. TiUyard, C.2. Mr. W. Muir-
head, Gr. to Lord Charles AVellesley, H.M.

Dessert Apples.—Mr. Ingram, Gr. to Her Majesty, C.l. Mr.
J. B. Whiting, Gr. to H. T. Hope, Esq., C.2.

Kitcukn Aitles.— Mr. M'Ewen, Gr. to tho Duke of Norfolk, C.l.

Mr. W. Taylor, Gr.to J. Coster, Esq., C.2.

Dessert Pears.—Mr. D. M'Ewen, Gr. to Col. Wyndham, C.l.

Mr. J. B. Whiting, C.2.

Kitchen Pears.—Mr. D. M'Ewen, C.l. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to Her
Majesty, C.2.

Fios.—Mr. D. M'Ewen, Petworth, C.l. Mr, G. M'Ewen, Arundel
Castlo, C.2.

Winter Citoumrrrs.— Mr. Jus. Morris, Gr. to Coles Child, Esq.,

C.l. Mr. Alex. Ingram, Gr.to J.J. Blaudy, Esq.,C2.
Cblbrt.—Mr. C. Lidgard, Hammersmith, C.l. Mr. J. Lan-

caster, Deptford, C.2.

Miscellaneous.—Messrs. Henderson, Wellington Nursery, S.K.,

for Dioscorea Batatas. Mr. Ingram, Gr. to Her Majesty, S.B.,

for the same. Messrs. Wm. Manic & Sons, Nurserymen,
Bristol, C.l, for Vauda cterulea. V . Jos. Pascal!, Chisle-

imr.st, H.M., for specimens of Prop ing and Seakale pots.

Mr. D. M'Ewen, H.M., for Amer : ' anberries.

SCOTTISH ARBORIC JRAL SOCIETY.—
The Second Annual G Aleeting was held at 6, York

Place, Edinburgh, on the ast., Mr. BROWS', President, in

the chair. Twenty-two lembers were admitted. Prizes
were awarded as folio* .ledal to Mr. Rutherford, Buckdeu,
for Essay on Drainage .al to Mr.R. Philip, Aldbar, for Essay
on Pinning; Medal '

. Thomson, Chopwell Wood, for Essay
on Stripping and C g of Oak Bark.

It was resolved at Prizes should be offered (open to all) for

the best ESS A' , on each of the following departments of Prac-
tical Forestir the Essays to be iu all cases founded on the
experience r iue competitors.

I. Thinning (Medal).
II. Planting on Moss Lands

(Medal).

III. Genera LPLANTixo(Medal)
IV. Fencing (Medal).
V. Entomology (Medal)

VI. Introduction and Cultivation of the Newer. Coniferx
and other Forest Trees, with special reference to the
Climate of Great Britain and Ireland (Medal).

It was also agreed to invite communications ou any other sub-
jects connected with Forestry, for which Prizes will be awarded
iu all eases where they are deemed worthy.

All Essays intended for Competition must be given in to the
Secretary (Mr. Alexander, 1, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh), not
later than 1st August, 1S56, each Essay bearing a Motto, and
being accompanied by a separate sealed letter bearing the same
motto, and containing the name and address of the Author.

Applications from gentlemen desirous of becoming Members
may bo addressed to the Society's Secretary, from whom copies
0;* the laws and all other information may be obtained.

N.B. The Society's '' Transactions" will be sent to Members
when ready. James Alexander, Secretary.

1. Waterloo Place, Edinbureh, Nov. 24

NEW DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA — " IMPERIAL "
1 m r .

/ 1 1IAKLKS TURNER will be able to supply strong
Vy plants after the 1st of January of this beautiful new
variety, which is as double as an Oleander, and fragrant. Plants
8s. M. each, with a considerable reduction to the trade if a dozen
is taken. C. T. begs particularly to recommend it, as it is not
only a novelty but also a valuable bedding plant.

Royal Nursery, Slough,

SATi'lMiAV, .\<A EMBER 24,.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
/ 1 ENUINB NEW SEEDS, 0/ th

"X hinds, warranted all oj tJu growth oj * t mat/b6
obtained from the Vndertiffned, wfto will forward /<<
on application,
OARHO I', "i i

1 ISKIRVINO'8 SWEDE,
MAM. mi, I. v, 1 ltZ| t/,(Io.|OREI '' IP.

11 H.'i.ri flro'^^r.. K"'i'llnif.

NLW SEEDS, CKOWTH OF 1855.

WILLIAM E. aBNDLB am. <n, sin m,u
ciiani i, I'lyn Hi, am noii i

< ollcolion of Seedt from the Orowcrt, and "II the carlkit

vw'u lien are now n ady for delivery,
Wh.i.iam I.. i;i -I \I.-rrlitiiit i, Plymoatb,

CfUnbll.liod 1788.

|)\ss am. BROWN'S now AUTUMN CA'l'A-
J-' LOGUE, ooraprlslog n considerable portion ol deierlptlve

llll I IIHrflll illloriuiltioll li.l' |lllll-li.'l». rn, Will I),- .'III If.

for throo penny Btampst or gratis t" their customers, who mny not
bavo rooolvod il i,

Bood no'! Uortlonltursl Est»bllnl>mrnt, Pncll.tuv. -nlf.-lk.

TO PEAR AMATEURS.
yHOMAS BIVERS'S DESCRIPTIVE <'.\ta
J- tiOQUEof PEAKS Ih printed sepsntel; from tin i

loguo of Fruit, nnd will bn Hent freo on Appllcntlon to The
NnrserieH. Sswurldneirnrtl), Herts.

K PARKER i.e^H t» inform hi^ friends sod patrons
• tint, bis PRICED CATALOGUE of DUTCH Bl LBS

in now H'nih, iin'l will I... i..iv. :u.IhI |,o..t free upon application.

.
Purmlim' Nurrtery. HornH.- v li-.ail. II ,1. <wny.

PUNTINC SEASON.
WM. UKQUIIART isd SON'S respectfully inti-

mate that their PRICED LIST OF FOREST TREES,
SI IK l BS, HEKBACEOOS PLANTS, &c, may now be bad on

.

application—Dnn .lf.% Nov. 2 t. ' 1

A KRUW SMITH'S (Nukskryman) CATALOGUES ;

•^ nr.! now rea.iv. and nmy ho hail free on application.

FOREST PLANTING undertaken by Contract.
LANDSCAPBan.i ORNAMENTAL GROUNDS executed.

|

Sydnope, near Matlock, Derbyshire.

AMERICAN PLANTS
JOHN WATERKR'S CATALOGUE t5 RlfODO-

«' DBNOUONS, AZALB*S. &c, as exhibited at the Royal
j

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, London, is now published, and i

can be had on application.

[J^ The Catalogue describes the colours of the Rhododendrons,
j

The American NFursery, Bagsh .'. Surrey.—Nov. 24.

CERMAN FLOWER AND VECETABLE SEEDS.
jVfESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Sebd Growers,
^-'^ Erfurt, Prussia, respectfully inform the Trade that their

!

Catalogue for 1866 contains more new and choice articles than
have ever been oflered. IZarlv applications are solicited I

their Agent, -Mr. Robb&i Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory,
[

Covent Garden, London.
.
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TRADE LIST.
SVAN HOUTTE'S Wholesale TRADE LIST is to

• be bad at Mr. R. SlLEiERn.vn's Office, 5, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London.

- i. *

TATERER i

»tt*-n- And riM-rete
these most beautiful Ifurdy V
bad five on Application to Watesse * iR:
Nnrsery. \\

s e"r~y t
-
^ i
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not, GiA«eow, h-.

-

and TRANSPLANTE1
PLANTS. SHRUBS, and FKU1T 1 <lt.-aU

prir^B. ' mav N1 ^^d n

AM) ~

TO THE TRADE.
NEW PURE WHITK COLLINSIA.—The price

per ounce of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can te had
ou application.

J. G. Waitk, Seed Merchant, 18t, High Hnlhorn. London.

SCARLET RHODODENDRONS.

J and J. FRASER, Nurserymen, Lea Bridce
• Road, Essex, beg to offer fine busby Plants of the above

2 to 3 feet high, in Pots, well set with Flower buds.—Price
IQj. 6d. each.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. bej; to acquaint the
trade that having harvested their stocks of SEEDS they

will be glad Lo forward prices on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.—Nov. 24.

r
| 'HUMAS BELL, Seedsman, Wigaii, Lancashire,
JL has for sale TRUE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATOES.

45. 9tf. per bushel, of SO lbs., or 61 $s. per ton. YORK. RE-
GENTS. 4s.JW nerbnRhel. RED DOWNS, is. 6dL wr hn<h>L

DUTCH FLOWEK ROOTS.

WrILLIAM DENYER, Seedsman and Florist,
.tirers the following choice Colieciion for 10*.:—

12 frood Hyacinths! 12 Single Tulips|12 splendid Anemones
12 Narcissus 12 Jonquils 25 Snowdrops
12 Douhle Tulips 1 12 beautiful Iris|lOJ Dutch Crocus, all colours.

No charge for packages.—S2, Gracechurch Street, London.

TO PINE GROWERS.
LIVERPOOL IS THE BEST .MARKET.

FORWARD TO GEORGE TAYLOR, Jen .,

FRUIT S A L E S M A N,
The Grand Stand,

St. John's Market,
Liverpool.

Terms—Casu.
AZALtA 1PJDICA LEEANA.

JOHN and CHARLES LEE are now prepared to

send out this tine Seedling, which for habit of growth and
substance of petal, combined with perfect shape and purity, is

decidedly the l»j st white Azalea yet out. It has gained

Certificates wherever exhibited. Price 21s.; a few extra strong

plan ts at 42s.—Nursery aud Seed Establishment. Hammersmith .

NEW CHRV&ANTHEMUMS.
TOHN SALTER begs to inform his friends that his
^ unrivalled Collection of Chrysanthemums is now in blor-m,

including many seedlings, among which is ALFRED SALTER,
the finest light flower in cultivation. A visit to the winter garden
will amplv repay those amateurs who may honour him with their

patronage".—Versailles Nursery, William Street, near Hammer-
smith Turnpike.
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Vy nine, beg to inform I
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NEW DAHLIAS FOR 1856.

STEPHEN SHILLING begs to offer to Nurserymen,
Florists \-c, ilio following NEW and SUPERB DAHLIAS,

raided by Mr. .' Smith, of the Flora] Cottage; Crookham.

11KLF.N SMITH, yellow ground tipped and shaded with

orange, well formed flower, good centre, pronounced to be one ot

tfae most constant Dahlias cultivated (raised In 1854). Ground

Roots, 48*. each; or strong plants in May, at 10s. Gd. each.

« \i;i'U;AN; crimson purple, fine formed flower, with

full centre, highly recommended (raised in 1854.) Ground Roots,

strong plants In May, at 10*. Gd. each. A discount

allowed where two or more of the ground roots are taken, or

when* mi or more plants are takeu in May. Their having been

ind fully proved, can be sent out with con-

iB first-rate varieties.
i

t
, speaks of Helen Smith in 1354 : Flower

highly a build, pleasing colours, and wril formed
• Mr. Turner, in "Tin- Florist" of September, 1855, says:

' The flower is of the Mulvina form, and making good outline

and centre.
11 Six blooms were exhibited at the Basingstoke

Horticultural Show, September. 1855, cut indiscriminately from
- shading or care whatever taken, were "highly

aded by the judges," and acknowledged to be the best

Dahlia there." "The Florist," for September, 1S55, speaks of

Lord Cardigan: " Sir F. Bathurst form, deeper in colour and

fuller; a deep fine formed flower with full centre."

irders strictly executed iu rotation as received.

North Wamborougfa Nursery, near Odiham, Hants, Nov. 24.

JOHN HARRISON begs to offer to the Trade the

under-named Plants, and to inform his frierds and the public

(CATALOGUE OF ROSES for the present season con-

he most superb varieties in cultivation ; and as a guide to

amateurs and parties not acquainted with Roses, the beat show
s are marked with an asterisk. J. H. has competed

within this last five years at nearly one hundred different

exhibitions open to the United Kingdom, and with but one

solitary instance, has invariably taken the first prizes for

e IN ctlons of Roses.
i iif Raspberry Canes, Gs. per 100, or 50a. per 1000.

M ' ;thuii Bonum do., 10s, per 100.

\ rthumberland Fillbasket, do., 10s. per 100, or 90s. per 1000.

"White Antwerp, do., 12s. per 100.

Victoria Currants, 1 yr old, Ss. ; 2 yr., strong, 12s. per 100.

Houghton Castle Currants, 1 year 8s. per 100, or 2 years 12s.

Black of sorts, I year, Ss., or 2 years, fine, 10s. per 100.

Royal Albert Rhubarb, 30s. per 100.

Victoria do. true, 25s. to 30s. per 100.

Manetti Rose Stocks, 10s. per 100, or SOs. per 1000.

Ditto do. extra strong for half-standards.^Os. per 100.

Ditto in 6-inch pots, 1 year, fit for working, 60s. per 100.

,, Rose cuttings, strong. 9 to 12 inches, 25s. per 1000.

Duchess of Norfolk Rose, 30s. per dozen, or 10?. per 100.

Delphinium Bailowi, strong roots, 30s. per 100.

Holly, 2 years Seedlings, fine, 7s. 6d. per 1000.

Elm, Scotch, 2 years Seedlings, from 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. per 1000,

Giant Asparagus roots, 2 years, SOs. per 1000.

Nursery, Partington, Nov. 24.

WATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS A new
> » DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celebrated Collection of hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,
as exhibited by John Watebeb at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park ; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-
vations on their successful management, and will be forwarded
on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
its enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-

tion, a List of choice Conifera? will be seen, embracing the latest
importations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.

J. W. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, and of
all heights, the following selection of CONIFERS, with the
remark that they are all now growiug in the open ground, are
bushy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-
planted each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-
tered in their removal from the nursery :—Araucaria imbricata,
Cryptomeria japonica; Pinus Douglasi, Cembra, excelsa, Lam-
bertiana, insignis, Jefferyana, Beardsleyi, tuberculata, &c;
Cedrus Deodara, Lebanon, and Africana; Wellingtoniagigantea,
Cupressus, Junipprus, Taxus, Thuja, &c.
IS" The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others

engaged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoing;
indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to

inspect our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity
cannot be given within the limits of an advertisement.
The Nursery is easily reached by railway, being near the

Farnb Tough Station, South-Western Railway, and Blackwater
on the South-Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

NEW OR RARE PLANTS at r duced PRICES.
MESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS

are now prepared to offer the annexed :

—

TYDJEA ELEGANS.—A most beautiful plant from New
Grenada, with bright scarlet flowers ; 10s. Gd. each.

BEGONIA CHRYSOLEUCA-—A distinct new species semi-
creeper, the blossoms are yellow, tipped with white; 15s. each.

COLEUS BLUMEI PECTINATUS.—A very distinct variety,
the foliage is variegated similar to Coleus Blumei, but the
leaves are beautifully laciniated ; 5s. each.

MANDIROLA ROEZLI.—An extremely handsome'geBneraceous
plant producing fine spikes of lilac-coloured blossoms; 15s. each.

VAi i J MUM ERYTHRINA.—A truly magnificent plant sent
us by our collector Mr. John Henshall; the flowers are pro-
duced in bunches, of a bright crimson colour ; 31s. Gd. each.

ARAUCARIA COOKI. — Handsome well formed seedling
plants; 84s. each.

Al'BRIETIA MOOREANA.—A new and distinct beautiful
flowering Alpine plant ; 5s. each.

MANDIROLA LANATA.—A pretty gesneraceous plant, of a
delicate violet colour inside the mouth of the blossoms, and
shaded lilac outside ; 15s. each.

ORTliOSIPHON SPICATUS.—This plant has been recently
introduced from Ocana, and is a great acquisition, its foliage
being deliriously fragrant ; its blossoms are large and white;
10s. 6d. each.

BEGONIA 3PLENDIDA. — This exquisite plant has been
discovered and sent us by our collector Mr. John Henshall,
during his researches in the Indian Archipelago; as an orna-
mental plant it is unequalled ; 21s. each.

LASIANDRA HOIBRENKI. — This is a very distinct and
handsome plant, with very large beautiful blue flowers, and
pretty ornamental foliage; 10s. Gd. each.

V \ — II" LORA ALBA-NIGRA.—As the name implies, this is a
very distinct new greenhouse climber; 5s. each.

ERICA jEMULA..— A very beautiful hybrid, in the Erica
Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the style
of Erica aristata, but very much higher in colour; 10s. 6d. each.

ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA.—This variety may really be said
to be three times as fine as the parent, whose name it bears;

is a very compact grower and excellent in habit, with
tubular blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour; 21s. each

ERYTHRINA COTTYANA, a superb variety, producing im-
mense spikes of blossom, with flowers of a very rich deep
scarlet c >bmr; 5s. each.

ERYTHRINA BELLANGERI.—Thefree flowering character of
t.iu plant renders it a great acquisition. Cuttings struck in the
spring blossom profusely through the summer, which is not
R»-neiH% the case with the other sorts, as they do not usually

f until the. second year after being propagated ; 5s. each.

n *
ORGANENSIS, an exquisite ornamental Stove

i unt, Jar exceeding in beauty any other sort in this familv;
31t.6d.each,

The Nurseries, Tooting, London.

SPLENDID NEW RHUBARB—SALT'S CRIMSON
,

PERFECTION.
ROBERT SALT begs leave to inform the Gentry,!

Nurserymen, Gardeners, &c, that this splendid variety of

RHUBARB is now ready lor distribution; it is universally
allowed to be the most early, prolific, and delicious variety ever

j

offered to the public. See Gardeners' Chronicle, June 11, 1853:—
"Very good, and of a most beautiful crimson; compared with
others, it is remarkable for the small amount of acidity it con-
tains."— Ed.

Certificates of merit were awarded for specimens exhibited at

the meeting of the Horticultural Society, Regent Street, London,
June 20, 1853; at Nottingham, May 24, 1854; at Derby Midland,
May 25, 1854; at Ormskirk, Lancashire, August 30, 1854,— Price

3s. 6<?. per root, three for 10s., and six for 12. A few two-year-
old Plants at os. each.
Orders addressed to Robert Salt, Longton, Staffordshire, or

the following Agents will have immediate attention :— Messrs.
Hurst & M'Mullen, 6, Leadenhall Street, London ; Messrs.
Burgess & Kent, Penkhull. Staffordshire; Messrs. Francis &
Arthur Dickson, 106, Eastgate Street, Chester; Messrs. James
Dickson & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester; Mr. Salsbury,
Melbourne, Derbyshire. A liberal discount allowed to the Trade.
—A Post-office Order from unknown correspondents.

_ Longton, Nov. 24.

KINGHORN'S'UNEQ.UALLED NEW SCARLET
GERANIUMS.

COUNTESS OF "WARWICK.— Beautiful large variegated
j

foliage, white margin, dark horse-shoe, banded with pink,
J

strongly marked, large truss of deep Fcarlet, the individual
flowers of fine form, is of vigorous growth, proved to grow and
flower well planted out. Received a certificate at the Royal
Botanic Exhibition. Plants in May, 10s. 6d.

ANNIE.—This is a decided improvement on "The Flower of
i

the Day" and "Silver King," possessing fine large trusses of
j

bright scarlet, the foliage large and flat, margined with pure
white, does well planted out, has produced leaves 4$ inches over,

j

very free grower. Plants in May, 10s. Gd.

GENERAL PELISSIER.—This noble Geranium has been the
j

admiration of all who have seen it, either in pots or bedded out,
\

throwing its numerous globular trusses of orange scarlet flowers, .

well above the foliage, on strong white flower-stalks, flowers of

fine form, with white eye; is of compact vigorous growth, leaves
medium size, with dark green margin, distinct horse-shoe, paler i

green in centre. The best scarlet Geranium ever offered, flowers
very free and perfect in the smallest pot. "Was awarded a first-

class certificate at the National Floricultural Society. Plants in
j

May, 10s. Gd.

F. R. Kinghorn begs to state that this is the first time that he
has advertised auy of his numerous seedlings to be sent out by
himself, and would most respectfully assure those who may not
have seen the above at the exhibitions of the Royal Botanic, !

Horticultural, Crvstal Palace, and National Floricultural
i

Societies, that they are very superior to his former seedlings,

"The Flower of the Day," "Attraction," "Silver King," or
" Cerise Unique," &c, and that he has the greatest confidence in
recommending them, both as pot and flower-garden plants. He
may also state that they were noticed very favourably by all the
leading periodicals in their reports of the several exhibitions.

The usual discount to the trade. A remittance will be required
from unknown correspondents.

St. Margaret's Gardens, Isleworth, Middlesex, Nov. 24.

CHOICE PLANTS, ETC.
YOUELL and Co. beg respectfully to call attention

to the following, which they are now sending out in fine

strong plants:

—

AZALEA, varieties of Indica, comprising the following and
other equally choice kinds, good bushy plants in large and
small 48 sized pots, at 12,s. and 16s. per dozen, viz. : Aurantia
elegans, Exquisite, Fulgens grandiflora, Constance, Prince
Albert, Murrayana, ignescens, Lateritia grandiflora, Con-
queror, Emily, Decora, Rose* punctata, carminata.

CAMELLIAS, in choice new kinds, without bud, 21s. per dozen.
EPACRIS, of finest varieties, bushy plants in 48's, 12s. per doz.

;

smaller ditto, 9s.

GLOXINIAS, a very choice collection of all the new varieties,

strong bulbs, 18s. per dozen.
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in 50 best kinds, for 50s.

EUGENIA UGN1, a new Myrtaceous of easy cultivation, produ-
cing delicious fruit now being used for dessert, good plants,
2s. Gd. each.

CINER A RI AS, a choice collection of all the best kinds, 9s. per doz.
PHLOXES, a selection of all the new and handsomest varieties

of this much admired flower, 9s. per dozen.
PHLOX, Countess of Home (Downie & Laird), fine strong plants

of this, the finest Phlox yet offered, 5s. each.
PANSIES, a fine collection of all the new and first-rate flowers,

9s. per dozen.
HYACINTHS, very fine double and single red, white, blue, and

yellow, by name, 9s. per dozen ; extra fine ditto, 12s. per doz.
These comprise the varieties so highly recommended in the
Gardeners' Chronicle of the 21st July, 1855.

DETJTZIA GRACILIS, fine strong plants for forcing, 9s. perdoz.
LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong for forcing, 5s. per 100.
PjEONIES, a choice collection of 20 new varieties for 20s.
ROCKETS, double crimson (strong), 9s. per dozen; the old

double pure white ditto, 3s. per dozen.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a very extensive and select collection

of the handsoniMst binds including those adapted for rock
work, 6s. per dozen ; 30s. per 100.

CHOICE FRUITS, WARRANTED TRUE TO NAME.
APPLES, Standard, in best selection, good heads, 9s. per dozen.

„ Dwarf ditto ditto 6s. „
„ Trained ditto ditto 30s. „

PEARS, Standard ditto ditto 12s. „
„ Dwarf ditto ditto 8s. „
„ Trained ditto ditto 30s. „

PLUMS, Dwarf ditto ditto Bs. „
, t Trained ditto ditto 36s. „

PEACHES, dwarf trained, in fine strong plants, 36s. to 60s.,,
NECTARINES, Dwarf trained ditto 36s. to 60s.,,
APRICOTS, ditto ditto 36s. to 60s. „
CHERRIES, standard, in fine variety, ditto 12s. ,,

„ dwarf ditto ditto 9s, „
„ trained ditto ditto 36s. to 42s. „

GOOSEBERRIES, 25 of the finest varieties by name (good
bushes} selected for size and flavour, 30s. per 100; 4s. per doz

CURRANTS, improved large White Dutch, Black Naples, Raby
Castle (red), large Red Grape, Ogdeu's Black, and Fox's Red
Grape, 4s. per dozen; Knight's Sweet Red, Knight's large
Red, Cherry Red, large and tine, and Wilmot's White Grape,
6s. per dozen : these are the most desirable kinds in culti-
vation, and are highly recommended.

RASPBERRY FASTOLFF (True), strong well-rooted canes,
15s. per 10»; Large White Raspberry, 24s. per 100; New
Monthly Fruiting, 20s per 100 ; Belle de Fontenay,6s. per doz^

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2 years 2s. 6d. per 100.

„ „ 3 years 3 6 „
ii „ extra strong, for forcing 5 „

RHUBARB, Myatt's Victoria 8 perdoz.

,» „ Linnaeus 8 ,,

„ Mitchell's R.iyal Albert 8 „

„ Hawke's champagne, new & fine,

2s. each 18 „
SEAKALE, strong, 2 years 6 per 100

n extra for forcing 10 „
All Orders of 21. and upwards are delivered Carriage free to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

1X/IESSRS. YOUELL and CO. beg to submit the
i*-» following list of choice ERICAS, which can be supplied in
good bushy and healthy plauts, in large and small 48s, at 12s.
per dozen :

—

ERICAS.— Aggregata, ampullacea, ampullacea carnumbrata,
amuiUlacea rubra, aristata major, Archeriana, Bandoniana,
bicolor, Cavendihhi,cerinthoides, cer.coronata.Clittordi, colorans,
Covt-ntryana, daphnoidea, Devoniaua, depressa, denticulata
ni'-schata, echiflora, elata, Eweriana, eximia, exurgens coccinea,
gracilis, Hartnelli, hyenialis, hybrida, hyacinthiflora, Linnse-
oides nova, L. superba, metulajflora bicolor, ovata, perspicua
nana, pinifolia discolor, princess, propendens, p. tubiflora, pyri-
formis, primuloides, rub'ens, re'torta major, Shannoniana, Shan-
noniai.a (Turnbull), Sindryana, splendens, tricolor, tri. rubra,
umbellata, ventricosa alba, v. alba tincia, v. breviflora, v. carnea,
v. coruscans, v.curtaruba, v. densa carnea, v. dependens coccinea,
v. fasciculata longiflora, v. f. rosea, v, f. superba, v. globosa, v.
hirsuta, v. magniflora, v. perspicuoides, v. superba, v. tumida,
v. tenuiflora, Vernonia, Ver. superba, verticillata, veBtita tenui-
flora, v. coccinea, v. c. tenuiflora, v. rosea, viridiflora, Westcotti,
Westphalingi, Wilmorea superba, Walkeri.

The above are well grown, and of a suitable size for making
specimens. The usual discount to the trade when taken per 10O.

All orders of 21. and upwards are delivered carriage free to
London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 15U miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

rSTATERER and GODFREYTespectfully invite the
* * attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the tollowing HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet high, in quantities,

all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it

would be difficult to match.
Cedru-* Deodara, 1A, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do. a

fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet; do. some magnificent Trees,
10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Trans-
planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, aud 6 feet; do. a few splendid Trees,
10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It is ex-
tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomeria japonica, tine plants, 4 to 7 feet.

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lainbertiana, 3,4,5,6,7, and 8 feet.

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this
fine hardy plant.

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plants,
6 to 8 feet.

Do. Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to 8 and 10
feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believe
to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes
are perfect columns.

Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies Douglasi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and very
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, well
grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller

specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanuiana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, l£, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of
these plants, and all from seed.

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.

Pinus insignis, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

„ Lambertiaua, from seed, 4, 5, aud 6 feet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to lu feet.

„ Monteziiinae, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.

„ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.

Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.

The following 10 varieties form a very singular group. They
are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies ulanbraziliana may
be taken as the type of the whole. "We believe our collection to

be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.

Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).
„ sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).

Abies Glanhraziliaua I Abies pumila ") All dwarf varieties

„ compacta „ diffusa >- ofthe

„ pygmffla
| „ Gregori J Spruce Fir.

Picea pectinata pygmsea (the dwarf Silver Fir), Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, b', and 7 teet, in large quantities.

Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, aud 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 teet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.

Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.

Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew, 8 to 10 ft. high.
Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.

Do. elegantissima, or new goiu striped; a largo quantity, 1£ to

2i feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

unsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as we
have it, 1£ to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

ot the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedges, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Do. aurea, or Golden Arbor-vitffi. This plant originated at this

Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as
much through—in fact, perfect globes.

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,
being near 14 leet high, and as much wide.

Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

We may here remark with reference to the large specimens
alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a
condition to transplant, and travel any distance with perfect safety.
They have one and all been annually removed in our Nursery,
aud in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe
we are justified in stating it offers a choice which is to be found
in but tew establishments ot its kind in this country.

The Nursery may be reached iu 40 minutes by Train from the
Waterloo Station; and the South Western Railway Company
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to send
plants to all parts, in trucks throughout, without packing and
oiher extensive additions.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

IGHT, CHEAP, and DURABLE ROOFING.—
CROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT

is perfectly impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and has been
tested by a long and extensive experience in all climates. Saves
hall the timber required for slates. Can be laid on with great
facility by farm servants or unpractised persons. Price Id. per
square foot. Croggon's Patent Non-conducting Felt, for cover-

ing steam boilers and pipes, saves 25 per cent of fuel. Samples
and testimonials sent by post, on application to Ckoggon & Co.,

2, Dowgate Hill, London, who also supply ship-sheathing felt and
inodorous felt, for damp walls, and lining iron houses, and roofs

generally, to equalise the temperature.
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ROSES, HOLLYHOCKS, CONIFERS.
(WilOf.tfUAMr, A MM IlKTAH,.)

A PAUL ani> son bog to inform their Patrons
• ami tho Trade generally, that owing to extended ox-

porli nee and Improved systems of culture, their ROSES,
LIOLLYHOCK8, and CONUTJUROUS i'i,ANJ'H are this

BOflWOn unniiiuilly lino.

Nutboj'Ioh, ciiiiiiliiuil., Qortfl (13 milon N.B. of London).

CAULIFLOWER BROCCOLI SEED. The A.J

rorttoor baa ». quantity of Caul I flower Broccoli Baod for

Halo, of Hi" variety oallod " l5llcock'n Brldo," tun', wliloli lie will

fllnpoflfl of either together or in Iot%to the trade< Porihrthor
puri laulara il j

»
|* I v to Mr, Qmo. Ta vi.rm, .inn., Graongrooop, Great

Charlotte Street, Liverpool; or to Mr, IS. JF. ITaiiidaiun, Plorliit.

iviiMi Town Nursery, noarOarllNla ; olthor of whom aro nut! iou

to Nell It, Not to bo repeated

BERNARD SAUNDERSjNonsuRYMANand Floiubt,
< liOBaroan NurflerlOH, Jorsoy, I'ocipoctlully Informs Amatom i

and INorlfltB that ho has a good Btook of Vollow ond White-
ground PICOTEE8 to offer for sale this Boanon, at2f.8tf.por

pair .orders for whleh will be thankfully received and promptly
executed. Also a mmiil quantity of wnii rlnonod Seed ol the

PIIOltMIUM TBNAX or Ni'.W ZEALAND PLA 3 at8*.(W.

per I'Kl'.ir. (if (10 Heeds.

TOWER NURSERY, HtAlHHtLO.
O/ILLIAM MITCHELL respectfully annouuaes to

* * the Nohlllty, Gantry, and Public gonorally that ho has
purchased the ontlro STOCK of tho above Nursery.lato In the

oociipatloh of ii. Barton, docoasod, and hopes by strict attontlon
i Mb their patronage and support

W, m. bega to announce that ho has a fine healthy ntock of
1

voi iii-ii, beclduous, and Flowering Shrubs; also Fruit and
! "i -ii Trees of every description. Nov. 24.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
WATBRER ani> (iODKKKY bee to announce their

Priced iiml Desorlptlvo Catalogue or American Plants for

thin season in now published; and will' ho sent! ii1 n applloatlon.

Ah tho collection of American Plants at this Nursery Is altogether

unequalled in extent or quality, purciuiHorn will ih.d It to tholr

IntoroBtto pay a vlsll to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by the South WuBturn Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Illtl Nui'Hcry, Woking, Surrny,

/ 1 ISO RGB BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
\y TIVE CATALOGUE ol AMERICAN PLANTS, OltNA-
MliNTAl, SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES la now
romly, and may bo hud on application.

American Nursery, Windlcslmni, noar Bagshot, Surrey, soven
miles from Staines, \Vindnnr Branch, Sontti Western Hallway,
whore conveyances may be had.

GKOlUiE JACKMAN beKs to state his PRICED
CATALOGUE of choice CONIFERS, HARDY EVER-

GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TREES, Which aro well grown,
-and constantly removed, alao Rough, Standard, Dwarf, and
dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, and Foroat Trees, can be had on
application by enclosing one Postage Stamp.

G. J. respectfully invites persons planting to pay a visit to his
extensive nursery, one and a hair mile from Woking Station,
South Western Railway, where all trains stop, and conveyances
cun be bud.—Woking Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

EAULY FLOWERS, Adapted fob BLOOMING in Doobb, and
in tub Borders in Winter and Early Spring.

CLAUK and CO,, Seedsmen and Florists, beg
respectfully to intimate to the nobility, gentry, and tho

public that they have imported a STOCK of DUTCH and other
FLOWER BULBS, of the finest possible quality, and take the
liberty ol offering tho following assortment for 10s., viz.:— Half
a dozen best Hyacinths for glasses, bait' a dozen good Hyacinths
for pots, 50 Crocuses (four separate colours), 50 large Double
Snowdrops, half a dozen Double Van Thol Tulips, half a dozen
early Van Thol Tulips, one dozen Double White Sweet-scented
Narcissus, half a dozen Double Jonquils, one dozen Winter
Aconites, 12 splendid mixed Tulips, and one dozen beautiful

mixed Double Anemones.—86, High Street, Borough, about
30 doors from London- Bridge Railway Terminus.

IMPORTANT TO NURSERYMEN.
TIT ANTED IMMEDIATELY, the Under-mentioned
** Plants, &c. :—Hardy Heaths: 50 Herbacea carnea, 50

Vulgaris pumila, 50 Vulgaris pygmsa, 60 Vagans alba, 50
Vagans rubra, 50 Mediterranea nana; these not to be less than
£2 inches through. 100 Rhododendron Catawbiense, dwarf var.

and well set with bloom; 100 Rhod. ferrugineum ; 100 ditto hir-

BUtum, dwarf, well set with bloom, with heads not less than 12
inches through; 100 Andromeda floribunda, not less than 12
inches

; lOOBerberis Aqulfolium, not less than 12 inches; 100 Alys-
sum saxattle, 4000 Snowdrops (double), 2000 Crocus of sorts.—
Address, stating price, &c., to John Wightrian, Gardener to Sir
Robert Peel, Bart., Drayton Manor, near Tarn worth.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to
announce that they have now received their noted collec-

tion of HYACINTHS in excellent condition, and for the assist-

ance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the
Hyacinth, printed instructions will be given gratis with each
order they are kindly favoured with, Catalogues of which, to-

gether with their Plant and Seed Lists, will be forwarded post
free on application.

CUCUMBER Henderson's NAPOLEON III., in packets, 3s.

and 5s. Gd each.

CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA SEED of
first quality, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.

FUCHSIAS.—Banks' Favourite, 10s. 6U; Prince of Wales,
10s. Gd.

NEW RHODODENDRONS.—Boothi, Hookeri, Calophyllum,
Kendricki, Eximium Windsori Leucanthum.

^ GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (Pampas Grass).- E. G. H. &
Son having in their possession the largest stock in the country
of this noble ornamental Grass, can supply free healthy seedling
plants, which are superior to any other at 2s. Gd. each, 25s. per
dozen, or 11. 10s. per 100.

Wellington Nursery, St. John's Wood.

jySNYLR'S NEW PROLIFIC GREEN MAR-
-*- ROW PEA.—A fine variety for succeeding the first early
Crops. Very hardy, and one of the greatest cropping Peas in
cultivation. It obtained the first prize at the Hastings and also
at the St. Leonard's Horticultural Exhibitions.

From the Dean of Battle,—" The sample of Peas you sent me
surpasses in beauty of colour and richness of flavour any that I

have ever met with."

From Mr*. Waters, Gardener to Lady Webster, Battle Abbey.—
" I have examined the growing stock of your new Pea, and find it

crops abundantly, the pods being a good length, very broad, and
well filled. It is also a fine flavoured and beautifully green-
coloured Pea."

From Mr. Eunyard, Maidstone.—" My opinion of the new Pea
is, that it Is a distinct sort, a good cropper, and for colour I do not
know its equal."

From Mr. Parks, late Xurseryman and Seedsman, Dart/ord, Kent.—
" I am much pleased with your new Pea. It certainly is a very

lino cropper. The Peas are Urge, and the pods completely filled.

It will when known become a superior Pea for market."
Price Ss.Gd. per quart. Post Office orders payable to William

Dbnybr, Seedsman, Battle, Sussex. May also be bad through
the London and other seedsmen.
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TO PLANTERS AND THE TRADE.

HAY, SANGSTER,AKDCO.,will Sell the following

eboap, m tho round a
Strong Standard Dwarf and Dwarf Tral I PE \ n

Do. do. do. OREENG iOE and VH POR1
i PI I

Do, do. and half Standard MULBERRY,
Do. do. and Dwarf Trained CH BRRI ES, RHUBARB,
PRINCE of WALES, PRINCE ALBERT, and VI' I

Strong two yearn1 3EAKALE and ASPARAGUS,
EVERGREEN OAKS, In potn, 8 tor, feet.

18 and 10 , Cumberland Place, Newlng Hum i, London.

NEW ROSES.
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Roiul, BftHOX, bog to nlTcr fino Standards of the following

boaiitifiil NEW HOSES:—
Belle l.yonnals 5a,0d. Vlcomteflse Lauro do M d
Comtesee d'Orloana ... 5 Girondo ... 6

,. Valllnnt 6 Madame Manson ... 7 8

General Jacqueminot ... 3 6 ,, Theodore ... 5 'i

Gloire de Franco 3 „ Cnmbaccres ... ... b 'i

„ do Vltry B „ Vldol ... 7 8

Madame Guinoiscan ... 3 G „ Hector Jacniin ... 3 6
Mademoiselle Aline Lord Raglan ... 6
Gibbon 3 Madame Place ... 5

Prince de la Moskowa... 5 Panache" d' Orleans ... ... 6
Sir John Franklin ... 3 6 Prince Leon ... 3 *:

Souvenir de Madame Triomphe de Paris ... ... 8 >

Lille 3 6 Oloirc de Dijon (Tea) ... 3 6
Melanie wuiermoai Tea) Zs.64,

For a full descripiion of the above see Catalogue, w bicfa may
be had on application.—Nov. 24.

PEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

J
AND J. FRASER beg to announce that their

• Priced List of the above ia now published, and may be had
post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, nnd have received numerous letters from gentlemen

in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-

ness. They can therefore recommend then with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.
"" " " Lea Bridge Road. Eswex.

TREE CARNATIONS.
"FnoWKBraO Winter and Summer."

YOUELL and CO. have now to offer a fine stock of

all th- bost varieties of the above deservedly favourite

class, which cannot be too strongly recommended, not only for

their fragrance, but the brilliant display they afford during the

autumn and winter months, either in the Greenhouse, Conserva-

tory, or open Garden. In Mouquets they are unsurpassed. Strong

plants in pots. ]Ss. per dozen.

They also beg to call attention to the following:

—

CARNATION? AND PICOTEES.
Our collection of the above is probably the most extensive in

Europe, having for a series of years bestowed our special atten-

tion to their cultivation upon an extent that enables us to offer

—

The choicest varieties by name at lS^.and 24s. per dozen pairs.

Fine mixed border ditto 95.

Fine old Clove Carnations 12s. „
True White ditto 18*.

Pinks, comprising all the new first-class show flowers, 9s. and 12*.

per dozen pairs.

All orders of 21. and upwards are delivered, carriage free, to

London. Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway SUtion
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth. Norfolk.

OLDEN BURG NECTARINE.
MESSRS. VEITCH and SON, of the Exeter and

Chelsea Nurseries, having received the stock of the above
valuable. NECTARINE from the raiser. Mr. Madge, gr. to Miss
Fanshawe, of Torquay, respectfully announce that they are now
prepared to supply g <~"d trees on the following terms :

—

MAIDEN TREES 2$.6d.
DWARF TRAINED... 10s.6d.andl5

W ' mover on ihrfe to the Trade.

A few extra-sized Dwarf trained, and Treesin pots for Orchard
Houses, at 21.*. each.

The OLDENBURG is believed to be a cross between the

Elkuoe and White NBCTABlSBg; fruit of it exhibited on the

2d of Ocober las', at a meeting of the Pomolo-jical Society,

elicited the following very favourable report, which appeared in

the " Cottage Gardener," .m the 9th of that month :
—" The most

interesting part of the exhibition was the examination of a new
Peach and Nectarine from Messrs. Veitch & >on,of Exeter and
Chelsea. The Nectarine, which was called the Oldenbtirg, was
one of a very superior quality, and contracted considerably with

the five specimens of Stanwick in the Mine collection, which
were very inferior iu flavour. The Oldenburg is a medium-
sized fruit, some«ha! similar in size to the Elruge. It i< orate

iu shape, and very much covered with very dark red, except

where shaded by the leaves, when it is pale yellow. 7
separates freely from the store, is very melting and juicy, with

a rich sugary and vinous flavour; it is yellowish white through-

out, and even at the stone there is not the slightest trace of red.

The fruit seems to keep well after being gathered, and shows
a disposition to shrivel without dec.*y :

v! z."

Nurseries. Extter aud Chelsea.

Cue ©avUmcrs' Chronicle.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, ]

O.-.K of the 'I'ltsliona most : put to u» u
"Where can a good cheap be had!"
and it ha-. I.een one of ..: I .rjiwer.

No couDlry has cheaper microscopea iban this, bat
they are bad ; no country has b< menti,
but they are costly. Goodness at; . •< are a
rare combination, and in fine optical instruments
have been hiih^rlo co incoi it we have
been in a manner compelled to refer onr inquirer?

to Paris, Berlin, or Vienna instead of London. It

gives us great pleasure to say that this difficulty is

removed. We have now before us a microscope
manufactured by Sutra and Beck, of N
Coleman S:reet, which may be had for ten pounds,
having excellent construction combined with good
mechanical arrangements, in which iafer respect

the cheap microscopes made in Paris by Nachjez are
defective.

The instrument in question is called " the educa-
tional microscope." It has good movements, a solid

stand, so as lo prevent unste . Inch and a
quarter inch object glass, two oculars or eye-pieces
of different power, and such apparatus as is indis-

pensable to the student. Beyond this it is not
necessary to go, in order to pain a knowledge of
those common things of which the mass of mankind
is so helplessly ignorant. Provided the lenses are
good, an objective with an inch focus is all that a
student needs for large objects, and he can never
want one more powerful than a quarter inch until

he gets far beyond the status of a student-

We venture to draw attention to this instrument
of Smith and Bkck's, because the microscope has
now become almost as necessary as eyes themselves
to a large number of men, who are never-

theless debarred from the possession of a good
one by their insufficient means ; while a bad one
is not worth the having at any price. Every
one has the word adulteration in his mouth

;

lectures are given on adulterated food ; books
are written on adulterated objects of commerce

;

prosecutions are instituted because of adulte-

rated articles of excise. In all these cases the

naked e\e is powerless. It is only when armed
with the magical powers of an achromatic lens that

fraud becomes palpable to tfc^ I

a gardener who does not read of cells, and woody
- ind spiral vessels ; of starch cells and gnm

cells ; of stomates and epidermis. Without a
microscope what idea can he form of these

bodies ?—and yet, since they constitute the
wondrous mechanism of a plant, to know nothing
certainly of their nature is to know nothing
distinctly of those workings in the life of a
plant with which he has to deal, and with
which he should be familiar. With micro-
scopes costing from 20/. to 120Z. men of that

class must Terrain ignorant ; but when the price is

reduced to 101. there arises a possibility that a good
instrument may form a part of very humble educa-
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tional establishments. In how many gardeners'

reading rooms, for example, can it be found at

present ! We fear in none.

It will be observed that in the microscope now

brought under notice none of the refinements, or

luxuries, of optical science are introduced. There

is no polarising apparatus, no eighth and tenth ob-

jectives, no variety of oculars, no camera lucida,

no micrometers, none of the hundred and one in-

genious contrivances with which a microscopical

philosopher, or, as the lovers of new words delight to

call him, histologic, supplies himself. And we think

so much the better ; the ordinary observer does not

want to be a philosopher, he has no ambition to pene-

trate the depths of visual obscurity ; all he needs is to

gain such power in his eyes as will enable him
to see distinctly that which is certain ; and on

which the phenomena of life essentially depend.

Cytoblasts, cistomes, and protoplasm ; nuclear, fissi-

parooa or circumferential development ; and the

origin of those things which he knows only by their

action when of perfect growth, are matters with which

he need not concern himself. We think, indeed, that

it is better not to put into the hands of a young
student the means of inquiry into such subjects ; he is

easily led away into their pursuit, in which he cannot

succeed, instead of fixing his attention upon simpler

but far more important matters ; and thus his time is

unprofitably consumed. How desirable, for example,

it is that a gardener should have the clearest possible

knowledge of the structure of the mildew plants

which ravage his crops, and of the tissues among
which they develope, and of the bodies by which
they are multiplied. But in what way is he con-

cerned to know how the mycelium (spawn) was
originally formed, or by what means the spores

(seeds) are generated in their cells 1 How useful

it is to have a certain knowledge of the structure of

the greenfly, and the scale, with which he is eter-

nally at war, and to see with his own eyes their

mode of feeding and of multiplying ; but it is a
waste of time for him to count the eggs in

their bodies, or to strain his eyesight in
looking for the exact structure of their ocelli,

hairs, or wing nerves. How advantageous
again is it to know how the pollen is formed, and
by what marvellous contrivances it is able to operate
upon the seed, producing hybrids on the one hand,
and legitimate offspring on the other. But of what
earthly importance to him is it to ascertain the
shape of the cells on the surface of a pollen grain, or
of how many layers, one, two, three, or four, its skin
consists 1 What he really wants to see the micro-
scope before us will show him. What it will not
show him he may very safely remain in igno-
rance of.

Oxe day last March we took an opportunity of
pointing out the disgraceful state of the Cutlery
srrrLiED to Gardeners. We told how it was soft
as lead, or hard as flint, no-tempered or ill-tem-
pered, bending like a hoop or snapping like glass

;

and we presumed to ask the makers whether they
intended to force us to the United States or Canada
for our pruning knives as well as our axes.

How just were these complaints all are aware ; and
we repeat that at that time neither we, nor any one
whom we knew, had an idea where to purchase a
knife worthy the name, except at an exorbitant
price. It is with no little satisfaction that we have
now to withdraw the charges then made against the
whole cutlery trade, and to announce that one firm
has proved to our satisfaction that they can and
will meet the wants of horticulture.

In June last Messrs. Sav.vor and Cooke, of the
Paxton Works, Sheffield, sent us a set of pruning
and budding knives for trial. Three of each were
given to as many working gardeners ; the same
number to experienced master gardeners ; the rest
we tried ourselves. In every case they were found
to be all that could be desired ; as is seen by.the fol-
lowing reports :

—

1. In the pruning knife the steel is good, bears
sharpening to an edge that cuts a hair like a razor,
and maintains it very well. The budding knife is
well finished as regards workmanship, and is made
of excellent steel.

2. The large clasp knife is a most excellent one.
The budding knife is a very good blade; and if not
so good in quality as the large knife, is still very
superior to the best kinds obtained in the ordinary

3
- Sayxor's budding knife is a good knife for

budding and all light purposes, but will not stand
rough work. The large clasp knife is a good handy
and useful knife.

.

.,
4
V
Til

1
lar ='e clasP knife is a remarkable good one

the best knife I have had for a long time. The small
knife for cutting is better than any we have had
lately, but is not so good as the large one

5. I don't know how knives are to be of better

quality than the clasp and budder you gave me.
6. That was a famous good knife, sir. I wish a

poor man could always get such a thing ; for I have

been a good many shillings out of pocket by the

rascally ruhbish bought in the shops.

Our own trials confirm these reports, except that

we found the budding knives as good as the others

if used only for the light work for which they are

made. Rough work they will not stand, and for

rough work they should not be used. Either ought to

be sold at from Is. 6d. to 2s. 6d. a-piece, according

to their pattern.

Some of the reporters objected to the form of the

knives furnished to them ; and with reason, for

they happened to get patterns that were ill-suited

to the work they had to do. A woodman does not

like a Peach-pruner ; that is not to be expected.

But we should say that among the 10 or 12 patterns

in the sample which we received, there was every

form except one, which anv workman can require.

To that one we would call attention. What is

required for most purposes is a

knife that is strong, stiff, slightly

curved, thin at the back near

the point, and not hooked

;

in short, formed like the ac-

companying cut, which repre-

sents a famous blade in our

possession, made for the late

Thomas Andrew Knight. It is

exactly one-tenth of an inch

thick at the back, which thins

awav to the point from about the

middle. The edge is just curved

enough to prevent its slipping

when making a strong cut ;and in

order not to diminish the strength

of the back, the slope forwards

towards the edge does not begin

at the back itself, but about a

tenth of an inch within it. This

form has the additional advantage

of rendering the blade a better

wedge than the ordinary knives.

We have used it for all sorts of

work for many years. It will

insert a bud, prune a wall tree,

make a graft, or sever a stout

branch at a single draw—lhat is

to say, if the operator knows
how to make a clean drawn

cut. It is possible that the care necessary in grind-

ing such a blade into proper proportions may render

it more expensive than ordinary pruning knives, but

it is well worth the additional cost, and we recom-
mend it to the notice of Messrs. Saynor & Cooke.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. XCVI.
383. Exostosis.— (2. Warts).—In our last article

attention was drawn to the fact that the woody matter
proper to the imperfectly developed buds from which

Knaurs are generated is not always deposited separately,

so as to nestle within the bark and ultimately to become
perfectly free from alt attachment to the axis, but from
the first iB applied to the axis itself, so that a little more
or less irregular cone is formed upon it, rendering the

surface uneven wherever one of these buds occurs. Now
if a multitude of such buds are produced ou a given

area a protuberance will gradually be formed, which
may in process of time acquire a considerable size. In
the Elm, for instance, warts some feet in circumference
are not unfrequent, and in consequence of their compli-

cated knotty structure are sought after by the cabinet-

maker for veneering, and in fact produce articles of

furniture of extreme beauty.*
384. The warts however are not always, in the first

instance, due to the simple production of adventitious

imperfectly developad buds. They frequently com-
mence where a branch has been cut off. In the lapse of

years the wound is closed over, the successive layers of

bark leaving a cushion-like swelling over the spot. Buds
are formed in these young layers, forming numerous
impediments to the descending course of the sap, which
is delayed in its progress at the base of each bud. Fibro-
vascular tissue is generated, which follows the tortuous
course of the sap, and is more abundantly deposited in

consequence of its longer detention. That portion of
the trunk, therefore, grows more rapidly, and the result
is a convex mass projecting beyond the general surface,
consisting internally of highly complicated tissue.

It is evident that such masses are due partly to the
proper tissue of the semi-latent buds, and partly to the
true tissue of the trunk, for the buds are often sunk like

little craters of eruption in the tips of the cones, the
tissue of which in such instances could not be derived
from the buds themselves. In some cases the buds
themselves may die, and so ultimately be inclosed in the
tissue proper to the trunk, in which case there will be
little dead nuclei, from which decay may spread iu every
direction, and in consequence of which the wood of such
productions is seldom perfectly sound, causing con-
siderable annoyance to the artificer.

385. Swellings of a
,
very similar appearance are not

always due to this cause. In the Birch, for instance,
excrescences occur of a comparatively large size in pro-
portion to the branch on which they are developed,
without any appearance of buds, consisting of unusually
large concentric layers, with the general surface corru-
gated. These layers are developed round a central
nucleus which appears to be due to the puncture of
some insect, which has stimulated the tissues and pro-
duced extreme hypertrophy, as in the formation of galls.
No external aperture, however, appears, and we must
be contented, therefore, for the present, with a simple
conjecture. A beautiful specimen of such a branch is
represented in the memoir of Trdcul quoted above.

3S6. Protuberances of the same nature exist occa-
sionally also on the roots of trees. In the Ash, for
instance, they occur of large size, projecting greatly
beyond the true surface of the root.f The cause of
them is as obscure as of the warts just mentioned, and
may either consist in some external injury or in consti-
tutional derangement. True galls, however, occur on
roots, as in the Oak, but in these the presence of larvx-
at once settles the point. J

387. Warts of a different character often occur on
the small twigs of Birch trees, in which the buds are-

developed, and in consequence the mass has the appear-
ance of birds' nests suspended amongst the branches.
The cause of their formation is, I believe, unknown,
but it is very possible that they may be of insect origin.

Such productions are not confined to Birch trees. Tt
is probable that the curious variety of Scotch Fir kuowa
under the name of Pinus Clanbrassiliana has been raised
by cuttings from such amass, and I believe that cuttings
of the Birch-nests retain their fine twiggy character-
when grafted. It is said by Loudon that trees in a,

bniiay soil are far more liable to produce these twiggy
tufts, but we have seen them abundantly on trees-

planted in very dry ground on a gentle declivity. The
knots on the trunk are for the most part free from twigs.
It is possible, however, that the origin of both may bo
the same, the only difference consisting in the deve-
lopment of a number of adventitious buds in the one
case, while in the other no buds are produced. The>
witch-knots in the Elm which look like masses of en-
tangled cord are probably of the same character.

• in consequence of its close and intricate texture the wood of
these knots takes a high polish, insomuch that no one from mere
acquaintance with ihe general appearance of furniture made
from Elm would recognise the relation. Pollard Oaks, from the
development of numerous twigs on the surface, sometimes afford
a highly ornamental material, of a somewhat similar character,
for veneering. Elms which have been frequently pruned yield
beautUul wood, and the Bird's Eye Maple probably owes its

qualities to the production of numerous adventitious buds on the
surface of the trunk. In France, indeed, Elms are purposely
lopped, and repeatedly headed to produce knotted wood. The
twisted E\m, or as it i« called in some parts of the country, locked
Elm, arises irom a different cause.

FAIRY RINGS.
There are few plants more mysterious in their

workings or more marvellous in their works than fungi.

It would scarcely be credited lhat tile contemptible-

threads of the Merulius or dry rot would so completely
destroy the woody fibre of timber as to render the best*

British Oak as brittle as the earth from which it sprung ;.

and when we look at the fairy ring in the pasture'

field we marvel to see how inadequate to all appearance
the means are that nature employs to bring about such
important ends ; a few white threads or a little mouldi-
ness are all that we are able to detect as the perfect plant
in full working order, and yet from this laboratory, with
a rapidity like magic, the Agaricus sends forth its fruit

white as the Lily and fragrant enough to be iuviting^

but of such surpassing excellence to the palate as to

have scarcely a rival in the vegetable kingdom.
That Mushrooms should be obtained from a bed of

the richest manure is not so much to be wondered atj.

any more than that the highly- flavoured Onion or the
Celery plant should be found luxuriating in rich mud^
but when in the middle of a very poor pasture field we
find a green spot, not in the form of a dot as if some
manure had been dropped there, but in the shape of a
regular ring, there is no denying the fact that the

Agaricus is regularly rotting down the ungenial earth,

and tilling himself a garden, extending his holding

where first he has been planted, and as occasion offers-

sending up his fruit, and finally scattering his spores to
produce dots and fairy rings to the end of time.

But it is not to the production of Mushrooms that I

would now beg leave to call attention, but to the beauti-

fully green herbage that arises from the soil where the

Agaricus is subduing the materials beneath.

Having had occasion to manure a pasture field with>

artificial manure and requiring some ingredient to give-

it bulk, a quantity of old Mushroom dung and soil was
sown with it, and although there had always been
fairy rings in the field they had hitherto attracted little

attention, but when this stimulant was added the rings

not only assumed an unwonted greenness but produced
an early and abundant crop of Mushrooms.

t I regret that I am not able from personal analysis to describe
these more closely, as I have parted with the magnificent speci-
men which came into my hands some years since. The external
appearance was very like that of the Birch wart figured by
Trecul.

I I have had no opportunity of examining the diseases called
by Re* Pinguedo and Teda in the Fig and Pine respectively, n^r
are the descriptions which he gives circumstantial enough to
lead to any safe conclusion. Whether they are of a nature similar
to the radical swellings mentioned above, or simple cases of
hypertrophy, induced as Re" supposes by excessive nutriment, is

very doubtful. In the former case decay soon takes place; in
the latter abundant resin is deposited, and the tendency to
accumulate the secretion is gradually communicated to the
trunk.
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Now, Hinco common wilt and cerfciiin other naltn urn

well known to stimulate the growth of Agarics^ and

since the spawn of this powerful plant Is bo cheap and
moreover ho aOtlVO In itH operation, wonl'l it not lie

worth while to put those two ideas together and sot

them to work upon Some very poor upland pOStUl'O, juit

to till the land a little where the GrflBM bun Heareely the

power to subdue the stubborn materials \ A heap of

soil and dung fermenting mo slightly as scarcely to ho

perceptibly warm, would in a few dayM (nay !2I J, if

spawned, become ho impregnated with the spawn ol the

con ii non Mushroom that it would not, only ptodllCfl

MunhroomH where it lien, hut if broken into innumer-

able pieces, and preserved from drenching wet, would

retain itw vilal powers to an unknown period, and this

heap of manure (nay 10 toon) eould he impregnated
with about 1 peek of common hriek np/iwn, the value id

which at, the ordinary market prion from tho ninn-iy

men would he about Iw, 'Ad.

That a field should ho spawned, or in other words,

planted with Agarics, would only be doing on a large

jjcalu what is done every day on a small scale, and

although in Homo cases it might not be desirable to

impregnate Grass land with fairy rings on account of

ttio patched and spotty appearance that it would give to

it, still there is many a lone hill side mid Btubbom clay

field that would take no harm from such a powerful

decomposer as tho Agaric passing his fairy ring through
it ; and should tho seasons prove mild, the produce ol

Mushrooms alone, independent of tint (JraeS, would be

ho mean recompense for, tho little outlay at starting ;

and, on co established, the salt and wood ashes would
stimulate tho plant, not only to Bend up its Mushroom
fruits, but to extend itself more rapidly, and thereby

make greon the ptsturo for sheep and horned cattle.

Alexander, Forsyth, St. Mary's Church, Torquay.

THE VINE DISEASE IN PORTUGAL.
"We have received tho following report from Messrs.

Forrester & Sons, of Crntched Friars :

—

Tho (HfioaRo lmn boon general in every part of Portugal, Blnco
tho year 1853; and during the present yo r, Hr ravages have pro-

dnced almost a total extermination of the fruit. From tlm river
.Minim to the Tngus, but especially in tlm wine districts of the
Bolrada, Rncelliis, and Lisbon, it may without exaggeration ho
deolarod tliat scarcely a perfect bunch of Grapes was produced
this year; and that at tho vintage season, instead of the vine-
yards being thronged with cheerful people gathering tlm fruit, in

many parts we observed that goats, hogs, and cattle wero feeding
on tho Vinos. There Is literally no wine for the ordinary con-
sumption of tho Portuguese pooplo, neither is there wine in any
^>f those extensive districts for distillation.

Tho stocks of old Lisbon wines are much reduced, and
their value increased, at the lowest calculation, 100 per cent.

Of Figniera wines the stocks are altogether exhausted, and the
same may be said of the Muscat wines of St. Ubes. South of

the Tagus, in the provinces of tlm Alomtejo and Algarvo, the
Grapes were likewise destroyed. In tlm port wine districts the
Grape disease developed Itselfin the month ofJuly, and destroyed,
between that month and the middle of August, about one half of
the fruit, and the heavy r«ins in the month of September nearly
completed the destruction of the remainder; so that according to

our senior's calculation, not more than S000 pipes of wine, and
those of most inferior quality, were obtained. The wines accu-
mulated in the Alto-Donro (or "Wine-Company's district), consist

^principally of the vintages of 1S54, and may he estimated at
B000 to S000 pipes. These, without reference to their quality,

cost the holders about three times the price paid for the superior
wines of the vintage of 1851. The total stock of wines on the
1st of October last, for exportation in Villa Nova, hardly
.amounted to the one year's production of the port wine vintage
of 1S47. Of this stock a very large proportion consists of wines
•of the vintages 1850, 1852, and 1S54, which, notwithstanding
their very doubtful quality, cost tho holders more than double
the price at which far better wines were shipped from Oporto
tour or five years ago.

Choice old wines in general stock may be estimated at about
10,000 pipes, the average value of which in the Oporto market
rules from 50/. to SOL per pipe. This peculiar and limited stock
of old ports, it is perhaps unnecessary to remark, can never be
increased in quantity, but must, daily increase in value, such
wines being from 5 to 20 years old. Of vintage wiues, for ship-
ment as such (and these are principally of the year 1853), the
quantity cannot be estimated at more than 15.0iX) pipes. The
stock of brandy in Villa Neva on the 1st of October last, was
reduced to one-fourth of an average quantity, and its value in-

creased four-fold. As Alto-Donro wine growers, our own indi-

vidual stock (with the exception of our choice wines of vintage
1853), is almost reduced to our reserves of former years. We,
therefore, for the present, limit ourselves to the shipment of our
ports of vintage 1S53, and to the sale of our assorted stock of
wines in bond.
As there were no Grapes in 1S54 and 1835 worth our making

into wine (either on account of their inferior quality or their

high price), of course we did not venture to purchase wines
made of such Grapes by others

;
preferring to continue to limit onr

business in ports, to wines exclusively of our own making.
The distress in the wine districts of Portugal may be more
easily imagined than described; and more especially so in the
rugged and rocky mountains of the port wine demarcation,
which being an exception*! territory—adapted almost exclu-
sively to the cultivation of the Vine and the Olive, is inca-
pable of producing corn. From this narration of facts the wine
merchants of this country will be able to form their own opinion
as to what may be the probable future state of the port wine
trade.

We learn that a Silver Medal of the First Class has
been awarded to Messrs. Forrester for their port wiues
exhibited in the Universal Exhibition at Paris.

Home Correspondence.
Efferf of Salt-water on the Germination of Seeds.—As

you have published notices by Mi*. Berkeley and myself
on the length of time seeds can withstand immersion in

sea-water, you may perhaps like to hear, without minute
details, the final results ol my experiments. The seed of

Capsicum, afier 137 days' immersion, came up well, for

30 out of 56 planted germinated, and 1 think more would
have grown with time. Of Celery only 6 out of some
hundreds came up after the same period of immersion.
One single Canary seed grew after 1-0 days, and some
Oats half germinated after 120 ; both Oats and Canary
seed came up pretty well after only 100 days. Spinach

(terminated well after 1 20 days Seed ofOnions, vi -

Marrow, Boot, Orache and Potatoes, and dim sed ol

Agorofcnm moxlcanum pre sffc i
\'>-> •• ,.'<

but voryfow, need <»f Lettuce, Carrot, Crew, end

can pnft) r
'•' days' Immersion, i

f
i remai

differently varieties ol the muin ;, i"-'' haw withstood
1

the ill effects of the sali water; tl,ir '. "

'

]| p,t '''

(i Mammoth White Broccoli " came up excellent

! i days, bul ivii i Mod by 22 daya
1 immersion ; "sarly

Cauliflower " nurvfved this period, but w/.<-, kflh <

dayi ;
" Cattail's Cabba«e r rtirvlved the 88 days, bat

wag itWod by /SO daya; and now ! have ssed «f tin

wild Cabbage from Tsnby growine so

after 80 days, thai I am wre thai it will sur-

vive a considerably longer porlod. Bul iIm sssd of tin-

wild Cabbage was fresh, and some foots show n

quite fresh seed withstands the salt vatei better than

old, though very good i I. vVftli > peel to an Im-

portant point, in my former communicatii I

'•!

permit me to cry peccavi .
having often heard ol pi nl

ami bushes having been seen floating soma II I

tones from land, l assumed and in doing this I eon

mltted a Rolontlflo sin—thai plants with ripe seed <*i

fruit would float at least for son i. I always

meant to try this, and I have now dons no with

sorrowful result ; \>>v having pui In salt-water between

80 and 40 horhacoous plants and branches with rips

Hood of various orders, I have found tbnt alt (with

tho exception of tin- fruit of evergreens) sink within i

month, and most of them within II days S<> that, at

far as I oan see, my experiments are of little or no use

(excepting perhaps as negative evidence) in regsi

the distribution of plantH by tlm drifting of their Hw-dn

noross the wo, Can any of yonr readers explain the

folldwing sentenon by Linmuun, pointed out to mo by
Dr. Hooker, "Fundus maris semina non destrutfl

Why does Linnmua nay that (he bottom of the sea docs

not. destroy seeds 3 The seeds which are often washed
by tho Gulf Stream to the shores of Norway, with flidl

CiinnOBUS was well acquainted, final, aa T have lately

tried. Did bo imagine that seeds were drifted along the

bottom of the ocean * This does not BCem probable, from

the currents of tho sea, at least mnnv of them, being

superficial. Charles Darwin, Down, Nov. 21.— P.S. In

my communication on Charlock peed lately printed by

you, there is a misprint of K 6 plants'" for "6 plots of

ground,'' which makes nonsense of the sentence.

The Laic Winter in South Devon.—I have not given

my experience of the pait winter until now, because it

seemed doubtful what plants would ultimately recover or

yield to the effects of the cold. Among the latter is a

magnificent Eucnlyptus glabra, which was the pride of

my shrubbery ; it wns more than 50 feet high, with a

trunk upwards of ?> feet in circumference. It never lost

a leaf from frost before, and was covered with flower

buds, but must, I fear, be numbered with the dead, for

though it has thrown out numerous weak shoots from
the main stem, they are all withered. Eucalyptus

radiata, a few yards off, about 30 feet high, is unscathed,

as is a fine Acacia dealhata, still taller, which braved the

frost and bloomed beautifully ; it is dow a mass of

flower buds, and is one of the most graceful trees I ever

beheld. A smaller plant of this species has also survived,

yet Acacia moesta, against a south wall, is all hut dead.

The Indian Rhododendrons and hybrids did well, and
flowered finely, especially Arboreum roseum, and a fine

variety of Cinnamomeum. A large plant of Dracaena

indivisa appeared unaffected by the winter, but declined

during the summer, and is now quite dend. The Cbusan
Palm is evidently quite hardy. One plant of Phillipoden-

dron regiuru, in a shrubbery border sheltered from the

east, is unhurt; while another trained against an east wall

was much injured. On a south wall the Chinese Cleroden-

dron fcetidum has proved perfectly hardy, and bloomed
freely, but though interesting it does not merit the eulogy

of M. Van Houtte, at least in my opinion. Habrothamnus
fascicularis on a south wall has also stood well, and
Mitraria coccinea has existed. My numerous Orange,

Lemon, and Citron trees on south walls, protected by
wooden or straw frames, stood the winter well, a few

unripened shoots only being hurt, and they have all

grown luxuriantly this summer ; one rather rare

species, the Egg Orange, was injured, but is recovering.

Among the few new Pines that I possess, P. Russelliana

is dead, and in a very high part of tho grounds, open to

the east ; insignis became very brown, but all the plants

have now recovered their verdure. Cupressus macro-
carpa is certainly au unrivalled species, being alike in-

different to wind and frost ; and on a high exposed

terrace my plants, which were raised from the seed

imported by the Horticultural Society, are strikingly

beautiful. Tasmannia aromatica and Garrya macro-
pbylla are both safe, while plants of Phormium tenax
are much injured. Many things that we deemed as

hardy as our Snowdrops and Primroses have mani-

fested the ;r exotic character by disappearing altogether

from our borders ; among them may be specified a

large collection of Gladioli, Lobelias, «xc. This can

scarcely excite surprise when our common shrubs, such

as the Arbutus and Buddlea were injured, and whole

tracts of Furze were killed to the ground, A Devonian,

Vitality of Seeds.— Observing in several recent

numbers of your Paper speculations on this subject, I

beg to offer you the following facts, which came under

my own observation, and for the truth of which I can

vouch. Our parish church, which is a very ancient

structure, was, previous to the year 1S30, in a sadly

dilapidated state, and the earth of the surrounding

graveyard had accumulated against its south wall to a

depth* averaging rather more than 2 feet. Such had

state for gen 't wwj
. band end thoroughly » it f«:ll to my

lot to aperloUnd and diri

I
. .

i-rirr ti from the wh'l of !<• .in-ady

mentioned, an I to t i»h oorre-

spondlng natural loo Afterwards J «»*

I

.

removal of "•

number of plants mi

(urthvr, however, uVy
turned out to dudod Heohaoe (Hiiieiijsiiiiii

. from **h< i

long i<«'i the) i" a burw I Tin . Us obti

bslow ground for geosrsllo is, do plaol

growing In the locality. Again immediately 'yuuide

thin Ml
soma five or- ., -. vean ifnee, • large old Oak
wan uprooted by the wind, and r» < I an immense m*m*/f
earth with it* rootewhen the tree ws

siled in. it i» also pro ol Heobaos.

Now the seeds mu*i have i-

si least f I ms *>>, for bow euw i

be accounu for /. to tho i

of Charlock making »'* appearance, I

remark that ' harlook IS, I '

seed, and all seeds

the sir, win retain vitality a i
.

!

years, Qu.

tarcha.—The distance at which Larch of about iU

years' growth should be left apart t" grow v* the

greatest profit pi r acre mo 'nation

and pr- I the ptontaiion. If lbs locality U
high and exposed the tress n attained U»e

.n« that would i ai more favour-

abb* circumstanceS| and ay would rsajatn

to be left nearer otcb other than tboa ' r aize.

i itemofthint nagntaie the dwrtanre apart

by the height of the tress, Icavrog a a]

I e&cb, varying, I \ to situation. < i
foortli

to one-third, or little more, of the height -

j
The distance at which Larches may U- left a- :.

years' growth may \:iry from i

alu'- a^-kn if it would be ad%'iaal>lc to hare the trees

"primed up." If prunini; be whal be mean*, it is

decidedly objectionable to do more than clean off

thoroughly all the dead branches. The quality of the

wood is much improved by removing ail branches as

soon as they become deadened, and they should be

attended to during all the stages of the growth of the

plantation. A. Patterson f
Maritfon.

Protection of Frames, &C., from FrotL—Among other

protecting materials one of your correspondent* haa

lately accorded the preference to a covering of boards ;

but I am, however, inclined to think that ther*- ia a

more effective material than any he lias referred Id, and
to which the covering of boards iuelf in vitne d-gree,

perhaps, owed its efficiency, as well as to its own non-

conducting properties. The material I mean, is an en-

closed stratum of still air, between the £•**>* and the

external covering ; and if the stratum of air be 6 or

more inches in depth, I doubt whether a more effec-

tive and desirable means of excluding froat is to be

found. In the practical employment o: tins medium, it

is requisite that the external covering Miould be close

j

and impermeable by the surrounding air, in r

1 prevent any current or motion being introduced into

! the enclosed air, through crevices or other communica-
i tions with the external atmosphere, by which its tem-
1 perature would be speedily reduced to that of the latter.

|
The covering material might be either wood org

i

according to choice or circumstances ; but apart from

the question of expense, the latter would certainly be
1 preferable, as the glass covering might be kept on night

and day throughout the emire winter, by which a great

I deal of labour would be saved, and the plants would
' never be deprived of the natural light of day, as they

must be during periods of hard frost if a boarded

covering be adopted. J. H. H.
Star of the West Cucumber.—-Mr. Ayres speaks of

this variety in terms of disapprobation. Being the raiser

of it and having successfully competed for three years

against other good sorts, at the horticultural show at

Plymouth, I am led to suppose that some difference in

the treatment of the plant must he the cause of Mr.

Avres not having more success. Being, like himself,

much interested in the culture of Cucumbers, i:

give me pleasure to compete with him at any show in

London, Plymouth, or elsewhere, as it is only by com-

paring ourselves with others that we can discover where

we excel, and where we fail I have wiihin the last

week cut fruit "27 inches long, of uniform thickness.

with flower attached, young, crisp, and well flavoured
;

but such fruit as described, 20 inches long, if u :

and onlv 1 inch in diameter, I should very much lite to

see. Richard Lynch, For: I

DiosPsrea Batatas,—Alter what I formerly stated

concerning this Yam, I think it no more than right to

send you the result. It may be remembered that I had

but one plant, a ruber about the s;ze of a finger or nearly

so. It was started in the spring in a very moderate

heat, and when pushed a considerable length it was

turned out (I have forgot the date, but not early). To

cive it depth of soil, which I understood to be a requisite,

I raised a sort of fiatdsh hillock on a garden border, and

turned the plant ont on the top of it. The stems were

tied to a 3i feet stick, but had no other care except on

two occasions, when a soaking of water was ~iven to
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moisten ine ground itiiout it. About a week ago I 'tug

op the pl»nt, which had made two long tubers—about

tie size of two moderate Carrots, only growing inverted,

viz., the tlii.-k end downwards. I have weighed them,

and I find their joint weight is 1 lb 12 ounces ;
circum-

ference round where thickest, t-'.j. inches. So much for

facts—noiv for opinions : mine is, that although it will

neither rival nor supersede the Potato, which no one

can desire, yet if grown to some considerable extent, it

would be a' very good auxiliary t> that useful root.

I am further of opinion that it is not nice about quality

of soil, bat i --eniial that it Bhould be deep.

On dies'ws mine I found these lower extremities from

18 to 'Jo inches I. low, the upper end forming a longish

slender neck. Next spring I mean to plant a row of it.

Am I right in believing that the tubers will bear cutting

into sets like a Potato ? 1 think some writers said they

would. Quarto. The following experiment on the

Chinese Yam in a bleak and backward garden in West

Kent goes to strengthen your inference from the experi-

ments of Messrs. Henderson & Gordon, that the climate

of England is adapted to its cultivation. Of my four

small tubers one was as large as a ripe Marrowfat Pea,

as heavy perhaps as two of the others, and this made
the best plant and produced the largest root. They
were planted early in March, singly, in thumb pots, and

set on the shelf of a well ventilated greenhouse without

fire heat ; the plants were very slow to come up, and it

was not till towards the end of April that a leaf

was fully developed on each ; by the middle of May the

largest plant had 2 or 3 inches of bine; at this time they

were planted out on the open border, a good sandy loam,

on a 1 ed 1 yard square, dug deep, and then shovelled up
about 6 inches b'gh. Strong winds and night frosts

followed, and the two w eakest plants perished, though a

flower-pot was sometimes turned over them at night.

The two remainiug grew slowly, ami as they grew were
pegged down upon the bed, which however they never
covered. The frost about the end of October, which
killed the common Nasturtiums, changed the colour of

the Yam leaves from deep to yellowish green ;*a fort-

night afterwards they were dead, and the tubers

were dug. They were fully formed ; the largest,

when washed and dried, weighed fully six ounces,

and measured 4 inches round the largest parts—the

smaller weighed 2 oz. No small tubers were found ou
the stems where pegged down, perhaps because care
had not been taken to cover the axils of the leaves.

Another season it is proposed to plant sets in the open
ground of this garden about the middle of April, a con-
siderable degree of warmth being apparently necessary
to start the bine. iS. 5. Having purchased four
small tubers of this new esculent, the same size as those
sent out by Mr. Henderson, they were potted singly and
placed near the glass in a late Peach-house, where they
remained without fire-heat till the last week in May,
when they were set out in a sheltered place for a fort-

night, and were then planted on a ridge 3 feet wide at
the base, such as is usually prepared for Cucumbers, &c,
at that season. They were covered with hand-glasses till

the middle of July, when the glasses were removed, and
it then showed evident symptoms of having suffered from
coldand wet ; indeed, it hadan injured appear?>nce during
the whole season of its growth, even in the Peach-house
the temperature appeared too low for it—one of the
plants died in August. At the end of October, how-
ever, when the tubers were lifted (which was done in

presence of Lord Lovat and Sir William Gibson Craig,
Bart.), they measured respectively

—

Length. Circumference.
No. 1. 11J inches. 4 inches.

2. 13" „ 3i „
3. 8 „ 2J „

No. 3 produced two tubers. It is evident, as remarked
by Mr. Nutt, that the new tuber commences to form at
the top of the old one, and grows downwards, which
serves to teach us that a deep soil is required for its cul-
tivation. A row of Holcus saccharatus was planted on
each side of the Dioscorea bed ; it grew about 18 iuches
high, but the first frost killed it. Neither sheep, horses,
or cows would eat it. IF. Baxter, Riccarton, near Edin-
burgh.

Durability of Timber.—Last night a fire broke out in
Stirling Castle, which has destroy ed some of the oldest
buildings in the garrison. I was in Stirling today, and
went and saw part of the ruins ; there was no admission
into the Castle, but it looked bad enough from the out-
side. Many of the burning rafters were thrown over
the Castle rocks ; the Ivy in some places was much
scorched, and it had a strange appearance, from the
number of articles upon it that had been thrown from
the windows of the buildings, such as papers and books
that had not reached the bottom of the rocks. People
were collecting the choicest wood that had been thrown
over the rocks, or had fallen from the burning, and were
cutting it up for firewood. It was surprising to witness
the Ireshness of the Oak timber that had been in use
for centuries. I secured a small portion of it, supposed
to be part of the well known " Douglas room." I have
enclosed a chip of it for your inspection, hoping you
can tell what species of Oak it is, that can resist the
teeth of time so long. P. Mackenzie, Nov. 19. [The
fragment sent us is so small that we cannot say with
confidence. But we believe it to be Qu. pedunculata.
Could Mr. Mackenzie procure by favour or purchase a
good piece of an old beam not less than 6 inches cube.]

Ipsvnch Standard Cucumber.—Permit me to inform
your correspondent (see p. 758) that I have spoken of
his Cucumber according to its merits. It has been
weighed in the balance for flavour and general useful-

ness against other kind-, and found wanting ; and, eon

sequently, with a great number of similar kinds, it has

beeu thrown aside as unsuitable for my purpose. Mr.

Wdd describes the flavour as being neither " bitter nor

sweet," which is quite confirmatory of my description

J

of it ; for if a Cucumber has not a " smack " of sweet-

I ness about it, I doubt not that all connoisseurs will set

it down as iusipid. Just for the same reason that I
'

believe a really first-rate salad cannot be prepared

without the addition of a little sugar, so do I

consider that a fine flavoured Cucumber must also

i have a taste of sweetness. It is for this reason that the

Si on House and Lord Kenyon's are so much admired,

and though it may answer Mr. Wild's purpose to run

them down, he may depend upon it that those two kinds

will be grown wheu the Ipswich Standard, the Generals

and Colonels before alluded to have passed away and

been forgotten. Mr. Wild's twelve diameters, short

shoulders, black spine, and fine bloom, may be all very

well to look at, but they will not stand in the place of

crop and flavour, where Cucumbers are grown to be

eaten, and not for sight-seers. With reference to Mr.

Wild's challenge, it could answer no good purpose, as I

regard the mere production of a brace or twenty

brace of fruit at a given time from plants, be

it remembered prepared for the purpose, no cri

terion of the general worth of a variety ; but to

show Mr. W. that I am not unwilling to put his

" Standard" to the test, I forward with this a packet of

seed of my Perpetual Black Spine, and if he will do

the same with his pet kind, I have no doubt that you

[
will place the two varieties in the hands of some gar-

dener both willing and competent to decide upon their

\
merits. The same plants of my Perpetual (hence its

name) have been in bearing since March last, and they

carry good fruit now, and will until this time next year

! if I like to keep them ; while all the long kinds in the

same house have died out and been thrown away for

' some weeks past. This is my estimate of the value of

a Cucumber, and therefore Mr. Wild must not be sur-

prised if I and others who act with me take him at his

own standard, and believe that he is only " a bit of a

judge." W. P. Ayres, Nov. 20.

^octettes;.

Horticultural, Nov. 20.—J. J. Blandy, Esq, in

the chair. Baroness L. de Rothschild, Sir R. Peel,

Bart., M.P., W. H. Solly, Esq., S. Piatt, Esq., J.

Clouah, Esq., Mr. John Spencer, and Mr. Arthur
Henderson were elected Fellows. Subjects of exhibition

were so numerous on this occasion that not only was the

meeting room full, but the library, council room,
and secretary's room, together with the passages leading

to them, were also literally filled with flowers and fruits,

many of them of the most choice description and all of

them possessed of rare excellence. Of newly intro-

duced plants, that to which perhaps the most interest

was attached was the singular lace-like water plant from
Madagascar, called Ouvirandra fenestralis, of which a
full description was given in our number for Nov. 12,

page 740. This was furnished by the Rev. Mr. Ellis, of

Hoddesdon. Messrs. Veitch also showed a handsome
iEschynanthus, called fulgens, a sort whose flowers

resembled JE. maeulatus or grandiflorus, but it was
reported to be shrubby and upright in its growth,

' characteristics sufficient to distinguish it from the last-

named kind. From Mr. Sherratt, gr. to J. Bate-
man, Esq , came cut flowers of Paphinia tigrina,

a handsomely spotted brown flowered Orchid from
central America; and from Messrs. Rollisson, of
Tooting, came a pinnated shrub, from Australia. The
last-named nurserymen likewise sent a collection

of plants remarkable for fine foliage, in which were
various Dracaenas, Crotons, Rhopalas, Aralias, Brexia,
Oldfieldia and other plants, most of them with very
handsomely divided leaves. A similar collection was
also furnished by Messrs. E. G. Henderson, of Welling-
ton Road, the most remarkable objects in which were
perhaps Cissus discolor, Pavettas, Caladiums, Aphelan-
dras, the Rice paper plant, Aralias, Rhopalas, and
examples of the pretty little Sonerila margaritacea,
which in addition to the beauty of its flowers has leaves
so profusely covered with small round white spots as to
look as if they were thickly sown with pearls. Mr.
Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., likewise showed a
fine specimen of the last-named plant. Of Orchids
Messrs. Rollisson sent several kinds, among which the
most conspicuous was Lselia Perrini, a Brazilian
species with handsome rose coloured flowers. Soph-
ronitis grandiflora, in the shape of a single speci-
men, with five vermilion coloured flowers on it, came
from High Grounds, Hoddesdon. It was stated respect-
ing this charming little plant that it is one of the hardiest
of Orchids, being found growing wild on the branches of
trees, in a climate where the Grass about them is

often covered with hoar frost. In the same class Mr.
Phillpotts's gardener, Rhodes, showed Leschenaultia
formosa, well grown and flowered considering the season
of the year. Six Chinese Primulas, single fringed sorts,

came from Mr. Windsor, gr. to A. Bligh, Esq., and
Messrs. Rollisson had four nice little standard Myrtle-
leaved Oranges loaded with fruit. A bouquet of flowers
of the blue Vanda (V. eaerulea), highly coloured and
extremely beautiful, was furnished by Messrs. Maule &
Son, of Bristol. Messrs. Veitch also contributed a
hybrid Veronica, which was said to have been a cross
between V. speciosa and Andersoni ; and from the
Royal Gardens, Frogmore, were branches of an Agera.

turn from Texas, of the value of which little can be
said at present, few of the flowers on the specimens
shown being fully expanded. From her Grace the
Duchess Dowager of Northumberland came Nyctanthes
arbor-tristis, an East Indian plant now little cultivated,

but still worth attention on account of its fragrance.

Of Chrysanthemums there was a glorious display.

Large flowered sorts, magnificent plants in 11-inch

pots, we refurnished by Mr. James, of Stoke Newington.
The varieties were Defiance, white ; Pilot, purple

;

Dumage, yellow ; Vesta, white ; Annie Salter, yellow
;

aud Christine. Another group of large flowered varieties

was exhibited by Mr. Shrimpton, gr. to A. J. Doxat,
Esq., but it was disqualified on account of its containing

one of the Pompone or small flowered kinds. Of the
last named class of Chrysanthemums Mr. Wetherill, gr.

to D. M'Neill, Esq., produced admirably grown plants

of Cedo Nulli, white with a pink tinge in it ; Bob, a
brown kind ; Drine Drine, yellow ; La Sultana, pink

;

La Gitana, and Requiqui, purple. In this class Mr.
Doxat's gardener exhibited Madame Rousselon, pink

;

Pompone d'Or, yellow ; Autumni, orange ; Requiqui,

purple ; Drine Drine and Helene. Of other small

flowered Chrysanthemums, Mr. Oubridge, gr. to J.

Foster, Esq., and Mr. Windsor, gr. to A. Bligh, Esq.,

also showed collections. Cut flowers of large kinds,

very fine specimens, were contributed from the gardtn
of Mr. Foster, of Stamford Hill, and Mr. Salter, of

Hammersmith, also showed handsome blooms of his new
variety called Alfred Salter.

Fruits of various kinds were both plentiful and ex-

cellent. Mr. Tillyard, gr. to the Right Hon. the

Speaker, showed beautiful bunches of Mill Hilt and
Black Hamburgh Grapes ; and famous examples of

the last-named Grape were exhibited by Mr. Hill,

gr. to R. Sneyd, Esq., of Keele Hall, Staffordshire,

who also sent a collection of Muscat, Black Prince and
Black Hamburgh Grapes. From the last-named ex-
hibitor likewise came three magnificent bunches of the

old Tokay, two of which weighed 4 lbs. each, and the

three together weighed lOJlbs. Mr. Hales, of North
Frith, near Tunbridge, sent handsome specimens of the
valuable late Grape Black Barbarossa ; and Black Ham-
burghs were contributed by Mr. Shrimpton, Mr. Mar-
cham, Mr. Beer, gr. to Captain Smart, R.N., and J. G.
Nash, Esq, of Bishop's Stortford. The last-named
exhibitor also furnished Muscats, but they were not

nearly so fine as have been shown from the same place

in former years. Of the last-named Grape the best

exhibition came from Mr. Clarke, of Turnmoss, near
Manchester, the bunches being large and handsome,
and the berries possessed of that fine golden tinge which
they should have when in perfection. Muscats little

inferior to the last also came from Mr. M'Ewen, of

Arundel Castle ; and the same variety of Grape was
furnished by Mr. Clements,of East Barnet; Mr. Thomson,
gr. to T. Morris, Esq., and Mr. Miller, of Eardiston.
Mr. Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq., showed well

ripened specimens of Royal Muscadine.
Of Pine Apples Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke of

Norfolk, at Arundel, showed a collection of eight sorts,

all of them well grown and ripened. Mr. Fleming, gr.

to the'Duke of Sutherland, at Trentham, also produced
some good Pines, the heaviest of which, a Queen,
weighed 44 lb. Mr. Jones, gr. to Lady Charlotte
Schreiber, furnished a Cayenne and two Black Jamaicas,
and Mr. Clark, six specimens of Montserrat. A smooth
Cayenne came from Mr. Joy, gr., Roundaway Park,
Devizes, and the prickly variety of this fruit came from
Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to Colonel Wyndham, of Petworth.
Mr. Tillyard showed two Queens, the heaviest of which
weighed 4 lbs. 12 oz., and Mr. Bray, gr. to Captain
Lousada, a Ripley Queen, weighing 3J lbs. Mr. Forbes,
of Woburn, also sent an example of the last variety of
Pine Apple.

Pear exhibitions from various parts of the country
were numerous. Mr. M'Ewen, of Petworth, contributed

a collection, in which were very fine specimens of

Beurre de Capiaumont, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Marie
Louise, Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Beurre Diel, and
Napoleon. Mr. Whiting, gr. to H. T. Hope, Esq., of

the Deepdene, near Dorking, also sent fine fruit of

Duchesse d'Angouleme, Beurre' Diel, Beurre' Bosc,
Althorp Crassane, Marie Louise, and Van Mons Leon
le Clerc. Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at Frogmore,
also contributed a collection, in which were Marie
Louise, Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Flemish Beauty,
Duchesse d'Angouleme, Knight's Monarch and Seckel.

From the Right Hon. the Speaker's garden at Heckfield

came Beurre Diel, Beurre Spence (?), Brown Beurre,
Delices de Hardenpont, Beurre de Capiaumont, Winter
Nelis, and Forelle, or Trout Pear. Other collections of

Pears came from Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to the Duke of Nor-
folk ; Mr. Salter, V. Fenn, Esq. (whose fruit was
very fine, but came too late to be noticed by the
Judges), J. Allport, gr. to H. Akroyd, Esq. j

Mr. Robertson, gr. to Lady Emily Foley ; Mr.
Saul, gr. to Lord Stourton; Mr. Beer, gr. to
Captain Smart ; Mr. Thomson, gr., Stanstead Park

;

J. R. H. Treeve, Esq., of Coie House, Jersey (some of this

collection was very fine, but others were inferior) ; and J.
Abell, Esq., of Limerick. From the latter came Jose-
phine de Malines, Beurre Diel from a south-west wall
and from a north-west wall, those from the latter being
brown, nearly like a Guernsey Chaumontel, and not
nearly so large as those from the more southern aspect.
Of Kitchen Pears Mr. M'Ewen, gr. to Col. Wyndham,
sent Uvedale's St. Germain, Black Pear of Worcester, and
Catillac. Mr. Ingram, gr. to her Majesty at Frogmore,
contributed Uvedale's St. Germain, Spanish Bonehr&-
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ticiij Catiline, and Vicar of Winkneld, Wo also noticed

fitio specimens of Groeso CulobusBC from Mi*. Tillyard,

Apples—excellent specimens, remarkable lor linn

colour, wore exhibited in ubundnn to, Prom her
Majesty's gunl. n al Frogmore came King ol the Pippin*,

Fearn's Pippin, Sinall'e Golden Pippin, Court ol wlek,
Court Pendu Plat, and Downton Nonpareil, Accom-
panying Huh collection w..r<, also Proginore Nonparoil,
and Golden Pippin, both seedl ngBof proml ling qualities.

From Mr. Whiting, of the Doepdene, cams well

fruit of Franklin Golden Pippin, Golden Reitiotto,

Fearn'e Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Adams' Poarmuin, and
Sudbury Beauty. Collectione of Applet wore alio
furnished from the Dulte of Norfolk's garden at

Arundel; Mr. Taylor, gr. to .1. Cotter, K«q., of
Stroatham

;
Mr. Saul, gr. to Lord Stourton, at Kua i-

borough
; Mr. Salter, of Hammersmith ;

and Mr,
Aboil, of Limerick. From the latter came spoclmons
of tbo Tankard Apple, a large ribbed, seldom Been I ind,

Of Kitchen Apples Mr. M'Ewen, of Arundel, Bent
Dumelow's Seedling, Alfriston, Emperor Alexander,
Gloria Mundi, Blenheim Pippin/and Baxter's Poormain,
all remarkably Hue fruit. Prom Mr. Cotter's garden at

Streatham came Yorkshire Greening, Blenheim Pippin,
Golden Noble, Aldborough, AlfriBton, and Old Pear
main. Of this description of fruit, Mr. Whiting, of the I

Deopdono, alno nont Blenheim Pippin, Dumelow's
Seodling, KentiBh Killbasket, Hollandbury, Bedfordshire
Foundling, and Kirlce's Lord Nelson, all well grown.
Among other kitchen Apples, collections of which came
from Messrs, Ingram, Beer, Saul, and Saber, was the
Giant Apple, a green-enloured fruit, one of which some-
times weighs as much as a pound.

Plums, Coo's Golden Drop and Imperatrico, both ex-
cellent of their kinds, came from Mr. Hill, gr. to K.
Sneyd, Kki|.

; and Mr. Tillyard, gr. to the Right Hon.
the Speaker, at Heokfield, also furnished capital fruit of
the first-named variety. Mr. Muirhead, gr. to Lord
Charles Wellesley, contributed Coe's Golden Drop in
good preservation, and Coe's Late Rod camo from Mr.
Whiting, of the Deepdene, and Mr. Munro, gr. to Lord
Clarendon. Mr. Lidgard, of Hammersmith, sent a small
dish of Ickworth tmperatrice.

Figs, Nerii, a small sweet kind, and Brown Turkey,
came from Mr. McEwen, of Petworth, and Mr. McEwen,
of Arundel Castle.

Of Raspberries there were several exhibitions even
thus late in the year, all of them consisting of good
sized fruit well coloured and ripened. They came from
the Duke of Norfolk's garden at Arundel, from Heck-
field, and from Mr. Clements of East liarnet. Among
the kinds was Rivers' Perpetual Bearing, shown on
the branches on which they grew.

Late Strawberries were present from Arundel Castle.

The sort was Trollop's Victoria, a large kind which, as
might be expected at this season, wanted colour: it

was, however, a great improvement in point of size on
Alpines, of which a dish was furnished from the Society's
Garden. Of other fruit there were Morello Cherries
and Dutch Red Currants from Mr. Tillyard, and beau-
tiful examples of the American Cranberry, from Mr.
McEwen, of Petworth. Of this Cranberry it was men-
tioned that it will grow perfectly well in any American
border, whereas the English sort is uneultivable except
in ground through which there is a running stream.

Cucumbers were exhibited by Mr. Morris, gr. to C.
Child, Esq. ; Mr. Ingram, gr. to J. J. Blandy, Esq.

;

Mr. Ayres, Mr. Chilman, and Mr. Dunsford, of Essex.
]

The best were Snow's Horticultural Prize, and the
next best Weedon's Black Spine.

Mr. Lidgard, of Hammersmith, contributed some very
fine White Celery called Wad's Invincible, and heads
of another sort came from Mr. Lancaster, of Deptford.
Asparagus and French fceans were shown by Mr.
McEwen, of Arundel ; and Seakale by Mr. Lancaster,
of Deptford.

Miscellaneous subjects consisted of specimens of Fry's
propagating and Seakale pots, from Mr. Pascall of

i

Chislehurst, representations of which will be found at i

p. 470 ; and a model pit from Mr. Lancaster of i

Deptford. The latter was sent to exhibit a new kind of

!

winter protection, called patent Liguum textile. This
material, which is that of which hat-boxes are made,
smeared over with coal tar to make it waterproof, is put
over hollow frames or covers which are filled with
straw and placed over the lights of the pit which is to I

be protected. The efficiency of this covering remains
to be proved. It looks, however, as if it would be
durable, and it only costs a penny a square foot.

Of Dioscorea Batatas or Chinese Yam there were, in
addition to the roots from Mr. Henderson and the !

Society's garden referred to last week, specimens of this
new esculeut from her Majesty's garden at Frogmore,
and of which the following are the weights and
dimensions :

—

asft goes nearly strn own into the earth, deep Und
is inai pentablu to II i uca tsful cull ration.

Prom the [urden ol the Society we] plant,
i [which iro F " !, has
been I I

to fruil freely in a nnion vlnei

Howei ol <
i

ti mo, aurantiacum, whiah, hi tin

conservatory, r i lirough ; nod
a co led I Fruit, both a oop

i ho Thai from th< latter

tbo following Pi »ri i riz.,( horlotte do Bra
d* Anjou, Doj Goubault, a large ribbed
PasBfl Colmar, 1'riomphi di Jo oigiio,aiid othei

well ripened, largo, and fine, from small tro
Prom the glu i wall In the g trdon

burgh and Chaeselat Mo Qi , grown there with-

out Art heat. The former were woll coloured, and alto-

gether better than liiiH-i. ti&mburghi ripeni lonopen
walla ; the latter were unripe,

Among the orchard fruit from tin garden (whole
quality woe elated to be deti riorati d by thowet
during which it wot gathered) weri Fa Matinee
and Doyenne

1

Sieolle Pears—botb promising kinda, The
Apple*shaped Pear (Pomme Poire) wae alao among
them, and vi-i-y exc llent " if, especially froi

Among kitchen Applea from the tame collection

de Mdnage deserves not , being very large, and
mott abundant bearer, it is, in short, one of the best

kitchen Applea in cultivation.

Length. Girth. Weight.

inches. inches. ounces.
No. 1 17 4 4
» 2 16 4* 4
» 3 19 8J
» i IS* 4j 4
,- 5 IS 4» 5
„ 6 IS 31 3

It was stited concerning this root that small tubers
answered better for the purpose of increasing it than
the little Pea like buds formed everywhere in the axils
of the leaves. It was also mentioned that as the thick
end of the root is that which penetrates the soil, and

ilottccs of Uoous.

Lowc'h Magazine of Natural Phil which

three numbers (Is. each) have appeared, should not be
called "A Popular History of Science," as we Sad it

designated on tbo till, page, lor it is entirely occupied
with meteorological plii'iiouii na, to whieb the author lias

long devoted his attention. No. 3 contuins a curious
ii- it of the effect of lightning on an Apple tree at

Leuton, with a woodcut. The lightning struck the top-

most twig of the tree, " but for the first .'! leet the only

injury occasioned was the scorching of the < xpanded
leaves. The lightning then began to plough a path
down the tree, of about half an inch wide, the frag-

ments forced out being in long strips of from '_' to 10

inches, and very jagged and splintery aUng the edges.
Two feet loner, tile fluid encountered an upright bough

;

here it struck deeper into the tree, and ceased cutting

the wood. Two feet lower, the lightning again ploughed
a path, the furrow gradually becoming wider and
deeper as it progressed. It then passed a small branch,
which, near the lobe, was entirely peeled. At 4 feet

from the ground, the marks of the lightning ceased, and
tbo only trace below this was in a shrub (Jlibct tan-
guincuni), which had a bough reaching within a foot of
the tree. Singular enough the bough bad all its leaves

scorched and burnt at 2 feet distance from the tree

struck, whilst that portion nearer remained uninjured.
From an examination it appeared evident that the flash

was a down stroke, which was met at 4 feet from the
ground by an up stroke, for all the pieces of woo 1 were
splintered downwards, except at 4 leet from the ground,
wdiere several were splintered upwards. The damage
done was greatest at 4 feet from the ground. The flash

was confined within very narrow limits ; in some places

leaves were uninjured only 2 inches distant from the

lightning furrow, yet in several places they were
scorched 3 feet off. Many examples of the American
Blight (Aphis lanigcra), were found uninjured within
half an inch of the lightning stroke. Within a dozen
yards of the tree struck, was another much taller, which
escaped injury. The tree does not appear to have
suffered in the slightest degree from the lightning

stroke, as it has grown vigorously, and ripened fruit."

Messrs Bradbury aud Evans have commenced the
issue of a beautiful edition of Thackeray's Miscella-
neous Works. The admirers of Vanity Fair, Pen-
dennis, Esmond, and the Newcomes have little remem-
brance of the brilliant or amusing contributions made
by our great novelist to periodical literature. The
Chronicle of tfie Drum, for instance, one of the best
ballads iu the language, has never been heard of by one
in a hundred of those who have beeu charmed by the
pages of the Newcomes ; and the same may be said of
the fatal boots, and the Adventures of Major Gahagao.
We are not surprised to hear that the present collec-

tion of similar loose papers has already met with a large
circulation.

Professor Downing has published a valuable treatise

on Hydraulics, as a Text-book for the students in the
School of Engineering, Trinity College, Dublin (8vo,
Lougmans). Relying in part on the formulae of D'Au-
buisson, and in part upon those of English engineers,
the author has produced a work which cannot fail to be
of the greatest value to all who are concerned in the
drainage of land, or the supply of towns with water, or
tile construction of canals, or the irrigation of tracts

rendered barren by dryness. Six well-executed litho-

graphic plates illustrate the principles which Prof.
Downing inculcates.

'
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&c, are the principal kinds culti-. I

"iy favourable Ui their growth. Carrol
and Celery, are equally good on this soil, but Aspararut
will not last many years ; raised bed* are now •

. t
.

for its cultivation. Pruned fruit trees edge the qatrtera.

Apple trees on reaching the cold ml
Pears are induced to a too luxuriant growth by the soil.

The borders fronting the walls have heen prepared for

fruit trees, in some instances by paring and &
but the south wall is appropriated to

to Apricot trees, which are in excellent bearing con-
dition. Many old Pear trees have been removed, and
replaced with the I" s: new sorts : the J . ly-uiae

Bonne, of Jeree., nd Marie Louite ripen well, and are
of good quality ; Winter Nelb>, Beorru liance, Easter
Beurre, Crassare, are exc-lleut on walls in this locality.

The Cnaumontel is worthless here. In the rr.

hothouses, which is divided into six eocapartinei

houses are devoted to Muscat Vines, the Grapes of
which are kept late in the season ; the last were cut
this year in April. The Vines are chiefly old aad
exhibit the unfavourable influence of the position. The
borders were originally made upwards of 6 feet deep

!

These are in the course of alteration. The Vineries,
when Grapes are not kept, are filled in the winter with
greenhouse plants, amongst which are a large quantity
of well set Camellias and A «!»««, a quantity of Pelar-
gonium crispitatum from seed which
variety of foliage and fragrince, and are invaluable in

making up bouquets. The old-fashioned brie'-; flues are
still in use here. A house for early Cucumbers and a
Pioe pit are situated behind the range to the west.

The gardener's house occupies a central position behind
the hothouses, and overlooks the garden : a portion of
the outside ground is devoted to pits and frames. Some
extensive orchards are also connected with the garden.

This garden, with respect to its walls and its broad aiid

ample walks, is the best kitchen carden we have seen,

with the exception of that at Frogmore. The stone

gothic-arched principal entrances (three in number)
with their elegant open-worked iron gates, flanked on
each side with octagonal buttressed piers, surmounted
by elegantly worked cupolas and fir. these

entrances a degree of architecture - :e and
great elegance. The same octagonal piers, surmounted
with similarly worked stone cupolas and nnials, piaced
at intervals in the east, south, and west wa^ls, are

ornamental, strengthen the walls, an: break the other-

wise long line of coping-stone on the: t

C-arden Memoranda.
Belvoir Castle, the Seat of his Grace the Dure

of Rctland.—In continuing our notice of this interest-

ing place, let us descend the castle hill towards the south
by a path which leads to the dairy, which is situated in

a cool spot at the base of the hill, sheltered by tall trees.

The dairy hovels and cow-houses adjoin the pasture

Miscellaneous.
Sale of Mr. Schrodcr'e Ordiids.—These were brou-ht

to the hammer by Mr. Stevens on Tuesday and Wed-
nesday last, and, as will be seen from
statement, realised good rricei. Aerides Sc: I

stated to be " the only plant ever imported of this the

finest species of Aerides known." fetched S9L St. ;

A.afnne, 262.; A. Lsr. ec-re. 242.; A. I
'lit-pmii, .4?. 10s.;

Vanda suavis, a magnificent specimen. 31?. It

teres, lOt. ; V. tricolor. lOi. ; V. cristata, 15?.; Sacco-
labium guttatum, a very fine plant, 224. Is. : 5. B.nmei,
7?. 10s. : Cymbidium ebnm?nm, 211; Phalsnopsis
amabiiis, 17.\ 10.-.; Lteiia cinaabarica, 17?. 10s.; L.
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ncei •. 5'- !*'-'• : OnoWiuiu Lwiceanura, stated "to he

the Bnesi Bpeeimeu of iho kind in cultivation," 161.;

mntocbilum, ">
. 5a ; 0. ampliatum iuajus, 51. 5s.;

Csttleya Moesiaa, 1" : C. QuiuJios, 8/.; 0. Skiuneri,
'

; Angrsecum caudatum, 101. j A. bilobum,

; Triehopilia suavig, 91.; T. tortilis, 11. 10s.; Dcn-

drabinm forniosum, SI. 13s.; D. moniliforme, 41. ; D. d<-u-

n. 12. ; D. nubile, 21. 1 5s. ; Ccelogyne Lowi, 6J.10s.;

Uilionia Candida graudiflora, 112. 10s.; M. speeta-

.; Galeandra baueri, 61. 15s. ; G. Devoniana, 6.'. 1 5s.

;

Cvpripediumbarbatam,5i. 15s.; Paphiniacristata,42.15s.;

Epidendrnm bicornutum, 3t 10s.; Cycnocbes barbatuui,

; Odontoglossum citrosmum, SL 15s-. ; O.grande,

; Soplironitis grundiflora, 51. ; Calantlie vestita,

the crimson-eyed variety, 22. ; C. veratrifolia, 3t. 10s. ;

Lycasle Skinneri, . : Scuticaria Steeli, 32. 15*. ;
Clijsis

grandiBora, 32.; Schomburgkia tibicinis, 32. 5s.

Other lots, of which there were in all 270, fetched from

1 1, to 32. per lot.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing iced.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoxsEitvATonv, &c—Chrysanthemums will, in most

instances, be the great attraction here at present, and

where these aie largely grown, which the}' should be

wherever there is a demand for flowers at this season,

they make a fine display and are worth every necessary

attention in order to preserve them in beauty as long

as possible. They are very impatient of a close rather

warm atmosphere, and if the house contains plaDts

iog this treatment theChrysanthemums should, as

far as practicable, be placed in the coolest part where

air eau be given freely on every favourable opportunity;

for exrept they can be rather freely exposed to the air

tile foliage will soon be attacked and disfigured by
jv, especially if the plants are well grown busby

specimens. Also see that they are never allowed to feel

tiie want of water at the root. Use fire-heat here only

wbeu absolutely necessary either to keep the temperature

from sinking too low or to dry the atmosphere. Attend

to former directions, endeavouring to have everything

neat and clean, and to set off the plants in bloom to the

greatest advantage. Greenhouse.— If not already done
get all the specimens neatly tied and arranged with the

least possible less of time, for even well-grown plants

are no great ornaments in a house unless they are kept
trim and orderly, and this cannot be done, save in the

ease of few plants, without staking. Endeavour, how-
ever, to do this work neatly, so that the stakes may not

be conspicuous ; and it is always a sign of bad work-
manship or something worse—bad culture—when the

stakes necessary to keep a specimen in form are at all

conspicuous. Ericas, or indeed any other plants re-

quiring more pot room, may be shifted as safely now,
perhaps, as at any other season, and notwithstanding

the prejudice which exists generally against repotting

hard-wooded plants during the dormant seasoD, most of

these may be shifted now with perfect safety, but care
must be exercised so as to have the ball and soil in the

right state as to moisture at the time of repotting, and
also iu the application of water during the winter.

But we do not recommend shifting plants at this season,

uules3 they are suffering through the want of pot room,
and there can be no doubt that a plant, the roots of
which can strike into fresh soil and accumulate food
during the winter will flower more strongly, or start into

growth more vigorously in spring than if it had been
starved for want of pot room until close upon its time of

•flowering or starting into growth, and the advantage of
getting large specimens repotted when the outside stakes
can be removed and the under branches tied out of the
way without any unnecessary labour, is worth considera-
tion. Look carefully after the Lescheiiaultias, and other
tender things which a'-e particularly liable to suffer from
damp at this season, and endeavour to protect them from
drip, and to afford them a sufficiently dry atmosphere,
to prevent their being injured. Attend to former direc-
tions as to watering, withholding it until it is really

wanted, and then giving a good soaking, for there is no
more certain means of milling plants than injudicious
watering at this season. Give air freely whenever the
weather is mild, but avoid letting cold easterly drying
winds blow over the plants, especially in the case of things

wh'ch have not well ripened their wood. Soft wooded
-plants, as Geraniums, Cinerarias, Calceolarias, &c, if

they must be wintered in the same house with Heaths
and other bard-wooded greenhouse plants, should be
kept as much by themselves as possible, as they will

require a somewhat closer temperature than the bard-
wooded plants ; but where circumstances admit, these
should occupy a house or pit by themselves. Cinerarias
and Geraniums intended fur late flowering will do very
well in a cold pit until severe weather sets in ; but those
intended for flowering early should be placed at once
where fire-beat can be used at will, so as to be able to
preserve the foliage from damp, &c. Hoses for early
forcing should be pruued by this time, and placed where
they will at least be safe from heavy ruins. Where
American and other shrubs are used for forcing, these
should be taken up and potted at once, placing them in
a cold pit until they are wanted for forcing, or a turf
pit where they can be protected Irom severe weather
by straw shutters, or any other covering will do.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The amount of li^ht is now insufficient to

allow of obtaining anything like healthy vigorous growth
in even the best heated and ventilated houses, and~there-

fore, the young stock should be kept quiet for some time

to come, using no more fire-heat than may be necessary

to maintain the temperature at about 60°, giving suf-

ficient air to keep the atmosphere rather dry, so as to

prevent weakly growth, and carry the plants over the

winter in a strong stocky state. Take every possible

care of the roots, however, maintaining a regular

bottom heat of about 75°, and keeping the soil about

the roots rather dry, but do not allow it to become un-

healthily so, as is often done, under the mistaken idea

that this is necessary to properly ripen the season's

growth. If the plants are expected to make vigorous

growth iu spring, the roots must be well cared

lor during the winter, keeping them in a healthy

state by careful watering and a moderate tempe-
rature, for although Pines are, perhaps, the most
accommodating plants with which we have to do they

are often injured by bad treatment in winter. Let the

same attention bo paid to the watering of these which

is bestowed upon stove plants generally, withholding it

until it is absolutely necessary, and then giving sufficient

to thoroughly moisten the whole of the soil, and with

proper attention to the temperature of the atmosphere
and soil, the plants will be in first-rate condition

for making rapid and vigorous growth in spring.

Vineries.—Where ripe Grapes are wanted early in

spring, forcing must be commenced at once. Attend to

former directions, and endeavour to get the root action

a little iu advance of the top ; also secure plenty of

moisture in the atmosphere, either by means of a bed

of fermenting materials inside the house, or in some
other more convenient manner, for there will be no
moving Vines at the present season without a thoroughly

moist atmosphere, particularly those that have not been
started eo early formerly. It the roots are outside the

house the border must be well protected from the

weather by means of wooden shutters or some other con-

trivance, and a little warmth must also be communi-
cated to the soil. This is best done by having the border
chambered, and hot water pipes under, which is doubt-
less the most economical arrangement in the end ; but,

in the absence of this, fermenting materials must be
used. Let these be covered with something to throw off

wet, and keep the fermentation as steady as possible.

Do not exceed 50° at night by fire heat, raising it about
10° during the day, and with sun-heat an increase of
20° may be allowed. Figs.—Keep trees that have
ripened their wood cool and airy, but do not expose
them to frost, particularly where the future crop is

visible. Get the trees thoroughly cleaned and painted,

and the house put in readiness for forcing by the time
when it may be wanted.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUEBERIES.
If not already done, get the planting of the beds with

their winter and spring occupants finished as soon as
possible, in order to give the plants the advantage of any
chance which may still remain of making a few active

roots before severe weather sets in. Also take advantage
of dry days to clean and trim up shrubbery borders and
American beds, &c, for the winter. If it is intended to

transplant any of the shrubs, or to make any alterations,

get this done first, so as to avoid having to tread upon
and disfigure the ground after having put it iu order for

the winter. Avoid deep digging among the roots of
shrubs, unless it is desirable to cheek their growth, and
where the plants are well established, digging amongst
them should be confined to the ground seen from the
walks, and this should be dug very lightly, merely
loosening the surface soil so as to give it a fresh neat
appearance. Where the soil is not very suitable for

Rhododendrons and other American plants a good dress-

ing of leaf-soil mixed with thoroughly rotten manure
will be of great service to these ; and any unhealthy
plants should be taken up, and the ground well prepared
by mixing a liberal quantity of the compost with the
soil where it is to be planted, which will be a more
effectual cure than surface dressings. Rose stocks
should be procured and planted at once, and where it is

intended to remove the tender kinds of Roses to some
sheltered situation, this had also better be done soon.
The hardier kinds may be procured from the nursery
and planted, and the sooner these are had in the better
the chance will be of getting good plants. In planting
standards let these be staked at once, for this kind of
work, when once left, is sometimes neglected until the
plants suffer. Roll lawns frequently, to keep the
surface hard and smooth, and prevent the Grass getting
covered with worm casts. Gravel walks will also
require the same attention.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Any planting of young trees, or removing of others

which may yet remain to be done, should be proceeded
with as expeditiously as possible, for the sooner this

kind of work is finished for the season the less trouble
will be required in watering next spring and summer.
Pruning and nailing should now be expeditiously pro-
ceeded with every fine day, if at the expense of de-
laying some of the other work which can be done with
less discomfort in any state of the weather than nailing,

for it is most important to get this work done when
the weather is mild. Nailing is a cold enough job
for even a warm winter's day, but to turn
men out to it in very cold or wet weather and expect
them to do a fair day's work indicates bad management,
and a want of anything like due regard to the welfare
of the workmen. Look over the fruit stores frequently
to see that all is keeping well, and remove any tainted

with disease so as to prevent the mischief from spread-
ing. A good stock of the Lettuces fit for use should be

put into cold frames or turf pits where they cau be

protected from frost by means of straw shutters or

some other efficient covering ; also see to securing a
good supply of Endive for winter use. Cauliflowers

coming in must be frequently examined, and those not

wanted for use should be taken up and stored until

wanted, for these cannot be safely trusted to the weather
after this season. Take advantage of frosty mornings
to get manure wheeled on where it is wanted, and get

all spare ground trenched and ridged up as soou as

possible.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CBISWICK. NEAR LONDON,
b'urthe week ending Nov.22, 1855,aB observed at the Horticultural Gardens
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2 (eel
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Friday If. v 30.23-1 :uus; 47 o- 37.0 47 4S S.W.
Satnr. 1?l 8 30.223 3iU8i •17 42 41.5 AA 48 N.E.
Sunday l.sl 9 30.171 30.1G0 47 39 -3.0 41 47* N.E.
VIon.. 19 M an.oeo 3U.010 47 38 42.5 45*

45ft

47 E.
Tiiea, 2ii ll 30.003 29.*; l 4( 37 40.5 47 NE.
Wed. 21 1

12 2!f.9s9 29.835 43 39.5 44 47 N.E.
Thurn. 22 13 29.S2S 29.734 42 27 34.5 4i> 47 NJh

^vrnire . 30.059 31.0' 45.3 33.1 40.2 45,S 47.3

iv. 16—Dense tot; foggy ; cloudy ; irosty at night.
— 17— F'ne; cloudy throughout.
— 18—Hazy, cloudy; rain at night.
— 19 — Bain; drizzly.
— 20— Slight rain; drizzly with easterly haze; fine.
— "1—Overcast and cold ; drizzly.
— 22— Drizzly; overcast; line at night.

Mean temperature of the week 13 deg. below the average.

RECORD OP THK WEATHER AT CH1SWICK,
During the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Dec. 1,1855.
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The highest temperature during the above period
1S.S—therm. Gj deg.; and the loweRt on the 29th, 1816—

'Curred on the 23thi

therm. 16 deg.

Notices to Correspondents.
Atropa Mandragora: ABC. The roots of this are a powerful

narcotic poison, acting as an aoiesthetic, like chloroform, in

small doses.

Books: Tyro. Neill's Flower, Fruit, and Kitchen Garden may
possibly answer your purpose.^

Beech Trees: J. Mathison. These and Spruce Firs maybe re-

moved, although they are 10 or 12 feet high, if proper precau-

tions are taken; not, however, if they are to be packed and
sent to a distance, subject to all the accidents of remaining
long out of the ground. In all such cases the expense is greater

than the result justifies, except where some special object is

in view ; nor is anything really gained, for younger trees will

soon overtake the old ones. The Winter garden is published

by Bradbury & Evans. Yon must remember that Beech trees

are among the most difficult to remove.
Cucumber Pit: T P. Rough stable dung well mixed with leaves

and thrown into a heap to heat lor a few days before you in-

troduce it into your pit will answer perfectly. You can easily

keep it moist near the flue by watering it occasionally when it

appears to be getting too dry. It will be less likely to

harbour insects and fnngi than tan.J

Dioscobea: J. Any respectable nurseryman can now supply it.|

Hemitilia : J R. We will make inquiry and send you word.

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have
or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be
sent ns at one time.—Doz. Tradescantia axillaris. Observe
its beautiful stupose filaments.

Names of Fruits : / C W. 1, Manks Codlin ; 2, Hoary Morning

;

3, Bmddick's Nonpareil; 4, BeurreDiel; 5, Passe Colmar; 6, Bezi
deMotte; 7, Winter Bon Chretien ; 8, Chaumontel; 9, Flemish
Beauty; 10, Hacon's Incomparable; 11, Ryraer; 12, Court of

\Vick.- W G.2, Bedfordshire Foundling; 1, Knight's Monarch;

3, Marie Louise; 4, Napoleon; 9, Beurre Diel.—H J H. Your
long-keeping dessert Apple is not known, Your best mode of

propagating from the tree is to take off cuttings in January;
put their ends in the earth till March, and then whip-graft, or

get a nurseryman tn do it for you on proper stockB.

—

WD S. 1, Pearson's Plate; 2.4, Scarlet Nonpareil; 3, like

Cockle Pippin; 6, Wyken Pippin; 7, Yellow Ingestrie; S,

Duchesse d'Angouleroe ; 9. Brown Beurre; 10, Bezi d'Heri

(stewing;; 12, Passe Colmar; 13, Winter Nelis; 14, Beurre

Ranee; 15, Beurre Diel; 16, Old Colmar.—W Sharp. Your
Fig appears to be the Black Marseilles.—Rudolph. 2, Golden

Pippin ; 3, Passe Colmar; 4, Piles Russet ; 5, Winter Pearmain

;

7, Hawthornden; 8, King of the Pippins.—J A B. 1, Seckel;

2, Doyenne Gris; 2, Beurrd de Capiaumont; 4, 14, Duchesse

d'Angonleme; 5, Winter Nelis; 6, 16, Passe Colmar; 7, Ca-

tillac; 8, Beurre Diel; 9, Napole'on ; 11, Passe Colmar;

12, Bequesne Musque; 13, Autumn Colmar; 15, 18, 20,

Vicar of Winkfield; 22, Rouse Lench; 23, Fondante d'Au-

tomne; 24, Doyenne" Blanc; 25, Downton ; 26, Ross Nonpa-
reil; 28. Wormsley Pippin; 29, Minchal Crab; 30, Margil;

32, Hollow- crowned Pippin; 33, Adams's Pearmain; 34,

Lemon Pippin; 35, Royal Russet
||

Plantations in Wales \ R G T. Sow Furze to windward, so as

to get early she'ter, and plant the land with Pinus austriaca.

Pinaster, Evergreen Oaks, Larches. Sycamores, Elms, Hazel.

If Laricio Pines can be easily had they miurht be added for the

sake of the rapidity of their frrowth. Underwood may be

formed with Tamarisks, Broom, Hollies, and Mountain Ash.
The other question is sent to the Agricultural Editor.

Plums: A B. The Blue Imperatrice will succeed perfectly well

on a north wall in the east of Suffolk.]:

Qukkcus sessilielora : Quercus. It and its varieties come quite

true from seed. We speak from personal knowledge.

Tan : A correspondent at Halsall, Ormskirk, writes that he can
get no tan because " they dry it and grind it for some purpose."

Can any one inform us what that purpose is?

Vines: M N. Your white Muscats of Alexandria are blotched

and shrivelled exactly like many others of the same sort this

season, probably owing to the coldness of the ground in the

early part of the season. It is a sort that requires more heat

than most others do. At the time of setting it. should be kept
at a high temperature—75° or 80° at least. You must adopt

means to keep the roots above the level of the stagnant water
of the pond in the vicinity of your border; and you must also

endeavour to keep the latter warm by plenty of fermenting

materials. The Apple is not known.
1]
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Supei pho
-s- phato of Lime, nIi.i'jlii) of Hoda, Sugar bcum, and <;v.ry
description nr Artificial Manuros, Linseed Cakes, *.o.

Wm. Inoms Cajuus, JO, Mark Lano, London.

'VllK FOLLOWING MANURES are manufactured
-* at Mr. Lawks' Factory, Dop/ford Crook: Turnip Mannro,

11. per ton; Siiuorphnsplialo of Llmo, 7/.; Bulplmrlo A<l>i and
t)o|in.llirai, w. onirai, «!), Kim; William Street, City, London

N.U. Oonulna Poruvlan Guano, guaranteed to conl 10 nor
cunt, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Sulpliato of Ammonia, and
other Chemical Manures.

hpiIE LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITKU
1 PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MAMIIUH FOR m m m ;

HOWINO. Thla Manure, composed of blood, animal Hoi
and dissolved bones wiih sllloateMn most strongly rci moi I

to tin! notice of Agriculturists, it contains from v lo i< i" . cenl
of oltrngcn, In a form yielding on)i in by slow dot position
mill Is tlieroforo particularly adaptod fur Wliont. The ciunnllty
required Is 2 to owt. por acre drilled In with tin. sood. Price,
pur tun, II. ]{>.<{. In I.oilltilll.

PERUVIAN GUANO, FISHERY SALT, and ovory otliorMANliun mi best terms, strictly warrantod,
_ 40, llrldgii Street, Itlnck friars. H. Punflltn, Hit.

A RTIFIClAL MANURKS, &«.— Mnnulhctiirerlnnd
-ii othors engaged In making AKTIFIOIAL MANURES may
obtain every necessary Instruction for tholr economical and
efflolont preparation, by applying to .I.e. Nhbdit, F.Q.S., &c,
Principal of tbe Agricultural and 01 loal College IConnington
London. Analysus of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphate Lime
Ooprolltes, &o„ and Assays of Gold, Sllvor, and otlior Mlnorals,
are executed with accuracy arid dispatch, Gentlemon dosl a

of receiving Instructions In Chemical Analyses and Assaying
will liinl ample laclllty and accommodation at the Oolloge,

DRAIMINC BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOI GH
al prions vary Ing.accordliig lo depth ami distance, from to. to bi 10*
per aore, Inolualvo of tiles, main drains, and all other exponsos.
Contracts executed with urcst rapidity, and tiles manufactured
oil tl t. whnr i l n lil, clav exists Toniplo (into, llrlstol.

l> R A I N A C E. OF LAND.
TA/1 R.J. JOHNSON, Drainage Engineer, in desirous
J-'J to undortako the Drainage of Land by Contract or Com-
mission, Temporary Tileries erected In any part of England,
and Drain I'ipes manufactured at moderate prices, Every descrip-
tion of IlrniniiKii Tools.—Abingdon Street, Westminster,

DRAINAGE OF LAND, BOCS, ETC
T\/[R. HUMI1KRT, of Watford, Herts, supported
-I' I by unquestionable references nod testimonials, offers his
sorvlcos to proprietors about to oxecuto works of drainage, which
lie will undertake personally to layout ami superintend, and to
supply tho forms and attendances necessary to obtain the
certificate of tho Inclosure Commissioners where such is re-
quired, at a charge of 5s, per aero and his travelling expenses:
or he will contract to perform tho whole work to the satisfaction
of tliu Commissioners at a fixed price per aero. Mr. Humuim
(having been mom tlom 10 years established in business as a
Surveyor and Land Agent) 1ms found that wet lieavv soils can
be usually, carefully, ami thoroughly drained, with pipes 4 feet
deep. At Al. Pel' Acre am i UP'vnrdw, inclusive ,,f every expense.

(jWrlliKS OKSEITLEL) liSTATKS nnd OT11KKS
^s desirous of availing themselves of tlte various recent. Acts
of Parliament, by which tlioy may charge their Estates with
money expended in the Improvement, Conversion, and Reclama-
tion of Land, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosing,
making Farm-roads, Clearing, tho erection of Farm-buildings
and Machinery, Planting and other Agricultural Improvements,
are respectfully Informed that Messrs. IIkwitt Davis & FkahcIs
Vioers undertake to advise and furnish Plnns ami Estimates,
.and if required, will contract to do the works, and dispose of the
Kent charges, —3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, Louden.
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THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM.
PKOVEMENT COMTANY

Officos,52, Parliament Street, London.
TIi'n'ky Kkr Sevmisb, Esq., M.P., Chairman.

Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.
•George T. Clark, Esq.

.John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P.
Sir William Cubitt, F.B.S.
Henry Ciirrie, Esq.
Thomas Edwavd Dicey, Esq,

William Fisher Uobbs, Esq.
Edward J. Ilntcbins, Esq., M.P
Sir S.uunel Morton Peto, Bart.
William Tite, Esq.. M.P.
William Wilshere, Esq.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci

litate tbe Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,
or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.
3. Thy Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL UK AFFORDKD IN EITHER CASK.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,
bo charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements ami
THiRTy-ONF. years for Fakm Buildings, whereby tho instalments
•will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford. Sec

q^HE LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.—
-i- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—53, for England
and Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1854—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c., Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; (and Lessees
tor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c. f

are enabled, by way of Loan
from tho Company, or by their uwn funds, to execute and
charge on the Lands improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of '25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
<ourses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on tho banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in 'he High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery "for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings, &c., Water-wheels,
Tanks, Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the
Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the
Inclosure Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the sole judges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
a common Outfall— Roads through the District—Water power.
&c. Tho Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is
of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of "the
Plans and of tho execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-
sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napier, Manag
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.
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Now if we examine a Turn'p that haa ran in

oner mentioned, we »hall n»ua.

poueat a ^m^ll an'I ill formed t<ulli, 1

forked or fingered, which will be bard and woody
in ils texlnre, and altogether m.fit f..r nae. In

examples of this kind, th<

to a reversion to Ihe original wild form, and wer«
we to allow these to seed and sow aoch -

or three seasons, the result, as we i I from
ex]ierinient, will be an altogether Dfeleaa annual,

and in fact a wild plant.

If we carefully examine any field of Ton.
:

shall find some evid-nce« of . _ ' as in
' a community however pi. jnally] —

-

- \ a. » >*» .. meet with a savace. 'Ihe pku -veral

€Mt StfinCttltttVSl (bVtitttt. heads and forkd roots all belong to a degenerate
class, as a proof of which we have only to employ
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1855. seed from these to produce a crop, not merely an
i exceptional individual, of worthies* roots, I

here perhaps a better form may rarely be met with.

This disposition to grow fork-rooted and mal-
formed specimens in some districts and nnder some
circumstances is exc-edinply common, and has given

Mr. Caird has again written to the Times on the

yield of the past harvest, and in defence of his

former estimate of it. He adduces his own expe-
rience, for which Mr. Stiuge had asked. Hi:

Wheat crop has yielded 36 bu*hels an acre on stiff rise to the name of finger and toe t

land in Wigtonshire and 26 bushels an acre on light and though with this have been included malforma-
land in Kent, both full average crops. One of the tions from several other causes to be hereafter

statistical divisions of a Scottish county returns described, we shall now enter in'o a more exact

4 bushels per acre over last year as the yield of description of finger and toe in Turnips and roots

this year's Wheat crop. in general, restricting that term to malformations of

Of 167 reports published in the Agricultural outline, arising from degeneracy of nroV.h, and not

Gazette in August, 122 describe the crop at or ahove applying it to mechanical injuries—such lor example
an average ; and of 89 reports i;iven in the Hark as those by insects in or-

Lane Express in September, 6!) are equally favour-

able. On all these grounds Mr. Caird retains his

opinion of the yield of the crop.

Then as to its extent :—drainage and good cul-

tivation and guano have rendered farmers less

tbe slaves of rotations than they were. The

In the Journal of the Roy:; y 5 ciety,

vol. xv., and afterwards in the Aaricvl'ural Gazette.

will be found an account of some experiment-

growth of roots ; and although the roots experi-

mented upon were Parsnips and Carrots, yet from
these were deduced the fullowing facts as applied

seed time of last year was at a period of rising to roots in general, including the different varieties

markets and of every other circumstance which of Turnip :

—

could recommend an extension of" the Wheat crop.

It only needs that the 570.000 farmers of this

country extend their Wheat crop 2 acres a-piece to

produce all the increased acreage for which Mr.
Cairo contends. And it is not necessary to suppose,

1st. A tap root, of which the bulboid Turnip is

bnt a variety, with a clear and nnbrancbed outline,

is not natural to roots, but can only be attained

from wild plants by careful cultivation.

2d. In cultivating wild roots the first attemr

as his " reviewers" have, that he imagined this ex- present enlarged examples, not only in the central

tension to have been effected at the expense of the
Bariey. The fact that the price of Barley, which
though high has not risen like that of Wheat, indi-

cates an undiminished yield of that grain, is not
inconsistent with his theory. On all these grounds,
then, he maintains its soundness.

It thus appears that Mr. Caird 's opinion was not
formed hastily or without due consideration of the
various influences aitVctiog the state of the corn

market ; and accordingly he gives it for his advice

or tap roots but in the lateral branches; while, by
carefully choosing seeding examples from those in

which the tap root presents the best outline, we shall

gradually arrive at the form we require ; and here

it should be borne in mind that the production of

good sorts of vegetables requires as much a' tent ion

to points as the breedicc of improved kin is of cattle.

3d. As therefore a branching of roots is a necessary

condition of the passage from wild to en '

axamples, so we conclude that this branching in

that with Wheat between 80s. and 90.*. the quarter cultivated sons is the result of degeneracy, or

the English farmer would be wise to sell. " It is just reversion in a greater or less extent to their original

possible that by themouthsof May and.Tune America, wild form.

which has already made a good beginning, may pour Xow the degeneracy here spoken of is qnite

into our markets the surplus of an abundant crop, as distinct from that distortion of form which res

she has done before when prices were far less from injuries by insects, as the latter r:.. sitae]

tempting than they are now." I est sorts however carefully selected and tended,

We only add that our correspondents in the giving rise to the true Anbury, to be described in a
north, so far as we have received returns, corroborate . future paper, while the branching of roots from

Mr. Caird's report—but the statistical reports for
j
degenerate growth is the result of, among others,
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,
and however formidable his to Mr. Wilkins, under the surface : bv the more

frequent employment of seed from a

poorer district ;
(c), bad cultivation ;

an

frequent repe icion of die crop. This malformation ^^ —.^ (f Ciin
-

v , eti()IJ) than a mere statement of

then is/'.\ toe, being merely a forked 01
opinion9j however well formed or well expressed. But

further
, tQ ascerla ;n facts w;tn correctness, experiments require

to be carried out with the utmost care and fairness.

This I endeavoured to do last year, and gave to the

public the results with every needful particular. And
again ibis year I have beeu induced to make a precisely

, similar series of experiments, and throughout have en-

In unde r_ and toe, therefore, n is
deavoured t0 observe t ile strictest impartiality. I append

,, the force of facts acquired by aetual experiment. Hence
bad '*aUo^ffld(fl,at™ .

(^^ ^ & ^.f\e nB/ration of facts is always far

distinguished by the following important charac

teristics :

—

(a). Finger and toe is common to all root crops

(h). Anbury is onlyformed in the Turnip crop

—
t- -ps •—I/i\ degenerate seed * (o) the a man's sentiments may be, n

i her in a prejudices may appear, they must of necessity yield to obvious and inartificial mode adopted by our forefathers,
" of spreading the solid manure on the surface, and incor-

porating that with the soil, leaving to natural agents its

decomposition and ultimate solution ready for appro-
priation by the roots of plants.

The most rational and approved theory of manuring
plants is the same as that for the feeding of animals,

viz , to provide a gradual, moderate, and regular supply
of food, rather than occasional supplies of highly nutri-

tious and exciting food. We contend, that for all the

ordinary crops of the farmer, the advantages of manur-
ing by laying on the solid manure in the autumn, on
clean land, and ploughing it in, are not exceeded by any
other system. The result of this is gradual decomposition
in the soil, and solution by rain, and the continued
absorption by the roots of all those elements of the

manure essential to the nutrition of the plant, and by
which it is thus fed from hour to hour during the period

of growth.

In the number of the Gardeners' Chronicle before

referred to the superior effect of Mr. Wilkins' subter-

raneous irrigation is evidenced by the production of a
loDg red Mangold Wurzel, weighing 14 lbs. 14 oz. ; by a
single Carrot having been found to weigh 1 lb. by virtue

of the liquid manuring, while the best he had on the

ordinary plan (by which we presume he means solid

manuring) only weighed 7 oz. ; and he further states

that some Lucerne yielded five cuttings under the liquid

system, while the same plant on the ordinary system

only necessary to carefully examine any n-iu °t
a tab ie showing full p ,irticll iars f these different trials,

the common and Swedish Turnips to acquaint us
tQe ,vno ie of whjeh were made with Mangolds.

with the fact, that « hile some of the specimens will But i mav nere observe, that this year I also made a

he faultless in form, others will show many signs
, precisely similar class of experiments with Coleseed, and

of degeneracy, and it is well known that if we ' although I cannot furnish actual results, as such a crop

choose the former for seeding, we shall make more ! cannot be tested by the weighing machine as the Man-

certain of a true future crop than if we chose the golds can, I may, however, state that the water-drill

latter • and indeed the most casual observer, if he produced from 30 to 50 per cent, more seed than the

has much of this sporting in form, will complain
j

dry-drill, all other things being equal. I ought also to

that his seed is not true.
remark that all these several experiments, as well as

neighbourhood, and who can bear testimony to the

perfect accuracy of my statements. Upon referring to

the table below, it will be seen that in Nos. 1, "2, & 3,

there is considerable less produce per acre, from both

drills, than in Nos. 4 & 5. This arises entirely from

the fact that in Nos. 1, 2, & 3, the soil is of a very hot only yielded two cuttings. It so happens that we are

gravelly nature, and cousequently much less adapted for
^

enabled to place in juxtaposition some results of that

the growth of Mangolds than Nos. 4 & 5, where the sub- ordinary system. We picked up and cleaned and weighed

soil is cool and moist, and the land necessarily much a dozen Carrots out of a 4-acre piece, which weighed

less affected by drought. But notwithstanding this,
, 56 lbs., being nearly 5 lbs. on an average, the heaviest

Nos. 2 & 3 are soils of greatly superior quality to
j
weighed 7 lbs. We then tried a dozen Orange Globe

Nos. 4 & 5 for general farming purposes. I feel it im-
j

Mangolds, which do not attain the weight of the Long
portant to offer these few explanatory observations, Red ; they weighed 121 lbs., averaging about 10 lbs.

although the relative merits of the two drills are in no each, the heaviest having weighed 15 lbs. We then

degree affected by these peculiar circumstances.
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those of the Mangolds, were inspected and carefully
Almost any Turnip field will afto.d us examples I

by sevelfa i practical farmers, resident in the
of that degeneracy m the Turnip m which instead

| .. ., u/.j __., f£._ _._ u J;„.: *„ *i,„

of merely one central axis of growth upwards, we
have the development of many stems ; this, like

finger and toe. is equally the result of degeneracy,

and, like it, is alwaj s the case in the first attempt

at civilising a wiid example ; indeed it is generally

accompanied by linger and toe.

In other cases, again, we have examples in which,

both in root and herbage, there is move the appear-

ance of Rape—doubtless the result of a downward
tendency in an aggravated degree to the wild

Brassica, of which the Swede is but a hybridised

variety.

All Swede crops may have examples of this kind
;

nay, the seed from a single individual may present

sports of many forms, according to the circumstances

of the growth of seed, and of the after*cultivation

of the plant ; this latter fact is particularly observ-

able where the seed is own-grown and planted in the

same soil, especially if the soil be poor and no
manure be employed, and it becomes still more
observable if the process be repeated.

Hybrids derived from species, as the Swede, are

much more liable to finger and toe than those

obtained by hybrids of mere varieties, as the various

sorts of Turnip ; and hence forked roots in the former

will ever be found to be much more general than in

the latter.

The experiment recorded in our first paper on
the seed of the Turnip, in which hybrids were
produced by growing Rape and Seeding-Turnips

in proximity, resulted in the production of what
we mny term hybrid Rape, in which we had the

glaucous smooth herbage which characterises this

plant, as distinct from the brighter green rough

leaves of the Turnip, united with a disposition

to a bulbing of the stem, which presented a

large increase of cellular matter over that which
ordinary Rape would possess : and here, too, with

this more succulent stem was a forked growth of

root. In this we have a case of progression to the
Swede form of Turnip, which is marked by its

similarity to retrogression or degeneracy in our

finger-and-toe examples when under cultivation.

That the effects here described are the result of

degeneracy may be further shown by an inquiry

into the nature of soil and district in which finger

and toe is most prevalent. Wherever we meet with
this malformation we shall assuredly have some, if

not all, of the following attendant circumstances.
It is constant in poor soils, in which Carrots,

Parsnips, and Mangold Wurzel will also be liable to

the same distortion.

In these it greatly increases by a frequent re-

petition of the crop in the same plac^, and still more
rapidly from the use of own-grown seed.

It will he fonnd, though to a less extent, in better

land, if any of the circumstances usually attendant
upon degeneracy be present. LIQUID MANURING.

Here, then, it seems clearly established that
SoME observations m the Gardeners' Chronicle of the

fincerand toe is simply a malformation of growth
3d lnst on

,

an a"f^d new mode °f apP'J'm; liquid

aiising from degeneracy ; and hence, as we sh ,U (

manure, and many in former numbers of the J ora«Z«W
*,„.. „r. - r i.i j- j.- t e i i

trazeife on this subiect are calculated to impress a certainhereafter see, ,s perfectly distinct from Anbury, i,
asB of om. a ^ultural bretbrell who

P
trust to whatwhich latter is more general in nch land and in I

,hey read) ratn|r than t0 their own careful observation
good turnip districts.

I and experience, with the notion that liquid manuring in

the shape of supra-terraneous or sub-terraneous irriga-

tion is essential to successful production generally.

There is no doubt of the productive power of this mode

p 2,
O "-! p p

2 3.3

tried a dozen Swedes, whieh weighed 126 lbs., the

heaviest of which also weighed 15 lbs.

Now, there is nothing remarkable in these weights,

excepting as compared with those grown under the

most approved mode of liquid manuring. We wrote to

a gentleman at Gloucester, who had been in the habit of

growing the Long Red Mangold on the solid manure sys-

tem, to inquire whether he had ever succeeded in raising

a root weighing 14 lbs. 1 4 oz. Thereply is as follows : "We
grew them from 20 to 28 lbs. ; the heaviest we remem-
ber to have grown weighed 33 lbs., which we presented

to a gentleman who was rather hard of belief, for exhi-

bition at his Farmers' Club."

Mr. Mechi states his growth of Mangold this year at

28 tons per acre, but he does not state how this weight

was ascertained. It is we know grown on the liquid

manure system above ground. The state of the roots

when weighed, and the mode of estimating the weight

vary so materially, that in the absence of such details

no comparison can be instituted. We had in one field

12 acres of the Yellow Globe Mangold, manured in the

usual way last autumn. The crop was topped in the

field, and then loaded into a set of Scotch carts of equal

size, just as many as would ride without falling off. The
number of loads was set down—one of them was shot,

and the roots cleaned and then weighed, and the weight

of the crop thus ascertained was 23-^ tons per acres.

This is a very moderate crop when compared with many
accounts of which we read, and of which we entertain

doubts of the accuracy from the various modes of ascer-

taining them, some of which are very fallacious. In
this case the roots were generally fine, unusually close

in the rows, and there was not a spot in the whole field

uncovered, and the crop had been estimated by as many
as exceeding 30 tons. Charles Lawrence, Cirencester.

I must thank you for your kindness in permitting me
to trespass so largely upon your space. Alfred S. Huston,
Wenny Road, Chattens.

DRY-DRILL versus WATER-DRILL.

A SOUND POTATO CROP.
In the end of March 1852 I planted 5 acres of York

Regent, and 4 of Irish cup Potatoes,—the seed of the

former variety having been grown in Easter Ross, and

of the latter in Wester Ross ; but each on lighter land

than that in which they were planted. In both cases

the roots delivered to me had passed through an inch-

and-a-half riddle ; and after delivery I had them passed

over an inch riddle, and all under one inch in diameter

were laid aside. From a few of the Potatoes two sets were

got, but from the greater part ouly one ; and each tuber

from which only one set was got had a few of the eyes

cut out, with the view of preventing the growth of too

many shoots.

The field in which these Potatoes were planted consists

of a free dry loam, and has an open, southern exposure.

In the end of 1851 it was broken up with a strong

furrow from one year's Grass (which had been cut for

hay and afterwards pastured). The crop preceding was
Wheat ; and as the land was out of heart by previous

heavy cropping, I was induced to try Potatoes, whereas
otherwise 1 should have taken Oats. The sets were

The water-drill has now ceased to be a novelty. Since ' of manuring in the case of the perennial Grasses, and I planted from 10 to 12 inches apart, and ploughed down
every third furrow, with Peruvian guano applied at the

rate of 3 cwt. per acre in the same furrow as the sets.

The whole field was then harrowed and rolled, and left

thus till the young plants showed themselves, when I

had the earth pared away, and a drill grubber passed

last year its use, in (his neighbourhood, has been very other Bucculents of which successive cuttings are re-
greatly extended

;
and opinions relative to its value on quired during the season ; but we have as yet seen no

our fen sods have undergone a thorough change. Many evidence of any advantage whatever havins been derived
who last year regarded it with a good deal ot suspicion ' by the cereal, grain, or root crops, from this application.
and apprehension, have smce been led to acknowledge All manuring is, in fact, liquid manuring, for there ..

its merits and have pronounced favourably of its effects is not a plant whieh absorbs its food in any other than
,

between the rows— care being taken not to approach
where it has been submitted to a trial. And I feel fully a fluid or gaseous state. Not one of them can consume the young plants too closely, either in paring orgrubbing.
persuaded, that the more extensively the water-drill is solid manure. The real question is, in what shape we 1 In a few days thereafter they were carefully hand-hoed;
UBed,and the more thoroughly and impartially its worth, can place the requisite food before a plant most effec-

;
the weeds near to the stems of the plants were pulled

as compared wuh the dry-drill, is tested, the more tually and economically '—whether by artificial solution away with the hand; and when all the weeds were
largely will it gain esteem and favour. And whatever in tanks, to be distributed on the surface, or according withered, the plants were earthed up with a double-
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uld plough, ami left in that condition till 1,1m; Potatoes
n: lifted

Tho whole crop, but especially the Mali cap Potatoes,

)w moat vigorously, and kept croon till towards tho

(1 of August, at which lime the hIirwh ol'tho cups word

t less Hum <l feet high ; and while these Potatoes

ire green and healthy, nil those planted with dung hi

c usual manner worn blackened and withered away,
d tlio crop wan a complete failure. Wi'h rare excep-
ms thin won tlio e'ise, not only on my own farm, but
'or tho district. Tlio l'oiatoon which were laid down
|ith guano in the manner already stated, wore taken up
|, tho second week of October, and put into long narrow
mps—notpits—covered with straw, and just enough of

irtb to prevent the straw being blown away. After
'ing thus for a fortnight, they were hand-picked. Tho io

xcooding one and a bull' inch in diameter wore laid

tide for Halo
; those ngain from that side down io one

tch in diameter wore separated lor seed; and ail tho

mailer, diseased, and broken roots were given to the pic,".

In the end of October the PotntoeB were stored for the
/inter, by being laid on tho surface of a piece of ground
ying to tho south, in long beans 3j feel al the base by
bout 2 foot high. Tho heaps, till within o' inehes of tho
idgo, were covered with Wheat-straw, over whioli was
aid a thick coaling of earth. The ridges were thatched
with drawn straw, the ends of the thatch lining brought
)vcr (lie earth already laid on, and a small quantity of
mould, carefully smoothed down, being placed above
thorn to retain the thatch in its plnco. The ridge was
thus loft open for ventilation, while it was at the same
time perfectly water-tight. In tho end of December a
slight covering of horse-dung was spread over the heaps,
which completely preserved tbo Potatoes from frost.
The bulk of the Regent Potatoes was delivered in the

end of November I 852, and of the cup Potatoes in the
beginning of March 1.853 ; but a considerable proper
tion of both kinds was left as stored till towards the end
of March. In each ton delivered, whether in November
or March, there wan not a peck of diseased roots, and
this was tbo case also with those laid aside for seed.
Both varieties were all along treated alike, and the yield
was as follows :- Tn . ct . qr . Tn cti nr ,

1st. York Recent Potatoes—Gross per acre 3 It
Of thin quantify, thoro wore, of Pota-

toes cxo-ciline. H inch in ilhimolor 2 18
Of Potatoes from 1 to 1 J iuoh in diain. 14
Of small, brokou, nud disoaseil ... 4

8 n o

2ct. Irish cup Potatoes— Gross por aero ...

Of this quantity thoro were, of Pota-
toes exceeding u inch In diameter 2 18 2

Of Potatoes from 1 to 1J inch in diam. 112
Of small, broken, and diseased ... 6

The money vuluo being :

—

Ton. ct. qr.
York Regents ... 2 13 nt SOs. por ton

Ditto ... 14 at 60s. „

4 5

4 5

. £10 12.220

Ton. ct. qr.
Irish cups ... 2 18 2 at 63s. per ton

Ditto ... 1 12 at 60s. „

£9 4 3
3 4 6

£12 8 9

I would not, at the present date, have reported on the
result of this crop, were it uot that, from the compara-
tive success I met with in it, I was induced in the
following year to try whether or not I could grow
Potatoes after a white crop with guano alone. The re-

turn, as compared with that I had from a fair applica-

tion of dung, was so satisfactory, that in spring 1854 1
planted a considerable extent of the fallow break with
Regent Potatoes, allowing from 4A to 5 cwt. Peruvian
guano to the acre in the drill. I at the same time laid

down some acres of tile same variety with ordinary
court manure, applied in the drill, at the time of planting,

at the rate of 18 to 20 cart loads an acre. So remarkable
was the difference in the crop in favour of guano, that I

had the ground measured, and found that, in round
numbers, there were 6 tous au acre of sound Potatoes
after guano, and only 3 after dung. The field on which
these Potatoes were grown was in good heart, and under
Oats in 1853, Urass pastured iu 1852, Wheat in 1851,
and Turnips, well laid down and ate off by sheep, in

1850 ; and that part in which the Potatoes were grown
with guano got no dung from 1850 till after the Pota-
toes were lifted. It consists of a good dry loam lying

on a steep incline, and the Oat-stubble got a strong
furrow down the bill only in the end of the year.

I have taken the liberty of referring thus generally to
the crop grown by me in 1854, as, although I had uot
two varieties tested by being treated alike, the result
shows very clearly the important advantage to be
derived from growing Potatoes with guano, and gives
me greater confidence in submitting this report on my
crop in 1 852 for approval. Mr. Bosach in the Transac-
tions of the Highland Society.

ON FARM-YARD DUNG.
Whfn green crops were introduced into a regular

cultivation, as a systematic portion of the cropping of
arable land, now nearly 100 years ago, the application
of farm-yard dung was made iu the form of a rotten
mass—black, dead, and mould from which all heat of
fermemation bad departed—and also every form of
organisation that bad existed in the straws and hays
that constituted a part of the mixture. So very far

was this pr dice carried of having the manure in a
putrid form that it was most urgently recommended,
and in very many cases adopted, that the mixture should
be a year old at the time of application, in order to have

,i ci rrainty of the Ehornti [li putrid I

attained. In this condil n often became dry,

lighl in '.vei;. hi, and brown In co rmi

moi ifuro, and wholly Inactive. In otln

putridity was th Itnfc Its i tenc i

'

pulpy, noli and unotuott i, and dr i
I

Tb s practice contlnui ' till about tl e bog - . ., - oi the

pre 'ill, century, or ni arly flO yearn all' r the i

of Turnip i

' red Into syst- mi

liy degree i iln on

that a very groat li i ol bulk ras iu tained from this

very reduced preparation ol farm^ynrd dung
j
and the

value for Immediate uw q qui tl ni d of

decomposed mi i, that no doabt contained
element'l of I'lO'l, hill, ill tl 'I Illilli led Hlll'i, ttli'l IO h

quantity insufficient lor thai lai i >
I

culture, which happened from the necessity of

Ing tho urgeal want ofn vastly Increased consumption
Tie' idea vi-vy generally gained ground -.' h

I,
1

1
1
in niiiy ol farm-yard dnng by tho time

of preparation, and ol u>ing thi mat li n

condition, but still fermented, and considerably advanced
into putridity. The necessity ol having a quonl

manure to be i utonded over the luce.- area •! ground
that, win used in Turnip culture was a prime mover
to a now mode of preparation, and was assisted by

tho opinion of its more ready if not superior efficacy

an a stimulus of vegetable life. Not that success did

not, attend the application ol a black pulpy mi™ of

farm-yard 'lung, bul the extreme use of then
application as a dry Miioily material of more than a year

oiii wrought it, own cure, along with the very -

i isslty that appeared of having a much larger quan-

tity lor use of the inoatimable article of farm-yard 'lung.

Tbo next mode of preparation has been Ion

and yet forms the most general in adoption io tin 1,, i

Turnip growing countries. The system having bee,,

eatabliahed of consuming a part at least ol the Turnip
crop by fattening and store cattle in tbo yards of the

farmery, that arc divided into apartments to hold
two, four, six, or eight together, according to nge
and quality ; tbo bay and straw of the farm are regu-

larly offered to the animals in these yards as food

and shelter, and aro regularly as possible mixed with

the solid fceces and urinary excrements of the beasts,

and trodden together by the moving weight of the

animals. During the frosty weather of winter, when the

ploughing is stopped, mostly occurring in January and
February, the contents of the yards are carried to tho

fields to be planted with green crops in the ensuing year,

and laid in a corner *r in a lane adjoining, as conve-

nience may direct. The heap is raised to the height of

about six feet, and in regular banks of about four feet in

width, to which the carts are backed, and the contents

thrown upon it by means of forks. No pressure is per-

mitted on the heap beyond the weight of a man and a
lad, who spread evenly over the bank that is being

raised all the materials that are broucht forward,

shaking out large lumps that adhere, and mixing as

much as possible the wet and dry matters, and the

straw with the excrements. No dry matters are per-

mitted, or only in very thin layers, and well mixed
with moistened and very wet materials. When town
manures can be got, they are laid in mixture with

the farm-yard dung in the layers of the heap, and
spread regularly and thinly over the whole extent
Much attention is required in building the heaps, that

the different matters are duly mixed— the hot dung of

the horse with the colder excrement of the pig, with

regular layers of the dung from the yards, and the

generally more moist and short materials from towns
and villages. In this regularity of mixture the heap is

raised to the height of about I) feet, and of any suitable

length and width, 6 or 8 yards square on extensive

farms, not narrow or short, as small extents make much
]
outside to be dried by exposure. In this state of light

consolidation the heap quickly ferments and decom-
poses ; the dried outside is cut down and thrown on the

top, which is lightly covered with earth, and sometimes
moistened with the urine that escapes from the mass

' collected for the purpose in a rut around the heap. In

this condition the heap remains for use in June, when
1

it is fouud in a moist condition, pulpy, but not wholly
1 wanting in warmth and vegetable fibre, and showing a

mid condition between the old putrid mass and the fresh

;
dnng from the yards. Fermentation is nio.-tly extinct,

,
but still appears, according to the condition of the

i matters in the mixture when the mass was formed. If
' the materials are rough and strawy when the heap is

[
made, a turning over with forks will be necessary, but

, is seldom done, as the mixtures are made with

care and attention. The yards are generally emptied
twice during winter, the first time about Christmas and
the second time during wet weather in March, after

which month the dry weather prevents the proper
making of farm-yard dung in the necessary quantity. It

is best that the heaps of dung be formed during wet
weather. So much as roads and ground will permit the

carriage, snowy weather 6uits well by the snow being

mixed with the dung, and producing moisture on
melting.

An unqualified success has attended this mode of

using farm-yard dung in the most extensive practice

and a long continuation of it. It is yet most generally

followed. The idea still existed of having the largest

possible quantity of farm dung, and in a state of fer-

mentation, so as to advance to putridity, and with the

view of securing the benefit of the active powers em-
ployed in the process of decay ; and this idea led to

another mode of preparation in the contents of the

farin-yai

nter, and laid in a heap lhal

carta, which depot-It the loads irbicfa

'ill A prd. I

;. with

placed together. Thsbeaipfati
lion that i, when, as I

lOe'l over With f-,1
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ol I raj .od have a moat

eial "ft . -, wjjj
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and the ultimal n lh»l waa

commenced io the heap will land.

which receives the adran I

preparation a Inr;" r quantity ol dang Is obtain
the bent fttt tho m than

bv tl ,

-y long and
Britain,

• hieli the application of farrn-jard 'lot,' »a*
chiefly made from to-aps without I

hiiI more latterly, but lean t la-t-

mentioned mode of uic. It would bs

establish an undeniable pr-'

expense and
i

nearly balanced. The hr>t mode in the besj

are i,i,t turned over requires that the ma
al oie t Hi" or at ttric-, when the heap i».

•

and finished, to remain
The second preparation perm i» the fan
heap at anil ores oaring winti

to Apr, I, the materials bein^' regularly hx p>

mixed in the cattle yards ami
heap when carried to it at the different tinv*. 'tn this

ground of convenience over an extent of time, and that

of affording a larger quantity of dung for nee, and /A
receiving the benefit of active operations in the

;

of fermentation, a preference may be given to tie

mode with the acknowledgment of an equal soeceae in

practice from both preparations. The latter mode uita
well for Potatoes and Beetroot, for which freah dnng
from the cattle yards has already been reckoned to be

sufficiently prepared. But an incipient fermentation

of farm-yard dung may be recommended for all crops,

even on clay land fallows to be sown with Wheat
The observations that occurred during a moat exten-

sive practice and experience in Turnip farming haw
snL'gested a third mode of U'ing farm-yard dung in a
wholly fresh condition from the cattle yards. In three

instances, freshly voided dung from the cowshed waa
carried to finish the sowing of Turnips, where the

quantity of fermented dung had failed, and prodneed
in every cose a very superior crop that was visible to

my inspection. After three casual evidences
point, in the fourth year a fair trial was male in

equal quantities of freshly-voided fasces and from the

fermented heaps, and the result was full 30 per cent
in a superior crop, shown from ihe brairding of the

Turnip seed to the maturity of the bulbs. Tbe experi-

ment was decisive, along with the proofs that formerly
appeared.

A difficulty is presented of using, as dung for Tor-
nips, rank straws that are used for litter ; being long
and unbroken, and incapable of being covered on the

land. This obstacle is removed by all straws being cat

into short lengths by the steam-power of the threshing-

engine, and being mixed with the faeces of the animals,

they can be easily covered in the land. Another difficulty,

and a more serious one, is presented in the distance

between the cattle-yards and the fields in the season of

sowing, and the length of carriage during the most
pressing season of the year. But there may be soon
expected a conveyance by moveable railway of the

greater part of farm carriages, which will rend* t

and accessible every kind of transport. In present

circumstances, the fresh dnng from the yards may be

carried to the fields, and spread in broadca-

ploughed into the ground, or may be better mixed with

the soil by means of Finlayson's harrow driven length-

wise and crosswise after one furrow of the plough, or
without any. The drills being then made with one
furrow of the common plouch, the Turnip seed is sown
by the common two-drill machine. This mixing mode
may be more admissible without the loss by evaporation

from exposed dung gains less credence in the agricul-

tural world ; for say what we may on that snbiect. the

theory cannot be sustained.

Mr. Mechi has written that " that the days of duDg-

heaps are being numbered." This saying may soon be
verified. There may not soon be settled the question

between solid and liquid manures ; but the sur. e

:

of fresh matters that possess the native caloric may soon

supersede the adventitious warmth that is artificially

produced, and afford an easier and cheaper mode of

application. If the liquid manure system prevails, the

faeces, with or without short straws, may be appiiel by
Chandler's liquid manure drill ; but this must rest for a
time not yet come. For the present superiority has
been shown of fresh matters over putrid. J. D.
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Home Correspondence.

Hedges.—As you are directing. attention to this im-

portanc Bubject the following suggestions will tend to

further ventilate the question. The cheapest of all

operations in keeping a white Thorn hedge in order and

uniformity isproperly cutting it at suitable short periods.

Railway managers are fully alive to this, but the

expense of cutting and trimming a length of hedge by

manual labour is considerable. I have for many years

pointd out the necessity of a hedge cutting and clipping

machine to be worked by horse-power. The operation

is a regular and uniform one, and therefore most

amenable to the application of machinery,— the

clipping or cutting to lie performed by either revolving

eiroa'ar knives, or knives with concave cutting edges,

set on radiating arms of a wheel or a series of clippers

like shears, the motive force to be obtained from a

horse drawing the machine upon wheels from which

shafts to connect the cutting instruments could only be

made to act. As in having lengthy shafts a loss of power

would he sustained, the point to he attained would be to

have these shafts as short as possible, or if possible

without any shafts at all, if the considerations of

expense, strength, velocity, &.C., would permit it. In

the case of railway hedges I have long arrived at

the conviction in my own mind that the machine

wou'd be best if it was simply with two wheels

running one on each side of the hedge, and the culling

as far as po-sihle to act immediately from these wheels.

'Velocity would not be thus obtained, but power would

be economised, and so perhaps the cutting in such a

machine should be best in the form of shears, either

straight or circular with the wheel, and of course the

axles would have to be connected by bending over the

top of the hedge. On comiDg to a cross hedge one of

these wheels would either have to be got over through a

small gap or unshipped, and so lifted over or raised

whilst ou the machiue by a lever, and so eased over the

crossing hedge. In adopting a machine for this pur-

pose it should be borne in mind that great velocity in

cutting is a great element, for by great velocity the

whole of the power is directed to the pflint struck, and
there is no loss by vibration of the other parts ; for

instance, a bullet at great velocity will cut out a hole in

a piece of glass only the size of its own diameter with-

out fracturing the rest of the glass, and a tallow candle

may, under the same circumstances, be shot through an

iuch deal board. It is also known that soldiers have,

whilst standing with the musket in their hands, had
part shot away, and yet never felt their musket to move
or vibrate. Velocity in such a machine would, I fear,

require multiplicity of wheels or bands(the latter I should

feel incline to favour, as free from jars, &c ,) and so in-

crease the weight and diminish the power. It should be a

primary object to always make the force act as direct

as possible from the wdieels (which roll along the

ground), one on each side of the hedge, either by re-

volving knives, cutting or clipping, or clipping like

shears, or by one arm of the shears being fixed and
the other moving. Friction in cutting should be re-

duced as much as possible, and if there were made a
rod, &c, to move in advance of the cutting edge, and
of course more out from the hedge the twigs would he
bent away, and when the cutting edge arrived to sepa-

rate the portion to be amputated, this bending would
open the cut as it was being made, thus reducing the
friction. I have always deemed this a requisite yet to

be applied to reaping-machines in general. In cutting

Box edging I have for many years had the top cut off

with a scythe, which will beautifully level a great
length of Box edging in half an hour, and perhaps if

the hedge was gone over often to prevent the shoots
becoming strong the same mode of cutting at a greater
velocity obtained by horse power might be available for

-the end suggested. A machine of small size but on the
same principle could be made to trim Box edging,
although the scythe will not only level the top but may,
in a handy hand, do to trim the sides of such edging if

well kept ; perhaps in practice it would be found that a
machine to only cut one side of the hedge at a time will

be the limit iu a general way, first cost and power being
tuusidered along with due portability. I have already
trespassed too much upon your valuable space ; but trust
I have in this rough notice to draw attention to the
matter sufficiently indicated the general requisites of the
suggestions. IF. Wooler, Nov. 10.

Drains with Brushwood.—In reply to " H. B.'s" in-
quiries I can assure him be may safely drain lands with
brushwood, viz., Thorns either white or black, but
black are best ; ihey will last good ten years ; Willow
is not so good ; they so readily strike root, especially
if they get air and moisture. The best mode of using
the Thorns is to cut them as loug as you can, and then
tie them in long narrow bumlles ready lor laying in the
drain when cut, uot put in "helter skelter" as the work-
men will do (being less trouble), if not prevented. A
drain so made will last ten years. If " H. B." has land
orothersionestoput in with his Thorn faggots, the drain
will be better. But one tile drain will be'equal to two of
Thorns in efficiency and durability, and made with the
old-fashioned horse-shoe tile 24 to 3 inches wide by
3 inches deep, and laid upon a flat tile or sole, thereby
making a fiim bottom, and the upper tile less likely to
get displaced (like the pipes), when they happen to be
laid in loose sandy places or sand-galls, so frequently
met with in cutting drains. Presuming " H. B." a
novice, I should by all means advise him to "drain
d;ep" as he can go, securing a fall for his water by his
9Ut'et. Oue deep drain, whether in loose soil or strong

clay, is equal to two shallow ones. " H. B." should

first ascertain the depth of fall of his main drain or

outlet, and work upwards from that, bearing in mind

that the deeper the drain the further it will draw the

water and carry it off ; never mind what your stiff land

men say about water not getting through strong soil.

If there is a vacuum below 1 know it will drain off, not

so fast through strong soil as porous, but it will get

away; and when the strong soil is once run dry, all the

rain that falls after will only be sufficient for the fer-

tilising the soil. I would advise " H. B." to cut his

drains across the fall— diagonally, not at right angles
;

I am quite satisfied that if water gravitates downwards,

a drain cut slightly across the fall is more efficient than

one cut directly down the fall. It intercepts the water

(falling between drain and drain, or rising up from
below) more completely. But where the fall, as in some
low lands, is so little, and the drains necessarily

shallow, it may be best to cut the drains down, or with

the inclination of the land, in order that the

water in the drains may get more easily away.

There is one important point to be attended to

after you have made your drains, I will suppose

well ; flint is, to take care that their mouths are always

kept clear, not left (as is too frequently the case) to be

blocked up by rats or the earth that runs down the

brink of the ditch in dry or frosty weather. I would

recommend " H. B." to procure Mr. Mechi's " Letters

ou Drainage ; " also Mr. Parkes's " Essay on Drainage ;

"

and last, though not least, a little book on " Under-

craining," published at Newman's, Bond Street; the

author, Mr. John Wiggins, agent to Sir Thomas
Hare, Bart, Stowe Hall, Norfolk, published it for the

use of the tenantry. It contains a fund of sound in-

formation, and although published at a cheap rate, it is

really a valuable little book ou the subject of land

drainage. A Constant Reader.

Tabular Statement, showing the distances required for
planting or sowing various quantities of Wheat grain.—
There are from 16,000 to 20,000 grains of Wheat con-

tained in one quart, or 608,000 to 640,000 in one bushel,

and 6,272,640 square inches are 1 statute acre of land.

Taking the latter numbers as a rule, it necessarily

follows that about 10 square inches are thus allowed for

each grain, admitting all the land to be sown uniformly

without furrows, or 14 grains on each square foot, or

132 grains on each square yard, or 4000 grains on each

square rod, at one bushel of seed for an acre.* The
following simple tabular form will, we trust, serve to

show the different distances for each plant at this ratio,

from more and less quantities £f seed, which may or

may not be thought most proper to be sown by any of

our agricultural friends. For general sowing on a large

scale, we ourselves think proper to draw a line of dis-

tinction—say one bushel or less, avoiding either ex-

tremes—bearing in mind, however, the fact and possi-

bility of growing a large amount of produce from a

small quantity, and the impossibility of reaping an

average crop from a full plant of a large quantity of

seed.

£« „T3 v *-

Pkr Ache.
Grains

an

acr

la m
|-6

3 bushels at 20,000
grains in a quart,
and 6,272,640 ins.

in an acre gives
about 1,920,000 12,000 396 44 *1 a

2 ditto ditto 1,280.000 8,000 264 29 61 S
*1 „ 640,000 4,000 132 14 10-2
2 pecks, „ 320,000 2,000 66 7 20

| %
' „ 160,000 1,000 33 3* 40

| 41

i „ 80,000 500 16J 111 81 tL

t M 40,000 250 8f 1 162
1 quart „ 20,000 125 4 324 .t;

1 pint „ 10,000 62 2 n 64S 5
5,000 31 1 1296

J

°
—Hardy & Son, Seed Growers, Maldon, Essex.

The Mole.—The Talparian theory of drainage is cer-
tainly very nice for a winter's evening, and doubtless
would be effective in the field generally speaking, pro-
vided Talpa would train his pipe-drainiug property
to pay the necessary respect to levels—but the " water-
kelpie " system of subterranean " tarns " and pools they
follow, has little to recommend it, either to the park-
keeper or his employer ; and besides drains must be
closer than many would like before any visible effect
can be produced on insects, while the standing pools of
water they make destroy the finer quality of Grasses,
and encourage the growth of Rushes and other inferior
plants, unless the land is sufficiently drained without the
assistance of moles. We have found this to be the
result in all the deer-parks and sheep-walks we have
managed or examined. As much of Fowler's pipe
drainage as you please, then, but away with your Tal-
parian gentry. B.

Waste Land.—Some of your correspondents do not
seem to agree as to the amount of cultivable waste land
in the New Forest, but they had better turn their
attention to the much greater waste of land in other
places, snch as the Highlands of Scotland, where glens
and plains amongst the mountains are to be found
abandoned to Heather, but which, with enclosure,
shelter, and a little drainage, would be capable of
growing ordinary field crops, varied according to the
height and exposure. In the west the climate is very wet,
but even there improved Grass and green crops might be
grown, and all the eastern and central Highlands are
dry enough and traversed by good roads, and in many
places steamboat stations are near at hand. People
seem to take it for granted that the Highlands are only

fit for sheep or game, but this I think will be found (,

mistake by any one who will take the trouble to examine^

the soil, or try arable cultivation. A. H. F. C.

The Turnip Flea.—In connection with your article

on the above subject of the 10th inst,it is a serious'

evil in many seasons, and should be the aim of all to

contribute (however small) their experience iu ridding «

the Turnip crop of that noxious insect, the flea beetle.

Agreeing with you in the expedients you propose, which,

if followed out, would no doubt tend to destroy numbers

of the insects, yet a simple plan which we have followed

for some years may not be uninteresting to your readers,

based on your " Adoption of Expedients in Sowing.'*

Instead of sowing alternate rows of Swedes and commont
Turnip we mix the seeds in the proportion of one-fourth

white Turnip, which, when sown together, comes up

first, and from the known predilection of the insect for

Turnips proper, allows the Swedes to get into the second

leaf, when great part of the danger is over. Our pre-

ference to this system is, 1st, that a crop of Swedes is

more valuable than a crop half Swedes and half common
Turnip, as it would be iu the way you suggest

;

2d, that Swedes require to be sown earlier ; and 3d,

that should any of the white Turnips escape the flea,

they are easily distinguished from the Swedes at the

thinning process, and rooted out then. We might also

suggest that in sowing a crop of common Turnips it is

advisable to mix seeds of various seasons growth, as

from brairding (germinating) at different times, there is

a greater chance of some of the crop escaping than

when all the seed sprung at the same time. Armis, East

Lothian, Nov. 12.

Threshing Machine.—The American agricultural paper,

the Albany Cultivator, for last month has an article on

the "trial of reapers in France." In the same article it

states—" There were four threshing machines entered for

competition. One American (Pitt's, of Buffalo), one

English, one Belgian, and two French. They worked

half an hour. Six men worked half an hour with flails

at the same moment the machines started. The six

threshers — 60 litres of Wheat ; Pitt's American

thresher, 740 litres of ditto ; Clayton's English thresher,

410 do. do. ; Dunoir's French thresher, 250 do. do. ;

Pinet's Belgian thresher, 150 do. do." In regard to

Pitt's machine, the Moniteur says :—" Pitt's machine

has, therefore, gained the honours of the day. This

machine literally devours the sheaves of Wheat ; the

eye cannot follow the work which is effected between

the entrance of the sheaves and the end of the operation

—it is one of the greatest results which it is possible to

obtain. The impression which this spectacle produced

upon the Arab chiefs was profound." Richard Nicklin.

[We will endeavour to obtain a further report.]

Steam Ploughing.—It has lately been the fashion to

cry down the plough as not suited to the purpose for

which it is used, and so far is this taken for granted

that very plausible arguments are built upon it. Let us

shortly examine what its alleged faults and failings are.

The first and greatest is that it presses and hardens the

subsoil so much that the powers of language have been

exhausted in describing its evil effects. But did the

plough press it ? I believe not. As well might we say

that a knife is a very improper tool to cut the top off a

round of beef, because it leaves the surface of the re-

maining part smooth and close ; and hence argue that

meat ought to be torn apart because it must be disinte-

grated before it can combine with or be absorbed by the

human system. Does the planing tool compress the

surface of the wood because it leaves it smooth and

close ? Some say this reasoning does not apply to the

plough because its weight must be taken into account.

Well, how heavy is it ? Fifteen stones. And what

pressure will that exert, even upon the loose surface,

to say nothing of the dense bottom ? Plates in

Morton's " Cyclopaedia " prove that it
_
requires

in ploughing a furrow 5 inches by 9 inches, a

strain of 16 to 20 stoues, and to draw the plough upon

the top empty, it requires a strain of 8 to 12 stones.

But the difference between a furrow and no furrow

is in many cases less than this, which I think proves

that the weight of the plough is as it were brought

forward to the resisting point when in work, and not

that it requires only 7 or 8 stones to cut and turn a

furrow 5 in. by 9 in. Thus we think that the plough

only polishes up the bottom of the furrow as a trowel

doe's mortar—that it is only a great knife that cuts up

a square junk, and the turn-furrow comes after, and

lays it over, giving it a squeeze as it does so ; this com-

pression serves to pulverise it, instead of hardening it

:

and in this respect it excels the spade, which turns over

but does not break up without an extra turn by using

the spade as a hammer. With these remarks I shall

conclude that the plough is the most proper imple-

ment that we yet possess for turning over the soil.

But though our ploughs, so far as to their cutting parts,

are about what we want, yet in applying steam-power

for drawing them we must support them on two wheels

in front and one behind ; and the shanks of these

wheels should extend above the frame of the plough,

and be held on it by a moveable joint to allow the shauk
to swing backward and forward. Then we shall have
our draught-rope attached to the top of this shank, and
the effect will be that when the plough is pulled forward
the wheels will be raised, and of course the plough
lowered, and when the draught is backward the wheels
will be lowered, and the plough raised before it will

move hack at all, and so it will clear itself above the

land. The single wheel behind will work in a socket as
the front wheels of scarifiers do, and by it we can
guide the plough backward. Of course we must have
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y that all will have to go hank empty an wo at present
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tieam Culture.—In your paper of Sept. 15 I read a

er from Charles Burehara, London, on a now plan of

tivating land liy steam in a circle, which he Beta forth

be superior and quicker than those tried at Carlisle*

ICO thou I have looked every week in vain lor a con-

dietion of his statements, ho have come i" the con

sion that they are too plainly absurd to require re-

tug. However, weeing in (ho Ayricii.if.untt (,'u.rtfa of

vember 3 another long communication from him, in

ioh he enters more into detail, I think it high time

no one took up the aide of common sonsoi In the

t place— In Knglmli farming economy of llllld Ifl of

firnt importance, but I Unci by thin scheme, that

jtween every ;» circles of HI feet radius, there will be

Gjjperohee, and in a 20-aore field (that >h to wiy 20

Ires of ploughed land) there would ho ui such pieces

ilpsed between the circles, or 'i acres, 2 roods, Q.12

ches, and of course much more on theoutsides oi the

("[•cIoh and Homo in the centres, ho that I do not, think it,

a much to Hay that to have "JO acres of cultivated land

Hu would require 24 acres. This Iohh he attempted to

i( t over by saying that plants require intervals between
em to thrive properly, hut I do not think the plants in

e centre of the circle would derive any benefit from a

ace BO feet removed from them
; intervals in crops, to

) of any use, whould be equally distributed between each
ant. This loss and waste of ground I consider quite

flieicnt to kill the scheme ; Htill, if there wen- DO lossat

1, there are other considerations of a mechanical nature

Inch would he qui teas fatal. For instance, " C. H." seems

think that low plough or rows of ploughs will take no

ore power to move them round the circle in two and a

a If minutes than what the ordinary steam-engine would

lrnish, and that the universal mechanical law, ns you
iin speed you loso power, does not npply to this case.

if you wish to increase the speed and duty of a machine,

ou must also increase the power in the same ratio as

le speed. " C. Ii." intends ploughing at the rate of

2 acres per hour. If the best steam plough could turn

ver the soil at the rate of 1 acre per hour, we should

fquire evidently 12 times the speed and power to do

2 in the same time. If the steam plough at au acre

n hour required six horses, li C, B." would require

x 12 = 72 horse power. 1 hope soon to see another

ommunication from " C. B." stating the probable

veight and cost, its portability, and capability of tuni-

ng from roads through gateways. I think it advisable

make all farmers' implements capable of being adapted

o several different operations, hut if a farmer had all th

lifferent ploughs, harrows, drills, rollers, cultivators, &C,,

,'equired for the 84 feet machine, they would take con-

siderable shed room. " C. B." attacks reaping-machines
is unphilosophical ; but if they are (as they should be)

adapted to mowing, they form one of the most useful

implements of the farming— performing the latter

operation in a superior manner to the scythe, and
relieving man of very laborious exertion. 1 hope
t( C. B." will explain how the point cVappui is to

be removed to a new base of operations at the end

of the two and a half minutes, and how many
minutes that will require ; how he iutends to get

over the difficulty of his engine turning a sharp

curve of 84 feet radius, and whether the engine

will go on rails or not. The object of an inventor in

producing a machine should he to make the mechanism
as self-acting and simple as possible. Machinery tends

to elevate man, by changing him from the mere machine
to the controller of its movements ; therefore, the more
self-acting machinery is, the more does it accomplish

this noble end, aud the more simple it is, the easier is it

to control and more durable. But " C. B." has gone a

Step backward in taking the man off his legs and mount-

ing him on a long gallery. Why not make it self-acting J

It is my opinion that this circular principle is wrong,

and that " C. B." had better employ his inventive

talents on the rectangular principle of cultivation by

steam. Y. F. W.
Ploughing in Line : The North Staffordshire Agricul-

tural Society.—Will the secretary or any of the members
of the committee of the North Staffordshire Agricul-

tural Society explain through your columns why they

Live prizes for ploughing, the ploughs being drawn by
three horses in line. When lately in Staffordshire I

beard some lamentations over the decay of this society,

when a gentleman who is a large landed proprietor and
great agricultural improver stated that the reason no
doubt was that the society patronised bad agricultural

management, and gave what has been stated above as

an instance. Jt would be interesting to know on what
grounds the society justifies a practice which puts three

horses, a man, and a boy to do the work of two horses

and one man ; aud if they cannot justify the practice I,

In common with others, wou'd be glad to know why they
encourage it by giving prizes for it. Investigator.

Stone Breaking.—In this district gravel is scarce, and
our parish roads are made with broken flints picked off

the landj the breaking of 'which with a hammer is

tedious and expensive. Perhaps some .of your corre-

spondents will kindly communicate a more speedy
method. Stones put on a brick or lime-kiln, after heat-

ing will break much easier, aud possibly render the

substance less serviceable, but this would be immaterial
if the application of heat by some moveable contrivance

.could be brought to the stone-heaps, as kilns .may be

ifar off and the cullecSieu of heaps be in far separated

fields, and the material iteelf \ ti heavy end costly to

move. Any Information will be lh*dl tulfj <• • • l*cd by

A Stone W'li <!• i,

Prod/ucc of a Potato. In the month "f M»r< ti I

planted one *>i knev Ued folate cut Into plat i I

i think about 10 plants, upon my form ai Q In

near Ilford, Ewwx, The Potato weighed l lb,, and in

the month of October I duff up '•'•

I
(ii el id Poli

toes, ii"' produce from the Potato iw Igtrina I lb. I will

feel obliged If you would toll me vintner you

known as large a produce from the mi.uk: m I

Alex* Zod,

Farmers' Clubs.
Cin.itTHi'.Y.— At the annual meeting ol thl

the other day, Mr. Locke King, M. P., said : H< cool

not help thinking thai tfioy ought not to rely on the

present high prices, The war might U*t for a time, but

he hoped It would bo brought to b speedy, honourable,

and satisfactory conoluilon, And when that lime came,

they might rest assured (baf there would be s n notion,

and ii • v must be prenai ed i'» meet thai cl

provements in the cultivation ol the laud. Thoy must
rely upon their own exertions for those Improvt

and this wan the proper time to do so. They must

endeavour to remove those laws and nhoin.li th<

tome which Interfered to proven) the flow of capital into

the cultivation of the soil. He felt that wta< n the doors

were somewhat forcibly opened for the admission of

foreign produce it was only fair that the principle of

free trade hhotild hi- applied alno to the raw material

the land itself and that nil those technics til

difficulties which interfered with the transfer of laud

from a willing owner to a willing purchaser hIiouI'I be

entirely removed. He found from statistics th&t there

were in Great Britain and Ireland no fewer than

l.
r),O00,O0O acres of waste land capable of improVCHU Hi

and cultivation, but which were not cultivated at all.

In England there were s.iid to be about -1,00(1,(1110 acre.,

of waste land capable of cultivation ; in Scotland, where
the land was locked up under a close f»y*tcm of entail

'

more severe than in England, there were no less than

6,000,000 acres capable of cultivation ; and in Ireland

.'i,000,000 acres which Htill remained without cultivation.

Lord Stanley had said that if nny man retained land in his

own hands which he had not the power to improve, and

did not sell, he was a wrong doer to the community. If

that remark was applicable to an individual, how much 1

more 60 was it applicable to a legislature which allowed

a number of laws to exist which compelled a man to

keep in his own hands that which it was utterly impos-

sible for him to improve.
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Calendar of Operations.

NOVEMBER.
West SUSSEX, 2Jbv. 20.—We have harl rather a catching seaaon

for Wheat sowing, and the work has got rather behind, there is I

still a good deal to sow; and some has been put in with the land

not in a very fit start- f,>r it : but as the weather, though damp,
has been mild, we hope that it will come up well. The first

sowings that are up look too forward, nnd what hut been put in

this month may turn out b«st able to stand the winter. This is

the time for storing the Mangold, which is generally a good crop.

and the land will, if possible, he sown with Wheat afttr it. All
the Wheat that can he sown, will he, and though it Is often said

that this is not proper (arming, yet we have found it answer
as well as we could expect, and by sowing Clover on it in the

spring, we have got a good plant, so that it will come In for

Wheat every other year, that is, Wheat, Mangold—Wheat,
Clover. This refers to heavy land unfit for Turnips, and which
cannot be fed oft" once in si?; years. We put a heavy dressing of

dung for the Mangold, then leave the tops to be ploughed in, and
with the Wheat use 1^ to 2 ewt, of guano, which d--

and wo cannot conceive a more prcitable way to turn a stiff

clay to good account. We have now hind lying up in ridces or
baulks, after btiing well worked, that will require no further

preparation for Mangold b-it to split the ridges with the

double plough, put En the dung, and cover it before
sowing. We shall split the ridges as early in the sprin

j

weather will admit of, so that a fresh surface may V i-xposcd as
long as possible before sowing. Our market is not yet over-

supplifd with Wheat, but will no doubt be better as soon as
sowing is done. We do not hear very good accounts of the

yield : I fear it is below what we expected ; there is a very lar^-e

proportion of tail corn occasioned by its premature ripening.

The price for average samples is about 222. per load. The
supply of Barley is fair, b>tt really good is scarce; the price of

malting is from 45s. to 47s. per quarter: of grinding, from SSs.

to 42s. Oats are very inferior at 2S$. to 30*. Our market
has been better supplied with mutton than is usual at this season,

and prices have rather given way, though the quality is good.

Beef is plentiful, but hardly up to the mark in condition. We
have now begun to use the Swedes and find the quality very
good, though not so large as we expected. The late sown Turnips
are a poor crop. We are rather puzzled to know how to get our
beasts fatted in the most economical way—bay is out of the
question: we do not think that it ever paid, but now that the
price is so high the matter seems settled—straw chaff and cut

Turnips, with Barley-meal and Linseed mixed, seems to be the
right thing, ff. >. "

(RON FENCE, HURDLES.
I R. PEILL, 17. New Park Street, Soatfawmrk (Uto

• n inspection of bli pattern
of WROUGUT-IUON FENCE, vhlcn be !• now \m
fuipply upon very advanttg- p-jrt><**»r».

-ital Castings and Metal Worfca. Price*,

&c. at th*- Muofactory as abov^.
mi:; '; feet oot of

rid. 6 bars ... ... it. 5*1 each.

HURDLES (or CATTLE, G feet long, 3 foet oot
r

> Vf. each.

TO FLORISTS ANO
JON ES, I ROM M I r;rit * p 7.

J.

OTHERS.
has ftJVftvq a cre-ftt

Notices to Correspondents.
Italian Ryf.-grass: F G. It is too late to sow Italian Rye-

grass iu Fifeshire now. You had better sow in early spring or

put the crop off for another year — sowing next autumn.
Alsike Clover is to be sown just like the red or the Dutch
Clover. Trifolium incarnatum will do on any undisturbed
clean corn stubble, with a moist surface capable of being
moved a quarter of au inch deep or less by a heavy bu^
barrow.

Sheep: T B J. You should purchase full grown sheep, as two
shear cross-bred Down and Leicester--, or Down and Cotswolds.

If put ok the Grass in August, and having a few Peas or some
Parley or some cake after the middle of October, they will be
fat before December.

Tobacco Juice : J S (r. asks our correspondent *' S." who writes

from the Forfarshire Glens to describe in detail the mode of

using tobacco juice^r washing sheep. How is it prepared and
used?

•«* As usual, many communications have beer, received too late

and others are Gained till the necessaryinquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of these correspondents the

insertion ol who-* co^trebuai^ns is still delayed

variety of CYLINDRICAL s

stock, also Fire and Fnroaoe Ban» >

and Frame*, Fnrn*-
Elbows. Tees, Syphons,
Socket Elbows, &c: a' psb—Drawing* and Price*
of the abov*>, or e*tln ti complete. 00-

application to J. Jovks, Iron Uridge Wharf, 6. P-aakwd*, Ondoa,
n ear th" P'v ith wark Iron Brid(*c.

IRON BUILD!". : OOFlNC WORKS.
B AJC.

TOHN HENDERSON PORTER, E>r,i*EE* and
'' rrsaCTOB, Pa-enti^e of a ccw system of cowtroctiojc
(cheaply and expeditiooaly, by rrdinary

.- and Shfds— ry pbuks or bf«*M»—
peculiarly >:iit ;" .rpose*. A Model Sb*4 ba*
been erect-d in tnral Depar-
Palace at Sydenham. Corrugated and GalrAniaed Ira Roafe
and RooSng Plates, Eaves, tintter*. Ralo-water Plpas, Tasks,
Fences, &t—txntdon Office, 1- K

rpRELOAR'ti 1 i FIBRE MAM
1 TURES
TRESSES, HASSOCKS. BRCSHES. Ac.aod ».-

by superiority and exc - rkman«ihip,er»nibir:

moderate rs. contain;

purticular. (a:*- by post.—I.Tecloab, Cocoa-nat Fibre Mars.
facturer, 42. LadRate Hill. I.

'• CtrIGI DOMO."—Patrooised bjr ht-r"Majesty the
t Queen, the Date of Sort! as bertai -T-cfn BoB9e,hia-

Gracc the Dnke of T>
- Tofewor

Lindlev for the Horticaltaral £ - ?*xtcm far H»
Crystal T.\'*ce, Royal KteJfis. La*TeDCft,af

RaliDg Park, and — Collier, E*o., of Da—.
PROTE TIOS FROM MORXC

"FRIGt DOMO."' a Canvas m»

:

~--i Hair
and Wc :. v idnctor f Hea.J and CoM. ke*prap

,

wherever it is appl;**d. a fixed temperatnxe. It i* adapted tor

all horticultural and tf'riculrnral purposes, for pnt#ervirj

and Flowers fire laai wi*d„
from att.-- B and from nxming fronts. To be bad in

. at "is. &L per yard m, of

Elisha 7
Lane, Cannon Sireel

.r.d of all N -
•-

kingdom. r* : ~ -•~S cheaper than — Rt= ^c % r-rpripc."

WATERPROOF~PATHS.
BARN AMO CVTTLE £H£0 FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens Gtrri~_

winter rcor.- •

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are frnzed Ihas:—Ser
gravel of which ;

is mixed with it ry part of c'eancTaveloddoDeofRhajp
river sand. To five p^rts :

:" sach eqial mixtore add one of Pon-
landCement,audi -- :*before

applving the water. Itzaarihen ha laid on^incbe&thick. Any
labonrer can mix and spread i:. N red berond the

spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Teggtatiea
j-;-w throngh or anon resasts tie acr;:-noffl»e

frost. It is necessary, asw -
-

- ak throagfa it;

a fail from the middle of the paih towari-
The saise preparar;:^ makes 6rst-xate r^virc f-rr EARN?.

CATTLE-SHEDS. FARM-YARDS, and all other sitnaiions

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.

.-airers of the CeroegL, J. E. Y^sm. & BaeTaiES,
?-il :.-./.: Street TTestm
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CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, CREENHOUSES,
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to

hand their present reduoed prices of Glass for Cash :—
SHEET SQL'ARES.—In Boies of JOO feet.

6 by •«. and 6* by 44 #> 12s. Od.

- ',. 5, - 7* „ i{\ 14
8 ,,8, - Bt„ Gij
» „-. — »* ,. 74,10by6> 16

10 „ 7, 10 by 8 $
STOCK SIZES, In 100 feet boxes, from 12 by in to 20 by 15,

atl- ^r 100 feet. If cut to order not exceeding 40 inches long.

10 OS. from 2jd. to Sid.
I

21 oz. from Sjd. to 4Jd.

26 oz. from bid. to 7Ad.

Sixtoetwmnce Sheet Glass packed in cases of 200 feet, or

not 300 feet, 2»d. per foot.

i BBN-I IUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the bame qoalitt

rrrLT to Mr. Kivebs, and ot various dimensions, always

on hand.
Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

GLASS TILES for Workshops, Farm Buildings, &c.

i of an inch thick £1 17s. 6d. per case of 50

,». „ 2 13 „ 60

,,
1 17 6 „ 60

Glass Slates of the nsual dimensions.

G lass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen ; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,

Wasp Traps; Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments^ Fern Shades, Sheet Lead, Pipe, White Lead, Oils

and Colours, Paint Brushes, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without. London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.

HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
of British Manufacture , at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.

per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet

of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for

PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

rpHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
•1 HELT & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4Jd.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 hy S, 12s. 6d. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box, FOREIGN
Sn EET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d: per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN, 5s. 6d.; WA RING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium, 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Stkeet, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

.?O0 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included. — Per 100 ft.

by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4^ in. ...6 in. by 4

,1
„ 4$
„ 64

8* „ 64
M* „ ?i
10* „ 84
It) » 9
10 „ 10
11 „ 10
11 ,, 11
12 » 11
13 .. 11
IS „ 12
13* „ 13*
15* „ 13}

7 „ 5
8 „ 6
9 7

10 „ 8
11 » 9
13 „ 9
10* „ 10*
11* „ 104

114 „ 11*

124 „ 11*

134 „ 11*
13* „ 124
14* „ 134

12< . Od.

12 6
ia

13 6
13 R
14
14
M
14

14 fl

14

11

16
If!

16
20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21± by 13*, 164 by 144, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 16, at 18a. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.

Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
nnd Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be bad on application.

Established more than 100 years.

8 Y «&^m ROYAL
HER ^S^^^rS^^a LETTERS

MAJESTY'S ^^^^^^^^ PATENT.

ED E N C H , Patent Hothouse Works,
• King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to aU
others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong: glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references

can be given, and Printed Price L is

t

s sent.

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

J0HK WEEKS & Co., King's Uoad, Chelsea,

H OTH OUSE BUILDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find
at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety ofHothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories. Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

. the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 3d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately .and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-
tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the best sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings ; also
Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds. &c, forwarded on application
to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-O ticnltural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its brandies.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole ot our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are ot
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 101)0 ft.

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of
1G,000 superficial feet
of glass. During the late
severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for
fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberof forcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weekb & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Ha.br.ow Road, London.
JOHN TAYLOR and SUN beg to call the attentioi
*' of the nobility and gentry to the very superior mannerM
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green.'
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance o(

l

destgn, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R-»ofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches
I

Chupels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated'
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient
manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom rhe.v are pxtunsively engaged.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southward,

*' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materiaJi
for Warming Buildings of every description

; Iron Conservator!*
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c. f at tin
Manufactory as above.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
""

~ Warranted Good bt the Makers.

J
OSF.PH MAPPIN and BROTH feiKS, Queen's
Cutlery Woeks, Sheffield ; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.

Drawings forwarded by post.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES
(OBTAINED THE PRIZE PARIS EXHIBITION AWARD.)

COTTAM AND HALLEN
TT A

oX^,™??.V™portant addltIons t(> «*>«* original Invention of PATENT ENAMELLED MANGERV KACk AND WATER TROUGH AT ONE FIXTURE, the main features of which are shown in the above engraving.
A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
.rom the Rack without disturbing the bay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

are 6hown in the above engraving,
or mixing with the food in themanger, is"a!one sufficient to claim
general notice.
C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light and durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as the long portiou of the bracket can be turned up out of

. ,
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGEES are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
nt-iiity, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,
Galvanised, or Enamelled.
Lnprot-eo Stable Guttering, with moveable safety covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers,
J*«rne*s-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chaff Cutters and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

w?.^m
HALLEN 'S W0RKS

> 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.WARMING AND VENTILATING.-Descriptive Catalogues and Estimates on application.

L>ALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
' * executed in Austin's Artificial Stoue, by J. Seelet (late

Austin and Seeley), Nos. 1 to 4, Kepp^l Row, New Road.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
trm'priai : it has bepn fxtensivelv used in Scotland for 2 years.

WARNER'S IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable
material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not
likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

gj on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, 31,$b.

The barrel is 27£ in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.

1£ inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 6d. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3*. 6d. per foot.

May be obtained of any Ironmongw
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner &. Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also

Fire and Garden Engines. &c.—Engravings sent on application^

K\J ARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V * DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel. £ s. d.

2i in. short lft. 7 in. (Fitted for lead, ^ 1 10

2£ „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ -| or cast iron
ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ I as required,
short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolt6 and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2^ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

1 14

-2 8
2 12
3 3

The short barrel Pump is" very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
Wash-houses with soft water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses ; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or
Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water hy means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c.&c.—Engravings sen t on application.

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

Yj ESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes"
*- Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.
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DO YOU BRUISE YOUR OATS YKT ' Ono
In 1 1< i ml of OiitB when cniflhad win mako two. Groat saving.

i" oat nnUJHKitH,ciiitii-<:iii.t<Tn, Plougha, Thrashing Machines
Flour Mill Covin, Corn Dragging do., Horflo and Steam Machinery
put uj), &o. Booh «pii Foodlnct, l«.

M. WaDiiAKB, mm, (fonohiiroh Strootj London.

TRANSPARENT SHEETING, p substitute for

Garden RTatB, nearly two yards wide, l». pur yard run
mi en i Appaoviroj tlilr.lt Canvas ditto, i". per wquaro yard ; strong
Tarpaullngn for Carta and WajcKons, 2*. per squan
orvlceable Bocond hand ditto, \ <., watorprool Oapes, to protoel a

man from wft. while stooping down, Bn, oooli: second hand
Police n's Capos, fresh dressed, 18«. and 2is. per doasen

;

Homos' Waterproof Loin Cloths, lined with woollen. 7«toaoh;
Driving Aprons, in. each; India Rubber Coats, Uw.j OILhj
Co itH, la, C»i.

R, RioHAHDflow, 21, Tonhrldgo Plaeo, Now Elnnd, London.

WJRK IKNCINO, Ii'hh I.I

i

ili i 'J-inch iihmIi, in vnrioun
widths, from 10 fnohos to feet wide, at 6Jd. nor no, o

yard; 8-Inch moflh, id, per square yard; 4-inch uii,:i'/. per
square yard. Oalvanlssod Wire Fencing, I*, por square yard,
l.viiirii mesh, The abovo Wlro-worh Is made bynmohlnory,
ami 1h the cheapest article of the kind hi England, u, RioitARD-
BON, 21, Tonbrluge riiic.ii, Wow Rood, London.

GALVANISED WIKE GAME NETTING,
Qd, ran Yakii, 'I PERT Wmif.

BARNARD" and BISHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
In ennsoquenco of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of Mm above article, havo boon enabled to make
a groat rodnctlon In tho prices.

2-lneh n)OHli, 24 InchoH wide

Gal van- Japiiiiinid

iHod. Iron.

fyl. por yd. 4\d. per yd.
y-inch , HtronR, do ... 8 „ 6
'2-inch , Intermediate, do. ... ... 9} „ 7*
2-inch

, extra fltronjr, do. ... ... 11 » 9
IE-inch , 24 incheH wldo ... 7 „ 51
tfl-inch , Htrong, do ... 9 „ 7
IS-lnch

, Intermediate, do. ... ... 11 „ 9
IS-lnch , extra Htrong, do. ... ... 13 „ 11

All the above kinds can be made nf any width (under 8 foot),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half la of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, 10oT. per yard; Galvanised
Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasan tries, 3d. per squaro foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. Deli-
vered free of expense in London, Peterborough, Hull, or New-
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and
Door Fencing, Iron Hurdles, tfrc. ______
SLENDERS, STOV ES, AND FIRE-IRONS.—
"- Buyers of the above are requested, before 6nally deciding,

to vi.sit' William S. Burton's SHOW ROOMS. They con-
tain such an assortment of FENDERS, STOVES, RANGES,
i^IRE-lRONS, and GENERAL IRONMONGERY as cannot be
approached elsewhere, either for variety, novelty, beauty of
^lesign, or exqutslteness of workmanship. Bright stoves, with
bronzed ornaments and two sets of bars, 21. 14s. to 5?. 10s. ; riitto,

with ormolu ornaments and two sets of bars, 6?. 10s. to 12?. 12s.

;

Bronzed Fenders complete, with standards, from 7s. to 31.; Steel

Fenders, from 21. 15s. to 81. ; ditto, with rich ormolu ornaments,
from 21. IBs. to 11. Is.; Fire-irons from Is. 9d. tho set to 41. 4s.

Sylvester and all other Patent. Stoves, with radiating hearth plates.

All which he is enabled to sell at these very reduced charges.

1st,—From the frequency and extent of his purchases : and
2dly,—From those purchases being made exclusively for cash.

GAS CHANDELIERS AND BRACKETS.—The
increased and increasing use of gas in private houses has in-

duced Wm. S. Burton to collect from the various manufacturers in

Metal and Glass all that is new and choice iu Brackets, Pendants,
and Chandeliers, adapted to offices, passages, and dwelling-rooms,
as well as to have some designed expressly for him ; these are

ON SHOW over his SIXTEEN LARGE ROOMS, and present,

for novelty, variety, and purity of taste, an unequalled assort-

ment. They are marked in plain figures, at prices proportionate
with those which have tended to make his Establishment the
largest and most remarkable in the kingdom, viz., from 12s. 6d.

(two light) to 16Z.18*.

r AMPS OF ALL SORTS AND PATTERNS—
*-^ William S. Burton invites attention to his season's SHOW
of LAMPS. It embraces the Moderateur (the best Parisian
specimens of which have been carefully culled), Argand, Solar,

Camphine, Palmer's M*gmmi, and other lamps for candles; and
comprises an assortment which, considered either as to extent,

price, or pattern, is perfectly unrivalled.

Pure Colza Oil, 5s. Grf. per gallon.

Palmer's Candles, lOrf. and lOArf. per lb.

Patent Camphine, 4s, per gallon.

The alterations and additions to these very extensive premises
(already by far tho largest in Europe), which have occupied the
whole year, are now nearly completed. Thev are of such a
character that the entire of EIGHT HOUSES is now devoted
to the display of the most magnificent stock of GENERAL
HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver,

Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford

to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped for elsewhere.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; aud 4, 5,

and 6, Perry's Place. Established a.d. 1S20.

FOCCY WEATHER.
COLDS, COUGHS, ASTHMA, INFLUENZA, aud

DISEASES of the CHEST and LUNGS, arise chiefly from
alternations of Temperature, and appear to be most peculiar to

tiiis climate, especially in damp foggy weather, aud during the

winter months; while persons of every age and station of life are
alike subject to attack.

i SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR
will be found a never-failing source of comfort and ease from
suffering; enabling invalids to breathe with freedom during the
keenest frost and thickest fog. In fine, it possesses every property
which can be heueficial in cases of coughs, colds, asthma, aud all

complaints of tho chests and lungs.
*#• Ask for Spencer's Pulmonic Elixir.

Prepared only by T. Roberts & Co., Crane Court, Fleet Street,
London; and sold wholesale and retail by E. Edwards, 67, St.

Paul's Churchyard; Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street;
Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchyard; Hannay & Co., 63, and
Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London; and by all respectable
Chemists and Medicine Vendors in the Kingdom. In bottles
at is. l$d. and 2s. dd. each. **• Tbe bottles at 2s. 9d. contain
nearly as milch as three small ones.

I 1 OW TO KILL H T-, MICE, A ID MOLE -

1 I ii I'.i'i'i.i. mi thotl rill . In•true
tlonti for 80 pontage fftampi rhlch rill di tn

I i iwmlfl
quickly and without tronbli [000 >

f
<'.'/ iMIIhii'it I -ii !

.
i i I '. - 1 1'.-., If ' In- u-r

DIRECT FROM YARMOUTH DURING THE SEASON.
REAL VAKMOU I n BLOATUR8

I

forwarded leourel]
i

- Ipt ui

l', O. order by Jam
N n Thfl twin miiipjlftd,

SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CIGARS, SI'.AL CIGARS!
/

j
OODKICH'S CIG VR, TOBAi C(J

* * BTORE8 I

near Holm Bqnai i H • m flue BImI l

foi i dd
|

pofll froe for 'll ntntnpn. None nr<; -

signed " ii . Ll loowm

FRENCH MODERATOR* LAMPS. \ very larffc
* and inipertoo Htool or DI B, DDAY, a»i»

CO.'fi COponlng to Mi- Monument), London U
I

I.
i ibll hod i.n i.

COMFORT IN THE RAIN.

OVER-COATS, I APES, SHOOT I \Q J \< KE1
,

LADIES' OAPES, ' em! itoeki In

London . thoroughly Waiernroof, irll

Capon, 30 f, to 40*.; Coal I

W. BicrdmRj Tailor, 98, New Rood Btrool nil I ' nhlll,

O.ENTLEMEN*S DRESS, Morning or E
VJT Hunting, Shooting, Onurl or O01ek
j'uii'ioi or Overcoat, I m cantu' Plain oi

I I

i im.ii sbltfl, See., -it tho Ion -
I

and In .Inn -M i, .
i ml wnrkrnintlplii.

Al,HXAHI)KH '
. < in. i

',1 !»« Boi ll •: ('fit, I

HEAL and SUN'S EIDER DOV
also 0008E DOV1 N Ql IM

of Pmoi and Hi I I U i

< lataloguo of Dodetendfl and Pi feed Llsl ol Bedding aliw n«nt pout
freo. 106, Tottenham C t Road.

Si MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE
^J-^ RESISTING 8APES [non-conducting and vapoar-
islng), with »] I the Improvumonts, under their Qnadrupli P
ni 1840*61-64 and 1866, Including their Gunpowder Pn
Lock and Door (without which no Safe ii secure), the H-rnojrorwr,

DKHT, and CHItAI'KST BAFBOUARDfl BXTAST.

MruTEft'e Phoenix (212°) Safe U'orks, Liverpool, the moat com-
plete and extenHlve In the world. Snow R im ,6 ind8. Lord
Strcot, Liverpool. London Dop6t.47A, Bfoorgate Street, City.

Clri ulai free hv poat.

NEW LABEL.'— In coitHeqnence of the great variety

of Counterfeit Labels of ,\. Rowland & SONS' ma-
cassar Ol L now in circulation, and which so nearly n
tho original as frequently to deceive the unwary—they b

ployed those eminent artlal i i' irs. Pbrkiks, Bacon. I

who, at great co*t, and by a peculiar process of their own. have
I
succeeded In producing frmn steel " A NEW LABEL," which
cannot bo forced. It is composed of a section of ai.

turned circle, repeated 130 times, and forms nn ontrimtl liicf-

work ground, upon which in engraved In white letters, " 1 NDEB
TUE PATRONAGE OF THE COURTS OF EUROPE,"
with an embonsed profile of Her Majesty "THE QUEEN,"

I

lately specially taken for tbe purpose, and which surmounts the
I words (also in white letters) "ROWLANDS' MACASSAR
OIL, for the growth, restoration, and for beautifying the Human
Hair." Under which is the Signature of the Proprietors in l;<d

Ink, "A. ROWLAND & SONS."—Sold by them at 20. Ilatt.m

i

Garden. London; and by Chemists find Perfumers.

DO YOU WANT LUXUHIANT HAIR,
WHISKERS, &c.?—ROSALIE COUPELLK'S CRINU-

TRIAR is guaranteed to produce Whiskers, Moustachios, Ac,
in a few weeks, and restore the Hair from whatever causp,
strengthen it, prevent its tailing off, and effectually check grey-
ness in all its stages. For the nursery it is recommended by
upwards of 100 physicians, for promoting a fine healthy head of
hair, and averting baldness. Sold by all Chemists, price 2t.. or
sent free on receipt of 24 penny stamps, by Mis-; Coupellk, 69,
Castle Street,Newman Street, Oxford Street. London. Mr- ,1

writes, " My head, which was bald, is now covered with new lmir."

Mrs. RbevB—'"My hair is gaining strength and thickness."
Sergeant Craven—"Through using it I have an excellent

moustache." Mr. Yates—"The young man has now a good
pair of wbiskers. I want two packets for other customers.

POR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
-L HUMANITY.—A retired gentleman having cured him-
self of Deafness, Defect of Sight, and General Debility, after

suffering upwards of 25 years, thinks it his duty to make the
remedy known for tbe benefit of the afflicted; he will therefore
forward tbe particulars for tbe cure of the same on receipt of b
twopenny stamped envelope properly directed.—Address Rev.
J, JororSTOHB, 1 , Park Terrace , Heavitree, Exeter, Devonshire.

DEBILITY AND NERVOUSNESS.— Encoura-e-
ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility, spex-

matorrhosa, relaxation, nervousness, and exhaustion oi the

system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-

eases, for a successful course of self-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post tree

upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, by E.J. Rocrbts late Army),
Surgeon. 9, North Terrace. Moor Kdge. Newca^tle-on -T'-rne.

HOLLOWAY'S ni MM ENT AND PILLS WON-
DERFUL REMEDIES FOR THE CURE OF ULCERS.

—Mrs. Yates, Grocer, of Clifton, near Iiccles, suffered severely

for some time from, an ulcer in the neck, and with a fruitless

perseverance in the use of various remedies, she felt convinced
nothing whatever would heal it. However, by the recommenda-
tion ot Mr. Heap, Druggist, of Openshaw, she commenced using
Hollowax's Ointment and Pills, and these invaluable m di-

cines verv speedily cured her, not only healing the wound. bu<"

restoring her to a perfect state of health.—Sold by all Medicine
Vendors throughout the world; at Prof. Holloway's Establish-

ments, 244, Strand, London, and "rO, Maiden Lane, New York;
by A. Stampa, Constantinople; A. Guidict, Smyrna; and II.

Hoods, Malta.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHI-DREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTH£RS.

ROBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for makinn;
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
but has become of general use to every class of tbe community,
and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,

j
nutritious, and light rood f<<r Infants and Invalids; much approved

I for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for

[
thickening Broths or&
ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years

i have been held in constant and increasing public estimation as

the purest farina; of the Oat, aud as the best and mo-t valuable

preparation for making a pure aud delicate GRUEL, which lorms

alight aud nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe

for colds and influenza, is of general use iu the sick chamber, and.
alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for

Infants and Children.
Prepared only by the Patentees. Robiksok, Bkllvtlle. & Co.,

Purvevors to the Queen. 64. Red Lion Street, Ho born, London. •

Sold b'v all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town
and Country, in packets of <xi. and 1$.; and Family Canisters, at

2s- 5s., and lO.'?. each.
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BE LET, with immi "HUrtit
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1^ ft. long bj

12 ft. long by h U. »
.

Window 8aahen,Greenl
de »nd gl»z- ;
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ROSE COMBED OOP''

TO BE SOLD, s. fii>t irz/- l*h> ot CHICKBI8
of 1855; bred from prize f »l*. H. C. »t B* ''.rd 1*

and fellow* to the flr-ii prl»- b

Apply to Mr. F. O=»!eor.*n. S

-

ialrs tiu Suctton.

MONTHLY POULTRY S*LE.
\|R. J. C. STEVENS will .ction *t hit
** Great P.oom. 88 TUBS-
DAT, 4ih December. .« Paltry and
Pigeons, including coloured t of all

gnu, Gold an ; e o I^idts, Ac-,
selected from Lhe yar<!- i untws, E*q-,
Rev. G. Gilbert, and othec unati nipriie
some first-rate Camera, &(*,. fi '. lia^De, £aq.
E. Maddeford, E^-»i:c. A i«,i Hydr^-lT cohaior may believed
on the rooming of Sale, and Catalognta bad by inekoaiae; a
stamp*-d directed envelope to Mr. .1. >„" King Street.
Covent Garden.

CAMELLIAS AZALEAS. RHODODENDRONS. D e'JtZIA
GRACILIS, ETC.,

FROM MR. T Bl : GHENT.
MR. J. C. STEVENS *ill Sell by Aactioo, at his

Great Rott \TCE-
DAY. 1st of December, *t 12 o'cl-x-k precisely, an importation
from Gfcent of 600 Car. i ia," 2r») Hardy Ghent
Azaleas. 600 Deutzia gracilis. 100 no* lUrdy Gbent RbodoeVtv
droitfl, Gladioli, and •' I Ac—May be viewed oa the
morning f Sale.

IMPORTED ArvD ESTABLISHED ORCH.OS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS wiU Sell by Aacoon, at bis
Great Room, - ~ miem, an FRIDAY.

. L^u-blisbed and Imported
ORCHIDS, incl v maxima, lablaia,

intermedia, vinlaeea, and crij i, Dendrobims, Dal-
honsiannm, C'ypripediam barbarom, grandiflcrom, Odooto-
glossnm - sported
Plants are from Panama, an ttleya SkirnerL

m ampliatum major. Tricbopilia Candida, Epideadnon
bicornutum. tvc^ 4c—May be viewed on tbe morniog of Sale and
Catalognes bad.

BULBS, STANDARD MOTHER ROSES, SHRUBS, ETC.

MH. HASLAM «ill Sell as abore at the Aoetioa
TUESDAY r CaUlognes to

be bad at th<* Mart.— V -i .

TO GENTLEMEN. FLORIST^. AND OTHERS.
MESSRS; PRUTHEROE juhj MORRIS will Sell by

Auction, n: tbe Man, Bartbokcnew Lxnt. n THt"R5DAY.
-CTCH

BCLBS. c?n>i?tinc of the Snest EV-nble it - -acinths,

Nardssns, ~ ''drops,

Rannncc ses a it: a'.s: a ^".ectad assortment of

Standard and D«-*rf Rases, inclndine Hybrids. Boarbows.
- ic. : and American Plants, comprising Hybrid

- Ghent and - Kaimias, Andromeda
fliiribunda, beautifully famished with bloom bnda, &c—On view
th» morn- _ - agues had a; the Mart; and of tbe

Auctioneers, American Nn'serv. L^- aex.

CHOICE TULIPS.
\ |

ESSRS. PROTHEKOE am> MORRIS are in-

rar nnreserved Sale bv Auction. £.-

...er Lane, on FRIDAY. !
-

. at 12

o'clock, bj _
-

ire, ibe whole of his select and costly bed
of TULIPS. •--blener

Tiorieties - nnest strains,

: is stieb an •: amatenrs to enrich
tbeir collet isi >:^roea™i valuable vajieries as does not
often occur. In addition, there are " Drotea flowers

Seedlings ""^e best
-^—clings,—Catalognes

may be bad at the Mart: of the principal Seedsmen in London
neerSj American Nmsery, Leytcastone, Essex;
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NEW SERIAL WORK BY MR. CHARLES DICKENS.

Uollban with " Doubbt and Sow," " David Coiterfield,"

"Bleak Horse," &c&c.
On the Thirtieth of November will be published, to he com-

pleted in Twenty Monthly Parts, price one Shilling each, the

First Monthly Part of a New Work of Fiction, called

LITTLE' DOR HIT. By Charles Dickens.
With Illustrations by Uaulot K.-Baowjre.

London : Bbaprtry .fc Evans, 11, Bouverle Street.

POPULAR EDITION OF MR. FORSTER'S LIFE OF
GOLDSMITH.

This day is published, in crown Svo, price 7s. Gd., with 40 Wood-
cut-;, a Popular Edition of

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF OLIVER GOLD-
SMITH. By John- Fmsteb.

•»• A Library Edition of the same Work is also published,

in Two V tumi 5 Bvo, uniform with Murray's British Classics.

Bradbury & Evans. 11, Bonverie Street.

This day is published, in Twenty-eight pages, stitched, price -Id.,

THE HOUSEHOLD WORDS ALMANACK,
FOT The Year 1S56.

HOUSEHOLD WORDS-OFFICE, No. 16, Wellington Street
North. Strand.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Hlackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and

all Booksellers.

EDWARDS'S" NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
NACK. Horticultural Trade Directory and Florists'

Diary for 1S56, will be published in December, as heretofore.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, Holloway, Middlesex. _

THE RURAL ALMANACK. Edited by Christopher
Idle, Esq., Author of " Hints for Sporiing," &c, containing;

12 superb Engravings after Ansdell and others, and every kind
of information required for the Garden, the Farm, and the

Country House, price Is. It is to be presented to all the Sub-
scribers to The Field, the Farm, and the Garden. Advertisements
in*-rted on moderate terms, to be sent immediately to the Field

Office, Esses House, Essex Street, Strand.

GL E X N V ' S "GARDEN ALMANACK AND
FLORIST'S DIRECTORY is just Published for the

NINTEENT1I YEAR, price Is., post free 12 stamps.

Just out, price 5s. Gd^ Third Edition, post free 6fi stamps,
entirelv rewritten and alphabeticallv arranged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
pete guide at the price.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covpnt Garden.

"CHRISTMAS PRESENT AND NEW YEAR'S GIFT TO
THOSE WHO LOVE A CARDEN.

GLENNY'S COMPANION TO THE GARDEN
ALMANACK, with a Portrait of the Author, will appear

parly in DECEMBER; a standard book of reference, and con-
taining also the advertisements of all the best novelties coming
out, price If. Orders tor advertising must be sent promptly to

G. Glenny, Fulham.

GLENNY'S SUPERB BALSAM SEED, 6 classes, 37 stamps;
Mixed, 13 stamps. Sealed packets, with directions for culture.
Full allowance to the trade, fix hundred references.

Just published, price Sixpence,

BREAD FOR THE PEOPLE secured by the
skilful Cultivation and efficient Supervision of Estates.

By Layton Cooke, Land Agent and Surveyor.
Published by Dalton. Cockspur Street, London.

Now ready, price 12s, Gd., coloured plates,

THE NATURAL HISTORY7 OF THE TINEINA.
Vol. I.

" The ' Tineina* are a group of microscopic moths, numerous
in species, and their liabits and transformations are here given
nn a scale of completeness and extended detail not hitherto
reached by naturalists on any subject."

—

Literary Gazette.
London : John- Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

LAND DRAINAGE.
MR. BAILEY DENTON, Engineer to the Gen-

eral Land Drainage Company, offers the following pub-
lications, which may be bad bv post (stamps being sent with the
order) of W. P. Metchim, 20, Parliament Street, Loudon.

1. LAND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SYS-
TEMS. Second issue (1855), price 3s.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen." Agricultural
Gazette.—" A very able treatise." Mark Lane Express.

2. TABLES OF COST OF LABOUR AND MA-
TERIALS. Price Is. 6d. For the Pocket.

3. RELIEF OR SURFACE MODELLING, as Sug-
gestive of Drainage and the Profitable Use of Drainage Waters.
Second Edition (1850), price 3s. Gd. Medals R. A. S. E., 1840, and
Exhibition, 1851, were awarded for this method of Modelling.

GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE DISTRI-
BUTION OF WATERS. A Paper reprinted from the " West-
minster Review " (1842). Price 2s. Gd.

Also, THE DRAINER'S A LEVEL FOR THE
USE OF WORKMEN. Price 32s.

Mr. Bailby Denton's engagements do not preclude him from
Designing or Superintending the Drainage of Estates on terms
to be ascertained of him at No. 52, Parliament Street, London.

G. WILLIS'S PUBLICATIONS.
On Dec. I, No. VII., with ISO beautifully coloured figures,

price 4s. 6d.,

WOOD'S INDEX TESTACEOLOGICU3, an Illus-
* v trated Catalogue of all known Shells, with their Synonyms,

Localities, &c New Edition. Edited bv Sylvanus Hanley,
Esq., and brought down to ihe present tiine. To be published
monthly, each Number containing ISO coloured figures.

No. VII. of the re-issue, containing 103 beautifully coloured
figures, price 3s. Gd

,

V\7 OOD'S INDEX ENTOMOLOGICUS, a com-
plete Illustrated Catalogue of British Moths and Butter-

flies. Ncs-ednion, enlarged hy J. O. Wksttvood, Esq. Contain-
ing nearly 2000 roloured figures, including 180 new one9. This
edition can also he had complete, in one large volume, royal Svo.
half morocco, for 41. 4s.

'

Now publishing, with Five beautifully coloured Plates, Part XII.,
price 3s. 6d.

t

ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS, Coloured Illustrations^ of, comprismg Figures of the most interesting and beautiful
Genera, with Descriptions of all the Cultivated Species, and
Directions for their Cultivation. Edited by T. Moore, F.L.S.,Author of the " Handbook of British Ferns."

¥*££?££: a"d LXXIX- price 2s. each, published monthly,ArLIMVS BRITISH BIRDS and their EGGS
C.TlJS.r'™?

I11"s 'r
,

ati°ns »f- Each Number contains Four
beautifully coloured Plates, with Copious Descriptions. Also,

11 11 -ft) „»'vT
read5Va

,

cl> with 60 coloured plates, price
1?. lis. 6./. per Volume in cloth.

BookMUere?'
G™ t Vi*z™< Covent Ga»ien; and by order of all

ON THE VINE DISEASE.
Just published, price One Shilling, free by post,

A PAMPHLET ON THE VINE DISEASE AND
xTL VINEYARDS OF EUROPE; with Suggestions for the

Prevention of the Disease, founded upon Natural Laws. By
Jamks Cpthill.

Also .Tames Cnrniu-'s POTATO PAMPHLET, with Twenty
New Articles, is. On MARKET GARDENING ROUND
LONDON, Is. <W—Post free, sent by the Author, James Cctiiill,

Camberwell, London.

A TREATISE on the"6RIGIN, PROPAGATION.
-ti. and CULTIVATION of the STRAWBERRY. By Mr.

Richard Undebhill, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Price Is. May
be had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great
Britain, as well as from the Author, through the post.

Agent for London : G. Cox. 18, King Street, Cove t Garden.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowrbby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing

49 Plates, full coloured, 27*.; partly coloured, 14s.

_ John E. Sowerby, 3 , Mead Place, Lambeth.

Fifth Edition, with Additions by A. Henfrey, Esq., Svo. 5s. cloth.

A N ANALYSIS of the BRITISH FERNS and
i-l their ALLIES. By G. W. Francis, F.L.S. With Engrav-
ings. Fifth Edition, revised, with Additions, by Arthur Henfrey,
F.R.S., F.L.S, &c, Professor of Botany, King's College, London,
and Lecturer on Botany at St. George's Hospital ; with an
additional Plate of the latest Discoveries.

London: Simpkin, Marshaxl, & Co., Stationers' Hall Court.

LOWE'S FO REIGN FERNS.
Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal Svo, price Is., each con-

taining 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British
and Exotic. By E.J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., &c.
London: Groombbidge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

This dav, price 7s. 6d., with Illustrations Coloured,

THE FLORA OF THE COLOSSEUM ; descriptions

of 420 Plants growing spontaneously upon the ruins of the
Colosseum at Rome. By Richard Deakin, Esq., M.D., author of
;'FIorigrapbia Bntanniea," <fcc.

Groombridge. & Sons, Publishers, 5, Paternoster Row.

EVERY- EMIGRANT SHOULD PURCHASE
1. HOW TO EMIGRATE. By Kingston. Price 2s. 6d.

2. THE EMIGRANT'S HOME; or, How to Settle. Price

2s. Gd.

3. THE AUSTRALIAN COLONIES. By Capper. Price Gd.

4. PRAYERS FOR EMIGRANTS AT SEA. Price Gd.

Framed at the Request of the Colonial Land and Emigration
Commissioners.

Groomsridge & Sons, Publishers. 5, Paternoster Row.

Just out, price Is., sold by all booksellers,

HOW, WHEN, and WHOM to MARRY ; with
Observations on the Causes of " Marriages being so often

Unhappy." By the Rev. A. Black.
The ART of DRESSING with ELEGANCE and PRO-

PRIETY. Price Is. Gd. Also, the SECRETS of a LADY'S
TOILET; the Recipes of ' the Court Beauties; how to efface

Wrinkles, and enjoy Youth and Beauty.

Either of the above works will be sent by the publisher, R.
Percy, 1, Welbeck Street, Marylebone, on receipt of the amount
in stamps.

Just published, Fifth Edition, price 2s. Gd.,

THE WATER CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASE;
an Exposition of the Cause, Progress, and Termination of

various Chronic Diseases of the Digestive Organs, Lungs, Nerves,
Limbs, and Skin, and of their Treatment by Water and Hygienic
Means. By James M. Gully, M.D., Fellow of the Royal Medical
and Cbirurgical Society, London.

London: John Churchill. Malvern: Henry Lajib.

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
pONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAY
\J LAST, NOVEMBER 17, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

Reviews of, with Extracts from
The Literary Remains of the
Rev. Thomas Price. By Jane
Williams.

New Novels: Kitty Latnere

—

Catherine the Egyptian Slave
—Cross Purposes- The Last
of the Czars—Tales for the
Marines—The Watchman

—

Twice Married—El lie—The
Hidden Path.

The Mouse Tower. [La Tour
des Souris.] By M. Felix
Liebrecht.

A Memoir of the Life and
Death of Sir John King.

Elementary Atlas of History
and Geography. By the Rev.
J. S. Brewer.

The Revised Liturgy of 16S9.
By J. Taylor.

Educational Works.
List of New Books.

Men and Women. By Robert
Browning.

The Art of Perfumery. By G.
W. Septimus Piesse.

Glasgcw and its Clubs. By Dr.
Strang.

M. Tullii Ciceronis Orationes.
By G. Long.

History of the French Revolu-
tion. By Louis Blanc.

With Shorter Notices of
Philosophical Promenade in the
Cemeterv of Pere la Chaise.
By M. Viennet.

Archaeological Essays. By
Lndwig Ross.

Bornemann's Sporting Poems.
Letters to the People on Health
and Happiness. ByCatherine
B. Beecher.

Thoughts on the Revision of
the Prayer-Book. By the Rev.
J. R. Pretynian.

OriginaL—Longfellow's 'Hiawatha.' By William Howitt—
The Campbell Monument—Men and Manners in China. By
Sir John Bowring.

"Weekly Gossip.—Royal Society Medals—Public Libraries
—Sal ford Fre^ Library— Midlandlnstitute—Noteson Fielding
— Dr. J. H. Gould—Knstendje Canal—Goethe's Correspon-
dence—Schiller's Birthday—Discovery of Coins—Russian
Manners— St. Paul's Cathedral—Historical Portraits.

Societies.— Reports of the Proceedings of the' Geographical
—Geological — Zoological — Syro-Egyptian— Institution of
Civil Engineers.

Fine Arts.—Koenig's Illustrated Life of Luther—Winter
Exhibition of Pictures.

Fine Art Gossip.—Paris Exhibition Awards—English Art—Flaxman Hall—Works in Progress at the Sculptors— Late
Mr. Carter— Ceiling's Lecture—Medieval Works at Nurem-
berg— Herr Moritz'Rugeudas' Picture.

Music and the Drama.— Sadler's Wells ('The Comedy
of Errors')-^Adelphi 'Marie Ducange')—Standard (' Alex-
ander the Great')— National Opera Company.

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—jniiien's Concerts
—Norwich Festival—MehuPs ' Joseph'—M. Gounod's New
Work—Paris Operatics— Rossini's Recollections—Signora
Ristori.

Miscellanea a DescendantofBlake—Bailey and Calderon.
The Athen^um may he ordered of any Bookseller.

This day is published, price 5s.,

pOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-
*- pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,
Liiuatodis, and Geodorum.

J. Matth ews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. Gd.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., P.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England ;
Piofessorof Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London

;

Lecturer on Chemistry in the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies tor distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, nn a Post-office order
being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office of
the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for
one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition
to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S (CALENDAR OF GARDEN
-_ OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Upwards ofReprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle.
lC0,0JO have already been sold.

CONTENTS.
Gilias
Gooseberries
Grafting
Green-fly
Heartsease
Herbs
Herbaceous Peren-

nials

Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish
Hyacinths
Hydrangeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidney Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, double
Marigold
Marjoram
Manures
Marvel of Peru
Mesembryanthe-
mums

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
Oenothera bifrons
Onions
Psepnies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-haulm
Pears
Peas
Pelargoniums
Perennials
Persian Iris

Petunias
Phlox
Pigs
Pinks
Planting

Upper Wellington Street

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus
Calceolarias
Californian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,
Chinese

Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias
Colewort
Cress
C reepers
Crocus
Crown Impeiials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dahlias
Daisies
Dog's-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-
ing articles for

Ferns, as protection
Fruit
Fuchsias
Gentianella

J. Matthews,

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-
tings

Pyracantha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Seeds
Sea Daisy or Thrift
Seakale
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Fruit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Venus's Looking-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian Stocks
Wallflowers
Willows
Zinnias

Covent Garden.

NEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEV'S-
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in 8vo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
* TURF; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindlet, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c,

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1810
since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-
guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a moie frequent reference to-

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,
by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.

"This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"
with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-
tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter a* the first edition .... Although very large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

ediiion have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that
the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical

men-are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the
author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,
but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

By the same Author,
INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with 6 Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. Svo, 24s.
\* It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in
which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially
in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that
the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Primed by William Bradbury, of No. 13. Upper Woburu Place, and
Frkdehick Mhllbtt Evanb, of No. 20, Queen's Road, Weft, both in.

the Parish of St. Pancraa.and in the County of Middlesex, Printers, et
their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Wbi'tefriarB, in the City
oi" London ; ami published by them atths Office, No. 5, Upper "Wellington
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the said County,
where all Advertinenients and Communications are to be Addrbsbbd to
tub Editor.— Saturday, November 21, 1S55.
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pRYSTAL PALACE.— HORTICULTURAL
Vy PETES.—It Ih Intended to hold two HORTIOUIi-
TURAL FETES In 185i;. The first on SATURDAY, the 24th
May, and tiio flooond on WEDNESDAY, the loth September.
Duo notlco of the Conditions of Exhibition and of tho Prlssew

will bo given. By ordor,

Crystal Palace, December 1. Q. Gnovtc, Secretary.

AMERICAN PLANTS;
JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RHODO-
»' DENDRONS, AZALEAS, &c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Regent's Turk, London, Ih now published, and
can he bad on application,

(3T Tbo Catalogue describes tho colours of the Rhododendrons.
The American Nursery, Bagahot, Surrey.—Dec. 1.

AMERICAN PLA NTS.
WATERER and GODFREY bet; to announce their

Priced and Descriptive Catalogue of American Plants for

this soasou is now published, and will bo sent free on application.
As the collection of American Plants at this Nursery in altogether
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to their
interest to pay a visit to tho Nursery, which may bo readily dono
by the South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap Hill Xnrsrrv, Wokhv Hunw.

GEORGE BAKER begs to "an n .7 ueellis DESCRIP-
TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-

MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and POTEST TREES is now
ready, and may be bad on application.

American Nursery, Windtesham, near Bagshnt, Surrey, seven
lnllos from Staines, Windsor Branch, South Western Railway,
where conveyances may be had.

R PARKER bees to inform his friends and patrons
• that bis PRICED CATALOGUE of DUTCH BULBS

is now ready, and will be forwarded post free upon application.

p
Paradise Nursery, Hornsey Road, Holloway.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
ABRAHAM HARDY and SON, Seed Growers,

Maldon, Essex, beg to announce that their WHOLESALE
PRICED CATALOGUE OP SEEDS and early Potatoes is now
ready, and may be bad post free on application.

—

Dpc. 1.

TO PEAR AMATEURS.
a^HOMAS RIVERS'S DESCRIPTIVE CATA-
A- LOGUEof PEARS is printed separately from the Cata-

logue of Fruit, and will be sent free ou application to The
Nurseries, Saw bridgeworth, Herts.

PEARS CRAFTED ON' THE~ QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

and J. FRASER beg to announce that their
' • Pi-iced List of the above is now published, and may be had
post free on application.

J. & J. F. have sold a largo number of these Trees for the last
three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen
in the country speaking in very high terms of their productive-
ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to the notice of their friends and the public in general.
Lea Bride* Pond. Ejwpv.

RROW SMITH'S (Nurseryman) CATALOGUES
are now ready, and mny be had free on application.

FOREST PLANTING undertaken by Contract.
LANDSCAPE and ORNAMENTAL GROUNDS executed.

Sydnope, near Matlock, Derbyshire.
i

FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.
JAMES CARTER and CO. beg to announce that

they will publish, on 1st January, 1856, their TWENTY-
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL,
VEGETABLE, AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknow-
ledged lo be the most comprehensive yet compact Annual Cata-
logue of Seeds extant It has beeu subjected to a careful and
elaborate revision, in order to ensure the greatest possible cor-
rectness. Forwarded free of charge, and post paid, upon
application.

JAMBS Cartxb St Co., Seedsmen. 238. Hiqrh Hoi born, London.

A

GERMAN FLOWEK AND VEGETABLE SEEOS.
MESSRS. PLATZ and SON, Seed Growers,

Erfurt, Prussia, respectfully inform the Trade that their
Catalogue for lS5d contains more new and choice articles than
have ever been offered. Early applications are solicited through
their Ageut, Mr. Robert Kennedy, Bedford Conservatory,
Cov.-nt Garden, London.

CEDRUS DEODAR A.

YOUELL and CO. beg to offer fine healthy well
grown Plants of the above, admirably adapted for Cemetery

planting, &c, at the following prices, viz. Fine handsome well-
furnished Plants, 2 to 3 feet, S*\ Gd. each. 36s. per dozen ; ditto,

4 to 5 feet, 7s. Gd. each, 72*. per dozen. The above were all trans-
planted last season, and will remove with perfect safety.

Their CATALOGUE of Rare and Hardy Conifers and other
Ornamental Hardy Evergreen and Flowering Shrubs, may be
had on application. Railway Carriage and Freight by Steamers
very rfcatiouabk.—Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER I.

SEED POTATOE1.
Sutton am. sons, Sim Sbowem, I

Uavta law ' '• l "' ''"''" ' '"''' '""'
'

'

very f/riu and fret from wheats, rricet, <bc, will

punt in* >,n application,

TO THE SEfcD TRADE.
/ i i,:. i i;. E NEW SEEDS, "/ <>• »-

' l kind*, warranted all 0) ti '
•
"""' '''

obtained from thi Vndertigtud, t It •

•

"a application,
CAIdillT, nl urvi.t-nl imrl.i.l BKIRVHKJ'H BWI 01

.mani;ij. wi HZRL, do,
I
OUBEK OLOllli TI IIMP.

BtiTTOK * Ho»», Wni-d Orowtrn. Ki-ndlnit.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.
WILLIAM DENYER, Bumhan und I louist,

oflbrfl tii" rollowlog oholca Coltoc i'.n for 10«.:—

12 k-nod iiyiiriiitiiHirj shi.;ii- Tullpi|19 iplondld Ini monoa
12 NiiicIhiiih \li .lniii|iill» 25Bnowdl
12 DoubloTuUpa |12 beautiful Irl«]l00 Dulcb Crocui, ill

No char^o for pnekaguff, ' Qracachurol cet I ndon.

NEW DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA — " IMPERIAL "

/ lHARLES TURNKR will be able to Bupply itrong
v^ I'lnuis aftor the Imi of January of this I. .1 ,m.,i u- .

variuty, Which I J mi double an an Oleander, and fragrant. I'lanta

u-.h, with a rmiHid.Tnble rodoetton totbo trade II

Is taken, C.T. bogs particularly to recommend It, as itja not

only a novelty but also n valuable bedding plant.

Royal Nu pwry, fllotltfll.

THE TRUE LANCASHIRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES.

JOHN HOLLAND, Ht-adshaw GardotiB, Middle!
near ofaDoheater, can now Hiipply '^1 Btron« planW

or 12 plants f..r 7» . of 1 1 ..- below-natmjd GOOOSEBERUI EB,

which aro of fine flavour. Weights taken from tbe "G
berry Orower'a ReglBler of lRW," viz. :

—

dwtfl. pr.s.

London .. 80 r, Lady Leicester

Thumper .. 28 1R •wdrop
Wonderful ... .. 28 14 Pilot

Conquoritiff Iloro . .. 23 19 Railway
SlauMhtonnau .. 23 13 Queen of Trumps
Catherlna .. 23 12 Gunner
Freedom .. 28 10 Roaring Lion...

Companiou ... .. 23 6 Provider
Leader .. 2:) O fi ler

Drill .. 23 Turnout
Napoleon .. 22 22 1! ill

Overall .. 22 22 Coppice. Lass...

dwts. frra

22 16

22 10

22 14

22 10

22 II

21 22
21 21
21 6
21 1

20 5
20
19 10

Post-oflice Orders to be made payable at MiddletoD, Lancashire.
Catalogues on application.

"FRUIT TREES, GOOSEBERRY X CURRANT BUSHES.
r1^0 BE SOLD, the surplus Stock, enrnpriainc Standard
*- Cherries, Plume, Apples, and Pears, from to 12 years' old

growth; several thousands Kifleman Gooseberries, and large Red
Grape Curranth?, from 2 to 4 years' old, will be sold for much less

than their value.—To view, apply to Mr. Mittos', Lampton,
near Hounslow, 1 mile from station.

TO BE SOLD very cheap for Cash, as the Ground is

required frr other purposes, 10,000 ORNA.MLNTAL
FOREST TREES, from 6 to 15 feet, a jjrcat variety of sort*.;

20,000 GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, leading kinds: 500
BUSHY YEWS, from 4 to 6 feet: about 1000 DECIDUOUS
FLOWERING SHRUBS; and a large quaotitv of 2-vear SEA-
KALE and ASPARAGUS Plants.—Apply to Mr.CiiAS. Clabke,
Nurseryman. &c„ 179. "Windmill Street, Gravesend. Kent.
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PINE PLANTS.
TO BE SOLD, a quantity of fine fruiting QUEEX

PINE PLANTS, many of them ready to start. No reason-
able offer will be refused.— Apply, Tnos. Steep.'s Pinery. Ttd-
dingti-tn, M iddlesex.

SPANISH CHESN UTS.
TO BE SOLD, about 200,000 Strong SPANISH
* CHESNUTS, from 2 to 4 feet. Price sent on application

to Watkrer and Godfbey. Knap Hill. Woking, Surrey.

TTTANTED TO PURCHASE, a quantity of ERICA
» » CARXEA, for bordering.— Address, sating lowest price

per 100, D. C. L„ Critic Office, 29, Essex Street, Strand. Also, a
few HARDY' HEATHS, varieties.

HARDY HEATHS
TirATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
» * attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may be
had free on application to Waterer & Godfbey, Knap Hill

Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

rpHOAlAS BELL, SkedsHaN, Wigan, Lancashire,
i has for sale TRUE LANCASHIRE FLUKE POTATOES.

4s. 9d. per bushel, of SO lbs., or 6?. 6s. per ton. YORK P.E-

GFNTS. 4s. M Twrhwahol. RFri DOAr\'9.4c. *W, rv*r hn«b*>l.

r]^HE FLUKE KIDNEY POTATO.—This excellent
i- and famed Potato, which has preved so beneficial to the
Panninginterest, from its capability of withstanding tbe ravage*-

of disease and its abundant bearing qualities, was raised in

Middleton; purchasers may there lore rely upon having it true
from the original stock. May bo had in any quantify, at 4s. per
bushel of 5G lbs.—Apply to John Holland, Bradshaw Gardens.
Middleton, near Manchester. Post Office orders may be made
pavable at Middleton, Lancashire.

BUSBY'a STOCKWOOD GOLDEN HAMBURGH GRAPE.
i\ 1 ESSRS. VEITCH axd Son in reply to the many
JAJL inquiries they are constantly receiving as to when plants

of this splendid new Grape will be ready for distribution, and
for the information of the public, beg to say that tbe stock of

eyes they have just received from Mr. Busby is sufficiently

ample to justify the belief that it will be ready for delivery in

the autumn of iS5G, at the price previously aui.onnced, 21s. each.

All orders already given have been duly registered, sne will be
executed strictly in rotation, and the same rule will be observed
with reference to all future orders. Consequently Hh
orders will secure the strongest Vines,

Xurseiiefi, Chelsea un.1 Ese'.er, Dec 1.

ROSES, HOLLYHOCKS, CONIFERS.
(Wholesale an.

A PAUL and SON be.; u< inform their Patrons
• and tbe Trade generally, that owing to exteoA I ex-

perience and improved sys*^nM
HOLLYHOCKS, tod CON'IFEROUa PLAN I

-

season unusuallv fine.

Nnrseries, '

-

DAHLIAS IN DRY ROOTS.

J ROBINSOn respectfoUj be^s \

• known collection <•: DAHLIAS, about 3T«*j -n nTimber. a»l
in excellent condition, and e«ch R>-.t correctly bxbeU*4. Tb^y
consist of nearly sit the new kinds, both fancy and -

last season, together with all the older varieties of berth kiw)<
worth growinc.—Full T-tvrticalars may be htd byc»:.TnE3Ul^cating

with J. RoP.rssos. 2. G1a~j --w Terracy. Th*mfc«'R«Jk. Pltatico.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
Hap.pt Winter White B*ooooxj

TTT JACKSON od Co. have fnr sale n**wee*d saved
Vf a this year of the above White Broc/ "i

'•
,'" aown earir

and grown well, it beads in N ±7, *»d
Febnmrv—a valuable winter kind. Price In oaaanrj :.s ap^lica-

tion.—Nurseries. Bed?-
'

NE-w BEDDING PLAST.
Double VTb

MESSRS. WILLIAM KOLLlSSUN xso SONS can
now supply good plants --^aioed at 5*.e»cv-

This extraordinary, new, and variety <

recommended, and donbUens will became an narr«rstl far

both as a beddinc and conservatory plant, beirg o»f rtc

habit, fragrant and the - dxible a« x

Gardenia bloss-^m.—The N on.

-

D*HLI* IMCOMPARAB-i
THOMAS BARNES bavin* porchaaed tb

of the above, which was oat puriaUy j

=pring. isenabb '''Uovingri

5s., Vs. Gd., and 1".'. Gd. each. C kmr rich ruby eric*
rate shape, shown in all T. B."s stands. a< also :^ c

T. B. has also a few r- ts of bis >p
; ei>d;i Dahlia WA I

Deep crimson, shaded. 10s. 6c each, with aU lipeleedipg i

of other r«i-^r~ —P^- '"- '- n-" ------- ^- ---- --

CHARLES DaLY and &ON, NDBSEinui
raine. beg to i Trad* and the

have one and two ye - - ' .-

Yews. Forest Trees, -
- . - "-

berrie-i. 4s- p^r bushel: 11^^ - -
-

.
.^

.:. r- ?

- . . st,—Dk ;.
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AY,
TO PLANTERS AND THE TRADE.

SANGSTER,AND>CO.,will Sell the following

cheap, as the ground must be cleared:—

StronirSWndardDw'arfand Dwarf Trained PEARS,

DfaodT GREENGAGE ana VICTORIA IMAMS,

Do. do. and half Standard MULBERRY, _nrp , pR
tv. Ho and Dwarf Trained CHERRIES. [RHUBARB,

PRINCE of WALES. PRINCE ALBERT, and VICTORIA
Strong two roars' SEAK.ALE and ASPARAGUS,
EVERGREEN OAKS, in pots,Sto6 feet.

IS and 19, Cumberland Place, Neyiogton Butts
,
London.

NEW DAHLIAS FOR 1856-

STEPHEN SHILLING be_-s to offer to Nurserymen,

Florists &c, the following NEW and SUPERB DAHLIAS,
raised by Mr. .1. Smith, of the Floral Cottage, Crookbara.

HELEN SMITH, yellow ground tipped and shaded with

orange* well formed flower, good centre, pronounced to be one of

st constant Dahlias cultivated (raised in 1854). Ground

ii
,; or strong plants in May, at 10s. 6d. each.

LORD CARDIGAN; crimson purple, fine formed flower, with

full centre, highly recommended (raised in 1854.) Ground Roots,

•i
1'* each' or strong plants in Hay, at 10$. Gd. each. A discount

allowed where two or more of the ground roots are taken, or

When *ix or more plants are taken in May. Their having been

grown two seasons, and fully proved, can' be sent out (villi con-

fidence as first-rate varieties.

, I'd wards, Esq., speaks of Helen Smith in 1854 : "Flower
i desirable, good build, pleasing colours, and well formed

Mr. Turner, in ' The Elorist of September, 1855, says:

*'Thi. flower is oi the M&lvina form, and making good outline

and centre." Six blooms were exhibited at the Basingstoke

rural Show, September, 1S55, cut indiscriminately from

theplants.no shading or care whatever taken, were "highly
commended by the judges," and acknowledged to be the best

Dahlia there. "The Florist," for September, 1855, speaks of

Lord Cardigan: "Sir F. Bathurst form, deeper in colour and
fuller: a deep fine formed flower with full centre."

All orders strictly executed in rotation as received.

North Warnborough_Nursery, near Odiham, Hants, Dec. 1.

TTfATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite the
* *

attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, and 8 feet high, in quantities,

all stockv well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it

would be 'difficult to match.

Cedrus Deodara, 15,2,3,4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do. a

fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet; do. some magnificent Trees,

10 to 15 feet These are all in a famous condition for Trans-

planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4,5, and 6 feet; do. a few splendid Trees,

10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It is ex-

tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomeria japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, G, 7, and 8 feet.

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this

fine hardy plant

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet ; a fine lot of large plants,

6 to S feet.

Do. Irish, upright. 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do, larger, up to 8 and 10

feet Our siock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believe

to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes

are perfect columns.

Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abie* Douglasi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of large and very
bandsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, well

grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller

specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, l£, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of

these plants, and all from seed.

Do. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.

Pinns insignia, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

„ Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet

„ Montezumse, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.

„ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.

"Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.

Tbe following 10 varieties form a very singular eroup. They
are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Clanbraziliana may
be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to

be quite, unique, and, we may add, most interesting.

Pinus strohus pumila (tbe dwarf Weymouth).
„ sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).

Abies Clanbraziliana I Abies pumila ") All dwarf varieties

„ compacta „ diffusa V of the

„ pygmsea
| „ Gregori ) Spruce Fir.

Picea pectinata pygmsea (the dwarf Silver Fir), Hudson!.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.

Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet higb, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.

Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.
Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew, 8 to 10 ft. high.
Do. do., worked on Irish Y'ews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.

Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped; a large quantity, 1^ to

2$ feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish
Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

unsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as we
have it H to 3 feet

Libocedrus chilenBls, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3. 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

oi tbe most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedge?, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Do. anre*, or Golden Arbor-vita>. Thiw plant originated at this
Nnrsery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as
much through—in fact, perfect globes.

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,
being near 1J feet high, and as much wide.

Hollies variegated, by th* thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

We may here remark with reference to the large specimens

GEORGE JACK-MAN begs to state his PRICED
CATALOGUE of choice CONIFERS, HARDY EVER-

GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which are well grown,

and constantly removed, also Roses, Standard, Dwarf, and

dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, and Forest Trees, can be had on

application by enclosing one Postage Stamp.

G.J. respectfully invites persons planting to pay a visit to his

extensive nursery, one and a half mile from Woking Station,

Soutli Western Railway, where all trains stop, and conveyances

can be had.—Woking Nursery, Woking, Surrey. _
KINGHORN'S UNEQUALLED NEW SCARLET

GERANIUMS.
COUNTESS OF WARWICK.— Beautiful large variegated

foliage, white margin, dark horse-shoe, banded with pink,

strongly marked, large truss of deep scarlet, the individual

flowers of fine form, is of vigorous growth, proved to grow and

flower well planted out. Received a certificate at the Royal

Botanic Exhibition. Plants in May, 10s. Gd.

ANNIE.—This is a decided improvement on "The Flower of

the Day" and "Silver King," possessing fine large trusses of

bright scarlet, the foliage large and flat, margined with pure

white, does well planted out, has produced leaves 4g inches over,

very free grower. Plants in May, 10s Gd.

GENERAL PELISSIER.—This noble Geranium has been the

admiration of all who have seen it, either in pots or bedded out,

throwing its numerous globular trusses of orange scarlet flowers,

well above the foliage, on strong white flower-stalks, flowers of

fine form, with white eye; is of compact vigorous growth, leaves

medium size, with dark green margin, distinct horse-shoe, paler

green in centre. The best scarlet Geranium ever offered, flowers

very free and perfect in the smallest pot. Was awarded a first-

class certificate at the National Floricultural Society. Plants in

May, 10s. Gd.

F. R. Kinghorn begs to state that this is the first time that he

has advertised any of his numerous seedlings to be sent out by
himself, and would most respectfully assure those who may not

have seen the above at the exhibitions: of the Royal Botanic,

Horticultural, Crystal Palace, and National Floricultural

Societies, that they are very superior to his former seedlings,

"The Flower of the Day," "Attraction," "Silver King," or
" Cerise Unique," &c„ and that he has the greatest confidence in

recommending them, both as pot and flower-garden plants. He
may also state that they were noticed very favourably by all the

leading periodicals in their reports of the several exhibitions.

The usual discount to the trade. A remittance will be required

from unknown correspondents.

St. Margaret's Gavdens, Islewortb, Middlesex, Dec. 1.

MESSRS. E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to
announce that they have now received their noted collec-

tion of HYACINTHS in excellent condition, and for tbe assist-

ance of those persons unacquainted with the culture of the
Hyacinth, printed instructions will be given gratis with each
order they are kindly favoured with, Catalogues of which, to-

gether with their Plant and Seed Lists, will be forwarded post
free on application.

CUCUMBER Henderson's NAPOLEON III., in packets, 3s.

and 5s. Gd. each.
CALCEOLARIA, CINERARIA, and PRIMULA SEED of

first quality, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet.
FUCHSIAS.—Banks' Favourite, 10s. Gd.; Prince of Wales,

10s. 6d.

NEW RHODODENDRONS.—Boothi, Hookeri, Calophyllum,
Kendricki, Eximium Windsori Leucanthum.
GYNERIUM ARGENTEUM (Pampas Geasb).-E. G. H. &

Son having in their possession the largest stock in the country
of this noble ornamental Grass, can supply free healthy seedling
plants, which are superior to any other at 2s. Gd. each, 25s. per
dozen, or 11. 10s. per 100.

Wellington Nursery. St. John's Wood.

T R S.

BASS and BROWN beg to offer the following from To NoBLEMEH
their Catalogue just published, which cannot fail to afford Grounds, 01

full satisfaction to purchasers, for strong growth and superiority

of sorts

ROSES 100 dwarfs in 100 very superior varieties

„ 100 „ 50 ditto ditto

„ 100 „ 100 ditto, all selected from per-

petual bloomers

„ 100 „ 50 ditto ditto

„ Fine selections, per dozen 6s. to

„ 20 superb new varieties for 60s., or 12 for 35s.,

including Baron Leroy, Madame Lacour Jury,

Gen. Jacqueminot, Prince Leon, Lord Raglan,

Madame Masson, Emperor Napoleon, Madame
Theodore Martel, Duchess of Norfolk, Prince de
la Moskowa, &c. &c.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—100 distinct and showy vars,,

30s., or 50 for 17

100 superior and newer varieties., 50s., or 50 for 30

PHLOX.—25 very fine vars., 6s.; 25 superb newer vars. 15

POTENTILLAS.—King of Crimsons, the finest large

crimson, of good dwarf habit, each 5s.; Floral Beauty,

2s. Gd.; Julia, 2s. Gd.; Negress, 2s. Gd.\ Scarlet Gem,
2s. Gd.; Shylock, 3s. Gd. ; Sudbury Gem, 5s.; Theodore,

3s. Gd. The above eight beautiful vars. for 2ls.

„ splendid vars., per dozen
#

... ... 6s., 9s , and
HOLLYHOCKS.—Finest sorts, per dnzen... 9s., 18s., and
DWARF ROCK CISTUS, 24 beautiful vars '

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Fine flowering Plants.

Pompones, 24 vars. in 5-inch pots

Large flowering, 24 vars., ditto

HARDY CLIMBING PLANTS, 20 fine sorts

HARDY FLOWERING ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS,
20 fine vars
20 fine newer vars

PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and PLUMS,
two and three year trained plants, fine and well

grown, per dozen 42s. to

STRAWBERRIES, in 20 newest & best vars. See Catalogue

GOOSEBERRIES, finest prize sorts, 25 vars. for

RHUBARB.-Bailey's Early Monarch, each 2s. Gd.; Salt's

Crimson Perfection, each 7s. Gd. ; the two best early

varieties grown.
Royal Albert, Linnceus, and Victoria Giant, per dozen

Grayson's Giant Asparagus, fine, per 1000, 30s.; per 100

Seakale, strong for forcing, per 100
Fine Standard, pyramidal, dwarf, and trained Fruit Trees.

See Catalogue.

CAMELLIAS, choice assortments, per dozen ... 30s. to

BULBS AMD FLOWER ROOTS
CHOICE IMPORTED DUTCH HYACINTHS, in sepa-

rate colours, per dozen
Fine named varieties, per dozen 6s. &
Extra superb varieties, per dozen

ANEMON ES, 50 superb named double varieties

Splendid mixed, per 100
Splendid double mixed scarlets, per 100
Mixed semi-double Russian vars., fine, per lb.

„ fine new single, per lb
La Bnllante Eclatante, extra single bright scarlet,

per 100
GLADIOLUS, 50 splendid vars., early and late

The following beautiful new early dwarf vars. which
flower July and August (for descriptions see Cata-
logue), viz., British Queen, 5-.; Eclipse, 7s. Gd.

;

Masterpiece, 3s. Gd.; Rachel Maria, 2a. Gd. ; Sudbury
Beauty, 5s. ; Theodore, 7s. Gd.

The above 6 fine and striking varieties for 25
EARLY TULIPS, beautiful for pois or open borders,

flower a month before the late sorts, 30 tine vars., the
best in cultivation ... 7

DOUBLE TULIPS, fine for borders, 10 best vars., 6 of each 10
ENGLISH IRIS, 40 splendid and distinct vara 21

Ditto per dozen, 4s. to 7s. Gd. ; fine mixed, per 100 ... 10
IRIS GERMANICA, flower in May, very beautiful, 40

fine vars. of rich and varied colours ... 45
20 fine ditto 15s; 20 vars. best selection 35
Fine mixed, per 100, 18s.; best mixed, per dozen ... 5

IRIS PUMILA, early and very dwaif, 10 fine vars. ... 10

W,
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10 6

7 6
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3
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6
4

7 6
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EE CARNATION
"Flowering Winter and Summer."

YOUELL and CO. have now to offer a fine stock of
all the best varieties of the above deservedly favourite

class, which cannot be too strongly recommended, not only for

their fragrance, but the brilliant display they afford during the

autumn and winter months, either in the Greenhouse, Conserva-
tory, or open Garden. In Bouquets they arc unsurpassed. Strong
plants in pots, 18s. per dozen.

They also beg to call attention to the following:

—

CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
Our collection of the above is probably the most extensive in

Europe, having for a series of years bestowed our special atten-

tion to their cultivation upon an extent thar enables us to offer

—

The choicest varieties by name at 18s. and 24s. per dozen pairs

Fine mixed bonier ditto 9s. „
Fine old Clove Carnations 12s. „
True White ditto 18s. „

Pinks, comprising all the new first-class show flowers, 9s. and 12a.

per dozen pairs.

All orders of 21. and upwards are delivered, carriage free, to

London, Newcastle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station

within 150 miles of the Nursery.
Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

WALTON NURSERV, LIVER °OOL.
and Gentlemen Planting New Pleasure
Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-

panies Planting Public Parks or Cemkteries.

SKIRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of

TREES and SHRUBS of various siz>-6, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where

smaller sized ami less expensive plants are requited. In addition

to his general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,

which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this

season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one

to six feet.

W. S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities Of

Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect his collection and obtain

prices on the spot, as the mere height o< such trees (as quoted in

lists) gives no idea of the value 01 well growu select plants for

choice situations

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped

plants of the Araucaria imbricata and Cedrus Deodara have been

grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-

tances in this country, or to any pari abmxd-
Pnced Lists will be sent on application.

new
-
OR RARE PLANTS AT r duceo prices.

ESSRS WILLIAM ROLUSsON and SONS
are now prepared to offer the annexed:—

TYD^EA ELEGANS.—A most beautiful plant from New-

Grenada, with bright scarlet flowers; 10s Gd. each.

BIGNONIA CHRN SOLEUCA.— A distinct ne# species semi-

creeper the blossoms are yellow, tipped with white; 15s. each.

COLEUS BLUMEI PECTIN ATUS —A very distinct variety,

tbe foliage is variegated similar to Coleus Blumei, but the

leaves ar^ beautifully laciniat' d ; 5s. each.

MAND1ROLA KOEZLL—Anextiemely handsome gesneraceous
phnt producing tine spikes of lilac-coloured blossoms; 15s. each.

TACCINIUM ERYTHRINA.-A truly magnificent plant sent

us by our collector Mr. John Heiishall; the flowers are pro-

duced in bunches, of a bright crimson colour

ARAUCARIA COOKI. — Handsome well

plant-; 84s each,

AUBRIETIA MOOREANA.—A new and distinct beautiful

flowering Alpine plant; 5s. each.

MANDIROLA LANATA.—A pretty gesneraceous plant, of a

delicate violet colour iuside the mouth of the blossoms, and

6haded lilac outside ; 15s. each.

ORTHOS1PHON SPICATUS.—This plant has been recently

introduced from Ocana, and is a great acquisition, its foliage

being deliriously fragrant; its blossoms are large and white;

10s. Gd- each.
BEGONIA SPLENDIDA. — This exquisite plant has been

discovered and sent us by our collector Mr John Henshall,

during his researches in the Indian Archipulago; as an orna-

mental plant it is unequalled ,
2ls. each.

LASIANDRA HOIBRENKI. — This is a very distinct and

handsome plant, with very large beautiful blue flowers, and

pretty ornamental foiiage; 10». Gd. each.
_

PASSIELORA ALBA-N1GRA.—Am the name implies, this is a

very distinct new greenhouse climber; 5s. each.

ERICA .<EMULA.— A very beautiful hybrid, in the Erica

Massoni section, of a fine bright crimson colour, after the style

of Erica aristata. but very much higher in colour; 10s. Gd. each.

ERICA EXIMIA SUPERBA.—This variety may really be said

to he three times as fine as the parent, whose name it hears;

it is a very compact grower and excellent in habit, with

tubular blossoms of a fiery scarlet colour; 2ls.each.

ERYTtiKlNA COTTYANA, a superb variety, producing im-

mense spikes of blossom, with flowers of a very rich deep

scarlet colour; 5s. each.

CRYTHR1NA BELLANGERL—The free flowering characterof

this plant renders it a great acquisition. Cuttings struck in the

spring blossom profusely through the summer, which is not

generally tbe caBe with the other sorts, as they do not usually

flower until the second year after being propagated ; 5s. each.

RHOPALA ORGANENSIS, a>i exquisite ornamental Stove

Plant, far exceeding in beauty any other sort in this family,

31s. Gd. each.
Tbe Nurseries, Tooting, London.

M

j
31*. Gd. each,
formed

_ LILIUM, a superb collection of upwards of 30 vars. See Catalogue
alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a I CYCLAMEN, in 10 fine vars. See Catalogue
condition to transplant and travel any distance with perfect safety.
They have one and all been annually removed in our Nursery,
and in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe
we are justified in stating it offer* a choice which is to be found
in but lew establishments of its kind in this country.
The Nursery may he reached in 40 minutes by Train from the

Waterloo Station; and the South Western Railwav Company
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to send
plants to all parts, in trucks throughout, without packing and
other extensive additions.

Knap Hill Nursery. Woking, Surrey.

XIAS and 3PARAXIS, finest vars. See Ca'alogue.
TRITONEA AUREA, a splendid orange Cape bulb (24s. per

dozen), each 2s. Gd.

Al*o an extensive Collection of other Boots.

Catalogues, containing much descriptive and useful informa-
tion supplied fur three penny stamps, or gratis to purchasers.

Post Office Orders payable to Bass & Brown, or to Stephen
Bbown. Goods carriage free (not under 2Us ) to all the London
termini, and all stations on tbe London and Norwich Colchester
Line. Plants gratis with orders of 40s. and upwards.

Seed and Horticultural Establishment, Suubury, Suffolk.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S KNIVES may be procured

from Messrs. Sutton and Sons, Seed Growers,

Reading, who hive for many years been supplwd direct

from Messrs. Saynor's Manufactory, and none others

are kept on Messrs. Suitors Premises.

/TkOCUST~TUL1P, and HYACINTH BASKETS,
V J with Wire or Zinc Linings, for suspension or for table

stand ; also Bracket Baskets made and J*p*niird in a variety of

colours and designs, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works,

370, Oxford Street. Conservatories fitted up.

Window Blinds and Wirework of ev^ry description.
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OLDENBURG NECTARINE.

MESSRS. VKITCM and SON, of the Exeter and
Olielsoa NuMorieHi baring cocfiived iho stocli of the above

valuable NECTARINE from the miner, Mr, MuUko, P
;r. to Minn

Ftiiinlmwn, of Torquay, ro»pcctiu11y aanounco that they aro now
nrenarcd to Hupp'y K"ml traoaon tlio following terms

:

MAIDKN TREES 7*..6U OOCb
I.WAKI'' TRAINED.., 10*. fid, and 15 „

ll'/'/A onfl "»"'/ on three to the Trade.

A low oxtra-slzud Dwarf-iralnod, and Troon in potH for Orchard

HottfieR. ni 2U eaoli.

j'ln, OLDENBURG Is boltuvoil to bo ft .cross botwoon Hid

Ki.ittMiK mid WniTD Nbqtathkbb; fruit of It oxhlhltod on tho

2d or October laar, at a mooting of tlto Pomoloulcn.1 oi lotj

.

olloltnd (in' following very favourable report, which appeared In

tin! " Cottage Qardoner," on the 0th of tnat month! ''The mosi

Interesting part «f tlio oxblbltlprj wa« the examination of a new
peach and Noctarlno from Messrs. VeltohA Bon, of Exotor and
Chelsea, Tbo Nectarlno, wbloli was called tlio Oldonhui -, wa i

one of n very superior qiiulltyi ond contrasted considerably with

Mm rive specimens of Btanwloh i" the huh.' collection, which

wore vary Inferior i" flavour. The Oldenburg Is a medium
sized fruit, somovhat similar In size fco the Elrugo. rtls ovato

In oliapo, and very much covered with vory darh red. oxoepl

whavc shaded by the loaves, when it Is palo yellow, Tun flag]]

separates frooly from tbefltono, in vory molting and Juicy, with

a I'irli sugary and vinous flavour,; it Is yellowish white through

out, and oven at tho stone tliere Is not the slightest trace of rod

The fruit Heems to keep well after bolng gathered, and ibowa
a dlHposltlpn to shrivel without deoaylng."

in our advertisement of Oldbsduug NBOTAniNB, inserted last

Saturday, ihn prlooof Maiden Trees should have boon la, (id. ouch,

and noi 2b, 0d.

Nurseries, Exj tor and ''iml Ht-a,

l*/JT,UAM 1VKRY Ix-ga to inform hie friende and
* llio public that im in now prepared to send out his splendid

Bering CINERARIA, ADMIRAL DUNDAS, which was
awarded ;i Certlflcato ut the Natlmml Florloultural Society,

April 20th, IBM, and has beon much admired For Its compaol

hanll and form of flower, colour whltti ground, with deep rlob

plum margin, 7a, &d, each. aIho a few Plants of that much-
esteemed CINHitAKIA, MRS. TRUELOVE, 7fl. Qd.

W. Ivkuv can ylt.li tfrutit conildonr.n recommend the nlmvo l.wo

to be the best ever oflered. W. Ivitnv can also Hnppiv all the

best INDIAN AZALUAS, well not with bloom, In 1V1 and 48-Hlze

pn(H, from 12*. to 18s. per dozen; also all the leading kinds of

Hybrid, Perpetual, Tea*scentea, Bourbon, and Noisotfo ROSES,
on their own roota, in GO-wlzod poIh, well established, from 12.*. to

l&it. per dozen.—A select Catalogue of the choicest Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Sic, may be had on application.

N.B.—A choice collection of Ornamental Shrubs and Fruit

Trees. Mushroom Spawn of the finest quality. The trade

supplied.— I Ianoqcr Nursery, PeckQflm, near London, Deo. 1.

CHOICE PLANTS, ETC.
"X/OUKIjIj and Co. beg respectfully to call attention
-1 to the following, which thoy are now sending out in fine

strong plants:

—

AZALEA, varieties of Indica, comprising tlio following and
other equally choice kinds, good bushy plants in large and
small 48 sized pots, at 12.*. and 155. per dozen, viz. : Aurantia

elegant, Exquisite, Eulgens grandiflora, Constance, Prince

Albert, Murray ana, ignescens, Lateritia grandiflora, Con-
queror, Emily, Decora, Rosea punctata, carminata.

CAMELLIAS, In choice new kinds, without hu'l, 21s. per dozen.

EPACRIS, of finest varieties, bushy plants in 48'b, 12s. per doz.

;

smaller ditto, 9*.

GLOXINIAS, a very choice collection of all the new varieties,

strong bulbs, 185. per dozen.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in 50 hest kinds, for 50s.

EUGENIA UGNI, a new Myrtaceous of easy cultivation, produ-
cing delicious fruit now being used for dessert, good plants,

2s. 6d. each.

STATICE MARITIMA ROSEA, and PSEUDO ARMERA.—
Strong plants of these two beautiful hardy herbaceous species,

producing throughout the year a profusion of deep lake coloured
flowers, 3s. per dozen.

GVNERIUM ARGENTEUM, the New PAMPAS GRASS,
2.*. fid. each, or 24.*. per dozon.

CIN ER A RI AS, a choice collection of all the best kinds, 95. per doz.

PHLOXES, a selection of all the new and handsomest varieties

of tliis much admired flower, 9s. per dozen.

PHLOX, Countess of Home (Downie & Laird), fine strong plants

of this, the finest Phlox yet offered, 55. each.

PANSIES, a fine collection of all the new and first-rate flowers,

9s. per dozen.

HYACINTHS, very fine double and slugle red, white, blue, and
yellow, by name, 95. per dozen; extra fine ditto, 12s. per doz.

These comprise the varieties so highly recommended in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of the 21st July, 1855.

DEU I'ZIA GRACILIS, fine strong plants for forcing, 9s. per doz.

LILY OFTHE VALLEY, strong for forcing, 5s. per 100.

P.'EONIGS, a choice collection of 20 new varieties for 20s.

ROCKETS, double crimson (strong), 9s-. per dozen; the old

double pure white ditto, 3s. per dozen.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS, a very extensive and select collection

of the handsomest kinds including those adapted for rock
work, 6s. per dozen ; 30a. per 100.

CHOICE FRU'TS, WARRANTED TRUE TO NAME.
APPLES, Standard, in best selection, good heads, 9s. per dozen.

SUPERB DWARF HYBRID PFRPETUAL ROSES BUDDED
ON SIX-INCH iTLM'i.

WILLIAM WOO!) /.i. SO rc»| ly • -.1 cil

attention to tin h i oi f oxU
ahove, Till) planl I

;"
i

oi foi ",.- tney Aro also luting of
i<ii the loading kinds, and will b ip| ' i

!

I latalogufl '"•' . In liad on n pplh titan*
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„ Dwarf ditto ditto 6s. „

„ Trained ditto ditto 80s.

PEARS, Standard ditto ditto 12s. ,.

„ Dwarf ditto ditto 8s. „

„ Trained ditto ditto 30s. „
PLUMS, Dwarf ditto ditto 9s. „

„ Trained ditto ditto 36s. „
PEACHES, dwarf trained, in fine strong plants 36s. to 60s. „
NKCTAR1NES, Dwarf trained ditto 86s. to 60s. „
APItlCOTS, ditto ditto S6s. to 60s. „
CHERRIES, standard in fine variety, ditto 12s. ,.

„ dwarf ditto ditto 9s.

„ trained ditto ditto 36s. to 42s. „

GOOSEBERRIES, 25 of the finest varieties by name (good
bushes) selected for size and flavour, 30s. per 100 ; 45. per doz.

CURRANTS, improved large White Dutch, Black Naples, Rahy
Castle (red), large Red Grape, Ogden's Black, and Fox's Red
Grape, 4s, per dozen ; Knight'a Sweet Red, Knight's large
Red, C H rry Red, large and fine, and Wilruot's White Grape,
6s, per dozen : these are the most desirable kinds iu culti-

vation, and nre highly recommended.
RASPBERRY FASTOLFF (True), strong well-rooted canes,

15s. per 10"; Large White Raspberry, 24s. per 100; New-
Monthly Finning, 20s. per 100 ; Belle deFontenay,6s. per doz.

ASPARAGUS, Giant, 2 years 2s. 6d. per 1C0
„ ,, 3 years 3 6 „
,, „ extra strong, for forcing 5 „

RHUBARB, Myatt'B Victoria S per doz.

,i „ Linnaeus SO „
„ Mitchell's Royal Albert SO „

„ Hawke's Champagne, new & fine,

2s each- 18 ,,

3EAKALE. strong, 2 years 6 per 100
„ extra for forcing 10 „

All Orders of 2f., and upwards are delivered Carriage free to
London, Newcasrle, and Hull, as well as to any Railway Station
within 150 miles of the Nursery.

Royal Nursery, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk.

NEW ROSES.
MBELUZE, (Vai8e), Lyone, Franco, begs to

* offor the following:—
HYBRID BENQ AL. - EmpreSN EuriSdIo, very 1 1

n iwora 3 to '(* Inches In diameter, cup-formed, very foil ; exterior,

deep or purple red; inferior, light silver pink; sweet perfume.
This Rose Bomewhat resembles " Souvenir oe la Malmals^n" and
is very hard v. having withstood tho svere winter of 185-1-5 with-
out the lea^t Injury Price 25f.

PERPETUAL MOSS ROSES. Ololred'Orlen^veryvlgoroua;
leaves dark green, beneath covered with light moss; flower,

medium, full, dark rose'; the buds covered with thick mn«4.
Price 15f. Madume do Villart), vigorous plnnt; leaves, brilliant

green; buds covered with green m0S8
J

flower, medium size.

Rattened, very full, light rose; very free growth. Price 15f.

Parties taking four plants will receive a fi'ih gratis.

Tin* nhovo delivernhlf immediately.

"SPLENDID NEW RHUBARB-SALT'S CRIMSON
PERFECTION.

ROBERT SALT bejjs leave to inform the Gentry,
Nurserymen, Gardeners. &c, that tliis splendid variety of

RHUBARB is now ready (or distribution; it is universally
allowed to be the most early, prolific*, and delicious variety ^vrr

offered to the public. See Gardeners' Chronicle, June 11. 1868:

—

"Very good, and of a most beanti rul crimson; compare! with
others, it is remarkable for the small amount of acidity it con- !

tains."—Ed.
Certificates of merit were awarded for Bpecimons exhibited at

the meeting of the Horticultural Soc.ietv. R.-s^nt Street, L indon,

Juno 20, 1853; at Nottingham, May 24, 1854 ; at Derhv Midland,
May 25, 1854; at Ormskirk, Lancashire, Angus! 30, 1854.—Price
3s. 6d. per root, three for 10s., and six for 11. A few two-year- '

old Plants at 5s. each.
Orders addressed to Robert Sat.t, Longton, Staffordshire, or

the following Agents will have immediate Attention :

Hurst & M'Mnllen, 6, Leadenball Street, Lond-n : Messrs.
Burgess & Kent, Penkhnll. Staffordshire ; Messrs. Francis &

:

Arthur Dickson, 10fl. Eastgate Street, Cluster; Messrs. James
Dickson & Sons, 102, Esstgate Street, Chester; Mr. Salsbury,
Melbourne, Derbyshire. A liberal discount allo-ved to the Trade. I

—A Post-office Order from unknown correspondents.

Lonerton Dec. I.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1, .

DENY. R'S NEW PKOLIFIC GREEX MAR-
ROW PEA.—A fine variety for succeeding the first early

Crops. Very hardy, and one of the greatest cropping Peas in

cultivation. It obtained the first prize at the Hastings and also

at the St. Leonard's Horticultural Exhibitions.

From the Dean of Battle—"The sample of Peas you sent me
surpasses in beauty of colour and richness of flavour any that I

havf> ever met with."

Fmm Mr. Waters, Gardener to Lady Webster, BattU Abhey.—
" I have examined the growing stock of your new Pea, and find it

crops abundantly, the pods being a good length, very broad, and
well filled. It is also a fine flavoured and beautifully green-
coloured Pea."
From Mr Bunyard, Maidstone.—" My opinion of the new Pea

is, that it is a distinct sort, a good cropper,and for colour I do not
know its equal."

From Mr. Parks, late Ktirseryman andSeetbman, Dort/ord, Kent.—" I am much pleased with your new Pea. It certainly is a very
fine cropper. Th-1 Peas are large, and the pods completely filled.

It will when known become a superior Pea for market."
Price 3s. 6d. per quart. Post Office orders payable to "William

Denver, Seedsman, Battle, Sussex. May also be had through
the London and other seedsman.

TX7"ATERBR'S AMERICAN PLANTS—A new
»*' DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celehra*ed Collection of hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,
as exhibited by John Watkbkr at the Royal Bounic Gardens.
Regent's Park; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-

vations on their successful management, and will be forwarded

on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
its enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-

tion, a List of choice Conifers? will be seen, embracing the latest

importations of this tine and hardy tribe of Plants.

J. W. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, and of
[

all heights, the following selection of CONIFERS, with the
j

remark that they are alt now growing in the open ground, are
'

bushy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-

planted each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-
tered in their removal from the nursery :—Araucaria irabricata,

|

Cryptoroeriajaponica; Pinus Douglas!, Cerubra. excelsa. Lam-
;

bertiana, insiguis, Jefferyana, Beardslevi, tnbercnlata, &C-;

Cedrns Deodara, Lebanon, and Africana; VTellingtoniagigantea, :

Cupressus, JnuipTus, Taxus, Thuja. &c
N2r- The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others .

engaged in pluntinn, is especially directed to the for.

indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to

inspect our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity

cannot be given within the limits of an advertisement

The Nurserv is easily reached by railway, beine: near the

Farnbonngh Station, South-Western Railway, and Blackwater

on the South-Eastern Railway.
The American Nursery. Bagshot, Surrey.

Ths difference and varying contrasts of colour in

the foliage of trees which add so moch beaoty to

the landscape at this period, mas', on-; would I

ere now have attracted more notice f;om ^ardeneri

and ornamental planters than they appear I

done. If our observations on this subject seem
to our readers worth attention, it should be remem-
bered that this is the season for observing, and
where necessary, planting or transplanting trees for

effect, as their tints are now in full autumnal beauty
;

many combinations that look well in summer when
all are green, having a totally different e:>c -

. low.
Can we deduce any rules or canon« as to U
the arrangement of colours ir. I know that

in music certain notts harmonize with each other,

and why should not some similar roles be laid down
as to foliage. It may be considered a fanciful

crotchet, perhaps, but we think it may be well worth
the attention of landscape gardener*, and if others

will join in contributing their ideas and observations

we may arrive at some general definite rules for

guidance.

What we mean is this, that we too often see a
confused mass of foliage in c'umps and ornamental

plantations, which are as displea-i: ( j e and
taste as other i are agreeable, and being something of

amateur artists, we have endeavoured to analyse

the why and wherefore. The re>nlt appears to us to be
thus : all ornamental groups (we are not now writing

of forests) ought to consist of trees which please,

either by contrast (and that not too strong) or by
harmonv ; and generally only two or three species

ought to be placed together ; a group of three, five,

or more trees ought to consist of either one-third

deciduous and two-thirds bvi r vice vertA.

The species which we remark suit best with each

other are these :

—

1. Common Oat, with the Scotch Fir and other

Pines related to it makes a very agreeable combina-

tion, such as Pinus Montezvimse, Pvrenaica, Massoni,

Pinaster, perhaps Austriaca. but not Laricio.

Cupressus Uhdeana and funebris. The scarlet or red

American Oaks, on the contrary, would look too

glaring with these Firs.

•2. Beech, common or purple var.-

unites well with the Spruce. Here we have harmtmf
of colour and growth, and variety in shape (one

being round-headed, the other pyramidal). Will
Beech ought to be planted Abie,- rxre'.ss, rubra, alba,

Khutrow or Morinda, orients r^.aps Doug-

lasi ; also Cupressus macrocarpa alias Lanbertiana,

and C.Goveniana.

3. Ash and Mountain Ash : this combines

admirably with the Silver Firs ; its graceful sweep-

ing branch s contrast with the stiff formal horiz:ntal

lines of the latter, including all called Picea in

books. Also Laricio and Araucaria imbricata (this
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last is no favourite of ours, but it looks better

grouped with Ash than in anv other way, we think).

4. Spanish Chtsnut and Weymouth Pines,

Strobus, &c, Ayacahuite, Lambertiana, excelsa,

Coulteri, Sahiniaua, and macrocarpa ; Birch may

also be added.

5. Maple and Sycamore (and in some situations

the Plane) will look well mixed with the Cedars

of Lebanon, African, and Deodar.

6. The Larch mixes well with Yews and Taxodium

sempervirens.

7. The Wild Cherry and scarlet Oaks require a

bright green, such as Pinus insignis.

Elms, Horse Chesnuts, and Limes ought, in our

opinion, to be planted by themselves on a flat sur-

face near roads or buildings ; they are unsuitable

for mixing with Conifers, as are all the Poplar tribe.

Hollies, Junipers, Box, Laurels, and Rhododen-

drons harmonise well with almost all, and form in

clusters a good base for a group.

These appear to be the best principles for a

planter—at least to our own eye, but other persons

may have different tastes. It is observable that

when growing icild all natural trees and shrubs

harmonise well with each other ; but we have now
such a number of foreign Pines collected from the

four quarters of the globe, that we can hardly

expect them to look well indiscriminately mixed

like patchwork on a harlequin's jacket. When
judiciously chosen they will form the greatest orna-

ments of parks and pleasure grounds. These

remarks will be made more intelligible if our

readers who intend planting would get a few small

branches of each of the trees above named, and

arrange them on a table as has been formerly sug-

gested ; they will then see the effects of judicious

and injudicious mixtures in cornbinatioifT C. D.

In Paten's charming little book on the diseases

of some of our principal agricultural plants, which
forms part of the French " Railroad Library," two
maladies are described which affect the Sugar Beet,

differing far more in their chemical than in their

external characters. In the one the sugar is either

already turned into glucose, or has such a tendency

to this chemical condition, that every root which is

affected is at once cast aside by the manufacturer as

useless, inasmuch as he knows from experience that

it will yield nothing but molasses ; the reaction of

the diseased tissue is acid, and the glucose itself

gradually vanishes, as the starch does in the tubers

affected by the Potato murrain. In the other

disease the reaction is alcaline; the density of the

juice is sensibly diminished, and the return of

sugar is reduced in the proportion of 10 to 8 or 10

to 6, though sugar is still produced instead of

glucose. We do not recollect that the subject has

been noticed before in this Journal, and as there are

some interesting points about it, we have taken

occasion of a communication of some slices of dis-

eased Mangel Wurzel from one of our corre-

spondents, accompanied by a few details as to the

case, to call attention to the maladies so well de-

scribed by Payen.
The specimens hefore us agree in several respects

with Payf.n's first disease. The tissues are affected

principally on one side of the root, being injected or

saturated wiih brown matter like that of diseased

Potatoes ; the affected tissue after long boiling is

harder than that of the sound cells ; the reaction is

acid,* and the glucose drips out abundantly from
the diseased portions. Previously to the affection

of the roots the foliage had become yellow, and had
in great measure perished. There appears to have
been nothing in the agricultural treatment likely to

produce disease, the ground being well-drained, and
the manure of an ordinary character. It is stated,

however, that the bottom of the roots was affected

first, and that the disease was in all cases confined
principally to the part of the root beneath
the soil or immediately above it ; to that part
of the plant indeed, which in a healthy condition
contains the greatest quantity of sugar. Now as
regards the first disease of Payen, nothing is said of

the probable cause, whereas in the second case, not
only is a reason assigned, but a mode of treatment
suggested which has proved successful, and may
possibly be useful in cases of diseased Mangel
Wurzei, as well as of Sugar Beet. For though the
chemical condition may be different, theoriginal cause
may have been the same and the two maladies may
be modifications of one and the same disease.

It appears then that this second affection com-
mences uniformly at the very lowest point of the
lap root, or of the numerous adventitious radicles,
the spongelets at the same time being much decom-
posed, and incapable of transmitting pure and
healthy fluid to the plant. Crops like Beet are
often grown for many successive years in the same

. L,
Af

?
er t,oilin B for three or four hours, neither litmus norumnenc paper were the least affected by contact with the tissues.

ground, and when the produce is lifted a portion of

the root is almost always left behind, equal fre-

quently in length to that which is secured for storing.

The plough penetrates only half-way down, and

fragments of the old roots are, therefore, left to

decay in the soil, and may injuriously affect the

descending root of the new crop, so as to render it

unhealthy. Some proof that this is the case is

afforded by the fact that while plants from seeds

sown on the spot are affected, transplanted indivi-

duals in which the tap root is broken, and in which

the adventitious roots do not consequently descend

so deep, remain perfectly healthy.

We do not indeed feel convinced that the evil is

due to noxious gas ascending from beneath, or to

want of oxygen, inasmuch as the transplanted roots

which are equally exposed to any ascending noxious

matter do not fail. It is, however, well worth the

cultivator's while to consider whether he is right in

planting such a crop year after year on the same
land, and if he does, as such plants abound in

alcalies, whether he ought not to take some pains to

restore the necessary loss of such matter, and if he

does not whether he ought to be surprised at any

failure. It must, however, be remembered at the

same time that too strong a proportion of alcalies is

unfavourable to the production of sugar, and in the

cultivation of Mangel Wurzel the same principle

will hold good to a certain extent, though in the

Sugar Beet part of the evil arises from the prac-

tical difficulty attendant on the separation of the

sugar where the proportion of alcalies is excessive.

M. J. B.

New Plants.
150. Lycaste mesochl.ena, Rchb.f. in Bonplandia.

L. mesochlama ; spatha subrotunda ventricosa apiculata eolumme
longitudine, mento obconico obtuso infra spatbse basin pro-

ducto, sepalis oblongis: lateralibus multu majoribus, petalis

lanceolatis minoribus, labelli lobis lateralibus semiovatis

obtusis incurvis nanis intermedio oblongo obtuso margine
inferiore lacero superiore integro, appeudice retuso secus

unguem sulcato, columns facie villosa.

Among a collection of Orchids formed by Mr. Warcze-
wicz at tire head waters of the Maranon, and sold by
Stevens in May, 1853, was one named provisionally

Maxiilaria conica, and represented to have ivory white

flowers, on the authority of a drawing made by M.
Warczewicz in its native country. It was especially

remarkable for a very large inversely conical spur, and
a great inflated spathe. One of the plants then sold has
just flowered with the Lord Bishop of Winchester, at

Farnham Castle ; but with green, not white flowers
;

a circumstance that may be owing to the season of the

year. The only white about the blossom is to be found
on the column and outside the spur. The lip is dull yellow

like that of L. Barringtonia, to which it nearly ap-

proaches, as it also does to L. ciliata, both which species

have the lip fringed throughout the edge of its middle
lobe. Here, on the contrary, the upper half is perfectly

entire, the fringe being confined to the lower part.

Prof. Reichenbach has a Lycaste mesochlcena, from
Warczewicz's collections, the description of which reads

so much like this that although he does not notice the

peculiarity of the lower half only of the middle lobe of

the lip being fringed we cannot doubt its being the same
plant, and therefore adopt his name ; but we may add
that it is uncertain whether the plant ought not to be

referred to Lycaste costata.

The species before us belongs to a race in which the

column, next the lip, is always more or lees shaggy with

dense hairs. Can any one suggest the use of so unusual
an apparatus?
We learn from the noble prelate, in whose rich collec-

tion this has first opened its flowers, that, although the
blossoms want colour, the habit is particularly good, the
stem standing up well and showing them to great

advantage. They are among the largest in the genus,
measuring 3| inches in length before opening.

151. Catalpa Bungei, De\Candolle.
The name Catalpa is so associated, in this country,

with delicate and beautiful flowers that it is as well to

mention that the plaut at the head of this notice

resembles it in little except name. It appears from a
statement by M. Jacques, formerly the Royal gardener
at Neuilly, that it forms but a small tree 2 or 3 yards
high, with a slender stem and heart-shaped leaves with
an unpleasant odour like that of Stramonium. The
flowers grow in small terminal panicles, but are small
and yellowish green, except the interior of the tube,
which is dotted with brownish purple, and marked with
a few yellow streaks. The plant, therefore, although
hardy, has little to recommend it.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. XCVII.
388. Sclerogema.* (Induration of Roots, Tubers, <be.)

This perhaps would more correctly come as a subdivi-

sion of Phytolithes, inasmuch as it depends upon a
similar principle, but the phenomena are so distinct that

I follow Meyen in placing it under a distinct head, re-

marking with him that it is Re's Fitoliti di Kadice.f
Like grittiness in Pears it is a reversion from thehyper-
tropbied productions of art, to the more solid forms

• From o-sAiifos h«rd, and ytyyeucu, 1 become.
t This, however, is true only to a certain extent. The espe-

cial instance brought forward by Re' is in all probability identi-
cal with the disease called Potato curl.

exhibited by plants in their natural condition. It is,

however, as far as the interests of the cultivator go a
formidable disease, and as such deserves to be treated
separately.

389. Two forms of this malady may be distinguished,

the first in which the walls of the cells are indurated,
though the induration in such cases never equals that
which is so common in Pears ; the second in which the
wooiiy tissue itself accompanying the vascular buudles,
as well as the vessels themselves, becomes solidified,

and instead of presenting the delicate nutritious mass
which renders the several organisms which are affected

useful for food, yielding nothing except a woody mass
completely indigestible. The new layers of woody
matter which are thus deposited, grow at the expense of
the contents of the several cells ; and hence all their use-
ful products, such as starch, gum, sugar, or proteinous
matters, are wholly suppressed or diminished to a greater
or less extent iu quantity. Both these forms may exist
together or separately, and according to the organs
which are affected, or their several relations is the
extent of mischief. The first is far less common than
the second, at least separately. Slight cases of the
secoud often exist in soft tubers like Potatoes, where the
general cellular mass is altogether unaffected ; and such
tubers are known familiarly as stringy, a state which is

by no means incompatible with great perfection in other
respects, and even with a superabundant development
of fecula, the same cause probably which produced
thickening of the walls of the vascular tissue having
induced an excessive development of starch granules itt

the cells.

390. Every case, however, in which the cellular-

tissue of such organisms is indurated does not come
under this head. All those cases must be excluded iu

which a greater or less degree of decomposition accom-
panies the induration. Tissues may become hard from
large deposits of humates or other analogous substances,

and may in consequence resist prolonged boiling when
neighbouring tissues give way under the process.

391. The most complete cases are those in which
without any change of colour all the tissues acquire a.

firm and woody texture, or in which while the cellular

tissue is little affected the vascular bundles and their

accompanying wood cells are completely solidified, bo

as to have their cavities eutirely obliterated. This may
take place without any change of size. The tubers,

roots, &c, may be just as plump as ever, and give no
external sign of mischief, whereas on examination they
may be either quite unfit for food in consequence of

their hard, close, stringy texture, or their nutritious

properties maybe so diminished as to make them compa-
ratively useless even for cattle feeding. In such cases not
only does the external appearance of the tubers remain
the same, but the condition of the foliage does not indi-

cate any evil. In other instances a great diminution oS

size takes place, and this is predicated by the plant

itself having sent up a flower stem, to the exhaustion of

the root.

392. Amongst seed selected with the utmost care

from picked plants, there will be always some which
have a tendency to revert to the original wild condition,

and this tendency is of course purely constitutional.

A tendency, equally constitutional, may exist in other
individuals to form indurated tissue where that tissue is

in general soft and delicate. Against such tendencies

little can be done on the part of the cultivator. At
times all his care will meet with only partial success.

Such evils may, however, arise where there is no con-
stitutional tendency at all ; dry and ungenial weather, a
penurious supply of manure, bad drainage, &c, may
prevent the development of the more succulent parts

and induce the deposit of ligneous matter instead of

those substauces which are more immediately profitable

to the cultivator. But though he cannot always guard
against mischief, it is quite certain that the more perfect

his cultivation is and the more carefully he selects his

seed, the more certain he will be of general success.

Nevertheless, however perfect his cultivation may be

in other respects, he will be always liable to vexation if

his seed be taken indiscriminately from bad or good
individuals, or if he obtains it at a low rate from,

quarters on which he ought not as a prudent man to

place dependence.

393. Fruit may be affected to a greater or less extent

in a similar way. Apricots, for instance, during the pre-

sent year, though perfectly ripe, were frequently so

stringy as to make their use almost disagreeable. This
was, doubtless, owing to long continued drought ; but I

have observed the same condition to hold good in highly

favourable seasons, where too large a crop had been
left. From a similar cause individuals often become
hard, but such fruit always falls off prematurely.

M. J. B.

PROBABLE CHARACTERS TO BE LOOKED
FOR IN A SEEDLING PEAR-TREE.

It is by no means a difficult task to discover in a
seedling Pear-tree the indications of its probable worth.

It is only necessary to observe the characteristics of*

five or six good varieties raised in the end of the lost

century, which have been worked on the Pear stock,

and which bear good fruit when the trees are placed in

the conditions required for producing well. It is then,

also, that the characters are displayed to the fullest

extent in the stem, in the branches, in the shoots, the

wood, the fruit, attd the leaves.

Once these distinctive characters are understood it is

easy to discover them in seedlings, and the estimation of
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the viiiuu oi one of these becomes u matter regulated i»y

wkillul investigation. NoveriludoHH, it is nocsBBary to

state that theso characters are much inori: prominent in

the more recently improved hoHh, and are, therefore,

inoro eanily recognised and placed beyond doubt.
An experienced practitioner finds the find, indications

of a promising Hoedling in tin; Heed loaves. If those
have long petioles^ and are themselves long, narrow, of
a delicate green, and deeply serrated at the margin, with
tlie surface finely and delicately reticulated, there iii u
good prospect ; if, on the contrary, the petiole in short
and illicit, the leaf round, (hick, without serraturei,
white or cottony, without distinct reticulations on the

Surface, there is net much chance of the seedling prov-
ing good, if the plumule, on becoming a stem, is short
jointed and forme wood buds of a conical shape, at one
foot above the noil, it iH a good sign. If on a grey,
hazel, or pale greenish brown-coloured hark, grey sen-
coloured epeclts are here and there visible, it m a atill

bettor sign. If, on the contrary, Hie seedling has a stem
which iIoch not hear itself erect, and has distorted irre-

gular branches at unequal distances, no confidence can
'bo placod iii it. These marks rarely occur at the pre-
sent time among seedlings rained from the more recently
improved varieties of the Pear. A smooth shining bark,
soft to the touch, of a brown, hazel, lead colour, fawn,
or reddihh, the whole (sprinkled more or Ii-hh cloHcly with
pale specks, or lenticular glands, is also considered lo

be a favourable indication; so it is likewise when the
mature wood of the one year old shoots breaks clean.
It iH not, however, in the first or second year that one
can judge of a soedling hy itH characters ; for these are
more distinctly marked in the second year after trans-
planting. The best, lime for making comparative obser-
vations is at- the fall of leaf. It will then he seen thai

promising seedlings have leaven possessing the good
characters above described, and a moderately thick stem,
furnished with large prominent well swelled wood-lnels

It will also he observed that some of the seedlings
have produced shoots forming wide angles, or are
spreading ; others spurs ; some slender fruit-hearing
twigs ; others short spines on the stem and on the
branches, which are furnished with four or five promi-
nent wood-buds. Two or threo well formed leaves,
and a large plump terminal hud will he perceived at the
extremity of each of the shoots. A disposition to hear
spines is, in general, the surest sign of the beauty, deli-

cacy, and long-keeping of the fruit. The contrary
opinion is generally maintained ; hut it can only he con-
sidered as an old-fashioned prejudice. In fact, at the
present day it is generally admitted that fine, smooth,
spineless wood betoken a summer fruit. Spineless
wood with thick downy leaves is the sign either of a
musky summer Pear, or of a winter stewing Pear. I
know of only one exception to what has been stated
respecting downy leaves, ami that is those of the variety
called the Comte de Flandres ; hut this variety, on the
other hand, possesses all the other characters of a good
winter fruit. In this case it may be said there is no
rule without exception. Fine spines along the branches
and young shoots, the latter weak and twisted, form an
assemblage of characters of had omen, especially when
these characters continue to be reproduced in the upper
part of the tree. But the worst character of all is a had
habit of growth, either as regards the stem or the
branches, and when, at. the same time, the latter are
straggling, short, weak, and crooked. Luckily these
characters do not occur in seedlings from good varieties.

Besides the favourable signs already enumerated, the
following are found in seedlings of five years old :

—

1st, A straight stem sufficiently strong to maintain itself

in an upright position without support. '2d, Lateral
branches and shoots of moderate vigour, without being
either too slender or too thick, and of moderate length,

•with their extremities pointing upwards. 3d, Spines
regularly distributed on the stem as well as on the
lateral branches ; these spines are long or short accord-
ing to where they are produced and furnished with
prominent wood buds throughout their length ; thevare
placed perpendicularly, are well fixed on the surface of

the branch, and wrinkled at their bases. 4th, The
leaves, either of a light or dark green, are finely shaped,
rather long than round, not folded, either perfectly flat

or with the margins slightly elevated, and the apex
recurved, the finest leaves on the current year's shoot
being furnished with stipulary leaves. The tissure of
the leaves is compact, the skin thin, the incisions
regular and deep. The nerves are prominent, the
midrib strong and straight, extends from the petiole to
the apex of the leaf. The petiole is long and slender.
5th, The wood buds, which are reddish, brown, or gray,
are neither too much nor too little developed, neither
too much compressed nor too long, and not placed on
the surface, hut based on projecting supports. 6th,
The internodes between the wood buds are not long ;

but those between the fruit buds are shorter than those
others by half, that is about half an inch in length or
even less.

The above are all characters of good presage, and
even of a fine and long-keeping fruit ; indeed, it has
been established, by repeated experiments made hy the
late Van Mons, that the longer the sowing of seeds of
the best of every successive generation of Pears is

continued, the greater is the tendency of the fruit pro-
duced to keep long, to improve in form, and to increase
in delicacy.

The spines should not extend on the stem and
brandies higher than 6 or 6 feet from the ground,
especially if the seedling appears naturally inclined to

take the form of a dwarf pyramid. The higher the

tree Hi" more rare the spinet, and ultimately they
entirely disappear.

Those observations may guide the cultivator in t)i<-

Rejection ol scodllogs before the third transplanting, I

is in the second year after tits third transplantation that

the indications of the future worth of the iter- an <i

played to the close observerllfl the most striking manner.
In a promising needling the whole habil ol tie trei li

pleasing t'i Hie eve, and clearly Indicates that the period

of full growth noil of Iruelilieali'.n is at hand. J. tit

Jonghc, Brutscli.

Home Corrctnpondenoi;.
y/e Oiborm Shell oViotMr.- -1 should not have

troubled you ogatn on thl i subject nntij I had In-
I

thing new or more definite to coi icato, Invi the
tone oi Mr. Broe's letter

|

::
,' been h-an obfeo

tionable and more satisfactory to my own mind, l am
as groat a lover of truth tot Mr. lire.- hlmsell snd should

at all times h-el aratoful to that gentleman for con
any error into winch l may inadvertently have fallen;

hut to do so ill a manner in which it requires no v. rv

great discrimination to discern the spirit ol i

is anything hut creditable or pra sewortby. As a

naturalist Mr. Bree stands deservedly high, and l

would treat his opinions with all deference, in 'bin par-

ticular instanco, however, I must beg to differ from him,
and adhere to iny original conviction, until I am SO far

convinced of its fallacy as to see ita absurdity. Pc
mg a strong predilection for the study of natural history,

I am not altogether unacquainted with, or au inattentive

observer of nature. Nature has peculiar charms for

me. I have wooed her not only ill those grand and

magnificent moods in which she astoni lies the mind by
her sublimity, hut also in those more humble and no-

obtrusive forms in which she excites its Wonder hy her

minuteness. I did not, as Mr. Bree seems to think, in

the abort spaco of "half an hour," jump at the con-

clusion that the shells at my feet had fallen from tin-

clouds. It was not until I sought to elucidate what
appeared so singular and interesting a phenomenon,
that I ventured to give an opinion on the subject,

which opinion, according to Mr. Urce, i« now " blown
to the winds." Of this, however, I am not quite so

certain as that gentleman ; nor are his arguments
sufficiently cogent and conclusive to induce me
at present to give up the point in dispute. His commu-
nication does not meet all the details of the case.

There are some points yet to be cleared up, and I can-
not hut regard Mr. Bree's letter as somewhat prema-
ture. In accounting for the sudden appearance of so

large a number of m llu-k', Mr. Bree overlooks the

fact of the dead shells. Ilia remarks apply only to the

living ones, and as far as my experience goes the pro-

portion of the former to the latter was as two to one.

These dead shells surely could not have been out on a

foraging excursion ? Neither had their inmates for-

saken them on the spot where they were, as in no
instance could I discover one of the missing tenants

among the many thousands around me. This in my
opinion is an important point, and one which remains
to be cleared up. I would remind Mr. Bree that the

hole extent of surface over which they were scattered

had been swept and cleaned daily for months previous

to the " memorable day " on which they were firs: ob-

served, and had likewise, to prevent the growth ol

vegetation, been subjected to frequent washingSfWith a

poisonous acid ; and, further, that there are neitherstones,

moss, or even crevices under and in which they could

possibly find a refuge from the attacks of their natural

enemies. If, indeed, they had left their rocky or mossy re-

treat in quest of food, and had wandered to this particular

spot, they had certainly left the land of Canaan behind

them to roam over what to them would be but

a foodless waste. Instinct .in this instance appears to

have been at fault. Again it was but a short time

(about half au hour) previous to that on which they

were first observed, that not one shell living or dead
was to be seen. If then they had come from some
neighbouring rocky or mossy retreat, and in so short a
time had scaled walls 4 or 5 feet high, and scattered

themselves over so large a space, they must have pos-

sessed a power of locomotion, a quality of which I know
no antecedent in the snail kind. This is another

important particular, and one, too, which remains to be

investigated. In conclusion I beg to assure Mr. Bree
that I have frequently sought for the Zua in the neigh-

bourhood of Osborne, but without success, and that

whatever may be the result of " C. D.'s " inquiries I

shall in no wise be astonished thereat. C. IVhuAestcr,

The Osborne Shell Shower.—The editor of the Hanbury
Guardian takes the same view of this case as Mr. Bree ;

and he illustrates it by the following statement :— " We
had on our premises some years since a shed abutting

on a tall warehouse, which was on the south side of it,

while on the east there was another building ; the two
keeping off the sun's rays, excepting late in a summer's
evening. The position was therefore cool, and usually

moist. The shed was roofed with Stonesfield slates, a

heavy covering—iu fact, a stone which by exposure in

the wiuter splits into lamina?. On more than one

occasion after a shower, w-e found the roof of this shed,

which was about 10 yards iu length, covered with the

Zua lubrica ; there were theusauds of them, aud to an

ordinary observer they would appear to have fallen with

the rain, but there were none upon the ground. We
entertained no doubt as to their origin ; and the opinion

we formed was shortly afterwards fully confirmed.

Being compelled to increase our office buildings the shed

hal to be removed ; and when the alatea were uk.ru

fro o the roof, v.«- found between liieen wboretbey over-

lapped beeps of iheee moiiuaka, tin i rt state.

h would aft.-r a **arrji SDOWl era»l

nul I-, I- ' ) upon thi 'A vtht

., mIi-i-h vesswtBCSSOBi
D a Ifcbi

on a moist *arin night and eowniued Ui* mlied, w*

iu all probability have seen them much oftsoer. .So the

/ fbrfea haa been awn in Banbury -« well a» at
..
"

li : you fver »ee l|, * in [-er f -

At Killarney, Iii" yar before laat, 1 found it*

7 feel high mors picturesque than any I'*:

the Irish 10.man ',»"

dried on palm Sunday. It haa, bo
• plants grow in

in winter, and l u. .'; f«-»i above viaur In kudi
hat their roota ar* >U>)> in rater. It haa

! I- | I
'!

;

. ; and in l<w

n inch. -i it in exlr*m«dy
. !. I mi bring

to be eon tent with small specimens not a'

in diameter, end those I could only y<\ eol d toe i,*nk

of a atrr-ain wh*re I eOBjld t^ar sown ' a rrry

anndy alluvial loam, it gav
difficulty of procuring and [pjuorthl li.

Whitethorn, Can any means be»
Whitethorn berries to regelate is the spring aft*

are gathered ' J. /' [No. licit if they an
i.il. and not bin • ,T«-at<-r part

first yar.
J

/ ( of Salt Wa
In my communication of !»«t Brest

s that the fruit of "o

v

crgi

c

one," instead •

fruit of theEnouymus, did notsink after imi

water during a month. I may add that I think t

experiments on immersion of \ »at.T haae

some little intoicet, an showing thatws r fro™

ids of r. r ta ; n ordcra I'.ng retain.
[

-<r '!

germination in a dry eondition, that the..; same seeds
will retain it under different os the

Solant'ic and Lcguminoero are i

"Inn preserved in the ordinary way in a dry atate, and
the Soloneffl ec-m generally to resist well Uie aa.t water,

whereas most Legnmioosae resist touch worse, aa I liar*-

shown in your number of the .

orders. I have lately tested this eoodufl on with quite

fresh seeds of Trifolium incarnatutn and Kidney Beano.
Indeed with respect to some Le-.-uroinoMe I have reason

to believe that a short immersion in plain water »

them. So with respect to tbe trunj-ct lately disrosetd

in your columns, namely how lonz seeds wiil remain
alive when buried in damp earth, 1 do not free that any
safe conclusion can be drawn from the length of time
during which the same seeds can retain their vitality

whilst dry. C. Panrin, Down, Iirondty, Kent.

Oak Galls.— I believe that it was only laat year that

the attention of the Entomological Society of London
was called to the existence of the hard Oak eall, Cynipe
Quercus-pethdi, Linn., in this country, though pre-

viously noticed by Mr. Westwood. But surely it most
have been of rare occurrence in thia country until of

late years, or it would have been observed before ; and
even now I believe it is confined to the southern coun-
ties of England. At all events I bare never seen it in

the midland counties, or indeed north of Somerw
and I should much wish to know if any one has hitherto

seen this gall-nut further inland than I have mentioned.
This may be important to know, as I believe the range
of the gall-nut is extending, and with i ury to

young Oak plantations, so that the gall-fly that produces
the nut is becoming an absolute pest in Devonshire and
Somersetshire, and I am led to inquire if anything can
be done to arrest its progress. It is very different from
the innocuous soft galls upon the leaves, seldom very

numerous, and dropping off with the foliage in the

autumn. But these gall-nuts of C. Quercus-petioli are

ni"s;ly persistent upon the tree, and contioue tan
a long time hard as bullets. They seize upon tbe young
shoots of the year, often the leading shoot in young
trees, and cluster at its termination, thus stopping the

expansion of the buds by taking up their nutriment, and
keeping the trees in a dwarf state. I have now I

me young shoots that are terminated by ticht or niDe

of these hard brown galls clustered together ; and I

recently noticed in the Oak plantations on Worle Hill,

near Weston-super-Mare, that many young Oais had
been quite ruined by their leading shoots being thus

loaded, and some were absolutely dead. >"ow 1 have
reason to believe that this attack upon the Oaks,

at leas: in this plantation, is of recent origin. Four
years ago I first observed a few on two or ibree

trees, and looked upon them as a curiosity : last

year I was surprised to observe many more, and tbe

present autumn in walking through cr ' -

plantations only, and without going out of the path I

counted 91 trees that were more or less subjec-

this scourge—for thus it has become. Some, it -

had only about a score of galls or so upon thtr.

manv had hundreds clustered upon their branches thick

as Grapes, and the smaller trees were evidently I

ing and checked in their growth by the abs

villainous falls. Some of the trees were actually

withered and dead, and others had their leading shoots

killed, with the evident canse burdened upon them. It

is clear to me that fresh trees are attacked eTery yeir

by the increasing insect that produces the galls, and
w hat can be done to stay their assaults ! Though 1 only
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counted 91 trets iu the Worle Hill plantations, I dare

sav I could have doubled this number by going deeper

within the ooppice; bur say that only these 91 Oaks

had 50 gall-nuts on a tree—although many hud hundreds

of them— that only would give more than 4500 of

the Cynips to commence the next season with, so

that next year instead of only 91 trees attacked I may
expect to find thousands, on every tree perhaps

throughout the plantations. The mischief is that the

Oaks are certainly rendered barren by these hard

gall-nut", and wherever they occurred on the larger

trees there were no acorns at all produced. It has

been suggested that these gall-nuts may be used in the

manufacture of ink, but I should doubt to such a

profitable extent as to keep the Oaks entirely for

that purpose ; and if not it is but a poor consolation

to have ink produced only to record the destruction

of plantations made and kept up at some expense in the

hope of good timber being some day ripe for sale. Can

aDV suggestion, then, be made upon the subject now,

before the Cynipidal hordes have spread to all the

Oak trees in the country, whether of Quercus robur or

Q. sessiliflora ! Sylvanus, St. John's, near Worcester.

Food and Cookery.—The still increasing price of

provisions, and the near approach of the rigorous

season, will doubtless lead benevolent persons to assist

the poor by supplies of food ; might not the oppor-

tunity be embraced to introduce articles and modes of

preparation successfully habitual in France ? In that

country many nutritious substances are made use of

which here :.re neglected and despised, and French
cookery extracts a greater proportion of aliment from

a given quantity of ingredients. We, in England, waste

a considerable amount of nourishment : in the common
process of baking, meat is much dried up ; in broiling,

fat falls into the fire, and the surface of a chop is often

burnt to a cinder ; if fish or even meat be boiled, the

liquor is frequently thrown away ; and in regard to pulse

of all kinds, the boiling on a fierce fire softens indeed
the grain partially, but not sufficiently for easy diges-

tion. The French more frequently make soups or stews,

thickened with grain, pulse, or roots, thus retaining the
juices which contribute so greatly to nutriment. Another
diffei-eoce in the cookery of the two nations is, that in

England the use of condiments is apt to be neglected
;

the Frenchwoman flavours with herbs or spices, and
even with Celery leaves and other items here cast away.
Our labourer rejects what he calls " messes," which, if

seasoned to his taste, might he relished. Were bene-
volence to distribute stews in lieu of bread, the
superior mode of cookery would perhaps be ap-
preciated ; a given sum of money would also

go farther : for bread, as Count Rumford has
shown, affords greater nourishment soaked in soup or a
stew than when eaten dry. Of late, many books have
been published containing receipts good and economical,
indicating also articles now despised, which if suitably
prepared, afford wholesome food ; of these publications
the following amongst others may be found useful :

—

" Soyer's Shilling Cookery," " Domestic Economy," by
Tegetmeier, "Cottage Cookery" and "Cottage Com-
forts," by Esther Copley. With the assistance of these
and similar books, the benevolent, whether in town or
country, might instruct the industrious poor, how, with
a small outlay, to provide an abundant family meal.
There are, however, some cheap or neglected substances
not mentioned in these publications, for instance,
gelatine, now only used for confectionary, but of which
the quantity is so great in bones, that those of London
would suffice for the basis of a pint of soup daily for
every inhabitant : true, many of these bones are not
lost, being collected for manure ; desirable, however, as it

is to enrich the land, substances fit for human diet should
scarcely be employed for the purpose,and besides they are
just as fit (or manure after boiling as before. Even the
cottager might make soup from bones by means of Papin's
digester ; some years ago one was presented to a mother
who found that by its use the allowance of meat for two
days amply sufficed for three. Another article, which
in this country is even cast into the gutters, but which
our wiser Scotch brethren make use of, is the blood of
sheep and oxen : and why should it be rejected, when
that of the less cleanly animal, the hog, is habitually
made into black puddings I M.

Cork-barkel Elms.—The Elms growing in the upland
districts of this parish, the soil a stiff white clay, have
their shoots covered, even when quite young, with
corky bark in great abundance ; they are varieties of
Ulmus glabra, and called here the Hertfordshire Elm.
I gathered the enclosed from a hedge-row at the side of
a wood

; all the shoots, even those growing vigorously,
were covered with the same bark. T. Rivers, Sawbridge-
worih. [The Elm in this state, with its bark producing
riftedcork, is the Ulmus subcrosa of Ehrhart. Can our
experienced correspondent explain the cause of this
condition of the bark ? All the European Elms except
U. montana, the Witch Elm, and Ulmus effusa, appear
to be liable to the affection, sometimes being smootb-
barke', sometimes cork-barked. We believe the cause
of the cork formation has never been explained].
Holms saccliaratus.—I was surprised to see at p. 774

a statement to the effect that neither sheep, horses, nor
cows would eat this plant. I sowed two large pans of
seed of it last April, and placed them in heat. In the
first week in June I planted them out in the kitchen
garden

; for a few weeks they made but little progress

;

they, however, at last grew vigorously, and attained the
height of 5 feet: They were just unfolding their
panicles of bloom, when the early frost in September
finished their career. The plant appears to be very

|
tender, for the night on which the Holcus was destroyed

the Heliotrope was not the least injured. I tried cows,

pigs, and a donkey with it, and all of them seemed fond

of it. B. Bennett, Ferdiswell. The following is

the result of my trial of this plant. The seeds

were sown rather late in the spring of this year,

and made little progress till towards the end of July,

when the plants commenced growing rapidly, and by

the middle of September they were (reckoning the

whole growth of the plants) 8 feet high, the stems (or

canes) being 6i feet. They came into flower the latter

part of October ; on the 23d of November they were

cut, and on the 26th the canes were pressed in a com-
mon cider press, and yielded just 6 gallons of juice.

The seeds were sown in my garden, under a south wall,

on a piece of laud (highly manured for a former crop)

in four rows, the piece of land being only 18 feet long

by 8 feet wide. So far from the foliage being rejected

by cattle, I found, on the contrary, that they were
eagerly devoured (when in a growing state) by one of

my horses to which I offered them. 0. S. K., Brooke,

Norfolk. With regard to the statement that no

animal will eat this plant, I beg to say that my
donkey would eat nothing else if he had a choice

in the matter. An Old Sub.

Quercus sessiliflora.—Can you favour me with the pro-

bable age of au Oak sessile-fruited, having a circum-

ference of 25 feet at that part from which the enclosed

was cut. Eben. [The specimen, which is genuine, is

li inch wide and has 15 rings. The diameter is

8 feet 4 inches, or we suppose deducting the bark, 8 feet

2 inches. The semi-diameter is therefore 4 feet 1 iuch.

Supposing that the specimen sent represents the average

rate of growth, about 600 years will have elapsed since

the birth of the tree ; but as it grew faster when young

than now it is old it may not be too much to reduce the

estimate of age by 100 years.]

Horse-chesuut Flour.—The following is M. Flandin's

plan of making flour from Horse Chesnuts. Grind the

Horse Chesnuts and mix with the pulp carbonate of

soda in the proportion of one or two per cent at the

utmost, and then wash the produce until it is perfectly

white ; 1 lb. of carbonate of soda will purify 100 lbs. of

Horse Chesnuts and produce 60 lbs. of flour fit for

bread, as the salt removes the bitter principle from the

nut. A. L. 0.

Notices of Books.

We have before us the first part (Van Voorst, 1 0s. 6<i)

of Contributions to the Natural History of Labuan, and
the Adjacent Coasts of Borneo, by James Motley, Esq.,

of Labuan, and Lewis Llewelyn Dillwyn,^ Esq., F.L.S.

Mr. Motley has become advantageously known by his

interesting communications to Hooker's Journal of

Botany, and his residence in Labuan affords himself
and Mr. Dillwyn a very favourable opportunity of
making themselves acquainted with the natural products
of that island. We learn from the prospectus that the
"Contributions" are intended to contain descriptions of

such animals, both vertebrate and invertebrate, as in-

habit the island, accompanied with original notes on
their natural history. Illustrations are to be given of

such animals as are new, or of which figures are not
easily attainable. The work may be expected to extend
over several parts, two or three of which will be pub-
lished annually. The first part is worthy of being
published by Mr. Van Voorst, but we must object to its

title, which should have been " Contributions to the
Zoology of Labuan," &c., not Natural History, Botany
being wholly excluded from the plan of the authors. The
12 plates which it contains are charming representations
of animals, birds, and snakes. We find at page 15 the
following interesting note upon the habits of the Pectoral
Sunbird {Nectarinia pectoralis)

:

—
" I think there is no doubt that this lovely little bird

feeds almost entirely on honey ; three or four of them
frequent all day long a beautiful plant of Russelia
juncea just before my office window, clinging to the
slender twigs in all sorts of positions, and turning up
the scarlet bells to insert their fairy little beaks ; they
appear very sociable little birds, never passing one
another without putting their beaks together with a little

chirp. If any one comes too near, off they go like
meteors, but are back in a minute. I think I never
saw anything more beautiful than this plant (whose
beauty you cannot imagine from greenhouse specimens);
its long pendent twigs are one blaze of scarlet blossoms
for months together, with half a-dozen of these living
gems flitting among them. I often sit and watch them,
and wish I could place them some fine morning before
your window; birds, flowers, broad sunshine and all."

The Duties mi Imports into France, compi'ed from, the
Official Tariff, with tlie latest modifications, an English
Translation, and full Index. By G. W. Yapp. 8vo.
Stanford

; pp. 183.

This is one of the first results of the Great French
Exhibition, showing how intimately French and
English trade is becoming mingled. A few years since
who would have thought it worth while to incur the cost
of publishing a translation of <a French tariff

;
yet

1855 has produced two, the one in Mr. Newdei;ate's
great work noticed in our columns lately (p. 583), the
other now before us. In the present case we fear the
execution is beneath the conception ; in a work like this
accuracy is the only point to be attended to, and accuracy
has scarcely been attained by Mr. Yapp—not, at
least, if we are to judge from his translation of the

names of articles belonging to the vegetable kingdom.
For example, badiane, or star anise, is untranslated

;

e'eorce de quinquina is called cascarilla instead of Peru-
vian bark ; absinthe, or Wormwood, is untranslated

;

lurre, Ivy, is rendered ground Ivy, a totally different

plant ; Oarou, or Daphne Gnidium, is called Spurge
Laurel ; Brou de Noix signifies Walnut husks, not nut-
shells I and Tourtcaux de graines oleagineuses are " oil

cakes," not husks of Olive, &c, as they are here ren-
dered. We need not say that if errors like these occur
in other parts of the tariff, the mercantile utility of Mr.
Yapp's translation is much impaired.

In a little volume called The Newspaper and General
Reader's Pocket Companion, for the price of a shilling)

uneducated people will be able to learn the meaning of

the foreign scraps with which overeducated or pedantic
writers are fond of interlarding their discourse, till

their

English is cut on Greek and Latin,
Like fustian heretofore on satin.

We are no admirers of such a lofty style, but others
are, and it passes current with the many, for the usual

reason that people are apt to admire what they cannot
understand. Anything to make it intelligible is there-

fore useful, and the little volume before us accomplishes

that purpose.

Garden Memoranda.
Enville Hall, the Seat of the Earl of Stamford

and Warrington.—Within the last few years this place

has deservedly become very celebrated, in consequence
of the Earl of Stamford and Warrington having ex-

pended au enormous sum of money in adding consider-

ably to the pleasure grounds and glaBS structures, as

well as purchasing extensively both ornamental and
new plants. In this his lordship has received valuable

assistance from Mr. Aiton, the head gardener at Envilles

so that in a very short space of time this has been made
one of the most extensive and beautiful gardens in the

country. When the Earl of Stamford came into pos-

session of the estate there were but six acres of

garden, but in 1847 and the two following years
20 acres more were added, and within the last

two years upward of 50 more, making in all about
100 acres of pleasure ground. The grounds are richly

diversified, while the situation itself is naturally

beautiful, and with the introduction of water in four

different places the tout ensemble is such as to please the

most fastidious. A noble conservatory has just been

added, and is the most majestic glass erection we have
ever seen, and so far as our pages will admit, the accom-
panying sketch gives a good representation of it. It

was built by Messrs. Gray & Ormson, of Danvers
Street, Chelsea, and certainly reflects credit on their al-

ready well known taste and skill as horticultural builders.

It is we believe the most magnificent and substantial

structure of this elegant branch of architecture ever
erected. It is 150 feet in length, 70 feet in widthj

65 feet in height to the apex of the domes, and 30 feet

to the top of the curved roofs. The style it will be
seen is mixed, gothic being predominant ; the perpendi-

cular part is of wood, the curved roofs and roofs of domes
consist of cast-iron principals and wrought iron bars.

It is well supported and bound together by ornamental
columns and girders of cast-iron, which have a fine ap-

pearance inside, and from which ornamental baskets wul
be suspended. It is heated by a hot-water apparatus.

It is not intended to plant out the different kinds of

plants in beds, as is common in large houses of this

description, but to grow them in pots and tubs, and by
this means a much greater display can be kept up
throughout the year, by using the extensive plant-houses

in the kitchen garden as a nursery for that purpose.

Creepers are to be planted out round the pillars, and a
number of ornamental baskets filled with suitable plants,

similar to those that have such a pleasing effect at the

Crystal Palace, will be suspended from different parts of

the building. In the ground plan the internal lines give

the idea of divisions, but they are in fact not so ; they

are merely lines showing where the girders and
columns are. The flower garden, when we saw it in

August, was a complete mass of bloom, and is of

no particular plan, the beds being chiefly circular,

of a good s : ze, and each filled with one variety of plant.

The most effective colours for contrast are chosen, and
many of the beds were filled with very choice things,

such as Calceolaria Purity, a new white variety, which
has succeeded very well, and will make a valuable plant

for the Italian style of flower gardens. C. amplexicaulis

is grown largely, and is an exce lent late variety, and
one of the best bedders when well done. Among other
Calceolarias used at Enville are Prince of Orange, a
light orange kiud, of excellent habit, and certainly one
of the best, being very dwarf, and a profuse bloomer

;

Frosti, a pretty small yellow ; but soon flowers itself

out ; Gem, a deep rich brown variety ; and Aurantia.

In Geraniums, the sorts grown are Sidouia, Unique,
and Conspicuum ; these three do best in pots, plunged.

Commander-in-Chief, Cerise Unicme, with some of the
best old kinds of scarlet, are also freely used ; Hendersoni
is found to be the only white worth growing out of doors.

Boule de Neige, Skeltoni, Miss Emily Field, and Shrub-
land Pet have been tried, but are not effective. Ingram's
Princess Alice and Shrubland Rose bloom freely and do
well here, as also Purple Nosegay. Variegated kinds
are grown very extensively ; flower of the Day was
by far the most effective, taking foliage and flower to-

gether; Mountain of Light, of which there was a large

bed, was very patchy and irregular as regards bloom.
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Manglon1 Old Variegated iH also largely used, and in found
fovy uhoI'u! ; Alma, it new kind, promises to bo fcho bent

)f this cIuhh, tho foliago and flower being bolter than any
other wo have seen, hut there was not, enough of it to

see what the effeot would be when grouped in n mass;
Golden Chain iH only grown forits foliage, 00 the flowors

are cut oil'. Not many kinds of Verbenas are used, only

a fow of the most decided and * ffective colours, in

scarlets, Defiance ie still the favourite, but Mrs. VVood-

rodb wilh very good. There wore good beds of Andre*,

Wondoi-fiil, Purple King, Blue Beard, Bouquet Parfait,

Emma, Purfume de Madeline, Madame de Stool, IJtollo

de VcnUH, and Moot BlftTlC. The beds Of DoHtmcc and
Bouquet Parfait wore the uumt nhowy and best filled.

AgeratutiiH, Petunias, ami various Other plants worn
equally gay with those wo have enumerated. There an-

72 beds in the flower garden and :to In the pleasure
grounds ; some idea, therefore, may bo formed of the
fargo number of plants required to All ho many bods,
and of the effect they produced, when wo state that
many of them require BOO plants in daoh, ami bul
few less than lOOplontS. What is termed tie' " Itdmnd

sin'' '-I pi tilting > adopted hi 1
• to

extent. This Jh nimply done by planting En llm

moneing In front with a row "> tome dwarl plat

using tid or growing d . Ont
"riband" whh 400 yards long, ball ol wl ioh •.

witli tie' loli', mh' plants: in', oi- front row, 1

chain Qoranlum ; 2d, Lobelia Erinus max ma; 3d.

Geranium Cei 1 I nfque ; Ith, Calceolaria Auranf
Soarlet Pontttemon planted alternately ; 5ih, Phlox
lardiflora ; 8th, Hollyhoekf, 'lie Phli

I" 11 1. in'o ' ' li' - il v. In, I it. 1,1 1 11 carlii-r. Tho Ol

was oompoaad ol ilm following l t, '.
1

(I old 11 Chain ; 2d, Loholfa Brinua ; 8d, Goran urn '
1 rial

1 M|i " tth, Calceolaria Gem
1

Stli, ilumea elegant;
flth, Dahlias j tho wholo being backed with cvei
'I'll-' Qeranium Cerl 1 I nlqua li fo 1 to be » more
suitablo colour to book the Lobelia. Another riband,

U0 yards lonir, was planted ps follows:

ranlum Golden Chain ; !d, Forgol ",' ol '

in ijnioioi)
; .'id, Scarlol Geranium; 4th, Call

(010 ami Aurantia aid rnatoly ; 6th, Dahlia Zolh

dwarf purple variety), Another riband i' compo 1 ol

Ml lllr,l>. [|1

Di Iphh

other i"

curved
every out

an it in at '
i

fta'or.' ol 1 •< ,

eelebllshmenl nanialj

.

plant* »re

rio.dy f'

•Mill' II' tO >. IT'

thin lie

»kt/-r.

Conifi n
hT'- Ollll I.' !'.'<*' /*-, W.til

large nod handsome plant of I'm'. «, u><]

GROUND PLAN OF CONSERVATORY AT ENVILLE HALL.

there is also a beautiful plant of Picea nobilis, with a
quantity of good Deodars, Taxodium distichum, &c.

There is also an abundance of noble specimens of

Portugal Laurels, Rhododendrons, and other hardy
shrubs. Copper Beech, Limes, and other deciduous
trees abound, of an immense size and age, many of

which produce a peculiar effect by drooping to the

ground, where the branches take root and form a

progeny of young trees around the parent. Rhododen-
drons and American plants generally grow most
luxuriantly here in the natural soil. The kitchen

garden consists of 6 acres, four being inside the walls,

and two outside. The walls were commenced in 1853,
and are well furnished with healthy young trees which
have not yet generally fruited. The glass here consists

of a Peach case, which from its extent and height has

a noble appearance ; it is 360 feet long and 14 feet

high, aud sufficiently wide to admit hot-water pipes, and
allow room to walk between them aud the tree9. In
addition to the above there are also five Vineries, a
house for New Holland plants, two Orchid houses, a
stove aud Geranium house, a house for forcing early

flowers, besides houses for Cucumbers and Figs, ail

erected by the same builders, and fitted up with all the

appliances which liberality, skill, and practical

knowledge could suggest. There are also 400 feet

of pits for Pines, Melons, and wintering beddiDg

plants, all of which are heated with hot water,

besides 200 feet of cold pits. The fountains are a

splendid feature of this charming place. They were
projected by Lord Stamford himself, and with two
large reservoirs, completed in less than two years, no
expense being spared. One of the reservoirs is placed

on the gathering grounds, from which the water is

pumped up through half a mile of l'J-inch pipes, by
two 30-horse power engines, to the other reservoir

on the high grounds, and then descends with a fall

of 350 feet, through the same length of pipes to

the large jet, which throws it from 150 to 200 feet high.

The lower fountain, served from this same main, con-

sists of 16 jets, placed among sea horses, ar.d one thrcu h

a figure of a sea or river god. The 16 jets throw the

water 40 feet, and the centre 70 feet high. No pen can

describe the fine effect of the two piaying together,

surrounded as they are by such beautiful scenery. There
are other fountains about the place, but not of such
remarkable size as those just described. The Earl of

Stamford most liberally allows the public to view the

whole of the pleasure grounds and flower gardens

twice a week, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, but gar-

deners may see them at any time, Lord Stamford
being most desirous that every facility should be afforded

them for doing so. Mr. Aiton, the very able gardener

here, deserves great credit for the judicious and nry
extensive alterations that have been mode in so -

time, and his exertions are warmly supported by Lord
Stamforl, who is very fond of horticulture, and spares

no expense in making Euville one of the best gardens

in the country, as it most ut questionably will be. From,

(hc"-F. nniition of tivc Prr-prictort.

FLORICU LTU RE.

Cinerarias.—The following memoranda respecting

the best of the new as well as old varieties of these

useful plants were made daring a vi-
'

collection at Slouch while it was in bloom. Of the new
varieties, Optima (Bousie's

I
is certainly the most attrac-

tive, and. in a treneral point of view, the best—clear

white, with medium margin of intense line, dark disc,

fine form and substance, and good ha ixton is

a fitting companion to it, being r-ne of the most attractive

and bes; Cinerarias we have ; eoloer white, with broad

;
deep lilac purple margin, and dork disc, broad, stiff,

1 well formed petal, producing close, well arranged beads

i of bloom, equal to an Hydrangea under the best culture.

Sir Charles Napier is decided'y the best blue, opening
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pe
devu uiU . <%"-i bi HUgiug t'> bright b ue us it »g<

form, and habit good. Mra. Foster is a deeper coloured

Cericn tl »w«r, *;ood in form and habit, but not a free

grower, with eood .foliage. Lidy Mary Laboucliere

hu been s ,in, l th's year and of excellent habit—

while, with small margin of lavender blue, and mode-

rately dark diBO. Admiral Dundas is one of the best

formed Rowers we have seen—white with shaded blue

e margin, and from what we have seen of it, a

Sower worthy of every collection. So also is Optima

(Hopwood's),nota new variety, still little known— white,

wiih broad rosy crimson margin, a ^ood exhibition

variety, and dissimilar to any other yet out Empress

is white, with a broad margin of pale rose, light disc,

£nml form, but uncertain in colouring this season, having

a tendency to become mottled in colour, otherwise it

would be a most desirable variety. Prince of Prussia

is a light blue, with a light disc, but deficient in form

and substance. Esther, if first-rate in form, would be

a charming variety ; for in habit it is more compact

and even than any variety we know. In colour it is

clear white, with broad deep crimson margin, and dark

dise. dwarf and perfect habit, and beautiful early, but it

becomes starry as it a_'es. Notwithstanding this, it is a

general favourite. There are two or three other new

sums, but as yet they have not bloomed well. Of

older varieties the best are Pictu'rata, white with

broad even margin of bright rosy purple, good shape

and habit—certainly one of the handsomest Cinerarias

in cultivation. Rosy Morn is a very attractive flower

in a collection, rosy carmine with a white ring round

a srev disc, tolerable form, and very useful for exhibit-

ing.
"
Estelle is a most serviceable flower—white, with

very broad deep rosy lilac margin, and dark disc, rather

cupped, good form, but deficient in substance to be a

first class flower, still one of the best and most attractive.

Mrs Sidney Herbert, in its class, is unrivalled—white

with delicate rosy margin and pretty habit. Lablache

is a most useful blue, dwarf, and of first rate habit and
moderate form, and the colou-: is best des'.-nbcd' as a

medium blue. Amy llobsart is not yet Surpassed in its

colour, which is rosy lilac with a dark disc. Lady
Catuoys is of dwarf habit, white, with medium bright

•blue edging, and is a general favourite, and possesses

tolerable form. Kate Kearney is no doubt the best
wl i'e, and Prince Arthur the best crimson. Marguerite
d'Anjouis duller in colour than Prince Arthur ; reflexed,

and not so good. Teddington is a light purple with
w'lite disc, go >d form, but reflexes slightly ; it is,

however, of good habit and of a pleasing colour.

Formosa is a good variety for exhibition—light violet

purple with white disc ; of good form, and with a dwarf
compact habit. Asmodeus is a good dark blue, dwarf,
and of good form and habit. Advancer is white, with
purplish blue margin, but too starry. Scottish Chieftain,

if first-rate in form, would be a great acquisition ; in

colour white, with deep violet margin, clear and well

defined, but the flower is somewhat starry. Lord Stam-
ford is a very attractive variety in a collection—white
with medium marniu of deep blue, light disc, and close

compact habit ; the flower is somewhat confused and
indented at the edge, but it is notwithstanding a very
showy variety. Loveliness is a rosy crimson with white
ring round the disc ; a very distinct and serviceable

flower for exhibition purposes. Mrs. Beecher Stowe is

a very usefu' variety—white, with broid deep lilac,

margin and dark disc
;
good form, valuable for exhibi-

tion purposes, and much better than Empress Eugenie,

which is deeper in colour, but by no means so good.

E "ile de Vaise is a little improvement on an old

viriety named "Annie"— white, with dark plum
purple ; broad margin. We greatly want improve-

tnent in this colour. Ringleader, although old, is a

nrery useful flower for exhibiting, and is of a pale

carmine colour. Octavia is the lightest azure blue

we have, with light disc and dwarf habit. Of
seedling varieties the best we have seen is Emperor
of France, a very great improvement on Hopwood's
Optima ; colour, rosy crimson, with broad white ring

round a dark disc
;

great width and depth of petal.

This is a flue stout flower, of great excellence. Rose
of England is also a first-class flower ; colour, clear

white, with medium margin of rich rosy purple ; com-
pact dark disc, fine form, and good sub-tance. This

flower will be a standing variety. Mannum bonum is

of a rich purple crimson colour, with a small white ring

round a black disc ; a large, bold, and attractive variety

of first-rate habit. Lord Cardigan is a very large

-striking flower that will be a great favourite ; white, with

abroad margin of violet purple; small dark disc. Florence

?>ijbtingaleisa very promising flower, of good substance,

white, with medium margin of deep rosy Mac
;
good petal

and dark disc. Duchess of Wellington is evidently a first-

class flower; white, with abroad margin of lilac purple, and
dark disc

;
good substance, and of first-rate form. Lord

Kelson is a lively purple self, rather thin in substance,

but with a close dark disc, and is certainly the best of

all the purples. Monarch is a shaded plum purple,

with fiery centre
5
good form and habit.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
CoNSERVATonr, &c.—A little fire heat will be indispen-

sal 1 • here daring cold damp fog^y weather, iu order to

allow c.f admitting a little fresh air to carry off superfluous
moisture without lowering the temperature too much

;

lu' this should be applied during the day, and all water-

ing siiuulU be Uoue in tne morning, so that the atmo-

sphere may get moderately dry before night, when a

damp stagnant atmosphere is especially injurious to

flowers. But although some care is necessary at this

season to preserve plants in bloom from being injured

by damp, it is easy enough to fall into the opposite

extreme, and as excessive dryness is much more
injurious to plants generally, than the amount of damp
which would ruin flowers, this must be guarded against.

Unless where fire heat is used too freely, however,

there is little danger to be apprehended from the want
of sufficient moisture in the atmosphere at present.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
PiNKRiFS.—The plants expected to show fruit early

next year will be greatly benefited by being kept in a

comparatively dry state for a few weeks previous to

subjecting them to a warm moist temperature. The
atmosphere should be kept dry, also allowing the soil

about the roots to become as dry as can be done with

safety ; do not, however, subject the plants to a very low

temperature, but keep this at from 60° to 65° by means
of fire heat, for although the plants will bear a con-

siderably lower temperature without any apparent

injury, those not subjected to any unnecessary extremes
will produce the finest fruit ; and a short peiiod of com-
paratively dry treatment will ripen the growth, and
just as effectually induce a tendency to show fruit as

checking the energies of the plants by an unnaturally

low temperature, and without any of the ill effects of the

latter method. fto dependence can be placed on the

weather at this season, therefore see to plants in pits

with insufficient means of heating being well protected

by means of covering at night, and maintain the com-
mand of a rather high temperature by frequently

renewing the linings, &c, so as to be prepared for

any sudden decrease of the external temperature
;

avoid anything approaching excess of atmospheric

moisture among young stock, whether in pits heated by

linings, or in better arranged structures, which only

tends to promote a too free rate of growth for the amount
of light, and weakly blanched foliage is the result.

Vineries.—Where forcing is commenced, attend to

previous directions as to keeping the atmosphere moist,

as there will be some difficulty in getting Vines to break

freely at this season except this is attended to. If

circumstances allow of having a bed of fermenting

manure inside the house, this will be found the best

means of keeping the atmosphere regularly moist, but if

this cannot be used the house must be sprinkled with

the syringe frequently, and the evaporating troughs kept

full. Also see that the roots are afforded a steadygentle

warmth until the buds are fairly swelled ; keep the

temperature about 50° by fire heat at night, and 60° by

day, letting it rise to 70° on the forenoons of sunny

days. Get succession houses cleaned, the Vines pruned,

painted and put into order for work, and see that

the heating apparatus is in perfect order, as if

this or anything else about the house requires

any repairs this should be done while the house is idle.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUEBERIES.
Except where alterations are in hand, there will be little

requiring attention here at present beyond the clearing

up of leaves and putting the borders, &c, into neat

order for the winter. Get this done, however, with the

least possible delay, in order that the place may be ren-

dered trim and neat and as enjoyable as the season

will admit ; also sweep and roll the walks frequently, so

as to keep these clean and smooth, for without hard dry
walks pleasure ground is next to useless at this period

of the year. Turf will also require rolling frequently

to keep it smooth and firm, and prevent its being dis-

figured by warm casts. If any of the turf requires

levelling take advantage of any leisure time which
may occur to get this done.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
The tedious work of pruning and nailing wall trees

should be prosecuted with the utmost dispatch on every
favourable opportunity. Trees infested with scale

should be loosened from the wall entirely, the bark well

scraped and painted with a mixture of soft soap, cow-
dung, and lime, taking care to well work the compo-
sition into the crevices of the bark. If any planting of

young trees or removing of others has still to he done
attend to this at once. Get Gooseberry and Currant
bushes pruned on frosty mornings, or when the ground
is in a dry state, so that it will bear treading upon
without injury. After pruning give the ground among
the Gooseberry trees a good dressing of lime, which we
believe to be useful as a preventive of their great
enemy caterpillar. Also get whatever manure may be
necessary for the other small fruit bushes wheeled on first

favourable opportunity, and get the ground dug so that

it may look clean and fresh. Where the Raspberry grub
is troublesome give a good dressing of gas lime before

digging the ground, taking care to apply it regularly

about the base of the plants. The ground among fruit

hushes should be dug very lightly, especially in the case

of Raspberries which have their roots near the surface,

and it is better in all cases to dispense with digging

where it cannot be done without injuring the strong

roots. The unusually fine dry weather which we have
experienced for some weeks past has been very favour-

able for getting on with the work of manuring and
trenching in the kitchen garden, and where this is back-

ward it should be pushed forward on every favourable

opportunity until every spare bit of ground is thrown up,

so as to expose it to the action of the weather. Be
prepared with plenty of covering for Celery, and endea-

vour to prevent its being injured by frost,

STATE OF TH(£ WEATHER AT CHISW10K, NEAtt LONDON,
For tlie week ending Nov. .9, lS5j, rb observed at the Horticultural Garuei 8.

Babos
TsMFBRATUaK.

.Nov. 'gs Ol tbe Air.
|
Of the Earth Wind.

Max. Mm. Max.

43

Min. MeaD 1 loot
deep.

2 fee l

deep.

Friday 93 o 23.76-1 29.750 31 33.

5

43 47 S.W.
Satur. 2-1 it* 29.S24 29.8 9 37 400 43 47 N.
Sttrtdaj 2a n> 30.577 30.043 IS 30.5 43 47 N.E.
Mod.. 26 17 30.2-9 3U.211 42 36 39.0 434 46* N.E.

is 30.i '35 29.9 ;3 47 43 4 ..5 44* 46
Wed. 2S 19 30.112 30.019 3C 41.5 45 4H N.E.
Thorn. 29 20 3.1.111 3U.045 45 33 39.0 45 46 N.

Averaee . 30.07.1 29.971 44.3 1 3f." 39.0 43.8 46.5

»v. 2i— Fine; overenst; cloudy.
— 24- Fine; cloudy and cold ; showery.
— 25—Overcast ; cloudy and cold ; clear and frosty at night.
— 26 -Clear; very fine; cloudy.
— 27— Hazy, overcast; slight rain.
— i8—Slight rain; overcast; cloudy.
— 29—Overcast throughout ; cloudy at night.

__ Mean temperature of the week ljj deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHlSWICK.
Durinit tne last 29 years, for the ensuing week, emhtifc Dec. 8, 1855.

lit
Sss- 8t

2h

No. of
YearB in

which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

PreTailinic Winds.

Dec.
2;

25
aq

CO
to

^
Sunday 2 47.5 .15.4 41.5 13 0.51 in. 1

o 2 1 A 9 2 n
VIon. 3 47.2 36.0 41.6 13 0.17 1 » 3 1 : 9 7 t
lues, 4 47.1 36.7 41.9 12 C3a 4 t 1 i 4 ll>

;

a
i

Wed. 5 47.6 35.3 41.5 IS 0.i:5 — 1 2 1 2 12 7
Thurs. 6 46.8 35.4 41.1 15 0.30 1 2 1, 1 4 1-2 7 l

Friday J 47.1 36.2 41.6 17 0.52 3 2 3' 2 6 4 5 4
Satur. S 46.2 33.7 39.9 17 0.36 'J 3 2' I 2' 9' a 2

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on
1341—therm. 68 deg.; and the lowest on the 5th and 6th, 1SJ4
U ties.

the 8th»
- therm-

Notices to Correspondents.
Books: S G F. Roberts on the Vine, with the exception of that

portion of it which relates to carrion, which should never be
used in Vine borders.^

Common Plants : S, Esij. No taste can be worse than that which
limits beauty to mere colour. It is the feeling of savage and
not of re6ned life. Not that we would in any way depreciate
the effect of colour, which, if skilfully managed, is charming;
but we regard it as only one ingredient in beautiful effects,

and altogether subordinate to form. For examples of the latter

it is not necessary to travel from "Indus to the Pole;" you
will find instances of the most perfect beauty wherever plants
can giow with their natural luxuriance free from the invasion
of cattle or the dominion of man.

Cucumbers : We have received another letter or two relating to

the "Ipswich Standard;" but we think the difference of opinion
respecting it can only he settled by such a comparative trial as
is proposed by Mr. Ay res, who has sent us twelve seeds for

expeiiiueut. Mr. Wild having also seat four seeds we will put
them into the hands of growers from whose judgment there
can be no appeal.

Deformed Mushrooms: Anon. Specimens of Mushrooms like

those which you have sent are not very uncommon. The
appearance is not confined to that species of Agaric. We have
however seen a far more curious case than yours in the common
Mushroom. A new hymenium was produced on the top of the

fibres with all the characters of Merulius, and what is still

more curious the spores of the new hymenium were different

from those of the ordinary gills. M J B.

Erytukina MAcaoPHYLLA : Ashdean. Roast it in summer, starve

it in winter, and if you can cut the roots well in, do so. If it is

a seedling it may not yet have arrived at the age for bearing.
Fagus Antarctica: Ashdean. This will bear even such a winter
as the last, in a cold place near London, but it does not like it.

In a warmer climate, like the west of England or sheltered
places in Sussex, we should not be alarmed nbout it. All the
specimens we have seen are mere bushes with no tendency to

form a trunk. If it grows into a tree it must be, we think, a

very little one.

Fungus : Sylvanus, If you will refer to p. 744, col. c, you will find

that your question has been answered.:}:

Hedgehogs: An Old Sub. Harm I no, no, they are harmless

enough, poor things; and what is more, they ttelp you to get

rid of garden pests. We are happy to see them running about

in the fading light of evening.

Holcds saccharatus: G R C. A full account of this plant has

been given at p. 835 of our last year's vol.
;
you will also find

some further information respecting it in our '' Home Corre-

spondence" of to-day.J
Names of Fruits: J A. 1, Eellissime d'Hiver; 2, Duchesse de

Mars; 3, Autumn Bergamot; 4, Marie Louise;, 7, Achan; 8 r

Brown Beurre; 9, Bezi de Caissoy; 1, Kerry Pippin; 2, Court

of Wick; 3,Fearn's Pippin; 4, Blenheim Pippin ; 5, Wonnsley
Pippin; 6, 7, Dmnelow's Seedling; 8, Reiuette du Canada;

10, Winter Queening; U, Keswick Codlin; 14, Braddick's

Nonpareil—X Y Z. 3, Winter Crassane (Knight's); 5, Beurre

Diel; 6, Old Colmar; 7, probably Thompson's; 8, Passe

Colmar; 9, St. Germain.—B B. 1, King of the Pippins; 2,

Court Pendu Plat; 3, Beurre' d'Aremberg ;
4,6,Glou Morceau;

5, Beurre deCapiauroont; 9, Beurre Ranee.—W G. Your Pear

is the Bishop's Thumb.—N H. 3, Knight's Monarch; 5, Marie

Louise; 6, Swan's Egg; 7, Hacon's Incomparable; 8, 12,

Bem-re* Ranee; 13, Urbaniste; 14, Aston Town; 15, BeuiTfi

Diel; 16, Napoleon ; 17, Passe Colmar; 18, Braddick's Non-

pareil.—G G. 1, Sr. Germain; 2, Franc Real d'Hiver; 3, 5,

Chaptal ; 4, 6, Winter Nelis ; 7, Passe Colmar ; 9, Dutch Mig-

nonne; 10, Beauty of Kent; 11, Rymer; 12,13, appear to be

the GravenBtein.il—£ O P. If you will send your iruits carnage

paid to our office, they will be named as soon after they are

received as it is possible to do so.

J

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in miud that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we

can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—E B. Rhus Cotinus, the Venetian

Sumach.J—EM G. Juniperus recurva.—Acton. Isopogon ane-

monefolius.—JFP, We will compare the leaves once more and

give you an answer next week.
Personalities : D B C. We will have nothing to do with such a

discussion. All papers which admit them ultimately suffer for

it—and very properly.

Phal^nopsis: J HI A. It is suffering from damp and too Iowa
temperature combined. We will ascertain the name of the

plant in time for next week.
Sermons : A Sub. We could not possibly venture to recommend
hooks of sermons. You should consult the clergyman of the

church or chapel you attend.

The Squash : B W. We now see that the squash you remember
from your youth is a kind of Vegetable Marrow. The Ame-
ricans have many kinds to which the name is applied. The
Freuch call them Pfitissons. Since you cannot get the seed

through your seedsman, we recommend you to apply to Messrs.

Charlwood & Co., Covent Garden.
*** As usual, many communications have heen received too late

ami others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Superphou-
I phate of Ltmo, Nitrate ot flffda, Sugar Scum, and ovory

doHcriplioii Of Artificial Muniin-n, LlnHOOd CftkOfl, &C,
Wm. Inhijh Oadnju, if', Murk Liino, London.

PERUVIAN GUANO.—Ab Agents of tho Peruvian
1 Governraont for tho Importation and B/iIoof this valuable
MANUitr:, wii itiink it right, Cor tho protection of com iorn and
rcBpcctflblo riiminrn, to ftpprlHc ilium that tlio adulteration of the

articlo In nilll extmml vitly practised, "nil to rccommnnd thorn to

apply clili'-i' to oui'Holvos; to our ftffonts, M -.r i. GlbbNj Urlj/Iit.

as Co., oi Liverpool and Bristol ^ or to doaloru ot oHiabilmioa
character, In whoso liononty and fair flouting tboy can place
implied r<>nMi i Arm»Mv (Jjiiuh <"v S<>>< i.

M-IIK KOI, LOWING MANUHKSnni >imnnl'nrtun-.J
X at Mr. Lawks' Factory, Doptford Crook: Turnip Manuro.

7f. por ton ; RupGrphotiphate of Lime, 7l,\ Sulphuric Add and
CoprolltoB, 6i.—Offlce, 69, King William Street, City, London,

N.B. Gontilno Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to contain 10 par
cent, of ammonia. Nitrate of Soda, Bulpliatooi ammonia, and
other Ohomical Manures,

rpHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITRO-
J- PHOSPHATE ok wilMAT MANmiK FOR Al TUMN
Bowinc. xtlfl Manure, compnsod of blood, animal matter.
find dissolved bones wiili sllloatos. Is most strongly roenramondeu
t«> the notice of Agriculturists, It contains front 7 u< h por cont,
of nttrogon, In a form yielding ammonia liv slow decomposition,
and Is therefore particularly adaptod for Whont, The quantity
required In 2 to 8 owt, per acre drilled In with tho seed. Price*

per ton, 7/, ion. in London,
PERUVIAN (JUANO, FISHERY SALT, and ovory other

MANUin; «n best terms, ritrlotly warrautod.
40, Hrldu'o Htnwt, HlnckfHurn. E, Punarcn, Boo.

SEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURK. Thin highly
fertilising Manure, which In Poat Charcoal complete ly

saturated with London Sewage, will be found l it ofQotonl for

ovory species of orop ; more especially tor jvmt, Beans. Turnips,
M unsold Wurzol, and other root crops. It win produce a grcator
return for iho nutluy than Guano or any other Manure at an
equivalent ValUO: It also poHHi?nncn tlio property nl n-lnitiini; i r ii

fertilising power longer than any other Manures now m use. it

may ho obtained at the SEWAGE MANUKE WOltKS, Btanloy
JSrldgo, Fulham, at 41. per ton, and In quantities less than halt

4

n (on. at 5s. \f<v cwf., for ready money only ; nnd In quantltloS nol
loss than a ton, will ho delivered at tlio London Termini of tho
Railroads free of charge for oartage. No ohargo for sacks.

It may also be had from Messrs, 0. Gidds& Co., 26, Down Street,
Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents for London, nnd from
all tho other AgtnitH of the Company.

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING- LAND by Me PATENT. STEAM PLOT GIT,
atprlcesvarytng, according to depth and distance, from 8Z.to07.l6fl.

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenoos.
Contracts executed with groat rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on tho spot, whom KUittildti clay exists. ' Temple (lute, Hrint.il.

DRAINAGE OF LAND, BOGS, ETC.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, supported
by unquestionable references and testimonials, offors his

cervices to proprietors about to execute workH of drainage, which
he will undertake personally to layout and superintend, and to

supply tho forms and attendances necessary to obtain tho
certificate of iho Inclosure Commissioners where such is re-
quired, at a charge ol'5s. per acre and his travelling expenses;
or he will contract to perform the whole work to the satisfaction

of the Commissioners at a fixed price per acre. Mr. HUMBERT
(having been more tlum 15 years established in business as a
Surveyor and Land Agent) has found that wet heavy soils can
be usually, carefully, and thoroughly drained, with pipes 4 feet
deep, at 4/. per aero and upwards, inclusive of every expense.

WNERS OF SEITLEO ESTATES and OTHERS
desirous of availing themselves >if the various recent Acts

Of Parliament, by which they may charge their Estates with
money expended in tho Improvement., Conversion, and Reclama-
tion of Land, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosing,
making Farm-roads, Clearing, the erection of Farm-buildings
and Machinery, Planting and other Agricultural Improvements,
are respectfully informed that Messrs. Hkwitt Davis & Francis
Viorbs undertake to advise and furnish Plans and Estimates,
and if required, will contract to do the works, and dispose of the
Rent charges.—3. Frederick's Place, O ld Jewry, London.

HPHEGENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
-L PROVEMENT COMPANY

Hknkt Ker Seymer, Esq., M.P., Chairman.
Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no case is any investigation of Title uecessary.
3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or
ho may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-
lities WILL HE AFFORDSD IN F.1THER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the Works and expenses will, in all cases,

bo charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
thirty-one years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. William Clifford, Sec.

CAUTION.
DARKEN STEEL DIGGING PORKS

I

I DRAIN 1 Id 'I OOL
Whereat very Inffil it* l</rVHnrp,

now manufactured and void, sna i have bwm \m*

i hfti oi i tho •<><• lid '•'• i"h'-v«'d Ihem u> bo
mi iiir to red by me, and to which the Royal A grl

and nurooroui Agrlcultui d Societies' prl» vardaa,
i lieroby respectfully in)',no the publfi that <

i
^»*nfH^-

tured by mo Is itampod with my trade mart 'J, P.," »rel tii»t

Messrs. IJunoi & i r,ol > . tat, London* am
my «oht Wholesale Agon If, and I have . to re-

place i" tlio purcln <j overy Port ol my mai
uefectlvo; thoy v,jii also on application S"nd WhoUtMla »nd
Koliiil Price Lbitn, &'

,

post li«". Piui l i -.. ';»,

FIRST PRIZE REAPING MACHINE.
NO'J l

(
I

.

MES8RS. BURGESS awd Kf.V beg r«tpoctfu1ly

to Inform tho public, and particularly Uiq rtoblx

gentlemen wh '<•
i lliiy ww* obliged

,
. on < n »t '

""ot oj t lie manufiu hire not I

(hat the Koynl Agricultural Boclotj i First 1 SOLwas
awarded to thorn for M'Corml ( theli paUnl
Rerew platfoi m, at tht trial at Leigh l I]

thi '"oil ol A iiffu ' Is ' A rnongsi tin

Boll's, by ' ro kill; I orb wh'i, < lilb l fi Palmar; and
iiumiey'H, with lilting platform, by W m 1

1

'

reports of fanners who hare worked tho roach

present harvest, show that the avoi mlty of Whwl,
barley, and Oats which 'hey cut waa from Ii to 1

Two uorsoa work the machine with ei only aiumdant
rcqulrod Is a man oi n boy to ilrlvo, I urthar panimUr* »nd
price i sonl fro i anplli sthm, Bi ;

I Nowgate
Street ; ninl B2, Lltjlii Hrltiilii. London,

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELO.

SA^'l^
,

t)U and COOKE, Manufacturer* ..f iht

lout- 1 E Inbillon Prize PRUNi: <.. DUDDI
|
GUAFTINO KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING Bt I

I

TIiobo arileleaare Wa ranted to itand any kind of work, and to

carry the keen odge ol a raeor without ret] srponod
so ti'-.|o- atly n Is u us ly l blaln that i It

so requisite for the comfoi t ond use of tin

blades are also warranted to wear through to the back* Thoy
ure used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Bootland, and can bo purchased ol any nurseryman or
io the three klngd b, Thosowhomaj n l them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Qreal Exhibition
I'ii/" Medium pm, nntl the I'ri/.o Medal of the Horticultural
Society of MancheMtor, at their Show ol 1864, was awarded to

Savmob h Cooks for their superiority of material and work-
manship. I, tabllshed 1788 .

/ illAFF~CUrriNU MACHINES from "Jl,.-A
v^ complete Illustrative Catalogue, all alzt mproTed
description, will be forwarded on application to William '

& Co., Swan Lano, Upper Thames Street, London.

/ lOtLEGKop AGUICUL'l URKawd CHEMISTRY ,

I

'

nd Mill)
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ECONOMY OF FERMENTATION.
BUSHE'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufac-

tured by FOWLER and FRY. Temple Gate, Bristol, entirely
supersedes the necessity of Cooking Turnips, Mangel, and other
Roots; it effects a saving of SO to 40 per cent, of the Roots, besides
that of fuel. Price 31. 10s. Printed testimonials and directions
may be obtained gratis by applying to Fowler & Fry, Bristol,
Licensed Makers of Cornk's Patent Chaff Cutters and General
Agricultural Implement Makers and Dealers. The Root Grater
may also be seen in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
P*Uact>, Sydenham.

WATERPROOF PATHS
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:—Screen the
gravel of which the path is at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one ofsharp
river sand. To five parts of such eqaal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mis and spread it. No tool is required bevond the
epade.and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetatiou
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as waterdoesnot soak through it,

to give a fall from the middleof the path towards the sides.
Tlio same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS

CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all olher situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid iu
winter equally well as in summer.

Manufacturers of the Cemeut, J. B. White & Brothers.
Milbank Street, Westminster.

BRUISING MILLS poh OATS, BKANS, MALT,
iv.0,—Illustrated Catalogue will be forwarded on application

to w i i.i.i am D it Aii & Coj, Swim Lane, Upper Thames street.

pURE ANh CHEAP BREAD.—Flour Mills for
• Family Use.—Grind your Wheat*—Pure Bread, and do
away with medicine entirely, besides effecting a saving.

Mary Wbdlakb's FLOUR MILLS, 41. 10*. and upwards.
Washing Machines, fi/. 10.$.; Mangles, from BO*.; ChatT-cutters

and Oat-crushers. Rook nn Feeding llnrsi-s, l,v.

116, Fenchurch Street, London.

SMITHFIELD SHOW, 1855.

TRIALS of STEAM-THRESHING ENGINES.—
The time run by TUXFORD AND SONS* FIRST PRIZE

F.NGINE, and that by the Engine of Messrs. Ilomshy, of
Grantham, at the Carlisle Meeting of the Royal Agricultural
Society, in July last, with fourteen i'ounds of Coals to the horse-
power, was—

TOXFORD & Sons 3 hours and 47 minutes.
Ilornsby & Son 2 hours and 54 minutes.

At the North Lincolnshire Society's Meeting, at Boston, In

August list, Toxfohds' and HoTOsbyd' Engines again came into

competition, when Ilornsbys' was again left a long way behind.
Willi 14 lbs. of a very inferior kind ot Coal, the time run was

—

Tixford & Sons 3 hours and 3 minute-.
Hornsby & Son 2 hours and 43 minutes.

And had the testing apparatus which hud been supplied to the
Society from Grantham, not indicated the steam pressure falsely

bv several pounds on the inch, the difference would have shown
fully twice as much to the advantage of Toxfobd's Engine.
At the recent trials of Threshing Machines at the Paris Uni-

versal Exhibition, M. Tresca, the Government Engineer, employed
as the motive power one of TUXVORD'S Portable Engines that had
previously been purchased by the French Government.
The Combined Threshing, Shaking, and Dressing Machine of

TcXFORn & Sons was highly commended this year by the Royal
Society at Carlisle, the Bath and West of England Society at
Tiverton, &c.

Illustrated Catalogues, with prices, forwarded on application
to Tuxfurd it Sons, Engineers. Boston. Lincolnshire.

TO FLOHISTS AND OTHERS.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, lias always a great
• variety of CYLINDRICAL and SADDLE BOILERS in

stock, also Fire and Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, Double Doors
and Frames, Furnace Grates, Soot Doors, Hot-water Pipps.
Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle Valves, Stop Cocks, Flange and
Socket Elbows, &c; also Trough Pipes.—Drawings and Prices
of the above, or estimates given for the work fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6. Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Brid ge.

BALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
executed in Austin's Artificial Stone, ^y J. Skelet (late

Austin and Seeley). Nos. 1 to -1. Keppe] Row, New Road.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
material : it has bepn extensively used in Scotland for 20 vears.

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS. MAT-

TRESSES, HASSOCKS, BRUSHES, &c, and are distinguished
by superiority and excellence of workmanship, combined with
moderate charges. Catalogues, containing prices and every
particular, free by post.

—

I.Treloak, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manu-
facturer, 42, Ludgate Hill, Loudon.

<l L^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
A. Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Svon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Roval Zoological Societv, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier.^Esq,, of Dartford.
• PROTECTION FR<>M MORNING FROST.

"FRIGl DOMO," s Canvas made of patent prepared Hair
and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for

all horticultural and tloricultnral purposes, for prcservini: Fruits

aud Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
|

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length. 2 yards wide, at \s.6J. per yard run. of

Eusha Thomas Abcb.br, whole And sole manofoctnrer, 7, Trinity !

Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills. Wandsworth.
Surrey: aud of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom, "It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."
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The Society of Arts have arranged for the dU-
cusnion of the subject of Land Deainaof. in all iu
aspects, methods, and revolts, at a meetine to be

held during the ensuing meeting and exhibition of

the Smithtield Club. Mr. Baii.f.v I to read

a paper on the snhject, and in accordance with the

eneru'etic and t ubiic-spirited plan always adopted

by the Societv, invitations to all those who have
proved themselves interested in the »ubjeci have
been issued in order to secure the full represe:

of eveiy variety of opinion and of prac

Deep and shallow draiDaee, air c:

Keythorpe drainage, spring drainage, will all no
dDubt be perfectly described and One
of these peculiar systems was a prominent subject

at the late m- •', towhic:.

ence has already been made in our columns. Mr.
Trimmers geological researches, coincid

rately as they do with the Keythoipe practice,

have elevated what was a mere instance of clever

observation and successful practice into a subject of

general interest and probably of general usefulness.

We may just refer here to the principle on wh ch

the practice is based, hoping, in the" report of the

ensuing meeting, to find in the addresses of the dif-

ferent speakers the full development of this and
every other peculiarity connected with the subject.

The Keythorpe system of drainage was described

last year by Mr. Trimmer before a meeting of the

English Agricultural Society, and it may be illus-

trated thus : In draining a farm very much cut up by
the hedgerows of small fields, it was found advis-

able after grubbing up the fences to I

all the old ditches and former open water-con:

addition to the regular system c mder-
ground drainage carried out over all The water,

it was found, continued to draw towards the old

water-courses, and it lecame necessar

to retain them as drain;. ying tiles

in each.

The thoroDgh drainage of the Keythorpe estate

in Northamptonshire, the property of Lord Beenees.

has been erlfcted by attention to some such

principle as this, only here the old water-courses

which have been attended to, date, not from any
previous arrangement of : the soil by
previous occupiers, bnt from a pre-exis:ent arrange-

ment of the surface of the subsoil (which is found
to be furrowed into grooves and ruts of considerable

depth) before it became covered with the soil. To
this conformation of the under surface, which as a

geological fact has long been known with reference
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t some foiinations, Mr. Trimmer has culled atten-

tion as of agricultural importance. When tie

Snbsoil is clayey ami retentive and the furrows in its

surface become tilled up with porous material they

are natural drains, or would act as drains, if exit

were provid d for he water which will gather in

them, and Mr. Trimmer accordingly advocates the

arrangement of the drains, not upon .--.ny regular

s\ Btem corresponding to the uniform supply of the

water from the clouds upon the laud, but upcn a

system which shall correspond in some measure to

the irregular manner in which, owing to these natural

drains. "the watei arranges itself after it has sunk

beneath the surface. It is therefore, recommended

that by sinking pits and otherwise examining the

structure of the land, the direction of these ruts

beneath the surface be ascertained, and that then the

direction of the drains be laid as nearly right across

them as the fall of the land will allow. It is the

existence of these ruts, not the cause to which theory

assigns them, that is of any interest to agricultural

readers, and therefore it is not necessary to state

Mr. Trimmer's views upon the latter point : but it

may be added that he has found them generally

so far parallel as that having ascertained the

existence and direction of any one such groove

the direction of them all may be taken from

it, and that of the drains then laid down, so as to

combine in the best manner possible the line across

these grooves with the line of surface fall. Atten-

tion to this subject at Keythorpe has resulted, it

is stated, in a very economical and efficient drainage

of the land. Whether that condition of the subsoil

on which the system is based be so general as to

make Mr. Trimmer's researches into the subject

generally available remains to be proved. The
late.-t informa ion on this and on every other aspect

of the subject will no doubt be fully brought out at

the meeing of the Society of Arts, which will, we
hope, be well attended and reported.

In previous Papers (pp. 730 and 746) the history

of the Turnip has been traced until it has attained

a position in which it may be considered as safe

fromits formidatdeeneniythei/afeica.andthe farmer
is satisfied with having got " a plant ;" but as a plant

is by no means a crop it now becomes a duty to

examine into some of the causes which may operate

to prevent the realisation of those hopes which
success so far might have engendered, to which end
this paper will be devoted to an inquiry into those

injuries to which the plant is liable from theattacks
of some of the species of insects which feed upon
the bulb in its young state. In doing this we shall

now direct more particular attention to the wire-
worm and the larva; of the cockchafer. From the
earlier state of the root growth until it arrives at

maturity the Turnip is liable to be eaten by
wireworms, which we need not stop to describe

any farther than to state that they are the larvae

or caterpillar s:ate of some beetles ; these eat
into the very heart of the Turnip root, and by muti-
lating or destroying it either cause mutilated and
ill-formed roots or ruin the bulb altogether, accord-
ing to the severity of the attack. To destroy this

pest many expedients have been had recourse to
;

the use of suit, lime, and various plans of manuring
have from time to time been recommended and
abandoned, snd now after all the care and trouble
bestowed in the inquiry the encouragement of their
natural enemies is found more to discourage their
increase than all otherplans put together. Amongst
those we may especially number the mole, rook.
and starling.

It cannot be expected that so time-honoured a
craft as that of mole-catching will be lightly given
up, but if we recur to the fact that the mole was
formerly considered as an enemy to the farmer
and gardener upon the erroneous supposition that
he fed upon roots*, we shall in this case see reason to
believe that he has been wrongly convicted,and if upon
further inquiry we find that he lives entirely upon
insects, and that the root-destroying wireworm is

his principal food, we ought, unlike the law, not
merely to grant pardon for offences never committed,
but to cherish the victim of our former injustice.
As one practical case of the good done by moles

has come under our own immediate observation
within a recent period, it may be worth recording. The
botanical garden at the Royal Agricultural College
was for several years so overrun with the wireworm
that no crop was safe-the garden esculents and the
experimental plots all shared the same fate. Whether
guided by his natural instincts to an abundance cf

wife for «£ V™ fi? %
b°7 I™ placed with a Sooner and hi?

recollect ,w ,? Tnb7 ab" and exercise, and be well
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Sad '5' that *e plant was taken op

mv Sui- k-,"
S mam I00t was found t0 have been eatenaway. This mischief was at once attributed to "oonts" or molesand vengeance of no ordinary kind was carried out againsMhem.

food, or quietly introduced there by the intelligent

Scotch gaidener, who ever speaks of the mole

and treats him as a friend—how he came we
cannot pretend to say, but the mole established him-

self in the pait of the garden most infested by the

wireworm, and after two years' residence it dis-

appeared, and what is so much to the point the

wireworm has disappeared also. Much has been

advanced both for and against the mole, but this

much must be admitted, that he is carnivorous and

almost insectivorous in his food, and it may there-

fore be a matter of grave consideration whether the

injury he does by disturbing the soil is not more

than compensated by the good resulting from his

appetite, for we may be quite sure that like the

Indian he will only stay in his hunting ground

so long as it furnishes him with food ; failing this,

he migrates to a spot better adapted to supply his

appetite, which is of a most voracious desci iption.

At the season of the growth of the Turnip which

it is our present object ;o describe, the larva of the

Cockchafer {jSIelolontha vulgaris) is frequently one

of the most serious pests. In this species the beetle,

as is well known, may often be observed in thou-

sands feeding upon most of our deciduous trees in

the month of May—and hence the term May beetle,

by which it is often known : in this state it does

much injury by feeding on the leaves of the trees
;

its eggs are laid in the ground, and in a short time

these, on becoming hatched, present the larvas, which
are at first small, but gradually becoming larger, in

the space of three years forms a large fat grub, as

much as an inch and a half in length. This bulk is

attained at the expense of almost any crop among
which they may be located, and amongst others the

Turnip too frequently falls a prey to their ravages.

We remember some three years since a friend of

ours, who was a great enemy to rooks, came to us

in great glee at having at last, as he thought, made
out a clear case of felony against these respectable

birds, which he had detected under the following

circumstances. On passing the Turnip field he had
observed the rooks very busily engaged among the

plants from one end of the field to the other, and
upon instituting inquiries as to their occupation he
saw that the mere tops of the young plants eaten off

from just below the collar were thickly strewing the

ground heels upward, the bulbs which had just com-
menced forming having been evidently eaten away.
Here, then, he had hastily concluded that the rooks

with malice aforethought, and contrary to the laws
of our sovereign lady dame Nature, had been, felo-

niously enjoying a vegetable refection of Turnip
roots ; but on a more careful survey we found that

the injury had not been just then inflicted; that

the tops, indeed, bore evidence of having been gra-

dually eaten away by a smaller creature than the

rook, and upon looking along the rows we soon saw
many sickly looking plants which were evidently

suffering from some injury then in the process of

infliction beneath the surface; and upon removing
the soil we were not surprised to find a number of

the larvse of the cockchafer, varying from one to four

at each sickly root. Here, then, was strong

confirmation of the error of hasty observation,

and consequent erroneous conclusions, as in this

instance the very creatures which were con-

sidered by our friend as enemies were doing the
part of jeal friends ; and as they were afterwards
left in quiet possession of the field, it is not too

much to conclude from the numbers of the observed
larvae, that the saving of the crop was mainly attri-

butable to their labours.

Again, some few years since, we saw, on a farm
in Gloucestershire, a Turnip field so infesteM with
these larva; that a crop was obtained only by setting

women and boys to grub about the plants, and hand-
pick the caterpillars, for which service the farmer
paid a few pence for every quart, and a tolerably
large party for two or three days in that way ob-
tained very good wages, the creatures, which formed
a good-sized heap, being afterwards destroyed.

Now, the first of these instances occurred on a
farm where rooks are abundant, but from some
cause or other, perhaps from frequent molestation,
they had gone far afield for their food, which they
would still have done, if indeed they hud not been
executed on the spot but for a timely verdict of
acquittal. However, in the second instance, rooks
are unusual, and if guided to the place by their
unerring instinct, the fact that a man was constantly
employed to "keep birds" who was by no means
chary of powder, is sufficient to account for the vast
quantities of these creatures which occurred, espe-
cially when we consider that the enormous fecundity
of these lower tribes of animals is on purpose to

compensate for the myriads which if allowed would
constantly fall a prey to their natural enemies.

The rook, too, is an enemy to the wireworm, which,
with the larvae just described, are among the most
prolific sources of failure to the Turnip crop, both

ot them commencing their ravages alter the plant is

considered as safe, at which time the mischief is all

the greater, inasmuch as the plants have been
thinned, and therefore cannot well be replaced.

Caterpillars, of some species of moth, are also

enemies at this time, but as these, like the preceding,

are best kept under by insectivorous birds, we shall

not stay to describe them, but would conclude this

part of the history of the Turnip crop by earnestly

recommending farmers not hastily to destroy insect-

eating animals, for although under some circum-

stances, especially if too thick, they may be compelled
to have recourse to vegetable food, yet on the whole
their tendency is so much to good that great evils

must arise from their indiscriminate slaughter.

Here then, we would observe, let the owners of

rookeries and the farmers be content with the annual

thinning entailed by rook-shooting, not however in

anger as against enemies, for we are convinced the

more the natural history of the rook is inquired into

the more shall we be inclined to look upon him as

the farmer's friend, and that his behaviour to the all-

important Turnip crop when understood, will ever

ensure his being so cons dered.

THE YIELD OF LAST HARVEST.
My attention has been called to several letters which

have lately appeared in the Times from Messrs. Caird,

Turner, and others, speculating on the quantity of

Wheat which has been grown this season in the United

Kingdom ; but these gentlemen have not attempted to

inform the public how a larger Wheat crop may be

grown during periods of scarcity, if not permanently, on

the strong Wheat-producing soils of England. I there-

fore venture to state what I have myself succeeded in

doing towards that desirable object this last harvest.

My farm consists of 170 acres of strong clay land, whioh

five years ago was unable to produce more than about

150 quarters of Wheat. Within that period I have

drained, cleaned, and heavily manured the entire farm,

and this harvest I am rewarded by a crop of the finest

quality of White Wheat, averaging as nearly as I am
at present able to estimate 5 quarters to the acre over

105 out of the 170 acres ; and of this 105 acres, about

20 carried a very heavy crop of Oats and Wheat last

year.

I have just now finished sowing some 116 acres, and

have 18 yet to sow, after the roots have been removed

by the aid of CrosskiU's Railway, which by the bye, I

always use for this purpose, when the laud is at all wet,

as it has been this autumn. It will thus be seen that a

farm of the moderate extent of 170 acres can be made

to produce 500 quarters of Wheat, of the very finest

quality, without deterring \ the cultivator from taxing

its productive powers, and a stdl greater extent for a

succeeding crop. The secret rests in a system of deep

drainage, thorough cleaning, and liberal manuring, with

deep and perfect cultivation.

My growing Wheat crop looks as well as it is possible

to do, and notwithstanding the doubts>nd fears, and may

I add, hopes of many of my neighbours, I have every

expectation of as fine a crop next year as I have suc-

ceeded in growing this year, and my intention is to con-

tinue successive Wheat crops as long as I can get 90s.

per quarter for my 5 quarters to the acre. /. O. Sherrard.

Invernessuire is of trivial importance as a grain

growing county, the statistical returns for 1854

showing that of its huge extent (upwards of 3 millions

of acres) the following only were appropriated to grain

crops, viz. :

—

16S4 acres Wheat.
3674 „ Barley and Bere.

13,674i ,, Oats.

Of the Barley and Bere fully one half is grown in the

upland straths and remote islands of the Hebrides, where

agriculture is very inefficiently conducted ;
of the Oat

crop about two thirds may be ascribed to the same

districts. I do not suppose that the acreage under crop

for 1855 will much vary from the above, as though the

high price of Wheat in 1854 was an inducement to sow

as much as practicable, the practicability was much
limited by the extreme wetness of October and

November, and the frozen state of the ground in

March. The Wheat crop is deficient of an aver-

age to the extent of 4 bushels per acre. The

Barley and Bere crop is about an average. The Oak

crop is deficient to the extent of 12 bushels per acre.

The apparent causes for this short-coming in Wheat are

the severity of the winter months, during which much
of the seed sown perished, and the coldness and un-

^eniality of April and May, when the plants should

have been tillering. Oats of course were subject only

to the unfavourable influences of these latter months,

from which Barley and April (bearded) Wheat, owing

to their late period of sowing, were comparatively

exempt. S.

Northumberland.—I think the crop of Wheat in

this district will be about one-sixth below an average ;

Barley and Oats an average in quantity, but light per

bushel. There will have been a little increase in the

breadth of Wheat sown, on account of it being in some
cases substituted for Barley. Potatoes above the

average of 'he last few years. Joseph Lee, Dilston.

Whatever difference of opinion may prevail upon the

aggregate yield of last harvest, 1 have, from a general

acquaintance of this county, no hesitation in asserting
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;hat tho produce in Northumberland will be found \'&v

abort of an average. Mr. Gaird hIiowh <i pertinacity In

bis opinion that the last harvest will not full above one

million quarters short, and hccium to lay much stress

upon tho increased breadth of land nown with

Wheat last year. Mr, Caird must Know something

of Northumberland, having in i im schools irabibi <i

in bin youth an acquaintance with our system "I hu

bandry j im^rovomeiitB ninco then have mode as rapid

Htriden here "H olHuwIier^, and tho dormant productive

properties of our hoiIh have boon called into active

operation hy the numerous modern discoveries in agri-

culture, uh hIiowh in tho astonishing increase in the

manufacture of beef and mutton, and in the addil &1

production of our eiiri'iil and green crops, hut tin* extent
of land unilor tillage him rather decreased of hit" yearn
in Northumberland Mum otherwise. The repeal of the

corn lawn, which nun fleeting minds feared would
throw all our arable lamln out of culture, certainly did,

(luring the punier, convert nutiiy fields into pasturBge that

had been under the plough ; and an the growth of boi t

and mutton ha. of late beeneqUallyas remunerative as tho

cultivation of corn, consequently there Ihih been no
relapse to tho former nyntom of husbandry with uh.

Then, how far \mvv. the hoiihojlh been hurtful or fuvour-

able to an inerodaed breadth of Wheat luwt year | The
autumn of i-vi was undoubtedly of the most auspicious
kind for' the Bowing of1 -fallows, and even tho month of
Jnnunry w»h mild and dry beyond precedent ;

hut, the

spring; was one of the most untoward and ungenlal we
|

ever remember ; tbe sowing of spring Wheat upon the
fine dry Turnip loams of Glendale, Bambro, and other
favoured localities in Northumberland, was sadly cur-
tailed by the severity of the snow storms and intense
frosts which hero prevailed till the middle of April, and
a less than usual acreage of spring Wheat was
sown. As the* spring was late, so was the summer
cold and ungemal. July was a wet month (rotting

much of our new land hay); every farmer knows
that the most critical stage ol the growth of tho Win al

plant is the blossoming time— it was easy to foretell tho
deficiency which exists in tho yield of almost every field

of Wheat, which had become lodged and deranged by
the Uti propitious weather in July, upon the inferior
Wheat soils, of such considerable extent in Northumber-
land' the severe spring and cold summer operated no
less against an average crop, either in hulk or yield,'fthd
the stack garths as well as the threshing floors at once
solve the problem you put iu your circular " of
the probable yield of the last harvest." In Wheat
we are deficient 20 per cent. Of other grain Barley is

the most productive crop, though exhibiting a stain and
unevenness in many samples. Oats are very deficient
upon all inferior hinds, and cannot, upon the whole, be
pronounced a full crop. Beans and Peas, plentiful of
haulm, but wanting in pods, and will give a prolific yield.

Agricultural statistics are now occupying much atten-
tion. However satisfactory it might be to the statistician

to know to a quarter the produce of our harvest, yet I

confess myself one of those who have no faith iu figures
as a panacea to the many ills which beset the farmer.
I have less in the certainty of obtaining correct re-

turns ; and figures, assuming all the authority of
facts, while they rest on the most fallacious basis

will ever be mischievous in their quotients.

We suppose the subject of agricultural statistics is

taken up at present as a Shibboleth by the farmers-
friends, for lack of a more significant grievance. One
Stubborn fact presents itself for the reflection of the
landowners—the waste, unreclaimed, but reclnimable
acres that yet disfigure the face of the country. Not
long ago Lord Stanley declared at an agricnltuml
meeting, that there are 77,900,000 acres in the United
Kingdom, of which 47,000,000 are under culture,

15,000,000 by nature unreclaimable, 15,000,000 re-
claimable waste. Why, surely here is a field ample
enough for the profitable employment of what used to be
termed our surplus population. Fifteen millions of pro-
ductive waste lands, and philanthropy in distress at the
idea of a famine I P.S. A severe frost in the night of

the 7th September damaged the unripe Wheat seriously

Upon our higher and later altitudes, otherwise the
weather throughout the harvest was delightful in the

extreme, and every sheaf housed in good condition.

S. Donkin, Bywcll, Pdfon.

AGRICULTURE OF THE FRENCH
EXHIBITION.

The winter session of the Edinburgh University com-
menced last week iu the agricultural class with a lecture

on this subject by Professor Wilson, whose services in

connection with the Exhibition have been acknowledged
by the French Emperor by the award of the Cross of
the Legiou of Honour :

—

Professor "Wilson remarked that the Agricultural Section ttas
certainly ihe most comprehensive, if not the most importaut, of
the various divisious of the French Exhibition. It iucluded
the following brandies :—Agricultural statistics, manures, agri-
cultural mechanics and engineering, cultivated crops, special
crops, crops obtained without cultivation, farm stock, and agricul-
tural tcouomics. '1 he first section contained few subjects of
interest, iind unfortunately the admirably organised statistics of
Scotland could not be shown, as they would have contrasted too
strongly with the poverty and prejudices of our southern neigh-
bours. In artificial manures the fish guano particularly claimed
attention, inasmuch as the practicability of tbe manufacture had
lately been the subject of much discussion in scientific, as well
as in commercial, circles. Various processes of manufacture
were shown, illustrating a branch of industry to which attention
might profitably he turned, particularly in such places as the
fishing villages ou the north-east coast of Scotland, where there
was abundance of fish and fuel. The practice of drainage
had hardly yet commenced in France. Some few most
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creditably represented tbe agriculture "f France; nmny of tbe

collections of Wheat contained i»> clmens whoa
tholr Britinb origin. Here were represented tbe two newly-
Introduced plants—tho Dloscorca Batatas, with its clong-vi^d

ftoshy tubers, Indicating a capacity to become, En i

au advantageous substitute I br,

Potato; the other the Sorghum Sftceh., fbrmlng the cllmatal con-

necting link between the BUgar Beet of tli" temperate »nd the

Sugar Cane of the tropical zones. This plant, owing to tho pro-

portion of sugar it contains, obtained al dnce a high economic I

position, and has been the sublet of experiment*!, both nclrntific
|

and practical, upon a considerable scale. One dxbibH
Marseilles confined himself solely to the n of its

merits. The stem and seeds were shown of the living plant, as
also a colouring principle obtained fron

its application to silk and woollen goddfi—sugar crystallised,

molasses, wine, alcohol, cider, and vinegar—farina, simple and !

in a manufactured state. I have refrained thus far from any
reference to the representation of British agricultural produce
—firstly, because it consisted only of a single collection exhibited
by the Government and not by Individi secondly,

because the whole responsibility of it was intrusted to myself.
When I recollect, however. How largely J was indebted to the

liberality and assistance afforded me by a well-known Edinburgh
firm (P. Lawson & Son), and that many of the most commended
specimens were contributed by Lothian farmers, I urn sure my
motives will not be misconstrued if I tell yon of the com pitmen- '

tary manner iu which it was noticed by foreigners as well as by
|

French authorities. [The lecturer read an extract from the Con-
\

bcrvatdire da Arts et Metiers, speaking in high terms of the

English collection.] In woods used for construction, and for orna-

mental purposes, the English colonies of Canada, Guiana,
Jamaica, and Australia wero without any rivals. The gigantic
dimensions of the soft timber of Canada were only equalled by
the strength of fibre aud beauty of crain of the hard woods of
lower latitudes. Such a largo collection of specimens offered an
excellent opportunity for testing their comparative values fori

different purposes of construction; and a series of experiments I

were carried out, the results of which, I have no doubt, will mate-
rially add to our knowledge of the relative strength of materials,

j

Several very importaut experiments were made with reference

to ship-building. Next to woods, vegetable fibres perhaps
j

occupy the first place of importance in respect to our pre- ;

sent Industrial requirements. Our demand for them has
increased so largely of late years, b^th for textile and pap*-r

purposes, and we have relied so much for our supplies upon other '

countries, that any disturbance in the markets of Europe imme-
'

diately affects our own, and makes us anxious to discover new
sources whence they can be obtained. It has long been known

j

that the indigenous flora of tbe lower latitudt-s contain mul-
titudes of plants furnishing excellent fibres, suitable for well-ni^h

\

every purpose, but it needed an industrial crisis like the present i

to invest the specimens exhibited of different countries with the
importance they so well merited. In these, also, our colonies '

took the lead—Guiana aud Jamaica born contributing large I

samples of their produce. In cottons there was little ;

except the specimens exhibited by two new producing countries

-Algeria and Australia. Those from the former ttere beau-
(

tifully prepared, and of several varieties, but with all the care i

and expense bestowed upon then, were not the represents]
a successful cultivation. From Australia only one variety— the

;

ordinary short staple cotton—was sent, and that under its ordi-

nary commercial garb; but what it lacked in appearance,
compared with its showy rival, it possessed in value and import-

'

ance, and the reception of the produce in the home market will
|

no doubt ensure a successful development of its cultivation in the
colony. In wools the number of exhibitors was very large : pro-

bably so large and comprehensive a collection was never before 1

got together. Specimens were sent from almost every country—
from Arctic Greenland to the plans of Hindostan. The exten-

sive display of fleeces and sample wools from .Moravia, Silesia,

aud Bohemia were of the highest class, and were contributed
from ihe most renowned flocks of those countries. Tho-e from

j

Hungary, Transylvania, and Gallieia were also excellent in

their class, but tVU short of the fine qualities of the Moravian
i

flocks. The Prussian collection comprised small samples merely ;
i

the quality of those from Brandenburgh. Posen, Westphalia, and
j

Silesia made us regret that entire fleeces had not been sent. From
Spain, the native pastures of the Merino, our expect&ii ns were

j

not realised; notwithstanding their geographical adva
these wools could not stand a comparison with the produce of I

German flocks. The fleeces of Leon and Segovia have no longer
j

their ancieut reputation; and, though the Government has
;

striven to resuscitate the breed by the importation of Sox;n
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Home Correspondence.
Agricultural Education.—The follow'm* well written

passage is from the aMress of the president of tbe

Canadian Agricultural Society at their late aoniveTMjy:
A man is not deemed competent 'o make a coa t I

shre who has not served an apprenticeship of attend
years. Yet men are expected to manage 'arm? who
are mere t>ros in experience, and in great measare
ignorant of the science of agriculture. If the next
generation of farmers cou'.d be well educated in their

profession, it is a'most impossible to estimate tbe vast

change which would take plmee in the I - r"*^resa.

What is urged is, Education, in the true an1 .

sense of the term, namely, the thoron^h training of the

mind with a special reference to the practice o:

culture. It includes the theory and practice of the

profession, neither separately, but both combined.

Theory alone canuot make a man a good farmer. In

order either to do work well, or to be fitted to direct

others in the performance of it, a 'armer cugl t with his

own hands to have gone through the process. A
young man, when commencing h*s course, should

begin at the rudiments, and progress 5*

to its completion; doing with his own band?, daily, the

labour in each department. But together with the

correct practice of farmorg, he must call in the aid of

science in order to make him a good farmc". Scaeaee

must assist him by telling him what sustenance each

kind of crop requires, whether it be organic or inorganic,

and from a careful analysis of the soil, whether such

substances be among its component parts, ani in the
nt-cesssry proportions. No Mn'->u.nt of merely practical

skill can in ali cases indicate this ; science atone can

determine it. How often is the merely practical man
bitterly disappointed when, after preparing a f.eid in his

usual way, he finds that the crop falls far short of his

. ons. Such failures cannot be acc>nnted for by
any incidental and obvious causes ; there is the »ant of

something to complete the amount and kind of food

necessary for the crop, but he can't tell what that some-
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thin:; is. Here science muse aid hmi, or he will be lei

r

tc grope in the darkness and mist of uncertainty. We
may learn much from the book of experience, but its

teachings are vague and uncertain, unless we are some-

what acquainted with the laws which resulate the

universe. A physician practising his profession in

ignorMnce of general principles, and trusting to his ex-

perience, might avoid doing much mischief in ordinary

cases, but in those of complexity and peril he would be

completely at sea and utterly helpless. The like case is

tint of the larnier who lias no scientific knowledge.

He may indeed wish to read correctly the laws of the

practical world, but this he cannot do accurately with-

eut science. This is the difference between the empirical

and the scientific physiologist. The empiric is con-

tented with observing and recording the resulting fact,

while the scientific physiologist must ascertain the

manner in which physiological laws operate. The
attention of the one is directed to results in the im-

provement of his art, and that of the other to the

enlargement of his stock of knowledge. There is a

strong tendency in those two methods to combine and
unite in one grand result. That they do so combine
is unquestionably true. AU science is true, and the

results of the operation of the great principles which it

teaches must be exactly in accordance with it. Now,
the object of the science of agriculture is, to construct

a scheme of knowledge which shall not only explain
results, but be a guide to the evolution of correct sys-

tematic practice. This identity of result is not merely
important as respects the discoverers and improvers,
but to man as man, elevating him morally and intel-

lectually, and providing largely for his temporal wants.

Drawjht of Steam Plough—Can any of your readers
who have a dynamometer, and with rope, say 200 yards
long or any given length more, sufficient to draw two or
more ploughs in a framed carriage such as Williams',
say what is the draught required to draw it over, firstj level
laud or a regular inclined plane ; second, over a convex
surface (stating the convexity) ; and thirdly, over a
concave surface, statiug the concavity as nearly as
possible ? The object we have is to ascertain what
additional draught such a rope would adcU.o the plough
carriage in ploughing, supposing it wound up upon a
drum or windlass at the headland by a stationary engine.
Any party who can answer the question will readily
appreciate its importance af. the present moment, and
may vary it in any manner he thinks best calculated to
afford information. If we could ascertain again the
strain upon the two anchors of an endless wire rope in
being drawn over the ground empty it would be of great
value. W.B.

Drains with Brushwood.—The reply of " A Constant
Reader" to the inquiries of " H. B.," although written
with much authority, is far from being in accordance
with the experience of the present day. With respect
to using Brushwood, I should not venture to say, as he
does, "lands may be safely drained with it," even ad-
mitting "it may last ten years," seeing that when it

commences to decay the drains become partially stopped,
and the land is made very much wetter than ever, and
far more difficult to drain, from the lodgments of water
in the old drains ; nor can I consider, seeing how small
is the cost of pipes, that it can ever be advisable to
use Brushwood. Of this I am sure— it is always
adviseable for the landowner to come forward and
arrange with the tenant for the substitution of pipes;
and with respect to the recommendation to use " the
old-fashioned horse-shoe tile laid upon a flat sole,"
fortunately there are so few now made, and they are
so seldom to be had—the introduction of pipes having
very generally altogether superseded them—that very
little harm can come of it. They have ceased to be
used because the pipe is found to be a far cheaper and
stronger material ; the first cost being one-half (the
2-inch pipe is made for 14s. to 18s. per 1000, while the
tile and sole costs 30s. to 40s.), and the cost of cartage
and cutting the pipe drain, and laying the pipes, is also
less ; and the tile, as I have myself experienced, and as
Mr. Gisbourne, in his very superior little work " On
Agricultural Drainage," has pointed out, has long since
been found unable to resist the great lateral pressure of
4 feet of clay and soft soils. They split along the back,
and the sides are pressed together by the weight of
4 feet of earth lying against them. With respect to
" cutting the drains across the fall," I am at issue with
" H. B." I am persuaded from my experience that
the action of a drain ceases to be perfect whenever
•taken out of the line of greatest fall. The water in the
soil, until set in motion by draining, is in a state of rest,
and then does not flow on the face of a plane, or like
rain over a surface, but rises into the drain, and takes a
course down the line of greatest descent : if the drains
take that course, the water follows the drains ; but if

the drains cross the line of descent, the water will soak
from the lower side of the drains into the soil below

;

for the drains are not like gutters or sunk channels,
that catch the water on the upper side and hold it, and
do not admit of a passage across, but are always of
material that affords the like facility of escape as of
entry. Nature, (our master drainer) in the course of
rivers, which are the earth drains, ever follows the line
of greatest descent, and the stream when turned aside,
will still, by its soakage into the lower ground, show its
•tendency to take its natural course and true line of
drainage—namely, down the line of steepest declivity.
JlewM Davis, 3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, London.

Cotton Seed Cote.—My attention has been directed to
t>al. Parkyns' letter in the Gazette of the 20th October,
and as no one has replied to that letter, I think it my

duty to do so, in justice to those gentlemen who had

mide, imported, and used the cake there referred to

prior to Mr. Barber. Notices of it will be found in the

" Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural Society

of Scotland" of 1850, No. 28, and in the "Journal of

Agriculture," No. 45, both published by Wm. Black-

wood and Sons. Mr. Burn, Merchiston House (a friend

of my own), referred to in the " Transactions of the

Highland Society," as the first maker of the cake in this

country, holds a medal awarded by the jurors of the

Great Exhibition of 1851, as the importer and manu-
facturer of the seed, and also obtained honourable men-
tion as the exhibitor of the only sample of Cotton seed

cake. I have been importing the cake for years back,

and latterly the seed, and I would suggest that instead

of the cake being called after any gentleman it ought to

retain its appropriate name of " Cotton seed cake," to

distinguish it from Linseed, Rape seed cakes, &c, and
by which name it lias been known in Scotland for some
years. I will be glad to show the cake to any one
desirous of seeing it, and can give the names of highly

influential agriculturists in the Lothians and in Fifeshire

who have made use of it for feeding. James Benne'.t, Lcilh.

The Sunflower.— I have copied the following from a

newspaper paragraph ; will you kindly give in your
next Number some information respecting the cultiva-

tion of the Sunflower, and the process used to extract

the oil and make the cake. " The Sunflower is now
much cultivated for its oil, and as food for cattle and
poultry. One acre will produce 50 gallons of oil and
1500 lbs. of oilcake. The stalks when burnt for alkali

give 10 cwt. of potash. An Admirer.
Root Cropi at Canarn, Mylor.—Passing through this

farm the other day, I had but just finished admiring
the beautiful green hue of one of "the Grass fields

through which I had just passed, as also the fine hand-
some short-horn cows that were grazing in it, when I

came into a field where the hands were busily employed
taking up the crops of Mangels and Turnips. My
attention was immediately drawn to the enormous size

of some of the former. On mentioning it to the farmer,
Mr. B. Lawrance, he at once complied with my request
to get some weighed. Four square yards of each of
the following were then measured off, and after being
taken up and carefully divested of all the adherent soil,

but not tops, weighed as follows :

—

lbs. tons. cwt. qvs. lbs.

Mangels, Yellow Globe = 99 = 58 9 2 6
Turnips, Coppertop Swede = 76 = 41 1 8
„ Pomeranian White = 80 = 43 4 1 4

per acre. The Mangels were put in early in May, in

drills 20 inches apart, with a dressing of 3 cwt. 2 qrs.

of guano per acre ; Swede Turnips late in June ; Wtiite
Turnips middle of July ; eacli with a dressing of 1 cwt.

guano and 2 qrs. of bones. The Swedes, I was informed,
would have been much larger, but for that little pest the
fly having carried off the whole of the first sowing.
Better Turnips than the White ones I have never seen,
and I should say they cannot be too highly recom-
mended. No fingers and toes are to be seen here, but
a handsomely formed large Turnip. Observator.

while they were grazing on the open breaks. For
this purpose he had portable houses as lightly made
as possible, consistent with a proper degree of
strength, 10^ feet long and 5 feet wide, open on
one side, and closed at the back and the two ends.
These he spread about the fold, and the sheep, after

they had filled themselves, retired to them for warmth
and shelter. Thus a great portion of the food, which
would otherwise have been expended in keeping up the
animal heat, became converted into nutriment, and was?

consequently, so much food saved. In feeding of pigs,

too, he resorted to the same expedients. He never
gave them meal unmixed with bran or pollard ; and he
also most frequently gave them steamed roots in addi-

tion ; and thus in feeding pigs for the London markets,
for which purpose pigs from 40 lbs. to 50 lbs. were
amply large enough, of which he fed a large quantity,

he hardly gave them any corn at all. Parsnips, by the
bye, were excellent roots for fatting pigs. When he
exhibited his prize pulping machine, at the Smithfield

Cattle Show last year, a gentleman from the Isle of
Ely came to his stand, and seeing his mincing machine
there, was much taken with it, and said it was just the

thing he had been seeking hitherto in vain, a machiue
for reducing roots to a fine mince. He said he was in

the habit of growing a large quantity of Parsnips for

feeding pigs for the London markets ; now he would grow
double the quantity, and he would have five of his (Mr.
Phillips's) machines. At this time 15 of them had
been sent into the same parish.

Farmers' Clubs.
Grimshoe Hundrrd.—Economical Feeding of Slock.

—Mr. Phillips said bis idea was, that there was a great
waste committed in the feeding of animals by giving
them at one time more highly nutritious food than they
could properly assimilate to themselves ; it hence passed
through them in waste ; and his remedy was to add
largely to that nutritious food other and more bulky
and less nutritious substauces, which while it filled their

bellies, which it was essential to do, would not throw
into the system more nourishment than it was capable of
assimilating. Thus in feeding farm horses, whose work
was slow, instead of giving them a feed of unmixed
Oats, he gave them their Oats reduced (so to speak) with
a large portion of steamed straw chaff ; and even for
the Oats, or at least a large part of them, a portion
of roots, either Carrots or Swede Turnips, minced
with his patent mincing machine, |might be substi-
tuted in mixture, with the steamed straw fchaff;
so that instead of giving working horses what in this

district was the usual allowance, namely 2 bushels
of Oats per week, weighing about 35 lbs. per bushel,
he only gave them half that quantity, and sometimes
even less. He held it to be important also, in the
feeding of horses, to crush their Oats. He was satisfied

there was a great saving effected by so doing. It was
also an excellent method, in the feeding of horses, where
it could be obtained, to feed them largely with Gorse
or Furze, crushed ; they were very fond of it, and did
extremely well upon it ; and in the feeding of neat stock
he carried on the same system. He never gave them
highly nutritious food unmixed with food that was less
nutritious

; whether therefore he gave them linseed-
cake, or even roots, he always mixed them with a large
portion of minced straw chaff, steamed, which they eat
with avidity. The quantity of highly nutritious food
thus went fully as far again, and though the animals did
not perhaps graze altogether so fast, yet they had the
agreeable conviction that there was no waste committed.
The same applied to the feeding of sheep, whether fat-

ting or otherwise; let their roots be reduced to a fine

state by mincing, and mixed, in their troughs, with a
portion of steamed straw chaff. It was an excellent
plan also in the feeding of sheep (indeed, he did so with
all sorts of stock, and even horses) to let a lump of rock
salt remaiu in their troughs or mangers. But as to

sheep—he meant fatting sheep especially—he thought it

highly important to furnish them with shelter, even

Tltc Agriculture of the French Exhibition; an Introduc-

tory Lecture, delivered in the University of Edin-
burgh, Session 1855-6. By J. Wilson, F.R.S.E., and
Professor of Agriculture in the University of Edin-
burgh. Edinburgh : Adam & Charles Black.

We have received a copy of this lecture since the

condensed report of it in another page was put in type.

Its readers will find that the account of it which we
have given is a very abridged and condensed statement
of the original, which is remarkable, as all Professor

Wilson's writings are that we have seen, for simple

adherence to the subject, without digression of any kind,

whether for rhetorical effect or for the gratification of

mere amateur students. The lecture is simply and very
fully instructive on the agriculture of the French exhibi-

tion. We extract a passage in illustration of the whole.

It relates to the specimens of timber exhibited by
Cauada :

—

" Thus far I have only touched upon the produce of

cultivated crops, and these have for the most part been
the food substances of Europe. Of these, even some
fine specimens were sent from our own colonies, but
their strength and importance were displayed in the

admirable collection of the produce of special crops, or
of those obtained without any cultivation at all. First

aud foremost of these, in number and beauty of speci-

mens, if not in actual importance, must be classed

the woods used for construction and for ornamental
purposes. In these the English colonies of Canada,
Guiana, Jamaica, and Australia were without any
rivals. The gigantic dimensions of the soft timber of

Cauada were only equalled by the strength of fibre and
beauty of grain of the hard woods of lower latitudes.

Each specimen in these large 'collections was correctly

named, and formed an object of study for the economic
botanist, no less than an object of commercial
interest to the merchants and artificers of Europe.
Such a large collection of specimens offered an excel-

lent opportunity for testing their comparative value

for different purposes of construction ; and a series of

experiments were carried our, the results of which, I

have no doubt, will materially add to our knowledge
of the relative strength of materials. The importance

of these experiments would probably be more readily

seen in reference to shipbuilding than to any other

ordinary purpose for which wood in large quantities

is required. In shipbuilding about 40 cubic feet (using

round numbers) are required per ton—say 32 cubic

feet for the hull, and 8 cubic feet for fittings—this

would give for a ship of 1000 tons 32,000 x 8000
cubic feet. The two important elements for the con-

sideration of the builder are strength and specific gra-

vity, both separately and in relation to each other.

The value of the former is not so generally determined

as that of the latter ; indeed this formed the principal

object of the experiments alluded to : let us see, then,

how far the latter element of the physical character of

timber influences the ship. The first-class woods en-

tered at Lloyd's are eight in number—English Oak,
American Oak, African Oak, Morung Saul, East India

Teak, Greenheart, Mora, Iron Bark ; these mostly
differ considerably in specific gravity. A cubic foot of

English Oak weighs 40 lbs. ; of American Oak, 46 lbs.
;

of African Oak, 50 lbs. ; of Malabar Teak, 39 ibs. ; of

Mora Excelsa, 62 Jbs. ; of Iron Bark, 65 lbs. Besides
these, other woods are largely used, as Honduras
Mahogany, which weighs 31 lbs. per cubic foot ; Euca-
lyptus, 50 lbs. ; Canada Pine, 22 lbs. ; and Cedar,
25 lbs. Now, taking these specific gravities into calcu-

lation, the hull of a 1000-ton ship would require of
English Oak, ^72 tons ; of American Oak, 657 tons ; of

African Oak, 714 tons ; of Teak, 537 tons ; of Mora,
885 tons ; of Eucalyptus, 714 tons, and of Iron Bark
no less than 930 tons ; while it would only require of

Mahogany, 443 tons ; of Canada Pine, 316 tons ; or of
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udur, 882 torn. Taking tho two extreme", Troa Bark

id Canada l'ino, a di«erence ih hI.ow., oi 614 tor*

early 200 por cent.—in thedieplacement tonnage of tho

unset and consequent incre.me.l capacity fur Iretgtit.

Calendar of Operations.

NOVEMBER,
nohmtii or Tim Fmm, *'"• St.—If one lino Octohor wan In

-u ly followed by nnothor fine October and a wet Novomb„

,i»»«™ ocourrod, It would be may to prescribe out-of-doo

,3..., and to advise without bar of .ppoln inent i bu

KperieiS of old farmon avail* nothing run Uiaii giving

, illanoo to uko overs lav »bl wriiinlty '" i'
1

;";
wl

SZ and provide Hholtor and foi it Hook, and to goard

iffit severe and vetwoether I" taWngun and.torlng .

iSeunusually >i|> I. t of tho 15th Novombor o uvurj

,1, y XLl\. Potato I,,,,,, to cover or Mangel.|M
i

take up,,and

towel foggy, cold weather hI.ic, has oausod m additional

in, .„ be given to littering stock, ting eel i fi
j

wi '
alr»,

,„„l looking after tho roofs of stiioks wherever any »lgn i could

be dctcotod of il." nil ivlng penetrated to the corn below

Ak to Mangels and Turnips, they havo shown suob ovldonl signs

ofoontlnued growth during the lato rain, by greoiin of Wp

Short hfloy tenderness of root, that wo have not been

willing t„ disturb them hoi r than neoos v, '"at wo might

„,.<.,..„ ,.. h wolght from them ..» posslblo. I lulling

Mangels ,,»'i taking the leaves off wo give Oi. an aero, roi

Tu?nYpa8».anaiO.. The Cole 1 1« flnlaW andlho bmbinut

<„, 'in nips; lli« ew„» have boon separated from the tup, and In

t
„.,„„' if, i « will have a alight dressing of shoop oln

Sent which Is termed " lining;" It kins "op, an3 Is posed to

Sromote the growth of wool ; from 12 to LI lbs, of ointment, con-

tSnlna 8 lb" of oulokBllvor, Ih used to mo owes; a somewhat

larger Quantity ih required In caBO of soab, and [hough the

SoatWof ointment Is rather expensive, yotll well pro

fffita uperlor to any " specific wash" In »"«..^*«»2P™f
of tobacco arsenic, sublimate, or any other poisonous hi ill what

ovo ? The haasta are of course all sheltered l,y this time In yards,

u»\es. or stalls; If fresh and old enough the largest arc receiving,

with straw and' Tufnlps, 4 lbs. of Linaccd-cakC per
.
»y. »•"'

»J
old Beans at. 56s. por quarter are cheaper than cake at 161. MI

ton we shall try some as recommended In the recent valuable

atseuMlona a. the farmers' Club and in Hampshire. Although

i 'eood. deal of Wheat is above ground, and looks strong and

heam«y?yfet there Is much to sow, as whatever may have boon

the case mat year, there can be no doubt tbateverj-av«liable

niece of ground will ho devoted to an increased breadth Ins

season ; there are many Indications that the course o crop,, ng

will be directed to Ibis object, and that not only will lake the

place of Barley and Oats in tho strict turn of rotation, but » II

for™ once and a way" he made to follow them, with
;

Or without

Kitano or any other oxcuso for tho perpetration of such heroes In

these times of progress, for as a high authority has sa.d-

• w,o would have the face to go to law will, a man ... these

day" of scarcity for growing too much Wheat?' It would be well

notwlthaundlng to be careful of the life of the goose, lest too

seriousTan impediment should bo raised to the appearance of future

" goldon eggs." ./. W., Peterborough.

CllFs.liRK Nov. 21.—Since our last report wo bavo had six or

seven weeks of most propitious weather for the vanous operations

of thO farm. Wheat sowing Is In a very forward state, and
I
Urn

land Is still in lino condition for receiving the seed, where rom

unavoidable. circumstances it had been delayed. Potatoes have

generally been well secured, but the accounts respecting thee ops

as compared with last year, are exceedingly variable. O' one

fern, we hear of their being superior as to quality and quantity to

any of the crops within the last ten years, or from the com", .ce-

ment of the disease In 1845 ; on another farm we are told they

are far inferior in both respects to thoso of last year, therefore,

fron he"virion"accounts which reach US, and the price they are

selling at in the market, we ...ay infer that the crops generally

have been only moderate, and that tho disease still continues to

a serious extent. Mangel Wurzel, which are generally considered

an average crop, have in a great measure been securedMm
frost and Turnip-pulling and storing have commenced In good

earnest on some farms. Last, winter's frost has taught the

farmers a lesson which they will not soon forget. The yield of

Wheat and Barley proves, as was anticipated, very deficient, but

it is a gre at Wensi„g that the small or light corn, of which here

an ,mu a proportion, is perfectly sound, and will make whole-

some bread as far as it goes. Labourers are plentiful and it Is to

to hoped that the farmers will continue to employ them at fan-

wages throughout the winter, for on that will depend the comfort

o, mi'o v of the labouring classes of our agricultural Population.

I is the practice of many farmers to turn oft their labourers on

tilt auproach of winter, or as soon as they have secured their

huveKd green crops,' and not to take them into their employ

a"aln until the days begin to lengthen in the spring. 1 bis is

un ust towards thorn, and it should be borne ,u mind tha hey

lave to support themselves and families in tho winter as well as

the summer, and at a greater expense, too, on account of addi-

tional expense of coals and warn, clothing Grass is scarce bu

far ners are induced by the mildness of the weather and from

the fear of being short of fodder, to keep out their cleat night

toaiate. period than usual. Late-sown Swedes, which almost

invariably escape mildew, have grown astonishingly with.., the

laJt few weeks, and in ...any instances prove sounder and better

eronsi than the early sown ones. Wo have seen very sat.stactory

cros BOwnaVlate as the 21st June. Cattle of all descriptions are

selling well and we do not bear much of that dreadtui scourge,

the pleuro-pneumonia. II'. P.

Wrstrr Ross Nov. 20.—Since I last wrote we have bad a con-

tinuation of weather uncommonly fine, scarce!y_a
shower having

fallen for a mouth, and with the exception of a few frosty n.gWs,

t has been extraordinarily mild. Potato «f««e ^aocompl.sled

in the best possible condition. A large breadth ot W heat has

been sown and beautifully harrowed in. Tum.p-stor.ng so far as

vet proceeded with, has been comfortably performed for man and

beast and a very large proportion of our green crop lot lias

received its winter furrow. We are thus so far comfortably pre-

pared for the approach of frost and snow. There was a large

breadth of Wheat sown last year, but this year here will be SOT n

a breadth larger still, as most farmers having already sow,, about

an average, are seriously bethinking themselves what additional

field can be laid under that gold-yielding gram with any chance

of a fair crop. Our stacks are thrashing out pretty well, but

when we calculate the return per acre we find that the additional

breadth sown will have much to do to make up for the genera

deficiency. The quality is uncommonly fine, the ordinary weight

per bushel being from 63 to 64 lbs., and a few days ago there

were samples shown at our seed exhibition weighing 66 lbs. per

bushel. In the earlier sewu fields the brau-d is making its

appearance. We have a much smaller quantity of Barley to

dispose of this year than usual, the greatly increased sowing of

Wheat having 'encroached on its usual allotment, and the crop

itself being inferior. Little of it has as yet been thrashed ;
two

guineas per quarter is freely offered. Oats are still more interior

than either Wheat or Barley-inferior both in quantity and

ouaVitv. The average weight per bushel is under 40 lbs. Sheep

are rejoicing because of tho weather, and thrive apace Hogs

reached ,us, for their wintering, from the hills in ninch wor>e

condition -than for many years bygone, having suflered much from

the uncommon severity of last spring, but are now smeMy
making up for file starvation they endured. At our last Mmr of

Ord market lean cattle were nearly unsaleable, and the few dis-

posed of feKtai giQi'ly reduced prices.
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lands' near most towns, at the rate o. about a ton per acre. Itu

use nl in compost with other substances, and requires that

Kent turning over and exposure to the a.r which mos com-

posts receive before it can be safely applied in any quant.ty to

^

THKADVASTAOasOT Dsep-CUITOBS : SS. These have been well
T

illustrated^during the past year by the publi,at,or
,
of the^»k

to which reference has already been made, on the \ ester Deep-

land Culture." bv H. Stephens. Esq \ ts.er.s he property of

the Marouis of f weeddale, lying in the county of East Lothian.
:

under the range of the Lammermnir hills, .rom wh.ch ,t slopes

downVarfs towards the north. It is not naturally a fertile

Sbourhood, but has been made productive by energetic and

?abori„us cultivation, the keystone to which, according fc
Stephens, lies in the pulverisation ot the subsoil and .ts mixture

wit 1. the upper soil. The difference between the \ ester system

Ind that ofOrdinary farming consists in this-tbat the latter

attains an imperfect pulverisation ot little more than the npper

so wh™ "he former effects the thorough disintegration and
]

commixture of the whole to the depth ot 20 or 22 inches The

h s orv of the process-of the .mplements and methods em-

plovedUndof the results achieved, is wel written m the
,

work

already named, which deserves to be widely known and read

Tn,'rSrStSi« : X This plant is grown to aconsiderable
1 R
ex.enTn Hampshire and the South of England and while .t

iurn"shesa sort of change to Clover-sick lands and yields

generabv a heavy and nutritious crop in early summer it .s

not at all difficuli of cultivation. In fact the failures that have

Zlv"oniplained of have generally arisen .rom a too careml
;

and laborious attention to the P™par»tton
<*J*

foU

i-ecention of the seed. The land has been scanned after tne

corn crop has been removed, and then manured, ploughed, acd

haVrcoved to a fine tilth, and sown and relied and tie seed has

n
"™ ..„„,*;' If. however, the stubble be tolerably dean,

rtere needs nothing more than that after the first ram -I be

well harrowed just to raise a very little soil upon the hardened

ctoii id atd 20 lbs. of .be seed mav then be sown per acre, and

Wed ami rolled in, and the plant will generally come early

JS«MTsfrong enough ,0 yield a crop in June next year.

From fi by 4

7 „ 5

10 :: 1 : s " » : iu : i * «»

Larger siaea. not exceeding «Olncb«k>n«.

16 oz. from 3d. to Zid. ya aqnaie foot, accndloc to aae.

21 oz. „ 3J<f.toSflL „ ., w

26 oz. ., SiAto7(A ..

PATENT ROUGH PLATE. THICK CP.QWy GLAB3. awt

PATENT PLATE Hortteoltaral porpoMa, at

reduced prices, by the 100 aqnare feet-

GLASS TILES AHD SLATES made to any size or pattern,

either in Sh<^t or Rough Plate Glaaa.

Propagating Glasses. Beehive Gla»««, Cocamber TabeaGlan

Milk Pans. Glass Water Pipea, and rartonl other aroete. Ml
hit!:, r-n manufactured in Glass. ^_.i_ __«—,.*

PATENT PLATE GLASS.—The present extrenely =>

price of ibis superior article abonld eanae ".^ "Pfj^S"
ither inferior window glass in a gentleman, reaadeooa. lie

alteration connected with the sash u required.

GLASS SHADES, as ornamental to. and for the preaerrnuoB 01

every description of goods susceptible of ^Jory bye^!SJ
Prices, since the removal of the ex case duty, redoorto^e-ftmu

List of Prices and Estimates forwarded on aptHttarw n>

Tjuies Hm-KT & Co- 35. Soho Sqnare, London

FOREIGN A.NO ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
-: BisHorsoA-ra STaiirr. w rTaouT.

CIir.r_TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHbtr
• GLASS in anv - ,-re.paeked:-

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rrvaas and A. leadxag

menofthedav. Redoced tariff. boxes included. — Per lOOTt.

6 in. by * in. and 6_ in. by 4i io. ..
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HARTLEYS Ro-ich Plate. Sheet a-3_F. ^- p>s. S

and Pee Glasses, Milt Pans. Cacnmbet I abes, ac; W»sf Traps,

"isSetaS?^. Lead, and Lead Pipe- Pamrs. C^e-ra.

and Tarnih^, see Colour List, which can be had on appboac.
Established more than 100 years-

OI O c MILNER'S HOLDFAST ASD FLRE-

ZV-L RESISTING SAF7.5 7--: :

.-.--. with aU the impro-verr

of lS4tMl-54 and 1S55. including their Grmpow-de. "™
C?S5

Lock and D-er (without which no Safe is secure., the sra>-»OE=.

b*-sT . and chbafest sarEGraEits EX.a> .

.

Mr-ras Phoarix 512= Sa:"e Worta, Liverpool, the c
Dtete and extensive in the w.r.i. --

-

iSeet. UverpooL London Depot. 47i. M.-oisate street, Of.
Cirf-ulais free by p"isL
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING
AND

HEATING BY HOT WATER,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

CONSISTENT WITH GOOD

MATERIALS & WORKMANSHIP.

f'gsaffl-gagfl'-^- .fssw.^v i.

i^jA^w^wAyjaAJo;:

m §

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
(i RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

T perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a
position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water

Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can he made available.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Gwden Vases

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES ATCD ENAMELLED MANGERS.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX
TpDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety
-*—* of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted
JPriced Lists of Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

TURNER'S REGISTERED MALT MILLsTInd
J PATEN'T CRUSHING and GRINDING MILLS.—

A

variety of thpse Mills will he exhibited at the ensuing Smithfielu
Club CattV Show, Stands 63, 64, and 65.
Caption—Legal proceeding will he instituted against any

person «-r persons unlawfully manufacturing the above Mills, or
otherwise infringing npon the Registration or Patent for the same.

E.R. & F. Turneb, St. Peter's Iron Works, Ipswich.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
LL, 17, New Park Street, Southward.T *

[U*e Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Cnm<-!W Rotors in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade opnn very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warning Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c„ at the
Manufactory as above.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

JKenral Gbeen, Harrow Road, London.OHN TAYLOK and SON beg to call the attention
of the nobil.ty and gentry to the very superior manner inwhich they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries Green-

bouses, &c. combining every improvement with elegance of
desijm, and durability of materials and workmanship

R^ ir

r n
ENTI

K
A,ING APPA*ATUS for the Fronts and

rZ i LvT? "J?
5 e'Ven the hi Shest satisfaction. Churches,

Sti;:' 8
'
Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated

rn^nnpr 1 t 7 APP"atus in a most economical and efficient

of the nohiiiX'JL ^
ftV
i^

re^ P^asure in referring to numbersoi the nobHity and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged,

BY
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MAJESTY'S
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ROYAL
LETTERS
PATENT.

Patent Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea.

These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all
others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
cj»Lfae_given., and Printed Price Lists sent.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES X LIGHTS.

TAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
*-* Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and H feet wide, any

length, from 16 io 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 m., kept ready,
glazed with stout sheet glass, painted tour times, complete, ready
tor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the couuties in England,

p STEPHUNSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
V> * 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper C"uical Boilers

arid Apparatus for "Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.- Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

_

HORTICULTURE
IN ALL

ITS

BRANCHES.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., .King's JRoad, Chelsea,

j-^./.SD;!

H OTH OUSE BUI L D E R S.

'T'HE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-
-*- ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and 11

1

h house Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety uf Hoi houses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of
House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

the Houses and Pits
affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion and particularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does net cost in labour and fuel
more than 3s. 8d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
requi red tern perature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the '-est sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co ., King's Road, Chelsea, Loudon.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., Kind's R.>a-1, Chelsea, Hor-
*' ticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried
our in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boihr, measuring
only 5 ft by 3 ft. 6 in.

The. Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.

and exposing to the at-
mosphere upwards of
16,moo superficial feet
oi glass. During the late
severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for
fuel, and we had more
than a sulficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberot forcing-houses
can be heated by one of

opt Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,
and Estimates ot Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Weeks & Co,f King's Road, Chelsea, London,
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IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
R. I'KILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

Btbphbnbok & PrimA solicit* »»> '" ipcctlon of IiIh patb rn

< -VKOUOHT-IRON FENCE, which ho lfl now prepared I"

ply upon vory fldTantogeoufl termo to purcliaaoni, Every
jrlptlon of Ornamental 0&8tInge and Metal Works. Prison,

at the Manufactory as above,

icrdles for SIIBJEP, 0foetlonff,8feet.ont*f
ground, 6 barn a*. 04 each.

[URDLES (or CATTLE, (J feo^ong, 3feet out

of grounuj ft bare ' Bd i i h

ION BUILDING AND ROOFING WORKS.
(,AU SntKKT AND UniiK KM', V ST/MEET, J'.lllUIN'.NAM.

oiin HENDERSON I'OKTER, Ehginebr and
Contuactok, I'lL'ciit.t'M of ,i new iiyNtnii t,| ( in IrilCtlnB

aply and expeditiously, by ordinary in tourers) Poi table

DtllngR '""I Shcda—formed of ordinary plankH or boards
uliuriy sultablo lor l-'unn purpoHOH, A IVIouo] Sued Uas recently

II erected in Mm Agricultural Dqpartmonl of the (

inn- lit Sydenham. (!oi*i'ii:;iitcil umi <<nlvaulfled Iron (too fa

I Roofing Platen, Davos, Guttors, Rain watoi Plpee, Tanks,
invi, ,\r Lond Ifflco, i. titolio i Court, Llmo Street.

\/ A RN E R'S 4j-ihoh 1 M PROVED EIUU1D
V MANUHK PUMPj
th lini) Valve, fitted with

Itiili I'.niHH Union for

aching flexible suotlon,

th strong wrought Iron

mpa for Borewing on to

y ordinary Water-butt or

irt, iia shown In drawing-

Prlco of Pump and Union
>a.

lj-lncli Flexible Rubber
id Canvas Buotlon for ditto,
!

. Gd. pur foot.

H Ontta Percha Suction,
. Bd. pej foot.

,\1 MINER'S PATENT VIBRATING
V* * DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-
tges, Manure TnnkH, and Wells of a depth not exceeding.'}') feet.

Piamoter Length
of Muriel, of Parrel

2J in. short 1 ft. 7 in.

2£ „ long 3 „ 3 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 „ 6 „
ditto 3 ,, 6

STAN-

£ s. d.

Fitted for load,

gntta percha,

or cant iron

flanged pipe,

as required,

abort, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, i Bolts aud Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

2^ in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

1 10

1 1-1

2 8
2 12

3 3

The short barrol Pump is very convenient
for fixing in situations of limited height and
Hpace, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with sofl water from under-
ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant
Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the
Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARMER and SONS,
S, Crescent, Jewiu Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c.&c.—Engravings s.Mit on implication.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FlTTINCS,
AND ENAMrlLLtD MANGERS.

THIS is the OnginaltPuten&for Important Improve-
merit* in Stable Fittings, Hay-box, Manger

y
and Water-trough

as one. fixture, including a method
surpassing all others for conveying
the straps and halter-weights to

the back ot the fitting to prevent
the horse being cast in the stnll.

Stable Fittings of every descrip-

tion, plain, enamelled, or galvanised. Also the newly invented

Loose Boc Firings, S'irface Gutters with moveable cover-

plates, Stable Posts, Ramps, Sills, and all kinds of Stable Fur-

niture In stock.—James Baeton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford

Street, London.

MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT VENTI-
LATING and SMORE-CURIMG CHIMNEY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty, 200 on Buck-
ingham Palace. In use also on St. James's Palace,

Windsor Castle, Government Offices, &c. Sec. Zinc,

305. ; cast iron 35*. each ; the latter as durable as the

building itself. Drawings and Price Lists forwarded

on receipt of two postage stamps.
Address Bakton's Iron Works, 370,J3xford Street, London .

PARKES* STEEL DICCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.
At BSSKS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

' Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a
large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use bv
ni.wards of lOOO of the Nohility and Fanners members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.
Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the beat Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.
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I
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HE EDUCATJ «'N A L M ICRO 3COPB,

* I'm. I 101.

See leading B ra* OhronicU, S .v. 24,

Manuf otuj Bi i

To whom
The Council Medal of tin I I Exhibition ol i-'.i, and

The Flrat Claaa Medal ol the Paris Exposition of 1865,
I (ave been awarded,

" For tin- excellence ol their Hicroscopes.''
An llluBtrated Pamphlet givlnq i full description, price, Ac., of

the Educational MJeroncope forwarded on receipt ol 6]
Btamps.— 6, Colvnom Street, London.

Gi ORGE CASK'S CONCERTINAS. — Th-
rivalled Instrnments are sold exclusively by BOOSEY

& SONS, 28, Holies Street, Lpndon. Price ''-"i fonr to twelve
guineas each. ProapectUfl gratis I

[\/| ETCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
]

1»I BRUSH. PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND
SMYRNA SPONGES.—Tin- Tooth Brush performs the highly-
Important ollice of searching I

Inl >na and
cleansing in the mosl extra rdlna in er—hairs n-vcrcomc
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Balr Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will DOl soften lik<* common
imir, and Immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Spong**,

with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at

Mf.tcai.fk, BntOLBT, & Co.'b only Bstabl ISO e and 131,

Oxford Street, second and third doors ^^^^t rrom Holies St

Caution.—Beware of the word "fi Ife'a, adopted by
some houB6B. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

DISH COVERS and HOT WATER DISHES in

every material, in great variety, and of the newest and
most recherche patterns. I'ii dish covers, 0s. &/. th" set of six ;

block tin, 12s, Zd. to 28s. 3d. th>» s«'t of six
;
elegant modt-rn

patterns, 34s.to 58s. Bd. tlip set ; Britannia metal, with or with-

out silver plated handles, 76*. 6rf. to nOs. 6d. the set; Sheffield

plated, 101. I016J. 10s. the se< : block tin hot-water diabes, with

wells for gravy, 12s. to 3C s.; Britannia metal, 22s. to 77s.; electro-;

plated on nickel, full size, \U. lis.

rpHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
JL The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years
William S. Boston, when PLATED by the patent pr

Messrs. Elkiugton & Co.. ia beyond all comparison the vei

article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either

usefully or ornamentally, rs by no possible test can it be dis-

tinguished from real silver.

Tea Spoons, per dozen
Dessert Forks „
Dessert Spoons „
Table Forks „ ,

Table Spoons „

Tea and Coffee Sets. Waiters, Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate .

prices. AH kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoonsand Forks,fullsize,perdoz.l2s. ... v8». ... 30s.

Dessert ditto and ditto 10.«. ... 21s. ... 25s,

Tea ditto „ 6s. ... lis. ... 12a,

HOT AIR, GAS, VESTA, JOYCE'S STOVES.
Stoves for the economical and safe beating of hallSj

warehouses, passages, basements, and the lifee, being at this

season demanded, WILLIAM S. BURTON invites attention to

his unrivalled assortment, adapted (one or the other) to every
conceivable requirement, at prices from 10s. each to 30 gaiinras.

His variety of register and other Stoves, Fenders, and Kitchen
Ranges, is the largest in existence.

The alterations and additions to these very extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which have occupied, the

whole year, are now nearly completed. They are of such a
character that the entire of EIGHT HOUSES is now devoted

to the display of the most magniBcent stock of GENERAL
HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery. Nickel Silver.

Plated, and japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford

to parties furnishing facilities iu the selection of goods that can-

not be hoped for, elsewhere.
Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) fr*>e.

39, Oxford Street: i. Ia, 2, and 3. Newman Street: and 4. 5.

and 6. Perrv's PUce. Established aJ>. 1S20. _
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. 30». .. 40s. ... 4R».

. 30s. .. 4-.'<. ... 48s.

. 40». .. 66s. ... 6ts.

. 40j. .. 5Ss. ... 66s.

NEW LABEL.— In consequence of the great variety

of Counterfeit Labels of A. ROWLAND & SON-
CASSAR OIL now in circulation, and which so nearly resemble

the original as frequently to deceive the unwary—they have em-
ployed those eminent artists Messrs. Perkins. Bacon, i Co.
who, at great cost, and b* a peculiar process of their o*n. have
succeeded in pr-duciug from steel ".A NEW LABEL." which
cannot be forged, it is composed of a section ot an engine-

turned circle, repeated 130 times, and forms an origins! lace-

work ground, upon which is engraved in white letters. "" UNDER
THE PATRONAGE OF THE COURTS OF EUROPE.'1

with an embossed profile of Her Majesty -THE QL EEN."
lately speciallv taken for the purpose, and which surmounts the

words (also in white letter*) "ROWLANDS MACASSAR
OIL. for the growth, restoration, and for beautifying the Human
Hair." Under which is the Signature of the Proprietors in Red
Ink, "A. ROWLAND & SONS"—Sold by them at 20, Hatton
Garden, Londou : aud by Chemists and Perfumers.

IMPOrtTANT SALE OF DRIED PLA\-
^I R. J C. STEVENS : -m« to

I Srll by Auci
Covent Gard. n, during ail the
Valuable Colle. r« be#n
formed by the Travell-

D during th- i *•• of the
Collections formed by Douglas, Hart
Don, l'.*rk>-*, Putt*, and otbei t

Brazil, Chili, and other parts I ...•;** are it
pr.-p-f-«'i"n —38, K't .

_ -

CAfflLLUAi, AZftLtAS, RHOuO JtNuRONj. DEUTZlA
GRACILIS ETC

FROM MR J. BEALMAN,OF GHENT.
A [R. J. C. STEVENS S bj Auction, at bit
JL'J- Great R.x.m.3? B . n SATUR-
DAY Lstol December, aa importaXMJC
from G eni .-.' - y Gbott
Azalea.-. &.0 Deuza graciils, 10X) n- w Hardy G •ioden-
drons, Gladioli, aid other b-ilb% A-e,— >[ •

: on the
momiinr f SaV. a^d

(Mr^OKTiU AP.D ESTABL'SritD ORCH.OS.
A

J
R. J. C. STEVENS -.Hi & i by Auct;.*, at his

sported
ORCHIDS, io ta, BBaxtsaa, Ubiaaa,
intenuediM, viol-cea, and crisp*, superb*. I>-ndP^bium. DaJ-
houaianum, Cypripedium bart>a.iuiu, grandinomns, Odoaao-
glossuui i avium, S*ccolabium guttatum, 4'- The ita ported
Plants are trom Panama, and eobi -cir-ntri.

Onci ti;im ampliatum i cxndida, Epidendrwia
bicoruutuni. i-c-, «fcc.—May be viewed on cue ej ruing of Sale and

- bad.

TO CENTLEMEN. FLORISTS. AND O^-'ERS.

Mh;j 5. . .rlERuE and MOKKIS wiU Sell

by Auction, at the Mart. E

-

7 - wdrrps,

R u ml raneau of hae
Standard and Dwaxt Roses
• - - i-^. : ana Americaji t- - - :

"
'

endrooa; Gbeotandol iroaneda

flxihiiuda, beauufully furnished •::

; Sale, v .-. the Mart: and of the
".-s, American N:.rs«-ry. Le" =-

Tivi CHANCERY—COCKSH-sTT vei^CS L*W3ERT.
YaLCABLE AGBICCI.Tl-B.Al, PATENT F i. IxPBC'VOCE:

ft>a S

\
|
ESS S. FULLER aso !iv KSbV w:

i Sell by
• 1 An 'a. HoiyweU Screet. Westiuin^'

THURSDAY, D^ce-ber 6ib," a: 19

Cbanc*-rji a Paten; for the invennon neois in

,
^ bk saiall instrumeat

called a GeTu Es.trac : _ s or eyes firom

.: injnxj "- the P Eatc for corisamptioa:

P a-icrsrai; - 6 ----2 unia-

jutvd tor >ii months tether.—Pri- us — *y be bad
of J. P. MiEEOCoa, Esq^Solk Srctad; ol Daxtxl

^ . real S ". Siraad, and
=£T. BUUter Sire=.- l::j.
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Ferns Pictorially Illustrated by Hature Printing.
This dag is published, in handsome large folio, price Six Shillings, Part IX. of tte

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN,
NATURE-PRINTED (life size).

With Letterpress Descriptions of the Indigenous Species and Varieties by THOMAS MOORE, Esq.

Parts I. to VIII. are always ou sale.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

NEW SERIAL WORK BY MR. CHARLES DICKENS.
Uniform with " DoUBEr ASD Sov," " David CorPERFlELD,"

" Bleak House," &c. &c.

This d»v is published, to be completed in Twenty Monthly Parts,

price One Shilling each, the First Monthly Part of n New
Work of Fiction, called

LITTLE DORRIT. By Charles Dickens.
With Illustrations by Hablot K. Browne.

London : Bradbi'ry -fr Evaxs. 11, Bouverie Street.

QCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTS OF
O BOTANICAL SCIENCE.

400 Illustrations. Svo. Price 5? 6<i. half bound.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverio Street.

Early in December will be published, price 3^., stamped id.,

T'HE HOLLY TREE INN, being the Christmas
Number of " Household Words," and containing the

amount of One regular Number and a Half.

THE HOUSEHOLD WORDS ALMANACK for
the year 1S56 is now on sale, price 4d.

Published at the Household Words Office, 16, "Wellington
Street North, and Sold by a\\ Bo^ks^llt-rs and NVwsmen.

Jnst published, price One Shilling.

\ TREATISE ON THE 7INE DISEASE which
aA is now destroving the GRAPES throughout the VINE-
YARDS OF EUROPE; with Suggestions for a Better Culti-
vation and Prevention of the Disease. It also contains a New
Plan for the Total Destruction of Woodlice. By James Cdthill.
James Cut-hill's POTATO PAMPHLET!, price 2s. J, C.'s

MARKET GARDENING ROUND LONDON, U.Gd., post free.

James Cut-hill, Camberwell, London; or at the Office of the
" Florist," 20, Southampton Street, Covent Garden.

On Saturday, the loth inst., price Half~a-crnwn,

THE ENTOMOLOGIST'S ANNUAL FOR 1856.
London: John Vav Voorst. 1 Paternoster Row.

EDWARDS'S NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
NACK for 1656, price \s., will be published in December,

by Chapman & Hall, Piccadilly.
All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace

Cottage, Holloway, Middlesex.
'

-Vi ATIONAL GARDEN ALMANACK for 1856.
-L ' Chapman & Hall, London.
A guaranteed circulation of 3000 copies offers a sterling medium

for Horticultural Advertisements: nearly Fifty Pages are
already in type, from many of the best firms of the United
Kingdom. Terms :

—

£ s. d.
| £ s. d.

Half page 1

One third ditto 15
Quarter ditto 12 6
Less than quarter ... 10

Two or more pp., per p. 1 10
One page 1 15
Three-fourths ditto ... 1 10
Two-thirds ditto ... 1 6
All Communications to be addressed John Edwards, Wace

Cottage, Holloway. Middlesex, not later than 4th December.

GLEN NY* S GARDEN ALMANACK AND
FLORIST'S DIRECTORY is just Published for the

NINETEENTH YEAR, price Is., post free 12 stamps.
Just out, price 5s. 6M, Third Edition, post free 66 stamps,

entirelv rewritten and alphabetically arranged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
plete guide at the price.

London: George Cos, King Street, Covent Garden.

Now readv, price One Shilling,

ORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.M Plackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and
all Bookselle rs.

BOHIM'S SCIENTIFIC"" LIBRARy7~
OTOCKHARDT'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMIS-
*^ TRY, or CnEMiCAL Field Lectures. A familiar Exposition
of the Chemistry of Agriculture, addressed to Farmers; trans-
lated from the German, with Notes by Professor Hen-fret, of
King's College. To which is added a Paper ou " Liquid Manure,"
by J. J. Mechi, Esq. Post Svo. cloth. 5s.

London : Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden.
Just published, with Plates, Second Issue, price 2s. Gd., by post,3s.
1" AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS;
J-J a Paper read before the London Farmers' Club, with con-
siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.
C.E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.
London: James Ridgwat, 169, Piccadilly ; and to be had of

all Booksellers.

Just published, price In. Gd.,

T7XPERIENCE IN DRAINING. By Hewitt
*—* Davis, Government Inspector and Surveyor under the
Drainage Act.— See Farming Essays, No. 3.

FARMING ESSAYS, No. 3. By Hewitt Davis,
J- Author of " The Injury and Waste of Cora from too
Thickly Seeding," &c. &c.
A Third Series of these Essays is now ready, and may be had

of Redford & Sox, London Road, Southwark; Jamks Ridqway,
Piccadilly; Simpkix. Marshall, & Co., Stationer's Court; and
at all the principal Railway Stations.

Just published, price lj., bv post Is. 2d.

qPHE AGRICULTURE OF' THE FRENCH
-a- EXHIBITION'. An Introductory Lecture delivered in the
Universitv of Edinburgh.
By Johx WiLaoH, F.K.S.E., F.G.S., F.C.S., &c, Professor of

Agriculture in the University of Edinburgh.
Edinburgh : Adam & Charles Black.
Just out, price Is., sold by all booksellers,

TTOW, WHEN, and WHOM to MARRY ; with
*--*- Observations on the Causes of " Marriages being bo often
Unhappy." By the Rev. A. Black.
The ART of DRESSING with ELEGANCE and PRO-

PRIETY. Price Is. 6d. Also, the SECRETS of a LADY'S
TOILET; the Recipes of the Court Beauties; how to efface
VN rinkles, and enjoy Youth and Beauty.
Either of the above works will be sent by the publisher, R.

Percy, 1, Welbeck Street, London, Marylebone, on receipt of the
amount in stamps.

LOWE'S FOREIGN FERNS.
Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal Svo, price Is., each con-

taining 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British
an-d Exotic. By E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., &c.

London: G roojidridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated

by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms. &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Now ready, Part II. of

THE FERN ALLIES: A Supplement to "The
Ferns of Great Britain." Illustrated by Joiin E.

Sowerby. Descriptions by C Johnson, Esq. To be completed
in about Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s,, partly coloured at Is. Gd.

per Part.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place. Lambeth.

Just published, post 8vo, cloth, 10s. Gd.,

DIGESTION and its DERANGEMENTS. By
T. K. Chambers, M.D., Physician to St. Mary's Hospital,

and Lecturer on Medicine at St. Mary's Medical School.

London : John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Price 5s. Gd. cloth,

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.
RNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY

;

Their History and Management.
By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A.,

Rector of Intwood with Keswick.

Post-office orders to be made payable to James Matthews>
5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.

This day is published, price 5s.,

FOLIA ORCHIDACEA. Parts VI. and VII., com-
pleting the First Volume, containing Oncidium, Calanthe,

Limatodis, and Geodorum.
J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged, price 5s. Gd.RURAL CHEMISTRY.
By Edward Solly, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.

Honorary Member of the Royal Agricultural Society of England
;

Professor of Chemistry to the Horticultural Society of London
;

Lecturer on Chemistry iu the Hon. E. I. Co.'s Military Seminary
at Addiscombe,&c, &c.

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Well ington Street, Covent Garden.

Price 3d. each, or 5s. for 25 copies for distribution among Cottage
Tenantry, delivered anywhere in London, on a Post-office order

being sent to the Publisher, James Matthews, at the office ot

the Gardener's Chronicle.

In consequence of the new postal arrangements, parties in the
country who desire it can have two copies sent by post for

one stamp, five for two stamps, or eleven for four, in addition

to the cost of the numbers.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN
OPERATIONS. By Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P.

Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle. Upwards of

100,000 have already been sold.

CONTENTS.
Gilias
Gooseberries
Grafting
Green-fly
Heartsease
Herbs
Herbaceous Peren'

nials

Heliotrope
Hollyhocks
Honeysuckle
Horse-radish
Hyacinths
Hydrangeas
Hyssop
Indian Cress
Iris

Kidney Beans
Lavender
Layering
Leeks
Leptosiphons
Lettuce
Lobelias
London Pride
Lychnis, double
Marigold
Marjoram
Manures
Marvel of Peru
Mesembryanthe-
mums

Mignonette
Mint
Mustard
Narcissus
Nemophilas
Oenothera bifrons
Onions
Paaonies
Parsnip
Parsley
Peaches
Pea-haulm
Pears
Peas
Pelargoniums
Perennials
Persian Iris

Petunias
Phlox
Pigs
Pinks
Planting

African Lilies

Agapanthus
Anemones
Annuals
Apples
Apricot
Auriculas
Beans
Beet
Biennials
Black Fly
Books for Cottagers
Borage
Borecole
Box Edgings
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Budding
Bulbs
Cabbage
Cactus
Calceolarias
Californian Annuals
Campanulas
Carnations
Carrots
Cauliflowers
Celery
Cherries
China Asters
China Roses
Chrysanthemums,
Chinese

Chives
Clarkias
Clematis
Collinsias

Colewort
Cress
Creepers
Crocus
Crown Imperials
Cucumbers
Cultivation of flowers

in windows
Dahlias
Daisies
Dog's-tooth Violets
Exhibitions, prepar-
ing articles for

Ferns, as protection
Fruit
Fuchsias
Gentianella

Plums
Polyanthus
Potatoes
Pruning
Privet
Propagation by cut-
tings

Pyracautha
Radishes
Ranunculus
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Rockets
Roses
Rue
Rustic Vases
Sage
Salvias
Savoys
Saxifrage
Scarlet Runner
Beans

Seeds
Sea Daisy or Thrift
Seakale
Select Flowers
Select Vegetables
and Fruit

Snails and Slugs
Snowdrops
Spinach
Spruce Fir
Spur Pruning
Stocks
Strawberries
Summer Savory
Sweet William
Thorn Hedges
Thyme
Tigridia Pavonia
Transplanting
Tree Lifting
Tulips
Turnips
Vegetable Cookery
Venus's Looking-
Glass

Verbenas
Vines
Virginian Stocks
Wallflowers
Willows
Zinnias

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

Ou Wednesday next will be published*, in 2 vols., post Svo
'T'HE PAST CAMPAIGN: a Sketch of the War
-*- in the East, from the Departure of Lord Raglan to the
Capture of Sebdstopol. By N. A. Woods, late Special Corre-
spondent to the Morning Herald at the Seat of War.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

A

MADAME I. PFEIFFER'S NEW TRAVELS.
On Wednesday ne xt will be published, in 2 vols, post Svo

LADY'S SECOND JOURNEY ROUND THE
WORLD : From London to the Cape of Good Hope

Borneo, Java, Sumatra, Celebes, Ceram, the Moluccas, &c.
California, Panama, Peru, Ecuador, and the United States. By
Ida Pfkiefer, Authoress of " A Lady's Journey Round *he
World," &c.

London : Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans.
At Christmas will be published, in crown Svo. price 2s. Gd.,

\ UDUBON the NATURALIST in the NEW
^* WORLD: His Adventures and Discoveries, By Mrs.
Horace St. John.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

AFRICAN EXPLORATION.
In 16mo, price 2*. Gd. cloth ; or 2 Parts, Is. each,

XTARRATIVE OF THE NIGER, TSHADDA
1> AND BINUE EXPLORATION: Including a Report of
the Position and Prospects of Trade 'up those Rivers; with
Remarks on the Malaria and Fevers of Western Africa. By
T. J. Hotchinson, Esq., H.B.M. Consul for the Bight of Biafra.
Forming Parts 91 and 92 of the " Traveller's Library."

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

On Wednesday next will be published, in 1 vol. square post8vo,

A MANUAL of the DOMESTIC PRACTICE op
ii- MEDICINE. By W. B. Kesteven, Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons of England, &c.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

A~~n "introduction" to ""the "study" of
JURISPRUDENCE.

being a translation of the GENERAL pabt of
THIBAUT'S SYSTEM DES FANDEKTEN RECHTS

with notes and illustrations
By NATHANIEL LINDLEY, of the Middle Temple, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law.

William Maxwell, 32, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn, Law Book-
seller and Publisher; Hodges & Smith, Grafton Street, Dublin.

Now ready, gratis, and postage free,

A LIST OF SURPLUS COPIES OF RECENT
WORKS withdrawn from Mddie's Select Library, and'

offered at greatly reduced prices for cash.

Charles Edward Mtjdib, 510, New Oxford Street, London;
and 76, Cross Street, Manchester.

TO POULTRY FANCIERS.
THE EDITOR of the late "Poultry Chronicle" is-

engaged to Edit the Poultry Department of THE FIELD,
THE FARM, THE GARDEN, THE COUNTRY GENTLE-
MAN'S NEWSPAPER. Advertisements and Communications
relating to Poultry to be addressed at the Field Office, Essex
House, Nos. 2 to 5, Essex Street, Strand. N.B. Subscribers to-

the Field for 1856 presented with the RURAL ALMANACK,
edited by Christopher Idle, Esq., containing 12 superb en-
gravings after Ha rrison Weir, Ansdell and others.

PRICE FOURPENCE, OF ANY BOOKSELLER.
pONTENTS of the NUMBER for SATURDAYW LAST, NOVEMBER 24, OF

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATURE,

SCIENCE, AND THE FINE ARTS.
Thirty-two large Quarto Pages.

(

Reviews of, with Extracts from—
Falconry in the British Isles.

Ey F.H.SalvinaudW. Brad-
rick.

Pictures of Cuba. By William
H. Hurlbut.

Hints on the Future Progress
and Limits of Civilisation.

By M.von Prittwitz.

Wine Duties considered Finan-
cially and Socially. By W.
B. James.

With Shorter Notices op

Minnesota and the Far West.
By Lawrence Oliphant..

Cambridge Essays, contributed
by Members ofthe University,.

Fourteenth and Fifteenth An-
nual Reports of the Registrar-
General of Births, Deaths,
and Marriages in England.

Minor Minstrels—Hamertonls

.

Isles of Loch Awe—Olga; or,,

Russia in the Tenth Century
—Crystals from Sydenham..

Chaplain's Report on the County
House ofCorrectionat Pres ton-

Medical Books : M'Cormac on-

Pulmonary Consumption

—

Huss on Typhus—HavilamJ
on the Climate, Weather, &c
—Mackenzie on Caries of the
Teeth — Holland's Medical
Notes.

Educational Works, New Edi-
tions.

List of New Books.

By

Cross Purposes. By Catherine
Sinclair.

Gilbert Massenger. By Holme
Lee.

Manchester Worthies. By E.
Edwards.

The Nuisances Removal and
Diseases Prevention Acts of

1S55. By W. G. Lumley.
Everley: a Talc.

The Lances of Lvnwood.
Charles Worthington. By H.

Singleside.

Original.—On the Geography of the Arctic Regions.

A. Petermann.

Foreign Correspondence.—Literature of Piedmont.

"Weekly Gossip.—Captain M'CIure—Gallenga's 'History

ot' Piedmont'—' HorreinUsura Sarum '—Ramage's Speculum-

—Illustrations of the War—'Smith's Map of Ancient His-

tory '—Notes on Fielding—Longfellow's ' Hiawatha'— Her-
zen's ' My Exile in Siberia*—Journals in Vienna—Coins

found in Calabria Citra—The ' Codex Vaticanus'—Schiller

Union— Exhibitions of a mixed character.

Societies.—Reports of the Proceedings of the Society of

Antiquaries—Royal Society of Literature— Statistical— Ento-

mological—Civil Engineers—Society of Arts.

Fine Arts.—About's Journey through the Exhibition of Fine
Arts—Landseer's Works at the Winter Exhibition.

Fine Art Gossip.—French Exhibition Awards—Architec-
tural Exhibition—Statue of Archdeacon Brooks—Neapolitan
Museum of Antiquities.

MUSIC and the Drama.— St. Martin's Hall ('Acis and
Galatea')—Haymarket (' The Provoked Husband.')

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.—Paris Exposition
Awards—Paris Exhibition Concert—Signor Costa's ' Eli '—

Chappell's ' Popular Music of the Olden Times'—New York
Theatricals—Drury Lane Theatre.

Miscellanea— The Pretended Descendant of Blake—Free
Libraries—Fischel's Reading Book.

The Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.

Printed by William Bradrubi, of No. 13. Upper Woburu Place, and
Frederick Mullbti Evasib, of No. 2(1, Queen's Boad, Weat, both in

the Parish of St. Pancras.and in the County of Middlesex, Printere. at

their Office io Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriaie, in the City
of London; «nd published by them at the Office, No.5. Upper Wellington
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul'e. Covent Garden, in the said County,
where nil Advertisements Rnd Communications are to be Addbhsbks IO
tug Lij ;-.'. .>...— :•

j
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THE BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITIONS OP PLANTS,

FLOWERS, an.) FRUITS, for 1858, arc fixed to ho bold as
followH:—Too SUMMER Show, on the 'intli mill 2(H h of dune, and
tlie Autumn Show on the 3d and dtb of September, <m the same
grand scale as in former years.

THOHA8 Attki:k, Esq., Chairmiui of tliu Committee.
E. Si-Anv, Superintendent of the. Exhibition.
EDWARD t'AUI'KNTr.It, SfCl'fhn V.

N""
OTICE ISHKHEBYGIVEN^lmttliel'ARTNER-
Slill' heretofore subsisting between WILLIAM MVATT

and JOSEPH MYATT, Market Gardeners, of Manor Farm,
I Vptford, in tlio county of Knit, was DISSOLVED.on the 89th
day of September last, by inutu;d consent. AH debts owinjr to or
by the said concern will be received and paid by (he said William
Myatt, wbo will in future carry on the bunhiesB 011 Ida own
separate account.—Manor Farm, Peptford, Dec. 8.

V\7 I-.Ii b I AM II A R R ATT,vv LANDSCAPE tJARDENER, Wakkvikld.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best improved

principles.
•»* An extensive stock of Fruit Trbrs, Ohnamrntal Shri-ks,

EvBnonBKwe, Forest Trkhs, Rossa, and Thor.vr.

DODECATHEON £ LEG A N S.

DOWNIE and LAIRD have upwards of 3000 of
the above, beautiful Herbaceous Plant to disposl of. Price

to tho trade, 40,v per hurtdred. nr 6s, per dozen.
17, South Frederick Street, Edinburgh.—Pety8.

CUPRESSUS L AW s"o" N I A N A.

PETER LAWSON and SON beg to intimate to
inquirers aftor the above fine hardy Californian Tree, that

they will be able to supply pood plants early in the spring, when
a scale of prices will be duly advertised, and commands executed
in the order in which they are received. A list of other rare
Californian Conifern? maybe had on application.

Edinburgh, December 8.

STANDARD AND DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
TJICHARD SMITH beg3 to inform the Trade ami
JLV the Public generally that he has a fine stock of fiat and well
trained FRUIT TREES of all the best and most popular sorts
(true to name), which he will be happy to sell at very moderate
prices.—Priced Lists will be sent on application.

Nurseries, St. John's. Worcester.

NEW CONIFERv'E ~AND SPECIMEN EVERGREENS.^
RICHARD SMITH has a fine stock of all the best

Ornamental EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS for

Lawns, Shrubberies, or for single specimens.— Priced Lists will
bo sent on application.—Nurseries, St. John's, "Worcester.

NURSERY TRE E S.
FOWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen and Nursery-

men, Glasgow, have on Sale a fine Stock of SEEDLING
and TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS, SHRUBS, and FRUIT TREES, at very moderate
prices. Catalogues niav b>j bad mi implication.— Dec. S.

ISAAC DAVIES can supply the following in large
quantities at reduced prices:—APPLE TREES, of all the

best kinds. 4 feet in the stem, two to four years grafted; PURPLE
ELM. 6 to T feet, bushy; SCARLET THORNS, two years grafted;
WEEPING MOUNTAIN ASH, with stout straight stems, 7 to
10 feet; Do. ELM, G to 8 feet, with handsome heads.

Larkfield Nursery, Wavertree, near Liverpool.

IA/ ANTED TO PURCHASE (Sound Maiden Trees)
* » 300 Peaches, 300 Nectarines, 300 Auricots, 300 Plums, 300

Cherries, S00 Pears, 500 Apples, 2000 Apple Gribbles, two packs
of Pear pips. Also to be sold or exchanged a large quantity of
Aucuba, Japonica, &c, Bays, Standard Roses, &c, and other ever-
greeu shrubs.—S. Eddy, Foxbay's Nursery . Exwick, near Exeter.

TO ROD GROWERS.
TY^ANTED TO PURCHASE, at the lowest price
* » cash on delivery to auv of the London Railway Stations.

300 BOLTS of THREEPENNY, and 200 do. LONG FISH
TWIGS, all to be of best quality .—Address, W. Mason, Alpha
Villa, Lower Road, Deptford,

TO Bh. SULD, very handsome large IRISH
1 YEWS, from 4 to S feet. Purchasers taking a large
number will be liberally dealt with. Prices on application.—
Thomas Jackson & Son, Nurseries, Kingston, near London.

TU Bhi SOLD very cheap For Cash, as the Ground is

required for other purposes, 10,000 ORNAMENTAL
FOREST TREES, from 6 to 15 feet, a great variety of sorts:
20,000 GOOSEBEKRIES and CURRANTS, leading kinds : 500
BUSHY YEWS, from 4 to 6 feet: about 1000 DECIDUOUS
FLOWERING SHRUBS ; and a large quantity of 2-vear SEA-
KALE and &SPARAGUS Plants.—Applyto Mt.Chas. Clarice,
Nurseryman, &c, 179, Windmill Street, Gravesend, Keot.

GOOD SEEDS, CARRIACE FREE.
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CAMELLIAS.
/ 1 HANDLER and SONS, Ndrsbryheh, WandsworUi
V-' Road, beg to Inform their friends and cufttomen ll

camellias arc ini' ! roI vrltli flower bude (hi

it re Bonding "Hi bushy plontu from 80j< and npirai d

TO THE TRADE.MEW PURE WlHTi; COLLINSIA—The price
-L' per ounce of this new and beautiful ASM
on application.

.1. G. Waitk. Heed Merchant, 1P1, Ulgb II l.-.n.Um.

\l' AITK'S DANIEL O'ROURKB PEAS.—Thebeel
* * Early pi'n in cuitivntiiiii can bfl iiipplled

and'jirice had nn apjdicntion to J. G. Waitk, Beed Merchant,
181, High Htilboni, London.

/ 1HAULES SHARl'E and CO. he- to acquaiut Uie
vv trade that having barveatod their «tocka of SEEDS they
will be glad lu forwurd prices un applicaiiou.

Nursery and Seed 1 labllehment, Sl*wff 1 I D

l^ARLY VEGETABLE SEED^.- A 11. tin: Sklect
-i-J Kinds fur immediate sowing, growth of 18861, may be Imd of

.1 iMBa Uartrb & Co, Scedamen, 233, High llollwtrn, Ix>ndon.

WHEAT FOR LATfi AND SPRING SOWING.
—Samples with prices 6f Red Hybrid, Nursery, Hmwlck,

and other kinds bf Seed Wlieal firill be sentfree on application to
Mr. II. Kavniuru, BaalngatAke.

MINUS liENTHAMlANA.—The 6 nest plants vet
A- offered of this noble lon^-Ioaved hardy PINE. They are

from Seed, and from 12'to 18 inches high, 7>. 6d. each. Price
per 100 to the Trade nn application.

Huuii Low & Co., Clapton Nurseries, T#nndon.

\\

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS rQOO AND CHt«P.
WILLIAM DENYEU, Floiu: r, v '. s^inl out the

following for Ten Shillings :

—

24 Choice Hyacinths
12 Early Tulips
12 Beautiful Iris

100 Duicb Crocus

J'j Polyanthus Narclas
12 1 rouble •btnqutls

12 Splendid Anemones
lj Rare Gladiolus

82. Grwccchurch Street, London.—Nn charge for pneka^es.

TO THE TRADE.
WILLIAM MASTERS and SON have to offer

this season :
—

Fine Standard MULBERRIES
j
GOOSEBERRIES and CUB-

„ „ WALNUTS I RANTS, by name
CHERRIES | FASTOLPFRASPBERRIES

Also fine blooming plants of Rhododendrons and Azaleas.
Exotic Nursery, Canterbury.

RHUBARB.—Good one year planted Roots of the
following varieties can be suppPed:

—

Myatt's Victoria 30s. per 100, or 5*. per doz.
Myatt's Linoteus 30*. per 100, or 5s. „
Mitchell's Royal Albert ... 80s. per 100, or 5s. „
Howard Prince Albert ... 60s. per 100, or 0>\

Hawke's Champaign 12.*. ,,

Large two year planted Roots for Forcing ... 12s. „
ExtrastrougSEAKALE Roots for Forcing 10s. .,

Apply W. Mvatt. Manor Farm . Deprford.—Pec S.

TO THE SEED TRADE.
Habut Wistkb White Broccoli Nbw Seed.

\KT JACKSON and Co. have for sale new seed saved
* * • this year of the above White Broccoli. "When sown early

and grown well, it heads in November. December. January, nni
February—a valuable winter kind. Price in quantity on applica-
tion,—Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire. Dec. S.

" G YM NOGRAMMA LEPTOPHYLL A."
Ob tee Annual Maiden-hair Fern.

BERNARD SAUNDERS, OssarraM Nursert,
Jersey, will beJiappy to supply six growing plants of the

above pretty little Fern, in a Muall b^x. postage free, to any
amateur wishing to possess it, for 2s. fti.—Dec. S .

Y'l R. ROBERT BAKER, Writtle, Essex, bens to
»* *

offer his improved SKIRVING'S SWEDE TURNIP
SEED, warranted of good stock and all of this year's growth, at

2J. 2s. per bushel, inclusive of sack. A Post-office Order upon
Chelmsford to be first remitted.

M~~R7ROBERT BAKER, Writtle. Essex, has suc-
ceeded in obtaining a new SEEDLING KIDNEY

POTATO, the WRITTLE KIDNEY. It is a good cropper, free

from disease, superior flavour, fine yellow colour, and breaks
mealy; is in perfection from September to July, and, as a late

Potato, is superior in May and June to any known variety.

Sound Tubers of 1S54 are still in his possession. Price per
bushel of 60 lbs., inclusive of sack. 10*. Forwarded upon remit-

tance o f Post-oflice Oro er, payable at Chelmsford.

ry<HE FLUKE KU'MA POTATO.—This excellent
-»- and famed Potato, which has proved so beneficial to the

Farminginterest, from its capability of withstanding the ravages
of disease and its abundant bearing qualities, was raised in

Middleton; purchasers may therefore rely upon having it trae

from the original stock. May be had in any quantity, at 4s. per
bushel of 56 lbs.—Apply to John Holland. Bradshaw Gardens,
Middleton, near Manchester. Post Office orders may be made
payable at Middleton, Lancashire.
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MESSRS, E. G. HENDERSON and SON beg to

annoiinea that they have now ree.-ived their noted collec-

tion of HYACINTHS i>. excellent condition, and for the assist-

ance or' those persons unacquainted with the culture of the

Hvaclntb, printed Instructions will be given gratis with each

order they are kindly favoured with, Catalogues of which, to-

gether with their Plant and Seed Lists, will he forwarded post

free on applicat en.

CUCl" M BEB HbtoieSON'8 NAPOLEON III., in packets, 3s.

- u b.

( Al . IL&BIA, CINERARIA, and TRIMULA SEED of

first qualifv, '2s. 6./. and 5,«. per paoket
Pl'OllSIAS.—Banks' Favourite, 10». 6U; Prince of Wales,

1

NEW RHODODENDRONS.—Boothi, Hookeri, Calophyllum,

Eendrleki, Bxlmlum Wlndsori Leucanthum.

G1 Mmi .M ARQENTEUM (Pampas Grass).— E. G. H. &
, Dg i n Mien- possession the largest stock in the country

of this noble ornatuent.il Grass, can supply free healthy seedling

plants, which are superior to any other at 2s. &(. each, 25s. per

dozen, or 71. 10s. per 100.
UVllm-'on Xursery. St. John s Wood.

NEW ROSES.

J and J. FRASER, Nurserymen, Lea Bridge
• llo.ui. l>sex, beg to offer fine Standards of the following

beautiful NEW ROSES:—
Bflle Lvminais 5s. Oi. Vicnmtesse Laure de s. d.

Cosmos- d'Orleans ... 5 Gironde 5

,, \ hint 5 Madame Masson ... ... 7 6

General Jacqueminot ... 3 6 „ Theodore 5

Gloiiv tie France 3 „ Carabaceres 5

„ de Vilrv 5 „ Vidot 7 6
Madame Guinoiseau ... 3 6 „ Hector Jacquin ... 3 6
Mmlr-mmselle Aline Lord ltsietan 5

3 Madame tlace 5
Prince da la Mnskowa... 5 Panache d'Orleans 5

Sir > ihn Pranklin ... 3 6 Prince Leon 3 ti

Souvenir de Madame Triomphe de Paris 3 t>

Lille 3 6 Gloire de Dijon (Tea) ... 3 6
Melame Wiliermoz Tea) 3s. Gd.

For a full description of the above see Catalogue, which may
be had on application.—De .8.

THE TRUE LANC^SHiRE SHOW GOOSEBERRIES

JOHN HOLLAND, Bradshaw Gardens, Middleton,
near Manchester, can now supply 24 strong plants for 12s.,

or 12 plants for 7s., of the below-named GOOOSEBERRIES,
which are of fine flavour. Weights taken from the " Goose-
berry Grower's Register of 1855," viz.

dwts. gre,

London
Thuniner
Wonderful ...

Conquering Hero
Slaughterman
Catherina
Freedom
Companion ...

Leader
Drill

Napoleon
Overall

30
26
26
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
22
22

Lady Leicester
Pilot Snowdrop
Pilot ... *.

Railway
Queen of Trumps
Gunner
Roaring Lion...

Linn's Provider
Goldfinder
Turnout
Broom girl

Coppice Lass...

dwts. grs,

.. 22 16

.. 22

.. 22

.. 22

.. 22

.. 21

Post-office Orders to be made payable at Middleton, Lancashire,
Catalogues on application.

GEORGE JACKMAN be^s to state his PRICED
CATALOGUE of choice CONIFERS, HARDY EVER-

GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which are well grown,
and constantly removed, also Rnses, Standard, Dwarf, and
dwarf-trained Fruit Trees, and Forest Trees, can be had, on
application by enclosing one Postage Stamp.
G.J. respectfully invites persons planting to pay a visit to his

extensive nursery, one and a half mile from Woking Station,
South Western Railway, where all trains stop, and conveyances
can be had.—Woking Nursery, Woking. Surrey.

THUJA GIGANTEA.—We are a-ain induced to
offer this fine tree during the present planting season.

It is from the Upper Waters of the Sacramento (in California),

where it attains a height of 140 feet. It has been proved to be
perfectly hardy in thin country ; the foliage is most beautiful,

resembling some of the most graceful species of Lycopodium.
The plants now on sale are in vigorous health, and average from
10 to 16 inches in height. Price 31s. 6d. each.

__ Hugh Low & Co., Upper Clapton Nurseries, London
.

Al K.ROBERT KENNEDY, Bedford Conservatories,
-*-* *- Covent Garden, London, respectfully announces that for

the purpose of extending the Seed Department of his business, he
has entered into PARTNERSHIP with MR. KEMPTON, who
for the last 15 years was the oldest and principal assistant to Mr.
James Carter, Seedsman, Holborn, lately deceased. Their
business will be conducted on the same extensive and liberal

principle as that of the late Mr. James Carter, in order to ensure
the patronage he so long enjoyed.

Kennedy & Kemptos's Scientific, Comprehensive, and Unique
Catalogue of Vegetable, Horticultural, and Agriculrural Seeds is

now Published, and may be had on application.—Establishment
as above.

ESSRS. J. and H. BROWN offer the following
CHOICE PLANTS, which they will forward to any part.

25 Azaleas, new hardy Belgian varieties, one of a sort, by s. d.

name, on their own roots 20
25 Azaleas, American varieties, do. do 16 o

Hardy Heaths, Ledums, and Kalmias, per dozen ... 6
25 Hardy American Plants, one of a sort, by name ... 10 6
12 Rhododendrons, including scarlet, white, and rose ... 12

Fine hardy scarlet Rhododendrons, I to 2 feet, per dozen 15
New yellow Rhododeudrons, in pots, each .., 3s. 6d. to 5 6
Cedar of Lebanon, 2 to 3 feet, well grown, per doz., 12s. to 18
Odras Deodara, and other choice Coniferce (see List).

6 Fine hardy Magnolias, one of a sort 10 6
50 Dwarf Rose3, two of a sort, on own roots 15

Standard and half Standard Roses, superb sorts, per
dozen 15s.tol8

Fine Climbing Roses, per dozen 6
Greenhouse Azaleas, best new vara., per dozen .. 12s. to 18
Camellias, fine sorts, well set with buds, per dozen ... 30

50 Choice Greenhouse Plants, one of a sort 45
12 Orchidea Plants, one of a sort, fine species 40

Fine Pampas Grass, each, 3s. 6d.\ or, per dozen ... 30
Chrysanthemums, new Pompone and hhow vars., per doz. 8

6 new sorts Mimnlus, very fine f-arly flowering 6
Cinerarias, fine sorts, to flower early, per dozen.. ... 12
Hyacinths, Crocus, Tulips, and Dutch Bulbs of all kinds.
New Conservatories and Gardens furnished in any part

of the kingdom on very reasonable termB.

FRUIT TREES.
Fine standard and dwarf-trained Apricots, Peaches,

Nectarines, Pears, Plums, and Cherries, 3s. each, or,

per dozen 30
Fine Apples, Figs, Medlars, Quinces, and Walnuts, each 2 o
Fine Gooseberries, Currants, and Raspberries, per doz. 3
Filberts, new, thin shelled, and red skinned, per dozen 4
Strong Vines from eyes, and layers hi pots, per dozen... 18
Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, and Cherries, grown for

pot culture, per dozen 18
A large stock of fine Transplanted Scotch, Larch, and
Spruce Firs, also Evergreen Shrubs of all kinds.

Albion Nursery, Stoke Newington, London, Dec. 8.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Habrow Road, London.

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
I ouses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Riofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c., heated

with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

HORTICULTURE £JSfcgS^&5 ,TS

IN ALL ft i^-OgMf^fri % B R A N C H E S.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HOTHOUSE BUI LDERS.
THE NOBILITY and GENTRYabout to erect Hor-

ticultural Buildings, or fix Hot-water Apparatus, will find

at our Horticultural Establish-
ment and Hothouse Works,
King's Road, Chelsea, an exten-
sive variety of Hothouses, Green-
houses, Conservatories, Pits, &c,
erected, and in full operation,
combining all modern improve-

ments, so that a lady or gentleman can select the description of

House best adapted for every required purpose.

The HOT-WATER APPARATUS, which passes through all

-
iiT-T.

*ne Houses and Pits

iTfT^jpiJi. affording both top
and bottom heat, is

in constant opera-
tion andparticularly
worthy of attention.

Many of the Houses and Pits are of wide and lofty dimensions,
and together equal in length 1000 feet. They are all effectually
heated by one boiler, which, during the severe winter months

does not cost in labour and fuel

more than 3s. 3d. per day, and
the apparatus is so arranged
that each House or Pit may be
heated separately and to the
required temperature. The
splendid collections of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants are also in the highest state of cultiva-

tion, and for sale at very low prices. Also a fine collection of
strong Grape Vines in pots, from eyes, all the hest sorts.

Plans, Models, and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings; also

Catalogues of Plants, Vines, Seeds, &c, forwarded on application

to John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

HEATING BY HOT WATER.
JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, Hor-
*J ticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.

At our two Establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
Improved Boiler. These
Boilers are very power-
ful, durable, and econo-
mical. The whole of our
extensive nursery estab-
lishment is heated by
one boiler, measuring
only 5 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in.

The Houses heated con-
sist of forcing-houses of
various descriptions,
many of them are of
wide and lofty dimen-
sions, in length 1000 ft.

and exposing to the at-

mosphere upwards of

16,000 superficial feet

of glass. During the late

severe winter it only
cost us 3s. per day for

fuel, and we had more
than a sufficient com-
mand of heat. Any
numberof forcing-houses
can be heated by one of

our Boilers, and any part regulated at pleasure. Plans, Models,,
and Estimates of Horticultural Buildings, or Heating by Hot
Water, forwarded on application.

John Wkeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea, London.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

g dencT

ROYAL
LETTERS

_..9S**« PATENT.
Patent Hothouse Works,

King's Road, Chelsea.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all
completed for Is. 3d. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
f R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

'' » (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices chfirged by his late, firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description

; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

T~IG HT, CHEAP, and DIJRTABXfTTOCXF ING^
<LJ CROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFING FELT

is perfectly impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and has been
tested by a long and extensive experience in all climates. Saves
half the timber required for slates. Can be laid on with great
facility by farm servants or unpractised persons. Price Id. per
square foot. Croggon's Patent Non-conducting Felt, for cover-
ing steam boilers and pipes, saves 25 per cent of fuel. Samples
and testimonials sent by post, on application to Croggon & Co.,
2, Uowgate Hill, London, who also supply ship-sheathing felt and
inodorous felt, for damp walls, and lining iron houses, and roofs

generally, to equalise the temperature.

GALVANISED WIRE CAME NETTIMC,
6d. pbe Yard, 2 Feet Wide.

DARNAHD and BISHOP, Mat ket Place, Norwich
*< in consequence of improvements in their machinery for
the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Galvan- Japanned

ised. iron.
'2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide Gd. per yd. 4£d. per yd.
2-iueh „ strong, do 8 „ 6 ,,

2-inch ,, intermediate, do 9£ „ 7£ „
2-inch „ extra strong, do 11 „ 9 „
tjj-inch „ 24 inches wide 7 „ 5£ ,,

l^-inch „ strong, do 9 „ 7 ,,

15-inch ,, intermediate, do 11 „ 9 „
l|-inch „ extra strong, do 13 ,, 11 „

All the absve kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate pricet*. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one- fourth.
Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, lOd. per yard; Galvanised

Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantrieis, 3d. per square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. Deli-
vered free of expense in London. Peterbnrnugh. Hull, or New-
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and
Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED JVJAMQERS.

THIS is the Original Patent fr>r Important Improve-
ments in Stable fittings,"Hay-box, Manger, and Water-trough

as one fixture, including a method
surpassing all others for conveying
the straps and halter-weights to
the back ot the fitting to prevent
the horse being cast in the stall.

Stable Fittings of every descrip-

tion, plain, enamelled, or galvanised. Also the newly invented
Loose Box Fitings, Surface Gutters with moveable cover-
plates, Stable Posts, Ramps, Sills, and all kinds of Stable Fur-
niture in stock.—James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford
Street, London.

MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT VENTI-
LATING and SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty, 200 on Buck-
ingham Palace. In use also on St. James's Palace,
Windsor Castle, Government Offices, &c. &c. Zinc,
30s. ; cast iron 35*. each ; the latter as durable as the
building itself. Drawings and Price Lists forwarded
on receipt, of two postage stamps.

Address Bauton's Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, London.

NEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOR STABLE REQUISITES.
(OBTAINED THE PARIS EXHIBITION AWARD.)

COTTAM AND HALLEN
HAVE made important additions to their original

RACK AND WATER TROUGH AS ONE FIXTURE,
A represents the Patent Hatter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball

of which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom up or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the'most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The saving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes.

Invention of PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER
the main features of which are shown in the above engraving,

or mixing with the food in the manger, is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Seed Box detached, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,

light iind durable.
D The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be

used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as ihe long portion of the bracket can be turned up out of
the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MANGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both, as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.
Improved Stable Guttering, toith moveable sajety covers, aamtarij Iru/u, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers,
Barness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Chuff Cutlers and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAM & HALLEN'S WOEKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING—Descriptive Catalogues and Estimates on application.
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ENYi.R'S NEW PROLIFIC GREEN MAR-
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1

1
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ired Pea."
•om Hfr Bunyard, Sfaidttont,—"My opinion of tho new Ton
int. it in a dlnttnot sort, u good croppor, ami iur colour I do no!
9 itn pqual."

001 Mr. Parks, Int.* Nurseryman and Sfiecbman, Dnrtford, Kent,
r urn muoh pleased withyour new Pea. Iteertalnly is n vn-v
cropper. TUu Peas arc largo, ami tho pods completely filled,

ill when known hecomo a superior Tea for market."
ico 8a.0rf. per quart. Post Office orders payable to William
vrit. S Isman, Battle, Sussex. May alno bo had through
London and other seedHiimn.

IPLENDID NEW RHUBARB—SALT'S CRIMSON
PERFECTION.

OBERT SALT begs leave to inform the Gentry,
Nnrsorymon, Gardeners, &c, that this splendid variety of
JBA.RB Is now ready (or distribution; it is nnlversally
red to be the most early, prolific, and delicious variety over
ed to tho public. Seo Qardmers Ohronitlo, June H, 1S53:—
ry L'ood, and of a most beautiful crimson; compared with
rs, it is remarkable for tho small amount of acidity it con-
i."-Ki>.

rtiiicates of merit were awarded for specimens exhibited at
meeting of the Horticultural Society, Regent Street, London,
920, 1858; at Nottingham, May 24,'tSM ; at Derbv Midland,
25, 1854; at Ormskirk, Lancashire, August 30, 1854. Price

jSd. per root, three for 10.v.
(
and six for 1/. A few two-year-

'lanis at 5s. each.
i-ders addressed to Rooert Salt, Longton, Staffordshire, or
fflllowing Agents will have immediate attention :— Messrs.
st St M'Mullen, 6, Loadenhall Street, London; Messrs,
DBS & Kent, Penkhult, Staffordshire; Messrs. Francis &
ffip Dickson, lOfi, Eastgate Street, Chester; Messrs. James
is«on & Sons, 102, Eastgate Street, Chester; Mr. Salsbury,
'bourne, Derbyshire. A liberal discount allowed to the Trade.
Post-office Order from unknown correspondents.

Longton. Dec. 8.

/•ATEREK'S AMERICAN PLANTS A new
' DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now publislicd of the
bm'ed Colloction of hardy Scarletand other Rliododondrons,
xhibited by John Watkbkh at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
ent's Park; it will be found to contain a few practical obaer-
ons on their successful management, and will be forwarded
pplication by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
imimeratlon of the most popular American Plants in cultlva-
, a List of choice Conifera1 will be seen, embracing the latest
ortations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.

, W. has now the pleasure to oft'er in largo quantities, and of
lwights, the following selection of CONIFERS, with the
ark that they are all now growing in the open ground, are
ay and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-
ited each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-
din their removal from the nursery :— Araucaria imbricata,
ptomeriajaponica; Pinus Douglasi, Ceinbra, excelsa, Lam-
iana, insignia, Jefferyana, Beardsleyi, tnbercnlata, Ac;
nis Iteodara, Lebanon, and Africaua; Welliugtouiagigantea,
ressus, ,Tunip»rus, Taxus, Thuja, &c.
S~ The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others
iged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoinir;
ed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to
ect our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity
lot h-> given within the limits of an advertisement,
lie Nursery is easily reached by railway, being near the
lborongh Station, South-Western Railway, and Blackwater
llo Soutli-Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrev.

WALTON NURSERY. LIVEROOOU
NOPLRMKN AND GSNTLBUSN PLAKTINO New PLEASURE
sorxns. ok Improving Parks or Drives, and to Com-
niks Planting Public Parks or Ckmrtrries.

SKIRV1NG begs to offer his extensive Stock of
• TREES and SHRUBS of various siz<*s, adapted either

Immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
Her sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
is general stock of the leading kinds of Trees and Shrubs,
ch is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this
on offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
lahle Trees latelv introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBRI-
TA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one
x feet.

S. invites any one wanting considerable quantities of
:imen Trees and Shrubs to inspect bis collection and obtain
w on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in

) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for
ce situations.

•B, A faw hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
its of the Araucaria imbricata andCedrus Deodara have been
Inintuhs, to secure their travelling in safety to great dis-
es in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.
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Some of our readers have aaked uh f|uealions con-
cerniDg the distinctions and origin of what are called

Pumpkins, Gourds, and Squashes. It would be
useless to refer them to Btandard Knclisli works in

satisfaction of their curiosity ; for uotning satiafac-

factory therein appears. Neither is it worth sayine
" look into the GSographie B raitonnte of

M. Ai.phonse Dk Candolle and similar foreign

works," for either they have them not or cannot
read them. It therefore seems worth while to

devote a column or so to the matter, especially 'since

the time is approaching for procuring seeds against

the season of 1856. In doing this we borrow largely

from the important work just quoted.

Three races belonging to the genus CucrnniTA,
are designated by the three names above mentioned.
Botanists call Pumpkins Cuctirbila maxima ; Gourds
C. Pcpo ; and Squashes C. Melopepo. We shall

speak of them under their familiar names.

Pumpkins are those great rambling plants which
bear fruit the magnitude of which astonishes the

novice. One of them, the " great yellow Pumpkin,"
often seen in shop windows, weighs commonly a

hundred weight, and sometimes twice as much.
S.\rvAGFs happily described it as Sphcera poiis eom-

pressis mcriclianis sulcatis (a sphere compressed at

the poles and furrowed at the equator). Several

other sorts, green, grey, &c, are grown by the

French, who consume them largely as a vegetable,

merely boiling them, or more commonly making
them into soup. They are all rather coarse, and
inferior to the other races. Moreover, they are bad
bearers, as might be expected from the enormous
weight they commonly acquire.

Goukds are also scrambling plants, but their

flowers are smaller, and contracted at the base.

Among them stand Vegetable Marrows, Orange
Gourds, Eiig Gourds, Givaumons. Crooknecks. Turk's

Caps, Waned Gourds. &c. Of these sorts the

quality varies greatly ; some, like the Orange Gourd,

are bitter even when young : others are always

delicate and fit for food. The best known to us

are, for eating young, the Vegetable Marrow, and

for soup or mere boiling when tipe, the Egg Gourd.

The latter is in reality one of the most valuable of

all garden thincs in this country for winter food.

In the Bon Jardinier great merit is assigned to the

Courae de Valparaiso and the Courge sucrierc du
Bresil : but we are unacquainted with either.

Squashes are the Gourds which do not scramble

over the ground, but form bushes 3 feet high and a

little wider. In shops tleir seeds maybe had under

the name of Padsson. Elector's Cap. and Jerusalem

Artichoke Gourd. In this country they are little

known. Their fruit is small, broader than long.

with the edge often furrowed. In North America

they have a great reputation. To ns they seem

inferior to our Vegetable Marrows, and are much
less productive.

Where do these plants come from ? Some writers

sav from the Levant, some from India, others from

Africa, others from America ;
yet they are hardly f

universal origin. That Gourds of some sort we
re

ntr oh

' n Lb«

the £

in Earope bv cull

[t won

difficui' thil »ort willwat * (

we find ii

of ill' Commiuionert oi

onder the b'-.id of Acncuitnre, tl.'

Dr. T.W. Harris, ol Han
" Ace ,nder-

tike ill.- ii of the hinlory ol S*iaa*hes

and Pumpkins, which haa led t- -anting

results. Most of the older and well-k;

and varieties were by moden lied to
have come originally from Asia mlailj
from India. This I have proved to be an en
have shown that the*e fruits were wholly ur .

to the ancients, no mention being made of them in

the Scriptures, nor by Greek and I..

The writers of the middle age», v . cicribe

or take note of other Cucarbitaceou» pi a

omit Pumpkins and Squashes ; and theae d

begin to be known and noticed in Earope li.

the discoverv of America. . found
them in the West Indies. Peru. Florida, and even
on the coast of

'

.nd. where they were
cultivated by our Indians before any settlements
were made here by the Europeans. The old
botanists, who flourished durinc the first c

after the discovery of the New World, or tie Wert
Indies, begin to describe ther

give to them specific names, indicating thfdr I

(American) origin. Hence arose the mistake of
modern botanists in referring the?e plants to the
Eis^ indies and to A
"From a study of the history of the j'

went next to a study of the species, with particular

reference to their Hotanical characters, and to this

end have been cultivating and examining eve-

all the kinds accessible to me. I think I ha-

hlished the fact that all the fruits kn wr.

names of ' Pumpkins ' and ' Squashes ' are of

American origin : that there are three distinct

groups of them ; the first, including summer
Squashes, that have shells when ripe ; the second,

the winter Squashes and Par
furrowed fruit stems ; and the third, the i

Pumpkins and Squashes, with -

and loncitudinaliy wrinkled "tint not five-furrowed)

fruit stems. The last group ws
nally confined to tropical and sub-".:

of the wesern side of this continent, from California

to Chili. The most esteemed vai

|vated in New England belonj

j
the be?t of them are the

"

and ' Acorn ' Squashes."

We are afraid Dr. Harris will have to modify his

opinions.

We learn with great pleasure, that Lor:

]
wtlliam has alreadv commissioned Mr. Hesdebsok.

his very intel i -ent and experienced gardr:

Wentwcrih. to takem*'.

parative of value of our two English Oaks. A
couple of trrrs. of similar age \abon: If..

i have been selected for experiment. Ths'
' are genuine we know, in consequence of specimens
. of tie leaves and acorns havmc been sent us for
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examination. They were felled in the end of

October ; thev are to be seasoned for not less than

six months, and a piece 6 feet 9 inches long from

the butt end is separated, which will be hereafter cut

up into scantlings for experiment.

As ire trust that many others of our great nobles

and gentlemen will co-operate in this inquiry, and

since it is desirable that the trials should be con-

ducted, as nearly as possible, on one uniform plan, we

think it advisable to mention how some experiments

made in H.M.'s dockyard at Portsmouth, by Mr.

James Bennett, the very able timber inspector

there, were conducted. Six pieces of New Forest

Oak were taken from the Vindictive, each piece

being 7 feet long, 2 inches square, containing 336

cubic inches, and resting upon props 6 feet asunder.

Three of these pieces were common Oak, and

three Durmast, all received into store in 1830, used

in 1832, and tested in 1849. The results were

given thus :

—

Name
of

Oak.

No. of
piece.

Weight

of
each

piece.

Deflection
at crisis of

breaking.

Weight of
a cubic
foot.

Specific

gravity.

Since Lord Fitzwilliam's experimental timber is

already cut into 6 feet 9 inch lengths, it is as well

that others should adopt the same measurement

;

for the comparative results will not be affected if

6 feet 9 inch pieces, 2 inches square, resting on
props 5 feet asunder, are substituted for those em-
ployed by Mr. Bennett.
We would also advise that, in order to render

comparison perfectly satisfactory, the pieces experi-

mented on should be squared from just within the

sapwood, and therefore consist of nothing but heart-

wood or " spine." The back and belly of the pieces

should be as nearly as possible parallel with the

annual rings, while the sides should also be parallel

with the grain or medullary rays. Moreover, in

trying the strength the back of each piece, that is to

say the side which was next the sapwood, should be

placed downwards. It would not much matter, in-

deed, for comparison if it were placed upwards, pro-

vided all experimenters would do the same ; but we
should prefer it downwards, because when wood is

bent in that direction the elastic resistance to a

strain is the greater, as archers know.
Since writing the above, we have received a

piece of the old timber taken from the remains

unburnt at the late fire at Stirling

Castle, which the Governor has

been so obliging as to place at

the disposal of our friend Mr.
Peter Mackenzie. It came from
'"' the Douglas room," which is

said to be the most ancient

part of the old castle. How long

it may be since the tree that pro-

duced it was felled we have no
means of knowing ; but it must
have lain in its place for several

centuries, inasmuch as James II.

of Scotland who stabbed the

Douglas in the room it floored

died we think in 1456, at which
lime Stirling Castle was an an-

cient fortress. It is not a little

curious to find that this wood,
of such high antiquity, is that of

Quercus sessiliflora, as every piece

of very ancient English Oak
which we have yet seen has in-

variably proved to be.

The annexed is an exact

measure of the annual rings in

the specimen before us ; from
which it appears to have grown
pretty fast for the first 30 years,

after which its rate of increase

gradually diminished, till at last

the annual rings can with diffi-

culty be counted even with the

aid of a maguifying glass. That
it must therefore have been pro-

duced in an unfavourable climate

would seem certain. In fact the

sap wood, now in a state of decay, formed so slowly
that the tree could not have gained half an inch

in diameter in 15 years.

— BARK.

[-Sapwood 15yrs.

—
' 103 years old.

— 100 years old.

— 90 years old.

— 80 years old.

— 70 years old.

— 60 years old.

— 50 years old.

— 40 years old.

- 30 years old.

— 20 years old.

— 10 years old.

seeds. It crawls over shady banks. Both leaves and
flowers beautiful." From its great resemblauce to a
Gcophila, it was provisionally named G. villosa, under
which name it has been distributed. Now that it has

flowered it has been identified as the Coccocypselum cor-

difoliuni of Brazil, which has found its way as far

northwards as the forests of Guatemala. The flowers

are in very small heads, about three together, of a pale

lilac colour, and of little interest in their present state
;

but it is conceivable that if carpeting a bank, and
blooming abundantly, the appearance might be gay
enough. It is, however, to the " ultramarine-coloured "

berries that we must trust for the beauty which belongs

to the plant. The leaves are roundish cordate, of firm

texture, shaggy, with stalks longer than the peduncles

in the wild plant, though much shorter in the specimen
that has just flowered.

153. Eucuaris granoiflora. Flanclioii and Linden
Fl. des Semes, ix., 957.

This is one of the handsomest of bulbous plants. A
correspondent (J. M. A.) has sent us a flower, pure
white, thick like fine kid leather, 4$ inches in diameter,

and sweet, like a Tubero9e in the evening. In appear-

ance it may be compared to a Pancratium, or rather to

a Eurycles. The leaf is 5 inches broad by 7 inches

long, acute, somewhat heart-shaped, with the texture of

a Funkia. Three or four such flowers as are above
described form an umbel, on a stiff terete scape. The
tube is curved and trumpet-shaped, more than 2,1 inches

long ; the border is quite flat, consisting of six ovate

segments, the inner overlapping the outer at the base.

The coronet is fleshy, cylindrical, about half an inch

deep, with If) thick teeth, every third of which is longer

than the others, and bears an anther. The style pro-

jects a little, is very slender, slightly declinate, and ends
in a flat bluntly 3-Iobed stigma. Each cell of the ovary
contains about a dozen papilliform ovules.

The plant was found by Mr. Triana, one of Mr.
Linden's collectors, in the province of Choco in New
Grenada. It requires stove temperature while growing,

and a dry greenhouse when at rest, and is a charming
thing.

has a tendency to reduce plants to their lorn
condition.

396. It is clear that where plants are naturally vd
the tendency to reversion may be expected to be mu
greater than under contrary circumstances. Hybri
too between species will have a much greater teuden
to revert than hybrids between varieties, and corn

quently the Swedish Turnip is much more subject to 1

malady than the common Turnip.J
397. Affections, apparently similar, exist occasion}

in tubers, as in the Potato. As these tubers hava
reality neither the functions nor organisation of a rfl

the case is one merely of analogy. In the Potato,]
instance, where the tubers, sometimes, as in a ci

before me, assume a form like that of a human fo

or as in that figured in Gardeners'. Chronicle, 1849, p.
present a gouty hand, the affection is due to the prot]

sion of some of the superficial buds, so as to form frc

tubers adherent by their base to the original tuber,

the first case mentioned above some larva had burron
into the substance, so as to destroy the vitality of t

terminal bud, and hence as the tuber waB still inclir

to increase some of the lateral buds were brought ii

action. The same effect may be produced by excess:

pressure, as was probably the case with the Belgi

specimen figured in this Journal. The affection is, ho
ever, no attempt to revert to the original condition of t

plant, but arises from purely accidental causes. M. J*

(VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. XCVIII.

394. Dactylokhiza*.— (Fingers and Toes).—This
disease was not clearly distinguished from Anbury,
which isin realitya very different affection, till Mr. Buck-
man published his excellent memoir in the 15th volume
of the " Transactions of the Royal Agricultural Society,"

which was transferred with copious illustrations to this

Journal in the volume for 1354, and some observations

on the same subject have very recently appeared in our
pages confirmatory of what had been advanced in the

previous year. It is like the disease treated of in our
last article (P. 388), a more or less complete reversion to

the natural condition of the plant, and the remedy con-
sists in like manner (P. 392) in good cultivation and a
proper selection of seed.

395. Anbury properly so called (and clubbing belongs

to the same category) is a deformed condition of the
roots induced by the attacks of insects.+ In the present

disease no insect is immediately concerned, and if larvze

appear at a later stage of growth their presence is alto-

gether accidental. In their wild condition Parsnips,

Carrots, Turnips, &c, throw out a multitude of principal

roots and heads, whereas the effect nnd object of high

SUBTERRANEAN IRRIGATION.
[From Mr. Mechi's communications to .Stookhard

Chemical Field Lectures.]
" I am so frequently questioned as to the cost a

success of this operation, that I purpose, as briefly

possible, giving the necessary information.

"Supposing the farm to be of 200 acres, pipes i

3 inches diameter would be sufficiently large :.— |

Cost per acrci

15 yards of 3-inch iron pipe, weight 5J cwt., £ s. d. .

at 7s. 6i
"

Laying and jointing with lead and yarn, 11

hydrants, and fixing, at Is. per yard
A liquid manure tank of 42-inch brick-work
with 9-inch dome, 1001

200 yards of gutta percha 2-inch tubing, a'

5s. 6d. per yard, or 1 yard per acre
Steam-engine of b-horse power, 200Z

Pair of 6-inch pumps, 20-inch stroke, 1003. ...

2 1

15

10

5

1

10

J

6

o

£5191
So that about 51. per acre will be the cost of the wl
operation ; this is considerably higher than the estime ,

quoted by the General Board of Health, p. 136 (wl),

paper on this subject everybody should read), ; >

much higher than my own expense; because whe

carried out this operation in March 1852, the pnc( J

iron pipes was only 41. 5s. per ton, labour, mater: I

&c, in proportion.
,

" I think I have somewhat over-estimated the (

I

but there are always a number of incidental expel ^
which tend to enlarge the estimate.

" Assuming 7^ per cent, on the sunk capital to I

rfc

sufficient charge, your fixed charge on every aci

ill" farm will be 7*. dd., and your working expe; ,,

will be as follow on the land actually irrigated :
|i

6-horse power, or 7 cwt. of coals per diem ... £0 8 fl(

Engineer 2 6j
Man and youth to work jet, 2s. 6d., Is. Gtt. ... 4 C

|

Miscellaneous expenses -0 1 '

cultivation is to produce a plant which shall have a £0 15

single head only, and one tap root without any principal Or 15s. <Sd. per diem working expenses. With
laterals. In some plants, as in the Rampion and power you will put on 5000 gallons per hour, or 50
Skirret, the innate propensity to division is so strong I gallons in 10 working hours; allowing two hours

as to make them scarcely worth cultivating, notwith-

standing their intrinsic merits. Mr. Buekman has shown
that the tendency of cultivation accompanied by a careful

selection of seed and change of soil is to produce single

taproots, but that amongst
under the most favourable

each acre, or 10,000 gaflons per acre, the cost for t(\

dressing per acre will be 3s. Id. ,

" Supposing the Grass or other crop requires !
dressings per year, the cost would be 12s. id. per ii

i quantity of seedliugs, i on the land actually irrigated.

circumstances, there is
j

" It is now three years and a half since I first hep

152.

Hew Plants.
CoccocvrseLUM cordifolium. Nees and Martina,

D. O. Prodr. iv. 397.
Among many curious plants raised in the garden of

the Horticultural from the abundant collections of our
zealous friend Mr. Skinner is this, which he describes
as " an exquisite little thing, with ultramarine-coloured

always a disposition to revert to the original con-
\
irrigating, and I have no hesitation in sayiug that

dition, and that this tendency is increased in pro- ! operation is a profitable one. By this process IC,

portion to adverse agricultural influences, as untimely intimately admix your manure witb every grajiulllt,

sowing, poverty of soil, repeated produce upon ' the soil and subsoil to the depth of the drains, whiilT

the same ground, &c. Wherever, therefore, a large ' have often seen discharging the liquid at 4 and 5 la

quantity of branched roots occur the quality of the seed
,

deep. A cross cut in our ordinary soils exhi
|fl ,

may be suspected, provided it has not come from too 5 inches of friable and well-looking soil, whilst all bejjj
t |

rich a soil, the soil itself be in proper condition, and the shows undisturbed poverty.
tl |(

same crop has not been taken several years in succession. "Irrigation remedies this and fertilises where fc,

Under unfavourable circumstances the branched roots plough-iron never enters.

will become woody and the plants run rapidly to seed, "In the practical working of the operation, a hund .^

presenting a condition identical with that in our last difficulties presented themselves; these have all liEJ

article. The vulgar notion that the division arises from overcome, (as with steam, gas, and other new inventio £

the manure not being properly incorporated with the and now our men pursue their avocation without lei ',

le

soil, insomuch that small fibres attracted by the isolated hindrance. ...

.

patches become strong branches, is, I believe, entirely " I have written largely on this subject in the A C
without foundation. cultural Gazette, and under the head ' Sewage',

,

w
395. It is highly necessary for the prevention of this , ' Blackie's Cyclopaedia of Agriculture.'

,
r
„

condition, that seed should be raised from selected roots,
: "The main difficulties that have been overcome V;^'

and not from a crop taken indiscriminately ; that the —the avoidance of concussion by ample air-vessels,i|,

roots should not have come from very late sown seed, intermixture and suspension of the solid manure;,^

a circumstance which has an especial tendency to pro- constant agitation produced by an impulsion of air f I

duce plants which run to seed rapidly without forming an air-pump.
a tap root, and that the roots themselves should have " The substitution of a gutta percha suction pipe '

been raised and stored some time previously to being corrugated joints instead of iron pipes,

committed to the ground. It was explained before that
\

" The use of a large suction gutta percha bulb

the greater part of the objects of agriculture are due to many holes, by which the manure is gradually

a certain debility of constitution, and by storing the slowly drawn in, thereby avoiding the choking, w:

plants, that exuberance of vegetation is checked which
i was caused by a violent rush through limited openi

* From hccxTuXos a finger, and piia. a root.

t The articles Anbury, Clubbing, Fingers and Toes, and
|

Turnip disease in tho " Encyclopedia of Agriculture," may be

I

consulted on this subject.

% Precisely the contrary was stated in Mr. Buckman's p

see Agricultural Gazette, 1854, p. 672. The mistake was pro!

a mere misadvertence, and at any rate the matter is con;

stated in the present Volume, p. 778.

tl
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^raiiiiin^ the irni.u percna tubing white to prevent

£§ nitin^ in summer by the boat of Mm mum.

tiBoi'tlng corrugated joint*), at Intervale of IB feet,

,#j mhin the gutta neroha tubing to curve without

1klinK .'

[piproving the draught and totting ol my Btoam-

r, by a strict adherence to tlm rules laid down in

frf W. VVilliamH'MmlmiraMo work ' On the Combustion
>oal and tho Prevention of Sraoko,

1 which every

»r of a steam-engine would And it profitable t<» read,

rbere in DO reason why tliu nnwn({n of our towim
Id not ho applied to the fertilisation oi tho moH.

pt that prejudice and dmholiof will obstruct all in-w

rtdkings,

Aii examination of tlm Croydon Water Works,
re 650,000 galloon are raisou dally l/»n fest| and
ped a mile for I 3a. Go* worth of dust coal, will ihow
cheaply our irrigation might be offootod by a proper
itment of capital.

Mr. Whitworth, in hie Special Report on America,
« that tlm Navy Dock, Nnvv York, containing
000 cubic feet of water, in converted Into a dry
in four hours and il hall hy a stoam pump, which

^8 how oiiHily the oontents of our London sewers
it be applied to the soil instead of poiso :

i* ; but then you must get farmers and landlords to

ive that it ia profitable for thetu to economise and
for this precious ingredient, or they will not make
leoeasary arrangements for itn application,

In coiicIuhiou, tlicmo who desire to Bave themselves
ble in thiH matter may Bend their engineers to

oino my works at Tiptreo, or come themselves,

Mr. Walker pays 607, a year for the Bowage of

by, and applies it to his land, Tho Earl of itartox

8 the Hcwnge of Watford for 107. per annum.
The Edinburgh meadows (once barron wnsto) have,
rrigation with tho town sewago,'been converted into

Gross lamia, let annually by tender tu the Edin-
;h cowkeepers nt an average rental of 'Jl/. per
;ch acre ! 1 I

N.N. Thin operation can only ho carried out where
sr is obtainable in sufficient quantity. In my case
taint" 1 a constant nupply of pure water by drai li-

ft piece of boggy land 12 feet deep. Water
will produce the Water Cress is considered by

onshire men well suited for irrigation. Mine is of
quality."

AUTU M N

.

|l low beautiful is autumu, with its varied tints of rich
[jivn and deep green, its fading Oak and Beech, whose
B'es seem to linger on tho branches where they have
H'cd so merrily during the dong warm past summer 1

1 the wind as it rustles through the crisp foliage,

Lteriuo, about, our path the einhlems of the life and
;ility of another season now gathering into the tilling

ib of the past—how clearly it speaks the object of its

ision and falls upon the ear as a soft moan of grief

r the dying and the dead ! Spring with its renewed
—its sunny days, its gladdening hopeful happy face,

i many and varied varieties. Summer has perhaps
re substantial elements of Nature's power and the

idora and love of Nature's Creator. But I must con-
s a weakness in favour of autumu as a season in which,
>ve all others, the mind acquires that calm and happy
le which befits it best to contemplate the wonderful
rid around us. Where is the busy life—the myriads
insects— the birds with their varied notes and joyful

igs ? They do not now, it is true, enliven the soli-

le of the forest or cover its "babbling brooks" with
sir gay and graceful motion.

But the very fact that they are gone, and all around
silent, save the chance caw of tho passing rook, the

reech of the startled jay, or the " wood sprite," or

ly be my old friend the torn-tit cracking the stone of

e Hawberry on a neighbouring branch, gives a

aling of awe to the thoughtful, and adds another charm
the mind's eye of Nature's student. In The Book

$ are told there is * ; a time to weep and a time to

ugh ; a time to mourn and a time to dance."
mphatically I would add that autumn is, par
'cellenccy a il time to think." Because, do as you
ill—say as you will—argue as you will—to the con-

usion you must come that no one can look upon the

ch tints of autumn, listen to its falling leaves and
link of the busy life that has fulfilled its purpose and
*ssed away, without feeling in his inward soul that he
reading a type of his own destiny among created

lings. His joy, and hope, and affection, and love

—

>ere they not the attributes of his spring \ And the

usy, crowded, active thoughts and actions of life— do
ley not tell of his summer I How easy then is the

ransition to that period when in the calm of life, his

smembrance of those who are goue from the bright

orld for ever brings him to the mellow autumn of his

tvn existence—and the falling leaf, and the fading

radscape, and the stillness of all around him,

o not these things raise within him thoughts too

eloquent to speak," and give a sanctity to that which
i the type of his own mortality—the shadow of his

tvn doom ?

And yet again the thoughts which this season excite

re not alone of self. " He hath made everything beau-

ful in His time." And there is nothing more beautiful

ian the design winch He has imprinted upon all that

[e has made. The stupid Pantheist who localises his

lod in each leaf or stone or flower on the face of the

firth, forgets that the thing created can never be equal

\ Him who creates. As the labourer sleeps after his

toll that his Btrongifi me* bo rosion

autumn En preparing (*<r that sleep oi wluun
will give It renovated luauriaiuu to the
Am the animal slumbers) after »* food so do** tl

<>r flower, and autumn Is * fitting symbol a

denes which oai • Lh for " every on spins; '

befoi thi loavj swallow bim

t ol 'i" '" ten 'd out Btunnw i new I i

away to ft warmer land the dot el Ileuses

end the Inseoi im« Booghl II bo -
, si d i

with no wonder, and, alee, too often with no tli

for uch things " slways
And nutti Ii In another sepeel f> proof ol ll

nature ol the human mind u '>•• men i in

worl thai God '" : " sth from Lh<

W, know thai tho life ol (he world Iwcomoa doro
u I. nt who tdinll *ny whftl tlml hf*- U, the

of which Is aheeked l>y the sniamnal frost 1 Tba
operation nt evident, thi fael Is slear, bnl

spring t>\ hidden from oi i
"-'l »i«'i

sublime attributes ol Infli

Still ones more, sulumn Is <

worldj ' a od al ki that evei

and enjoy thi \<n I of all hts labonr.lt Is tin

Tho quirrel il his nuts In thi niflh trees, the I

I'iIIh Iiim gr in irlt , tht -Irri^* the '
i

into it i nest, and man gatliors his golden oorn Into his

itaokyard.

Thsse and many mors are the facts whit h give, lo my
mind, a peculiar charm lo iitumn, bol as we thli

ponder upon them all, tht opens onl Inl

wider ana grandt r Hold of eontompUtlon ; die bi

Ion ;or ripples in tho ear— tho paeeln

Btortlofl the thtnkorfrom his roveris the leavei i

;it liii foot no more lingo I

tin' past and gono tho insllow tints are changed, for lh<

mind has ps rds, and has t"
-

winter, seeing In the far dlstanci * again

of that which but Baomod to 'Ii**, and the
*

own exi tones again loomt rortfa ipealdog '>f tin*

Eternal, of that which lives for over,

And the dead leaves are gone and new bud* spring

forth, and again the sound of lif<* i* heard, and the

sing and the insects hum nnd tli<- Grass grows groen,

and Nature risen once more into life, nnd the

reads the history of b human soul which ihall ni

And so I love all the seasons which God has :•

for our happiness, but above nil I love to linger upon

the mellow tints of autumn. ''. !'. !

il M klUHil
- nt, *t»4 fc*'

(
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Syn. Boi has v." • 9 una B

Under the latter of these names a tree was n
into the collection of the Horticultural Society, from

the nursery of Mr. Duchaium, of Camberwell, in

The name, however, is objectionable, inasmuch ai the

fruit is not properly a Ueurrc, nor is it asserted that the

T>^ <AWti*/'t'
'

the vitality of Mode en

soil is, bowei
to have i

•

many years pooL Tb« fan**.

which allusion h*.s

closely inve

embrjos reteinins tot tbt

huo'Jr

as well authenticated |

ntea« to emy t>.*t

.» i aoees • si

variety was raised by Mr. Buchanan. In 1S-7, how.

ever, a cutting was received from Mr. Jutler as the

Verulam Tear, which proved to be identical, and this

name is considered the better one to adopt.

The fruit is produced all over the tree wish crest

regularity, and it is remarkably uniform in siie. which

is similar, in tolerably good soil, to that of the fruit here

represented, from a standard ; but in rich -

considerably larger. The form is regular. S

slender and" woody. Eye rather open in a slight

sion. The skiu is strong, and with its bro

close coating of russet is well adapted for protecting

the fruit for a long period. The flesh is crisp and juicy,

and iu good seasons becomes tolerably melting, especially

'

thin i«. I beliere, the only one in vfeieb aC
of the procew, from nh
been MTiatim ri,- 1 *rmth*i

\l tome vttmi wv) whu-
. I aa

to any »nch, I have l-ecn too f

^hich I once lho«:

.

thai makea Urg'- fllimmli ui i
t r !. '^, a]]

steps h^ no vatched by practised

That I may DOl be acevred of Uirj a etari <4

my contidiDce or an unrraronaUe MTfl I

arid a case in point in «hich I »>» i -4 aalr

my*c!f meat entirely decnrnl, let a mch man
cantious ar. .

- ra .«t Kmred the

taaoo an i I, M yaa are

Tinted the Khaaia '*f*'
durinc t:r i =« *' d-«r$

»o, in the «:: • febJuiei
hat rercra country. •• feD opoo «wu -

vation by tbe late laa>ented Griffith, daat aa arV«t>-

rcoos k oca of Lcraattat (otlm « i»e

an unexcepti- r,al y paraaitical rtr.c* ere* there
: 'mly an ace

bol a proband observer, »bo had n*de of

Lorantbus a partica ar ttadj, ; "lywic^eaDy
especially, we never U r a i

accuracy of his statement ; ;

some botai
- .«»-.n a»d I

~ on after our ar.

(apparently) terreslrial aibore

formirg a s-ai: tree a: e ••>!

-how? slender trunk we dwbed, aad {«•-

cured abundance of SfeeiuiLU of

floa-ers, and also a mxdoa cl the

box h stated hia plant so have *n

found at elevjjioo. • • the
"

Ac, of an I
we cooii

;j«jd case of tie

subseqaesil }osr-

the bases of tbe naonntains we band the »m upeeie*,

- as our obserraac-T

r-xeeded ai-

toMvru -

there are soon pe-dtsoorered it, mesp«»<Sng

with tfc.

- ca.ewi.ieh,

irith the true appei"

Loranthus, - - . cenid,

although, as one or two other exctjCins oee=- la

Mad nW
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examining them seriatim after certain stated intervals
say one or two yearly. We should thus at any rate
solve the first question, whether the seed can resist the
effects of damp and for how long. The operators, too
would certainly have the advantage over Nature, for the
seeds as shed from the plant must lie long on the sur-
face exposed to birds and the weather before they are
covered at all ; and indeed it is difficult to imagine how
it is that they can get buried in any abundance without
germination taking place. If my friend Mr. Darwiu
would undertake these experiments, he would be
conferrmg a great boou on sceptics like myself, and
on science in general. I can assure him that there is no
one into whose care all classes of naturalists would rather
see them intrusted, for there is none in whose acuteness
judgment, and sagacity they place more confidence!
He has already conferred a lasting benefit on both
botanists and horticulturistsby his admirableexperimeuts
upon salted seeds ; and until these experiments were
tried by him, I did not at all believe that many of the
seeds he steeped would have withstood as many days'
immersion as they have weeks, and even months. I
shall be only too glad .to change my opinion, or rather
to dismiss my doubts as to the Charlock seeds if he will
kindly uudertake to help me to do so. /. D. Hooker.

Meteorological Summary, for September, 1855. Pre-
pared from the Comparative Observations iu the Irish
Land Schedule of 15th October. No. 98.

Month of September

Locality.

England.
1 Durham
2 Exeter
3 Greenwich ...

4 Hawarden ...

5 Lampeter ...

6 Norwich
7 Nottingham
8 "Worcester ...

Ireland.
9 Armagh
10 Cork..
U Dublin
12 Portarlington
13 Sligo

Scotland.
14 Annat, Perth
15 Edinburgh ...

16 Glasgow
17 Inverness ...

^lean
Barometer

Inches.
•30.165

30.250
'30.139
*30.227

30.198
130.248
•30.195

30.261

Means

30.216
130.001
•30.173
*30 169
30.227

Means

30.035
30.143

+30.139
•30.079

Mean Thermometer

Max

Means

58
66
68
63
66
64
67
70

Min

65.2

62.8

59.7

deg.
47
50
47
48
45
49
47
47

47.5

Mean

deg,

52.5

58.0

57.5

55.5

55.5

56.5

57
58.5

50.6

48.2

56.4

55.5

69.5

5S5
56.0

54

56.7

g «

<l o

inches
0.29

0.S3

1.12

0.70

2.00

0.83

0.51

0.74

0.i

54
54.5

53.0

54.5

54.0

1.36

1.54

1.19

1.12

1.18

1.28

36
29

0.85

0.71

0.55

parasitism, there is no reason why there should not bo a
terrestrial arborescent species as well as a fruticose
one.'' We unsuspectingly began to gather abundance of
specimens, but our habit of never, when possible,
collecting from one individual, soon led to the dis-
covery that this was no terrestrial plant at all, but
simply that of an ElEeaguus-like Loranthus, growing on
an Elaeagniis, parasitically, of course. Both" Elteagnus
and Loranthus were extremely abundant on all the hills
there and . lsewhere in the Kbasia, the former often
contributing largely to the copse wood, and we were "not
a. little surprised that Griffith, who had twice, after an
interval of several years, visited Myrung, should have
fallen into such a mistake. We congratulated ourselvesall
the more on the genuine crop of our terrestrial Loranthus
of the foot of the hills. We were, however, ourselves
doomed to disappointment, for on finally leaving the
Khasia by the same road we had followed so often
before, we stopped to procure a larger specimen of the
Loranthus wood than we had previously obtained, and
to do so cut down the tree, when we observed a very
suspicious looking minute but familiar green leaf amongst
the apparent Loranthus branches, and the truth came
out that this was a case of the parasite possessing itself
whollyof thebranchesof an Orange tree, its own branches
covered with green leaves spreading out on all sides, and
their branchlets hanging down, completely concealed the
few remaining leaves of the Orange in one case, and
wholly so in another close by. It may well be asked how
experienced botanists can make such mistakes, especially
how they came to be made in the field, and by persons
who were not merely collecting for specimens, but
endeavouring to observe every plant accurately in its
living state. But for Dr. Thomson and my having
visited Griffith's locality in one case, and having spent
months m the Khasia, and collected wood specimens in
the other, the anomaly would have remained almost
indisputably verified by three botanists of there being
such things as terrestrial tree Loranthi in India. I
need hardly add, that when both the Eleeagnus and
its Loranthus were known to us, we saw so much differ-
ence between them as they grew, that to make such a
mistake appeared impossible

; and So in the case of the
Orange and its parasite, it puzzled us to conceive how
we had failed to recognise the trunk of our supposed
Loranthus to be that of an Orange tree, abundance of
which of the same size and height were "rowing around
it. These are perhaps remarkable cases, but they are
far from soh (ary ones ; I have been so often deceived my-
self, and have been sent after so many mares'-nests by
honest but inexperienced observers, that I have learnt
by experience to mistrust all paradoxes in science
-the cases of seeds lying burled in the ground for
years, and springing up after the soil is
disturbed, belong to almost another class from
the Raspberry case; for there is sometimes no
proof of the seeds having been buried at all, and at
others there is no possibility of approximating to the
length of time that they have been buried ; they may, in
short, be quite recently deposited. Mr. Darwin's
Charlock seed case appears to me to be for various
reasons by far the besf instance yet adduced, for he
proved that the seeds grew from below the surface of
the disturbed soil, and therefore could not have been
recently deposited on its surface. My objection to
placing implicit confidence in this case, is the want of
evidence that Charlock seed will withstand the destroy-
ing effects of moisture for any number of years. A
vast accumulation of observations have been made
some intentionally and some accidentally, on the vitality
of seeds, and all fail to show that this can be lono-
retained under moisture, except those few of whose
early history (as of the Charlock) we can obtain no
satisfactory information. This of itself appears to me
to be suspicious

; and another fact is still more so, viz
that as observers and means of observation increase, the
number of well attested facts does not multiply propor-
tionately. How is it that we never find scarce or in-
teresting plants under such circumstances ? how is it
that the seeds never are seen in the soil ? If I am
answered that they are too minute, I would ask why
it is that only minute seeds lie so buried. Again we
are as yet very ignorant of the habits of many animals
and this interference of the animal kingdom with the'
laws that regulate the vegetable, are constantly giving

the
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sP°n°ent "&" that finer specimens of this noble Ferna series ol sods at different depths, and may be seen in this county (Denbighshire) than any I

[Dec 1855.
have seen of it iu Ireland ; many of the fron.ii
measured this season have been 8 and 9 feet high
situation in which these plants grow is bo», whicl
flooded every season. I have dug for the cau
A feet deep, but I never could get one entire ; could
get such noble specimens to grow iu our Ferneries tjt
effect would be truly striking. There would, I thi
be some difficulty in procuring specimens of this F
tor all the Roman Catholics in Ireland to use uj
1 aim Sunday

; the favourite Palm there for that da'™™™»» Yew. J. £., Mrth Wales.
IT kite Thorn.—Forty years ago it was the practice

give the Haws to turkeys or other fowls and to s
their dung, by which it is believed that the germinati
ot the seeds in the first year was secured. Is the pr
tice exploded or forgotten % J. ft, Bury St. Edmunds.

Apricots m Orchard Bouses.—With some cultivate
these have not done so well as Peaches and Nectarin.
having failed to set their fruit. I have always had go
crops, I believe owing solely to my having bad
trees placed, while in bloom, near the openings for
so that a brisk wind always blew on them. The Apric
while in bloom seems to defy the coldest winds if thi
are dry

; but with the least stagnation of damp air i

blossoms drop without setting their fruit. T. R. [Thi
fruited well with the free ventilation of the orchar
house in the garden of the Horticultural Society

]
Cypresses.— After reading your leading article ,

Oct. 27, where you observe that in the neighbourhoc
of Bouloukli in Asia Minor, M. Balansa had met wit
a grove of wild Cypresses, all of the spreading sormy attention was drawn to the great number of spreai
mg Cypresses in the cemeteries north of the arsenal o
the Golden Horn here. They are of all intermedial
shapes, from the closely compressed spiral to the ope 1
round-headed form of evergreen Oaks. Most of th
open sorts, however, have the general appearance c

Spruce Firs—mauy of them like Scotch Firs—wit
drooping branches

; from one of these I cut a specime;
of leaves and buds to make quite sure they were real!
true Cypresses, which I found they were. Some too
the shape of the flat-headed Stone Pine, but these wer
rare. In the other cemeteries round this city am
suburbs, as well as at the large cemetery behini
Scutari, I have not observed so great a variety as iu thi
one behind the arsenal. But, doubtless, observers whi
have had greater opportunities than I have had mus
have seen the same thing in other places, though

'

should think there are few places, if any, where sue!
an extent of cemetery and such numbers of plantec
Cypresses exist as round Constantinople, with its Euro-

s'. S. P., Constantinople J

* Observations are reduced to 32 deg

,1,1
H
k'

8ht
? cistern not SiTen in these localities, and, therefore

teen corrected?
3 ^ DOt C°"eCted f0r heiSb <; a» others have

Remarks.
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tha f°»°™g winds have prevailed ™Nortl°25 days; north-east, 4J; east, 2,( ; south-east, 21; south U-south-west 7J; wes^3; north-west, 3; and calm days 3?'
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—Henry AllmM, 27, College Green, Dublin.
Tke Double Crimson Chinese Peach.—This is the most

beautiful of all double rosaceous trees, and when gently
forced so as to bloom in February it is one of the
greatest ornaments to the conservatory. After being
removed from the forcing-house it retains its blossoms'
a iong time in a greenhouse temperature. My tree in
a 13-mchpot blooms every year admirably, and givesme a good crop of its curious pointed fruit, which at the
tree is stationary in a corner of one of my forcing-
houses ripen in July. They are juicy and really agree-
able, although not rich or high flavoured. The tree is
every year a beautiful object when in bloom T R

Heating.- I have a pit and a hothouse heated withwarm water. The boiler I use is one recommended
by Mr. Rivers, and placed over a brick Arnott stoveOn the top of the stove is a strong iron plate, whichnpcompo TfOPir lint Ennn «f.„- il__ /. i . .. .

pean suburbs and Scutari.
Nov. 19.

Genera Plantarum Floras Germanicce.—As some o
your readers may have taken in the early numbers o
this work by Professor Nees v. Eseubeck and others, r
will be satisfactory to them to know that there is i

reasonable prospect of its being continued and completed
By a direct application in Bonn I have learned that, it

spite of many aud peculiar difficulties, the publishers art
proceeding, ihat three competent editors are occupied
in the work, and that four or five fasciculi maybe lookec
for in the coming year. Up to the present time 28
fasciculi have been issued. G., Rath.

Linnean, Nov. 20.—The President jn the chair.—
Among the presents announced was a collection of about
200 species of dried plants from the Australian Alps,
collected and presented by Dr. Miiller. Mr. F. Ruffe,
of Tamworth, exhibited specimens of a Cardamine, sup-
posed to be a hybrid between C. amara and C. pratensia,
gathered at Dunstall, near Tamworth ; but which Mr.
Syme was of opinion differed in no respect from the
former species. The following papers were read :— 1.
" Observations on the mode in which the Argyroneta
aquatica forms the bell of air with which it sur-
rounds itself beneath the surface of the water," by
the President. In one of the experiments detailed,
the following results were observed. In an up-
right vessel of water furnished with a platit of
Stratiotes, six Argyroneta^ were placed. The one now-
referred to began to weave his beautiful web about
6 P.M. After much preliminary preparation, he as-
cended to the surface, and obtained a bubble of air with
which he immediately and quickly descended, and the
bubble was disengaged from the body, and left in con-
nection with the web. The nest was on one side in
contact with the glass, and enclosed in an angle formed
by two leaves of the Stratiotes, so that the movements
could be easily observed. Presently he ascended again
and brought down another bubble, which was similarly
deposited. In this way no less than 14 journeys were-
performed, sometimes two or three very quickly
in succession, at other times at a considerable in-
terval, during which he was employed in extend-'
ing and giving shape to the beautiful transparent
bell, getting into it, pushing it out at one place,
rounding it in another, and attaching it more
closely to the supports. At length he seemed to-
be satisfied with its dimensions, when he crept into it
and settled himself to rest with the head downwards.
The ceil was now the size, and nearly the form of half
an acorn, cut transversely, the smaller and rounded
part being uppermost. Similar observations were made
in other instances. 2. " On some new species of
Chamselanciese," by Dr. C. F. Meisner. The group of
myrtaceous plants which was established by De Caiv
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tile umJcr iho name 'if ' IhamtBlauuiea), l whi
thonn particularly characteristic ol the Flora ol

ollainl, hai become ho well known to botu -

rough ilm collections of Drummond I Profs*, that

« author considers It surprising that to fow or thom
anted iiH they urn in many oases I >y uncommon
ogauae and the lovelluosfl of tholr flowors nhouhl
ave found their way Into gardens, to which thay
ould certainly be valuable and highly ornamontal
mtlsltlons. "Ah far an I lntv<- boon able to uncertain,"

continues, "the only representatives ol tin i

hich were known prior to tho lust your, in ISuropoan
irduiiH, were two or three BpooioB ol' Calyaothrlx, To
tese have been quite recently added Hi" two fl

f Qenetyllie, H«urod in the Botanloal Mn
1 t. 4888 and 4880), Dr. Moisner propoii i for thai

guVed at t. 4860, under the name ol Q macro
io name of O. Hooltoriana, o ildoring It to bi ill tlncl

rom tlio plant ho numod by l'urozanlnow, whloli i

gured at t. 4858 der the name of <;. tuliplfora,

lurozaninow'H description and referonoe, on a parlaon
dth the authentic specimens In the Linnooan Soolel

'

erbarium, support this view, tnthopopor no* ri

)r. Meisner desorlbod '12 now speolos, malting tin

>umb»r of desoribed speoies of the ordor
I II

." Notice of two undescrlbed spaotoi of Gen
rom S. W. Australia," by K. Klpplst, Esq, Till

aper wiih supplementary to Dr, Moisnor's, and do
icribed two speoies of Drummond's which that author
lid not appi'iir In lllivo wen, n.-iim-ly, < ;

.
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1 1 i i Inn
iriatn, Kip, (Drum. ser. 5, No, 90), and G. Mel rl,

'up. (Drum. hit. 5, Niw. loo, 101), Thoy wore both
jatherod by Mr. Drummond at Cnngineerup, in n
ourney to the southward of Swim River, towards I ipi

rticho
; those desoribed by Dr. Meieuer in the paper

ilroady noticed having been oolleated during a Bubse
ptont tour of Hi months to the north of tbo Bettlemenl
1'ho author added some remarks explanatory of the
reasons which had independently led him to the same
lonclusion as Dr. Meisner, in tbo identification of G.
naorostegia. A constant interchange of publications
laving been carried on down to ibo commencement of
;he war, between the Linnrean Society and tbo Natural
History Society of Moscow, he bud been able to consult
rurczaninow's original paper in the Bulletin of the
atter Society (t, xxii., pt.2, p. Ill), in which a reference
,o Drummond's number, not given by Walpova, is made.
He had consulted the very complete set of Swan River
ilhamcelaiicieie in the collections of Mr. W. W. Saunders,
ind found that the number quoted by the Russian
>otanist as that of bis G. macroBtegia was that belonging
;o the G. tulipifera of the Bot. Mag., with which also
Furozaninow's description better agrees, especially in tbo

>roadly linear leaves, the ten ribs at the base' of the
:alyx-tube, and tbo obovate obtuse bracts of the general
nvolucre, "colore purpureo plus minus tinctis;" Sir \V.

Hooker's G. raacrostegia having narrower leaves, five

urrows at the base of the calyx-tube, and elliptical uni-
tolorous bracts, besides other differences. Tbo opposi
ion or alternation of the leaves is a very variable feature.

[t also would appear that Turczaninow had only seen
;he4th series of Drummond's plants, for had be seen the

>th series he would certainly not have overlooked the

rery well marked species which formed the subject of

;his paper. The 4th series does not contain the species.

5ir W. Hooker has referred to Turczaninow's name, but
)nly that with the variegated bracts, whilst the 5th

series contains both these, as well as Mr. Kippist's new
>nes. [It would thus appear certain that the G. mac-
•ostegia, Turcz. = 'J. tulipifera, Hook., aud that the

brmer name must consequently be adopted ; while for

;be G. macroategia, Hook, the name of G. Uookeriana,
iroposed by Dr. Meisner, should be substituted.]

Notices of JSoofeiS,

Dr. Hooker's valuable Himalayan Journals, one of

;he most interesting books of travels we know, as was

'ormerly stated (page 150, 1854), has just been repub-

ished by Mr. Murray in two beautifully printed volumes.

rhe present edition is divested of the elaborate scien-

tific matter which the general reader does not require,

ind is confined to the personal narrative of the distin-

guished author. By tins means the public is provided

with an admirable literary work at we imagine half the

;ost of the original.

Chemical Field Lectures, by Dr. Stb'ekhardt (Bohn.

12mo, pp. 378.) Under this name has just appeared a

volume of Bohn's Scientific library. It contains tha

lectures of a sentlemau who has gained considerable

reputation in Saxony for a sound knowledge of vege-

table physiology, and who is also Professor of Forestry

and Agriculture at Tbaraud. Professor Henfrey is the

translator anil annotator. Mr. Mechi has contributed

a paper on subterranean irrigation with liquid manure.

Thus we find combined a scientific author, a conscien-

tious translator, and a practical cultivator. Out of such

materials something good should come. We however
regret to add that, the last is answerable for three pages

only ; but these are important, as the exiractiuauotber

column will show.

We have read the work carefully, and we can say

conscientiously that for practical purposes it is calcu-

lated to be of more real value than the similar work o(

Baron Liebig, notwithstanding the learned author's cum-

brous sentences, which Mr. Henfrey will, we trust,

forgive us for Baying are not rendered more elegant in

the translation. It is notorious that when Liebig t3ok
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best who have grown upon them.' When
to him tho profit he might obtain by purchasing guaoo,

he objects : ' I had rather buy straw ; straw remains
straw ; dear stuffs won't suit our fields." And li-

the like sentences.
" Yes, it is difiicult ti get over him, the good old O.,

or to give him his full name 'Old Sty .
• different

natural propensities and peculiarities of character which
have descended to him from his grandfather, who was
called ' Egotism,' bis father the well-known ' Phlegm,'

and his mother, one of the ' Verjuice' family, ar.

in him into such a compact, tough and sohd o

that even lye and aquafortis do not exert much
on it—into a nature which is also inherited by nil

numerous children, called 'Prejudices.' 11 "> .-hall wc
make an impression on an individual ^

Marquis I'osa, says with dignily, ' I am content with

myself,' and holds the word .' old and t;on<r a'

nymous and opposed to ' new and bad,' without ci

or judgment! 1 imagine by good example, and

tinual, ever-new teaching, explaining and point

this good example.
" Far be it from me to declare war against all that is

old. No, indeed ! Would to heaven many old tilings

wire still as they have been '. It would certainly be far

better, even iu the farms of the coun'ry :

Another work on Ferus has made its appearance, in

the form of a beautiful gilr-book bearing the name of

A Popular Hi c British Ferns and Oit Allied

(square I'Jmi. Reeve"). When «i

contains 20 well coloured plates from the skillu'. pencil

of Fitch we state all that is necessary to guarantee their

accuracy and tasteful execution. Mr. Thomas Moore,

so well known by his previous writings on the same

subject, is the author. For Christmas presents it is

extremely well adapted ; for we can scarcely name a

volume more likely to be welcome to residents in the

country.

Garden Z~e~ oranda.
Messrs. Veitou's NuRSERT, Chelsea.—In one of the

houses here may be seen a capital illustration of the

additional effect to be obtained by a judicious arrange-

in; tit of plants in greenhousi s. No materials could be

less promising for producing what i? called effect than

those now alluded to, consisting of young nurser

of hard-wooded greenhouse shrc er with some

bedding plants. " Tne area of the bouse is divided

between a very broad fls' ithway, and a more
elevated stage of two or three tiers of shelves.

for the arrangement. Among the plants was a fine

stock of young" healthy variegated-leaved Pelargoniums.

Instead of these beiug placed altogether at the front,

or at the end. or ou one special shell", as would be done

iu ordinary cases, a close regular rank was se:

the edge of the stages close to the pathway. The

broad flat stage was next divided into squares I;

verse rows of these and other lively-looting var
\

plants, the spaces between being filled with tbe hard-

wooded stock. Along the raised shelves, which were
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trary. hi 1S54 about 25 lbs. of nuts sold in Hanover
for Is. Gil. ; "25 lbs. yield about 5 lbs. of oil, 1 lb. selling

for about 7c/. The oil is of a pale yellow colour, and
has an extremely agreeable tuste. It is ofteu adul-

terated with Walnut oil ; the latter is even sold as

Beech oil, and that may account for the difference of

opinion entertained resoeeliu.' the quality of the Beech
oil. The townspeople use it chiefly as salad oil, but the
peasantry employ it generally as a substitute for butter,

&.C., and only when there has been a good harvest of

nuts, for burning in their lamps. The husks (epicarpia)

are, after the oil has been expressed, made into cakes
about y inches square aud 1 i inch thick ; these are
used for combustibles, and not given, as some people
imagine, as food to cattle. Both the oil and the cakes
alluded to are exhibited in the Museum at Kew.
Hooka's Journal of Botany.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c.—Some of the early Chrysanthe-

mums will probably he getting past their best, and these
should be replaced at once, as the plants have but a very
shabby appearance when the beauty of the flower is

over. While the principal collection is in bloom a
selection should be made of the best and most useful
sorts, for there aie many worthless varieties in cultiva-
tion, and it is better to grow duplicates of the really-

good kinds than to retiin such as are but indifferent,
merely for the sake of having a long list of names. Give
timely attention to providing a succession of bloom with
which to keep this house gay, and avoid as far as possible
the expense of hard forcing, which is moreover so very
injurious to most plants. Be careful not to let
things in bloom suffer for the want of water,
giving weak clear manure water to Chrysanthe-
mums, Salvias, Camellias, &c, and use every means to
preserve the beauty of specimens in bloom as long as
possible. Greenhouse.—Damp and nfTldew are the
.great enemies to be guarded against here in the present
state of the weather, and these must be sharply looked
after, especially in the case of plants that have not well
matured their growth, and are in a rather soft state.
If tie former is troublesome it must be got rid of by
means of free ventilation on mild days, using a little

fire heat at the same time, and for the latter a dry airy
atmosphere is the best preventive, but the plants
should be frequently examined, applying sulphur on the
first appearance of the enemy. Very little water will
he required here at present, but the plants should be
caretully looked over about twice a week, so as to make
sure that nothing is allowed to feel the want of it. If not
already done, get the plants tied with the least possible
trelay, for it is very difficult to tie a plant so that it will
not look somewhat stiff and unnatural, and the
sooner all this kind of work is done the better
the specimens will look when in bloom. Cold
I?ITS; — The present is a very trying season for
the inmates of these structures, and every advantage
must be taken of mild dry days to give air freely, and a
little must be given every day when the temperature is

above freezing. Also look over the plants carefully at
least once a week, and remove decaying leaves, &c,
which when left only encourage damp and mildew.
Scarcely any watering will be necessary here for some
lime to come, and the plants will be all the better for
being kept rather dry at the root, but strong healthy
plants will probably be found to require water occasion-
ally to prevent the balls getting unhealthily dry, and
when water must be given select a dry morning for
doing so, and give air freely during the day. See that
the frames are well banked up, so as to be proof against
atiy ordinary frost, and do not neglect covering up
securely at night.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Plants in bloom will require' very careful

management to prevent their being injured by damp,
and the atmosphere must be kept dry, with a rather
brisk temperature, admitting a little fresh air on every
favourable opportunity

; and if there is the means of
• admitting air over the pipes, so that it may get warmed
- before coming in contact with the plants, a little should
be admitted constantly. 1'lants in bloom should also
be near the glass, and where they will catch every ray
of sunshine. It is nearly impossible to get fruit to
"swell anything like properly at this season, therefore
unless a succession of ripe fruit is indispensable, and
cannot be secured save by driving plants that bloomed
bite in autumn, these had better be kept rather quiet until

the sun gains a little more power. Where an attempt
must be made at present to get fruit to swell, a moist
warm temperature of about 70° at night aud 75° by day
roust be maintained, allowing it to rise to|80°, with
the assistance of sunshine, and the bottom-heat must
be kept regular at about !!.5°, taking care to keep the
soil in a healthy state as to moisture. But it is difficult

to get the fruit to make much progress at present,

and a little time lost uow will be easily overtaken in

spring when the plants will enjoy a high moist
temperature, and the fruit will increase more in

weight in one month then than in two at present.

Vineries.—As soon as the early house is closed for

forcing, be careful to secure a thoroughly moist state of
the atmosphere by frequently sprinkling the floors and
every available surface, but as observed previously, a
regularly moi9t state of the atmosphere is most effectu-
ally secured by means of a slight bed of fermenting

materials in the house, which will also afford a little

warmth, and the moisture from this is much more con-
genial to vegetation than anything that can be effected

by the most careful use of the syringe or evaporating
pans. But the most essential point in successful early
forcing is securing a healthy and vigorous root action,

and unless this is provided, the best and most careful

management of the atmosphere will be of but little

importance. An occasional application of water at a
temperature of about 90* will greatly assist to infuse

w-armth into the soil aud excite the roots, and there isno
good reason why the roots of Vines for early work
should not, to a large extent, be inside the house. But
where this is not the case give careful attention to the

fermenting material placed on the outside border, keep-
ing it well protected from the weather and frequently

turned over, and by additions, as may be necessary,

endeavour to secure a steady warmth of about 60° at a
foot below the surface.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The weather is still comparatively favourable for ex-

ecuting alterations ; and where these are in hand they

should be prosecuted with the greatest possible despatch,

taking advantage of frosty mornings, &c, for wheeling.

Planting, or the removal of large trees or shrubs, cannot
be finished too soon ; for it is of the utmost importance
that the plants should be afforded some chance of making
fresh roots before the trying winds of March. See to

even small plants being secured against the wind ; for

these are ofteu greatly injured by being blown about
after planting, which a small stake and a few minutes'

work would prevent. Get in a stock of briars for bud-

ding upon next season. Let the roots be well trimmed,
cutting back closely the strong ones ; for these, if left,

will be of little use save to furnish an endless supply of

suckers. As soon as alterations are completed, and the

beds and borders are put into proper order for the

winter, let a little fresh gravel be put upon the walks if

necessary, in order to render them firm aud dry for

the winter. The stock of half-hardy plants in pots for

next summers decoration must be freely exposed to the

air on every favourable opportunity, and every means
used to protect them from damp. Very little water will

be required for some time to come, aud no more should

be given than will suffice to keep the plants from
flagging. Keep the surface of the soil cleaD, aud the

plants perfectly free from insects, i

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
Carnations and Picotees.— By no means smother

these very hardy plants, they will stand any amount of

frost provided they are inured to it. Abundance of air,

!

and a medium state of moisture is a sine qua non. Then
give air at every favourable opportunity—rain at this

\

season it is as well to avoid. Dahlias.—Examine the

tubers, probably the labels may be getting nearly

illegible, or the ties decayed ; in either case, immediate
j

attention is requisite. Tulips.—Those who had not

planted at the time-honoured date (Nov. 9) would have

had something to do to find a right period for intrusting

their bulbs to the ground ; like late sown corn they may
occasionally be up to the mark, but we prefer taking

time by the forelock.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
If any transplanting or root pruuing of fruit trees has

yet to be done let this be attended to without further

loss of time, and see that those exposed to the wind are

securely staked before leaving them. Also get the

ground prepared for fresh plantations, and the trees

planted as soon as possible. Take every opportunity of

pushing forward pruning and nailing. Give air freely

to Lettuce and Cauliflower plants under glass ; indeed

the sashes should merely be used to exclude frost, and
throw off rains, for they will do all the better in spring

for being kept hard and stocky over the winter. If

not already done make a sowing of Peas and Beans on

well sheltered dry ground, and do not spare the seed of

the former, for it will be some time exposed to the

depredations of mice, &c. In favourable localities a

second sowing may be made if the first sowing is through

the ground. Take advantage of the first dry day that

may occur with the ground in a rather dry state to earth

up closely any of the Celery that may have outgrown

the previous soiling, and be prepared to protect the

ridges in case of severe frost. Dry stable litter answers

very well for this purpose, but where they can be

afforded, light straw or reed shutters are preferable as

beincr more easily applied, causing less litter, and these

are also useful in excluding wet. It will soon be time to

be providing seed for the early crop of Celery next

season, and for this purpose we know no variety equal

to Cole's dwarf white. This is, as its name indicates,

a dwarf variety, and cannot be grown to a large size,

but where quality is preferred to size it will give satis-

faction, for it is very crisp, soon blanches, and the

flavour is everything that could be wished. Attend to

keeping up a regular succession of Seakaje, Asparagus,

and Rhubarb, by introducing moderate quantities at

short intervals into heat.

Not. SO—Overcast; veryflnci frosty at nislrt.

Dec. 1—Hazy; very fine, ^ith sun; rain at night.
— 2-Clmidy throughout; rain at nisrht.— 3— Clear and lrosty ; overcast ; slight shower of anow in the

evening.— 4—Foggy; drizzly; cloudy.— 5—Clear; cold increasing from morning to night.
— 6—Slight snow ; densely overcast ;

piercing cold wind; frosTy.

Mean temperature of tlic week -13 deg. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK.
Uurlng the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Dec. 15,lH5n.

Sunday
Mon.
Toes.
Wed.

si-5j h

MS
3i.9

No. of
Years in

which it

Rained.

14

Greatest
Quantity
of Hain.

H.31 in.

(1.-70

C.62

0.Z6
(1.16

0.32

Prevailing Wind.

*l»|S.b'5|

Si J
4 —

The highest temperature durine the above period occurred on the .

13-12—therm. 131 deg. ; and the lowest on the 13th, 1346— therm. 11 deu.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISW1CK, NEAR LONDON,
For the week ending Dec. G, lH&a.as obaerved at the Horticultural Garde, s.

Tbmfrrat IIHK.

Nov. o 3

3

Ol the Air. Oltbe Eartu Wind
end. Dec. Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 toot

deep.
2 reel

deep.

Friday 30 21 30.0/r? 29.9S0 45 2ti 3S.5 44 4G W.
Satur. 1 (I

-

30.072 29.837 40 31 3".5 44 in

Sunday 2 'M 29S79 29.S1! 44 26 35.0 43 45*

Hon.. 3 '.'4 29.9SH 29.9S3 40 31 35.5 43
i!5 2LWiS •2<)Mb 47 36 41.5 42

Wed. 5 % 29.509 44 30 37.0 42*
Thur». 6 ' 2V04 29.3/3 42 :s 3>.ft 43 45

Average . ?9.si:i 29.724 44.it 30.0 37.0 43.0 1 45.3

Notices to Correspondents.
Ailantcs glandulosa : An Old Subscriber being about to throw
a large tree of this, will feel obliged by Rome of our readers in-

forming him whether or not the limber is good for building or

to what other use it can be advantageously put. The tree i*

about 40 feet in height.
Arbutus: A. If you do not cut it down to the ground it will

spring again. Cut off its bead, leave 6 feet of the stem, and
prune any laterals back to one-third of their length.

Books: An Anxious Improver. Cobbett's English Grammar is a

good book for you; but it has nothing to do with gardening. If

you want an elementary book on gardening buy Nichol's

Gardeners' Calendar, which can be had of any bookseller.

"What is the " seam" mode of training?—we never before heard

of it.—K M. There is no sueh book as that which you seek

for j— O C J. "VVe know of no book "on the management of a

greenhouse" likely to he useful to your gardener. He cannot

perhaps do better than follow the instructions relative to plant

culture given by " Alpha" in our volumes for the two last years

and beginning of this. They for the most part relate to green-

house plants the management of all the more important of

which has been fully described X~R D. The last supplement to

Paxton's Botanical Dictionary was published in 18534
Crinums: WJ IT. Your C. amabile, as far as we can see, has

been properly treated, and in time will doubtless produce

flowers. C. capense is a hardy aquatic. It is bad practice to

keep Amaiyllids" constantly excited." They should be per-

mitted to have a season of rest like other plants, j
Dried Plants: J P. Arrange them systematically, according to

the catalogue you name. Take care that all the species of the

same genus are kept in the same cover; and then when you

get a better hook, such as Lindley's Vegetable Kingdom, you

may rearrange them without loss or trouble.

Ferns : Busficus. Your Adiantum seems to be suffering from too

much damp combined with too low a temperature. At all

events we find no trace of inject work.

Forcing House: IT. The best way is to apply to some of the

makers whose advertisements appear weekly in our columns,

and ask them for what sum they will deliver such a house as

you want, complete, fixing included; your village bricklayer

doing the brickwork. Don't put the heating into the hands of

country ironmongers, for they have not experience enough in

such work to execute it properly. But why use iron ? For a

small bouse wood is better, much cheaper, and, if well seasoned

good stuff, will last with care for a c.-ntury. There are or were

wooden houses in the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew which

must have been nearly as old, and they were as sound as on the

first day of being used.

Fiuijts: A B. Your seedling Pears are of good size; but their

quality is not equal to many others which ripen about the

same time. Nos. 14,20, 23, deserve, however, a further trial.

The Seedling Apple from the American Ortley (that is tho

name, not Orkley) is tolerably good, and as it is an abundant

bearer may deserve cultivation. If you send your Seedling

Pears that are not yet ripe tbey will be noticed.
|]

Grapes: Jim. We are not acquainted with the " Scotch white

Cluster Grape." What is it? Are you inquiring about Grapes

for wine or table? Be so good as repeat the inquiry with the

explanations now asked for.

Insects: W O S. The minute insects found in such great num-
bers in a field of Wheat recently sprung up, and which were

attracted beneath Turnip-tops scattered over the field, are the

young grubs or larva; of one of the many species of daddy- long-

legs (probablv Tipula maculosa). You cannot do better than

pursue the Turnip-top trap system, removing and destroying

the grubs every three or four days. W.
Labels: G Bond. Your zinc labels, with short upright supports

and oval tops, painted white, and neatly lettered, are useful-

looking contrivances of the kind, and with care may last a

long time. Whether cr not they may answer all the purposes

for which they are intended, however, can only be proved by
experiment.^

Microscopes: Amateur. We know nothing of the instrument

you mention. Nor can we insert any such statement as you
have sent, unless it is consistent with our own experience.

Names of Fruits: W B. 1, Beurre Diel ; 2, Passe Colmar; 3,

23, Glou Morceau ; 4, Beurre Ranee; 5, Princesse d'Orange; 7,

Uvedale's St. Germain; 8, Crassane; 9, Doyenne" Blanc; 10,

probably Beurre Diel; 13, Easter Beurre; 14, Passe Colmar;

10, 17, Brown BeurrC; 20, 21, Bishop's Thumb; 22, Brown
Beurre: 24, Gansel's Bergamot; 26, Verulam ; 27, Bezi Vaet

;

2S, Ctiaumontel.—B. 1,3, King ot the Pippins; 2, appears to

be the Golden Reinette; 6, Gloria Mundi ; 7, Court of Wick.
—MB. Your Pear from Spain is the Bergamotte d'Autonme,

difiWent, however, from the English Autumn Bergamot.—
HJS. 1, Easter BeurrC ; 2, Glou Morceau.||

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or could have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Young gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves; nor would it be desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—aud that most willingly. It is now
requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent ns at one time.—J P. We have compared your leaves

with the tree in the Horticultural Garden, and can only say

that if it be Pinus Sabiniana, which is not impossible, it

must be a poor weakly plant from which your specimen was
taken.—JM A. Eucharis grandiflora. There is no doubt that

the disease, both in the leaves of Oncidium as well as the

flowers of Pbalrenopsis, is produced by the cause we mentioned
hist week.—HIS. It is a variety of Red Cedar, Juniperus
virginiana. A II these Junipers vary greatly, like our own wild

Juniper, of which a score distinct-looking forms may be selected

from any hillside in limestone districts —NR. Ruscus hypo-

glossum.—E W II. Common Stramonium.
White Hamburgh Grape : E C. At last we have received your

letter, but we do not understand it. What is " the National

Meeting," and who its "sale editor?." The most satisfactory

answer you can give to inquiries why your Grape is not ex-

hibited is to produce it before the Horticultural Society next

year, when its true value w^ll be ascertained and publicly

mentioned. The world will not take the endorsement of country

shows.
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article In utlll extonalvoiy ])rnotl«otl, and lo mennm In
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& Co,, of Liverpool and Brliitol! or to d i •
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oharaolor, In wham honoHty and fair doalliig tlioy can plaa
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PERUVIAN GUANO.
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fPHK FOLLOWING MANUItESaro manufactured
JL at Mr. Lawiw' Paotory, Dqptford Orooki Turnip Manuro,
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H rnhoHpluiio nf Mma, 71.! B Imrle /Void anil

Cem'oWoB, m.— offlco, 1, Adolalda PIoco, i irld
n.U. Gamilna Puruvlan Guano, guaraii I to contain 16 wi""'""[ ' """'"• NIlrataofHoda, Hulphal Ammonia, aud

other OHomlcal Miuiuros,
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howini.. Till,, Manuro, aoiunomid of blond iiiml manor,
and <1Ihho1m.iI bones will, aIlloatoM,ln i it strongly racomn led
to tho police of Agrloullurl«t«, it italna from 7 lo I pel cant,
ol nitrogen, I,, a lorn, ylnldlng amm a by alow dconmpn ill

j.kiI in tliorolbrg pai'iii'.ulariv adapted for Wheat, The rinantlty
rogulred Is 2 (a 8 owt. por aaro drlllod In with Ilia saod, I'rluo,
per ton, "i in:*, iii London,

PEHI MAN lillANII, FISHERY SALT, „„il OVorv otllOr
maniiiik on best tormn, strictly waiTaotod,

hi. lirnLvi BJtraajt, IHiiokfi-lmn K. L'uhbku, Ho,-.

A <ili|i ri.'I'IIH.IS'rS, i>H]iiM'iHlly Hlli'll nil have boOIl-d Impound upon by <: iii.ii.. noil OtllOl Mi. i I .

Invltal with tho promoters of a MANUltH
CONSUMERS' COMPANY, now forming for n o ol
delivering dlrool from tho Importor and Maniifncturci
Manures, warranted after special analysis.— Lottors to bo
nJili.iBN.,,1 to their Solicitor, E. A. Oopluton, Esq., 8, Mlll'n
Court, Temple, London,

DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.
I OIIN KOWI.KIt ia prepared tn niMlertultn Contracts

*' for DRAINING LAND by his PATENT STE \M PLOUGH,
atpHcesvarylng,nccordlngto depth and distance, fi'om 31 tool i"

por acre, Incluslva of tiles, main drains, and all other oi]
Contracts oxecutod with great, rapidity, noil tilos monulaotnrod
on the spot, where suitable clay axlBts. Temple Onto, rtrlatol,

DRAINACE OF LAND.
1\/I R.J. JOHNSON, DRAINAGE ENGINEER, is desirous
-l-'J- to undertake the Drainage nf Land byContraol or C
mission. Temporary Tileries erected In any part of England,
and Urn in Pipes manufactured at moderate prices. Every dcscrlp
tion o f nrnliuiKc Tools. --Al,iii

(
;,l,.ii Street, Wes tmlns tor.

DRAINACE OF LAND, BOC*S, ETC.
]\/P<. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, supported
J-'J- by tuiquostionablo references and testimonials, oilers bis
services to proprietors about toexecuto works of drainage, which
lie will.undertake, personally to layout and superintend, and to
supply tho tonus ami attendances necessary to obtain the
certificate of tlio Iuclosnre Commissioners whore such is re-
quired, at aobarge of 65. per acre and I, is travelling exponsea;
or ho will oout,rac.t to perform the whole work to the satisfaction
of tho Commissioners at a fixed prko por aoro. Mr. [Iumbbut
(having been more thsn ir, years established In business ss :,

Surveyor and Land Agent) has found that ivot heavy soil* can
bo usually, carefully, and thoroughly drained, with pipes 1 feet
doep, at M nor anw nod upwards, Inclusive nf every expense.

rr<HE GENERAL LANlJ DRAlNAGE~ANDlivT-
J- PROVEMENT COMPANY

Kinky Kkii Sevmf.e, Esq. .M.P., Chairman.
Offices, 52, Parliament .street, London.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage Of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Uuildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held In fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.
2. In no en so is any investigation 01 Title necessary.
.3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's oilicers, or
ho may elect whether he will employ their stall'. Equal paoi-
L1TIKS WILL BB AFFOItDKD IN EITHER CASE.

4. The WHOLE cost of tho works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on tho Lands improved, to be repaid by hall-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
and extended to fifty ykars for Land Improvements and
THIRTy-OXK YEARS for FARM Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the
improved Lands can afford to pay. "William Ci. i rnutn. Sec.

COMPANY.—
gland

aud Scotland, and further empowered by Amendment Act,
1S51—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, in-
cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees Cor Lives
renewal, le. or for a term of more than 25 years ;

(and Lessees
tor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than 25 years,
with consent of their Lessor), &c, arc enabled, by way of Loan
from tho Company, or by their own funds, to execute and
charge on the Lauds improved, by way of rent-charge for a
term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost of every
landed improvement, especially of Drainage, Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Plains. Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the
Improvement of aud Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-
ings for Farm purposes already erected: Planting for Shelter
and for Periodical Cuttings. Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines aud Machinery for
Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings,'&c^ Water-wheels,
Tanks. Pipes, Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices, &c. The Plans
of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by tho
Applicant's own Ageuts and are submitted to the approval of tho
Iuclosnre Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejudges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly
for the execution Of Improvements mutually beneficial,—such as
A common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power,
oic. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of the

plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with
by them, hut are controlled hy the Landowner and by the Inclo-

Bure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William Napikr. Manag-
ing Director. 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.
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a portion of the excellent address delivered by Mr.

Lawes on the occasion of the presentation.

We have been requested to announce that the

intended trial of Fisken's steam-plough at Tiptree

next week will not take place.

In our remarks on the Turnip crop at p. 777, an
attempt was made to point out the true nature of

Finger and Toe in roots. This defect was denned as

a branching or forked method of growth in such

roots as Parsnips, Carrots, and Turnips, as distin-

guished from the smooth outline and unbranched
condition which mark well developed root crops.

It was attempted to be shown that a tap root

{fusiform), with a clear and unbranched outline,

is not natural to the Parsnip, Carrot, or Turnip
but can only be obtained from wild plants by
careful cultivation, and the general conclusion

arrived at from an examination of this interesting

subject is that finger and toe is not a disease in the

strict sense of that term, but the natural result of

the early stage of change from wildness to civilisa-

tion, and so this malformation taking place in culti-

vated examples is a mark of a downward tendency
from civilisation to wildness.

Now, it will be seen that finger and toe is viewed
as a natural method ofgrowth, and not the result of

direct injury to roots, and hence disconnected, or at

least not necessarily connected, with the injuries it

is the object of this paper to describe, namely those
which result in the true anbury, and which at

starting we may shortly discriminate as follows :

—

Finger and Toe. — A
;

Anbury. — Irregular
branching or forked method swellings of the main bulb,
of growth of roots, the root, or its rooTlets—
branches (dinitations) of tumour-like excrescences
which gradually lessen upon the under-ground
downwards — attacks ail growth of common and Sioe-

root crops. dish Turnips—not affecting

other root crops.

In tracing the history of anbury, it will be well
to glance at the derivation of the term. In a book
called " Cheape and Good Husbandry for the well
ordering of all Beastes and Fowles," published in

1631, the anbury is described as "a bloody wart on
any part of the horse's body, the cure of which is an
hoteyron to seare the oneplaine to the body." These
tumours are now known to be caused by insects
laying their eggs in the horse's skin, which bring
about swellings, in which the larvae (maggots) of
some species of flies are hatched, giving rise to what
are now called Warbles, and the searing cures it by
killing these larvae. Hence then the original appli-
cation of the term anbury to forms of the Turnip
disease would appear to have been perfectly sound,
inasmuch as it described a malformation in the root
depending upon similar causes to those which pro-
duce the excrescences in the horse ; it is, therefore,
not a little surprising that modern observers should
have confounded this not only with finger and toe
but with all other malformations of all kinds of
roots from whatever cause arising, so that all dis-

tortions of Turnips are spoken of under the heading
of " finger and toe or anbury," or as " anbury or
finger and toe."

Anbury, or to make the matter plain, Turnip
Warbles could only have been mixed up with finger
and toe as previously described for want of a system-
atic inquiry into the nature of the two kinds of evil,
and hence wrong conclusions have been arrived at
with regard not only to the causes but also the cure
of boih affections, and more especially when we
consider that the prevailing opinion referred all

mal'ormations of roots to mechanical causes residing
in the soil or manure, or both, some attributing the
matter to stones, and others to long undecayed
manure. But if we bear in mind that finger and
toe, as proved by experiment, is sure to result in
any root crop from its too frequent repetition in the
same soil, or the using over and over again of own-
grown seed, we have sufficient evidence of degeneracy
being the cause of this defect. But if we grow
Turnips or Swedes where we have previously had
a prevalence of finger and toe in Carrots or Parsnips,
it by no means follows that this affection must
supervene in our Turnips, while such Turnips may
be affected by anbury ; and again, it does not follow
that a soil or district liable to anbury would be pro-
ductive of finger and toe in any root crops ; but it
must be here borne in mind that anbury is certain
te result to a greater or less extent in some districts,
a fact not to be wondered at if we bear in mind
that anbury is a malformation in the growth of the
lurnip arising from injuries caused by insects, a
point now to be proved as the result of observation.

In a long series of examinations of Turnips
growing on the Cotteswold hills, where the soil is
almost wholly oolite, it will be found that most of
the Turnips, both common of various sorts and

Swedish, are disfigured by raised tubercles upon the

bulbs and smaller roots at all ages of their growth
;

these on being cut into expose the larvae of an
insect, which ultimately arrives at the beetle known
as the Turnip gall weevil, admirably figured and
described by Mr. Curtis in the fourth volume of

the "Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society."

The parent insect it would appear lays its eggs in

the substance of the Turnip root, which on arriving

at the larva state subsist thereon, causing the

tumour to form on the outside its dwelling. After

a time the grubs eat their way out and form pupae in

the soil, in this state serving as food for innumer-
able small birds ; and rooks oftentimes much dis-

figure Turnips by stocking them for these insects

when in the maggot state. This then may be de-

scribed as a Turnip gall of the commoner kind, and
which will be found to prevail over large districts.

Now having taken up the idea that this simple
form of excrescence or gall was due to a peculiar

species of insect, it seemed reasonable that other

forms should be referrable to other species in the

same way that the same species of Oak presents dif-

ferent forms of gall over different and oftentimes

limited and well defined districts, . and we therefore

obtained as many specimens of injured Turnips as

we could command, the best examples of which
were sent by the kindness of Mr. Lindsay Craigie,

to whom our best thanks are due for his kindness and
courtesy.

From Scotland this gentleman sent a box of spe-

cimens of Swedes very much injured, the body of

the bulb presenting rough warty excrescences, and
what under ordinary circumstances would have been
fibrous rootlets were converted into abnormal
tumour-like knobs presenting more the aspect of

races of Ginger than anything else. From the rich

green sand soils of Berkshire we had also some spe-

cimens of a like diseased state forwarded, but in a
much earlier stage than the foregoing.

Now, on dissecting these examples, we were not

surprised to find chambers in which were the cater-

pillars of beetles, which, upon more minute investiga-

tion, proved to belong to the rove beetle, also figured

and described by Mr. Curtis in the paper before re-

ferred to ; and an examination of this rough creature,

which is so different from the smooth form of the larvae

of the gall-weevil, is sufficient to accountfor the differ-

ence in the gall it inhabits, and though the rove beetle

is described as a carnivorous insect, it is not at all

extraordinary that its eggs should be laid in Turnips,
as many insects of this class breed in vegetable
matter, and indeed the maggots of flies are even
found in some of these Turnip excrescences, in such
a position as renders it not at all improbable that

the eggs of the rove beetles are also placed in Turnips
to be near animal food.

Now it is quite true that upon cutting into the
substance of any affected Turnips we could at first
discover no larvce, but usually the knife which was
used became spotted with a milky exudation, which
made us look more carefully into the substance of

the tumour, and the result of this examination
proved that the milky matter was caused by the
breaking up of immature larvae, sometimes of rove
beetles, at others of the Turnip fly, and frequently
of both together ; and the difficulty attendant upon
the inquiry into the nature of the excrescences
appears to be that observers have usually examined
only old specimens which have become decayed
from the injuries they have received from the larvae

eating their way out, exposing them to wet, frost,

and other atmospheric influences, and about which
wounds the larvae will be found in the mature state,

most of the flies indeed having taken on the pupa
form, and many of the beetles that of the perfected
creatures.

That both beetles and flies lay eggs in Turnip
roots there can be no doubt. Of the beetles the
weevil lays its eggs for the most part in the body
of the bulb, usually towards the surface ; whilst the
rove beetle and flies usually insert their eggs into
the roots ; and then these immediately begin to
thicken, but altogether irregularly, and not lessening
downwards, as in the smooth unbroken line pre-
sented by the forked roots in finger and toe ; indeed
in anbury the tumours are tuberculated, and, as
before stated, resemble more the appearance of a
race of Ginger than any part of a normal Turnip.

That different species of these insects should be
formed in different districts we are already prepared
for, and this may help to explain the varied opinions
advanced in describing the malformations of Turnips
to which they give rise. That these insects have
as yet been but imperfectly studied all must admit,
as it would require a careful investigation of infested

crops from all parts of the country, and not only in

one but in every stage of growth ; at present, there-

fore, we shall content ourselves with having clearly

established the difference between finger and toe

and anbury, and just as the former has been shown

to proceed from the many causes which tend to

degeneracy, so the latter may be found to be favoured
by many circumstances, the knowledge of which
might enable us to arrive at what is at present an
important desideratum, namely, the prevention, or at

least mitigation of its now increasing evils-

YIELD OF LAST HARVEST.
Forfarshire.—Speaking of this district, the eastern

coast of Forfarshire, I should say from my own expe-
rience and from conversation with my neighbours, that
Wheat and Oats are quite an average yield, not equal
to last year of course by a fourth, but quite equal to the
last five years. Barley under the average, both in its

extent aud yield. An increased number of acres of
Wheat were sown last year, which will make it supply
above au average quantity. Robert CohUl, Chance Inn.
Mid Lothian.—It is rather difficult this season to

obtain full information of the yield beyond one's own
farm ; and in preparing to fill up the returns for this

parish to the Government report, I have addressed notes
to mostly all the farmers iu it, asking them to supply
me with their views. My own belief is, that Wheat i&

at least one-fifth under last year (1854), but about an
average ; B.:rley one quarter per acre and 2 lbs. per
bushel in weight below, aud Oats also 6 bushels and
1^ lb. per bushel i,i weight under average; Beans an
average crop ; Potatoes a large crop partially diseased

J

aud Turnips about an average, but scarcely reaching it.

P.S. Do you not think that other than agricultural pro-
duce should receive some attention ? For instance
sugar has in the space of two months become doubled
in price, said to be from the ignorance generally of the
stocks held. My opinion is that stated returns of the
whole raw produce and manufactured articles in the
country should be regularly ascertained and published.

James Melvin, Ratho.

Lanarkshire.—I believe Wheat does not turn out so-

well as was expected, aud is certainly not over an
average. Barley is light and ill-coloured, caused by the
heavy rains in July, which lodged the crop. It is ou an
average 3 lbs. per bushel lighter than the same grain of

last two years,* and quantity not more than average.

Turnips good. Potatoes giving way since lifted ; were
good till then. /. Munro Mackenzie, Wishaw.

Fifeshire.—I send you my opinion of last crop com-
pared with average seasons, our two former crops being

very large ones. Wheat an average ; some fields are

very deficient, but a greater extent being iu crop, I

think will make it an average produce. Barley an
average, but little sown in this district. Oats about
one-sixth below an average. Beans a large crop, but
much Itss sown than what was sown some years ago.

Upon the whole, I think it will be a little under an
average produce, but this applies to a small district

along the coast ; a little up the country I believe the
Wheat is more deficient. John Barclay, Randerstone.

Cupar Districts.—Wheat half a quarter less per
acre than last year, but nearly a seventh more in

extent. Barley also half quarter short of last year's

crop, and a very little increase in breadth. Oats

5 bushels less and uearly same breadth. Potatoes very

large crop, and one-fourth greater extent than last

year. Disease has increased greatly since the crop was
stored. R. Russell

s Kilwhiss, Cupar.

Ayrshire.—In reply to your note of the 19th itist.

(to which it is not easy to give a very correct answer),

I may say that I still adhere to the opinion I expressed

in answer to the queries you sent me before harvest,

that Wheat will be au average, but Oats under an
average. I do not think that, ail circumstances taken

into account, the breadth of Wheat last year was greater

than formerly. The frost set in at a period when but a
small breaddi of land was cleared for sowing, and con-

tinued so long as to materially interfere with the spring

sowing of Wheat ; however, on inquiring at some of

the principal grain dealers, I find they have got in more
Wheat than at the same period last year. This may
be accounted for by the high price inducing the farmer

to realise. As to Oats there
<
is, without doubt, a con-

siderable deficiency ; the season was very unpropitious

for this crop, and the land being nearly all ploughed

immediately before sowing it was more easily affected

by the very dry weather we had in the beginning of

summer ; on light land, of which there is a good deal in

this district, the Oat crop would be fully a third deficient.

As to Barley there is very little grown iu this neigh-

bourhood. Potatoes proved a better crop than for

some years past, with less disease. A. H. M'Clean,

Stranraer.

Yorkshire.—The Wheat crop was much lodged ; the

average yield will be fully one-fifth deficient ; also bad

in sample, aDd 2 or 3 lbs. per bushel uuder the usual

weight. The Barley crop was heavy in straw, very

coarse and light grain, with a deficiency of marketable

grain of a seventh or eighth. Oats are, I thiuk, scarcely

an average. Beans are a good crop, but none yet

threshed in this part. The cause of the deficiency is,

in my opinion, continuous rain, and an almost total

want of sun during the period when the grain crops
ought to have filled. The later crops of Wheat are

generally better than the earlier ones, there being less

rain and more sun during their blooming and filling

time. As to Mr. Caird's estimate of the quantity of

Wheat sown last season, I by no means agree, though I

admit, there is a gradual additional number of acres

sown each year—but by no meaus to tho extent Mr.
Caird states. Peter Stevenson, Rainton, Thirsh.
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REPORT UPON THE FATTENING OP CATTLE,
Kll.ltlMll FARM, HOLLYMOUNT, OOToni
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I now enclose an account of tha trials which / madt
last season in fcho footling of cattle, Jfou will, I think,
find them interesting, unci confirmatory of what you
hivvo long advocated the superiority of a mixed di

soription ol' fond, cooked along with cut straw, Tho
roBult of tho different kinds of feodlng wits quite anna
rent, those on raw Turnips alone ha ilwn a hard
look and inn, exhibiting any great Improvement, 'i ho •

getting the "raw oulie" had a bettor apnearanee,and wbon
you handled them the a oat was ft I to 1

1 • ll pul on,
Those getting the "oooltodcake " Imd always n Arm but
mellow appearance, the meat, however, handlln
what softer, while those fed on port oaki and pari

No. I» I'ljlflnll lit fOOd.

2, Oattlo fed on Turnips only I I >ni

iinoli per day.

'- Cattle fed on 8 ntdno of Turnips eai ll

psrday,aud 5 lbs. raw otloakooaoh, da

*,:. Cattle rod on 8 it t of furnlpsoaol
por day, and 5 lbs, oookod olli ak<
and '-in straw oaoli por day, do,

Cattle fed on Sstonosof Turnips oaoh
per day, and I Ion. olloako and 21li„
Barlevmeal oaoh por day,all oookod
:iinl Ollt Hll'i-w.
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do
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do. 31 i 00

to

I hiH H,/, is nfraotl ve the net rate nerotft. i Is Urn « n ..

i in Hum hi !..«. for oaob boast Is deduotoafr tho not ssto prla •• «ir»».
JCno same deduction fori king Is made foreaob boast in tills lot,
N " cl M I'lini'i.'n In for straw, as It Is fully compensated In tlio good msnnro mode from thi conkod I 1 •--

In every instance tho cost of the artificial food is

deducted, thus :

—

No. -i, nef return , ,,, £59
July price jC:m 6
Cost of artificial food ... ... 7 10

41 10

£17 I O

ThiB sum, 171. Is., goes to pay for the Turnipfl which
those two cattle consumed, viz., 18 tons, lOewt.,1 laving
l.

r
>.|<J. per cwt. as shown by tho tabic sent. ]:>],'. pi r

cwt. is 15s. 5d. a ton, so that if you take 20 tuns pep
statute acre as an average crop in this county 011 tlio

well managed furnis, you have fur the payment of that
orop 1 51, S.i. id. I do not mean to say that this Bum
can be always made, but I fearlessly state this, that you
may easily, by judicious management, ami by using the
description of food which No. 4 lot was fed on, bring
cattle to pay double what they would do if fed on the
old system, viz., from 12 to 14 stone of Turnips per
day, or from 10 to 12 stone, with an allowance of 6 or

6 lbs. of raw cake. Francis Lawrk, in the Journal of
the Agricultural Improvement Society of Ireland.

FARM NEAR CHKLMSFORD.
The completion of harvest, with the succeeding pre-

paration of the land for future crops, has progressed
satisfactorily since our last report, and the appearance
of the early Broad-leaf Rye is luxuriant in the extreme.
This crop invariably succeeds well if a fiue tilth cau

be procured, and dry weather attends the preparation

of the land and depositing the seed ; 2 bushels of seed

per acre is amply sufficient, provided it is of home pro-

duction, and growth of the last harvest ; the rubbish

sold as new Rye will frequently not more than half

vegetate, and care should tie taken to first submit it to

trial before risking the plaut. The common imported
varieties are also not adapted for feeding, and ought to

be rejected if the new varieties can be obtained, which
are not only earlier by 14 days, but also produce a

much larger quantity for mowing or feeding.

Upon this farm we generally commence mowing it

by the middle of the month of April ; a small quantity

in the first instance being cut up with Oat straw into

chaff, increasing the quantity weekly until the Bye
alone is cut, and which it may be with advantage to the

1st of June, or until it is fully eared out ; we
find our horses are maintained in condition by it

better than by any other green crop except

Lucerne or Broad-leaf Clover. Our annual con-

sumption by this mode is about 20 acres, most of

which is mown, and as it is taken off, the land is imme- I

diately ploughed and sown with Turnips, which generally 1

succeed well afterwards.

Tares have also planted well ;
with a portion designed I

for early use Rye is sown at the rate of 1 bushel per

acre, and 8 or 10 pecks of Tares afterwards drilled;

with those for later use, winter or black Oats and
tailing Wheat is sown, and the Tares drilled as with

the Rye. Unless supporting plants are sown with

Tares pretty thickly, they become borne down by rain,

and the major portion become rotted and useless for

feeding purposes.

We are just concluding our Wheat sowing, and from

the rain tailing profusely at the commencement of the

last month the land became saturated to such an extent

as to render it a task at first of more than ordinary

difficulty to get in the seed, especially upon those lands

on which Mangel Wurzel had been grown previously.

Upon the whole, however, the work has been satisfac-

torily completed, and no fear whatever is entertained

for the safety of the plant, which is now fast appearing.

The crop of Mangel Wurzel is very fine, and the

qualiiy excellent. Of nil the new
' v mi e stands pro-emini el : it produa
weight, has Icon tap root, nml in more i"ly cant
than the Globe; v. , ifanati our erop ..1 SO act

about 30 inn per acre. Thin will

• 1
; for an nx of 100 imp' rial

for 1C weeks each, and if properly combined with '•ut

Oat atraw chaff may I " >i •-• 1 immediately after removal
from tho field ; and the leaves are also available

by stripping them early as required. From the

middle oi 1 letober to the 1 nd
formed the chief supply for 80 cows, cut up with o»t
straw, and the rows have thriven well, and ban
them with avidity. We arc now 1 same
course with the leaves of Swede Turnips white Tur-
nips, and cattle Drum-head Cahha^e* mixed a"

with a small quantity of grains added daily,

these items of food were until lately wasted, bat now
they supply the food of the milking ami young stock of
this farm up to Christmas or later, ns frost may prevail,

enabling usto keepthe roots untouched for such ptu

We have lately been threshing Wheat by the assist-

ance of a hired locomotive steam engine, bat wo do not
find by experience that it can be effected so cheaply a?

many writers have assert'

We find that the attendant lab or ami ants It

double that sum ; in one case, with the cost

machine at Is. per quarter, it amounts altogether to

3s. per quarter upon mown Wheat ai 1 2s. '"<?. upon
reaped : 16 hands altogether are required, and the use

of one horse continuously, and man to supply water and
fuel. The consumption of coal is considerable—upwards
of a ton in three days, and the cost quite as much p*r

quarter as by horse-power, charging the horses st 4».

per day each. The case may tie different with fixed

engines, but with a locomotive engine a day's work is

more or less consumed with five horses in removing it

to its next station. As regards convenience at this

season, we admit it to be vastly superior to hcr-e-powcr
inasmuch as it spares them for the other requirements
of the farm.

Our Swede Turnips are very indifferent this season :

the white and green common Turnips are good, and are

perhaps an exception in this district. We are now feed-

ing the former with southdown wethers and half a pound
of cake each.

The yield of our Wheat crop is good ; the crops were
not beaten down to any great extent, and the quality is

also excellent, averaging from 61 to 63 H s. per bushel.

The yield of Barley and Oats is els 1 large, hut the

former is deficient in quality ; our Belling prices, how-

ever, are satisfactory, from 38a to 4.v. p- r quarter.

Beans we have none, and Peas are a slight crop.

The bay crop was unusually small ; but the second

math of Clover to a considerable extent has compen-
sated the deficiency : it is. however, selling at from 3J.

to 61. a ton, a price too high to admit of :

with profit for any description of stock.

The high price of oil-cake deters us from using it in

great quantity : 3 lbs. per head, wiih 4 lbs. of meal
made from tailing Barley and Linseed, at the rate of

1 bushel to seven of Barley, is the maximum of this

year's allowance to each bullock per day. The;-

.

ever, are progressing well. We believe that

portion of the cake is wasted whenever cattle are fed too

bountifully upon it.

Home Correspondence.
The laic P. ric London c .

Club on Stall " — I have read with some degree

of interest mingled with surprise the report of the late

discussion in the London or Central Farmers 7

Club, on
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distasteful to these insecls ; aa however there were none
to be seen above ground, I presume the former expla-

nation to be correct. I may mention that we sowed
some more Swedes later, which had to be guarded in the

same way, and which also proved successful. I shall

try it a^ain next year should the flies be troublesome,

and would strongly recommend your readers to do so,

should they have no better method of destroying these

pests. LcUiLvebt.

St. Man/-le-bone Banl: for Savings, 76, Welbcck Street.

Established 5th July, 1830—Comparative statement of

progress at specified periods during the last seven years :

Open deposit
Sums invested with

ber, 1849...On 20th Novem 20,382 311,094

n n 1S50 ... 21,110 321,775

„ „ 1S51 ... 22,176 344,034

>• tt 1852 ... 22,774 364,523

v » 1S53 ... 23,308 367,973
1) It 1854 ... 23,227 351,260

n it 1S55 ... 23.99S 316,933

—B. Finney, Secretary and Actuary.
Land Drainage.—Your correspondent "B. D. T."

<page 764), in noticing Mr. Bailey Denton's re-

marks <m drainage (page 732) mure particularly

in reference to the " extraordinary circumstance,"
mentioned by Jlr. Denton, " of drains recommencing
running upon a fall of the barometer, without a fall

of rain on the surface," adds that " if any of your
readers are in possession of similar facts, they would
be doing a service to the cause of science by giving
them to the public in your columns." I have known
such a case, and will communicate it. Last year,
after the very dry weather succeeding the harvest, the
barometer fell for three or foul- days, but rain did not
follow as might have been expected ; during the next
few days a few slight showers fell, with a rising baro-
meter, but not of sufficient weight to affect drains.

During the fall of the mercury several outlets upon a
farm 1 had drained three years ago commenced running,
and continued to do so till the mercury began to'ri'-e,

when they gradually ceased. They had been dry for
several weeks previously, and after running, as above
described, became quite dry again, and remained so till

the land became saturated by the winter's rains. A
neighbour noticed the same extraordinary circumstance
in some 3 feet deep draining on the adjoining farm. My
•drains had been laid with 2-inch pipes, 3 feet 6 inches
deep, in furrows, but were then probably over 4 feet
beluw the surface, the high lands having been thrown
down, as they always ought to be, to secure the lull

benefit of deep draining. This circumstance occurred
upon land called very strong clay, and which had re-
sisted all the attempts of shallow drainers to lay it dry.
The late tenant told me on quitting that it was not pos-
sible to drain it, " For," said he, " if you've 2 inches of
clay above the tile, I'll warrant water will stand for a
mouth in a horse's foot-print." This I found, before
draining, to be quite true. But although I can show
that I paid on entry, in May 1852, 20s. per acre, by
hire, for ploughing up undrained stubbles for summer
fallow, I cannot now persuade a stranger that it ever
could have been really strong heavy clay land. Being
in correspondence with Mr. Denton, about fi months ago
I wrote him a statement of this fact, about the drains
runniug with a falling barometer, with a view to obtain
his valuable opinion on the subject ; I have since heard
of some other cases of the same kind, and I have no
doubt Mr. Denton has, in his extensive practice, been
able to collect further information, but whether he has
or not I can completely verify the case I have described.
I quite agree with your correspondent in attributing
this occurrence to the diminished atmospheric pressure
before ram; and moreover, before water can by any
possibility How out of the land, the space it previously
occupied must be filled up by air passing from the sur-
face, and thus a medium of communication is formed
within the soil, which is subject, in a greater or less
degree, to all the changes of this ever varying climate, and
acted upon by the density or lightness of the volume of
air with which it is in direct contact. George Beaumont,
jun., Bridgeford Bill, near Nottingham.

. Farm Steam Engines in Gloucestershire.—A few days
since a number of the friends of Mr. Edward Drew, of
Calcot Farm, a tenant of Colonel Kingscote, assembled
by invitation to witness the working ot a steam-engine
lately fitted up and acting as a motive power to a
threshing machine, mill stones, bone mill, and other
farm machinery upon his occupation at Kingscote. The
threshing machine is on the Scotch principle with
English drum, and appears to combine the advantages
<rf both, for in a trial of an hour and half upon mown
Wheat with long straw, 20 sacks of Wheat were threshed
and put up in sacks of 4 bushels and weighed 62 lbs.
per bushel, with but little aid from manual labour when
compared with machines in ordinary use. H. R.

t Superphosphate of Lime.—There has been a lecture
delivered by S. Grove Grady, Esq., recorder of Graves-
end, upon Agricultural chemistry. This lecture was
delivered at Hatfield. Mr. Grady is one of the
directors of the Patent Superphosphate Compost
company. The reporter gives the following. "He
then discussed at length the question as to whether
the phosphates, &c, &c, should be in a soluble or
insoluble state, and proved by extracts from Dr. C.
Bemigius Fresenius' chemical analysis, and from
.Professor Liebig, that the insoluble were as beneficial to
the full development of the plant as the soluble ; for
the ingredients which are soluble serve for immediate

use, those which are neutral or semi-soluble exercise a

more permanent action, and those which are altogether

insoluble afford a prospect of future nourishment for

plants, although for the time being they possess no
nutritive powers. Those artificial manures, therefore,

which are in a highly soluble state are not so beneficial

as when they are soluble, neutral, and insoluble." I do

not remember seeing any thing about semi-soluble

phosphate in the writings of Liebig or other writers,

neither can I see how any manures can be too soluble

provided they are not washed out of the soil by the

rains. Will you, Sir, be so kind as to enlighten me on

these points ? From a Correspondent.

J*oncti££.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL OF ENGLAND.
Monthly Council, Dec. 5 : Mr. Raymond Barker,

V.P., in the chair. Forty-three new members were
elected.

Finances.— Mr. Raymond Barker laid before the

Council the Monthly Report on the Accounts of the

Society, from which it appeared that the current cash-

balance in the hands of the bankers was 3617.

Paris Implement Show.—Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P.,

as English Juror of Agricultural Implements at the

receut Paris Exhibition, having transmitted to the

Council at their previous monthly meeting the earliest

information of the results of that exhibition in his own
department, it was suggested by Mr. Branston, M.P.,

supported by Mr. Jonas Webb, that a document so im-

portant at the present moment to the agricultural

implement makers of this country, and so important to

those members of the Society, who desired, in their

purchases, to avail themselves of the information it con-

veyed, should at once be made public ; especially as the

awards to which it referred had now been confirmed by
the imperial edict and the premiums awarded. The Coun-
cil unanimously adopted this suggestion, aud ordered the

publication of the following letter :

—

" Ossington, Nov. 6, 1855.
" Dear Sir,— I returned on Thursday last from Paris, having

concluded my business in connection with tlie Exhibition. My
first visit occupied me for a month, my second for more than three

weeks. I send you, for the information of the Council, a short

account of what has taken place. The Committee, appointed by
the Council, to make a selection of agricultural implements for

the Paris Exhibition, executed their task, I think, with great

judgment. The implements sent were not too numerous, and
"they were all ol established excellence. The collection attracted

great attention, and has been examined with increasing interest

up to the latest days of the Exhibition. I will not now enter into

a description of the foreign implements exhibited, nor of the vast

collection of agricultural products tan opportunity for this will be

afforded in a report which the Board ot Trade has asked me to

furnish). I will confine myself now to the results of the Exhibi-

tion, as bearing on British exhibitors and British interests. To
the five principal makers of agricultural machines

—

Messrs. Ransome Messrs. Howard

» ^arre"
„ Crosskill,

„ Hornsby " '

the Gold Medal of Honour^has been awarded; and to them alone,

of all the exhibitors of agricultural machinery of all countries,

witli the exception of McCormick and Pitt, of the United States,

one for his reaping machine, the other for a threshing machine.
To Messrs. Ball, Bentall, Busby, Coleman, Smith & Ashby, W.
Smith, the Silver Medal of the first class has been voted.

According to the French classification (carried perhaps to an
extreme point of subdivision), threshing machines and tile-

making machines were not included in the list of agricultural

implements ; they were removed to the class of general machinery,
class 6. Mr. Hornsby, if he had not already gained a Gold Medal
in class 3, would have had one for his threshing machine in
class 6.

A Gold Medal of Honour has been voted to Mr. Clayton for bis

brick-making machine. I should add that medals have been
Hu-arded, by the express command of the Emperor, to the leading
workmen of the establishments of successful exhibitors. After
making an examination of the foreign implements, in company
with Mr. Amos.it became apparent to my colleague, Mr. Wilson,
and myself that our time would be best employed, both for the
interests of England and of Erance, in endeavouring to open the
trade for agricultural machinery between the two countries

—

France requiring improved implements, England able and willing

to supply them. The high rate of duty on the importation of
machinery into France amounted virtually to a prohibition. I

talked to the distinguished Frenchmen who composed my class

on the disadvantages of this exclusive system. To open the trade

might confer some benefit on England, but it would confer a far

greater benefit on France. Ultimately our class agreed unani-
mously to make a representation to the Imperial Government in
favour of a reduction of the duty on agricultural machinery.
The representation was successful. An Imperial Decree appeared
in the Moniteur, on Friday, the 7th of Sept., making a consider-
able reduction in the duties on many articles of machinery, and
specially reducing the duty on agricultural implements to

15 francs per 100 kilogrammes. I look upon this as a very im-
portant concession, and one which may be productive of very
beneficial consequences.

" I am glad to attribute it, not so much to our representations,
as to the good sense and just views of our French colleagues, and
no doubt it was to their appreciation of the extent to which
French interests were involved, that this decree must in a great
degree be attributed. It waB part of the original plan of the
Exhibition, that any article exhibited might be sold, at the close,

on payment of a duty of 20 per cent, ad valorem. The new duty
is by weight, 15f. per 100 kilogrammes, equal to '2 cwt. I have
procured from the French Customs the weight of some of the
English machines, and I have made a comparison between the
duty charged by weight, and an ad valorem duty of 20 per cent.
On an iron plough, in which the weight or the raw material, in
comparison to workmanship is considerable, the duty of weight
will be something above 20 per cent, ad valorem. In the more
complicated machines, in which labour enters more largely, as
in drills, the duty will be about 15 per cent, ad valorem. On the
whole the proposed duty by weight appears to be fully as
favourable as a duty would have been at 20 per cent, ad valorem.

" The makers of machines, whom I hud an opportunity of
seeing at Paris, and their agents there, were satisfied with the
proposed scale, and thought an opening bad been made for the
establishment of a considerable and beneficial trade. It would
not become me to suggest to our machine makers the best

means to be taken for occupying the new ground laid open before

them. Their own enterprise and knowledge of business will be

their best guides. Our American brethren have already set

them an example. I understand a Franco-American Company
lias been set on foot, for the purpose of supplying France with
M'Cormick's reaping machine.

" These, then, have been the chief results of the Paris Exhibi-
tion, as regards the Class of Agriculture:

—

" 1. Successful competition on the part of English Machinery,
and the award to it of the Gold Medal of Honour.
"2. A great reduction of the duties on the importation of

Agricultural Machinery into France, and the prospect of a nnw
market opened to our machine-makers.

" I could not be content to conclude this short account without
acknowledging the invariable courtesy and attention which have
been shown ,me by the members of my own class, and by all

persons connected with the French Commission.
" I am, yours very faithfully,

"Evelyn Denisox.
" To J. Hudson, Esq., Sec. of E. A. S."

Implement Prizes, 1856.—Mr. Brandreth having
moved that the cousideration of the Implement Prize-
sheet for next year should be postponed till the
Wednesday in next week, when a special Council
would be held, gave notice of the following motion :

" To move, when the Implement-sheet is finally

taken into consideration, that, in future, special

prizes only be given in rotation for certain great
classes of Implements : as an arrangement likely

to prove of advantage to the Society, to the im-
plement makers, and. to the public in general ; and,

also, as tending to lead to greater efficiency and
economy in the respective trials of implements in each
year." The explanations giveu by Mr. Brandreth of

his intended motion, and the remarks of the different

members present, on the modes by which the Society's

exhibition and trial of implements in each year may be

rendered most effective and economical, led to an inter-

esting discussion on this important subject.

Standing Committees.—The Standing Committees
for next year having been appointed, it was ordered, on
the motion of Mr. Fisher Hobbs, seconded by Mr.
Brandreth Gibbs, that the chairmen of the different

standing committees of the current year, report re-

spectively in writing, to the Monthly Council in February,

the number of times they have met, and the number of

reports they have made to the Council.

Member of Council.'—On the motion of Mr. Ray-
mond Barker, seconded by Mr. Wren Hoskyns, the Earl

of Essex was unanimously elected a General Member of

Council, to supply the vacancy occasioned by the trans-

fer of Lord Berners to the class of Trustees.

Australian Sheep.—The Earl of Chichester com-
municated to the Council a statement made to him from
South Australia, of the great losses sustained by the

flock masters in that colony from the disease of scab

among their sheep. The Council directed Professor

6imonds, as the Veterinary Inspector of the Society, to

enter into communication with the Earl of Chichester on
this subject. Professor Simonds took that opportunity

of remarking that he believed the sheep of the colony had
always suffered from the scab in its common form, and
would con tinue to be exposed to the same annoy-

ance as the native sheep of the colony extended and
became mingled with newly imported animals. He
thought the same treatment would succeed in

Australia as employed in England. The disease

arose from the presence of a special parasitical

animal, which penetrated the skin of the sheep,

and caused by its constant attacks their increasing

irritation and annoyance. He would communicate,

as desired, with the Earl of Chichester on the subject.

Lecture.— Mr. Raymond Barker gave Dotice that he

should move at a future Council, that Prof. Simmonds
be requested to deliver a lecture on the subject of skin

diseases and constitutional irritation occurring among
the a nimals of the farm from the insidious presence

and attacks of parasitical animals. lie made this

motion both in reference to its interest and importance,

and from the circumstance of knowing that Prof. Sim-
monds possessed a most valuable collection of magnified

diagrams and drawings connected with this subject,

which he had at great personal exertion and expense

prepared for the service of the Society.

The Council adjourned to Dec. 12.

Farmers' Clubs.
Hatfield.— Cultivation of the Soil.—S. G. Grady,

Esq., Recorder of Gravesend, and a director in the

Patent Superphophate Compost Company, delivered a

lecture at Hatfield, on " Agricultural Chemistry." The
lecturer, after making some preliminary remarks, re-

ferred to the absolute dependence of the human family

on the productiveness of the soil, and the misery every-

where consequent upon a deficient harvest. He con-

tended that there was every year a deficient harvest, for

the soil had never yet been induced to yield its fruits in

such abundance as it ought. He then proceeded to remark
that artificial manures, scientifically prepared, should

contain the organic and inorganic matters which con-

stituted the food of all plants. Night-soil and fish were
forms of organic matter, whilst superphosphate of lime

was a form of inorganic matter. The luxuriance of a crop

might in a great degree he accounted for by the presence

or absence of this essential ingredient in the soil. He
urged that artificial manures, scientifically prepared,

had many advantages over farm-yard manure :—1st,

Because better adapted to the requirements of crops, by
restoring to the soil those essential properties which
chemistry enabled us to ascertain any given crop with-

drew from it; and, 2dly, On account of its superior
cheapness. It was a fallacy to suppose that the same
land could not be made to grow the same crop for a
series of years in successiou. Scientifically prepared
artificial manures, by restoring to the soil all that a
previous crop had removed from it, enabled the laud to

go on producing tiie same crop ad infinitum. For instance,

Wheat removed 56 per cent, of phosphate of lime from
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agaiii) it wjih necouaory t.<» restore to tli« toll that

amount <>(' phosphate of lime. I'y thus manuring the

land every time, a Bucceenion of good oropi <»i wheat
must bo obtained, lint this could not Ij<> done with

iAnn-y/u'd manure, without incurring an expenditure
which the crop would not repay, Mr, Grady then dealt

with the next question as to whether the auporphoH
phates Bhould be rendered soluble or lefl insoluhle, He
showed by passages from Dr.C, II, DYosunfua and I'm
feasor Liebig, Umt insoluble phosphates were M benafl
cial to the full development of corn as the soluble ; for

the ingredients which were soluble sorved for Immediate
uao, whilHi, those which were neutral, or somi soluble.
oxorcmed a more permanent notion, and tliose which
Were altogether insoluble nflbrdod a prospect "T future
nourishment tor plants, although ho- tin- time boing they
poBsoHMod no nutritive powers* It was a mistake t<i

suppose that artificial manures wore merely ephemeral,
\i properlyprepared they wore of a permanent character.

The lecturer than road hoiuo h:Hf.iiuoniuln lo uliow that

tho patent superphosphate compost had exoroisod anon
fieveni.l cropB a benenoial effect Tor two years In suedes
Biou— dint being tho whole porlpd the company which

manufactured it liml boon in existence, He hud no
doubt that experience would show the effects of the

manure to ho of a more lasting character. Mr. Grady
then adverted to the subject of agricultural Ifases, con
tending that the landlord was bound in justice to his

tenant to give, him such an intercut in the soil be culti-

vated as would enable him safely to expend upon it the

capital which would make it productive,
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Miscellaneous.
The Area of the Old Smitlificld Market, it is pro-

posed to make the site of a large central meat, market.
The proposal has, it in said, received tho assent of the

authorities whose ultimate discussion will be final ; but
it will no doubt undergo the ordeal of a great deal of

discussion before it can be adopted and carried out.

Calendar of Operations.

NOVEMBER.
Lamhkrmuiu Subtcp Pakm, Nov. 26.—-We have had rather wot

weather for Homo length of time, lull Btook have not made so much
improvement this autumn a* could liavo been wished, and tho
severity of lust winter can even yet be traced In the want ol con
ditlon of many hirsols. They wimt that Hush of wool which Indi-
cates freshness and vigour; thus showing that even n tolerably
good gvaxtng summer and autumn sometimes fail in repairing
tlio damage done by a previous severe winter. Whore Leicester
tups were used they were put to tho ewes about tho, 8th of this
month, and the. Cheviot tups on tho 22d, though on some farms
tho tups have been kept back about a week later (ban usual, the
backward spring of last year having taught, a lesson in this
respect. Cheviot wedder hoggs are now put on Turnips, but the
deficiency of that crop will Induce many farmers t<> delay putting
their store sheep on as long as possible. If tho weather is ut all

favourable hoggs can better afford to want Turnips a few weeks
longer at this season than have to do without thein In early
spring. The toss of young sheep from what is generally termed
grassill, or sickness, 1ms been very moderate as yet, and wo con-
sider that the most f.ital period of tho year for this disease is

nearly past. Some seasons are much worse than others for

grassill, and wo havo also noticed that some grounds are more
liable to it than others, especially If hop^s are kopl in a hlrsel

by themselves on the same walk year after year, instances have
occurred in which this was the case to such a deadly extent thai
the usual system was discontinued, and the hoggs wintered on
another grazing for a, number of years, till in the course of
time the former grazing, after being stocked with old sheep,
again became comparatively safe for hoggs. They are never so
liable to this disease when pasturing along with their mothers all

the winter. As an instance of this. 1 have my ewe hoggs pastur-
ing along with their mothers, and the weddor hoggs on a separate
bill. The loss of wedders 1ms been about four times more than
the loss of ewes, and entirely from grassill. I havo also in former
years remarked this. The deaths from this cause generally
cense when the hoggs havo been two or three weeks on Turnips.
J. S. B.

Notices to Correspondents.
Batik: Fiddler. Yon had hotter char it and use the charcoal ns
manure, it will ho a very slow process to reduce it by any
attempt at fermentation.

Bitan : i?. The average composition according to Professor John-
stone is—Water 13.1 ; albumen 10.3 ; oil -4.7 ; busk, with a little

starch, 55.G ; ash 7.3.

Corrugated Iron versus Timber and Slats. Corrugated
iron roofing will cost about 57. per square of the area of the
building, and 1 have found that a building 100 feet long, and
'16 feet wide out to out, measured 25 feet square, which at

51. — 1267.; aud that to cover the same building with timber
and Duchess slate the roof measured 32 squares of roofing,

which can be frrnished for -it. 5s. per square — 1381. This
is a difference of 13?. on the roof of a building 100 feet long by
25 feet wide on the first cost; but the iron roof must bo kept
painted once every three years, or it soon goes to waste, which
was the case with the corrugated iron roof of the Kxeter rail-

way station at Bristol, which was taken down two years ago,
and replaced with Duchess slate. I have only had two iron
roofs put up; all the ether buildings 1 have put up are of red
or yellow baulk, aud covered with Dutch slate; and the ex-
pense of these have been per square, say

—

15 cubic feet of timber at 2s. 6d. = £1 17 <>

Including sawing, labour, &c ]g tf

Duchess slate and labour per square Ill
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I would prefer wood aud Duchess slate with a tile ridge to

corrugated iron as the cheapest and host in tho olid. J. AT.

Coatks Herd Boor: Anon It is continued by Mr. Strafford, of

13, Euston Square, who publishes an additional volume every
now and then as materials accumulate. Vol. XI. was issued
this year.

Cottage Property : A» old Subscriber. "We are unable to say if

you can obtain possession without giving notice.

Cultivation of Glebe Land: 2i O- T. A healthy young man
having a life interest in any property ought not to fear invest-
ing money in its cultivation. If, however, yon conclude that
under your circumstances you cannot be at the expense of grub-
bing Up the land and cultivating it, then probably your best
mode of turning it to account will be to grow Gorse for cattle

(bed. Is that saleable in your neighbourhood ? It is so in many
localities.

Price in Llvi I

[f carried by saillog iblp the price Willi

In addition to this than i* Ibc G

pool*"

EWKfl in LAMB: JU. On^ pf r nnv f^-'-r ('rnu% lnnd» '.f ordlntrr
quality will be ablo to kaap In aufllclenUj go I

very little else than the <Jr*-*H. Ifi aerere
straw chnfT, over which a very little weak Lit

been ponred, may be given them along with & i-

FARM Ai The "cnnhln hand" gnes int^. -

count, which ynn keep Independent!
you may be engaged. You may have half \ dc jten diffei

pations, and keep the aeoonnta ol i

into the i 'r Bide "f a eaab aoeoant, which you x«yp >;

any and every bnalncaa i»i which you may
Grass: Novice. Aro you anra that theGra -. pnliM
up by crows and RtarllnRi? There is cencrally a gr

pullt'd up in autumn on i>'>or aandy paat

fear the result.— Scrttus. It is a Drome Grafts *-,:'

tural value,

GtTAHO am> i.tmt. : J ii s. It would he perfectly aafe to Hr<^« a
field of Wheat with «imnn at the *nd of February which vaa
sown with lime in October or November. The lime would not
then dissipate the ammonia of the guano.

rKCOHS Tax: J A- x"oo rra charged In Scotland on on

your rental as Income, while wo in EngUDd are charged on
one-half our rental.

Maxqkl Wubzbl: J, 3fa*cm, They will k"'>-

summer if they are nninjnred during winter, without *ny par-
ticular care beinu' takon of them; nevcrtheleaa, perl

one will say what methods In blsaxpenenoo h\*c been snoceaa-
fully adopted for keepingMangelWaml until th*' ecoadyaw.

Mt;n: Z TX. Tho mud cleared out, dried, aud broken
be applied as a top-dressing, as yon propose, -

good effect.—Prof. Johnston's pamphlet on "An
tiling you want. It is published by Blackwood

PnBABANTnr: Omega propoaoa to have ft pbeaami i

At one end wb snpposo he allowBaapaa
in and " boarded tip." with holes for the entrant
the floor to be of bard well rammed earth. He will then have a
run of 60 ft. in length,* part of which is laid down •

part for tine pravel and planted with shrubs; in tbf t

small well branched trvo. on wbicl

to be inclosed either by wood or brick to t!

above by strong wire. Four or ti*-c ben-; i

cock. We shall be happ]
required.

Potatoes is Bread: * •!ersto
inform him how, and in what proportion. I <-» with
flour in making bread.

Ratr-cake, &c: JTB. K it contains mneh 11

poisonous. It is nndonbtodly M adulterated," *nd may b?
returned. Though it contains a little M
sarily i

•

it Mvith boiling water, which coagnlataa that in the
"

which, if left to its natural tendencies, will, -

assume a poisonous form. Sawdost may be oscd •

and will form good manun*. Lai

Hendon for littering the laiK< hard of cattle bel

Tauqueray. Old lime dust may be usefully appU
dressing. You need not fear Its effect on manm
ammonia, both being in the soil. The mixture -

different circumstances from those of the lab-—,

grater cuts roots into narrow riban Lf

we believe, to a sort of sa=-

Tobacco Juice: JS ff. We o*e 151b>. d

black soap, dissolved in .VI gallons of water for ev
Dissolve the soap in 5 call on « of boiling water: iror

add the juice, stir well, and let it stand

additional water required, and apply a: bl

any other wash, the object aimed at I

fleece at as little waste of material as - s£

the common rule, but as juice varies iu strength and soeep

vary in size, experience is the only sure f
of application in generalise hen s -
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it the sheep is carefully dropped on his '

an inclined plane, up which he walks to the dri]

tight enclosure capable of containing :

the steep and connected with i: by t
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s. d. With s. a.

6 in. diam. 2 stands 3

7 „ 2 4 „ 3 6

8 „ 2 9 „ 4
9 „ 3 3 „ 5

„ 4 „ 6

1 „ 4 7

i. With s. a.

stands 8

6 „ 10

„ 12 6

,. 1?

6 „ 22

JAMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bishopsgate
Street Without, have the pleasure to haud their present

prices of
GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.

5.

12 in. diam. 6

13 „ 7

14 „ 10

15 „ 14

16 „ IS

TERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suitible for the Draw-
ing Room, from 25s. each.
AQUAKTT'MS, with French polished stands, from 10s. each.

Vase-sha; -Jirto, on glass pedestal standing 23 inches high,
27 inches uiameter, 25s.

Extract from The Cottage Gardener.
" Fers Shades.—Many delight in seeing their beautiful Ferns

introduced into the domestic circle ; but without some such pro-
tection as these shades it would be impossible to preserve them.
The sl;ades of which we speak are glass cylinders with a domed
top, which are placed on a glass pot wherein the Ferns have been
planted, and they form on a small scale a pretty imitation of a
Wardian Case."

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of Rritish Manufacture . at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square, foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed forimmediatedelivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE.THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to Jajiies Hktley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTE RS
PATENT.

SAYNOR and COOKE'S KNIVES may beprocured

from Messrs. Sctton and Sons, Seed Growers,
Reading, icho have for many years been supplied direct

from Messrs. Satnor's Manufactory, and none others
are kept on Messrs. Sutton's Premises.

/ CROCUS, TULIP, and HYACINTH BASKETS,
^-^ with Wire or Zinc Linings, for suspension or for table
stand; also Bracket Baskets made and Jap.vnn.*d in a variety of
colours and designs, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works,
370, Oxford Street. Conservatories fitted up.

Window Blinds and Wirework of evary description.

DALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
•J executed in Austin's Artificial Stone, by J. Seelet (late
Austin and Seeley), Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
material : it has been extensively used in Scotland for 20 years.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELT & WARING. Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4Jd.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6rf. ; above, 16s. 8d. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. 6d.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquari um. 10s. each.— Catalogues free.

FOREICIM AtvO EMCUSH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Stbeet, Without.

nf MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
-*- GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in. ...

6*. , 4*
74 , 54
«* . 64
9* , 7*
10*

. Si
12 , a
10

i
io

11 , 10
11 ii
12

,
ii

13 , ii
13 , 12
13*

, 13*
15* , 134

7 , 5
8 , , 6
9 , 7

10 , 8
11 , 9
13 , 9
10* , 10*
11* , 10*
11* , 11*
12* , 11*

13* , 11*
13* , , 124
14* , , 13*

-Per 100 ft.

.. 12s . (M.

.. 12 6

.. 13
13 6

.. 13 6
, 14
. 14

.. 14

.. 14

.. 14

.. 14

.. 14

.. 16

.. 16
.. 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21i by 13*, 16J by 14J, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking
und Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

K] EAT, DURABLE, AND WELL EXECUTED
-L^ LABEL FOR NAMING PLANTS.—The Advertiser
will forward on the receipt of a stamped envelope, containing
two postage stamps, a Zinc Label, neatly painted, lettered in Oil
paint, as a specimen for those who may require a number; they
can be supplied at 2d. each.—Address F. H., at Mr. Bond's,
Walcot, Salop.

IRON B U I L Dine AND ROOFING WORKS.
Gas Street and Brkkeley Street, Birmingham.

JOHN HENDERSON PORTER, Engineer and
^ Contractor, Pa'entee of a new system of constructing
(cheaply and expeditiously, by ordinary lahourers) Portable
Buildings and Sheds—formed of ordinary planks or boards

—

peculiarly suitable for Farm purposes. A Model Shed has recently
been erected in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace at Sydenham. Corrugated and Galvanised Iron Roofs
and Roofing Plates, Eaves, Gutters, Rain-water Pipes, Tanks,
Fences, &c—London Office, 1, Riches Court, Lime Street.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

'* • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal Works. Prices,
&c, at the Manufactory as above.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of
ground, 5 bars 4s. 9d. each.

HURDLES tor CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet ont
of ground, 5 bars . . . 5s. 3d. each .

ECONOMY OF FERMENTATION"
BUSHE'S PATENT ROOT GRATER, manufac-

tured by FOWLER and FRY, Temple Gate, Bristol, entirely
supersedes the necessity of Cooking Turnips, Mangel, and other
Roots ; it effects a saving of 30 to 40 per cent, of the Roots, besides
that of fuel. Price 31. 10s. Printed testimonials and directions
may be obtained gratis by applying to Fowler & Fry, Bristol,
Licensed Makers of Corne's Patent Chaff Cutters and General
Agricultural Implement Makers and Dealers. The Root Grater
may also be seen in the Agricultural Department of the Crystal
Palace, Sydenham.

SISAL CICARS, SISAL CICARS, SISAL CIGARS!
QOODRICH'S CIGAR, TOBACCO, and SNUFF
V-« STORES (Established 17S0), removed to 407, Oxford Street,
near Soho Square. A Box, containing 14 tine Sisal Cigars
for Is. 9d.; post free for 27 stamps. None are genuine unless
signed " H. N. Goodrich."

JL7RENCH MODERATOR LAMPS.— A very large
J- and superior stock now on sale at DEANE, DRAY, AND
CO. S (Opening to the Monument), London Bridge.

Established a.d. 1700.

1_J EAL and SON'S EIDER DOWN QUILTS-
a « also GOOSE DOWN QUILTS, from 8s. 6d. to 24s. List

of Prices and Sizes sent free by Post. Heal & Son's Illustrated
Catalogue ot Bedsteads and Priced List of Bedding also sent nost
free.—196 , Tottenham Court Road.

AMUSEMENT FOR WINTER EVENINCS
VjECHI'S FOLDING BAGATELLE TABLES
I'-l afford, in an eminent degree, a means of varied amuse-
ment combined with instruction. Each table is constructed for
playing four highly entertaining games. Prices complete from
3i. 15s. to 121. 10s. Telescope stands for diito with adjusting
screw legs, 21. 5s. to 31. 10s. each.—112, Regent Street; 4, Leaden-
h all Street, London; and Crystal Palace.

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,^ 112. Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace
are exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in
Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags
and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mache" Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-
ping orders executed. The same prices charged at all the
Establishments.

Thread or
Fiddle Brunswick King's
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

. 18s. .. 26s. ... 32s.

. 30s. .. 40s. ... 46s.

. 30s. .. 42s. ... 48s.

. 40s. .. 56s. ... 64s.

. 40s. .. 58s. ... 66s.

T\ISH COVERS and HOT WATER DISHES in
-L-' every material, in great variety, and of the newest and
mist recherche patterns. Tin dish covers, 6s. 6d. the set of six

;

block tin, 125. 3d. to 28s. 9d. the set of sis. ; elegant modern
patterns, 34s. to 58s. 6d. the set ; Britannia metal, with or with-
otit-silver plated handles, 76s. 6d. to 110s. 6d. the set; Sheffield
plated, 10Z. to 161. 10s. the set; block tin hot-water dishes, with
wells for gravy, 12s. to 3Cs.; Britannia metal, 22s. to 77s.; electro-
plated on nickel, full size, 11?. lis.

HPHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—A The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by
"William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent process of
Messrs. Elkiogton & Co., is beyond alt comparison the very best
article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-
tinguished from real silver.

Tea Spoons, per dozen
Dessert Forks „
Dessert Spoons „
Table Forks
Table Spoons „
Tea and Coffee Sets, Waiters, Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate

prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.
CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.

Fiddle. Thread. King's.
Table Spoons and Forks, full size, perdoz. 12s, ... 28s. ... 30s.
Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10s. ... 21s. ... 25s.
Tea ditto

u 5s. ... lis. "."
12s'O OT AIR, GAS, VESTA, JOYCE'S STOVES.

t J- Stoves for the economical and safe heating of balls, shops,
warehouses, passages, basements, and the like, being at this
season demanded, WILLIAM S. BURTON invites attention to
his unrivalled assortment, adapted (one or the other) to every
conceivable requirement, at prices from 10s. each to 30 guineas.
His variety of register and other Stoves, Fenders, and Kitchen
Ranges, is the largest in existence.
The alterations and additions to these very extensive premises

'already by far the largest in Europe), which have occupied the
whole year, are now nearlv completed. They are of such a
character that the entire of EIGHT HOUSES is now devoted
to the display of the most magnificent stock of GENERALHOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver,
Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford
to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped for elsewhere.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free.
39 Oxford Street; 1. U, 5, and 3. Newman Street; and 4,5,and 6, Perry s Place. Established a.d. 1S20.

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and 1 have been informed that pur-
chasers or the same have believed them to be the same as those
manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society
and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,
I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark "J. P.," and that
Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are
my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-
place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found
defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and
Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parkes & Co.

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSE who would enjoy their Gardens during the
winter months should construct their walks of PORTLAND

CEMENT CONCRETE, which are formed thus:— Screen the
gravel of which the path i3 at present made from the loam which
is mixed with it, and to every part of clean gravel add one of sharp
river sand. To five parts of such equal mixture add one of Port-
land Cement, and incorporate the whole well in the dry state before
applying the water. It may then be laid on 2 inches thick. Any
labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required beyond the
spade, and in 48 hours it becomes as hard as a rock. Vegetation
cannot grow through or upon it, and it resists the action of the
severest frost. It is necessary, as waterdoes not soak through it,

to give a fall from the middle of the p*th towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving for BARNS,
CATTLE-SHEDS, FARM-YARDS, and all other situations
where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in
winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cemeut, J. B. White & Brothers,

Milbank Street, Westminster

NEW LABEL.— In consequence of the great variety
of Counterfeit Labels of A. ROWLAND & SONS' MA-

CASSAR OIL. now in circulation, and which so nearly resemble
the original as frequently to deceive the unwary—they have em-
ployed those eminent artists Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, & Co.,
who, at great cost, and by a peculiar process of their own, have
succeeded in producing from steel "A NEW LABEL," which
cannot be forged. It is composed of a section of an engine-
turned circle, repeated 130 times, and forms an original lace-
work ground, upon which is engraved in white letters, " UNDER
THE PATRONAGE OF THE COURTS OF EUROPE,"
with an embossed profile of Her Majesty "THE QUEEN,"
lately specially taken for the purpose, and which surmounts the
words (also in white letters) "ROWLANDS' MACASSAR
OIL, for the growth, restoration, and for beautifying the Human
Hair." Under which is the Signature of the Proprietors in Red
Ink, "A. ROWLAND & SONS"—Sold by them at 20, Hatton
Garden, London; and by Chemists and Perfumers.

THE EDUCATIONAL MICROSCOPE.
Price 102.

See leading article in the Gardeners' ClironicU, Nov. 24, 1855.
Manufactured by Smite & Beck,

To whom
The Council Medal of the Great Exhibition of 1851, and
The First Class Medal of the Paris Exposition of 1855,

Have beeu awarded,
" For the excellence ol their Microscopes."

An illustrated Pamphlet giving a full descripti"n, price, &c, of
the Educational Microscope forwarded on receipt of 6 postage
stamps.— 6, Coleman Street, London.

219° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
J-^' RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-

ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,
best, and cheapest safeguards extant.

Milner's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-
plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

MARK YOUR L I M E N.
HPHE PEN SUPERSEDED.— The most easy, per-
*~ manent, and best method of marking Linen. Silk, Cotton,

Coarse Towels, Stockings, Books, or anvthing else, is with the
PATENT ELECTRO-SILVER PLATES. By means of this
novel invention a thousand articles can be marked in ten minutes.
Any person can easily use them. Initial Plate, Is.: Name Plate,

2s.; Set ot Numbers, 2s. ; Crest Plate, 5s. Sent free to any part
of the kingdom (on receipt of stamps), by the inventor and sole
patentee, T. Colleton, Heraldic Engraver to ihe Queen and
Royal Family, 2, Long Acre, one door from St. Martin's Lane.

Vj ETCALFE, BINGLEY, and C< >/S OATMEAL
* S and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (registered Nov.3,1854).

Price 6d. each. This soap will be found the purest and moBt
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the puhlic. It preserves
the hands from chapping, and renders the skin soft and agree-
able.—Sold wholesale and retail by the inventors and sole manu-
facturers, Metcalfe, Bingley, & Co., Brushmakers and Per-
fumers to H.R.H. Prince Albert, 130b and 131, Oxford Street.

Caution.—To prevent fraud, each tablet beirs the registered
mark and the names and address of the inventors, as above.

Metcalfe's ALKALINE TOOTH PO WDER, 2s. per box.—
The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
fumers. &c.

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHUDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

ROBINSON'S PATENT BAKLEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has not only

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,
but has become of general use to every class of the community,
and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,
nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids; much approved
for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent for
thickening Broths or Soups.
ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than 30 years

have been held in consiant and increasing public estimation as
the purest farinas of the Oat, and as the best, and most valuable
preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, which tonus
alight and nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipe
for colds and influenza, is of general use in the sick chamber, and,
alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food for

Infants and Children.
Prepared only by the Patentees, Robinson1

, Bellvtlle, & Co.,

Purveyors to the Queen, 64, Red Lion Street, Holborn, London.
Sold by all respectable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town
and Couutry, in packets of 6d. and Is. ; and Family Canisters, at

2s.
:
5s., and 10s. each.

DR. DE JOWCH'S
T IGHT BROWN COD LIVER OIL,
L-J Prescribed with complete confidence by the Faculty for its

purity, efficacy, and marked superiority over all other kinds.

It is entirely free from nauseous flavour, and being invariably
and carefully submitted to chemical analysis

—

and only sup-
plied IN SEALED BOTTLES TO PRECLUDE SUBSEQUENT ADMIXTURE
oa adulteration—this Oil possesses a guarantee of genuine-
ness and purity offered by no other Cod Liver Oil.

Extract from " THE LANCET," Jult 29, 1854.
" Dr. de Jongh gives the preference to the Light Brown Oil

over the Pale Oil, which contains scarcely any volatile fatty acid,

a smaller quantity of iodine, phosphoric acid, ;md the elements
of bile, and upon which ingredients the efficacy of Cod Liver Oil

no doubt partly depends. Some of the deficiencies of the Pale
Oil are attributable to the method of its preparation, and espe-

cially to its filtration through charcoal. IN THE PREFER-
ENCE OF THE LIGHT BROWN OIL OVER THE PALE
OIL WE FULLY CONCUR.
"We have carefully tested a specimen of the Light Brown

Cod Liver Oil prepared for medical use under the direction of

Dr. de Jongh, and obtained from the wholesale agents, Messrs.

Ansar, Harford, & Co., 77, Strand. We find it to be genuine,

and rich in iodine and the elements of bile."

Sold only in bottles, capsuled and labelled with Dr. De Jongh's

Signature, without which none are genuine, by ANSAR,
HARFORD, & CO., 77, STRAND, London, Dr. De Jongh'b

sole Consignees ; and by many respectable Chemists in town and
country.

Half-pints (10 oz.), 2s. 6d.; Pints (20 oz.), 4s. 9d.; Quarts

(40 oz.j, 9s. ; IMPERIAL MEASURE.
FOCCY WEATHER.

ISOLDS, COUGHS, ASTHMA, I NFLUENZA, andO DISEASES of the CHEST and LUNGS, arise chieflyfrona

alternations of Temperature, and appear to be ni->st peculiar to

this climate, especially in damp foggy weather, and during the

winter months; while persons of every age and station of life are

alike subject to attack.

SPENCER'S PULMONIC ELIXIR
will be found a never-failing source of comfort and ease from

suffering; enabling invalids to breathe with freedom during the

keenest frost and thickest fog. In fine, it possesses every property

which can be beneficial in cases of coughs, colds, asthma, and all

complaints of the chests and lungs.
•«* Ask for Spencer's Pulmonic Elixir.

Prepared only by T. Roberts & Co., Crane Court, Fleet Street,

London; and sold wholesale and retail by E. Edwards, 67, St.

Paul's Churchyard; Barclay & Sons, 95, Farringdon Street;

Sutton & Co., 10, Bow Churchvard; Hannay & Co., 63, and
Sangar, 150, Oxford Street, London; and by all respectable

Chemists and Medicine Vendors in the Kingdom. In bottles

at Is. Ihd. and 2s. 9d. each. *.* The bottles at 2s. 9d. contain

nearly as much as three small ones.
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LAND DRAINACE..

MR. BAILEY DKN'l'oN, Engineer to tub Qbn-
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i
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J. I,AND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SYS-

TEMS, Booond Isbuo(180B), price 8».
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//,/ tatte
" A vm'v ablo troatlso." Mark Lane Exprets.

2 TABLES OP COST OP LABOUR AND MA-
T|.;ki,m.h. Prlcola.fld. ITor tho Pookot.

8. i(,i,l,l KK OR SURFACE MODELLING, M Sug.

«Bt'tvoof Drainage And tlio 1'rnfltablo lino of Drainage Water*.

U.-.-,,,,,l Mltlon f 1850), pileo 8«. U. M In it. A. a, IS.. 1810, and

Exhibit! 1861, wore awardod for tlilM method ol Modelling,

GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE D1STRI-
liirniiN OP WATU118. A Papor roprlntod from tho" Wont
,,,111:11, r Kovlow " (Ihi-.Ii. Prlco 3».6d,

Also, TDK DRAINER'S A LEVEL FOR THE
list; of woltKM EN. Pi'loo

Mr ii.mi.iiv Dbhton's engagements do not procludc him from

Designing or Superintending tho Drainage ot liittaton on tormn

in bo anoortalned of him at No. 62, Purlin nl Stroot, London.
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THE ATHEN£UM.
lOUltNAL OP ENGLISH AND FOREIGN LITERATUItE,

SCIENCE, AND THE PINE Alt'l'S.

Thirty-two largo quiuto Pagoo.

IlOvieWB oir, WITH EXTRACTS FROM-

THE AGRICULTURAL GAZETTE- - L5

Litii.i Dorrit.

IHc.kOllfl.

ity Oharlos

PrlnolplOfl of Government; nr,

Meditations in Exile. By
W. Smith O'Brien,

An Ewmiy on Intuitive Morals :

lit'hi mi Attempt to Popular-

toe Etlilcal Science. Parti.,

Theory of Morals.

With Shorter Notions ok

The Last ofthe ArcticVoyagea

;

bolng a Narrative of the i \x

pedltlon in ii. M.s. \ \\ \

unco, under tho command ol

Capt. Bir E. Belcher.

The Reformation. By J.

Mlcholot.
ChrlBtmaB Books for Children.
year Books.
Almanacs.

passages from tho Private and
official Life of tho Into Alder-

man Kelly.
Doctor Antonio. A Tale.

rhe Faces in the Eire. |
By

J. P. Pardon.

Simplicity and Fascination.

By Anno Bealo.

Adventures of My Cousin
Smooth. By T. Simpleton.

War Pamphlets,
List of Now Dooks.

Original.—Longfellow's ' I-llwnthn.'

Weekly Gossip.—Campbell Monument—Middlesex Ar-

chreolnElcal 3oolety-r-Re-admission of Mr. Barber to Legal

Practice—Manchester Minstrel— Halllwell's 'Archaic and

Provincial Dictionary '—Deaths of M. Mole* and J. Hardl-

man— Historical Portraits—Austrian Great, Exhibition—

Dr. Strauss' Now Work—Public Libraries in Florence-

Subterranean I aris— llamiltiniian System of Translation.

Societies.— Reports of the Proceedings of tho Royal—
Geographical—Asiatic—Antiquarian—Horticultural— Zoolo-

gical—Civil Engineers — Society of Arts — Institute of

Actuaries.

Fine Arts.—Beuld, the Acropolis [L'Acropole d'Athenes.]

Fine Art Gossip.— Marble Figures for the Mansion House

—Wellington Monument— Solomon's Picture, 'The Return'

—Historical Portraits—Condition of English Art—Church
"Windows -'Colour and Us Use in Architectural Art'—
Munllo's Pictures.

Music and the Drama.—Princess's (' Every One has

his Fault')— Sadler's Wells (' Midsummer Night')—Adelphl

('Twice Killed.')

Rrlusical and Dramatic Gossip.— Sncred Harmonic
Society—Philharmonic Society— Jullien's Concerts—Ma-
dame Goldschmidt's Concerts—Her Majesty's Theatre-
Musical Entertainments In the Paris Exhibition Building-
Paris Operatios—Music at Toulouse.

Miscellanea, — Rocovery of Waste Places—The Vines o!

Tuscany -Mde. Bonpland, the French Naturalist.

Tho Athenaeum may be ordered of any Bookseller.
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April nl 1

1

Prop igatlon by cut-

Anrlculas Horbacooufl Pcrcn- til

i.. I, nliils i

Beet llollotropo

Biennials Hollj hot
I

Ranum
Blnok Fly 1

1

Has]

Book i for Cottagers Horso-radlsh ] ubarb
Borage Hyacinths Rocl ets

Borecole Hydrangeas i

Pox Edgings I

(

| sop Rue
Broccoli Indian Cross Rustic Vasca
Brussels Sprouts Iris Bage
Budding B iiin> -y Beanfl Balvlaa
Bulbs Lavoni Savoys
Cabbago Layorlng
Cactus i iGok i

- lot Runner
Calceolarias Leptoslpbons Beans
Caltfornian Annuals Lettuce Seeds
Campanulas Lobelias Sea Daisy or Thrift
Carnations n Pride Scokah-
Carrots Lychnis, doublo 8eloct Flowers
Cauliflowers Marigold Select Vegetables
Celery Marjoram and Fruit
Cherries Manures Snails and Slogs
China Asters Marvel of Pern Snowdrops
China Roses Mescmbryantho- Spinach
Chrysanthemums, mums Spruce Fir

Chinese Mignonette Spur Pruning
Chives Mint Stocks
Clarkias Mnstard Strawberries
Clematis Narcissus Summer Savory
Collinsias Nemophilas et William
Colewort (Enothera bifrons Thorn Hedges
Cress Onions Thyme ,

Creepers Preonies
I JMiaPavonia

Crocus Parsnip Transplanting
Crown Imperials Parsley Tree Lifting-

Cucumbers Peaches Tulips
Cultivation of flowers Pea-haulm Turnips

in windows Pears Vegetable Cookery
Dahlias Peas- 'a Looking-
Daisics Pelargoniums
Dog's-tooth Violets Perennials Verbenas
Exhibitions, prepar- Persian Iris Vines

ing.articles for Petunias Virginian Stocks
Ferns, as protection Phlox i "Wallflowers
Fruit Pigs Willows
Fuchsias Pinks Zinnias
Gentiauella | Planting

J. Matthews, 5, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden.

I

Just published, the Second Edition, with Additions, price 5s. 6d. cloth,

ORNAMENTAL AND DOMESTIC POULTRY:
THEIR HIoTORY AND MANAGEMENT.

By the Rev. EDMUND SAUL DIXON, M.A., Hector of Intwoop with Keswick

THE BIRDS TREATED OF ARE-
Domestic Fowl in general
The Guinea Fowl
The Spanish Fowl
The Speckled Dorkings
The Cochin China Fowl
The Malay Fowl
The Pheasant Malay Fowl
The Game Fowl

The Mute Swan
The Canada Goose
The Egyptian or Cape Goose
The Musk Duck
The Grey China Goose
The White Fronted or Laugh-
The Wigeon [ing Goose
Tho Teal, and its congeners

The White China Goose
The Tame Duck
The Domestic Goose
Tho Bernicle Goose
The Brent Goose
Tho Turkey

The Cuckoo Fowl
The Blue Dun Fowl
The Lark-crested Fowl
The Poland Fowl
Bantam Fowls
The Rnmpless Fowl

The Pea Fowl [burgh Fowls The Silk and Negro Fowls
The Golden and Silver Ham-

|
-The Frizzled or Friesland Fowl

" It will be found a useful and intelligent guide to the poultry-keeper; while the lively and often amusing manner in which it is
written gives it a claim upon tho attention of the general reader."- Midland Counties Herald.

" This book is the best and most modem authority that can be consulted on the general management of poultry."

—

Stirling Observer.

Published by JAMES MATTHEWS, at the Office of the Gardeners" Chronicle and Agrtctxttkal Gazette,
fi, Upper Wellington Street, Covent Garden; and may be ordered of any Bookseller.

PERMANENTLY ENLARGED TO TWENTY-FOUR PAGES.
Every Saturday, Foolscap Quarto, price id., or Stamped od.,

NOTES AND QUERIES

:

A MEDIUM OF INTEE-COWMUNICATIOU FOR LITERARY MEN. ARTISTS.
AN II&TJARIES. GENEALOGISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS. &c.

t
* For opinions of the Q.uartcrlu Fcricw, Athenceum, Examine : Literary Oaxtte, Spectator, Dublin Scrictc, <K\

as to the utility, tC-c, 0/ Notes and Queries, see Prospectus.

A Specimen Number sent on receipt of five postage stamps.

GEORGE BELL, No. 1SG, FLEET STREET; AND BY ORDER OF ALL BOOKSELLERS AND NEWSMEN.
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN NATURE-

PRINTED (LIFE-SIZE).—An imperfect sheet of letter-,

press having been accidentally issued in the Ninth Part, just
published, Subscribers and the Trade are informed that the error

;

will be properly rectified iu Part X.
f
on the 1st of January.

11, Bouverio Street,

THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS OF W. M. THACKERAY.
'"THE SECOND VOLUME of MISCELLANIES.
i- By W. M. THACKERAY. Containing " The Ykllowplush I

Memoirs"—"Jeames's Diary"—"Sketches and Travels in
;

London"—"Novels by Eminent Hands" and "Character i

Sketches," will be published on the 18th of December, price 6s.

Vol. I., just published, contains :—" Ballads;" "The Book
of Snoss;" "Major Gahagan;" " TnE Fatal Boots," aud
" Cox's Diary; " each of which are sold separately.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

THE~CYCLOP/ED|AS OF CEOCRAPHY AND NATURAL
HISTORY, each complete in 4 vols., price 2L 2s.

On the 13th of December will be published, price 12s. each, the
Fourth and last Volumes of

"VT ATURAL HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY,
-L^ completing the First Two Divisions of the ENGLISH
CYCLOPJEDIA, based upon the Penny Cyclopiedia of the Society
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. Conducted by Charles
Knight.
The Volumes of the English Cyclopaedia may be had separately

;

and the Numbers and Parts continue on sale.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Now ready, price 2s. {id.,

PUNCH'S POCKET-BOOK FOR 1856.
With a Coloured Plate by John Leech, and numerous Wood

Engravings by John Leech and John Te.;njel.
Punca Offic e, 85 ,_F_leet_S treet.

In December will be published, price 3d., or Stamped 4d.,

PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 1856.
Illustrated by JOHN LEECH and JOHN TENNIEL.

Offi ce, S5, Fleet Street.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Elackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and

all Booksellers.

E~LmTRl^nsrATIONAL"GARDEN ALMA-
NACK for 1S56, price Is., will be published in December,

by Chapman & Hall, Piccadilly.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, llolloway, Middlesex.

GLENNY'S GARDEN ALMANACK AND
FLORIST'S DIRECTORY is just Published for the

NINETEENTH YEAR, price Is., post free 12 stamps.
Just out, price 5s. 6d., Third Edition, post free 6G stamps,

entirely rewritten and alphabetically arranged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound in cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
plete guide at the price.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

TREATISE on the ORIGIN, PROPAGAT foN*
and CULTIVATION of the STRAWBERRY. By Mi-

Richard Underbill, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Price Is. May
be had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great
Britain, as well as from the Author, through the post.

Agent for London : G. Cox, 18, King Street, Covent Garden.

THE GARDENERS' EVERY - DAY BOOK.
-*- Part I., Price 6d , will he published on the 1st of January.
C. Cox, King Street, Covent Garden. Orders received by all

Bookseller*.

Early in December will be published, price 3d., stamped 4d.,

THE HOLLY TREE INN, being the Christmas
*- Number of " Household Words," and containing the

amount of One regular Number and a Half.

THE HOUSEHOLD WORDS ALMANACK for
the year 1856 is now on sale, price 4d.

Published at the Household Words Office, 16, Wellington
Street North, and Sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen.

SCH00L~B0TANY7or7tHE RUDIMENTS OF
BOTANICAL SCIENCE.*

400 Illustrations. 8vo. Price os. Gd. half bound.
Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural
and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 12s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works
by Professor Lindley, of which " School Botany," and " The
Vegetable Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Tech-
nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for
Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5s.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

JitKt published, price 1.?. 6<l., free by post.

LAWSON'S GARDENERS' CALENDAR for
1856.—This CALENDAR is printed on a large sheet, and

embellisbed with a view of the Royal Gardens at Frogmore.

Peter Lawson & Son, 27, Great George Street, Westminster,
London; and George W. Bridge Edin burgh.

On Saturday next, price 1-1 alf-a-crown,

HE ENTOMOLOGIST'S ANNUAL FOR 1856.
London: John Van Voorst. 1 Paternoster Row.T

LOWE'S FOREIGN FERNS.
Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal Svo, price Is., each con-

taining 4. Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British
and Exotic. By E.J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., &c.

London: Groombrioge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated
by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,

by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14a.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

This day is published, in one vol. Svo, with numerous woodcuts,
price 14s.,

MEDICAL AND (ECONOMICAL BOTANY; or
An Account of the Principal Plants employed in Medicine

or Domestic GSconomy.

extract from: the author's preface.
" The Vegetable Kingdom contains, among a large quantity of

plants of no known importance to man, various useful species

employed in medicine, the arts, or in the many branches of

domestic ceconomy. The principal part of those which can be
brought by teachers in Europe under the notice of students, or

;

which, from their great importance, deserve to be among the
earliest subjects of study, are mentioned in the following pages,

;

where they are arranged in the manner proposed in the ' Vege-
j

table Kingdom' of the author, with the sequence of matter
departed from in a few instances, when it was believed that the
convenience of younger students would he consulted by doing so.

The author trusts that this selection will he found to have been
made in such a way that all teachers who possess reasonably
extensive means of illustrating their lectures, and all Botanic
Gardens, may furnish the larger part of the species which are
mentioned. A small selection was indispensable; firstly, because
a greater work would have been beyond the reach of the majority
of purchasers; aud secondly, because experience shows us that
those who have to study a science of observation, such as Botany,
require to concentrate their attention, in the first instance, upon
a limited number of objects."

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Just published, price Is. 6d.,

EXPERIENCE IN DRAINING. By Hewitt
Davis, Government Inspector and Surveyor under the

Drainage Act.—See Farming Essays, No. 3.

FARMING ESSAYS, No. 3. By Hewitt Davis,
Author of " The Injury and Waste of Corn from too

Thickly Seeding," &c. &c.

A Third Series of these Essays is now ready, and may be had
of Redford & Son, London Road, Southwark; James Ridgway,
Piccadilly; Simpkin. Marshall, & Co., Stationer's Court; and
at all the principal Railway Stations.

TABLES ON CATTLE, HAY, AND DRAINING.
Ninth Edition, price 2s. Gd. cloth, of

ANEW SET OF TABLES for computing the
Weight of Cattle by Measurement, the Quantity of Hay in

Ricks of different Forms, the Value of Land, &c. &c. To which
is now added, a Concise System of FARM BOOK-KEEPING.
By James Strachan, Fochabers.

The Book-keeping is also sold separately, price 61.

Second Edition, price 2s. Gd. cloth, of

CTRACHAN'S TABLES ON DRAINING, with
^ Practical Directions.

Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh.

Simpkin, Marshall, & Co., London. i

Just out, price Is., sold by all booksellers,

HOW, WHEN, and WHOM to MARRY ; with
Observations on the Causes of " Marriages being so often

Unhappy." By the Rev. A. Black.
The ART of DRESSING with ELEGANCE and PRO-

PRIETY. Price Is. Gd. Also, the SECRETS of a LADY'S
TOILET; the Recipes of the Court Beauties; how to efface

Wrinkles, and enjoy Youth and Beauty.

Either of the above works will be sent by the publisher, R.
Percy, 1, Welbeck Street, London, Marylebone, on receipt of the
amount in stamps.

Now ready, Part II. of

THE FERN ALLIES: A Supplement to "The
Ferns of Great Britain." Illustrated by John E.

Sowerby. Descriptions by C. Johnson, Esq. To be completed
in about Six Parts. Full coloured at 3s., partly coloured at Is. Gd.

per Part.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place, Lambeth.

Just published, price Half-a-Crown.

CANITARY REFORM AND SANITARY RE-
£5 FORMERS;

For the Information of
METROPOLITAN VESTRIES AND LOCAL BOARDS

OF HEALTH.
With an Abridgment of the

METROPOLITAN LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT.
London : Edward Stanford. 6, Charing Cross.

One Vol., X14 Illustrations. 2s. 6d. cloth,

/COMMON THINGS EXPLAINED. By Diony-
V^ sius Lardxer, D.C.L. Containing: Air—Earth—Fire

—

Water—Time—The Almanac—Clocks and Watches—Spectacles
—Colour—Kaleidoscope—Pumps. (From the Museum of Science
and Art.)

London, Walton and Maberlev, Upper Gower Street, and
Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

Ooc Vol., 119 Illustrations, 2s. 6d., cloth,

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. By Dionysius
Lardner, D. C. L. Containing : How to Observe the

Heavens—Latitudes and Longitudes—The Earth—The Sun

—

The Moon— The Planets: are they Inhabited ?—The Newr
Planets— Leverrier and Adams's Planet—The Tides—Lunar
Influences—and the Stellar Universe. (From the Museum of

Science and Art.)

London: Walton & Maberlv, Upper Gower Street, and Ivy
Lane, Paternoster Row.

One Vol., 100 Illustrations, 2s. cloth.

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH POPULARISED.
By Diontsius Lardner, D.C.L. (From the Museum of

Science and Art).

London: Walton & Maberley, Upper Gower Street, and
Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

One Vol., 357 Illustrations, 6s. cloth,

T ARDNER'S HAND-BOOK OK MECHANICS.

London: Walton & Maberley, Upper Gower Street, and
Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

On the 1st of December, one Vol., 290 Illustrations, 5s. cloth.

LARDNER'S HAND-BOOK of HYDROSTATICS,
PNEUMATICS, aud HEAT.

London: Walton & Maberley, Upper Gower Street, and
Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

Small 8vo, 3s. CM., cloth,

T lEBIG'S PRINCIPLES of AGRICULTURAL
I-' CHEMISTRY, with Special Reference to the late Re-

searches made in England.

By the same Author,

LETTERS ON CHEMISTRY. Fcp. Svo. Gs.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. Svo. 6s. 6<f.

HAND BOOK OF ORGANIC ANALYSIS. 12mo. 6s.

London : Walton & Maberly, Upper Gower Street ; and
Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.-

Now ready, price 7s. Gd. cloth, a new edition, with Additions, of

MR. QUAIN on DISEASES of the RECTUM.
London : Walton & Maberly, Upper Gower Street

;

and Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row.

BRITISH RURAL SPORTS, BY STONEHENCE.
In one thick Volump, price 10s. 6d., half bound,

BRITISH RURAL SPORTS: Comprising: Shooting,

Hunting, Coursing, Fishing, Hawking, Racing, Boating,

Pedestrianism. and various Rural Games and Amusements of

Great Britain, by Stosehenge (Author of the " Greyhound ).

and illustrated by numerous engravings by Wells, Harvey, aud

Hind.
. ,; t .

A List of Sporting and Country Books gratis on application.

London : Geoeoe Roctledge & Co., 2, Farringdon Street.

A GRICULTLTRAL SURVEYS of the BOAR!)
**- OF AGRICULTURE (in counties), 50 vols., Svo, 41. ISs.
Farmers' Library, 2 vols., royal Svo, cloth, 15s. British HubI
bandry, 3 vols., Svo, cloth, 16s. Von Timer's Agriculture, 2 vols.

'

Svo, cloth. 12s. Arthur Young's Works, Marshall's Works'
Loudon's Encyclopaedias, Lindley's Works, Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society, Gardeners' Chronicle, aud about 500 Agri-
cultural Works. — For Catalogues (gratis), apply to Jons
Pethkram. 94., High Holborn, London.

npHE FLORIST, FRUITIST, AND GARDEN
~L MISCELLANY. Hy C. Turner and J. SrENCER. Monthly'
price Is.—The last number just published, containing Index,
Title Page. &c, completing the Volume for 1S65. contains beau'
tiful coloured Illustrations of new Gloxinias, a Plan of a Flower-
Garden, and other Engravings, besides 26 closely printed pages*
of Letter-press relating to Practical Gardening, by some of tho.
most eminent Horticulturists of the dav. The work has now
completed its Eighth Volume, which is perhaps the best test, of
its utility, and, having a large circulation, offers an excellent
medium for advertisers. Published in Monthly Numbers atf
20, Southampton Street, Strand, where Volumes lor the present
and past years can be had.

BOHN'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
OTOCKHARUT'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMIS-
*-> TRY, or Chemical Field Lectures. A familiar Exposition
of the Chemistry of Agriculture, addressed to Farmers; trans-
lated from the German, with Notes by Professor Uenfrey, of
King's College. To which is added a Paper on " Liquid Manure "
by J. J. Meohi, Esq. Post. Svo. cloth. 5s.

London : Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden.
Just published, price Is., by post Is. 2d.

qnHE AGRICULTURE OF THE FRENCH
*- EXHIBITION. An Introductory Lecture delivered in the

Univeisitv of Edinburgh.
By John Wilson, F.K.S.E., F.G.S., F.C.S., &c, Professor of

Agriculture in the University of Edinburgh.
Edinburgh : Adam & Charles Black . -fl

MOORE'S ALMANACK for 1 85^T"PrTcel;X^Co^
taining besides the usual Calendar, a full account of the

Eclipses and other Astronomical Phenomena of the Year; the
Stamp Duties; a Popular Chronicle of the War with Russia ,-

and mnch other useful information.
London : Published for the Company of Stationers, by Joseph

Greenhill, at their Hall, Ludgate Street; and maybe had of all
Booksellers and Stationers.

Now ready, in Svo, price One Shilling,HE ODE OF PEACE.
By the Rev. Archer Gurney.

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
Just published, in Two Vols., post Svo, price 21s. cloth,

HPHE PAST CAMPAIGN: a Sketch of the War
*- in the East, from the Departure of Lord Raglan to the I

Capture of Sebastopol. By N. A. Woods, late Special Corre-
spondent to the Morning Herald at the Seat of War.

London: Longman. Brown. Green, & Longmans.
MADAME I. PFEIFFER'S NEW TRAVELS.

Just published, in Two Vols, post Svo, price 21s. cloth,

A LADY'S SECOND JOURNEY ROUND THE^ WORLD: From London to the Cape of Good Hope,
Borneo, Java, Sumatra, Celebes, Ceraru, the Moluccas, &c.

y

California, Panama, Peru, Ecuador, and the United States. By
Ida Pfeiffer, Authoress of "A Lady's Journey Round the
World," &c,

London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.
At Christmas will he published, in crown 8vo. price 2s. Gd.,

AUDUBON the NATURALIST in the NEW
WORLD: His Adventures and Discoveries. By Mro.

Horace St. John.
London: Longman, Brown. Green, A- Longmans.
DOMES I IC PRACTICE. OF MtDlCINE.

In One Volume, square post Svo, price 7s. 6d. cloth,

A MANUAL of the DOMESTIC PRACTICE of^ MEDICINE. By W. B Kesteven, Fellow of the Royat
College of Surgeons of England, &c.

London: Longman. Brown, Green, & Longmans.

MEW AND ENLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 98 Woodcuts, price 21s. cloth,

THE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
*- TURE; or, an Attempt to explain the chief Operations of

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindlet, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the
Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, London, &c.
"The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840,

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has
been translated into the German, Dutch, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to
practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,
by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to facts
familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be ; and the result is a
still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.

"This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"
with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much
matter as the first edition .... Although very large additions
are made to every chapter, while many passages in the first

edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that

the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,

domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, and
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practical

men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the

author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,

but one which every well informed gardener may understand
and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index
of matter, there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given
subject is treated of."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

Bv the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Edition,

greatly enlarged ; with G Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings.
Two vols. 8vo, 24*.

*** It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

he has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state in

which it is fnund at the present dity. In doing so, he has added
so very considerable a quantity of new matter, especially

in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that
the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, a
new work.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Printed by William Bhadrvbt, of No. 13. Upper Woburu Place, and
Fbbdkbick Muilett Evans, of No. 21), Queen's Boad, West, both in

tbe Parish of St. Pancras.and in the County ol Middlesex. Printers, st

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of WhitefriaTs, in the City
of London; nnd published by them at the Office, No.5, Upper Wellinpton
Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in tbe said County,
where all Advertisements and Communications are to be Addbsbbbd to
toc Editob.—Satukdah, December S, 1S55.
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"TM1E IUUGHTON AND SUSSEX IIOUTICUI,-
-*- TUBAL SOCIETY'S EXHIBITIONS OF PLANTS,
FLOWERS, iiinl FRUITS, for 1H.MI, are Hand In bo held BB
follows:—Tho Summer Show, on the 25th and 20th of .li

, and
tho Autumn Show on the 3d unj 4th of September, on tlio aamo
grand soalo uh in former yearn.

i'iiiihaS Attiuck, Esq., Chairman of tho Committee.
E. Si-ahy, Superintendent of the Exhibition.
EmvAltn Caiii'kntku, Sooivlury.

1XT ILLIaTm HA 11 R A T T,** LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakkkikld.
HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on tho best Improved

principles.V An extenslvo Btock of FnoiT TRUES, Oknamkxtai. Sunups,
EVKIlOilKKMS, FOKIWT TltElIS, ROHl'.S, llllll T

NOTICE TO CRAPE AND PINE GROWERS.
CHOULD THIS MEET THE EYE of any parly^ having PIN ES (not undor 2 lbs. each), and Q RAPES of both
coloura to dispose of, they are Invited to forward tho sumo Imme-
diately to Georoe TAVt.ort,"Jtm., Fruit Salesman, Grand Stand,
St. John's Market, Llvorpool.

Good Quality lNuiBPKNSADt.E.—Terms, Cash.

w

NEW CONIFER/E AND SPECIMEN EVERGREENS.
TJICHARD SMITH has a fine stock of all the beat
J-* Ornamental EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS tor
Lawns, Shrubberies, or for single Bpectmens.—Priced Lists will
b^BmUon^pj^lcftUon.—Nurseries, St. John's, Worcester.

STANDARD AND DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
TJICHARD SMITH begs to inform the Trade and
-1-V the Public generally that he has a fine stock of flat and well
trained FRUIT TREES of all the best and most popular sorts
(true to name), which ho will be happy to soil at very moderate
prices.—Priced Lists will bo sent on application.

Nurseries, St. John's, Worcester.

PINUS BENTHAMIANA.—The finest-plants yet
offered of this noble long-leaved hardy PINE. Thev are

from Seed, aud from 12 to IS inches high, 7s. 6rf. each. Price
per 100 to tho Trade on application.

IIooh Low & Co., Clapton Nurseries, London.

piCEA AMABILIS.—Seedlings of this fine hardy
*- species have been for a long time desirable, as in grandeur
of appearance it is scarcely excelled by PICEA NOBlXlS. We
have much pleasure in offering stout plants, three years old,
6 to 9 inches high, at 3U. Gd. each.

Hugh Low & Co., Clapton Nurseries, London.

THUJA GIGANTEA.—We ore again induced to
offer this fine tree during the present planting season.

It is from the Upper Waters of the Sacramento (in California),
whore it attains a height of 140 feet. It has been proved to be
perfectly hardy in this country ; the foliage is most beautiful,
resembliug some of the most graceful species of Lycopodium,
The plants now on sale are in vigorous health, and average from
10 to 16 inches In height. Price 31s. 6d. each.'

Hugh Low & Co., Upper Clapton Nurseries London.

E DFRUIT WANT
From the 17tu to the 21st Decemdee.

GOOD. PINES, not under 2 lbs. each.

„ GRAPES, White and Black.

„ PEARS, choice, large, aud ripe.

„ MUSHROOMS, small size aud close.

„ ASPARAGUS and CUCUMBERS.
(Choice FLOWERS, &c.)

Forward to G.Taylor, Jun., Fruit Salesman, Grandstand,
St. John's Market, Liverpool. Terms, Cash,

WANTED, 20 Tons of GYPSUM, to be delivered
at the Kingston Station. The price to be stated, either in-

clusive or exclusive of Sacks, which can if worth while be
returned.— Address, stating price, Mr. J. Marshall, Bailiff.

Chessington l.od^e, Kingston, Surrey.

TO BK SOLD, very handsome large IRISH
YEWS, from 4 to S feet. Purchasers taking a large

number will be liberally dealt with. Prices ou application.

—

TnoMAS Jackson & Sox, Nurseries, Kingston, near London.

TO BE SOLD, au ORANGE TREE from 12 to
14 feet high, and as much round, aud a CITRON 9 to 10

feet high. Also four or five large MYRTLES in Tubs, from
12 to 14 feet in height. The whole are in the best possible con-
dition and health; "the two former full of fine fruit,—May be seen
on applying to Mr. H. Hall, Newmarket.

TO BE SOLD very cheap for Cash, as the Ground is

required for other purposes. 10,000 ORNAMENTAL
FOREST TREES, from 6 to 15 feet, a great variety of sorts

:

20,000 GOOSEBERRIES and CURRANTS, leading kinds : 500
BUSHY YEWS, from 4 to 6 feet; about 1000 DECIDUOUS
FLOWERING SHRUBS; and a large quantitv of 2-year SEA-
KALE and ASPARAG US Plants.—Apply to Mr. Chas. Clabee,

lyman, &c, 170, Windmill Street. Gravesend, Kent.
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NEW AND CLNUINE SEEDS.

DA WE, COTTRELL, am. HI.MIvm
\

- thai II. .'.' Ainri.l '

\ EGETABLE, nu.l AORII ULTURAL SEED
now ready, containing many Nan u :

I

rate it lot Ipl lonn of aoout 1000 Tarlei
frcu on application^ i. au.| i. I

-.

Pountiiey I. in.... " 'ihiii 01 i nUii.

PETER LAWSOM a.m. SON, Si
i

unr-
mi:n, and WOOD FoRBflTHU to ''

i 1
1 iRlilaiid and Agricultural Society of ftcot-

liuiil. EdlnhiirKh. and I. 1 B

Pr.TKu LAWaox & Sun Iioc to intlmato tba*. t L * 1 r Prl'

of Seeds, lTiuits, &&, for the pre • nt Baaaon at., i.. eooni
llcation, and will be sent free by Post on application.

27, Great George Str.-i. Wi

ROBERT it STARK begs to intimate that hia

CATALOGUE ol UOLLYHOi : r in.
season Is now ready, and may be bad on applicAt.

of rare and interesting plants, Incluiin I

recently added to his collection. Garden and Flora Seeds of the
most approved sorts.

Edinburgh— Edgeblll Nursery; and MS, PrinCM Street

TO THE SEED TRADE
ABRAHAM HARDY and SON, Sked Growers,

Maiden, Essex, bog to announce that their WHOLESALE
PRICED CATALOG I I HI SI I.D3 and early Potato*, la DOW
ready, and may be had post free on application.—Dec. 13.
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AMERICAN PLANTS.
10IIN WATERER'S CATALOGUE of RH

<J deniukiNS. AZALEAS, *c, as exhibited at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kegi'iit's Park, London, is now published, ar.d

can bo bad on application,

(tip* The Catalogue describes the colours of the Hbododendrcns.

The American Nursery. PagsboL Surrey.—Dl

AMERICAN PLANTS
WATERE

Priced and
this season is now published, and will bo sent free on upplicttion.

As the collection of American Plants at this Nun-ery is *«
unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find it to thfir

interest to pay a visit to tho Nursery, which may be readily dono
by the South Western Railway lo Woking Station.

Knap Hill Nursery. Woking, Suney.

ant* tff»;

virir'.v. which i-

1

letvvfiti

.

only a novelty \n

I/AKLY VI.

.1 AKF> CAETtA it

CR and GODFREY beg to announce th.ir OfHBAT TOR I

n,i 1 'i ^rriptive Catalogue of American Plants for -Sao
and other kloda of Seni
Mr. II. R.T»iat>. Baaiarit/*..

-AU.TI

• .;-;-'*'

SCARLET RmODODEV:
»si) J. FRASER, HnmnD, Ua

Road. Eaaex. beg to oAa- fiaa toaahy Ptast* fi* lb*
1 to .1 :•" f«a, w»a m:
1CU . 6J. each.

J.
GEORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-

TIVE CATALOG! i AMERICAN PLANTS, ORNA-
MENTAL SHRUBS, FRUIT and FOREST TREES la now PEARS CRAFTED OS --E Oil .:£ »l PTwXKKC
ready, and may be bad ou application.

American Nursery, Windle-sbsm. near Baeshot. SurreT, seven 'asd J. F
miles from Staines* Windsor Branch, Southwestern Railway, ' ' * Priced LUt of tbe ahore ia now PDKaated, aad xaay be bad
where couvevances ra;iv be bad. post free on appliestsoo.

G E0^?.^K
^
lAN '«,b*™£? ^ie^aoTha^nbega to s-.ite hia PRICED ,,-Ii*wi~ 1^112!?EORGE JACKMAN

CATALOGUE of choice

GREENS and ORNAMENTAL TREES, which are well grown,

and constantly removed, also Kcses, Standard. Dwarf, and
dwarf-trained Fniit Trees, and Forest Trees, can he had on
application by enclosing one Postage Stamp.

G.J. respectfully invites persons plantiDg to pay a visit to his

extensive nursery, one ami a half mile from vl

South Western Railway, where all trains stop, and conveyances
can be had.—Woking Nttrser . Suiicy.

FLOWER AND VECETABLE SEEDS.

JAMES CARTER and CO. be
ff to announce that

they will publish, on 1st January, 1SJ6. their TWF.N FY-
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORICULTURAL

•ir sa uouetlsw-

decce to the Doti e of their tHeods aod fbei«riw3£is~|

\M Bride» Raswl. Earn.

w
OUTCM FlC^lR ROOTS. CIOD -

ILLIAM DENYKR.

11 r
B«

Ml

Vi E.t «

VEGETABLE. AND AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, ackoow- "D HCBARL.—Good oae v«ar DioMei RaM «f -Jmt

Cata- JLV toDowiag TaiieSee cast he asimtod .—ledged to be the most compreheosii e Annual
logue of Seeds extant. It has been subjected to a car,

elaborate revision, iu order to ensure the greatest possible c 7-

reotness. Forwarded free of charge, and post pau
application.

Jaubsi - Seedsmen. 25S. High Hollx.ro. Loodon.

HARDY HEATHS.
\\"ATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite

» . attention to their larse Bhxk ar.d rirs:-rate c^-E;:

s: beautiful Hardy Plants. Priced Catalogues may S;

en application to ^ atf7.ss & GoDrssr, Knap Hill

Nil . Woking, Surrey.

Mvaf
Mvitt'f Ur.niwa

Howard Prii.3e AI*
Hawke's Cb-npaKt
Laj^ps

"

Extr. ;

Applv W. tin—

_ Ma.per :

t — eVa.perl'.'T or

«i F.-.-c*
*'•- T—xz I la.

,-...- . _ ; . -.

3US3VS STOCiCWOOD COLSf
VTESSBS - v » rep*.

- 1

of this ejileodid

: r tta iadteBia: ~ ': ' ' - •''

-^^eive^

NEVV BEDDINC PLANT.
Double "White Pttusia '' iMrKSiAi.

r
:

"\TESSRS. WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS cm
i'l uow supply good plants nf the above-named at 5s. each. t

v
e s^rn::

This extrAeraiuarv^. new, and beautiful varietv can be srrong'y AE
recommended, and'doubtless will beccme an natversal :sv.i-:c. £x :

i< a bedding and conserva:,'rv plant, being of evceBent

and the flowers as'd able as a Cans:
. ..- Nurseries, Tooting, T-ndon. Nzrseries. Caelsei 1

r.rr

£
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HORTICULTURAL BUILDING AND HEATING BY HOT WATER,
AT THE 10WEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

GOOD MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP.
R.

are» :

li:,
ill

III? i

pulj

full

ftbe

I

GRAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

perience in the construction o." Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by aoything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

I

V
I.'

GRAY & ORMSON, DANVERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London

Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

|(

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available.

COTTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON_ APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES ATCD ENAMELLED MANGERS.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
&».; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4£<Z.

per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6i. ; above, 16s. 8i. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6(2. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 60. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. 6d.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cncumher Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium, 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

FOREIGN AND ENGLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Stkeet, Without.

TMILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
• GLASS in any Bize or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 ir . by 4 in and 6 in by 44 in. ... ... 12». 01.

64 „ « » 7 „ 5 ... 12 6
74 » °4 ,i 8 „ 6 ... 13
B* „ 64 • » „ 7 ... 13 6
»* » 1\ ii 10 „ 8 ... 13 6m ,, 84 „ 11 „ 9 ... 14
12

ii 9 ,i 13 11 9 ... 14 e
10 „ 10 » ioi i, 10J ... 14
11 „ 10

,. Hi „ 104 ... 14
11 ii 11

,, "4 „ 11* ... ... 14
12 i 11 „ 124 „ 11* ... 14
13

,i 11 „ 134 „ H* ... 14
13 „ 12

ii
13*

,i 124 .» ... 16
1»4 „ 13i „ 14i „ 134 ... 16
164 „ 13j ... 16

TAMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bishopsgate
<J Street Without, have the pleasure to hand their present
prices of

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.

6 in. diam.
7 „

8 „
9 „
10
11

With
stands

s. d. With s. d-

12 in. diam. 6 stands 8
13 „ 7 6

11 10
14 „ 10 „ 12 6

15 „ 14 „ 17
16 „ 18 6 „ 22

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King' s Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of heing able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.

Edward Henderson & Co., of the "Wellington Nursery, Welling*.

ton Road, St. John's "Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John "Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially

represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co . have now adopted what is called the " One Boiler System."

At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. "We will here quote

Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of

Messrs. J.Weeks & Co.'s system ofheating by hot water. He says

:

" / am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and

great savingproduced is truly wonderful; less than two sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, &c, nearly

800 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely

separated, as 300 feet stand in one direction,l50feet in another, 200feet

in another, and so on, including our large newly laidout wintergarden."

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive

private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be

seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable

results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former

statements relating to their one boiler system, and most
respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which cousists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c.,

the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-

ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3

feet 6 inches in diameter,

the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow

furnace bars. The large

surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-

ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.'

At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the

day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very

extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits

and Frames of all sizes. See onr Illustrated Catalogues on

FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suitable for the Draw-
ing Room, from 25s. each.
AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 10s. each.

Vase-shape ditto, on glass pedestal standing 23 inches high,
17 inche^diameter, 25s.

Extract from The Cottage Gardener.
" Fern Shades.—Many delight in seeing their beautiful Ferns

introduced into the domestic circle ; but without some such pro- -

tection as these shades it would be impossible to preserve them. Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all
m. . -. i. ... . . r ... r - - _ ..i__. . i-, . * « _ _ _ i ni I . , . . 1 .

. nf +1ia Vint-f Vinos

50 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 21£ by 13*, 16£ by 14$, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 15, at 18a. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 2$ „
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 3£ „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking
and Bee GlasseB, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

£^^.-.lEstablished more than 100 years.

The shades of which we speak are glass cylinders with a domed
top, which are placed on a glass pot wherein the Ferns have been
planted, and they form on a small scale a pretty imitation of a
Wardian Case."

GLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d
per square foot, for the usual sizes required , many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetlev & Co., 85, Soho Square, London.

See Oardeners' OhronicJe first Saturday in each month.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London,

JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

of the nobility and gentry to the veiy superior manner in

which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c,, combining every improvement with elegance of

design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Riofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to number:-

of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants ; also of the beBt Vines,

Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES Zc LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER X MELON BOXES & LIGHTS.

JAMES WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
Place, Old Kent Road, London.

Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any
length, from 16 to 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,

7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to

100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,

glazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready

for immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to

all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility

Geutry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.
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These extraordinary ivim, trlilob are aanrly Mlrotlai In Imblt,
'ii a:i oarly mi Doubfo-blflflBOined FramOi aboul 8 feet In hoi ill

ii ..i largo poda which cluster from tin- bottom to the top ol tbo
nihil, and am equal In flavour to k nlgnt'n Harrow. Bamplei ol

10 haulm 'liny be t ten at the following Qrtn« in London^ ol whom
ily they oiiu be had, iii quart packeta at Eta oaoli i

Batt, Kii'ii.kv, ft. BiLvicttLoaic, 412. Strand.
BlBOK, llic.'iMKit'iiiN, & ('iin.n, Mhhlhi VVIikiI', Adolplll.
iinunrA' M*MuLLWK,fl, LQafaniiAll Btreot.
Mini Kit, Nahu, & nahm, <i:t, Strand.
Nohlk, CoopbH;, <$ Bolton, 152, flool Btraot,
Jaooh Wkkkoii & Homh, 80, King Willi Kfrmil I II

1/ATKKKlS AMKIMCAN I'LANTS.—A m
r* DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE in now Dublin i of tin
ilebratod Collection of hardy Bcarlntand othoi Uhododi

i

i exhibited by Joint IVatmuri. »i the Royal Bound l i

agent,' h Park; It will bo found to contain a few
i

itloal ouhoi
.(Ions on tholr muccohmuiI management, and will be foi

i application by enclosing two mtampri for pOntnge, A pari from
:i enumeration of the mosl popular \\ lean Plants! Itli

i

on, n LIhI of oholoe Oonlfaroo will bo noon, bracing IhoJati I

anortatlone of this fine and hardy trlboof Plants.
-i. W. has now the pleasure toolTor in large mmntltlos, and of
l heights, tho following soleotlon of OONlKICltfl, nitli the
mark that they are all now growing in tbo oj tronnd

(
are

niiiy and handooma as can bo doslrod, and havouoon trans-
lanted eaoli succeeding spring, whoroby no piss - in b<

ired in their removal from tlie nursery
i Aran n Iml

ryptomorla japonloaj PInus Douglas!, Combrn, oxoolsa, I

irtlana, InslgnlSj Jofferyana. Beardsloyl, (uborculata, i

odnin Dooilaru, l.tilmnnn, ami Afrlcaim; W o 1 1 i n i nm -

:
i

:
.iii'.

upressiiflj Junlperus, Taxm Thuja, &o.
ju**- The attention of gentlemen, public eompanlos, and othoi
•gaged In planting, Is especially dlrooted to the foregoing;
ideod, all Intending planters would bo well repaid byavlell to

ispoot our stook, as rauoh may bo Boon which ofnocofliltj
inont be given within tho limits of an advertisement,
Tho Nursery 1b easily roaohod by railway^ being near tho
arnhoroiir.h Station, South-Western Railway, and Blaokwator
i tho South-Bastorn Railway.

The American Nurseryj Bagshot, Surrey.

HU ATKRKK and GODFREY respectfully invite tho
»* attontlon of pardon engaged in Planting to tholr Ann
tock of tho following 1IAKDY OltNAMKNTA I, TREES, &<

.

raucarla lmbrloata, % 3, 4, G, g, 7, and 8 foot high, in quantities,
all Htocky woll grown plants; tho larger Blses especially it

would be dlffloult to match.
edrus Deodara, lA

r
2, 3,4, and 5 foot, by tlio thousand; do. a

fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 foot; do. aomo magnificent Trei
10 to \r> foot. Those aro all in a famous condition for Trau
planting, having boon annually removed.
edars of I.ohanon, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. a few splendid Troon,
to ami 12 feet.

edars Bed Virginian, 5 to 8 foot.

Sdars, variegated white, 2, 8, and 1 foet, ono of tho hamlHomcHt
variegated plants wo know. We have a largo stock. It is ox-
tonsively planted at Klvanton Castlo.
ryptomeria japonica, fmo plants, 4 to 7 foot.

npreiiBus inaerocarpa or Lambertlana, 3, 4, 5. S, 7. ami 8 feet.

Nothing can be handsomer than somo of tho specimens of this

fine hardy plant,

uniper, Chinese. 2, 3, 4, and 5 foot; a fmo lot of largo plants,

G to 8 feet,

to. Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 foot; do. larger, up to 8 and 10

feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we heliovo

to be quite unequalled, tho Irish ospecially; tho larger slzoa
are perfect columns.

>o. recurva, 8, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

10. hispimica or thurifora, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Vbiei Douglas!, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of largo and very
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet,

'icea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plauts, 1 i to 2 foot, well

grown, and with good lead. None are graftod. A fow taller

specimens up to 6 feet.

)o. Nordmanniana, a largo quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, 1$, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of

these plants, and all from seed.

)o. Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.

?lirat) iusignis, IA to 3 feet; a few good spocimeus up to 7 feot.

„ Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 6, and 6 foet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet

„ Montezuma?, fine plants, 4 and B feet.

„ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.

Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.

The following 10 varieties form a very singular group. They
ire of dwarf habitB; the woll known Abies (Jlanbraziliana may
je taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to

je quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.

Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).
sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch),

ibies Clanbrazlliana I Abies pumila ") All dwarf varieties

compacta „ diffusa >- of the

pygmrea
| „ Gregori ) Spruce Fir.

Plc'ea pectluata pygmma (the dwarf Silver Fir),Hndsoni.

Vew, common English, 3, 4. 5. 6, and 7 feet, in largo quantities.

Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

S to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on

straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 8 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew. as standards.

Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.

Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew.S to 10 ft. high.

Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and S feet high.

Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped; a large quantity, 1 J. to

2A feet, and also worked as standards on the common ami Irish

Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

unsurpassed.

Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as we
have it, li to 3 feet.

Llbocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.

Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 6, 6, and S feet. This is one

ot tho most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. Amertcau, for hedges, donbtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Do. aure*, or Golden Arbor-vita^. This plant originated at this

Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal

favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 and 4 feet high, and as

much through—in fact, perfect globes.

Weliingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,

being near 1^ feet high, and as much wide.

IIollieH variegated, hv the thousand, 2, 3, aud 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

We may here remark with reference to the large specimens

alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a

condition to transplant and travel any distance with perfect safety.

They have one and all been annualiy removed in our Nursery,

and in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe

wo are justified in stating it offers a choice which is to be found

in hut few establishments of its kind in this country.

Tho Nursery may bo reached in 40 minutes by Train from the

"WamtIoo Station;' and the South Western Railway Company
having a Rranch on to the North Western, enables us to send

plants to all part", in trucks throughout, without packing and

other extensive additions.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
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RENCLE'S PRICE CURRENT FOR 1856.

RENDLE'S PRICE i i itUKM AND GAR-
DENER'S D1REI l"l ;'U4«

!

published by Messrs. Simpkin <(' ifa

obtained throtuih any Bookseller

or from the Proprietors, William K. KlMU
Seed Merchants, Plymouth, price Sixpence, or

purchasers of Seeds.

The prfsknt Edition is trintbd the same size as

the " Florist," and will contain 120

be found even more complete than tbb former
Editions.

rt contains a valuable Doscrlptlve 1.1st of KI

I

DEN SEEDS, With prices affixed tn evory article, and in addi- '

tion to those flescriptlons there are <(h'>rt and oonclv fnltnral

remarks for every kind of ->inling oot the best

varieties for Sbrlj . U rof*.
The List of FLOW EB SEEDS has been ranch imprnved, and

contains descriptions of alt tin li '-. with direct

BOtring seeds, and otlier useful practical remarks: and
department Mr. r.rriiiKton has writtrn expre-st- •

an nricinnl article on ANNUAL asm OTHBB FLOWER
SEEDS, which will be lend with much lnt

The Calendar ov Orn:\n„Nj for the wliele of the rear baa
also been revised, and will be found even raoro uieful than the
one in the last edition.

The Almanack is now a prominent feature of the " Price.

Current, " and a page is devoted to every month.

Fall detailed lists aro pivon of the quantities and dej.:

of seeds sent in tho '

'I OF Steps."

The following Original Articles hare alto been
(

contributed, for ichich the Proprietors have to rctvm their I

sincere acknowledgements.
FLORICULTURE. By Mr. Jobs Edward.?, the Secretary 1

1

the National Floricultural Society, and Editor of the "National
Garden Almansck."

VEGETABLE FORCING, ny Mr. Roam EaaosottMs, Sar-

1

doner to Sir P. Bgerton, Oulton Park. 'isr.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING. By Mr. Job* I

Dobsos. late Gardener to Mr. Edward Beck. Is> -

«,l:vi'l DISEASE AND Mtl.PEW. Ity.M- ,1 urs i'rnm.1.
.

ol Camberwetl.
,,N NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL MANURES. Fy Mr. J.

.

B. Lawks, the celebrated Agricnltural Chemist.

ON THE PORTABLE asp MINIATURE FRUTT GARDEN. I

liv M- N ot the Garden Farm, Drumoondra, near,
Dublin.

ON THE. CULTIVATION OF THE CUCUMBER. By Mr.
.Iosf.th Hamilton, Author of the Hamiltcnian Systetn of|

Pine Growing."
LIST OF A FEW OF THE BEST EKE IT TREES GROWN
ATWO ae seat of Lord Uiddleton. Py Mr. .1

HATTrtORN.
MIGNONBTTE, Cl'LTURE OF. Br Mr. William Mr-
Gardener to the Earl ot R jseberry, Dalmeoy Park.

NEW AND ECONOMICAL MODE OF HEATING GREEN-
HOUSES, ORCHARD HOUSES. ,v.\ Py Mr. I

Garden Farm. Prnmcondra.
ROTATION OF CROPS By Mr. BoBRKT BwaMWKDr.
SELECTION OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS. From the

i

" Scottish Gardener and Magazine of Horticulture and
Florictilnre."

THE OSAGE ORANGE. Introduction and Cnl-vrarion of.

In addition to the above will be civen short directions for the

CULTIVATION of EI.OWEK SEEDS, with n.:Jes of TEST-
ING their GROWING QUALITIES. Also a descriptive;

list of all the newest introductions tor the present year.

A Description of the CEDKUS DEODARA, w.; ;h an eneTSv-

intr kindlv lent by the proprietors of the "Florist:" a:

remarks on th,1 Dioscorea Batatas

the proprietor of Curtis's " B

Copies of the above edition can now be obtained throneb any

bookseiler in town or country, or from the Proprietors, price fit.

eachj or free to *!'. pnrcbasers of seeds.

WILLIAM E. R E N D L E i- C

Sr.stD MesCHAKTS, Plymouth.
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throw up and employ in so smoothing the place as

to render it invisible to their many natural enemies.

The grub, furnished with nothing but its jaws, for

legs it has none, finds itself in the midst of live

animal matter suited for its subsistence, consisting of

the mutilated and paralysed bodies of spiders, cater-

pillars, and the soft larva? of other insects, which

form an abundant larder of fresh meat. Amidst
this abundance it undergoes its transformations,

changes to a chrysalis, and finally emerges as a

perfect wasp, exactly like its provident parents,

which, as we have seen, take such good care of it.

Here, then, we have a natural explanation, and
let us add a beautiful one, of Dr. Danvin's marvel,

which, like many others, when examined by men of

sufficient intelligence, turns out to be a natural fact,

the whole history of which was perfectly well known
to science.

Some weeks since we reported fully upon the

experiments made in this country with the Chinese
Yam. A short statement bv M. Naudin enables

us to show what the French have this year ac-

complished.

We are informed that sets planted in 1854 were
raised in the beginning of last November. They
had therefore passed the severe winter of 1S54-5 in

the open ground, without protection, and sustained

no injury from the 22 degrees of frost (10°

Fahr.) experienced in Paris last January. The
question of the hardiness of the plant is thus
reduced to certainty.

Six plants taken up on the 2d Nov. and weighed
immediately, gave the following result :

—

No. 1 0.340 kilos.'

2 "0.260 „
3 1.260 „
4 ... .». ... 1.640 „
5 ... 1.535 „
6 1.500 „

6.535 „
or above 13J lbs., which is equal to rather more
than 2 lbs. 4 oz. each root on an average.

The roots were some forked some undivided,
owing, as it would seem, to the former having met
with stones in the ground ; on an average, they
were nearly 19 inches long. For the most part
they were longer than those grown in 1854.

Experience has again shown that the Chinese
Yam should be planted very close. Six or seven
inches from plant to plant is enough. They are so

long, and form so few side roots that it is more
important to get as many of them as possible than
to grow them to a great size. Roots 3 or 4 lbs. in

weight are by no means the most profitable. They
need not be bigger than Carrots, and require no
more room than that root. It is however necessary
to have them on good high ridges for the sake of
getting them up without trouble.

Such seem to be the conclusions of the French,
and they coincide sufficiently with our own to
render the proper cultivation of this plant no longer
a matter of uncertainty. That it is quite hardy
seems clear.

Horticulture has sustained a loss by the death of
Mons. Pescatore, of Paris. Having some years
since acquired the rich collection of Orchids formed
by Mons. Quesnel, of Havre, he rapidly increased
it till it became the most important in France, if

not on the Continent. It was from his Chateau de
la Celle de Saint Cloud that were drawn those con-
tinued supplies of rare plants which gave so much
interest to the late French Exhibition ; and to his
munificent patronage the Pescatorea, a splendid
work named after him, owed its existence. We
regret to report that M. Pescatore died the other
day in Paris at his house in the Rue de St. Georges,
after a long and painful illness.

Kew Plants.
154. Tecoma velutina.

Among the supposed varieties of Tecoma stans,
enumerated by De Candolle, is one called velutina,
which is evidently the plant now before us. That
learned botanist had obtained it from the garden of
Parma, but was uncertain whether to refer it to
T. stans or mollis. If the latter has nearly entire
leaves as is stated, then it must be different from this
in which they are strongly serrated. From the former
its soft downy leaves and much larger flowers separate
it. Mr. Skinner, who presented its seeds to the Horti-
cultural Society, informs us that it is called Bucai-o, and
is " one of the finest plants known in Guatemala. Its
luxuriance is wonderful ; it grows well with a tempera-
ture of 68°, but is finest when the thermometer ranges
from 75° to 78°." It is certainly a plant of uncommon
beauty. Associated with leaves like those of the Ash,
but sometimes simple, sometimes ternate, and some-
times pinnate, are great terminal racemes of magnifi-
cent yellow flowers, in no respect inferior to those of an
AUsraanda. Add to this that although a shrub, it was

in full flower in nine months fromjbeing sown. Mr.
Skinner says that it blossoms in Guatemala from bottom
to top, Jaud during a large part of the year. Some
hundreds of plants have been given away by the Hor-
ticultural Society.

ON SOME NEW VARIETIES OF THE SWEET
POTATO (BATATAS EDULIS).

(Communicated by Colonel von Siebold).

The sweet Potato or Batatas was already known in

the middle of the 16 th century. It is a plant of ancient

cultivation, originally proceeding from tropical countries.

But it gradually overstepped their northern limits,

penetrating into various lands of the temperate zone,

and we find it cultivated in Carolina, in Japan, and
China, in which two last named countries it entirely

takes the place of our Potato. It succeeds perfectly

within an annual isothermal line of 12° Reaumur
(59° Fahrenheit) ; and northern Spain, the south of

France, Italy, Greece, Rumelia, and the lands com-
prised in the parallel of Constantinople and Tiflis,

would prove a second fatherland for it. The Batatas
has long been cultivated in Portugal and Spain, and a

considerable trade in it is carried on along the coa6t of

Malaga. As a plant of ancient cultivation in a variety

of climates, at a greater or less elevation above the sea

and in very different soils, the Batatas have neces-

sarily more or less improved. Varieties have been
developed suited to warmer or colder climates, and the

form and colour of the leaves, flowers, and tubers is,

among the Batatas, as diversified as in the Potato itself,

which has become gradually diffused over the whole
world. Climatological circumstances, and the nature
of the soil, have also had their influence on the quality

and flavour of the root.

Hitherto we have only known in Europe a few kinds

established in Spain and Portugal, and some Isle of

France or Guadaloupe varieties, cultivated here and
there in the south of France. Some gardeners of Paris
and Rouen have raised from them tubers of consider-

able size and a good flavour. If in our colder climates

the culture of the Batatas requires more care than that

of the Potato, it is nevertheless well worth the trouble

of raising it in our gardens, and in warmer regions it

may be planted in the open fields with far more advan-
tage than the Potato ; for there the haulms and leaves,

which may be cut down several times without injury to

the tubers, afford an excellent forage ; cattle, pigs, and
horses willingly take to the Batatas haulm and grow
fat upon it. In St. Domingo it is the chief food of
domestic animals ; and in Japan, where the arable land,

so limited in extent for the overcrowded population, is

taken up by the culture of grain and vegetables, the
dense foliage of the Batatas is an indispensable fodder
for cattle and horses. The young shoots and leaves

may be used also as vegetables. The tubers may be
eaten, like Potatoes, boiled, roasted, or fried in oil or
butter, whilst the unripe roots may be preserved with
sugar. Father . Manuel Blanco, in his " Flora de
Filipinas," says that the country people make of the
Camotas (as the Batatas are there called), a kind of
chocolate soup, and that the tubers are excellent when
roasted before the fire. Parmentier, a member of the
Institute of Paris, observes " Les Batatas, en un mot,
peuvent se preter a toutes les formes que le luxe de nos
tables a imaginees." The saccharine principle of the
Batatas promotes fermentation, and may be used for

the preparation of spirituous liquors. The writer of
these notes has daily eaten Batatas in Japan for several
years ; when boiled they are an excellent appendage
to the delicious fruit of those regions, and if roasted
they rival the best Italian Chesnuts. The Japanese
kinds are distinguished by being very mealy, and, boiled
in their skins, they burst like our best Potatoes. As
as article of food they are all over Japan much more
highly prized than the Yams (Dioscorea batatas and
D. japonica), which do not boil so mealy and have
a mawkish taste, like Scorzoneras and Jerusalem
Artichokes.

After repeated attempts for many years, the writer
at length succeeded, in the month of June of the present
year, in receiving direct from Japan the best varieties

of their Batatas, and in multiplying them in the horti-

cultural establishment of Siebold and Co., at Leyden,
with so much success, that already in the present
autumn strong offsets can be supplied to botanical
gardens, nurserymen, and amateur gardeners.
The best sorts of Batatas in Japan are—1, the

Satsuma-imo, that is, the Batatas from the district of
Satsuma ; 2, the Aka-imo, or red skinned ; 3, the Siro-
imo, or white-skinned ; aud 4, the Hanaboke-imo, or
Quince-flower-coloured Batatas, that is, of the colour of
the flowers of the Cydonia japonica. We now possess
in our garden all these four kinds. For all countries
which have an isothermal annual and July temperature
with that of Japan, the introduction of these improved
varieties will be as important as was once the intro-

duction of the Potato from Peru into Europe. For
such countries the culture of the Batatas will be more
advantageous than that of the Potato, which, it is well

known, does not succeed so well in hot climates. But also

for climates of a lower annual temperature, say of 8°

Reaum. (50° Fahrenheit), these improved sorts may be of
great advantage in kitchen gardens. As there are other
vegetables which we obtain earlier by sowing them in

hot-beds and planting them out in the open air, so can we
also prepare the Batatas in hot-beds for their open air

cultivation. Experiments made with that view in the
Jardin des Plantes at Paris in the end of last century,
and latterly in the neighbourhood of New York, have

been attended with success. But what lias proved the
best method is to make offsets from tubers planted very
early in hot-beds or in heated plant-houses. For this'

purpose cuttings are taken from the young shoots and
planted out in hot-beds, or in the open air if protected
from cold and from the sun. One root will thus supply
several hundred offsets. The causing the roots first ta

shoot in the hot-beds, and then to remove them to the
open air, or the cutting up of the root itself, has proved
less advantageous, as the abundance of fermenting
matter in the roots causes them to rot very easily.

Their multiplication by rooted cuttings has been found
to be the surest and best method. They like a loose,

rather sandy than clayey soil, and require strong ma-

!

nuring. In Japan the soil is manured with decayed

'

fish, and the young plants are copiously watered with a
liquid manure carefully prepared from vegetable and
animal matter.

We thus recommend our Japanese Batatas to gar-

deners and agriculturists as a new vegetable ; and if we
encourage our correspondents in planting them we do
it in the persuasion that the culture of the Batatas win
be attended with as much advantage as that of other

fine vegetables, such as Cauliflowers, Asparagus, Arti-

chokes, &c, and that these our new Japanese kinds,

although they may not in our climate form a substitute

for the Potato, will nevertheless prove quite as nutri-

tious, and a much more palatable article of food than

the Chinese Yam (Dioscorea batatas) now so much
recommended as a substitute for the Potato, and, w&
repeat, will supply our cooks with a most desirable

material for made dishes.

PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN REARING
SEEDLING PEAR TREES.

To prevent confusion in a nursery of seedling fruits,

and indeed in collections in general, it is advisable to

direct the greatest attention to their cultivation with the

view of bringing them into a bearing state before pro-

pagating them, or giving away grafts. Ifj when the

period of bearing is at hand, the following characteristics

of the tree are observed, viz., a straight, upright, sub-

stantial stem, not too tall, branches and shoots some-

what erect, forming, however, tolerably wide angles,

a portion of them being furnished with spines and blunt

spurs, some of which also appear on the stem and upper

parts of the tree, there is a probability of the seedling

proving good. If the fruit set well in spring, notwith-

standing the frosts and vicissitudes of weather which

occur at that season, and if from three to eight, flowers

of which the .truss may be composed shall set as

many fruits, there is a probability of its being both

hardy and productive. The stalk should have a

firm attachment to the spur, so that the fruit may
not be readily blown off by the wind. The fruits should

be of fine form and good size. Those formed on the stem
will always be larger than those on small branches

or slender elongated spurs, and will likewise prove

of better quality. The fruits from the successive and
final gatherings should be carefully marked, in order to

ascertain the difference when they come to be tasted,

and to discover their mean time of ripening. A single

production of fruit and only one tasting are not sufficient

for the proper determination of the quality of a variety

and its mean period of ripening. Several successive crops

in different kinds of soil are necessary in order to appre-

ciate the fertility, quality, and the period of ripening

of a new variety.

When in the first year of bearing, vigour, hardiness,

and a certain degree of productiveness are observed in a

seedling, aud when the fruit fulfils the requisite condi-

tions as regards size and flavour (these will be spoken of

further on), it is advisable to graft the variety on the

Pear stock for dwarfs and standards, and on Quince for

Quenouilles.

In order to preserve in the seedling all the qualities

above enumerated, it is necessary to take vigorous

cuttings (as we have proved in former communications)

from the upper part of the seedling tree, and from the

shoots nearest the places where fiu'ts were borne.

A graft worked on a strong Pear stock at the height

of 6 or 7 feet, aud properly treated, will be in a

favourable condition for exhibiting in the third, or at

all events in the fourth year after grafting, the charac-

ter of the seedling variety. Nevertheless, the proper-

ties, and more especially the form of the fruit, cannot

be ascertained with all that degree of certainty which is

desirable until the grafted tree, well established and

vigorous, in good soil, shall be subjected to a proper

system of pruning.

A tall-stemmed Pear stock before beiug grafted, will

have nearly arrived at the age at which it would bear

fruit, of some sort, at the part where it is to be worked
with a graft taken from that part of the seedling where
fruits were first produced. This being the case, it is

easy to perceive that the graft will produce wood on

which fruit-bearing spurs will be formed iu a few year?,.

and that fruit will be produced of perfect form, and as

'

excellent in point of flavour as those of the seedling tree.

A bud inserted near the ground in a Quince stock—if

it take, for some varieties do not succeed on that stock

—

will likewise fruit in the third or fourth year after being

worked. Oil the Quince, the wood of a variety of Ptar

may acquire a different tinge, but the form of the fn.it

is generally the same. Occasionally, however, the fruit

of some varieties worked on the Quince becomes largtr,

is produced in greater abundance, and acquires a

richer flavour than that grown on the seedling tree.

But these are exceptions to the general rule, and may
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perhaps be partly attributed to tho sort of Quince, for of

.his there are several varieties, the Influence of which
pn tho graft ih as varied and decided ns that of diffi 1 1

hi

varieties of tliu wild 1'our employed for itock, in

general but little attention in paid to this ofraumstanoe,
which, however, in tho oanso of many of the failures
which occur in cultivation, and to nn extent which, we
flunk, rcijuiroH to ho noticed in a special article.

1'hfl hudj or Kraft, placed on the lower part of a

wilding intended to form a dwarf pyramid, although
taken from the upper portof the seedling, must undergo
tho influence of tho young stock on which ii. li worked,
and iniiHt produce wooil for livo or nix yean before
iteorgane'Of fructification can ho formed. During this

interval there i« time to ascertain whether the tree It

inclined to become a lino dwarf pyramid rather than a

tall one. At tho end of three or four yearn we may
certainly find out from tho more or Iohh vigorous growth
of the voricty whether it hIiouM he olussed amongal
tho sorts which should ho trained against a wall, rather
than mm a pyramid, or whether from ilit atrong growth
ami hardiness it in adapted for a standard, and for

being cultivated on a large scale for orchard*,
from what him been Stated, it appears that from the

time when tho troo first comes into bearing till that at,

which a description of the treo and its fruit can he
Correctly mid definitely made, a period of ten yearn
must elapse ; and before a sufficient number of hoaltby
and vigorous trees can be sent out, another interval of

fivo years must bo allowed, making altogether I

.'•

years from the time of coming into hearing, Until lien,
only the raiser and a few privileged friends should taste
the fruits, llol'oro a variety sent out to the puhlic can
be generally distributed, tried in different localities and
in various soasons, and its merits generally ascertained,
a period of 2(1 years will have elapsed from the time of
its first fruiting. 'It was so with the Passe Colmar,
Hcurr d'Hardenpont [Glou Morceau], Ileum'- Ranee,
Urbaniste, Beurre" Diel, Beurrj Dose, Mario Louise,
Conseillor de la Cour, Josopbino do Malinee, Soldnl
Laboureur, No plus Meuris, and several others of a
more or less recent origin. Such will also be tie cose
with several more modern varieties of which the
qualities have been ascertained by competent judges,
from several years' production. It is much better, we
think, to rely upon tho results of careful examinations
than to adopt hasty conclusions, not founded on ceta
blislied facte. J. l)c Jonghc, Bruaae's.
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VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. Xfiv
88 6\ SftiitiGosis * (Ranknaa). — That different

varieties of the same species possess very different

degrees of fertility is a fact universally recognised by
cultivators, nor is it less true that different individuals
of the satno variety, especially where tho plants have
been raised from seed, exhibit similar peculiarities.

Some plants of the Stone Tine, for instance, as stated
by He", which produces a favourite fruit in Italy, are
distinguished by a peculiar green, and by their almost
complete unproductiveness. In our more common fruit

trees these tendencies may be much amended by
adapting the stock properly to the variety, and a further
check may be given to over luxuriance by judicious
root pruning. Sometimes, however, the evil is of a
different description, and depends upon the excessive
rankuess of particular shoots which increase at the ex-

pense of others, are indisposed to bear and destroy
that symmetry which is necessary to insure that per-

fect exposure of the fruit to light and air which is

necessary to insure complete success, and which is

justly the pride of the cultivator. Where this arises

from the excessive development of particular buds,

much may be done by the root pruning mentioned above,

aud by judicious shortening or removal of the shoots,

accompanied by timely disbudding ; but these rank shoots

feeding at the expense of others,and known under various

names, as robbers, branches gourmandes, wasserreiser,

suechione, &C, do not always arise from the develop-

ment of normal axillary buds, but from adventitious buds,

and in such cases the evil lies still deeper, because they

often differ in quality from the normal branches. On
the Mulberry tree, for instance, they exhibit sometimes

digitate leaves while every other leaf is simple ; in other

cases they are variegated, while in others they produce

smooth branches where the mother plants have thorns,

or branches more highly thorny than the matrix,f
Such branches besides are naturally inclined to sterility,

aud bear sometimes a degenerate fruit. They are, in

tact, one of the modes in which variations occur in cul-

tivated plants, and sometimes afford objects of cultiva-

tion endowed with properties which make their per-

petuation useful. What it is which gives them such an

extreme degree of luxuriance it may be difficult to say,

but their analogy with shoots produced from trees

which have been headed down indicates some accidental

increase of nutriment at the point of origin of the

mother bud, and it is evident that as under ordinary cir-

cumstances multitudes of little twigs are checked in their

growth, and ultimately perish in consequence of the

superior development of neighbouring branches, the pro-

duction of such shoots, especially where they are nume-

rous, must have a tendency to weaken the more normal

portions. It is obvious that the most certain remedy will

be to cut off such shoots to their very base, and to dis-

bud every new germ which arises from the new bark

• From fZp-yaM, I am of vigorous growth.

| Meyen believes that Gleditscbia raacracantha aud G. ferox

have arisen in this way from G. triacantha. It is, however,
believed that these plants are of Chinese aud not of American
extraction. Both are probably forms of G. sinensis.
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beyond the limits of our atmosphere, or that they could

by any possibility be retained in a mass of aqueous vapour

or clouds ; were they then carried by the revolving

action of the storm from the ground in which they were

located, and removed bodily to the court-yard of her

Majesty's palace at Osborne ? Why are we asked to

believe this ? We have heard of no Moss, or detritus,

or broken sticks, or tiles, dates, or mortar being fouud

with them. Would the storm have selected the shells

alone, and placed them upon the clean, well swept, and

poisoned yard ? Even supposing that the position of the

court-yard were such as to forbid the supposition of their

being out on a feeding excursion, as suggested in my
former communication, there are many other roads open

to solve the question before we arrive at the improbable

or non-natural. Are there no trees, or tops of walls, or

roofs to the house from which they could have been

swept by Ihe wind ? No crevices in the slates—no

gutter to carry off the water from the court-yard, by

which they might have found ingress ? Why choose

the most difficult when there are so many more pro-

bable modes of solving the question ? Mr. W. says

they were not in the court half-an-hour before they were

found. Were they looked for ? Why, they were not

3 lines long and hardly 1 broad. How easy then to

have escaped detection ! Mr. W. says I have not

accounted for the dead shells. A little reflection will

tell him that if they were carried up by a whirlwiud, and

deposited like rain by their specific gravity, that the

live and dead shells ought not to be found together.

To a casual observer, however, live shells might easily

be mistaken for dead ones, because the mollusk will

sometimes not stir for a long time, and you cannot

always see it when coiled up. They certainly did not

take an excursion and " leave their shells behind them,"

for the mollusk never separates from its shell. I hope
Mr. Winchester will find out the whole matter. I am
glad to find he has taken up the study of natural

history. Let him go into the nearest wood at Osborne
and collect carefully a quantity of Moss from the ground,

and place it in a bag. When he gets home let him
shake it a little at a time on to a sheet of white paper, and
look at the detritus which falls therefln through a mag-
nifying glass. He will not only find Zua lubrica, but

probably Helix pygmea and aculeata (a most beautiful

little shell, covered with little spines), Azeca tridens,

Achatina acicula, Pupa edentula, &c, &c. The examina-
tion will we!l repay the trouble. 0. R- Bree, Stricklands,

Dec. 10.

Growing Vines in Pols.—The following remarks on
this subject carefully carried out will be found to pro-

duce satisfactory results. The first week in January
select eyes from well-ripened wood, fill a few shallow

pots, or seed-pans, with a mixture of two parts turfy

loam, one part peat and a little leaf mould; in each pot
insert 10 or 12 eyes, plunging them in a bottom-heat of

90°, maintaining a moist atmosphere, and keeping the

top-heat at from 6S° to 72°. In four weeks' time they

will have emitted roots sufficient to enable them to be
potted singly in 4-inch pots ; secure good drainage, and
let the compost be as before, except that farm manure
should be substituted for leaf soil. Plunge them in the

same bottom-heat and as near the glass as circumstances

will admit ; syringe lightly a few mornings, and let the

night temperature range from 65° to 70°, with an ad-

vance of from 5" to 8° during the day, when air must be

admitted to insute a strong, robust, yet short-jointed

growth. The shoots will be two feet long by the
first week in March, tie iheni carefully, and re-

potting will also be necessary, but before doing so

see that the roots are in a moist state ; shift

into a 9-inch pot, and plunge again in bottom
heat, letting the atmospheric heat range from 68° to

72° ; syringe also in fine afternoons ; from this period
never allow the house to be closed. The air during
night should be admitted through small iron ventilators

in the front wall, and it should come in contact with the
heating apparatus, so as to prevent cold draughts ; in-

crease the amount of air as soon as the thermometer
rises 3° or 4° in the morning. The plants will now
grow vigorously ; attend to pinching laterals, leaving
one leaf, and stop all tendrils ; the latter, if neglected a
few days, will cling to adjacent Vines, and often
cause the plants to lose their leaders, which I have
proved to be highly injurious instead of beneficial,

although some recommended them to be stopped two
or three tim'-s during their growth. About the second
week in April the shoots will be from 4 to 5 feet long,

transfer the plants then to their fruiting pots, which
should be 16 inches in diameter, but 1 inch more or less

is immaterial. Let the compost be 3 parts strong turfy
loam, 1 part good farm manure, to which add a small
quantity of bruised bones. The bottom-heat may now
be permitted to decline gradually to 80°

; stop the
leader when 7 feet long; allow the laterals to ramble a
little, which will tend to strengthen the Vines. At the
same time freely admit light and air ; water alternately
with liquid manure and clear water ; when the Vine
begins to change colour remove part of the laterals

;

keep the foliage clean and healthy, and by the beginning
of July the wood will be ripened, then remove the
remaining laterals. Transfer the Vines carefully to a
south aspect in the framing ground, or other convenient
place. Set the pots on coal ashes, or on a piece of slate
or other flat surface, mulching with Moss or Fern, and
they may remain there until the end of September; then
lay them on their sides, and in October, when conve-
nient, prune and dress them with sulphur, soft soap,
lime, &c.

;
place them on their sides in some hole or

corner, covering with straw until the third week in

November, then remove the loose soil, top-dress with

equal parts turfy loam and farm manure, introduce

them to the forcing-house, and plunge them in a bottom-

heat of 70°. Let the atmospheric heat be from 50° to

55" ; syringe daily 2 or 3 times
;
give air freely on all

favourable opportunities, to insure the buds breaking

strongly about the end of December, then raise

the temperature gradually 5°, both bottom and top
;

syringe in fine mornings, but be careful to get the

foliage dry before sunset ; stop the shoots one joint

above the fruit, selecting 6 or 8 of the strongest

and disbud all others. They will be in flower by the

first week in February. Maintain a dry temperature not

lower than 65° at night, advancing 10° during the day.

Keep the air in motion, shake the Vines two or three

times daily until set, maintain a moist growing atmo-
sphere, syringing no more over head. In many in-

stances there will be two or three bunches on one shoot,

but leave only the largest, you will have six or eight

bunches on each Vine weighing as many lbs. Thin the

berries well, be liberal with manure-water, preferring

that from sheep- dung gathered from the pasture. They
will show signs of colouring about the end of March.
Diminish the moisture as usual at this stage, and give
air freely. The fruit will be ripe by the second week
in May, when you may expect an abundant crop, good
in quality, and in the brief period of 16 months. Black
Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria will give the
greatest satisfaction. Archd. Henderson, Gardener to

W. C. Hemming, Esq., Spring Grove, Bewdley.
Holly Plunder.—If it comes within the scope of your

Paper I wish you would call attention to the subject of
Holly. At this season of the year no tree bearing
berries within 30 miles of London is safe ; the owners
must either watch them at night or expect to find them
mutilated or destroyed. The plunder has become quite

wholesale. Parties go about with horse, cart, and saw
;

the trees are marked in the day, and before the following
morning they are cut to pieces and deposited in Covent
Garden Market. It may be said I think that the whole
trade is one of robbery, and if you called attention to

this it might cause the police to interfere, and save from
destruction thousands of trees which at this moment are
unusually loaded with berries. /. B. Lawes. [Certainly

tbe police are responsible for this sort of robbery . We
protect ourselves with spring guns.]

Knives.—I send you a drawing of a knife that I have
used many years, and for general purposes I have not
seen oue I think to supersede it ; the length altogether

is 8 inches, the thickness of the back and rivet 3-16ths

of an inch ; the haft is the root of some kind of tree,

and perfectly round, smooth, aud easy to the hand.
There are three sizes of them, one larger and one
smaller than the one figured, and manufactured by
Holmes & Son, Rotten Row, Derby ; it is, however,
many years since I bought it there, and I do not know
if the same party still continues to manufacture them
or not. Their strength is such that they will stand
almost any kind of work, and not clumsy either. Rich.

Riloll, Nurseryman, Donington, by Spalding, Nov. 29.

[The pattern of this knife is a good one ; though we
should say that the blade was a full 16th of an inch too
narrow near the point.]

A&hworth. The president read notes accompanied
by beautiful drawings of the following rare in-

sects :—Hygrotus bisulcatus, Curtis (described in the
Annals of Natural History, still unique) ; Apion Curtisii

of Kirby's manuscripts, which had remained unique
until found at Little Hampton and Bury Hill, near
Arundel, by Mr. S. Stevens ; a remarkable varieiy off

Vanessa Urticse, from Hampstead ; a singular variety

of a Sphinx larva supposed to be that of S. celera
;

and notes on the genus Cod ops. Mr. Stainton read
some remarks on the spirit with which scientific books
should be read and studied. Mr. S. Stevens exhibited

various beautiful Lepidoptera sent by Mr. Plant from
Natal, together with drawings of their transformations.

Mr. Plant also made some observations on the habits of

the Paussidse, which he had observed in ants' nests,

where, contrary to the received opinion, they appeared
to be strictly guarded as prisoners, and not voluntary
guests.

Linnean, Dee. 4.—The President in the chair. J. F.
Champion, Esq., D. Anbury, jun., Esq., R. Halme, Esq.,

J. Lee, Esq., L.L.D., Lester Lester, Esq., and J. Town,
ley, Esq., were elected Fellows. Among the presents
were a series of 65 coloured drawings by native artists

of Indian plants and animals, prepared for the late Sir

E. Impey, and presented by Mrs. Impey, through Col.

Sir P. Cautley, C.B. ; also photographs of 10 species of
British Ferns, by Mrs. Glaisher, presented by Mr. E.
Newman ; and Dr. Hooker's beautiful illustrations of
Himalayan plants. The following papers were read :— 1. Extracts of two letters addressed to the President
by H. Evans, Esq., of Darley Abbey, near Derby, re-

lative to seals killed by him on the western coast of

Ireland. 2. Supplementary observations on some
genera and species of Balanophoreae, by Dr. Hooker.
The paper formed a continuation of Dr. Hooker's mono-
graph on the structure and affinities of this order, and
consisted of observations on the species of Mystropetalon,
and Cynomorium.

Entomological, December 3. J. Curtis, Esq., F.L.S.,

President, in the chair.—Donations of entomological
works from the Entomological Society, Professor Leuck-
hart, the Society of Arts, &c, were announced. A
notice of a curious species of thrips collected in India
by Captain Hamilton in jungle, was communicated by
Mr. Newman, who also described a considerable number
of minute moths captured in the province of Victoria,

New South Wales, by Mr. Oxley, the majority of which
were very similar in structure and .colour to those of

our own country, with the addition of a distinct new
genus, to which' the name of Boydia hispidella was
given. Mr. Newman also communicated a note on the

habits of the common prawn observed in Mr. Warring-
ton's marine vivarium, with a view to disprove the

opinions which have been entertained respecting the

use of the antenna*, which Mr. Newman regarded as

organs of smelling. Mr. Edwin Shepherd exhibited a

fine pair of the beautiful Trochilium scoliseforme,

a species not previously known to inhabit this

country, and which were captured in North Wales,

near Llangollen, during the past summer by Mr.

Notices of 3Soofess.

Popular Astronomy. By FraDcois Arago. Translated

from the original, and edited by Admiral W. H. Smyth-

and Robert Grant, Esq., in 2 vols. Vol. 1. Long
mans. 8vo. pp. 707.

It is not often that men so well versed in science as the

late M. Arago will condescend to attempt to impart to

those who know nothing of the matter anything like

satisfactory knowledge. Such men usually address

themselves to persons already more or less well

acquainted with what they themselves so well know..

According to some it is impossible to popularise science ;.

I
according to others science popularised is science

degraded. Far different, however, were the views taken

j

by the highly gifted author of the remarkable book I

before us. His steady aim was to spread a knowledge

of the science of which he was so great a master-

amongst those who had had no such education as by
astronomers in general was thought absolutely indispen-

sable to its study.

In his introductory address delivered in 1846,.

M. Arago said that it was a great, a solemn experiment

which he and his hearers were about to continue

together. The experiment was made. A course of
lectures was given, the necessity of any previous

mathematical knowledge was expressly disclaimed, and
nothing was taken for granted by the lecturer. A
similar course had been given before and was given

afterwards, and the substance of 1 8 courses delivered in

1 8 consecutive years is now laid before the public in

the work of which the first volume is already trans-

lated. The work in its present form demands, it is

true, no knowledge of mathematics, but any person who
does not possess such knowledge must proceed step by
step, and must concentrate his whole attention ou each

step as he advances. The first book sets forth certain

ideas on geometry necessary to the understanding of

what follows. Then there is a book on mechanics and
horology ; after that come the elements of optics, and
lastly we have the great treatise on astronomy. Every
proposition is stated with great clearness, and every

step which is made is a logical deduction from what has

preceded. The reader, moreover, has not to rest con-

tented with vague generalities ; the whole subject is

gone into in detail, and even curious speculations are

not passed unnoticed. The following is the great astro-

nomer's mode of dealing with the question,—Is the sun

inhabited ?

"If this question were simply proposed to me, 'Is the

sun inhabited V I should reply, 'that I know nothing

about the matter.' But let any one ask of me if the

sun can be inhabited by beings organised in a manner
analogous to those which people our globe, and I hesi-

tate not to reply in the affirmative. The existence in

the sun of a central obscure nucleus, enveloped in an

opaque atmosphere far beyond which the luminous at-

mosphere exists, is by no means opposed in effect to

such a conception. Herschel thought that the sun is in-

! habited. According to him, if the depth of the solar

! atmosphere in which the luminous chemical action
' operates should amount to a million of leagues, it is not

!
necessary that the brightness at each point should sur-

pass that of an ordinary aurora borealis. In any case

the arguments upon which the great astronomer relies,

in order to prove that the solar nucleus may not be
very hot, notwithstanding the incandescence of the at-

mosphere, are neither the only nor the best that might

be adduced. The direct observation, made by Father

Secchi, of the depression of temperature which the

points of the solar disc experience wherein the spots

appear, is in this respect more important than any

reasoning whatever.
" Dr. Elliott had maintained, as early as the year

1787, that the light of the sun arose from what he called

a dense and universal twilight. He further believed,

with certain ancient philosophers, that the sun might be

inhabited. When the Doctor was brought before the

Old Bailey, for having occasioned the death of Miss

Boydell, his friends, Dr. Simmons among others, main-

tained that he was mad, and thought that they could

prove it abundantly by showing the writings wherein

the opinions which we have just cited were found

developed. The conceptions of a madman are in the

present day generally adopted. The anecdote appears

to me to be worthy of figuring in the history of science.

I am indebted for it to the article on Astronomy by Dr.

Brewster, inserted in the ' Edinburgh Encyclopedia.'

"
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degantly coped with stone ; they are constructed with

lues to heat the whole extent of wall ; the panels of the

vail fronting the approach road are faced with stone.

in the south-west side of the garden a semicircular

irrangemeut of massive and ornamental stoue piers

projects from the garden, the spaces ore protected with

ron railings, and in the centre is a gateway intended as

;he principal entrance. Within the garden there is a

jecond wall 18 feet iu height, which assumes the same
shape as the external wall. The garden is intersected with

straight walks, radiating from this central entrance :

the walks necessarily pierce the interior wall, and at

the point of intersection the ends of the walls terminate

in three successive massive piers richly embellished

with stone; between the two last, aud on each side of the

walk are elaborately carved stone niches intended for

vases or statues.

Borders appropriated to flowers are on each side of

the principal walk ; this conducts us to the forcing-

houses, situated at the north extremity of the garden,

but which, owing to the peculiar plau of the garden, are

not seen from the entrance. The range of houses (not

including the temporary structures which are at present

employed in connection with it) consists of three princi-

pal Vineries, 50 feet iu length each ; these are of very

light aud elegant construction ; the sashes are of copper.

like the Frogmore houses, but there are no sliding

lights to the houses, ventilation being secured by a

clever arrangement of ventilators in the back wall ; there square terrace we have an opportunity of inspecting the

are recesses in the back wall that Viues planted there south front of ibis magnificent mansion : new features
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wrought iron, and of great beauty—are h&ndsom
lodges, richly embellished with carved stonework ; a

wing of the building runs down the east side of the

eourl, a superb flanking tower stands at the angle of the

west side. The centre of the court is laid down with

turf, protected by massive iron posts, and the space in

the angles of the court is raised and planted with Ber-

berisaquifolium ; a very fine effect is obtained from the

The outer walls are 20 feet in height, and are large masses of this handsome evergreen, he;

just now by rich clusters of its purple berries peeping

from its dark green foliage.

Leaving the court, we ascend to view the private

gardens by flights of si led by a balustrade

ornamented with vases, and lions couchant in white

marble. We gain first the bowline-green, which is the
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au excellent contrivance for vases independent of the

balustrade, pierce this screen of shrubs, and passing

up a sheltered walk, bounded by borders rieh in herba-

ceous and spring-blooming plants, we acain ascend steps

which lead us to a tower commanding views of the

Hall, gardens, and a great extent of level country ad-

joining the vale of Belvoir. Belvoir Cas

prominent feature in the landscape west of the Ha 1.

Near this tower is an Italian garden, in which is a

curious stone framework for c.imling plants. From
this point we pass along the face of the hill, which now
dominates the mansion, and is cut into slopes and

terraces, some of the former covered with Ivy, others

with Berberis aquifolium, and attaining a majestic
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coverau over wiui :i little Jeat naouiu ur litter uu
March. As soon as they grow 4 or 5 inches the suckers

are removed, choosing the best, and put in G-inch pots.

When rooted, and 7 or 8 inches high, the heart is taken

out with the thumb, being careful not to remove
more than just the very heart, which leaves two or

three joints more than it pinched off in the usual way.

As soon as they throw out laterals 4 or 5 inches they are

taken out again in the same way. If these can be stopped

twice all the better, but it should never be done later

than the beginning of September. Single plants in pots

are preferred, as they bloom better and do not throw

up so many suckers to rob the mother plant. Cuttings

struck in March do quite as well as suckers, if not

better. As soon as the plants in the 6-inch pots are

Tvell rooted, they are removed into large ones, where
they are to bloom, taking particular care to supply

them with plenty of water. If this is neglected two or

three times, they lose their foliage, and flower scantily

and bad. When the pot is well filled with roots, liquid

manure is given and continued at short intervals

fill they bloom. The liquid used is the slops

of the house, such as soap-suds and those of

the chamber, diluted with water 70 per cent. At first

it is used twice a week, gradually increasing it till at

length it is given every day, i. e. when they show bud.

It should by no means be put on too strong, as it causes

the plant, to grow rank and coarse, and to bloom indif-

ferently. The compost used for potting is strong loam
with plenty of oyster-shells pounded small mixed with

it. If the latter are not to be got a little leaf-mould

may be used. Cuttings struck in September will bloom
in December for late flowering. The names of such
varieties as succeed best out of doors will be given

next week.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, &c. — Now that winterly weather

appears to have fairly set in, let this ho»se be kept as

gay as the resources at command will admit, and every-

thing about it perfectly clean and neat, for the show-

house is more attractive, and likely to be more closely

scrutinised in severe weather when the out-door gardens

are devoid of interest than at any other period of the

year; therefore every plant in bloom that can safely be

trusted in this house should be brought here, and no
labour spared that may be necessary to have every leaf,

pot, bed, or border perfectly clean ; and, if not already

done this autumn, the woodwork, glass, and walls,

• &c, should also be thoroughly cleaned. Orange trees, or

tny other plants that may not have been recently potted

ehoeld have a little of the top soil removed, and be top-

dressed with lijjht rich soil, so as to give the surface of

the balls a fresh clean appearance ; and the house must
be carefully gone over every morning, removing all

decaying flowers and leaves, &.C. Indeed, the same atten-

tion ought to be bestowed upon this house in the way of

keeping everything in it clean and neat, as if it were the

principal room in the mansion, especially at this season.

But to keep a house well furnished with handsome plauts

in bloom at this season, and everything about it in per-

fect order, is an impossibility where there is not

sufficient accommodation for growing plants, and also an
ample command of labour, and it is very frequently the

case that the show-house is much too large in proportion

to the accommodation for growing plants with which to

furnish it. And where this is the case it will generally

be found good policy to secure a tolerable display for the

winter season, if at the expense of keeping the house

somewhat bare when flowers are plentiful out-of-doors,

and if plants in flower are scarce their effect will be

greatly enhanced by proper arrangement, and strict

attention to order and cleanliness.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SI1RUEBERIES.
In the present state of the weather little can be done

here beyond the preparation of composts and wheeling

these and manure upon the places where they will be

wanted. Roses that are perfectly hardy may be pruned,

and if any ot the shrubberies want thinning this may
also be done. See to getting a good stock of pegs,

utake-, labels, &c, ready, and put past in sizes ready

for use whenever they may be wanted. Also get the

whole sto^k of pots used for bedding stock washed, if

not already done, so that there may be the least possible

hindrance with these little matters when the busy

season comes. Look carefully to the stock of bedding

plants in cold pits, keeping them well covered up against

frost, and giving air whenever the weather will allow.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—Where the bottom-heat is wholly de-

pendant upon tan or other fermenting material it is

very apt to decline too much at this season, when the

temperature of the atmosphere is being kept rather low.

And if this is found to be the case a few inches of fresh

tan should be put on the surface, which will generally

be found sufficient, but if the beds have not been renewed
lately, and have got worn out, it will probably be neces-

sary to remove the plants and add a considerable

quantity of tan or leaves. Where shed room can be
spared, a quantity of tan should always be kept in

readiness for such work in winter, as if used fresh from
the tan-yard it is almost certain to starve the roots

before fermentation commences, and then heats too

violently. Let no trouble be spared, however, which
circumstances may render necessary to secure a steady
bottom heat so as to preserve the roots in health,

for if the roots get injured it will be in >ain to

expect ttie plants to make vigorous growth in spring.

Be especially careful of those expected to start into

fruit soon, for if the roots of these are injured now
there will be little chance of getting the fruit to swell

well. Vineries.— Use fire-heat sparingly in houses

where the fruit is ripe, but sufficient must be used to

prevent the moisture of the atmosphere being frozen

to the glass inside the house, for if this is allowed

to happen the moisture on thawing is liable to drop
upon the bunches, injuring the bloom and causing

the berries to decay. Admit air on every favourable

opportunity, and examine the bunches often and care-

fully, so as to make sure of removing decaying berries

the moment it can be perceived that they are affected.

Where forcing is fairly commenced be careful to main-
tain a properly moist state of the atmosphere, and this

must be especially attended to while severe weather
lasts, particularly where the buds are bursting. The
evaporating troughs must be kept constantly supplied

with water, and the paths, bed, &c, should be fre-

quently syringed, and it will also be advisable not to

have the tender foliage too near toe glass until the

weather changes. If fermenting material is used for

warming the border, this must be well covered with

dry litter to protect it from the frost, and turned
occasionally, adding some fresh as may be necessary to

keep the heat in the border regular. It will be ad-

visable, however, to have some dung and leaves thrown
up to heat, as there would be some danger of chilling

the bed by turning it in the present state of the weather,

and mixing it with .the dung or leaves which had not

commenced fermenting. Houses which it is intended

to commence forcing the beginning of next month
should also have some fermenting materials placed on
the borders so as to encourage the roots a little before

the Vines are excited, which will be of great service

towards getting the buds to push strongly and without

loss of time.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
Orchard trees of large size are much neglected about

many places as to pruning, the heads being allowed to

get so thick of wood that fruit cannot be expected save

Irom the points of the outside shoots, and except when
the crop gets accidentally thinned to something con-

siderably below an average crop, the fruit is small and
indifferent in quality. Dry frosty weather offers a

favourable opportunity for getting these properly

trimmed, as men can work at this with comfort, when
nailing would be very cold work, and advantage should

be taken of the first spare time to give these a careful

pruning. The heads should be liberally thinned, cutting

out all branches which cross the others and dead pieces,

and leaving the shoots sufficiently far apart that light

and air may have free play among those left when the

foliage is on. In removing large branches, care

should be used to make close clean cuts, and

if the wood is coated with strong thick paint

this will help to prevent its decaying before the

wound gets healed over. Get all kinds of fruit bushes

pruned, the primings cleaned off, and the ground

manured ready for digging when this can be done. Also

take advantage of leisure time to thoroughly examine

the fruit stores, and remove any that are found to be

decaying. Of course the frost must be excluded from

here, but on no account use fire heat, unless the tempe-

rature cannot otherwise be kept above freezing. x\dmit

a little air on mild days, especially after keeping the

room shut for some time ; but as the fruit will now give

off but little moisture very little air will suffice to keep

the atmosphere dry, and no more than may be necessary

to do this should be given. Take advantage of every

safe opportunity for admitting air to Lettuce, Cauli-

flower, &c, in frames, for a slight frost is less injurious

to these than a confined damp atmosphere. Get manure
wheeled upon spare ground where it is wanted, and

attend to providing a good supply of this necessary

article in successful kitchen gardening, turning the

root heap, and well soaking it with strong manure
water, and getting all the prunings and other refuse

which cannot be otherwise quickly converted into

manure, charred.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK, NEAR LONDON.
For the week ending Dec. 13, 1855, as observed at the Horticultural Gardens.
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;c. 7— Clear ; fine hut cold; alight frost.
— 8— Slight snow ; clear and cold; sharp front.
— 9 -Sharp frost ; cloudy and cold ; hazy at night.
— 10—Overcast; lew snow flakes; snow shower.
— 11— Partially overcast ; uniform haze ; frosty.
— 12—Uniformly overcast; aevre frost at nijht.^-
— 13—Severe frost; sunshine; clear and frosty.

"

Mean temperature of the week 12 dejr. below the average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CHISWICK,
Oaring the last 29 years, for the ensuing week, ending Dec. 22, 1855.
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The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 16th

1S49—therm. 58 deg.; and the lowest on the 16th, 1853—therm. / dep;.

Notices to Correspondents.
Climates : G H. We are at a loss to leavn in what the resem-

blance consists between the climates of England, N. America,
and Australia. To us they seem quite different. The plants
of the two last, especially the last, therefore are far from being
at home with us, and cannot be grown to profit.

Cantua dependens : ARC. Treat it as a greenhouse plant in
winter and as a stove plant in .summer.

Diseases: J W. Your Vine leaves are infested with that ^form
of Cladosporium herbarum which is known under the name
of Fumago. You cannot remedy the matter now, hut you
may prevent its occurrence next year by repeated syringing,
which washes off the sugary secretion on which the mould is

developed, taking cure at the Bame time that your houses are
properly ventilated. M.J.B.

Gardeners : A Sub. No disputes should arise about what vege-
tables a gardener is entitled to under bis agreement. We
apprehend that he cannot claim a supply of any which are not
raised by himself. Field Potatoes would therefore he excluded,
like field Turnips, Carrots, &c.

Garden Pots. We have received from Mr. Pope, of 2, Bath Street,
City Road, a sample flower pot, which he lately registered,
" the object of which is to convey water into the centre of the
pot, so that the root may receive nourishment." "We regret to

be obliged to say that we see no advantage whatever in the
contrivance : but we do see some disadvantage.

Grapes: J EH. We find that a Scotch White Cluster Grape did
formerly fruit near London, but so long ago that we had for-

gotten it. That it should have gone out of cultivation was the
result of its undoubted inferiority in all respects to the Pitmas-
ton White Cluster and the Royal Muscadine, bothofwhich ripen

as well near London. The former would probably suit you.

There is no other hardy white Grape known to us. Among
blacks, the best of the perfectly hardy kinds are the Burgundy
Black Cluster, or Auvernat, and the, Miller's Burgundy. The
Early Black July, or Morillon Noir, is still hardier, but its

bunches are too small for table. None of these are new, nor do

we know of any hardy novelty in the class of Grape Vines. A
correspondent says with regard to the Scotch White Cluster
—" I have it here (Scotland), a good sweet hardy Grape,

ripening to a fine amber colour. It is a great bearer. I had
my Grapes named by Mr. M'Intosh, of Dalkeith. I see the

Grape mentioned in Mr. Rivers's catalogue. It is early and
prolific, but hangs long; firmish flesh."

Horizontal Trellises : An Old Subscriber is desirous of knowing
if any successful trials have been m«de of a plan suggested

some eight years ago by Mr. Ker, Cheshunt, for growing

Peaches, Pears, &c.
f
on very low trellises, and covered with

glass, lying as near the ground as a Melon-frame, the sides of

the structure being left open. His object is to learn if any
previous experience elsewhere would encourage him to make
trial of ripening late Pears in Scotland by Mr. Ker"s plan. So

far as Peaches are concerned, we know that Mr. Ker obtained

them iu plenty; and of course any one else may do the same if

employing the same skill. But we remember no trials of

Pears.

Moles and Mice : Amateur. You can do nothing more than

trap them in some one of the hundred ways which all country

people know how to employ.

Names of Fruits: A W. 3, Bezi de Montigny ; 4, Doyenne

Blanc; 5, Verulam; 6, Ne Plus Meuria; 7, Gansel'sBergamot;

8 Hacon's Incomparable; 10, St. Germain; 11, Easter Ber-

g'umot; 12, Bishop's Thumb; 14, Ormskirk Bergamot; 15,

probably Old Colmar; 17, 18, Uvedale's St. Germain ; 19,

Chaumontel; 1, Dumelow's Seedling; 2, Alexander; 3, Crim-

son Queening; 4, Minshall Crab; 9, French Crab; 10, Hughes'

Golden Pippin; 11, Scarlet Crofton.— WBarratt. C C, Hacon's

Incomparable; M, Uvedale's St. Germain; N, Glou Morceau;

N N, Catillac; SS, Bishop's Thumb; V, Easter Bergamot

;

the seedling Apple, large enough, but badly shaped, cannot be

recommended.—Z. 19, Barcelona Pearmain; 20, Hawthorden;

21 Reinettedu Canada; 24, ltyiuer; 26, Scarlet Crofton ; 28,

Royal Russet; 36, Pearson's Plate ; A, King of the Pippins;

B Wheeler's Russet; C, Api Gros; F, Early Nonpareil; H,

Parry's Pearmain ;
M.Turk's Cap; N, Norfolk Stone Pippin;

O like Hoary Morning ; Q, Hubbard's Pearmain ; P, the Pear

is' worthless; and so is the other Pear, except perhaps for

stewing. J B S. 1, 2, 3, 4, Beurre" Diel; 5, Glou Morceau; 6,

Gansel's Bergamot; 7, Aston Town; 8, Passe Colmar; 9,

Swan's Egg; 10, Marie Louise ; 11, Brown Beurr6; 12, Chau-

montel; 2, Hoary Morning; 3, Hollandbury; 7, Barton Russet;

J 31 B 3 Marie Louise ; 4, Beurre d'Aremherg; 5, Glou Mor-

ceau.—iVi* 67. 4, 5, 9, Winter Nelis; 6, 8, 11, 19, 23, 33,37,

Glou Morceau; 7, Napoleon; 10, Ne Plus Meuria ; 16, Marie

Louise; 17, St. Germain; 18, Brown Beurre; 20, Gansel's

Bergamot; 21,28,34, Be.urre Diel ; 31, Beurre' d'Aremberg;

40 Autumn Bergamot; 42, Passe Colmar.— Old Sub: 1, Beurre

Diel 2, 3, 6, 10, Glou Morceau; 5, Winter Nelis; 7, 12, Beurre"

Diel; s', 9, Napoleon; 11, AUhorp Crassane. Grape—White
Nice.||

Names of Plants : We have been so often obliged to reluctantly

decline naming heaps of dried or other plants, that we venture

to request our correspondents to recollect that we never have

or couM have undertaken an unlimited duty of this kind.

Youn°- gardeners, to whom these remarks more especially apply,

should bear in mind that, before applying to us for assistance,

they should exhaust their other means of gaining information.

We cannot save them the trouble of examining and thinking

for themselves ; nor would it he desirable if we could. All we
can do is to help them—and that most willingly. It is now

requested that, in future, not more than four plants may be

sent us at one time.—G M <fc Co. Eurybia microphylla.—

M Busby. One is a piece of Hakea Baxteri ; its whole beauty

resides in its singular foliage. The other is some Mirbelia

with which we are unacquainted, and is probably a handsome

flowering shrub.— T S P. It is Feverfew—which we suppose

signifies febrifuge—tor that is its effect. Botanists call it

Pyrethrum Parthenium. — Box. Cotoueaster frigida, Pilea

herniarioides.

Orchard Houses : Ignoramus. You will find full information upon

this subject in a little pamphlet called Rivers on Orchard

Houses published by Longmans. Consult, in addition, the

remarks lately made in our columns, p. 611.

Seeds: E B. We believe they belong to some Sorghum, perhaps

officinale. Anon. Sow Paiouy seeds as soon as they are ripe.

The Ancient Oak: Men. You are right. The specimen was

rough and examined by candlelight; we have now had it

polished and more carefully scrutinised. The medullary rays

are in a singular state of contortionv If you look at the calcu-

lation of age made last week as regards the Oak from Stirling

Castle, you will tee that a very small piece of wood from the

outside of an old tree, when the growth is extremely slow,

affords no data by which to judge of age. You make 40 rings

in 2£ inches ; we make 45 in one piece and 49 in another; and

it is probable that we are both wrong, so uncertain is it whether

in a specimen like yours the real rings can be at all dis-

tinguished. The Stirling Oak gained 5 inches in diameter in 40

years; but it did not gain half an inch in the 10 years between

80 and 90. Undoubtedly your tree must have been very old

;

and that is all that can be said.

Valuators: A Sub. He must be an uncommonly clever fellow

who on the 4th April can value a crop of fruit to be produced

in the succeeding autumn. Nonsense.

%• As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.

We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondents, the

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed.

J
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Suporpho*.
-*- plillto Ot Lima, Nltnifn of Hoda, Huj/ur Bounij iiii'l i.vi-ry

description of Artificial Manures, Mnssod Cako*, &o,
Wm, Inmmh Caiink, 10. Mark I,hum, London,

ijKIUJVIAN GUANO.—As AftenU of tho Peruvian
Qdvon -Mi, (Wr the Importation And Baloof tbls vsltiibUi

MANUUK, vfQ think it right, for the proloctli I con intni i i
I

ro»nactablo dop-Iors, to apprise (bom thai tlio adultoratl Cilia
article In (Hiu oxtennlvafy praotlHcd, and to recommend them to

apply either to ournolvou; to bur agontn, MonerM. Glbbn, Bright,
A Co., of Liverpool and Brhjtol: or to doalorn ol OHtabllnliou
character, In vnioeo honesty and fair doallng thoy can place
Inipllclt oqnfldenco. -Antony Gmuih & Bona.

HPHB FOLLOWING MANURES arc mamifactarod
J- at Mr. Lawkh' Factory, Deptford Crook: Turnip Manure.
TZ.perton; SuporphoBphato of LI , 7l,\ Sulphuric Aold and
Coprolltea, 0^.—Oftlco, 1, Adelaide Place, London Drldge

N.H. genuine Peruvian Guano, guaranteed to eontaln 10 poi
Cent. Of iiiniiKinhi. NHmtiwd' Hmhi, BlllpliatO Ol A onlii, rttid

othor Chemical Manuroa.

THE LONDON MANUItK COMPANY'S NITIUi
PHOBPHATB OR Wlir.AT MANURE ihii ai ti M n

sowing, • -TiiiH Manure, compound of bl t, animal iter,
M»d (Unsolved bones with sUloateSils most strongly roc raondou
t/» tlio notice of AgrloultnrlstSi it contains from v to 9 pi - < enl
of nitrogen, In a form yielding ammonia by slow do< ip Itli n

andMs therefore jpartloulnrly adapted, for Wheat The iiuantlty
required in 2, to Sowt. poraora drilled In with tlio sood. Price,
per ton, 7/. 10*. in London.

I'KKWVIAN (illANO, RHII Kit V HALT, Mid »v<»
i tllOl

M anukk on iniHt. terms, strictly warranted.
-in, iirhltrn Btn»«t, HliiokfVlnrH K. Ptfonrcn, Baa

CEWAGE CHARCOAL" MANURK. TIhh highlyO rartlUsIng Wtanure, which li Peat Charcoal completely
uiituruU'd with London Sewage, will be found most efficient Coi

uvory speolcs of crop
; more ospoolally for Pens, Deans, Turnips,

Mangold Wur/.rl, mill other roof m>|m. It will pioilnro u i;r< nti-v

roturn for tho outlay than Guano or miy other Manure al an
equivalent value: It also possesses tiin property ol retaining Hh
fertulsltig power longer thun any other Manures now In use, it

tuny bo obtained at the SEWAGE MANURE WORKS, Stanley
IU'Mko, Fulham, at 42. per ton, and In quantities loss than half
a ton, at 5». pei^OWt., tor ready money only ; nnd in quantiMi' . o-.r

Ihsh than a. tun, will ho delivered at the London Termini of the
Tin U roads (Veo of chargn lor cartage. No charge for Hacks.

It may also be had from Messrs, G.Gions A Co .. 2D, Down street,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agents lor London, ond from
all tho other Agents of the tNinipany.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &o._Manufacturers nnd
others onpaged in ranking ARTIFICIAL MANURES may

Obtain every necessary instruction I'nr tholr economical and
efflolent preparation, by applying to J. C. Nehmt, F.G.S., &on
Principal of the Agricultural ami Chemical ( iollege, Kennington,
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanoa, Superphosphates of Lima,
Coprolltes, Ac. and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minerals,
are executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gentlemen desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
wilMind ample lacility and accommodation at the College.

/College of agriculture and chemistry,
V> and ow PRACTICAL and GENERAL SCIENCE, 37 and

Lower Kenftingtori Lane, Kennington, noar London.
Principal—J. C. Nksbit, F.G.S., F.C.S., &c.

The system of studies pursued iu the College comprises overy
branch requisite to prepare youth for the pursuits of Agriculture,
DnKinoerliiR, Mining, Manufactures, and the Arts; for the Naval
*,nd Military Services, and for the Universities.

Analyses ami Assays ot every -description aro promptly and
accurately executed at the College. Tho terms and other par-
ticulars may he had on application to the Principal.

0WNEKS~6FSETTLED ESTATES and OTHERS
desirous of availing themselves of tho various recent Acts

of Parliament, by which they may charge their Estates with
money expended in the Improvement, Conversion, and Reclama-
tion of Land, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosing,
making Farm-roads, Clearing, the erection of Farm-buildings
and Machinery, Planting and other Agricultural Improvements,
are respectfully informed that Messrs, Hrwitt Davis & Francis
Viciers undertake to advise and furnish Plans ami Estimates,
and if required, will contract to do the works, and dispose of the
Rent ch arges,—3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry , London.

LAND DRAINAGE BY CONTRACT, in Large
or Small Quantities, undertaken by Thomas Scott, Land

Agent, 5, Charing Cross.

DRAINAGE OF LAND, BOGS, ETC.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, supported
by unquestionable references and testimonials, offers bis

services' to proprietors about to execute works of drainage, which
he will undertake personally to lay out and superintend, and to

supply tho forms and attendances necessary to obtain the

certificate of the Inclosure Commissioners where such is re-

quired, at a charge of 6s. per acre and his travelling expenses;
or he will contract to perform the whole work to the satisfaction

of the Commissioners at a fixed price per acre. Mr. Humbert
(having been more than 16 years established in business as a
Surveyor and Land Agent) has found that wet heavy soils can
be usually, carefully, and thoroughly drained, with pipes 4 feet

deep, at 4/. per acre and upwards, inclusive of every expense.

DRAINING BY STtAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by bis PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varying, according to depth and distance, from 3{.to6M0>.
per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Gate. Prist,. 1.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.
Henry Ker Seymer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

Sir John V. Shelley, Bart., M.P., Deputy-Chairman.

George T. Clark, Esq. I "William Fisher Hobbs. Esq.

John C. Cobbold, Esq., M.P. |
Edward J. Hutchins, Esq.. M.P.
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Sir William Cubitt, P.R.S.
Henry Currie, Esq.
Thomas Edward Dicey, Esq.

;
Sir Samuel Morton Peto, Hart.

William Tite, Esq., M.P.
William Wilsbere, Esq.
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I'nlnrn, Bydnnham.

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
R I'l ILL, 17, Now Park Street, SoothwaH

• Rpnaaao* a PiiliA «'-llritii *n Inupcctl'm nt i.i-

i.f V7R0I OUT IKON i BNCE, which ha li now pnrj

mpply upon
dcacrfptlon "i Ornamental uoatlngi and m«m*i Work*
&o . ai ii»" Hannfaeton at alK»rn.

in RDLEfl for 8UEEP, -, faei loo ,:• :t of

ground. ban ... 4a.M
HURDLES for CATTLE, 8 feel long, 3 foei

of ground, fi barn

IRON BUILDINC AND ROOFING WORKS.
Gas'Btbkkt »wn D utrr, BnninroBAif.

rOHN HENDERSON PORTER, BwoiifKn an<l

v CoHTnaOTOBj Pa lonb

(cheaply and oxpod
I

ordinary laboartn PortaUa
Bulldlngfl and Bhedi formed ol ordinary planka or I

peculiarly suitable for Farm pojponea
been erected in the Agricultural Department of th«
Palaco m Bydenbam. Corrugated and Oalvanlw
add Roofing Platen, Eavc . Gutters, Rain-water Pipes, T»nk«,
fences, Ac London Office, l.Rlchi Conri Lli i

PAX ION WOK Kb, SMtf FiLLL*.

SAYNOR ami COOKE, Manufacturer*. r>f tho rs*f-

hrated Exhibition PriM PRUNING, BUDDTW3
GRAFTlNii KNIVES, TINE and PRUNING Bl l-.>'iR3.*c.

These articles aro Warrantrd to «tarwl any kind of wort
carry the keen edgo f, f a razor without requiring *

so frequently m is usually necessary to '.htnln th»t *tnrpp4ipi
so requisite for the comforl and use of UlO practical gartirn«T. Th"
blades are also warranted to wear through to tho hucY. T)i- y
aro used by all tho emlnont pariVncrs in England, IrelAnd, and
Scotland, and can bo purchased of nny nur>.er>*man <>r «/(-f)«rnan

in tho throe kingdoms. Those who may not hare used them are

respectfully solicited to give them B trial. The Gnat Exhibition
Prize Medal of 1851, and tho Prize Medal of the Horn
Society of Manchester, at their Show ot 1854, wm awarded *<

S.vvnor & Cookr for their superiority of material and work-
maoahip. Eatablished 1788.

nnENNANT'S s^;I.^•-CL^:A^.-[.N'; diamond.
1 TOOTHED WHEEL ORCBBER—Th« SnWriVr. N-e

to call the intention of Agriculturists to Ulla r.^llv naeflil imple-

ment, wlilch since its introduction has met with more than u«u*l

favour, and has had awarded it the highest commendations dt all

who have, tested its merits. I'M-'ic-s wishing to posses, this

Grubher to commence the spring operattona sbonld gtre their

orders for it now. On application a drav.inzof '.l.o aStxe. with

full particulars ss to its m.>de of working, will be font free bvpo*t.

\V. DBUmoVD A S.^-s. Seed and Implement Warehouse,,
Stirling and Dublin.

STANDS Hoi. 209 f. 7.:

M

l

SjOj

uwi

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage oflaud, the Making of Roads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The "Works may be designed and executed by the Land-
owner or his Agents, independently of the Company's officers, or

lie may elect whether he will employ their staff. Equal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASK.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will, in all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-j early

instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
nnd extended to fifty tears for Land Improvements and
TitiRTy-osE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

j

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lands can afford to pay. "William Clifford, Sec.

TO FLORISTS AND OTHERS.

J JONES, Iron MbrCHJLNT, has always a crcat
• variety of CYLINDRICAL and SADDLE BOI1

stock, also Fire and Furnace Hars. Supply Cisterns. Do-i 1

and Frames. Furnace Grate*. Soot Doors, Hot-water Plp*s.

Elbows. Tees. Syphons, Throttle Valves. ?(op C^cka, Fiance and

Socket Elbows, &c; also Trough Pipes,—Drawings and Prices

of the above, or ostlmates given for the work fixed complete, on

application to J. Joxks, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6. Bankxide, London.
near the Sonthwark Iron Bridge. _

" "L^RlCr DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
t- Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for S?OU li

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for fJhlswlclc Gardeoa, Professor

Lindlev for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton ftr the

Crystal Palaco, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of

Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of DarUbrd.
PROTECTION* FROM HORNING FROST.

"FRIGl DOMO." a Canvas made of patent prepared flair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It i* adapted for

all horticultural aiidfioriciiltnral purposes, for preserving Prwltl

and Flowers from the scorching rays tf the sun. from wind.

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, 2 yards wide, at lf.6dL per yard run. of

Elisha Thomas AVCHKB, whole and ?elem.\nufactnrer, 7. Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street. City, and the Royal Mills. Wan
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the

kingdom. " It is mvcb cheaper than mars »s a coverinc."

RKSr>I.K*>

ran "v

Oir Rgrtrultttral (Hajrtrr.

SATURDAY. /•/' BM

m «i|i p»if»ilr
,-,r-, I,

-«<• — - j- - Mi
-

WATERPROOF PATHS.
BARN AND CATTLE SHED FLOORS.

THOSK who would enioy their Gardens during the

winter months shontd wiistrnct their wMfcs of PORTLAND
CEMENT CONCRETE, which are fenced :hns:— Screen the

gravel of which the path 19 at present made from the loam which

fs mixed with it, and toevery part of clean cravei add on-;

river sand. To five parts of snch eqnal mixture add err

laud Cement and incorporate the whole well in the dry s: •

applying the water. Itmaythen be laid on2inchesth-'r.

labourer can mix and spread it. No tool is required N1 -

spade, and in 4S hours it becomes as hard as a rock

cannot crow through or upon it. and it resists the action cf U»
severest frost. It is necessary, as water does o.->t soak through it,

to qive a fall from the middle of the p*th towards the sides.

The same preparation makes first-rate paving f;r BARNS.
CATTLE-SHEDS. FARM-YARDS, and all olher situations

where a clean, hard bottom is a desideratum. May be laid in

winter equally well as in summer.
Manufacturers of the Cement, J. B. Wettk & Beotskes,

Milbank Street. Westminster
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suffice, but for mutual instruction on some agri-

cultural topic so as to let us not only know but feel

that the Society is really alive and active.

The reports elsewhere will inform our readers in

reference to the Smithfield Show and the meeting

at the Society of Arts. Of the paper read at the

London Farmers' Club by Mr. Baker, we shall

attempt here to give a very brief and condensed

account. Mr. Baker referred to the demands upon

agriculture made by the increasing population of the

country :—There was no possibility of increasing the

area of production, but the difficulty could be over-

come or at least postponed by improved cultivation

—and his subject, the Management of Landed
Property, was thus among the most important which
could en^a^e the attentionof an agricultural audience.

The difficulties of landlords owing to the absurd

conditions and character of the tenure were

referred to, and the results of these conditions

were depicted :—No laud was so well culti-

vated but that it might be yet improved, while the

condition of very much presented a picture which

he would gladly conceal if he could—the energy and

capital of the English farmer were the remedies,

and these must be called forth by terms of occupa-

tion calculated to encourage them—the amount of

rent demanded should be diminished, if so tenants

of capital could be obtained, and security should be

afforded for that capital' by leases and valuation of

unexhausted improvements on their termination.

Mr. Baker then discussed in succession the im-

provements needed by land in a state of nature

before it could properly be offered for occupation by
a desirable tenantry :—The buildings of the farm
were first referred to— their central position and
their arrangement upon a proper plan : the drainage

of the land was insisted upon, and the shares of

landlord and tenant in its execution were pointed

out : the provision of roads and the enclosure

of fields were alluded to. The character of

the lease and its provisions one by one were
reviewed ; the amount of rent is fixed upon an
assumption of prices, but as these cannot be assumed
with certainty, it is safest to leave a portion at

least to fluctuate with the price of grain. The speci-

fication of a rotation of crops is desirable only in the

case of an ignorant tenantry; the time-honoured
clauses of old leases in reference to Flax, Potatoes,

and other forbidden crops, ridiculous enough now
when manures can be purchased and carried so abun-
dantly and so easily, were exposed ; covenants on
quitting, simply on the principle of fairness between
the owner and outgoing tenant were suggested. Mr.
Baker advocates a system by which the incoming
tenant has to pay his predecessor largely for manure
and crop, his object being to insure the thorough
cultivation of the land up till the very close of the

lease.

The paper concluded with reference to the

advantages to an estate of intelligent labourers, and
the great addition to its value by the ereotion of

well planned and well placed cottages upon it.

The interests of the labourers themselves, and that

of the occupiers and the owner as dependant upon
them, were discussed by Mr. Baker in a very

liberal spirit ; due regard being had to the existing

character and habits of the peasantry, especially

those of the eastern counties, to whom we suppose

Mr. Baker more especially referred.

It was the main purpose of the lecturer to state

the evils of faulty and ignorant land agency, and
these were very ably reviewed and illustrated. That
they affect large estates, whole provinces of land in

this country at present, few will deny, and it is a

great service done when one of such large and long

experience as Mr. Baker undertakes to expose
them.

The brother of this animal ('' Romeo") lias just been
declared winner, at one of the most important shows in

America, of the prize for the best short-horu bull. The
one fulfils his destiny by furnishing probably 15 cwts.

of beef for the Christmas dinners of some 10 dozen
Londoners in this year 1855, and the other by influencing

the quality of such dinners for many years to come on
the other side of the Atlantic.

The gold medal for the best ox in the yard is

carried off by this ox, No. 46, bred by the Marquis
of Exeter. The gold medal cow is carried off by Mr.
Ambler, of Halifax, the winner of the gold medal at

Birmingham last year. The prize cow then, as now,
was a pure white, and remarkable for the evenness of

flesh with which her well-built frame is covered. The
second prize cow, Mr. Stratton's, is a roan, much less

evenly covered and certainly not equal to the other.

They stand close together, aud the judges cannot have
found much difficulty in their decision. Mr. Ambler's
cow is just about eight years old, aud has had two
calves. There is a not very remarkable show of Scotch

and Welsh stock.

The show of sheep and pigs is as remarkable as ever.

Some enormous specimens of fat pigs are exhibited, and
the extraordinary precocity of the smaller breeds is article and its cheapness. Chaffcutters, Linseed-crushers
also well illustrated. Mr. Rigden, Lord Walsingham,

' and flour mills, and corn and cake crushers, are appro-
and the Duke of Richmond exhibit the qualities of

i priately enough the principal articles exhibited—and
the Southdown as successfully as ever. Mr. Foljambe

! there is a fitness in directing the attention chiefly to

is as usual successful in long-woolled sheep, along with
|
those machines employed in preparing the food which is

Mr. Bradshaw, Lord Berners, the Marquis of Exeter,
| to make the beef aud mutton exhibited below. As we

short-woolled sheep in the 27tb, 28th, or 3uth Classes. Mr. William
Rigden, l-love, Brighton.
The Gold Medal to the exhibitor of the best pen of pigs in any

of the Classes. Mr. John Coate, of Hammoon, Btandford.

EXTRA STOCK.
The Silver Medal to the exhibitor of the best beast. Mr. John

Overman, of Burnhani Sutton, Norfolk.
The Silver Medal to the exhibitor of the heat long-woolled

Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall, Woiksop.
The Silver Medal to the exhibitor of the best short-woolled

sheep. Lord Walsingham, of Merton Hall, Thetford.
The Silver Medal to the exhibitor of the best cross-bred sheep.

Mr. Charles Howard, of Biddenham, Bedford.
The Silver Medal to the exhibitor of the best pig. Mr. Stewart

Marjoribauks, of Bushey Grove, Wratford.

JUDGES.
Cattle and Long-woolled Sheep.—John Buckley, William Hessel-

tine, Robert Smith.
Gross-bred Short-woolled Sheep and Pigs.—Henry Fookes, John

Clayden, Thomas Hawkins.

The Show of Implements and vegetables in the
galleries above the cattle, and of steam threshing

machines on the ground floor, is as large and as mul-
tifarious as ever. We do not, however, notice anything
new, unless it be the admirable practice adopted by Mr.
Ransome of pricing every article exhibited in a readable

manner. A plough for 22. 1 4s. placed in a prominent position

appeared to us to deserve it both for the quality of the

THE SMITHFIELD CLUB.
This Club held its usual annual show of fat stock and

implements during the past week at the Baker Street

Bazaar. We have been looking since our return from
the yard at a series of sketches by Mr. C. F. Welles of

animals exhibited 14 and 15 years ago, and we must
confess that he would find no such animals now as he
did then for the employment of his very clever pencil.

But this is not to be regretted. The drawings before

us are those apparently of very well bred cattle, but of

beasts which have been spoiled for food by excessive

feeding ; and specimens of over fatness are rarer now
than they were in 1841. The show this year is hardly

up to the average either we believe in number or quality.

The Devons, with which the catalogue commences, are

scarcely so numerous as they have been, and they are,

we think, unusually small. This is no drawback in the

eyes of butchers, however, and they are always sold the
first of the animals exhibited. There is a very remark-
able show of Hereford oxen, and probably the prize

ox shown by Mr. Niblett, of Bristol, was never sur-
passed for even and uniform excellence. The short-
horns are not so good a show as last year. The prize
ox is, however, an animal of remarkable quality, and
might well be taken as a true representative of the breed.

aud Mr. Hewer, and Mr. Overman is remarkably sue
cessful with his cross-bred stock.

The following is the award of the judges :

—

CATTLE.
Class I. Devon Steers, not exceeding 3 years old.—25?., the

Earl of Leicester. 10!., H.R.H. Prince Albert.
Class II. Devon Steers, over 3 years old.— 25!., Lady Eliza-

beth Reynell, of Avisford House, Arundel. lOZ., H.R.H. Prince
Albert.
Class III. Devon Heifers, not over 4 years old.—15?., Mr. John

Tucker, of Staplegrove, Taunton. 5?,, Mr. T. W. Fouracre,
of Durston, Taunton.

Class IV. Devon Cows, over 4 years old.— 20!., H.R.H. Prince
Albert. 10!., Mr. John Coate, of Hammoon, Blandford.

Class V. Hereford Steers, uotover 3 years old.—25!., Mr. Isaac
Niblett, of Filton, Bristol. 10?., Mr. Edward Longmore, of
Adfoiton, near Ludlow.

Class VI. Hereford Oxen, over 3 years old.—25!., Mr. William
Heath, of Ludham Hall, near Norwich. 10!., H.R.H. Prince
Albert.

Class VII. Hereford Heifers, not over 4 years old.— 15?.,

Mr. Joseph Phillips, of Ardington, near Wantage.
Class VIII, Hereford Cows, over 4 years old.—20!., Mr.

J. H. Gurney, of Catton Hall, near Norwich. 10?., Mr. Joseph
Phillips, of Ardington.
Class IX. Short-horned Oxen, not over 3 years old.—25?., the

Rev. J. Holmes, of Brook Hall, Norwich. 10?., Earl Spencer, K.G.
Class X. Short-horned Oxen, over 3 years old.— 25?., the

Marquis of Exeter. 10?., Mr. T. Mortin, of Ashfovd Ford,
Staines.
Class XI. Short-horned Heifers, not over 4 years old.— 15?.,

Mr. W. Aldworth, of Frilford, near Abingdon. 5!., Mr. C. P.
Duftield, of Marcham Park, Abingdon.

Class XII. Short-horned Cows, over 4 years old.—20?., Mr.
H. Ambler, of Watkinson Hall, near Halifax. 10?., Mr. R.
Stratton, Swindon.

Class XIII. Scotch or Irish Oxen, of any age.—10!., Mr. John
Grove, of Feme, near Salisbury.

Class XIV. Scotch or Irish Cows of any age.—5?., the Rev.
Joseph Arkwright, of Harlow, Essex.
Class XV. Welsh Steers of any age.—20?., Colonel Pennant, of

Bangor. 5!., Sir R. Williams, Bulkeley, Beaumaris.
Class XVI. Welsh Cows of any age.—The prize is withheld.
Class XVII. Oxen of other pure breeds of any age.—10?.,

Messrs. Charles Neame & Sons, of Selling, Faversham, Kent.
Class XVIII. Cows of other pure breeds of any age. — 10?.,

Mr. W. Heath, of Ludham Hall.
Class XIX. Oxen of cross or mixed breeds not over 3 years

old.— 15?., the Earl of Radnor.
Class XX. Oxen of cross breeds over 3 years old.— 15?., Mr.

James Taylor, of Nigg, near Park Hill, Ross, N. B.
Class XXI. Cross-bred heifers not over 4 years old.— 10?.,

Mr. Edward Waters, of Stratfjrd-suh-Castle, Salisbury.

SHEEP.
Class XXII. Wether Sheep, long-woolled breeds under 22

months old.—20?., Mr. R. L. Bradshaw, of Burley-on-the-Hill,
Oakham. 10?., Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall, Worksop.
5?.. Lord Berners, of Keythorpe Hall.

Class XXIII. Ditto, ditto, Sheep to be under 220 lbs. in
weight.—20?., Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton Hall. 10?., Mr.
R. L. Bradshaw, of Burley-on-the-Hill. 5? , Marquis of Exeter.

Class XXIV. Wether Sheep, long-woolled breeds (not being
Leicesters} under 22 months old.—10?., Mr. William Hewer, of
Sevenhampton, Highworth.
Class XXV. Cross-bred Wether Sheep under 22 months.

—

10?., Mr. John Overman, of Burnham Sutton, Norfolk, 5?., Mr.
John Hitchman, of Little Melton, near Tetsworth.

Class XXVI. Ditto, ditto, under 220 lbs. weight.—10!., Mr.
John Overman, of Burnham Sutton, Norfolk.

Class XXVII. Wether Sheep, short-woolled breeds, under 22
months old.—20?., Mr. William Rigden, of Hove, Brighton. 10?.

Lord Walsingham.
Class XXVIII. Ditto ditto, under 200 lbs. weight.—10!., the

Duke of Richmond, K.G.
Class XXIX. Wether Sheep, short-woolled breeds, under

34 months.—20!., the Duke of Richmond, K.G. 10!., Mr. H. H.
Lindsay, of West Dean, Chichester.

Class XXX. Wether Sheep under 22 months, short-woolled
breeds (not being Southdowns).— 10?., Mr. John T. F. Pain, of
North Houghton, Stockbridge, Hants.

walked round we noticed the grinding mills exhibited

by Mr. Loyd, of Shoreditch—the carts and ploughs

exhibited by Mr. Busby, of Bedale,—the horizontal

Turnip cutters of Mr. Phillipps, though we did not

notice bis Turnip grater. Mrs. Wedlake had a large

stock of implements present. Messrs. Howard, of Bed-
ford, exhibited their admirable ploughs and barrows

;

Mr. Gibbs had a stand of magnificent Turnips, Mangel
Wurzel, and other roots. Skirving, Sutton, & Lawson
had also stands—the first remarkable for his Swedes

—

the second for a quantity ofvery large specimens, especially

of Mangel Wurzel ; the third for collections of Grasses

and grains : we may refer here to the very interesting

framed specimens of Triticum aud other grains, showing

all the parts of the plant in a most instructive manner.

Burgess & Key and Dray & Deane exhibit large quan-

tities of implements—their rival reapers, &c. Garratt

and Hornsby and Smythe & Holmes have specimens of

their drilling-machines. Crosskill exhibits carts, and

Bell's reaper, his root-washer, &c. Root-graters were

shown in considerable numbers by Fowler and otherss
chiefly on Bushe and Barter's principle ; Samuelson

exhibits Turnip-cutters and chaff-cutters ; and steaming

apparatus is shown by Stanley, of Peterborough, and

draining apparatus by Clayton, of the Atlas Works
close by. Baysford, of Drury Lane, shows his pecu-

liar spring carts and carriages. Messrs. Rich-

mond & Chandler exhibit their well-known chaff-

cutters, corn-bruisers, &c. Chandler exhibits his

liquid manure drill. Smyth & Ashby show their hay-

maker, chaff-cutter, &c. Barrett & Exall show their

small threshing machine and other implements. Cole-

man exhibits a number of scarifiers. Felts and tents

are exhibited by M'Neill & Croggon. Manure makers

are represented by the Superphosphate Compost Com-
pany. And many other manufactures and machines

were present ; but the above will show that the oppor-

tunity afforded by the meeting of the Smithfield Club

has not been lost for any want of alacrity and energy on

the part of English agricultural machinists.

THE MIDLAND COUNTIES EXHIBITION.
Birmingham, Dec. 13 The general interest attaching

to the meeting here is greater than that excited by the

Smithfield show. The large show of poultry, the ex-

tensive collection of sorts exhibited, the better show of

pigs, more than makeup for the deficient i, umber of

cattle in the hall, and for [the absence of agricultural

implements. The roomy comfortable place of meeting

is a point, too, in which the Midland Counties Associa-

tion have greatly the advantage of the Smithfield Club.

The show of cattle contains some animals that would

have carried off prizes at Baker Street, but on the

whole it was not equal in quality to its rival.

The gold medals were both carried off by Here-

fords— and by Herefords of remarkable quality.

The classes of Shorthorns and of Herefords con-

tained some animals which are exceedingly and un-

evenly fat, such as have almost disappeared from the

Smithfield exhibitions. On the other hand the Devons

are equal in quality, and the longhorns are tolerably

well represented—a class which has no standing at

Baker Street at all. The show of sheep was very good,

Lord Walsingham being very successful with his South-

downs, and for the other prizemen we refer to the list

below.' The show of pigs is remarkably good, the

large and small breeds both being remarkably well re-

presented. In the same division of the hall with the

cattle is a very capital collection of roots and enormous

Cabbages. This is a very useful addition to the exhi-

bition, and attracted a good deal of attention. The first

prize was carried off by the Elvetham long red Mangel

Wurzel, grown from Messrs. Suttons' seed.

The great attraction of the exhibition, however, is

the poultry show, which contained an unprecedented

number of birds (almost 5000), many of the classes

being in themselves more numerous than the entire

oldlong-woolled sheep in any of the Classes, Mr. R. L. Bradshaw,
j co n,ect;on f many provincial poultry shows. Thus, of

^'g^^ilMSlMMtor.fa.^tp.mrfon.^.ld I coloured Dorkings-chickens of 1855-no fewer than

PIGS.
Class XXXI. Pigs of any breed above 13 and under 26 weeks

old.— 10?., Mr. John Coate, of Hammoon, Blandford. 5!., H.R.H.
Prince Albert.

Class XXXII. Above 26 and under 52 weeks old.—10?., H.R.H.
Prince Albert. 5?., Mr. John Coate, of Hammoon, Blandford.

Class XXXIII. Above 12 and under 18 months old.—10?., Mr.
Stewart Marjoribanks, of Bushey Grove, Watford. 5?., Sir John
B. Mill, of Mottisfont Abbey, Romsey, Hants.

GOLD MEDALS.
The Gold Medal to the exhibitor of the best steer or ox in any

of the Classes. The Marquis of Exeter, K.G., of Burghley Park,

Stamford.
The Gold Medal to the exhibitor of the beBt heifer or cow in

any of the Classes. Mr. Henry Ambler, of Watkinson Hall,

Halifax.
The Gold Medal to the exhibitor of the best pen of one-year
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150 pens appear, and a magnificoul show of blrda thoj
are. Tha large Dorkings and Cochins, the oleguul

Hamburghe, and th<> Polunds, are nil admirably reprc
sontnd ; ami do one needs to have been ashamed ol

failing of distinction in eucli a competition. Wo Imv,-

uot room for the prize lint of the poultry allow. Ii

occupies 16 closely printed pages in tho published
catalogue, containing Hi/, separate awards beside coin

mendations, and beside the premiums given to 1(1

1

of pigeoim.

The following is tho award of prizos for cattle and
sheep :

—

CATTLE,
Ulanm. Hereford Oxen in/, mid Gold Medal, Mr, w Milan,

1Iom.ii,, Ludlmm Hall, Norwich, hi., Lord Alhorton,

„ ,,?,? .'
,

11 " 1
'"

1
"'''

1 Stoiira, in/., i.i,,, Naylor, Uwi , Uliiliton
Hall, Welshpool I,/,, Mr, ICdword i

i
, iuror , near

Ludlow.
Olias III. Uorofbrd Oowh, in/., Mr. B. W. Urwlok, Lolnl

BturkH, ooar I w. 5'., Mr, J. ;i„
,

,, i„i. i, -,- WbIhIi,
Woreegtorshlro.
Class IV. Horoford Heifers, 101. and Gold Medal. Mr. I" I'rli

uourt limine, Porabrldge. it. Mr. Pitt, Che r t, Dllwyn.
Uiysa v. Shorl I i Oxun, 10<„ Oolonol r ant, I'onrhyn

Oastle. SI., ii, it. ii. i',i Albert,

.,
0I»8a XJ- 8 ' ruedStooiu 101., Mr.J.lto ion,'

51., i.onl Lelgli.

Class VII. Slioi't-lioi I Cows. 101., Viscount Hill, [|

Herbert, Powlok,
Olase viii. Short-hot i Heifers, in/, Earl Howl

ViMfouui urn
ClnsH ix, Devon Oxen and S rs. 101., U.IUI, Prince

A i- •''-, Mr. William Heath.
Class X. Devon Stcoru. in/., Mr. J. C. Halso, Soutb Helton

of., ii. it. ii. I'h
i Albert.

OlaasXI, Devon Cowh. id/., Mr, A, Umbors, Weston Hall.
G'„ il.it.n. I'ii,,,-,- Albert,

0J«™
SII. Dei Ifars, 101., H.R.H. Prlnco Albert.

Class xill. Long-hornod Cows or Heifers, in/
, vtr, Bui bery,

VVroxhnll. hi., ,\lr. I'. ),', ||ii N„„y t Wyrlev Qrovo, Walsall,
Class XIV. Fat ox f other pure br Is and ,

animals.—101,, Mr. W. Wllaon, Colosblll, St., Mr. R, Hawkes,
Charleeote. ,

Class-XV. t"at Cows,—lot., W. T. Oox, Esq., s idon, Dorb)
shire. 67., Mr.K. Timras, Branstnn.
ClassXVI. Fat Heifers.—101., Tho Molra Colliery Company,

Asbby-de-la-Zi b, GI., the Duke ol Beaufbrt,
_c«* XVII. Bootoh or Welsh Oxen or Stconi.— In/,, Mr,w. Heath, til, A. Campbell, Esq., Monzlo Castlo, N.B,

SHEEP.
Class XXI. Leicester Wethers, 22 months old.— In/., 0. S

FoUsmbs, Esq,, Osberton Hall, SI., Mr. it. L. liradshnw. Burley-
on-the-llill, llakliain.

Class xxii. Ditto ditto, exceeding '.>2 but not cxi ling
34 months old.— 10/., Mr. Ii. Tumor, Barton, Exeter, hi, tho
Marquis of Exeter, E.G.
Class XXIII. Long-woolled Shoop, not being l.eicostcrs.

Wethers, not exceeding 22 months old.—10!., Mr. W. Slattor
Stratton, near Cirencester. SI,, Mrs. S. West, <3r ill Farm.
Bletoh'.ogton.

Class XXIV. Ditto ditto, Wethers, exceeding '22 hut not
exceeding 31 mouths old,—101., Mr. K. Human, Morton-in-the-
Marsh.

Class XXV. South and other Down Sheep, Wethers not ex-
ceeding 22 months old.—101., Lord Walslngham, 61., Lord
Walsingbam.
Class XXVI. Ditto, ditto, Wethers 22 but. not exceeding 31

month old. io/, Lord Walsingham, 61., Lord Walsingham.
Class XX VU.— Shropshire, shoi t-w-oollod sheep. Wethers not.

exceeding 22 mouths old.— 10/., Mr. .1. B. Green, Mart™-, Here-
foi-ilBhire. 6/., Mr. II. Smith,,inn., Sutton Maddock, ShlSiiall.
ClasBXXVlll, Ditto, ditto, Wethers exceeding 22, hut not

exceeding; 3-1 mouths old.— 10/., Earl of Aylesford. 51., Mr. W.
Masfen, Walsall,

Class XXIX. Cross-bred sheep. Wethers, not exceeding 22
mouths old.—10/., Mr. A. C. Keep, VVollaston. 5/., Mr. A. C. Keep.

PIGS.
Class XXXI. Fat Pigs, net exceeding 10 mouths old.— 10/.,

C. C. Dormer, Esq.. Rousham. 5/., Mr. J. Wyleyjun., Rugeley.
Class XXXII. Fat Pigs, not exceeding 15 months old.— 10/.,

Mr. George Turner, Barton, Exeter. 6/., Duko of Sutherland.
Class XXXIII. I'"at Pigs, exceeding 16 months old.— 61.,

R. Benyon, Esq., Heading. 31., Mr.. C. Holland, Seabridge,
Staffordshire.

PHIZES FOR BREEDING PIGS.
Class XXXIV. Pigs ol a Large Dreed, exceeding 3 and not

exceeding 6 months old.— 10/., Mr. J. Smith, Honley-ln-Arden.
5/., Mr. E. Harrison, Great Charles Street, Birmingham.
Class XXXV. Pigs of a Small Breed, exceeding 3 and not

exceeding 6 months old.—101., the Rev. M. Shaw, Rougham,
Bury St. Edmund's. 5/., R. II. Watson, Esq., Wigton,
Cumberland.

YIELD OF LAST HARVEST,
Westmorland.—The gloomy predictions respecting

the late crop of Wheat which prevailed through a great
part of summer, were in some degree allayed by the fine

harvest weather which, commencing iu the latter end of

August, continued until the principal part of the crop
was safe under " thack and rape." In fact not a single

day's interruption took place during the entire month of

September, both the autumn and spring sown Wheat
being carted in the very best possible condition. Rust
and mildew to some considerable extent made their

appearance during the wet weather which prevailed in

August, more particularly in red Wheat, but the clear

atmosphere and dry light winds which succeeded had
the effect of checking these, yet the samples where these
cases occurred are small and shrivelled, weighing not
more than 58 lbs. per bushel, whilst the finer samples of

white escaped with less damage, and come into the

market fully l>3 lbs., and iu some instances even a higher
weight, affording from their excellent conditiou satisfac-

tion to the miller. From the various and conflicting

opinions existing with respect to the extent of the crop
it is impossible to arrive at any exact data as to the pro-

duce of last havvest, in fact men's minds have been so

agitated by the peculiar features of the time, and the

constant upward tendency of the corn markets, as

to almost prevent sober calculation
; yet taking

the appearance of the stack yards, everywhere
crowded, our own experience over a pretty large extent
of crop, and the best opinions existing, we are led to the

conclusion that the yield, although not equal to the crop

of 1854, will still reach a fair, perhaps full average of
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of the kingdom, which I do not think is com| i d

any additional appropriation of laud t,, the growth of

Wheat, neither do ' think dimioiahed & umption will

1„- resorted to so far as to occasion a mati

lion in price. One clay land farmer i

Wheat will average 3J quartcrH per no re instead of 4

quarters : b good fen farmer aya Im shall not I

much Win i mil br 200 quartan. Wherever the

joint effects of frost and vuml injure, 1 the Wheat plant

during the spring, the consequences were i i

harvest day and proved in threshing. ./- ;

rOlKjK 1 uluill take an extensive ilislrict

with which I :un well acquainted, having resided in it

all my life, nnd frequently passing over many parta

of it; 1 mean the Great Level of the Fens, ami the

marshes lying between the Fen aud the- Great I

of the Wash. It comprises 6*80,000 acres, a creat
portion of which is peat, blac';.

the absence of ruin to any extent in the autumn ol

followed by one of the driest winters almost ever known,
and frost the most severe, the Wheat plant on all the

li^ht soils, i.e. peat, silt, gravelly , , bare-
fa Unwed, and light loams, was very s. ri,,usly injured,

aud in many instances destroyed. In many parts of

the Fens the light dry peat was blown away l,y stormy
winds, the ditches were' levelled, nnd the black dust

lodged in large black ricks, like snow ricks, except in

colour ; much land was ploughed and
or sown with spring cropping, and on the

remaining was left the thinnest plants ever remem-
ber, d. On the light loams and soils of greater

cousistency the plant recovered pretty well and pros-

pered tolerably till the flowering commenced, when
most disastrous winds and rains beat down the crops

and irrecoverably damaged the ear in its most critical

season, that of flowering. The spring crops r,

more or less damage at this period, but upon the whole

the crops of Oats, Beans, and Peas, the chief spring

crops of the district, are not very unsatisfactory. Oats
are li^ht in weight, and not an average crop in produce.

i,\\ 'Int is an average crop in these days!) Ber,

duced a strong healthy plant, but from the causes above

stated do not yield well. Peas, likewise, have less plant.

podded tolerably well but ripened irregularly ani deep

away. But Wheat, that staff of human life, I believe I

am correct in stating, and I am confirmed in this state-

ment by the deliveries to merchants, it, at all the

district markets, is one of the worst crops ever

harvested iu this extensive district, certainly not

yielding more than three-fifths of lost year's produce,

and of a quality so iuferior as to weigh less by from 4

to 6 lbs. per imperial bushel. The quantity of flour ob-

tained is of course in proportion, but I understand it

yields as much as can fairly be expected from such light

weights of Wheat. . In answer I

inquiries respecting the yield of Wheat this past harvest,

I beg to say I ihink from my own observation and what 1

can learn from others, that this neiehbourhood is u ly

oue-fourth less ihau last year and one-fifth less than an

average i f \ ears. Barley is equally as deficient. Oats

are very li i tie grown. F. A. Somrty, AifUsbg,

Grimsby.
Northamptonshire.—I am still of the same

that the Wheat crop is not an average, although I am
willing to admit that the Wheat does yield better than

anticipated at harvest. Barley quite an avera.

hut rough in quality. Beans and Oats about an average.

I believe I am justified in saying that more than the

usual quantity of corn has been brought to rnarket-

II". Gray, Courtem Hall.

Warwickshire,— With respect to the probable yield

of the late harvest in the case of Wheat, the variety of
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know, and from all I c*ih*r from the p>r*oo* who to
about with •I'-im Illl—llina, nudriiM* faaad froao ail

accounts they hare never b**n more t-osr than towy

have been since horrest , that the yield of Waal io Una
immediate neighbourhood has been quit* aa a

one. More than this, I have sever beard oae f*f*oa
complain of a bad yield. Barky is said to be rather

under an average. Oats are not mach growm, 1 at Use

few acres sown ore reported to have yielded wssa.

Beans an average crop. I thick this JTrrfniMJaW1 oeiciV

bourhood, censisur: ' stroaag laasV ersa hagMy
favoured in r eat crop. It eeru-sry

did not lose plant in spring a* those crops did sowa
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eludes first, second, and third qualities. I badU basheta

of best Wheat per acre, IT. O. Dv-r.

Havi-shirk.— Ir. your isquiry respect »g
neat crop is this :

I have no hesitation in repeating my oeavicsioa («%ieli

I have several times expressed through oar Joca

. r -. ' "
'

"

the Wheat ex 'verage very

nearly one-third, and m re than a third of the crop at*

that as compared with last year, it ia 'crtier

short ir. bit pounds per boshd on the average,

which on the quarter of Wheat (8 baahefa) is a good
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weight aione, irrespective of ooe-third defirseoev of

Our estimated usual average in this dis-

- per acre.

e extreme quant ty wheal

I s&y th e average qaaatiry growa thia
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passed unint-::: ".sive farsaiag par-

suits, my opportunities as an agricultural n.-*r far

acquaintance with the agriculturists arasBtd ms, and
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evidence, tha; :sny owners of stesjxi-tlBressssBg

machines with which our county snnrV andts«aaased

testimonv of all winch have been worked ia this djstzict
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is 10 a rather less quantity per acre than I have named.

You will perceive, sir, I am writing in a somewhat posi-

tive strain ; but having previous to harvest predicted

the failure, as our county papers will show, I have

been at some pains to see how far results have borne

out my predictions ; unfortunately, I find them fully

verified. Any man at all accustomed to the inspection

of Wheat fields was aware of the many untoward cir-

cumstances at work (I am speaking of this county) from
the very time of blossoming—ice on the 21st June, the

very midst of that season ; the Wheat fly, the parent of

the yellow maggot, as busy as bees in a flower garden;

the old bla;k sort of blight, first affecting the straw,

with black spots of fungi absorbing the juices, and con-

sequently shrivelling the grain ; heavy thunderstorms,

prostrating the already smitten crop, rendering it more
susceptible of mischief ;—here was a combination of

evil from which the results are not at all surprising,

and they are as I have stated them. I am happy
in this opportunity of entering my earnest protest

against the delusions enunciated by Mr. Caird,

through the columns of the Times; his letters are

full of assumptions, but in which I look in vain for

one single established fact, as regards our usual average
growth, the consumption, and more particularly of

tiiis year's produce, and how any man of practice

could have ventured to assume an extra planting

of one-fourth in acreage of Wheat, in the face

of nn iron frost from January the ]2th to the

8tli of March, the only period during which any
sensible increase could have been sown, throughout
which the plough was frozen to the earth, and after

which it was too late and useless to sow Wheat, is a
matter of astonishment to all reasoning men ; there

were very many acres ploughed up in various parts of

the country killed by the frost, and I very much ques-

tion whether, on strict investigation, it would not appear
fhst the acreage thus lost to the country .did not quite

equal that sown over and above the usual quantity.

I believe Hampshire is one of the worst affected

counties this year ; but I know there are many others

very bad, and it is curious to note on almost
every farm, the great difference in produce in

the various fields on the same occupation and
very near together, with very little difference as to

the time of sowing ; we find 26 bushels per acre growing
alongside of 12 bushels, the one being a fair sound
sample, the other tailing corn, and what is still more
strange the best manured lands, with the heaviest crops
of straw, although standing upright, yield much worse
than those of a moderate bulk, and more lightly dressed.

When you have received the information you are
seeking from the various correspondents, you will be
in a position to draw a faithful conclusion as to our
stock and probable wants. Testing these by Hampshire
alone, our position would be alarming indeed ; and I am
inclined to believe, taking in the few, if such are to be
found, whose yield shall come up to Mr. Caird's own
reported produce, your balance sheet will show a re-

quirement of at least five millions of quarters over and
above our own growth to carry the nation on till the

harvest of 1856, a good Potato crop notwithstanding.

51 Tunjnam. The Wheat crop in this district between
Southampton and Lymington rivers is not over two
thirds of an average crop ; some fields in Fawley parish

as low as 8 bushels per acre, of a very bad quality. None
of us can thresh out more than half the usual quantity

per day ; the cause I believe to be a blight just before

harvest, owing to an over luxuriant growth and thin

plant on the ground. Barley a good average crop,

rather over than under ; Oats the same. J. Eames,
Lyndngton.

Dorsetshire.—Having a large agricultural connection
in this county, besides being a buyer of corn, I have an
opportunity of knowing something of our produce, and
I am happy to say our yield of Wheat turns out better

in quality and quantity than was expected at harvest. I

think we had about one-tenth more land under Wheat
rhin in average years, and I now think in this county
the quantity per acre is about an average, but much less

than last year. Less land by one-tenth of an average
under Barley and Oats, but the quantity per acre an
average of each. R. Darner, Dorchester.

third year ot the Potato blight 1 made a similar trial

from a large Potato accidentally procured from a
vessel from France. I planted it the first week in May.
It was long and full eyed, weighing nearly a pound,

from which I raised 31 plants at distances of 18 inches

in a single row. At the end of August I found them
diseased, and " although very unripe" I removed them,
in number 273, 60 of which weighed 5G lbs., the others

were very small. The total weight was over 80 lbs.,

and I believe, under favourable circumstances, it might
have been 40 lbs. more. I think it possible to get

3 bushels from the like bulb. It is not the Potato

alone that will give us (with high cultivation) an almost

incredible increase. In Peas I have it verified. On the

24th of last April I put in a single row of 30, 15 inches

apart, and they were harvested in August ; the produce
of these 30 Peas was over 11,000 ; five of them gave
2693 perfect Peas, viz. :

—

1 621 \

2 540
3 627 1.2693,

4 505
5 500 J

the straw of which (rather over 3 feet in length) I

have here, and shall be pleased to forward the same
for the inspection of Professor Lindley, &c. Wil-
liam Harrison, New Romney. In reply to your
correspondent of the 24th ult., I add, that having
adjourned to a field at the home farm of Mr. Ed.
Smith on the 3d of October last, I witnessed crops of

Potatoes evidencing an admirable system of culture.

In looking over the varieties grown, my attention

was drawn to one entirely distinct from any known
in cultivation. Upon an intimation from Mr. Smith, I

learned this peculiar growth belonged to a hybrid
seedling, named by its raiser Smith's Prolific Kidney.
At my desire one root was dug up, when 39 good sound
tubers appeared ; 31 were of a large size, the remainder,
excepting two, fit for culinary purposes. The weight
of the root was 18 lbs. (the tubers being washed clean

previous to weighing). I further ascertained that the

parent of this produce was a small firm tuber, weighing
5 oz. ; also, that this had received precisely the same
cultivation as the general crop. /. Ji. T., Gardener to

G. S. Wintle, Esq., Hucclccote Gardens, near Gloucester.

Home Correspondence.
Potatoes in Bread.— In reply to the inquiry of a

" Subscriber " as to how and in what proportion to use
Potatoes with flour in making bread, I beg to state my
plan, as follows :—first place in a pancheon or paste-

bowl 15 lbs. of flour near the fire to warm ; take 5 lbs.

of good Potatoes, those of a mealy kind being prefer-

able, peel and boil them as if for the table, mash them
fine, and then mix with them as much cold water as
will allow all except small lumps to pass through a
coarse 6ieve into the flour, which will now be ready to

receive them ; add yeast, &c, and mix for bread in the
usual way. This plan I have followed for some years,
finding that bread made according to it is much supe-
rior to that made of flour only, and on this ground
alone I would recommend its adoption, even if Potatoes
were the same price as flour ; but in addition to that,

taking the present high price of flour, and moderately
low price of Potatoes, here is a saving of over 20 per
cent., which is Burely an object worth attending to, if

only by those of limited means. E. B., Eigh Peak of
Derbyshire, Dec. 1 1

.

Produce of a Potato.—I beg to state that about the

^octettes.

Society of Arts, Dec 12.

—

On the Progress and
Results of the Under Drainage of Land in Great Britain.

—The following is an abridgment of the Paper on this

subject read before this Society by Mr. Bailey Denton.
The discussion which followed the reading of the paper
we hope to give next week :

—

In selecting the subject of drainage as a topic for considera-
tion, at a moment when war and its consequences upon the corn-
producing countries of Europe have brought the price of Wheat
to lls.6ri. per bushel, and the price of bread to tOrf. the loaf, the
council of this Society have been doubtless influenced by a desire
to extend the knowledge we possess of an art which has been
rightly esteemed the foundation of agricultural improvement,
and the most simple and certain means by which the produce of
the soil may be increased. If we consider the deprivations
which seem to be multiplying upon us, we shall be led to ap-
preciate more sensibly the importance of the present inquiry,
and we shall be struck with the fact, well known but too little

reflected upon, that in proportion as extremely high prices move
the community at large to desire that the capabilities of our
native soil should he more fully developed, in order to increase
its produce of food, so do many owners of that soil abate their
zeal in pursuit of improvements necessarily admitted, though
but partially performed, during the more pressing difficulties of
extremely low prices. If this should sound like mere asser-
tion, the evidence afforded by the expenditure in drainage,
under the Government loan, will leave no doubt on the point,

for in 1S52, when Wheat was 40s. %d. per quarter, the expendi-
ture was 412.269Z. 15s. 6d. It became in 1853, when Wheat rose
to 53s. 3d. per quarter, 334,115?. 13s. 3d.; and declined stil! further
in 1854, when the price was 72s. 5d. per quarter, to 316,220?. 7s, 4d.,

or about 100,0002. less than in 1852. This fact, in its reference
to the particular subject of drainage, is the more to be lamented,
because the operation may be considered essentially to rank
among the obligations of the owner and not the occupier of the
land, and it is so necessary to fouDd the present discussion upon
aright understanding of this important point, that I must be
pardoned for dwelling upon it. It is hardly 12 months ago since
I had an opportunity of introducing this subject to the attention
of the London Central Farmer's Club, the members of which are
for the most part tenant farmers; and it was then suggested to

me, that, however convincing the evidence might be in proof of
the profitable results from systematic drainage, and however
interesting in themselves the details of the necessary operations,
it was so manifest that drainage, to be satisfactory, must be done
effectually and permanently, and must therefore involve such a
much larger outlay than a tenant farmer could he expected to
make, that my statements should be rather addressed to the
owners than to the occupiers of land. The whole tenor of the
discussion on that occasion went to show, that considerations of
expediency were paramount with those whose interest in the soil

was limited by the nature of their tenancy, while it was con-
tended that principle should rule with those whose interest in
the soil was permanent and secure.
The object to be arrived at by both parties is to secure the

best effect with the utmost durability. Already it has been made
apparent that the short terra of 22 years [during which the re-

payment of an expenditure on drainage is an annual charge
upon the land] with all the advantage of the low rate of
interest of the Government loan, has necessitated a charge
upon the tenants which many, even of the most" enlightened,
are indisposed to bear as a standing increase of rent,—or
it has caused dissatisfaction on another and worse ground, viz.,

that the works themselves have been inefficiently done from a
predetermination to limit their cost to such an amount as will be
repaid by a given charge. I refer to the experience of this fact

because it is manifest that the extension of the art of draining
will very materially depend upon the rate of instalment chai*ged
upon the tenants, and however profitable individual cases of
drainage may be shown to he, the benefit to the nation will be
inappreciable, unless we satisfy the tenants generally that during
all the vicissitudes of times they can afford to pay the increased

rent they are to be charged. The advantage of a lengthened
period will be shown by comparing the increased rent a tenant

would have to pay to liquidate the expenditure of 6?. per acre in

50 years and 25 years. In the former case the increased rent

would be from 4s. 6rf. to 5s. 3d. per acre,* and in the latter from
6s. 6d. to 7s. 2d. The difference is nearly 50 per cent. Now if

drainage is substantially done, there is no reason whatever to
doubt that it will last at least 50 years, and it follows, therefore,
that the period of repayment may extend, if need be, to that
period.

Mr. Denton then, after some remarks on the increased
productiveness of drained land, proved by cases drawn
from hia own experience, gives the following illustration

of the general progress of land draining :—
To understand clearly the advance we have made, and the

extent of work yet to be done, the whole country should be divided
geologically into three great characteristic areas.
A curved line drawu from Exeter to Berwick will make a

very close give and take division between the western and middle
districts, and the lower margin of the chalk, commencing at Wey-
mouth in Dorset, and ending at Flamborough Head in Yorkshire,
will form an excellent boundary between the middle and eastern
districts.

1st. The western and north-western or Alpine district includes
the mountainous granite, mica, and slate rocks with the trap
rocks, clays, and debris associated with them, and the conglome-
rate clay and loam of the red sandstone which cover a wide
breadth of the lower-lying portions of the district.

The district is made up according to Table I. (next page).
The system of drainage applicable to this district being for the

most part occasional or "spring drainage," the expenditure will

be brought rather below the cost of parallel or uniform drainage.
Where parallel drainage has been deemed necesary in the valleys
of the granite district, the cost has been generally high, owing
to the large quantity of bolder stones and rock fragments which
crowd the debris of which the soil is constituted. In the clay
slate valleys, too, the cost has been found to be very great, owing
to the necessity of breaking through and blasting protruding
rocks, frequently bringing the cost as high as 71. or 8?. per acre.

The drains in the hill sides, however, being at comparatively
wide intervals will be executed at from 2?. 10s. to 4?. per acre, and
the average cost of the whole will thereby be much reduced. It

may be assumed that the quantity of land permanently drained
in this district by means of borrowed capital and bv private out-

lay, does not exceed 300,000 acres, and that 35,000,000?., will be
required to perfect the under-draining of the remaining 7,725,000
acres of wet land. 2. The middle district, including all the
secondary strata from the basis of the Devonian, Cambrian, and
Cumbrian ranges up to, hut exclusive of, the chalk formation,
comprises the mountain limestone, the coal measures, the new
red sandstones, and magnesian limestone, the lias, the oolitic

strata, and the portion of the green sand with the gault lying to

the west of the main ridge of chalk.
The counties, parts of counties, and parts of Wales and Scot-

land (Table II.), make up the middle district.

This district, consisting of nearly nineteen millions of acres,

comprises soils of every degree of tenacity and porosity, from the
stiffest clays to the freest sands. About one half, or eight
millions of acres of the cultivated lands, and lands capable of
improvement, are believed to be either clays or loams requiring
drainage on the parallel system, with more or less distance
between the drains, and about 3£ millions of acres are of com-
paratively porous matter, which require occasional drains, or

drains at very wide intervals, to free them of the water upheld
by the underlying clays. Some of the stiffest clays, however,
particularly patches of the red sandstone clay, some deep beds of
the lias and Oxford clays, and the Ganet, require very close
drainage to be effective. An interval of 6 or S yards is quite
wide enough for these soils. The necessity of thus increasing
the number of drains in some places will counterbalance the
comparatively small cost of the occasional drainage of the water-
logged strata, and will bring the average cost of the whole to 5?.

per acre. We cannot assume that there are less than ten
millions of acres in this district still to be drained. This is, sup-
posing that 415,000 acres have been already permanently drained,
and on such assumption it will require 50,000,000/. to perfect the
under-draining of the district. 3d. The eastern district in-

cludes the chalk (the uppermost formation of the secondary
strata)—the green sand which surrounds the Weald clay
—the Wealdeu clay and Hastings sands, and the tertiary and
post-tertiary formations, which comprise the London and
plastic clays—the Bagshot sand and associated clay, the crags
of Norfolk and Suffolk, the rich deposits of Holderness in
Yorkshire, and the more recently recovered fens of Norfolk,
Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire, and Lincolnshire. Bolder
and transported clays are very frequently found in this district
also, covering the out-cropping strata. The counties or parts
of counties (as stated in Table III.) make up the district.

A very wide portion of this district is chalk, and requires no
draining. A considerable portion, too, consists of the fens, of
which 1 have estimated only half as requiring under-draining.
Already the prejudice against under-draining these lands is
giving way, where the vegetable matter is shallow and the under-
lying clay comes closer to the surface. The deep peat, or " black
fens," may be considered sufficiently well-drained by open dykes,
and have not been included in the foregoing statemeut. I may
remark, however, that where under-drainage has been tried, it

has been found to consolidate the soil and improve the quality
of the corn grown. The whole breadth of the fens in the several
counties is about 700,000 acres. Of the denser clays we have in
this district the Wealden and the London clays ; the former of
which covers 650,000 acres, and the latter 1,500,000 acres, all of
which requires parallel and close drainage. Besides these clays
we have a very large space covered with the clays and loamB of
the Bagshot sand, and with bolder and diluvial clays of every
degree of tenacity. As the metropolis and suburbs are included
in this district, I have assumed that 450,000 acres have been
permanently drained, leaving 4,000,000 acres requiring draining,
the cost of which cannot be estimated at less than 22,000,000?.

The summary (Table IV.) gives the totals of the districts.

Thus we see that there will still be required 107,000,000?. for

the under-drainage of Great Britain, towards which the balance
in hand of the Government Loan 1,471,216?. is applicable, leaving
the sum of 105,528,784?. to be provided from private sources. Of
this it may be assumed that four-filths, or about 80,000,000?., will
be required on loan, and that the collected capital of incorporated
drainage and insurance companies will be the future source of
supply ; for it is hardly to be supposed that the legislature will
again sanction the advance of public money for the particular
benefit of one class of the community, after experience has shown
that private companies are able and willing to lend money upon
the lowest rate of interest ruling in commercial affairs."

Mr. Denton proceeded to discuss the question of Deep
and Shulloio Drainage;—

Drainage, to be perfectly satisfactory in its effect upon the
soil, must render it uniformly permeable to the full depth of the
drains. The soil midway between them must be in the same con-
dition to receive and infiltrate the rain that falls upon it, as the
soil nearest the drains. If this is not accomplished, they are not
producing that united effect which should be sought for and
obtained, and there is no more certain way of producing an irre-

gular condition of soil, than by placing the drains so far distant
from each other, that the influence of one drain cannot perfectly
meet the influence of another. Cases have been quoted as failures

*Five shillings per acre increased rent will be met by the
following increase of produce, upon a 4-course system of hus-
bandry, independent of all benefit from the improved condition o f

the soil for tillage and seeding:

—

Turnips, 20 bushels at 3d. per bushel.

Barley, 1£ „ 4s. Qd. „
Beans, 1£ ,t

3s- 9d- ,r

Wr
heat, i „ 6s. 8d. „
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TABLE ONE.

Name of 1 lounty.

Tol clonl oi

onch County
i, tent ol land
cultivated Prop i tlon ol for undi i

Inoludod in I i i
i ipi bli land,

district. ol Improvement, Hr.li,..,

ion Aaron. I
Cornwall 881,200 680,000 '

Devonshire ... t , ,.

8 rsetshlre i

|l "' 1 "'
i 867,200 1,218,000 i

WiiIoh, part of 4,000,000 2,9m i 1,1(0,1 i

Monmouth S
Worcester 1 „ . r

Hereford fi"",
1 "" 1 1,315,010 1,418, , i '.iiOO

ragaa

Salop ...J

Lancashire ... \

Yorkshire
Northumberland [-partsoi
Westmoreland..,

1,035,000 .
, ..iiOO 300,000

|

Cumborland ... J
1 18 I 1

Scotland, part of 18,000.000 0,821 ,890 I

Outlying portions in tho Midland district 86,6411 80,000

Id isn o

1

28.894,280 8nv,

Mr. I !•

TABLE TWO.

Name of County.

parts of

Devon ..."1

Somerset spurts of...

Domet ...J
Gloucester..,

Monmouth
Worccstor
Salop, and
Wales
Lancashire
Yorkshire
Northumberland
Westmoreland...
Cumberland
Durham
Scotland, parts of
Lincolnshire \

Norfolk ... (

patts of,.

Cambridge
Huntingdon
Bedford
Buckingham
Oxford I

Berks ... [-parts of
Wilts...)
Warwick
Northampton ...

Rutland
Leicester
Nottingham ...

Derby
Stafford

Cheshire

parts of

parts of

Total, A

Total extent Of
each County
Included in

Middle district.

Acres.

1,200,000

2,434,060

,<i20,120

702,oso

1,362,820

1,321,040

4SS,G40

1,020,000

674,

650,

95
600,

635
067,

767,

67:!.
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.300
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,;,

,
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7iiO

280

Extent ,,i land
cultivated

ami Inn, I capable
oi' Improvement

Acn .

1,170,000

2,340,000

6,387,000

650,810
l,200,tki0

450,000

905,000

525,000
,;.,,,,.,,

480.000
:>l i l

690,000

Propi '

wet land.

lS.8S2.snn I7.BI

650,000

1,360,000

3,000,C00

,1 CO
700,000

250,000

600,000

860,0
375.000

40,000

soo.oon
300.000
650.000

600,000

' ,.f money

tl„, I'tilil,

Drainage Act.

252,678

810,000

158,133

20.52.'.

100

17,885

I pnm!» «* 4Way Om> Isrt in- •

•tasi. I —»-
•• . *..,-.. ,

Loi

the deep an.

2,062.680 : I

TABLE TI1KEE.

Name of Countv,

Dorset ...(

Wilts ...

Berks ... ^parts of
Hants ...

Oxford ... I

Bucks and Beds, parts of
Cambridge and Hunts, parts of ...

Hertford
Middlesex
Surroy
Sussex
Kent
Essex ...

Suffolk
Norfolk, part of
Lincoln, part of
Yorkshire, part of

Outlying portions on the Western side .

Total

Total extent of
each County
included in

district.

Acres.

2,203,S40

280,000
546,660
403,200

1S0.4S0

4S5.760

938,240
996,48 '

9S1.120

1,2S5,S6
'

45 ,000

254.4S0

10.575.120

Extent culti-

vated and
c.i| altlc oi

improvement.

Acres.

265,1 »

375,000
160,000

(50,000
9,x\OO0

9411.1X10

940,000
920 000

1.215.000

425.000
235,000

Proporttonof applied fcrm iZSl.
wetland. the l'uhlic Monies »*",?

Art.

Acres. £ £

:(.'.-

>M<WMy, la (1* " 1 ,sri>U -i n*-

talk tht «fffk»
r -* .- « , - -

1 read y— Cm fcJ>

t. - - Mr. t\"i;:ii« }lc£it. rfWir
I an wm r«a tr ~-w>-m t-5 ti,» «r -

-

7' . IVa a it* -1 ii latKaa. tas I tnml n tail

, Mrj('»iii, ;. luiin!»J«-

i

•

. -Hi

600,000

|

j

1.500,000

650.000

|
700,000

[ 600,000

•

-

>-

354)00
18

-

.

;

-

Mr. ] r-ieikaM for

g i>.e icttrrx^s t«;«'£s.^ drain* wiacb be wt»»ld

! aJvise lo be adopted :—

10.024.000

TABLE

DISTRICTS.

Western district.

Middle district ..

Eastern district,,

cnwvaledK"*"
and

lapable

iulUv&tion

of

ivet land.

Acres. Acres.

26,S94,2S0 Ulo-Mi^n
18,882,600 17,ei3CW
10,575,r-\'! IU.024,000

Acres.

10,415,000

4,450,000

Amom t o
money

under tho
Public
Money

Amount of
money

esvended
under the
Private
Monev

lV.iin.vmAct . ^rain-iceAct

Amount of

money
expended by
Incorrxnted
Company.

ks:im!ite-i extent

I
of iani'.

i

t,276,020
v
.

SO f- 12S,72S
122.GS3

I'm- '.Vv-.-

penuiuientlv bv
bonvKec i

and by private

means,

Acres.
S

I

4.O00.'

-

ibectiy
of liste tils BSD

£12R793 £Ssn,nro 1 165.000
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at different widths. Taking labour at 7d. per rod, and pipes and

haulage at 22s. 6c?. per 1000, the cost will he as follows :
—

At 18 feet apart £7 18s. Ad.

2i 6 16 3

24 5 19 8

27 „ ... 5 6 9

30 ,, 4 16 5

40 " - - 3 12 1

Experience shows that a consideration of the amount of rain-

fall is a matter of much moment in determining the width

between drains. It does not appear, practically, to govern the

size of the pipes to be used, for if the ends of the pipes can be

made tojoin securely, and the tall is good, the smallest sized pipes

will be sufficiently large. But in proportion to the rain- fall, all

other considerations being equal, should be the distance of the

drains apart, in order that the conditi<>n.of the soil may be suffi-

ciently free and active at all times to absorb and discharge the

maximum amount that can fall on its surface. We find from

sundry careful records that 141 inches may be taken as the

average annual rain-fall of the wettest place in Cumberland,

while 19S inches may be taken as the average fall in Essex. It

is not enough to ascertain the quantity of rain that falls, we
should know the prevalent periods of continuance of rain and

moisture, for in accordance with the length of time intervening

between rains will be the opportunity for soils to undergo these

changes of condition which are essential to complete development .

of draining, aud which conduce to an improved "climate of the

soil itself." I

"We find that the average number of days in the year in which
rain falls in the wettest districts of Cumberland is 210, and at '

Castle Hill, in Devonshire, is 191 days, while at Chiswick, the

average number of wet days in the year is 12-', with an average

fall of 24 inches. Luckily, however, the clay soils of the west

and north-west of England are comparatively open and porous,

and thus counteract the humidity of atmosphere under which

they exist. With respect to the direction of drains, I believe

very little difference of opinion exists. All the most successful

drainers concur in the line of steepest descent as essential to effec-

tive and economical drainage. Certain exceptions are recognised

in the West of England, but, I believe it will be found as practice

extends in that quarter that the exceptions have heen allowed in

error. There is much difference of opinion as to the adoption of an
equi-distant parallel system in lands of the ridge and furrow form.

In arable land, the most successful drainers throughout the coun-

try disregard the furrows, whereas we find the majority of those

in the midland counties leaning to the adoption of the furrows as

the course of the drains in grass lands. The same difference of

•opinion prevails as to the use of collars. Some good drainers

object to them on account of the cavity left between the collars,

but the majority approve of them, and would u-jj them in all

soils were it not for the additional cost. In sandy and gravelly
soils they are indispensable. With regard to the admission of

air to the heads of drains, as advocated by Mr. Simon Hutchinson,
very few think it advisable, while some go so far as to say it is

decidedly injurious.

Upon the question of outlets there appears to be much differ-

ence of practice, where there should be none. lu the whole
process of draining there is nothing so desirable as permanent
and substantial work at the point of discharge, so as to reduce to

a minimum the ill effects of inattention on the part of tenants,
and the neglect of communication between present and succeeding
owners. It is considered that the more frequent the outlets the
more active the drainage, but as every additional outlet involves
additional cost in erecting and care in preserving them, prudence
suggests that the number of acres draining to one outlet should
never be more than 20 or less than six, if the form of the land
and size of the fields will permit of these limits. On this
arrangement, iron pipes, with suring gratings, set in mason,
may be provided at the cost of Is. per acre. If these several
objects he borne in mmd in carrying into operation the main
principle of adequate depth, there will be but little chance of
failure. Having perfected the work, one thing still remains to

be done. A plan or record of the lands drained, and the position
of the drains is necessary ; and in order that such a record may
be preserved for future generations, it is desirable that a
national office, connected with the Tithe and Inclosure Commis-
sions, should be set apart for the purpose. It would be invidious
to point out instances in which recent works of drainage have
already become useless from change of ownership and the
indifference of successors. The cost of planning the drains after

execution need not exceed 6d. to 9d. per acre, where a map of the

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be

seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,

Sundays excepted.

Priced Lists ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application

J.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,
(late Stephenson aud Peill), Inventor of the Improved

Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

p STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
V^ • 61, Gracecburch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron
Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron aud Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water.— Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

/ iROCUS, TULIP, and HYACLNTH BASKETS,
Vy with Wire or Zinc Linings, for suspension or for table
stand; also Bracket Baskets made and Japanned in a variety of
colours and designs, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works,
370, Oxford Street. Conservatories fitted up.

Window Blinds and Wirework of t-v^ry description.

PATENT LIQUID-MANURE DISTRIBUTOR
or WATER-CART, for the Distribution of Guano, &c,

warranted not to clog up or otherwise get out of order. It has

Waterproof Joints, and will scatter its Liquid from 12 to 15 feet

wide. It will work equally well on hilly or on level land without

any alteration. It is thoroughly .adapted for Drill Crops or

Pasture Land, or for Watering Streets.—Full particulars may be
obtained of the Patentee, Isaac James, Tivoli, Cheltenham.

ARNER'S 4^-inch IMPROVED LIQUIDW
with Ball Valve, fitted with
1^ inch Brass Union for

attaching flexible suction,

with strong wrought iron
Straps for screwing on to

any ordinary Water-butt or

Cart, as shown in drawing.

Price of Pump and Union,
50s.

li-inch Flexible Rubber
and Canvas Suction for ditto,

3s. Gd. per foot.

IS Gutta Percha Suction
Is. Gd. per foot.

BALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
executed in Austin's Artificial Stone, by J. Seeley (late

Austin and Seeley), Nos. 1 to 4, Keppfd Row, New Road.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
material : it has been extensively used in Scotland for £'

N

WARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
DARD PUMPS.

PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

Diameter Length
of Barrel . of Barrel.

2A in. short 1 ft. 7 in.
f
Fitted for lead,

long 3 „ 3„ gutta percha,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ -j or cast iron

ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe,

ditto 3 „ 6 „ I as required.

short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 18

EAT, DURABLE, AND WELL EXECUTED
LABEL FOR NAMING PLANTS.—The Advertiser

will forward on the receipt of a stamped envelope, containing
two postage stamps, a Zinc Label, neatly painted, lettered in Oil

paint, as a specimen for those who may require a number; they
can be supplied at 2d. each.—Address F. H., at Mr. Bond's,
Wakot, Salop.

TRANSPARENT SHEETING, a substitute for
Garden Mats, nearly two yards wide, Is. per yard run—

much approved ; thick Canvas ditto, Is. per square yard ; strong
Tarpaulings for Carts and Waggons, 2s. per square yard;
serviceable second hand ditto, Is.; Waterproof Capes, to protect a
man from wet while stooping down, 3s. each ; second hand
Policemen's Capes, fresh dressed, 18s. and 24s. per dozen;
Horses' Waterproof Loin Cloths, lined with woollen, 7s. each

:

Driving Aprons, 7s. each ; India Rubber Coats, 16s. ; Oiled
Coats, 7s. Gd.

R. RrcHABDSON', 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

^757 IRE FENCING, less than 2-inch mesh, in various
» * widths, from 15 inches to 6 feet wide, at G'£d. per square

yard; 3-inch mesh, Ad. per square yard; 4-inch mesh, 3d. per
square yard. Galvanized Wire Fencing, Is. per square yard,
lj-inch ruesh. The above Wire-work is made by machinery,
and is the cheapest article of the kind in England.

R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

NETTING FOR SHEEP FOLDS.
WILDEY and CO., Holland Street, Blackfriarg

Road. London, are the original introducers of the

COCOA-NUT FIBRE SHEEPFOLDING NETS, which 14

years' experience bas proved to possess the most extraordinary

durability when exposed to alterations of weather. Cocoa-nut
fibre will wear out several sets of tarredhemp netting, and is so

light that a herdsman may with ease carry 200 yards of it.

Wildey & Co. were awarded a Prize Medal tor this Netting

by the Royal Agricultural Society in 1842, at the Exhibition of

all Nations, in 1851, aud at the Exposition Universelle, Paris,

1855. Sold in Nets of 50 and 100 yards long, 42 inches high, by
the Manufacturers, Wildey & Co., at the Cocoa-nnt Fibre
Works, Holland Street, Blackfriars Road, London.

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

TRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-

TRESSES, HASSOCKS, BRUSHES, &c, and are distinguished

for fixing in situations of limited height and by superiority and excellence of workmanship, combined with

space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in
I

moderate charges. Catalogues, containing pnces and every

Wasb-houses with soft water from under- .

particular, free by post.-J. Treloak, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manu-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant facturer, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired, I q-i ^o MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIRE-
under the stage. Lgl/W RESISTING SAFES (non-conducting and vapour-

May he obtained of any Ironmonger or I ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents
lands already exists, and after we have spent £5 per acre in Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the

|
of 1840-51-54 and 1S55, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

draining, does it not appear the very height of folly not to patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,
]
Lock and Door (without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,

preserve a record of so expensive an object at a cost of 6d. per g, Crescent, Jewin Street, London. best, and cheapest safeguards extant.
acre ? ^—————-—-^ ; Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means Milner's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com;

:
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c. &c.—Engravings sent on application.Calendar of Operations.

Hexham, Dec. 6.

THE HYDRAULIC RAM will raise

water, without manual labour, to any

-November bas kept up its character of height, where a small fall can be obtained.

^'gloomy and dark" till within a few days of its close, which
rendered Turnip storing and Wheat sowing a somewhat delicate
-operation. By taking advantage of the few fine days, especially
those at the close of the month, wehave succeeded in getting all our
roots intended for cattle stored in good condition, and a portion of
the land sown with Wheat, and hope with a week of the present fine

weather to have the whole sown in good condiiion. The Turnips
j

Gardens.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of every description erected;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.

Hose Pipe of every kind for watering

tor our Bheep we purpose to store in heaps of convenient size,
and scattered at commodious distances over the ground on which
they are grown, so as to preserve them from the frost and vermin,
and have always a command of fresh unfrozen food for the sheep
dnring winter. From the damp state of the weather our Wheat
after seeds was not all sown till towards the middle of last month,
and to all of it we applied either farm-yard manure, superphos-
phate, or guano. Our cattle have been on Swedes since the
middle of last month, and are doing well on Turnips and straw
alone, except those most forward in condition, which are getting
-5 lbs. of cake each in addition. In course of a week we hope to

be able to give them all a mash of minced Turnips, meal, cake,
and cut straw, but no hay, which is by far too expensive to be
given to cattle. The crop threshes out very indifferently both as
to quantity and quality, especially the Wheat, and this is a very
general complaint all over this district.

Notices to Correspondents.
Bread : J T B asks if any of our subscribers can give a novice
any information as to the best method of making the brownest
bread. His cnok does not succeed in it, and yet she makes
capital white bread.

Cocoa Nut Matting: R C L. It is spread on the barn floor
without straw and lasts several years. The cattle seem to do
very well with it.

Improvement of Grass Land: Inquirer. You had better pare
and burn it and grow a crop of Turnips, and thoroughly clean
the land before laying it down in the following year with a
mixture of suitable seeds.

Poultry: A. Z. It is, in our opinion, a bad thing to give fowls
egg-shells. They supply nothing that is not equally fur-
nished by lime, and especially bricklayer's rubbish, o3d
ceilings, &c. Never do anything that has a tendency to make
them eat eggs. They are apt scholars. They do well in the
place you describe, provided the floor of the roosting-house be
of earth. If they find worms in a natural way they are good
food, but it is a bad plan to give them by the handful. The
colour of a golden Poland cock is not very essential, provided
it be uniform, and the spangling regular, the legs a good clear
bine, and the wing well laced. The top- knot should not have
too much white.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depdt, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.

PARKES' STEEL DICCINC FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS.

\| ESSRS. BUKGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes*
* I Wholesale Agents for England, have always in stock a

large assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the

Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate lahonr at least 20 per cent,

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eij^ht postage stamps.

103, Newgate Street, London.

DISH COVERS anp HOT WATER DISHES in

every material, in great variety, and of the newest and

most recherche patterns. Tin dish covers, 6s. Gd. the set of six
;

block tin, 12s. 3d. to 28s. 9d. the set of six ; elegant modem
patterns, 34s. to 58s. Gd. the set ; Britannia metal, with or with-

out silver plated handles, 76s. 6d. to 110s. Gd. the set; Sheffield

plated, 101. to 1GI. 10s. the set; block tin hot-water dishes, with

wells for gravy, 12s. to 3Cs.; Britannia metal, 22s. to 77s.; electro-

plated on nickel, full size, III. lis.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
The real NICKEL SiLVER, introduced 20 years ago by

William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent process of

Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best

article next to sterling silver that can be employed as such, either

usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-

tinguished from real silver. Thread or

Fiddle Brunswick Kings
Pattern. Pattern. Pattern.

Tea Spoons, per dozen 18s.

Dessert Forks „ 30s.

Dessert Spoons „
30s.

Table Forks ,
40s -

Table Spoons „ - 4.°s.

Tea and Coffee Sets, Waiters, Candlesticks, Ac, at proportionate

prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

TableSpoonsandForks,fullsize,perdoz.l2s. ... 28s. ... 30s.

Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10s. ... 21s.

Tea ditto

26s. . . 32s.

40s. . .. 46s.

42s. . .. 48s.

56s. .. 64s.

58s. .. 66s.

26s,

12s.

HOT AIR, GAS, VESTA, JOYCE'S STOVES.
Stoves for the economical and safe heating of halls, shops,

warehouses, passages, basements, and the like, being at this

season demanded, WILLIAM S. BURTON invites attention to

his unrivalled assortment, adapted (one or the other) to every

conceivable requirement, at prices from 10s. each to 30 guineas.

His variety of register and other Stoves, Fenders, and Kitchen
Ranges, is the largest in existence.

The alterations and additions to these very extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which have occupied the

whole year, are now nearly com pleted. They are of such a

character that the entire of EIGHT HOUSES is now devoted
to the display of the most magnificent stock of GENERAL
HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver,

Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford

to parties furnishing facilities In the selection of goods that can-

not be hoped for elsewhere.

Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4,5
and 6, Perry's Place. Established A.a. 1S20.
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NOTES ON A YACHT V

DANGER FifOItp, NoltWA V,

In a few 'lityH will in) published, In crown nvo. prlw 3 I

AUDUBON tub NATURALIST m run
I

. WOULD i inn Adventures and DIhcovotJoh, D Ii

Horace 8t, John.
London : LowomaWi BuowM) Onrcrcw, & i.<.

TiTtTvo, price 10*. (Jrf.j or Willi coloured I'iittoH, i m
" VOYAGE TO liAli-

kvd tun \ i'.i A' i .i

ESTUARIES. By u SfAonTiNO Danninn. \vi i u ip,

eight Wood Engnivingfi, two Stool Plfttou, and 10 Illn I

in utliogi'ipliy.

London : Lonoman, Biiown, Unrcitrr, a- Lonom i n i

DOMESTIC PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
in One Vola

,
Nquaro poiil Bvo, price 7t. flrf, oloth,

A MANUAL of thi: DOMESTIC PRACTH E 01

MEDICINE. Hv W. li
.
KwmtvKM, Follow ol LhoBoynl

College of Surgeons of Engl I, &o,
London : Loncim n i

,
Hnnw h, Gnrci ' i - >

HOUSEKEEPING, FURNISHING, COOKERY, ETC., ETC.
In OQO VoUiniO, Hv.i, with Minn \\ I. []| ,

.
. .

IXfEBSTER ani> PARKE'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA

i pin

DOM E8TI0 GGONOM .

" Thovo In no wort of Information nocoBsary In lion <
I

which in not found In this E ,- lopaidta." TAtarm -,

"The oontontfl ooraprlno ovorythtnp, whlcli ontern Into tho
comfort, oonvenlonoo, noooiBltyj utility, and

i njoi

family." John Built
" rii i 'i largo volume oontnlnn loarcoly a lino wlitoh mni nol bo

made UHoful In extending tho experience of yonng and old hoti ic

koepet'B." Britannia,
i Ion Loitom \

•. Bnoww, Pnmw. 6 i
> .

YUIIATT'S WORKS ON TllK FlUTisE AMI
DOG. (By aHfllgnn I of C. ICnlght.) Lonom in a On.

THE tlOKSE, The only Edition with the Utlior'n late I

Correotlonfl, and Illustrations on Wood. Bvo, prion 10*. cloth.

"The author has flubjootod LI to bo com pioto n i-*
^.-

l .
i

- •- i nil to

make It In many respeotfl n now work." Preface,

THE DOG. With Woodouty 8vo, price 0». oloth,

V I'niT.lwimmi unimM nrd(ir tho Kdiflnn intlili h--| i,-. i

MAN & CO.
London : Lonoman, Brows, Oukv.n, & Longmans .

Just published In svn,, with Six Plates, prim fj«. oloth,

ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS,
for t l**i Obo of Studenta In Engineering. By E

Downing^ M.A., ProfosHor of Civil Engineering In the I Diversity
of Dublin.

" A work which cannot fn.il tn lip of tho greatest vnluo to nil

who arc concerned In the drainage of land, or the BUpply of towns
with water, or the construction of canals, or tho Irrigation >>f

tracts rendered barren by dryness."—Gardeners" Chronicle.

London

:

Lonoman, Brown, Grki \,.\ Lonom*

A New Edition, fop. Svo., price 10«. in cloth; 12*. bound In

embossed roan; or 12*. 64. oalf lettered,

Tl/TAUNDER'S BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY:
-L'-i a comprehensive Dictionary of Universal Biography,
Ancient and Modern: comprising above 12,000 Memoirs

I

Ninth Edition, brought down to the close ol 1664.

Also, nil uniform in bIzo and price,

THE HISTORICAL TREASURY.
THE TREASURY OP KNOWLEDGE.
THE TREASURY OP NATURAL HISTORY.
THE SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY TREASURY.

London : Lonoman, BROWK, GrsRN, & I.omimans.

Just published, in Pep. 8vo., price 6*. boards,

T"*I-IE EXECUTORS' GUIDE. By J. C. Hudson,
J- Esq..lute of the Legacy-Duty Office, London. Anew and
enlarged Edition, with the addition of Directions for paying
Succession Duties on Real Property under Wills and Intestacies,
ami n Table for finding tho Values of Annuities and the amount
of Legacy and Succession Duty thereon.

Also in fcp. Bvo, price Half-a-Crown,

MR. HUDSON'S PLAIN DIRECTIONS FOR
MAKING WILLS in Conformity with Law.

Loudou : Longman, Brown, Grkkn, & Lonoman;;.

In 2 vols. 4to, with numerous Engravings on Steel, Maps and
Plans, and Woodcuts, price *2t. 8s.

THE LIFE AND EPISTLES OF ST. PAUL. By
the Rev. W. J, Conypeaivr, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity

College. Cambridge; and tho Rev. J. S. HOWSQN, M.A., Principal
of the Collegiate institution, Liverpool.

" We doubt if any modern literature possesses a treatise more
complete or satisfactory in its design and execution It is

no small merit of tho work that, while It extracts Information
from every source, an admirable spirit of Christian faith, accom-
panied by a manly love of truth and soundness of judgment,
characterise it throughout. While its hand is in every German
treatise, its heart is thoroughly English; and its effect wilt

everywhere be to confirm those great central truths round which
it has grouped the accessory and subordinate matter The
sacred chronicle has never before had such diligent and loving
labour bestowed on it."

—

Edinhurgh Review.

_ London : Lonoman, BroWN, Gbfkn, & LONGMANS.

Just Published, in Crown Svo, price 7s. Qd.,

THE REV. DR. GUTHRIE'S
ON EZEK1EL.
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Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Blace; London: LoKOtfAN& Co.

Just puhhshed, post Svo. cloth, 10s. 6.1.,

DIGESTION and its DERANGEMENTS. By
T. K. Chamukrs, M.P., rhysicisn to St. Mary's Hospital,

and Lecturer on Medicine t\t St. Mary's Medical School.

London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Just published, price 2*. I*?.,

SANITARY REFORM AND SANITARY
REFORM EKS : for the information of Metropolitan Vestril s

and Local Boards of Health. With, an Abridgement of the
Metropolitan Local Management Act

London : Edward Stanford. 6. Charing Cross.

Geological Fart

of the Earth, By !

'

W. ii. Barrett.

Original.—Commodore 1* in the .
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'the Week.

Musical and Dramatic Gossip.— x,. T p
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SERMONS Miscellanea. — i,^r>i Stanley's Scheme.
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Will he published on Monday next, price -Vs.

NEW ZEALAND ; its present Condition, Prospects,
and Resources. Being a description of the country aud

General mode of Ufo among New Zealand Colonists, for the
information of intending emigrants. By Edward Brows Fitton,
a Landowner and Lute Resident in the Colouy.

STANFORD'S CATALOGUE of WORKS on
EMIGRATION can be had on application, or will be forwarded
for one stamp.

London : Edward Stanford, 6, Charing Cross.

Just ont, price Is., sold by all booksellers,

HOW, WHEN, and WHOM to MARRY ; with
Observations on the CausbS of " Marriages being so often

Unhappy." By the Rev. A. Black.
The ART of DRESSING with ELEGANCE and PRO.

PRIETY. Price Is. (#1. Also, the SECRETS of a LADY'S
TOILET; the Recipes of the Court Beauties: how to efface
Wrinkles, and enjoy Youth and Beauty.

Either of the ab-ue works will be sent by the publisher. R.
Prrcy, 1, Welbeok Street, Loudon, Marylehone_, on receipt: of the
amount in stamps.

NEW LABEL.— In consequence of the gt
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On the 17th December will be published, price 3d., or Stamped id •

PUNCH'S ALMANACK FOR 185 6.

Illustrated by JOHN LEECH and JOHN TENNIEL.
Office, S5, Fleet Street.

THE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS OF W. M. THACKERAY
THE SECOND VOLUME of MISCELLANIES.

By W. M. THACKERAY. Containing "The Yellowplush
Memoirs"—"Jeames's Diary "—"Sketches and Travels in
London"—"Novels by Eminent Hands," and "Character
Sketches," is this day published, price Gs.

Vol. I., just published, contains :

—

"Ballads;" "The Book
of Snobs;" "Major Gahagan;" "The Fatal Boots," and
"Cox's Diary;" each of which are sold separately.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street
.

This day is published, price 3d., stamped <±d.,

THE HOLLY TREE INN, being the Christmas
Number op " Household Words," and containing the

amount of One regular Number and a Half.
Published at the Household Words Office, 16, Wellington

Street North, and Sold by all Booksellers and Newsmen .

ADVERTISEMENTS FOR THE ROYAL
AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL, intended for insertion in

No. XXXVI., must be forwarded to the Printer without delay,
accompanied with an Order for their Payment and Insertion, as
no attention will be paid to them otherwise.
William Clowes & Sons, Printers, Duke Street, Stamford

Stree t, Blackfriars.

THE FLORIST, FRUITIST, AND GARDEN
MISCELLANY. By C. Turner and J. Spencer. Monthly,

price Is.—The last number just published, containing Index,
Title Page, &c, completing the Volume for 1S55, contains beau-
tiful coloured Illustrations of new Gloxinias, a Plan of a Flower
Garden, and other Engravings, besides 26 closely printed pages
of Letter-press relating to Practical Gardening, by some of the
most eminent Horticulturists of the day. The work has now
completed its Eighth Volume, which is perhaps the best test of
its utility, and, having a large circulation, offers an excellent
medium for advertisers. Published in Monthly Numbers at
20, Southampton Street, Strand, where Volumes for the present
and past years can be had.

LOWE'S FOREIGN FERNS. .

Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal Svo, price Is., each con-
taining 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British
and Exotic. By E.J.Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S.,&c.
London : Groombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

Now ready, *

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated
by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,

by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby, 3, Mead Place. Lambeth.

Just published, price Eightpence, free by post.

LAWSON'S GARDENERS' KALENDAR for
1856.—This CALENDAR is printed on a large sheet, and

embellished with a view of the Royal Gardens at Frogmore.
Peter Lawson & Son, 27, Great George Street, Westminster,

London; and Genres IV. Bride*. Edinburgh.

THE GARDENERS' EVERY - DAY BOOK.
Part I., Price Gd., will be published on the 1st of January.

G. Cox, King Street, Covent Garden. Orders received by all

RnokBftllc.ru.

LENNY'S GARDEN ALMANACK AND
FLORIST'S DIRECTORY is just Published for the

NINETEENTH YEAR, price Is., post free 12 stamps.

Just out, price 55. 6d., Third Edition, post free 66 stamps,
entirely rewritten and alphabetically arranged,

GLENNY'S FLOWER GARDEN and GREEN-
HOUSE, handsomely bound iu cloth, gilt edges; the most com-
plete guide at the price.

London: George Cox, King Street, Covent Garden.

DWARDS'S'NATIONAL GARDEN ALMA-
NACK foe 1S56, price is., will be published in December,

by Chapman & Hall, Piccadilly.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, Holloway, Middlesex. __^

Now ready, price One Shilling,

MORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Blackie & Son, Warwick. Square, City, London; and

all Booksellers.

HE RURAL ALMANACK and COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN'S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR for 185G,

is now ready. Edited by Christopher Idle, Esq., and contain-

ing 13 large drawings by Ansdell, Weir, and other artists. Price

Is., post free from the office for 13 stamps.

—

Field Office, 2 to 5,.

Essex Street, Strand.

OORE'S ALMANACK for 1856. Price 6d. Con-M
Eclipses and other Astronomical Phenomena of the Year; the

Stamp Duties; a Popular Chronicle of the War with Russia;

taining besides the usual Calendar, a full account of the
her Astronomical ',

a Popular Chronic

and much other useful Information,

London : Published for the Company of Stationers, by Joseph
Geeenhill, at their Hall, Ludgate Street ; and may be had of all

Booksellers and Stationers.

Just published, with Plates, Second Issue,price2s.6J.,bypost,3s.

IT AND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
;

£~J a Paper read before the London Farmers' Club, with con-

siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.

C.E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.
London: James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly ; and to be had of

all Booksellers.

EOHM'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
OTOCKHARDT'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMIS-
^-5 TRY, or Cfiemical Field Lectures. A familiar Exposition

of the Chemistry of Agriculture, addressed to Farmers; trans-

lated from the German, with Notes by Professor Henfbey, of

King's College. To which is added a Paper on" Liquid Manure,"

by J. J. Mechi, Esq. Post, Svo. cloth. 5s.

London : Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Coven t Garden.

Now ready, postage free,

A LIST of the PRINCIPAL NEW and CHOICE
BOOKS in circulation at Mudie's Select Library. Also,

A LIST of SURPLUS COPIES of RECENT WORKS withdrawn
from circulation, and offered at greatly reduced prices for cash.

Charles Edward Mudie, 510, New Oxford Street, London;
and 76, Cross Street. Manchester.

NOTICE.
ryHE New Volumes of MACAULAY'S HISTORY
X OF ENGLAND will be ready for distribution at MUDIE'S
SELECT LIBRARY, on- Monday morning next, at 9 o'clock.

The following works may also be obtained on application:

—

Lowth's Wanderer in Arabia, Belcher's Last of the Arctic

Vnynges, Lewis's Life of Goethe, Oliphant's Travels in the Far
West, Madam Pfeiffer's Second Voyage Round the World,
Rachel Gray, Westward Ho !, Memoirs of James Montgomery,
Sydney Smith, Lady Bles^ington, &c, the Spanish Conquest in

America, Doran's Queens of the House of Hanover, &c, &c.

—

Ohari.ks Edward MiTfaK. 510, New Oxford Street, London, and
76 Cross Street, Manchester.

INSTRUCTIVE GIFT BOOKS.
ALL BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED WITH

COLOUEED PLATES.

POPULAR GARDEN BOTANY;
A Familiar Description of Plants, suitable for cultivation in

Gardens. By Agnes Catlow. 20 coloured plates. 10s. 6d.

POPULAR HISTORY OF PALMS
And their Allies. By Dr. Berthold Seemann, F.L.S. With

20 tinted Chromo-landscapes. 10s. 6d.

POPULAR GEOGRAPHY OF PLANTS;
Or, a Botanical Excursion round the. World. By E. C.

Edited by Professor Daubeny. 20 tinted
Chromo-landscapes. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR BRITISH FERNS.
By Thomas Moore, F.L.S. Spcond Edition. Copiously revised.

With 22 coloured Plates by Fitch. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR BRITISH MOSSES,
Their Structure, Fructification, &c. By R. M. Stark. 20 coloured

Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR BRITISH SEAWEEDS.
By the Rev. Dr. Landsborodgfi, A.L.S. Second Edition. With

20 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR ECONOMIC BOTANY;
Or, Description of the Domestic Uses of Plants. By T. C. Archer.

With 20 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR FIELD BOTANY;
Containing a Familiar Description of the British Wild Plants.
By Agnes Catlow. Third Edition. 20 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR HISTORY OF BIRDS,
Their Classification and Habits. By Adah White, F.L.S,

20 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR PHYSICAL GEOLOGY.
By J. Beete Jukes, Esq., M.A., F.E.S. With 20 tinted Geolo-

gical Landscapes. 10s. 6d.

POPULAR MAMMALIA,
Comprising a familiar account of their Classification and Habits.

By Adah White, F.L.S. With 16 coloured Plates hy
B. W. Hawkins. 10s. 6d.

POPULAR MINERALOGY;
Comprising a familiar Account of Minerals and their Uses. By

Henry Sowerby. With 20 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR BRITISH ZOOPHYTES.
By the Rev. Dr. Landsborough, A.L.S. With 20

coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR BRITISH ENTOMOLOGY,
A Familiar History of Insects. By Maria E. Catlow.

Second Edition. With 16 coloured Plates. 10s. 6d.

POPULAR BRITISH ORNITHOLOGY,
A Familiar Description of British Birds. By P. H. Gosse.

Second Edition. 20 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR SCRIPTURE ZOOLOGY;
Containing a Familiar History of the Animals mentioned in the

Bible. By Maria E. Catlow. With 16 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR BRITISH CONCHOLOGY;
The Molluscs and Shells inhabiting the British Isles. By

G. B. Sowerby, F.L.S. 20 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

POPULAR HISTORY OF MOLLUSCA;
Or Shells and their Animals. By Mart Roberts.

18 coloured Plates. 10s. Gd.

VOICES FROM THE WOODLANDS;
Descriptive of Forest Trees. Ferns, Mosses, and Lichens.

By Mary Roberts. With 20 coloured Plates.

10s. 6d.

DROPS OF WATER.
Their marvellous and beautiful Inhabitants displayed by the

Microscope. By Agses Catlow. 4 coloured Plates. 7s.Gd.

LOVELL REEVE,
HENRIETTA STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

A
This day is published, Fcap. 8vo, price 2s. Gd.,

HANDBOOK TO THE MARINE AQUARIUM
containing Practical Instructions for Constructing, Stockim

and Maintaining a Tab.k, and for Collecting Plants and Animali
By P. H. Gosse, A.L.S.

London: John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Rotv.

Very recently published, Fcap 8vo., Vol. I., with 340 Figures,
price 7s. Gd.,

AMANUAL OF MARINE ZOOLOGY OF TH]
BRITISH ISLES. By P. H. Gosse, A.L.S.
London: Johjj Van Voorst. 1, Paternoster Row.

This day is published, 8vo.. price 12s. Gd., Vol. I., containing th
Order Accipitres.

(ORNITHOLOGICAL SYNONYMS. By the latV^ Hugh Edwin Strickland, M.A., F.R.S., etc. Edited b
Mtb. Hogii Edwin Strickland and Sir William Jardini
Bart., F.R.S.E., etc.

London : John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.
This day, with Coloured Plate, price Half-a-Crowu

HPHE ENTOMOLOGIST'S ANNUAL for' 185C
-*- " Contents :

—

ADVANTAGES OF THE STUDY of NATURAL HISTORY
PLEASURES OF ENTOMOLOGY.
LIST OF BRITISH ENTOMOLOGISTS.
NEW BRITISH INSECTS IN 1855; WITH NOTICES Ol

THE CAPTURE OF SPECIES PREVIOUSLY RARE.
RESULTS OF A RESIDENCE AT FOCHAEERS.
OBJECTS OF A COLLECTION OF INSECTS.
GHENT TO GLOGAU, AND STETTIN TO SCHAFI

HAUSEN, IN SEARCH OF ENTOMOLOGISTS.
IMPORTANT NEW WORKS ON ENTOMOLOGY.
LIST OF ENTOMOLOGICAL BOOKS NOW ON SALE I]

LONDON.
London : John Van Voorst, 1, Paternoster Row.

PROFESSOR WILSON'SVTOCTES AMBROSIAN^
-L^ Edited by his Son-in-law, Professor Febrteb.
To be completed in Four Volumes, crown 8vo. Vols. I. and I]

are published, price 6s, each.
William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Sold by all Booksellers.

Complete in Two Volumes,
PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'SpHEMISTRY OF COMMON LIFE

^-^ With numerous Engravings on Wood, price lis. Gd.
" A book which ought to be in every house where the inhabM

ants have time to think of 'what to eat, drink, and avoid.' "-

The Globe.

"William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.
Sold by all Booksellers.

WORKS ON AGRICULTURE.

This day is published,

ACATECHISM of PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE
By Henby Stephens, F.R.S.E. Author of the " Book c

the Farm." Small Svo, pp. 80. With Engravings, price Is. Go

If taken in quantities for distribution, a considerable reductio:
will be allowed on application to the Publishers,

n.
By the same Author,

THE BOOK OF THE FARM. Eighth Thousand
In Two Volumes large Octavo, with upwards of 600 Engraving;
Price 31., half bound.

in.

By the same Author,

THE YESTER DEEP LAND-CULTURE : Being t

detailed Account of the Method of Cultivation which has heei
successfully practised for several years by the Marquess o
Tweeddale at Yester. In small Svo, with Engravings. Prie
4s. Gd.

iv.

DEDICATED BY PERMISSION TO THE QUEEN.
THE BOOK OF THE GARDEN. By Charle
M'Intosh. Complete ia Trc-o large Volumes, royal Svo, soh
separately, viz.:

—

Vol. I. On the Formation of Gardens am
Construction of Garden Edifices, &c. 776 pages, and 1071

Engravings. 21. 10s. Vol. II. Practical Gardening, SGS pages
and 279 Engravings. XI. lis. Gd.

THE RURAL ECONOMY OF ENGLAND, SCOT
LAND, AND IRELAND. By Leonce de Lavebgne. Trans
lated from the French. With Notes by a Scottish Farmer. Ii

Svo, price 12s. cloth.

ITALIAN IRRIGATION! A Report on the Agri
cultural CANALS op PIEDMONT and LOMBARUY
Addressed to the Hon. the Directors of the East India Com
pany. With an Appendix, containing a Sketch of the Irriga

tion System of Northern and Central India. By Lieut.-Colone!

R. Baibd Smith, F.G.S., Captain, Bengal Engineers. Secom
Edition. Two Vols. 8vo, with Atlas in folio, price 30a-.

vii.

THE FORESTER : A Practical Treatise on the

Formation of Plantations, the Rearing and Management o:

Forest Trees, &c. By James Brown. Second Edition, Svo
With 109 Illustrations. 21s.

VIII.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE FARM : A Series

of Designs for Farm Houses, Farm Steadings, Factors' Houses
and Cottages. By John Stabfoeth, Architect. 62 Engravings.

with Descriptions. In medium 4to. 21. 2$.

lis.

STABLE ECONOMY : A Treatise on the Manage-
ment of Horses. By John Stewart, V.S. A New Edition

Price Gs. 6d.
x.

THE GRASSES OF BRITAIN. Illustrated by I4fi

Figures, Drawn and Engraved by Eichabd Pabnell, M.D.,

F.R.S.E. Royal Svo. 42s.

PROFESSOR JOHNSTON'S WORKS, viz. :—
CATECHISM OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND
GEOLOGY. S9th Edition. Is.

ELEMENTS OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND
GEOLOGY. 6th Edition. Gs. Gd .

LECTURES ON AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND
GEOLOGY. 2d Edition. 24s.

ON THE USE OF LIME IN AGRICULTURE. 6s.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SOILS,
LIMESTONES, and MANURES. 3d Edition, enlarged. 2s.

EXPERIMENTAL AGRICULTURE. 8s.

NOTES ON NORTH AMERICA—AGRICULTURAL, ECO-
NOMICAL. AND SOCIAL. Two Vols. 21s.

William Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Printed by William Bradbuht, of No. 13, Upper Woburn Place, and
Frederick Mullett Evans, of No. 2l>, Queen's Road, West, both in

the Parish of St. I'aucras, and in the County of Middlesex, Printers, at

their Office in Lombard Street, in the Precinct of Whiterriais, in the City

of London; and published by them at the Office, No. b. Upper WelliDKlw.i

Street, in the Pariah of St. Paul's. Covent Garden, in the saidCounry,
wherp all Advert i tipmputs and Conimnnifationa are to be Addrbssbd to
the En itob.—Saturday, December 15, 1S55.
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THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION. — Notloo Id hereby rim. that tho

ANNUAL (iUNUHAL MF.KT1NU of the MEMBERS of tills

SOCIETY'wIll bo liofd nt tho Horticultural Sooloty'e Rooms,
21, Regent Sti t, on WEDNESDAY, tile I6th Jnnunry next,
for the purpose of receiving tho AfJGOTJNTS of the Charity for
tbo pust yenr, and Elepttng Officers for the ensuing ypar; also
for tho purpose of Khmtinsr Til RUE I'lvNSli IN LPS on the
Funds ot Die' Charity. Tho dour will be tak'enat IS o'el •

precisely. Tliu Ballot will closo at, 2 o'clock precisely

By Order, E. R. iv-rutn,
II, Tavistock Row, London. 1'ec. 22. Secretary.

TVjUSEUM OF PRACTICAL GEOLOGY, Jermyn
l-'Jl Street.—NOTIiiK, durluR Christmas work, and hence-
forth, the Musculo will pe opened tree to the public every day
dnv leit Friday. By 6rder, Tbenh vsi Rbbks, Curator.WILLIAM I! A K K A T T.

LANDSCAPE GARDENER, Wakbfuld.
HORTICULTURAL EREGTIONS on the best improved

principles.
*** An extensive stock of Fhr/IT Turns, OlWAMRNTAt Shrubs,

EVKnORBlCMB, FOHKST TttFKfl, Kosks. mill Tll.mvs.

NEW CONIFER/E AND SPECIMEN EVERCREENS.
EIC1IARD SMITH Iibb :i fine stoclt of nil the best

• Ornamental EVERGREEN TREKS nn.l SHRUBS for

Lawns, Shrubberies, or for single specimens.—Priced Lists will
be sent on application.— Nurseries. St. John's, Worcester.

STANDARD AMD DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
EICHARD SMITH begs to inform the Trade na<\

the Public generally that he has a fino stock of flat and well

trained FRUIT TREES of all tho host and most popular sorts

(true to name), which he will be happr to sell at very moderate
prices.— Priced Lists will be sent on application.

Nurseries, St. John's, Worcester.

NURSERY TREES.
FOWLER and WRIGHT, Seedsmen and Niirsery-

KBS, Glasgow, have no Sslo a fine Stock of SEEDLING
and TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES, ORNAMENTAL
PLANTS. SHRUBS, and FUUIT TREES, at very moderate
prices. Catalogues may be had on application.—Dec. 22.

RED BEET SEED.
TT'DWARD. SANG and SONS, Nurserymen and
JLJ Skkosmen, Kirkcaldy, lies; to offer to tho Trade RED BEET
SEED of their own raising from carefully selected full-grown

'roots. The sort is very superior, producing well-shaped medium-
sized roots of remar able fino quality and colour. Prices on
application.—Kirkcaldy, Dec. 22.

PINUS BENTH AMIANA.—The finest plants yet

offered of ibis n le long-leaved hardy PINE. They are

from Seed, and from 2 to IS inches high, 7s. 6rf. each. Price

per 100 to the Trade < application.

Hugh Low - Co., Clapton Nurseries, London.

T>ICEA AMAB1 IS.—Seedlings of this fine hardy
•*- species have bee or a long time desirable, as in grandeur

sly excelled by PICEA NOBILIS. We
offering stout plants, three years old,

:. 6;t. each.
lo., Clapton Nurseries, London.

of appearance it is sci

have much pleasure
G to 9 inches bifidi, at

.

Hugh Low

.

THUJA GIGA; t'EA.—We are again induced to

offer this fine tree during the present planting season

*,t is from the Upper Waters of the Sacramento (in California),

•where it attains a height of 140 feet. It has been proved to be

perfectly hardy in this country ; the foliage is most beautiful,

resembling some of the most graceful species of Lyoopodium.

The plants now on sale are in vigorous health, and average from

30 to 16 inches in betght. Price 31s. Go7, each.

Til .11 Low cc 0-... Upper Clapton Nurseries, London.

WANTED, TRANSPLANTED LARCH, 3 to

4 feet, and 4 to 6 feet.— Apply to Messrs. Fisher, Holmhs,

os Co., llandsworth Nursery, Sheffield, staring price, &c.

CHOICE FRUIT ~ AND " VEGETABLES.WANTED IMMEDIATELY,
GOOD PINES, not under 2 lbs. each.

., GRAPES, White and Black.

„ PEAKS, choice, large, and ripe.

MUSHROOMS, small size and close.
' ASPARAGUS and CUCUMBERS.

(Choice FLOWERS, &c.)

Forward to G. Tatlok. Jun., Fruit Salesman. Grandstand.
St. John's Market, Liverpool. Terms. Cash.

TO BE SOLD, 500 LIME TREES, 6 to 8 feet.

Also a quantity of Elms, Laburnums, Birch, and Chesnnts,

r.ll well grown, on sale, or to exchange for Evergreens. Prices on

application to s. Johnson, Maison Dieu Nursery, Dover.

Sul.D, very handsome large IRISH
. T,WS. from 4 to 8 feet Purchasers taking a large

number "in be liberally dealt with. Prices on application—
Tno i is Jacksox & SOX, Nurseries, Kingston, near London.

fpU Br,
J- yews
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THE MOST CONCISF AND USEFUL ICtO CATALOCUt

oUTTON'8 NEW PRICED CA1 VLOOl I

l 7 ,, ./,,,

upplii „t,.,,,. u contain i la of
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WHOLtSALE 0LLD CATALOCUt.
IXriLLlAM I R.ENDLE; Co'» W ilnl.i
' » BE I) CATA LO U

1

bi the Pradi
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I'll

I i.. W VITE'8 I \i Al.uGUE il now r-a.U.an.l
I

" • can bn had "ii applli i

8oi i .t, 181, lligb H

B\ss ami BROWN'a now At \r\-
LOGUB, c impiislng a eomldoi

no i useful Infoi ni ttlon

fprthroo-ponnj tai thelrcottomai , ..i.-m»yDot
ha\ colved lliom.

Sped and Hortloultural Ealabll bmanl, Sudbury, BuffoUc,
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tXOTIC NURSERY, CHELSEA.
I AM ES \ i rii il, .)

i
i. peeifnlly am

i h CATALOG1 E of KITCH1
II i: \L. and FLOW ER SEED

| ,

Implements and other Garden requisites. Is noa
i

will bo forn ardod i ipllcatii n.

PLANTINC SEASON.
\\*M. URftUHART and SONS respectfully imi-
» » mate thai their PRICED LIBT OF FORI

SIIKI HB, IIEKBAOEOI - PI \ NTS, 4c, may now I-
appllcalli n i hir i

<-. Dec.

TO THE SEED TRADE
ABRAHAM HARDY and SON, Sud Gbowkbs, swede tub

M"l i

'

i hrfSSSRS ilAI'.li'
PRICED CATALOGI I I

ri I may he bail o iltciitien.— I
•
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_

.

HARDY HEATHS S\V'l

\XTATERER am. GODFREY pcspectfuHy inv-
* * Attention to their large stock nnd iir«r.r-.r.' or>llectlmi of

h,ni * '

""

theso most be*vutifnl Hardy Plants. Priced (.xifi!"(nif>= i

inn] free mi application to WxTrnKii & OoDrRKT. Knip Hill
Nursery. Woklnp, Surrey.

MIU»

M'
and W

Hull Branch .Tjncti:

P O T »SEED

'

AMERICAN PLANTS.
TT'ATEREK and GODFREY bog to nnnmiri
^' Priced and Descriptive Catalogue or America^ PI

this season is now published, and wilt be sent free on ar;
As (In Ilectlon of American Planrsat this Nursery is

unequalled in extent or quality, purchasers will find i: •

interest to pay a visit to the Nursery, which may be readily done
by tho South Western Railway to Woking Station.

Knap 11111 Nursery. Woking, Surrey.

AMERICAN PLANTS .

JOHN WATERER'S CATALOGI r RIIODO-
•' DENDRONS, AZALEAS, fie, as exhibit..! at :

Botanic Gardens. Regent's Park, London, is now publinbed, and
can be had on application.

5^ The Catalogue describes the colours of the r.hododendrcn*.

The American Nursery, B«gshol -

/ I EORGE BAKER begs to announce his DESCRIP-
*"•" TIVE CATALOGUE of AMERICAN PLANTS. ORNA- ,

MENTAL SHRUBS FRU1 I FOREST TREES \\

i . f

CARDEN SEEDS
MARTIN . ,fm

IXARY .'•

matit es to ftrtr.. . aa aroas*
I wfcic* an t~M

\
TO T w

EW PUBK WHITr

ready, -and may be had on applicaiton.

American Nursery, Windlesh»m, rearBaesr,
miles from Stalm s W in< Brandy Southwestern Railway,
where conveyances ma;

| _

|>ETKR LAWSON and SON, S ns» it, LS

' MPS', ami Wood Foiif.stkrs to the Queen's Uosl B
Majesty; and to the Highland and Agricultural Society of Soot-

land, Edinburgh, and I

Prter Lawson ^ Sos beg to intimate that their Pric
of Seeds, Plants, &c . for the presentseasonare in course of Pob-
Ucation, and will be sent free bv Peat on appltci

'

27. Great George Street. Westniinster.

-.' -.

-TW pr.rm
L en kt*»fi

L-TVoei

NEW AND GENUINE SEEDS.

DAWE, COTTRELL. anp PENHAM beg to

announce that tVir Annual C•^^^ , •c, :l, of FXOWER,
VEGETABLE, aid AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, for 1866, >*

now ready, rontaininjr many NVw and Cholee kinds, witto

bout 1000 varieties rf Flower Seec-

free on application.—

8

" "'- »nd 3, Lawrence
Pountney Lane, Cannon Street, Ixtndon.

NEW E*'^ PL'
COTTRELL'S SEBA^TOrOU—The evCc* nd

f.pri** em aj^iic *.L'-n. A '.**>:

Eariv W- nder Pe*. e»«ty u framm aa4 » md ufa3 en**?"
p-d^. i r-cwSftK. 3;

. - -

SUTTON o-n SONS c»n mp\
-

- bave bad (far - * - M is**' *

and trial p-oond.

-r:. hams
FLOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS.

TAMES CARTER AND CO. beg to announce that

they will pnblish, on Is: - TWENTY-
FIRST ANNUAL CATALOGUE OF FLORIGULTURAL,
VEGETABLE AND AGRICULTURAL St:Ers. acknow-

be the most ^ vet rompMct Annaal Car«-

togne of Seeds extant. It has been subjected teacar*
elaborate revision, in order to ensure the greatest poss-

redness. Forwarded free of charge, and post pai

application.

Jamks Gabtsb vt C.-».. Seedsmen, 2SS. High Holb^rn. L

EARLY PEAS.
FA VOL KITES hari
.. ..

t
. r (_~. . , -..

-
,

.

NtW ANNUAL SERIES.
TJ ENNEDV and KEMPTON'S Scientific, Com-
IV prehensive. and Umqne CATALOGUE OF
CULTURAL, VEGETABLlS, AND AGRICULTURAL
SEEPS is now puhlislied, and c*n be had on app'icarien. free.

It vr\'\ be fennd to cooprise all the New and Rare Flowei -

and the Selected List of the most approved Vegetable nr

cultural Seeds ever extant. Prepared hy Mr. Kkkftok. I

with Mr. Javbs Cabtks, o? HoUnrn, larely deceased.—Address

Kkkxedy & Kksipto!?, Bedford

London.

vre offered frr 1 bctb*4 *t aay aart that «iH eavae
"

- *e in* week la Mb»«»v—
-

rials ar* solicited ; a&c t bar-.-ira 'Trn
variety, a^d wishing to teat their reaf uctite. sMrita. amamim wfll

r

P.S. A few Q-arters a^Jbame g^Ti'it n Sti.MBtBia efa» far aalc. _

V[EW EAR]
-^ Ha
—These extxaor:
a-e a-- fv\y as D->-:We-blissccMsd t g

~~ -
dk duster froca tbe botsom te the y*p of &*

-d are equal :t Vtvrrcw. ^»a»rpfcsf
- - . r

--
-t 7«.;c:'> it 5x. each:

—

Hcbst i M Mraw £ - rsst. — ^-"
MnrtEE, NfcSH, &Na* - dmL
y—

-
zb Street, Ov.
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EXCELLENCE, ECONOMY, AND CONVENIENCE.
4-

SUTTOFS COMPLETE COLLECTIONS
• OF

KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS FOR ONE YEAR'S SUPPLY.

GENTLEMEN who do not employ a professed Gardener, or who may prefer ordering their Seeds themselves,
will find it most convenient to order one of SUTTON'S COMPLETE COLLECTIONS, which are so assorted as to contain

he proper quantities of the best kinds to supply a family for the whole year.

The entire charge for the largest Collection (No. 1) is £3,

Do. do. Collection (No. 2) is £2.

And complete Collections for smaller Gardens may be had at proportionately lower sums.

The No. 1 Collection contains 20 quarts of the best sorts of Peas, 10 quarts Garden Beans, 5 pints French or

Kidney Beans, and all other Vegetable Seeds in due proportion.

N.B. If any kinds of Seeds are already possessed they should be named, that we may omit them and increase the quantities of
others in lieu nf them. Those purchasers who may prefer making their own selection are recommended to apply for our GENERAL
SEED CATALOGUE foe 1856, which will be sent post free. It contains all the newest and best kinds of Kitchen Garden and
Flower Seeds yet introduced, many of them from the Continent, with the prices affixed to each article.

SUTTON & SONS, Seed-Growers and Merchants, Reading, Berks.

MESSRS. JOHN DICKSON and SONS, 32, South
Hanover Street, Edinburgh, having purchased from Mr.

Girdwnod his entire stock of -ved ..f the CHIRK CASTLE
TURNIP, referred to in the under-noted certificate of the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society, beg to intimate that they are

now ready to send IWEmt, and respectfully solicit orders from
their friends, which will receive receive prompt attention.

" Experimental Gardens, Edinburgh, 10th March, 1855.
u Excerptfrom Minutes of Prize Committee of the. Caledonian

Horticultural Society of this date : —
" Thanks were voted to Mr. Gird wood for exhibiting specimens

of a Turnip grown by him at Cors f orphine, and known in some
parts of England by the name of Chirk Castle, Black stone, which
when boiled were pronounced by the Prize Committee to be of

excellent quality, and a valuable culinary vegetable. In addition

to its superior quality it stands the winter without injury, and
even at this date is equal to the White DutchJurnip in succu-

lence and flavour.
(Signed) " J. H. Balfour, Secretary"

A limited quantity can be supplied to the Trade; price on
application; __

WATERER'S AMERICAN PLANTS A new
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE is now published of the

celebrated Collection of hardy Scarlet and other Rhododendrons,
as exhibited by John Waterer at the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Regent's Park; it will be found to contain a few practical obser-

vations on their successful management, and will be forwarded
on application by enclosing two stamps for postage. Apart from
its enumeration of the most popular American Plants in cultiva-

tion, a List of choice Conifene will be seen, embracing the latest

importations of this fine and hardy tribe of Plants.

J. TV. has now the pleasure to offer in large quantities, and of

all heights, the following selection of CONIFERS, with the
remark that they are all now growing in the open ground, are

'bushy and handsome as can be desired, and have been trans-

planted each succeeding spring, whereby no risk can be encoun-
tered in their removal from the nursery :—Araucaria imbricata,

Cryptomeriajaponica; Pinus Douglasi. Cembra, excelsa, Lam-
bertiana, insignia, Jefferyana, Beardsleyi, tuberculata, &c;
Cedrus Deodara, Lebauon, and Afiicana; "VVellingtoniagigantea,

Cupressus, Juniperus, Taxus, Thuja, &c.

B5T" The attention of gentlemen, public companies, and others

engaged in planting, is especially directed to the foregoing;

indeed, all intending planters would be well repaid by a visit to

inspect our stock, as much may be seen which of necessity

cannot be given within the limits of an advertisement.

The Nursery is easily reached by railway, being near the

Farnborough Station, South-Western Railway, and Blackwater
on the South-Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

** • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to
supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with "materials
for Wanning Buildings of every description

; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY,

Rensal Green, Harrow Road, London.
TOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention

*-* of the nobility and gentry to the very superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

R^ofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J. T. & Son have great pleasure in referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged.

BALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
executed in Austin's Artificial Stone, by J. Seelet (late

Austin and Seeley), Noa. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.

This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and
after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that

material : it has been extensively used in Scotland for 20 years.

LIGHT, CHEAP, and DURABLE ROOFING —
CROGGON'S PATENT ASPHALTE ROOFTNG FELT

is perfectly impervious to rain, snow, and frost, and has been
tested by a long and extensive experience in all climates. Saves
half the timber required for slates. Can be laid on with great
facility by farm servants or unpractised persons. Price Id. per
square foot. Ceogoon's Patent Non-conducting Felt, for cover-

ing steam boilers and pipes, saves 25 per cent of fuel. Samples
and testimonials sent by post, on application to Croggon & Co.,

2, Dowgate Hill, London, who also supply ship-sheathing felt and
Inodorous felt, for damp walls, and lining iron houses, and roofs
generally, to equalise the temperature.

TRANSPARENT SHEETING, a substitute for
Garden Mats, nearly two yards wide, Is. per yard run

—

much approved; thick Canvas ditto, Is. per square yard; strong
Tarpaulings for Carts and Waggons, 2s. per square yard;
serviceable second hand ditto, Is.; "Waterproof Capes, to protect a
man from wet while stooping down, 3s. each ; second hand
Policemen's Capes, fresh dressed, 18s. and 24s. per dozen;
Horses' Waterproof Loin Cloths, lined with woollen, 7s. each :

Driving Aprons, 7s. each; India Rnbber Coats, 16s.; Oiled
Coats, 7s. Gd,

R. Richardson, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.
'

T*f IRE FENCING, less than 2-inch mesh, in various
** widths, from 15 inches to 6 feet wide, at 6$d. per Rqnare

yard ; 3-inch mesh, 4d. per square yard ; 4-inch mesh, 3d. per
square yard. Galvanized Wire Fencing, Is. per square yard,
lj-inch mesh. The above Wire-work is made by machinery,

is the cheapest article of the kind in England.
R. RiCHABDSQN, 21, Tonbridge Place, New Road, London.

NETTING FOR SHEEP FOLDS.
T\TILDEY and CO., Holland Street, Blackfriars
* * Road. London, are the orieinal introducers of the
COCOA-NUT FIBRE SHEEPFOLDING NETS, which 14
year-.' experience has proved to po-sess the most extraordinary
"durability when exposed to alterations of weather. Cocoa-nut
fibra will.-wear out several sets of tarred hemp netting, and is so
light that a herdsman may with ease carry 200 yards of it.

Wilde*-& Co. were awarded a Pri?e Medal for this Nettine
by the Royal Agricultural Snciety in 1842, at the Exhibition of
all Nations, in 1851, and at the Exposition UniverBelle Paris

' Ik \', SoH in Nets of 50 and 10° 7ards 'one, 42 inches high bvthe Manufacturers, Wildey & Co., at the Cocoa-nut FibreWorks, Holland Street, Blackfriars Road, London

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to
refer to several other extensive Establishments where

they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, "Wei in g-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the " One Boiler System,
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist
can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of
Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs. J.Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He says

"lam more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. have done for me in heating a great
number of our hot-houses from one boiler. It is almost, impossible
for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The effect and
grr-at saving produced is truly wonderful; less than tu;o sacks ofcoke in
24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, &c, nearly
801 feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated, as ZOOfeet stand in one direction, 1 50feet in another, 2(>0/ee«
in another,and so on, including our large newly laid-out winter garden.

"

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most

respectfully solicit a
visit <o theirGarden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
bouses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glas^, the
whole heated by one
boiler, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating
through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, witli hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler
exposes to the imme-
diate action of the tire

renders it of such extra-
ordinnry power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, -'Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in ail its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing PiiB
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of alt
the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

J

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

^ • Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
supply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental Castings and Metal WorkB. Prices,

I

&c„ at the Manufactory as above.
HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of

ground. 5 bars 4S . 9d. each.HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
ofground, 5 bars 5s,8d.each.

TO FLORISTS AND OTHERS.
JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great

• variety of CYLINDRICAL and SADDLE BOILERS in
stock, also Fire and Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, Double Doors
and Frames, Furnace Grates, Soot Doors, Hot-water Pipes
Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle Valves, Stop Cocks, Flange and
Socket Elbows, &c; also Trough Pipes.—Drawings and Prices
of the above, or estimates given for the work fixed complete, on
application to J. Jones, Iron Bridge Wharf, 6,Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Bridge.

rPENNANT'S SELF-CLEANSING DIAMOND-
i- TOOTHED WHEEL GRUBBER,—The Subscribers beg

to call the attention of Agriculturists to this really useful imple-
ment, which since its introduction has met with more than usual
favour, and has had awarded it the highest commendations by all
who have tested its merits. Parties wishing to possess this
Grubber to commence the spring operations should give their
orders for it now. On application a drawing of the above, with
full particulars as to its mode of working, will be sent free by post.

W. Dkdmmond dc Sons, Seed and Implement Warehouses,
Stirling and Dublin.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
TTETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,
*--!- of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot, for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which are kept ready packed for immediate delivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS,GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES
to James Hetlev & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardeners' Chronicle first Saturday in each month.

BY
ROYAL

LETTERS
PATENT.

j\J
EAT, DURABLE, AND WELL EXECUTED

)-~ LABEL FOR NAMING PLANTS.—The Advertise,
will forward on the receipt of a stamped envelope, containing
two postage st-mps, a Zinc Label, neatly painred, lettered in Oil
paint, as a specimen tor those who may require a number; the>
can be supi.lied at 2d. each,—Address F. H., at Mr. Bond's
Walcot, Salop

TPHE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
* HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street. London.
STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from

2d.; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4id.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet boxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6rf. ; above, 16s. 8<i. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases, 34s. per case.
PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. 6d. per

foot. TILES and SLATES from 6d. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. 6d.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium, 1 0s. each.— Catalogues free.

TAMES PHILLIPS and CO., 116, Bishopsgate
*J Street Without, have the pleasure to hand their present
prices of

GLASS FERN SHADES AND STANDS.
s. d. With s. d.

6 in. diam 2 stands 3
7 „ 2 4 3 6
8 „ 2 9 4
9 „ 3 3 5
10 „ 4 6
11 4 „ 7

s d. With s. <!•

12 in diam. 6 stands 8
13 „ 7 6 „ 10
14 „ 10 „ 12 6
15 „ 14 „ 17
16 „ 18 6 „ 22

FERN CASES, with Ferns complete, suittblefor the Draw-
ing Room, from 25s. each.
AQUARIUMS, with French polished stands, from 10s. each.

Vase-shape ditto, on glass pedestal standing 23 inches high,
17 inches diameter, 25s.

Extract from The Cottage Gardener.
" Fehn Shades.—Many delight in seeing their beautiful Ferns

introduced into the domestic circle ; but without some such pro-
tection as these shades it would be impossible to preserve them.
The shades of which we speak are glass cylinders with a domed
top, which are placed on a glass pot wherein the Ferns have been
planted, and they form on a small scale a pretty imitation of a
Wardian Case,"

FOREICN AMD ENCL1SH~SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Without.

HP MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
A • GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or

300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 44 in 12». Od.
64 „ 4* „ 7 „ 5" 12 6
74 „ 54 „ 8 „ 6 13
84 „ 6i „ 9 „ 7 ... . 13 6
9* „ 7j „ 10 „ 8 13 6

104 „ 84 „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 14
10 „ 10 „ 104 „ 10* 14
11 „ 10 „ llj „ 104 14
11 „ 11 „ 11} „ Hi 14
12 „ 11 „ 12£ „ Hi 14
13 „ 11 „ 134 „ "I " ... H
13 „ 12 „ 13i „ 124 16
134 „ 134 „ 14i „ 134 16
15i „ 134 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 13J, 164 by 144, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 16, at 18s. per 100 leet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24
Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „

HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Roueh, Tiles, Striking
and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List.

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can be had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

" L^RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the
1 Queen, the Duke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens, Professor
Lindley fur the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the
Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dartford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG! DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,
wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted for
all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits
-uid Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,
tVnm attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in
xny required length, 2 yards wide, at Is. 6d. per yard run, of
Elisha Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity
Lane, Cannon Street, City, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth,
Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the
kingdom, " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."
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Til E G A K I) E N ERS' C II RO N I CLB.
NEW DOUBLE WHITE PETUNIA " IMPEKIAl " fTHUl
"1HARLBS TUKNKR will be able Co supply Ktronc
<-

1 Plants tiftor tho int. of January of thin biiaiitlful ...
,,'

'arloty, which in hi iioiiidniui an Oleander, awl rra^mul i.

e, (W. each, with a considerable roduotlon to tho trade II

re taken, (;. 'r, beua particularly to rooommond It, u It In eel
nly a novelty hut awo a valuable boddlng plant,

ItovnJ Niiruiirv, Hlnm.ii

TO GENTLEMEN ENCACED IN PLANTINC,
AND TO NUKSERYMEN.

STEPHEN SIIIU.INi; bogs to offer , I Train..
J plantod 1'liA.NTS
rlcim, whijii i

I TBBEB of tho following at n i
i

(jiiantity of either »ort am takon i

lyioo Arbor-vltto, :i lo 7 runt.

0,000 Bpruce Pli'H, d to III foot.

0,000 T i ii'ix, :: to 15 foot.

l,ooii Llmeo, 8 to 10 foot.

1,000 Homo Uho mill nSIo!
5,000 ii It, to 111 foot,

18,00" Etb •

In viirli.lv. 1 \ 10 I i.

Tho wlinlu of tho abnvu are wnll w,,rii,,, i„,,i
,

.. -
1

, ,„|

n (|ioiiit.y, the Evorgroona of a I health; lour and i »
Ml application win Imv.. I lodlste attontlon.
North Warnboi gli Nnrsory. near Odlhara, flanln, 2) mile)

roo? WliiohUold Station, South western Hallway, Doi "

THE BIRMINGHAM ROOT SHOW.QUITON'S PRIZE MANIJKI, WURZEL—U HUTTON'H Ul.VKTIIAM I.ONII RED and
BUTTON'S SELECTED \i;u,iiw OLORE.

Thiwo superior klnde of Mangel Wureol i. tha Drill price
in each ohms nt tho BirmlnghamiGroal Itool Bhow (upon la all
England), on the llih. lath, l.'iili. and mil ol D be

I

tho ,1111110 kinds, exhibited mi Moimni. Button's eland al tho
Baker Street show, would doubtlosa have boon equally n
{ulshed If Prizes tor Roote bad boon glvon on Dial neonslen,

.1. Sutton & Sons, Seed Qiwors, Rending, Borks, have al
proiiinl 11 K,iiul 11100k of S I oftlio nhovo, whioli t.hov urn Nolllng
111. moderate prloea aeoordlng to quantity roqulred. Early ordoi
"o reqi toil to prevent disappointment,
suitiin's Now Hood i.lnt, with Ptleo, may uow be obtained

noil free.

]\KNYiR'S BI|i;\V I'UIII.II'lt; (JltKK.N MAIL
•— now pica.—A line variety for Bucoeodlng thoflratoarl
Crops. Very hardy, and one of the greateal cropping P
cultivation. It ohtulned tho Orel price al tho Hosting* and uho.
nt tho St. Leonard's Hortloulturnl Exhibition.

IPromiht Dean-of llauln—'fThe aamplo ofPeaa you nenl mi
eurpasaeoln beauty of colour and rlebnesa of tlavoiir nuy Hint I

have ever met with."
From Mr. Waters, Qardtner to Lady Webster, Bottle Abbey.—

" 1 have examined tho fjrowlnj; ntock of your new Pan, and fled It

orops abundantly, tho pods being a good length, very broad, and
well filled, It Is also a line fluvourod and beautifully green-
coloured Pea."
From Mr. Ihmt/nrd, Maidstone.—" My opinion of the new ['on

in, that It is a distinct sort, a good croppor, and lor colour I do not
know its equal."
From Mr. Parlt8

t
Zal« Nurseryman andSeedsman, Dartford, Kent.—

" I am much pleased with your new Tea. It certainly ik a very
line oropper. Tho Foas are large, and the poda completely filled.
It will when known become a superior Pea lor mnrkel

Price 3j.(5,(. perquart. Post Offlce orders payable to William
Denver. Seedsman, Rattle, Sussex. May also be had through
tho London and other Beedamen.

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
To Nohlbmkn ani> Gintlhmen Planting Nbw Plkasuiu:
GBOUND8, OK IMPBOVINO PAKK9 Ol! DlllVKS, ANI> TO I Oil
I'ANIBS PLANTING Public PAnKS OK CbUSTRRIKB.

XJU SKtRVING begs to offer his extensive Stock of
» » • TREES and SHRUBS of various sizes, adapted either

for immediate effect or for extensive new Plantations, where
smaller sized and less expensive plants are required. In addition
to his genoi-nl stock of the leading kinds of Treee and shrubs,
which is allowed to be the most extensive in England, he this
season offers upwards of a hundred thousand of the two most
valuable Trees lately Introduced, the ARAUCARIA IMBitl-
CATA and CEDRUS DEODARA, of various sizes, from one
'to six feot.

W. S. Invites auy one wanting considerable quantities of
Specimen Trees and Shrubs to inspect Ills collection end obtain
prices on the spot, as the mere height of such trees (as quoted in
lists) gives no idea of the value of well grown select plants for
choice situations.

N.B. A few hundreds of the larger sized and finely shaped
plants of the Araucaria imbrlcata andCedrus Deodara have been
grown in tubs, to secure their travelling in safety to gro,U dis-
tances in this country, or to any part abroad.

Priced Lists will be sent on application.

HORTICULTURAL ESTABLISHMENT, RIO DE JANEIRO.
MESSRS. RANGEL and MOSER have always on

hand and readv for exportation, a large and magnificent
Collection of ORCHIDS, BKOMELIAS, ARBUTUS, PALMS,
FERNS, and SEEDS of all the rarest and most valuable
Brazilian plants at the following prices:—A Collection of 100
magnificent ORCHIDACEOUS PLANTS, in large masses con-
sisting of 50 species, the greater part Cattleyas and Lo)lias, many
new and not described. Price 757.

A Collection of 60 different kinds of BROMELIAS, BIL-
BERGIAS, .&CHMEAS, PINES, &c. &c. Price SI.

A Collection of 50 SHRUBS, of the latest Brazilian species,
such as Rhopalas, tlenteria coccinea, Psychotria, Talanmas,
Drvmis, Hamelias, Bignonias, and others well cultivated.
Price 201.

A Collection of 20 species of PALMS, amongst which are
|

Corypha cerifera and others of showy appearance. Matiritia
venitera, armata, Attaleas, Geouomas, Astrocjiryum. Oiplothe-

|minm, Euterpe oleracea, Cocos flexula, Bactris. &o. Price '20!.

A Collection of 20 species of TREE and other FERNS. Price 10'.

A Collection of 100 different species of SEEDS ol the rarest
j

plants of Brazil. Price 6!.

All the above-named plants will he delivered in the most per-
!

feet state, cash payments on delivery. Orders are requested to
he forwarded as early in the year as possible, so that the plants
may reach England at a proper season.— Direct, under cover, to

I

Her Majesty^
1
Agen t for Packets, Rio de Janeiro.

CMVE HUNDRED BUSHELS OF POTATOES:
J- TO THE ACRE.—This enormous crop was grown last !

year by a gentleman in Surrey, and out of which there were only I

live bushels diseased ; nearly all the quantity were large-sized, i

some weighing 2 lbs. and 1 oz., and not above three bushels ci
Chats out of the whole. This Potato was originally reared in
Scjtlaud, and is called by the grower the Scottish Champion, and
baa aoain proved to have surpassed all other sorts, both in
quantity, quality, and freedom from disease, as will be seen hv
Ihe testimonials.
The price is 2/. 2s , inclusive of the sack of three bushels,

delivered free at [he South Western Railway Station in London.—Apply by letter, post-paid, to Mr. William Gowlahd, 4.

Crooked Lane, London Bridge, London : or to Taos. B. Atkinson.
Seedsman, 64. High Street, Worcester, where further testimonials
can he obtained.

All orders must be accompanied by a remittance.
" Sir,—In answer to yours respecting the Scottish Champion

Potato, I beg to say it is quite equal in flavour to the York
Regent, is very productive, boils very white and mealy. In fact.

Of the eixty-seven varieties ot Potatoes grown by me in the way
of experiment this Reason I consider it the best, and shall plant
it for my next general ci-op.—Yourobedient servant,

" Edwabo Bbnnktt, Gr. to Sir Ofll, y Wskeman. Bart.,
" l'erdisweli Hall. Wore, s
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That the seeds of improved specie* of fraits

and vegetables will not invariably perpetnat" th- ir

improved quality is a well-known fact. Th-v nny
reproduce a variety posses-inc verv treat eitn

or may give rise to farther improvement ; or, on the

contrary, they may bring forth a degenerate r xa.
maiked with the symptoms of a return towards the

original wild species. But in propagating a plant

otherwise than by seed, as by a single bud. or bv
some portion containing several bads, the plant or

plants so produced are each considered to ;

all the properties of the one ftoni wh ch the germs
in the form of buds were laken. Moreover, ihe

essential properties have been supposed to be re-

tained by the original seedling, as well as its deri-

vatives except by seed, during the whole period of

their existence. A memoir, however, has recently

been brought under ihe notice of the /.cademv of

Sciences by II. DorraO dk la Mai.i.f which would
seem to lead to a different conclusion. The case

is thus stated by the author.

"Return of a comparatively modern variety of

Pear, Doyenne Oalenx, to one more ancient, the

Doyenne Blanc, otherwise called Poire de cire or de
Bellefille. This beautiful glossy Pear,ofa pale -

yellow colour, tinted with Vermillion, and
on that account is called Pnirc de Bd
in Maine and Anjou, is well known. But a hand-
some exterior is seldom an indication of internal

goodness, and this fruit, beautiful as il is, has a soft

Woolly fte^h. like that of a large Turnip. The
Doyenne Oaleux, on the contrary, is smaller : its

skin, which is greenish-while. i> marked with black

specks : its form is not so regular, but its skin is

fine, and its flesh is close-graiued, rich, jucr.
melting, and very sugary, wilh a peculiar perfume,
which is somewhat musky when the vkin un
of the specks begins lo decay. The fruit will keep

for two months, a property which early Peirs rarely

possess. Nevertheless, at Paris, the beautiful has

excluded the good horn the shops of the fruitereis,

where I have often sought, but never found it

the last 150 year-, scarcely any other v.-

summer Doyenne' except ikis excellent Pear, w ich

passes for the best oi its season, has been propa-

gated in the province of Le Perche,
" The kitchen garden at Laudres, in the com-

mune of Mauves, about 20 seconds - .est of

'
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were shortened in the process of reparation ? It

would be a highly interesting addition to the

evidence now collecting with reference to the Oak
used in our ancient buildings.

New Plants.
155. Cccurbita Peren.nis Asa Gray.

I know nothing about the vegetation of Cucurbita

pereunis in the north of France, but in the south there

is no plant with which I am acquainted that is more
calculated to cover a wall rapidly. For instance, I have

seen a single plant cover a surface of 16 square yards

in three months. Cucurbita perennis is superior to

other climbing plants, in that it covers both sides of the

wall at the same time, whatever may be its length. The
following are the curious phenomena presented by its

vegetation.

At the commencement of winter the stems of the

plant die, but its enormous roots remain alive in the
ground ; in the spring they begin to grow and throw out

vigorous shoots from all sides, spreading themselves out

on the wall and forming a large fan. Towards the

month of August these shoots btjome very long and
thin ; their leaves become smaller and more distant

;

their tendrils are little developed, and their flowers less

numerous. When the shoots have passed beyond the

top of the wall, their own weight carries them down on
each side. The mass of shoots forms a new and
pleasing covering which conceals the darker leaves

of the lower parts of the plant. But what is still

more important, these shoots descend vertically in a
more or less sloping direction, until they reach the
ground. They then run along its surface and carpet it

in the same way as they covered the wall. If a shoot
leaves the wall and comes in contact with a hole or
uneven part, it penetrates it, and immediately turns out
again ; but roots are developed at tha convex part of
the bend, strike into the ground, and thus form a
natural cutting, which may be detached from the
mother plant. This cutting is not formed on the surface
of the ground, even when the shoot is buried ; in order
to make it root it must be bent. Experiments which
I have made satisfy me as to this. I laid a glass tube,
closed at one end, horizontally before a shoot which
was running along the ground ; the shoot entered it,

reached the bottom, turned back twice at right angles,
and came out by the same aperture at which it entered.
Upon examining the bent part at the bottom of the
tube, I found that the roots were developed at the
convex part. If there had been soil at the bottom of
the tube, it is clear that tbe plant would have taken
root in it.

I have many times placed pots of earth below the
shoots descending vertically. When they reached the
pot they ran along the earth, which I took care to keep
damp, and passed over it without taking root. But if

I had placed upon the pot a stone the size of my fist,

which would have forced the runner to bend back sharply
upon itself, it would have taken root very well. The
easiest way was to bend it back and fix it in the ground
by means of a piece of stick in the form of a V reversed.
The convex part then formed roots. I have often placed
various obstacles upon the ground before the shoots,

such as tiles, bricks, and stones ; the rooting has always
taken place when the bend has been made abruptly in

contact with the earth, and never under any other
circumstances.

All these facts show by what means this plant covers
so rapidly both sides of a wall, whatever its length may
be. Plant one a foot before a wall, or still better before
a trellis ; it will throw out its branches on all sides,

which will reach the top, then fall down on both sides
of the wall or trellis, come in contact with the soil,

penetrate all the uneven places at the foot of the wall,

take root there, and form as many plants for the next
year. It is evident that the wall will be more quickly
and regularly covered if the gardener takes the trouble
to peg down the shoots wherever he wishes a new plant
to be established.

Cucurbita perennis deserves to be ranked amongst
ornamental plants. Its large cordate lanceolate leaves
have a beautiful velvety appearance ; its flowers, which
open in the morning, have a sweet fragrant odour, but
they fade quickly under the influence of the sun. Its
fruit is a small round gourd, first green, then yellow,
about the size of a large Montreuil Peach. Ck. Martins,
Prof, ofMedicine at Montpellier ; in the Revue Horticole.
This very remarkable plant is not mentioned in the
last number of the Bon Jardinier,and seems to be little

known. It is described in the Plantm Lindheimerianoz
of the learned Dr. Asa Gray, and appears to be a
common Texan species growing in low places. It would
seem to be worth introducing tor the purpose of forming
a temporary or permanent covering to old walls,
trellis work, &c.

tribes which infest every plant, from the Oak of the

forest to the tenderest annual, present more remarkable
peculiarities in their reproductive system than are to

be found in any other kuown animal. The thrips, like

tbe Forficula, is so singular in its structure as to be
equally unsettled in its classificational rank, having
recently been formed into a distinct order, whilst the

Coccidce, including the mealy bugs and scale insects, in

the remarkable transformations to which the males
alone are subjected, are amongst the most anomalous
of the insect tribes. The last-named family, placed by
Latreille at the end of the order Homoptera, has also

been raised into a separate order by some recent

writers, and contains two distinct groups of species

according to the condition of the adult females. In one
group, exemplified by the common scale insects

(Aspidioius Nerii and Cacti, &c.), and the true Cocci

or Cochineal insects, which are employed as dyes, the

females as they approach the full size gradually lose all

traces of their legs and antennse, and become fixed im-
moveable to the surface of tbe plants on which they
feed, their bodies shrivelling up and becoming a convex
covering to the mass of eggs which are deposited

beneath. The other group contains the mealy bug,
Pseudococcus Adonidum, &c, the Dorthesiaa, and some
other less known genera, in which the females, although
never acquiring wings, retain their limbs and also their

activity throughout their lives, although it is not often

that the latter is employed, as the insect is satis-

fied to remain in one place so long as that situa-

tion supplies it with food.

The genus Dorthesia, named after M. Dorthez, a
French naturalist of the end of the last century, is one
of considerable interest. The males are elegant little two-

winded creatures, with a thick bundle of verylong delicate

white straight filaments at the extremity of the body,
forming a thick tail ; the substance of these filaments

appears to be waxy secretion, with which so many of

these insects are more or less clothed, and of which an
example of excessive development occurs in the Chinese
Wax insect lately illustrated in our entomological series.

The females, on the contrary, are flat insects, nearly of

a rounded form, emitting thickened flakes of this waxy
material from the sides of the body, which give them
somewhat the appearance of tortoises in miniature.

Unacquainted with the males of this genus, Dr. Leach
formed the females into a separate genus, to which he
gave the name of Cionops.

ENTOMOLOGY.
THE SEYCHELLES DORTHESIA.

It is a curious circumstance that several of those
tribes of insects which are the. greatest pests to the hor
ticulturist, are also the greatest puzzles to the systematic
entomologist. The earwig (Forficula) which eats the
petals of many flowers, and gnaws the Apricot and
other fruits, is to this day of doubtful locality in the
classification of entomologists, by some authors being
regarded as forming a distinct order, and by others as
portion of the Orthoptera. The aphides, those myriad

To this genus belongs an insect which Sir W. J.

Hooker was kind enough to place in our bands at the

beginning of October last. It had beeu imported on
the leaves of a Palm from the Seychelles islands, and
had spread slightly over other plants in the same case.

Fortunately it was perceived on opening the case, and
was carefully destroyed. Had the plants, on the con-

trary, been placed without due caution in the stoves,

they would doubtless have quickly propagated, and a
new pest would have been added to our list of obnoxious
insects. Its size and general appearance will be per-

ceived in the figure of the fragment of a small Palm leaf

in the upper part of the accompanying woodcut. The
two lower figures represent magnified figures of the

insects, which are doubtless full-grown females, and
their appearance is more elegant than ordinary in this

tribe, tile general colour of the body being fleshy pink
covered with a white powder, and with larger tufts of a
yellow secretion, having the appearance of closely

pressed cotton wool arranged in several series along the

body on the upper side (as shown in the right-hand
figure), and in larger flakes arranged transversely (as

s-een in the left-hand figure, representing the under side

of the body). Tbe antennse are short and 12-jointed,

each having a small ocellus-like black eye near its base;

the legs are moderately short, and terminated by a

single claw.

The mouth, as usual, is placed between the base of

the fore legs, and coutains several fine threads, which

the insect is able to protrude to a considerable length,

thrusting them deeper and deeper into the substance of

the plants on which it subsists. In addition to the

little tufts of woolly-like wax, the body is also rather

thickly clothed with long thin filaments of a similar

material. It is unfortunate that we could discover no
traces of the male insect, either in the pupa or perfect

states. We propose for the species the name of

Dorthesia Seychellarum. /. 0. TV.

VEGETABLE PATHOLOGY.—No. C.

400. Sfhrigosis, Accidental and Organic (2, Jianl-,
ness).— Besides the forms of this disease described in
our last Number, arising, as far as we know, in most
cases from constitutional peculiarities, there is a state
of the malady common anion jut cereals which proceeds
from more palpable causes. It is not indeed asserted that
the rankness of plants producing luxuriant barren shoots
from the normal eyes may not arise sometimes from
too nutritious soil, but as they occur where the soil is
not so evidently nutritious, and since the effect of animal
manure, if Schultz's views are correct, is exercised
more in the stimulation of the organsof fructification than
on the shoots and foliage, it is clear that the malady
must be considered as in a great measure constitu-
tional, and much more, when it is principally the ad-
ventitious buds which are influenced. In tact, the two
causes are often so combined that it is impossible to
estimate them precisely.

401. Excessive luxuriance in a crop amounting to
what is known under tbe name of rankness, arises in
many cases doubtless from the supply of particular-

manure, from a more than ordinary profusion of the
more common dressings, or of the usual constituents of
the soil, as in. ground newly converted. Under such
circumstances Wheat and Barley will exhibit a luxuri-
ance which may in the end deceive the hopes of the
farmer, or from a dressing of sulphate of lime tbe
Clover layers mny afford a supply of fodder, which
answers the purpose of the farmer where his object is

to obtain abundance of foliage and stem, without
perfect development of seed. Such luxuriance may,
it is clear, be carried to a dangerous extent,
where, as in Peas and Beans, the production of

fruit is the main object. With thin sowing
there is however little danger from such luxuriance,
and in such plants as Turnips, if the intervals between:
the individuals are wide enough, where there is a luxu-
riant top there is generally a good root beneath. Pota-
toes may be stimulated by an abundant supply of guano-
to produce large quantities of tubers ; but the salesman
who has once been unfortunate enough to buy them will

not readily receive a second supply from the same
quarter, as they are peculiarly liable to decay, and
sometimes perish within a few days of delivery, as hap-
pened a year or two since with an enormous crop m
Essex, of which I received an account from parties-

personally cognisant of the facts.

402. The effects of over manuring in pastures are

constantly visible in the coarse green patches which are
so obstinately refused by cattle. It is commonly said

that such Grass is refused because it is sour. There does
not, however, appear to be any foundation for this notion,

but there is no doubt something about it which does not
suit the palate of the cattle, and perhaps this may con-
sist in an excessive development of chlorophyll to the
diminution of other matters more grateful to thetr-

palates. The imperfectly organised Grass which grows-

under trees is equally distasteful, and probably the same
comparative absence of saccharine and other nutritions

matter may render it unpalatable. It would be worth
inquiring what proportion the nutritious matter in

Clover raised under the influence of gypsum bears to
that in the shorter and less luxuriant produce ofcommon
cultivation.

403. There is, however, another cause of rankness ra

vegetables which in most cases admits of no remedy.
In pastures this arises from the action of the larger

fungi, which exhaust the soil behind them while they

stimulate the vegetation which is immediately in front,,

thus producing the appearance known under the name
of fairy rings. The manure of the decayed fungi is here
probably the cause of temporary luxuriance, though
the formation of chlorophyll is generally stimulated by
theintroduetion of mycelium into vegetable tissues. Thia

is the case with those parasitic fungi which attack cereals.

Plants of Wheat, for instance, which have been inocu-

lated with Bunt are distinguishable from very early

growth, and a very vigorous appearance is equally the

forerunner of smut, rust, and mildew. In the disease-

of the Rice plant described by Re under the name of

Carolo, the cause is probably the same, if we may judge

from description alone. It is again notorious that those

Potato crops which are most ravaged by the murrain

exhibit a peculiar luxuriance before the appearance of

the parasitic Botrytis. This applies, of course, only to

those cases in which tbe mycelium is developed in the:

midst of the tissues. M. J. B.

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GARDENING.
As much disappointment and misery have arisen from-

serious misrepresentations which have been promulgated)

about the Colonies of Australia, all of which differ greatly

in character, I venture to give your readers a true-

account of one of them. And first permit me to allude

to some letters which you inserted last year from Mr.
M'Arthur, of Camden, near Sydney, N.S. Wales. His
favourable remarks, though all true, must not be taken

as a criterion of that place. He possesses, perhaps, the

very best and oldest garden in the whole colony, and in

the best situation. His Orange trees are superb ; liis

fruits selected with great care and treated with mueli

judgment; he is the A 1 of wine-makers and of producers.

The Colony of Victoria is a pastoral but not agricultural

or horticultural country; I believe that there is scarcely

an acre of good land within 5 miles of Melbourne. The
Grapes, bio, are very inferior to ours. There is the

least possible regard paid now to gardening ; there
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sold fluids absorb nil attention and all labour ;

d I Imvci mil. hoard of a greenhouse In tlio win, in

cmy. Now for ourselves ; and the remarks which I

II make arc for tlio most part upplloublo to all tin

Ionics.

The people of all young aountrletare utilitarian! III

Itlvate for family nun or prolU, but rarely for orna
lint, If you ask what Bower they like beat, It li tin

luliflower j if y<m urge the planting <il fori I
i

e reply in, "Why should I plant for others lieroaftor P"
you nbjoot in a troa beoauje ii la ahorl llvod, you

lar, " Oh, It will last my tlmo." Tinn we havo very
w forest irees ; thore aro Oaks, time, Alb, Poplar,
id two up three more, grown fly two or three perione,
id alio a tew nniiiimini.nl Firs, and that in all, l

diovo that thore in not n Hindi, Dooah, Hornbeam,
arch, Sootch Fir, Evergreen Oak, Tulip tree, Piano
ee, or Cedar in tlio whole colony, Nor vol have we
ijtorted li the Capo of Good Hope, New Zealand,

l' elsewhoro, any equivalents for thorn, (ii fruit treei
" lmv" " goodly nber, but people plant for the il

art the rapidly-bearing tl gh ihort-llvod troi ,e tin
Lprloot, the Pouch, ."a:, which grow as dwarl standard*,
ad do not remain In perflation more than 12 years,

tlieir aeagon Peaullofl and A,pr!oots are aboul <

laah. Apples are now 2». 80!. a pound; Orangi
iidi. Grapes are very oxeellent ; the Hnoal M
'rontignang, Dnmaeeua, Grand Torque, Ratlin dot
lamas, and Conatantin Grapei rl] in il pen air,
ilnli.im.ro maunifloont in growth, but rarely ol | i

urti, on may i>« auppi d fr all varieties being grown
ogether, mill tho seed never ohangad, Tlioae things
ire nil vory oheap,
The nursery trade languishea except in the eaae "f

ruit trees, of whioh there ia on enormous sale Root-
grafting, done over the fireside in the evenings, Is verj
""""""; Ah la, moreover, grow large enough in one
year to graft the second, mi, l the trees become saleable
iho Himio Hi'iiBiin nt three or four shillings each, All the
treea here are dwarf standards ; the wind i» too high for
tall trees, at least ihu gardenera any bo, hut 1 raihor
think iIhi truu reaaou iH dworfB are got out of hand
soonest.

As to ornamental gardening, the colony ie at a very
low ebb, whioh is partly owing t,, tin, alimate, where
sometimes no r»iu falls for l or 5 months, mi, I partly to
indifference. There are no pot plants here in windows
or houses. Thim nro only, I bolieve, .1 greenhouses
iu the colony, and no hot-house properly so sailed ; thus
there is no collection of tropical plants, very few buccu-
lents—OrohidS) Heaths, Camellias ; no Rhododendrons
or Azaleas ; no Ferns ; about .'ill varieties ol Hum- ;

•I or 10 of Fuchsia j ii or 4 Peaonies ; none of tlio

Cistus tribe ; only )l or 10 varieties of Chrysanthemum
and Pelargonium; '2 ornamental Kibes; no Box edging;
no Stoneerops; and very few annuals or bulbs, except
Cape bulbs. The ornaments of our gardens are chielly
Oleanders, and there are magnificent China Hoars, tlio

Oxalis tribe, Sparaxis, Ixia, ilouble-flowered Peach,
Almond, and a few others. Let not therefore the
English gardener bo deceived by too favourable repre-
sentations. It is a noble colony for Wheat and wine,

rich iu its mineral resources and its Hocks, in iis mag-
nificent soil and its splendid prospects. But our tracts

of country are over large, and general drought hangs
over all. There is no rotation of crops, no winter
Turnips and spring Wheat, no Cabbages succeeded by
Onions ; all is green and luxuriant for six months— ail

brown and scorched for the other six ; the thermometer
often stands ubove 100°, and the soil is hard as a stone, i

There is no gardening then except picking fruit, which I

is truly and indeed the gardener's harvest, for he may
pick 100 dozen of Apricots from a tree six years' old,

[

and Grapes IS tons to the acre ; but present prices

cannot be expected to last, as the planting year by year
fax* exceeds the increasing demand. Gardeners have
been told that they can get '20s. per day here as wages ;

but the teller has not the caudour to ndd that it is only

perhaps for a fortnight iu the year, and given then

only by a few persons to get their grafting done quickly.

These statements are deceptive and therefore wrong.

A Constant Header at the Antipodes, Aug., 1855.

POINTS OF EXCELLENCE IN A SEEDLING
PEAR TREE.

The principal object of raising seedling Pear trees

being to obtain varieties suited for cultivation in orchards

iu the coldest climates f our regions, it is of the greatest

importance that the trees should be possessed of great

vigour, and that they should be decidedly hardy and
productive. The fruit should also be of a flue form,

should possess the requisite degree of flavour, and
should ripen in long succession.

The handsomest form of Pear is acknowledged by all

amateurs to be that known aa the Colmar. In fact, a

fine fruit of the Colmar type, such a3 the Beurre Oris.

Urbaniste, or Winter Nelis, offers, amongst all the

known varieties of Pear, the most attractive object to

the eye of even a very common observer. This class

of Pears, well and regularly grown, and furnished with

a footstalk in proportion to the size of the fruit, neither

too long nor too slender, combines all the conditions of

the finest form. Next to the Colmar, the most pleasing

form is that of a fine Bergamot ; then that of a Doyenne,

Bon Chretien, Bezi, Calebasse, and, fiually, that of a

Rousselet. These seven forms are very distinct, and

easily recognised when the fruits acquire their full

development.

Amongst the new varieties there are several which
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qualities really exisl in many varieties, the fruinof which
ripen from September till April. We may, thei

be permitted to hopo that similar qualities I

in recent seedlings frnin - 1 with

sufficient vigour and hardiness to pu.it the clu.

which they have been raised. It will be easirj

stood that iu order to obiain all these qualities in the

fruit, it is essential that vigorous trees should be
]

nniler the must favourable conditions ; that they should

be mi!. initie.1 to .1 rational mode of culture in i

ciently rich anil
; and that in this their roots shi

for several years firmly CBtablisheil.

A variety combining the qualities above oimn
ripening not all at once, but in succession during

I

several months, showing the period <>f iis maturity to

the experienced eye by the shade of the skin and other

s'gny, and without decaying first at the cure, may be
j

justly considered to have attained

perfection. Tho nearer these qualities approach

as are most to be desired, the more reason there is to

be satisfied. It is however very rare to find every

desirable requisite in the same variety. Toe i

degree of perfection indeed is very rarely to be met
with amongst works resulting from the genius of man

;

and perhaps still more so in the productions of nature

which he admires.

It is for the human mind to seek for the nv

deriving the greatest possible advantages from nature,
j

and tO overcome tile obstacles which it encounters II

is by the application of scientific principles, in cmjunc-
|

lion with judicious practice, that we 6h»ll eventually

obtain one or more new varieties of Pear, combining

!

every desirable degree of perfection in our climate.
|

Shall we be indebted for this re-uit to chance, or to the
]

reasouing powers of the human mind 1 Who c»n with I

certainty resolve this question I J. Dc Jonyic, B tutclt. I

li »t»

-

Home Correspondence.
Osmunda Kegali*.—There arc many truly noble

specimens of this ;t"ern in Cornwall, and many in this

neighbourhood grew to a large S

hedge banks and other shady places where they »r«

pretty well supplied with moisture in summer a

as during winter ; it is a very common e their

fronds from (! to 7 feet long, and in some fav.

instances they are even longer. About 30 years s;

my employer wishing to plant a low marshy piece of

ground had a number of parallel open drains cot

through it. a little deeper than the surface earth,

was about 1 foot thick of a fibrous. - P"'?
uature ; and where, previous to thtse drains It-^ng cut,

the ground could not be walked over in winter o«

its holding so much water. Osmundas bai oril

grown well in this situation, some of these surface

drains had never been cleaned out, and many plants

of the Osmunds had grown in their sides, and some of
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a quantity ot it. 1 strictly followed the advertiser's

directions as to quantity, and the Potato sets were planted

directly on being taken out of the preparation. They
consisted of five kinds :—Farmers' Glory, York He-

gents, Flukes, Ash-leaved Kidneys, and Early Golden

Ball. The three last were entirely destroyed ; not 30

sets vegetated. Of the Farmers' Glory about one-third

came up, and about one-half of the York Regents ; but

both pushed weakly and late. They were got up at the

usua' time, when about one-third of the Farmers' were

diseased, and at least two-thirds of the Regents. This

remedy, therefore, said to be the result of 14 years'

experiments, is not only utterly worthless for the pur-

poses for which it was sold, but has inflicted on me a

serious loss ; and no doubt from some subsequent in-

struction sent to purchasers, the same thing has hap-

pened with others. I hope that persons who have used

it will inform us of its results with them; it is really

too bad to advertise such things. We had some waste

land or common near this town inclosed and allotted to

the freeholders about four years ago, used as common
pasture ; but a great part of it was grown over with

Gorse and Fern, and had been so from time imme-
morial. A large number being small allotments were
principally planted with Potatoes ; that year the dis-

ease was very bad amongst Potatoes all round the town,

but on the common there was scarcely one diseased. I

may here observe that the land near the town is a li«ht

sandy soil, and that the common is of the same nature,

with one exception. Three years ago I planted about
2 acres of the common, and when the Potatoes were got

up there was scarcely one diseased, whilst the very
same kind of Potato planted on some other land of

mine not half a mile distant was nearly half diseased.

Last year I planted about 3 acres on the common ; the

York Regents had a few diseased, the Farmers' Glory
none, but on my other land there were many dis--

eased ; and the same facts hold good both as regards

the common and the other land around the town which
was planted by others. I must mention, however, a
trifling exception. A gentleman who has a piece of land

of several acres adjoining mine manured Jt excessively

for Potatoes last year, and there was a considerable quan-
tity diseased, but in no proportion to the crop of sound
ones, whilst, as I have already observed, mine, which were
also moderately manuied with farm-yard dung, were all

sound. Part of the common was a wet bog, but is now
drained. It is still, however, by no means dry. I

planted above half an acre of this late in the spring
;

when got up there was not a single Potato diseased,

and they were the finest crop I had ; whilst the very
same sore planted on my other ground had about one-
third diseased. I must observe that the tops of all the
Potatoes on the common showed the disease every year,
but were longer in dying down. Now, the inference 1

draw from these facts is, that there must be something
in the ground which serves to counteract the effects of
the disease to an extent that renders it almost harmless,
but what is it % Corn does not at present succeed on this

ground. Is the effect on the Potatoes the result of some
acid ? We have a remark that the ground is sour ; and
may it not be owing to this sourness that the disease

is counteracted ? Perhaps some of your chemical
readers can furnish some information on the point, and
suggest the means of trying some experiments, as it is

now evident that if other parts have been visited by
the disease this year as badly as this neighbourhood, we
have not yet got rid of this mysterious malady.
Enquirer. [ [n the bog lands of Ireland there never was
much disease.]

The Cucumber Disease, brought forward by Mr. Ayres
some weeks ago, seems to have been lost sight of,

owing to the diversity of opinion existing between him
and others regarding the good and bad qualities of cer-

tain sorts of Cucumbers. This digression from the
most important part of the discussion is to be regretted,
because anything tending to give us insight into the
mysteries of this direful distemper is much to be
desired. I quite agree with Mr. Ayres about the disease
being non-constitutional, and that great care should be
taken in preparing soil lor the growth of Cucumbers

;

one-third of peat mixed with good loam, adding but a
little dung, is the most suitable compost for the growth
of healthy plants and good fruit. Mr. A. asserts that
in his case the cause of disease rested Jn the soil. This
conclusion, I fear, he will find untenable. My opinion
is, that as in the case of the Potato disease, it is caused
by atmospheric influence, as may be observed by the
spot on the leaf of the Cucumber plant previous to the
fruit becoming deformed. Information, therefore, as to
the best mode of treating the plants affected will

be conducive o f much good. For the last two years
some of the Cucumber plants grown by me have been
more or less attcked. This year two plants of Syon
House were put into a two-light box ; both plants grew
and set well, but disease attacked one of them. The
fruit became deformed, and ceased to swell ; of course
the crop was lost. The other in the same soil, and the
same sort of Cucumber, swelled its fruit perfectly. This
in my case shows that the cause of the malady was not
in the soil. If so, why were not both plants attacked
by the malady \ David F. Cunningham.

Wellingtonia giguntea.—The Mammoth Tree Grove
is situated towards the sources of the Stanislaus, and
some other rivers, in the county of Calaveras, in the
state of California, about 200 miles from San Francisco.
The spot is some 4530 feet above the level of that city,
and -J400 feet above Murphy's, whence it is distant
15 miles, the road passing through a forest of the finest
timber. The Mammoth Tree Grove contains in its

valley 85 monster trees in an area of 50 acres. The
" Big Tree" (not the largest tree in the grove, but the

largest perfect tree) is 95 feet in circumference at the

base or buttress, and 18 feet in diameter where the tree

springs fairly 20 feet from the ground ; it measured
after it was cut down 300 feet in length. The stump
was considered to be about 3000 years old. It took five

men 25 days to fell the tree (which was done by boring),

and three weeks to strip off the bark for a height of

22 feet. The average thickness of the bark was
15 inches ; some of it 2 feet 1 inch. On the upper
trail the first tree of note is the " Miner's Cabin;* it is

about 80 feet in circumference, and nearly 200 feet

high. It tapers up regularly, some 40 feet from the

extreme base to the top of the cabin, or hollow, called

the Miner's Cabin. It is open in front about 17 feet.

The " Three Sisters" are a group evidently grown from
the same roots. They are about 300 feet high, and
together measure 92 feet in circumference. They are

perfect trees, and the most beautiful group in the grove.
1 It is 200 feet to the first limb of the centre tree. The
"Pioneer's Cabin" is 150 feet high where the top is

I broken off. It has a small opening through the top.

i
The " Old Bachelor " is an awful forlorn-looking tree

;

!
having many rents in its bark, and the roughest bark of

any tree in the grove. It is nearly 300 feet high, and

I
about 60 feet in circumference. The (< Hermit" stands

! entirely by itself, is 300 feet high, and 75 feet in circum-

1 ference. It is exceedingly straight, regular, and symme-
trical. "Hercules" or "Empire State

1
' is 300 feet

high and 170 feet in circumference. It is the largest

standing tree in the grove, and would make 725,000
feet of lumber. It, like many of the other large trees,

i is imperfect, being burned on the side of the trunk.

i

The " Husband and Wife" are about 250 feet high, and
leach 60 feet in circumference. The " Family Group"
consists of 26 trees, the father and mother and 24
children. The" Father," from appearances, was blowu

! down many yrars ago. It measures 110 feet in cir-

cumference, and the supposed height, while standing,

was 450 feet. The remaining length is 300 feet where
it is broken off by falling against another large tree.

It is 40 feet in circumference. It is hollow the entire

,
length, and large enough to allow a person to ride into

it on horseback. Near it? buse it contains a never-

failing spring of water ; nearly half of the trunk is

1 embedded in the earth, and measures at its roots 22 feet

in diameter above the ground. The '* Mother'.' is a

stately old woman, 91 feet in circumference and 327
feet high. It is the second largest iree in the grove.

The 24 children are all of age, and large enough to

speak for themselves. They are of average height,

some standing near the Mother, yet the majority are

near the Father. They are all in a real famiiy group.

The " Mother and Son" are together 93 feet in circum-
ference. The Mother is 325 feet high ; the Son 300.

The " Siamese Twins, and their Guardian."—The Twins
have one trunk, but the bodies separate at a height of

40 feet. They are 300 feet high. The Guardian
stands by their side, is 80 feet in circumference,
and 325 feet high. The « Old Maid " stands single

in her grief ; her head, unlike any other tree in
1 the grove, is entirely bare, and slightly bowing.
Her height is 260 feet ; circumference 60 feet. " Adie

]

and Mary " are named after two young ladies who
made the first "buggy" drive to the grove. The
trees are nearly 300 feet in height, and 65 in circum-
ference, and are very handsome. There are other trees

1 named, as " Uncle Tom's Cabin," " The Order of Cali-

|

fornia," " Pennsylvania," &c. At the grove is an excel-

lent inn, with good accommodation. Several acres

have been cleared, and as the ground is very rich, and
!
the place is much resorted to, the proprietor has every

I chance of making money rapidly. At the end of the
1 dining-room is the stump of the great tree ; it has been
' planed, and a floor having been raised to its level, forms
a dark centre of 25 feet in diameter. Upon this floor

I
the guests often dance. In this upland region the air is

I very fine, and the water most pure and cold, and, after

|

suffering from the excessive heat at Murphy's and
lower down among the southern gold regions, you most
reluctantly descend. The wild fruits were not ripe, but
in the season there are, I was told, Strawberries, Plums,
and other fruits in great abundance, very good of their

kind. There is fine food for cattle, and these regions,

when subdued, will not be the least valuable of Cali-

fornia. Thomas Banister.

^octettes.

Caledonian Horticultural, 6(7;. Dec.—Office-bearers
for the ensuing year were elected on this occasion.
Prizes for Dessert Pears were awarded as follows :

—

The set which otherwise would have been entitled to
preference (sent by Mr. Wyllie, Ninewar) was dis-

qualified from want of the proper declaration. The
prize was accordingly awarded for the next in point of
merit to Mr. Morrison, gr. toR. AiDslie, Esq., the kinds
being Marie Louise, Easter Bern-re', Beurre d'Arem-
berg, Gansel's Bergamot, Glou Morceau, and Napoleon;
2d, Mr. Lockhart, Luffness, for Bezi de Quesoois,
Crassane, Duchesse d'Angouleme, Marie Louise, and
Doyenne' Gris. Dessert Apples: 1st, Mr. Morrison,
with Blenheim Pippin, Ribston Pippin, and Scarlet

Nonpareil ; 2d, Mr. Calder, Seacliffe, with Cambusnethan
Pippin, Ribston Pippin, and Old Nonpareil. Retarded
Grapes : 1st, Mr. Gavin, Hopetoun House, with White
Nice; 2d, Mr. Melville, Dalmeny Park, with Barbarossa.

Chrysanthemums: the Silver Medal was awarded to Mr.

Lainji, gr. to the Earl ot Ros^lyn, for beautiful

blooms of Defiance, Duke, King, Lypius, Princess Marie,
Queen of England, Nonpareil, Formosum, Beauty,
Aragena, Dupont del'Eure, and Two-coloured Incurved.
For the finest flowered Chrysanthemum plant the prize
was gained by Mr. Laing, with Annie Salter. The
prize for Anemone-flowered Chrysanthemums was also

gained by Mr. Laing, whose varieties were Madame
Godereau, Gluck, Fleur de Marie, Astre du Matin,
Madonna, and Marguerite d'Anjou. Of Pompone
Chrysanihemums Mr. Laing sent Cedo Nulli ; Mr.
Keid, gr. to W. Wilson, Esq., Sacramento. In Red.
Celery three prizes were awarded: the 1st to Mr. J.
Goodall ; the 2d to Mr. Currier, for Manchester; and the
3d to Mr. Allan, Craig Park, for Cole's Superb Dwarf. In
White Celery the 1st prize was awarded to Mr. Goodall

;

the 2d to Mr. Thomson, Woodburn, for Goodall's White
;

and the 3d to Mr. Ferrier,Eskbank, for Seymour's White.
For Onions two prizes were awarded : the 1st to Mr. King,
for Blood Red and Portugal ; and the 2d to Mr. Hen-
derson, Alderston, for Strasburg and Globe. In Broc-
coli three prizes were awarded : the first to Mr. Gordon,
Niddrie, for Snow's Early White ; the 2d to Mr. Logan,
St. Riiques, for Addison's Early Improved ; and the 3d
to Mr. Calder, for the Bame variety. The prize of two
guineas, offered by Messrs. P. Lawson & Son, for the
best collection of Pears, brought five competitors. The
prize was gained by Mr. Anderson, Oxenlord Castle,

with a collection consisting of Catillac, Duchesse d'Angou-
leme, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of Jersey, UveJale's
St. Germain, Spring Beurre, Gantel's Bergamot,
Autumn Bergamot, Colmar d'Aremberg, Bellissime

d'Hiver, Beurre Diel, Colmar, Flemish Beauty, Easter
Beurre, Beurre d'Aremberg, Swan's Egg, Crassane,
Leon le Clerc, Merveille d'Ete, Moorfowl Egg, Precel,
Beurre de Capiaumont, Rouse Lench, Urbaniste, Glou
Morceau, Gendesheim, Napoleon, Winter Nelis, Delices
de Hardenpout, and Colmar Dore'. Among produc-
tions contributed for exhibition only, were tubers of the,

new Chinese Yam (Dioscorea Batatas) ; a bunch of the
Champion Black Hamburgh Grape, and one of the
common B. Hamburgh from the same house, showing
the superiority of the former, and its Ireedom from
shaukiug, even when long kept ; a seedling Grape, and
a head of Grange's Improved Broccoli. The exhibi-

tion was also enhanced by numerous specimens of

fruits, roots of Dioscorea Batatas, and other produc-
tions from the Society's garden.

Notices ot Books.

In The Handbook to the Marine Aquarium (12mo,.
Van Voorsi), Mr. Gosse, whose familiarity with marine
animals and their habits has already gained him a wide-
spread reputation, reveals the secrets of the success-

wbich has attended his important experiments in re-

ducing the most obscure inhabitants of the sea to the
dominion of man. With what skill this has been done
is well known to those who visit the Zoological Garden
in the Regent's Park ; those who do not visit it we
heartily recommend to turn their steps that way.
Although we can hardly suppose that residents in in-
land places will encounter the difficulty and expense of
maintaining a marine aquarium, yet we can believe
that the long lioe of our seaboard will produce hun-
dreds of admirers as well as diligent students of oceanic
life, to whom the practical instructions contained in
the work before us will be most welcome. We must
find room for Mr. Gosse's account of his owe
operations :

—

"If we attempt to collect and to keep marine
animals alone in sea-water, however pure it may have
been at first, it speedily becomes offensively fetid, the
creatures look sickly, and rapidly die off, and we are
glad to throw away the whole mass of corruption.

" Why is this I why should they die in our vessels

when they live so healthily in the little pools and basins

of the rock, that are no larger ? For the very same
reason that we should quickly die in a room perfectly

air-tight. The blood of all animals requires to be per-

petually renewed by the addition to it of the element
called oxygen ; and when it cannot obtain this it becomes
unfit for the support of life. Terrestrial animals obtain

this gaseous element from the air ; aquatic animals

(that is, those which are strictly such) obtain it from the

water. But in either case it is principally produced
by living plants while under the action of light. If, then,

we can furnish our captives with a perpetual manufac-
tory of oxygen, the main cause of their sudden death

is removed. Of course they have other requirements,

but this is the most urgent, the indispensable.

" In a state of nature, the rocks, the crannies, the

pools, the sea-bottom are studded with various living

plants, which we call sea-weeds ; and these, under
the daily stimulus of sunlight, director indirect, produce
and throw off a vast quantity of oxygen, which, by the

action of the waves and currents, is diffused through all

paris of the habitable sea, and maintains the health of

its countless swarms of animals.
" In an aquarium we seek to imitate this chemistry

of nature. We collect the plants as well as the animals J
and, a little observation teaching us how to proportion
the one to the other, we succeed in maintaining, on a.

small scale, the balance of animal and vegetable life.

Other less important benefits result from this arrange-
ment ; the creatures love retirement and shelter, and
tins they find iu the umbrageous fronds ; they delight

to roam and to play and to rest in the feathery tufts.,
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and not a few find thoir Ijivout-i > food In the

leaves of the Bubmergod herbs,

"On tho other hand, the plant la Indebted to tin

animii) for Bomo ol iin supplies. The carbon, with
which itH Hoii'l parte are built up, in dorivod from tin

carbonic, aoid which ia thrown oil' by animal* i.. I

prooeBs of breathing ; a poisonous gas which would
vitiato tin) water wore it not takon up and appropi lotod

by the plants,

"Such, then, in tho prinolple on which the on
is founded !

"'"1 any conditions under whiah It can be
carried out will nerve, provided of courso they bo Bull

able in other respects to tho habits ol tho animals and
our purpose in keeping them. I now proooad to oilier

dctailH on the practical managomont, bo far o i I am
able, from my own oxporionae, and that o I i Fi

my friends, to give ihom
; premising thai I

li

present ([September, lOAA) at my rosidenci utl I

one marine tank lull ol' animals oud plants in tin- hlghasl
condition, the water in which, though as oil ar a

and quite oolourleas, has m von boon i yi n removed irom
the vessel since it was first put in, l!> month
I have, hIho, other tanks and vases, which are n poo
tively 17, 14, 13, and iour months oid. Lite su
establishment of those has not boon achieved wlthoul
somo failures and losses, which yet must nol I

sidored as unmitigated misfortunes, sinae they have
added to my expenenoe, and bettor fitted mo toundor
stand and sympathise with the difficulties ol otli i

beginners;"

Modern Cookery : by Eliza Acton (Longmans),

A much enlarged edition of this useful eolleotl n

receipts has lately been published, The pn i ice stoma
particularly worth attention ; it deprecates the wa
common In kitohens, yot shows good cookery to bo
desirable for persons of limited income as well as for the
wealthy. After observing that the Bubjact, the influe
of diet upon health, has recently been investigated by
eminent, men of soienoe, the author continues ob follows:
" In arranging the present edition of this volume for pub,
lioation, I have gladly token advantage of such of thoir in-

structions (thoseof Baron Liebigespeoially) as have seemed
tome adapted to its charactor, unci likely to increase its

real utility. These, 1 feel assured, if carefully followed
out, will much assist our progress in culinary art, and
diminish the unnecessary degree of expenditure which
has hitherto attended its operations; for it may salehj

be averred that good cookery is tho best and truest
economy, turning to full account every wbolesomo artiele

of food, ami converting into palatable meals whal the
ignorant render uneatable, or throw away in disdain."
Much may lie learnt respecting economy in various
parts of the volume, for example in the article " Stew-
ing," p. 173, and "Oven Cookery," p. 1,78. Mrs. Acion
announces her intention of publishing works on cookery
for invalids and the poor, which we doubt not will prove
highly valuable.

Mowers and Flower Gardens. By David Lesler Richard-
son, with, mi appendix of practical instructions and
useful information respecting the Anglo-Indian
Garden. Calcutta : D'Rosario. London : Smith
and Elder. 8vo, pp. 232, with an Appendix of
32 pp. more.

We only notice this for the purpose of warning the
public that it does not exactly fulfil the promise male
in the title-page. What it does contain of Horticulture
is limited to the Appendix, borrowed literally from
Speede's well-known book, and as id written, and unin-

struetive as can well be devised. The remainder of the

volume consists of anecdotes and poetical extracts upon
which we must not presume to express an opinion.

Tile chief relation they bear to gardens appears to con-

sist in their being arranged under the names of Ireee

and flowers. Tne book is, however, intended for Indian

readers, and we presume will prove more to the taste of

Hindostau thau of England.

Sanitary Reform and Reformers (Stanford) is a well-

written, but fierce attack upon Messrs. Chadwick, P. 0.

Ward, and all the oilier advocates of converting (we

should rather say of trying to convert) town sewage to

profit. We are not sorry to see a clever writer and a

well informed man taking this view of a great question
;

but we should have preferred a less acrimonious style.

The pamphlet should be read by all who are engaged

in this most importaut discussion, and most especially

by the members of the new Metropolitan Board of

Works.

Lawon's Qardeiters' Kalendar, a broadside of the

usual size, is beyond all comparison the most useful

thing ot the kind which has been offered to persons

interested in Horticulture. It ought to be hung up in

every seedshop, nurseryman's counting-house, and

gardener's room in the United Kingdom. It is orna-

mented with an excellent litho-tiuted view ot the hot-

houses, &c, in H.M.'s Garden at Frogmore. It may
be had at 1, George IV. Bridge, Ediuburgh ; or at -7.

Great George Street, Westminster.

The Fiora oft'ie Col ssctim of Rome, by Dr. Deakin

(Groombridge), will we think prove acceptable to the

English visiting Italy. It contains short familiar de-

scriptions, arranged systematically, of some 400 or 500

species of plants, in the form of a well printed

volume. Such a work was wanted, and will probably

answer the purpose of amateur travellers as a guide to

the botany ol Italy, and Southern Erauce, as well as of

the Colosseum.
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tropical vegetation in the rapid manner in, which plants

right themselves on change of position. Thus in a

flower-box in which weeds had taken the place of the

flowers, placed on its end at 6 o'clock in the morning,

I found in the short interval of 1*2 hours—viz., at 6 in

the evening— that they, the weeds, had become bent at

right angles to the soil in which they were rooted, so

that the upper portion of their stems had recovered

their perpendicular position. The extraordinary pro-
ductiveness of a tropical climate is by many considered

an inestimable advantage, forgetful of the more than
counterbalancing evil arising from the astonishing growth
of exhausting and often smothering weeds. The poet

may sing of the
" redundant growth

Of Vines, and Maize, and bower, and brake,
"Which Nature, kind to sloth,'

.And scarce solicited by human toil,

pours from the riches of the teeming soil
;

"

but the planter knows to his cost that in no part of the

earth's surface is more care and industry required than
-within the tropics to make agriculture profitable. Dr.
JDavij in the Edin.New Philosophical Journal.

Calendar of Operations.
{For the ensuing week.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
-CoNSERVAioRY, &c—Although we have many beauti-

ful plants which either bloom naturally at this season

or require but little artificial management to cause them
to do so, a scarcity of flowers is, perhaps, more commonly
experienced at this than at any other period of the year.

And where the display is, to a large extent, dependant
upon what we term forced plants considerable foresight

and attention will be necessary for some time, in order

to maintain a regular supply, lor plants are not so easily

excited into bloom in the dead of winter as in spring,

and in selecting plants for forcing every possible care

should he exercised to choose such as are not likely to

prove failures, for of things which are suitable for

forcing many will bloom but poorly if they are subjected

to a high temperature without having beenNallowed a
sufficient time to recruit their energies after making
their growth. Next to Camellias, Azaleas are perhaps
the most showy plants that can be had in bloom at this

season, and where there is a good stock of these to draw
upon, some of the most forward plants of the commoner
varieties should be placed in heat at once, moistening

them over head two or three times a day. But unless

plants can be selected which made their growth and
set their buds early in the season, they need hardly be
expected to flower so finely as under more natural cir-

cumstances in spring, and unless the buds are plump
there will he some danger of the plants starting into

growth instead of flowering. Dutch bulbs should he
largely used for present forcing, and where hardy shrubs
are forced for the decoration of this house, these should
be got into flower as soon as circumstances admit, for

although many of these are very showy when well

bloomed, and acceptable enough when had in flower in

winter, they hardly seem in place under glass in spring,

after the weather becomes fine, and when more choice
plants in bloom should be plentiful. Do not forget to

introduce into gentle heat a good batch of Roses,
choosing the most promising plants of Teas,

Bourbons, and Hybrid Perpetuals, which are the

best kinds for winter flowering ; a gentle bottom-

heat will be t,f great service to these as also to

most other plants subjected to heat in order to get them
into flower as quickly as possible, and a moist state of

the atmosphere must be secured, admitting a little air

freely on every favourable opportunity. Greenhouse.—
Damp or insects soon do irreparable damage among
soft-wooded plants at this season, and these must be

very carefully attended to if they are to be carried

over the winter in first-rate condition. Pelargoniums

should be kept rather cool and dry, giving whatever

water may be necessary on the mornings of fine days,

so that the superfluous moisture maybe dispelled before

evening, avoiding the use of fire-heat save when neces-

sary to prevent the temperature fall'mg below 40°, or to

dispel damp when this cannot safely be done by giving

air. 'Keep the shoots thin, rubbing off such as can be
' spared-, and if green fly is perceived upon any of the

p1ata3, apply tobacco smoke at once. Calceolarias require
" vsiy similar treatment to the above, except that they are

"very subject to the attacks of thrips unless afforded a

moist atmosphere, and they must be narrowly watched

for this enemy and smoked lightly on two or three suc-

cessive evenings if this pest makes its appearance, keep-

ing the atmosphere moist and giving air on every

favourable opportunity to prevent the foliage flagging.

Cinerarias for late blooming must also be kept cool and
airy, and should not be allowed to suffer for want of

pot room; but these should not be trusted in cold pits

after this season, for they are exceedingly impatient

of frost. Forward plants of these, intended for

flowering early, should be encouraged with a gentle

heat, keeping them near the glass, and admitting air on
every favourable opportunity.

FOPvCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—If circumstances should render it neces-

sary to subject a portion of the ' : fruiters" to a brisk

temperature at once to induce them to start, the most
promising plants for fruiting should be very care-
fully selected, and placed in a small house &r pit by
themselves ; and, where anything like a regular supply of
ripe fruit is required, several houses, or separately heated
compartments, should be at command j and without this

convenience no gardener can reasonably be blamed for

having too many i*ipe at one time, and none at others.

It is not by any means desirable to start more plants

into fruit at this early season than may he absolutely

necessary, for they will produce finer fruit later in the

seuson than can possibly be obtained from them now
;

and where a separate house cannot be commanded for

those which must be subjected to a high temperature,
we would advise that the plants selected for fruiting

should be placed in the warmest part of the house at

command, filling the rest'of the house with young stock.

The former should be afforded a bottom heat of about
85°, and the latter about 10° or ]5° lower ; the atmo-
sphere should range from 68° to 75° by fire heat, allow-

ing it to rise 5° with the assistance of sunshine, keeping

the young plants near the glass, and properly supplied

with water at the root. This temperature will be con-

siderably too high for young stock at this season, but we
have seen this system practised with considerable suc-

cess ; and although the young plants may get somewhat
drawn, they will gain substance as light increases, and
the evil will be less than running the risk of starting at

this early period of the season the greater portion of the

plants that are at command for keeping up the supply

throughout the summer. Vineries.—Until the buds
are fairly broken the points of the shoots should be kept

nearly on a level with the lowest part of the Vine ; and
if this should not be found sufficient to induce the buds
to start equally throughout the, length of the Vine, the

rod should be bent so as to bring the most forward buds
to the lowest level, elevating those that are backward.
Maintain a thoroughly moist atmosphere by frequently

sprinkling the floor and passages, &c. ; and syringe the

Vines lightly at least twice a day until the leaves begin

to appear, when the amount of moisture must be mode-
rated. Give every attention towards securing a gentle

warmth for the roots ; turning the litter, and adding
fresh as may be requisite, and keeping it well protected
from the effects of heavy rains and severe weather. Be
satisfied with a moderate night temperature, until the
buds begin to push, when it may be gradually raised to

60°, by the time that the leaves fairly begin to open.

Peaches.— Until the trees are fairly on the move do not

keep the night temperature higher than from 40° to- 45°

by means of fire-heat ; but an advance of 10° early in

the day, with plenty of moisture in the atmosphere,
should be secured. Syringe the trees frequently, and
secure a thoroughly moist atmosphere. Also see that

the irjside border is in a moist healthy state, and if ibis

is not the case, two or three applications of tepid water
shovld be given. It is becoming very much 'he order
of the day to have Peach trees and most other things

which are wanted for very early forcing, in pots ; and
this plan offers the advantage of being able to afford the

roots amild regular bottom-heat, which is of tbegreatest

importance in early forcing, and excellent crops are also

obtained. But the trees must be prepared for this puff-

pose by having been grown some time in pots ; and where
these are not on hand, unless they can be purchased
from the nurserymen who prepare them, nothing can be
done this season except to procure and pot the trees, and
prepare them for next year.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
Where the tenderer varieties of Roses are found to-

require protection, this should be applied at once, if not

already done, otherwise it may soon be too late to save

the plants. Also get in the stock of Briers for budding
upon next year without delay, for unless these are
planted before spring they seldom furnish strong shoots

for early budding. Many persons object strongly to

planting shrubs or trees in winter, believing that the

roots if hurt at this season are liable to rot, and cer-

tainly early in autumn is a very preferable season ; but

with favourable weather we would not delay such work
a single day, and if the soil is properly prepared by
draining, &c, where necessary, as should always be
done before planting, there will probably be fewer
failures from planting now than if the work were delayed

until March. But where the ground to be planted

is of a clayey nature, and in an unkind state at present,

it will undoubtedly be better to defer planting until

spring, meantime using every means to improve the

state of the ground ; and soils of this nature should

always be dug or trenched some considerable time before

planting, as neither draining nor anything but exposure

to the action of the atmosphere will bring them into a

fit state for planting. But while we would not hesitate

to plant small stuff generally at present, things which
are at all tender had better be left until the chance of

severe frost is past, and the transplanting of large

evergreens which has unfortunately been delayed until

now should be puv off until the weather becomes mild in

spring, especially things which are known not to be per-

fectly hardy. Roll walks and lawns after frost, to keep
them firm and smooth. There will be comparatively

little to be done in the flower garden at present, and
any spare time will be well spent in going over the

stock of plants in pits for next season's use, removing
every decaying leaf, and where the surface soil has got

green removing this and top-dressing with sandy loam.

There is nothing so unfavourable to these plants at this

season as damp, therefore take every opportunity of

admitting fresh air.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GARDEN.
It is always desirahle to get as much of the pruning

and nailing done before the approach of spring as pos-

sible, therefore lose no favourable opportunity for

: forwarding these operations; for besides the advantage

! of hayjog 80 much work done before the husv season,

the garden will present a much neater appearance after

the wall trees are nailed, and the borders made trim,

and the small fruit bushes pruned, and the ground
among them turned over. See that standard trees

which have been recently moved or root-pruned are
firmly secured against being injured by wind, and also

get ;:ny root-pruning or transplanting remaining to be
done this season executed as soon as possible. Endea-
vour, as far as circumstances will permit, to have a good
supply of Parsley under safe protection, for there is

generally a large demand for this, and in the event
of such a winter as last it will be impossible

to save it by the ordiuary protection of hoops and
mats. Lettuce, Cauliflower, &c, being wintered in

frames, must be freely exposed to the air on every
favourable occasion. See to maintaining a regular
supply of Seakale, Rhubarb, and any other forced
vegetables which may be in demand, and let the supply
be also as liberal as circumstances will admit, for it

often happens with an irregular or limited supply that

something is particularly wanted when it cannot be
furnished. Look over the stores of roots occasionally

to see that all are keeping sound, and be particularly

careful of any Broccoli that may be fit for use or
turning in. Take advantage of frosty weather to get

manure wheeled upon spare ground where it is wanted j.

aud see to keeping a good supply well rotted and fit for

use when wanted.

STATE O ' THE 4 , NEAR LONDON.VEATHER AT CH1SWICB
For tbe neek sliding Dec. '0, 18o5, a. observed at the Horticultural Garder 3,

Babostbtbb.
Thmpbbatuks „

Dec. "a
a *

s

t>l the Air. ,Ot the Earth Wind. ^i
Max. Mill. Max. Min. Mean 1 loot

deep.

33

2 leet
deep.

411

*j

Krida* 1-1 5 3(1.015 C9.900 10 40 44.5 W. .ir

Satur. 15 6 :io.-:2i 3!'.".'I3 18 25 36.5 41 41 W.
Sunday 16

) 31 iol 30.183 47 29 3S.0 33 41j
Mon.. 1" 8 30JI8S 30.035 43 35 39.0 39 42 M.E'.
Tues. IS 4 :i9.-.'l4 30.075 40 21 30.5 40 42 H.E-.
Wed. 19 10 30.261 30.1SO 32 20 26.0 38 42 E. .uu

ThurB- -JO " 30.093 20.918 32 17 S4.5 38 41 li.

Averase . 30.163 30.047 41.5 C6J 3-1.1 38.8 41.3 e.07

:c. 14 Overcast; rain ; cloudy at m^bl.
— 15—Overcaar; bright sunshine iu iorenoon; densely overcast;

cloudy; fros'y".
— lfi—Slight frost ; fine ; liazy and sold.
— 17— Koujry ; cold' haze,
— 13— Cloudy aud co'd; clear and frosty; very cold wind.
— 19-Clenr and frosty; piercing old < aat wind; very clear at night.
— '.A—Sharp frost ; cold dry air; vt-ry clear; severe frost.

Mean temperature of the week C£ deg. below tbe average.

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICR.
OurinRtne but 29 yearn, for the ensuing week, endine Dfc. 29.1855.
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Tbe highest temperature during the above period occurred on the '5th.
1327—therm. 53 dejr.; and th* lowest on thc2$tb, ISoS—therm. S de£.

Notices to Correspondents.
Fruit Trees : A C. The following will suit your purpose :—
Apples— Early Harvest, Golden Eeiuette. Ribston Pippin,
Blenheim Pippin, Adams's Pearmain, Court of Wick, Scarlet
Nonpareil, Boston Russet, Wormsley Pippin, Golden Noble,
Mere de Mtjn&ge, Dume.ow'a- Seedling. Pears— Williams's
Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne (of Jersey), Beurre
Diel, Van Mons Leon le Clerc, Glou Morceau, Easter Beurr6.il

Jerusalem Artichoke: JV. Antrim. The proper name of this
plant is the name it bears. Not find it in any book on Garden-
ing I We cannot find any modern book on G ai deuiug in which
it is not.

Law of Tenancy: S M B. When you quit possession your
Vines are the property of your landlord, and you cannot claim
any compensation; unless you are a market gardener—or
there is some special covenant in your lease. But you should
consult your solicitor upon all such questions.

Leaves : PB D. We have for some time contemplated doing what
you suggest; and probably shall.

Microscopes: G W. We know nothing of the maker whose
advertisement you send. It is evidently a simple microscope-
that is offered, and not an achromatic one. Such instruments
may be had of all prices, from 2s. 6rf. in the form of the com-
monest pocket lens, up to 51. 5s. What we have seen of low-

priced simple microscopes are dear at any price. If you want
a very good ^inexpensive quasi-simple microscope, you should

get a Coddington from some good maker. But nur remarks
were devoted to Achruuiatic microscopes—the only kinds off'

much use in the examination of minute objects.

Names of Fruits: J J SMpstom 1, Probably Syke House
Rus-i't;5, King of the Pippins; 6, Anise; 7, Wormsley
Pippin; 10, Court-pendu Plat. The others are like seedlings,

or such as may be found in an orchard of Cider AppJas.

—

T B Browne. -2, Autumn Bergamot; 4, Bequeue MusqjinJ-

(stewing); 5, 7, Marie Louise; 6, Napoleon.—T J2. The
much decayed is probably the Beurre" Bosc—F. 1, Marie

Louise ; 4, Beurr6 Ranee, and so is probably No. 2 ; 5, Koasselet

de Rheims; 8, Winter Crassane; 9, Passe Col roar; 10, Scarlet

Crofton; 13, Mere de Manage; 14, is not the Nelson or NelBon
Codlin; it seems to be the. Northern Greening;. 15,

Reinette du Canada; IS, Wyken Pippin; 19, King of

the Pippins; 20, 21, Court of Wick; 23. Golden Harvey;
25, not Clifton Nonsuch, but Bedfordshire Foundling.— .

Jtw: Your Pear from France appears to be the Augelique de
Bourdeaux.||

Portable Boiler: Sub. We do not know where Smith's boiler

can be had. Inquire of Messrs. Lawson and Co., of Edinburgh..

We never saw it.

Stringing: A Sub. Don't use salt. What do yon expect to gafor

by it? Do use soapsuds. Keep the skin of your trees f„s

clean as yourown—if you can. White Antwerp, Red Antwerp,

and Rivera's double bearing Raspberries will probably give

you all yon want.

Underwood: Enquirer. We should not plant either Hemlock
Spruce. Firs or any land of Silver, except experimentally. As
you do not say in what county you liv»-, it is difficult to say
more than that you should rely" upon Junipers, Yews, Hollies,

Bi-rberis Aqut'olium, Hypericum calycinum, Common Broom„
and, if your climate suit them, Evergreen Oaks.

*»• As usual, many communications have been received too late

and others are detained till the necessary inquiries can be made.
We must also beg the indulgence of those correspondent1

?, thQ

insertion of whose contributions is still delayed. i
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PERUVIAN (JIIANO, Bolivian Guano, Sunerplin
*- phata 'it' Llmo, Nftrato ot HhiIh, Snjfiir Kcitirij <

description of Ariin.h.i M iro i, Unwind t!«l «

Wm. Iniji.m Caiinc, I", Murk I.mm, London,

PERUVIAN GUANO.—As ARontH of ilia Peruvian
*• (liiviiniiiimjl, lor llm lin|i'»rlmt'.ii null Bllln nl m.i

MANURE wa think It right, for Urn proloatl roon
i

I'flBpootnbld doalurii, toapnrltfo rliuin ii>i>t tlia lulnlun ulon »l tin

urtlclo in Hlill cxUin»lvuly pi'Aclliiiiil, iiTid l« renin il

apply olthur u, oiir«oWo»i to our lUfnnlii, M rn, (Jinn*, Hrluhl
&0o., of Liverpool ond Bristol: or to il n i

i

oliaraptor, in wnono honoMty mid fjilr dnallng Ihoy oai
laipllolfc conflrtcimo, Amu..,; Qiw

'I'lIK FOLLOWING MANURES »-., „„,„„(,„, „r,,lA Bt Mr. Lawiib' Factory, Doplford Crook: Turnip I

71. por ton; RiipniplinHplmlo of IJn
Ooproll il/. Ollloo, 1

N.B. Qonulno I'oruvlan Ouano. gunrniitaud I a itnlnlOpoi
<""'

' onla, Nlimtiinf h
, Bulplio i Ami

other Clmmlcal M< 'o§,

npHE LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S Nl I 110
1 PHOSPHATE OR WHEAT MANURK FOR A1JTI IN
HOWINii, Thin M •„, , ipniwd ,.r i id, -mil i

una dlnnolved bonoo wlili HllloatuH.ln room Ktrougly i indi il

'"l 1 "' 11""' I' Ai:iii'.iiiiurii.i.i. It coiitulnn from 1 to ,

"I nllrng In a form yielding ai n In don dm n

ana In thornfbro partloulnrly sdnnliid for Vvlinnl, Tim
rog.ulred l» 2 to 3 owt. per aero drilled In wlfhtho mod, Prlco
per ton,7(, iu«. In London,
PERUVIAN OUANO, FISHERY HALT, n ,,

m AN II ki; on bom iiinim, nirlotly warranted.
Hi, Bridge nuv.it, Blaekfrlare, t: Pi n i „. g o.

A RTIKICIAI, MANURES, Sr-JI, aoiiiran Mil
' * 'i' 1 "

'

"ii::iii:i'd I ,kli M: AltTIFICl IL M > II 1(1

otitnln every neconsary t motion for their ooono mil
Bfflotenl prepnratl hv applying In .i.e. Nrddit, F.G
Principal of the Agricultural and CI leal Colloge, Kenniit ton,
London. Analyttes of Bolls, On t, Suporphoaphal i t.i

CoprolltcH, &o„ and Assays of flold. Silver, and other Mil tin,

are executed with acotiraoy and dlapateli, Qontl n desirous
of receiving lastmell in Chemical Analyses anil a
will and' ample lability and aooommodatlon at the Colli

ORAINACL OK LAND.
|\/I It. J. JOIIN.sON, Drainage Knmnki.u, is dosiroun
'*

' in undertake tho Dralnaga "I i-umi by Contraet ot Com
inisalnn. Temporary Tllorles erected In ony pari of England,
nnil Dniin Pipes uiauufacinri'd at moderate prices, Evorj di ,

clon of Dnilinigo Tools,—Abingdon Sti '. Wostmlnstor.

IMPROVLMENT OF LAND.
TBMAHTS HOB LlFB AMD llTlir.us.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, a Land
AORNT and Su&vbvob of moro Minn 20 gears' oxperlonce

•offers adytae to Landowners having hut limited or llfo lnturc
i

us to the means by which they rim efloot Improve] is wltl t

all Immediate' out In y ; ami IllsSQrvlceH in ErQOttng ami Impr H iii -

l-'arm Buildings, tu Draining, Reclaiming, Planting, nnu i id

mAkinK by contract or commission, and the general Improve-
ment of Land; also hi Falling and Selling Timber, In the I

and ManiiK'-'iH'iit <>'' 1'stntcs, mid tlm Kiirnim-hUi'ni.'iif ..! C,.pv-
Sioldn. Mr. Hiimukkt has long been largely Interested In Landed
Property, and is authorised tt> refer to his employers.

OWNERS OFSETTLED ESTATES and OTHERS
deslrotui of Availing themselves of the various pec i

•af.Pavliammit, by which thoy may oharga their EntnteM with
mon«y expended In the [mprovemont, Conversion, mid Reclama-
tion of Laud, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosing,
making Farm-roads, Clearing, the erection of Farm-but Id Ingn
nmd Machinery, l*luntin« and other Agricultural Improvements,
are Kspeotfully Enformod that Messrs.UawiTT Davis & Francis
Viokks undertake to advise and furnish Plans and Estimates,
and if required, will contract to do the workB, and dispose oi the
Kent charges.—8, Frederick's Plnce, Old JewrVi London.
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THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 53, Parliament Stroot, London.
Hknuv Ki:u Sbvubb, Esq. M.P., Chairman,

1. This Company Is Incorporated by Act of Parliament to faci-

litate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Roads, the Erection
of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of
Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, In ti nst,

«r as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be deslgued and executed by thi

owner or his Agents, Independently of the Company's officers, or
he may elect whether he will employ their staff, Equal faci-
lities WILL DK AFFOBDKD IN F.lTHKlt CASK.

4. The whole coat of the works and expenses will, in all oases,

l*e charged on the Lands improved, to bo repaid by half-yearly
instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,
ami extended to FIFTY VBAKS for Lanp Improvements and
TiirRtoy-osK YEAiis for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments
will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers of the

improved Lauds can afford to pay. William CLIFFORD, Sec.

rp«E LANDS IMPROVEMENT COMr.VNY-
J- Incorporated by Act of Parliament, 1852—63, lor England
and Scotland, and Anther empowered by Amendment Act,

1864—55. To Landowners, the Clergy, Solicitors, Estate Agents,
Surveyors, &c, Tenants for Life, Trustees, Owners in Fee, In-

cumbents of Livings, Bodies Corporate; Lessees for Lives
renewable, or for a term of more than 25 years; [and Lessees
tor Lives not renewable, or for a term less than '25 years.
with consent of their Lessor), &c, are enabled, by waj
from the Company, or by their t.wn funds, to execute and
charge on the Lauds improved, by way of rentcharge for n

term of 25 years, repaying capital and interest, the cost ofevery
landed Improvement,especially of Drainage. Irrigation, Warping,
Embanking from the Sea, from Lakes, Rivers, or Streams,
Inclosing any Land, or improving Drains, Streams, or Water-
courses, Reclamation, Farm Roads, Clearing, Erection of Farm-
houses and other Buildings required for farm purposes, and the

Improvement ot* and Additions to Farm Houses, and other Build-

ings for Farm purposes already erected; Planting for Shelter

and for Periodical Cuttings, Jetties or Landing Places on the Sea
Coast or on the banks of navigable Rivers or Lakes in the High-
lands and Islands of Scotland; Engines and Machinery for

Drainage, Engine-houses for Farm Steadings. &c., Water-wheels.
Tanks, Pipes,' Water-courses, Bridges, Sluices. <tc. The Plaus
Of Buildings, Specifications and estimates are prepared by the

Applicant's own Agents and are submitted to the approval of the

Inclosnie Commissioners' Inspectors who are also the solejndges
of the due execution of the works. Proprietors may apply jointly

for the execution of Improvements mutually beneficial.—such as
.i common Outfall—Roads through the District—Water power.

&c. The Directors wish it to be understood that the Company is

of a strictly commercial character, and that the details of "Hie

plans and of the execution of the Works are not interfered with

by them, but are controlled by the Landowner and by the Inclo-

sure Commissioners. For further information and for Forms of
Application, apply to the Honourable William NapIER, Manag-
ing Director, 2, Old Palace Yard, Westminster.
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SATURDAY, D£( EMBER ... 1855.

The discussion un Land Drainage which followed

Mr. B.ut.r.Y Dknton's
|

Arts turned more esclnsively on the

system than, considered in the in'.. - ;hure

generally, was perhaps '
is rable. One expt"

nave heard on lhal e (-xperience

described or a satisfactory theory <lemon>lr»ted in
'

reference to the passage of water through the
'

soil. If. in the one case, we hvi had the ;• -'ills of

land drainage classified according to the circum-

stances ander which they had oc

bring out the effects of deep and shallow conduit?.

of varying intervals between them, and so o-..
;

if, in the others, we hai had the laws .if I

statics applied to the conditions nr.der which

in the soil is placed, the disenssion •

have been i seful

been. The debate was. however, to be renew.

week, and many of the points that we have

will, no doubt, obtain a fuller iuves:iir»lion .

adjourned discussion than they had pre\ i

- ed.

\

Baiiky Dbston with an Rccounl of the Ke>

drainage. Mr. Hewitt Dj

system on the ground that the snb-ridirt-

furrows on which i were too

their position and in then

basis of any recti!. r i
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foot of earth gained in depth was 1200 tons per acre
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action of deep and shallow drains, and satisfied him-

self that there was no fear of making land too dry

by deep draining, except in peat soils.

Tbk tables of the Agricultural Statistics of Scot-

land have just been published, and we shall next

week give them in a condensed form. The most

material fact, and that which possesses the most

immediate interest and will exert the most imme-
diate influence, is the proportion in which the Wheat
crop of the present year is stated to stand to that

of 1854. Sixteen out of 85 districts return ' their

produce as equal or superior to that of 1S54, and of

the remainder 35 are slated at 10 per cent, or more
below (hat crop. Taking into account the character

of 1854, as compared with the average of years, we
should imagine the Scottish yield of Wheat this year

to be not much below the crop in ordinary years.

Of course the character of the Wheat crop in

Scotland does not much affect the supply of bread

for the whole country, but the report now published

is useful, as indicating the yield elsewhere under
the ciicumstances of Scottish agriculture. How
useful it is as indicating the possibility of pub-
lishing early in the season reports of our food

supplies, future years will no doubt tell.

friable rich loam of a reddish colour, and iu the low
lands of the fiuest black alluvial deposit—no chalk, no
coal, no peat, no morasses or bogs, no binding gravel,

and but little slate, but many minerals ; such are the

characteristics of our colony in agriculture. I do not
allude to stock keeping ; that would lead me too far

away, but I have only written to give a few hints to

emigrating farmers. Q. F., resident in Adelaide.

AUSTRALIAN FARMING.
Of all countries in the world perhaps none can exce]

South Australia in the quality of its Wheat. It does

not average, perhaps, more thau 15 or 16 bushels per
acre, and the straw worth nothing ; but the land is

cheap—in very many cases, perhaps in most, it need not
be ploughed above once in two or three years, being
merely sown and harrowed the others. The reaping
done by machine at the rate of an acre per hour soon
clears the field ; the corn may be threshed ihe day
after it has been cut, and sent to market ; it is then
already dry enough to keep without heating. The straw
burnt, or decaying upon the ground nourishes it ; thus,

although sowing Wheat for several years in succession
is almost impossible to succeed elsewhere, here it is the
usual practice. But it is not to be supposed that manure
is useless—the few farmers who use it find the benefit

;

elsewhere the exhaustion of the land goes on slowly
;

it is usual in such a case to let the land lie fallow for a
year or two, and break up fresh land for Wheat growing,
To show the fluctuation of its price I may state that in

850 it was 2s. lOd. per bushel of 60 lbs., and now it is

i.0s.— (Hie price a week ago, now lower). All grain,

&c, here is sold by weight: 60 lbs. are a bushel of
Wheat ; 50 lbs. a bushel of Barley or grain, (the Chick
Pea used instead of Beans but not grown here) ; 40 lbs.

a bushel of Oats ; 20 lbs. of poll.ird or bran.
The Cape Barley is much grown, and yields an

abundant crop ; so also does English Barley ; the grain
is harder perhaps than in England, and is not preferred
by the maltsters, so that English made malt is a common
consignment to this colony ; so also are English Oats

;

Rye does not flourish, and, strange to say, that although
Beans and Peas would succeed admirably, yet they are
never grown. It is to he observed, however, as Wheat
and Barley will grow upon almost all the land, another
crop is the less necessary.

The climate occasions marked differences between the
farm here and in England ; here you will scarcely see
anywhere a barn or a cowhouse, or sheds for winter
feeding—very few stables even ; what is the natural
consequence ? No warm yards covered with straw are
to be seen, no litter for horses, no refuse except husks
from the rick-yard, the ears being cut off by the machine
close to the ears, so that there are no corn ricks at all,

except in certain places or with small farmers, who are
obliged to reap the corn in the usual way, and here only,
of course, do you see shocks or sheaves of corn. There
being no winter feeding of stock or sheep, there are no
fields of Turnips, or Mangel Wurzel, or Cabbages. The
land not being locked up by frost or snow is green and
luxuriant all the winter. Neither the white nor red
Clover, nor Tares or other green crops are grown.
Summer is the season when the cattle suffer most, for as
the Grasses are mostly annual, and die off about October,
their dried remains, and a few insignificant weeds, are
all that sustain them till the following April, when the
rains set in. If any green crop is sown it is Lucerne,
which succeeds admirably. There are no native Grasses
large enough for hay, so that Oats are sown and cut green
for this purpose. The Oat yields about 1 £ tons per acre of
hay which sells for (this year) 10Z. per ton. It must be
evident there is no straw or stable manure, and if there
were, so great is the drought thatan ordinary dung-heap
would crumble into dost before the summer was out,
most if not all ammoniacat properties would evaporate,
and it would be of little value ; also "on bad roads the
conveyance of manure would he expensive. Guano has
been lately introduced, but in a very limited degree.

The sections of land, 80 acres, are all half a mile long
and a quarter of a mile wide, and adjoin a public road

;

for the most part they are very thinly wooded— not
more than an ordinary park in England. There are
very few live fences, posts and rails or posts and wires
being chiefly in use. Of forest trees there is very little
variety

; flowers few. The land is very rarely of a
sun clay, mure often of a salt sandy structure, thirsty
and barren, which all the manure that could be putupon it would not improve ; very frequently of a fertile,

ON BREAKING UP GRASS LAND.
I have some misgivings with regard to the sweeping

way in which it has been laid down that we may break

up ancient pastures, and that the artificial pastures are

as productive as the ancient Grasses. I think

the general impression of farmers is very much
opposed to it, and any results drawn chiefly from
Lancashire and the districts named by Mr. White,

ought to be viewed with caution before they are

adopted as applicable to the length and . breadth

of Cheshire. That ancient turf land of the descrip-

tion given by Mr. White ought to be broken up is

another question ; but as far as my impression goes, an
anciant turf, if a good one, will do more work than any
new one. You know whether it will for cheese

;

but I am speaking with reference to the fattening

of cattle and feeding them. The question of breaking

up ancient turf is now one of very great and national

importance. It is very evident that we must go to

some source beyond the arable land now in cultivation,

to secure the supply of food to the people upon a sure

foundation. Our attention has been called to this in a

neighbouring county by a young nobleman of great

promise, with whom I agree in some matters ; I wish I

could subscribe to all he says. There are 17 millions

of acres of pasture land iu this country, as compared
with arable. We all know that pasture land, when
broken up, will yield much greater crops of corn than

the arable land. I should say, if a third of this land

were broken up, it would yield more than all the arable

land together. But the question comes, what descrip-

tion of turfs should we break up ? I would venture as

a farmer to say it is madness to plough turf land of

very high qualify ; it is equal madness to plough turfs

of very low quality, or clays of very low quality, that

have good coats on their backs. Such had better

remain iu turfs. The class of land we may draw
upon is the great breadth of wiry herbage turf

land ; that is, the land that ought to be brought
into cultivation, and would supply an almost inex-

haustible quantity of food. It is a comfort to hear

Lord Sandys say we could produce three times as much
as we do. What would be the consequence to every

branch of industry in the country if even it were
doubled ? Whatever is added to the income of the

country by this mean6 must be spent in promoting
every other kind of productive labour. I think the

recommendation to break up ancient turf has been

put too broadly ; but I say, anything that is capable of

conversion to green crops with advantage, may be safely

and profitably broken up. It would yield more than it

doeB, and you would have all the corn crops in addition.

About cheese-making I feel less confidence. The general

impression is that from cows grazing upon ancient turf

the cheese is of better quality. I certainly do not

concur in the assertion that the richer the land, the

richer the quality ; I think the practical evidence is

directly contrary to it. I think that the marl and clayey

marls, taking England through, make richer cheese

thau lands of high quality that have been greatly

forced. If I am wrong, I should be glad to be

set right. I am not laying this down dogmatically

but rather as a channel for your own inquiry, for it is a

question of too much importance not to be fully and
fairly dealt with. We have heard of grazing cows on

red Clover the first year ; I doubt the wisdom of graz-

ing red Clover with anything the first year. I think if

I were to poll the gentlemen present, they would say as

a person once said to me, " Can you get better Wheat
after mowing Clover or grazing it ? " I said, after mow-
ing. I like theory and practice to go together. You
think that the manure droppings would make it better,

but it is not so. Nesbit says, in grazing it, you stop the

growth of the plant ; but in order to test it, he raised

the root (after mowing a portion of the field and graz-

ing the rest of it), cleaned and weighed it. If I remem-
bered the result I should be afraid to state it, but it was
something like ten-fold more from the mowing than
from the grazing. Some attribute good cheese to arti-

ficial manures ; but I say you want a series of experi-

ments fairly conducted and honestly stated, and you
ought to satisfy yourselves what kind of manures im-
prove the quality of milk, and what deteriorate it. I

guess Mr. White hit the point when he said that the

cheese is more difficult to make after the application of

manures ; it does not, however, follow that the cheese is

not better when it is more difficult to make. " I recollect

the case of a friend of mine in Staffordshire, who disturbed

the quality of his cheese forseveral years after layinglime.

I am now suggesting points for your consideration rather

than giving advice. I do beg that you will pause before

you rashly break up ancient turf of fine quality, and
before you break up marly clays of moderate quality, if

there is a tolerably good coat upon them. All the large

! class between these two may be converted into tillage

land with advantage, and the public interest requires

' that it shall he so. What is the effect of your best

Cheshire marl upon your pastures I I remember in my
early life in your county, I thought that a good coat of

marl doubled the fee simple. I saw good Grasses spring

up like magic. But before you do so, you should make
a careful analysis, for all is not good marl that is called

by that name. Your marl has a great proportion of
lime, which is a great criterion of value when it is free

from minerals. You want a careful analysis of all the marls
you have ; and you should go back to the ancient system
of using the best of them to improve the quality of your
herbage;. The old system of marling through England
has been left off rashly, and we ought to revert to it.

It is a grievous calamity, gentlemen, that any land
situated between the Mersey and the Dee should be
growing Scotch Fir. (Mr. Tumor refers to Delamere
forest). The Cheshire gentlemen could not do a wiser
thing than petition the crown, and negociate for its

re toration to cultivation. Mr. Tumor at the Chester

discussion.

YIELD OF THE PAST HARVEST.
Worcester.— I beg to say that I consider the crop

of Wheat in this part of the vale of Evesham extremely
good. Since harvest I have threshed two fields of 34
acres— one of red Talavera, the other of a Russian
Wheat—and the yield has been 13 bags or 39 bushels

per acre. I have made numerous inquiries, and I find

the average on the farms around me to be from 33 to

36 bushels per acre. This is certainly not the average
of 1854, but for many years past. It may be objected

that many farmers have grown less—that one or two ir*

a parish may have grown this crop ; but that others

are far below it. I grant it ; but spread the crops over
the general acreage, and it will amount to what I have
stated. In all the fields there are many bushels of

refuse corn only fit for pigs or fowls ; but whatever
may be the yield or quality, the bread is certainly very

good and very superior to that of last year. BesideB

there is a general impression that the yield is better

than was expected. The Barley is an excellent crop,,

and the Beans and Peas, like the Wheat, turn out better

than was expected ; so that upon the whole I have
nothing unfavourable to report, but on the contrary

everything to cheer and please. Henry Hudson, the

Elms, Pershore.

Norfolk.—In answer to yours received yesterday I

beg to say that the Wheat crop in this district, and I

may say county, is very deficient—full one-third. The
Barley is a fair average crop, though not fine in quality.

The Oats are barely an average in quantity, and quality

inferior. Beaus a fair crop. Peas, none of any con-

sequence grown iu this neighbourhood. The Wheat
is quite as deficient in quality as it is quantity, a great

deal of it not weighing more than 56 lbs. to 57 lbs. per

bushel. Thos. Brown.
Suffolk.—In reply to your favour I beg to inform

you that I consider the Wheat crop a full average,

Barley above that estimation, Beans better than usual,

Peas not so good, Oats very few grown in this district,

Turnips and Swedes are fair crops, Mangel splendid.

I have no better guide for my opinions than the com-
mon report of the neighbourhood, compared with my
own experience as a farmer and maltster. 1 have
threshed no Wheat but from my own seed, at

Michaelmas, which yielded well ; Barley 1 have
threshed more, but cannot distinctly state produce

per acre, as the stacking goes on without reference to

separate fields ; I was well satisfied with my first turn-

out of Barley, both in qu mtity and quality, but I

threshed a stack last week large enough for 40 quarters

which gave but 20, it was down in the Grass.; the

Barleys malt kindly, but require selection in the

samples offered. Wheat seed has been well done and
in good time, although it appeared likely not to be

finished in the usual time. 6". Edwards, Framlingham,
December 10.

Cambriogeshire : Chatteris.—In endeavouring to

give a brief report of the produce of the last harvest, I

will confine my observations to my own parish, which

consists of about 14,000 acres of land, chiefly arable,

and is situated in the midst of surrounding parishes,

where the soil is similar ; and consequeutly the remarks

that will apply to this will also be applicable to several

neighbouring parishes. In this parish we have two

separate and distinct descriptions of soil, which we
designate respectively high and fen land. The former

is a strong and stiff soil, whilst the latter is very light

;

but the proportion of high land to fen is very small.

I have now tested my own yield of Wheat on both

these varieties of soil, and have also taken the oppor-

tunity of making inquiries of several other parties, to

ascertain their probable produce. The result of my
own experience, and of the inquiries I have made is,

that upon the high lands the crop is about an average,

or nearly so, but upon the fen lands the yield is de-

plorable. But to give figures, I place the average yield

of this parish at 4.V quarters per acre. Now, taking

every acre, whether high or fen land, as sown with

Wheat last year, I conceive the acreable produce cannot

exceed 2 quarters. But in the spring many fields on

the fen laud were ploughed up and sown either with

green crops or spring corn ; we should therefore place

the yield of that which was reaped at harvest at

24 quarters per acre. We find the quality, moreover,
greatly inferior either to last or to an average year.

The deficiency in weight cannot he less than 2 stones

per quarter. As to any increased acreage, that is

scarcely possible. As the system most generally

adopted is to grow Wheat every alternate year, even
where this is not pursued we find no additional laud in

Wheat. Barley is but little grown, and does not

warrant a report. Oats and Beans are probably about an.
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average crop. Alfred 8. Jiiuttm, Wemy Boud </,.,,,,,,

Dec. II).
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QioucMTBR,—Wheat about I '.;.'. per cent, or one
eighth below /,v,r„ r .., ariaing from Mm best deep hindi
hoiiif; much ini'l early In the season, and the prod
consequently light) and tho light land Imvlnjm consequence of tho intense frost ol last winter was
too thin In patches; also the oars not well filled from ill.

wet weather when in blossom, The quality la, howevsi
much better than expected, Oilier Itlndt ol i buul
average. ./. /'. Pcaeey, Wmchcimb, 01 imMn

HimiPonDsuiitiii, The Wheal on the light Inndi in
tins district diBappointod at •voet the hopi ntor
"'"'•' hy ,u " growers throughout tho spring thon
leas than un average yield |] , heavy I

i thewon has proved abundant and good, 01 Uarloy n„.
yield is of an average q lity, bul ratlior lor anaverage quality, or Oata I think the orop li

wry. I believe in 11,1m rospoot, as uaually Imppon I*ol,,
;
v", 'otobc thankful forth. u to

U/tarlee l< Humbert, Watford
Kdnt.—I grow aoai tyanyothor grain hut Wheal

as you are aware, and cannot give you very i
i

information of my yield, exoopl da the raking.
which may be .1 tolerably uoourate criterion for the
sheaf con,, „„ We term it. The raklnga prodi 1 11
quarters 'J buehele, being 6 gallons per aero, which
should have been I fi quarters, viz., I bushel pernors
1 have po doubt my produce will be f. mo quorter
to one-fifth diort ol mi usual average growth. ,1/ s,i,„l.
ford, Dover.
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Hants.—Tho Wheat is a fair average crop in tho
inclosed district*, but much of that grown on vory dry
sol sand exposed situations turns out very badly and
lull 6 bushels per acre under the average produce
Uarley is everywhere a bulky orop, nod overanavcro n
produce, butthe quality very inferior; and n less porl
0. tho crop ht for mailing purposes I never rocolli 1

Oats are a good crop, althougli rather light in Bompl'e,
yet the produce considerably excoeds an average crop,
Beans and Peas under an average produce, bul the
sample good. Joseph Dhmdell, Bursledon, Southampton
Cistoir,-The yield of our Wheat crops in tho bi

Wheat growing districts of lliis county of Hi
harvest is fully one-third uud

past
fully one-tmra uuaer an average croi

Uarley about one-fourth and Oatsover one-third, and on
some of tin- best Oat-growing districts the yii Id is from
one-third to one-halfunder an average crop. This applies
to the neighbouring counties, generally speaking, through
winch my engagements take me. In malting these
statements I speak also the sentiments of the most
intelligent rent-paying fanners 1 so frequently meet.
We want correct agricultural statistics oilier than those
supplied the Government by our police, whoso reports,
no matter how honestly intended, are looked upon by
every sound-thinking impartial-minded man capable ol
judging of such matters as little short of " a mockery,
a delusion, and a suiire." Edward Carroll, Cloncr/al.

Co. Kilkenny.— Having two threshing machines
for hire 1 have had rather a good opportunity of
knowing the general yield of corn this year, and my
Opinion is that Wheat is nearly one-fourth below
average. Barley, average in quantity, but very bad in
quality. Oats fully an average. Dawson Athclwanl,
New Ross.

Home Correspondence.
Agricultural Economy.—One advantage (and one lias

need of finding advantages) of a state of war, of a defi-

ciency of provision, is the necessary economy it forces
us to use, and the impulse it gives to us to exercise our
ingenuity in extending the means left to our use. When
we are in a state of abundance and superfluity we be-
come wasteful ami neglectful even of tiie proper use of
what we use. Our abundance not only does us no good,
and even leads to a careless treatment of what we have,
but it leaves us unprepared to meet any future difficulty

in supply. This may only apply to a very great abund-
ance, but such abundance we have had, of it we have
wasted, and from it we suffer. Couceiving that
bread-stuffs would always remain at an equable
rate, we have indulged all our ancient predilections

for. an unmixed and unchangeable article, and now
when such scarcity arrives we seem at our wits' ends
to provide a remedy. For all of us to practise the
closest economy, iu our individual case, to ease oui-
Belve6 of the great expense caused by present prices, is

not only the duty but also the advantage of all educated
and competent people; but combined with this economy
and exercise of contriving powers, we must still look
further, and eudeavour to scan the future to determine
the prospects of coming harvests, and the probable
supplies of the necessities of existence. Can we really

believe that future harvests will in our own country he
much more productive than the present one has proved .-

Can we also believe that foreign supplies will come iu

SO abundantly hereafter as to keep down our hone
prices ! Or can we hope that superior cultivation will

provide us at home with a sufficiency to balance the

doubtful toreign supplies! Of the first point, I think

we can hardly look forward to a greater yield on an
average than we have lately received ; also, that w h

the compel tion which seems likely to occur between
ourselves and other countries, that the W heat fields ol

America and the East will not be so exclusively our
own as they have been. On the whole, then the

greatest prospect of future supply seems to be derived

from superior cultivation at home, yielding larger

returns. Any one looking over the average vield of
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substitute lor the plough or the spade, and that it be re-

ferred to the Implement Committee to consider the

details of the conditions to he made for the prize."

Special Council, Dec. 13.—Lord Portuian, President,

iu the chair.

Live Stock Prizes.—On the motion of Mr. Miles,

M.P., seconded by Lord Fevers!)am, prizes were unani-

mously voted for foreign stock of any pure native breeds

of cattle and sheep, open to all foreigners, under con-

ditions to be recommended to the Council at their

February meeting by a special committee, consisting of

Mr. Miles, M.P., Mr. Evelyn Denison, M.P., Lord
Feversham, Mr. Jonas Webb, Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mr.
Jours, Mr. Milward, and Professor Simonds, A sum
not exceeding 120/. was voted for Poultry Prizes to be

Arranged by the Council in February. On the sugges-

tion of Mr. Townley Parker, a class of Prizes was voted

for Dray Horses. The general conditions and regula-

tions of the prize sheet in reference to the usual prizes

offered by the Society were agreed to.

Special Meeting, Dec. 14. — Colonel Challoner,

Trustee, in the Chair. The report of the General
Meeting waB agreed to.

General Meeting of the Society.—The following

report was read :

—

report.

The Society, during: the past half-year, has lost 40 of its

wenabers by death, and gained, during the same period, 116 new
members by election. Its list now contains

—

9) Life-Governors,
140 Animal Governors,
S15 Life-Merembs,

3895 Annual Members, and
IS Honorary Members.

The Council have elected Lord Berners to fill the vacancy in
rhc number of Trustees occasioned by the lamented decease of
Mr. Pusey; and the Earl of Essex to supply the vacancy in the
General Members of Council, created by the transfer of Lord
Berners's name to the class of Trustees.
The Society at large will have deeply participated with the

Council in i heir sense of the great loss they have sustained in the
r moval of Mr. Pusey from the sphere of his invaluable co-opera-
tion, and from the direction of that Journal which has so Jong
formed the strongest bond of union among its members. The
Council have already expressed, through their President, Lord
P rtman, their condolence with the family of Mr. Pusey on their
irreparab'e loss, and their grateful estimation of his devoted
services to the Society.
The Carlisle Meeting has been one of the most successful of the

efforts of the Society to promote and extend to remote districts

the practical value arising from the trial of Implements and the
exhibition of Live Stock. The lateness of the season preventing
efficient trials of the Heaping Machines at Carlisle, they were
postponed until the end of August, when they took place at
Abbot's Leigh, in Somersetshire, on a farm of Mr. Miles, M.P.,
the President of the Society, who placed for that purpose the
whole of his crops, horses, and men at the service of the Society

;

and most hospitably received at Leigh Court the official company
who at'ended the trials on the part ot the Society.
The Council have already agreed to the Live-Stock Prize Sheet

for the Country Meeting to be held next year at Chelmsford,
including, along with the usual prizes, additional classes for
Foreign Cattle and Sheep, and a distinct division for Dray
Horses; the arrangement of the Prizes for Farm Poultry and
for Agricultural lmplemeuts and Machinery being postponed
until February,

Mr. Miles, M.P., having in June last, as the President of the
Society at that time, headed a Deputation of the Society to the
French Agricultural Meeting at Paris, agreeably with an ex-
press invitation of the Imperial Government, has reported to

the Council the successful results of that mission in every point
of view.
The E«rl of Clarendon has continued to transmit to the Society

the successive returns furnished by the consuls residing in

various tropical districts where guano, nitrates, and other
manuring deposils are thought likely to be discovered. The
Council have again expressed to Lord Clarendon their deep
sense of his lordship's kindness in thus continuing to promote
the objects of the Society ; and they have requested Prof. Way
to prepare for publication in the Journal a digested arrangement
of the returns already received by the Society Irom the Foreign
Office in reference to that subject.

A claim having at length been made in form for the Society's
1000Z. Prize tor a substitute for Guano, the Special Committee on
that subject have taken into their careful consideration ; and, on
their report, the Council have resolved that the substitute pro-
posed is not entitled to the Prize

Since the last General Meeting, Prof. Simonds has delivered a
lecture on the Physiology of Milk-Secretion, and Prof. Way. a
lecture on the Value of Fish as Manure. Prof. Way is also

actively engaged, as the Consulting Chemist of the Society,
in prosecuting important researches under the direction of the
chemical committee.
The Council have every reason, in conclusion, to congratulate

the members on the position of usefulness which the Society
continues to maintain, and on the success with which its opera-
tions for promoting improvement in every branch of husbandry
continue to be attended. They feel the responsibility which so
great a power as the Society now possesses places in their hands
and eutertain an anxious desire accordingly to reader its opera-
tions sound and practical, at the same time that they are pro-
gressive. They confidently expect that the union of practice
with science will result in the discovery of principles, and their
just application, without which agriculture can never attain to

the rank of a rational pursuit, but will remain a mere art, limited
by routine, and capable only of slow and doubtful extension.
By order of the Council, James Hudson, Secretary.

This report having been adopted, Mr. Raymond
Barker submitted the Balance-sheet of the auditors

(who were re-elected to that office). Thanks were given
to them, and to Professor Simonds and Way for their

lectures. Colonel Challoner, iu acknowledging the vote
of thanks to him, as chairman, stated that the Society

had never been in a more prosperous state than it was
ut that time.

Gloucestershire, Dec. 8.—The first meeting of this

Society since the amalgamation of the Gloucester and
Cirencester Societies, has been held at Cirencester during
the past week; with a very large amouut of success. 'Die
premiums offered were exceedingly liberal, and the
competition was consequently spirited. At the dinner
the toast of " the Successful Candidates " was responded
to by Mr. Bowly, who said,—They had to catch all the
improvements as the} came up, and to try them, and
see how far they were remunerative on their own farms.
Dr. Johnson had very justly said that the only way to
wealth was by persevering industry, and ever plodding

on. There was nothing but plodding in farming ; it was
purely a plodding pursuit. They must look to great

things only by the adoption of those improvement
which might be small in the first instance. There was
never a greater boon to the farmer than the decompo-
sition of bones by sulphuric acid, thereby rendering a

much less quantity of bones necessary for the Turnip
crop. We owe that improvement to science. If it hud

not been for science, they would have continued using

dry bones for all eternity. With regard to feeding cattle,

the scientific man told them their cattle could be kept

on a mucli less quantity of Turnips by mixing with them
a larger quantity of chaff. Mr. Bowly then referred to

experiments tried by Mr. Holland and Air. Mechi, and

said he himself now kept one-third more cattle upon the

same quantity of Turnips than he did a few years ago.

An enormous quantity of food for cattle had been made
by the application of liquid manure upon Italian Rye-
grass.

Mr. Mucin said he could not help remembering that what his

friend Mr. Bowly had advanced he had read in his hooks and prac-

tised ten years agu, and ever since. . He was satisfied in his own
mind the great question of the day would become the possibility of

feeding the British public without the help of the foreigner.

There was no difficulty in doing that if the British farmer was
determined to do it. He did not know whether they were aware
of it, but that question was practically answered by the farming
of many gentlemen present. He had his eye on many gentlemen
in that room who farmed in such a manner, which if it were gene-

rally pursued would produce sufficient for our consumption with-

out the necessity of foreign importations. He would not refer to

himself, or he might he asked how his balance sheet stood

(laughter). But there were men then present who were spending
more money than he was in agricultural improvement, and yet
were making a profit of it. If, however, they did ask him how
his balance sheet stood, he would tell them that last year he made
a profit of between 600?. and 700J., as between landlord apd tenan t,

and this year he should exceed that amount by about 100/. He
mentioned this not from any personal vanity, but because he
thought it was right that everybody should understand that if

they desired a good balance upon their expenditure they must
adopt the most improved modes of procedure, and use a large

amount of artificial manure, by which increased crops were
obtained, aud he having made that expenditure, was now reaping
the benefit of it in the present high prices. But how stood British

agriculture? They had millions of acres in this country of poor

Grass land ; and let them recollect that the average value of the

produce of England was only from 3?. 10s. to 41, per acre, the

average rent being 1?. per acre. Taking the average amount of

prices, he did say there were men then present, who would increase

that produce 300per cent. He was quite sure the capital expended in

purchased food and purchased manure would be returned. Whether
they grew a large or a small crop, they could not avoid the ex-

penses of horse labour, wages, rent and taxes; but those were
infinitely heavier on a farm which was poorly farmed, than on one
on which a large capital wa? invested in purchased food and pur-

chased manures. He did think they had still much to do. The
train he was in the previous day happened to come to a stand at

Faringdon Koad for a few minutes, and he saw what struck him
as extremely ludicrous. There were four horses attached to a

plough; and first one pulled, and then another, aud very little

progress was made, although there was a man to drive and
another to hold the plough; and he was convinced they did not

plough as much land in a given time as he could in Essex with
only two horses. He had seen four horses to a plough not only
at Faringdon Koad, but in other parts of this county, and until he
saw that practice altered, he should not consider the farmers of

England that calculating class of men which some had given
them the credit of being, and ready to adopt improvements.
Mr. W. G. Bennett thought if Mr. Mechi could show them

that they could plough their land in that neighbourhood as well

with two as four horses, he would he a great acquisition to the

neighbourhood (hear, hear). He had some light and some heavy
land, and if Mr. Mechi would show him that lie could plough both

with two horses only, he would adopt his suggestion. He was
not bigotted. The agriculturists were not all clod-hoppers, nor

were they all fools, he for one wasopeu to conviction,—Mr. Mechi
asked Mr. Bennett if he ever tried a pair of horses.— Mr. Bennett
said he had many times.

The Hon W. L. Bathurst observed, in reading over

the list of prizes, there were many prizes given, but

there were none offered for any person employed in

agriculture. That he considered a great omission.

The agricultural interest had been censured by some
persons, as well as the public press, on the ground that

large prizes were given for fat stock, and small prizes

for spare labourers. He proposed offering the first

prize of 31, formerly given by Sir Michael Beach, for

the shepherd who, from a flock of more than 150 ewes,

reared the greatest number of healthy lambs, in propor-

tion to the number of ewes put to the ram. The
second prize of 21. would no doubt be given by some
other gentleman. He was sure that one of the chief

objects of all agricultural societies was to provide for

the well being and advancement of the agricultural

labourer.—Mr. D. Bowly, in continuation of. the remarks

made by Mr. Bathurst, observed that he for some years

offered a prize for the man who brought up the largest

family without receiving parochial relief. He had
found the result to he unsatisfactory, and had discontin-

ued the prize. He should be happy to give the second

prize for the shepherd as proposed by Mr. Bathurst, for to

that prize there could be no objection. His experience

as Chairman of a Poor Law Union for some years had

shown him that instead of giving such prizes as he had
formerly offered to agricultural labourers, it was better to

provide them with comfortable homes. Unless that was
done the labours of the clergyman would be in vain.—Mr.
Holland said, those who, like himself, had been conuected

with farmers iu different parts of the country, and
while seeing what was being done away from home, yet

possessed a knowledge of what was doing at home, had

an opportunity of contrasting the different methods
employed by old stagers who followed their fathers,

and the new comers. A great mistake which was often

made was that men coming from heavy soils to light

ones would work the land in the same way as they had

their previous farms, and the same with persons leaving

light soils for heavy soils. At an early period in his

agricultural life lie had adopted a principle, and that

was never to throw away a practice which although it

could not be explained scientifically had yet been

carried out successfully. He tried to learn why a

farmer with less knowledge was farming successfully,

ami the better educated man was continually making
mistakes. Scientific knowledge had so increased and
spread that they now ascertained what they were about

on scientific principles, and it would occur that some-
times the practice of the farmer hail been placed upon
scientific principles without his knowing it. They
should not throw way anything unless they could point

out something better. He felt grateful to Mr. Mechi
and others for working in advance of them, and if

Mr. Mechi ever found himself iu error, he never made
a point of sticking to it. He considered they had
received as much advantage from Mr. Mechi's mistakes

as from his successes. He felt more than ever at the

present time the necessity of scientific knowledge being

Bpread among them. The union of science and
agriculture should be closer. There was a wide field for

competition, especially since the change in the laws had
made competition universal ; and if they would hold up
their heads as the leaders of agriculture, they must
take advantage of the discoveries of science. What
was called science was simply a knowledge of the laws

of nature, and those laws they should become acquainted

with. That the farmer must do if he would continue to

hold up his head in this country. They ail practised at

that moment a larger amount of science than they ever
did before. Not in the feeding of stock alone, but that

stock which had been exhibited that day could not have
been brought to such perfection if it had not been for

the scientific application of manure to the root crops.

If they were not acquainted with the ingredients of that

manure, they would be liable to lose their crops, their

labour, and expenses. Some years back he was ahead
of them, and they thought he was working in the dark,

yet circumstances had pressed upon them the conviction

that he was right, and that now they were with him.
— Mr. Curtis Hayward proposed the*' Royal Agricultural

College, and Mr. Haygarth, the Principal."—The
Rev. J. S. Haygarth returned thanks. Whatever
success they had been able to achieve was attribu-

table to the cordiality and unanimity which had
always existed among them at College. Of the four

chief Professors at the College, three of them were
there when he entered upon the duties of Principal.

Another had joined them since, and Mr. Austin. Mr.
Austin had acted as a most excellent practical mau.
The sheep which had been shown to-day were brought

up under his owu personal superintendence. He had no
shepherd for his master, as farmers often had, and he

had taken as much care of those sheep as if they had
been his own children. Mr. Haygarth theu expressed

the pleasure he had in bearing testimony to the good

conduct of the students, whose conduct on all occasions

had been what it should have been.

Wirral : Agricultural Statistics. — At the last

monthly meeting the following resolutions were agreed

to on this subject. This meeting having had brought

before it, aud having considered, the following docu-

ments, viz.:— 1. The Reports of Sir John Walsham and
Mr. Hawley on the Agricultural Statistics of Norfolk

and Hampshire, 1854 ; 2, The Reports of Poor-law

Inspectors on Agricultural Statistics (England), 1854 ;

and 3. The Report from the Select Committee of the

House of Lords appointed to iuquire into the best mode
of obtaining accurate Agricultural Statistics from all

parts of the United Kingdom, and to report thereon to

the House, together with the Minutes of Evidence and
the Appendix, 1855 ; have resolved

—

1. That the legitimate purpose of the proposed system of agri-

cultural statistics is to inform producers of, and dealers in, agri-

cultural produce, as frequently and as rapidly as may be, of

variations in the quantity produced, from time to time, in the
United Kingdom. 2. That this information, to be trustworthy,

must be complete; aud that to be complete, it must be gathered
at one time into one place, and issued thence iu such a manner
as to be readily accessible to, and easily understood by, all who
may think proper to avail themselves of it. 3. That the only
valid objections which have been or are offered by the producers

to all or any of the schemes for collecting agricultural sta-

tistics, resolve themselves into an unwillingness on the part

of individuals needlessly to expose their affairs to other

persons. 4. That this unwillingness, when duly inquired into,

will, in most cases, be found to be justified by an unsatisfactory

state of the relation of landlord and tenant; and occasionally,

though less frequently, by other circumstances. 5. That whether
this unwillingness to furnish the required information be or be

not justifiable, there can be no doubt that it exists to an extent

like!*, if it be not duly cared for, to vitiate, more or less, the

results of the inquiry. 6. That no compulsory enactment will be
sufficient to overcome the effect of this unwillingness, so long as

it takes the form referred to in the third resolution 7. That it

is not essential to a complete collection, classification, and publi-

cation of the required statistics, that any such disclosure of the

affairs of individuals as is objected to, should take place; and
hence that those who candidly entertain such ohjeclion are

justified in resisting the operation of any scheme which shall not

at least render such disclosure improbable. S That whatever
the method employed, the information demanded cannot be put

into a shape adapted for its sole legitimate use—the use of the

public at large—until it has all been collected into a single office

in London. 9. That the less it is meddled with, in point of

form, irom the time it leaves the hands of the producer till it

passes into such an office, the more likely is the result to be correct.

10. That it is not the end, but the method of attaining it

that is objected to; and that this method will continue to be
objectionable to the producer so loug as he shall be required, iu

rendering the information called for to submit it, against his will,

to the scrutiny of any person whatever in his own locality. 11.

That the interference of local officers should therefore, and espe-
cially in the present state of things, be limited to the distribution

of the necessary forms, the instruction of tlio^e who may need in-

struction in filling them up, and any assistance the authorities in
Lmidon may need, after the returns have been sent in to the head
office, in ascertaining (1) that each person required to make a
return has made oue ;

and (2) whether, where suspicion of error

or fraud exists, the suspicion is well or ill-founded. 12. That it

is not denied or even doubted, that a local inspection of details

would tend to check fraud or error as sources of inaccuracy.

Aud were the position of the tenant-farmer in general in a more
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Cmestkr.— At tha past annual mooting of this I .

a Bucoesflion of subjeotfl were dtsouiMd before n wry
lur^n mill Influential meeting of agriculturists, the
matters having been arranged by a oommttti ••. bo hh to

niako tli« Annual gathering more useful than n re

cattlo show t'jJiiM make it, The toploo on which papi i

wore frond were 1, Farm Agreemonta ; '.

,

, Land
Drainage

; 3, Laying d twn Land to Pasture fori In e

making -the infcroduoors <>t these Bubjeata bell

epectivdy Mr. Humberton, Mr. I'aliu, and Mr. White,
and each being followed by a number of practical
inn in oriticiam of the views that had beon exptv
We give the opening remarks of tlio clmirman on the
occasion, and Bhall publish in another BOOtlon of tlio

Paper extracts front the addresses llial wore delivered,

it certainly is very desirable that our provincial and
other agricultural societies should adopt tin* plan that

hau been followed :it Cliester, and turn the meetin
their members to moro practical account than has
hitherto been done :

—

Avery Iurge company having assembled in the Town
Hall, the use of which had been grauted by the mayor,
Mr. Harry Mainwafring, having taken (he ehair,Baid :

—

I am right glad to see :it last that agricultural Bncieties

arc going to do something practical, for heretofore Uiey
have been little worth. The pigs, cows, and horses have
been exhibited at 12 o'clock, wo have dawdled
away five or six hours, the dinner has come at

six, and it 1ms been midnight before any practical man
could get up, Last year, and the year before, we
had many speeches, but not one practical matter dis-

cussed. I augur from this meeting sometiling more prac-

tical and useful. You will see from the paper that four

practical subjects are going to be introduced to-day for

the consideration of the meeting. Many of us now in

the room have been at a lunch provided for us by Mr.

Chivas and Mr. Churtou, and we have learnt from them
that this day will be the commencement of a new era

;

that Cheshire is setting an example to all England ;

that a day will be set apart before the show for people

to learn the opinions of others and give their own. I

do think a time is coming when landlord and tenant, the

cultivator of the soil and the labourer, will meet together

to hear some practical matters discussed. It was well

said at an agricultural society's meeting I had tlio

pleasure to be at a fortnight ago, that, progress does no)

necessitate improvement. Now in our great rush to

progress, we have overlooked improvement. In our

eagerness to make quantity of cheese, for instance, we
have overlooked quality. I do think from the discus-

sions that are to take place to-day we may cause pro-

gress and improvement to go together, quantity and

quality to kiss each other. I will not detain you any

longer, but will just read you these few observations al

the end of the paper. You are aware that the first

subject will be brought on by Mr. Humberston. Other

gentlemen have signified their intention to speak besides

those who will read the papers.

~" After the gentlemen whose names areattached to each
have concluded their remarks, the time allotted to the n j

speakers will be fixed by the chairman, to whom all obserntions
must be addressed, and whose decision will bo conclusive; that

time mar not be unnecessarily occupied on one subject, to the pre-

judice of another. The discussion on any one subject must not

occupy more than an hour and * half. The committee rvly on

. the members of the society, and the audience generally, aiding

Lhe chairman tocarry out the above regulations."

Now, gentlemen, with these few words I shall intro-

duce to your notice the first subject of the day, which

is of the utmost importance to landlord and tenant in

this and every county. Another rule has been just put

into my hand, winch I will read to you—"That
no one is to interrupt the speaker." If any one

wishes to speak, and will siguify his wish to me,

I will endeavour to accommodate him. With
those few observations, I shall call before the

assembly a gentleman who is universally known in

Chester, and, I believe, universally respected. Mr.
Humberston will read a paper and offer some observe

tions upon " The mutual advantage of agreements for

•the occupation of laud batween landlord and tenant, as

calculated to give a stimulus to agricultural improve-

ment ; accompanied with n form applicable to the.

present period."
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DRAINING BY STEAM POWER.

JOHN FOWLER is prepared to undertake Contracts

forDRAINING LAND by his PATENT STEAM PLOUGH,
at prices varving.according to depth and distance, from 82. to 5M0s.

per acre inclusive of tiles, maiu drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured

on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Gate, Bristol.

li7ARN£kS IMPROVED LIQUID MANURE,
VV OR GENERAL PORTABLE PUMP.

The valve is a ball of imperishable

material, and cannot clog in action.

The barrel is of galvanised iron, not

likely to corrode, and can be raised or

lowered at pleasure. The legs will fold

together, and the whole may be carried

on shoulder to any pond or tank required.

Price of 4£ in. Pump, with legs, ZLZs.

The barrel is 27A in. long, and the legs

are 5 ft. high.
l£inch Gutta Percha Suction Pipe,

Is. 6tf. per foot.

1£ inch Flexible Rubber and Canvas
Suction Pipe, 3s. 6d. per foot.

Maybe obtained of any Ironmonger
or Plumber in town or country, at the

above prices, or of the Patentees and
Manufacturers, John Warner & Sons,

8, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.
Every description of Machinery for

Raising Water, by means of Wheels,
Rams, Deep Well Pumps, i&c; also

"ire and Garden Engines, &c.—Engravings sent on application.

TflTARNER'S PATENT VIBRATING STAN-
V> DARD PUMPS.
PATENT CAST-IRON PUMPS, for the use of Farms, Cot-

tages, Manure Tanks, and Wells of a depth not exceeding 30 feet.

- Diameter Length
of Barrel, of Barrel, £ s. d.

24 in. short 1ft. 7 in. /"Fitted for lead, \ 1 10

2£ „ long 3 „ 3 „ gutta percha, 1 14

3 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ -I or cast iron }-2 8

3J „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ flanged pipe, 2 12

4 „ ditto 3 „ 6 „ I as required. J 3 3

24 „ short, with 15 feet of Lead Pipe
attached, and Bolts and Nuts
ready for fixing ».... 2 14

24 in. long ditto ditto ditto 2 IS

PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS X DRAINING TOOLS
MESSRS. BURGESS and KEY, as Mr. Parkes'

Wholesale Agents for England, have alwayB in stock a
arge assortment. These Forks and Tools are now in use by
upwards of 1000 of the Nobility and Farmers members of the
Royal Agricultural Society, who pronounce them to be the best
ever invented, and to facilitate labour at least 20 per cent.

Price Lists sent free on application, and Illustrated Catalogue
of the best Farm Implements, on receipt of eight postage stamps,

103, Newgate Street. London.

GALVANISED WIRE CAME NETTING,
6d. per Yard, 2 Feet Wide,

pROCUS, TULIP, and HYACINTH BASKETS,
V^ with Wire or Zinc Linings, for suspension or for table
stand ; also Bracket Baskets made and Jap.mned in a variety of
colours and designs, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works,
370, Oxford Street. Conservatories fitted up.

"' Window Blinds and Wirework of evjiry description.

IV/JETCALFE, BINGLEY, and CiVS OATMEAL
J-*-"- and CAMPHOR SOAP, in tablets (registered Nov.3,1854).
Price 6d. each. This soap will be found the purest and most
perfect winter soap ever introduced to the public. It preserves
the hands from chapping, and renders the skin soft and agree-
able.—Sold wholesale and retail by the inventors and sole manu-
facturers, Metcalfe, Binqlet, & Co., Brushmakera and Per-
fumers to H.R.H. Prince Albert, 130b and 131, Oxford Street.
Caution.—To prevent fraud, each tablet bears the registered

mark and the names and address of the inventors as above
Metcalfe's ALKALINE TOOTH POWDER, 2a. per box.—

The above may be obtained of most respectable Chemists, Per-
fumers, &c.

The short barrel Pump is very convenient

for fixing in situations of limited height and
space, for the supply of coppers and sinks in

Wash-houses with soft water from under-

ground tanks, or in Hot, Forcing, and Plant

Houses; they may be fixed, when desired,

under the stage.

May be obtained of any Ironmonger or

Plumber in Town or Country, at the above prices, or ot the

Patentees and Manufacturers, JOHN WARNER and SONS,

, Crescent, Jewin Street, London.

Every description of Machinery for Raising Water by means
of Wheels, Rams, Deep Well Pumps, &c; also Fire and Garden
Engines, &c.&c—Engravings sent on application.

BARTON'S PATENT SAFETY STABLE FITTINGS,
AND ENAMELLED MANGERS.

THIS is the OHyinal Patent for Important Improve-
ments in Stable fittings, Hay-box, Manger, and Water-trough,

as one fixture, including a method
surpassing all others for conveying
the straps and halter-weights to

the back ot the fitting to prevent

the horse being cast in the stall.

Stable Fittings of every descrip-

tion, plain, enamelled, or galvanised. Also the newly invented

Loose Box Filings, Surface Gutters with moveable cover-

plates, Stable Posts, Ramps, Sills, and all kinds of Stable Fur-

niture in stock.—James Barton, Iron Founder, &c, 370, Oxford

Street, London.

MANUFACTURER of KITE'S PATENT VENTI-
LATING and SMOKE-CURING CHIMNEY CAPS,
patronised by her Most Gracious Majesty, 200 on Buck-

ingham Palace. In use also on St. James's Palace,

Windsor Castle, Government Offices, &c. &c. Zinc,

30s. ; cast iron 35s. each ; the latter as durable as the

building itself. Drawings and Price Lists forwarded

on receipt of two postage stamps.

Address Barton's Iron Works, 370, Oxford Street, London.

BARNARD and BTSHOP, Market Place, Norwich,
in consequence of improvements in their machinery for

the manufacture of the above article, have been enabled to make
a great reduction in the prices. Galvan- Japauued

ised. iron.

2-inch mesh, 24 inches wide Bd. per yd. 4£d. per yd.
2-inch „ strong, do S „ 6 „
2-inch ,, intermediate, do 9J „ 7A „
2-inch „ extra srroui?, do 11 „ 9 „
Iff-inch ,, 24 inches wide .„ ... 7 „ 5* „
1^-inch ,, strong, do 9 „ 7 „
H'inch „ intermediate, do 11 „ 9 „
l§-inch ,, extra strong, do 13 „ 11 „

All the above kinds can be made of any width (under 8 feet),

at proportionate prices. If the upper half is of a coarser mesh
than the lower, it will reduce the prices one-fourth.

Strong Galvanised Poultry Netting, lOd. per yard; Galvanised
Sparrow-proof Netting for Pheasantries, 3d. per square foot.

Illustrated Catalogues and Patterns forwarded by post. Deli-
vered free of expense in London, Peterborough. Hull, or New-
castle. Manufacturers of Improved Strained Wire Cattle and
Deer Fencing, Iron Hurdles, &c.

T^HeTdUCATIONAL MICROSCOPE.
Price 107.

See leading article in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Nov. 24, 1855.
Manufactured by Smith & Beck,

To whom
The Council Medal of the Great Exhibition of 1851, and
The First Class Medal of the Paris Exposition of 1855,

Have been awarded,
" For the excellence of their Microscopes."

An illustrated Pamphlet giving a full description, price, &c, of
the Educational Microscope forwarded on receipt of 6 postage
stamps.— 6, Coleman Street, London.

HEW PATENT INVENTIONS FOE STABLE REQUISITES.
(OBTAINED THE PARIS EXHIBITION AWARD.)

DISH COVERS and HOT WATER DISHES in
every material, in great variety, and of the newest and

most recherche patterns. Tin dish covers, 6s. 6d. the set of six
block tin, 12s. 3d. to 28s. 9d. the set of six ; elegant modern
patterns, 349. to 58s. 6d. the set ; Britannia metal, with or with-
out silver plated handles, 76s. 6d. to 110s. 6d. the set; Sheffield
plated, 101. to 162. 10s. the set; block tin hot-water dishes, with
wells for gravy, 12s. to 3Cs. ; Britannia metal, 22s. to 77s. ; electro-
plated on nickel, full size, HZ. lis.

HPHE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.—
J- The real NICKEL SILVER, introduced 20 years ago by
William S. Burton, when PLATED by the patent process of
Messrs. Elkington & Co., is beyond all comparison the very best
article next to sterling silver that can be em ployed as such, either
usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be dis-
tinguished from real silver. Thread or

Fiddle Brunswick King's
Pattern; Pattern. Pattern.

Tea Spoons, per dozen 18s. ,.. 26s. ... 32s.
Dessert Forks „ 30s. ... 40s. ... 46s.
Dessert Spoons „ 30s. ... 42s. ... 48s.
Table Forks „ 40s. ... 56s. ... 6is.
Table Spoons „ 40s. ... 58s. ... 66s.
Tea and Coffee Sets, Waiters, Candlesticks, &c, at proportionate

prices. All kinds of re-plating done by the patent process.

CHEMICALLY PURE NICKEL NOT PLATED.
Fiddle. Thread. King's.

Table Spoons and Forks, full size, per doz.12s, ... 28s. ... 30s.
Dessert ditto and ditto „ 10s. ... 21s. ... 26s.
Tea ditto „ 5s. ... lis. .'." 12s.

HOT AIR, GAS, VESTA, JOYCE'S STOVES.
Stoves for the economical and safe heating of halls, shops,

warehouses, passages, basements, and the like, being at this
season demanded, WILLIAM S. BURTON invites attention to
his unrivalled assortment, adapted (one or the other) to every
conceivable requirement, at prices from 10s. each to 30 guineaB.
His variety of register and other Stoves, Fenders, and Kitchen
Ranges, is the largest in existence.

The alterations andrfiddifions to these very extensive premises
(already by far the largest in Europe), which have occupied the
whole year, are now nearly completed. They are of such a
character that the entire" of ETGHT HOUSES is now devoted
to the display of the most magnificent stock of GENERAL
HOUSE IRONMONGERY (including Cutlery, Nickel Silver,
Plated, and Japanned Wares, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and
Bedding), arranged in Sixteen Large Show Rooms, so as to afford
to parties furnishing facilities in the selection of goods that can-
not be hoped for elsewhere.
Catalogues, with engravings, sent (per post) free.

39, Oxford Street; 1, 1a, 2, and 3, Newman Street; and 4,5,
and 6, Perry's Place. Establish ed a.q. 1820.

pHRlSTMAS PRESENTS.—The~most appropriate
V^ offerings for this Season of Festivity are those which tend
to the promotion of Health and Personal Attraction; none can
be more acceptable than ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, for
imparting a transcendent lustre to the hair, and sustaining it in
decorative charm.
ROWLAND'S KALYDOR imparts a radiant bloom to the

cheek, and a delicacy and softness to the hands, arms, and neck* and
ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice,

Bestows on the teeth a pearl-like whiieues*, and renders the
breath sweet and pure. The patronage of Royalty throughout
Europe, their general use by rank and fashion, and the univer-
sallv-known efficacy of these articles give them a celebrity un-
paralleled.—Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden,
London, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

%* Beware of Spurioub Imitations I

/OR THE BENEFIT OF SUFFERING
J- HUMANITY.—A retired gentleman having cured him-
self of Deafness, Defect of Sight, and General Debility, after
suffering upwards of 25 years, thinks it his duty to make the
remedy known for the benefit of the afflicted; he will therefore
forward the particulars for the cure of the same on receipt of a
stamped envelope properly directed.—Address Rev, J. John-
btone, 1, Park Terrace, Heavitree. Exeter, Devonshire.

COTTAM AND HALLEN,
THE Original INVENTORS of the PATENT ENAMELLED MANGER RACK and WATER TROUGH

AS ONE FIXTURE, to which they have made important additions, the main features of the same being explained in the
description and engraving.

A represents the Patent Halter Guide and Collar Rein, the ball
r>f which is taken to the back of the manger, works with ease and
freedom np or down the guide bar, and is noiseless in its opera-
tion, as also a sure preventative against the most restive horse
being cast in the stall.

B The Patent Portable Seed Box can be instantly detached
from the Rack without disturbing the hay. The Baving of the
seed in a clean and useful state, either for agricultural purposes,

or mixing with the food in the manger, Is alone sufficient to claim
general notice.

C The Send Box deUched, made of Galvanised Sheet Iron,
light and durable.

O The Patent Saddle and Harness Bracket combined, can be
used with great advantage in Harness Rooms, where space is an
object, as ihe long portion of the bracket can bo turned up out of

the way when not in use.

COTTAM'S MAKGERS are constructed in the best possible manner, both as to form and
utility, are cleanly in appearance, durable, and impervious to infection; manufactured Plain,

Galvanised, or Enamelled.

Imnroved Stable Guttering, with moveable safely covers, Sanitary Traps, Stable Pumps, Double Corner Mangers,
Harness-room Appendages, and every article in Stable Furniture. Ckuff Cutlers and Oat Bruisers, kept on show at

COTTAR & HALLEN'S WORKS, 2, Winsley Street, Oxford Street, London.
WARMING AND VENTILATING.—The New Illustrated Catalogue for 1856, and Estimates gratis

on application.

DEBILITY AND NERVOUSN K.-.S.— Encourage-
ment to those in despair, and suffering from debility, sper-

matorrhoea, relaxation, nervousness, aod exhaustion of the
system. Advice and prescriptions, with a treatise on these dis-

eases, for a successful course of sell-treatment, by which a per-
manent cure of the most protracted case is effected, sent post free

upon receipt of 14 postage stamps, by E.J. Roberts (late Army),
Surgeon. 9. North Terrace. Moor hdi e. NeuTastle-on-Tyne.

CHRISTMAS.
THE practice ot drinking "to your good health," is

one alike honoured by good feeling, conviviality, and kind-
ness. True it is that, in some cases, the friend who drinks to

your good health may think no more about it; but wherever a
man's health is proposed in the " loving cup," it ought Lo induce
some reflection in the individual to whom the compliment is

paid, as to whether he has himself eudeavoured to preserve the
invaluable boon.

A "merry Christmas" is too often marred by unwise indul-

gences and epicurean sacrifices. " Keeping it up" is very plea-

sant at the time, but it "hardly pays" in the loug run. 'Head-
aches, indigestion, gout, and prostration, are in themselves
exceedingly disagreeable, but indigestion leads to a frightful

train of maladies. In short, it is difficult, to pass over Christmas
time safely and comfortably without the aid of

PARR'S LIFE PILLS.
Excellent at all times, Parr's PilN are essentially useful now.
They remove all the bad effects or high living, and the dangers
of " the bottle" will be entirely mitigated by their use.
The man who is wise as well as merry knows that, even if be

should go a little too far in his devotion to Epicurus and his love
of Bacchus, Parr's simple remedy will make all right again,
and give him the health and energy so requisite when about to

commence a new year.
PARR'S LIFE PILLS, of all medicines, is without dispute

the best calculated to produce a fine flow of animal spirits, a clear
head, and a ready perception.

Sold by E. Edwards, 67, St. Paul's Church vard; Barclay &
Sons, Farringdon Street; Sutton & Co., Bow Churchyard;
Hannay & Co., 63, and Sanger, 150, Oxford Street, London; and
by all respectable Chemists and Medicine Vendors in town and
country. In boxes, price Is. l%d., 2s 9-/., and in family packets,
11b. each. Ask. for PARR'S LIFE PILLS.
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HALF-DO Z EM HAMPERS.
I^INDLATKK, M ACKIE, & Co,, Wink ami Knurr
*- MionocAKTB (AffiMitd for Gulnnpsn's Kxtrn [tout, and Mm
& Co/a Palo Ahi), 1, Uppoi Wollinfl Stroot, ft! I in

Half-dozen lliuiiji.'n. for 20</„ Bottlon and Hiunpc lutl d,i n

talnlng— Ono Dottle i <
> >• .

i French Brnndy,
bostBootcli or IrUli WMi.ky,
old Jiimulcn Itum,
bflrtt llllll 'lll'-ill;M-

ij | . iii.

liii.Mt Old Port,

Bhorry.

(till) Hlltllll

Ono ,,

Ono „
Olin „
Ono ,,

Olio ,,

Odiivhrmi froo within Ave rIUon <»i tholr Entnljlltihmdnt,

Country orders to bo accompanfod i»y n rtmltl

SISAL CIGARS, SISAL CICARS, SIRAL CIGAR81
rjooDiucirs cigar, tobacco, and snupiVI STORES (CHtnbllHhod 1780), ro vadtoflK Oxford ti

near Boho Bquaro. A Box, contal -
1 1 II in I il l

for l#-9d.; iiohI froo for 2. utampH. Nomo arc a
sl^nod " ii. N.aooDinon."

C-RENCH MODERATOR I, AMI'S. \ vovy fnrgo
*- and superior Htooh now on inlo al DBANE, DIM ,

CO.'a (Oj)oiiliin to tho Mmimi ntj, London Bridge*
Uatabllttliod ah. ivoii.

OMRDOK'S WINTKK OVER COATS, CAPES,
<> ai-IOOTING .lACKi/rs, LA.DIEB* CAFES, &a

tlm lui'miHt HttK-kH tn I, inn; thoroughly VVutorprool
extra chargo, Light Capon, D0«, to 10
<}, mill ut' Oapoflj 20s lo lOf.

W, Bbudus, Tailor, 06, Now Bond Btreot, and l 1) I

HEAL and SUN'S EIDER DOWN <,>iUi,TS
;

alRoGOOBB DOWN QUILTS, from .
i

oftPniOEB and BiSSTcb Hoot freo by Post til it S lu i
1

CataLoguu of BodHiuadH and Prlood Lint of Boddln il

ftftb.—106. Tottonhani Cnurl Road.

MARK YOUR LINEN.
\\V) I*r,N SUPERSEDED.—The moB( cany, per
nmiimii, .itnHii'fit. method of marking Linen, Bilk, Cotton,

CoftrffO Towols, Slnoklnga, Books, or an v thing nlm., I

• with tho
PATENT ELECTRO-SILVER PLATES. By moann ol lulu

novel Invention q thousand artlaloscan bo ntarkod In ton mlnut on,

Any person can oust
l
y into thorn. Initial i lull, i Namn Plato,

2».\ Sotol Numbura, 2a,\ Crest Plato, 59. Som froo to an]
of the kingdom (on rooelpl of atam pa), by tho Invontnr

i

patontne, T. Culleton. Heraldic Bugravor to thu Quoon and
Royal Family! 2, Long Aoro , one door ft si. Martln'a Lano.

mTLTn KU'S HOLDFAST AND Mi;i
RTSSIST1 N<; SAFES [non-oonductlng and vaj

lulnp:), with all tho Improvements, under tholr Quadruple Patents
ot 1810-51-54 iniil 1855, including their Gunpowdor Pn
Lock and Door (wlthonl wMeh no Bafo in secure), the i

IlKST, rind OHKAl'KHT HAKIUIU AUUH BXTANT.

U [i.N'ua's Phrunix (212°) Safe Works. Liverpool, the most oom«
plete and extensive in the world. Show Roonu.6 tnd8, Lord
Street, Liverpool. London Depot, 17 \. Hooi itc Street, City.

Circulars free by pout.

AMUSLMENT FOR WINTER EVENINCS.
MECHPS FOLDING BAGATELLE TABLES

afford, In mi eminent degree, n moans of varied amuse*
went combined with Instruction. Each table Is eonntrueted for

playing tour highly entertaining games, Prices complete from
m. I6s. to 12/. in.?. Telescope Btands for ditto with adjusting
Kcrow logs, 21. Bs. io 31. 10.*. each;— 112, Regent Street; 4, Leadon
hall Street, London; andCfyfftal Palace.
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V| II. MECHI'S NEW SHOW ROOM, at his
I* 1 Wost End EsUbllshmont, No. 112, Regent Street, extend-

ing to v'Jiiis^lu-'tiso Strcrt, is now completed, and Is furnished with

thenowestand most approved designs of Elnctro-Plated DINNER,
TEA, anil COFFEE SERVICES, LIQUOR FRAMES, SAI,

VERS, TOAST RACKS, SPOONS, FOKKS,&o. Ah
assortment of tho best London and Sheffield-made TABLE
.KNIVES.—112, Ri'gent Street, London.

\T MR. MKCliT'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
J~ X 112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenlmll Btreot, and Crystal Palace,

aro exhibited tho finest specimens of BrltlBh manufactures In

Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, "Writing Cases Dressing Baits

and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department

for Papier Macln> Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table

Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives. Strops, Paste, &o, Ship-

ping orders executed. The same prices charged at all the

Establishments.

'I -m; COTTAGE ' \RDBNEKfi
I in V

.' AlniHn.irl.

ThlH h

worthy nf . pi ice In on, ''

tlielr \ : ii'ti.'i null Hppi

luiv.* In «
•

gnrdi no, '

iTti.Tt.i rolcrcno1 tlmt h*.
uMU*.

Ono vTv large Edition h« '" nn wld, «n

all Now PI .if. »i

nynis, is i\ ntlll '" work nf r-

profc«k|nnnl (SurtlrniT. It will t

tly W«kly Numbet ^i„ ji'.,

I'j,rts, |ii le

London : W K

PRICt FOURPE.MCE. OF ANY BOOKSELLER

Ci i:\TS OF THK NUMBER FOR SAT1
i kS I'. DECEMBER IV OP

THE ATHEN/EUM.
JOURNAL OF BNQMSB TF.i:.\Tl

-
Rr.

SCIENCE, AM> rilE I

Thlny-iwo 1

1

Reviews or, - trox—
To Ikn o Moui: rr. N.w Z

/^IFTS of FRIENDSHIP and AFI It Tl,,\

V.T The almost insuperable cMfiionlty so freqnentlT ex]

in the selection of an appropriate article tor presentation which

will fully oonvoy in an acceptable, attractive, ami useful form tho

kirnily intention of the giver, and at tile same time merit the ap-

preolatlon atul regard of the recipient, is new entirely removed !>y

an inspection of the varied attractive manufactures displayed in

the nmBnlliroot snow ROOMS at Mr. MECHI'S ESTA-
BLISHMENTS, "-• REGENT STREET, and 4, LEADEN-
HAIX STREET. Loudon : consisting oftho newest and

patterns in Ladies' and Qentlemens' Dressing Cases, Work

Boxes Writing D^sks, Dressing and Carriage Bags, Inkstands,

Bagatelle Tables, Caskets, TaESRS, French Brontes, and Bljons

of the newest and most novel description. The Papier MaclK

Department presents a largo variety of the most b

designs in Work Tables. Chess Tables, Desks. Blotting Cases,

Inkstands, Tea trays, Pole screens, Tea [toys. Envoi

Multiformis!), Cabinets, Tea Chests and Caddies. Jewel Boxes,

svc. Table and small cutlery of every description, A Show

Room, at 112, Regent Street, is devoted exclusively to the display

of the best electro-plated Dinner, Tea. and Colh-e Svrv ices. Cruet

Frames, Liquor Frames, Salvers, Toast Racks, Cake and Bread

Baskets, Fish Carvers, plated and silver Dessert Knives and

Forks In Cases, Spoons, Forks, oic. The above but represents

a few of the leading articles to be seen at these Emporiums, An

inspection will amply repay the trouble of a visit. Same prices

charged at both bouses. __

THE BEST FOOD FOR CHILDREN, INVALIDS,
AND OTHERS.

KOBINSON'S PATENT BARLEY, for making
superior BARLEY WATER in 15 minutes, has

obtained the patronage of her Majesty and the Royal Family,

but has become of general use to every class of tbe community,

and is acknowledged to stand unrivalled as an eminently pure,

nutritious, and light food for Infants and Invalids ; much approved

for making a delicious Custard Pudding, and excellent lor

thickening Broths or Soups.

ROBINSON'S PATENT GROATS, for more than SO years

have been held in constant and increasing public estimation as

the purest faring! of the Oat, and as the best and mo.t valuable

preparation for making a pure and delicate GRUEL, whi,

alight and nutritious supper for the aged, is a popular recipi

for colds and Influenza, ,s of general use in the sick chamber.and,

alternately with the Patent Barley, is an excellent food tor

Infants and Children.

Prepared onlv by the Patentees, Robinson-, RKxtvitxr,. .v- Co .

Purveyors to the Queen, 64. Red Lion Street, Holborn, London.

Sold by all respeotable Grocers, Druggists, and others in Town

and Country, In packets of 6d. and Is.
:
and Family Can..

2s., 6\»., aud 10s. each.

land and i's Inhabitants. By
R. Taylor.

A Lady'sSocond Jottmev Bound
(he World. By Ids

Two Sni i I With the

Baltic Fleet in 1SM-5. By
the Rev, R 1

The Wanderer in Arabia. Bv
G. T. Lowth.

The Theory and TV
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On the 1st of January, 1856, will be published,

Xo. I, PRICE ONE SHILLING, OF THE

POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND:
AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY

OF SOCIETY AND GOVERNMENT FROM THE EARLIEST PERIOD TO OUR OWN TIMES.

BY CHARLES KNIGHT.

The POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND will be beautifully printed in medium octavo—illustrated

with about ONE THOUSAND WOOD ENGRAVINGS—and will be divided into 36 Monthly Parts.

LONDON: BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

NEW SERIAL WORK BY MR. CHARLES DICKENS.
Uniform with " Dosmey and Son," "David Coppebfield,"

"Bleak House," &c. &c.

On the 31st of December will he published, to be completed in

Twenty Monthly Parts, price One Shilling each, Part II. of

a New Work of Fiction, called

LITTLE DORRIT. By Charles Dickens.
With Illustrations by Hablot K. Browne.

London : Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

the miscellaneous works of w. m. thackeray.

THE SECOND VOLUME of MISCELLANIES.
ByW. M. THACKERAY. Containing "The Ykllowplush

3lE>roias"—

"

Jeames's Diary"—'-Sketches and Travels in

London"—"Novels nv Eminent Hands," and "Character
Sketches," is now ready, price 65.

Vol. I., just published, contains :—" Ballads;" "The Book
of Snobs;" "Major Gahagan;" "The Fatal Boots," and
" Cox's Diary;" each of which are sold separately.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTS OF
BOTANICAL SCIENCE.

400 Illustrations. Svo. Price 5s. Gd. half hound.

Bradbury & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

Lately Published,

THE ELEMENTS OF BOTANY, Structural
and Physiological. With a Glossary of Technical Terms,

and numerous Illustrations. 12s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works
by Professor Lindley, of which " School Botany," and " The
Vegetable Kingdom," form the other parts.

The first two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Tech-
nical Terms, are published in one octavo volume, price 12s.

These three parts form a complete manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the author's " School Botany."

N.B. The Glossary may he had separately, price 5s.

Bradbury 6c Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

LOWE'S FOREIGN FUNS.
Now pnhlishing, in Monthly Parts, royal Svo, price Is., each con-

taining'! Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,

A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British
and Exotic. By E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S., &c.

London: Groombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

Now ready,

THE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN : Illustrated

by John E. Sowf.rby. The Descriptions, Synonyms. <fcc,

by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing

49 Plates, full coloured. ;l7s.; partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby, 3. Mead Place. Lambeth.

Now ready, price One Shilling,

MORTON'S NlSW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Plackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and

all Booksellers.

EDWAuDffiT^N^IWAL^JARDEN ALMA-
NACK for 1S5G, price is., will be published in December,

by Chapman &. Hall, Piccadilly.

All Communications must be promptly addressed to Wace
Cottage, Hollo way, Middlesex.

Just published, price Eightpence, free by post.

LAWSON'S GARDEN KKS' KALENDAR for
1S56-—This CALENDAR is printed on a large sheet, and

embellished with a view of the Royal Gardens at Frogmore.
Peter Lawson & Son, 27, Great George Street, Westminster,

London; an<t Gporef IV Bridge Edinburgh.

THE GARDENED EVERY- DAY BOOK.
-&- Part I., Price Gd , will he published on the 1st of January.
G. Cox, King Street, Covent Garden. Orders received by all

RnnkBRllers.

A TREATISE on the ORIGIN, PROPAGATION*
AND CULTIVATION of the STRAWBERRY. By Mr-

RicnARD Undkriiill, Edgbaston, Birmingham. Price Is. May
be had from a Bookseller in every principal town in Great
Britain, as well as from the Author, through the post.

Agent for London : G. Cox. IS. King Street, Covent Garden .

f^ EORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
v^" of the CUCUMBER, MELON, SEA-KALE, and ASPA-
RAGUS. Price 3s. Gd., free by post.

Also his TREATISE on the CULTURE of the VINE.
Price 2.?. Gd. free by post. For notices of the above see Adver-
tisements inserted January 1S55.

Geohge Mi lls, Ux bridge Road , Ealing , M i ddlesex
.

BOHN'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
STOCKHA RUT'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMIS-

TRY, or Chemical Field Lectures. A familiar Exposition
of the Chemistry of Agriculture, addressed to Farmers; trans-
lated from the German, with Notes by Professor Henfp.ey, of
King's College. To which is added a Paper on " Liquid Manure,"
by J. J. Mhchi, Esq. Post Svo. cloth. 5s.

London : Henry G. Bohn, York Stre et, Covent Garden.

Just out, price One Shilling, free per post,

yWENTY- EIGHT LBS. OF BREAD MADE OUT
*- OP FOURTEEN LBS. OF FLOUR; or Hints how to

JIake liread at Home Economically. By a Mother of a Family.
Also, a Book on BREAD MAKING. Price One Shilling.

,
Maky Ww>i,*ks.118, Fenclmrcli Street.

Now ready, nrice fid. ; free by post, 8d.,

A PROPOSAL FOR A GENERAL ACT OF
£
x PARLIAMENT to enable Owners of Settled and Limited

Estates to raise and expend money in their Improvement, upon
.he Security of the Estates themselves. A Letter to the Earl of
Essex, by Chas. F. Humbert, Land Agent, Watford, Herts.
Piper, Btepeexsox, & Spksce, 23, Paternoster Bow, London.

LAND DRAINACE.
MR. BAILEY DENTON, Engineer to the Gen-

eral Land Drainage Company, offers the following pub-
lications, which may he had by post (stamps being sent with the
order) of W. P. Metghim, 20, Parliament Street, London.

1. LAND DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SYS-
TEMS. Second issue (1855), price 3s.

"The best practical treatise we have yet seen." Agricultural

Gazette.—" A verv able treatise."- Mark Lane Express.

2. TABLES OF COST OF LABOUR AND MA-
TERIALS. Price Is. 6d. For the Pocket.

3. RELIEF OR SURFACE MODELLING, as Sug-
gestive of Drainage and the Profitable Use of Drainage Waters.
Second Editiou<1850), price 3s. 6d. Medals R. A. S. E., 1S40, and
Exhibition, 1S51, were awarded for this method of Modelling.

GENERAL DRAINAGE AND THE DISTRI-
BUTION OF WATERS. A Paper reprinted from the " West-
minster Review" (1842). Price Qs.6d.

Also, THE DRAINER'S A LEVEL FOR THE
USE OF WORKMEN. Price 32s.

Mr. Bailey Denton's engagements do not preclude him from
Designing or Superintending the Drainage of Estates on terms
to be ascertained of him at No. 52, Parliament Street, London.

RENTE'S PRICE CURRENT FOR 1856.

RENDLHVS PRICE CURRENT AND GAR-
DENER'S DIRECTORY FOR 1856, is just

published by Messrs. Simphin d* Marshall and can be

obtained through any Bookseller in the United Kingdom,
or from the Proprietors, William K. Kendle & Co.,

Seed Merchants, Plymouth, price Sixpence
}

or free to

purchasers of Seeds.

The present Edition is printed the same size as

the " Florist," and will contain 120 pages, and
be found even mpre complete than the former
Editions.

It contains a valuable Descriptive List of KITCHEN GAR-
DEN SEEDS, with prices affixed to every article, and in addi-
tion to these descriptions there are short and concise cultural

remarks for every kind of Vegetable, pointing out the best
varieties for Early, Medium, and General Crops.
The List of FLO WER SEEDS has been much improved, and

contains descriptions of all the leading sorts, with directions for

sowing seeds, and oilier useful practical remarks; and in this

department Mr. Erring ton has written expressly for the work
an original article on ANNUAL and OTHER FLOWER
SEEDS, which will be read with much interest.

The Calkndab of Operations for the whole of the year has
also been revised, and will be found even more useful than the
one in the last edition.

The Almanack is now a prominent feature of the "Price
Current, " and a page is devoted to every month.

Full detailed lists are given of the quantities and descriptions
of seeds sent in the " Collections of Seeds."

The following Original Articles have also been

contributed, for which the Proprietors have to return their

sincere acknowledgements.
FLORICULTURE. By Mr. Jonsr Edwards, the Secretary to

the National Floricultural Society, and Editor of the "National
Garden Almanack."

VEGETABLE FORCING. By Mr. Robert Eriuxgton, Gar-
dener to Sir P. Egerton, Oulton Park, Yarporley.

RENDLE'S TANK SYSTEM OF HEATING. By Mr. John
Dohson, late Gardener to Mr. Edward Beck, Isleworth.

GRAPE DISEASE AND MILDEW. By Mr. James Cothill,
of Camherwell.

ON NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL MANURES. By Mr. J.
B. Lawes, the celebrated Agricultural Chemist.

ON THIS PORTABLE and MINIATURE FRUIT GARDEN.
By Mr. Niven, of the Garden Farm, Drumcondra, near
Dublin.

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE CUCUMBER. Ey Mr.
Joseph Hamilton, Author of the " Hamiltonian System of
Pine Growing."

LIST OF A FEW OF THE BEST FRUIT TREES GROWN
AT WOOLATON, the seat of Lord Middleton. By Mr. J.
ll AYTIIORN.

MIGNONETTE, CULTURE OF. Bv Mr. William Melville,
Gardener to tho Earl ofRoseberrv, Dalmeny Park.

NEW AND ECONOMICAL MODE OF HEATING GREEN-
HOUSES, ORCHARD HOUSES, &C. By Mr. Niven.
Garden Farm, Drumcondra.

ROTATION OF CROPS By Mr. Robert Errtngtow.
SELECTION OF KITCHEN GARDEN SEEDS. From the
"Scottish Gardener and Magazine of Horticulture and
Flnricnl ure."

THE OSAGE ORANGE. Introduction and Cultivation of.

In addition to the above will be given short directions for the
CULTIVATION of FLOWER SEEDS, with modes of TEST-
ING their GROWING QUALITIES. Also a descriptive
list of all the newest introductions for the present year.
A Description of the CEDRUS DEODARA, with an engrav-

ing kindly lent, by the proprietors of the "Florist;" and a few
remarks on the Dioscorea Batatas, by Samuel Curtis, Esq.,
the proprietor of Curtis's " Botanical Magnzine."
Copies of tin; above edition can now be obtained through any

booksel^i* in town or country, or from the Proprietors, price 6d.
each, or free to all purchasers of seeds.

WILLIAM E. RENDLE & CO.,
Seed Merchants, Plymouth.

Established 1786. ____
~DRrMADDOCK ON DISEASES

-
OF THE CHEST.

Fifth Edition, price 5s. 6 L, with numerous cases,

CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS, &c, Successfully

Treated by InhaUtion, or Remedies breathed into the Lungs.

By Alfred B. Maddock, M.D. Forwarded free of postage.
" The treatment is at once simple, ingenious, and natural, and

ita efficacy is incontrovertible."

—

Literary Review.
London; H. Baillieee, 219, Regent Street.

Just published, price 6d., bv post, 7d,,

THE AMATEUR'S GUIDE IN HORTICULTURE
and AGRICULTURE, showing when and what '0 sow, and

how to cultivate. This useful Handbook will he sent post free on
receipt of seven postage or receipt stamps.

SUTTON & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
Reading; or Longmans. Paternoster Row, London.

Just Published, in Crown Svo, price 7s. Gd.,

THE REV. DR. GUTHRIE'S SERMONS
ON EZEKIEL.

Edinburgh: Adam & Charles Black; London : Longman & Co.

NEW ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF
MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES;

In One Volume, square crown 8vo (uniform with the edition of
Moore's " Lalla Rookh" illustrated under the superintendence
of the late Charles Heath), price 21a. cloth; or 31s. Gd. hand-
somely bound in morocco,

MOORE'S IRISH MELODIES, Illustrated with
13 fine Steel Plates, engraved from original Designs by

W. Mulready, R.A.
J. Sant, A. R.A.
F. Stone, and
E. M. Ward, R.A.

C. W. Cope, R.A, W. E.Frost, A.R.A.
T. Creswick, R.A. J. C. Horsl-ry.
A.L. Egg, A.R.A. D. Maclise, R.A.
W. P. Frith, R.A. J.E.Millais, A.R.A.

tSSf An Edition of Moore's " Irish Melodies," illustrated by
j

D. Maclise, R.A., with 161 Designs and the whole of the Text
| engraved, in super-royal 8vo, price Sis. Gd. cloth, or 52s. Gd. bound
j

in morocco by Hayday. An Edition in lGmo, with Vignette,
I
price 5s. cloth, or 12s. Gd. hound in morocco by Hayday, Diamond

i Edition, in 32mo, with Portrait, 2s. Gd.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, ft Longmans.

"ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF MOORE'S LALLA ROOKH.
In square crown Svo, price 15s. cloth; or morocco, 28s.,

LALLA ROOKH: An Oriental Romance. By
Thomas Moore. With 13 fine Steel Plates, engraved under

the superintendence of the late Charles Heath.
*** Also, an Edition of Moore's "Lalla Rookh" in !6mo, with

Vignette, price 5s. cloth ; or 12v.6d. bound in morocco by Hayday.
Diamond Edition, in 32mo, with Frontispiece, price halfa-crown.

London: Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

WILLIAM HOWITT'S NEW WORK ON AUSTRALIA.
Just published, in Two Vols,, post Svo, price 21s.,

"T AND, LABOUR, AND GOLD ; or, Two Years in
-L* VICTORIA. With Visits to SYDNEY and VAN DIE-
MEN'S LAND. Bv William Howitt, Author of "Visits to*

Remarkable Places," &c.
" His book is a perfect mine of anecdote, and facts that illustrate

the state of the country and society with great force; it faithfully

reflects the public opinion of the Colony on the policy of the
Home Government."

—

The Times, Dec. 13.

London: Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans.

In Svo, with upwards of 600 Woodcuts, 50s. half bound,

BLAINE'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF RURAL
SPORTS; FISHING, HUNTING, COURSING, SHOOT-

ING, &c. New Edition, thoroughly revised and corrected,

London : Longman, Brown, Green. & Longmans,

YOUATT'S WORKS ON THE HORSE AND
DOG. (By assignment of C. Knight.) Longman & Co.

THE HORSE. The only Edition with the Author's latest

Corrections, and Illustrations on Wood. 8vo, price 10s, ctoth.

"The author has subjected it to so complete a revision as to

make it in many respects a new work."—Preface.
THE DOG. With Woodcuts, Svo, price Gs. cloth,

\* Purchasers should order the Edition published by Long-
MAN & Co.

London : Longman, Brown, Gree n , & Longmana
.

Just published in Svo., with Six Plates, price 5s. cloth,

ELEMENTS OF PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS,
for the Use of Students in Engineering. By Samuel.

Downing, M. A., Professor of Civil Engineering in the University
of Dublin.

" A work which cannot fail to be of the greatest value to all

who are concerned in the drainage of land, or the supply of towns
with water, or the construction of canals, or the irrigation of
tracts rendered barren by dryness."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.

London : Longman, Brown, Gbeen, & Longmans.

MEW AND tNLARGED EDITION OF DR. LINDLEY'S
THEORY OF HORTICULTURE.

Just Published, in Svo, with 98 Woodcuts, prlce'Sls. cloth,

'PHE THEORY and PRACTICE of HORTICUL-
* TURE; or, an Attempt, to explain the chief Operations of

Gardening upon Physiological Grounds: being the Second
Edition of the "Theory of Horticulture," much enlarged. By
John Lindley, Ph.D., F.R.S., Corresponding Member of the

Institute, Vice-Secretary of the Horticultural Society, Professor
of Botany in University College, Loudon, &c.

" The First Edition of this valuable work was issued in 1840r

since which time it has had an extensive circulation, and has

been translated into the German, Dutch,, and even Russian lan-

guages. Being more particularly restricted to principles, how-
ever, the author at length resolved to render the work more
generally interesting and useful by a more frequent reference to

practical operations. He has thus greatly extended the matter,

by supporting the physiological doctrines with an appeal to filets

familiar to cultivators, or which ought to be; and the result is a

still more interesting and popular compendium of the principles

, and practice, or the science and art, of horticulture."

—

Builder.

! "This is a Second Edition of the " Theory of Horticulture,"

i with the addition of a large quantity of practical matter, intro-

\
duced to show how entirely scientific principles and good cultiva-

j
tion correspond. The volume contains about four times as much

;
matter aj the first edition .... Although very large additions

are made to every chapter, while many passages in the flnfl

! edition have been wholly struck out, it may be proper to say that

i the greatest changes are those which relate to vitality, climate,

|
domestication, ventilation, propagation, pruning, resting, ami
soils and manures; such being the subjects in which practice*

I
men are most interested. The whole work has, indeed, assumed

\
such a form as to make it evident that the great object of the

author has been, not to produce a work suited to men of science,

but one which every well informed gardener may understand

and apply. As the volume concludes with a very copious index

of matter/there is no difficulty in ascertaining where any given

subject is treated of,"

—

Gardener^ Chronicle.

Bv the same Author,

INTRODUCTION TO BOTANY. 4th Editiou,

greatly enlarged ; witli G Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings,

Two vols. 8vo, 24s.

*** It has been the Author's wish to bring every subject that

lie has introduced down, as nearly as possible, to the state ixt

which it is found at the present day. In doing so, he has addetS

so very considerable, a quantity of new matter, especially

in what relates to Vegetable Anatomy and Physiology, that

the present Edition may be considered, in those respects, ft

new work.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmanr.

Primed by William Bridhu&i, of No. 13. Upper Wobum Place, ami
Feedketck Mcllett Kvass, of No. 2D, Queen's Road, West, both m
the Parish of St. faucras.and in the County ot Middlesex, Printers, Rt

their Office iD Lombard Street, in the Precinct of WhttetriaiB, in the Ciiy
ol London; and published by tbem at the Office, No.a, Upper Wellington
Street, in the Pariah of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,
where all Aivcn nii-ti t s and Communications are to be Addbbbbsd to
tdb Editob.—Saturday, December 72, ISsS,
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rj.AUDENKUS» BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION." —The Subscribers of tbla Institution art) on I

quested to Vote for GEORQE KIDD, agod 71 7onrs ill* claims
unonyour sympathy and support urobaBod upon his Inabllltj to

obtain a living fyomhls ago and a fall while gathorlog (hilt by
which he broke his wrist; his having brought up r '

12 children, and his having been a Subscriber t<- your [natltutlon
nine years. Uis case Is strongly recomi led bj
J. A. Hunderbon, Esq., 64, Hamilton Torraoo, Ktlgmraro

Road, London (late of Pino Apple Plaoo).
Mr. T. Gainrs, Battersoa, Surrey.
Mr. P. KiNanoiw, St, Margaret's, isleworth, Middlesex.
THOMAS JAOKBOK »fc Son, Kingston, Surroy.

__ Hy whitni proxies will bo gladly rci otvod<

'TESTIMONIAL TO Mil. GLENNVTW^ olUUl-
•*- NATOR OF GARDEN NEWSPAPERS, Pomona da
Birous of promoting this nhi'Tt mv rri|iu\sted t<» c..fnmtinlrnlo
with -VST. Watbok, Esq,, Treasurer, Sauabuiy Square; or Mr.
OAitaiNtrroN. Hbn. Srrrotary, Went Brompton, One huodrod
tinmen lm\ o Ihmmi ulri'mlv ontereil.

C^EO. GLENN V, Hoktuih.iliuai A<;ist, 1 Mm-
' gannon House, Fulluuu, will bo glad t.. rocelvo nit bin

COmmlBStontl toproriu , nml ilispnho of, Slock <">r ftlt ktmU, IU thim
to publish in bin List lor geimnilRtrciil.-itloii. 1>. '.':' I
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KITCHEN «; \i:in N
FLOW i.l: SEEDS

AND Hi i-his-, ii. \

NEW AND GENUINE SEEOS.
DAWE, COTTRELL, akd DENHAM

aanounoa thAt (lmir Anmul I -

i ABLE, and '

now read

free on application.

Ponntney Lane, !»nii

I

S

T T,WI L L 1 A M B A H K A
LANDSCAPE G ^RDENER, Wakbptxld.

HORTICULTURAL ERECTIONS on the best Improved
principles,

•»* An extonslvo stock of Pnxnr Tbieks, OnKAimrrAt SoAUBfl,
EvgRORBBSB, PORggT TaKKfl, UoBKS. and THOnSB .

FINLAY FRASER, Jun. (lately with Messrs.
Mlnler, Nash, & Co., Strand), WILLIAM Kirn u;i» -n.

and WILLIAM LEWIS GOAD (many years with Messrs.
Jacob Wrench & Sons, London Bridge)) hep respectfully to

inform their fri emis, the trade, and public generally, that they
havo taken the premises, 83, Blshopsgate Street Within, where
they intend carrying on the SEED BUSINESS in all its

branches and trust by great assiduity and strict attention to

merit an extended share of patronage. Their Priced Lists will

be published in a feiv days and extensively circulated ; they con-

fidently refer to their lengthened praotioal experience as an
assuranco that the goods they ofler have been selected with the

greatest attention both as to genuineness and quality.

—

London, Dec. 29.

TO Tnl TRADE.
NEW PURE WHITE COLLINSIA.—The price

perounco of this new and beautiful ANNUAL can bo had
on application.

J, tl. Waiti-, Seed Merchant 181, High Holborn, London.

.' 1I1ARLES SHARPE ami CO. beg to acquaint the
V^ trade that having harvested their stocks of SEEDS they
Will be glad to forward prices on application.

Nursery and Seed Establishment, Sleaford.—Dec 29.'

PETER L w. SON akd •*, M nai
mkn, and Wi

: and !'» th<- Highland and Agrk tltorml Bedety of Seel
land, I llnburgb, und l.

.

7, GtTAt

TO BE SOLD, very handsome larce IRISH
YEWS, from 4 to S feet. Purchasers taking a lar.ee

number will be liberally dealt with. Trices on application —
TrtQMAS Jackson & Sos', Nurseries, Kingston, near London,

HARDY HEATHS
TTTATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite
v V attention to their large stock and first-rate collection of

these most beautiful Hardy'plants. Priced Catalogues mar be
had free on application to Watkbkb & Godfrey, Knap Hill

Nursery,!Woking, Surrey.

NEW CONIFER/E AND SPECIMEN EVERGREENS.
RICHARD SMITH has a fine stock of all the best

Ornamental EVERGREEN TREES and SHRUBS for

Lawns, Shrubberies, or for single specimens.—Priced Lists will

be sent on application.—Nurseries. St. Johu^s,-Worcester.

STANDARD AND DWARF TRAINED FRUIT TREES.
RICHARD SMITH begs to inform the Trade and

the Public, generally that he has a fine stock ef flat and well
il trained FRUIT TREES' of all the best and most popular sorts

1
]
(true to name), which be will be happy to sell at very moderate
prices.—Priced Lists will be sent on application.

Nurseries, St, John's, Worcester.

(^ EORGE BAK1 umouooe hia DESCRIP-
T Tivr. CAT VI I

MENTAL SHR1 BS, FR1 - i» wr»
readr. and may N» b«d on aprli

American Nursery, Win v.- (ham, :

- Branch, SeeUt Weaaers Ri

where conveyances m i
_

FLOWER AN 3 VECETA8LC >t.EO&.

FEARS CRAFTED ON THE QUINCE AS PYRAMIDAL
SHAPED TREES.

I f and J. FRASER beg to announce that their
* ' • Priced List of the above is now published, and may be bad
post free on application.

,T. & 3. F. have sold a large number of these Trees for the last

three years, and have received numerous letters from gentlemen
in thi country speakiug in very high terms of their productive-

ness. They can therefore recommend them with greater confi-

dence to thfi notice of their friends and the priblio in general.
Lea Bridge Road. Essex.

I

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.
EAGLE ami HENDEI

Mrv, .nil Kior.:
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AMERICAN PLANTS.
JOHN WATERER'S t \ rALOQUI RH

Bctftnic G "' ' Poifc, Load n. i. now pabti*bed, oad
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AMERICAN PLANTS
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TAMES CARTER on 00 S

•J Holborn. London, bare »«^t paMu
FIRST A.NNCAL CATa
VEGETABLE, AND AOR1

SEEDS, and » m >st c mpr*
AGRICULTUR KL S :
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. j

INDIAN, AND CALIFORST.VN Fl

public notice. Catalogues mVmitied ;-f rf chergt oad /-art paid
upon application.
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JAMES CARTEE & Co., SEEDSMEN,
238, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,

CONTINUE to supply Collections of VEGETABLE SEEDS for large or small gardens, from U to 51. and
upwards; these selections, made with the greatest care, and comprising the most useful and approved varieties, have

hitherto never failed to give purchasers the most complete satis/action. J. C. & Co. beg to observe that all N BW SEEDS advertised,
should they not be in their Catalogue, can be however supplied by them at the current prices. Their CATALOGUE of
FLORICULTURAL, VEGETABLE, and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, acknowledged to be the best published, will be forwarded
free of charge and post paid upon application.

JAMES CASTER & Co., Seedsmen, 238, High Holborn, London.

WATERER and GODFREY respectfully invite the
attention of parties engaged in Planting to their fine

Stock of the following HARDY ORNAMENTAL TREES, &c.

Araucaria imbricata, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and S feet high, in quantities,

all stocky well grown plants; the larger sizes especially it

would be "difficult to match.
Cedrus Deodara, 1J, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet, by the thousand; do,

fine lot of larger, 6, 7, and 8 feet; do. some magnificent Trees,

10 to 15 feet. These are all in a famous condition for Trans-
planting, having been annually removed.

Cedars of Lebanon, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. a few splendid TreeB.

10 and 12 feet.

Cedars Red Virginian, 5 to 8 feet.

Cedars, variegated white, 2, 3, and 4 feet, one of the handsomest
variegated plants we know. We have a large stock. It is ex-

tensively planted at Elvaston Castle.

Cryptomeria japonica, fine plants, 4 to 7 feet.

Cupressus macrocarpa or Lambertiana, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 feet.

Nothing can be handsomer than some of the specimens of this

fine hardy plant.

Juniper, Chinese, 2, 3, 4, and 5 feet; a fine lot of large plants,

6 to S feet.

Do. Irish, upright, 3, 4, 5, and 6 feet; do. larger, up to 8 and 10
feet. Our stock of the two last mentioned Junipers we believe

to be quite unequalled, the Irish especially; the larger sizes

are perfect columns.
Do. recurva, 3, 4, 5, up to 8 feet.

Do. hispanica or thurifera, 2, 3, and 4 feet.

Abies Douglasi, 2, 3, and 4 feet. A fine lot of ISirge and very
handsome plants, 7, 8, 10, and 12 feet.

Picea nobilis, several hundreds of nice plants, 1£ to 2 feet, well
grown, and with good lead. None are grafted. A few taller

specimens up to 6 feet.

Do. Nordmanniana, a large quantity of remarkably handsome
plants, 1J, 2, 3, and 4 feet. Nothing can exceed the vigour of
these plants, and all from seed.

Do.Pinsapo, magnificent plants, 4 to 7 feet high, in perfect health.
Piuus insignis, 1£ to 3 feet; a few good specimens up to 7 feet.

„ Lambertiana, from seed, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

„ Cembra, 3, 4, 5, up to 10 feet.

„ Montezumse, fine plants, 4 and 5 feet.
' „ macrocarpa, 2 and 3 feet, from seed.

Weeping Larch, clean, stems good, heads 7 feet high.

The following 10 varieties form a very singular group. They
are of dwarf habits; the well known Abies Olanbraziliana may
be taken as the type of the whole. We believe our collection to
be quite unique, and, we may add, most interesting.

Pinus strobus pumila (the dwarf Weymouth).
„ sylvestris pumila (the dwarf Scotch).

Abies Claabraziliana 1 Abies pumila "} All dwarf varieties

„ compacta „ diffusa > of the

n pygmaea
| „ Gregori ) Spruce Fir.

Picea pectinata pygmsa {the dwarf Silver Fir), Hudsoni.
Yew, common English, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet, in large quantities.

Do. upright, Irish, 4, 5, 6, and 7 feet; some splendid plants,

8 to 12 feet.

Do. Dovaston or Weeping, a great many fine plants, worked on
straight stems, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, with good heads.

Do. adpressa, 2 and 3 feet.

Do. do., worked on common Yew, as standards.

Do. gold striped, 1£ to 2 feet, by the thousand.

Do. do., a splendid lot of plants, 4 to 6 feet.

Do. do., worked as standards on the common Yew, 8 to 10 ft. high.

Do. do., worked on Irish Yews, 6, 7, and 8 feet high.

Do. elegantissima, or new gold striped ; a large quantity, 1£ to

2A feet, and also worked as standards on the common and Irish

Yews. We may safely assert our stock of Golden Yews is

unsurpassed.
Do. yellow berried (true), very beautiful when in fruit as we
have it, 1£ to 3 feet.

Libocedrus chilensis, 2 to 3 feet, very handsome and bushy.
Thuja Weareana, fine bushes, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 feet. This is one

of the most useful, and, at the same time, ornamental hardy
plants we possess.

Do. American, for hedges, doubtless the very best, 4, 5, and 6 feet.

Do. aurea, or Golden Arbor-vita?. This plant originated at this

Nursery; it has now, as it deserves, become a universal
favourite. Our stock of it enables us to offer a choice of many
hundred fine specimens, from 1£ to 3 aud 4 feet high, and as
much through—in fact, perfect globes.

Wellingtonia gigantea, a few of the finest plants in the country,
being near 1$ feet high, and as much wide.

Hollies variegated, by the thousand, 2, 3, and 4 feet high. Some
splendid Plants, 10 to 15 feet high.

We may here remark with reference to the large specimens
alluded to in this Advertisement that every one of them is in a
condition to transplant, and travel any distance with perfect safety.

They have one and all been annually removed in our Nursery,
and in soliciting a personal inspection of our stock, we believe
we are justified in stating it offers a choice which is to be found
in but few establishments of its kind in this country.

The Nursery may be reached in 40 minutes by Train from the
Waterloo Station; and the South Western Railway Company
having a Branch on to the North Western, enables us to send
plants to all parts, in trucks throughout, without packing and
other extensive additions.

Knap Hill Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

pROCUS, TULIP, and HYACINTH BASKETS,
^->/ with Wire or Zinc Linings, for suspension or for table
stand; also Bracket Baskets made and Japanned in a variety of
colours and designs, by W. Richards, Imperial Wire Works,
370, Oxford Street. Conservatories fitted up.

Window Blinds and Wirework of ev-ivy description.

NEAT, DURABLE, AND WELL EXECUTED
LABEL FOR NAMING PLANTS.—The Advertiser

will forward on the receipt of a stamped envelope, containing
two postage stamps, a Zinc Label, neatly painted, lettered in Oil
paint, as a specimen for those who may require a number; they
can be supplied at 2d. each.—Address F. H., at Mr. Bond's,
Walcot, Salop.

HHRELOAR'S COCOA-NUT FIBRE MANUFAC-
-L TURES consist of MATTING, DOOR MATS, MAT-
TRESSES, HASSOCKS, BRUSHES, &c, and are distinguished
by superiority and excellence of workmanship, combined with
moderate charges. Catalogues, containing prices and every
particular free by post.-T. Treloas, Cocoa-nut Fibre Manu-
facturer, 42, Ludgate Hill, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, GREENHOUSES.
PIT FRAMES, ETC.

JAMES PHILLIPS and Co. have the pleasure to
hand their present reduced prices of Glass for Cash :

—

SHEET SQUARES. CROWN SQUARES.
In Boxes of 100 feet. In Boxes of 100 feet.

Under 6 by 4 ... £0 12s. Od. ... £0 8c. 6d.

6 by 4, and 6£ „ 4$ ... 13 ... 12 6

1:1
~ 7

i ;;§}•• oi4 ° - oi4 °

9 „ 7, — 10 „ 8 ... 16

LARGER SIZES, not exceeding 40 Inches Long.
16 oz. from 2^d. to 3Ad. per square foot, according to size.

21 oz. „ 3£rf. „ 5d. „ „
26 oz. „ Gd. „ 7id. „ „

SIXTEEN-OUNCE SHEET GLASS OF ENGLISH MANU-
FACTURE FOR ORCHARD HOUSES, the same quality
as we supply to Mb. Rivers, and of various dimensions, always
on hand, at 18s. per 100 feet

Double-crown Glass of various dimensions in 100 feet boxes.

HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE GLASS.
HORTICULTURAL GLASS, Sixteen-ounce, packed in Crates

of 300 feet, 2^d, per foot. Twenty-one Ounce, 4Jd.
Foreign Sheet Glass, in cases of 200 feet 385., 405., and 42s.

per case.

Fern Cases with Ferns complete, suitable for the Drawing-
room, from 25s. each.
Aquariums with French polished stands, from 10s. each. Vase

shaped ditto, on Glass stand, 25s.

Perforated Glass for Ventilation, from ls.6tZ. per foot.

Glass Tile^ and Slates.

Glass Milk Pans, 21s. per dozen
; Propagating and Bee Glasses,

Cucumber Tubes, Lactometers, Lord Camoys' Milk Syphons,
Wasp Traps, Plate, Crown, and Ornamental Glass, Shades for

Ornaments, Fern Shades, and every article in the trade.

Horticultural Glass Warehouse, 116, Bishopsgate Street
Without, London.

CLASS FOR CONSERVATORIES, ETC.
HETLEY and CO. supply 16-oz. SHEET GLASS,

of British Manufacture, at prices varying from 2d. to 3d.
per square foot,for the usual sizes required, many thousand feet
of which arekeptready packed forimmediatedelivery.

Lists of Prices and Estimates forwarded on application, for
PATENT ROUGH PLATE,THICK CROWN GLASS.GLASS
TILES and SLATES, WATER-PIPES, PROPAGATING
GLASSES, GLASS MILK PANS, PATENT PLATE GLASS,
ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS, and GLASS SHADES,
to James Hetley & Co., 35, Soho Square, London.

See Gardener*7 Chronicle, tirst Saturday in each month.

B 1

OOULTRY, RABBIT, SHEEP & CAT FENCING.
-*- HARE OR RABBIT NETS, ON CORDS, for Covert Shoot-
ing, 12 mesh over, 4 feet wide. 2d. per yard; 18 mesh over, 6 feet
wide, 3d. per yard ; 21 mesh over, 8 feet, id. per yard ; each edge
corded, \d. per yard extra. Extra stout do., 18 mesh wide, id.
per ynrd, suitable for Poultry Fencing. Square mesh Cricketing
Net, fix its full width and length, made of Btout cord, 3d. to id.
per square yard ; this is the best article made for Fencing against
Fowls, Cats, &c, at W. Collinopord's, 1, Edmund Terrace,
Ball's Pond Koad, near Kingsland Gate, London.

XI ETTING for SHEEP-FOLDS, made of COCOA-
J-~ NUT FIBRE, a material known to possess the most extra-
ordinary durability when exposed to the alternations of weather.
It will wear out several 6ets of tarred hemp netting, and is so
light that a herdsman may with ease carry 200 yards of it.

31 and 7-inch mesh, 6d. per yard. Sold in Nets of 60 and 100
yards long, 48 inches high, by the Manufacturer, W. Culuso-
forii, 1. Edmuml Terraoi', Rail's Pnnd Kmul, Kingsland, London.

IRD NETS, BAT-FOLDINCr NETS^bOTRD
CATCHING, 5s. each; with Bamboo Poles complete, 205

;

Clap Nets for Bird Catching, 12 yards long, 5 feet deep, 10s.;
with staffs, pull line, aud stop cord, 11. 10s. Lark Nets, made
square mesh, any size required, 3d. per square yard. A Net
Trammel, 30 yards long, 5 yards wide, made square mesh, 11. lis.,
or any less size 2d. per square yard.— YV.Cullingford, 1, Edmund
Terrace, Ball's Pond Road, near Kincsland Gate, London.

pHEAP WIRE GAME & POULTRY NETTING.

Wide. Mesh. Plain. Galvanised.
24 inches by 2 inches ... 3d. to id. per yard ... Gd. per yard.
36 „ 2 „ ... 6d. per yard ... 9d. „
48 „ 2 „ ... 9d. „ ... Is. „
Sparrow Proof Netting, Galvanised, 3d. per square foot, made

to any size. This article is shown at the Sydenham Exhibition,
where it is much admired.—W. Cullingford, 1, Edmund Ter-
race, Ball's Pond Road, near the Gate, Kingsland.

j

IRON FENCE, HURDLES, ETC.
JR. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark (late

• Stephenson & Peill), solicits an inspection of his patterns
of WROUGHT-IRON FENCE, which he is now prepared to
eupply upon very advantageous terms to purchasers. Every
description of Ornamental CastiDgs and Metal Works. Prices,
&c, at the Manufactory as above.

FOREICN AND EMCLISH SHEET CLASS WAREHOUSE,
87, Bishopsgate Street, Withodt.

'T" MILLINGTON supplies the above SHEET
-A. • GLASS in any size or substance, packed in 100, 200, or
300 feet cases. Same as supplied to Mr. Rivers and the leading
men of the day. Reduced tariff, boxes included.— Per 100 ft.

6 in. by 4 in. and 6 in. by 4£ in 12s. Od.

6J „ 4J „ 7 „ 5 12 6
7{ „ 6* „ 8 „ 6 13
84 „ 64 „ 9 „ 7 13 6
94 „ 7J „ 10 „ 8 13 6
104 ir S4 „ 11 „ 9 14
12 „ 9 „ 13 „ 9 .14
10 „ 10 „ 10* „ 10* 14
11 „ 10 „ 1U „ 104 14
11 „ 11 „ 114 „ 11J 14
12 „ 11 „ 124 „ Hi 14
13 „ 11 „ 134 „ llj 14
13 „ 12 „ 13* „ 124 16
13J „ 134 „ 14* „ 134 16
154 „ 134 16

20 by 13, 21 by 13, 22 by 13, 214 by 13*, I64 by 144, 20 by 14,
by 14, 20 by 16, at 18s. per 100 feet.

21 in. glass, in boxes under 14 by 10, 2d. per foot.
Ditto, not exceeding 1 foot ... 24 ,.

Ditto „ 2 feet ... 34 „
HARTLEY'S Rough Plate, Sheet and Rough, Tiles, Striking

and Bee Glasses, Milk Pans, Cucumber Tubes, and Wasp Traps,
as Horticultural List,

Milled Sheet, White Lead, and Lead Pipe. Paints, Colours,
and Varnishes, see Colour List, which can he had on application.

Established more than 100 years.

THE COSMOPOLITAN GLASS COMPANY,
HELY & WARING, Managers, 296, Oxford Street, London.

STRONG HORTICULTURAL SHEET GLASS from
2d; and HARTLEY'S PATENT ROUGH PLATE, from 4£d.
per foot. CROWN or SHEET SQUARES, in 100 feet hoxes,
under 10 by 8, 12s. 6<f.; above, 16s. Sd. per box. FOREIGN
SHEET, in 200 feet cases. 34s. per case.

PERFORATED VENTILATING GLASS from Is. Gd. per
foot. TILES and SLATES from Gd. each. MILK PANS,
21s. per dozen. HELY'S HAND CHURN,5s. Gd.; WARING'S
BUTTER SLABS, 10s. each. Glass Fern Shades, Bee Glasses,
Cucumber Tubes, Hyacinth Dishes, Propagating Glasses,
Hand Lights, &c. Flower Labels, 7s. per 100, and the New
Aquarium, 10s. each.—Catalogues free.

PAXTON WORKS, SHEFFIELD.
SAYNOR and COOKE, Manufacturers of the cele-

brated Exhibition Prize PRUNING, BUDDING, and
GRAFTING KNIVES, VINE and PRUNING SCISSORS, &c.
These articles are Warranted to stand any kind of work, and to

carry tbe keen edge of a razor without requiring to be sharpened
so frequently as is usually necessary to obtain that sharp edge
so requisite for the comfort and use of the practical gardener. The
blades are also warranted to wear through to tbe back. They
are used by all the eminent gardeners in England, Ireland, and
Scotland, and can be purchased of any nurseryman or seedsman
in the three kingdoms. Those who may not have used them are
respectfully solicited to give them a trial. The Great Exhibition
Prize Medal of

J£51,
and the Prize Medal of the Horticultural

Society of Manchester, at their Show of 1854, was awarded to

Saynor & Cooke for their superiority of material and work-
manship. Established 1733.

HURDLES for SHEEP, 6 feet long, 3 feet out of
ground, 5 bars is, 9d. each.

HURDLES for CATTLE, 6 feet long, 3 feet out
of ground, 5 bars 6s. 3d. each.

NETTING FOR SHEEP FOLDS.
TXTILDEY and CO., Holland Street, Blackfriars
* * Road. London, are the original introducers of the
COCOA-NUT FIBRE SHEEPFOLDING NETS, which 14
years' experience has proved to possess the most extraordinary
durability when exposed to alterations of weather. Cocoa-nut
fibre will wear out several sets of tarred hemp netting, and is so

light that a herdsman may with ease carry 200 yards of it.

Wildet & Co. were awarded a Prize Medal for this Netting
hy the Royal Agricultural Society in 1842, at the Exhibition of

all Nations, in 1851, and at the Exposition Universelle, Paris,

1855. Sold in Nets of 50 and 100 yards long, 42 inches high, by
the Manufacturers, Wilde? & Co., at tbe Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works, Holland Street, lihicktViars Road, Loudon.

B~
ALUSTRADING FOR GARDEN TERRACES,
executed in Austin's Arti6cial Stone, by J. Seeley (late

Austin and Seeley), Nos. 1 to 4, Keppel Row, New Road.
This work is of the same constitution as Portland Stone, and

after a winter's exposure is hardly distinguishable from that
material : it has been extensively used in Scotland for 20 years.

HE HYDRAULIC HAM will raise
water, without manual labour, to any

height, where a small fall can be obtained.

Fire, Garden, Deep Well, Liquid Manure,
and all other Pumps.

Fountains of every description erected

;

Rockwork, Grottoes, &c.

Hose ".Pipe of every kind for watering
Gardens.

W. F. Roe (late Freeman Roe), Hydraulic
Engineer, 70, Strand, London.

MAPPIN'S PRUNING KNIVES IN EVERY VARIETY,
Warranted Good by the Makers.

TOSEPH MAPPIN and BROTHERS, Queen'sO CutleryWorks, Sheffield; and 37, Moorgate Street, London.
Drawings forwarded by post.

SLATE WORKS, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX.
EDWARD BECK Manufactures in Slate a variety

of articles for Horticultural purposes, all of which may be
seen in use at Worton Cottage, on application to the Gardener,
Sundays excepted.

Priced Lists ot Plant Tubs and Boxes forwarded on application.

TO FLORISTS AND OTHERS.

J JONES, Iron Merchant, has always a great
• variety of CYLINDRICAL and SADDLE BOILERS in

stock, also Fire and Furnace Bars, Supply Cisterns, Double Doors
and Frames, Furnace Grates, Soot Doors, Hot-water Pipes,

Elbows, Tees, Syphons, Throttle Valves, Stop Cocks, Flange and
Socket Elbows, &c; also Trough Pipes.—Drawings and Prices

of the above, or estimates given for the work fixed complete, on
application to J. JoNEs,Iron Bridge Wharf, 6,Bankside, London,
near the Southwark Iron Bridge,__

CAUTION.
PARKES' STEEL DIGGING FORKS AND

DRAINING TOOLS.
Whereas very inferior descriptions of Steel Digging Forks are

now manufactured and sold, and I have been informed that pur-

chasers of the same have believed them to he the same as those

manufactured by me, and to which the Royal Agricultural Society

and numerous Agricultural Societies' prizes have been awarded,

I hereby respectfully inform the public that every Fork manufac-
tured by me is stamped with my trade mark " J. P.," and that

Messrs. Burgess & Key, of No. 103, Newgate Street, London, are

my sole Wholesale Agents, and I have authorised them to re-

place to the purchaser every Fork of my manufacture found

defective; they will also on application send Wholesale and

Retail Price Lists, &c, post free. Francis Parkeb & Co.

OI ^° MILNER'S HOLDFAST AND FIR&
/WJL/W RESISTING SAFES {non-conducting and vapour-

ising), with all the improvements, under their Quadruple Patents

of 1840-51-54 and 1855, including their Gunpowder Proof Solid

Lock and Door {without which no Safe is secure), the strongest,

best, and cheapest safeguards extant.

Milker's Phoenix (212°) Safe Works, Liverpool, the most com-

plete and extensive in the world. Show Rooms, 6 and 8, Lord

Street, Liverpool. London Dep6t, 47a, Moorgate Street, City.

Circulars free by post.
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TO GENTLEMEN ENCACED IN PLANTINC,

AND TO NUKSERVMEN.
QTKI'IIKN SIIIUilNfJ Ii-kh to olloi- good TramO |,t,u.t..-il PLANTS and TJMBEB oMbo following at vei L

prices, when u Quantity of iillluo' I""' 1 Mil tsikiiii

8,000 Arlmr-vllin, II In 7 foot,

10,11011 Spruce Pirn, 4 to 1" feet,

lo,ono Tree ii"«, '•: to B feat.

l,(iuo Limes, 6 to 10 feet.

1,000 [Iorao0ho»nut»,8to I
I fl

5,000 Beeeh, to 10 list,

18,000 Bbododiim '

In variety, 1 1 to i tool,

IThe whole of fclio above are well worthy ol attontfon, boln
in quality, the IfivergroonH "i good lioalthy oo]

I G

Mi applications wi " have Immoaiate attention,
Noviii Wamborough Numory. near Odlhata, n

from WTnohdold Station, South VVontorn Itallwaj Uqi 10

WALTON NURSERY, LIVERPOOL.
TO NoBMBMBN ANIl GlENTf.KMHN I'l.v.ii '

Gooundh, OB Improving Pamci on l)i I

PAN1IGH I'l.ANTINO PUOLIO I ' A 1 1 1 , i 01 ii ii iiiii

WSKIRVINii boat to offM bli I ilvi tool "l

• TREES and BUKUUB of various elite*, adapli I glthai
for Lmmodhtto offoat or for oxtonnlvo now 1'lnntatlond, whora
smaller hI/.ihI and loan oxnentilvo plants are roqulrod li

to his go hi Hiiic.u nt tlio lending kinds "i Tree nnd
wlilr.li in allowed to be the moal o tensive la I land, be thle
hiiuhiiii offers upwardfi nt' H hundrod n land "i tin I

valuablo Troon lately lntrodnend, tha AIIAUGARIA 1MIIRI
(M'n and OEDRUB DEOOARA, ol various ilui, i

to h|.x feat,

vv. k. [nvltoa anj one wanting coneldorabl
Speolmon Troea and Shriibd to InNnool hid oollootl

prloes on the spot, as tl ro holghl of suou trooe (an quoted in

nste) gives no icioa ni (in' value "i well grown soleol pi

Oholoa iilliiiilliiiin.

N.it. A fow hundrodfl nt' the largor Blsed and flnol; napad
plants of the Arauoarla linbrlonta and Oodroti " Ian i

grown In tube, toaeoure their travelling in lifiit] ''

tanoes In thle oduntry, or i ty pari abroad,
Prlcod Lists Mill bo Hont mi application.

WATKIIUH'H AMERICAN PLA.NTS._A dow
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE In now pnbll

oalebratod Oolleotlon of hardy Scarlet and other [thododnndroiis,

as exhibited by John WATnRitn at the Royal Botanla Gardens,
Regent's Park; ft will be found to oontatn a few practical obsor-
viiiinini on their auocoaeful menage at, and will ba Ibrwardod
on application by onoloslng two etampa for postage, Apnrl from
itH I'liiinioi'iillnil nt tlio moil popular Ainorican I'iunl't In cultiva-

tion, ii Lint of ohotce Coniform will In- hith, ntniiraolng Hi'- late li

Iraportatlone of thle flue and hardy trlbeof Plante.

J. W. has now the pleasure in offer In huge unantltloe, and "i

.•ui heights, the following solectlon of CONIFERS, with the

remark that they are all now growing lu the open ground, are
btirdiy and liunilHnino an can bo desired, and have been li. in

planted naoli KueceodinK aprinjr, wlioroby no risk run h n u-

tared In their removal from the nursory:—Arauoarla Imbrlcato,

Cryptomerlajaponloaj Pinus Douglasf, Combra, oxcolsa, Lam-
boriiniia, tndlgnle, Jefferyana, Boavasloyl, tuberculal

Cedrus Deodara, Lebanon, and Afrfoana; Welllngtonlagl
CupreesuSj Juotperus, TaxiiB, Thuja, dko.

tw The attention nt gentlomen, public companies, and others

engaged in planting, in ospeolally dlreotod r « the Ion

lnd I, all Intending plentere would be well repaid byaylell te

inspect, our stock, uh nnich may tin seen which of necessity

cannot bo given within the limits of on advertisement.
Tim Nursery Is easily reached by railway, being near (he

Farnborough Station, Sonth-vVostorn Railway, and Blaokwatox
ou tlio South-Eastern Railway.

The American Nursery, BagBhot, Surrey.

NEW ROSES.
J and J. FRASER, Nurserymen, Lea Briilgp

• Road, Eflsex, l>o£ to otlor flno Standanls of tlio following

beautiful NEW ROSUS:-
Belio Lyonnata
Comtosse d'Orleons ... 5

„ Vaillant 5
General Jacqueminot ... 3

Gloire do Franco 3
„ do Vltry 5

Sladnmo Gutnoiseau ... 3
Madeinoisotlo Alino
Gibbon 3

Prince de la Mnskowa... 5
Sir John Franklin ... 3
Souvenir do Madamo

Lillo 3 6

Vlcomtcsso Lauro
liiriMiile

Madamo Maeson
„ Theodore

„ Cambacoros ...

„ Vldot
„ Hector Jacquin

Lord Raglan
Madame Placo
Panache d'Orleons ...

Princo Leon
Trlomphe de Paris ...

Gloireilo DlJon(Tea)

do n. it.

... fi

... 7 6

... 5

... 6

... 7

... 3

... 5

... 8

... 5

... 3

Melanie Willermoz(Tea) "8s.6d.

For a full description of tho above seo Catalogue, which may
be bad on application.—Dec. 29.

Ii^ARLY LETTUCES.—Tlio largest and quickest
J growing LETTUCES aro "SUTTON'S SUPERB

WHITE COS," and "SUTTON'S SUPERI! GR1 EN I OS."

The Editor of tha tihrimtrs' OhnmieU, in a critique on Lettuces,

says of the flrat of these—" This is the very bast Cos Lettuce,

very large, leaves hooded at tho top, so that they close in with-

out tying; blanching white, crisp, so excellent thai oni

suppose no higher degree of perfection could be obtained as n

garda n Summer Lettuce." And of the other be Boys "Si I

ton s Superb Green Cos : This very much resembles the pre-

ceding, but is a darker green, and hardier, therefore is preferable

for sowing early in spring, and also for autumn use."

Seeds may bo had (If ordered immediately 1 in paokats It. each,

post free.—'Address, Suttox & Soss, Seed G rowers and .Mer-

chants, Reading, Berks.
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were in excellent condition last June, in consequence

of the abundance of dried-up Poislani I

and Tomatoes, which nave now complete'.

blished themselves all over the island.

There was issued during the second qnartCT of

the present year as follows :

—

&lte JBavftcnn'iEr Cftnmtclr,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 29, 1855.

« ~
In the midst of the South Atlantic Ocean stands

a place called Ascension Island, which Malte Brtjd

some years since described as " a rock without

water, and nearly without vegetation, but an attrac-

tion to navigators from the immense quantity of

turtles that come to repose themselves on its shores,

which are covered with lava and volcanic scoria;."'

We have heard other visitors to the place assert

that its soil consisted of what was very like broken

glass bottles. When St. Helena was fixed upou as

the residence of Napoleon Bonaparte, the island

was occupied by Sir George Cocebubn. In 1S34

it more seriously attracted the attention of the

English Government, who caused it to be sun-eyed

with a view to converting it into a naval station for

the African fleet. At that time about 45 acres of

the mountain top furnished a seamy supply of vege-

tables ; there were no trees, and such wild plants

as existed were worthless.

By the year lS-i7 such progress had been made in

reclaiming this desolate spot, by successive naval
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mediately brought to my remembrance the oil

which had so lately cur'd my cold, and the easy

manner of making it ; surely, thought I, as the

substance and taste of these two things are so near

alike, their effects can never be so different, but that

the Beech must afford as good an oil as the Almond
tree. I resolv'd, however, to make an experiment,

and took care in my return to get a quart or two of

Beech Mast, and having hung it a whole night in a

linen bag, near a small fire, to dry away that watry

part which you may observe predominant in Filberds

and Walnuts till they have been a good while kept,

I pounded them in a mortar, and when they were

reduc
:

d with shell and all to a proper substance, I

got the apothecary's press, and went to work the same
way I had observ'd him take with the Almonds.
I was rather pleas'd than surpris'd to find my-
self so far from being mistaken, that the oil was
more in quantity than had been drawn from an
equal weight of Almonds, and the apjthecary not

knowing what it really was, after having several

times tasted it, declar'd that it was the finest oil of

Almonds that ever he saw drawn."
At this time Hill was at Naples.

"At last, in the year 1712, some affairs of no great

consequence calling me into the west of England, I

returned again about the beginning of September
from Devonshire, and taking no direct road came
along by Henley and the woodiest part of Maiden-
head thicket, where, for 12 or 14 miles together, a

man can hardly see any other kind of wood but Beech.

It happened that this very year the Beech Mast
grew in greater plenty than ordinary, and as I rode

among the trees, I observ'd that they were almost
bow'd to the ground with their burthens, and hung
just as I had seen them twelve years before in the

kingdom of Naples. The similitude of the two objects

at once brought back to my remembrance the experi-

ment I had then made, and I was immediately
mov'd with curiosity to try if the English Beech nut
might not yield an oil as sweet as the Neapolitan.

"At my return to London I made the experiment;
I found it answer the utmost of my expectations

;

and having by inquiries of the country people before

inform'd myself that there was no use for this mast,

but that all which the hogs left undevour'd lay

rotting on the ground, and was looked upon as not

worth gathering, I made it my next business to

trace out the uses of this new oil."

Eventually, in the 12th year of Queen Anne,
letters patent were issued to Hill, authorising him
to get up a company for obtaining oil from Beech
Mast; in consequence of which an association was
actually formed and shares were sold " at the Beech
oil office, which is now kept at the Golden Key, a

woollen draper's, in St. Paul's Churchyard, from 9 to

12 in the morning, and from 2 to 5 in the afternoon."

It does not appear that this company was
prosperous ; at least we find no further traces of it.

Nor indeed was it one which either then or now
should have been formed. It is only by the owners
of Beech woods on a large scale that it could be

made profitable ; but in their hands we should

think it ought to he productive enough to deserve

attention. That theBeech mast containsoil in abund-
ance, that its oil is easily expressed, that it would
have a ready sale, and that the residuary "cake"
would be applicable to the usual agricultural purposes

is certain. That is to say, such is found to be the case

in other countries, and there is nothing in the

climate of Great Britain to justify the opinion

that the case would be different here and else-

where. In the passage which has led to these

remarks it will be seen that in the North of Ger-

many it is largely employed, even as food, although

it is certainly not on account of its fitness for ali-

ment that it seems to merit attention. On the

contrary Guibourt (Hist, des dr. simp., II. 600)
expressly declares that in the East of France, where
the mast is utilised in pretty large quantity, the oil,

when fresh, contains an acrid principle which
renders its use as food injurious, and that it is

necessary to drive this off by gentle boiling—an
operation of some difficulty.

And this is confirmed by the authors of the

Maison rustique, who speak of it thus : — " The
Beech deserves to be more extensively cultivated,

on account of the oil which it produces. This oil

is good for eating, or frying, and for burning in

lamps. It will keep for many years, and even
improves by age, if after being clarified it is put
into pitchers well luted, and buried in sand as in a
cellar. Some, however, say that when fresh it dis-

orders the head and stomach. In order to make
good Beech oil, the mast should be collected as it

falls, and put into an airy room ; but not thrown in

heaps for feur of heating. When it is quite
dry, it is shelled and ground for the purpose of
extracting the oil. Beech-cake fattens quickly
cows, pigs, and fowls."

It is therefore not as an article of human food

|

that we invite attention to Beech oil, but because of
i i's apparent value for burning and manufacturing

;

purposes, and for the sake of the cake which remains
when the oil is pressed out. On these accounts it

would seem to be worth experimenting upon by
those who live in Beech countries and can have
access to an oil mill. We only regret that our
attention was not directed to the subject two
months ago.

New Plants.
156. Calceolaria (Jovellana) violacea, Cavanilles

Be Cand. Prodr. x. 206.

This very pretty shrub has appeared in many gardens
round London during the two last years, having, we
believe, been sent to England by Mr. Van Houtte, of

Ghent. So little does it bear of resemblance to common
Calceolarias that no one can be surprised at its having
been regarded as a distinct genus. But although its

flowers are violet and the corolla split into a pair of

equal gaping concave lips, yet Mr. Bentham, who has
so carefully studied the order to which it belongs, is of

opinion (see Dc Cand. Prodr. x. 205) that the Jovellana

of Cavanilles should not be separated from the Calceo-

laria of Linnfeus ; the pouch of the latter being analo-

gous to the lower lip of Jovellana.

At first the plants round London were small and
wanted vigour, and the violet colour of the blossoms was
60 faint and tarnished thatgardeners formed an unfavour-

able opinion of the plant ; but restored health and
better treatment brought out its real colours, gave
brilliancy to their tints, and so increased the number of

the flowers as to raise it very much in estimation, so

that it now ranks among the best of second-class green-

house shrubs, requiring precisely the same treatment as

ordinary shrubby Calceolarias, and like them striking

freely from cuttings. It flowers in April and May.
Our own wild specimens are from Conception in

Chili, near which and the city of Valparaiso it appears
to be common, forming a small entangled bush. The
very hot summer of that country shows how careful we
should be to give the plant a long season of warm rest.

When at home it flowers in October, which corresponds
with our April, long before the dry season sets in.

TRANSPORT OF ROOTS AND SEEDS TO
AUSTRALIA.

I imagine that it would be worth knowing whet'ier

in the case of roots and seeds any method of packing
could be adopted better than the present; one of paper
in tin cases, and how best the expiring vitality of some
of them could be thrown into an active state. It is all

very well to say that oily seeds get rancid, and that
berries get mouldy; this is well known, but the object is

how to counteract this, and of course first to inquire

into the cause. I have sent to England for seeds
and roots for several years, and if I gee one seed to

grow from five ordinary packets I am satisfied. I have
sent to five seedsmen for the same seed in the same
year, namely the pickling Onion, aud altogether I have
received some pounds weight, but never had a grain

come up, either in the ground, a frame, or a hot-bed. A
few sorts of seeds will always grow, as Peas and the

Cabbage tribe, but it is very rarely that either Carrot,

Parsnip, Onion, Lettuce, French Bean, &c, ever
germinate.

Roots also are a sad disappointment ; we have never
been able to import Snowdrops, Aconites, Dog-tooth
Violets, Fritillaries, Scillas, English or Spanish Iris,
aud very rarely a Crocus. Last year I received 2000
Crocuses, every one of which was dead. Hyacinths
come better, so do Narcissi and Tulips. The Amaryllis
tribe all die, Anemones and Ranunculus are uncertain,
sometimes all are perfect, at others all are decayed.
Lost year the same post conveyed from me two nearly
corresponding orders; the one tradesman despatched
the order four days after its receipt in September, the
other in December, or three months afterwards ; the
goods from the latter were all rotten, while those from
the former were all good. This result might have been
anticipated. The one order was executed while the
weather was dry, and the roots experiencing their
summer's rest or inactivity ; the other when the damp
weather of November had filled them with moisture,
and when their natural season of growth had already
far advanced.

Some persons have advised roots and seeds to be
packed in sugar, others in charcoal, some in damp
earth, others in some porous material which would
admit a passage of air, but of course this is of no value
when they are inclosed in a tin case. Most persons
advise phials to be used. I have tried and seen all

methods, and the result of my experience is, that phials

appear to be the best, or if sent by post quills sealed
with sealing-wax are as good. Berries must be sent

thus to keep their moisture from rotting what they
are in contact with. Sugar, by keeping off rancidity, is

very beneficial in preserving Acorns, Chesnuts, Walnuts,
and similar seeds. Walnuts always become rancid,

Chesnuts change into a dry powder or dry rot, so much
so that of 1 sacks sent not as seed but as a commer-
cial speculation, not one among the whole quantity has
been good for food, much less for seed. Yet packed in

sugar I have received them safely, and so rare is the

fruit that two years ago they were sold at 5s. each
Chesnut. Last year I sent to England for a case of

living plants, and directed the seeds of trees of various

sorts and certain bulbs to be scattered in the mould of

the case ; when it arrived I had a perfect forest of Oaks,

Birch, Ash, &c. The bulbs also were good, and if

living plants are sent, the most perfect manner is to

have the plants regularly aud properly planted in

6 inches of soil, as close together as you like. Let
the earth be covered over with moss, and wooden bars

or wires put above it to keep the whole steady ; such a

case should always have berries or slow growing seeds

scattered throughout the mould, they may perhaps grow
during the voyage if near the surface ; if not they will

grow directly the mould is taken out and properly

scattered and covered. Lily roots, Fritillaria (Crown
Imperials especially), Lily of the Valley, Alstroamerias,

Tropseolums, and Cyclamens always carry well in

this way.
What seems most wanted is a knowledge of the result

of different methods of carrying seeds and roots to

foreign countries ; for example, an essential oil will

prevent white mould, contact with air prevents dry rot;

but air is always moist, and to prevent this evil rotting

is occasioned. Now what material might be mixed
with seeds to generate air without producing moisture ?

Would a mixture of black oxide of manganese and com-
mon salt \—would chalk and sal ammoniac ?—would chlo-

ride of lime ?—would any easily decomposed oxide or

salt ?—would bi-carbonate of ammonia, or other

material effect this ? Then if seeds arrive in a languid

but still living state, what soaking or other treatment,

save that generally pursued of a hotbed, will animate

them % I have myself found charcoal and sand,

watered with the drainings from old stable manure, with

a little muriate of ammonia mixed with it, or else water
impregnated with a very little pigeons' dung, to be an
excellent mixture to grow languid seeds in. George IV.

Francis, Superintendent of the Botanic Garden, A delaide.

August, 1855.

ON HASTENING THE BEARING OF SEED-
LING PEAR TREES.

More than once on seeing my numerous seedling

Pear trees, inexperienced amateurs, full of superficial

knowledge, have said to me, " What ! you wait seven,

eight, or ten years before your trees come into bearing

!

That is too long to wait ; this is the method I would
take to hasten their bearing : when a seedling has made
a well ripened terminal shoot, I would bud or graft it on

the Quince stock, and thus have fruit in the third or

fourth year after the operation." Others recommend
grafting or budding on standards, or on the lateral

branches of strong pyramids in bearing. My reply was

always, " Have you tried it ? Have you established by
experiment the superiority of this practice V No one

ever ventured in the affirmative. They had only heard

that it could be done. A prejudice. I know that 20
years ago, or more, similar experiments had been tried,

but without success. Desirous, however, of making
sure on this point, I renewed the experiment on an
extended scale. The following was the result obtained :

From 1 5 of my most promising seedlings, and such as

were best adapted for the purpose, I took good grafts in

the third year, and worked them on strong shoots at 6

or 7 feet high ; I also took six buds of each sort and
worked them on the Quince stock ; and I sacrificed

five strong pyramids by grafting or budding on their

lateral branches. These grafts and buds succeedel
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401. Cienooladia* {Natural drafts).—As them is

which influence tho division of a uniform tissue into
branches of various kinds aro obscure, SO is it often
equally difficult to assign any reason for the appearance
of a single organ where there should be two or I

••-, or
the natural union of a plurality of organs with mor •

less distinct traces of the several parts of whioh the
whole is composed. Instances of the suppression of
organs or of tho union of ono or more individuals aro
of ordinary occurrence in tho parts of fructification
even in their normal state, and nro very frsquenl OS
deviations from some particular type, sometimes
arising from pressure, sometimes from the hypertrophy
of neighbouring organs, and sometimes again from
causes wholly inappreciable.

405. Where organs aro multiplied beyond the usual
rule, and there is at the same time little or not,

sufficient increase of space, being in closo apposition,
while the tissues are still tender uuion readily taken
place, and we have in consequence natural grafts

or unions, us in double Apricots, Peaohee, (.'berries,

&c. In such instances there is generally more or
less distortion. Sometimes it happens that two or
more buds are similarly developed, the consequence of

which is a ribband-like more or less fluted stem if they
grow with equal rapidity, but if the rates of growth are

different the more vigorous side curls over to the weaker,

and thus those curious fasciated branches are formed
which have attracted the attention of most observers in

|

the Ash, Holly, or more rarely in the Willow. Cnieus
palustris, Asparagus officinalis,'!' the common Foxglove,

And many other herbaceous plants exhibit occasionally

the same peculiarity, and in such a condition often excite

serious alarm in the superstitious. It does not appear
that the phenomenon is in general caused by an insect,

i

though it is not denied that such may sometimes be the

case. Fasciated branches in a species of Elder are not

uncommon in the United States, specimens of which I

have before me, caused by the presence of A-icidium

sambuciatum, which has hitherto been found only iu

North America.

406. Union however sometimes takes place between

branches merely from juxtaposition when they are by

I no means in a nascent state, though according to tlieir

state of growth the uuion may be more or less complete.

|
They may for instance press against each other so

t closely as to prevent anything like nutriment at the point

of contact, the cousequence of which is that eventually

' the new layers of wood inclose the disc of contact, the

I traces of which may exist during the whole life of the

J tree, the two portions of wood being separated from each

I
other by a thin layer of dead bark. In such cases no

I real union has ever taken place. If however the bark be

! very young and vigorous more intimate union may exist

I and death may not take place at all, the bark being

I entirely absorbed. The inosculation of branches in

j many of the tropical climbers is notorious, and we have

I curious instances of it occasionally iu our own forest

I trees, especially in the Beech, in which a complete net-

I work of branches may exist while all are growing with

1 perfect vigour. A very curious tree of this description

I exists in my own neighbourhood, of which two figures

I are given under the article Fagus in Loudon's

I " Arboretum et Fruticetum."

407. One of the most curious cases perhaps of union

I is that which takes place occasionally in the roots of

Hi

From jbo;v95 common, and *Xa5« a brauch.

The fasciated Ash branches are noticed in Dr. Plot's

now ol Staffordshire," who attributes them to too rapid an

ii of sap. In Turpin's memoir on Grafts, natural unions are

Qgnrcd in the case of Asparagus and Aloe. He mentions also

a natural graft of two contiguous loaves of Agave Ainericaua

j by the upper sad under surfaces. Other instances may be found

, u Do Caudolle's " Organographies oic.
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i, Tim: hy moans of a I r*l<wr, seeds i

In. obtained from foreign c pose of dUtrt-
button.

.'» Thai a very small Garden l>e maintained ix I

ucli seeds ha may not arrive in suf&cie

distribution, for restoring the health of import,. I

experimental purposes.

II. That a regular system of Inquiry Intfl

anco Connected with Horticulture throughout th* Vtinedoni h»
establish,' '.

bo communicated to the Monthly Meetings, and
public.

7. That the Members of tho Society be entitl

books from the Library, for short periods, upon under
return them uninjured.

S. That (If the funds provoade
,

il

Into a Monthly Publication, wtth

part : which shall not I" 1 sol I, but

tho Fellows, and regularly Ir .

as in in* specially give tholr ad,lresa for that pnnj

9. It als., seems w >rtl
J

Monthly Moel

ofan educational nature, npon Horti

light no: prot

Iii. Tho Council are ofopinion, thai

celpts of the Society tn harmony wil

be rendered necessary hy the adoption of :'

tions, and to takodue adnata
from others, certain alterations in I

Members of the Society wool

11. They propose that all E

present, bo admitted to all Exhi!

without paymont, 00 signing their name* at

19, Bnt that all other persons shall l« required to presents

ticket on entering.

1.1. That th, -

Society at tho rate of Three Shilli- ihitkass,

and of One Shilling each for al

14, That Members should have

such tickets at a much lower rate if taken i

i exhibition tickets, or twenty-five ordinary tickets tars,

sovereign.
15 And, inasmuch as loss has t-

have purchased G anion Exhibition tickets

use them In the season for which t>

that the new classes of tickets shall be available daring two

successive seas

tt> In connection with the

propose to retain tho present rate ,-f subscription najrxly.

Imission fee. and 4'. i<. ar

wherever it is desired to err J «

Fellows bv the Charter. All cxis:

Guinea Members, and still older T«o Guinea or Ox O sSbii

Members, would fall into this ind by tiMn t-rtrr wriTi-

Iolto which the Uye-U-- •

17. l,nt in orvler to

to establish a • •

Guineas annually [in advanc I «i ''>*
shaU be entitled to l-ersonal free a-

and Meetings, to purchase tickets a!

all thi- other privilor-es .:' Fel'iows.
-

Society, participation in the distr.bntjon of seeds aad plants, as,

the receipt of the Journal.

The Council, beinc desxroas

maturelv considere>i by the S

Meeting alresdy siluded tn sliaU be

that the said M, ' '

J-J*"?™ ™ '"

a number of Fellows as possit

nponsnmmoninE - ij, the 5ta

days after the assembling of Partomc*at-

iSic By order of the C«rnoU

rwhich saayna t

• enrTenre

. », , BJB1

•«rie, hm.: ssBaanawl tar

re, i%» hsgk aaal

ii'ViiVtcr, '. >'. the high US MSf-atriast**. « • ».»»•

ligeocos ar.d i isuaisiUy ft
ally '(Mtlk kskl*

;

" ,"" », aa sssj l •* a (saw a******-
! ariih lb* b-aessky at* fW gaail . I las**

cresUcr r-

tW fafcwisax I

oaociaM. S«uV1*-»

'

' React

Tbe above

-Ju, last 1 W-braat tke

MM iw-.iaL dss* Asis

ralsnUe ieacrjcmr, nf

re esnsiaereal trnsAsV-

Biattare era saanadrr

r:na atul :

-v- •

Jcks L->T-_s;r. Vlce-Secreury. ,

itdc hvU
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meat tor children, the aged aud infirm, and would not seem to have resembled M. Von S.'a description of the

diminish the amount of labour on plantations.

For the Plantain, Pinguin, and all similar herbaceous

plants, machinery is absolutely necessary to separate

and clean the fibre advantageously ; when this deside-

ratum is accomplished, and with one or two years'

practice, there is nothing to prevent Jamaica competing

with any part of the world of ten times the same

extent. The inducement to

greater than it is at present

Japan varieties of the sweet Potato. J. H. H.
Oaks.—Your ransacking the dusty corners of the

country for Oak chips, has caused me to remember that
' some 20 years ago I searched Bewdley Forest lor curiosi-

i ties in that way, and after satisfying myself that there

I

were both Q. sessiliflora, Q. pedunculata, and Q. pubes-

cens, with intermediate varieties too numerous to men-

do so cannot be much ' tion, a Mr. Corbet, one of my employer's wood-cutters,

I find by a statistical
|

told me that there were but three kinds of Oak in the

account that the imports of Flax into the United forest, viz., the black, the red, and the white ; and that

Kingdom during 1353 amounted to 94,163 tons 14 cwt., they could tell the black, if their eyes were shut when

and°at the exorbitant price of 1107. per ton, to which . cutting it, as it was harder, and consequently worse to

the average price of foreign Flax has already risen, cut than the other two. He very kindly procured me a

shows a Bum of 10,358,007/., which has been paid in . specimen of the wood of each kind; I cast them

cash for foreign Flax fibre last year ; and since the on the floor of our Potato shed, where they

prohibition of Russian hemp into European markets, have been ever since.

prices and demand are increasing daily.

In the winter, as a matter of

course, the doors and windows were shut. In the

summer the doors and windows were open. Sometimes

these specimens were among straw and Fern, which

covered the Potatoes. I have frequently examined

My motive for laying before you my views on this

subject, and prepariug the samples of fibre for your in-

spection, is, that I am anxious to submit to you, and
through you to the agriculturists and people in general them as to their soundness ; and though much has been

of this island, the desirability and advantages in an in- ;
said on the durability of the different kinds of Oak, I

dividual aud national point of view to be derived from ' cannot perceive much difference in these. I herewith

the adoption and extensive cultivation of fibrous plants. ' send you a specimen of each for your inspection. No. 1,

As I have already mentioned, the great scarcity,
j

Black ; No. 2, Red ; No. 3. White. John Pearson, Kin-

exorbitant price, and widely-spreading demand for
i
let, near Bewdley. [The Red and Black Oaks appear to

fibre throughout the world, render the materials of
j

be Q. sessiliflora ; the White Oak is certainly Q.

which it is manufactured of much importance, particu-
.
pedunculata.]

larly in this country, where labour is scarce and dear, Longevity of Seeds.— I can confirm the statements of

and agriculture at its lowest ebb. Many of these fibres
|

your correspondent " J. R." that some seeds do, under

will be found of superior quality, and produced
|

certain conditions, retain their vitality for a long

in greater abundance than any grown in temperate period. Previous to 1836 a number of plants of

regions.

I have made a very moderate calculation of the pro-

duce of an established field with Plantains, which I find

to be as follows :

—

An acre planted with suckers, at 10 feet apart, will
contain 435 plants, and the first year will produce
as many bunches of fruit worth 6d £10 17 6

Each stem will yield 1 lb. of finely-dressed fibre,

worth ed 10 17 6

it is very prolific, and chickens eat it as readily as corn.

/. ft, Cold (Spring Harbour, Long Island, Dec. 10.

Seedling Fruit Trees.—As aeveral different state-

ments have been published on how far the different

varieties of our fruit trees produce seedlings like their

parents, I think very interesting information might be
given by some few of your correspondents who may
have carefully sown named seeds aud have noted the
result. Jourdan (in the " Me'moires de l'Acad. de
Lyons," vol. ii., p. 94, 114) states most positively that he
has tried repeatedly, and that all the many seedlings
which he raised from the same variety of fruit tree
resembled each other in foliage and general manner
of growth as perfectly as do the young plants
of any wild species whatever ; and therefore that
they differed from the seedlings of every other
variety of the same fruit tree. Hence, also, as
he asserts, the seedlings of one variety can never be
confounded by an experienced eye with those of another
variety, being as distinct as were their parents. More-
over, he states that the fruit of seedling Pears and
Apples, though differing greatly in size, succulency, and
flavour from those of their parents, yet resemble them
in the more important characters of form and in the
nature of their seeds. On the other hand Van Mons
asserts that he sometimes raised from the seed of one
variety of Pear a quite distinct kind ; but it now
appears that Van Mons was careless in marking the
varieties sown. If any one can give accurate informa-

tion on this curious subject, I hope that he will be so

kind as to take the trouble to do so ; and will give, as

far as he can, some idea what proportion of seedlings

are produced which resemble their parents in foliage and
general habit ; for if seedlings differ from their parentsLavatera arborea had been allowed to seed in my

garden, a large portion of which was scattered on the ! only in a few rare instances, this might perhaps be
ground. Since that year not a single plant has been attributed to an accidental cross from some neigh-
left to flower, yet after the ground has been dug numbers I bouring tree. Is it known whether some varieties of
of seedlings have come up annually, and I have no doubt I Pears and Apples tend to produce truer offspring than
will continue to do so for years to come. But the most other varieties 2 Plums are said to come very true.

Amounting in all to 2115
There can also be raised on the same land, along with

the Plantains during the first year, a crop of Yams,
corn, Kidney Beans, and sweet Potatoes, worth at least

20/., thus realising the first year 41Z. 15s. The second
year each Plantain-stool will throw up three or more
suckers, the quantity of fibre vi ill thereby be tripled,

and succeeding years would add to the produce ; and if

the Plantain is cut before the fruit is formed, the
quantity of fibre will be fully one-third more, of a far

superior quality. I may here remark that the Banana is

a much hardier plant than the Plaintain ; it will live and
thrive at an elevation where the latter would not exist.

In selecting any particular variety of the Musa for cul-

tivation, great care ought to be observed, as on this

point much of the success depends.
In connection with this branch of industry, other

plants, although of less importance, ought not to be lost

sight of, being available in meeting a great deficiency
as materials for the manufacture of paper, such as many
of our very soft and spongy woods, which cannot be
classed among timbers ; the various and inexhaustible
supply of tough Withes, Reeds, Grasses ; and, perhaps
superior to all, the refuse of Arrowroot, as it comes from
the mill, divested of its starch ; many tons of this are
annually wasted, being thrown on the dunghill. The
above-mentioned materials are far more likely to
answer the purpose than the Bamboo, so much used in
China for making paper.

I shall conclude by briefly describing another plant
(the Pothos violacea), admirably adapted for all descrip-
tions of fine straw-plaits, particularly where strength and
richness of appearance are desired ; its plait will be
found superior to the best Leghorn plait. This plant,
although an epiphyte, and growing plentifully at the
roots and on the tops of the highest trees, at an eleva-
tion on the mountains not under 1000 feet, may readily
be cultivated in woodlands and moist places. The part
made use of is the petiole, or footstalk of the leaf, which
grows from 18 inches to 2 feet long, and readily divides
into strips of any dimensions, and contains a strong
fibre, which the common plait made from the Fan-palm
does not, and seldom retains colour long. These
advantages may tend to bring the plant into notice after
awhile ; and, if through my humble endeavours, any
of the undeveloped resources of the country are brought
into notice, a happy result will be effected.

remarkable instance that has come under my observation

was the appearance of a great number of plants of

Lavatera Olbia on the sides of a new road cut through

the forest some years Bince. In order to raise the

road in a hollow place a large quantity of soil was dug
from the forest, and on this fresh turned-up earth

great numbers of common plants came up the following

summer, and among them many dozens of Lavatera

Olbia. If the seeds of this plant were not in the

soil, I know not how they could have got there. I

have never seen the plant growing in any garden in this

neighbourhood or elsewhere, and the portion of the

road upon which the Lavatera appeared was in the

centre of the forest, and not a single plant could be

found anywhere except upon the newly upturned soil,

which had probably been undisturbed for ages till this

road was made. The plants flowered freely for a year

or two, but gradually decreased in number, and six or

seven years afterwards they entirely disappeared.

When I first noticed the plant I sent specimens to

Mr. Salmon, then residing at Thetford, and he informed

me that it was Lavatera Olbia. I firmly believe that

the seeds were in the soil, as I cannot suppose that they

had been recently conveyed there. The plants were
scattered on each side of the road for about half a mile.

Henry Doubleday, Epping. As you have lately pub-

lished such full and interesting details on the case of the

long entombed Raspberry seeds, you may like to hear

that a somewhat similar instance has been observed on
the Continent. Gsertner (Versuche iiber die Bastarder-

zeugung, s. 157) states on the authority of Jouannot
that seeds from the graves of ancient Gauls, of the date of

the introduction of Christianity (probably at the time of

Clodowig in the third or fourth century a.d.) germinated
and produced Heliotropium vulgare, Centaurea cyanus,

and Trifolium minimum. Gaertner gives, as reference,

Froriep Notizen, B. xun., No. 946, p. 348. It seems
that no known botanist looked to the correctness of these

names. C. Darwin.
Potato Disease.—In reference to the article in your

last Number relative to this disease, there is no doubt

that the reason of the preservation of the plant in bog
soil is its antiseptic quality. I have proved this by
setting Potatoes in some of the worst years in a clay

soil, but protected by a copious drill of peat earth in

the furrow. This treatment answered perfectly,

whilst plants not so managed were almost destroyed by
disease. Woglog.

Turf Pits.—In many situations by far the cheapest

and not an inconvenient hot-bed or plant-preserving

frame, may be made by building the sides with sods 6

or 8 inches wide, driving small stakes through to stiffen

Home Correspondence. them. These sod walls may be either built solid or
Batates, or Sweet Potatoes.—Bearing on the subject of with holes left, a la Macphail, for leaf or other lining to

M. Von Siebolii's comrnumcation in your last number,
|
be added when desirable. Upon the top of these walls

I may mention, if it can be of service to any one wishing
|
lay a frame of wood (

Mr. Rivers, and possibly others, could probably give
very interesting details on this head. C.Darwin.

varieties..

Linnean, Dec. 18.—Prof. Bell, President, in the
chair.—W. Archer, jun., Esq., and W. Dickinson, Esq.,
were elected Fellows. Mr. Pamplin exhibited living

specimens of the Argyroneta, which had been the sub-
ject of a communication at a previous meeting. Prof.
Bentley exhibited a specimen in spirits of Papaver brac-
teatum, showing a conversion of stamens into carpels, to-

gether with some other vegetable monstrosities. The
following papers were read: 1. "Notes on some
West Indian seeds, washed up on the coast of Wales,"
by Dr. Hooker. The principal interest attaching to
these seeds was said to be derived from the exten-
sion of the area over which they proved the Gulf
Stream to be capable of transporting foreign bodies,
it having been hitherto generally supposed that cross
currents or other causes prevented any of these
floating seeds from being carried into the Irish Sea.
2. " On Dictyocline, a new genus of Ferns," by Mr. T.
Moore. This genus was stated to belong to the Hemio-
nitideae, a group distinguished by having anastomosiry
receptacles, and continuous linear reticulated sori. Ii

differed from the allied genera in having the veins
pinnate, and the sorilerous venules transversely anasto-
mosing between them, forming two or three series of

roundish hexagonal areoles. Itis anativeof Assam. The
provisional name of Chorizopteris was suggested for

another Assam Fern which does not associate with any
known genus. It has the veins uniformly reticulated,

forming two or three series of oblique, unequal, elon-

gated, hexagonal areoles, and is supposed to belong to

the Acrostichese. Two species were noticed—C. pinnate
from Assam, and C. bipinnata, from New Caledonia. The
paper was concluded by some observations on the value

of the receptacle as a discriminative character among
the Ferns. 3. The commencement of a memoir " On
the Natural History of the Glow-worm," by the late

G. Newport, Esq., prepared from the author's MS. by
Prof. Ellis, of University College.

to make trial of the Japanese variety of the Sweet
Potato, which he eulogises so highly, that many years
ago, in India, my servant on one occasion purchased a few
Sweet Potatoes of a kind very different from the ordi-
nary Sweet Potato so common in that couutry. They
were about 4 inches long, in shape resembling a short
thick sausage; when dressed the interior consisted of a
fine white mealy substance, so slightly sweet as to be
scarcely perceptible, and only sufficiently so to be agree-
able, with a delicacy of flavour much surpassing any
kind of Potato or Yam I have ever met with. I was
told they were brought from Goa, the capital of the
Portuguese possessions, from which I was then some 20
miles or more distant ; and except on the occasion re-
ferred to I never met the same kind in India. They

(we use only the Larch slabs) halved
into each other, and with screeds nailed on their sides to

form the top frame slide, to receive and keep in their

places either glass or other coverings. Simple as this

may be, for a few pence you have a Mushroom, Plant, or

Cucumber receptacle far more capable of keeping out

frost than wood, brick, or stone. An Old Correspondent.

[An excellent plan where sods can be had. See some
editorial remarks, p. 659.]

The Holcus Saccharatus, or Sugar-cane Grass, of

which you sent me seed, has, I am happy to say, suc-

ceeded here admirably. It grows 12 to 14 feet high,

and it is thought that it will prove a very valuable food

for cattle. I divided the seed amongst six of my neigh-

bours, two of whom are going to sow an acre each, and

two others half an acre each. In seeding propensities

£j.ottlt$ Of 33ooksi.

We have received a volume of Sermons entitled

Th.e Gospel in Ezekiel, by the Rev. Dr. Guthrie (Black,

Edinburgh), to which we would draw attention for the

sake of the happy imagery derived from natural history,

which we find scattered here and there through its

pages. Upon its doctrinal merits we, of course, express

no opinion. The rev. [author sets an example which

we should be glad to see more generally followed ; for if

the object of a preacher is to produce a vivid impres-

sion upon the minds of his hearers, especially where

they form a rural congregation, he will find no way to

their hearts more direct than through apt illustrations

derived from natural objects with which they are

familiar. This was thoroughly understood by the in-

spired writers, but has long been too much neglected.

Or if attempted, it has sometimes been with* so little

skill and knowledge as to render natural imagery more

ridiculous than impressive. No one can say that of Dr.

Guthrie, one of whose similes we take as an example :

—

" Compare man with any of the other creatures of

God, and how directly we come to the conclusion that
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c ih not tlio creature he oame from hie Mulcor's
iftnds !

" Who has not had this borne In upon hie mind whin
lis feet carried him forth into the flelde ol nature 1 i

tass out among our Bylvan scenes; and horo, on the

pray of the tassel led Broom, there ulta and Binge n llttli

)ird ; it HUh the glen wiih molody ; from hie throat and
hrobbing breaet he ringe out the Btveotott muslo, ai
vitli hoon bright oyo lie now loolm up to < >

r

J( I god now
lown on the IhihIi whore lili mate niin with ,.

txtended over their unfoathored neitllnge; wltl

ie choorH her maternal oaree, nod li tin n away on bu v

ving to cater for mother and Hor young, Noi i. I torn

nyatopii to the open moor
;
nod no goon oi tin Intruder

ippeavH on hor lonely domain, the lapwing eomoi down
ipon Hie wind

; bravo and venturesome nlm bw< epi u

iVitU hor winff, and ehrleke out her dletrou oe the
ivheold round and round our head ; her brood are
lowering on that mdcod waeto ;

nor does she reel until

)ur foot in off the ground, and even then, when n
is clear, we hear her long wdri screams, like ii" beating
of a mother'H heart when hor ehild li laved ; like thi

mournful dash of waVei upon the shore long after tin

wind is down. Next I olimb the mountain, when mow
drifts thieli from murky heavens, and, like Satan tal log

advantage of a believer's trials, the wily fox Ifl out ui

the hunt ; ovory mother of the Moid, lies there with net
tender lamh behind her ; with her body nln> soroens 't

from tho rudcncim of tho storm; and with lur hind in

tho wind, and expanded nostrils imilllini; the distant

danger, she lies ready, the moment lur eye Batches the
stealthy foo, to receive him on her leef, nnd die, 111 | |

truo mother, in her liiinh'H defence. Sneli are < . , ,< i
-.

creatures. Tho work is unmarred ; the workmanship
what it came from the Maker's band ; and away among
these old hoary hills, remote from man, Iuh cities, hil

sins, his works, bis sorrows, we are oul "i hearing "i the

groans of creation ; and, hut for tho corruption we
carry with and within us, we could almost tercet the

Fall. Stretched on a flowery haul;, with the hum of

bees, tho song of birds, and the chirp of the merry
grasshopper in our ear, heaven serene nbovo US, and
beneath us the placid lake, where every Mower and hunh

and Birch tree of the rock looks down into die mirror
of its own beauty, the murmur of the waterfall Bounds
to us like an echo from the crags of the Creator's

voice, 'All is very good.'"

The Natural Ms/or;/ of the Tincina, vol. I. By H. T.

Staiuton, assisted by Professor Zeller and .1. W.
Douglas. London, Van Voorst. Pp. xiii and 838, and
eight coloured plates. Tho text in English, French,
German, and Latin.

The study of the " little moths," or microlepidoptera, as

they have latterly been termed, has made great progress

during the last twenty years, especially in this country,

and as might have been expected a vast number of new
species has been discovered, of which the contim nod

lepidopterists are entirely ignorant. Nor has this know-
ledge been confined (as has too generally been the case

with entomological collectors) to the capture of specimens

in the perfect or winged shite, but with a laudable desire

to obtain a complete history of the species—as wed

also as to secure for their cabinets a fine series of choice

specimens uurubbed by the collecting net— several en-

thusiastic miorolepidopterists have traced many of these

insects through their different stages, and have thus
\

obtained very interesting results, both as relates to the

classification of the different species and genera (it being

now generally admitted that the characters derived from

the transformations are as valuable as those of the fully

developed insects themselves), as well as to the various

plants upon which the species subsist in their caterpillar

state. Amongst these observers Mr. Staiuton Man is

pre-eminent, and the untiring zeal with which he has

pursued the study in this point of view for several years
j

past merits the thanks of every lepidopterist. Tiie

volume before us offers striking evidence of the good '

results arising from such a course of investigate

taiuiug as it does the natural history of 24 species, of

which the tranformatious of two only had been pre-

viously observed, namely the Nepticula anomalella,"

which infests Rose leaves, illustrated in one of our ento-

mological articles (Gardeners' Cftrowefe, vol. 1852, p.

292) under the name of Microsetia ruficapitella, and

the Cemiostoma scitella, the larva? of which form the

large blotches on Pear leaves,f also illustrated in our

series by Ruricola (Cn.mi.t''mi»., vol.i.)
p.261),underthe

narneof Tinea Clerckella. No fewer than '20 other species

of Nepticula are given in the preseut volume as well as

two additional species of Cemiostoma. All these in-

sects possess habits very similar to the two described in

our pages, and are therefore objects of direct interest

to the horticulturist and botanist. These 21 species

are beautifully represented in the larva aud perfect

States, each being moreover accompanied by a figure of

the leaf of the plant to which it is attached, and within

which it forms its mining gallery or botch. Neither

however in the present volume, nor in his volume of

the Insect* Bntatinica, has Mr. Staiuton given any

figure of the chrysalides, although his short descriptions

of that state both in Nepticula (p. 2), aud Cemiostoma

" • Although so common a species, Mr. Staiuton has not clear,,;

tip the question as to the sexes of the black ami yellow-headed

Individuals noticed in our memoir, nor has ho alluded to the tact

of our having reared the transverse barred species troui the

garden Hose, ,

t Mr. staiuton mentions the curious fact that this species

attacks the Hawthorn and Apple as vro!l as the Pear leaves.

thus teaching that difference in the plant dees not necessarily

prove a difference In the species of the mining caterpillar.
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correctly about things bo common, bowsi
sources may he, bos ' ocooie an object "f cre»t general

interest—and one which we think l'r. Sccimnn bw
sa'islicd. It is more ; it is now a subject of very

great commercial importance, ai. lor • aamp
evidence collected by the author conemiins Cob
sufficiently proves.

Having Boid so much in favour of Ibis work we mint

not omit a notice of its blemishes, especially a!

hope soon to see a new edition in wbicb Ibey i

!. Of the likeness of the Palm-honsa «i Keel we

have just spoken with no great-

1

man it

• s. Instead of representing the beautiful

of that charming pine.

burnt up vegetation, that if it were really like tn
Palm-house must be a furnace in which

living could exist. The other plates are hotter; but

sonic reference should be made to the SUUiees '

they are derived, and they should be placed in communi-

cation with the matter tn which they nbteJJ I

contrary Chanirerops humilis stands w
Areca with Acrocoinia, Borassus and Gorypba with

Astrocaryum, and so on : m-r is this inconvenience »t

all remedied by the index ; so that, in the case of the

Cham. crops humilis already mentioned, we are

to discover cither the part of the work to which it

.or whence the figure has been borro '

what it illustrates. Plates introduced in this manner

become mere " gays " to please children, and lose their

scientific value.

ft

i ' , • , r i. •
(

I'. . .' »•

'i-

sad antaawlad sea'

IWdMfwia, gfwwaaj eiewe as

half !!>••><>

'A, to atwllii • j » "'—t ii » '

<«r tit* aasMsdl. Osi rosiMsic to* I

a»4 w

i

i iu» (

form' t n-

r.r, 1
!

'

:' 1- f BSBBl Ti-- w/ . *

* ;~ : t ., - V

itiic on the Vine Di.'ra*t, by Mr. James Cuthill,
|

is a great mistake in very small compass. Than the
,

author no one knows better how to deal with a pn
subject— i( he happens to understand it, which we are

obliged tossy is not the case in the preser-

Mr. Stanford of Charing Cms* has published (in a
,

thin 4to) A -

'• .""?*

. by E. Ravenstcm. i

effected by aid of three co cured geographical rr

which one illustrates popu'.v

and a third re i^ions. We have no doubt that the

information thus conveyed will be duly appreciated by

statistical inquirers.

Miscellaneous.
College Bel: ^rn that Pr

Mackay, the venerable curatoi mens,

has resigned bis office, and that Mr. John Bain has been i

appointed his success. r. A better choice could Boll

have been made.
i Dia»e»'t Land,—On Vai-

Day I leit Launceston by the atterooxm coach fer

Delorau .

'• where Mr. W. .

posed to meet me ai '""""I
10 miles further west, e ro*"

|

to Deloraiue is tbrouch sn open but hilly country ,
m»ch

improved. We left the harvest saved renna 1 I

ton, but as we advanced to the westward the season w»*
j

sensibly later, and after 85 miles tb - .ra-

in tH* eT,«- '

and Croatt-cnh ai » i fcra'ts* wn* aim Si

bandMxne Snww*. Oo uV wV4n liw Htm i» n » v

-Ser it smsw h.-» km ^saa*

-»riae a< m» fi*a *a «•
-m«»:aieid ts aad <

abvsdaally on n.» saarpaa «f a iaste I

rosod V--rur L i-aapeead of B»
with the swaal aswwntt af C^r-

loraed in the <

Mceodi'r ; the day be*MT sVs ha4 tigWwt .

by the tune wc mime bad faa* •""* •J a«rw.

asd bad redacrd a (real |»n «! Sk» DtKarta Aaa-a e-

;. -,;;.,: » --
-:'• " i

•

still on fire aad (a,

Ike Jaacfraa) an a» side* af sav TW tarn «aa «d
rpreadiar. ae-i \ y the end af the ~-
eoonu-r, had baned a gn aair part at eh* saasaaM

1

haeHer aaaSch ! swnlawrtiln.

eaedy haw • Leaden ias> Bmrmt *

bfltoai /faaC-IW Caanat fdaoi

. u;i» eases hf l

heesi Said, wr aaraea, a*

^eaiasalto

- == '
-'-* " i"

: m mr ciardaa m xtm naai
'. fad**; is each pae ec capaale

r « ai *»r dry
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state 43 3 graius ; the liuing wool, the cotton wool, de-
tached weighed 237 grains. Jflie shell or epidermis of
the seed is black, thin, hnrd, and tough. The substance
of the seed inclosed is of a light yellow colour," of an
oily taste followed by a slightly acrid one. Under the
microscope it is found to consist of oil globules, which
are abundant, and of a fine granular matter. The
seeds are broken (for instance when crushed in a
mortar) without much difficulty, and with water ou
trituration yield a yellow emulsion. Thrown in a filter,

the liquid which passes through is turbid and yellowish.
It is not apparently altered by boiling ; but on the
addition of acetic acid flocculi separate, aud on cooling
subside. Now filtered the fluid is clear and colourless.
The precipitate, it may be inferred, is in part at least
casein. The larger portion of the washed kernel, that
which is retained in the filter with the oil, soon acquires
an unpleasant smell ; kept a fortnight and then mixed
wilh lime, it gave off a distinct odour of ammonia. The
oil is of a yellow colour, not volatile, and is fluid at 80°
Fahrenheit. The seed incinerated without the pellicle,

after burning—it burns with much flame—leaves a coal
that is easily reduced to ash, inconsiderable in quantity,
composed chiefly of carbonate of potash, phosphate of
lime, and magnesia. The same were found in the ash
of the epidermis with some silica. Though growing
in calcareous marl no carbonate of lime or free lime
could be detected in either. Dr. Davy in the Ed'm. New
Philosophical Journal.

Calendar of Operations.
(For the ensuing iceelc.)

PLANT DEPARTMENT.
Conservatory, Sec.—Attend carefully to valuable

pot specimens of hard-wooded plants which it may be
necessary to winter in this house, for many of these are

very impatient of fire-heat and a confined atmosphere,
and ought therefore to be kept as much out of the way
of its influence as circumstances permit. And such
things should be placed near the glass, turning them
partly round every week so that all their parts may be
equally exposed to light ; and admitting fresh air on
every favourable opportunity, but carefully avoid cold

cutting winds, which if allowed to blow through plants

just alter they have been kept close with fire-heat for

some time are sure to disfigure the foliage. Use no more
fire-heat than may be indispensable, and be careful to

counteract its drying effect on the atmosphere, either

by means of evaporating pans or by sprinkling the
borders, &c, as may be necessary to prevent anything
like a dry parching state of the atmosphere. It is in

many cases a very difficult matter to maintain a suffi-

ciently moist atmosphere without causing drip, as the
moisture in the house gets condensed upon the
glass, and unless provision is made by means of
inside gutters and pipes to catch the condensed mois-
ture and carry it off, it is nearly impossible during
frosty weather to preserve the beauty of flowers for

any leugth of time ; and in cases where there is no
provision made against the condensed moisture falling

upon the plants, the temperature should be kept as low
as may be consistent with safety, avoiding moisture in

the atmosphere as far as possible whenever the glass is

affected by frost. Cold Pits.— Plants that have
been excluded from the light and air for but a few
days must not be too suddenly exposed, especially to

cold northerly winds, but should be very gradually
inured to free exposure. Take advantage, however, of

mild days to give air freely, and keep the plants very
sparingly supplied with water at the root, so as to pre-

vent weekly sappy wood. Look frequently over
anything subject to the attacks of mildew, apply
sulphur the moment this pest is perceived, and
see that everything is perfectly free from in-

sects. Stove.— If there is any prospect of a

scarcity of bloom next May, a portion of the
Achimenes and Gloxinias should be repotted at once
and placed in a warm part of the stove, choosing such
as have been the longest at rest ; and a few Cleroden-
drons, Allamandas, a plant or two of Echites splendens,
and Dipladenia crassinoda, may also be started ; but
unless plants of these are at command with well ripened
wood, and that have been some time at rest, there will

be nothing gained by attempting to start them into

growth at present, for in most cases it is difficult at this

season to maiutain a sufficiently warm temperature to

secure anything like free growth from these unless the

plants have been well prepared for an early start. A
gentle bottom-heat of about 80° or 85° will be of great
service to such things in inducing a healthy root action,

aud if this can be secured there will be little difficulty

about obtaining free vigorous growth. Let Ixoras and
other hard-wooded plants that have made sufficient

growth be kept rather dry at the root, in order to check
their growth, and induce a tendency to form bloom, but
do not let the balls become so dry as to endanger
the foliage. Look sharply after insects here, espe-
cially mealy bug, and endeavour to get the whole
collection clear of this tormenting pest, for if neglected
now it will not fail to demand attention in spring and
summer, when time with the plant grower will doubt-
less be fully as precious as now. Be sparing in the
use of fire-heat, save in the case of things being forced
into flower or growth, and it is in every sense good
policy to have a separate house or compartment for
these, as it saves fuel, avoids over-driving the whole
collection for the sake of a small portion, and ensures
a more satisfactory result than can be obtained where
there is but one house for the whole collection of what
is generally termed stove plants. Let specimens in

bloom be placed in the most favourable positions for
prolonging their beauty, and be careful to preserve the
flowers from dump. Admit a little fresh air ou the
foreuoons of mild days, bflt do this very carefully, unless
it can be made to pass over the heating apparatus, so
as to get warmed before it reaches the plants. See to
having plenty of soil for potting under cover, so that it

may be dry and fit for use at any time it may be wanted.
Also get spare pots washed, crocks broken and sorted,
stakes made and painted, spare trainers cleaned and
repainted, and whatever else can be done now to facili-

tate operations in spring. Look well to the watering of
things standing near the pipes or heat-giving surfaces,
and examine these frequently for red spider, and see
that they are not allowed to form a nursery for this
enemy, as is olten the case ; aud if spider is perceived
lay the affected plants on their side, and thoroughly
wash the under part of the foliage with the syringe,
repeating the dressings as often as may be necessary to
perfectly clean them.

FORCING DEPARTMENT.
Pineries.—The supply of ripe fruit from May until

August being usually obtained from plants that start
into fruit without making growth in spring, a fair propor-
tion of the stock should therefore be in a well matured
state by or shortly after this season, and any sudden
changes of temperature which might induce too many
of them to show fruit at once should be carefully
avoided. That portion of the stock expected to furnish
the autumn supply of fruit should not be too much
checked at present, indeed these may be kept growing
slowly all the winter, which is perhaps the most certain

method of preventing their fruiting too early in spring.

Where the stock of plants likely to fruit without making
farther growth is considered insufficient to meet the
demand until August, the stronger plants of those for

autumn fruiting should be encouraged to make growth as

early as can be done without weakening the foliage, with
the view of preparing them for showing fruit in April.

Examine the soil occasionally about young stock grow-
ing in the open bed, aud do not allow it to become un-
healthily dry, for this would probably result in a great
portion of the stock showing fruit prematurely, and it is

also a work of some difficulty properly to moisten the
bed if it is once allowed to get too much dried up. Use
no more fire-heat for the present than will suffice to

maintain the requisite temperature, which, for the
general stock, need not be high for some time yet
Vineries.—As soon as the buds in the early house are
fairly started the temperature should be increased to

C0 Q at night and 65° by day, allowing it to rise 10° on
bright days. Take every opportunity of admitting a
little fresh air, but recollect that the foliage will not
bear exposure to cold drying winds, therefore air should
be admitted in contact with the heating apparatus, and
when it may be necessary to give back air the sashes or
ventilators must be opened but very little, and if pieces

of netting could be nailed over the openings this would
greatly assist in preventing cold currents blowing into
the house. If fermenting material has been used
inside the house this should be removed as soon as the
leaves make their appearance, as it would probably be
found to keep the atmosphere too moist ; this will how-
ever greatly depend upon the facilities which may exist,

for safe ventilation in all states of the weather, but any-
thing like rank steam must be carefully avoided. If the

fermenting materials are removed the evaporating
troughs must be regularly supplied with water, and the
borders and passages, &c, moistened with the syringe
two or three times a day, so as to keep the
atmosphere moist, but discontinue syringing the Vines
after the foliage begins to expand; attend to starting

houses in succession, according to the anticipated de-

mand, and wherever heat can in any way be applied to

the border see to this a week or two before attempting to

start the Vines, for if the roots can be moved there will

be no difficulty about getting the buds to push. Where
the border cannot be

t
warmed, see that it is well protected

from wet, &c, by a thick covering of dry litter or what-
ever more efficient covering can be commanded. Look
over ripe Grapes often, removing any decaying berries,

and aim at securing a dry atmosphere with the least

possible application of lire heat. Strawberries.—
Where ripe fruit is wanted early, a portion of the most
promising plants should now be selected and placed in a
pit where they can be afforded a gentle bottom heat; or

if this cannot be commanded, a Peach-house or Vinery
which has just been closed for forcing will do. They
must, however, be kept close to the glass, for they re-

quire all the light that can possibly be afforded them at

this season, and a free admission of air on mild days,
with a low temperature until the fruit is fairly set, and
if these conditions can be combined with bottom heat
success will be more certain than under any other cir-

cumstances, and this will be more easily done in a small
pit than in a house the temperature of -which must be
regulated for other things.

FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERIES.
The winterly weather which we have lately expe-

rienced may have served to remind parties who have
neglected to apply protection to tender Roses aud otiier

things which are found to require this care that it cannot

with safety be delayed any longer. And where this has

been neglected so far it should be attended to as quickly

as possible. If not already done get shrubbery borders

trimmed up for the winter with the least possible delay,

and in doing this places intended for Hollyhocks,

Dahlias, &c, next summer should be prepared by deep

digging and working in plenty of good rotten manure,

for there is generally as much time to spare for this

kind of work now as at planting out time, and by pre.

paring the spaces now the soil will be in better con-
dition than would be the case if it were delayed until

planting out time. Also see that coarse growing things

which may be encroaching upon their weaker neigh,

bours are reduced by pruning as may be necessary
to prevent their injuring more valuable' things.

Valuable plants, as variegated Hollies, Rhododendrons,
&c, if not growing as freely as it is desirable that they
should do, would be benefited by a liberal allowance of

rotten manure or well-decayed leaf soil applied as a top.

dressing, covering it with a little fine soil, and working
it into the ground round the ball towards the extremities
of the roots. But Rhododendrons,and what are generally
termed American plants, bear removal so well that these
where not growing satisfactorily should be taken up, the
ground well prepared by a liberal addition of peat or leaf
soil, and replanted. Continue to give careful attention to
half hardy plants in cold frames, taking advantage of
every favourable opportunity to expose them freely to
air. Anything of which there is but a spare supply of
plants to propagate from should be placed in growing
quarters at once, taking care to keep them near the
glass and free from insects, mildew, &c, for soft-wooded
plauts in heat at this season are very subject to the
attacks of insects.

HARDY FRUIT AND KITCHEN GAitDEN.
Make a point of regularly examining every week all

the choicer kinds of fruit that may be approaching
ripeness, or are found not to he keeping well, so that

everything may be used at the proper time, for the

finest Pears are worthless enough if allowed to get over
ripe before being used, and the same is the case with
many varieties of Apples. Also look over the whole
stock as often as time can be spared, removing any fruit

that exhibit symptoms of decay, and put them aside for

immediate use. Any of the choicer kinds of Pears
that do not appear to ripen properly in the fruit-room
should be removed to a warm dry room for a few days,
which will be found to greatly improve them. Keep
the fruit as cool and dry as possible, aud if frost is ex-

cluded it can hardly be too cool where the object is to

preserve the fruit plump and sound as long as possible.

Push forward pruning, nailing, tieing espalier trees, and
such liketediousoperations as fast as the weather and cir-

cumstances will admit. Get manure wheeled upon vacant
ground when the weather is frosty, and this can be done
without injuring the walks, and get all spare ground
turned up as soon as possible, so as to expose it to the

action of the weather as long as possible. For land

that has been long cropped with vegetables a dressing of

fresh loam would in many cases be preferable to manure,
and where this is wanted and can be obtained it should

be got to hand, in order that advantage may be taken
of frosty days for wheeling it upon the ground. Where
fresh soil cannot be obtained, charred vegetable refuse,

such as prunings of shrubberies, edgings of walks, and
many things which turn up in course of the season,
may be cheaply made to form an excellent substitute.

' THE 1 . NEAR LONDON.STATE veather at chiswicb
For Che week ending I'ii.'-,. 1355, as observed at the Horticultural GardeLB.

Babombtbb.
Tbmfebatubb.

Dec.

a

Ol the Air. Of the Earth Wind.
c

Max. Min. Max. Min. Mean 1 foot
deep.

2!eet
deep.

K

Friday 21 1: 29.S03 29.702 26 11 1S.5 33 40J E. .01

Satur- 22 1:1 29.S9S 29.752 29 9 19.0 39 40 N.W. .III

Sunday 23 i O 29.576 29.463 50 37 433 39 39* s.w. .07

Mon.. 24! 15 29.663 29.617 49 33 41.0 39 39 M
Tues. 2o( 16 29.626 29.3S6 50 3i 42.5 39 39 S.1V .19

Wed. 26 1 17 29.2i3 29.1SJ 51 45 48.0 40 40 S.W. a>
Tqutb. -J7 IS 29.601 29.(87 53 37 49.0 41, 41 S.W. .HI

Avernze . 29.6'il 29.514 44.0 ! 29.5 36.8 39.3 39.8 .98

ic. 21 - Sharp frost, evn at uoon ; severe frost a*, ni^ht.
— 22— Frosty; clear mid frosty; severe frost iii the evening ; sudden

rise of temperature between 9 and 10 p.m. ; rain at night.
— 23— Overcast; fine; showery.
— 24— Fine; very fine, almost cloudlfs" ; rain; clear sky at intervals.
— 25—Rain; cloudy; overcast; boistcrou.', with rain.
— 2R— Rain; boisterous; cloudy; bazy with rain.
— 27— Slight rain; cloudy and fine.

Mean temperature of the week $ deg. below the average. *

RECORD OF THE WEATHER AT CH1SWICK,
During the last 2yyear8,ibr the ensuing week, ending Jan. 5,1856.

S-S&
Sig. s- No. of

Years io
which it

Rained.

Greatest
Quantity
of Rain.

Prevailing Winds.

Dec
and Jan. K *W3

5
3
3
S

!

s
to

S

9
6
8

1
11

£

7
4
4
3

4
3
3

5

1

5

3
f.

Hi
21 6-
3 3 5
31 6 —

z

Sunday 3d

Mon. ill

Tues. 1

Wed. -i

Thur3. 3

Friday 4

Satur. 5

44.4

42.6

42.6
41.9

42.5

42.3
41.1)

32.0

323
30.9
29.6

31.3
31.6

30.7

39.5

37.7
36.7
35.7
36.9

36.9

36.3

10

S
9

11
14
13
10

0.30 in.

0.44

C.70
0.21

0.56
0.86

0.40

1

4
4

7
6

3
1BtUI U 1I..I Ol/./ dU.lf m «.:..'

J
u — - -- ~ -

The highest temperature during the above period occurred on the 30th,

'32—therm. 56 deg.; and the lowest on the 2d, 1851—therm. 4 deg.
>uc ui^ucsi 1 r-miM'iHi hi r ikiiiui; t

1S32—therm. 56 deg.; and the lowest

Notices to Correspondents.
Cigabs : Red Hand. They are bad, bitter, and worthless—or at

least as bad as the French ones. Very few smokers know

what first-class cigars are, so great is the scarcity of them

even in the Havannah. They are, however, to be had without

difficulty in Guatemala, where they are made by Don Jose

Maria Samayoa; and, what is not a 'little important, their

price is as low as their quality is high.

Nasieb of Fruits.—N H, 1, "Winter Welis; 3, like March Ber-

gamot; 4, Easter Beurre; 5, appears to be Passe Colmar;

7, 1-1aeon's Incomparable ; S, Beurre Ranee ; 9, Flemish Beauty

;

11, Crassane; 13, Beurre Diel ; 19, Althorp Crassane.—

O. 1, Winter Crassane; 2, Forelle or Trout Fear.

—

J H. 2, Glou Morceau ; 3, 6, Easter Beurre ; 4, Beurre" Diel ; 5,

10, Passe Colmar ; 7, Catillac ; S, Glou Morceau ; 9, Old Colmar;

3, Minchall Crab; 4, Court-pendu Plat ; 5, King of the Pippins;

6, Dunielow's Seedling.

The Daktfobd Nubsery: Mr J D Parks begs us to say that he

has quitted this establishment, and now resides at Westhill,

near Dartford.
Top Dressing foe Orchard House Trees: JRus in Urbe. If

strong manure is used for this purpose, and its sight and

smell are objectionable, the remedy is very simple. Sprinkle

some powdered charcoal on the manure, and then cover it with

a light covering of mould, say half an inch, in thickness, the

charcoal will at once absorb any uupleasant odour.
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PERUVIAN GUANO, Bolivian Guano, Suporplio*
f- pliato of Llmo, Nitrate of Hodu, Sugar Bcurn, an I

aOHorlptlon of Artlflolal Manure*, Llmmed Cnka», die,

Wh, Inumh Cahnm, 10, Murk Linn-, London,

PERUVIAN (JUANO.~An A,M-nt,i ol iJh I%,„ Vii .m
•*- Government for the Importation and Baloof thin valuable
lUANUi.'K, wa Hj ink ii right, for tlio protection ol do rrinml
roflppotablo doalprs, to apurluo lliom tliat rlia adulterai I tin
article In utlll extensively practised, and to reeonimend it to
npnlyelther to ourselves; I iragonts, Mosmm, Olbl I

&Oo,, of Liven I and Bristol; or to dealers ol i

pliaraator, in whoso honesty and fiilr doallng tlioy can
i

Impllolt cojiflucnco.—Antony Omns & Bon
i

'rpHE KnlJ,(>VVIN(JJVlANIfRKSnr„ ..mnnU '

-A at Mr, Lawks' factory, Deptfaru* Crook i Turnip
vf.porton; S irnhoMphalo ol Llmo. 1L\ Hnhi lo Aold and
Goprolltos, 61. Offlco, I, Adelaide P , i ion Urldgi

n.ii. Genuine Peruvian Guano, guarantoed to oonl top
float, "i ammonia, Nltrato of Soda. Bulpfaatool Amm
other Chemical >i ... .

rpHB LONDON MANURE COMPANY'S NITRO
- PHOSPHATJB OK "WHEAT MANURE FOR VUTI AH
SOWING, This Manure, composed of blood, animal matter,
and dissolved lionoH wlih sUIoatos,ls most Rtrongly reeon ndi u
toUuinotlun of ' Ai;ilnilliirlhl,i, 1 1 <.,,, i.ni, . i,, ,„.,,,
of nltrogon, In n form yielding ammonia by rIoh di coi ip i iltli n

and Ib thoroforo particularly adapted for Vvlioat, The mtanlUy
required in 2 to n owt. pur .inn drilled in with tlm n I'm..
per ton, 71, 10a, In London,

PERUVIAN (UlANo, FISHER** BALT. and ovory otbor
MANUitH on boat torrafi, strictly irarrautod.

__ 40, BHdgo Stroot, Binokfriary E, Pirmnta. Boo.

QEWAGE CHARCOAL MANURE.—This highly
*-* fortlUsing Manure, whloh Is Poal Charcoal complete!)
saturated with London Bewngo, will be found mom eluolonl t i

«very speotos of crop ; more OBpeotally for Peae, UoanN, run l|

Mangold Wurzel, and other root, crops, it win produce a greator
return for the outlay than Guano or any other Manure al an
equivalent value: ltalso possesses tho proporty of ratal
fertilising power Longer than any other Mn 'oh now In use, [<

may bo ohtalnea at the SEWAGE .mam i;i. u ORK8, Btanloy
Bridge, Knlltum, at il, per ton, and In Quantities loss (ban hall
n ton, at f»s. per cwt., for ready money only : ami In quantities nol
loss than a ton, will bo delivered at tho London Termini[ol the
Railroads free of charge for oartage. N<> charge for sacks.

It may also ho had I rem Messrs. G.GlDDS & Co., 21}, Down Snv.-i,

Piccadilly, Agricultural Seedsmen, Agonts for London, and from
Jill the other Agonts of tho Company.

ARTIFICIAL MANURES, &c Manufacturer* and
others engaged In making ARTIFICIAL MANURKS may

obtain every necessary Instruction lor their economical and
eMciont preparation, by applying to J.C. Nksmt, F.G.S., .v.-.,

Prinolpal of the Agricultural and Chemical College, Kei
London. Analyses of Soils, Guanos, Superphosphates of LI
Coprolltes, &c, and Assays of Gold, Silver, and other Minora! s,

lire executed with accuracy and dispatch. Gontlomon desirous
of receiving instructions in Chemical Analyses and Assaying,
will lind ample facility and acconmiodatmn at. the Cidle^e.

OWNERS OF SETTLED ESTATES and OTHERS
desirous of availing themselves of the various recent Acts

of Parliament, by which thoy may charge their Estates with
money expended In the Improvement, Conversion, and Reclama-
tion of T.and, by Drainage, Irrigation, Embanking, Inclosing,
making Kami-roads, Clearing, the erection of Farm-buildings
and Machinery, Planting and other Agricultural Improvements,
are respectfully informed that Messrs. IIkwitt Davis & Praki is

ViQKits undertake to advise and furnish Plans and Estimates,
and if required, will contract to do tho works, and dispose of the

Kent charges .— 3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, London.

DRAINING BY~STEAM POWER.
JOHN FOWLER, is prepared to undertake Contracts

for DRAINING LAND by hisPATENT STEAMPLOUGH,
&tpricesvarying,accordingto depthand distance, from Bi. to 51.10*.

per acre, inclusive of tiles, main drains, and all other expenses.

Contracts executed with great rapidity, and tiles manufactured
on the spot, where suitable clay exists.—Temple Cute, Kiistd.

ANXTeTrTiNAGE BY CONTRACT, in Large
or Small Quantities, undertaken by Thomas Scott, Land

Agent, 5, Charing Cross, London.

IMPROVEMENT OF LAND.
Tenants for Like and Others.

MR. HUMBERT, of Watford, Herts, a Land
Agent and Surveyor of more than 20 rears' experience,

oilers advice to Landowners having but limited or life int. rest-;,

as to the means by which they can effect improvements without

an immediate outlay; and his services In Erecting and Improving

Farm Buildings, in Draining, Reclaiming, Planting, ami Road*

making by contract or commission, and the general Improve-

ment of Land; also in Falling and Selling Timber, in the fransfei

aud Management of Estates, and the Enfranchisement ol I

iiolds. Mr, HUMBERT has long beeu largely interested in Landed

Property, and is authorised to refer to his employers.

THE GENERAL LAND DRAINAGE AND IM-
PROVEMENT COMPANY

Offices, 52, Parliament Street, London.

Henry Ker Setmer, Esq. M.P., Chairman.

1. This Company is incorporated by Act of Parliament to raci-

lltate the Drainage of Land, the Making of Reads, the Erection

of Farm Buildings, and other Improvements on all descriptions of

Property, whether held in fee, or under entail, mortgage, in trust,

or as ecclesiastical, or Collegiate Property.

2. In no case is any investigation of Title necessary.

3. The Works may be designed and executed by the Land-

owner or his Agents, "independently of the Company's officers, or

he may elect whether he will employ their staff. Eqcal faci-

lities WILL BE AFFORDED IN EITHER CASE.

4. The whole cost of the works and expenses will. In all cases,

be charged on the Lands improved, to be repaid by half-yearly

instalments.

5. The term of such charge may be fixed by the Landowner,

and extended to fifty years for Land Improvements and
-rniRTy-ONE years for Farm Buildings, whereby the instalments

will be kept within such a fair percentage as the occupiers ef the

improved Lands can afford to pay^ William Clifford, See.

« T?RIGI DOMO."—Patronised by her Majesty the

i Queen, the Puke of Northumberland for Syon House, his

Grace the Duke of Devonshire for Chiswick Gardens. Professor

LindleV for the Horticultural Society, Sir Joseph Paxton for the

Crystal Palace, Royal Zoological Society, late Mrs. Lawrence, ol

Eallnc Park, and — Collier, Esq., of Dart ford.

PROTECTION FROM MORNING FROST.
"FRIG I DOMO," a Canvas made of patent prepared Hair

and Wool, a perfect non-conductor of Heat and Cold, keeping,

wherever it is applied, a fixed temperature. It is adapted tor

all horticultural and floricultural purposes, for preserving Fruits

and Flowers from the scorching rays of the sun, from wind,

from attacks of insects and from morning frosts. To be had in

any required length, S yards wide, at Is.Gd. per yard run, of

Elisiia Thomas Archer, whole and sole manufacturer, 7, Trinity

Lane, Cannon Street. Citv, and the Royal Mills, Wandsworth.

Surrey; and of all Nurserymen and Seedsmen throughout the

kingdom. " It is much cheaper than mats as a covering."
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There are no persons fonder of the rnle 1

1

portion t linn tho^e ngricultural teachers who reason

from limited experience, or from experiments upon

a small scale ; and yet as a general rule tlv

none who more frequently force: wh.v

proportion really i^. " The rnle of three direr.

quote from an old hook of arithrm

three gwen numhers to find a fourth •

have the same ratio to the second that the first has

to the third." To this end you r

the question,'' that >. " place the numbers so that

the first and third may he of the ?ame name and

denomination, and the second the same as the

fourth number required." Now this i> pn

what you cannot do in cases of the kind to

which ' Messrs. Hardy and many other really

praiseworthy men are so fond of directing

the attention of farmers. And it is what

yon cannot do even in such cases as at

are themselves liable to quote, when from a mea-

sured yard of produce they calculate the yield of a

whole field.

It is, however, more erroneous to calculate on the

same result following farm management as obtains in

garden culture than it is to calculate the produce of

a farm from that of a perch or yard, becaus-

latter case vou deal with results already obtained.

while iu the former you deal with causes whose

fruits have yet to be devel^pel. It 1

the yard of produce is not an average rne, *&&

then in the' acre of produce the A

excess is multiplied 5000 I

yard cultivated after a ccr1

basis of a calculation which is to show

of that culture on an acre, the air

of result but of cause— it njes the

difference but 5000 times the fruit of i.

which you obtain. The fact is you

that, as' a cultivated 3 to

of a yard, so is an acre similarly

to the "produce that may be ex; 6

vards: the first and third terms in tb-

"staled are not of the " same name or denomir

A yard or any limited patch cultivated afta a
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attending a correspondence, at this season, with one

in a remote insular locality. The four cases of

omission in Aberdeenshire probably do not together

involve a difference of 20 acres, and being unim-

portant, it is not necessary to defer the report on

their account."

This is certainly a most extraordinary report to

make. Those gent'emen south of the border who
see so many obstacles in the way of a statistical

inquiry into farm produce will read it with some-

thing of astonishment. It is no unintelligent jury

whose verdict has thus stamped the inquiry with

approval. Scotchmen have not hitherto been sup-

posed blind to the interests either of themselves or

of their country, and the whole agricultural body in

Scotland declare the inquiry desirable and useful.

On the acreage which the following figures ex-

hibit Mr. Maxwell says :
" Only the correspond-

ing columns for the two years are contrasted;

but in one important point, even these do not

afford data for a fair comparison as regards the

gross results. The schedule for 1854 contained a

column for ' Grass under rotation,'' and another

for 'permanent pasture ;' it is difficult sometimes
to draw a line between these, and, consequently, a

considerable extent which had been, and again may
be, under the plough, was formerly scheduled as

'permanent pasture.' This year the returns of

acreage are limited to tillage, the column for 'per-

manent pasture ' having been omitted, and instruc-

tions given to schedule as ' Grass and hay under
rotation ' all land ' which, in the ordinary rotation

or course of cropping of the farm, will sooner or

later be again broken up.' The result has been to

swell the column for Grass under rotation by the

transference to it of much which last year appeared
as permanent pasture ; the difference thus created

amounts to 82,200^ acres, and will be found to tell

more particularly in the dairy districts.

" In other respects, it is conceived that the returns

for the two years generally correspond, if allowance
be made for such fluctuations in cropping as are
fairly attributable to, and must ever occur in con-

207,507; Oats, 93,364^—923,994; Rve, 3692—
3809; Bere, 17,260—18,118 ; Beans, " 37,308i—
37,702; Peas, 5456—6169$ ; Vetches, 15,03S|—
13,442i; Turnips, 449,372i—433,915J ; Potatoes,

146,963^— 143,032i; Mangel, 2299A— 1946J ;

Carrots," 1191 — 1218; Cabbage, 1 200J,—1395A

;

Flax, 34611—6670S- . Turnip seed, 1998S—1429|

;

Rape, &c, 1223|; bare fallow, 22,462—26,128|;
Grass and hay under rotation, 1,509,990^

—

1,427,790£.

The numbers of stock for 1855 are as follows :

—

farm horses over three years old, 121,182 ; farm
horses under three years old, 32,099 ; all other

horses, 23,919 ; milk cows, 298,446 ; other cattle,

469,242 ; calves, 207,040 ; sheep of all ages for

breeding, 2,707,847 ; sheep of all ages for feeding,

1,138,501 ; lambs of 1S55, 1,848,389 ; swine,

134,349. Total stock 1855, 6,981,014 ; for 1854,

6,043,384.

And now comes the most important result of this

inquiry—the estimated produce of the year. Wheat,
5,062,540—4,848,679 bushels ; Barley, 6,092,904—
7,645,328 bushels; Oats, 30,079,714—34,093,047
bushels ; Bere, 556,876—645,418 bushels ; Beans
and Peas, 1,183,647—1,0S1,263;- Turnips, 6,461,476
—6,411,419 tons; Potatoes, 732,141—529,915 tons.

It will be seen from the above that the diminished
produce per acre of the Wheat crop is more than made
up by the increased extent grown this year, and that

while the loss on the Barley and Oats is consider-

able, yet taking Wheat and Potatoes and the

Turnips into the account there is nearly as much
food for man and beast in Scotland this year as

there was last year—that is to say, there has been

a full average produce.

STEAM CULTIVATION.
It will be noticed in my last (p. 731) I separate the

homestead altogether from the field ; considering the

objects sought to be obtained in each so totally dissimilar,

that the only link which binds the two departments
together is the receipt of made manure from the one,

and unmanufactured crops from the other. In the field
sequence of, ptices, weather, and other accidental

; the object is to make a crop—a real living crop—which
but inevitable influences. The green crops, parti-

j

demands more of attention and supervision than of

cnlarly Turnips, show a large increase, indicating,
\
mechanism, but in the homestead the object is to manu-

probably, a greater breadth in preparation for grain ; facture a dead crop for market in some form or other,

but the extent under cereals is nearly the same, !
which requires (precisely as in other manufactures of

though the distribution of the different crops varies,
j

dead material) more of mechanism than of attention.

Wheat has increased by 23 0671 acres Barley has
j

In fact
>
that iu this latter department mechanism is

decreased by 21,4261 acres. There is a trifling '
more advantageous and necessary than man, and that

difference in favour of Oats, and against the other i

*e more
-

ma°
-
,s suPerseded m lfc the bet'er f

?
r *e

crops, but the gross returns for the two years, as
regards the acreage under Wheat, Barley, Oats, Rye,
Bere, Beans, and Peas, come within 176 acres of

each other. In 1854 there were 1,374,5151, and in

1855 1,374,6911 acres thus occupied."

A few words in explanation of the stock returns

farmer, the labourer, and the country ; but in the

former, the more mechanism can be reduced and man
introduced, the better for the farmer and the country.

Since I shall have occasion to make a liberal use of

man, as a cheap and convertible species of mechanism,
for the composition of a steam-driven tillage machine,
allow me to urge a word or two more in his favour.

are also necessary :—" The gross returns of stock at
Tlle hand of man is a substitute for manure (as proved

first sight exhibit a startling excess over those of
j

at Lois Weedon Colne Engain &c.)
;
and manure is

Iifference"is almost exclusively
J \
he ." m

f

°*er of money ' in the rear.ng of plants
- ' Again, it the working value of a man can be improved

he is far more profitable to a farmer than a horse ; he
requires only 2 acres to pay his year's wages, whereas
a horse requires six ; and the horse pays nothing back
to the farmer, whereas the man returns two-thirds of

his wages. A farmer pays a man 9s. on a Saturday
night, and before the week is past he has paid him back
6s. for breadstuff. He also pays the horse 1 Os. on a
Saturday night ; but this voracious animal pays nothing
back save a few barrowsful of manure, not worth a
shilling. Besides it is highly desirable (when it can
be done) the farmer should grow customers as well as

corn. Farmers cannot exist without customers.

Neither horses nor mechanism in the field are after-

wards profitable customers. If our artificial manufac-
tures were in any way superseded abroad, farmers
would have no customers. Still to urge, as some phi-

lanthropists do, that it is the duty of a farmer to

employ more labourers than he can turn to a useful

account, is one of the weakest arguments which can
be adduced ; to show him how he can usefully employ
them—that's the point. To demonstrate the possibility

of a solution to a great social problem, in conjunction

with steam cultivation, is also one of the main objects

of these letters. And from what I know of the general

disposition of the farmers of England, they would
willingly employ double the number of hands, if such
could be done with profit. I hope to be able to prove
that if " man," the labourer, be mechanically assisted,

and certain (now) latent powers be developed, we
shall be able to cause him to perform all the varied

operations of the field, reducing the horse-power re-

quired, superseding expensive by inexpensive mechanism,
rendering " manuring," in every way a most expensive

article by cartage and first cost of procuring, whether
from at home or abroad, less expensive—in fact make
his increased employment in the field pay in every way.

I stated the object of the farmer in the field was to

grow a plant—that a plant was a thing of life ; and that

the element most essential to insure success in " life,"

or plant production, was "attention," "unremitting

attention," and that unremitting attention could only

be had from the " head and hand " of man, therefore

that "man "was the peculiar mechanism most needed

last year, but the d:

confined to horses and sheep, and is easily accounted
for. In 1854 there was but one column for horses,

under which in general only the animals employed
on the farm were returned ; now, there are three
columns embracing horses of all ages and descrip-
tions, and there is consequently a larger return.

The great difference, however, is in the number of
sheep. In 1854 there was no column for lambs,
which, by the instructions appended to the schedule,
should have been returned with ewes and wethers.
Many overlooked this direction, and, seeing no
mention of lambs in the schedule, omitted them

;

but, as there is now a special column, the return
has been general, reducing to a certain extent the
number of ewes and wethers, but adding to the
gross amount of sheep stock. The increase on the
total stock this year is 937,630—while that on
horses and sheep alone is 928,107."

_
In the estimation of produce there is only one con-

sideration of importance which needs remark. Mr.
Maxwell says :

" Having ascertained that, in 1854,
the light or inferior grain, which is usually consumed
on the farm, had in many cases been excluded from
the estimates, directions were given to enumerators
to include it, by reducing it to its equivalent in good
grain, according to marketable value, and by adding
it to the average produce per acre. To a certain
extent this interferes with a comparison between the
averages of the two years. It may be assumed that
the light grain was generally omitted last year, and
that a certain deduction must, therefore, on a com-
parison, be allowed from the averages of 1855."
With these explanatory remarks we give the

figures so far as the totals of the several columns in
the tables returned by Mr, Maxwell are concerned.

The occupants number 43,462. The total acreage
amounts to 3,529,902^ in 1855, 3,431,485$ in 1854.
In the following returns the first amount given is
the acreage of 1855, the second that of 1854 :—
Wheat, 191,283i—168,216; Barley, 186,080|—

by the farmer in the field. So let us at once proceed to
the field and see what is required to be done therein
—why it is that man cannot now do it and see what
assistance he needs to enable him to do so. We enter
the field, and discover that (unlike the gardener) the
farmer has only two descriptions of hardy plants to
grow—the one a Grass, the other a root—the first re-
quiring a shallow, firm, and not over-rich description
of seed-bed to rest upon ; the second, a deep " leather-
bed " soil to floui-ish in : hence the latter ought always
to prove a sufficient preparation for the former, and be
contained therein, without much extra labour. So the
preparation of the deep seed-bed is the grand considera-
tion. The next thing noticed is, that seed must be in-

serted in these prepared beds in drills, or rows, a defi-

nite distance apart, that we need not be nice in measuring
the quantity, since the sowing scale has been proved to
range (in the case of Wheat) from 3 pints to 3 pecks
and 3 bushels per acre ; hence, with even moderate care
we might "broadcast" it down tubes to the soil, the
only care needed in the operation being that you do
neither over-do it nor under-do it, according to the

quality of the soil. The next thing is hoeing between
the rows to keep down all weeds, and admit fresh air

;

this operation does not require work by " measure-
ment"—the only mechanical qualification required

being the power to elevate or depress a lever-hoe so as

to accommodate its working to the inequality of the sur-

face soil. Harrowing, rolling, or compressing, irriga-

tion, or manuring, require the same lever adaptation.

Now, upon first perusal of this summary of the

secondary operations of the field (excluding tillage or

first cultivation for the moment), does it strike the

mind there is one which the ordinary skill of man could

not accomplish ? To this question we should all of us

say : theoretically viewed there is not. But then things

may be true in theory which nevertheless could not be
carried out in practice. Here is an illustration. Archi-

medes is reported to have said : " With a lever he
could lift the world ! " Now, this was strictly true in

theory, nevertheless quite impracticable, unless he was
first provided with a lever long enough and strong

enough, and could have the planet Mars as a fulcrum.

Hence, iu our proposals, we must take especial care

that theory and practice do not fall out ; and the only

way to avoid so disagreeable an event is to provide the

means beforehand for practically working out that

which is proved to be theoretically possible.

By bringing forward these secondary operations of

our field practice first, and claiming your assent as to

whether men, when mechanically assisted, could not

execute the whole of them with sufficient accuracy and
efficiency, you will observe I have adopted the same
course as they did at Vienna, but unlike them I hope we
shall not fall out on the first and most important point,

which we are now about to discuss, viz., tillage, or the

art of obtaining a well pulverised seed-bed.

Tillage.—We will take a clay soil, because it is the

most difficult to render into a fit seed-bed by the present

mechanical treatment ; and we further select it because

if we get through the problem of its cultivation, no
farmer would deny but that the same mode of manipu-
lation would readily render a sandy or light soil into a

fit seed-bed ; in fact that with the same power employed,

we should be able to execute twice the quantity of the

latter, as of the former, viz., one acre of sand, as easily

as half an acre of clay.

The first question put by an inquiring inventor would
be this, viz., what principle of mechanical treatment is

the best to pursue to reduce a hard body to a pulverised

or powdered condition, with the least expenditure of

power on the instant 2 The answer to this is, that

method which involves the principle of overcoming the

labour by degrees. Now to illustrate this "principle"

of operation on hard materials by degrees, we will

adduce two well-known examples. The one is the

carpenter—the other the sawyer. The carpenter has a
hard surface to operate upon, and he desires to remove
the surface of a piece of wood to the depth of Jth of an

inch. How does he proceed ? Does he adjust the share

of his ploughing plane to the full depth of the ' th required,

and then by an immense expenditure of power on the

instant—the sweat bursting from his brow with the effort

and the tool struggling beneath his hands to deviate

from the path he wishes it to travel in, does he seek by
one upheaving stroke to remove the " ribbon " of solid

surface ? No, he does nothing of the sort ; he adjusts

his cutting point to a shallow depth, and then by a

slight expenditure of power on the instant, he upheaves

a thin shaving, and by repeating the stroke over the

surface he removes a series of shavings until the required

depth be obtained. Again, how does the sawyer pro-

ceed 2 His object is to reduce a certain amount of

hard wood to the " dusty " or pulverulent state. Does

he adapt his saw so as to break off by a vast expendi-

ture of power on the instant large lumps at one stroke,

and then taking up a hammer or " roller" reduce these

lumps to powder ? No, he does nothing of the sort. He
so manages his tool that it takes but slight hold of the

material, and then by repeated strokes he cuts his hard

material into "sawdust" at once, thus saving the second

operation of hammering or rolling. Now although I

have selected these two illustrations, they are not exactly

in point in one respact, since the "method" of operating

I slia.ll propose to you, will be more aualogous to grinding

by means of a millstone, which, as every farmer knows,

consists of a great number of horizontal radii, to which

radii our steam-tillage machine (when in operation) will

represent one. Still let us see what profitable applica-

tion we can make of the two above described illustra-
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tions iii regard to ttlluge or theatftof obts iga pul nbl

verizod eeed-bed out of a hardofheavy soil, womul naturally eos
boo (iii the examplet adduced) the result In obti id by

repeated strokes over the surface ; this, In fact, being

the " principle " of operating ; and wc further In

effect desired in obtained by the least oxpondlturo ol

power on the instant. These are just the principles we are

in search ol'. I [once what in the inference In respect to our

tilling land by the power of Btoam '{ Why whenever 0(11

object into obtain lilee results on hard matei lals, i

apply the sane principles to obtain our end with the les I

oxpondituro of power, Now arises iii' qui Btlon, why Ib

the pvinolplo not In use at the preflent drool Boo

the farmer useB only a small tool saaros n foot wide, and
having a largo superficies to operate upon, he oannol

afford the time to go twloe over a pines ; Iib 01 oi

avail himself of the economical moolianfoal axiom oi

"repeated strokes j" lie Ib obliged to oncounter the laboui

and rip up the heavy material to Hi" lull depth 1 1 qulri tl

at one Btrnlio. If he were to attempt to operate with

the plough in tho manner indicated ovoi hall a u I

land, it would bo cijiiiil to I" horso • trampling the I :

for four hours, which of Bourse would noutrallsa 'li-

very end lie hnd in view. Therefore, however advan

tageouB the "prinolple" of operating "bydegrooe" may
be—however economical ol' power— lie has never yel

been nblo to employ it, beoauee he haB uol a maal

through which lie could uho it without trampling down
the Becd-hcd as Hint iih lie made it.

In a former letter wo showed how to economise

time in operating, by inBoribing tli" work to !» done

within the area of a oirole ; in another, how to obtain

the element most necessary to insure success in plant-

Production by* employing tho human head and hand im

a temporary piece of mechanism ; in this we have dis-

COVerod how to eeonotniso "power," and reduee its

employment to a inlniuiuui by adopting tho principle ol

overcoming labour by degrees, Let us in our next

briefly sum up, and proceed to devise a steam-tillage

machine according to tho evidence, which Hhall he

calculated to fulfil ovrry necessary requirement of the

farnior in the field. C. Burcham, London.

SALT: ITS AGRICULTURAL PROI'KUTIKS
AND UtiKS.

BIT MB, PllIIMCAUX, 01' Pl.YMOi: l II.

Op the long list of fertilisers, not one has suffered

more from misunderstanding and consequent misappli-

cation than salt, which is nevertheless »" active, as well

as cheap, that it will do good service to the farmer in

give him distinct and definite notions of its true proper-

ties,' the purposes it is tit for, and tho best methods ol

applying it. The two first of these points will he

treated of in this letter; hut to give practical direction

for all its applications would require much mere detail

than would suit either your columns ormy time. The intel-

ligent and reasoning farmer will he able to modify these,

according to the circumstances of his estate, when he

clearly understands the properties and modes of action

of salt, and the purposes for which it is really fit.

The properties of salt chiefly useful in agriculture

are— 1. The supply of its constituents, soda and chlorine.

2. Attraction for moisture and resistance of freezing.

3. Sharpness, without being acid or alkaline ; solubility

and peuetration of porous matter. 4. Promotion of

putrefaction when used sparingly, though the contrary

when used freely. 5. Mutual decomposition with lime

and some of its compounds, as well as some other salts,

giving rise to other and often more active fertilisers.

Let us next see what are its known effects, aud tb

which of theso properties they may be owing ; and for

our avowed purpose of distinctness we will consider

them in three divisions :—A. Effects of salt on the soil.

B. Its effects on other manures. C. Its effects on the

plant and seed.

A. Its Effects on the Soil.— a. Keeps it moist in the

heat of summer, and soft in the winter's frost (see

above prop. 2) ; thus suits dry soils and seasons, whilst

most other concentrated manures require wet. b. By

this, and its penetrating quality (3) it keeps everything

in the soil iu the softest and most soluble state, best

fitted to work on each other, and to be acted on bj the

air and weather, c. By its putrefactive power (4), it

also promotes these reactions, thus digesting, so to

speak, everything in the soil fit for vegetable nutrition,

and preparing it to eurich the root-sap. d. Kills all

vermin, and most weeds also, if used freely enough, by

its sharpness and penetration (5).

B. Its Effects on other Manures.— c. Dung with salt

has been found more effective for Turnips than double

the quantity of dung without; and one quarter dung to

three quarters salted peat, worked into a rich soapy

spit-manure, produced more Turnips and Potatoes than

the whole four parts of dung aloue. Both these cases

appear due to the moistening aud digestive actions

already explained (a, 6, c). /.'Worked with seeds, \o..

kills all vermin, seeds, and roots, by its sharpness and
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why the effect of the latter is so greatly increased

when they are rendered more soluble by means

of sulphuric acid. Again, p. 65 : " Silicate of

potash, by increasing the proportion of silica, may
be obtained of all different degrees of solubility."

Again, same page : " All these substances are more or less

soluble in rain water, and still more soluble iu water

containing a larger proportion of carbonic acid." Again,

p. 66 : " It is necessary, if we would investigate the sub-

ject properly, to prepare from the first a whole series of

mixtures of different (degrees of, no doubt intended)

solubility." Again, p. 69 : "As we cannot suppose that

the mineral constituents of the same land vary in their

solubility in different years from unknown causes ; that

in one year they are more soluble than in another," &c.

If, then, there are different conditions of solubility— if

there is a state of solubility—if oue ingredient is

more soluble than another — if we can obtain dif-

ferent degrees of solubility—if substances are more
or less soluble, and still more soluble— if there is

different solubility, why should there not be a semi-

solubility 2 I am aware the last passage has a

different object in view, but it also conveys

the idea in the author's mind of one ingredient beiug

more soluble than another. Now, sir, I trust if your
correspondent sought information he has obtained it

;

if he cavils with the use of a word I have justified it
;

and if he means to say I have put an improper word
into the mouth of a most scientific personage, I say

that the word was my own, and that I never intended

to use it as that of another. Your correspondent says :

" Neither do I see how manures can be too soluble,

provided they are not washed out of the soils by the

rains." If my lecture had been fully reported, your
correpondent would have found that I discussed this

question also, and he would have been saved the necessity

of displaying that non-acquaintance with the first prin-

ciples of chemistry which the above remark exhibits.

Why, it is because of the great and inevitable tendency

of highly soluble manures to be washed beyond the reach
of the infant plant that manures so prepared "nave not

been found to be as efficacious as those containing a

portion soluble, neutral, and insoluble. A mere tyro in

chemistry knows wells that an ingredient in a highly

soluble state is immediately taken up by water
and must accompany that water wherever it goes

;

and we all know that the tendency cf water is not
to remain near the surface of the soil. What is

the use, therefore, of a manure that has nothing to

recommend it but its high state of solubility ? We
know that the chief ingredient in the straw of Wheat
is silica, of which it contains 7000 per cent.; we know,
also, that the chief ingredient in Wheat is phosphoric
acid, of which it contains 50-00 per cent. Whilst the
silicates are drawn upon from the very commencement
of the growth of the crop, the great body of the phos-
phates are not required until the development of the

ear, when the grain which chiefly feeds upon them
first begins to use them. If then your phosphates are

highly soluble, and the rain is constantly carrying

them into the earth beyond the reach of the plant

before it is sufficiently advanced in growth to draw
largely on them, are they within reach of the plant at

that time when it most requires them for its nourish-

ment ? We must not be led astray by mere theorists

upon this all important subject ; but must, casting aside

all prejudices, quietly, coolly, calmly, and dispassionately

bring common sense to bear upon its discussion ; we shall

then find it impossible to maintain the position that

soluble manures are as beneficial as those prepared to

meet the requirements of vegetation in its different

stages of growth. I have to apologise, sir, for the length

to which this letter has run; the censure must fall upon
your correspondent, who has touched upon so important
a subject, but I feel satisfied that you require no apology
from one whose chief object is that of investigating a
great truth, and that you are always happy in bringing
the minds of your agricultural friends to dwell upon both
sides of a question in which they are so deeply interested.

StandisK Grove Grady.

Brown Bread.—I beg to inform your correspondent
" J. T. B." that brown bread requires the dough to be
made moister than white. I have no doubt his cook
makes it of the same consistency, whereas brown flour

will take half as much more water than white. The
best and brownest bread is made from Wheat ground as

it comes out of the mill without any bran or stuffs taken
out. If "J. T. B." can get such flour, and his cook will

put the extra quantity of water, I feel sure he will be
satisfied with the bread. Mary.

•octettes*

Royal Agricultural of Ireland, Dec. 21.—The
half-yearly meeting of this society took place this day.
Our readers are aware that great dissension has been
exhibited at meetings of the Council latterly, and that
the conduct of the secretary has generally afforded
the subject on which these differences have arisen. The
report of the Council to the general meeting recommended
very considerable modifications of the office of secretary

;

involving, we suppose it will be generally admitted, a
reflection on the manner in which the duties of that
office had been hitherto discharged. And at the meeting
which has just so happily passed a large gathering of
members took place, the question no doubt which had
interested them, and on which each came prepared
with his opiuion, being the merits of Mr. Harkness as

the secretary of the Royal Agricultural Improvement
Society of Ireland. This personal feeling bade
fair to tear the society asunder ; and that this

has not been the result is due, we think with Mr. D. J.

Wilson who spoke well upon the subject, rather to the

good sense of a large body of the Society than the angry
discussions which have been reported or believed to

have existed. " I was asked," said Mr. Wilson, " what
party I belonged to—what part I intended to take

—

with which of the two parties I would be found ?
( Two

parties!' said I; 'why, there are three parties.'

'Three!' exclaimed the person who addressed me;
( why, I only heard of two—the secretary ami his party,

and a section of the council.' c Well,' I said, ' I feel

there is another party stronger than either of the two
parties, and stronger than both put together, and that is

the party of the Royal Agricultural Society. That is

the party that I belong to, and, notwithstanding the

previous expressions of angry feeling, I do hope that

before we leave this room we shall convince the public

that that is the stronger party.' " We give below an
abridgement of the address of Mr. Gartlau upon the
occasion—he having been apparently the spokesman of

the general sense of the members. It had been pro-

posed to adopt the report of the Council. Mr. Gartlan
moved the following amendment :—
"That the further consideration of the report be adjourned,

and a committee of nine members of the society be appointed to
inquire into, and report to an adjournment of this meeting, to be
held on the last Thursday in January nest, on the several matters
that have tended to produce dissension and discord in the
society, and on certain charges of insubordination and negligence
made against the secretary, and on certain allegations of irregu-
larities in the awards of certain of the society's prizes and
premiums made against members of the council of the society;
and that it be an instruction to such committee to take into its

consideration the several laws, bye-laws, rules, and regulations
of this society, with a view (if tbey think fit) to suggest such
additions, alterations, and amendments therein as may be neces-
sary for the more barmonious working of the society for tbe
future— this meeting being of opinion that the bickerings and
disputes that have latterly taken place have a direct teudency to
lessen the influence of tlie society and to impair its usefulness."
He said :—I deeply feel, and every gentleman who takes an

interest in tbe well-being and well-working of tins society must
feel, that sucb scenes as have been enacted in our council-room
for the last few months cannot co-exist with the barmonious
working of this society. Either the secretary should yield,
I respectfully submit, or the council should yield. The documents
which have been handed about, the letters which have been written,
and the discussions which have taken place, prove as distinctly as
possible that there is not harmonious woi-king within our
council, and I deeply regret that we cannot shut our eyes to this
fact, that our secretary has leagued himself with one section of
the council. I don't say the section that have taken the part— if

I may use the expression—of the secretary are wrong. Far be it

from me to say that. I say that is the matter that is to be
inquired into

; and I hope and trust that when the heat, and the
recriminations, and the party discussions have died away, those
highly respectable gentlemen who have banded themselves
together, upon the one side and upon the other, will meet together
or at least a portion of them, in the council-room, as Irishmen
should meet when they discuss the affairs of a society like
the present, harmoniously, like educated and enlightened gentle-
men. I freely admit that there are matters to be inquired into.
I freely admit that irregularities have taken place. I refer to

three particular instances. The first is in reference to the secre-
tary. I cannot shut my eyes to this fact, that he and the council
have not worked harmoniously together. I hope and trust
that the result of that committee which I am about to propose
will he this — that whatever differences of opinion have
existed between the council, or a section of the council,
as Mr. Hamilton suggests, and tbe secretary, probably by
some mutual concession, by some mutual understanding,
that disagreement might be put an end to; for I cannot
shut my eyes to the fact that there has been an attempt made,
it is said, to raise an unworthy cry against Mr. Harkness,
because he happens to be a Scotchman. I do not adopt that sen-
timent. I have stated in private, and I repeat in public, that
bad I been a member of the society when the secretary was
appointed, probably I would have imagined thatin Ireland might
have been found an Irishman to fill that office; but I say that
Mr. Harkness was no party to that resolution. You -are pur-
chasers with notice; you selected him knowing where he was
from

; and the very fact of his not being an Irishman gives him
an additional claim upon your fair consideration. The next
point, gentlemen, that I think the attention of the committee
will be directed to is, the allegation of irregularity in the award
of a premium to Captain Ball. I certainly do believe that in
the award of that premium there might be pleaded the statute
of limitations. I believe it is five years ago. Be it four or five
years, I don't care which; but on the face of the proceed-
ings for a month back in the council this is quite apparent,
that the award of that premium is an irregularity that did
undoubtedly creep in. I don't conceal the fact that there is

another award of a premium in dispute. I believe it is a draining
cup, but with the details of it I am perfectly ignorant. I am told
that the committee of the society has come to a conclusion upon
it at a recent meeting ; but it has so recently occurred, that the
matter is fresh in the minds of all parties, and I think there can
be no objection whatever that it, too, should be considered by the
committee. Now, the last matter to which I think the attention
of the committee should be pointed is this—is it not notorious,is
it not too notorious, that the meetings of our council in these
latter times have not been conducted with that order, regularity,
good feeling, and harmony with which the meetings of a society
like this ought to be regulated? If the council is of that nature
that the society at large has not sufficient power over them to

prevent such proceedings, I think that a committee should be
appointed calmly to look at the constitution of the council, and
to report whether such a change should not be made in the bye-
laws—that if there are men upon it who will not, and are deter-
mined not to pull harmoniously with other members of the
council some means should be obtained for ejecting them from the
council. (Loud cries of hear, hear, aud applause.)

Mr. Gartlan's amendment was carried, and a com-
mittee of nine members, two gentlemen from each pro-

vince, with his Grace the President of the Society as

chairman, were appointed in accordance with it to

report to an adjourned meeting.

Jump, near Plymouth, Dec. 5.—A number of agri-

culturists assembled to take into consideration the pro-

priety of forming an Agricultural Society. Mr. Thomp-
son referred to the history of the Highland Society, to

show the effects of combination for the purpose of agri-

cultural improvement. A superior system of farming

was introduced, superfluous fences were rooted out,

thorough draining put in extensive practice ; furzy

heaths were cleared away iu every direction, and con-

verted into luxuriant pastures and fertile fields ; wide
and exposed high field lands were surrounded aud
adorned with thriving plantations, affording shelter,
beautifying and improving the scenery; and the miser-
able mud hovels of a past age were demolished, and
superseded by comfortable and well-arranged buildings
of a suitable and substantial kind. Implements of the
best order, machinery of the choicest construction and
on the most improved principles were introduced, and
are now universal there. He made these remarks to
show what had been accomplished through the aid and
direction of an agricultural society iu his native country,
and he had no doubt whatever that a society of that
description, properly managed and spiritedly backed by
the nobility and farmers of this district, where so much
room for improvement existed, could not fail in doing an
incalculable amount of good ; therefore he would take
the voice of the meeting whether or not they entertained
the same view. The meeting were unanimous in opinion
with Mr. Thompson, and nominated a committee to

carry out the necessary arrangements for the establish-

ment of the society, to be named the "Maristow Agricul-

tural Society," and to report at the next meeting, to be
held at Jump on the first Monday of January next. The
chairman again addressed the meeting at considerable
length. He made numerous remarks upon the practice of
agriculture, crops, and rotation of crops, describing and
criticising the Lois-Weedon system of cultivation ; he
thought the Rev. Mr. Smith very fortunate in having a

piece of land capable of bearing such treatment, and
instanced the failure of the Lois-Weedon system,
under the hands of the Rev. Mr. Forester, Vicar of

High Ercale, in Shropshire, He then offered some
remarks upon soils and their combinations, upon
manures and their application, and depreciated the

plan of laying small heaps of manure on the land for

some time before ploughing it in. Mr. Rowe, Woolwell,
thought that a good way of applying farm-yard manure
was to plough it into the soil as soon as carted from the

farm-yard. He would recommeud the utility of covered
yards or sheds in which the manure could be made or
laid up and fermented before being carried to the field.

He considered that the very essence of their farm-yard

manures was washed into the water courses by the

rains of heaven. Mr. Harris, Phinx Mill, described

his practice m preparing manure. He had all

the manure of his place collected into one heap
in the yard and mixed with salt in the propor-

tion of 3 cwt. of salt to about 20 loads of dung.

Salt, he thought, retained the ammonia, accelerated

fermentation, and destroyed the larvte of insects,

together with the vitality of many seeds which might

be in the manure. He procured, a short time ago,

3 tons of salt, at 15s. per ton ; from that, he was satis-

fied the cost could not be any objection to its use. He
made some appropriate remarks upon the keeping and
trimming of field hedges, and commented upon the

expense of cleaning weeds from the crops, where a bad
system of cultivation prevailed. He thought that by
paying proper attention to the preparation of the farm- j

yard manure, the trimming of hedges, and deep culti-

vation, cereal crops would not require any weeding at

all. Intelligence, industry, and perseverance were
necessary to the proper advancement of agriculture.

It was his opinion that the society which they were
about to form, if properly conducted, would prove of

immense benefit to the district.

Notices of 2$ooI*£,

On the Advantages that woidd accrue to the Landed
and Agricultural Interest of the United Kingdom from
a general Act of Parliament to enable Owners of Settled

and Encumbered Estates to Borrow Money for their

Improvement upon the SecuHty of the Estates themselves.

A Letter to the Right Hon. the Earl of Essex. By
Chas. F. Humbert, Land agent, Watford, Herts.

Piper & Co., 23, Paternoster Row.

" The only means by which the owner of a limited or

settled estate can without making an immediate outlay

erect farm buildings, engines, or machinery, make
roads, reclaim, enclose, and fence uncultivated land, &c,
for instance, is through the intervention of one of the

four existing private companies known as " The Land-

owners' Drainage and Inclosure Company," 1847," The
West of England Land Draining Company," 1848,

" The General Land Drainage and Improvement Com-
pany," 1849, and " The Lands Improvement Company,"

1853, each of which exists under a special Act of Par-

liament, empowering it to effect upon land improvements

of the kind above named, as well as drainage ; and to

charge the cost of the works upon the inheritance, in

the form of an annual rent-charge, and to one of these

companies a landowner must of necessity appeal if he

wish to charge upon those who may come after him

their reasonable share of the cost of the improvements

he may contemplate."

We quote this passage from the above-named

pamphlet. The object of Mr. Humbert is to show that

as the sanction of the Inclosure Commissioners is needed

before any of these companies can complete the engage-

ment by which it undertakes the drainage or other im-

provement of an estate in consideration of a rent-charge

upon that estate for a certain number of years, this

sanction ought to be the only thing needed to enable the

owner or tenant for life to borrow money for that

purpose in any quarter. Legislation hitherto has certainly

been of great service to the owners of settled estates,

aud through them to the body of consumers, which was
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with some other oharges. He inours, therefore,
expense ami also more trouble, inasmuch as there are
more persons concerned in the arrangement, than If he
could mako his application direct to the Commissioners.
"I do not wish," ho says, "to imply that the ouor pa ol

these companies are excessive, nor that an employeroughl
not to expect to pay tho company whose services lie ma

|

engage, for it must he evident to all that it is alono from
charges made upon landowners that tho shareholders
in the company are to be satisfied, and the directors,
secretaries, engineers, and other officers nro to bo
remunerated. But I mean that the oharges are alto-
gether unnecessary and therefore extravagant ; becnuse
the employer could effect his object moro chenplv,
more speedily, and more conveniently, by being placed
in direct communication with the incliisure Commis-
sioners without the assistance or intervention of a com-
pany in any stago of the business ; and that to bring
about this most desirable stato of tilings either a General
Act of Parliament, having tho provisions of the Lands
Improvement Companies' Act (except that the whole
sum expended in the erection of buildings should bo
charged upon the estate), or an extension of the
Private Money Drainage Act, is alono necessary ; and
from this might he securely predicted the most
favourable results to the landed and agricultural in-

terests of this kingdom. It will, in effect, empower
any owner of a lauded estato, under the direction of the
Inclosure Commissioners, to lay out his own capital, or
money borrowed by him, in its improvement, and to

liquidate the debt so incurred by the estate by annual
payments, secured as

powers of the existine: companies would still remain,
and whoever might Hud it to his interest to avail him-
self of their services would, as at present, be enabled
to do so."

We believe with the author of this pamphlet that the
general intelligence of landowners, backed by the veto
of the Inclosure Commissioners, is guarantee enough
that land improvement shall he done efficiently, without
confining it in its choice of an agency either to the

officers of certain privileged companies or to those whose
appointment may be sanctioned by these officers. And
we believe with the select committee of the House of

Lords which sat last May, that it is desirable that the

powers now vested " in the Companies he made the sub-

ject of a General Regulation and that a General Act be
passed without deli

visions owners of

permitted to obt

improvement, &c.'
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seeds with the Wheal crop, lot could never NU
getting such good pisturagc. Ho in aware thai many
objections are made to new laid down land I

making, but is himself satisfied that on hsht Mill more
Grass is obtai I,

and mora cheese made, than from old paature,
Dutto.v IIai.i.. m wi Pararos Bbook.—Mr. J. Tarlor,

wdiose farm is composed of both strong an 1 ligl I

lays down his sandy loams to Grass with a Barb -

but the clayey loams with Oata. Ilia tecond and af«r
years' herbage ia of unusually . .

sidercd by him as quite equal to old pasture' for ch
making, but the manufacture of the cheese it quire« moro

ut-charges upon itself. Tho I

c
?';

e
'
mo

%, ProbM? f ''"'» *« reel of the mill
richer. The manure he applies to the

is bone-dust. The Grass seeds sown by him i

from Mr. Chivas. and are for a statute aero as follows:—
:t peoka of perennial Rye-gra iuil
£ peck of

\ peek ofmeadow Feacua
lj lbs. of rough an.t smooth-

stalked meadow Crass
The cost of the above is about 15*. When the seeds
are intended for pasture, Cowgraa is sabstitul

•

I I

Jl.,5

money

Farm Memoranda.
Sandiway, near Nortiiwicii.— Mr. John War-

burton, who occupies a farm chiefly of light soil, sows
his Grass seeds with Bailey or Oats, and sometimes in

the Wheat crop, and says' that they will succeed with
any of these crops if the land be thoroughly cleaned and
managed. To effect this object in clayey loams, he
recommends that they should be autumufailowed. He
has also sown Grass seeds after early Potatoes, and
found, when the land was thoroughly clean, that the

Grass crop succeeded very well, and could be niowu
three times the following year. In this ease the seeds
should not be sown later than the middle of September.
With reference to the "second and after years' herbage,*3

he says he has a field now that was laid down in the
spring of 1853 with a mixture of Grasses recommended
by and purchased from Mr. Chivas, of Chester, which
were mown twice in 1854, and once in the present year,

and the herbage is now equal to any old pasture for

cheese-making or feeding. Part of this field was laid

down with Wheat after Mangel Wurzel and Potatoes,

and part with Barley and Swede Turnips. Eight to 10

cwt. of boiled banes, and 2 to 3 cwt. of guauo, were

1 854, the yonug Grass root was manure! with 5 cwt.

of boiled botu-s per statute aerc, and was mown
thai year and once in 1855, the cr,>p both :

good. The soil is a si

Grass se las . which were prescribed for by mraelf,

were after the following rate per acre, the cost

21». :—
a pock'- smooth ditto
11 pecks

J
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Most of these Grasps have come up, and the her

of first-rate quality. When compared «ith other

in the same farm laid down without natural Grasses i-.

the ordinary waj . the s :; erioritj is veiy apparer
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HOETICULTUEAL BUILDING AJSfD HEATING BY EOT WATER,
AT THE LOWEST PRICES CONSISTENT WITH

MATERIALS AMD WOKKMANSH

GRAY & ORMSON, DANGERS STREET, CHELSEA, LONDON.
("> RAY and ORMSON, Danvers Street, Chelsea, having had considerable ex-

ST perience in the construction of Horticultural Erections, which, for elegance of

design, good materials, and workmanship, combined with economy and practical

adaptation, cannot be surpassed by anything of the kind in the country, are in a

position to execute orders on the lowest possible terms.

G. & 0. have been extensively employed by the Nobility, Gentry, and London
Nurserymen ; and they can with the greatest confidence give the most satisfactory

references to all by whom they have been favoured with orders. Their Hot-water
Apparatus is also constructed on the most approved and scientific principles, for all

purposes to which the application of Heating by Hot Water can be made available*

PUBLIC INVITATION.
HEATING EXTENSIVELY BY ONE BOILER.

JOHN WEEKS & Co., King's Hoad, Chelsea,

HAVE this Season the pleasure of being able to

refer to several other extensive Establishments where
they have fixed ONE BOILER to do the same work which
hitherto has taken from six to twelve boilers.

All the world knows the highly respectable firm of Messrs.
Edward Henderson & Co., of the Wellington Nursery, Welling-
ton Road, St. John's Wood, and as that Establishment is open to

the public Messrs. John Weeks & Co.'s Hot-water Apparatus
will now have a chance of being fairly tested and impartially
represented during this winter. Messrs. Edward Henderson &
Co. have now adopted what is called the "One Boiler System."
At their extensive Nursery any gentleman or horticulturist

can see the Hot-water Apparatus of several extensive ranges of

Hothouses, all connected to one boiler. We will here quote
Mr. Edward Henderson's own words, showing how he approves of
Messrs.J.Weeks & Co.'s system of heating by hot water. He says

:

" I am more than satisfied with the extraordinary results of what
Messrs. John Weeks & Co. Itave done for me in heating a great

number of our hot-housesfrom ONE boiler. It is almost impossible

for me to express my satisfaction sufficiently strongly. The tffbct and
great saving produced is truly wonderful ; less than ttoo sacks ofcoke in

24 hours is all that is used to heat a variety of hothouses, c&c, nearly

SO 1

' feet in length, and these various houses are to some extent widely
separated; as300 feet stand in one direction, 150feet in another, 200feet
in another,and so on, including our targe newly laid-ont winter garden."

Messrs. John Weeks & Co. can also refer to several extensive
private establishments, where their Hot-water Apparatus can be
seen in operation, and in every case with the same favourable
results. J. W. & Co. also adhere strictly to all their former
statements relating to their one boiler system, and most

respectfully solicit a
visit to their Garden Es-
tablishment at Chelsea,
which consists of Hot-
houses, Greenhouses,
Conservatories, Pits,&c,
the whole measuring
1000 feet in length, ex-
posing to the atmosphere
upwards of 16,000 super-
ficial feet of glass, the
whole heated by one
boilek, 5 feet high by 3
feet 6 inches in diameter,
the water in the va-
rious houses circulating

through 5000 feet of Hot-
water Pipe.
The accompanying

sketch represents our
improved Upright Tubu-
lar Boiler, with hollow
furnace bars. The large
surface which this Boiler

exposes to the imme-
diate action of the fire

renders it of such extra-
ordinary power.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea,
Horticultural Builders and Hot Water Apparatus Manufacturers.
At our two establishments horticultural science is fully carried

out in all its branches, combining all the improvements of the
day. We have always in stock ready for immediate use a very
extensive variety of horticultural erections; also Forcing Pits
and Frames of all sizes. See our Illustrated Catalogues on
Horticultural Building and Heating by Hot Water; also of all

the best Stove and Greenhouse Plants; also of the best Vines,
Pines, Peaches, and other Fruit trees.

John Weeks & Co., King's Road, Chelsea.

HOTHOUSES, CONSERVATORIES, FRAMES & LIGHTS
FOR PITS, CUCUMBER & MELON BOXES & LICHTS.

C0TTAM AND HALLEN, Engineers, Founders, &c.

TAMEis WATTS, Hothouse Builder, 8, Claremont
'-' Place, Old Kent Road, London.
Green and Hothouses, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 feet wide, any

length, from 16 lo 100 feet. Frames and Lights for Pits, 6 ft. 6 in.,
7 ft., 7 ft. 6 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 6 in. wide, any length, from 12 to
100 feet. Upwards of 200 Cucumber and Melon Boxes and
Lights, from 4 ft. by 3 to 10 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. 6 in., kept ready,
-lazed with stout sheet glass, painted four times, complete, ready
lor immediate use, all made of best material, packed and sent to
all parts of the kingdom.—Reference may be had to the Nobility
Gentry, and the Trade, in most of the counties in England.

2, WINSLEY STREET, & 76, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
A SHOW ROOM DEVOTED ENTIRELY TO ARTICLES OF HORTICULTURE.

Conservatories
Greenhouses
Hot Water Apparatus
Garden Vases

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES UPON APPLICATION.
Mowing Machines
Fountains
Ornamental Wire Work
Flower Stands

Hand-glass Frames
Game Netting
Hurdles
Garden Chairs

Garden Engines
Do. Syringes
Do. Rollers

Flower Labels

Flower Sticks
Garden Bordering
Watering Pots
Garden Arches, &c.

IRON HURDLES, STRAINED WIRE FENCING, GAME NETTING, &c.
AGRICULTURAL LIST UPON APPLICATION.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL, CAST AND WROUGHT IRON, AND WIRE WORK,
EXHIBITION PRIZE MEDAL GATES ArTD ENAMELLED MANGERS.

BY
HER

MAJESTY'S

ROYA L

LETTERS
PATENT.

Tj1 DENCH, Patent Hothouse Works,
^~-* • King's Road, Chelsea.
These Patent Horticultural Buildings are superior to all

others, wood being used for the framework, but covered with
Galvanised Iron Sashes, with excellent strong glass, and all

completed for Is. Zd. per foot super. Hundreds of references
can be given, and Printed Price Lists sent.

C STEPHENSON, late STEPHENSON and SONS,
* 61, Gracechurch Street, London, Manufacturer of Iron

Hurdles, Fencing, &c, Improved Iron and Copper Conical Boilers
and Apparatus for Warming Buildings of every description, by
Hot Water. -Prices and Estimates furnished upon application.

HOT-WATER APPARATUS.
R. PEILL, 17, New Park Street, Southwark,

'' • (late Stephenson and Peill), Inventor of the Improved
Conical Boilers in Iron and Copper, is now enabled to make con-
siderable reduction in the prices charged by his late firm, and to

supply the trade upon very advantageous terms, with materials
for Warming Buildings of every description ; Iron Conservatories,
Roofs, and every description of metal work. Prices, &c, at the
Manufactory as above.

HORTICULTURAL WORKS AND HOT-WATER
APPARATUS MANUFACTORY.

Kensal Green, Harrow Road, London.
JOHN TAYLOR and SON beg to call the attention
*s of the nobility and gentry to the very'superior manner in
which they Erect all kinds of Conservatories, Vineries, Green-
houses, &c, combining every improvement with elegance of
design, and durability of materials and workmanship.
Their VENTILATING APPARATUS for the Fronts and

Rnofs of Houses has given the highest satisfaction. Churches,
Chapels, Schools, Entrance Halls, Public Buildings, &c, heated
with Hot-Water Apparatus in a most economical and efficient

manner. J.T. & Son have great pleasurein referring to numbers
of the nobility and gentry by whom they are extensively engaged .

AT MR. MECHI'S ESTABLISHMENTS,
112, Regent Street, 4, Leadenhall Street, and Crystal Palace,

ai'e exhibited the finest specimens of British manufactures in

Dressing Cases, Work-boxes, Writing Cases, Dressing Bags,

and other articles of utility or luxury. A separate department
for Papier Mache* Manufactures and Bagatelle Tables. Table
Cutlery, Razors, Scissors, Penknives, Strops, Paste, &c. Ship-

ping orders executed. The same prices charged at all the
Establishments.

pHRISTMAS PRESENTS.—The most appropriate
v^ offerings for this Season of Festivity are those which tend
to the promotion of Health and Personal Attraction; none can
be more acceptable than ROWLAND'S MACASSAR OIL, for

imparting a transcendent lustre to the hair, and sustaining it in

decorative charm.

ROWLAND'S KALYDOR imparts a radiant bloom to the

cheek, and a delicacy and softness to the hands, arms, and neck; and
ROWLAND'S ODONTO, or Pearl Dentifrice,

Bestows on the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, and renders the
breath sweet and pure. The patronage of Royalty throughout
Europe, their general use by rank and fashion, and the univer-

salK-known efficacy of these articles give them a celebrity un-
paralleled,—Sold by A. Rowland & Sons, 20, Hatton Garden,
Londou, and by Chemists and Perfumers.

»a» Beware of Spurious jmitationb I

METCALFE and CO.'S NEW PATTERN TOOTH
BRUSH, PENETRATING HAIR BRUSHES, AND

SMYRNA SPONGES.—The Tooth Brush performs the highly-

important office of searching thoroughly into the divisions and
cleansing in the most extraordinary manner—hairs never come
loose. Peculiarly penetrating Hair Brushes, with durable un-
bleached Russian bristles, which will not soften like common
hair, and immense stock of genuine unbleached Smyrna Sponge,
with every description of British and Foreign Perfumery, at

Metcalfe, Binglet, & Co.'s only Establishment, 130 b and 131,

Oxford Street, second and third doors west from Holies Street.

Caution.—Beware of the word "from" Metcalfe's, adopted by
some houses. Metcalfe's Alkaline Tooth Powder, 2s. per box.

MARK YOUR LINEN.
THE PEN SUPERSEDED.—The most easy, per-

manent, and best method of marking Linen, Silk, Cotton,

Coarse Towels, Stockings, Books, or anything else, is with the

PATENT ELECTRO-SILVER PLATES. By means of this

novel invention a thousand articles can be marked in ten minutes.

Any person can easily use them. Initial Plate, Is.; Name Plate,

2s. ; Set of Numbers, 2s.; Crest Plate, 5s. Sent free to any part
of the kingdom (on receipt of stamps), by the inventor and sole

patentee, T. Cdxleton, Heraldic Engraver to the Queen and
Royal Family, 2, Long Acre, one door from St. Martin's Lane.

TVJCTMEDICINE FOR THE CURE OF ASTHMA
1^ CONSUMPTION, and COUGHS, was ever attended with
such speedy and unfailing success as De. LOCOCK'S PUL-
MONIC WAFERS. In every newspaper and periodical in the
kingdom may be seen testimonies of their wonderful efficacy.

To singers and public speakers they are invaluable for clearing

and strengthening the voice. They have a pleasant taste.

Price Is. l|d., 2s. 9rf,, and lis. per box. Sold by all Medicine
Vendors.
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TO AGRICULTURISTS.
Jllflfc published, ill -uln viillllliil Mvi, 40(1 jiiiki'ii, cloth, w
"" rous Illustrations, Homo coloured, "». Or/.; pom frou by
Po] i ofllca order for lOo.

f|'lii<; VEAR hook OF AGRICULTURE! on
1 'run annum, OP Ann .thhai, I'ii.m.i-i.

AND DI8COVBHY, FOB IBBS. Exhibiting tlm ,
i lm

portant Dli vqv\m I Emprovomontii in Agricultural
ftfuolmritoH, Agricultural Obomi»try, Agricultural nml llnrilcul
tural Uotany,. Agricultural ami 13i oGeoln

i cultural
Zoology, Motoorology. &e. ; I6gctliur ivliii Btalhifli
(in. will iimi Production, a I .Int. ni roconi Agricultural I'ubll
oatlons,,Agi'loultural Putimtii; wlih Nnii-n i.v uia Bd n ilii

Progrowi of American itml Foreign Agrloulturo I

llyliAru. A. vv • i.i.n, A.M., Mombor of tlm li lolnl) ol

Natural iiiiiii.rv, lormurly (Jliomlnl to tbo Ohio il I

Agriculture, Ml tor ..I tlio Annual ..I Hoi in,- in.,,
Familiar Bolonco, &o., &c.

|P "hod •""< for Halo hy Ronicnv E, Pi rg|
wn.i .ia.m Biiowk'h, English mid Foreign Bo i glim | I 11

llolborn, l.,.n'lnii.

Now loady, Prion Hitlf-n brown, with I "i i r
rpiiK ENTOMOLOGIST'S ANNUAL -

1 tabling arlloloa by Dawsox, Jaxho i

Smith nnil Stainthm. lUnio. I'|i. 17-1.

A II... mi. v "till ba bail,

THE ENTOMOLOGIST'S ANNUAL for
I

Edited hv II. T. Staiktok, 8 1 I dltlon
I'llllrll. I'Jl I'|i. Ii'i.'l. Prloo 3», W,

tiatoly Published.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OP THE TINKINA
Vol, i. By a, 'i'. Stain I'..-.

; aula by Professoi z .

•I. W, '.ii VI. Wiih nlglil Coloured Plates, Prlco 18 (W
"I'l'.' Wi.l'll III Wholly Wiilli'll In I. .in Inn, ..,,,,

|
... || |.

Pronob, Gorman, and Latin, wblob arc prlntod In
i tol

OOlUlnnR, II. Ill ill Willi ill, nil in nnrli ii ivu ik i ,ui I.- .

inry to praise tbo Illustrations when n ] Mint tin
drawn by tba late Mr. Wing, who was porbaps unanualled In
hlsow partmenl of An. Tim descriptions arc fullanilyel
preel io

;
tlm orlttotstn mi formor authors Is Just; and tlm at t

of the habltB of tho. Httlo animals graphic andnnit Iti

n(Bum. London: John Van Voorst, Pator tor Row.
n.iw ready) 851 I. of tho Second GaTi

r !M IK COTTAGE GARDENERS' DICTIONARY,
-l In Weekly Numbers, n.'.; and Monthly Parts, 7d, t did t

in hi ..in ik W, .Ii.iini.iin, i.',iii|,, Editor of"Tho Cottage Qnnl
The Oardenera' Almanack," &o.
This Dlotlonary explains, In Alphabetical Order, tlm Terms

and Operations employed by Gardeners; DoHorI| m.i in
torins ni' nil tlm Bpooles of Fruits, Flowors, and \

worthy of a place in our Gardens, Greenhousos, and si.

their Varieties and appropriate Cultlvotl and all II

have been prepared by aomoof tlm best praotioal and Soluntiflo
gardonora of bmgland. These obaraolortstles render II I

useful und must, tollable, as it is alBO tin- ehoaposl work t..r

'I refereuoe that bus yut boon published mi i

Gardening.
on., very large Edition has been sold, and Mm profenl Edlll in,

including all Nmv Plants, with mostooplous Dictionary
nyms, is a stm more valuable work of reference, both to tin'

Amateur and Professional Gardener, it win bo published in
nbnul sixiy Weekly Numbers. Price lld.onob, and in Monthly
Port . pries 7./.

London : W. Ki-.vr & Co., 51, Paternoster Ron .

lyOltKS PUBLISHED 11Y W. KIM' vn
', find 52, Pfitemofltet Row, London.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED WOKKS si [TAB. r
FOR CHRISTMAS, NEW u;\i;, AND BIRTJ
PRESENTS

The attention of tlio hctuluof famUlon KHfh rttn n in pmmnilM.y
directed to the following valnnblo and beautifully Illustrated
works :

—

Til K NATURAL HISTORY OF THE FEATHERED
TRIBES. Imperial 8vo., 6-10 pages, with about 800 Bngrar-
Ings. Price 12s. 6ti. olotli boards; i;t.s-. i;/. elegantly gilt

THE ALPS, SWITZERLAND, SAVOY., AND
LOMBARDY. Imperial 8ro., 840 pages, with about

I

prjAvings, Prloe Us, <»'. cloth boards; I8t. 6d elegantly gilt.

THE WORKS OF EMINENT MASTERS, troperial
mi

, with about 500 cbolco Engravings. Bound in cloth,

gilt edges, 18s.

THE ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE OF ART. Im-
perial8vo.. with, about 500 Engravings, la 8 volumes. Price,

e i. ii volume, 8s. M. cloth; 9s, gill edges.

THE ILLUSTRATED EXHIBITOR AND MAC \

ZINE OF ART, Imperial 870., with about 300 Engravings.
]u J Volumes. Price, per volume, 5s., handsome paper wrapper;
6s, 6rf. cloth; 7s. Qd. gut edgesJ or in one double vol.. 12s.

THE ILLUSTRATED EXHIBITOR ; or Record of
the Industrial Exhibition in Hyde Park, 1861. Cloth, 7s. 6J.

;

handsomely gilt, 8s.

THE HISTORY OF THE PAINTERS OF ALL
NATIONS, with simples of their choicest works. A Splendid
Volume in Imperial Quarto. Price 80.'.

A few copies only of a cheaper edition of the above, printed on

the sumo paper, and bound inelegant cloth binding, gilt edges,

anil forming a beautiful volume for the drawing-room table, \-c.

can be had, price 24s,

THE LADIES' DRAWING-ROOM BOOK ; con-
taining upwards of 30 magnificent Engravings with I

'

of appropriate Text. Also 104 pages of full directions r<>r

working in Crochet, Point Lace, Embroidery, &c. With ex-

planatory Engravings, consisting of nearly ICO Patterns (n

every Department of Ladies' work Price 10s G I . elegant cloth,

gilt edges. Without the Crochet portion, price 7*. Eft in

handsome boards, gilt edges.

THE LADIES* WORK BOOK, with 80 Engraved
Patterns and Dcsigus. Price 2.*. 6rf.

THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF HUNGARY
AND THE MAGYah$

;
with nearly 100 Engravings, haud-

somely bound in cloth. 5 S-, qj,

UNCLE TOM'S TABtN ; with 27 characteristic Illus-

trations by George Cruiks&mik, Esq. Price 8s. cloth; 3s. tVi.

cloth gilt; demy Svo edition, 4^ <j,f,

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN In THE WELSH LAN-
GUAGE, with '27 Illustrations, by George Crulkshank, Esq.
Price -is., or gilt edges, !?. 6rf. This is the only unabridged
Translation into Welsh.

THE LAMPLIGHTER; with 13 Illustrations, cloth,
3.<\ ; or with s'\\t edges. 3s. &f.

MARY HOWITT'S ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY
FOR THE YOUNG. A most entertaining volume, embel-
lished with above 150 Engravings, in the fintt style of Art.

'

Price, elegantly bound in cloth, superbly gilt, u\<. : with
coloured plates, 1-J.i.

THE ALTAR OF THE HOUSEHOLD. In one
large ltanrtsotue 4to volume, with title-psge beautifully
engraved on steel, by Adlarp, from a design' by J. Gilbert.
Esq., price 15$i bound in cloth; or with gilt edges. 16s.; or
very handsomely hound in calf, 21*.; and in Twelve Is. parts.
Containing a series of Services for Domestic Worship for everv

inn. i I'.vening in the Year. Edited by the itev. Johx
liArRls, D.D.. author of " Mammon." &c

London : W. Kf.xt & Co., 51 and 5i. Paternoster Row.
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WORKS
PUBLISHED BY

HENRY G. BOHN,
YORK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

—

LOUDON'S ARBORETUM ET FRUTICETUM
BRITANNICUJr; or the Trees and Shrubs in Britain,

Native and Foreign, Hardy and Half Hardy, delineated and
described, with their Propagation, Culture, Management, and
Uses in the Arts, in useful and ornamental Plantations, and in

Landscape Gardening; preceded by an Historical and Geograph-
ical Outline of the Trees and Shrubs of Temperate Climates
throughout the world. Second improved Edition, 8 vols. Svo
ffonr of letter-press, and four of plates), with, nearly 300D plates
of Trees and Shrubs (pub. at 101.), cloth, 51. 5s.

LOUDON'S EDITION OF REPTON ON LANDS-
CAPE GARDENING AND LANDSCAPE ARCHITEC-

TURE, with an Historical and Scientific Introduction, a Syste-
matic Analysis, and a Copious Index, 250 woodcuts, portrait,

Svo, cloth (pub. at 1?. 10s.), 15s.

LOUDON'S VILLA GARDENER, comprising the
Choice of a Suburban Villa Residence; the Laying-out,

Planting, and Culture of the Garden and Grounds; and every
necessary information for the Amateur in collecting, placing,
and rearing all the Plants and Trees usually cultivated in Great
Britain; the Management of the Villa Farm, Dairy, and Poultry
Yard, Second Edition. Edited by Mrs. Loudon, 8vo, with
upwards of 377 diagrams, &c.

;
finely engraved on wood (pub. at

12s.), Sj. Qd., cloth.

DON'S GARDENER'S AND BOTANIST'S DIC-
TIONARY; or a General Dictionary of Flowering Plants,

comprising complete Descriptions of the different Ostlers; toge-
ther with the characters of the Genera and Species, with an
Enumeration of the Cultivated Varieties; their Places of Growth,
Time of Flowering, Mode of Culture, and Use in Medicine and
Domestic Economy, &c. Four thick vols. 4 to, closely printed,
numerous woodcuts, cloth (pub. at 14?. Ss.), 11. lis. Qd.

SWEET'S CISTINE^ ; or, NATURAL ORDER
OF CISTTJS, OR ROCK ROSE. Royal Svo, 112 beautifully

coloured plates, cloth (pub. at 51. 5s.), reduced to 21. 12s. Qd.

QWEET'S FLORA AUSTRALASICA, or a Selec-
•^ tion of haudsome or curious Plants, natives of New Holland
and the South Sea Islands. Royal Svo, with 56 beautifully
coloured plates, cloth (pub. at 3?. 15s.), red. to 11. 16s.

QIBTHORP'S FLORA GRiECA, the most costly^ AND SIAGXIFICEXT BOTANICAL WOEE EVER PUBLISHED,
10 vols, folio, with 1000 beantifully coloured plates, half bound
morocco, (published by subscription, and the number strictly
limited to those subscribed for, pub. at 225?.)—63?.

DE JUSSIEU'S ELEMENTS OF BOTANY,
translated by J. H. "Wilson, F.L.S., &c. Thick post, Svo,

with 750 capital woodcuts, cloth, 8s. Qd.

CCHLEIDEN'S PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC& BOTANY, or Botany as an Inductive Science. Translated
by Dr. Edwin Lankester. Svo, with nearly 400 Illustrations
on wood and steel, cloth, 105. Qd.

WOODVILLE'S MEDICAL BOTANY, Third
Edition, enlarged by Sir W. Jackson Hooker. Five vols.

$to, with 310 Coloured Plates, by Sowerby. Half bound,
morocco, uncut (pub. at 10?. 10s.), reduced to 5?. 5s.

TULL'S HORSE-HOEING HUSBANDRY; or, a
Treatise on the Principles of Tillage and Vegetation.

Edited with Introduction by W. Cobbett, Svo, cloth (pub. at
15s.), reduced to 5s.

DOYLE'S CYCLOPEDIA OF PRACTICAL
HUSBANDRY, and Rural Affairs in General. New Edition,

enlarged, thick Svo, with 70 wood engravings. Cloth, 8s. Qd.

JOHNSON'S GARDENER, 10 Vols., with numerous
*J Woodcuts, containing the Potato, 1vol.; Cucumber and
Gooseberry, 1 vol.; Grape Vine, 2 vols.; Auricula and Aspa-
ragus, 1 vol.; Pine Apple, 2 vols.; Strawberry, 1vol.; Dahlia,
1 vol. ; Peach, 1 vol. ; together 10 vols., 12mo, cloth, 10s.; or sepa-
rately at Is. per volume.

T^ONALDSON'S TREATISE ON MANURES,
-*—' their Nature, Preparation, and Application; with a De-
scription and Uses of the most approved British Grasses, a Mis-
cellaneous Article on Farming, and an Estimate and Description
of a Model Farm of 300 Acres. Second edition, with woodcuts
and Plans of Farm Buildings. Thick Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

HENRY G. B0H2J,

York Street, Covent Garden, London.

Ferms represented Life-size by nature Printing.
This day is published Part X., price Six Shillings, of the

FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN,
NATURE-PRINTED (life size).

Containing Three Folio Plates of » FERNS " represented by NATURE PRINTING; together with DescriD
tions of their Indigenous Species and Varieties by THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S. A Portfolio price 7s 6d has
been specially prepared for this splendid Work, which will be completed in. about Sixteen Monthly Parts.

'

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVEKIE STREET.

Commencement, of the THIRD DIVISION of the English Cyclopaedia.
On the 5th of January will be published, No. I., price 6d , of the

CYCLOPEDIA OF BIOGRAPHY;
Being the THIRD DIVISION of the "English CyclopEedia," conducted by CHARLES KNIGHT.

The publication will continue in Weekly Numbers and Monthly Parts, and the Division will be completed in
Four Volumes, early in 1857.

BRADBURY & EVANS, 11, BOUVERIE STREET.

NEW SERIAL WORK BY MR. CHARLES DICKENS.
This day is published, to be completed in Twenty Monthly Partsi

price One Shilling each, Part II. of

TITTLE DORRIT. By Charles Dickens-
-—* With Illustrations byHABLOT K. Browne.

London : Bradbuet & Evans, 11. Bouverie Street.

This day is published, No. I'., price is., of

T^HE POPULAR HISTORY OF ENGLAND :

-L As Illustrated History of Society and Government from
the Earliest Period to our own Times. By Charles Knight.
The Popular History of England will be beautifully printed
in medium octavo—illustrated with about 1000 Wood Engrav-
ings; and will be divided into 36 Monthly Parts.

London : Bradeurt & Evans, 11, Bouverie Street.

HPHE EDINBURGH REVIEW, No. CCIX.—
J- ADVERTISEMENTS and BILLS intended for insertion
are requested to be forwarded to the Publishers on or BEFORE
Thursday, January 3, 1S5G.

London : Longman-& Co., 39, Paternoster Row.
ILLUSTRATED BOOKS SUITABLE FOR NEW VEAR'S

GIFTS, BY WILLIAM AND MARY HOWITT.
BY WILLIAM HOWITT. Jk

X/ISITS TO REMARKABLE PLACES Svo, 21s.
V DITTO, SECOND SERIES 8vo, 21s.

THE RURAL LIFE OF ENGLAND... 8vo, 21s.
THE BOY'S COUNTRY BOOK Fcp, Svo, 6s.

BY MARY HOWITT.
THE CHILDREN'S YEAR ... Square 16mo, 5s.
London : Longman, Brown, Green, & Longmans.

Just published in Svo., with Six Plates, price 5s. cloth,

"PLEMENTS OF PRACTICAL HYDRAULICS,
-*—* for the Use of Students in Engineering. By Samuel
Downing, M.A., Professor of Civil Engineering in the University
of Dublin.

" A work which cannot fail to l,p of the ^reArest value to all

who are concerned in the drainage of land, or the supply of towns
with water, or the construction of canals, or the irrigation of
tracts rendered barren by dryness."

—

Gardeners' Chronicle.
London: Longman, Brown. Green, & Longmans.

Just published, fcp. Svo., cloth, 3s.,

ON LOCAL TREATMENT of the MUCOUS
MEMBRANE of the THROAT for COUGH and BRON-

CHITIS. By J. E. Riadore, M.D., F.R.C.S.
London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Just published, fcp. Svo., cloth, 3s.,

ON MECHANICAL SUPPORT to the
RECTUM, tor the Treatment of Prolapsus and Hemorr-

hoids. By J, E. Riadore, M.D., F.R.C.S.
London: John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

Just published, Fifth Edition, price 2s. Qd.

'PHE WATER CURE IN CHRONIC DISEASE :

-*- An Exposition of the Cause, Progress, and Termination of

various Chronic Diseases of the Digestive Organs, Lungs,
Nerves, Limbs, and Skin, and of their Treatment by Water and
Hygienic Means. By James M. Gully, M.D., Fellow of the
Royal Medical and Chirurgical Society, London.

London : John Churchill. Malvern : Henry Lamb.

Just published, post 8vo, cloth, 10s. Qd.,

DIGESTION and its DERANGEMENTS. By
T. K. Chambers, M.D., Physician to St. Mary's Hospital,

and Lecturer ou Medicine at St. Mary's. Medical School.

London

:

John Churchill, New Burlington Street.

BOHN'S CLASSICAL LIBRARY FOR JANUARY.
PLINY'S NATURAL HISTORY, translated, with

copious Notes, by the late Dr. Bostock and H. T. Riley,
Esq. Vol. IV., (containing Books xviii-xsin., relating to the
Natural History of Trees and Plants). Post 8vo, cloth, 5s.

Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden.

ECHINI'S SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
OTOCKHARDT'S AGRICULTURAL CHEMIS-& TRY, or Chemical Field Lectures. A familiar Exposition
of the Chemistry of Agriculture, addressed to Farmers; trans-

lated from the German, with Notes by Professor Henfrey, of

King's College. To which is added a Paper on " Liquid Manure,"
by J. J. Mechi, Esq. Post Svo. cloth. 5s.

London : Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Covent Garden.

Just published, price Eightpence, free by post.

LAWSON'S GARDENERS' KALENDAR for
1866.—This CALENDAR is printed on a large sheet, and

embellished with a view of the Royal Gardens at Frogmore.
Petee Lawson & Son, 27, Great George Street, Westminster,

London; and George IV. Bridge. Edinhnrirli.

GLENNY'S COMPANION TO THE GARDEN
ALMANACK, with the only authentic Portrait of the Author,

will appear almost immediately. Price Is. Advertisements
(which will reach every cultivator in the kingdom) must be for-

warded to Geo. Glenny, Dungannon House, FtilHam, forthwith.

A N INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF
il JURISPRUDENCE.

being a translation op the general pabt of
THJEAUT'S SYSTEM DES PANDEKTEN RECHTS,

WITH notes and illustrations
By NATHANIEL LINDLEY, of the Middle Temple, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law.

William Maxwell, 32, Bell Yard, Lincoln's Inn, Law Book-
seller and Publisher; Hodges & Smith, Grafton Street, Dublin.

LOWE'S FOREICN FERNS.
Now publishing, in Monthly Parts, royal Svo, price ls.r each con-

taining 4 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings,
A NATURAL HISTORY OF FERNS, British

-tA- ano Exotic. By E. J. Lowe, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.G.S,, &c.
London: Groombridge & Sons, 5, Paternoster Row.

Now ready,
HPHE FERNS OF GREAT BRITAIN: Illustrated
-*- by John E. Sowerby. The Descriptions, Synonyms, &c,
by Charles Johnson, Esq. In One Vol. cloth boards, containing
49 Plates, full coloured, 27s.

;
partly coloured, 14s.

John E. Sowerby. 3, Mead Place, Lamheth.

THE GARDENERS' EVERY - DAY BOOK.
Part I., Price 6rf., will be published on the 1st of Jauuary.

G. Cox, King Street, Covent Garden. Orders received by all
Booksellers-

npHE FLORIST, FRUITIST, AND GARDEN
J- MISCELLANY. By C. Turner and J. Spencer, Monthlyy
price One Shilling,

Contents of January No., now readv :—The Dahlia, with two
Coloured Illustrations, viz., BESSIE(Sainsbury), PERFECTION
(Keynes).— Horticultural Society.—Ferns and Lycopodiums.

—

Review of the Past Year.—The Exeter Nurseries.—Considerations
on Soils.—Winter Flowering Plants.—The Peach.—The late Mr.
Groom's Tulips.—Landscape Gardening. No. IV., with plan of
Flower Garden and Lawn.—New Plants of the Year.—Reviews.
—Drymonia villosa.—The new Dahlias.—On Deep Cultivation.
—With a full Calendar of Operations for the Month.
Volumes for 1S55 now ready, at 13s. Qd. each. The number

and beauty of the Plates make them handsome Christmas
presents.—Office, 20, Southampton Street, Strand, London. _
EDWARDS'S NATIONAL^GARDEN ALMA~-

NACK for 185G, price Is., is now published, by Chapman
& Hall, Piccadilly.

All Communications must be promntly addressed to Wace

SUBSCRIPTION, TWELVE SHILLINGS PER ANNUM.
This day is published. No. LI,, price 3s.,

HPHE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURE, AND THE
J- TRANSACTIONS OF THE HIGHLAND AND AGRI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY OF SCOTLAND. Published Quarterly..
This Number contains the Society's Report to the Board of

Trade on the Agricultural Statistics of Scotland for 1855.

_ _
AVilliam Blackwood & Sons, Edinburgh and Londmi.

GEORGE MILLS' TREATISE on the CULTURE
vJ of the CUCUMBER, MELON, SEA-KALE, and ASPA-
RAGUS. Price 3s. 6d., free by post.
Also his TREATISE on the CULTURE of the VINE.

Price 2s. 6d. free by post. For notices of the above see Adver-
tisements inserted January 1855.

George Mills, UxbridgeRoad, Ealing, Middlesex.

Just published, price Qd., by post, Id.,

THE AMATEURS GUIDE IN HORTICULTURE
J- and AGRICULTURE, showing when and what to sow, and
how to cultivate. This useful Handbook will be sent post free on
receipt of seven postage or receipt stamps.

Sutton & Sons, Royal Berkshire Seed Establishment,
Reading; or Longmans, Paternoster Row, London.

M
Now ready, price One Shilling,

ORTON'S NEW FARMER'S ALMANACK.
Plackie & Son, Warwick Square, City, London; and

all Booksellers.

Just published, with Plates, Second Issue, price 2s. Qd., by post, 3s.

LAND DRAINAGE and DRAINAGE SYSTEMS;
a Paper Tead before the London Farmers' Club, with con-

siderable additions. By J. Bailey Denton, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst.

C.E., Engineer to the General Land Drainage Company.

London: James Ridgway, 169, Piccadilly; and to be had of

all Booksellers. __
Now ready, price Qd. ; free by post, Sd.t

A PROPOSAL FOR A GENERAL ACT OF
fi PARLIAMENT to enable Owners of Settled and Limited

Estates to raise and expend money in their Improvement, upon

the Security of the Estates themselves. A Letter to the Earl of

Essex, by Chas. F. Humbert, Land Agent, Watford, Herts.

Piper, Stephenson, & Spkxce, 23, Paternoster Row, London.

Just out, price One Shilling, free per post,

TWENTY-EIGHT LBS. OF BREAD MADE OUT
OF FOURTEEN LBS. OF FLOUR; or Hints how to

Make Bread at Home Econouiically. By a Motheb of a Family.

Also, a Bookon BREAD.MAKING. Price One Shilling.

Mart Wkduks. IIS, Fenchurch Street.

SERIES OF ARTICLES ON FORESTRY.
HPHE FIRST of i SERIES of ARTICLES on
1 FORESTRY, to be continued WEEKLY, by Mr. James

Bbown, author of "The Forester," will appear in the

"North British Agriculturist" of the 2d January, 18d6. The

series is intended to embrace Arboriculture in Its widest sense and

to constitute what may be regarded as the Book of the Forest.

Terms—24s. per annum ; 6s. per quarter. Orders to be addressed

to David Guthrie, 377, High Street, Edinburgh.

Printed by William Bbabbobi, of No. 13. Upper Woburn "ace. and

Fbeueeick Muilbtt Evasb. of No. 20, Queen'. Bond, Wert, both in

the Parish of St. Pancras.and in the County ot Middlesex, "™K.'5t,™
their Office in Lombard Street, in the Ptecirct of Whitetnais, ™ the city

of London ; and published br then, at the Office, No.S, Upper WdlmitUra.

Street, in the Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County,

where all Advertisements and Communications are to he AnnBBSBsn to

tub EniTnr..—Satoedat, December £9, lt55.


















